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X OF
JULY TO DECEMBER, 1S76.

Abies, fruiting of, 75
Abutilons, note on grafting, S14

Acacia dealbata, 7S3; Riceana, 55S

Acclimatisation, a garden for, 654
Acer colchicum rubrum (lastum), 718 ;

saccharinum, 530, 623, 658
Adiantum lunulatum, 623
.Ecidium depauperans, 361 ; Violas at-

tacked by, 49, 175
Aganisia ccerulea, 226
Agave americana, 399, 435 ; at Tresco

Abbey. 464 ; laxa, 720 ; Noackii,

flowering at Kew, 590
Agaves, Dr. Engelmann's notes on, loS

Ageratums, notes on the dwarf, 621

Air, on the heat of the, 236
AlcohoHc fermentation of fruit, 528
Aldbury, the old stocks and whipping-

post at, }5
Algarrobas of North and South America,

the, 455
Algeria, notes of a tour in, 423, 688

AUerton Priory, the gardens at, 647, 690,

721
AlHums of Scripture, 771
Almond, a large, 206
Alpine plants, how to show, 45
Alpinia nutans, 435
Alstrbmerias, 144
Amaryllis, a new hybrid, 366
Amateur gardening for ladies, 135
America, Calluna vulgaris in, 304 ;

South,

letter from M. Andr^ in, 302
American Aloe, the, 399 ; fruit crop, 206

;

Lilies, notes on, 242 ; Oaks, Dr. Engel-

mann on, 164 ; Vine stocks, 589
Ampelopsis tricuspidata, 650
Amsterdam International Horticultural

Exhibition, 173
Analyses of Vine soils, 463
Anastatica hierochuntina, 334
Angrcecum Ellisii, 227
Anemone japonica,469 ; Honorinejobert,

269 ; hybrida, 465
Anemia Fhyllitidis tessellata, 227
Annuals, notes on, 238 I

Anthericum Gerrardi, 100 ; variegatum,

227
Anthropodium cirrhatum, 227
Anthurium Brownii, 744 ; crystallinum,

227 ; cuspidatum, 227 ; Patinii, 227 ;

Scherzerianum var. Williamsii, 227 ;

Veitchii, 772 ; Wallisii, 227
Anthuriums, white spathed, 6^4
Antidotes for insects, 49
Ant hills, ^o
Ants, cut leaf, 425
Ant's nests, how to destroy, 21

Apheiandra fascinator, 227; mediaurata,

227

Apiary :—British Beekeepers" Associa-

tion, exhibition atthe Alexandra Palace.

402 ; drones, do the workers - really

massacre the, 714, 757, 810, 848 ; hive,

Mi^jor Munn's bar-frame, 307 ; Paynes
cottage hive, 176; honey bees, &c.,

exhibition of, at the Botanic Gardens,
Glasgow, 370 ; swarming season of

1876, 137 ; swarming, late, 403

;

swarms, fugitive, 176 ; winter,

preparing for, 306.

Apley House, Isle of Wight, 83S
Apparatus, scientific exhibition of, 20
Apple, Cox's Redleaf Russet, 429
Apple wine, 80
Aponogeton distachyon as a pot plant,

366
Apricots, 560
Aquatic plants, raft for, 100
Aquilegia co^rulea, 20, 112 ; leptoceras

chrysantha, 227
Aralia Maximowiczii, 277 ; pentaphylla

variegata, 227 ; Sieboldii, 721 ; Veitchii,

227
Aralias, stock for, 247
Araucaria Ealansre, 227 ; Bidwillii,

coning at Kew, 172 ; Rulei, 227
Arctic expedition, the, 588, 655
Aristolochias, note on the flowers of,

457 ; on the culture of, 276

Aristolochia tricaudata, 227
Arpophyllum giganteum, 598
Arracacha, 783
Arran, the Killarney Fern in, 369
Artocarpus Cannoni, 227
Arvicola arvalis, 595
Arundel Castle garden and the fruit crops,

Arundinaria falcata flowering of, 173, 240,

304, 366, 435, 526, 622

Ash, the. and Yggdrasil, 225 ; the flower-

ing, new vars. of, 495 ; the folklore of

the, 303
Asiatic Turkey, the fruits of, 295, 324
Asparagus cethiopicus var. ternifolius,

Asparagus beds, late planting of, 3i ; the

proper time to make, 48, in
Aspasia papilionacea, 100

Aspidistra punctata, 227
Aster Novi Belgii minor, 227
Astrocaryum Murumuru. 227
Atherton and Tyldesley Botanical Associa-

tion, 387
Athole, the Larch w^oods of. 693
Aubergine, the. 294
Aubrietia. as a spring bedding plant, T95

August, Orchids flowering in, 275 ; severe

frost in, 369, 431,

Auricula diseases, 522
Auricula, Hey's Apollo, 787; Redmayne's

Metropolitan, 754, 849
Auriculas at Kirkby Malzeard, 394 ; a

list of, 820 ; and Auricula shows, 620 ;

notes on, 679 ; on the raising of, from
seed, 457 ; the charms of, 462

Austen, Mr. G., death of, 596
Austraha, the climate of, 276
Austria, school gardens in, 136
Autumn, lines on, 459 ; Potato planting

in, 686, 721
Autumn wild flowers, 643, 675
Auxanometer, a new. 815
Azalea amcena Caldwellii, 144 ; Jean

\'ervaene, 219
Azara microphylla, 227

B

Bagot's Park, notes on the trees in, 453
Balbisia verticJUata, 227
Balconies, terra cotta, for window, 229
Balmoral Castle, 519
Balsam, notes on the, 266

Bamboos cultivated in Italy, 773 ; hardy,

Bamboo, the flowering, &c., of, 462, 621

Bambusa Fortunei variegata, 718 ; striata,

227 ; Ragamowski, 847
Bark of trees, on removing the, 71S
Barnard & Co.'s improved water-barrow,

175
Basket-work shades, 291
Batemannia Burtii, 227
Bath tent, a, 136
Bay and the Laurel, the, 419, 431
Bay trees, sweet, 275. 304, 369
Bean, Beck's Dwarf Green Gem, 206
Beans, Scarlet Runner, in the market

gardens, 494 ; Victoria Dwarf French,

240 : the folklore of, 35
Bearing reins on mowing machine horses,

Beddjing, carpet, at Cleveland House,

172 237, 370, 712, 717 ; summer and
winter, 776

Bedding-out at Combe Abbey, the, 76
Bedding plant, the Aubrietia as a, 195
Bees and wasps, 561 ; cure for the stings

of, 73, 111,144. 213
^ ,

Bees, do the workers massacre the drones

or not? 714, 757, 810, 84S ; revengeful,

216
Beetroot in the cuisine, 683

Begonia Countess of Doneraile, 116

;

Frcebelii, 227, 530 ; gunnerse folia, 227 ;

incamata, 224 ; Magenta Queen, 72 ;

X Miranda, 273 ; Moonlight, 495 ; octo-

petala, 227 ; xOtto Forster, 243 ;

Worthiana, 227
Begonias, in masquerade, 239 ; the new

tuberous-rooted hybrid, 29S, 487 ; late-

blooming tuberous-rooted, 751

Belgian horticultural botany, 581

Benthamia fragifera, 173
Bentham's, Mr., new arrangement of the

monocotyledons, 692
Berberidopsis corallina, 227
Berkheya (Stobrea) purpurea, 112

BertoloniaHoutteana, 227 ;
superbissima,

227
Beverage, Coffee leaves as a, 685

Biddulph Grange, the Chinese garden at,

236
Billbergia amcena, 227 ; decora, 227 ;

iridifolia, 227 ; Moreli, 686

Bird catching, extraordinary, 623
Birds, as plant-fertilisers, 432 ;

how to

expel from gardens, 20; insectivorous,

73 ; round London (Chelsea), 104

Bishop Auckland show, the, 435, 463;

Caladiums at the, 560 ; fruit judging at

the, 435, 463, 498, 530
Blandfordia flammea elegans, 227 ;

flammea princeps, 227
Blumenbachia chuquitensis, 227 ; con-

torta, 227 ; coronata, 227

Board of Works, the recent appointments

in connection with the, 658
Bocconia cordata, 227
Boilers, tubular, at Osberton, 593, 623
Bolbophyllum Dayanum, 227
Bollea Patinii, 227
Bomarea Carderi, 399 ; chontalensis,

227

Books, notices of :- The Agricultural

Students' Gazette, 618 ; Annales des

Sciences Naturelles, 618 ;
Auslandische

Cultur Pflanzen, 522 ; Baillon'sDiction-

naire de Botanique, 33S ; Bentham and
Hookers Genera Plantarum, 305

;

BentleyandTrimen's Medicinal Plants,

104 ; Bernardin's Classification de

250 Fecules, 563 ; Bevan's British

Manufacturing Industries, 82: Bland's

Elementary Botany. 247 ; Botanical

Magazine, 106, 247, 374, 462, 618. 814 ;

Brown's The Countries of the Worid,

247 ; Brown's Reboisement in France,

650 ; Bulletin d'Arboriculture, 597 ;

Buckley's Short History of Natural

Science, from the Time of the Greeks

to the Present Day, i63 ; Bur-

bidge's Cultivated Plants, their Propa-

gation and Improvement, 563; Car-

uel'o L'Erborista Toscano, &c., 104 ;

Cassell's Popular Educator, 597 ; Ches-

hire's Practical Bee-keeping, 337 ;

Clarke's Compositre Indicre, descriptos

et secus genera Benthamii ordinatas,

338 ; Cooke's Report on the Oil Seeds

and Oils in the India Muieum, or Pro-

duced in India, 691 ; Cooke's Myco-
graphia, 746 ; Darwin's Fertilisation of

Plants, 780 ; Floral Magazine, 106, 247,

374, 462, 618 ; Florist and Pomologisi,

106. 338, 617 ; Fry's Guide to the

London Charities, 597 ; Gardener, the.

214, 618 ; Gartenflora, 22, 597, 814 ;

Hints on Gardening in India, 306 ;

Gerard's Catalogue, 50 ; Hanbury's
Science Papers, chiefly Pharmacological

and Botanical, 468 ; Heathcote's Remi-
niscences ol Fenand Mere, 279; Heath's

The Fern Paradise, 22 ; Howard's
Quinology of the East Indian Planta-

tions, 305 ; Illustration Horticole, 106,

201, 437, 522, 814 ; Jackson's Catalogue

of Plants Cultivated in the Garden of

John Gerard, 50 ;
Jevon's Logic, 279 ;

Journal of Botany, 618
;
Journal of the

Horticultural Society of France, 597 ;

Journal of the Linnean Society, 106,

563 ; Juke's School Manual of Geology,

744 ; Kurz' Preliminary Report on the

Forest and other Vegetation of Pegu,

722 ; Meredith's The Grape Vir.e, 7S7 ;

Morren's Correspond ance Botanique,

306 ; Newton's (Siebeck's) Landscape
Gardener, 522 ; A Short Treatise

on the Potato and Cucumber Disease,

437 ; Revue de I'Arboriculture Beige,

618 ; Revue Horticole, 526. 563 ;
Revue

del' Horticulture Beige, 109, 526, 618
;

Riley's Eighth Annual Report on the

Noxious, Beneficial, and other Insects

of the State of Missotiri, 500 ; Schim-
per's Synopsis Muscorum Europseo-

lum, 306 : Taylor's Notes on Collect-

ing and Preserving Natural History

Objects, 214 ; Vt^-tillart's Etudes sur les

Fibres Vegetales Textiles, 338 ; Villa

Gardener. 617 ; Waring's A Farmers'

Vacation, 214 ; Williams' Choice Stove

and Greenhouse Ornamen tal-leaved

Plants, 338, 522 ; Woodward's Geology
of England and Wales, 744 ; Yarrel's

British Birds, 746

Border, how to make a beautiful, 241

Boronia elatior, 17
Boscobel Oak, the, 385
Bosna Serai, trade and commerce of,

206
Bosnia and Servia, the vegetation of, 68

Botanical class at the Edinburgh
University, the, 142

Botanical collections at the Philadelphia

Exhibition, 207
Botanical Exchange Club, 462
Botanical literature, Japanese, 718
Botanical models at South Kensington,

the, 48, 82

Botanical notes of the Prince of Wales'
expedition to India, 164, 197, 230, 263,

292. 354. 388
Botanical specimens collected in India

by the Prince of Wales, 194
Botanic Garden, Brisbane, 63o, 712 ;

Buitenzorg, the, 73 ; Calcutta, the

Royal, 486, 492 ; Ceylon, the, 598 ;

the Mauritius, 140
Botany, Belgian Horticultural, 581

Botany of the South Wales Express, the

689
Botany, the Museums of Economic, at

Kew, 423
Bothy, the, 613
Bottle trees of Queensland, 818

Boucerosia maroccana, 227
Bourbon, how epiphytes are grown in,

77 ; the Plaine des Palmistes, 79
Boxwood supply from Trebizond, the, 239
Brachyotum confertuin, 227
Brachysema undulatum, 227
Brachyspathi variabilis, 322, 680
Brahea filamentosa in California, 80
Brandies and wines from China, 430
Brazilian products, 2o3
Bretby Park, a new device in, 321
Briar, the double blossomed Sweet, 16

Brisbane Batanic Garden, 63o, 712
British Association, the botanical exhi-

bition at the, 335 ; President's address,

336 ; extracts from Mr. Wallace's

address, 367, 390, 432 ; on the results

of the C/iii l/cnger exped'iuon, 455
British Cranberry, the, 49
British plants, Mr. Webb on some, 716,

814
Broccoli, Veitch's self-protecting autumn,

846
Brodicea volubilis, 227
Brosimum Humboldlii, 227
Browallia ccerulea, 818

Bruchmiiller, Albert, on the death of,

393. 499
Buckley fund, the, 240. 276, 304
Buddle'ia globosa, 16, 81

Building, defective greenhouse, 529
Buitenzorg, the botanical gardens at, 7^

Cabbage, Potatos grown with, 49 ;
Mr.

Gee on the, 238
Cassalpinus, Andreas, memorial of, 590
Caladiums at Bishop Auckland Show, 560

Calandrinia umbellata, 173
Calanthe Veitchii at Crewe Hall, 752
Calathea longibracteata, on the fertiliia-

tion of, 1 10

Calceolaria culture, 240
Calceolaria, Luscar Lemon Gem. 46
Calcium, chloride of, for laying dust, 33 +

Calcutta Botanical Gardens, 486, 492 ;

group of Nipa fruticans in the, 460 ;

group of Pandani in the, 492
Calderstone, Grapes and Pines at, 530
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California, 676 ; Brahea filamentosa in,

3o ; notes from, 585 ; notes from Sin

Jose, 359 ; notes from Santa Barbara,

616
Californian conifers, 598
Calluna vulgaris, 270 ; in America, 304
Camarotis cochinchinensis, 740
Camellias, setting of the buds of, 590
Campanulas, dwarf, 240
Camphor tree of Borneo, the, 17
Canadian Poplar, the, 464
Candytufts, hybrid, notes on, 2or

Caoutchouc, Sumatran, 78
Carbolic acid, 017
Carlisle, proposed horticultural exhibi-

tion in, 462
Carludovica palmata, 532
Carnation and Picotee Society, the

National, 107
Carnations, perpetual, 680 ; tree, 562 ;

why do they run ? 359
Carob Beans, the consumption of, in

England, 238
Carob tree, the, 193
Carpet bedding at Cleveland House,

172, 237, 370,712. I'^l

Carpet beddmg, Sedums for, 204
Carrots and wiieworms, 590
Carrot, the Early French Short Horn, 6a r

Carruthers, Mr. W., on evolution of plant

life, 644
Cassava plant, the, 201

Castanea vesca, period of flowering of,

Castilloa elastics, 174, 206
Casuarina sumatrana, 625
Catalpa bignonioides, 15
Cathcartia villosa, 142
Catsup, Woolhope, 467
Cattleya felix, 63 ; Mitchelli, 386
Cattleya house, Mr. Warner's, 777
Cedar tree, the, 200
Cedrela sinensis, 332
Celery fungus, the, 531, 623, 690
Celosias, note on, 815
Ceratonia siUqua, 193, 238
Cetonia aurata, the golden chafer, 73
Ceylon Royal Botanic Gardens, 598
Challenger Expedition, on the results

of the, 455
Chamserops Fortunei, flowering at Bith
and Kew, 21 ; fruiting in the open air,

526
Charcoal, on the minu''acture of, 394
Cheiranthus, flowers wiihin the pod of,

49
ei sleepers, dura-Chemically imp

bility of, 429
Chenopodium Bonus Hdnricus, 434, 496,

531, 559, 623, 785
Cheshunt, the ''Old" Nurseries, 195,

Chestnut, the Sweet, period of flowering

of, 173
Chilij Poplars in, 303 ; the Fuchsias of,

China, brandies and wmes from, 430 ; the

famine in, 400
Chionanthus virginicus, a curious fact

concerning, 526
Chiswick Gardens, 15 ; Pelargoniums at,

202, 425
Chlorophytum arundinaceum, 260
Christmas Day falling on a Monday, 779,
S17 ; flowers and fruits, 803

Chrysanthemum, the, 499, 622, 718 ;

Model of Perfection, 718
Chrysanthemums as cut flowers, 650 ;

on dwaifing, 103, S16; in the Inner

Temple gardens, the, 556
Cineraria raising, 298 ; from seed, 21, 49
Cistus Cyprius as a decorative plant, i5

Clematis blooms, how to exhibit, 304
Clematis indivisa lobata, on the culture

of, 592 ;
Jackmanni, 465 ; hardiness of,

721:

Clematises, notes on, 170
Cleveland House, carpet bedding at,

172. 237, 370, 712, 717
Climate of Australia, 276
Climbers for high walls, 439
Clubs, village, and reading rooms, 707
Coal plantF, 368
Cobham, the rainfall at, 400
Cocoa and indiarubber in Brazil, 430
Ccelogyne corymbosa, 3

Coffee culture in Dominica, 303
Coffee leaves as a beverage, 685
Coffee, the Liberian, 104 ; in Ceylon, 590
CoUioure, Pyrenees, notes from, 304
Colorado Potato-bug, 270, 399, 462, 648
Colorado, the flora of South-Western,

294. 330
Colour, change of, in flowers, 334 ; shades

of, in Dahlias. 654
Combe Abbey, the bedding-out at, 76

Committee, the Scientific, of the

Royal Horticultural Society, subjects

brought before the ;—Capsicums, sweet,

755 ; Crocus Kotschyanus, 755 ; Cycla-

men, monstrous, 755; Date Palm, fungus

o"i 755 ;
Diospyrus Kaki, analysis of,

755 ; Eulalia japonica, 755 ; Fern
fronds destroyed by rats, 52 ; Fusi-

sporium Solani, the resting-spores of,

52 ; Gladiolus disease, the, 115 ; her-

maphrodite Begon'a, 52 ;
Japanese

books, 755; Mushroom, monstrous,

755 ; Mushrooms, forced, caution to

eaters of, 'j^-^ ; Phyllotoma, moving
larva, cases ot, 52 ; Sunflower, grafting

Jerusalem Artichokes on the, 624 ; Us-
tiUgo Kuhniana, 53; Vinca major,

fruiting of, 624

Concombre d'Automne. 430
Conifers and cattle, 786 ; and forest trees,

planting large, 337, 401 ;
Californian,

593
Cookery, village, 693
Coprinus atramentanus, ink made from,

750
Cordyline indivisa flowering at Exeter, 8r

Coreopsis cardamince flora compacta nana,

238
Cormorants, trout-fishing by, 86
Corn, British, average prices of, 494
Cornus alba, 690
Cornwall, the weather in, ^t^j

Corsica, Vine culture in, 431
Cottage gardening, 579
Cranberry, the British. 49
Cranberry for scurvy, 847
Crawfish. 307
Crinum amabile, flowering out-of-doors,

302
Crocus damascenus, 638 ; Carlwright-

ianus, 721 ; ochroleucus, 6g ; Orpha-
nidis, 752 ; speciosus, 558 ; zonatus,

623
Crops, amount of nitrogen in, 551 ; the

seed, 365
X Croton Vervalti, 814
C'ryptogamic Society of Scotland, 463
Cryptomeria lycopodioides, 334
Cryptonierias. 630
Crystal prisms, 205
Cucumber and Melon disease, a new,

Z'^l^ 336, 40=-. 495
Cucjmber disease, the, 175, 370, 436. 595
Cucmiber growing in an almost air-tight

structure, 645 ; in winter, 817
Cucumbers of old, 739, 771 ; new, 240
Culford Vine sport, the, 82, 113, 145. 175,

212, 213. 239, 595
Cultivation, deep, cost and advantages

of, 721, 818
Currants from Patras, 431
Curror, Mr.

J.
R., with portrait, 328

Cycads fruiting at Kew, 591
Cyclamens, removal of Mr. Little's col-

lection of, 679 ; monstrous, 785
Cypripedium Druryi, 68 ; x marmoro-

phyllum, 130; Swanianum, 36
Cytisus racemosus superbus, on the cul-

ture of, 357

Dahlia floribunda nana, 593
Dainties, little known, 294, 358, 454, 629,

683
Daisy, the double, 717
Dalhousie, introduction of forest trees

into, 462
Damson, the Frogmore, 750
Dane Wort, 82

Daphne japonica atro-purpurea, 269
Darien, on the forests of. 231, 262
Darlington Gardeners* Institute, 630, 783
Darlingtonia californica, 622
Decorations, table, 113
Denbighshire, vegetable crops in, 145
Dendrobium bigibbum superbum, 243 ;

Dalhousianum, 80 ; superbiens, 516
Desfontainea spinosa, 395 ; on the cul-

ture of, 452, 496
Desfontaineas, note on, 436
Dianella aspera, 398
Dickson, Mr. J., wiih portrait, 328
Diervilla,(Weigela). thego]den-leaved,20i

Dioneea muscipula, on the movements of

the leaves of, 717
Diospyrus Kaki, analysis of, 755 ; fruiting

with Mr. Wilson, 332
Dipladenia Brearleyana, 302
Dipladenias. note on two seedling, 463
Disa grandiflora, 465
Discaria serratifolia, 324
Dominica, Coffee culture in, 303
Doncaster Carr Nursery, sale of the, 393
Dracce:ia australis. hardiness of, 658, 690,

722 ;
Gladstonei, 468 ;

indivisa, flower-

ing of, 212 ;
hardiness of, 785

Draccenas, on the culture of the, 582
Drains, house, 782
Drink, how to make a cooling. ri2

Drought, on the, 106, 275 ;
effects of the,

302 ; ill effects of the, on garden crops,

524
Drumpellier, Strawberries at, 689
Dry houses, on, 524
Dryobalanops aromatica, 17
Duncan. Mr. James, death of, 279
Dundee, the Horticultural exhibition at,

309, 621
;
places of interest near, 301

Dunrobin, effects of the storm at, 787, 8i3

Dust, chloride of calcium for laying, 334
Duvalia polita, 130

EcHiNOCACTUS Simpsoni, 292
Edelweiss, the, 78
Eggs, an easy mode of preserving, 216
Egham wild flowers, list of, 636
Elder, folklore of the, 129, 241
Elder tree, a fine, 718
Electricity, effect of, on plants, 815
Elm trees, branches dropping off, 275, 304
Elsham House, Grantham, 615, 691
Elvaston Castle Gardens, 807. 838
Elvaston Nursery, Borrowash, 678
Embryo, nature of the vegetable, 717
Emigration, decline of, 238
Encephalartos Altensteinii, 392 ;'villosus,

7it
Encephalartos, notes on the species of,

392 ; vitality of large trunks of, 142
English medireval gardens, 163
English plant names, 21

English vineyard, an, 721
Enthusiasm, professional, 272
Entomology, economic, 391
Epiphyllum truncatum and its varieties,

807
Eryngium raaritimum, 361, 402 ;

pumi-
lum, 52

Erythrina Crista-galli, on the culture of,

Eschscholtzia, notes on the, 201

Esculent plants known in England in the

thirteenth century, 241
Eucalyptus globulus, Mistleto on, 399 ;

note on the temperature which can be
borne by, 201 ; medi-inal properties of,

260, 733 ; ihe^wood of, grown in -Al-

geria, 782
Eucharis amazonica, 114 ; on the culture

of, 691, 721, 752, 785
Eulalia japonica variegata, 750, 783
Euonymus japonicus, 526
Euphorbia jacquiniceflora, 817
Eureka post box, ilie, 366
Evaporation and percolation, on rainfall

and, 4S3
Evidence, the nature and value of, 684
Evolution of plant life, 644
Exhibition, hard-wooded plants for, 20

Exhibitions, horticultural, 591
Exhibitors' grievances, 174
Exotic fungi, cultivation of, 172
Experimental gardening in Germany, 590

Fairies and Foxgloves, 67
Famine in China, the, 400
Fenugreek, notes on, 137
Ferns, and insects, 390 ; rats eating, 81

Fern, the Killarney in Arran, 369
Fertilisation of the flowers of some
Marantaceous plants, 112, 691

Ficus Parcellii as an ex:hibition plant, 622

Figs, 113; do they require protection in

winter? 496, 531, 592, 559, 623
Fig, Lambton Castle Seedling, 365, 401

Fig tree, the, 80
Fiji, notes on, 598
Fire-heat, reasons for economy in the use

of, 3'5o. 434
Fir and Pine plantations, on thinning, 72
Fir, the Scotch, in the Surrey woods, 636

Fir, the Spruce, range of variation of, 47
Fleming, Mr. G., death of, i3o

Floral decorations at the Guildhall, 654
Floral fancies, 7
Flora of Marion Island, the, 718; of

South-Western Colorado, 294, 330

;

of the forests of the Nilgiris, 359

Florists' Flowers ;—Auricula, Key's
Apollo, 787 ; Auricula, Kedmayne's
Metropolitan, 849 ; Auricu'a diseases.

522 ; Auricula lore, 679 ; Auriculas from

seed, 457 ; Auriculas at Kirkby
Malzeard, 394 ;

Balsam, the, 266
;

Carnation and Picotee Society, the

National, 107 ; Carnations, why do
they run, 359 ; Carnations, Mr.
Turner's tree, 562 ; Chrysanthemums,

713 ;
Cyclamens, 679 ; Fuchsia fulgens,

562 ; Petunias, 2^2 ; Pelargonium
Little Trot, 562 ; Pelargonium
Rollisson's Unique, 712 ;

Pelargonium

with striped flower, 425 ; Pelargoniums

at Chiswick, 202, 425 ; Pelargoniums,

double zonal, 630 ; Pelargoniums,

variegated zonal, 490, 562, 624 ; Poly-

anthus, 788 ; Primula, double white,

849 ;
Roses, a good collection, 266

;

Roses, notes on new. 326 ; Roses, new
French, 820 ; Tulips, seedlings, 596 ;

Viola Ciolden Gem, 788 ; wintering

florists" flowers, 522

Florence Botanical Congress, report of

the, 782
Flowering, unseasonable, 464
Flower-pot for terace steps, 81

Flower seeds, novelties in, 814
Flower shows, judging at, 242 ; small,

332 ; treatment and remuneration of

judges at, 49, 112

Flowers, autumn wild, 643. 675 ; change
of colour in, 334 ; cross and self-fertili-

sation in, 398 ; Egham wild, 686 ; the
Persian love for, 173 ; winter, at Tor-
quay, 841

Flowers and fruits, Christmas, 803
Flowers, new, certificated at Chiswick, 805
Fly's toilette, a, 201
Folklore. 214, 303, 434, 595; of Beans,

35 ; of the Elder, 129, 241
Foliation of young v, old trees, 401
Food, poultry, 595
Forecourt gardens, 202

Forestry: — Charcoal making, 394,
458 ; covert making, 554 ; forest tree

planting, 13S ; Larch trees, growth of,

266 ;
plantations, valuing. 618

;
planting

"Whinny" ground, 848
;

practical

forestry, 169 ; hints on seasonable
work, 12 ; on planting moorland, 788 ;

thinning operations, 72 ; thinning, in-

juries from, 298 ; limber, cost, &c., of
conversion of, 714 ; transplanting large
trees, 170

Forests of Darien, on the. 231, 262
Forest tree planting, 138
Forest trees, and Conifers, planting large,

337* 401 ; introduction of, into Dal-
housie, 462 ; on the insects injurious

to, 626 ; transplanting, 370
Forsaken garden, a, 149
Fourcroya gigantea, 650
Foxgloves and fairies, 67
France, mode of life ofajourneyman gar-
dener in, 652, 815

Fraxinus americana, 530, 623 ; an ever-

green, 816 [239
Freezing, to prevent water in pipes from,
Fremontia californica, 435, 529
Frogs screaming, 234, 267
Frost, severe, in .August, 369, 434
Fruit, alcoholic fermentation of, 528
Fruit, best varieties of, 206
Fruit crops at Arundel Castle, 463 ; of
Germany in 1875. 234 ; tabulated re-

ports on the condition of the, in 1876.

131, 140 ; remarks on the, 208 ; the

American, 206 ; this season's, 497
Fruit culture, natural, 558
Fruit, do squirrels eat, 234, 267, 307,

327, 373- 425
Fruit failure of 1876 and some of its

lessons, 113
Fruit, French, in the market, 100

Fruit gardens, the, of Werder, 453
Fruit judging at the Bishop Auckland

show, 463. 493, 530
Fruit-rooms, on the management of, 229
Fruits, a selection of, 440; Dr. Brefeld

on the decay of, 79 ; and flowers,

Christmas, 803
Fruits, flowers, and leaves, on the alco-

holic and acetic fermentation of certain,

429
Fruits of Asiatic Turkey, the, 293, 324
Fruit tree and its fruits, the nutrition of

the, 100. 166
Fruit trees, hardy, Professor Koch on,

591, 645. 636, 741 ; for west walls, 533 ;

on the cultivation and training of, 18 ;

planting in shrubberies, 657 ;
premature

flowering of, in Sydney, 42 ;
summer

pruning, 174
Fruits and vegetables, new, certificated,

836
Fuchsia fulgens, 562 ; Marksman, as a
bedding plant, 269

Fuchsias of Chili, the, 590
Fungi, cultivation of exotic species of",

172 ; how to distinguish between edible

and poisonous, 593 ;
preparations de-

structive to, 364
Fungus, the Potato, germination of the

resting-spores of, 39
Fungus poison and fungus annihilators,

496
Fungus, the Celery, 531, 623, 690 ; new

Violet, 361
Funkia Fortunei, 2,^

Fusisporium Solani, 175 ; the resting-

spore of, 52

Galls, Oak, 502
Gamochlamys heterandra, 164
Garden, a forsaken, 149
Gardener, mode of life of a journeyman,

in France, 652
Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution,

46
Gardeners, the education of young, 816

;

the rising generation of, 622 ; titles for,

653, 685 ;
young, a word to, 49/

Garden for acclimatisation, a, 654
Gardening, amateur, for ladies, 135
Gardening, cottage, 579 ; experimental.

590
Garden, notes from a South Shropshire,

70
Gardens, English medieval, 163 ; school,

in Austria, 136 ; small, picturesque

arrangements in, 47
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Gardenias at Gunnersbury, 650
Garment?, dyeing, as an antidote to

insects, 20
Garnons, old tree in garden wall at, 464
'Garrulus glandarius, 373
Garston gauge, the, 622
Gasteria dicta, 63
Gate, design for an entrance, 9
Gaultheria procumbens, 430
Gennevilliers, on the health of, 718
Gerard's life and catalogues, 112

Germany, grass seed crops in, 428 ; note

on the produce of land in, 47 ; the

1875 fruit crop of, 234
Germination, remarkable example of

rapid, 334
Gladioli, new varieties of, 243 ; rare, 659

;

note on forcing, 621

Gladiolus disease, 115. 420
Gladstone, Mr., on window gardening,

71
Glseosporium, a disease attributable to

the genus, 269
Glass houses v. brick walls. 108

Glass, the new toughened, 495, 556
Glevering Hall, on the gardens at, 389
Gloxinias, Mr. Kinghorn's strain of, 269
Gnaphalium leontopodium, 78
Goatsucker, the, 848
Gobo, the, 590
Godetia, Lady Albemarle, 173. 336
Gooseberry show at Harbome, 243
Gourds and Pumpkins, 494
Graft hybrids, 422
Grafting, a curious result of, 8r4

Grapes and Pines at Calderstone, 530
Grape Charles Alberdienst Muscat, 813 ;

Ciive House Seedling, 756 ; Duke of

Buccleuch, 142 ; Golden Champion,
213. 275 ; Golden C^>ueen and Mrs.
Pearson, 464 ;

Madresfield Court P.lack

Muscat, 367, 434, 498, 8t6 ; Mrs.

Pince's Black Muscat, 276 ; Trebbiano,
monster bunch of, at Latimers, 365 ;

Venn's Muscat v. Snow's Muscat, 497,

524
Grape cultivation, curious mcident in,

302
Grape growers, successful, 328
Grape judging at Southport, 337, 369,

43'5

Grape soil, analyses of some, 434, 463
Grapes, cracking of, 434 ; keeping of,

21 ; not colouring, 433; growing and
colouring of, S16 ; shanking, 337 ;

at Messrs. Lane's, Great Berkhamp-
stead, 291; at Knowsley, the, 436 ; the

colouring, and losing colour of, 560,

594 ; which are the best late ? 836
Grape Vine sports, Mr. Grieve's, 82, 113.

145' '^It'^ 212. 239. 595
Grass, a Mongolian, 46
Grass land and lime, 561
Grass seed crops in Germany, 428
Grasses, moss, &c., recipe for dyeing,

494
Grave of Rob Roy, the, 710
Greece, the Olive oil trade in, 42
Greenhouse building, defective, 529
Greenhouse plant culture, 10, 39, 207,

290, 357, 452, 592, 676, 711
Greenhouse management in winter, 682
Grievances, exhibitors', 174
Growers for market, 273
Growth of plants, on the, 103, 142 ;

abnormal, 369
Guano-water, danger in, 213
Guiana, British, the mountains of, 293,

322
Guildhall, floral decorations at the, 654
Gum Cistus, as a decorative plant, 16

Gum trees as subtropical bedding plants,

846
Gunnersbury, Gardenias at, 650 ; the

collection of Phal«;nopsis at, 557
Gymnogramma Alstoui, 116

H

Habrotiiamnus elegans, on the culture

of. 39
Hasmanthus coccineus, 398
Hailstorm in Lincolnshire, the, 145
Hailstorm, the severe, in London, 213 ;

and toughened glass. 556
Hailstorms, the protection of glass

against, 527
Hailstorm Relief Fund, the, 142, 172,

205. 275. 300. 334, 398, 524, 549, 590
Hale's Early Peach, 558
Hardiness of plants, experiments on the,

at Kew, 38
Haricots, green, 454
Hart Wort, the great, 654
Harvest of 1S76, the, 228
Haworihia disuncta, 130
Hawthorn, the, in Whitehall Place. 366
Heating, 657, 691, 723, 786 ; limekiln,

369, 400, 436, 466, 496, 531. 560, 5S9,

620, 6go
Heckfield Place Gardens, 269
Hedges, truncheon, 547
Helianthus cucumeritolius, 201
Helleborus niger, 213, 403

Henderson. Mr. E. G., death of, 630
Henderson seed-pocket filler, the, 656
Hepaticre, the Irish, Dr. Moore's report

on the, 718
Hepatica, the double white, 494
Hevea brasiliensis, a shipment of, to

Ceylon, 271
Holiday in Monmouthshire, notes of a,

296
Holland, floral societies in, 782
Hollyhock disease, the, 656
Hollyhock flowers for colouring wine.

Hollyhock, Virgin Queen, 178
Holly berries, black, 19 ; scarcity of, near

Edinburgh, 814; in England, 846
Holly in the Island of Rugen, the, 47
Holly, the common and its varieties, 232,

3S9. 616
Holy Land, Oranges and Lemons in the,

275. 303
Hop crop, the, 334 ; estimate of the, 399
Hop digging by steam-power, 594
Horse Radish, 806
Horses, mowing-machine, bearing reins

on, 2T

Horticulture in Russia, 403, 552 ; in

Texas, 424, 436, 520
Horticultural and cottage garden socie-

ties, 46
Horticultural Club, the, 493, 655
Horticultural exhibitions, 594
Houtte, Van, memorial, the, 460
Houses, on dry, 524
Hume, Mr. W. B., death of, 215
Hurricane in the Mauritius, the late, 12

Hutton Hall, on the gardens at, 271
Hyacinth and Narcissus bulbs, on the

diseases of, 399
Hyacinth, the'Roman, 751
Hybridisation, 430 ; form of pollen grains,

592
Hybridity and pollen, notes on, 656
Hybrids, graft, 422
Hydrangeas, blue, 82; change of colour

in, 276 ; pink and blue, 113 ; on the

cuUure of, 162
Hymenomycetes, a pocket list of the

European, 813
Hrpochanum, substituted as a name for

'MacOwania, 140

I

Ice, seeds germinating in, 238
Ice storm, the, 175
Ilex Aquifolium auranliaca, 6r6; I. A.

aurealongifolia, 232; I. A. aureamedio-
picta, 3S9 : I. A. ferox aurea, 616 ; I. A.

flavescens, 616 ; L A. heterophylla

aureo-marginata, 232 ; I. A. hetero-

pbyllaaureo-picta, 389: I. A. Hodginsii
aurea, 232 ; L A. lasvigata, 232 ; I. A.
laurifoUa aurea, 232 ; I. A. laurifolia

aureo-picta, 389 ; I. A. taurifoUasulphu-

rea, 232 ; I. A. marginata aureo-picta,

3S9 ; I. A. repanda, 232 ; F. A. scotica

aurea, 232; I. A. scotica aureo-picta,

3S9 ; I. A, scotica aurea superba, 232 ;

I. A. tortuosa aureo-picta, 289 ; I. A.
Watereriana, 232

India, botanical notes of the Prince of

Wales' expedition to, 164, 197, 230,

263, 292, 354. 3S8
India, botanical specimens collected by

ths Prince of Wales in, 194
Indian Lilies, notes on, 335
Indiarubber plants. 591
Indiarubber and Cocoa in Brazil, 43a
Industrial hygiene, medals for, 142
Ingle, Mr. W.. death of, 8ro
Ink made from Coprinus atramentarius,

750
Insect antidotes, 49 ; transformation, 490
Insecticide powder, an, 653
Insectivorous birds, 73
Insects, dyeing garments as an antidote

to. 20
Insects, fungi, &c., preparations destruc-

tive to, 365
Inverary, on the planting at, 742, 777,
S36 ; the weather at, 752

Iridaceas, Mr. Baker on systematic

classification of the genera of, 782
Iridece and Liliace^e at Kew, 172

Iris, Mr. Baker's synopsis of the known
species of, 36, 143, 226, 323, 5r7, 583,

614, 647, 70S, 740, 806

Iris, species described in ^tr, Baker's

synopsis of:— I. acoriformis, 518; I.

a'coroides, 518 ; I. xquiloba, 648 ; I.

aphylla, 740; I. arenaria, 700; I.

atropurpurea, 774; I. attica, 648; I.

aurea, 584 ; I. balkana, 648 ; L Bas-
tardi, 518;!. biflora, 709; I. Blon-

dovii, 710; I. Chamasiris. 648 ;
I.

caerulea, 648; L concolor, 774 ; I. cret-

ensis, 143: I. cristata, 36 ; I. dasmen-
sis, 583 ; I. desertorum, 583 ; I. dicho-

toma, 615 ; I. Douglasiana, 226 ; I.

ensata, 323 ; I. fcetidissima, 614 ;

I. flavescens, 774 ; I. flavissima, 710 ;

I. florentina, 8q6 ; I. fulva, 615 ;

I. germanica, 774 ; I.glaiicescens, 708
;

I. goniocarpa, 710 ; I. gracilipes, 36 ;

I. graminea, 324 ; I. Guldenst^edtiana,

^%^ ; I. Hartwegii, 323 ; I. Haynei, 710 ;

I. hexagona, 615 ; I. humilis, 143 ; I.

hybrida, 775 ; I. italica, 648 ; I. japo-
nica, 37 ; I. Korolkowii, 710 ; I.

kumaonensis, 709 ; I. lacustris, 36 ; I.

kevigata, ,615 ; I. lavandulacea, 774 ;

I. longipetala, 615 ; I. lurida, 741 ;

I. lutescens, 709 ; I. maculata, 517 ;

I. macrosiphon, 144; I. mellita, 709;
I. Monnieri, 584 ; I. neglecta, 775 ;

I. nepalensis, 37 ; I. notha, 583 ; I.

ochroleuca, 583 ; I. olbiensis, 648 ;

I. orientalis, 324 ; I. pallida, 3o5 ;

I. plicala, 806 ; I. prismatica. 323 ;

\. pseudacorus, 518 ; I. pseudo-pu-
mila, 648 ; I. pumila, 647 ; I. rubro-
marginata, 708 ; I. ruthenica, 226 ;

I sambucina, 774; I. setosa, 518; I.

sibirica, 324 ; I. songarica, 144 ; I.

speculatrix, 36 ; I. spuria, 583 ; I.

squalens, 774; I.stenoloba, 648; L sua-
veolens, 648 ; I. Swertii, 806 ; I. tecto-

rum, 37 ; I. tenax, 323; I. tenuifolia,

144 ; I. Tigridia, 648 ; I. Tolmieana,
226; I. tridentata, 518 ; I.trigonocarpa,

324 ; 1. tripetala, 226 ; I. unguicularis,

143 ; I. variegata. 740 ; I. ventricosa,

143 ; I. verna, 648 ; I, versicolor, 614

;

I. virescens, 709 ; I. virginica, 615
Irish Hepatic^, Dr. Moore's report on

the, 718
Ismene, non-flowering of, 275
Ivy, the, 720 ; very large growth of, at

Raglan Castle, 297

Jarorandi, note on. 815
Japanese botanical Uterature, 71S

J.ipanese Gobo, 7S3 ; plants, 590
japan, the useful plants of, no, 627
Jasmine, fruiting of the white, 7S3, 846
Jay, the, 372
Judges, treatment and remuneration of,

at flower shows, 49. 112

Judges and judging, 428, 492
Judging at flower shows, 242 ; at South-

port, 498
Judging, curiosities in, 146, 175, 212, 240

June, garden vegetation in, loa

K

Kauri Pine trees of New Zealand, 342
Kent, the Potato disease in, 594, 656
Keramanthus Kirkii. 814
Kew, Cycads fruiting at, 591 ; experi-

ments on the hardiness of plants made
at, 38 ; herbaceous plants flowering at,

493 ; Orchids in flower at, in October,

519; plants in flower on the rockwork
at, 173, 460 ; the museums of economic
botany, at, 423, 584 ; report on the

gardens in 1875, 134
Kew, the Royal Botanic Gardens at.

(See Special Supplement, August 5 )

Kitchen garden, a neglected, 274
Klostemeuburg, the vineyards of, 399
Knowsley, the Grapes at, 436

Laboratory, at the, 13
Ladies, amateur gardening for, 135
Ladybirds, 458
Laeken. King of the Belgian's conser\'a-

tory at, the, 613
Laelia Dayana^ 772 ; Mylamiana, 740
Lagerstromia indica, 729, 753
Lancashire garden, notes from a. 38
Land, on the produce of, in Germany, 47
Land, poisoned spots of, 425
Lane & Son's, Messrs., Grapes, 291
Lapagerias, 559 ; on the culture of, 207
Lapageria rubra, 529 ; the white, 588. 718
Larch woods and forests of Athole, 693
Latania borbonica variegata, 142

Lathyrus Dmmmondii, 16

Laurel and the Bay, 419. 451
Laurel leaf, a pitcher on a, 113

Launis canariensis on the Island of

Madeira, 846
Laurus nobilis, 304, 846
Livatera arborea for cattle feeding and

paper-making, 620
Lawson Seed and Nursery Company's

report, 173

Law Notes :—Apprentice, the neces-

sity of teaching an, 246 ; Baskets, the

custom of the markets as to, 180
;

basket question, a Covent Garden
squabble, 439 ; commission, disputed

action for, 146 ; contract, action for

breach of, 469; contract, the import-

ance of a stamped, 332 ; design, horti-

cultural decorative, action for a, 692 ;

fernery, action for damage through

the erection of a, 725 ; goods, import-
ance of returning when not ordered,

309 ;
grower and salesman, dispute

between, 501 ; Hart v. Berry, 757

;

liabilities of railway companies under
the Carriers' Act, 83 ; market, loss of,

action against the South-Eastern Kail-

way for, 661 ; Potato salesman, action

against for destroying a dog, 180 ;

Powell V. Day, 757 ; rating, a novel
case of, 725 ; Skinner & Sons v. Cole-
man, 758 ; wages, action for, 374

Leafing, &c., of old trees, 268
Leaves, for fruit dishes, 752, 8r6 ; on the

winter colour of evergreen, 269 ;
pro-

pagation by, 23G
Leek Club, the Peebles, 654
Lee's, Messrs., nursery at Wood Lane,

743
Leguminous vegetables, ancient, 485,

515
Lemons and Oranges in the Holy Land,

2751 303
Liberian Coffee, 104 ; in Ceylon, 590
Libyan Desert, exploration of the, 270
Life history of plants, 716
Light, coloured, experiments with plants

in, 526 ; influence of, in retarding

longitudinal growth, 19
Ligustrum lucidum, 366
Lilac, flowering of suckers of a, 558
LiUaceog and Iridea? at Kew, 172
Lilies, American, 242 ; Indian, ^^^^

Lilies, Water, notes on, 17
Liliums. 531 ; crossing, 21

Lilium auratum cruentum, 399, 436, 465,

498 ; Bloomerianum, 78 ; neilgherrense,

332, 532 ; speciosum, another break
from, 334

Lily of the Valley, raising and forcing of,

at Hamburg, 494 ; culture of, in France,

846 ; importation of, from France, 814
Lime and grass land, 561
'Limekiln heating. 369, 400. 436, 466,

496, 531, 560, 589, 620, 690
Lincolnshire, the hailstorm m, 145
Lindley library, the, 556 ; works pre-

sented to the, 556 ; circular relating to

the, 46
Literature, Japanese botanical, 718

;

scientific, 15
Lobelia, St. Martin's blue, 243
Lobel, ilatthias de, biographical sketch,

238
Lomaria ciliata, 814
London parks, the trees in the, 364
Longford Castle, notes on the gardens

at, 9
Lonicera aureo-reticulata, 45
Lucerne, the, 526
Luculia gratissima at Knowsley, 433
Lupines in California, 533
Lycaste Denningiana, S08

Lysurus corallocephalus, 47

M
MacOwania, Hypochanum substituted

for, 140
Madeira, vineyards and wines, condition

of the, 431
Maisonneuve, Dr., on the Camphor tree

of Borneo, 16

Maize, green, 2r, 629
Mallow, the Tree, 6^0, 690
Mandevilla suaveolens, on the culture

of, 676
Mandioc or Cassava plant, 2di

Mango, the, 17
Manihot utilissima, 201

Manure, compressed horse stable, 621

Manures, artificial, on the application of,

365
Marantaceous plants, fertilisation of the

flowers of some, 112, 691. 753
Maranta Massangeana, 468
Marigolds, a new strain of striped

French, 302
Marion Island, the flora of, 718
Market growers, 273
Market Peas, 69
Marrow, a new, 303. 430
Masdevallia, a new, 782
Masdevallia Gargantua, 516 ; tovarensis,

753, 786; triarislella. 226, 558. 814
Massachusetts, the trees and shrubs of.

Mats, Russia, 264
Mauritius Botanic Gardens, 140
Mauritius, the late hurricane in the, 12

Maxillaria speciosa, 197
Mclvor, Mr. W. G , death of, 150
Meconopsis Wallichii. 46
Mediosval gardens, English, 163
Medicago sativa, 326
Meehan, Mr., on cross-ferlilisation and

self-fertilisation in flowers, 398
Melbourne, climate of. 238
Melon and Cucumber disease, a new*

303. 35^1 400. 495
Melon culture, notes on, 431, 434
Melons out-of-doors, 402
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Mercury, the English, 434, 496, 531, 559,
623

Mesembryanthemum ficiforme, 772 ; setu-

liferum, 8 ; vittatum, 772
Mesospinidium jucundum, 580
Migrations of plants, on the, 462
Mildew on Vines, 298
Milner, Mr. T., death of, 246
Mirabiiis multiflora, 814
Mistleto on Eucalyptus globulus, 399
Models of plants at South Kensington,

20, S2
Monardella macrantha, 814
Moncrieffe House, on the trees at, 552
Mongolian grass, note on a, 46
Monmouthshire, notes of a holiday in,

296
Monocotyledons, Mr. Benlham's new
arrangement of the, 692

Monograph of the genus Rosa, a, (yZ"^

Morus nigra, the native country of, 5-|

Moss or grasses, recipe for dyeing, 494
Moths, clothes, and Wistarias, 241
Mountains of British Guiana, the, 293,

322
Mountain Sorrel, the, 16
Mozambique, vegetable products of, 17
Mulberries, 353, 464
Mulberry trees, 402
Mulberry, the native country of the

black, 54 ; the date of introduction of
the, 399

Munby, the late Mr. Giles, c6o
Munich, notes from, 359
Muscari lestivale, S14
Museums of Economic Botany at Kew,

423. 534
Mushroom growing at Mr. Munro's, 748
Mushrooms, forced, caution to eaters of,

755 i
poisonous, an antidote for. 430

Mushroom, the common, on the structure

of the, 456
Mustard and Cress an antidote for

scurvy, 654
Mycological session, the French, 526

Names of plants, notes on, 11

1

Narcissus and Hyacinth bulbs, on the
diseases of, 399

Natural History:—Arvicola arvalis,

595 ; bee stings, 73 ; birds around
London, 104 ; birds, insectivorous, 73

;

Cetonia aurata, 73 ; crawfish, 307 ;

crows and Strawberries, 104 ; ento-
mology, economic, 391 ; fly's toilette,

a, 201 ; frog, curious fact concerning
a, 202 ; frogs screaming, 234, 267 ;

Garrulus glandarius, 373 ; Goatsucker,
the, 848 ; incubation, a late, 307, 327,

373 ; insect transformations, 490 ;
jay,

the, 373 ; ladybirds, 458 ; nests, late,

202 ; spiders, house, and their ways of
locomotion, 521 ; spiders and their

webs, 267 ; squirrels, do they eat fruit,

234,267, 307, 327, 373, 425; vole, the
field, 575 ; wasps, 426, 458, 490, 522 ;

wasps and bees, 561 ; wasps and
flies, 202 ; wasps in their winter
quarters, 596 ; Wistarias and clothes

moths, 202

Nectarine, the Welbeck Seedling, 178
Nectarines and Peaches, 496
Neill prize, the, 78
Nelumbo, the, 259, 289
Nertera depressa, the culture of, 368, 402
New Guinea plants, 108

New Zealand, the Kauri Pine trees of,

342 ; trees best adapted for street

planting in, 79
Nilgiris, forest flora of the, 359
Nipa Palms in the Calcutta Botanic

Gardens, 604
Nitrate of soda and the Onion grub, 20
Nitrogen, sources of, in plants, 550, 582,

628, 659, 677
Nomenclature of timber, 328, 358
Norfolk, the Potato crop in, 435
North, the weather in the, 623
November, Rose blooms in, 680
Nutrition of the fruit tree and its fruit,

the, 100, 166 ; of plants and animals,

Oak galls, 502
Oakley House, the Orchids at, 387
Oaks, American, Dr. Engelmannon, 164 ;

fine, sale of, 142
Oak spangles, 659
Oak. the old Watch at Milverton, 623 ;

the Royal, 3S5
Oban, 325, 354

Obituary :—Austin, Mr. George, 597 ;

Duncan, Mr.
J., 279; Fleming, Mr.

G., iSo ; Gray, Mrs.
J.

E., 789 ; Hen-
*ierson, Mr, E. G., 630 ; Hoskyns,

Mr. C. W.. 725 ; Hume, Mr. W. B,,

215; Ingle, Mr. W., 810; Ingram,
Mr. John, 789 ; Lee, Mr. Henry,
ISO : Mclvor, Mr. W. G., 150 ;

Milner, Mr. T.. 246 ; Paterson, Mr.
T., 661; Pearson, Mr.

J.
R., 278;

Pfersdorff, Mr. C, 279 ; Rol>ertson,

Mr. A., 279; Steward, Mr. H., 810;
Turner, Mr. H., 630; Wilson, Mr.

J., 693.

Ochtertyre House, S09
Odontoglossum baphicanthum, 260 ; cirr-

hosum, var. Klabochorum, 452 ;

claviceps, 516 ; coronarium var. Day-
anum, 226 ; Londesboroughianum, 756,

772; vexativum, 808
Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, the, 195, 228
Olive oil trade in Greece, the, 42
Oncidium curtum, 78 ; hastatum, var.

RoezUi, 36; lamelligerum, 808; tigri-

num albens, 772 ; virgulatura, 452 ;

zebrinum brunneum, 380
Onions, a heavy crop of, 435
Onion crop, the, 465
Onion grub and nitrate of soda, 20
Orangeade, sulphuric, 113
Oranges and Lemons in the Holy Land,

27s. 303
Orchard-house Peaches, early, 114
Orchards, of Tripoli, the, 78
Orchid culture, 263. 433
Orchid growers, a nt-w danger for, 845
Orchids at Oakley House, the, 387; in

flower at the Victoria and Paradise

Nurseries, 494 ; in flower at Kew, in

October, 519 ; flowering in August,

275 ; in flower in July, 145 ; flowering

at Moat Mount in October, 551 ; in

November, 720 ; in September, 436 ; in

December, 847
Orthosanthus cbimboracensis, 67
Orwell Park, the gardens at, 198, 229
Osberton, tubular boilers at. 593, 623
Osmanthus aquifolius. 689 ; ilicifolius,

S93
Ouvirandra fenestralis, 753
Oxalis Smithi. 334
Oxyria reniformis, 16

Padua, notes on, 636
Painters, anachronisms committed by,

206
Pampas-grass, 168, 369, 401, 434, 465,

498, 525, 529 ; on preserving spikes of,

529, 690
Panama hat plant, the, 532
Pancratium fragrans, 657
Pandani, on Mascarene species of, 36S
Panicum variegatum, 201
Pansy disease, 20
Panthers, distribution'of seeds by, 531
Papaver umbrosum. 16

Paper, waterproof packing, 216
Papuan plants, notes on, 621

Park, an old and a new device, 321
Park entrances. 9. 70
Parks, the trees in the London, 36-4

Parsley, a long root of, 334
Passiflora c(rrulea, 430
Passifloras, on Die culture of, 290
Paterson, Mr. \V., memoir and portrait

of. 528
Patras, Currants from, 431
Paul & Son's Nursery, Cheshunt, 195,

Pavia macrostachya, 39S
Peach culture, a hint in, 527
Peach Early Crawford, 559 ; Hale's

Early, 558 ; Prince of Wales, 401
Peach growing against a trellis, 434
Peaches and Nectarines, 496
Peaches, early, 594 ; early orchard-house,

114
Pea protection, 560
Peas, market, 69
Peasant gardening in Russia, 330
Pear, a monstrous, 303
Pear, Beurrc deTAssomption. 49; Beurre
Spae, 302 ; Millot de Nancy, 657

Pear slug worm, the, 369
Pear, test for a good, 206
Pearson, Mr. J. R., death of, 278, 290
Peebles Leek Club. the. 654
Pelargonium Aniijlie Baltet, 178 ; Bayard,
366 ; double green, 201 ; Ivanhoe, 531 ;

Leamington Lassie, 116; Little Trot,

562 ; Madame Buchler, 339 ; Mrs.
'I'revor Clarke, 52 ; New Life, 398 ;

Rollisson's Unique, 714 ; Triomphe de
St. Mande, 16

Pelargoniums, the scarlet Zonal, 650 ;

variegated Zonal, 490, 562, 624 ; at

Chiswick, 425 ; double, at Chiswick,

202 ; double Zonal, 650 ; raised by the

late Mr. J. R. Pearson, 290 ; Zonal, at

Chiswick, 78 ; Zonal bedding, 655

;

Zonal, notes on, 494
Peronospora, comparative non-appear-
ance of, in the Potato haulm, 463

Peronospora infestans, 9
Persian love for flowers, 173

Pescatoria euglossa, 808
Pests, stove. 275
Petroleum, steeping the tubers of Potatos

in, 49
Petunias, a fine strain of, 202
Pfersdorff, M. Charles, death of, 279
Phalrenopsis, the collection of, at Gun-

nersbury, 557
Philadelphia exhibition. 273; awards, 494,

558 ; botanical collections at, 207

;

fruit collections at, 206 ; Potatos at,

5S6 ; fruit show, 498
Philadelphus latifolius, 112
Philodendron Holtonianum, 367
Phlox Drummondi, notes on, 45
Phygelius capensis, 398
Phyllotoma aceris, 265
Phylloxera, the, i45,43T, 782; MaxCornu
on the effects produced by the, 238 ;

treatment for, 207
Phytolacca electrica, 814
Picturesque arrangement in small gar-

dens, 47
Pinaster, the, known as the Pouch tree,

206
Pine forests, influence of, on rainfall,

429
Pines, Mr. Ross' Smooth Cayenne, 690
Pine, the Kauri, of New Zealand, 342
Pinks, early forcing, 6S0
Pink, the old mule, 303
Pinus Picea, on the germinating power of

the seeds of, 526
Pitcher on a Laurel leaf, a, 113
Pitch Pine timber, 48
Plaine des Palmistes, Bourbon, 79
Plane tree, the, 270
Planting and shelter, seaside, 581
Planting, seaside, and summer gales,

386
Plant life, evolution of, 644
Plant lore, 212
Plant names, English, 21 ; notes on, in
Plant portraits, 227
Plants and insects, 390
Plants, autumn flowering, 469 ; experi-

ments on the hardiness of, at Kew, 38 ;

experiments with, in coloured light,

526 ; hard-wooded, for exhibition, 20
;

hardy, in pots, 724 ; in flower on the

rockvvork at Kew, 460 ; influence of

foreign pollen on the progeny of, 49 ;

influence of temperature on, 236 ; life

history of, 716 ; moved during the hot

weather, rapid growth of, 370 ; new,

certificated by the Royal Botanic So-

ciety, 743 ; by the Royal Horticultural

Society, 775, S05 ; of japan, the useful,

no ; on the effects of temperature on
the movement of protoplasm in, 270 ;

on the growth of, 103, 142 ; on the

migrations of, 462 ; on the relations of

nutrient substances to the transpira-

tion of. 430 ; Papuan, notes on, 621
;

sources of nitrogen in, 550. 582, 628,

659, 677 ; the nutrition of, 812; the

way in which they feed, 45 ; to flower

in July and August. 502 ; useful, of

Japan, 627 ; on watering. 362 ; winter-

ing, 586

Plants, New Garden, described :

—

Aganisia coerulea, 226 ; Anlhericum
(Trachyandra) Gerrardi, 100 ; Antlni-

rium Brownii, 745; A. Veitchii, 772;
Aspasia papilionacea, 100 ; Brachy-

spatha variabilis. 322 ; Camarotis co-

chinchinensis, 740 ; Cattleya felix,

63 ; C. Mitchelli, 386 ; Chlorophytum
arundinaceum, 260 ; Coelogyne corym-
bosa, 8 ; Cypripedium Druryi, 68

;

X C. marmorophyllum, 130 ; C. Swan-
ianum, 36 ; Dendrobium superbiens,

516 ; Duvalia polita. 130 ; Echino-
cactus Simpsoni, 292 ; Funkia For-

tunei. 36; Gamochlamys heterandra,

164; Gasteria dicta, 68; Haworthia
distincta, 130 ; xLcelia Dayana. 772 ;

L. Mylamiana, 740 ; Lycaste Denning-
iana, S08 ; Masdevallia (Coriace^)

Gargantua, 516 ; M. triaristella, 226 ;

Maxillaria speciosa, 197 ; Mesem-
bryanthemum ficifurme, 772 ; M. setu-

liferum, 3 ; M. vittatum, 772 ; Meso-
spinidium jucundum, 580 ; Odonto-
glossum baphicanthum. 260 ; O. cirr-

hosum var. Klabochorum, 452 ; O.
claviceps, 516 ; O. coronarium Day-
anum, 226 ; O. Londesboroughianum,

772 ; O. vexativum, SoS
;
Oncidium

hastatum var. Roezlii, 36 ; O. lamel-

ligerum, 80S ; O. tigrinum albens, 772 ;

O. virgulatum, 452 ; O. zebrinum
brunneum, 580 ; Orthosanthus cbim-
boracensis, 67 ; Pescatorea euglossa,

80S ; Philodendron Holtonianum, 367 ;

Pleurothallis pyrsodes, 3S6 ; Schlimia

trifida, 708 ; StapeHa glabrifolia, 809 ;

Trichocentrum ionoplhatmum, 100
;

TrichopiUa Galeottiana, 367 ; Utricu-

laria Endresii, 197 ; Xerophyta re-

tinervis. S36 ; Yucca Whipplei, 196

Pleurothallis pyrsodes, 386
Plumbago rosea, 636

Plum, Belle de Septembre, 430 ; Golden
Gage, 464 ; the Victoria, 16

Plum crop, the, 80 ; the uncertainty of
the, 561

Plums, late, 55S
Poinsettias. dwarf, 264 ; as grown by Mr.

Reeves, 772
Pollen grains, form of: hybridisation, 592
Pollen : hybridity, papers on, 656
Pollen, influence of foreign, on the progeny

of plants, 49 ; notes on, 516, 547
Pomological society, a. 432
Poplars in Chili, 303
Poplar, the Canadian, 464
Port Jackson Willow, the, 595
Post box, the Eureka, 366
Potato beetle, the Colorado, 270, 399,

462, 648
Potato, the, as an antiscorbutic, 814
Potato crop in Norfolk, the, 435 ; in

Yorkshire, the, 6S9 ; in July, 114 ; the
late, 559, 622

Potato crops of 1876, reports on the, 21,

146, 524
Potato culture, spent Hops for, 816
Potato disease, the, 49, 114, 144. 175, 213,

24r, 276, 558, 623, 752 ; in Kent, 594,
656 ; Mr. Smith's discoveries, 76 ; on a
certain phase of ihe, 214

Potato flower, a monstrous, I5t
Potato fungus, the resting-spores of the,

10, 145 ;
germination of the resting-

spores, 39
Potato grafted on the Tomato, 304
Potato, Late American Rose, 464; Prince

Arthur, 339 ; Smith's Curly, 144 ; the
Lapstone, 751

Potatos, Mr. Fenn's seedling, 232, 302 •

Mr. Hyacinthe Rigault on the culture

of. 7S
Potato planting in autumn, 686, 721, 753,
816

Potato show at the Alexandra Palace, the,

437
Potato, the, and its mtroducer, 621
Potatos. at Philadelphia, 586 ; deteriorat-

ing, 20 ; early, 114 ;
grown with Cab-

bage, 49 ; late v. early planting of,

689 ; notes on some new, 614 ; steeping

the tubers of, in petroleum, 49
Pot-pourri, how to make, 470
Pouch tree, Pinaster called the, 206
Poultry food, 595
Powder, an insecticide, 653
Primrose, the, 755
Primula cortusoides amcena, 781 ; sik-

Primula, the old double white, 849
Printing on wood, the xylographic pro-

cess, 527
Prizes, schedules of, 525
Professional enthusiasm, 272
Propagation by leaves. 236
Propagation of trees, new mode of, 462,

652
Pruning fruit trees, summer, 174
Pruning Roses in summer, 120
Pterodiscus speciosus, 497
Pulmonaria otiftcinalis sibirica, 428
Pumpkins, on, 431
Punta Arenas, the colony of, 374
Purslane, 275, 337
Pyrethrum Golden Feather poisonous,

654
Pyrelhrum aureum laciniatum. 784, 817 ;

roseum, 16 ; uliginosum, 493, 494
Pyrus domestica, 649
Pylhium equiseti, 9 ; incerlum, 9 ;

proli-

ferum, 9 ; vexans, 9

Queensland, the Sugar-cane disease in,

687
Quercus sessiliflora, 270

R

Raeone, Mr. T., memoir and portrait

of, 489
Raft for aquatic plants, a, loo
Rainfall in December, 781 ; at Cobham,

Surrey, 400
Rainfall : on evaporation and percolation,

488
Ramfall, on the influence of Pine forests

on, 429
Railway companies, the liabilities of, S3
Rats eating Ferns, 8r

Reading rooms and village clubs, 707
Redwood of California, the, 43
Renanthera coccinea at Chatsworlh, 336
Renanthera Lowii, flowering of, 142. 275,

304
Retinospora tetragona aurea, 243
Rhododendron Maiden's Blush, 178
Rhododendrons, Messrs. Waterer's, at

Manley Hall, 20 ; at the Centennial
exhibition, 749

Richardia n:?thiopica, 304, 844
Ricinus Gibsoni, 237
Robertson, Mr. A., death of, 279



INDEX. [The Gardeners' Chronicle,

Robinia, on the varieties of, 748
Rob Roy, the grave of, 710
Rocket, the old double, 654
Rock garden, a, 835
Rockwork at Kew, plants in flower on

the, 173
Root crops, nitrogen in, 551
Roots, adventitious, of the Vine, 435 ;

dicotyledonous, on the growing points

of. 750
Rosarians' Society, the West of Scotland,

590
Rosa, D^s^glise's monograph of the

genus, 685
Rosa polyantha, no, 137
Rosedale Nurseries, P.renham. 425
Rossie Priory, on the gardens at, 655
Rose baskets, 51
Rose blooms in November, 63o
Rose de Meaux, the, 47 ; Gioire de Bor-

deaux, 144 ; Gioire de Dijon, a pink,

43, 81 ; Gioire de Dijon, change of

colour in. 20; H.P. Mrs. Laxton, n6,

755 : Paul Perras, Mr. Turntr's, 433 ;

Queen of Eedders, 178 ; Mundi, and
the York and Lancaster, 112

Rose growers and exhibitors, meeting of,

750
Rose harvest, the, 20
Rose of Jericho, !he, 334
Rose stands for exhibiting, ig

Rose trees, how to get rid of greenfly on,

23
Roses, form in, 81

;
graftmg, secret m,

652 ; list of the best, 266 ; notes on the

new, 326 ; on forcing, at St. Peters-

burg, IC9 : on light soil, late flowering,

593 ;
report on, M. Dutitre's collection

of, 495 I
what has come to our, 14 ;

the new French, for 1876 77, 820
Rothamsted experiments, the, 716
Rot, the old wet, of Martius, 398
Royal Aquarium flower shows, the, 399
Royal 0<ik, the, 385
Royal Horticultural Society, the, 82,

no, 172, 204, 215, 270, 460, 495, 527,

558, 588, 595, 620, 621. 634, 658, 678,

716, 719. 751, 781, 818, 84-t, 847 ;

education of young gardeners, 786 ;

fruit show, 498, 529. 559 ; meeting of
debenture-holders, 686

Royal Manchester Botanical and Horti-
cultural Society, 174

Rugen, notes on the Holly in the Island
of, 47

Rumex acetosa, Ustilago on, 45
Rumex scutatus, 400
Rushes, notes on, in
Russia, horticulture in, 403, 552 ;

peasant
gardenmg in, 330

Russian mats, 264

St. Helena, notes from, 521
St. Michael's, Pine culture at, 457
St. Petersburg, notes from, 553
Salvia patens, 531. 559, 622 ; hardiness

of, 658 ;
pratensis, 691

Salvias, late flowering, 526
Sambucus nigra, a fine plant of, 718
Sanitary arrangements at schools, 527
Sanitary science, 14
San Jose, California, notes from, 359
Santa Barbara, California, notes from,

616
Saponaria ocymoides, 753
Scabiosa nana, 429 ; Paltasli, 201
Schedules of prizes, 525
Schizopetalon Walkeri, 16
SchHmia jasminodora, 753 ; trjfida, 708
School gardens in Austria, 136
Sciadopitys verticillata, coning of, 21,

Scientific Apparatus, exhibition -of, 20
;

curious slab of marble in the, 205
Scientific literature, 15
Scotland, the Cryptogamic Society of,

463 ; West of, Rosarians" Society,

590
Scottish Seed Trade Association, 839
Scrophularia nodosa variegata, 21
Scurvy, 817
Seaside planting and shelter, 581 ; and
summer gales, 386

Seaside trees and shrubs, 434, 518
Sedum acre elegans, 241 ; amplexicaule,

204 ; multiceps. 204
Sedum, anatomical structure of the

genus, 750
Sedums for carpet bedding, 204
Seed crops, the, 365
Seed-pocket filler, the Henderson, 656
Seeds, distribution of, by panthers, 531
Seeds germinating in ice, 238
Seeds immersed in sea-water, germinating
power of, 750

Selaginella Rraussiana variegata, 813,

Selenite, 370
Serapias neglecla, 304
Service tree, the true, 503, 649, 691
Sewage irrigation in Germany, 463
J^ha4e5, baskslwoik, 291'.

Shan-tung, resources of the province of,

86, io3

Shropshire, South, notes from a garden
in, 70

Shrubberies, concerning, 784; punting
fruit trees in, 657

Shrubs and trees, deciduous, 652
Silene pendula compacta, 82, 112, 144
Skeleton leaves, 502
Sleepers, durability of chemically im-

pregnated, 429

Societies :—Alexandra Palace, 84, 437 ;

Eingley Hall, Potato show at, 788 ;

Birmingham Autumn Flower and Fruit

Show, 723 ; Bishop Auckland Horticul-

tural, 341 ; Brackley Horticultural,

404; Brambshott and Liphook Horticul-

tural, 372 ; Brentwood Horticultural,

468 ; Brighton and Sussex Horticultu-

ral, 403 ; Cheadle Horticultural, 215 ;

City Flower Show, 117 ; Cryptogamic
Society, Scotland, 499 ; Crystal Palace,

52, 438 ; Didsbury Horticultural, 85 ;

Dover * Horticultural, 340 ; Dundee
International Horticultural Exhibition,

339. 371 ; Ealing, Acton and Hanwell
Horticultural, 119; Ealing District,

Chrysanthemum, 661 ; Edinburgh Bo-
tanical, 22 ; Entomological, 692 ;

Glamorganshire Horticultural, 404 ;

Glasgow and West of Scotland Horti-
cultural, 736 ; Harborne Gooseberry
Show, 243 ; Hawarden Amateur Hor-
ticultural, 278 ; Henley-on-Thames
Horticultural, 404 ; Heston, Norwood,
and Cranlord Cottage Garden, 150 ;

Highgate Horticultural, n8 ; Holt
Horticultural, 372 ; Huntingdonshire
Horticultural, 84 ; International Potato
Exhibition, 437 ; Ipswich Horticultural,

372 ; Isle of Thanet Horticultural

Association, 341 ; Kingston and Sur-
biton Horticultural, 54 ; Lee and Black-
heath Horticultural, 22 ; Leeds Horti-

cultural, 52 ; Linnean, 692 ; Liss Cot-
tagers' Show, 372, 373 ; Liverpool
Chrysanthemum and Fruit Show, 723 ;

Manchester Royal Botanical and Hor-
ticultural, 756 ; Manley Hall, 756 ;

Muthill Horticultural, 372 ; National
Carnation and Picotee, 244 ; Newport
and County Horticultural, 179 ; New-
townards Horticultural, 372; Notting-
ham and Midland Counties Rose
Show, 83 ; Oxford Mills, Guide Bridge
Working-men's Flower Show, 340 ;

Pelargonium Society, 117 ; Preston
Horticultural, 276 ; Reading Horticul-

tural, 277 ; Richmond Horticultural,

54 ; Royal Aquarium, Westminster,

53 ; Royal Caledonian Horticultural,

405 ; Royal Horticultural :—Meetings
of committees, 52. ns, 178. 243, 338.

467, 624, 755 ; speci,il meetmg of
debenture-holders, 176; special general
meeting of Fellows, 170; Royal Hor-
ticultural of Aberdeen, 179 ; Royal
Horticultural of Ireland, 627 ; Sandown
Park, 85 ; Scottish Arboricultural, 626

;

Sevenoaks Horticultural, 309 ; Shepton
Mallet Hower Show, 307 ; Sherborne
Horticultural, 340 ; Southgate Horti-
cultural and Cottage Garden, 53 ; South-
port Winter Garden and Aquarium
Great Rose Show, 84 ; Stevenage Hor-
ticultural, 117, 405; Stockport Floral

and Horticultural, 406 ; Thornton
Heath Flower Show, 372 ; Trowbridge
Horticultural, 308 ; Truro Horticul-
tural, 118 ; Tyldesley-with-Shakerly
Floral and Horticultural, 373 ; West of
England Rose Show, n7 ; West of
Scotland Rosarians" Society, 118

;

Weston-super-Mare Horticultural, 277

;

Wimbledon and District Cottage Gar-
den Society, 119 ; Woolhope Fungus
Meeting, 466 ; Worsley and Swinton
Show, 244.

Societies, special, on the formation o"", 7S0
Soil, M. Conlejean on tlie chemical or

physical character of the, 300
Solanum Dulcamara, 367
Solanums, berried, 365
Sorrel, the mountain, 16

South Kensington, the botanical models
at, 48, 82

Southport, Grape judging at, 337, 369,
436, 498

South Wales Express, the botany of the,

689
Sphenopteris affinis, on circinate verna-

tion of, 368
Spiders and their webs, 267
Spiders, house, and their ways of locomo-

tion, 521
Spiraea caaspitosa, 753
Spruce Fir, range of variation of the, 47
Squirrels, do they eat fruit? 23 f, 267,

3^7. 327, 373i 425
Stapelia glabriflora, 809
Steam power. Hop digging by, 594
Stems, influence of light in retarding tt>e

l^ngitutUnal growth q'j 19

Sterculia rupeslris, 819
Steward, Mr. H., death of, 810

Stings of bees, a cure for, in, 141, 213

Stipa inebrian?, note on, 46
Stocks for grafting, the discovery of suit-

able, 524
Stove pests, 275
Stratiotes aloides. note on, 78
Strawberries, at Drumpellier, 689; flower-

ing in November, 622 ; fro.n March to

November, 693; m bloom, 638; on

planting and cultivating, 71

Strawberry Pioneer, 52 ; Garibaldi, 655,

721, 752, 7S6, 817, 847 ;
Rivers' Eliza,

847
Succulent plants, on the wintering oF, 588

Sugar-cane disease in Queensland, 687 -

Sugar, consumption of, in the United

States, 54
Sulphuric orangeade, 113

Surnatran caoutchouc, 78
Summer drink, how to make a, 112

Summer pruning of fruit frees, 174

Sunflower, graftjng the Jerusalem Arti-

choke on the, 624
Swiss vineyards, 357
Switzerland, inundations in eastern, 16

Sycamore, the, of the olden time. 650
Sydney, N.S.W., premature flowering of

fruit trees in, 42
Symphytum asperrimum, 366
Syringa Emodi, note on, 16 ; hyacinlhi-

flora flore-pleno, 332

Table decorations, 113 ; ths, at Regent's

Park, 80
xTacsonia exoniensis, 526, 594
Tacsonias, on the culture of, 711
Taxodium sempervirens, 560
Taxus baccata fructu-aureo, 690
Tea. commercial, in Ceylon, 590
Telegraphy, new applications of, 432
Temperature, effect of, on the movement

of the protoplasm in plants, 270 ; in-

fluence of, on plants, 236
Temperature which can be borne by

Eucalyptus globulus, note on the, 201

Temple Gardens, the Chrysanthemums
in the. 556

Teneriife, Tobacco in, 139
Tent, a bath, 136
Terrace step? and retaining walls, 81

Terra cotta balconies for windows, 229
Texas, horticulture in, 424, 456, 520
Thames Embankment, the trees on the,

464
Thamnocalamus Falconeri, 816 ; flower-

ing of, 173, 240, 304, 366, 435. 526, 623
Thermometers, tampering with, 529. 786
Thujopsis borealis aurea variegata, 624 ;

dolabrata, at Ashridge, 616
Thunderstorm, a heavy, 140
Tiliandsia Lindeni, 657
Timber, on the conversion of, 714 ; no-

menclature of, 328, 358 ; Pilch Pine, 48
Tiptree Hall, a visit to, 142
Titles for gardeners, 653, 685
Tobacco, m Tenerlffe, 139 ; variegated,

494
Tomato, a monstrous, 19
Tomato, Carter's Green Gage, 559
Tomato sauce, how to make, 751
Tomatos, notes on, 358
Tordylium maximum, 654, 691
Towns, the planting of trees in, 354 ;

trees for planting in, 748
Trade memorandum, 719
Tree, an old, in garden wall at Garnons,

Hereford, 464
Trees, abnormal growth of, 337
Trees and shrubs, deciduous, 652 ; of

Massachusetts, 551 ; seaside, 434, 518
Trees best adapted for streets in New

Zealand, 79
Trees, foliation of young or old, 4or

;

hardy fruit, Karl Koch on, 59r, 645,

686 ; historical, 623 ; new mode of pro-

pagating, 462 ; old, earlier leafage, &c.,

in, 268 : on propagating, 652 ; on the

Thames Embankment, the, 464 ;
plant-

ing of, in large towns, 354 ; removing
the bark of, 710 ; the, in the London
Parks, 364

Trees within trees, 487, 580, 622, 645
Trellis, Peach growing against a, 434
Tremough, Cornwall, the gardens at,

719
Tresco Abbey, Agave americana at, 464
Trichocentrum ionopthalmum, 100

Trichopilia Galeottiana, 367
Tripoli, Syria, the orchards of, 78
Tritoma aurea, 214
Tropaeolum Hunteri, 302 ; Lobbianum,

494
Trout-fishing by cormorants, 86
Truncheon hedges, 547
Tulip planting, 588
Tulips, early, 591 ; on raising seedling,

596
Turkey, the fruits of Asiatic, 295, 324
Turner, Mr. Henry, death of, 630
Turrrea obtHsifolia, ^14

Ulex europceus, 400
United States, consumption of sugar in

^be, 54
Unseasonable flowering, 464
Urocystis Gladioli, 420
Ustilago on Rumex acetosa, 15, 45
Utricularia Endresii, n6, 197
Ulricularia, on the nature of the bladders

of, T:><^

Vanda Lowii, flowering of, 76, 142

Vanilla, cultivation in Reunion, 430
Varieties, do they wear out? 396 ;

dura-

bility of, 530 ; the meaning of the term,

464 ; the permanence of, 435
Vegetable crops in Denbighshire, 145
Vegetable embryo, nature of the, 717
Vegetable Marrow preserve, hoAf to

make, 369, 402, 434, 464, 752
Vegetable, ancient leguminous, 485, 515
Vegetation in June, 102

\''egetation of Bosnia and Servia, 68

Verbascum Blattaria album, 402
Vernacular names, 8n
Veronica Andersoni, 691
Viburnum plicatum, 139, 174, 212, 337
Vienna, international corn and seed

market at, 332 ; the Emperor"s winter

garden at, io3, 300

ViELA Garden :—Anemone japonica,

469 ;
Begonias, tuberous-rooted. 298 ;

Cauliflowers, 51 ; Celery, 51 ; Christ-

mas trees, 820 ; Cinerarias, 298 ;

Clematises, 170; Cucumbers, 51 ;

striking cuttings, 130 ; decoration,

plants in pots for outdoor, 554 ;

drought, the, 106 ; drought, hardy

plants during, 245 ; flower garden,

the, 426. 523 ; forecourt gardens, 202
;

fruit stormg, 469 ; fruit trees, water-

ing, 246 ; fruit trees, cleansing and
root-pruning, 840; greenhouse manage-
ment and wintering plants, 6S2 ; kit-

chen garden, 170, 522 ; mildew on
Vines, 298 ;

Onions, winter, 246 ;

plants, autumn flowering, 469 ;
plants

in cold frames, 747 ; plants, wmtering,

586; pots, hardy plants in, 724; Rose
baskets, 51; soil and pots, 130 ;

shrubs,

removing snow from, 840 ; trees, wall,

627 : weeds in walks, &c., 426; Chry-

santhemum, the, 499 ; the vinery, 820

Village clubs and reading rooms, 707
Village cookery, 693
Vmca major, fruiting ot, 624
Vine, adventitious roots of the, 435
Vine culture and bottom-heat, 327, 370
Vine cultuie, observations on, 35^5, 716
Vine, curious result of inarching a, 214
\'ine freaks, 399
Vines, Black Hamburgh and Franken-

thal, 48 ;
effects of bleeding on, 268 ;

mildew on, 298 ; wood-ashes as manure
for. 718, 752

Vine sport, Mr. Grieve's, 82, 113, 145,

175, 212, 213. 239, 595
Vines, the pith of, 733. 816; premature

growth in the roots of, 77=;, 845
Vine stocks, American, ^89
Vine, the great, at the Vice-regal Lodge,

Dublin, 460
Vine, the Madresfield Court, 46^ ;

Venn's
Black Muscat, 304, 401, 436, 464, 529

Vineyard at Castle Coch, the, 59, 167,

59t, 721
Vineyards and wmes, present condition of

the Madeira, 43r

Vineyards of Klosterneuburg, the, 399
Swiss. 357

Violas attacked by .^F^cidium, 49, 175
Viola odorata alba fragrantissima plena,

650
Violas, bedding, in the North, 364
Violets, early blooming of, 463 ; in pots,

Violet fungus, new, 361
Violet, Perkins' Marie Louise, 559

;

Prince Consort, 502
Violet, wood, 280
Viscum album, on Eucalyptus globulus,

399
Viiis gongylodes, 677
Vivisection bill, the, 76
Vole, the field, ^i^^

W
Walnut, the large-fruited, 4G3

Walnut tree, a fine specimen of, at Ment-
more, 46

Walnuts, double, 561
Walls, brick, v. glass houses, 108

Walls, retaining, and terrace sfeps, 8r

Warsaw, notes from, 457
Wasatch Mountains, botanising in the,

Wasps, 400 ; and Bees, 561

Waste not, want not: a word to young
gardeners, 497, 531, 594
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Water-barrow with rotary pump, im-
proved, 175

Watering in hot weather, 108
Watering plants, 362
Water, guano, danger in, 213
Water in pipes, preventing freezing, 239
Waters, certain curative properties of, 430
Water Lilies, notes on, 17
Waterproof packing paper, 216
Weather, the, 108 ; at Inverary, 752; the,

in Cornwall, d-^'] ; in November, 594 ;

in the North, 623
Weather knowlege, 784; prognostics, 2r
Weather, the hot, rapid growth of plants
moved during, 870

Welbeck Seedling Nectarine, the, 178
Wellingtonia, the, 54 ; the weeping, 593

Werder, and its fruit gardens, 453
•Whangee, commercial uses of, 844
Whipping-post and stocks at Aldbury,

45
Willow, the Port Jackson, 595
Wimbledon House, the gardens at, 454
Window gardening, Mr. Gladstone on,

71
Window plants in towns, 690
Windows, terra cotta balconies for, 229
Wine, Apple, 80 I531
Wine, Hollyhock flowers for colouring.
Winter colour of evergreen leaves, 269
Winter, doFigs require protection during?

531
Winter garden, the Emperor of Austria's,

at Vienna, 108, 300

Winter, greenhouse management in, 682
Wintering florists" flowers, 522
Wintering plants, 586
Wireworms, a preventive of the ravages

of. 557
Wistarias and clothes moths, 241
Witsenia corymbosa, 460
Wood ashes as manure for Vines, 718,
753

Woodstock, in memoriam, 164
Wood Lane Nursery, Messrs. Lee's, 743
Wood Violet, 2S0
Woolhope catsup, 467
Woolhope Club, the, 334 ; fungus
meeting of the, 466

Worm, the Pear slug, 369
Wynyard Park, on the gardens at, 422

Xanthoceras sorbifolia, a curious fact
concerning, 270

Xerophyta retinervis, 836

Year, events of the, 842
Yew, the, 99
Yggdrasil and the Ash, 225 i'142
York Gala and Horticultural Exhibition,
Yorkshire, the Potato crop in, 68g
Yucca aloifolia variegata, 529 ; flowering

of, 369, 399 ; filifera, 782
;
gloriosa,

abnormal flower of, 337 ; Whipplei,
^'96, 275

.
;1753

Yucca, synopsis of the species of, 646,

\
1ST OF LLUSTRATIONS.

^CIDIUM depauperans, 361
Agaricus campestris, structure of, 456
Aldbury, view ol the old stocks and whip-

ping-post near, 45
Anthurium Brownii, 745 ;

spadix and
floral details. 744

Anthurium Veitchii, 773
Apley House, Isle of Wight, S39, 843
Aquatic plants, Mr. Wilson's raft (or, loi
Ash tree growing in an old Willov/ at
Wingmore, 488

B

Baling ladle used by Cingalese fisher-

men, 584
Balmoral Castle, view of, 525
Barnard & Co.'s improved water- barrow,

Bath tent, a, 136
Beehive, Major Munn's bar-frame, 307 ;

Payne's coitage, 176
X Begonia Magenta Queen, 72, 73
Begonia, male flower of a, assuming the

characteristics ol the female, 239
Biddulph Grange, view in the Chinese
garden at, 237

Bilingual stone in Glanusk Park, 297
Botanic Garden, Padua, view in the, 685
Bottle trees of Queensland, the, 819
Bouquet case, a, 51
Bourbon, how Kplpliytes are grown in,

77
Brachyspatha variabilis, 63i ; floral de-

tails, 63o

Ca LATHE A longibracleata, dissected
flo •of,

Calcutta Botanic Gardens, group of Nipa
frulicans in the, 461

;
group of Pan-

dani in the, 493
Camels to order ! 585
Cfttileya house, view in Mr. Robert

Warner's, 777
Chinese garden at Biddulph Grange,
view in the, 237

Cingalese fishermen's baling ladle, 584
Cleveland House, carpet beds at, 713,

717
Cloth cleaner, a native, 584
CofTea liberica, &c, , 105
Cressage Oak, the, 645
Currant-bud mite, 789
Curror, Mr. J. R., portrait of, 328
Curve, how to utilise a, in a public road,

70
Cycads, a group of, in the Pahn-stove at

Kew, 168
Cyclamen, a monstrous, 785

Death's-head moth, 151
Design for a window garden, 229
Dickson, Mr. J., portrait of, 329
Discaria serratifolia, 325

EcHiNOCACTUS Simpsoni, 293
Embia, Orchid root eaten by, 8.15

Encephalartos Altensteinii, 396 ; male
cone of, 392 ; leaf of, 392 ; female cone
of. 393

Encephalartos viilosus, 708 ; E, viilosus

var. nobilis, 709, 711
Entrance gate, design for an, 9
Epiphyllum truncatum mixed with Cereus

flagelliforniis, 808
Epiphytes growing in Bourbon, 77

Fernery at Kew, view in the, 169
Flower balconies, terra cotta, 229
Flower pot for terrace steps, a, 8r
Fusisporium Solani, resting-spore of, 52

Galls, silk button, and Oak-spangles,
502

Garnons, entrance to the garden at,

through a hollow Oak, 465
Garston Gauge, the, 622
Gasteria dicta, 68
Gate, entrance, design for an, 9
Gladiolus disea!>.e, 420, 421
Glanusk Paik, bilingual stone in, 293
Gijethe's Palm tree at Padua, 685

H

Haworthia distincta, 130
Hazel growing out of an old Willow

tree, 4SS
Henderson seed-pocket filler, the, 656
Hives, Major Munn's bar-frame, 307 ;

Payn-i's coitage, 176
Holly bush growing in an old Oak tree,

581
Horse Chestnut, the large, at Moncrieffe

House, near Perth, 557

Ilex Aquifolium aurantiaca, 616 ; L A.
aurea medio-picta, 389 ; L A. ferox

aurea, 616 ; I. A. heterophylla aureo-
picta, 3S9 : I. A. laurifolia aurea, 233 ;

L A. laurifolia aureo-picta, 389 ; I. A.
laurifolia sulphurea, 233 ; I. A. tor-

tuosa aureo-picta, 389 ; L A. Watereri-
ana, 233

Insects : Currant-bud mite, 789 ; Death's-
head moth, 151 ; leaf-miner, 265

Inverary Castle, 749 ; view Jn the grounds
at, 781

Iris tectorum, 37
ivy, large growth of, at Raglan Caslle,

K

Kew, views in the Royal Botanic Gardens
at. (See Special Supplement, Aug. 5.)

Kew, interior of the Wood Museum at,

589 ; Museum No. i, in the Royal
Gardens, 429 ; Cycads in the Palm
stove at, 168 ; view in the fernery at,

169 ; Todea baibara, 165

Laeken, views of the King of the Bel-

gians' Conservatory at. (Supplement,
Nov. II.)

Lrelia Mylamiana, 741
Leaf-miner, Phyllotoma aceris, 265

Lilium neilgherrense, 332
Lily, the common white Water, 15

M
Masdevalll\ triaristella, 559
Moncrieffe House, Perth, view of, 553 ;

the large Horse Chestnut at, 557
Monstrous Cyclamen, 785
Monstrous Pear, 303
Moth, the Death's-head, 151
Munby, the late Mr. G., portrait of, 261
Munn's bar-frame hive, 307
Museums in the Royal Gardens, Kew,

429, 589
Mushroom, the common, structure of, 456

NiPA fruticans, group of, in the Calcutta
Botanic Gardens, 461

Oak, a young, giOA'ing out of an old

Wiilow. 488
Oak. garden entrance through an old

hollow, 465
Oak, Holly bush growing in an old, s8i

Oak, old and young, at Cressage, 645
Oak spangles, and silk button galls, 502
Oak, the old Watch, at Milverton, 623
Oak. Yew growing within the hollow

bole of an, 580
Ochtertyre House, Crieff, 813
Orchid root eaten by Embia, 845
Orwell Park, Suffolk, view of mansion at,

205
Osmanthus aquifohus, 689

Padua, view in the Botanic Garden at,

685
Pandani, group of, in the Calcutta

Botanic Gardens, 493
Park entrances, 9, 70
Paterson, Mr. W., portrait of, 528
Payne's cottage hive, 176
Pear, a monstrous, 303
Pear, Millot de Nancy, 657
Pear slug worm, the, 369
Pelargonium, a double green, 200, 201

Peronospora infestans, n
Philadelphia Exhibition, views of the

Horticultural Hall at the, 272; Mr.
Williams' exhibit at the, 269

Philodendron Holtonianum, 365
Phyllotoma aceris, 265
Pollen grains, illustrations of, 516, 517,

54B, 549
Potato flower, a malformed, 151

Potato fungus, the resting-sporcs of the,

II, 40, 41, 145
Potato fungus, the resting-spores withm

spiral vessels, 241
Pterodiscus speciosus, 497
Pyrus domestica, 649
Pythium equiseti, 11 ; incertum, 11

;
pro-

liferum, 11 ; vexans, 11

Rarone, Mr. T. H., portrait of, 489
Raft for aquatic plants, Mr. Wilson's, loi

Raglan Castle, large growth of Ivy at

297
Road, utilising a curve in a public, 70
Rosa polyantha, 137
Rose, Mr. Turner's fine specimen of Paul

Perras, 433
Rossie Priory, view of, 653

SiCDU.M amplexicaule, 204 ; nmlticeps,
204

Seed pocket-filler, the Henderson, 65(5

Service tree, the true, 649
Stapelia glabritiora, 809
Steps, terrace, right and wrong, 81
Sterculia rupestris, Big
Stocks and whipping post at Aldbury, 45
Suffolk, Orwell Park, 205
Switzerland, wine making implements

used in, 357

Tent, a bath, 136
Terrace steps, right and wrong, 81

Terra cotta flower balconies, 229
Thujopsis dolabrata at Ashridge, 617
Todea barbara at Kew, 165
Tomato, a monstrous, 19
Trees growing within trees, illustrations

of, 488, 580, 581, 645

U

Urocvstis and Thecaphora, compound
spores of. 421

I'rocystis Gladioli, 420, 421

Vidurnum plicatum, 140
Vienna, view in the Emperor's Winter
Garden at, 109, 300

Vintage, the, in Switzerland, 357
Violet fungus, a new, 361

W
Walnut, a double, 561
Water-barrow, Barnard & Co.'s Im-

proved, 175
Water-Lily, the common white, 15
Wellingtonia, the Weeping, 593
Willow, an Ash tree growing in an old,

488
Willow, an Oak growing out of a, 488
Willow, Hazel growing out of an old,

48S
Window garden, design for a, 229
Wine-making implements used in Switzer-

land, 356, 357
Winter Garden at Vienna, view in the

Emperor's, 109, 300
Wood Museum at Kew, view of the

interior of the, 589

Xerophyta retinervis, 837

Y

Yew growing within the hollow bole of
an old Oak, 580

Yucca gloriosa, abnormal flower of, 337
Yucca Whipplei, 197
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
South Kensington, S.W.

NOTICE.—FRUIT and FLORAL, and SCIENTIFIC
COMMITTEES' MEETINGS on WEDNESDAY next,

July 5, at II o'clock. GENERAL MEETING at 3 o'Clock.

ALEXANDRA PALACE.—GREAT ROSE
SHOW of the Season, FRIDAY and SATURDAY,

July 7 and 8. LAST DAY of ENTRY, July i. Schedules of

Prizes and all particulars may be had on application to

ALEX. McKENZIE. i and 2, Great Winchester Street

Buildings. E.C.. and at the Alexandra Palace, Muswell Hill. N.

GREAT FRUIT and FLOWER SHOW,
Sandown Park, Esher, Surrey, FRIDAY and SATUR-

DAY. July 7 and 8.

AUGMENTATION of PRIZES.—In the following Classes

the Prize-money is advanced as follows :

—

Class I.—6 Stove or Greenhouse Plants, distinct, open : ist

Prize, ;{;io : 2d Prize, £6 ; 3d Prize. £$•
Class 2.— 9 Fme-foliaged or Variegated Plants distinct,

Amateurs : ist Prize, j^io ; 2d Prize, £6 : 3d Prize, £^
Class 3.—9 Finc-foliaged or Variegated Plants, distinct, Nur-

serymen : ist Prize, ^10 ; 2d Priie, £6 ; 3d prize. £$
Class 4,—6 Fine-foliaged or Variegated Plants, distinct.

Amateurs : 1st Prize, £6 ; 2d Prize. £4 ; 3d Prize. £2.
Schedules of Prizes can be had on application to

JOHN WILLS. Royal Exotic Nursery, Onslow Crescent,
South Kensington. S.W.

HIGHGATE HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

The ANNUAL SUMMER EXHIBITION of this Society
will be held (by permission of Edward Brooke, Esq.), in the
Grounds of Caen Wood Towers, Highsate, on THURSDAY,
July 13. Admission from i till 3 o Clock, 3S. 6J.; from 3 till

5, I J. : from 5 till 8, 6ii. Children half-price. Bands in attend-
ance. Refreshments on the Grounds.

W, M. BURCK, Secretary.

NEWPORT (MON.), and COUNTY
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The SECOND ANNUAL EXHIBITION of the above
Society will take place on THURSDAY, July ao, 1876.

Schedules of Prizes may be had on appli

L. RAILTON,
W. CHRISTOPHERS,

15, Commercial Street, Newport.
S.jun..}

Hon Se{

THE COVENTRY and WARWICKSHIRE
FLORAL and HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—The

SECOND SHOW of the Season will be held at Stoneleigh
Abbey. AUGUST 22. Special Prizes (open to all England)
for Roses (single trusses), in sets of 36, ^^5. £3 lox. ; for

Roses (single trusses), in sets of 24, £2, £1 10s. \ for Roses
(single trusses), in sets of la. £1. £1 : for Gladioli (spikes), in

sets of 24, £i, £1 ; for Gladioli (spikes), in sets of 12, £1 \os.

,

£t 10s. Schedules and every information may be had from

32, Bishop Street, Coventry. THOS. WIGSTON. Sec.

£20 In Frizes for Mr. Lazton'a Peas.

THE FOLLOWING PRIZES
are offered by Messrs. HURST and SON at the Not-

tingham and Midland Counties Show, July 6. and at the Royal
Horticultural Society's Exhibition, July 19:—For any six vane-
ties of Mr. Laxton's Peas sent out by them, to include " The
Shah '* and " Standard," fifty pods of each, ist prize, £4 ; 2d
prize, £2 : 3d prize, £2 ; 4th prize. £1. For further particulars
see the Schedule of each Society.

c ARTER'S GRASS SEEDS
for Lawns and Parks, aoj. per bushel.

c ARTER'S GRASS SEEDS
for Perniuinent Pastures, 22J. 6{f. to 36J. per acre.

c ARTER'S GRASS SEEDS.
Carriage Free. To suit all Soils.

c ARTER'S GRASS SEEDS
for Renovating Meadows and Lawns, iSs. to 20s. per bush.

CARTER'sTtHE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,
237 and 238, High Holborn,W.C.

EAST LOTHIAN INTERMEDIATE
STOCKS. —Genuine Seed of the above magnificent

Stocks, for present sowing, in packets. White, Purple, Scarlet
and Wall-leaved While, at is., is. (ni. and 5s. each colour.

THOMAS METHVEN and SONS, 15, Princes Street,
Edinburgh.

Hyaclntlis, Tulips, Crocus, Narcissus, ftc.

BUDDENBORG BROS., Hillegom, Haar-
lem, Holland.—WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of

DUTCH BULBS now ready, and may be had free on applicA-
tion. Special offers made for large quantities.

Messrs. R. SILBEKRAD anu SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great
Tower Street, London, E.C.

LUCOMBE, PINCE and CO.'S new
CLEMATIS DEVONIENSIS. This is a most beauti-

ful and distinct variety, obtained by crossing C. Jackmanni and
C. lanuginosa. The tlower is the brightest and most delicate
azure, unusually large and well formed, robust in habit, per-

fectly hardy, and a very free bloomer. Will be sent out the
first week in July. Price aii. each. Terms to the Trade on
application. Exeter Nursery, Exeter. r

Calceolaria, Cineraria, and Primula.

FAND A. SMITH can supply Seed of the
• above, saved from their welhknown superb strain, in

ij., ar. 61/., and 5X. packets. Terms to the Trade upon
application. The Nurseries, West Dulwich, S.E.

Cinerarias.

MESSRS. JOHN STANDliiH AND CO.'S
strain of Cinerarias is now acknowledged to be the

finest in the Kingdom. Carefully saved Seed may now be had
post-free at \s. 6d. and 3j. dd. per packet. Wholesale price to

the Trade on application.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

Notice —Seeds, Seeds.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON can confidently
recommend their stock of Garden and other Seeds.

CATALOGUES now ready, which contain every requisite, at

fair prices, post-free on application.

Highgate, London, N.

For Sale Cheap.

LARGE SCARLET GERANIUMS
(VESUVIUS), in 33 and J4-size pots. Apply to

CHARLES YOUNG, The Nurseries, Balham Hill, or

Upper Tooting Park, S.W.

TRICOLOR GERANIUMS. — 20,000
Mrs. Pollock and Sophia Dumaresque, at 35.6*^. perdoz.

,

package included, or post-free at same price. The Trade supplied.

ALFRED FRYER. The N Chatteris, Cambridgeshir

PRIMULA FIMBRIATA flore-plena.-
Double white and various other shades of colour : a fe

hundreds of good plants in ^S's are offered cheap at per lo

to the Trade.—J. JACKSON, Nursery. Kidderminster.

Surplus Bedding and Other Plants.

WOOD AND INGRAM have still on hand
a quantity of the above, which they are now selling at

reduced prices. See advertisements of the 17th ult.

The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, fie.

CJ. BLACKITH AND CO. (established
• 1823), Cox's and Hammond's Quays, Lower Thames

Street, London, S.E.—Forwarders to all parts of the World.

HothouBes, Hot-water Apparatus, &c.

HALLIDAY AND CO., HOTHOUSE
Builders and Hot-water Apparatus Manu-

facturers. Estimates and Plans tree. Best Construction !

Best Materials ! Best Workmanship 1 Catalogues free.

Offices, 22, Barton Arcade, Manci

wANTED, POMPON DAHLIAS.—
State sorts and price per lOO, to

G. WALKLING, College Park Nursery, Lewisham. S.E.

Base Buds.

WANTED a few Thousands in various sorts.
Address, with full particulars.

Box No. 7, Post-office, Kirkcaldy, N.B.

SNOWDROPS, DAFFODIL (Narcissus),
CROCUS, &c.. Wanted, in large quantities. Lowest

Trade prices to

AUSTIN AND McASLAN, i6, Buchanan Street, Glasgow.

To Dutch Farmers.

WANTED, Wholesale CATALOGUES of
DUTCH BULBS.

G. WALKLING, College Park Nursery, Lewisharo, S.E.

s UTTON'S GRASS SEEDS
for PASTURES, aaj. (d. to 3&r. per Acre. Carriage free.

s UTTON'S GRASS SEEDS
for PARK GROUNDS, 201. per Bushel. Carriage free.

s UTTON'S GRASS SEEDS
for GARDEN LAWNS, 10s. per Bushel. Carriage free.K-' for GARDEN LAWNS, toi. per Bushel. Carriage free.

SUTTON'S GRASS SEEDS
for CROQUET GROUNDS, 201. per Bushel. Carriage

sUTTON AND SONS, The Queen's
Seedsmen, Reading.

INTIMATION.— I have this day taken my
TWO SONS into PARTNERSHIP with me ; and the

Business hitherto carried on by me here, will in future be carried
on by WM. THOMSON and SONS.
Wm. Thomson, Tweed Vineyard, Clovenfords, by Gala-

shiels.—July 1, 1876.

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS,
and other PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS.

LISTS of these varieties from Mr. WEBB. C.->lcot, Reading.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
FlorLst Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS:

also Plants of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES o(

different colours : AURICULAS, both Single and Double 1 with
every sort of Early Spring Flowers. LIST on application.

Mr. WEBB. Calcot, Reading.

To the Trade.—White Mustard and Rape Seed.

HAND F. SHARPE have fine samples of
• AGRICULTURAL WHITE MUSTARD and

RAPE SEED for Sowing. Samples and prices on application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

DRUMHEAD, SCOTCH, and EARLY
CABBAGE PLANTS, Autumn Sown. Price as. U.

1 and Seedsman, Malton,

ROBINSON'S CHAMl'lUN DRUMHEAD
CABBAGE.—Extra good autumn-sown plants, price

35. 6d. per 1000.

JAS. IVERY AND SON, Dorking Nursery, Surrey.

DjRUMHEAD CABBAGE.— 1,000,000 good
plants to be Sold cheap. Price on application to

JOHN CATTELL. The Nurseries, Westerham, Kent.

Grape Vines for Present Planting.

THOMAS RIVERS and SON
are now prepared to supply strong growing Canes of all

the best varieties. These will make fuie rods during the

:, thus saving a whole season.

The Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

PINE PLANTS,PINE PLANTS.—ForSale,
one of the best Collections in England, including

selected stocks of Ripley Queen, Smooth Cayenne, Black
Jamaica, and Charlotte Rothchild ; clean, and in robust health

Apply to Mr. R. GILBERT, Burghley, Stamford.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in

Pots :—Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples, Figs,

Apricots, Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant
Worcester.

CHARLES TURNER'S magnificent Collec-
tion of the above is now in great beauty, and an inspection

is respectfully solicited.

The new varieties, "OXONIAN," "MRS. BAKER."
"MISS HASSARD,"&c., raised at Slough, are in splendid

bloom. CATALOGUES on application.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

To the Trade.

EKRUYFF, Florist, Sassenheim, near
• Haarlem, Holland, begs to announce that his new

CATALOGUE of DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS is now ready,

and may be had free on application.

E. BARNAART AND CO., Vogelen-
• zang, Haarlem, Holland.—WHOLESALE CATA-

LOGUE of Hyacinths and other Dutch Bulbs may be had
free from

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great

Tower Street , London, E.C.

Bedding Plants, Bedding Plants.

JAMES HOLDER can supply Alternan-
theras, Ageratums, Alonsoas. Campanulas, Coleus,

Centaureas, Cineraria maritima. Chrysanthemums, Delphi-

niums, Geraniums of sorts, Echeverias. Iresines, Konigas,

Lobelias, Petunias, Senecios. &c., eight dozen for 201., or four

dozen for 105. 6<^., basket included.

Crown Nursery, Reading.

ESSRS. ERASER and BENTON,
Horticultural and Agricultural Auctionbrrs

Valuers, Romford and Grays, Essex.
M
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SALES BY AUCTION,

Important Sale of Orcblds.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 38. King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C. on MONDAY, July 3. at half-past
12 o'clock precisely, Established, semi-Established, and fresh
Imported ORCHIDS from Brazil, many of them being very fine
specimens, and all in the best possible condition, consisting of;

—

La^lia purpurata

„ prxstans
Cattleya labiata

,, SchiilerLana (very

On^

I Cattleya Leopoldii

,, amethystina
Oncidium Marshalliamim
„ concolor

I
,, sarcodes ]i

I the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Important Sale of Establlabed OrcUds.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, July 6. at half-past
11 o'clock precisely, a COLLECTION of ESTABLISHED
ORCHIDS, containing many tine plants in choice varieties
from the well-known collection of J. Day, Esq., of Tottenham,
and Sold in consequence of his Greenhouses being overcrowded.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Mexican Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C. on FRIDAY. July 7, at half-past 12
o'clock precisely, an Importation of ORCHIDS from Mexico,
includmg a large quantity of Cattleya Skinneri, Odontoglossum'
grande, Barkerias, and Lycaste Skinneri—beingsold as collected

;

among the last-named will be found many handsome vari
'

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Established OrcUds,

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street

Covent Garden, W.C, on FRIDAY, July 7, a small Collection
of ESTABLISHED ORHIDS, embracing many choice and
rare kinds.—On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Imported Orcltlds.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street

Covent Garden, W.C, on FRIDAY, July 7, at half-past 12
o'clock precisely, an Importation of CATTLEYA SUPERBA,
just received ex s.s. Blenheim. The plants of this, one of the
most beautiful of the known Cattleyas, are in the best possible
condition many of them unusually fine masses; the growths
plump and with fresh leaves on them, such as are seldom seen
on newly imported plants. At the same time will be sold

??.r-'riS?'S','S'' " ^,'-
,
'^'''J"-*""''. of DENDROBIUMM CARTHI^, many of the plants remarkably fine, and m the

best possible condition.
On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

To HortlculturlBts, Amateurs, and Others.
'T'O BE SOLD, in a charming neighbourhood,
-L within 8 miles of Portsmouth, a very pretty VILLA
RESIDENCE, standing in pleasing grounds, tastefully Laid
Out, with large of quantity Glass in Vineries, Orchard House
&c.,and about 7 Arrps of Planted Oiouiid, filled with ctloice ancj
selected Pyramidal specimens of Apples, Pears, Plums, Damsons,
Filberts, &c., all now in bearing condition, and from which any
one may obuin a very handsome income. For particulars aonlv
to Messrs. KING and KING, Agents, Portsmouth.

TIO BE SOLD, about 16,000 feet of GLASS,
J- specially erected for Grape Growing for Market pur-
poses, built regardless of cost and upon the most approved
principles. The heating is most efficient, and the working
details throughout perfect. The Houses are stocked with young
Vines in grand condition and just coming into fruit.
TO BE LET, upon long Lease, about 4 acres of richGROUND which is attached, and within 4 miles of Covent

Garden, situate south. Apply t

Mr. RANSLEY TANTON, Horticultural Valu
17A, High Street, Borough, London, S. E.

Office,

TO BE SOLD, by PRIVATE CONTRACT
the GOLDEN CROSS NURSERIES, with extensive

Glasshouses, Dwelling-house, &c., situate near Stroud
Gloucestershire. Apply to

'

RESTALL AND FORD, Auctioneers. Stroud.

TO ^E DISPOSED OF, in one of the most
*- fashionable Spa Towns in the West of EngLand an exten-
sive and mo.st lucrative FAMILY FRUITERER'S andGREENGROCER'S BUSINESS. Established 32 yeisOwner retiring.—Apply by letter, to

j j •

X., Messrs. Rutley & Silverlock, 412, Strand, London, W.C.

nno LET, a FLORIST'S BUSINESS, in fuUJ- working order. Six Houses well stocked. Must be Let
through sickness. Apply to

W. R., 53, Loughborough Road, Brixton, S.W.

To Growers of Forest Trees, Nurserymen, &o
rriHE ADVERTISER will require at the
.V r.i''°''^°o'-'"°""='',^°'''='"''"'^"<' December, and during
- i,,,?"."'

Season, a large quantity of large-leaved fast-erow-
'ng BIRCH, SYCAMORE, and BEECH, from 2 feet ?offeet

Nf?i,> '.?,°"'"°u"°^''"'^'='J.'^ED BEECH and LABUR-WUM. Those who reply to this advertisement will please state«ie quantities of the above trees they are prepared to deliverThey must be well-grown, well-rooted, and have been properlv
transplanted Name price per thousand of the Forest Treesand per hundred of the Beech and Laburnum, also the railway
station they are prepared to deliver them at and the lowest cash
price

:
to be delivered as they may be required during thePlanting Season. The growers of the above trees will be re-

quured to guarantee them one season after planting, a reasonable
) be left in hand to provide for failures if anv

B. B., Post-office, Chesterfield.

Australian Plants and Seeds.
PUCALYPTUS GLOBULUS, PALMS^ CYCADS, FERNS, and all kinds of PLANTS a^dSEEDS indigenous to Australia, Fiji, &c., supplied on themost reasonable terms. Priced CATALOGUES and Specialquotations on application.

*^

SHEPHERD AND CO. . Nurserymen and Seedsmen, DarlingNursery, Sydney, New South Wales. (Established 1827

1

Agents
: Messrs. C J. BLACKITH AND CO., Co.Vs QuayLower Thames Street, London, E.C. ^ ^'

ROYAL AQUARIUM
SUMIVI ER and WINTER GARDEN.

NOTICE.
The next GRAND FLOWER SHOW will

take place on JULY 5 and 6, when Prizes to

the amount of ^350 will be given for Roses and
Dinner-table Decoration.

Entries for the above must be sent in not

later than July i. Schedules and all particulars

may be had from JOHN WILLS,
Superintendent of Flower Shows.

Royal Aquarium, Westminster.

WEST of ENGLAND ROSE SHOW.
THURSDAY, JULY 13, 1876.

TO AKATETJBS.
A Handsome SILVER CUP, value 15 Guineas,

will be offered by Messrs. CRANSTON and MAYOS
(in addition to the Society's Prize of /s), for the best

36 varieties of CUT ROSES.
ScheduUs with particulars on application.

CRANSTON'S NURSERIES, KING'S ACRE,
NEAR HEREFORD.

ROBSON TESTI MONIAL.
Mr. John Robson being about to leave Linton Park

through ill health, it is thought by some of his Friends
to be a good opportunity for presenting him with some
token of the esteem in which he is held in this county.

Subscriptions will be received by
P. GoDDARD, Hunton Court.Thos. Ph

W. Skinner, Houghton.
S. Skinner, Leeds.
E. Skinner, Loddington.
G. Allfree, Loose.
BtJNYARD & Son, Maidstone.
T. Frost, Maidstone.

C. Williams, Cranbrook.
W. PoTTEN, Sissinghurst.
W. Bradley, H. A. Brassey,

J. Hadlow, Chart. fEsq.
T. Skinner, Sir E. Fulmer.
T. Record, Vinters Park,

E. SKINNER, Hon. Sec, Loddington Farm, Maidstone,

TDROTHEROE and MORRIS, Horti-
J- CIJLTURAL Market C.ARDENand Estate Auctioneers
andVALUEES, 98, Gracechurch Street. City, E.C. and at Leyton-
stone, E. Monthly Horticultural Register had on application.

ORCHIDS.
SPECIAL OFFER.

R. BULLEN, in consequence of the large

importations of Orchids constantly arriving

from his Collector, begs to offer the following

varieties, either established, semi-estabhshed,
or fresh imported, in large or small quantities,

at greatly reduced prices. Inspection solicited.

CATTLEYA AMETHYSTINA,
„ BICOLOR,
„ BULBOSA,
„ CANDIDA,
„ LEOPOLDII,
,, LABIATA,
„ MARGINATA,
„ SCHILLERIANA,

COMPARETTIA FALCATA,
HOULLETIA BROCKLEHURSTIANA,
lONOPSIS PANICULATA,
L/ELIA CINNABARINA,
„ ELEGANS,
„ PERRINII,
„ PR/ESTANS,
., PURPURATA,

MILTONIAS, several varieties,

ONCIDIUM CRISPUM
„ CONCOLOR,
„ FORBESII,
„ PHYMATOCHILUM.
„ MARSHALLIANUM (true),

„ SARCODES (true),

SCUTICARIA HADWENII,
SOPHRONITES GRANDIFLORA,
„ COCCINEA,

ZYGOPETALUM MAXILLARIA,
And many other i

Buyers will be liberally treated -with.

Prices on application to

R. BULLEN,
WOODLANDS NURSERY, HITHER GREEN,

LEWISHAM, S.E.

Roses In Bloom.

WM. PAUL AND SON, Paul's Nurseries,
Waltham Cross, Herts, have the pleasure to announce

that their Collection of ROSES is ;now in full hloom, and
respectfully invite inspection of the same.
A fine Collection of HARDY TREES and SHRUBS is also

now in full beauty.
Visitors hy Railway can enter the Nurseries from the

platform, Waltham Station, G.E.R., about half an hour's ride
from London. Frequent trains from Liverpool Street Station.

lly from St. Pancras.

F. AND A. SMITH offer the foUowing to the

AZALEAS,
I
FERNS,

CAMELLIAS, EUCHARIS.
DRAC/ENAS, CALADIUMS,
PALMS,

I
EPIPHVLLUMS,

And other STOVE and GREENHO
General Catalogue

ERICAS,
EPACRIS,
GLOXINIAS,
ACHIMENES,
USE PLANTS.

The N West Dulwich, S.E.

CABBAGE.—Gee's superior Bedfordshire
grown, and other plants, S:c , tine stock. Drumhead Cab-

bage plants, 41. per looo. CELERY plants, fine red and white,
lot. per looo. BRUSSELS SPROUTS and many other kinds of
plants, from loi. per looo, or it. per too of six score. CABBAGESEED— Gee's Improved Cabbage Seed— Enfield Market,
Drumhead, Nonpareil, Red Dutch, and others, fine stocks,
from 5J. per lb , or &/. per oz. Terms cash with orders. All
other seeds,^&c., of best quality, at lowest prices. See List.cDt^T^L' .^r-i^ o..,

_ r, &c., Biggleswade, Beds.

R
FREDK. GEE, Seed Grc

OSE BLOOMS, fine quality, great variety,
' 5J. bd. per loo, package included.

POLYANTHUS, superb Spotted and Laced,
favourably noticed in the Gmdeners Chronicle and

Advertiser, is. 6d. per packet.
W. CAUDWELL, Wallingford Street, Wantage.

Surplus Stock. -Special Offer,WILLIAM BADMAN
offers as follows :—

4000 VESUVIUS, very strong bushy plants, i6j. per loo,
2S. 6d. per dozen.

4000 CRYSTAL PALACE GEM. iss. per loo, is. per dozen
5000 VERBENAS, Purple, White, Scarlet, loj. per loo,

IS. fid. per dozen. [per doz.
5000 ALTERNANTHERA AMlINA, los. per loo, ij. 6rf.

Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend.

Ferns.WAND J. BIRKENHEAD devote almost
• the whole of their attention to the Cultivation of

BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS. Their Collection consist-
ing of many thousands, they are enabled to ofter them by the
dozen or hundred, at most reasonable Prices. CATALOGUES
sent on application.

Fern Nursery, Sale, near Manchester.

SPECIMEN CONIFERS, EVERGREENS,
FRUIT TREES, STANDARD ROSES, &c. (30 acres).—Gentlemen who intend planting in the autumn are invited to

the Eltham Nurseries during the summer months ; they can
then have an opportunity of selecting from the various foliages
also from many thousands of Standard Roses. The orders caii
be executed when required.
JAMES W. TODMAN, Eltham Nurseries, S.E.. i mile

Irom Eltham Station, Loop Line, 3 miles from Blackheath.
North Kent Lme.

NEW and SELECT PLANTS, Post-free,—
The following selections are very select and superb in

each class : the Plants are well established, from single
pots, and so packed as to ensure safe transit by post ;—

FUCHSIAS. 12 new varieties of 1875, selected from the

,, 13 select varieties of 1874, very fine, 3J.

,, 13 varieties, best selecteti, of previous years 2r
HELIOTROPIUMS, .3 new and select varieties, fragrant.

.M.
GERANIUMS, Double. .

George Sand, the largest and best double white "'fii!'

, including

selecf varieties of Zonals, 3r.

,, 13 new varieties of Zonals of 1874, fine, 4J.

„ 13 new varieties of Zonals, selected from Pearson's, Eull'^
Postans", Denny's, and Smith's, new varieties of 1875*
very superb, gj.

,, Golden Bicolor, 12 select varieties, fine, 4^.

„ Double, 12 new varieties of 1875, including Emily Laxton
and the new striped variety, as.

VERBENAS, la very select varieties, show, fine, as.
LANTANAS, 12 very select varieties, free bloom'ine 2j ed'"•"^'="' --1.---^.- hardy perennial, fine, 3J.

'» superbPHLOXES,
PENTSTEMONS
LOBELIAS,
MIMULUS, Henderson'

:s, &t.

very select \

'
ixfii

large-flowered,'

I fine.

FERNS, Greenhouse.
GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
STOVE PLANTS, 12 select

TREE CARNATIONS, 13 f

VICTORIA DAISIES, nev
r blooming. 6j.

°f >873>

varieties, perpetual blooming, 41.
riped, fine, 4J.

s, tall, hardy, %s,
- tall, hardy, 21.

„ 6firi

PELARGONIUMS, 6 r

,, Zonal, 6 fine varieti

HERBACEOUS LOBELIA, 6se
HERBACEOUS MIMULUS. 6 s

POMPON and JAPANESE CHRYSANTHEMlTmS,"
select varieties, large flowered, at. dd.

COLEUS, 12 select new varieties of 1875, fine. 3J.

„ 13 very select varieties, older, superb, 3j.'

PELARGONIUMS, Cape, 12 fine varieties, sweet-scented as
IVY-LEAF GERANIUMS, 13 fine varieties, including the

"»". double variety, Konig Albert, sr.
ies, winter blooming, 6s.
lect varieties, hardy, 3t. 6d.

'
' :s, hardy. 3t. 6d.
select varieties.

BOUVARDIAS
SEDUMS. Rock Plants. 13 s<

SAXIFRAGES, Rock Plants, la select
PELARGONIUMS, Fancy and French^

show, 6t.

AGERATUM, Duchess of Edinburgh, the best dwarf bl
bedder yet produced,

AH the above sent post-free, in good plants, Iro

B, W, KNIGHT, Florist, Battle, Sussex,
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New Zealand Native Slirub ana Tree Seed.

GEORGE PURDIE and CO. have always
on hand an assortment of the above, carefully selected.

Three and Five Guinea Collections, including the leading
fVUSTRALIAN GUMS and WATTLES, post-free to alt parts

jf the World. All Orders must be accompanied by a remittaJice.

GEORGE PURDIE and CO., Seed Merchants, &c.,
rimaru, Canterbury, New Zealand.

G. HENDERSON and SON.
SEEDS-EXTRA QUALITY.

KIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA, as. (,d. and 51. per

E

JYCLAMEN PERSICUM, choice quality, ij. and is.

,, ,. double-flowered, -zs. 6d. and ss. per packet.
Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, N.W.

Francis ©Arthur
Dickson s Sons.

106EastgateSt.&«
TheUpton Nurseries V/Ilr^ d 1 Ilil\.

Farm Seeds Extra S el ect

& of UnsuqDassed Quality
Carriage Paid.

Illustrated Catalogue, Free.

THE BEST CABBAGE FOR PRESENT SOWING.

HEARTWELL EARLY
MARROW.

A distinct and e.\cellent variety, indispensable as an Early

Cabbage both for the Gentleman's Garden and for Marketing

purposes. The hearts are extremely firm, weighing from 4 lb.

to 6 lb., with scarcely any loose outside leaves, the flavour

particularly mild and melting.

Price, perpacket, is. (id., post-free.

2^
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,

^f^^^^^f^Jfjff
237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN,

LONDON, W.C.

THE WEST BRIGHTON SEED WAREHOUSE,
195, WESTERN ROAD, BRIGHTON.

LEWIS BROOK,
Successor to and Nephew of the late George Parsons—established 50 years

—

Begs to intimate to the Patrons of the late Firm and the Public generally, that, owing to the
rapid increase of his Seed Business, he has enlarged his Premises, engaged additional assistants,
ind entered into Partnership with Mr. F. Gallop, who for the past 14 years has represented several
irst-class London and Provincial Houses.

L. B. trusts, by strict attention to business and supplying articles of first-rate quality, that
himself and partner will receive a liberal share of the patronage so long bestowed on the old Firm.
Please address all communications to

BROOK & GALLOP,
SEED MERCHANTS and FLORISTS, 195, WESTERN ROAD, BRIGHTON.

HORTICULTURAL TOOLS, &c.

DEANE & CO.
46, King William St.,

London Bridge.

Lawn Mowers, from 2ij.

Garden Barrows „ 22J. dd.
Garden Rollers ,, 34J.

Spades, Forks, Scythes, &c.
Syringes and Pumps.
Garden Seats and Chairs.
Flower Stands and Vases.
Iron Hurdles and Fencing,

GARDEN ENGINES, from fej.
Wire Netting, Arches, &c.

HOT-WATER FITTINGS FOR GREENHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, &c.

j
Deanc's New Illustrated Horticultural CataUgttt for li-jd, postfree.

Established a.d. 1700. Discount s per cent, for cash payments over £1.

DEANE AND CO., 46, KING WILLIAM STI^EET, LONDON BRIDGE, E.G.

LAWN MOWERS,
Sliatiks', Green's, Archimedean, &c.

AM. C. JONGKINDT CONINCK
• begs to offer :—

CROCUSES, DUC VAN THOLL TULIPS, LILIES,
&c., at the lowest prices.

CRVPTOMERIA JAPONICA, strong i-yr. seedlings, sos.

Tottentiam N DeJemsvaart, near Zwolle, Netherlands.

SOME wonderful Talking Green and Grey
PARROTS, PIPING BULLFINCHES, and a great

variety of Foreign AVIARY BIRDS and CAGES. Gold and
Silver FISH, Italian and Morocco TORTOISE, and every
requisite for the Aquarium. Many thousands of FERNS,
PALMS, ORCHIDS, ORNAMENTAL TREES, CLIMB-
ERS, and SHRUBS, in pots, at from (ni. to {,10 los. each, at
GREEN'S Bedford Conservatories, Covent Garden Market,
W.C—N.B. Up the steps.

Fibrous Feat for OrcUds, &c.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best quality,
for Orchids, Stove Plants, &c.. La 6s. per track.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhododendrons, Azaleas,
Heaths. New Holland Plants, 17s. per ton.

Delivered on rail at Blackwater. S. E. R,, or Famborough,
S. W. R., by the truck-load. Sample sack, 5J. (nl, each.

Fresh SPHAGNUM, laj. 6J. per sack.

WALKER AND CO.. Famborough Station, Hants.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
Reduced price, 20 Bushel, 6s. St/.: 100. sos.; or Truck-

load (upwards of 300 Bushels), 4or. Delivered free to any rail

J. STEVENS, Fibre Works, High Street, Battersea. S.W.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE, as sup-
plied to H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, the Emperor of

Germany, Messrs. Veitch & Co., and thousands of Nursery-
men, Gardeners, &c., is invaluable for Forcing and Plunging,
a wonderful incentive to growth of Flowers, Vegetables, &c.
20 bushels, dr. 8(/. : 50 for r2j. 6rf. : truck, 45^.; sample bag,
2S. 6d. : 20 bushels and upwards free on to rail or within 5 miles.

ABBOTT AND CO., So, Bishopsgate Street Without,
E.C., Manufacturers of Cocoa-nut Fibre, Mats, and Matting, at
Eagle Steam Works. Hatcham Road, Old Kent Road, S.E.
Importers of Russia Mats, Raffia Fibre. &c.

Price LISTS on application.

SIMPSON'S RED SPIDER, THRIPS, &c.,
ANTIDOTE. Testimonials of the highest order on

application. Per quart, condensed, 6s.; per pint, ^s. 6.1.

Supplied to Seedsmen and Chemists.
Prepared by JOHN KILINER, Wortley, near Sheffield.

GISHURST COMPOUND.
Used by many of the leading Gardeners since 1859.

against Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other Blight.

in solutions of from 1 to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and
of from 4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit
Trees. Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in boxes, is., ^s., and loj. 6</.

Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

ELL'S MILDEW COMPOSITION,
,ed by them for the last twenty-five years at their

" Horticultural Establishment. Bracondale," their

"Nurseries, Lakknham," and "Vineries, Thorpe Ham-
LET," consisting of over 30,000 feet of glass. Retail, is. 6d. and
2S. 6ei. per bottle, of the Sole Manufacturers,

BELL AND SON, 10 and 11, Exchange Street, Norwich,

RENCH COLD GRAFTING WAX
(Mastic L'homme Lefort).—Widely celebrated as the

best and most easily applied substance for Budding, Grafting,

&c. Always ready for use. Tins, 6d., is., 2S., 41., and 6j,

each. Wholesale and Retail of

HOOPER AND CO.. Covent Garden. London. W.C.

B

FL R - y I T A : the Life of Flowers,
for stimulating and quickening the growth of Plants,

and producing a rapid and high development of blossom.
The FLOR-VITA contains all the elements essential to the

Healthy Growth of a Plant combined in a carefully prepared
form, rendering them most easy of assimilation, at once im-
parting fresh life and supplying rich nourishment for the per-

fection of groAvth.

Directions for Use.—One teaspoonful of the Flor-vita to

be added to each gallon of water used. The plants should be
watered with it once or twice a week.
Prepared only by PRENTICE BROS., Chemical Laboratorj',

Stowmarket,
Sold in IS. and ss. 6</. bottles by all Chemists and Druggists

in the United Kmgdom.

Tolaacco Paper.

WM. GREENHOUGH AND CO., i, Nile,
Leeds, begs to offer the above, of the finest quality, at

75J. per cwt. They have had the honour of serving the under-
mentioned firms for a number of years :

—

Messrs. Minier. Nash & Co., London.
Messrs, Corry & Soper, London.
Mr. R. Smith, Worcester.
Mr. Wm. Rushforth, Leeds.

And many others in the Trade.
TOBACCO CORD, pure quality, per cwt.. 84J.

TOBACCO CLOTH, pure quality, per cwt., 841.

THE CHEAPEST and MOST DURABLE
SHADING.—" Lasting for vears,"

MADE of PREPARED WOOL'and HAIR.
A perfect non-conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed

temperature where it is applied.

Patronised by Her Majesty the Queen, for Windsor Castle;
Prince Christian, for Frogmore Gardens ; the late Sir. J. Paxton;
the late A. F. Paxton, Esq. ; the late S. Rucker, Esq., &c

"FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS. ^ ^
2 yards wide .. .. .. .. i 10

3 yards wide 30
4 yards wide .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 3 10
" FRIGI DOMO" NETTING, is. ed. and is. lod. per yard.

Can be had from all Florists and Seedsmen, and of

E. T. ARCHER, Stanstead Road, Forest HiH, London, S.E.
*#* Late of Cannon Street, City, E.G.

OT-WATER PIPING.—About 70 yards,
i'/i inch, to be SOLD, cheap, nearly new, with Bends,

Elbows, and 30-inch Saddle Boiler. May be seen on application

to Mr. BRADSHAW BROWN, Auctioneer, MiUwall, E.
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WANTED, a SET of SEED DRAWERS.
Apply by lelter, endorsed "Seed Drawers," stating

full particulars and price to

EDWARD WEBB and SONS, Royal Seed Establishment,

Wordsley, Stourbridge.

ANTED to Purchase a SECOND-HAND
TENT, in good condition, about iS x 12. A gpod

boarded floor preferred. Letters to be addressed, sUtingboarded fluor preferred. Letters

lowest price and full particulars,

Gore. S.W.

:S X 12. A good
— addressed, sUting
W. P., 4. Kensington

NEW ARCHANGEL and PETERSBURG
MATS—first arrival this season. Quotations can now

J. BLACKBURN AND SONS, 4 and s. Wormwood Street,

City, E.C.

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden
Frames.—ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are

the cheapest and most durable. Price List, which gives the

size of every class of Mat, forwarded post-free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7. Commercial Street, Shoreditch,

London, E.C.

RUSSIA MAT S.—A large stock of
Archangel and Petersburg, for Covering and Packing.

Second sized Archangel, icos. ; Petersburg, tos. and Zos. ;

superior close Mai, 45,1., 50J., and 55s. ; packing Mats, 10s.,

30J., and 35J, per 100; and every other description of Mat at

equally low prices, at

J. BLACKBURN and SONS. Russia Mat and Sack
Warehouse, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.C.

PRUSSIAN WOOD GARDEN STICKS
andTALLIES. commended by the Royal Horlicnltural

Society. The above can be had, of all sizes, wholesale, of
CHARLES J. BLACKITH and CO.,

Cox's Quay, Lower Thames Street, London. E.C,
Retail of the principal Seedsmen. Prices on applicuion.

Under tlio Patronage of the Queen.

SMITH'S IMPERISHABLE
.STRATFORD LABELS.

The
BLACK-

The Gardeners' Magazine says :
—" We must gi

palm before all other plant labels, as the very first in merit."

Samples and Price List free.

Sole Manufacturer : J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory,
Slratford-on.Avon^

Indestructible Terra-Ootta Plant Markers.

MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.—Prices,
Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post-free on

application : also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for

Conservatories, Entrance Halls, &c.

MAW AND CO., Benthall Works, Broseley.

JOHN MATTHEWS, The Royal Pottery,
Weston-super-Mare, Manufacturer of TERRA-COTTA

VASES, FOUNTAINS. ITALIAN BASKETS, BORDER
TILES, GARDEN POTS, of superior quality, from i to

30 inches diameter, stand the frost, and seldom turn green.

ORCHID, FERN, SEED, and STRIKING PANS, RHU-
BARB and SEAKALE POTS, &c. Price Lists post-free.

Sheet of Designs. 6d. Book of Designs, u.

Metallic Hothouse Builder to Eer Majesty.HENRY HOPE
(late Clark & Hope, formerly Clark),

HOTHOUSE BUILDER and HOT-WATER
APPARATUS ENGINEER.

55, Lionel Street, Birmingham. Established A.D. i8l8.
BOOKS of DESIGNS, 5s. each.

t^ The Extensive Ranges of Metallic Hothouses in the
Royal Gardens, Windsor and Osborne, were executed at this
Establishment.

fORTICULTURAL IRON and WIRE
WORKS.

For Conservatories.
Wirework Baskets.
Wirework TrelHs.
Wirework Flower

Stands.
Ironwork Flower

Balloon and other
Trainers.

Wirework Arches.
Wirework Roseries.
Wirework Summer-

houses.
Wirework Screens.
Wirework Hurdle

Fencing.
Iron and Wir

Illustrated

CATALOGUE
of Designs.

R. HOLLIDAY, Iron and Wire Works, sa, Portohello
Terrace, Netting Hill Gate, London, W.

J)'oHN Edmonds & Co.,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

LILLIE BRIDGE, FULHAM, LONDON, S.W.,

WILL BE HAPPY TO FURNISH

PLAN'S and ESTIMATES for the Erection and Heating complete of

CONSERVATORIES and HOTHOUSES of every description.

VERANDAHS, PAVILIONS, GLASS APPROACHES, &C.

MANSIONS, CHURCHES, SCHOOLS, PICTURE GALLERIES, HALLS, &c..

Heated by Hot Water on the best principles.

PATENTEES OF THE TUBULAR SADDLE BOILER.
PRICE LISTS ON APPLICATIONS.

THE THAMES BANK
IRON COMPANY,

Old Barge Wharf, Upper Ground Street, London,

HOT-WATEE BOILERS. SURREY SIDE. BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE. PIPES, CONNECTIONS.

NEW PATENT "CLIMAX" BOILER (1874). See
p. 666, 1874, Gardeners Chronicle.

"GOLD MEDAL" BOILER (Birmingham, 1872).

PATENT "EXCELSIOR" BOILER (1S71).

(^^ The largest and most complete Stock ijt the

Trade ; upwards of Twenty Thousand Pounds' worth
to choose from.

"WITLEY COURT" BOILER (Silver Medal 1872).

" TRENTHAM IMPROVED " BOILER, with Water-
way End and Smoke Consumer.

" TUBULAR," and every other Boiler of known merit

or excellence.

I^" Prize Medal Awarded at the National Content,

Birmingham, 1874.

MILL'S PATENT AUXILIART FUEL ECONOMISER,

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED COMPLETE.
PRICE LIST on application ; or, Six Stamps for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, 4th Edition.

tYior Cooke o/^^.- 7 ^

ffNfvX^'^
.es;;:f/rE?^

^^ery Qpf^^^JoTA^^M^C^A^i
^arraute^

^
astaUis^!

C.O ^

Ifasttori^orlis SliefJieldL

.
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Will shortly be ready,

Price One Penny, or Post-free Three Halfpence.

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE

GUIDE TO BIRMINGHAM
Will contain eighteen pages of Letterpress, with original Wood Engravings of

JOSEPH STURGE'S MONUMENT, ASTON CHURCH, ASTON HALL, THE TOWN HALL, THE
EXCHANGE, KING EDWARD VLs FREE GRAMMAR SCHOOL,

MAP of BIRMINGHAM,
Showing Route to the Royal Agricultural Society's Show Yard, and Plan of the Royal

Agricultural Society's Show Yard, i&c.

APPLICATIONS FOR ADVERTISEMENT SPACE, &c.,

Should be made to the Publisher,

W. RICHARDS, 7, CATHERINE STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

News Agents, to whom liberal terms will be made, are requested to order early.

BARNARD, BISHOP, 8t BARNARDS,
NORFOLK IRONWORKS, NORWICH.

GREATEST NOVELTY OF THE SEASON.
PATENT ROTARY PUMR

Hitherto unsur-

passed in action by

any other Pump.

Throws a contin-

uous stream from

JO to 50 feet.

Is very simple in

construction, and

can be worked by

a child.

This Pump is

generally sold at-

tached to our Water

Barrows, but can be

supplied separately

if desired.

Illustrated Price

List of above, with

all other Garden

I-'umitui e, free on

appUcation.

Tlie Carr-Stewarton Hive.

SOLD BY ALL IRONMONGERS.

JOSEPH HAYWOOD&CO.,
MAN U FACTU RERS OF

CELEBRATED

PRUNING AND

WARRANTED

BUDDING KNIVES,

VINE SCISSORS, ETC
GLAMORGAN WORKS, SHEFFIELD.

Crystal Palace Prize, 1874 Bronze and Silver Medals, 1875.

First Prize from the Glasgow and West of Scotland
Horticultural Society, 1875.

THE CARRSTEWARTON HIVE is a
combination of the principal advantages to be found in

the best Ear-frame Hives, with those of the celebrated Stewar-

tons. It consists of two Stock-boxes, each 15 inches square and
6 inches deep, and a Honey-box of 4 inches in depth—Crown-
board, Adapling-board, and Floor-board, all reversible ; the

Crown-board with four slides. Prices, Stock-boxes (wood or

straw), JOS. dd. each ; Honey-boxes, -js. 6d. • Crown-boards,

4^, 6</. ; Floor-boards, 3s.; Pyramidal Roofs, qs. 6d. and iis. 6d.

THE UNIcJn hive. — a cheap, new
storifying Hive, invented by the designer of the Carr-

Stewarton, and very suitable for cold exposed localities, or for

small swarms. Price : the complete Hive, 22s. 6d., consisting

of two Stock-boxes. Honeybox, Floor-board, Crown-board, and
painted Roof. Orders received by

Mr. JAS. LEE, Hive Manufacturer, B.igshot.

Printed Dir 5 free of cliarge.

BeeliiTeB.—Two Silver Medals awarded to
GEO. NEIGHBOUR and SONS at the Paris Exhibition of

1867. The only English Exhibitors who obtained a Silver

Medal for Beehives.

NEIGHBOUR'S IMPROVED COTTAGE
BEEHIVE, as originally introduced by Georgb

Neighbour & Sons, working three bell-glasses, is neatly and
strongly made of straw ; it has three windows in the lower

Hive. This Hive will bo
found to po:isess many
practical advantages, and
IS more easy of manage-
ment than any other Bee-
hive that has beea intro-

Price, complete £1^ 15 o
Stand for ditto o 10 6

The LIGURIAN or

ITALIAN ALP BEE
being much in repute,

G. N. & Sons supply a
of Bees with genuine

tZ
1 the In

for

proved Cottage Hivt

£,, Hive included.

An Italian Alp Qi

with full directions

uniting to Black Stocks,

15J. each.

ENGLISH BEES.—Slocks and Swarms maybe obtained as

heretofore.
. ,THE APIARY. By A. Neighoouk. 5s., postage <</.

A newly arranged Catalogue of other improved Hives, with

Drawings and Prices, sent on receipt of two stamps.

Agents for Straw, Woodbury, and other Hives and Supers,

made by James Lee. at his prices. , , ,-.

GEO. NEIGHBOURandSONS, 127, High Holbom,W.C,
or I4g, Regent Street. London. W, _^

THOMAS'S
GALVANISED WIRE NETTING

BY I.MPROVED MACHINERY.
Superior Quality. Reduced Prices.

.1 2 ..I 5 •• I 10

Usual Widths kept in Stock, 12, 18, 24, 30, 36, and 4S inches.

All meshes up to 1 54 in. 2-inch mesh in stock up to 6 ft. wide.

All Widths charged at Proportionate Prices.

SOFT GALVANISED TYING WIRE, id. per lb.

CUTTING NIPPERS, is. td. per pair, very useful (or Cutting

Wire Netting. &c.

Five per cent, discount allowed off above prices for cash

with order. 300 yards carriage paid. Special quotations for

large quantities. ^_^

J. J. THOMAS & CO.,
PADDINGTON WIREWORKS.

28S. EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W,

P O Orders to be made payable at 310, Edgware Road.

Illmtratid amifrhcd Catab^u.-s on aptUcalim.
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B. s! WILLIAMS'
CHOICE

FLOWER SEEDS.
Per Packet.—J. d.

AURICULA, saved from the finest show varieties .. 16
,, ALPINE, extra choice .

.

.. .. .. ..10
BEGONIA FUtEBELIl (new).—This is a new and

distinct species .

.

. . .

.

.

.

..26
„ SEDENI SEMI-PLENA, a new semi-double

flowering variety .

.

.

.

. . -

.

..26
CALCEOLARIA, Williams' Superb Strain, 5^., 3J. (>d.,

zs. 6d., and i 6

CARNATION, from choice double flowers, 55., 3^. 6d.,

IS. 6d. and i 6

CINERARIA, Weatherill's Extra Choice Strain, 55.,

3^. (}d., 25. 6d., and i • 6
CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, Williams' Superb Strain,

Ss., y. 6d., 2S. 6d., and i 6

., „ GIGANTEUM 50
GLOXINIA, Finest Drooping Varieties i 6

„ Finest Erect Varieties 16
HOLLYHOCK, from the best named flowers .. .. 10
PANSY, from finest Prize Flowers .

.

. . 2J. 6d. and 1 o
PICOTEE. extra choice mixed i 6

PINK, finest mixed 16
POLYANTHUS. WIggin's Prize Strain 10
PRIMULA, WUliams' Superb Strain, Red, White, 01

Mixed s^., -^s. 6d., us. 6d.,^nii 1 6
STOCK, Williams' Improved Giant Scarlet Brompton ..16
„ East Lothian, an assortment of 3 colours .. ..26

WALLFLOWER, Harbinger, Autumn and Winter
Flowering ..10

„ Saunder's Dark .. ..10
ILLUSTRATED NEW PLANT CATALOGUE

Is now ready, gratis andpost-free on application.

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES,
Upper Holloway, London, N,

^^^^

DANIELS BROS.'
CHOICE SEEDS OF

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Wc have much pleasure in offering the following

Choice Strains of Florists' Flower Seeds, which will be
found of a very superior class :

—

Per packet

—

s. d.

CINERARIA HYBRIDA, very choice ..

eOLEUS, from the newest varieties

GLOXINIA, very choice mixed
PANSY, English, very choice

", King of the' Blues
'

.. ..' W
PENTSTEMON, from named flowers

PHLOX, choicest Perennial
PICOTEE, from stage flowers
POLYANTHUS. Gold-laced, very fine ..

PRIMULA SINENSIS, choicest fringed red
^hite

Mr. D. T. Fish, writing 0/ our strains 0/ Calceolaria and
Cineraria says

:

—
*' A word concerning your Calceolarias. Having seen some

of the finest strains at the different shows, I have pleasure in

stating that yours are equal to the best in size, colour, and
variety of flowers, and their habit most compact ; in fact, more
uniformly dwarf than any I have seen. Your Cinerarias this
season were also a most excellent strain—size, substance, and
colour of flowers being all that could be desired, with a very
dwarf habit."

Frovt Mr. J. Hanniball, Kingswood, Bristol.
" We have a splendid show of Pansies and Sweet Williams,

and they are the admiration of all who see them. Your Poly-
anthus also was first-class."

A fine assortment of choice Bedding Plants, fir*^., nffw on
offer. Cataloguesfree on application.

DANIELS BROS.,
Seed Growers and Nurserymen,

ROYAL NORFOLK SEED ESTABLISHMENT,
NORWICH.

TREE PERNS.
THE LARGEST AND BEST STOCK IN EUROPE.

VV^ I L L I A M B U L L, F.L.S.,
Respectfully invites the Nobility and Gentry to an inspection of the above ; also of his

MAGNIFICENT SPECIMEN ORNAMENTAL PLANTS,
Adapted for the decoratioa of Conservatories and Greenhouses, or suited for Sub-lropical Gardening.

ESTABLISHMENT FOR NEW AND RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

GRAPE VINES FOR SUMMER PLANTING.

Thomas Methven & Sons
Beg to intimate that their VINES are now in fine order for Summer-planting, and can be

carefully packed and sent to any part of the kingdom.

1st Size, 7s. 6d. each. ; 2d Size, 5s. each.

T. M. & Sons had the honour of supplying to the Gardens at Glamis Castle the Vines which

have succeeded so admirably under the management of Mr. Johnston, and their present Stock is

raised from Eyes taken from those famous Vines.

LEITH WALK NURSERIES, EDINBURGH.

TO INTENDING COMPETITORS.
SPECIAL NOTICE.

MESSRS. SUTTON'S SPECIAL PRIZES
AT THE

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S IVIEETING,

JULY 19 and 20, 1876.

The late season having retarded the growth of Peas, it will

not be necessary to include SUTTON'S GIANT EMERALD
MARROW PEA in the Collections for which MESSRS. SUTTON
offer GOLD, SILVER and BRONZE MEDALS, with VALU-

ABLE MONEY PRIZES.

SUTTON & SONS rie%§re°n°}, READING, BERKS.

CATTLEYA SUPERBA.
MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at his Great

Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on FRIDAY, July 7, an importation ot

CATTLEYA SUPERBA, just received, ex s.s. Blenheim. The plants of this, one of the most

beautiful of the known Cattleyas, are in the best possible condition, many of them unusually fine

masses, the growths plump and with fresh leaves on them, such as are seldom seen on newly

imported plants.

At the same time will be sold an importation, ex s.s. Chyebassa, of DENDROBIUM
McCARTHI/E, many of the plants remarkably fine, and in the best possible condition.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

AUCTION ROOMS AND OFFICES, 38, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON, W.C.

^

MEXICAN OR GH I D S.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at his Great
Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on FRIDAY, July 7, at half-past 12

o'clock precisely, an importation of ORCHIDS from Mexico, including a large quantity of

Cattleya Skinneri, Odontoglossum grande, Barkerias and Lycaste Skinneri. Being sold as col-

lected, among the last named will be found many handsome varieties.

O71 view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

AUCTION ROOMS AND OFFICES, 38, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON,. W.C.
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,^^oU I I UN o^^
SUPERB STRAINS OF

ELOEISTS' FLOWEES,
POST FREE.

The Finest Strain of Cineraria.

SUTTON'S SUPERB CINERARIA.
This will be found unequalled by any In cultivation, the seed

having been saved from the finest named varieties only.

Price 2J. (yd. per packet, post-free.

From Mrs. A. Allerton, PrtitUwell, May 8.

" Our Cinerarias this year (from your seed) are splendid ;

they far surpass any I saw at the Botanical Gardens yesterday."

The Finest Strain of Primula.

SUTTON'S SUPERB PRIMULA.
This choice stock has been carefully selected from the largest

fringed fiowers of good colour. Habit, robust ; with bloom
thrown well above tlie foliage.

Red, white, or mixed, is. 6d. per packet, post-free.

From W. Edwards, Esq., IVellifigton, yanuary 21.

" I cannot help saying that the Primulas from your seed have
always given great satisfaction, but this year more than ever."

The Finest Strain of Calceolaria.

SUTTON'S SUPERB CALCEOLARIA.
This splendid strain has been most carefully selected from

the very finest collections in cultivation. The plants are com-
pact in habit, with beautiful green fuliage, and a profusion of
oloom. The flowers are perfect in form and substance, and ot

every shade of colour.

Per packet, is. 6d.

From A. E, Russell, Esq., Dabuihreck, July 10.

" My Calceolaria plants, from seed purchased of you last

year, are particularly fine, of very compact habit, and beautiful

SATURDAY, JULY i, 1S76.

STTTTON Sc SONS,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

FLORAL FANCIES.

SYMBOLS have been borrowed, from the

earhest ages, from plants and flowers.

The early English symbol of immortality was

a native evergreen tree, the Yew. In Northern

Europe the Ash was a tree of life ; in hotter

regions, the Palm. Everywhere the vegetable

kingdom has been pressed into the service of

language. It was once thought that love was

best expressed by transmitting— if you could

not yourself travel to the spot— a flower. In

short any enumeration of the uses of plants in the

arts, in hieroglyphics, and in symbolism gene-

rally, would fill a volume. But the world grows

prosaic, and the penny post renders it far more

matter-of-fact than it used to be. An enamoured

person, for example, writes to the object of his

affections, " No more now, my dear— it is

dinner-time."

Under these circumstances we must rely for

our materials on the past, when the excuse of

"dinner-time" would not have occurred to

persons of true sentiment. " You promised me
my liberty," said Sadi, a Persian slave and poet,

to his master. " Time is fleeting ; do not

delay longer, my master." But Sadi, like a poet,

said this in the flower language by the presenta-

tion of a summer Rose with fleeting petals.

Our selection of facts and imaginings can

hardly be introduced in chronological order, in

consequence of that difficulty about dates which

history in general presents at the earlier and

more legendary period. The Crocus sprang up

amidst the grass on Mount Ida during an

embrace between Jove and Juno ; the date there-

of is unknown. The Homeric Asphodel blos-

somed early across the Styx, and the Greeks

planted it in their graveyards as food for the

shades— an idea which reappeared among the

ancient Picts, who placed limpets in coffins with

the same object, while another people set before

the tomb a tray of Dates.

There are few plants richer in symbolical

associations than the Water Lily, taking that

term in its popular rather than its strict bota-

nical meaning, and whose flower is yellow

in the ponds of Northern Europe, white or

yellow in England, blue and fragrant in

Persia and Cashmere, and red in Southern

India. The Egyptian Lily is white tinted with

rose, and that of I ndia is said to have been similar

till it was stained by the blood of Siva, wounded

by the Hindoo Cupid, Kamadiva. . The Red
Lily is the Lotus of Hindoo, not of Greek

mythology. Lakshini, the Venus of India, is

surnamed the " Lotus-born," and Brahma, the

creator of the world, has his home in a Lotus,

and is represented as springing from a flower of

colossal size, which originates in the navel of

Vishnu as he floats down the Ganges in a boat.

Cupid is described in Lalla Rookh—
'* As bards have seen him in their dreams

Down the blue Ganges laughing glide

Upon a rosy Lotus wreath.''

Sir Robert Schomburg, in passingwithhis crew

up the river Berbice, arrived at a spot where it

widened and formed a currentless basin, where

he discovered the gigantic Victoria regia with

blossoms 40 inches in circumference, and

gigantic, salver-shaped, green and crimson

leaves, with up-turned edges. The botanist

rowed to one quiet spot, where the water was

covered with these 6 foot salvers and v/ith num-
berless blossoms of white and rose.

The Lotus Lily (Nelumbium) was the symbol

of fertility in Egypt, as in India, and the god
Horus, the personification of the rising sun, was
decorated with a wreath of its flowers and buds,

and was sometimes figuratively represented as a

Lotus springing from the waters. The mythic

Lotus, the Egyptian Bean of Pythagoras, whose

flower is graven on so many monuments in

Egypt, grows spontaneously in still waters in

the North of Africa, and was once a food plant

in all parts of Egypt by virtue of its fruit and
the iecula of its underground stem ; but the

plant, once so common in Egypt, has almost

disappeared, owing, it is said, to the greater

inundations of the Nile.

The Nymphxa Lotus, another Water Lily,

has large pink flowers, which it spreads on the

waters of the Nile and tributary streams, and in

the flooded rice-fields and on other slowly,

moving waters. The seeds of the Water Beans

and Lilies of ancient Egypt were a bread corn ;

their roots were edible in the forin of tapioca,

their flowers were in favour for garlands or for

wearing in the hair, and were used and copied

by decorators and artists.

As several species of true Lilies and allied

flowers grow in the plains around the Mount
of Beatitudes, westward of Gennesareth, we
cannot be sure what flower of deepest inte-

rest our Lord pointed to when He bade His

hearers " Consider the Lilies of the field."

Sir J. E. Smith, the great botanist, sug-

gested that it was the Amaryllis (Stern-

bergia lutea, whose golden flowers outshone
" Solomon in all his glory ; " others have pre-

ferred to award the honour of having suggested

the famous comparison, the " Lily of Byzan-

tium," or scarlet Martagon Lily, which decor-

ates the plains of G.ililee in early summer, when
the sermon on the Mount is believed to have
been delivered, with floral pyramids of scarlet,

which are beautiful and conspicuous even at a

distance.

Those very praiseworthy mediaeval gardeners,

the monks, of various orders, were in the habit

of carefully tending the Lily of the Valley,

in the belief that it was the true " flower of

the field," and it has always been, in the folk-

lore of England, an emblem of purity, and con-

nected in some way with holiness, as, for

instance, in the legend of St. Leonard, who
fought with a dragon for three days and lost

much blood in the encounter, and wherever the

blood of the saint fell Lilies of the Valley

sprang up, where they still grow wild in the

forest of St. Leonards. The Lily of the Valley

was introduced early into England from South-

ern Europe, and was largely employed in the

decoration of churches in the twelfth and

thirteenth centuries. When the devotion of

the rosary was instituted by St. Dominic, the

" Lady Chapels " erected in honour of the Virgin

Mary were adorned in the season with Lilies

of the Valley.

The dedication of flowers to the Virgin Mary
is a curious appropriation of older associations

connected with the heathen goddess Freyja, the

" frau," or mother-queen of Norse mythology.

There is a species of Adiantum in Iceland

which is still called " Freyja-hair," as the

Maidenhair Fern is elsewhere called " Maria's-

hair." The Primrose, "Our Lady's Key"
(Frauenschliissel), which unlocks the spring in

Germany ;
" Lady's Smock," " Lady's Slipper,"

" Our Lady's Mantle," and others were all con-

nected with the Northern " frau " long before

the flower sentiments of society had been

diverted to less fabulous objects. In the Virgin's

month of May the blossoming of Continental

churches with all the flowers of spring is an

intimation that not only her particular Lily

(Lilium candidum), but that all flowers are

dedicated to the Virgin ^L-^ry.
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Among the many fables of the dark ages

there are some pleasant conceits, like that of

the spotted Orchis, which was believed to have

been stained, as was the breast ol the robin, at

the Crucifixion. In the dark ages the Hawthorn
was connected with the crown of thorns, and
Hawthorns were planted as companions to

Oaks in parks, where fairies sometimes danced

around them. It was in such a spot that

Falstaff was molested when

—

" Fairies, black, grey, green, and white,"

and particularly " that Welch fairy," pinched

him and burnt him with their torches. No
doubt the Hawthorns owed the favour in which
they were held by men and fairies to a senti-

ment of deep interest, which was, however,

founded in error, since the crown of thorns

could not have been furnished by a tree which

is unable to bear the sun of Syria. The "holy
thorn " of Italy was the Berberis, whose groups

of three thorns were believed to be miracu-

lously disposed. The Eastern Church selected

as the " holy thorn " a Buckthorn called the

Nabk (Zizyphus spina Christi), the Bramble of

Scripture, which grows in the neighbourhood

of Jerusalem, and is closely allied to the

Homeric Lotus (Zizyphus Lotus). Its fruit

resembles a bad Crab Apple in taste and
appearance.

According to another monkish legend the

shivering of the Aspen leaf is an affliction

brought upon the tree since its use in the con-

struction of the Cross, or perhaps since it refused

to render obeisance to the Saviour during his

passage through Germany. The Latin Bible

was evidently little read. In Cheshire the

spotted Orchis was named Gethsemane, and is

called so still by country people, who forget

that it was the ear of the high priest's servant

which was there cut off.

The " Rose of Sharon" was not the " Rose of

England," but the large yellow Narcissus,

common in Palestine and in the East gener.iUy,

of which Mahomet said, "He that has two cakes

of bread, let him sell one of them for some
flowers of the Narcissus ; for bread is the food

of the body, but Narcissus is the food of the

soul." It had been the flower crown of the

goddesses long before the period of its fame
and high esteem. The Scripture "Rose" is

sometimes the Oleander, sometimes the Rhodo-
dendron. As for the emblematic Rose of

England, it was already a flower of very old

pedigree when the brawl in the Temple Gardens
led to the wars between the houses of York and
Lancaster, which

" Sent, between the Red Rose and the White,
A thousand souls to death and deadly night."

In the classic age the Rose was the flower of

Aphrodite. It sprang originally from the blood
of Adonis ; afterwards the prophet of Islam had
the credit of having created the Rose ; and we
also read in Sir John Mandeville's Travels that

a Christian maid of Bethlehem, blamed with

wrong and slandered, and about to be martyred,
prayed the Lord to spare her, and immediately
red Roses grew from the burning brands and
white Roses from the wood which was not on
fire, and these, says Sir John, " were the first

roseries and Roses, both white and red, that

ever man saughe ;" and henceforth the Rose
was the flower of martyrs, as well as an emblem
of the Virgin. A worthy reeve, passing through
a wood, knelt to say " Our Lady's psalter," and
as he counted his beads some thieves, who lay
in ambush to rob and murder him, retired at the

appearance of the Virgin, who set a garland on
the reeve's head ; and at each ave she set a
Rose in the garland, that " was so bright that

all the wood shone thereof"

The ecclesiastical history of the Rose is too

long for us to tell ; but we may mention one
particular plant, a wild Rose which trails over
the wall of the cathedral of Hildesheim, rooting

in its crypt, and deriving its origin from an
ancestral Rose that flourished on the same site

before Charlemagne laid the foundations of a
church on that spot.

The emblematic flower of Scotland, now
blended with the English Rose, was that
" melancholy Thistle " worn by the Stuarts, and
dear in the North at a time when the token was
eschewed this side the border. The Dutch
Clover or Shamrock was St. Patrick's flower.

There was a strong muster of emblematic
plants at Holyrood when the Scottish families

attended a reception by George IV., wearing

the floral emblems of their clans, according to

a custom older than the time of Fulke, Earl of

Anjou, whose famous sprig of Broom, the

emblem of humility, became a heraldic device

of the proud Plantagenets.

Here is a list of the best-known emblematic
plants :—The wild Heart's-ease, which has been
changed by cultivation to the Pansy, which
received the bolt that Cupid shot in vain at

Queen Elizabeth. Oberon says in A Midsum-
mer Night's Dream—

" Yet marked I where the bolt of Cupid fell
;

It fell upon a little western flower,

Before milk-white, now purpled with love's wound,
And maidens call it Love in Idleness."

John Bunyan trifles pleasantly with the name
of this flower, when he says it is better to wear
the herb called Heart's-ease in the bosom than

to be clothed in silk and purple. The numerous
seeds of the Pansy gained it the name of " Bit-

run-about," and its three petals acquired for it

the two other names of " Herb Trinity " and of
" Three Faces under a Hood." Pansy is a cor-

ruption of fctisee ; hence we read, " There's

Pansies—that's for thought ; " and hence Louis

XV. selected the Pansy as an armorial bearing

for Quesnay, his " thinker," as he called him,

and his physician.

Much sentiment has been pleasantly poured
forth in verse and prose upon the genus of

plants named Mouse-ear (Myosotis), from the

shape of the leaf ; Scorpion-grass, from a bend-
ing of the top of the stem ; and Forget-me-Not,
from association. The true Forget-me-Not
throughout Europe is the Myosotis, which grows
in water, and which the Germans use in deck-

ing graves. There is a story of a drowning
lover, who flung a handful of these flowers to

his mistress, and faintly cried " Forget me
not "with his latest breath. There is another

story of the field Forget-me-Not producing an
unwonted crop upon the richer soil of Waterloo
after the battle.

Among other plants that fertile fancy has
endowed with emblematic meaning is the Black-

thorn—a type of difficulty, as may be observed

in certain hedges, known in the hunting field as
" raspers." The Mezereon, coming into blossom
early, represents the desire to please. A Persian

declares his love by means of a flaming Tulip.

The Whortleberry, emblem of treason, grow-

ing in wastes, affords a juice which was often

used in more dangerous times to stain and dis-

guise the face. A fit emblem of hospitality is,

" The sturdy Oak,

A prince's refuge once,"

and a tree which formerly fed our droves and
furnished the timber for our navy. The Cobasa
scandens, from Mexico, represents gossip, in

the cup and saucer of its flower, and in its

tendrils running and clinging like the gossip's

tongue. The Plane which shaded the philo-

sophers of Athens, is the emblem of genius,

and the Primrose is the type of early youth.

The Cypress (or Yew in England) has been
dedicated to mourning since the destruction of

Troy

—

" In mournful pomp the maidens walk the round.

With baleful Cypress and blue fillets crowned.

With eyes dejected and with hair unbound."

When a young American presents the blos-

som of the Acacia to the most beautiful of

women in his eyes, he intends a declaration of

first love.

The Michaelmas Daisy means cheerfulness

in old age ; Buttercups, childishnesss ; Lettuce,

coldness of the heart, hence Venus laid herself

down upon a Lettuce bed at the death of Adonis.

The Honeysuckle suggests that a sweet dis-

position is a better bond of love than beauty.

The Turnip is a type of charity, and should

therefore be sent as a present to poor people,

accompanied by mutton !

An upstart is represented by a Mushroom ;

hence a witty nobleman, seeing a heraldic

Oak in the panel of a new neighbour's new
carriage, mistook it for a Mushroom. The first

union of utility v/ith the Flax plant occurred on
the invention of weaving linen cloth in Egypt.

In celebration of their manufacture the Egyp-
tians exhibited at their festivals a figure called

Minerva, from their word maitevra, a weaver's

loom, and bearing in its hand a beam, round
which the warp was rolled. The Athenians,

as an Egyptian colony, perpetuated the name
Minerva, who was also named Ergatis, the

work - woman, from her famous spinning

and weaving. Athene, another name of the

same Greek goddess, was also a word that

came from Egypt, where it denoted the flaxen

thread used in looms. There is poetry as well

as utility dependent on the tough fibre of the

Linum. Arachne, a lady skilled at the loom,

was named from arach, to make linen cloth ;

and Greek fancy transformed her into a spider,

one of the family of Arachnidje, whose web
perhaps first suggested the idea of woven cloth.

Many of the most interesting floral emblems
remain unnamed, but if our subject is inter-

minable that must not be the case with this

article. H. E.

New Garden Plants.
Mesembryanthemum setuliferum, N. E. Br.

Root of branching woody fibres, stem branching
dilTusely, branches procumbent, a foot or more lonf,
green when young, becoming grey- brown and woody
with age, rough from minute white setuliferous

tubercles (these usually point towards the apex of the
branches) which are obliterated on the old wood.
Leaves usually rather distant, about 4— I inch apart,
but sometimes crowded on the very young shoots, spread-
ing, straight, or recurved, I— ifinchlong, \\—24 lines

thick, subcylindrical, blunt, covered with setuliferous

papill.T; glittering on the young semiopaque, on the
old leaves, barbate at the apex, with a tuft of 7—16
llexuose white radiating hairs. Flowers solitary in

the forkings of the branches
; peduncle slender, i— ij

inch long, minutely setulose-papillate ; caljx 5-parted,
lobes unequal, two long three short, bluntly papillate,

barbellate at apex. Petals many-seriate, decreasing
in size inwards, narrow, entire, bright violaceous.

Sent from the Cape by M. Bolus to the Royal Gar-
dens, Kew, where it flowered in June, 1875. There
are also dried specimens of it in the Kew Herbarium,
collected by Mr. McOwan on the " Karroo at Bruint-
jeshoogte," No. 2041 ! This species belongs to the
section Barbatae, and is amply distinct from any de-
scribed species; its nearest allies are M. barbatum and
M. intonsum : from the former it may be recognised
by its rough stem, leaves setuliferous and twice as

'

long with more numerous hairs in the radiating apical
tuft ; from the latter by the leaves being twice as long
and of nearly the same thickness throughout and not at

all attenuated, with white (not brown) more numerous
hairs in apical tuft ; and lastly from both these it

differs in having the petals many.seriate. N. E,
Brown,

CtELOGVNE CORYMBOSA, LillJl*

It is astonishing that this lovely Ccelogyne
appears never to have reached England before. This
species is quite peculiar in its features, and dis-

tinct from any other. It has an ascending stem,

* Cahgyne corymhosa, Lindl., Fol. Orch. Ccelogyne, p. -j.

No. xvi.—Rhizomate validoascendente; pseudobulbisfusiformi-
bus versus medium transverse carinalis, scalenotjdricis, diphyllis

;

foliis petiolatis oblongo-lanceolatis aculis ; racemis pauciflons
grandifloris ; bracteis anthesi dejectis ; sepalis tepahsque late
ligulalis acuminatis ; labello trifido, laciniis lateralibus trian-
gulis rotundatis. raro nunc hinc denticulatis, lacinia media a
latiori basi triangula porrecta, cannis geminis arcuatis a basi in
basin lacinis media:, crenuiatis sou subintegerrimis, interjecta
vulgo carina obscura tenia, columna arcuata apice utrinque
dilatata. — Sikkim Himalaya, common at 6000—9000 feet of
elevation, J. D. Hooker, Fol. Lind., Khassia, 5000—7000; 4000—5000, J, D. Hooker and T. Thomson, Mann.
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covered with the finally dark brown sheaths, which

have been shining light brown in the begin. The dis-

tichous pseudobulbs are most interesting, well com-

pared to crystals by our excellent fellow-workman,

T. J. Barber, Esq. They may be described as fusi-

form, costate, having a transverse keel going often just

over the middle part. Since those middle keels do

not run in one plane, the pseudobulbs may be com-

pared to scalenoedrons, and where they run in one

plane, to double pyramids. The leaves are rather

firm, petiolate oblong-acute, nerves prominent be-

neath. I have at hand, amidst my nine herbarium

specimens, a stem just a span high, showing thirteen

pseudobulbs. The inflorescences peep out from the

young shoots before the leaves are well expanded.

The bracts are immediately cast off. The peduncles

have two to four flowers, which are larger in the

full-grown wild specimens than those of beautiful

Ccelogyne Cumingii. Sepals and petals are nearly

equally ligulate, lanceolate, beautifully cream-coloured.

The lip is trifid, of milk-white ground colour. Side

lacinin; blunt, angulate. The middle lacinia is lan-

ceolate, a little broader before its base. The side

laciniiE have brown nerves as in many species of this

genus, and each has a large orange spot. One such

spot is to be seen on the base of the middle lacinia.

Some brown coloration exists around those spots.

There are two manifest keels from the base of the lip

to the base of the middle lacinia, often crenulate,

and one obscure keel between the two. The arcuate

column is broader near the top. The capsule is pear-

shaped and shining.

The history of the plant is very short. It grows on

LONGFORD CASTLE.
One sunny morning early in the "leafy, jolly

month of June," I walked from the ancient and

picturesque city of Salisbury to Longford Castle,

the palatial baronial seat of the Earl of Radnor,

along the very road on which Dickens' "poor
Pinch" (who, by the way, was, I believe, no

fictitious character) must have travelled on his way
from Alderbury to Salisbury. Taken as a whole,

Dickens' description of the scenery around is wonder-

fully accurate, he having visited Alderbury more than

once before Martin Ckuzzlcwit was written. Earl

Radnor's is not a "show" place, but previous to my
visit I had been fortunate enough to obtain per-

mission to inspect the gardens, in which there are to

be found many objects of interest to the horticul-

turist. A description of these will most interest the

readers of the Gardeners^ Chrouide (although that

description may he imperfectly done), but before

proceeding further I may perhaps be permitted

to give a very brief account of the mansion and its

surroundings.

The Castle lies about three miles to the south-east

of Salisbury, in the midst of a magnificently wooded
park, through which, in a clear, rapid and broad

stream, flow the waters of the Avon. Charming

vistas of trees present themselves at every point, some
of the vistas being more than a mile in length.

Fig. I.—design for entrance gate.

the Khassia llills. I have no knowledge of Dr.

Griffith having seen it, at least I do not know it.

Hence I have to thank for the discovery Messrs.

J. D. Hooker and T. Thomson. From the labels

in my herbarium they indicated it wliile at 5000

—

7000 feet of elevation, Dr. I.indley notes it as having

been found at 4000—5000 feet. This latter state-

ment corresponds with what I have obtained from
my excellent indefatigable countryman, M. Mann,
who collected it during June. He informs me
there are no more Khassia Hills, but now they

are called Cossyah Hills, which sounds perhaps better

Indian.

Thus matters stood when in last March Mr. Bull,

who expands his tendrils everywhere, sent me living

plants of what I declared, with rather good conscience,

Ccelogyne corymbosa. I was not mistaken. The
plant has just flowered at the Old Hall, Spondon,

Derby, where Mr. J. T. Barber spends his lucky

Orchidia life, as I see from a fresh flower just obtained.

H. C. RM. f.

PARK ENTRANCES.—

L

The entrance gate shown in the accompanying

engraving (fig. I) was designed for a gentleman in

Norfolk. It was proposed to be constructed of Oak or

of Pitch Pine ; and may either be painted or varnished,

according to the taste of the proprietor. It is sup-

posed to combine lightness and strength with durability

and economy. The pillars may be either of brick or

stone, or a mixture of both, if necessary, to corre-

spond with the architecture of the mansion. George

Eyles, 44, Eardley Crescent, South Kensington.

Gigantic Ashes, lofty Elms, sturdy Oaks, and wide-

spreading Beeches dot the landscape as far as the eye

can reach. They must have taken many years in

their fashioning and growth, and now that they are

arrayed in the green drapery of summer the sight is a

charming one indeed. Nothing can be more delight-

ful than to sit in some secluded and elevated spot and

gaze upon such a landscape. From amongst the trees

there stands out boldly the white and gracefully taper-

ing spire of Alderbury Church, while on the banks of

the Avon the unrivalled spire of Salisbury Cathedral

can be distinctly seen reflected in the water, like

" swan and shadow."

It appears that the manor of Longford was sold by

the guardians of one John Webb, of Sarum, to Sir

Thomas Gorges, fifth son of Sir Edward Gorges, of

Wraxhall, Somerset, who was a favourite courtier of

Queen Elizabeth. He built the original castle on

the site of the old manor-house of the Cevingtons,

from a design by John Thorpe, in 1641. It was

sold by the second Lord Gorges to Baron Coleraine.

It is described as being at that time a most mag-
nificent and noble pile of building, and it is recorded

that the walls and towers were covered with Vines

and fruit trees, while the splendid gardens were

adorned with statuary and surrounded by a moat.

Some of this statuary is still to be seen in the

grounds.

During the war between the Cavaliers and the

Roundheads the Castle was fortified, and, after a

siege, surrendered to Oliver Cromwell, but was
saved from burning through the influence of a

brother to Lady Coleraine. Lord Coleraine com-

menced its restoration, and did much to adorn

the Castle, but he eventually sold it to Sir Edward
Bouverie in 1717. The second Earl of Radnor added

much to the noble pile (one of the finest landmarks of

the county), which is now being restored throughout

by its present noble owner at a great cost. When
finished it will contain some noble suites of rooms.

The one that most attracted my attention was the

dining-room, beautifully fitted with Oak and carved

fruit and flowers, which hang in festoons round the

apartment. The work, which is of an essentially

artistic character, is, I was told, the production of

a local hand—Mr. A. C. Kemm, of Salisbury.

So much (or the historical and architectural asso-

ciations of the place, although, did time and space

permit, a great deal more might be said.

On arriving at the gardens, I obtained an introduc-

tion to Mr. II. W. Ward, who received me in the

kindest manner. He conducted me over the gardens,

which are very extensive, and I will now proceed to

describe what I saw.

Immediately inside the garden gates are several

ranges of forcing- houses, in terrace fashion, each one

standing above the other. No. I is a pit 60 feet

long, and divided into four compartments, which are

in succession planted with Melons ; No. 2, which is

of a similar size, is filled with sucker Pines and

Melons ; No. 3, divided into only two compartments, is

devoted to Pine growing, both fruiting and succession.

The sorts cultivated are the Queen (including Moscow

Queen), Providence, Smooth Cayenne, Charlotte

Rothschild, Enville, Longford Seedling, Black

Jamaica, and several others (too numerous, as an

auctioneer would say, to mention), which Lord

Radnor has had sent him direct from India. They

are all in fine condition, and at the time of my visit

(June 7) some of those in the fruiting-pit were of

great size, and still showing no signs of colour-

ing ; No. 4 is a "hip-roofed" house in two com-

partments, one being an early vinery and the

other a Pine stove. The former is planted with young

Vines, Black Hamburgh and Foster's Seedhng.

Last season, as soon as the Grapes were cut from the

old rods they were thrown out and new border made.

They were planted in the outside border, taken in

under the front lights, and turned out again in the

autumn when they had ripened their wood. This

done the house was thoroughly cleaned, and the pot

Vines started, from which ripe Grapes were cut in

March. The young Vines are taken in and out until

they are in bearing condition, when they are allowed

to remain inside. They look remarkably well at

present, and are extremely vigorous in growth. The

same may be said of a quantity of pot Vines in the

same house for forcing next November. No. 5 is a

span-roofed greenhouse. It is 54 feet long and 24 feet

wide, in which I found a collection of Camellias.

Some of the plants (by the way several of them were

in full bloom) are 9 feet high, and almost as many

feet through. In this house there are likewise several

plants of Eupatorium riparium, E. ageratoides,

E. grande odoratum, Coronilla glauca, Sericographis

Ghiesbreghtiana, Polygala Dalmaisiana, P. grandis,

Rhynchospermum jasminoides, Libonia floribunda,

Lilium auratum, Kalosanthes, Diosma, Daphnes,

Agapanthuses, Acacias, Sparmannia africana, &c.

There is also a good lot of Pelargoniums, some fifty

or sixty of the most approved sorts. There are besides

some fine Orange trees in pots and tubs. No. 6 is a

long pit, filled with Heaths, &c. No. 7 is a range

of Cucumber and Melon frames, which contained

some of the finest fruit I ever saw. No. 8 is a

Peach and Melon pit fitted with a flow and return

pipe.

Here I observed a novel way of forcing

Peaches ; at all events I do not remember to

have seen it before. The trees are trained on

wirework almost close to the glass, and about

2.; feet from the soil. It is certainly Peach growing

under difficulties, which appeared, however, to have

been most successfully surmounted, for the trees are

carrying an average, clean healthy lot of fruit. In

that part of the pit which is devoted to Melon culture

—Melons being an " institution " at Longford—there

were some veiy nice fruit, the sorts being Longford

Green, Longford Scarlet, and Longford Whiteflesh.

Lord Radnor, I was informed, considers these varie-

ties very good. No 9 is a new span-roofed house

erected on Mr. Rendle's principle, of which Mr.

Ward highly approves. It is very neat and light, but

nevertheless very strong, as the various sets of rafters
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are tied wilh ornamental castings. This house is

well fitted up wilh shelves, and is capitally heated

and ventilated. There is a nice sprinkling of stove

plants, Orchids of various choice sorts, Dracaenas,.

Crotons, Palms, Coleus, &c. ; C. Duchess of Edin-

burgh, the Shah and Victoria are very prettily

marked. There are also a few plants of Euphor-
bia jacquinicetlora and splendens, several Garde-
nias, of sorts, plunged in the bed ; Iloya bella and
Hoya imperialis, Begonia weltoniensis, B. hybrida
floribunda, Cyperus alternifolius variegatus, Cle-

rodendron Balfourianum, Stephanotis floribunda,

trained to wires near the glass and in good flower

;

Pergularia odoratissima, also trained to the wires.

The suspension shelves are fillled with Strawberries,

and French Beans are grown on the stage. No. 10
is a vinery, in which Madresfield Court and several

other sorts are grown, including Rasin de Calabre,

Black Alicante, Gros Colman, Tottenham Park Mus-
cat, Muscat of Alexandria, Mrs. Pince's Muscat, Lady
Downe's, &c. There are, in addition, several nice

plants of Caladiums, Marantas, AUamandas, Eranthe-
mums, Pentas rosea, Ardisias, Epiphyllums, trained

umbrella-fashion, Cissus discolor, Eucharis ama-
zonica, Ferns, Franciscea confertiflora. Sac, Madres-
field Court is a very fine Grape, and is highly

esteemed at Longford. There are several plants of
Passiflora edulis, planted in the border, and trained
up the back wall ; they are carrying a nice crop of
green, oval-shaped fruit. It may be worthy to note
that there are two plants of Heliotrope, planted in the
same border, and trained against the wall, said to be
0ver fifty years old. No. 1 1 is another vinery, in

which there is a heavy crop of Black Hamburgh
Grapes, just finishing, good in bunch, berry, and
bloom

; as to the flavour I cannot speak. No. 12
is another vinery, 63 feet long and 15 feet wide.
The crop in this house is rather light, on account of
its having been forced (as a second early house) for

many years, starting in December. There are two
sets of Vines in this house—one is planted in the
outside border, and trained one under each rafter,

whilst inside there is a raised border, about 3i feet

high, enclosed with a brick wall, with a coping of
stone tied together with cramps, thus making the
whole a framework. The Vines are planted in this

border, and trained up and down the centre of each
light. Last year, as soon as the crop was cut from
the Vines (they having shown unmistakable signs of
exhaustion) they were sorted out, and the old border
removed and a ntw one made, and a fresh set of
Vines planted (this was about the end of June), of the

following sorts :—Madresfield Court (three). Black
and White Frontignan, Foster's Seedling, Black
Prince, Muscat of Alexandria, Black Alicante, and
Buckland Sweetwater. The other sorts grown in this

house, planted in the outside border, are Hamburghs,
Venn's Black Muscat, and the Duke of Buccleuch.
These last two sorts were only planted last year, and
therefore I can form no definite opinion as to their

merits. The crop, as I said before, is light in this

house, but the Vines are making nice strong wood for

another year. No. 13 is what is designated the " Old
Greenhouse," and principally filled with Azaleas of
the choicest varieties.

No. 14 is the late vinery, 63 feet long and 15 feet

wide. Here a large number of varieties are under
cultivation, but Mr. Ward told me he was going to
destroy two of them—Buckland Sweetwater and
Foster's Seedling. He is of opinion that there is no
better late Grape than Black Alicante. There is a
remarkably fine crop of fruit on most of the Vines,
and there are some hundreds of pot Vines in various

stages. There are some nice plants of Solanum Capsi-
castrum, x Wetherall's Solanum, and Richardia afri-

cana, planted out on an east border. These plants

are made a speciality at Longford.

There are 1700 yards of wall devoted to fruit trees.

The Fig trees are amongst the largest I have ever
seen, some of them occupying from 60 to 70 feet of
wall, and it is worthy of note that no special protec-

tion is provided. The crop is a most prolific one this

year.

The whole of the kitchen garden, which is in seven
divisions, is exceedingly well stocked and in capital

order. Most of the Pear and Apple trees are grown
drooping or umbrella fashion. The flower gar-

dens in front of the Castle are extensive and tastefully

arranged, but, of course, the bedding-out stuff is not
making much of a show just yet.

I should like to take your readers in imagination
through the miles of delightful shady walks which

intersect the shrubberies on the banks of the rivers

Chalke and Avon, where

—

" Flow'rets blow and whispering Naiads dwell,"

but time will not permit ; suffice it to say that there

are here and there spots of great beauty, where, with

rod in hand, any disciple of good old Izaak Walton
might enjoy himself to his heart's content. C. H,

GREENHOUSE PLANTS.
THEIR CULTURE AND MANAGEMENT.
Erythrina crisla-galli.—This species of the Coral

tree is from the cooler regions of Brazil ; it belongs to

a splendid genus of plants, many of which acquire a

considerable size in their native country, but grown as

a pot specimen it can easily be kept within reasonable

bounds. Why this Erythrina is not more generally

cultivated can only be accounted for by the reason of

its having no pretensions to being a new plant in the

country, and on that account, like numbers of others

of real merit, it is comparatively neglected. It has a

very distinct appearance, the peculiar form of its

large coral-red flowers, produced freely at the axils of

the leaves for three-fourths the length of stately

shoots, 4 or 5 feet high, backed by handsome glossy

foliage, make it when well managed one of the finest

conservatory plants grown ; it is frequently subjected

to stove treatment, by which it can be induced to

flower twice in the year—spring and autumn—but
when thus grown in heat the shoots are always more
or less drawn up in a way that gives it a weak loose

appearance, much inferior to its character when in the
cooler atmosphere of the greenhouse.

It is of very easy culture, succeeding in either peat
or loam, or a mixture of both, but, where good loam
can be had it is preferable, as in it the growth is

somewhat more compact, the leaves smaller, and
the flowering more profuse. Ordinary sized plants

in 6 or S-inch pots, procured any time after growth is

complete in the autumn, should afterwards receive

very little water, only just as much as requisite to

keep the soil from getting quite dry, as the object is

to check any disposition to growth, and the plant,

unlike most others, will bear this kind of treatment
without injury. This partial drying-oflf will cause the
previous summer's shoots to showsignsof dying down,
and when this is apparent they may be headed back
to within a few inches of the collar. The plants should
then be placed for the winter in an ordinary green-
house, and as soon as the shoots spring up from the

base and have acquired a length of 3 or 4 inches, they
should be turned out of the pots, the greater portion
of the old soil carefully shaken from the roots, and
repotted in good fibrous loam, to which has been
added one-sixth of rotten dung sifted quite fine

;

break the loam up with the hand, but do not make it

too fine, and mix with the whole a good portion of
sand. Give sufficient drainage, for although in the

case of a plant like this, that should in a measure be
shaken out every season, it is not necessary to take so
much precaution in drainage as for things that cannot
bear the interference with their roots consequent
upon a renewal of the soil ; still, with such subjects

as this, that make rapid growth with a considerable

amount of leaf surface, so much water through the
growing season is required that both soil and drain-

age must be such as will admit of its passing
freely away. Plants of the size above spoken
of will bear a lo-inch or 12-inch pot, making the
soil moderately firm. After potting replace in the
greenhouse, but do not give more water at the roots

than will just keep the soil a little moist, until the
roots begin to move freely, when more will be needed.
As the weather gets warmer, syringe overhead every
afternoon so as to moisten the leaves all over. This
will encourage growth, and keep in check red-spider,
by which it is sometimes affected. When the shoots
get a foot or so long, but before they are too stifT,

tie them out in a horizontal position towards the
sides of the pot, but do not bring them too low, or
they will cease growing from the points and break
back, which with this Erythrina is not desirable,

neither should the points be stopped at all, but simply
allow them to grow on to a flowering state. Give
plenty of light and air, so as to keep the growth stout

and compact. When the shoots have extended to a
length that requires it, support each one by a neat stick

sufficiently strong to support them. The plants will need
nothing more than attending to with water, and when
the flowers begin to show, and the ball is full of roots,

liquid manure may with advantage be given twice
a week. The blooms will commence to open about
July, when they can be placed in the conservatory,

where they will be found very effective at a time when
the greater portion of flowering subjects are over.

When done blooming the plants may be stood out-of-

doors and supplied with water until they show signs

of going to rest, when the quantity given must be
much reduced, as in the preceding autumn, after

which cut the shoots down and winter as before. In
the spring again shake them out and remove into pots

4 or 6 inches larger, which will be as big as ever they
will require, and treat in every way as advised for the

previous season. So managed they will go on for a
number of years, throwing up a score or more strong

blooming shoots. The Erythrina is not usually much
troubled with insects ; if green-fly makes its appear-

ance they can be destroyed by fumigating ; red-

spider will rarely affect it if syringing is attended to as

recommended. T. Baiiies.

THE RESTING-SPORES OF THE
POTATO FUNGUS.

The restingspores found by me in the diseased
Chiswick Potatos last July have now, after nearly a
whole year's rest, germinated and reproduced the
fungus which causes the Potato disease. I propose to
publish my observations, with illustrations, in the
Gardeners' Chronicle, but before doing so it may be
well to briefly glance at the diverse opinions expressed
in different quarters as to the possible nature of the
much-discussed bodies referred by me last year to the
resting-spores of the Potato fungus.

My judges, though numerous, have been the reverse

of unanimous, but they have nearly all been friendly

and just. Had my critics been unanimous in consider-

ing my resting-spores as belonging to some other
known fungus distinct from Peronospora infestans, I

should have looked on my first observations with
great distrust. Strangely enough, however, not only
did many botanists at once diflier from my interpreta-

tion of the meaning of the bodies found in diseased

Potato plants, but the same botanists differed from
each other quite as much as they differed from me.
This fact, if it proved nothing else, at least proved
that the bodies under discussion were new and
unfamiliar.

My first published illustrations of the secondary
condition of the Potato fungus were printed in the
Gardeners' Chronicle for July 17, 1S75, pp. 68 and
69, and (making allowance for the very slight and in-

sufficient material then at my command) these figures

may be taken in the main as fairly correct represen-

tations of the early state of the resting-spores. My
illustrations bear a certain resemblance to fig. 3, which
represents a fungus named provisionally Pythium in-

certum by Mr. Renny. My plant was, however
(setting aside the anatomical differences), uniformly
about one-third larger in all its parts.

Fig. 2 represents the condition of my Potato
resting-spores whilst still at rest, and before any ger-

mination had taken place, drawn in the month of
April last.

Fig. 3 is Mr. Renny's Pythium incertum. It more
or less agrees (as do all the other species of Pythium
here described) in its anatomical characters with P.

Equiseti, described and illustrated in Gardeners'

Chronicle for May 27 last. Mr. Renny some time
since expressed an opinion that this plant and mine were
identical, but P. incertum is smaller in all its parts, has
non-septate instead of septate (jointed) threads, and,

as far as was seen, P. incertum carried no male organs

(antheridia). Moreover, P. incertum produced no
resting-spore, but continually broke up into zoospores,

and so reproduced itself. It did not grow upon
Potatos.

Fig. 4 is the famous Pythium Equiseti of Dr.

Sadebeck, said to be found upon Potatos and
Equisetum, This species was at first considered as

possibly identical with the bodies discovered by me,
and the original figure is here reproduced to show
the septate threads and other characters. The upper
figure, A, is remarkably like Artotrogus ; the figures

B, c, D, have antheridia "in local, but not in

anatomical relation with each other ;
" whilst at E and

F maybe seen oogonia and antheridia "free in the

surrounding space." De Bary, in criticising a similar

figure of mine, says, "These phenomena entirely

disagree with all that is yet known of Peronospore.T

and Saprolegnieffi ; " yet Dr. Sadebeck and myself
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have seen and figured exactly identically the same
" phenomena." P. Equiseti has been proved to be

different from my orpanisms.

Fig. 5 is the new (?) Pythium vcxans, found by De

l-=5it-%i

Fig. 3-PYTHIUM INCHRTUM, RENNY.

oogonium discharging its undiffefentiated protoplasm : n,

oogonium discharging its protoplasm in the form of zoo-

spores : c, zoospore free. From the original materials.

Enlarged 400 diameters.

n-THIUM EQUISETI, SADEBECK.

B, n, antheridia ; c, oogonium discharging its

I the form of zoospores : D, oospore germinating

by sending out mycelium. Enlarged 400 diameters. From
De Bary's illustration and slide No. 8.

Bary in collapsed Potatos. It is described by the

author as a new species because it differs from all

similar organisms known to De Bary in its small size

and in the peculiar insertion of the oogonium and an-

theridium. My readers will see at a glance that this

fungus is no smaller in any of its parts than the two

last described; and as for the peculiarity of the insertion

of its oogonium and antheridium, A Bin De Bary's fig.

5, do not differ from F, G, II in Dr. Sadebeck's fig. 4.

P. vexans (fig. 5) has produced no hybemating resting-

spore. An opinion has been expressed that there is'

no difference between De Bary's P. vexans and the

organisms described by me ; but De Bary himself says,

in criticising me, that I have described " two forms of

fungus—both different from the Potato fungus, and

possibly also from each other," and that my resting-

spores may rather be compared with the " thin-walled

oospores of Peronospora viticola," than P. arenarire, to

which I compared them.

Fig. 8 is Pylhium proliferum, De Bary. This figure

is reproduced from De Bary's original plate, because

Max Cornu, on examining my preparations, wrote me
that he had seen very similar resting-spores with mine

in P. proliferum. This latter plant is more like my
organisms than either of the others just described, but

it differs totally in its general habit and non-septate

Fig. 7.—PERONOsrORA infestans.

Conidiophore, from De Bary, Ami. dcs Sc. Nat., s

vol. x.\., pi. 5, tig. 2. Enlarged 250 diameters.

threads. Max Cornu wrote me that my oogonia also

reminded him of those found in the genus Myzocytium

of Schenk.

Dr. Wittmack, together with Professor Kny, Dr.

Oscar Brefeld, and Dr. Magnus, all of Berlin, have

examined my preparations, and write of the resting-

spore :
" We all don't venture to say what it is. It

looks so much like a Pythium, and has also so many

resemblances of [to] Peronospora, that without studying

the whole evolution, it is too difficult to decide the

matter. Most oospores of Peronospora are a little

larger
;
yet I find those of P. pygmsea of the same

size nearly as on your slide. " Unlike my other critics,

If T

FlC. 8.—PYTHIUM PROLIFERUM, DE BARV.

From Pringsheim's JahrbiUhcy, i860, pi. xxi. Enlarged 4C«
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De Bary will not accept my observations ; he

even prints
'

' oogonia " and *
' antberidia " in

inverted commas ; he says no botanist could accept

the mycelium of Peronospora as I show it ; that it is

better to leave my figures out of consideration, and

that I no not even accurately know the conidiophores

(threads which support the spores). In support of

the latter statement he refers to the Gardeners^

Chronicle^ July 24, 1S75, fig. 19, and says the

conidiophores ** present an important difterence from

those of the real P, infestans," The conidiophores

from that figure are here reproduced (fig. 6). A
momentary view will show that I never intended to

illustrate typical fruiting branches of the fungus, but

just any such accidental ill-grown pieces as happened

to be on the preparation. But if these two outlines

are to conclusively show my ignorance of the conidio-

phores of the Potato fungus, what are we to say to

De Bary's own figure— also here reproduced, fig. 7.

and taken from the Annates des Scutjces Natnrelles,

series 4, vol. xx., plate 5, fig. 2? If one figure is

correct, the "important difference" of the other is not

very apparent, especially when the conidiophores

were not described by me at all, but a reference was

merely made to the secondary condition of the

Peronospora.

When I wrote my original description of the

resting-spores of Peronospora infestans for the

Gardeners' Chronicle I stated distinctly how I ob-

tained my results. Mr. C. Edmund Broome, M.A.,

F. L. S., of Batheaston, last autumn repeated my
experiments with diseased Potato leaves, and he

obtained results exactly the same with mine. From
last July till now Mr. Broome and myself have fortu-

nately been able to keep these hybemating resting-

spores alive. WorihJii^ton G. Smith.

Forestry.

Upon all well regulated estates, of any considerable

extent, it is best to carry on all the different depart-

ments of work under separate classes of workmen.
Such for example as hedgers, whose exclusive work
should be to plant, keep clean, dry and otherwise

encourage the plants to grow, preserve from injury,

and prune and dress in due season. Fencers, who
should erect all the wire fences, wooden palings, and
hang the gates upon the openings, whether upon
farms, plantations, roadsides, or otherwise. Stone
dykers, few or many, should be kept exclusively at

their own department, so far as weather will permit.

Surface drainers, who also usually ditch and erect

turf dykes, and attend to burn and river embank-
ments, should, as far as possible, be kept at these or

similar works. Roadrnakers also should break metal,

make new roads, clean roadside ditches, and keep
roads of every description in proper repair. Sawyers,
whether at pits or sawmills, should be kept at their

own or kindred work.

Tarring, varnishing, colouring, and painting gates,

&c, , are works so far of a kindred nature as to warrant
and recommend their being done by the same class.

Quarrymen, carters, and even vermin-killers, should
each as far as possible be allowed to remain at, and
do nothing besides their own specified work.
As with these departments, and many others that

might be enumerated, so with the woodmen, whose
duties should be made to consist of (speaking gene-
rally) planting and cultivating trees, and cutting them
down. These duties discharged, one way or other,

should occupy the forester's whole time from year to

year, and from the endless variety of work which they
include wiH never prove either monotonous or unin-
teresting to a man whose heart is in his work, and no
man should be either a forester or woodman whose
heart and hand are not both in it. When a man is

seeking employment he should always be allowed to

go to the kind of work he himself prefers, and should
at once be removed from it when he becomes dis-

satisfied.

Of the employment of the woodmen at the pre-
sent time I have a few things to say. Every period of
each season as it revolves brings its own special work
along with it. I am at the present time engaged
thinning for the first time a young plantation in a
ravine, composed chiefly of Larch, with a small mix-
ture of Silver Firs and hardwoods. The plantation is

only seven years planted, and of fair average growth.
Some of the trees are over 10 feet high, and the last

year's growths of some of them fully ^\ feet, while
the average height is about 6 feet, exclusive of the

current year's growth. The ravine in which the

plantation is selected, extends from east to west, and

intersects an extensive valley sloping towards the sea,

and distant from it about 4 miles, which the planta-

tion is designed to shelter; the district being other-

wise much exposed. Previous to planting the ground

was mostly covered with scrubby Birch, Hazel,

Broom, and Whins, which was completely cleared off

before planting, and the Whins and Broom have been

all cut once, subsequently, but nov/ require it again

as much as ever. I prefer this particular season

of the year for doing such work, for the following

seasons :

—

1. Because the stems of the Whins, Broom, and

other undergrowth are muchsofter than after they have

completed and matured their annual growth, and are

consequently much more easily cut now than at any

other time.

2. When the Whins, Broom, brushwood, and trees

cut are laid flat upon the ground, and receive a tramp

with the woodmen's feet, they scarcely ever rise

again, so as to blow from place to place ; the herbage

meanwhile growing up amongst Ihem completely

fixes them to the ground, which is an immense advan-

tage as compared with their blowing into every ditch,

drain, water-run, or getting attached to the growing

trees, to their serious injury, or the fences surrounding

the plantation.

3. When cut at this season there is less likelihood

of their sending up new growths from the stools, par-

ticularly if the growths are laid over them, as above
recommended.

4. The lovely green foliage of the Larch and all

deciduous trees is now more easily distinguished

from the grasses and general surrounding herbage

than at a later or earlier season of the year.

5. The practical woodman knows that in winter,

and often even more so in autumn, the grass and other

herbage in such ravines is often so wet that the work
must either meet with constant interruptions or be

carried on with great discomfort ; hence the necessity

of doing it at this particular season in preference to

any other.

6. Some seasons are so productive of wasps, which
invariably occupy young plantations to an extent quite

distressing to the woodmen. It is no uncommon
thing to have to desist altogether for a few months-
say, during July, August, and September— thinning

young plantations. Though the sting of a wasp may
appear a small affair, yet to experience it, and to see

others also endure to the extent of total blindness day

after day for many successive weeks, is after all a sub-

ject more provocative of tears than smiles, and better

to be shunned than courted.

With a company of say ten or more expert wood-
men, such an amount of work may be overtaken in a

year that few occasions will arise when the work
must be done at an unsuitable and unseasonable time

;

and as, according to the proverb, "Practice makes
perfect," so the workmen by daily practice at one

kind of work and with one sort of tools, will in an in-

credibly short time attain a deftness and dexterity not

to be arrived at by constant variation and change. I

always conclude that a man will do twice as much
woodman's work the second as he does the first year

he is at it, and to even a higher ratio of perfection. I

try as far as possible never to call off one class of men
to do another's work, because they never either do it

so well, so cheaply, or with such comfort either to'

themselves or to their employer. When the estate is

small, eacli company must, of course, be small in pro-

portion, but what I contend for is to allow each class

of workmen to remain at and do their own distinctive

work, the results of which are better done work, at a

cheaper rate, and with more real comfort and enjoy-

ment both to employer and employed. C. V, Michic,

CuUcn House. Cullni.

Jforcigii Corwspitbcnce.

The Late Hurricane in the Mauritius.—
Things have considerably improved here since I wrote
last. The showery weather which set in soon after

the late hurricane has continued up till now, and has

so greatly benefited the injured cane crops that the

produce of this year is now expected to average with

any preceding one. This is the more to be rejoiced

at when we consider that the past few years have been
anything but favourable to the interests of the planters,

whose spirits have again risen from zero to content.

Trade, too, the stagnation of which was so much com-

plained of during the early part of the year, has re-

ceived a great impulse. Money dealers are every-

where more free in their transactions, which, perhaps,

denotes, more than anything else, a happy return of

prosperity and confidence. It is to be regretted,

however, that nothing is being done towards making
such good fortune more permanent. On the contrary,

the wholesale destruction of the natural safeguard of

all agricultural pursuits is still being carried on with

impunity— I mean the virgin forests of the island,

which the high price of timber, coupled with total

ignorance of the art of forestry, have made to fade at

an almost incredible rate. If it be true that Nature
is its own avenger—and it certainly has shown itself to

be so in the South of France, at the Cape, and else-

where where the forests have been ruthlessly destroyed
•—the Mauritius cannot expect to go scatheless ; indeed,

the irregular agricultural produce of the last few years
ought to be sufficient to arouse the inhabitants to a
sense of the danger to which they are exposing them-
selves by pursuing a line of action as inexcusable as

it is contrary to their own interests. .5. S., Mauritim,
May 25.

PLANT HOUSES.
Greenhouse Hard-wooded Plants.—Attend

to the stopping and tying of young stock as required.

There can be no greater oversight in the cultivation of

these plants than to allow the shoots of free-growing

things that do not branch out sufficiently of their own
accord without pinching the points of the shoots, to

go on, as they often are allowed, until the end of the
season, making long straggling growth that has to be
cut away to probably one-third its length, as it is obvious
that the production and after-removal of such growths
is so much of the strength of the plant and time wasted,
whereas if judicious and timely stopping had been
carried out there would with most things be little

necessity for cutting much away. But although stop-
ping is a necessary operation, it must not be carried
too far by the continual pinching out of the points of
the shoots, as is sometimes done, and which has the
effect of preventing their ever attaining their natural
strength ; neither must it be resorted to late in the
season, or the result will be that the growth made
after has not time to get properly matured, and will
becomes a prey to mildew in the case of any plant
subject to the parasite. With most hard-wooded
subjects that need stopping at all. twice during the
season will generally be found sufficient, the second
operation being carried out not later than the
middle of July. Another matter of equal im-
portance in laying the foundation for a hand-
some-shaped specimen that will continue in after
years well furnished with healthy foliage to the
bottom, is in the early stages of its existence to train
the strongest branches right down, on a level with
the rim of the pot ; if this is not done whilst the
shoots are young and pliable, with plants that make
strong wood of a rigid nature, it can never be accom-
plished afterwards successfully. Inattention to these
matters in due time is the cause of so many plants
being seen at the present day naked and bare at the
bottom, and which, however clothed with flowers and
healthy leaves at the top, are intolerable to those who go
in for a standard of cultivation above mediocrity, and
which requires everyspecimen to carry the unmistak-
able characteristic of health and vigour in the shape of
fresh green leaves from base to top. In training
young plants especially it is not advisable to use
many sticks, for not only are they unnecessary and
unsightly but any one possessed of ordinary observant
faculties cannot fail to see that a number of sticks
inserted in the soil must of necessity mutilate a
large quantity of roots. In the case of young stock a
very few properly placed will suffice ; even with large
specimens, if merely wanted for home decorative pur-
poses, and not to be subj ected to the shaking inseparable
from conveyance to exhibitions, there is no necessity for
a large number of sticks. On the other hand, where
plants are intended for exhibition use, they must have
as many sticks placed to them as will, with the assist-

ance of the requisite tying material, keep every shoot
in its proper place, so that the llowers cannot chafe
each other, or they are certain to be so disfigured as
to completely spoil their appearance for the time
being, and cause them to decay before their time. Of
this there is sufficient evidence at almost every
exhibition throughout the country, and even when
the plants have not been moved above a mile, they
are frequently seen with not a sound flower
left upon them. Specimen Pimeleas, imme-
diately they have done flowering, should be cut
back. Such kinds as Henderson!, spectabilis, and
elegans ought to have one-third to one-half the
entire length they have grown since cut last
year removed ; if left too long they soon get
thin and bare of leaves, in which condition they
are not only unsightly but irremediable, as they
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will not well bear cutting back into the old wood.

Use the syringe freely and regularly amongst them, to

keep down red-spider. The slower growing sorts,

such as mirabilis and decussata, do not require to be

so closely cut in. Chorozemas. Polygalas, Dill-

wynias. Acacias, Correas, and Mitraria coccinea also

require to be similarly cut back. Withall these a free

use of the syringe daily is necessary to keep down
spider, whichoften attacks them whilst in flower, during

which time there is not the chance of using water

to them in this way. Even in the case of plants that

are not subject to this insect they will break much freer

when damped overhead daily than if subjected to the

unnatural dry treatment they too often receive through

the whole of the present month. The atmosphere in

houses or pits in which hard-wooded plants are grow-

ing should be kept well moistened by throwing plenty

of water on the floors and under the stages, so that a

genial moisture may be continually rising amongst
ihem.

Soft-wooded Greenhouse Plants.—Pelar-

goniums that have done flowering, both show and
fancy varieties, should be stood out-of-doors to ripen

their growth previous to cutting them down. Do not

at first withhold water too quickly, as there is a wide
difference between prematurely and unnaturally drying

them up and the requisite maturing of the wood.
See that their roots do not get saturated by thunder-

storms, or they will be injured thereby. When there

is an appearance of heavy rain, it is little trouble to

lay them down on their sides. Attend well to

autumn flowering Lilies in pots ; these will now
be fast filling the soil with roots, and, unless dili-

pently supplied with water, are certain to suffer.

Where there are a number of bulbs grown in a

limited sized pot it will be necessary from this time

forward to give liquid manure once a week, or it will

not be possible to retain the bottom leaves in a

healthy state until after th e blooming. T. Bahus.

Orchids.—The Calanthes will now be growing
vigorously and sending up their strong leaves : see that

they are well supplied with moisture at the root?,

at the same lime be careful in the matter, or the

soil will become soddened, and then the black

spotting of the leaves, which gradually runs down
into the young bulbs, is almost sure to follow, and
then for the whole of the season the plants are dis-

figured, the bulbs weakened, and at flowering time

small dwindling spikes are thrown up, where strong

healthy ones should have made their appearance.

Though these enjoy a strong light at all times, they

must not be exposed to the direct rays of the sun, for

the young tender leaves are very liable to get

scorched, and a check from this cause, as well as that

from damp, affects the plant in an equally injurious

manner. A good share of heat and moisture, with an

atmosphere about them kept free and sweet by a

regular and liberal admission of fresh air, will be

essential to the formation of strong leaves and stout

bulbs. In theOdontoglossum-houseit wiUbeneedful to

turn attention to such things as O. grande, O. Insleayi,

and its newer variety, leopardinum. These will now
be commencing to push away the new growths, and
after they start up from the base of a bulb at the back
of the plant, and for a time are not noticed ; there-

fore, make it a point now to look over every plant,

and see where the breaks are pushing up, for the form
of the new growths is so favourable to the holding of

water that, unless care is exercised, the new shoots

are apt to get full and rot before they are observed.

It is rather a difficult matter just now, with the atmo-
sphere outside so dry and warm, to keep this house at

all times so humid and cool as it is desirable, but by a
little judicious care and management, "it may, and
should even now, be moist and cool for these to grow
freely. Keep the whole of the surfaces well moistened,

and let the fire-heat be turned oft altogether, and air

kept night and day. Many plants of O. AlexandiK,
O. Pescatorea, and O. triumphans, &c., will now
be commencing to grow, and, often through the

dryness of the atmosphere, the little yellow thrip

is apt to make its appearance on the young
growths, and disfigure the plants for some time.

The brown, unhealthy spotting of the leaves caused

by these pests is very weakening to the plants, and
annoying to those who have charge of them. Where
the thrip has only appeared on a few shoots it may be
stopped from further spreading by sprinkling with a
tobacco duster a little of Pooley's tobacco-powder,
seeing that the powder goes right down into the

heart of the breaks, otherwise the thrips, being so small,

are sure to run down and hide away, and appear
again in a day or two. The moist surfacing material

that has already been advised for the side tables,

stages, v^c, will now be most beneficial and helpful,

for by well damping in the morning a natural and
sweet moisture is retained all through the day, which
is much better, and to be preferred to throwing water
about three or four times a day, which becomes dried
up almost as soon as it is poured about. The
Odontoglossum-house should now be sprinkled over-
head carefully morning or evening, being guided by

the state of the weather. Dendrobiums, also, which
are mostly growing freely now, should be syringed

overhead about 4 o'clock in the afternoon. This will

help to keep the foliage free from dust, and at the

same time check the spreading of thrips and red-

spider. D. chrysotis will be found to do best in

baskets, and the bulbs, as they continue to grow for

two seasons generally, tied round several sticks. This

should now be fast showing flower along the bulbs.

At first the spikes come away very slowly, but
gradually, when a bit further advanced they come
much more quickly. First the spike pushes away,
and then along the spike—in some cases five, six, and
occasionally seven of its bright golden flowers are

produced. This is one that flowers when few others

o( its class are blooming, and, on account of its large

labellum, so deeply fringed, is always most attractive

and desirable. W. Swan, FaUoxvfidd.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Vines.—The thinning of Grapes in the latest houses

wdl by this time have been generally finished, but

where this is not the case every advantage should be

taken to push them forward as fast as possible. With
the present fine dry weather little fire-heat is requi-

site to keep up the night temperature to 70°; if

required to perfect the setting, give air early and freely,

and close early in the afternoon so as to take advan-

tage of solar heat as much as possible. Grapes set

so late will have little time enough to get perfectly

ripened before the short, daik days come on, and
unless thoroughly matured in good season it is hope-

less to attempt keeping the fruit through the winter

months. Look well to the necessary moisture of the

borders, internal or external. This especially applies

to both the early and late houses. Where fruit is

swelling freely keep up a moist atmosphere by damp-
ing the surface of paths, borders, &c., several times a

day if necessary, so as to prevent the attack of red-

spider or thrips, for which the weather at present is

extremely favourable. Where the foliage is too close

to the glass—an evil of frequent occurrence—and has

any tendency to burn, a little shading will be requi-

site, so as to obstruct light as little as possible. Where
the material is at command, a piece of common gar-

den netting, with meshes of not more than i inch,

stretched over the roof and tacked down, answers

very well, and while breaking the direct rays

of the sun does not seriously affect the light.

Another more simple and inexpensive plan is to mix
a little milk and whiting to the consistency of thin

paint, and adding sufficient water to dilute it, so that

when splashed or rubbed over the glass with a soft

brush it should leave an almost transparent coaling of

the mixture. The oily particles in the milk prevents

it from coming off, except in the case of heavy storms,

and the rains in autumn carry it off when its services

are no longer needed. Lime is sometimes ustd

instead of whiting, but should be avoided as being

caustic. It acts injuriously on the paint, which
whiting does not. Of course, where Vines can be

maintained in perfect health shading is not required,

except in the case of ripe fruit, which are required to

be kept back for a brief period, when a slight shading

may at times be serviceable. W, CoXy Madresfidd,

Orchard-houses.—Should mildew appear on the

trees, which it often does in orchard-houses not well

ventilated, and where the soil is kept too damp, means
must be taken to arrest its progress. I find Ewing's

composition a good remedy for mildew if the trees are

syringed with it when the pest first appears ; it soon

arrests its spreading. Another excellent wash for

destroying either mildew or insects on Peach or Nec-
tarine trees is soot-water. If an old guano-bag can

be procured and filled with soot, and then sunk in a

large tub or cistern, and left in till the water gets

clear and of the colour of sherry, when the trees are

syringed with the liquid now and then, both insects

and mildew will be checked, and it likewise acts as a

stimulant to the roots. Where many Strawberries

are forced on the shelves in orchard-houses they are

very subject to mildew on the foliage, caused by the

constant syringing of the trees under them. As
soon as the fruit is gathered the pots should be re-

moved out of the houses, so as to prevent the mildew
from spreading. In the hot weather now prevail-

ing, the watering of the pot trees at the roots must
not be neglected, and weak sewage-water may be

used with good results in the swelling of the fruits.

Where there is a tank that receives the sewage-water

from all parts of a mansion, it is often too strong

until diluted with soft, clear water, when it may be
used with safety. Still keep looking over the trees

and pinching back any strong shoots requiring to be

stopped, and where the crop? are too heavy thin out

the fruit. U'illiavi TiUcry, Wdbak.

Strawberries in Pots.—On the termination of

the fruiting season of these, which will now be the

case, it will be time to commence preparation for the

subsequent year. Under any circumstances it is

advantageous in many respects to layer the runners of

these plants as soon as they are fit for the purpose,

and more especially so in the case of those plants

which will be required for early work, as more time
will be available to secure a well-developed and
matured growth, with a period of rest likewise, before

the plants are excited. Amongst the different ways
which are adopted in the preparation of these plants is

the proper placing of them in the first instance in 3-inch

pots, and from these into the fruiting 1; inch ones. As
regards sorts, for early work none surpasses the

old Black Prince, next in order comes Keens' Seed-

ling, and the new kind. La Grosse Sucree, is also a

good one, but somewhat acid in flavour. For suc-

ceeding crops there are many excellent varieties

which are suitable, but amongst them the following

may be enumerated as possessing sterling merit :

—

British Queen, President, Sir Charles Napier, and Dr.

Hogg. Wit^ proper attention to watering the layers

will speedUy be ready for potting, therefore see to the

preparations which are required with respect to pots

and soil ; the latter should consist of three parts loam
and one part of decomposed manure. In the process of

potting keep the crown of those plants for early work
well up above the soil, and pot all the plants very firmly,

and place them where they will obtain the fullest

benefit from sunshine. At many places numbers of

the best runners are very much impaired through the

process of gathering the fruit ; to obviate this as much
as possible we in planting place the sorts in rows

in equal numbers, using the space between every

alternate row for the layers and the other for gather-

ing purposes. Geo. T. Miles^ Wycombe Abbey,

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Strawberries at this time will require much atten-

tion, as they will be in full season, and the wants of

another season must be looked to ; in addition, there-

fore, to affording protection from birds and applying

water when necessary, in order to prolong the fruit-

bearing season, the fir^t opportunity should Vie seized

upon to commence pegging down the earliest runners

into 3-inch pots. Do not wait until there are a

sufficient number of runners to furnish the stock

required, as thereby much time is lost, and the earliest

laid will always be required for forcing purposes, and

the sooner they are out of the way the better, as then

the proper attention can be given to the stock

required for planting out ; and if the ground intended

for the new plantation is not likely to be ready early

it is best to layer the plants into 4-inch pots, and
when well rooted separate from the parent plant, and
stand the pots nearly close together on coal ashes,

fully exposed to the sun, and keep them well watered.

Gooseberries and Currants will now require the

necessary protection from birds, but previous to

covering with i-inch mesh netting, which we find the

best, it is best to thin out all gross and superfluous

growth, and to shorten most of the long shoots which
are left, as one is thereby enabled to stretch the net-

ting much more conveniently over the trees. The
later kinds of Cherries should now have the growth
regulated and trained in, and an tfilcient covering of

small mesh netting fastened over them if they are

required to be kept late. Vines on the open walls

will now require attention in training out the bearing

shoots— not too thickly, stopping them at one joint

beyond the fruit, and removing all the rest, after-

wards taking care to stop all lateral shoots as they

advance. Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, and Plums
on walls will still require a considerable amount of

attention, even if former recommendations have been

followed up closely ; they are always growing at this

season, and requiring some little manipulation, and
with some the second growth will be pushing for-

ward and must be regulated : it should mostly be

severely stopped in well furnished trees, but there

arise sometimes circumstances under which it is

desirable to train them in to fill up vacancies, and

this is frequently the case with Peaches and Necta-

rines which have suffered from the early spring frosts,

in which case the trees are often to a great extent

dependant upon this second growth to keep them-

selves furnished—but it must be selected with care,

and be laid in very thinly, to enable it to become toler-

ably ripe, which, however, will much depend on the

season. John Cox, RedUaf.

AT THE LABORATORY.
'TWAS the voice of the "stinksman," I heard him

complain,
This precipitate's wrong, I must try it again

;

It ought to be blue, or at any rate red,

But it's turned out a nasty white powder instead.

I pass'd by at noon, and J mark'd with regret

That he'd not got the smelling solution done >el
;

He was filling a beaker with all he could find,

Strong alkalis, acids, and things of that kind.

I pass'd by at eve—he was shaking his head,

And absently dining off sugar of lead.

I tum'd with a sigh—but had scarce reach'd the door,

When the mixture blew up—and I saw him no more.

^* Aroma," in the " Undergraduates Journal*"
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THE

SATURDAY, JULY i, 1876.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

DAY. Tulv 1 i
^^'^ °f Imported Orchids, at St.

TVESOAY, July 4

VVSENESDAY, Julys

r Royal Horticultural Society : l\Ieetin(j of

Fruit and Floral Committees, at ir A.M. ;

Scientific Committee, at i P-M.

Royal Botanic Society's Evening FSte.

Royal Aquarium, Westminster, Rose
Show (two days).

Winter Gardens, Southport, Horticultural

Exliibition (four days).

Oundle Horticultural Society's Show.
Royal Caledonian Horticultural Society'

July j jEjq^ ^, s,5j,5„bi Rooms.

C
Galloway Rose Show.

J uly 7 < Alexandra Palace Rose Show (two days).

(. Sale of Orctiids, at Stevens' Rooms.

SANITARY SCIENCE is the science of

the day. Physicians, philosophers, scien-

tists, philanthropists, statesmen, all are turning

their anxious thoughts to the study of those

laws, and the working out of those principles

that shall best conserve the health and develope

the strength of the people. Governments are

even based on a policy of sewage rather than

one of politics. Sewage has been declared to

be king, and the health of the people the first

care of the First Minister of the Crown. In

strict accordance with all this, we have had

Royal Commissions and sanitary laws almost

ad nauseam to deal with the different branches

of the great problem of sanitary science, and to

point out the best means of securing health

and preventing disease. An immense mass of

facts has been collected, and the literature of

sewage alone, which is only one branch of the

subject, would furnish a goodly library. The
next great step in advance is to break up,

popularise, and distribute the knowledge stored

away in inaccessible Blue Books, and distri-

bute it among all classes of the people. Sani-

tary laws also need codification and simplifying.

There is too much law and too little enforce-

ment of it. Sanitary authorities seem to excel

most others in the art of doing nothing.

Hence such a Handbook on Rural Sanitary

Science as that edited by Dr. Lory Marsh
(Smith, Elder & Co.) is specially welcome. The

different writers in the volume before us present

the facts of sanitary science, and the laws passed

for its improvement, in a clear and concise form,

so as to make them easily understood and readily

enforced. Within 250 pages the whole subject

is presented in a popular, forcible, and lucid

manner.

Good houses, pure air, pure water, the dis-

charge and use of refuse—these are the gist of

sanitary science on its practical side. No
doubt the rural districts are generally in a de-

plorable sanitary state. Poetry sees in rural

life little but beauty. It weaves a fairy fiction

of romance around the veriest hovels, and fills

them with the charms of virtue and happiness.

But it needs distance and imagination both to

lend these enchantments to the view. What
close and careful observers find is totally

different. Even horticulture, by clothing

tumble-down cottages with beauty, and

making Pelargoniums, Roses, and Honey-

suckles run over the walls and look in at

the windows, aids poetry in making hundreds of

cottages look fair that are totally unfit for

human habitation. Stripped of the fair plants

and flowers, the rotten rafters, putrid thatch,

and dank walls reeking with damp, and some-

times swarming with vermin, would be so clearly

seen that the houses would be condemned as

unfit for human habitation by the first sanitary

inspector who passed that way—but it seems as

if these authorities hardly ever went where they

were most needed. True, they do occasionally

scent out a piggery, a cesspool, a dunghill, but

as for finding out a house unfit for human habi-

tation, or ordering it to be levelled with the

ground, that is an almost unheard-of stretch of

authority in the rural districts ; and yet prob-

ably fully one-third of rural homes are totally

unfit to live in. Damp, dark, cramped for space,

the homes of the working classes render the

practice of sanitary science almost impossible

and its progress hopeless. Their area is so

small that the air must needs be polluted ; there

is little or no provision for ventilation. Cleanli-

ness is almost impossible with earth or other

inferior floors, and the means of cleanliness—an
abundant supply of clean water—conspicuous

by its absence. The surroundings of hundreds

of cottages are also such as to render all

attempts at preserving a clean house hopeless

—water and sewage, varied with a dung-heap
or cesspool, reach up to the very doors ; and
where a road, paths, and yards improve this

state of things, and gardens even environ the

cottage, the rule is to find all sorts of nuisances

within a few yards of the house, and the cess-

pool or privy close to the drinking well or the

open pond or ditch that supphes the family

with water. The water supply oi villages is a

disgrace to the age. No man ought to be

allowed to build or let a house for human habi-

tation without an adequate supply of pure

water. A Government inspector has to examine
and test every mile of railway before it is opened
for public use — the Government recognises

and acts upon the axiom in this and number-
less other cases, that the health and lives of its

subjects is of the first moment ; and yet hun-

dreds of houses are let where those that live in

them are perforce slowly poisoned by impure,

or killed for lack of, water. An abundant sup-

ply of water of good quality is one of those

points that could easily be certified by sanitary

inspectors, and no house should be allowed

to be let without such certification.

If houses were built on dry sites and of suffi-

cient area, and with proper arrangements for

ventilation, and the water supply was pure and
sufficient, the larger half of the great problem

of sanitary science would be solved.

The disposal of the refuse of life and labour

is a simpler matter. Wretched homes, im-

pure air and fouled water lower the physical

and mental stamina of men and women so

much as to make them indifferent to dirt, and

passive almost under the attacks of disease.

Arouse their energies by better homes, and the

disposal of refuse or waste substances would

become a work of ease, if not of absolute

pleasure. For of all the dilTerent modes of dis-

posing of sewage or other waste there is none

so simple, direct, or efficient for the rural dis-

tricts as its immediate application to the soil

and conversion into the growing crops of the

garden or allotment. A very useful summary
of all the different methods is given in the

Handbook which has suggested these remarks.

In estimating the cost of sewerage and other

sanitary works, they should also be credited

with an increase of labour power, a decrease

of pauperism, a lowering of the poor-rate, and

a saving of medicine given for preventible sick-

ness ; the physique of the people will be im-

proved, the term of life will be longer, life will

be more enjoyable, better health will be

enjoyed, and a greater degree of contentment

and happiness will prevail.

The over-planting of cottages is another

sanitary evil. The simple remedy for the worst

cottages in some districts is to plant them out.

This shuts out the light, which is of itself a great

evil, and it also causes other evils, not, as our

authors show, althogether confined to cottages.

At p. 243 it is stated that the overcrowded

state of many of the private parks of the

country, especially in a flat district, is a fertile

source of disease. No tall trees nor evergreen
shrubs should be planted within several yards
of the house, and no tree that under any cir-

cumstances grows higher than the building

should be planted within 12 yards of it. If,

however, trees are desired near a house, then
Oaks, Yews, Lombardy Poplars, are the most
proper, as they attract lightning more than
most trees, and thus subserve the double pur-

pose of lightning-conductors and of affording

shelter.

Be that as it may, these remarks are

worthy of the serious attention of architects and
of landscape gardeners, who often display a
weakness for hiding up cottages and mansions
with dense screens of trees and shrubs, almost
before they are built. Although each living

plant is doubtless an incarnation of sanitary

science working to purify as well as beautify the

earth and air—and we believe in the possibility of

planting out fever by means of the Eucalyptus
and other plants, if not directly, at least in-

directly—yet excessive planting may shut out

the light, hinder the circulation of the air, and
hang, as it were, a wet curtain of aqueous vapour
to arrest, £L\, and convey either noxious vapours
or diseases. By all means girdle round cottage

and mansion with verdure and beauty, but
there is no need to bring the vegetable cordon

so close, nor to render it so dense, as virtually

to blanch or half-smother the inmates of either.

What has come to Our Roses, and to

Gloire de Dijon in particular ? We put the

question, because, on looking at this Rose
in various gardens—nay, even within the

compass of our own—we have been particularly

struck with the diversity of tint shown by the

same Rose under apparently identical condi-

tions. Every one knows how the outer petals

of this Rose assume, especially in the autumn
flowers, a more or less deep pink hue ; but we
havehadoccasion to record on various occasions

instances where the whole flower has thus shown
itself under different colours from what is cus-

tomary. The first instance that was brought pro-

minently under notice was that mentioned in our

issue for 1872, p. 1160. In this case Mr. Kemp
had struck the plant as a cutting, and allowed

it to grow on its own roots in ordinary soil.

Nothing particular occurred till 1S72, when all

the flowers it produced were of a rosy pink
colour. Mr. Fish inserted a bud from this

plant on to the Briar, and in due time pink

Roses of the shade of Baron Gonella were pro-

duced. Subsequently Mr. Ingram, of Hard-
wicke Grange, near Shrewsbury, sent us a
similar pink Gloire de Dijon, which had grown
from a plant budded on the Manetti. It pro-

duced flowers of the ordinary type till it was
moved against a north wall, into somewhat
heavier soil than that in which it was growing
before.

Quite recently a correspondent has sent us a
specimen of the same kind with a similar

history. Some correspondents ask whether
there is a chance of perpetuating this pink
Gloire de Dijon by budding or by cuttings.

To this we reply that it has already been
done by Mr. FiSH, and can, therefore,

in all probability be done again — analogy
would lead us to infer that such would be
the case. On the other hand, in two instances

we have a distinct history of the change
in colour having been consequent on a
change in the conditions of life — the plant

was moved from one description of soil to

another. That such a change of soil, aspect,

&c., is not absolutely essential is shown by the

fact that the change of colour has occurred

where apparently no alteration in the life-con-

ditions has taken place. Hence the constancy

of the variety has yet to be proved.

The whole matter is extremely interesting,

apart from the production of a fine-coloured
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Rose with the habit and constitution of Gloire

de Dijon, because it opens up suggestions as to

the probable mode of origin of such varieties.

And if we can once get at that point, who shall

say that our Rose growers may not get a step

further, and produce these varieties almost at

will ? There is nothing at all unreasonable in

this notion. It has been suggested that this

pink Gloire de Dijon is identical with

Belle de Bordeaux, but we have never had

the opportunity of comparing the two side

by side. Belle de Bordeaux is, however, said

to be a seedling from Gloire de Dijon. If this

be true, and we know of no reason to the

contrary, we have the exceedingly interesting

fact that the same variety may be obtained

been recorded, and as we write Mr. Earley sends
us a similar case in that of Edward Morren.
To be sure of this, however, we ought to know

the parentage of Jules Margottin and Edward
Morren, or at any rate of the Roses so named !

and what were the respective colours of the two.

It is not always an easy matter to get at the

parentage of Roses, or, indeed, other flowers.

To this day we have not been able to ascertain

exactly the genealogy of Gloire de Dijon, and
we do not find in any accessible book that of

Jules Margottin. Can any one help us ?

The Chiswick Gardens of the Royal Hor-

ticultural Society have just now a peculiar interest for

practical horticulturists, and are, consequently, well

worthy a visit. In the open air there is an excellent

and it has every appearance of being a very old tree,

that is to say in relation to the number of years it has

been known in this country. It stands on what is

called the Shaftesbury Estate, which has only been

built upon within the last ten years,

The annual exhibition of the City Flower
Show will take place in the gardens of Finsbury Circus

on Tuesday, July II, on which occasion H.R.H. the

Duchess of Teck will distribute the prizes at 2 o'clock.

A society for the promotion of window and other

aspects of gardening in the City has now been formed,

and the support accorded to it augurs well for its

future success and usefulness. Among the donors of

special prizes are Mr, Alfred Smee, F.R.S. ; Mr.

J. T. Peacock, Mr. W. Robinson, Mr. John Wills,

and Messrs, Dick Radclyfle & Co. The Rev. F.

Fig. 9.—the common white water-lily, (see r, 17.)

from seed and from a bud—from a seedling as

from a " sport." We need not discuss the

matter further here, as it has already been com-
mented on in these pages, and especially in a

paper in the fourth volume of the yoiirnal 0/
the Royal Horticulinral Society, new series,

p. 153, where a coloured figure of the Rose in

question is given.

We have now to mention a flower of Jules

Margottin, kindly sent us by a lady corre-

spondent, and which is also very noteworthy.
One half of this flower is of a deep rose hue
—the other half is pale pink, normal to this

variety. The flower is thus piebald—half

dark, half light. In seeking for the explanation
of this curiosity, we may at once exclude
change of soil or of conditions. In all proba-
bility we have here a separation of previously
mixed elements—half the Rose " takes after the
father," half " favours the mother," as country
folk say. Numerous cases of this kind have

trial of Cauliflowers, autumn-sown Onions, Cherries

on walls, a select trial of Peas, bedding Pansies, and

Violas ; and under glass, what promises to be a

complete trial of Double Zonal Pelargoniums, also of

the newer single varieties, &c. The gardens are never

without some feature of interest, and the trials,

arranged and conducted by Mr. BARRON, are always

of an instructive and interesting character.

Large specimens of Catalpa eignonioides

(C. syringiefolia) are still very rare in this country,

although this fine ornamental tree was introduced

nearly 1 50 years ago. A fine specimen was figured

in our columns in January last, and recently, while

passing along the Eveleyn Road, Richmond, we
observed that a grand old tree of it, left standing

when the street was built, was in a dying state. This

tree, we are informed, has flowered freely, and even

last season showed no symptoms of being unhealthy,

although considerably decayed. The trunk is large,

Bishop, M.A., Curate of St. Botolph, Bishopsgate,

is the hon. secretary ; and the exhibition is under the

management of Mr. Richard Dean.

Dr. Gilbert has sent abundant specimens

of an UsTiLAGO on Rumex acetosA. There is no

doubt that it is what Dr. Trachsel found on Rumex

acetosella, and that it is quite distinct from U. vinosa.

The spores, as Dr. Trachsel observes, are more like

those of Ustilago receptaculorum. Tulasne refers to

Unger, but does not decide whether the species is

distinct from U. utriculosa. M. J. B. [We have also

received a communication from Dr, Cooke on this

subject].

We are doing a good deal to bring SCIEN-

TIFIC Literature within the reach of the people,

but our French neighbours are certainly ahead of us

in this respect. This conviction is forced upon us

by the recent purchase of a Manual of Botany of

sixty-two pages, for the sum of 10 centimes—a penny
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in English money ! Tliis closely printed little work,
by one M. Anciaux, forms one of a series of similar

brochures which is issued by M. AD. RiON under the

title of Lcs Bans Lrjres. It contains chapters on
vegetable anatomy and physiology, on botanical

geography, classification, and taxonomy, and is cer-

tainly a marvel of cheapness. There is a good deal

of information, compressed into a small compass, re-

garding some of the more important economic plants
;

of this the following paragraph regarding the Tobacco
may be cited as an example :

—

"Tobacco was brought to England in 1560. Jean
NicoT, the French Ambassador in Portugal, received it

from a Fleming who came from Florida, and it was he
who offered the first example to CATiiiiEiNE de
Medicis. The (lueen took a fancy to Tobacco, the
Court followed her example, and the plant, which had
been formerly called Nicotiana, from the nameofNicOT,
was named Herbcde la Reine, and became celebrated as
a panacea. The taste for Tobacco became so general
that kings were alarmed at it. James I., King of Eng-
land, in i(5i9 launched a pamphlet against the use of
Tobacco. Pope Uruan VIIC, in 1624, fulminated a
special bull against it, and in all the churches the beadles
were authorised to take possession of the tobacco-boxes
which they found in the hands of the faithful."

The recent Inundations in Eastern Swit-
zerland, especially in the cantons of Thurgau, Ap-
penzell, and St. Gallen, have caused great destruction

of property and a considerable loss of life. Houses,
bridges, and railway banks were swept away, and the

damage to gardens and plantations is very serious. But
not alone have the cantons named suffered. The Swiss
papers teem with accounts of devastation and ruin in all

directions. From Hasle, Bern, the report comes that

a waterspout burst over the village, and carried away
or laid waste the most beautiful plantations, and
deposited a layer of mud a foot thick on some of the
best meadow-land. The present overflow far exceeds
the floods of 1852 in its height and disastrous results.

A correspondent, writing of the stale of things in

Thurgau, says that miles and miles of beautiful

country are perfectly desolated, and the scene on all

sides is heartrending in the extreme. From
Zurich we learn that large tracts of woodland have
been swept away, large trees even not being able

to withstand the fury of the waters. There are some
important observations from this quarter, too, on the

harm-working folly of clearing the mountain-sides of

wood. Everywhere it was strikingly apparent that

the mountain brooks and streams of the districts

stripped of their woody vegetation were far more
destructive than those in the districts where the forest

has been preserved, or planted under the auspices of

the Forest Administration. In the neighbourhood of

Kleinhiiningen a number of small market gardeners
and nurserymen are amongst the heaviest losers, their

gardens being several feet under water. A conse-

quence of this is a great increase in the prices of

vegetables. Now that the waters are abating other
dangers threaten the dwellers under the mountain
declivities, and large landslips are adding to their

calamities. To hundreds of people harvest is an
empty word, for this season at least ; and it is to be
feared that we have not yet heard the worst, for the

accumulating waters are now overflowing the lower
Rhine provinces. We glean the foregoing particulars

from the Easier Nachrichten.

The common Gum cistus, C. Cyprius, is a
fine decorative plant for covermg walls, and when
well established it yields a large number of its showy
blossoms. It is to be regretted that so much beauty
is of such an evanescent character. A plant growing
on a west wall, and in a position shaded to a con-

siderable extent from the afternoon sun, is now taking
on a fine floral character, with abundant lateral buds
to succeed the terminal ones. C. ladaniferus, with
white flowers destitute of the purple blotches peculiar

to the Gum cistus, C. laurifolius, and C. purpureus,
are ako very useful for the same purpose, but require

less exposed positions,

Decorative Pelargonium Triomphe de
St. Maude fully sustains its character as one of the
best high-coloured varieties in cultivation. The habit
is just what one looks for in a Pelargonium—close
and short-jointed ; it is profuse of bloom, and the
flowers are large and of massive substance. We
require a distinct classification of this section of Felar-

goniums as being generally of robust habit. They can

be grown much more easily, as a general rule, than the

more delicate, higher-bred varieties, by those whose
house accommodation is limited. Triomphe de St.

Maude is a fine conservatory plant, while it would
make a telling exhibition variety.

Among Sweet.Scented Flowers the pretty

little white-flowered annual, Schizopetalon Walkeri,
deserves a high place. The four-petaled flowers are

curiously and elegantly cut ; and in the cool of the

evening they diffuse a perfume like the sweetest

Myrtle. It is just now very pretty at Chlswick,

where long lines of it can be seen growing amid
one of the plantations of fruit trees on the north side

of the conservatory.

Syringa Emodi and Buddleia globosa,
two neglected but eminently beautiful shrubs, have
really been in very fine condition at Kew. The latter

is now little past its best, and is likely to last for

some time longer. Syringa Emodi was introduced by
the Royal Horticultural Society more than thirty years
ago, and, if ever well known, seems latterly to have
been almost forgotten. It is a very handsome and
distinct shrub, whether considered in winter, when
the bare erect stems, conspicuously warted, stand in

contrast to everything else— or in summer, when the

beauty of its foliage can scarcely be exceeded by any
other plant of similar character, to say nothing of its

immense panicles of white flowers, which for the last

month have been the occasion of much remark.
This is likely to be one of two forms of the same
species, the other being that with lilac flowers

figured in Royle's Botany of the Himalaya Mountains.
There, however, the warts are not shown, and the

leaves differ somewhat in shape. These warts or

callosities are very characteristic of the plant in culti-

vation, and add considerably to its effect. A figure

is published in the Botanical Rciister of 1845, but

evidently (rom a small specimen ; it is there said to

reach a height of from 3 to 5 feet, but which is sur-

passed by most of the specimens in the Royal Gardens,
some being over S feet and growing vigorously.

Unfortunately it has not the sweet perfume of other

Lilacs, indeed the scent is rather heavy and slightly

unpleasant. Dr. RoYLE mentions it as being found in

Keraaon and in Sirmore on the Suen Range, and on
the banks of the Giree and Jumna rivers. Buddleia

globosa is much better known that the above, and its

rarity can only be accounted for by the fact that it is

sometimes killed by severe frost. At Kew it has not

been killed for several years, and a specimen near the

Orchid-house porch is rapidly attaining fine propor-

tions ; it is now perhaps the most striking shrub in

flower, and forms a feature unlike anything else. It

is scarcely requisite to say that it is a freely branching
shrub, with long Sage-like leaves and panicles of

globular heads of dark yellow flowers. While
speaking of these it is impossible not to think of

Leycesteria formosa, an interesting and withal beauti-

ful shrub from Nepal, said to be half-hardy, though
with very slight protection it will grow of considerable

size. The stems are deep green until they become
old, they are very soft and remarkably hollow ; the

leaves are of a beautiful green colour, and show off

the pendulous inflorescences to advantage. The
flowers are small and white, continuing to open till

the earlier ones have produced the reddish-purple

berries, which, with bracts of the same colour, are not

a little attractive.

A fine red Everlasting Pea is secured in

Lathyrus Drummondii, the flowers being of a bright

carmine-red hue, several flowers being borne on the

stalks which spring from the axils of the leaf-shoots.

It came from Mr. Green, Botanical Nurseries, Reigate,

who states that it is very scarce indeed. It is perfectly

hardy, but requires a cool, shady, and somewhat
sheltered position, as hot sun and drying winds tarnish

the peculiar beauty of the flowers. It well deserves a

place among a select collection of hardy perennials.

L. grandiflorus is now getting fully into bloom, an

old established hedge of it being some 20 feet in

length and 2 feet in width, and clothed with fine

flowers; when fully established it makes a very

vigorous growth.

It is worthy of note that some trees of the

Victoria Plum growing against a north wall in the

Chiswick Gardens are carrying a very heavy crop of

fruit this season, in this respect showing a marked

contrast to Plum trees generally this season. Mr.
Barron thinks that the shelter afforded by the w.iUs
from the cold cutting northerly and easterly winds that

prevailed about the time the Plums were setting their

fruit, had much to do with the preservation of such a
good crop of fruit in this instance. In Mr. Dancer's
market garden, while there is a general failure of the

Plum crop throughout, without exception, the trees of
the Victoria are carrying a good crop, which may
probably be attributed to the fact that they are

planted to a great extent among the larger trees,

which afford protection. It is a peculiarity of the

Victoria Plum that it will mature its crop when grow-
ing amid and beneath other trees ; and it has further

been observed that, when there is a scarcity of other

sorts of Plums, the Victoria always produces a good
crop. It is one of the most profitable varieties

that can be grown, especially in cottage gardens.

Under the name of Pai'aver umbrosum,
and from the region of the Caspian, Mr. W. Thomp-
son, of Ipswich, sends us flowers of a very showy
Poppy, which will probably be found an acquisition

in our flower gardens. It is, no doubt, closely

related to Papaver Rha-as, of which it has the habit,

but it differs somewhat in the foliage, and also in

the very deep crimson of the flowers, the more
elongate petals of which have an oblong black spot

near their centre, which adds much to the richness

of their colouring. The plant is very floriferous.

Mr. Thompson observes that it seems to need sowing
in autumn, but, judging from its resemblance to

P. Rhceas, we think it likely it will be found to do
well sown in spring, as that species blossoms freely

by midsummer v/hen sown at the usual period in

spring.

We are requested to call attention to an error

in the Schedule of the Royal Horticultural Society, at

p. 19, where it is stated, among Messrs- Sutton &
Son's PRizts, that in the collection of Cucumbers
and Melons theie is to be a single specimen of the

former, and a brace of the latter. It ought to read,

a brace of the former and a single specimen of the

latter.

Referring to a recent article on the double
"

white-flowered Ayrshire Briar, it is not inopportune

to notice the Double-ulossomed Sweet Briar, a
plant introduced into this country from France, as we
learn, about the beginning of this century, but which

then failed to attract the notice of florists. The plant

some years ago came under the notice of Mr. Ban-
nister, a florist at Ventnor, who has since taken

much pains in its cultivation. The flower is full, and

of the size of a small Rose, the colour white, tinted

pink inside, and the fragrance is all that can be

desired. We have seen a sample, which warrants

Mr. Bannister's description, and we feel that the

plant deserves to be brought into general cultivation.

Mr. Bannister, Hillside Nursery Gardens, Spring

1 1 ill, Ventnor, Isle of Wight, will, we learn, send

sample blooms if applicants will send two stamps to

pay for postage.

• Amongst the many varieties of Pyrethrum
roseum, the best we have seen bears the varietal

name of Ilaage et Schmidt. It has full double

flower-heads, the florets ol which are symmetrically

disposed, of a deep crimson, somewhat paler towards

the centre. When well grown it is a very excellent

and showy sort. We are indebted to Mr. T. Rollis-

SON, who showed a good plant of it at Manchester, for

calling our attention to it.

The Mountain Sorrel, Oxyria reniformis,

is an important article of diet in the extreme north of

Europe, as we learn from ScHiiBELER's Pftanzenwcll

Notioegens, It abounds in the moimtainous parts of

Norway up to the North Cape, and as far eastward

as Varanger. Prepared in the usual way as a vege-

table this plant has a far more agreeable flavour than

any of the family, and it is easily cultivated. In the

extreme north of Norway the leaves are collected in

vast uantities, both by Norwegians and Laplanders,

and preserved for winter use. For this purpose they

are boiled in little or no water, as we do Spmacb,

until reduced to a uniform pap -like mass. The
Norwegians store this pap away in wooden casks or
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vessels made of the bark of the Birch. The

Laplanders usually employ the stomach of the rein-

deer for this purpose, which is not even cleansed

before being filled with the leaves. It is the pr.ictico

to place it where it remains in a frozen state all the

winter, and is thus preserved good until the warmth

of spring thaws it. The Norwegians sometimes eat

it, without any other addition than milk, but it is

commonly mixed .with meal, and baked in the form

of singular cakes, not thicker than a table knife.

The Laplanders, who eat much less bread, or vege-

table of any sort, than the Norwegians in the same

region, usually boil it in reindeer milk. In spring or

the beginning of summer they often mix the exceed-

ingly bitter stems of Mulgedium alpinura with it.

Such a dish would scarcely be relished by any other

palate than that of a Laplander, but this is a proof

that they have discovered that some vegetable food is

necessary to keep them in health,

BORONIA ELATIOR, a new and beautiful in-

troduction of the Messrs. Veitch, is flowering both in

the temperate-house and conservatory at Kew. For a

long time it has been very attractive, from the rich

magenta colour o! its slowly advancing buds, many of

which, now expanded, have changed to an equally

delightful pink. It offers a remarkable contrast in

colour to the sombre B. megastigma, which it

resembles in the lax and graceful habit o( growth,

found wanting in most of the other species. It is a

native of King George's Sound, the Darling range,

Wilson's Inlet, and the Franklin River, where it is

supposed to form a tall shrub. The plants above

mentioned are about 2 feet high, and the branches

bear flowers over nearly their entire length. The

leaves are imparipinnate, 1—2 inches long, with

about six pairs of linear acute leaflets, half an inch in

length ; the rachis is slightly dilated between the

leaflets. On being bruised the leaves difl'use a some-

what resinous smell. The flowers are as large as

those of B. tetrandra, a closely allied species, and the

petals, much imbricated, form a bell-shaped corolla.

They are without scent.

The cultivated Vegetable Products of

Mozambique would appear to be of an exceedingly

limited nature, for we learn from a recent report

that the principal cultivation is that of the Caju tree-

by which we suppose is meant the Anacardium occi-

dentale—from the fruit of which a spirit, called Caju

spirit, is distilled. It is descilbed as being of a very

intoxicating nature, producing the worst results upon

the human system. It is retailed to the natives by

small drinking houses usually kept by convicts in the

towns of the settlement, with the result, of course,

that drunken slaves and libertos are constantly met

with in the streets, whilst broils and thefts are matters

of daily occurrence in consequence of there being no

law restricting the sale of spirituous liquors. Though

Coflee of excellent quality is grown, and ils cultivation

is easy, the whole province does not produce two tons.

The Sugar-cane, likewise, is easy of cultivation on

the coast, but no sugar is made, and no effort made
to form plantations.

Under the title of Etude siir la Structure et

hs Proiiiiits (ill Camphrier du Borneo^ Dr. Paul
Maisonneuve has published an exhaustive history of

Dryobalanops aromatica, the Camthor Tree of
Borneo. It embodies a brief summary of what has

been written by various authors relating to this tree

and its products, and the result of Dr. Maisonneuve's
researches to ascertain where and how the camphor is

formed. There are two products, the oil of camphor
and the solid or crystallised camphor. The former is

found in quite young trees, but the latter only in trees

of a considerable age, and only in the central part or

pith. The main facts observed in all the series of

examinations of diff'erent parts of the plants are these :

— I. All the young parts abound in a reddish juice,

which disappears almost completely by the time these

parts are three years old ; and, 2, numerous cavities

are found in all parts of the plant These cavities

increase in number, and afterwards in size, by fusion,

eventually becoming a vast system of channels, form-

ing a communication between the most distant parts

of the tree and the centre of its trunk. The medullary
rays, too, always contain a coloured juice. From these

facts Dr. Maisonneuve thinks we may draw two
legitimate conclusions. First, that the oil of camphor
is formed, and remains as such in all the young parts

;

and, second, that arrived at the centre of the stem it

absorbs two extra equivalents of water, and is then,

partially at least, deposited in crystals, forming the

true Bornean camphor, the chemical composition of

which is, according to Pelouze, C 20, H iS, O 2.

WATER LILIES.

If the illustration which we give on p. 15, from the

pencil of Mr. Fitch, suflices to draw the attention of

our gardeners to the extreme beauty of our hardy

water plants, our object will have been obtained.

Every one says how lovely they are, and yet how
limited is the use made of them in our artificial waters.

The queen of hardy Water Lilies is doubtless the one

figured, NymplL-ea alba, but there are many varieties

even of this—some of a hght rosy tint— that would be

well worth introducing. The American N. odorata

is as havdy as our own. N. odorata minor is a little

gem ; N. nitida is worth growing, so is N. pygmea,

which one too often sees stewed in a stove tank.

Nuphar lutea is the common yellow species, but N.

advena, a North American species, has larger flowers,

and is equally hardy. N. Kalmiana and N. minima

are also worth growing.

We are not aware of N. Lotus or N. coerulea having

been tried out-of-doors, but we think they might be

tried with a fair chance of success—it any rate any-

where where the Aponogeton distachyon will do.

Turning for a moment to species requiring a greater

amount of heat we may lament the loss, or, at any

rate, the little attention paid to this very beautiful

class of plants. How seldom one sees the brilliant

red variety of N. Lotus known as Devoniana, the

very large blue N. gigantea, and a score or two of

others, which we miss even in such gardens as Kew.

Some of the species flower at night, many are sweet-

scented ; in colour they range from virgin white,

primrose-yellow, to full yellow, again from

white to pink and deep red, or from white to

pale blue and to the pure blue of N. co-rulea and

gigantea. They throw up flowers in succession for

a long period j some of them produce ofl^scts from

their leaves ; they are easily reproduced from seed in

most cases ; in others the tuberous roots, which may
be kept at rest in a nearly dry state in winter, afford

easy means of propagation.

Surely we have made out a good case for these

beautiful plants, but there is an objection they are not

exhibition plants. They could hardly be made to do

among twelve or twenty-five stove and greenhouse

plants, but is that a reason for banishing them from

our gardens ^

THE MANGO.
There are perhaps no other fruits that have a

more delicious flavour than some Mangos, although

all cannot be appreciated alike at the table. The
Mango is nevertheless the most popular fruit in India,

and in its season, which varies considerably in the

several Presidencies, we find the native fruit vendors

are doing a good business. In localities like Banga-
lore, where good Mangos are plentiful, and where a

railway is accessible, it is more profitable for the

fruit vendors to trade abroad than at home. We
thus find that Bangalore Mangos may be plentiful at

Madras or Bombay, while, vice versd^ the fruit of the

latter places will be consumed at Bangalore. For this

system of exchange we are of course indebted to the

energy and economy of our fruit contractors—a class

of men who never lose an opportunity of making the

most of a good bargain. It is also rare for Europeans
in India to eat many of their own Mangos, unless

indeed they keep a vigilant watch over them ; if the

garden or compound should be large and well stocked

with fruit trees—as it generally would be where

Europeans are located—the crop is let to a contractor,

who will perhaps give loo rupees (^lo) for a dozen
grafted trees that are well loaded with Mangos, and
for which he will realise most probably 300 rupees, or

£10^ although I don't doubt they do overreach them-
selves occasionally, and lose by their contract. In the

case of small gardens the Sahib's servants require the

produce for their own consumption. A good Mango
season is said to be indicative of much cholera, and in

one sense it is true—the natives are so passionately fond

of Mangos as to often gorge themselves to excess,

and too often with unripe or putrid fruit, much to the

detriment of all sanitary arrangements. The Mango
is much used in making jellies, tarts, and the cele-

brated chutney, which Anglo-Indians relish so much
in their curries.

Good varieties of Mangos are peculiar to some loca-

lities throughout India, and it has b^en found in some
instances that it is diflicult to acclimatise these varie-

ties in other places with the same result of excellence;

in other words, a good Mango will deteriorate under

certain circumstances, which may be the result of

applying foreign soils and temperature, or it may be

the action of the air in a more or less condensed form.

It has likewise been found that the common seedling

has been improved under reverse and changeable

treatment. As a medium resort grafting and inarch-

ing are the most practical as well as the most

successful methods of improving the Mango. In

grafting we are therefore not only to select the

best fruiting varieties to graft upon, but we have also

to consider if the variety is sufhciently hardy to be

adapted to the treatment or climate for which it is

ultimately intended. The number of varieties which

are spoken of as being known to exist in India and
elsewhere is almost incalculable, but it is very prob-

able that, if all these were collected together in one

vast field of experiment, and made subject to the

same treatment, many which are slightly different

would under these circumstances turn out to be really

the same. Names of Mangos are derived from the

names of places where they are indigenous, from

the vernacular, or from fancy, and they are chiefly

local ; I will not therefore attempt to give a list of

name?, but will simply mention at the end of my re-

remarks where the finest Mangos are found, and

these, by the art of grafting, the energy of Govern-

ment and private persons, have been widely distri-

buted into districts where they were never found

before.

High cultivation improves the size and flxvourof

the fruit, but to what extent artificial manures have

been applied with advantage I am not in a position to

judge.

The usual routine of cultivation is simply this :—
Grafted plants are lifted carefully with balls of soil

adhering to the roots, and are planted in light, round

Bamboo baskets that are specially made for the pur-

pose. The plants should then be established in these

for a few months, until the rains begin (usually in

April), when they should be finally planted out, with-

out removing the half-rotten baskets in which they

were originally planted. This mode of planting is

specially recommended in the case of Mangos, as they

are most irritable subjects when their roots are in the

least lacerated. Copious waterings of liquid-manure

will invigorate and hasten the growth of young
plants, but should be applied when the ground is

moist from recent showers, or when the liquid is

moderated with water. A successful way of manuring

older trees may be pursued as follows :—Circular

trenches to be excavated round the tree yearly, as

near the extreme tips of the ramifying roots as pos-

sible without cutting them ; the trenches should then

be filled up with cattle manure, vegetable refuse, and
fresh soil, mixed together. The result of this simple

mode of treatment, if repeated for a few years, will be

made apparent in the production of superior fruit.

The trenches should not be made very deep, as it is

not desirable to lead the roots away from the influence

of air, or into a bad subsoil. The Mango is in blos-

som during the three first months in the year, and the

cold damp fogs that are prevalent at night in January

and February are often injurious to the tender little

organs of the flower, and are the cause of a complete

failure in the crop some years. A few select trees

might be protected by erecting some light canvas over

them, supported on Bamboo poles.

Propagation is effected by sowing seed, grafting,

and inarching. SeedUng Mangos should be grafted

when they have formed moderately stout stems, and
are about 3 feet high—dimensions that are attained

two years or more from the time of planting the seeds.

July and August are the best months for grafting, but
some time previous to that season the seedlings should
be planted under the trees to which they are ultimately

to be united. The lower branches of the grafted tree

are brought into convenient contact with the seedlinn-

by raised mounds of soil being heaped round the base

of the tree directly under the branches, so that the

seedling may be planted sufliciently high to inarch

with freedom. The excellence of a Mango depends
much on its being taken off the tree at the proper
time ; if too soon the fruit will always retain more or
less of that turpentine flavour peculiar to the Mango,
Care should also be taken not to bruise the fruit, as
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it is easily damaged. The natives collect the fruit in

(his way :—A coolie ascends the tree to throw down
the fruit, while several others are stationed under-

nealh with cloths, which are swung upwards to

receive and break the force of the falling fruit, and

from whence they are gently rolled on to the ground.

Another way is to fix a net to the end of a long pole,

which is held up among the branches, while the coolie

fills the net with Mangos. They should then be

stored away in large boxes or in sheds, packed between

layers of dry straw for about ten weeks before they

are served at the table. It is to be regretted that this

luscious fruit can only be preserved for a short time in

its ripe state, thus preventing the exportation to

distant countries of a profitable luxury. I should think

the tree might be extensively cultivated in such climates

as the South of Italy and along the warm shores of

the Mediterranean, from whence the fruit could be

exported to London.

The vicinity of Bombay, Malda and Mazagon

are celebrated places for these fine Mangos ; so are

Chiloor, Madras, Bangalore, and Salem, in the South

of India. The Government gardens of India and the

gardens of the Agri- Horticultural Society are nearly all

well supplied with the finer varieties, which have been

improved and collected from time to time. There

are twenty sorts of Mango in the Government gardens

at Bangalore, some being seedlings of superior quality

and others grafted trees. J. Cavicrofiy Superintcndtiitj

Government Gardens^ Bangalore.

CULTIVATION AND TRAINING
OF FRUIT TREES.

By W. Peard, M.D., LL.B.

(Continuci from f. 829, vol. v.)

Young trees should not be touched with the knife

till they have taken firm root, that is, for about a

year after planting. The future form of the tree

largely depends on the first pruning, the object ol

which is to develope the first pair of branches at the

base of the tree, and to obtain a new extension of the

stem. To effect these objects the latter is severed as

near the ground as may be, three buds only being left,

two as germs of the first lateral branches, the third

being designed to carry on the growth of the body.

But before the tree is cropped care must be taken to

insure tliat the buds in question are properly placed

for the g.ardener's purpose ; the upper one especially

should be well in front. This position insures the

minimum of deformity at the points from which each

new extension springs. The cut, too, is better shaded

from the sun, and heals more quickly. The process

we have detailed is in substance repeated in the

second, third, fourth, and fifth years, each pruning

being designed to produce a uniform arrangement of

branches.

It is an object of primary importance with the

grower to obtain and regularly to replace fruit-

branches on his trees. Stone-fruit grows on the

young shoots, which blossom only for a single season.

If, therefore, fruit-spurs are not secured from year to

year the crop will be scanty and uncertain.

It has already been observed that fruit-spurs should

spring regularly from each side of the branches, about

4 inches apart When this is the case the branch

bears a fanciful resemblance to the spinal column of a

fish. Let us endeavour to show how such a form may
be obtained. At the winter pruning a part of the

summer growth is cut back, in order to make that

which remains develope all its buds. Towards the

middle of the May following, when the shoots have

attained the length of about 3 inches, the less useful

buds, which grow either at the back or in awkward
places, must be removed. It is almost needless to

observe that In nailing up care must be taken not to

inclose the leaves or allow the shoots to cross each

other. In the second year the main object of the

grower will be to transform the shoots into branches,

and in doing this the principles already alluded to

must be observed.

Eight or ten years are generally required to perfect

the wood of a Peach tree grown as a *' Verrier

palmette." The average healthy life of a Peach
trained as an espalier is twenty years. It appears,

therefore, that half the life of the tree is passed in

forming wood, and that the allotted surface of wall

remains unoccupied for five, six, or seven years.

From what has been said it is obvious that, in order

to obtain a well-formed palmette, much skill is

required, and no little time is necessary. The simple

oblique cordon is free from these objections. To
produce this form we choose trees of one year old for

planting ; these are set at a distance of 30 inches

apart, and at an inclination of 60°. At the first

pruning they should be cut about 10 or 12 inches

from their base, and immediately above a front wood-
bud. All irregular shoots must be removed. During

the summer the growth of the terminal shoot is

vigorously promoted, and the necessary means for

transforming the other shoots into fruit branches are

employed. Disbudding, pruning, pinching, and
nailing up must be performed according to directions

previously given.

At the second pruning one-third of the entire length

is removed. It should be borne in mind that the

incision must always be made imnu 'i'.:.ely above a

front bud. It is needless to observe tha'. the branches

are to be pruned and nailed up in the usual way. The
stem extends from year to year, and the sides are

supplied v/ith fruit-branches only. When the cordons

have attained two-thirds of their height they are laid

at an angle of 45°, and when the stems have
reached the top of the wall the simple oblique cordon

method is completed.

The advantages of this mode are many and great.

It enables us to utilise low walls ; it supersedes the

ceaseless care and watching necessary to maintain trees

of the palmette form in health, shape, and productive-

ness. Not only are cordons less liable to disease,

but, as we have implied, they are infinitely less ex-

pensive to manage. It should be added that these

trees in the southern parts of England will do well on

trellis. When a wall is 12 or more feet in height it is

advisable to train in vertical cordons. In this case, as

the trunks and consequently the roots are larger,

the trees should be planted about 2 feet 6 inches

apart.

The principle of the method, "a new mode of

forming fruit-branches on the Peach," may be said to

consist in what may not inappropriately be termed
*' perpetual nail pruning " at certain recognised points

on all the branchlets. This should be done so fre-

quently that each tree must be gone over at very short

intervals.

The advantages resulting from this mode are the

following :—We dispense with the summer fastening

up of the shoots, and of the fruit-branches in the

winter, an ordinary trellis being sufficient. Winter

and summer pruning are much simplified. The fruit-

buds may be retained in front of the wood branches.

This could not be done by the old method. Lastly,

the shoots and fruit-spurs being kept very much
shorter, it is unnecessary to leave so large a space

between the wood branches for new growth. Thus
the number of branches may be doubled on any given

quantity of wall, and the quantity of fruit also

doubled.

The Apricot is one of our most valuable English

fruits, as it comes earlier into bearing, and ripens its

crop more quickly than any otiier tree that needs the

assistance of a wall. It is asserted on the highest

authority that, contrary in this respect to its allied

species, the quality of the fruit grown on standards is

decidedly superior to that grown on walls. In this

country, however, the Apricot can rarely be depended

on either as an espalier or as a standard. The fruit

ripens well on any wall with an aspect intermediate

between east and west. The different varieties are

propagated by budding on Plum stocks, two of the

best of which are the Mussel Plum and the Brussels

Plum. At present there are about twenty varieties of

this fruit, the best of which for home cultivation are

the Moorpark, the Roman, the Orange, and the

Hemskirk. The form in which these trees may most

advantageously be grown in this country are the
" Verrier palmette " and the simple oblique cordon.

The principles involved in the management of the

fruit-branches of the Apricot are the same as those

used in the pruning and training of Peach trees, the

objects being the economy of space and the maximum
of produce.

Before introducing any particular species of fruit

into our gardens it is a matter of prudence to consider

its requurements as to site and soil. The Plu.m, for

example, does not need any great depth of soil, as the

roots have a tendency to lie near the surface. Damp
or sandy ground is wholly unsuited to them ; they

thrive best in rich, well-drained loam. These con-

siderations are of importance, since trees will no more
thrive under adverse conditions than men or animals.

At the present time there are about eighty-five

varieties of the Plum in cultivation. The best sorts

for walls are the Green Gage, the Victoria, the Purple

Gage, Reine Claude de Bavey, and Coe's Golden

Drop. The first ripens about the end of August, the

last usually comes to table about the first week in

October. De gustihns non est disputandum is an

aphorism which admits of no dogmatism. The list

above given embodies our personal favourites. In

the matter of choice the reader will probably judge

for himself. The best forms are those which have

been already so often noticed, namely, the "Verrier

palmette," simple oblique cordon, and vertical cordon.

In each of these forms the proper management of the

fruit-branches is essential, not only to the quality, but

to the quantity of the crop. The general principles

involved are to obtain and maintain a due supply of

branches towards the base, for it must be remembered

that the fruit-branches of stone fruit bear once and

once only. The object, therefore, is to promote the

growth of fruit-spurs, and this is done by pinchine

back the new extensions as soon as they have attained

a length of 3 or 4 inches.

For wall Plums—and it is of these only we are

speaking—the space we are able to afford to each tree

must be carefully considered. For a Plum tree,

trained as a ** Verrier palmette," from iS to 20 square

yards should be allowed. Single and oblique

cordons are particularly suitable for the Plum.

The Cherry is usually grafted on two distinct kinds

of stocks, the St. Lucie Plum, and the wild Cherry.

The former is to be preferred for low-stemmed trees,

whatever form they may be destined to take. These

stocks produce handsome trees, and have, moreover,

the merit of readily accommodating themselves to

almost any situation that may be required of them.

While on the subject of stocks, it should be added

that those raised from the seed of the wild black

Cherry are the most suitable for home cultivation. In

our judgment the Whiteheart and the Morello are in-

comparably the best Cherries for dessert ; the latter

is seldom really ripe till the close of September. In

mode of growth and in style of fructification the

Cherry closely resembles the Plum. The manage-

ment, training, and production of the fruit-branches

are therefore essentially the same. There is less

difficulty in growing Cherries than in keeping them.

Netting, however carefully disposed, is usually in-

sufficient to protect them against the ravages of birds.

A light wire screen with a small mesh, if well adjusted

at the top and the sides, while somewhat more expen-

sive at first, will in the end be found the cheapest as

well as the most efficient protection.

Having spoken of fruit trees in their youth and in

their prime, we can scarcely avoid saying a few words

on their decline. Up to a certain point the vegetable

kingdom possesses greater recuperative power than

exists in the higher organisations ; for the latter, re-

juvenation is impossible, for the former it is possible.

It may perhaps be objected that when a stone-fruit

tree has passed its grand climateric it would be better

to grub it up and replace it with a young one. It

must be borne in mind, however, that replacement is

equivalent to loss of time, inasmuch as some years

would be required before the new tree covered the

same space of wall as the old. We have spoken at

some length on the subject of restoring trees

which have lost shape and therefore productive-

ness through imperfect circulation. We will close

the present paper by epitomising the directions of M.

Du Breuil for restoring to old wall trees the vigour of

youth.

Let us suppose our patient to be of the palmette

form ; one half the length of the stem is to be re-

moved, the side branches are to be pruned back, the

upper ones to a length of 6 inches ; those at the base

to half that length. After these amputations we pro-

ceed to impart new blood—fresh vitality—to the tree.

For this purpose a crown graft is placed at the top of

the stem and at the extremities of each of the side

branches. Lastly, the lower branches are stimulated by

the close pruning of the upper ones, and by the constant

pinching of the shoots. Further to insure success, it

will be advisable to plane off the old rough bark and

then cover the trunk with limewash. We have thus

given new life to an old tree ; to support this life food

must be freely supplied. If a circular trench is made

3 feet from the foot of the tree, with a width of 3 feet

and a depth of 30 inches, and filled with fresh soil

enriched with manure, ample nutrition will be

insured.

It is necessary to observe that restoration and

regeneration have lost much of their importance since
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the discovery of the method of growing fruit trees in

oblique and vertical cordons. These forms attain

their full bearing about the sixth year after planting,

while twice that time is required for the rejuvenation

of large trees. It sometimes happens, however, that

old trees are family favourites, in which case the loss

of time would be considered of small account when
compared with their restoration to health, beauty, and

vigour. (Extrai ledfrom the "Journal of Ihe Bath ami
West of England Society.)"

MONSTROUS TOMATO.
No one who looks at the figure (fig. 10) will gainsay

the appropriateness of the designation, nevertheless it

is not without interest. The general character of the

fruit, if fruit we can call it, is shown in the sketch.

On cutting ic across we found no trace of seeds, but

merely a mass of pulp traversed by bundles of fibrous

tissue proceeding from the flower-stalk, and occupying

the position of the ordinary axile placenta. The
fruits are fasciated, as in a Cockscomb head, and,

more, they produce ofTshoots of like character with

P' 765). " that there was no extension of growth in

plants during the day, but only during the night,"

which, of course, would have been an inaccurate state-

ment. I was requested at the Conference to describe

the object of a particular piece of apparatus. I pointed

out that one of its most interesting applications was to

demonstrate by an automatic system of registration

that if a growing axis or stem of a plant is kept under

uniform conditions as regards moisture and tempera-

ture, its rate of growth in length wilt vary with the

amount of light which it is exposed to ; it will be

accelerated during the night, and will be retarded

during the day. This is a result which I think

has been experimentally proved, and those

who wish to look further into the matter

will find it elaborately investigated by Sachs, Arbeilen

des Bolanischen Imtituts in IVurzhurg, vol. i., pp.
gcj— ifj2. It does not seem to me to mike any differ-

ence whether we call the elongation of the axis growth

or extension : it is a spontaneous movement executed

by the plant, the speed of which heat increases and

light diminishes ; and this is a definite fact, which

is of very great interest. Of course if, as is

ordinarily the case, both heat and light act simul-

taneously upon the elongating stem, though they

length, the stem must curve. This matter of the

relation of the elongation of stems to light is one thing

;

the sum-total of conditions which best conduce to the

plant's increase in size and weight is clearly another.

We may be quite sure that Nature knows her own
business best, and it is easy to see that the tendency
of stems to use up nutrient material in unnecessary

elongation is a thing which it is well should be

restrained. But every horticulturist knows that in most
cases the healthy growth of a plant in other respects

than in mere length of stem is directly dependent on
the freest exposure to the light which shortens the

internodes, W, T, Thiselton Dyer.

Black Holly Berries. — In "the Gardmirs'
Chronicle for May 20, p. 664, Mrs. Watney calls

attention to Black Holly berries. I cannot accept

the common belief that they are old ones of the previous

season because they are mixed with clusters of red

ones of the current one, those being produced from
small whitish blossoms on the points of last season's

twigs, generally under the fresh shoots about the end
of May. However, more may be learned by examin-
ing the black or perhaps diseased berries in winter

amongst red ones. What I have said of Holly blos-

FlG. 10.—MONSTROUS TOM.\TO.

the parent fruit. The structure presents an analogy
with some forms of so-called proliferous Pears. If

weight were an object in the case of Tomatos this

might carry the palm, but otherwise we can but

consider it a botanical curiosity, especially important

with reference to the nature of the placenta. We are

indebted to Mr. Miles, of Wycombe Abbey Gardens,
for the fruit in question.

Influence of Light in Retarding the Longi-
tudinal Growth of Stems.—The Scientific Com-
mittee of the Royal Horticultural Society did me the

honour of discussing, at their meeting on June 7, a

short communication which I made to the Conference
in Biology at the Exhibition of Scientific Apparatus, I

was, unfortunately, not present at the committee, and
was not aware that the subject would be brought
before it. What I spoke upon at the Conference was
—as may be seen from the report, ante^ p. 722—the
*' variations in the normal rate of the longitudinal

growth of stems . . . produced by variations in the

external conditions of moisture, temperature, and
light." This is very different from saying, as I am
made to do in the report of the committee (ante,

pull different ways heat may get the better ; and

so during the day, when the temperature is higher,

the nett growth may be greater than during the

night, when it is lower. I3ut it Is quite possible

to manage matters in the laboratory so as to keep
the temperature uniform, or nearly so, and thus in-

vestigate the effect due to light alone without inter-

fering unduly with the plant. The general result is,

that light checks the elongation of stems. Thus,

Sachs found that, comparing two plants of

Crown Imperial, one which was exposed to

light grew in height 93.2 millimetres between
March 23 and April 7, while another which was
wholly removed from light grew 1S9.9 millimetres,

or a little more than double in the same time. Ex-
posure to light would have prevented this, but whether

by altering the distribution of the protoplasm contained

in the cells, or by checking its tendency to divide and

form new cells, or by promoting the thickening and

consequent rigidity of the cells, it is impossible in the

present state of the investigation to do more than

speculate. Besides explaining why plants get

"drawn," when the repressive influence of light is

removed, the view stated above also explains why
stems bend towards the light or are heliotropic, as

it is called. This simply arises from the illuminated

side having its elongation checked as compared with

the other; the two sides thus becoming unequal in

soms being on the points of last year's shoots explains

why clipped hedges are less fruitful than unshorn

ones ; the operation destroys the blooming parts.

The writer, however, says that "a friend tells me
that clipped Holly hedges bear berries if they are

shorn in due season before the flower appears." But

I have said enough to show that if they are clipped at

the end of spring it can only be the tips of the shoots

escaping the shears that may happen to bloom, and

the same if the shears are used in the fore-part of

summer, when the flowers are sure to sufi'er. Those

remarks apply in general to all kinds of trimmed

hedges. For instance, it is proverbial that clipped

Hawthorn fences bear no haws, while the unshorn

dwarf bushes in them afford a rich supply of food for

birds in winter. J. Wighlon, Cossey Park.

Rose Stands for Exhibiting.—I was much
struck at the Great York Horticultural Exhibition

with two Rose boxes belonging to E. R. Whitwell,

Esq., of Barton Hall, Darlington. These were the

ordinary Rose boxes with boards, but instead of

being painted green the boards were covered with

black velvet, and the appearance was marvellously

effective, throwing up the foliage as well as the flowers,

very much to the disadvantage of the surrounding

stands. Another very charming feature of the

exhibition was the box of exquisite alpme gems sent by
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Messrs. Backhouse & Son, of York, and arranged
and planted with the surroundings of an alpine home.
It was an exquisitely lovely group. Alpiiitis.

Aquilegia ccerulea.—I would, with great confi-

dence, introduce to the notice of lovers of really

beautiful flowers the above charming and most
desirable hardy plant. I have several patches of

it, which I obtained from one packet of seed. They
were sown in an open border the first week in April,

1S75, and received ordinary attention during the

following months ; early in April of this year a
plentiful supply of flower-spikes made their appear-
ance, and since then no lack of flowers have been
produced. I enclose some blooms for your inspection.

I have submitted it to m-jny ladies and gentlemen of
refined taste, have used it for many purposes, and with
satisfactory and pleasing results. It is more like

some lovely Orchid than a hardy plant, and where not
grown should be secured, William Payne^ Exotic
Nursery, Taunton. [We share our correspondent's

opinions. Eds.]

Potatos Deteriorating. — I fully agree with
"A. D." on the above subject, p. S30. On atrial last

year of many kinds of Potatos I found the Fortyfold
excellent, they were good for table up to the first

week in June. I have also purchased this spring the

old Ashleaf Kidney which has been in the hands of

father and son for forty years ; they are remarkably
fine, productive, and good in quality, and our cus-

tomers will give a fancy price for the sort. I could
point to several most successful gardeners who have
kept their own sets for twenty to thirty years, who
grow them in pots, frames, and borders, who never
fail to have excellent crops, and never expect a

failure. So much for facts, which are difficult

"ninepins" to upset. While holding firm by the

good old ones, I gladly welcome the good new ones,

and I am now paying particular attention to one called

Snowflake, which will, I think, prove a great

acquisition. Wtn, Payne, Taunton,

Rhododendrons.—A few days since I paid a visit

to Manley Hall, Manchester, where I found a magni-
ficent collection of these plants exhibited by John
Waterer & Sons, of Bagshot ; the plants are just now
in their greatest beauty. I have been in the habit of

visiting these exhibitions for several years when held
at the Royal Botanic Gardens, London, Russell

Square, and elsewhere, but I never recollect such a
grand and varied display as on the present occasion.

On first entering the tent the sight presented is really

imposing
; you pause for a moment to admire it as a

whole, then you are attracted by some splendid
variety which of itself invites your closest inspection,

after which the eye catches some other of a different

colour but equally beautiful
; you are then led on

through the exhibition, and step by step you pause to

admire the countless varieties which are here to be
seen. I noticed a quantity of kinds I had never
observed before, and, m a conversation with Mr. John
Waterer, I was informed that he is now exhibiting at

Manley Hall upwards of fifty varieties which had
never before been seen in Manchester. It may
be interesting to the general public to know that all

these hybrids have been obtained since the year
1S20, about which time the Indian species

arboreum was introduced. This, and the cataw-
biense, which was brought from North America
in the year 1S09, are the parents from whicii

the whole of these beautiful sorts are procured—of

course I mean by crossing and intercrossing ; and
Mr. John Waterer further informed me that he has
produced more novelties, and of the most beautiful

kinds known, within the last ten years than have been
produced in all the time before that, since the intro-

duction of the above varieties. I really must not
occupy further space in describing the exhibition,

but I must just describe a few varieties, which
I consider as being most beautiful and distinct,

viz., the Duke of Portland, a lively scarlet with
light centre, one of the finest in the exhibi-

tion ; the Duchess of Edinburgh, the Duchess of

Bedford, Lady Tankerville, Lady Falmouth, Mr.
Wm. Agnew, Mr. Tom Agnew, Mrs. John I ley-

wood, Frederick Waterer, Loquendum, Miss Edith
Boscawen, quite a new light kind, with dark mark-
ings ; Kate Waterer, named after the wife of the

exhiliitor, a rosy crimson with yellow marks. This
is indeed a grand variety. Lady Eleanor Cathcart :

this is an established favourite with Rhododendron
growers, D. D,

Dyeing Garments as an Antidote to Insects.
—Can any of your readers who are learned in botani-

cal antiquities tell me what plant is referred to in the

following rather scandalous account of the Irish

women in the seventeenth century? It cannot be
either the Crocus or Colchicum, for neither of those

are abundant in Ireland. (The original is in Latin,

)

"The women of Ireland (in which place there is an
abundant supply of Crocus) dye their garments with
Crocus to keep off insects [free translation], that their

limbs may get strength, and their minds cheerfulness.

The young men are also in the habit of chewing a
Crocus, and keeping it in their mouth, that their

spirits may be refreshed by its odour and exhalation.

Then, when they suspect a woman of having her face

painted and enamelled, they breathe upon her, and
so at once make her turn pale, and confess with
shame that her beauty is a sham,"

—

Peter Lamen-
bcrgir^s ^^Apparatus,^' &^(-., 1632, p, 44. Henry N,
Ellaeombe, Bitton Viearage,

Change of Colour in Gloire de Dijon,—

I

have this day sent you by post a box of Gloire de
Dijon, It was all right before it was moved into a

shady place, and it remained in the shade for two
years, and last Tuesday twelvemonths I had it moved
out again in the open to have the sun again, to see if

it would go back to its former colour, [See p, 14,]

John Chapman,

How to Expel Birds from Gardens in the
Fruit Season.—This has been efiected very suc-
cessfully by means of common cheap crackers and
squibs. My gardeners make use of a few in different

quarters of the ground early in the morning, one or
two occasionally during the forenoon, and then a
more liberal discharge at three or four o'clock in the
afternoon, when [he birds again desire to feed. The
sulphurous smoke that issues from the smouldering
paper long after the reports are over deters the enemy
by the scent of gunpowder and fear of fresh explo-
sions far more effectually than would be supposed.
Thus I enjoy the song of blackbirds and thrushes
until the middle or end of June. They destroy the
slugs for us, and complete the rearing of their ov/n
young. We then by means of fireworks drive them
oft to the Turnip, Mangel, and Potato fields to per-

form the same duties there, until the Rowan berries

begin to redden and those of Berberis Aquifolia and
Berberis Darwinii to purple ; these they are allowed
freely to enjoy from about the beginning of August
onward. Ral^k Carr Ellison, Durham and North-
umbtrland.

Pansy Disease.—After upwards of thirty years'

cultivation of the Pansy, and after trying different

plans to prevent the disease, I find that it may be
reduced to a minimum by adopting the following
plan in growing. Dig the ground up roughly in

autumn, spreading on the top what manure is

proposed to be made use of: this should be thoroughly
decomposed ; if the ground is strong an addition
should be made in the shape of sand and leaf-mould,
with a small proportion of burnt refuse—this can be
added at the time of preparing the beds for spring
planting. I commence, say in the month of February
digging the ground deeply, and making (in my soil,

which is strong) all as light and fine as possible. If

there are many worms I use at this time a little fresh-

slaked lime, which I thoroughly incorporate with
the soil by digging it over several times. Never
plant the plants when the ground is sodden with wet,
but at such times as when the soil is in a nice
friable condition. By following the above rules the
disease with me has been nearly nil. My idea as to

the cause of it is, that from the ground being culti-

vated only shallow the roots are compelled to spread
out near the surface ; when a hot sunny day comes the

ground becomes heated and causes the death of the

roots. Last year I grew some 2000 plants on a piece

of newly broken-up ground with the sod trenched into

the bottom, the top soil was made fine, and in this

the plants were planted during the summer months
;

the plants had copious waterings of liquid manure,
consisting of one quart of liquid from a cow-house to

six quarts of water—with the result that I did not
lose a single plant and never had a finer bloom.
When I came to dig the ground over (deeply) this

spring I found that the roots of the Pansies had
penetrated right through the sod and formed a perfect

network of rootlets, which convinces me that deep
cultivation is as necessary to the Pansy as many
other plants. I am now growing Carnations and
Picotees in beds on the same ground, and fine they
are. George Rudd, Underclije, Bradford.

The Onion Grub and Nitrate of Soda.—
Some thirty years ago I used to grow Onions
largely for exhibition purposes, and, of course,

was greatly troubled with that pest, the Onion
grub. I tried many plans, as soot, ashes, salt,

&c. , without any good result. At that time we used
nitrate of soda pretty extensively for agricultural pur-

poses, and I took to sowing it on the Onion beds
when I saw that the grub was at work, with the result

that I found it a perfect cure for the pest, as well as

materially assisting in the growth of the Onions. The
proportion in which I used it would be about 4 cwt.

to the acre, and used it two to three times a season,

never more. I have also used for the same purpose
gas lime, which will also prevent it. In using the

nitrate of soda it is necessary that the foUage of the

\ Onions be dry, as to let it drop on the plants

when they are wet causes a burnt or shrivelled place
wherever it touches them. It is a good plan to water
after sowing it, or to select a time when a shower
may be expected when going to use it. Geo. Rudd,
Undercliffe, Bradford,

Exhibition of Scientific Apparatus. — In this
collection may be seen a series of large models of
plants prepared abroad and used for teaching pur-
poses at the Royal College of Science, Dublin. On
glancing at these models a day or two ago, I observed
that the stamens of the Primrose are shown as grow-
ing between (and not opposite) the lobes of the
corolla, and in Dianthus caryophyllus the lobes of the
calyx are shown as growing opposite (and not alter-
nate with) the corolla lobes. Are these large models
right, Mr. Editor.' [No.] If so. Nature and our
English text-books have sadly misguided A Little
Schoolgirl.

Hard-wooded Plants for Exhibition.— I rarely
see the London horticultural exhibitions now, but I
often see provincial exhibitions of some pretensions,
and tlie remembrance of Chiswick and the Botanic of
twenty- five years since, and the now rarely seen good
old hard-wooded plants in which the late Mr. William
Barnes and other well known exhibitors staged in such
perfection, is often before me. Howl should like to see
a dozen well grown half specimens even of Phoenocoma
prolifera Bamesii, Eoronia pinnata and B. serrulata,
Adenandra fragrans, Leschenaultia formosa and L.
biloba major or grandiflora, Gompholobium polymor-
phumsplendensandG. barbigerum, Indigofera decora,
the Croweas, Coleonema rubra, Dillwynias, Erioste-
mons, and others so many would be glad to see again.
Could not one of the great London societies lake these
in hand and offer prizes for some of these old favourites ?

I am sure Mr. Baines would soon advise them what
kinds should be invited, and what restrictions as 1

to size of pots might be advantageously employed.
We unfortunately seldom see Heaths now, only in •

isolated cases at provincial exhibitions. Rusticus.

The Rose Harvest.—^June, which threatened to
be Roseless, goes out after all in a blaze of beauty
and a cloud of sweet fragrance. Almost twenty-foiir
hours' rain, followed quickly by two or three days of
cloudless sunshine, has flushed the Rose trees with,

colour, and brought on the late buds with such a rush
that many of them seem much thinner than usual

j

they have not, in fact, had time to fill out till the
warm sun compelled them to open all at once. I
notice a peculiar fact in the blooms as far as they have
yet opened, and that is the superior fulness and
substance of the light compared with the dark flowers.
Late seasons like these demonstrate the importance of
planting Roses on walls ; but for a pretty good
collection of Teas and Noisettes, and a few
good Perpetuals on south and west walls, we should
not have been able to cut a Rose in the open air till

after June 30. We find, too, a few Roses on east and
north walls almost equally useful late in the autumn.
That charming Rose, Triomphe de Rennes, comes
with a peculiar richness and softness of colouring in
such shady places late in the season ; and Celine
Forestier is equally or more useful for prolonging the
season of choice buds. Both should have slight pro-
tection in winter in such cold places. Should this
bright, warm weather last, as it now threatens to do,
there seems every prospect of a short Rose season and
a brilliant one, rather than a fine display of perfect
flowers ; but it is yet almost too early to write with
much certainty on the subject, and the experience of
growers and showers within the next tliree weeks will

determine and record the character of the Rose harvest
of 1S76. D. T. Fish.

Ant Hills (see p. 833). — Your correspondent's
inquiry is diflicult to answer quite satisfactorily, but
much may be done to mitigate the evil even if it

should not entirely cure it. I would recommend him to
have the ant-hills about his grounds removed by digging
under them with sharp, clean cuts, meeting as deeply
as the spade will allow beneath them, the mounds
being at once wheeled away and destroyed. The
operation is best performed with a sharp fuU-lengthed
spade, and the time chosen should be the middle of a
hot, sunny day, as by this means there is the greatest
likelikood of the ant eggs being near the surface, and,
consequently (if care be bestowed on getting the
nest up unbroken by awkward digging or handling),

of the nest being thoroughly got rid of. On a dull
day, or early or late, the eggs would probably be
some depth beneath the surface. The instinct of
the ant prompts it to place each egg that is disturbed
at once in security, and this requires to be guarded
against, or it will necessitate second operations. The
nests should be at once destroyed in whatever way is

most effectual ; burning is the surest, but throwing
the lumps of earth unbroken into a pond will

do as well if not thrown down near the bank,
so as to allow stragglers and stray eggs to

reach the shore, It is well to throw lime, earth mixed
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with soot, wood-ashes, or any similar deterrent into

the holes at first, filling them up properly when it is

seen all stray ants have been got rid off. In the

garden and houses it is much more difficult to get rid

of them. If the nests can be found they should be

destroyed, but where they are not to be reached with

the spade, pouring down scalding water may do

something. Strong soapsuds plentifully applied some-

times answers well, and turpentine, where no roots are

near, does good. Tar also, either ladled into the

chief openings or applied by laying thickly coated

strings or lumps of hay, answers well as a preserva-

tive of any particular spot from attack, but in my own
experience carbolic acid, applied by soaking lumps of

tow, and pressing it into all the ant-runs, answers

better than anything else for completely driving them
away. Where every plan for getting rid of the

intruders has failed I have known them entirely

cleared away by giving a small reward to some one of

the garden labourers who was known to be more
intelligent than his fellows in insect matters, and
though this method of meeting the difficulty can

hardly be legitimately classed amongst received

"insect remedies," yet where the presence of the

annoyance was very pressing it occasionally proved a

great relief. 0.

How to Destroy Ants' Nests.—I have found that

pouring boiling water over the nests is about the most
effectual way of destroying them, provided there are

no trees or plants near enough to be injured by the

application. Ants' nests would prove a treasure to

any keeper raising young pheasants. Helen E.
Watney.

Cbamasrops Fortunei.—There is here (Victoria

Park, Bath) a specimen of this plant just coming into

blossom. There are three blossoms as yet but little

developed. The plant is about S feet high. Is this

B common occurrence? G. [The plants at Kew are

now flowering, and do so in most seasons. Eds.]

The Potato Crops.—Generally these look well

where good seed was planted on good soil, but in a

good many instances a large percentage of the seed

failed, and blanks have been filled up in a good
many gardens and fields as late as the middle of June.
In some cases the seed sets simply rotted, in others

they seemed unable to grow through. The old Potatos

look sound and hard, but as a rule the crops in

gardens look well, with abundance of tops. The
progress of tuber forcing, however, has as yet, as

might be expected from the cold nights, been slower

than usual. Even those crops that escaped cutting

down by the May and June frosts got their tops

so chilled that they were unable to keep on the

process of tuber making and swelling : hence I

fear new Potatos will be later than usual. This
is unfortunate, as old ones are well nigh ex-

hausted, and have been for some time past generally

dear and nasty. The earlier the Potato crop, too, the

more likely to escape disease. As, however, dipping
in paraffin oil has been said to double the weight and
the produce of Peas and Beans and other produce,

perhaps a sprinkle overhead or, better still, a dip before

planting, may also cure the Potato disease. Paraffin

has at least one recommendation— it is easily pro-

cured ; neither can there be any doubt of the potency
of its vapours either before or after combustion.
D. T. fish.

Weather Prognostics.—Captain Saxby*s latest

prophecy has hardly been fulfilled, as the 24th was a

remarkably quiet day, and the 25th has only been
disturbed by a brisk easterly wind—a very common
occurrence during the past spring. So great was the

publicity given to these prognostications that even the

most ignorant have been looking for the appointed
days with interest, and many who placed faith in the

gallant Captain are somewhat in Jonah's frame of

mind, and rather put out that the mountain should
have only brought forth a mouse. It would seem that

the weather-seer is not more infallible than his horsey
brother, of whom it may be said, *' his tips prove the

exception and not the rule." The correspondent of

the Leeds Mercury^ who founds his foresight of the

coming summer on the relative leafing of the Ash and
the Oak, has scarcely a better status as a prophet,
and his foundation is about as substantial as is that of
those who prophesy a hard winter because Holly-
berries are abundant. It would be difficult to show
what relative connection exists between the two
things, and at the best it is probably purely imaginary.
The Leeds Mtrcury correspondent bases his claim for

truth on the ground that out of twenty-one years'

observations he was right in his prediction in 1874 !

but as it may be taken as a rule that the Ash is

invariably a fortnight later in leafing than the Oak,
and often three weeks, we might reasonably have
looked for many more proofs of truthfulness. This
year he says that the Ash was three weeks later than
the Oak. In my neighbourhood some Ash trees

were quite four weeks behind the Oak generally, but,

on the other hand, there were some Oaks that were a

least three weeks behind their fellows, so that the Oak
itself is uncertain. I took special observation of the

fact that the Ash did not expand its buds as long as

the continuous cold north-easterly winds prevailed,

and because of their lengthened prevalence the Ash was
later than usual. This accounts for the wide difference

between the time of leafing of the two trees, for the

Oak seems to be comparatively little influenced by
the weather. If the hot summer prognosticated is to

come it must make haste, as we are past midsummer,
and so far cold has had an undue prevalence, and
still further indications point to its continuance, I

shall be delighted to find the hot summer after all,

but I entirely fail to see what connection there is

between it and the late leafing of the Ash. D.

English Plant Names.

—

Apropos oi the discus-

sion on plant names, an anecdote by a former worthy
alderman of the City of London is worth recording.

Inviting some of his compeers to unravel the follow-

ing riddle he gravely propounded :

—

'* My first's a little thing that hops,

My second gives us good hay crops

My whole I eats with mutton chops."

To have supposed that this literary effort had any
connection with that delightful esculent Asparagus
might well have been too much for the aldermanic
muid, but whether a provincialism or of cockney
origin, this vegetable was then only known by its

vulgar name. And one of the company, with all the

promptitude of a modern spelling-bee, rejoined,

Sparrow Grass.

Scrophularia nodosa variegata.—I was favoured

last spring by Mr. Farquhar, of Castle Fyvic, with
some plants of this hardy variegated plant and judging

by its character here I should imagine it to be one
of the best and most effective of hardy white-leaved

plants. At Castle Fyvie it is largely used as a ribbon
plant, and as a back row to the dark-leaved Beet it

is very telling, only needing an occasional stopping

to keep it even and within bounds. The wild form of

the Scrophularia grows largely near here in the water-

courses, evidently delighting in an abundance of mois-

ture ; the variegated form, however, thrives well in

ordinary soil if it is not too dry and parched. Its

thoroughly hardy character admits of it being planted

up early, and thus it acquires a good roothold ere the

hot weather sets in. Even as a common border plant

it is well worthy of cultivation. It strikes freely by
cuttings, and can also be easily propagated by division

in the spring as soon as the young growth is well

developed. The average height appears to be from
15 to 18 inches. A. D.

Sciadopitys verticillata Coning.—In the Gar-
deners^ Chronicle for last week you mention the fruiting

of Sciadopitys verticillata in the nurseries of Messrs.

Thibaut & Keteleer, at Sceaux. We have here a
plant about 3 feet in height, with a small cone about

I inch long terminating the leading shoot. It has
now made its growth for this season ; but as the cones

of this species require two years to mature, it will

probably finish its development next year. The
plant is not in the best of health, hence the transfor-

mation of the leading shoot. George Symf, Elvaston
NtirserieSy Borrowash.

Crossing Liliums.—My experience in crossing

Lilium auratum with some other varieties of Lilium is

exactly the same as Mr. Parkman's has been in

America {p. 827). Some years ago I crossed a fine

variety of auratum with a dark variety of speciosum,

and had nearly 400 plants, which have all flowered
;

but although different in their markings, they were all

of the same type as the female parent in shape of

flowers and foliage. In the same year I crossed the

daik variety of speciosum with auratum, and the

result has been the same, for all the seedlings showed
the foliage of the female parent and the flowers of the

same shape, but there were many fine varieties

amongst them in the colour and spotting. The fine

variety of Lilium raised by Mr. Parkman is said to be
a cross between auratum and speciosum, and must,

therefore, have been effected under exceptional cir-

cumstances. William Tillery^

Cinerarias from Seed.—I do not quite under-

stand the meaning of Mr. Hinds' article on this sub-

ject, but if he means to insinuate that the seed dis-

pensers have combined together to issue bad seed—to

accomplish any purpose other than supplying the best

seed they can procure—I entirely disagree with
him. It would be ruinous, unprincipled and un-

safe, to adopt such a course—in fact, it would
be impossible. The trade are so divided amongst
themselves they could not act together were
they 30 disposed. They have, I fancy, too many
*' watching " birds in their camp to do such work
with any sort of safety. They are not more perfect

than other men, I well know, but I do know it is a

serious misfortune and pecuniary loss to any seeds-

man to vend an article bad in quality. I quite agree
with Mr. Hinds that it is a good plan to secure your-
self to the full by preserving your own seeds, offsets,

or cuttings. I pursued the same course of raising the

Cineraria from offsets, many years ago, with certain

results as to the kind, colour, and quality. Last
autumn I procured some Cineraria seed from a
London house, and potted 800 seedlings. Some of
these bloomed in lo-inch, 8-inch, 6 inch and 4inch
pots ; out of the above number there was not certainly

10 per cent, bad, 90 per cent, were good and enough
for all ordinary purposes, producing fine large heads
of bloom, and compact in shape—in fact, as good as I

desired they should be. Out of these I have selected

many fine varieties, which I have named. Hundreds
of ladies, gentlemen and florists in this and neigh-

bouring counties have seen and admired the plants, of

which I should not have written were it not for the
remarks of Mr. Hinds. W, Payne^ Exotic Nursery,
Taunton.

Beaiing Reins on Mowing Machine Horses.
—I am pleased to see that Mr. Rust and Mr. Fish are

not alone in their denunciation of this cruelty. We
have a good bit of mowing here, and do not use the
bearing-rein. Can there be more cruelty than to rein

a horse up tightly on a hot day to a 30-inch mowing
machine? Some few years ago, when I took charge
of this place, one man led the horse, and one looked
to the machine. Well, one hot day—what the men in

charge were doing I know not, but I had the mis-

fortune to be called to find "Tommy" with his

machine broken all to pieces, and only stopped by
some large gates from taking it into the stable.

From that day I took one man from the mowing and
put some driving reins on the horse, but one old
stager said mowing could not be done that way.
However, I drove the horse myself until the man
became convinced, and now I get mowing and other

work done at the same time, and *' Tommy " has never

run away since. My employer keeps three good
job horses, but neither of them, after mowing all day,

would, I think, be delighted to get into the light cart

for the sake of a juicy Apple. 7". Cappers, IVoodcote,

Keeping Grapes.—In answer to your corre-

spondent, Mr. Hinds (see p. 799), respecting the

Lady Downe's Grape exhibited by me at the Liver-

pool Horticultural Society's show on the 5th inst.,

allow me to say the Grapes in question were grown
along with Muscats, Black Alicante, Child of Hale,
iS:c, and they were all thoroughly ripe by the first

week in September. In this dull and damp climate,

unless ripened early, I find they do not keep welL
The surface of the inside border being then dry, the
temperature was kept low, using a little heat during
the day to dispel damp. During dull weather the

ventilators were closed, during frosty nights tempera-
ture from 35" to 40". With this treatment the berries,

when cut irom the Vines on February 22, were as

plump and fresh as ever, a number of bottles having
been fixed in a slanting position along a shelf in the
fruit-room, the bottles being filled with water, in

which were put a few bits of charcoal, the end of wood
next to the Vine being inserted in the water—a little

heat turned on occasionally, just to dispel the damp.
As indicating the keeping qualities of the different

sorts of Grapes I find, on referring to memoranda,
that Child of Hale was finished on March i, Muscat
of Alexandria on March 4, Alicante on May 10, and
to-day (June 27) the last bunch of Lady Downe's
shows unmistakable symptoms of decay. Andnw
yamieson. The Gardens, Haigh Hall, Wigan,

Green Maize.—Certain kinds of Maize only are

suitable for our English cultivation. In this particular

case it is Keens' Forty-day Maize that is experimented
with, and the climate that of Cheshire. One year

the com grew tall and portly, full of promise, but

after all came to nought, although the spot was well

sheltered, and the ground rich. Again, it was tried

near a wall, and even with that protection it was a
miserable failure ; but as there chanced to be an un-
occupied glass-house on the premises we tried a few
seeds in pots, although this system has been spoken
against by our chief experimenters, for they tell us not

to sow in pots and plant out, but to sow where the plant

is to be grown, as it is in this respect unlike other

bedding-out plants. My object in writing this now is

to point out a certain method of growing Maize in

perfection in any part of the three kingdoms. In the

better class of gardens it is the custom to turn out-of-

doors many of the hard-wooded greenhouse plants

about midsummer for some three or four months. I

remember visiting the Duke of Bedford's princely

garden at Wobura Abbey, and found the Heath-
houses, &c., occupied by showy annuals—merely an
excuse for having nothing better to do ; and I could

name at least a score of gardens where glorious Balsams

are grown annually to fill the empty stages in summer,
which stages in winter would hardly have room for

one extra thumb-pot. Let no one imagine that I

speak lightly of any one branch of horticulture. I
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have seen Balsams exhibited at Chiswick in days long

gone by, graceful in outline, gorgeous in colour, and

as double as heart could wish. But let us suppose

that there is room for Maize in the greenhouse as well

as Balsams and similar furniture, and that for the

nonce we were to try a few seeds of Maize in 9-inch

pots just by way of " starers," or as a background to

annuals with showy flowers—for I would not name
cropping a whole house with Maize at this stage of

our experience. But to my tale about the experiment

under glass. The kind sown was, as stated above,

an early and a dwarf-growing kind. The pots were
filled with turfy loam and well-rotted manure, and
the plants soon began to show a bold front and grow
vigorously, and we were surprised to see the perfect

ears of corn ripen so early. This is quite a gardener's

business, and the green Maize will be a valuable addi-

tion to Green Peas, where mildew may have made a

blank in the regular supply of that essential vegetable.

Still, the amateur of small means may indulge in

this cheap luxury, and be able to ofler a friend a share

of his dish of green Maize, proudly stating that it was
the produce of his own garden. It is not too late to

sow now, and the time of turning out the greenhouse

plants is at hand ; but if the amateur wants any rules

to guide him in growing Maize he had better not risk

his groat for the seed. Alex. Forsyth,

The Fern Paradise : a Plea for the Culture of

Ferns. By F. G. Heath. Second edition.

London : Hodder Si. Stoughton.

The purpose of this little volume, we are told in

the preface, is that of assisting in developing the

popular taste for Ferns—rather, it would seem, in the

direction of window gardening, in order that those

who are day by day surrounded by bricks and mortar

may take to their hearts and homes something which

is fresh and green. So far good. The book is

divided into two parts. The first part comprises

chapters headed Fern Land, A Paradise of Ferns,

Ferny Rambles in South Devon, The Ferny Moor-
lands, Down a Green Lane, What is a Fern ? and A
Fern Paradise at Home. These chapters are some-

what high-flown in style, the burden of the strain

being " no place like Devonshire." The second part,

devoted to Ferns and Fern culture, comprises two

sections, headed respectively Single Ferns and Fern

Groups ; and here the author tells us that his book is

not intended to compete with botanical treatises, and

that consequently too much will not be attempted.

Under the first section the Bracken, Hart's-tongue,

Lady Fern, Hard Fern, Royal Fern, Maidenhair,

and other monotypic native genera are treated on ;

and the remarks, though in the same florid style as

the rest of the book, are fairly indicative of the treat-

ment the plants should receive. The author's botany,

however, is rather faulty, as he says of the Maiden-

hair Fern that the spores "are borne at the back and
on the edge of the leaflets, the margin of which is

folded back to cover them, thus losing its green

colour, and becoming blanched," which is altogether

incorrect, as the blanched or altered margin is not

turned over on to^^the spore-cases, but being itself

turned over bears the spore cases on its under side—

a

very different structure.

Passing on to the second section the treatment of
the subject is much the same, the groups or genera
with more than one species being broken up, so that

one kind only is discussed at one time. There are
here some slips of nomenclature. Thus the hay-
scented Buckler Fern is called in the chapter devoted
to it Lastrea recurva, which is not a current name,
and has been scarcely ever used ; while in the earlier

part of the book the plant is mentioned under its true

name of L. jemula. The typography is faulty in its

avoidance of capitals where they are required

—

phegopteris being printed for Phegopteris, dryopteris
for Dryopteris, filix-mas lor Filix-mas, filix-fcemina

for Filix-temina, trichomanes for Trichomanes, &c.,
while on two or three successive pages Asplenium
viride is printed viridi. There is a plate full of
figures of fragments of fronds, which, except in the
case of the most distinct forms, are too small and
scrappy to be of any use.

Altogether, however, the book is fairly trustworthy
so far as it professes to go ; and those who may be
seeking the Fern paradise it speaks of will not, per-
haps, complain of the exuberant diction which runs
through the text.

leaves are palmately lobed, somewhat like those of

the Fig. Masdevallia polysticta, t. S69, is shown in

an uncoloured lithograph.

The June number of the Gartetiflora contains

coloured plates of Funkia Sieboldii, var. Fortune!,

t. S67 ; Hibiscus Martii, t. 868, a species vrith large

cream-coloured flowers with a pink centre. The

Reports of Societies.

Lee and Blackheath : June 21 and 22.—This

thriving society held its show on the above days in

the grounds of John Penn, Esq., The Cedars, Lee.

Three good-sized tents were devoted to plants, cut

flowers, and fruits, and a smaller one was filled with

vegetables, which were produced in large quantities

and in excellent condition. Nothing could more
clearly have illustrated the difference that soil and

situation effects in a backward spring like the

present upon culinary vegetables than the quantities

of these here shown in unexceptionably fine condition

;

so different to what we have hitherto seen anywhere

this season—not one or two collections, but a number,

highly creditable.

For the special prize in the open class of eight

stove and greenhouse plants in flower, Mr. Smith, gr.

to C. W. Bourne, Esq., was 1st with a nice group, in

which the white-flowered Erica Shannonl was very

well done ; Bougainvillea glabra, remarkably highly

coloured ; a good Piraelea mirabilis, and Clerodendron
Balfourianum.—Mr. Robertson, gr. to John Penn,

Esq., 2d, having, amongst others, a fine Dipladenia
amabilis and Stephanotis floribunda. Fine-loliaged

plants were well and numerously shown. In the class

for four, Mr. Smith staged the best finished group in

the show : they consisted of Maranta Veitchii,

Alocasia metallica, Croton variegatus, and Yucca
variegata—all in beautiful condition, clean, bright,

and, as this description of plants should be, every leaf

perfect.

For six Fuchsias, J. N. Mappin, Esq., Blackheath
Park, took a decided lead with a well-flowered half-

dozen.

For six Palms, Messrs. Wright, nurserymen, Lee,

were 1st, staging a more than usually meritorious

lot, in which Corypha australis, Plectocomia assamica,

and a grand Areca Verschaffeltii were conspicuous.

Mr. Mappin was 2d with a well-matched even group.

For eight Ferns the competition was very close—
Mr. Smith, 1st ; his best plants were Neottopteris

nidus, Gleichenia spelunca;, and Cibotium princeps.

Mr. Mappin was a very near 2d ; in his collection

was a good Dicksonia antarctica, and a splendid

Davallia Mooreana, one of the finest and most beau-

tiful Ferns in cultivation.

There was a spirited competition in the class for a

group of plants staged for effect, occupying 30 super-

ficial feet. Wherever competitions of this kind exist,

those who arrange the schedules would do well to

imitate the Blackheath committee in defining abso-

lutely the exact space to be filled. To leave

the extent to be occupied by each exhibitor to his

own choice, or even to restrict the space that

each is to cover to not more than a certain

given area, is to reduce the thing to an uncertainty,

that always has the effect of lessening the number who
will enter the lists. There is nothing like defining

exactly, in all cases, what each competitor has to do,

neither more nor less. The first and second groups

were much better done than these exhibits usually

are ; and now, when in almost every private establish-

ment this plant-furnishing is more or less required, to

offer prizes for groups of sufficient size to illustrate

the principle properly, is a step in the right direction

—a long way in advance of giving prizes for baskets of

plants, which are too much cramped to exemplify

either taste in arrangement or the individual merits of

the plants employed, and are generally unmeaning
combinations of badly-grown things. Mr. Robertson
was 1st, Mr. Mappin 2d.

Gloxinias were well shown, Mr. Mappin being 1st,

with erect and half-erect kinds ; Mr. Stewart, gr. to

H. Paine, Esq., 2d. For four Orchids, Messrs.

Wright were 1st, their best plants being Odontoglossum
Alexandra and Oncidium macranthum. They were
also 1st for six Dracenas. Single plant in flower :

Mr. Devilla, Lewisham, 1st, with a nicely bloomed
Stephanotis.

Here, as elsewhere, it was too early for cut Roses.

Mr. Smith was 1st for twelve and also for a box of

cut flowers. Stand of flowers for table decoration :

Mr. Meards, gr. to H. Bayley, Esq., 1st; Mr. Saville,

nurseryman, 2d.

There was a small show of fruit. Three bunches of

black Grapes : Mr. Jeffery, gr. to— Smith, Esq., 1st. j

Mr. Ward, gr. to F. J. Williams, Esq., Oaklands,

Lewisham, 2d. Three bunches of white Grapes:

Mr. Ward was 1st with Muscat of Alexandria, and also

for a single bunch. Six Peaches : 1st, Messrs. Wrightj

2d, Mr. Bums, gr. to Sir Spencer Wilson.

As we have already said, the culinary vegetables

were exceedingly well shown: in the special prize

competition for a collection Mr. Robertson was
1st, Mr. Smith 2d, and Mr. Devilla 3d. {From a

Correspondent.)

West Kent Horticultural: 7h«<- 24. — The
annual show of this Society, which generally takes

place about midsummer, is one of the best of the

suburban exhibitions with which we are acquainted.

This year, as last, it was held by permission in

Camden Park, Chislehurst—a very picturesque spot,

and one well adapted for such a floral gathering.

A fine tent, 300 feet long, was entirely filled with
plants, some exceedingly well, and most of them
creditably grown. Another, 200feet long, was devoted
to plants and vegetables ; a third, 100 feet long, was
filled with table decorations, bouquets, and similar

objects ; and a fourth. So feet long, was filled with
Roses and other cut flowers and fruit. The morning
was wet, but the weather cleared up later in the day,

and a numerous company visited the show. One
praiseworthy feature of this Society is that it awards
prizes to the best arranged cottagers' gardens, and also

for the best taste in training creepers, &c., over
cottages—the cottager being ineligible if in receipt of

more than 2^s. per week, or if living in a cottage

rated at more than ;f ro per annum.

Some very good examples of stove and greenhouse
plants were staged, and a fair sprinkling of Orchids.

The 1st prize for twelve plants was taken by J. Mun.
ford, gr. to J. Scott, jun., Esq., in whose group was
a good Phccnocoma and two or three finely-bloomed

Ericas. Several capital lots of six plants were staged,

the 1st in position being Mr. F. Moudand, Belvedere
Park, who had a vigorous, handsome free-grown

Darwinia tulipifera, a fine Ixora, and a large well-

bloomed Pimelea. Mr. Bayhara, gr. to Mrs. R.
Gladstone, was 2d, and his group contained the
seldom-seen and beautiful Meyenia erecta, well

bloomed ; with Clerodendion Balfourianum and Alla-

manda Ilendersoni, both in fine condition. Some very

good examples of fine-foliaged plants were exhibited.

In the 1st prize group of nine, shown by Mr. Morse,
gr. to W. C. Pickersgill, Esq., was one of the hand-
somest plants of Cycas revoluta ever seen, about 6 feet

across, fresh-looking and perfect in every part, the

leaves hiding the pot. Here also was a fine Dsemono*
rops periacantha, Pandanus Veitchii, Davallia

Mooreana, and Alocasia Lowii and metallica, all in

fine robust condition. The 1st prize for six plants

was given to Mr. Crane, gr. to Mrs. Green, who had
a fine bushy Nepenthes Phyllamphora, labelled distilla-

toria ; a nice young plant, well developed, of Croton
Weismanni ; and a vigorously grown Adiantum
Farleyense. The 2d lot, from Mr. G. Smith, gr. to

G. W. Bowman, Esq., contained a good Dicksonia
antarctica. Yucca aloifolia variegata, a grand Alocasia

metallica, and Maranta Veitchii. In the 3d group,
belonging to Mr. Bayham, was a very fine plant

of Dleffenbachia Bowmanni. Two or three

collections of well-grown Caladiuras were shown, the

largest by Mr. Gammon, gr. to C. Boosey, Esq. ; and
a smaller but brighter lot by Mr. Monckton, gr. to

J. B. Alston, Esq. A group of six flowering

Begonias from Mr. Mumford, gr. to J. Scott, jun.,

Esq., contained Vesuvius, Sedeni, and Model. Seven
fine lots of foliage Begonias were staged, the best

coming from Mr. Talmage, gr. to A. R. Pearce,

Esq.—bold, fresh, and well-coloured examples. A
nice set of four Draccenas, consisting of Chelsoni,

amabilis, Mooreana, and stricta, from Mr. Morse,

gr. to W. C. Pickersgill, Esq., took the 1st prize,

three other lots being shown. The best Achimenes
were those brought by Mr. Crane ; and the best

Gloxinias those of Mr. G. Osborne, gr. to J. R.
Mappin, Esq.

Ferns were not largely shown, but represented by
some good specimens. The best set of six came from
Mr. Loveland, gr. to J. G. Hepburn, Esq., Sidcup,

who had Adiantum Farleyense, Gymnogramma Mar-
tensii, and very well-grown plants of Lomaria gibba

and Blechnura brasiliense. The 2d lot, from Mr. G.
Coote, gr. to W. Nash, Esq., had a fine plant of

Asplenium bulbiferum dissectum, shown as A. vivi-

parum. The best specimen Fern was a Gleichenia

flabellata, from Mr. Aiken, gr. to J. Batters, Esq.,

a dense bushy plant 4 feet across. Mr. Aiken also

showed a good miscellaneous group in which were

several well-bloomed Orchids. The best hardy Ferns,

the best Fuchsias and the best Zonal Pelargoniums,

were contributed by Mr. G. Neighbour, gr. to G.

Wythes, Esq.

There was a good display of dinner-table arrange-

ments, bouquets, &c., but these things are so much
matters of taste that they cannot be criticised In the

space at our disposal. To our minds the 1st prize

arrangement was one of the worst of those set up for

competition.

Vegetables were shown in considerablequantitiesand

of very good quality. Fruit was rather scanty. Three
bunches of Buckland Sweetwater, from Mr. F. More-
land, Belvedere Park, were the best white Grapes
shown ; and the three best Black Hamburghs came
from Mr. Crane. Mr. Moreland had also the best

single bunch of Black Hamburghs. The finest

Peaches were fi-om Mr. Coote, and the best Nectarines

from Mr. Neighbour, both being well swelled and
highly coloured, showing the unmistakeable finish

which goes with high quality.
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Very fine miscellaneous groups of plants were con-

tributed by Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Mr. B. S. Wil-

liams, Mr. J. Wills, Messrs. James Carter & Co.,

Messrs. Rollisson & Sons, Mr. J. Laing, and Mr. J.

H. Ley. {From a Correspondent.)

Botanical of Edinburgh : June 8.—The Society

met at the Royal Botanic Garden, when Mr. William

Gorrie occupied the chair.

The following communications were read :

—

1. On the diseases of certain garden plants and

fruit trees. By Dr. Alex. Hunter. (See p. 786,

vol. V.)

2. Report on the open-air vegetation at the Royal

Botanic Garden. By Mr. McNab. (See p. 785,

vol.v.)

3. Notes on the Phyllotaxis of the young shoots of

some Conifers. By Mr. John Sadler.

4. Notice of fossil plants from Somersetshire. By
Mr. D. Grieve.

5. Note on Melon seeds which germinated within

the fruit. By Dr. Dyce Duckworth ; communicated

by Dr. Isaac Bayley Balfour.

6. Miscellaneous notices.

Mr. McNab stated that in November last Mr.

Gorrie distributed to the members seeds of a plant

picked from a cargo of Wheat sent to Leith from

Palestine. The seeds were reported to give bitterness

to bread made from Wheat containing them. These

seeds had germinated freely, and flowering plants were

placed on the table. It has turned out to be Cephal-

anthera syriaca, a not uncommon annual weed in the

grain-fields of Syria.

Dr. Isaac Bayley Balfour exhibited a plant of

Acranthus arachnites, an Orchid with remarkable look-

ing flowers, which he had brought from Rodrigues

last year. The plant is flowering freely in the stove

at the Botanic Garden. He also called attention to a

plant of Gastronema Smithiana, of Herbert, now in

flower in the garden. The bulb had been sent from

the Cape of Good Hope by Miss E-imonstone.

Mr. McNab called attention to a collection of

eighty species of alpine and herbaceous plants in

flower on the table. These included Symphyandra
Warner!, Myosotis alpestcis, with pure white flowers,

Iberis jucunda. Primula sikkimensis, Verbascum
bugutefolium, Thalictrum tuberosum, Cathcarlia

villosum, Phlox bifida, Oxytropis cyaneus, O. Halleri,

Trifolium subterraneum, also two beautiful forms of

Saxifrages raised from seed of S. nepalense [? pyra-

midalis], one having large petals with a ring of crim-

son spots and long narrow leaves, while the other

form has large pure white petals and broad ligulate

leaves. Mr. Milne, Kevock, exhibited flowering

branches of Euphorbia aleppica from his garden at

Lasswade.
The following donations to the Museum at the

Royal Botanic Garden were noticed :—From Mrs.

Ross, late of RockviUe, Edinburgh, a number of

ornamental articles of furniture made from knots of

Elm and Plane, also a beautiful specimen of burnt

Wheat straw in glass case ; from Dr. King, Calcutta,

bottle of Cinchona alkaloids, prepared at the Govern-
ment Cinchona plantation, Mungpoo, British Sikkim ;

from Dr. H. Mitchell, Trinidad, leaves of Erythro-

xylon Coca ; from T. McMicking, Helensburgh, a

collection of 144 species of Ceylon Ferns.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT BLACKHEATH, LONDON,
For the Week ending Wednesday, June z8, 1876.
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Vhghtablhs.

Artichokes, per doz. 4 o-
— Eng. Globe, doz. 4 o-
Asparagus (English),
per bundle ..20-

Beans, French.p. 100 i 3-
— Longpod, 3i-sieve 2 o-
Beet, per doz. ..10-
Cabbages, perdoz. ..10-
Carrots, per bunch., o 6-

Cauliflowers, spring,
per dozen . ..20-

Celery, per bundle., i 6-
Chilis, green, doz. ..16-
Cucumbers, each ..04-
Endive, per doz. ..10-
— Batavian, p. doz. 2 o-
Herbs, per bunch ..02-
Horsc Radish, p, bun, 30-50
Potatos (new).—Jersey Kidneys, 14J, to i8j,

14^. Cherbourg Kidneys, 14J. ; Rounds, lu. to 12^.

zance Kidneys, i6s. to 205. per cwt.—Old : Rocks, 10
ziQS. ; Regents, 140X. to jSoj. : Flukes, 130J. to i6oi.

;

torias, I30J. to i6aj. per ton. Stocks nearly exhausted.

Leeks, per bunch . . 02-0
Lettuces, per score.. 30- ..

Mint, green, bunch 04-..
Mushrooms, per pott. 10-2
— buttons, do. .. 40-..

Onions, young, bun. 04-0
Parsley, per bunch. . 04- .

.

Peas, green, perqt. .. i 6- ..

Potatos, Sweet, p. lb. 06-..
Radishes, per bunch, o i- o
— Spanish, doz. .. 10-..

Rhubarb, per bundle 06-1
Shallots, per lb. ..06-..
Spinach, per bushel 30-..
Tomatas, per doz. .. 30- ..

Turnips, new, bundle 09-11
Veg. Marrows, each 06-..

Rounds, I2J. ti

Cut Flowers.

Arum Lilies, per doz. 4 (

Carnations, 13 bunch. 6 (

Cornflower, per doz. 2 (

Eschscholtzias, doz. 2 (

Eucharis, perdoz. .. 6 (

Gardenia, per doz. . . 2 <

Heliotropes, 12

Mignonette, 12

Nemopiiila, 12

Pelargoniums, 1

spr.

spr.

Pelargonium

Pinks, white, 12 bun.
— coloured, 12 bun.
Primula, dbl., p. bun.
Roses, indoor, p. doz.
— outdoor, 12 bun.
Spiraea, 12 sprays ..

Stephanotis, 12 spr.

Sweet Peas, la bun.
Stocks, 12 bunches..

Plants in Pots.

Arum Lilies, per doz. 6 o-iS o
Begonias, per doz. .. 6 0-12 o
Bouvardias, do. ..12 0-18 o
Calceolaria, perdoz. 4 o-iS o— herbaceous, doz. 6 o~i8 o
Campanulas, p. doz. 12 0-18 o
Coleus, per dozen . . 40-90
CrassuJa, per doz. . . 18 0-30 o
Cyperus,do. .. .. 6 0-12 o
Dracaena terminalis 30 0-60 o— viridis, perdoz. 18 0-24 o
Ficus elastica .. 2 6-1 ; o
Fuchsia, per doz. .. 6 0-18 o
Heaths, in var. , doz. 12 0-30 o
Heliotrope, per doz. 6 0-12 o

Hydrangea, per doz. 9 0-18 o
Lobelia, per dozen .. 4 0-12 o
Mignonette, do, ,. 60-90
M yrtles, do 3 o- g o
Nasturtiums, dozen 40-90
Palms in variety.each 3 6-21 o
Pelargoniums, scarlet,

per doz. .

.

. . 3 o- g o
— in variety, doz. 9 0-24 o
Petunias,double.doz. g 0-36 o— single, per doz. . 6 0-12 o
Roses, Fairy, do. .. 9 0-15 o— various, do. . . 18 0-30 o
Spiraea, perdoz. .. 9 0-24 o

SEEDS.
London : June 29.—Since our last report the seed

trade has exhibited no noteworthy feature of interest.

Stocks of Clover and Trefoil are reduced to unprece-
dentedly narrow limits, in fact it would be ditticult, even
if not quite impossible, to scrape together from all parts
of London, say half a ton of good Trefoil seed. The
complete exhaustion of this article is something quite
novel, for now a great many years past the stock of old
and yearling Trefoil always in store has been fully equal
to the average growth of a single season : and this super-
abundance of supply has naturally depressed values.

New French Trifolium for delivery during July or August
excites some attention, but the actual amount of bu.siness

as yet transacted is limited. Sowing Mustard and Rape
seed keep in fair request, on unaltered terms. Late as it

is occasional orders still drop in for spring Tares. For
Canary seed, notwithstanding the heavy concession
offered by holders, there is scarcely any demand what-
ever ; as a result of the extreme rates solong realised by
this seed, very many fewer birds seem now to be kept than
was formerly the case. Hemp seed continues steady at its

late advance. Blue boiling Peas appear to be now
nearly all used up; for the few parcels remaining buyers
are easily found. Linseed shows no variation from its

present low level of value, ^ohn Shaw 6* Sons, Seed
Merchants, 37, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

CORN.
At Mark Lane on Monday there was no appreciable

alteration in the value of English Wheat, but foreign

declined is. per quarter. P'ine Barley was held for pre-

vious quotations, but inferior sorts were somewhat
cheaper. Malt was dull, with a tendency in buyers'

favour. Oats were from yi. to 6^/. lower on the week,
but a more moderate inquiry prevailed for sound Corn.
Maize remained flat, at irregular prices. Beans and Peas
were slow of sale, and the value of both drooped. In

flour the small business done was at rather less money.
—Trade on Wednesday was dull. The supply of

English Wheat was very small, but there was a good
show of foreign, and the value of the latter further

suffered in some instances. Barley presented no change,
and Malt was reported the same. Oats were in fair

supply, and prices drooped rather. Maize was flat.

Beans and Peas were cheaper when pressed. Flour was
nominally without alteration.—Average prices of corn
for the week ending June 24:—Wheat, 48J. a^. ; Barley,

32J. dd. ; Oats, 285. iirf. For the corresponding week
last year:—Wheat, 42J. iirf. ; Barley, 42J. 3./. ; Oats,

31J. locf.

POTATOS.
The Borough and Spitalfields markets reports state

that old Potatos are now nearly exhausted, and the de-
mandfor them small. New Potatos are freely bought, and
the prices for Jerseys range from 150J. to o-oos. per ton.

The following are the quotations for old :—Regents,
i4or. to 180J. per ton ; Victorias, 200J, to 230J. ; flukes,

190J, to 210J.

STEVENS'
TRENTHAM GREENHOUSE BOILER,

After lonff experience, has proved the most SIMPLE
ECONOMICAL, EFFECTUAL and LASTING BOILER
extant ; recently much improved For Illubtralions, with
full particulars, apply to the Sole Makers

F. & J. SILVESTER.
Castle Hill Foundry, Engineering and Boiler Works,

Newcastle, Staffordshire.

S^ Our Boilers are the only ones made with the sanction
and under the inspection of the inventor, Mr. Stevens- all

others being base imitations.

AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES,
STEAM PLOUGHING MACHINERY.

ROAD LOCOMOTIVES. TRAMWAY LOCOMOTIVES,
STEAM ROAD ROLLERS.

For Prices, Description, and Reports of \Vorking, apply

to the Manufacturers,

AVELING & PORTER,
ROCHESTER, KENT ; 72, CANNON ST.. LONDON,

E.C. : and 5, AVENUE MONTAIGNE, PARIS.

AvELiNG & Porter's ENGINES have gained the highest

Prizes at every important International Exhibition. The Two
Medals for Progress and Merit were awarded them at Vienna

for their STEAM ROLLERS and ROAD LOCOMOTIVES :

and at the last trials of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England their AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES gained

the First Prize after exhaustive trials, when one of their lo-horse

power Engines, fitted with single slide and ordinary link-

motion, indicated 35-horse power, with a consumption of three

afid ottc-fi/th pounds o/cont^er horse-power per hour.

<=^

iiiy New Patent Garden Pump.
Price 25^. complete

(Packed for Rail, 2i. extra).

THE

This Pump is on an en-

tirely new principle, and for

eTse of working and port-

abiht> stands unrivalled.

% Descripti-ve Catalogue
S- gratis andpost-free.

NYE & CO.,
OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.

TONES'S PATENT "DOUBLE L"O SADDLE BOILER.

These Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle
Boiler, with the following improvements—viz., the water space
at back and over top of saddle increases the heating surface
to such an extent that a " PATENT DOUBLE L SADDLE
BOl LER will do about twice the amount of work with the same
quantity of fuel ; the cost of setting is also considerably reduced,
and likewise the space occupied ; at the same time these Boilers

simple in construction, and being made of wrought iron are
crack. They are made of the following sizes :

—

Sizes.
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EOYAL HOETICULTUEAL SOCIETY.

THE GREAT PRIZES, amounting to nearly £40, for VEGETABLES,
OFFERED BY

JAMES CARTER & CO.,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, 237 & 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C,

WILL BE COMPETED FOR ON JULY 19.

For the best brace of Cucumbers, one variety

For the best brace of Melons, dissimilar, to include

Bloxholm Hall

(
.St PrI:

(3d ..

SCHEDULE.
e .. £2 2 For the best Twelve Dishes of Vegetables, to

1101 include :— 12 Onions, 12 Carrots, 12 Turnips, 12

. . 10 6 Tomatos. 3 Cauliflowers, 3 Heads of Celery. 50
,. _ - Pods Peas, Carter's Commander-in-Chief; 50 Pods

' 1 1
Broad Beans, Pedigree Windsor ; 50 Pods French

'.. 10 6 I

Beans ; 12 Potatos, Porter's Excelsior .

£10 10
7 7

6 6

.330
,220

MESSENGER & COMPANY,
CONTRACTORS, MIDLAND HORTICULTURAL BUILDING AND HOT-WATER

ENGINEERING WORKS, LOUGHBOROUGH,

Beg to call attention to the above illustration, which shows i \cr> advantageous irrangement of Glasshouses which has been adopted for several

important \\ orks on M. .N:. Co. s recommendation.

Only thoroughly well-seasoned timber used. Glasshouses erected on Messenger's I in cost and maintenance. Messenger's Patent Boilers, Flexible Jointed Hot-water

patent principles are, owing to mechanical arrangements, very strong, most durable, Pipes and Valves, are now in use in many thousands of instances, with the greatest

light, elegant: perfect efficiency ioi purpose intended is faarj/ito<f/ are economical | success. Particulars on application.

Plans and Estimates forwarded. Ladies and Gentlemen waited upon. The Plans of Architects and others carried out. Illustrated Circular Free.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS.
Those about to erect Conservatories, Hothouses, Greenhouses, &c., are respectfully requested to

inspect those already built at my Works, Stanley Bridge, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

H. ORMSON'S PATENT TUBULAR CORNISH BOILER,
in conjunction with liis Patent Divisional Hot-water Apparatus, may be seen at tlie same time.

This Apparatus is the best and most efficient ever invented. There is no other like it. It gives the

Gardener complete command over the Temperature of his Hothouses, which he can increase or diminish as he

may find necessary, by bringing more or less pipes into action, the others remaining cold, and this in spite of

any acts of carelessness the Stoker may commit. It surpasses all other Hot-water Apparatus in the power it

gives of Economising Fuel. This system can be applied to Apparatus already fixed on the old plans.

Hot-water Pipes ^ Boilei's, &c., at Wholesale Prices, and Tenders given for Heating all Descriptions of Buildings.

Plans and Estimates for Horticultural Buildings of every Description, either in

Wood or Iron, to suit any Garden, Large or Small,

Designed and Constructed with strict regard to Economy of Price, Good Workmanship, Durability of

Material, and Practical Adaptation to their various Purposes.

Cast Iron and Slate Foundations (if preferred to Brickwork), which the Advertiser has been in the habit of using for the last 25 years.

HENRY ORMSON,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER APPARATUS ENGINEER,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.
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LASCELLL6 lAiEiNr li\l WOOD
CONSERVATORIES and GREENHOUSES.

Gardeners know that Wood
ing, and by the above syste

erected as cheaply as a plai

The curved house is mo
struction, and no bent glass

W. H. LASCELLES, i:

supply Drawings and Eslir

i better than Iron for Plant Grow
I a handsome curved house can b«

: durable, stronger, lighter In con

s required.

,
Bunhill Row. London, E.G., wU

.tes free of charge.

CARSONS' PAINT,
PATRONISED BY THE QUEEN,

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,

The Brltlsli, Indian and Colonial Governments,

8000 of the NoUlllty, Gentry, and Clergy,

Eallway and Canal Companies, Collieries, Iron-

masters, &;c., &c,.

Is extensively used for all kinds of

OUTDOOB WORK.
It is especially applicable to

WOOD, IRON, BRICK, STONE & COMPO.
CAN BE LAID ON BY UNSKILLED LABOUR.

Sold in all Colours.

2 cwt. free to all Stations.

Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials sent Post Free.

WALTER CARSON & SONS,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD.

LTJDQATE HILL, LONDON, E.G.

The Bast, Cheapest, and Most Durable Paint

for all kinds of Work, Internal and External, is

THE GRANITIC PAINT.— Its body is

superior to Lead, its durability far greater, and it is more

economical. Sold, ground in Oil, in ALL COLOURS, by the

GRANITIC PAINT COMPANY, Removed to 45, Fish

Street Hill, E.G.

Damp Walls Cured and Decay in Stone Prevented,
at a Trifling Cost, by

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSI-
TION.—Manufactured in all Colours, or as a COLOUR-

LESS LIQUID, by the

SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION and GRANITIC
PAINT COMPANY. Removed to 45. Fish Street Hill, E.G.

Oil Paint No Longer Necessary.

HILL AND SMITH'S BLACK
VARNISH for Preserving Ironwork, Wood, or Stone.

This Varnish is an e.vcellent substitute for oil paint on all out-

door work, while it is fully two-thirds cheaper.
_
It was intro-

duced upwards of thirty years ago by the advertisers, and its

genuine good quality, notwithstanding a host of unprincipled

imitators, is fully attested by its constantly increasing sale. It

may be applied by an ordinary labourer, requires no mi.\ing or

thinning, and is used cold. It is used in the grounds at

Windsor Castle, Kew Gardens, and at the seats of many hun-

dreds of the Nobility and Gentry, from whom the most flattering

testimonials have been received, which HlLt. & Smith will

forward on application.

Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at is. 6d. per gallon,

at the Manufactory, or is. 6d. per gallon carriage paid to any
Station in the Kingdom.

Unsolicited Testimonial,
Glangivitly . Llanpumpsant, Carmarthen, Nov. 27. 1S73.

—

** Mr. Lloyd Lloyd encloses cheque for ;^3 5^. , amount due to

Messrs. Hill & Smith, and he considers the Black Varnish

one of the most useful things he ever possessed."

Apply to HILL and SMITH, Erierly Hill Ironworks, near

Dudley: and 118, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.G., from

whom only it can be obtained.

CAUTION.—U having lately come to the knowledge of

Hill & Smith that spurious imitations of this Varnish are

oeing offered by unprincipled dealers at a slight reduction in

price, they would specially draw attention to the fact that every

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN .at WORK in every

Agricultural Coimty in England.
For particuhrs apply to JOHN FOWLER and CO.,

7t, Cornhill, London, E.G.. and Steam Plough Works. Leeds.

COWAN'S PATENT SYSTEM of
HEATING and HOT-WATER ENGINEERING in

all its branches. , . .

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS of every description.

Plaits and Estimates on Application, and Circulars post-free.

21, Whitehall Place, London. S.W., and The Vineyard,

Garston, near Liverpool.

BELGIAN GLASS for GREENHOUSES, &c.,
Can be obtained in .all sizes and qualities, of

BETHAM & SON,
9, LOWER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.G.

B. & S. have always a large Stock in London of 20-in. by
i2-in., 20-in. by 14-in., 20-in. by 16-in., in lO-oz. and zi-oz.

Window Glass, Sbeet Lead, Paints, &c,

THOMAS MILLINGTON AND CO.,
Importers and Manufacturers. New LIST of

PRICES, very much reduced, on application.

87, Bishopsgate Street Without, E.G.

Roslier's Garden Edging TUes.

1HE ABOVE and many other PATTERNS
in materials of great durability. The
plainer sorts are specially

'suited for KITCHEN
GARDENS, as they
harbour no Slugs 1

take up little room, an

further labour or expens
as do "grown" Edgings, consequently bei

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, S:c.,

very durable and ofsuperior finish, and in great variety ofdesign.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground
Street, Blackfriars, S.E.; King's Road, Chelsea. S.W.;
Kingsland Road. E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT " ACME FRAMES,"

PLANT COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES : also

for FOXLEY'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories. Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c.,

from 35, per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of plain or

more elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, lor Lining Walls of Dairies,

Larders, Kilchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable

Paving of great durability. Wall Copings. Drain Pipes and Tiles

of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates, Cement, &c
F. ROSHER AND CO., Brick and Tile Merchants.

See addresses above.

SILVER SAND,
fine or coarse grain as desired. Prices by Post per ton

or Truck Load, on Wharf in London, or delivered direct from

Pits to any Railway Station. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries.

KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any
quantities.

F. ROSHER and CO.—Addresses see above.

N.B.—Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.
A liberal Discount to the Trade.

Important to Farmers.

DAY, SON AND HEWITT, the Original and
Sole Proprietors of the STOCK-BREEDERS' MEDI-

CINE CHEST, for all disorders in Horses, Cattle, Calves,

Sheep and Lambs. These Chests contain the celebrated
" CHEMICAL EXTRACT," for Wounds, Swollen Udders, &c.
" GASEOUS FLUID " for Scour or Diarrhcea, and all Pains.
*' RED DRENCH." for Cleansing the Blood, and for Fevers.

"RED PASTE BALLS," for Conditioning Horses.
" BRONCHOLINE."for Huskor Hoose in Sheep and Lambs.
" GASEODVNE," for Heaving and Paining.

Prices, with " Key to Farriery," i^ l6s. id. and {fi 6s.

Each Preparation can be had separately, carriage paid.

Used for forty years throughout the United Kingdom and
British Colonies.

DAY, SON, AND HEWITT, 22, Dorset Street, Baker
Street, London, W.

SHAW'S TIFFANY, ELASTIC NET-
TING, CANVAS, Sic, for Shading, Protecting, and

other Horticultural Purposes. For Samples and Prices apply to

JOHN SHAW AND CO.. 29, Oxford Street. Manchester.

EDGINGTON'S GARDEN NETTING,
the cheapest and most durable, at id. per square yard,

or in quantities of 250. 500, or 1000 yards, carriage free.

EDGINGTON'S MARQUEES and GARDEN TENTS are

the prettiest.

EDGINGTON'S MARQUEES for Hire are the most hand-

some and capacious.
EDGINGTON'S RICK CLOTHS for 7r years have main-

tained their celebrity as the best.

HAYTHORN'S and WALLER'S NETTINGS.
A quantity of good Second-hand Government TENTS from

Abyssinia for Sale, Cheap.
Sample of material free on application.

Be particular—FREDK. EDGINGTON and CO., 52(only),

Old Kent Road. London, S.E^

TANNED NETTING, 2 yards wide,
i^id per yd. : 4 yds. wide, 3d. per yd. NEW THREAD

and TWINE GARDEN NETTING, i-inch mesh, i yd. wide,

7d. : 2 yds. wide, 4rf. : 4 yds. wide, id. per yd. HEXAGON
GARDEN NETTING, 76 meshes to the square inch, sd. per

yd FISHING NETS, TRAMMEL and FLUE NETS,
complete, any size, is. per square yd. BIRD NETS.
SPRING TRAPS for LARKS, &c.,7S. to los. CLAP NETS
for Bird Catching, 10 yds. long, 5 feet deep, with staffs, pull-line,

and stop-cord, £1 los. RAliBIT NETS, fixed twelve mesh
wide, jCi 5S. per 100 yds. ; eighteen mesh wide, £t iSs. comjilete,

and of the best quality. FLAMBS, 6s. per dozen.—W. CUL-
LINGFORD, WelUngton Road, Forest Gate, Stratford, London,

NETTING for FRUIT TREES,
SEED BEDS. RIPE STRAWBERRIES, &c.

TANNED NETTING for protecting the above from Frost,

Blight, Birds, &c., 2 yards wide. 3d. per yard, or 100 yards, 20J. ;

4 yards wide, 6d. per yard, or 50 yards, 20J.

NEWTANNED NETTING.suited for anyofthe above pur-

poses, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, 6rf. peryard : 4 yards

wide, IS. per yard : K-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, is. 6d. per yard.

Tl FFAN Y, 6s. 6d. and ys. dd. per piece of 20 yards.

EATON AND DELLER, 6 & 7, Crooked Lane, London Bridge.

SAMPLE BOOK of GARDEN NETTINGS,
HORTICULTURAL SHADINGS, &c., free by post

for two stamps.

JOHN EDGINGTON and CO.. 48, Long Lane, West
Smithfield, London. E.C. (Marquee, Tent, and Flag Makers
to the Royal Family.)

REVUE de I'HORTICULTURE BELGE
et fiTRANGKRE (Belgian and Foreign Horticultural

Review).—Among the principal Contributors are :—A. Allard,

E. Andre, C. Baltet, T. Buchelet, F. Burvenich. F. Cr<5pin,

Comte de Gomer, De Jonge van Ellcmeet, O. de Kerchove de
Denterghem, P. E. de Puydt, C. de Vis. J. Gillon, A. M. C.
Jongkindt Coninck, C. Koch, J. Kickx, L. Linden, T. Moore.
C. Naudin, B. Olivier, H. Ortgies, E. Pynaert, E, Rodigas.
A. Siraux, O. Thomas. A. Van Geert Son, H. J. Van HuUe, J,
Van Volxem. H. J. Vcitch. A. Westmael, and P. Wolkenstebi.

This Illustrated Journal appears on the ist of every month,
in Parts of 24 pages, 8vo, with a Coloured Plate and numerous
Engravings.

Terms of Subscription for the United Kingdom :—One year,

lOJ., payable in advance.

Publishing Office : 142, Rue de Bruxelles, Ghent, Belgium.

Post Office Orders to be made payable to M. E. PYNAERT.
at the Chief Post Office. Ghent.

THE CULTIVATOR.—A Portuguese
Monthly Agricultural Journal, which circulates in

Portugal and her possessions, and in the Principal Towns of

the Brazils.

Tliis Paper offers an excellent medium for Advertisements of

every description of industry and of every article of consump-
tion in the countries and places above mentioned.

Advertising charges, ^d, per square inch. Translation included.

Ten per cent. Discount for six months ; 20 per cent. Discount
for twelve months, if paid in advance.
Address, the Editor of the Cultivator, St. Michael's, Azores.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SOUTH WaTeS ADVERTISER.

CONTENTS :—

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Drawn and Engraved

specially for this Journal).

NATURAL HISTORY (Original Articles).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS.
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE,
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation

throughout the Australian Colonies, New Zealand,

Polynesia, &c. It contains a large amount of informa-

tion on a great variety of subjects.

Subscription in Advance, £1 per Annum.
Single Copies, ^d. ; Stamped, ^d.

Publishing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South
Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Agents are authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS,
which must be paid in advance, for the SYDNEY
MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY MAIL ;—

London ,.., Mr. George Street, 30, Cornhill, E.C.

Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lom-
bard Street, E.C.

Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride

Street, Fleet Street, E.C.

Birmingham Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

Liverpool ,, Lee & Nightingale, 15, NorthJohn Street.

Bristol James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance

Buildings,

Edinburgh . . Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow .... W. Porteous & Co., 15, Royal Exchange
Place.

Copies of each Journal are filed at the above Offices

for the use of Advertisers.

Notice.

(By AppointiiteHt to ilie Royal Horticultural Society.}

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS,
NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT
ADVERTISEMENTS in all Newspapers, Magazines,

and Periodicals. List of London Papers on application.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents,
59, Flest Street, E.C.
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T HE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
for MONDAY, June 26.

Contents.

Alexandra Palace Horse Show—American Centennial—
Banwell Parish Show—Beer in Harvest—Belfast Agricultural

Show—Books Noticed— Bran—Note from Cardigan—Cheese-
making in Australia— Seed Corn—Note from Cornwall

—

Cotswold Sheep—Cricket—Dairy Spectacles—ITie Dorking
Fowl—Draining—Note from Dublin—Note from Durham-
Note from Edinburgh—Note from Essex—Estate and Farm
Improvement—Experiments—Flower Shows— Garden of the

Farm -Harvest Prospects—Highland and Agricultural Society

—Hop Plantations— Horse Show—Lameness in Horses-
Ireland (North East) Agricultural Show— Note from Kent

—

The Labour Question—Note from Lancashire—Landowners in

Ireland—Lightfoot's Patent Lever Bit—Live Stock Losses

—

Mathematical Agriculture — Mechi's Agricultural Notes —
Meetings for 1876—Morality of Dairying—Mowing Machines
—Notes of the Week—Note from Notts—Old Giass Land—

A

Parish Show—Our Potato Fields—Poultry Records—Preston
Show—Prices of Wheat. 1876—Saxmundham Show—Underley
Shorthorns— Steam Ploughing—Note from Surrey—Tomato
Culture—A Turkey Cock—Underley Herd—The Weather-
Webb's Seed Farms-Wheat Prices in 1S75 — Note from
Yorkshire.

Price 4i/. : post-free 4j^</. Published by William Richards,
at the Office, 7, Catherine Street, Strand, W.C.

THE FLORLST and POMOLOGIST for

JULY contains Coloured Plates of RHODODENDRON
(jasminiflorum) PRINCE LEOPOLD, and PEACHES
HALE'S EARLY and EARLY VICTORIA, with descrip-

tions by the Editor and Mr. A. F. Barron. Also the following

Articles :-Carnation and Picotee, Chap. VII., by E. S. Dod-
well. Esq —The Polyanthus, by Mr. M. Saul.—New Tuberous
Begonias. Illustrated, by the Editor.—The Fruit Crops in

North Notts, by Mr. W. Tillery.—The Naturalisation of
Plants, by Mr. F. W. Burbidge.- Garden Work for July, by
Mr H. Knight, Mr. W. Coleman, and Mr. J. Powell-
Foliage Begonias, by Mr. G. Potts, jun.—The Auricula, Chap,
in., by the Rev. F. D. Horner.—Raising New Varieties of
Carnations and Picotees, by Mr. G. Rudd.—Notes on Newer
Potatos, by Mr. R. Dean.—Hardy Primroses, by Mr. A. Dean.
—Garden Gossip ; Slate Foundations, Rand's Orchid Culture,
Paul's Villa Gardening. Heath's Fern Paradise, &c.
The FLORIST and POMOLOGIST is issued monthly,

price 1!. London : 171, Fleet Street, E.C.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE de
FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CHi?:RE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1865 by F.

BURVENICH, E. . PvNAKRT, E. RoDitiAS, and H. J. Van
HULLE, Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian
Government at Ghent. Post paid loj. per annum.
H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Gardens, Ghent, Belgium.

WANTED, a WORKING HEAD GAR-
DENER, where a good Under Gardener is kept.

Must thoroughly understand trie Management of both Flower
and Kitchen Gardening, Grapes, S:c. One whose wife could
undertake the Laundry-work would be preferred.—CAPTAIN,
Mr. Mount, Canterbury.

XnTED, immediately, a GArT-
DENER, at the Royal Surrey County Hospital,

Guildford. Wages, 125. per week, with board.—For further

particulars apply to the MATRON.

WANTED, a GARDENER, where help is

given; Frames, Greenhouses. Flower and Kitchen
Garden. Wages, 26^. per week, no lodging, and no extras or
perquisites whatever. None but those who can have a
thoroughly good personal character need apply,—H. S., St.

Stephen's Club, Westminster, S.W.

WANTED, a GARDENER, in an old-
fashioned Garden, where one other Man is kept.

Must understand Roses and Conifers. Good character indis-

pensable.—A. B. . Barker is: Co., Advertising Agents. 1, Castle
Court, Birchin Lane, E.C.

WANTED, in Sussex, as WORKING
GARDENER, an industrious Man. One who would

be generally useful, and only a man accustomed to work need
apply.—W. H,, Ganieturs' ChronuU Office, W.C.

WANTED, as SECOND GARDENER, a
steady, industrious Man. Good wages given, with

house.—H. T., The Elms, Great Sutton, Cheshire.

WANTED, a SECOND or UNDER
GARDENER (age about 20) ; must have some know-

ledge of Stove and Greenhouse Plants.—Apply, by letter,

statmg particulars and wages required, to Mr. STEAINS,
West Hill, Putney, S.W.

ANTED, as OUTDOOR FOREMAN, a
good Grower and Forcer of Vegetables for Market.

—

H. DICKINSON, Fruit Forcing Grounds, Shardlow, near

Nursery Foreman.
WANTED, an active, reliable MAN to take

the entire Charge of a small Nursery in the South of
Scotland ; must be well up in Roses, Fruit Trees, and Bedding
Stuff.—A. B. & Co., Gankiiers Chronicle Office, W.C.

ANTED, a Young MAN in the Flower
and Kitchen Garden, under Head Gardener (not under

18) : must have been accustomed to Garden Work.—Apply, by
letter, to GARDENER, Broxholme. Ripley, Yorkshire.

WANTED, a MAN to Grow Cucumbers
and Soft-wooded Stuff. Wages 225. td. per week, over-

time paid for; 3J. allowed for Sunday when turn comes.

—

Apply personally, R. CHILDS, 65, Rye Lane, Peckham. S.E.

WANTED, Two or Three Young MEN, for
a permanency, accustomed to Potting, Tying, and

Growing Plants for Market. Also a young Man as PROPA-
GATOR.—State wages and full particulars as to capability, &c..ENOCH WHITE. Bournemouth Nurseries. Bournemouth.

WANTED, a Young MAN, active and
sober, to work in the Houses and make himself

generally useful.—R. WEATHERILL, Woodside Nurseries.
North Finchley, N.

WANTED, Two or Three steady Young
MEN, to Bud Roses, &c. Must have good character.

—State names of last employers, and wages required, to

EWING AND CO., Niu-serymen, Norwich.

WANTED, One or Two active Young
MEN. to Bud Roses and assist in the Houses.-Send

references, &c.. to JOHN HOUSE, Eastgate Nursery,
Peterborough.

WAN'TED, a steady, industrious MAN,
accustomed to Nursery Work : one who can Paint the

Houses and do occasional bits of Glazing.—CHARLES
KERSHAW, Head Syke Nurseries, Brighouse, Yorkshire.

ANTED, a SHOPMAN, in a Wholesale
Seed Warehouse ; must be thoroughly experienced,

and well up in Garden and Flower Seeds, and a good Counter-
man —Stale age, and amount of experience, to A. F.,
Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

WAN T PLACES.
BS. WILLIAMS having at the present

• time sevfcrai very excellent GARDENERS upon his

Register, is desirous of placing ihem in Situations where great
experience and trust are required. B. S. W. would at the same
time beg to intimate that when a Gardener is applied for that
the filling of the situation should be left with him, as that would
prevent unnecessary correspondence and delay.—Victoria and

Upper Holloway, London, N.

Head Gardeners.

JOHN LAING can at present recommend
with every confidence several energetic and practical

5ted ability and first-rate character. Ladi
Gentlemen in WANT of GARDENERS
or GARDENERS for First-rate Establishm

ind have full pait!

BAILIFFS,
T Single-hand
s by applying
Forest Hill,

GARDENER (Head), to any Nobleman or
Gentleman requiring the services of a thorough practical

Man in all branches of Horticulture. — Age 39, married, no
family: well versed in the general routine of Gardening;
Land and Stock if required. Good references.—G. R., 2, Ash
Place, Erith Road, Pexley Heath, Kent.

/^ARDENER (Head).— Married; thoroughly
V-^ experienced in every branch of the profession ; also in

the Management of Land and Stock. Twenty years* good cha-
racter (seventeen in one placej as Head.—GARDENER, 52,
Edward Street, Newport, Monmouthshire.

GARDENER (Head), where four or five
Men are kept.—Married, no family : understands Early

and Late Forcing. Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Melons, and
Cucumbers.—A. B., Elliott's Library, Stroud, Gloucestershire.

(^ARDENER (Head, Working), where
V^ one or more arc kept.—Age 25. single ; has a good
knowledge of the profession in all its branches. Six years"
good character.—X. Y.. 10. West Street. Croydon, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 42 ;

thoroughly practical in all branches. Twelve years'
character from two last places. —Please state wages, &c,, to
W. G., 65. Nursery Road, near BrUton Station. Brixton, S.W.

GARDENER (Head, Working), where
two or three are kept.—Age 28, single ; understands

Gardening in all its branches. Ten years' experience. Good
character.—Q. U., Post-olTice, Hampton. Middlesex.

r^ARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 33,
^--^ married; has a thorough practical knowledge of the
profession, including Flower. Fruit.' and Kitchen Gardening,
Vines, Pines, &c. ; good Plantsman. Two years' good character
—gardener, Park Hill House, Clapham Park. Surrey.

GARDENER (Head, Working), age' 31,
married, two children.

—

Edward Holmes can recom-
mend as above a Man who is a first-class Fruit Grower, well up
in all branches of the profession, including Early and Late
Forcing, Flower and Kitchen Gardening, &c. Two and a half
years in last situation. Death of proprietor cause "of leaving.
First-class testimonials as to character and ability.—Whittington
Nursery, Lichfield.

GARDENER (He.\d, or good Single-
handed). — Married : thoroughly praclical in all

branches of the profession. Two and a half years' personal
ch.aracter.~W. C, 3, Pleasant Cottages, King's Road,
Tottenham. London.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or other-
wise).—Married ; understands his duties thoroughly, and

IS a working Man.— W., Posl-omce, Newport, Isle of Wiglil.

/^ARDENER (SECOND, or Single-VJ handed).—Age 24, s'uigle : no objection to a Cow.
Kensington, or near, preferred.-J. T., 48, Earl's Court Road,
Kensington, W.

GARDENER (Second).—Age 22 ; under-
stands Flower and Kitchen Gardening, Conservatories,

&c. Character will bear the strictest investigation.—H. D., 6,
Birkbeck Road, Beckenham, Kent.

GARDENER (Second).—Age 22 ; under-
stands Vines. Peaches, Cucumbers, and Melons. Good

references.—Z. Y., Post-office. Hitcham, Leatherhead. Surrey.

ARDENER (Second). —Age 21 ; nine
years' experience, including Vines, Pines, Melons.

Cucumbers, and Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Good character'—W. W., 4, Beltevue Cottages, ChUIehurst, Kent.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or where
help is given).—Single; understands Vines. Melons,

Cucumbers, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Can have a
good character as to ability, sobriety, and honesty.—A. B.
I, Atwell Street, Rye Lane, Peckham, S.E.

'

ARDENER (Under), in a Gentleman's
Garden.—Young, respectable. Has some knowledge of
ifession.-A. B., Mrs. J. Read, Highbury, Hitchin.

a
GARDENER (Under), in a Gentleman's

Garden.—Aged iS. Five years' character.—W. SMITH.
Gardener, Gusden Hall, Newmarket, Suffolk.

rj^ARDENER (Under). — Age 22; good
V^ Scythe and Machine man. Bothy preferred. Good
character. —GARDENER, Leybourne Grange, near Maid-
stone, Kent.

GARDENER (Under), in a Gentleman's
Garden.—Age 2t : has been used to the Garden. Three

years' character. Bothy preferred.—Address, stating wages,
to T. A., A. Holland, Esq , Able Grove, Epsom.

GARDENER (Under), in a Gentleman's
Establishment.—A young Man : well up in Propagating,

&:c. Two years' good character. —Address, stating terms, to
I). WOOLNER, The Gardens, liuflord Abbey, Ollerton, Notts.

GARDENER (Under), in the Houses, in a
Gentleman's Garden.—Age 24 : three years' good cha-

racter. - A. B., Rendcomb Gardens, near Cirencester,
Gloucestershire.

J^OURNEYMAN, in any large Establish-
ment.—Age 20 ; four years' experience. Good references

—DAVID SANKEY, The Gardens, Leighton Hall, Welsh-
pool, Montgome rj'sh ire.

FOREMAN, or JOURNEYMAN in a good
Establishment.—Age 23.—State wages and particulars

of duties required, to J. JEFFERSON, Gardener, Carlton
House, Worksop.

FOREMAN, or good SECOND, in a
Gentleman's Establishment. — Age 23 ; has a good

knowledge of House-work. Three years' first-class character.
— F. F., Post-office, Wood Green, London, N.

FOREMAN (General), in a Nursery near
London.—Age 27, married; thoroughly experienced m

all branches.-H. K. B., The Nursery, Watford Road, St.
Albans. Herts.

FOREMAN (General).—Age 26, married
;

thoroughly e.xperienced in all branches. Good experience
in the Seed business. Good references.—W. H., Post-office
Northallerton.

IMPROVER, in a good Establishment—
Age 20; five years' good character. A small Premium

given if required. South of England preferred.—F. SAR-
GEANT. Maiden Newton, Dorset.

RAVELLER, or CORRESPONDENT and
SALESMAN. — A young Man, of good ability and

address. Has excellent references, and can speak and write
both French and German fluently.—B. C, Gardeners' Chronkle
Office, W.C.

HOPMAN (Second, or First in a small
Shop)—A young Man, with a good knowledge of the

Seed and Nursery Business, and used to attending Seed
Markets. Excellent reference.—C. Post-office, Hereford.

SHOPMAN (Assistant), or otherwise.

—

Age 20 : accustomed to Counter-work. Five years* ex-
perience. Good reference.—J. E. A., 5, Victoria Place, Queen

T^PPS'S COCOA.
J^-i grateful-comforting.

'" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern
the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful appli-
cation of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa. Mr. Epps
has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately-flavoured
beverage which may save us m.-iny heavy doctors' bills. It is by
the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution may
be gradually built up until strong enough to resist every
tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak point. We
may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti-
fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame."— C/i'fV
Service Gazette.

U RE AE RATE D WATE R S.
ELLIS'S RUTHIN WATERS.

Crvstal Springs— Soda. Potass, Seltzer, Lemonade, Liihia,
And for GOUT, Lithia and Potass

Corks Branded " R. ELLIS and SON, RUTHIN," and
every label bears their trade mark. Sold everywhere and
Wholesale ofEl.Lls& Son. Ruthin, N. Wales. London Aeents

-

W. BEST AND SONS, Henrietta St., Cavendish Sq.

HTa HAN'S L L W H I SKY.
Kinahan it Co. finding that, through the recommenda-

tion of the Medical Profession, the demand for their CELE-
BRATED old LL WHISKEY for purely medicinal purposes
is very great, think it will be satisfactory to the Public to read
the following extracts of the Analysis of the LL Whisky from
the eminent analyst, Dr. Arthur Hill Hassall.
" I have very carefully and fully analysed samples of this

well-known and popular Whisky. The samples were soft and
mellow to the taste, aromatic and ethereal to the smell. The
Whisky must be pronounced to be pure, well-matured, and of
very excellent quality. The Medical Profession may feel full
confidence in the purity and quality of this Whisky."

20. Great Titchfield Street. Oxford Street. London. W
T\INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.

The best remedy for ACIDITY of the STOMACHHEARTBURN. HEADACHE, GOUT, and
INDIGESTION : and the safest aperient for delicate
Constitutions. Ladies. Children, and Infants.

DINNEFORD and CO.,
171, New Bond Street, London, and all Chemists.

OLLOWAY'S PILLS: DECLINE
ARRESTED.—Wherever weakness exists in the hun-an

body the chances are it will be developed by summer. Chest
complaints are specially liable to intrude unless early symptoms
be met and checked. No more lamentable sight presents itself
than the daily sinking of the young through Consumption. At
the very outset of this disease these Pills are most effective
in purifying the blood, preventing iL"; stagnation in the lungs,
and removing the hacking cough. Helloway's Pills shou'd be
taken on the first warning of constitutional delicacy. Their
invigorating properties will soon establish tone and regularity
throughout the system, amend the digestion, regulate the liver,
and rouse the kidneys and bowels to natural and salubrious
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J_ OHN Warner & Sons,
MILLWRIGHTS^ FOUNDERS, HYDRAULIC, PNEUMATIC, and SANITARY ENGINEERS,

BELL and BRASS FOUNDERS to HER MAJESTY (by Special Appointment), BRAZIERS and COPPERSMITHS,

THE CRESCENT FOUNDRY, CRIPPLEGATE, LONDON, E.C.,
AND

THE FOUNDRY WORKS, WALTON-ON-THE-NAZE, ESSEX.

" When Coals are Dear use the Wind. The Wind Costs Nothing."

WARNER'S PATENT ANNULAR SAIL WINDMILLS AND PUMPS,

PORTABLE PUMP,
CAST-IRO:^ PJMP3.

THE EMPIRE WINDMILL.
For Small Estates, &c. ; a pleasing and attractive Machine, both in form and use.

Self-regulating, gives to the Wind like an Umbrella, perfectly secure in a Storm, simple and very powerful.

THE EMPIRE V/INDMILL.
A Powerful and Cheap Mill for Pumping, specially adapted for Raising Water for Gentlemen's Gardens,

Greenhouses, Conservatories, Villas, Cottages, Small Houses, and on Ships for raising Bilge Water.

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES, with Prices and full particulars, forwarded on application.

SWING WATER BARROW. THE LADIES' GARDEN EKQIKE. OARDEN EKGIKE.

&iN>=:^ -«(^C

GARDEN SYRINGES and PUMPS.

PUMPS OF EVBEY DESCEIPTION.

ILLUSTRATED and PRICED LISTS of WARNER'S HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS, comprising GARDEN ENGINES,

WATER BARROWS, PUMPS, SYRINGES, BRANCH \PIPES, RUBBER HOSE, FOUNTAIN YfETS, &-c.,

Will be sent upon application.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to " the Editor ; " Advertisements and Business Letters to " the PuMisher." « the Office 41. Wellinston Str«t Cove„, Garden^London WX.
Printed by William Richards at the Office of Messrs. Braobury, Agnew. & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published Dy tnt

said William Richards, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, CoYeiit Garden, in the said County.-SATURDAY July I, 1876.

Agent for Maichetter—John Hkywooi>. Agents for Scotland—Messri. J, Mbnzim & Co., Edinburgh and Glasgow.
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rJOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
t South Kensington. S.W.
The LAST GREAT FLOWER SHOW of the SEASON,

under the Great Tents. Magnificent display of PLANTS,
ROSES. GERANIUMS. FRUITS and VEGETABLES, and
PELARGONIUM SOCIETY'S SHOW, WEDNESDAY
and THURSDAY. July 19 and 20. Band of the Royal
Engineers each day. Admittance on Wednesday, ss. M., and

Thursday.^ u^ Tickets at the usual Agents, and the

Special Prizes will be offered by the

I the Garde
N.B. On this occasic

The Pelargonium Society I Messrs, Sutton & Sons (Vege-
(Zonal Pelargoniums), tables).

Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons
I
Messrs. Hurst & Sons (Veqe-

(Fruit). [tables). I tables).

Messrs. J. Carter & Co. (Vege-
|
Mr. Monro (Vegetables).

*^* AH Vegetables must be exhibited in the dishes supplied
by the Society.

THE BRIGHTON and SUSSEX
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S GRAND SUM-

MER EXHIBITION of PLANTS, FRUITS, and CUT
FLi jWERS. will be held at the Royal P.avilion and Grounds,
on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, July 12 and 13. The
A^hbury Cup, value 10 guineas, is offered lor the Best Stand
of Roses. 72 varieties, and Prizes on the same liberal scale as
former years. Schedules can be obtained on application to
EDWARD CARPENTER, Secretary, 96, St. Tames' Street

;

or of E. SPARY, Superintendent of the Exhibition, Queen's
Graperies, Brighton.

HIGHGATE HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

The ANNUAL SUMMER EXHIBITION of this Society
will be held (by permission of Edward Brooke. Esq.), in the
Grounds of Caen Wood Towers, High?ate, on THURSDAY,
July 13. Admission from 1 till 3 o'Clock, 2s. 6d.; from 3 till

5, IS.; from 5 till 8, 6rf. Children half-price. Bands in attend-
ance. Refreshments on the Grounds.

W, M. BUllCK, Secretarj-.

NEWPORT (MON.) and COUNTY
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The SECOND ANNUAL EXHIBITION of the above
Society will take place on THURSDAY. July 20.

Schedules of Prizes may be had on application to

L. RAILTON, ) „ <;

W. CHRISTOPHERS, Jun., (
"°" ^'"'

15, Commercial Street, Newport.

THE COVENTRY andWARWICKSHIRE
FLORAL and HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—The

SECOND SHOW of the Season will be held at Stoneleigh
Abbey, AUGUST 22. Special Prizes (open to all England)
for Roses (single trusses), in sets of 36, £5, jCz toj. ; for

Rosts (single trusses), in sets of 2.j. £3, £1 los.; for Roses
(single trusses), in sets of 12. £2. £1 : for Gladioli (spikes), in

sets of 24. £i, £2 : for Gladioli (spikes), in sets of 12, £2 tor.,

£1 los. Schedules and every information may be had from
32, Bishop Street, Coventry. THOS. WIGSTON, Sec.

KENDAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
AUTUMN SHOW, Kendal, AUGUST 31. The

follmying SPECIAL PRIZES are offered for Open Com-

Fifteen Stove or Greenhouse Plants, distinct, six- at least in

bloom.— 1st Prize. .£13 ; 2d,£j.
Collection of Fruit, ten varieties.— ist Prize, £S ; 2d, £i ;

3d. £2.
Entries to be made on or before August 16. Forms of Entry

s U TT O N 'S
for PASTURES, 22J

GRASS SEEDS
5rf. to 36J. per Acre. Carriage free.

s

UT TON'S GRASS SEEDS
for PARK GROUNDS. 201. per Bushel. Carriage free.

U T TON'S GRASS SEEDS
for GARDEN LAWNS, eos. per Bushel. Carriage free.

s UTTON'S GRASS SEEDS
for CROQUET GROUNDS, 20J. per Bushel. Carriage

s UTTON AND SONS, The Queen's
Seedsmen. Reading.

AE. BARNAART and CO., Vogelen-
• zang. Haarlem, Holland.—WHOLESALE CAT.A-

LOGUE of Hyacinths and other Dutch Bulbs may be had
free from

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD
Tower Street, London, E.C.

SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great

Ferns.WAND J. BIRKENHEAD devote almost
• the whole of their attention to the Cultivation ol

BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS. Their Collection consist-
ing of many thousands, they are enabled to offer them by the
dozen or hundred, at most rctsonablc Prices. CATALOGUES
sent on application.

Fern Nursery, Sale, near Manchester.

Bedding Plants, Bedding Plants.

TAMES HOLDER can supply Alternan-
^' theras, Ageratums, Alonsoas, Campanulas, Coleus,
Centaureas, Cineraria maritima. Chrj'santhemums, Delphi-
niums, Geraniums of sorts, Echeverias, Iroincs, Konigas,
Lobelias, Petunias, Senecios, &c., eight dozen for 2af., or four
dozen for loj. 6rf., basket included.

Crown Nursery. Reading.

Roses.

CHARLES TURNER'S magnificent CoUec-
tion of the above is now in great beauty, and an inspection

is respectfully solicited.

The new varieties, "OXONIAN," "MRS. BAKER."
MISSHASSARD,"S:c., raised at Slough, ate in splendid
bloom. CATALOGUES on applicaiion.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

New Zealand Native SUrub and Tree Seed.

GEORGE PURDIE and CO. li.ive always
on hand an assortment of the above, carefully selected.

Three and Five Guinea Collections, including the leading
AUSTRALIAN GUMS and WATTLES, post-free to all parts
of the World. All Orders must be accompanied by a remittance.
GEORGE PURDIE and CO., Seed Merchants, &c.,

Timaru, Canterbury, New Zealand.

RCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in
Pots ;—Peaches, Nectarines. Plums. Pears, Apples, Figs,

Apricots. Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant,

T
Grape Vines for Present Planting.

H-OMAS RIVERS AND SON
are now prepared to supply strong growing Canes of all

3est varieties. These will make fine rods during the
ler, thu.s saving a whole season.

The Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

To the Trade.

TURNIP SEED, New Green Barrel,
selected stock, for Sale. This splendid Turnip has

gained First Prizes in County Rutland, years 1872. '3, '4 and '5.

Apply to J. S. STOKES, Collyweston, near Stamford.

FOR SALE, for cash, a very superior stock
of SAVOY PLANTS. 3^. per tooo: COLEWORTS,

21. 6d. per icoo : WALCHEREN BROCCOLI, y. t>d. per tcoo.

Mr. J. HORTON, Joy Farm. Lewisham, Kent.

DRUMHEAD CABBAGE.— 1,000,000 good
plants to be Sold cheap. Price on application to

JOHN CATTELL. The Ni , Kent.

To tUe Trade.-'WWte Mustard and Rape Seed.

HAND F. SHARI'E have fine samples of
• AGRICULTURAL WHITE MUSTARD and

RAPE SEED for Sowing. Samples .and prices on .application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

EBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS:

also Plants of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of

different colours : AURICULAS, both Single and Double ; with
every sort of Early Spring Flowers. LIST on application.

Mr. WEBB. Calcot, Reading.

WEBB'S PRIZ'E COB FILBERTS,
and other PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS.

LISTS of these varieties Irom Mr. WEBB. Calcot. Reading.

Bose Buds.

WANTED a few Thousands in various sorts.
Address, with full particulars.

Bo.\ No. 7, Post-office, Kirkcaldy, N.B.

WANTED, some GLOIRE DE DIJON
ROSES, on their own roots, fit to bud on this season :

also LA FRANCE, on own roots, for the same purpose.

Address, A. E., Post-office, Cirencester.

CARTER'S GRASS SEEDS
forTawns and Parks, 20J. per bushel.

A R T E R'S GRASS SEEDS
for Permanent Pastures, 22s. 6d. to 361. per acre.

ARTE R'S GRASS SEEDS.
Carriage Free. To suit all Soils.

c ARTE R'S GRASS
for Renovating Meadows and Lawns, i!

SEEDS

CARTER'S, THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,
237 and 238, High Holbom, W.C.

M
Wood Engraving.

G. SMITH, Artist and
on Wood. 15, Mildmay Grove. London, N.

PRIMULA FIMBRIATA flore-plena.—
Double white and various other shades of colour : a few

hundreds of good plants in 48's are offered cheap at per 100,
to the Trade.—J. JACKSON, Nursery, Kidderminster.

TRICOLOR GERANIUMS. — 20,000
Mrs. Pollock and Sophia Dumaresque. at 3s 6./. perdoz

,

package included, or post-free at same price. The 'I'rade supplied.
ALFRED FRYER, The N urseries, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

Notice —Seeds, Seeds.

TirM. CUTBUSH AND SON can confidently

fair prices, post-fie : on application.

Higbgate, London, N.

MESSRS. JOHN SrAiNDISH AND CO.'S
strain of Cinerarias is now acknowledged to be the

finest in the Kingdom. Carefully saved Seed may no»v be had
post- ree at u 6d. and 2J. bd. per packet. Wholesale price to
the Trade on application.

Royal Nurseries. Ascot, Herks.

EAST LOTHIAN INTKRMEOIATE
STOCKS. " Genuine Seed of the above magnificent

Stocks, for present sowing, in packets. White, Puipic, ocarlet
and Wall-leaved White, at i^.. vs. 6ii. and ^s. each colour.
THOMAS MEI'HVEN and SONS. 15. Princes Street,

EdinbMigh.

CATALOGUES. — His Excellency Pierre
Wolkenstein will feel greatly obliged if NuniCrj-men and

Seedsmen will kindly send him their Catalogues. They should
be forwarded (by post to

S. E. PIERRE WOLKENSTEIN, Secrftaire de la Socie'tc

Impftiale d'Horticulture de Riissie, St. Petersburg.

DUTCH BULBS, &C.— Before ordering
Hy.acinths. Tulips, Crocus. &c.. for the ensuing season.

Nurserymen and the "Trade generally should send for P. Van
Waveren. Jun., & Co.'s (Hillegom, Haarlem, Holland)
WHOLESALE CATALOGUE. It may be had free on
appliotion to

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 3. Harp Lane, Great
Tower Street, London, E.C.

Dntcli Bulbs.

SEGERS BROTHERS request their
Cubtomers to send their Orders as soon as possible.

CATALOGUES post-free on application.

SEGERS BROTHERS, Wholesale Growers, Lisse, ne.ir

Haarlem, Holland.

Dntcb Bulbs.

CG. VAN TUBERGEN, JUN., Florist,
• &c. , Haarlem, Holland, begs to call the attention of the

Trade to his NEW CATALOGUE of Hyacinths, Tulips, &c..
which may be had free on application to

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, s. Harp Lane, Great
Tower Street. London. E.C.

pALM TREES.—To be Sold, Two Palm
Trees, faultless, and of rare height and beauty, viz.: one

borbonica,
ference ; and one Livist

Offers till August T5 next
Homburg, near Frankfort-c

high and 6
ma australis, k
Want of space r

to the Adn

'

i-the jMaim

tres high and
1 for selling,

of the Ba'ths,

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.

MAW AND CU.'S PATENT.— Prices^
Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post free on

application ; al>o Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements
torles. Entrance Halls. ,<tc.

MAW AND CO.. Benthall Works, Broseley.

for

Water your Gardens witn

HEADLEY'S PATENT HRDRAULIC
APPARATUS, acknowledged to be the best Machine

out where pressure is available. Catalogues free.

Corn Exchange Street, Cambridge.

Hothouses, Bot-irater Apparatus, ecc.

HALLIDAY AND CO., Hothouse
Bi'ILDERS and Hot-water Apparatus Manu-

PACTL'KiiRS. Estimates and Plans Iree. Best Cons!

Best ^laterials ! Best Workmanship ! Catalogues free.

Offices, 22, Barton Arcade, Manchester.
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SALES BY AUCTION.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION. at his Great Rooms 38, King Street.

Covent Garden, WC, on MONDAY. July 10, at half-pait 12

o'clock precisely, an Importation of CATXLEYA MOSSI.t:
just received, ex s.s. Gerinania, from La Guayra, in splendid

masses, in the best possible condition. Also an Importation of

ORCHIDS from Brazil, which includes several choice kinds,

and a quantity of imported Orchids from Mexico ; also some
good plants of ODONTOGLOSSUM VEXILLARIUM.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Orclilds, Tree Ferns, and Bulbs.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION at his Great Rooms, 3S, King Strcit,

Covent Garden, W.C, on MONDAY. July 10, at halt-past 13

o'clock precisely, several Importalious of ORCHIDS, includ-

ing well-known varieties. Forty cases of Orchids from
Ecuador, 400 Odontoglossums from South America, cask of

CRINUMS. two Wardian cases, importations of CYATHEA
DEALBATA, TODEA SUPERBA, and TODEA PELLU-
CIDA. in very fine condition ; and a small collection of Estab-
lished Orchids.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

TO BE SOLD, a FLORIST and SEED
BUSINESS. A genuine affair. Doing a good ready-

money trade. Situate in leading thoroughfare. Seventeen years
lease. Apply by letter only, to

R. G., 13, Burton Street, Burton Crescent, W.C.

TO BE SOLD, about 16,000 feet of GLASS,
specially erected for Grape Growing for Market pur-

poses, built regardless of cost and upon the most approved
principles. The healing is most efficient, and the working
details throuehout perfect. The Houses are stocked with young
Vines in grand condition and just coming into fruit.

TO BE LET. upon long Lease, about 4 acres of rich
GROUND which is attached, and within 4 miles of Covent
Garden, situate south. Apply to

Mr. RANSLEY TANTON. Horticultural Valuer: Office,
17.A, High Street, Borough. London. S.E.

To Florists, Nuraerymen and Others.

AND TO LET, upon long Leases, in plots
1 of 2 to 20 acres, at from ^10 to ^15 per acre. For

ofGlass Houses, &c.—Apply, X., Messrs. Toms & Co.,
21, Queen Victoria Street, Mansion House, London. E.G.

Carriage and Package Free
To any Railway Station in Grtat Britain.

TWELVE BEST NEW FRENCH ROSES
for 1876, on receipt of Post-office Order for 275. 6rf.

TWELVE BEST TEA'~Ind NOISETTE
ROSES, or same quantity of Choice CLEMATIS, on

receipt of Post-office Order for 21J-. : 24 for i^zs.

The Plants are all excrechn^lv healthy and vigorous
EWING AND COMPANY. Eaton, Norwich.

HOWCROFT AND WATKINS (late
Charlwood A; Cumnlinsl, Shedsmen, Covent Garden.

London, W.C. (established more than half a century), suj.ply
for present sowing

—

EARLY RAINH.A.M CABBAGE, original stock.
EAST HAM CABBAGE, selected stock
Their SUPERB LATE WHITE BROCCOLI
WYKEHAM COS LETTUCE, and other hardy varieties
COVENT GARDEN. WESTBURY, and all other

varieties of SWEDES.
TURNIPS in all varieties.

Prices upon application.

NEW and SELECT PLANTS, Post-free.-
The following selections are very select and superb i

each class: the Pl.ints are well established, from snigl
pots, and so packed as to ensure safe transit by post : —

FUCHSIAS, 12 new varieties of 1S75, selected from ih

„ 12 select varieties of 1S74, very fine, 3^,

, best selected, of previous years, is.

s, fragran'HELIOTROPIUMS.
. 6nf.

and select

GERANIUMS, Double, 12 new and select varieties, including
George Sand, the largest and best double while, 6j.

„ 12 select varieties of Zonals, 3^.

,, 12 new varieties of Zonals of 1874, ^^c. ^s•

„ 12 new varieties of Zonals, selected from Pearson's, Pull's
Postans", Denny's, and Smith's, new varieties of 1875,
very superb, qs.

,, Golden Bicolor, 12 select varieties, fine, 4^,

„ Double, 12 new varieties of 1875, including Emily Laxlon
and the new striped variety, as.

VERBENAS, 12 very select varieties, show, fine, 2s.
LANTANAS, 12 very select varieties, free blooming, 2^ 6<f
PHLOXES, 12 superb varieties, hardy perennial, fine. w.
PENTSTEMONS, 12 very select varieties extra fine is
LOBELIAS, 12 fine dwarf, in six fine varieties, 2s.
MIMULUS, Henderson's new large-flowered, 12 superb varie-

lect varieties, very fine, 6s.
' lies, very select, 6s.

, perpetual bloom-ng, 41.
ped. fine, 4^,

tall, hardy, 3.J.

iy,:

,6s.

FERNS, Greenh.
GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
STOVE PLANTS, 12 select

TREE CARNATIONS, 12

VICTORIA DAISIES, ne

,. 6 first iariclies, =j.

PELARGONIUMS, 6 new
„ Zonal, 6 fine varieties, new,

HERBACEOUS LOBELIA, 6
HERBACEOUS MIMULUS. 6 select varieties, tall hardvPOMPON and JAPANESE CHRYSANTHEMUM^,'

select varieties, large flowered. 2j. 6ef.

COLEUS, 12 select new varieties of 1875. fine, 3J.

,, 12 very select varieties, older, superh 2s
PELARGONIUMS, Cape, 12 fine varieties sweet-scented a,
IVY-LEAF GERANIUMS, 12 fine varieties, including' the

new double variety, Konig Albert. Ks.

BOUVARDIAS. 12 fine varieties, winter blooming, 6s
SEDUM.:). Rock Plants. T2 select varieties hardv 2s 61/
SAXIFRAGES. Rock Plants, .2 select varieties, hardy ,s 6rfPELARGONIUMS, Fancy and French, ,2 select varieties

show, dr.
'

AGERATUM, Duchess of Edinburgh, the best dwarf blue
bedder yet produced, 1

All the above sent post-free,

B. W. KNIGHT, Flori

WEST of ENGLAND ROSE SHOW.

THURSDAY, JULY 13, 1876.

TO AMATEURS.
A Handsome SILVER CUP, v.^lu2 15 Guineis,

will be offered by Messrs. CR.'iNSTON and MAYOS
(in addition to the Society's Prize of ^^5), for the best

36 varieties of CUT ROSES.
Schedules with particulars on application,

CR.'\NSTON'S NURSERIES, KING'S ACRE,
NEAR HEREFORD.

WEST of ENGLAND ROSE SHOW.

Dutcli Flower Boots for Sprlns Blooming
direct from the best Haarlem Growers.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRLS
are enabled to offer COLLECTIONS of CHOICE

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS, of first-rate quality, at the
following unprecedented prices :

—

Entire Collection (containing 2772 bulbs), {.to: Half the
Collection, ^65 ; Quarter the Collection, ii las.

No charge for packing. Carriage free to London.
Particulars of the contents of each case may be obuiined at

the Auction and Estate Oihces, Leytonstone, E.

THE GREAT 'WESTEBN and MIDLAND
RAILWAY COMPANIES

Have liberally granted this year special

arrangements for the conveyance of E.xhibitors

and Visitors to the above Great Rose Show, on

THURSDAY, July 13, over their lines and

branches, at ALMOST SINGLE fares for the
DOUBLE JOURNEY.

JV.B. For fiirlher particulars, see Hand-
bills, obtainable at all the principal Stations.

pAMELLIAS—AZALEA INDICA. — The
V-' stock of the above named PLtnts with buds will be un-
usually fine this year, and the prices as under :

—

CAMELLIAS, with buds, from /? to {lo and /20 per too
and upwards.
AZALEA INDICA, wilh buds, from l;, £6, .^lo, to Xiao

and upwards.
Orders are now being booked to be executed early in autumn.
SPIRMA (Hoteia) JAPONICA, good strong clumps for

Ledeberg, Client,

New Azalea—Azilea amoeax Caldvellil.
sent n„t byWG. CALUWELL and SONS,

• The Nurseries. Knutsford. Cheshire.

This is a striking improvement of the old and well known
Azalea amoena, obtained by crossing that variety with Azalea
magnifica. The flower is four times the size of the original, of
a bright rosy purple colour, very free blooming : especially
adapted fot forcing, coming in as early as November, and very
suitable for button-hole bouquets. First-class Certificate, Man-
chester Hon icultural Society ; First-class Certificate, Liverpool
Horticultural Society. Price io.r. 6<l. each ; usual discount to

the Trade. Will be sent out in August.

TREE FERNS.
T/18 L.IRGBST AND BEST STOCK AV EUROPE.

F. £"sAVILLIAM BULL,
R.'^peclfully invit.'.s the Nobility and Gentry to an inspection of the above ; also of his

MAGNIFICENT SPECIMEN ORNAMENTAL PLANTS,
Adapted for the decoration of Conservatories and Greenhouses, or suited for Sub-lropical Gardening.

ESTABLISHMENT FOR NE'W AND RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

J. LINDEN,
ESTABLISHMENT for the INTRODUCTION of NEW and RARE PLANTS,

GHENT, BELGIUM.
J. S. has much pleasure in announcing that he is now offering the

following remarkable plants, viz. :

—

ARALIA VEITGHII var. GRACILLIMA, liinden.
The finest Novelty sent out this year. Several First-class Certificates have been awarded to

it by the Royal Horticultural Society, and the Press is unanimous in praising its great merit. It

is unsurpassed for Table Decoration.

Good Plants, 2^s. each ... ... ... Slroiiif Plants, 6y. each,

ARALIA ELEGANTISSIMA.
Good Plants, 12s, 6d. each ... ... ... ... ... Sj^. per do3eu.

COCOS WEDDELLIANA.
Good Plants, 12s. bd. each ... ... ... ... ... Z\s. per doun.

PRITCHARDIA FILIFERA.
Seedling Plants 'ivitli three leaves ... ... ... ... 2\s, per do^en.

The AZALEAS and CAMELLIAS with buds will be exceptionally fine this year.

The SPECIAL ENGLISH CATALOGUE will appear in a few days, and will be sent gratis on
application.

. is,

n good plants, tro

, Battle, Sussex.

AGENTS IN LONDON

:

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD k SON, 5, HARP LANE, GREAT TOWER STREET, F.C.

GRAPE VINES FOR SUMMER PLANTING.

Thomas Methven & Sons
Beg to intimate that their VINES are now in fine order for Summer-planting, and can be

carefully packed and sent to any part of the kingdom.

1st Size, 7s. 6d. each ; 2d Size, 5s. each.

T. M. & Suns h,ad the honour of supplying to the Gardens at Glamis Castle the Vines which
have succeeded so admirably under the man.agement of Mr. Johnston, and their present Stock is

raised from Eyes taken from those famous Vines.

LEITH WALK NURSERIES, EDINBURGH.
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Louis Van Houtte,
KOYAL NURSERIES, GHENT, BELGIUM.

CATALOGUE No. i68, O.O., containing Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, Narcissus, Jonquils,

KritiUarius, Anemones, Ranunculus, Iris (species and German), Lilies, Miscellaneous Hardy Tuberous and

Bulbous-rooted Plants. &c,, now ready. To be had, post-paid, on application, of Messrs. R. Silberrad & Son,

5. Harp Lane, Great Tower Street, London, E.G.

CATALOGUE No. 169, P.P., appears end of this month, and will contain Azalea indica, mollis,

and pontica ; Camellias, Greenhouse and Hardy Rhododendrons, Magnolias, &c.

Full partiatlars^ price^frei^ht^ ^c.^ will befound in each Catalogue.

Our stock of Azalea indica covers from three to four acres, as also that of A. mollis and pontica, which

carried off the First Prizes at the late Brussels Show, and was acknowledged to be one of the most select collections.

The splendid lot of Azalea indica. composed solely of our seedling varieties, was admired by all connoisseur

Nurserymen, and after a few hours' exhibition was sold to one of the greatest amateurs of this country.

TO INTENDING COMPETITORS.

SPECIAL ^^^^ NOTICE.

MESSRS. SUTTON'S SPECIAL PRIZES

ROYAL HORTICULTURAl'sOCIETY'S MEETING,

JULY 19 and 20, 1876.

The late season having retarded the growth of Peas, it will

not be necessary to include SUTTON'S GIANT EMERALD
MARROW PEA in the Collections for which MESSRS. SUTTON
offer GOLD, SILVER and BRONZE MEDALS, with VALU-

ABLE MONEY PRIZES.

SUTTON & SONS {^le^nn, READING, BERKS.

THE WEST BRIGHTON SEED WAREHOUSE,
195, WESTERN ROAD, BRIGHTON.

LEWIS BROOK
Successor to and Nephew of the late George Parsons—established 50 years

—

Begs to intimate to the Patrons of the late Firm and the Public generally, that, owing to the
rapid increase of his Seed Business, he has enlarged his Premises, engaged additional assistants,
and entered into Partnership with Mr. F. Gallop, who for the past 14 years has represented several
tirst-class London and Provincial Houses.

L. B. trusts, by strict attention to business and supplying articles of first-rate quality, that
himself and partner will receive a liberal share of the patronage so long bestowed on the old Firm.
Please address all communications to

BROOK & GALLOP,

Roses In Bloom.

WM. PAUL AND SON, Paul's Nurseries,
Wakham Cross. Herts, have the pleasure to announce

that their Collection of ROSES is now in full bloom, and
respeclfuUy invite inspection of the same.

A Hoe Collection of HARDY TREES and SHRUBS is alho

now in full beauty.

Visitors by Railway can enter the Nurseries from the
platform, Waliham Station. G.E.R., about half an hour's ride
from London. Frequent trains from Liverpool Street Station,

SEED MERCHANTS and FLORISTS, 195, WESTERN ROAD, BRIGHTON.

ally fruin St. P.inci

DANIELS BROS.'
CHOICE SEEDS OF

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Wc have much pleasure in offering the following

C'hoice Strains of Florists" Flower Seeds, which will be

found of a very superior class :
—

CARNATION, from
.. Perpetual or Tr«

CINERARL\ HYBRIDA,
COLEUS. from
GLOXINIA, very choice mixed
PANSY, English, very choice

riCoTKF.. fr.im stage flowers

POLYANTHUS, GoJd-laced, very fine

PRIMULA SINENSIS, choicest fringed I

SWEET WILLIAM. Auricula-eyed, splendid, mixed ..

Mr. D. T. Fish, writing of our strains of Calceolaria and
Ctmrarta says ;—

" A word concerning your Calceolarias, Having seen some
of the finest strains at the different shows, I have pleasure in

stating that yours are equal to the best in size, colour, and
v-inety of (lowers, and then habit most compact ; in fact, more
uniformly dwarf than any I have seen. Your Cineraria "'

'

etle:

with a verycolour of flowers being all thai could be de;

dwarf habit."

From Mr. J. Hannihall, A'ln^swood, Bristol.
" We have a splendid show of Pansies and Sweet Williams,

and they are the admiration of all who see them. Your Poly-
auihus also was first-class,"

A fine assorfmeiit of choice Bedding Plants, 6-v., now on

ojfcr. Cufiih^ues/ree on application.

DANIELS BROS.,
Seed Growers and Nurserymen,

ROYAL NORFOLK SEED ESTABLISHMENT,
NORWICH.

EGYAL HOETICULTUBAL SOCIETY.

THE GREAT PRIZES, amounting to nearly £40, for VEGETABLES,
Oll'ERED BY

JAMKS CARTER & CO.,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, 237 & 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C,

IVILL BE COMPETED FOR OiV JULY 19.

For the beet brace of Cucumbers, one variety

For the best brace of Melons, dissimilar, to include
Bloxholm Hall

SCHEDULE,
e . . f2 2 . For the best Twelve Dishes of Vegetables, to

110, include:— 12 Onions, 12 Carrots, u Turnips, 12
10 6 ' Toniatos, 3 Cauliflowers, 3 Heads of Celery, 50

c .. £2 2 I

Pods Peas, Carter's Commander-in-Chief; 50 Pods
'\ 1 1 1

Broad Beans, Pedigree Windsor; 50 Pods French '•''

10 6 I
Beans; 12 Potatos, Porter's Excelsior 5tn

3d

.£10 10.770.560
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SPECIMEN CONIFERS, EVERGREENS,
FRUIT TREES, STANDARD ROSES. &c. (30 acres).

—Gentlemen who intend planting in the autumn are invited to

the Ekham Nurseries during the summer months ; they can
then have an opportunity of selecting from the various foliages,

also from many thous.inds of Standard Roses. The orders can
he executed when required.

JAMES W. TODMAN, Eltham Nurseries, S.E,, i mile

Irom Eltham Station, Loop Line, 2 miles from Blackhealh,

North Kent Line.

^^ SUTTON'S ^
CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS,

FOR PRESENT SOWING.

CABBAGE-SUTTON'S IMPERIAL.

CAULIFLOWER.
Sutton's King of the Cauliflowers.

May be sown in August for transplanting in March and April
for the first main crop.

Price IS. td. per packet.

ONION.
The/ollowing varieties souni in Jnly and August will come
a very large size dnri7tg thefoll<nvnig Spring and Snnmter

NEW aUBEN.
A valuable new and distinct variety, being the earliest of r

Onions. Sown in March, it comes to maturity in Jtily. or sow
in July it is fit for use the following Autumn. It is of beautif
mild flavour, and strongly recommended.

Perpacket, IS. 6rf. J ,

New Giant Rocca (the largest variety) . . per ounce i

Large Early Red Italian „ i

Large Early White Italian „ 1

Giant Late Red Italian „ .

Giant Late White Italian „ i

Neapolitan Marzajola per packet i

Vegetarlh Seeds up to 12 ounces in weight sent by po
with a charge of 4a'. for the 12 ounces, or zos. worth free to ar
Railway Station in England or Wales.

SUTTON & SONS,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

B. s. wSHais'
CHOICE

FLOWER SEEDS.
Per Packet.—J. (f.

AURICULA, saved from the finest show varieties . . 16
,. ALPINE, extra choice 10

BEGONIA FRCEBELII (new).—This is a new and
distinct species .. .. .. .. ..26

„ SEDENI SEMI-PLENA, a new semi-double
flowering variety .. .. ., .. ..26

CALCEOLARIA, Williams' Superb Strain, 51., 31. 6^.,

2S. 6d., and i 6
CARNATION, from choice double flowers, 5s., 3J. 6d.,

21. 6ii. and i 6
CINERARIA, Weatherill's Extra Choice Strain, 5s.,

3J. 6rf., zs. bd., and i 6
CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, Williams' Superb Strain,

5^., xs. td., 2S. 6d., and i 6

„ „ GIGANTEUM 50
GLOXINIA. Finest Drooping Varieties 16
„ Finest Erect Varieties 16

HOLLYHOCK, from the best named flowers .. ..10
PANSY, from finest Prize Flowers .. .. is 6,/. and i o
PICOTEE. extra choice mixed ,6
PINK, finest mi.xed 16
POLYANTHUS. Wiggins Prize Strain 10
PRIMULA, Williams' Superb Strain, Red, White, ot

Mixed 51.. 3J. 6i., 2i. 6rf., and i 6
STOCK, Williams' Improved Giant Scarlet Brompton .. i 6

,, East Lothian, an assortment of 3 colours .

.

. . 26
WALLFLOWER, Harbinger. Autumn and Winter

Flowering .. .. .. .. ., ,, ..10
„ Saunder's Dark

! i o

ILLUSTRATED NEW PLANT CATALOGUE
/s itaw ready, gratis and post-free on application.

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES,
Upper Holloway, London, N.

LILIES of the VALLEY, flowering bulbs,
i5t quality, £,1 17s. 6d. per 1000; 11. 6d. per 1000 less if

5000 are taken. Second quality bulbs at a cheaper rate.

LILIUM BROWNII, strong bulbs of ist quality, 4^. each or

£^23. per dozen: 2d quality, 3^. 6d. each, or ;£i 151. per doz.

SCILLA SIBIRICA. strongest bulbs at £3 zos. per 1000 ;

gocd 2d quality bulbs at £2 155. per 1000.

Early Orders are requested.

MILLER AND KADOW, Handels-glirtnere und Samenhand-
lung, Genthin, Prov. Sachsen, Germany.

EG. HENDERSON and SON.
• SEEDS-EXTRA QUALITY.

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMliRIATA, 2s. 6d. and 5^. per
packet.

., „ FLORE PLENA, 2^. 6d and 5s. per packet.
CINERARIA and CALCEOLARIA. 2s. 6d. and 5^- per

packet.
CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, choice quality, u. and 2^. ed, per

packet.

,, ,, double-flowered, 2s, 6d. and 5s. per packet.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, N W.

Surplus Stock.

"pALMS—25,000, consisting principally of the

Pha eclu
tachya,

And others at the lo

when taken by the 1000." Apply
JEAN VERSCHAFFELT'S N

Belgium.

I

Latania borbonic;

Corypha australij

Chama;rops excel

1 Chamasrops Forti

of £^ to £6 per 100

Ledeberg, Ghei

CABBAGE PLANTS.—Gee's superior Bed-
fordshire grown, &c , fine stock Drumhead Cabbage

plants, 4J, per 1000. CELERY plants, fine red and white, 10s.

per 1000. BRUSSELS SPROUTS. 10^. per 1000 ; also many
other kinds of plants, from is. per 100 of six score. Terms cash
with orders. Gee's Improved Stocks of Enfield Market. Drum-
head. Nonpareil, and Red Pickling CABBAGE SEED, from
55. per lb., or 8d. per oz. All other home-grown seeds, &c., of
best quality, and at lowest prices. See List.

FREDK. GEE. Seed Grower, &c-. Biggleswade, Beds.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE, as sup-
plied to HR.H. the Prince of Wales, the Emperor of

Germany, Messrs. Veitch & Co., and thousands of Nursery-
men, Gardeners, &:c. , is INVALUABLE for Forcing and Plunging,
a wondeiful incentive to growth of Flowers, Vegetables, &c.
20 bushels, 6s. 8d. ; 50 for 12J. 6d. ; truck, 45J. ; sample bag.
2J. 6d. ; 20 bushels and upwards free on to rail or within 5 miles.

ABBOTT AND CO., 80, Bishopsgate Street Without,
E.C., Manufacturers of Cocoa-nut Fibre, Mats, and Matting, at

Eagle Steam Works, Hatcham Road, Old Kent Road, S.E.
Importers of Russia Mats, Raffia Fibre, &c.

Price LISTS on application,

POCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
V^ Reduced price, 20 Bushels, 61. Sd.; 100. 20J.; or Truck-
load (upwards of 300 Bushels), 40^. Delivered free to any rail

J. STEVENS, Fibre Works. High Street. Battersea. S.W.

Fibrous Peat for OroWds, &c.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best quality,
for Orchids. Stove Plants, &c., £6 6j. per truck.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhododendrons, Azaleas,
Heaths. New Holland Plants, 171. per ton.

Delivered on rail at Elackwater, S. E. R. , or Farnborough,
S. W. R.. by the truck-load. Sample sack, 5J. 6d. each.
Fresh SPHAGNUM, los. 6il per sack.

WALKER AND CO.. Farnborough Station, Hants.

BELL'S MILDEW COMPOSITION,
as used by them for the last twenty-five years at their

" Horticultural Establishment, Bracondale," their
" Ni;_RSERiES, Lakenham," and "Vineries. Thorpe Ham-
let," consisimg of over 30,000 feet of glass. Retail, is. 6d. and
2j. 6d. per bottle, of the Sole Manufacturers,

BELL AND SON, 10 and ir, Exchange Street, Norwich.

GISHURST COMP O U N D—
Used by many of the leading Gardeners since 1851.

against Red Spider, IMildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other Blight.

in solutions of from 1 to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and
of from 4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit
Trees. Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in boxes. 11 , 3s., and lor. 6d.

Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANV
(Limited).

FL O R - V I T A : the Life of Flowers,
for stimulating and ((uickening the growth of Plants,

and producing a rapid and high development of blossom.
The FLOR-VITA contains all the elements essential to the

Healthy Growth of a Plant combined in a carefully prepared
form, rendering them mf^st easy of assimilation, at once im-
parting fresh life and supplying rich nourishment for the per-
fection of growth.
Directions for Use,—One teaspoonful of the Flor-vita to

be added to each gallon of water used. The plants should be
watered with it once or twice a week.

Prepared only by PRENTICE BROS.. Chemical Laboratory,
Sto irket.

FRENCH COLD GRAFTING WAX
(Mastic L'homme Lefort).—Widely celebrated as the

best and most easily applied substance for Budding, Grafting,

&c. Always ready for use. Tins, 6d., is., ss., 41., and 6s,

each. Wholesale and Retail of

HOOPER AND CO.. Covent Garden. London. W.C.

Tobacco Paper.

WM. GREENHOUGH and CO., i, Nile,
Leeds, beg? to offer the above, of the finest quality, at

75s. per cwt. They have had the honour of serving the under-
mentioned firms for a number of years :

—

Messrs. MmiER, Nash & Co., London,
Messrs. CoRRV & SopER. London.
Mr. R. Smith, Worcester.
Mr. Wm. Rushforth, Leeds.

And many others in the Trade.
TOBACCO CORD, pure quality, per cwt., 84^.
TOBACCO CLOTH, pure quality, per cwt, 84J.

THE BEST CABBAGE FOR PRESENT SOWING.

'^ci£teMl/a

HEARTWELL EARLY
MARROW.

A distinct and excellent variety, indispensable as an Early

Cabbage both for the Gentleman's Garden and for Marketing

purposes. The hearts are extremely firm, weighing from 4 lb.

to 6 lb., with scarcely any loose outside leaves, the flavour

particularly mild and melting.

Price
J
per packet, i s, 6d.

,
post-free.

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,

^Jjf^j 237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON, W.C.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at his Great
Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on MONDAY, July lo, at half-past 12

o'clock precisely, an importation of CATTLEYA MOSSI^, just received ex s.s. Gennania,
from La Guayra, in splendid masses, in the best possible condition : also an importation of

ORCHIDS from Brazil, which includes several choice kinds; and a quantity of imported
ORCHIDS from Mexico.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had,

AUCTION ROOMS AND OFFICES, 38, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON, W.C.
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Under the Patronage ofitie Queen.

T SMITH'S IMPERISHABLE
fj • STRATFORD LABELS.

The GaHeners Magazine says :—" We must give these the

palm before all other plant labeU. as the very first 1

Sole ManuTacturi
Stratford-on-Avon.

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden
Frames.—ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are

tlie cheapest and most durable. Price List, which gives the

size of every class of Mat, forwarded post-free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch,

London, E.G.

RUSSIA MATS.—A large stock of
Archangel and Petersburg, for Covering and Packing.

Second sized Archangel, icoj. ; Petersburg, 60^. and 80^. ;

superior close Mat, 45^., 50s., and 55J. ; packing Mats, 20s..

3oi. , and 355. per 100: and every other description of Mat at

equally low prices, at

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, Russia Mat .and Sack
Warehouse, 4 and s. Wormwood Street, E.C.

Impottant to Farmers.

DAY, SON AND HEWITT, the Original and
Sole Proprietors of the STOCK-BREEDERS' MEDI-

CINE CHEST, for all disorders in Horses, Cattle, Calves,

Sheep, and Lambs. These Chests contain the celebrated

"CHEMICAL EXTRACT,"forWounds, Swollen Udders, &c.
" GASEOUS FLUID," for Scour or Diarrhoea, and all Pains.

" RED DRENCH." for Cleansing the Blood, and or Fevers.

" RED PASTE BALLS," for Conditioning Horses.
" BRONCHOLINE,"for Husk or Hoose in Sheep and Lambs.
" GASEODYNE," for Heaving and Paining.

Prices, with " Key to Farriery," £,i i6j. dd. and ;C6 6j.

Each Preparation can be had separately, cartiage paid.

Used for forty years tliroughout the United Kingdom and
British Colonies.

DAY, SON, AND HEWITT, 22, Dorset Street, Baker
Street, London, W.

THE THAMES BANK
IRON COMPANY,

Old Barge Wharf, Upper Ground Street, London,

HOT-WATER BOILERS. SURREY SIDE, BL.^CKFRI.\RS BRIDGE. PIPES, CONNECTIOHS.
RATI

NEW PATENT "CLIMAX" BOILER (1874). See

p. 666, 1874, Gardeners Chronicle.

"GOLD MEDAL" BOILER (Birmingham, 1872).

PATENT "EXCELSIOR" BOILER (1871).

^g" The largest and mod complete Slock in the

Trade ; upwards of Twenty Thousand Pounds worth
to choose from,

MILL'S PATENT AUXILIARY FUEL EC0N03ffiISER,
Which can be attached to any ordinary Boiler. These Tubes are the greatest Economisers of Fuel and Pre;" " "

" '^
introduced to the public.

WITLEY COURT" BOILER (Silver Medal 1872).

TRENTHAM IMPROVED " BOILER, with Water-
way End atld Smoke Consumer.

TUBULAR,'' and every other Boiler of known merit

or excellence.

I^- Prize Medal Awarded at the National Contest,

irmingham, 1874.

i of Boilers,

Fite-Bars, and Furnace Fronts

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED COMPLETE.
PRICE LIST on application; or, Si.x Stamps for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, 4th Edition.

BARNARD, BISHOP, & BARNARDS,
NORFOLK IRONWORKS, NORWICH.

GREATEST NOVELTY OF THE SEASON.
PATENT ROTARY PUMR

Hitherto unsur-

passed in action by

any other Pump.

Throws a contin-

uous stream from

40 to 50 feet.

Is very simple in

construction, and

can be worked by

a child.

This Pump is

generally sold at-

tached to our Water

Barrows, but can be

supplied separately

if desired.

I ilustrated Price

-iit of above, with

il other Garden

urniture, free on

pplication.

Window Glass, Sheet Lead, Paints, &c.

THOMAS MILLINGTON AND CO.,
I.MPORTERS and Manufacturers. New LIST of

PRICES, veiy much reduced, on application.

87, Bishopsgate Street Without. E.C.

Roslier's Garden Edging Tiles.

pHE ABOVE and many other PATTERNS
in materials of great durability. The

. plainer sorts are specially j^^jc-
buited for KITCHEN ^^

expense,

GARDEN S,

harbour no Slugs
take up little r
once put down,
further labour o:

Edgings, consequently being much cheaper.
GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS. &c., in Artificial Stone.

very durable and ofsuperior finish, and in great variety ofdesign.
F. ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground

Street, Elackfriars, S.E.; King's Road, Chelsea. S.W.;
Kingsland Road. E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES."

PLANT COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES: also

for FOXLEV'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories, H.ills, Corridors. Balconies, &c.,

from 35. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of plain or
more elaborate designs, with prices, sent for seleciion.

WHITE GLAZKD TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies,

Larders, Kiichen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable
Prtving of great durability. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles

of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates. Cement, Sec
" ROSHER AND CO., Brick and Tile Merchants.

; addri

SOLD BY ALL IRONMONGERS.

SILVER SAND,
fine or coarse grain as desired. Prices by Post per ton

or Truck Load, on Wharf in London, or delivered direct from
Pits to any Railway Station. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries.

KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rales in any
quantities.

F. ROSIfER AND CO.—Addresses see above.
N.B.—Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.

A liberal Discount to the Trade.

HE CHEAPEST and MOST DURABLE
SHADING.—" Lasting for vears."

MADE of PREPARED WOOL 'and HAIR.
A perfect non-conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed

temperature where it is applied.
Patronised by Her Maiesty the Queen, for Windsor Castle ;

Prince Christian, for Frogmore Gardens ; the late Sir. J. Paxton ;

the late A. F. Paxton, Esq. ; the late S. Rucker, Esq., &c.

" FRIGI DOMO " CANVAS. ^ ^
2 yards wide .. .. .. .. i lo

3 yards wide 30
4 yards wide .. 3 10

" FRIGI DOMO " NETTING, i.r. td. and is. %d. per yard.
Can be had from all Florists and Seedsmen, and of

E. T. ARCHER, Stanstead Road. Forest Hill, London, S.E.
•»• Late of Cannon Street, City, E.C.

0:1 ARDEN NETTING, strong, tanned,
-^ ^Vi'l. per square yard; i to 4 yards wide. 500 yards,

.£2 15s.; Whole Nets, 12 by 45 yards, {,2 2s. TIFFANY,
^3-inch mesh Netting, cheap.

M. SMITH, 6, Potter Street, Worksop.

TANNED GARDEN NETTING, \\d. per
Square Yard, for Protecting Seed-beds, Peas, Fruit,

Strawberries, &c., from Birds, Frost, Blight, &c., and as a
Fence for Fowls, in 1, 2, 3, and 4-yards widths. Hexagon,
Titlany, and other Netting, Galvanised Wire Netting, Pea
Hurdles, and Seed Protectors, by

C. WRIGHT, gg. Lime Street. E.C. late 376, Strand. W.C.

ETTING for FRUIT TREES,
SEED BEDS. RIPE STRAWBERRIES, &c.

TANNED NETTING for protecting the above from Frost.

Blight, Birds, &c., 2 yards wide, id. per yard, or too yards, 20J. ;

4 yards wide, bd. per yard, or 50 yards, 20s.

NEW TANNED NETTING. suited for any of the above pur-

poses, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, bd. per yard ; 4 yards

wide, ij. per yard : ^-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, is- 6d. per yard.

TIFFANY. 6s. &d. and 7s. bd. per piece of 20 yards.

EATON AND DELLER, 6 & 7, Crooked Lane, London Bridge.

ANNED NETTING, 2 yards wide,
i%d. per yd. ; 4 yds. wide. 3</. per yd. NEW THREAD

and TWINE GARDEN NETTING, i-inch mesh, r yd. wide.

2d : 2 yds. wide, id. : 4 yds. wide, 3d. per yd. HEXAGON
GARDEN NETTING. 76 meshes to the square inch, 5./. per

yd. FISHING NETS, TRAMMEL and FLUE NETS,
complete, any size. is. per square yd. BIRD NETS,
SPRING TRAPS for LARKS, &c., 71. to loi. CLAP NETS
for Bird Catching, 10 yds. long, 5 feet deep, with staffs, pull-line,

and stop-cord, Ai los. RABBIT NETS, fixed twelve mesh
wide, £1 is. per 100 yds. ; eighteen mesh wide, £,i i8s. complete,

and of the best quality. FLAMBS, (s. per dozen.—W. CUL-
LINGFORD, Wellington Road, Forest Gate, tratford. London.

DGINGTON'S GARDEN NETTING,
the cheapest and most durable, at id. per square yard,

or in quantities of 250, 500, or 1000 y^rds. cartiage free.

EDGINGTON'S MARQUEES and GARDEN TENTS are

the prettiest.

EDGINGTON'S MARQUEES for Hire are the most hand-

some and capacious.

EDGINGTON'S RICK CLOTHS for 71 years have main-

tained their celebrity as the best.

HAYTHORN'S and WALLER'S NETTINGS.
A quantity of good Second-hand Government TENTS from

Abyssinia for Sale, Cheap.
Sample of material free on application.

Be particular—FREDK. EDGINGTON AND CO., S'ionly),

Old Kent Road. London. S.E^

HAW'S TIFFANY, ELASTIC NET-
TING, CANVAS, &c., for Shading. Protecting, and

other Horticultural Purposes. For Samples and Prices apply to

JOHN SHAW AND CO., 29, Oxford Street. Manchester.
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Will shortly be ready, Price One Penny, or Post-free Three Halfpence.

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE

GUIDE TO BIRMINGHAM
]\'ill contain eighteen pages of Letterpress, loit/i original ]Vood Engi-az'ings of

JOSEPH STURGE'S MONUMENT,
|

THE TOWN HALL,
ASTON CHURCH, ASTON HALL,

|

THE EXCHANGE,
KING EDWARD VL's FREE GRAMMAR SCHOOL,

MAP OF BIRMINGHAM,
Showing Route to the Roya! Agricultural Society's Show Yard, and Plan of the Royal Agricultural

Society's Show Yard, &c.

APPLICATIONS FOR ADVERTISEMENT SPACE, &c.,

Should be made to the Publisher,

W. EICHAEDS, 7, CATHEEINE STBEET, STEAND, LONDON, W.C,

Neivs Ao-ents, to whom liberal terms ivill be made, are requested to order early.

J. WEEKS & CO;S IMPROVED

CAST-IRON & SLATE FOUNDATIONS!

A SPLENDID SUCCESS. p'^lB^S^M*^ A SPLENDID SUCCESS

Encourao"ed by the immense success of Iron and Slate Foundations, as applied for many years to Peach

Wall Coverings, we have been uiduced to extend their application in an improvkd and unique form to everj

description of Horticultural Building.

SPECIAL ADVANTAGES
ECONOMY OF COST,
ECONOMY OF LABOUR,
ECONOMY OF SPACE,

EXTREME RIGIDITY,

NO FRONT BRICKWORK REQUIRED,
NO BUILDING OF ARCHES,
EASY OF REMOVAL,
TENANT'S FIXTURES.

UNIQUE IN NEATNESS AND GENERAL ADAPTABILITY.

J. M^EKKS & CO.,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS,

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.
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SUPERB STRAINS OF

riOPJSTS' FLOWEES,
POST FREE.

The Finest Strain of Cineraria.

SUTTON'S SUPERB CINERARIA.
s will be found unequalled by any in cultivation, the seed
having been saved from the finest named varieties only.

Price 2J. dd. per packet, post-free.

From Mrs. A. Allerton, PrittliTMcll, May 8.

" " year (from your seed) are splendid
:

w at the Botanical Gardens yesteiday."

The Finest Strain of Primula.

SUTTON'S SUPERB PRIMULA.
This choice stock has been carefully selected from the largest

fnnged flowers of good colour. Habit, robust ; with bloom
thrown well above the foliage.

Red, white, or mixed, 2j. 6(/. per packet, post-free.

From W. Edwards, Esq., Wellington, fanuary ji.

" I cannot help saying that the Primulas from your seed have
alw.ays given great satisfaction, but this year more than ever."

The Finest Strain of Calceolaria.

SUTTON'S SUPERB CALCEOLARIA.
This splendid strain has been i

the very finest collections in culti ...^ ^ ., „.
pact in habit, with beautiful green foliage, and a profu
bloom. The flowers are perfect in form and substance, and ol
every shade of colour.

Per packet, ss. 6J.

From A. E. Russell, Esq., Dabuibreck, July lo.
" My Calceolana plants, from seed purchased of you last

year, are particularly fine, of very compact habit, and beautiful
in colour.

STJTTON <& SONS,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

SATURDAY, JULY 1876.

THE FOLKLOEE OF BEANS.
TT is not often that we Imd much folklore or
-L popular tradition connected with the pro-

duce of the field or kitchen garden. This is

apparent if we run through a list of our ordinary
vegetables—Potatos, " Greens," Asparagus,
Carrots, Turnips, these are almost destitute of

popular attribute or association. With Beans
and Peas it is, however, different ; in ancient
as well as in modern times they have received
that popular recognition which is a certain

presage of tradition or folklore. The former of
these will be our subject for consideration on
the present occasion.

The folklore attaching to the common Bean
(Faba vulgaris) goes far back into antiquity.
Phillips, in his History of Cultivatfd Vegetables,

goes into this part of the subject at some length,
and from him we glean some of the following
particulars. The prejudice against Beans which
e.xisted among the Romans originated appa-
rently with the injunctions of Pythagoras, who
forbade their use, not so much as food as in

political elections
; in fact, his warning not to

meddle with Beans appears to have been
rather intended as a caution against interfering
in political and official matters. The Greek
elections were conducted by the casting of
Beans into a helmet, a white one signify-
ing approval and a black one disapproval-a
practice from which our modern " black-
balling" probably takes its rise. The Roman
elections were also conducted in a similar
manner

; and it is a curious instance of the
resuscitation of old customs to find that in

1643 a law was enacted in Ipswich, Massa-
chusetts, that white and black beans should be
used invoting,the white meaning "yes," and the
black " no. ' It was a belief at one time among
the Romans that the souls of the dead resided
in Beans, and they abstained from eating them
on this account, except at funerals and on simi-
lar occasions. The Jtamene, or chief priests,

abstained from Beans, not only on this account,
but also because of certain markings in the
flowers which were supposed to be signs of
death. The Egyptian priests would not so
much as look at them, judging even the sight
of Beans to be unclean. Phillips says that
the Roman husbandmen had a religious

ceremony respecting Beans which was some-
what remarkable. When they sowed corn of
any kind they took care to bring some Beans
from the field, for good luck's sake, thinking
that they would by such means ensure a good
return of corn : these Beans were then called

refriiuc or referiiue. The Romans carried their

superstition even farther, for they thought that

Beans mi.xed with goods offered for sale at the

ports would infallibly bring good luck to the
seller. In the kinuralia and parciitalia the
master of the house, after washing, threw black
Beans over his head, exclaiming, " I redeem
myself and family by these Beans."

Coming down to more recent times, we find

Beans occupying a prominent position in the
festivities of " Twelfth Night," as the feast of
the Epiphany was and still is popularly called.

The king and queen, whose election on this

night seems to be yearly falling more and more
into disuse, were formerly chosen by a Bean
and a Pea respectively, these being mi.xed up in I

the cake, and entitling those who found them to

these honours. This custom was very general,
not only in England, but in various parts of the
Continent, especially in France, where the " Roi
des fuves " was a personage of importance
among his fellows in the Christmas festivities,

and is said to date from the fourth century.
Brand quotes a passage from an old writer,

which states that " some of our colleges in

0.\fotd did, from the time of their first founda-
tion, annually choose a lord at Christmas,
styled in their registers Rex fahantm and Rex
regiii fabaniiii, which was continued down to

the reformation of religion, and probably had
that appellation because he might be appointed
by lot, wherein Beans were used, as the Roy de
la Febue on the feast of the Three Kings, or
Twelfth Day, was the person who had that part
of the cake wherein the Bean was placed." The
popularity of the custom is manifest from the
frequent references to it which occur in the old
poets and dramatists : thus Herrick says :

" Now, now the mirth comes
With the cake full of Plums,

Where Eeane's the king of the sport here."

The custom extended to Spain. " When the
King of .Spain told the Count Olivarez that

John, Duke of Braganza, had obtained the
kingdom of Portugal, he slighted it, saying that
he was but rey de havas, a Bean-cake king." It

seems at least probable that in this custom we
have the remains of the old heathen election of
a king of the .Saturn.alia, which P'osbroke says
was conducted by means of Beans. " He has
found the Bean in the cake" is a proverbial

expression applied to one who has unexpectedly
come into good fortune.

The young girls of Venice practise a kind of
love divin.ationby means of Beans, to ascertain

which of their lovers is most faithful to them.
They take a number of black Beans, and write

on each the name of one of their lovers ; the
Beans are then allowed to fall to the ground,
and that which remains fixed to the spot where
it falls indicates the faithful youth, while the

others by their dispersion show that no depend-
ence is to be placed on the stability of those

whose names they bear.

According to Tusser, Beans should be sown
in the wane of the moon. He says

—

" Sow Pe.Tson and Beans in the wane of the moone.
Who soweth them sooner, he soweth too soone ;

That they with tiie planet may rest and may rise.

And flourish with bearing most plentiful-wise."

A later writer, commenting on these lines,

says that Peas and Beans sown during the
increase of the moon '• do run more to hawm
and straw, and, during the declension, more to

cod, according to the common consent of

countrymen." A Huntingdonshire proverb
says

—

" On Saint Valentine's Day
Beans should be in the clay."

In Lorraine, Beans, to insure a good crop, must
be planted on one of the .Sundays in May, espe-

cially the first one ; but it is said that those
which are planted on the Feast of Saint Claude
(June 3) will soon overtake the others.

Both in France and England there is a
curious belief that Bean flowers will cause mad-
ness. " Sleep in a Beanfield all night if you want
to have awful dreams or go crazy," is reported

as a Leicestershire saying ; while " The
Beans are in flower " is an ambiguous way of

expressing an opinion on the folly of a propo-

sition, or rather of its proposer. The French
say " LesfivesJleurisent" with the same mean-
ing ; and there is a Norman proverb

—

" Feuve5 ffories

Temps de folies."

A writer in Loudon's Magazine of Natural
History for 1832 states that some years ago a

pretty wide district in Northumberland was
alarmed by an account of the Beans being laid
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the wrong way in the pod that year, which
most certainly foreboded something terrible to

happen in a short timCj and this produced
much consternation amongst those who allow

their imaginations to run riot. The whole of

the terrible omen was this : the top of the Bean
was directed in the pod toward the apex,

instead of being towards the footstalk, as might
appear at first sight to be its natural position

;

and some were scarcely convinced that the

first mentioned position was the natural posi-

tion of Beans in the pod, and had been so ever

since the Creation !

Bean swads are a cure for warls ; but so

many remedies have been proposed for these

unpleasant excrescences that the efficacy of

the present plan may fairly be doubted. Should
any one like to try the experiment, the proper

way is to rub the warts with a Bean pod, and

then throw it away ; as this decays, so will the

warts.

A reference to the more familiar term, "a
Bean feast," may fitly terminate this paper.

Every one probably knows what is intended

under this name, but its origin is obscure, or

rather unknown. Dr. Brewer looks on it as

meaning a goose-feast, and supports this notion

by reference to the synonymous term wayz-

goose ; he says, " The term comes from the

northern counties, where the Bean (goose) is

common." But this seems to us an iinprobable

derivation ; it is rather more likely that these

feasts, coming at a time when Beans were a

frequent vegetable, took their name thence, or

perchance " Beans and bacon" may originally

have been the staple dish on such occasions.

This, however, is mere speculation. The term

is apparently a modern one, as neither Hone,

Brand, or other old writers on popular antiqui-

ties, has any reference to it ; and it finds no

place in the Rev. Thiselton Dyer's new book.

Perhaps some reader of the Gardeners' Chronicle

may be able to explain it. B. M.

New Garden Plants.

Cyi'Ripedium Swan'ianum, n. hyb.*

When I received the other day x Cypripedium super-

ciliare (superbiens x barbatum) from Messrs. Veitch,

I could not hope to obtain so soon its nearest ally,

this one, Dayanum x barbatum. It would appear that

the parent Dayanum was of the beautiful fine-leaved

variety, with the very light ground colour and very

dark tesselalions. The flower has the long stalk of

its parents, their very short bract, and it is equal to

that of a very good barbatum. As in the other mules

of C. barbatum, the wide upper sepal with its

cliaracteristic outline and its characteristic nerva-

tion is well preserved as that of the genuine plant.

The inferior sepal is much shorter. The petals are

bent down, as in C. Dayanum, bordered wiih retrorse

bristles, adorned with a very few (3— 4) very small

warts on the superior borders, but shorter than in

Dayanum. The lip is intermediate between that of

the two, not so narrow as that of C. Dayanum ; and
it bears those very developed shining warts on the

lateral lobes of the unguis-channel, which are so well-

formed in C. Dayanum. The staminode is a com-
promise between those of the two parents ; it is quite

transverse, broad, reticulate, with a small apiculus in

the anterior centre. (On one side there is a very
slight indication of a small tooth in lieu of the eminent
process in C. barbatum.) It is very interesting, that

the predominant features of both parents were deve-

loped in the offspring. The beautiful leaf, the bent-

down petals with retrorse (yet shorter) bristles, and
the staminode are quite or nearly those of C. Dayanum;
the other features and the dark colour of the flower
are more those of C. barbatum.
The novelty is a seedling intentionally raised at

Oakley, Fallowfield, Manchester, in the stoves of

W. Leech, Esq., by Mr. William Swan, who is well
known to the readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle by
his practical lessons about Orchid growing. I am

* Cypripedium S-waninnitm, n. hyb.—Foiiis latoligulatis
acutis puiclierrime tessellatis ; pedunculis unifloris dense pilo-
sulis ; bractea brevissima ancipiti triaogula ovario bene
breviori ; sepalo dorsali ovali - triangulo, transverse maximo :

sepalo inferior! ovali obtuse-acuto minuto labium non aequante :

tepalis ligulatis acutis retrorse ciliatis supra marginem supe-
riorem basilarem rarissime verrucosis : labelli laciniis inflexis
pulcherrime verrucosis ; sacco obtuso, limbo libero superne
retuso utrinque in angulum excurrente : staminodio transverse
antice retuso cum apiculo in medio.—Cypripedium Dayanum X
barbatum, //. C.RM.f.

glad to have the opportunity of naming the plant in

honour of its raiser, Mr. Swan, H. G. Relib. f.

FuNKiA Fortune], Baker.'

This is a plant I have had under consideration for

some time. In flower it does not differ appreciably
from Funkia ovata and Sieboldiana. The leaf re-

sembles that of F. Sieboldiana in its shape, tex-

ture, and persistent glaucescence, but whilst in

Sieboldiana blade and petiole grow each to a
length of a foot, so that the racemes of
flowers are hidden amongst the very large

leaves, in Fortune! the petiole is always short, and
the blade small, so that the racemes overtop the

leaves conspicuously, just as they do in ovata, lanci-

folia, or subcordata. I hesitated at first to consider
it as more than a mere variety of Sieboldiana, but
after watching it for the last three summers in Mr.
Barr's garden and our own, and having also received
fine specimens from Mr. Ware, I am now inclined to

look upon it as a species. It is widely spread in

gardens under the name I have adopted, and is per-

fectly hardy, flowering at Kew in the first fortnight in

July.

Leaves six or eight to a stem. Petiole 2—3 inches
long, \ inch broad, deeply channelled. Blade cordate-
ovaie, cuspidate, 4—5 inches long, 3—3^ inches
broad, pale green on both sides, conspicuously and
persistently glaucous, furnished with ten or twelve
arching veins on each side between the midrib and
margin, which are \ inch apart in the middle of the
leaf. Scape about a foot long before the flowers

commence. Bracts solitary, the lower ones lanceo-

late, an inch long, the upper ones shorter, ovate.

Raceme dense, half a foot long. Pedicels 3—4 lines

long, articulated at the tip. Perianth pale lilac,

funnel-shaped, i^ inch long, the lanceolate ascending
divisions half as long as the tube. Anthers and capi-

tate stigma finally just exserted. y. G, Baker,

Oncidium hastatum, Lindl., var. RoEZLir,

There would appear to have been very considerable

importations of this well-known plant. Dr. Lindley's
var. atratum is just now represented by three widely
different flowers, one of which has nearly black
sepals, while the others have more of green. All
have a brown tint on the middle lacinia of the lip,

while the side lacinise are white. One variety of the

latter has a most powerful perfume of a goat in fullest

perspiration on a warm summer day ! These flowers

I obtained with other nice things from II. G,
Elliott, Esq., Down's Park Road, Clapton, who
obtained them from Low's importations. An in-

termediate between var. flavescens and var. atra-

tum was sent from Messrs. Sander & Co., seed
growers, St. Albans, from M. Roezl's last Mexican
trip. It is yellowish, some brown spots, much
smaller than in Mr. Elliott's and the usual varieties.

Whole column and wings yellow, side lacini^e of lip

yellow, middle lacinia; brownish. It may bear the
name of O. hastatum Roezlii. True Oncidium stelli-

gerum has a very broad, short, round middle lacinia

to the lip. I have only previously obtained it from
Messrs. Backhouse, Inspector Ortgies. and the Ham-
burgh Botanic Garden, ff. G. Rchb. f.

A SYNOPSIS OF THE KNOWN
SPECIES OF IRIS.—VII.

The present paper will be devoted to the crested

Irises, which are as follows :

—

Section 4. Evansia (Salisb.).—Falls furnished

with a petaloid crest down the throat and claw ; both

falls and standards beardless.

Key to the SJ'ccics.

Dwarf stemless species, with copious
long stolons

:

Perianth-tube ij^—2 inches long 25. I. crt«;tata.
Perianth-tube K— K i"ch long 26. I. lacustris.

Plants with a distinct stem and hnear
leaves :

Spathe o' a single valve 27. I. gracilhes.
Spathe of two or more valves

Perianth-tube very short 28. I. Speculatrix.
Perianth-tube an inch or more long 29. I. nepalensis.

Plants with a distinct stem and ensiform
leaves :

Spathe-valves very short 30. T. japonica.
Spathe-valves ij^—2 inches long 31. I. tectorum.

25. /. cristaia, Sol. in Ait. Hort, Kew, vol. i., p. 71
;

Smith, Spic. Hot. i., p. 12, tab. 13 ; Bot, Mag., tab. 412 ;

Red. Lil. t. 376; Lodd. Bot. Cab., t. 1366; A. Gray,

Man., edit. 2, p. 459 ; Neubeckia cristata^ Alefeld
;

Rlatt, in Linnsea, xxxiv.,p. 589 ; /, odorata, Pers. Syn. i.,

p. 53.—Rhizome wide-creeping and sending out long
stolons. Leaves about four, in a disticlious rosette,

linear, finally 6—8 inches long, \—| inch broad at

the middle, narrowed to both ends. Stem very short,

"' Funkia Fortunci, Hort.— Foliis 6—8 parvis cordato-
ovatis persistenter glaucis, laminft petiolo lato canaliculate
longiore, venis 20—24; scapo foliis ccquilongo ; racemo folios

emmente denso secundo ; bracteis solitariis ; pedicellis brevis-

I—2 flowered, hidden by small lanceolate bract-like

leaves. Spathe of two broad ventricose lanceolate acute
green valves 2—2i inches long. Pedicel inside the

spathe as long as tho cylindrical ovary, each about

\ inch long; tube filiform, i^

—

g inches long; limb

I— 17 inch deep, pale lilac ; falls with an obovate obtuse

reflexing blade 4 inch broad, as long as the claw, the

throat and crest yellow ; standards erect, oblanceolate,

\— I inch broad, rather shorter than the falls. Stigmas,

excluding tlie deltoid crests, half as long as the falls.

Capsule small, oblong, sharply angled, hidden down
deep in the persistent spathe-valves.

Hills of Kentucky, Virginia, and Carolina, flowering

in April and May, This is well known to all culti-

vators, and easily propagated. There are specimens

in the Banksian herbarium from the garden of CoUin-

son, dried in 1766, and of Loddiges and Dr. Fother-

gill, dried in 177S. Linnaeus has evidently confused

it with Iris verna, which it closely resembles in habit,

but which has no crest, and according to Ker the

type specimen of the plant of Gronovius, which he

cites, is the crested species. The Japan plant which

Miquel called cristata is I. tectorum of Maximowicz,
and is totally different from the American species.

26. /. lacustrts, Nuttall, Gen. Amer., vol. i., p. 23;
Spreng. Syst. Veg., voh i., p. 161; Ker, Gen. Irid.,

p. 56 ; A. Gray, Man., edit. 2, p. 459.—General habit

and stolons of I. cristata. Leaves 3—4 in a tuft, finally

5 — 6 inches long, \ inch broad, narrowed from the

middle to an acute point. Stem very shorl, one-flowered.

Spalhe of two green acute valves, i^—2 inches long, not

so broad as in the last. Pedicel and ovary each about

\\ inch long ; tube yellowish, \—\ inch ; limb \—

i

inch deep, hlac, all the segments nearly equal in si:^e,

4—I i"ch broad, very obtuse, narrowed gradually from

the middle to the base, the falls furnished with a yellow

fimbriated crest down the claw. Stigmas \ inch long,

including the small deltoid crests. Capsule oblong,

.' inch long, acutely angled.

A native of the gravelly shores of Lakes Hilron

and Michigan, flowering in May. Very near the last,

but dwarfer, with a smaller flower, and especially with

a shorter tube. I have not seen it in English gardens,

and it has not been figured,

27. /. gracilipcs, A. Gray, Bot. Japan, p. 412 ; Miquel,

Ann. Mus. Lus. Bot., vol. iii., p. 141.—Rhizome slender,

old leaves not ; splitting up into fibres. Leaves as long

as the stem, tliin in texture, \ inch broad. Stem
under a foot high, weak, slender, hollow, angular, with

one or two ascending forks, a bract-like leaf from the

base of each, and sometimes, also, a sheathing leaf lower
down. Spathe of a single, clasping, lanceolate-acute,

brown, membranous valve, \ inch long, one-flowered.

Ovary sessile inside the spathe, oblong ; tube \
—

\
inch long ; limb an inch deep, lilac, the falls obovate-

unguiculate, with a crested claw, and obtuse reflexing

lamina, \ inch broad, nearly as long as the claw;

the standards oblanceolate. Stigmas \ inch long,

exclusive of the crests. Capsule not seen,

A native of Japan, where it was discovered by Mr,

J. Small in the United States North Pacific Explor-

ing Expedition in 1853-6, under Commanders Ring-

gold and Rogers. It has not been introduced, so far

as I am aware—a plant which found its way into

English gardens under the name being something

totally different—if I remember rightly, a variety of

I, sibirica.

28. /. speculatrix, Hance, in Trimen Journ. 1875, p.

196, 1876, p. 75.— Rhizome tortuous, as thick as a
goose-quill. Relics of the old leaves splitting up into

fibres. Leaves linear, finally twice as long as the stem,

1 1 foot long, A inch broad, strongly ribbed, acute,

minutely toothed and hyaline at the edge. Stems under

a foot high, bracleated by several reduced leaves.

Spalhes Ihree-valved, two-flowered. Pedicel as long as

the ovary ; tube \ inch long ; limb lilac, the divi-

sions subequal, obovate, emarginate at the apex, the

reflexing lamina of the falls half as long as tlie claw,

which is spotted with violet and white at the throat, and
furnished for its lower two-thirds with a simple yellow

crest with purple spots ; the standards erect and plain

hlac. Stigmas a little shorter than the segments of the

perianth, the half-ovate crests toothed on the outer

border. Anthers lilac.

Discovered in April, 1874, by a Chmese workman
of the Hong Kong Botanical Garden on a hill facing

the sea between Victoria Peak and Mount Davis,

Hong-Kong, and described by Dr. Hance, as above
cited. It is a very interesting discovery, as it mat«"

rially extends the geographical range of the genus.

I have not yet seen either living or dried specimens,

but as it is in cultivation at the Hong Kong garden

\
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it may be expected to reach England before long, but

of course will not be hardy.

29. /. nepalctjsisy D. Don, Prodr. Nep., p. 54 (1825) ;

Sweet, Brit. Flow. Gard., ser. 2, t. 11, non Wallich in

Bot. Reg., t. 818 ; /. decora, Wallich, Pi. Asiat. Rar.,

t. 86 (1830) ; Neubcckia decora, Klatt, in Linnsea,

vol. xxxiv., p. 590 ; Iris sulcata^ Wall. Cat., No. 5049 ;

Neubeckia sulcata, Klatt, inLinnjEa, vol. xxxiv., p. 588.

—Rhizome as thick as a man's little finger, the densely

fascicled root-fibres cylindrical and fleshy. Relics of old

leaves splitting up into copious persistent fibres. Root

leaves linear, at the flowering time as long as the stem,

finally above a foot long, 3—4 lines broad, moderately

firm in texture, with several strong ribs, and narrowed

gradually to an acuminate point. Stem h— i foot, with

i_^ clusters of flowers, and furnished below the spathes

with three or four distant reduced bract-like linear leaves.

under that name in the Botanical Register^ is Iris ger-

manica. An allied plant from Bhotan, gathered by

Griffith, with a stouter stem and broader leaves, will

probably prove distinct.

30. I.japonica, Thunb. in Trans. Linn. Soc, vol. ii.,

P- 3-7 {1793); Miquel, Ann. Mus. Lus. Bot., vol. iii.,

p. 143 ; /. squalens, Thunb. Flor. Jap., p. 33, non
Linn.; /. chi/iensis, Curt, in Bot. Mag., t. 373 {1797) ;

Vahl. Enum., vol. ii., p. 153 ; Gawl. Gen. Irid., p. 64 ;

Regel, Gartenflora, t. 511; I. fimbriaia. Vent. Hort.

Cels., t. 9 (1800) ; Red. Lil., t. 152; Klatt, in Linncea,

vol. XXXIV., p. 619 ; Evamia chinensis, Salisb. in

Trans. Hort. Soc, vol. ., p. 303 ; Iris frmbriata,

Tratt. Tabular. 663.—Rhizome as thick as a man's
finger, forming an above-ground stem below the basal

tuft of leaves 5—^ [foot high, and sending out slender

stolons. Relics of_old leaves not^splitting up into fibres.

A native of Japan and China, where it inhabits

woods and moist shady situations, flowering in April

and May. It was introduced to Europe at the end of

last century, and has always kept its ground as a

garden favourite. There is a specimen from Kew
gardens in the Batiksian herbarium, dried in 1792. It

was first described by Thunberg in 1793, but at the

time of its introduction was renamed both in England
and France. It is the Saga or Seoga of Kcempfer's

AmcenitaUs Exotici^^ vol. v., p. S72.

31. /./tr/(7rw«, Maxim, in Bull. Acad. Petersb.,vol. vii.,

p. 563; Regel, Gartenflora, t. 716; Hook. fil. in Bot.

Mag., t. 6118 ; /. cristata, Miquel, in Ann. Mus. Lus.
Bot., vol. iii., p. 141, non Solander ; /. tomiolopha^

Hance, in Trimen journ. 1872, p. 229.—Rhizome as

thick as a mwi's finger, tortuous, the shoots sessile, not

Fig. II.—IRIS TECTORUM. FROM MR. BULL*b COLLECTION.

Spathe-valves lanceolate, acute, 2—3 inches long, firm

in texture at the flowering time. Pedicel \~-\ inch

long inside the spathe ; ovary cylindrical, \ inch long
;

tube I

—

\\ inch long, filiform ; hmb lilac, 1^—2 inches

deep
;

falls with a reflexing oblong blade as long as the

claw, furnished with a yellow crest down the lower two-

thirds of the keel ; standards oblanceolate, unguiculatc,

erect, rather shorter than the falls. Stigmas, including

the large toothed crests, above an inch long. Anthers
yellow, \ inch long, rather shorter than the filaments.

Capsule oblong, \—i\ inch long, clasped by the per-

sistent spathe-valves.

All along the Himalayas, in the temperate region,

from Simla to Assam and Khasia, at an elevation of

6000 to 8000 feet. It was introduced into English

gardens in 1S2S, and figured at the time by Sweet,
but I have never seen it of late years. This is the

plant to which the specific name of nepalensis rightly

belongs, but what Wallich issued as such in his

Herbarium Indimm^ and the plant which was figured

Leaves three or four, in a fan-like tuft, ensiform, bright

green, reaching a length of i^ or 2 feet, and a breadth

of I— li inch at the middle, narrowed graduiUy to a

point, moderately firm in texture. Stem i— i^- foot

high, of which the upper half or two-thirds is occupied

by a lax panicle with erecto-patent branches, with

reduced leaves from the base, and usually a larger leaf

below it. Spathes h—^ inch long, composed of several

tightly-wrapped lanceolate valves, and producing three

or four flowers in succession. Pedicels about as long as

the spathe-valve, cernuous and articulated at the tip
;

ovary cylindrical, \ inch long ; tube half an inch long
;

limb lilac, i— i^ inch deep, all the divisions spreading

falcately, the falls oblong spathulate, \ inch

broad, crisped, and irregularly fimbriated at the edge,

spotted with yellow and white at the centre, and fur-

nished with a fimbriated petaloid crest reaching two-

thirds of the way up ; standards plain lilac, rather

narrower. Stigmas, including the deeply fimbriated

crests, little shorter than the perianth segments. Anthers

yellow, \ inch long, equalling the filaments.

lengthening out into stolons as in the other species of

this section. Leaves three or (our in a basal tuft, ensi-

form, pale green, above a foot long, 12—15 li^^^s broad
at the middle, thin in texture, narrowed gradually to an
acute point. Stem above a foot high, with a large leaf

at the middle and a single terminal 2—3 flowered

spathe of three lanceolate almost membranous valves,

1^—2 inches long. Pedicel and cyHndrical ovary each

about 4 inch long ; tube above an inch long ; limb

i^—2 inches deep, bright lilac ; falls above an inch broad,

very obtuse, crisped at the edge, marked with deep lilac

veins on a paler lilac groundwork, narrowed cuneately

into a claw half as long as the hmb, which is variegated

with lilac streaks on a white ground, the deeply

laciniated white and lilac crest half an inch deep,

running up the claw and half the limb ; standards

spreading, rather shorter than the falls, withan orbicular

plain lilac limb and a rather sudden claw. Stigmas,

including the recurved toothed deltoid crests, i inch

long. Anthers yellow, i inch long,

A native of Japan, and perhaps also of China. We
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have at Kew wild specimens gathered near Yoko-

hama by Dr. Maximowicz. It is one of the finest of

all the Irises (see fig. 11), and no doubt when better

known will be universally popular. Living plants were

sent by Dr. Hance to Mr. Bull, from one of which, in

April, 1S74, Mr. Fitch's drawing was made for Ihe

Botanical Magazine, and this present description was

taken, and it has flowered well in an open border at

Kew this present June.

This concludes the series of the crested species. Be-

sides Salisbury's name of Evansia, this section has

been called Isis by Trattinick, Crossiris by Spach,

and Cristairis by Klatt. y. G. Baker.

NOTES FROM A LANCASHIRE
GARDEN.

July 3.—I am again tempted to recall to your

readers' memory the garden in which they once kindly

took some interest. It is a delicious morning. It is

George Herbert's own

" Sweet day, so cool, so calm, so bright.

The bridal of the earth and sky."

As I leave the porch with its banks of staged

Pelargoniums on either side, and get into the

sunshine, the air is filled with the odour of

Philadelphus (Mock Orange) blossom. I have

planted large shrubs in the border by the front door,

and they are laden with clusters of white orange-

scented flowers. They never did so well with me,

but they are chiedy of the double variety, and I am
not quite sure that this is equal in beauty to the

single form. Just opposite, and screening off our little

wood, is a mass of Elder, also in full beauty, which,

as you approach it, almost overpowers the Syringa's

perfume. Of course the Elder is a very homely shrub,

but I delight in it, in its dark foliage, its sweet

blossoms, its bunches of rich purple berries. X

only wish we made more use of it, and tried

our hands, as they did in the days of Good
Qaeen Bess, on Elder-flower water and Elder-

flower wine. As it is, we use the berries for tarts and

pudding-;, and very good they are.

In a tub near the drawing-room window we have

placed out our Lyonia arborea. It is literally covered

with sprays of Lily-of-;he-Valley-like flowers. I have

just measured it, and I find that, exclusive of its tub, it

stands between 10 and 1 1 feet in height, and that its

branches extend round for some 20 feet in all. Among
the other shrubs in the outer garden the most interest-

ing to me just now is the Desfontainea spinosa, which

is getting into bud. It is amusing to see how every

one takes it for a Holly, and how puzzled they are

when you point out to them the buds. It was a

daring thing placing it where I have ; but "nothing

venture, nothing win," and it looks perfectly happy.

The creepers round the house are not doing well.

A Ceanothus has died down, poisoned, I think, by

some droppings from a leaden spout. The Roses, a

Gloire de Dijon and a climbing Devoniensis, show

long shoots, but no blossom. The Clematis lanugi-

nosa and the Escallonia are, however, all right, and

so is a Magnolia. I have been planting other climbers

on some of the stable walls—a Wistaria on one, and

a Miller's Burgundy Vine on .-mother. By the way,

I had no little difficulty in getting this " mealy Mdler,"

which is quite the best of the outdoor Vines, but which,

I suppose, nurserymen are now too aristocratic to

keep.

Near the garden gate is a little clump of trees, and

there is the children's favourite haunt. Between two

Oaks is their swing, between two Sycamores their

hammock, and some big logs serve as seats. But we
must not linger here.

The finest kind in the walled garden is beyond all

question the Euddleia globosa. Thousands of blossoms

ld<e little golden Oranges, loading the air with the scent

of honey, are thick on each bough. It is the finest

Buddleia I ever happen to have seen, and (for this too

I have just measured) stands i5 feet high, and stretches

out its branches to a circumference of 70 feet. Does

the Buddleia often attain a larger growth ?

On the herbaceous borders the Pa:onies and Irises,

which have been so beautiful, are over ; but the Day
Lily, the Valerian, and the white Foxglove are very

gay and very effective, and many smaller flowers fill

up the remaining spaces. A Gum Cistus, which is

just bursting out, will in a day or two add greatly to

this corner of the garden.

Our spring garden was less good than usual, for the

Tvicked frosts kept destroying first one planting-out and

then another ; and the flower-beds are still a mixture

of spring and summer bedding. Here is a bed of

Nemophila, which, when the sun is full upon it and
tempts the blooms to expand as fully as they can, is a

perfect little lake of blue. Here is a bed of Virginian

Stock, with its tender colouring of lilac, pink, and
white. Here is the ribbon-border of pink Silene and

white Saponaria. But these must really go at last,

and give place to something else. The beds of white

and red Daisies, of Anemones, and of Ranunculus
have already disappeared.

Among my more noticeable summer beds is that of

Lilium auratum, with a show of bloom varying from

two to ten on the various spikes. Another bed is of

Agapanthus umbellatus mixed with Lobelia cardina-

lis ; another has Arundo conspicua in the middle, and

some really splendid Cannas, already blossoming, all

round it. Again, I have another triangular bed of

Cannas, with Palma Christi at the corners. A bed of

variegated Agaves and Sedums set in a bedding of red

gravel has a good effect, and so has a bed of very fine

double Potentillas, red and yellow mixed. But my
best bed is one new, so far as I know, to this part of

the country. It is a bed of the hybrid bulbous

Begonias, which I got from Ghent last autumn, and

then brought on in heat and boldly planted out.

Nothing can be more successful. They are blossom-

ing most freely, and the blossoms are almost the finest

I ever saw. I have put them in a carpet of Magpie
Pansy, and their red bells contrast admirably with the

dark blue and grey.

The Kalmias in the centre beds have been very

beautiful, and so has been the bed of little yellow Roses.

Bat everything has not been a success. Although

the Lilies of the Valley did well with me (there were

berries on one of them last autumn—is that

quite common? [Well, not very uncommon. Eds.]

—I never saw it before), the Violets have

failed, and I can't tell why. The white Pinks, of

which I used to have so many, seem to have been

dwindling away, and only a single patch is left to

me. The Roses, too, are not what they should be
;

for, though the General Jacqueminot against the wall

has done his duty manfully, many other Roses

seem to be doing but little good. This is especially

true of the summer Roses. A bed of Moss Roses

is all but dead. The corner where the Portland

Roses grew, and which was " so with Roses over-

grown " that it was like the " little wdderness,"

where Sylvio's fawn was used to play, is almost bare.

I cannot account for it, but I must renew these beds

at once ; one can do without Cannas and Begonias,

but Pinks and Roses are—may I say?—a necessity

of life.

As for the fruit garden, the less said the better.

Those cruel frosts, killing now the Apricots, now the

Pears, and now the Nectarines, did us irreparable

harm. We have no Plums and but few Cherries.

Strawberries, owing to our having to make new beds,

are doing ill. Apples and Gooseberries are moderate,

but Currants and Raspberries are the only real crops

we shall have. As regards Figs I am fairly puzzled.

We have three Fig trees, one in the inner garden, the

others in the outer garden ; the aspect is in both cases

precisely the same, as near south as may be. The
Fig tree in the inner garden has some fifty Figs or more
all looking perfectly healthy ; of the other trees, one (a

different variety, and a poor bearer apparently) only

has a few, but the other, the same kind as the Fig

tree in the inner garden and treated in precisely the

same way, had nearly seventy ; *'had," I am obliged to

say, for one by one they have all been turning yellow

and falling off. Can you at all help me to the reason ?

Both trees were carefully covered up during the

winter, and my barren Fig tree is looking healthy

enough as regards its leaves.

In the vineries Ihe Grapes are ripening fast ; our

bunches are not large, but the berries are fine and well

coloured.

The big Orange tree has been laden with blossom,

and there all the year round

"hangs in shade the Orange bright,

Like golden lamps in a green night,"

as in those ** remote Bermudas," of which Andrew
Marvell sang. //.

EXPERIMENTS ON THE HARDI-
NE.SS OF PLANTS.

The results of experiments on the hardiness of

plants supposed to be more or less tender, will

always be of interest and utility. Many plants from

Chili, New Zealand, Australia, and other temperate

parts of the world have been from time to time planted

for trial on the walls at Kew, and we now propose

to report the condition after the past winter of some

of the most interesting. An inspection will often

suggest to those who live in the mild localities some

desirable subject that is almost certain to thrive with

them without protection. The species of Eucalyptus

known to succeed in even the mildest parts of this

country are extremely limited in number. E. mar-

ginata and E, gonocalyx are likely to be among the

hardiest, since with wall protection they are quite un-

injured ; though young and soft shoots of several inches

in length had grown when there occurred several

degrees of frost. E. eugenoides was killed to the ground,

but is sending up healthy shoots, and E. globulus was
killed completely. Of other Australian Myrtacea;

several species of Callistemon have not suffered in the

least, and are now making good growth. These are

C. viridiflorum, C. rigidum, C. lineare, and C. lanceo-

latum. Melaleuca hypericifolia has been killed, while

M. decussata is untouched. LeptospermumlKvigatum
has been killed, though L. flavescens is in a flourish-

ing condition. Myrtus mucronata, from Brazil, has not

been injured, neither has Baeckia virgata from New
Caledonia. Clianthus puniceus and C. magnificus for

the last two years have done well and have recently

flowered, though even in the West of England they

are sometimes killed. Carmichaelia australis, from

New Holland, stands perfectly well, and, though not

highly ornamental, forms an interesting shrub from its

peculiar flat branches. Poinciana Gilliesii, from
Mendoza, though reputed to be hardy, is quite killed.

Among the Proteacero that have survived are Maca-
damia ternifolia, the Queensland Nut, and Embo-
thrium coccineum. The former, however, was killed to

the ground, and does not seem likely to do well on walls

near London. Of the latter there are two plants, one
of which is doing extremely well. Hakea acicularis

and H. ulicina, from New Holland, have both been
killed. Three species of Pittospore.-e are quite un-

injured. These are BiUaidiera longiflora, from Tas-

mania ; Barsaria spinosa, from New Holland; and
Pittosporum Colensoi from New Zealand : young
shoots of the latter were untouched by several degrees

of frost. Fremontia californica stands well, and is

now beautifully in flower. Being one of the finest of

flowering shrubs, it is unfortunate that its increase is

attended with so much difficulty. Eurybia Gunni,

E. Forsteri, and E. Traversi seem pretty hardy

—

the former has been in flower for several

weeks, and is very attractive, E. Forsteri,

from the wavy margin of the leaf, forms a handsome
shrub. Eurya latifolia variegata appears a good and
ornamental plant for wall covering, being evergreen

and handsomely variegated. Berberidopsis corallina

is growing well, though with less vigour than under
glass. Several species of Podocarpus succeed in

sheltered positions'; here are P. chilensis from Chili,

and P. spinulosa from New Holland. Lapageria

rosea has commenced to grow; it seems not to suffer

from cold, but appears punished from the drought of
summer. Melianthus Trimenianus, a new species from
Namaqualand, has been twice tried, and is soon killed.

Rubus australis has survived, and is likely to be a
permanent curiosity. Habrothamnus corymbosus, a

native of Mexico, is every summer a great ornament,
tliough always more or less killed back during winter.

Convolvulus Cneorum from the South of Europe has
been tried once or twice without success, but it now
seems established, and is likely to stund with the

assistance of a mat. At the present time it is highly

ornamental, from its silvery leaves and large white
flowers. Coriaria myrtifolia, also from the South of
Europe, ra:ikes a very handsome wall covering.

Mesembryanthemum intonsum has been out for the

last three years, and has not once been touched.

Drimys aromatica and D. Winteri stand well. Azara
integrifolia variegata, which originated at Kew, forms

a pretty plant for dwarf walls, being prettily variegated

and of moderate vigour : the original comes from

Chili. Bowiea volubilis, a Cape bulb, though
near the surface for perhaps three winters, has
not been injured. Deeringia celosioides of New
Holland appears to stand well. It is usually grown
in the greenhouse, though sometimes found in the

stove, and seems to be one of the few plants that

do equally well in all temperatures. Rhynchosper-

mum jasminoides is another instance of the same
peculiarity, and may be seen in the stove and green-

house, and on the wall outside, each one doing as

well as the other. Myoporum Iretum, of New
Zealand, has been killed to the ground, but is now
growing up. Cantua buxifolia, from the Peruvian

Andes, has survived without injury. Xanthorrhnea

australis for the last two winters has been planted

out-of-doors, where slightly protected by shrubs.

During last winter it was covered with a hand-light,

though it survived the previous winter without ; but it

was then slightly injured.
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GREENHOUSE PLANTS.
THEIR CULTURE AND MANAGEMENT.
Habnthamnus <;/tH'(j/H.—This is a stately evergreen

plant, from Mexico, with a branching, drooping habit

of growth, producing from the points of the shoots

handsome bunches of carmine flowers, which open in

succession over the greater portion of the year. The

natural habit of the plant is such that it can be grown

in different ways, either as a pot specimen trained

pyramidal fashion, or as a standard with a drooping

head, in which latter way it is very effective for con.

servatory decoration, where it can be used to relieve

the surface of lower, more formal growing things. It

is a good grower, succeeding well in a mixture of

peat and loam, and a moderate quantity of sand. To

commence with, select young healthy stock, which

remove in April into pots 3 or 4 inches larger than

those they have already occupied. These will not be

too large provided the plant has plenty of roots, as

it is a free grower, and likes a good amount of pot-

room. Use the soil in a little more lumpy state

than would be required by things of a more delicate

habit, as this Habrothamnus when in free growth

needs a good deal of water, which always has the

effect of inducing a closer, less porous condition of the

soil in after years than in the case of sub-

jects that require to be kept drier at the root.

For the same reason plenty of drainage is re-

quisite, especially as the plants get large and are

put in pots they are to remain in for some consider-

able length of time. Pot moderately firm and place

in an ordinary greenhouse temperature. It will now

be necessary to determine what shape they are to be

grown in— bush, pyramid, or standard ; if the former,

the strongest shoots should have their points pinched

out and be tied in a horizontal position, training one

of the weaker growths up for a leader, which should

also have its point stopped to induce the formation

of side shoots ; by thus bringing the strongest growths

down there is a better chan ce of insuring the base

bemg furnished. As the sun gets powerful a little

shade may be used; keep the atmosphere somewhat

moist, and syringe daily overhead. When the roots

have entered the soil freely give water liberally, and

maintain the shape of the plants by stopping, and

training through the season as required.

Few flowers will be produced so long as it is found

necessary to pinch out the points of the shoots to

secure the desired shape of specimens, as, from the

blooms being borne principally from the ends of the

branches, they are thus removed. Towards the close

of the summer discontinue both the use of the

syringe and shading, and subject the plants to

more air. Winter in a temperature of 40° or 45°,

and again in the spring repot, giving, as before, a

3 or 4 inch shift ; at the same time stop and train

the shoots into their wonted position. Treat as in the

preceding summer in every way, except that no

further stopping for the season should be resorted to ;

by this means the plants will flower freely towards

the close of summer and during the autumn, when
they will be found very useful for standing in the con-

servatory. After they have ceased blooming they

may be replaced in the greenhouse, and wintered in

a temperature similar to the preceding season, giving

no more water than is requisite to keep the soil

sufficiently moist before growth commences. In

the spring they should be gone over, and have the

shoots shortened considerably, so as to induce them

to break back and keep bushy. When they have

begun to grow they should again be moved into pots

3 inches larger, and treated in every way as recom-

mended for the previous summer. If very large

specimens are desired it is merely a question of pot-

room, by giving them more root-space ; or they may
be kept for some years in a good flowering condition

by the frequent use of manure-water during the

growing season.

' Where this Habrothamnus is required to be

grown as a standard it is simply a matter of

difference in the training : instead of stopping and tying

out the shoots the plant must be confined to a single

stem, which should hive all side growths removed until

the desired height is attained, when the point should

be pinched out and the head formed by keeping the

shoots stopped till the requisite number are existaut,

' after which each season, when the flowering is over,

the growths should be shortened so as to maintain

the required form. The plant is also very suitable

for planting out to cover a back wall or clothe a

pillar, in which way it will go on almost continuously

blooming, simply requiring the knife to be used so as

to keep it in bounds and induce the production of

shoots to furnish the allotted space with flowering

growth. In the case of this plant, as in most others of

a similar nature, when planted out the room given to

the roots should always be regulated by the extent of

surface to be covered ; where too great root space is

allowed proportionate to the required size of the head

too much cutting back becomes necessary, whereby

the ability to produce bloom is curtailed. When the

soil has become exhausted a little of the surface from

the border should be removed each spring before

growth commences and replaced by new, in addition

to which manure-water may be given at times during

the growing season.

Insects.—Aphides must be kept under by fumiga-

tion ; thrips and red-spider will sometimes make their

appearance, but can be destroyed by a free use of

the syringe ; when attacked by scale the shoots should

be well cut in during the season of rest, and the stem

and branches be thoroughly washed v/ith insecticide

strong en ough to kill the insect. T, Baincs.

THE POTATO FUNGUS.
GERMINATION OF THE RESTING-

SPORES.

Before describing the germination of the resting-

spores of the fungus which causes the Potato disease

it will be well to briefly state how these resting-spores

were obtained, and how preserved alive in a state of

hybernation for so long a period as a whole year.

I\eaders of the Garilcners' ChronicU need not be re-

minded that I last July obtained the oosporesor resting-

spores by keeping Potato leaves and tubers continually

moist. For many years past moisture has been well

known to be capable of greatly exciting the growth

of Peronospora infestans, and De Bary in his recent

essay classes the Potato fungus (p. 242), with "other

water fungi." Mr. C. Edmund Broome of Bath-

easton, who is known as one of the first cryptogamic

botanists of this country, repeated my experiments in

the following manner ; He selected Potato leaves

badly infected with Peronospora, partly crushed them,

and placed them in a saucer of water under a bell-

glass. The saucer was kept in a sloping position, so

that the leaves (being partly submerged) were allowed

to absorb the water naturally. The result was that

he obtained an enormous number of resting-spores in

all parts of the leaves, many being within the spiral

vessels and hairs. These resting-spores were in every

way identical with mine, and they could only belong to

the Peronosporex or Saprolegniex, because similar

bodies are unknown in other families of fungi. The
first-named family has jointed threads, the second

bears threads without joints ; now as the threads seen

by me, and last year illustrated in connection with

the resting-spores, had jointed threads, they must

belong to Peronospora, and not to Saprolegnia. As
there is no other Peronospora than P. infestans known
to grow upon the Potato plant, it is clear that the

resting-spores cannot rationally be referred to any

other than the Potato fungus. Added to this I last

year saw the secondary bodies clearly growing from

the Peronospora threads. I attach great importance

to the jointed threads, because De Bary, when he

figures Artotrogus from *' Montague's original speci-

men " {KacariheSj p. 25S), shows the threads with

many septa. From the first I have said that Mon-
tague's Artotrogus and the bodies discovered by me
are the same. That both belong to Peronospora the

sequel will prove.

It was of the highest importance that these resting,

spores should be preserved alive till the time arrived

for their renewed activity, and with this purpose in view

I preserved the material in which the resting-spores

were present in sealed bottles, each bottle containing

more or less pure water or expressed juice of horse-

dung diluted with water. As I was quite in the dark

as to the habits of these resting-spores, of course I did

not know what to do for the best, or what the result

of my experiments would be. In former numbers of

the Gardeners^ Chronicle I have described how these

resting-spores at first floated on the surface of the

water, how they at length deposited themselves in the

sediment at the bottom, and how on opening one of

the bottles at the last meeting of botanists at Hereford

the resting-spores were found still intact and appa-

rently alive. Happily for me, nearly all my spores

retained their vitality. Mr. Broome, being equally

uncertain with myself, trusted to chance, and chance

so far favoured him that all his resting-spores in the

slanting saucer of water well retained their life. It

might have been (and even was) said that possibly

some fungus foreign to the Pot.ato fungus had got into

my material, but if so it must be regarded as a coin-

cidence in the highest degree extraordinary that Mr.

Broome should also get the same new and foreign

fungus in his Peronospora material ; a body so

puzzling in its nature as to be referred to no less.thau

eight diflerent species of fungi.

All who have studied the habits of the lower fungi

know the extreme difficulty of preserving the specimens

alive. This difficulty almost amounts to an impossi-

bility. The fungi under study may be present one

day and all gone the next ; a few drops of extra

moisture or a slight current of dry air is sufl'icient to

destroy or collapse the whole lot. Besides this

myriads of other parasiiic fungi, and whole tribes of

infusoria commonly make their appearance and prey

upon the material that is desired to be preserved.

Now one of the most extraordinary (acts about the

recent Potato investigations in this country is this.

These other fungi and infusoria have not to any

damaging extent appeared. Since I opened my
sealed bottles last April I have kept the material

under a bell-glass, and there has been no offensive

odour, and to no appreciable extent have there been

any moulds, infusoria or parasites except Perono-

spora infestans itself, and the other fungus which

is equally destructive to Potatos and known under

Fusisporium Solani. In investigating the Potato

disease it was almost as important to discover the

entire life-history of the Fusisporium as the Perono-

spora, and fortunately the materials preserved gave

a perfect clue to the entire life-history of both. Mr.

Broome's material has in the same manner been free

from an excessive number of other fungi and infusoria.

The germination of the resting-spores was awaited

with the greatest anxiety, and as I never knew from

one day to another whether or not these bodies might

all collapse and perish, I was under the necessity of

dividing the material, and keeping a constant look-out

for results under different conditions. With this object

in view, therefore, I kept some of the bodies moist in

pure water, others in diluted expressed juice of horse-

dung, others in expressed juice of fresh Potato leaves,

others upon extremely thin slices of Potato and on

crushed Potato mash, others in saccharine fluid, others

in nitrogen gas, some between pieces of glass kept

constantly moist, some upon broken tde (ilso kept

constantly moist), and some upon Potato leaves as

they grew upon the living plant. Besides this I have

had a quarter of a hundred of slides, kept damp, and

under examination every day (almost night and day)

for the last three months. All these preparations I

have kept constantly and uniformly moist under

darkened bell-glasses, for darkness invariably assists

the growth of spores of all sorts.

The first new fact worthy of note is this : many of

the resting-spores grew in size during nine months of

their rest to twice their original diameter, or about four

times their original bulk, and their aspect gradually

changed from almost smooth, semi-transparent blad-

ders to brown, more or less rough and warted or echinu-

late spheres. These latter brown, mature bodies were-

quite the same in character with those so sparingly

seen last June and July. How they arose last year

no one saw, but probably the wet weather of the early

summer caused their appearance. It does not follow,

because the resting-spores have taken a year to

artificially mature with me, that therefore they always

take a year to ripen ; it is quite possible that, in a

state of Nature and under diflerent conditions, they

may mature rapidly. At any rate, two sorts of bodies

were seen together last year, transparent smooth

bodies, and rough brown ones. I considered them to be

diflerent states of the same resting-spores, and sub-

sequent facts have proved ray supposition to be quite

correct.

The top row of illustrations on fig. 12 shows charac-

teristic conditions of the almost mature reproductive

bodies as drawn in April last. At A is seen the

oospore (or resting-spore) within the oogonium (bladder

which holds the resting-spore), at r, may be seen two

resting-spores within one oogonium, and at c three

resting-spores within one oogonium, whilst at D is

shown a double oogonium—two oogonia coalesced,

and each oogonium containing a resting-spore.

At the end of April and beginning of May last I

began to see the first signs of germination, and at

this time many of the oospores proved eflete ; the

oogonium cracked at K, or became broken into
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atoms, as at F, discharging a bladder, as at G, which
perished in fine dust, as at H.

As the month of May progressed many of the rest-

ing-spores became dense and dark, with the oospore

occupying the whole of the oogonium, as at I ; this

condition is diflerent from that of the body A, for

in this the resting-spore, being not quite mature,

does not yet occupy all the oogonium, but floats

within from side to side, as the object happens to be
moved under the microscope. J shows the contents

of oospore being broken up into zoospores ; K
shows the zoospores within still more clearly, and
where they are giving an echinulate appearance to the

zoospores burst and at once perish, as at Q, whilst

others throw out threads of mycelium, r, which
threads are destined at length to bear the conidio-

phores of the Potato fungus in its new generation.

The zoospores thus obtained were planted on the

foliage, and upon thin slices of Potato supplied from
a frame by Mr. Alfred Smee. On these materials

they at once produced mycelium and small conidio-

phores, which, without doubt, belonged to Perono-
spora, but as better results were afterwards obtained
from resting-spores similar to i, fig, 12, the figures are

not here engraved.

The Rev. J. E. Vize, Forden Vicarage, Welshpool,

observed on the preparations treated with expressed

juice of horse-dung threads similar to the very long

branched thread shown at s, s, s, fig. 12; these threads

were so long that they traversed the entire slide, and I

could only detect a single septum or joint, and fre-

quently none. T, u, v, are characteristic : the latter

shows two septa, which is a common condition at this

stage of growth ; and all three figures show the pro-

toplasm of the oospore coiled up within the walls

of the latter, w shows an oospore germinating with
the antheridium (a) attached to the oogonium, and
still upon its last year's thread ; x is a germinating

oospore with a thread showing tlie first septum ; and Y

Fig. 12.—THE RESTING-SPORES OF THE TOTATO LUNGUS. (ENLARGED 40O DIAM.) SEE TEXT.

bladder within (an appearance adverted to lately by
Mr. Berkeley in a letter to the Gardiuers Chroiudi) ;

L shows the bladder from within the oospore being
discharged from the oogonium after the manner of

Cystopus, with the contained zoospores ; this bladder
frequently bleaks up into dust, as at M, setting the

zoospores which are at present quiescent free, as at

N; two tails shortly appear on these latter bodies,

and at a cerlain period of their growth the

anieiior cilium, or tail, is pushed straight out as seen
at o, the posterior tail then quivers withanundulatory
movement, and the zoospores sail out of the field of

the microscope. How long the zoospores live it is

dillicult to say, but probably somewhere between
twelve hours and a week ; at length they come to

rest, as at r, when the tails fall into fine dust. Some

a gentleman who has made a special study o( micro-

scopic fungi, has had some of my living material

under examination during the past winter and spring,

and when the first signs of germination showed them-

selves in my oospores, I wrote him to keep a good

look-out for results. He wrote me as follows, under

date of April 21 : "My idea certainly is that the
I

oospores are germinating : bottle No. I had a thin

film on it which developed into a lot of mycelium and

threads of Peronospora ; " I, too, observed the same 1

fact in London.

Throughout May the habit of the oospores appeared

to remarkably change, for instead of producing zoo-
j

spores they protruded a thick and generally jointed

thread, this thread agreeing exactly in size with average

Peronospora infestans threads. On May 13 I

shows two germinating oospores emerging from one
oogonium, each thread showing the first septum

;

the old male organ (antheridium) is still attached

to w, X, and Y. The figure at z, drawn on May 12,

is characteristic, and shows three septa ; the specimen
wassent onto the Rev. M.J. Berkeley, who replied :

"1
found the germinating oospore exactly as you figure

it. There can be no doubt about the matter." Mr,
Broome, who was examining similar material of his

own, wrote on May 41 "It only remains now appa'

rently to see the Peronospora arising from the threads

which proceed from the oogonia to prove the identity;'*

and again on May 20 :
"1 do not see any attached!

conidia, but the space between the sections of Potato
is covered with long threads resembling the conidio'

phorous threads, but I could not see any with the'
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spores on them." It may be said here that no other

known fungus has conidiophorous threads similar to

those of the Potato fungus.

At the beginning of May, whilst observing the

habit of Fusisporium and its resting state, I observed

typical Peronospora infestans growing upon the drier

parts of the previous year's crushed and decayed

leaves ;
this observation was confirmed by Mr. Vize,

who wrote on May 22 ;
" According to my ex-

amination the Peronospora grows on the drier parts

of the magma. I do not observe it growing on the

very wet."

On fig. 13 may be seen a collection of resting-spores

nospora springs direct, and (when artificially grown)

almost invariably in a terminal manner. The conidia

are not mature in any of the specimens here figured
;

doubtless this is because all the plants are more or

less abnormal from being grown artificially, but still

the threads are characteristic of Peronospora infestans,

and no known fungus but the one which causes the

Potato disease has vesicular swellings such as are

shown at P.

Mr. Chas. B. Plowright (surgeon, of King's Lynn),

a gentleman who has long studied fungi, has patiently

examined some of the living material with which I

have been working this spring and early summer, and

others not published, have been confirmed by Messrs.

Vize and Plowright.

At n on fig. 13 may be seen Peronospora mycelium
with a young plant (q') growing from amongst the

starch of the Potato tuber, the dark background

showing the cell wall corroded by the fungus, and at

R a similar fragment of mycelium upon the cuticle of

a Potato leaf ; it is very common to see one cell of

the cuticle thus discolored by the corrosive mycelium,

the corrosion of the cell being caused by the mycelium
passing over and upon it. Both threads here shown
come direct from last year's resting-spores. At s is

engraved a branch of the Potato fungus, showing the

Fig. 13.—the resting-spores of the potato fungus, (enlarged 400 diam.) see text.

before and in the act of germination, together with

a number of Peronospora threads taken from Potato

leaves and tubers previously infected with the oospores.

a, i), c, and D show oospores in which the protoplasm

which is destined to produce the new plant is coiled

up within. At e this coil is seen just emerging. This

convolute mass is really contained within a thin

bladder, and sometimes the bladder is expelled,

as in Cystopus, from the oogonium before the

coil unwinds, as at F, G. The thread then emerges as

shown at H, i, and j, sometimes leaving the bladder

free but broken, as at K, L. It is rare to see the thread

of the new plant in connection with the oogonium, as

at M, N, though I have so seen it, together with the

septa many times. The first mycelium or spawn of the

new plant is seen at o, o, o, and from this the Pero-

he writes n.e on May 19 to say : "I find plenty of

branching, nodose conidiophores, especially amongst

the drier portions of the substance sent. I also see

living conidia. I have seen many conidiophores with

convoluted bases, but in the vast majority of cases

long ere the conidia come the oospore is gone ; I see

the granular protoplasm distinctly ascending the base

of the conidiophore." As regards the first coil of

mycelium, Mr. Plowright writes: "I distinctly saw

this curved in two oospores, and I believe the myce-

lium comes out with a curl." The same gentleman,

under date May 19, writes : "I saw a great many

conidiophores both with conidia in silu and not ; most

conidia had fallen off ; latterly I saw plenty of convo-

luted bases." The evidence of identity appears com-

plete, and many of the figures here published, and

numerous partitions with which the threads are at

times furnished, and at T is a typical well-grown

branch of the fungus, with a full-grown conidium at

the apex ; this conidium may either discharge zoo-

spores, as at u, or an irregular mass of protoplasm, as

at V, from either of which a new plant may spring,

and in this habit the conidium agrees well with the

resting-spore : the branch in this figure is shown as

continuous, and though furnished with the vesicular

swellings no partitions are present, the branches are

frequently so seen. At w is illustrated a small weak

plant, giving rise to a branch, which branch is deve-

loping into a large and strong plant ; such a pheno-

menon is by no means uncommon, and shows how

the fungus increases itself in every possible way. I

have frequently seen this secondary thread branched.
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Daring the last hours of completing this, the last

engraving (fig. 13) illustrative of the Potato fungus, a

new and curious fact came to light. On examining

the oospores in saccharine fluid, I observed some of

the discharged bladders to be carrying from two to

four secondary bla'iders inside (X) ; these secondary

bodies were in their turn expelled, and grew and pro-

duced mycelium as at y, Y, Y, whilst a few of the same

secondary bladders burst and produced from three to

six very fmall zoospores, generally only three. It is a

most singular fact that these secondary bladders and

zoospores are exactly the same in size with De Bary's

Pythium vexans, and about one-sixth or eighth of the

bulk of the resting-spores from which they were dis-

charged. With this exception there has not been the

slightest approach in any of my material to organisms

which might be referred to Pythium. Mr. Plowright

writes ; "None of my oospores ever burst and pro-

duced Pythium or Pythium-Iike spore?."

My material has contained a large number of dead

mites and aphides and a few nematoid worms ; the

oogonia and threads were to be seen in all parts of

the dead insects, but not in the worms.

De Bary, in reviewing my observation, says ;

—

" Even if the often mentioned warty bodies were

hibernating oospores of Phytophlhora (Peronospora),

like the similar oospores of P. Arenarirr? which re-

semble them, we should not gain much information

bearing upon these questions, since their occurrence

is, at the best, extraordinarily rare." This sentence

is very erroneous, for although the bodies were

apparently rare when I first recorded their discovery,

they were not necessarily so in a state of Nature, for on
continuing the experiments after my first essay was
written, the resting-spores were produced in myriads,

and that, too, within the tissues of a comparatively

few leaves. During the present spring I have sent

mounted preparations of the mature (or almost mature)

resting-spores to many of the foremost cryptogamic

botanists of Europe, but not one has denied their pos-

sible identity with Peronospora infestans.

For more than thirty years our Potato crops have
been systematically destroyed by two virulent fungi,

viz., Peronospora infest.ans and Fusisporium Sol.ani
;

these two parasites almost invariably work in com-
pany with each other, they suddenly appear for a few
weeks, destroy our crops, and vanish fir ten or twelve
months, then reappear and repeat the work of de-

struction. I claim for my work that it is new, and
that it has proved how both tliese fungi hide and
sleep through eleven months of the year. As I have
kept the resting-spores of both parasites alive artifi-

cially in decayed Potato leaves in water, in moist air,

and in expressed diluted juice of horse-dung, it con-

clusively proves to me that the resting-spores hibernate

naturally in the same manner. The seat of danger
from both parasites is cle.avly in dung heaps, ditch

sides, and decaying Potato plants.

Any inethod of destroying the resting-spores of

these pests, or of warding off or mitigating their

attacks, obviously depends in a great measure upon a

full knowledge of their life-history. That life-history

I have endeavoured to the best of my ability to watch
and describe for the Gm-Jenny s' Chrotilde, and I am
content to let the observations stand on their own
merits. Sensibly conducted and extensive field ex-

periments might probably teach some v.aluable le'sons,

but it is difficult, if not impossible, for any single indi-

vidual, whether farmer or botanist, to institute and
carry out such experiments.

With these notes I am only (00 glad to bring the
whole subject (as far as reg.irds my work upon it) to

an end. Any one who feels .so disposed, and has the

time and patience to go over all the experiments and
observations again through another entire year can do
so. Worthingtm G. Smith.

OLIVE OIL.
The extraction of oil from the refuse of the kernels

and pulp of the Olive has latterly become an import-
ant tiranch of trade in Greece. A recent repoit on
some of the industrial establishments of Corfu slates

that the method employed for cmsliing the Olives
preparatory to extracting the oil is of the most primi-
tive kind. A vertical stone cylinder of great volume
and weight attached to a shaft is made to revolve by
horse power in a slightly concave bed of the roost

solid construction ; in this receptacle the freshly,

gathered Olives are placed, and by the action of the
revolving cjlin'^cr reiluced to a pulp more or less com-

minuted according to the degree of pressure. The

pulp is then removed and enclosed in flat circular

bags of about 2 feet in diameter, and then subjected

to the action of a strong screw- press set in motion by

a lever projecting horizontally, and worked by the

united efforts of several men. When, under this

operation, which is most laborious, the oil ceases to

flow, the now strongly compressed pulp is withdrawn

and collected in masses out-of-doors, where it is left to

dry or ferment, according to the accidents of the

weather.

Till recent times this refuse was occasionally

employed as a manure, and partly used by the bakers

for heating their ovens. For this latter purpose it

was largely exported to Malta, where it fetched

remunerative prices ; and this traffic continued till it

was put a stop to on the imposition of an export duty

by the Hellenic Government, which absorbed the

whole of the profits previously obtained. The accumu-

lation of this material in the islands, in all of which

Olive oil forms one of the chief products, had become

enormous, in spite of the local consumption for the

purposes above stated, when it occurred to some

ingenious persons to subject it to chemical analysis,

with the view of turning its properties to some useful

account. The result was that it was found to contain

from 2 to 4 per cent, of pure oil. This discovery once

made, in 1869, a firm composed of three enterprising

capitalists was established, and works on a large scale

were constructed, with a view to extracting the oil.

The process employed is both simple and ingenious,

and has turned out a complete success. It consists

in forcing, at a high temperature, bisulphuret of

carbon through a given quantity of the refuse,

which, after being reduced to a fine powder by

being passed between cast-iron rollers, is enclosed in

an air-tight me til cylinder of great strength, com-

municating with another receptacle or reservoir, also

air-tight, through which the acid is forced from

beneath, carrying along with it the oil disengaged by

its action. After a sufficient time allowed for cooling,

the reservoir is opened, when the oil, now of a

greenish colour, but almost inodorous, is found

floating on the surface of the acid, whence it is baled

out and preserved in casks. The acid remains un-

changed in its qualities and but slightly diminished in

quantity, ready, with slender additions, for operating

afresh. The quantity of oil thus obtained varies from

300 to 350 tons per annum, calculated to yield a nett

profit of over 24 per cent, on the capital engaged ;

but measures are being taken for enlarging the present

works, v/hence a proportionate increase in quantity

and value may be expected. The oil has been

hitherto exported principally to Marseilles, where it is

largely used in the manufacture of soap, for which it

is found highly adapted. On the score of economy,

too, it has its advantages, as it is procurable at a price

lower than that of the ordinary oil by about ,Jio per

Jfoitiqit Corrtspiibciicc.

Premature Flowering of Fruit Trees in

Sydney, New South Wales, and VicrNiTY.

—

An unusual general flowering of the fruit trees has

occiired at the commencement of the winter season in

Sydney, New South Wales, and the vicinity. New
Suuih Wales has been suffering during the last ten

months from a Hrouqht wliich has been almost general,

but about Apiil lo heavy and continuous rain set in,

and becoming extended over the colony, indicated to

the stock and sheep proprietors the joyful intelligence

of the break up of the drought, which, by the want of

grass for their stock, had occasioned heavy losres to

ihem, for the country was so dried and parched that not

a blade of grass was visible, but in a few days of rain

the country, as if by magic, assumed rapidly a green

and luxurious appearance, underthe influence of a warm
sun after the rain. The fruit growers were also great

sufferers from the dry season, from the trees prema-

turely losing their leave?, which crumbled up from

the intense lieat and the fruit dropped off. From
April 10 the rainy v/er.ther commenced and continued

a general downpour over the colony for several days.

This was followed by mild, warm, and genial weather,

the mornings and evenings feeling chilly but in the

daytime very warm, which is not unusual at this sea-

son of the year. From May lo I noticed in the gardens

in and about Sidney, extending to Parramatta (a

di<;tance of 14 miles), that the Apple, Pear, Plum,

Peach and oiher fruit trees were all in full bloom, the

trees being a dense mass of flowers as is usually dis-

played by them in the spring season, commencing in

September, imparting a most beautiful but unnatural

sight at this season of the year, appearing as if we had
skipped from May to September. The result of this

early blossoming must be the destruction of the fruit

crop by the frost, as this month is only the com-
mencement of our Australian winter, and they must
be naturally cut oft by the cold and frosty weather.

A question may arise which may be answered by
observation in the spring, Whether the trees will have

sufficient vigour to renew their efforts to bear the next

summer crop? During a residence of forty years in

New South Wales this is the first time I have
observed such an occurrence.

This is the commencement of the Orange season in

New South Wales, and I hear that ail the Orange
trees are developing an unusual qumtity of blossom,

whereas this season the yield ot fiuit will be com-
paratively very scanty. George Bennett^ AT.D.^ F.L.S.^

<^c., Sydney, A>r.' Soiiik IVa/es, May 1 1.

PLANT HOUSES.
Plant Stove.—As I have previously attempted to

show, many flowering stove plants that will stand

removing to cooler quarters in a conservatory during

the warm summer weather, get the character of not

bearing such treatment through the simple fact that

whilst in such a situation there is not sufficient con-

sideration given to their requirements. If they are

stood in cold draughts where a full volume of air

comes in direct contact with them, as a natural conse«

quence not only are the flowers quickly over, but the

leaves and roots suffer to a greater or less extent.

This is nothing more than might be expected if a little

thought is given not only to the nature of the plants,

but to the moist condition of the atmosphere in which
their growth has been made. In such structures, espe-

cially when they are adjoining the mansion, and con-

nected by doors with the living-rooms, it is no doubt
necessary not to have the atmosphere in too damp a

condition, but this is very often carried much further

than comfort for promenading requires, or for the well-

being of even the plants that are permanently grown
in the house, to say nothing of stove subjects, such

as those under consideration. Where a good space is

occupied by beds in which plants are planted out or

plunged, the moisture given off from the soil will

counteract the drying influence of the air admitted
;

but when such beds do not exist, and there is no
other moisture-holding body, through the fact of the

whole floor space being composed of tiles or flagi?,

then it is necessary to resort to other expedients, one
of the most effectual of which is placing a couple of

inches of living sphagnum in the corners, along the

sides, or in any of the many places in which it can be

put without being objectionable. I have found that

by moistening it once a day it will keep quite green,

fresh looking, and fully effect the purpose of keeping

the atmosphere better suited to the plants, and also

softer and more enjoyable for all who enter the house.

When stove plants are brought in they should be put

as far as possible from where air is admitted, not
allowing draughts from side openings to come in con-

tact with them, and the house ought to be kept for

some days closer after their introduction. l>y this

means AUaraandas, Bougainvilleas, Clerodendrons,

Anthurium Scherzerianum, Stephanotis, and Ixoras

can be used through the present and gene-

rally a considerable part of the ensuing month.
The heat-loving Ixora coccinea is the best of

all the species, and better than any of the

numerous hybrids for this purpose, as the others,

unless well prepared for the change and carefully

dealt with afterwards, are apt to throw their flowers

off, but if the necessary care and forethought are

exercised with the above plants, especially in keeping
the house closer on cooler days, they can be made to

do good service here when there is ascarcvtyof flowering

subjects. To these may be added a number of fine-

leaved plants from the stove, such as Dracrenas, some
of the hardier Marantas, Caladiums, and Aralias,

intermixed with greenhouse foliage plants and
Fuchsias, Lilies, Balsams, Achimenes, Gloxinias, and
others similarly adapted ; there will be sufficient

interest attached to the conservatory at a time when
it is often unattractive. One of the most important
matters is to use the water-pot very sparingly to all

plants out of heat, or their roots will be likely to suffer.

Give every attention requisite to Bouvardias ; if the

small pots which they are in are full of roots they
must at once be moved to others 6 or 7 inches in

diameter, or, still better, be planted out in shallow pits

or frames filled with rich light soil, to which has
been added a good portion of leaf-raould ; in such
material they will not only make close bushy
growth, but will also lift well for potting in the

autumn with their roots intact, very different to what
can be done whh them if the soil is of a closer nature,

in which case it is not possible to move them without
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a considerable loss of roots. The material in which

they are planted should be sufficiently high in the

frames to elevate the plants, so that their tops will be

near the glass. Stop any shoots that are outgrowing

the rest. Syringe overhead in the afternoons of

bright days, and close the lights early, so as to run

up the temperature high enough to accelerate growth.

If grown in pots let their treatment in other respects

be similar, standing on ashes, with which fill the frames

full enough to get them up to the light. Give un-

remitting attention to Poinsettias, both such as were

struck first and also the later-footed cuttings. Both
should be well attended to, not allowing them to want
for root-room, water, or anything else they need. The
ordinary stove is not the best place for them from

this time during the summer months, as here they

generally get drawn up weak through the air given

being insufficient without often the means of getting

them as near the roof-glass as they like. If a small

pit can be afforded them it will be much the best. Do
everything to encourage grovpth, as the size of the

heads will depend upon the strength the plants acquire

by good management through the season. Old
plants that were headed down, and partially

shook out after being cut back, should be kept

with their heads all but touching the glass, or

they will become drawn and unsightly. In the stove

the syringe must be used freely now every afternoon,

or red-spider and thrips if at all present will get

ahead. If this most important work is left to in-

experienced hands it is often badly done in many
ways. What is required is the power to discriminate

betwixt such plants as merely want sprinkling to give

the requisite moisture to free the leaves from dust

and accelerate growth, and such as need a more or

less free application of the water often to both upper
and under surface of the foliage to keep them free

from the above insect pests. When the operation is

not performed with this necessary care it is no un-

common occurrence to see plants syringed every after-

noon, and still the leaves half or completely spoilt by
red-spider or thrips. T. Baines.

FLOWER GARDEN,
The flower garden, or that part of it occupied by

the summer bedding plants, will now, or ought
shortly to be, at its best, and the enjoyment of it will

be greatly enhanced by keeping all its surroundings in

trim condition ; walks should be frequently rolled,

verges and edgings clipped or trimmed, and the lawn
mown weekly. The plants forming the groundwork
and divisional lines of the flower-beds should be
regularly pegged or pinched, and the pattern or
design kept as true as when first marked out. What
is known as ** carpet bedding "can only be success-

fullyaccomplished by strict and almostdaily attention to

this, viz., pinching and pegging into form. The one
great drawback to carpet, panel, or succulent
bedding that I have observed is the failure

of most people to keep the plants within proper
limits ; the design, arrangements of colours, and
the planting are faultless, but eventually all are
allowed to get mingled together

;
perhaps an outside

line gets taller than an inner one, just for the want of
a few pegs, or pinching, and so the style generally
gets condemned simply because some have fa'led to

carry it out as it ought to be done. Those who do
not intend, or who have not time to do it well, should
confine themselves to large masses of colour or mixed
beds of larger growing plants, which, when once
planted, are done with till the frost cuts them ofi and
they require to be cleared away, that the beds may
be replanted for winter or spring display. Low-grow-
ing Sedums and Saxifrages, Echeverias, Antennarias,
and Cerasttums, with all plants of a like type
that are used for carpet bedding, should have
their flowers kept picked off; Lobelias, Mesem-
bryanthemum cordifolium variegata, Leucophyton
Erownii, and Alternantheras, all will require
to be pegged at least till the ground is covered, after

v/hich they also may be pinched. The flowers, too,

should be kept off the large flowering Echeverias
which are used as dot plants, or in the arrangement
of succulent beds, for, handsome though they are in

themselves, they impart a ragged, untidy appearance
to the beds when allowed to flower. Calceolarias,

Verbenas, and Violas all require liberal supplies of

water. The heat of the past week or two has tried

them severely, but still here they are first-rate, having
had plenty of water. We only grow two kinds of
Calceolaria, viz., amplexicaulis and aurea floribunda

;

only one Verbena. Purple King, and two Violas, Mul-
berry and Blue Bell : none of these ever f.iil us, but
continue in full flower till the advent of severe frost.

I have this season had several kinds of new Violas sent

here to prove for bedding purposes, some of which
promise to be desirable acquisitions, and on which I will

report in a future note. Being an advocate for increasing

our stores of harHy plants that can be made available

for summer bedding, so as to lessen the labour con-
nected with the getting up of a stock of tender plants,

and also that planting may be completed at an earlier

period than it is sale to do at present, I look upon
Violas as being worthy of all encouragement.

Hitherto the varieties introduced have been liable to

attacks of mildew, but in this respect the improvement
is great. Blue Bell has now been grown here for

three years, and has not once been attacked by the

parasite, and of all those that are on trial this year
not one is as yet affected. Subtropical plants may
be assisted in their growth by stirring the

surface soil, either with a small hoe or a
pointed stick ; and though at any time this may be
done, it should always be done after heavy rains, or

as soon as the weather clears up the soil becomes hard
and cracks, and so growth is checked. If not yet

done stake and tie all requiring supports, as also

Dahlias, Hollyhocks, Phloxes, herbaceous Lobelias,

and Sweet Peas. Now that Rhododendrons have done
flowering let all seed-vessels not required for seeding

be at once removed; this remark applies only to

hybrid kinds, as of course the common Ponticura

varieties, where grown in quantity, must be left to take

their chance, though for the sake of neatness it may
be advisable to trim these also, especially near walks
or other conspicuous places. Roses have done better

than might have been expected ; they are now in fine

bloom, being quite a fortnight later than last year.

The dead and decaying flowers should be kept
regularly picked off, and the struggling growing
shoots be shortened back to induce a second crop

of flowers. Budding must be begun in earnest, and
cuttings of half ripened wood, it put in now and
afforded a gentle bottom-heat, will strike readily. Tie
and train climbers, and see that standards have the

necessary supports, as at this season they are apt to

get top-heavy and snap the old stakes, fF, Wiidsmilh,

Heckfield.

FRUIT HOUSES,
Cucumbers.—Where the supply of fruit is ob-

tained from the Cucumber-house proper, great care

and unremitting attention will be required to keep the

plants clean and fruitful. Dress over at least three

times a week, and remove as many of the old Vines
and leaves as can be spared without checking growth,

always bearing in mind that nothing is gained by
overcrowding. Ventilate freely, close about 4 P.M.

with plenty of atmospheric moisture, and dispense

with fire-heat unless the house falls below 60°. If

the plants show signs of exhaustion, top-dress with a

compost of good loam, cowdung, and lime rubble.

Water freely and frequently with tepid liquid manure,
as nothing is more favourable to the spread of red-

spider than dryness at the root. Cucumbers in dung-

pits and frames are now producing an abundance
of fine fruit, and will continue a long time in

bearing if proper attention is paid to their require-

ments. "When the heat in the bed declines

the front lining may be taken down and rebuilt, with
a little fresh material added to revive fermentation.

If the lights have a flat pitch, or, better still, face the

west, but little shading will be required. Remove
all surplus fruit, dress and train twice a week, and
water oveihead on fine afternoons ; close with sun-

heat at 85°, and give a little air at sunset. A few
plants may now be raised from seeds or cuttings, and
grown in a dung frame, to take the place of exhausted

plants for the autumn and early winter supply. Keep
them close to the glass on a gentle heat until wanted,

when the yield will be superior, and their manage-
ment much easier, than that of old plants. But the

Cucumber must have constant attention, otherwise it

becomes one of the mo-^t troublesome, instead of the

most profitable plant in cultivation. IV. Coleman.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Independent of the necessity of keeping the hoe

constantly going at this season for the purpose of

eradicating w-eeds, the importance of having the soil

frequently stirred among growing crops and the bene-

ficial results that accrue from so doing can scarcely

be overated. Excepting heavy mulchings to shade
the roots and intercept evaporation, there is nothing
that answers the purpose so well as a loose pulverised

surface, and when the former is at all objectionable

from the untidy appearance it presents, recourse should

be had to the hne as the next best conservator of

moisture. AVere this valuable tool more used than
it is in the cultivation of vegetables there would be
less need of artificial watering, which after all is but
of little value unless given in sufficient quantity to

penetrate well down, and even then it is soon

reabsorbed in the atmosphere unless shaded by dry

earth or some other substitute. Frequent dribblets

from the water-pot are worse than useless, the efTect

being to entice the roots to the surface, where they

quickly perish [should a few hours of drying wind
occur. Peas are by far the most important crop in

the kitchen garden for the next few months to

come, and require the most unremitting attention

to keep up a regular supply. No'hing but a heavy
mulching, with frequent applications of liquid

manure or clear water will do this if the weather sets

in dry, and even all the care that can be bestowed in

this way is often defeated through the attacks of the

small black thrips, that are always such a plague at

this season. These insinuate themselves in the points
of the young shoots and in amongst the blossoms as
soon as they are expanded, where they feed on the
young tender pods when formed, which prevents
their swelling ; and unless means are used to eradicate
them, they soon cripple the growth of the haulm and
spoil the crop. The best remedy I have yet found is

a good syringing of soap-suds, which either destroys
them or renders their food so unpalatable that they
at once take their departure. No time should be lost

in making the final sowing for a late crop ; and,
should the land be at all dry, the drills ought to be
well watered some hours previously to sowing the
seed. Peas lose much of their germinating power at

this late season, and seldom grow with that strength
and vigour which they do early in spring. To make up
in some measure for this lack of strength, they should
be sown in well-prepared trenches, dry, and treated as
regards manure much after the manner requisite for

Celery. After digging plenty of this in at the
bottom, fill up the trench to within an inch
or two of the general level, whicli will admit
of a good mulchinfT^ and form a trough-like
receptacle for water. As abundant supplies of this

will be necessary to ward off mildew and accelerate

growth, the trenches should be in a position where
they are readily accessible. Celery.—This should at

once receive a mulching of some kind, and nothing
answers the purpose better than the short manure that

may be obtained from old Mushroom beds, as by the
time the Celery requires eirthing-up it will have
become so integrated as readily to mix with the soil.

No plant shows its appreciation of shade to the roots

in a more unmistakable way than the above-named,
and when it is favoured in this way there is an
immense saving of labour, as half the quantity of water
suffices. Late planted Celery rarely attains any size,

unless the autumn should turn out exceedingly favour-

able, and as there is little or no gain in its late keep-

ing qualities beyond thit got out in June, the final

planting should at once be made in order to get it as

large at possible. To avoid any check, lift with as

large a ball as possible, and water well in, shading
the plants for a week or two by sticking a few branches
of evergreens in the trenches. Nothing is more appre-

ciated as a salad at this season than good crisp

Lettuce, and to have them in this desirable state they
must be afforded a rich piece of ground and a par-

tially shady position to grow in. A border dipping
north, backed up by a low wall or espalier fruit trees

answers the purpose admirably, or the spaces

between rows of tall Peas sown at wide distances

apart may be utilised for the purpose. The check
caused by transplanting is the most frequent cause of

failure with these, and therefore the seeds should be
sown where they are to stand, and the plants after-

wards be thinned out to the requisite distance apart,

which should not be nearer than a foot or 15 inches.

A good breadth of dwarf French Beans of any
approved early kind should now be got in on a south

border or other sheltered situation where they will

have protection from the cold autumnal winds. The
delicate flavour of the old Scarlet Runner renders

it a great favourite with many, and where it is

desired to have them in free bearing as late as they
can be obtained another sowing may yet be made
that will last on till destroyed by frost. The Onion-
maggot appears to be very troublesome this season,

the ravages of which may be much mitigated, if not
entirely prevented, by occasional waterings of lime
and soot water, its acrid properties being of a very
disagreeable nature to their skins. Salt water may
likewise ba used wdth good eflect, and acts as a
stimulant to the growth of the crop. If the latter be
applied it should only be at the rate of one pound of

salt to a rood of ground, or just suflicient to make the

water taste, and be poured on the beds in the evening
after the sun has left them. y. Shcppard^ Woolverstone

Park.

THE REDWOOD.
The road wound up from the green meadows through

a park-like region, shaded in many places by groups of

Redwood, or Sequoia sempervirens, a very elegant

Conifer, peculiar to the coast range of California.

A further interest attaches to it from the fact that

this name was given to it before the discovery
of the so-called Wellingtonia, wddch was properly
named Sequoia gigantea by the botanists, on account
of its near resemblance to the S. sempervirens. The
original name was given in honour of a peculiarly

intelligent half-bred Cherokee Indian, who was called

Sequoyah ; he had, among other things, devised
something of an alphabet and written lan^^uage for his

tribe, and was therefore called by an American
punster "the best red (read) man out." Such is the

origin of the received scientific name of the big trees,

as they are universally called in their own country
;

and we can hardly complain if the Americans are

unwilling to designate ore of the greatest of their own
national wonders by the name of a British hpro.
" Ovir the Sea and Far Awny;' by T. IV. Hivchbff,

M.A., F.R.G.S.
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

Tiic'SDAV Tulv II \ Es''"™'' Aclnn, and Hanwcll Horliculliiral
1 UESDAY, J uly II

j Society's Show.
r Enfield Horlicultural and Cottasc Gan]cn

Society's Show.
West of Scotland Rosarian Society's Show

WepNESPAV, July :

at Helensburgh (two days).

ONE of the most important processes in the

economy of vegetable life is the Way in

WHICH Plants Feed or obtain their nourish-

ment. It is so common to regard the feeding

and growing of a plant as one and the same
action, that the little which is known is fre-

quently misunderstood. Piloreover, the experi-

ments and researches of late years have revealed

many interesting facts which are completely

opposed to long-cherished theories. In a recent

number we alluded to the growth of plants, and

the implements employed to record the time

and rate of its progress. There is no doubt

that growth and nutrition proceed together in

some plants, whilst on the other hand a period

of nutrition, or a storing up of food, commonly

precedes a period of growth. Further, when
the assimilation of food is most active, growth

would appear to be slowest ; but there may be

exceptions to this state of things. We know
from personal observations, though only by

means of rough measurements, that the same
plant behaves very differently under diverse

conditions of heat and light. It has been said

that light is unfavourable to growth, and that it

accelerates the assimilation of food, whereas

darkness has the contrary eft'ect. But such a

statement is too sweeping, even if regarded as a

generalisation. Every gardener who has ever

forced an herbaceous plant, such as the Cucum-
ber, in the depth of winter, knows full well the

beneficial effects of a few hours' sunshine after

several gloomy, foggy days. The growth during

the succeeding night is usually very rapid ; but

we must not forget that we have at that season

sixteen hours of darkness against eight of light,

or imperfect light. It was not our intention,

however, to enter into this part of the subject

now, but rather to say something about the

manner and times at which plants feed, or lay

up a store of nutrient substances.

Dr. Sachs recently delivered a lecture on
this question before the Frankischcn Gartcn-

bau-Verein, in which he reviewed the present

state of our knowledge as enriched by the

latest investigations. The following is mainly

the substance of his lecture, which we borrow
from the Hamburger Gartenzcitung. It con-

tains, as a matter of course, many well-known

facts, but they are put together in a form that will

be welcome to those who have not time to cull

them out of scientific books. With regard

to successive periods of nutrition and growth,

we have only to mention bulbous plants, ger-

minating seeds, and the unfolding of the buds
of trees in spring. It is true that water, which
is necessary for the enlargement of the organs,

is taken up, but there is essentially no storing

up of food at this period ; on the contrary, there

is a consumption and exhaustion of the nutri-

tive substances previously accumulated in the

plant. The fact that this process is perfectly

effected with distilled water is accepted as a

proof of this assumption. The enlargement of

the growing parts is effected solely by the

absorption of water, and therefore the whole
operation is essentially one of a change of the

"reserve substances" already present. On the

other hand, the Horse Chestnut, Walnut, and

other trees, present us with examples in which

the conditions are reversed during the summer
months. The formation of branches and
leaves ceases, and large quantities of nutritive

substances are stored up in the tree, and not

appropriated till the following spring. Again,

there are many plants, especially those of annual

duration, which grow during the night when
nutrition is not proceeding, and in which both

operations are carried on simultaneously during

the day. In these cases it is in the roots and
fully developed leaves that the process of nutri-

tion is going on, and growth in the buds, flowers

and fruit.

With regard to the sources of the food of

plants, it has been proved by direct experi-

ment that they receive by far the greater

part of it from the atmosphere through their

green leaves. The small quantity of ash that

remains after burning a plant, together with a

large proportion of the water contained in the

plant, represents what is taken in by the roots

from the soil. This ash consists chiefly of

alkalies, lime, magnesia, of phosphoric acid,

sulphuric acid, chlorine, and silicon, mixed with

a very minute proportion of iron. Although

these substances, taken altogether, form only

a i-ery small fraction of the total weight

of the plant, they are indispensably neces-

sary to its nutrition, as has been proved by
numerous carefully-conducted experiments

;

and although they are present in only such very

minute quantities, the absence of any one of the

substances named, with the exception of silicon,

is sufficient to prevent a plant from thriving and
attaining its proper development. The insig-

nificance of the quantity of the ash constituents

is therefore no guide to their importance. Every
cultivator is aware of the fertilising properties of

even a very slight dressing of wood-ashes.

Besides the incombustible constituents and
water the roots extract nitrogen—another im-

portant element in the food of plants—from the

soil. This is taken up in the form of nitrates

and ammonia salts, which are both compounds
of nitrogen, and other elements. The nitrogen

is not found in the ash, as it is dissipated in

combustion. It forms only a very small frac-

tion of the organic substance of the plant, but

the amount is easily determined by a chemical

process, which we have not space to describe

here. The great bulk of the substance of a

plant consists of carbon, in various combina-
tions with hydrogen and oxygen, and forming

alone usually about half the dry weight of the

plant.

One of the most brilliant discoveries of the

latter part of the last century was the fact that

this enormous quantity of carbon stored up in

plants is taken up by their leaves from the

atmosphere, which apparently contains only so

very small a proportion of it. It is present in

the atmosphere in combination with oxygen, as

carbonic acid gas, to the extent of only about

four parts in ten thousand. This apparently

small proportion of carbon in the atmosphere,

and prejudice, for a long time supported the

notion that plants obtain some of their carbon

from the soil, and manures rich in this element

were regarded as their principal source of nutri-

ment. But now it has been proved that all

green-leaved plants obtain the whole of their

carbon from the atmosphere. Therefore,

decayed vegetable matter, or carbon compound
in any form, may be spared from the soil, so far

as the healthy condition of the plant is con-

cerned ; and it is only necessary that the in-

combustible constituents and nitrogenous

compounds should be present, for, as a matter

of fact, the quantity of carbon in the atmo-

sphere, though constituting so small a propor-

tion, is practically inexhaustible. The value

of the discovery of the source of the

carbon of plants to the cultivator is simply

nestimable, because it would be impossible to

find soil sufficiently rich in humus for cultiva-

tion on a large scale. Now, two conditions are

essential to enable the plant to draw its carbon

from the atmosphere ; namely, green (chloro-

phyll-holding) tissue in its leaves or branches,

and these green organs must be exposed to a

sufficiently strong light. It is only under the

influence of daylight or of direct sunlight that

leaves are able to absorb and decompose car-

bonic acid gas. The oxygen set free is returned

to the atmosphere. The carbon combines with

the elements of water, and an organic sub-

stance is formed, which subsequently may be

used in the further growth of the plant. It is

unnecessary to insist on the necessity of afford-

ing as much light as possible to plants, according

to their nature, for practical men are well

aware of its importance and effects. We can-

not, however, agree altogether with Dr. Sachs
that insufficient light is the sole cause of

most plants becoming stunted in a dwelling-

room, because there are several other very

unfavourable conditions to healthy plant life,

notably a dry atmosphere, and frequently the

fumes of burning coal gas. Slow growing plants,

such as Ficus elastica, Aralias, Dracaenas,

Palms, Sic, as Dr. Sachs observes, thrive better

than soft-leaved, more rapid growing plants

in a dwelling-house, but not, we think, as he

asserts, simply because they are able to flourish

with less light.

After this little digression we may continue

in Sachs' own words : According to the

amount of light so we should regulate the

heat of the atmosphere in cultivating plants

under glass ; for heat means growth ot the

plant and light nutrition. Heat, therefore,

without adequate light, means growth without

nutrition, or self-destruction of the plant, whilst

warmth and sufficient light signifies growth and
enough nutrition. But it does not follow, as is

commonly supposed, that because plants absorb

carbonic acid and liberate oxygen that theypurify

the air of a room, for in the absence of sufficient

light (and subjected to other antagonistic in-

fluences) they decompose very little carbonic acid.

Indeed, under the best circumstances, the im-

provement in the atmosphere of a room would

be scarcely appreciable. Another iinportant

fact remains to be mentioned. The respiratory

process in plants is the same as in animals, in

so far that the former also absorb oxygen from

the air and exhale carbonic acid gas. True

this is on a very limited scale, and a healthy

plant absorbs far more of the noxious gas than

it gives off. Nevertheless, it is not desirable to

have large masses of plants in dwelling rooms,

inasmuch as the conditions here are not con-

ducive to healthy growth, and the purifying

powers of the plants are reduced to a minimum.
Plant-growing in schools has been recom-

mended for purifying the air, and there is

nothing to be said against the presence of the

plants, but it should be remembered that a

window open only a very little way will efiect

more towards keeping the air pure than a room-

ful of plants.

The accompanying illustration, fig. 14,

represents one of those characteristic bits of old

English village scenery which one occasionally meets

with in a run through the shires. It is seldom

now, though, that one comes across such a relic of

the "good old times," as the village stocks and

whippiiig-post. Such, however, are to be seen in

the picturesque spot before us, and which is

to be found at the village of Aldbury in the

county of Bucks, about 3 miles from Tring,

the same distance from Ivinghoe, and a

mile or two further from Great Berkhamstead, lying

in the valley wliich commences under the woody
slopes wliich forms the boundary on that side of

Ashridge Park, and in sight of the monument which

recalls the memory of the first Earl of Bridgewater,

the founder of canal navigation. It is at the

j unction of four cross roads, and the old stocks stand
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in the centre—just such a spot as in bygone days

the bodies of those who came by their death by fclo-

de-st were wont to be buried.

In tlie tastefully arranged and well-sheltered

subtropical garden at Mentmore, one of the most

interesting objects at the present time is a charming

plant of the Japanese Lonicera aureo-reticu-

LATA. It has perfectly clothed a pole about 10 feet

high, the spread of its elegant shoots being about

12 feet in circumference, and the whole plant is

covered with flowers. It stands on the grass in front

of a recess in one of the raised mounds, and being

backed with dark-foliaged plants its great beauty can

be better imagined than described. In the same gar-

able time, and completely distance in beauty and
decorative v.-ilue the best selection of Verbenas that

can be made. We have just seen in an old Rectory
garden two excellent beds of these Phloxes, in

company with beds of Moss Roses, Ranunculus,

Marigolds, Antirrhinums, Delphiniums, &c. ; such old-

fashioned flowers reigning supreme. The Phloxes
represent the fine, large-flowering varieties of EuN'ST
Benarv, of Erfurt, who has greatly improved P.

Drummondi during the past few years ; not only is

there a great variety of colours and combinations of

colours, but some of the individual .flowers were as

large as a florin. It would perhaps assist to bring

these fine forms into cultivation if horticultural

societies were to offer prizes, either for examples

forms at present in cultivation compare meanly with
the fine self varieties.

At the exhibition of the Leeds HorlicuUural
Society on the 2Sih ult. Messrs. Backhouse & Son,
of York, set up a box of plants of alpine and hardy
flowers that deserve something more than a passing
notice, because suggestive of a great refinement in this

branch of exhibition. The box was of good size and
oblong in shape, partaking something of the character
of a mountain bed, with pieces of rock here and there
to give it an alpine character. The tallest plants
formed a background, and consisted of Delphiniums,
Lilium umbellatum, Brodiosa coccinea, Cypripedium
spectabile, Iris germanica, and then came Calochortus

Fig, 14.—the old stocks and WHipriNO-POST \-c aldlury, near asiiridge rAdK.

den there are some beautiful specimens of the Japanese
Acer poljmorphum rubrum, and the New Zealand
Flax, Phormium tenax, which the gardener, Mr.

; Smith, informed us had stood through the winter
( unharmed by frost or wet.

\

We are requested to state that on Thursday
J next, July 13, on the o:casion of the West of Eng.
ij LAND Rose Show, the Great Western and Midland
I Railways will convey passengers to and from the show
I

at greatly reduced fares.

i The fine old Phlox Drummondi has be-

I

come to some extent a neglected bedding plant, and
! yet it is one of the most exquisite of summer flowering
plants for growing in beds in the open ground. Only
let the plants le in good soil in an open sunny spot,

and the decaying trusses of bloom removed as they
fade, and the bed will remain in bloom for a consider-

grown in pots, or for collections of cut flowers of

difl'erent varieties. They sadly need popularising, for

they are easily cultivated. By the side of one of the

beds of Phlox Drummondi was another filled with

charming striped Petunias, of varying colours ; and it

was curious to notice how flowers on the same plant

varied in their marking, and this added to rather than

detracted from the value of the bed. A few days ago
we saw growing in pots some plants of that richest of

all the varieties of the Phlox Drummondi, splendens

grandiflora, carrying splendid flowers of such a

lustrous hue of vermilion-crimson that is yet absent

from the extensive race of Zonal Pelargoniums. An
improvement in the striped varieties of P. Drum-
mondi is much needed ; what we want is a restoration

of that fine variety, known as General Radetsky, of

fifteen and twenty years ago. Nurserymen used then i

to propagate it by cuttings, but there is reason to fear '

it is now almost lost to cultivation. The striped

luteus occulatus, Linum provinciale, a fine blue

;

Seubertia laxa. Orchis foliosa, O. niger, and then

on to dwarfer things, coming to the foreground, as

Saxifraga longifolia, Lewisia rediviva, Dianthus

glaciali, D. alpinus. Campanulas, dwarf Ferns,

Sedums, &c. The arrangement was so nice that

there was no confusion, each flower showing its cha-

racter and peculiar beauty. An extra prize was
awarded for this unique and pleasing arrangement.

The UsTiLAGO upon Rumex acetosa, referred

to in our last, is, as we learn from Dr. CooKE,
Ustilago Kuhniana, Wulf., in Bot. Zcil., 1S74,

p. S15. It is stated there to occur on both male

and female flowers. The spores are more finely

reticulated than in Uslilago utriculosa, whilst in U.
CandoUei they are smooth. Those of U. vinosa, which

occurs upon Oxyria, are much smaller. Whether it is a

variety of Ustilago utriculosa or a distinct species is
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very much matter of opinion. It is. Dr. Cooke
believes, new to this countrj'.

A number of engineers and architects inte-

rested in the construction of Railway Roofs met

together at the raddlngton Station on Tuesday last

to view and examine the ridge-and -furrow glass roofs

put up for the Great Western Railway Company on

Mr. Rendle's new system. They are very light and

elegant in appearance, and contrast very favourably

with the old roofs. The system has been so success-

ful that the patentee has received instructions from

, the Company to cover the stations at Cardiff, Swan-

sea, Plymouth, Neath, Bath, and several other

stations on the line.

' Mr. R. Wallace, Luscar Gardens, Dunferm-

line, N.B., has favoured us with specimens of the

Luscar Lemon Gem Calceolaria — a very dis-

tinct yellow bedding variety, which, we think, will

prove worthy of extensive cultivation. It is of the

ordinary shrubby type, grows from 8 to 12 inches in

height, has a neat branching habit, and flowers freely,

the individual blossoms beingof a bright citron-yellow

colour, and measuring three-quarters of an inch in

width and depth. It is said to come into flower a

fortnight earlier than any other variety.

It may interest those who take a delight in

old trees to know that in the pleasure grounds at

Mentmore, the beautiful Buckinghamshire seat of the

Baroness Meyer de Rothschild, may be seen

the noblest specimen of a Walnut tree that has

ever come under our notice. We are unable to give

its exact dimensions, but it is about 50 feet in height,

and has a spread of branches of about 300 feet in cir-

cumference.

The annual dinner of the Gardeners' Royal
Benevolent Institution took place at the Albion

Tavern on Friday last, R. Hogg, Esq., LL.D., in the

chair. The room was elegantly decorated with fine

Falms and other decorative plants sent by several

of the leading nurserymen, and the display of

fruit and groups of flowers, presented by Messr?.

Buck & Dickson, of Covent Garden, on the

table, was very satisfactory. The Chairman w.is

well supported by the horticultural element,

thouj^h we could have wished to have seen

more of the working gardeners present. The speech

of the Chairman was impressive^ as showing that the

benefits of the Institution are felt and appreciated not

only by those who directly profit by it, but by others

who, looking on and seeing the good the Institution

does, are enabled to judge of the advantages it offers.

The history of the Institution, as pourtrayed by the

Chairman, had a mournful interest from the long list

of founders—eminent horticulturists—who have now
for the most part passed away. The toasts were

pleasantly enlivened by some excellent solo and part

singing. We have but one suggestion to make, and

that is, that means be taken to shorten the terribly

long vianvais quart (fheiire. We fear it was at least

trots quarts d^heure in this case.

Mr. CiiAS. B. Tlowright, surgeon, of

King's Lynn, writes to say that the so-called "new"
Potato disease (Curl) of last year has reappeared in

Norfolk in the same garden where it appeared last

year.

In the Journal of Botany for the present

month (Jul}) Dr. H. F. IIance gives an account of

a Mongolian Grass which produces intoxication in

cattle ; thi-i he describes as a new specicF, under the

name of Sripa ineVjrians. Dr. Hance quotes a French

account given by a Catholic missionary in Mongolia,

of which the following is a translation :
— "I send

herewith a little packet of grass which the Chinese

called Tsoui-tsao (intoxicating grass) : the Mongolians

call it poisonous grass. It is found in abundance on

the Aiachan Mountains. We were making an excur-

sion on the mountain, and our horses, having probably

eattn abundantly of this grass during the night, could

hardly stand up in the morning. A Mongolian

family encamped in the neighbourhood advised us

to give them vmegar as an antidote, but in the absence

of this we gave them sour milk. A decoction of a

goat's head was also recommended Lo us as a sovereign

cure, and we administered this broth to our horses,

who soon experienced its good cflecls. The flocks of

horses, oxen, sheep, and camels who pasture on the

mountains do not suffer from the grass, either because

they avoid eating it, or because they are accustomed

to it." Dr. Hance refers to other grasses which, like

our common Darnel, have been credited with simi-

larly serious effects ; and quotes Dr. Shaw's recent

paper on the vegetation of South Africa, which states

that transport riders with their oxen have to travel

through certain parts of the country without stopping

on account of the Melicse (which are termed " dronk-

grass" by the Dutch colonists), which grasses have

very greatly increased during the last few years, and

on eating which cattle become afiflicted with intoxi-

cation to an alarming extent. Many plants are of

course well known to be poisonous to cattle j but

instances of this are rare among the Graminre.

Such Horticultural and Cottage Gar-
den Societies as that which held its annual exhibi-

tion at Southgate on Saturday last, have, as their title

implies, a double object in view : the advancement of

horticultural pursuits in the district generally by those

possessing gardens of considerable extent, as also

amongst the cottagers in the immediate neighbour-

hood, of whom there are a large number who devote

more of their spare time and attention to it than

usually to be met with amongst a similar class. This

is, no doubt, a good deal owing to the existence of

allotment ground (some 10 acres), divided into plots

of about an eighth of an acre each, at a nominal rent,

to those who are disposed to avail themselves of

them, and which collectively are better cultivated and

more productive than any that have before come
under our notice. This in turn is attributable to the

working of the society, which not only oflers prizes for

everything in the shape of vegetables, hardy fruits,

cut flowers, and window plants, that the cottagers

can possibly grow, but also a dozen prizes for the

best kept gardens, for which competition the

allotment plots are eligible ; not that all enter the lists

as competitors, although a large number do so

;

but the example of those who strive for prizes

has, as is always the case, in time an influ-

ence on those who do not. By this means a great

deal of good is effected, which reflects most creditably

upon all concerned—the respected individual whose
land is thus set apart for the allotments ; the com-
mittee who work hard in providing the means,

arranging and carrying out the exhibitions ; those who
especially subscribe for the cottagers' prizes, and the

cottagers themselves, who, by their industry, not only

benefit themselves but set an example that, if followed

in every rural parish throughout the kingdom, would

be a vast advantage to the community at large. After

carefully noting cause and effect in the matter of

cottagers' allotments, we feel convinced that the

bene (it derivable from them to the holders is never

brought out fully without the incentive offered by a

competitive exhibition, where each meets his fellow in

friendly rivalry, with the still further inducement of a

prize, which, \{ not large in amount, is sufticient to

prompt continued exertion to win it. Were it for

nothing more than appearance sake, the owners of

cottage property would find it a decided advantage to

assist cottage garden societies in their endeavour to

foster a taste for gardening pursuits' amongst the

occupants. A more pleasing sight does not exist than

a village or hamlet in which the most. is made by the

residents in decorating the walls of their dwellings

and the little plots in front of them. Would that the

bright cheerful exterior thus existing in places where

societies, such as the one under notice, have made
themselves felt, were extended throughout the v/hole

country. We are sanguine enough to predict that the

advantages would be even more important than the

external appearance, much as this is to be desired.

Meconotsis Wallichi has just opened its

first flower on the rockwork at Kew, but to be so fine

as usually supposed they must come of a much more

beautiful blue. Instead of the clear bright blue

represented in the figure, the colour of this flower is

rather dull, and looks as if inclined towards purple.

Perhaps the colour may be found to vary, but in any

case it is an attractive as well as an interesting plant.

M. nepalensis, a fine tall yellow species, has also been

in flower. Cathcartia villosa, too, has just gone out

of bloom. The hardy Orchids have here been an

interesting feature. Orchis foliosa, O. latifolia var.

speciosa, and O. latifolia var. sesquipedalis are now
in fine condition, and a number of others have gone

out of bloom. The culture of this interesting

class in this position may be considered a success, seve-

ral having rested three winters, and grown up this

year as strong as at first. Besides the Cypripediums

(which are expected to succeed), the above-mentioned

may be referred to as having produced the growth

from which they flower, on the spot, at least twice in

succession. There seems to be no doubt that the

best and easiest method of growing hardy Orchids

is to plant them out, notwithstanding the fact

that they have been grown well in pots. Ar-

nebia echioides is again in flower. Spiraea pal-

mata will presently be very ornamental, Linaria

cymbalaria var. alba is much more pretty than the

type, and seems also neater in habit. Lychnis

Ligasc^ is perhaps the prettiest of the dwarf plants

in flower, and as this is a particular case in point it

reminds us of the fact that even perennial plants

require renewing. The best practice as regards this

plant is to sow a few seeds every year. It is the

opinion of a very good authority that nearly all her-

baceous plants require renewing after a certain time,

indeed with a number it is very evident, as they die

out, as it is termed, after several years' standing.

The following circular relating to the

Lindley Liurary at the Royal Horticultural

Society, South Kensington, has been issued by the

trustees :

—

" The history of the establishment of the library is

briefly this:—When the accounts of the International

Horticultural Exhibition and Botanical Congress, held

in London in the year 1S66, were closed, it was found

that there was a considerable surplus left after the pay-

ment of all expenses. Part of that surplus (^1000) was
given to the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution

;

another part was expended in the purchase of the library

of the late Dr. Lindley— a library rich in botanicat and
horticultural works, and containing a large number of

pamphlets and separate memoirs not readily accessrble

elsewhere. As the Royal Horticultural Society was at

that time possessed of no proper or sufticient library, it

was resolved by the committee of the International

Horticultural Exhibition and Botanical Congress, with

the consent of the Council of the Royal Horticultural

Society, that the library so purchased should be
deposited, for the use of the public, in the rooms ol the

Society, so long as the Society shall continue to hold the

Royal Horticultural Gardens. In order to prevent the

dispersion of the- books, it was vested in the hands of

sundry trustees, including the treasurer and secretary,

for the time being, of the Royal Horticultural Society,

by virtue of their office.

" A proper trust-deed was accordingly prepared, and
the library has from that time been under the control of

the trustees, having been very efficiently managed, so far

as circumstances have permitted, by Professor Dyer, and
latterly by Mr. Hemsley, who, in accordance with the
trust-deed, were successively appointed by the Council of

the Society to be the librarians. The trust-deed provides

that the library shall, subject to such regulations as the

trustees may make from time to time for the proper con-
servation of tile books, be a free public library, open alike

to Fellows and non-Fellows of the Royal Horticultural

Society. The rules framed by the trustees are couched
in the most liberal spirit, it being their desire that the

advantages of the library shaU be as extensively enjoyed
as circumstances permit. The library has been enriched
from time to time by donations of books, &c., from
Fellows of the Society and others, one of the earliest

donors being Her Majesty the Queen, who, shortly

after the establishment of the library, graciously presented
Roxburgh's lllintrattons ofCoromandd Plants, in three
folio volumes, magnificently bound. The Gardeners'
Chronicle and the Florist and Pomologist are supplied
gratuitously by their respective proprietors. The books
and periodicals above alluded to do not constitute the
only property vested in the trustees, inasmuch as in 1S71
the portrait of Mr. Thomas Rivers, which nowhangsin
the Council-room of the Royal Horticultural Society, was
formally handed over to the trustees by the gentlemen
who had subscribed for it, [The portrait of M .

Standish has lately been iraJ- over to the trustees
by the subscribers.] The library has been found to
be of very great service to the officers of the Society,
and to the Fellows generally, on the days of meeting—

a

circumstance which the original founders of the library

may well be gratified to learn. A considerable number
of persons have availed themselves of the opportunities
accorded them, under certain restrictions, of borrowing
books

;
but tlie trustees would gladly see many more

persons avail themselves of this privilege, and desire it

to be known that this advantage is offered as freely to

those who are not Fellows of the Royal Horticultural
Society as to those who are members of that body.
"Among the circumstances which tend to check Ih'?

^wt. development -and utility of the library may he
mentioned :—The little knowledge that the horticultural
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public has of the advantages within \U reach ; the want

of a proper room, exclusively devoted to the purposes of

the library ; the impossibility, with the present limited

funds at the disposal of the trustees or of the Society, of

providing the sufficiently constant attendance of a

qualified librarian, or of issuing a printed catalogue of

the books, &c. ; the scanty income of the library,

amounting to only about ^^38 per annum—a sum

inadequate for the purchase of horticultural and

botanical books and periodicals, and for the expenses

connected with the proper maintenance of the same.

The invested money of the Trust consisted, in June,

1876, o^ £i2>i\ 9s. c).i. 3 per cent. Consols, the interest on

which constitutes the sole source of revenue of the

Tnist. By a resolution of the trustees (May i, 1872),

one-third of the income of each year has hitherto been

added to capital. Since July, 1872, 260 volumes have

been added to the library, at a cost of about ^200.

These were partly obtained by way of exchange, seventy-

six volumes (which were either duphcafes, or which were

not needed for the purposes of the library) having been

disposed of, for ^^50 14J. 61/. The addition to the

library, therefore, consists of about 200 volumes, costing

about ^(^150. This expenditure was in a great measure

necessitated by the number of arrears of periodicals,

which had been discontinued after the death of Dr.

LiNDLEY. The total is also swollen by the number of

expensive works which have been purchased, such as the

concluding volume of Siebold and ZUCCARINIS Flora

Japonica (;^5 5^.), and Al.vHA^Ty's Promenades de Paris

{£i(y), two volumes ; Pkeiffek's Notnendafor Botanicus

{^12), &c. During the same period, more than 200

volumes have been bound, at a cost of ,^33 3J. lod.

"The library is insured in the Law Fire Insurance

Office for ^800. The books are impressed with the

stamp of the trustees, and a manuscript catalogue of

them may be consulted on application.

"The trustees have deemed it advisable to lay these

facts before the horticultural public, in the hope that by
increasing the available funds, or by donations of books,

memoirs, pamphlets, &c., the utility of the library as an

independent means of promoting scientific and practical

horticulture may be enhanced, and its benefits shared by

a much larger number of persons than heretofore.

"Communications, books, &c., intended for the

Lindley Library, should be addressed to Mr. W. B.

Hemsley, Librarian and Secretary to the Trustees,

Lindley Library, Royal Horticultural Society, South
Kensington, London, S.W."

At the late Crystal Palace Ro?e Show, Mr,

John Laing exhibited some cut blooms of the

charming but sadly neglected Rose de Meaux,
whose small but full, light rose flowers, so well

adapted for button-holes, should secure for it a more
extended patronage. It is one of the most beautiful

and interesting of the old bedding Roses, but has

almost become lost to cultivation. For the border,

too, the old striped York and Lancaster should not

be lost sight of.

The Island of Rugen, in the Baltic Sea,

like many other small islands separated only by a

very short distance from the nearest mainland,

presents many interesting features in its flora. The
Holly, according to the Mouatsschrift^ occurs in a

wild state there as well as the Box. Some of the

finer examples of the former are nearly 20 feet high,

and very handsome in growth. The most easterly

station for this tree in North Germany is in the

Greifswald-oe. Schueeler, in his Pdanzesigiogra'

phischen Karte iiher das Konigreich Nonvrgni^ gives

the northern limit of the Holly as 63'' 7', in 25° 23'

E. longitude, near Christiansund ; and near Bergen

there is a fine cultivated specimen upwards of 45 feet

high, with a trunk about 33 inches in' diameter,

The evening /(Vi? of the Royal Botanic
Society was held on Wednesday at the gardens in

Regent's Park. All the entrances and main walks

were illuminated, and coloured fires were burnt upon
the banks of the lake and elsewhere. The electric

light was shown from a tower erected upon the

mound to the east of the main walk. Prizes

were offered by the Society for floral table-decora-

tions, and the collections sent in were exhibited in the

fruit tent, the large marquee, and in a special marquee
on the lawn. Some beautiful hanging baskets of

growing plants were shown by Messrs. DiCK Rad-
CLYFFE and others. Mr. James Bromwich gained

the 1st prize for bridal bouquets. Messrs. Barr &
SUGDEN, Miss E. Harris, Mrs, Burley, Mrs.

Seale, Mr. SoDER were also among successful

exhibitors.

We are requested to state that the Second
Annual Meeting of the Pelargonium Society has

been convened to be held in the Council-room of the

Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington, on

Wednesday, July 19, at 3 30 o'clock, for the purpose of

submitting the financial report forlhepast, and electing

a committee and oflicers for the ensuing year, and for

the transaction of other business. The Society's show

will be held on Wednesday and Thursday, the 19th

and 20',h inst, at South Kensington, in con-

junction with that of the Royal Horticultural

Society, when it is hoped that, all the members
of the Society v/hocan will exhibit for competition or

otherwise. The collection of Zonal Pelargoniums

grown at the Chiswick Gardens on behalf of this

Society includes many new varieties contributed by

the leading Continental raisers ; and being well

worthy of inspection, it is proposed to. hold a meeting

for that purpose at Chiswick, on a day to be fixed at

the annual meeting ; and this, it has been thought,

would afford a good opportunity for the members lo

dine together. Those members who are desirous of

dining should communicate with Mr. Thomas
Moore, Hon. Sec, Botanic Garden, Chelsea, S.W.,

within ten days, that arrangements may be made
accordingly.

Ill the Berlin Monatsschrift dcs VtTchtc: zur

Bejoyderufii^ des Gartenbattes for May, there are some
details of the produce of a morgen of land under

vegetable culture, together with the cost of production.

A morgen is a little more than an acre and a half

(1.59) English. This was drawn up by the Vegetable

Committee of the Society, and some of the figures

may be interesting as showing the wide differences,

both in the outlay and income, in the two countries.

Of course the profits would fluctuate according to the

markets, but the following figures are stated to repre-

sent fair average prices. We have only space for the

totals, but we may mention that each item is given
sepai-ately. The rent is reckoned at £'^ '^s. per inorgcn.

Celery : outlay, ^34 15-r. ^d. ; income, ^^45 7/. ^d. ;

profit, /"lo I2s. id. Kohl Rabi : outlay, ^30 i6j. ;

income, ^40 iSs. ; profit, ;!^io 2s. Early Potatos :

outlay, ^25 is. ; income, £^^ ^s. ; profit, £g y.
The foregoing figures include a second crop, such as

Cabbage after Potatos. They also include manure,
and incidental expenses. The total profit from six

morgen is reckoned at £<,2 l6s.

With the exception, perhaps, of the Thorn
Acacia, the common Spruce Fir presents a greater

range of variation than any other tree we can call to

mind, from a dwarf dense bush to a lofty tree. At a

late meeting of the Berlin Botanical Society Mr.
Braun exhibited and described a series of cones of
wild forms or states of the Spruce found in Germany.
Just below the upper tree limit on the Brocken a
dwarf variety, S to lo feet high, grows and, bears

cones 14 to 2 inches long, not unlike those of Picea
nigra. The longest, on the other hand, in this collec-

tion are from 7 ^ to S inches. There is also an equal
diversity in the length of the leaves, but this exists in

no definite relation to the length of the cones. The
seeds vary from about .40 to .58, in the smallest

cones, to about .75 of an inch in the largest cones.

It has been suggested to us by Dr. M. C.

Cooke that we should refer to the species figured by
Mr. Currey amongst Welwitsch's fungi in the

Linncan Transactioyis under the name of Lysurus
CORALLOCEPHALUS. There is certainly at first sight

some resemblance between that and Kalchbrennera,
but the rays are all marginal, and it would seem that

it is just intermediate between Lysurus and Aseroe,
and probably in a young state it approaches still more
nearly Clalhrus. The South African fungus seems to

belong to a distinct type, but we have not had an
opportunity of examining specimens, and the materials

from which Mr. Currey described his species were
confessedly very imperfect. It is right that we should
observe that Prof. Oliver has published a genus of

Composite under the name of MacOwania, but as the

genus figured under that name in this journal was
given by Kalchhrenner we did not like to alter it,

and unfortunately there are too many instances in

which Phanerogams and Cryptogam.s bear the same
generic name. M. J, B.

The balance-sheet of the Experimental
Garden of the Berlin Society for the Promotion
of Horticulture shows such an exceedingly low figure

for the total expenditure during 1S75 that we cannot
forbear quoting it. The sum set apart for the pur-

pose was ;!;^Si, and this was exceeded by only about
155-. 6d. ! The principal gardener's salary is ^'34 per

annum, and for additional labour the sum of

j^25 i8y. y^/. was expended. True, it is added, that

me buildings are in an unsatisfactory condition, and
they are badly off for tools, thovigh the garden itself

is in a good state of cultivation. Now here is a Society

whose modest garden costs less than ;!^looper annum,
but which contrives, nevertheless, or perhaps we
should say for that very reason, to publish regularly a
useful journal. The June number of this journal

(.']/(7wa/)j(7;r?/i') contains a report of last year's trials,

which included vegetables and fruits, and new herba-
ceous plants and shrub;. Here is food for thought iu

reconstructing our own Royal Horticultural Society.

PICTURESQUE ARRANGEMENT
IN SMALL GARDENS.

I.'^ large gardens there 15, or at least with a little

care there should be, no difficulty in picturesque group-

ings ; but this is not at all the case where the scene of

operations is a flat strip of ground formally enclosed

on every side. If in the endless combinations of form

and tint of which the arrangements are susceptible,

the amateur should chance simply to prefer masses of

colour succeeding each other more with regard to

brilliant effect than to horticultural perfection of

growth or picturesque beauty, the matter is easily

arranged ; but to many plant-lovers the charm lies not

only in the beauty or brightness of the plants them-

selves, but in their sugge^tiveness. The bit of ground

whi'cli in some hands will be only a bright tracery of

flowers, in others witli a little thought, or frequently

by following up some accidental disposition of cir-

cumstances, will show a bank here, a little over-

shadowed basin there, masses of apparently wild

growths hiding the continuous line of enclosure in

another place, giving altogether an idea of space and

freedom, and suggestions of natural dispositions very

different from the hard lined-out space too often seen.

A great point is a variety in the surface ; for one

thing it gives a larger space, a kind of upper storey so

to say, which may make a place for overshadowing

plants, giving in the shade beneath both a refresh-

ment to the eye and a shelter to many moisture-loving

flowers often difficult to accommodate to their liking

in the exposure of a small villa garden ; for another,

everything in the plot of ground is not at once before

the eye—something is left to fancy as to what may be

out of sight, whilst the shadows moving with the

moving sunlight give contrast and variety to the

colours in view.

For this purpose a rough rockwork or rockbank
answers well, taking care that it is as roughly and
naturally thrown together as possible, for the whole

picturesque beauty is often spoiled by the neatness of

the arrangement. A smooth bank, with stones and

plants put down at even distances, tells nothing of a

story, and a rockwork, to be natural and satisfactory,

should suggest some possible origin. The stones may
be set as if they had fallen from a clifl, or may repre-

sent the cliff itself ; afewlargema'^ses (the " boulders"

of some districts) placed so as to support an earth-

bank have a very good effect, so has a roughly*buiIt

low wall, that some plants may root in, and others

hang over the top of it from earth behmd ; and any of

these forms of bank arranged to run partly across the

plain long strip which forms the garden of hundreds

of our smaller villas might be turned to good account

for growing different kinds of plants, as well as in a

picturesque point of view.

Where the walk runs down the middle of the gar-

den the arrangement looks well carried half across

the space from the walk to the side wall ; the part

most in observation gives varied sites for choice

flowers, and if some tall-growing ornamental shrubs

can be placed on the raised part, and one or two in

front (by the wall), with some luxuriant foliage (Ivy,

if nothing choicer occurs) to break the outline of the

wall itself at the point of junction, a very picturesque

grouping will be obtained.

The bank should, of course, in a small garden be

as far from the house as can be managed, as the space

between it and the house is appreciable. What is

behind is left to imagination, and, duly managed, it

may be supposed of any limits, and the varied natural

groupings and their suggestiveness attainable even in

a small space will be compared to mere unrelieved

flat tracery of beds, almost like the difference of

looking on a lifelike picture, or a map where each

line is clearly traced, and tells its own—but only its

own—story.

Practically also a bit of ground not quite in sight

is a great convenience in a small garden as a kind of

reserve ground where perennials, such as Rockets,

Daisies, and other such matters, may be carried to

recover themselves after flowering, and any little
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experiments may be carried on very much more com-

fortably round the corner than when everything in

progress, inchiding the experimenter, can be watched

perpetually.

In the part in sight some accidental disposition of

materials often gives a good hint ; a log or two left

from the butt end of a felled tree make a good group

with a few Ferns, perhaps a Rhododendron bush on

one side, and a little cistern just large enough to dip

into with a plain slone edge by them. Many climbers

giving flowers in summer, and foliage and (if well

chosen) bright berries in winter, might be trained over

the logs, and quantities of flowering plants would,

with a very little care, make a succession of attractive

masses, apparently growing naturally, but yet

carefully grouped and tended, spreading into the

turf.

A dead tree, shortened to a convenient length, is a

most picturesque object covered with Ivy, and one

not difficult to set up artificially, taking care, of

course, that it is securely placed, or a light fence of

chain taken from post to post may be made a graceful

horticultural division similarly by merely setting

quick-growing Ivy at the bottom of each post, and

letting it extend at pleasure along the chains.

Anything that shows design, and tells some story of

its own, may be utilised as a point to group from, or,

if for no better purpose (unless quite objectionably

ugly), as a contrast to the surroundings. A line of

stones across the grass* plat, such as may be seen

where a wall has been taken down, makes a good

locality for Stonecrops and their allies, or the floor of

a sometime aviary (no uncommon remainder in a villa

garden, and most unpromising at first sight) makes no

bad foreground to a rockery of large masses with

Ferns amongst them concealing a boundary wall.

With many the pleasure of a garden depends in

some degree on association of ideas, as well as the

brightness of the flowers or the tints of the leaves,

and though it is the very essence of a garden to be

filled with carefully chosen and tended plants, yet

where these are only a few in number, and yearly

repeated, it is a relief to turn to others by their side

equally beautiful, but less seldom seen, arranged so as

to carry the ideas occasionally into what may
be their natural groupings, agreeable in themselves

and all the better setting out the precision of the

formally ordered beds.

Pelargoniums and Verbenas, Heliotropes and Cal-

ceolarias, and all the well known bedding-out favour-

ites, will do well in the commonly prepared garden

bed, with their fair allowance of sunshine, but the

perennials, which were the main stay of the garden

before the drop in the glass duty put winter shelter

for the tenderer plants at the general disposal, and

which to many have all the charms of early memories

as well as their own beauties to recommend them,

need some variety in their treatment, and the sunny

or shady, damp or dry exposure can scarcely be given

without some adaptation, which, with a little care,

can be made picturesque as a whole as well as in

detail.

Even in the smallest space which can be called a

garden the principle can be brought to apply, a few

lumps of rough stone, or buir, partly hidden with

close-grown Sedums, and a Foxglove or two for a

central spire, make a " bit " beautiful while it lasts,

and allowing of constant renewal of the main features

as its beauty passes away. A single plant of red

Pelargonium similarly placed, with Ferns for a back-

ground, glows with an intensity of colour even beyond

its bedded-out brethren, and a little pains in pic-

turesque formation of the ground as well as its

decoration will be well repaid, not only in the pleasure

to the residents in looking at their own garden, but

in seeing the pleasure of their friends in meeting again

with their old favourites. O.

loiiu Coi'rrs|onbnttc.

The Proper Time to Make Asparagus Beds.
—The generally rccognistd lime for making new
Asparagus plantations is in the early spring month?, a

time of year when cold cutting winds prevail to such
an extent that one always looks for a considerable
number of blanks to be made up as the season
advances. As a luxurious edible it stands first on the
list of choice vegetables with those who really know
how to appreciate vegetable dainties, and the wonder
is that so many failures occur in extending or making
rew plantations. If we believe in cause and effect we
must agree that there is something wrong in our pre-

sent system somewhere. I believe that if we only

changed our time of planting we should simplify an
operation which is generally considered an expensive

one. I have assisted to make Asparagus beds at

various times and under various circumstances, but I

never yet saw a new plantation made in March or April

in which at least one-third of the plants did not die off,

and those that do grow seldom start freely and of

equal strength. This is aggravating, to say the least

of it, and we need hardly wonder that people having

but small gardens lose courage to attempt the culti-

vation of so expensive a luxury, especially so as the

prevalent idea is that a special preparation some 3
leet deep must be made to insure anything like after-

success. In endeavouring to exemplify what I mean
I must not be taken as offering any pretended secret

to practical growers, but I wish to impress on a cer-

tain class of growers a point or two which is well

worth their notice, and which is both simple and
cheap. I need hardly tell any one that Asparagus is

indigenous to our British Isles, and that, irrespective of

soil and climate, has a good deal to do with the suc-

cess of those who grow it by the acre for sale. I have
no intention of finding fault with those who purchase

one or two-year-old plants either from a nursery or

market grower for planting, but a much simpler and
cheaper mode is to buy a packet of seed, sow it in a

favourable aspect in March, and plant out the following

June or July. The matter of planting a day or a

week sooner or later has nothing whatever to do with

success, it is in the proper selection of favourable

weather for carrying out the operation that the success

lies. I made several new plantations here last year : one
lot was planted with year-old plants, our own growing,

on June 24, and, although the growths were over a foot

long, we have not had a single blank space to fill up,

and the progress the plants have made in the time is

something remarkable ; I am, however, most struck

with those planted at the same time from seed sown
in the month of March previously. The lines of

plants would bear mathematical examination, all of

equal height and strength, without the smallest trace

of failure in even one instance. I attribute my success

to nothing else than the fact that I had my plants at

command of my own growing when a nice warm rain

set in at the date above mentioned. This, I think, is

the greatest secret in the formation of new Asparagus

bed*?, for I have seen failures occur very frequently

where expense in preparing the ground was no object.

It is also important to notice how climate affects the

growth here as compared with what I have done with

my own hands about 5 miles from here as the crow
flies. We can smell the brine from the Mersey here,

and with a rather light sandy peaty soil, with the

assistance of good drenchings -*'rom the liquid tank, we
can grow better Asparagus than we have done at

another place w^here three times the amount was
expended on the formation of the beds to be planted.

Is not this another proof of the simplicity of vegetable

culture where the natural soil is of a texture favour-

able to their general requirements? In our zeal to

grow monstrosities we are apt to trample Nature

under-foot, but it is throwing labour away on a fruit-

less object. I hope the hints I have thrown out may
be useful to those setking after information. The
one great thing to be remembered is to postpone

planting till the warm, moist days of June or even July

in case of scorching weather, and endeavour to have

plants grown on the spot so as to prevent the injury

to the roots in transit, which is sure to take place if

the journey be a long one. VV. IJindSf Oih'rs/'ool,

Liverpool.

Pitch Pine Timber.—In the Times of August

16, 1873, there was an extract from the Gardeners''

Chronicle respecting fungus on the Pitch Pine joists in

the Bank of England. My father, the late Ben Couch,

paid great attention to the properties of timber as re-

gards durability, &c. I enclose a copy of his remarks

on Pitch Pine timber used in II.IM.'s dockyards, and

also on spars for scaffolding, which 1 thought might be

interesting to some of your readers. Although now
getting infirm both in body and mind, I recollect that

when I was a boy seventy years ago, Devonport Dock-

yard (and I believe other yards as well) was deluged

with a large supply of inferior American Pitch Pine

timber, at a great sacrifice of the public money. My
had no experience of timber used in private trade. In

January, 1S17, when the new chapel was building at

Devonport Dockyard, then called Plymouth Dockyard,

my father noticed that in the lower floor the joists were

of the North American Pitch Pine timber, and he

reported that it would be rotten in a short time when
excluded from a circulation of air. Commissioner

Shield ordered the said joists to be removed. Norway
spars used for stages, &c., ought to be decorticated

as soon as received, more particularly the smaller

spars, to prevent injury by the insects which harbour

underneath the bark. In 1S04, when the Hihcrnia^

first-rate, and the frigates Pallas and Circe^ were about

to be launched at Devonport Dockyard, a few days

previously a stage gave way and several men were

killed. I heard my father say that it was in consequence

of the bark not having been stripped off the spars,

and which occasions premature decay from the insects

which harbour there. A few days since I saw
scaffolding erecting with spars not stripped of their

bark. I should not think it would make any difference

to those insects whether the spars were Norway, Riga,

Red Pine, or any other sort. A proper regard for the

lives of my fellow creatures induces me to refer to it.

A. Couch, 2, Woodland Villas, IJixh Road, Lee, Kent,

yune 26. [The following are the observations of the

late Ben Couch (formerly master mast-maker of

Devonport Dockyard) respecting Pitch Pine timber

and spars used for scaflolding, alluded to in the above
note :

—

" Pitch Pine timber, the growth of North and South
Carolina and Georgia in the United States, has been
made use of in the building and repairing of ships ; the

best quality is from Wilmington, a town in North Caro-
lina, 34 miles from the Atlantic Ocean and 76 miles
S.S.W. of New Bern ; the ne.\t best in quality is from
Savannah, a town in the slate ot Georgia, 17 miles from
the mouth of the river Savannah ; the very worst is the

produce of Charleston, the capital of South Carolina.

The writer has observed in the event of one square piece
of this last-mentioned timber being placed on another
in rainy weather its decomposition has been apparent in

a few days, the surface which has been in contact pre-

senting a charred appearance. Pitch Pine timber
having caused the decay of H.M.'s ships, the question has
been frequently asked, who recommended, or to what
accident may be assigned, its being employed? The
writer can answer the (|uestion. 'Ihe Gibraltar was
built at the Havannah in 1745, remained in the West
Indies seven years ; a large proportion of the plank was
of Pitch Pine, and the ceiling under the flat of the fore

magazine, a part of the ship in general very destructive

to wood, was, nevertheless, in a sound, healthy state

when the ship was forty-five years old. This was
noticed by such of the officers and workmen who were in

the habit of keeping their eyes open, and also reflecting

on what they saw ; and they from time to time com-
municated their observations to influential men, and the

result was that Pitch Pine timber was contracted for, but

not such as the Gibraltar presented. The island of

Cuba produced the Gibraltar's Pitch Pine, not the Caro-
linas nor Georgia: the ambiguity in the name caused the
blunder."]

Pink Gloire de Dijon Rose (p. 14).—I beg to in-

form you that Pink Gloire de Dijon from cuttings and
worked or budded in every instance with me remains

of the same rosy tint. I am bound to say that it is

very like Gloire de Bordeaux, although I have several

people's word that it is darker, as well as my own
observation. As you so justly observe, the whole
affair is particularly interesting as demonstrating the

fact that the same end may be gained in different

ways. I hear that the Maruchal Niel has changed
his coat by budding twice, or by some other means,
but as yet I have not seen it in print. Ct-'4ine

Forestier has on one occasion coloured her pale face,

but I have not heard aught of her lately : with me she

remains true to her character. A. S. Kemp.

The Botanical Models at South Kensington
(see p. 20).— If your correspondent is a ** little school

girl," she is a wee bit pert. In any case she may
like to know that the models used for teaching pur-

poses at the Royal College of Science, Dublin, are

still in the latter city. Perhaps some mischievous

school girl has been dissecting the models at Ken-
sington, and not put the pieces (which are movable)

back in their right places. Enwald Jsle.

Black Hamburgh and Frankenthal Vines.

—

It may be said that by a large percentage there is

more grown of the first named Vine in English

vineries than any oilier, and, perhaps, more than all

the other kinds put together. Sometimes, however, both

the above-named kinds go under the same name (I

have received both for Black Hamburgh), and if the

notes or observations of other growers agree with

mine it will be seen that there is a decided difference

between the two kinds, more especially on two im-
portant points. To begin with early forcing : the

true Black Hamburgh for this purpose, if the Vines

are in fair condition, is sure to bear a good crop.

The Frankenthal, though a stronger grower, usually

throwing fine foliage, is a more shy fruiter and more
apt to run to tendril, which is a decided objection,

For average summer Grapes perhaps there is not so

much difierence between the Black Hamburgh and
the Frankenthal, and perhaps the latter throws the

finer bunches and gives the larger berries, making the

grandest bunch when coloured black. It would be
interesting to know whether some of the large

bunches of Black Hamburgh which have been shown
of recent years are the true Black Hamburgh or the

Frankenthal. The other point which I wished to

refer to is the difl'erence between the Frankenthal and
Hamburgh as pot Vines. The true Black Hamburgh,
as is well known, makes a magnificent pot Vine ; so

free a fruiter in that respect is it that the bunches may
run at the same equal size from hanging by the side of

the pot, when the Vine is well prepared, to the top of

the Vine. The Frankenthal is, I believe, dili'erent
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Trom this prepared for fruiting in the same way ; it is

much mote apt to throw only a few large bunches at

the top of the cane, and therefore, being a shyer

fruiter, requires to be exceptionally well prepared the

previous year for the work, I may be wrong, but I

have seen an instance or two similar to that I liave

described. R. MacKcUar, The Gardrn, Abmy Ildl,

ChcadU.

Beurr6 de 1 Assomption Pear.—There is little

doubt now that our Pear crop will be a thin one, and,

probably, it is owing to this that the fruit will be

individually large and fine. If so, what has become
of Beurre de 1'Assomption as a first-rate early Pear ?

I can only say—and it is confirmed elsewhere from re-

liable sources—that for the last two seasons this Pear

has proved a failure as a standard. This is not an

agreeable surprise to such as have planted it largely,

coming as it did to us with such favourable reports.

I notice, however, that Messrs. Baltet do not include

it in their 1S75 catalogue. In short, I should recom-

mend caution respecting this particular Pear until

more is known of its true value. The first year it

certainly did well here, but now is quite unprolific.

Th. BrUiaut.

Cinerarias from Seed.—I did not see Mr.
Payne's Cinerarias last season, but some of the best

judges hereabouts who saw them spoke of them as

superior to anything seen about here for some time ;

but it is not of them I wish to speak, my purpose in

writing is to say that unless we can depend upon get-

ting good seed we must do as Mr. Hinds recommends
—go back to growing named varieties again, for the

flowers I have had the last two seasons, from seed

obtained from a respectable house, have been simply

trash. I have sown seed this year obtained from
another source, if this turns out no better I shall cease

to grow seedling Cinerarias any more ; but if Mr.
Payne can get such beautiful flowers from seed

—

which I was assured his were—why cannot other

people? It simply shows that there is an indiscriminate

system of seed saving practised by some, which if

not stopped will soon bring a beautiful and useful

flower into disgrace. J. Clarke, The Gardens, Cothd-
stone House, Taunlon.

The British Cranberry.—Our native species

grows exclusively in peat-mosses, where an extreme
degree of moisture is always present—hence the

natural conclusion is that such a situation is essential

to the plant. More than half a century ago Sir Joseph
lianks (see an early number of the Horticultural
Society's Trniisatiions) took great pains in forming
an artificial swamp for the cultivation of the Cran-
berry. I can state from experience that all this trouble

is quite unnecessary, as I have cultivated it for several

years in a common garden-bed, and at the present
moment my plants are covered with a profusion of
berries, though the spring has been trying, owing to

a considerable course of dry weather, and no water
has been given. When once established in the ground
they grow very fast and so luxuriantly as soon to cover
the ground with a tangled mass that weeds can hardly
penetrate. The soil I have planted them in is a mix-
ture of sand, leaf-mould, and a friable peat from a
reclaimed swamp— not what nurserymen know by the
name of peat. P. P. C.

Steeping Potato Tubers in Petroleum.

—

The suggestion made by Mr. Fish has been practised
with powerful results, not only to the fungus, but to
the Potato also ; in fact, both were killed. It

may be good practice to steep corn and various seeds
in a powerful solution, as, owing to the formation of

the seed the germ is well protected, and therefore
is not affected by contact with the liquid. The
Potato tuber has the germs of future life on its

external surface, and frost or paraffin will destroy
them by contact. D.

Violas Attacked by /Ecidium.—Mr. T. Brit-

tain, of Manchester, has sent me specimens of the

common garden Pansy {Viola tricolor), much distorted

by an .Kcidium which has attacked the leaves, stems,

petioles, and flowers. The peridia are rather more
1 scattered than is usually the case with .Ecidium

j
Violie (Schum.) when it occurs upon Viola canina
odorata, or sylvatica, otherwise I see no difference

between the two parasites. Greville in Flora EJiit-

eiisis, p. 444, mentions Viola tricolor as the host
of this ^Ecidium, and adds, " it is often closely

crowded but never agglomerated." Mr. Brittain's

plant came from a garden in the lake district. Charles
B. PloiiTisht, King's Lynn, July 3.

Influence of Foreign Pollen on the Progeny
of Plants.—In a previous letter to you on this sub-
ject, in your issue of May 26, p. 699, I said that the
flowering of the seedling plants of Geranium pratense,
which had exhibited variegation in their leaves, would

be watched with considerable interest. Most of them

are now in flower, and I herewith enclose blooms for

your inspection, and although the variegation in the

foliage has in some of them nearly disappeared,

still this tendency to variegation, combined with the

colour of the blooms produced by these plants, will, I

think, to some extent substantiate the correctness of

my theory, viz., that the progeny of plants may be

influenced by the application of the pollen of other

species between which and the seed-bearing plants

there may not exist that degree of aflinity considered

necessary to warrant the expectation of the production

of a true cross or hybrid, which should partake in a

nearly equal ratio of the properties of each parent.

As stated in my former letter the pollen of Zonal

Pelargoniums with variegated foliage was exclusively

used upon the blooms of Geranium pratense, assuming

that, should the condition of variegation be in any

degree found in the progeny of the latter plants,

this might be considered as an earnest of the

Pelargonium pollen having had an eftect. Variega-

tion certainly has appeared in the foliage of these

plants, but whether this may be of a permanent cha-

racter or otherwise, remains to be proved. And the

colour of the flowers is a reddish violet, or just what

might have been expected as the result of mingling

scarlet with the pale blue colour of the blooms of Gera-

nium pratense. In your note appended to my former

letter you say, " The appearance of the leaves sent

was such as to justify the inference that a true cross

had been effected." The colour of the blooms will

also, I think, tend to strengthen this opinion. But,

on the other hand, the seedling plants do not in any

other respect deviate from the normal condition

—

the habit of growth, form, and dimensions of leaves

and flowers being precisely the same as in the ordi-

nary form of Geranium pratense, and the flowers have

at present all the appearance of producing fertile

seed. So that should the condition of sterility be

accepted as the test of hybridity, the plants in ques-

tion will fail to be considered as hybrids, and if so, it

may be difficult to say what they are. But should it

be admitted that the progeny of plants may be occa-

sionally influenced or affected by the application of

pollen from species only distantly allied to them, even

after the flowers of such plants may have been fer-

tilised by their own pollen, this will then go far to

account for the appearance of sports or aljnormal

productions which so frequently present themselves

in the various families of plants, and to account for

which no satisfactory cause appears to have been as

yet assigned. P. Gru-'c, Culford, Bury Si. Edmunds.

Flowers Within the Pod of Cheiranthus.—
I enclose specimens of a somewhat remarkable liisus

which has just made its appearance on two large

strong plants of Cheiranthus alpinus growing in a

border here. These plants bore a profusion of Ilowers

during the last two or three months, and are now
thickly covered with well-formed seed-vessels, which,

however, are sterile, as they always are in this locality.

Within the last week both plants seem to be breaking

out into a second flowering, but this time the flowers

are produced from the upper part of the sterile seed-

vessels ; and, although the individual flowers do not

as yet appear to be quite perfect, they are sufficiently

numerous to give the plants, which are about 2 feet

across, a very bizarre aspect. Ebor. [Similar cases

are not very infrequent in Crucifers. Eds.]

Potatos Grown with Cabbage. — There is a

custom prevalent in some parts, especially where
room is limited, of planting Cabbage, that is. Kale,

Broccoli, and so on, for winter and spring use, alter-

nately with the rows of Potatos ; the rows of Potatos

not being set far enough apart to accommod.ite the

intermediate rows, and the matter being met when a

month or so later than this it becomes necessary for

one crop or other to give way, by laying down,
twisting, or plaiting the Potato tops flat to the ground.

The result of this seems practically what one might

guess likely after the valuable observations which
have been given us on Potato disease ; in the garden,

where opportunity best served last year for noting the

effects, the Potatos had been good up to the time of lay-

ing them on to the damp ground, after that the disease

set in, and a very large proportion had to be left on

the ground as worthless. In such an important

matter every detail that may lessen or increase the

evil draws attention, and if the practice really is as

bad as it appears to be, it would be a favour to many
whose small crops are in jeopardy to have a word of

advice which they could rest on with regard to the

undesirableness of the operation. O.

Insect" Antidotes.—Wormwood was formerly

used in various parts of Wales as an insect antidote ;

I can well remember seeing rooms washed over with

an infusion of it before the carpets were put down,
because it was said to kill those little worms that

infest old boards (perhaps its name arose from this)

;

and fleas were also supposed to dislike the smell.

The country folks hung little bags filled with it at the

head of their beds, washed their quilts and blankets

in wormwood water; and, last of all, I knew a little dog
I was very fond of carrying about when a child always

had some of it, when obtainable, in his balh, as my
old nurse firmly believed in its vermin -destroying pro-

perties, and h:Ld a laudable horror of my going into the

henhouse or ** nursing a nasty dog," unless her pet

herb was worn as a charm. The scent of a piece of

Wormwood vividly recalls poor old " P»ridget,"

though she has been in the grave for many a long

year. The Wormwood I allude to is not the plant

sometimes called " Old Man," which is likewise said

to be disagreeable to insects, but the Artemisia absin-

thium. Is the Saffron Crocus rare in Irel.and? I

have read somewhere or other that Saffron keeps
away insects. Helen E. Watncy,

Treatment and Remuneration of Judges at

Flower Shows.—The return of the flower show
season reminds me of some very pertinent remarks
upon the above-named subject which I read some time

since in the columns of the Gardeners' Chronicle. It

also reminds me of being asked last summer to attend

a provincial horticultural society's annual flower show
as one of the judges, and this I consented to do. In my
case, however, as well as in that of my coadjutor, the

distance we had to travel by rail, «S:c., rendered it

necessary to leave our homes at a very early hour.

After an unusually early breakfast, and on arriving at

our destination, we found the little town enj'iie, as far

as flags fluttering in the breeze, &c., could make it

;

and we then ascertained that the show was to be held

in the very beautiful and well-kept grounds of one of

the magnates of the town or its immediate neighbour-

hood, and hither it was necessary for us to at once
wend our way, in order to be in time for the perform-

ance of our necessary duties. From the secretary and
other officials of the society we received every atten-

tion and assistance that was required ; but on the

completion of our task we found, somewhat to our con-

sternation, that no provision had been made to afford to

the now fatigueij judges whit was really necessary to

their comfort, namely, something in the form of a
slight refreshment. Nothing of the kind was to be
purchased on the grounds, and the town was some
considerable distance from them ; while, as if to add
very materially to their chagrin, confronting them as

they emerged from the exhibition tent was a gaily

bedecked marquee, belonging to the owner of the

grounds, and apparently replete with the good things

of this life, and into this the great man of the place,

together with the members of his family, were with
praiseworthy hospitality kindly inviting their neigh-

bours and friends, most of whom had no doubt just

left their own luncheon table. But the unfortunate,

half-famished judges, who were just in a position to

have convinced the great man (had he given them
an opportunity of doing so) how highly his hospitality

was appreciated, were left out in the cold. This was
no doubt an oversight, which would have been very

likely regretted had the circumstance become known.
The judges had no cause to complain of inadequacy
of remuneration for their services, nor lack of atten-

tion from the secretary, &c. ; but, although tolerably

free from anything hke undue weakness as

regards partiality for refreshment, one of them having
been long an abstainer from alcoholic beverages

of all kmds, still an enforced abstention from
food for some nine or ten hours is a regimen
which does not prove suitable to all constitutions,

and this the judges found to be the case as re-

garded themselves ; and I think that the secretaries of
societies when they are aware that their shows are to

be held in localities where refreshments are not readily

obtained might notify the same to the parties they ask
to come from a distance to act as judges, so that they

might come duly prepared for the emergency. It is

written that some by showing kindness to strangers

*'have entertained angels unawares." There may,
however, be little likelihood of doing this on such
occasions as I have alluded to. I give you my name
and address, but for obvious reasons, should you
kindly publish this letter, you will allow me to sub-
scribe myself, what I really was on that occasion, A
Nearly Famished Judge at a Flenuer SluKi<.

The Potato Disease.—As the time is fast

approaching when we usually expect the Potato dis-

ease, will you allow me to express rny opinion, and
to ask a few questions on the subject? First let me
say that I have been a careful observer of the various

phases of it during the last forty years, and, as a
matter of course, have read with interest a very great

amount of writing on the subject, and for many years

past I have been convinced that the cause is electrical.

Such being the case I look upon all other theories as

beside the mark, and that all writings, such as the

article in the Gardeners' Chroniele of July i, pp. 10 and
1 1, appear to me as only dealing with symptoms and
not cause. So far, this is all I need say upon that

part of the subject. I will now ask a few questions

that occur to me as supporting the view 1 take of the
disease. Why is it that the disease is not developed
until about the beginning of July ? and why, if the
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weather keeps warm and dry, and free from thunder-

storms, we do not have the disease ? Now let

observers look out for the first electrical disturbance,

and note the facts? Why does there appear, lunning

down the Potato stalk (commencing v/ilh the leafage),

a dark brown mark, which continues its course down
the roots, i.e., the real roots, just to the end of the

tuber where the real roots are attached, and tlien

leave a small discoloured patch just close to the

attachment, and nowhere else ; and if you cut through

the tuber ramifying lines are distinctly visible

through its whole inside ? Why is it that

the largest tubers get diseased whilst the smallest

escape? and why is it that the discoloration

along the roots is always along those to which the

largest Potatos are attached, and are rarely to be

found on the small roots and small tubers ? It is a well-

known fact that the electrical fluid always seeks the

nearest and easieit road to the earth, ergo, it takes the

large roots in preference to the small. Why is it that

when I dig my seed Potatos the last week in June or

the first week in July that I never have a diseased

tuber amongst them ? and why, if I leave them, as I

did last year, do so many tubers perish? Why is

it that, although the bad tubers and the good ones are

mixed up together, and stored away, that none of the

sound roots are ever affected by the bad ones, but

when planted bear healthy Potatos, which, if taken in

time, remain good and healthy for as many years as

they are secured in in an unstruck state ? Why is it,

if I pull up all the stems in the end of June,

that the tubers remain sound ? and why is it

that every alternate row left with the haulm on

gets less or more diseased ? Why is it that when I

have pulled all the haulms off a dozen roots in a row
and lift a dozen, and pulled the next dozen and left

the next, alternately, that the tubers of those left were

struck, whilst those pulled up had the tubers sound ?

We know very well that such things as Pythium and

Peronospora, and many other sorts of the same races,

will be developed as soon as disease takes place ; but

these things are only results of a cause which we seek,

and which in the case of the Potato disease I think

electrical. At p. 2r, Mr. D. T. Fish mentions that

the produce of some vegetables was doubled by the

seed having been dipped in paiaflm oil, and suggests

the use of the oil as a possible cure for the Potato

disease. I should think an old thinker like Mr. Fish

could hardly believe in such a nostrum. [Now that

the life-history of the Potato fungus is, thanks to

Mr. Worihington Smith, made out, as we believe,

beyond all reasonable doubt, it is idle to attribute the

disease to any other cause. True, we do not yet fully

know what are the circumstances which induce the

fungus to appear at particular times, nor why at one

time it appears in one form, at another in a different

guise. It is possible, nay, probable, that electricity

has something to do with it, but this is mere specula-

tion at present. Mr. Smith's are hard facts, won by
assiduous, selfdenying investigation, Eds ] y, Scott,

Merriotl.

This has already made its appearance

on Bresee's Peerless planted on a west border,

and during the past week has spread with

great rapidity. The thin delicate leaves of this

variety appear to render it very subject to attack, as

I have always noticed that this is the first to show
symptons of it, and this year is no exception, for up
to the present I am glad to say that I cannot see the

least spot or sign of its presence on any other kinds.

Most of the American Potatos appear very predis-

posed to disease, and as many of them are of no great

value, except for size and cattle feeding, it will

be well to exercise some amount of caution in intro-

ducing them to our gardens and fields to infect others

and spread the disease. Late crops of all kinds

in this district are so far looking remarkably well,

and have made great progress within the last fort-

night. The late rains we have had will be almost

sufficient to carry them through, and should disease

keep off, of which I have now grave doubts, the crop

promises to be a most excellent one. J. iheppard,

Woolverstone Park.

%Qi\it% 0f §00hs.
A Catalogue of Plants Cultivated in the Gar-
den of John Gerard, 1596— 1599. Edited, with

notes, references to Gerard's Hcrball^ the addition

of modern name?, and a life of the autlror, by B.

D, Jackson, F. L.S. (Printed for private circu-

lation.)

"The first professedly complete catalogue of any

one garden, either public or private, ever published,"

must, it is obvious, be of ihe greatest possible interest

to horticulturists ; and when its value is additionally

enhanced by the fact that, so far as can be ascertained,

only one copy of it is in existence, we are the better

able to ascertain the extent of the debt of gratitude

which is due to any one who, at a considerable

expenditure of time, labour, and money, will under-

take the reprinting of such a work as a labour of love.

These reflections are suggested by the Ct^Ar/fjl'WJrtf/wrtW

friitknm ac plantarum iiwi indi^enariim tpiam exolic-

arum in horto Johannis Gerardi civis et cJiiriu^i

Londineusis nascentiumi and the editor of the reprint

now before us is Mr. B, Daydon Jackson, to whose

liberality we are indebted for this opportunity of

directing attention to it. We believe that the reprint

(which is exclusively for private distribution) is

limited to a hundred copies ; and, as it is made the

vehicle for much interesting matter, we think our

readers will be glad to have a somewhat extended

notice of it : we understand also that Mr. Jackson

has presented a copy to the more important of our

public and scientific libraries.

The small but handsome quarto volume, of which

this first edition of the Caialogiis is perhaps the most

interesting feature from a bibllophilist's standpoint,

contains also a reprint of the second (1599) edition,

"with references to Gerard's Herball (1597), and

modern names appended ; " as well as an introduc-

tion and life of the author, and an index to the

modern names. From the iatrodaction we learn that

Mr. Jackson's "aim has been to give an exact copy

of the first edition of Gerard's Catalogue of his Garden^

line for line, and letter for letter, carefully retaining

the printer's errors, but not attempting an absolute

fac-simile." The printing of this, as indeed of every

other portion of the book, is admirably executed, and

reflects great credit upon the typographer ; and in this

respect is even superior to the original, in which *'the

printing is very bad, in some places very black, in

others as faint," The introduction explains also very

fully the sources from which Mr. Jackson has derived

his information, and represents in by no means an

amiable light the clerk of the Company of Barber-

Surgeons, whose discourteous conduct is, we trust,

unusual at the present day. Considering Gerard's

intimate connection with the Barber - Surgeons,

and the fact that it is from the archives in

the possession of that Company that the hitherto

unpubll.shed information has for the most part been

drawn, it is not satisfactory to read that had the archives

been *' in better order and in worthier keeping pro-

bably more might have been ascertained " than has

been the case.

Passing over the more generally known facts of

Gerard's life, which Mr. Jackson has carefully sub-

stantiated and amplified by a thorough study of the

Herball^ we may note two or three of the more
interesting points here brought before us for the first

time. The history of the Herball as given by Pul-

teney showed that Gerard's original work connected

with it was not very expensive ; but it was left for Mr.

Jackson to give the full account of the production of

the work, which, it must be admitted, does not greatly

redound to the credit of "dear old Gerard" ashe is so

often termed. Another circumstance which detracts

somewhat fromhis reputation is the fact that in the copy

of the second edit ion of the Hortus which is preserved in

the Botanical Department of the Briti&h Museum,
a

;
pen has been struck across Lobel's attesta-

tion to the genuineness of the catalogue, and

the words " hij:c esse falsissima [attestor] Mat-

thias de Lobcl," are written at the end of it;

"in all likelihood," thinks Mr. Jackson, " by Lobel

himself." Mr. Jackson certainly does not fall into

the common error of biographers—that of represent-

ing his hero as a model of perfection in every

respect ; and the old herbalist would scarcely be

grateful to him for disinterring such facts as that, " on

October 21, 1606," he was "fined by the Court [of

the Barber-Surgeons] for abusing John Peck, a fellow

examiner, and ordered to be friendly, and all con-

troversy between them to cease." A recent writer in

the Journal of Horticulture had forestalled Mr. Jack-

son in his discovery that Gerard died, not " about

1607," as Pulteney and later writers had stated, but

in February, l6ii-i2, and that he was buried in

St. Andrew's Church, Ilolborn, on the iSth of that

month. A casual allusion in the Herball tells us that

Gerard was married, and that " his wife assisted him

professionally," as Mr. Jackson somewhat delicately

puts it. It appears from the context that Mrs. Gerard's

professional assistance was similar to that which Mrs.

Gamp was in the habit of rendering at certain periods

to her lady friends. A draft of a letter in Gerard's

autograph, drawn up by him for Lord Burleigh to

sign, in commendation of his (Gerard's) abilities,

exists in the Lansdowne MSS., and is here re-

printed.

We note that Mr. Jackson makes no allusion to any

other edition of the Herball than that published in

1597, and it may therefore safely be inferred that none

such exists. Pulteney says that "some authors men-

tion another impression in 1599"; and Mr. G. W.
Johnson, in his History of English Gardtuing (iSz^)

that " another edition seems to have appeared in

1599 "
; but we do not know on what authority Pul-

teney makes his statement, which probably originated

in some confusion between the Herball and the Hortus,

the second edition of which appeared in the year

specified. We mention the History ofEnglish Gar-

dening chiefly in order to draw attention to a work
which, although interesting and apparently accurate,

is but little known, and is omitted from the new
edition of Pritzel's Thesaiti-us.

It may be noted in passing that some copies of

Johnson's edition of Gerard's Herbal are dated 1636,

but they do not appear to differ in any way from

those issued in 1633.

The investigation of the catalogue of the plants in

the garden is a work of great interest, and the fact

that Mr. Jackson has in the second edition, as we have

already stated, affixed the modern name to each

species, renders it additionally useful. Few who have

not been connected with work of this kind can appre-

ciate the difficulties attendant upon the identification

of old synonyms with the plants to which they were

applied. There must always be a certain degree of

uncertainty attaching to such identifications, and

it is not surprising to find differences of opinion

among the different students of our old herbal

literature. This is, of course, especially notice-

able in the case of genera of which many forms

were in cultivation. Mr. Jackson tells us (and truly),

that he has "succeeded in escaping some mistakes

which [his] predecessors in this unfrequented field

have committed ; " and it is probable that, in most

instances where his identifications differ from those of

Alton, he is in the right. As an example of such

diRerences we may take the genus Narcissus. Mr,

Jackson considers the "Narcissus albus Byzantinus

multiplex," which was sent to Lord Burleigh "among
other bulbed flowers," to be "N. orientalis, L."
[VVilld. ?! ; Mr. Burbidge in his book on The jVar-

cissus ciUs it N. polyanthus; while Aiton dates the

introduction of N. orientalis from 1604, and has no

reference to N. polyanthus, nor (as far as can be

judged) any identification of Gerard's name given

above. Mr. Baker places both under the compre-

hensive N. Tazetta, which was also in Gerard's

garden. Narcissus minor should date from 1599 at

the latest (perhaps it is the "Pseudo-Narcissus Hys-
panicus " of the earlier edition), though Alton gives

1629 as its date of introduction : Iris spuria from 1596,

Aiton giving 1759 as its date ; Allium Victorialis (the

" Moli montanum latifolJum" of the Hortus, ed. i.),

according to Mr. Jackson, is assigned to 1739
by Aiton ; Tulipa suaveolens (introduced in 1603,

according to Aiton) is queried by Mr. Jackson as

representing some of the " Tulipn^ infinitce" of

the Hortus; Ornithogalum arabicum (which Mr,

Jackson identifies with the '

' Lilium Alexandri-

num" of ed. i. of the Horlns) is dated 1629

by Aiton; and so we might proceed, did space

permit. These examples will, however, show that

Mr. Jackson's reprint is of the greatest importance to

any one who is interested in the subject of the intro-

duction of plants to British gardens ; and his thought-

fulness in giving an " index of modern names," by
which any plant maybe at once turned up, has added
in a remarkable degree to the practical utility of his

identifications. It is from this index that we gather

how frequently the same plant was recorded by Gerard

under two, or even three, names : thus, for example,

Hypericum Andro^a^mum appears first as "Andro-
scemum," then as " Climenum italorum," and, finally,

as " Siciliana :" in this case it is curious to see how
these different appellations are brought together by
their English equivalents, the first being rendered

"Tutsan or Parke leaves," the second "Tutsan,"
and the third "Parke leaves." When we add to

such duplications the many instances in which
several of Gerard's names are bracketed together

by Mr, Jackson as referring to one species

{e.g., at p. 30, where nine forms of " Chamceiris"

are placed as varieties of Iris pumila) it is clear

that the "one thousand and thirty-three species,"

which, according to Pulteney, are enumerated in

the first edition of the CataloguSy would suffer

considerable reduction if construed according to the

modern acceptation of the term.
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Another point, which is prominently brought out

I
by the alphabetical arrangement of the catalogue, is the

i remarkably broad sense in which generic terms were

I

formerly applied. Under Viola, for example, we

[

have two Campanulas, Leucojum jestivum, Honesty

,

(Lunaria rediviva), Hesperis matronalis, and a Lupin

;

{Lupiiius luteus). Names of this kind add greatly to

;

the difficulties of identification, more especially as in

I

many cases the names of the Catalogus do not corre-

' spond with those of the same plants in the HerbalL

\
Viola hispanica, Spanish Violets, would certainly

not sngoest that the plant then so-called was that now
known as Lupinus luteus, nor does Dr. Prior throw

j any light upon it in connection with Violets ; and

had it not been for the statement in Cole's Adam in

\ ^f/c«, that "some have called the yellow Lupine
' Spanish Violets," it would have been almost impos-

sible to have identified the plant. Leucojum, again,

is delightfully comprehensive; seven plants are

given under this heading, of which three

I are the species to which it is still applied,

and another is the Snowdrop, while the Wall-

1
flower, a Stock, and Verbascum spinosum, com-

I

plete the number. The curious name "Sommer
I

fooles," or "Sommer sottekins " is applied to Leuco-
jum xstivum ; this is a translation or adaptation of the

Dutch name for the plant, but which, perhaps
because the plant itself is not very common, never

came into actual use ; although it may be remarked
in passing that some of the most generally received of

English plant names were invented by Turner, or,

rather, were adapted by him from those already

existing in other languages. Some such translations

occur in the second edition of this Catalogus (the first

being destitute of English names) ; such, for instance,

I as Windwort for Phloris Herba-venti ; Leadwort for

Plumbago europiea ; Thorn-apple for Datura stramo-

nium, which was then called *' Pomum spinosum ;"

while among English names the origin of which is

explained by their early spelling, we may instance
" Coley flowers," which we now spell Cauliflowers,

I a translation of " Bramia florida ;" and Gessemin

I

(which we now call Jasmine), an adaptation of

!

*' Gelseminum." Among the odd English names mcy
! be noted "Grace of God" for Geranium pratense,

which is a translation of *' Gratia Dei," an old

designation of the plant; and* 'the Inchaunting
, Vetch " for Lathyrus Nissolia ; it is strange, too, to find

Nicotiana ruslica with the equivalent of "Yellow
Henbane " where we should have expected to read
Tobacco.
The illustrative extracts cited from the Herhall in

connection with certain plants show that, as the Life

states, Gerard "received plants from all the then
accessible parts of the globe, and from men of almost
every rank in life." Spain and Italy, Syria, Poland,
Barbary, Zante, " Strawsborough [Strasburg] in Ger-
many," Constantinople, the Mediterranean region,

France, Greece, all contributed their quota ; and Jean
Robin, the then keeper of the Jardin du Roi at Paris,

is frequently referred to in terms of gratitude for his

assistance. The name "African Marigold," which,
like the equally inaccurate "French Marigold," is

now-a-days commonly bestowed upon Tagetes patula
and T. erecta, is shown to be of ancient date, although
it embodies an inaccuracy, inasmuch as African Mari-
golds no more come from Africa than French Beans
do from France. But Gerard boldly says :

" They
. . . grow everywhere almost in Africke of them-
selves, from whence we first had them, and that was
when Charles, the first Emperor of Rome, made a
famous conquest of Tunis."

Mr. Jackbon says, with truth, that Gerard's *' accu-
racy was not unimpeachable, he having recorded as

natives of this country many plants he could not have
found under the circumstances stated." Of this we
have a good example under Tribulus terrestris—

a

plant, by the way, which had the same name in

ante-Linncean days as that which it now bears.

This, Gerard says, he "found growing in a moist
meadow adjoining to the woode or parke of Sir

Fraunces Carewe, neere Croidon, not farre from
London, and not elsewhere." In the spirit of
" Oliver asking for more " we could have wished that

Mr. Jackson had given us a list of the plants first

recorded by Gerard as British. We gather from the
Flora of Middlesex that these were numerous ; among

1 them were Diplotaxis tenuifoHa, Armoracia amphibia,
J Sulidago viri;aurea, Erica cinerea, Melampyrum
' pratense, Lamium Galeobdolon, Listera ovata, Con-
vallaria majalis, and Lycopodium clavatum.
Much might be said upon the great difference

between the garden plants of the Elizabethan period
and those of our own day, as shown at a glance by
Mr. Jackson's list of modern names; indeed the
temptation to linger longer over so suggestive a
reprint is great, but the space at our disposal \i

limited, and we must draw to a close. We would
I only, in conclusion, express a hope that Mr. Jackson

1
may be induced to continue his researches into the

;;
history of botany in England, -and that others of our

J>

early writers may receive as much attention at his

;i
hands as he has here bestowed upon John Gerard.

Rose Baskets,—Travelling by rail in the suburbs

of London in the morning at this time of year one is

sure to find smug City gentlemen swinging in their

hands bunches of Roses packed as tightly as possible,

and intended as presents to gladden the eyes of

some one or other. The Roses are in general so

squeezed that we can but lament that the use of

the handy little baskets contrived for the purpose in

France has not become more gtneral here. To pro-

mole so desirable an end we reproduce two figures from

an earlier volume (figs. 15, 16), and which may suffice

to show how Roses may be carried without being

jammed as tightly as herrings in a barrel.

Cucumbers.—One of the most prized achieve-

ments of the Villa gardener is the production of

Cucumbers ; he makes a boast of it, and takes one to

town with him occasionally in order to display it to

his friends and neighbours in the railway train. The
London suburbs, for instance, swarm with residences in-

habited by men who go to and fro to the City or West
End daily, and talk much about their gardens and
what they have in, or obtain from them. There is

much useful horticultural knowledge disseminated in

this way, and many a one is induced to try his hand
at fruit, vegetable, or flower growing from what he

has heard spoken in a railway train. The constant

springing up of suburban horticultural societies serves

to reveal the existence and operation of such facts.

At this season of the year it is not difficult to grow
Cucumbers in pits and cold frames, so as to have a

supply of fruit at the end of the summer, at the time

of return from the seaside or the holiday excursion

taken inland. We have sometimes advocated the

planting in February of a cold frame with early

Potatos, and as the crop of these would now be in

course of gathering, the frame so emptied affords

space for Cucumbers, If there is reason to fear the

presence in the frame of vermin likely to injure the

plant, such, as wood-lice, &c., it would be wise to

remove the soil, and then thoroughly scald the

inside of the walls or woodwork of the frame

with boiling water, and when dry give them a coating

of whitewash. The next thing is to prepare a com-

post by taking some thoroughly decayed tuif, a good
yellow loam, and mix with it some rotten manure in

a pretty dry state, and leaf-mould, and so make a bed

for the plants. It should be thoroughly well mixed
together before being placed in the frame. The plants

to be put into the bed should be in pots, so that they

do not receive any check when planted out, and the

jort should be a somewhat robust free-bearing kind,

like Monro's Duke of Edinburgh, a variety that fruits

quickly and continuously. When planted keep the

lights closed by night for a time, but give a little air

by day, and shade from the sun. When water is

given it should be from a can or some such vessel in

which it has been exposed for a time to the action of

the sun. The variety of Cucumber mentioned above

does better under a cool treatment than some of the

tenderer sorts, and we have known good fruit cut

from ordinary cold frames.

It is a common fault with beginners in the art of

Cucumber growing to allow their plants to grow away
to too great an extent before they commence to

restrict the growth by stopping it. This sometimes

results in a few fruits produced as a fringe round the

circumference of the plants instead of having them
distributed over the surface of the plant. It has been
recommended that Cucumbers be stopped at every

leaf, and that for the purpose of keeping the plants at

home, as it is termed ; and in this way a good supply

of fruit can be cut from a small space. The advan-

tage of stopping at each leaf is also shown in this

way— that it causes fresh fruit to spring forth from

that point. This has to be done carefully and intel-

ligently, for by dint of thinning, by selecting the most

likely fruit to stand, and by starting into growth

again when a further supply of fruit-beaiiiig wood is

required, nice fruit can be obtained weekly Jor a con-

siderable time. As to the number of fiuit a plant

should be allowed to mature at one time, much
depends on its strength. The energies of the plant

must be husbanded. It must not be permitted to

bear a large crop of fruit at once, or it will prema-
turely exhaust itself. Perhaps four to six fruits would
be quite enough for the plant to mature at one time.

But something else has to be done. There is a

constant tendency on the part of the roots of the

Cucumber to come to the surface, and so it becomes

necessary to apply top-dressings of rich soil, and also

mulchings of manure to keep the soil about the roots

moist and cool, and also to supply nutriment which is

carried down to the roots when water is applied. If

these precautions are adopted, and the round of

attentions we have sketched be paid, much will be

done towards assuring success.

Cauliflowers.—Any ground being cleared, by
removing a crop of Early Peas, Cabbages, .S;c., should

be planted with Cauliflowers, if a few plants can be

obtained. As our remarks generally are intended to

apply mainly to small gardens, so it is necessary to

state that a dwarf growing variety, like the Extra Early

Dwarf Erfurt, should be obtained. As this variety is

now so generally grown in large gardens for summer
use, there need be no difficulty in obtaining a few plants

from some gardener. Also, if space admits, there

should be planted out at the same time a few plants

of Veitch's Autumn Giant Cauliflower, to succeed the

dwarfer type. The Cauliflower is such a delicious

and withal economical, vegetable, that it may be very

appropriately recommended to the attention of Villa

Gardeners,

Celery.—This should be planted out as speedily

as possible, if not already done. The usual plan is to

dig out a trench a foot or so in width, and first taking

out a spit or so depth of the soil, place it at the side

for use by-and-by for earthing-up. The bottom of the

trench should be dug, and some dung placed in with it,

for Celery needs an abundance of strong food. Then
put in the plants, about 9 inches apart, and well

water them at the time of planting if the weather i

dry. The great thing is to get Celery quickly into

growth, and when once well-established it will grow
away at a great rate. If the plants be allowed to

suffer for want of water, or if the soil be heavy and

tenacious, the plants are apt to run prematurely \o

seed. An abundance of water will prevent the evil

in the first instance ; and in the case of the second,
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some nice, fine soil needs to be placed about the roots

to give them a fair hold on the soil. The crispest

and sweetest Celery is that which makes a quick

growth. Unless Celery makes a pretty good head-

way by the end of July, it seldom turns out well.

Reports of Societies.

Leeds Horticultural : Jiim 28, 29, and 30.

—

Wet weather has been the invariable attendant on the

opening day of the annual exhibition of this important

Society ; but on this occasion, as if to compensate
the committee for past reverses of fortune, the climatic

nfluences were very favourable, and a large company
assembled to witness the opening ceremonial, accom-
panied, as it was, with civic demonstrations. The
Mayor of Leeds for the time being is the President of

the Society, and on this occasion Mr. Alderman Croft,

the present Mayor, attended with the Mayoress,

wearing his chain of oftice, and in his public ca-

pacity. The Mayor also presided at the luncheon

to the judges, committee, and exhibitors.

The exhibition was held as usual in the Horticul-

tural Gardens, the leading plants being in one tent,

and commodious side tents accommodating the Pelar-

goniums and other flowering plants, and the cut

flowers and fruit. Both the side tents were par-

ticularly attractive, for they contained some of the

most interesting features of the show.

Stove and Greenhouse and Foliaged Plants,
and large exotic Ferns were fairly well represented, but

some of the specimens showed signs of fatigue, as if

they had done work enough for the season. This
remark applies mainly to the nurserymen's classes.

Here Messrs. Cypher, of Cheltenham, and Mr. E.

Dixon, of Beverley, were to the fore, taking the lead-

ing prizes. In the amateurs' classes Mr. West, gr.

to Mrs. G. W. Joy ; Mr. Frankland, gr. to John
Barron, Esq.; Mr. Sleightholmes, gr. to Mrs. Wood,
Anerley; Mr. Lunley, gr. to J. Kitson, Esq., were
to the fore. The large plants in the foregoing classes

were arranged on the ground along the centre of the

large tent, v.'here they made an imposing display,

being formed in two divisions, with a large circular

stage between them. On this were grouped the Roses

in pots, and the double Pelargoniums, aflording some
bright colouring in agreeable contrast to the huge
Ferns near them. By far the best pot Roses came
from Messrs. W. Jackson & Son, nurserymen, Bedale

—

healthy cleanly-grown plants, carrying good heads of

flower.

A feature of considerable interest, and withal an
instructive one, was the class for twelve distinct bed-
ding plants. Pelargoniums excluded. The two best col-

lections very nearly approached each other in point of

merit, and came respectively from Messrs. R. Simp-
son and H. F. Smith & Son ; two others, of good
quality, being placed equal 3d. The plants were in

large pans or pots, each containing several examples,

and the best group included Petunia Crimson King,

Calceolaria muUiflora, C. Golden Gem, Ircsine Lin-

deni, Coprosma Baueriana variegata, Verbena Break
of Day, an attractive rosy-red variety ; Nierembergia
gracilis, Pachyphytum bracteosum, Polemonium creru-

leumvariegatum, Alternanthera versicolor, and Lobelia

Lustrous, a rich dark-blue variety. Other subjects

were Chamcepeuce diacantha, Centaurea candidissima,

Mesembryanthemum cordifolium variegatum, Lobelia

Miss Egerton, nearly white, and to all appearance a

good bedding variety ; Coleus refulgens, Dactylis

glomerata variegata, and some succulents, among
which Echeveria pulverulenta was conspicuous. There

was also a class for twenty hardy alpine plants, but they

were not shown so large as in London, but some good
examples were produced. The practice of lifting

plants from the open ground the day previous and morn-

ing of shows, and placing them in pots, is one to be

condemned, as the leaves fade almost before the judges

can see them. The best examples were Cistus fru-

tescens, Funkia undulata aurea, F. undulata argentea,

Sedum Sieboldi variegatum, Spirrea Ulmaria variegata,

Inula glandulosa, and double Pyrethrums.

In the way of flowering plants the large-flowered

Pelargoniums eclipsed everything, and they were
exceedingly gay. The best twelve in the open class

came from Messrs. T. L:izenby & Sons, and were
Pericles, Brigand, Prince Leopold, very bright

;

Heirloom, Woman in White, Mary Hoyle, very fine;

Llewellyn, distinct and fine ; Queen Bess and Lady
Canning. Messrs. C. liyland and H. May were
equal 2d ; Congress, Leviathan, Claribel, Corsair,

King of Trumps, and Warrior were all good. In the

amateur class smaller, but on the whole nicely done
plants were shown. Fancy varieties, Zonals, nose-

gays, variegated and bicolors, were numerously pro-

duced, and, on the whole, well cultivated. Fuchsias

were only of medium value, and indeed it would seem
that it is in danger of becoming a neglected exhibition

plant.

In the classes for cut flowers Roses were the lead-

ing feature, Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, being

very fortunate, and staging fine blooms—Messrs,

Cranston & Mayos coming close to them. In the

class for forty-eight Roses Messrs. Cranston & Mayos
had to be disqualified, through setting up two blooms
of La France. Bunches of cut stove and greenhouse
flowers were, as usual, splendidly shown by Messrs.
E. Cole & Sons, Manchester.
There was a good and somewhat extensive show of

Fruit, but the crowded state of the tables allowed of

but few notes being taken. The best collection of six

dishes came from Mr. Binnerman, gr. to Lord Bagot,
Blilhfield, who had Black Hamburgh and Duke of

Buccleuch Grapes (the latter fine in appearance),
(^aeen Pine, Royal George Peaches, Eiruge Nec-
tarines, and Brown Turkey Figs. Mr. Wallis, gr. to

H. S. Thompson, Esq., and Mr. C. Sandford, gr. to

the Earl of Bective, were 2J and 3d. The class for

four dishes was well represented also. Black Grapes
consisted almost entirely of Black Hamburgh; of

white Grapes, Golden Champion, Muscat of Alex-
andra, and Chasselas Musque were the leading

varieties. The display of fruit well deserves an ex-

tended notice, but space will not admit of its being
done.

Mr. B. S. Williams, Holloway, London, had an
excellent group of new and rare plants ; Messrs. John
Standish & Co., Ascot, a most attractive group of

Japanese Acers, and a fine batch of Miss Jollifle Tree
Carnations, remarkably full of bloom ; Mr. W. E.
Dixon, a group of miscellaneous plants ; and Messrs.
Backhouse & Son, a collection of alpine and hardy
flowers of a peculiarly interesting character.

The total financial receipts exceeded by over £"^00
the amount taken in 1S75. The sum of ;^4Io was
taken at the doors on the first day, ^{^280 being re-

ceived in shillings paid for admission between 6 and
10 o'clock.

Royal Horticultural; July 5.—Dr. M. T.
Masters, F.R.S., in the chair. There were very few
Fellows present at this meeting, and as equally few
subjects came under the notice of the committees ; a
few observations on the plants exhibited, from the
Rev. M. J. Berkeley and the Chairman, formed the
only business transacted.

Scientific Committee.—A. Murray, Esq., in

the chair.

Resthtg-Sporc of Fiisisforium So/am.—Ut. W. G.
Smith stated, in reference to this parasite of Potatos,

Prod 11

Fig. 17.—rusiSPORlUM solani.

1 of Resting-Spores. Enlarged 400 di;

that the resting-spores observed by him towards the

end of April last hybernated, when kept moist, after

a lapse ot two months, as they started into renewed
life towards the end of June last and produced a new
generation. Mr. Smith exhibited a drawing, which
is here reproduced. It appears that certain of the

compound tri-septate spores, as seen at a in fig. 1 7,

do not germinate in the usual manner by throwing

out fine tlireads (see fig. iiS, p. 656, May 20);
but, instead of this, they gradually round themselves

off, break away, and become free bodies, as seen at

E, B, II, When once free, therefore, it would appear

that they rest for about two months, then burst, and

at once renew the species. These resting bodies,

which almost always accompany the other parasite,

Percnospora infestans, require very careful making
out, for they are almost the same in size with the

antheridia and quiescent zoospores of the latter.

Moving Larva-Cases of Phyllotoma.—The Chair-

man showed specimens of leafy cases containing

the larva of a kind of Saw-fly, Phyllotoma aceris.

These cases are circular discs, apparently cut out from
the leaves of the Sycamore, each of the size (about) of

a threepenny piece, and containing the larva of the

insect just mentioned. The discs are moved by the

motion of the contained larva.

Fern Fronds Destroyed by Rats.—Mr. Smee nar-

rated a case wherein the fronds of Osmunda regalis

had been bitten ofi by a land-rat (afterwards caught).

The object of the mutilation was not apparent.

Ustilago Kuhniana.—Specimens of this, found in

Mr. Lawes' experimental grass-plots at Rothamsted,
were exhibited by Dr. Gilbert.

Hermaphrodite Begonia, yS^e.—Dr. Masters showed
male flowers of a Begonia, in which some of the
stamens, in addition to bearing anthers, were pro-
longed into curled stigmas. The number of the parts

of the flower was that of the female, not of the male
flower.

A drawing of an Azalea was exhibited on the part
of the Rev. George Henslow, in which the styles

bore anthers ; also a drawing showing the inosculation

of Elm roots on a bank, resulting in a perfect woody
sheet resting on the surface of the bank.

Floral Committee.— R. B. Postans, Esq., in

the chair. The finest of the few plants which came
under the notice of the committee to-day was a couple
of specimens of the beautiful Spiraea palmata, from
the garden of P. Crowley, Esq., Waddon House,
Croydon. They were about 5 feet high and 4 feet

through, well clothed with ample foliage, and con-
taining each about thirty spikes of flowers. A Cultural

Commendation was most deservedly awarded,
Mr. T. Laxton, Stamford, received a First-class

Certificate for a double white Zonal Pelargonium,
named Mrs. Trevor Clarke ; it has a good habit, and
good trusses of pure white, nicely-formed double
flowers. To Mr. C. Green, Botanical Nursery,
Holmesdale Road, Reigate, a Botanical Certificate

was awarded for a plant shown under the garden name
of Eryngium pumilum, a blue, or rather violet-blue,

flowered form, which comes near to E. amethystinum.
R. B. Foster, Esq., Clewer Manor, Windsor, showed
seven new varieties of show Pelargoniums, the

following three of which gained the coveted award :

—

Lord of the Isles, a large flower of a bright rose-colour,

with a white centre, and very dark blotches ; Toby, a

fine flower of a blood-crimson colour, darker blotches,

and a white centre ; and as a decorative plant the

variety Sappho, shown previously at Regent's Park.

Mr. R. T. Veitch, of Exeter, received a Cultural

Commendation for a splendidly-berried pan of Ner-
tera depressa, full 15 inches over. Messrs. Veitch &
Sons, Chelsea, exhibited several new plants, including

Niphobolus lingua corymbifera, a much "crested"
form ; Gloxinia Duchess of Teck, of fine size, and a
rich crimson colour, with a reddish crimson throat

;

a peculiar lemon-coloured L^alia, with a white-tipped

lip, which may prove to be a variety of L. grandis ;

and Ismene amancaes var. Integra, a Pancratium-like

flower of a rich yellow colour.

Fruit Committee.—H. Webb, Esq., in the

chair. The most interesting subject brought before

the committee on this occasion was a collection of

thirty fine varieties of Strawberries sent up from the

Society's garden at Chiswick, and the best of which
appeared to be the sorts named Princess Dagmar,
Sir J. Falstaff, Fair Lady, Alpha, Beauty of England,
Prince Alfred, and Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury. A
seedling Strawberry of great promise was shown by
Mr. Laxton, Stamford, under the name of Pioneer.

We did not see it, but Mr. Berkeley described

it as a fine useful variety, very firm in texture,

and possessing a strong Hautbois-like aroma.

It was unanimously awarded a First-class Cer-

tificate. Mr. R. Gilbert, gr. to the Marquis of

Exeter, sent, under the name of Jackson's Tomato,
an exceedingly large and very smooth red variety,

which received a Cultural Commendation, in the

absence of any further information. Mr. Gilbert also

sent several seedling Melons, the best of which was a

red-fleshed variety named Hero of Bath ; the others

were very Inferior in flavour. A seedling Pea
was shown by Mr. Wright, the Manor House Gar-

dens, Lower Stoughton, but was considered tj

resemble Dickson's F,ivourile too much to gain an
award, and besides, the committee will not award
certificates to Peas unless they have been tested in

growth at Chiswick. Perfectly ripe fruit of the Doy-
enne d'Ete Pear came from Colonel Trevor Clarke ;

and Mr. Strahan, gr. to P. Crowley, Esq., Waddon
House, Croydon, sent a very large Shaddock of home
growth. Mr. Turner, Slough, showed a fruit of the

old and almost forgotten White Turkey Cucumber,
which is well worth growing for its fine flavour, while

Its yellowish white colour renders It very Interesting.

Crystal Palace : yune 30 and July i.—The
annual Rose festival, always so popular amongst
visitors to " the Palace," was held on the above dates,

after having been postponed In consequence of the

lateness of the season ; and although, from the same
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influence, it was shorn of much of its former

proportions, on the whole it, was very satisfac-

tory, and introduced us to much the finest lot

of blooms we had seen this season up to that

time. The most remarkable feature of the

display was the superior condition in which the

Teas were represented, better quality flowers being

very seldom seen, even in much more propitious

seasons. The next Jeature of intereiit was to be

j
found in the decidedly prominent manner in which

the Colchester Roses came to the front, Mr. B. R.

I

Cant securing, somewhat easily we thought, the 1st

; prize in what is generally regarded as the champion

j
class—that for seventy-two distinct varieties—and also

;
the highest awards in the classes for forty-eight varie-

i ties, three trusses of each ; and for twenty-lour varie-

j

ties, the same number of blooms. In the champion

I

class there were seven competitors, and nexc to Mr.

Cant in the prize list came Messrs. Paul & Son,

,
Cheshunt ; Messrs. Cranston & Mayos, Hereford ;

and Mr. George Prince, Oxford ; the latter securing

! an extra prize. The other competitors were Messrs.

j

Mitchell & Sons, Uckfteld ; Mr. J. Keynes, Salis-

bury ; and Messrs. Davison & Co., Hereford.
I Amongst Mr. Cant's grandly developed and clean

flowers we noted as being particularly well represented,

Marie Bauraann, Dupuy Jamin, Marie Rady, Annie
Laxton, Ferdinand deLesseps, Gloirede Vitry, Souve-
nir d'Elise, Mons. Kiienne Levet, Maicchal Niel, La
Duchesse de Morny, Souvenir d'un Ami, Ville de
Lyun, Thomas Mills, Madame Charles Wood, La
Boule d'Or, and Comtesse d'Oxford. Mesi-rs. Paul
&: Sons' flowers seem to have 'Melt the weather," and
were by no means in the usual Chebhunt form, but

we noticed a few superb blooms, such as of Prmcess
Beatrice, Baroness Rothschild, Rev. J. B. M. Camni,
Hippoltte Jamin, Exposition de Brie, Eucnne Lcvct,

Anioine Ducher, Comtesse de Nanleuil, and Madame
Lacharme. Abel Grand, Alfred Colomb, Fran^jis

Courtin and Xavier Olibo were beautiluUy shown in

some of the other stands. The next class, which
was for forty-eight varieties, three trusses of each,

was also a very good one, and if anything Mr.

Cant had even finer blooms than in the seventy-two's,

and they were well matched. Of varieties not pre-

viously mentioned, but well shown here, we noted

Gi-nerai Jacqueminot, Marquise de Montmart,
Fraiicjis Louvat, Charles Lclebvre, Mademoiselle
Man4 Singer, Thomas Mdls, Edward Morren, Jules

Margotlin, Monsieur Numan, and Madame WiUcrmoz;
and here also was a grand flower of Dupuy Jamin,
fine in size, perfect in form and in the purity ot its

colour, and altogether to our thinking the hnest bloom
in the show. Messrs. Paul iS: Sun again came in

2d, and Mr. Turner was 3d. The class for twenty-

four threes was the toughest one to judge, and it

required a very close discrimination indeed, before it

could be decided which was the best between Mr.
Cant and Mr. Turner, but the fine clean even llowers

from the former eventually prevailed, and Mr. Turner
was given in 2d, and Messrs. Paul & Son, 3d ; an
extra prize going to Mr. Prince, so excellent were his

flowers. Most of the varieties above-named were
shown again in this class, so that we need not repeat
them, but may add Fisher Holmes and devonieniis to

the list, some charming blooms of both being staged.

Messrs. Cranston &; Mayos, Mr. Turner, and Mr. Cant
took the awards in the order named in the class for

twenty-four single blooms, and a very good class it

was. The heaviest competition took place in the
amateurs' class for thirty-six single blooms, no less than
seventeen competitors putting in an appearance, but,

with the exception of one or two stands, the flowers
were much below par, and call for no comment. The
1st prize was easily won by that very successful

amateur, Mr. R. N. G. Baker, of Heaviiree, near
Exeter, whose blooms, though small, had all the other
gjod points in their favour. Mr. Nicoll, gr. to T. H.
Jr'owell, Esq., Drinkstune Park, Ipswich, was 2d ;

and Mr. G. Rushmore, gr. to Sir C. R. Rowley,
Bart., Tendring Hall, Colchester,. 3d. Mr. Baker
again came in 1st in the amateurs* class for twenty-
four threes—Mr. J. Davis, The Square, Wilton,
being a good 2d, and J. Hollingsworlh, Esq., Tur-
key Mills, Maidstone, 3d. In a capital competition
for twelve threes Mr. Baker's Roses also obtained the
highest award, the next successful competitors being
Mr. H. Atkinson, Brentwood, Essex, and Mr.
Ridout, gr. to W. S. Brown, Esq . Rcigate. The
class for twelve Tea-scented and Noisette varieties

brought out some very fine blooms of the leading
varieties, and with these Messrs. Paul & Son were
1st, Mr. R. T. Veitch, Exeter, 2d ; and Messrs.
Davison & Co., Hereford, 3d; capital stands also
coming from Mr. Cant and Mr. Prince.

New Roses were represented in fair numbers, and
in these classes Messrs. Paul & Son took the lead.

Their ist prize stand of twelve varieties, sent out in
1S74 or 1S75, consisting of Robert Marnock, Antoine
Mouton, La Rosiere, May Turner, Emily Laxton,
Sir Garnet Wol^eley, Miss Hassard, Marchioness of
Exeter, Star of Waltham, Louise Sereyne, Mons. E.
Y. Teas, a new dark crimson of high quality ; and the
Rev. J. B. M. Camm. Mr. Turner came in 2d,

showing amongst others fine examples of his new
Oxonian, and Dean of Windsor, Isaac Wilkinson,
Hippolyte Jamain, and Miss Hassard. Mr. Keynes
was 3J. For six trusses of any Rose of 1S75-76,
Messrs. Paul & Son were 1st with Rev. J. B. M,
Camm, Mr. Turner 2d, with Miss Hassard, and Mr.
B. R. Cant 3d, with Antoine Mouton. For twelve
blooms of any variety Mr. John L. Curtis, of Chat-
teris, was 1st with Marie Baumann, Messrs. Paul &
Son 2d with Eiienne Levet, and Mr. Turner
3d, with Miss Hassard. It was but natural

that Messrs. Paul ^: Son should send the best

dozen flowers of Duke of Edinburgh, in which
class Mr. Cant and Mr. Cavill were respectively

2d and 3d. The best Maiechal Niels came from
Messrs. Davison & Co., Mr, Cant, and Mr. Webb, of

Calcot, near Reading. Extra prizes were awarded to

Mr. Laxton, Stamford, for Annie Laxton ; to Mr.
G. Rushmore, gr. to Sir Charles Rowley, for

Madame Lacharme ; and to Mr. Corp, Oxford, for

a collection of Tea Roses. First-class Certificates

were awarded to Mr. Turner for a new dark Rose
named Mrs. Baker ; and to Messrs. Paul & Son for

Emily Laxton and Marchioness ot Exeter ; and also

to Mr, Laing, Stanslead Park, for his new Fuchsia,
Laing's Hybrid,

Some eighteen groups came into competition in the

classes for table decorations, and a very pleasing dis-

play was the result. In the open class the awards
went to Mrs. Scale, London Road, Sevenoaks; Mr.
Burley, Brentwood ; and Mr. Butcher, South Nor-
wood. In an amateurs* class, Mr. Soder, gr. to O.
Hanbury, Esq., Weald Hall, Brentwood, came in

1st; Mrs. Burley, Brentwood, 2d ; and Mr. Lambert,
gr. to H. W, Segelcke, Esq., Heme Hdl, 3d. In
a good competition confined to ladies, Mrs. Burley
was 1st, Mrs. Stale 2d, and Miss Blair 3d.

Royal Aquarium, Westminster: July ^-—Tlie

managers of this exhibition were fortunate in selecting

the date for their Rose Show, the flowers happen-
ing to be at about their best, and a capital display was
the result, though Mr. Wills has much reason to com-
plain of those who entered for competition, and then

did not appear, as we hear was the case to a consider-

able extent. There was also an admirable display of

decorated dinner-tables in the vestibule, and a better

day as regards the weather could not have
been. Hot and sultry was certainly the external

air, but the interior of the large building was
enjoyably cool, Mr. Rendle having removed a

great many of the squares of glass in the roof,

which made the ventilation perfect. Had it come on
to rain, these could have been replaced in a few
minutes, and we must add this to the other advantages

which may be claimed for this system of glazing. But
we must return to the Roses.

In the nurserymen's class for seventy-two the prizes

went in the following order—to Mr. B. R, Cant,

Colchester ; Messrs. Cranston li Mayos, Hereford
;

Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt; and Mr. J. Keynes,
Salisbury ; the only other competitors being

Messrs. J. Mitchell & Sons, of Uckfield. Mr.
Keynes' blooms were larger than those he staged

at the Palace, and of finer quality, and the

flowers staged by the three first-named were
certainly of a higher order of merit. Looking the

whole of the stands over, the best blooms staged were
those of Madame Lacharme, Horace Vernet,

Francois Michelon, Madame Willermoz, Dupuy
Jamam, Muns, Etienne Levet, Marchioness of Exeter,

Antoine Ducher, Edward Morren, Marie Baumann,
Mons. Noman, Annie Laxton, Fisher Holmes,
Baroness Rothschild, Marquise de Castellane, &c.

The competition was more even in the class for forty-

eight, three trusses of each. There were five com-
petitors, and the awards were first made to Mr.
Keynes, Messrs. Paul iv: Son, and Mr. Turner. Mr.
Keynes' flowers were small by comparison with those
of his neighbours, but of good form and colour and
peri'ectly fresh. Better blooms, we think, came
from Messrs. Paul & Son, and Mr. Turner, and the

judges must have afterwards thought so too,

fur they aUered the first two awards, making
Mr. Keynes 2d and Messrs. Paul & Son isi.

Amongst the finer blooms we noted all the varieties

above-menlione3, and La France, Madame Furtado,
Etienne Levet, Elie Morel, Duke of Wellington, Ville

de Lyon, Devoniensis, and Alfred Colomb. For
twenty-four threes Mr. Turner came in 1st, Messrs.

Paul & Son 2J, Mr. Keynes 3d, and Mr. B. R, Cant
4rh, all shuwing well ; but the varieties being much
the same as we have already mentioned it is useless to

repeat them. For a dozen blooms, distinct, Mr. Cant
came in 1st, with Madame Charles Wood, Baroness
Rothschild, Marie Baumann, Marquise de Castellane,

Duke of Edmburgh, Devoniensis, Ville de Lyon,
Mons. Noman, Fisher Holmes, Souvenir d'Elise,

Mons. Etienne Levet, Marguerite de St, Amand
;

Mr. G. Coolmg, Bath, was 2d ; and Mr, R. N. G.
Baker, Heavitree, Devon, 3d. There were four other
competitors.

In a strong competition for twelve Tea-scented and
Noisette Roses, Messrs. J. Mitchell & Sons were ist

amongst nurserymen, and the Rev. J. B. M. Camm
amongst amateurs. The former had charming blooms
of Triomphe de Rennes, Due de Magenta, Josephine
Malton, Souvenir d'un Ami, Eliza Savage, and
MatL'chal Niel ; and the latter of Souvenir
d'Elise, Madame Bravy, Marie Van Iloutte, Celine
Forestier, and Catherine Merraet. The 2i and 3!
prizes in the amateurs' class went to F, Jowett,
Esq., the Old Weir, Hereford, and J. Ilollingsworth,

Esq., Turkey Hills, Maidstone ; and in that for nursery-
men, to Messrs. Paul & Son and Mr. J. Keynes.
There were only four competitors in the amateurs'
class for forty-eight single trusses, and each got a
prize. Mr. R. N< G. Baker was 1st ; Mr. W.
Nicull, gr. to T. H. Powell, E,q., Drinkstone
Paik, Ipswich, 2d; J. Hollingswoith, Esq., 3d;
and Mr. J. W. Chard, 4'.h : the first three
lots were particularly good, and especially Mr.
NichoU's, which included some very fine flowers. Out
of five good lots of twenty-four Roses shown by
nurserymen the best came Irom Mr. Turner, Mr.
Cant, Mr. Keynes, and Messrs. Cranston and Mayos.
The corresponding class for amateurs was also a good
one, and the prizes were taken by Mr. H. Bensted,
Ruck'^iow, Maidstone; the Rev. A. Cheales, Brock-
ham Vicarage, Reigate ; Mr. J. Ridout, Mr. Soder,
and J. II. Pemberton, Esq. The finest dozen Alfred
Coluiabs came from Messrs. Paul & Son, and Mr. B.

R. Cant had the best dozen Duke of Edinburgh ;

while of ten dozens of Baroness Roihschilils staged, by
far the best came from Mr. R. N. G. Baker, and J.
Sargant, Esq., Reigate, both being of remarkable
size and very perfect. Mr. C. Burley, Brentwood,
and Messrs. Paul & Son, had the best examples of
La France; and Mr. Turner and Messrs. Paul & Son
the finest Marie Baumann—the best MaiiJchal Niels
coming from Mr. Cant. The last-named exhibitor

aUo took the Ist prize for a dozen blooms of
Devoniensis, several of which measured 5 inches

across, very fine and perfectly fresh blooms.

In the class for six blooms of any new Rose of the

present and two preceding years, the same exhibitor

was also 1st with Prince Arthur, a very dark Rose; Mr,
Turner being 2d with Miss Hassard, Messrs. Paul i Son
3 1 with Emily Laxton, and Messrs. Cranston & Mayos
4ih with Captain Christy. Mr. Turner had the best

twelve of 1S74, 1S75, or 1S76, and their names were
—ViUaret de Joyeuse, Miss Hassard, Sir G. Wolseley,
Antoine Mouton, W. Gater, Perle des Jardins,

Oxonian, Royal Standard, Mrs. Baker, Comtesse de
Sereyne, J, S. Mdl, and the Rev. J. B. M. Camm ;

Messrs. Paul & Son were 2d, and Mr. Keynes 3d,
The best twenty-four Roses in pots came from Ches-
hunt, and the second prize went to Slough.

There was a strong competition in the class for

dinner-table decorations, the large prizes offered

bringing out most of the regular exhibitors in this de-

partment. The conditions stipulated that a dinner-

table should be completely laid out for fourteen

persons, and so arranged as to show the best means of
utilising fruit and flowers in its adornment. The
tables were II feet long, 4 feet 6 inches broad,
and 3 feet 10 inches from the ground, and at them
provision had to be made for six places on each side,

and one at each end. Though all were more or less

tastefully arr;^nged, and by no means heavily laden,

except in one instance, there was nothing par-

liculirly novel to note. The prizes were awarded
in the following order :— 1st, Mr. C. Burley, Brent-

wood ; 2d, ^ir. J. Cypher, Cheltenham
; 3d,

Mrs. Harris, Clarendon Park, Salisbury
; 4th,

Mr. W. Soder, gr. to O. Hanbury, E,q.,
Weald Hall, Colchester; and "highly commended
as suitable for a larger table," a table arranged by
Messrs. Dick RidycUffe & Co. Such exhibitions

cannot fail to do much good in creating a taste for

simple and beautiful decorations, but we note with
regret the attempt that is being made to reduce such
exhibitions to mere advertisements of this great firm's

glass and the other great firm's cutlery. Managers
should stand out against this sort of thing, which is

alien to a properly conducted flower-show.

Southgate Horticultural and Cottage Gar-
den : July I.—This suburban Society held iis annual
exhibition on the above date. Mr. Cuming's special

prizes for eight flowering and foliage plants brought
out a good competition. Mr. Wilson, gr. to Mrs.
Adams, Enfield, was Ist, with an excellent group,
amongst which was a well-flowered Bougainvillea
glabra, and the equally deserving but now seldom
seen Clerodendron fatlax, large and well grown ; and
a grand Davallia pyxidata. Mr. Prentice, gr. to

H. VVigan, Esq., Wmchmore Hill, was a good 2d ;

his most noticeable specimens were Rhynchospermum
jasminoides, well grown and finely flowered ; and an
unusually large and well done Caladium Belleymei.

Mr. Mitchell, gr. to W. Armitage, Esq., Southgate
House, also exhibited a very nice group, in which
was the best Dipladenia amabilis we have seen this

year.

For six Ferns Mr. Farrow, gr. to G. Batters, Esq.,

Enfield, took ist honours, with a well matched,
nicely grown half-dozen, conspicuous amongst which
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was Alsophila australis ; Mr. Graver, gx. to J.
Walker, K!-q , Arno's Grove, Soutligate, was 2d. In
his lot we noticed a very fine G^mnogramma chryso-

phylla, and an equally good Dicksonia antarctica.

For six Fuchsias Mr. Graver took 1st, showing a
well-grown group, clothed, as these plants always
should be, with healthy branches, hanging down so

as to half cover the pots, instead of, as too generally

seen, closely tied in ; Mr. Clarke, gr. to R. D. M.
Littler, K'q., Soulhgate, was a close 2d. Mr.
Graver was 1st, with compact, highly-coloured
specimens of Coleus ; these had evidently been where
they had received plenty of light, without which these
useful decorative plants always are deficient in their

true character.

For six line-foliage plants Mr. Graver and Mr.
Prentice were equal ist ; and in the class for a single

stove or greenhouse plants in flower Mr. Tonge
staged a large and well-flowered example of Pleroraa
elegans : Mr, Prentice had a large and splendidly

bloomed Clerodendron Balfourianum ; these received
equal 1st prizes. Mr. Wilson, who was 2d, had
WoUey's variety of Sobralia macrantha, with six tine

flowers. Mr. Wilson's ist prize basket of plants

deserve especial notice, for the artistic arrangements
and quiiity of the plants with which it was filled.

A graceful, moderate sized Palm was in the centre,

round which was a beautiful large flowered Cattleya
Mendellii ; C. Triance and C. Ackland^ ; Deiidro-
bium formosum ; the white flowered Cypripedium
niveum ; Masdevallia Harryana, and a drooping
spiked Oncidium ; the whole edged with small Coleus
and Sairacenia purpurea. Mr. Mitchell, who was
2d, had a nicely arranged basket.

Roses were well and numerously shown. Mr.
Graver was easily 1st in the classes lor both eighteen
and twelve, staging beautiful flowers of Madame
Lacharme, Belle Lyonnaise, Louis Van Houtte,
Alfred Colomb, Marie Baumann, and La France.
Mr. Prentice was 2d for eighteen, and Mr. Pulling, gr.

to J. K. Smith, Esq., 2dfurtwelve. For twelve Rose-
buds there was six competitors, Mr. Graver btiiig

here also 1st ; Mr. Webb, gr. to E. C. Ruberts, Esq,,
2d ; shown as these buds were they are even moie
beautiful than the larger Roses. The miscellaneous
cut flowers are here always attractive. For forty dis-

tinct species shown in boxes or trays, Mr. Mitchell
took 1st; they consisted of Orchids, Ixoras, Dip-
ladenias, Passion-flowers, and Bougainvilleas, mixed
with others of a commoner description, but very
effective ; they were arranged in bunches in a large
shallow metal tray on a bed of green Lycopodium.
Mr. Clarke was 1st for twenty species ; and Mr.
Gardiner, gr. to Lady Caroline Gamier, 2d. For six

Pelargoniums Mr. Clarke took 1st with a very nice

well-flowered gioup. Cockscombs are generally espe-
cially well done here ; Mr. Graver was 1st, and Mr.
Webster, gr. to J. George, Esq., Southgate, 2d. For
six Achimenes Mr. Tonge was 1st with a more than
ordinary good lot.

Fruit.—Three bunches black Grapes : Mr. Pulling
was 1st, with moderate-sized bunches, having large

berries ; 2d, Mr. Sadler, gr. to E. Ploman, Esq. ;

3d, Mr. Graver. Three bunches of white Grapes :

1st, Mr. Pulling, with small, compact Muscats ; 2d,

Mr. Farrow ; 3d, Mr. Clarke, both showing Buck-
land Sweetwater. Collection of hardy fruit: 1st,

Mr. Graver, who was also 1st for three dishes of

splendid Strawberries ; Mr. Trebble was 1st for two
dishes.

Amongst nurserymen exhibitors were Mr. B. S.

Williams, Ilolloway ; Messrs. Cuthbert, Suuthgate
;

and Mr. Braid, Wmchmore Hill. Each of these firms

exhibited an effective group of miscellaneous stove
and greenhouse plants. Mr, Fraser, Lea Bridge, sent
Roses; Messrs, Paul & Son, Cheshunt, a collection

of variegated and other hardy plants and Roses
;

Messrs. Cutbush, Highgate, miscellaneous plants and
Roses.

Kingston and Surbiton Horticultural : yune
27 ami 28.—The twelfth annual show of this Society
was held in the grounds of Ilili House, Surbiton, on
the above-named days. There was a spirited com-
petition in the class of nine stove and greenhouse
plants, in which Mr. Watson, gr. to T. H,
Bryant, Esq., Glencairn, Surbiton, came in 1st ;

Mr. Ellis, gr. to J. Galsworthy, Esq,, Kingston
Hill, 2d ; and Mr, Crafier, gr. to the Rev. W.
Finch, 3d, In the class for six stove and greenhouse
plants there were only three collections, the 1st and
2d coming very close. The 1st prize went to Mr. Attrill,

gr. to C. J. Freake, Esq., Bank Grove, Kingston,
and the 2d to Mr. Moorman, gr. to the Misses Christy,
Coombe Bank, Kingston, The nine Fuchsias staged
by Mr. Watson and Mr. Crafter were very good
indeed, and the prizes were awarded in the order
named. In the 2d prize lot was a plant of Hugh
Miller fully 6 feet high, and as perfect a specimen as
it is possible to get a Fuchsia. The Pelargoniums
shown by Messrs. King and Croxford in the class for
nine and in the six by Mr. Hodgson and Mr. f.

Watson, together with the nine fancy, shown also by
Mr» Knig and Mr. Croxford, made a handsome

feature in the show, and the prizes were awarded
in the respective classes in the order the names
are written, Mr. King's plants were in most cases
the same as shown and obtained the ist prizes at the
last Royal Botanic show, but were still very fresh and
good. There was a very fair competition in the
other classes in the schedule, which was very varied,

and we will pass on to the Roses, vegetables,
and the groups of plants staged for effect, which
brought a very spirited competition :. the 1st prize

was awarded to Mr. Watson, 2i. Mr. Foster,
gr, to F. J. Lightfoof, Esq,, Esher. In the
classes set apart for Roses there was not that

competition which is usually the case of this So-
ciety, but some very fine collections were staged,

Mr. Ellis being awarded 1st, Mr. Feilder 2d, and
Mr. Moorman 3d. This collection at the time of
staging was to all appearance a long way 1st, but the
excessive heat of the tent and length of time after

staging until judged caused many of the Exposition
de Brie and Marie Baumann class of Roses to show
their eyes, which is so objectionable to most judges,
whereas a flat Rose, such as Gloire de Dijon and the
like, can stand the heat better. The vegetable classes

were a long v/ay behind the usual custom of Kingston
;

instead of a competition of nine or ten in each
class there were only three. This may doubt-
less be accounted for by the unusually late season
we have had. In the class for twelve distinct

varieties Mr. Croxford was Ist, and in that for six the
1st was awarded to Mr, Moorman. Messrs. Veitch
ci: Sons and Messrs, Jackson ^; Sons also staged two
very nice and attractive groups, and the former firm

several boxes of cut Roses. (From a CortcspoiiJcnt.)

Richmond (Surrey) Horticultural: June%().—
This was the second annual show of this young but
flourishing society, and was in all respects a great
success. The exhibition of last week was held in

the Old Deer Park, in four marquees disposed
around, and pattially beneath, a clump of fine

Beech trees. That the show was a large one may
be gathered from the fact that the total length of
the tents was 400 feet, and, with one exception, they
were all well filled. As all provincial shows should,
this included'a division for cottagers' productions, and
the liberal scale of prizes in all the divisions
attracted a lari^e number of competitors in many of
the classes. Not to attempt an enumeration of the
prizetakers, a few of the principal productions may be
noticed. Messrs. Veitch »S: Sons, Mr. Dean, and
several others sent collections of plants not for com-
petition, which contributed considerably to the com-
pleteness of the show. In the open division Mr.
Kinghom, of Sheen Nursery, Richmond, was 1st in

the class for a group of plants in or out of flower,
arranged for efifecr, and not covering more than
100 square feet ; Messrs. Jackson & Son Kingston,
2d. Roses were better than might have been expected,
indeed Messrs. Paul & Son were 1st in both of the
principal classes, with a very fine lot of flowers.

Messrs. Dobson & Son were 2d in the same classes.

For eight Orchids Messrs. RoUisson, lackson, and
Bates, gr, to W. H. Punchard, Esq., Twickenham,
took the prizes in the order named. Fruit, particularly
Grapes, was not so good nor so abundant as might
have been expected. One tent was set apart almost
entirely for dinner-table decorations, bouquets, &c.,
and there were several exhibitors ; but the common
faults of overcrowding the flowers, and the employ-
ment of gaudy stands and accessories were too appa-
rent. In the open class. Miss Kinghorn was 1st with
a tastefully arranged set, and Mr. W, Brown, Rich-
mond, was 2d. Mrs. Chancellor, the wife of the
hard-worked secretary, took a special prize for three
stands, and several ladies contributed prettily designed
button-hole bouquets. A feature of the show was the
number of special prizes off^ered by various supporters
for competition by cottagers. Prizes were offered for

sets of window plants, boxes and stands of plants,

cut flowers, collections of vegetables, &c. Messrs.
Carter's special prize of a silver cup for the best
collection brought out a large number of competitors,
and very good vegetables. Mr. Bond, Richmond,
gained the cup. The special prizes for model gardens
resulted in the production of some laborious and
impossible designs, which is neither more nor less

than is usually the case. Altogether the show may
be termed a good one, as well as a large one, and
doubtless it will develope in time into one of the
best provincial gatherings. A little more experience
in organisation, and effective disposition of a large
number of exhibits in a short time, will enable the
managers to avoid some of the defects of this year's
display.

Variorum.
Wellingtonia.—A very remarkable point about

this tree is its very limited locality. Mr. Whitney
only knows of eight groves in which it has been found,
and he estimates that the whole of them together do
not cover more than 50 square miles. They are
limited to the western slopes of the Sierra Nevada,

between about 36° and 38" of N. latitude, and their

elevation above the *ea-levtl is nowhere much less

than 5000 feet, or more than 7000 feet ; the most
northerly being at the lower, and the most southerly

at the higher elevation. They are always in connec-

tion with various other Conifers, almost as high as

themselves ; and the pictures of a gigantic tree

spreading out by itself in an open space are completely
fictitious. The S, sempervirens, or Redwood, is, on
the contrary, entirely confined to the coast ranges, and
flourishes nowhere unless it is frequently enveloped in

the ocean fogs. Moreover, though it rarely attains

anything like the dimensions of its gigantic congener,

it seems that it does so occasionally. Near Santa
Cruz is a grove of Redwood, in which one tree

measures 50 feet in circumference and 27=; feet in

height. Near Crescent City one was measured 58 feet

round at 4 feet from the base, and there is a story of

a hollow slump of one 7 miles from Eureka, 38 feet

in diameter, in which thirty-three pack mules were
corraled at the same time. Though at present only

known to exist in California, there are several fossd

species of Sequoia, one of which is found in the

miocene tertiary of Greenland at 7*^' ^'- latitude

;

it is called Sequoia Langsdorffii, and is so difficult to

be distinguished from the Redwood of California that

it may, perhaps, be identical with it. The Calaveras

Grove, where we now were, occupies a belt about 3200
feet long and 700 feet wide, it contains about 90
or a hundred Sequoias of large size, but very few
young ones, except on the outskirts. In the deep
gloom of the mam part of the grove I saw none,

though the ground was covered with thousands and
thousands of cones in all stages of ripeness and decay.

The upper soil, wherever it was clear from snow,

seemed to me to consist of scarcely anything but an
agglomeration of the cones and spines of various

species of Firs, and this barrenness of soil, combined
with the darkness caused by the vast canopy of Iree-

tops, must naturally be extremely unfavourable to new
growth. One of the freaks of Nature is that the cones

of these gigantic trees are much smaller than those of

any other Conifers that I know, while some of the

Pines growing amongst them, and comparatively

insignificant in size, sprinkled the ground with cones

16 inches in length. *' Over the Sea and I'ar Aroay,"

h T. l-K Hinchliff, M.A., F.R.G.S.

Native Country of the Black Mulberry.—
I have observed several plants of the Black Mulberry
on the lofty, rugged mountains among which the

miserable little Armenian town of Hadtchin is

situate, at an altitude of 1400 metres. The absence
of all cultivation of fruit trees, as well as the condition

of the miserable inhabitants of this inhospitable part

of the anti-Taurus, gives us but little reason to suppose
that these useless trees were planted merely for the

sake of ornament, hence it is probable that they grow
there in a wild state. The Vine is found in Asia
Minor at heights far greater than those to which it

attains in Europe, as I have had the opportunity of

noticing at Kizildagh, at the elevaiion of 1S91, and
at Malagccub at the height of 1874 metres {Asie

Minenre^ Climatologie^ p. 38S). Besides this, a
remarkable example of the cultivation of the White
Mulberry at a very high latitude was mentioned in

the Bulldin de la Soa'de d^AcLli7natation (3d series, t. i.,

P- 469), which publishes an interesting work on the

introduction of the Chinese silkworm (Attacus Yama-
Mai) into the Baltic provinces of Russia, and of the

cultivation in that country of the White Mulberry
(Morus alba), which has been acclimatised to such a
degree that in Moscow, in spite of its severe climate,

and where, until the year 1830, nothing was known
of Mulberry plantations or of silkworm rearing,

actually produced such a quantity of silk as

was more than sufficient for the wants of

this town of 400,000 inhabitants. As to the
antiquity of the cultivation of Mulberries in China it

goes back, according to M. V. Plath (Zeiischr. d.

Gtsellch. f. Jirdk., an. 1S74, t. 6, p. 162), to at least

4003 years before the Christian era ; and silkworm-
rearing was carried on there at a time when the use of
tea, sugar, and cotton was yet unknown to the Chinese.

Moreover, an interesting observation made by the

Abbot Armand David in the North of China seems to

indicate that this is the native country ot the silkworm,
fur the learned missionary says {lYouv. Arch, dtt

Museum d'Hist. jVaL de Paris, 3e annce, t. 3, p. 74) :

— '* Although the Mulberry is common in all the
North of China, it is, however, only in Ourato that I

have found a very small quantity of Bombyx Mori in a
wild state. I have there collected the cocoons and
caterpillars of the precious insect in such wild, in-

accessible places that I cannot think that they have
escaped and become wild. Besides, there are no silk-

worm nurseries in Mongolia at more than 100 or 200
leagues from Sartchy." La Vige'/ation du C^/c^i- (Grise-

bach), vol. i., note on p. 424, by the translator,

P. de Ichihatchef.

Consumption of Sugar in the United States,
—The yoiirtial of the Statistical Society contains
some statistics for the years i S60 to i S73, in-

clusive. We extract a few figures. The nett

consumption of all saccharine matter in the fiscal
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year 1859-60 was 1,174,135,0001b., or 37.41b.

per head of the whole populatioa. In 1S72-73 it

was 1,805,208,000 lb., or 4291b. per head. Cane
sugar and Maple sugar were almost exclusively used,

but the production of Beetroot sugar is now calculated

at as much as 5,000,000 lb. per annum. The crop

of Miple sugar has been very uniform year by year

throughout the period. According to the tables given,

the crop for six years out of the fourteen under con-

sideration was almost exactly 40,000,000 lb. One
season (1861-62) it was as low as 30,000,000 lb., and
in 1864-65 there was an exceptionally large crop of

62, 720,000 lb. The crop of cane sugar shows much
greater fluctuations, and has been decreasing rapidly

again these last four* or five years. In 1859-60 the

crop was upwards of 255,000,000 lb., against about
yS.5 million lb. in 1873-74 The largest crop was
in 1861-62, the season of the smallest yield of Maple
sugar, when it exceeded 505,000 000 lb. The small-

est total is for 1864-65, when it was 7,334,800 lb.

The quantity imported for consumption has increased
from 663,956,468 lb. in iS5o, paying a duty of

7,122,925 dols., to 1.378.498,832 lb. in 1S73, paying
a duly of 28,236.916 dols. During this period the

populatioa increased from 31,400,000 in l85o to

42,100,000 in 1S73.

SFATB OF THE WEATHER ATBLACKHEATH, LONDON,
For the Week ending Wednesday, Julys, i8;6.

H>.gTomi!.
tncal De-

Glaisher's
Tables sth
Edition.
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Plants ;

Balsams, per di

Begonias, per doz. . . 6 o-i
Bouvardias, do. ..12 o-iti o
Calceolaria, per doz. 4 0-18 o— herbaceous, doz. 6 0-18 o
Campanulas, p. doz.12 0-18 o
Cockscombs, p. doz. 40-90
Coleus, per dozen .. 40-90
Crab^ula, per doz. ..12 0-30 o
Cyperus, do. . . .• 6 0"'2 o
Dracfcna terminalis 30 0-60 o— viridis,^ per doz. 18 0-24 o
Ficus elastics .. 2 6-i'i o
Fuchsia, per doz. . , 6 0-18 o
Heaths, in vaiicties,

per doz. .

.

, . 12 o-jo o
Heliotrope, per doz. 6 o-ia o

40-90 Hydrangea, per di

>-6o <

Liliutn auratum, do.24 0-60
— eximium. do. ..24 0-36 o
— lancifolium, do. 30 0-60 o
Lobelia, per dozen ., 4 0-12 o
Mignonette, do. .. 40-90
Myrtles, do 30-90
Nasluitiums, dozen 40-90
Palms in variety, eacli 3 6-21 o
Pelargoniums, scarlet,

per doz.

ety, do
Petunias,double,do— single, per doz,

Roses, Fairy, do.

3 o- 9 «

9 0-24 <

9 0-36 <

SEEDS.
London : July 5.—The usual Midsummei stagna-

tion is now seen in the agricultural seed trade. It is as
yet too early for any accurate opinion to be formed as to

the results of our English crops, and the sowing require-

ments of the ensuing autumn consliiule a still more
speculative question. A few samples of new French
Trifolium have this week been exhibited on Mark Lane,
of which the quality was very fair. So far as present
indications go, prices for this article will be moderate.
Mustard and Rape seed for sowing purposes are in

moderate request. Canary seed experiences no check in

its downward run. Other articles, Irom pure lack of

transactions, show no change of value. For blue boiling
Peas there is an eager inquiry. 'John Shaw 6* So?is,

Seed Mercha?!ts, 37, Mark Lane, London., E.G.

CORN.
At Mark Lane on Monday the supplies of English

Wheat were short, while those of foreign were liberal.

Dealings in both descriptions vi'ere much restricted,

though the condition and quality in each case were ex-
cellent, and prices not easily supported. Barley was well
held, and the better classes of malt, lor which a small
inquiry prevailed, were fully as dear. Oats were re-

ported slow, but steady. Maize was dull, and American
was even cheaper. Beans and Peas were nominally
without alteration, as also were the various grades of
flour.—The fine weather for the crops had a weakening
effect upon the market on Wednesday, but, owing to
pohiical complications, there was no pressure to sell, and
hence prices were nommally supported. The supply of
English Wheat was short, but the show of foreign in-

creased, and as regards the latter prices were distinctly in

favour of the buyer. Barley was steady, and no material
change was reported in other classes of spring corn.

Flour drooped slightly. Average prices of corn for the
week ending July i :—Wheat, 48^. iod.\ Barley, 34J. 6d.\
Oats, 28j. lid. For the corresponding week last year ;

—

Wheat, 43J. 6d. ; Barley, 355. ^d. ; Oats, 30J. >\d.

CATTLE.
At the Metropolitan Market on Monday trade was active

for beasts, and choicest qualities in some instances
realised higher rales. The demand for sheep was not
so brisk, and consequently prices were rather lower.
Choice lambs were in demand at late rates. Calves were
not so plentiful, and were mure readily disposed of.

Quotations:— Beasts, 45. 6d. to 5^. 41/., and 5^, lod.

to 61. 4(/. ; calves, 4J. 6d. to $s. 8d. ; sheep, 5^. 6d,

to 6s., and 6s. 6d. to js. 2d. ; lambs, js. 4^. to 8s. ^d.
;

pigs, 4s. 6d. to 55. 8d. — On Thursday the demand for

beasts was not last, but rates were firm. Small English
sheep sold at rather enhanced rates ; large heavy de-
scriptions without improvement. Prime English calves
met a steady demand, and lambs were in rather good
request.

HAY.
At Whitechapel on Monday good old fodder was in

demand at lull rates, but other kinds continued dull.

The following were the prices :— Prime Clover, 100^. to

147J. ; inferior, 83^. to 951. ;
prime meadow hay, 90J,

to 135^.; inferior, 55^. to 75-1. ; and straw, 35^. 10465.
per load.—On Thursday supplies were moderate, and
trade steady. Quotations ;—Old Clover, best, 115^. to

147J. ; inferior, 85^. to 951. ; hay, best, ii3j. to 138J,
;

inferior, 55J. to 731. ; new hay and Clover, 60s. to 1x5^.;

and straw, 38J. to 45J. per load. — Cumberland Market
quotations : — Superior old meadow hay, 147-r. to i55.f.

;

inferior, igoj. to 1261. ; new hay, looj'. to 120s. ; su-

perior old Clover, isoj. to 160s. ; inferior, 120J. to

130J. ; new, iioj. to 130J.; and straw, 48J. to 52J.

per load.

POTATOS.
At the Borough and Spitalfields Markets on Monday

attention was principally directed to new Potatos, the
supplies of which continue on a liberal scale. Some old
mixed Potatos were quoted from looi. to 130J. ; but after

this week they will have been entirely exhausted. New
Jersey, 200J. to 240J. ; ditto Kidneys, 22OJ. to 260s.;

Cherbourg, 2ooj^. to 2205. per ton.

COALS.
The coal market on Monday was moderately supplied

with house coals, and the price advanced 6d. per ton.

The published quotations of Wednesday's business are

as follows :—Bedside West Hartley, ijs. $d,
; Walls

En4—Hawthorn, i6j. gd. ; Lambton, 19J. 6d. ; Original
Hartlepool, soj, ; i?outh Hetton, 20s. ; K^Uoe* 17s. ;

East Hartl<p«ol, 191. gd.

THOMAS'S
GALVANISED WIRE NETTING

i;V IMPROVED MACHINERY.
Superior duality. Keduced Prices.

r//ifs per lineal yard, 24 inches wide.

Mesh. Liglit. Mtduim. Strong. E.\. strong
5. d. s. d, s. d. s. d.

2 inches . . o 3 . . o 3^ . . o 4I . , o 6
i^ „ .. o 3^ .. o 4i^ .. o 5^ .. o 7
i^ „ .. o 4-V .. o 5 .. o 6, ..08

y ,, .. I, O .. 1 2 . , I S . . I 10

Usual Widths kept in Stock. 12, 18, 24, 30, 36, and 48 inches.

All meshes up to ijj in. 2-inch mesh in stock up to 6 ft. wide.

All Widths charged at Proportionate Prices.

SOFr GALVANISED TVING WIRE, 6d. per lb.

CUTTING NIPPERS, is. 6d. per pair, very useful for Cutting
Wire Netting, &c.

Five per cent, discount allowed off above prices for cash
with order. 300 yards carriage paid. Special quotations for

large quantities.

J. J. THOMAS & CO.,
PADDINGTON WIREWORKS.

28s, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.
P.O. Orders to be made payable at 310, Edgware Road.

Ilhislraled andp,kcd Cnlahgiu-s oil applkalimi.

Beelilves.—Two Silver Medals awarded to
GEO. NEIGHBOUR and SONS at the Paris E.\hibitioii o(

1867. The only English Exhibitors who obtained a Silver

Medal for Beehives.

NEIGHBOUR'S IMPROVED COTTAGE
BEEHIVE, as originally introduced by George

& Sons, working three bell-glasses, is neatly
ngly made of has thrf

Hi> This Hr
the lo

be

practical advantages

ment than any othei

that has been

The LIGURIAN or

ITALIAN ALP BEE
being much in repute,

G. N. & Sons supply a

Swarm of Bees with genuine
Italian Queen, in the Im-
proved Cottage Hive, at

£t\. Hive included.

An Italian Alp Q;

with full directions

uniting to Black Stocks,

for

i may be obtained zENGLISH BEES.—Stocks and S
heretofore.

THE APIARY. By A. Neighbour, sj., postage i^d.

A newly arranged Catalogue of other improved Hives,

Drawings and Prices, sent on receipt of two stamps,

Agents for Straw, Woodbury, and other Hives

made by James Lee, at his prices.

GEO. NEIGHBOURan; ""'

or 149, Regent Street. Lond<

and Supers,

SO'nS, 127, HighHolbom.W.C.

Tlie Carr-Stewarton Hive.

"^^^h

Crystal Palace Prize, 1S74. Bruii^c and Silver Medals, 1875.

First Prize from the Glasgow and West of Scotland

Horticultural Society, 1875.

THE CARR-STEWARTON HIVE is a
combination of the principal advantages to be found in

the best Bar-frame Hives, with those of the celebrated Stewar-

tons. It consists of two Stock-boxes, each 15 inches square and

6 inches deep, and a Honey-box of 4 mches in depth—Crown-
board, Adapting-board, and Floor-board, all reversible ; the

Crown-board with four slides. Prices, Stock-boxes (wood or

straw), loi. ^d. each ; Honey-buxes, 7*. td. ;
Crown-boards,

45^. hd.\ Floor-boards, 3^.; Pyramidal Roofs, gs. td. and iw. 6</.

THE UNION^TlVE. — A cheap, new
storifying Hive, invented by the designer of the Carr-

Stewarton. and very suitable for cold exposed localities, or for

small swarms. Price : the complete Hive, 22J. td., consisting

of two Stock-boxes, Honeybox, Floor-board, Crown-board, and

painted Roof. Orders received by
Mr. ;AS. lee, Hive Manufacturer, Bagshot,

Printed Directions free of charge.

HORTICULTURAL IRON and WIRE
WORKS.

For Conservatories,

Wire^\'ork Baskets.
Wirework Trellis.

Wiiework Flower
Stands.

Ironwork Flower
Stands.

Balloon and other

Wirework Arches.
Wirework Roseries
Wirework Summer

f
•11

Iron and Wire
Espaliers.

Iron Gales.

w Illustrated

CATALOGUE
of Designs.

Ebtablished over a Quarter of a Century,

Is in use over many thousand miles,
And has been awarded the Medals and highest Commendation

of all the leading Agricultural Societies.

It is constructed with

POWERFUL WINDING STRAINING PILLARS,
RIGID INTERMEDIATE IRON POSTS.

STRONG and DURABLE WIRE CABLE STRANDS,
Forming the most efficient Strained Iron Fencing known for

agricultural and general purposes.

With bars secured by F. M. & Co.'s Patent Self-locking Joints,

which effectually prevent the uprights being pushed aside, and

are independent of loose pins, wedges, or staples.

IRON ENTRANCE and FIELD GATES,
IN WROUGHT AND CAST IRON,

Designed for the Mansion, Villa, or Farm.
WICKBT AND GARDEN GATES,

In Grent Variety of Palterns.

Iron Hurdles, Railing, Tree Guards,
FRUIT ESPALIERS. WALL FRUIT TRAINERS, &c
1^- Illustrated and Dncribed in F. M. if Co.'s

New Catalogue., sent on application.

LONDON BRANCH—

1. DELAHAY ST ., WESTMINSTER . S.W.

I LLIAM S. BURTON,
General Furnishing Ironmonger, hy appoint-

it to H.RH. the Prince of Wales, sends a CATALOGUE
tis post paid, containing upwards ol 850 Illustrations of his

ivalled Stock of Electro Plate,

ia Metal Goods,

w
Dish Covers.
Hot-water Dishes.
Stoves and Fenders,
Marble Chimneypieces,
Kitchen Ranges.
Lamps and Gaseliers,

Tea Trays.
Urns and Kettles,

Clocks and Candelabra,

Table Cutlery.
Balhs and Toilet Ware,
Bedding and Bed Hanging;
Iron and Brass Bedsteads,
Bedroom Cabinet Fu
Dining .^nd Diawir

Fu;

Kitchen Utensils,

r Glasses,

With Lists of Prices, and Plans of the Thirty Large Show Rooms,
at 39, Oxford Street, W, ; i, ia, 2, 3. and 4, Newman Street,W.;

4. 5 and 6. Perry's Place, W. ; and i, Newman Yard, W.
Manufactories: 84, Newman Street, W. ; i. Newman Mews,
London. W. The cost of delivering goods to the most distant

pans of the United Kingdom by railway is trifling. WILLIAM
5. BURTON will always undertake delivery at a small fixed rate.

BELGIAN GLASS for GREENHOUSES,
Can be obtained in all sizes and qualities, of

BETHAM & SOK,
9, LOWER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.

B. S; S. have always a large Stock in London of 20

i2-in., 20-in. by 14-in., 20-in. by i6-in., in i6-oz, and 2i-c

&c.,
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^^MS^/^e,

,^or Cooke a/^f^-.

(? ^ • Vu o.^^:^_r>'-^^ —^^ ^^On fid •

9^

^axtoaYforlis Sliefjield.

St. Pancras Iron-work Company.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, &C.
ARCHITECTS DESIGNS CAREFULLY CARRIED OUT.

APPLY FOR ESTIMATES TO

OLD SAINT PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON, NAV.

Joseph Haywood&Co.,
MAN U FACTU RERS OF

CELEBRATED

PRUNING AND

WARRANTED

BUDDING KNIVES,

VINE SCISSORS, ETC.
GLAMORGAN WORKS, SHEFFIELD.

C

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County in England.
For patticul.irs apply to JOHN FOWLER and CO.,

71, Comhill, London. E.G., and Steam Plough Works. Leeds.

OWAN'S PATENT SYSTEM "of
HEATING and HOT-WATER ENGINEERING ia

all its branches.
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS of every description.

Flans and Estimates 07t Appl'cation, atid Circularspost-free
21, Whitehall Place, London, S.W.. and The Vineyard,

Garston. near Liverpool.

PUMPS-PUMPS-PUMPS.
For Baths, Cisterns. Kitchen, or Garden use.

GARDEN PUMPS, NON-FREEZING PUMPS. COTTAGE
PUMPS, LIQUID MANURE PUMPS.

Carriage Prepaid. Prompt Delivery. Lowest Prices.

Catalogue on application.

ST. ALBANS IRON WORKS, HERTS.

GARDENERS are INVITED to VISIT

VINEYARD at GARSTON,

HEATED

KILN APPARATUS.

The Trade are specially invited to

Give the System a Trial,

IF PROPERLY MANAGED,
IT IS

Proved to effect a Great Saving both

in Fiiel and Labour.

COWAN PATENTS' COIVIPANY

(LIMITEB),

21, WHITEHALL PLACE, LONDON, %NJ

THE VINEYARD,

GARSTON, near LIVERPOOL.

Ql Tp T? "V "E T^ S '

TRENTHAM GREENHOUSE BOILER,

After long experience, has proved the most SIMPLE^
ECONOMICAL. EFFECTUAL, aod LASTING BOILER
extant ; recently much improved. For Illustrations, with

full particulars, apply to the Sole Makers,

F. & J. SILVESTER.
Castle Hill Foundry, Engineering and BoUer Works,

Newcastle, Staffordshire.

t^ Our Boilers are the only ones made with the sanction

and under the inspection of the linvemor, Mr, Swvens—aU
others being base i

'
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Metallic Hothouse Builder to Her Majesty.

EISTRY HOPE
(late Clark & Hope, formerly Clark),

HOTHOUSE BUILDER and HOT-WATER
APPARATUS ENGINEER.

55, Lionel Street, Hirmingham. Established A.D. i8iS.

BOOKS of DESIGNS, 5'. each.

i:S' The Extensive Ranges of Metallic Hothouses in the

Royal Gardens, Windsor and Osborne, were executed at this

Establishment.

H. LASCELLES, Horticultural
Buil-UEK. Finsbury Steam Joinery Works,

121, IJuiihill Row, London. E.C.

H

W.

M<^-1j-/^-^^

'

Estimates given on application for GREENHOUSES and
CONSERVATORIES of all kinds, and to any design.

GARDEN BOXES and LIGHTS. Each
Portable I!ox with One Light, 6 feet by 4 feet, glazed s. d.

good i6-oz. sheet glass, painted four coats, and
packed leady for use . . . . . . - - 35 o

Portable Box with Two Lights, as above, each light

6 feet by 4 feet . . . . . . . . . - .

.

65 o
LIGHTS ONLY.

2 feet by 4 feet Light, not painted nor glazed . . .

.

36
Ditto glazed, good i6-oz. sheet glass, and painted 4 coats 10 o
fi feet by 4 feet, not painted nor glazed 60
Ditto glazed and painted four coats .. .. .

.

16 6

O U L T O N A^-D~ ]P~A~U^L
,

Norwich. Horticnltural Builders.

NEW PATENT GREENHOUSES.—Can be erected with-

out the aid of either carpenter, glazier, painter, or bricklayer.

New Lists, containing a number of Illustrations and Prices,

free by post

PATENT PLANT PRESERVERS —Now reid> our new
List of Priceib with full desciiptions cle-irly showing the usc^

to which these h-indy articles may be ipphed Free by post

MELON OR CI t- I MM K tk\Ml^ -All sizes reidy

for immediate deli\ 1 \

Height at back, 24 in.

lights, 2 in. thick. Made of best red deal, painted three

every pane of glass (21 oz.) is nailed as well as puttied i

light has an iron strengthening rod and handle.

Cash prices, carriage paid t

All 6 feet wide. £ s. d.

4ft. long, 1 light .. I 17 6

any station in England :-

All 6 feet wide. £.

zt ft. long, 4 lights .. 6

Illustrated Catalogue for 1876, containing upwards of si-x

Engravings, with prices, of Conservatories, Greenhoii.se

Peach Houses, Forcing Houses, Pits, &c., free by post for

stamps.
BOULTON AND PAUL, Norwich.

THE NEW

Awning Garden

Seat,

With two revolving tables

and shifting gear for

curtains.

Also the

NEW SELF-COILING
HOSE REELS.

Of all ironmongers, or of the Maniifactu
ALFRED WRINCH, Ipswich.

LASCELLES T VTENT TINT WOOD
CONSERVATORIES and GREENHOUSES. —All

Gardeners know that Wood is better than Iron for Plant Grow-
ing, and by the above system a handsome curved house can be
erected as cheaply as a plain straight one.
The curved house is more durable, stronger, lighter in con-

struction, and no bent glass is required.
W. H. LASCELLES, isi, Bunhill Row. London, E.C., will

supply Drawings and Estimatesf ree of charge.

_^«!^ fe
IR J. PAXTON'S HOT-
HOUSES for the MILLION are

Simple, Cheai-, and PoRTAnLE.
Illustrated Price Lists free.

HEREMAN and MORTON, 14, Tich-
borne Street, Regent Quadrant, W., Horti-
cultural Builders and Hot-water Engineers.

The Best, Cheapest, and Most Durable Paint
for all kinds of Work, Internal and External, is

THE GRANITIC PAINT.— Its body is

superior to Lead, its durability far greater, and it is more
economical. Sold, srouud m Oil. in ALL colouks, by the
GRANITIC PAINT COMPANY, Removed to 45, Fish

Street Hill, E.C.

T HE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
for MONDAY, July 3.

Damp Walls Cured and Decay In Stone Prevented,
at a Trifling Cost, by

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSI-
TION.—Manufactured in all Colours, eras a COLOUR-

LESS LIQUID, by the

SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION and GRANITIC
PAINT COMPANY, Removed to 45, Fish Street Hill, EC.

Oil Paint No Longer Necessary.

HI LL AND SM ITH'S BLACK
VARNISH for Preserving Ironwork, Wood, or Stone.

This Varnibh is an excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-

door work, while it is fully two-thirds cheaper. It was intro-

duced upwards of thirty years ago by the advertisers, and its

genuine good quality, notwithstanding a host of unprincipled

imitators, is fully attested by its constantly increasing sale. It

may be applied by an ordinary labourer, requires no mixing or

thinning, and is used cold. It is used in the grounds at

Windsor Castle, Kew Gardens, and at the seats of many hun-
dreds ol the Nobility and Gentry, fiom whom the most flattering

testimonials have been received, which Hill & Smith will

forward on application.
Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at \s 6d. per gallon,

at the Manufactory, or is. &d. per gallon carriage paid to any
Station in the Kingdom.

Unsolicitf.d Testimonial.
Glatig'H.'ill}', Llanpiiinpsiint, Caniiarthcn, N'ov. 27, 1S73.

—

"Mr. Lloyd Lloyd encloses cheque for £^ $s., amount due to

Messrs. Hill i*t Smith, and he considers the Black Varnish
one of the most useful things he ever possessed."
Apply to HILL and SMITH, Brierly Hill Ironworks, near

Dudley ; and 118, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C, from
whom only it can be obtained.

CAUTION.—\^ having lately come to the knowledge of

Hill & Smith that spurious imitations of this Varnish are

oeing offered by unprincipled dealers at a slight reduction in

price, they would specially draw attention to the fact that every
cask of their Varnish is legibly marked with their name and
adressed without which none is genuine.

CARSONS' PAINT,
PATRONISED BY THE QUEEN,

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,

The British, Indian and Colonial Governments,

8000 of the Nobility, Gentry, and Clergy,

Railway and Canal Companies, Collieries, Iron-

masters, &c., &:c..

Is extensively used for all kinds of

OUTDOOE WOEK.
It is especially applicable to

W^OOD, IRON, BRICK, STOUE & COMPO.
CAN liE LAID ON BY UNSKILLED LABOUR.

Sold in all Colours.

2 cwt. free to all Stations.

Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials sent Post Free.

WALTER CARSON & SONS,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD,

LTTDQATE HILL, LONDON, E.G.,

"OEVUE de I'HORTICULTURE BELGE
JtV et ijTRANGfcRE (Beleian and Foreign Horticultural

Review).—AmonE the principal Contributors are :—A. Allard,

E. Andr<;, C. Ballet, T. Buchetet, F. Burvenich. F. Cre'pin,

Comte de Comer, De Tonge van EUemeet, O. de Kerchove de

Denterghem, P. E. de Puydt. C. de Vis. J. Gillon, A. M. C.

Jnngkindt Coninck, C. Koch. J. Kickx. L. Linden, T. Moore.

C. Naudin, B. Olivier, H. Ortgies, E. Pynaert, E. Rodigas.

A. Siiaux, O. Thomas. A. Van Ueert Son, H. J. Van Hulle, J.

Van Volxem, H. J. Veitch, A. Westmael, and P. Wolkenstein.

This Illustrated Journal appears on the ist of every month,
in Parts of 24 pages, 8vo, with a Coloured Plate and numerous
Engravings.
Terms of Subscription or the United Kingdom :—One year,

10s., payable in advance.
Publishing Office : 142, Rue de Bruxelles, Ghent, Belgium.

Post Office Orders to be made payable to M. E. PYNAERT,
at the Chief Post Office, Ghent,

R

Con-ti;nts.

Centcnnial--Beer in Har\'est-Nole from Berwick-

shire— Broadbridge Farm— Canadian Farming —Colchester

Show— Collie Dog Trials — Cricket — CuIIen's Millstones —
"Dari"—Note from Dorset—Note from Dublin—Note from

Durham—Note from East Lothian—Note from Edinburgh-
Garden of the Farm— German Agriculture —Green Rye-
Harvest Prospects —Herdsmen and Shepherds—Note from

Hunts—Indian Agriculture—The Labour Question—LamenebS
in Horses— Note from Lancashire — Notes of the Week —
Pauperism—Proceedings in Parliament—Peterborough Show

—

Growth of Rushes-Cleanliness in Scullery—Setting Turnips-
Influence of Shelter—A Thunderbolt in Showyard—Southdown
Lambirig—Note from Sussex

—

A Che.^p Telegraph—Two-year-

old Beef-John Ward—Our Water Supply—Note from Wilts.

Price 4d.; post-free 4l4d. Published by William Rilharus,

at the Office, 7, Catherine Street, Strand, W.C.

Works on Roses, toy William Paul, F.LS, F.R.H.S.

''fUIE ROSE GARDEN. Fourth Edition.i Imperial 8vo. illustrated with numerous Woodcuts
los. 6d.

Do. do. Fifth Edition. Printed on toned paper and em-
bellished with fifteen highly finished coloured platen, sts.

" An indispensable work for the shelves of earnest rosarians
"

C^rd^ners Chronicle.

OSES IN POTS. Fourth Edition.
Illustrated with Woodcms. is.

" It cannot fail to be useful to all."— yV/t- Garden.

rjOSES and ROSE CULTURE.
Jlv Third Edition, is.

" The present work m:iy be commended not only for its low
price but for the extent of the information given in a shin
space, and the thoroughly practical and admirable manner in
which it is written."

—

Gardeners' Chronicle.

THE ROSE ANNUAL, 1859-60.
Four Coloured Plates, 4s.

To. do. iSfo-6i. Four Coloured Plates, i,s.

Do. do. 18^^1-62. Four Coloured Plates, 4^.

Also just published,

VILLA GARDENING. Third Edition.
V Illustrated with numerous Wood En-ravinss, 31. t,l.
" Mr. Paul's useful little work on gardening will prove even

more acceptable to amateurs than its predecessors."—.y/rt/irfrtrrf.

The above may be obtained, post-free, at the prices affi.Ked, from
W. PAUL .\ND SON, Pauls Nurseries. Waltham Cross, Herts.

Llnnean Society.—Now ready,
rpRANSACTIONS of the LINNEAN
-1- SOCIETY of LONDON. Second Series. Jlotany.
Vol. I. part 3. price 12^.

Sold by LONGMANS and CO., Paternoster Row E C
and by Mr. KIPPIST, at the Apartments of the Society^
Burlington House, Piccidilly, W., of whom may be had all or
any of the preceding Volumes.
The Fellows of the Society are requested to apply to Mr.

KIPPIST for their Copies between the hours of loand 4 o'clock.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE de
. FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CHI'^RE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1865 by F
IJuRVENicH, E. PvN.^ERT, E. RoDiuAS, and H. J. Van
Ht'l.LE, Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian
Government at Ghent. Post paid zos. per annum.
H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Gardens, Ghent, Belgium.

rriHE CULTIVATOR,—A Portuguese
J- Monthly Agricultural Journal, which circulates in
Portugal and her possessions, and in the Principal Towns of
the Brazils.

This Paper offers an excellent medium for Advertisements of
every description of industry and of every .article of consump-

Ten per cent. Discount for s

for twelve months, if paid in advance.
Address, the Editor of the Cidtivalor, St. Michael's, Azores.

Notice.
(Bv .4/>/ii>intiilfHl tit «f Koyal HorticuUiiml Society.)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS,
NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

A UAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT
-C\- ADVERTISEMENTS in all Neivspapers, Magazines,
and Periodicals. List of London Papers on application.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents,
59, Fle!t Street, E.C.

WANTED, a HEAD GARDENER, well
qualified to manage a large place ; none but a tho-

roughly reliable man will be appointed, as the proprietor is

often abroad. Salary, ,1^78 per annum, with residence. &c.
No Under Gardeners need apply.—Address, by letter only, to
Messrs. WOOD and ROWE, Estate Agents, Woolton, Liver-

WANTED, a GARDENER, where help is
given ; Frames, Greenhouses, Flower and Kitchen

Garden. Wages, 26j. per week, no lodging, and no e-xtras or per-
quisites whatever. None but those who can have a thoroughly
good personal character need apply.—Apply, in first instance, to
l)r. STEVENS, St. Stephen's Club, Westminster, S.W.

WANTED, an experienced WORKING
GARDENER (a man to help), to Manage Kitchen

and Flower Garden and Houses. Cottage and coals found.—
W., Sigglesthorne Hall, Hull.

'Working Gardener.

WANTED, as GARDENER, in Sussex, a
thoroughly industrious Man. to take charge of Garden

(over an acre] and Greenhouse. Must be willing to be useful.—
W. H. H., 5, Paper Buildings, Temple, London, E.C.
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Gardener and Wife.

WANTED, an industrious sober MAN,
about },'i, who thoroughly understands his Business

as Flower, Greenhouse, and Kitchen Gardener :
and his WIFE

.as good Plain Cook, in a private house about 17 miles from

London, where there are four in family. Must be thoroughly

respectable and trustworthy, and without children, as they

would live in the house. Characters indispensable. Wages
zos per week and all found, except beer and washing. A had

kept to assist.—Apply by letter, to A B., Messrs. J. C. Stevens,

Horticultural Auctioneers. 38, King Street, Covent Garden,W.C.

WANTED, a WORKING FOREMAN, to

Grow Bedding Stuff and Market Plants. Bud, Graft,

and Lead with the Men in General Ground and Routine Work
in a small Nursery. Must be a competent, industrious, sober

man.—P. H. K., Post-office, Watchet, Somerset.

WANTED, a Married MAN, to work in the
Garden : one accustomed to the same. Wages, 15J.

per week, with lodge to live in. Also a young Man as SECOND
GAUt'l'^NEK—one accustomed to Glass. Wages, i8j. per

week.-HEAD GARDENER, Hall Place, Maidenhead.

WANTED, a young Man, as SOFT-
WOOD ed propagator ; also TWO YOUTHS

.IS IMPROVERS, for the Houses.-GEO. COOPER, Ruse
Hill Nuisery, Derby.

WANTED, IMMEDIATELY, Two or
Three active Young MEN. Must be thoroughly up

in Budding Roses.—Apply, with references, to EWING an'D

Co. , Norwich.

WANTED, TWO Young MEN, permanent,
under a Foreman and Propagator. Must be

thoroughly acquainted with Growing and Tyin<; Plants for

Market, and h.ave worked iii^a RIarket Gardeii previously

Stale 15==, .vhere lived, to ENOCH WHITE, Bournemouth
:s, Bournemouth.

To Kose Budders,

WANTED, an expert ROSE-BUDDER,
for a few weeks.—Address, stating terms, "

BOLTON, Wyddial, Buntingford, Herts.
J GEORGE

WANTED, as IMPROVER, an active
industrious young Man, aee about 20,—Apply, by

letter, with reference, to GARDENER, Worksop Manor
Gardens, Notts.

WANTED, a steady, active Young MAN,
with some experience in Soft-wooded Propagating and

Rose Budding.- 1. PAYNE, The Rose Nurseries, Burgh
Station, Burgh-lc-Marsh, Lincolnshire.

WANTED, November i, a SEEDSMAN,
able to take charge under the principal. Chiefly a

retail trade. Salary C^oo a year.— Apply in own hardwriling,
with cenific-ites. staling age, experience, and ability fjr the
duties, tnislworihiness essential, E. S. T., Gardaters Chronicle

Office, W.C.

WANTED, a Young MAN, accustomed to
Potting and Tying for ISIarket.—Apply, with parti-

culars, to DRUMMOND BROTHERS, Larkfield Nursery,
Edinburgh-

WANTED, a Handy MAN, who can Paint
and Glaze the Houses, Repair the Woodwork, and

make himself otherwise useful about a small Nursery.—Apply,
with particulars, to D. G., Gardeners Chronicle Office, W.C.

WANTED, an industrious Young MAN, in
a Florist's shop ; must have some previous experience,

—W. HOOPER, 88, Oxford Street, London, W,

WANT PLACES.
Head Gardeners.

TOHN LAING can at present recommend
with every confidence several energetic and practical

Men, of tested .ability and first-rate character. Ladies and
Gentlemen in WANT of GARDENERS and BAILIFFS,

JOHN HARRISON has now on his boolis
several experienced GARDENERS, whose characters and

abilities will bear the strictest investigation : also LAND
STEWARD or BAILIFF, who can be highly recommended by

BS. WILLIAMS having at the present
• time several very excellent GARDENERS upon his

Register, is desirous of placing them in Situations where great
experience and trust are required. B. S. W. would at the same
time beg to intimate that when a Gardener is apphed for that
the filling of the situation should be left with him, as that would
prevent unnecessary correspondence and delaj'.—Victoria and
Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.

MESSRS. CRANSTON and MAYOS,
Nurserymen and Seed Merchants, Hereford, have

pleasure in announcing that they can now recommend two
thoroughly competent HEAD GARDENERS, experienced in

every particular connected with the successful culture of
Flowers, Fruit, and Vegetables, and the general routine of
Gardening. The highest references as to character, ability,
industry and sobriety, can be produced, and to any Nobleman
or Gentleman requiring an efficient and trustworthy Man, of
superior attainments and qualifications. Messrs. Crans.ton &
Mayos would recommend early application.

GARDENER (Head), where four or five
Men are kept.—Married, no family ; understands Early

and Late Forcing. Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Melons, and
Cucumbers.—A. B. , Elliott's Library, Strnud, Gloucestershire.

GARDENER (Head). —A Gentleman
wishes to recommend his Head Gardener. Thirteen years'

character. E.vtensive Fruit Forcing and Flower Gardening. —
C. K., 5, Mount Street. W,

GARDENER (Head), where three or more
are kept.—Age 28, single ; has been in present situation

two years as Foreman. Can be highly recommended.—J. R-,
The Gardens, Dnpmore. Maidenhead.

r^ARDENER (Head), lo any Nobleman-
^-^ or Gentleman requiring a first-class Gardener.—Over
twenty years' experience.- A. B.. Briiish Workman's Club,
Sydenham, S.E.

j^ARDENER (Head).—Married,-thoroughly
V>* experienced in every branch of the profession, also in
the Management of Land and Stock. Twenty years' good cha-
racter (seventeen in one place as Head).-GARDENER, 52,
Edward Street. Newport, Monmouthshire.

/^ARDENER (Head, or Good Single-
y^ HANDPi)).—Thoroughly experienced in all branches of
the profession. Two years' good character.—G. S. T.. 4.
Kertch Place, Strood. Rochester.

^

GARDENER (Head).—Age 27, married,
one child ; thoroughly understands Peaches, Vines,

Melons. Cucumbers, Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Flower and
Kitchen Gardening. Four and a half years' character.^R. L.,
Lower Eaton, Hereford.

GARDENER (Head), age 40, married. —
A GENTLE.MaN wishes to recommend his Head Gar-

dener, who has been with hiin three years ; leaving through a
reduction in the Establishment. Tiventy-five years' practical
experience.—H. GARDENER, Post-office, Lower Clapton

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married

;

thoroughly competent to undertake the Management of a
large Garden. Well acquainted with the Management of
Orchidaceous Plants, Laying out New Grounds, &c. He
h.as won m.any First-class Prizes for Fruit and Plants.—Please
state wages, &c., to A. A., 153, Junction Road, Upper Hollo-

GARDENER (Head), age 37, married, one
child.—J. loVES, for four years Head Gardener and

Pailiffto the Hon. J. Saumarez, is open to a re.engagement as
above._ He is well used to Work, and the Management and
Direction of Men : experienced in Laying-out Grounds and
Planting, the forcing of Fruits, Jtc, and is conversant with
the French language. Wages not under >J8o.—J JONES,
The Gardens, Saumarez Park, Guernsey.

(^ARDENER (Head, Working), whereV^ one or two are kept. — Age 30, married, no family:
total abstainer. Five year.s' good character.—W. D., Bohun
Lodge, East I'arnet, Hens.

/^ARDENER (Head, Working), where
!S^ 9"= .Of ;,"? "/= kept.—Age =8, single : understands
Ciardemng in all its branches. Three years' good character —
1'. FUNNELL, Bonwick's Cottage, Itield, Crawley, Sussex,

rrj.ARDENER (Head, Working), where
y^ one or more are kept.— Age 30. m.arried, no family :

thoroughly understands Gardening in all its branches. Good
character.—H. H., Wheathampstead, near St. Albans, Herts.

GARDENER (He.\d, Working), where
three or four are kept.—Age j8, single: understands

G.irdening in all its branches Twelve years' experience. Goocl
cliaracter.-Q. U.,_Post.ofhce, Hampton, Middlesex.

(^ARDENER (Head, Working).—A^ 42,V^ married ; thoroughly practical in all branches of the
profession. Please state w.ages.-W. G., 65, Nursery Road,
near Brixton Station, Brixton, S.

rj.ARDENER (Head, Working), where
u J j°"^ °^ '"" f^ ""J"'

'" ^° ,''''J'=<:"'>n to a good single-
handed pl.ace. — Age 38, married, one child

r understands
Gardening in all us branches. Eight years' good character from
present employer.-ROS E, Post-office, Frant, Sussex

/^ARDENER (Head, Working), where
V-* two or thtee are kept.—Age 24, married ; has a good
practical knowledge of the profession, including Pines Vines
Peaches, Melons, Cucumbers, Flowers and Vegerables. Highly
recommended as to character and ability.—W. J., Post-ofiice
Cromford, Derbyshire.

'

/rj.ARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).
V>* —Age 34, married, one child : thoroughly practical in all
branches of Gardening. Has had eighteen years' experience
Good references.—H. H.

,

The Woodlands, Henley-on-Thames

GARDENER (Good), where another is kept.
—Age 36, married, no family; understands Vines and

Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Wife can attend to Lod-e
Good character. — W. A., Denham Place Lodge,

Uxbridge, Middle;

(^ARDENER (Second, or Single-
, , ,"'^i;?'',°'\7'*2'' J^' *'°S'=- ^°^" y^^^^' E°°d charactei— L. IM., Cl-irk, News Agent, Branell's Road. Clapham, S.W,

(^ARDENER (Under, or Single-handed).
^'* —.Age 24 : accustomed to Stove and Greenhouse Plants
Flower and Kitchen Gardening, &c. Good character. —J T

'

43, Earl's Court Road, Kensington, S.W.

/:j.ARDENER (Under), in the Houses pre-
^r\, ^''^f'-^'^S". =' ''^"' ''^•"^' sood character. -D. G.,
Buddy & Co., The Village, Old Charlton, S.E.

Q.ARd'eneR^ (Under), or~t^Is7ist~iii
V-* Laying-out Ground.—Age 24. Four years' experience
under a Landscape Gardener. Good references G. C. Park
Road, Chislehurst, Kent.

r:j.ARDENER (Under), in a Gentleman's^ Garden (under a I-oreman preferred).- Age 21. Good
character. -X. y. 7... Mr. F. Bartlett, Chedworth, near

GARDENER (Under).—A young Man
;

understands Propagating, &c. Two years' good cha-
racter. South preferred. —Address, stating terms, to B. WOOL-
NER, The Gardens, Buftord Abbey, Notts.

C^ARDENER (Under), in the Houses.—
^ Age 24. Three years' good character from present

situation. — A. B., Rendccmb Garden, near Cirencester,
Gloucestershire.

TOURNEYMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentle-
^J man's garden.—Six years' experience. Good character,

—

TOURNEYMAN.—F. Jackson, Gardener to^ Lord Kesteven, would be glad 10 recommend a Journey-
man to a first-class establishment,— F. JACKSON, Casewick,
Stamford.

TOURNEYMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentle-
t7 man's Establishment (large). — Age 23 ; accustomed lo
Early and Late Forcing and Plant Growing. Seven years' firsl-

class character from present and previous situations,— A, B.,
The Gardens, Elsham House, Grantham. Lincolnshire.

PROPAGATOR (Hard-wooded) and
GROWER.—Arc 28; well up in ConferEc. Rhododen-

drons, Clematis, Sc. Twelve years* experience in leading
nurseries.—M. B. , Rose Nursery, Putney Vale, Surrey

FOREMAN, or JOURNEYMAN in a good
Establishment —Age 23.—Stale wages and p;irticulars

of duties required, 10 J. JEFFERSON, G.ardener, Carhou
House, Worksop.

FOREMAN, in a Private Establishment.—
Age 2S. more than half of which has been spent in large

establishments -W. J., 2, Salisbury Road, Upper Holloway, N.

FOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentle-
man's Garden.— Is experienced in every branch of the

profession. Can give first-cl.ass references.—G. P., Newtown
Alton, Hants.

NURSERY MANAGER. — Age 27, mar-
ried

;
thoroughly experienced. Near London preferred.—H. K. B., The Nursery, Stratford Road, St. Alban's.

TMPROVER, in the Houses, nnder a
-•- Gardener, op to Write and make himself useful in a Ware-
house.—Age 26. Six yeais' good character. A small Premium
not objected to.—JOSEPH FURLEY, Stratton, Cirencester,
Gloucestershire.

TO SEED-GROWERS.—A Foreigner, age
22, well experienced in Nursery Work, is desirous of

employment in the pmctical department ofa good Seed Establish-
ment.- For particulars, apply to P. P., 17. Anvill Street.
Fulham. S.W.

BAILIFF (Working) and GARDENER.—
Thoroughly understands Garden. Farm, and care of

Live Stock. Wife fiist-class Dairy and Poultry Woman.
Excellent characters.—J. L., Church Farm, Esher, Surrey.

RAVELLER, C0RRESP0NDENT7~&a
—Many years' experience of the Wholesale Seed Trade.

Good references. Extensive connection.—A. B., 9, Vincent
Terr.ice, Islington, N.

To Nursersrmen.

SALESMAN, &C.—A youncr Man wants a
situation in a Nursery as SALESMAN. Is willing to

Travel ; Book-keeping, &c. Good knowledge of Seed Trade.—
E. J. S., 140. Rotheriield Street. Essex Road, Islington, N.

TTiPPS'S COCOA.
J-^ GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern
the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful apph-
cation of the line properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Kpps
has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately-flavoured
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by
the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution may
be gradually built up until strong enough to resist every
tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak point. We
may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti-
fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." — C/r/^
Serxiice Gazette.

INAHAN'S LL WHISKY.
Kinahan tt Co. finding that, through the recommenda-

tion of the Medical Profession, the demand for their CELE-
BRATED OLD LL WHISKEY for purely medicinal purposes
is very great, think it will be satisfactory to the Public to read
the following extracts of the Analysis of the LL Whisky from
the eminent analyst, Dr. Arthur Hill Hassall :—

" I have very carefully and fully analysed samples of this
well-known and popular Whisky. The samples were soft and
mellow to the taste, aromatic and ethereal to the smell. The
Whisky must be pronounced to be pure, well-matured, and of
very e.\cellent quality. The Medical Profession may feel full
confidence in the purity and quality of this Whisky."

20, Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street, London, W.

"TJINNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for ACIDITY of the STOMACHHEARTBURN. HEADACHE, GOUT and
INDIGESTION; and the safest aperient for delicate
Constitutions, Ladies, Children, and Infants.

DINNEFORD and CO..
I7^ New Bond Street, London, and all Chemists.

HOLLOWAY'S PILLS and OINTMENT.
—When the weather is hot it will be found that persons

who suffer from Swelled Feet and Ankles. Varicose Veins,
Ulcers, and Sores of all kinds, and in fact from any Skin
Disease, feel these complaints more troublesome and aggravat-
ing than at any other time of"the year; they will soon find
relief in the use of these remedies, for if the wounds or ulcers
are dresstd w th this Ointment, it at once soothes the irritability
of the skin, causes the discharges to lose their acrimonious
character, and lessens any inflammation that may be present. It
Ciniotb.; too widely known that these twin remedies are the most
powerful of antifebrile and anti-inflammatory agents we possess.
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S. OWENS & CO.,

HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS,
WHITEFRIARS STREET, LONDON. E.C, / i\

. ; r^tsS'P^^

J^..

THE IMPROVED SELF-ACTinO HYDRAULIC RAM.
This useful Self-acting Apparatus, which works day and night without needing attention, will raise water

to any height or dist_ance, without cost for labour or niotive power, where a few feet fall can be obtained, and is~
Ss, Railway Stations,j*cc.suited for supplying Pubhc or Private Establishments, Farm Buildi

No. 37. DEEP WELL PUMPS for Horse, Hand, Steam, or other Power.

No. 6j. PORT.ABLE IRRIGATORS, with Double or Treble Barrels for Horse or
Steam Power. [Gardens. &c.

No. 46,7. IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Watering

No. 49a. GALVANISED SWING W.ATER CARRIERS, for Garden use.

No. 50 and S4«. FARM and MANSIOM FIRE ENGINES of every description.

No. 33. PORTABLE LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, on Legs, with Fle.xible Suction.

No. 49. GARDEN ENGINES, of all sizes, in Oak or Galvanised Iron Tubs.
N3. S4^. THE CASSIOBURVjmE^^EXTINGUISHER, as designed for the

No. 44. WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE PUMPS of all sizes.

No. 4. CAST-IRON GARDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.
up Lon^ Lengths of Hose

S. OWENS AND CO. Manufacture and Erect every descriptiom of Hydraulic and General Engineers' Work for Mansions. I'arius &c comprisin.^ PUMPS TURBINE'WATER WHEELS, WARMING APPARATUS, BATHS, DRYING CLOSETS, GASWORKS, Apparatus for LIQUID MANURE distribution. FIRE MAINS
HYDRANTS, HOSE PIPES, &o., &c. Particulars taken in any part ofthe Country. Plans and Estimatesfurnished.

^k

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES CAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION.

BOULTON & PAUL, Horticultural Builders, NORWICH,
MANUFACTURERS OF PRIZE GARDEN IMPLEMENTS, PRIZE GARDEN FURNITURE &C.

DESCRIPTIVE LISTS Free by Post

36-GALLON SWING WATER BABROW.

The li 1 i . ,in^ liquids of all kmdb No
Garden t irm StiLL ui Kit.htu \ ard bh.mid be without one.
Two or more tubb can be had uith one carriage at a small addi-
tional cost. A lad can easily work it ; but if required to travel
long distances over rough ground a pony can be attached. The
wheels and carriage are wrought iron, and the tub oak.

Cash prices. Carriage paid to any Station in England.
Price £2 10 o
Ditto, with two tubs 380
Spreader and Valve .

.

.. ., extra c 15 o
Garden Engine and fitting for tub , . 2 10 o
i8-Gallon Barrow, with Galvanised Tank 200
30-GaUon „ ,, 2 lO o

THE HAMBURGH FIRST PRIZE
liAWN WATERING MACHINE,

WITH POWERFUL GARDEN ENGINE.

Cash i .,.-.;.. L.,.i.,.^>, i.,..,J ; , ;,iau,.,n m England.
Complete: t^6^alIoii^)X 7 10 o

|
If wiLhout Pump . . ^4 10 o

This new article is very complete, and most useful in large
s fitted with valve and spreader for distributing water

Waterpots and pails can be filled when the

gardens
;

or liquid

The enginf

suction pipe,

from a pond

Goods

s bohed to the tcfp of the barrel, and fitted 1

tvhich is useful either for drawing water di
out of the barrel.

Orders ajiiounting to 40^. Carriage Paid.

PORTABLE PUMP,
1 WATER or LiaXJID MANURE CART.

These are very heavy and \v,;II ;

SlNGLE-
tS in. long by i8 i

10 feet of India-
rubber Suction
Pipe, with Clip
anj Slraii.er. . , ,o 6

Powerful Garden and
Conservatory Engine
Can be used with a pail

or Water-barrow, C^ loj.

IMPROVED GARDEN ENGINE.

A first - class

ade extra strong, with
very powerful engine.

lofv

gini

Cash Prices.

Carnage paid to any Sta-
tion in England.

15 gallons ...£4 o o
20 gallons .. 4 10 o
25 gallons ..500

late Great International Horticultural
Manchester (1873) tested this Engine very

ely and. although all the principal makers competed, it

M '° ''"' '''''• ""'' "'^ aw.arded the only prize, a

ting to 401. sent carriagefree to any of Ike principal railway stations i

The above is by far the strongest, ...„,.. , .......... ..,,,.

cheapest implement of the kind yet introduced. For conveying
and distnbutujg liquid manure it is invaluable. A pump can
be attached for emptying cesspools, &c. As a drinking trough
(or cattle, and for many other farm purposes, it is most useful
The shafts and lids are arranged to turn back out of the way.
Carriage paid to any Railway Station in England. Cash Prices.

To hold 140 gallons /^j3 o o

., . 250 ,, ." 16 o o
Galvanised Iron Pump and lo-feet

Indiarubber Suction Pipe .. .. 400
Spreaders each o rs o

The 140 and 200 gallon carts are best suited for one horse.

SWING WATER or MANURE CART.
SUITABLE FOR A PONY,

With two tanks
be carted in a sho
is conveyed away.

nd left i

Cash Pric

With oni

) one carriage a large quantity of liquid can
time, one tank being filled while the other
The tanks are galvanised, and can be set

the fields for cattle to drink from.

^ Carriage paid to any Railway Station.
Tank to hold 60 gallons . . X6 to o

'. England. Cash or refer

Valve and Spreader for dito ,. .. 100
respeclfully requested ivith transmission of allfirst ordei

Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The Editor ; " Advertisements and B
Printed by Wiluam Richards: at the 6ffi« Bradb'urv AcNEwTro'"'l „h'"fq, "-",'%' '°-
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SALES BY AUCTION.

Choice Brazilian OrcMda.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, July 20, at half-past

13 o'clock precisely, unusually choice imported ORCHlDi
from Brazil just to hand by R.M.S.S. Mondi^o, consislina of

splendid masses of CATTLEYAS of the marginala Pinell sec-

tion CATTLEYA CRISPA, L/ELIA CINNABARINA,
L/ELIA PERRINI, BURLINGTONIAS, MlLTtJNIAS,
lONOPSIS PANICULATA, ONCIDIUM MARSHALLI-
ANUM grand masses of ONCIDIUM CRISPUM, and O.

FORllESI: mixed SOPHRONITES, splendid specimens of

ZVGQPET'ALUM MAXILLARE growing on Tree Fern.

Also several small collections of Established Orchids.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

LeiceEter.

IMPORTANT SALE of the Celebrated Collection of Exhi-

bition STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, the

property of the late Mr. Thomas G. Uiarles.vorth, F.CS.,

and F.R.H.S

HAND F. TARRATT are favoured with
. instructions to SELL by AUCTION, on WEDNES-

DAY, August 16. at The Garden, King Richard's Road.
Leicester, at 12 o'Clock punctually, the choice COLLECTION
of PLANTS, including fine specimen Crotons, Allamandas,

Bougainvilleas. Clerodendrons Cissus. Stephanotis, Rhyncho-
spcrmum, Francisceas. Plumbagos. Caladiums, Palms, Exotic

Ferns, a m.agnificent variety of llrilish Ferns. Fuchsias. Tea
and Noisette Roses, Liliums. Azaleas. Camellias, and miscel-

laneous ISed.liiig and other pl.nnts. Also Five LARGE WOOD
and GLAZEll GREENHOUSES, Fountain, Ornamental
Iron Vase, three Stone Figures. S:c.

May be viewed on Monday and Tuesday, the Mth and 15th

inst., between 10 A.M. and 4 r.M , by cards only, to be had of

the Auctioneers, 10. Market Street, Leicester, of whom Cata-

logues may also be obtained twenty-one days prior.

Torquay, Devon.
IMPORTANT to NURSERYMEN and FLORISTS.

FOR SALE, by Private Treaty, tiie

TORBAY EXOTIC NURSERY—an old-established

and flourishing business, with a first-class and increasing con-

nection, situate in the centre of the town. Several acres

of Ground, well stocked with young and choice Plants and

Trees : upwards of 40,000 feet of Glass, filled with good sale-

able Plants.

Arrangements can be made with Mortagees for purchasing

the Land on favourable terms.

This is an unusually good opening for an energetic firm or

person with moderate means at command.
For full particulars, apply to Messrs. HOOPER and

MICHELMORE, Solicitors, Newton Abbot : Messrs.

SPARKES AND POPE, Solicitors, Credilon ; Mr. H. J.

VEITCH, Royal Exotic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea,

S.W. ; Mr. W. J. VEITCH, on the Premises at Torquay ;

or of EDWIN FEWINGS, Public Accountant,

Dated, July to, 1876. t6. Queen Street, E.xeter.

TO BE SOLD, by PRIVATE CONTRACT,
the GOLDEN CROSS NURSERIES, with extensive

Glasshouses, Dwelling-house, &c., situate near Stroud,

Gloucestershire. Apply to

,

RESTALL AND FORD, Auctioneers. Stroud.

OBE SOLD, about 16,000 feet of GLASS,
specially erected for Grape Growing for Market pur-

poses, built regardless of cost and upon the most approved
principles. The heating is most elticieiit, and the working
details throughout perfect. The Houses are stocked with young
Vines in grand condition and just coming into fruit.

TO BE LET. upon long Lease, .about 4 acres of rich

GROUND which is attached, and within 4 miles of Covent
Garden, situate south. Apply to

Mr. RANSLEY TANTON, Horticultural Valuer : Office,

17A, High Street, Borough. London. S.E.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, a good Retail
SEED BUSINESS, in a provincial town, situate in the

Midland Counties. An excellent opportunity for a Gentleman's
Gardener wishing to commence business. Goodwill and Fix-

tures about .£120. Apply to

HARRISON AND SONS, Seed Growers, Leicester.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, in a greatly
increasing neighbourhood, a compact NURSERY and

FLORIST BUSINESS, a short distance from London, with
every convenience for doing a large Furnishing and Market
trade. For particulars apply to

Mr. A. McKAY, House and Estate Agent, 7, Warner
Terrace, Tottenham.

rilO BE DISPOSED OF, a First-classX FLORIST and SEED BUSINESS, situate in the

principal thoroughfare of one of the most thriving watering-
places in England. Apply to

Messrs. HURST and SON, 6, Leadenh.all Street, E.C.

Important to Seed and Manure Merchants.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, Immediately, the
extensive BUSINESS, which for 26 years past has

been successfully conducted in Barnstaple, Devon, by the late

Mr. Wm. Hean Quick. Applications will be received by the
undersigned, from whom full particulars may be obtained.

H. K. THORNE, Cross Street, Barnstaple.

TO BE LET, a NURSERY, 7 miles from
London. Also for SALE lalgc Specimen PLANTS, in

Tubs and large Pots—Gardenias, Stephanotis, Eucharis,
Azaleas, Camellias, and Marechal Niel and other Roses, large

stock of Maidenhair Ferns, vtc.

The Nursery and Dwelling-house, with nineteen years' unex-
pired Lease, to be disposed of, with or without the Stock of
Plants. Rent, ;C25 per annum. Apply at the Premises of

W. HOWITT, Ilford, Essex.

FAND A. SMITH, offer the following
. to the Trade :-

AZALEAS,
I
BOUVARDIAS, I EPACRIS,

CAMELLIAS, CALADIUMS, GLOXINIAS.
DRAC.1SNAS, EPIPHVLLUMS, ACHIMENES,
PALMS, FERNS, 1 ERICAS.

I
SOLANUMS,

and other STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS.
General CATALOGUE on application.

The Nurseries, West Dulwich, London, S.E.

EG. HENDERSON AND SON.
• SEEDS-EXTRA QUALITY.

PRIiSlULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA, 2S. id. and SJ. per

,, ,. i''LORE PLENA, 2.1. W and 51. per packet.

CINERARIA and CALCEOLARIA, 25. bd. .and 51. per

packet.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, choice quality, li. and 2s. (iil. per

„ ,, tiouble-flowered, is. 6d. and 5r. per packet.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, N.W.

SPECIMEN CONIFERS, EVERGREENS,
FRUIT TREES, STANDARD ROSES, &c. (30 acres).

—Gentlemen who intend planting in the autumn are invited to

the Eltham Nurseries during the summer months ; they can

then have an opportunity of selecting from the various feliages,

also from many thousands of Standard Roses. The orders can

be executed when required.

JAMES W. TODMAN. Eltham Nurseries. S.E , i mile

He-w Azalea—Azalea atncena CaldwclUi.
sent out by

WG. CALDWELL and SONS,
• The Nurseries. Knutsford. Cheshire.

This is a striking improvement of the old and well known
Azalea amoena, obtained by crossing that variety with Azalea
magnifica. The flower is four limes th^ size of the original, of

a bright rosy purple oleiir \ 1 I II ming ;
especially

adapted for forcing, comii ^ \ mbcr, and very

suitable for button-hole boi
I

1 ( ertificite. Man-
chester Horticultural Socfti III I Lilicate, Liverpool

Horticultural Society. Price it e ( each usual discount to

the Trade. Will be sent out in \ut,ust

pAMELLIAS—AZALEA INDICA. — The
V^ stock of the above named Plants with buds will be un-

usually fine this year, and the prices as under ;

—

CAMELLIAS, with buds, from .£7 to .£10 and iia per 100

and upwards.
AZALEA INDICA, with buds, from £s, £6, .£10, to /zo

and upwards.
Orders arc now being booked to be executed early in autumn.
SPIR^A (Hoteia) JAPONICA, good strong clumps lor

forcing, at 74s per 100. or jCio per loao.

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT'S Nurseries, Ledeberg, Ghent,

Belgium.

Dutcli Flo'wer Roots for Spring Blooming
direct from the best Haarlem Growers.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are enabled to offer COLLECTIOMS of CHOICE

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS, of first-rate quality, at the

following unprecedented prices ;
—

Entire Collection (containing 2772 bulbs), .£10; H.ilf the

Collection, £s :
Quarter the Collection, ;£2 loi.

No charge for packing. Carriage free to London.

Particulars of the contents of each case may be obtained at

the Auction and Estate Offices, Leytonstone, E.

HOWCROFT AND WATKINS (late

Charlwood & Cummins), Sciji..sjien, Covent Garden.
London. W.C. (established more than half a century), supply

EARLY RaInHAM CABBAGE, original stock.

EAST HAM CABBAGE, selected stock.

'Their SUPERB LATE WHITE BROCCOLI.
WYKEHAM COS LETTUCE, and other hardy varieties.

COVENT GARDEN, WESTBURY, and all other
varieties of SWEDES.

TURNIPS in all varieties.

Prices upon application.

NEW and SELECT PLANTS, Post-free.—
The following selections are very select and superb in

each class ; the Plants are well established, from single

pots, and so packed as to ensure safe transit by post :

—

FUCHSIAS, 12 new varieties of 1875, selected from the

best. 41.

„ 1= select varieties of 1874, very fine, 35.

,, 12 varieties, best selected, of previous years, -zs.

HELIOTROPIUMS, 12 new and select vaiieties, fragrant,

GERANIUMS, Double. 12 new and select varieties, including

George Sand, the largest aud best double while, 6s.

,, 12 select varieties of Zonals, 3s.

,, 12 new varieties of Zonals of 1874, fine, 4^.

„ 12 new varieties of Zonals, selected from Pearson's, BuU'^,

Postans', Denny's, and Smith's, new varieties of 1S75,

very superb, ()s.

„ Golden Bicolor, 12 select varieties, fine, 45.

„ Double, 12 new varieties of 1875. including Emily La.\lon

and the new striped variety, gs.

VERBENAS, 12 very select varieties, show, fine, ^s.

LANTANAS, 12 very select varieties, free blooming, 2s. 6d.

PHLOXES. 12 superb varieties, hardy perennial, fine, 3J.

PENTSTEMONS, 12 very select varieties, extra fine, ^s.

LOBELIAS, 12 fine dwarf, in six fine varieties, 2s.

MIRIULUS, Henderson's new large-tlowered, 12 superb varie-

FERNS, Greenhouse, 12 select varieties, very fine, 6s.

GREENHOUSE PLANTS, 12 fine varieties, very select, 6s.

STOVE PLANTS, 12 select varieties, extra fine. gs.

TREE CARNATIONS. 12 fine varieties, winter blooming, 6s.

VICTORIA DAISIES, new, 12 superb varieties of 1873,

„ 6 first varieties, 2s.

PELARGONIUMS. 6 new varieties, perpetual blooming, 4r.

,, Zonal, 6 fine varieties, new, striped, fine, 4^',

HERBACEOUS LOBELIA, 6 select varieties, tall, hardy. 35.

HERBACEOUS MIMULUS. 6 select varieties, tall, hardy, 2s.

POMPON and JAPANESE CHRYSANTHEMUMS, 12

select varieties, large flowered, zs. 6d,

COLEUS, 12 select new varieties of 1875. fine. 3s.

., 12 very select varieties, older, superb, ss.

PELARGONIUMS, Cape. 12 fine varieties, sweet-scented, 4s.

IVY-LEAF GERANIUMS, 12 fine varieties, including the

new double variety, Konig Albert, 5s.

BOUVARDIAS, 12 fine varieties, winter blooming, 6s.

SEDUMS, Rock Plants, 12 select vaj-ieties, hardy, 2s. 6d.

SAXIF1?AGES, Rock Plants, 12 select varieties, hardy, 2s. 6d.

PELARGONIUMS, Fancy and French, 12 select varieties,

show, 6s.

AGERATUM, Duchess of Edinburgh, the best dwarf blue

bedder yet produced, 12 new, 3^.

All the above sent post-free, in good plants, from

B. W. KNIGHT, Florist, Battle, Sussex.

A. G. GILMORE,
HORTICULTURAL AGENT, PLANT

SALESMAN and VALUER,

STANSTEAD PARK NURSERY,

FOSEST HILL, LONDON, S.E.

Valuations of Nursery Stock and llorticultuial

Produce promptly attended to.

Accrants collected in the Trade, on Journey through-

out the Kingdom, on Commission, fur whii;h ample

Security can be given.

Nurserymen having tiuantilies of really genuine Stocli,

indoor or outdoor, for disposal, may readily find a stifc

market by sending special quotations.

All Trade Enquiries, confidential or otlurwiie,

piinctiiaUy attended to.

Surplus Stock.

PALMS—25,000, consisting principally of the
following sorts ;

—

Ptychosperma Alexandra;, I Latania borbonica,

Se.^i^ortliia elegans, Corypha auslralis,

I'lici;iiix reclinata, ChamEcrops excelha.

Ai-dc-i monostachya, |
Chamasrops Fortutei,

And olliers at the low price of £4 to .£6 per loo ; a reduction

wliL-n taken by the 1000. Apply at once to

JEAN VERSCHAKFELTS Nurseries, Ledeberg. Ghent.
Belgium.

Carriage and Package Fres
To any K.uhvay Stalion in Great Britain.

rpWELVE BEST NEW FRENCH ROSES
-L for 1876, on receipt of Post-office Order for z/J. /.

n^WELVE BESl' TEA and NOISETTE
Jl- ROSES, or same quantity of Choice CLE.MATIS, on
receipt of Post-oflicc Order for 21J. ; 24 for i,' s.

The Plants are all exceedingly healthy and vigorous
EWING ,\ND COMPANY, Eaton, Norwich.

To the Trade Only.

"IT' H. KRELAGE and SON, Nurserymen,
-lli" Sefusmen. and Fi.oRis'TS, Ha.arlem, Holland.—
The WHOLESALE CATALOGUE for 1S76-77. first pa rt<5i7.\).

is now ready, and may be had free on prepaid application,

by Nurserymen,- Florists, and Seedsmen. This Catalogue
contains complete colleclions of HYACINTHS, TULIPS,
CROCUS. NARCISSUS, ERITtLLARIAS. ANEMONES,
RANUNCULUS, I II.IES (unriv.alled collection of nearly 230

pABBAGE PLANTS.— Gee's superior Bed-
V^ fordshire grown. &c , fine stock Drumhead Cabb?.ge
plants, 4J. per 1030. CELERY plants, fine red and white, \os.

per 1030. BRUSSELS SPROUTS, loj. per 1000 ; also many
other kinds of plants, from IS- per 100 of six score. Terms casli

with orders. (Jee's Improved Stocks of Enfield Market. Llrnni-

he.ad. Nonpareil, and Red Pickling CABB.\GE SEED, from

5^. per lb., or 8,/. per oz. All other home-grown seeds, I'iic., of

best quality, and at lowest prices. See List.

FREDK. GEE. Seed Grower, S:c., Biggleswade, Beds.

^^=^*ms

E. S. WILLIAIS'
CHOICE

FLOWER SEEDS.
Per Packet.— s. d.

AURICULA, saved from the finest show varieties .. 16
,, ALPINE, extra choice 10

BEGONIA FRCEBELII (new).—This is a new and
distinct species . . ..26

„ SEDENI SEMI-PLENA, a new semi-double

flowering variety .

.

..26
CALCEOLARIA, Willianis' Superb Strain, 51., 31. 6./.,

IS. 6d. , and i 6

CARNATION, from choice double flowers, s* , 3s. 6d..

2S. 6d. and I 6

CINERARIA, Weatherilt's Extra Choice Strain, 51.,

3^ 6d. , 2S. 6d. , SiXid 1 6

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, Williams' Superb Strain,

5^., 3J. 6d., 2S. 6d., and 1 6

„ „ GIGANTEUM 50
GLOXINIA, Finest Drooping Varieties 16

,. Finest Erect Varieties 16
HOLLYHOCK, from the best named flowers .. ..10
PANSY, from finest Prize Flowers .. .. 25. 6<^. and i o

PICOTEE. extra choice mixed t "

PINK, finest mixed 1 H

POLYANTHUS, Wlggin's Prize Strain 10
PRIMULA, Williams' Superb Strain, Red, \\hile, ot

Mixed 5S., ^s. 6d,, 2S. 6d., a.nd 1 6

STOCK, WUIiams' Improved Giant Scarlet Brompton ..16
,, East Lothian, an assortment of 3 colours .. ..26

WALLFLOWER, Harbinger, Autumn and Winter
Flowering r o

„ Saunder's Dark 10

ILLUSTRATED NEW PLANT CATALOGUE
Is ,:ow ready. s:iatis and post-free m applicntion.

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES,

Upper Holloway, London, N,
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TREE FERNS.
THE LARGEST AND BEST STOCK IN EUROPE.

\V I L L I A M BULL, F.L.S.,
Rcspeclfully invites tlie Nobilily and Geirlry to an insiK-ciion of the above , alio of jiis

MAGNIFICENT SPECIMEN ORNAMENTAL PLANTS,
Adapted for the decoration of Conservatories and Greenhouses, or suited for Sub-lropical Gardening.

ESTABLISHMENT FOR NEW AND RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

GRAPE VINES FOR SUMMER PLANTING.

Thomas Methven & Sons
Beg to intimalu that their VINES are now in fine order for Smniuer-planting, and can be

carefully packed and sent to any part of the kingdom.

1st Size, 7s. 6d. each ; Sd Size, 53. each.

T. M. & Sons had the honour of supplying to the Gardens at Glamis Castle the Vines which

have succeeded so admirably under the management of Mr. Johnston, and their present Stock is

raised from Eyes taken from those famous Vines.

LEITH WALK NURSERIES, EDINBURGH.

THE BEST CABBAGE FOR PRESENT SOWING.

^aJ^tJDv'il

HEARTWELL EARLY
MARROW.

A distinct and excellent variety, indispensable as an Early

f ibb.ige both for the Gentlemans Garden and for Marketing

rurpjses. Ihe hearts are extremely firm, weighing from \ lb.

to b ib., with scarcely any loose outside leaves, the flLvour

p-irticularly mild and melting.

Pricey per pac/cciJ is. 6(f.y posf~/rec.

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,

^ClAt^JViJ '^^^ ^'^^ ^^^' HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON, W.C.

^s

.^oT Cooke 07^^-/7

LILIES of the VALLEY, flowering bulbs,
isl quility, £,\ 17s. 6d. per looo; i^. dJ. per looo lesi if

i'l o are taken. Second quality bulbs at a ctieapcr rale,
r.j l.'l U.M l;ROVVNlr, strong bulbs of isl quality, 41. each or

^3 2s. per dozen ; ad quality, 35. 6d. each, or jCi 15J. per doz
sen.LA SIlilRICA. strongest bulbs .at £], loj. per 1000

:

gocd 2d quality bulbs at ^2 15^. per 1000.

liarly Orders are requested.
M ULI.ER AND KADOW. Handelsgartnerei und Sameuhand-

lung. Genthin, Prov. Sachsen. Germany.

Fibrous Peat for Orchids, &o.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best quality,
f.jt Orchids. .Stove Plants. &c., .£6 6s. per truclc.

It LACK FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhodode.idrons. A2.alcas,
Hc.ilhs. New Holland Plants, i/i. per ton.

Deiivered on rail at Blackwater, S. E. R. , or F.arnboroiigh,
S. W. R., bvlhe truck-load. Sample sack, sj. 6rf. each.

Fresh SPHAGNUM, iw. 6d. per sack.
WALKER AND CO.. Farnborough Station, Hants.

C10C0A- N u"t Hn b r e refuse.—
V.^ Reduced price, 20 Bushels. 6s. 8./.: 100. 201.; or Truck-
load (upwards of 300 Bushels), 40J. Delivered free to any rail

pOCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE, as sup-
y^ plied to H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, the Emperor of
Germany. Messrs. Veitch S: Co., and thousands of Nursery-
men, Gardeners, &c, is INVALUABLE for Forcing and Plunging,
a wonderful incentive to growth of Flowers, Vegetables, &c.
2o bushels, 6s. Sd.

; 50 for I2r. 6d. ; truck. 45s. : sample bag,
2S. 61L : 20 bushels and upwards free on to rail or within 5 miles.

ABBOTT AND CO., 80, Bishopsgate Street Without.
E.G., Manufacturers of Cocoa-nut Fibre, Mats, and Matting, at
Eagle Steam Works. Hatcham Road. Old Kent Road, S.E.
luiporters of Russia Mits. Raffia Fibre. &c.

Price LISTS on application.

1^
ELL'S MILDEW COMPOSITION,
as used by them for the Last twenty-five years at their

HOfiTICULTUKAL EsTAHLlSH MENT, Bk ICONDALE," their
" Ni-u,sr!.KiES, Laklnham," and "ViNEmES. Thori'e Ham-
let." consisting of over 30,000 feet of gkass. Retail, is. 6d. aod
2S. 6<i per bottle, of the Sole Manufacturers,
HELL and son, 10 and It. Exchange Street, Norwich.

aiMPSON's" RElTsPIDER, THRIPS, lS:cT]

^J ANTIDOTE. Testimonials of the highest order on
application. Per quart, condensed, 6s; per pint, 3s. 6ti.

Supplied to Seedsmen an.l l.,lieinists.

Prep.ired by JOHN KILINER, Wortley. near ShelKcld.

f^ I S H U R S T C O M P U N D—
V.T Used by many of the leading Gardeners since 1859.
against Red Spider, Mildew. Thrips, Gteenlly, and other Blight,
in solulioi.s of from i to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and
of from 4 to 1 J ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit
Trees. Has outlived manv preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsinen, in boxes, is. v. and loj. 6rf.

Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
I.iT.HteJ).

T7IRENCH COLD GRAFTING WAX
-L (Mastic L'homme Lefort).—Widely celebrated as the
best and most easily applied substance for Budding. Grafting,
&c. Always ready for use. Tins, 6d., is., ss., 4t., and 6s,
each. Wholesale and Retail of

HOOPER AND CO.. Covent Garden. London. W.C.

17^ L O R - V I T A : the Life of Flowers,i for stimulating and quickening the growth of Plants,
and producing a rapid and high development of blossom.
The FLOR-VITA contains all the elements essential to the

Healthy Growth of a Plant combined in a carefully prepareti
form, rendering them most easy of assimilation, at once im-
parting fresh life and supplying rich nourishment for the per-
fection of growth.
Directions for Use —One teaspoonful of the Flor-vita to

be added to each gallon of water used. The p'ants should be
watered with it once or twice a week.
Prepared only by PRENTICE B ROS. , Chemical Laboratory,

Sold in IS. and 2S.

in the United Kingdi
6d. bottles by all Chemists and Druggists

Tobacco Paper.
M. GREENHOUGH and CO., i, Nile,
Leeds, begs to offer the above, of the finest quality, at

:r cwt. They have had the honour of serving the under-
•ned iirms for a number of years :

—

Messrs. Minier. Nash & Co.. London.
Messrs. Corrv & Soper. London.
Mr. R. Smith, Worcester.
Mr. Wm. Rushforth, Leeds.

And many others in the Trade.
TOBACCO CORD, pure quality, per cwt., 841.

TOBACCO CLOTH, pure quality, per cwt, 84J.

£W^ ARCHANGEL and PETERS-
BURG MATS. First .arrival this season. Quotations
I. 1.,- i>iven.

SONS, Nos. 4 and 5, Wormwood

Archangel anil Petersburg Mat Importers.

QACK, BAG, and TARPAULIN MANU-O FACTURERS ; RAFFIA FIBRE for tying : TIFFANY
and SCRIM for shading, in all widths: NETTING, YARN.
ROPES, and TWINES of every description. Quotations on

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, Nos, 4 and 5, Wormwcod
Street, City, E.C.

w

N

1_)USSIA MATS, for Covering Garden
-Lt Frames.—ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are
the cheapest and most durable. Price List, which gives the
size of every ckass of Mat. forwarded post-free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch,
London. E.C.

Metallic Hotttouse Builder to Her Majesty.HENRY HOPE
(late Clark S; Hope, formerly Clark),

HOTHOUSE BUILDER and HOT-WATER
APPARATUS ENGINEER.

55, Lionel Street. Birmingham. Established A.D. i8i8.

BOOKS of DESIGNS, ss- each.

as' The E.\tensive Ranges of Metallic Hothouses in the

Royal Gardens, Windsor and Osborne, were e.\ecutcd at this

Establishment.
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EOYAL HOETICULTUEAL SOCIETY.

THE GREAT PRIZES, amounting to nearly £40, for VEGETABLES,
OFFERED BY

JAMES CARTER & CO.,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, 237 & 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

WILL BE COMPETED FOR ON JULY 19.

For the best brace of Cucumbers, one variety

For the best brace of Melons, dissimilar, to include

Bloxholm Hall

I ad

ist ]

2d

3d

SCHEDULE.
;2 2 I

For the best Twelve Dishes of Vegetables, to

1 1 I include :—12 Onions, 12 Carrots, 12 Turnips, 12

10 6 ' Tomatos, 3 Cauliflowers, 3 Heads of Celery, 50
Pods Peas, Carter's Commander-in-Chief; 50 Pods
Broad Beans, Pedigree Windsor ; 50 Pods French
Beans ; 12 Potatos, Porter's Excelsior

£2 2

10 6

1 ist Prize .
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John Edmonds & Co.,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

LILLIE BRIDGE, FULHAM, LONDON, S.W.,

WILL BE HAPPY TO PURNLSII

PLANS and ESTIMATES for the Erection and Heating complete of

CONSERVATORIES and HOTHOUSES of every description.

VERANDAHS, PAVILIONS, GLASS APPROACHES, &c.

MANSIONS, CHURCHES, SCHOOLS, PICTURE GALLERIES, HALLS, &c.,

Heated by Hot Water on the best principles.

PATENTEES OF THE TUBULAR SADDLE BOILER.
PRICE LISTS O.V APPLICATIONS.

Joseph Haywood&Co.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

CELEBRATED

PRUNING AND

WARRANTED

BUDDING KNIVES,

VINE SCISSORS, ETC.
GLAMORGAN WORKS, SHEFFIELD.

^. THE THAMES BANK/CT^
IRON GOMPANY,

Old Barge Wharf, Upper Ground Street, London.

HOT-WATER BOILERS. SURREY SIDE, BL.\CKFRIARS BRIDGE. pipes, CONNECTION'S.

SeeNEW PATENT "CLIMAX" BOILER
p. 666, 1874, Gardeners Chronicle.

"GOLD MED.AL" BOILER (Birmingham, 1872).

PATENT "EXCELSIOR" BOILER (1871).

t|^° The largest and most complete Stock in the

Trade ; upwards of Twenty Thousand Pounds' -worth

to choose from,

MILL'S PATENT AUXILIARY FUEL ECONOMISER,
be attached to .nny ordinary Boiler. These Tubes are the greatest Economisers of Fuel and Preserv

Fire-liars, and Furnace Front;

WITLEY COURT" BOILER (Silver Medal 1872).

TRENTHAM IMPROVED" BOILER, with Water-
way End and Smoke Consumer.

TUBULAR," and every other Boiler of known merit

or excellence.

I^' Prize Medal Awarded at the National Contest,

irmingham. 1874.

Which c

ntroduced to tlie public.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED COMPLETE.
PRICE LIST on application ; or. Six Stamps for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, 4th Edition.

w I L L I A M S. BURTON,
(^Iknkrai, Furnishing Ironmonger, by appoint-

to H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, sends a CATALOGUE
post paid, containing upwards of S50 Illustrations of Ins

.llcd Stock of Electro Plate,

Ma

L Metal Goods,
t_uvcrs,

v.ttc-r Dislies,
s :ind Fenders,
Ic Chinineypieces,

Kitclica Rangei
,

Lamps and Gaseliers,

Urns and Kettles.
Clocks and Candelabra,

Table Cutlery,
Baths and Toilet Ware,
Jiedding and Bed Hangings,
Iron and Brass Bedsteads,
Bedroom Cabinet Furniture,
Dining and Drawing-room

Furniture,
Chimney and Pier Glasses,
Turnery Goods,
Kitchen Utensi"

With Lists of Prices, and Plans of the Thirty Large Show Rooms,
at 33. Oxford Street, W. ; i, ia, 2, 3, and 4, Newman Street, W.;
.J. 5 and 6, Perry's Place, W. ; and i, Newman Yard W
Manufactories: 8^, Newman Street, W. ; i. Newman Mews^
London, W, The cost of delivering goods to the most distant
pans of the United Kingdom by railway is trifling. WILLIAM
S. liURTON will always undertakedeliveryat a small fixed rate.

CARSONS' PAINT,
PATRONISED BY THE QUEEN,

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,

The British, Indian and Colonial Governments,

8000 of the Nobility, Gentry, and Clergy,

Railway and Canal Companies, Collieries, Iron-
masters, &c., Slc,

Is extensively used for all kinds of

OUTDOOE WOBK.
It is especially applicable to

WOOD, IRON, BRICK, STONE & COMPO.
CAN RE LAID ON BY UNSKILLED LABOUR.

Sold in all Colours.

2 cwt. free to all Stations.

Prices, P.itterns, aud Testimonials sent Post Free.

WALTER CARSON & SONS,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD.

LTJDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.G.,

And 21, BACHELOR'S WALK, DUBLIN,

OU Falut No Longer NeceBsary.

HILL AND SMITH'S BLACK
VARNISH for Preserving Ironwork. Wood, or Stone.

This Varnish is an excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-

door work, while it is fully two-thirds cheaper. It was intro-

duced upwards of thirty years ago by the advertisers, and its

genuine good quality, notwithstanding a host of unprincipled
imitators, is fully attested by its constantly increasing sale. It

may be applied by an ordinary labourer, requires no mixing or
thinning, and is used cold. It is used in the grounds at

Windsor Castle. Kew Gardens, and at the seats of many hun-
dreds of the Nobilityand Gentry, from whom the most flattering

testimonials have been received, which Hill S; Smith will

forward on application.
Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at is. 6d. per gallon,

at the Manufactory, or i.s. 8tf. per gallon carriage paid to any
Station in the Kingdom.

Unsolicited Testimonial.
GlattgwiHy, Llaiipumpsant, Carmart/ten, Nov, 27, 1873,

—

"Mr. Lloyd Lloyd encloses cheque for Cz 5^., amount due to

Messrs. Hill & Smith, and he considers the Black Varnish
one of the most useful things he ever possessed."
Apply to HILL and SMITH. Brierly Hill Ironworks, near

Dudley; and 118, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C., from
whom only it can be obtained.
CAUTION.—It having lately come to the knowledge of

Hill & Smith that spurious imitations of this Varnish are

oeing offered by unprincipled dealers at a slight reduction in

price, they would specially draw attention to the fact that every

The Best. Cheapest, and Most Durable Paint
for all kinds of Work, Internal and External, is

THE GRANITIC PAINT.—Its body is

superior to Lead, its durability far greater, and it is more
economical. Sold, ground in Oil, in all colours, by the

GRANITIC PAINT COMPANY, Removed to 45, Fish
Street Hill. E.C.

Damp Walls Cured and Decay in Stone Prevented,
at a Trifling Cost, by

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSI-
TION.—Manufactured in all Colours, or as a COLOUR-

LESS LIQUID, by the

SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION and GRANITIC
PAINT COMPANY. Removed to 45, Fish Street Hill, EC.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK injjvery

Agricultural County in England. B "
"

For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER and CO..

71, Cornhill, London, E.G., and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.
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ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND,
Stand£59.) BIRMINGHAM SHOW, 1876. CStandSSa.

The Agricultural Gazette.

Arrangements have l^een made at Birmixgmam to pii1)lish a

Special Extra Number of "The Agricultural Gazette" on Thursday

Morning-, July 20, which will contain a Full and Camplele Priz:e List,

together with a General Report oi the SHOW.
The Publisher of " The Agricultural Gazette " will be happy

to forward a Copy of this Number from Birmingham by Wednesday

(July 19) Night's Post, upon receipt of \\d. in Postage Stamps.

PRICE ONE PENNY.

THE ONLY ILLUSTRATED AGRICULTURAL NEWSPAPER.
PUBLISHED EVERY MONDAY. FULL MARKET REPORTS -

ALL THE LATEST AGRICULTURAL INTELLIGENCE.

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE,
Price 4d., Post Free 4|d.

A VALUABLE MEDIUM FOR ALL AGRICULTURAL ADVERTISEMENTS.

The agricultural GAZETTE gives PULL MARKET REPORTS, both Mdropolilan ami Provmcia!

;

accurate Accounts of Prices and Sales, Proceedings of Agricultural Societies, Farmer.-i' Clubs, and Chambers of Agriculture

their Meetings, Exhibitions, and Discussions are Reported full)' and with promptitude.

Especial attention is given to AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENT Manufacture. The latest

Improvements in Machines are reported—New Inventions made known—Patents discussed—and the various Implement
Factories of the Country described.

No expense is spared in ILLUSTRATIONS, implements. Plants, Weeds, varieties of Cultivated Crops;
Animals—BREEDS of HORSES, CATTLE, SHEEP, and PIGS ; Poultry, Insects, General Natural History

';

Buildings—Farmhouses, Homesteads, Cottages
;
Photographs illustrative of Country Life and Occupations, &c.:— all these provide

subjects for the Engraver. Portraits and Memoirs of Noteworthy Agriculturists are occasionally given.

TU mimher for MONDAY, JULY 24, will GonUhi 40 Pages, Illustrated,

Mug TEE BEST and MOST COMPLETU REPORT of the Show.

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE,
Payable in Advance, Including Postage to any part of the United Kingdom :

TWELVE MOJSTTHS, 19s. OiJ. .• ,S/A' 310NTIIS, .9.s, <hl. ; THJiEE 3IOXTH8, ,'ts.

P.0.0. to be made payable at the King Street Post Office, W.O., to WILLIAM EIOHAEDS.

PUBLISHING OFFICE, 7, CATHERINE ST., STRAND, LONDON, W.C.
OFFICE for ADVERTISEMENTS, 7, CATHERINE ST., STRAND, LONDON, W.C.
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Sl^**g§§ SUTTON'S

CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS,
FOR PRESENT SOWING.

CABBAGE-SUTTON'S IMPERIAL.

CAULIFLOWER.
Sutton's King of the Cauliflowers.

llsy be sown in August for lr.ui«|.lnnling in March and April
for the first main crop.

Pr.ce Si. frf. fer fackct.

ONION.
The fiiUinvzug varieties sown in Jnly and A iigust luill come to

a very large size duri^/^ tlu-follo-.i'iiig Spring and Summer:

NEW aUBEN.
A valuable new aiiti dis'.inct variety, being the earliest of all

Onion*;. Sown in March, it comes to maturity in July, or sown
in July it is tit for use the fullowing Autumn. It is of beautiful

mild flavour, and strongly recommended.

Perpacket, i£. 6d. ^ ,/.

New Giant Rocca (the largest variety) . . per ounce i 6

Large Early Red Italian ,, i o
Large Early White Italian .. .. .. ,, i o
Giant l^te Red Italian ,. i o
Giant Late White Italian „ i o
Neapolitan Marzajola .. per packet i o

Vegetablh Seeds up to 12 ounces in weight sent by post
with a charge of 4//. for the 12 ounces, or 70s. worth frc« to any
Railway Station in England or Wales.

SUTTON" & SONS,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

NEW EARLY CABBAGE,
FOR PRESENT SOWING.

DANIELS' DEFIANCE CABBAGE.

DANIELS' DEFIANCE-A superb new

cirly variety of Cabbage, growing to the weight

of 12 lb. to 151b. Remarkably short.legged and

compact, and of the most delicious marrow

flavour.

DANIELS' DEFIANCE-The earliest,

largest, and best Cabbage for either the Market

Gardener or the Private Grower. An indispens-

able variety, that should be found in every

garden.

DANIELS' DEFIANCE CABBAGE.

Price IS. 6if. per packet, post-free.

DANIELS BROS.,
SEED GROWERS and NURSERYMEN,

NORWICH.

SATURDAY, JULY 15, 1S76.

FOXGLOVES AND FAIRIES.

THE fairies certainly have a bad time of it

nowadays ; the railway and the telegraph

seein to have expelled them from the land, and

they assuredly have brought us nothing half so

pretty in exchange. The " Rev. Mr. Hart,"

who in Aubrey's days was surrounded on his

w.ay home one night by " an innumerable quan-

titie of pygmies or very small people," and who
then " fell downe, scarcely knowing what he

did," and '' when the sun rose founde himself

exactly in the midst of a fairy ring," would in

these degenerate days be regarded as having

indulged somewhat freely in a cup which

inebriates as well as cheers, and his story would

meet with but small credence. And so with

all the other circumstantial accounts of " the

little people ;" except in Ireland, and, it may be,

in some old-world corner of Cornwall, they

would be discredited, the place of the fairies

being taken by the more fashionable but hardly

more agreeable ''spirits," who cominunicate

their ideas through the medium of chairs and

tables, or write them down in a manner which

often exhibits a lofty contempt for orthography

and the rules which are usually accepted as

governing the English language.

Certain plants were in the old days looked

upon as especially connected with the fairies,

and among these the Fo.xglove—or rather

Folk's-glove—held a prominent position. But

now, alas ! a writer in the Gardeners' Chronicle—
a laiiy, too, which makes it all the worse—and,

worst of all, a lady who just six years ago made

a similar attempt—has come forward to rob the

fairies of their gloves, and to refute the oft-

refuted calumny that " the English name of

' Foxglove ' is said to have originated in ' Fuchs'-

glove '—Fuchs being the first to apply the term

"Digitalis" to this plant." There seems a

certain want of gallantry in challenging the state-

ment of a lady, and, moreover, she does not

herself endorse this origin of the naine, as she

did in Science Gossip for 1S70 ; so, perhaps, the

best course will be to quote the words of another

lady, who disposed of the Fuchs theory some

years since. In her charming htlle volume, en-

titled IVeeiis and Wild Flowers, Lady Wilkin-

son says :— " Nothing can be more absurd than

the statement, copied with a fidelity worthy of

a better cause, from book to book, that

its English name of Foxglove is derived

from the name bestowed upon it by the

German botanist, Fuchs—' Digitalis Fuchsii,'

' Fuchsius' glove,' ' Fuchs'-glove,' corrupted

into Foxglove. It so happens, however,

that the English name of Folk's-glove, the

proper designation, exists in a list of plants as

old as the titne of Edward 111., while Fuchs

llourished in the sixteenth century, and doubt-

less it was of far older date—modern corruption

alone having changed it into Foxglove. The

proper term of Folk's-glove, i.e., glove of the

folks, fair-faiTiily, or fairies, or, perhaps, even
' Folk's-love,'—refers to the many superstitions

(commencing with its being the sacred plant of

the Druids, used in their midsummer sacrifices)

attached to this plant, which the peasant

declares to be a favourite lurking-place of the

fairies, who, in the mythology of South Wales,

are said to occasion the snapping sound made
when children hold one end of the Digitalis bell,

and strike the hand suddenly down on the other

end to hear the clap of fairy thunder with which

the indignant little fairy is supposed to make its

escape from its injured retreat."

It may be of some interest to trace the con-

nection between the Foxglove and the fairies,

and to weigh the evidence for and against it.

We will take the last first, inasmuch as it is

simply negative ; for, so far as a somewhat
extensive collection of the plant-names of all

tongues will enable me to judge, the Digitalis

has no name in any language but English

(except a Welsh one, hereinafter to be named),

which corresponds with the '' fairy " theory.

It must also be admitted that I have grave

doubts as to the accuracy of that portion o(

Lady Wilkinson's statement which refers to the

Foxglove as having been " the sacred plant of

the Druids, used in their midsummer sacrifices ;"

at any rate, I cannot ascertain the historical

basis on which this statement rests.

But, looking at the English names of the

Fo.xglove, we shall find plenty that fully support

the "fairy " theory. For example, in Cheshire

the plant is called " Fairies' Petticoat," and in

East Anglia '" Fairy-thimble ;
" in the North of

England " Witches'-thimble," and in Ireland its

fairy names are nuinerous, es^., "Fairy-cap,"
" Fairy-bell," " Fairy-weed," ' Fairy-glove"—the

last being of course an exact equivalent of
" Folk's-glove." A writer in Science Gossip for

1S70 says :
" Its flowers are believed to form

the caps of a certain class of sprites belonging

to the order Puck—a very rural, cattle-loving,

mischief-breeding set of fairies." This writer

considers " Puck's-gloves " to be the true

reading of the name, and adduces plenty of

evidence to show that the connection between
the Foxglove and the fairies is, in Ireland at

any rate, a very intimate one. The country

people, he says, used to believe that each plant

of Digitalis was a fairy home, and that the

little creatures used to scuttle into the bells,

thus gloving themselves from observation when
a passer-by disturbed their revels. The fairy

herb keeps its stem bent, as a salute to any
supernatural being that should pass, and also

from the weight of so many nightly gambollers

amongst its bells ; the flowers that have fallen

from its stem are the discarded caps and
clothing of the last night's revellers. The Irish

naiTie for the Foxglove is Lusmore, which means
the great or important heib ; and this probably

refers to its mysterious connection with the

"good people." In Wales the Foxglove is

called Menyg Ellyllon, which means " fairy's-

gloves."

Mr. H. B. Knox, the writer from whom I have

quoted, goes on to say that " in every sense, and
amongst all imaginative European races, the

Digitalis is allowed to be, par excellence, the

fairy or supernatural plant, and certainly to

have nothing to do with the fox." Such a state-

ment would scarcely be made without founda-

tion, but I must confess that I am unable to

find references which bear out this statement ;

although, so far as the British and Irish names
of the plant are concerned, I think the connec-

tion between the Foxglove and the fairies has

been satisfactorily established. James Britten.

New Garden Plants.

OkTHOSANTIIUS ClIIMEORACENSIS, Baktr.*

A native of the Andes, extending from Mexico to

Peru. It is a very interesting plant from the fact of

its being an Andine representative of a genus that has

its headquarters in Western Australia, and possesses

two American representatives, this and O. spicatus

(Sisyrinchium spicatum, Seuberl), a little known
Brazilian plant, Orthosanthus differs from Sisyrin-

* Orthosanthus chiiid'orace/tsis. Baker.— Foiiis pluribus.

distichis graminoideis anguste linearihns acutis glabris per-

sistentibus subpedalibus; spathis multilluris laxe spicato-pani-

culalis. valvis exterioribus lanceolatis viridibus interioribus

brunneis membranaceis ; ovario breviter pedicellato : limbi

iufundibnlans ccerulei stmipoUicaris segmentis oblongis, tubo
brevi cylindrico : staminibus limbo duplo brevioribus : capsulis

oblongo-triquetris spatha longioribus.—Mor:ea cbimboracensis^

H. C. K., Nov. Gen. i., 323.
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chium by its free stamens, large oblong capsules with
a very short pedicel, and by the presence of a distinct

cylindrical tube between the perianth segments and
the ovary. The present plant has been known a long
time, but has never been figured or brought into culti-

vation. For its introduction now we are indebted
to Mr. Tyerman, who sent me living specimens of
this and Libertia ccerulescens a few weeks ago.

Root fibres produced from a short oblique woody
rhizome, like that of an Iris, which bears clusters of
leaves and flowers in dense tufts. Leaves distichous,

grass-like, a foot or more long,
\
—

\ inch broad, firm,

persistent, acute, closely finely striated. Stem a foot

or more long, slender, terete, furnished with two or
three reduced leaves. Flowers in a lax narrow panicle
which overtops the root leaves, several to a spathe,

fugitive, and opening in succession, the spathes
arranged in a lax spike, the outer valves green,
lanceolate, ^— | inch long, the inner ones brown and
entirely membranous. Ovary \ inch long, cylin-

drical, elevated on a very short {\
— \ inch) pedicel

inside the spathe ; limb funnel-shaped, blue, \ inch
deep, the oblong segments three or four times as long
as the cylindiical tube. Stamens three, inserted at

the throat of the tube ; filaments free, anthers
ligulate. Capsule clavate-triquetrous, \ inch long,

protruded from the spathe*valves ; seeds very
numerous, minute, triquetrous. J. G, Baker.

Cattleya FELIX, n. kyb:"

Once more a very curious mule, and from very
different parents. It is stated to be a cross between
Lselia crispa and Cattleya Schilleriana, most probably
itself a mule, perhaps between very heterogeneous
parents— Cattleya guttata and Alexandra. It appears
that the Schilleriana parentage is manifested m the

rather dwarf, short-leaved plant, while the flower is

very near that of a Cattleya labiata, with a very pro-

jecting, rather crisp middle Idcinia on the lip. The
large dower is rose-coloured, and the anterior part of

the lip is of a very handsome purplish. Mr. H.
Veitch informs me there is another plant that shows
much better the foliage of C. Schilleriana (Regnelli),

both in outline and colour. We have to louk to this

Veitchian novelty with great satisfaction, since it is

one of the older seedlings, raised by Mr. D.jininy, not
as if we did not liUe the Sedenian products, but

because we believe Mr. Dominy has nearly given up
now his ancient hjtridist pursuits. //. G. Rclib. f.

CVPRIPEDIUM Druryi, Bidd., Rchb. f. f

This Cypripedium has the general habit of Cypri-

pedium insigne. Wall. The leaves are more acute,

usually shorter, and show light shadows on the supe-
rior surface, whether constantly I cannot say. The
flower, however, is very diflerent. It stands on a

brownish purplish dark peduncle. The bract is much
shorter th^in the ovary. The flower itself is smaller

than that of insigne, reminding one of C. concolor.

The sepals are greenish yellow, covered outside

with numerous dark hairs, some of which are gland-

ular. The middle line is covered with a broad black

line. Two similar narrower lines traverse the

broader inferior sepal, which is nearly as long as the

lip. The petals are broad, ligulate, bent a little

downwards, each equally adorned with a broad
black line over the middle. There are also some
dark brown small spots in several groups near the

base. The inferior half is covered internally with
numerous dark, small, glandular hairs, who>e cells

are alternately wiiite and black as those of mice
(Mus domesticus). The limb of the petals is cili-

ate, and outside these stand numerous dark glan-

dular hairs on the keel that runs over the middle
nerves. The lip has another colour, more ochre-

brown, with numerous brown spots on its channelled

base, unguis. Its limb is much protruded, wiih

two short angles at the edges, both combined by a

nearly straight line. The rather pellucid staminode
is bidentate at its anterior end, with a small tooth

between, and at each basilar side there is a sharp
angle. The column bears many glandular hairs.

The smell is that of very strongly developed fresh

salep.

This very curious plant is a discovery of Colonel
H. Drury, who found it, I think, in South Mysore,

"* Caiihya /eli.x, n. hyb.—Pseudobulbo compresso llEtuIato
bene siilcato ;

pedvinculo (semper V) unifloro ; sepalis ligulatis
acutis ; tepalis oblongis apiculatis crispulis, labello trifido,

laciniis lateralibus obtusangulis parce crispis, lacinia media
semioblonga obtuse porrecta crispula. Plaiita parva ; flores
magni rosei ; lacinia labelli antice pulcherrime purpurea.

—

Cattleya Schilleriana x Ljelia crispa. H. G. Rchb./.
t Cypripedium Druryi, £edd.,\c. Plant. Or., p, 23. pi cxli •

Rchb. f., Xenia. ii. 223.— Koliis ligulatis acutis (k ' '

sepalo superior! oblongo e.vtus glandipili ; sepalo Infer
oblongo exlus glandipili iabello suba;quilongo ; tepalis late
oblongo ligulatis obtuse acutis ; e.\tus glanduloso-pilosis supra
lineam mediam ; labelli ungue bene canaliculate ; sacco obtuso

;

limbo evecto retuso, utrinque angulalo
; staminodio antice

tridentato, dentibus lateralibus angulalis maximis, dente medio
minuto, postice utrinque angulato.— Pedunculus et ovarium
pedicellatum atrato, purpurea. Sepala et tepala viridiflava

;

I linea longitudinali atra, in sepalo inferiori quidem duplici.

1866. This gentleman kindly sent me, some years
ago, his original sketch, from which I described the
species. Perhaps at the same time the same sketch
was published and named equally by Major -Bed-
dome. I have to thank for two fresh flowers Mr.
Harry Veitch. They luckily escaped the great razzias

which English post-officers appear to make at certain

periods, I think four times a year, lor sample packets
"injuring the mails." These flowers formed one of
the numerous ornaments of the ** miscellaneous
group" of Messrs. Veitch at Brussels, which con-
tained so many meritorious things, many introduced
by the firm, many raised in the establishment. There
was also a plant exhibited by Mr. Linden at the same
show. I have also seen a plant of it at Kew. Speak-
ing of Kew I must add that I have to thank Professor
Oliver for the quotation of M. Beddome's work, which
I had forgotten to give. //. G. Rchb.f.

Gasteria dicta, N. E. B, (Fig. i8.)

Plant about 6 inches high, with a spread of about
13 inches. Leaves spirally distichous, nearly hori-

zontally spreading, ligulate, 4—4^ inches long, i^

inch broad, i inch thick, straight, slightly concave,
or nearly flat above, convex beneath, often with a
dorsal furrow ; one side truncate from a unilateral

carina, which commences just below the middle, and
extends to the sub-cuspidate apex, which is more or

less unequal-sided, and sometimes almost subfalcate

(in the Rew specimen this is more evident upon one
rank of leaves than upon the opposite rank), the

margin on the truncate side disappearing before attain-

ing the apex ; the margins and carina, with cartila-

ginous minutely denticulate edges at the apex, passing
into small distinct or confluent cartilaginous tubercles
towards the base ; scarcely shining, smooth, minutely
punctate rugulose under a lens dark green, with
small, round, more or less confluent greenish-white
spots, forming very irregular bands. Flowering stem
simple or branched, i.^

—

2\ feet high, terete, or very
slightly sub-compressed below, but not in the least

two-edged, except at the very base, dark purplish
green, covered with a glaucous meal, floriferous in

the upper half; raceme rather dense ; bracts acumi-
nate, as long as or a little longer than the 3—3^ lines
long pale coral-red pedicels ; flowers \ inch long, the
inflated lower portion 3 lines thick, curved, glaucous

;

basal part pale coral-red, gradually shading into
white towards the lobes, each lobe with a broad,
green, central stripe,

A native of the Cape, grown at Kew as G. sub-
nigricans var. torta, but I have been unable to find

any mention of such a variety ; moreover, it differs

from G. subnigricans in several particulars, the most
marked being the spirally bifarious arrangement of
the leaves, which are only half as long as those of G.
subnigricans, and are truncate on one side [i.c,^ three-

edged, the carina forming the third edge), whilst in

that species there is no truncation or carina.

This belongs to the section Breviflorje, and per-
haps is nearer to G. angulata, Haw., than to any
other species. N. E. Brown,

VEGETATION OF BOSNIA AND
SERVIA.

That part of Europe lying south of the rivers

Save and Danube, and north of Rumelia—the country
where a war has broken out that is already producing
bad fruit in almost every centre of civilisation, and
may lead up to disastrous results for nearly all the
nations of Europe— is perhaps less known and less

visited by travellers than any other we could name.
The information to be obtained from books respecting

the resources of Bosnia, Albania, Servia, and Bul-
garia, is exceedingly meagre and inexact. However,
since the system of Consular Reports was established

we have from time to time gleaned a httle additional

knowledge of the products and capabilities of these

fine provinces, the lUyria, Macedonia, and Moesia of

the ancients.

The country is very irregular, in many parts very

picturesque, and, in Bosnia more especially, ex-

tremely lertile ; but the people still remain in a less

than half-civilised state, indeed it seems very doubtful
whether personally they are deserving of the sympathy
some people would bestow upon them. The descrip-

tions of the " quarrelsome " Herzegovinians, and the

uncompromisingly "dirty" Servians, are certainly

very uninviting. How far their character has been
formed or influenced by bad government it is impos.
sible to tell, but it appears that since the destruction

of the feudal system, and the freedom of the bondmen,
agriculture especially has seriously dechned. The
peasantry are described as lazy in the extreme, and
laziness often leads to mischief, as in the present
instance. Much of the soil of Servia is fertile and
productive, but three-fourths of its surface are unculti-

vated. There is coal and no lack of mineral resources,

but the mines have only been worked for some
three or four years, concessions having been made to

two English companies. Worst of all, perhaps, is the

almost total absence of native skill and industry.

What the people most indulge in since the Turks
have been dispossessed of this naturally rich province
is an exemption from labour, which, as it was formerly
for the sole benefit of their taskmasters, was naturally
considered as an unmitigated hardship. It might,
under these circumstances, have been a wise policy to

have encouraged immigration from more civilised

countries in their neighbourhood, by which land in

thinly populated districts would have acquired a more
than nominal value, »nd the Servians themselves
been stimulated to exertion by salutary example and
competition. So far, however, the only encourage-
ment of the kind is extended to swarms of itinerant

artisans, a class of rough, unskilled architects, masons,
and carpenters, who flock thither every year from the
adjacent provinces of Albania and Macedonia. To
them the rural population, consisting of nine-tenths of
the inliabitants, is entirely indebted for the construc-
tion of their habitations, their earnings being at a
moderate computation estimated at ;^200,ooo a year.

To this annual drain may be added the loss arising

from neglect of agriculture, from the unwillingness of
the free Servians to work either as servants or farm
labourers. Nor is this all ; by the wasteful extrava-
gance of these peasant lords of the soil the fine forests

of the country have been to a great extent devastated,
and that at a time when the slender capital of the
merchants has been devoted to speculative schemes of
forest exploration in Hungary. The foregoing descrip-

tion of the condition of Servia is nearly in the words
of Consul-General Longford, writing in 1S73.

N.vruRAL Vegetation of Servia, &c.

A fair idea of the natural vegetation of these regions
may be obtained from Grisebach's Spicile^ium Floni:

Rnmelhi:, &c., and Visiani's Flora Dalmatica. The
former work contains what was known at the time
(1S43) of the botany of Servia and Bosnia. Among
Conifers, Finns Laricio is one of the commonest, con-
stituting at that time vast forests in widely distant
parts. The other species of Piims described are :—
P. halepensis, maritima, sylvestris (forming woods in

Macedonia), and Picea. Juniperus Oxycedrus and
excelsa, and Cupressus sempervirens, with its variety
horizontalis, are common, and grow to a large size.

Of trees belonging to other families the most import,
ant are various species of Oak. The Turkey
Oak, as we designate it, Quercus Cerris, formed
forests of enormous extent in Macedonia, Albania, and
Servia. This is still the case, but chiefly in those
districts were transport is difficult or impossible at
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present. Evergreen Oaks, as Q. Ilex and coccifera,

abound chiefly in the warmer regions. Several other

species occur more or less plentifully. These are Q.

/Egilops, infectoria, -Esculus, Tozza, pubescens and

brutia. The Sweet Chestnut, Castanea vesca, is

also gregarious in the southern parts, forming large

woods below the Pine region. Another important

tree in Bosnia, Croatia, and Albania is the common
Beech. According to Grisebach

—

Pflaiizmgeogra-

phie—the forest region rises to 4700 feet in the

Illyrian Alps, in 46° N. lat. Here the Beech reaches

the upper limit of trees, Quercus Cerris ascending to

2000 feet. In the Dinarian Alps, Bosnia, the forest

region ceases at about 5000 feet ; Pine forests abound-

ing between 4000 and 5000 feet, and Beech up to

4000 feet. Among other deciduous trees we may
enumerate Acer campestre, monspesullanum, obtusa-

turn, and tataricum ; Tilia platyphylla and argentea ;

Corylus tubulosa, Colurna and Avellana ; Carpinus

Betulus and orientalis ; Ostrya carpinifolia, common
throughout European Turkey. The Birch, Betula

alba, is only found in subalpine regions ; and the

Alder forms large woods here and there in wet places.

Finally there are eight species of Salix and live of

Populus enumerated. The Grape Vine is said to grow

wild in woods and thickets (chiefly Oak), in the south-

ern parts. In some parts of Servia there are wide

tracts of heath and moor. The herbaceous vegetation

is rich and varied in .some of the districts, and scanty

in others. The grasses and sedges of the country are

nearly the same as our own, and the chalk hills

abound in terrestrial Orchids, many of them exceed-

ing curious and beautiful Ferns appear to be rare,

at all events as regards the number of species. Only

twenty are enumerated by Grisebach, and in Sendtner's

list of Bosnian plants

—

Flora, 1S49—only nineteen

species are given, all of which, except Nothochl^cna

Marantre, are likewise found in Britain.

Further investigations would doubtless considerably

augment the following figures, borrowed from Grise-

bach ;—Caryophyllerc, genera 32, species 125 ; Cru-

ciferae, genera 45, species 117; Umbellifer.-E, genera

56, species 103 ; Scrophularinece, genera 17, species

S5 ; Labiatce, genera 33, species 134 ; Composita;,

genera S2, species 260. The preceding notes and
figures will afford some idea of the aspect of the vege-

tation of the country under consideration, especially to

those possessing some knowledge of the habitats

aSected by the different orders.

Agriculture, &c.

We may now proceed to say something of agri-

culture and horticulture, which, as may be gathered

from what we have already said, are at a very

low ebb. The climate, of course, varies considerably

in different parts ; in Servia it becomes quite

Continental ; that is to say, the summer is hot,

and too fiequently so dry that vegetation suffers

very much, and the winter and cold spring, it is said,

not setting in before the end of March or beginning
of April. Of agricultural crops grown in sufficient

quantities to come within the confessedly imperfect

statistics collected by our Consuls we may name for

Servia Wheat, Maize, Oats, Rye, and Barley. Strange
to say. Buckwheat, which forms, or once formed,
one of the principal articles of diet in the Sclavonian
provinces of Austria, is not mentioned. From the

relative value of the import and export figures it would
appear that Wheat is the staple bread-plant, and
Maize next in order. The value of the imports and
exports for the years 1870 to 1872, mclusive, which
are the latest we are able to procure, will give some
idea of the resources of a country which is estimated
at 12,600 square miles in extent. These returns refer

almost entirely to animal and vegetable commodities.

Ye.-ir.
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meafls a bad speculation—provided, of course, the

ground be good, rail near, and the markets not

too remote. Slill the immense number of loads that

are to be seen on the eve of market mornings all

converging towards London on all the great highways
manifest how extensively Peas are grown in the

suburban outskirts for the supply of the greasest con-

centrated consuming population in the world.

In localities where there is a great demand for

female labour during the summer season there is now
being felt a pinch to meet this demand, and the supply
becomes yearly more difficult to maintain. Where
market gardens are largely found, the major portion of

the gathering in of the fruit crops is done by women,
and the Strawberry, Raspberry, and other fruit-

gathering is apt to clash with that of the Pea crop.

It is not uncommon for women to turn out at four

o'clock in the morning to gather Strawberries, getting

payment at so much per dozen pounds. After a few
hours of this they take a turn at Peas during the day,
and often fall to at Strawberries again for a couple of
hours in the evening. Of course all this is terribly

hard and laborious, and productive of much that is

demoralising and unwomanly ; but the season is short,

and when it is past labour reverts to proper hours.
During this busy time a large sum is often earned per
day by an active woman, but this depends much on
the nature of the crop. Unfortunately the repugnance
to domesticity that this continued outdoor labour
engenders in women leads to great costliness of living

;

and the absence of that love of thrift—that undesirable
characteristic of our labouring poor—becomes specially
manifest when the woman is almost entirely from
home earning lots of money, the husband doing the
same, and the children left to shift for themselves as
best they may.

Sorts of Peas grown for market vary in a small
degree from year to year, as the crop is usually one
largely grown and an important one, therefore any
change in that direction is only taken after much
assurance and consideration. The various sorts that
come under the general heading of "Sangster's," or
more commonly '

' white Peas," are still the earliest for

sowing and gathering, although not so largely as here-
tofore. As a rule the sooner the white Peas are over
and the " blue Peas" are in, the better the grower
and the purchaser like it. "Blue Peas," however,
it may be premised, include all other kinds than white
rounds, white marrows being included in the compre-
hensive term of "blues." The Pea that promises at
present ultimately to displace Sangster's is Laxton's
William I., as where that has been grown for market
work it has so far given entire satisfaction. Unique
is yet scarce, but it is probable that, because of its dwarf
character and hardiness, it may prove even more
acceptable than William I.

At present, the most favoured of the blue Peas is

an old kind—Harrison's Glory, by no means a Pea
that would suit the requirements of the private gar-
dener, but to the market grower it has the merit of
being almost as early as "Sangster's," is equally
hardy, has a dwarf haulm, and is a good cropper.
This Pea has largely ousted Fairbeard's Surprise, that
has taller haulm—a good dwarf Pea being a most
desirable object with the grower. Ere yet the crop is

ready to gather he fills up between the rows with
green winter crops, and to these a tall haulm Pea
brings destruction. Moreover, in the picking the
injury done to tall haulm is much greater than to the
dwarf kinds, and thus the after-gatherings are often
poorer than should be the case. Laxton's Supreme
is largely grown, and follows close upon Harrison's
Glory. It is a good cropper, and the pods are large
and favoured by the pickers, but the sale experience
this year has proved that, as a market Pea, it has had
its day. To use the words of a grower—" Those who
buy them once won't have them again, and the shel-
lers won't have them at any price." This is a
sad downfall for a Pea that once enjoyed such a great
reputation. Clearly it requires a good one and a per-
manent one to become a market Pea. Added to this
it is too tall in growth. Veitch's Perfection, or any
kind resembling it, bears off the honours as a general
late market Pea. There can be little doubt that a
good sample of Veitch's invariably finds a ready
market, as the name has a magic sound to the market
buyer and for the public. It indicates at once the
best quality. Its short robust haulm renders it well
adapted for market work, and gathering is easy.
Singularly enough but few of Dr. Maclean's Peas
have found their way into the market grower's hands,
or it is possible that some may have them but class

them all as Veitch's. Advancer has been tried, but
found wanting in constitution—a most important point

in any market Pea, and especially in an early one.

Laxton's Omega, tried last year, gave unbounded
satisfaction, and it promises equally well this year, but

this is Mr. Laxton's best Pea barring none. James'
Prolific, Dr. Maclean, G. F. Wilson, are also worthy
the attention of market growers, and will doubtless

well repay an extended cultivation. A.

PARK ENTRANCES.—II.

The accompanying sketch (fig. ly) represents an

entrance formed by me some time ago to a gentle-

man's park in the South of England. It is an example
showing how an abrupt bend in a public road may be

turned to advantage for this purpose. It will be

seen that by placing the gate to face up the road, the

existing road is thus utilised, and made to appear as

if its ostensible purpose was to lead to the house,

and it also provides very easy access for carriages

when coming from that direction ; while by placing

the gate well back into the park the advantage of

flower in wreaths along the stems. Some examples
of Victor Verdier and General Jacqueminot we have
are worthy of imitation, and excite the admiration of

all the visitors who come to take a lesson in Rose
culture. Our Rose walk, an arcade about 50 yards

long, is now at its best, and. the senses are delighted

with the sight and the perfume. Two Poplars, rather

more than no feet high each, range with it on either

side, and the Roses seem to strive to climb them

;

they do succeed to the extent of one quarter of their

total height, and then, as if exhausted with the effort,

fling their long arras, white with flowers, in graceful

wreaths on either side.

A bed of orange Lilies (Lilium umbellatum), and
another of the cobalt-blue Delphinium are very

striking just now. Our Rhododendrons have become
things of the past, but they were very ornamental.

A row of them on one of the terraces at the foot

of the cliff over which falls the cascade through

the bed of bright green moss was very beautiful. They
thrive here, for when we made the bed we laid

beneath it a drain of ij-inch tiles, through which we
turned a run of water that is always flowing, and so

kept the roots moist and cool—a mode of treatment

Fig. 19.—utilising a curve in a public road.

abundance of room for egress and ingress when going
or coming in the opposite direction is secured. George
Eyles, 44, Eardley Crescent, South Kensington.

NOTES FROM A SOUTH
SHROPSHIRE GARDEN.

The good example of your correspondent who
writes such pleasant notes on a Lancashire garden
encourages me to resume mine on one in South Shrop-
shire. After a tedious winter and still more tedious
and trying spring, which frustrated all our hopes of
wall fruit except Plums, we have now reached the
full glory of our summer's beauty. The warmth and
the sufiicient moisture of the last month brought on
every hope to full fruition

—

" Albus ut obscurus deterget nubila ccffilo

Sjepe notus neque parturit imbres perpeluos."

Our Roses have been for a week or more really
splendid, and, as usual in this garden, as lovely in
their foliage as their flowers ; even the standard
Marechal Niels have shone out with a liberality not
usual with them under such conditions of growth.
We have Roses everywhere—standards on terraces,

standards wherever they can be placed with regard to
convenience, beds of dwarf pegged down—the best
way of treating dwarfs, for when so treated they

in which this shrub delights. Brayanum, Flora, The
Queen, and Album Elegans, Limbatum, and Mr.
John Waterer are among our favourites still. Next
to Roses I should say that these beautiful shrubs are
our delight, and in a clearance made in the wood out-
side, and rising steeply above our garden, we planted
this year one hundred of them ; they are always green,
they rarely fail to flower abundantly, and they have
the rare merit with us of being safe from rabbits.
These animals in our flower garden and birds among
our vegetables and fruit are the aliqukl amari that
J«'y/V too frequently for our happiness ; however, we
think we have at last beaten the " fur " by raising the
wire fence to 4 feet. In one place or another we havs
nearly a mile of wire-netting that we have had to set
up to restrain these invaders of our peace. The large
ones jump 26 inches high, and the small ones get
through 14 inch mesh ; so we had to double the lower
part by the addition of a breadth of 12 inches, and
raise the height the same. Since then we seem to be
impregnable.

All the birds of the air make us their prey. Bull,
finches cut otT the buds of the Plums in February and
March so completely that we have after five years' in-
effectual battle with them given it up, and seeing that
not a single blossoin-bud was left we cut down a whole
row of standard Green Gages rather than suffer such
iniquity to be perpetrated. Nets would not keep
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them out, and Shropshire Blackbirds and Thrushes

display an ingenuity in overcoming all the defences we
set up worthy of first-rate military engineers. We
cover our Strawberries and Cherries with nets and

guard every approach, but still they make good their

entrance. A gardener tells us they lift tiie net from

the ground with their beaks, and then introduce their

whole bodies. I confess I have never seen them per-

form this feat ; still, there they are, and a little dog

has been taught by this zealous horticulturist to make
short work of them when discovered flap-ante ddiiU\

and we see a long row of malefactors suspended on

the banks of the Severn as v/e can remember the

pirates along the banks of the Thames before the

Duke of Clarence, when he became Lord High Admi-
ral for the time, ordered the moral lesson to be

withdrawn.

In our greenhouse the Passion flowers are and have

been very attractive ; the manicata has just gone oil,

it has been very showy, with a profusion of the

brightest scarlet flowers, as bright as those of the Tom
Thumb Pelargonium. A neighbour to whom we gave

cuttings two or three years since has succeeded in

flowering it, so we are no longer alone in this honour.

A Bougainvillea is now covered with its pretty lilac

flower-like bracts side by side with a Solanum jas-

minoiJes—and Fuchsias and Pelargoniums of every

shade, Lilium auratumand the orange Habrothamnu?,

make a very gay inside.

In the stove which we completed only last year we
are cultivating Caladiums, Marantas, Orchids, and

Ferns ; the last thrive in the heat and moisture that

we maintain. Some plants of the beautiful A. far-

leycnseare as fine as can be desired, anl a wall which

we have prepared for the purpose is nearly covered

over with the delicate fronds of many species, among
them the lovely A. concinnum promises to be

abundant. Here we are hoping to flower the orange-

coloured and the magenta-coloured Bougainvillea,

which, in the case of the former, we believe has not

yet been accomplished in this country [?]. We are

also aiming at Tecoma venusta, so well known to

all visitors to the Island of Madeira.

Our Vines have had no check this year, and the

Grapes are colouring and promise well.

In the river we have seen but very few salmon

playing in our pool, so far, this season. The cuckoo
aj usual piped his final note on the 8th, For the

last five years we have heard him on that day for the

last time. Can any of your readers report if they

heard him after that day ? Few birds now enliven us

with their song; the great green woodpecker, how-
ever, often wakes the echoes of the wood v/ith his

loud, laughing cry ; one of the same family has v.-on

the name of the Laughing Jackass from our Austra-

lian connections. Our friend digs large holes in the

trees, that prove a marvellous power of beak and
muscle. The sounds and sights of a well-kept garden
in pleasant weather are truly charming,

" Instar veris enim . . .

. , . , gratior it die

Et soles melius nitent." S.

MR. GLADSTONE ON WINDOW
GARDENING.

A COMPETITIVE flower show among the chilclven

of the schools of St. George's, Hanover Square, Gros-

venor Schools, and St. Mark's and Hanover Schools,

was held on the lolh inst. , by permission of the

Duke of Westminster, in the gardens of Grosvenor
House. The flowers were such as are ordinarily

chosen for window culture, and the display, though

rather small, was in its way very good. The prizes,

consisting of gifts of money, were distributed at about

half-past 5 o'clock by the Duchess of Westminster, in

presence of a large gathering of ladies and gentlemen.

At the close of the distribution the Earl of Shaftes-

bury proposed a vote of thanks to the Duchess for

her graceful discharge of the ceremony, and the

motion was seconded by Mr. Gladstone, who remarked
that the subject of the cultivation of flowers was so

attractive and so interesting that he might, perhaps,

be excused for saying a few words upon it. This
excellent taste, which they were now being called upon
to foster, was a pre-eminently English taste, and he
thought he might safely say that, as regarded the art

and science of gardening, the Enghsh nation could
well take the prize from the rest of the world. More-
over, we found that wherever a garden was laid out—
not in accordance with artificial rules and mechanical

symmetry—but in such a manner as to please the

eye and the sense of the picturesque, such a garden
was invariably termed "an English garden." It was
Comforting to think that the taste for gardening was
of late constantly and rapidly increasing. Not many
centuries back was a time when all, throughout the

Kingdom, were in reach of the country. Now
thousands upon thousands were steadily and progres-

sively being more and more removed from contact

with Nature. Notwithstanding this, we must remem-
ber that Londoners, with their parks and gardens,

were far happier in this respect than many of their

country brethren, for it was truly painful and deplor-

able to go through many of the great districts which
contributed to the vast industry and wealth of the North
of England, and to see the land for miles and miles

devastated by the ravages of smoke, and coal dust,

and ashes—where vegetation might be almost said to

be a thing unknown. The dwellers in those districts

were far worse off than the inhabitants of

this vast metropolis ; for here children all

around us were being taught that a garden could

be made wherever a window opened to the air, and
he would strongly commend to the architects and
builders of cottages and other dwellings for the indus-

trial poor, never to keep out of sight the importance

of the provision of facilities for floriculture. The fre-

quent gifts of flowers by the poor to their sick

brethren, as those well knew who interested them-

selves in such matters, were among the most touching

gifts that could pass from man to man ; and while

speaking of the higher and better feelings aroused in

the human heart by the culture of plants, it was well

to notice that such feelings w^ere not always produced

where we were surrounded by a profusion of them.

Indeed, in the abundance of the gifts we were too apt

to lose sight of the Giver. When, however, as in the

case of the poor, the bounty flowed in narrower chan-

nels, gratitude seemed to arise less t.ardily, .and hence

one of the great benefits arising from window garden-

ing in the humblest city homes. In conclusion he

wished once more to cordially endorse the compliment
which Lord Shaftesbury had proposed to the Duchess

of Westminster, and also to the Duke, for their kiml

help in the good cause. Daily Na.i.'s,

PLANTING AND CULTIVATING
STRAWBERRIES.

Excepting Grapes, there is perhaps no fruit more
wholesome and agreeable to the palate than well

grown Strawberries, and yet it is seldom one sees

them cared for and treated in the way their merits

deserve, except by professional gardeners or tho^e

who grow them on a large scale to supply the

markets. The most frequent cause of failure

among amateur growers arises from allowing the

plants to stand too long in the same beds, and not

divesting the plants of their runners, whereby they

become a tangled mass and impoverish the ground so

much that they soon become too weak to produce
flowers, or 'too small to carry a crop should they do
so. No plant makes a more profitable return for

treatment and good cultivation than the Strawberry,

although they will grow and fruit in almost any soil

and situation, as is evidenced by the unfavourable

places one occasionally meets them in, and the

conditions under which they exist. To do them
really well they require a good deep loam resting on

a clayey subsoil, as the roots delight in a cool moist

bottom ; and when this can be secured for them no

amount of sunshine will harm them, but, on the

contrary, they will be all the better for the exposure,

especially as regards the quality and flavour of the

fruit. When huddled together, with a mass of foliage

overlapping, or grown under the shade of fruit bushes

or trees, as is frequently the case, they never attain

that degree of perfection they do on a nice sunny

border, or in an open position in the vegetable

quarters of the kitchen garden. .Shade is fatal to

flavour and the other good qualities for which

the Strawberries are prized, for without moderate
sunlight the crude juices are not converted

into saccharine matter, without which they are little

better than so much pulp and water, insipid and
flavourless.

The first thing to set about is to layer some runners

in small pots, which should be done at once in order

to get strong plants'weU rooted for furnishing the beds

before the autumn sets in. Many growers depend en
chance runners, that is, such as root naturally in the

ground, but it is rarely these can be obtained till

September, unless the season should prove unusually

showery, and, therefore, much valuable time is lost.

In Layering, the pots should be filled with rich, loose

soil, such as loam and rotten dung or leaf-mould, and
in placing the runner in the pot the best and most
expeditious way to keep it in position is to lay a
stone just at the back of the leaves. This will press

it down close to the soil and encourage the formation
of roots by affording shade and preventing the escape
of moisture. To induce the runner to root quickly,
they should be kept watered every evening, using a fine-

rosed pot for the purpose, so as not to wash or dis-

place the soil. The site for the beds must be
the next consideration, and this decided, preparation
for the plants liiust be made by trenching and manuring
the ground. The amount, kind, and quality of manure
to be used must depend entirely on the richness or
otherwise of the soil to be treated, and its general
adaptability for the purpose required. If light and
poor, the strongest and coolest manures, such as those
from the cowyard or piggeries, should be liberally

employed, keeping them well down beneath the sur-

face of the soil, and mixing the two together at the
same time, instead of allowing them to be thrown
together in layers, as is frequently the case during the
operation of trenching. As to the depth the latter

can be carried, the subsoil and other circumstances
will have to be taken into account, but where it can
be done it ought in no case to be less than iS inches.

It does not necessarily follow that the subsoil should
be brought to the top, as this in most cases would
have an injurious efl'ect on the plants from their roots

coming into immediate contact with the dead inert stuff

that has never been aerated or contains the least par-
ticle of vegetable matter, and in which, therefore,

they would make but little progress till the roots got
through and found something more congenial below.
Should the natural soil be sandy and loose, a
good dressing of clay worked in will have a
most beneficial effect, by giving compactness and
enabling it to retain the necessary moisture for

the plants to feed on during the dry weather. The
clay should, if possible, be dug some days before
using, that it may be laid on the surface to dry, in

which state it may be knocked to pieces with the
greatest f.acilily, and when buried in small lumps it

forms a perfect storehouse, only yielding up the water
it has absorbed on the urgent demand of the roots,

which never fail to lay hold of it and thread it through
with innumer.able fibres, thus showing their great
liking for it. Were the value of clay to light soils better

understood it would not remain in disuse-as it is now.
Cultivators of land ransack the world for artificial

manures, which at best afford but temporary benefit,

lasting only for a single crop, while the good effects of
clay remain, and show themselves as unmistakably
and certainly as the seasons roll on. I look on clay
for light land as scarcely second in importance to
manure, and those who are fortunate enough to have
a vein of it accessible possess a mine of inexhaustible

wealth, which they should work for the benefit of
their crops and pockets.

Having made the necessary preparations by trench-
ing and manuring the land, the next thing is to tread
it as firm as possible before putting in the plants,

otherwise they go too much to leaf, and do not pro-
duce blooms so freely as when the land is thoroughly
consolidated. A bed or border sufficiently wide to
contain three rows is the most convenient for general
management, as the fruit can then be easily protected
when ripe from the ravages of birds by supporting
and straining an old herring-net, over them, the width
of which is just light for the purpose. The rows
should be placed :U a distance of 2 feet 6 inches apart,
and the plants iS inches from each other in the rows.
This will afford plenty of room to get among them to
gather the fruit, and admit full play for sun and air,

so essential in the cultivation of good Strawberries.
In planting ram or press the soil firmly around the
ball, to ensure having the soil properly filled in, that
no cavities occur, and afterwards keep the plants well
watered two or three times a week till they get strong
hold of the ground. As soon as this takes place
runners will begin to show themselves, and these
should at once be taken off, so as to concentrate the
whole energies of the plant in developing fine crowrs.
This done an abundant crop of fine fruit next season
is a matter of certainty unless, as is sometimes the
case, the blossoms get destroyed by the frost. Where
forced plants can be had—that is, such as have been
grown in pots and fruited under glass—they are prefer-
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able to any for forming beds, as they are already

established and will bear enormous crops next season,

they being at that time as strong and capable of doing

so as others would be at two years old, at which age

they are at their best. The third year after planting

is quite long enough for them to stand, as alter that

they lose vigour and do not fruit at all freely, and,

therefore, a fresh bed should be made every second

year to replace the one to be destroyed after fruiting.

As the season for this will soon be over, the plants

should be cleared of all runners and fruit stems and

any dead leaves they may have on them, but on no

account should a single healthy green one be removed,

as these are necessary to assist in the formation of fresh

blooms for next year, they being formed during the

autumn in each individual crown or heart of the

plant.

The barbarous practice of cutting off all the leaves

just after fruiting cannot be too strongly condemned,

as their strength and capacity for fruiting is thereby

weakened to a serious extent. Digging or breaking

up the soil amongst them is almost equally injurious,

and should never be resorted to on account the way it

breaks up the roots, which, in the case of Straw-

berries, are always lying near the surface. The only

stirring they have should be with the hoe for the pur-

pose of cleaning, and this should be followed by a top-

dressing of rotten manure which will shade and enrich

the soil, besides forming the best protection they can

possibly have to protect them from the severity of the

winter. As to sorts there is nothing better for a

first gathering than the old Keens' Seedling a Straw-

berry that is good at all points and abundant

cropper, of fine flavour, and very hardy. To this may
be added the Viscomtesse Hericart de Thury, a very

early useful prolific Strawberry. For succession there

is nothing to equal the British Queen, which is one

of the handsomest, and certainly the finest flavoured

of all Strawberries. Unfortunately it is not every soil

that will grow it, and where it does not succeed Sir

Joseph Paxton should be substituted. This is as near

like the Queen as possible, but is hardier, and nearly

as good in flavour. For late work nothing surpasses

the old Elton Pine, which is the best of all Straw-

berries for preserving, being very solid, and of a beau-

tiful bright red colour throughout. The flavour, too,

is brisk and refreshing, just the qualities needed to

make good Strawberry preserve, the fault of this

generally being its flatness and insipidity. Connois-

seurs of Strawberries are always delighted with the

flavour of the Hautbois, which is quite unique in its

way, filling the palate with a powerful aroma that is

not approached by any other kind of fruit, excepting

the bouquet of a well ripened Muscat or Frontignan

Grape. For very late gathering in the autumn the

Alpine is most valuable, and is always prized for

making Strawberry cream, or for using with it simply

poured over them. A partially shady situation suits

this variety best, and, to keep it growing and fruiting

freely, it must have plenty of water and deep rich

soil to grow in. From its dwarf fragile habit the beds

of thig should be allowed to become thick, so as to

protect its own fruit from being splashed with soil

during heavy rains, the height of the foliage scarcely

admitting any littery matter to be placed under it for

that purpose. J, Sheppard.

Forestry.

Thinning Pine and Fir plantations is such an

important branch of forestry that every opportu-

nity should be taken advantage of in setting forth its

claims.

Short and condensed articles which limited space

renders necessary, not unfrequently mislead as well

as misdirect from their very brevity ; hence it becomes

the more necessary to advert frequently to the subject,

in order that those who read the successive articles

may, on meeting with an obscure or broken statement

in one, find clearness and connection in another.

The operations of thinning, like the administration of

medicine, either confer much good, or inflict much
evil. Both are a great power, and exert a mighty

influenceof lasting duration, for good or evil, according

to skill and application.

If we study carefully, and accurately imitate Nature

in her operations of thinning in the natural forest, we
shall do well, but we must be both careful and accurate

to the last degree.

In the natural forest the crop is sown, not all at

once, as in the nursery ground, but at different times.

and therefore the plants come up irregular—those

obtaining the precedence keeping and maintaining it,

therefore the oldest and furthest advanced trees keep

down and kill the younger'ones, which is Nature's own
way of thinning. Under peculiar and favourable

circumstances small patches of natural forest, whether

Birch or Scotch Pine, will be found of nearly one age

and equal growth, being the result of turf cutting or

surface burning, which admitted the seed depositing

itself, and the plants growing up equal and at one time.

Such, however, are exceptional cases and of limited

extent, and do not aflect the general rule. Upon such

patches I have feen the crop of trees not exceeding

2 feet apart, and from 30 to 40 feet high, and 3 inches

to 4 inches diameter—beautiful clean poles, and useful

in their way, but for which there was no demand and

consequently no remunerative prices obtainable.

I have found groups of several acres in extent of

natural Scotch Pine and Birch forest, and also patches

of Alder wherein the sound of the woodman's axe was
never heard, which in point of value, acre for acre,

considerably exceeds any plantations I have ever seen.

Some of the best portions of natural forest in Scotland

to which I refer are upon the Rothiemurchus, Glenmore,

Duthil, Abernethy and Castle Grant estates, in

Strathspey, Moray and Inverness-shires, and on Inver-

cauld and Balmoral estates in Dee Side, Aberdeen-

in nothing more so than in the culture of plantations.

In the natural forest, where no labour has been

bestowed, no recompense is sought for ; when no money

has been expended, no interest is looked for ; where

indeed nothing has been given, from such nothing is

expected or required. Hence the goodly old natural

forests have been allowed to stand and grow to

maturity during two or three centuries, alike untouched

and uncared for, till some accidental circumstance,

like the opening of a railway, diminished foreign

supplies of timber, or some pressing local demand for

wood at home, awakens the happy thought of cutting

and clearing 1000 or more acres at a sweep, and

realising for it ,j^ioo per acre—by no means a high

figure comparing it with what I have seen in the

districts already referred to, where many acres may
be found worth over ^300 per acre.

Not a few are of opinion that there is a distinct

variety of the Pinussylvestris, called in the Highlands

the Bonnet Fir, so designated from its rounded dome-

like top, pendulous branches, and peculiar red and

strong bark—all theresult of soil, climate, and situation,

differing from the South in every respect to such a

degree as to produce those distinctive features alike

marked and conspicuous. That this is purely

imaginary I shall have occasion at a future time

to show, meanwhile I may remark that the snow.

Fig. 20,— X begonia magenta queen (flowers natukal size).

shire. It may with propriety be asked why the

natural forests are often more valuable than those of

artificial culture, and if all the aid rendered by man
does not lower instead of elevating their condition.

In the first place it must be observed that natural

forests grow only in soils and situations adapted to

their natures, and will not even germinate in soils

adverse to their growth ; hence Nature, having the

choice of conditions favourable to successful growth,

seldom errs, which man is liable to do and frequently

does. In the vegetable as in the animal economy, the

strong, healthy and vigorous class take advantage of,

subjugate, and devour the weak. For example, we

find upon an acre of ground say 600 plants of nearly

one age and size, from one to two feet in height, and

on minutely examining the surface another class of

plants between 6 and 12 inches in height growing

up, but less vigorously than the former. The latter

class do not gain in growth upon the former, as might

be expected, till they overtake them, but on the

contrary lose so much every succeeding year till they

ultimately disappear altogether, leaving the original

600 sole and exclusive occupants of the ground,

which they eagerly appropriate and exultingly

possess.

When once a crop of trees is fairly established and

placed under favourable conditions for growing, all that

is further required is to give them time to grow, and

it is in this probably as much as in anything else that

the advantage lies. The natural impatience and

impulsiveness of man lead him constantly astray, and

which falls more plentifully in these alpine districts

than in the Lowlands and southern parts of the

country, greatly conduces to impart to the trees

the characteristic features of Bonnet Fir. By the

weight of the snow the top is often broken and
crushed so as to assume its dome or rounded
siiape. The soil, which is dry, hard and gravelly,

imparts to the timber those qualities for which it is

justly celebrated ; and the age which it is allowed
to attain being at least double that which plantations
in general receive, completes the list of qualities

claimed for the native Highland Bonnet Fir over
other so-called inferior varieties.

The growth and culture of forest trees, however,
being a means of accomplishing an economical and
industrial end rather than that of fulfilling a law in

Nature, or bringing about mere natural results, we shall

be led in due time to enquire how far artificial thinning
of woods and plantations is conducive to these

results. C. V. Mkhie, Citllen House, Ctillen.

BEGONIA MAGENTA QUEEN.
This is one of the finer of the new tuberous-rooted

Begoni.is, a class of plants which is likely to prove

extremely useful for the decoration of the greenhouse,

and probably of the flower garden also, since some of

them are all but hardy. The variety called Magenta
Queen is one of the finest of them, and is in the

hands of Mr. B, S. Williams. It is of dense-growing

habit, and flowers profusely, the blossoms being large

and of a fine magenta-rose colour.
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Natural History.

Ceton'ia aurata — Golden Chafer.—The
present time and a few weeks earlier and later of the

summer months is the season when the Cetonia

aurata (the Green or Golden Chafer) appears most

numerously, sometimes causing much injury by
gnawing away the anthers of the flowers it frequents,

and consequently rendering them abortive. Turnip

and Strawberry blossom are especially attacked by

them, Roses are also a favourite haunt, and just

now they may be found nestling in the centres of

the finest blossoms ; but many other ilowers are

resorted to by them, and, amongst uncultivated

ones, they seem to have a special preference for

the umbels of the Heracleum Sphondyliura, or Cow
Parsnip.

The beetle is about half to three quarters of an inch

drawers, the subsequent removal of tlie intruder being

a much longer aflair from the pertinacity with which
it holds by its claws to the carpet.

Where tlie beetles are plentiful in summer the

larvM may probably be found underground in some
stage of their existence (which is supposed to extend

over two or three years before passing to the pupal

state) by searching in soft rich soil, such as Vine
beds, or old Cucumber beds. Strawberry beds, or

similar places, or they may very likely be found by the

roots .of .Strawberry plants which have suddenly

withered away, or coiled in little chambers which
they have gnawed for themselves in the more solid

part of the Strawberry root immediately beneath the

crown.

Excepting by the bright rust-coloured spot on each
side of the first segment behind the head and their

coating of down, with rows of short hairs, the larvoe

are difficult to distinguish on general inspection from

Fig. 21.—BEGONIA MAJENTA QUEEN; FLOWERING BRANCH REDUCED.

in length, bright golden-green above, copper, or rosy-

copper below, and though, from the splendour of its

metallic tints and its fearlessness in tlight and

sluggishness when settled, it is both easy of observa-

tion and capture, yet few, save those who are

suffering from its habits, would care to destroy so

beautiful a creature, and a little attention directed to

its occupations in the perfect state might lead to more

careful destruction of it in the larval stage.

In some districts it is so plentiful that it may con-

stantly be seen, sweeping to and fro in the sunshine,

with the elytra glancing like burnished gold, and,

totally fearless, or apparently almost attracted by the

presence of an observer, will glance by and, with a

correct aim at the desired spot, bury itself at once in

the ground, it may be by the side of a Strawberry

plant, or in the light soil of an open frame, or, as if

darkness was in some degree the attraction, will

sweep into the room through an open window, and

go down without pause at the back of a chest of

those of the common cockchafer, being very similar

both in appearance and size, in the situation they are

found in, and habits of feeding.

Details on the subject are given by Curtis in his

excellent paper on C. aurata in the Gardeners'

Chronicle for 1S4I, p. 452, with a description of the

method of forming the cocoon, which I have not been

fortunate enough to meet with. He says " In the

mould as well as upon the surface were multitudes of

pellets of earth, more or less oval and dark brown,

that had been discharged from their bodies "....;
"with these they likewise cover the outside of the

large oval cocoon which the larva forms in the earth

when it is full grown, and retires to its cell, which is

smooth inside, to become a pupa." This pupa is

yellowish in colour, and, though the quantity of earth

certainly passed through the digestive organs at this

stage may exonerate the larvie during their previous

life from causing the full extent of mischief laid to

their charge, they are certainly better away, and in

d'ggiig over ground where they resort in the perfect

state should be looked for and destroyed.

The beetles may be caught with a net, or by hand-

picking when sluggish in the morning or evening, and
where the larvce are in any considerable quantity they

will do good if thrown to the poultry. 0.

Insectivorous Birds.—It is pretty generally

known that the large titmouse and chaffinch feed

greedily on green-fly and caterpillars, but it is not so well

known that the cuckoo is still more serviceable in the

garden, for he is seldom absent from our Gooseberry,

Cabbage, and Cauliflower quarters when the cater-

pillar abounds there ; in fact, he may be called a

regular scavenger, for he makes a clean sweep of the

larvce of the butterflies, yohn Caie, Invcrary

Gardens,

Sting of Bees.—It is a common practice amongst
the people in this locality when stung with a bee to

extract the sting at once, and immediately after

this is done cover the punctured part with the pipe of

a watch key, pressing it firmly on for some time, and

when removed a little honey is rubbed over the

wound. Jolin Caie^ Inverary Gardens.

The Botanical Garden at Buitenzorg pre-

sents a very marked contrast to that at Peradeniya,

described at p. 820, vol v. Nature here is made
to run in straight lines and squares and circles,

with the most mathematical precision, A certain

space is allotted to each order of plants in pro-

portion to its extensiveness and value, and the

representatives of it are planted with great regu-

larity in straight lines or curves according to the

shape of the plot. It is evident that from an arrange-

ment like this little picturesqueness, such as is found

at every turn at Peradeniya, can be expected, and the

gardens must rely for what beauty they possess on the

individual attractiveness of the various specimens. In

a garden cultivated under less favourable conditions

this might be an almost fatal defect in its beauty, but

as it is the luxuriance of the plant life is so great that

the eye seems content to rest in admiration on indi-

vidual specimens and to forget for a time the utter

absence of picturesque effect. No doubt the advan-

tage of this arrangement is very great indeed to the

student and the botanist, and, perhaps, outweighs the

disadvantages, for even the stranger can find almost

with certainty within a few minutes any rare speci-

men of which he may be in search. Here, in con-

trast with the Ceylon Garden, where none of the

plants are labelled, at each corner of a plot is placed

a notice-board, with the names of thq order or

sub-order and the principal tribes that are to be

foirnd in it ; and in front of each plant is a label with

the name of the particular specimen upon it. The
plants are so numerous that, although the garden

contains nearly 200 acres, and evety square yard has

been utilised, the specimens are crowded as closely

together as is consistent with their healthy growth.

To say that there are many thousands of the rarest

plants to be found in the tropics will convey little idea

to the English reader of the immense outlay of labour

and money which the Dutch Government has incurred

in the creation of this magnificent monument to

botanical science. A staff of five Europeans and one

hundred natives, I am informed, is constantly em-

ployed either in the gardens or the forests in the culti-

vation or the collection of rare specimens ; and the

wishes of the Government have been most ably

carried out by the scientific men who in succession

have had charge of this department. Nature, too,

has done, and is doing, her part in the work. The
soil is volcanic, and of the richest character. Violent

storms of wind are unknown, and the climate is so

moist that three weeks, or even a fortnight, of con-

tinued dry weather is of rare occurrence. The garden,

too, is situated at some 40 miles distance from the

coast, and at the moderate elevation of about 700 feet

above [the sea. As an instance of the extremely

favourable conditions of the soil and climate, it may
be mentioned that many trees, such for example as

Amherstia nobilis, remain in flower all the year round,

with the exception of three'or four weeks. In such a

paradise of the botanist as this an eight to twelve

months' study of the growing plants would amply

repay the European student of botany who might

venture on a trip to Java for the acquisition of know-
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ledge. He would here see what he could never pos-

sibly find in a herbarium or under tlxe conditions of

a European climate—most of tlie rarest specimens

of tropical vegetation in a state of luxuriance, such as

can be met with nowhere else in the world. The
jjarden would be to him a vast library of living plants,

in which he could study their development under the

most favourable conditions and to his heart's content.

On entering the garden an avenue of handsome
Canary trees, whose trunks aie more or less covered

with Freycinetia;, Orchids, and Ferns, leads from

the main gateway to the palace of the Governor-

General, situate near th^ centre of the grounds. On
the left, immediately after entering, are the nurseries,

and a long line of over seventy varieties of Bamboo
following the course of the stream that irrigates the

garden. Near them are specimens of the Teak (the

most valuable tree in the island) and its allies, the

Kigelia pinnata, with its extraordinary fruits hanging
like large plummets from the branches by string-like

stalks 6 feet long or more ; the Calosanthus indica,

with its immense pod-like pendulous capsules, and
some beautiful Crescentias heavily laden with fruit.

Further on to the left is a fine collection of Frey-

cinetia: and Philodendron, with Tliunbergias, Big-

nonias, Hoyas, and a considerable variety of the white-

sepaled Mussxnda. Here, too, a handsome speci-

men of Fagr.-ea imperialis, with its magnificent white
fleshy flowers and broad leaves, is well worthy of

notice. Further still are anumber of Upas trees planted
for the support of Calami (rattans), but most of them
are irrecoverably injured by a species of Loranthus,
a very Thug in the vegetable world here, as in Ceylon,

that destroys its victim by .a system of strangulation

and absorption of its juices. The sub-director in-

formed me that nearly all the Upas trees in the

jungles of Java sufier from this pest, and any one who
has witnessed its ravages in Ceylon at almost all

elevations, but chiefly from 3000 feet upwards, may
form some idea of the ruin which it produces here
among some of the finest forest trees. To the
ordinary traveller by far the most striking objects
in this part of the garden are the Calami
(rattans) and climbing Palms, which apparently
number over 100 species, and attain in many instances

to gigantic proportions. The eye never grows tired

of gazing on the careless beauty of their luxuriant

foliage, as, after a series of convolutions about the
feet ol their supports, they throw themselves from
limb to limb, and hang suspended from the branches
of the forest trees among which they grow. Here the

Korthalsia robusta, probably 150 feet long or more,
with its large leaves simulating the foliage of the

Caryota Palm, the Plectocomia elongata, with ils

immense tassels of fruit and feathery foliage, and
specimens of Dsemonorops, with their fronds 12 to i^
feet in length, attached by their extremities to the
surrounding trees, and thus supporting the weight of
the parent stem, tempt the stranger to linger in

dangerous if agreeable proximity to their innumerable
hooks and thorns. Further still, are luxuriant speci-
mens of Heliconias, Iledychiums, and Musse ; of the
latter, apparently considerably over 100 kinds of all

sizes, from the dwarf indigenous Banana of Salak to
the huge Travellers' Tree of Madagascar. The
latter tree, as is, perhaps, very commonly known,
derives its name from the existence, even in the driest

of weather, of a considerable quantity of perfectly

fresh and cool water in the hollow where the leaf-

stalk joins the trunk. On turning to the right, the
palace of the Governor-General, a single-storeyed

building of good proportions, and not unlike a large

country mansion in S^ngland, comes into view. A
well laid-out garden of some acres in extent, and con-

taining fine specimens of Amherstia and other orna-

mental trees, lies in front, and stretches down to the
edge of a little lake, beyond which, half hidden
among the trees, may be seen the white temple-shaped
tomb of the first wife of .Sir Stamford Raffles—the

greatest mtn this part of the East has ever seen

—

who, according to the inscription, died at Buitenzori;

in November, 1S14, and was buried by her husband
within sight of the palace. At that time the building

was of brick, and so unfitted for widistanding the

commotions of a volcanic country, that it was after-

wards partially destroyed by an earthquake. In the

interior of the present palace there is nothing of

especial note except a gallery of portraits of .all the
Dutch governors of the island, commencing in 1614
and ending 1S69. Among them are Pieter Bott, im-
mortalised in Mauritius ; the stern and somewhat
cruel Marshal Urendaels, and Von Bosch, the author

of the famous System of Cultures. On leaving the

palace garden, and passing round the head of the

lake, a pale-leaved and somewhat insignificant-looking

tree will probably escape the visitor's notice if his

attention is not specially directed to it. Its history and
character, however, are so remarkable, that I venture

to say a few words about it. This tree (Pisonia

sylvestris) was quite unknown to the scientific world
previous to the year 1854, when M. Teysmann
discovered it in the Island of Bali, and had
cuttings of it planted in the Botanical Gardens
at Buitcnzorg. Along with the white Lettuce tree, so

well-known in most tropical countries, it forms part

of the genus Pisonia, the former plant having never

been placed in its proper botanical position until the

Bali one was discovered, lor the white-leaved species,

Pisonia alba, had never been known to bear flowers.

The tree was generally believed by the natives to grow
on a solitary and almost inaccessible rock in the midst

ol the sea, and for a long period of time was held so

SiC»id that death was the penalty for plucking its

flowers ; and even at the present day so great is the

veneration or fear of it among the Javanese that few,

I am told, can be induced to pluck even a leaf.

When any Prince of Solo or Mataram, to whom alone

the right of plucking the flowers belonged, and that

only on special occasions, was about to be crowned,
an embassy was despatched to Bali to bring some
of the sacred blossoms, which were considered by every
ruler as a necessary talisman for the consolidation of

his power. The flowers, when plucked, were placed

on a silver salver, and, being covered by a magnificent

canopy, were brought to the Prince, who received

them in great state, and rendered to them an almost
religious homage. Turning down to the left we pass

on the right hand the Leguminosce, an order to which
a very considerable space has of necessity been
allotted. Here are to be seen some magnificent speci-

mens of CL"esalpina, Jonesia declinata, and Amherstia,

a number also of very fine Acacias, Albizzias, and the

gigantic creeper Entada monostachya scrambling over

lofty forest trees to a distance of 100 yards or more.

Below the Leguminosa; comes a very extensive collec-

tion of Agaves, Yuccas, and Pandani, the latter form-

ing a group of nearly one hundred specimens, many
of them extremely large and handsome. Slightly lo

the right of these plots are the shade-loving Peppers,

climbing up the trunks of trees, and near them many
members of the Aroid family, Colocasia, Alocasia, the

perforated Tornelia, and the Taro (Caladium escu-

lentum) of the Pacific Islands—the chief, and in many
instances almost the only support, of the natives.

A little further on, by the bank of a small river, we
find ourselves among the Palms. These, although

planted as closely as possible, from their immense nurn-

berand luxuriance, occupy a large space. It is next to

useless to attempt to describe these lords of tropic vege-

tation. Where everything is in their favour—the richest

volcanic mould, a moist and equably warm climate,

freedom from storms of wind, the best scientific cul-

ture—these ever elegant and often majestic specimens

of Nature's goodwill to mankind, could not

fail to put on all their beauty ; and where
scarcely a plant exhibits a trace of anything except

luxuriance of life and power of bearing fruit it is

almost impossible to name those of surpassing excil-

lence. Probably the most striking objects to the

stranger are the extremely large and handsome speci-

mens of Corypha elata, Cocos oleracea, Elceis guine-

ensis and Attalea macrocarpa, together with some
young but very flourishing representatives of Corypha
umbraculifera (Talipot of Ceylon), and Lodoicea
sechellarum (the Coco-de-Mer of the Seychelles). Son.e

of the varieties of Phcenix and Arenga are handsoujt

and well-grown, and the masses of fruit on Syagrus
calyptrocalyx spicatus, Oiania, Licuala, and many
others such as I had never seen on Palms before, and
prove how favourable are all the circumstances of

their position for the growth and propagation of such

plants. How many of the 1000 or so known species

ol Palms are represented here I am unable to say,

but I should estimate the collection at several hundreds,

nearly all of v/hich are not dragging out a wretched
existence in an unsuitable soil and climate but in

their highest luxuriance and perfection. And here it

may be mentioned that those pesis of the Coco-nut
and other Palms in Ceylon and British India, which
bore though the young, unexpanued leaves, leaving

them with a very shattered and ragged after-appear-

ance, are not to be found in Java, but the fronds of the

fully grown Palm remain as perfect in their symmetry
as those of the younger specimens. Inclose proximity

to the Palms are to be seen the Araucarias, Dara-

maras. Cypresses, Junipers, and'a few Pines, but it is

evident that the climate is not so favourable to the

perfect development of cone-bearing trees as it is

of others already mentioned. In most instances the

forcing character of the climate and soil seems to

cause these trees to shoot up too rapidly, so that they

soon lose the beauty and luxuriance of their earlier

days, and become sticky and bare, and prematurely

old in appearance. The Orchids form, as might be

expected, one of the most prominent features of the

garden. To the number of many hundreds they are

to be found carefully attached by various means most

suited to their different characters to the trunks of

Plumierias and Tree Ferns, which have been planted

in considerable numbers in two little groves for

this purpose. The former of these is common
throughout the East, its flowers, which emit a most

delicious perfume, being used in Ceylon as oflerings

in the Buddhist temples. Here in Java these trees are

used for native burial grounds, and little groups of

them with their weird pale branches and almost leaf-

less twigs, that give them at certain seasons of the year

a somewhat spectral appearance, form conspicuous

objects in the interior of the island and always indicate

the presence of a Javanese cemetery. Here, however,

it is useful to the botanist, on account of its branching

habit and the moderate shade it affords throughout

the year. It would be useless to attempt to enumerate

any of the beautiful or rare species of Orchids

gathered from every part of the the globe that are to

be met with here. Two or three specimens of the

gigantic Grammatophyllum, the largest of all the

Orchid family, and some 12 or 15 feet in length,

may be seen growing in the fork of a tree, or in other

favourable situations.

Further on is a plot containing a valuable collection

of the little family of Nutmegs (Myristicete), some of

which attract attention through the striking contrast

of their dense deep green foliage with the straw colour

of their ripe fruit. Here, as in Singapore and

Malacca for the last year or two, as I was informed,

a disease, due to some unexplained cause, has all but

totally destroyed the crops, and left the owners of

Nutmeg plantations almost in despair. Whether this

is due to a gradual weakening of the tree, caused by

successive unpropitious seasons, or to some parasite

poisoning the juices, is not known, but as plants

growing on the rich lands of Java havesuffered equally

with those on the poor soil of Singapore, it clearly

cannot be the result of the exhaustion of the fruitful

properties of the ground. Not far from the Nutmegs,
and overhanging a small Lily pond, is a very fine

specimen of Ficus and an enormous Dipierocarpus

trinervis, the resin of which smeared on Banana
leaves the Javanese use for torches. Here, too, is the

rapid growing Albizzia moluccana, which has lately

come into use as a shade tree for Coffee. The repre-

sentatives of the lofty Dipleraceii;, Artocarpus (Bread-

fruit), and lovely flowered Lagerstrcemias, amongst
the former of which may be mentioned the famous
Borneo Camphor trees (Uryobalanops Camphora) and
other handsome tropical forest trees, are too numerous
to mention. The only portion of the garden whicli

seems to show any want of attention is that which
frequently and undeservedly obtains the most in other

parts of the world, viz., the fernery. Here these

plants seem to be looked on as necessary but vtiy
humble occupants of the garden, and their presence
appears to be rather tolerated than desired. A care-

fully arranged fernery, such as that at Peradeniya, could
not fail to enhance the beauty of the garden by reliev-

ing the sameness of its scientific arrangement, and at

the same lime it would probably be a spot of more
general interest to the public than those which are

occupied by more valuable but less known plants.

R. Abbay.

PLANT HOUSES.
Greenhouse Hard-wooded Plants.—Azaleas.

The earliest flowered Azaleas that were forced during
the winter, and were, after blooming, at once put
in a growing temperature, will by this have finished
their growth and matured their flower- buds so far
that it will be time lo remove them into the coolest
place that can be afforded them. In the management
of these plants many growers turn them out-of-doors
when their growth is about completed, but before
the buds are set, through a supposition that if this is

not done with those plants that have flowered early,
they will come into bloom the ensuing \; inter bi for;
they are wanted ; yet there need be no misgiving on
that head, as they will bear submitting to considerable
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heat for a long time, before any impression would be

raade so as to affect them in this way. Those who
have never tried the effects produced by keeping

Ihem in a moist, warm growing atmosphere until the

buds are up so as to be visible, plump and hard,

would do well to try the difference this treatment

would effect in the size and brilliancy of the flowers

and general health of the plants, as the turning-out

process acts as a complete check to root-action when it

is just at its height, and fall exposure has a

similar effect upon the young immature leaves. In

fact Azaleas are very much belter never put out in the

open air at all. Where there is the convenience of a

north house that can be thrown open and kept cool,

the earliest plants may be moved into it. If this is

not available, a few spare lights may be fixed up
temporarily at the north side of a wall, so as to cover

them overhead, leaving the sides open, and supplying

Ihera regularly with v/ater ; here they will get a

thorough rest, and remain until the time comes for

taking them in in the autumn, with their flower-buds

advanced perceptibly.

Camellias that have made growth early, and the

hloom-buds have got to a considerable size, must not

be allowed to remain too long in a house where they

will make much progress for some time, or they will

come in too early, as when allowed to remain in heat

until the buds have got large, whilst the weather is still

hot, there is no keeping them back. In this way I have
seen a good portion of a collection come prematurely
into flower during September, when they were not

wanted, with, as a matter of course, a deficiency later

on, when they should have been in. A north house
will just answer for them ; if they cannot be accom-
modated in such a place as this some provision similar

to that advised for the Azaleas should be made, for

full exposure in all weathers in the open air is even
more injurious to them than to Azaleas. Camellias that

flowered late and have now completed their growth,
just showing their flower-buds, are in the best pos-

sible condition for potting ; if more root-room is

needed moving at this stage will not in the slightest

interfere with their flowering, as if simply kept in a

cool house and shaded from the sun after shifting they

will go on rooting freely into the new soil until

autumn is considerablyadvanced ; meantime the bloom-
bu<ls will keep on swelling as if nothing had occurred,

which they would not do if moved when they had got

larger, the effect of which would most likely be to

cause the whole to fall off". See that the bulbs are

thoroughly moist before potting ; do not keep the tops

of the balls too high in the pots, and ram the new soil

quite firm.

Soft-wooded Greenhouse Plants. — Early-

flowering Pelargoniums that have been turned out-of-

doors to ripen their wood after blooming, should be
well exposed to the sun and kept rather short of water
to hasten the hardening process, when they may be
cut down and placed in frames or pits, and kept a

little close with no water, except daily syringing over-

head until after they have broken, when a little may be
given. Campanula pyramiJalis that has been raised

from seed should receive every attention to encourage
growth, for on the progress the plants make during this

season depends their flowering next year, more than
upon anything that can be done for them the coming
spiing. Do not keep them too long in small pots so

as to let the roots get matted ; at the same time it is

not well to over-pot. Where these plants are increased

by suckers they should be taken off as soon as they
have got large enough ; put them singly in small pots,

keep moist and covered with a bell-glass or hand-
light until rooted ; then gradually expose them to

the full air of the house. Cyclamens.—Keep young
plants of these in a healthy growing atmosphere ;

they do not like it in anything approaching a
dry state, which makes them liable to the attacks

of red-spider and aphides, which in a very short

time destroy their leaves, often. doing irreparable

mischief before they are noticed, unless they are

sought after and killed. Cyclamens do not like full

exposure to the sun, but must have enough light

and air to keep their leaves from getting drawn. Old
plants that have flowered through the winter and spring

should not, as is often done, be now left in a compara-
tively neglected state, or suffered to stand exposed to

the sun, and frequently to get dry, when the leaves

quickly die off altogether, which is anything but desir-

able. Frames at the north side of a wall are the most
suitable situation for them, with the lights tilted night

and day, attending to them with water as they need it,

and keeping the ashes on which they stand moist.

They do not like, nor will they bear a dry atmosphere.

T. Baines,

Opxhids.—Though all things in regard to a well-

prepared soil, a watchful and regular supply of water
at the roots, a carefully regulated atmosphere as far

as heat and moisture are concerned, with a due regard

to shading and the admission of fresh air, are given
and maintained in the different divisions of the Orchid-
houses, it will nevertheless be found th.it there are

some individuals that will not make the progress that

is wished, nor show such desirable results of the treat-

ment they receive, as it might consistently have been
hoped they would exhibit. This arises doubtless

from the conditions in which they are grown being

so very different to those under which they are found

in their native habitats—which latter, by-the-bye, are

often so very imperfectly known by us, and thus at

times we are apt to place the plants in such a position

and make the surroundings such that, instead

of help and assistance being rendered, the effect

and results are altogether of an opposite character.

Under these conditions the plant struggles against its

influences, and in many instances becomes consider-

ably weakened, and gradually gets less by the loss of

vigour. If any show signs similar to those indicated,

it will be advisable, now that the season of activity

and growth are present, to try some other conditions

which vary in some particulars from those that have
hitherto been given. Sometimes a change of position

in the house—taking a plant from the back stage, and
standing it on the front, or from one end of the

stage to the other—will bring about the result

we may have in view ; and when this is con-

sidered a moment or two it may, perhaps, not

be quite so strange as at first it would appear
to be.

For instance, let us take a span-roof house with

plants on the stages, blocks hanging round on the

sides, and baskets again suspended from the roof,

chiefly over the pathways, each and all expected to do
well—the very fact that the plants are where they are

should lead us to infer that the effect through the

direct rays of the sun upon some in the morning will

be different to such as are at the other end or back,

and get the direct rays towards evening, or none at

all. Or again, altering the position of a block so that

instead of the back of the block being hung to the

south it is placed so that the plant may be towards

the sun at mid-day, will often be found to be most
beneficial ; or taking a plant from the back of the

centre.stage and standing it on the front, where the

heart of the plant may naturally be towards the sun-

light, will many a time quite alter the vigour of the

plant, and though such aid may appear trifling

and small, it will be better to avail oneself of

any assistance that can be obtained, than lose

the benefit of it by neglecting it. Again, there

are some plants—and these need not be specified

here, since it cannut be proved that such plants every-

where are found in the same condition, still, there

will always be some—that seem as if they would not

grow in a pot, do whatever we may with them. Where
such is the case place them in a pan or b.. -ket and
suspend them from the roof or fasten them on to a

block, where, by the roots being uncovered, a greater

amount of water is required and given, and what was
a weak and puny plant in a pot often btc^iuts

vigorous and much more healthy ; whilst by being

suspended from the roof or sides the atmosphere in

some degree must be different to that about the

stages, and whether the air or moisture, or less of

soil about the roots, or all combined, the altered

condition in the majority of cases indicates plainly

that the plant is receiving something that previously

it was pining for. //''. Swati, Falloiofield.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Pines.—Adverse circumstances through the spring

and early summer months at times considerably

retard the ripening period of these, so much so that,

where but limited accommodation for the purpose is

provided, the lack of space necessitates the post-

ponement of shifting the plants into the fruiting pots

until a portion of the fruiting ones can be removed
elsewhere. Under these conditions, wilh plants which
are required to fruit at an early period next summer,
the use of larger pots than those of 9 inches in

diameter should be avoided, as in these, with the

agency of a brisk bottom-heat of about 95° at

the base, the pots will speedily be well tilled

with roots, and a perfectly developed growth be

much sooner attained, which is most desirable.

As Pine-houses or pits become vacant the opportunity

of thoroughly cleansing them should be seized ; it is

highly indispensable, in order to exterminate the

numerous insect pests which always more or less

abound in them. The same materials will, wilh

additions, serve for plunging in for several seasons,

but still the practice of completely removing such

every year is commendable. Suckers on summer fruiting

plants, which are cut, should be removed and inserted

in 5-inch pots, and be started at once in a bed pos-

sessing a bottom-heat of about go"; water these when
Ihey are potted, and repeat it as often as they become
dry : a slight sprinkling on summer afternoons and
shading from powerful sunshine are both indispensable

to the securing of successful results: Let the directions

as to the treatment of other stocks be continued in

the manner recorded in the Pine Calendar for the

loth ult, Geo, Thos. Miks, Wycombe AbUy,

Melons.—Where very late Melons are a necessity

seeds of some free-setting kind should be sown without

delay. These plants should be grown and fruited in

pots in a pit well supplied with hot-water pipes for

lop and bottom heat ; and although artificial heat will

not be needed for some time its application will be
found of great value when the fruit is swelling off and
ripening. Remove exhausted plants, and replace with

clean, healthy stock for fruiting in September, Grow
on freely without fire-heat for some time, always bear-

ing in mind that the Melon requires a bottom-heat of

85* to 90% otherwise the fruit (particularly in the

autumn, when the nights become cold) is very likely

to prove deficient in flavour. Directions laid down
for the management of early Melons will also apply
to these, wilh the exception of atmospheric moisture,

which must be gradually reduced as the days decrease

in length and brightness. Nearly all the Melons in

cultivation are good if properly treated, but the sudden
decline of bottom-heat when the fruit is ripening is

frequently the cause of many of our finest old varieties

filling into disrepute. Up to the present time the

weather has been favourable to Melons in dung pits

and frames. Attend to the usual routine of stopping

and training. Finish earthing with good turfy loam,

which must be firmly rammed. Impregnate all female

blo:;soms, and keep up the bottom-heat by turning

and adding freiih fermenting material to the linings.

IV. Coleman.

Orchard-houses.—In the hot weather now pre-

vailing unremitting attention will be required as to

the watering of the roots of all the fruit trees grown
in pots in these structures. On very hot days a little

shading of some kind will help to avoid too much
watering ; and if as much air as can be given be com-

bined with the damping of the paths and stages, this

will likewise to a certain extent save watering, and
preserve a healthier atmosphere around the trees.

Where the early varieties of Peaches, such as the

Early Beatrice and Early Louise, are grown in pots,

they will soon be colouring and ripening their fiuit,

and some caution is required in watering when the

fruit is getting ripe. When loo much watering at the

roots is given, the flavour of the fruit will be dete-

riorated, while keeping the soil in the pots too dry

will likewise cause the fruit to be inferior. Each tree

in that stage should therefore be kept moderately dry

before it is watered, and when the young shoots begin

to flag, then a watering will be seen to be necessary.

When Cherries are grown in pots, and the fruit is all

gathered, the trees should be removed to the open air,

as the young shoots are very subject to the black

aphis ; and when attacked, this pest may be extir-

pated by syringing the trees with soap-suds or a solu-

tion of Gishurst. The mining grubs oflen attack the

leaves of Apiicols and Plums, and they will be easily

detected by the leaves being rolled up when they may
be crushed by the finger and thumb, IVilliam Tillcfy.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Owing to the absence of fruit on the majority of

fruit trees there would appear to be a greatly increased

tendency to a luxuriant growth of wood, and this,

although requiring to be severely checked in most

instances, may in most cases, and especially in that of

wall fruit trees, be taken advantage of by removing
some of the old and probably much exhausted wood,
and filling up the vacancies thus caused by younger

shoots, which should be encouraged to grow and not

be too severely stopped. In this manner, if performed

with care, an old exhausted tree maybe so refurnished

as to become comparatively'young again. Trees, how-
ever, which are sufficiently well furnished must be

constantly submitted to the regular routine of stop-

ping, as before recommended. The trainiiig-in of

wall trees must be diligently followed up at this sea-

son ; if allowed too much top-growth they oflen get

very much displaced by high winds, and the

result is bruised and broken shoots, inducing

gumming and a host of evils. Where birds

are plentiful the protection of the ripening

fruit will be a constant source of anxiety, and
it is imperative that it should be constantly followed

up, as it is incredible to most persons what an amount
of fruit will be either destroyed or rendered useless in

a few days by birds : we use i-inch mesh netting,

4 yards wide, which affords sufficient protection from

all the more destructive fruit-eating birds. Before

covering up the Currants and Gooseberries all over-

luxuriant shoots should be spurred back and the

remainder tipped. Currants and Gooseberries trained

on walls with a northern aspect—which by the way is

by far the best plan of securing a late supply—must
have all the side shoots spurred -ia pretty close, the

leaders trained in, and for the present a covering of

I -inch mesh netting will be best; but later on, if wasps

become troublesome, scrim canvas or Haythorn's

hexagon netting should be substituted over the

Currants, Do not forget to layer a sufficient supply

of Strawberry runners for the next season ; the plants

are very fine both in growth and fruit-bearing this

season, and strong early runners are easily obtained.

Keep the lateral shoots of Vines well stopped back,

so that there may be no obstmctionto the free passage

of light and heat to the main fruit-bearing shoots.

John Cox, Rcdhaf.
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SATURDAY, JULY 15, 1S76.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

Wednegdav, July 19

f Royal HorticuItuT

J Kruit and Floral

\ Scientific Comm
( Summer SI10W (t

ral Society : Meeting ol

1 Committees, at ii A.M. ;

Committee, at i P.M. Great
how (two days).

July 21 —Thornton Heath Flower Show (two days).

ABOUT this lime last year we had occasion

to congratulate Mr. W. G. Smith on his

important discoveries relating to the POTATO
Disease, and we also expressed our gratifica-

tion that the discovery should have been brought

forward at the Royal Horticultural Society in a

period of its deepest depression. We did so

because we considered Mr. Smith's paper

in keeping with the best traditions of the

Society, which has declined just in propor-

tion as it has quitted its legitimate functions

— the promotion of horticulture pure and
simple—and sought to curry favour with the

world of fashion, who care not one jot for

the real objects of the Society. Be this as it

may, it is quite certain that the warmest con-

gratulations were due to Mr. Worthington
Smith. It was, however, not to be expected that

his conclusions would be allowed to pass without

challenge. It would have been a great pity

—

not to say utterly unscientific—if objections had
not been raised. In an inquiry so difficult and
so delicate, the ipse dixit of no man should be

accepted. Accordingly we learnt, with very

great interest, that no less eminent an investi-

gator than M. De Bary, of Strasburg, had
entered the lists against Mr. Smith. Our
English mycologist might well quail before the

onset of so renowned an antagonist—a man
whose previous researches and whose scientific

eminence rendered anything that fell from him
peculiarly worthy of attention. When, there-

fore, it was seen that M. De Bary's conclusions

Were decidedly adverse to Mr. Smith we could

but withhold our judgment. iM. De Bary's

paper appeared in the Journal of the Royal

Agricultural Society; its main points were

lucidly explained by Mr. Carruthers at the

Linnean Society, and we ourselves gave a short

abstract of the learned Professor's views.

In this country, those best qualified to judge,

(and in such a matter there are but few

whose opinion is of any weight), while feel-

ing convinced that Mr. Smith was in all prob-

ability right, yet recognised that he had only

inferentially, not fully proved his case. They
therefore urged him to pursue his researches,

and especially to meet the objection that

he had not grown the fungus continuously

through all its stages. Up to that time he

had at one time seen this fragment, at another

time that fragment, and he had pieced them

together to his own satisfaction and to that

of most of those best entitled to judge. Still,

the evidence was not perfectly conclusive. It

was open to criticism, and no more formidable

critic could have been found than Professor De
Bary. Since that time Mr. Smith has been

at work almost night and day. He has watched

the growth of the fungus in all its stages con-

tinuously, and he has, we are emboldened to

say, fully proved his case. The details of his

discovery were given in our last issue. There

it may be seen that the resting-spore has been

seen in some cases giving origin to zoospores,

or moving seeds, which serve to propagate the

plant ; in other cases to spawn, on which bud-

spores are formed, these bud-spores themselves

breaking up sometimes into zoospores. Now
one doubt that was raised was whether the

resting-spore seen by Mr. Smith and, as it

turned out, by others previous to him, was

really that of the Potato fungus. De Bary
and others said No. But when the resting-

spore is seen to germinate and to produce what
is unquestionably the Potato fungus, then there
can be no longer doubt in the matter.

Another class of critics, those who cry

cui bono, are scarcely worth attention. The
fact that they do not see the practical benefit

that may arise from the unravelling of the life-

history of the fungus which causes the Potato
disease, will happily not retard the development
of the practical value of the discovery one iota.

By all thoughtful men it will be recognised as

of first-class importance to know thoroughly the

real nature of the disease. That known, then
the practical man can usefully mould his course,

and leave the hap-hazard and conjectural for

the sure basis of fact. At any rate he will soon
be in a position to measure the extent of his

powers, to know what he can do, and what he
cannot. Mr. Smith has shown that under
certain conditions the fungus assumes certain

forms—at other times others. What are those

conditions ? Here the practical man can most
advantageously co-operate.

Sometimes, for instance, as Mr. Smith has
shown, the resting-spores, instead of growing
in any way, break up into dust—decompose, in

fact. Now if we could only be sure what causes
produced this destruction of the spores, we
might have the key to the extirpation of the
Potato disease in our own hand. We need say no
more on this subject now, as Mr. S,mith's last

paper (p. 10) has really put the matter "in so

clear a light that a little patience is all that is

required to enable any one to know what is the

real course followed by the pest, at least in the
laboratory.

The whole affair offers a curious com-
mentary on the question of the endowment
of research that has been under considera-
tion lately. The Royal Agricultural Society,
or rather Lord Cathcart, it may be remem-
bered, first of all offered prizes for a series

of essays on the Potato disease ; numerous
essays were sent in, not one of which met the
requirements of the Society's advisers : then
Professor De B.\ry was subsidised to investi-

gate the matter further. To this there could only
be the perhaps sentimental objection raised, that

the courtesy of consulting our own authorities,

not even including i\Ir. Berkeley, was not
paid. Professor De Bary was a most com-
petent authority, and one of whom we would
not speak but with respect. He contributed a
paper of much interest to the Society's Journal,
but he can hardly be said in it to have advanced
our knowledge of the life-history of the Potato
fungus.

We can only suggest to the Royal Agricul-
tural Society that, seeing the inability of its

sister Society to do aught in the matter, she
should, if there is any unexpended balance in

the Prize Essay Fund or otherwise, recognise
substantially the patient and disinterested

labours of Mr. W. G. Smith.

We have great pleasure in announcing, for the

information of orchidologists, that the rare and ex-

ceedingly interesting Vanda Lowii, or Renan-
THERA Lowii, as it is sometimes called, is now
in flower in the small but very choice collection

of Orchids belonging to H. G. Elliott, Esq.,

The Crescent, Downs Park Road, Clapton. The
plant is a comparatively small one, having only
thirteen leaves, but it is in fine health, and has thrown
out a spike of flowers about 5 feet long, on which are

twenty of its curious reddish brown and irregu-

larly barred flowers, and two at the base, of a

tawny yellow colour, spotted with crimson. This
singular production of two totally ditferent kinds
of flowers on the same spike, coupled with its rarity

and its extreme shyness in flowering, renders the plant

at once one of rare interest to Orchid growers, many
of whom have never had the good fortune to flower it.

The plant is so seldom seen and so little heard of,

that we need not apologise for stating that it

was originally found in Borneo by Mr, Hugh Low,
of the Clapton Nursery, in 1846, and was described

in this journal on April 10, 1S47. It was Mr. Low's
wish that the plant should be called Vanda Lindley-

ana, but Dr. LiNDLEY thought that the name of its

discoverer, before all others, should be associated with
such a very remarkable plant. Writing from Sarawak
on Jan. 12, 1846, Mr. Low says :

—"As I saw it

nothing could have exceeded it in beauty ; about
200 of its branches were hanging horizontally from

the main stem of a large tree, from each of which
depended two, three, or four |chains of flowers, each

10 feet in length, and sometimes 12 feet." The plant

has not flowered many times in this country—how
many we cannot exactly say ; but Mr. Williams,
in his Orchid Crown's Manual, mentions two
instances—once in Dr. Ainsworth's collection

at Lower Broughton, and again in Mr. J.
H. Fernley's collection at Didsbury, both near

Manchester. To these we may add a plant which
produced a spike nearly 8 feet long, belonging to

Edwin Wright, Esq., of Gravelly Hill, near

Birmingham, and which he exhibited at a meeting of

the Royal Horticultural Society on August 7, i865,

on which occasion Mr. Bateman mentioned having

seen a plant in the late Mr. Rucker's garden at

Wandsworth with no fewer than twelve spikes at one

time, which, owing to their great length, had to be

festooned over the pathway—a position in which they

had a very remarkable and striking appearance.

The exhibition of the Royal Horticultural
Society of Mons, Belgium, was held on July i

(Sunday), when several of the leading Belgian exhi-

bitors displayed their productions, as well as several

French growers, including MM. Linden, Lemon.
nier, Pynaert, Van Geert, Cochet, &c. More
than 10,000 cut Roses were exhibited, forming,

says the Belgian Ncios, the finest collection hitherto

seen in Belgium.

The forthcoming exhibition of the Royal
Horticultural Society on Wednesday and Thurs-
day next at South Kensington will fitly close the present

season of flower shows round London. It promises

to be of more than usual interest to horticulturists ;

Roses, although it is now getting late for them, pro-

mise to be well represented, and in addition to these

and other subjects for which the Society offers prizes,

many of the leading nurserymen are going to exhibit

large collections of miscellaneous plants, after the

manner so nobly done at the corresponding show last

year. Great interest is also attached to the annual

exhibition of the Pelargonium Society, which is held

in conjunction. There is also the great competition

of fruit for Messrs. Veitch & Son's prizes, which
always brings together a fine display ; and, lastly,

there are the vegetables in competition for the prizes

ofiered by Messrs. Carter & Co., Sutton & Sons,

Hurst & Son, &c., which cannot fail to attract

attention. The entries are already numerous, we are

informed, and the show will be held under the great

tents,

The Bedding.out at Combe Abbey, near

Coventry—which has always been done well—is this

year carried out on a very extensive scale. Those who
may have visited Combe will remember the long south
border, and also the border at the lower end of the

gardens, together forming a length of 1000 feet. These
borders have this year been treated with a most
elaborate system of carpet bedding, the efliect of which
in the neighbourhood is quite sensational. In other

parts of the grounds extensive bedding has been com.
pleted successfully. Visitors to Birmingham during

the ensuing show week would do well to pay Combe
a visit, as they will there find many illustrations of
high-class gardening and much of general interest.

Doctors are not the only people who should

look to the clauses of the Vivisection Bill, which
some well-meaning but utterly inconsistent and wrong,
headed enthusiasts are striving to push through Parlia-

ment. No one would uphold reckless wanton cruelty,

least of all the physiologists and doctors, the latter

without exception the most self-sacrificing class of

the com- munity, exposing as they do daily their

lives and those of their families to risks that the

general public know nothing of. To treat the

numerically insignificant experiments of the man
of science when they are undertaken for the

highest objects, not for sport or food, as penal or
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at least as objects of police supervision, is an utter

absurdity on the part of any one who wears a coat of

cloth, not to say a seal-skin jacket or a feather-trimmed

hat, who eats a mutton chop or an oyster, who indulges

in the sport of shooting, hunting, or fishing, or sets

traps for rats, rabbits, or moles. As for the gardeners,

there must be no smoking of houses, no catching of

slugs and snails, no trapping of wood-lice, weevil-,

or earwigs—green-fly, scale, and thrips, must be

allowed to enjoy their lives unmolested. Indeed, as

it is quite impossible to draw the Kne between the

difterent manifestations of life, animal or vegetable,

we may next expect to hear it gravely proposed to be

made a punibhable oflence to cut a Cabbage ; cer-

tainly to prune a Peach tree or pollard a Willow. An
argumoitiim ad absurdu/n, some one will say—and
truly so. All we can reply is, that it is not more pre-

posterous than the proceedings of those who would

allow a frog to be vivisected, but who draw the line

at cats and dogs.

Mr. Bull has the scarce Oncidium curtum
in flower at the present time. It is an interesting

Brazilian species, and has flowers, the sepals and

petals of which are of a brownish shade of colour,

edged with yellow, and the broad labellum is yellow,

edged with brown. The plant was introduced in

1S47, but is rarely met with now. The striking

yellow-flowered Oncidium Marshallianum is also in

bloom in the same establishment, as well as the

primrose-yellow flowered TrichopiHa turialva ; Onci-

dium pulvinatum, with two long spikes ; Odonto-

glossum nebulosum pardinum ; the charming white

Dendrobium barbatulum, which is almost always in

bloom ; and a singularly beautiful little Orchid, with

the terrible name of Kollersteinia Kellneriana.

At the meeting of the Horticultural
Club held on the 5th insL, the following new
members were admitted :—Messrs. Charles Wm,
Morris, King's Lynn ; Thomas Hanbury, Ash-

bur.on House, Croydon, and Palazzo Orengo,

Mentone ; Henry Ormson, King's Road, Chelsea

;

David Syme, Edinburgh, N.B. ; Joseph Broome,

Didsbury, Manchester; and David Allester, Mark
Lane.

Several fine Lilies are now in flower in

Mr. Bull's nursery, including L. Eloomerianum

ocellatum, which grows about iS inches high, and

has flowers of an orange groinid colour, spotted with

crimson ; L. californicum and L. pardalinum, L.

canadense and L. canadense rubrum, the latter having

more red in its colour and being more deeply

spotted than in the typical variety ; L, Humboldt-

ianum, and lliiee varieties which Mr. Bull has

named respectively punctalum, marmoratum, and

maximum ; they differ in size and in the number and

size of their spots.

M. HVACINTHE Rigault has published in

a pamphlet form his short paper on the Culture ov

THE Potato, which appeared oiiginally in La
Gazette des Campagnes. It is only a very brief out-

line, but it is eminently practical, and is simply the

forerunner of a more complete tieatise by the same

author. This pamphlet is mainly devoted to the

early culture of the Marjolin Kidney or Quarantaine.

According to Messrs. Naudin and Decaisne this

variety is of Englibh origin, and was introduced into

France in 1S15, but it was not till about 1S40 that its

merits became known, and then by degrees it came

into general favour. Although there are now several

early varieties superior in many respects, none of them

surpass, or even equal it, in the short period necessary

to bring it to maturity. It makes very short haulm,

and rarely flowers ; but from the figure given in

Decaisne and Naudin's Maundy it cannot be easily

identified with any variety commonly cultivated

in this country now. M. Rigault details the

the mode of culture pursued in growing this variety

on a large scale for market. One thing he specially

insists upon, and that is, allowing the tubeis to form

stout sprouts before planting them. For this purpose

they have special stages, or tiers of shelves, open all

round. He closes with a short list of the most de-

serving varieties, which may interest some of our

readers :—Tetart's Marjolin, described as an excellent

early variety, raised in 1S58 from the old Marjolin,

and sent out about 1866 or 1S67, and only about ten

days later; A feuille d'Ortie (Nettle-leaved), a

variety which it has become the fashion to ask for

;

Royal Kidney, hardy ; Reine de Mai (May Queen),

a very, very productive new variety, known by its

handsome smooth skin ; Early Rose ; Blanchard's,

ou (Eil violet (Blanchard's, or Violet-eye), an early

productivevaiiety of first-rate quality ; Ronde Chauve,

the same as Shaw's Prolific; HoUande Jaune de

Brie, ou la Biie : this variety is one of the most ex-

tensively grown for the markets of Paris ; Xavier,

one of the best-keeping varieties, retaining its good

qualities much lunger than most others ;
Quarantaine

Violette, also a good- keeping variety ; Violette

ronde (Round Violet), an excellent variety for

stews, and very productive ; HoUande rouge

(Red Dutch), an old, but a good-keeping,

mealy variety, not much grown now as it is

particularly liable to disease; Vitelotte ancienne,

an excellent variety for stews, and very much sought

after on account of its quality, but it is a shy bearer,

and is now nearly replaced in the markets by the variety

called Pousse-debout. The latter is a good variety, a

prolific bearer, and a good keeper; it is chiefly used

in salads in Paris.

Those interested in Zonal Pelargoniums
should pay a visit to the Royal Horticultural Society's

garden at Chiswick. A fine collection of pots of

nearly all the newer varieties is now in full bloom,

and also a complete collection of the double and Ivy-

leaved varieties. These latter are particularly inter-

esting, and well worth inspection.

The distribution of the sexes of Stratiotes
ALOlDES has been at different times the object of in-

vestigation of several botanists. Most botanists

describe it as being truly dicecious, but Dr. Hookeii
in his Sdidnils' Flora describes it as subdicecious

;

and Syme {Engiuh Botany^ ed. 2) says it is dioecious

or polygamous. If this be true, there is nothing

particularly remarkable in its distribution. In the

Botanis:he Zeitun^^, Dec. 3, 1S75, there is a report of

a paper on this subject by Dr. ASCHERSON. Nolte,
in his Botanische Bcmerkimgen iiber Stratiotes^ &c.,

published half a century ago, states that the female

plant only was found in Europe between 68° and 55°

N. latitude, though in England this zone stretched

about 2° further south ; and the male plant only in

western Europe between 55^^ and 50'' N. latitude,

and the same in eastern Europe, in the same latitude,

or at all events the female much rarer. It is curious

that neither Bentiiam, Hooker, nor BabingtoN
mention anything about the distribution of the sext- s,

leaving us to infer that both are equally common.
De Vriese {Over de geographische Verspreldhig von

Stratiotes oloides) adopts Nolte's views, with some

modifications. He says that the female plant pre-

ponderated in Holland, and in the middle of North Ger-

many the two sexes were about equally represented,

whilst in Hungary and Russia only the male occurred.

Dr. AscHERSON says he cannot accept the views put

forward by De Vriese altogether, but that according

to the latest botanical works and inquiries made only

the female plant is found in Scandinavia and the

British Islands. But he admits that Leiguton's
description of the pollen [Flora of Shtopshire) has not

the appearance of having been borrowed without

acknowledgment. On the other hand no distinct

zones exist for the sexes as supposed by Nolte and

De Vriese. Professor Eiciiler observed male plants

last autumn at Flen^burg : it has also been reported

from Lille. Professor Kekner found only female

plants in the Velenezer Lake, near Stuhlwei?senburg,

and both sexes near Szolnok, &c. Dr. Ascherson
is of opinion that it is introduced in many localities,

and, like Elodea canadensis, it has increased by non-

sexual propagation ; and he does not consider that it

has been proved that the solitary staminodes of the

females occasionally develope real anthers. From
our investigations it would appear that the male plant

is altogether rarer than the female or hermaphrodite

form.

A correspondent of the Times^ writing from

Saltford, Bristol, on the Edelweiss, says that there

was some correspondence last year respecting the

probability of the alpine flower Edelweiss (Gnapha-

Hum Leontopodium) flouri^-hing when transplanted

to a low-lying situation. In August, 1874, not far

above the Baths of Bormio, on the Stelvio Pass,

the writer met with some roots of the plant, wliich

he transferred to his garden, and it is now in full

bloom, fourteen flowers on one root. It has been

exposed all the winter, the severity and long- con-

tinuance of which seem to have suited it. This

garden is not 50 feet above the sea ; while its former

home was about 6000 feet above sea level.

At the recent examination for Doctor of

Science at the University of London, Mr. Edward
AvELiNG passed in Vegetable Physiology,

One of the characteristics of the Apocynace*
is the presence of a milky juice, which solidifies and
forms caoutchouc. This Bornean, or Sumatran
Caoutchouc, or rubber, is yielded by Urceola

elastica, the quantities of which, as well as of ordi-

nary gutta-percha, have been decreasing of late years,

owing to the destructive process by which they are

procured from the trees, which are rapidly diminish-

ing in number in all districts easily accessible. But

besides the Urceola, the other rubber-producing

plants belonging to the Apocynece are species of

Vahea, producing Madagascar rubber, Landolphia,

that of West Africa, and Hancomia speciosa, that of

Pernambuco, while species of Willughbeia and

Carissa also yield caoutchouc. The supplies from
:

these sources are not large or constant as compared
|

with that of Para (Hevea, spp.), or of the East Indies
1

(Ficus elastica). Judging, however, from some recent 1

reports on the trade of various districts in Brazil, it

would seem that the Hancomia is capable of yielding

much larger supplies of rubber than have hitherto

been obtained. The tree is known under the common
names of Mangaba, Mangaiba, Mangabiba, or

Mangabeira. It seems that the produce market of

Aracaty has been for some months largely supplied

with a valuable kind of indiarubber, nearly equal in

quantity to the Para rubber. It is said that, if the

people in the interior where the milk of the tree is

gathered knew how to prepare the rubber properly

from the juice or milk, the preparing of it for the

market would no doubt soon be followed by improve-

ment, and, in consequence, no doubt, enhanced

prices. The rubber already fetches a higher price

than any other produce yet brought into the market

of Aracaty. The country where the indiarubber is

gathered and prepared is distant about 160 English

miles from Aracaty, and the trees which render the

valuable milk cover a hilly district of 36 leagues

length, and about 4 leagues breadth. The Hancomia
is also found abundantly in Bahia, and quantities of

rubber are produced ; the Seringueira (Hevea brasili-

ensis) is, however, the rubber plant far excellence^

and it is wiih satisfaction that we learn that the trees

aie so abundant that the consumption of a century

will not extinguish the plant. From Guayaquil, how-

ever, comes a less favourable report ; the rubber here

is produced by an Artocarpeous tree (Castilloa elas-

tica), and the report states that the quantity is daily

decreasing ; from the custom of cutting down the trees

to collect the juice, and the Government having im-

posed an export duty of 6 dollars per quintal, the

collection of the rubber does not offer sufficient profit

to the collectors, who have to penetrate much deeper

into the forests in search of the trees.

The Council of the Royal Caledonian Horti*

cultural Society having resolved to award the Neill
Prize every second year, in place of every third year,

as formerly, they have awarded the same (or the

period from May 15, 1S74, to May 15, 1S76, to Isaac

Andekson-Henry, Estj., of Woodend, for eminence

in botany and hoiticulture. A more worthy recipient

could not have been found.

Tripoli, in Syria, celebrated at all times for

its silk production, is also noted for its agricultural

products. Its orchards and gardens are described as

being very productive and valuable ; they are plenti-

fully watered, and yield almost every kind of fruit

knuwn in Syiia. Owing to the delicacy of these

fruits, and the want of rapid means of commimication
with other markets, they are to be had in the season

for the merest trUle. Of these gardens the orangeries

form a principal portion, and the fruit which they

yield enjoys a just celebrity in the country. For
some years the export of Oranges and Lemons to

Odessa and Constantinople has been acquiring an in-

creasing importance, and proprietors of gardens have

found it advantageous to give attention to the cultiva-
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tion of this fruit, to the neglect of the Mulberry,

which has not been satisfactory of late years. Irre-

spective of the merchant, the Orange trade is a

valuable resource to the town, as giving employment

to large numbers of persons for gathering, packing,

and box-making. The fruit is packed in boxes of from

250 to 3C0 each. During the season 1S74-75,

28,600 boxes were exported from Tripoli, and this

thows a considerable falling-off, indicating symptoms

of an overdone trade. The value of this product was

ettimated approximately at from /5o,ooo to ;!^ 60,000.

This amount, it must be understood, represents the

revenue of all the fruit orchards and gardens of Tri-

poli. Extensive Olive groves exist, which are the

source of great revenues to the town. The average

annual yield is about 1,500,000 okes, equivalent to

409,000 gallons, the value of which is estimated at

froni ^55,000 to ;,^6o,ooo. The gathering of the

Olives lakes place in November and December, and

finds employment for numbers of women and boys

from all parts of the neighbouring mountains. Each

labourer receives for a day's work a small measure of

Olives. The fruit which has fallen from the trees

either from over-ripeness or shaken off by the wind is

firt)t gathered, afterwards the trees are beaten. In

seasons when heavy rains come on before the time of

ingathering, large quantities of Olives are washed

away, and are carried by the streams to the sea,

whence they are again washed up on to the thore. At
these times numbers of poor people may be seen

gleaning all along the seaboard, and many eke out a

scanty livelihood thereby. The value of olive oil has

coniiJerably depreciated in Tripoli since the introduc-

tion of petroleum. Some twelve years since, previous

to that time, olive oil was almost universally employed

for lighting ; it is now entirely superseded for this

purpose by the more brilliant and less expensive

mineral oil, which has found its way into every village

in Syria. The export of olive oil has also entirely

fallen away during the last few years. About two-

thirds of the quantity produced in the district is used

in the manufacture of soap, for which Tripoli has

some reputation, the quantity manufactured annually

being about 6,000,000 okes. It is exported to Egypt,

Barbary, and various parts of Syria.

In a communication to the Auckland Institute

(New Zealand), Mr. D. May states that the following

are some of the trees best adapted for streets and

avenues in that latitude (about 37° S.) :—Populus

fastigiata, Ulmus campestiis, Tilia europccA, Acer

Tseudo-platanus, Ailantus glandulosa, Virgilia

capensis, and Acacia Melanoxylon. In the discussion

that ensued some advocated evergreens and the in-

digenous trees, whilst others supported Mr. Hay's

recommendation. Dr. Pukchas considered that for

street planting deciduous trees were preferable to

evergreens, although he would not object to see ever-

greens mixed with them. lie was also of opinion

that some of the New Zealand trees might be pre-

served, but many of them could not resist the

advances of civilisation, and, like the native birds,

would in time almost entirely vanish. But

this view of the early extinction of the indigenous

tree? was not generally entertained. At a subsequent

n ceting Jlr. Dyson recommended planting some

new streets in course of formation with Limes, Chest-

nuts, and Weeping Willows, Should these recom-

mciulations be adopted, in a few years, what with the

rapilly spreading British weeds, and the appearance

of Kurope'^ii trees in the streets, the towns and their

neighbourhoods will present a picture of the Old

Country. It seems a pity that the native vegetation

should recede before introduced species ; but there is

no help for it if the latter prove more useful. We
are glad to note that several of the members who took

part in the 'discussion spoke of the importance of

plantinj.^, and the enactment of forest laws.

A glance at the contents of the three first

pait^ of the first volume of the new series of the

Vcrhandluvgen des Naturhistorisch Mcdicim^chen

J'i-rehis zu Heidelberg Induces us to place on record

here the articles of interest to the botanist, especially

as it is one of those journals seldom seen in this

country. The first is by Hermann Bauke, on the

development of the spores of the Cyatheac£:?e, a short

pnper of four pages. In general the germination of

this group of Ferns follows the same course as in the

I
Polypofliacc-cc. Ad. Mayer contributes a preliminary

article on the absorption of ammonia by plants

through their above-ground parts. He summarises

as follows :—Widely different plants investigated with

this view exhibited the capability of taking up,

through their above-ground parts, both gaseous and

dissolved carbonic acid ammonia, and of utilising it

in forming their substances. A normal or healthy

growl h of a plant seems impossible when nitrogenous

food is excluded from its roots. Dr. LUDWIG Koch
follows wilh a short account of the germination,

growth, and development of the embryo of the

CuiCutacece. Dr. Pfitzer contributes a summary of

the results of McNab's experiments on the movement
of water in plants. M. W. Kuhne writes on the

behaviour of various organic and the so-called un-

formed ferments ; and Dr. L. Kocii on the develop-

ment of the seeds of the Orobanchacea?. A. VoN
WoLKOFF records the results of his researches on the

absorption of light by chlorophyll solutions. The
only other paper of note is by Adolf Mayer, on the

exhalation of oxygen by pi ants in the absence of

carbonic acid ! In the course of some protracted

investigations on the functions of organic acids in

plants the writer states that he stumbled upon a

remarkable fact, quite at variance with one of the

hitherto universally accepted maxims of vegetable

physiology.

THE PLAINE DES PALMISTES,
ILE DE LA REUNION (BOURBON).
The Plain of the Palmistes is an elevated terrace

of some extent (viz., 4715 hectares^ 11,660 acres), at

an altitude of 3050 feet above the sea-level. It is

situated in a natural amphitheatre of basaltic heights,

and is open to the north-east in the direction of

St. Benoit.

This plain is bounded at the south-west by the still

more elevated Plaine des Cafres (50CO ft.), to which

access is attained by a steep pass, called La Grande
Monlce, from which the view on p. 77 (fig. 22) is

taken. The mountain on the left is named the Ilette

de Patience, at the foot of which is the largest lake in

Bourbon, Le Grand Etang (555 acres = 225 hectares),

not visible from this point, and the portion of the

surrounding heights which form the north-east ex-

tremity of the amphitheatre are called Les Mornes St.

Francois. The plain is drained by the Riviere Seche,

which runs into a ravine near St. Benoit. A smalt

village (St. Agathe) is in the centre of the plain, which

forms a subdivision in the commune of Saint-Benoit,

and its inhabitants numbered 1737 in 1S60.

The mean temperature of this elevated plain is

16". 5 Ctnt.(^ Ga^Fahr.), and it is occasionally visited

by fro.>t. The winds are irregular, on account of

the vai ieJ currents produced by the neighbouring

mountains. Rain falls during the whole twenty-four

hours for forty-seven days in the year, and partl:.l

rain fur 141 days in the year : leaving 177 days with-

out rain, but not wiihuut dew. This is a less rain-

fall than at the coast. The plain is now extensively

cultivated, and, as its name implies, upon the heights

of the amphitheatre or cirt/ue in which it is embraced,

is to be found in profusion the Cabb.ige Palmiste.

There are several descriptions of this Palmiste which

produce the delicious comestible, which is prepared

and eaten both as a cooked vegetable and as salad and

pickle. There are three edible Arecas, viz., alba,

crinita, and rubra. The cabbage of the Areca

lutescens is reputed poisonous (?) ; fortunately the

Palmiste poison is easily recognisable, both from its

handsome glaucous tint and the bitter taste of its

It is in the upper part of this climatic zone that the

lovely Cyatheas dwell, in all their beauty. These

elegant Tree Ferns are in great abundance, and com-

prise Cyathea excelsa, C. borbonica, C. glauca, and

C. canaliculata (?). Innumerable Orchids clothe the

boughs and trunks of the forest trees, and from one of

them, Angrn^cum fragrans, is made a itsanue^ whose

aioma is said to be superior to the best tea, and it is

used medicinally for afTections of the chest.

"Fougcies et orchiddes, voila ce qui constitue la

physionomie de notre ile," says Wm, Maillard of the

Bourbon flora. In these forests are found plenty of

small lemurs or "makes" (Lemur Mongoz), which have

been introduced into the island from Madagascar,

and have given their name to an elevated tract called

the Plaine des iMakes.

It may be noted that in Mauritius the Arecas have

nearly disappeared, and the Chou Palmiste is a rare

vegetable. In Bourbon, for every tree cut down for its

cabbage a young tree is planted, and so the supply is

kept up. These notes, and the accompanying illus-

tration, may furnish useful hints to growers of stove

plants. S. P. Oliver, Capt, 22d Brigade li.A.^

Pallant House, Havani, Hants*

THE DECAY OF FRUITS.
At a recent meeting of the Geselbchaft nalur-

forsihcndcii Framdc zu Berlin, Dr. Brefeld reported

the results of his investigations on the decay of

fruits. lie says it is a universally recognised fact

that a rotten Apple will infect a sound one vviih which

it may be in contact. We cannot conceive infection

in the absence of an active agent producing it, and

calling forth and determining the form of this pheno-

menon. These investigations embraced the exami-

nation of rotten fruits of various kinds from the most

widely diverse localities, and at different seasons of

the year. The tissue was invariably found to be

exhausted and withered, the cells had lost their

turgidity, the contents were contracted, and the

cell -sap dispersed in the inter-cellular spaces. With
certain exceptions, alluded to below, Brefeld found

the entire mass of cells permeated in all directions by

the easily seen spawn of fungi, but the threads

were merely interlaced among the cells, never piercing

the cells themselves. The fungi present belong to

very common moulds of two distinct kinds ; one with

broad, dense tubes without partitions, the other with

narrower, frequently septate tubes, both being very

much branched. The former consisted mainly of

Mucor stolonifer, more rarely of M. raceraosus, and

the latter of Botrytis cinerea and Penicdlium glaucum.

There seems to be no doubt that these parasites are

nourished by the cell-sap which has escaped into

the inter-cellular spaces ; but the most important

question for elucidation was whether these fungi are

the cause of decay, or simply accompanying conditions.

To determine this point, several series of experiments

were undertaken wilh the pure fungus and perfectly

sound fruit. Spores were thickly sprinkled over

sound fruit, and, to make the experiment more

conclusive, the spores were conveyed to the fruit in

water, and the fruit afterwards placed under a bell-

glass in a moist atmosphere. As might have been

expected, the fruit remained sound, the spores failing

to germinate altogether, or germinating only very

sparingly. In consequence of the absence of a

nourishing fluid, the spores possessed no power to

attack the tissues of the fruit.

A second series of experiments was instituted, in

which the spores were dipped in a nourishing solution

of fruit pulp, in which they could germinate and form

a mycelium, and this was laid on sound fruit with a

pencil. Soon some of the fruits began to show here

and there, in the least protected places, symptoms of

decay, spreading with varying degrees of rapidity over

the whole fruit. Nothing was easier to observe than

that the penetrating fungus was actually the cause of

the decay. Another set of experiments more fully

proved this to be the case. Some sound Apples were

artiticially wounded, and infected with the spores,

which gresv and spread in the same manner. Other

sound, bruised, but not infected Apples showed no

symptoms of decay. From a large number of expert-

ments it was found that the more unripe the fruit,

and the denser its tissue, the less power- the fungus

had of taking possession of it ; but with the increase

of saccharine matter, and the decrease of acids, the

fruit becomes more susceptible. Unripe fruit arti-

ficially infected with fungus did not decay, as the

fungus did not find a suitable host. Concerning the

relative rate of growth of the fungi named above it

was found that Mucor stolonifer was by far the most

rapid. Pears infected with this fungus become

thoroughly decomposed in a few days, and, strange to

say, no outward trace of it is usually discernible

before the whole interior is destroyed. Now arises

the question. Do fungi always cause the decay of

fruit? This is easily answered in the negative, for

many Pears, and in a still more striking manrrer the

Medlar, exhibit a kind of spontaneous decay, equally

as rapid in its course as is the case where moulds are

present. This kind of decay is what we find in a

"sleepy" Pear and a blet Medlar, ia which, accord-

ing to Brefeld, there is no fungus present. Other-

wise the decomposition of the tissue proceeds in

exactly the same manner in both cases. The fore-

going extracts fully confirm practical experience, and

suggest the means for preventing the spread of these

insidious organisms—the moulds—in the fruit room.
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THE FIG TREE.
We read In Holy Writ (Genesis) that the Lord

God planted a garden of trees pleasant to the sight

and good for food, and besides these two other trees—

the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil, and the Tree

of Life. These last are only named once for all, and

their nature and their history are alike unknown, for

the Eve Apple tree has left no scion, and it would be

vain for explorers to search the uttermost bounds of

creation to find the Tree of Life. In the catalogue of

trees in this garden of God we find the Fig first

called by name, thereby having the place of honour

among trees where all were by unerring wisdom pro-

nounced good. The name of the fruit as well as the

name of the tree in Hebrew is Phag, and in Latin

Ficus. The food supplies of our first parents must

have been derived from the ripe fruit of such as the

Fig and the Vine, and, strange to say, we read in our

own day of miners who are supplied with Figs for

their daily bread in tropical countries.

The sacred volume is full of allusions to the Fig

tree. Isaiah illustrates the fall of the heavenly host

by the simUitude of the leaves falling from the Fig

tree (Isaiah, xxxiv.), and this gives us the true reading

that it was a deciduous and not an evergreen tree, as

many of the Fig genus are. Again, we have the fruit

of the Fig tree used as medicine when the good king

Hezekiah had a lump of Figs laid upon the boil, and

had fifteen years added to his hfe (Isai,->h, xxviii).

David names the destruction of the Vines and of

the Fig trees as one of the greatest calamities that

befel the Egyptians when the locusts devoured every

green thing. We read of peaceful possession pre-

figured by the householder sitting under the shadow

of his Vine and of his Fig tree, none daring to molest

him, showing also that the culture of the Fig was in

those days a common concern of every man ; and

there is little doubt that Naboth's vineyard contained

Fig trees asjwell as Vines, for they seem like twin

plants, mostly going together.

The Fig tree, like the Orange tribe, is seldom

without fruit, either ripe or green, for it often fruits

untimely ; and the doom pronounced by our Lord

upon the truly barren Fig tree is a fearful warning

to every man that he must be fruitful in good works.

I think it was one of Cobbett's dry sayings that when

"nonsense was translated, it was but nonsense still
;"

so we have on good classical authority that in the dog

days certain ladies sacrificed under the Fig trees. I

can only class this and some other items as venerable

in years and most respectable nonsense. The gnats

in classic lore are said to have a hand in the ripening

of Figs, and there is, moreover, the caprification of

Figs equally sublime and of mature age. The goats

(Cabra) are credited with browsing the Vine, and by

that means suggesting to Vine dressers the art of

pruning ; and if the classics are to be in aught believed

caprification included pruning, dressing, and ringing,

and what beside this deponent sayeth not.

The Ficus elastica of indiarubber notoriety, with

its glossy entire leaves of leathery consistency, is a

bold, majestic plant, requiring indoor treatment in

our climate, but useful on account of the amount of

ill-treatment that it will endure in living-rooms, and

still look "blithe and bonnie." It is said to rise to

the height of 20 feet or more in its native Indian

jungle, and with its splendid foliage it must be an

object grand in the extreme. In contrast to this we
have Ficus repens, that creeps like Ivy in our stoves,

clinging to the green moss-covered wall, or to any

moist surface for support.

The Figs are all apetalous. The Indian Fig

(Opuntia), the well-known Prickly Pear, has no con-

nection with the Ficus tribe, although its English

name might mislead. It is, moreover, a plant of some
mark, with a succulent habit, and some thousands of

arrows neatly bundled in its quiver, and the Scottish

motto indicated as plainly on its face as if it were a

veritable Thistle.

I have only seen the Fig tree once in its true

character of a Mushroom-shaped tree at Iledsor

Lodge, the residence of Lord Boston, in the Thames
Valley, in a very sheltered spot, where it bore and
ripened its fruit annually. But I scarcely ever saw a

walled garden of any note in the neighbourhood of

London where there was not a Fig tree in some snug
corner, like some spoiled child doing as it liked. It

is far otherwise where the family really want Figs,

and grow them under glass. At Bicton, in the days
when Mr. James Barnes was gardener there, and, for

aught I know, before and since, Figs fit for a prince

were produced. A writer in the Gardiners' Chronicle

has suggested the idea of turning our Pine stoves into

Fig-houses, on account of the foreign competition and

the low price that Pine-apples command. The Pine

stove is by no means well adapted to grow Figs, for

under glass it riots and runs iwild, unless the roots

are confined to a limited space. As a tree it is diffi-

cult to manage, on account of the thick shade of its

foliage, and the greatest kindness shown to it will

only result in its being a barren Fig tree. When
grown in pots in the orchard-house, where it is not a

fixture, it can readily be accommodated with room

enough ; therefore amateurs should first try Fig

culture in a small way in pots under glass, before

risking the culture of Fig trees out-of-doors.

A plant nearly as hardy as the Peach, and much
more so than the Vine, need not alarm any one at its

cultivation ; but bear in mind that it is not all

plain sailing even with the most experienced

gardeners, for the red-spider is a terrible pest to the

foliage of the Fig indoors, and it will require extra-

ordinary syringing all the time that the fruit is green,

and when the house is clear in winter the Fig bushes

should be well painted with soft soap and sulphur,

and the lime-wash of the walls should also contain a

portion of sulphur. I would not advise any beginner

to put sulphur on his hot-water pipes, as serious

injury has often followed that practice, when the pipes

by any accident have got over-heated. The tenth

part of an inch is called a line, and that is just about

the length of a full private in the battalions of this

rosy corps, whose history must be studied with the

microscope in hand, and his habitation must be made
untenable with wet. One would think that the

coarse rank morsel that a Fig leaf must be, with its

milky juice, would be unpalatable to the red-spider,

but it is not so, for these line militia, in their scarlet

uniform, are often able and always willing to render

the crop of Figs useless by damaging the leaves.

The nearest nurseryman's catalogue will give the

sizes, sorts, and prices of the best Figs in cultivation,

and I will leave the amateur in their hands. F,

APPLE WINE.
Apples appear to be the especial fruit of Britain,

as Oranges are of Spain, or Grapes of Italy ; they

grow and flourish from Land's End to John o' Groats,

every district having its especial favourite, which is

looked upon as peculiarly its own ; yet, though the

North boasts its Keswick Codling, the East its Nor-

folk Biffin and Fair Maid of Kent, the western coun-

ties are, par excelUnct, the home of our national fruit.

Devon and Somerset have for centuries been famous

for the quantity and quality of their Apples ; in the

latter county, indeed, was situated the famous Valley

of Avalon, which Tennyson has immortalised in

verse, and which was first planted by the Benedictine

monks when they landed in England and built the

monastery at Glastonbury. The name Avalon was

given to the vale because the numerous varieties of

the Apple which the monks had brought with them

took so kindly to the soil, Avalon signifying the Vale

of Apples ; and the fame of the district has descended

to our days, for the Devonshire Vintage Company,
Broadclyst, have bestowed the name of "Sparkling

Avalon" upon a champagne-like wine which they

have succeeded in producing from the must of the

Apple.

The wholesome and nutritive properties of Apples

have long been acknowledged, and it is a matter of

great satisfaction that the company has been able to

remove the one great difficulty which has always pre-

vented the successful production of wine from Apples.

It has only been accomplished after long and laborious

scientific research, but the reward of their con-

scientious work is great, for they will not only be

directly be repaid themselves, but they will raise up a

new industry a remote county, and thus indirectly

benefit the whole community. Already the most

experienced French cellarers from the champagne

districts of France have been engaged, and the pro-

duce of the Devonshire orchards is treated in all after-

processes in a manner exactly similar to that pursued

with Epernay and Rheims—much resembling these

wines, and possessing like them excellent keeping

properties, brilliancy, fine colour, good body, and

bouquet.

It is some time since that the Americans started a

theory that Apples were a certain cure for all dis-

eases, human as well as animal ; indeed, one enthusi-

astic Yankee, having a sickly cow, put it upon an

Apple diet. The animal recovered, and the owner

was so impressed with his success that he determined

never to use any other remedy. Under the extremely

pleasant form of "sparkling Avalon" it will be no

great matter of astonishment if the Apple cure becomes

as popuLar in England as the milk cure is in Poland,

or the Grape cure in Germany, and then we shall

perhaps have our farmers—who think Wheat does

not pay, and Barley not worth growing—turning all

their land into orchards of Apple trees ; and, reversing

the late order of things, we may end by producing our

wine at home and importing all our corn from abroad.

Brahea filamentosa in California.—When visit-

ing the grounds of Mr. Lathans, Meulo Park, San
Francisco, I had the pleasure of inspecting two
splendid specimens of this fine Palm: they were grow-
ing on the lawn in front of the main entrance to the

house, and the effect produced was both majestic and
charming. The height of the stems of these plants

both measured 25 feet clear, and the heads about

15 feet in diameter, the petioles are from 5 to 6 feet

long, and I should think at least from 4 to 6 inches

wide at the base. The.Ieaves of this species are covered

with masses of white filaments, which in these

examples hang far below the leaves; I measured some,

and found them to be from 2 to 3 feet long. This

Palm is quite hardy [Native in S, California. Eds.]
in California, and, judging from the position this

pair was in—within a few miles of the Pacific

Ocean, where I am told the wind blows inces-

santly all through the summer months— it should

prove a most desirable object for subtropical work
at home. It is the strongest growing Palm I have

ever seen, and withstands the elements better than any
other Palm in cultivation here. I am surprised to

find this species has not been introduced to Europe
before, as there are many specimens to be found in

California, of large dimensions, and in every instance

it has proved itself far superior to any other Palm for

subtropical work. H, JVilliajiis^ Victoria and Para*
dise N'nrseries^ Upper Holloway.

The Plam Crop.—At p. 16 mention is made of

the large crop of Victoria Plums growing on a north

wall at Chiswick. In this neighbourhood the Plum
crop appears almost a failure, but in these gardens on
north and west walls the trees are carrying an enor-

mous crop, namely, Victorias, Kirke's, Jefferson's

Green Gages, &c. I would also add that about a fort-

night ago I had a bushel taken off the trees, which
were much esteemed in the kitchen, and now I have

left more on many of the trees than I otherwise should

have done, owing to the scarcity of Apples, Peaches

and Nectarines are also abundant, which were pro-

tected with tiffany, but Apricots are a thin crop.

Thos. Carlton, Ashtead Park, Epsom.

Dendrobium Dalhousianum.—Plaving an idea

that the majority of Dendrobiums require a great

amount of sunlight to induce them to flower freely, I

have this season two very striking instances. A fine

imported piece of Dendrobium Dalhousianum was
bought last year at Stevens' rooms, but it only pro-

duced one spike with seven flowers. Early this season,

when the plant was at rest, I put it in an exposed
place in a vinery I was' about to start, where it had
the direct rays of the sun, and well it has repaid me,

as the plant has now ninety-seven flowers. Two
other smaller plants I treated in the same way have
flowered twice in succession this season, and I find

Dendrobium chrysotis, D. Devonianum, D. Calceolus,

D. moschatum, D. crystallinum, and D. Bensoni do
splendidly under the same treatment. One growth of

D. Bensoni produced thirty-six magnificent flowers.

Among the Cattleyas, Leopoldi rules supreme. Two
growths on one plant, when matured, will be equal to

the imported ones. They are bearing respectively

fifteen and seventeen well-developed buds. F* NciO'

man, C/ioImctcy Park, lUgh^atc,

Table Decorations.—The recent awards of prizes

at the Aquarium and Botanic shows are, we think,

specially worthy of notice, to show the difficulties

under which exhibitors labour ; and we hope it will

be the means of enabling you to suggest some standard

rules for the guidance of judges. We think, too,

that schedules should also be more explicit. At the

Aquarium the judges disqualified several pretty

epergnes because they were not vases ! Turning to

Johnson we find a vase described as a vessel generally

for ornament. Would this not apply to an epergne,

or did the judges expect a garden ornament and in

revenge award the rst prize to a flower-pot as coming
nearer their views of a vase ? Coming to the table

decorations, they disqualified a table, but highly com-
mended it because it would be more appropriate for a
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larger one; yet they overlooked the fact that the schedule

specified a table completely laid in every particular for

fourteen persons, while a space scarcely large enough

for ten at most was allotted. Where is the reason in

disqualifying a table because they do not provide

sufiicient space for the number to be laid for? [The

dimensions of the tables having been given in the

schedule we think our correspondents have no just

cause of complaint, but we do think the table in

question was overloaded. Eds.] At the Botanic

exhibition a table which proved so attractive that

visitors had difficulty in getting near to it, which was
purchased by a visitor outright, was disqualified on the

same grounds, although prizes were awarded to tables,

or rather decorations, which if on a table fully equipped

would have been even more crowded than the fully

appointed and disqualified table. Another cause of

complaint is the withholding of prizes if there is but

one entry. If such a rule is made and adhered to,

would it not be reasonable to expect the secretary

—

who knows at least three days beforehand—to inform

the sole intending exhibitor that no prize would^ be

awarded, and save him the expense and trouble of

decorating a table? [Ves, certainly. Eds.] This is

not the first time we have noticed this unfair mode of

treating exhibitors ; to say the least it is hardly likely

to stimulate the trade to contribute to the shows, and
ensure the great successes they require to keep the

societies in funds. Duk RadLlvffe &" Co.

Form in Roses.—Granted this trinity of qualities

in Roses—form, fragrance, colour—and they are

complete in their beauty. Unfortunately another

quality has been superadded and worked up, perhaps

with more zeal than either of the others—that is

size. Now size is no essential element of beauty ; it

is only relative and external at best. It is a vary-

ing not a constant quantity. It may be valuable in

things to be admired afar off. Mountains, trees, rivers,

lakes, and, to come down to smaller things, Dahlias,

Tree Peeonies, may and do impress us by their

magnitude ; but Roses bring us and keep us near to

them by their other essential elements of beauty,

and want no more running into Tree Pa^onies, as in

Paul Neron, but any number of exquisitely chiselled

or moulded flower of the type of Boule de Neige.

Z>. T, Fish.

Buddleia globosa.—At p. i6 you call attention

to the above fine flowering shrub. It may interest

some of our northern lovers of hardy flowering shrubs

to know that it does well and flowers freely in south

Yorkshire. We have a plant here fully lo feet high,

literally covered with bloom, which has withstood

the last two trying winters unprotected. It is shel-

tered from the north, but open to east and west winds,

which are very severe here in spring. Being the only

variety of hardy Buddleia that we have, I think no
collection of flowering shrubs should be without it.

William Painy The CaniinSf High Green House,

Sheffield,

The Pink Gloire de Dijon Rose.—This grows
and flowers remarkably well with me. U^nfortunately,

however, it is not equal in merit to the Gloire de
Dijon : it lacks its size and substance and sweet-

ness, I had hoped when visiting Mr. Cant's to have

met with the Gloire de Bordeaux, with which to have
compared, but Mr. Cant has given up growing the

former. I was, however, again much struck with the

resemblance of Baron Gonella to the pink Gloire de
Dijon when I saw the former on view at Colchester.

The pink Gloire de Dijon also grows more freely with
me than the common type. It will be remembered
that I received it from Mr. Kemp. It is

pretty in bud, as you will see by the specimens
I forward, and has shown no tendency to change
in colour in any way. Most growers will

have noticed the ruby, almost pink tinge assumed
by Maruchal Niel as it begins to fade when grown
full in the sun. A singular feature of this change of

colour in the Maruchal is that it is greatest and
deepest on the under-side of the petals. The Mare-
chal is also peculiar in the wide range of its shades of

yellow, covering as it does the entire distance from
palest primrose to deepest orange-yellow. Generally

the highest coloured flowers come on standards fully

exposed ; and those blooms that droop from sheer
weight of bloom and fragility of stem, and thus hide
their faces from the sun, are generally of the deepest
rt'chcfthi! golden colour. I noticed when at Mr.
Cant's the other day that several flowers of Marie
Baumann, parti-coloured with a most delicate violet.

The rosarians present thought the sun had hit the
violet part when the flowers were wet, and burned
the red into this other shade ; or can it be that the
finest of all our red Roses meditates a violet counter-
part? Certain it is, the more Marie Baumanns the
better—violet, crimson, pink, flesh-rose, peach, yellow,
orange, white— for, take her for all in all, we cannot
find her like again. D. T. Fish. [We are indebted
to Mr, KiUick, of Maidstone, for a flower of Gloire

de Bordeaux, which we have compared with the pink
Gloire de Dijon, and find them all but identical.

Gloire de Bordeaux seems a little the darker. Eds.]

On Terrace Steps and the Retaining Walls.
—I do not know anything connected with outdoor
garden decoration in which greater blunders in taste

are made than in the retaining walls of teirace steps.

Generally it is a small thin sloping wall, thus

—

Fig. 23.—-

withabadly shaped terra-colta vase stuck at the bottom,

in which really no ornamental plant has earth sufii-

cient to grow. I must own that, when erecting some

terrace steps in my own garden some time since, I felt

the difficulty. I felt the many plans I had seen were

all wrong, but I was not quite clear what was right ;

I therefore directed the steps to be made, the retaining

walls to be left, and waited in the full confidence that,

by observation and thought, I might at last get a retain-

ing wall that was right. Accident led me to purchase

a work by John Arthur Hughes on Garden Anhitee-

lure, published by Longmans (iS66), in which I

found all I wanted, and this book I would strongly

recommend to all having a garden a few acres in

extent. It abounds with the most useful hints and

Fig. 24.—terrj\ce ;

drawings on all matters connected with garden
decoration, and the advice given is generally wise and
in the best taste. With the retaining wall suggested

by this work, and which I adopted, I am quite

satisfied; it is simple, excellent in eflect. I give a sec-

tion of this retaining w.ill, which may enable readers

to realise the idea (fig. 24). I may add that the stone

steps of garden terraces should not be more than

16 inches deep, and rise not more than 6 inches, and
be always solid ; the retaining wall should cover two
steps, as per sketch, and be of single solid stones if

possible, and not less than 22 inches wide. The
width allows of the largest sized pots being placed on
the steps of the retaining wall, in which really

handsome striking plants can be grown, fit for terrace

Fig. 25.—FLOWER-rOT for terrace :

decoration—nothing better than Vuccas, which bear
any amount of cold, and have a quaint formal
appearance. I may notice that in erecting terrace

steps and walls avoid, if possible, the use of Bath or

Portland stone ; red sandstone has the best eflect, its

colour is perfect, it cannot be finished with a very
smooth surface, which is a great advantage, as it

allows mosses and lichens to grow on it, and it never
presents that new and stuck-up appearauce inseparable

from the use of white stone. If red sandstone is not

obtainable there are many dark stones to be obtained

in all parts of England, which are greatly superior to

any white stone, and the labour of working which
with the rough finish is not more than the smooth
objectionable finish usually applied to Bath and Port-

land stone for garden purposes. The use of dark-

coloured stone enables the terra-cotta pots to be used
with much better eflect ; there is a harmony in colour,

and nothing is so well adapted for setting off a plant

as the dull red colour of terra-cotta pots j but avoid a

too common practice—the use of curiously-shaped and
ornamented vases ; all such are generally in very
doubtful taste. I never saw one—and I have seen
almost every conceivable shape and ornamentation—

•

that was not in some way objectionable, for

if the form and ornament was fairly right the

capacity for holding earth was generally too little

to enable any proper terrace-plant to grow in them
;

for the filling terrace-pots with Pelargoniums or other

low flowering plants is simply akin in point of taste

with the utterly barbarous and now-passing-away
fashion of *' bedding out." The best form of pot I

have seen is one made by Mr. Matthews, of Weston-
super-Mare. I sketch it, giving the exact size (fig. 25).

The pot is 24 inches high, 19 inches in diameter at

the bottom, 26 inches in diameter inside the rim, and
30 inches outside. The form and proportion of this

pot is right, the edge of the pot is well turned over,

giving it a bold and correct appearance on the retain-

ing wall of the terrace steps. If the pot was wider at

the bottom, or the edge not turned over so much, or

less in thickness, the shape of the pot would be
quite spoilt. I name this because I know both sorts

are made—the one good, satisfying the most correct

eye and taste ; the other bad, and the source of

perpetual annoyance. A'. A*., Taddyforde, ExeUr,

Rats Eating Ferns (see p. 52).—T once lost a
fine Adiantum pedatum that was bitten off" by a rat,

but in my case it was not satisfied with biting off" the

fronds, but it attacked the rhizomes also. It was
growing in a cold pit with a collection of hardy Ferns.

I caught it before any further mischief was done. I

once saw great destruction caused by them in a cool

fernery ; they made a run from a small brook running
close by. They attacked Adiantum pedatum (just

as they did mine), Davallia bullata, Davallia

tenuifolia stricta j they also bit the fronds oft several

others, including Cheilanthes elegans. But, not being
satisfied with the Ferns, they also attacked the orna-

mental-leaved Begonias and Tradescantia zebrina

that was in the rockwork. My opinion of the above
was that the rats were in search of food, having been
driven into the fernery by the flooded state of the

brook outside. F, Faulkner, 61. MiehaePs Hamlet,

LivcjfooL

Cordyline indivisa.— It may interest some of

your readers to know that there is now flowering in

the garden of Dr. Shafter at Exeter a fine plant of

Cordyline indivisa. It has been planted about fifteen

years ; it has a perfectly straight stem, just 8 inches

diameter, about 10 feet high, and from the top of the

stem come forth the Palm-like leaves, together with

the flower, increasing the height of the plant about

6 feet more : it is a noble and striking plant in its

effect. I doubt if its fellow can be seen anywhere in

the open air in England. Once, and only once, have
I seen this plant in flower before in the open air, and
that was in the garden of the late Mr. James Veitch, at

Exeter, in the year 1S59, but the plant was killed to the

ground by the great frost of 1S60. The beauty of the

flower of this CordyUne cannot be seen without cutting

sprays from the flower-stem, and having them close

before you ; you then see and appreciate its rare

beauty, as you inhale its delicious scent. I may say,

for the knowledge of those who have not seen the

flower, that they must imagine rigid, graceful, green

stems, clothed as thickly as possible with small white

flowers about the size of a threepenny-piece ; thousands

and thousands of these flowers clothe the stems. The
Japanese in their decorations have well illustrated the

peculiar rigid grace and beauty of this kind of plant

growth. A'. K,, Taddyforde, Exeter.

Late Planting Asparagus Beds.—I can fully

endorse all your correspondent, Mr. Hines, has so well

written respecting the above in your last issue. The
most regularly filled and best beds of Asparagus I ever

saw were planted late in June, and I have this year

started one by planting about the same. These were
well watered in and afterwards mulched over, and
the growth of the plants has to all appearance been as

uninterrupted as if they had never been disturbed.

Many discoveries are made by accident, and it was so

in this case with me, for on visiting a gardening friencj

of mine very short of labour, and consequently always'

behind with the work, I found him busily engaged
transplanting Asparagus, and that on a very hot day
in the last week in June. Now few of us would
think of carrying out an operation of this kind at such

time and expect the thing to turn out satisfactory,

and neither my good friend nor myself were at all

sanguine of success ; but, as he observed, it must be

done then or not at all, and we would see, &c., which

I was very curious to do, and to my surprise not a

plant flagged or suffered in any way after the first day,

but continued to grow and send up fresh heads with

surprising vigour. Plants with large, soft, fleshy roots

like Asparagus appear to have a strong dislike to have

them interfered with while dormant, hence the

number of failures we see when planted at the ordi-

nary time. Lapagerias are very similar in their toot
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formation, and only transplant safely when starting

freely into growth, and any one having layers of these

they wish to remove should bear this in mind.

J. Sheppard.

Mr. Grieve's Grape Vine Sports.—It will he
in the recollection of the readers of the Gardener^
ChroKJck that Mr. Grieve stated that a Trebbiano
Vine under his care, on which at one time there had
heeii a graft of Golden Champion, produced a bunch
of the latter Grape after the graft had been cut off.

He, Mr. Fish, and Dr. Hogg, believing that the

influence of the latter Vine (gemmules according to

Mr. Fish) had so penetrated the Trebbiano Vine as to

make it throw out a shoot of Golden Champion, and
produce a bunch of that Grape, 1 ventured to differ

from this opinion, giving a case of similar deception,

which I will repeat, as it may have escaped the

memory of those who may feel any interest in the

subject in hand. Before doing so I may say that I

feel I owe Mr. Grieve and Mr. Fish an apology for

not responding earlier to their desire that I should
refer to the matter again. I had, and still have, a

reluctance to discuss a subject that can scarcely be
made profitable. Let me, however, assure them both
that I never for a moment doubted the honesty of

their convictions in regard to this subject ; what I

doubted, and still doubt, was and is, their judg-
ment ; and what follows will show how easily

good judges may be deceived. At the great

International Exhibition held in Glasgow some
three years ago, a bunch of Grapes was set up
for competition, and named " Pennington Hall Ham-
burgh." Amongst the judges were some of the most
experienced men in Britain, including Dr. Hogg, yet

it passed muster, and was awarded a prize as a Black
Hamburgh. I was present, but not as a judge, and
was asked by a person who doubted its being a Black
Hamburgh, if I thought it was such. I replied that

it was what was generally known as Black Barbarossa.

I had not many converts to this opinion, and later in

the day I saw a placard offering eyes of the Penning-
ham Hall Hamburgh at ^s. each. I put in brackets

on the card, "or Black Barbarossa," and I don't think

there were many eyes sold. Mr. Dunn, of Dalkeith,

procured some eyes of it, and sent me a few. I saw
at once by the wood they were what I expected. I

struck them, some of Seaclifl Black and Bar-
barossa, or Gros Guillaume as it is more com-
mo»ly and properly known now. I inarched
some of all three, and they are now in fruit, and
are one and the same Grape, i.e. Gros Guillaume.
The bunches that were set up as Hamburghs were
extremely like that Grape, and in the absence ofwood
and foliage might readily deceive, but how any man
could cut them from the Vine they grew on and set

them up as Black Hamburghs passes my compre-
hension, unless with the intention of deceiving—

a

practice that has been too common in the case of

Grapes in the past. There cannot be a Vine more
distinct in habit of growth and foliage from the Ham-
burgh than the Gros Guillaume. Yet it sometimes
produces short-shouldered bunches that, when ripe,

look very like the fruit of the Hamburgh, and Mr.
Grieve and those who examined his supposed bunch
of Golden Champion weredeceived by a parallel case.

Now as to the eyes Mr. Grieve sent me from
the shoot that produced the reputed Golden Champion.
I have struck them, and a blind man running his

fingers over the leaves upon them, and then over
those of Golden Champion, could in a moment pro-

nounce them difierent Vines. The plants are pure
Trebbiano, and have not a trace of Golden Champion
about them. I send a leaf from each with this com-
munication, [They are quite distinct. Eds.] In
what Mr. Fish himself writes on the subject

there is strong internal evidence that, even sup-

posing the fruit was the Golden Champion, the

wood and foliage were not, for he writes: "Mr.
Grieve will remember that I was very sceptical, and
needed a good deal of convincing." Now, let any
man say, who is well acquainted with both Vines, if

he could not at a glance, and when 20 yards off, say

if a Vine, or branch of a Vine, bore the foliage of

Golden Champion on Trebbiano. Mr. Fish says

he has known the Trebbiano for thirty years, and
he tells us he has a Golden Champion in his

curiosity shop, therefore he should have required

little "convincing" to enable him to say at

once whether the branch was of the one Vine or the

other. He is certain the wood was Golden Cham-
pion on no better evidence than the circumstance that

the eyes Mr. Grieve potted did not grow. All he
sent me grew, and, if such negative evidence is allow,

able, I might conclude they were not Golden Cham-
pions but for the circumstance that I have seen eyes
of Golden Champion that really grew. I may mention
that I have seen the Trebbiano spot and decay, as the

Golden Champion does when not skilfully grown.
Damp will lead to this in both Grapes. The Golden
Champion in any form has a similar effect on Mr,
Fish to that which a red flag is supposed to have on a
certain quadruped, and he attacks it at once. He
has failed to grow it successfully : I have done the

same with new Grapes I could name, but 1 have a
suspicion that some part of the fault is mine, and
especially when I see that others succeed with
them. Two horticultural periodicals were placed
on my table to-day. I will give an extract

from each to show Mr. Fish that the Grape is

not as worthless as he thinks. In the report given in

the Gardeners^ Chronicle of the recent Eeeds hor-
ticultural exhibition we read: "Of white Grapes
Golden Champion, Muscat of Alexandria, and
Chasselas Musquii were the leading varieties."

In the report of the summer show of the Royal
Horticultural Society of Ireland we read, in

the Gardeners^ Record: "We observed here by
far the largest and finest examples of Golden
Champion that have ever come under our notice ;

"

and, further on :
" It is truly a grand Grape, and

when its good qualities become better known cannot
fail to obtain a foremost place in every collection."

It is not stated who the grower was at Leeds, but in

the latter case it was Mr. Roberts, gr. to the Countess
of CharleviUe. IV. Thomson, Clovenfords, July 8.

Blue Hydrangeas.—The enclosed is a flower of
Hydrangea japonica. Hitherto the flowers from the
same plant have always been pink—this year they
are of a lively blue—the plant has been in the same
pot two years, and under the same cultural conditions.

Can you explain the cause of this change of colour ?

I shall be obliged by any information you can give
me. D. JV. [The blue colour has usually been
attributed to the influence of iron in the soil, but this

explanation will not apply in this case, Eds ]

The Botanical Models at South Kensington.
—No doubt the explanation sent on to you by the
" Gintleman from the Emerald Isle" is the correct
one, but the "mischievous school-girl" he refers to
must really be looked after. The pert miss has not
only transposed the sepals of Dianthus and the
stamens of Primula, but, speaking from memory
(having now returned to my village school), she has
removed the bracts from the flower stem of Viola and
placed the sepals of Brassica upon the peduncle in

one series instead of two. Added to this the hussy
has introduced the following words into the locked
glass case, " Used in the botanical class of the Royal
College of Science, DubUn.—W. R. M'Nab, M.D."
School-girl. [Are not naughty boys exhibited on forms
pour encouragir les aiilres .' Eds.]

Dane Wort.—Your correspondent, at p. 796,
alludes to what I said on Dane Wort in my notes on
plant names in p. 733. He thinks I have mistaken
Gout Weed, ^l^gopodium Podagraria, for Dane Wort

;

but as I plainly called this Sambucus Ebulus, I am at

a loss to know how he should have thought so. How-
ever, I refer him to the tenth edition of Don's Cata-
logue, corrected by Lindley, where he may see
" Sambucus Ebulus, dwarf Elder, or Dane Wort," of
English botany. Besides, I have it the same in a very
old Hortus Siccus. I pass "Scots kaleyards" to
mention that ground Elder is often spread about by
its roots being in the balls of earth attached to the
roots of transplanted shrubs. Likewise I knew Dane
Wort by what he calls "Ground Elder, Bishop
Weed, or Gout Weed," at Melville House, Fifeshire,

where it was commonly called Bishop Weed, being
bad to root out ; but that high title belongs to the
Ammi family, of foreign origin. However, as the
writer hails from the Royal Botanic Garden of
Edinburgh, famed for botany, and dear to me when in
my teens, he may have better opportunities for hunt-
ing after plant names than y. H'ighton.

Silene pendula compacta.—Would any reader
who has tried Silene pendula compacta give their ex-
perience of it ? I procured from an eminent London
seed firm last year some seed (I believe every seed
grew), and I thought I had got a treasure for the
spring garden, but all I can say is that out of several
thousand plants there were but five that differed from
the old variety. I must say that the said five

answered the description given of it, and if it could be
got true it would be a gem in the spring garden.
Thos. Wilkinson, Dudbrook.

The Royal Horticultural Society.—In a very
few weeks the Royal Horticultural Society will have
to be reconstituted. Those who have the charge of
this work might, I think, take some hints from the
Volunteer Rifle Association, which goes on and
prospers. The higher and richer classes naturally
take the lead, but the Association and rifle corps
movement embrace all classes, the qualification being
the taking an interest in the object ; the subscription

is one guinea. I believe that if those interested in

horticulture and the improvement of flowers, fruit,

and vegetables, would now all pull together—would
join the amended society themselves and canvass
their friends in their districts, we should soon have a
strong representative society. The leading nursery,

men have influence : if they will send out with their

catalogues and invoices, and back up a short state-

ment showing how much good work the Society does
at its committee meetings and by its experiments at

Chiswick, and pointing out that its work is essentially

distinct from that of all local societies, however
influential, and ending with a strong appeal to all

lovers of their gardens to lend a helping hand at once

—

and if the powerful gardening press will circulate

slips with their papers—I believe that such a list of
suitable Fellows would come in as would very soon
put the Society firmly on its legs. It would of course f

be necessary to prove that the liability of Fellows is

absolutely limited to the amount of their guinea sub-

scription. As in the case of the Rifle Association,

we should be associated with the local societies, and
perhaps have one great annual field day, to which
representatives would come from all parts of the

country. George Wilson, Hcatherbank, Weyibridge.

Satires 0f §00hs.
British Manufacturing Industries. Edited by

G. Phillips Bevan, F.G.S. London: Edward
Stanford.

Under the above title is now being issued a series

of handy volumes on subjects connected with the

trade and commerce of this country. The series is to

be completed in twelve volumes, each of uniform size

and price, the individual subjects being treated by
authors well known in their respective walks of

science ; thus we find acids and alkalis, by Professor

Church ; oils and candles, by W. Mattieu Williams

;

agriculture and machinery, by Professor Wrightson.

Confining ourselves, however, to those matters more
within our own range, we take up the two volumes
containing, first, articles on wool, flax, linen, cotton,

and silk ; and, second, articles on tobacco, hides,

and leather, gutta-percha, indiarubber, fibres, and
cordage. The plan adopted in these articles is simply

to give the scientific name and natural order of the

plant producing any special product, no attempt being

made to describe the plant botanically even in a

popular form. V\fe do not find fault with this, but,

on the contrary, think it the best arrangement in books
of this character, which are written for the purpose of

showing the mode of manufacture and the value of

certain products of Nature. These little handbooks
will no doubt be more valuable to those having a pre-

vious knowledge of the application of certain plants

for commercial purposes, and who desire to know
more of the details of manufacture or preparation

than to those who take up the subject for the first

time.

In the article on Flax, which is from the pen
of Mr. W. T. Charley, M.P., some hints are

given on the cultivation, and we are reminded that

Flax seed of home growth should be used for

feeding cattle or sold to the oil mills, the Riga Flax

seed being preferable for purposes of reproduction.

Details are also given as to the pulling or harvesting,

steeping, scutching, heckling, &c. With regard to

the statistics of the Flax trade some account is

given of the production in foreign countries, but

as these are not brought down to a more recent

date than 1S69, we quote the official returns

for the year ending December, 1S75, which
show that from Russia alone we imported
in that year 1,193,237 cwt., and from Holland,

'75>379 cwt,, and from Belgium, 276,540 cwt., other

countries making up a total of 1,765,068 cwt.

From Flax to linen is scarcely a step, indeed it

seems to us that the two subjects might well have been
treated in one article. The history of linen, however,
and the various details of its manufacture, form a very

interesting article, inasmuch as the early history of

this fabric dates from so remote a period, as is well

known, in thejhistory of the world. We are reminded
of the origin of the word diaper, from Ypres, in

Flanders, celebrated at one time for its manufacture

of table linen, and of the first mention of Irish linen

dating back to the 13th century. The description of

the manipulation of this, as well as of the cotton

fabrics treated of in the next article, we must pass

over for the sake of a few words on the concluding

article, silk. It is well known that for some years

past the vegetable dyes have been rapidly superseded

by those obtained from coal-tar. The following

extracts descriptive of the colours used in silk dyeing

is strong evidence that the days of many of the old

vegetable dyes are numbered. Of the several kinds

of pinks known to the silk dyer, Carthamus tine-

torius still supplies one, the others are furnished
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by aniline and napththaline dyes. ** Such colours as

Leghorn-straw, Maize, &c,, were formerly produced

by a combination of anatto, with other colouring

matters ; brown and claret by a union of various

vegetable dyes — fustic, logwood, indigo, &c. All

these are now dyed with the products of coal-tar

in, various degrees of combination. Scarlet and

crimson are arnon^ the series that formerly derived

their colour from cochineal, but as the export of

cochineal from M'.=xico became lessened, these dyes

became more and more costly. Rosaline, magenta,

and other coal-tar colours have now, to a great

extent, superseded the use of this expensive dye." In

like manner the blues, formerly obtained from indigo,

and "the whole series of colours, running from

magenta or roseine, to red-violet, violet, violet-blue,

and the most pure opal-blue, as well as lavender,

silver, &c. , are produced by combinations of aniline

dyes."

Having said so much on the contents of one volume,

space will not allow us to give more than a passing

notice of that containing the articles on tobacco, &c.

These, like those preceding them, are not only very

"readable " papers but contain a great deal of infor-

mation. The names of Mr. James Collins and Mr.

P. L. Simmonds as the authors respectively of the

papers on gutta'percha and indiarubber, on fibres

and cordage, will be sufficient guarantee for their

authenticity.

Law Notes.
TuE Liabilities of Railway Companies

UNDER THE CARRIERS' AcT : Lcwis V. The London
and North' Western Railway Company.—This was an

action heard in the Westminster County Court on
Friday last, before F. Bayley, Esq., Judge, in which

the plaintiff, described as a florist, residing at Horn-
sey, sued the railway company to recover £fi under

the circumstances appended. The plaintiff conducted

his own case, while Mr. Mathews, from the office of

the solicitors to the Company, appeared on behalf of

the defendants.

From the plaintiff's opening it transpired that upon
May 3 last he despatched a case of exotics and other

rare plants to a customer residing at Sherrit Bridge,

ne;:^!' Chester, and that on the arrival of the case

it was found to be broken, and its contents so much
injuied that it was refused to be accepted, and conse-

quently returned to the sender, who now sought to

recover the sum sued for, for those goods in the case

which bad sustained injury.

In answer to the learned Judge the plaintiff said

that before the action was brought he had applied to

the Company for compensation, and that a Mr. Selby

had called upon him from the Company, who declining

to make any compensation he (the witness) brought
the present action.

The plaintiff called his packer, who said the case

was packed with extreme care.

This was the plaintiff's case, when
In cross-examination the plaintiff admitted that the

contents of the case might be worth £^^, but he had
only sued for that portion of the contents which were
damaged. He had read the Carriers' Act, and
thought he could at any time recover for damage to

any extent less than £\o,
Mr. Mathews urged the non-liability of the Com-

pany under the provisions of the Carriers' Act, by
which the plaintiltand others were bound in sending

goods over the value of /lO to declare their value at

the time of sending ihem, and under these circum-

stances the plainlift' could not recover either the whole
or even part of the consignment.

The plaintilT said that he considered this parti-

cularly hard upon him, when the learned Judge said

that he did not think so, as the plaintiff by his own
showing had read the Act of Parhament, and in the

face of it, to save an extra rate of carriage by declaring

the value of the consignment, had it booked at an ordi-

nary rate. The Act was as much for the benefit of

the public as for railway companies. He should give

judgment in favour of the defendants, with solicitor's

costs.

I Reports of Societies,

Nottingham and Midland Counties Rose
Show, &c. : JIlly (i to 10.—This was one of the

finest late summer country shows we have seen for a

long while, the quality of the leading subjects of

exhibition being ail that need be desired, and the

quantity being sulficient to fill seven large tents. It

wa'5, indeed, a veritable country show, being entirely

;
under canvas, and was broken up into a series of minor

I effects instead of composed into one grand picture,

as is now so frequently attempted at gatherings of this

kind. Though a grand effect is no doubt to a certain

extent desirable, there is something to be said in

favour of the plan which yields a succession of

pleasant scenes, enticing the visitor onwards. The
show was held in the beautifully undulated grounds
of the Arboretum overlooking the town.

The first tent was devoted to table decorations and
fruit, and was consequentlya source of much attraction.

The 1st prize for dinner-table decorations, 10 feet

by 4 feet 6 inches, laid out for twelve persons, was
won by Miss Cypher, Cheltenham. Tiie decora-

tions consisted of three glass stands, the two end
ones with an arched base, and all supported by
low conical groups of flowers. The latter were
principally orange or scarlet, with a blending of white

—too warm looking for a summer day ; Anthuriurai,

Ixoras, Glorio5as, Kalosanthes, double rose-coloured

Pelargoniums, being largely used, with Heaths, Rose?,

Eucharis, &c. The 2d prize went to Miss E. Bridge,

Mitcham, who had a centre glass stand, the two ends
being Palms, with a pyramidal base of flowers. Mr.

J. Cypher's 3d prize table was similar to the first in its

style of decoration, but had differently shaped glass

stands. The 4th v/ent to Miss Blair, Mornington
Crescent, who had three slender Palm?, each spring-

ing from a round flat plateau of mixed flowers. Prizes

were offered for a group suitable for a table decora-

tion, set up in a vase or stand, to consist of white
flowers and Ferns and grasses. Messrs. W. Barron
& Sons, Elvaston, came in ist here; and Mrs. E. J.
Lowe had a very pretty arrangement in which white
Water Lilies predominated. The best button-hole

bouquet was set up by Miss Mary Lamb, Nottingham,
and consisted of a yellow Rose-bud, a sprig of blue
Lobelia, and a small frond of Adiantum cuneatum at

the back.

TheFRUlT was not very abundant, but of fair average
quality. In collections of eight sorts the Marquis of

Exeter, Burghley (Mr. Gilbert, gr.), was 1st, with
some finely grown Grapes, the Hamburghs good, the

Muscats green, and including Golden Nugget Melon,
Noblesse Peach, Black Tartarian C herry, Brown
Turkey Fig, and a dish of Strawberries, all in good
condition. 'Lord Bagot, BUthfield (Mr. Banner-

man, gr.), in the second collection, showed some
fine Peaches and Nectarines, and some very nice

Grapes. Pine-apples were not very remarkable ;

the class for two fruits was filled by F. F. G.
Williams, Esq., Henwick Grange (Mr. Tudgey,
gr.) ; Lord Carington, Wycombe Abbey (Mr.
Miles, gr.), and the Marquis of Exeter (Mr.

Gilbert, gr.) ; who gained the prizes in the order

named. The prizes for single fruits were awarded to

the same persons in the same order. The best Grapes
were some nice ripe bunches (two) of Foster's Seed-
ling, and compact, well finished bunches (two) of

Black Hamburgh, from Lord Bagot's garden. In

competition with the latter the Duke of St. Alban's,

Bestwood (Mr. J. Edmonds, gr.), had large bunches,

but not so well coloured. The same positions were
taken by these two exhibitors in a class for single

bunches. Some excellent Peaches and Nectarines

came from the garden of the Duke of St. Alban's,

including splendid fruit of Royal George ; and Mr. J.
Lamb, Burton Joyce, who was placed 1st for Straw-
berries, had tempting-looking dishes of President,

Amateur, Lucas, and Barnes' Seedling.

The next tent, a large one, was devoted to the chief

collections of Stove and Greenhouse Plants,
amongst which were some as fine examples of high culti-

vation as were ever exhibited. Wespecially noted a grand
Dipladenia amabilis from Mr. Tudgey, and an equally

fine Allamanda nobilis from Mr. Cypher, Chelten-

ham. Croton Weismanni, from the latter exhibitor, a

bu^hy, well-furnished plant, 5 feet high, was a model of

its kind ; and the same gentleman had both Allamanda
Hendersoni and A. grandiflora, and also Stephanotis

flotibunda in unexceptionable condition as to size,

growth, and bloom. A very grand lot of plants came
from Messrs. Lucombe, Pince & Co., Exeter, who
we are glad to see re-entering our exhibition tents

with spirit and success. Here Allamanda grandiflora

and A. nobilis were again seen in splendid condition
;

and a Croton undulatus was so completely and effec-

tively coloured as to deserve the strongest epithet

that could be applied to its high-tinted beauty. In a

group from Mr. W. E. Dixon, Beverley, was a finely

bloomed Bougainvillea. The higher nurserymen's
prizes for twenty plants, ten in flower and ten foliage,

were won by Messrs. Lucombe Pince & Co. {£'Z0),

and Mr, Cypher (;i^i5). Those in the amateurs' group
of sixteen, half foliage, half in flower, went to Mr.
Pilgrim, Cheltenham (2 16). and Mr. Tudgey (^10).
The best amateurs' six came from Mr. Pilgrim

and Mr. Tudgey ; and the best amateurs' three from
Mr. Tudgey and Mr. Pilgrim. The awards for eight

foliage plants went to Mr. Pilgrim and to Mr. J. E.

Cox, Nottingham (Mr. Thornton, gr.) ; and for three

foliage plants to Mr. Pilgrim. The 1st prizes in the

classes for a group of new and rare plants (;;^io), and
that for a collection of plants grouped for effect {£10),
went to Mr. B. S. Williams, IloUoway ; the 2d going
in the former case to Mr. W. E. Dixon, and in the

latter to Mr. Cypher.

One long tent was devoted wholly to Roses, with
the exception that a row of unexceptionable Fuchsias

stood as a screen down the centre of the middle table.

The flowers were profusely abundant, as could but be
the case when the entries in the several classes were
legion, or, to be more exact, 260, of whom the greater

portion must have actually exhibited. The flowers

were generally fresh and good, and attracted much
notice. Here was indeed a feast of Roses, but our space
forbids us to particularise ; and we can only add that the
leading nurserymen's prizes were taken by Mr, Cant,
Colchester (^15) ; Messrs. Cranston & Mayos, Here-
ford ; Messrs. G. Davison & Co., Hereford ; and Mr.
Hou->e, Peterborough ; and those allotted to amateurs
by the Rev. Canon Hole and Rev. E. N. Pochin
(class 63) ; Rev. E. N. Pochin and Rev. Canon Hole
(64) ; Rev. Canon Hole and Mr. W. Harrison (65) ;

and Mr. W. Needham and Mr. H. Grundy (66). For
twelve new Roses Mr. H. Frettingham was ist, and
for twelve Tea^scented the Rev. Canon Hole.

Ferns mustered strongly, both natives and exotics.

For a splendid plant of Davallia Mooreana, 7 to S
feet through, the Rev, C. Padley, one of the judges,
donated a silver medal on the spot. The plant formed
a conspicuous object in the group set up by Messrs.
Lucombe Pince & Co. Another plant, almost
equally good, of the same, received a silver medal,
offered in the schedule for the best exotic Fern shown by
an amateur. This was grown by Mr. S. Thacker, Not-
tingham ; and the corresponding medal for the best
British Fern in the show was given to E. J. Lowe,
Esq., for a nice plant of Polystichum angulare
acrocladon. The nurserymen's prizes for twelve
exotics went to Mr. Cypher, Mr. W. E. Dixon, and
Messrs. Edwards & Son. Mr. Cypher had a fine

Davallia Mooreana, which proves one of the grandest
of exhibition plants ; Adiantum peruvianum and tra-

peziforme, well-grown ; and a handsome Pteris

scaberula. The amateurs' prizes for twelve exotics

went to E. J. Lowe, Esq., C. J. Cox, Esq. (Mr.
Meadows, gr.), and Mr. Farrand. The best pair of
Tree Ferns, tall-stemmed Dicksonias, came from Mr.
W. E. Dixon ; the next best, dwarfer younger plants,

from Mr. Cypher, who had a well-furnished Cyathea
dealbata. For four Adianturas Mr. Cypher came in

1st, having very fine specimens, including a grand A.
cardiochUtna ; Mr. Lowe was 2d. The best speci-

men Todea superba came from Mr. Lowe, as did the
best specimen exotic Fern—a tall Dicksonia ; the 2d
in this latter going to Mr. Thacker. In an open class

for a single exotic Fern, Mr. Williams came in 1st with
Alsophila australis Williamsii, and Mr. Cypher was
2d with a fine Gleichenia rupestris.

Several excellent collections of British Ferns were
shown. In the group of twenty varieties the 1st prize

fell to ]'-
J. Lowe, Esq., whose plants were grandly

grown, and just in perfection ; the 2d to E. Pilgrim,
Esq. ; the 3d to Messrs. R. Edwards & Son —
all selected and varied. In the class of twelve
varieties Mr. Lowe was again 1st, and Messrs.
R. Edwards & Son 2d. Tlie best single British

Fern came from Mr. Lowe, a fine Adiantum Capillus-
Veneris daphnitis, i foot high and 2 feet across—

a

dense mass. The 2d prize was given to Mr. Farrand
for a beautifully symmetrical plant of Athyrium
Fihx-ftoinina Vernonia; ; and the 3d to Mr. Pdgrim,
fur Athyrium FiHx-fcemina Victoru-e ; while a very
fine plant of Athyrium F.-f. Craigia; was Commended.
Several new forms of British Ferns were staged for

Certificates by E. J. Lowe, Esq., and the following
were awarded :—Adiantum Capillus-Veneris LowIk, a
lax, free-growing, small-pinnuled form, with some-
thing the look of A. amabile ; Polystichum angulare
cristato-grandidens (shown as amoenum), a crested
irregular form, with large unequally-toothed pinnules ;

P. angulare Thompson^;, a well-known cristate form
shown as mirandum ; P. angulare polydactylum,
shown as P. a. kosmion ; Lastrea Filix-mas crispa cris-

tata linearis, with remarkably narrow fronds ; Lastrea
alpina densisslma, with the parts densely crowded ;

Lastrea cemula ramo-irregularis, with irregularly

branched fronds ; and Scolopendrium vulgare calo-

melanos, with erect irregularly-branched erose-mar-
gined fronds.

Orchids were not largely shown. Mr. B. S. Wil-
liams was 1st in the nurserymen's class for eight, and
had in his collection well-bloomed plants of Li^lia

purpurata and Cattleya Mossi?e. Dr. Ainsworth,
Manchester (Mr. Mitchell, gr.), was ist in the
corresponding amateurs' class, and also in the
amateurs' class of three. Amongst the plants staged
by him were good specimens of Oncidium Weltoni,
and Cypripedium Stonei. A well-furnished Pitcher-

plant (Nepenthes) was shown from the garden of E. J.
Cox, Esq., by Mr. Meadows ; and Mr. Tudgey had
a good example of Sarracenia purpurea. The various
other objects which go to make up a show at this

season were of average merit.

In a box of splendid bunches of cut flowers shown
by Messrs. E. Cole & Sons, Withington, were
examples of the finest coloured Ixora which has yet

been obtained, in comparison to which 1. coccinea
appears washed-out or faded. The plant has very
distinct blunt-ended leaves, and the flowers, which are

large, are of a fine deep crimson-red. The only draw*
back we noticed is, that the flower segments are
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pointed, but this is a fault wliicii will be less detri-

mental in the case of a plant blooming in dense heads
than in one which has to show out its individual

pips, and besides affords a marked variety.

A considerable portion of one of the tents was de-

voted to Vegetahles, of which there was a very good
display, some being of excellent quality. The 1st prize

for a collection of ten kinds was won by Lord Car-
rington's gardener, Mr. G. T. Miles, who is well

known as a champion grower of these indispensable

garden products. Mr. Miles also gained the chief

prize offered for six varieties of Mr. Laxton's Peas,
fifty pods of each.

A considerable number of certificates were awarded
on the last day of the show to some of the more
striking plants exhibited by the various nurserymen,
as, for example, to Croton Johannis and Weismanni,
Adiantum graciUimum, Gymnogramma Parsonsi,
Maranta Makoyana, from Messrs. Lucombe, Pince &
Co. ; to .TCchmea Mariie reginos, Sarracenia Wil-
liamsii, Woodwardia radicans cristata, Polystichon
lepidocaulon, Zamia plumosa, &c., from Mr. B. S.

Williams; to Artocarpus Cannoni, Eranthemum atro-

purpureum, and Campsidium filicifolium, from Mr.
W. E. Dixon : to Cocos Weddelliana, from Mr.
Cypher ; and to several Fuchsias and Pelargoniums,
from E. J. IvOwe, Esq. A silver medal was also most
deservedly given to Messrs. Lucombe, Pince & Co., for

the Croton undulatus mentioned above, as being the
best foliage plant in the show.

Alexandra Palace : July 7 and 8.—This was the

last of the series of metropolitan Rose shows, as it

was also by far the best, the dates selected just

happening to catch the Roses in their finest order.

The exhibition, instead of being held in the large hall

as usual, was on this occasion transferred to the large

concert room, where the comparative coolness and
subdued light contributed much to the comfort and
enjoyment of the visitors, and the enhancement of
the beauty of the flowers. All the classes were well
contested, and the quality, especially in the nurserymen's
classes, was considerably in advance of the previous
London shows, though we heard one or two growers
saying that another week would find them with even
finer blooms to cut. Mr. Cant, whose wonderful
success this season is the one subject of conversation
amongst rosarians, was not in quite so good form on
this occasion, and was beaten in the champion class for

seventy-two single blooms by Messrs. Paul& Son, Ches-
hunt, whose flowers, served by time, came up in their

old form, and well won the honours of the day.
Messrs. Cranston & Mayos, of Hereford, sent the 3d
prize collection, and Mr. Prince, of Oxford, the 4th.

The class being an exceedingly good one, an extra

prize was awarded to Mr. Keynes, of Salisbury. In
the next class, which was for forty- eight threes, Mr.
Cant turned the tables on his victors in the first class,

and came in a good 1st, the other awards going in the
following order—to Messrs. Paul & Son, Mr. Turner,
and Messrs. Cranston & Mayos, with another extra to

Mr. Keynes. There were six competitors in the

class for twenty-four threes, and a splendid lot

of flowers were staged. Mr. Turner put all his

force into this class, and came in 1st, Messrs.

Paul & Son being 2d, Mr. Keynes 3d, and Mr.
Prince 4th, an extra going to Mr. Cant. For
twenty-four singles the competition was very close

between Mr. Cant and Mr. Turner, but the former
eventually got the coveted award. In the nursery-

men's class for Tea-scented and Noisette varieties the
awards went to Mr. Prince and Mr. Corp, of Oxford,
and Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt. Certain seasons

favour certain Roses, and it may be generally taken
lor granted that when any particular variety is being
well shown in the different nurserymen's stands

that the same variety also figures well in the

amateur classes, though of course the latter, as a
rule, are not individually so fine, nor can they be
expected to be so fine as those staged by the

trade. The amateurs will, therefore, excuse
us if we look more carefully through the above
classes than through theirs, with a view to indicat-

ing the particular varieties which were the best

shown in the greatest numbers. These were :

—

Madame Lacharme, Marie Baumann, Duke of Wel-
lington, Paul Verdier, Fisher Holmes, Duchesse de
Caylus, Madame Charles Wood, Madame Wilier-
moz, Comtesse d'Oxford, Dupuy Jamin, Louis
Van Houtte, Etienne Levet, Madame de St.

Amande, Marie Rady, Marquise de Castellane,

Xavier Olibo, Alfred Colomb, Duke of Edinburgh,
Baroness Rothschild, La France, Dr. Andry, La
Havre, Fran9ois Lovat, Madame Jules Margottin,
Annie Wood, Emilie Hausburg, Monsieur Noman,
and Francois Michelon. These are the cream
of the older Roses, which are always good, and
which may always be found at a Rose show. Of
the more recent introductions we can speak highly
of Reynolds Hole, Sir Garnet Wolseley, Richard
Wallace, Annie Laxton, Madame Marie Miger,
Miss Hassard, Ilippolyte Jamain, Jean Ducher, and

J. B. M. Camm. The light coloured Captain
Christy, which came out with so much promise a year

or two ago, seems to have lost caste with exhibitors,

and is being generally discarded as a show Rose ; it

comes so uncertain in quality. We have, however,
heard it most highly spoken of as a bedding Rose,

and by none more highly than by Mr. Gray, the flower

gardener at Ashridge, who, though not an exhibitor

of Roses, is one of the best growers we know, and he
grows all on their own roots—if that information is of

interest to any one.

The amateurs' classes were even better contested

than the nurserymen's, and very close indeed were
many of the competitions. In the leading class,

which was for forty-eight single trusses, the flowers

staged by Mr. Nicoll, gr. to T. H. Powell, Esq.,

Drinkstone Park, Bury St. Edmund's, and which
took the 1st prize, were of a very superior order, and
reflected the highest credit upon his abilities as a

grower. The 2d and 3d prizes also went into East

Anglia, the winners being Mr. Rushmore, gr. to Sir

C. R. Rowley, Bart., Tendring Hall, Colchester ; and
Mr. Ingle, gr. to Mrs. Round, Birch Hall, near the

same town ; the 4th going to the Rev. J. B. M.
Camm, Monkton Wylde, Charnmouth. Mr. Nicoll,

Mr. Ingle, and Mr. Rushmore also took the

prizes in the order named in the class for thirty-

six single trusses, here again Mr. Camm being 4th.

This was in all respects an admirable class. There
were twelve stands of twenty-four Roses, and the

successful competitors were Mr. Atkinson, Brent-

wood, Mr. Smallbones, Chatteris, Mr. Cavell,

Oxford, and Mr. Quennell, Brentwood. In the class

for twelve there were no less than twenty-two collec-

tions staged, and it would have been difficult to have

got together a finer lot. The 1st prize was taken by
Mr. Smallbones, and the next fortunate exhibitors

were the Rev. Allan Cheales, Brockham Vicarage,

Reigate; Mr. Jowett, The Old Weir, Hereford; and

Mr. Atkinson. The Teas and Noisettes shown by

amateurs were not so good as might have been ex-

pected, seeing that they had hitherto come out so

well this season ; and we need only mention the

names of the prize-takers, Mr. Ingle and Mr.
Camm.
The classes for new Roses and for dozens of speci-

fied varieties were particularly interesting. In excel-

lent classes for Baroness Rothschild and Duke of

Edinburgh Mr. Cant was 1st and Messrs. Paul &
Sons 2d, and in another one for Alfred Colomb, the

last named firm were again 2d, and Mr. Turner 1st.

The best Marechal Niel, not first-rate, came from

Mr. Cant; Mr. Cavell, Oxford, had the finest

Madame Lacharme and La France, and especially

fine were the latter blooms. For twelve Marie

Baumann Mr. Turner was 1st, and Messrs. Paul

& Son 2d ; and for the same number of Princess

Beatrice Mr. Cant was 1st, and Mr. House, of Peter-

borough, 2d. A class which deserves much more
encouragement than it gets is that for English raised

Roses, which were well shown here in collections of

eighteen. There were only two competitors, Messrs.

Paul & Son and Mr. Turner, and the prizes went in

the order named. Messrs. Paul & Son had St.

George, Bessie Johnson, Cheshunt Hybrid, Queen
Victoria, Duke of Edinburgh, Peach Blossom, John
Hopper, Empress of India, Devoniensis, Lord
Macaulay, Princess Beatrice, Beauty of Waltham,
Black Prince, Princess Mary of Cambridge, Dr.

Hooker, Duchess of Edinburgh, Reynolds Hole, and

Annie Laxton. Mr. Turner's flowers were Sir Garnet

Wolseley, Peach Blosssm, J. S. Mill, Miss Hassard,

Marquis of Salisbury, Annie Laxton, Royal Standard,

Black Prince, Miss Poole, Reynolds Hole, John
Hopper, Bessie Johnson, Mrs. Baker, Princess Bea-

trice, Star of Waltham. Devoniensis, Princess of

Wales, and the Rev. J. B. M. Camm. For six

blooms of any new Rose of 1874, 1875, or 1S76,

Mr. Corp, of Oxford, was 1st, with Hippolyte Jamain ;

Messrs. Cranston & Mayos 2d, with Sir Garnet Wolse-
ley ; Mr. Prince 3d, with Mdlle. M. Cointet, and
Messrs. Paul & Son 4th, with Duke of Connaught.

For twelve new Roses sent out during the same years

Mr. Turner was 1st, with Villaret de Joyeuse, Sir

Garnet Wolseley, Miss Hassard, Isaac Wilkinson,

Beauty of Slough, Hippolyte Jamain, Sir Salar Jung,

a very full, almost black Rose ; Royal Standard,

J. P.. M. Camm, Jean Ducher, J. S. Mill, and
Alexander Mackenzie—the latter a dark crimson

shaded with plum colour, and a very beautifully

formed Rose. Messrs. Paul & Son were 2d, Mr.
Keynes 3d, and Mr. Cant 4th.

Huntingdonshire Horticultural : fuly 5.

—

This Society held its usual summer show on the above

date in the grounds at Castle Hill House, Hunting-

don, which by the kindness of Archdeacon Vesey were

thrown open to the public for the occasion. The place

is nicely situate near the town, commanding a good
view over the river and adjacent country, above which

it is a little elevated, affording a relief from the gene-

rally flat surface of the surrounding district, which in

this part is somewhat monotonously even. Nature

here having done little to assist Art in the production

of picturesque landscape scenery. On this occasion

the Society offered a silver cup and money prizes for

groups of twelve stove and greenhouse plants, six in

flower and six ornamental foliage ; but these only
brought out a single competitor, which was a cause
of some disappointment, but not so much to be
wondered at when the time that it takes to grow up a
collection of plants is considered, and that the number
of shows in all parts of the country have of late increased

to an extent which growers are not able to keep up with.

Mr. Lewis, gr. to D. Herbert, Esq., took the cup
with a nicely shown collection, in which was a large

and finely-flowered Statice, Dipladenia amabilis—

a

big plant, furnished with good healthy foliage and
fine flowers. Amongst foliage subjects he had a neat
example of Sanchezia nobilis, and the most intensely-

coloured Croton undulatus we have seen. In the

class for twelve stove and greenhouse plants Mr.
Lewis was also 1st, with medium-sized specimens,
including Franciscea calycina, the seldom seen yet

desirable Roella ciliata—a plant that not every one
can manage ; the white-flowered Eucharis amazonica,
and a good example of the elegant drooping Russelia

juncea, studded with its bright scarlet, tube-shaped
flowers. The plant, in or out of bloom, is always
attractive, and although not equal to some things for

exhibition purposes, is a good decorative subject when
not grown in too moist an atmosphere or subjected to

overshading. 2d and 3d prizes were awarded in this

class, but some delay in placing on the cards prevented
our ascertaining who were the winners. Six Pelar-

goniums : Messrs. Wood & Ingram were 1st with
nicely-flowered plants, the best of which were
Charles Turner, Silver Queen, and Beadsman ; Mr.
Cooper, gr. to Archdeacon Vesey, 2d. Six pink
or scarlet varieties : For these Mr. Gaylor, gr.

to C. J. Desborough, Esq, was 1st. Six double
varieties : Mr. Hopkins, gr. to E. P. Tillard,

Esq., 1st. Six Ferns : 1st, Mr. Tilbrook, gr. to

E. Brown, Esq., showing amongst others good
specimens of Adiantum concinnum, A. concinnum
latum, and the silver Gymnogramma, G. tartarea.

Mr. Cooper was 2d. In his half-dozen was a good
plant of the elegant Davallia novce-zealandire and
Adiantum amabile. Messrs. Wood & Ingram were
1st for six Calceolarias, showing a good strain, well

grown and well flowered. SLx ornamental foliage

plants : Mr. Cooper 1st. Ten dinner-table plants ;

In this class Mr. Lewis was 1st, Mr. Cooper 2d.

Single plant in flower : Messrs. Wood & Ingram 1st.

The greatest attraction of the exhibition were the

Roses, which were well and numerously shown.
There was a silver cup, offered by the Mayor of

Huntingdon (J. Ingram, Esq., of the firm of Wood cS:

Ingram), for twenty-four single trusses (confined to

amateurs), for which Mr. Smallbones was 1st, with a
very fine lot. In the nurserymen's class for twenty-

four, the cup given by P. Tillard, Esq., was taken by
Mr. Farren, Rose Nursery, Cambridge, in a very close

competition with Mr. Cooper, who was 2d. Group
of fruit and flowers : Mr. Lewis was successful, using

effectively long drooping pieces of Lycopodium
cxsium, which so employed always has a light elegant

appearance. Mr. Lewis was also 1st for a bouquet.
There was a moderate quantity of fruit shown. Mr.
Woodyer, gr. to the Earl of Sandwick, took 1st for

black Grapes, Mr. Cooper 2d. White Grapes : Mr,
Cooper 1st. Six Peaches : 1st, Mr. Tilbrook, showing
a very fine dish of Princess of Wales, large and hand-
some, but, as natural to the variety, pale in colour.

Mr. Woodyer and Messrs. Wood & Ingram were
equal 2d. Six Nectarines : Mr. Tilbrook 1st, with a

very good dish of Albert Victor ; 2d, Messrs. Wood
tS; Ingram. Dish of thirty Strawberries : Mr. Cooper
1st, having Dr. Hogg, large and fine ; Mr. Tilbrook,

2d, showing the very useful handsome variety Presi-

dent. Several dishes of splendid Strawberries were
disqualified for not containing the number required in

the schedule. Competent judges who have them-
selves been growers of the things they are called to

adjudicate upon are usually disposed to give their

decisions as far in accordance with the spirit of the

competition as the letter of the schedule will allow
them ; but it often happens that the negligence of

exhibitors is such that it cannot be looked over, in

which case they have only themselves to blame.

(From a Corrcspondmt.)

Southpott Winter Garden and Aquarium
Great Flower Show : JtUy 5, 6, 7, atid S.—This
great show (the first of its kind ever attempted in

Southport) was designed by the directors of the

Winter Garden and Aquarium to come off as a special

attraction at a period of the year when Southport is

generally full of visitors. In the spring, unhappily,

alarming reports were spread as to the sanitary con«

dition of the town, for which there may have been
some trifling foundation, and the directors of the

Winter Garden foreboded what would be the result as

regarded their flower show, but with an energy,

straightforwardness, and consistency of principle

and purpose which does them infinite credit, they

determined to carry out the original plan intact

—to set the Southport people and the neigh-

bourhood a good example. In no one particular

accordingly was the programme of the show
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departed from. Every effort was made by Mr.

Campbell, the curator, to bring together a dis-

play of plants that should be in all respects unim-

peachable. He succeeded to admiration. The great

tent, So yards long, and of incredible voracity, had
very few unfilled spaces. Nature, too, was kind, for

the sun shone bright and joyously on the preparations.

But with all the energy, and the fortunate conditions

notwithstanding, it is to be feared that the enterprise

has been a costly one for the treasurer. We have no
precise information, judging only from the obvious

expense of such a show and the paucity of the attend-

ance. Unless there was great amendment in the

latter particular after we left, it can hardly fail, how-
ever, to have been far, far below the reasonably

expected mark. How often is the promise of a

magnificent field or garden crop overturned by some
sad and unlooked-for calamity, a blight, or a flood, or

an unmitigated drought. Something like this,

we fear, has been the history of the first of

the Southport flower shows. Never mind. There
can be no doubt that the first Southport flower show
has made an impression upon the town that will not

be efiaced, and the day will come most assuredly

when it will be pointed to with pride.

The contributors included some half-dozen of

the principal nurserymen of Lancashire and Che-

shire, those in the front rank being Messrs. R.

P. Ker & Son, of Liverpool ; Messrs, F, &
A. Dickson & Son, of Chester ; Mr. John Shaw,
of Bowdon ; Messrs. E. & W. Yates, of Manches-
ter ; and Mr. Henry Walton, of Burnley. There
were present also Mr. Charles Rylance, of Ormskirk

;

Messrs. Robson & Bush, of Bowdon ; Mr. J. Wil-

liams, of Wallasey ; Mr. Carr and Mr. Davis, of

.Southport. The metropolis was represented by Mr.
B, S. Williams, who had a grand lot of plants ; and
Hereford by Messrs. Cranston & Mayos, who were
well up to their usual mark with cut Roses. The
same description of flower was supplied very creditably

by Messrs. Dickson, Brown ^: Tait, and by Messrs.

Dickson & Robinson, boih of Manchester. The leading

exhibitors among the amateurs in floriculture were Mr.

T. M. Shuttleworth, of Preston, who came up in

strength with his colossal stove and greenhouse plants,

the same that held the place of pride at the Manches-
ter Whit-week show; Mr, S. Schloss, of Bowdon,
who sent a magnificent lot of the same general cha-

racter, with capital supplement in the shape of Sarra-

cenias, and a first-rate Ouvirandra, a plant always so

welcome to the scrutineers of curiosities; Mr. R. B.
Dodt^son, of Blackburn, who illustrated his wealth
in Orchids ; Dr. R. F. Ainsworth, of Manchester,
also a winner of honours in exotic Orchids ; Mr. W.
Bellhouse, Miss Syddall, Mr. S. Swire, Mrs. Long-
show. Mr, G. Chamberlain, Mr. John Bradbury, Mr.
MacKinnell, andothersof Ijcalcelebrity. Fruitgrowers
were represented by the Earl of Crawford and Balcarres,

Wigan ; the Earl of Eilesmere, Worsley ; Mr. Shaw,
of Seaforth ; Mr. Pilkington, and various others.

Bouquets, bulton-hole posies for gentlemen, and
epergnes were nicely done by Messrs. Turner Bros.,

of Liverpool ; Mr. J. G. Houghton, of Waterloo
;

Mr. Carr, and Mr. Mosley. Hanging-baskets, fur-

nished with plants, were sent by Mr. Chamberlain, of
Birkdale ; bunches of cut flowers, "staged like

Roses" (when will this abomination cease to be?),
by Messrs. Turner Bros., Messrs. F, & A. Dickson &
Sons, and Mr. Rylance ; bouquets of Southport wild
flowers, very pretty and satisfactory, by Miss Harriet

G. Carr and Miss Janet A. Carr ; skeletonised leaves

and bleached Fern fronds, made up in groups and
designs for drawing-room ornamentation, very delicate

and pretty, by Mr. John Kaye, Didsbury ; Mrs.
Hodgkins, Hyde Grove, Manchester (whose work is

particularly neat and available), and by Mrs. Cussons,
of Southport.

The most conspicuous objects in the show were, of

course, the larger forms of stove and greenhouse
plants, the most effective individual in the whole
assemblage being, without question, a grand Kalo-
santhes coccinea, sent, with a dozen other good things,

by Messrs. G. ^ W. Vates, Next to this, perhaps,

were Mr. Schloss' Croton angustifoUus and Erica

Cavendishiana. But there were fifty others which,
had they been isolated, would every one of them
have seemed sure to be considered the best when the

time arrived for comparison. Pity that we cannot
have more intricate contentions, when the judging
process comes on, through the presence of a greater

diversity. Hedaromas are fine, no doubt, and Alla-

mandas, and all the rest of the old familiars. How
grand and deHghtful it would be to see some novelty
in the shape of Proteads, and the scores of other
superb old plants even the names of which are scarcely

heard among the gardeners of the present day. If

prizes are offered for the *'new and rare," why
not for the "illustrious old," which are to very
many of the fashionable " new " just what
the Plantagenet Cathedrals are to the archi-
tectural grimaces one may see in the Man-
chesteresque warehouses. The "new and rare"

' shown at Southport were in most cases very inte-

restbg, and in advance of what it is customary so to

call. In connection with these there is some-
thing, however, very singular to relate. Three prizes

were oflered to nurserymen for the six best new and
rare plants, in or out of flower. ** It is not for us,"

said the Southport Daily Ncivs^ in its account of the

show, "to criticise the decisions of the judges ; but
it does certainly seem a little extraordinary that in the

class for six new and rare plants, only the third place in

merit should be held by Mr. B, S, Williams' Croton
majesticus, 3 feet high, and splendidly coloured

;

Araucaria Goldieana, the finest specimen in Europe ;

Cycas intermedia, with twelve leaves, quite new

;

Woodwardia radicans cristata, a plant not yet in

commerce ; Adiantum graciliimum, and a grand
Aralia elegantissima," We quite agree with the

writer of the notice quoted, and, having carefully

examined the several exhibits, can only suppose
that by some singular casualty the judges* memo-
randa got misplaced. For, lovely as was the

little Boronia elatior in the 1st prize lot, and nice

as was the specimen of Artocarpus Cannoni in the 2d
prize lot, with these two plants their respective

claims to celebration pretty well terminated. The
quantity of valuable plants sent by Mr. B. S.

Williams, also by Messrs. F. & A. Dickson &
Co., and by Messrs. R. P. Ker & Co., was immense.
The London lot included an excellent contingent of

Orchids, so did Mr. John Shaw's immense display,

which was no less remarkable for the abundance and
excellence of its Japanese evergreens than were the

collections from Liverpool and Chester for their

choice stove, greenhouse, and half-hardy plants. Mr.
Walton contributed about 250 of the same general

character, and was well followed up by Mr. Schloss,

whose plants adapted for dinner-table decoration were
very generally and deservedly admired. Mr. Shaw's
specimen Orchid, a remarkably fine variety of La^lia

purpurata, was the most valuable plant of its class in

the exhibition. The Adiantums and Ferns in general

were likewise very good. Mr. Shuttleworth's magni-
ficent Gleichenias, of course, took the lead in this

inestimable class. {From a Correspondmi.')

Didsbury Horticultural: July 7 and S.—The
sixth annual exhibition was held on Friday and Satur-

day, July 7 and 8, in a large marquee, erected by the
kind permission of Mr. Hugh Birley, M.P,, in a field

adjoining his pleasure grounJs. Excellent as have
been the previous shows on the whole, the present

one WIS decidedly superior in regard to the best

essentials of an exhibition, which certainly do not

consist in immense and sensational plants, but in

abundance of simple and pleasing beauty, such as

goes home to people's hearts, and in the power of the

display, as a whole, to give practical lessons how to

make one's own garden prettier and more useful and
productive. Grand and splendid plants there were,

no doubt, and in plenty ; how could it be otherwise

when amateur cultivators like Mr. Joseph Broome
and Mr. H. Samson come up so liberally to the

front whenever there is an opportunity of delighting

the public with the spectacle of their best? But the

proportion was somewhat larger, perhaps, than hereto-

fore of plants that do not require a truck for

their conveyance to and fro—those very agreeably

manageable ones which can be introduced without

labour and risk into the hall and dining-room which
can be circulated, so to speak, where the sight of

plants is always cheerful and refreshing, as opposed
to being preserved, like statues, upon pedestals, and
which require to be visited, instead of their visiting us.

The 1st prize was offered for a mixed group of foliage

and flowering plants, five of each, distinct. Here
Mr, Broome was uncontested monarch, showing
Nepenthes Rafllesiana, very fine ; a superb Croton
variegatus, a very nice Dracophyllum gracile, and the

grandest individual in the show, a Phormium tenax

variegata, which, although the pot was elevated only

a very little above the ground—wooden stages not

having been used on the present occasion—towered
above all neighbours like a vegetable St. Paul's. The
second class in the schedule— for mixed groups of the

same description, three foliage and three flowering

—

brought up Mr. Samson, who took the 1st prize, with

very handsome examples of Erica obbata, Cocos
Weddelliana, Yucca quadricolor, AUamanda Hender-
soni, a superb Phcenocoma prolifera, &c. The
third class, six fine-foliage plants, again gave
Mr. Broome the command ; and the same was
the case in class 4, for six distinct Orchids.

The species shown were Vanda suavis and tri-

color, Cyptipedium Stonei, Oncidium Lanceanum,
Odontoglossum vexillarium, and Dendrochilum fili-

forme. The 2d prize for Orchids went to Mr. Jas.

Elides, who showed Vanda Batemanni, Thunia Ben-
Eoni, Lcelia purpurata, Aerides Lobbii, and a very

nicely flowered Oncidium Lanceanum, with two ample
racemes. The same two gentlemen carried off the

honours, ist and 2d, for a single Orchid, Mr. Broome
with a Vanda tricolor insignis, Mr. Fildes with a

Phala;nopsis Luddemanniana. Pelargoniums were
exhibited in very fine variety, and in quantity suffi-

cient to render them a conspicuous feature—the prizes

going to Miss Ashton, and to her brother, Mr, Thos.

Ashton. Fuchsias were likewise plentiful, and shown
in very good diversity : the best were exhibited by
Mrs. Souchay and Mr. C. Blackburn. Gloxinias of
remarkable beauty were shown by the same lady.

Varieties of Achimenes were very nicely done by Mr.
C. P, Henderson ; varieties of Caladium by Mr. J.
Morris ; and of Coleus by Mr. Thos. Ashton. In
Selaginellas Mr. H, Birley took the lead, the prettiest

in his lot being a Martensii variegata, the colours
distinct and very pleasingly intermingled. In hardy
Ferns Mr. Thos. Ashton was again to the fore, with
charming sports chiefly of the wild English Lady
Fern-

Sports of its familiar woodland companions, Lastrea
Filix-mas and Polystichura aculeatum, furnished also

a good contingent ; while among exotic Ferns, Mr. J.
Fletcher's were so beautiful as to constitute perhaps
the most conspicuously interesting element of the

show. This gentleman well deserved his ist prize.

Other exotic Ferns of rare merit were shown by Mr.
Broome, who likewise sent a selection of his Palms.
Prizes were awarded for one *' new and rare " plant

to Mr. Fildes, who received his one for a very hand-
some Sarracenia Fildesii, the lids of the pitchers

immense and richly veined with bronzy claret; and to

Mr, J. H. Samson for the fine deep crimson Dipla-
denia brearleyana. Double Petunias were exhibited

be Miss Ashton and her brother, the former taking

the Ist prize, and an extra prize was awarded to Mr.
Broome for a dozen very admirable varieties of

Draciiiena. It will be seen from these names that the

show consisted almost entirely of now well-accustomed
plants, but all very good and animating to look at.

Vegetables and fruit on the present occasion were
as nice as could be wished, Mr. Samson and
Mr. Blair excelling in Grapes, Mr. Blackburn
in Peaches, Cherries, and miscellaneous fruit ;

Mr. J. Fletcher in Melons and Strawberries,

and Mrs. Marsland in Nectarines. The vegetables

were chiefly shown in the cottagers' classes, and
did the industry and care of their cultivators great

credit. The same remark will apply to the cot-

tagers' fruit, to their window plants, which included
some capital Fuchsias and Hydrangeas, and beautiful

specimens of Japan Lilies, and to their cut flowers,

the most effective of which were collections of
varieties of Sweet William. Some of the Auricula-

eyed among these last were particularly good. There
were also some very nice Pansies, and several trays

of well coloured and well-shaped Roses, with a few
bouquets, and two or three nice displays of field-

flowers, all properly and correctly labelled. The pot

plants being laid out chiefly upon turf, the general

effect of the show was very pleasing. The Didsbury
gardeners, and all who aid them in their good work,
deserve warmest commendation. The tent was by no
means impervious to the sunbeams, and very pretty

and pleasant indeed was it to note them stepping in,

as it were, on tip-toe, here and there, to see how all

was goine on, and taking a kind of delight in throw-

ing over the green and the crimson, the purple and
the gold, the very perfection of the peculiar

ihiaroiciiro of high summer. A show like this

annual one at Didsbury, where there is scarcely any-

thing professional, holds the peculiar charm of being

made up of plants which, having been home-fed, are

coloured with the light of human joy, and seem to tell

us of it. Those are the most beautiful plants, after

all, which have had human feeling bestowed on them
as a part of their sustenance ; for there may be affec-

tion thrown into plant culture every bit as much as

into our dealings with our fellow creatures. Z. G.

Sandovirn Park: Jtdv "J
andZ.—The flower and

fruit show held here on the above dates was but a

small one, and of no particular merit, notwithstand-

ing that the schedule of prizes was a very liberal one,

the total amount offered being upwards of ^350. It

was held in some small marquees at the back of the

grand stand, an incongruous place for a flower show ;

and it was unfortunate that this site should have been
chosen, especially as a much better one could have
been found on the property. The plants best repre-

sented were show and fancy Pelargoniums, of which
Mr. Turner, Mr. James, and Mr, G. King were the

leading exhibitors. The 1st prize collections of

nine and six respectively, from Mr. Turner and
Mr, James, were especially good- A capital half-

dozen Zonal Pelargoniums came from Mr. G. King,

and variegated Pelargoniums were particularly well

represented by some capital specimens from Mr.

Morgan, gr. to G. S. Ducrouz, Esq., Oak Lawn,
Weybridge, Stove and greenhouse flowering and
fine-foliaged plants came principally from Messrs.

Jackson & Son, Mr. B. S. Williams, and

Mr. J. H. Ley; and Orchids from Messrs. Jackson

& Son and Messrs. Rollisson & Sons. Hardy
Ferns were well shown by Messrs. Jackson $c

Son and Mr. R. Baxendine, nurseryman, Guildford,

and the last named exhibitor also contributed half-a-

dozen admirably grown Lycopods. The best groups
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of twelve exotic Ferns \Tere contributed by Mr. G.
Coonhill, gr. to J. S. Virtue, Esq , Oatknds Park,

Weybridge ; and Mr. J- H. Hinnell, gr. to F. A.
Davis, Esq., Anglesea House, Suibiton. There was
a small show of cut Roses, the leading exhibitors of

which were Mr. Turner, Messrs. Viigo & Sons, Mr.
James, Mr. Crafter, and Mr. J. W. Moorman.
Twenty-four varieties of bedding plants in 12-inch

pans were well shown by Mr. R. Dean,
Mr. J. Foster, and Mr. Turner, and the
prizes were awarded as we have placed the

names. For half-a-dozen Caladiums, Mr. Foster and
Mr. G. King were placed equal 1st, and their plants

were in all respects admirably grown. One of the

prettiest and most natural-looking stands of wax
flowers we have ever seen was shown by Mr. Bishop,
of Esher, and which well deserved the extra prize

awarded. Fruit and vegetables were fairly well
iVpresented, especially the latter, an excellent miscel-

laneous collection of which, amongst others, came
from Mr. G. King, gr. to R. Few, Eiq,, Wolsey
Grange, Esher. The best collection of iruit, which
succeeded nice samples of Grapes, Melons, Peaches,
and .Strawberries, came from Mr. W. R. Strong, gr.

to W, R. Alt, Esq., VVoburn Park, Weybridge. The
best of eight dishes of black Grapes was one shown by
Mr. Edwards, gr. to W. P. Tristam, Esq., Fowley,
Liphook, Hants. White Grapes were poorly
represented. Capital baskets of black Grapes
came frrm Mr. J. H. Hinnell, Mr. Bond,
gr. , The Beeches, Weybridge; and Mr. Gosden, gr.

to Miss Taylor, Palace Gardens, Weybridge, to
whom the prizes were awarded in the order named.
Mr. Sage, Ashridge, sent the best Figs, Peaches, and
Nectarines, and was also 2d for Cherries, Mr. Strong
being 1st for the latter. Pines were better represented
than any other fruit, and Ist for three in a good class

came Mr. Bond with a fine trio of Queens ; and Mr.
H. W. Ward, gr. to Earl Radnor, I^onglord Castle,
was 2d with large examples of Providence. A very
fine Queen, shown by Mr. Mepper, gr. , The Elms,
Acton, was 1st In the class for a single fruit, another
of Mr. Bond's Qaeens being 2d,

RESOURCES OF THE TRO-
VINCE OF SHANTUNG.

A REPORT on the geography and natural history

of the province of Shantung has recently been pub-
lished in Hong Kong. The writer first describes the

difltrent kinds of fish which are found more or less

abundantly in the waters of this part of China. A
kind of carp, and a fish called the Si-yu, are very
plentiful, and, with the eel and other kinds, are sold

in the maikets by the pound, being kept alive in

shallow tubs. One fish, known as the Huang-kee, is

remarkable on account of its having yellow bones,

the skin is also described as being yellowish, and
devoid of scales, while the dorsal and two pectoral

fins are each provided with a long sharp spine, having
a line of acute teeth, giving it the appearance of a
saw. Another very curious kind is found in the
waters of the Huai-ho, and in a spring on the Tai-
shan. If we can believe the statement of respectable
Chinamen, this fish has no bones ; some pretend that

it is sent alive to the Emperor, when he prays for

rain ; and they even go so far as to say that after the
sacrifice to heaven it has to be returned to its native

waters ; perhaps this may be the reason why this is

called the Dragon-fish. Many varieties of the gold-

fish are found, some, contrary to their name, being of
a fine velvety black ; a large number of species are
found in the markets, being edible—at least to the
Chinese, who readily swallow the cuttle and jelly-fish.

Star-fish of all hues and shapes are found on the

beach, and at low water the rocks are adorned with
beautiful sea anemones, and the Beche de Mer, which
is very common, and constitutes one of the greatest

delicacies of a Chinese table.

Amongst birds may be enumerated the red-legged
partridge, the pheasant, snipe, woodcock, wild duck,
wild pigeon, wild swan, &c. On the Fu-shau-hien
river wild geese and wild turkeys, and some turkey-

buzzards, are seen ; but these birds are very wild,

and it is difficult to come within range of them ; they
are, moreover, tough, and cannot be considered good
eating.

Sheep are fed in large numbers on the immense
plains of the western boundary, together with oxen
and horses.

The province, in the plains and valleys, is very
fertile ; the hills are cultivated to the extreme limit of

available soil, but they are generally barren, with the

exception of a dwarf kind of Pine, very seldom reach-

ing more than 10 feet in height. Some of the moun-
tains bear names indicating that at a certain period

there must have been some trees upon them. For
instance, in the high range of the Saw Teetto Moun-
tains, on the road from Chefoo to Lay \'ung, there is

a summit called the Elm Peak, upon which, how-
ever, no such tree as an Elm exists ; a few dwarf

Oaks, the leaves of which are eaten by silkworms, is

apparently the only vegetation there. In the ravines

or stony valleys there is a larger kind of Pine, flat-

headed, and resembling the Italian Pine when the

Chinese allow it to grow to its full size. Large trees

in the plains are not very common, but on the high

road to Chi-nan Fu, and near Lay Vung, are some
Poplars remarkable for their large size, silver-white

bark, and contorted branches. There are two kinds,

one with large, and the other with small leaves ; both

furnish a light and excellent timber for carving and
junk-building,

A kind of Catalpa, bearing the name of the great

naturalist Bunge, is very common in Shantung, and
decorates the gardens of Chefoo ; its wood is used for

making musical instruments, chess-men, chess-tables,

and weighing-rods. The Ailantus, or Chinese Var-
nish-tree, is not only useful for feeding silkworms, but

its roots furnish an exceedingly useful drug, for use in

dysentery ; this remedy, long known to the Chinese,

has been experimented with successfully on Europeans
during the last two years, and is proved to be one of

the most powerful astringents known. The Cedrela

odorata, a tree closely allied to the Mahogany, also

grows in Shantung. The wood is of a reddish colour,

the fruit is astringent, and is used in cases of

ophthalmia. The young shoots are described as

having an Onion-like taste, and they are boiled and
eaten by the Chinese.

The Huaishu (Sophora japonica) is a very common
tree, and is often found of great size and age, when
they take the fantastical shapes the Chinese love so

much. The veneration they have for old trees is a

great incitement to preserving them from destruction.

They support the long branches with poles or pillars,

carefully patching the holes of the trunk with bricks

and mort.-ir, and often building a little chapel or niche

at the foot of the tree, gener.illy dedicated to the

Tu-Iao-ye, or god of agriculture, when not dedicated

to the tree itself, which they call Lao-ye. The
flowers of this tree are used in China as a yellow dye,

for dyeing the silk of which the garments of the

mandarins are made. Very large quantities of these

flowers are thus consumed, and the tree is largely

cultivated for the purpose, not only in Shantung, but

also in Tokien and Honan, from whence they are sent

in sacks to other parts of China, Small quantities

occasionally reach this country, but they have never

yet become an established article of commerce.

The Chinese Persimmon (Diospyros kaki) is very

common in Shantung. The fruit is sometimes known
as the Chinese Date-plum ; it is of a bright red

colour, about the size of an ordinary Apple, and the

pulp, which somewhat resembles that of a Plum, is

yellowish transparent. These fruits are sometimes

dried and candied ; but, both in their fresh and pre-

served states, they are very delicious. Considering

the ease with which they might be sent, preserved in

tins or earthenware jars, it is surprising we do not

often see them in the European markets. It seems,

however, that they are largely exported to Chili. The
only uses to which the fruits of the elegant Gingko, or

Maidenhair tree (Salisburia adiantifolia), are put are

for making soups, and as an astringent medicine. A
large article of export, known as red and black Dates,

are the fruits of two very common shrubs, one of

which is Rhamnus utilis, and the other probably

R. chlorophorus. The former grows extensively on

the mountains, and furnishes the well-known dye
known as Chinese green-indigo, and by the Chinese

as Lu-kao. It is prepared by chopping the twigs

in small pieces and boiling them in water to which a

certain quantity of alum is added for fixing the

colour. This dye has been imported in considerable

quantities into France, chiefly to the silk-weaving

districts about Lyons, for dyeing some of the more
beautiful shades of green. The fruit-bearing trees of

Shantung are somewhat limited. The Vines are

plentiful, and give two or three kinds of Grapes,

which are not so sweet as the cultivated Grapes of

Europe. Good wine is nevertheless made from them
in Pekin by the French missionaries. A celebrated

fruit of the province is the Shantung Pear, which is

largely exported.

F'rom the seeds of the Millet (Setaria species) the

Chinese make a fermented beverage in the following

manner :—The seeds are boiled till they burst; they

are then spread out on a table and mixed with a small

quantity of leaves from Wheat ; the whole is then put

into a lar^e leather jar, where it is left to ftr.arent from

one to four weeks. It is then placed in linen and

pressed v.'ith stones, and the liquid so extracted forms

Huang-chin, or yellow wine. Besides this, a kind of

brandy or spirit is prepared fronr Viro, sweet Potatos,

Persimmon fruits, &c. The Bean cheese, or Bean

curd, so common in many parts of China, is made
from white and yellow Beans {Soja hispida) steeped

in cold water till they are soft, when they are deprived

of their skin by pressing them between the fingers,

after which they are reduced to pulp by pounding

them in a mortar or pressing them under a millstone
;

the pulp is passed through a sieve, and then some
Lu-shui—the residuum of sea-salt or nitre, or a

gypsum solution, is added, which coagulates the

albumen ; the water is taken off by pressure in a linen

cloth loaded with stones ; this liquid is carefully

thrown away, being said to be poisonous. The cake

so obtained is salted and sold fresh in the street*, or

dried to the consistency of a hard cheese. Flour lur

food is also made from these Beans, as well as a

sauce or soy. This sauce, now extensively used in

this country and in America, is prepared by steeping

the Beans in water for one hour ; they are then half-

dried in the sun and mixed with wheat-flour auj

allowed to ferment, being placed for that purpose in

a hot damp place. The mould which dcvelopes itself

in abundance on the Beans is scraped ofl, the Beans

are then dried and put in salted water, which has

been properly boiled and cooled {to expel the air).

The brown and black colour of the sauce so obtained

is supposed to be produced by a microscopic fungus

resembling the ergot of Rye, whose properties the soy

is said to possess. These kinds of Beans are very

extensively used in the manufacture of the now famous

Bean cake. The Customs returns give but a small

idea of the enormous export of these cakes ; for, if

thousands are sent to the southern ports in foreign

bottoms, the many millions which have found their

way in junks it is impossible even to guess at. The
Beans being thoroughly crushed under heavy stone

wheels, turned by mules, are heated under water, and

the cakes compressed between iron hoops. The
pressure is slowly and gradually increased by driving

the wedges with an enorm.ous stone, suspended as a

pendulum, and acting as a ram. The oil, which runs

from them into a kind of well, is black and very

dense ; it has a disagreeable smell, and is used for

illuminating purposes, and for caulking boats, and,

being mixed with lime, it makes a kind of putty. A
foreign firm in Neuchavang some time ago tried to

extract oil from the Beans by the more powerful and

expeditious means of a hydraulic press, but the

reaction to a sudden pressure was so great that hardly

any oil could be obtained.

The other oil-producing plants of Shantung are

Sesaraum orientate, Arachis hypogtea. Cannabis

sativa, Ricinus communis. Some of these oils are

exported to Canton, to be purified and clarified there,

and come back to Chefoo under the pompous but

false name of Tea-oil. The Castor-oil plant is often

cultivated in the form of hedges, being considered an

effective barrier against the intrusion of animals.

The .Shantung province is also very rich in

medicinal plants. A kind of native Ginseng found

in sandy plains, and accordingly called Sha-sen, is

exported in quantities. The roots of the Libanotis,

and the fruit of the Aristolochia, are famous drugs,

while the leaves of the Artemisia are used as Moxa.
The products here mentioned are only a few of

those constituting the natural resources of the pro-

vince of Shantung.

Variorum.
Trout Fishing Extraordinary r.v Cormor-

ants AT Ekidge C.\stle. — Great sport was
afforded by Captain Salvin, at Eridge Castle, on
Wednesday last, with his three tame cormorants,
named respectively, "Detective," "Sub-Inspector,"
and " Chang." The gallant officer's man having been
safely inserted in his waterproof inexpressibles, and
the collars of the cormorants adjusted to prevent their

swallowing the trout, the sport began under the
guidance of the venerable park-keeper. The water
running past the Smugglers' Cave was first drawn,
and several fish were caught, but the stream being
considered too shallow and muddy, a move was made
after luncheon to .Steel Bridge. Here the real fun of
the day commenced. The master followed his pack
up the stream, and several excited volunteers plungeH
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into ihe water above to prevent the birds getting on

too fast. At length a pool was found in which were

several fish. Here "Detective" collared two, and

the master, in his anxiety to catch him and relieve

him of his prey, fell head-over-heels into the

water—a misadventure which afforded great amuse-

ment to the spectators. Above the next bridge it was
discovered that the man in the watertights had sprung

a leak by running on a stake while making a rush at

".Sub-Inspector," who had taken a \ lb. trout, but,

notwithstanding this accident, he persevered and con-

tinued in the water all day. Several brace of fine fish

were captured, and at length, the birds being some-

what tired, a halt was called. At the word of com-
mand the cormorants mounted their cage, where their

collars where removed, and the "small fry" were

given to them, and they displayed great quickness in

catching the fish as it was thrown to them. This novel

and successful plan of fishing alVorded no small amuse-

ment to the guests whom the Marquis of Abergavenny
had invited, and greatly astonished the keepers, who
had never seen such a system before. Too much can-

not be said of Captain Salvia as a master of cormor-

ants, and also the falcon, which ancient sport he still

very successfully practises. J, Rust, July 8.

STATE OP THE WEATHER AT BLACKHEATH. LONDON,
FoK THE Week ending Wednesday, Julvi2, i8,6.
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Cobs and Filbts.,Ib.

FiKs
Gooseberries, gr., qt.

Grapes, per lb.

Oranges, per loo .

.

Peaches, per doz. ..

Pine-apples, p. lb. ..

Strawberries, per lb.

Artichokes, per doz. .

— Kng. Globe, doz. t

Asparagus (English),

per bundle . , ;

Aubergines, p. doz. <

Beans, Fr.,p. J^-siev. .

— Longpod,p. bush. :

Beet, per doz. . . :

Cabbages, pet doz. .. :

Carrots, per bunch.. <

Cauliflowers, spring,

per dozen . . .. ;

Celery, per bundle -

.

Chilis, green, per lOo
Cucumbers, each . . i

Endive, per doz.
— Batavian, p. doz. ;

Herbs, per bunch . . i

Potatos (new).—Jersey Kidneys
14J. Cherbourg Kidneys,
lance Kidneys, \bs. to 2CJ.

Vegetables.
d. s. d.\ s.c

Horse Radish, p, bun. 3 i

Leeks, per bunch . . o :

Lettuces, per score. . 2 <

Mint, green, bunch o .

Mushrooms, per pott. 1 t

— buttons, do. .. 4 <

Onions, young, bun, o .

Parsley, per bunch. . o ^

Peas, green, per qt. . . i (

Potatos, Sweet, p. lb. o (

Radishes, per bunch, o :

- Spanish, doz. ..it
Rhubarb, per bundle o 1

Shallots, per lb. .. o (

Spinach, per bushel 3 <

Tomatas, per doz. . . 3 <

Turnips, new. bundle o .

- S 4 I Veg. Ma
i8.r. ; Rounds,

Rounds, I IS.

^vt. Old stock: ,hed.

SEEDS.
London : y«^ 13.—The transactions on our seed

market have during the past week been on a most
imited scale, and in consequence the trade (as indeed

is usual at this time of the year) affords but little scope

for remarks. New Trifolium offers more freely from
France, and rather less money is now asked. The
accounts received from the provinces do not lead to the

expectation that a superabundance of home-grown Tri-

fohum will be saved this season. Sowing Mustard and
Rape seed continue in moderate request at last week's

currencies. Some few purchases have been made of

new English Canary seed of fair average quality for

delivery some weeks hence. Blue boiling Peas readily

find buyers. "Yo/in Shaw &> So/is, Seed lihrchants, 37,

Mark Lane, London^ B.C.

CORN.
Trade at Mark Lane on Monday showed no improve-

ment on last week, but rather increased dulness. There
was very little English Wheat on the stands, and nomi-
nally the sales were supported, and a large supply of

foreign Wheat was brought forward, and \s. per quarter

reduction was quoted. Fine Barley was reported steady,

while other descriptions were cheaper to sell. Malt had
a drooping tendency, as also had Oats and Maize, all of

which were slow of sale. Beans and Peas attracted

little or no attention, and prices favoured buyers in all

instances. The tlour trade was weak, at about last

week's prices.—Dulness characterised trade on Thurs-

day, and prices drooped. There was no increase in the

supply of English Wheat, but foreign importations were
liberal, and where sales were pressed lower terms pre-

vailed. Barley was pretty well held, and no material

change was noted m Oats and other classes of spring

com, the business doing being upon a much too restricted

scale. Flour favoured buyers.—Average prices of corn

for the week ending July 8 :—Wheat, 48^. 6*^. ; Barley.

34J. f^d. ; Oats, 30^-. M. For the corresponding week last

year :—Wheat, 44J. ^d. ; Barley, 37^. 2(A ; Oats, 301. dd.

CATTLE.
At Copenhagen Fields on Monday the supply of beasts

was smaller than last week ; of foreign there were a few
more. Trade was quiet, but there was no difficulty in

realising last quotations for choicer qualities, and a fair

clearance was effected. There was a larger number of

foreign sheep, but fewer English, Trade was very dull,

and prices on the average were lower, but there was a fair

demand for choicest qualities. Lambs were selling about
the same as of late. Calves were rather lower in price.

Quotations :— Beasts, *(-f. dd. to 55. 4^'., and 51. Zd. to

6i. ^d.\ calves, 4J. ^d, to 5^^. 6(/. ; sheep, 5^. 41/. to 6i.,

and ds. 4d. to ys. ; lambs» ys. to Ss.
;
pigs, 4^. 4d. to

5i. 6d.—Trade on Thursday was quiet, but rates gener-

ally firm. In the beast market sales progressed slowly,

and in some cases prices ruled easier. Sheep sold more
readily, and brought rather more money for desirable

weights. Lambs were more in request, and dearer.

HAY.
The Whitechapel report for July 11 states that superior

hay was rather dearer, but there was no change in other
kinds of fodder, and trade generally was quiet. The
supplies were moderate. Prime Clover, 100^. to 152s.

;

inferior, 851. to 951. ;
prime meadow hay, 90^. to 1381. ;

nferior, 55J. to 75?. ; and straw, 35^. to 46/. per load.

—

Cumberland Market quotations: — Superior old mea-
dow hay, 150J. to 160s. ; inferior, 110s. to 130J. ; new
hay, 1 10^. to 132J. ; superior old Clover, 150J. to i6os. ;

inferior, i20j'. to 132J, ; new Clover, iioj. to 130J. ; and
straw, 47s. to 52J. per load.

POTATOS.
The Borough and Spitalfields markets reports state

that the supplies on sale were limited ; trade was steady,

and the following were the quotations realised :—Eng-
lish, Shaws, 200J. to 240s. ; Kidneys, 220J. to 260s. ;

Regents, 240s. to 250^. per ton. The imports into

London last week consisted of 3572 baskets from Rot-
terdam, 535 basket?, loi sacks, 71 barrels, and in
packages Dunkirk, 2041 casks, 573 boxes, and i cask
Barfleur, 230 boxes, 266 casks St. Vaast, 120 packages
Lisbon, 900 casks, 530 boxes Cherbourg, 38 barrels

Boulogne, 98 packages Guernsey, and 37 Antwerp.

COWAN'S PATENT SYSTEM of
HEATING and HOT-WATER ENGINEERING in

all its brunches.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS of every description.

Plans and £simtaies on Application, mid Circulars posi-free

21, Whitehall Place, London. S.W.. and The Vineyard,
Garston, near Liverpool.

PUMPS-
Kor Baths,

PUMPS- PUMPS.
islerns, Kildien, or Garden use.

GARDEN PUMPS, NON-FRKEZINGPUJlIPS, COTTAGE
PUMPS, LIQUID MANURE PUMPS.

STEVENS'
TRENTHAM GREENHOUSE BOILER,

oueh.t Pnceb

ST. ALBANS IRON WORKS, HERTS.

M ESSEN GER and COMPANY'S
PATENT TUBULAR BOILER.—Nearly 3C00 now

Combines all the advantages of the old Saddle, which Is

acknowledged to be the most economical, with the Tubular,
the most powerful form of boiler. By the use of triangular
tubes a larger amount of heating surface is exposed to the
direct action of the fire than in any other form of boiler. The
water-bridge (d) also receives the most intense heat. The
boiler is made of cast-iron, which is admitted to be the best
material as regards durability, strength, &c. In con-sequence
of the above advantages we are enabled to supply boilers with a
large amount of heating-power at very moderate rates. The
power of this boiler can at any future time be increased by adding
another row of tubes. Illustrated List free on application to

MESSENGER and COMPANY, Hot-Water Engineers
and Horticultural Builders, Loughborough.

After long expenence. has proved the most SIMPLE,
ECONOMICAL. EFFECTUAL, and LASTING UOILER
extant ; recently much improved. For Illustrations, with
full particulars, apply to the Sole Makers,

r & J. SILVESTER.
Cattle Hdl Foundry. Engineering and Boiler Works,

Neu castle. Staffordshire.

KW Our Pollers are the onlv ones made with the sanction

and under the mspection of the inventor, Mr. Stevens- alt

others being base 1

"ONES'S PATENT "DOUBLE L*
SADDLE BOILER.

These Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle
Boder, with the following improvements—viz., the uiter jipace

at back and over top of saddle increases the heatmg surface
to such an extent that a "PATENT DOUBLE L SADDLL
BOILER" will do about twice the amount of work with the same
quantity of fuel ; the cost of setting is also considerably reduced,
and likewise the space occupied ; at the same time these Boilers
are simple in construction, and being made of wrought iron are
not liable to crack. They are made of the following sizes :—

Sizes.
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THE ROYAL GARDENS, KEW.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
for AUGUST 5 will contain a

SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT,
consisting of Twelve Pages of original Wood Engravings and Letterpress, descriptive of

THE ROYAL GARDENS, KEVs^.

Price, 5d. ; Post Free, 5id.

May be ordered of all Booksellers and News Agents, and at the Railway Bookstalls.

OFFICE-11, WELLINGTON STEEET STEAND, LONDON, W.C.

Agents for Scotland—Messrs. J. Menzies & Co., Edinburgh and Glasgow.

PRICE ONE PENNY.
[Postfree ihl]

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE

GUIDE TO BIRMINGHAM
Contains Tzoenty Pages of Letterpress^ and Six original Wood Engravings.

CONTENTS-
ITS HISTORY and SOCIAL LIFE, MANUFACTURES, A STROLL THROUGH BIRMING-

HAM, THE SHOW YARD, HINTS TO VISITORS.

ENGRAVINGS-
JOSEPH STURGE'S MONUMENT, I ASTON CHURCH, ASTON HALL,
THE EXCHANGE, I THE TOWN HALL,

KING EDWARD VI.'s FREE GRAMMAR SCHOOL,

MAP OF BIRMINGHAM,
Showing Route to the Royal Agricultural Society's Show Yard, and

PLAN OF SHO^V YARD.
W. RICHARDS, 7, CATHERINE STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

Birmingham Publisher—J. C. ASTON, 39 and 40, Smallbrook Street,

TRADE SUPPLIED ON LIBERAL TERMS.
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AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES,
SiEAM PLOUGHING MACHINKKV,

ROAD LOCOMOTIVES, TRAMWAY LOCOMOTIVES,

STEAM ROAD ROLLERS.

For Prices, Description, and Reports of Working, apply

to tlie Manufacturers,

AVELING & PORTER,
ROCHESTER, KENT; 72, CANNON ST., LONDON.

E.G. : and g, AVENUE MONTAIGNE, PARIS.

AvELiNG & Porter's ENGINES have g.Vmed the highest

Prizes at every important International E.xhibition. The Two

Medals for Progress and Merit were awarded them at Vienna

for their STEAM ROLLERS and ROAD LOCOMOTIVES ;

and at the last trials of the Royal Asric.ultural Society of

England their AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES gained

the First Prize after e.-ihaustive trials, when one of their lo-horsc

power Engines, fitted with single slide and ordinary link-

motion, indicated 35-horse power, with a consumption of three

and one-Jifth ponnds 0/coal per horse-power per hour.

m-

LASCKLLL:^ i/iii... i L-U^M WOOD
CONSERVATORIES and GREENHOUSES. —All

Gardeners know that Wood is better than Iron for Plant Grow-

ing, and by the above system a handsome cmved house can be

erected as cheaply as a plain straight one.

The curved house is more durable, stronger, lighter in con-

sliuction, and no bent glass is required.

W. H. LASCELLES, 121, Bunhill Row. London, E.G., will

supply Drawings and Estimatesf ree of charge.

BOULTON AND PAUL,
Norwich, Horticultural Builders.

NEW PATENT GREENHOUSES.—Can be erected with-

out the aid of either caipenter, glazier, painter, or bricklayer.

New Lists, containing a number of Illustrations and Prices,

free by post.

PATENT PLANT PRESERVERS.—Now ready, our new
List of Prices, with full descriptions, clearly showing the uies

to which these handy articles may be ipplied Tree by post

MELON OR CUCUMBER IK\MES—Ah sizes rc-id)

for immediate deh

Height at back, 24 m at front 13 in sides ij< in

lights, 2 in. thick. Made of best red deal, painted tliict

every pane of glass (21 oz.) is nailed as well as puttied i

light has an iron strengthening rod and handle.

.__„ _ . 1 England :-

All 6 feet wide. £,

16 ft. long, 4 lights .. 6

Cash prices, cai

All 6 feet wide.

4 ft. long, I light

8 ft. ,. 2 „

Illustrated Catalogue for 1876, containing upwards of sixty

Engravings, with prices, of Conservatories. Greenhouses.

Peach Houses, Forcing Houses, Pits. &c., free by post for 13

stamps. , . ,BOULTON AND PAUL, Norwich.

w. H. LASCELLES, Horticultural
Builder. Finsbury Steam Joinery Works,

1-1. r.iuihill Row, Lnndon, E.C.

Estimates given on application for GREENHOUSES and
CONSERVATORIES of all kinds, and to any design.

GARDEN BOXES and LIGHTS. Each.

Portable Box with One Light, 6 feet by 4 feet, glazed s. d.

good 16-OZ. sheet glass, painted four coats, and
packed ready for use . . . . 35 o

Portable Box with Two Lights, as above, each light

6 feet by 4 feet 65 o
LIGHTS ONLY.

3 feet by 4 feet Light, not painted nor glazed .. .. 36
Ditto glazed, good i6-oz. sheet glass, and painted 4 coals 10 o

6 feet by 4 feet, not painted nor glazed 60
Ditto glazed and painted four coats 16 6

SIR JOSEPH PA.XTON'S

HOTHOUSES for the MILLION.
niE SlMFLESr AND CI1EAPKSI\

Uein^ easily h.-ced, and removed again, if required, liy luL;a

caipenter. Sent out fully glazed and painted.

Hea I i.s'G ArrA.'i.\TUS, special for these Houses, portable and

complete, with directions to fix.

A Pamphlet, with several Illustrations, free for two stamps.

A Handbook of Vine and Fruit Tree Cultivation, by Post, ^ yl

HEKEMAN and MOKTON,
14 TICHBORNE STREET, REGENT'S QUADRANT,

LONDON. W.

lUuEtratei Catalogues.

JIT M. POLLETT has a Collection of nearly
0-. SEVEN HUNDRED BLOCKS suitable for the

abjve purpose. Cu,stoiner3 can have the use of any of them for

piintinsj ill Catalngues, gratis. Apply.
POLLETT'S Horticultural Ste.ara Printing Works. 12 to 15,

Bridgewater Gardens, Barbican, E.C.

T3EVUE de I'HORTICULTURE BELGE
iV et fiTRANGERE (Belgian and Fore gn Horticultural

Review).—.\mong the principal Contributors are :—A. Allard,

E. .\ndrc', C. Baltet, T. Buchetet, F. Burvenich. F. Crepin,

Comte de Gomer, De Jonge van Ellemeet, O. de Kcrchove de

Denteighem, P. E. de Pnydt, C. de Vis, J. Gillon, A. M. C.

longkindt Coninck, C. Koch. J. Kicks. L. Linden, T. Moore,

C. Naudin, B. Olivier, H. Ortgies, E. Pynaert. E. Rodigas,

A. Siraux, O. Thomas. A. Van Geert Son, H. J. Van Hullc, J.

Van Volxem. H. J. Veitch. A. Westmael, and P. Wolkenstein.

This Illustrated Journal appears on the ist of every month,

in Pans of 24 pages, 8vo, with a Coloured Plate and ni

t.f Subscripti.: r the United Kingi -One year,

Pubh.lriv:; Office : 142, Rue de Bruselles. Ghent, Belgium.

Post Dftice Orders to bo made payable to M. E- PYN."\ERT.
at the Chief Post Office. Ghent.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARliORICULTURE de
FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CHERE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured

Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1865 by F.

BUKVENICM E PlNAERT. E. RODIGAS. Slid H. J. VaN
HlLLE, Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian

Government at Ghent. Post paid tor. per annum.
H. .1. VAN HULLE, Botanical Cardens, Ghent, Belgium.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
m}H SO UTH WAL°ES ADVERT ISER.

CONTENTS :—

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Dr.awn and Engraved

specially for this Journal).

NATURAL HISTORY (Original Articles).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS.
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIKCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNE'Y MAIL has a wide circulation

throughout the Australian Colonies, New ZealantJ,

Po'ynesia, &c. It contains a large amount o! informa-

tion on a great variety of subjects.

Subscription in Advance, £1 per Annum.
Single Copies, i,d. ; Stamped, 51/.

Publishing Office—Hunter Street, .Sydney, NeiV South
Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Agents are authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS,
which must be paid in advance, for the SYDNEY
MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY MAIL :-

London .... Mr. George Street, 30, CornhiU, E.C.

Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lom-
bard Street, E.C.

Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride

Street, Fleet Street, EC.
Birmingham Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

Liverpool .. Lee & Nightingale, 15, North John Street.

Bristol Tames & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance

Buildings.

Edinburgh . . Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow W. Porteous & Co., 15, Royal Exchange
Place.

Copies of each Journal are filed at the above Offices

or the use of Advertisers.

Notice.

(By Af-pointmciit to Uu- Royal Hortkiillnral Society.)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS,
NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

A DAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT
tX. ADVERTISEMENTS in all Newspapers, Magazines,

and Periodicals. List of London Papers on application.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents,

59, Fleet Street, E.C.

IME AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
for MONDAY, July jo.

Abingdon Show—Aylesbury Dairy Company—The Kite Mr.

C. Barnett-Beer in Harvest—Birmingham Meeting— Djoks
Noticed—Catalogue of Flmhilr.-t Herd—Co-operative She] herd-

ing—Crops in France—Note from Devon—Double Ploughs-

Note from Dublin—Note from Durham-Note from Edinburgh

—Horse Taming by Electriciiy—Note from Essex— Farmers .is

Horse Breeders-Mr. D. T. Fish on Sanitary Science-Fruil

Prospects—Haymaking—Hereford Poultry Show—Herts .^gri-

cttliural Society—Jerseys at Cheltenham—Lammermuir Shec|j

Farm-Obituary—Our Potato Fields—P.ippies—Poultry Shows

—Prisons Bill—Red Roses at Underley— Royal Agricultural

Society—Shorthorn Society — Shorthorns at Abingdon— Nui-;

from Surrey—Trifolium incarnatum-Wages-Watford Show-
Note from Wester Ross—Windley Dairy Factory—Yearling

Sales.

Price 4<f. ; post-free i,^M- Published by William Richards,

at the Office, 7, Catherine Street, Strand, W.C.

THE CULTIVATOR.—A Portuguese
,

Rloiithly Agricultural Journal, which circulates in
\

Portugal and her possess! jns, and in the Principal Towns of 1

the Brazils.

This Paper offers an excellent medium for Advertisements of

every description of industry and of every article of consump-
tion in the c .untries and places .above mentioned.
Advertising charges, ^. per square inch. Translation included.

Ten per cent. Discount for six months ; 20 per cent. Discount
for twelve months, if paid in advance.
Address, the Editor of the Cultivator, St. Michael's. Azores.

'Works on Roses, by William Paul, F.LS, F.R.H.S.

THE ROSE GARDEN. Fourth Edition.
Imperial Svo, illustrated with numerous Woodcuts,

Do. do. Fifih Edition. Printed on toned paper and em-
bellished with fifteen highly finished coloured plates, aij.

" An indisoensable work for the shelves of earnest roaarians."

Gardeners' CI:reilicle.

pOSES IN POTS. Fourth Edition.
I V Illustrated with Woodctrs 21.

" It cannot fail to be useful to all."

—

TItc Girdeit.

DOSES and ROSE CULTURE.
LV Third Edition, is.

" The present work mny b.; commended not only for lis low
piico but for the extent of the informati >n given in a sinrt

space, and tlie thorou'.^IiIy practicjl and admiiable manner in

winch it is wnn^n/'—Ganiencrs' Chronicle.

T HE ROSE ANNUAL, 1S59-60.
Four Coloured Plates, 4S.

Po. do. 1860.61. Four Coloured Plates, 41.

Do. do. iS6t-62. Four Coloured Plates, 4^.

Also just published,

\riLLA GARDENING. Third Edition.
V Illustrated with numerous Wood Engravings, 35. dd.
" Mr. Paul's useful little work on gardening will prove even

more acceptable to amateurs than its predecessors."

—

Standard.

The ab Jve may be obtained, post-free, at the prices alTi.xed, from

^V. PAUL AND SON, Paul's Nurseries, W.dtham Cross, Herts.

WANTED, a gooti GARDENER (Single-
h.\nded), who thoroughly understands his business,

has previously taken charge of a Garden, and understands the

care of Houses, Vines, &c.—F. C, Esse.t House, Pcckham
Rye, S.E. _

ANTED, a gooti WORKYnG GAR-
DENER.—Must understand Management of Hot-

house Vines, Flower and Kitchen C;.ardens, and be able and
willing to attend to two Cows Assistance given.— .\. Z., Mr.
C. islrdl, Montpelher, Cheltenham.

WANTED, a WORKING GARDENER'
for a small place in Lincolnshire.; no Vineries or Stove

House. His Wife would be required to milk six cows.

—

M. H.. Post office. Gainsborough.

WANTED, a steady respectable
WORKING GARDENER, who thrioughly under-

sl.inds Kitchen and Flower Gardening. Regular help is given.

.^ddres3. slating full particulars, wages e.tpccted, &c . to

B. 1'.. H., Great I'.erkhampstead, Herts.

To Propagators of Hardy Flaiits.

MESSRS. JAJNIES VEITCH .\ND SONS
are in WANT of a PROPAGATOR for their Nursery

at Coombc Wood. He must understand Indoor Propagation in

all its blanches (w ilh the exception of Roses, which is a sepa-

rate department), including that of all kinds of Ornamental
Shrubs, Coniferic. Rhododendrons, &c.—Application to be

made, giving references as to ability, character, &c., to Royal
Exotic Nurse.y, Chelsea, S.VV.

WANTED, a Married Man, as SECOND
in a Garden, where four are kept. Must understand the

genertil work of Kitchen and Flower Garden. Wages 155. per

week with lodge to live in. One who values religious privileges

desired.—HEAD G-\RDENER, Upton, Alresford, Hants.

WANTED, a strong, active young Man, as
SECOND in the Flower Garden, and to take turn

Sund.avs ar,d nights in the Houses and with Fires. Must be well

up ill the profession. Wages, 185. per week, bothy, gas, milk

and vegetables, &c.—State age and experience, &c., to D.
BUCH.'VNAN, Gardener, Sherwood Park, Tunbridgc Wells.

Kent.

W^aFtED, IMMEDIATELY, a first-class

GROVi'ER of PLANTS for Covent Garden Market.

—Apply, stating wages required (with house on the ground and

firing free), to GEORGE MONRO, Covent Garden Market ,W.C.

ANTlLb.an IMPROVER, for a Gentle-
man's Garden, in and out door, with experience. Age

about 2o. Good references required.—G. SPICKET I', Wick-
ham Court Gardens, Beckenham, Kent.

ANTED, a good CUCUMBER
GROWER. Good wasres elven, with cottage, to a

reli.ablq Man.—Mr. Vf. E. DAVIS, Wh;tstoae, N.
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VTtfANTED, a single Young MAN for the

VV Plant Houses, under the Toreraan. To a suitable

nan iCt per week with furnished lodeings.-Mr. T. DED-
>IAN, Sundrids;e Park Gardens, lironiley. Kent , S.E.

XT^ANTED, a Young MAN, accustomed to
*^ "i.ttlng and Tying for Market.—Apply, with parti-

DRUMMOND liROTHERS, Larkfield Nursery,

jli.

"ANTED, a NURSERY MANAGER.—
.Messrs. R. & A. IIOKRISON, Pinefield, Elgin, are in

f I he above. I ree house and liberal salary. None
. -ply hut sober, active men of experience. Send

W^:

\\r.\NTED, in a Nursery near London,
W a SALESMAN and ASSISTANT MANAGER.
\lu?l It ive a good knowledge of Indoor and Outdoor Stock.

—

J. I)., C.t,:lners CliroiUde Office, W.C.

NTED, a TRAVELLER, in the Retail

Nursery and Seed Trade.—Apply, statiag p.articulaTS

ii.iry expected, age. and references, to "AGRA," G<iy-

LhnnicU Office, W.C.

SUopman.
.\NTED, IMMEDIATELY, a thoroughly

i.ninpetent SHOPMAN, to Manage our London
•^'iVXi. Must have good experience and references. A

: il.;e of the Fancy Trade, as well as Seeds and Plants.

n^ible.— Apply, per letter, stating full particulars, DICK
LVFKE ANU CO.. iji). High Holborn. W.C.

\s

W
To tlie feed Trade.

r.VNTED, a CLERK.—Apply by letter,

' statine age. when present engagement expires, terms,

1 . I. M., G»r<fem-rs' Chronicle Office, WX. __

\VANTED, ASSISTANTS, steady and in-

\ \ diistrioiis, and quick at Parcelling. Unexceptionable

-efercnces required.—Apply. •tatln:; age, salary reiiuired,

. jMaiichcsler.

jJJICKSON AND ROBINSON, Seed

\A7ANTED,
V V YOUTH
vho knows somethi
land, and would be

Mr. LOCKE, Sc-.d
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HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS.
Those about to erect Conservatories, Hothouses, Greenhouses, &c., are respectfully requested to

inspect those already built at my Works, Stanley Bridge, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

H. ORMSON'S PATENT TUBULAR CORNISH BOILER,
in conjunction witli iiis Patent Divisional Hot-water Apparatus, may be seen at the same time.

This Apparatus is the best and most efficient ever invented. There is no other like it. It gives the

Gardener complete command over the Temperature of his Hothouses, which he can increase or diminish as he

may find necessary, by bringing more or less pipes into action, the others remaining cold, and this in spite of

any acts of carelessness the Stoker may commit. It surpasses all other Hot-water Apparatus in the power it

gives of Economising Fuel. This system can be applied to Apparatus already fixed on the old plans.

Hot-wata^ Pipes, Boilers, &c., at Wholesale Prices, and Tenders given for Heating all Descriptions 0/ Buildings.

Plans and Estimates for Horticultural Buildings of every Description, either in

Wood or Iron, to suit any Garden, Large or Small,

Designed and Constructed with strict regard to Economy of Price, Good Workmanship, Durability of

Material, and Practical Adaptation to their various Purposes.

Cast iron and Slate Foundations (if preferred to Brickwork), which the Advertiser has been in the habit of using for the last 25 years.

HENRY ORMSON,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER APPARATUS ENGINEER,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

LONDON, 1S73.

NO BENT GLASS USED.

FLETCHER, L O V/ N D E S & CO.,
13A, GREAT GEORGE STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.,

PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS OF WOOD AND IRON CONSERVATORIES, VINERIES, &c.,

Messrs. F., L. & Co. beg to dr.iw particular attention to their CURVILINEAR PRIZE HOUSES, constructed on their PATENT
TURTIT.AR SYSTEM nnrivnllerl for ntilitv. strength, lichtness.'and eleirance. No bent elass used. Also of the'tubular SYSTEM, unrivalled for utility, strength, lightness, and ele

VAPORISING AND VENTILATING
ance. No bent glass used. Also of the

HEATING APPARATUS,
By which perfect purity of atmosphere is secured, and a great saving of fuel effected. Full particulars on application.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The Editor ; " Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellineton Street. Covent Garden. London, W.C.

Printed by William Richards, at the Office of Messrs. Bkadbury, Agnew, & Co. , Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefnars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published by tn«

caid William Richards, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, July 15, 1876.
, , , „,

'^

Agent for Manchester—John Hevwood. Agents for Scotland—Messrs. J. Menzies & Co., Edinburgh and Glasgow. ,
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TAUNTON FLOWER SHO W.—
GRAND FLORAL F^TE, iu the Vivary Park.

Taunton, on THURSDAY, August 10, under distinguished
p.ilroiiase. PRIZES, amounting to TWO HUNDRED and
FIFTV POUNDS, and several valuable Silver Cups, offered
I'or competition.

By the -kind permission of Colonel Lord Abinger, the cele-
brated band of the Scots Fusilier Guards-conductor. Mr. J. P.
Jlarke—will perform during the Fete and until the close of the
Fireworks.
In the evening there will be a magnificent display of Fire-

-vorks, which will include several of the most admired pieces of
I

he displays given at the Crystal Palace by the celebrated firm
)f Messrs. H. Brock & Co., of the Crystal Palace, who will
iersonallj' attend and supermtend the display.

ind Bai

lied if lablir nd wil J the
display of Fireworks, at special and very reduced fares, for par-
:iculats of which see Company's Bills.

Notice.—Special and most aniple provision has been made
or admission to and exit from the Park, whereby crowding will
:)e impossible.

Money will not be taken at the gales. Admission by ticket

the

- ,^- I at
26, East Street, Taunton.
pRiciiS OF Admission.—At 1.30 p.m., by Subscribers* Ticket

miy; at 3 r.M., 2s. td. ; at .j 30 f. m., -is. ; Tickets for Fireworks,
ut each. F. H. WOODFORDE, M.D., ) „ c

CLEMENT SMITH, i
^""- ^="-

PRESTON FLORAL and HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.—The ANNUAL SHOW of the

tbove Society will be held in Miller Park, on WEDNESDAY
uid THURSDAY, August 16 and 17. The Ladies' Plate
!;?ompetuion will also take place at the same time. Schedules
ire now ready. WM. TROUGHTON. Hon. Sec.

GLAMORGANSHIRE HORTICUL-
' TURAL SOCIETY.

ri«,_- FOURTEENTH ANNUAL SHOW will be held at
ml, II on WEDNESDAY. August 30. when ^300 will be
.cii in Prizes. For Schedules and full particulars apply to

HENRY BOWEN, Hon. Sec, Cardiff.

G

KEN D.^L HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
AUTUMN SHOW, Kendal, AUGUST 31. The

-,r „;„, SPECIAL PRIZES are oflfered for Open Com-

;! Stove or Greenhouse Plants, distinct, six at least in

:stPrize, £r^;2d,.£7•
u^.n of Fruit, ten varieties,—1st Prize, .48; !d, {,%;

to be made on or before August 16. Forms of Entry

I ~sr5. ROBINSON and COWARD, Sees.. Kendal.

i:>l.sHOP AUCKLAND HORTICULTU-
-L> KAL SOCIETY'S SHOW.held FRIDAY. September i.

Ill .r.i lition to a General Show there will be a GR.AND
AUTUMNAL ROSE SHOW. —24 Roses, varieties, three
blooms each, /lo, Cl, £>l. £i, and jC^ ; 34 Roses, varieties,
ingle blooms, jCs, £i, £2- ^"d £2. The above are open to all.

AUo open to Gardeneis and Amateurs— 12 Roses, varieties.

3 blooms each, £s, £i, £3, £2, and £1 10s. ; 12 Roses, varieties,
single blooms, Xs. £2. £1 105., £t, 15^., and 10s. ; and other
valuable Prizes. All entries free. Schedules on application to

J. C. HENDY, Secretary.

BISHOP AUCKLAND HORTICULTU-
RAL SOCIETY. — SPECIAL FRUIT SHOW,

FRIDAY, September i. Collection of Eight Dishes of
Fruits, icos,, 80s., 60s., 40S., 20S., and ro^.; Collection of Si.x

Bunches of Grapes, three or more sorts, iocs., Sos., 6or.. 40s.,
20s.. and los.; Si.\ Dishes of Peaches, in three or more varieties,
30s- . roi., 15J., and loj.; Six Dishes of Plums, in three or more
\arieties, 30^,, 20s., i^s., and zos. Also valuable Prizes for all
cbffes of Grapes and all other Fruits. All entries free.

Schedules on application to J. C, HENDY, Secretary.

s UTTON'S GRASS SEEDS
for PASTURES, 22s. 6d, to 36^. per Acre. Carriage free.

QUTTON'S GRASS SEEDS
k_7 for PARK GROUNDS, 201. per Bushel. Carriage free.

s UTTON'S GRASS SEEDS
for GARDEN LAWNS. 20s. per Bushel. Carriage free.

s UTTON'S GRASS SEEDS
for CROQUET GROUNDS, 20s. per BusheL Carriage

s UTTON AND SONS, The Queen's
Seedsmen, Reading.

Roses.

JLAING'S magnificent Collection of the
• above are now in full Bloom, including all the best, new

and old. Inspection invited. Trains from Charing Cross,
Cannon Street, London Bridge, to Catford Bridge Station,
Victoria and London Bridge to Forest Hill.

Stauitead Park, Forest Hill, S.E.

Roses.
pHARLES TURNER'S magnificent CoUec-
y~^ tion of the above is now in great beauty, and an inspection
is respectfully solicited.

The new varieties. "OXONIAN," "MRS. BAKER."
"MISS HASSARD,"&c.. raised at Slough, are in splendid
bloom. CATALOGUES on application.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

pHESHUNT ROSES.— These, including
Vy the Novelties of last year. H.P. Sultan of Zanzibar and
Duke of Connaught, Dr. Hook(;r and Empress of India, as
well as those for next season. H.P. John Bright, Emily Laxton,
and others, are NOW finely IN BLOOM.

PAUL AND SON, Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, N.
By frequent trains from Liverpool Street, Great Eastern Rail-
way, to Cheshunt Station, one mile from the Old Nurseries

New Zealand Native Sbnib and Tree Seed.

GEORGE PURDIE .A.ND CO. h.Tve always
on hand an assortment of the above, carefully selected.

Three and Five Guinea Collections, including the leading
AUSTRALIAN GUMS and WATTLES, post-free to all parts
of the World. All Orders must be accompanied by a remittance.
GEORGE PURDIE and CO., Seed Merclrants, &c.,

Tiraaru, Canterbury, New Zealand.

PALM TREES.—To be Sold, Two Palm
Trees, faultless, and of rare height and beauty, viz. : one

Latania borbonica, 9 metres high and 6 metres in circum-
ference : and one Livistonia australis, 10 metres high and
6 metres in circumference. Want of space reason for selling.

Offers till August ts next to the Administration of the Baths,
Homburg, near Frankfort-on-the- Maine.

Calceolaria. Cineraria and Primula.

FAND A. SMITH can supply Seed of the
• above, saved from their wcll-knuwn superb strain, in

IS., 2S. 6c/., and 55. packets. Terms to the Trade upon
application. The Nurseries, West Dulwich, S.E.

CHOICEST CALCEOLARIA,
CINERARIA, PRIMULA SINENSIS (while, the

mixed, or separate) and AURICULA, all in is. 6J., 2s. U.
and 5,1. packets. Alsoall other FLOWERS .as well as VEGET-
ABLE SEEDS, for present sowing, of superior quality and at

very moderate prices.

JAMES UICK-SON and SONS, roS. E.rstgate Street, Chester.

Herbaceous Calceolaria, Finest Sbow Strain.

WOOD AND INGRAM offer fine new seed,
selected and improved from the superb stock sent out

by them last year. In zs., is. int., and 2S. 6d. packets ; post-

free for id. stamp extra.

The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

FOR SALE, for cash, a very superior stock
of SAVOY PLANTS, 31. per 1000; COLEWORTS,

2S. ad. per 1000 ; WALCHEREN BROCCOLI, 35. f,d. per icoo.

Mr. J. MORTON, Joy Farm, Lewisliam, Kent.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in

Pots :—Peaches, Nectarines. Plums, Pears, Apples, Figs,

Apricots, Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant,

Worcester.

To tlie Trade.—Wnite Mustard and Rape Seed.

HAND F. SHARPE have fine samples of
• .AGRICULTURAL WHITE MUSTARD and

RAPE SEED for Sowing. Samples and prices on application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS;

also Plants of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of

difl'erent colours ; AURICULAS, both Single and Double ; with

every sort of Early Spring Flowers. LIST on application.

Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading,

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS,
and other PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS.

LISTS of these varieties from Mr. WEBB. Calcot. Reading.

ATALOGUES. — His Excellency Pierre
Wolkenstein will feel greatly obliged if Nurserymen and

Seedsmen will kindly send him their Catalogues. They should
be forwarded (by post) to

S. E. PIERRE WOLKENSTEIN, Secretaire de la Societc'

Impiiriale d'Horticulture de Russie, St. Petersburg

c ARTER'S GRASS SEEDS
for Lawns and Parks, 20J. per bushel.

c ARTER'S GRASS SEEDS
for Permanent Pastures, 225^. (3d. to 36J. per acre.

ARTER'S GRASS SEEDS.
CarrLige Free. To suit all Soils.

ARTE R'S GRASS
for Renovating Meadows and Lawns, i!

SEEDS
to 20J. per bush.

c
c
CARTER'S, THE OUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,

=37 and 238, High Holborn,W.C.

rpRI COLOR G E RAN I U M S. — 20,000
-*- Mrs. Pollock and Sophia Dumaresque. at 3^. dd. perdoz.,
package included, or post-free at same price. The Trade supplied.
ALFRED FRYER, The Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

PRIMULA FIMBRIATA, double white
and purple. TREE CARNATIONS and BOUVAR-

D1.\S of best named sorts. Good plants for winter llowering, at
5of. per too.

J. JACKSON, Nursery. Kidderminster.

Areca Verscliaffeltll and rubra.
JLAING begs to announce that he has a

• large quantity of the above beautiful PALMS to offer.
Price per dozen or too on application.

Stanstead Park, Forest Hill, S.E.

M

A
B

AGNIFICENT AMERICAN ALOE
for Sale, at Weybridge, Surrey. About 40 years old,

7 feet 6 inches through, and with tub 6 feet 6 inches high.
Apply by letter to

S. W.. Posl-oflice, Wonersh, near Guildford.

QUATIC PLANTS,
suitable for Aqu.ariums, 30 for |2J. f:d.

STANSFIELD BROS., Percy Street, Southport.

LACK ITALIAN POPLARS. —Wanted,
irds iQ feet high, prepared trees for safe removal

in auiumn. oiate price, i^c. to

A. B.. Ever^hot Pusi-ofiice. Dorche-ler.

Camellias and Indian Azaleas.

MAUGUSTE VAN GEERT begs to
• intimate that his stock of Budded Plants of the above

is particularly fine and healthy this season, and that he is now
ready to book orders for same.
A Special List suited for English Trade is now being forwarded

to all customers, and 'vill be posted free to all applicants.
The Nurse ries, Gh ent, Belgium.

Notice.—Seeds. Seeds.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON can confidently
recommend their stock of Garden and other Seeds.

CATALOGUES now ready, which contain every requisite, at
fair prices, post-free on application.

Highgate, London, N.

OUBLE and SINGLE SNOWDROPS.—
The undersigned has a quantity for Sale, of fine, sound,

well ripened roots. Samples and prices on application.
ROBERT H. POYNTER, Seedsman. Taunton.

AST LOTHIAN INTERMEDIATE
STOCKS. — Genuine Seed of the above magnificent

Stocks, for present sowing, in packets. White, Purple, Scarlet
and Wall-leaved While, at is., 2S. 6rf. and 5s. each colour.
THOMAS METHVEN and SONS, 15, Princes Street,

Edinburgh.

E. BARNAART and CO., Vogelen-
. zanu. Haarlem, Holland.—WHOLESALE CATA-

LOGUE of Hyacinths and other Dutch Bulbs may be had
free from

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great
Tower Street. London. E.C.

Dutch Bulbs.

SEGERS BROTHERS request their
Customers to send their Orders as soon as possible.

CATALOGUES post-free on application.
SEGERS BROTHERS, Wholesale Growers, Lisse, near

Haarlem. Holland.

UTCH BULBS, &c.— Before ordering
Hyacinths. Tulips, Crocus, &c., for the ensuing season.

Nurserymen and the Trade generally should send for P. Van
Waveren. Jun., & Co.'s (Hillegom, Haarlem, Holland)
WHOLESALE CATALOGUE. It may be had free on

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 3, Harp Lane, Great
Tower Street, London, E.C.

Wood Engraving.
R. W. G. S M I T H, Artist and
Engraver on Wood. 15, Mildmay Grove. London, N.M

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.

MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.—Prices,
Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post-free on

application : also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for

Conservatories, Entrance Halls. &c.
MAW AND CO.. Benthall Works , Broaeley.

Hothouses, Hot-water Apparatus, &c.

HALLIDAY AND CO., Hothouse
Builders and Hot-water Apparatus Manu-

facturers. Estimates and Plans free. Best Construction !

Best Materials! Best Workmanship ! Catalogues free.

Offices, 22, Barton Arcade, Manchester.
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SALES BY AUCTION.

Important Sale of very Choice Brazilian and other
OKCHIIJS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Coveiit Garden, W.C.,on WEDNESDAY, July =6, at half-past

12 o'clock precisely, BRAZILIAN ORCHIDS, both Esta-

blished and semi-Established, and fresh imported, consisting of

the following very rare and choice sorts :—Cattleya Leopold!,

splendid specimens showing flower ; C amethystina, very strong

masses : C. Schilleriana (Regnelli), very fine : C. marginata, see

dried flowers ; Lailia clegans, very fine masses, one of them
consisting of about 100 bulbs, probably being the finest ever

imported, all in perfect health and foliage ; L. purpurata, grand

masses ; L. prxstans (true), see dried flowers ; lonopsis pani-

culata, Oncidium Marshallianum (true). Comparettia coccinea,

Oncidium Forbesi (true). O. sarcodes (true), O. crispum,

splendid masses : and Burlingtonia fragrans, fine plants in

perfect health, &c. ; also about 150 lots of good Established

Orchids in perfect health.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

IMPORTANT SALE of the Cdebrated Collection of E.xhi-

bition STOVE .and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, the

property of the late Mr. Thomas G. Charlesworth, F.C.S.,

and F.R.H.SHAND F. TARRATT are favoured with
. instructions to SELL by AUCTION, on WEDNES-

DAY, August 16, at The Gaiden, King Richard's Road,
Leicester, at 12 o'clock punctually, the choice COLLECTION
of PLANTS, including fine specimen Crotons, AUamandas,
Bougainvilleas, Clerodendron'J, Cissus, Stephanojis, Rhynchc

I''e - -. - , -

and Noisette Roses, Liliums, -Azaleas, Camellias, and miscel-

laneous Bedding and other plants. Also Five LARGEWOOD
and GLAZED GREENHOUSES, Fountain, Ornamental
Iron Vase, three Stone Figures, &c.

May be viewed on Monday and Tuesday, the 14th and 15th

inst., between 10 A.M. and 4 P.M., by cards only, to be had of

the Auctioneers. 10. Market Street. Leicester, of whom Cata-

logues may also be obtained twenty-one days prior.

To Florlats, Hothouse Fruit Growers, Market
GARDENERS, and OTHERS.

MR. BRADSHAW BROWN is instructed
to SELL, by PRIVATE TREATY, the FREEHOLD

DWELLING, with about half an acre of Loud attached, and
: large Hothouses, known as " Avondale Villa," Qi

Road, Hampton Hill. The Hothouse!
Apparatus, and the Dwelling
built. No stock to take to. and immedia
obtained. Ill-health of late occupier sole

For full particulars and price, apply
BROWN, Auction and Estate Offices.

well fitted with
nd conveniently

y be
for leaving.

to Mr. BRADSHAW
Mil! Wall. London. E.

possession i

To BE SOLD, about 16,000 feet of GLASS,
specially erected for Grape Growing for Market pur-

poses, built regardless of cost and upon the most approved
principles. The heating is most efficient, and the working
details throughout perfect. The Houses are stocked with young
Vines in grand condition and just coming into fruit.

TO BE LET. upon long Lease, about 4 acres of rich

GROUND which is attached, and within 4 miles of Covent
Garden, situate south. Apply to

Mr. KANSI.EY TANTON, Horticultural Valuer: Office,

17A, High Street, Borough, London, S.E.

TO BE LET, a NURSERY, 7 miles from
London, Also for SALE large Specimen PLANTS, in

Tubs and large Pots—Gardenias, Stephanolis, Eucharis,
Azaleas, Camellias, and Mare'chal Niel and other Roses, large

stock of Maidenhair Ferns. &c.
The Nursery and Dwelling-house, with nineteen years' unex-

pired Lease, to be disposed of, with or without the Stock of
Plants. Rent, £,^h per annum. Apply at the Premises of

W. HOWITT, Ilford, Essex.

PAMELLIAS—AZALEA INDICA. — The
\J stock of the above-named Plants with buds will be un-
usually fine this year, and the prices as under :^
CAMELLIAS, with buds, from £,^ to ,.£to and /20 per 100

and upwards.
AZALEA INDICA, with buds, from j^s, £,(,, £10, to £20

and upwards.
Orders are now being booked to be executed early in autumn.
SPIR/EA (Hoteia) JAPONICA, good strong clumps for

forcing, at 74J per 100. or ^10 per 1000.

JEAN VERSCHAFFELTS Nurseries. Ledeberg. Ghent,
Belgium.

New Azalea—Azalea amceua Caldwellll,
sent out hyWG. CALDWELL AND .SONS,

• The Nurseries. Knutsford. Cheshire.

This is a striking improvement of the old and well known
Azalea amoena, obtained by crossing that variety with Azalea
magnifica. The flower is four times the size of the original, of

a bright rosy purple colour, very free blooming ; especially
adapted for forcing, coming in as early as November, and very
suitable for button-hole bouquets. First-class Certificate, Man-
chester Horticultural Society ; First-class Certificate, Liverpool

SPECIMEN CONIFERS, EVERGREENS,
FRUIT TRKK'i. S I' \N HARD ROSES, &c. (30 acres).

—Gentlemen wh I nip
1 i' rin . iti the autumn are invited to

the Eltham Niii' - summer months : they can
then have an opi I 11

'^ from the various foliages,

also from many il I
1 1.ad Roses. The orders ran

be e.vecuted when le.iuirej,

JAMES W. TODMAN, Eltham Nurseries, S.E,, i mile
from Eltham Station, Loop Line, 2 miles from Blackheath.
North Kent Line.

EG. HENDERSON AND SON.
• SEE DS-E.KTRA QUALITY.

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA, ,s. Gd. and 5s. per
packet.

„ ,. FLORE PLENA, 2s, CI. and 5s. per packet.
CINERARIA and CALCEOLARIA, is. M. and st. per

packet.
CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, choice quality, is. .and 21. 6./. per

,, „ double-flowered, 2S, Gd. and SJ. per packet.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, N.W.

B. s! wfLLillS'
CHOICE

FLOWER SEEDS.
Per Packet.—J. J.

AURICULA, saved from the finest show varieties .. t 6

.. ALPINE, extra choice 10
BEGONIA FRtEBELII (new).—This is a new and

„ SEDENI SEMI-PLENA, a new semi-double

flowering variety 26
CALCEOLARIA, Williams' Superb Strain, 51., 31. ed.,

2S. 6</., and I 6

CARNATION, from choice double flowers, 5s., 3J. 6d.,

2s. ad. and i 6

CINERARIA, WeatheriU's Extra Choice Strain, 51.,

3.r 6f/., 2S. 6(^., and i 6

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, Williams' Snperb Strain,

5J., 31. bd., 2S. 61/,, and i 6

„ .. GIGANTEUM .. .. 50
GLOXINIA, Finest Drooping Varieties 16

,. Finest Erect Varieties 16
HOLLYHOCK, from the best named flowers .. ..10
P.XNSY. from finest Prize Flowers .. .. 21. 6</. and i o
PlCl 1 TEE. cvtra choice mixed 16
riXK. Iiii..^t mixed 16
roI.VANTllUS.Wiggin'sPrize Strain 10
PRIMULA. Williams' Superb Strain, Red, White, 01

Mixed .. .. .. 5 J, , 3J. 61/, , 2j. 0(^. . and i 6

STOCK. Williams' Improved Giant Scarlet Brompton ..16
,, East Lothian, an assortment of 3 colours .. .. 26

WALLFLOWER, H.-u:binger, Autumn and Winter
Flowering 10

,, Saunder's Dark .. .. .. .. .. ..10
ILLUSTRATED NEW PLANT CATALOGUE

/j iMzv ready, rra/is and p,^st-/rec nil nffhcathm.

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES,
Upper Holloway, London, N,

N^
E\V and^lTELECT ^PHLOXES. — This

useful hardy herbaceous plant is now being supplied in

selections from the best varieties. Twelve superb kinds, post-

ree, 3.^
,

rom^^
KNIGHT, Florist, Battle. Sussex.

SELECT CHRYSANTHEMUMS.- Large-
flowered Pompon and Japanese varieties Selections

from the finest varieties of these useful autumn and winter-
blooming plants are now offered in good plants. Twelve superb
varieties, post-free. 2.t. 6.f , from

B. W. KNIGHT, Floria, Battle, Sussex.

NEW PERPETUAL-BLOO MING
PELARGONIUMS.—This new strain are of perpetual

fiee-blooming character, flowering in profusion from early spring
to autumn ; well adapted for pots and cut flowers. Where a
continual succession of bloom for cutting is required they are
invaluable ; the colours are bright and glowing. Six select

varieties are now offered in good plants, post-free, for iS., from
B. W. KNIGHT. Florist. Battle, Sussex.

NEW FUCHSIAS of 1875, now ready to
send out, carefully selected from the best kinds sent out

in 1875, in good plants. Twelve select new Fuchsias. 45. ; 12

best selected varieties of 1874 for 3J. ; 12 very fine older
varieties, 2^- : all sent post-free from

B. W. KNIGHT, Florist. Battle. Sussex.

NEW DOUBLE WHITE GERANIUM,
GEORGE SAND, the largest and best double white

of 1874. Twelve superb and very splendid varieties of select

double Geraniums, including George Sand, in good plants, post-
free, for 4.r. ; 12 select varieties Greenhouse Plants, 6s. ; 12 very
fine varieties Stove Plants, gs. ; 12 fine varieties Greenhouse
Ferns, 6s., post-free from

B. W. KNIGHT. Flori st, Battle, Sussex.

NEW and SELECT BOUVARDIAS —This
useful winter-blooming plant, invaluable for cut bloom,

12 splendid varieties, post-free, for ^s. ; 12 select varieties Tree
Carnations, fine winter bloomers, post-free fur 51 : 12 very
select bronze bicolor Geraniums, 4s. post-free, from

B. W. KNIGHT, Florist, Battle, Sussex.

Roses.—The Budding Season,

The Best NEW ROSES o/ Ihc year arc

m. PAUL & SON'S.
MAGNA CHARTA, H.P., bright pink, suffused

with carmine ; very Large and full : awarded two First-class
Certificates. Good plants, with liuds, 7J. 6d. each.

—"A
grand .flower. "-&!)•</. ;/iv-sM/,t»-(i3(«,-.

QUEEN ELEANOR, H.P., pure pink, of
exquls'te form ; very iwect. Good plants, with buds.

STAR OF WALTHAM, H.P., 2.r. rv/. to
7;. O'f. each.—" Exceedingly finc."~7"//f Garden,
" A splendid verj' large Rose."

—

Journal of IforttCHliro-c.
"The hest new l^ot^."— Gardeners' Chronicle.
" Of splendid c\\\'\.\\\.y." —Gardeners Magazine.

QUEEN of WALTHAM, H.P., is. M. to 5J-.

each.—" Of the highest v.aliie."

—

Gardeners' lilagt^ztJie.

Colonred Plates of these Roses, ij. each.
A large stock of g.'n.I .^bni^ in n.>tc^nf the older Roses.

Priced Descriptive Catalogues Post Free on
Apfilieation.

Paul's Nurseries, Waltham Cross, Herts.

CABBAGE PLANTS.— (Jee's superior Bed-
fordshire grown. &c , fine stock Drumhead Cabbage

plants, 4J. per looo. CELERY plants, fine red and white, 105.

per I030. BRUSSELS SPROUTS, xos. per 1000 ; also many
other kinds of plants, from \s. per 100 of six score. Terms cash
wiih orders. Gee's Improved Stocks of Enfield Market, Drum-
head, Nonpareil, and Red Pickling CABBAGE SEED, from
5i. per lb., or Zd. per oz. All other home-grown seeds, &c., of

best quality, and at lowest prices. See List.

FREDK. GEE. Seed Grower, &c., Biggleswade, Beds.

ORCHIDS.—The following fine and rare
Orchids have just been imported in most splendid condi-

tion, ind are offered at ihe undermentioned low prices for gotd
plants :-
CATTLEYA LABIATA (expressly collected, in the most re-

markable varieties), price 21s. each ; six good plants, ^5.
CATTLEYA PINELI (marginata), in fine variety, 15J. each

;

si.K good plants, £,1,.

L/ELIA PERRINI, 15^. each.
L^LIAXANTHINA<ihe fine golden La:Iia), iis. each ; six

plants, 100..

Early orders solicited.

JEAN VERSCHAFFELTS Nurseries, Ledeberg, Ghent,
IJelgium.

SPECIMEN PLANTS.—A Collection of
about thirty Specimen STOVE and GREENHOUSE

FLOWERING PLANTS, including very fine Statice pr--

fusa, best variety, 5 feet ; S. imbiicata, 5 feet : Dipladcni.i

amcena, Brearleyana and insignis : AUamandas, Stephanoti^,

Erica obbata, 4 feet ; Vinca occulata, Lapageria rosea, &c.
The principal part are in full flower, are healthy and well grown,
and lit for immediate exhibition. To be Sold cheap, together

or separate ; for size and price apply to

FREDERICK PERKINS, Nurseryman, Regent Street,

Leamington.

FAND A. SMITH, offer the following
to the Trade :-

AZALEAS.
I

BOUVARDIAS, I EPACRIS,
CAMELLIAS, CALADIUMS, GLOXINIAS.
IIRAC.ENAS. EPIPHVLLUMS, ACHIMENES.
PALMS, FERNS. I ERICAS.

I
SOLANUMS,

and other STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS.
General CATALOGUE on application.

The Nurseries, West Dulwich, London, S.E.

LILIES of the VALLEY, flowering bulbs,
1st quality. ;£i 17^. 6(/, per looo; i^. dd. per 1000 less if

5000 are taken. Second quality bulbs at a cheaper rate.

LILIUM MROWNII. strong bulbs of 1st quality, 4s. each or

C-i 2J. per dozen ; 2d quality, 3J. ad. each, or £,1 155. per doz.

SCILLA SIBIRICA. strongest bulbs at {.i los. per 1000;
good 2d quality bulbs at Xji 155. per 1000.

Early Orders are requested.
MULLER ,\ND KADOW. Handelsgiirtnerei und Samcnhand-

lung. Genthin, Prov. Sachsen. Germany.

To the Trade Only,

EH. KRELAGE AND SON, Nurserymen,
• .Ieebsmen. and Florist.s, H.aarlem, Hollaid.-

The WHOLESALE CATALOGUE for 1876-77. first pan (3t7A),

is now ready, and may be had free on prepaid application,

by Nurserymen, Florists, and Seedsmen, This Catalogue
contains complete collections of HYACINTHS, TULIPS,
CROCUS, NARCISSUS, FRITILLARIAS, ANEMONES,
RANUNCULUS, LILIES (unrivalled collection of nearly 250
sons and varieties), &c.

SPECIMEN STOVE and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS for SALE.—Phrncoma prolifera Baroesii. 2

feet 10 in. by 4 feet, in bloom : Genetyllis tulipifera, 4 feet 8 in.

by 4 feet i in.: Erica Cavendishli, 4 feet 8 in. by 4 ieet 5 in.;

Anthuriuni Scherzerianum, 2 feet 2 in. by 3 feet 2 in.; Croton
angustifolia, 5 feet 9 in. by 6 feet : Allamanda cathartica. 2 feet

q in. by 4 feet i in. . in bloom ; Boiigainvillea glabra, 4 feet 4 in

oy 2 feet gin, in bloom; Dipladenia amabilis, fine plant, in

bloom ; Pandanus Veitchii, 4 feet 4 in. by 6 teet. All the above
plants are in good condition, and fit for exhibition.

GARDENER, Mr. J. Procter, Stationer, &c.. West Hartle-
pool, Durham.

Carrlaige and Package Free
To anv Railway Station in Great Britain.

''rWELVE BEST NEW FRENCH ROSES
JL for 1876, on receipt of Post-office Order for 27J. 6,f.

TWELVE BEST TEA and NOISETTE
ROSES, or s.amc quantity of Choice CLEMATIS, on

receipt of Post-office Order for 21^. ; 24 for 40^.

The Plants are all exceedingly healthy and vigorous.
EVVING AND COMPANY, Eaton, Norwich.

Surplus Stock.

T)ALMS—25,000, consisting principally of the
folio

1 Alexandra Latania borbonica,
eaforthia elegans, I Corypha australis,

hrenix reclinata, Chama:rops excelsa.

reca monostachya,
I
Chamsrops Forturei,

And others at the low price of .£4 to £,a per 100 ; a reduction
hen taken by the 1000. Apply at once to

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT'S Nurseries, Ledeberg, Ghent,

HOWCROFT AND WATKINS (late
Charlwood & Cummins), Seeds.meu, Covent Garden.

London, W.C. (established more than half a century), supply
for present sowing

—

E.ARLY RAINHAM CABBAGE, original stock.
EAST HAM CADBAGE. selected stock.
Their SUPERB LATE WHITE BROCCOLL
WYKEIIAM COS LETTUCE, and other hardy varieties.

C0\ ENT G.\RDEN, WESTBURY, an.l all other
varieties of SWEDES.

TURNIPS in all varieties.

Prices upon application.

Dutch Plower Roots for Spring Blooming
direct from the best Il.iarlem Growers,

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
.are enabled to offer COLLECTIONS of CHOICE

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS, of first-rale quality, at the
following unprecedented prices :

—

Entire Collection (containing 2772 bulbs), ,£10 ; Half the
Collection, is ; Quarter the Collection, .£2 los.

No charge for packing. Carriage free to London.
Particulars of the contents of each case may be obiained at

the Auction and Estate Offices, Leytonstone, E.
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Louis Van Houtte,
ROYAL NURSERIES, GHENT, BELGIUM.

:ATAL0GUE No. 168, 0.0. , containing Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, Narcissus, Jonquils,

FriuUarias, Anemones, Ranunculus, Iris (species and German), Lilies, Miscellaneous Hardy Tuberous and

Bulbous-rooted Plants, &c., now ready. To be liad, post-paid, on application, of Messrs. R. Silberrad &Son,

j
S, Harp Lane, Great Tower Street, London, E.C.

CATALOGUE No. 169, P.P., appears end of this month, and will contain Azalea indica, mollis,

and ponlica ; Camellias, Greenhouse and Hardy Rhododendrons, Magnolias, &c.

Full partktilars, price, freight, dr'C, ivill befoundiii each Catalogue.

\ Our slock of Azalea indica covers from three to four acres, as also that of .^. mollis and pontica, which

\rned off the First Prizes at the late Brussels Show, and was acknowledged to be one of the most select collections.

The splendid lot of Azalea indica, composed solely of our seedling varieties, was admired by all connoisseur

'urserymen, and after a few hours' exhibition was sold to one of the greatest amateurs of this country.

rHE BEST CABBAGE FOR PRESENT SOWING.

® HEARTWELL EARLY
MARROW.

A distinct and excellent variety, indispensable as an Early

Cabbage both for the Gentleman's Garden and tor Marketing

purposes. The hearts are extremely firm, weighing from 4 lb.

to 6 lb., with scarcely any loose outside leaves, the n.tvour

particularly mild and melting.

Price, perpacket, \s. dd., post-free.

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,

WaAytlAJ^ 237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON, W.C.

THE THAMES BANK
IRON COMPANY,

Old Barge Wharf, Upper Ground Street, London. X<5|^^^
OT-WATER BOILERS SURREY SIDE, BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE. PIPES, CONNECTIONS.

:i:\\' PATENT "CLIMAX " BOILER (1874). See
p. '-.'j6, 1874, Gardeners' Chronicle.

GOLD MEDAL" BOILER (Birmingham, 1872).

'ATENT "EXCELSIOR" BOILER (1871).

1^ The largest and most complete Slock in tite

erode : upwards of Twenty Tliousand Pounds' worth
' choose from.

' WITLEY COURT " BOILER (Silver Medal iS;

TRENTHAM IMPROVED" BOILER, with Water-
way End and Smoke Consumer.

' TUBULAR," and every other Boiler of known merit

or excellence.

1^" Prize Medal Awarded at the National Content,

lirmingham, 1874.

MILL'S PATENT ATJXILIARY FUEL ECONOMISEB,
attached to any ordin.ary Boiler. These Tubes are the greatest Economlsers of Fuel and Preserv,

Fire-Hars, and Furnace Fronts ever yet introduced 10 the [niblic.

POCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
V^ Reduced price, 20 Bushels, 6s. 8</.: 100, 20s.; or Truck-

load (upwards of 300 Bushels). 401. Delivered free to any rail

"j.°STe"vENS. Fibre Works, H igh Street. Battersea. S.W.

Fibrous Peat for Orchids, &o.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best quality
for Orchids. Stove Plants, &c., Lfs 6s. per truck,

BL.\CK FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhododendrons, Azaleas,

Heaths. New Holland Plants, 175. per ton.

Delivered on rail at Blackwater, S. E. R., or Famborough
S. W. R., bylhe truck-load. Sample sack, ss. 6d. each.

Fresh SPHAGNUM, los. 6d. per sack.

WALKER AND CO. . Famborough Station. Hants.

GISHURST COMPOUN D—
Used by many of ihe leading Gardeners since 1859,

against Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greently, and other Blight,

in solutions of from i to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and
of from 4 to iG ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit

Trees. Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in boxes, is, 3^., and \os. 6d.

Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

ELL'S MILDEW COMPOSITION,
as used by them for the last twenty-five years atB

their

'Nu Lak
consisting of over 30,000 feet of glass. Retail, ij. 6rf. and

2s. 6d per bottle, of the Sole Manufacturers,

BELL AND Son, 10 and n, Exchange Street, Norwich.

Tobacco Paper.

WM. GREEN HOUCH and CO., r, Nile,

Leeds, begs to ofTer the above, of the finest quality, at

75J. per cwt. They have had the honour of serving the under-

mentioned firms for a number of years :

—

Messrs. MiNiER. Nash & Co., London.
Rlessrs. CoRRV & Soi'ER, London.
Mr. R. Smith, Worcester.

Mr. W.M. RusHFORTH, Leeds.
And many others in the Trade.

TOBACCO CORD, pure quality, per cwt,, 841.

TOBACCO CLOTH, pure quality, per cw t, , S41.

F LOR- VITA: the Life of Flowers,
for stimulating and tjuickening the growth of Plants,

and producing a rapid and high development of blossom.

The FLOR-VITA contains all the elements essential to the

Healthy Growth of a Plant combined in a carefully prepared

form, rendering them most easy of assimilation, at once im-

parting fresh life and supplying rich nourishment for the per-

fection of growth.
Directions for Use,—One teaspoonful of the Flor-vita to

be added to each gallon of water used. The plants should be
watered with it once or twice a week.
Prepared only by PRENTICE BROS. , Chemical Laboratory,

StO'

Soldi
irkct.

. and 2S. 6d. bottles by all Chemists and Druggists

in the United Kingdom.

FRENCH COLD GRAFTING WAX
(Mastic L'homme Lefort).—Widely celebrated as the

best and most easily applied substance for Budding, Grafting,

&c. Always ready for use. Tins, 6d., is., as., 41., and 6s.

each. Wholesale and Retail of
HOOPER AND CO.. Covent Garden. London. W.C.

USSIA MATS, for Covering Garden
Frames.—ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are

the cheapest and most durable. Price List, which gives the

size of every class of Mat. forwarded post-tree on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7. Commercial Street, Shoreditch,

London. E.C. ^
NEW ARCHANGEL and PETERSBURG

MATS. First arrival this season. Quotations can now

^I^'bTaCKBURN and sons, Nos. 4 and s. Wormwood
Sl'reel, City. EC.

Archangel and Petersliurg Mat Importers.

SACK, IJAG, and TARPAULIN MANU-
FACrURERS; RAFFIA FIBRE for tving ; TIFFANY

and SCRIM for shading, in all widths; NETTING, YARN.
ROPES, and TWINES of every description. Quotations on

"''j."el'aCI.;BURN and sons, Nos, 4 and 5, Wormwood
Street. City. EC.

Metallic Hothouse Builder to Her Majesty.HENRY HOPE
(late Clark & Hope, formerly Clark).

HOTHOUSE BUILDER and HOT-WATER
APPARATUS ENGINEER.

55, Lionel Street, Birmingham. Established A.D. i8tS.

BOOKS of DESIGNS, 5!. each.

S3- The E,xtensive Ranges of Metallic Hothouses in the

Royal Gardens, Windsor and Osborne, were executed at this

Establishment.

Window Glass, Sheet Lead, Paints, 4so.

THOMAS MILLINGTON AND CO.,
Importers and Ma.mhacturers. New LIST of

PRICES, very much reduced, c

87. Bishopsgate Str : Without, EC,

HOT-]VATER APPARATUS ERECTED COMPLETE.
PRICE LIST on application; or, Si.v Stamps for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, 4th Edit

Important to Farmers.

DAY, SON AND HEWITT, the Original and
Sole Proprietors of the STOCK-BREEDERS' MEDI-

CINE CHEST, for all disorders in Horses, Cattle, Calves,

Sheep, and Lambs. These Chests contain the celebrated
" CH EM ICAL EXTRACT." for Wounds. Swollen Udders. &c.
• GASEOUS FLUID," for Scour or Diarrhcca. and all Pains.
" RED DRENCH." for Cleansing the Blood, and for Fevers.
" RED PASTE BALLS," for Conditioning Horses.
" ERONCHOLINE," for Husk or Hoose in Sheep and Lambs.
• GASEODYNE," for Heaving and Paining.

Prices, with " Key to Farriery," ;£2 16s. dd. and £6 6s.

Each Preparation can be had separately, carriage paid.

Used for forty years throughout the United Kingdom and
British Colonies.
DAY, SON, AND HEWITT, 22, Dorset Street, Baker

Street, London, W^ ___^__
/ROWAN'S PATENT SYSTEM of
KJ HEATING and HOT-WATER ENGINEERING in

all its branches.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS ol every description.

ria:is and Estimates mi Apflkalion, and Circiitnrs fost-frte.

21, Whitehall Place, London, S.W, , and The Vineyard,

Garston. near Liverpool.
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RoBier's Garden Edging Tiles.

THE ABOVE and many other PATTERNS
in materials of gieit duribilit> The

. plainer sorts are specially
' suited for KITCHEN
GARDEN S, as they
harbour no Slugs or Insf-cts —

. ^ .
-

: up little room and j^

further labour or expense,
as do "grown" Edgings, consequently being much cheaper.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c.. in Artificial Stone,
very durable and ofsuperior finish, and in great variety of design.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground
Street, Blackfriars, S.E.; King's Road, Chelsea. S.W.;
Kingslaiid Road, E.

Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES,"
PLANT COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES ; also
for FOXLEY'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c..

from 3i. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of plain or
more elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection.

Vl'HITE GLAZED TILES, lor Lining Walls of Dairies,
Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable
Paving of great durability. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles
of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety, Slates. Cement, &c.

F. ROSHER AND CO,, Brick and Tile Merchants.
See addresses above.

SILVER SANU,
fine or coarse grain as desired. Prices by Post per ton

or Truck Load, on Wharf in London, or delivered direct from
Pits to any Railway Station. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries.
KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any

quantities.

F. ROSHER AND CO.—Addresses see above.
N.B.—Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.

A liberal Discount to the Trade.

Under the Fatronage of tlie Queen.

SMITH'S IMPERISHABLE
STRATFORD LABELS.

The Gardeners' Magazine says :
—" We must give these the

palm before all other plant labels, as the very first in merit."
Samples and Price List free.

Sole Manufacturer : J. SMITH. The Royal Label Factory,
Stratford-on-Avon

BELGIAN GLASS for GREENHOUSES, &c.,
Can be obtained in all sizes and qualities, of

BETHAM & SON,
9, LOWER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.C.

B. & S. have always a lar^e Stock in London of 20-in. by

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County in England.

For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER and CO.,
71, Comhill, London, E.G.. and Steam Plough Works. Leeds.

SIR J. PAXTON'S HOT-
HOUSES for the MILLION are

SiMFLE, Cheap, and Portable.
Illustrated Price Lists free.

HEREMAN and MORTON, 14, Tich-
borne Street, Regent Quadrant. W., Horti-
cultural Builders and Hot-water Engineers.

Royal Agricultural Show, Birmingham,

July 17 to 24, 1876.

R. HORNSBY & SONS
Exhibit, at Stand No. 2S, their

PATENT "PARAGON" GRASS MOWERS
(which gained all the Prizes at the great Taunton

Royal Trials, t875).

ROYAL FIRST PRIZE REAPERS,
PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES,

THRASHING MACHINES, CHAMPION
PLOUGHS, TURNIP CUTTERS,

ROOT PULPERS, &c..

All of which have gained ist Prizes from the Royal Agricultural

And
Society of England,

Prizes in all p.irts of the World.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES, with full particular-s, may
be had at the Stand as above, or gratis and post-free, from

SPITTLEGATE IRONWORKS,
GRANTHAM.

TREE FERNS.
THE LARGEST AND BEST STOCK IN EUROPE.

AV I L L I A M BULL, F.L.S.,
Respectfully invites the Nobility and Gentry to an inspection of the above ; also of his

MAGNIFICENT SPECIMEN ORNAMENTAL PLANTS,
Adapted for the decoratioa of Conservatories and Greenhouses, or suited for Sub-tropical Gardening.

ESTABLISHMENT FOR NEW AND RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

Branded on every Casting.

J
|V(acfarlane's Castings,

Ai'cliitectural, Aiiistic, and Sanitary,

FOR ARCHITECTS, CIVIL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERi
Contractors, Builders, Joiners, Plumbers, &c.,

Kailiugs; Balconies; Verandahs; Conservatories; Shop and Warehouse Fronts;

Arcades ; Winter Gardens ; Covered Ways ; Saloons ; Semi-enclosed Airing

Rooms, Smoking Divans, &c. ; W;iitiug Rooms ; Clock autl Water Towers

;

Pavilions ; Bandstands ; Arbours ; Garden Entriiuces ; Garden Screens

;

Boathouses, &c. Plain and Ornamental Castings of every description for

Mansions, Halls, Schools, Barracks, Factories, Markets, Railway Stations,

Bridge.s, Esplanades, Parks, Gardens, Pleasure Grounds, &e.

FOR HOME S EXPORT.

Illustrated CATALOGUE with Price List and Estimates Jor special Desiyns

on application.

WALTER MACFARLANB & CO., GLASGOW.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SHOW, BIRMINGHAM.
stand No. 146.] JULY 19 ro 24, 1S76. [Stand No. 146.

BAYLISS, JONES, &, BAYLISS
Will Exhibit various Specimens of their Patent Continuous BAR FENCING, Patent Strained

WIRE FENCING, WROUGHT-IRON HURDLES, Field and Entrance GATES, TREE and
PLANT GUARDS, &c., which they are now prepared to supply at about the same price as in

1S71, before the late advances in Iron. CATALOGUES free on .application.

MANUFACTORY. VICTORIA WORKS, WOLVERHAMPTON,
LONDON OFFICES, 3, CROOKED LANE, KING WILLIAM STREET, E.C.

.,n,or Cooke 0^(7? •,

l^f \ CORPORATE:.=(oBrAi

l^axtoaWorks ShefJieldL.
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Establislied over a Quarter of a Century. THOMAS'S
21s. GARDEN SEAT.

Is in use over many thousand miles,
And has been awarded the Medals and highest Commendation

of all the leading Agricultural Societies.

It is constructed with

POWERFUL WINDING STRAINING PILLARS,
RIGID INTERMEDIATE IRON POSTS,

STRONG and DURABLE WIRE CABLE STRANDS,
Forming the most efficient Strained Iron Fencing known for

agricultural and general purposes.

Continuous Bar Iron Fencing,

With bars secured by F. M. & Co.*s Patent Self-loclting Joints,

which effectually prevent the uprights being pushed abide, and

are independent of loose pins, wedges, or staples.

IRON ENTRANCE and FIELD GATES,
IN WROUGHT AND CAST IRON,

Designed for the Mansion, Villa, or Farm.
WICKET AND GARDEN GATES,

In Great Variety of Patterns.

Iron Hurdles, Railing, Tree Guards,
FRUIT ESPALIERS. WALL FRUIT TR.\INERS, &c.

|^° Illustrated and Described in F. M. &• Cn.'s

New Catalogue, sent on application.

LONDON BRANCH—

1, DELAHAY ST. , WESTMIN STER. S,W.

TANNED GARDEN NETTING, \ld. per
Square Yard, for Protecting Seed-beds, Peas, Fniit,

Strawberries, &c., from Birds, Frost, Blight. &c., and as a
Fence for Fowls, in i, 2, 3, and 4-yards widths. Hexagon,
Tiftany, and other Netting, Galvanised Wire Netting, Pea

NETTING for FRUIT TREES, ;

SEED BEDS. RIPE STRAWBERRIES, &c. '

TANNED NETTING for protecting the above from Frost,

Blight, Birds, &c. , 2 yards wide, 3^. per yard, or 100 yards, 20J. ;

4 yards wide. 6d. per yard, or 50 yards, 201.

NEW TANNED NETTING.suitedforanyof the above pur-
poses, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, 6d. perj'ard

; 4 yards
wide. IS. per yard

; 5i-inch mesh, 4 yards wide. is. 6d. per yard.
TIFFANY, 6^. 6d. and ^s. Sd. per piece of 20 yards.

EATON AND DELLER. 6 & 7, Crooked Lane. London Bridge. I

With two Iron Supports, With three Iron supports.

4 ft. 6 in. 5 feet. 6 feel. 7 feet. 8 ft. long.

2\S. 2\S. 32J. 34J. 2,6s.

These seats combine elasticity, comfort, strength, and
durability with an elegant appearance, and are easily taken
apart when required. I'he Iron Supports are painted Green,
and the Wood Laths are stained and varnished.

Cli.iirs to match .

.

. . price 8j. 6d. each.

Folding Iron Tables .. „ 12^. 6d. „
Orders value .£5 carriage/ree.

Five per cent, discount allowed for prompt cash on orders

amounting to 20^. and upwards.
Illustrated and Priced Catalogues o£ ever>' description of

Horticultural Wirework on application.

J. J. THOMAS & CO.,
PADDINGTON WIREWORKS,

285 and 362, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.

GARDEN NETTING, strong, tanned,
1/2"'. per square yard ; i to 4 yards wide. 500 yards,

l7 155.: Whole Nets. 12 by 45 yards, £2 2s. TIFFANY,
;sh Netting, cheap.

M SMITH, 6. Potter Stri , Worksop.

Beehives.—Two Silver Medals awarded to

GEO. NEIGHBOUR and SONS at the Paris Exhibition of
1867. The only English Exhibitors who obtained a Silver
Medal for Beehives.

NEIGHBOUR'S IMPROVED COTTAGE
BEEHIVE, as originally introduced by Georgh

'R & Sons, working three bell-glasses, is neatly and
ngly made of it lias three windows in the lower

H{\ This Hw ,'ill be
found to possess many
practical ad^-antages, and
IS more easy of manage-
ment than any other Bee-
hive that has been intro-

The LIGURIAN or

ITALIAN ALP BEE
being much in repute,

G. N. & Sons supply a
Sw.irm of Bees with genuine
Italian Queen, in the Im-
proved Cottage Hive, at

^4, Hive included.

An Italian Alp Queen,
with full directions for

uniting to Black Stocks,

ENGLISH BEES.—Stocks and Swarms may be obtained as
heretofore.

THE APIARY. By A. NEiGHBOtrR. 51., postage 4^.

A newly arranged Catalogue of other improved Hives, with
Drawings and Prices, sent on receipt of two stamps.

Agents for Straw, Woodbury, and other Hives and Supers,
made by James Lee. at his prices.

GEO. NEIGHBOURandSONS. 127, High Holbom.W.C.
or 149, Regent Street, London. W.

Joseph Haywood&Co.,
MAN U FACTU RERS OF

CELEBRATED

PRUNING AND

WARRANTED

BUDDING KNIVES,

VINE SCISSORS, ETC.
GLAMORGAN WORKS, SHEFFIELD.

TANNED NETTING, 2 yards wide,
I'Ad. per yd. : 4 yds. wide. 3</. per yd. NEW THREAD

and TWINE GARDEN NETTING, i-inch mesh, r yd. wide,
^,i : 2 yds. wide. 41/. : 4 yds. wide, Sd. per yd. HEXAGON
GARDEN NETTING. 76 meshes to the square inch. srf. per

yd. FISHING NETS, TRAMMEL and FLUE NETS,
complete, any size. is. per square yd. BIRD NETS,
SPRING TRAPS for LARKS, &c.. 71. to loJ. CLAP NETS
for Bird Catching. 10 yds. long. 5 feet deep, with staffs, pull-line,

and stop-cord, £1 los. RABBIT NETS, fixed twelve mesh
wide, £1 5J. per 100 yds. ; eighteen mesh wide, £1 i8j. complete,
and of the best quality. FLAMBS. 6s. per dozen.—W. CUL-
LINGFORD. Wellington Road. Forest Gate, tratford. London.

SHAW'S TIFFANY, ELASTIC NET-
TING. CANVAS. &c.. for Shiiding. Protecting, and

other Horticultural Purposes. For Samples and Prices apply to

JOHN SHAW AND CO., =9. Oxford Street. Manchester.

THE CHEAPEST and MOST DURABLE
SHADING.—" Lasting for years."

MADE of PREPARED WOOL and HAIR.
A perfect non-conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed

temperature where it is applied.
Patronised by Her Majesty the Queen, for Windsor Castle ;

Prince Christian, for Frogmore Gardens : the late Sir. J. Paxton ;

the late A. F. Paxton, Esq. ; the late S. Rucker, Esq., &c.

" FRIGI DOMO " CANVAS. ^ ^

3 yards wide 30
4 yards wide . . . . . . . . 3 10

" FRIGI DOMO" NETTING, 11. 6d. and 11. 83. per yard.
Can be had from all Florists and Seedsmen, and of

E. T. ARCHER. Stanstead Road, Forest Hill, London, S.E.
•,• Late of Cannon Street, City, E.G.

GARDEK'ERS are INVITED to VISIT

VINEYARD at GARSTON,

HEATED

KILN APPARATUS.

The Trade are specially invited to

Give the System a Trial,

IF PROPERLY MANAGED,

Proved to effect a Great Saving both

in Fuel and Labour.

COWAN PATENTS' COMPANY
(LIMITED),

21, WHITEHALL PLACE, LONDON, S.W.,

THE VINEYABD,
GARSTON, near LIVERPOOL.

PUMPS-PUMPS-PUMPS.
For Baths. Cisterns, Kitchen, or Garden use.

GARDEN PUMPS.NON-FREEZING PUMPS, COTTAGE
PUMPS, LIQUID MANURE PUMPS.

Carriage Prepaid. Prompt Delivery. Lowest Prices.

Catalogue on application.

ST. ALBiANS IRON WORKS, HERTS.
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ROYAL HORTI CULTURA L SOCIETY
SHOW OF ROSES, FRUrn &c., JULY 19 & 20.

Class 1—54 ROSES, dislinct, single blooms.

ist, Mr. B. R. Cant, Colchester, £,^.

2d, Messrs. Cranston & Mayos, Hereford, Jiy
3d, Mr. O. Prince, Oxford, li.
4th, Mr. J. Keynes, Salisbury, Ci.-

Class 2.-24 ROSES, distinct, single blooms. (Amateurs.)

ISt, Mr. J. Davies, Wilton, Wilts, (.a,.

2d, Rev. J. li. M. Camm, Charraouth. Dorset, £3.
3d, Capt. Christy, Weslerham Hill, Kent, l->.

4th, Mr. W. Ingle, Gr. to Mrs. Round, Colchester, i,i.

Class 3.—12 ROSES, distinct. (Amateins.)

ISt, Capt. Christy, ,£2. |
2d, Mr. J. Davies, .£1 io.t.

3d, T. Jowett, Esq., Hereford, £,1.

4th, Rev. J. B. M. Camm, 10^.

Class 4,-12 ROSES of 1873, 1874, or 1875, distinct, single

trusses. (Open.)

ISt, Mr. G. Prince, £2. | 2d, Mr. C. Turner, li loj.

3d, Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, N., £,1.

4th, Mr. B. R. Cant, 151.

Class s.—5 ROSES of 1873, 1874, or 1875, distinct, single

trusses. (Open.)

ISt, Messrs. Paul & Son, {,1. \
3d, Mr. B. R. Cant, los.

ad, Mr. C. Turner, 15s. |
4'h, Mr. J. Keynes, ^!.

Class 6.—12 ROSES, TEA-SCENTED and NOISETTE,
distinct, single trusses. (Nurserymen.)

ISt, Mr. B. R. Cant, Ci Id. I 3'i, Mr. J. Keynes, 151.

2d, Messrs. Paul & Son, Ci. \

Class 7.-12 ROSES, TEA-SCENTED and NOISETTE,
distinct, single trusses. (Amateurs.)

ist, T. Jowett, Esq., li. I 3d, Rev. J. B. M. Camm,
2d. Mr. W. Ingle. (,1 los. | li.

Class 8. -ROSE, MADAME LA BARONNE DE
ROTHSCHILD, 6 trusses. (Open.)

ISt, Mr. B. R. Cant, ^Ci. | sd, Rev.J.B. M.Camm.isJ.

Class 9 —ROSE, LA FRANCE, 6 trusses. (Open.)

ISt, Mr. B. R. Cant, £1. \
2d, Messrs. Paul & Son, 15J.

Class 10.—ROSE, MARECHAL NIEL, 12 trusses. (Open.)

ISt, Messrs. Paul & Son, It.
2d, Messrs. Cranston & Mayos, 15^.

Class ii.—ROSE, MARIE BAUMANN, 6 trusses. (Open.)

ISt, Mr. B. R. Cant, {.i. | 2d, Mr. C. Turner, i;i.

Class 12.—ROSE, DEVONIENSIS, i! trusses. (Open).

ISt, Mr. B. R. Cant, {.t.
\

2d. Mr. I Keynes, 15.!.

Class 13.—ROSE, single truss of any kind, in glass stand.

(Open.)

ISt, Mr. J. Davis, loj, |
2d, Mr. B. R. Cant, 5s.

Class I4.—R0SE, NEW ENGLISH-RAISED SEEDLING.
ISt, Mr. C. Turner, l^. \

2d, Messrs. Paul & Son, .51.

Class 15.—8 FUCHSIAS, distinct, (Nurserymen.)

3d, Mr. T. Pestridge, Brentford, {,%.

Class 16.-6 FUCHSIAS, distinct. (Amateurs.)

ISt, Mr. J. Weston, Gr. to D. Martineau.Esq., Clapham Park,
S.W.,.£5.

2d, Mr. T. Lambert, Gr. to H. W. Segelcke, Esq .Heme Hill,

U
Class 17.—24 FUCHSIAS, not fewer than 12 kinds, in pots not

exceeding S inches in diameter. (Open.)

ISt, Mr. T. Lambert, £5. |
2d. Mr. J. Weston, .£3.

3d, Mr W. P. Roberts, Gr. to W. Terry, Esq., Peterborough
House. Fulham, S.W.,.£2.

Class 18.-C HYDRANGEAS. (Open.)

1st, Mr. J. Aldous, Gloucester Road, South Kensington, S.W,

.

AWARDS OF THE JUDGES.
(Nurserynten

) ppj^ej offered by Mcssrs. J. Carter k Co,

.£2.

Clas

Mi

Q.— I! LILIUMS, in pots, r

(Open.)
, C. Turner, ^3-

fewer than four kinds.

ut blooms, distinct. (Open.)

Whitbonrne, Lo.vford Hall,

Class 24.-

. S.W.,

Class 23.—12 CARNATIONS;
ISt, Mr. C. Turner. It loj.

!>d. Mr. I. Douglas, Gr. to i

Ilford, .£..

3d, Mr. J. Hines, 81, Brentwood Road, Ipswich, lo^

I CARNATIONS, cut blooms, dis

(Amateurs.)

1st, E. S.Dodwell,Esq.,ii,ChathamTerrace,Claph

2d, Mr. J. Douglas, £\,

Class 25.-12 PICOTEES, cut blooms, distinct. (Open.)

1st, Mr. C. Turner, Ci lot. | 2d, Mr. J. Douglas, li.
3d, Mr. J. Buxton, 321, Wandsworth Road, S.W., loj.

Class 26.—12 PICOTEES, cut blooms, distinct. (Amateurs.)

ISt, E. S. Dodwell, Esq., i\ loi.

2d, Mr. J. Douglas, {.i.

3d, Mr. H. Catlin, 16, Calverton Buildings, Bath, loi.

Class 27. — Collection of 24 varieties of SUCCULENT
PLANTS (Sedums, Sempervivums, Echeverias, Mesem-
bryanthemums, Cotleydons, Pachyphytons, Crassulas, or

Kleinias, suitable for bedding purposes, in pans 12 inches in

diameter. (Open.)

ISt, Mr. R. Dean, Ranleigh Road, Ealing, {,%.

Class 28.-1 Brace of CUCUMBERS, one variety.

ISt, Mr. T. Lockie. Gr. to Lord O. Fitzgerald, Windsor, £.-2 21.

2d, Mr. R Philips, Gr. to Captain Jackson, Ciravesend, £1 is.

3d, Mr. J. Neighbour, Gr. to G. Wythes, Esq.. Bickley, lOi. 6ii.

Class 29.— i Brace of MELONS. disbimiL-ir. to include

"Bloxholm Hall."

ISt. Mr. T. Comber, Gr. to J. A. Rolls, Esq. , Monmouth, £2 is.

2d, Mr. J. Neighbour, £t is. [lor. 6./.

3d, Mr. O. Goldsmith, Gr. to Sir W. Farquhar, Bart., Dorking,

Cuss 30. — Collection of VEGETABLES, to include — 12

Onions, 12 Carrots, 12 Turnips, 12 Tomatos, 3 Cauliflowers.

3 heads of Celery, 50 pods of Peas " Carter's Commander-
in-Chief," 50 pods Broad Beans " Pedigree Windsor," 50 pods
French Beans. 12 Potatos " Porter's Excelsior,"

ISt, Mr. G. T. Miles, Gr, to Lord Caringlon, High Wycombe,
£10 10s.

2d, Mr. W. G. Pragnell, Gr. to G. D. W. Digby, Esq, , Dorset,

£? 7'-

3d, Mr O. Arkell, Gr to A. J. Skinner, Esq., Cheltenham,

£5 SS.

4th, Mr. W. Cross, Gr to J. Hough, Esq., Sidmouth, £j 31.

5tli, Mr J. Bain, The Gardens, Downton Hall, Ludlow, £?. 2S.

Prizes offered by Messrs. Hurst &. Son,
Class 31.—6 varieties of Mr Laxton's PEAS sent out by

Messrs. Hurst & Son, to include "The Shah" and
"Standard," 50 pods of each.

ISt, Mr G. T. Miles, £i.
2d, Mr R. Gilbert, Gr. to the Marquis of Exeter, Stamford, £2.
3d, Mr. T. Bailey, The Gardens, Shardeloes. Amersham, £2.
41I1, Mr. J. Richardson, Boston, Lincolnshire, £1.

Prizes offered by Mr. J, Monro,

Class 32.—One brace of CUCUMBERS, Monro's "t
OF EDINBURGH."

ISt, Mr R. Phillips, £1.
2d, Mr. E. Bennett, Rabley, Barnet, 151,

3d, Mr. Cross, 10,.

Prizes offered by Messrs, Sutton &. Sons.
Class 33.-6 Dishes of PEAS (half-a-peck to comprise a dish),

distinct varieties, to include Sutton's " Giant Emerald "

Marrow, SiUl..n's "Duke of Edinburgh," and Sutton's
" lln 1:5. ,11 .i.nblirgh."

ISt, Ml I
.,::, Silver Medal and ,£2 2i.

2d, Ml W I, li , 1- II, Bronze Medal and iii IJ.

3d, Mr J II, I 1,1, le, Gr tothe Earl of Harrington, Derby.

Class 34. -Collection of VEGETABLES, 12 distinct kinds, to

include Sutton's "Duchess of Edinburgh" Pea, and Sutton's
" Giant Emerald " Marrow Pea, " Canadian Wonder" Bean,
and Sutton's " Broad Windsor " Bean.

ISt, Mr. W. G. Pragnell, Gold Medal and £i 5s.

sd, Mr R. Gilbert, Silver Medal and £j 31.

3d, Mr. W. Cox, Gr. to Earl Eeaucharap, Great M.alvern,

Bronze Medal and £1 21.

Class 35.- For a Collection of CUCUMBERS and MELONS,
three distinct sorts of each, a single specimen of each of the

former, and a brace of each of the latter to be exhibited, to

include Sutton's "Hero of Bath," and tlie "Prince's
Favourite" Melons, and Sutton's "Duke of Connaught

"

Cucumber.
ISt. Mr. W. Cox, Gold Medal and £3 31.

2d, Mr. \V. G. Pngnell, Silver Medal and £2 2S.

3d, Mr. R. Gilbert, Bronze Medal and £1 is.

Prizes offered by the Pelargonium Society,
Class i.— 12 ZONAL PELARGONIU.MS, " Florists' Cl.ass,"

distinct, in pols not exceeding E inches in diameter.

ISt, Mr. J. Catlin, Gr. to Mrs. Lermitte, Sen., Finchley, N..£a.

Class 2.-4 ZONAL PELARGONIUMS. "Florists' Class,"

distinct, to be shown for perfection of form, irrespective of
colour, in pots not exceeding 6 inches in diameter.

ISt, Mr J. Catlin, £, loj.

2d, W. Evans, Royal Nursery, Penge, S.E.. 15s.

Class 3.—12 ZONAL PELARGONIUMS, "Decorative
Class," distinct, in pots not exceeding 8 inches in diameter.

ISt, Mr. J. Catlin. £i. I 4th, Mr. W. Evans.
3d, Mr. W. Birse.

|

Class 4.—30 ZONAL PELARGONIUMS, " irrespective of
Class," distinct, in pots not exceeding 6 inches in diameter.

ISt, Mr. J. Catlin, £6.

Class 5.— iS ZONAL PELARGONIUMS, "irrespective of
Class," distinct, in pots not exceeding 6 inches in diameter.

2d, Mr. W. Birse. £i. \
3d, Mr, W. Evans.

Class 7.-6 DOUBLE-FLOWERED ZONAL PELARGO-
NIUMS, distinct, in pots not exceeding 6 inches in diameter

2d, Mr. W. Evans, £1.
|

3d, Mr. J. Catlin.

Class 9.— i DOUBLE-FLOWERED ZONAL PELARGQ.
NIUM, of any colour, except white.

ISt, Mr. H. Cannell, Swanley Junction, Kent, 15s.

Prizes offered by Messrs, J. Veitch &. Sons,

Class A.-Collection of FRUIT, in 10 distinct kinds.

ISt, Mr. W. Coleman, Gr. to Earl Soraers, Ledbury. /15.
2d, Mr. G. Sage, Gr. to Earl Brownlow. Great Berkhampstead,

3d, Mr: G. B. Tillyard, Gr. to the Cotmtess of Varborough,
Ulceby, Lincoln, £^.

Class B.—Collection of FRUIT, in 6 distinct kinds.

ISt, Mr. T. Bannerman, Gr. to Lord Bagot, Rugeley, £ci.

2d, Mr. W. Cox. £6.
1 E. M. Mundy, Esq., Shipley H.-ill,

Cl ; C.—3 Bunche:

ISt, Mr T. .£6.

J. Woodbridge, Gr. to the Duke of Northumberland,
Isleworth, ^"4.

3d, Mr. J. Wallis, £1.

Class D.-3 Evmches of BLACK HAMBURGH GRAPES.
ISt, Mr. I. Louden, Gr. to T. Barnes, Esq., Salop, £6.
2d, Mr. W. Coleman, £^.

\
3d, Mr. T. Coomber, £^.

Class E.—3 Bimches of GRAPES, any kinds, excluding
Muscat of Alexandria and Black Hamburgh.

ISt, Mr. 1'. Bannerman, £6. I 3d, Mr. G. Sage, £2.
2d, Mr. J. Louden, £^ \

Cl.iss F.—3 PINE-APPLES.
1st, Mr G. Wyness,GrtoG. Keith, Esq., Montrose, N.B,,j£6.
2d. Mr. J. Chamberlain, Gr. to H. Thompson, Esq., Bushcy,
3d, Mr G. B. Tillyard, £1. I

Hens, £4.

Class G.-6 PEACHES, one kind.

1st, Mr G. Fennell. Gr to E. Cazalet, Esq., Fairlawn Park,

Tunbridge Wells. £3.
2d. Mr. J. Hill, The Gardens, Poles, Ware, £2.
3d, Mr W. Coleman, £1.

Class H.—6 NECTARINES, one kind.

ISt, Mr A. famieson, Gr to Earl of Crawford and Balcarres,

Wigan, £i.
2d, Mr. I.Edmonds, Gr to the Duke of St. Albans, Notting-

ham, £2.
3d, Mr. J. Hill, The Gardens, Poles, Ware, £u

Miscellaneous. -Extra Prizes.

Messrs, J. Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea,
S.W., for Group of New Plants, Gold Medal.

Mr. J. Wills, Royal Exotic Nursery, Onslow Crescent, South
Kensington, S.W. , for Group of Plants, Gold Medal.

Mr B. S. Williams, Victoria and Paradise Nursery, Upper
Holloway, N., for Group of Plants, Gold Medal.

Mr. C. Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough, for Group of Ivies,

Palms, &c.. Gold Medal.
Messrs. J. & C. Lee, Royal Vineyard Nursery, Hammersmith,

W. , for Group of Plants, Gold Medal.
Mr. J. "iV. Wimsett, Ashburnham Park Nursery, King's Road,

Chelsea, for Group of Plants, Gold Medal.
Messrs. J. Jackson & Son, Kingston, for Group of Plants, Gold

Medal.

Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, for Collection ol Roses, Silver

Medal.
Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, for Collection of Fruit Trees, Silver

Medal.

Mr, J. Laing, Stanstead Park Nursery, Forest Hill, for Group
of Plants, Silver Medal.

Messrs. H. Lane & Son, Great Berkhamstead, for Collection of

Ivies in Pots, Silver Medal.
Messrs. Osborn & Sons, The Nurseries, Fulham, S.W., for

Group of Plants, Silver Medal.
Messrs. Paul & Son, Old Nurseries, Cheshunt. Herts, for Cut

Roses, Silver Medal.
Messrs. W. Rollisson & Sons, The Nurseries, Tooting, S.W.,

for Group of Plants, Silver Medal.
Mr J. Aldous. Florist, &c.. Gloucester Road, South Kensing-

ton, S.W., for Group of Plants and Coleuses, Silver

Medal.

Mr J. Burley, Bayswater, for Group of Plants, Silver Medal.
Messrs. J. Carter & Co., 237 and 238, High Holborn, W.C.for

Collection of Vegetables, Silver Medal.
Mr M. Young, Godalming, for Cut Roses, Bronze Medal.
Mr. Corp, Oxford, for Cut Roses, Bronze Medal.
Messrs Paul & Son, for cut specimens of Ornamental Shrubs,

Bronze Medal.
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NEW EARLY CABBAGE
FOR PRESENT SOWING.

DANIELS' DEFIANCE-A superb new
early variety of Cabbage, growing to the weight

of 12 lb. to 131b. Remarkably short-legged and
compact, and of the most dehcious marrow
flavour.

DANIELS' DEFIANCE-The earliest,

largest, and best Cabbage for either the Market
Gardener or the Private Grower. An indispens-

able variety, that should be found in every

garden.

DANIELS' DEFIANCE CABBAGE.
Pr/if js. (,,/. pel- packet, post-free.

DANIELS BROS.,
SEED GROWERS and NURSERYMEN,

NORWICH^

''% SUTTON'S ^^
CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS,

FOR PRESENT SOWING.

CABBAGE-SUTTON'S IMPERIAL.
, -^^p- ^ .j.i^^ j^^^^ j,^i^_

---. l>.ige for Spring
M,\ me. If sown the

\ WA lirst or second
; \ J week in luly it

V A,' \ will produce
< \ ) i.\ leautiful Cab-

V
. A,r- I bagcs for early

xU >^ Spring use.
\\\J\ Heads cone-
V !•

I shaped, very

'flj l.irge. firm, and

f' of mild navour.

.
\ 'e / ^..ferouu».

ij 1
•*' .^n,',l Enfield M

Nonpareil . . o 3

Early Dwarf
York . . o 3

Red Pick-
ling ..JO

CAULIFLOWER.
Sutton's King of the Cauliflowers.

May be sown in August for transplanting in March and April

for the first main crop.

Pnc€ 21. (d. fcr packet.

ONION.
Thefdlmviiig varieties sawn in July and A iignst viitl comt ta

a very large size during tlie/ollawtng Spring and Summer;

NEW aUBEN.
A valuable new and distinct variety, being the earliest of all

Onions. Sown in March, it comes to maturity in July, or sown
in July it is fit for use the following Autumn, It is of beautiful

mild flavour, and strongly recommended.
Perpaclict. xs. id. j d.

New Giant Rocca (the largest variety) . . per ounce i 6

Large Early Red Italian .. .. .. ,, i o
Large Early White Italian ,, i o

Giant Late Red Italian ,, i o

Giant Late White Italian ,, i o
Neapolitan Marzajola per packet i o

Vegetable Seeds up to 12 ounces in weight sent by post
with a charge of i,d. fur the 12 ounces, or 20^. worth fret to any
Railway Station in England or Wales.

SUTTON & SONS,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.
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THE YEW.
THOSE parsimonious writers who formerly

alloUeil to these islands only four abori-

ginal trees, the Oak, Beech, Wych Elm, and

Scotch Fir, robbed us of several which we
could ill afford to lose. The tree which yielded

the English bow ought to be, and is, a native

tree. It was not by the hand of man that the

Yew came into England. It is found, with

other buried trees, in that forest on the eastern

coast which charms geologists beyond all

other, because its timber lies beneath a glacial

drift. The Yew also crops up in another forest

now beneath the Bristol Channel, in which, if

there be any truth in bones, the elephant,

rhinoceros, and beaver roamed. It became,

after long waiting, the Cypress of Celts and

Saxons, and it still remains the fittest emblem
of immortality that our climate has produced.

1 remember a funeral in a South Down village.

There is a gigantic Yew close to the church, and

the grave was dug beneath it ; and through the

branches of the venerable evergreen the rain

dripped on the group below and on the coffin

in their midst. And by that omen the country

people felt, according to their proverb, that it

was a "happy corse" thus lowered to its

resting-place with the raindrops falling on it.

Years after, a fine, stout fellow, pointing to the

Yew, reminded me of that day when he had
buried his best friend beneath it, and there were

tears in his eyes as he spoke. Thus a tree may
become entwined, branch and leaf, with our

fondest memories ; and all who can remember

a Yew standing sombre, gigantic, old, and

apart in some former playground, or other

sacred place, must yield it the affection which

trees, and especially Yew trees, awaken.

The Yew figured in that early worship in

groves which the Britons derived perhaps from

the remote adoration of "great Baal" in groves.

The Welsh prefix Llan, corresponding to the

English suffix ton, and a corruption of the

British word Ibwyii, a grove, indicates that the

village, with its humble temple of the Druids,

was built originally on a site sheltered by

timber. Holy Yews were valued in the laws of

Howel the Good at 20s. each, common Yews
at i<id.

The Yew has been put to various well known
uses. Shepherds on the chalk downs, being too

industrious in these days to pipe and play, as

of old, are now in the habit of shaping the wood

of the Yew into snuff-boxes and nut-crackers.

" Draw, archers, draw your arrows to the

head," were appropriate words in the mouth of

a king who conquered with the bow. A pre-

decessor and namesake of this same king sur-

rounded an extemporary house of parliament

with 4000 bowmen to ensure freedom of debate.

Since the landing of the Conqueror three kings

of England have been shot with the long bow,

In accordance with a statute of Edward IV.

every Englishinan in Ireland was to own a bow
of his own height, ol Yew, Wych Elm, Hazel,

Ash, or Laburnuin, the last being the usual

bow-wood abroad, as Yew was in England.

Newington and other butts were set up for

practice. One of the earliest works printed in

England was Roger Ascham's Toxopiles, which

treats of the mysteries of the bowyers' and

fletchers' art, "in good sadness," that is, in

downright earnest. Bow-wood was got from the

solid timber of trunk or of great limb, a bough

being too knotty for a bow, a sapling too tender,

or liable to snap asunder. " If," says Roger

Ascham, "you come to a shop and find a

bow that is small, long, heavy, strong, lying

straight, not winding, not marred with knot,

gall, windshake, wen, fret or pinch, buy that

bow of my warrant." " The grain of a bow,"

says Roger Ascham, " should be fine and long,

the back and belly should be of one colour."

There is a famous clump of Yews at Kingsley

Vale, on the South Downs, near Chichester,

and another on the North Downs, in a slight

hollow of the hill, near Guildford, and close to

the well-known spot called Newland's Corner,

where the fox-hounds often meet. Numerous

great Yews here stand in a natural park or

wood opening, among Hawthorns, and several

indigenous shrubs. Holly, Furze, Blackthorn,

and Crab, with Butcher's Broom beneath.

This retired covert, forming part of the

primeval forest, is blameless at present of a

foreign tree. Some of the Yews here, in my
remembrance, have exerted that curious power of

rejuvenescence which the Yew possesses in a

higher degree even than the Apple or the Oak.

I remember, thirty years since, an ancient tree

whose noble head of branches appeared, at a

distance, to be supported on a perfectly sound

trunk, but, on a closer inspection, the trunk was

found to be already gaping here and there, and

through these eyelet-holes one saw that the

heart-wood of the old Yew was mouldering. A
considerable portion of the decaying timber

was at this time fortunately removed, the rest

was swept out by a fire wilfully lighted within

the trunk, and leaving it a mere shell of wood

and bark, which seemed barely sufficient for the

support of the branches. 1 had an opportunity

lately of examining this well-remembered tree,

and it then appeared that the clearance of the

decayed timber had been the beginning of a

new epoch in its life. The trunk was greener

and contained much more wood than it had

done before the fire. A renewal of growth over

the whole circumference of the trunk was, of

course, impossible, but a new growth of bark

and wood at the edges of the openings had

diminished their width, and had braced the tree

with new materials several inches thick. The

whole structure now stood firm on its deep

foundations, and better able, probably, to resist

the strain of an occasional storm in that shel-

tered spot than it was a hundred years ago.

The Fortingale Yew has also travelled back-

wards in regard to time. A hundred years

since it was much decayed, at the estimated age

of 2500 years, and all the solid portions of the

trunk were subsequently converted into snuff-

boxes and other small mementos. There seemed

an end of the Fortingale Yew, since the trunk

itself was down nearly to the ground, with only

a semicircle of ragged splinters remaining.

But though the trunk was gone the roots

remained, and the habit of perennial life and

verdure soon produced a ring of spray from the

rugged semicircle of reinains, and branches of

30 feet were afterwards measured.

De CandoUe estimated the age of the Bra-

bourne Yew in Kent at 3000 years. It was,

therefore, contemporary with the building of

Palmyra, and, on the occasion of the visit of

the Queen of Sheba to Solomon it stood a sap-

ling upon the soil of Kent, with 1200 years to

wait before the landing of Cssar. The existing

Yews of our abbeys and churches in several

instances sheltered their builders, as in the case

of those at Fountains Abbey, which were woven

into a wall to protect the huts of the superin-

tending monks. The Ankerwyke Yew might
"

have witnessed, if trees could see as well as

sigh, the signing of Magna Charta, and that

very different spectacle of 300 years later when

Henry VIII. whispered in a bower beneath it

into the ready ear of Anne Boleyne.

This grandest of native evergreens is remark-
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able not only for its endurance but for its power
of bearing storms, damps, droughts, poor soils,

bleak aspects, overcrowding, and the torturing

and clipping of Dutch gardeners. It lives and
lasts " for ever." Snow does not break its

branches, insects do not attack it. In the New
Forest it is a common saying that a post of

Yew will outlast one of iron. The number of

famous Yews in each of the three kingdoms
exceeds that of any other tree, as also does the

capacity of their hollow trunks and the excellent

accommodation they offer to persons on a
picnic. At Tisbury, in Dorsetshire, there is a
Yew 37 feet round the inside of its hollow. If

a heathen Saxon temple stood on the site of
the present church, no doubt this Yew was
sprinkled by St. Angustin with holy water.
Sprinkling was his mild method of purifying
the Yew trees which had been implicated in the
rites of heathendom. This admirable .and

successful missionary observed that the Yews
were closely bound up in the affections of the
people, and he, therefore, sprinkled them, and
let them stand. Some persons might have
destroyed them, as Gilbert White informs us a
vicar of Selborne did a shrew Ash in that

village, for the purpose of extirpating certain
small superstitions from the minds of the
villagers.

Evelyn mentions the Crowhurst Yew in
Sussex, which he was told was 30 feet in cir-

cumference. In 17SS this tree was spoken of as
decaying fast. In 1835 it was described as
being very shaky, 33 feet in circumference at
the ground, and 27 feet at 4 feet. In 1876 the
shattered butt is bound by an iron holdfast, by
means of which Mr. Papillon has prolonged the
period of its upstanding. On one occasion this
careful gentleman had the band of iron moved,
because, as he expressed it, the tree seemed un-
comfortable in consequence of being pinched.
There is much live as well as dead timber still

in the head. The gaping trunk is a hiding place
for children, where schoolboys have escaped the
rod. Those who wish to see a Yew which has
been a hundred years dying will find it on the
south side of the church, and hard by is the
National School, on a knoll, sheltered by Oaks
and imbedded in Roses. A Yew 3 feet hi<rh

grows out of the square tower of the church, a
seedling of the old tree, perhaps, planted by a
starling.

I shall close this brief notice of old Yews by
introducing another personal acquaintance
the Yew in the churchyard at Hurstmonceaux.
It is mentioned in a history of Sussex as a well-
known old Yew 22 feet 6 inches in girth at 4
feet from the ground. In recent years several
interesting lives have been associated in some
degree with this tree.

Stirling has come and gone as the curate of
the parish, Archdeacon Hare has died in the
rectory, which Dean Stanley found a library
from top to bottom, and the Memorials of a
Quiet Life have brought numerous admirers
from many countries to the little fenced enclo-
sure beneath the Yew where he now rests who
led that " quiet life " side by side with others of
his family " till daybreak." H. Evershed.

New Garden Plants.
ASPASIA PAPILIONACEA, «. sp.

It is a very rare case to have now-a-days a beautiful
novelty from a country believed by many to be ex-
hausted. This is such a case. The yellowish bulbs
and leaves are those of the well known A. lunata, yet
they are nearly twice as large. The flowers look quite
different at the widest distances, and you want the
critical regard of the botanist to understand their very
close affinity to those of A. lunata. It is the shape of the
beautifully coloured lip that forbids you to remember
at first sight the old plant. The flowers are un.
usually pretty. The sepals and petals are yellowish,
mottled with brown lines on their internal inferior
halves. The beautiful pandurate lip has its anterior
Dart very great, elliptic, apiculate ; an orange coloured

area stands at its base, a wide violet disc before and
aroimdit. All the colours are pure and rich. The best
characters of distinction from the much smaller and
poorer A. lunata are the apiculate lip with thirteen
keels at its base (in lieu of seven), the echinulate anther,
and the higher insertion of the lip. We were much
puzzled at tlie appearance of this totally unexpected
beauty in Hamburgh Botanic Garden. Its discoverer,
the late Seiior Endres, appears not to have guessed
what it was. He sent it with other things without
ever mentioning the plant that beats all his Orchida-
ceous discoveries. He may have obtained it shortly
before leaving Costa Rica, and the plant took a long
rest before it developed two splendid flowers at once.
It may be found with Messrs. Veitch, who got a lot of
unnamed things from Seiior Endres. H. G. Rdib. f.

Trichocentrum ionoptiialmum, n. Sji*

This is much like T. alhopurpureum, Lind.,
Rchb. f, a plant once not uncommon (1866) in

Orchid collections that appears to have disappeared
from the scene. I saw the last little bit with W. W.
Saunders, Esq. Our plant has much broader and
shorter leaves, the racemes are short and one-flowered

;

the upper sepal and petals are nailed (unguiculate) and
blunt, of a very light yellowish maroon-brown, yellow,
with brown little dots at their top, the lateral sepals
totally brown ; lip pandurate, whitish, with a great
violet blotch on each basilar angle. The wings of the
column are straight, linear acuminate. The keels
are totally at variance with those of the cultivated
species ; they are two in lieu of four, and with three
projecting angles. It is a rather nice thing. Ham.
burgh Botanic Garden, imported from Amapons. I
waited for a second flower before I described it.

H. G. R,hb. f.

Anthericum (TrAchyandra) GERRARni, Baher,
in Trimen Journ. 1S72, p. I37.t

This is a Cape Anthericum rather like the common
European A. raniosum in general habit and the size
and colour of the flowers, but remarkable by having
its main stem and the branches of panicle all frosted
over with hard persistent glittering white papillre,
which give the plant a very characteristic and peculiar
appearance. It was discovered in Zululand by Gerrard
in 1865, and has since been found by Mr. MacOwan
in the neighbourhood of Grahamstown. It was sent
by Mr. Hutton in a living state to Kew two or three
years ago, and flowered in the Kew collection for the
first time this present midsummer.
Root fibres slender. Leaves 4—6 to a stem,

narrow linear, briglit green, under a foot long,

»— G >"<^h broad, deeply channelled down the face,
acutely triquetrous on the back, glabrous on both sides.
Stem \ a foot high before it begins to branch, frosted
all over with hard persistent white papilte, which
extend to the branches of the panicle. Tanicle
corymbose, J or i loot broad and long, deltoid, with
copious erecto-patent laxly racemose branches, the
lower ones compound. Pedicels solitary, \—\ inch
long, articulated at the tip, decurved in the fruiting
stage. Bracts deltoid, white, membranous, much
shorter than the pedicels. Perianth glabrous, \ inch
long ; segments oblong, pure white, with a green
keel, spreading horizontally when fully expanded.
Stamens half as long as the perianth ; filaments subu-
late, scabrous, with minute deflexed hairs ; anthers
yellow, minute. Ovary minute, globose, sessile ;

style white, as long as the filaments. Capsule globose,
densely muricated with gland-tipped bristles. /. G. B.

RAFT FOR AQUATIC PLANTS.
Some two months ago I sent you a note on the

subject of a raft for bog and water plants which had
then been some time in operation. It has now been
tried long enough to prove itself a complete success.

To make a bog without some help from Nature is by
no means easy, and when made requires attention.

Now, any one %vith an open tank supplied with water
can put into it an inexpensive raft, which will enable
water, bog, marsh, and damp soil plants to grow,
thrive, and take care of themselves.

The first raft which I tried was a very small and

Tnchocentrum ionoptkalmum, n. sp, (Aff. T. albo-
purpureo, Lind., Rchb. f.).—Sepalo suramo ac tepalis unguicil-
latis obtusis

: sepalis lateralibus latis exlrorsum citrvis obtusi-
usciilis : labelli_ ungue semilibero lamina pandurata, apice
emarginata

; carinis geminisabasi unguis in basin laciniae media:
obtuse tridentatis; columnie alls linearilanceis rectis— Folia
oblongo-lanceolata acuta multo latioraac brevioraquam in specie
comparata

; flores subaiquimagni : sepala biunnea ; tepala cum
sepalo superiori apice flava brnnneo-maculata ; labellum album
oculo violaceo maxirao in utroque angulo basilari. H. G. RchbJ.

t Anthericum (Trachyandra) Gerrardi, Baker, in Trimen
Journ. 1872, p. 137.— l-'oliis 4—6 glabns anguste linearibns
viridibus facie canaliculalis dorso triqneiris ; caule semipedali
dense albo-papilloso scahro, dimidio superiore copioso corj'm-
boso ranus laxe racemosis

; pedicellis solitariis apice articulatis
;

bracteis minulis membranaceis albis deltoideis : penanthii
semipollicans segmenlis oblongis obtusis albis viridi-vittatis
gejutalibus perianthio duplo brevioribus ; filamemis albis sub-
ulatis scabris

; capsulis globosis dense Rlanduloso-selosis. J.G.B.

rough one ; it required some management and checks
to prevent the plant pans from slipping off, but our

last one will carry a bog to place the pans on.

The raft (fig. 2G) is sunk so much as to have about
2 inches of water over it ; it is weighted with stone

till receiving its full load of pans. Where plants

require less depth of water, pieces of plank under the
pans raise them up to the right height. We have as

yet tried but a few plan ts, but such as have somewhat
diflerent requirements:—Buck-bean (Menyanthes tri.

foliata), Sarracenia purpurea, Mimulus, Saxifraga

peltata, Pinguicula, Bog Myrtle, Cypripedium spec-

tabile. We shall of course cover with many more
plants. Probably a more ornamental raft might be
made like a floating isl and— a round raft, with sides

covered with moss and so il—but in this case the water

should come out through the bottom through a great

number of small holes, to prevent the soil working
through. The tank and raft is an elysium lor toads,
which are constantly giving their good diving and
swimming lessons. George F. Wilson, HeathtrbanI;,
IVeybridge.

THE NUTRITION OF THE
FRUIT TREE AND ITS FRUIT.*

Nothing is so well suited to give us an insight

into the ways and means of the nutrition of the fruit

tree, and vegetable nutrition generally, as the prac-

tical treatment of the more delicate kinds of fruit

trees in pruning. The double task of every indi-

vidual organic being, animal or vegetable, to take up
nourishment, not alone for its own development, but

also for the pro duction of fruit to propagate its

species, asserts itself as of primary importance in

relation to pruning. The fruit gardener distinguishes

these processes as the formation of wood and the

formation of fruit. He makes it his aim to maintain
the equilibrium of these two forces. But this view of

the condition of things is neither natural nor right.

In our fruit trees—I am speaking now of the North,
for even in the South of France they behave quite

differently—there is, for reasons which I shall after-

wards explain, a preponderating tendency to the

formation of wood. Trees in North Germany grow,
on an average, four times as fast as those in the

warmer, and more parti cularly those in tropical

regions, and consequently produce four times as much
wood in the same period. Therefore the fruit gar-

dener in the North has, in re spect to this increased

production of wood, a more formidable difficulty to

encounter than in the South. In his treatment of a
fruit tree his endeavour is to prevent it from making
more wood than is absolutely necessary to assimilate

in its leaves the food required, on the one hand for

the iinmediate growth of new wood—that is to say

for just so much new wood as it wants, and on the

other hand for the next crop of fruit. From the
difference in the growth of trees in diverse climates-
taking, for example, the North of Germany and the
South of France—it is clear that the treatment of
fruit trees in these two regions should not be the
same. Whereas the Frenchman prunes for wood,
we are often obliged to prune for fruit. Therefore all

translations of even the best French treatises on
pruning, with a view of carrying into practice here
the precepts they contain, do not possess the slightest

value for us. Indeed, I would warn our gardeners
against following out these directions in the North.

The German fruit grow er not only carefully watches
growth, even where there is a superabundance of
nutritive substances present, so as to limit the pro-
duction of wood to a cert ain quantity, but he also

knows how to interrupt the growth of the young
shoots by shortening them to a given length, thereby
diverting the food stored up to the fruit, and increasing

its volume. But a good fruit gardener does not stop
here; he likewise reduces the number of fruits in

order to obtain a larger size and better quality ; and
by this means he has about the same weight in finer

fruit that he would have gathered from the more
numerous smaller fruit.

The relations of things, then, in pome fruits are
such as I have just described. The annual forma-
tion of new wood and flesh takes place year after

year on one and the same part of the main axis. In
a cordon tree this main axis is primary ; that is to
say, the elongation of the orig inal stem ; and in an
espalier it is secondary, or even of the third degree.

* A lecture delivered by Professor Karl Koch before the
Berlin Society of Amateur Gardeners, and forwarded to us for
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But it is otherwise with stone-fruit trees. Here the

annual shoot, in which all new growths of wood and

fruit for the next year are in course of preparation,

becomes a twig in autumn, upon which the new
formations just mentioned are developed in the fol-

lowing season. The fruit ripens in the course of the

best months of the year, and falls off, and the twig

itself becomes a branch, and henceforward serves only

as the bearer of succeeding shoots. The branch con-

sists of wood alone, and is incapable of producing any

more fruit ; but the beginnings of new shoots are

already present in the form of buds, or eyes, chiefly

at the tip, but also lateral, in the axils of the leaves.

If these buds are developed in the following season

the twigs, of course, become just as much longer as

the length of the new shoots. The now woody twig

bears in its turn the new growths, but has otherwise,

like the preceding twig (now branch), no further

significance in the organic life of the tree. As all of

the new growths in the lower part of the plant, espe-

cially those of the root, require the nutritive matter

assimilated by the leaves, a layer of vitally active cells

is formed between the woody portion and the bark,

the so-called cambium, by means of which communi-

on the young twigs alone, not on the branches. For
this reason, as soon as the fruit is harvested, he cuts

back the already lignified twigs of six to eight or more
buds to the two lower ones. These two buds, which

under normal conditions would not have been deve-

loped, or, as the expression goes, would have remained

dormant, grow out the next spring and form shoots,

in which the preparations for the fruit of the succeed-

ing year goes on. In the autumn only one of these

two shoots is left untouched, the other being pruned
back, as in the previous instance, to two buds, in

order to provide successional shoots for the next year.

The shoot that was left untouched becomes a fruit-

bearing twig the following year, whilst that cut back
produces from its two buds so many shoots, which are

treated in the same manner as the preceding pair of

shoots, that is to say, one is cut back and the other

left entire. By this method of procedure the

elongation of the axes is stopped as soon as

they have borne fruit, and are lignifying,

and thus a certain amount of nutritive matter

is diverted to the young shoots, which will

bear fruit the next season. Now it is evident that a

fruit tree treated in this manner does not increase in

frees the latent sunlight, in the process of which both
light and heat are evolved, thus returning to the

universe what was originally absorbed and locked

up. la this way everything in the universe revolves

within a certain circle. Many things arc apparently

destroyed and disappear, as wood in burning, but the

constituents of wood simply assume another shape, or

are separated and exist under different conditions.

The caxbonicacid produced in combustion may again

serve in the formation of new wood, and continue the

cycle of changes.

From this exposition of the manner in which
growth takes place, the totally different methods of

treatment adoped by the forester and the gardener

become intelligible ; the aim of the one is to promote
as much as ppssible the production of wood ; of the

other, the production of fruit. In both cases the

nutritive substances play the most important part,

therefore a more intimate knowledge of their nature

becomes of the first importance. The organic world

divides into two great kingdoms—the vegetable king-

dom and the animal kingdom. Both are mutually de-

pendent upon each other in so far that the vegetable

kingdom has the task of elaborating nutritive substances

Fig. 26.—mf. wilson's raft for aquatic plants.

cation is effected. But the activity of the cambium
itself lasts only during one growth, one season, being

also transformed into wood in the autumn, with the

exception of a very thin streak of still active cells,

which constitute the cambium-layer of the next season.

and give rise to another layer of wood. Thus wood
is gradually formed by the elongation of the axes, and
the tree becomes taller, and the axes become thicker

by successive layers (annual rings) of wood, which
originate in the cambium. Just as the elongation of

the axes can only take place by means of the food

(carbon hydrates) prepared in the leaves, so is the

presence of nutritive substances necessary to effect the

annual rings of wood. The quantity of the nutritive

substances available for the latter process will increase

in proportion to the greater annual elongations of the

axes from year to year. The same contrivance for

thickening the axes by annual rings, as I have
described for the stone-fruit trees, is, of course, pre-

sent in the pome fruit trees, and, indeed, in all tiees

of temperate regions.

So far as stone-fruit trees are concerned, the gar-

dener has less interest in the lengthening and gradual
lignification of the axes, because the annual renewal
of the cambium- layer within them exacts, according
to their length, so much nutritive matter. He has
only in view the production of fruit, which is borne

size, and especially in height ; all our so-called trained

trees, therefore, after they are once formed remain

of the same size.

The forester, whose aim it is to produce timber,

not fruit, would act quite differently. Supposing he

does not need the seed for propagation, he is in-

different to its production, or rather he would wish

to see none, inasmuch as in good fruit years much
less wood is formed, on account of the nutritive

matter being drawn away from it for the development

of the former. Wood, as I have already pointed out,

is of far more importance in the North, and is much
more rapidly produced. Without this arrangement

of a wise Providence these regions would be quite

uninhabitable for mankind.

The assimilation, or the formation, of nutrient

matter in the leaves, as I shall presently more clearly

demonstrate, cm only proceed under the influence of

sunlight. Sunlight (at least those rays concerned)

powerfully favours the absorption and decomposition

of carbon dioxide, the carbon of which remains fixed

in combination with the elements of water, forming

the nutritive organic compounds. In this manner the

carbon may remain fixed, as in the case of coal, for

millions and millions of years, until time and oppor-

tunity arrive, when the carbon again combines with

oxygen, that is to say, undergoes combustion and

from inorganic elements. These nutritive substances

serve first of all to consummate the functions of the

life of the plant itself, afterwards passing into animal

bodies, inasmuch as animals obtain, directly or indi-

rectly, their nourishment from plants. At the death

of the animal physico-chemical changes set in, whereby

its carcase is reduced to the same inorganic elements

of which the vegetable body was originally built up.

Here, then, we have again the same cycle of changes,

or revolutions, as already more fully explained in the

growth and combustion of wood.

Hence it is the nutritive substances which bring

about both vegetable and animal life. They enter

into the bodies and exact a series of successive pro-

cesses by means of which a portion of the substances

of the external world is returned again, whilst the

other portion is retained and used for the growth or

renewal of the vegetable or animal body. This is the

struggle of the organic individual against the external

world, or the exemplification of life itself. So long

as this struggle proceeds uniformly, without either

the one or the other getting the upper hand, we say

the organic individual is healthy, and unhealthy when

this uniformity is disturbed. Should the individual

succumb in the struggle, death, an end to life, is the

result. To this condition of death all organic indi-

viduals are finally subjected. Their life, therefore, is
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limited, though continued in their progenj-. During

the most active period of the resistance of the organic

individual against the outer world certain parts (cells)

are severed from the mother body, or origmate separ-

ately in it, in order to form independent individuals.

This severance is, as a rule, the effect of an action

common to all organised beings, which is termed im-

pregnation or fertilisation. In consequence of this

act of fertilisation the fruit originates in or upon the

organic body, which, in the case of plants, includes

the newly originated individuals in the seeds,

(/"tj be coitlinitcd.)

HYDRANGEAS.
The fact that many of those engaged in gardening

pursuits are led in the selection of what they grow

much more by a plant's being new or rare than by its

possessing the real merits of producing handsome, long-

enduring flowers freely, with a vigorous constitution

that makes its cultivation easy with a comparative

certainty of success, is always forced upon me when-

ever I see a well-bloomed example of Hydrangea. It

may be said that both plants and flowers of the kinds

usually cultivated in pots, are too close and bushy in

habit, too dense and massive in their flowers to have

any pretensions to elegance. This may be all very

true. Certainly no one would ever think of using a

full-grown head of Hydrangea Olaksa for a button-

hole, or putting it in a bouquet, large as it is the fashion

to make these. But those who are everlastingly

making a parade of the good taste they assume to

possess, by condemning everything that is not naturally

as graceful in form as the grasses, Bambusas, and

some of the Palms, forget that if the whole of the

plants cultivated in our glass structures were of the

character of these, the sameness would be intoler-

able. The most elegant growing plants have their

gracefulness greatly enhanced when placed in prox-

imity with things of an opposite character. Woodland
scenery is much improved by the introduction of a

limited number of upright Poplars amongst round-

headed trees, but a landscape in which the timber

was all Poplars would be simply hideous. The same

holds good as to the plants employed in a conserva-

tory of the largest dimensions down to the smallest

greenhouse, or even a window-sill. Variety in colour

and shade is always pleasing, but difference in form

and habit amongst plants that are associated is vastly

more indispensable. These considerations, combined

with the many good properties it possesses, has in-

duced me to select the homely Hydrangea as the sub-

ject of the present paper. The genus is found dispersed

over a wide expanse of both the eastern and western

hemisphere, in China, Japan, and the mountain

ranges of Northern India, in both the Eastern and

Southern States of America, Chili, and Peru, hut it

is to the Japanese or Chinese species that we are

the most indebted for subjects best adapted to pot-

culture.

Those who live in distant parts of the country on

their first visit to Covent Garden Market, if such

happens to be during the spring or early summer, see

nothing that strikes them more forcibly than the

numbers of Hydrangeas grown in small pots, not

generally more than 6 or 7 inches in diameter.

The plants grown to a single stem 6 or S inches

high, are furnished with three or four pairs of healthy

leaves, surmounted by a globular head 12 or 15 inches

through, generally of the freshest and clearest bright

pink colour, although a few are met with possessing

the blue shade so much prized by some, and which
there are several different recipes for producing, in the

shape of soil more or less impregnated with iron

filings, charcoal, or alum, or pure peat. I have
always found that if the plants were supplied with

the large quantities of manure-water requisite to give

size to the heads of flower, whatever the nature of the

soil or ingredients added to it, the blooms when fully

matured were pink of some shade. Larger specimens

are grown for the London market bearing several

heads of flower each, but for general decorative pur-

poses the small plants with single heads are much the

most to be preferred. In addition to the pleasing

colour, general attractive character, and long endur-

ance of the flowers, the plants possesses the advantage

that during the time they are in bloom they can be
tood in places where there is comparatively little

light, evenunder the sh.ide of other plants, in positions

that few if any other flowering subjects would bear

without being so injured as to be useless afterwards.

There is a larger variety of the common form with

the individual flowers of which the head is composed,

as well as tlie head itself, much bigger than the

older, more generally known kind. This is the best

to grow, differing in no way as to the treatment it

requires either in propagation, soil, and time of

flowering. Cuttings will strike at any time of the

year that they can be obtained in a half or three parts

ripened state, but to ensure the large heads on small

plants such as above described, the best method is to

have a few plants grown out in an open sunny situa-

tion, where they keep strong and short-jointed.

These, according to the early or late character of each

season, will generally get sufftciently matured to be

taken oft in August, at which time the flower-buds will

be prominent and visible in the points, in which state

they should be taken off at about the second or third

joint below the bud, and inserted either singly in

small pots or several round the side of a 6-inch one.

Place a few bits of crocks in the bottom of each,

on these a little fibrous material, and dry or flaky

rotten dung, such as has been used for mulching a

Vine border or Asparagus bed. They are in no way
particular as to soil, but if it is preferred to have some

of a blue shade and others the normal colour,

a portion may be struck and grown in sandy

peat and the others in loam, in both cases

using it for the cuttings in something like a

proportion of one-fourth sand to the loam or peat.

The cuttings should be severed at a joint, and inserted

firmly in the soil, retaining the leaves, except

those at the base, which must necessarily be removed.

A slight hot-bed should be prepared, on which place

an ordinary frame with glazed lights ; in this plunge

the pots, keeping them well moistened and shaded

from the sun, but with the lights tilted night and day,

so as to keep the tops cool, otherwise the heat will

have a tendency to cause them to break into growth,

which would spoil them for flowering in the dwarf state

they are intended to assume. They will soon root, after

which the shading must be dispensed with, and when
they are well furnished with roots at once remove
them to 6-inch pots, in which they may be allowed to

flower. Keep them quite cool through the autumn

—

any pit, frame, or house will answer, in which they

will not get frozen ; it is better not to subject them to

frost ; they will cast their leaves before winter,

nothing remaining but the woody shoot with the

flower-bud at its extremity. But never allow the

soil to become dry, or the roots will suffer. If desired,

a portion of the plants may be had in bloom early by
putting them in a moderate heat at Christmas, such as

a vinery or peach-house at work, or anywhere where
an intermediate temperature is kept up ; here they
v\'ill soon commence growing, making two or three
piirs of leaves below the flowers. As soon as they
begin growing freely those that are intended to come
with pink flowers may be assisted once a week with
moderately strong manure-water, which will cause the
production of much larger heads of bloom : but, as

I have before said, so far as my own practice has gone
I have never been able to produce flowers of a de-
cided blue colour if manure-water was used ; when it

has been given to them even when grown in all peat,

or with alum or iron in the soil, they have come neither
one thing or other, but a not very pleasing mixture
of both. Such as are wanted later may be put in a
little warmth, and some allowed to come on with the
assistance of solar heat in an ordinary greenhouse
temperature. So managed asuccession of flowers can
be kept up for six months. If suckers are produced
at the base these should be removed until the plants
come into flower. After the blooms have got shabby
the shoots that have borne them may be cut out at
the bottom, as suckers are sure to spring that will make
more compact plants, plunging them out-of-doors for

the summer, wintering out of the reach of frost, and
in the spring, just as they show signs of begin-
ning to grow, head them right down to the bottom.
They will quickly throw up shoots that will produce
large heads of bloom on much shorter growth than if

borne upon the old wood formed the preceding year.
I have kept plants for three years in the same 6- inch
pots they were first potted in without either change
or addition of soil, simply by using manure-water
during the time they were growing ; in the second
and third years they produced from three to half-a-
dozen fine heads, showing what can be accomplished
with the aid of liquid manure to such plants as will
bear it—in this case they may be said to have been
altogether supported by it, as the small quantity of
soil in which the roots were placed must, after the

first year, have become so exhausted as to be nothing
more than a medium through which the liquid suste.
nance was conveyed to them. For anything percep.
tible in the appearance of the plants as to vigour and
ability to produce flowers, they would have gone on
longer without change or addition of soil, but the
experiment was cut short through unforeseen circum-
stances.

If it is thought advisable to grow some on to a
larger size, they should when done blooming be
moved into pots proportionate to the size they are
wanted to grow to, say 9 or 10 inches, the first year

;

yet, for general use, to produce plants to flower in a
small state with single heads, there is nothing
equals the appearance of the autumn-struck cuttings
that have been produced out-of-doors, for which the
above two forms of H. Hortensia are the best adapted.

H. Otaksa is a very fine variety with very large
flowers, also suitable for pot culture, like those already
described, and of easy cultivation; it is propagated from
half- ripe shoots and grown in ordinary soil, either peat
or loam, with one- eighth sand to keep such thirsty
subjects from getting sour and waterlogged ; the plants
should be exposed in the after part of summer in the
open air to keep them dwarf and get the wood
ripened. H. slellata flore-plena is another fine
Japanese variety, producing very large corymbs of
double rose-coloured flowers, and is in every way a
desirable plant : treatment same as for the previously
named kinds. H. paniculata is a white- floweied
beautiful species that does well under pot culture ; it

is a most profuse free blooming plant , that deserves to
be generally known and much more generally grown
than it is ; both these can be made to flower in a
small state. Then there are the variegated forms of
H. japonica, aurea variegata, and argenlea varie.
gata, well worth cultivation for the beauty of their
leaves as well as the flowers they produce. The
system of propagation and general treatment advised
for the other species will answer for these, except that
where the plants are required to be grown to a con-
siderable size they must be encouraged by more pot-

As to insects they are not much troubled with
thein, except greenfly, which can be kept under by
fumigating, dipping, or syringing with tobacco water,
T. Baines,

GARDEN VEGETATION OF
JUNE.*

June has been a very pleasant month, notwith-
standing the long tract of easterly wind experienced.
Showers were by no means plentiful, but what we
had did much good. The temperature upon the
whole was genial, although a few nights were some-
what cool

; but no frost was experienced. The lowest
thermometer markings were on the mornings of the
1st, 4lh, loth, I4tli, i6th, and X7th, when 39°, 38°,
36°. 3S°, 35°, and 36° were respectively registered

;

while the highest morning temperatures were on the
2d, 22d, 23d, 27th, 28th and 30th, when 58°, 52°, 52°,

65% 62°, and 51° were indicated.

During the month many of the flowering trees and
shrubs presented a rich appearance, although some-
what later than usual. The scarlet-flowered Horse
Chestnuts were remarkably fine, as well as the single
and double scarlet Thorns, particularly the variety
known as Paul's new double scarlet, which has
proved itself a very great favourite. Laburnums this
year showed an abundance of flower, particularly
those specimens of the Scotch variety which were
noticed as giving no bloom last year, but were covered
early in autumn with rich yellow leaves. The flower-
ing Ash (FraxinusOrnus) was in perfection on June 15,
and the Elder showed its first flowers on the i6th

;

since then the large heads of white flowers have been
abundant everywhere. The Elder is fast becoming a
nuisance, seedlings coming up, not only in every piece
of wild ground, but also in garden ground, amongst
the stems of the common and Portugal Laurels,
Azaleas, Kalmias, Rhododendrons, &c. Seedlings
getting into the heart of such plants, if neglected to
be removed, take firm root, and ultimately rob these
permanent shrubby plants of their moisture, which
finally causes them to sicken and die. The Ghent
Azjleas, of which numerous varieties are now in culti-

vation, almost all having more or less rich colours
such as white, pink, red, yellow, orange, and crim-
son, with every intermediate tint — these plants,

• Read at the July meeting of tlie Bot,inical Society of
Edinburgh, by Mr. McNab. ^ "^'^ °'
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beautiful as they are, are not cultivated in this country

to the extent they justly deserve. Conifers are flower-

ing very abundantly, particularly those belonging to

the genus Pinus, several of the recently-introduced

kinds showing flower for the first time, as P. Jefi"reyi,

P. Balfouriana, P. Murrayana vera, and P. tuberculata

Besides these many of the older established kinds are

also flowering profusely. The large Pyrus domestica

growing in the Botanic Garden is, as formerly, notice-

able for its irregularity of flowering ; the large east half

of the tree is now covered with young fruit, the same as

happened two years ago, while last year the west side

only produced flowers and fruit. At the present time

(June 30) the Crataegus heterophylla and C. tanaceti-

folia are flowering in perfection.

Now it may be said that the foliage of all the

forest and ornamental trees are complete, all being

remarkably full, excepting, perhaps, the Locust trees,

Liquidatnbar, and deciduous Cypress. The Catalpa

tree is still far behind—perhaps more so than any

other exotic tree cultivated in this country.

Herbaceous plants last year showed the greatest

number of species in flower during the month of May,

while this year June shows the most. On the rock

garden 452 species and varieties, exclusive of dupli-

cates, were counted in flower on the 30th, the most

conspicuous for colour and rarity being ;

—

1 Lithospermum fruticusum

RIeconopsis Wallichii
I Menzie&ia pohfolia globosi

I
alba

Myosotis alpeslris

Nierembergia rivularis

Orchis maculata superba

Oxytropus campestris

,, lacteus

Papaver alpina

Acantholi
Actinelia scaposa
Asperula Cynanchica
Astragalus alpinus

Aster alpinus albus

Arum palestinum
Bellis rotund ifolia

Calceolaria Kellyana
Calochortus luteus

Campanula pulla

„ turbinata

„ „ alba
Carex capillaris

*,' Vahlii

Cypripedii
Defphir

_.
* nudicaule

Dianthus alpinus

,, neglectus
Epilobium obcordalum
Erinus alpinus

„ hispanicus
Eriogonum aureum

,, subumbellatum
Galax aphylla

Hutchinsia atpina
_^

Hypericum Burserii

LinnEca boreal i

Perneltya aneustifoHa
Potentilia sikkimenbc
Primula Parryj

"„ sikkimente
Rhododendron ferrugiuc
album

Rosa pyrenaica
Rubus arclicus

Saxifraga mutata

,, pyramidalis
Spraguea umbellata
Trifolium alpinum

liflorum

Vaccinium Mortenia
Veronica Guthriana

,, pinguifolia

„ ticotch ,, rupestre

Linum campanulatum ,, vetbenacea

In consequence of the lateness of the season the

fields of cereals in some districts of Scotland are

totally covered with the wild Mustard {Sinapis

arvensis), all being in full flower. This would not

have been the case if the cereals had been the height

they usually are at this lime. If this had been so the

Mustard would have been partially smothered, and

few seeds matured ; instead of this a full crop of seed

will be shed, to the injury of the fields and crops for

years to come.

DWARFING CHRYSANTHE-
MUMS.

There are few plants more important in the fall of

the year than the Chrysanthemum. It has oft been

wondered that it should let spring and even summer
go by, and only begin to flower when the dark days

of winter begin to dawn upon us ; but this is just one

of its greatest merits—that it stands in the breach, and

fills up the gap that would otherwise be left if we had

no such manageable autumnal flower to enliven our

greenhouses. Like many other plants, it is not all

perfection, and has an objectionable length of leg,

which for house-work is rather awkward, unless it is

mixed with plants that conceal a portion of its stem.

I am not now speaking of the dwarf button class

(Pompons), but of the normal type of Chrysanthe-

mums proper.

To say that the plant is hardy would only be a plati-

tude, for it grows like a weed after being housed for

months and otherwise ill-used. We will then suppose

that in the reserve garden there are some stools that

have sent up shoots to the height of 3 or 4 feet, and
have formed clumsy tufts unmanageable to pot, and
equally so to remain as they are. Some of the old

school of horticulturists did this Chrysanthemum trick

better than we see it done now ; and as I took the

hint from older hands than myself, I may say that it

has had a run of fifty years already, and is likely

enough to brace up for the race annually run with

our autumnal flowers. The Temple Gardens in

London are well-known for the annual display of these

gem«, but it is not in our line to imitate that style of

thing—for if the plants were thrice as tall as

they are, they would only be all the more suitable

for the Temple Gardens ; but I am speaking

of the supply for greenhouse decoration, where

long legs are serious faults in plants otherwise

desirable ; and it is to dwarf these that violent

hands are to be laid on them, by layering as many

of the shoots as we may require for a display of

flowers, and, regardless of their looks, reduce the leg

as much as the shoot will allow ; there is no fear of

its being too short. Some layer by giving the shoot

a twist and pegging it down, so as to stand upright

from the soil ; but I should prefer slitting it with

a knife, as Carnations are done. They will soon take

root, and can then be potted, and either housed or

kept well watered and sheltered, until the time comes

when they are wanted to make a display.

If I remember rightly it was a Chrysanthemum in

full flower that Sir Joseph Banks carried into the

presence of our good king ; its respectability is there-

fore beyond question, but I have always regretted

when I have seen the lovely flowers mounted on

stilts that I could not have taken them off at the

knee. The remedy is neither laborious nor costly.

Alex. Forsyth.

THE GROWTH OF PLANTS.
The first accurate observations on the changes of

dimensions which plants undergo in the process of

growth we owe to M. Sachs. By watching them

(with sundry magnifying jarrangements, the lever and

the microscope) from one hour and half hour to

another, he perceived certain impulsive or irregular

changes in the intensity of growth, which he partly

attributed to the small changes occurring from time to

time in temperature, air, moisture, and illumination.

The subject has further engaged the attention of M.

Reinke, who describes in the Botanischi Ztitung a

long series of researches on it in M. Sach's laboratory.

He used three different apparatuses, in which the part

of the plant to be measured, generally an internodium,

was suitably connected with a thread, which exactly

followed the changes of dimension of the stem. The
thread passed over a pulley and was kept stretched

by a small weight at the other end, so that in its

motions it easily rotated the pulley. These rotations

were observed, first on a larger wheel fitted to the

same axis, by direct reading through a lens, then by

means of a microscope ; and thirdly, a mirror being

attached to the axis, its deflections were observed with

telescope and scale. (For further details we must

refer to the original.)

The observations were mostly on Rushes, especially

Scirpus lacustris ; also on the inflorescence and leaves

of Narcissus. The plants were put into pots in the

autumn of 1S74, and were studied in the spring of

1S75. About each stem were laid pieces of lead of

altogether 0.5 kilogs. weight, so that the horizontal

rhizome of the Rushes and the thick bulbs of Nar-

cissus were fixed in position. The pots with the

Rushes were placed in high glass cylinders which

were filled with water, while the pots with Narcissus

were once sufficiently watered, and the lower dish

filled with water in reserve. When the action of

light had to be excluded, the plants were put in a

wooden case. The temperature was observed on ther-

mometers stuck in the earth near the plants, and in

each observation the heat, moisture, and pressure of

the air were also determined.

The first series of experiments were made in May,
and they referred to changes in the length of an inter-

nodium of Scirpus. The values of the length-growth

varied greatly, and M. Reinke was led to the foUow-

lowing conclusions from his numbers :

—

1. That the variations in question are not less, the

more constant the external agencies are kept, and that

even the individuals kept under water at a constant

temperature in darkness present peculiarly strong varia.

tions in their intensity of growth.

2. That the same variations of velocity of growth

appear, whether the plants grow in light or in dark,

ness, under water or with unhindered transpiration.

3. That these variations neither agree in several

plants observed simultaneously, nor show any similarity

with the curves of temperature, air-pressure, and
moisture. By elimination of magnetic variations,

these variations are not lessened.

It is, therefore, quite undoubted (he says) that these

variations in intensity of growth are independent of

inducing atmospheric influences, and are an expression

of the specific processes of growth of the plants. On
this ground he designates them spontaneous variations

of the growth-velocity.

A knowledge of these spontaneous variations is

evidently important in order to estimating correctly

the inducing action of external agents. The cause of

these spontaneous movements is not very clear, but

the author gives a few facts regarding them which

may be directive.

In general the relative diflerence of two successive

growths is smaller the longer the times of observation,

greater the shorter these times. This is best seen by

comparing a c'Urve of minute growths with a curve of

hour growths of the same plants. It is possible then

to eliminate, to some extent, the spontaneous varia-

tions by taking longer intervals of time.

In moderately long times of observation (say a quar-

ter of an hour), it is perceived that the alternately

rising and falling course of the curves presents a pretty

regular curve in the course of the day, the maxima and

minima following one another nearly at equal dis-

tances, and often alternating in correspondence to the

times of reading. A similar course of this nature may

be shown by the curves of two different plants, and

with simultaneous observation the curves of the two

plants may agree also in time, but a single larger

advance then throws the maxima of the one curve

over the minima of the other, and the growth of the

two plants which had agreed for hours is now diamet-

rically opposite.

Among the spontaneous changes of growth-velocity

falls also the phenomena of great periods, that is the

fact that the growth of a plant stem begins slowly,

gradually rises, reaches a maximum, and again sinks

to extinction. But this phenomena, which, moreover,

presents no inconsiderable varieties in diflerent plants,

is not included by M. Reinke among the spontaneous

variations of which he treats. All the observations

he communicates an account of were on internodia,

which were at the middle stage of the great period,

and grew for weeks after observation ; so that, apart

from the regularity in the course of the great period,

the changes produced by it in short intervals of time

were nil.

The influence of temperature, also, appears hardly

at all in the values given. The temperature rises, for

the most part, uninterruptedly, only falling a little in

the evening— a behaviour which, on account of the

uncommonly simple curve, permits of easily con-

trolling the possible influence of temperature, and is

just as convenient as a perfectly constant temperature.

Also the variations of air-moisture, which varies much

more than the temperature, show no influence on the

curves of growth, just as little as the position of the

barometer,

" To reduce the causes of spontaneous variations of

growth to their physical and chemical bases is at

present," the author say.s, " impossible. We can

only say this much : the changes of growth-intensity

occurring in quarters of an hour arise through the

summation of the variation of growth-motion itself

within the time in question. This motion has mani-

fested itself as continuously irregular, and from this

irregularity of the growth-motion itself come the

irregular spontaneous variations observed by measure-

ment in large time intervals."

From the growth-motion of the internodium we

cannot yet draw inferences as to the mode of motion of

the individual cells. The observed mode of motion of

the internodium might also take place if each individual

cell grew by starts, something like a cell of blue

vitriol in ferrocyanide of potassium. But here comes

in an observation of Pfilzer, with its full significance j

it teaches that, in fact, the cell of Ancylistes has a

quite similar (not a jerking) motion to that observed

in the internodium of Scirpus. There is no ground

for supposing that the cells of other plants behave

diflTerently, and so the growth-motion of the internodia

of all plants will be similar to that in Scirpus
; yet we

may expect to find here shades of difference in

diflererent forms, and it would repay the labour

(though that might be considerable) to investigate the

relation between the growth-velocity and the

conditions of tension in very diflTerent orders of

plants.

That external influences essentially modify the

velocity of length-growth was to be expected. With

reference to temperature, this was formerly established

by the researches of M. Sachs. M. Reinke has made
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experiments on the influence of light, of which it is

known that it has so far a retarding action on the

longitudinal growth, since plants that are always in

darkness attain a much greater length than plants

exposed to daylight under conditions otherwise

similar. He draws attention, however, to the un-

satisfactory character of previous observations, for the

plants kept in the dark were geneially also in an

unventilated space, which must contain much more
aqueous vapour than a Isright room, and so the simul-

taneous influence of moisture was never excluded.

He therefore hrst studied the influence of moisture on

the growth of ITelianthus annuus, taking two seed-

lings and placing one in the open air, the other under

a receiver, in fully saturated air. It was found

that in the saturated air the growth was
quicker than in the ordinary air, yet it fell short of

the acceleration which blanched plants (growing in

the dark) had shown. Under the glass vessel in light

the stems seemed merely to reach their normal size

sooner than in dry air ; whereas the darkening caused

a quite anomalous extension of the length ; stili, this

point requires further confirraation. In any case

darkening and greater moisture have both an
accelerating action on the intensity of growth.

When the light action was exchanged for darkness

in hourly intervals it appeared that where, along with

light, there acted also a dry air, the retarding

influence of these two factors, even with so short

. exchange, was vtry dislinct. If, however, with the

hourly exchange of light and darkness, the variations

of the air-moisture were small, the light action was
mostly masked by the spontaneous variations of

growth, and with constant moisture one series of

experiments gave no perceptible action of light, inas-

much as frequently a greater growth occurred during

illumination than during the previous dark period.

These experiments led to no decisive result.

More fruitful were the observations on the growth
in thickness of a stem of Datura, in which M. Reinke
used his mirror apparatus. The first series of

measurements (from June 24 to July 10) sliowed,

from hourly readings, that the changes of volume are

liable to the most manifold varia'ions, while fre-

quently the growth is interrupted by a decrease of the

volume. These variations are first evidently of a

spontaneous nature—they take place independently of

meteoric influences, whose aclion they mask, and
they occur even with hourly readings, when tempera-
ture and moisture remain constant.

Of the external influences the action of the tempera-
ture and tlie light was but very little demonstrable

;

on the other hand, the influence of moisture appeared
so distinctly that the course of growth in thickness, or
the change of volume, might be considered on the

whole proportional to the moisture. With greater

air-moisture there was energetic increase of volume in

the stem ; but with considerable decrease of the
former there was not only a slight increase, but even
sometimes a decrease of volume, a thinning of tlie

stem.

This dependence of thickness-growth on the relative

air-moisture M. Reinke explains by saying that the
dimensions of thickness depend on the transpiration

and the evaporation of the water contained in the
plants is evidently conditioned by the relative

moisture, only the circumstance that the water in the
plant cells holds dissolved mineral and organic
colloidal matters accounts for no direct proportionality
being here observed. A. B. M.

THE NEW LIBERIAN COFFEE.
MoNROViAN or Liberian Coffee has long been

stated to be a superior kind of Coffee, although for

Various reasons it has not yet obtained a place among
the commercial descriptions of the Coffee market.
Partly on account of the alleged jealousy of the

natives in Liberia, partly on account of the want of
commercial enterprise in that part of western tropical

Africa, partly on account of the firm hold on the
market established in respect of the Arabian Coffee
as cultivated in many countries, as well in the new as
in the old world, and partly for want of better know-
ledge, this finer and more robust species has hitherto

been permitted to remain practically unknown to the
markets of the world.

At length, however, thanks to the exertions of Mr.
W. Bull, and the oHicials of the Royal Gardens,
Kew, the attention of commercial men has been
drawn to it, and a wonderfully important change \

perhaps amounting to a revolution in this trade,

is apparently about to be realised. Two destructive

diseases infecting the old Coffee plantations in

Ceylon, due to attacks of fungi, have compelled the

planters to seek fresh plants that may be able to

resist disease. The more robust habit, coupled wiih

the lower and hotter character of the situations where

it is indigenous, renders it probable that the Liberian

Coffee plant, whether or not it be hardy enough to

resist the diseases that have destroyed the old crops

in Ceylon, will at all events be useful in that island,

where previously it has been found impracticable to

grow Coffee below an elevation of 2000 feet above the

sea level ; and in other Coffee producing districts like

benefits may be anticipated.

The accompanying woodcut (fig. 27) shows the

leaves and [? pyrenes. \V. P. PI.] seed^ of the new
Coffee side by side with those of the old kind. It is

thus seen that the leaves of the new species, drawn from

specimens in Mr. Ball's nursery, are much larger and

more obovate in figure ; they are also of a firmer and

more coriaceous substance. The seeds are larger,

and although in the Arabian Coffee the smaller-sized

berries, such as the Mocha variety, are preferred in

the market, and fetch a higher price, yet it is claimed

for the Liberian Coffee that the larger berries are of

the best quality and of the highest value. Liberian

Coffee is now being grown on a large scale from seed

imported for the purpose, both by Mr. Bull and at

Kew, and a considerable business is being done in

exporting young plants to the different countries

where Coffee is extensively grown for economic

purposes. The corollas of the flowers differ from

those of Coffea arabica, Linn., by their considerably

larger size, and in being usually heptamerous (7-parted)

or occasionally hexamerous, instead of pentamerous,

as in the latter species.

The scientific name of the species is Coffea Hberica,

which has been adopted from that employed by Mr.

Bull for commercial purposes ; it formed, together

with the other African species of Coffee, the subject

of a paper which was read before the Linnean Society

of London on April 20 last, and which will shortly

be printed in the Transactions of that Society, with a

figure and regular description. The same species

occurs in Angola as well as in Liberia. W. P. If.

[The references to fig. 27 are:— A, berry of Mocha
Coffee ; B, berry of Liberian Coffee ; C, leaf taken

from a seedling Coffea liberica ; D, leaf of C.

arabica ; E, leaf of an imported plant of C. liberica.

Eds.]

Natural History.
Birds Round London (Chelsea).—I spent all

last week at the residence of a relative in the Royal

Military Hospital, Chelsea, and was much interested

by the various birds I observed both in the private

gardens and in that portion of the grounds called " the

Ranelagh," where beautiful trees and comfortable

seats afforded welcome shade, but the time to watch
the birds was morning and afternoon, when the

gardeners were watering the turf. I used to sit in

one of the summer-houses close to the hose where it

was at work on the grass and count the birds that

came down for a shower bath. The sparrows seemed
especially partial to hydropathy, and looked, as may
be imagined, very unlike London sparrows. They
would hop under the spray until their feathers became
quite wet, and then fly off to the summer-house over

my head, or the sunny grass-plat by my side, and
begin to plume their ruffled breasts with the greatest

possible confidence ; they were the least shy of any of

the birds I saw there. The blackbird and thrush

seemed to come more for food than bathing, as they

generally waited until the hose was turned on to some
other portion of the garden and then came to pick up
the worms which the moisture had brought to the

surface. One pair of blackbirds regularly brought a
young family with them, and reminded me of that

pretty picture in Liltlc Folks— "Learning to Fly"—as

they enticed the small birds one by one to alight on
the grass and pick for themselves. The flowers are
arranged with great taste in these grounds, some of

the beds were fully equal to any I saw this season in

town, either in tlie parks or public gardens. Heka
E. Watmv.

Crows and the Strawberries.—We hear that

the drought has been so severe about Aberdeen that

the crows, finding little or no food in the fields, have
been driven by hunger to attack the Strawberries in

the market gardens to such an extent that the growers
are obliged to watch almosL night and day in order

to prevent their depredations.

|i;aticcs 0f §aohs.
L'Erborista Toscano, &c. By T. Caruel, Pro.

fessor of Botany in the University of Pisa.

Florence : G. PcUas, 1S76.

For all who are interested in the rich and beautiful

flora of Tuscany and Central Italy the little hand-
book, whose title is above given, will be most
valuable.

It consists of a series of analytical tables, by means
of which the name of any particular plant can readily

be ascertained. The Italian language in which it is

written will hardly form any obstacle to those

acquainted with botanical terminology. Of course the

utility of such keys depends very greatly on the know,
ledge of plants, and the skill and judgment exercised

by the compiler. The name of Professor Caruel offers

sufficient guarantees on this head, so that we believe

we are doing good service to botanical tourists in call-

ing attention to this little book, which is compact
enough to go into the pocket easily.

Medicinal Plants; being Descriptions wiih Original
Figures of the Principal Plants Employed in Medi.
cine, aiiian Account of their Properties anl Uses,

By Robert Beniley, F.L.S., and Henry Tiimeo,
IW.B. Churchill.

A new series of coloured illustrations of medicinal
plants was decidedly a want of the times, so far as

this country is concerned. Woodville is quite out

of date, and the beautiful plates of Stevenson and
Churchill are hardly to be procured. In addition to

this, the advance in botan'c il and chemical know-
ledge has been vast. Scares of new remedies have
been proposed and adopted more or less fully by our

physicians. America his furnished us with numerous
remedies unknown to our forefathers. Practitioners

in India and the colonies very wisely endeavoiir to

turn to practical use those plants of the country which
are known to have medicinal properties. Some of

these plants, like the Calabar Bean (Physostigma),

seem destined to maintain their ground ; while others,

sucli as the Guarana and Condurango, are speedily

proved to be valueless, or less useful than longer known
remedies, and fall into obscurity. Others, like the

Coca (Erythroxylon), start into notice, and for some
reason or other cease to be heard of till some acci-

dental circumstance brings tliem once more under
public notice. In the case of the Coca just men-
tioned, although its properties were well known to

the last generation, and although in our own times

no less eminent a man than Sir R. Christison

reported favourably on its properties after experi-

ments made upon himself, yet it is probable that the

general public would have been heedless of the

existence of such a plant, were it not that it was
(rightly or wrongly it matters not which) associated

in some way wilh the feats of a professed pedestrian !

It is, however, hardly to be expected that the public

will interest themselves much in the technicalities of

Materia Medicaor botany. On the other hand, medical

men, pharmacists and botanists generally, are rightly

expected to have more or less knowledge of the

nature and properties of plants, and specially of those

used in medicine, dietetics, or the arts. It is wilh a

view of facilitating the acquisition of knowledge of

this nature that the series of plates and descriptions has

been issued.

The well-tested reputation of the authors might bs

well taken as a sufficient guarantee for general

accuracy and fulness of information, and an inspection

of various articles has amply confirmed the impres-

sion. Of each plant a coloured illustration with analyses

is given, while the accompanying text contains the

name, authority, and date of publication of e.Tch

species mentioned, together with the principal

synonyms. References to figures are given, and then

a carefully drawn up original description of the plant

with localities where found is supplied. The descrip-

tion of the portions used in pharmacy, their mode of

preparation, the chemical charac'.ers and medicinal uses

follow. The therapeutic uses are naturally not

touched on at any length, but we think it is an im-

portant omission not to have made fuller reference to

the British Pharmacopoiia, and to the officinal prepa-

rations therein mentioned, and which constitute the

stock in trade of the dispensing chemist. This omis-

sion is, however, largely compensated for by the

references made to standard text-books and original

articles on Materia Medica, The illustrations are in
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general excellent representations of the plants, but,

artistically, the outlines are too strongly defined, and

the shadows too strongly marked and abrupt. The

analyses in general are so small that when, as is fre-

quently the case, the shading is heavy, an indistinct

effect is produced where it is more especially desirable

that an impression of clearness and exactness should

be conveyed. Most of the plants have been

drawn from fresh specimens in the Botanic Gardens

of Kew, Regent's Park, Chelsea, &c., others from

dried specimens, while a few details are borrowed

from trustworthy sources. On the whole, the work

is one of such unquestionable utility and excellence

that it ought to find a place on the shelves of all phar-

macists and in all botanical libraries.

The last issued part of the lUuslralion llorti-

cole contains illustrations of Aralia filicifolia, a

beautiful Araliad cut like a Litobrochia ; and Cyathea

nigra, a new Tree Fern from New Caledonia, with

very black leaf-stalks. Its true position is a matter

of doubt, as it has not yet fructified ; but there can be

no question as to its beauty as a decorative plant.

The Florist for July contains coloured illustra-

tions of Rhododendron Prince Leopold, a hybrid of

the jasminiflorum type, raised by Messrs. Veitch, of

Chelsea, from a cross between R. Princess Royal and

R. Lobbii.' The flowers are of a salmony buff colour,

and very ornamental. Hale's Early Peach is described

as the best early Peach in cultivation ; it is of a rich

crimson colour, and very downy. The fruit is a free-

stone, and the leaves have large round glands. Early

Victoria is another early Peach, of a bright crimson

colour, the leaves unprovided with glands. It was

one of the earliest of Mr. Rivers' seedlings, and is said

to be specially adapted for cultivation under glass.

The last issued part of the Journal of the

Linnaan Society contains Dr. Bayley Balfour's note

on a new genus of Turneracece, based on a tree found

by him on the island of Rodriguez, and very similar

to the central American Erblichia. The Rev. J.

Crombie describes the lichens found at the Cape and

in Kerguelen's Land by the officers of the Venus

Transit Expedition. Professor Dyer, in a paper on

the plant yielding Latakia Tobacco, shows that,

while Tuikish Tobacco is produced from the leaves

of Nicoliana rustica, Latakia Tobacco consists of the

dried flowering shoots and capsules made up into

bundles and exposed to the fumes of burning Pine

wood, probably P. halepensis. Professor Dyer also

contributes a short paper on the genus Hoodia (Sweet),

or, as it was called subsequently by Sir W. Hooker,

Scytanthus. Three species are described, all endemic

to the west coast of southern Africa, from 15° to

32° S. latitude, viz., 11. Currori, H. Gordoni, and

H. Barklyi. H. Gordoni was figured recently in

the Botanical Magazine, t. 6228, where, however, it

is stated that the flowers are represented as in colour

too yellow. Our illustration of H. Gordoni on p.

576, 1873, was taken from a photograph taken in

Dammara Land by Mr. Chapman, and kindly for-

warded to us by the Rev. Dr. Brown.

We have received the two first parts of a new
publication entitled Design and Work, a home and

shop companion for workmen in all trades. The
price is very low, the articles so far as we have been

able to judge good and trustworthy, and the illustra-

tions generally sufficiently clear for the purpose. The
article with illustration on the brain in disease is

scarcely likely to be useful to the class for whom it is

intended.

The Botanical Magazine for the current

month is devoted to the illustration and description of

the following plants :—Cosmibuena obtusilolia, var.,

t. 6239, a handsome rubiaceous shrub, with broad

ovate obtuse leaves and trusses of large white flowers,

each having a slender cylindrical tube about 3 inches

in length, supporting a salver-shaped limb 4 inches

across. The tree is a native of the Andes of New
Grenada, and flowered in the collection of Mr. J. E.

Howard. Pescatorea lamellosa, t. 6240, is a large

yellow-flowered Orchid with a convex lip, bearing a

plicated and purple-tinted crest near the base. It is a

native of New Grenada, and was described in our

columns by Professor Reichenbach in 1S75, vol. iv.,

p. 225. Coreopsis Tuckermanni, t. 6241, is a hand-

Some cut-leaved annual or perennial Composite, with

large yellow sweet-scented flowers between 3 and 4

inches across. It was introduced from California by

Mr. Thompson, of Ipswich. According to the figure

it is a grand annual, and possibly might be used for

bedding. Tulipa Hageri, t. 6242, is a small- flowered

Tulip, with scarlet segments tinged with yellow on

the outside, and with a purplish blotch edged with

yellow at the base. Moricandia sonchifolia, t.

6243, is a violet-flowered Crueller from northern

China, but very similar to the South European M.

arvensis.

The illustrations in the Floral Magazine for

the present month are devoted to Clematis lanuginosa

violacea, one of Mr. Noble's hybrids, well suited for

decorative garden work. Friesia Leichtlinii is a

capital representation of a beautiful plant figured in

our columns (vol. iil., p. 590). Hybrid Perpetual Rose

Oxonian, one of Mr. Turner's latest acquisitions,

hardly seems faithfully rendered as to colour.

Cypripedium Argus is one of Messrs Veitch's intro-

ductions from the Philippines. It was described in

our columns (vol. ii., p. 710), and is evidently closely

allied to C. barbatum.

Publications Received.—Agricultural Students'

Gazette.—BuUetino della R. Societa Toscana di Orti-

cultura.—Science Gossip.—The American Farmer.

—

L'ltalia Agricola.—Excursion Lichenologique dans

I'ile de Veu, par H. A. Weddell.—Proceedings of the

New Jersey State Horticultural Society.—The Forest

Products of Michigan at the Centennial Exhibition,

by Professor W. J. Beal.—The Flora of South Wes-
tern Colorado, by T. S. Brandegie.—Blue and Sun-
lights, by Gen. A. J. Pleasanton (a veritable "blue-

book.")

Drought.—During the continuance of the present

spell of drying, hot weather, the whole energies of

the Villa gardener are devoted to keeping alive the

plants he has tended with so much care. It is dry by

night as well as by day ; the parched earth gives forth

little, if any, of comforting, refreshing dews at night-

fall ; the air itself is hot and thirsty, the leaves of

shrubs and trees flagging and dusty, the ground hard,

and its surface like a hot substance. Water poured

on it either runs off to a lower level, where perchance

there are no roots needing the refreshing stimulus of

moisture, or it is greedily sucked up, only to become
as dry as before in a very short time. The Villa gar-

dener needs to do battle with the drought, and as

long as the dry weather lasts he will need to be con-

stant and untiring in his endeavour to mitigate its

exhausting effects.

And it is not merely the smaller plants in pots and
in the open ground that are giving out, but larger

trees and specimen plants—some that are of a highly

ornamental and valuable character, and which are

cherished as highly prized arboreal features. A neigh-

bour of ours, and a zealous Villa gardener, had on his

lawn a fine specimen Cupressus Lawsoniana, of con-

siderable height and symmetrical proportions : this

plant is showing signs of, not exactly decay, but of

dwindling away. The reason for this is obvious ; the

subsoil is gravel, and almost around the specimen is a

belt of large trees, whose roots have gone out in all

directions, and are robbing his Conifer of its proper
nutriment, consequently the plant is declining

; and
this is not an isolated case by any means. Roses,

fruit trees, and other plants are giving out from
similar causes, and hence the necessity for some reme-
dial measures being at once adopted. It is no use

waiting for rain— it may not come for days, for though

the clouds that hide the blue sky from view frequently

threaten to descend in showers yet no rain falls, and
hope is deferred.

In the case of the Cupressus we have recommended
that the surface soil be removed to a degree to almost
lay the roots bare ; then that a thorough soaking of

water be given, and as the next process a layer of
good loam be placed over the roots, and over this a
mulching of fresh manure. This is to be kept moist
by occasional applications of water. Thus watering
and mulching are all-absorbing duties in the garden
during the time of drought,

Watering, for the purpose of being of service, needs

to be effectually done. In the case of plants growing

in the open ground it is a waste of time to pour it

on the hard crust of the earth if the soil has baked

under the hot sun to this consistence. The first thing

to be done is to gently break up the crust, so that

the water can soak in. In this way the water

passes down to the roots, and does not merely run

away from the surface it cannot penetrate. Then,

when the surface begins to dry again, as it will most

assuredly do, it should be again stirred, and left a

little rough, the reason for this being that the sun's

rays may not hastily evaporate the moisture so given
;

and some mulching needs to be added, and of all the

materials employed manure is to be preferred, or,

failing that, refuse hops from a brewery or Cocoa-nut

refuse. The last is most easily procured. A little

labour now spent in the way of mulching can avoid

evil effects of a serious character.

All watering operations, when related to plants

growing in the open ground, are best done at night,

or rather in the cool hours of the evening. The surface

does not dry so rapidly at night as by day. Evapora-

tion goes on much more quickly when the sun is

shining brightly than when the shades of night have

fallen, and the benefit accruing to the plants is of a

more lasting character. Great good results from

sprinklings or syringings overhead in the evening ; it

cleanses and cools the leaves, and greatly invigorates

the plants. Even in a small garden, where the soil is

one that speedily dries, watering becomes an almost

incessant work in drying weather, but by means of

mulching in all cases where it can be done, and by

watering in the evening, labour is somewhat reduced,

while the benefits derived by the plants are of a

greater degree, and more lasting character.

Plants in pits dry amazingly fast now, and espe-

cially when in greenhouses, on window sills, and in

exposed places. Especially does this hold good of

plants like Pelargoniums, Balsams, Fuchsias, and

such-like, that make plenty of roots and have filled

their pots with them. Plants under such circum-

stances need to be watered several times during a hot

day. As soon as the surface soil begins to dry a little,

then water is needed, and it needs to be borne in

mind not only that the evaporation is going on from

the surface soil but drying influences are at work all

round the sides of the pots, and there is need fur the

water-pot to be in constant requisition.

There is a common danger that needs to be guarded

against, namely, this, that a plant may become so

dry that the soil by contraction parts from the sides of

the pot, leaving a space between the pot and the soil,

and any water poured into the pot does but little

good to the plant, but it passes away without pene-

trating the ball of roots. The plan that we constantly

adopt during dry weather is to use a pail about two-

thirds full of water, and into this the pots are plunged

and allowed to remain there for three or four minutes.

The ball becomes thoroughly soaked in all its parts,

the contracted soil expands when saturated with

water, and the benefits of a thorough watering are ex-

perienced in all their fulness.

" But how am I to know when a plant is so dry

as to require this thorough soaking which is to reach

every fibre ? " is a question that many elementary
gardeners are certain to put. We have already sup-

plied one test—the contraction of the soil from
the sides of the pot. The late Mr. Robert
Fish once answered a query of this character in

the following words :
" Experience and practice

alone can be your true guide ; the very appearance of

the plant will soon tell you, long before the leaves

begin to flag, for that must not be allowed to take

place from want of water, but as seldom as possible,

(or it is next to ruin to some plants. But the mere
fl'igging or drooping of the leaf is no proof at all times

that the plant is dry, as that will take place on a
sunny day, after shady weather, from the plant being
unable, all at once, to supply by its roots the demand
made by evaporation upon the perspiring suiface of

the leaves ; and here a sprinkle with the syringe over

the foliage to check evaporation would be better than
drenching the soil, moist enough already. Moreover,
many plants seem to droop when they put their night-

caps on for a quiet doze, and in their case it is only
necessary to wait for the return of day, which will

soon revive them in a manner which no appliances of

yours in such circumstances could ever accomplish.

As a kind of physical guide to the knowing whether
a plant wants watering, take the following :—First,

accustom yourself to Uft a pot when dry and wbea
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wet, and the diflerence of weight will soon enable you
easily to decide in respect to any particular plant

whether it is dry or not. Secondly, strike the pot

sharply on the side as it stands with one of your
knuckles, if the soil within be wet the sound will be
dull; if dry the sound will be clear and sharp." In
the case of inexperienced cultivators of plants, there

are more plants killed by overdosing with water than

from lack of it.

In all cases where practicable the water used for

watering plants should be exposed to the sun for some
time before being used.

j

Florists' Flowers.
' The annual exhibition of the National Carna-
I TION AND PicoTEE Society, of which the Rev.

F. D. Horner, Kirkby Malzeard, Ripon, is Hon.

j
secretary and treasurer, is announced to take place in

' the Botanical Gardens, Stretford, in connection with

1
an exhibition of the Manchester Botanical Society, on
Friday and Saturday, August 11 and 12. The
schedule of prizes is a reproduction of that of the

exhibition of 1S75, but the committee have thought

it necessary to call the attention of exhibitors to the

important matter of uniformity in the stands used for

collections of twelve and six blooms. This matter

was discussed at the general meeting of exhibitors

held in Manchester in January last, and certain rules

were laid down to be adopted by exhibitors at the

exhibition on August II. The collections of twelve

blooms must be shown in boxes to hold three fours, and
of the following dimensions, viz , from centre to centre,

3} inches ; from centre to outside, 2.| inches ; outside

length, 15! inches; width, I2inches; depth, 45inches:

to be painted a bright green. The collections of six

blooms in boxes of three twos of similar distance with

those of the twelve blooms class. All stands not shown
in accordance with the Society's regulations will be

liable to disqualification, on the ground that an un-

regulated size of stand interferes seriously with the

good effect of the show. It is anticipated that there

will be a good exhibition of Carnations and Picotees

on this occasion.

barbell #|jcrati0ns.
PLANT houses:

Plant Stove.—Gesneras of the zebrina section,

so useful for winter flowering, should now receive all

needful attention to enable them to acquire strength
necessary for the production of a good head of bloom.
The useful, long- flowering, little Streptocarpus biflorus

and S. Saundersii should be encouraged to get strong,

by standing them, if possible, near the upright glass on
a front stage, or on a shelf over the paths, if such
exist, but in a situation like this let them be frequently

taken down and syringed, or they are liable to get
infested with thrips. The flowers will be found very
serviceable for cutting, not only from their difference

in colour to the generality of other things grown in the
stove, but also for their form, while for general deco-
rative purposes small-growing things such as these in-

termix well with larger growers. Celosias, those most
useful long-lasting, autumn-flowering plants, deserve to

be much more extensively used than they are. Every
one who has to provide flowers in quantity should
grow them, as they occupy comparatively little room
and last long, either on the plant or in the cut state.

A light pit, where they can stand with their heads all

but touching the glass, is what they like. Give
enough air, and have them sufficiently far apart to

keep them bushy. Half a hundred stout plants will

produce more flowers than double the number of such
as have been indifferently treated. Syringe them all

round, so as to wet the whole of the leaves every
afternoon ; move them into larger pots as they require

more root-room, limiting them in this respect in

accordance with the size they are required to be
grown to. If a second sowing of Cockscombs was
made that will attain a fair size by the middle of the
ensuing month, these will be found more serviceable
than the earliest sown plants for conservatory decor-
ation. Red-spider is their greatest enemy, to pre-

vent which syringe regularly. Nothing suits them so
well as an ordinary garden frame with a little bottom-
heat. All such plants as the above will be benefited
by manure-water applied in a tepid state. The last

started roots of Achimenes intended to come into
flower when the earlier batch are over, should be now
kept in a pit where they can receive just as much
warmth as will keep them growing, without hastening
them into flower further than can be avoided, or the
intention of securing late bloom will be defeated.
Tie them up sufficiently for support before
the shoots get beaten down by their weight,

or they will have an untidy, straggling appear-
ance. The latest potted bulbs of Gloxinia, as also
seedlings, will need similar attention by keeping thera
as cool as they will bear. The earliest-flowered
plants, if grown in a way to secure stout, healthy,
short leaves (and these have been kept clear from
insects), will throw up a second lot of flowers, to assist

which give liquid manure every other time they need
water. Any varieties that it is deemed desirable to

increase should noTV have leaves put in, inserting

three or four, according to their size, in 6 or 7-inch
pots filled with fine peat and leaf-mould, two parts

of the former to one of the latter, and a fourth part
sand. Put the leaves in round the sides of the pots,

with an inch of stalk, covering about an inch of the
leaf as well. These will make much better bulbs
than when the practice of cutting through the midrib
of the leaf and laying it down on the surface of the

pot is practised—a method that it is not necessary to

resort to except in the case of any variety that happens
to be scarce. Do not confine these leaf-cuttings too

closely, or they will rot. The leaves that are well-

matured, perfect, and in no way injured by insects

will succeed much the best, as upon the length of time
they remain fresh and green depends the size of bulbs
they will form, as they will keep on growing so long
as they are green. Stop the shoots of Euphorbia
jacquiniceflora as they require it. The natural habit

of the plant is such that, if left to itself, it will get

very straggling. The growths should be bent down
or pinched pretty well back, for if only a little of the

points are removed they will in all probability only
break a single shoot, or at most two each, but the

extent to which they should be stopped will depend
upon the strength of the plants ; if weak and late it

will still further weaken them if too much of the shoots

are removed. Specimens of this Euphorbia that are

planted out for covering back wails generally grow
very strong, and will be benefited by the whole of the

shoots being stopped, as the quantity available for

cutting will thereby be increased. T. Baincs,

FLOWER GARDEN.
We are at last having summer with a vengeance,

and if the bedding plants can be well watered they

must grow, for the ground is now near akin to a

hotbed. I do not ever remember a season when the

prospects of the well-doing of bedding plants looked
so gloomy as was the case a month ago, and now—
the middle of July— they fill the beds and are all

but in full beauty. Alternantheras have coloured

splendidly, as also have the tricolor Pelargoniums,

whilst the flowering kinds are simply perfection. The
only plants with us that have failed to thrive satis-

factorily are Calceolarias, and neither mulching nor
watering will induce them to grow kindly under such

a tropical heat ;
partial shade by means of evergreen

boughs has therefore been resorted to, and doubtless

this will have the desired effect, if plenty of water

be also supplied. Continue to peg down and trim

into form all plants requiring such manipulation. To
make the arrangements more effective, Ageratums,

Petu :ias, Heliotropes, Verbenas, and similar habited

plar ts require going over at least once each week,

whilst Alternantheras, Pyrethrums, Gnaphalium, and
Tagetes require that attention twice in the same
period, that is, if the "keep" is to be of the best

kind. The only plan I have yet hit upon of getting

such *'{inniky" work done well and quickly has

been to give each man a "charge," challenging

one to excel another, both in quickness

and neatness, and by thus establishing friendly

rivalry a far greater amount of such work is

done in a given time than would otherwise be the

case. Besides, the men seem to take a greater interest

in their work, and I hold it is good policy to encourage

them to do this, as such interest begets in them a

feeling of responsibility, the outcome of which is

better service. If such scheming and contriving,

which is harmless enough, were not resorted to, some
amongst us would soon be overwhelmed with the

work, and despair of ever getting through it. Roses

will require to have their bad flowers removed, and
be well supplied with water to encourage a good
autumnal bloom, and herbaceous borders demand a

inodicii77i of attention in the way of tying-up tall

growers ; and this, with the pegging and regulating

the growth of the plants alluded to above, and the

maintenance of neatness, will for the present constitute

the whole of the work in this department. Mowing
will now give but little trouble, though the whole

of the ground will require to be gone over to keep
down *' bents," which really seem to grow faster in

dry weather. Verges and edgings of walks should be

clipped after each mowing, as if left they impart to

all the surroundings an untidy appearance. Box
edgings, if not yet done, must be left for showery

weather, but edgings of Holly, Yew, Privet, and the

like should be trimmed now. W. Wildsmith^ Hcchfidd.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
The drying winds that prevailed more or less daring

the middle of the month have been most trying to

vegetable crops, and those who acted on the advice
given in former Calendars respecting mulchings or
shading the roots of such things as Peas, Scarlet
Runners, Celery, &c. , must have already experienced
the beneficial results arising therefrom, as well as the
immense saving of labour it effects, the latter of
which is sure to be appreciated in most places at this

busy season. I would once again strongly commend the
useof a thorough good mulching, especially to such
as have a light dry soil to deal with; and those so cir-

cumstanced who have not already profited by it

should lose no time in getting it on, as watering with-
out it is of very little use unless the land can be flooded,
and even then evaporation goes on at such a rapid
rate, it is soon re-absorbed by the atmosphere. Cauli-
flower for early autumn use will now be the principal
crop to deal with, and where this desirable vegetable
is likely to be'in much request at that season, large
breadths of it should be got in at once. Ground for

the purpose of doing this will be afforded by clearing
off the early Peas, which are seldom worth leaving
for the small quantity of seed they yield, after the close

pickings they are generally subjected to. Indeed
seed-saving of any kind in gardens is very poor
economy, and should only be resorted to in exceptional
cases, such as any choice new thing it is desirable to

keep pure and get a stock of. Almost all seed can be
purchased much cheaper than it can be grown in

gardens, taking into account the time spent in collect-

ing and dressing it, as well as the fact that valuable
ground is occupied by the crop standing much
lunger than it otherwise would. Independent of this

there is great loss besides, as when pods are left on
such crops as Peas, Scarlet Runners, French Beans,
lS:c., for the purpose of maturing seed, it restricts pro-
duction to a remarkable extent, and greatly shortens
the period of bearing ; therefore in gathering from
any of the above the whole should be picked for use
when in a fit state and of sufficient size for the pur-
pose, as nothing taxes the energies of a plant so much,
or has such an exhaustive efiect as seed liearing. The
demand for vegetables in mo.st establishments is of

such extent as to admit of but little ground lying idle,

and therefore any that is now rendered vacant by
digging up the early Potatos should at once be
manured, dug over, and replanted with Rosette Cole-
worts, Couve Tronchuda, or other of the Brassica
tribe likely to be of service. The Couve Tronchuda
is, however, quite unsurpassed for quality and delicacy

of flavour, and should be largely grown in every gar-

den, to afford a supply till Brussels Sprouts come in

later in the season. The time is full late for

planting this most useful vegetable to get it really

fine, but with a favourable autumn they will be
found to grow very fast and turn in with fair-sized

heads. Few if any of the early kidney Potatos will

derive much benefit by being left in the ground after

this dale, excepting such as were planted at the usual

time and are still growing, in which case they should
remain till the skins are set. The practice of allow-

ing early seed Potatos to He on the ground exposed to

a scorching sun after being dug is a very bad one, as

they dry much too rapidly, and either shrivel or

become so hard and woody as to be quite unfit for

seed purposes. An open airy shed is much the best

place, as there they escape the cooking pro-

cess they undergo out-of-doors, and the drying is

altogether more gradual and natural. By lilting

early and storing in this way disease is frequently

avoided and a valuable crop saved. Tomatus will

now require every attention to secure an early set,

which may be done by keeping them regularly

thinned out and well watered at the root, for should
the plants flag the blooms fall from lack of pollen

through the anthers remaining in an unexpanded con-

dition, in which state fertilisation cannot take

place. Make frequent sowings of Lettuce on
cool shady borders as advised in former Calen-

dars or if circumstances compel their being sown
in open positions, an old fishing net suspended
along the sunny side of the rows, or a few evergreen

branches stuck in will be of the greatest assistance in

keeping them growing, the thing being to avoid all

checks, which deteriorate their quality or drive them to

seed. Endive.—To get this esteemed winter salading

as large and fine as it is capable of being grown, seed

should be got in at once ; and, in order to get it to

germinate freely the ground should be well watered
some hours previous to sowing, after which cover the

beds with an old mat till the plants begin to show
themselves. Unless the weather should happen to be

favourable at the time of sowing, it will be necessary

to give all small seeds sown now some assistance of

this kind. A sowing of Parsley made now in some
convenient sunny border, where it can be afforded

protection during the winter by^ placing over it a

few old lights, is sure to be useful, as it is in daily

request in most places, and difficult to get at that

season. Wage war with weeds by a frequnet use of the

hoe, and remove all stumps of Cauliflowers and other

used-up vegetable crops from the quarters, endeavouring

as far as possible to maintain the utmost neatness and
order at all times, without which a kitchen garden has

aost uninviting appearance. J. Sheppard.
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HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS, 1876.

2.—Royal HorticiiUural Society, South Kensington. Meeting
of Fruit and Floral Committees.

3.—Colchester and Essex Horticultural Society. Show.
4 and 5.—Cheadle Floral and Horticultural Society. Show.
4 and 5.—Rossendale Floral and Horticultural Society's Show.

II and la.—Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society.

E.\hibition of Carnations. Fruits, &c., at the Town Hall.

15 and 16.—Weston-super-Mare and East Somerset Horti-
cultural Society. Show.

16.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting
of Fruit and Floral Committees.

16 and 17.— Preston Floral and Horticultural Society's Show.
16 and t7.— Shropshire Horticultural Society's Show at Shrews-

bury.
17.—Reading Horticultural Society. Summer Show.
24.—Neath Flower Show.
54.—Carlshalion and Beddingdon Horticultural Society. Show.
30.—IsleofThanet Horticultural Society's Exhibition.
31.—Royal Horticultural Society. Autumn Show.

September.

7. 8, and 9.—International Horticultural Exhibition at Dundee.
12 and 13-—Glasgow and West of Scotland Horticultural

Society. Autumn Show.
13.—Royal Caledonian Horticultural Society. Summer Show.
j!8.—Woolhope Club Day.

SATURDAY, JULY 22, 1876.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
TiipcnAV Tiilv 5e i Tewkesbury Fl.wcr Show.
' oiiitUAV, July 25 ^ Wrexham Hoititullural Societv's "iliow

r lioyal lIorTicullural untidy of Abtrdeen :

I bummer Sliow (iliree days).
.'oii-ty'sShow.
Society's Show

ocicty's SI

cultural Society's Sho'

THE Weather — ay, the weather! A
hackneyed subject ? Yes, in some senses,

but convenitnt withal. If there is one class of

the community more than another who are

practically interested in the weather, it is the

growers of plants — whether farmers or

gardeners ; therefore we need make no e.xcuse

for requesting our correspondents to favour us

with their experience as to the effects of the

present e.xceptionally hot and dry weather on
plants. We had an exceptionally wet autumn
and winter, followed by the taidiest of springs,

and then came a torrid flush of hot summer
weather. R oses were very late in blooming

—

so much so that some began to despair. All

on a sudden out they came in profusion,

and in average quality. Similar results

occurred in other cases— flower-shows had to

be postponed, and something like consternation

prevailed. Was it justified ?

That is the question to be answered. Cer-

tainly the foliage of forest trees is less dense
than usual, probably the fruit crops—of whose
condition we hope to publish an account next

week—will show on the whole a considerable

deficiency. But the point we would now
specially request information upon is as to the

effect of the pre sent season on our shrubberies

and borders. Of course where water is plentiful

and labour abundant the ill effects of such a
scorching are not so apparent as in cases under
less favourable conditions. Soil and aspect,

are, of course, all-important. In our own case

we are writing on the London clay—clay of

clays—where plants in general have a diffi-

culty in establishing jthemselves, but whereon
when once started they grow luxuriantly. Take
Roses, for instance. Charles Lefebvre and
Gloire de Dijon, two most useful, we had almost

said the most useful of all Roses for general

purposes, have grown prodigiously and flowered

profusely, in spite of the drought and heat.

Marechal Niel and La France are all but dead.

Of course we do not overlook the very different

constitutions of the Roses in question. Turn-
ing to other things. Spiraeas of many kinds and
Gueldres Rose have well nigh perished. Abies

Pinsapo has done well, and A, Nordmanniana

exceptionally so, while A. Morinda has all but

perished. Thuja occidentalis is unhurt,

while Libocedrus decurrcns, misnamed Thuja
gigantea, begins to look dry and sickly.

Even Sedum spurium, the hardiest of

Sedums, and the one capable of bearing the

greatest amount of ill-treatment and neglect,

has turned yellow and sickly, and this, although

the grass on the lawn is still fairly green, though
it has had but a scanty modicum of attention.

What does all this show ? This, among other

things—that we must pay more attention than
we do to the root development of plants ; we
know far too little of the different root habits of

different plants under different conditions. We
know in a general sort of way that soine plants

are shallow-rooted, others deep-rooted, some
tap-rooted, others fibrous, and others tuberous,

but we want much more detailed information

than this to be of much service. In an ordinary

season this may not be of much consequence,
at least in the case of outdoor plants, because
the range of endurance possessed by such
plants in general is sufficiently large to with-

stand ordinary climatal changes, but in excep-

tional seasons the information becomes of

importance. On the part, then, of the botan-

ist and the intelligent gardener, we require a

much more exact and detailed knowledge of the

roots of diffeient plants than we have got.

Another point which the present season forces

on our attention is the little knowledge and in-

telligence with which watering is done. Ama-
teurs and ciileltiinte gaideners arc, of course,

the greatest culprits in this matter, but many
professed gardeners are far more careless and
thoughtless in their practice than they ought

to be. In fact, intelligence ought to be at

the end of the spout of every water-can, and
is of far greater importance there than the size

of the rose or the quantity administered. It is

positively painful to see the labour thrown away
in deluging a plant which only wants to be let

alone and sent to rest, while its next-door neigh-

bour, perhaps, to whom a can in time would
mean salvation, gets overlooked or treated to

the fag en d of a canful. Another matter which
amateur gardeners and young professionals

should carefully look to, is the practice of

sprinkling over the leaves with the hose or other-

wise. There are many plants to which such a

practice is very beneficial, but there are others to

which it is just as pernicious. A few days ago
we saw a bed of Rhododendrons completely

spoiled by this injudicious sprinkling over the

leaves. They were well douched over-night

with much complacency on the part of the

gardener, but the next morning, before mid-

day, the leaves were as dry and brown as if

toasted like bread for soup. All these evil

results might readily be avoided by the use of a

little tact and intelligence, and specially by a
greater knowledge of the requirements of indi-

vidual plants. The experienced gardener will

see that we are not writing for him, but he will

be the first to acknowledge the general truth of

our remarks, and he will be the first to admit
that if a water-pot is sometimes a dangerous

weapon out-of-doors, it is far more so indoors

when used injudiciously and unseasonably.

We have received the following letter, relat-

ing to our last week's article on Mr. Smith's dis-

coveries :

—

" Your article on this subject is just and well merited.

Some public recognition is due to Mr. Smith, and it

would come with the best possible grace from the Royal
Agricultural Society. Could not something be done at

Birmingham? If any movement is made in this matter
pray add my name as a subscriber."

We inadvertently omitted to state at the end
of the article on the Resources of Shantung,
which appeared in our last issue at p. 86, that it had

already appeared in the Journalof tht Society of Arts.

Baron Ferdinand von Mi'LLER has lately

published a second pamphlet on New Guinea
Pi..\nts, founded on the researches of the Rev. S.

Maciaki.ane and others. As far as can be judged
from the limited collections yet obtained the vegeta-

tion of the south-east part of the island differs much
from that of the north-west. In the latter the vege-
tation is of the Molucca isles, in the former Australian

types, such as Banksias, phyllodineous Acacias, and
Eucalypti are found. These facts, coupled with the

existence of a sub-alpine and glacier floi^a, lend
extraordinary interest to the further exploration of

this little known but vast island. It is to be hoped
that missionaiies will remember it is no unimportant
part of their Master's work to bring to light, so far as

in them lies, illustrations of His handiwork in these

all but unknown districts. Some fifteen Orchids are

mentioned in the list before us, principally Dendrobes,
and there can be little doubt Ihat further explorations

will bring to light many plants of great interest to

horticulturists, as well as naturalists generally.

The illustration at p. 109 (fig. 2S) represents

a portion of the Emperor of Austria's Winter
Garden at 'Vienna. We havealieady figured two
illustrations from this choice conservatory, which is

under the direction of one of the most talented and
amiable, but withal modest practitioners to be met
wiih in ihe gardening fraternity. We allude to M.
Antoine, whose woik on Conifers is well known to

many of our readers. The grand effect produced by
the drooping foliage of the Dracsenas or Cordyhnes,

in contrast with foliage of another character, is well

shown in our illustration.

Dr. Engelmann has lately contributed to the

Ti ansactinii! of the Academy of St. Louis a series of
nctes on AGAVES, especially of those natives of the

teriitoiies of the United Stales, excluding, however,
the more numerous Mexican species. The species

are grouped under Ihe heads of— I, SinguliHorre, in-

cluding those which have but a single flower in ihe

axil of each bract of the flower-stalk ; 2, Gemini.
flora', in which there are two flowers in the axil of

each bract of the flower-stalk
; 3, Paniculata;, in

which the flowers are arranged in dense terminal
panicles. We may have occasion to refer to some of
the species mentioned on another occasion. A photo-
graph of Agave Shawii is given—a beautiful species,

dedicated to Mr. Henry Shaw, the founder of the

Missouri Botanic Gardens. In compliance with
general usage, it would have been better to have
called this A. Shawiana, for it does not appear that

Mr. SiiAW had anything to do with the discovery or
description of the species. Dr. Engelmann wishes
to direct the attention of observers to the following

points, which we reprint in the hope that those who
have the opportunity may be able to give the required

information :

—

" I wish to direct the attention of botanists who have
the opportunity to observe the development of these
plants to the following questions :—At what hour of the
day do the anthers of the different species burst and
begin to shed their pollen ? When do they become
entirely effete, and in what stale is then the style? How
long afterwards, and when does the style of the same
flower attain its full development, and when and how
much do the stigmatic lobes open or spread, and when
does the stigmatic liquid fill the cavity of the style and
cover the inside of the lobes ? I have above given an
account of these physiological processes in h. virginica

,

the only reference to them in literature which I can find

is made by Jacobi, Ag. 310, where he says of an Agave
of the second section that the full development of the
style and the separation and partial spreading of its

lobes takes place only after the stamens have faded
which, as far as it goes, fully coincides with my observa-
tions. His further remark, that the stamens are not
inflexed in the buds of that species (A. Gceppertiana), is

unquestionably erroneous. Of the floral development
of the Agaves of the third section, nothing at all seems
to be known. I wish also to direct the attention of
observers to the time and nature of the secretion of j
honey in the lower part of the flower-tube. The inflo-j
escence of those Agaves of the second section which are!
said to bear one or three or six to eight flowers in aj
fascicle requires further investigation."

The Gardener for the present month opens with
a sensible article on Glass Houses v. Brick Walls,
showing how unremunerative the latter are in most
parts of the country, and advising those who have to

make new gardens to erect orchard-houses, and plant

out the trees in well-prepared borders. This, no
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Fig. 28. —view in the emperor's winter garden, vienna (see r. loS).

doubt, is excellent practical advice, and it need not
deter the amateur from indulging his hobby in the
way of pot- culture.

In the July number of the Urdue de VHorti-
ciiUun Bcl^e is given a coloured plate of Azalea Jean
Vervaene, a sport from La Victoire, described in the

Gardeners Chronicle, vol. v.
, p. 603—a fine salmony

red flower streaked with white. M. Wolkenstein
contributes an interesting article on forcing Roses at

St. Petersburg, a feat which is accomplished with
great success, albeit in December the sun only rises

at 9 A.M. to set at half-past 3. Nevertheless Roses

in Russia on New Year's Day are no surprise to a

Russian. The varieties usually employed are Mrs.

Bosanquet, Devoniensis, Madame de Bravy ; among

Bourbon Roses, Hermosa, Madame de Stella, Napo^

leon III.; among hybrid perpetuah Anna AlexieR,

Duchess of Norfolk, Geant des Batailles, La France,

and Madame Eugenie Petit. Preparations are com-

menced in September by placing the strongest speci-

mens under glass to ripen the wood. After two or

three weeks they are repotted with as large a ball as

possible, and after having been thoroughly watered

they are placed in a frame with the lights off so as to

be thoroughly exposed to the air. The lowering of

the temperature even some degrees below freezing

point has no ill effect. On the contrary, the wood is

ripened, and the plant sent to rest. Subsequently they

are taken into the forcing-house after having been

pruned and cleansed to rid them of insects. The

shoots of the Roses are :kept as close to the glass as

possible, and a damp atmosphere maintained, although

the plants themselves are never syringed. For the

first few weeks a temperature of -I- 5° Reaumur is

maintained, which is afterwards raised to 8°, 10°, and
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even to iS" R., when the buds are well formed. As
a rule, ten weeks are required, and the house must be

well fumigated. Lateral buds are removed.

The Revue HorUcole gives a figure of a beauti-

ful hardy white Rose, Rosa polyantha, from Japan,

which, judging from the figure, would be an admir-

able plant for the shrubbery, or for wilderness walks.

It appears that the plant was described by Carrikre
as R. intermedia, but subsequent researches have

shown that it was previously figured and described by
SiEBOLD and Zuccarini.

We learn that Mr. Meehan has planted in

the grounds of the Philadelphia Exhibition a

collection of nearly Soo species or marked varieties of

hardy trees and shrubs, which European visitors

would certainly do well to inspect.

The following communication with reference

to the Royal Horticultural Society has been

handed to us for publication by a well known horti-

culturist :

—

" In a recent number of the Pall Mall Gazette there

is a Iclever article with the heading, ' Have we a Horti-

cuhural Society ?
' I was happy, however, to see that

the Society was by no means defunct, or likely to

become so, but that it was, on the contrary, well organ-
ised, and likely to exist for many years to come. But
this state of things is in no way owing to the

assistance aftorded by Her Majesty's Commissioners or

the inhabitants of that part of Brompton euphoniously

called South Kensington, but to the exertions of the

horticulturists from all parts of England, who have
been wrongly called a disunited body ; but as

facts are stronger than words, I believe that the

present financial position of the Society is as strong

as ever, while the general prosperity is notably

proved by the splendid exhibition on view on Wednes-
day and Thursday last. Looking at the attendance at

the three committees, and the attendance of horti-

culturists at the exhibition—men who, by the way, came
from Devon in the West, and Colchester|in the East, and
Yorkshire in the North—no one can doubt that it has
been doing its work in a manner not wholly unsatis-

factory, and such as was intended when the Society was
first formed, and most conducive to the advancement
of horticulture in all its branches.

" I was sorry, however, to hear it rumoured that

instead of the assistance which the Society naturally

asked for from Her Majesty's Commissioners, hindrances
of various kinds have unceasingly been offered by them
for the last two years, and by those with whom the

Society has been tor some years intimately connected.
This will be apparent from the fact that they are now
rendering assistance to a party openly hostile in every

way to scientific horticulture.
*' It will be shortly seen that during the last eighteen

months a portion of the so-called South Kensington
Fellows, supposed and so-called friends of the Society.

have retired under pretended grievances, and hke rats

have deserted what they think to be a sinking ship. But
lacking employment, they have been lately amusing
themselves with speculation, and, if what I hear be true,

this has taken the form of a limited liability company,
whose object it is to form awmter garden, whatever that

may mean, or rather not mean—an aquarium doubtless,

with or without fish, or a skating rink, or any other little

diversion of the kind which is likely to bring grist to the

mill, not by the way of horticulture, nor to its profit, but

to the pockets of those speculators who ought, as in

duty bound, to further the science of horticulture.

"I hope, however, this is but rumour, remembering
that the gardens were designed and all but completed by
the Society's late President, the Prince Consort, who
took so lively an interest in all that lurthered science in

its various branches. Moreover, the Society and its

gardens are supposed to be under the special protection

of Her Majesty, Surely, then, these gardens will never

be desecrated by a limited liability company, formed solely

with the object of enriching speculators, and affording

questionable amusement to the inhabitants of the neigh-

bourhood. It is at least to be hoped that the Royal
Commissioners, before consenting to any such scheme of
spoliation, will cause to be removed from the command-
ing situation it at present occupies the statue of one
whose memory will ever be dear to the people of Eng-
land, and whose life was one endeavour to raise the tone

and elevate the tastes of society. A Couiitry Exhibitor.

A large bulk of French Fruit has been

received in the metropolitan markets during the past

week. On Monday a large quantity of French
Cherries, imported from Honfleur, St. Malo, and
Havre, vii'i South-Westem Railway Company's boat

to Southampton, arrived at Waterloo, and were con-

veyed in vans to the consignees in the metropolis.

The fruit was in fine condition. The Strawberries of

French importation are nearly over, but the Plums
will soon be ripe, and large quantities, it is expected,

will be sent to this country.

THE USEFUL PLANTS OF
JAPAN.

. By Dr. Vidal.

The following extracts are taken from a long
article published in the Bidhtin Minsiiel dc la Socuti

d'Acclimataliaii de Paris— % i. Alimentary plants :—

Amomecs.—Ginger is very extensively used as a

condiment ; the rhizomes are prepared in various

ways, and the young shoots are served raw with fish.

The cultivation of this plant appears to need little

care, for the small plantations round the villages seem
to be left entirely to them.

Atnfdidei^.—Only one variety of the Grape Vine is

cultivated in Japan ; it is a Chasselas, very much like

the Chasselas de Fontainebleau or Royal Muscadine.

Grape growing is practised on a very small scale only

in some parts of the centre and north. The Japanese
do not understand the art of making wine from
Grapes, and they have no vineyards, but simply a few
Vines around their dwellings ; they do not prune their

Vines much, but this does not prevent them from
bearing abundance of good fruit. Sometimes, how-
ever, they are attacked by a disease, the leaves turn

black and fall off, and the berries shrivel up. It is

almost unnecessary to add that there are several

species of Vitis wild in Japan, one of them produces
small dense bunches of black berries of an agreeable,

thought slightly acid flavour when ripe. It is occa-

sionally sold in the markets under the name of

mountain Grape. It is a very hardy species, and
worth trying in Europe.

,-4ri;;(/f(7.—This family furnishes a very important
article in the diet of the Japanese. Colocasia escu-

lenta is very extensively and universally cultivated.

Not alone the rhizomes are eaten, but also the dried
stalks of the leaves.

Auran/iacM,—Japan is rather poor in the products
of this family. Only one variety of Orange is grown.
It is a Mandarin of medium size, similar to that of
Fokien, but inferior in flavour. It is only in the
southern provinces, however, that the climate is suit-

able for Orange culture. There is also a variety of
Lemon of sourish, slightly aromatic taste. The
Japanese eat it raw.

Ca»;^///tv?.—Several varieties of Thea chinensis
grow in Japan, and tea is prepared by the natives, but
it is altogether inferior to Chinese tea ; and European
residents do not use it at all. Nevertheless it is

exported in considerable quantities to America, Very
few regular plantations were seen,

CrucifenT.—Thh family is by no means of such
importance in Japan as in Europe. Thus the genus
Brassica is represented by only two species, B.
chinensis and B. oleracea, of which there is only one
or two varieties ; and these are grown more for orna-

mental purposes than for food. The sole species of

the family largely grown for alimentation is Raphanus
sativus. A peculiar very large-rooted variety of this

plant is universally cultivated in Japan. There are two
sub-varieties of it—one, the commoner and larger, has
white roots, and the other red. The roots are dried
for consumption during the whole year. The Water-
cress is common in Japan, but the natives make no
use of it, though two allied species are occasionally

eaten by the villagers. A kind of mustard is also pre-
pared and used as a condiment.

Cucui-bilacfir,—An important family in the diet of
the Japanese, furnishing several varieties of Melon,
one of which (Makowa ouri) is almost equal in

delicacy of flavour and aroma to our best varieties.

Cucumbers, Water Melons, Pumpkir and Vegetable
Marrows are also grown.

Cycadia. — The product called Sagou by the
Japanese is extracted from Cycas revoluta,

Ebeiiacen.—The varieties of Diospyros Kaki'yield
the most highly esteemed fruit of the country. They
are in general cultivation. Two very distinct varieties

are distinguished. The fruit of one becomes soft like

a jelly, while that of the other is firm and solid as an
Apple; the latter variety being common in the
northern provinces. The first is eaten both fresh and
dried.

Graminca.—Ai in Europe this family furnishes

the basis of all diet, with this difference, thatin Japan
Rice is the principal cereal, and as a large proportion
of the Japanese people are vegetarians, almost all

other articles of food except cereals may be termed
accessory. In quality Japanese Rice surpasses that of all

other Asiatic countries, and is said to be almost equal
to that grown in Carolina. Rice is naturally the

object of careful culture, the method pursued differing

little from the Chinese. Wheat and Barley are almost
as largely grown as Rice, and on the same ground, so

that two crops are often gathered in the same year.

Wheat or Barley is sown at the beginning of winter,

directly after the Rice crop is removed, and harvested
the following May, to be succeeded by Rice. Cakes
of different sorts, a kind of vermicelli, and other pre-

parations, are made from Wheat and Barley ; but the

Japanese do not understand the making of bread.

Maize and Millet are cultivated, the former very
rarely. Here should be mentioned the Bamboo, as

its young shoots are eaten as a vegetable ; but it is

unnecessary to enter into details, because we have
already given the substance of a previous article by the

same writer on this subject. The Sugar-cane is only
cultivated in the southernmost provinces, the Japanese
procuring the greater part of their sugar from China.

Granalea.—The Pomegranate is equally as

common, and exactly similar in fruit to that grown
the South of Europe.

Leguminosti:.—The principal products of this family

are the Broad Bean, White Kidney Bean, and several

large varieties of Pea. Two or three species of Doli-

chos are also grown, especially D. bulbosus, which
furnishes fecula of excellent quality.

Liliacia.—The Garlic, Onion, and Chive are the

most commonly cultivated members of this group.

Moreover, the Japanese eat the stems and bulbs of

some of the Lilies ; and, in some places at least, Ihey

grow the introduced European Asparagus, but it is

wholly consumed by Europeans.

Monw. —There are very fine Fig trees, especially

in the north, producing fruit of excellent quality.

A'ymp/ueacciE.—The Japanese are exceedingly fond

of the roots and seeds of Nelumbo nucifera.

/"s/j'^OHii?. —Buckwheat is almost as extensively

grown as Wheat and Barley, such ground as cannot
be irrigated being chosen for this crop. Various
kinds of cakes are made from it. Sorrel (Patience)

is commonly grown on the borders of fields and
gardens. The Japanese prepare the root by salting,

and consume it rather largely ; but it does not appear
to be very highly esteemed, and its use is restricted

to the poorer people.

Purttilacm:—Wild Purslane is the only plant of this

family we have to mention, and the Japanese make
little use of it.

Rhamntcs.—The Jujube is prettygenerallydispersed,

and its fruit is prized.

KosacccE,—This family is represented in Japan by
nearly all the species commonly cultivated in Europe,
except the Almond. The Peach tree is commonly
grown, producing handsome fruit, which is often

seen in the markets. Judging from their appearance
the Japanese Peaches should be very good, though
perhaps not equal to the Chinese. Unfortunately,

however, the Japanese are in the habit of eating

their Peaches quite green, and as I could not

procure ripe ones, it was impossible for me to judge
of their quality. It is the same with the Apricot,
the fruit of which is handsome, but gathered much
too green. The Plum is scarcely so common as

the preceding ; at least, as a fruit tree, being also

planted for ornament. The Cherry is widely diffused,

though it produces only very small inferior Tuit,

which is eaten neither by the natives nor foreigners.

It is generally grown as an ornamental tree, ai d it

also occurs wild. The Pear is an object of ca;eful

culture, after a method peculiarly Japanese. The
trees are planted in rows in quincunx order, forming
avenues about 3 yards broad. They are grafted and
pruned with great care. Only about four or five

principal branches are left, and these are soon stopped,
in order to encourage the early growth of the

secondary ones, which are trained out horizontally on
Bamboos arranged for the purpose, about 5 feet from
the ground. The variety is a winter fruit of consider-

able size, sometimes very large. It rarely attains

perfect ripeness, is rather dry and slightly acid,

though occasionally one finds a very good fruit. The
Apple is far from being so common as the Pear, nor

is it so carefully cultivated. The sort commonly seen

has a small yellowish fruit of agreeable flavour. No
regular Apple orchards were observed, The Quince
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is very common, especially in the North, and the fruit,

which is very fine, is eaten by the natives as we eat

Apples and Pears. The Strawberry and Raspberry

are only seen in the wild state. There are two sorts

of Raspberry, one with yellow and the other with red

fruit. As for the Strawberries they are entirely devoid

of flavour, and worthless for the table, for some

years our superior European varieties have been grown

in quantity at the ports frequented by Europeans.

i'«n;«i'i?.—Sesamum indicura is cultivated, and its

oil extracted ; this the Japanese employ in dressing

their food, but it is of bad quality, and very imper-

fectly purified.

Solanea.—The Potato was introduced during the

early period of the Dutch ; it is gradually spreading

over most of the provinces, especially in the North.

The Japanese call it the Batavian root, and they are

beginning to acquire a taste for it. Doubtless it will

soon become a common article of diet. The Egg-

plant is highly appreciated by the natives, who grow

a small nearly spherical-fruited variety on a large

scale. We might add, however, that very little atten-

tion is bestowed upon its culture.

Syiianthera (Composite). — From an alimentary

point of view this family is very poorly represented

in Japan. All our common vegetables and salads,

such as Endive, Artichokes, &c., have been intro-

duced, and are cultivated for foreigners. As for the

Japanese they occasionally eat some wild species, as

the Dandelion and Nardosmia fragrans ; the latter is

sometimes cultivated.

Umbtllifera:.—The chief product of this family is the

Carrot, and this is not extensively grown. The

Japanese variety has a very long root, and it is very

apt to become woody. Anise is known to the natives,

but it was not seen in cultivation.

{To be cetttinutd.)

RUSHES.
We are told by Loudon that the botanical name

of the Rush (Juncus) is from jungo, to join, on

account of the first ropes having been made of Rushes.

Like many other native plants. Rushes have been the

drudges for any dirty work that had to be done,

hence we read of the gentlemen and fine ladies of the

English Court using green Rushes by way of carpets,

just as as we see the inn at a country fair on maiket

day littered with straw, where at other times a carpet

would be spread. The land that a certain playful

writer called " Wetlandshire " (which must have been

in the olden time by far the largest county in England),

would naturally enough yield plenty of Rushes, and

as neither cattle nor horses eat them, they would then,

as now, be only fit for thatch or litter.

To talk about this plant being neglected would only

be a mockery, for it has long been known as a trouble-

some weed, forming tussocks tough and matted, not

easily reduced by plough and harrow ; but before we
condemn this plant let us see what service it has

rendered to civilisation. One of the greatest improve-

ments to a district isolated from markets, &c., is to

have roads made to carry the produce for sale or

barter, and to get the goods of other places in return
;

and when the Duke of Bridgewater made roads by

means of water through the great centres of industry

in England, the carriage of coals and other heavy

goods was so much reduced that country people could

get coals to burn that had hitherto counted Bean straw

big timber. Now, these canals or water-ways owed
much of their stability to the Rushes that were planted

all along their banks, and particularly on the towing-

path side, where the fringe of Rushes saved the rope

from fretting ; in short, the plant seemed essential to

the canal, for its toughly- matted roots bound the

banks firmly, and formed the crowning sod, making

an elegant fringe, as useful as if it were made of

hewn stone. Unlike the working of any shrub or

tree that would outgrow its place in a year or two,

the Rush retains its evergreen wisps to all appearance

for ever ; and hence we see Brindley's Rushes little

more than a foot high after a generation of boatmen
have brushed their tops ten times a day.

In the local habitation of the Rush we have an

index to the unprofitable character of the soil, sour

and undrained ; and the author of " Marmion " has

marked that hero's tomb on Flodden Plain by the

slender springlet, and the Rushes where shepherd

boys repair to plait garlands. I wonder what country

children would do without Rushes to plait. Rattle-

baskets, whips, conical hats, green tobacco-pipes,

and the like have all been made by the writer, besides

chain armour made of Rush links. Of the lesser uses

of Rushes I may mention that their pith supplies the

wick for Scotia's ancient oil lamps and Rush lights ;

and when the perfect Rush is pulled there is a blanched

portion at the bottom that has the flavour of Cucum-

oer, which any one may easily verify, yet I do not

recollect reading in any ancient herbal of this

" vertue."

There is a custom in North Wales of ornamenting

the graves of deceased relatives once in the year with

flowers over a groundwork of Rushes, after the

fashion of the French, who deck the graves of those

whose memory is dear to them with flowers and

candles on the festival of All Souls. The Bent-grass

is but a worthless herb, yet we see it planted and

encouraged because its creeping roots retain the hills

of sand from being carried away by the high wind,

and so it is with Rushes in their place, for they are

quite at home in shallow water, and although the

Rushes are straight and smooth their roots are so

matted and wiry that it is no easy task to dislodge

Rushes after they have got established in some wet

pasture.

In the ancient rubble drains it was customary to put

a turf green side down above the stones; this turf

was by preference a thin heather sod, in the hope that

it would last long and thus keep the drain open ; but

failing to find heather sods any green sods would be

used, and in cases where turves contained Rushes thus

buried upside down the tussocks would be found

several years after only partially decayed. We hear

and read of Rushes dying out when pasture land has

been drained, but I never knew an instance of a

Rush resigning his place so peacefully, and those who

do piece-work paring and burning have good reason

to complain of paring Rushes.

Cream cheese is brought to market on little mats of

green Rushes neatly strung on a linen thread, and it

greatly enhances the value of the article by its clean

cool look. In country places anything reijuiring to

be bound in sheaves is usually tied with Rush bands.

It is in vain that we look among poets or ancient

writers for " tradition, legend, or song," in favour of

Rushes, always cold and wet ; they usually had other

fish to fry in "grieving for friendship unreturned or

disregarded love," and what with making war and

mailing love and such like fiery work, there was no

taste for aquUic subjects such as the water-weeds in

question. Burns hitches the Rush into rhyme some-

how, but with neither rhyme nor reason in his

verse :

—

" Green grow the rushes, O,"

which should rhyme with "lasses, O," but does

not ; and what reason there could be to drag

green rashes (Rushes) into the tale of loving the

lasses no one can see ; therefore we may truly say that

the green Rushes have gone down to posterity " un-

honoured and unsung." Alex. Forsylh.

loiiie Corr£S|oni)titte.

Notes on Plant Names.—Permit me in the first

place to correct a few printers' errors which have

crept into my notice, published in the GurJeners'

C/iraiiu/e ofJane 24. Read "Herb-paris" and "par"

instead of "Ilerbvaris" and "var. ;"also " digitale,"

instead of "digitate." In notice of a very amusing

little paper on "Foxgloves and Fairies," in your

number of July 15, I will only say that Sir J. Smith

whose repute as a botanist is no doubt known to

your correspondent, was of opinion (as I discovered

at the time of the "gossip" alluded to by Mr.

Britten) that " Fox's-glove " originally did come

from "Fuchs'-glove," so my suggestion was not

so very original after all. Your talented corre-

spondent is, I fear, again wasting, not powder and

shot, but his quills and ink on the communica-

tions of such an msignificant individual as myself. I

always thought "fairies" were little folks, but if the

pendulous flowers of the Digitalis were their gloves

they must have had very large fingers. " Our Lady "

could scarcely feel complimented at the French name,

Gaii/s di Notre Dami. Raffaelle has given his

"Madonna" beautiful hands. No European nation

seems to have gone beyond the idea of glove in con-

nection with this flower. Can your correspondent tell

me if the English name of " Alexanders " is really

derived from Alexandria, from whence the plant is

said to have originally come, for I heard a discus-

sion on this point a short time ago, and feel much
interested in plant names. I have heard the

Arum called " Calf's-foot " in some places because of

the shape of its leaf, but "Cuckow-Pint " and

" Wake-Robin " are more general in England. Many
of the Continental languages, however, give it the

former appellation. "Spoonwort"—Cochlearia— is

another plant whose name refers to the shape of its

leaf, which resembles the bowl of an old-fashioned

spoon, but I think one of the prettiest and most

fanciful derivations I know of is " Rosemary," from

ros, dew, and marinus, of the sea. I can quite

sympathise with Shenstone when he deplores its

banishment from the gardens of the great ; and I

would say to your correspondent, in memory of our

former feud in Science Gossip, what Ophelia says

in Hamlet in reference to this plant. Helen E. Watitey,

Berry Grove, Liss.

Cure for Bee Stings.—An excellent cure, if not

the best, for the sting of a bee or a wasp is to take an

Onion—a good strong one—cut it in two, extract the

sting, and apply the Onion. Rub it well in for two

or three minutes. You must not mind if it makes you

shed a tear. No doubt the sap of the Onion extracts

the poison [?], and keeps down the swelling. Some
other cures 1 have seen in the Gardeners' Chronicle

lately, and some of them I have tried more than forty

years' ago, such as wet chalk laid on the blue-bag,

soap and sugar, fresh butter, and sweet oil ; but none

of them are so good as the Onion, young or old, the

stronger the better. I have made use of it ten years

ago; and never found it to fail. G. D. Drurnmond,

Westbiook Terrace, Weston, Bath.

The Proper Time to Make Asparagus Beds.

—Your correspondent, Mr. H. Hmds, at p. 4S,

appears to have been singularly unfortunate In his

attempts to form beds or plantations of this valuable

culinary vegetable during the months of March or

April. He says:—"I have assisted to make As-

paragus beds at various times, and under various

circumstances, but I never yet saw a new plantation

made in March or April in which, at least, one-third

of the plants did not die off." It may be interesting

to ascertain if this or anything like this is the usual

result of planting Asparagus during the above-named

months. If so, I may certainly consider myself as

unusually favoured in this respect, as it is during the

early part of April that I have generally been in the

habit of making such plantations ; and I have just

carefully examined one so formed during the present

season, which consists of five lines or rows 50 yards

in length. The plants, which were one year old,

were placed at about i foot apart, and this would re-

quire in round numbers about 750 plants, and I can

only find five spaces where plants appear to have gone

ofl. I find no fault with the system your corre-

spondent so strongly recommends— viz , to sow in

March and transplant in June or July, although I have

never practised it, and unless it can be made to

appear that the plants are materially benefited by

being transplanted in June or July, I would very

much prefer the old plan of sowing the seeds in

March where the plants are to remain, thinning them

out to the proper distance when they are large enough

to handle. This method I have frequently followed

with success, but prefer nevertheless to plant one-year-

old plants in April, when the young shoots have

attained to a length of some 2 or 3 inches. As has

been stated, the Asparagus is indigenous to this

country and perfectly hardy ; and, as everybody

knows, East Anglia has generally its full share of

cold, cutting east wind during the spring months.

Still I have never known newly formed beds of

Asparagus to suffer severely from this cause. By
following the latter system the site of the intended

Asparagus plantation is left at liberty for other crops

for a year longer, and this circumstance is in most

gardens of some importance. Success in the trans-

planting of Asparagus, as in other matters, may
doubtless be attained t . by the practice of more

methods than one, but, like your correspondent, I

attach considerable impo lance to the circumstance of

having the plants at hand, whether such plants be

three months, one year, or two years old, and taking a

advantage of a favourable condition of weather during

which to perform the op ration of transplanting. On
this account it is always advisable to sow a bed of

Asparagus every season du, ng the month of March,

in order that plants may be always in readiness to

form plantations when required, thereby avoiding the

necessity of using plants which may have sustained

more or less injury by being packed up, and some-

times kept for some considerable time out of the soil.

P. Grieve.

Sciadopitys verticillata Coning.—In the Gar-

deners Chronicle oi]ane 24 and July I reference is

made to the abnormal frutiftcation of a small shrub of

the Sciadopitys verticillata, only 3 feet high, culti-

vated in the nursery grounds of Messrs. Thibaut &
Keteleer, at Sceaux. This induced me to examine

carefully a thriving specimen of the kind growmg m
the open air in my garden, on the shores of the Lake

of Como. This plant is 5 feet high, with branches

measuring more than S feet in circumference, and as
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no traces of blossoming, past or present, or of hitherto

unobserved cones could be found on my more robust

specimen, I would conclude that the Sceaux plant,

reported not in the best health, had indeed the leading

shoots transformed into cone?, not likely to produce
seeds sufficiently healthy for further germination. The
Cham^rops Fortunei in the same locality produce
annually in the open air large bunches of blossom,
promising ripening fruits, provided the male plant be
found at hand to fecundate the female with its pollen.

A Lombard Amateur Gardener, Villa Tavenia,
TornOf Lake of Como, July 12,

Philadelphus lalifolius.—The Philadelphus, of

which I send you a specimen, is flourishing here as I

never savp it do elsewhere. I first saw it in the public
park at Bath, and, wishing much to possess it, applied
to several neighbouring nurserymen, but to no
purpose. One of them sent me plants of stunted
growth and small flower, which he called grandiflorus.

I have seen in the botanical garden at Geneva a plant

which greatly resembles mine under the name of lali-

folius. I had several plants from Bath some years

ago, some of which are now 20 feet hi^^h and 15 feet

in breadth, and one great mass of flower. H\ C.

Lft'a'itiOfi, Oailauds, ^Vtybrid'^e. [We believe your
plant to be the variety known as P. latifolius—a most
desirable variety, by reason of its free-floweiing habit.

Eds.]

Flower Shows.— I cordially sympathise with the
** nearly famished judge," who has so graphically

described his discomforts in the Gardeners' Chronicle

of July 8, p. 49, having experienced something of a

like kind myself, though I am no "judge," only a

great lover of flower?. I was staying in ihe country
two summers ago, and attended a provincial horti-

cultural show. It was held near the village, and not

far from a railway station, but there was nevtrtheless

an admirable refreshment tent on the ground, whtre
by the payment of a shilling or sixpence one was
enabled to procure a charming early tea. A few weeks
after this another lucal '-flower show" came ofl", and
we all went to it. It was many miles from a station,

and some little distance from a village, but here, as

in the case alluded to by the "nearly famished judge,"
not a scrap of refreshment, not even a cup of cold

water, was available to the strangers who attended
the /(Vc-. The friends of the family were hospitably

entertained, but "angels," if there were any prebent,

had most assuredly to draw upon their angelic nature.

I having no pretensions to wings suffered considerably,

and devoutly wished for those appendatjes to fly away
homeward. Helen E. Il'a/ney, Berry Grove, Liss.

On the Fertilisation of the Flowers of Some
Marantaceous Plants.— Although the flowers

produced by most plants belonging to the order
Marantact.Te are not stiiking from a strictly horticul-

tural standpoint, they are extremely interesting in

structure. Three genera are now represented in flower

in the No. i house at Kew— they are Maranta (several

species), Calathea and Ichnosiphon. Last year my
attention was called to the movement of the style in

Phrynium, and since then I have examined a large

number of species, principally of the genera Maranta
and Calathea. The following notes apply solely to

Calathea longibracteata, Ldl. This species has
supplied the material from which Mr. K. J. Lynch
has kindly made the figures illustrating these remarks.
However, what is true of this species is eiiualiy true

of all the other species of the two last mentioned
genera that I have had an opportunity of examining,
and with modifications of minor importance will

apply to Ichnosiphon, Phrynium, Thalia, and doubt-
less others. For a full account and beautiful figures

of Calathea zebrina the reader is referred to the

Botanische Zeilnng for 1S70. Strange to say, some of

the papilionaceous Leguminosce are strictly analogous
in their behaviour, notwithstanding their dis-

tance from Marantacea; in botanical sequence.

Now for a description of this remarkable arrange-

ment. In young flowers the one-ctlled anther (29 a)

is closely pressed against the upper portion of the

style ; by the rapid upward growth of this latter organ
the anther is emptied of its pollen, which is collected

on the flattened summit of the style. The
stigmatic surface, at this time not developed,
is somewhat under this plate-like body, and is turned
quite away from it. After the pollen has been de-
posited as above described— this takes place a few
days before the flower opens—the anther draws back a
little from the style, which now ceases to grow, having
considerably overtopped the anther. A funnel-shaped
process developes at the extremity of the style, and in

the innermost hollow of that process is the stigmatic

surface. Both the style and anther are enclosed in a
hood-shaped floral leaf, which is so arranged that by
the inturning of its own edges the reproductive organs
are entirely enveloped. From one of these edges
there is a callosity produced into a hooked projecting
appendage. When the flower opens the filament with
its empty anther comes away from the hojd-shaped

staminode, and bends itself back, so that now only the
style and pollen remain behind (c). Under these
circumstances it is impossible for the pollen to find

its way to the stigmatic surface without foreign agency,
and this is managed in the following way. If the
hooded leaf be touched from above, especially on the
projecting hooked appendage, which stands on the
under half of the entrance to the flower, the style

is released and bends round with great force in

a semicircle towards the body which has caused its

release. Supposing an insect to be the disturbing

cause, it is first touched by the funnel-shaped stigma,

and then by the flattened surface on which the pollen
is collected. After the departure of the insect the style

bends still further, until the stigma funnel is totally

sheltered from outward influences by its close pressure
against the opposite floral leaf. It is also interesting

that Immediately after the bending round of the style,

its pure white changes first to a reddish brown, and
afterwards to a blackish colour. These changes can
be readily noticed as they take place in a very
short time. It is easy to see how fertilisation is

effected, in spite of the fact that insects adapted to

this purpose are not often found in our English stoves.

The flowers are more or le.^s hoiizijntal, and their

parts are so placed that a nectar-seeking insect must
sit on the sort of lip at the under half of the flower,

and at the same time on the hood-shaped staminode.
In consequence of this the style is released, receives

on the stigmatic surface the pollen brought from some
previously, visited flower, and then deposits on the

same part of the insect's body a fiesh supply of pollen
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for the fertilisation of another flower. As before

mentioned, after the insect's departure the stigma so

places itself that it can receive no more pollen, and
the style assumes a totally different colour, perhaps as

a sort of hint to insects in general that their assist-

ance is no longer needed in that particular spot.

We have here, accordingly, an arrangement where
the stigma is receptive and the pollen is ready at one
and the same time, but in which the pollen cannot
possibly reach the stigma without foreign aid, by
which it is carried from one flower to another. U,
however, the flower be not irritated, the style is not
released, it soon loses its elasticity, and the whole
becomes discoloured and withers, sometimes even the

day after the flower opens. Explanation of figures :

—

A, Expanded flower of Calathea longibracteata
divested of sepals, anther turned back and withered,
the style not released ; 11, Anther ready to discharge
its pollen on the a^pex of the style ; c. Style ready to

be released with its burden of pollen ; D, Style re-

curved, released from the sheathing staminode. All
enlarged. Ceo. Nichohoii^ Royal Gardens, Keiv.

Gerard's Life and Catalogues.—1 have read
with the most thorough pleasure and approval your
article on the reprint of Gerard., his Life and Cata-
logues, by Mr. Jackson. Mr. Jackson has earned the

cordial thanks of all gardeners and botanists by the

painstaking and spirited manner in which he has un-
dertaken and executed his task, and the large-handed
liberality with which he has distributed his work. I

sincerely hope that it is but the first instalment of
many others of a similar nature ; and if I might men-
tion one to which I am sure every horticulturist and
botanist worthy of the name would subscribe, it is

Dean Herbert's Synopsis Croeonifn, a work we all of

us want, but alas ! scarcely any of us are able to
obtain. A reprint of this valuable little work would
be hailed with universal delight. H. Harpitr-Crcive,

The Rectory^ Drayton-Beauchamp, Tring^ Jttly 14.

Berkheya (Stobaea) purpurea.—That curious
Composite, Stobaea purpurea, is now in bloom with me.
It has the foliage of a Thistle, and a large pale lavender
flower, which somewhat reminds me of Stokesia
cyanea. It has survived the winter without any pro-
tection, and thrown up three strong flower-stems.
Mr. Wilson Saunders and Mr. Green of Relgate
deserve warm thanks for introducing this handsome
plant into our gardens. I am rather proud of having
succeeded with it, for M. Max Leichtlin, when he
was here the other day, told me it had baffled all his

attempts to grow it. H. L/arpur-Craoe, The Rectory,

Drayton- BeauchamPj Tring, July 14. [A figure of
this grand plant was given in our volume for iSyi,

p. 1261. Eds.]

Aquilegia ccerulea.— I can fully endorse all that

your correspondent (Mr. Payne, see p. 20) says in

praise of this charming Columbine. I have grown it

somewhat extensively for several years, and have
written of it under the name of Aquilegia glandulosa
gigaiitea, the name under which I at first received
ihe seed of it. But Mr. Thomson, of Ipswich,
thinking that I had got the A. coerulea, or the Rocky
Mountains species, under a wrong name, very kindly
sent me <eeds of that species to grow and compare
wiih the plants I already possessed ; and after doing
it I found them to be in all respects alike. It appears
to have been found in the rich loamy tracks of the
higher regions of the Rocky Mountains. It will

thrive, however, in any ordinary garden soil. The
land here is light and warm, and appears to suit this

plant admirably ; and it is much more effective when
grown in a bed of moderate dimensions than when
distributed in patches upon the herbaceous border.
Indeed a bed of this lovely plant in full flower is a
sight when once seen unlikely to be soon forgotten.

For the produciion of cut flowers for glasses, u;c., it

is exceedingly useful. The seeds produced by some
of the earliest blooms are now {July 1) becoming ripe,

and I have found it to be a good plan to

suw a seed-pan or two of it each season as soon
as they are so. The pans should then be placed
under glass and shaded from bright sunshine. The
young plants should be pricked into other pans or
pol3 as soon as they are large enough, and by this

means they will generally be got tuthcienlly forward
to be planted out by the end of September, as the
plant IS perfectly haidy, or they may be retained in

the pans during the winter and planted out about the
end of April. Thus treated many of the plants will

bloom during the first season and wUi be in the
greatest perfectiun during their second year from
seed. The plants may be increased by division, but
I have always found seedhngs to thrive and flower
best. The Columbines are all very interesting plants;
several of them are really beautiful, such as A.
chrysantha, A glandulosa, A. Whiimanniana, &c. ;

but the species in question, viz , A, ca'rulea, well
merits its appellation of "the queen of the Colum-
bines. P. Gncz'c,

A Summer Drink.—It may interest some readers
to know that a cheap, cool, and pleasant drink suit-

able during warm weather, may be made as under.
Put 3 lb. 01 loaf sugar into i quart of water and boil

uniil thoroughly dissolved, then pour into a jug
and allow it to stand until nearly cool j add 2 02.

of powdered tartaric acid and drops of essence of
lemon to flavour to taste. This mixture may be then
bottled and used as required. About a tablespoonful
added to a glass of water converts it into a delicious

lemonade. Whilst many are craving for a cool, un-
intoxicating drink, few unfortunately know how to

compound one with ease. D,

Rosa Mundi and the York and Lancaster.

—

In your notice of the cut blooms of Rose de Meaux
exhibited by Mr. Laing, at p. 47, July 8, you state

that the *' old striped York and Lancaster should not
be lost sight of." It is my impression that the variety

you speak in favour of is the Rosa Mundi, a variety of
Rosa gallica, and not the York and Lancaster, which
latter belongs to R. daraascena, and properly speak-
ing is not so much striped as particoloured, having
flowers half red (or pink), and half white, and in some
instances having flowers all white and others all pink
on the same bush. I am not sure if this variety has
gone out of cultivation entirely, but I have not seen
it for many years. [We have seen it two or three
times lately. Eds.] It is certainly not of so desirable
a habit as Rosa Mundi, which can still be found in

old fashioned gardens. C. Lee, HounsloiOf July 14.

Silene pendula compacta.—One of your corre-
spondents asks for information respecting the above,
which is certainly one of the most useful and beauti-

ful of spring flowers. We use it extensively here for

many purposes, and find it answer either for ribbon-
work, rockwork, or pots. Amongst thousands which
I have grown and distributed, I have not seen any of
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the ** old variety " amongst them. There are many
varieties. Amongst the compactas some are more
compact than others, some are much deeper in colour

than others, but they never exceed each other in

growth, so as to make the general effect uneven. I

sow in the open ground in September, and pot what

I require into small 4S-^i^e pots {not that they require

such c\re, only they travel better) ; early in spring

they are planted out ; they grow fast, and soon get

into bloom, and so continue until their space is

required for summer bedders. They produce an abund-

ance of seed, so thit by a little cireful selection the

stock can be kept true. The white variety as an
edging or border mikes one of the loveliest and
liveliest beds for the early spring garden. William

PaynCt Exotic Nursery, Taunton.

This pretty Silene comes perfectly true to

character with me, and fairly charms all that

see it because of its dwarf compact habit. Mr.
Wilkinson must have been singularly unfortunate

in the seed sent him, as it could not have been
saved with anything like regard to truthfulness and
maintenance of chiracter. If grown close by a

lot of the old Sdene it is most probable that a retro-

gressive change would be produced, but hardly

enough to produce the extraordinary percentage men-
tioned. Mr. \Vm. Cole, the raiser of the new form,

informs me th?.t he has found not the least tendency

in it to depart from its correct form ; but then he
adds: *'I have grown no other kind with it." I

should like to commend this dwarf Silene to the

attention of market growers as something new and
cheaply raised. Seed should be sown early in

August, and the seedlings pricked out in beds about

6 inches apart each way. When in the early spring

these are perfect little balls of flower, they could be
lifted into 4S's and sent into market as fast as needed,

and would be sure to sell well if offered at a moderate
price. The Myosotis dissitiflora treated in exactly

the same way also makes a capital market plant,

blooming quite a month earlier than the Silene.

A. D., Bidfonl,

Table Decorations.—Messrs. Dick Radclyfle &
Co. are in error when they m^ike it appear that their

table decorations at the recent exhibition at the Royal
Aquarium were disqualified by the judges. No table

was disqualified. I can make the statement authori-

tatively, because I was deputed by Mr. John Wills to

be in attendance on the lady judges who made the

awards on that occasion. I am bound to state, in

justice to the lady judges, th^t they spent a great deal

of time in carefully scanning the tables, and the

smallest details were not overlooked. The four prizes

were awarded as published by you in the report of

the show. The judges were decidedly of opinion
that the four tables placed for prizes were preferable

to the one arranged by Messrs. Dick Radclyffe c*s: Co.,

but they liked the general plan of arrangement in this

case, though they thought it far too crowded for a
table of the size on which it was displayed, and,
indeed, they entertained the same opinion of all the
tables in a greater or lesser degree. Desiring to

express in some way their approval of Messrs. Dick
Radclyfife & Co.'s style of decoration they highly com-
mended it, but with the qualification that it was done
on the ground of its suitability for a larger table.

Messrs. Dick Radclyffe tS: Co. had a full measure of
justice meted out to them by the judges, and I regret

to find them endeavouring to make it appear that

their table was shut out from competition by some
fancied disqualification, no such disqualification having
taken place. Richard Dean^ Ealing^ W.

Sulphuric Orangeade.—When the weather is as

hot as it has been during the last few days (that is,

immediately preceding July 17) some wholesome
beverage— "drink "as it is shortly phrased—which he
can have access to, is a great relief to the garden
labourer. Working for a large part of the day in the

full sunshine he requires something to counterbalance
the intense perspiration, and beer, even if he could afford

it, is objectionalile to the extent of lluid needed ; cold
tea, often fallen back on, is very soon got through in the
quantity that can be brought in an old wine bottle, and
the deluges ofwater sometimes swallowed only give tem-
porary relief, and besides being by no means salutary

when they are taken from ponds and cisterns add
much to the exudation and consequent chills. In
large establishments, of course, the matter where
desirable is attended to amongst the other arrange-
ments, but in smaller and especially suburban gar-
dens, where the nearest public-house appears often the
only resource, the recipe given in the Times newspaper
as then (in time of cholera) allowed as a drink to the
men of the General Post Office by advice of Dr.
W. Lewis, might, perhaps, be occasionally useful.

The recipe is in the Times of August 10, 1S66, for

what is called Sulphuric Orangeade, and consists of

3 oz. dilute sulphuric acid, 3 oz. concentrated
compound infusion of Orange peel, 12 02. simple
syrup, and 4 galls, boiled filtered water, a wine-
glassful of the mixture being taken as a draught in as
much boiled and filtered water as may be agreeable.

The cost of the mixture is very sUgbt, and as the

taste would be agreeable, and the sulphuric acid

would tend to check the intense perspiration induced
by the quantity of fluid swallowed, as well as exertion

in the heat, it would probably be very acceptable, and
sometimes save a deal of trouble, and also be a great

comfort to those interested. The boiled and filtered

water might probably be exchanged for any pure
water at hand in mixing the draught. In making the

original mixture it would be little more trouble to

take boiled than any other water. O.

The Fruit Failure of 1876, and Some of Its

Lessons.—Perhaps one lesson is more and better

protection in the spring. Few of our so-called hairy

fruits will bear more than from 4" to 10' of frost with

impunity when in bloom ; if more than this should

come, the trees must either be protected or the blos-

soms perish, and the fruit of a season is lost. This
has been plainly proved this year. During the fruit-

blooming period we had a repetition several times of

from 12" to 15'^ of frost. This destroyed all fruit

blossoms open at the lime, not so those that were pro-

tected. Cordon Apples, with a few Spruce boughs
laid on and over them escaped—pyramids treated in

the same way also have a fair crop. Peaches and Nec-
tarines under glass copings, and these supplemented
with a few sprays of boughs over the trees, also bear a

good crop. The same amount of protection, how-
ever, did not suffice for Apricots. Was this because
the fruit were earlier, and, consequently, more lender ?

or is there a constitutional difference between the Peach
and the Apricot, and is the latter naturally more
tender? It is certain that the greater earliness of the

Apricot has this much to do with it, that the fruit

were killed after they were a considerable size.

Pium>, too, seem more severely frozen under similar

conditions to Peaches. This is more difficult to

account for, as the Plum is upon the whole
a hardier fruit than the Peach. While, how-
ever, fully admitting the necessity and safety

of more protection in ungenial springs, yet the

want of this cannot be credited with many of the

failures of this season, for in many cases the frost

found no blossoms to destroy. In some gardens and
orchards there was hardly a bloom on the Apples,

Pears, or Plums ; even on walls fine trees of the

Jefferson Plum -were all but flowerless. This absence

of flowers was the legitimate outcome of previous

exhaustion : the trees were unmercifully loaded last

year, consequently they are without fruit this. The
most important lesson of the fruit failure therefore

enforces the duty and economy of judicious thinning.

For exhaustion does not always reveal itself by a total

or almost entire absence of flowers. Many trees have
power to form a few fruit-buds after an imperfect

fashion. The colour, form, size of the blooms, may
be much as usual, yet they lack the ability to set.

The weakness may be latent, but nevertheless it is

sufficient to prevent the crop setting or swelling. The
latter does not always follow the former as a matter

of course. As far as can be discovered the set

may seem perfect, and yet the fruit not swell.

The whole force of the tree was probably ex-

pended in perfecting the setting of the fruit. In such

cases exhaustion detaches the fruit before they

begin to swell, and it falls in showers. How very often

we see this in the case of Cherries, Plums, and over-

laden or overstrained Apples and Pears. These cases

of early fruit-shedding are by no means always the

result of imperfect setting. The drop from this

exhaustion generally is caused by previous over-crop-

ping. It should be especially borne in mind that there

is probably little strain on the tree until the swell-

ing begins. The opening of flowers is almost a mecha-
nical process. They set in obedience to previous pro-

vision, and to deeply-rooted physiological and neces-

sary laws. All these preliminary processes may prove
stimulative rather than exhaustive to the tree. But
the next stage is one of appropriation of the strength

of the tree to particular purposes—that of the develop-

ment of the fruit And this must needs be accom-
plished, in part at least, at the expense of the tree.

Hence in bad fruit seasons there is generally much
shedding of fruit after it seems to be set. The tree

being exhausted rids itself of an encumbrance,
which if retained might endanger its life. But the

scarcity of bloom and the dropping of the embryo
fruit are alike caused by previous exhaustion, and that

exhaustion isbrought about by overcropping. Its effects

are sometimes mitigated by special feeding. But this is

seldom sufficiently attended to with garden fruit trees,

seldom or never in orchards, and hence to a great

extent the fruitless season of 1S76. The scarcity of

Apricots this year compared with Peaches may be
accounted for on this principle of previous exhaustion

;

last year's crop of Apricots was large, while Peaches
were perhaps hardly an average crop. To this cause
we probably owe it that this year's Apricots are

generally thin and Peaches plentiful. In advancing
these views it is by no means intended to underrate
the effects of climate on vegetation—these effects are

patent to all, and are often more than a match for

the highest skill of the cultivator. But because

climatal severities are so potential and destructive it is

the more important that they should not be assisted

in their work of destruction by the abnormal weak-
nesses produced by overcropping. Therefore, while
cultivators are compelled sadly to scan so many fruit-

less trees, the time seems favourable for raising a
warning voice against the great evil of overcropping,
as the parent of weakness and disease and a most
fertile source of sterility. D. T, Fish.

A Pitcher on a Laurel Leaf.—The other day I
found a Laurel leaf (which I preserved in spirit), on
which there is a complete pitcher or cup growing
from the midrib on the under-side of the leaf. It is

perfectly distinct from the leaf itself, being joined to
the midrib by a short stem of its own. I enclose a
sketch of the leaf, thinking, perhaps, it might be of
interest to some of the readers of the Gardeners'
Chronicle. A. J. IVhetcher, St. John's IVood, South-
gafCf July II. [Such instances are not very rare in

Cabbages and Lettuces. Eds ]

Figs.—Will any one explain this curious fact? A
few years ago I was in a Fig garden at Syracuse,
when I was informed that in all Fig gardens it was
necessary to have a wild Fig tree, to make the culti-

vated Fig trees bear properly, and that the fruit of
the wild Fig tree was full of flies instead of pips. I

was shown a fruit of the tree certainly full of flies, but
I would not believe it until I pulled a fruit off the
tree myself, cut it open, and picked the flies out with
my penknife. There was no possibility of mistake,
or taking fly-like seeds for flies, for there they were,
with heads, legs, body, and wings, colour black, and
the flies evidently immature, like young bees still in

the comb, and the Fig was full of them. It is pos-
sible that this may be a male Fig, and the flies of use
to fertilise female Figs, but further than the fact I

cannot say. How is it that one seldom or never sees

green Figs in this country? Won't they grow, or
are they too early ? [The climate is unsuitable, except
in the South. Eds.] J. R. Haig, BlairhilL Stirling,

7"/y 17.

Hydrangeas.—Having observed several letters on
the colouring of Hydrangeas in some of the horticul-

tural periodicals, we send you two trusses of blooms,
the cuttings of which were taken from the same plant,

and both have received the same treatment in every
respect, having been potted in ordinary turfy loam,
leaf-mould, and sand, and watered with pure spring
water. We shall be pleased to have your opinion of
them. Sliiart &^ Mein. [Fine trusses—one quite pink,

the other pure blue. Eds.]

Mr. Grieve's Vine Sport.—In the interest of
scientific research, I much regret the tone of Mr,
Thomson's letter on this subject in last week's
Gardeners' Chronicle. Leaving Mr. Grieve to cor-

rect its mis-statements, I protest utterly against the

assumption that the statement or discussion of facts

or truths can ever be unprofitable, as conveyed in

the sentence, "I had, and still have a reluctance to

discuss a subject that can scarcely be made profitable."

Of course, different men have different ideas of profit,

and if this phrase is to be interpreted to mean that

pertaining to the breeches pocket then scientific dis-

cussion and research would probably speedily reduce
its votaries and victims to skeletons. But the state-

ment of facts, the elucidation of truth, can never be
unprofitable, as truth is worthy of earnest pursuit for

its own sake. Again, it is strange that a gentle-

man of Mr. Thomson's well-known logical acumen
and ability should present the case of the Pennington
Hall Hamburgh Grapes at Glasgow as a parallel one
to the Golden Champion sport at Culford. To argue

that certain learned judges were deceived in a black

Grape at Glasgow, therefore careful observers were
necessarily mistaken in a white one at Culford, is a
sort of aerial syllogism with not even a shadow of

a leg to stand upon. It is equally illogical to contend
that, because a bunch of Champion Grapes was seen,

therefore Champion foliage and wood were also there.

As far as I am aware no one has affirmed so much ;

the bunch of Grapes was marvel enough, and is well

vouched for. It is too bad of Mr. Thomson to cry

out for leaves, wood, or a whole Vine Championised
to boot. Further, nothing was more likely than that

the eyes sent to Mr. Thomson should revert to the

Trebbiano state, for those eyes were not, as he
aflirms, eyes from the shoot that produced the Golden
Champion, but eyes from the wood produced by the

same spur the following season. The eyes from the

shoot that gave the Golden Champion weie all put in

by Mr. Grieve, and all died, and I accept their death

as strong presumptive evidence, not certain, as stated

by Mr. Thomson, that they had Champion blood in

them. Mr. Thomson's Trebbiano plant from the

Championised spur proves nothing more than the

fugitive character of the sport, which, however, makes
it none the less marvellous. It is hardly logical or

ingenuous of my friend Mr. Thomson to make this

sport the ground for an attack upon me, or the occa-
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sion of advertising the merits of the Golden Cham-

pion. As one of the first to discover and expose the

glaring defects of this Grape I have cheerfully borne the

the pf-nalty for plain writing. That penalty has in this

case, lowever, been rather a heavy one. Vet further

obse vation only confirms my original opinion, that the

Gol en Champion is not a Grape to be trusted, and

ougut never to have been sent out without a caution.

Occasional success proves but little. Could growers

be polled the condemnation of this Grape would be

general—as is proved by the fact that ils cultivation

makes little progress, and that it is last disappearing

from many gardens in which it was fondly expected

to run abreast with Hamburghs for all time to come.

Notwithstanding many covert thrusts and not a few

open attacks for my fearlessness in this matter, I hope

while I possess the power of seeing truth ever to

have the courage to express it, let who may mock or

frown. D. T. Fish.

In Mr. Thomson's letter upon this subject at

p. 82 there are, I think, some statements which

require explanation. lie says, "It was supposed

the influence of the Golden Champion had so pene-

trated the Trebbiano Vine as to make it throw out a

shoot of Golden Champion." Now the fact was that

a shoot of the Trebbiano Vine did certainly produce a

bunch of Golden Champion Grapes, but, so far as I

can recollect, the foliage of this shoot did not difter

from the ordinary foliage of the Trebbiano variety,

although the wood of this shoot when quite ripe did

appear to differ slightly from that of the other shoots

upon the Vine. Mr. Thomson also says further on in his

communication to you, " Now, as to the eyes Mr.

Grieve sent me from the shoot that produced the

reputed Golden Champion," &c. This is not

correct, as I did not send Mr. Thomson any eyes

from the shoot which produced the bunch of Golden

Champion ; all the eyes upon that shoot I inserted as

cuttings, and promised Mr. Thomson a plant if I

succeeded in getting them to grow. I did not

succeed in getting them to grow, so I could not

fulfil my promise ; but to compensate for this as far

as I could I sent him eyes from the only shoot

produced by the spur which produced the shoot

that bore the bunch in question in the

previous year. This shoot, from which Mr.

Thomson had the eyes, unfortunately showed no

bunch whatever, and this circumstance I think I have

previously stated. This case oi sporting, or whatever

else it may be considered in the Vine, is not in any

degree a parallel case to what Mr. Thomson says took

place at Glasgow. Here there was certainly no wish

to nor attempt made to deceive ; indeed, there were

no inducements to do so. I was not even the first to

discover the sport, but had the bunch pointed out to

me by the young man who had thinned out the berries

composing it, and it continued to attract the attention

of most of the visitors who happened to pass through

the house without it being at all necessary to call

their attention to it. If I recollect aright the first

remark of Dr. Hogg on entering the house was,
" IIow comes the Golden Champion here?" He
had never heard of the circumstance until the bunch

caught his eye. Indeed, so many people saw the

bunch in question, and appeared to take an interest in

the matter, that I have felt rather surprised that only

Mr. Fish and Mr. Erskine should have deigned to

write, and say what they saw and thought about it.

But very possibly they may, like Mr. Thomson, have

felt reluctant to discuss a subject that could hardly be

rendered profitable. But, on the other hand, a good

deal has and will continue to be written and said upon
subjects possibly not more profitable nor interesting

than the one in question, on which I think it may be

considered that I have now had my " say," and I will,

for the present at least, "shut up." But should the

said Vine, any other Vine, or member of the vegetable

community be up to any abnormal tricks, and the

same come under ray observation, I will not fail to

report the same to you, without any regard as to

whether such report may meet with universal credence

or the reverse. P. Grici'e, Culford Gardens, Bury St,

Edmunds. [You will receive the thanks of all inte-

rested in the advancement of horticulture. Eds.]

Eucharis amazonica.—Will you please give me
advice as to the treatment of Eucharis amazonica ? My
plants are in lO-inch pots. They had been somewhat
neglected. I potted them last March, six bulbs in

a pot, in a compost of peat, loam, cow-dung, and sand.

They are in a stove with plenty of heat and moisture,

have made good growth, and are just throwing up a

few spikes. I want them in bloom in November or

December, and onwards if possible, especially

December and January. D. D. [Eucharis amazonica

now in the condition described should about the

beginning of August have water gradually withheld

from them, only giving just enough to keep them from

flagging to an extent that would injure their leaves
;

drooping a little will do no harm if they are not

allowed to remain too long in that state. As soon as

growth is quite stopped by this treatment they may
be moved to a cooler temperature, say 50°, or a degree

or two lower in the night, keeping them at that for

seven or eight weeks, when a portion should be

returned to the warmest end of the stove, giving water

so as to moisten the soil fully. Here they will soon

throw up their flower-spikes. The remainder of the

plants may be put in the stove three or four weeks

later, but in the interim, as the weather gets cooler,

must not be kept too cold. Give larger pots after

flowering, without disturbing the roots much. Eds.]

The Potato Disease.—After the perusal of Mr.

Worthington Smith's articles on the Potato disease in

July, 1S75, it occurred to me that it might be very

useful if some growers were to adopt various modes

of treatment of portions of their crops on harvesting

them at the critical season about the middle of

August ; with the view of determining, as soon as the

disease was clearly evident, the safest mode of treat-

ment of the actual crop. I suggested this in a com-

munication you were good enough to insert at p. 234
in the Gardeners' C/^roH/V/^ of August 21, 1875. I

stated the mode of treatment which I proposed to

adopt, with an intimation that the result should be

carefully noted and sent to you in due time. In the

middle of July, 1S75, my stock crop for the season

—

Paterson's Victoria—was quite free from the brown

spot on the leaves, the first symptom of the mischief.

Before the end of the month this was apparent more

or less on every plant in the field. The stems were

then quite green and free from the brown stains,

the next evidence of disease. On August i I

selected the first four rows of the crop, about 30 yards

in length, for experiment. I had the stems care-

fully drawn from the rows Nos. I and 3, and the

tubers dug up, amongst which not a single diseased

tuber was then observable. 1 proposed reserving

those for seed, and they were spread on a floor with

that view. The skins of these were not quite set, the

usual sign of ripeness. The rows Nos. 2 and 4
were left untouched. On September 9 the tubers

from the rows Nos. I and 3, which had been set

aside, apparently sound, for seed, were sorted over,

and many were then much diseased, which were

separated from those remaining sound. The former

weighed only 170 lb., and the diseased lot 2701b.

Nos. 2 and 4, which had been left in the ground till

September 9, with the stems on them, were now dug,

sorted in order to separate the sound from the un-

sound tubers, and weighed. Tlie unsound weighed

only 130 lb., while the sound weighed 420 lb. These

Potatos being thoroughly ripe, 1 had the remainder

of the crop raised, and all having a sign of disease

separated. This was too extensive for undertaking

the weighing, but it was evident that the proportion

of the sound tubers to the unsound greatly exceeded

that in the rows Nos. 2 and 4, probably from the

rest of the soil being somewhat lighter and drier than

that ofthesubjectoftheexperiment. Thegeneral result

of the crop was that my household has been supplied

with abundance of excellentPotatosup to the end ofJune.

I have this day (July 17) gone over my crops of early

and late Potatos, the produce of tubers selected from

the crops of 1S75 before referred to ; I find the haulm

very vigorous, on the leaves of which I have not seen

a single spot. I attribute this to the long continuance

of fine, dry, warm weather ; our pastures are burned

up in the absence of any of the storms of which I hear

so much in other quarters not far distant. This lesson

would seem to teach that, when the usual symptoms

of disease are obvious in a crop, the safest course

would be to leave it alone until the ripeness of the

tubers is established. Charles Lawrince, Cirencester.

The Potato Crop.—A long spell of drought

alternated only by passing showers, and culminating

in several days of excessive heat, is telling forcibly

upon the Potato crop, which already shows signs of

giving out unpleasant to behold. A great feature of

the drought, however, is the abundance of aphis it has

produced on the haulm—a circumstance borne witness

to from several directions, and which has materially

affected the development of the younger growth.

Probably with he.ivy rains much of this would dis-

appear, but hardly in time to enable the crop to regain

its customary strength and health. The abundance

of wireworm is doubtless due also to the comparative

dryness of the season, which compels these insects to

seek for food in the succulent stems and tubers of the

Potato, still the wireworm is not existent generally in

good garden soils, and its ravages are but partial.

The drought is the primary cause of these evils,

because in checking growth it leaves the plant more

at the mercy of the insect tribe, and thus for the

present insect life will play no unimportant part in the

year's history of the Potato. The drought and the

aphis, however, are comparatively small evils in com-

parison with the greater one of the disease, of which

there is too much reason to fear we shall hear more

than enough directly we get a thunder-storm or rain-

fall of some kind. The effects of drought are seen in

the flagging foliage and yellow leaves, but the disease

presents itself in the brown blotches that appear

almost suddenly, and soon produce decay in the

foliage. Of spots of this kind there are on the

more advanced crops an abundance already, although

not presented in that moist form so peculiar and
deadly after rain. The edges of the lower leaves

decay, and gradually char up in the heat, and this

re.'^ults either from scald or from the action of the

Peronospora. Mr. Fenn, who has been a close

observer of the action of the disease, has often ex-

pressed as much fear of danger from the white

foglike dews, such as have recently prevailed, as

from storms of rain, and it is not improbable that

these are either the carriers or promoters of the

growth of the fungus. As soon as we get storms, and
especially electric storms, we shall hear repetitions of

the statements so recently made by Mr. Scott, who
appears to be a believer in the electric theory, as the

effects on the haulm will then be suddenly made con-

spicuously apparent, and the common voice will again

pronounce the cause to be electricity. It is because

I believe the appearance in the haulm I have men-
tioned to be the real disease that I wish to demon-

strate its existence before electric storms prevail, and
thus do something to aid in overthrowing what I

believe to be an incorrect theory. It should not be

forgotten that whilst there is no question as to the

nature of the Vine and Hollyhock fungus, and of their

comparatively modern introduction, electric storms

are as old as the hills, and were with us long before

the advent of Potatos, let alone the disease. There is

no doubt that the Potato fungus, if not a modern im-

portation, is of modern origin, and how to get rid of

it is a problem that probably the present generation

may not live to see solved. A. D,

Early Orchard-house Peaches.—This season

the Peaches under glass (without fire-heat) are not so

much later than the ordinary date, as I once thought

they would be. Early Rivers was, as usual, the first

to ripen. The dates for the last seven years are

June 10 (1870), then i6th, loth, 14th, 14th, nth, and
this year the i6th. Early Beatrice is generally imme-

diately after. The dates are June 15 (1S70), then

2ist, I2th, 15th, 15th, nth, and l6th. For Early

Louise the dates are 27th, 22d, I2th, 23d, 24th, 24th,

and now June 20. These three are still our very

earliest Peaches. Early Rivers still has the stone

decayed, but is very fine. Early Beatrice I still con-

sider too small, and Early Louise will be our best

early Peach under glass, and on the open wall for all

purposes. It is considered so on the Continent already

in many parts. The horticultural world does, indeed,

owe something to Mr. Rivers for these grand and

profitable seedlings. The crop is fairly good. I

have seen much better, but by thinning down con-

siderably the energies of the trees are kept within

their limits, and if all growers would but remember
this how seldom should we hear of Peaches failing,

of the stoning process being so perilous, and of the

weak condition of the wood in the autumn. Immense
draughts of water are devoured by trees in pots at

this time, and strong drenches of manure-water are

quite proper, far more so than I thought years ago.

With a heavy crop this is absolutely needed, but

with the poor one which one sees so often it

might induce too much growth ; but I am
speaking of good average produce, and where

fine, well coloured fruit is expected. I have

still a good show on the cordons, which are twenty

years old now, and the oldest in England ; indeed,

the Peaches on them are very good every way. At
some of the shows which I have witnessed, is it not

the fact that the Nectarines, though highly coloured,

are rather too small ? and is it wise to encourage such

small fruit ? The same might be said of some of the

winning Peaches ; here colour seems to have been

ranked too high as compared to size, form, and even-

ness of exhibit. For my part I prefer a very large

Peach, round, and delicately tinted, with a tender

skin. I also very much fancy the clingstone Peaches,

but never could get others in England to do so. My
friend Mr. Radclyfle said that some very good ones I

sent him were " like Turnips," and most people

think so too. Still they are noble fruits, and Mr.

Rivers has done something by using them as parents.

Thomas Brcliant,

Early Potatos. — The new American Potato

Alpha, grown on a warm sheltered border, has main-

tained its reputation as a first early round better this

year than last, when, being grown in the more
exposed ground, the foliage was fairly shrivelled up

with the wind before the crep was half grown. It is,

no doubt, a first early kind well adapted for frames

and warm borders or sheltered situations, but not

suitable for more exposed places. Its tubers are of

good size and of fair quality, and being productive

would doubtless make a good early market variety.

The new Ruby, an American introduction of last

winter, appears to have a constitution much resem-

bling that of Alpha, as the haulm is very dwarf, and

the leafage of the broad flat type so peculiar to most

American Potatos. It is nearly as early as Alpha, the

tubers much resembling those of Vermont Beauty in

colour and the Rose in shape. Of English rounds I

find Early Market and Turner's Union to be of the

earliest, and both of capital quality, A. D.
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Reports of Societies.

Royal Horlicultural : July ig.—Lord Alfred

Churchill in the chair. The Rev. M. J. Berkeley

(whose services as botanical director, we regret to hear,

are no longer required by the Council) announced the

awards made by the Fruit and Floral Committees,

and made a few observations on most of the subjects

exhibited ; alluding especially to that very singular

Orchid, Renanthera Lowii, a specimen of which was

shown by II. G. Elliott, Esq. ; to some remarkably

well executed models of Roses in wax ; and to an

example of the new white Grape, Dr. Hogg, which

came very near to another variety shown by the same

raiser (Mr. Pe.arson, of Chilwell), the flavour of which

resembled that of honey in a state of fermentation.

The flavour and substance of Dr. Hogg were very

good, and no doubt it was a very superior Grape.

Scientific Committee.—A. Murray, Esq., in

the chair. But few subjects were brought before the

committee on this occasion, the most important being

a note on
The Gladiolus Dlstau, by Mr. \V. G. Smith, who

exhibited a camera-lucida drawing, and reported on
a careful examination tie had made of a diseased

Gladiolus corm supplied to him by the Rev. H. 11.

Dombrain. The bulb was a young one received

direct from M. Souchet, and till last autumn had

never been "let out." \Yherever the disease was
present in the corm the starch was totally destroyed,

and within and between the cells were large masses

of fungus spores of a compound nature. Mr. Smith
considered the parasitic fungus to be a new species

belonging to the genus Urocystis, from which genus,

however, it diflered in its general habit, more
resembling in the latter respect the allied genus
Thecaphora.
The Chairman exhibited some Wheat leaves, in

which the green matter of the leaf had been almost

entirely destroyed by a mining larvae of some dipterous

insect. So complete was the destruction that little

besides the epidermis was left.

The Summer Exhiuition.—This was the last of

the summer exhibitions to be held in the metropolis

this season, and was a more than ordinarily successful

one, for South Kensington, thanks to the assistance

so cheerfully rendered by the trade, who seem to

stick to the old Society through good and evil

report. The large show tent was almost entirely

filled by miscellaneous groups from various nursery-

men and from the Society's own garden ; and well

it was so, for the productions staged in competi-
tion for the prizes offered by the Society itself and by
the Pelargonium Society would have cut a sorry figure

in their absence. Owing to the very trying weather
the " Great Rose Show " was a very little Rose show,
and of the Pelargonium Society's display the less

said the better. The exhibition of fruit and vege-
tables was held in a long tent on the site oi

the ill-fated skating rink ;'and, thanks to the liberality

of Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Messr?. James Carter & Co.,
Messrs. Sutton & Sons, and Messrs. Hurst & Sons,
there was such a display of both as has seldom been
equalled, if ever excelled, at South Kensington.
We are amongst those who have always thought it

infra dig. that the programme of what should be the
National Society should be converted into a vehicle

for the advertising of seedsmen's novelties ; but while
the Society continues to prove itself incapable of
encouraging such interests we are bound to admit
that small blame attaches to the dealers for looking
after themselves : and we will go so far on this occa-
sion as to say that the thanks of the Fellows, and of
the practical portion of the visitors, are due to the
spirited firms who organised this department. A
word of praise is also due to Mr. Barron for the
admirable manner in which the display under
the large tent was arranged at the last minute
under very awkward circumstances. The most
was made of everything sent in, and by the
judicious admixture of a little padding here and there,

the show struck us as being on the whole a more taste-

fully arranged one than we usually see. Now to the
exhibits themselves.

Roses.—How the hot weather has aflected the
Rose bloom was most forcibly illustrated to-day

;

the flowers were small, thin, and wanting in colour.
The best twenty-four in the nurserymen's class
came from Mr. B. R. Cant, Colchester, the best
flowers being Etienne Levet, P'ran^ois Michelon,
Marie Baumann, Marie Rady, La France, Marechal
Niel, Due de Rohan, Duchesse de Caylus, Duke of
Wellington, Prince Arthur (a good dark Rose),
Madame Victor Verdier and Charles Lefebvre. Messrs.
Cranston & Mayos, Hereford, were 2d, their best
flowers being Etienne Levet, Pierre Netting, Marie
Rady, Charles Lefebvre, Alfred Colomb, Reynolds
Hole, Xavier Olibo, and Marechal Niel. Messrs. G.
Prince and Jno. Keynes were 2d and 3d, and an
extra prize was awarded to Mr. C. Turner. The best
twenty-four Roses in the amateurs' class were staged by
Mr. J. Davies, The Square, Wilton, theleading flowers

being Royal Standard, Sophie Coquerelle, Dupuy-
Jamain, Madame Crapelet, Frangiis Michelon, Marie
Baumann, Louis Peyronny, Marechal Niel, and
Alfred Colomb. The Rev. j. B. M. Camm, Char-
mouth, was 2d ; Captain Christy, Westerham Hill,

3d ; and Mr. W. Ingle, gr. to Mrs. Round, 4th.

Captain Christy had the best twelve Roses among
amateurs, staging good examples of Marquis de Cas-
lellane, Madame Lacharme, FraD5ois Michelon, Marie
Rady, .Souvenir de Colomnier, looking very like a
fresh bloom of Marie Rady ; Louis Van Houtte, Le
Bouton d'Or, and Xavier Olibo. Mr. J. Davis was
2d, his best flowers being Charles Lefebvre, Royal
Standard, Etienne Levet, Marie Baumann, and
Camille Bernardin. Mr. T. Jowitt and the Rev.

J. B. M. Camm were 3d and 4ih. The best twelve
Roses of 1873, 1S74, or 1S75 came from Mr. Geo.
Prince, Oxford, whose best flowers were Madame
Hunnebille, Captain Christy, Antoine Mouton, Com-
tesse de Serenye, Mdlle. de Comtel, Royal
Standard, J. S. Mill, and Mons. E. Y. Teas. Mr.
C. Turner was 2d with Penelope, Sir G. Wolseley,
Star of Waltham, Royal Standard, the Rev. J. B. M.
Camm, and J. S. Mill. The 3d and 4th prizes went
to Messrs. Paul & Son and Mr. C. Turner. The
best six Roses of the same years came from Messrs.
Paul tS: Son, though it was a very near thing

between the Cheshunt firm and Mr. Charles
Turner, Slough. Messrs. Paul cS: Son's best

flowers were the Rev. J. B. M. Camm, Reynolds Hole,
Dr. Hooker, Marie Finger, Empress of India, and
Comtesse de Serenye ; 2d, Mr. Charles Turner,
had Villaret de Joyeuse, Antoine Mouton, Star of
Waltham, Royal Standard, the Rev. J. B. M. Camm,
and Comtesse de Serenye ; Mr. B. R. Cant was 3d.

The best twelve Tea-scented and Noisette Roses came
from Mr. B. R. Cant, and they appeared to have
sufl^ered much less from the prevailing drought than the

hybrid perpetuals. The leading flowers were Caroline
Kuster, Souvenir d'un Ami, La Boule d'Or, Catherine
Mermet, Madame Hippolyte Jamain, Marechal Niel,

Adam, Moire, Devoniensis, Niphetos, Triomphe
de Rennes, and Souvenir d'Elise ; 2d, Messrs. Paul &
Son, with Marechal Niel, Perle de Lyon, Niphetos,
Souvenir d'Elise, Madame de Willermoz, Catherine
Mermet, and Souvenir d'un Ami ; Mr. J. Keynes
was 3d. Mr. T. Jowitt, Hereford, had the best twelve
in the amateurs' class, consisting of Madame Trifle,

Belle Lyonnaisse, Souvenir d'Elise, Madame Willer-

moz, Souvenir d'un Ami, Madame C. Kuster,
La Boule d'Or, and Devoniensis. Mr. W. Ingle,

gr. to Mrs. Round, Birch Hall, Colchester, was
2d ; and the Rev. J. B. M. Camm 3d. Mr. B.

R. Cant had the best six blooms of Baroness de
Rothschild, the Rev. Mr. Camm being 2d. Mr. Cant
also had the best six blooms of La France and Marie
Baumann, as well as Devoniensis ; while Messrs.

Paul & Son were placed 1st with Marechal Niel. The
best single truss of any Rose on a glass stand was
Prince Camille de Rohan, from Mr. J. Davis ; Mr.
B. R, Cant being 2d, with Charles Lefebvre. Mare-
chal Niel, La France, and Madame Bravy were also

shown in this class. The best new English raised

seedling was Major Penelope, a dark red Rose in the
way of Charles Lefebvre ; while Messrs. Paul & Son
had Beauty of Rowlands, something in the same way.
A stand of the Rev. J. B. M. Camm was shown by
Mr. Turner, and Empress of India by Messrs. Paul
& Son.

Carnations and Picotees were much better than
might have been expected, the late season and the

prevailing weather considered. The best twelve Car-
nations in the open class came from Mr. C. Turner, a
very fine stand, the flowers large and well preserved,

and excellently set up. The varieties were—S.B.
Mars, unusually good ; Lord Rawcliflfe, and Guards-
man, the latter confused in appearance and full of
small petals ; C.B. Lord Clifden and James Taylor ;

S.F. Clipper and Mrs. Holland; P.F. Florence
Nightingale, Ajax, and Triumphant; R. F. Sybil,

good ; and I'Tora Garland. Mars was decidedly the
best flower in this stand. Mr. J. Douglas, gr. to F.

Whitbourne, Esq., Loxford Hall, was a good 2d,
with remarkably good and well-grown flowers, but
too hurriedly set up. Hi; flowers were— S. B. Lord
Lewisham, Lord Rawcliffe ; C.B. Isaac Wilkinson,
Rifleman, good ; S.F. Sportsman and Superb ;

R. F. James Merryweather. Rose of Stapleford, good ;

and J.D. Hextall ; P.F. Earl of Wilton and Earl of

Stamford, good ; and decidedly the best purple-flake

in the show. Mr. J. Hines, Ipswich, was 3d ; his

most noticeable being P.P.B. Sarah Payne,
very fine and excellent quality. In the ama-
teurs' class Mr. E. S. Dodwell, Larkhall Rise,

Clapham, was 1st, with some capital flowers,

including S.B. Sir J. Paxton and Admiral Cur-
zon, C.B. Lord Raglan, P.P.B. Falconbridge and
Eccentric Jack, S.F. John Bayley, R. F. John Keet,
very fine ; Mrs. Dodwell, a new variety, extra fine in

point of colour ; James Merryweather and E. S,
Dodwell, the last a seedling raised by Mr. Bower,
Bradford; P.F. Premier and Squire Meynell ; 2d,

Mr. J. Douglas, with R. F. Mr. Hextall, James
Merryweather, and Rose of Stapleford ; S.F. Annihi-

latorand Wdliam Cooper, P.F. Earl of Stamford,
S.B. True Briton and Lord Rawcliff'e, C.B. Marshal
Ney and Isaac Wilkinson, S.B. Lord Lewisham,
C.B. Rifleman; 3d, Mr. H. Catley, Bath.
The best twelve Picotees in the open class came

from Mr. C. Turner, and the flowers staged may be
described as everything that could be desired. They
consisted of purple edge Rival Purple ; light rose,

Mrs. Allcroft and Mrs. Summers ; heavy rose, Miss
Froud ; light rose. Miss Wood ; heavy red. Prince
of Wales ; light purple, Cynthia ; light red, Mrs.
Bowers ; heavy red, Mrs. Gibbons ; light rose, Ethel,
and heavy red. Miss Small. 2d, Mr. J. Douglas,
with heavy rose, Mr. Fordham ; heavy purple, Nor-
folk Beauty ; light red, Mr. Keynes, and heavy red,

J. B. Bryant ; P.E. Simonite's Mary ; Purity, light
rose

; Juliana, heavy rose ; Mrs. Allcroft, light rose

;

Ethel, light rose
; Picco, heavy purple ; Ganymede,

light purple ; and Princess of Wales, heavy red. 3d,
Mr. Buxton. In the amateurs' class Mr. E. S.
Dodwell was also 1st with twelve Picotees, having
red edge, Princess of Wales, John Smith, very fine ;

and J. B. Bryant, all heavy edged flowers ; light red,
F. D. Horner (Lord) ; heavy purple. Alliance and
Mrs. Summers, very fine ; light purple, Mary and
Lord's Minnie ; heavy rose, Juliana, Edith Dombrain,
and Miss Lee ; and light purple. Lord's Alice. 2d,
Mr. J. Douglas, with heavy red J. B. Bryant and
Princess of Wales ; light red, Mrs. Keynes and Mrs.
Hornby ; heavy rose, Obadiah, Ethel, and Mrs.
Fordham ; light rose, Mrs. Allcroft, very good ; heavy
purple. Admiration and Norfolk Beauty ; light purple,
Picco and Mary, very good. 3d, Mr.Cattley, Bath.

The Fuchsias invited in the schedule call for little

or no comment, as they were only of average quality.

It is singular that this flower should seldom be repre-

sented at the metropolitan shows in so creditable

a manner as is frequently seen in the provinces.
The best six in the amateurs' class came from D.
Martineau, Esq., Clapham Park (Mr. Weston, gr.),

and the 2d best from H. W. Segelcke, Esq., Heme
Hill (Mr. Lambert, gr.); while in the class for twenty,
four plants in S-inch pots the prizes went to H. W.
Segelcke, Esq., D. Martineau, Esq., and W. Terry,
Esq., Peterborough House, Fulham (Mr. Roberts,
gr.). Mr. Turner was the only exhibitor in the open
class for twelve Liliums, and he took the 1st prize
with a nice lot, which included some fine auratums,
one of which measured quite a foot across ; L. auratum
virginalis, a large pure flower with not a spot upon
it ; L. Ilumboldtii, L. eximia, L. Fortunei and L.
lancifolium roseum, &c. Half-a-dozen well flowered
Hydrangeas, shown by Mr. Aldous, of South
Kensington, took the 1st prize in that class; and"
with Clematises there was no competition.

The miscellaneous class was by far the most im-
portant, large and valuable contributions being made
to it by most of the leading nurserymen. Gold
medals were awarded to Mr. J. Wills for a magni-
ficent group of tall Palms and other fine-foliaged

plants, tastefully fringed with an irregular band of
Roses and Water Lilies, set like jewels in a carpet of
Lycopodium ; to Mr. B. S. Williams for a large and
highly ornamental group of flowering and fine-foliaged

plants ; to Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, for an
admirable collection of new and rare plants, which
occupied the central position in the tent ; to Messrs.

J. -.^ C. Lee, of Hammersmith, for a grand group of
large fine-foliaged plants ; to Mr. J. W. Wimsett, for

a large and verj- beautiful collection of ornamental-
leaved plants, Ferns, &c. ; to Mr. Turner, for a very
attractive group of Palms and trained Ivies ; and to

Messrs. J. Jackson & Son, for an admirable group of
stove and greenhouse flowering plants. Silver medals
were awarded to Messrs. Osborn & Sons, and to

Messrs. RoUisson & Sons, for beautiful groups of
stove and greenhouse plants ; to Messrs. James
Veitch .!t Sons, for interesting collections of Peaches,
and Nectarines and Figs in pots, and also for a collec-

tion of cut Roses ; to Messrs. Lane and Son, for an
admirable assortment of pyramidal Ivies ; to Messrs.
Paul & Son, Cheshunt, for a collection of cut Roses;
and to Mr. j. Laing, Mr. Aldous, and Mr. J. Burley,
Bayswater, for fine groups of plants. Mr. Maurice
Young, Milford, received a bronze medal for a collec-

tion of cut Roses ; and a similar award was made to

Messrs. Paul & Son for cut specimens of ornamental
trees and shrubs ; and to Mr. Corp, of Oxford, for

cut Roses. From the Society's garden, Chiswick,
came a beautiful group of Peaches and Nectarines,
and Fig trees in pots, together with large and very
complete collections of Ivy-leaved, double and ordi-

nary Zonal Pelargoniums, included amongst the latter

being a collection of double-flowered varieties, grown
for the Pelargonium Society, and a considerable num-
ber of named and unnamed seedlings raised by Dr.
Denny.

Pel.vrgoniums.—The most sanguine member of
the Pelargonium Society, whose prizes were com-
peted for on this occasion, could not but pronounce
the exhibition held under its auspices as a failure,

except in so far as the exhibition of double varieties

grown at Chiswick for the Society was concerned.
How was this ? It is said that the hot weather
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destroyed the Pelargoniums, and perhaps there may
be some truth in this ; at any rate the exhibiliun

fell considerably short of that held last year, for it

was confined to very few exhibitors, and their

exhibits scarcely rose above mediocrity. The only

exhibitor of twelve Zonal Pelargoniums of the

Florisis' class was Mr. Catlin, gr. to Mrs. Ler-
mitte, Finchley, who had Brassidas, Lavinia, Hebe,
Oberon, and Orion—all shades of scarlet and crimson,

raised t)y Dr. Denny ; Mrs. Whiteley (Pearson),

Laura (Pearson), and Corsair (Pearson), of the same
hue of colour ; Mrs. Catlin, Lizzie .Sayers, and
Pearson's Maud, scarlet; and Remus (Postans),

white. These were nicely grown and flowered
plants, and by far the best exhibited. Mr.
Catlin had the best four Zmal Pelargoniums
of the florists' class in Solon (Denny), Lesbia
(Denny), and Amazon (Denny), scarlet and crimson

;

and Ileatherbell (Denny), pink. Mr. W. Evans,
Royal Nursery, Penge, was 2d with Rienzi, President

Thiers, De Lesseps, and Acme. Mr. Catlin also

staged fair specimens of twelve Pelargoniums of the

decorative class, which were made up mainly of the

hybrid nosegay section. They comprised Miss
Saunders, Rev. M. Atkinson, Colonel Wright, A.
Henderson, John Gibbons, Mrs. Huish, Harrie
Helen, Mrs. flole, and Thomas Adams—all shades
of scarlet and crimson raised by Mr. Pearson ; Mabel
Eden (Pearson), rosy purple ; Mrs. Turner (Pearson),

pink ; and Ellen (Pearson), salmon. The 2d prize

was withheld ; and why a 3d prize was awarded
to the wretched plants stagsed by Mr. W. Birse

must be set down as a mystery. The only

group of thirty Pelargoniums in class 4, *' irre-

spective of class," also came from Mr. Catlin,

the best varieties being /Eone, Egeria, Dodo, Etru-
ria. Mars, Ophelia, Hebe, Nyanza, Amazon, Circe,

and Thisbe—all crimson and scarlets of Dr. Denny's
raising ; also of the same shades, Charles Smith
(Pearson), Mr. W. Brown (Pearson), and John Gib-
bons (Pearson), the last very fine

; pink, Lady Byron,
Ethel, Annie Orton, Mrs. Rogers, and Lucy Bos-
worth, all of Pearson's raising, for this raiser has
given us some of the finest pinks in cultivation ; La
Dame de St. Bernard, white ; and Mrs. Strachan,
Mr. Catlin, and L. Sayers, salmon. In class 5, for

eighteen Zonal Pelargoniums, the exhibits were so

bad that the 1st prize was very properly withheld. In
class 6, for one Zonal Pelargonium, shown for novelty
of colour, there was no award ; and in class 7, for six

double-flowered Zonal Pelargoniums, the 1st prize

was withheld. In class S, for one double Zonal with
white flowers, there was no award. In class 9, for

one double Zonal of any colour except white, the 1st

prize went to Mr. H. Cannell for J. C. Rodburd, of a
bright scarlet colour. In the remaining three classes

no award was made.
Fruit.—The competition in this department was

solely confined to the classes in which Messrs. James
Veitch & Sons offered such liberal prizes, and the
show was a very superior one, even to that held last

year, affording further proof (if any were necessary
now) that if you want a good show you must offer

good prizes, and the result will be certain. Of collec-

tions of fruit in ten distinct kinds there were four ex-
hibitors, and the prizes of ^15, ;iio, and £-j respec-
tively were won by Earl Somers, Eastnor Castle,
Ledbury (Mr. Coleman, gr.) ; Earl lirownlow. Ash-
ridge Park (Mr. Sage, gr.) ; and the Countess of
Yarborough, Brocklesby Park, Lincoln (Mr. Tillyard,
gr.), the other competitor being Viscount Eversley,
Heckfield Place (Mr. Wildsmith, gr.). The winning
collection put up by Mr. Coleman included excellent
samples of Black Hamburgh and Muscat of Alex-
andria Grapes, a nice Queen Pine, a very fine diA of
Frogmore Late Pine Strawberry, a good Golden
Gem Melon, large and splendidly coloured Bellegarde
Peaches, and Elruge Nectarines, Brown Turkey Figs,
and very superior Governor Wood and Black Eagle
Cherries. Mr. Sage had some very fine Elruge
Nectarines, Brown Turkey Figs, black Grapes,
M'Laughlin's Gage Plums, and a very fine bunch of
Bananas.

There were nine collections of fruit in six distinct
kinds, and the best came in the order named from
Lord Bagot, Blithfield, Rugeley (Mr. Bannerman,
gr.); Earl Beauchamp, Madresfield Court (Mr. Cox,
gr.), and E. M. Mundy, Esq., Shipley Hall,
Derby (Mr. G. Wallis, gr); and the Duke of
Richmond and Gordon, Goodwood (Mr. Rut-
land, gr.) had an extra prize. Mr. Bannerman
put up excellent dishes of Black Ilamburghs and
Muscat of Alexandria, a Smooth Cayenne Pine, a
large and very round specimen of the Trentham
Hybrid Melon, and well coloured Royal George
Peaches and Elruge Nectarines. Mr. Cox's collection
included a fine Prickly Cayenne Pine, a large Golden
Gem Melon, and very fine Royal (Jeorge Peaches
and Elruge Nectarines. The other collections call

for no comment, but they were generally very poor.

The best three bunches of Muscat of Alexandria
Grapes were contributed by Lord Bagot (Mr. Banner-
man, gr.), large, compactly built bunches, with good
berries, well coloured for the season. The Duke of

Northumberland, Syon House (Mr. Woodbridge,
gr.), was 2J ; and E. M. Mundy, Esq. (Mr. G. Wallis,

gr.), 3d, both showing good average samples. There
were eleven competitors, and amongst the examples
staged by far too many green ones. In the corre-

sponding class for Black Hamburghs there were
thirteen competitors, and, as usual in a large class,

they required a good deal of judging. The 1st prize

went to T, Barnes, Esq., The Quinta, Chirk (Mr.
Louden, gr. ), whose three bunches would average
about 3 lb. each in weight, and were well finished

both in colour and bloom, though the berries were
small and uneven. Earl .Somers (Mr. Coleman,
gr.) was 2d, with a very fine sample as regards
bunches and berries, but not so well coloured as usual.

J. A. Bills, Esq., Hendre Park, Monmouth (Mr. T.
Coomber, gr.), was a very good 3d. Other exhi-

bitors worthy of honourable mention were E. M.
Mundy, E=q. (Mr. Wallis, gr.); T. Statler, Esq., Stand
Hall, Manchester (Mr. R. I'anson, gr.);and the Duke
of St. Albans, Bestwood Lodge (Mr. Edmonds, gr.).

In the class for the best three bunches of Grapes, any
kinds except the two above named. Lord Bagot (Mr.
Bannerman, gr.) cime in 1st with a fine sample of
Black Alicante ; T. Barnes, Esq. (Mr, J. Louden,
gr.), 2d, with a fine bunch of Madresfield Court, and
two others of Golden Champion ; and ICirl Brownlow
(Mr. Sage, gr.) 3d, with a capital sample of Buckland
Sweetwater. This was altogether an interesting class,

as in addition to the above there were a fine sample,
not quite ripe, of Duke of Buccleuch, from Viscount
Eversley (Mr. Wildsmith, gr. ); good Buckland Sweet-
water, from W. Portal, Esq., Malshanger Park (Mr.
Kneller, gr.); Black Prince, from J. M. Bannerman,
Esq., Wyaston Leys, Monmouth (Mr, Denville, gr.);

Royal Ascot, from R. J. Ashton, Esq., Bishopsgate
House, near Staines (Mr. Feist, gr,

) ; and Canon
Hall Muscat, from the Duke of Cleveland, Battle
Abbey (Mr. Jack, gr.). A very fine dish of Duke of
Buccleuch, also not quite ripe, was also shown in the
miscellaneous class by Messrs. H. Lane & Son, Berk-
hampstead.

Pines were shown in considerable numbers, no less

than forty-three being staged. The highest award for

three went to G. Keith, Esq., Usan House, Montrose
(Mr. G, Wyness, gr. ), very handsome (Jueens, weigh-
ing about 61b. each ; the 2d prize to H. Thompson,
Esq., Bushey, Herts (Mr. Chamberlain, gr,);and
3d, the Countess of Yarborough (Mr. TcUyard, gr, ),

both showing fine Queens. The finest dishes of
Peaches, in a class which included sixteen dishes,
were one of Noblesse, a very fine sample, from E.
Cazalet, Esq., Fairlawn Park, Tunbridge (Mr. Fen-
nell, gr.), 1st; very large Barringtons from Mr. J.
Hill, gr., Poles, Ware, 2d ; and Earl Somers (Mr.
Coleman, gr.), 3d, with well coloured Bellegarde. A
fine dish of (jrosse Mignonne, from the Countess of
Yarborough (Mr. Tillyard, gr.), was awarded an extra
prize. Royal George was well shown by Mrs. Hope,
The Deepdene (Mr. Burnett, gr.) ; and VioletteHative,
by the Duke of Richmond and Gordon (Mr. Rutland,
gr, ). Of Nectarines there were fifteen dishes, all good.
The 1st prize went to a grand dish of Elruge from the
Earl of Crawford and Balcarres, Haigh Hall, Wigan
(Mr. Jameson, gr.) ; 2d, the Duke of St. Albans (Mr.
Edwards, gr,) with another fine dish of the same
variety ; and 3d, Mr. J. Hill, gr., Poles, Ware, with
a capitally coloured dish of Murray. Elruge was also

well shown by Mr. Coleman, the Stanwick by W.
R. Winch, Esq., Hatfield (Mr. Seymour, gr.). The
Victoria Nectarine by Sir R. Wallace, Sudbourne
Hall, (Mr. Pottle, gr.), and Hunt's Tawny by J. S.
Virtue, Esq., O.rtlands Park, Weybridge (Mr. Corn-
hill, gr.). In the miscellaneous class Her Majesty the
Queen (Mr. Jones, gr. ) contributed a small collection

ol fruit, which included two Smooth Cayenne Pines,
weighing 9 lb. and 9 lb. 14 oz. respectively; Frogmore
Early Apricots, Goliath and Victoria Plums, Big-
gareau Napoleon Plums, and a Royal Ascot Melon.
Messrs. H. Lane & Son contributed three very fine

Pot Vines, of Black Hamburgh and Foster's Seedling.

Vegetables.—-The display o( vegetables on this

occasion was the most extensive that we have seen for

some time, and also the best as regards quality. The
season has been a backward one for vegetable culture,

but finer and cleaner samples than were staged here it

would be difficult to find. For Messrs. James Carter
& Co.'s liberal prizes for the best twelve dishes, there
were no less than seventeen competitors—a result

which has clearly been brought about by judicious
alteration in the conditions, which did not stipulate

that so many as heretofore of their own specialities

should be included. The 1st prize was cleverly won
by Lord Carington's gr., Mr. Miles, who put up a
really grand lot, which consisted of the following
varieties :—American Stapleaf Turnips, Nantes Horn
Carrots, Commandei-in-(jhief Peas, Leicester Red
Celery, Bailey's Selected Cauliflowers, Globe Arti-

chokes, the Stamfordian Tomato, Canadian Wonder
French Beans, Telegraph Cucumbers, Giant Tripoli
Onions, Pedigree Windsor Broad Beans, and
Porter's Excelsior Potatos. There were five

prizes altogether in this class, and they were
awarded in the order named to D. G. W.

Digby, Esq., Sherborne Castle (Mr. Pragnell,
gr.); J. Hough, Esq., Peak House, Sidmouth (Mr.
W. Cross, gr,); A. J. Skinner, Esq, Swindon
Road, Cheltenham (Mr. Arkell, gr.) ; and Mr. J.
Bain, The Gardens, Downton Hall, Ludlow. Messrs.
Carter & Co. also offered prizes for the best brace of
Cucumbers, and these were won by Lord Oiho Fitz.

gerald, Oakley Court, Windsor (Mr. Lockie, gr.),

who was 1st with a smooth variety called Lockie's
Masterpiece ; Captain Jackson, The Deodars,
Meopham (Mr. R. Phillips, gr.) ; and G. Wythe?,
E<q., Bickley Park (Mr. Neighbour, gr.), being
respectively 2d and 3d with Tender and True. In a
competition for the best brace of Melons, to include
Bloxholm Hall, for prizes offered by the same fin

the 1st went to J. A. Rolls, Esq , Hendre Park)
Monmouth (.Mr. Coomber, gr.), who showed the
above-mentioned variety and Reid's Scarlet-flesh.

The Messrs. Sutton & Sons also offered liberal prizes
in money and medals for twelve distinct varieties o{
vegetables, but the number of competitors was five

less than in Messrs. Carter's competition, though in
all other respects they were of equal merit and inte-

rest. The competition for the 1st prize, between Mr.
Pragnell and the Marquis of Exeter's gardener, Mr.
Gilbert, was remarkably close, and the judges, we
believe, could only separate them by one point, and
this—the superior cleanliness o( his productions — won
the 1st lor Mr. Pragnell. The sorts which this
gentleman staged were the Giant White Tripoli
Onions, Early London Cauliflowers, Incomparable
Dwarf White Celery, Globe Artichokes, Giant
Emerald Marrow Peas, Early Nantes Carrots, For.
ter's Excelsior Potatos, Duchess of Edinburgh Peas,
Canadian Wonder Beans, Broad Windsor Beans,
Tender and True Cucumbers, and Vegetable
Marrows. With the exception of the Cauli.
flowers and Artichokes, which were rather
weak, we can speak in high praise of the quality of
these productions ; as well as of those from Mr. Gil.
bert, who was also in fault with his Artichokes. The
Earl Beauchamp, Madresfied Court (Mr. Cox, gr.),

was a good 3d. Messrs. Sutton & Sons also offered
prizes for six varieties of Peas, which brought out
eight competitors. The winners were Mr. Gilbert
and Mr. Pragnell, the former having Sutton's Duke
of Edinburgh, Duchess of Edinburgh, Carter's Com-
mander-in-Chief, Maclean's Dr. Maclean, Carter's
G. F. Wilson, and Laxton's Marvel. The same fin

also had a class for a collection of Cucumbers and
Melons, three distinct sorts of each, in which there
were lour competitors. The 1st prize was taken by
Mr. Cox, and the 2d by Mr. Pragnell. This was an
awkward class to judge, and its repetition should be
avoided. When one exhibitor shows good Melons
and poor Cucumbers, and another the reverse, what
are judges to do?

Messrs. Hurst & Son offered good prizes for any
six varieties of Peas sent out by Mr. Laxton, and the
awards were made to Mr. Miles, Mr. Gilbert, and
Mr. Bailey, of Shardeloes, the first-named having fine

examples of Standard, Superlative, Fdlbasket, the
Shah, and No. I. This was a very good class,
eleven competitors putting in an appearance.
Amongst the miscellaneous subjects exhibited were

a collection of Peas, numbering some seventy varieties,

with samples of the ripe seed ; also some remarkably
large Giant White Tripoli, and Giant Rocco Onions,
These came from Messrs. James Carter & Co., and
were awarded a silver medal.

Floral Com.mittee.—W. B. Kellock, Esq., in
the chair. First-class Certificates were awarded
to Messrs. James Veitch & Sons for Utricularia
Endresii, a very singular epiphytic plant, with lavender-
blue flowers ; and for a tuberous-rooted hybrid
Begonia, named Countess of Doneraile, which has
very dark blood-red flowers—the darkest-flowered
variety we have yet seen. To T. Laxton, Esq.,
Stamford, for a new Hybrid Perpetual Rose— Mrs.
Laxton, a pretty rosy crimson, nicely formed globular
flower, most deliciously scented. To Mr. W. Brown,
gr. to Mrs. Alston, Elmdon Hall, near Birmingham,
for Gymnogramma Alstoni, a golden Fern of a strik-
ing character, the result of the extreme ends of the
pinnn; being recurved so as to show the golden tips
on the upper surface; and to Mr. J. II. Ilawley,
Ranelagh Gardens, Leamington, for the Leaming-
ton Lassie Pelargonium, a semi-double pink Zonal
variety, with trusses of a fine size, and a neat
habit of growth. It was raised last year by the exhi-
bitor, and well deserved the award made to it

as a decorative plant. A Certificate of the
2d class (a bad character, one might almost
say) was awarded to Mr. F. Perkins, nursery-
man. Regent Street, Leamington, for a self creamy
yellow-coloured Picotee, named Princess of Wales.
From H. G. Elliott, Esq., came the fine plant
of Renanthera Lowii alluded to in our last issue, and
the spike of which has now attained the length of
6 feet 4 inches. A vote of thanks was accorded.
Messrs. Sander & Co., St. Albans, exhibited excel-
lent examples of a dwarf branching, white flowered
Candytuft, which Mr. Berkeley described as a new
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form of the old but little linown Iberis coronaria,

figured in Sweet's F-o-.vcr Garden^ vol. ii., t. 359. The
thanks of the committee were voted to G. F. Wilson,

Esq., Weybrid^e, for a bunch of cut Liliums, which

included eleven difierent species and varieties. Col.

R. Trevor Clarke sent several new seedling Begonias ;

and Messrs. II. Lane & Son contributed cut sprays

of the seedling Golden Laburnum exhibited by them

for the first time about lour years ago. Mrs. Edward
Fox, Market Street, Brighton, showed several

examples of splendidly imitated Roses in wax, which

were Highly Commended,

Fruit Committee.— H. Webb, Esq., in the

chair. The most interesting contribution made to

this meeting was a collection of Peas and Potatos

from Mr. Robert Fenn, Woodstock, the former con-

sisting of ten dishes, and nearly all varieties raised by

Mr. Laxton ; and the latter including ten early

varieties of Mr. Fenn's own raising, conspicuous

amongst which were the new ones, Eliza Mary,

Bob-o'-day, and Worthington Smith, which are of

a most promising character for garden culture.

Half-a-dozen sorts of early Potatos and samples

of the Market Marrow Peas (a selection from

Maclean's Premier) were shown by Mr. R.
Dean, Ranelagh Road, Ealing. Mr. Brown, gr.

to the Hon. Mrs. Bathurst, Hyams, sent a nice

sample of the Cape Gooseberry ; and from Mr. G.

Cornhill, gr. to J. T. Virtue, Esq., Oatlands Park,

came a dish of Beuric d'Amanlis Pears ripened on a

pot tree. Several other new Peas than the one above-

mentioned were shown, but as the committee will not

recognise them until they have been grown at Chis-

wick, we need not further allude to them. Mr. Gil-

bert, of Burghley, sent further samples of Jackson's

Tomato, which proves to be a selected seedling from

Hathaway's Excelsior, and differs from that variety

in its larger and Hatter fruits. The variety shown by

Mr. Miles as the Stamfordian is the same. Ferdinand

de Lesseps Grape was shown by Messrs. H. Lane &
Son, and the Dr. Hogg Grape was represented by a

sample from J. Arkwright, Esq., Hampton Court,

Leominster,

Pelargonium : Jidv 19 {Annual).—The second

annual meeting of this young and enterprising Socieiy

was held, by permission, in the garden of the Royal
Horticultural Society. Henry Webb, Esq., occupied

the chair, and there were also present G. F. Wilson,

Esq., W. B. Rellock, Esq., J. Mcintosh, Esq., T.

Moore, Esq., S. Hibberd, Esq., E. Home, Esq., Dr.

Masters, Dr. Denny, Mr. C. Turner, Mr. G.

Smith (Hornsey), Mr. G. Smith (Edmonton), Mr.
H. Cannell, Mr. E. Bennett, Mr. G. T. Rollisson,

Mr. C. Pear?;on, &c. The chief business transacted

was the election of officers iox the ensuing year, and
the receipt of the treasurer's financial statement.

From the latter it appeared that the Society was
in a sound and flourishing condition, the receipts

of the present year being over /"gS, as against ^70
last year. Against this was to be placed the amount
of prizes awarded at the show of Wednesday, and the

expenses, which it was stated would leave a good
working balance. The committee was re-elected as

follows:—G. F. Wilson, F.R.S., chairman, C.

Turner, Esq., vice-chairman; John Denny, M.D.,
treasurer; T. Moore, F.L.S., secretary; and the

following members :— Messrs. W. Browse, H. Cannell,

J. Fraser, J. George, P. Grieve, A. Henderson,
F.L.S., S. Hibberd, Dr. Hogg, F.L.S., W. B.

Kellock, F.LS.. F. R. Kinghorn, J. Laing, T.

Laxton, Dr. Masters, F.R.S., J, Mcintosh, F. Miles,

W. Paul, J. D. Pawle, Rev. C. P. Peach, C, Pear-

son, R. B. Postans, G. T. Rollisson, Jean
Sisley, G. Smith (Hornsey), G. Smith (Edmonton),

J. F. West, and B. S. Williams. A working or

sub-committee, to whom was remitted the task of

making the necessary arrangements for next years'

exhibition, and consisting of the chairman, vice-

chairman, treasurer and secretary, with Messrs. A.
i Henderson, J. Laing, W. Paul, and G, Smith
(Hornsey), was appointed. The following resolution,

[proposed by Dr. Denny and seconded by H. Webb,
Esq., was unanimously adopted :—*' That the best

thanks of the Pelargonium Society be given to those
exhibitors who have so liberally and kindly contributed

to make the splendid show of to-day." It was
arranged that a meeting of the Society should be held
at Chiswick. to inspect the Pelargoniums, when the
members would lunch together, the day to be
arranged after consultation with Mr. Barron. The
usual votes of thanks were given to the ofiicers, and
Mr. Siiirley Hibberd was appointed auditor.

Stevenage Horticultural : July 12. — The
summer show of this locally interesting Society was
held in the public hal), which brought together a nice
di;play of productions from the amateur growers and
cuita^ers of the district. These were tastefully
arrany;ed under the direction of the hon. secretary,
G. Dunn, Esq.

_
The vases, &c., for table decoration,

wa'^ an interesting feature, comprising some very
fri'-fully arranged ornamental glasses, Sc, especially

those which obtained the prizes and commendations ;

an almost equally interesting display of wild flowers

in bouquets and otherwise was also staged. Most of

the hardy fruit classes were well filled. Strawberries

and Currants being shown in the best condition.

Amongst choice kinds was a fine dish of light-coloured

Peaches, contributed by the Rev. J. E. Pryor, which
deserved the commendation bestowed upon them.

Good vegetables, "excepting Potatos," were shown
in abundance, the collections being very creditable,

likewise the Peas and Cauliflowers in the open classes

—plants of Fuchsias, Caladiums, and Balsams, being

most noticeable in this class, {Correspondent.)

The West of England Rose Show, Hereford:
July 13.—This great Rose show of the year—at all

events, for the West Midland district of England
—is certainly one of the most popular shows
with exhibitors and amateurs of "the queen of

ftowers," took place on Thursday last in the Here-

ford .Shire HaU. The weather was very hot, with a

scarcely perceptible south wind, and barely a cloud

to relieve the direct rays uf the sun. The large and
fashionable assemblage which this year, as in each

of the nine preceding occasions on which the West
of England show has been held in Hereford, filled

the Shire HaU from the moment the doors

opened, testified to the continued favour in which
the annual exhibition is held ; and to all appearance
there was not one who went away dissatisfied with

the result of the exhibitors' efforts. If in one sense

the show of 1S76 may be said to come behind the

grand success of last year, still on the whole it will

be universally allowed that the Roses shown were
never finer, the prizes better earned, nor the spec-

tators more thoroughly pleased than on Thursday last.

The season has not been such as to make the task

of cultivation a light one, and both professional

gardeners and amateurs have had much to contend

against in the long-continued drought of the present

spring. If the show had been held, as it was first

appointed to be held, on June 29, the blooms would
not have stood the test of criticism half as well as

they did on the 13th inst. ; for the extra fortnight

brought the gardeners just that genial ripening weather

for which they had been longing, and which the

month of June had denied them. Similar causes in

the year 1S74 caused a similarly late date to be fixed

for the exhibition, and indeed it was generally

remarked on Thursday that the present show recalled

the features of that held two years ago. Of course

the fortnight's posponement of date had its disadvan-

tages as well as its advantages, and there were doubt-

less two or three intending exhibitors who could have
made a better show on June 29 than they made on

July 13 ; but, taking everything into consideration,

the fourteen days' grace added very largely to the

success of the exhibition, and caused it to be one of

the most successful and satisfactory of the series.

The Rose boxes, all of which were painted green
and had the surfaces covered with moss, were placed

upon tables in the spacious hall, and a collection of

plants added to the adornment of the centre table. In

the orchestra were several fine specimens of Ferns and
rare plants which were lent by Mr. Arkwright and
Mi. Pulling. Also stands of Roses sent only for exhibi-

tion by Mr. William Grove, Tupsley, and St. Owen's
Nursery, Hereford, and by Mr. Thomas Griffiths, of

the Tillinglon Nurseries, Hereford. In the vesti-

bule were the table decorations and bouquets, which
made a most effective display, and the horticultural

adornments of this part of the roomy building were
most profuse and elegant. The corners of each lobby
were hidden from view by neat arrangements of

plants and flowers. These were sent by Messrs.

Cranston & Mayos, Messrs. Davison & Co., and
Mr. W. Grove, Tupsley. Some new climbing
and other seedling Roses were exhibited by Mr.
Caudwell, of Wantage. The cottagers' contributions

were displayed upon the large table in the grand jury-

room.
Of the most noticeable Roses in the show this year,

beginning with class Ai, mention must be made of

Messrs. Cranston & Mayos' ist prize varieties, consist-

ing of seventy-two single trusses. Of these Dr. Andry
and Dupuy-Jamain stood forth prominently, whilst

Madame Charles Wood, in the same collection, was a
special favourite ; the Comtesse d'Oxford, Xavier
Olibo, and Mons. Etienne Levet were also in per-

fection, the last-named being one of the best in the
stands. Messrs. Davison it Co., in this class, showed
admirable specimens of the following Roses :—Auguste
Neumann, Marie Baumann, Duke of Edinburgh
(which was extremely grand), Comtesse Nadaillac,

Duchessede Caylus, and Reynolds Hole. Messrs. Paul
«S: Son's display in this class comprised Mons. E. V.
Teas {a most remarkable Rose), Rev. J. B, M. Camm,
Empress of India (quite new and very substantial),

Emily Laxton and Dr. Hooker. Mr. Lee, of
Kingston, exhibited a collection of Roses which were
noticeable for their great proportions. There was in

his stands an excellent Margueretta; and Madame
Dombrain, Edouard Morren, President Thiers, and
Due de Harcourt were good specimens. In class

A2 we noticed Mr. Cant's Marquise de Castellane,

Madame Charles Wood, Madame Lacharme, Marie
Baumann, Due de Wellington, Souvenir de Mons.
Boll, Marie Rady, Madame Marie Finger, and
Bernard Verlot, as being conspicuous for their beauty.

Messrs. Paul ^ Son, in this class, came out well with

Mons. Furtado, Captain Christy, Comtesse de
Serenye, Duke of Connaught (a new one this year),

Thomas Mills (a pretty Rose), Madame Louis

Leveque, and Duchess de Morny. Mr, Jowitt's

collection, which was adjudged deserving of Messrs.

Cranston .S: Mayos' challenge cup, contained the

following most conspicuous blooms in a very fine

stand of thirty-six :—Furtado, La France, Paul

Ndron, Baroness Rothschild, a splendid Niphetos,

and Souvenir d'Elise. Mr. Prince, of Oxford,

showed excellent specimens of Alfred Columb, Mons.
Boncenne (which appears to be fine everywhere this

year), and Pierre Notting. Messrs. Cranston &
Mayos' Madame Vidot in their three-truss collection

was finer than any of that description which have

been shown this year, and their Exposition de Brie,

Charles Lefebvre, Marquise de Castellane, and Rev, J,
B. M. Camm wereverygoodinthesameclass. Mr. Cant
exhibited a remarkably fine stand of Fisher Holmes.
In Mr, Arkwright's 1st prize eighteen varieties we
observed a splendid Marechal Niel and an attractive

Madame Bellon. In class D one box sent by Messrs.

Davison & Co. was disqualified, because the Rose
Reynolds Hole had been misnamed ; their Thomas
Mills and Rev. J. B. M. Camm in this class being very

good. Messrs. Paul's Empress of India, La Rosiere,

Star of Waltham, and John S tuart Mill, in class D, were
much admired. The competition was remarkably

close between Messrs. Cranston & Mayos and Messrs.

Paul & Son, with "six trusses of any new Rose"
sent out since 1S74. The 1st prize was awarded to

Messrs. Paul & Son, for trusses of the Star of

Waltham ; the 2d prize being awarded to Messrs.

Cianst<m & Mayos for Sir Garnet Wolseley.

Messrs. Cranston & Mayos' special prize collection,

illustrating the characteristic growth of the Rose, and
was an interesting display. The competition with

twenty-four blooms of any one Rose made of itself a

thoroughly effective exhibition. The 1st prize winners

were Horace Vernet, the 2d Alfred Colomb, and the

3d Fisher Holmes. There were seven competitors for

these prizes, one being Mr. Arkwright, who exhibited

splendid blooms of Marechal Niel ; finer blossoms of

this beautiful Rose have not been grown this season.

In class E four competitors sent floral decorations

suitable for drawing-room (consisting of one piece

only), three exhibited large bouquets for the hand, and
each obtained a prize ; there were nine small bouquets

for the hand, three of these were disqualified for

exceeding 6 inches in diameter, and one for having in

it flowers other than Roses ; five wreaths of Roses

were sent in for competition ; four amateurs competed
for Mrs. Pulley's special prize, and five for that given

by the Marquis of I5ute. Five competitors sent bridal

bouquets, and six sent opera bouquets. Condensed

from the *^ Hereford Times,"

City Flower Show : Juh 13.—This atinual

exhibition of plants grown within the boundaries of

the City of London took place on the above date in

the gardens of Finsbury Circus, which had been lent

for the occasion by the residents of the Circus.

Probably very few are aware what a charming garden

exists in Finsbury Circus ; the greensward is

deliciously green, and the flower beds gay with

summer blooming plants ; while all is kept in an

exceedingly neat and tidy character under the care of

Mr. A, Mitchell, the gardener.

The tents were erected in the spacious play-ground

of the gardens, and the greensward was free for

perambulation. How the poorer classes appreciate

the show is shown by the fact that between 6 and 8

o'clock in the evening, when penny admissions took

place, the sum of nearly £\2, was taken in penny
pieces, and the gardens were much crowded.

The exhibition was one of the largest yet held, for

all the classes were unusually well filled. Fuchsias

were a leading feature, and one specimen, grown at

the Guildhall in the City, by J. T. Jarvis, one of the

oflicials, was a remarkable example of city growth.

This young man must be regarded as the premier

plant grower of the City, and to this specimen was
awarded the silver medal of the Royal Horticultural

Society. The bronze medals of the Society were
awarded to Miss M. A. Piercy, for an excellent Musk,
to Mr. R. Oastler, for a Fern-case, its home being

in Monument Yard ; and to Mr. Brookes, also for a

Fern-case. Fern-cases are becoming a marked feature

of city cultivation. " Geraniums," represented mainly

by the Zonal class, were numerously produced, the

1st prize going to John Moss, for a small but well

flowered plant. Geraniums are difficult to flower

in the City, requiring a great deal of care and

attention, and it was noticeable that a large number
of the specimens were without flowers. Nettle

plants as they are termed (Coleus or Plectranthus

fruticosus) were not so finely shown as usual, per-

haps because some of the older plants are beginning
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to decline. They are sometimes called in the

City Nettle Geraniums, and are entered in the

Geranium class. The best plant came from Joseph
Webb, and had been something like four years in his

possession. A strong point in the City flower show
is the Musk. There were large and small plants, and
the medium-sized ones were best flowered. Some of

the plants had a very healthy and robust appearance,

as if they had received great and unremitting atten-

tion. Creeping Jennies vi'ere numerous, as usual. It

is a remarkably good city plant, and some of the

examples were well bloomed. This plant should not

be over-potted ; the plants growing in medium-sized
rather than large pots were in decidedly the best con-

dition. The Canary plant (TropLtolum peregrinum)
appears to be declining as a city plant, as only one
small specimen was shown ; but perhaps the season

has been against it. Other climbers were represented

by Virginian Creepers, a Passion-flower, Ivies, and
Scarlet Runners. Begonias were represented by the

evergreen and herbaceous species, with here and there

one of the handsome-leaved stove type. They had
scarcely a happy appearance. Ferns were very nicely

done, and one exhibitor— Mr. A. II. Wood—had a

nice assortment in luxuriant health, which he had
obtained in Epping Forest. The best example came
from Mrs. F. Jacqueray, and represented several

years of City growth. The O.iion plant, as it is

termed (Ornithogalum longebracteatum), is an excel-

lent city plant when not over-potted. It can be grown
vigorously, and with a handsome shining bulb, and
a bold spike of flowers. The best came from Mr.
H. Pilling. Even Orange trees find a place in the

schedule of the City flower show j in each case the

plants were reared from pips sown by the exhibitors.

Mr. Davis, who obtained the 1st prize, had a plant

that had been in cultivation nearly five years, and it

was in capital health. Stonecrops were represented

by S. acre and S. glaucum, but the former being the

most robust grower in the city, is naturally enough
preferred ; House Leeks by the common form and
S. calcareum. Campanulas were confined almost
entirely to C. pyramidalis ; and Mr. George Lucas
had an example, grown in Leadenhall Street, of a
most praiseworthy character. One exhibitor had a

nice little plant of C. fragilis, but it looked quite puny
by the side of the latter stronger growing form. Mint
must be a good city plant, and it was well represented

on this occasion ; its perfume is acceptable, and it is

of value for culinary purposes. Mr. G. Lucas was ist,

with a capital example of the Spear Mint. The same
exhibitor had the best window box, nicely filled and
very gay with Pelargoniums, Lobelias, and other

flowering plants ; it would have done credit to the

more open and airy parts of the West End. In the

cl iss for evergreens there were Aucubas, Thuja aurea,

Euonymus, Nlyrtles, iS:c., the best being an Aucuba
from Mr. J. llitchens. Class 21, for plants not

mentioned in the schedule, was most numerously filled,

and it embraced a great variety of plants; among
them were Chestnuts, Eucalyptus globulus, an Oak,
a Lemon tree raised from a pip, Echeveria metalHca,

annuals, and many other things. So generally good
were the exhibits that five 1st prizes, four 2d prizes,

and four 3d prizes, were awarded in this class.

Certain classes were appropriated for members of

the police force and the fire brigade, the leading

exhibitors among the former being Serjeants Wright
and Halfyard and Constable Gormley.

Mr. Alfred Smee, F.R.S., ofiered a copy of his

book, Aly Garden, for the best collection of wild

flowers, and it was won by Mr. G. lloare, one of

the guides in St. Paul's Cathedral, with a capital

collection gathered in Epping Forest. Several

volumes of the Gardeners' Magazine, and a volume
of the Garden were also given as special prizes by
the proprietors, and their possession was eagerly

sought for. Mr. J. T. Peacock gave the sum of ^5
as special prizes for a number of succulent plants pre-

sented by him last year, Mr, John Wills a number of

plants, and Messrs. Dick Radclyffe & Co. window-
boxes and rustic pots j and by way of consolation

prizes a kind friend to the Society sent in fifty \ lb.

packets of tea, which were given to the unsuccessful

competitors, so no one went empty away.
To assist the show, Messrs. Paul «i Son sent some

boxes of cut Roses, Mr. T. S. Ware a collection of

cut flowers of hardy plants of a very interesting

character, Mr. B. S. Williams a group of new
and rare plants, the Lawson Seed Company a

group of plants, and Mr. R. Gilbert, Burghley Park,

some Melons, among them a new white-fleshed

variety named First Lord, in fine condition, which
was awarded a First-class Certificate of Merit. Mr.
R. Dean had a stand of his charming Stock Mauve
Beauty, very sweet and attractive. II.R. H. the

Duchess of Teck presented the prizes to the successful

exhibitors during the afternoon.

Truro Horticultural: July 11 and 12.—Truro
has again inaugurated a flower show. This time it

was held in connection with a dog and poultry show,
and as each department had iis peculiar votaries,

no doiil)t each aided the other and rendered the

whole more interesting to the visitors, I admire
dogs, and have a weakness for poultry and pigeons,

but as they are intruders on your pagej; I shall

onlys ay that the smooth- hair English terrier in the

former and the carrier pigeon in the latter could not

well be surpassed. They were numerous and very
good.
Of the flower, fruits, and vegetables, for the season,

the latter were very good, and as they were shown in

their true colours—no stage tricks being resorted to

—

reflected much credit on the exhibitors, who have had
to contend with great difficulties this dry season,

particularly on the dry, slaty subsod of the neighbour-

hood. Small fruits were wonderfully large and fine,

but deficient in flavour. The larger fruits were
singularly absent, the time being too early and the

season unfavourable.

Amongst the flowers I regret not to be able to

announce the presence of anything novel or locally

interesting, unless I except a very fine specimen of

Philesia buxifolia, from the gardens of the Rev, J.

Danbury, which is quite hardy in this country, and,

like Rhododendrons, &c., grows well in the natural

soil. How much might be done to add to the inte-

rest of the garden by the freer cultivation of such
beautiful shrubs as Mitraria coccinea, Ilabrothamnus,
Ozothamnus, Grevilleas, Eurybias, &c., all of which
endure the generality of the winters.

The collection of plants belonging to the Rev. T.

Phillpotts, of Porthgwidden, were fine examples of

cultivation, and were a valuable example of what
exhibition plants ought to be, and will, I hope, tend
to banish from the exhibition tents the loads of small
plants that would not do credit to the florists' stands

in most public markets. I will be generous as well

as just, and say that amongst the private collections

were scattered several fair specimens that would have
been greatly benefited by the absence of the inferior

surroundings.

Of the financial success I know nothing, being
neither treasurer, secretary, nor guarantor, but the

weather was all that could be desired, and the site for

the show excellent, embracing the new public rooms
and the green adjoining. J. T.

Highgate Horticultural : July 13.—To make a
horticultural exhibition financially successful by se-

curing the attendance of the public in large numbers
several things are necessary, not the least of which is

being able to hold the show in a situation suflictently

interesting to enhance its attractions. To this cause
the Highgate Society is largely indebted for the posi-
tion which it holds. Their exhibitions are held alter-

nately in the beautiful grounds of the Baroness Burdett-
Coutts, Holly Lodge ; Sir Sidney Waterlow, Fairseat

House ; Edward Brooke, Esq., Caen Wood Towers,
and others that in themselves are well worth seeing
independent of the shows, although these are amongst
the best of the many now held in the suburbs of
London, and in which year by year may be seen a
marked improvement in the productions displayed,
not so much in anything of a sensational character as

in the more even description of the exhibits gene-
rally. There is another element connected with the
Highgate shows that contributes largely to their well-

being—that is, the number of special prizes given by
the wealthy residents, in the shape of handsome
silver cups and substantial money prizes, and
which in any locality are always more interest-

ing and attractive both to exhibitors and the
public than prizes offered by the society. The
cottagers' productions alone fill a large tent, and
are an ample exhibition in themselves of everything
that it is possible for a cottager to grow either for

consumption, or the improved appearance of their

dwellings, and which any one who thus takes an
interest in bettering the position and improving the
tastes of their poorer neighbours would do well to see.

The extent and in most cases excellence of the pro-

ductions exhibited by the cottagers at Highgate show,
is an evidence of what may be accomplished by a
society that keeps on steadily in this direction, not
nominally but really doing its work. It frequently

happens that the prizes held out to cottagers are so
small in proportion to what are ofi'ered for the pro-

ductions of others as to lead to an indifference on the
part of the cottagers whether they grow anything for

exhibition or not, or, what is of much more import-
ance, keep their gardens or allotments in a condition
such as will give them a chance of obtaining a prize

for general cultivation. In addition to classes for

limited collections of vegetables, hardy fruits and
window plants, as well as for single dishes of
all they are likely to be able to grow, there

are also prizes of / 2 lox.
, £\ 1 5 j. , and £ i

offered for the best unlimited collections of fruits,

vegetables, and window plants nicely arranged.
Besides these handsome prizes the judges who are

appointed to see the gardens can at their discretion

award a prize, varying from '^s. to 15X., to every
cottager residing in Highgate who keeps his garden
during the yearin a neat andellicientstateof cultivation.

There are separate prizes for allotments as well. The
cottagers here, at all events, cannot say they are left

out in the cold by the absence of sufficient incentives

to induce them to mike the most of their gardens.

0.1 the present occasion the show was held in the

beautiful and well-kept grounds of Edward Brooke
I'.-iq , which were thrown open for the occasion.

The following special prizes were offered by Mr.
Brooke : a silver cup for twelve plants, six in llower

and six fine-foliage, which was won by Mr. Ritchie,

gr. to R. Prance, Esq., Hampstead.
Mr. S. Cuming's prize for twenty plants arranged

for effect, in a space not exceeding 15 feet by 5— 1st,

Mr. Shean, gr. to E. Brooke, Esq. Tnis group was
neatly arranged ; in it was a nice Ixora aurantiaca,

and Draccena Shepherdi. Mr. Fuller, gr. to E.
J.

Nettleford, Esq., The Grove, Highgate, was a vtry

close 2d, exhibiting more flowering plants ; he had a

splendidly bloomed Clerodendron Balfourianum , which,

with its longdasting properties when in flower ana
the lengthened season over which it can be retarded,

is not only one of the best exhibition plants but also '

one of the most useful subjects for general decoration, i'

Here, too, was the free-blooming Clerodendron fallax, \

Combretum purpureum, and, amongst foliage plants^
\

Areca. lutescens. Mr. Newman, gr. to W. H.
|

Michael, Esq , Highgate, was 3d, exhibiting in hU
I

group a number of Orchids, amongst which was a
|

finely flowered Dendrobium Dalhousianum, mentioned 1

in last week's Gardeners' Chronicle {p. So), still fresh
;

Odontoglossum Uro-Skinnerii, and a good variety of

Oncidium leucochilum. Mrs. Brooke's prize for six

Ferns brought out a strong competition, Mr. Shean
taking 1st, exhibiting an unusually good Dicksonia
antarctica, with Alsophila excelsa and Adiantum
Farleyense ; Mr. Fuller 2d, having in his half-dozena
very fine Todeasuperba and Cibotium Schiedei, which
when well done is one of the most elegant of all large-

growing Ferns. Mrs. Brooke also offered prizes for

Palms, the ist of which was awarded to Mr. Ayling,

gr. to S. Cuming, Esq., Highgate, showing large

and finely-grown plants of Hyophorbe indica and
Djemonorops Palembanicus ; Mr. Shean, 2d, Mrs,
Wdkinson's prizes for twelve British Ferns were
taken by Mr. Hunt, gr, to E. Fry, Esq,, High-
gate, and Mr. Turner, gr. to A. C. Scott, Esq., '

Highgate, who were respectively 1st and 2d in the

order named. The Society's prize for six fine-

foliage plants was won by Mr. Fuller, who, amongst
a good half-dozen, had a fine specimen of Musa
Ensete ; Mr. Ayling 2d, Mr. Hunt 3d. For six

Orchids Mr. Newman was ist, staging a nicely- flowered

collection, in which was a beautiful Dendrobium
Parishii, Cattleya Leopoldi, and a pale- flowered variety

of Odontoglossum vexillarium ; Mr, Ayling 2d.

Zonal Pelargoniums were well shown, the plants

not over large, but full of good healthy bloom, not

tied out in the flat, objectionable way they are often

seen, with too frequently an absence of healthy

foliage. Mr. Shepherd, gr. to H. Greening, E q.,

Highgate, 1st; Mr. Wier, gr. to Mrs, Hodgson,
Hampstead, 2d.

Some very good fruit was shown, particularly black

Grapes, Peaches, and Nectarines. Mr. Brooke's
silver cup, offered for the best six fruits and six vege-

tables, was deservedly awarded to Mr. Birse, gr. to J.

H. Lermitte, Esq., Finchley. In his collection were
good Hamburgh and Muscat Grapes, Peaches, and

Nectarines, Mr. Sparkes, gr. to J. W. Jeakes, Esq
,

Highgate, was 2d.; he had a nice Queen Pine, Grapes,
Peaches, and Nectarines. The Baroness Buidett

Coutts' prize for the best collection of hardy fiuit

:

Ist, Mr. Sparkes; 2d, Mr. Logan, gr. to Mrs.

Brownley, Finchley. For six dishes of fruit Mr. Birse

took the lead, showing fine Hamburgh and Muscat
Grapes, a Pine, Violette Haiive Peaches, Violette

IliLtive Nectarines, and Strawberries. Mr. Sparkes
was 2d. Three bunches black Grapes : These were
well shown ; Mr. Clarke, gr, to Sir S. Waterlow, and

Mr. Birse, were placed equal ist ; Mr. Silvester, gr.

to J. A. Bethell, Esq., Muswell Hill, 2d, wilh larger

bunches, but smaller in berry. Three bunches white

Grapes : Mr. Ritchie ist, with well coloured Bowood
Muscats ; Mr. Clarke 2d, having Foster's Seedling.

{From a Correspondent.'^

West of Scotland Rosarians' Society : July 12

and 13.—The second annual competition under the

auspices of this Society was held at Westwood Park,

Helensburgh— the display being one of the finest that

could possibly be seen anywhere. The Society, we
may remark, was formed last year in Helensburgh,
having for its object the promotion of a taste for Rose
growing and the improvement of Rose cultivation ;

and that it is succeeding in its objects was evi-

denced in a considerably enlarged exhibition from
last year, and the very superior description of the

flowers shown. For the show altogether half-a-dozen

marquees were erected on the ground, and in the centre

of the largest of these, which would measure fully

200 feet, a wooden table was raised, covered with

moss, and in this, in tubes, the Roses were arranged
according to their sections. The interior of this

marquee had a most charming appearance. It was
made up of long rows of high-class Roses, all care-

fully named, whose colours mingled with pleasing
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effect ; in the centre of the table there was also a

collection of beautiful house plants, whilst flags were

suspended at intervals from the roof—the whole pre-

senting a scene on which the eye rested with admir-

ation. Then adjoining this was a smaller marquee,

in which were arranged the specimen Roses in pots,

and a large number of table and hand-bouquets of

Roses and cut flowers, which were very tastefully and

elegantly arranged, and gave to the tables a rich and

pleasant appearance. The other marquees were

occupied by the judges, secretary, treasurer, band,

&c. , and altogether the arrangements were of the

most complete nature, reflecting credit on all con-

cerned. The competitions, we may also remark,

were of the keenest description, and some of the most

famous growers in the kingdom were represented.

The Messrs. Dickson, of Newtonards and Belfast,

showed capital stands, and were successful in carrying

oflT the Society's gold medal and silver cup respec-

tively in the nurserymen's department. In their

stands were splendid specimens of Alfred Colomb, a

beautiful scarlet variety
; Charles Lefebvre, a dark

crimson ; Mons. E. V. Teas, a new dark variety of

1S75 ; AntoineMouton.apink; La Rosiure, a very fine

dark crimson; Maidchal Niel, still the leading

yellow ; Perle des Jardins, a pure yellow ; and

Mdlle. Marie Finger, an elegant salmon-colour

variety. Messrs. Robertson & Galloway, Glasgow
and Helensburgh, also staged some very elegant lots,

and were successful in a good many of the classes.

They had some pretty specimens of the Rev. J. B. M.
Camm, a light crimson ; Antoine Mouion, the

Comtesse Sercnye, a nice light variety ; MissHassard,

also a fine light rose, and other new and rare varieties.

There were also some splendid specimens of the

Royal Standard, a fine peach-coloured Rose of last

year; and Cheshunt Hybrid, a fine red variety;

Messrs. Bryson, of Parkend Nurseries, Helensburgh,

also staged some splendid blooms; whilst Mr. Wil-

liam Parlane, of Rosslea, Row, in the gardeners' sec-

tion, carried off the gold medal with an exceedingly

pretty collection. In the amateurs' section, Mr.

Peter M'Auslan, Row, carried off the silver cup ; and

Mr. John Mitchell, Mr. \Vm. Chapman, &c., ex-

hibited splendid stands.

Upwards of ;^So was offered in prizes, which in-

duced sixty competitors to enter the lists, making
228 entries, and representing 2200 blooms of Roses.

The whole exhibits numbered 2369, and that every-

thing went off well is much due to the exertions of

the secretary, Mr. Mitchell, and the treasurer, Mr.

Barron, who were ably assisted by Mr. Galloway.

About half.past I o'clock the Lord-Lieutenant of

the county, H. E. Crum- Living, Esq., honorary

president of the Society, opened the exhibition with a

short address, in the presence of a large number of

ladies and gentlemen. After congratulating the

Society on its success, and expressing his willingness

to lend all the support in his power to the object

which it had in view, he distributed the principal

prizes.

The judges, directors, and friends dined together in

the Imperial Hotel, at hall-past 2 o'clock. Thomas
Watson, Esq , President of the Society, occupied the

chair, and Bailie Stuart and A. Carrick Robertson,

Esq., acted as croupiers. The toast list was not

large, and the speeches, as is usual at show dinners,

were short but pithy. ( From a Correspondent )

Wimbledon and District Horticultural and
Cottage Garden Society: July 12 anJ 13 —The
fourth annual exhibition of this Society was held in

the grounds of E. Ilatton, Esq., Lauriston House,

Wimbledon Common, and, favoured with beautiful

weather, a large and fashionable company, and a good

show, it must be chronicled as a success. The show
was arranged in four tents, the largest containing the

stove and greenhouse plants, together with the

principal plants for which prizes were oflered ; the

second was set apart for dinner-table decorations, cut

flowers, and vegetables ; the third containing the

cottagers' exhibits, which were very numerous

;

and the fourth, a smaller tent, contained six

groups of eighteen flowering and foliage plants in

8-inch pots, for which special prizes were offered.

Stove and greenhouse flowering plants were not

numerously represented, but the fine-foliage were both

numerous and exceedingly well grown. The 1st

prize in class I, for six stove or greenhouse plants,

distinct, in or out of flower, was awarded to Mr.

Jordan, gr. to J. Boustead, Esq., Canizzaro House;
Mr. Moorman, gr. to the Misses Christy, Coombe
Bank, running him very close. The 1st prize collec-

tion contained an exceedingly well-grown and fresh

piece of Alocasia Lowii, and a very large and beauti-

fully coloured Croton angustifolius ; while the 2d had
a fine plant of AUamanda Hendersoni and Stepha-

notis floribunda. In the six miscellaneous foliage

or flowering plants in 9-inch pots Mr. Jordan was
again 1st, with plants masterpieces of cultivation con-

sidering the limited size of pots. There was a good
competition in both the classes set apart for exotic

Ferns, Mr. Jordan being 1st for six, Mr. Iientley 2d
;

while the prizes in the class for fours fell to Mr. Chap.

man, Mr. Moorman, and Mr. Lyne, gr. to A.

Schliisser, Esq. Zonal Pelargoniums were both numer-

ous and exceedingly well done by Mr. Roser, Mr.

Lyne, Mr. Law, and Mr. Mayer. Tire exhibits of

Mr. Roser were indeed grand, and rarely have such

magnificent trusses ever been staged out of London
before. They were medium-sized plants, about 2 feet

6 inches in diameter, without that flat pancake style

so frequently exhibited. They were the admiration

of every one, and being all carefully named, with the

raisers' names, they were as equally interesting. To
particularise all of them would take up too much
spice, but, suffice it to say, they contained the best of

Pearson's, Dr. Denny's, George's, and other noted

raisers who have persevered to raise the status of

this gorgeous flower ; while to Mr. Roser is the praise

due of bringing them out before the public in such

perfection. The next best class of plants in this tent

was the six Caladiums staged by Mr. Jordan. Though
a good grower of all stove plants, he considers he has

never exhibited six so perfect specimens as on this

occasion. The six Achimenes set up by the same
exhibitor were both large and good, as well as being

admirably bloomed.

Ri3ses were not so well represented as in former

years, the excessive heat having cast aside the good
qualities of many, although there was a goodly

number of competitors. Mr. Moorman took the 1st

prize in the class for twenty-four ; and Mr. Scott, of

New Wimbledon, was a good 1st for twelve in the

amateur class—in fact, this may be said to be the best

twelve Roses in the show. Vegetables were well

represented, especially in the class for twelves, the 1st

being awarded to Mr. Lyne, while Mr. Jordan re-

ceived the 2d, and Mr. Cob 1st in the class for six.

Two special classes are very kindly given every year

by Mrs. and the Misses Reeves, Woodhayes,
Wimbledon, open to all members, for the best twelve

plants in pairs, in pots not exceeding 6 inches in

diameter, in or out of flower, suitable for dinner-table

decoration ; and for six plants, distinct. These classes

are very interesting, and well competed for, and rarely

can a better lot of plants suitable for this purpose be

met with at any show. In the class set apart for

twelve Mr. Jordan was again to the fore, followed by

Mr. Lyne and Mr. Bentley ; while in the six Mr.

Smith was 1st, Mr. Law 2d, and Mr. Moorman 3!.

There were thirty-two classes set apart for cottagers,

also nine special, nearly the whole of them being very

well represented, one cottager alone being awarded
twenty-six prizes. Particularly pleasing and eflective

groups of new and rare plants were contributed by
Messrs. Veitch & .Sons, both from their nurseries at

Chelsea and Coombe Wood ; Mr. Thomson, from

the nurseries, Wimbledon ; Messrs. Jackson & Son,

of Kingston; Mr. Kinghorn, of Richmond; Messrs.

Rollisson & Sons, of Tooting ; and Dick Radclyffe

Sa Co. exhibited some of their Fern cases. These
worthy exhibits, together with the productions of the

locality, consti'.uted an excellent show. (From a

Correspondent. )

Ealing, Acton, and Hanwell Horticultural

:

July II.—This is in all probability one of the most
important and extensive exhibitions of cottagers' pro-

duce held within 50 miles of London, and the .Society

having been established for the purpose of en-

couraging a better system of cottage and allotment

gardening in the neighbourhood, it has continued to

make this the m.-in feature in the programme of its

exhibition. A quarter of a century ago the then

Bishop of Loiidon gave over to the parish a large

piece of ground for the purpose of forming allotment

gardens, of which there are now a considerable num-
ber, and these allotments are tenanted by the poorer

classes at an annual rental of 5^. per annum for each
allotment. A parish committee takes cognisance of

all the arrangements, and the applicants for an allot-

ment exceed the number that can be allotted. On the

occasion of the annual exhibition of the -Society in

July the sum of twelve guineas, contributed jointly by
Baroness de Rothschild and Mr. Walpole, is given in

twenty prizes for the best kept cottage garden or allot-

ment, the prizes varying from 25J-. , the amount of the

1st, to 5j-. the amount of the 20th. Between thirty

and forty entries are made, and the allotments are in-

spected by the judges at intervals for a month or six

weeks before the show. The premier allotment gar-

dener is James Wilson, a working sawyer, and he has

taken the leading prize for a few years past. Special

prizes are also offered by some members of the Society

for the best kept cottage flower garden, and here also

the competition is numerous and keen. Many of the

special prizes are offered byjresidents for cottagers'

productions, and in the classes for Potatos, (Anions,

Broad Beans, Peas, &c., there are often as many as

thirty entries. Any cottager resident in Hanwell,

Ealing, or Acton can compete without the payment of

any entrance fee, and the prizes are all presented to

the successful exhibitors on the show day.

On this occasion the exhibition took place at Ford-

hook, the residence of George Tyrrell, Esq., Ealing

Common ; and the cottagers' produce, the season

considered, was very good indeed, one large tent being

almost entirely occupied with it ; and in the matter

of vegetables, many of the allotment holders are

formidable opponents to the gentlemen gardeners in

the neighbourhood.
Prizes were also offered for plants, cut flowers, &c.,

or what are termed the open classes, the leading

exhibitors being Mr. Elwards, gr. to J. S. Budgett,

Esq., Ealing Park ; Mr. J.
Hepper, gr. to C. O.

Ledward. Esq., The Elms, Acton ; Mr. Craggs, gr.

to H. J. Atkinson, Esq.. Gannersbury ; Mr. E.

Fountain, gr. to Miss Wood, Hanger Hill, E.

Messrs. J. & C. Lee, Hammersmith, and Mr. H.

B. Smith, Ealing D;.an Nursery, contributed valuable

groups of plants not for competition.

A most attractive feature of the exhibition was the

competition for the handsome special prizes oflered

by the Society for forty-eight cut Roses, distinct,

three trusses of each. Messrs. C. Turner, Slough ;

B. R. Cint, Colchester ; and Paul & Son, Cheshunt,

entered the lists in competition, and a most excellent

display resulted, the prizes being awarded in the order

of the names just given. Mr. Turner's flowers were

beautifully fresh and bright, and included splendid

examples of La Duchesse de Morny, Miss Baker, the

Rev. J. B. M. Camm, Niphetos, Etienne Levet. Duke
of Wellington, Marie Baumann, Madlle. Louise

Leveque, Miss Hassard, Francois Michelon, and Louis

Van Houtte. Mr. Turner received a First-class

Cerlificite for a splendid d.ark Rose, and Messrs. Paul

& Son for Duke of Connmght. Altogether this

exhibition was one of the most successful the Society

has ever held, and though the schedule of prizes

grows in extent each succeeding year, the support

civen to the Society by the inhabitants of the district

is such that the annual shows—except where accom-

panied with unpropitious weather — are alw.ays

financial successes. (From a Correspondent.)

STATE OF THS WEATHER ATBLACKHEATH^LONDOK^
For the Week ending Wednesday, July ig, 1876.
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70°. 5, + 7°.9; I5lh, 72°. 5, + 9°.S. The mean
temperature of the air for the week was 64", being
1°. 6 above the average of observations extending over
sixty years.

The highest readings of a thermometer with black-

ened bull) in vacuo, placed in sun's rays, were 144°

and 139° on the I4ih and 15th, on the nth 106° was
the highest reading. The lowest readings of a ther-

mometer on grass, with its bulb exposed to the sky,

were 3Si^ on the I2ih, and 43° on the nth; the

mean (or the seven low readings was 46°.

The weather during the first four days of the week
was fine, though very cool ; the last three days were
very fine, bright, and hot. The direction of the wind
was \V., S.W., and N.W., and gentle in motion.
No rain fell during the week.
In England the liighest temperatures of the air

during the week were on Friday and on Saturday. On
Friday the highest was 92,1^ at Wolverhampton and
Bristol, 91.1° at Cambridge, SSj'.-it Leicester, 88° at

Blackheaih and Shtfi'ield, and 86:5° at Manchester.
At Plymouth on this day it did not lise above 70°, nor
above 73^° at Brighton. On Saturday the 15th inst.

the highest temperature was 94^° at Bristol, 90;^° at

Wolverhampton, 90° at Leicester and Cambridge,
89.1" at Blackheath and Nottingham, and 89^" at

Eccles. On this day the temperature did not rise

above 77|° at Brighton, 78° at Plymouth, 79° at Hull,
and Si" at Bradford.

The lowest temperatures of the air observed by
night was 39° at Truro ; the next in order was 41^°
at Nottingham and Eccles ; at Norwich 54° was the
lowest temperature ; the general mean from all

stations was 464°.

The range of temperature in the week was the
smallest at Brighton, 28°, and the largest at Bristol,

49^° ; the mean range from all stations was 404°.

The mean of the seven high day temperatures was the
highest at Bristol, 80°, and the lowest at Plymouth
and Liverpool, both 69',° ; the mean from all stations

was 74i°. The mean of the seven low-night tem-
peratures was the lowest at Truro and Eccles, both
49:5°, and the highest at Liverpool, 56iJ'; the mean
value from all stations was 53i°. The mean daily
range of temperature in the week from all stations

was 2i:'|° ; it was the greatest at Bristol, 27 J°, and the
least at Liverpool, I2,J°. The mean temperature of
the air for the week was 62°, being 7° higher than the
value for the corresponding week in 1S75.

The highest was 64^° at Bristol, London, and Cam-
bridge, and the lowest was 59°, at Eccles,

The amounts of rain measured during the week were
very small. At Newcastle-on-Tyne four-tenths of an
inch was measured, this being the largest fall in the
week. At Leicester and Wolverhampton one-
hundredth of an inch only was recorded ; and at

London, Bristol, Nottingham, Sheffield, Liverpool,
Brighton, Plymouth, and Leeds no rain fell. The
average fall over the country was six-hundredths of an
inch.

The weather during the first part of the week was
fine, but cool ; but during the latter part was fine,

bright, and hot.

In Scotland the highest temperatures of the air

ranged from 82° at Dundee to 72° at Greenock ; the
lowest temperature of the air varied from 42° at
Greenock and Paisley to 484° at Aberdeen : the aver-
age of the former was 773°, and that of the latter was
45°. The mean range of temperature in the week
was 321°.

The mean temperature of the air for the week was
59 J°, being 4j° above the value for the corresponding
week in 1 875. The highest occurred at Aberdeen,
634°, and the lowest at Paisley, 55i°.
The amounts of rain varied from three-quarters of

an inch at Greenock to seven-hundredths of an inch at
Perth ; at Dundee no rain fell ; the average fall over
the country was three-tenths of an inch.

At Dublin the highest temperature of the air was
8lJ°, the lowest 39^°, the range 42°, the mean 61°,

and no rain fell.

JAMES GLAISHER.

enquiries.
He that guistiomth much shall learn much.—Bacon.

T22. Nettle Fibre for Paper-making. — I ven-
ture to ask if the fibre of the Nettle has ever been tried
or used as a fibre for making paper? Both stalk and
root would seem to be tenacious and fine in texture, and
under the required treatment perhaps suited to this pur-
pose. If the plant were applicable, there might be the
double advantage of supplying a good material and
getting rid of a nuisance, which, unapplied to anything,
a Nettle is. J. F. K.

Answers to Correspondents.
Azalea ; T. F. K. The suckers, if rooted, should be

transplanted any lime during autumn or winter. If
not, and plants are required, they had better then be
be layered. If plants are not required, and they are
injuring the parent plants, they should be cut away at
once.

CORDYLiNE AUSTRALis : T. .S'. We are informed that

the plant at Exeter, so named, and referred to by us,

is probably C. indivisa.

DiNNER-TARLE Competitions: VV. Harrison. We see

nothing in the printed matter sent prohibiting the
competitors from obtaining the aid of assistants in

"wiling grasses and flowers," or, in fact, rendering
them help of any kind ; and the fact that the presence
of assistants was permitted by the committee, and not
objected to at the time by the other competitors,
should be taken as sufficient evidence that the help
rendered was bonn fide. The lady competitors would
no doubt consult their own tastes as to arrangement,
but it would be extremely difficult to prevent them,
one and all, from profiting by a hint from a bystander.
Good feeling and honesty of purpose should keep such
matters straight. If ill-feeling should unfortunately
spring up, the only remedy would be, another season,
to enclose each table by canvas while it is being fitted

up, and permit the access of the competitors only, or
limit and define the assistance to be permitted. For
our part we should think the lady who had the assist-

ance ot her " niece " liad the advantage probably as to
matters of taste over those who were assisted by their
" husbands," and thus had no reasonable ground of
complaint. As we do not see that the prize-winners
have violated any rule, we should not hesitate to hand
them over the prizes awarded to them.

Gerard's "Garden:" C. and Othejs. We believe
the statement to be correct. It is the first edition, of
which, so far as we know, only one copy exists.

Insects : T. F. R. The insect sent is the larva of one
of the wood-boring Longicorn beetles ; probably a
species of Leplura. /. O. IV,

Names of Plants : /1/n E. Pcrcival. Rhagodia
obovata.—y. F. i, Achillea clavennae ; 2 and 5,
Campanula garganica

; 3, Veronica longifolia
; 4,

V. spicata.

—

A. 7.. Zenobia speciosa.

—

A. S. Kemp.
Sempervivum cruentum.— T. Davis. Zephyranthes
grandiflora.— V. Z. Why send such wTetched scraps ?

The only one we can identify is No. 4, Begonia macu-
lata.

—

J. C. S. I, Gymnadenia conopsea (Fragrant
Orchis) ; 2, Ophrys apifera {Bee Orchis)

; 3, Orchis
maculata (Spotted Palmate Orchis)

; 4, Habenaria
chlorantha (Great Butterfly Orchis)

; 5 and 6, Listera
ovata (Tway Blade)

; 7, Orchis pyramid.alis (Pyramidal
Otc\\\&).— James M. i, Carex distans ; 2, C. pal-
lescens

; 3, Scirpus caespitosus
; 4, Carex flava

; 5,
C, stellulata

; 6, C. publicans.

—

Perplexed, i, Cam-
panula muralis

; 2, C. garganica.—^/'^/k. Astragalus
sp., and Lithospermum canescens.— W. S. M. i,

Swainsonia Greyana ; 2, Nicotiana acuminata
; 3,

Cattleya Forbesii. — Mrs. Rowland. Limnanthes
Douglasii (white) ; Gilia (Leptosiphon) micrantha.

—

H. (Sr* Co. I, Serratula arvensis ; 2, appears to be one
of the Ephedras

; 3, Bocconia cordata
; 4, Agrimoma

sp.
; 5, Sedum aizoon.— £. Wiklins. Stasnactis spe-

ciosa; Leycesteria formosa. We cannot name varieties
of Delphiniums.

—

L, M. i, Geranium pratense ; 2,

Lychnis dioica flore-pleno
; 3, Trudescantia virginica

;

4, Campanula persicifolia (?) ; 5, Agrostemma coro-
naria ; 6, Hedysarum coronarium.— C. R. F. A, Las-
trea spinulosa

; B, apparently the alpine form of L.
dilatata.

Pruning Roses im Summer : Z. Z. Do not cutback
the young shoots at this season, unless it be to top a
rampant one to equalise growth. The old flowering
snags may be cut back to a growing eye, and a stray
shoot making too much progress may be restrained by
heading fback. The general pruning had better be
done in spring—earlier or later, according to the
hardiness of the kinds.

Swiss Botany : Enquirer. As a pocket guide you
will find Mortier's Flore Analytique de la Suisse very
useful.

Truffle : C. W. D. The name of the Truffle (" not
uncommon in Windsor Park under Oaks ") is Choiro-
myces meandrirormis. formerly known under Tuber
album, the white Truffle.

Communications Received. — F. S. & Co.—H O —W F —
H. G. E.-W. B.-B. M.—CM.—E. G. S. & S.-H. F. and
A Young Gardener (the statements you make with reference
to borrowing plants for the Grantham show may be quite
true, but you have not authenticated them with your names
and addresses).—D. R. & Co.—Darlington.—R. H. P.—
D. T. F.-N. E. -G. S.

DIED, on the i8th inst., in his 76th year, deeply
regretted by all who knew him. Thomas Taylor, for
thirty-eight years a florist, nurseryman and seedsman at
Monmouth.

[arhcfs.
COVEiVT GARDEN, Jitly 20.

A good amount of business is being done, and all

classes of goods have been easily cleared at former
prices, with the exception of second-rate Peaches and
Nectarines, for which there is little demand. Jas.
Webber, Wholesale Apple Market.

Cut Flowers.

Carnations, 12 bunch.
— Clove, 12 bun...

Cornflower, per doz.
Eschscholtzias, doz.
Eucharis, per doz. .

.

Gardenia, per doz. ,

.

Heliotropes, 12 spr.

Jasmine. 12 bunches
Mignonette, 12 bun.
Nemop.iila, 12 bun.
Pelargoniums, 12 spr.— zonal, 12 sprays

Pinks, white, 12 bun. 6 o- <

— coloured, 12 bun. 2 o- 1

Primula, dbl., p. bun. 1 o-
Roses, indoor, p. doz. i o- 1

— outdoor, 12 bun. 4 o- 1

Spiraea, 12 sprays ..10-,
Stephanotis, iz spr. 2 6- <

Stocks, 12 bunches.. 6 o- 1

Sweet Peas, 12 bun. 4 o-
Sweet Sultan. (Cen-

taurea), 12 bun. .. 40-;

Plants in Pots.

Crilceolarla. per doz. 4 1

— herbaceous, doz. 6 1

Camp:inulas, p, doz. 6 1

Hydrangea, per doz. 9 {Uix— paniculala, doz 24 o-6f.

,
do.34 o-c.;,

Lobelia
Mignor
Myrtle-
Nastun

e, da
do..

Fuchsia, per d
Heaths, i

Heliotrope, per d^

do7en 30-1,
I... .. 6 0-12 D Palms in variety, each 3 6-ji
rminalis 30 0-60 o Pelargoniums, scarlet,
per doz. 18 0-24 o per doz 30-0
ca ..2 6-is o — in variety, doz. 9 0-2.

0-18 o Petunias.double.doz. 9 o.3»^— single, per doz.. 6 0-13
0-30 o Roses, Fairy, do, . . 8 o-is

Frui-

Cobs and Filbts.,lb. o 9- r o
Figs ,. .. ..3 o-io o
Gooseberries, gr., ql. 03-06
Grapes, per lb. .. z o- 8 o

Artichokes, per doz. 40-..— Eng, Globe, doz. 40-..
Asparagus (English),

per bundle . . 2 o-io
Aubergines, p. doz. 60-..
Beans, Fr.,p. K-siev. 40-..
— Longpod,p. bush. 40-,,
Beet, per doz. .. 10-21
Cabbages, per doz. .. 10-21
Carrots, per bunch.. 06-..
Cauliflowers, spring,
per dozen . . ..20-41

Celery, per bundle . . i 6- 2 i

Chilis, green, per 100 30-..
Cucumbers, each .. 04-11
Endive, per doz. ., 10-21
— Batavian, p. doz. 20-3-
Herbs, per bunch , . 02-0.
Potatos (new) —Jersey Kidne

14J. Cherbourg Kidneys, 1

zance Kidneys, 16^. to aor, 1

Lemons, per 100 ..

Melons, each
Nectarines .

.

Oranges, per 100 .

,

Peaches, per doz. .

.

Pine-apples, p. lb. ..

Strawberries, per lb.

S. d. S. d.

HorseRadish.p.bun. 30-50
Leeks, per bunch . . o 2- o 4
Lettuces, per score.. 20-..
Mint, green, bunch o 4- ..

Mushrooms, perpoit. 10-20— buttons, do. ..40-..
Onions, young, bun, 04-06
Parsley, per bunch., o 4- ..

Peas, green, per ql, . i 6- ,,

Potatos, Sweet, p. lb, 06-..
Radishes, per bunch, o i- ^

— Spanish, doz. .. 10-.,
Rhubarb, per bundle 06-10
Shallots, per lb, .. 06-..
Spinach, per bushel 30-..
Tomatas. per doz. . . 30-,.
Turnips, new, bundle 04-0 '

Veg, Marrows, each o 6-

s, 14J. to iZs. ; Round
I. : Rounds, 115. to 12

r cwt. Old stocks finis"heti.

Pen-

SEEDS.
London: y^/y 19.—Complete stagnation is slill the

sole characteristic of the agricultural seed market. The
brilliant and favourable weather, the absence from town
on their holidays of a majority of the trade, and the fact

that the actual sowing requirements of the moment are
almost nil, all combine to deprive the seed trade of the
slightest sign of activity. For new Trifolium a moderate
inquiry is shown ; a fair quantity of this article will, it is

said, be shipped us from France, but probably not much
English is being saved for seed. Sowing Mustard and
Rape seed move off slowly at unaltered currencies. New
French Rye is now on offer. Canary seed, with the
nearer approach of the new crop, droops in value.
Samples of new Rape and Trefoil seeds are now offering,

but prices are not yet fixed. Joh?! Shaw &* Sons, Seed
Merchants. 37, ^fark Lane, London^ E.C.

CORN.
At Mark Lane on ^Tonday trade was heavy, the con-

dition of the crops continuing very good. English
Wheat was cheaper to sell, while foreign was fully 1.1.

per quarter lower on the week. Barley experienced a
slow sale, and prices were not generally supported.
Malt had a downward tendency, as also had Oats, but
in neither was there any distinct fall from Friday. Maize
was fiat and unsettled. Beans and Peas, when offered,

were decidedly easier, and the market for flour was slow.
Trade on Wednesday was inactive, and the quotations
drooped. English was in no better supply, and the
prices asked were consequently no lower, but a laige

show of foreign Wheat was on the stands, and in iw»
description some concession was necessary to efFed
sales. Bariey, malt, and other kinds of produce, indui-
ng flour, favoured buyers in the majority of bargains
iconcluded. —Average prices of corn for the week ending
July 15:—Wheat, 48^. $d.; Bariey, 32J. 3*/. ; Oats,
30,f. id. For the corresponding week last year :—Wheat,
46V.; Barley, 33J. \id.\ Oats, 30J. ^d.

HAY.
The report from Whitechapel for July 18, states that

there was a good demand for all classes of fodder, and
prices continued firm. Straw was rather dearer, at 401.

to 50J. Prime Clover made iooj. to 1525.; inferior, 85X.

to 95f.
;
prime meadow hay, 90?. to 140^,; and inferior,

55-^' t0 75-^' per load,—On Thursday there was a steady
demand for good qualities ; inferior dull. Quotations :

— Old Clover, best, 120s. to 1525. ; inferior, 85J. to

95J.
; hay, best, 1155. to 140J. ; inferior, 55J. t0 75J.; and

straw, 3SJ. to 48.^. per load.—Cumberland Market quo-
tations : — Superior old meadow hay, 150/. to i6oj". ;

inferior, isoj. to 132J. ; new hay, 110s, to 140^. ; supe-
rior old Clover, 150J. to 160/. ; inferior, iios. to 130J. ;

new Clover, iio^. to 140J. ; and straw, 48/. to 52^. per

load.

POTATOS.
The Borough and Spitalfields markets reports for

July 17 state that the supplies on offer were short. Trade
was steady, and the following were the prices realised :

—Early Shaws, 200s. to 220J. ; Kidneys, igos. to 240/.;

Regents, 230J. to 250J. per ton.—Last week's imports
into London consisted of 1388 baskets from Rotterdam,

379 Antwerp, 399 barrels 269 sacks 706 packages Sydney,

573 cases Cherbourg, 900 cases 30 tierces Barfleur, 76
casks Hamburgh, and 31 hampers Guernsey.
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MESSENGER & COMPANY,
lONTRACTORS, MIDLAND HORTICULTURAL BUILDING AND HOT-WATER

ENGINEERING WORKS, LOUGHBOROUGH,
A

,3g to call attention to the above illustration, which shows a very advantageous arrangement of Glasshouses which has been adopted for several

important Works on M. &. Co.'s recommendation.

Only thorouglily well-seasoned timber used. Glasshouses erected on Messenger's I in cost and maintenance. Messenger's Patent Boilers, Flexible Jointed Hot-water

tent principles are, owing to mechanical arrangements, very strong, most durable. Pipes and Valves, are now in use in many thousands of instances, with the greatest

ht, elegant; perfect efficiency iox purpose intended is ^wtzraw/^^if/ are economical
|

success. Particulars on application.

!

' Plans and Estimates forwarded. Ladies and Gentlemen waited upon. The Plans of Architects and others carried out. illustrated Circular Free.

BOULTON & PAUL, Horticultural Builders, NORWICH,
lANUFACTURERS OF PRIZE GARDEN IMPLEMENTS, PRIZE GARDEN FURNITURE, &C.

DESCRIPTIVE LISTS Free by Post. Orders amounliiig to ^,os. Carnage Paid.

i-GALLON SWING WATER BARROW. : GARDEN ROLL, PORTABLE PuittP,
1
WATER or LIQUID MANURE CART.

' Balance Handle.

1 be attached. The
, and the tub oak.

ny Sialion in England.

''heabLivo is iii\ 111' '

i r carrying liquids of all kinds. No
-den, Farm, Si.illi', r>r Kiichen Yard should be without one.

or more tubs cin be had with one carriage at a small addi-

lal cost. A lad can easily work it ; but if required to travel

1 distances over rough ground a pony
:els and carriage are wrought

'

Cash prices. Carriage paid t

Ditto, with two tubs
Spreader and Valve .

.

.

.

. . extra 0150
Garden Engine and fitting for tub .. 2 10 o

i8-Gallon Barrow, with Galvanised Tank 200
30-Gallon ,, .i 2 10 o

THE HAMBURGH FIRST PRIZE
a.WN WATERING MACHINE,
WITH ruWERFUL GARDEN ENGINE.

iiplete, and most useful in large

lis ; is fitted with valve and spreader for distributing water
Liid manure. Waterpots and pails can be filled when the

; engine is bolted to the top of the barrel, and fitted with
n pipe, which is useful either for drawing water direct

1 pond or out of the barrel.

These ire very hea\y and i

SiNU
18 in. long by :

18 in. long by 16 in. di>i

tor Liquid Minure or
Water

With stand f,-^ 7 d
10 feet of India
rubber SulUoii
P,pe »iththp

> -ind btrauer i 12 6

_^ - Powerful Garden and
Conservatory Engine

11 made Cin be Ubtd with 1 piil

3 5 o

IMPROVED GARDEN ENGINE.

made extra strong, with
very powerful engine,
throws a continuous
stream of water 50 feet.
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w. H LASCELLES, Hortiluliurvl
luiLU Fin biry Steim Join ry Work

I I B nliiU Row I ondon E C

C ~w

I .; . . ;r''c,nion for GREENHOUSES and
LL*-\^i,i:\'Aiul:lho -A-xW kinds, and to any dcMgn.

GARDEN BOXES and LIGHTS. Each.
Portable Box with One Light, 6 feet by 4 feet, glazed s. d.

good 16-oz. sheet s'ass, painted four coats, and
packed ready for use . . . . . , . . ..350

Portable Box with Two Lights, as above, each light
6 feet by 4 feet . . . . . . , . . . .

.

65 o
LIGHTS ONLY.

3 feet by 4 feet Light, not painted nor glazed .. .. 36
Ditto glazed, good 16-oz. sheet glass, and painted 4 coats )o o
6 feet by 4 feet, not painted nor glazed 60
Ditto glazed and painted four coats .. ,. .. 16 6

BO U L T O N AND P K\3~-L,
Norwich. Horticnltnral Builders.

NEW PATENT GREENHOUSES.~Can be erected with-
out the aid of either carpenter, glazier, painter, or bricklayer.
New Lists, containing a number of Illustrations and Prices,
ree by post.

PATENT PLANT PRESERVERS.—Now ready, our new
List of Prices, with full descriptions, clearly showing the uses
to which these handy articles may be applied. Free by post.

MELON OR CUCUMBER FRAMES —All sizes, ready
for immediate deli\erv

Height at back, 24 in.; at front. 13 in.; sides, lY^ In.

lights, 2 in. thick. Made of best red deal, painted ihrei
ry pane of glass (21 oz.) is nailed as well as puttied i

igthening rod and handle,

age paid to any station in England

Hght has

Cash prices, c;

All 6 feet wide.

4 ft. long, I light

8 ft.

lit.
3 5

Illustrated Catalogue for 1S76, containing upwards of sixt
Engravings, with prices, of Conservatories, Greenhou.se;
Peach Houses, Forcing Houses, Pits, &c., free by post for 1

stamps.
BOULTON AND PAUL. Norwich.

LASCELLES* PATENT BENT WOOD
CONSERVATORIES and GREENHOUSES.— All

Gardeners know that Wood is better than Iron for Plant Grow-
ing, and by the above system a handsome curved house can be
erected as cheaply as a plain straight one.

The curved house is more durable, stronger, lighter in con-
struction, and no bent glass Is required.

Latest Improvements in Heating by Hot Water.

THE IMPROVED CONICAL BOILERS,
for HEATING PINERIES. CONSERVATORIES

GREENHOUSES. MANSIONS, HALLS, WARE-
HOUSES, ^cc.

These BOILERS are adapted
for setting in Brickwork, or as
shown in sketch they require No

'pollard and CO. Gate Bury
.^ Pullard, Successors to John R.
Peill, late Stephenson & Peill), Sole
Manufacturers of the Improved
CONICAL BOILERS, which are
in general use, and for their dura-
diirabihty and economy have at-
tnined a celebrity far surpassing

y other Boilers ever invented.
Fixed at seats of Duke of New-
tie, Lord Belper. Lord Mid-
icn. &c. At Earl Sydney's
ilacr-fl. after being twenty years

' 11 'int use. Foreign orders
m; :., executed. The Prince

lin SlIhi, the Duke de Croy,
., r.Tfiuly supplied.
PRICE LLSTS free by post.

Benr Garden, P.nrk Street, Soulhwarlc, London, S.E.

S T E VEN S'

TRENTHAM GREENHOUSE BOILER,

;\penence has proved the most SIMPLE
ECONOMICAL, EFFECTUAL, and LASTING BOILER
e-vtant ; recently much Improved. For III ustrai ions, with
full particulars, apply to the Sole Makers,

F, & J. SILVESTER,
Castle Hill Foundry, Engineering and Boiler Works,

Newcastle, Staffordshire.

m" Our Boilers are the only ones made with (he sanction
and under the inspection of the inventor, Mr. Stevens- all
others being base imitations.

W^Fl l I a m s^ bur ton,
Genrr^l Furnishing Ironmonger, by appoint

.

ment to H.RH. the Prince of Wales, sends a CATALOGUE
gratis, post paid, containing upwards of 850 Illustrations of his
unrivalled Stock of Electro Plate,

Metal Goods,
Dish Covers,
He r Dishes,

Kitchen Ranges',

"

Lamps and Gase*

Urns and Kettle:
.

Clocks and Candelabra,

Table Cutlery,
Baths and Toilet Ware,
Dedding and Bed Hangin;
Iron and Brass Bedsteads
Bedroom Cabinet Kurnitu
Dining and Diawing-roi
Fun

Kitchen Ut( iils.

Wuh Lists of Prices, and Plans of the Thirty Large Show Rooms,
at 31), Oxford Street, W. ; i, lA, s, 3, and ^, Newman Street, W.-
<, 5 and 6, Perry's Place, W. ; and i, Newman Yard, W.
Manufactories : 84, Newman Street, W. ; i, Newman Mews,
London, W. The cost of delivering goods to the most distant
parts of the United Kingdom by railway is trilling. WILLIAM
S. BURTON will always undertakedehveryatasmall fixedrate.

CARSONS' PAINT,
PATRONISED EY THE QUEEN,

H.RH. THE PRINCE OF WALES,
The British, Indian and Colonial Governments,

8000 of the Nohillty, Gentry, and Clergy,

Railway and Canal Companies, Collleriea, Iron-
masters, &c., &c..

Is extensively ust-d for all kinds of

OUTDOOR WORK.
It is especially applicable to

WOOD, IRON, BRICK, STONE & COMPO.
CAN BE LAID ON EY UNSKILLED LABOUR.

Sold in all Colours.

2 cwt. free to all Stations.
Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials sent Post Free.

WALTER CARSON & SONS,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD,

LT7DGATE HILL, LONDON, B.C.,
And 2:, BACHELOR'S WALK, DUBLIN.

No Agents.

Oil Paint No Longer Necessary.

HILL \ND SMITHS BLACK
VAPNISHfor Preserv ng Iron ork Wood or "^tone.

This Varnish is an excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-
door work, while it is fully two-thirds cheaper. It was intro-
duced upwards nf tlilrly ye.ars .igo by the advertisers, and its

P'""''i'|' -: ' ' :! ^; ',', ii'':\vllhstanding a host of unprincipled
'

' '
" ' yits constantly increasing sale. It

'
'

I
i

' :
II iry labourer, requires no mixing or

'' -I III-.
'

I- 'I i ' M. It is used in the grounds at
" uijj.i C.ul. I.^.. I.;,„dtns, and at the scats of many hun-
dreds of the Nubilityand Gentry, from whom the most fl.atterirg
testimonials have been received, which Hii.L & Smith «ill
forward on application.

•Sold in casks of about .30 gallons each, at is. 6d. per gallon,
at the Manufactory, or is. Zd. per gallon carriage paid to any
Station in the Kingdom.

UNsoi.iciTiiD Testimonial.
^Glnng7oilly, Llntitnmpsant, Carmarthen, N<ro. 57, 1873.—
Mr. Lloyd Lloyd encloses cheque for £,^ sir. , amount due to

Messrs. Hill S: Smith, and he considers the Black Varnish
one of the most useful things he ever possessed."
Apply to HILL AND SMITH, Brierly Hill Ironworks, near

Dudley; and 118, Queen Victoria Street, London, E. C. , from
whom only it can be obtained.
CAUTION.—ll having lately come to the knowledge of

Hill & Smith that spurious imitations of this Varnish are
oeing offered by unprincipled dealers at a slight reduction in
price, they would specially draw attention to the fact that every
cask of their Vanush is legibly marked with their name and
adress, without which none is genuine.

The Best, Cheapest, and Most Durable Faint
11 kinds of Work, Internal and External, is

GRANITIC PAINT.— Its body is

r to Lead, its durability far greater, and it is more
Sold, ground in Oil. in all colours, by the

GRANITIC PAINT COMPANY, Removed to 45, Fish
reet Hdl, E.G.

'T'HE C

Damp Walls Cured and Decay In Stone Prevented,
at a Trifling Cost, by

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSI-
TION.—Manufactured in all Colours, eras a COLOUR-

LESS LKIUID, by the

SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION and GRANITIC
PAINT COMPANY. Removed to 45, Fish Street Hill, E.C.

Illustrated Catalogues.

HM. POLLETT has a Collection of nearly
. SEVEN HUNDRED BLOCKS suitable for tlit

above purpose. Customers can have the use of any of theiii fjr

printing in Catalogues, gratis. Apply,
POLLETT'S Horticultural Steam Printing Works, iz to n

Bridgewater Gardens, Barbican, E.C.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE de
^ FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CHHRE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1S65 by F
BuRVE.NiLH, E. Pvnaert, E. Rodicas, and H. J. Van
Hui.LE, Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian
Government at Ghent. Post paid 10^. per annum.
H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Gardens, Ghent, Belg ium.

HE CULTIVATOR.—A Poi-tuguese
Monthly Agricultural Journal, which circulates in

Portugal and her possessions, and in the Principal Towns of
the Biazils.

This Paper offers an excellent medium for Advertisements of
every description of industry and of every article of consump.
tion in the countries and places above mentioned.
Advertising charges, Zd. per square inch , Translation included.
Ten per cent. Discount for six months ; 20 per cent. Discount

for twelve months, if paid in advance.
Address, the Editor of the Cultivator. St. Michael's, Azores.

PJEVUE de I'HORTICULTURE BELGe"
yi et UTRANGiiRE (Belgian and Foreign Horticultural

Review).—Among the principal Contributors are :—-A. Allard,
E. Andre, C. Baltet, T. Buchetet, F. Burvenich. F. Crepin,
Comte de Gomer, De Jonge van Ellemeet, O. de Kerchove de
Denterghem, P. E. de Puydt, C. de Vis, J. Gillon, A. M. C.
Jongkindt Coninck, C. Koch. J. Kickx, L. Linden, T. Moore,
C. Naudin, B. Olivier, H. Orteies, E. Pynaert. E. Rodigas,
A. Siraux, O. Thomas, A. Van Geert Son, H. J. Van Hulle, J.
Van Volxem, H. J. Veitch. A. Westmael, and P. Wolkenstein.
This Illustrated Journal appears on the ist of every monlh,

in Parts of 24 p.ages, 8vo, with a Coloured Plate 1
'

Engravings.
Terms of Subscription or the United Kingdon -One year.

at the Chief Post OHice. Ghent.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SO UTH WaTeS ADV ERTISER.

CO.\'TE.\TS :—

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Draii-n and Engraved

specially for this Journal).

NATURAL HISTORY (Original Articles).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS.
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation

|

throughout the Australian Colonies, New Zealand,
Polynesia, cS:c. It contains a large amount of informa-
tion on a great v,anety of subjects.

Subscription in Advance, £1 per Annum.
Single Copies, ^d. ; Stamped, ^d.

Publishing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South
Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising!

Assents .are authorised to receive -ADVERTISEMENTS,
[

which nnist be paid in advance, for the SYDNEY |

MORNINC HERALD and SYDNEY MAIL :—
London .... .Mr. George Street, 30, Comhill, E.C.

Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lom-
bard Street, E.C.

Messrs. Gordon & Gotch. St. Bride 1

Street, Fleet Street, E.C.
Birmingham Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

Liverpool . . Lee & Nightingale, 15, NorthJohn Street. I

Bristol James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance I

Buildings.
Edinburgh , . Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow .... W. Porteous & Co., i ^, Royjil E.\change"l
Place.

" *

Copies of each Journal arc filed at the abovs Offices!
for the use of Advertisers.
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T HE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
for MONDAY, July 17.

Contents.

American Centennial— Anti-vivisectiLin— Note from Argentine

'Republic—Bainbtaple Horse Show—The Birmingliam Meeting

,•; —Notices of Books— Cambridge Agricultural Show—Note from

i

Cambridgeshire-A Useful Cantlleholder—The American Cen-

tennial— Chambers of Agriculture— Note from Co. Down-
Cricket—On Cut Flowers—Dairy Farms and the Meeting at

Birmingham—Note from Devon—Disputed (Questions—Drench-

ing Lambs— Note from Dublin—Note from Edinburgh—

I

Farmers' Experiment— Farm Notes—Fruit Farming—Note

I from Galway—Garden of the Farm—Harvest Field Beverages

1— Horse Show at Barnstaple—Labour North and South

—

' Drenching Lambs — Note from Lancashire—Lincoln Agri-

cultural Show— Miscellaneous—Mules—Cost of Ploughing-

lour Potato Fields -The Prisons Bill—Farming in Yorkshire.

I Price4£^.;post-lree 4j^(/. Published by William Richards,

lat the Office, 7, Catherine Street. Strand, W.C.

WANTED, a HEAD GARDENER, where
two Men are kept. He will be required to understand

Crapes, Melons. &c. A house fo\ind. State wages.—Apply
by letter 10 A. H. C, Post-office. Waohurst. Sussex.

WANTED, a gooi3, practical GARDENER,
for the Forcing and Kitchen Gardens at Hampton

Court. Liberal wages to a Man of ability and energy.—Apply
liv letter, to T. JACKSON and SON, Nurseries, Kingston-on-

Thames.

ANTED, a GARDENER for Market
Work, in the Glass Houses. Only sober, industrious

Men need apply.— .Mr. H. HERITAGE, Orchard Nursery,

Richmond Hijh Road, Moitlake, S.W.

WANTED, a steaidy, respectable WORK-
ING GARDENER, where one helper is kept.

Wages, with cottage, not to exceed C^ \s. per week at com-
mencement.— Address, with full particulars, to B. B. H., Great
Berkhampstead. Herts.

WANTED, a thoroughly respectable Man
as GARDENER, and to make himself useful in the

House. Rooms being provided, a married Man without family

preferred. As the situation is one where trust would be
reposed, no one need apply without a good personal character.

-A. W. J., Mr. Burnside, Blackheath.

Gardener and Wife.

WANTED, an incUistrious sober MAN,
about 30, who thoroughly understands his Business :

and his WIFE as good Plain Cook, in a private house about

17 miles from London, where there are four in family. Must
be thoroughly respectable and trustworthy, and without

children, as they would live in the house. Characters indis-

pensable. Wages 20J. per week and all found, except beer and
washing. A lad kept to assist.—Apply by letter, to A. B.,

Mr. J. C. Stevens, Horticultural Auctioneer, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C.

WANTED a good WORKING FORE-
MAN—one who thoroughly understands the Cultiva-

tion of Plants in general. Married preferred. —State wages,
age. and reference, to J. B. GOUBERT, Kilbuin Nurseries,

London, N.W.

WANTED, a WORKING FOREMAN.
Must be an experienced Grower and Propagator of

Ferns, Stove, and Soft-wooded and Hard-wooded Plants for

Covent Garden Terms liberal. — POUNCE'S Nursery,
Church Lane, Hendon, N.W.

WANTED, as PROPAGATOR, a single
Man, well versed in Conifera;. Clematis and Hardy

Shrubs.—Address, stating age, wages required, and all par-

ticulars, to WM. WOOD AND SON, 'The Nurseries. Mares-
field. Ucklield. Sussex.

WANTED, a Young MAN, accustomed to
Potting and Tying for Market.—Apply, with parti-

culars, to DRUMMOND BROTHERS, Larkfield Nursery,
I Edinburgh.

WANT PLA CES.
BS. WILLIAMS having at the present

• time several very excellent GARDENERS upon his

Register, is desirous of placing them in Situations where great
experience and trust are required. B. S. W. would at the same
time beg to intimate that when a Gardener is applied for that
the filling of the situation should be left with him, as that would
prevent unnecessary correspondence and delay.—Victoria and
Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

Head Gardeners.

JOHN LAING can at present recommend
with every confidence several energetic and practical

Men. of tested ability and first-rate character. Ladies and
i.'iulemen in WANT of GARDENERS and BAILIFFS,

I 1; \KllENERSfor Fir.st-rate Est.ablishments or Single-h.aml
' li. IIS, can be suited, and have full particulars by applying

nteadPark and Rutland P.ark Nurseries, Forest Hill,
l-ii.1'41. S.E.

JOHN HARRISON has now on his books
' " several experienced GARDENERS, whose characters and

,
abilities will bear the strictest investigation : also LAND
STEWARD or BAILIFF, who can be highly recommended by
several .cenllemen he has ser\'ed.—North of England Rose
Nursery, Darlington.

GARDENER (Head), where four or more
kept.—Age 29, single : excellent character.—J. B.

3. Ereviatt Hall. Denbigh.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married ;

understands the profession in all its branches. Good
references.- W. C, Milton Hall, Gravescnd.

GARDENER (He.\d).—Age 32, married, no
family ; thoroughly understands the profession in all its

branches. Six years' character from last situation.—J. C,
Mrs. E. Cole & Sons. Nurseries, Wlthington, Manchester.

(O ARDENER (Head)7 where three^orlbuT
V-J are kept.—Age 28. married when suited : understands
Gardening in all its branches. Twelve years' experience.
Good character.- Q. U., Post-office, Newhampt.in. Middlesex.

/^ARDENER (Head).—Age 27, married, no
V--^ family; \inderstands the profession in all its branches.
Good references.—C. P., 24, Canterbury Terrace, RIaida Vale,
London, W.

GARDENER (Head), where two or three
are kept.—Age 30, married, one in family: well up in

Forcing Fruit. Flowers, and Vegetables, &c. Seven years'
character from present employer ; leaving through breaking up
of the establishment.—G. J., Ickenham, Uxbrldge.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 33, marTied";
great experience in every branch of Gardening. Has

been in good places in England, Scotland, and France. Highly
satisfactory references and testimonials.—T. B., Bly th Hall
Gardens, Worksop.

GARDENER (He.4d).—Age 30, married, no
family ; thoroughly understands the General Manage-

ment and Requirements of a good Establishment. Good refer-

ence for ability, sobriety, &c., from present and previous em-
ployers.—G. M., Mount Pleasant, Exning, near Newmarket,
SulTolk.

/-:< ARDENER (Head), to any Nobleman
V>^ or Gentleman requiring the services of a thorough
practical man in all branches of Horticulture.—Age 39, married,
no family; well versed in the general routine of Gardening ;

Land and Stock if required. Good rererences.—G. R., a, Ash
Place, Erith Road. Bexley Heath, Kent.

GARDENER (Head). — Thoroughly
e.\perienced in the Cultivation of Pines, Grapes, Peaches,

Melons, Cucumbers, Mushrooms. Orchard-house Fruit, and
Early Forcing of every kind ; Orchids, Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, and Kitchen and Flower Gardening.—C. W.. Langford
Park, Maldon, Essex.

/"I ARDENER (Head), to any Nobleman or
V^ Gentleman requiring the services of a thorough prac-
tical Man.—Age 30, married, no encumbrance ; has had exten-
sive experience in some of the best places in England, and can
produce excellent testimonials from such. Two years Head
Gardener in last situation, and can have first-class character
from last employer. Left of own accord.—A. COCKER G.
Larissey, Handsworth, Sheffield.

GARDENER (Head), age 37, married, one
child.—J. Jones, for 4 years Head Gardener and Bailiff

to the Hon. J. Saumarez. is open to a re-engagcment. He is

well used to work, and the Management and Direction of Men ;

experienced in Laying-out and Planting Pleasure Grounds.
&c. , and the Forcing of Fruits and Vegetables ; conversant
with the French Language, and has no objection to go abroad.
Wages not under ZSo.—J. JONES, The Gardens, Saumarez
Park, Guernsey.

ARDENER (Head, Working), where
help is given. — Married ; thoroughly understands all

branches, and has excellent references.—HENRY PASKET,
St. Cross, Winchester.

ARDENER (Head, Working), where one
or more are kept.—Age 25, single ; has a thorough

knowledge of the profession. Six years' good character.

—

A. B. C, 10, West Street, Croydon.

GARDENER"7head,Working).—Age 31,
married, no family ; thoroughly understands the profes-

sion. Satisfactory references.—A. B., 7, Gransden Road,
Upper Durham Road. Holloway. N.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 34,
married ; thorough knowledge of the profession in all its

branches. Good references.—H. S., Gardener, Beaurepaire
Park, near Basingstoke, Hants.

GARD

E

N ER"'(Head, Working).—Age 25,
single ; understands the profession in all its branches.

Leaving through the place being broken up. Highest references
as to being a good workman, char.icter. &C.-GARDENEK,
Casile Cross, Stone, near Dartford, Kent.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 33,
married ; thoroughly understands Early and Late Forc-

ing, Pines, Grapes, Peaches. Melons, Cucumbers, &c. ; also

Flower and Kitchen Garden. Leaving through reduction in the
establishment. Good character,—D. H., Gardener, Fernwood,
Wimbledon Park, Surrey.

GARDENER.—Middle-aged, single ; three
and a-half years' good character from last place. Tho-

roughly experienced in all branches of the profession.—W. H.,
Mr. Bradbury, Grocer, High Street, New Brentford.

/r:i.ARDENER (Journeyman). — Age 21;
VjT well aciinainted with Fruit and Plant Growing. Six and
a half years' experience. Good testimonials.—A. C, 19,

Rectory Grove, Clapham. S.W.

GARDENER (Single-handed or Second).
—Age 24 ; respectable. Good character.—W. TERREV,

Little Heath. Potter's Bar, N.

ARDENER (Second).—Age 22 ; has a
good knowledge of Gln'^s, Flower, Fruil:, and Kitchen

Gardening. Wishes to improve. Character will bear the strirtest

inve^ti^Titlon.—H. D., 6, Birklieck Road, Beckenham, Kent.

ARDENER (Under), in the Houses.—
Age 24 ; three years' good character from present situa-

tion. Would not object to small Premium.—A. B., Rendcomb
Gardens, near Cirencester, Gloucestershire.

FOREMAN, in a Gentleman's Establishment.
—Age 25, single : well up in the knowledge of Gardening.

Good character._Y. Z., r. Bridge Terrace, Gillett Road, New
Thornton Heath.

FOREMAN.—Age 24 ; eleven years' experi-
ence in Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and Early Forcing,

Good references.—H. C., t36. High Street, Clapham, S.W.

To Florists.

T^OREMAN, where a permanent supply of

To Master Contractors, Landscape Gardeners, &c.

FOREMAN.—The highest testimonials for
capability and character in all Groundwork, Italian

Gardens, New Parks. Lawns and Pleasure Grounds, Flower
and Kitchen Gardens, Walks and Highway Roads. — Z.,
Mr. Riminton. no, Cannon Street, City, E.C.

PROPAGATOR and FOREMAN. -Tho-
roughly understands the Growing and Propagating of all

classes of Plants, First-class Erica grower.—A. B., 20, Arpley
Road, Penge. Surrey.

ROPAGATOR and GROWER for MarkeT,
or under a Foreman in a good Establishment —Age 24.

Ten years' experience. Good references, &c.—J. NASH,
Meadow Nursery, Godalming, Surrey.

TMPROVER, under glass, where he may gain
-L some knowledge of Forcing, .tc.—A Gardener wishes to
recornmend as above a young Man, age 22 : steady and in-

dustrious. Four years' character.— H. K. , Marling's, Chisle-
hurst, Kent.

IMPROVER. — The Advertiser wishes to
procure a situation for his brother, age 16. in a good

est.iblishment. Would not object to a Premium.—FOREMAN,
Mentmore Gardens, Leighton Buzzard.

To Nurserymen.
IMPROVER (Outdoor), where he could

obtain a good knowledge of the profession. Five years'
good reference from last employer.— H. B., 37, Harpley Road.
Penge. S.E.

IMPROVER.—A Strong respectable Lad, age
r?. desires a situation under a Head Gardener, where be

can improve himself (either in or out of houses). Been two
years in a garden. Can be highly recommended.-HEAD
GARDENEK. Round Hill House, Sydenham.

Tb~NURSERYMEN. — A ~you"ng" Man
requires a situation in a Nursery. Good knowledge of

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, also Seed Trade. Good cha-
racter. Several years' experience— E. LANNER, District
Post-office, Essex Road, Islington, N.

WANTED, by a Gentleman, age 31, a
situation in a Nursery, .Seed, or Floral busine ss.

Good reference.— K. W., Strontian Lodge, Cotham, Bristol.

SHOPMAN^HeTd). — Thoroughly conver-
sant with the Trade in the Farm, Garden, and Flower

Seed Departments. Has a first-class connection with Noble-
men's and Gentlemen's Gardeners in England and Scotland,
and would take a journey in summer. Particulars and
references, by letter, from ZINNIA, Gardeners' ChronUle
Office, W.C.

SHOPMAN.—Age 21 ; has had good expe-
ricDce in all branches of the trade. Si.v years' highest

references from present employers.—O. P., 2, Union Square,
Islington, London. N.

SHOPMAN or~ CLERK.—References" from
first-class Wholesale and Retail London Houses.—

H. F. D., 33, Hunt Street. Latimer Road, Notiing Hill, N.W.

FARM STEWARD, or BAILIFF.—Has
been five years in present situation, on a Farm of 1400

Acres, and had considerable experience in Rearing and Feeding
all sorts of Stock and some experience in Steam Cultivation.

Situation wanted from Michaelmas next. Is open to TAKE a
DAIRY FARM of 100 Acres—DENNIS TAYLOR, Steventon,
Michildever, Hants.

XnPPS'S COCOA:
J--J GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern
the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful appli-

cation of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps
has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately-flavoured

beverage which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by
the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution may
be gradually built up until strong enough to resist every
tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating

around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak point. We
may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti-

fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame."— CVz/V
Service Gazette.

I N A H A N'S LL WHISK Y.
Kinahan fz Co. finding that, through the recommenda-

tion of the Medical Profession, the demand for their CELE-
BRATED OLD LL WHISKEY for purely medicinal purposes
is very great, think it will be satisfactory to the Public to read
the following extracts of the Analysis of the LL Whisky from
the eminent analyst, Dr. Arthur Hill Hassall :—
" I have very carefully and fully analysed samples of this

well-known and popular Whisky. The samples were soft and
mellow to the taste, aromatic and ethereal to the smell. The
Whisky must be pronounced to be pure, well-matured, and of
very excellent quality. The Medical Profession may feel full

confidence in the purity and quality of this Whisky."
20, Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street, London, W.

DINNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.

The hest remedy for ACIDITY of the STOMACH,
HEARTBURN, HEADACHE, GOUT, and
INIIIGE.STION : and the safest .tperient for delicate

, Children, .and Infants

DINNEFORD and CO.,
' Bond Street, London, and all Che

HOLLOWAY'S PILLS and OINTMENT.
—When Rheumatism becomes chronic, and as it were

li.ved in a limb or part, it is truly a terrible enemy to encounter.

The joints often become stiffened and e.vcessively painful when
obliged to be moved, or on exposure to changes of temperature,

dampness, &c. Holloway's Ointment e.vercise5 a wonderful

effect in alleviating this torture, for by its use the blood-vessels

of the part have their tone restored, and the irritated and pain-

ful nerves are soothed and calmed. It must be persistently and
per.severlngly used, for the disorder is a most obstinate one, arid
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Subscribers who wish to have "The

Gardeners' Chronicle" forwarded DIRECT
FROM THE OFFICE are respectfully in-

formed that payment MUST BE MADE IN

ADVANCE,

ARTE R'S GRASS SEEDS
for Lawns and Parks, 20s. per bushel.

c ARTE R'S GRASS SEEDS
for Permanent Pastures, 22s. 6d. to 36J. per acre.

c ARTE R'S GRASS SEEDS.
Carriage Free. To suit all Soils.

c ARTE R'S GRASS SEEDS
for Renovating Meadows and Lawns, iSs. to 20s. per bush.

CARTER'S, THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,
237.nnd 233, High Holborn.W.C.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
South Kensington, S.W.

NOTICE to FELLOWS. —A SPECIAL GENERAL
MEETING of the ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
will be held in the Council Room, South Kensington, on
WEDNESDAY, August 2, at 3 o'clock, to receive a
statement from the President as to the financial position of the

Society.—By order, ROBERT HOGG, Secretary.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
South Kensington. S W.

NOTICE.-FLOWER SHOW, FRUIT and FLORAL
COMMiriEES' MEETINGS, on WEDNESD.AY next.

Augu>t 2, at II o'clock. GENERAL MEETING at

3 o'clock. .Admission is.

TAUNTON FLOWER SHO W.—
GRAND FLORAL F^TE, in the Vivary Park.

Taunton, on THURSDAY, August lo, under distinguished

patronage. PRIZES, amounting to TWO HUNDRED and
FIFTY POUNDS, and several valuable Silver Cups, offered

for competition.

By the kind permission of Colonel Lord Abinger, the cele-

brated band of the Scots Fusilier Guards—conductor, Mr. J. P.

Clarke—will perform during the Fete and until the close of the

Fireworks.
In the evening there will be a magnificent display of Fire-

works, which will include several of the most admired pieces of

the displays given at the Crystal Palace by the celebrated firm

of Messrs. H. Brock & Co., of the Crystal Palace, who will

personally attend and superintend the display.

Excursion Trains will run on the Yeovil, Chard, Minehead
and Barnstaple branches, and from Bristol and Fxeter and inter-

mediate stations, enabling visitors to remain and witness the

display of Fireworks, at special and very reduced fares, for par-

ticulars of which see Company's Bills.

Notice.—Special and most ample provision has been made
for admission to and exit from the Park, whereby crowding will

be impossible.

Money will not be taken at the gates. Admission by ticket

only. These may be purchased at either of the Booksellers or

Nurserymen in the town, or at the Ticket Offices near the

entrance to the Park.
Schedules of Prizes may be obtained on application at

66. East Street. Taunton.
Prices of Admesston.—At 1.30 P.M., by Subscribers' Ticket

only : at 3 p. M. , 2s. 6d. ; at 4 30 p. .m. . ts, ; Tickets for Fireworks,
6-1'. each. F, H. WOODFORDE. M.D.,) „„„ c^^.

CLEMENT SMITH, J
"on. aec=.

READING HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY. —The AUTUMN SHOW will be held

on THURSDAY, August 17, when Prizes to the value of
ONE HUNDRED and TWENTY GUINEAS will be given.
Schedules may be obtained of t% -nr-TTA- u c

.0, Forbury, Reading.
'^^ PETT\, Hon. bee.

Special Offer to the Trade.

WHITE ROMAN HYACINTHS.—Extra
fine Large roots, warranted, jjs. per lOO, jCS per looo.

Free to London. Orders should be sent at once to

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD .ind SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great

Tower Street. London, E.L\

Hyaclnttis, Tulips, Crocus, Narcissus, Ac.

BUDDENBORG BROS., Hillegom, Haar-
lem, Holland.—WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of

DUTCH liULBSnow ready, and may be had free on applica-

tion. .Special offers made for large qiuantities.

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5. Harp Lane. Great

Tower Street. London. E.G.

Notice.—Seeds, Seeds.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON can confidently
recommend their stock of Garden and other Seeds.

CATALOGU ES now ready, which contain every requisite, at

fair prices, post-free on application.

Highgate, London. N.

Camellias and Indian Azaleas.

MAUGUSTE VAN GEERT begs to

• intimate that his stock of Budded Plants of the above

is particularly line and healthy this season, and that lie is now
ready to book orders for same.

A Special List suited for English Trade Is now bemg forwarded

to all customers, and will be posted free to all applicants.

The Nurseries, Ghent. Belgium.

PRIMULA FIMBRIATA, double white
and purple. TREE CARNATIONS and BOUVAR-

li I AS of best named sorts. Good plants for winter flowering, at

50J. per 100.

J. JACKSON, Nursery. Kidderminster.

CHOICEST CALCEOLARIA,
CINERARIA, PRIMULA SINENSIS (white and red

nii.ved, or separate) and AURICULA, all in is. 6rf.. as. 6rf.

.-ind 5S. packets. Alsoall other FLOWERS as well as VEGET-
ABLE SEEDS, for present sowing, of superior quality .ind at

very moderate prices.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS, loS. Eastgate Street, Chester.

Herbaceous Calceolaria, Finest Show Strain.

WOOD AND INGRAM ofler fine new seed,
selected and improved from the superb stock sent out

hy them last year. In is., is. 6rf., and 2S. kd. packets ;
post-

free for id. stamp extra.

The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

~ 1877. ^
r^RAND FLORAL F£tE at YORK,
^^ JUNE 13, 14 and 15. Schedules ready in January.
July 54. 1876. JNO. WILSON. Sec.

PROTHEROE AND MORRIS, HORTI-
CULTUK.^L Market Garden and Estate Auctioneers

and Va Li'ERS, 98, Gracechurch Street. City, E.C. , and at Leyton-
stone, E. Monthly Horticultural Register had on application.

Areoa Verschaffeltll and rubra.

JLAING begs to announce that he has a
• large quantity of the above beautiful PALMS to oS'er.

Price per dozen or 100 on application.

Stanstead P.ark. Forest H11I._S.E.

TRICOLOR GERANIUMS. — 20,000
Mrs. Pollock and Sophia Dumaresque. at 3s. 6</. per doz .

package inchided. or post-free at same price. The^'rade supplied

ALFRED FRYER. The Nuri , Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

BMALLER begs to inform his Customers
• and the Public that his Stock of ERICAS. Hye-

malis and other varieties, also STOVE and GREEN-
HOUSE PLANTS, is very extensive and in fine condition, a

portion of which will be SOLD by AUCTION early m the

autumn. An inspecti

The N

Hothouses, Hot-water Apparatus, &c.

HALLIDAY AND CO., HOTHOUSE
BuiLDEKS and Hot-watek Apparatus Manu-

factureks. E:timates and Plans free. Best Construction !

Best M.a'terials < Best Workmanship ! Catalogues free.

Offices, 22, Barton Arcade, Manchester.

Indestructible Terra-Ootta Plant Markers.

MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.—Prices,

Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post-free on

application ; also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for

Conservatories, Entrance Halls. &c.
M.UV A.ND CO.. Benth.all Works, Broseley.

Window Glass, Sheet Lead, Faints, &e.

THOMAS MILLINGTON and CO.,
Importers and Manufacturers. New LIST ol

PRICES, very much reduced, on application.

87, Bishopsgate Street Without. E.C.

GREVILLEA ROBUSTA.— Strong well-

grown plants. 15 to iS inches high : price per dozen

or 100 on application ; also a tew healthy ORCHIDS, very

cheap, good kinds. ,

WANTED. Large Flowering PELARGONIUM and TRI-
COLOR CUTTINGS. State price per 100 to

W. H. TURNER, =3. Gladstone Road. Garston, Liverpool.

WANTED, STRAWBERRY RUNNERS
in small pots, of President, Sir Joseph Paxton,

British (Jucen. Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury. Address.

W. "BARROW," Esq., Hallowmead, Bishopsteignton, Teign-

mouth.

WANTED, 3 dozen SUCCESSION PINE
PLANTS— (Jueens and other sorts. Apply to

JOHN WILKINSON, Firle Park Gardens. Lewes, Sussex.

WANTED, an OUVIRANDRA FENES-
TRALIS, strong and showy plant fit for show.

Apply at
, _

H. G., Amelia Villas, 2, Ale.xandra Road, Walthamstow, E.

Roses.

J LAINO'S magnificent Collection of the
• above are now in full Bloom, including all the best, new

and old. Inspection invited. Trains from Charing Cross,

Cannon Street, London Bridge, to Catford Bridge Station,

Victoria and London Bridge to Forest Hill.

Stanstead Park. Forest Hill, S.E.

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS,
and other PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS.

LISTS of these v.arieties from Mr. WEBB. Calcot, Reading.

EBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS:

alsoPhntsof all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of

different colours : AURICULAS, both Single and Double ; with

every sort of Early Spring Flowers. LIST on .application.

Mr. WEBB. Calcot, Reading.

To the Trade.—White Mustard and Kapa Seed.

HAND F. SHAKPE have fine samples of
• AGRICULTURAL WHITE MUSTARD and

RAPE SEED for Sowing. .Samples and prices on application.

Seed Growing Establishment. Wisbech.

i^CHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in

Pots :—Peaches, Nectarines. Plums. Pears, Apples, Figs,

Apricots. Cherries. Mulberries, and Oranges.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant,

Worcester. ^^_
EACHES and NECTARINES in POTS

for forcing in the coming season should be prepared for

this purpose as soon as possible. Messrs Rivers & Son have a

fine stock of bearing Trees ready to send out of all the best sorts.

THOMAS RIVERS and SON. Sawbiidgeworth. Herts.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County in England.

For pailiculars apply to JOHN FOWLER and CO.
I, CornhiU, Londo ;.C-. and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

NEW ARCHANGEL and PETERSBURG
MATS. First arrival this season. Quotations can now

'jf BLACKBURN
Street. City, E.C.

SONS, Nos. 4 and 5, Wormwood

T?USSIA MATS, for Covering Garden
Xt Frames.-ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are

the cheapest and most durable. Price List, which gives the

size of every class of Mat. forwarded post-free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch,

London, E.C.

RENCH COLD GRAFTING WAX
(Mastic L'homme Lefort).—Widely celebrated as the

best and most easily applied substance for Budding. Grafiing,

&c Always ready for use. Tins, 6d., is., 2S., 41., and 6j.

each. Wholesale and Retail of

HOOPER and CO.. Covent Garden. London. W.C.

QI.MPSON'S RED SPIDER, THRIPS, &c.,

O ANTIDOTE. Testimonials of the highest order on

application. Per quart, condensed, 6s.: per pint, 3s. dd.

Supplied to Seedsmen and Chemists.
„, „ , ,

Prepared by JOHN KILINER, Wortley. near Sheffield.

BELL'S MILDEW COMPOSITION,
as used by them for the last twenty-five years at their

" Horticultural Estaclish.ment. Bracondale." their

"Nurseries. Lakenham." and "Vineries, Thorpe Haw-
let," consisting of over 30,000 feet of glass. Retail, is. 6rf. and

2S. iid. per bottle, of the Sole Manufacturers,

BELL AND SON, 10 and 11. Exchange Street, Norwich.

S^HAW'S^YlFFANyT^I^LASTIC" NET-
TING CANVAS, &c., for Shading, Protecting, and

other Horticultural Purposes. For Samplesand Pncesapply to

JOHN SHAW AND CO.. It,. Oxford JitreeJ. Manchester^

Metallic Hothouse BuUder to Her Majesty.HENRY HOPE
(late Clark & Hope, formerly Clark).

HOTHOUSE BUILDER .and HOT-WATER
APPARATUS ENGINEER.

et; Lionel Street. Bh-minsham, Established A.D. iSiS.

BOOKS of DESIGNS. 5s. each,

^gr The Extensive Ranges of Metallic Hothouses in the

Roy.aI C.aidens, Windsor and Osborne, were executed at this

Establishment.
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SALES BY AUCTION.

Streatham, S W.
IMPORTANT UNRESERVED SALE of the whole of the

Valuable STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, a choice

Collection of Established ORCHIDS, Fruiting PINES, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed by Augustus Smith, Esq., to SELL

the above by AUCTION, on the Premises, Park Hill,

Streatham, Surrey, S.W. (the residence of the late Wm. Leaf,

Esq., deceased!, on TUESDAY, August 22, at 11 for 12 o'clock.

More detailed particulars will appear next week. Catalogues

(when ready) may be obtained of Messrs. PROTHEROE and
MORRIS, 98, Gracechurch Street, E.C. : and Leyton stone, E.

Important Sale of Choice New Plants.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38. King Street,

Covent G.arden, W.C, on THURSDAY, August 3, at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely, a Collection of choice NEW PLANTS,
which obtained the Cup Prize at the Royal Horticultural Show,
and also other Prizes at the Royal Aquarium Show this year

;

also specimen FERNS, PALMS, CROTONS, DRAC<«NAS,
by direction of Messrs. Weight, of Lee, who are giving up

' veral Collections and Inipor-
1 of M

this branch of their busin
tationsof ORCHIDS frc

On\ , the ling of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Blount's Farm, Sawbrldgeworth, Herts.
IMPORTANT SALE of CROPS and HAY.

GE. SWORDER begs to announce that he
• has been favoured with instructions from John Prout,

Esq., to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, on FRID.AY,
August 4, at u o'clock, the whole of the e.-scellent GROWING
CROPS upon 450 Acres, comprising 200 Acres of Wheat, 130
Acres of Barley, 50 Acres of Oats, together with the whole of

the Straw, and 56 Acres of second-cut Clover, 12 Acres of

Mangel, and three Stacks of captal first-cut Clover Hay, the

produce of 56 Acres.
Luncheon at Blount's Farm House at 10 o'Clock.

Catalogues may be obtained from the Auctioneer, G, E.
SWORDER, Bishop Storlford, Herts.

A very Cbolce Collection of Stove and Greenhouse
PLANTS, and ORCHIDS, many of which have taken
First Prizes at some ol the leading Flower Shoivs this

season : also a well-grown Stock o( Queen and Smooth
Cayenne PINES, some of which are showing fruit.

MESSRS. VEN T O M, BULL, AND
COOPER are instructed to SELL by AUCTION, at

The Beeches. Oatlands Park. Weybridge. on THURSDAY,
August 10, al 12 for i o'Clock, a very Choice COLLECTION
of PLANTS, comprising Palms and Tree Ferns, large

Camellias, Azaleas, and other Hard-wooded Plants, a choice

collection of Orchids, many of which are large specimens.
Amongst the Stove Plants are Crotons, Alocasias, Dieffen-
bachias, Marantas, Choice Palms. Ixoras, Gardenias, Eucharis,
Anthurium, and a large variety of the best sorts of plants.

May be viewed two days preceding the Sale. Catalogues
maybe had on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 35, Old
Jewry, E.G.

Lelceater.
IMPORTANT SALE of the Celebrated Collection of Exhi-

bition STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, the
property of the late Mr. Thomas G. Charlcsworth, F.C.S.,
and F-R.H.S.

HAND F. TARRATT are favoured with
• instructions to SELL by AUCTION, on WEDNES-

DAY, August 16, at The Garden. King Richard's Road,
Leicester, at 12 o'Clock punctually, the choice COLLECTION
of PLANTS, including line specimen Crotons, AUamandas,
Bougainvilieas. Clerodendrons, Cissus, Stephanotis, Rhyncho-
spermum, Francisceas. Plumbagos, Caladiums, Palms, Exotic
Ferns, a magnificent variety of British Ferns, Fuchsias, Tea
and Noisette Roses, Liliums, Azaleas, Camellias, and miscel-

laneous Bedding and other plants. Also Five LARGE WOOD
and GLAZED GREENHOUSES, Fountain, Ornamental
Iron Vase, three Stone Figures, &c.

May be viewed on Monday and Tuesday, the 14th and 15th
inst., between 10 a.m. and 4 pm., by cards only, to be had of

the Auctioneers. 10, Market Street, Leicester, of whom Cata-
logues may also be obtained twenty-one days prior.

To Florists, Hothouse Fruit Growers, Market
GARDENERS, and OTHERS.

MR. BRADSHAW BROWN is instructed
to SELL, bv PRIVATE TREATY, the FREEHOLD

DWELLING, with about half an acre of Land attached, and
three large Hothouses, known as " Avondale Villa," Queen's
Road, Hampton Hill. The Hothouses are well fitted with
Apparatus, and the Dwelling is attractive and conveniently
built. No stock to take to. and immediate possession may be
obtained. Ill-health of late occupier sole cause for Isaving.

For full particulars and price, apply to Mr. BRADSHAW
BROWN, Auction and Estate Offices, Mill Wall, London. E.

TO BE SOLD, about 16,000 feet of GLASS,
specially erected for Grape Growing for Market pur-

poses, built regardless of cost and upon the most approved
principles. The heating is most efficient, and the working
details throughout perfect. The Houses are stocked with young
Vines in grand condition and just coming into fruit,

TO BE LET, upon long Lease, about 4 acres of rich
GROUND which is attached, and within 4 miles of Covent
Garden, situate south. Apply to

Mr. RANSLEY TANTON. Horticultural Valuer: Office,
17A, High Street, Borough. London. S. E.

TO BE SOLD, by PRIVATE CONTRACT,
the GOLDEN CROSS NURSERIES, with extensive

Glasshouses, Dwelling-house, &c., situate near Stroud,
Gloucestershire. Apply to

RESTALL AND FOR D. Auction eers. Stroud.

Nursery and Seed Business.

TO BE LET on LEASE, or SOLD,
one of the oldest and steadiest NURSERY and SEED

BUSINESSES in the South of Scotland. The proprietor
retiring. The business has been established for upwards of

50 years by the present owner. The stock to be taken at

a v.\luation. This is a splendid opportunity for an energetic
man to commence business. The Nursery Stock is young and
healthy. A good Agricultural Trade has been done, but by
a little more push it may be tripled, as the district is part
of one of the finest agricultural counties in Scotland. Full
nformation will be given on application to

Mr. ROBERT TAIT, Messrs. Dickson, Brown & Tail,
Seed Merchants, Manchester.

NURSERY BUSINESS for SALE (com-
pact and old-fashioned Provincial), in consequence of the

death of the proprietor. In one of the Western Counties. The
Nurseries (about 8 Acres in extent) are beautifully situate in

the suburbs of a good Market Town, close to three lines of rail

and in an excellent neighbourhood. A lucrative business may
be done by a competent person. No opposition. Capital

Dwelling-house, four Greenhouses. Personally inspected and
recommended. For fiu"ther particulars apply to

PROTHEROE and MORRIS. Horticultural Agents, 98,

Gracechurch Street, E.C. and Leytonstone, E.

Torquay, Devon.
IMPORTANT to NURSERYMEN and FLORISTS.

FOR SALE, by Private Treaty, the

TORBAY EXOTIC NURSERY—an old-established

and flourishing business, with a first-class and increasing con-

of Ground, well stocked with young and choice Plants and

Trees ; upwards of 40,000 feet of Glass, filled with good sale-

able Plants.

Arrangements can be made with Mortagees for purchasing

the Land on favourable terms.

This is an unusually good opening for an energetic firm or

person with moderate means at command.

For full particulars, apply lo Messrs. HOOPER and
MICHELMORE. Solicitors. Newton Abbot ; Messrs.

SPARKES AND POPE, Solicitors. Crediton ; Mr. H. J.

VEITCH, Royal Exotic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea,

S.W. ; Mr. W. J. VEITCH, on the Premises at Torquay ;

or of EDWIN FEWINGS, Public Accountant,

Dated, July 10, 1876. 16, Queen Street, Exeter.

TO BE LET, a NURSERY, 7 miles from
London. Also for SALE large Specimen PLANTS, in

Tubs and large Pols—Gardenias. Stephanotis. Eucharis.

Azaleas. Camellias, and Marechal Niel and other Roses, large

stock of Maidenhair Ferns. &c.

The Nursery and Dwelling-house, with nineteen years' unex-

pired Lease, to be disposed of, with or without the Stock of

Plants. Rent, C^^l per annum. Apply at the Premises of

W. HOWITT, Ilford, Essex.

Dutcli Flower Roots for Spring Blooming
direct from the best Ha.irlem Growers.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are enabled to offer COLLECTIONS of CHOICE

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS, of first-rate quality, at the

following unprecedented prices :—

Entire Collection (containing 2772 bulbs), .£10 ; Half the

Collection, ^5 ; Quarter the Collection, £,z loj.

No charge for packing. Carriage free to London.

Particulars of the contents of each case may be obtained at

the Auction and Estate Offices, Leyl

HOWCROFT AND WATKINS (late

Charhvood & Cummins), Seedsmen, Covent Cirden,
London^ W.C. (established more titan half a century), supply

EARLY Ra'iNHAM CABBAGE, original stock.

EAST HAM CABBAGE, selected stock.

Their SUPERB LATE WHITE BROCCOLL
WYKEHAM COS LETTUCE, and other hardy varieties.

COVENT GARDEN, WESTBURY, and all other

varieties of SWEDES.
TURNIPS in all varieties.

Prices upon application.

To tlie Trade Only.

EH. KRELAGE and SON, Nurserymen,
• Seedsmen, and Florists, Haarlem, Holland.—

The ^VHOLESALE CATALOGUE for 1876-77, firstpart(3i7A),

is now ready, and may be had free on prepaid application,

by Nurserymen, Florists, and Seedsmen. This Catalogue

contains complete collections of HYACINTHS, TULIPS,
CROCUS. NARCISSUS, FRITILLARIAS, ANEMONES,
RANUNCULUS, LILIES (unrivalled collection of neariy 250

sorts and varieties), &c.

ORCHIDS.—The following fine and rare
Orchids have just been imported in most splendid condi-

tion, and are offered at the undermentioned low prices for good

CATTLEYA LABIATA (expressly collected, in the most re-

markable varieties), price zis. each ; six good plants, £,$.

CATTLEYA PINELI (marginata), in fine variety, 151. each ;

six good plants, Cl-
L.«LIA PERRINI, 151. each.

L/ELIAXANTHINA (the fine golden Lajlia), lis. each; six

Early orders solicited.

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT'S Nurseries, Ledcbcrg, Ghent,
Belgium.

EG. HENDERSON AND SON.
. SEEDS—EXTRA QUALITY.

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA, 21. bd. and 51, per

,, ,, FLORE PLENA, 2J. 6d and 51. per packet.

CINERARIA and CALCEOLARIA, 21. id. and 51. per

CYCLAML.S' PERSICUM, choice quality, is. and 2i. &/. per
packet.

,, ,, double-flowered, 2.T. 6(f. and 55. per packet.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, N.W.

New Azalea—Azalea amoena CaldwellU,
sent out by

WG. CALDWELL AND SONS,
• The Nurseries. Knutsford, Cheshire.

This is a striking improvement of the old and well known
Azalea amccna, obtained by crossing that variety with Azalea

magnifica. The flower is four times the size of the original, of

a bright rosy purple colour, very free blooming ; especially

adapted for forcing, coming in as early as November, and very

suitable for button-hole bouquets. First-class Certificate, Man-
chester Horticultural Society ; First-class Certificate, Liverpool

Horticultural Society. Price \os. 6d. each : usual discount to

the Trade. Will be sent out in August.

Boses.—The Budding Season.

Ths Best NEW ROSES oj the year are

WM. PAUL & SON'S.
MAGNA CHARTA, H.P., bright pink, sufftised

with carmine ; very large and full ; awarded two First-class
Certificates. Good plants, with buds, 75. td. each.

—"A
grand ?ioyi^x."—Gardt}urs' Magazine.

QUEEN ELEANOR, H.P., pure pink, of
exquisite form ; very sweet. Good plants, with buds.

STAR OF WALTHAM, H.P., 2j. (>d. to
7J. (id. each,

—" Exceedingly fine."

—

Tlie Garden.
" A splendid very large Rose."

—

Journal of HorticuHnre,
" The best new Rose."

—

Gardeners' Chrotiicle.
" Of splendid i\\}:^\\Xy." —Gardeners Magazine.

QUEEN of WALTHAM, H.P., is. M. to is.
each.

—
" Of the highest value."

—

G^zrderters' Mttgasine,

Coloured Plates of these Roses, rs. each.
A large stock of good plants in pou of the older Roses.

Priced Descriptive Catalogues Post Free on
Application,

Paul's Nurseries, Waltham Cross, Herts.

N^
EW and SELECT PHLOXES. — This

useful hardy herbaceous plant is now being supplied in

selections from the best varieties. Twelve superb kinds, post-

'

B. W. KNIGHT, Florist. Battle, Susse.x.

SELECT CHRYSANTHEMUMS.-Large-
flowered Pompon and Japanese varieties. Selections

from the finest varieties of these useful autumn and winter-
blooming plants are now offered in good plants. Twelve superb
varieties, post-free, 25. td-, from

B. W. KNIGHT, Florist, Battle, Sussex.

NE W PERPETUAL-BL O O JVI I N G
PELARGONIUMS.—This new strain are of perpetual

free-blooming character, flowering in profusion from early spring
to autumn ; well adapted for pjts and cut flowers. Where a
continual succession of bloom for cutting is required they are
invaluable : the colours are bright and glowing. Six select

varieties are now ofl"ered in good plants, post-free, for 4^., from
B. \V. KNIGHT. Florist, Battle. Sussex.

NEW FUCHSIAS ofTSTsT^ow ready to
send out, carefully selected from the best kinds sent out

in 1S75. in good plants. Twelve select new Fuchsias. 4J. ; 12

best selected vafieties of 1874 for 3^. ; 12 very fijie older
varieties, ^s. ; all sent post-free from

B. W. KNIGHT. Florist, Battle, Sussex.

NEW DOUBLE WHITE GERANIUM,
GEORGE SAND, the largest and best double white

of 1874. Twelve superb and very splendid varieties of select

double Geraniums, including George Sand, in good plants, post-

free, for 4r. : 12 select varieties Greenhouse Plants, ts. ; iz very
fine varieties Stove Plants, gj. ; iz fine varieties Greenhouse
Ferns, 6j., post-free from

B. W. KNIGHT. Florist, Battle. Sussex.

NEW and SELECT BOUVARDIAS.—This
useful winter-blooming plant, invaluable for cut bloom,

12 splendid varieties, post-free, for 4J. ; 12 select varieties Tree
Carnations, fine winter bloomers, post-free for 51 ; la very
select bronze bicolor Geraniums, 45. post-free, from

B. W. KNIGHT, Florist. Battle, Sussex.

B. S. WILLIAMS'
CHOICE

FLOWER SEEDS.
Per Packet.—J. d.

AURICULA, saved from the finest show varieties . . 16
,, ALPINE, extra choice 10

BEGONIA FRCEBELII (new).—This is a new and

„ SEDENI SEMI-PLENA, a new' s«lm-doublc
flowering variety 26

CALCEOLARIA, Williams' Superb Strain, 51., 31. td.,

as. 6d., and 1 6

CARNATION, from choice double flowers, 5s., 3s. 6d.,

2J. 6d. and J 6

CINERARIA, Weatherill's Extra Choice Strain, SJ.,

3J 6(/., 2j. 6(/. , and 1 6

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, Williams' Superb Strain,

5^., 3^. 6d., zs. 6d., and i 6

„ „ GIGANTEUM s »

GLOXINIA, Finest Drooping Varieties 16
,, Finest Erect Varieties 16

HOLLYHOCK, from the best named flowers .. ..10
PANSY, from finest Prize Flowers .. .. is. 6d. and i o
PICOTEE. extra choice mi.\ed 16
PINK, finest mixed 16
POLYANTHUS. Wiggin's Prize Str.iin 10
PRIMULA, Williams' Superb Strain, Red, White, or

Mixed .. .. .. 5S., ^s. 6d., 2S. 6d.,ZTid 1 6

STOCK, Williams' Improved Giant Scarlet Brompton ..16
,, East Lothian, an assortment of 3 colours .. ..26

WALLFLOWER, Harbinger, Autumn and Winter
Flowering 10

,, Saunder's Dark 10
ILLUSTRATED NEW PLANT CATALOGUE

/s now ready, gratis and post-free on application.

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES,
Upper Holloway, London, N.
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TREE FERNS. ^^
THE LARGEST AND BEST STOCK IN EUROPE. '^^J

awH9

V/ILLIAM BULL, F.L.S.,
Respetlfully invites the Nobility and Gentry to an inspection of the above ; also of his

MAGNIFICENT SPECIMEN ORNAMENTAL PLANTS,
Adapted for the decoratioQ of Conservatories and Greenhouses, or suited for Sub-tropical Gardening.

ESTABLISHMENT FOR NEW AND RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

THE BEST CABBAGE FOR PRESENT SOWING.

'̂ckXtDiJd
A

t i HEARTWELL EARLY
'

j MARROW.
A distinct and excellent variety, indispensable as an Early

Cabbage both for the Gentleman's Garden and for Marketing

purposes. The hearts are extremely firm, weighing from 4 lb.

to 6 lb., with scarcely any loose outside leaves, the flavour

particularly mild and melting.

Price^ per packet^ \s. dd.^ post-free.

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,

^tXy^iytDlJ^ 237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON, W.C.

TIME PROVES ALL THINGS.
T3Y those best informed on the nature and subject of Heating by Hot Water, it has long been
-*-^ predicted that an Apparatus would be forthcoming possessing such merits as to wholly supersede all existing
ppliances. and to approach as near *' PERFECriON" " as can be imagined or expected.

H. CANNELL And CO. now append the following invaluable correspondence, extracted from The Fields
whicli clearly proves their

"VICTORIA HOT-WATER CIRCULATOR"

DESIDERATUM, 1 )

heating power of the fuel 1

and strong in construction,
that if the plate forming the

January 16. 1875.

The CiRcrLATOR Boiler.—Seeing a question asked reg:\rd-

ing the merits of Cannell's Hot-water Circulator, I cannot say
too much for it. It is the simplest and most powerful, with the
least amount of fuel, of any boiler I ever tried. The late frost

has been ample.

—

Chas. Penny, Tlte Gardens, Sandringham

,

January 12.

In answer to " Rus," in last week's Field, I beg to

state that C-innell's boiler, .low called the Victoria Hot-water
Circulator, DOES all it PROFESSES, and is one of the most

1
powerful and efficient in the trade. We have h--id one very
heavily weighted with work, heating six houses and a pit for

more than a year, and it does its work well. It is economical,

/ being so constructed as to absorb nearly all the caloric from the
fuel before the products of combustion are discharged up the
chimney. It must prove durable, for no joints nor vulnerable
points are exposed to the fire, which expends its force on a series

of iron flues or water jackets formed oy the boiler. As to the
final question—Will it burn up anything t—that will depend very
much on the furnace, and the amount of draught provided.

Mr. Cannell, the inventor of the boiler, burnt up anything and
everj-thing in his furnace at Woolwich, which I visited to master
its details and test its efficiency before adopting it. We find

there that this boiler and furnace burn up common coal or cok«
well. The best form of the boiler or circulator is the one that

forms its own furnace by a series of water cars ; the whole
utilised and brought to bear upon the water. I have no hesitation in adding that the boiler is simple
;nt inaction, and economical in use. Each part of it is also independent and complete in itself, so

of the furnace should burn out it can be replaced without injury to the other ^arts. Should

'J

'V^

be required by " Rus," or other readers, I should be pleased to give a detailed description of il;is "Circulator,"
To those who do not know me, it may be needful to add that I have no interest in the Victoria fiu-ther than I uki

likely to save fuel and thus cheapen production, and tend to advance the science and practice of horticultuj
—D. T. Fish, Hard;

Janitary 23, 1875.
The Circulator Boiler.—" In answer to your correspondent, ' Rus,' I beg to state that I have a ' No. 2 Circulator Boiler,'

attached to 2,500 feet of 4-inch piping, doing its work efficiently ; and, as a proof, allow me to remark that, between Monday, the
28lh, and Tuesday, the 29th, of December last, my black-bulb thermometer registered 0° (or zero), while the temperature of the stove
at ^8 A.M. on the 29th was 42°, difference 74°. It is only fair to mention that there were five houses besides kept at a temperature of
35 by the same boiler. I use good Scotch coal, but am convinced there is no boiler so economical as the Circulator ; it will burn
anything, but everybody knows that the better the fuel the more heat and the less work. Regarding durability it would be prema-

_my part to give an opinion further than this, that should one of the sections of the Circulator give way it can easily be
ithout interfering with the piping—a most important matter."

—

Peter Lonby, Overseer, il/rtnr/w«(77//,

NEW PROSPECTUS SENT POST FREE.

"Works : 48 and 49, King Street, "Woolwich, S.E. ; and at Berwick-ou-Tweed.

TEA-SCENTED ROSES, extra strong,
splendid vigorous-flowering Plants, in 7-inch pots, of

best leading sorts, new and old—Marechal Niel, Gloire de
Dijon, &c. (no finer plants in the Trade), 24J. to 36J, per dozen.

EWING AND CO., Eaton, Norwich.

E WING'S MILDEW COMPOSITION.—
At the solicitation of Customers regularly using large

quantities of our " Mildew Composition," we have decided to
offer it, at a small margin of profit on cost of ingredients and
manufacture, in i and 2 gallon cans, requiring no packing,
equal respectively to thirteen bottles at xs. 6d. or 35. each,
making 104 and 208 gallons of mixture. One gallon cans, 12s.

;

2 gallons, 70s. each, including cans, is. 6d. and 2s. each, allowed
for if returned. One is. td. bottle {two-thirds of a pint, sufficient
for a rather large house), if mixed with same measure of white-
wash, and painted on pipes sufficiently hot, a vapour will be
given off destroying both Mildew and Red-spider without
syringing or other application to the foliage.

EWING AND CO.. Eaton, Norwich.

GISHURST COMPOUND—
Used by many of the leading Gardeners since 1859,

against Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other Blight,
in solutions of from i to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and
of from .\ to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit
Trees. Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in boxes, is., y., and loj. (kl

Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

FLO R- V I T A : the Life of Flowers,
for stimulating and (quickening the growth of Plants,

and producing a rapid and high development of blossom.
The FLOK-VITA contains all the elements essential to the

Healthy Growth of a Plant combined in a carefully prepared
form, rendering them most easy of assimilation, at once im-
parting fresh life and supplying rich nourishment for the per-
fection of growth.
Directions for Use.—One teaspoonful of the Flor-vita to

be added to each gallon of water used. The plants should be
watered with it once or twice a week.

Prepared only by PRENTICE BROS., Chemical Laboratory,
Stowmarket.

Sold in 15. and 2s. 6d. bottles by all Chemists and Druggists
in the United Kingdom.

Tobacco Paper.

M. GREENHOUGH AND CO., i, Nile,
Leeds, begs to offer the above, of the finest quality, at

755. per cwt. They have had the honour of serving the under-
mentioned firms for a number of years :

—

Messrs. MiNiER, Nash & Co., London.
Messrs. CoRRV & SorER. Lontloii.

Mr. R. Smith, Worcester.
Mr. \Vm. Rushforth, Leeds.

And many others in the Trade.
TOBACCO CORD, pure quality, per cwt., 84J.
TOBACCO CLOTH, pure quality, per cwt, 84s.

Archangel and Petersburg Mat Importers.

SACK, HAG, and TARPAULIN MANU-
FACTURERS: R;\FKIA FlHREf.rtvliig' TIFFANV

and SCRIM for sh.iding, m all widths; .\EtllNG, YARN,
ROPES, and TWINES of every destn-iption- Quotations on
application to

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, Nos. 4 and 5, Wormwood
Street, City, E.C.

Under the Patronage of the Queen.

W

J.
SMITH'S IMPERISHABLE

STRATFORD LABELS.

The Gar'ieners Magazine says :

—" We must _
palm before all other plant labels, as the very first in merit."

Samples arid Price List free.

Sole Manufacturer: J. SMITH. The Royal Label Factory.
Stratford-on-Avon

WOOD TRAINING STICKS and
T.\LLIES, commended by Royal Horticultural Society.

BAMBOO CANES, RAFFIA for tving, VIRGIN CORK.
ARCHANGEL and other MATS, PACKING MATS, &c.
Wholesale prices on application to

C. J. BL.\CKITH AND CO., Co.x's Quay, Lower Thames
Street, London, E.C.

GARDEN NECESSARIES, consisting of
ARCHES, BASKETS, FLOWER STANDS,

WIREWORK, &c., at WILLIAM S. BURTON S.

GARDEN SYRINGES 45. 6</. to 16s.

GARDEN ENGINES 30J. o</. to 126s.

GARDEN WATER-BARROWS .. .. 451.0./. to 87J.

GARDEN ROLLERS A,^s.ad. to 86j.

GARDEN CHAIRS ^s. ad. to 321.

GARDEN SEATS 10s. od. to looi.

GARDEN TOOLS and WATERING POTS.
PATENT LAWN MOWERS, 25J. 1

Toe 5S I Toe
. ;f3.

rsi.ches .. 2 tor. | To cut 12 inches
Suitable for a Lady.

To cut 14 inches . . ^5 i6i. I To cut 18 inches .. {.i OS.

To cut 16 inches .- 6 z-js. \ To cut 20 inches .. 8 loj.

Suitable for a Gentleman.

WILLIAM S. BURTON,
Gener.\l FuRNtSHiNG IRONMONGER, by appointment

to H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, sends a Catalogue containing

upwards of 850 Illu-strations of his unrivalled Stock, with Lists of
Prices and Plans of the Thirty Large Show-rooms, post-free.

39, Oxford Street, W.; i, ia, 2, 3, and 4, Newman Street ; 4,

5, and 6, Perry's Place ; and i, Newman Yard. Manufactories,

84, Newman Street, and Newman Mews, London, W.
The cost of delivering goods to any part of the United King-

dom by Railway is tntling. WILLIAM S. BURTON wiU
always undertake delivery at a small Axed rate.
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THE ROYAL GARDENS, KEW.

T^HE "GARDENERS' CHRONICLE">^ Satuniay next, August 5,

WILL CONTAIN A

SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT,
CONSISTING OK

12 PAGES OF ORIGINAL WOOD ENGRAVINGS AND LETTERPRESS,

DESCRIPTIVE OF

THE ROYAL GARDENS, KEVv^.

The Supplement will contain a Descriptive Account of the Indoor and Outdoor Departments of the Royal

Gardens, and will be Illustrated by several Views of the

PALM-STOVE, TEMPERATE-HOUSE, EERN-HOUSE, AROID-HOUSE,

SUCCULENT-HOUSE, ORCHID-HOUSE, &c.

Price, 5d. ; Post Free, Sid.

May be ordered of all Booksellers and News Agents, and at the Railway Bookitalls.

OJ^"IFICE-il, WELLINGTON 8TEEET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

Agents for Scotland— Messrs. J. MenziilS & Co., Edinburgh and Glasgow.

REMOVAL NOTICE.
In consequence of the Government and other great demands for the VICTORIA HOT-WATER

CIRCULATOR, H. CANNELL and CO. have been compelled to Remove to more spacious Premises;

and they beg to notify that on and after the ist of August, 1876, they will commence at their new Works,

adjoining the Goods Station, Swanley Junction, on the London, Chatham, and Dover Railway, where every

facility is offered for loading and sending direct from the Works to any part of England, Scotland, and

Wales without being re-loaded, consequently they will thank the Public generally to address, in future, all

correspondence to

SWANLEY, KENT, y\'k CHISLEHURST.
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SS SUTTON'S ^^
CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS,

FOR PRESENT SOIVING.

CABBAGE-SUTTON'S IMPERIAL

If sown [lie

week ?n f'i'y"it
will produce
beautiful Cab-
bages for early
Spring use.
Heads cone-

f mild fla

W^ Nonpareil ,

.

Karly Dwarf
York

Red Pick-

and

CAULIFLOWER,
Sutton's King of the Cauliflowers.

May be sown in Au^nsc fur transplanting in RIarcli and April
for the tirst main crop.

}'nit IS. bd. per packet.

ONION.
ThtfoUmniis varteliis semm //< July nn,{ August luilt comi to

a very Imgr size duriiis lhe/cllo-.vii:g Sprms and Sidiimer:

NEW aUEEN.
A valuable new and distinct variety, being the earliest of all

Onion-. Sown in Marcb. it comes to maturity in July, or sown
in .Inly it is fit for use the following Autumn. It is of beautiful
niiid flavour, and strongly recommended.

J'erpaelcet, is. bd. i ,/.

New Giant Rocca (the largest variety) .. per ounce i 6
Large Karly Red Italian ,. i o
Large Early White Italian „ i o
Ciant Late Red Italian „ i o
Giant Late White Italian ,, i o
Neapolitan Marifiijola .. .. .. .. per packet i o

_VEGitrAtu.K Seeds up to 12 ounces in weight sent by post
with a charge of ^d. for the 12 ounces, or 20J. worth free to any
Railway Station in England or Wales.

SUTTON & SONS,
THE QUEENS SEEDSMEN, HEADING.

NEW EA^^LY' CABBAGE,
FOR PRESENT SOWING.

r

\

DANIELS DEFIANCE-A superb new
early variety of Cabbage, growing to the weight
of 12 lb. to 131b. Remarkably short-legged and
compact, and of the most delicioits marrow
flavour.

DANIELS' DEFIANCE-The earliest,

largest, and best Cabbage for either the Market
Gardener or the Private Grower. -An indispens-
able variety, that should be found in every
garden.

DANIELS' DEFIANCE CABBAGE.
Price \s. 6J. per packet, fost-Jree.

DANIELS BROS.,
SEED GROWERS and NURSERYMEN,

NORWICH.

SATURDAY, JULY ;<;, 1S76.

THE FOLKLOEE OF THE ELDER.
*'Judas was hanged on an Elder."

Love's Labour Lost, v. 3.

THE above was the general belief of our

earlier writers, and is constantly alluded

to by authors of the Elizabethan period ; but

the name Judas-tree was applied to the Cercis

silic|uastriim, which is the tree which still bears

it, about the same period. Gerard, indeed,

definitely tells us of the Cercis, " This is the

tree whereon Judas did hang himselfe, and not

upon the Elder tiee, as is slated." Arbor

Juda; was certainly its old Latin name, and it

has a similar appellation both in French and
German ; but, as it grows plentifully in Judea,

it is by no me.ins impossible that the country,

and not the arch traitor, may have originated

the title. Be that as it may, and in spite of

Gerard, the legend which connects Judas with

the Elder tree is referred to in Piers Plou>iitaii,

and " rare Ben Jonson " also alludes to it ; while,

more than all, -Sir John Maundeviile tells us that

the very Elder tree upon which Judas hanged

himself was to be seen in his day close to the

Pool of Siloe.

But the legendary lore connected with the

Elder takes us back to pre-Christian times
;

Thorpe, in his Nortlicrn Mythology, gives much
information as to the Danish superstitions con-

nected with this tree, in which a being known
as the Hylde-moer (Elder-mother) or Hyldcg-

vinde (Elder-queen) is supposed to dwell, by

whom all injuries done to the Elder are avenged.

He gives us a weird account of a tree standing

in a small court in the Nybonder, a district of

Copenhagen, which at dusk moves up and down
the court, and sometimes peeps through the

window at the children. It is not advisable to

have furniture made of Elder-wood. "A child

having been laid in a cradle made of Elder-

wood, the Hylde-moer came and pulled it by

the legs, nor would she let it have any rest until

it was taken out of the cradle. A peasant once

heard his children crying in the night, and on

inquiring the cause, was told that some one had

been there and sucked them ; and their breasts

were found to be swollen. The cause of this

annoyance was, it is said, that the room was

boarded with Elder." The Elder branches

may not be cut until permission has been asked

in the words " Hylde-moer, Hylde-moer, allow

me to cut thy branches ;
" in this, as in other

cases, " silence gives consent," and if no objec-

tion be made by the tree, or rather by its attend-

ant sprite, the hewer may proceed, taking care

first to spit three times, as a gentle precaution

against molestation. The Elder was also used

probably on account of its supernatural pecu-

liarities, as a cute for various diseases. A
Danish formula prescribes the taking of an

Elder twig by a person afflicted with toothache,

who must first put it in his mouth, and then

stick it in the wall, saying " Depart thou evil

spirit." A cure for ague may be obtained by

taking a twig of Elder and sticking it in the

ground without speaking a word ; the disease

will then pass into the twig, and attach itself to

the first person who approaches the spot.

Similar superstitions regarding the Elder

were prevalent in other regions of Europe.

Rochholz gives an interesting account of a Ger-

man garden, in which occurs the following refer-

ence to the Elder:—"The lowly Elder," he

says, " finds a place in the hedge, and is

regarded with great respect. From its leaves a

decoction is made, which is good in cases of

fever ; from its berries a sort of sour preserve,

and a wonder-working electuary ; the platter-

shaped clusters of flowers are narcotic, and are

used in baking small cakes. It is well known
that Ihe smell of the leaves and blossoms causes

giddiness, whence arises the saying that ' he
who goes to sleep under an Elder tree will never
wake.' The cross which is affixed to the rod
on which the Easter Palms are fastened is made
of Elder-wood, as well as the cross which is

carried before the coffin in the funeral pro-

cession." Although it is peculiarly a tree of

shade and of death, yet it and the funeral cross

just mentioned are known by the name ot
" Livelong." It is a favourite hiding-place for

children when playing at ''hide-and-seek."

Out of the branches the boys make their pop-

guns and squirts, and out of the pith those little

tumbling figures which, when thrown down,

regain their balance of themselves. This pith,

when cut into round flat shapes, is dipped in

oil, lighted, and then put to float in a glass of

water ; by its light on Christmas Eve one can

recognise all the witches and sorcerers in the

neighbourhood. Since this tree drives away
spirit?, it is often planted by the side of manure
sheds, keeping them damp by its shade, and
also protecting from evil influences the cattle in

the adjoining shed. It is commonly believed

that he who injures an Elder tree will suffer

from its vengeance. "Holderstock" (Elder-

stock) is a name of endearment given by a
lover to his beloved, and is derived from Hulda,

the old goddess of love, to whom the Elder tree

was considered sacred.

It is perhaps on the principle siiiiilia siiiti-

libiis curantur that the Elder has been credited

with exercising a protective influence against

the attacks of witches and wizards, or any other
" evil disposed person or persons " of the same
class of being. It has been suggested that this

is the reason why the tree is so often found in

the neighbourhood of cottages; but the useful-

ness of the Elder berries is probably the true

reason of its frequency. It was possible by

magic art to render witches sensible of blows

given to them with an Elder stick, but this has

to be managed by " them as knows how," as

we were once told with regard to a method of

budding the Mezereon on the Spurge Laurel.

In lower Saxony it was also customary to ask

permission of the Elder tree before cutting it,

in the words " Lady Elder, give me some of thy

wood ; then will I also give thee some of mine

when it grows in the forest." This was repeated

three times with folded hands and bended

knees. Pusch Kait, the ancient Prussian god

of the earth, was supposed to live under the

Elder tree. In the Tyrol an Elder bush

trimmed into the form of a cross is often

planted on the new made grave, and if it blooms

it is a sign that the soul of the dead person is

in Paradise. In Bohemia, says Mr. Conway,

three spoonfuls of the water which has been

used to bathe an invalid are poured under an

Elder, with " Elder, God sends me to thee, that

thou may'st take my fever upon thee." This

must be repeated on three successive days, and

if the patient has not meanwhile passed over

water he will recover.

Coming now to our own country, we

find that the Elder has been regarded with

superstition from very early times. In the

Canones editi sub Edgaro F.ege it is enacted

that every priest forbid the vain practices that

are carried on with Elder sticks, and also with

various other trees. Mr. Buckman quotes in

the Treasury of Botany from a rare tract upon

Gloucestershire superstitions, in which the Elder

plays a prominent part. The following is cited

as by no means an unusual case :

—
" Some men

were employed in removing an old hedgerow,

partially formed of Elder trees. They had

bound up all the other wood into fagots for

burning, but had set apart the Elder, and
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inquired of their master how it was to be dis-

posed of. Upon his saying that he should, of

course, burn it with the rest, and ordering it to

be fagoted, one of the men said, with an air of

undisguised alarm, that he had never heard of

such a thing as burning Elian wood ; and, in

act, so strongly did he feel upon the subject

that he refused to participate in the act of tying

it up." In some other parts of England a

similar repugnance to burning Elder wood pre-

vails, the reason assigned being that " it was one

of the trees from which the wood of the Cross

was formed." In the same work a figure is

given of an Elder-wood cross which was used

as a remedy for rheumatism, and was formed
in the following manner :

—" A small piece cut

from a young shoot just above and below a joint

so as to leave the bud projecting at each end of

it after the fashion of a rude cross, borne con-

stantly about the person, is a most certain and
effectual cure for rheumatism. It appears,

however, that the Elder, to be thus efificient,

must grow in consecrated ground. In Tort-

worth churchyard and others in the county of

Gloucester is such a tree, and we are told that

application is frequently made for bits of it

from a considerable distance, and that some of

its recipients are not only willing but able to

give it a good character of many years' stand-

ing." It is probable that some of our readers

may be able to add to this account of the folk-

lore of the Elder. B. M.

New Garden Plants.
X CVPRIPEDIUM MAR.MOROPHYLLUM, «. hyb*

This is a new and very interesting hybrid between
Cypripedium Hookerse and C. barbatum. It is very
curious, inasmuch it shows that C. Hooker.^ is a
most powerful and mighty type, that understands fully

how to keep its own features. The leaves are quite
those of the just-named species. The long peduncle
and bracts are the same, but the ovary is greenish.
The upper sepal has the very broad base and trans-

verse shape of that of barbatum. Near the margins it is

washed with purple, in the centre with green, while
all the nerves are green. The petals are those of C.
Hookerce bent down, perhaps less violet, more
purple. They are, however, bordered with bristles,

and have on each superior limb two warts. The lip

has the side angles a little better developed than in

C. Hookeras ; the involved margins are covered with
shining warts ; the staminode has the general outline
of that of C. Hookerai, but there are two forceps-like
teeth, with a very small apiculus in the base of the
long sinus between the two. This is one of the now
numerous " artifacts" of Mr. Seden's. I have to thank
Messrs. Veitch for the materials sent. H. G. Rihb. f.

DUVALIA POLITA, K. !p.

Stems glabrous, dull green, elongate, decumbent
and rooting, about \ inch thick, six-angled, angles
rounded, toothed, teeth terminating in a subulate
point 2j lin. long, the base of which has a minute
tooth on each side.

Flowers three or four together, opening suc-
cessively

;
pedicels about I inch long, slender,

glabrous, purplish ; caly.xfive-parted, the lance-subulate
lobes about } inch long, dirty green. Corolla five-lobed,

I

—

1\ inch in diameter ; lobes ovate-acuminate,
erectly spreading, their margins slightly folded back
from the middle and fringed along their basal half
with very slender, vibrating, spathulate, purple
hairs ; orb glabrous, rich purplish chocolate-red, and,
except the tips of the lobes and the orb, very smooth
and shining ; the back of the corolla is dull green,
tinged with purple-brown towards the tips of the
lobes ; outer corona chocolate-red, the ovate processes
of inner corona dull orange-red.

A very distinct species, easily recognised by its

sbc-angled stems, and the very smooth polished corolla

;

* Cypnt'idium mari>tor>'phyU:im, n. hyb. (barbatum X
Hookerje),— Foliis C. Hookerse : pedunculo elato ejusdem

;

sepalo summo transverse elliptico acuto ; sepalo inferiori
oblongo acuto : labelli dimidium aequante : tepalis ligulatis
apiculatis ; limbo superior! paucis verrucosis, toto margine
setosis : labelli ungue superne yerrucoso. sacco utrinque angu-
lato : staminodio oblongo postice eraarginato ; antice sinuato
bi5do : laciniis lateralibus introrsum acutis (forcipatisi ; apiculo
miniito in fundo sinus.— Folia glauca ac atroviridi-tessellala

:

pedunculis atropurpureis : bractea et ovarium viridia; .'epalum
dorsale disco viridulum : limbo purpureo lavatum nervis viridi-
bus : sepalum inferior! extus viridulum. intus albidulum, nervis
yiridibus : tepala violaceo-ourpurea, portione oblonga basin
inferiorem versus alba \ iri li nervosa; labelli pnrpureo-bnin-

ij-'V- V> ',
I

'J"'i= ;
stamJno Jium ochraceum viiidi-reticulatum.

ti, G. Rchb.j,

the margins of the lobes in' this species, in D. Cor-
deroyi, and D. elegans are less replicate than in any
other species of the genus known to me. Its origin

(except that it came somewhere from South Africa),

is unknown ; it is nevertheless a commonly cultivated

species under the names Stapelia polita and S.

echinata, but has hitherto remained undescribed.

N, E, Brtnvn,

Hawortiiia distincta, N. E. Br. (Fig. 30.)

Stemless, about \\ inch high and 3vj—4^ Inches in

diameter in the plant at Kew, sparingly producing
young plants from underground portion of stem.
Leaves in a rather lax sub-5-farious subspiral

rosette, gradually tapering from the 7—8 lines broad
base to an acute subaristate point, i\—3 inches long,

2;^—3^ lines thick, young ones concave, the old flat

or nearly so or slightly convex above, convex below,
slightly keeled at the apical third ; upper surface

smooth, dull dirty green, sometimes tinged with pur-
plish and tessellated with pale greenish-white or
pinkish anastomosing veins ; lower surface with the
basal half smooth and the apical half rugose, minutely
denticulate on the edges and keel, dull purple-green.
Flowering scape erect, slender, simple, about iSinches
long, greyish glaucous green, the flowerless part with
three or four distant acuminate bracts ; flowers laxly

racemose, unibracteate ; bracts broadly ovate, mem-
branous, as long or neaiiy so as the 24 lines long
pedicels ; flowers erect, seven lines long, bilabiate,

externally pale greenish-white with darker green

longitudinal stripes ; the lobes within are frosted

white, each with a dark green central stripe.

This very distinct species belongs to the small
group Tessellatie, which has hitherto consisted of but

two species, viz. II. tessellata and II. parva ; from
both of these it difl^ers in the leaves being 2—3 times

as long, narrower, thinner, and very much more
attenuate.

It was sent from the Cape by Mr. H. Bolus to the

Royal Gardens, Kew, where it flowered in June, 1S75.

Besides the above there are two other species which
seem to belong to the same group in cultivation at

Kew. N. E. Brown.

DtJRING the enforced period of comparative inactivity

in the garden, as a result of the prolonged drought

—

if we except the almost ceaseless duty of watering—

a

good opportunity is afforded for taking cuttings of any

plants of which it may seem desirable to possess a

stock by the time winter comes round again. And
from another point of view this proceeding is desir-

able, for, if strong cuttings of Zonal Pelargoniums and

Fuchsias be taken now, they will grow into plants

that will yield some flowers in the autumn, should

October, as is often the case, prove to be a warm and

sunny month.

Cuttings.—We have already taken a few strong

cuttings of such bold and showy varieties of PelargO"

niums as Mrs. J. George, Lord Macaulay, Zenobia,

Rose of Allendale, lanthe. Purple Prince, Florence

Dunaud, Alice Spencer, Cleopatra, PoUie King, and

a few others. In the opinion of the florist this may not

be the best selection that can be made ; but they repre-

sent a batch of good old varieties that we have found

useful for decorative purposes in our little green-

house. They bloom freely and continuously—qualities

of some value for a Villa gardener.

Now, in taking cuttings, we do not confine our-

selves to the young growth merely ; rather we cut

away a side branch with some hard ripened growth

attached to it. In this way we get them big enough

for three or four that would be suitable for early

spring ; but as our object is to secure plants at once,

big cuttings are of some importance. If it be objected

that we are spoiling a plant by doing this, our

reply is, that we take for this purpose plants that are

getting past their first period of flower ; and if they

are put on an upper shelf in the greenhouse and kept

a little dry, they will soon break into a profuse

growth, and yield a goodly supply of flowers again

a month or so hence. These big cuttings are cut

clean across just below a joint, and they are then put

into a little soil for two or three days—the ends just

inserted a little way in it ; and in this way they

become hardened at the cut, and the sap ceases to

flow from them. Some cuttings made four days ago

are still in the soil, and if the leaves have flagged a

little it does not matter, for it does them no harm.

Soil and Pots.—Having the cuttings, the next

thing is the soil. We make it of almost equal pro-

portions of rough Bedfordshire silver-sand and finely

sifted loam, with a little of Epps' peat—the finer par-

ticles—put in with it. This gives as good a mixture

for our purpose as one could well desire ; but any

soil will do, so long as it is fine and sharp and sandy.

When striking cuttings at this time of the year, and,

indeed, at all times, we prefer to put our

cuttings singly in pots. There are now to be had

two or three sizes of small, deep, and narrow cutting,

pots, manufactured by Mr. John Matthews, Royal
Pottery, Weston-super-Mare, that are exactly suited

for our purpose, and we are also desirous of commend,
ing them to Villa gardeners on another ground,

namely—that, being narrow and deep, and only a

little wider at the mouth than they are at the base,

they can be stowed away when occupied by cuttings

quite close together ; and in the case of a small house

it is of great advantage to be able to economise space :

on this ground this style of pot is worthy of especial

notice.

Now comes the matter of placing the cuttings in

the pots. First of all we take some small crocks, and

put in about three-quarters of an inch for drainage,

and over this a small layer of moss, or anything that

will serve the purpose of preventing the soil from
being pushed or washed down among the crocks.

Then the pot is filled with soil, and the end of the

cutting placed in the centre of it, and firmly pressed

into the soil to about the depth of an inch. The soil

is also pressed very hard about it, for the soil cannot

well be too firm about the cuttings. Then the name
or number of each is put on one of the prepared small

wooden labels that can be had at any seed shop,

and fplaced in the pot, and the pots are stood by
themselves on a sunny shelf in the greenhouse, and
occasionally sprinkled overhead. It might be ob-

jected that this is too hot a place for cuttings of Zonal
Pelargoniums, but they stand any amount of roasting,

and appear to thrive under it. In a week or ten days

they begin to draw root, and the plants are shifted

into a larger sized pot as soon as the roots appear at

the bottom of the cutting pot. They flower finely in

a medium-sized 60-pot, and the plants can be much
better preserved during the winter than cuttings made
of young sappy wood late in autumn.
We are striking some large-flowered or show

Pelargoniums in exactly the same way, for the same
purpose, and with similar beneficial results. They
too flower nicely in small pots during September, and
then are allowed to dry off gradually, and are cut
down pretty hard in November for the purpose of
wintering them in an almost dry state.

Fuchsias are similarly struck, but the cuttings are
made of rather younger wood, and they have more
shade, or, rather, they are put in a cooler position
after being placed in their pots ; and Fuchsia cuttings
struck now, and allowed to grow a little during the
winter, make charming plants to flower in June and
July of the succeeding year. But what rubbish now

,

passes muster at our shows as Fuchsias, and, moreover,
has good prizes awarded to it by unreflecting judges

!
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REPORT ON THE CONDITION OF THE FRUIT CROPS,

[FROJI OUR OWN CORRESPONDENTS, JULY, 1876.]

PEACHES
AND NEC-
TARINES.

SCOTLAND.
ABERDEEN

ARGYLL

BANFF

BERWICK

CAITHNESS

CLACKMANNAN ..

CROMARTY

DUMBARTON

DUMFRIES

EAST LOTHIAN....

FIFE

FORFAR

KINROSS

KIRKCUDBRIGHT

LANARK

MID LOTHIAN ....

MORAY

NAIRN

PERTH

RENFREW

ROSS

ROXBURGH

SUTHERLAND ....

STIRLING

WIGTON

ORKNEY

NORTHERN
COUNTIES.

NORTHUMBERLAND

CUMBERLAND ....

WESTMORELAND

DURHAM

YORKSHIRE

Rather under

Under ; bad

Under
; good

Average

Small crop

Light crop

Bad ; few
grown

Under ; good

Average
; good

Ave age

Few grown

Under

Under

Bad

LANCASHIRE .

MIDLAND
COUNTIES.

CHESHIRE

DERBYSHIRE .

Average ; good

Average

Very good

Under

Under ; good

Average

Average

Next to none

Moderate

Generally

Under

Generally

Average ; good

Over; good

A scarce crop

Average

Under ; bad

Average

Under

Under

Under

Failure

Average

Under

Under

Under

Irregular crop

Average
Over; good

Medium on
«-alls

Very bad

Under ; bad

. Th:
fail

Average

Under
on walls

None out-of-

Average ; good

Very good

Under ; bad

Average

Next to none

Moderate

Average ; good Under
open '

A thin crop

Very good

Average

Jlone grown

Under ; good

Average ; good

Under

Morellos aver
age ; others

Average ; good Undi

Under ; bad

Greatly imder
i

Very few ; bad

Under

Not an average

Under

Under; bad

Under

Under

Average

Average

;

: good

None out -of

Very thio

places standards
Under

| Under
Under ; good

j

Under ;

Very poor

Under

Very variable

Under

Bad

Average

Under

Average

Under ; good

Under

ine ; except
Morellos

Under, except
Morellos

Fair, and good

;

trees very clean i

Good under
glass

Under

Good inside

None out-of.

Not grown out
ofndoors

Average
Average ; small

Good under
glass

Average ; good

Average ; good

Average

Average

Under; bad

Under

Average

Average ; good

Under

Under

Poor crop

Small crop

Light crop

Under

Under

Rather under

Average ; verj
good

Under ; bad

Under

Under

Good

Under; bad

Under

Under

Under

Average

Under
Average

Average

Under

Under

Bad : nearly

Under

Average ; good

Under ; bad

Very few

Under ; good

Under

Average

Under; good

i Under

Under

Poor crop

Small crop

Under

Under

Under

Average ; very
good

Under ; good

Under

Under

Good on stand-

Under ; bad

Under

Under

Average

;

bad

Very good Under

Average ; good| Over ; good

Average ; good,Average ; good

Very plentiful Very good

Under

Average

Moderate

Scanty

Over ; very
good

Average

Verymuch
under

Over ; good

bad

Thin crop

Generally
very partial

Very thin
^
Generally light

Very thin, e>
cept Morellos
Average of

Over
Under ; good

Good, average

Thin on unpro-
tected trees

Good :

trees healthy

Over, where
sheltered

Fair average

Under

Under

Under

Under

walls
Bad : nearly

Under ; good

Under ; good

Below

Under

Under ; small

Average

Plentiful crop

Very good

Average ; good

Und.

Average ; good

Under

Average

ver ; good

Average

Moderate

Abundant

Very good

;

Average; small

Average
; good

Good

Over ; good

Average
; good

Average

Good crop

Good

.Average
; good

Average

Under

Average ; good

Under

Over ; good

Average ; good
Very good

Under

Under

Currants aver-
age
Over

Average

Under
; good

Average ; good

Average

Currant aver-
age

Under

Under ; good

Under

Very fair crop

Under

Average ; good
I'ery good

Over

Average

Average ; good

Verj* good

A good crop
Plentiful and

Average ; good

Over ; good

Under

Under ; bad

Average

Average

Few grown

irnder

Generally Good

;

plentiful I fruit small

Under : Rasp- Very good crop

George Donaldson, Keith
Hall, Inverurie

R. Farquhar, Fyvie Castle
John Caie, Inverary Castle

John Webster, Gordon Castle

Peter Loney. Marchmont
Hou5e. Dunse

J. Sutherland, I.ajigwell. Eer-

James Laiog, New Tarbat,
Park Hill

J. Mitchell, Camis Estean,
Helensburgh

Thomson, Drumlanrig
Gardens

Alex. Shearer. Yester Garden,
Lothian

Robert Foulis, Fordell. Inver-

George Johnston, Glamis
Castle

J. F.

James Johnston. Tenregles
Gardens

Andrew Tumbull, Boihwell

dens

Donald Cunningham, Dam-
a^vay Castle
unes Maitland, Cawdor
Castle

John Browning, The Gar-
dens. Dupplin Castle

John Meihven, BIylbswood

Robert Massie, Ardross Gar-

Henr>' Knight, Floors. Kclso

Melville, Dunrobin

Morris Fitzgerald, Dunmoro

Archibald Fowler,

George Leitch,(Balfour.CastIe,

Castle

Kukwall

Alex. Ingram, Alnwick Castle
William Turner. Gr. to Sir
John Swinbum. Capheaion
oseph Williamson, Castle
Gardens, Whitehaven

Taylor, Isel Grange,

R. Graham. Pierremont
Gardens, Darlington

R. Draper, Seaham Hall

6e1d
. C. Kings
. J. Clay
Park Gardei

John Young,

Wortley, Shef-
[ham Thorpe

ton, Branting-
ton, Grimston
IS. Tadcaster

Wentworth,

Very light I Currants plei

Rotherham
W. Lewin, A-Jce Gardens,

i Richmond.
F. Harrison, Knowsley

W. B. Upjohn, Worsley
Gardens, Alauchester

Atdrew Jamieson, The Gar-
dens, Haigh Hall. Wigan

Henr>' Lindsay, Himtroyde
Park, BiuTiley

Hall. Cheadle
W. Muu-. Oulion Park
Thomas Selwood, Eaton Hall

Gardens. Chester
A, J. Grant, Withington Hall,

Chelford
- J. H. Goodacre, Elvaston

Gardens
[Derby

J. W. Bayne, Kingston Hall,
William Bro\™. The Gar-
dens, Bretby Park

S. A. Woods, Berry HiU

Abbey, Worksop
Henry Gadd, Wollaton Gar-
dens, Nottingham
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PLUMS. CHERRIES.
PEACHES
AND NEC-
TARINES.

NAME

ADDRESS.

SOUTHERN
COUNTIES.

SURREY Under ; bad Under Under ; M,arce Average ; good Under : very

KENT Under ; good Under ; good Under ; good Average
;
good Under : good

Under Under Not halfa crop

Under ; good A%'erage ; good Average ; verj*

good
SUSSEX Good crop Verj- good Fau crop

I Under

HANTS Under;good Av

Bad
I

Half crop

Under ; bad Under ; bad

AVILTS A^c^agc Under

Under Under

Ov

Good crop

DORSET

.

Average
good

eiage : good Average : good Under : ver>*

good
Half crop Not average

Half crop

Under

Below

Under

Average Average

Average ; good Average ; bad

WESTERN
COUNTIES.

I

HEREFORD Under ; very

Over : very

Moderate :

very good

Under

Under

Under ; good Average ; bad Under ; good

Average

Under ; good

Middling

Average ; good

Under

A\-eragc

0%-er : \-ery

good
Very fair

Outdoors
uiKler

Over ; very
good

PleDtiful, and
good

Average ; good

Under

Under

Plenty

Much below

Under : bad

Under; bad

Under

WORCESTER

Under ; bad Morellos aver- , Average : vcr>- Under; good ,

age ; eood good
ally very Very light and Very hca'vy [Aboutaquaiter'

]
light

Vtry few : de- Good on walls . F
stroyed by ' standards not '

Average i

. Under ; good

GLOUCESTER Total failure

Under

SOMERSET Under

Under

Average

DEVON Ucder

Below

Moderate

Under ; good

Almost a
failure

Under

lir average I Veo' good ; Partial : pro-
< quite up to

{
bablyluufa

j
average | crop

Under ; |
Average Under

Morellos an
i

average
|

Under ; bad Average ; very Under ; good
good

Much below Below

Under

Average
; good

Half crop

I Under

Oood crop and
fine

Over : ver

Average ; good

Under

Under

Under

Average; good

Under ; bad

Under ; good

Very few

Average ; good

Average ;"good

Under

Over
; good Undej

good

Average
; good

Over and good

Abundant
generally
Under

Under ; good

Verj" abundant

Ov, good

Good

Average ; good

Over and good

Plenty

Average and
good

Ucder
; good

Average ; very
good

0\-er ; very
good

A\*erage ; vtrj-

good

Under

Not good ;

Average ; good Average
; good

.Average ; good Average |Under

Much below Below ; t

J

blighle

Average ' Good

Under^;good Average; very Ov
g>od

I

Much luider
1

Tair 1
A

Under Under Under ; bad

Full ; trees |Good
healthy

very

WALES.

AXCLESEA Under

BRECON Under

CARDIGAN Under; bad

CARMARTHEN

CARNARVON Bad

DENBIGH .Average crop
,

good on lime

I

sandstone
MERIONETH I Under, and

PEMBROKE \, ..

R.\DXOR. Under

IRELAND.

ANTRIM

ARMAGH Under

CARLOW Under

CAVAN

CORK Veryfew

DONEGAL

JOWN Under
I'l-KLIN Complete

FERMANALill
,

KERRY

KILDARE

Under

Under ; bad

Average

Some sorts

very good.
mostly under

average
Under

Under

Average

Very good

Below

Under

Average

Under

Over

Under

erage

Under
\

good
Under

verj- small

;

prematurely
ripened
Under

L'udcr i L'udcr

I

Avcrai^c Under

Undtx ; bad Under ; bad

Average ; good Under j

Under A\'erage

Good average ; Average crop,
sufiering

1
but small :

from drought sufferirg from

Average ; good

Under

Under
,

May Dulces
verv good

A Siilure

Bad

Under

Under

Average

Bad

Undo

W.-UIS

Undei

Aii-erage

Verj- bad

Under

Under

Under

Very good

About half

Bad

Thin

Almost a

Average

Average

Very thin

Under

Moderate on
walls
Under

Under ; good

Under

Under ; bad

Under

Average

Under ; bad

Under

Under ; small

from drought

Under

Under

Under

Uver ; very
good gwu

Fair .i\-erage Good and fine

of all kinds
Good, but suf-

fering from
drought

Gooseberries
very few

very good

Average ; good Average ; good

Average

;

A\-erage

:

good I vwy good
Very good I Fair, but

wanted more

Under; suffer-

ing from
diought

Over ; very
good

Average ; good

Generally
moderate
Plentiful

Average

Currants %-er>-

good average ;

Raspberries
verj* good

Average ; very
good

Average

Under

Under

Medium

Average

Very light

Standards a

Over; very
good

Very good

A\'crage

:

very good
Good

Average

Over

A^-cragc ; good

Average crop

;

very small,

suffering from
drought I

Good average

Very good

Average

Under

Average

Average

Bad

Under

Under

Under

Scarce

Under

About half

&tuch under

e James Child, Garbrand Hall,
Ewell

John Cox, Redleaf, Penshurst

F. Deuxbeiry, Cobham Hall,
Graveiend

Robert Gray. Chevening
Gardens, Scvenoaks

John Wilson. Anmdel Castle

Joseph Rust, Erldge Castle,
Tunbridge Wells

W. Wildsmith. Heck6eld
Place. Winchfield

George Harnett, Cadland,
Southampton

James Tavemer, Woolmer
' Lodge, Liphook
William Scammell, Bowood,
Calne

Wm. Taylor, Longlcal, War-
minster

William Frederick Radclyffe,
Okeford Fitzpaine

Henry Munro, The Gardens,
CIcvelands. Lyme Regis

W. G. Pragnell, Castle Gar-
dens, Sherborne

W. Coleman, Eastnor, Led-

Alfred Bye, Hampton Court
Gardens. Leominster

Wilh.-un Ward. The Gardens.
Stoke Edith Paik

Geo. Westland, Witley Court

' William Cox, Madresfield
Court, Great Malvern

'aihire: afewi John Wyke, Kyie House,
Walnuts

j
Tenbury

Under ; bad E. WeUh, Crown East Court,

A complete

Under

Under

Under

Average

Good
where grown

Good

Woi
{Alexander Cramb, Tortworth

Court
Wm. Forbes, Kingscote Gar-

' dens, Wotlon-uiider-Edge
John Austen, A^ton Court
Gardens. Bristol

William Hallett, Cossington
Farm, Bridgwater

Thomas Fool, Qevcdon
Court, Somerset

Alexander A>*son, Oxt(m
House, Kenton

John Garland, Gr., Killerton,
Exeter

Alfred GeOTge, Bicton
Gardens

John Gibson, Lupton, Brix-

Henry Mdls, Enys, Pcnryn

John Tyerman, Penlee House,

Average

Under

Averasc

Over

:sood

Average ; \

Under : good lender ; ^ootl Under ; good Avcrai

Avcnige ; \-ery Under ; good Do not npcn Undci
Eood

I

outdoors I

Under None on A^xragc ; good Average ; ijood

standards
! I

Under Average '
Under i Under

Under

Under

Currants plen-
tiful

A>-erage ; good

Under, except
Currants

Very plentiful

Average

Good average
Currants

heavy ; others
moderate

Over ; very

Q\tx \ good

Filberts under,
Cobs good.
Walnuts a

Under

Bad

Robert Webster. Glyn^^arth,
near lijio;^or

Frederick J. Ireland. Gtanusk
Pork, Cnckhowell

John Hutchison, Abermaidc

J. Ticehurst, D)-nevor CasUe,
Llandilo

I Allan Calder, Va>-nol Park,
Baneor

Pelei

James Bennett. Rhug Gar-
dens. Corwen

W. Hutchinson. CasUe Mal-
givyn

John Weatherston, Boulti*

A\-erage D. Taylor, Glej 1 Castle

Scarce

Bad

Average ; good

Average I

Under

Fair, but small

Very good

A\'eragc
Good ; Iruit I

large

Over : ^Try A\-erage ; good George Williams. Brenans-
eood to«Ti Gardens, Cabinteely

D. Prcssly, Knockmaioon
John M'Donald, Florence

Andrew Gilmour, The
Gardens, Killamey

W. A. Emery, Kilkea Ca^ile
Gardens

W. Allen, Brownlow House
Gardens, Lurgan

Thomas Turner, The Gardens
Oak Park

W. I.

John Fraser, Bessborough

Armstrong Hanlon, Drumboe
Castle

lames Tavlor, Mountstewart
G. Smith, Vice-Regal Gardens

Under
Scarcelyany

grown

Under
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IRELAND.
KILKENNY

KING'S COUNTY ..

LOUTH

MEATH

MONAGHAN

QUEEN'S COUNTY

SLIGO

TIPPERARY

WESTMEATH
WEXFORD
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George Djdd, Woodstock
Park

T. J. Hart, Birr Castle Gar-
dens, Parsonstown

Frank Fowler, Ravensdale
Park Gardens, Newry

John Clews, Headfort House,

Jesse Wilsher, Shanball
Castle, Clogheen

John Igo, Moydrum, Athlon
P. Braiind, Courtown Houbc

THE ROYAL GARDENS, KEW, 1S75.

The number of visitors to the Royal Gardens ex-

hibits a diminution compared witli that of the two
previous years. It will be seen, however, that while

there has been an increase of 34,621 visitors on week
days, there has been a falling olT of 56,045 visitors on
Sundays, producing a nett diminution of 21,424. On
August 2 the Royal Gardens were visited by 61,133
persons—the largest number which has ever been

recorded for any one day.

The revival of tlie office of Assistant Director

(which was suppressed on my appointment as Director)

has been rendered obligatory by the great increase in

the collections of all kinds—whether living, dried, or

economic—comprised in this establishment ; by the

expansion of the oflicial correspondence, more espe-

cially with the Admiralty, Colonial and Indian Offices,

and the local governments of our foreign and colonial

possessions, and by the more numerous scientific per-

sons, travellers, and others who visit the Royal
Gardens for information. Parliament having
sanctioned the re-establishment of this office, it has
been filled by the appointment of Mr. \V. T. Thisel-

ton Dyer, M.A., who, besides being qualified by a
knowledge of botany, has acquired in his previous

tenure of professorship in the Agricultural College at

Cirencester, the Royal College of Science for Ireland,

and the Rojal Horticultural Society, experience of
many of the practical details of the management of a

large botanical establishment.

In my report for last year I stated that the desira-

bility of providing more commodious and fire-proof

accommodation for the herbarium, library, MSS.,
and collections of drawings of plants, was under the

consideration of the Government. A sum of money
was included in the estimates for the purpose of
erecting a new building. Up to the close of last

year, however, the plans had not been finally decided
upon, owing in great part to the difficulty of deter-

mining to what extent the existing building could be
rendered available. I should view with satisfaction the
incorporation of at any rate the front portion of this in

the new design. When first purchased by George
III. it was determined, at the instance of Sir Joseph
Banks, to devote it to the accommodation of a
botanical library and herbarium, for which the garden
collections would have aflorded a foundation. One
of the rooms was at the time fitted up with book-
shelves as a commencement towards carrying out this

project, and these are still in use. At Sir J. Banks'
death the plan was abandoned, and the house was
eventually occupied by the late King of Hanover,
after whose death it was again devoted to the purpose
for which it was originally destined.

The herbarium has now been housed in it for

nearly a quarter of a century, and has at last com-
pletely outgrown its space. In this house the various

^ Extracts from the ofiicial report of the Director, It will be
Been from an announcement in another column that w e propose
In our next issue to present our readers with a Special Supple-
ment illustrative of the -Royal Gardens.

important botanical works which have proceeded

from Kew, and which will always be identified with

the herbarium, have been prepared. I am not with-

out hopes that in my next report I may be able to

record, if not the completion, at any rate the consider-

able progress of the new edifice.

In the Fourth Report of the Commission on

Scientific Instruction and the Advancement of

Science, it is recommended (paragraphs 57 and 154),
" That opportunities for the pursuit of investigations

in physiological botany should be afforded in the

Royal Gardens at Kew." To this recommendation

effect will be given by the erection of a laboratory,

through the liberality (as I announced in my last

report) of T. J, Phillips Jodrell, Esq,, M.A, It was

originally intended that this laboratory should form

part of the group of buildings containing the her-

barium ; but in consideration of the necessity of

using gas in it, and the consequent risk of fire, it has

been determined to place it in a reserved portion of

the garden, not far from No. 2 Museum, and near the

herbaceous collection and the propagating houses.

The sum placed by Mr, Jodrell at our disposal

amounts to ,^1500. Of this it has not been considered

expedient to expend more than half on the actual

building, leaving the remainder to meet the cost of

fittings and apparatus. The design was very carefully

considered, and, as finally approved by your lordship,

provides for a building one storey in height, with

rooms of moderate but commodious size for chemical,

physiological, and microscopic work. The construc-

tion has been commenced, and will, I hope, be con-

cluded during the present year.

Botanic Gardens.—The whole of the collections

of plants in tubs and pots in the centre and wings of

the Palm-house have been re-arranged with the view

of removing duplicates and overgrown plants, so as to

give more space and light to other plants better worth

cultivating. By this means the magnificent speci-

mens of Cycads and Screw Pines, which were more

or less concealed by less interesting plants in front of

them, have been brought into greater prominence.

The Palms in the four side compartments of the centre

of the building are now arranged, as far as possible,

geographically.

During the ensuing spring further great changes

will be necessitated, in consequence of many of the

Palms which have been planted out in the beds

having reached the full height which they can attain

in their present position. These will have to be cut

down and others transplanted or removed from tubs

to take their place.

It is very much to be desired that both the staircases

leading to the gallery should be removed and replaced

by a single one opening under the floor. This re-

arrangement would give considerably greater accom-
modation for tall Palms.

In my report for 1S71 I stated that the boilers of

the Palm-house would not last much longer, and that

when they did "give way it would be advisable that

a more economical apparatus should be introduced

into that building." For this the time has now
arrived ; five of the existing boilers are from sixteen

to seventeen years old, and are box-boilers of a very
old-fashioned construction, f The remaining six are

"improved saddles," and have been put in during

the last three years. Instead of replacing any more
boilers as they give way, it appears to me that the

whole heating arrangements should be put upon a
different plan. In place of eleven boilers warming
different sections of the house, I believe that four

large saddle-boilers of the type now in use in large

horticultural establishments would give a more satis-

factory result. The separate systems of pipes would
in this case need to be combined on the "universal

flow and return " principle, an arrangement which
would secure a much more uniform distribution of

heat.

It would also, I think, be desirable to carry a hot-

water pipe round the gallery. The rapid reduction

of temperature which the heated air suffers in the

upper part of the dome produces great condensation

of moisture, which is not merely injurious to the

plants by continually dripping upon them, but also

accumulates in puddles upon the gallery floors, where
it is very inconvenient to visitors. An additional evil

arising from the same cause is the draught of air from

the wings towards the dome. Both these defects

might be considerably mitigated by partially warming
the air of the dome itself, instead of wholly depending
upon upward currents from below.

The necessity for the frequent external, and also,

unfortunately, internal painting of the houses is a
matter to which I shall probably have to advert in

future reports. During the past year portions of the

exteriors of the Palm-house and Temperate-house
were painted, as were also (both within and without)

the stove and the Water-Lily, Begonia, and Heath-
houses. Besides the inconvenience of emptying the

houses at the most frequented season of the year,

well-established climbing plants and creepers have to

be taken down, while the other contents of the houses

are deteriorated by being crowded into places for their

temporary accommodation.

I have caused an enumeration to be made of all the

plants cultivated in pots, tubs, &c, , in the Royal
Gardens (exclusive of those required for external

decoration). In Appendix II. I have given the

detailed figures, as well as those of a similar enumera-

tion made in 1871, five years before. The following

are the totals :— Permanent collections (1871), 19,416;

(1876), 20,579, Propagating departments (1S71),

23,127; (1S76), 26,953.

It is, of course, obvious that with the same amount
of space the number of pot plants must be within

moderate limits from year to year the same. The
collections can therefore be only improved from a

the Palm-house were Sylvester's
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scientific point of view by diminishing the number of

duplicates, or by cultivating more interesting plants

in the place of others less so. Taking 20,000 speci-

mens as likely to be the number which will not be

exceeded (or some time to come, and allowing two

specimens to each species, 10,000 species may be

taken as the number which with our present accom-

modation can be cultivated under glass in pots, &c.,

in the Royal Gardens, and this is probably about the

point which we have already reached. I ought to

add that this estimate does not include the species

planted out in the Temperate-house and Palm-house.

The ornamental conservatory (No. 4) is also not

taken into account here, as the contents are arranged

from a purely decorative rather than scientific point of

view. As the plants which fill it go out of flower,

others are substituted in their place. The expense

and labour necessary to keep up a satisfactory show

is far more than would be supposed by any person

not conversant with garden affairs, or who has not

visited the house repeatedly throughout the year. It

has been ray aim to obtain a proper supply of decora-

tive plants with a due regard to economy. While

the general appearance of the house exhibits no falling

off, there has been a considerable reduction in the

number of pot-plants cultivated for it, as will be seen

from the following figures : —Average number in

house (1S71), iSoS; (1S76), 1340. Total number

cultivated for annual supply (1871), 14,683; (1S76),

10,859.

The Aroid-house (No l) has been rearranged, and

numerous duplicates sent to correspondents, especially

the Calcutta and Cape Town Botanic Gardens.

The lessons given to the young gardeners in the

evening, in chemistry, meteorology, structural and

economic botany, and upon which the attendance is

voluntary, continue to give satisfactory results.

The following plants of especial botanical interest,

amongst others -of less importance, have flowered

during the past year in the Royal Gardens for the

first time in this country :

—

Albuca glandulosa, Bak.
Andro^^ice sarmentosa, Wall

:

Bot. ,\Iag..62io.

Amhuriiiin Saundersii, Hk.f.

:

Bot. Mag., 6218.

Caiicacandamarcensis, Hk. !.:

Bot. Mag., 6198 (flowered,

1874. fruit ripened, 1875).

Colciiicum luteum, Bak. : Bot.
Mag,, 6153.

Columella oblonga, R, & P.;

Bot. iMag,.6iS3
Crassula liolusii, Hk. f. ; Bot.
Mag., 6194.

Cucutnis salivus var. sikkim-
en.sis. Hk. {.; Bot. Mag.,

Decabeione Barklyt, Dyer ;

Bot. Mag., 6203.
Dietes Hiittoni, Hk. f; Bot.
Mag., 6174.

Dipcadi hydsuriciim, Bak.
DIuris alba, Br.; Bot. Mag.,

Ferula (Euryangium) Sumbtll,
Hk.f.: Bot. IVIag., 6196.

Heter.inthera limosa, Vahl. :

Bot. Mag.. 6192.
Hoodia Gordoni, Sweet.
Hypoxis pannosa, Bak
Lewisia brachycalyx, Eng.
Milla I.eichtlini, Bak.
MIchelia lanuginosa. Wall.:

Bot. Mag., 6179.
Nicotiana Tabacum var. fruti-

cosa, Linn.: Bot. Mag., 6207
Ornithogalum sororium,

Schott.

Piaranthus llavidus, N. Brown.
Romanzoflia unalascheusis,

Chrass.

Senecio chordifolia, Hk, f .

:

Bot. .Mag., 6216.
Theropoeon pallidus, Maxim.:

Bot. Mag., 6154.

Arboretum (in the Pleasure Grounds).—
Tbe process of replanting and the attendant labour of

clearing the young plantations, &c , over this large

area, continue to absorb a great deal of labour. The
more Ihe^e grounds become transformed from their

original forest features to those of lawn and park, the

more attention do both old and young trees require.

The crowds of visitors are now so great that it is no
longer possible to leave the grass unmown and allow

the leaves to lie in autumn ; the consequence is that

the lawn grass, overlying as it does a sterile soil, pre-

vents the rain from penetrating further than its own
roots, absorbs and exhales it in the heat of the day,

depriving the subjacent root feeders of the trees,

whether young or old, of moisture. It has hence
become necessary to keep the ground of plantations

open and clear of weeds till the trees are fully estab-

lished, and to remove the turf over the roots of trees

that are planted singly. Meanwhile many old trees

die, and the proportion of these to those remaining
of the original plantation increases annually.

It has been found necessary to remove the noble
row of old Elms that stood by the river side at the
back of the old Palace wall. One of these having
been blown down during the winter, it was found
that it had no adequate roots, and was mainly sup-
ported in its erect position by about 5 feet of ballast
that had been used to raise the level of the road ; an
examination of the others showed that a very heavy
gale might prostrate the whole, and cau=e immense
damage. It was therefore decided to remove them
at once, and replace them by youngi r trtes. This

has been done, and in addition a row parallel to them

has been planted on the opposite side of the path.

These trees served in great measure to mask the

gasworks and other unsightly buildings belonging to

the town of Brentford. Their removal has brought

into greater prominence the rapid progress to ruin of

the trees and plantations upon the eyots in the river,

and upon which the great beauty of the reach imme-

diately above Kew Bridge and bounding the northern

side of the Royal Gardens entirely depends. The
eyots are two in number, with an aggregate acreage

of 4a. 2r. 24p. Part of the most easterly of them

(la. 3r. 35p.) was in 1626 conveyed to trustees for

certain charitable purposes in the parish of Fulham.

In 181 1 it was leased to Robert Hunter, Esq., on

behalf of His Majesty George III., for twenty-one

years at an annual rent of.i20. From the expiration

of this lease in 1S32 up to 1S73 the same amount of

annual rent appears to have been paid by Her
Majesty's Commissioners of Woods and Forests.

Under the direction of the Charity Commission it was

sold to the Office of Woods and Forests, the Office

of Works undertaking to pay to them the same

amount of rent. I am not aware, however, that any

steps have been taken to ensure an effective super-

vision of the eyot, or that part of it which has now
become national property, and I take this opportunity

of drawing your lordship's attention to the subject as

one not merely of importance to the Royal Gardens,

but also of great interest to the public generally. At

high tides the surface of the eyot is frequently

covered with water, and from the consequent yielding

condition of the soil every winter sees some of the

trees uprooted.

Old Gravel Pit.—As stated in my previous

report the rough ground between the Deodar Avenue

and the Richmond Road, in which was the old

gravel pit, was devoted to the collection of shrubby

Polypetalre (Thalamiflorae). Prior to its re-arrange-

ment and extension this portion of the pleasure

grounds has been converted into an undulating

depression, which, with its bounding and included

eminences, occupies an area of about 3 acres. Five

hundred yards of beds 6 feet wide have been made in

it, and filled with good soil for the collections of

Clematis, Magnolia, Berberis, Cistus, Helianthemum,

Hypericum, Hibiscus, and allied plants. The
ground behind the beds has been trenched and

dressed with rotten leaves, for the reception of planta-

tions of shrubs and trees. It is further intended to

plant evergreen Oaks, Cedars, and other ornamental

trees in suitable positions on the undulations that

skirt the area.

The dead and dying trees have been removed from

an area 100 yards in length skirting the boundary

wall of the Richmond Road, and the ground levelled

and trenched for replanting. This has been a most

laborious operation, the roots of the Limes, Beeches,

and Elms forming in the sandy soil far below the sur-

face dense interlacements, which required to be cut

through in every direction before they could be re-

moved. On the opposite side of the path, between

the Douglas Spar mound and Ruined Arch, beds have

been made for the reception of the collection of Vitis,

Rhamnus, Ivionymus, Celastru^, and allied genera.

Interch.\nge of Plants and Seeds.—The
receipts during the past year have been 7326 plants of

all kinds, and 2S11 packets of seeds, from 233 con-

tributors.

The Liberian Coffee to which I referred in my last

year's report has been largely distributed, and has now
been sent with uniform success (except in the ca^e of

Queensland and Grenada) to all the coffee-growing

countries, colonial or foreign, with which Kew is in

correspondence.

In my last report I stated that an extensive corre-

spondence had been carried on between this esta-

blishment and various cofl^ee-growing countries with

respect to the diseases and insect ravages to which

the Cofliee is subject. At my request Dr. Thwaites,

the Director of the Botanic Gardens, Peradeniya,

Ceylon, drew up a series of questions which have been

addressed to the various cotfee-growing colonies. A
large body of replies have been received, and the

information contained in them is now in course of

examination, and will be reported upon to the Colonial

Office.

The Eucalyptus globulus, which has been so largely

distributed on account of its supposed prophylactic

virtues, will probably turn out to be extremely useful

for its timber in countries not too hot for its grov.h.

Oil the Neilgherries, where AustraUan trees have been

largely introduced, one of the most valuable, the

Acacia Melanoxylon, proves to be all but valueless,

owing to the ravages of various Loranthaceous para-

sites. The Eucalyptus globulus is, however, reported

by Dr. Bidie to entirely escape their attacks. He
attributes this immunity to the "deciduous bark, the

seeds" (of the parasite) "thereby being dislodged

before they can germinate and gain a hold."

A supply of seeds of the best kinds of American,
West Indian, and Turkish Tobaccos have been ob-

tained and sent to the Straits Settlements, the

Governor of which. Sir W. Drummond Jervois, is

anxious to introduce their cultivation.

(r« fc contmtied.)

AMATEUR GARDENING FOR
LADIES.

Looking at amateur gardening for ladies as lighf

exercise in fine weather and fresh air, with every agree-

able and healthy accompaniment, one would not at a

glance suppose it to be so fatiguing as it is sometimes

represented ; nevertheless there is more reason for the

complaint than might be supposed, and a few hints as

to methods of meeting difliculties in the pursuit of an

occupation equally useful and agreeable may possibly

be acceptable.

In ladies' gardening it is' to be presumed it is only

the lighter and more delicate horticultural operations

that are usually attempted. It is very desirable for the

lady amateur to know how the heavy work should be

done, but it is her eye and not her hand—guidance

rather than strength—that is wanted here ; and

besides a little trimming and training and budding

Roses, her manual operations are usually more espe-

cially devoted to tending favourite flowers or removing

weeds, and are carried on in a stooping position,

necessitated by the short handles of the so-called

lady's tools.

When the gardener undertakes to put a flower-bed

in order the long handles of his rake and fork allow

of an upright position ; he has occasionally to stoop to

dress the plants or to remove the rubbish, but for

most of the work he preserves a natural balance, and

neither stoops so as to curve his chest in or risk deter-

mination of blood to the head. All this is very

different with short-handled tools, with the trowel and

little fork, which separately or together are the usual

accompaniments of the basket and gloves to the lady

gardener, and the result is often a complaint of head-

ache, and aches in all directions, only too well founded.

If work requiring some degree of exertion is carried

on in a position that requires bending the head down,

it is sure to cause great discomfort, only mitigated by

the various plans oT sitting or kneeling, which, though

bringing head and hands nearer the work, have also

their drawbacks.

The simple expedient of mounting the little fork on

a long handle instead of a short one, and using a light

spade instead of a trowel for moving the plants, gets

over many difliculties. The ground may be stirred

with the fork quite as deeply as is necessary for any

dressing or tidying operations, and the operator,

standing at his or her work comfortably and natu-

rally balanced, without an uneven strain on the

muscles in any direction, will find it progress more

rapidly and thoroughly and with infinitely less fatigue.

Similarly in removing plants the use of a light

spade, instead of the short-handled trowel allows of

more power being thrown into the work, with less

local exertion. With the trowel, the operator having

in some way or other got near the work (usually

doubled up into a sort of half-sitting position balanced

on the front part of the foot, and resting with the left

hand on the ground), digs at it with repeated attacks,

so to describe it, each blow being given by the repeated

exertion of force by one arm, jarring the elbow and

shoulder, and ending in a further strain by raising the

plant in its ball of earth only with one hand . In this

case by using the spade the fatigue is much diminished,

for the weight of the person applied by one foot to the

top of the spade drives it steadily onwards, the limbs

being all working or resting the while in natural

positions, and no labour is wasted by repeated jarring

blows : the plant can be easily raised by the leverage

of the spade, and if carried on it to its destination

there is room on the handle for the aid of both hands,

and consequently no undue strain on either. A little

care in the formation of the handle will ensure that

only a slight amount of exertion such as is desirable

can be made use of with it, for if properly formed it

will break at once if used for really hard wotk.

The details may appear trifling in then-se'ves but it
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is much to be regretted that many lady amateurs should

be discouraged by unnecessary fatigue from a healthy

and enjoyable occupation when a few minutes' obser-

vation as to where the fault lay in the modus operandi

in these or similar instances would at once point out

the cure, and sometimes suggest a remedy useful be-

yond the domestic circle.

Fur the same object raised rockwork or borders are

useful. A low wall about 2 or 3 feet high, built of

rough stone without mortar, at a little distance in front

of a boundary wall or bank, may be filled up at the

back with earth and form a border or rockery, or

whatever may be wished at a convenient height for

invalid gardening, and also with a little taste in the

arrangement—a few Ferns grouped in one part, a few

Stonecrops in the joints of the wall, and so on—form

a picturesque bit in itself. It cannot, however, be

too strongly kept before amateur lady gardeners that,

even if personally aiding in the lighter kind of horti-

cultural operations should not suit them, they are by

no means therefore debarred from assisting in the

most material way in the management of the garden.

When the presence of a trained gardener makes
superintendence in the strictest sense of the word
unnecessary, still the knowledge that his labours are

appreciated and understood will be an encouragement,

and in hundreds of villa, and more especially suburban

villa gardens, where the master of the household is

frequently absent during the day, the family super-

intendence is particularly desirable.

Where there is only occasion for assistance for a

few days in the week much in the way of taste cannot

be expected from the operative, whose skill will pro-

bably not reach beyond the commonest routine work,

and *' putting in " a sufficient quantity of bedding-out

plants to cover the ground ; and a directing head and

educated taste is invaluable in such cases to mass the

colours correctly, contrive a succession, and give an

eye to the perennials and bulbs being looked after

during the season when, not claiming attention by

their blossoms, they are apt to be neglected, or pos-

sibly thrown away. Every part of the garden simi-

larly is better for active superintendence, in some
cases the peculiarity of local arrangements require

attention, as (to give a single instance) the habit in

one district of making a Saturday tidying by putting

the flower-borders in order with a birch broom and

raking the walks and carriage sweep. The finely

powdered limestone certainly looks very clean and

nice when neatly arranged, but is uncomfortable to

step on and bad for the shoes, and, practically, the

use of the rake for the borders, aud the broom and

roller for the walks, would be more desirable.

The taste and prudence with which shears and

pruning-knife are exercised also affords ample scope

for superintendence ; the " man " cannot be expected

to understand the principle of his operations so as to

vary it according to the varying nature of the shrubs

under his charge, and the facing back of everything to

a smooth unvaried surface might be exchanged with

the greatest advantage for pruning quite as thoroughly,

but still with preservation of the natural shape and
characterisiics under skilled guidance.

Similarly in forming the ground for new flower,

btds, notice that the requisites brought in are as they

should be—and every detail is the better in the villa

garden for superintendence ; and if (as in far the larger

proportion of cases) the assistant is worthy of employ
he will be glad of it on every account, and work far

more heartily for the co-operation j if not, there is

only the more reason for a careful eye.

But, besides the benefit to the garden from the
lady's superintendence, there is the benefit from garden
relaxation to the lady. It may seem presumptuous,
looking at the skill exercised by many of our amateurs,
to suggest anything further, but the full benefit to be
obtained from the garden is not always appreciated
as it might be. The expression of regret at " know-
ing nothing of gardening " constantly recurs, and if

it could but be felt that for common purposes *' gar-
dening " is merely working out a few principles

simple in themselves though of wide application,

instead of a distinct treatment to be learned in detail

for each species of plant, much more might be
attempted ; and though in the comparatively confined
space of the garden there may not be the sense of
freedom— the exaltation of feeling, so to say,

so forcibly dwelt on by Humboldt in the wider
fields of his research—as the immediate effect of
transition from the house to the open air, yet in the
freshness, the gentle labour, and the greater interest

with which that ganlcn is looked on which is the off-

spring of thought and care, there will be much in-

vigorating and soothing both to the mind and
body. O,

BATH TENT.
The comfort of a cold bath is so highly appreciated

in this exceptionally hot weather that we need make no

apology for reproducing an illustration (fig. 31) which

shows how in many places such a luxury may be

enjoyed at a very small expenditure of trouble. The
depth of the pond shown in the illustration is 5 feet at

the deepest end, but it may be deeper if so desired,

and of any size. The tent should be supported by

iron rods, to allow of the canvas being rolled up on

them. Should canvas be objected to on the ground

of expense tiffany might be used instead. If taken

care of it will last a long time. A temporary structure

of this kind may be thrown over any available garden

pond, and even were such situated on the lawn it

would not disfigure it much.

SCHOOL GARDENS IN
AUSTRIA.

The German word Kindergarten, as well as the

method of instructing quite young children associated

with it, is already tolerably familiar in this country.

ornamental garden. In Steyermark, again, a great

many have been formed, and no fewer than forty-two

through the exertions of the Agricultural Society. In

the capital little has yet been done in the matter, but

last year the Common Council resolved that they

should be established wherever the requisite space car.

be obtained. Seeds are supplied from the national

botanic gardens, and a worthy gentleman, whost

name we have much pleasure in repeating here, Max.

Machanek, furnishes beautifully executed and suit-
,

able plans to any parish wishing to introduce'

the system, out of pure philanthropy. The writer

deprecates the plan of making simply useful gardens,

and would have them include recreation grounds as

well as ornamental features. In fact, with due
.

regard to economy, the garden should be laid out with
.

discernment and taste, in order to instil into the minds ,

of the young scholars a sense of the beautiful. If

instituted simply for the purpose of inculcating early

habits of industry, it would doubtless prove a failure.

Of course the design and arrangements should always

be made subordinate to local conditions and circum-

stances. Thus in a large town the requirements and

the space generally available are usually widely diverse

from those obtaining in a small country town. Again

Fig. -51.—bath tent.

Briefly it is an institution to assist in and complete

the bringing up of children, who are yet too young

(three to six years of age) for regular school duties.

True, it may include among its devices a tiny garden

to promote observation and industry in its infant

wards ; but the school garden, as understood in

Austria, is a real garden attached to the school, and

forming part of the school. An article by E. Schwab,

entitled " Dcr gegenwdrti^e Stand dcr Sac/ie dcs Schd'

garicns,'^ has recently appeared in the Neue Freie

Pressc. In this article the writer, who it would seem

is an enthusiastic promoter of this scheme for impart-

ing practical instruction, gives us his ideas on the

uses and scope of the school garden. This is an

institution of Austrian origin, and it is rapidly extend-

ing from count] y to country of that large empire.

Thus in a small district of Silesia 245 schools

have gardens attached, thirty-six of which are

worthy of notice, and of recent date. Many of

the older ones are undergoing judicious remodelling,

and six new ones are in the course of foundation.

Moravia and Bohemia are active in the movement,

and Gallicia already possesses a considerable number
in some of the provinces. In a few years the pro-

vinces of Mielec and Jaroslav will be dotted all over

with school gardens, each one including a neat Utile

the class of school and the sex of the scholars have to

be taken into account, as well as the resources of the

establishment in question. The scheme is prac-

ticable in all national schools, schools for training

teachers, orphan asylums, educational institutions

for deaf mutes, weak-minded persons, &c. In all

cases the natural capabilities—as extent, situation,

shape of the ground, and quality of the soil, must be

carefully studied. In short, no uniform plan can be

carried out, for the conditions of a fertile plain are

widely diverse from those of a barren mountain

valley, and the same may be said of different altitudes.

But even under the most unfavourable circumstances,

the indigenous vegetation of the district should be illus-

trated, as well as the cultivated cereals, Vetches, fodder

plants, aromatic and medicinal herbs, vegetables and

herbs employed in cookery, and fruit of all kinds.

The poisonous plants particularly of the neighbour-

hood should be cultivated in order to make them

familiar to the scholars, and any plants peculiar to the

region, such as alpine plants in the Alps, and so on.

Ornamental shrubs and herbaceous plants also deserve

attention where there is room for them, and in

larger gardens representatives of the native forests

trees should be placed for shade on the play-ground 1

and gymnnsium. Where there is water, if only an '
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ordinary spring, the school garden may be made a

place of charming beauty ; and thus formed, accord-

ing to the space at command, it offers children the

facilities for observation, and is a rich source of pure

'delight. Moreover, the knowledge gained by children

in this practical manner—and in a well-conducted

garden it is varied and valuable—is permanent ; they

may forget what they learn, but not what they

expeiience. This, and much more, the writer says in

favour of the school garden. One of the principal

advantages of this system, besides affording pure and

healthy occupation and pleasure, is, that under proper

tuition, it induces habits of observation and inde-

pendent thought. Again, in towns it keeps children

both Irom the evil influences of the streets, or those

!raore inclined for study from shutting themselves

up too closely instead of taking healthy ex-

ercise. Qualified teachers speak very highly of

the aid afforded in general education by the school

garden, as well as of its elevating influences on the

minds of the children. But it should be remembered

that the school garden is not an entirely new idea.

For more than a hundred years energetic school-

masters have been trying to carry out the idea, but,

simple as it is, they have not got beyond theory,

' having stuck fast in their search for a model which

should be of universal application. In 1S71 Sweden,

Many of them are stated to have had the character

of Teas or Noisettes, and to be almost perpetual

bloomers, being checked only by the frost. The fruits

are nearly globular, smooth, of small size, varying in

colour from orange -red to violet, the sepals, usually

caducous, being in one variety persistent.

FENUGREEK.
Trigonella, the genus to which the Fenugreek

belongs, is a group of herbaceous plants belonging to

the Papilionaccx, natural order Leguminosce, rather

widely distributed in Southern Europe, Northern,

Central, and Southern Africa, Western and Central

Asia, and one species {T. suavissima) in Australia.

All the plants possess a strong, clinging, aromatic

odour, which is particularly the case with T. Fcenum-

grn^cum, the most important plant in the genus. It

is a native of the region of the Mediterranean, where

it has been cultivated for a very long time, and is an

erect annual from i to 2 feet high, with obovate

cuneate leaflets and yellow papilionaceous flowers

borne in the axils of the leaves. The pods are from

2 to 4 inches long, pointed or beaked, and contain

from ten to twenty small, rough, brown seeds.

The Fenugreek claims a history of great antiquity
;

the plant was much valued by the ancients both for

Fig. 32,— ROSA rOLYANTHA.

with its 752S free schools or national schools, possessed

2000 school gardens ; but these were all in country

places, and only kept up for certain practical purposes.

At the Universal Exhibition of Vienna Austria gave

her contemporaries an example of a moderately large

country school garden, actually laid out and planted,

showing how easily, and at a proportionately small

cost, a school garden may be carried out.

Where a garden is absolutely impossible, as in some
towns, growing plants in pots in the yards and
windows is recommended. There are doubtless

almost insurmountable difficulties in the way of carry-

ing the school garden into practice in many places,

towns especially, in this country ; but the need of

some such purifying influence is painfully evident to

those who come in contact with boys and girl?, whose
only playground is the street.

ROSA POLYANTHA.
We take the figure of this ornamental free-flower-

ing Rose (fig. 32) from a recent number of the Raue
Hortkole^ from which we learn that it was introduced

from Japan in 1S62. It was originally described in

Siebold and Zuccarini, and in its free-flowering habit

resembles a Bramble more than a Rose. Seedlings

obtained from it are very variable, yielding varieties

like the double yellow Banksian ; others yield double

rose-coloured flowers, as well as others less attractive.

food and medicine, and it was also grown for the

purpose of feeding oxen. It is referred to by Hippo-

crates, and was prescribed by Aret^eus both for

internal and external application. Reduced to a

powder, the seeds were recommended by Dioscorides

to form cataplasms in inflammatory cases. Pliry refers

very fully to its medicinal virtues, and other authors,

especially Avicenna, treat of its properties at some
length. Pomet, in his Co7Jiphat History of Dri4ggs^

published in London in 1725, says, *' The ancients and

some Germans at this time make a decoction of this

seed, and eat it as they do other pulse, to remove

and expel wind ; but I believe few or none will

imitate them in this practice, which is so disagree-

able to the nose and palate ; it is much better for

cattle, and especially horses, to mix with their Oats

to fatten them. It is of greater use externally than

internally." These seeds continued to be used for

external application, chiefly for cataplasms and fomen-

tations, down to a comparatively recent period, but

at the present time their chief uses with us are in

veterinary practice, and as a condiment in curry

powder. It is not many years since, however, that

they were included in the Greek Pkannacof'o:ia.

Pomet's opinion that these seeds are *' much better

for cattle, and especially horses, to mix with their

Oats to fatten them," seems to have become fully

realised, for at one time the powdered seeds of Fenu-

greek were greatly in demand for feeding cattle, and

it is said that the patent cattle foods so much adver-

tised at the present time are largely composed of, or

seasoned with, these seeds. Be this as it may, it is

certain that, when crushed, they are much used for

flavouring damaged hay.

Pomet, in the work before referred to, gives a

quaint but tolerably accurate description of the plant,

as well as a figure. He says :
—

*' Fenugreek, which

some call improperly Senegife, and others Bucera or

Aigocero?, because the pods which enclose the seed

resemble in some manner a goat's horn, is a plant

which grows in several parts of France. Its stalks

are round, hollow, of a daikish colour, the leaves

small, half-round, composed of thiee and thiee

together, something after the nature of the Trefoil,

the flowers small and white, btaring a large pod,

which is long and sharp, representing, as said before,

a bull's, or rather, a wild goat's horn. The s^ecd

carries the name of the plant, and is the only part of

it which is sold by the name of Fenugreek. This reed

ought to be fresh, of a lively yellow, towards a gold

colour, but it becomes reddish, and changes b own if

long kept ; it is about half as big as a giainof Whtat,

hard and solid, and is of a triargular shape, but the

smell and taste of it are both offensive. The farmers

about Aubervilliers sow and cultivate this as they do
Coriander seed, which is sent to Paris, and from

thence to Holland and other parts."

Woodville in his Medical Botany refers to the plant

as a native of Montpellier, and as having b en first

cultivated in Britain by Geraid. Southern Fiance

and Germany furnished tl.is cointry with its supplies

of Fenugreek seeds at the time Wood\ille wrote, the

plants being cultivated expressly for the seed^, which

were largely exported. That these formed an ar icle

of import long prior to the date of the above work—
1793—or even to that of Pomet, is clear, for in a

curious little book, called The TrLasury of D>ui;s

Unlocked, by Jo. Jacob Beehe, of London, merchant

in drugs, published in London, in 1690, we find in a

simple alphabetical list of useful seeds and the places

of their production, the following :— " Semen F.eni:-

greci, Germany." The plant is now cultivated largely

in India, also in Morocco, the South of France, some
parts of Germany and Switzerland, as well as in other

warm climates. In Alexandria the seeds are eaten as

an article of food prepared in the following manner :

They are put into cups, and kept wet to cau5e germi-

nation. In a few days the cups are filled with grow-

ing plants, in which state they are sold in the streets,

and appear to be relished as a great delicacy. In

India the fresh plants are eaten as a green vegetable,

but the seeds are by far the most important product,

as is proved by some statistics quoted by Dr. FJiicklger

and Mr. Hanbury in their new work on drugc, which

show that the quantity of seeds imported from Sind

to Bombay during the year 1872-73 amounted to

13,646 cwt., the value of which was ^^4405. From
Bombay also were shipped in the same year 9655 cwt.,

of which quantity only 100 cwt. were sent to the

United Kingdom. John R, Jackson^ Kav.

Apiary.

Swarming Season, 1S76.—I have been a bee-

keeper now for many years, but I never knew any

season to produce so many and large swarms as the

present one. Not only have we had a profusion of

first and second swarms, but also a great quantity of

virgin swarms—that is, a swarm from a swarm. I

hived a large swarm on Thursday, July 6, it swarmed

again on Saturday, July 15; this was the only un-

fortunate swarm I have had out of many scores, I

never yet lost a single swarm except this one. It

came out about 2 p.m.; with our swarms being so

numerous all the week, I had not a skep of any size

left, and at least half an hour elapsed before I could

secure one. The weather was very sultry, and the

sun's rays shone directly upon the settled swarm

in a Pear tree, which apparently made her

majesty uncomfortable, and behold ! just as I was

about to shake them into the skep, away she

went. I at first thought they were inclined to

settle again, but in this I was doomed to disappoint-

ment ; after flying over the garden for a few minutes,

to collect together in a more compact mass, they went

off in an almost straight line over the River Mersey. I

was left looking in astonishment and wonder at the

rapidity of their flight. Again I hived a fair-sized

swarm on Friday, July 19, at II A. M , after removing

them to a temporary stand, another swarm (a cast, or

second swarm) united with the first one ; in a short
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time a dead qneen was carried from the entrance,

which proved they had united to form a single stock.

Your readers may judge my surprise to observe a large

swarm issue from this newly-hived stock on Tuesday,

July iS, at 6 i\M. It settled on the top bough of a

Pear tree, out of reach, so 1 was compelled to allow

them to stop all night. A high wind arose about

midnight, and continued to blow a strong gale until

10 A.M. on Wednesday morning. The poor bees

must have had a great difficulty in keeping their posi-

tion, although they nobly stood by their queen through

the storm. I afterwards hived it, and it promises to

be a valuable stock.

I have also observed during the latter part of June

and the early part of the present month that they have

defied all the ordinary rules as to decent swarming

hours laid down in all our bee-bouks. For example,

they have greeted us with their cheery swarm-note as

early in the day as 6.30 a.m., and as late in the even-

ing as 6 P.M. The guide-books say " Watch them from

10 A.M. to about I r. M. ;
" but the bees are now saying,

** We care not a fig for any of your systems of three

hours ; we prefer the good new-fashioned nine hours,

so that we can have plenty of choice. The harvest

is good, and we are determined to make hay whilst

the sun shines, so shall colonise new districts at

any hour."

Although I have not been so unfortunate as many
of the cottagers hereabouts—for I have only to mourn

the loss of one colony—some of our labourers* wives

tell me they have lost several, and where are they all

gone to? Why, it may amuse my readers to be

informed that one swarm took possession of a rabbit

warren ; another, more high-minded, took up their

quarters in a high chimney at a chemical works
;

another found a home beneath the stones of a railway

arch ; whilst the fourth is behind the clock dial in the

parish church steeple.

Again note : last year many swarms that had existed

for a few years in a small wood all perished ; somehow
the scouts have found out these hollow trunks, filled

in some cases with fine comb, and in every instance

they are again re-occupied by new, though truant

swarms, and the proprietor very wisely refuses to allow

the trees to be mutilated. A vtry large stock in the

garret of a flour mill also died away during^ the

winter of 1S75, but another colony has now taken

possession. 1 imagine bees find out by means of the

honey where these old stores are situated, and in the

first instance rob ihem, then when swarming

they will naturally make lor the same place,

whc re they have gleaned some portion of their

stores.

To explain this more clearly : I kept an old hive

in the stand, filled only with old black combs,

made so from breeding cells, which I intended to

breakup for thewnx-pot; this hive was visited by
many thousand bees, and the first swarm, which
issued in June, made directly for this hive, so the

combs have again been made useful.

Other years— I speak now as to the past five sea-

sons—the second and third swarms have generally

been so small as to be worthless ; it is not so this

year, for all the swarms seem to be large and valuable ;

nor did I ever know before a common straw skep to

be so soon filled with comb as this year. In three

and four days, in some instances, they have the hive

filled, together with a fair store of honey in the upper
cell?.

In most of theskeps used in the Northern counties,

not less than i lb. of wax can be drained from the

combs after taking away the honey ; in Wales and
Shropshire the hives are considerably smaller, but

even these, I imagine, cannot contain less than

14 oz. of pure wax. Thus we learn that about 20 lb.

ot honey has been gathered by each stock before they

made the combs ; by this means we can form a fair

estimate of the honey harvest. If an ordinary swarm
can collect, say, 25 lb. of honey in nine days—as

many have during the past month— it must have been
an exceedingly good honey harvest. I do not deny
that each swarm takes a few pounds of honey from the

parent stock—this is needful to commence house-

keeping ; besides, after swarming, rainy weather may
detain them in the hive for several days ; they

would thus perish if they were completely without

stores. However, we do not suppose they carry

away more than 3 lb. A swarm some few years

since left a hive which, at the time, was suspended to

a spring balance; it was 3 lb. Ii oz. lighter after-

wards, so that they had taken not more than

3 lb. R.

StOVx^STR

Planting Forest Trefs —Dr Schomburgk

gives, \n\\\i Repot t of the Addaide Botanu Garden,

the following directions for the planting of trees-

rules, mnlntis mutandis, applicable elsewhere :

—

The ground for sowing forest trees should be pre-

pared before the rain commences—or, still better, it

should have been done during the previous rainy sea-

son, so that the sowing might be performed after the

first heavy rains.

The land should be trenched, or trench-ploughed,

in strips 5 to 6 feet broad and 12 to 14 inches deep
;

the strips 12 to 16 feet apart—the latter distance for

quick-growing trees (such as Blue Gum, &c. ), the

former for trees of a slower growth. The soil should

be well worked and levelled, and both ridges of the

strips should be gently sloped towards the middle,

where the trees stand, so that they may have the

benefit of the falling'rain.

The seed should be sown in a line in the middle of

the bed. As, generally, only a small percentage of

the seed bought is found to germinate, it is necessary

to sow more seed than trees are wanted ; but should

the seed have been of good quality, and it comes up

too thick, an early thinning of the young plants is

necessary, or the plants will be left to struggle with

each other until the weaker ones succumb. The
thinning must be carried out with prudence ; and, if

necessary, the seedlings are left undisturbed—only

they should be kept free from weeds.

The second year so many are taken out as to leave

only one standing in every 5 feet. In the fourth or

fifth year—especially in favourable seasons—these

saplings will be a good size (and will procure a mar-

ketable price), if taken out so as to leave only one

standing in every 12 or 16 feet. These will now
form the standard trees, which, when properly

managed, will form a quincunx. After this manipu-

lation, little more attention has to be paid to the

welfare of the new forest, except clearing the strips

from weeds, and thus protecting them from destruction

by bush fires.

In Germany, where the period of maturity of forest

trees is considered thirty years, the trees are cut

down, and the forests are renewed on the vacant

spaces between the rows.

The first preparatory step in planting an area with

forest trees is the formation of nursery beds—the size

depending on the number of trees wanted. The soil

should be of a good description, and well worked
;

the beds only 3 feet broad ; and the seed should be
sown broadcast—not too thick—and covered with

good soil. The thickness of the covering depends on

the size of the seeds ; the larger they are, the thicker

must be the covering.

Where irrigation is not available, in order to

economise all the moisture it is desirable to sow in

sunken rather than in raised beds ; but means should

be taken to drain such beds in the event of heavy

rainfalls. The seed-beds should be kept clean from

weeds.

The growth of the young seedlings—which
naturally depends on locality, soil, season, and the

attention paid to them—will probably attain a height

of 10 or 14 inches during the first year, when they

should be removed for planting out.

For this manipulation I would recommend that the

ground for planting be prepared in the same manner
as for sowing forest trees, viz., in strips. Holes, iS

inches square and 12 inches deep, are made at the

intervals at which it is determined to plant—say,

from 12 to 16 feet apart.

In planting one man walks before and makes the

holes, and two others follow with the seedlings, to

plant them. The hole being filled, the earth round
the tree should be firmly trodden down ; this precau-

tion should not be neglected—especially if no water is

near for watering, or no rain should fall soon after the

planting, or many of the plants will die ; but, if it is

possible, water the trees after planting, to ensure

safety.

The reason of failure in the operation of planting is,

often, the injury caused to the roots by exposure dur-

ing removal from the seed-beds—especially when the

young trees have to be carried far. The seedlings

should be carefully taken up, and packed upright in a

box half filled with a soft moist soil. A small box,

2 by lij feet, will contain plants sufiicient for a day's

woik. The box can easily be carried from hole to

hole, and one tree taken out at a time for planting, so

that the tender roots may not suffer from the dry air.

These appear but trifling matters, but attention or

inattention to the young plantations constitutes all the

difference between success and failure.

The greatest danger to the young plantations

—

especially to those carried out by the Forest Board

—

will be the bush fires, and the only prevention against

this will be to keep lor a number of years the 6-feet.

broad strips clear of weeds, which, not being eaten

down by cattle, might otherwise grow to a great

height.

PLANT HOUSES.
GreI'.nmiouse Hard-wooded Plants.—Heaths

should now, without delay, be stood out-of-doors
j

we have seen these plants exposed to harden by
merely removing the lights from the pit or house in

which they were grown, leaving them standing on the

stages, but so elevated they are subjected to an
unnaturally drying atmosphere playing amongst both

the heads of the plants and the surface of the pots,

against the inner sides of which their roots lie thickly.

There is nothing on which they can be stood that

answers so well as a good bed of fine coal ashes,

made solid by ramming and rolling ; it should not be

less than 9 inches thick, if more, all the better, as

worms will be less likely to make their way through

it. Keep it always quite damp by syringing it freely

every evening in dry weather ; from this a cooling im-

perceptible moisture will rise the ensuing day, that is

of the greatest benefit to the plants. They should

never, at all events while the weather is hot, be stood

upon boards or slates, as is sometimes done; when a

pot very full of roots so placed happens to get unob-

servedly a little too dry, it is far worse circumstanced

than if standing on the moist a^hes, from which some
moisture will be absorbed, and little though this may
be, it will frequently be enough to save the life

of the plant. Not that by any means should I favour a

course of treatment that such would appear like

leaving such valuable plants to chance on so vital a

point as attention in watering ; but under the most
careful management a plant may sometimes get dry

before it is observed, and it is on using care m little

matters that success depends. Do not crowd the

plants, but stand them so that the heads of those

on the sunny side will be some protection to those

behind them, and take the further precaution of tjing

a piece of old blind or mat round the portion of the

pot that the sun strikes; moisten the sides of the pots

with the syringe on the evenings of hot days. Where
a good collection of Heaths are grown it is worth
while having a light wooden or iron framework on

which a blind and roller can be fixed to run down
over the plants when heavy thunder-showers or con-

tinued rains occur ; if the roof pitch of this is made at

an angle of 40°, the water will follow the blind to the

bottom providing there are no cross pieces of timber

used on which the blind can rest—if so, there will be a

considerable drip at these, under which it will not be
safe to stand any plant. The blind should be run

down for a few days after the plants are first put out,

during the brightest part of the day, until they get a

little inured to the sun, or it will sometimes turn the

foliage very brown. An east or west wall will do,

against which, too, erect the framework described, or

it may be made span-roofed, and placed in a more
open situation ; but, under any circumstances, the

plants should not be too suddenly exposed. If there is

no protection of the above kind they ought to be laid

on their sides when there is danger of their getting

too much wet. The practice of placing the pots in

which Heaths and other hard-wooded plants are grown
in a second pot filled up with some light material, has

the objection of its causing a difficulty in seeing when
they are dry. However light and favourable to a

strong robust condition the house in which the plants

are grown may be, it is necessary to fully expose them
in the open air, or the leaves and young wood can
never be so fully ripened as to make them not liable

to mildew in winter. Cytisus and Acacias should
also at once be got out ; they, not being so impatient

of a little extra moisture at the root as the Heaths,
need not be protected overhead in the same way.
Any other hard-wooded plants, except such things as

Gompholobiums, Roellas, Dracophyllums, Statices,

and Phrenocoma?, which are better not exposed in the

open air, may now be stood out ; but if the growth is

backward it is better not to put them out for a fort-

night yet, for, as I have before endeavoured to show,
the ripening process out-of-doors does not occupy so

much time as often supposed. Hedaromas should

never be stood out until the flowers are formed and
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fully visible, or they rarely set at all however strong

the plants. Treat all the more tender-rooted subjects

as advised for Heaths, so far as regards protection

from sun to the roots and from drenching rains.

Soft-wooded Greenhouse Plants—The less

free-flowering varieties of Kalosanthes, such as K.

coccinea and other strong growers, are better for

being stood out in the full sun from midsummer, to

insure their full blooming. If they have not been so

treated they should at once be turned out. The
weaker growers, which are freer in flowering, like K.

miniata and K. Madame Celeste Winans, do not

need to be so long exposed, but from this time until

there is danger ol frost should be stood out in as dry

and sunny a situation as possible, giving enough water

to prevent the leaves being injured. Plants ol Rochea

falcata—than which, grown in 6 or S inch pots, nothing

is more useful forgeneral decorative purposes during the

autumn months— will, if intended for flowering next

year, be more certain of blooming if exposed to the

full sun in the open air for a few weeks ; it matures

and solidifies the growth, giving a short, more

robust habit than if kept indoors all the season. Any
that are now pushing up their bloom should have

plenty of light and air to keep the flower-stems from

being drawn up weak, putting a small stick to each

and keeping the plants turned round so as to prevent

their being drawn to one side. Where the stock of

this Rochea is deficient some leaves may now be

taken off and inserted in sandy soil round the sides

of 6-inch pots in a similar manner to Gloxinias, where

they will soon make roots and form shoots, but they

must not be kept too close, and receive only as much
water as will prevent the soil getting dust-dry or they

will rot. When growth has fairly begun they should

be put singly in 3-inch pots in porous sandy loam

or peat, and receive more water. T. Baines.

Orchids.—In the getting together and growing of

a collection of these plants, whether for exhibiting

purposes or for the decoration of the houses in which

they are grown, those that flower in the early part of

the season (the months of May and June being pre-

eminently the blooming period), will be sure to have

the first attention, and the probability is that these

will be grown in greater numbers because of their

early blooming ; and though doubtless among these

are to be found many of the most attractive forms,

bright and gay colours, and singular and fantastic

shapes, such forms and colours are by no means con-

fined to these earlier blooming ones, nor does it

necessitate that those that bloom at other seasons

should be lacking in these qualities. Those who grow
for exhibiting only and solely, will, of course, chiefly

get such as will bloom during the time when
shows are being held ; their numbers, however,

are small, and a collection where all are more or less

represented, is one from which more real pleasure is to

be obtained, and where the true lover will every day
look for some fresh charm and new form to burst into

beauty. Among those that bloom during the latter

part of the summer mention may be made of two fine

forms of Aerides, nobile and suavissimum, each of

which are represented by several distinct varieties ; in

fact, so near to each other do these sometimes appear

that it most likely is the case that they are all varie-

ties of the one species, nobile. Since, however, we
have them under the distinct names it is as well to

keep them so. Amongst the varieties of nobile,

that known as Rucker's variety will flower first

—

generally during July, and the fine spikes this will

bring, with often several laterals upon them, are

objects of much interest and admiration.

The suavissimum will flower generally during
August and September. A variety known as

flavidum will often be as late as October before it is

fully developed. These, because of their later bloom-
ing capabilities, should be more extensively grown
than they appear to be, and though it might not be
advisable to say that one of these should be grown for

one of all the spring- blooming species, it, however, is

scarcely fair that only one, or at most two, should be
all that are admitted into the coUeciion, whilst the

spring-blooming ones are represented by dozens. To
have Aerides in bloom for six months, which may
easily be obtained, makes it a point to have several

specimens of virens for April ; odoratum, Fieldingii,

Lobbii, Dayii, crispum, &c. , for flowering in May and
June ; affine and nobile for July ; suavissimum and
quinquevulnerum for August and September : with the

earliest and latest well represented this can be accom-
plished, and the blooming following regularly adds
much to their beautyand interest. Saccolabium Blumei
majus is another for July and August, and one that is

worthyof all praise. Amongst the Dendrobiums, too, is

chrysanthum—one that is somewhat different in its

manner of blooming to most of its class, yet one that

is very beautiful ; its rich golden flowers hanging in

clusters of twos and threes along the bulb, whilst the

green leaves are still upon it, give it a fresh and cheer-

ful appearance that is often wanting in such as flower

when the leaves are all fallen off. This should be in

flower now, and is one that requires less heat than
many ; in fact, the Cattleya-house will generally be

the best place for this. After blooming, let it remain

rather dry for a few months, when, towards November
or December, it will show signs of renewed growth ;

and, though this may appear an unusual time, it is,

however, the case that this and Cambridgeanum will

start at that time, and it is only by watching the indi-

vidualities of the species, and assisting them at the

right time, that success can be reasonably hoped for.

;;'. S-Min, Falloufidd.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Strawberries in Pots.—A very dry period like

the present is not most suitable for the speedy progress

of newly layered plants, unless proper care has been

bestowed on the watering. When this has been the

case the plants will by this time be sufiiciently rooted

to be removed from the parent plants, and this should

be done at the earliest moment after they are fit,

because of the exhausting tendency consequent upon

all among them to remain atlachid to the old plants.

Much more harm arises to such plants from this cause

than is generally supposed, therefore no delay in this

respect should be tolerated. After the plants are

taken off remove such to a shady position for a few

days, and proceed at the earliest period with the shift-

ing of these into the fruiting pots. Let this operation

be done in a firm manner, and as before intimated.

Keep the crowns of those plants which are intended

for early work well up above the soil in the pot.

After potting well water the plants and place them in

a position which is fully exposed to atmospherical in-

fluence and sunshine, and when the roots are well

established in the new soil water the plants copiously,

as often as is necessary, using occasionally a slight

admixture of some stimulating agent, as guano, &c.

Pinch off all runners as they appear, and keep the

surface of the soil free from weeds. If worms be

troublesome a little soot-water applied will be the

means of dispersing them speedily. Gio. Titos. .UiUs,

ll'ycombe Ahbt-y.

Vines.—Where early forcing is carried on. Vines

in pots intended for this purpose should now be in a

fit state to turn out of the house in which they have

been grown. If the wood is well ripened the whole

length ol the cane, and the buds full and prominent,

remove them to a favourable situation against a south

or west wall, or, in the absence of this convenience,

they may be run up the outside roof of any house or

pit where the partial shade of the foliage will not be

objectionable, and, in either case, the rods should be

safely nailed or tied, to prevent any damage from

being twisted about in rough winds. Here

they may remain for the next two months,

so as to get the necessary hardening and rest requisite

to ensure success. During the present hot weather it

will be advisable to mulch the surface of the soil in

the pots, and also to shake a little litter or other suit-

able material round the pots, so as to prevent rapid

evaporation and consequent injury to the roots from

the excessive heat of the sun. Younger plants, still

in growth, should have every attention in the shape

of watering, slopping, and tying, so as to get

the wood matured at as early a period as pos-

sible. Vines inarched as before recommended

should now be examined, and if a junction has

been formed loosen the ties so as to allow the

wood to swell freely ; but do not entirely re-

move the binding at present. Inarching may still

be performed in late houses, where the wood is not

too much hardened. Grapes now ripening should

have abundance of air ; in fact, with the temperature

in the shade ranging from So° to upwards of

90° the houses cannot well be opened too much
during the day, reducing to a moderate amount

during the night, and in the case of Muscats

and other late kinds a little fire-heat should be

put on occasionally, late in the evening, so as

to keep' the atmosphere somewhat drier during

the night, as in the earlier stages of ripening it

will be necessary to keep a considerable amount

of moisture during the morning and forenoon, which

must, to a great extent, be discontinued as the fruit

approaches maturity. The very long period of dry

weather we have had in this district has rendered

watering the borders a work of necessity, and on well-

drained or porous soils this should receive every atten-

tion, especially as to Grapes in the later stages of

growth ; and where water is given it should be given

liberally, surface watering being of little benefit, and

requiring constant repetition. If. Ccx, MaJnsfidd

Court.

Orchard Houses.—The intense heat in the last

two weeks has forwarded the ripening of the early

varieties of Apricots, Peaches, and Nectarines in

unhealed houses. On a glass-covered wall here Early

Beatrice Peach ripened on July 16, and the Early

Rivers and Early Louise are about a week later, to be

succeeded by Hale's Early York and the Early Grosse

Mignonne. Hunt's Tawny Nectarine is still the

earliest ripening variety, closely followed by Rivers'

Lord Napier, which is much superior to it in size and

flavour ; and they follow closely in ripening after the

above early Peaches. Syringing the trees of these

early Peaches and Nectarines should be given over as

soon as they are at the ripening stage, or the flavour

of the fruit will be deteriorated. All the pots with
the trees in this stage should be placed together in

the house, and a little air left in that part of the house
all night. Syringing and watering the roots of the

later ripening varieties must not be neglected, to keep
down red-spider on the foliage. In this dry hot

weather this pest increases with prodigious speed as

soon as the leaves are kept free from syringing. The
trees of the later ripening varieties of Peaches and
Nectarines, if making vigorous growth, may still have
their shoots pinched back and regulated for the last

time. The earliest ripening Plums grown in pots in

unheated houses are, I find. Rivers' Early Prolific,

Oulin's Golden Early Gage, and Angelina Burdett.

For later ripening varieties, McLaughlin's Gage,
Deniston's Superb, Jeflerson, Kiike's, Cox's Emperor,
and Coe's Golden Drop are excellent. For pot cul-

ture, some ol the very latest varieties of Plums likewise

succeed well, the fruit hanging on the trees till very

late in the autumn, and much longer than on the

walls, and when shrivelled are quite a sweetmeat,

especially the Ickworth Imperatrice. William TilUry.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Vines on walls are now (owing to the exceptional

length of hot weather we have experienced) in a very

forward condition, and with a continuance of favour-

able weather will pay well for extra attention. The
thinning-out of the berries should be attended to at

once, and the lateral shoots should be constantly

pinched back to let in all the light and air possible.

The preparation of the ground for the purpose of

making new plantations of Strawberries should be

attended to at once. It is best to trench the ground

over two spits deep, afterwards to spread good rotten

manure over the surface, and fork it in. Previous to

planting, roll or tread the ground well down firm, and
in planting take care to press it firmly in its place, but

to leave the crown level with the surface. The beds

intended for next years' fruiting must have especial

attention about this time. All runners, and the oldest

of the sprawling foliage, should be cleanly cut off

and removed with all weeds, the surface of the soil

slightly loosened, and a mulching of rotten manure
spread over the surface. A good dressing of soot

before spreading on the mulching is very beneficial,

and helps to keep down slugs. The training on of

wall fruit trees will now require the best of attention,

as it is important that the wood intended for next

year's fruiting should be laid in at once, and exposed

as much as possible to atmospheric influences by the

constant removal of all superfluous growth. The best-

ripened wood will always bring the best fruit ; and

tender trees not indigenous to the country, such as

Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots, must be trained

in rather thinly, and have free exposure to the rays

and heat ol the sun. The same remarks with regard

to stopping back all the superfluous growth will apply

to pyramids, espalier, and cordon fruit trees, which

are very vigorous this season. Aphides also appear

to be particularly numerous, especially on some of the

varieties of Plum trees, and the black dolphin on

Cherries ; it is therefore necessary to persevere in

constant and powerful syringing with water, as, where

there is fruit, tobacco-water and other noxious sub-

stances cannot be used without spoiling the fruit, and

water alone is eligible, and being constantly followed

up, will be found efficient. Where there is no

fruit to spoil, let strong remedies be used at once.

John Cox, Redltaf.

TOBACCO IN TENERIFFE.
Though the cultivation of Tobacco in Tene-

riffe has of late somewhat increased, it seems that

the demand for this kind of Tob,icco has not been

so great as was expected, owing, it is said, to the high

price put upon it by the growers. The cigars made
in the island and sent to London have net met with

much favour; a similar fault has been found with

them as was found with the Jamaica cigars sent some

time since to this country to try the British maiket,

namely, that though of good flavour, the British and

German made cigars are equal in this respect, and

better finished. It appears also that little progress

has been made in the cultivation of the plant, and in

the mode of preparing the leaf. The unmanufactured

Tobacco that has been exported from Teneriffe has

met with but little favour, and part of it, it is said, has

been returned as unsaleable. There is, however,

little doubt that a good quality can be grown, and

that skill and diligence alone are required in order to

compete successfully with other countries as to quality

and price. The Spanish Government is about to send

a commission to the Canary Islands to inspect the

Tobacco produced, with the view, should it be found

that the quality and price bear a sufficiently favour-

able comparison with that obtained in Cuba, of pur-

chasing it for elaboration in the Government factories.
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
>«v Ai.fn.ct T / Ro>'aI Horticultural Societ)- : Meeting of.AT. .-^UoUii I

I jjj^ Debenture Holders, ana am.
f Royal Horticuliuial Sodel>-: Meeting of

Alio- r> J I' ruit and Floral Committees, at II A u. ;
^-

\ Special General Meeting of the Fellows.
( at 7 P.M.
Colchester and Essex Horticaliural So-f Colchester

J city's Sh
'1 Sale of ri

( Rooms.
Slevt

i Chcadle Floral and Horticultural Society's

Fridat, *"i.'>'^4i Ros4"dale Flojal and Horticultural So-

BY the courtesy of our correspondents we are

enabled to present a series of reports on
the condiiicn and prospects o( the FRUIT
Crops throughout the Biitish islands, and an
unsatisfactor)' report it is. It may be objected

that the local circumstances are so varied that

but li'.tle reliance can be placed on these reports.

But, on the other hand, when the number
of independent witnesses is considered, and
their generally uniform testimony from North
to South and East to West is recognised, it must
be admitted that the general results are suffi-

ciently trustworthy, and that we are justified in

saying that a more disastrous season for fruit

crops has rarely been experienced.

Apricots and Plums are almost universally

below average.

Cherries have been more abundant in the

South, but elsewhere have been a relative

failure.

Peaches and Nectarines are a fair average
crop in the southern half of the kingdom, but
thin in Scotland, Wales, and Ireland.

-Apples are almost universally below the aver-
age, the reports from Ireland being somewhat
more favourable.

Pears are generally below average.

Small fruits, such as Currants and Raspberries,

have given a good general average, but Goose-
berries are in most cases thin.

Strawberries have been abundant and of
fine quality on heavy land, but on light soils

small in size, and of short duration.

Nuts of all kinds, owing to the drought,
are below the average. Fruit trees in
general bore an abundance of blossom, and
there was in most places a good set but
the long-continued eanerly winds and tardy
spring retarded growth, and caused most
of the blossoms to fall off. Those fruits which
withstood these unfavourable conditions suffered
lately from the drought, so that fruit will gener-
ally be small in size.

Turning now to PoTATOS, we have a more
favourable report to present. Early Potatos
have generally yielded a good crop, but
the tubers are small in size. Later varieties

look well, but want rain, and up to this

time there have been few indications of disease.

Should the drought continue super-tuberation
or a growth of new tubers at the expense of
those of the present season's growth, may be
looked for. We are obliged in our present
issue to confine ourselves mainly to the tabular
statements furnished by our correspondents,
but in our next week's number we hope to
publish in greater detail the remarks on the
condition of the fruit crops with which our
correspondents have kindly furnished us. In
the mean time we may say that neither the
nature of the soil, latitude, nor elevation, have
this year materially counteracted the general
bad result of the inclement spring.

It will be seen that two meetings are sum-
moned for next week—the one of the debenture
holders, the other of the Fellows of the Royal

i

Horticultural Societs-. It is, unfortu-

nately, too easy to guess the purport of these

meetings. The financial position of the Society

is too well known to render any lengthy state-

ment on that score necessarj-. On the other

hand, the debenture-holders and the Fellows

have an indubitable right to know what has
been the action of Her Majesty's Commissioners
and of their representatives in successive Coun-
cils from the time of the establishment of the

South Kensington gardens till now. We all

know how much good money (about ;^73,ooo)

has been recklessly thrown away in that ill-

starred garden, and, we are afraid, most of it at

the instigation of the Commissioners or their

nominees, or at any rate on " the Commis-
sioners' " property. Horticulture has had a very
hard battle to fight—she has been hampered in

every possible way—her energies have been
taxed to pay the interest on the debenture-
debt, which some say should never have
been paid—to maintain a Society and a
garden professedly horticultural, but which
has perforce been largely peri-erted to

purposes, not unworthy in themselves indeed,

but foreign to the objects for which the

Society was founded. The Commissioners have
been indulgent landlords, but they have, never-
theless, ruined their tenants. Partnership with
them has been most disastrous. Though pro-
fessedly a body charged with protecting and
fostering science and art, they have, so far as

horticulture is concerned, done nothing what-
ever to promote the higher interests of the
science ; and their help in securing the patron-

age of the public and of the fashionable world
has resulted in the state of things we now see

with more sorrow than surprise.

What report can that august body make to

their Royal Mistress, whose wish it was that
the Horticultural Gardens should be considered
as " under her peculiar and personal patronage
and protection .-

" How have the Commis-
sioners done their part in endeavourin<' to
carry out " the wishes and intentions of the late

Prince Consort?" What has been the
nature of the periodical reports of the progress
and proceedings of the Society made or directed
to be made by Her Majesty .= Will any
answer to these questions be forthcoming ?

Every one, we take if, now recognises the
disastrous consequences that have resulted
from this untoward partnership. Lamentations
and recriminations are alike useless. What is

of far more urgent importance now is to know
upon what terms an equitable separation
can be etlected, with due regard to existing
rights and privileges, and what steps are
to be taken to reorganise the Royal Horticul-
tural Society, so as to make it the Royal Horti-
cultural Society of Great Britain—national in
its field of operations, catholic as regards its

work in the field of horticulture. What fate
befalls the Kensington garden—whether it is to
be turned into an aristocratic Cremorne, as a
correspondent lately suggested,'or what other lot
may be in store for it, is to us a matter of
indifference.

The subject of the annexed illustration (fig. 33)—ViD'jEN-UM PLiCATUM—is one of tfie most beautiful
flowering shrubs in cultivation ; and we gire its

portrait, not on account of its novelty, but because it is

much less known than its great meriu demand. It
is one of Mr. Fortune's valuable introductions from
Japan, and was sent out, we believe, more than twenty
years ago by the late Mr. John- Standish. It is

hardy, we believe, though Lord Brownlow's
gardener at Ashridge, Mr. Gray (where we saw a
very finely flowered bush of it a few weeks ago) con-
siders it a little tender, and has certainly planted it in
a situation where it receives a little shelter, and where
it flowers freely every year. When we saw the bush
it was magnificently clothed wiih its large pure white
balls of flowers, of which there were two, three, four,
and even more pairs on a spray, their weight giving
the bush quite a drooping habi'. The fohage is of a

dark green colour, and furnishes a very agreeable
contrast with the flowers.

The northern suburbs of London, including

East Bamet, Tottenham, Wood Green, and South,
gate, on Sunday evening were visited by a heavy
Thlnderstorm, accompanied with hail and ice,

that has done a great amount of damage to garden
produce, greenhouses, and other glass structures.

Ice we say, for the hail was intermixed with pieces

of ice as clear as pure water frozen in the ordinary

way, varying much in size, and of irregular shape.

As every one who takes any notice of the weather is

well aware, these summer hailstorms are of frequent

occurrence in some parts of the country, gene-

rally circumscribed within a very limited are?, but

unless the storm or its effects are absolutely seen, it is

a difficult matter to realise the destruction caused, yet

some idea may be formed from the fact that the hard

and tough-fibred shoots of -\sparagus, when bent to

an angle exposing them to the full force of the fall-

ing pieces of ice, were cut clean off. Plums, that

are yet almost as hard as bullets, were bruised right

to the stone ; .\pples were much damaged : in both

cases the crops, already light, are a great portion

knocked off, or will fall from its effects. Even
the bulbs of Onions were split, or indented

to a considerable depth. The petals of such flowers

as Lilies, even when unexpanded, were cut right off,

as if severed with a knife — the flower-stems of bed-

ding Pelargoniums and such-like subjects were severed

similarly ; Cabbages and Seakale completely riddled
;

softer things, such as Beet and Vegetable Marrow,

the leaves all but destroyed. The ttTects upon glass

erections of all kinds can be easily imagined. A strong

west or north-west wind added considerably to the

force of the falling ice, in many cases, accord-

ing to the position of the house, destroying the

greater part of the glass on the north or

west sides ; but, from the fact of its being so driven

by the wind, it struck the sides of the roof facing east

or south obliquely, so that it glanced off without

doing as much damage on that side. The sound of

the hail rushing through the air some two or three

minutes before it reached us was most singular, and

as loud as a railway engine blowing-ofl steam in close

proximity. Luckily, these hailstorms do not usually

extend far—though on this occasion more or less as

far as Bedford—or their effects would be most

calamitous. As it is, many—especially the market

growers—have suffered severely, as is more fully

shown in another paragraph,

We have received a letter from the Rev. G.

Kalchbrenner, in which he proposes to substitute

for MacOwania the generic name of Hypochanum.
He informs us that he has other very curious forms

from the same country, but that he is at this moment

too much engaged in the business of the Eccle-

siastical Synod to say more on the subject. We
take this opportunity of stating that Choioromyces

iLCiNDRiFORMis, the old Tuber album, has occurred

lately at Rockingham Castle in some abundance

under Oaks, where it was found by the excellent

gardener, Mr. Brown, originally from the Chiswick

gardens ; and that the very interesting Agaricl'S

.A..MMorHiLUS, of which a figure is given in the

Exploration Sdmdfiqut of Algiers, has lately been

found at St. Andrews, by the Rev. Mark Ander-
SO-N, in the same place where he found the interest-

ing Fez za arenaria. Both occur amongst Elymus,

It was abundant along a belt of sand about two yards

broad, within a yard of high-water maik. Out of this

belt there are no traces of the Agaric. Not only is

the stem of the fungus half sunk in the sand, but its

very tender rootlets descend about 3 inches further.

M. y. B.

The Rnue HmticoU of July 16 gives a

coloured figure of a new late freestone Peach, of large

size, globular, with well-marked furrow, do\>'ny on

the surface, deep red on the sunny side, yellow else-

where. The flesh is yellow, sweet, vinous, and is

quahfied as excellent. It is said to be a seedling

from an English variety, raised by M. Ocetier, of

Meaux.

Thereportofthe Botanic Gardens, Mauri-
tius, for 1875, shows that the garden suffered greatly

from drought in the hot season of 1S74-75, though
drought in that cUmate is quite consistent wilh a rain-
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Fig. 33—viburnum plicatum.
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fall of 56 inches in the year. In what are usually the

three wettest months—January, February, March

—

9. 10 inches fell. The Liberian Coffee has been intro-

duced, with great prospective advantage.

At a public sale of peeled Oak, belonging to

the Baroness WiLLOUGHEY D'Eresby, which took
place near Crieff lately, a large sum was realised for

the various lots. Among the large standards sold,

says the Timh-r Trades joui:ial, was the trunk of an
Oak Tree which grew in the deer park adjoining

Drummond Castle, and which was purchased by Mr.
Piiii.i.ips, timber merchant, Leith, for /30 5^-. This
sum, together with £4 5.r. obtained for the limbs
(sold for firewood), and the price realised for the

bark, brings up the value of the tree to about ji^o.

Another oak tree was sold for £1% los. Shade of

Sam Johnson !

A magnificent plant of Renanthera Lowit
(Vanda Lowii) is now in flower in the collection of

R. B. DoDGSON, Esq., Beardwood, Blackburn.
The plant is about 4 feet high, with four spikes of
flowers, three of which are 6 feet 6 inches long ; one
spike has thirty-six flowers, another thirty-five, the

third thirty-four, and the fourth twenty-two, making
altogether 127 flowers. This plant was purchased of
Mr. E. S. Williams, of the Victoria Nurseries,
Holloway, some few years ago, and must have been
well managed by Mr. Whitehead, the gardener.

The Botanical Class at the University
OF Edinburgh, which was concluded for the present
session on Friday last, numbered 343 students.

Owing to the indisposition of Professor Balfour, the
lectures were delivered during the greater part of the
session by his son. Dr. Isaac Bayley Balfour. At
the close of the class Mr. John Thomson, senior

medalist, presented, in the name of the students, an
address to Dr. Bayley Balfour, expressive of the

satisfaction felt by them of the ability with which he
had conducted the course. In his reply to the address
of the students. Dr. Bayley Balfour expressed his

appreciation of the compliment paid him, and of the
valuable assistance rendered liim by Mr. John
Sadler.

In his report for 1875, on the progress and
condition of the Botanic Garden, Adelaide, Dr.
Schomburgk records the fact that large trunks of
Encephalartos will lie for years in a dormant state

before showing signs of fresh growth. In 1S73, the
Director of the Botanic Garden, Natal (Mr. Keith),
informed him that, by a vessel bound for Melbourne,
he h.id sent a case with very large trunks of Encepha-
lartos natalensis. The .ship arrived in Melbourne

;

but, notwithstanding his inquiries, the Doctor could
hear nothing of what had become of the case, and be-

lieved that it had been lost, or got into other hands.
Nearly half a year after a friend of his visited Mel-
bourne, and having some business in one of the
Government bonded stores, saw there a case with
Dr. .Schomburgk's address. On making inquiries,

he was informed that the case had arrived from Nital,
and had been lodged in the bonded store and not yet
claimed.

" I received the case about half a year after arriving in

Melbourne. The Encephabrtos showed not the slightest
sign of life

;
the straw in which they were packed had

rotted, and I gave them up for lost. They were planted,
however, in large pots, and placed in one of the stove-
houses

;
but in the corrrse of nearly two years showing

no sign of life, they were placed underneath the plant
stage, where they stood another half year, until about
four weeks since, when, to my surprise, I observed the
appearance of young growth, and the leaves expanded
with such rapidity that in the course of four weeks they
have leached the length of nearly 5 feet, show a healthy
appearance, and will form two magnificent specimen
plants, .'\fter being nearly three years in a dormant
state I never expected that life still remained in their
large ovoid stems. I mention this fact so that parties
receiving similar consignments may not lose patience
when the plants show no immediate signs of growth."

An offer of a medal in connection with the
subject of Industrial Hygiene has been made
to the Society of Arts by Mr. Benjamin Sii.wv,
and has been accepted by the Council. The
medal will be of the value of ^^'20, and will
be awarded every fifth year. The terms of the

offer are as follows :^" For any discovery, invention,

or newly-devised method for obviating or materially

diminishing any risk to life, limb, or health, incidental

to any industrial occupation, and not previously

capable of being so obviated or diminished by any
known and practically available means." The first

award will be made in May, 1877.

A correspondent informs us that when going
through the vineries at Haddo House, the seat of the

Earl of A BERDEEN, the other day, he saw some bunches
of the DuKE of Buccleuch Grale, very superior

in size to any t hat he had seen before, and with much
larger berries. It seems that the gardener, Mr.
Forrest, found on the place a Vine which produced
large green berries, of bad flavour ; and which was
cut down and worked with the Duke of Buccleuch,

with the most satisfactory results. Several of the

berries were measured, and found to average from

4 to 4.^ inches in circumference.

Mr, J. J. Mechi, the genial and kind-hearted

owner of Tiptree Hall, was on Wednesday the host

of nearly 100 visitors, who represented "almost every

interest connected with, or dependent upon, agricul-

ture." Of course, the proceeding of the day was a
walk round the farm. This lost much of its charm
from the fact of Mr. Mfchi being too unwell to

accompany the various parties. The crops were not

looking so well as last year when we had the pleasure

of looking over them, if we except the Barleys.

Eighteen acres of fine Clover were sadly marred by a

number of patches, in which Dodder—that most per-

nicious of weeds—had done its destructive work.
The dry weather has very much retarded the

Cabbage crop. After the walk round, the visitors

were quite ready for the " pork and greens," to which
Mr. Mechi had invited them. In its place, how-
ever, was a sumptuous luncheon, which they owed—
as their host informed them—to the presents of a

number of well-known agricultural gentlemen, who
were unable to be present. A few speeches, another

walk round the farm and buildings, and it was dis-

covered to be time to leave, which every one did

with feelings of pleasure and interest, thanks to the

unextinguishable good temper and exuberant enthu-

siasm of its owner.

The York Gala and Horticultural
Exhibition was held on June 14, 15, and 16, and
the balance-sheet is now before us. The prize money
has been paid, and all accounts cleared up, and the

balance-sheet issued within a month of the exhibition.

We notice that ^1392 was taken in admission money
at the gates, in addition to an income from other

sources. The Society has about /'r300 invested in

various securities, which brings in from /50 to .^60 a
year in the form of dividends, and at various times
considerable sums have been handed over to the

charities of York.

The publication of the Transactions of the

International Congress of Botany and Horticulture of

Florence in 1S74 is announced.

The new and botanically interesting Papa-
veraceous plant, Catiicartia villosa, has been
flowering recently in the mixed border at Glasnevin.

The flowers, says the Irish Farmers' Gazette, are yel-

low, in size are like the Welsh Poppy, but the foliage

is in shape and appearance quite unhke that of other

members of the Poppy tribe, being more like that of

the Ranunculacere, an indication of the propriety of

placing the two orders in close proximity.

Latania borbonica variegata was exhibited by
Mr. H. B. Smith, of the Ealing Dean Nursery,
at the exhibition of the Ealing, Acton, and Hanwell
Horticultural Society, on July II, and it not only
maintains its variegated character, but it also appears
to improve with age.

Elsewhere we publish an account of the severe
injuries inflicted on growing crops by the violent hail-

storm of Sunday last in the northern districts of London

.

such as Tottenham, Hornsey, Leyton, Leytonstone, &c.
The glass in the conservatories of the residents, Mr.
Rochford, Mr.DAY, Sir Charles Reed, and others
has been almost entirely destroyed. So great has

been the damage that most of the local nurserymen,
and especially the small florists and growers for mar-
ket—of whom there are large numbers in the district-

have sufleerd to a very serious extent, and in some
cases to the extent of complete ruin. To mitigate as

far as may be the result of the disaster, a committee,
comprising Messrs. Fraser, Lee Bridge ; Ware,
of Tottenham

; Maller, and others of the local

nurserymen, themselves great losers, has been
formed wiih a view of ascertaining the amount
of damage done, and of aiding the sufftrers from
this unforeseen disaster. From the communications
which have reached us we have been enabled to form
some idea of the extent of the mischief, and we are in a

position to slate that any assistance that can he

rendered will be most welcome and wellbestoived.

The gentlemen whose names we have mentioned will

be happy to receive subscriptions, and for our own
pirls we shall gladly receive any contributions that

may be sent to us for the purpose of assisting the

sufferers. While alluding to this subject, we may
fitly call attention to the toughened glass so frequently

meniioned in these columns, but which has not yet
come into general use, probably because it is not yet

tuflicienily known. A few such calamities as that

above alluded to, and its use will become general in

horticultural structures.

THE GROWTH OF PLANTS.
Confining the term to extension, for in the absence

of instruments of precision it is diflicult to observe
and measure growth in any other way, there can
hardly be a doubt that the growth of most cultivated

plants under glass is greatest during the night. It is

important thus to limit these observations, inasmuch
as in the open air there are many great disturbing

causes that interfere with growth. Chief among these

are the direct withdrawal of heat by the setting of the

sun, and its indirect diminution by rapid evaporation
and active radiation. The loss of heat in this three-

fold manner is quite sufl'icient to account for a slower
growth at night than by day. But let the effects of
that loss be neutralised as much as possible by a veil of
clouds, or a drizzling, warm rain, and the rate of
growth in the open air will generally be found to

exceed at night that made by day. Such I believe to

be the general opinion of practical men, whose keen
eyes and educated sense have hitherto been the only
instruments of precision.

Of course one of the chief uses of an artificial atmo-
sphere is to prevent or make good the waste of heat
by evaporation, radiation, and the setting of the sun

j

and, therefore, under glass, the difference to plants

between night and day will be mainly that of the
difference between a state of darkness and one of
light. Mainly but not wholly, (or almost in every
case plants under glass are subjected to from 5° to 10°,

often more, heat during the day than during the night.

In estimating the rates of growth between the two
periods, therefore, the stimulating effect of the addi-

tional heat must be also counted and subtracted from
the day growth before it is compared with that made
by night. This would be a very pretty problem for

the new instruments of precision to solve : How much
of the growth made by day is due to the vital force of

the particular plant—for, note, this is a varying quantity,

and perhaps is never alike in two plants—how much
to the air in motion—for, note, the air is generally more
agitated by day than by night—how much to changed
atmospheric conditions in regard to moisture— for the

hygrometrical state of the air is seldom identical by
night and by day—and how much from the light ?

Again, the season of the year would vitally affect

the results of the experiments. Few facts in physical

science are better known than that the energy of light

is largely dependent on its angle of incidence.

Hence probably the self-same ray of caloric is not
endowed with an identity of growing force any
two days in the year. Each colour is probably painted
by its angles of incidence, and far beyond the visible

spectrum there are rays innumerable— quickening,
extending, consolidating, or transforming growth of

which we see nothing and know, perhaps, less. Are
there any instruments of precision exact enough to

apprehend and weigh such forces ?

Again, light and darkness are comparative terms.
We have no experience of absolute light or dark ; and
if the most potential forces of the sun are hidden
beyond the limits of the visible spectrum, who can
measure how many of those forces may be abroad in
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the semi-darkness of our nights, or prove potential in the

full moonlight? All these and many more disturbing

causes will have to be allowed for or got out of the

way before the most exact instruments of precision can

authoritatively settle the simple question, Do plants

grow most at night or by day ?

While the course is being cleared for more exact

data, it may be well for practical men to strike in

with their rough notes. Without attempting to give

the small fractions of growth that have been noticed in

Vines, Melons, and especially Cucumbers, by night

and day respectively, the general result of my observa-

tions of the kind has established the (act that growth

was greatest during the night ; that is, accepting

growth in its common grammatical sense, as meaning

to increase in stature, to increase in bulk, to become

greater. Either of these is a far better proof of

growth than a mere increase of weight, which could

be proved by instruments of precisi.^n. The latter

might readily arise from a mere absorption of water,

which the first few hours' sunshine would evaporate

into vapour ; but an increase of stature is not again

dwarfed down by changed conditions. Extensions,

even if produced by drawing, are permanent. The

stature once mide is held good j it is in fact growth.

Take Cucumbers, or Melons, or Vine shoots, did ever

any one see them shrink into less length unless they

became diseased ? And so of Melon and Cucumber

fruits, Pine-apples, Grapes, Peaches—each decimal

of an inch gained in size is kept. It is growth

—

tangible, real, permanent progress. [Not if the

so-called progress is at the expense of the plant

itself. Eds.] Such growth, as a rule, is greatest

by night—night, in fact, is the time for extension,

the day for consolidation. In a sense, no doubt,

the two—night and day—complete the growth be-

tween them ; but it is made in the night, at least

more rapidly, and finished during the day. New
ground is occupied at night, it is made good perhaps

the following day. Night builds up, day strengthens

and finishes growth. Each is necessary and comple-

mentary, but it is most unlikely that each should do

the self-same work ; and as the concrete, bricks and

blocks of stone fill the eye of the observer, and

will weigh far heavier in the instruments of precision

than the girders, plaster, and veneer, so I believe

more careful experiments will confirm practical men
in their faith that growth is greater by night than

by day. So universal was this faith and so gene-

rally confirmed by exp erience, that it brought about

one of the most important revolutions in horticultural

practice. In times not so very remote it was common
to miintain an equality of temperature night and day.

Hardly had the sun declined in heating power than

the fires were made up to their maximum heating

force—that the same temperature might be main-

tained by night as by day. Given thus as it was

given for years in horticultural practice—an equality of

heat by night and by day—and night growth so far

exceeded that made by day that it ran to seed, as it

were, in weakness. My late brother, Mr. Robert

Fish, was one of the first to recognise and devise a

remedy for this evil. He simply stopped the excess

of growth made at night by adopting a lower tempe-

rature. The evils of excessive night growth, and the

remedy, alike proved that plants grow most in the

night
; perhaps not all plants hu' th^ majority, and

the exceptions possibly only prove the rule.

More than half of our horticultural practice is based

on the assumption that night is the season of growth.

In the daytime, fully exposed to the force of the sun,

plants seem engaged in a struggle for life, and have

probably enough to do to make good and strong the

growth of the previous night ; but as evening comes

the fierce fight with the elements is at an end. The
plants probably rest awhile, and then set to woik

to rise in stature or increase in size. All our evening

vapourising, shutting-up with a high temperature, and

other cultural expedients to foster growth, assume that

night is the time of most active extension ; and lest

growth should be excessive, we then arrange to hold

it in by a low temperature. Is all this theory and

practice that have succeeded so well a mistake ? And
should the whole of our stimulating processes be

applied by day, under the full pressure of intense

light ? Doubtless, if plants grow most by day, our

practice is wrong and must be modified ; but judging

by results that practice must be right. Mr. Gladstone

was quite right in saying the other day that

England was the leader of other nations in horticul-

ture. That lead has been largely gained and held by

practice based upon the assumption that growth was

greatest by night.

Vou very rightly adverted to the great practical

importance of the subject. It is indeed almost

impossible to overrate this. It is chielly on this

account that I have ventured to throw these thoughts

together on this subject. Practical men can afford

to advance on their present lines until instructed

how to apply and what to measure with the

new instruments of precision, and how to turn the

knowledge thus gained to practical account in rising

to a higher level of horticultural practice. No one

could be more grateful for any instruments that will

correctly measure growth, weigh the force of external

influence, and register, .as it were, the pulsation and

force of vegetable life, than myself. But mere instru-

ments, however exact, that will merely measure our

finished products, apart from the conditions and in-

fluences that determine their production, will be of

but little practical use to cultivators. Hence it would

be desirable, in determining the whole influence of

light or darkness, to experiment with plants near noon

and others in artificial darkness, with the light of night

shut out. This would give two sets of experiments

under totally different circumstances, and the effect of

light and darkness would be more apparent. A third

set of experiments could then be made upon plants sub-

jected to the semi-twilight influences of our ordinary

nights. Of course the temperature and humidity of

the air would be the same under all three sets of

experiments, or rather records of growth. Here is a

work for a painstaking philosopher, with the most

approved instruments of precision, worthy of the

industry, perseverance, and genius of a Tyndal or

a Berkeley, De Bary, Sachs, or a whole host of

German savaris. If wrong, we practicals long to be

set right ; for if our practice, good as it may have been

and is, is founded on an error, it will assuredly become

much better if controlled by the new or unsuspected

truth that plants grow most by day, and not by

night, as we have supposed. D. T. Fish.

A SYNOPSIS OF THE KNOWiN
SPECIES OF IRIS.— VIIl.

We come now to the Apogons, or beardless Irises,

which are one-third of the whole in number. I pro-

pose to arrange them in groups, as follows :

—

The section Apogon, as here understood, includes

the groups Xyridion, Gramniris, Spathula, Erimiris,

loniris, and Limniris, of Spach, and the genera

.Vyridion and loniris of Klatt's paper in the Botanische

Zdliing of 1872.

Section Apogon.—Falls and standards both quite

destitute of either beard or crest. Rootstock a stout

tortuous rhizome. Capsule three-celled.

AVj* to the species.

Leaves linear

Araulescent, with a long],
j. Group of I. stvlosa.

penaiun-tiibe 1

Caulescent, with a long I , Group of I. TENUIFOL.A.
penaiith-tube )

'

;nt, with a perianth-

3. Group of

iih a perianth-
"J

IS long as the (

cylindrical at f
tube about 3

ovary, and
the bii

C.iulescent, with
tremelv short, entirely ,

dilated, perianth-tube 1

Leaves ensiforni

Acatilescent, with a peri-
)

anth-tube longer than the \ 5. I. ma

', 4. Group of L

standards and short peri- V 6. Group of L Psi

anth tubes )

Caulescent, with large'

Ovary with six s

ncr""- f ' •^'"""P °^ '•

Ovarythree-grooved, fruit 1 , Groupof I. VEBSrcoi.OR and
nni beaked ;

tube very >
^

1 .r riDUSlMA.
short and dil.tted ]

In the present paper I purpose to deal with the two

first groups, the species of which are as follows :—

•

31. /. hiimilh, Bieb. Fl. Taur. Cauc, vol. i
, p. 33 ;

Cent. PI .Rar. Ross., t, t3 ; Led. Fl. Ross., vol iv., p. 95 ;

/. nitheniCii. Ker, Gen, Irid., p. 54, ex parte.— ^\\\zom%

wide-creeping, as thick as a goose's quill, sending out

copious wiry radical fibres. Relics of old leaves split-

ting up into fibres. Leaves up to a dozen in a basal

rosette, linear, 6—12 inches long at the flowering time.

I inch broad, moderately firm in texture, glaucous,

acuminate, closely, distinctly ribbed. Stem none, so

that the spathe is sessile in the centre of the cluster of

leaves, one-flowered. Spathe-valves two, linear, acumi-

nate, firm in texture, r\— 2 inches long. Ovary cylin-

drical, under \ inch long, shortly stalked inside the

spathe. Tube filiform, ij—2 inches long. Limb li—

2

inches deep, bright lilac ; falls oblong-spathulate, \ inch

broad, beardless, the claw exceeding the blade ; standards

rather shorter, oblanceolate-unguiculate, erect, | inch

broad. Stigmas an inch long, exclusive of the crests,

lilac. Anther \ inch long, shorter than the filament.

Capsule not seen.

A native of the South of Russia, extending from

Podolia to Odessa, the Caucasus and Alatau Moun-

tains, and discovered lately by M. Janka in Transyl-

vania. It has been confused both with I. ruthenica

and the following species. From ruthenica it differs

by the entire absence of a stem and by its much longer

perianth-tube. Dr. Klatt's description of Neubeckia

humilis in Linnma, vol. xxxiv., p. 5S7, is evidently

drawn up from I. ruthenica, which he cites as a

synonym, not from the true plant, as here intended.

The Cretan plant, which has been referred to humilis,

is the next species. There is an excellent paper on

the two by Janka in the Austrian Bolankal Zettschrift

for 1S67. I have not seen the present plant in

English gardens.

33. /. crctensh^ Janka, in CEster. Bot. Zeit. 1867,

vol. xviii., p. 376: /. stylosa var. angustifoUa., Boiss.

Diag. xiii.
, p. 15 : Walp. .A.nn. , vol. vi,

, p. 56 ; /. cretieci,

Herbert MSS.; /. humilis, Sieber, PI. Crete. Exsic. non

M.B. — Rhizomes short, creeping, stout, branched.

Relics of old leaves not splitting up into fibres. Leaves

in dense tufts, half a foot long at the flowering, narrow

linear, erect, firm and stout in texture, acuminate,

-^^—\ inch broad, closely distinctly ribbed. Stem none,

so that the spathe is sessile in the centre of the cluster

of leaves, Spathe-valves linear acuminate, ventricose,

3—4 inches long. Ovary subsessile ; filiform tube reach-

ing a length of 4 or 5 inches ; limb lilac, 2 inches deep
;

fills obovate-unguiculate. beardless, \ inch broad, the

reflexing lamina much shorter than the narrow claw
;

standards oblanceolate unguiculate, \ inch broad.

Stigmas above an inch long, exclusive of the crests.

Anthers \ inch long, shorter than the filaments. Capsule

not seen.

A common plant in Greece and Asia Minor, and

occurring also in Crete, where it reaches an elevation

of 5000 feet, and the Ionian Islands. It has been

confused both with humilis and unguicularis, but is

very distinct. It was marked as a distinct species

twenty years ago by Dean Herbert in the Kew her-

barium under the name of Iris cretica, and drawn as

such in the collection of sketches now in the Lindley

Library, but it was left for M. Janka to publish it in

1S67 in the paper to which I have just referred. Mr.

Elwes brought living plants from Asia Minor a couple

of years ago, but it has not yet been figured. All the

numerous Greek specimens distributed by Von Hel-

dreich under the name of unguicularis belong here,

and also the Cretan plant cited under Neubeckia

humilis and Greek plants cited under N. stylosa by

Klatt.

33. /. unguicularis, Poir. Iter., vol. ii., p. 56 ;
Lam.

Encyc. , vol. iii.
, p. 302 ;

Vahl. Enum. , vol ii. , p. 143 ;
Ker,

Gen. Irid., p. 54 ; /. slylosa, Desf. Fl. Atlant., vol. i., p.

40, t. 5; Hook. fil. Bot. Mag., t. 5773; Neubeckia

stylosa, Alefeld ; Klatt, in Linnasa, vol. xxxiv., p. 589, ex

parte : loniris stylosa, Klatt, in Bot. Zeit. 1872, p. 502.

—Rhizome as thick as a man's finger, sending out long,

strong, radical fibres ; relics of old leaves not splitting up

into fibres. Leaves half a dozen or more in a distichous

basal tuft, linear, erect, equalling or overtopping the

flowers, bright green, firm in texture, J—J inch broad,

with many distinct fine ribs. Stem none, so that the one-

flowered spathe is sessile in the centre of a rosette of

leaves. Spathe-v.alves lanceolate, ventricose, almost

membranous, 4—5 inches long. Ovary cylindrical, an

inch or more long ; filiform tube reaching a length of

S or 6 inches ; hmb 3 inches deep, bright lilac ;
falls

obovate, an inch broad, narrowed gradually into a linear

claw, keeled with yellow and streaked with lilac on a

white ground at the throat : standards nearly the same

shape and size as the falls, plain lilac, erect. Stigmas

I— rj inch long, without the small lanceolate crests.

Anthers i inch long, equalling the filaments.

A native of Algeria, flowering in February. It is

a very fine plant, with one of the largest flowers in

the genus, and the longest tube of any known species.

The flowers are fragrant, and are said by Dr. Moore

to be produced at Glasnevin from Christmas all

through January. A specimen which I examined,

which flowered at Kew at the end of February, 1S75,

had the filaments connate in a cylindrical column up

to the very top.

34. /. vcniricosa, Pallas, Iter., vol. iv., p. 435 ;
.'Vpp.,

p. 682, t. 27, fig. I ; Willd. Sp. Plant., vol. i., p. 236 ;

Ker, Gen. Irid., p. 51 ; Led. Fl. Ross., vol. iv,, p. 94 ;

Xyridion ventricosum, Klatt, in Bot. Zeit. 1S72, p. 500
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— Rhizome short, creeping, sending out firm cylindrical

radical fibres. Tufts of leaf and flower surrounded by

Ihe long persistent base of the old leaves not split up into

fibres. Leaves of the year reaching a foot long at the

flowering time, narrow linear, firm, erect, acuminate,

^—^ inch broad, with several nne distinct ribs. Stems

3—4 inches long, 1—2 flowered, with one or two reduced

leaves below the spathe. Spathe very ventricose,

2

—

2\ inches deep, composed of more than two firm

lanceolate valves. Ovary nearly sessile in the spathe,

cylindrical, \ inch long ; tube i^ inch long ; limb lilac,

li— 2 inches deep ; falls oblanceolate, with a strap-

shaped claw twice as long as the hmb ; standards

oblanceolate unguiculate, erect, ^ inch broad, as long as

the falls. Stigmas an inch long, exclusive of the crests.

Anther |— ^ inch long, much surpassing the filament.

A native of Eastern Siberia, never introduced into

cultivation, and little known. It is very like tenui-

folia, but the tube is much shorter and the spathe

shorter and stouter. There is an original specimen

from Pallas in the Linnean Herbarium.

35. /. tenitifoUii, Pallas, Iter., vol. iv., p. 302 ; App.,

p. 683, tab. 7, fig. 2; Thunb. Diss., No. 30; Linn.

SuppK, p. 97 ; Led. Fl. Ross., vol. iv., p. 93 ; Ker.

Gen. Irid., p. 5r ; Neubcckia tenuifoUa, Alefeld ; Klatt,

in Linncea, vol. xxxiv., p. 5SS ; loniris Icniti/ol/a, Rlatt,

in Bot. Zeit. 1S72, p. 502 ; /. acaulis. Pall. Iter, iii.,

p, 3r3.—Rhizome short, woody, sending out copious

long, strong slender radical fibres. Tufts surrounded

by dense masses of the persistent bases of old leaves

2— 3 inches long, not splitting up into fibres. Leaves

of the year sub-terete, 6—12 inches long at the flowering

time. Stems very short, with a bract-like leaf just below

the spathe ; two-flowered. Spathes of more than two

lanceolate-acute firm valves, about 3 inches long.

Ovary oblong, .^ inch long, nearly sessile in the spathe
;

filiform tube reaching a length of 3 or 4 inches ; limb

lilac, 1^—2 inches deep ; falls oblong-spathulate, \ inch

broad, with a reflexlng Hmb much shorter than the claw
;

standards erect, oblanceolate. Stigmas an inch long,

exclusive of the oblong crests. Anthers \ inch long,

equalling the filaments.

Spread through Siberia from the Caspian Sea to

Davuria. Easily recognisable by its terete leaves, long

tube, short stem, and densely Cisspitose habit of

growth. It is not known in cultivation,

36. /, soii^^aricjf Schrenk, Enum. i., p. 3 ; Led. Fl.

Ross. , vol. iv.
, p. 99 ; Boiss. and Buhse, Reise, Transcauc.

,

p. 209 ; Regel, Enum. Semen., p. no; loniris son^arica,

Klatt, in Bot. Zeit. 1872, p. 502.—Tufis dense, csespi-

tose, the short rhizome sendmg out copious, slender,

radical fibres, and the new rosettes surrounded by the

bases of old leaves 2—3 inches long, split up into coarse

wiry threads. Root-leaves a foot long, narrow, linear,

acuminate, \—\ inch broad, erect, thick in texture,

marked with close, distinct ribs. Stem r

—

\\ foot high,

simple or forked in the upper half, and bearing three or

four clusters of flowers, with two or three long leaves

from the lower half. Spathes 2—3 flowered, consisting

of more than two lanceolate, firm, tightly-clasping valves,

3—4 inches long. Pedicel inside the spathe as long as

the cylindrical ovary, each an inch long
; tube It inch

long ; limb li— 2 inches deep, according to a note by
Dr. Stocks, whitish, with purple veins ; falls obovate,

unguiculate, half an inch broad, the reflexing lamina not

more than a third of the length of the claw ; standards

oblanceolate-unguiculate erect, as long as the falls, but

rather narrower. Stigmas an inch long exclusive of the

lanceolate crests. Anthers \ inch long, exceeding the

filaments Capsule narrow oblong trigonous, i|— 2 inches

long, I

—

\ inch thick, narrowed gradually into a per-

sistent beak, clasped by the persistent dry spathe-valves.

Spread widely through Central Asia, extending

from Songaria to Afghanistan and Beloochistan,

where it was gathered in plenty by Stocks and
Griffith, and reaches an elevation of 9000—10,000
feet. It has not been introduced nor figured. The
general habit, capsule, and shape of the parts of the

flower are almost identical with those of I. ensata,

from which the broader leaves, short pedicel, and
longer tube marks it at a glance.

37. /. viacrosiphon, Torrey, Bot. Whipple, p. 144 ;

/. Douglasiana, Torrey, loc. cit,^ non. Herbert ; /. longi-
siphon, Bolander, m Herb. D.C.— Rhizome not seen.
Basal leaves four in a rosette, reaching a foot in length
at the flowering time, linear,

}^
inch broad, thick in tex-

ture, acuminate, with many close fine ribs. Stem
slender, \— \ foot long below the solitary terminal
spathe. Spathe of more than two linear-acuminate
valves, 2*—3 inches long. Pedicel shorter than the
oblong ovary, which is i— § inch long ; filiform tube
i|—3 inches long ; Innb bright lilac-purple, 1^—2 inches
deep ; falls obovate, \ inch broad, cuneately narrowed to
a short strap-shaptd base ; standards oblanceolate-
unguiculate, erect, rather shorter than the falls. Stigmas
an inch long without the crests, Anthers ^ inch long,
equaUing the filaments.

A native of California, whence I have examined

specimens gathered by Bigelow, Coulter, Lobb, and

Bolander. It may readily be known from all the

other Nsw World Apogons by its long tube.

Dome Carrcsjjoiikirtt.

The Potato Disease.— At the risk of being

tedious, I must make a few remarks upon two articles

on the Potato disease, p. 114. With regird to the

article by Mr, Lawrence, I think that he shut the stable

door when the horse was stolen, i.e., left his Potatos

in the ground until August, a month after the disease

came, in 1875. For 50 miles around this neighbour-

hood the disease struck the last week in June, with

deploral)le results. We had great electrical disturb-

ances with heavy thunder at that time ; and, con-

sequentiy, a rapid deveIo[)ment of disease, that

destroyed more than half our crop^, August was then

too late for Mr. Lawrence's experiment-. My early

Potatos followed the fate of others, although they

were from seed that had been saved in 1S74, and fur

the three previous years perfectly free from disease,

and were taken up in these years in the first week in

July, before any symptoms had appeared. I had
not a diseased tuber amongst them, but the disease

striking in June, 1S75, was too much for me, and I

lost half or more of my earlies ; but as I left them in

the ground till October, all the diseased tubers

had perished, and when the crop was lifted there was
not a diseased Potato. I saved them for seed to plant

this season (1S76), and selected a piece of ground on
which neither manure nor any other dressing had been
putforanumberof years, neither had any Potatos been

grown upon it for twenty years, and it was distant from
any olhtrs at least aquarter of a mile. I have just taken

up and housed twenty bu-hels of beautiful clean and
sound roots, and not one diseased tuber could be

found. I quote this case as a proof that there could

not have been any resting-spores amongst the tubers,

although the seed was from a diseased lot, as stated

above ; or if there were resting spores they never

germinated. [This is the more probable alterna-

tive. Ed5.] The advice which Mr. Lawrence gives,

as to leavmg the crop to ripen in the ground, is

correct, but it leaves the idea that by leaving the roots

in the ground you will save more than if you were to

take them up earlier ; this is not the case, but you get

rid of all the decayed tubers, as they rot away by

being left. Leaving the tubers in the ground
till the bad ones are rotten has been practised

here for several years back with good results.

Agreeing with "A, D.," to some extent, as to the

ravages of insects and worms on the Potato, neverthe-

less I would ask why he fears a thunderstorm, whilst

he decries electrical action? lie says that "the
effect of drought is seen in the flagging foliage and
yellow leaves ; but the disease presents itself in the

brown blotches, that appear almost suddenly, and soon

produce decay in the foliage." I have failed to find

any brown blotches beyond what are produced by the

sun burning the foliage that comes in contact with the

earth ; but on such blotches as these there is no
appearance of the fungus—at least I cannot perceive

any with a glass that magnifies 200 diameters. Has
Mr, W. G. Smith seen any with his more powerful

instruments? *' A. D." is doubtful about these

blotches, and siys that they "result either from
scald (which I say they do), or from the action of

Pcronospora." Can he prove that any of the latter

has been seen or found as yet in places where no
thunderstorm has been this season ? Again, he adds,

"As soon as we get storms, and especially electrical

storms, we shall hear repetitions of the state-

ments so recently made by Mr. Scott-— who
appears to be a believer in the electrical

theory— as the effects on the haulm will then

be suddenly made apparent, and the common
voice will again pronounce the cause to be electricity.

Why, this is saying for electricity as much as I do.

He further adds, " It is because I believe the appear-

ance (what appearance?) in the haulm I have men-
tioned to be the real disease (how proven ?), that I

wish to demonstrate its existence before electric

storms prevail, and thus do something (a small some-
thing) to aid in overthrowing what I believe to be an
incorrect theory." Will"A. D." say what he considers

the cause of disease ? I have always looked upon
electrical action as the producer of all disease, as it

is, in different conditions, the producer of health.

"A. D." says electrical storms are as old as the hills

—

I go a little further, and say that they are as old as the

universe itself, and co-eternal with that wide expanse.

I do not think that " A. D." will be able to do much,
by such facts as he has produced, in destroying the

electrical theory ; it is a deep and a wide subject, and
there is room for all our opinions to be ventilated

about it, without any of us easily exhausting it. I

have to day (July 24) carefully examined considerable

patches of Potatos, with a desire to find any trace of

discoloration along the stem or the roots. This
discoloration is always present when the true disease

has struck, and the little discoloured patch near the

junction of tuber and stem is always present, and is a

sure indication that the tuber in which it is found will

perish, yohn Sioit. [What is wanted is exact know-
ledge, not more or less plausible conjecture. Eds ]

Alstromerias.—This is a class of plants which,

I think, is not very well known, and not ex-

tensively cultivated, which is a matter much to be
regretted, as they deserve a place wherever pretty

flowers are admired. They are perfectly hardy, and
are easily raised from seed. There is a long border
of them here, which is very attractive, and which
affjrds us a prolific supply of flowers for a long time.

There is no limit to their variety, and the colouring is

at limes marvellously chaste and elegant. When cut

for house decoration they still maintain their position,

as they will keep three weeks in water without fading.

They combine beautifully with other flowers and
leaves, and are unsurpassed for table decoration.

William Payne, The Exotic Nurseries, Taiinlou.

A Cure for Bee Slings.—I find the juice of the

common Sorrel gives almost instantaneous relief from
the bee sting if applied at once, so it is advisable to

grow a patch near the place where you keep bees.

1 advise this— as soon as you are stung press or

pinch the part, even until the blood comes, then chew
a leaf of Sorrel, and rub the place well, taking care to

rub the juice on the wound. Then apply the key, as

your correspondent suggested last week. I find any
small padlock key will do. It seems that if the key is

kept over the wound for ten minutes the poison will

lose its power. A'. //. Z)., Seaham.

Silene compacta —I enclose you an average
plant from a bed of Silene compacta nana. [Very
compact and dwarf. Eos] I am now pulling
for seed, and which seed I believe will come
equally true to its type, as I have always found
Silene compacta do, when saved with care and well
rogued every year—necessary to maintain fixity of
type in plants wich are not varieties, but only sports,

and as such liable to revert to their normal forms.

In these Silenes I often observe a single running
branch on otherwise the most correctly formed plants

of the compacta type. I give the name, S. compacta
nana, as I got tt, the colour of the flowers on this

kind being the darkest of all ; the S. pendula varieties

I have seen being a warm purplish pink—quite a con-
trast to the pale pink colour of S. pendula, S. pen-
dula flore-pleno, or S. compacta, Robert //,

Poynter, Tauntoju

Azalea amcena Caldwellii.—Having had many
opportunities of seeing this beautiful variety, I think

it worthy of a short notice in your columns ; it is a

great improvement on that old favourite, amcena : it

is much stronger in growth, with dark glossy

foliage. The flowers are produced in great abund-
ance, often three, four, and five from a bud, of

large s'ze, nearly 2 inches in diameter, of good sub-

stance ; the colour is also much brighter, of a rich rosy

purple, the duplicate corolla is more perfect. It has all

the advantages of its parent, in being a good one to

force. I have seen it in bloom in November. It

was much admired at the spring show held in St.

George's Hall last March. When known I am sure it

will become a great favourite, and will be grown as ex-

tensively as its parent, amcena. F~ Faulkner, St.

MichaeCs Hamlet, Liverpool,

Smith's Curly Potato.—This variety [which is

synonymous with Hogg's Early] is the earliest of the

rounds, and is a Potato worthy of more notice, and
more especially by cottagers. At the annual examina-
tion of the cottagers on Earl Howe's Hirsel estate we
found it in all the gardens in splendid condition. It

might be rightly named Tom Thumb Potato, for

it is a very dwarf one. I am going to grow it

extensively in pots next year. It is very distinct in

its dwarf, curly dress, and altogether an excellent

variety. It is a great mistake to encourage gross-

growing Potatos, as they are all more liable to

disease. H. Kni;^ht, Floors,

Rose Gloire de Bordeaux.—I note in the
Gardeners Chronicle that an eminent Rose grower
proposes to discard this variety. This I regret, for, so

far as his veto goes, it stamps what I fain would think
one of the most beautiful Roses as useless. I enclose

two flowers of it, although but poor examples of what
they sometimes are ; and if ihey reach you in good
condition, you will observe in them a variation of
colour of the greatest beauty. I fancy, on compari-
son, you will not find them much like the pink Gloire

de Dijon. Ought not Gloire de Bordeaux to be
grown as a climber, rambling at will, its strongest

summer shoots being nailed in, and at pruning time
only topped, the weak and dead branches cut away

—

the standards treated comparatively the same way ? I
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think we should thus secure garland-like branches of

the most beautiful purple-salmon and pink-shaded

flowers no other Rose can excel. R. H. Poyuter,

[Your specimens do not differ from the pink Glotre

de Dijon except in their smaller size. Eds ]

Hailstorm in Lincolnshire.—On the evening of

Saturday, the 22d insL, we were visited with one of

the most destructive thunderstorms on record in this

district. It had been thundering fur the most part of

the afternoon, and towards evening the sky became
very black and ominous-looking, indicating a heavy
fall of rain in whatever part it might fall. We our-

selves were trusting that some might reach us, but little

anticipating it with such a serious and expensive force.

About 8 o'clock the lightning became very strong and
vivid, and shortly afterwards there was a rumbling in

the air as if a hurricane had arisen around us, and on
rushing out we were met wilh a discharge of hail or

rather lumps of ice, the pieces measuring i.^ to 1 4 of

an inch long to i and i^ broad, the majority

round and deeply serrated on the edge, and as

clear as crystal wilh the exception of the centre, which
appeared to be congealed snow. I am happy to

add that it did not last above a minute and a half or

two minutes, and afterwards there was a sharp shower,

but of a" short duration. Now I come to the most
serious part of the matter, and your readers will think

so too, when I inform you that there were 600 squares

of glass smashed in the vineries and plant-houses

here ; and I hear that my respected friend, Mr. Dell,

of Stoke Rochford, was very severely reminded of the

storm, having some hundreds of squares broken. G.

Nixon^ Easton Gardens, Grantham.

Orchids in July.— I find it has interested amateur^
to be informed what are flowering here at different

seasons. My preference being for intrinsic beauty

and variety, rather than rarity, some of your readers

will like to learn what flowers are gracing my Orchid
reception house at even this, the least showy time :

—

Vanda suavis
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against many other white varieties it would certainly

lose the judges' award from the want of flavour. As
regards the statement from the Gardeners' Rtcord,
" We observe by far the largest and finest examples

of Golden Champion that have come under our notice,"

let me observe that here again no mention is made ol

the flavour ;
probably it was as I heard a gentleman state

when walking through a vinery the day after a dinner

party, where the Golden Champion was amongst the

dessert. He partook of them in preierence to the black

Grapes (Muscat Hamburghs), but after he had fairly

tried them he laid them on one side and partook very

freely of the black ones. When underneath the Vine

which produced those large white Grapes he said, " Is

this the variety we had last night for dessert ? " I

replied, " Yes, sir ;" and expected to hear a compli-

mentary answer, lie said, " They are no better than

a good white Turnip." It may be a grand Grape,

but its good qualities are not so generally seen as

its bad ones. I trust Mr. Thomson may yet be

led to rely on the judgment of such keen horticul-

turists and pomologists as have witnessed this case.

S, G. Wright, Ingham Rectory, Bury St. Edmunds,

Curiosities in Judging.—Some amusing expe

riences are constantly falling to the lot ol those in the

habit of attending flower shows. A few days ago I was

at a capital show held in an important provincial town

in South Wales. Prizes were oflered in the cut flower

classes for French Marigolds, and the first prize was

awarded to some of the most miserable specimens one

could well look upon ; one of the exhibitors actually

put up a stand of very poor double pot Marigolds,

and the judges awarded the second prize to it ! The
same judges, in awarding prizes to vegetables, gave a

first prize in the class for Carrots to a bunch of six of

the long Surrey type, of three distinct shades of colour

:

the "stock" so favoured was bad enough to ruin the

reputation of any seedsman. In the Potato classes

they would not look at a coloured Potato—anything

white, however large and ungainly in appearance,

was placed before them. A collection of four dishes,

consisting of Porter's Excelsior, Red Emperor, Snow-
flake, and the American Rose, was altogether over-

looked, though the tubers were as perfect in appear-

ance as one could well desire them to be ; the 1st

prize went to a collection containing three dishes of

the Ashleaf Kidney and Webb's Imperial, large, ugly

in shape, and unwashed. The judges appeared to

recognise the Ashleaf and nothing else ; the fact is,

the men were not sufficiently informed to undertake

the duties of judges with satisfaction, and, however
bad the exhibits were, no prize was withheld ; they

considered it to be their duty to award the prizes,

however bad the examples staged. Something of

this method of proceeding was observed at the

meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society on the

19th inst., when the judges who acted on that

occasion actually awarded a prize of ^5 to eight

Fuchsias of such poor merit for the season of the year

as not to be worth more than a tenth of the sum.

This was eventually withdrawn in favour of a third

prize, but which was far more than they deserved.

Vt^ilans.

A Disputed Action for Commission : Blylhe

V. Lewis.—At the Clerkenwell County Court on

Tuesday last this action was heard before Gordon

Whitbread, Esq., the presiding Judge. The plaintiff,

who resides at Colebrooke Row, and is described as

an agent, sued the defendant for commission, amount-

ing to j625, alleged to be due to him on the sale of

the defendant's house, garden, hothouses, green-

houses and frames, fruit trees and standing crops.

The plaintiflT (for whom Mr. Scale, solicitor, appeared)

stated that the defendant was a florist residing at

Tottenham, and that in May last he was anxious to

dispose of his house and business, in consequence of

which the plaintiff called upon the defendant, from

whom he received instructions to find a purchaser,

and therefore advertised the business in the news-

papers, and eventually succeeded in finding one, who
paid thedefendant the sumof;^50oas purchase money,

upon which he (the plaintifl) now claimed his com-

mission at the rate of 5 per cent. The plaintifl pro-

duced his book containing entries of the transaction,

and called his clerk, who corroborated his statement.

The defendant, on being called, said it was true he

was, sgme time back, anxious to dispose of his business,

and received a visit from the plaintiff, who told him he

thought he could find a customer for him, but he

made no arrangement at the time as to commission,

and certainly never authorised the plaintiff to advertise

for him.

Edward Dean being called, said that in consequence

of seeing an advertisement in the Dai'y Telegraph, he

applied for particulars to the plaintiff, from whom he

obtained them, and subsequently called upon the

defendant and concluded the purchase with him, but

never had any transactions with the plaintiff other

than obtaining the defendant's address from him. This

was the defendant's case, when
The learned Judge said it was clear that the pur-

chaser called upon the defendant at the intervention

of the plaintiff through the insertion of an advertise-

ment, which, although inserted without the defendant's

authority, was, it appeared, never charged for ; there-

fore, under these circumstances, he was distinctly of

opinion that the plaintifl was entitled to recover.

Judgment was accordingly entered for the plaintiff,

with costs of attorney and one witness.

THE POTATO CROPS OF 1S76.

SCOTLANII.

Aberdeen.—The Potato crops look very well. Early

sorts in early situations want rain very much, which

has come to-day, July iS—the first shower of import-

ance for the past six weeks. In the fields they are

rather later than usual, but there is not the least

symptom of disease. R, Farquhar^ Fyvie Castle^ Fyvie.

The rotato crop looks very well, although

about ten days late. What we have taken up (kidneys)

are small, but very good in quality. Comparatively

little rain has fallen since they were planted.

Should we have a continuance of such weather for a

short time we may expect to get off almost "Scot
free " of the disease, for as yet there is no appearance

of it on haulm or tuber. George Donaldson^ Keith

Halif Inverurie.

Argyll.—Although April was not a wet month it

was cold, for snow and frost, with a north wind,

continued most of the month, which prolonged the

season of planting the Potato into May ; but the dry

weather we had in May, and the favourable showers

and heat we have had of late, with absence of

disease in the sets, have imparted vigour to the

leaves as at the corresponding time last year. It

is apparent that there is no inherent weakness in

the constitution of the Potato, for when all the condi-

tions favourable to its growth are in existence the

plant appears to make an effort to re-establish its

former habit of growth. Of course the germs of the

fungus are still lurking about the Potato, and should

it succumb to any disturbing cause, healthy as it may
have been, the fungus will soon show the mastery.

John Caie, Inverary.

Banff^—The crop all over the northern district is

looking healthy, and free from disease. Ovping, how-

ever, to a deficiency of rainfall of about i inch for the

average of the locality during the three past months,

together with the cold spring and backwardness of

growth, the haulm is not so vigorous as is usually the

case at this period. Rain is now much wanted for

this crop as well as for everything else. John Webster,

Gordon Castle.

Benuiek.—The Potatos never looked better than

they do at present; they are healthy, with no signs of

disease yet. Peter Loney, Marthmont House, Ditnse.

Caithness.—The crops are looking well, and as yet

are perfectly free from disease, but owing to the cold

spring they are in some places rather short in the

haulm, and about two weeks later than usual. John
Sutherland, Liingii'ell, Berrtedale.

Clackmannan.—The Potato crops are looking

remarkably well, and there is no disease as yet.

Thomas Otmiston, Alloa Park, Alloa.

Cromarty.—The crops in this locality look very

well. They are late, but healthy and vigorous, and

there is no appearance of disease. All other crops

are looking very well, but rather late. jf. Laing, A^ew

Tarbat, Park Hill.

Dumfries.—The Potato crop is at present most

healthy and promising. D. Thomson, Drumlanrig.

I'ijc.—The crop promises at present to be, in this

county, a full average. We see several fields rather

imperfect, and upon enquiry we generally find

the cause to be attributed to not changing the seed

often enough. Most of the farmers here change their

seed Potatos every two years, and this, with good

management, insures full healthy crops. R. Foulis,

Forddl, Inverkcithing.

Forfar,—Field Potatos never looked more promis-

ing in this quarter than they do at the present time.

Girden Potatos have suflered much from the spring

frosts, and are late and small in size. There is no

si^n whatever of the disease here, nor in the neigh-

bourhood, Geo. fohnsion, Glamls.

Alnross. — This crop was fully two weeks later

than last year, and although we have not a good

Potato soil (being rather heavy) the produce is fully

up to the average, and since we have got warm, dry

weather the quality is very good. I have only as yet

tried the early varieties, and have seen no sign of

disease either in the tuber or the haulm ; the late

kinds in the fields in this neighbourhood are looking

very well indeed. J. F.

Lanark. — Potatos are late, but healthy and

vigorous. No disease has yet made its appearance.

Andreiv Turnbull, Bothwell Castle.

Midlothian

.

—The season has been a favourable

one for the Potato crop, and they are looking better

at present than they have done at the same period for

a good many years back. They have made a strong,

healthy growth, and have produced a greater amount
of blossom than has been observed for some years, and

with a i^'^fi more weeks of favourable weather pro-

mise to turn out a very heavy crop. So far there is

not the slightest sign of disease, not even in gardens,

where it generally appears before the middle of this

month. Grain crops are generally very good, and,

although the spring was late, the harvest is likely to

be about the usual time. Turnips are looking first-

rate, and promise an excellent crop. Maleolm DunUt
Dalkeith.

Moray. —The early varieties are not producing

such a good crop as usual, owing to the dry season,

but the late sorts look very promising as yet. Most

vegetables are also very small. Donald Cunningham,
Darnaivay Castle, Forres.

Nairn.—Potatos are a fortnight later than usual,

I have lifted Myatt's and Snowflake ; the latter are of

larger size but not half so prolific as Myatt's. Other

sorts look well, the only one which did not sprout

equal was Rintoul's Early Don. The field crops

look pretty well, but are not so vigorous as usual at

this season. James Mattland^ Cawdor Castle.

Perth.—The Potato crop never looked more pro-

mising ; early varieties are of excellent qualify, and

as yet there are no signs of disease. John Browning,

The Gardtns, Dupplin Castle.

Penfreiii—The Potato crops could not promise better

than they do at present ; everywhere they look well.

What has been dug up were a full crop, only not so

early as usual. With a continuance of dry weather

we hope to keep free of the disease, as there is no

sign of any yet. John Methven, Blythnvood.

Ross.—The crops are looking well, but late. Robert

Massie, Ardross Gardens, Alness.

Roxburgh.— Early Potatos are splendid in quality,

but not large. Late ones, especially Paterson's

Victorias, are firm ; but many rotted in the ground,

which has simply given more room to the rest.

There is no sign as yet of the disease. //. Knight^

Floors, Kelso.

Sutherland.—Early crops are turning out very well

so far, and late kinds look promising, especially on

good soils. On cold subsoils, however, a heavy per-

centage of the seed remained dormant, and ultimately

rotted, causing a patchy appearance in places. There

is as yet no sign of disease, and the dry warm
weather we have had lately has given the foliage a

healthy appearance, while the stems are stocky and

robust. D. Melville, Dunrobin, Golspie.

Wigtown.— Potatos look unusually well about here,

the haulm being stronger than usual, and there are no

reports of disease in the district. A. Fowler, Castle

Kennedy.

England—Northern Counties,

Northumberland.—As far as I have seen, Potatos

are looking remarkably well in this neighbourhood ;

and what we are taking up for present use are both

sound and good. A. Ingram, Alnwick.

The Potatos are very good in quality, and

there is a very good crop ; but, like many other

things, they are late, Wm. Turner, Capheaton Hall,

Newcastle- on- Tyne.

Cumberland.—TXiQ early Potatos in this district arc

all that can be desired. They have not been so clean

and good for many years. I have not heard a single

complaint of any kind. Later varieties also promise

well. J. Taylor, Isel Grange, Cockermonth,
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Westmoreland,—Having entirely escaped spring

frosts, the Potato crops are very prolific and fine, but

the extreme drought at present prevailing is retarding

the swelling of the tubers. No disease apparent as

yet. William Shandy Loivther^ Penrith.

Durham.—All kinds look remarkably well. No
disease has yet appeared. R. Draper^ Seaham Hall^

Sunderland.

Early Potatos are good and plentiful. Late

varieties are promising well at present. R. Graham,

Pierremont Gardens^ Darlington,

Yorkshire.—Early crops have, so far, been excel-

lent. We have not seen any symptoms of disease as

yet. Our earliest sort out-of-doors is a good selection

of the old Walnut-leaf, which we generally plant

under south and west walls. It is a light cropper,

but a good flavoured variety early in the season.

Veitch's Improved Ashleaf we find the best for main

early crops. I have tried several of the American

varieties, but on our stiffish soil have found none of

them fit to eat, though immense croppers. On the

light, hazel, loamy soils between Cawood and Selby,

some 6 or 8 miles from this place, there are hundreds

of acres of Potatos grown to supply the markets of

Leeds, Bradford, York, and other large centres of

population. Myatt's is a great favourite with many
growers for early crops, though several are working

up stocks of Veitch's. The crops this season have

been fully up to average, though quite ten days or a

fortnight later than usual. Late crops look very well,

Regent's being the main sort grown. Many growers

get fresh supplies of seed from the north of Scotland

annually, //. J. Clayton, Grimston Gardens, Tad'

caster.

The Potato crops are everywhere looking

well, and advancing rapidly. The early ones are

turning up sound and plentiful, and are safe from the

disease. Myatt's Prolific is the one in general culture

hereabout for early crop. They are driving all other

early kinds out of cultivation; they are only a few

days later Ihan Ashleaf Kidneys, whilst they bear

double and sometimes treble. The late varieties are

also looking well, though showing the effects of the

hot weather. It is too soon to pronounce the crop

safe, but they can hardly suffer to any serious extent

now. Af. Saul, Stout ton.

All Potatos are looking well. Early sorts are

large, clean, and sound. There is no sign of disease

at present. JV. Lnoin, Aske Gardens, Richrnond.

Potatos are looking remarkably vigorous and

healthy. Early crops are turning out sound, abund-

ant, and good, yohn Young, JVentworth, Rotherham.

—— Early Potato crops are healthy, good in

quantity, and of excellent quality. Late crops are

also healthy and very promising. Robert C. Kingston,

Brantingham Thotpe, Brough {East York),

Potatos are good both in quality and quantity.

Not one tuber found diseased. James Foivler, Hare-

wood, Leeds.

The 'crops are generally in a promising con-

dition, but unusually late. J, Simpson, Worthy,

Sheffield,

Lancashire.—The crops of early sorts are very good,

and free from disease. Late crops look very pro-

mising. AndrctV "Jamieson, The Gardens, Haigh
Hall, Wigan.

Kidney varieties are, in many instances on

light land, quite ready to dig, and in such cases the

crop is mostly undersized, but on stronger land the

tubers are large and good, very clean, and as yet free

from disease. Late sorts are looking well, F.

Harrison, Knowshy,

The Potato crops are looking well, early kinds

are turning up prolific, good clean tubers. It is yet

too early to form an opinion upon the disease. Henry
Lindsey, Huntroydc Park, Burnley.

The Potatos are looking very well indeed

—

quite free from disease. The early ones we are dig-

ging are very clean and of good quality, but small.

W, B. Upjohn, Worsley Gardens, ManJitster.

Although the early Potato crops were cut

down by the same frosts that proved so generally

fatal to other crops, yet they are a good average, and
the quality exceedingly good. Midseason and late

crops promise well, but the present is proving a criti-

cal time ; but if we have a few showers soon I should
say that the yield generally will far exceed the aver-

age. I hear no account of disease as yet, and as the

past dry weather has been productive of ** tubers,"

all we want is a little rain to assist them to swell off.

W. Hinds, Otterspool, Liverpool.

Midland Counties,

Cheshire.—The crops never looked better or more
healthy than they do up to this time, and the early

kinds are producing heavy crops without a single dis-

eased one, as far as I have seen or heard of, except in

one case, in a garden lying low, where a few diseased

tubers have been found. Some planted very early

suffered from the late frosts as they appeared above-

ground, but where earth was drawn up around the

young plants in time they were not in the least injured.

The sorts I principally grow, and which I find to be

very good, are Veitch's Royal Ashleaf, Mona's Pride,

Myatt's Prolific, Early Coldstream, and Bryanstone

Kidney. W. IVhittaker, Crr.ir Hull.

What seems most noticeable in a case or two
here is the vigour with which the new seed shows,

and which no doubt will prove a good crop. The
plan of changing the seed seems to be one of the very

best ways of dealing with the disease practically. I

have not seen any disease as yet, and the crop is an

average good one. R. Matke'lar, .'U'urv Hall, Cheadle.

The early crops suff'ered from frosi, but have

rallied well ; second earlies and the general crop looks

well and healthy. Thomas Sclwood, Eaton Hall Gar»

dens, Chester.

Early and second early kinds are very good
and free from disease ; late kinds look well, and bid

fair to give a good yield. A. y. Grant, Withinpon
Hall, Chclford.

Derbyshire.—I never saw the Potato crops look

better. We have been taking up new Potatos almost

daily since the last week in February, and, I am
happy to say, we have not seen a diseased one up to

now. William Brown, The Gardens, Bretby Park,

Burlou-on-Treni.

Our first earlies were very good, and the

seconds are turning out very well. Late crops look

very well for a good turn-out, but the present dry

weather tells very hard on them. If rain does not

come soon we shall have but a second-rate yield, but,

upon the average, Potatos never looked better in this

quarter than they are at the present date. J. W.
Bayne, Jvingston Hall.

The crop in this district is very satisfactory.

The tubers are of a good medium size, and there is no

sign of disease at present. After trying many of the

American kind?, we find none to equal our own for

usefulness and flavour, y. II, Goodacrc, Ehaston
Gardens.

A^otts.—The Potato crops in this district are at

present looking well, and no symptoms of the disease

are at present apparent amongst them, the weather

being too dry and warm for fungus development.

With me. Hammersmith Early Kidneys, Mona's

Pride, and Dixon's Early Kidney have been in con-

sumption for the last three weeks, and have been of

good size and flavour. Amongst the early round

varieties, Fenn's Early Market has been the best—
the Early Handsworth and Coldstream (or Early

Curly) being too watery, and not so well flavoured as

the Early Market. The American early kinds, such

as the Early Rose and the Early Vermont, are now
beginning to show ripening in the haulm {by its

yellowish tinge), but their tubers, when boiled, have

a disagreeable earthy flavour, which they apparently

show more when grown on strong soils. In this

intensely dry and warm July I expected that these

early American sorts would have been better flavoured

than usual, but all I have tasted yet are not to be

compared with our early kinds, and for the future I

shall discard these varieties, and only keep Alpha for

forcing early in pots. WilHeini Tillery, Welbeek.

Potatos are healthy, but much wanting rain.

Early kinds are nearly ripe. Henry Gadd, Wollaton

Gardens, Nottingham.

Early varieties have given a good crop, with no

signs of disease, and the tubers are very dry and of

good flavour, especially Veitch's Royal Ashleaf. Field

Potatos look exceedingly well at present, and free

from disease. It is many years since I saw so much
bloom on early varieties in the garden as this.

A. Henderson, Thoresby, Ollerton.

Salop.— IL^rly Potatos, so far, are a fair crop, and

free from disease, though about a fortnight later in

coming into use than usual ; late ones are healthy

and growing freely, and free from disease at present.

George Pearson, Attingham Gardens, near Shrezi'sbury.

So far as earlies are concerned they are sound

and good—rather smaller than usual, which may be

accounted for by the late spring, and previous and

present drying weather. Li'e varieties are in bloom,

and they appear healthy and likely to be a good crop.

The Red Regent, or Red Steel, should be largely

planted, especially by cottagers, as it never fails.

We had about six cartloads of this variety last season,

and not a bushel of bad ones, when three out of every

four other sorts (late ones} were diseased. We grow
Lapstones, Vork Regents, Red Regents, Paterson's,

Norfolk Greentops, Wellingtons, or Pink-eye. Red-
skinned Flourball is not worth cooking with us ; we
have tried it several seasons. A. S, Ketnp, JLutghton,

Sh iffnail.

Stafford.—Of early Potatos in this district we have
an abundant crop, and the quality is excellent.

Disease has not yet made its appearance. Late

Potatos are suffering from drought, the haulm in

many cases is turning yellow, and the tubers in con-

sequence are ripening prematurely. O. Thomas,

Drayton Manor, Tamivorth.

We have good crops of early kinds. No
disease perceptible at present. Late crops very

promising. T. Bannerman, Blithfield, Rugeley.

Early Potatos are first-class, and free from

disease ; second earlies are equally good, and late

ones never looked better. There is every appearance

of an abundant crop, Thomas H, Rabone, Alton

Towers.

Early Potatos aris very good, both in quality

and quantity; late sorts are very ptomising. No
signs of disease at present. E, Simpson, Wrottesley,

Wolverhampton.

Leicester.—Early Potatos are remarkably vigorous

and productive ; Ashleaf Kidney, and other early kinds

which have been dug for use, have shown no signs of

disease. The second early kinds exhibit no signs of

the disease prevalent at this time last year, exhibited

in a stunted growth and leaves curled and deformed.

The main crop is vigorous and promising, but will

require rain to prevent premature ripening. II',

Ingram, Belvoir, North Leicester.

Up to the present time the Potato crop is

promising—the haulm does not show anything of the

disease, but we have had a few tubers affected, and
some of my neighbours are complaining of having

found some very much diseased. M. Henderson, Cole

Orton Gardens.

Very promising, and no appearance of the

disease. Quality good. H. David, Gopsall.

Rutland.—Early Potatoes are a good crop and of

first-rate quality, with no trace of any disease. Flukes

and other late kinds are suffering for want of rain,

Fred. Clarke, Barleythorpe Gardens,

Early Potatos are a very light crop. Mark
Hull, Ayston.

Wai'uick.—Early Potatos have been excellent, so are

second earlies ; and late ones, notwithstanding the

intense heat, offer fair, and with a little timely rain, no
doubt, will be very good. Of two extremes—that i.-:,

of heat and wet—we have this year another opportu-

nity of proving which evil is the least. So far as the

season has gone it is very questionable yet to say

whether, in the case of the Potato, heat to the extent

we are having is an evil. Excessive wet, on the other

hand, invariably ends in general failure, and so also

it is with sheep, when as we know that, during what
we call seasons of excessive heat in this country, sheep

are known to thrive and do well, and in dry seasons

there is amongst farmers much less cause for the

complaints alluded to by Cowper :

—

One talks of mildew and of frost,

And one of storms of hail--

And one of sheep that he has lost

By maggots at the tail.

Excepting by gardeners, in allotment gardens, and by

a few amateurs, Potatos are not grown as a staple

crop by farmers in the neighbourhood generally.

Wiiether this can be accounted for by our being too

far from the consuming multitude of Birmingham I

cannot say j the fields of Potatos we observe in the

vicinity of large towns, such as Birmingham, Man-
chester, Glasgow, &c., are conspicuous here by their

absence. Wm, Miller, Combe Abbey,

The Potato crop promises well everywhere,

but I fear will not escape the disease, inasmuch as

within the last few days I have detected our earlier

kinds slightly aff'ected in the foliage, but as yet I have

not found a diseased tuber. W'm. Gardiner^ Lower

Eotington Park, StratJord-on-Avon.

Beds.—The Potato crop in this district will be very

light. Eirly varieties show premature ripeness, and

late kinds look healthy, bat are giving up fast for

want of rain. At present there is very little sign of

disease. A. McKay, Woburn.
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The early kinds are fast ripening off the haulm,
and tubers are small in size from the dry season ;

later kinds will, undoubtedly, make a second growth

after so much drought, which will much deteriorate

the samples. No appearance of disease at present.

G. Ford, Wrest Park, Ampthill.

Oxford.—Early varieties are abundant and good
in quality. Late varieties look promising, but in some
instances the young ones are beginning to sprout.

Willhun Fitday, Wroxtcn Abbey, Banbury.
The crops in this neighbourhood, both in

gardens and fields, look remarkably well, and I have
not seen or heard of any disease amongst them ; the

early ones are very plentiful at the roots, but very small,

owing no doubt to the long drought which has ripened

them prematurely ; and should the dry weather con-

tinue much longer I fear for the late crops, for,

although the tops look promising, the tubers are very

small, and a soaking rain must come here soon to be

of any benefit to the crops. W. Granshields, Sarsden,

Chipping Norton.

All kinds, both new and old, are suffering on
our light and stone-brashy soils in this neighbourhood.
I never speak in praise of my own seedling pro-

ductions ; I leave the public to do so, as they find

them. My Pulse crops are extraordinarily good,

and so are my Potatos in the garden grounds.

R. Fcnn, Woodstock.

Bucks.—At the present time these are looking

remarkably well, no disease has appeared here, and the

crops of early sorts are sufficiently advanced in growth
to be lifted at almost any time. If we escape the

periodical heavy rains'which we get at about this time,

there is every prospect of an abundant crop of first-

rate tubers. G. T. Miles, Wycombe Abbey.

Both early and late varieties of Potatos look
remarkably well about here. No disease has been
noticed, and although the|early varieties are small they
are of good quality. Rivers' Royal Ashleaf, Veitch's

Improved Ashleaf, and Myatt's Ashleaf, are the best

croppers here this season. J. .Smith, Mentinorc.

I see no signs of disease as yet'; they are very
good but small, not having sufficient rain to swell the

tubers. A. Doualdsoii, Latimers Gaideits.

The Potato crop about here never looked
more healthy and promising. The haulm is healthy
and vigorous, and the tubers are free from disease.

P. Fiost, Dropmore.

Herts.—Good crops, and clean. Late ones looking
WelL R. Ruffett, Panshanger, Hertford.

Eastern Counties.

Lincoln.—Potato crops are very promising ; early

sorts being lifted are turning out well, and quite free

from disease as yet. The American varieties are
doing well with me. Alpha is quite ready to take up
—an excellent crop, and good quality. Late varieties

are looking well, and very promising. Dai'id Lunis-
den, Bloxholm Hat!, Slcaford.

Early and late sorts are looking remarkably
well, and promise good crops, which, so far, are free

from disease. ]Villiam Hwst, Somerbr Park Caiit^-

boro:is-/:.

All early kinds are remarkably good, and free

from disease. The late crops look well, but want rain
very badly, or they will soon give up growing on our
limestone. Isaac Dell, Stoke Roehford, Grantham.

A'oifolk.—We have lifted large breadths of early
Potatos, and have not found a diseased tuber. The
yield and quality are both good, but I have heard that
the disease is making sad havoc in some places in this

parish, and notably amongst the American varieties,

which are worse affected than the English ones. Late
kinds are still looking very well and very promising.
T. Wynne, Hemsly Hall Gardens, Great Yarmouth.

Early Potatos in this district are being taken
up, and the crop is very good as to quantity, but the
Potatos are very small, owing to the heat and drought.
Late Potatos are looking extremely well, with a great
amount of haulm. Should the weather continue dry
there is great fear of a premature ripening, and the
crop small. No signs of Peronospora infestans in this

district. W. Bishop, Bylau;;h Park, East Dereham.
Potatos are looking well, and free from blight

at present, y. Wiohton, Cossey Gardens, X'orwieh.

Sufolk.—So far the Potato crop in this district is

most promising, and, excepting a west border of
Uresee's PeerUss, alfectcd with dise.ise, I have not
seen or heard of a speck on any other kind. The
yield of the early crops where they escaped spring
frosts has been most satisfactory, owing to the rains

and warm weather setting in just in time. With a

good rain now to swell the tubers of the field crops,

the yield there is likely to be the best we have had
for years, y. Sheppard, JVoolvcrstone Park,

These never looked better, and never in my
recollection showed so much blossom, so that Dr.

Hunter's exploded theory of degeneracy as the cause

of disease, and a flowerless state of the crops as proof

of degeneracy (see Gaulcners' Chronicle, June 17,

p. 7S6), has not even that basis of fact to rest upon.

I hope, too, that the burning heat may wither up our

old enemy, resting and active spores, and all other

life-germs to boot ; and also that, as none of our

learned societies seem to have the public spirit to

reward Mr. Smith in an adequate manner for his

painstaking discoveries and brilliant elucidation of the

same, that the practicals will : my guinea is ready for

this object. No disease as yet, but I dread the

first rains D. T. L'ish.

I have never seen the Potato crops looking

better. The tubers are of good size and the finest

quality. I have seen no appearance of disease, and
can hear of none in the neighbourhood. Thos. Blair,

Shrnhland, Needham Market.
'

Essex.—Within the garden walls we have very early

and excellent crops, now ripening off. In the fields

around there is a good strong plant, but now suffering

very greatly from intense heat and want of rain : no
symptoms of disease yet. William Earlev, Valentines,

Iljord, E.
—— Early ones a fair crop, and of very good

quality ; late ones looking~well on good, deep soil,

but on poor shallow soils suflering from the drought.

No signs of disease at present, excepting a little

"curl" on the American varieties, y. Bryan, Audley
End, Saffron Walden.

Southern Counties.

Berks.—Potatos up to the present time are looking
remarkably well ; early sorts are good crops, fine and
of good flavour, and free from disease. Should the

present hot dry weather continue I think the later

kinds will run small. James Teg:;, Beanoood.

Early Potatos are very good crops indeed,

being clean and of good average size. Later kinds
will be small, especially on light soils, should the

weather continue much longer so very dry and
scorching. No signs of the disease as yet. Alex.
Gait, Aldermaston Court, Reading.

The Potato'crops have generally been look-

ing well till the dry, hot weather set In, but now they
are flagging in many places ; and the crop I fear will

be light, except on cool, damp ground ; here and
there a few have got the curl. Charles Ross, Welford
Park, Newbury.

Middlesex.
—

'E^rXj Potatos have ripened prema-
turely, are very good in quality, but small ; second
early and late kinds are more backward than
ordinarily, and are now in a critical condition. The
drought his stopped all growth, and unless we have
rain in considerable quantities almost at once there
wdl be great danger of their super-tutering when it

does come. T. Baines, Southgate, N.
There is every appearance of a good sound

crop of Potatos. C. Lee, Hounslow.

Potatos are healthy, and look very promising.
jfohn Woodiridge, Syon House Gardens, Brentford.

Surrey.—Owing to the premature ripening of the
haulm the crop will be but a very light one, but
there is as yet no sign of disease. If we get rain

within a few days our later varieties would still have
a chance of swelling ouf, but the earlies and second
earlies may be lifted and stored any time now.
Potatos are now of very good quality. John Burnett
Deepdene.

All kinds of Potatos in this locality are very
poor indeed, and in many instances are not worth
digging. The disease has not yet made its appearance.
James Oilerhead, Wimbledon House, S.IT.

Early Potatos are good in quantity and size.

General crops look promising, but want rain badly,
as they are beginning to dry up in some places. Yas.
Child, Garbrand Hall, Exoell.

The Potatos appear to be very good indeed
all round this neighbourhood. W. Denning, Londcs-
borough Lod^e, A'orbiton,

Rent.—The Potato crops arc very healthy at pre-
sent. I have seen no signs of disease, except a few
instances of curl in the foliage. The quality of the
tubers is sound and good, but they will be small ; and
if we should get a deluge of rain I should apprehend
supertuberation. Jo'in Cox, Redfeaj,

The Potato crop looks very promising
7. Rust, Fridge Castle, Tunbridge.

Sussex.—I never saw the Potatos looking better •

this dry, warm weather is very much in their favour.'

No disease at present. John Wilson, Arundel Castle
Gardens.

//.jw/j.—Extraordinary fine, and as yet not the
slightest signs of disease. The earliest kinds are being
lifted, and are a wonderful crop. H-'. Wildsmith Ileek
fhld Place, irinchfeld.

Early Potatos are very good ; the later ones
have looked exceedingly well, but are now suffering
rom drought. Jas. Ta-erner, IFoolmer Lod^e. Li/,.
hook. " ' ^

All early crops are very good, but rather
smill, not having any rain since April to help them.
Not the slightest trace of disease as yet ; late ones we
cannot say anything about as yet— they are almost
dried up with the hot sun, but I will report on them
later. Geo. Harnett, Cadland, Southampton.

Wilts.—Good in every respect, and very promising.
A few diseased tubers have been found, but no dis.
eased leaves. H'm. 'Paylor, Longleat, Warminster.
Dorset.—I never saw the plants look so well and

healthy. No sign yet of disease. W. /'. RadchtTe
Okeford-Fitzpaine. '^ '

The Potatos were very much cut by the late
frosts, and the tubers are very small, but good in
quality. I have only seen one root diseased, and they
were all gone. If. G. Pragnell, The Cadle Gardens
Sherborne.

'

The crops of early Potatos are good ; tubers,
however, are small, but in quality very good. Late
varieties are backward, owing to late planting, but
the general appearance of Potato crops at the present
lime in this locality is very promising. We have
never had them looking better, and no sign of disease
at present visible. Henry Monro, The Gardens Clevc
lands, Lyme Regis.

Western Counties.

Hereford.—\ could not plant very early, having to
wait for green crops to come off the ground, and the
season being backward so retarded Potatos that I
began to fear there would be but few, and the drought
told very much upon the growth, as well as cold
nights. I watered a fine piece of Kidney—Myatt's
Prolific—in the middle of June, and began digging on
July 6 what is proving a useful, sound, and average,
siied crop, with not the slightest sign of disease. I
have a fine large piece of Yorkshire Hero which looks
very fine : I have grown this sort for three years,
planted on Mr. Barnes' system (double rows), with
apparently good results. Cottagers about here have
had the haulm die off prematurely (a great deal
through poverty of soil, I think), the crops sound but
small tubers, and plenty of them. IF. ITard Stoke
Edith I\,rk, Hereford, July 15.

The Potatos here are free from disease at
present. Early varieties are a good average crop,
.-llfredBye, Hampton Court Gardens.

<Kva-.t/47-.—Early sorts are this season but light
crops, owing to the recent dry weather influencing
and retarding the swelling ; but so far they are per-
fectly free from disease, so that we are certain of har-
vesting the early crop in a sound state, as they are
now ripe. Geo. Westland, ll'iilev Court.

Early Potatos are very good. Late varieties
appear to be suffering from drought, John JVyke
K'yre House, Tenbury.

'

Potatos in gardens are very good in quality,
but, unless on highly cultivated land, the crop will be
deficient in quantity. Early planted late kinds are
fast ripening, and, should rain come, I fear it will be
too late to benefit them much. The field crops,
I fear, will be much under average, the tops being
very short, in many fields not more than 6 inches
high. E. Welsh, Cny.on East Court.

Gloucester.—Vp to the present date the Potato
disease has not made its appearance

; the crop is

about an average, the tubers small but of excellent
quality. In cases of heavy lands the crop will hardly
return the seed. From what I can learn throughout
the county Potatos will be scarce and dear. Alevander
Cramb, Tortioorth Court.

The crop of early Potatos is under the aver-
age in weight but the quality is excellent ; later varie-
ties on our light lands are beginning to ferl the effects
of this dry, hot weather, and will I fear be a very light
crop. No appearance of disease as yet. ]l'm Forbe'
fungscote Gardens, Wotton-under-Edge.

''

Somerset.—The Potato crop with us in tlie gardens
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is very good, only the tubers are small. The crops in

the fields on the clay soil are not looking so well, on

acount of the dry weather. About 4 miles from here

(dt Chedzoy and Westonzoyland) there is a very larjje

qaantity of land planted with Potatos annually. They

are looking very promising ; it is a sandy soil, and no

doubt they will yield an average crop. There is no

disease as yet. William IlalUU, Copini-tou Fdnn^

Briihr^oaUr.

Eirly Potatos where planted early in good

soil are a fine crop, but where planted late, even in

good soil, they are very small, and the same may be

gaid of second earlies. The late ones are quite free

from disease, and promise to produce a good crop of

mediura-sizid tubers. If the Potato crop suffers from

anything this season I think it will be from super,

tuberatior. We are suffering very much from the

drought here. Thomas FooU, Chi'cJon Court.

Early Potatos are small and of good quality ;

will probably apply to the late kinds, unless we
speedily have rain. At present there is no vestige of

disease. John AnsU'ii, Ashlon Court Gardens, Bristol.

Devon.—These are likely to be small, owing to the

long drought and the cold dry winds from the north-

east, followed by dry hot weather ; the earlier sor.s

are dying away, and the haulm of late sorts is small.

There are no signs of any disease yet. yokn Garland,

KilUrton, Exotcr.

Early Potatos are a very good crop and of

good quality, but rather small ; late sorts are looking

well, and promise a good crop. No signs of any

disease. Alfred C^vrxc-, Bioton.

Potatos are a light crop generally, having in

many cases been nipped by late spring frosts ; they

are, hoivever, good in quality and free from disease.

L\te Potatos are looking promising, except on thin

soils, where they are suffering from the drought. I

hive not seen anything of the disease this season in

either late or early. We have here a prodigious crop

of the Early Rose. What a pity so many of these

heavy-cropping American varieties should prove of

such inferior quality. Alfxandcr Aysot, Oxton House,

Kenton.

The Potato crops up to the present are remark*

ably good, no signs of disease, and should the favour-

able weather continue this will be the most produc-

tive season we have had for some years, yohn Gib-

son, Lupton, Bri.xham.

Cornwall.—So far I see no signs of blight, but the

crop is deficient in quantity and small ; the quality is

excellent. Early kinds, such as Ashleaf, Walnut
Kidney, and Early Rose, are ripening off. To follow

those I grow Almond's Yorkshire Hero Kidney, an

excellent cropper, of fine quality, of medium size.

For late and general crop I find nothing better than

Bresee's Climax, and a large flat kidney belonging to

the Lapstone or Fluke section, locally known as

Cornish Kidney, Johnstone's Kidney, &c.—but this

is very subject to blight most seasons. John Tyerman.
Early Potatos are of excellent quality, but

the yield has not been so good as in some seasons— fiist

on account of the incessant rains after planting, which
rotted the "seed" in low lands; and, secondly, on
account of a continual drought, when the young
tubers were forming on higher situations. The late

Potatos are everywhere looking well. No disease has

yet met my eye. The genial showers we had a fort-

night ago will serve them until the tubers are well

formed, and if the present bright weather continues

we hope it may harden the texture of the stem and
tubers, so as to enable them in some degree to resist

the disease when it comes to attack them, //. Mills^

Enys, Penrhyn.

Wales.
Ani^lesea,—Early kidney varieties are good as to

crop and quality. Late field sorts look well up to

present date, but will be small in size, on account of

1 he continued drought. They are free from disease.

Kobirt Webster^ Glyn Garth, near Ba/ij^or.

Brecon.—The early varieties I am having dug as

fast as I can. They are quite ripe, and very small.

The crops in the fields planted later are nearly dried
up. The crops of all sorts are bound to be small.

F. 7. Ireland^ Glanusk Park, CrkUun.'ell.

Cardigan.—The kidney varieties are very good,
ripe, and free from disease. Late crops very vigorous,

but in much need of rain. ]V. Uutehison, Castle

Malg7vyn.

Carmarthen.—The Potato crops in this neighbour-
hood, both in gardens and fields, are looking very
healthy and luxuriant. I have not seen or heard of

ihe disease. J. Tieehurst^ Dynevor Castle.

Cafnarvon.—Early Potatos are good, but small.

The late varieties are looking well, but need rain.

Allan Calder, Vaynol Park, near Man -or.

Denbigk.—On. the sandstone formation Potatos at

this date look very well, and there are no symptoms of

disease. They are very late, very numerous, and of

good quality, but very small. Seedlings look well,

and are growing vigorously. On the limestone Potatos

are simply all but dead for want of moisture, and if

rain does not come very shortly they will be a failure.

P. Middlelon, U'ynn^tay and IJan-edioyn.

Merioneth.—The Potato crops in this neighbour-

hood r.re very good this season, both in garden and
field, and there is no sign of disease at present,

James Bennett, Phu-^^ Gardens, Conoen.

Padnor.—Owing to the hot weather, Potatos are

very small, butquite free from all disease. J. ii'eather-

stoJi, Boultibrook.

Ireland.

Antrim.— Potatos are an excellent crop and fair

in quality, but smaller than usual, owing to the late-

ness of the season. They are free from disease so far.

D. Taylor, Glenarm Castle.

Armagh.—Early Potatos look well, and are turning

out plentiful. Late kinds are healthy, but suffering

greatly for want of moisture at the root ; no appear-

ance of any disease, and, on the whole, our Potato

crop is very promising in this county. //', Allan,

BrownloTO House Gardens, Lurgm.
Carlo'iO.—Very bad prospect of late crops. Eaily

varieties are very small in tuber, and not good for

table. Thomas Timer, The Gardens, Oak Park.

Cork.—About half the average crop of other years ;

there is no sign of the disease as yet in this part of

the country. J. J'rascr, Btssborough.

Do-iOn.—Potatos in this district look first-rate; no

signs of disea'ie as yet. Jas Taylor, Afonnt Sltzo.ut.

Dublin.—Early kinds, such as Flounder and Ash-

leif Kidney, are abundant and good. Later sorts

promise well too. D. Pressley, Knoekniaroon.

Fermanagh.—The Potato crop will be very late ; in

rich soils they are very promising, in poor soils they

are poor. The tops are quite healthy up to this date

(July 21). We have had a very peculiar season here ;

the winter months were mild, March and April un-

usually severe. May and June cold and dry for such

months, July very hot and dry so far, and very little

dew. J. Maedonald, I-lorence Court.

Kerry.— Potatos are all good in general over the

country. AndriiJ Gibnonr, The Gardens, Killarney.

Kildare.—The Potato crops look well in this neigh-

bourhood, with not the least sign of disease. Theearly

ones are ripening fast and the quality is excellent. //'.

A, Emery, Kilkea Castle Gardens.

Kilkenny.—The Potato crops this year where

planted early are doing remarkably well, the tubers

are large and sound, but the late planted ones are in

many cases not more than 6 inches above ground, with

little prospect of a good crop, even should rain fall

shortly. Nearly all farm crops will be light and poor

except on the very best managed farms, where good

manure an.l deep tillage are sure to tell their own tale

in any season, George Dodd, Woodstock Park,

Kings Co.—Early crops are turning out well and
free from disease, whilst late ones are suffering very

much from the continued drought. There is a great

outcry amongst the peasantry lest their "praties"
should be a failure, which under present prospects is

very probable. It may be interesting to some of your
readers to state that we have had no rain in this

county since the latter end of April, whilst I believe

in some parts of Ireland they have had an abundance.
7". J. Hart, Birr Castle, Parsonst.non.

Louth.—The Potato crops are looking well, and
should we get rain will be a fair crop ; if the drought
continues the crop will shortly begin to suffer, and
samples will be very small. Frank Foivler, Raz-ens-

dale Park Gardens, iVezcry.

Mcath.—The Potato crop here this year is much
under the average ; in some places the Potatos are no
larger than Walnuts. I dug some Early Rose, and
they are not half sizs. Veitch's Ashleaf is very good,

but the later ones are all small but sound, every

thing being scorched up, John Clews, Headfort
House, Kclls.

Queens Co.—The Potato crops are very good, the

dry weather being in their favour. They are free

from disease. G. Ennis, Emo Park, Portarlington,

Sligo.—Owing to the drought the Potato crops are

lighter than usual in this district. In gardens, how-
ever, early kinds, such as Royal Ashleaf, Early Rose,

Flounder and Fortyfolds are very good, both in

quantity and quality. No sign of disease whatever as

yet. J. White, Ha.elzoood Gardens.

Ti/>/'erary,—ThQ Potato crops are looking very

bad, but the early kinds up to the present are very
good. 7. jnisker, Shanbally Castle, Cloghen.

JVestmeath.— Potatos are getting quite retarded for

want of moisture. Corn is short—not near as good
as usual. We had not more than half a hay crop.
Green crops, such as Turnips, Carrots, Mangel
Wurzel, about half a crop. Almost all grasslands
are suffering from continuous drought, and we are not
able to support half the number of stock as in other
seasons. John /go, Moydmm, Athlone.

Wnkhno.—Potatos are very free from disease, and
standing well against the drought we are now ex-
periencing, but in some light gravelly soil-; they are
giving out fast: The crop m this district will not be
so heavy us usual, but good quality may fairly be
expected, provided growing-out does not set in.

C, Penford, Powerscourt,

Channel Islands,

Guernsey.—So far these promise well, Paterson's
Victoria is most prized by the farmers as a late crop of
late years. Th. C. Brehaut, Riehmond House.

A FORSAKEN GARDEN.
In a coign of the cliff between lowland and highland,

At the sea-down's edge between windward and lee,

Walled round with rocks as an inland island,

The ghost of a garden fronts the sea.

A girdle of brushwood and thorn encloses

The steep square slope of the blossomless bed

Where the weeds that grew green from the graves of

its roses

Now lie dead.

The fields fall southward, abrupt and broken,

To the low last' edge of the long lone land.

If a step should sound or a word be spoken.

Would a ghost not rise at the strange guest's hand?
So long have the grey bare walks lain guestlcss,

Through branches and briers if a man make way
He shall find no life but the sea-wind's, restless

Night and day.

The dense, hard passage is blind and stiHed

That crawls by a track none turn to climb.

To the straight waste place that the years have rifled

Of all but the thorns that are touched not of Time.

The thorns he spares when the Rose is taken ;

The rocks are left when he wastes the plain.

The wind that wanders, the weeds wind-shaken,

These remain.

Not a flower to be prest of the foot that falls not
;

As the heart of a dead man the seed plots are dry ;

I-"rom the thicket of thorns whence the nightingale calls

not,

Could she call, there were never a Rose to reply.

Over the meadows that blossom and wither

Rings but the note of a sea-bird's song
;

Only the sun and the rain come hither

All year long.

The sun burns sere and the rain dishevels

One gaunt bleak blossom of scentless breath.

Only the wind here hovers and revels

In a round where life seems barren as death.

Here tliere was laughing of old, there was weeping,

Haply, of lovers none ever will know,

Whose eyes went seaward a hundred sleeping

Years ago.

Heart handfast in heart as they stood, " Look thither,"

Did he whisper? " Look forth from the flowers to the

sea
;

For the foam-flowers endure when the Rose-blossoms

wither.

And men that love lightly may die—but we ?
"

And the same wind sang and the same waves whitened,

And or ever the garden's last petals were shed.

In the lips that had whispered, the eyes that had
lightened,

Love was dead.

Or they loved their life through, and then went whither

And were one to the end—but what end who knows ?

Love deep as the sea as a Rose must wither,

As the rose-red seaweed that mocks the Rose.

Shall the dead take thought for the dead to love them ?

What love was ever as deep as a grave ?

They are loveless now as the grass above them

Or the wave.

All are at one now, Roses and lovers,

Not known of the clifts and the fields and the sea.

Not a breath of the time that has been hovers

In the air now soft with a summer to be.

Not a breath shall there sweeten the seasons hereafter

Of the flowers or the lovers that laugh now or weep,

When as they that are free now of weeping and

laughter

We shall sleep.
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Here death may deal not again for ever ;

Here change may come not till all change end.

From the graves thCT have made tbey shall rise up never,

WTio have left nought li^-ing to ravage and rend.

Earth, stones, and thorns of the wild ground growing,

While the sua and the rain hve, these shall be ;

Till a last wind's breath upon all these blowing

Roll the sea.

Till the slow sea rise and the sheer cliff crumble.
Till terrace and meadow the deep gulfs drink.

Till the strength of the waves of the high tides humble
The fields that lessen, the rocks that shrink.

Here now in his triumph where all things falter,

Stretched out on the spoils that his own hand spread.

As a god self-slain on his own strange altar.

Death lies dead.

A. C. Swiniume, in the *' AiAifueum."

Reports of Societies.

Heston, Norwood and Cranford (Cottage
Garden) : July 20.—The annual show of this Society

was held in Osterley Park, by permission of Her
Grace the Dowager Dachess of Cleveland. Besides

the spot immediately devoted to the show, the orna-

mental grounds were thrown open to the nameroos
assemblage of visitors.

Whether of fruits, flower?, vegetables or plants

the cottagers' show exceeded in merit all pre-

vious ones of its kind, and great credit was due
to the various exhibitors and recipients of prizes.

Messrs. Dobson & Son, of Hounslow, and Mr.
Chambers, of Westlake Xarsery, Spring Grove,

showed fine collections of plants and flowers, and
Messrs. J. hi C. Lee, of Hammersmith, and Mr.
Laing, of Twickenham, exhibited boxes of exquisite

cut Roses, which were greatly admired. Mr. Shrimp-
ton, Her Grace's gardener, had a tent devoted to a
very fine display, chiefly of foliage plants. Amongst
the goitlemen exhibitors were Mr, Rust, Norwood
House ; Mr, Weston, Manor House, Sonthall ; Mr.
W. O. Chalk, Norwood Green, and Mr. E. Barry, of

The Cedars, Norwood Green ; who, by their kind
contributions of varied collections of foliage plants,

flowers. Ferns, &c., contributed in no small degree to

the value of the Society's exhibition.

At 6 o'clock the prizes were distributed in

front of the orangery by the Countess of Jersey.

Previous, however, to this event, Mr. E. Jennings
commented, in his usual able manner, on the improved
prospects of the Society, remarking on the spirited

way in which the cottagers had always entered into

competition for the prizes, and ending by referring in

graceful terms to the kindn^s of the Countess of

Jersey in consenting to distribute the prizes.
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July 20.—Very fine, bright, and dear ihrotighouL Warm.— 21.—A very fine brigbt warm day. Qear.
— 22.—'Very fine, clear, and hot day. Highest reading

of a thermomecer m sun's rays=i36' 4.

— 23,—Dull, with fireqoent showers till 2 F-\u, then fine

till 7 P.M. Heavy clouds with thuodcr, light-

ning, and rain, at about 8 p.iL : and at about
this time a severe thTtader-stona north of
London was experienced.

Daring the week ending Saturday, July 22,

in the vicinity of the metropoUs the reading of the

barometer at the level of the sea decreased from

30.39 inches at the b^inning of the week to 30.20
inches by the afternoon of the 17th, increased to

30. 28 inches by the evening of the same day,

decreased to 30.0S inches by the morning of the 19-h,

increased to 30 22 inches by the morning of the 2o*h,

and again decreased to 29 96 inches by the end of the

week. The mean reading for the week at s^ level

was 30. iS inches, being o 10 inch below that of the

preceding week, and 0.19 inch above the average.

The highest temperatures of the air varied from
90]" on the i7Lh to Si^' on the 19'Jj. On the 22d it

reached 88|'". The mean value for the week was
85*. The lowest temperatures of the air ranged from
54' on the 18th to 60^° on the l6:h ; the mean for

the week was 58". The mean daily range of tem-
perature in the week was 26^", the greatest range in

the day beicg 31 1' on the 22d, and the least, 2i|', on
the iSJi and 19th.

The mean daily temperatures of the air were as

follows :—l6:h, 72^.7 ; i7Eh, 73*.!^ ; 18th, 66^ ; ig'^h,

6S'.6 ; 20th, 69'; 2l5t, 67".8 ; 22d, 70^.6 ; and the

departares in excess of their respective averages were :

10°, Io^4, 3^4, 6'. I, 6°.6, 5\5, andS\3. The mean
temperature of the air for the week was 69^.7, being
7'. 2 above the average of observatioos extending over
a period of sixty years.

The highest readings of a thermometer with black-

ened bulb in vacuo, placed in sun's rays, were 142* on
the i6-Ji and I56i^ on the 22d ; on the 20ih 1241"

was the highest raiding. The lowest readings of a
thermometer on grass, with its bulb exposed to

the sky, were 48" on the l6th and 46' on the iSth ;

the mean for the seven low readings was 50^'.

The direction of the wind was variable, and gentle

in motion.

The weather daring the week was very fine, bright,

and hot.

No rain fell.

In England, on Sunday, July 16, the temperatures
of the air were very high ; at Bristol it was 96^'',

Manchester, 95^, Leicester, 93^^'', Eccles, Wolver-
hampton and Sheffield 93% Cambridge '91°, and at

most inland places it was near 90", at Brighton 77*
was the highest temperature on this day. On Monday,
July 17, the temperature was also high, but the

high temperature was not so universai over the
country ; it somewhat exceeded 90^ at a few places,

was generally between So'' and 90° at the greater

number of stations, at several places it was between
70"^ and 80% and at Liverpool the highest temperature
was 63^' only.

On Friday and on Saturday, the 21st and 22d, the

temperature was again nearly 90"* at some sta' ions,

aai between 80' and 90' at most places, excepting

e near the sea ; the mean of the highest for the

. from all stations was 89J^ The lowest tem-
-res of the air in the week were 47° at Cam-

br.ige, 48' at Nottingham, and 49" at WolverhamptoQ
and Eccles ; at Plymouth 57' was the lowe?t tempe-
rature ; the mean from all stations was 51^°. The
range of temperature in the week was the greatest at

Cambridge, Nottingham, and Eccles, each being 44*,

and the least at Brighton, 24^' ; the mean range ol

temperature from all stations was 37^'. The mean of

the seven high day temperatures was the highest at

Bristol, 9oi*, and the lowest at Brighton, 74!' ; the

mean value from all stations was So'. The mean of the

seven low night temperatures was the lowest at Eccles,

55;', and the highest at Plymouth, 59^-*. The mean
daily range of temperature was the greatest at Bristol,

33I', the next in order was ag'' at Cambridge, and
was the least at Liverpool, 14^"; the mean daily range
from all stations was 234\
The mean temperature of the air for the week was

664', being S|' higher than the value for the corre-

sponding week in 1875. The highest occurred at

Bristol, 71^'. and Blackheath, 69!% and the lowest
was at Liverpool, 61 J'.

The amount of rain measured at Hull was o 54
inch, at Manchester was o 43 inch, at Wolverhamp-
ton and Sheffield was a quarter of an inch, and at

most other stations no rain fell ; the average fall over

the country was one-tenth of an inch nearly. There
were thunderstorms at different parts of the country

on the 1 6th and 22d. The weather during the week
was very fine, bright, and hot throughout. At
Leicester the observer remarks *' that .Sunday, the

l6th inst., was the hottest day since August, 1S6S."

In Scotland the highest temperatures of the air

varied from 87"" at Dundee to 80° at Paisley ; the

mean value from all stations was 84. The lowest

temperatures of the air ranged from 49° at Dundee to

53" at Leith ; the general mean from all stations was
50^°. The mean range of temperature in the week
from all stations was ^^h^.

The mean temperature of the air for the week was
62j% being 4° lower than that of England, and 2I''

higher than the value for the corresponding week in

1S75. The highest happened at Perth, 644', and the

lowest at Paisley, 59l^
The amounts of rain measured varied from six-

tenths of an inch at Dundee to one-hundredth of an

inch at Perth. The average fall over the country was
a quarter of an inch.

At Dublin the highest temperature was 92^', the

lowest 40^°, the mean 63^". No rain fell.

J.-\M£S GLAISHER,

©iituarg*
We have already announced the death of Mr. W.

G. McIvoR, Superintendent of the Xeilgherry Cin-

chona plantations, and we now learn, from an

Indian paper, that the sad event took place

on June S, the anniversary of Sir Joseph Paxton's

death. For eight-and-twenty yean has Mr. Mclvor's

name been honourably a^ociated with the Neil,

gherries. He was a native of Dollar, in Scotland,

and obtained a thorough horticultural and arboricul-

tural training, on the strength of which he was

appointed in 1S4S superintendent of the gardens at

Ootacamand- Shortly after his arrival he married,

and last year his numerovis friends, of all ranks of

society, celebrated his silver wedding in the gardens,

all being aware that never had a marriage proved

more fruitful of happiness to husband and wife.

Mr. Mclvor found in his wife a most genial,

thorough, practical and intelligent help - meet,

and the first regret one feels at his loss is

chiefly connected with the sense of the bereavement

that so exemplary a wife has sustained. The

success of the Cinchona experimental cultivation on

the Xeilgherries is mainly due to Mr. Mclvor's

exertions. Mr. Clements Markham, in a very ad-

venturous way, conveyed the first batch of plants

from their native habitat in Peru to the Xeilgherries,

and well earned the Companionship of the Bath for

so great a service to fever-stricken humanity ; but

it was Mr. Mclvor's genius that brought about the

success that has now been assured to the culture of

Cinchona in India. The fruits of this success have

not yet been reaped in sufficient abundance to

acquaint the world with the value of his exertions ;

but when that chronic curse of India, fever, which

now slays nearly 1,750,000 of our fellow-subjects

per annum, has been grappled with by the bring-

ing of the Cinchona febrifuge within every man's

reach, it will be admitted that Mr. Mclvor's life was

eminently one of great present and future usefulness

to his fellow beings. The news of his death will take

most people by surprise, for he lived an eminently

healthful life ; he was blessed with a robust constitu-

tion ; he revelled in the bracing climate of the home

of half his lifetime ; he had work to do that it was

an abiding pleasure to him to perform ; he was a

model of abstemiousness, moderation, and domesticity

;

and his circumstances illustrated the affluence resulting

from national thrift. Indian agricvilmre has sustained

a great loss by his death ; and the Xeilgherries espe-

cially have been deprived of a settler who had their

best interests constantly at heart. Most of the chief

officers of Government on the Hills attended his

funeral at Ootacamund. The pall-bearers were the

Hon. Sir \V. R. Robinson, K.C.S.I., Senior,

the Hon. R. S. EULs C.B., Second Member of

Council, the Hon. D. F. Carmichael, Revenue

Secretary to Government, and Mr. Cockerell, Com-
missioner of the Xeilgherries ; and among the

mourners were the Hon. R. A. Dalyell, Second

Member of the Board of Revenue, Major-General

Walker, D. P.W., Secretary to Government, Colonel

Michael, C.S.I., Military Secretary to Government,

Colonel Beddome, Conservator of Forests, Colonel

MuUins, R.E., Chief Engineer for Irrigation and

Joint D.P.W., Secretary to Government, Major

Tennant, Inspector-General of Jails, all district

officers, numerous European gentlemen, including

planters and estate agents, and many natives. The
funeral service was read by the Bishop of Madras,

assisted by his domestic chaplain. This official

homage to the memory of the deceased gentleman

forms the fitting termination of a career that was

probably fraught with momentous consequences to

future generations in the fever-stricken plains.

On the 2ist inst, at N^ew York, Henr/,
youngest son ol Charles Lee, of The Vineyard,

Hammersmith, and Croxby House, Hounslow,
aged 32,
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(Enquiries.

He that (juestiamth much sJiall Uam wci^A.—Bacon.

123. MON'STERA. (Ptt^v/i/a^i/^r asks what is the origin

of the name of this fruit, and, what, if any, is its vernacu-

lar name ?

124. Acer l^.tum.—Does thisdiflfer from that grown
as A. colchicum rubrum ? A'. [We should be glad if

some correspondent would kindly send us a leaf of A,
Icetum. Eds.]

125. Melons.— W. H. would be glad to know what
is about the average weight of Reid's Scarlet-flesh,

Bloxholm Hall, and Heckfield Hybrid Melons.

Answers to Correspondents.

Balsam : A. D. The flower, measuring 2^ inches in

diameter, is very fine, and a good double flower to

boot.

Death's Head Moth : J. Tims. The caterpillar you
met with is that of the Death's-head moth (fig. 35),

usually found feeding on Potato plants. It is one of

the handsomest of our Rritish insects, the caterpillars

being of a bright apple-green, with diagonal violet

stripes and scattered black dots. The moth, despite

its uncanny markings, is very handsome, and, despite
popular prejudice, quite harmless.

Grantham Flowek Show: H.F. and a Youn^ Gar-
dener.—We have received yoiu' names and addresses.

We have also ascertained the truth of the statement
made by " H. F." and insinuated by a "Young
Gardener," that certain plants were borrowed for

exhibition at one of the shows held at Grantham,
and we are authorised to say that such statements and
insinuations are absolutely untrue and devoid of
foundation. " H. F." and a "Young Gardener*'
should know that in propagatmg such misstatements
they have incurred a very grave responsibility.

Grub on Rose Tree : F. Webber. Our correspondent's
envoi has not had fair play. It was well packed, but
unfortunately this hot weather had driven us for a day
or two into the country, which occasioned a little delay
in opening it, and on doing so we found that the larvae

had got into rather a sodden moribund state. As to
the Rose-leaf feeder it is a sawfiy, probably a species
ofEmphytus. The Cucumber-leaf larva was too far

gone for identification. A. M.
Monstrous Potato-flower : R. A. P. Your flower

is similar to cue sent us by Mr. Marshall, of Ely, in

1870. The true corolla is absent, and its place sup-
plied by a second row of stamens (see fig. 36).

Malformed Foxglo\'E : Mrs. S. T. Such irregulari-

ties are not very rare ; they result from the fusion of
several flowers into one large, bell-shaped blossom,
but what causes this peculiar growth we do not know.
We always see the flower when it is fully developed,
not when it is in process of growth.

Names of Plants : W. P. We cannot name your
plant from a leaf only.

—

Pustic. Erythrcea Cen-
taureum. ~B. Y. Francoa sonchifolia.

—

H. F. G.
Pancratium (Hymenocallis) rotatum.— .1/. H. \V.
I, Cornus sanguinea ; 2, Specimen insufficient

; 3,
Comus paniculatata

; 4, Philadelphus coronarius . 5.
Lonicera involucrata ; 6, Quercus rubra. They may
ail be grown in Scotland.—Gram /«(:«•. The speci-

mens sent are Bromus secalinus L. ! and the

Oat—genera so very distinct that it is impossible for

the seed to have " reverted to us original type." It is,

we believe, the same plant as that which gave rise to

similar fallacies on the other side of the Atlantic last

ye^x.—Potk. I, Lysiraachia verticillata ; 2, L. ciliata.

~P. F. .M. I, Streptocarpus Rexii ; 2, Asclepias
curassavica

; 3, Lythrum SaJicaria.— IV. D. F. i,

Campanula fragilis ? 2, Pileamuscosa.

—

A Subscriber.

Rhus cotinus, the Wig-plant.

Pansies and Phloxes : Downie &' Laird. The
seedling Phlox is a beautiful-shaped flower—white,

with a rosy purple eye. The strain of Pansies is a
very good one, and the mauve-coloured flowers are

especially promising.

York and Lancaster Rose.—We have received

from Mr. Halstead, the Greaves Nurseries, Lancaster,

some fine flowers ot this fine old Rose, and which are

similar in all respects to those shown by Mr. Laing at

the Cr)'stal Palace.

•»• Correspondents are specially requested to address,

post-paid, all communications intended for publica-

tion to the "Editors," and not to any member of the

staff personally. The Editors would also be obliged

by such communications being sent as early in the

week as possible. Letters relating to Advertisements,
or to the supply of the Paper, should be addressed to the

Publisher^ and not to the Editors.

^^ Foreign Subscribers sending Post-office Orders,

payable at the post-office. King Street, Covent Gar-
den, London, are requested to be good enough to

write to the Publisher, at the office of this paper,

41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, at the same
time, to inlorra him of the fact.

Co Deceived.—J. V. V.—John Sadler.-E. P.

W. Sowerby (next week).—G. B.—S. T.—I* A. v. H. vbest

thanks).—W. O C—J. U.—Ignoramus.—H. & Co.—A. F.—
J. F.—R. D.—W. G. S.—A. U—C. Y. M.—W. T.-D. R.
& Co.—A. B. (next week).—G. F. H.—W. T. T.-J. P.

*,• LMPORTANT NOTICE.— r>4i AGRICULTURAL

Gazette is Published on Mondays, in time

for the Evening Mails, containing a Full Report of

the London Markets, and of all other Agricultural

Intelligence up to the hour ofgoing to press.

Htarhcts*
COVEXT GARDEX, July 27.

The greater bulk of the soft fruits has now been on

the market, and considering the quantity that has come
they have fetched good prices, quotations being much
the same as last week, with the exception of Cherries,

which are now coming shorter and are realising a high

figure. Jas. Webber, Wholesale Apple Market.

Carnations, 12 bunch. 4 o- <

— Clove. 12 bun... 4 o-
!

Corntlower, per doz. 2 o~ (

Eschscholtztas. doz. 2 o- (

Eucharis, per doz. .. 6 o-i:

Gardenia, per doz. ..20-1
Heliotropes, 12 spr. o 6-

Jasmine, 12 bunches 6 o-i:

Mignonette, 12 bun. 3 o- 1

Pelargoniuins, 12 spr. o 6-
— zonal, 12 sprays o 4-

I

Pinks, white, 12 bun. 6 <

— coloured, 12 bun. a <

Primula, dbl., p. bun. i 1

!
Roses, indoor, p. doz. i <

* — outdoor, 12 bim. 4 (

Spiraea, 13 sprays ..11
Stephanotis, 12 spr. 2 {

Stocks. 12 bunches.. 6 c

I

Sweet Peas, 12 bun. 4 <

I Sweet Sultan. (Cen-
[ taurea), 12 bun. .. 4 (

Plants im Pots.

Balsams, per doz. .. 4 o- 9 <

Begonias, per doz. .. 6 0-12 <

Bouvardias, do. ..12 0-18 <

Calceolaria, per doz. 4 o-iS <

Campanulas, p. doz. 6 0-12 (

Cockscombs, p. doz. 3 o- 9 (

Coleus, per dozen .. 3 o- 9 (

Crassula. per doz. ..12 0-30 <

Cj^perus, do. .

.

.. 6 0-12 (

Dracaena terminalis 30 0-60 <

— viridis, per dor. iS 0-24 <

Ficus elastica .. 2 6-1^ t

Fuchsia, per doz. .-6 0-18 <

Heaths, in ^-arieties,

per doz- .

.

. . 12 0-30 <

Heliotrope, per doz. 6 0-12 (

*. d. s. d.

Hydrangea, per doz. g 0-18 o— paniculata, doz 24 0-60 o
Lilium auratum, do.24 0-60 o

— lancifoUum, do. 12 0-30 o
Lobelia, per dozen .. 4 0-12 o

do.
M>Tt!es. do.
Nasturtiums, dozen 30-90
Palms in \'anety.each 3 6-21 o
Pelargoniums, scarlet,

per doz. . . . . ^ o- g o— in variety, doa. 9 0-24 o
Petunias.double.doz. 9 0-36 o
— single, per doz. . 6 0-12 o

Roses, Fairy, do. .. S 0-12 o

Vbgetab

.d. .d.

Artichokes, per doz. 4 o-
— Eng. Globe, doz. 4 o-
Asparagus (English),

per bundle • . a 0-1

Aubergmes, p. doz. 6 o-

Beans, Fr.,p. bushel 7 o-
— Longpod.p. bush. 4 o-

Beet. per doz. .. i o-
Cabbages, per dor. ..10-
Carrots, per bunch., o 6-

Caulifiowers, spring,

per dozen . . ..20-
Celery, per bundle ..16-
Chilis, green, per 100 3 o-
Cucumbers. each ..04-
Endive. per doz, ..10-
— Batavian, p. doz. 2 o-
Herbs, per bunch .. o »-

Potatos (newX—Jersey Kidneys, i^r. to zSs. ; Rounds, 12s. to

14s. Cherbourg Kidneys, i+i. : Rounds, iii. to 12s. Pen-

zance Kidnei*s, i6s. to 205. per cwt. Old stocks finished.

HorseRadish.p.bun. 6
Leeks, per bunch . . 02-04
Lettuces, per score., a o- .

.

Mint, green, bunch 04-..
Mushrooms, perpott. 10-20
— buttons, do. . . 20-40
Onions, youn=r, bun, 04-06
Parsley, per bunch.. 04-..
Peas, green, per qt, .16-..
Potatos, Sweet, p. lb. o 6- ..

Radishes, per bunch. 01-03
— Spanish, doz. . . 10-..

Rhubarb, per bundle 06-10
Shallots, per lb. ..06-..
Spinach, per bushel 30-..
Tomatas. per doz. . . 30- .

.

Turnips, new, bundle 04-06
Veg. Marrows, doz. 26-..

Cobs and Filbts. , lb,

Melons, each

Oranges, per 100 .. 6 0-12 o
Peaches, per doz. .. 4 0-20 o
Pine-apples, p. lb. .. 30-80
Strawberries, per lb. 06-26

SEEDS.
London : jfuly 26.—The agricultural seed trade ex-

hibits this week no special feature of interest. Samples

of new English Trefod seed are now to hand, and taking

into consideration the complete exhaustion of last and
previous year's stocks the prices asked by growers for new
seed are moderate. New French Italian is also now on
the market. The quality of our homegrown Rapeseed is

this season good, and quotations open about is. per

bushel under the prices of old. For Trifolium incama-

tum there is an improved inquiry. The present drought,

especially if it be protracted, will create a strong demand
for the article. .\5 regards Canary seed no further fall

can this week be noted, fine samples ha\'ing become
scarce. For Hemp and Linseed there is a quiet sale at

unaltered rates, ^ohn Shaw 6* Sons, Seed Merchants,

37, Mark Lane, London, B.C.

CORN.
At Mark Lane on Monday the general tone of busi-

ness remained dull. EngUsh Wheal was almost unsale-

able at lower prices, while foreign was on\g disposable at

IS. reduction. Barley had a downward tend-^ncy, as

also had malt. A better demand existed for Oats, at a

decline of about ^d. per quarter. Maize was ver>- ditfi-

cult to move, and prices favoured purchasers. Beans

were cheaper. Peas were nominally unaltered. In flour

the quotations ruled weak.—On Wednesday there was

no change in the condition of the market. Where sales of

Wheat were forced some concession had to be made.

Barley and other kinds of produce were offered, and

buyers in all cases operated with a certain amount of

reticence, the weather being highly satisfactory for the

maturing crops.—Average prices of com for the week

ending July 22 :—Wheat, 4SJ. 2J. ; Barley. 301. in/. ;

Oats, Q&s. ^d. For the corresponding week last year :

—

Wheat, 47i. sd. ; Barley, 35;. ; Oats, 29J.

CATTLE.
There was a short supply of beasts at market on Mon-

day, but quite sufficient for the demand. A consignment

of Canadian o.xen arrived in excellent condition, and met

with a ready sale. Prices generally were about the same

as last week. For sheep trade was very didl, and it was

difficult to maintain late quotations. Choice lambs were

in demand. Trade was very dull for calves. Quota-

tions :—Beasu, 4^. 4^/. to 5J., and $s. 6d. to 6/. ; calves,

4J. 4(/. to 5i. 6d. : sheep, y. +i. to 6r., and 6j. 6d.,

to 7s. ; lambs. 6s. 8d. to 7s. SJ. ; and pigs, 4s. ^d. to

5J. 4^. -On Thursday trade was dull in beasts, and

prices on the average lower. For sheep prices were not

so good as on Monday. Trade was active for choice

lambs, but dull for inferior. Calves were lower.

HAY.
At Whitechapel Market on the 25th straw was rather

dearer at from 401. to 52i., and the better qualities of

other classes of fodder ruled firm. Inferior stuff, how-

ever, was dull. Prime Clover, loor. to 152^.; inferi:>r,

Zy. to 95^. ;
prime meadow hay, 90J. to 140?. ;

inferior,

~,y. to 75J-. per load. On Thursday supplies were mode-

rate and trade steady. Quotations :—Clover, best, i2ar.

to 1501. : inferior, 85J. to 950.: hay, best, n^i. to 140J.;

inferior, $y. to 75X. ; straw, 40J. to 50J. per load.—Cum-
berland Market quotations :—Superior old meadow hay.

i^os. to i6oi. ; inferior, xoos. to 115J.; new hay, 1201. to

140-f.; superior old clover, 140J. to 160;. ; inferior, i2ar.

to i35i. ; new Clover, 12a;. to 1471. ; and straw, 45/. to 52J,

POTATOS.
The Borough and Spitalfields markets reports for the

24th inst. state that the arrivals of Potatos conunue on

a limited scale, and a steady trade experienced for all

descriptions at late rates :—Regents, 2201. to 240/. ;

Shaws, 190/. to 200J. ; and kidneys, 180J. to 220J. per

ton.—Last week's imports into London consisted of

2651 packages, 881 bags, and 607 sacks from Dunkirk ;

3896 baskets, Rotterdam ; 926 packages, 1 122 baskets,

153 bushels. 92 bags, and 80 hampers, Antwerp;

216 casks, 25 baskets, Hamburgh ; 491 cases, 383 boxes,

and 16 tons Barfleur : 230 cases, St. Vaast ; 270 cases.

Cherbourg ; 30 casks, Gibraltar ; 24 tons, Pampol

28 baskets Boulogne : and 18 packages, Marseilles,

COALS.
Business has been done to a fair extent at the foUow-

ing quotations :—Hastings Hartiey, 17^-- ^d.\ West

Hartley, 17s. 3^.: Walls End—Lambton, 19^. 6d.\

Original Hartlepool. 20s. ; South Hetton, 20;. ; Kelloc,

xSj,; East Hartlepool, 19^, gd.; Tees, igs. gd.
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BELGIAN GLASS for GREENHOUSES, &c.,
Can be cbtained in all sizes and ciualities, of

BETHAM & SON,
9, LOWER THAMES STREET, LONDON. E.C.

B. & S. have always a large Stock in London of 20-in. by
12-in., 20-in. by 14-in., 20-in. by i6-in., in 16-oz. and 21-oz.

THE CHEAPEST and MOST DURABLE
SHADING.—" Lasting for vears."

MADE of PREPARED WOOL and HAIR.
A perfect non-conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed

temperature where it is applied.
Patroiused by Her Maiesty the Queen, for Windsor Castle

;

Prince Christian, for Frogmore Gardens ;the late Sir. J. Paxton
;

the late A. F. Paxton, Esq. : the late S. Rucker, Esq., S:c.

"FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS. ,
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John Edmonds & Co.,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

LILLIE BRIDGE, FULHAM, LONDON, S.W.,

WILL BE HAPPY TO FURNISH

PLANS and ESTIMATES for the Erection and Heating complete of

CONSERVATORIES and HOTHOUSES of every description.

VERANDAHS, PAVILIONS, GLASS APPROACHES, &C.

MANSIONS, CHURCHES, SCHOOLS, PICTURE GALLERIES, HALLS, &c.,

Heated by Hot Water on the best principles.

PATENTEES OF THE TUBULAR SADDLE BOILER.
PRICE LISTS ON APPLICATIONS.

v?^*^^

%a^^^^a?!l^.^^^'rf

f.

s

\iX>.y<:

^axtoriWoTli§ SlielJiclA.

THE THAMES BANK
IRON COMPANY,

Old Barge Wharf, Upper Ground Street, London,

HOT-WATER BOILERS. SURREY .SIDE, BL.'^CKFRIARS BRIDGE. PIPES, CONNECTIONS.

rn)

NEW PATENT "CLIMAX" BOILER (1S74). See
p. 666, 1874, GjrJenirs' Chronicle.

"GOLD MEDAL" BOILER (Birmingham, 1872).

PATENT "EXCELSIOR- BOILER (1871).

1^ The lariat and nwst complete Slock in the

Trade ; upwards of Twenty Thousand Pounds icorlh

to choose from.

" WITLEY COURT BOILER (Silver Medil 18 )

" TRENTHAM 1MPR0\ ED BOILER, wilh Water
way End and Smoke Consumer

"TUBULAR," and every other Bo ler of kno \n mer 1

or excellence.

^- Prize Medal 4 uirded it the Wat nil L nte t,

Birmingham, 1874.

MILL'S PATENT AUXILIARY FUEL ECONOMISER,

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED COMPLETE.
PRICE LIST on application ; or. Six Stamps for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, 4lh Ediiion.

JOHN MATTHEWS, The Royal Pottery,
^f Wcston-siiper-M.nre, Manufacturer of TERRA-COTTA
VASES, FOUNTAINS. ITALIAN BASKETS, BORDER
TILES, GARDEN POTS, of superior qu.ilily, from 1 to
30 inches diameter, stand the frost, and seldom turn green.
ORCHID, KERN, SEED, .ind STRIKING PANS, RHU-
BARB .ind SEAKALE POTS, &c. Price Lists post-free.

Sheet of Designs, bd. Book of Designs, i j.

LASCELLES PATENT LENT WOOD
U.)NbERVATOMES and ( KLLNHOUSES.— All

Gardeners know that Wood is better than Iron for Plant Grow-
ing, and by the above system a handsome curved house can be
erected as cheaply as a plain straight one.

The curved house is more durable, stronger, lighter in con-
struction, and no bent glass is required.

SIR JOSEPH PAXTON'S
HOTHOUSES for the MILLION.

THE SIMPLEST AND CHEAPEST,
Being easily fixed, and removed again, if required, by local

carpenter. Sent out fully glazed and painted.

He.ating AiT.\RATi's, special for these Houses, portable and
complete, with directions to fix.

A Pamphlet, with several Illustrations, free for two stamps.
A Handbook of Vine and Fruit Tree Cultivation, by Post, lyl.

HEREMAN and MORTON,
14. TICHBORNE SlRl'.ET. REGENT'S (1UADRANT

LO.N'DON, W.

BOULTON AND PAUL
Norwich. Horticultural Builders.

NEW PATENT GREENHOUSES.-Can be .

out the aid of either carpenter, glazier, painter, 01

New Lists, containing a lltunber of Illustrations

PATENT PLANT PRESERVERS.—Now ready, our new
List of Prices, with full descriptions, clearly showing the uses
to which these handy articles may be applied. Free by post.

MELON OR CUCUMBER FRAMES— All sizes ready

ecteel with-
bricklayer.

fori

Height at back, 24 in.; at front, 13 in.; sides, it^' in. thick:
lights, 2 in. thick. iM.ade of best red deal, painted three coats ;

every pane of glass [zt oz.) is il.-iiled as well as puttied in ; each
light has an iron strengthening rod and handle.

Cash prices, carriage paid to any station in England :

—

All 6 feet wide. £ s. d. \ All 6 feet wide. £ s. d.

4 ft. long, 1 light .. 1 17 6 16 ft. long, 4 lights ..676
Sft. „ 2 „ ..35 o 20ft. ,, 5 „ .. 7 17 6
12 ft. ,, 3 ,, .. 4 17 6

I
34 ft. ,, 6 ,, ..976

Illu.strated Catalogue for 1876, containing upwards of sixty
Engravings, with prices, of Conservatories, Greenhouses.
Peach Houses Fore ng Houses Pits ^c free by post for 12

""""^

BOULTON AND PAUL Norwich

w. H LASCELLES, Horticuitlral
B ELDER Fn bur^ Steam Jo ne J W k

I I B h 11 Ro London E L

E na en on applcalon f r fREENHOUSEb and

LO\bEK\ ^lOKIEb ofall k nd and to inj de j,"

GARDEN BOXES and LIGHTS. Each.

Portable Box with One Light, 6 feet by 4 feet, glazed s. d.

good 16-OZ. sheet glass, painted four coats, and

packed ready for use 35 t>

Portable Box with Two Lights, as above, each light

6 feet by 4 feet 65°
LIGHTS ONLV.

3 feet by 4 feet Light, not painted nor glazed .. .. 36
Ditto glazed, good i6-oz. sheet glass, and painted 4 coats 10 o

6 feet by 4 feet, not painted nor glazed 60
Ditto glazed and painted four coats 166
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THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE.

Scale of Charges for Advertising.
Ucnd line charged as two.

And two shillings for every additional five lines.

If set across columns, the lowest charge will be 30J.

Page £9 ° o

Hall Page S
Colu 3 5

i, and others, wanting places, 26 words is. 6i{.
, and 6d.

for every additional line, or part of a line.

THESE ADVERTISEMENTS MUST DE PREPAID.

Advertisements for tlu current lueek must reach the Office

by Thursday naon.

P.0.0. tote made payable at _the King Street Post Office,W.C.

Of
> W. RiCHARl

E—41, Wellington Skeet,
- London. W.C.

Cove

me Best, Cheapest, and Most Durable Paint

for all kinds of Work, Internal and External, is

THE GRANITIC PAINT.— Its body is

superior to Lead, its durability far greater, and it is more

economical. Sold, ground in Oil, in ALL COLOURS, by the

GRANITIC PAINT COMPANY, Removed to 45, Fish

Street Hill , E.G.

Damp Walls Cured and Decay in Stone Prevented,
at a Trifling Cost, by

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSI-
TION.—Manufactured in all Colours, or as a COLOUR-

LESS LIQUID, by the

SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION and GRANITIC
PAINT COMPANY. Removed to 45, Fish Street Hill, EC.

OH Paint No Longer Necessary.

HILL AND SMITH'S BLACK
VARNISH for Preserving Ironwork, Wood, or Stone.

This Varnish is an excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-

door work, while it is fully two-thirds cheaper. It was intro-

duced upwards of thirty years ago by the advertisers, and its

genuine good quality, notwithstanding a host of unprincipled

imitators, is fully attested by its constantly increasing sale. It

may be applied by an ordinary labourer, requires no mixing or

thinning, and is used cold. It is used in the grounds at

Windsor Castle, Kew Gardens, and at the seats of many hun-

dreds of the Nobility and Gentry, from whom the most flattering

testimonials have been received, which Hill & Smith will

forward on application.
Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at is. 6i/. per gallon,

at the Manufactory, or is. Zd. per gallon carriage paid to any
Station in the Kingdom.

Unsolicited Testimonial.
Glatigivilly, Llanputnpsant, Carmarthen, Nov. 27, 1873.

—

"Mr. Lloyd Lloyd encloses cheque for ;£3 5s., amount due to

Messrs. Hill & Smith, and he considers the Black Varnish

one of the most useful things he ever possessed.

"

Apply to HILL and SMITH, Bri^erly Hill Ironworks, near
Dudley; and 118, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.G., from
whom only it can be obtained.
CAUTION.~\l having lately come to the knowledge of

Hill & Smith that spurious imitations of this Varnish are

being offered by unprincipled dealers at a slight reduction in

price, they would specially draw attention to the fact that every

cask of their Varnish is legibly marked with their name and
adress, without which none is genuine.

CARSONS' PAINT,
PATRONISED BY THE QUEEN,

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,
The Brltleli, Indian and Colonial Governments,

8000 of the Nobility, Gentry, and Clergy,

Railway and Canal Companies, Collieries, Iron-
masters, &c., &c..

Is extensively used for all kinds of

OUTDOOR WOEK.
It is especially applicable to

WOOD, IRON, BRICK, STONE & COMPO.
CAN BE LAID ON BY UNSKILLED LABOUR.

Sold in all Colours,

2 cwt. free to all Stations.

Prices, Patterns, aud Testimonials sent Post Free.

WALTER CARSON & SONS,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD,

LtTDGATE HILL, LONDON, B.C.,
And 21, BACHELOR'S WALK, DUBLIN.

No Agents.

KoBher's Garden Edging TUes.

1HE ABOVE and many other PATTERNS
,,,.; made in materl.ils of great durability. The

plainer sons are specially

cd for KITCH EN i^m^

further labour or expense,
as do 'grown" Edgings, consequently beins; much cheaper.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS," &c., in Artificial Stone,

very durable and ofsuperior finish, and in great variety of design.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers. Upper Ground
Street, Blackfriars, S.E.; King's Road, Chelsea. S.W.;
Kincslaiid Road. E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES,"

PLANT COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES; also

for FOXLEY'S PATENT HEADED GARDEN "WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories. Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c.,

from 35. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of plain or

more elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, lor Lining Walls of Dairies,

Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable

Paving of great durabdity. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles

of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates. Cement, &c.

F. ROSHER AND CO.. Brick and Tile Merchants.
See addresses above.

SILVER SAND,
fine or coarse grain as desired. Prices by Post per ton

or Truck Load, on Wharf in London, or delivered direct from

Pits to any Railway Station. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries.

KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates m any
quantities.

F. ROSHER AND CO.—Addresses see above.

N.B.—Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Whar^-es.

A liberal Discount to the Trade.

Important to Farmers.

DAY, SON AND HEWITT, the Original and
Sole Proprietors of the STOCK-BREEDERS' MEDI-

CINE CHEST, for all disorders in Horses, Cattle, Calves,

Sheep, and Lambs. These Chests contain the celebrated
• CHEMICAL EXTRACT." for Wovinds. Swollen Udders, &c.
" GASEOUS FLUID," for Scour or Diarrhma, and all Pains.
" RED DRENCH," for Cleansing the Blood, and for Fevers.
" RED PASTE BALLS," for Conditioning Horses.
" BRONCHOLINE," for Husk or Hoose in Sheep and Lambs.
" GASEODYNE," for Heaving and Painrng.

Prices, with "Key to Farriery," £2 16s. 6d. and £6 6s.

Each Preparation can be had separately, carriage paid.

Used for forty years throughout the United Kingdom and
British Colonies.
DAY, SON, AND HEWITT, 22, Dorset Street, Baker

Street, London. W.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SO UTH WaTeS ADVERTISER.

CONTENTS :—

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF,
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Drawn and Engraved

specially for this Journal).

NATURAL HISTORY (Original Articles).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS.
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation

throughout the Australian Colonies, New Zealand,

Polynesia, Sic. It contains a large amount of informa-

tion on a great variety of subjects.

Subscription in Advance, £1 per Annum.
Single Copies, 4<f. ; Stamped, 5(/.

Publishing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South
Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Agents are authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS,
which must be paid in advance, for the SYDNEY
MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY MAIL :—

London .... Mr. George Street, 30, Comhill, E.C.

Mr. F. Alfjar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lom-
bard Street, E.C.

Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride

Street, Fleet Street, E.C.

Birmingham Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street,

Liverpool ,. Lee & Nightingale, 15, Northjohn Street.

Bristol James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance

Buildings.

Edinburgh . . Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow .... W. Porteous & Co., 15, Royal Exchange
Place.

Copies of each Journal are filed at the above Offices

for the use of Advertisers.

IHE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
for MONDAY, July =4.

Contents.

A Trip to Ardfert Abbey— The Beekeeper— Birmingham
Meeting—Butter at Birminghan—Harvest Carts—Charbon—
Cheese at Birmingham—Cricket—Cynical Critics—Dairy in

New South Wales— Dairyman's Association—Devon—Devons

at Birmingham—Note from Dublin—Note from Edinburgh—
Our Potato Fields—Garden of the Farm—Harvest Waggons
—Harvest Work—Hayward, Tyler & Co.'s Engines— Here,

fords at Birmingham—Horses at Birmingham—Hot Air Engine

—Ice Z'. Beer— Implements at Birmingham— Harvest in North

Ireland — Note from Lancashire —Note from Lincolnshire-

Meeting of Members—Milk and Disease—Notes of Week-
Noteworthy Agriculturists, Mr. C. Randell-Pigs at Birming-

ham—The Lethenby Herd-The Prize Farm—Queen Mary—
R.ninfall for 1876-Rose Baskets—Seed Cleaners-Sheep at

Birmingham—Shorthorn Society—Shorthorns at Birmingham-
Note from Sussex—Veterinarian.

Price 4d.: post-free 4%d. Published by William Richards,
at the Office, 7, Catherine Street, Strand, W.C.

THE FLORIST and POMOLOGIST for
August, Price One Shilling, contains Coloured Plates of

NEW PHLOXES, and of PEASGOOD'S NONSUCH
APPLE, and practical articles on
The Carnation and Picotee, Ch.ip. VIII. Why do Carnations

Run, by Mr. E. S. Dodwell (with Illustration ofnew Layer-
ing Knife).

The Auricula, Chap. IV., Propagation by Offsets, by the Rev.
F. D. Horner.

Thinning Stone Fruits on Walls, by Mr. D. T. Fish.

Liquid Manure for Carnations, Sec, by Mr. G. Rudd.
Cedrela sinensis, with Illustration

The Medlar and its Conserve, by Mr. P. Grieve.
The Newer Tea-scented Roses, by Mr. G. Paul.
Garden Work for August, by Mr. H. Knight, Mr. W. Coleman,

and Mr. J. Powell.
Geonoma Garden, with Illustration.

Currants, Red .and White, by Mr. A. F. Barron.
Polypodium Dianai, with Illustration.

Select Double Pyrethrums, by Mr. R. Dean.
Garden Gossip.
Obituary.

Publishing Office, i7t. Fleet Street, London, E.C.

r)EVUE de I'HORTICULTURE BELGE
t et ISTRANGKRE (Belgian and Foreign Horticultural

Review).—Among the principal Contributors are :

—

A. Allard,

E. Andre', C. Baltet, T. Buchetet, F. Burvenich. F. Cre'pin,

Comte de Gomer, De Jonge van Ellemeet, O. de Kerchove de
Denterghem, P. E. de Puydt, C. de Vis, J. Gillon, A. M. C.
Jongkindt Coninck, C. Koch. J. Kicks. L. Linden, T. Moore,
C. Naudin, B. Olivier, H. Ortgies, E. Pynaert, E. Rodigas,
A. Siraux, O. Thomas. A. Van Geert Son, H. J. Van Hulle, J.
Van Volxem, H. J. Veitch. A. Westmacl, and P. Wolkenstein.
This Illustrated Journal appears on the 1st of every month,

in Parts of 24 pages, 8vo, with a Coloared Plate and numerous
Engravings.
Terms of Subscription or the United Kingdom ;—One year,

10^.
,
payable in advance.

Publishing Office : 142, Rue de Bruxelles, Ghent, Belgium.
Post Office Orders to be made payable to M. E. PYNAERT,

at the Chief Post Office. Ghent.

THE CULTIVATOR.—A Portuguese
Monthly Agricultural Journal, which circulates in

Portugal and her possessions, and in the Principal Towns of
the Brazils.

This Paper offers an excellent medium for Advertisements of
every description of industry and of every article of consump-
tion in the cuuntries and places above mentioned.

Advertising charges, 8<^. per square inch. Translation included.
Ten per cent. Discount for six months ; 20 per cent. Discount

for twelve months, if paid in advance.
Address, the Editor of the Culitvator, St. Michael's, Azores.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARbORICULTURE de
FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CHERE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1865 by F.

Blirv-enich. E. Pvnaert, E. Rodigas, and H. J. Van
Hulle, Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgiaa
Government at Ghent. Post paid los. per annum.
H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Gardens. Ghent, Belgium.

Illustrated Catalogues.

HM. POLLETT has a Collection of nearly
• SEVEN HUNDRED BLOCKS suitable for the

above purpose. Customers can have the use of any of them for

printing in Catalogues, gratis. Apply,
POLLETT'S Horticultural Steam Printing Works. 12 to 15,

Bridgewater Gardens, Barbican, E.C.

WANTED, a NURSERY MANAGER.—
In consequence of the death of Mr. Robert Morrison,

Pinefield Nurseries. Elgin, Messrs. R. & A. Morrison require

the above immediately. One acquainted with the Management
of Scotch Nurseries preferred. To a sober, active man of ex-

perience a free house and liberal salary will be given. None
need apply whose character will nnt bear strict investigation.

Send testimonials to Mr. ALEXANDER MORRISON,
Solicitor, Elgin, N.B.

ANTED, a GARDENER for a Town
Square Garden.—Apply, by letter, stating qualifications

and wages required, to A. B., Ut. Procter, 81, Chiswell Street,

London, E.C.

WANTED, for a Lady, an industrious
WORKING GARDENER, where another is kept;

single, from 30 to 45. He must he a good Flower and Kitchen
Gardener, and be able to keep a good supply of flowers both for

furnishing and cutting (greenhouse and hothouse). No fruit-

house or wall trees. Must be strictly sober, honest, indus-

trious, and obliging. Wages, ,^40 per annum, with board and
lodgings on the place.—Apply by letter to W. KEMP, Gar-

dener. Albury Park, Guildford.

WANTED, an UNDER GARDENER,
whose Wife could undertake the Washing of a private

family. Good collage close to the laundry in the garden.—
Rev. B. PEARSE, Ascot Rectory, Stames,
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WANTED, an UNDER GARDENER,
chiefly to look after Orchids—Sir C. W. STRICK-

LAND, ISart., Hildcnley, Malton.

WANTED, IMMEDIATELY.an UNDER
GARDENER, to attend to Flower Garden and assist

in the Houses.—O. M., The Gardens, Woodstock House,

Golden Green, Hendon, N.

ANTED, at Adel (4 miles from Leeds), a
GARDENER, who would not object to attend to a

cow. Very little glass. Excellent and commodious cott.ige,

with gas and water in the house. First-class character abso-

lutely indispensable.—Apply by letter to H., 9J<, Albion

Street. Leeds.

WANTED, as NURSERY FOREMAN for
Indoor Department, an active energetic M.an of

e-tperience. used to wait upon Customers, and having a general

knowledge of the Nursery Trade,—Apply, stating w.iges and
full particulars, to 13. R. CANT, Nurseryman. Colchester.

wANTED, as PROPAGATOR and
GROWER, for Glass Department, a young Man,

respectable and well up to the business.—Apply, by letter, to

Messrs. SMITH and SIMMS. Nurserymen, Glasgow.

ANTED, in the Glass Department,
a GROWER of ROSES, CAMELLIAS and

GREENHOUSE PLANTS. A Man of experience and
char.acter required.—WM. PAUL AND SON, Pauls Nurseries,

Waltham Cross, Herts^

ANTE157R0SE BUDDERS. - Apply,
stating wages required and qualifications from last em-

ployer, to B. R, CANT, Nurseryman. Colchester.

WANTED, a Young MAN, to assist in the
Houses : must be a good hand at Potting. Tying, and

Watering ; one used to Nursery Work or Growing for Market
preferred. Wages, 24J. per week.—J. DELAMERE, Stanley
Nursery. Bootle, Liverpool.

WANTED, a Young MAN, to work in the
Garden under the Gardener. Lodging found. State

a.?e, and what wages received in last place,—G,, Lord's

Library, 12, Gloucester Road. South Kensington. S.W.

WANTED, a Young MAN, accustomed to
Potting and Tying for Market.—Apply, with parti-

culars, to DRUMMOND BROTHERS, Larkfield Nursery,
Edinburgh.

Seed Trade.—Traveller.
WANTED, as TRAVELLER, in a Whole-

sale House, an energetic Man, who understands the
Trade. Unexceptionable references required. —Particulars of
e.\perience, age, and general qealitications,to L, M., Gariti:nets'

Chronicle OS<c<t, W.C.

WANTED, a CLERK in the Seed Trade.
Lazy men of no use —Siate salary and references to

"JO," Gardeners' CkronicU Ofiice, W.C.

WAN T PLACES.
Head Gardeners.

JOHN LAING can at present recommend
with every confidence several energetic and practical

Men, of tested ability and first-rate character. Ladies and
Gentlemen in WANT of GARDENERS and BAILIFFS,
or GARDENERS for First-rate Establishments or Single-hand
Situations, can be suited, and have full particulars by applying
at Stanstead Park and Rutland Park Nurseries, Forest Hill,

London, S. E.

BS. WILLIAMS having at the present
• time several very excellent GARDENERS upon his

Register, is desirous of placing them in Situations where great
experience and trust are required. B, S, W. would at the same
time beg to intimate that when a Gardener is applied for that
the filling of the situation should be left with him, as that would
prevent unnecessary correspondence and delay,—Victoria and
Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

M~~
ESSRST CRANSTON^aniTMAYX)

S"
beg

to announce that they can now recommend a thoroughly
competent HEAD GARDENER to any Nolleman or Gentle-
man requiring such. He is well up in all the branches of the
profession, especially the Culture of Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, and Fruits ol every kind : he is steady, persevering and
obliging.—Further particulars by applying as above, King's
AcreN Hereford.

BR. CANT, Nurseryman, Colchester,
• can strongly recommend as HEAD- GARDENER a

practical Man of tested ability and first-rate character. Further
particulars on application.

GARDENER (Head). — Age 31, single;
well experienced in all branches of the profession. Good

references.—GARDENER, Cherry Burton, Hull.

GARDENER (Head), where two or more
re kept.—Age 37. married, no family. Good refer-
W. R . High Firs, Harpenden, Her

(:j.ARDENER (Head), to any Nobleman
^^ or Gentleman requiring the services of a thorough
practical Man.—Age 33 ; experienced in Laying-out Grounds
and Planting, &c.—J. K., Thwaite House, Cottingham, Hull.

GARDENER (HeadV^o any" Gentfeman
requiring a practical Man,. — Age 40, married, no

family. Good character from last employer.—A. E., 17, Hart-
field Crescent, New Wimbledon, Surrey.

(TjlARDENER (Head), where two or thTe^
^^ are kept.—Age 36, married : thoroughly experienced,
si.x years' good character. Country preferred.—G. R., S2," ny Road, Lower Norwood, Surrey.

(^RDENER (He.ad).—Age 27, married, no
J^ family

: used to Early and Late Forcing, S:c. , and
Mower and Kitchen Gardening. — C. P., 24, Canterbury
Terrace, Maida Vale. W.

r^ARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married,^ one child
i thoroughly practical in all branches of the

profession Good ch.aracter and reference.—O. W., i, Lewis
Plate, Fulham Road, Fulham, S.W.

GARDENER (Head), where three or more
are kept.—Age 33. married ; thoroughly understands

the profession in all its branches. Excellent character from last

situation.—W. G., 25, Blagrove Road. Notting Hill. W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 33, married ;

great e.xperience in every branch of Gardening. Has
been in good places in England, Scotland, and France. Hichly
satisfactory references and testimonials.—T. B.. BIyth Hall
Gardens, Worksop.

I^ARDENER (Head).—Age 36 ; first-class
VJ Grower of Pines. Vines Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
Well-up in Flower and Kitchen Gardening, Land, Stock, &c.
Can Grow for Exhibition. Highly recommended.-A., 14,

Holly Road, East Oulwich, S,E.

GARDENER (Head), age 32, married, no
family.—Mr. GoLDSMlTH.The Gardens. Polesden Park.

Dorking, is desirous of recommending to any Lady or Gentle-
man a trustworthy, energetic Man, of excellent character, who
has had fifteen years' experience in good gardens.—Address as

To Moblemen and Gentlemen.

GARDENER (Head), where a competent
person is required : age 33.—THO^[AS JoNliS, Gardener

to Mrs. Godman, Park Hatch, Godalming, Surrey, wishes for a
re-engagement as above. Mrs. Godman will be pleased to

answer any questions.—Address as above.

GARDENER (Head), to any Nobleman or
Gentleman requiring the services of a thorough prac-

tical Man.—Age 30. married, no encumbrance : has had exten-
sive experience in some of the best places in England, and can
produce excellent testimonials from such. Two years Head
Gardener in last situation, and can have first-class character
from last employer. Left of own accord.—A. COCKER
Fisher. Holmes & Co., Handsworth, Sheffield.

(^ARDENER (Head, Working), where
VT help is given. — M.arried ; thoroughly understands all

branches, and has excellent references.-HENRY PASKETT,
St, Cross, Winchester.

G^ARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 40,
-^ two in family ; understands Early and Late Forcing

Fruit, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening ; Farm Bailiff if

required.—W. N., Palgrave Lows, Suffolk.

GARDENER (Head, Working), where
one or two more are kept.—Age k8, single ; understands

Gardening in all its branches. Three years' good character.—
T. FUNNELL. Bonwicks' Cottage, Ifieid. Crawley. Sussex.

GARDENER (HEAD, Working).—Age 30,
married, one child ; thoroughly understands the profession

in all its branches. Two and a half years' good character.

—

WILLIAM MATTHEWS, Linda Vista, Abergavenny.

GARDENER^(^Head7 Working).—Age^,
no incumbrance ; thoroughly understands the profession

in all its branches. Sixteen years' experience. Last place, six

years in a Baronet'sgarden, Unexceptionable references.—A. B.,
W. Pickerill, Scotlands, Wolverhampton.

/^ARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 42,
V,-^ married ; has had good practical experience in all

branches of the profession. Twelve years' character from two
last places.—W. G., 65, Nursery Road, near Brixton Station,
B.ixton, S.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 30,
married, no family ; energetic and practical, excellent in

F uit Growing, also in Exotic Gigantic Plant Growing, Flower-
ing and Foliage, Hard and Soft-wooded, for Exhibiting or
Home Dispensing ; good in Kitchen Gardening. Laying-out
New Grounds, &c. Has lived in large establishments. Highly
recommended by last employer. State wages, &c. , given, to

A. B., Great Livermere, Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk.

GARDENER.—A Gentleman wishes to
recommend his Gardener, who has been thirteen years

in his service and has had the Alanagement of extensive Fruit
and Flower Gardens. No family.—E. M., 5, Mount Street, W.

GARDENER.—Mr. Geo. Arnold, Milton
Hall, near Gravesend. will be happy 10 recommend his

Gardener to any Nobleman or Gentleman requiring a com-
petent, steady, trustworthy nmn in that capacity.

GARDENER (Working).—Age 26, married,
no encumbrance. —Understands Stove and Greeenhouse

Plants, Vines, Pit and Frame work, and the routine work in the
Kitchen and Flower Garden. 'Iwo years' character ; other
references if required.—W. E., Post-office, Kingsbury, near
Ilminster. Somerset.

GARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 22,
single; tirree years' good character.—J. P. , Post-office,

Retford.

GARDENER (Single-handed or other-
wise),—Thoroughly understands his duties. No objec-

tion to make himself generally useful.—T. T., West Wickham
Post-office, near Beckenham, Kent, S.E.

GARDENER (good Single-handed).—
Age 28. single : thoroughly experienced in al

branches, including Vines. Peaches. Melons. Cucumbers. &c.—
W. J. G., 25, Goldsmith's Place, Canonbury Road, Islington, N,

GARDENER (Second, or good Single-
h.\nded).—Age 25, married, no family ; ten years' good

experience in Vines, Cucumbers, Melons, Stove and Green-
house Plants. Excellent character,-J, D., 31, Sussex Place,
Masbro' Road, Hammersmith, W.

GARDENER (Second), in a good Estab-
lishment.—Age 22 : has been accustomed to Forcing,

Pines, Vines, Peaches, and Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

Good references,—W. SQUIBB, King William Street, Swindon,
Wilts^

ARDENER (Under).—Age 21 ; is used to
Indoor and Outdoor Gardening. — Address, stating

wages, to J. ROFE, Market PLace, Cranbrook, Kent.

ARDENER (UNDER). — Age 21. Good
character from last situation.—A. B. C., Grecnaway,

Catford Bridge, S.E.

GARDENER (Under), in a Gentleman's
Garden, where he may gain more experience in house

work.—Age 23.—Address, stating wages, to J. H., Botanical
Gardens, Birmingham.

To Gardeners.

JOURNEYMAN. — Young, respectable.
Good references from present and late employers.

—

JOHN CURRAN, The Gardens, Mawley Hall, Bewdley,

PROPAGATOR (Hard-wqoded). — Many
years' experience in Conifers, Hardy Trees and Shrubs,

Roses. Rhododendrons, Clematis, S:c. Good reference.—A..
Po-sl-office, Roehampton, Surrey.

i:j^OREMAN, or SECON'd, in a Gentleman's
-L place —Age 26. Good character. State wages.—
W. C. PAVEY, I, May Place, Perry Street, Gravesend.

FOREMAN.—Age 24 ; has a practical know-
ledge of the profession in all its branches. Good

references.—H. C, t36. High Street, Clapham, S.W.

FOREMAN.—Age 26 ; seven years' ex-
perience in the Glass Department of a first-class Nursery.

—G. S., 25. Eleanor Road. Waltham Cross. Herts.

FOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentle
man's Garden — Eight years practical experience in a!

kinds of Plant and Fruit growing. Good references.— K. W
Colworih Gardens, Sharnbrook, Bedford.

FOREMAN (Outdoor, Working).—
Age 26; twelve years' experience in general Ntu-sery

Work, well versed in Frnit Trees, Roses, &c. Good character.— B., Post-office, Northallerton.

WANTED, by a Gentleman, age 31, a
situation in a Nursery, Seed, or Floral business.

Good reference.—K- W.. Strontian Lodge, Cotham, Bristol.

RAUGHTSMXNT^Hasliad'Tome" e.xperi-
n a London Horticultural Builder's Firm.— G. 32

N.

D
Stock Orchard Crescent, Holloway, Londo,

TRAVELLER, MANAGER, ^o7~CONFI-
DENTIAL CLERK, in the Nursery or Seed Trades.

A Gentleman of active habits, who is well acquainted with the
business. Excellent references.- A. Z., 22, Romilly Road,
Finsbury Park, London, N.

c

rRAVELLER, or SALESMAN and
CORRESPONDENT.—A Gentleman of many years'

xperience in the Nursery and Seed Trade desires a re-engage-
lent.—G. C, 87. Dalyell Road, Stockwell, S.

ARPENTER li^d GENERAL
REPAIRER, on a Gentleman's Estate.—Middle-aged,

respectable ; understands all kinds of Indoor Work, Polishin».
Painting. Glazing. So : is a gopd hand at Rustic Work, the
Erecting of Fences, and all kinds of Farm-building Repairs.
Was over thireeen years in last situation. -BETA, 2, Gladstone
Collages, Gladstone Road, South Wimbledon, Surrey.

TO FLORISTS, &C.—A young Lady wants
a re-en^agement in a Florist's or p'lorist and Fruiterer's ;

thoroughly understands the business. Good references.— J 15
Thayer Street. Manchester Square. W.

17 P P S ' S COCOA:
-1^ GRATEFUL—COMFORTING.

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern
the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful appli-
cation of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa. Mr. Epps
has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately-flavoured
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by
the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution may
be gradually built up until strong enough to resist every
tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak point. We
may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti-
fied with pure blood and a properly noiu-ished frame."— C/tiV
Sef-i>ice Gazette.

KIN ARAN'S LL WHISKY.
Kinahan ifc Co. find that, through the recommenda-

tion of the Medical Profession, the demand for their CELE-
BRATED OLD LL WHISKEY for purely medicinal purposes
is ver>' great. They think it will be satisfactory to the Public
to read the following extracts of the Analysis of the LL Whisky
from the eminent analyst. Dr. Arthur Hill Hassall :

—

"I have very carefully and fully analysed samples of this
well-known and popular Whisky. The samples were soft and
mellow to the taste, aromatic and ethereal to the smell. The
Whisky must be pronounced to be pure, well-matured, and of
very excellent quality. The Medical Profession may feel full
confidence in the purity and quality of this Whisky."

20, Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street, London, W.

PURE AE RAT E D WATE R S.
ELLIS'S RUTHIN WATERS.

Crystal Springs— Soda, Potass, Seltzer, Lemonade, Lithia,
And for GOUT, Lithia and Potass.

Corks Branded " R. ELLIS .\nd SON, RUTHIN," and
every label bears their trade mark. Sold everywhere, and
Wholesale of Ellis & Son, Ruthin, N. Wales. London Agents

W. BEST AND SONS, Henrietta St., Cavendish Sq.~~
I'luid"

~

DINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for ACIDITY of the STOMACH
HEARTBURN, HEADACHE, GOUT, and
INDIGESTION ; and the safest aperient for delicate
Constitutions, Ladies, Children, and Infants.

DINNEFORD and CO.,
172, New Bond Street, London, and all Chemists.

GLLGWAY'S PILLS,— Have the remedy
within your reach. Nothing has yet equalled the

efficacy of Holloway's Balsamic Pills in checking disease in,

and restoring vigour to, the human body. They root out alt

impurities from the blood, and regulate and invigorate every
organ. Immense care is taken to secure the genume prepara-
tion to the public, that no disappointment may be caused to

invalids seeking health by Holloway's medicine. Their com-
position and careful packing prevent the impairment of their
virtues by time, sea voyage, or climate. They never gripe or
cause inconvenience. In disturbances of the system, disorders
of the digestive apparatus, and derangements of the bowels
these Pills exercise an almost magical power, which conquers
disease safely, quickly, conveniently, and cheaply.
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HE ROYAL GARDENS, KEW.
n^HE "GARDExNERS' CHRONICLE" for SATURDAY NEXT, August 5, will contain a

-*- SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT, consisting of Twelve Pages of Original Wood Engravings and

Letterpress, descriptive of the Royal Gardens, Kew,

The Supplement will contain a Descriptive Account of the Indoor and Out-door Departments of the

Royal Gardens, and will be Illustrated by several Views of the Palm-stove, Temperate-house, Fern-house,
,

Aroid-house, Succulent-house, Orchid-house, &c.

OFFICE-

Price Fivepence ; Post Free, Fivepence-halfpenny.
May be ordered of all Booksellers and News Assents, and at the Railway Bookstalls.

41, WELLING^TON STEEET, STRAND, LONDON, W.G.
Agents for Scotland—Messrs. J. Menzies & Co., Edinburgh and Glasgow.

S. OWENS & CO
HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS,

WHITEFRIARS STREET, LONDON. E.G.

No. 37.

No. 63,

THE IMPROVED SELF-ACTING HYDRAULIC RAM.
This useful Self-acting Apparalus, which works day and night without needing attention, will raise water

to any height or distance, without cost for labour or motive power, where a few feet fall can be obtained, and is

suited for supplying Public or Private Establishments, Farm Buildings, Railway Stations, &c.

No. 49. GARDEN ENGINES, of all sizes, in Oak or Galvanised Iron Tubs.

No. 44.

No. 4.

WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE PUMPS of all sizes.

CAST-IRON GARDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.

DEEP WELL PUMPS for Horse, Hand, Steam, or other Power.

PORTABLE IRRIGATORS, with Double or Treble Barrels for Horse or

Steam Po»er. [Gardens, Sc.

No. 4617. IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Watering

No. 49,7. GALVANISED SWING WATER CARRIERS, for Garden use.

No. soands4<7. FARM and MANSION FIRE ENGINES of every description.

No. 38. PORTABLE LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, on Legs, with Flexible Suction.

S OWENS AND CO. Manufacture and Erect every description of Hydraulic and General Engineers' Work for Mansions, Farms, &c., comprising PUMPS, TURBINF..S,
WATER WHEELS, WARMING APPARATUS, B.\THS, DRYING CLOSETS, GASWORKS, Apparatus for LIQUID MANURE distribution. FIRE MA1N^
HYDRANTS, HOSE PIPES, &c., &c. Particulars taken in any farl o/ Ihc Country. Plans ami Estimatesfurnisiicd.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES^AN ^BE HAD ON APPLICATION.

PAXTON'S CALENDAR.
Now Ready, a New and thoroughly Revised Edition of the

COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
ORIGINALLY COMPILED BY THE LATE SIR JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
" It has been carefully revised by an experienced gardener, and the lists of vegetables, fruit,

and flowers have been corrected by the substitution of the most approved modem kinds, in place

of those wliich were mentioned in the first edition, and many of which have ceased to be worthy of

cultivation. It is a thoroughly sound, practical treatise : but it has been so long before the public,

and so deservedly appreciated, thnl any special commendation of it now is unnecessary."

—

Midland
Comities Herald.

' ' This is a handy volume, consisting of seventy pages of letterpress and dlustration, contaming

much and varied information likely to prove useful to all cottagers, &c., who possess a garden.

To all such, who require a cheap and reliable book of reference, we heartily recommend it."—

LloytiS.

from the heather i

' this little book

see this useful little book once more, and i

o read on the wrapper ' two hundred and 1

sted in the promotion of cottage garde:
brozdca'it,"— Gardeners' Magazine.

"The information conveyed in this little book is well adapted for all persons having small

plots of ground. The necessary operations for each month are clearly laid down, and are of a

thoroughly practical nature. The sorts of both fruit and vegetables are well selected, many of

them being excellent in quality. To our readers who are interested in the cultivation of their

flower and kitchen gardens, we can safely recommend this as being a most concise and useful

work,"

—

Bell's Messenger.

Price 3d., Post Free 3|d.

W. RICHARDS, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON. W.C.

Editorial Communications shonld be addressed to " The Editor ; " Advertisements and Business Letters

Printed by William RicilARlis. at the Office of Messrs. Bradbuev, Agnew, & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct

said William Richards, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, July
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STAMFORD HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

The EXHIBITION will be held on THURSDAY, Sep-
tember 7, in Rutland Terrace Grounds, Stamford. ONE
HUNDRED POUNDS in PRIZES, and several SILVER
CUPS and MED.^LS will be awarded. ENTRIES CLOSE
Sepleraber 2. No entry fees. Schedules may be had of

Messrs. JOHNSON .vnd LAXTON. Hon. Sees.. Stamford.

fs' A POULTRY SHOW in conjunction therewith.

BRACKLEY HORTICULTURAL FKTE,
in connection with the Northamptonshire Agricultural

Society's Exhibition, to be held in Evenley Park, Brackley,
on TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY. September 12 and 13.

ONE HUNDRED and FIFTY POUNDS given in PRUES.
Open to all England, without entrance fee. £,i-\ for Stove
Plants. £:io for Table Decorations, ^18 for Roses, £,^0 for other

Plants, Flowers and Fruit. Last day for Entries, September 6.

Schedules and all information of

R. J. AND A. H. RUSSEL. Hon. Sees.

Brackley. Northamptonshire.

TAUNTON FLOWER SHOW.—
GRAND FLORAL FETE, in the Vivary Park.

Taunton, on THURSDAY, August 10, under distincuished
patronage. PRIZES, amounting to TWO HUNDRED and
FIFTY POUNDS, and several valuable Silver Cups, oflered
for competition.
By the kind permission of Colonel Lord Abinger, the cele-

brated band of the Scots Fusilier Guards—conductor, Mr. J. P.

Clarke—wUl perform during the Fete and uqtil the close of the
Fireworks.

In the evening there will be a magnificent display of Fire-

works, which will include several of the most admired pieces of
the displays given at the Crystal Palace by the celebrated firm
of Messrs. H. Brock & Co., of the Crystal Palace, who will

personally attend and superintend the display.

Excursion Trains will run on the Yeovil, Chard. Minchead
and Barnstaple branches, and from Bristol and Exeter and inter-

mediate stations, enabling >4sitors to remain and witness the
display of Fireworks, at special and very reduced fares, for par-
ticulars of which see Company's Bills.

Notice.—Special and most ample provision has been made
for admission to and e.\it from the Park, whereby crowding will

be impossible.

Money will not be taken at the gates. Admission by ticket

only. These may be piu-chased at either of the Booksellers or
Nurserymen in the town, or at the Ticket Offices near the
entrance to the Park.

Schedules of Prizes may be obtained on application at
66, East Street, Taunton.
Prices of Admission.—At 1.30 imm., by Subscribers' Ticket

only; at 3 P.M., 2j. 6^. : at 4.30P.M., is.: Tickets for Fireworks,
6«f. each. F. H. WOODFORDE, M.D., ) „ o

rt FMPMX QAtlTH I
"O"- oCCS.CLEMENT SMITH.

ROYAL MANCHESTER BOTANICAL
and HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

EXHIBITION of CARNATIONS. PICOTEES, FRUITS
and PLANTS, on FRIDAY and SATURDAY, August 11 and
13. Admission—Life Members and Subscribers free, Non-
Subscribers 15. each.

—
"Ry order.

BRUCE FINDLAV. Curator and Secretarj'.

pLAY CROSS HORTICULTU RA L
y-^ SOCIETY.—AUGUST 15. Prizes for 20 Plants, £25.
jC^o. .£15, ;^io and ^5. Other Prizes in proportion. "Total
amount, ,£363. Entries must be sent in and the
paid by August 7.

Clay Cross, near Chesterfield.

WESTON-SUPER-MARE and EAST
SOMERSET HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The FOURTH ANNUAL FLOWER SHOW in connection

with the above Society will be held on TUESDAY and
WEDNESDAY, August 15 and 16. TWO HUNDRED
POUNDS in PRIZES. The Band of the Coldstream Guards
has been engaged. Schedules of Prizes can be obtained of

W. B. FRAMPTON, Secretary.

UTTON'S GRASS SEEDS
for PASTURES, -225. 6d. to 365. per Acre. Carriage free.s

s UTTON'S GRASS SEEDS
for PARK GROUNDS, 20s. per Bushel. Carriage free.

s UTTON'S GRASS SEEDS
for GARDEN LAWNS, 20s. per Bushel. Carriage free.

s UTTON'S GRASS SEEDS
for CROQUET GROUNDS, 20J. per Bushel. Carriage

sUTTON AND SONS, The Queen's
Seedsmen, Reading.

J.
BoseB.

LAING'S magnificent Collection of the
•e now in full Bloom, including all the best, new

and old. Inspection invited. Trains from Charing Cross,

tjannon Street, London Bridge, to Catford Bridge Station,

Victoria and London Bridge to Forest Hill.

Slanslead Park, Forest Hill, S.E.

Calceolaria, Cineraria and Primula.

F.\ND A, SMITH can supply Seed of the
• above, saved from their well-known superb strain, in

IS., 7S. 6d., and 5s. packets. Terms to the Trade upon
application. The Nurseries. West Dulwich, S.E.

Herbaceous Calceolaria, Finest Show Strain,

WOOD AND INGRAM ofiler fine new seed,
selected and improved from the superb stock sent out

by them last year. In is., is. 6rf. , and aj. 6d. packets ; post-

free for id. stamp e.\tra.

The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

CHOICEST CALCEOLARIA,
CINERARIA, PRIMULA SINENSIS (white and red

mi.xed, or separate) and AURICULA, all in ts. &/., ss. (ui.

and 51. packets. Alsoall other FLOWERS as well as VEGET-
ABLE SEEDS, for present sowing, of superior qtiality and at

very moderate prices,

JAMES DICKSON and SONS, loS, Eastgate Street, Chester.

dirysanthemiuus.

CHARLES TURNER can supply strong
healthy Plants of best varieties, from gr. to 305. perdozen.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

PINES.—Strong Succession and well-rooted
Suckers, principally Queens, for Sale. Apply to

Mr. T. POPE, Manor House, Finchley, London, N.

/^RAPE VINES.—Pearson's Golden Queen,
VX line, strong, clean, short jointed. Planting Canes, 8 10

qfeet. los. 6,/. each; also Planting and Fruiting Canes, from
8 to 15 feet, of Gros Colmaji, Black Hamburgh. Muscat of

Alexandria, Mrs. Pince, Madrcslield Court, and other leading

sorts, 21. 6</. to ios.6d. each. FRUITING FIGS, in pots,

2^. 6</. to ^s. 6d. each.

EWING AND COMPANY, Eaton, Norwich.

EACHES and'^I^CTARINES'lirp'OTS
for forcing in the coming season should be prepared for

this purpose as soon as possible. Messrs. Rivers & Son have a
fine stock of bearing Trees ready to send out of all the best sorts.

THOMAS RIVERS and SON. Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

J. STOLLARD, Sec.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in

Pots :—Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples, Figs,

Apricots. Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant,
Worcester.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS:

also Plants of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of

different colours ; AURICULAS, both Single and Doubl.. ; with

every sort of Early Spring Flowers. LIST on application.

Mr. WEBB. Calcot, Reading.

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS,
and other PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS.

LISTS of these varieties from Mr. WEBB. Calcot, Reading.

To tlie Trade.—New Sowing Rape Seed and WMte
MUSTARD.

HAND F. SHARPE have fine samples of
• New English sowing Rape Seed and White Mustard.

Samples and prices may be had on application.

Seed Establishment, Wisbech.

CABBAGE PLANTS —Gee's superior Bed-
fordshue grown ; SEEDS, &t:., of all kinds (for present

planting or sowing), for the farm or garden ; not to be surpassed

in the kingdom. See reports in Bedford Tunes, Merc-.iry, and

Express of July 29, also Agrkultural Cazette of July 31.

Treatise on the Growth and inestimable Value of the Cabbage
on the Farm, &c., and lowest prices of Plants, Seeds, &c. , on

FREDK. GEE, Seed Grower, &c., Biggleswade, Bedford-

c ARTER'S GRASS SEEDS
for Lawns and Parks, 20s. per bushel.

c ARTER'S GRASS SEEDS
for Permanent Pastures, -zis. dd. to 36J. per acre.

c A R T E R'S GRASS SEEDS.
Carriage Free. To suit all Soils.

c ARTER'S GRASS SEEDS
for Renovating Meadows and Lawns, iSj. to 205. per bush.

CARTER'S, THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,
237 and 238, High Holborn, W.C.

To Competitors for Prizes.

PELARGONIUMS (Trained Show),
4 to 5 feet across. New sorts. Space wanting.

J. B., Post-office, Guernsey.

TRICOLOR GERANIUMS. — 20,000
Mrs. Pollock and Sophia Dumaresque, at 3J. dd. perdoz.

,

package included, or post-free at same price. The Trade supplied.

ALFRED FRYER, The Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

PRIMULA FIMBRIATA, double white
and purple. TREE CARNATIONS and BOUVAR-

DIAS of best named sorts. Good plants for winter flowering, at

50J. per too. in 48-pots.

J. lACKSON, Nursery, Kidderminster.

Balsam.

FAND A. SMITH'S magnificent Collection
• of the above is now in full beauty, including some

shades of colour hitherto unknown. Inspection solicited.

The Nurseries, West Dulwich, near London.

QNOWDROPS, single, selected, and small
k^ roots for transplanting, for Sale. Buyers are requested

to send two penny stamps for samples and prices of the above
to ROBERT^. POVNTER, Seedsman, &c., Taunton.

Areca Verscbafieltii and rubra.

LAING begs to announce that he has a
' large quantity of the above beautiful PALMS to offer.

applic

J
Stai v\ P.irk. V. . Hill.

Camellias and Indian Azaleas.

MAUGUSTE VAN GEERT begs to
• intimate that his stock of Bud'ded Plants of the above

is particularly tine and healthy this season, and that he is now
ready to booii orders for same.
A Special List suited for English Trade is now being forwarded

to all customers, and will be posted free to all applicants.

The Nurseries, Ghent, Belgium.

Notice—Seeds, Seeds.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON can confidently
recommend their stock of Garden and other Seeds.

C,\TALOGUES now ready, which contain every requisite, at

fair prices, post-free on applic

Highgat, , London, N.

Special Offer to tlie Trade.

WHITE ROMAN HYACINTHS.—Extra
fine large roots, warranted, lyr. per too, ;C8 per 1000.

Free to London. Orders should be sent at once to

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great

Tower Street. London. E.C.

CLEMATIS JAcicMANNI, nice healthy
plants, 12 to t8 inches high. 75J. per too.

THOMAS CRIPPS and SON, Tunbridge Wells Nurseries,

Kent.

CLEMATIS.- Twelve best New, for 30^.,

from the following good plants : —Ascotiensis, Beauty of

Surrey. Fair Rosamond, John Mu.ray. Lady Stratford de Red-
clyffe, Lucie Lemoine, Madame Van Houtte, Mrs. G. INI. Innes,

Mrs. Melville, Mrs. Quilter, Stella, Sensation, The Queen,

Thomas Tennent, Victoria : or any 6 for i8j. Older sorts,

121. to i8s. per dozen. LISTS free. Package gratis for cash.

EWING AND COMPANY, Eaton, Norwich.

BMALLER begs to inform his Customers
. and the Public that his Stock of ERICAS, Hye-

malis and other varieties, also STOVE and GREEN-
HOUSE PLANTS, is very extensive and in fine condition, a

portion of which will be SOLD by AUCTION early m the

An inspection i

TheN

M ESSRS. FRASER and BENTON,
HORTICtlLTUHAL AND AgBICULTURAI. AUCTIONERRS

D Valuers, Romford and Grays, Essex.

Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, ac.

CT. BLACKITH and CO. (established

• 1822) Co.x's and Hammond's Quays, Lower Thames

Street, London, S.E.— For»-arders to all parts of the World.

M
Wood Engraving,

R. \V. G. S M I T H, Artist and
Engraver on Wood, 15, Mildmay Grove, London, N.

MAT. S.—Archangel, Petersburg, Packing
Mals.&c.

raffia for tying. TRAINING STICKS, BAMBOO
CANES f.;c. Before purchasing send for prices to

C. J. BLACKITH and CO., Co.x's Qu.ay, Lower Thames

Street, London, E.C.
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SALES BY AUCTION.

Highly Important Sale of Odontogl03sum cirrliosum.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C. on WEDNESDAY, August 9, at half-

East 12 o'clock precisely, a very fine Importation, just received

y R.M.S.S. Nile, of the rare and very lovely ODONTO-
GLOSSUM CIRRHOSUM, fine plants in excellent condition :

also ONCIDIUM PAPILIO MAJUS. strong imported
plants; CATTLEYA MARGINATA, CA'ITLEVA MEN-
DELLI, LyBLlA CINNABARINA, ZYGOPETALUM
MAXILLARE.strong establi.hed plants of PHAL/ENOPSIS
AMABILIS, P. SCHILLERIANA. P. LUDDEMANNI-
ANA ; also a small collection of ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Yellow Cattleya, and 600 Odontoglossum
VEXILLARIUM.

MR. J. C. STEVENS is instructed by
Jas. I'.ackhouse & Son, York, to SELL by AUCTION,

at his Oreit Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden. W.C.
on THURSDAY, August 10. at half-past lao'Clock precisely,

about 70 strong and vigorous Plants of a splendid CATTLEYA
recently discovered by their Collector in the interior of New
Grenada, with yellow petals, and magnificent purple labellum
flaked with bright gold ; also over 600 plants in fine condition of

ODONTOGLOSSUM VEXILLARIUM, collected in flower,

and containing many varieties varying from nearly white to

deep rose, and including fine masses : also a rose and purple

CATTLEYA with large flowers, and numerous established
plants .f the lovely ODONTOGLOSSUM ROEZLII. to-

gtther with 50 or more of a higf I> f agant primrose-cjloured
BURLINGIONIA (probably B. granatensis). &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Park HiU. Streatham, S.W.
IMPORTANT UNRESERVED SALK of the whole of the

vahiable SToVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, a
choice collection of ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS,
FRUITING PINES, &c., POSTPONED to TUESDAY
and WEDNESDAY, August 29 and 30.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
are instructed by A. Smith, Esq., to SELL the

above by AUCTION on the Premises, Park Hill, Streatham,
S.W. (ihe residence of the late Wm. Leaf, Esq., deceased).

More detailed particulars will appear.

Catalogues may be obtained {when ready) of Mr. PAGE on
the Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 98, Grace-
church Street, E.C , and Leytonstone, E.

Thursday next —A very Choice Collection of Stove
and GREENHOUSE PLANTS and ORCHIDS, many
of which have taken First Prizes at some ot the leading
Flower Shows this season : also a well-groivn Stock of

Queen and Smooth Cayenne PINES, some of which are
showing fruit.

MESSRS. VENTOM, BULL, and
COOPER are instructed to SELL by AUCTION, at

The Beeches. Oatlands Park. Weybridge. on THURSDAY
next. August lo, at 12 for i o'Clock. a very Choice COLLEC-
TION of PLANTS, comprising Palms and Tree Ferns, large

Camellias, Azaleas, and other Hard-svouded Plants, a choice
collection of Orchids, many of which are large specimens.
Amongst the Stove Plants are Crotons, Aiocnsias, DietTen-
bachias. Marantas, Choice Palms. Lvuras, Gardenias, Eucharis,
Anthuriums, and a large variety of the best sons of plants.

Maybe viewed tW3 days precedinii the Sale. Catalogues
may be had on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 35, Old
Jewry, K C.

Frome, Somerset.
SALE of a valuable Collection of rare and choice FERNS;

also a number of ORCH I DS and AMARYLLIS.
MESSRS. HARDING and SONS beg

respectfully to announce that they have been favoured
with instructions from the Rev. J. 0. C Fussell, of The
Chantry, near Frome (who is giving up the cultivation of

Ferns), to SELL, by PUBLIC AUCTION, on WEDNES-
DAY. August 16, in the New Corn Exchange Market "i'ard.

Frorne, at 3 o'clock in the afternoon, a very rare and choice
collection of EXOTIC and HARDY FERNS, also ORCH IDS
and AMARYLLIS, which will be removed to the above place

for convenience of Sale, and may be seen un the morning of
Sale from 10 o'clock.

The Auctioneers beg to call the particular attention of
Gentlemen to this important announcement, and would remark
that Mr. Fusssell has for many years devoted great care and
attention to the cultivation of these plants. He has been a
most successful exhibitor at the Bath Horticultural Shows.
where he has obtained upwards of Fifty Prizes; he exhibited
twice at the " Royal," and obtained the Banksian Bronze
Medal on one occasion, and on the other ist, 2d, and 3d Prizes,

and the specimens now to be offered are the genuine and well-

known " Chantry " collection. The Auctioneers feel sure they
will be favoured with a numerous attendance.
N.B. The Prize Cards may be seen at the Auctioneers'

Offices, King Street. Frome.
Descriptive Catalogues may be obtained one week prior to

the Sale of the Auctioneers, at their Offices, King Street,
Frome ; and Market Blace, Warminster,

Leicester.
IMPORTANT SALE of the Celebrated Collection of Exhi-

bition STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, the
property of the late Mr. Thomas G. Charlesworth, F.C.S.,
and F.R.H.S.

HAND F. TARRATT are favoured with
• instructions to SELL by AUCTION, on WEDNES-

DAY, August 16. at The Garden. King Richard's Road,
Leicester, at 12 o'Clock punctually, the choice COLLECTION
of PLANTS, including fine specimen Crotons, AUamandas,
Bougainvilleas, Clerodendron';, Cissus. Stephanotis, Rhyncho-
spermum, Francisceas. Plumbagos, Caladiums. Palms, Exotic
Ferns, a magnificent variety of British Ferns, Fuchsias. Tea
and Noisette Roses, LiHums, Azaleas, Camellias, and miscel-
laneous Bedding and other plants. Also Five LARGE WOOD
and GLAZED GREENHOUSES, Fountain, Ornamental
Iron Vase, three Stone Figures, &c.

May be viewsd on Monday and Tuesday, the i^jth and 15th
inst,, between 10 A..M. and 4 i\M., by cards only, to be had of
the Auctioneers, 10, Market Street, Leicester, of whom Cata-
logues may also be obtained twenty-one days prior.

WANTED, to RENT, IMMEDIATELY,
within about 12 or 15 miles of London, GLASS

HOUSES, Sic, where Plants could be grown for Covent Garden
Market.

H. W. B., Post-office, Nursling, near Southamptan.

WANTED, a NURSERY, in the Country,
price about ^800 to ^1000. State full particulars to

Mr. WINTER. Florist, Essex Road, Islington, N.

NURSERY BUSINESS for SALE (com-
pact and old-established Provincial), in consequence of the

death of the proprietor. In one of the Western Counties. The
Nurseries (about 8 Acres in extent) are beautifully situate in

the suburbs of a good Market Town, close to three lines of rail

and in an excellent neighbourhood. A lucrative business may
be done by a competent person. No opposition. Capital

Dwelling-house, four Greenhouses. Personally inspected and
recommended. For further particulars apply to

PROTHEROE and MORRIS. Horticultural Agents, 98,

Gracechurch Street, E.C.. and Leytonstone, E.

To Nurserymen and OtUers.

TO BE SOLD, an excellent NURSERY
BUSINESS, which has been successfully carried on for

many years past. The Land is about 20 acres in extent, there

are the usual Greenhouses, Pits, and other appliances necessary

for carrying on a lucrative business. The rental paid for the

Land is moderate. The Land is well stocked in every respect,

and is situate in a Seaport Town in the West of England.
Possession may be had at Michaelmas next. For terms,

apply to

Messrs. REED and COOK, Solicitors, 12, Paul Street,

Taunton. Somerset.

''pO BE SOLD, about 16,000 feet of GLASS,
-- specially erected for Grape Growing for Market pur-
poses, built regardless of cost and upon the most approved
principles. The heating is most efficient, and the working
details throughout perfect. The Houses are stocked with young
Vines in grand condition and just coming into fruit.

TO BE LET. upon long Lease, about 4 acres of rich

GROUND, which is attached, and within 4 miles of Covent
Garden, situate south. Apply to

Mr. RANSLEY TANTON, Hoiticuhural Valuer: Office,

17A, High Street, Borough, London, S.E.

Torquay, Devon.
IMPORTANT to NURSERYMEN and FLORISTS.

FOR SALE, by Private Treaty, the
TORBAY EXOTIC NURSERY—an old-established

and flourishing business, with a first-class and increasing con-

nection, situate in the centre of the town. Several acres

of Ground, well stocked with young and choice Plants and

Trees ; upwards of 40,000 feet of Glass, filled with good sale-

able Plants.

Arrangements can be made with Mortagees for purchasing

the Land on favourable terms.

This is an unusually good opening for an energetic firm or

person with moderate means at command.

For full particulars, apply to Messrs. HOOPER and
MICHELMORE, Solicitors, Newton Abbot ; Messrs.

SPARKES AND POPE, Solicitors. Crediton ; Mr. H. J.

VEITCH, Royal Exotic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea,

S.W. ; Mr. W. J. VEITCH, on the Premises at Torquay ;

or of EDWIN FEWINGS. Public Accountant,

Dated. July 10, 1876. 16, Queen Street, Exeter.

TO BE SOLD, a NURSERY with
TEN GREENHOUSES, averaging 150 feet each, with

every convenience. Situated in the centre of a large town.
Adjoining a railway station. To be sold cheap. Rent very
low. No slock. Immediate possession.

CANNELL'S Nursery, Woolwich.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, in a greatly
increasing neighbourhood, a compact NURSERY and

FLORIST BUSINESS, a short distance from London, with
every convenience for doing a large Furnishing and Market
trade. For particulars apply to

Mr. A. McKAY, House and Estate Agent, 7. Warner
Terrace, Tottenham, London.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, a FLORIST and
HORTICULTURIST'S BUSINESS.—Owing to the

decease of the late Mr. William Ciitbush, of Barnet, the well-

known and famed Nurseryman, his excellent and lucrative

Business, with the extensive Stock and Leases of the Nur-
series, will be sold by Private Contract as a going concern, in

one Lot.
The Premises are known as the Barnet Nurseries, which

comprise about 5 Acres in the centre of this well-known market
town, with a very comfortable modern Family Residence,
Stables, Coach-house, Workshops, most extensive ranges of
Glasi Houses, Potting Sheds, Slc. ; also about 6 Acres of well

stocked Nursery Ground, and two Meadows, containing
together about 12 Acres, adjoining the town, all of which are
held on leases upon very liberal terms.

Barnet is situate 9 miles north of London, and has very good
services of trains, both on the Main and Branch lines of the

Great Northern Railway.
The Business has been most successfully carried on by the

late Mr. William Cutbush for upwards of forty years, and the

Nursery has been established over a century ; thus an oppor-
tunity offers foraman with moderate capital lo enter upon awell-
established concern with an ample and healthy stock, and the
benefit of the coming season's orders.

Arrangements can be made as to the Payment of the
Purchase Money, and the purchaser can have the option of
buying the whole in one lot, or can buy the Goodwill and
Leases, and take to the Stock in Trade by valuation in the
usual manner.

Full particulars may be obtained of W. O. BOYES, Esq..
)r, Barnet, Herts : or of Mr. F. VENABLES, Land and
Agent, Barnet. Herts.

Soli

TO BE DISPOSED OF, a well Estab-
lished FLORIST and SEEDSMAN'S BUSINESS,

situate in one ot the best roads and positions of the charming
village and neighbourhood of Weybridge. Satisfactory reasons
given for leaving the above, which in the hands of a persevering
Man may be vastly increased. (A Partner not objected to.)

All particulars to be had of the Proprietor.

Mr. W. BROWN, or Mr. W. LINNEY, Surveyors, &c.,
Weybridge.

CAMELLIAS for SALE (double white), and
GARDENI.'VS (intermedia), splendid specimen plants-

a noble CAMELLIA HOUSK, HOT-WATER PIPES,
TUBULAR BOILER, and a large quantity of fine specimen
choice WHITE AZALEAS.
ALPHA, R. P. Taylor & Co., 4, Adelaide Place, London

Bridge, E.C.

THE HAILSTORM RELIEF FUND for
NURSERYMEN and FLORISTS.—Nurserymen and

Florists in the suburbs of London, sufferers from the violence of
the Hailstorm on Sunday evening. July 23, desirous of having
relief from the above Fund are requested to send in a statement
of the damage they have sustained to the Executive Committee
by Saturday. August 19 ; after which no applications can be

JOHN FRASER, Lea Bridge Road, Chairman
RICHARD DEAN, Ealing, W., Secretary.

August 3, 1876.

THE LATE JAMES M*LACHLAi\
BELFAST. *

In reporting the death (after ten months' severe illness from
cancer) of Mr. James M'Lachlan, who was Superintendent of
the Belfast Cemetery for the last five years, we regret very
much to state that he has left a Wife and Five small Children
wholly unprovided for,

Mr. M'Lachlan was several years in the employment of John
Blackiston Houston, Esq.. D.L., of Orangefield, as Heaa Gar.
dener, and was much esteemed by him. In the year 1871 he
was appointed Superintendent of the Belfast Cemetery by the
Town Council.

In Mr. M'Lachlan the Corporation have lost an officer in
whom they had the fullest confidence, and his early demise is

much regretted by them and by the public with whom he came
in contact. The unfortunate position in which his Family is

now placed is mainly attributal)le to the fact that the great
expense incurred by them during the course of his protracted
illness absorbed the little savings he had from time to time
effected out of a somewhat limited income.

It has been proposed by a number of Gentlemen that a Sub-
scription List should be opened, to enable Mrs. M'Lachlan to
embark in some small business for the support of herself and
children, the eldest of whom is only about ten years of age.

Subscriptions will be thankfully received by :

—

Rev. Juhu Meneely. Moderator General Assemblv. The
Manse. Mouiitpottinger, Belfast,

William Henry Braddell. Castle Place, Belfast;

Or the following Members of the Committee :—
Mr. A. Wellesley Calcutt. Town Hall. Belfast
Mr. Hugh Dickson. Belmont Nurseries. Belfast.
Mr. Allen, Brownlow House, Lurgan.
Mr. MLaren, Belvoir Park, Belfast.
]\tr. D. Hastings. Joy Street, Belfast.
Mr. William Archibold, Orangefield, Belfast.
Mr. Robert Todd, Raucliffe Lodge. Glasgow.
Mr. W. Paul, Nurseryman. Paisley,

M""-
lohn Downie (Messrs. Downie & Laird), Edinburgh.

WiUlam Cutbusli, deceaaea.
PURSUANT to the ACT of PARLIAMENT of the -2d and

23d Victoria, c. 35. i'Hitu^d An Act to further amend theLaw of Property, and to Relieve Trustees "

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN
that all Creditors and Persons havmg any CLAIMS

or DEMANDS upon or against the Estates of WILLIAMCUTBUSH, late of the Barnet Nurseries, Barnet in the
County of Herts, Nurseryman, deceased (who died orl the 4th
day of May. 1S76, and whose will was proved in the Principal
Registry of the Probate Division of Her M.njesty's High Lour
of Justice on the 29th day of July, 1876, by Mary Ann Cutbush
of the Barnet Nurseries, Barnet, in the County of Herts'
Widow, the Relict of ihe said deceased, and the sole ExeVutrix
in the said Will named) are hereby required to send in writing
the particulars of their claims or demands to the undersigned
William Osborn Boyes, the Solicitor for the said Executrfx on
or before the 25th day of December, 1876, at the expiration of
which time the said Executrix will proceed to deal with the
assets ol the deceased, having regard only to the claims of
which she shall then have had notice, and that the said Execu.
tnx will not be liable for the s.iid assets or any part thereof to
any person or persons of whose debts or claims she shall not
then have had notice.

Dated this 4th day of August, 1876.
W. OSBORN BOYES, Barnet, Herts,

Solicitor to the said Executrix.

'TIHE WARMINSTER CALCEOLARIA
J- has been grown and cultivated from the year 182S by the
present proprietor
GEORGE WHEELER, Nurseryman, &c. Warminster

Wilts, respectfully announces that Seeds of his unsurpassed'
strain of dwarf, robust, and compact Calceolaria are now ready
The Collection was this season the finest G. W. ever grew, was
the admu-ation of all who saw them, and pronounced by "ood
judges to be the finest in cultivation.

°

Price i;., IS. 6d. , and 25. 6d. per packet, post-free.

LUles.
T? H. KRELAGE and SON, Nursery-
J-^

. tiEN, SitEDSMEN and Florists, H.aarlem. Holland,
beg to announce that their new Special Descriptive CATA-LOGUE of LILIES (No. 322A) is now ready, and will be sen
post-free on application.
This Catalogue contains nearly 250 sorts and varieties

fair prices per piece as well as per 12, per 100. per loc
10,000—a selection of their well-known unrivalled colli
Lilies should be ordered early, and planted before v

.vith

t to the Trade

Hew Azalea—Azalea amoena Caldwellll
sent out by

VST G. CALDWELL and SONS,TV. The Nurseries, Knutsford, Cheshire.

This is a striking improvement of the old and well known
Azalea amana, obtained by crossing that variety with Azalea
magnifica. The flower is four times the size of the original, of
a bright rosy purple colour, very free blooming : especially
adapted for forcing, coming in as early as November, and very
suitable for button-hole bouquets. First-class Certificate, Man-
chester Horticultural Society : First-class Certificate, Liverpool
Horticultural Society. Price los. 6d. each : usual discount to
the Trade. Will be sent out this month.

RCHIDS.—The following fine and rare
Orchids have just been imported in most splendid condi-

tion, and are offered at ihe undermentioned low prices for good
plants :—
CATTLEYA LABIATA (cvpressly collected, in the most re-

markable varieties), price 21s. each; six good plants, /s
CATTLEYA PlNELl (marginata), in fine variety, 15J. each ;

six good plants, £3.
L/ELIA PERRINI, is.t. each.
L/ELIA XANTHINA (the fine golden Lielial, 21J. each ; six

plants, tool.

Early orders solicited.

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT'S Nurseries, Ledebere, Ghent,
Belgium.

o
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BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT TO
HER MAJESTY

AND HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE
PRINCE OF WALES.

John Wills, f.r.h.s.,
KESl'ECTIULLY bOLlCITb AN INSPECTION OK HIS UNRIVALLED

COLLECTIONS OF HANDSOME FOLIAGE PLANTS, TREE AND OTHER FERNS,

ORCHIDS, NEAV PL.ANTS, &c.,
At his various Establishments, as under ;

THE ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY AND WINTER GARDEN, ONSLOW CRESCENT,
SOUTH KENSINGTON, SAV.

SUSSEX PLACE, OLD BROMPTON, S.W.

III.

THE MELBOURNE NURSERY, ANERLEY ROAD. NORWOOD,
(NEAR THE CRYSTAL PALACE).

At this Establishment are to be seen the finest Collection of DracKnas, Crotons, and various New Plants in the country ; Pitcher Plants, Ferns, ^c,

in endless variety ; cultivated by Mr. F. Bausc, J. Wills' skilful Manager.

IV.

NURSERY FOR ORCHIDS, PALMS, ROSE TREES, SHRUBS, &c., LEWIS PLACE,
FULHAM FIELDS, S.W. And

THE BOUQUET GROTTO, EXHIBITION ROAD, SOUTH KENSINGTON, S.W.,
Where Specimens of Rustic Work, Waterfalls, and Rockeries may be seen.

THE MOST MODERATE PRICES, IN ALL INSTANCES, ARE CHARGED FOR PLANTS AND DECORATIONS.

MOST EXTENSIVE FLORAL DECORATIONS in LONDON are ARRANGED under J. W.'s PERSONAL SUPERINTENDENCE.

J. W. is also extensively engaged jn the Arranging and Planting of Conservatories, the Construction of Waterfalls, Rockeries, &c., in all parts of

the country, and may be consulted in any part of the Kingdom. References are kindly permitted to many large and important

Works already carried out. A large Staff of most reliable Workmen are kept.

CATALOGUES OF PLANTS, BULBS, &c., SENT ON APPLICATION.

WEDDING AND OTHER BOUQUETS, CHOICE CUT FLOWERS, Sc, CAREFULLY PACKED AND SENT TO ANY PART OF THE COUNTRY
ON THE SHORTEST NOTICE.

JOHN ^VILLS, F.R.H.S.,
(BY SPECIAL' APPOINTMENT NURSERYMAN, I-'LORIST, AND BOUyUETlST TO HER MAJESTY AND THE ROYAL FAMILY),

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY AND WINTER GARDEN,
ONSLOW CRESCENT, SOUTH KENSINGTON, LONDON, S.W.

August 5, 1S76, ,_^
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To the Trade Only.

EH. KRELAGE and SON, Nurserymen,
• Seedsmen and Fi.orists. Haarlem, Holland.—

The WHOLESALE CATALOGUEfor 1876.77. firstpart(3i7«).

is now ready, and may be h.ad free on prepaid application,

by Nurserymen, Florists, and Seedsmen. This Catalogue

contains complex collections of HYACINTHS, TULIPS.
CROCUS, NARCISSUS, FRITILLARIAS. ANEMONES,
RANUNCULUS, LILIES (unrivalled collection of nearly 250

sorts and varieties), &c.

OWCROFT AND WATKINS (late

Charlwood & Cummins), Seedsmen, Covent Garden,

London, W.C. (established moie than half a century), supply

for present sowing

—

EARLY RAINHAM CABBAGE, original stock.

EAST HAM CABBAGE, selected stock.

Their SUPERB LATE WHITE BROCCOLI.
WYKEH.iVM COS LETTUCE, and other hardy varieties.

COVENT GARDEN, WESl'BURY, and all other

varieties of SWEDES.
TURNIPS in .ill v.irielies.

Prices upon applic.1l ion.

Butcli Flower Roots for SprlBg Blooming
direct from the best H.iarlem Growers.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are enabled to olTcr COLLECTIONS of CHOICE

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS, of first-rate quality, at the

following unprecedented prices :

—

Entire Collection [containing 277= bulbs), £^io ; Half the

Collection, As ;
Quarter the Collection, {,t loj.

No charge for packing. Carriage free to London.

Particulars of the contents of each case may be obtained at

the Auction and Estate O ffices, Leytonstone, E.~
IS

B. S. WILLIAIS'
CHOICE

FLOWER SEEDS.
Per Packet.— J. d.

AURICULA, saved from the finest show varieties . . 16
,, ALPINE, e.\tra choice ..10

BEGONIA FRCEBELII (new).—This is a new and
distinct species .. ..26

„ SEDENI SEMI-PLENA, a new semi-double

flowering variety .

.

.,26
CALCEOLARIA, Williams' Superb Strain, 51., 3s. id.,

2s. 6d., and 1 6

CARNATION, from choice double flowers, 5J., 35. 6rf..

IS. id. and i 6

CINERARIA, WeatheriU's E.xtra Choice Strain, 5s.,

3J 6d., zs. 6d. , and 1 6

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, Williams' Superb Strain,

^s.,3S. 6d.,2s. 6d.,und i 6

„ „ GIGANTEUM 50
GLOXINIA. Finest Drooping Varieties 16
„ Finest Erect Varieties 16

HOLLYHOCK, from the best named flowers .. ..10
PANSY, from finest Prize Flowers .. .. 21. 6<f. and i o
PICOTEE, extra choice mixed 16
PINK, finest mixed 16
POLYANTHUS, Wiggin's Prize Strain j o
PRIMULA, WUliams' Superb Strain, Red, White, or

Mixed 5S., 2S- 6d., 2S. 6d., and 1 6
STOCK, Williams' Improved Giant Scarlet Brompton ..16

,, East Lothian, an assortment of 3 colours .. ..26
WALLFLOWER, Harbinger, Autumn and Wmtcr

Flowering 10
„ Saunder's Dark 10
ILLUSTRATED NEW PLANT CATALOGUE

/s new reoiiy.icratis and post-free on apphaztioii.

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES,
Upper Holloway, LontJon, N,

EW and SELECT PHLOXES. — This
useful hardy herbaceous plant is now being supplied in

selections from the best varieties. Twelve superb kinds, post-
free, 3J., from

B. \V. KNIGHT, Florist. Battle, Sussex.

SELKCT CHRYSANTHEMUMS.- Large-
flowered Pompon and Japanese varieties. Selections

from the finest varieties of thesK useful autumn and winter-
blooming plants are now offered in good plants. Twelve superb
varieties, post-free, 21. 6rf. , from

B. W. KNIGHT, Florist. Battle
, Sussex.

NEW PERPETUAL-BLOOMING
PELARGONIUMS.—This new strain are of perpetual

free-blooming character, flowering in profusion from early spring
to autumn ; well adapted for pots and cut flowers. Where a
continual succession of bloom for cutting is required they are
invaluable : the colours are bright and glowing. Six select
varieties are now offered m good plants, post-free, for ±s from

B. W. KNIGHT. Florist, Battle, S usse.'c
* '

NEW FUCHSIAS of 1S75, now ready to
send out, carefully selected from the best kinds sent out

in 1S75, in good plants. Twelve select new Fuchsias, 4.^. ; 12
best selected varieties of 1874 for 3J. ; 12 very fine older
varieties, ts. \ all sent post-free from

B. W. KNIGHT. Florist. Battle. Sussex.

NEW DOUBLE WHITE -GERANIUM
GEORGE SAND, the largest and best double white

of 1874. Twelve superb and very splendid varieties of select
double Geraniums, includinj; George Sand, in good plants, post-
free, for 4.C. : 12 select varieties Greenhouse Plants. 5^. ; 13 very
fine varieties Stove Plants, gj. ; is fine varieties Greenhouse
Ferns, &f., post-free from

B. W. KNIGHT. Florist, Battle, Sussex.

"M'EWand SELECT BOUVARDIAS.—ThisX^ useful winter-blooming plant, invaluable for cut bloom,
12 splendid varieties, post-free, for 4J. : 12 select varieties Tree
Carnations, fine winter bloomers, post-free for 55. 12 very
•elect bronze bicolor Geraniums, 4s. post-free, from

B. W. KNIGHT, Florist, Battle, Susse;i.

THE BEST CABBAGE FOR PRESENT SOWING.

'^aXtDiJd
>

'^

HEARTWELL EARLY
MARROW.

A distinct and excellent variety, indispensable as an Early

Cabbage both for the Gentleman's Garden and for Marketing

purposes. The hearts are extremely firm, weighing from 4 lb.

to 6 lb., with scarcely any loose outside leaves, the li.ivour

particularly mild and melting.

Price, per packet, \s. dd., post-free.

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,

^oA^^tDlJ^^^'^ and 238, HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON, W.C.

TREE FERNS.
THE LARGEST AND BEST STOCK IN EUROPE.

V/ I L L I AM B^Xl.,
Respectfully im itcs the Nobility and Gentry to an inspection of the above ; also of his

MAGNIFICENT SPECIMEN ORNAMENTAL PLANTS,
Adapted for the decoration of Conservatories and Greenhouses, or suited for Sub-tropical Gardening.

ESTABLISHMENT FOR NEW AND RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

HIGHLY IMPORTANT SALE OF 0D0NT06L0SSUM CIRRHOSUM.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at his Great
Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on WEDNESDAY, August 9, at

half-past 12 o'clock precisely, a very fine importation, just received by R.M.S.S. Nile, of the rare

and very lovely ODONTOGLOSSUM CIRRHOSUM, fine plants, in excellent condition;

also ONClblUM PAPILIO MAJUS, strong imported plants ; CATTLEYA MARGINATA,
C. MENDELLI, L.ELIA CINNABARINA, ZYGOPETALUM MAXILLARE, strong esta-

blished plants of PHAL.4£NOPS IS AMAB I LIS, P. SCH I LLERIANA, P. LUDDEMANNIANA;
also a Small Collection of Established ORCHIDS.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

AUCTION ROOMS AND OFFICES, 38, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN
LONDON, W.C.

'

YELLOW CATTLEYA, and 600 ODONTOGLOSSUIVI VEXILLARIUIVI.

MR. J. C. STEVENS is instructed by Jas. Backhouse & Son,
York, to SELL by .AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden,

W.C, on THURSDAY, August 10, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, about 70 strong and vigorous
plants of a splendid CATTLEYA, recently discovered by their Collector in the interior of New
Grenada, with yellow petals and magnificent purple labellum, flaked with bright gold. Also over
600 plants, in fine condition, of ODONTOGLOSSUM VEXILLARIUM, collected in flower, and
containing many varieties, varying from nearly white to deep rose, and including fine masses.

Also, a rose and purple CATTLEYA, with large flowers, and numerous established plants of
the lovely ODONTOGLOSSUM ROEZLII, together with 50 or more of a highly fragrant
primrose-coloured BURLINGTONIA, probably B. GRANATENSIS, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

AUCTION ROOMS AND OFFICES, 38, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN
LONDON, W.C.

ODONTOGLOSSUM CIRRHOSUM (true).

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, by order of
Mr. B. Roezl, the latter part of this month, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, a large consignment of this fine NEW ORCHID, without the least
reserve. The Plants have been collected by M. Klaboch, Mr. Roezl's nephew, who sent home
the first consignment. May be relied upon, and will be guaranteed the true variety.

AUCTION ROOMS AND OFFICES, 38, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON, W.C.
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Joseph Haywood & Co.,
MANU FACTU RERS OF

CELEBRATED

PRUNING AND

WARRANTED

BUDDING KNIVES.

VINE SCISSORS, ETC
GLAMORGAN WORKS, SHEFFIELD.

St. Pancras Iron-work Company.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, &C.
ARCHITECTS DESIGNS CAREFULLY CARRIED OUT.

APPLY FOR ESTIMATES TO

OLD SAINT PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON, N.W.

^^00N_ ,g

.x^or Coolie o.^^-.
%^^^\ CeUbratea '^^M's

O ery
Qi-f^^ n^corporate^obtain|P /^ai\k. / ov

/^aactoTiYforlis §liefj"ieldL.

strawberry Plants, Primulas, Cinerarias,

CALCEOLARIAS.
QTRAWBERRIES, well-rooted Runners of
kT* thp undernamed, 2S. 6""- per 100 :~

BritiA Quel
Kl.ick Prince.
Comte de Pans.
Carolina superba,
Cockscomb,
Dr. Hogg,
Empress Eugenie.
Frogmore Late Pine,
{"General HavelocU,
Grove End Scarlet,

C.aribaldi.

Keens' Seedling,
Mr. Radctyffe.

iMyatt's Surprise,

Myatt's Prolific,

Ne Phis Ultrj

Prince Arthui

Ri^ ' Eli;

Royalty.
Souvenir de KiefT.

Stirling Castle Pine.

Sir Joseph Paxton,

The Lady,
The Amateur,
Vicomtesse Hi^ricart de Thury
Wizard of the North,
Wonderful.

PRIMULAS, CINERARIAS, and CALCEOLARIAS, of a

me strain, is, per dozen.

W. CLIBRAN AND SON. Oldfield Nursery, Altrincham.

Australian Plants and Seeds.

EUCALYPTUS GLOBULUS, PALMS,
CVCADS, FERNS, and all kinds of PLANTS and

SEEDS indigenous to Australia. Fiji. &c.. supplied on the

most reasonable terms. Priced CATALOGUES and Special

SHEPHERD AND CO., Nurserymen and Seedsmen. Darling

Nursery, Sydney, New South Wales. (Established tSa;.)

Agents ; Messrs. C. J. BLACK.ITH and CO., Cox's Quay,

Lou'er Thames Street. London. E.C.

EG. HENDERSON AND SON.
. SEEDS-EXTRA QUALITY.

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA. 2s. 6rf. and 51, per

packet.
FLORE PLENA. 21. 61/ and 55. per packet.

CINERARIA and CALCEOLARIA, 7S. 6d. and S'- P"

CYCLAjIeN PERSICUM, choice quality, 11. and 2J. 6J. pir

packet.

., ,, double-flowered, 2J. 6rf. and sx. per packet.

Wellington Nursery. St. John's Wood, N.W.

GAR DEN LAWNS.
These may now be greatly improved by Sowing

SUTTON'S MIXTURE

FINE GRASSES & CLOVERS
KOR M.\K.I\'G NF.W OR IMPROVING OLD

Garden Lawns, Croquet Grounds, &c.

Fi /test growing vayietits, which will produce a beautiful

evergreen sward in a very short time.

Sow 3 btishels or 60 lb. per Acre, or i gallon to 6 tods (or

perches). For improving Lawns already in turl sow so lb. per

^"^'
Price IB. per lb. 203. per bushel.

Instructions on the Formation and Improvement

OF

G.\RDEN L.^WNS, CROQUET GROUNDS, &c,.

Gratis and post-free.

SUTTON & SONS,
THE QUEENS SEEDSMEN, READING.

H VUYLSTEKE, Nurseryman,
Loochristy. near Ghent. Belgiunl

DESCRIP'IIVE CATALOGUE (in English) of Azalea

indica Camelli.as, Azalea Mollis, Hardy Ghent Azaleas, Rho-

dodendrons, and Kalmia latifolia, will be sent on apphtation to

'"lifessr""'R. SILBERRAD and SON. 5. Harp Lane, Great

Tower Street, London, EC.

Special Trade Offer.

pOMAN HYACINTHS.— Just landed,

sooo'NEw'^ONfAN°HYACrNTHS. blush white (under

gl.iss pure white), blue bulbs, very prolific and early, tor. M.

^"\
'r.' LLOYD (sole importer). Cut Flower Salesman, 5 and

6, New Flower Market, Covent Garden. W.C.

To the Trade.

T THORNTON, Heatherside Nurseries,

• Bagshot and Frimley, Surrey, offers for Sale for Cash

the following, clean grown ;—
PEAR STOCKS, ios. per 1000.

PINUS AUSTRIACA, 2-yr. seedlings. 31. 6d. per icyjo.

ENGLISH YEW, 125. id. per 1000.

DWARF ROSES, very fine, 251. per ico.

To be Sold.

Z A L E A S — Twelve fine named,
3 feet 5 inches high :

—
Alba grandiflora,

'^
A

I Ma
EuUhe
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THE BEST BUILT HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, Sec,

AT THE LOWEST PRICES.

Plans and Estimates given for Horticultural Buildings of every description, either in Wood or Iron.

H, Ormson's Work, on an extensive scale, both Building and Heating, may be seen at tiie Royal Gardens, Kew,

and at many of the Seats of the Nobility and Gentry throughout the Countr)'.

CAST-IRON AND SLATE FOUNDATIONS, IF PREFERRED TO BRICKWORK.

PLAIN AND INEXPENSIVE HOTHOUSES
Designed and Built with a strict regard to Economy in Price, the best of Materials and Workmanship, and Practical Adaptation.

ORMSON'S PATENT TUBULAR CORNISH BOILER and Ormson's Patent Divisional Hot-water Apparatus

SURPASS ALL OTHER SYSTEMS OF HEATING BY HOT-WATER.

HOT-WATER PIPES, BOILERS, «&c., AT WHOLESALE PRICES.

Surveys made and Gcntlejiien wai/cd on in any pari of the Country. Plans and Estimates on application. Tendersfor Drawings prepared by

Architects.

HENRY ORMSON,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER APPARATUS ENGINEER,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.
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NEW EARLY CABBAGE,
FOR PRESENT SOWING.

DANIELS' DEFIANCE-A superb new
early variety of Cabbage, growing to the weight
of 12 lb. to 151b. Remarkably short-legged and
compact, and of the most delicious marrow
flavour.

DANIELS' DEFIANCE-The earliest,

largest, and best Cabbage for either the Market
Gardener or the Private Grower. An indispens-
able variety, that should be found in every
garden.

DANIELS' DEFIANCE CABBAGE.
I'ricc IS. dil. per packet, post-Jree.

DANIELS BROS.,
SEED GROWERS and NURSERYMEN,

NORWICH^

^^ SUTTON'S ^^
CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS,

FOR PRESENT SOWING.

CABBAGE-SUTTON'S IMPERIAL

I Hi 'produce
l-eautiful Cab-
bages for early

CAULIFLOWER.
Sutton's King- of the Cauliflowers.

May be sown in August for transplanting in March ehlI April
for the lirst main crop.

Pnc id. per packet.

ONION.
ThefoUtyiL'tug varieties s(nvn in yttly atid A ngnst ivill cnme to

a very large size during ilu:follmvutg Sfirin^ aiid Summer

:

NE-W aUBEN.
A valuable new and distinct variety, being the earliest of all

Onions. Sown in March, it comes to maturity in July, or sown
in July it is tit for use the following Autumn. It is of beautiful
mild flavour, and strongly recommended.

Ptrfacket, li. 6d. j j
New Giant Rocca {the largest variety) . . per ounce i 6
Large Early Red Italian ,, i o
Large Early White Italian i o
Giant Late Red Itahan „ i o
Giant Late White Italian .. i o
Neapolitan Marzajola per packet i o

Vecetablk Seeds up to 12 ounces in weight sent by post
with a charge of t4. for the 12 ounces, or 20s. worth fre« to any
Railway Station in England or Wales.

SUTTON & SONS,
THE QUEENS SEEDSMEN, READING.

5^??.,
C5
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ENGLISH MEDI5]VAL GAEDENS.

THE taste for a return to the medixval style

in appointments now manifested through

every branch of household arrangement, does

not appear as yet to have e.\tended to the gar-

den. The vase fashioned on the model of five

or si-K hundred years back is, on the contrary,

filled with choice buds and blossoms, the like of

which our fathers never dreamed of Floricul-

ture—the cultivation of rare and elegant plants

— has in the last few years made greater strides

than any kindred science, and to those who
note the results of each succeeding year the

advance appears astounding. With new species

and genera on every hand we can scarcely be

expected to find time for reflection on the past

aspect of our gardens, although we believe

there is much to be gained by the retrospect.

The fickle tide of fashion may soon demand
the native and early plants of England, in place

of the exotics now imported, lovely though they

are ; and in the practice of gardening the

plants of our own land may surely claim a pass-

ing notice, even amid the press and hurry of

rapid progress. The date, too, of the introduc-

tion of many plants to England is often the

topic of discussion, so that a brief review of

English gardening from early times may not be

wholly unacceptable.

The Rose, our English emblem, finds a first

place in the " noble garden " described by Alex-

ander Necham, the invaluable authority on

early horticultural matters. His garden should

be arrayed with Roses, Lilies, Sunflowers,

Violets and Poppies, and Narcissus (.'). Roses

and Lilies were among the plants bought for

the Royal garden at Westminster in 1276, and
a wreath of these flowers was sent by King

John to his lady at Ditton, so that the Rose
tree can boast of a very early introduction to

this country. In the fourteenth and sixteenth

centuries several varieties both of red and white

Roses are enumerated by Lawson. The Pro-

vence Rose was probably first imported in the

fifteenth century, at the time of the marriage of

Margaret of Anjou with Henry VL A common
reserve or quit-rent was the yearly tender of a

Rose or bunch of Roses. The part the Rose
has subsequently played is familiar to the most
casual reader of English history.

The commonest flower was the Gillyflower,

or Clove Pink (Dianthus Caryophyllus), the C/oT'f

de Giroflee of the Normans. Loudon states

that the cruelties of the Duke of Alba in 1567

were the occasion of our receiving through the

Flemish weavers who flocked to our shores

Gillyflowers, Carnations, and Provence Roses,

but, as recently pointed out by an eminent

writer, the Gillyflower had been known and

prized in England centuries before. The flower

frequently served the same purpose with the

Rose as a tender for land. This has been

frequently mistaken for the clove of commerce,

the similar use of the Peppercorn and the term

Peppercorn rent favouring the theory ; but in

old documents the term itnius clavi gariofili

is obviously the Clove Pink ; Cloves also were

not introduced in the twelfth and thirteenth

centuries, when this kind of reserved rent was

most common.
The Periwinkle or Pervinke was also a

common flower. As it flourishes in shady

situations, its bright, fresh green appearance

made it a favourite in the sombre convent

grounds, Chaucer, whose eye for beauty was

not likely to pass the least " flowre" by, does

not forget it :

—

'

' There sprang fresh Violet all newe,

And fresh Pervinke rich of hue ;

And flouri.s yellow, white and rede,

Such plente grew there nor in the mede."'

The number of bees which were kept, ana
the frequent mention of the various uses of

honey at an early date, also render it extremely

probable that the list of flowers was more varied

than we can- find actual mention of. In the

days of the Plantagenets flowers were a passion

with our forefathers. They were on festal occa-

sions strewn with the Rushes, which formed the

simple but beautiful carpet of those days.

When " Merrie June" arrived

—

'

' Maydens gin strewe their boweres

With the red Rose and Lyly flowers."

Froissart relates that the Count de St. Foix

went to his " chamber, which he found ready

strewed with Rushes, green leaves, and the

walls hung with boughs newly cut for perfume."

Sir Thomas More (1483) describes Elizabeth,

the widowed Queen of Edward IV., when in the

sanctuary at Westminster, as " sitting alone

amongst the Rushes in her grief and distress."

Bradshaw, in St. Werburg (1500), writes :

—

" .AH herbes and floures fragrant, fayre, and sweete.

Were strewed in halls and layed under their feete,"

In the laying out of gardens little art appears

to have been shown before the fifteenth century.

No resemblance to modern flower beds is traced

earlier than the fourteenth century. When they

are occasionally seen the beds appear sur-

rounded with a wattled fence. In the Roniaunt

de la Rose occurs a representation of a garden

of the fourteenth century, which shows the
" erbour " and the construction of the seats and
banks of " Camamile " and other flowers. This

trellis-arbour might almost be a construction of

to-day, so nearly does it approach to the com-
mon design now in use, and so faithfully has

the old penman depicted it. Later, we have an
introduction of Flemish origin, the mound or
" mount," no doubt borrowed from the mound,
thrown up within the bailey of a Norman fort-

alice to enable the archers to see over. This still

later was more elaborately constructed of stone

or wood, " curiously wrought within and with-

out, or of earth," covered with fruit trees, and
were ascended by " stares of precious work-

manship." Hampton Court in the time of

Henry VIII. had much of the " anticke " work,

and many decorated mounts therein. The
greensward of the garden was doubtless the

scene of many a pleasant diversion in mediaeval

days ; bowling alleys and butts for the practice

of archery were commonly erected in them, and
we can imagine the maiden while occupied

with her distaff or needle looking out from the

flower-decked window of her bower at the rough

sports of the men.

The simples of the kitchen garden are now
despised, but they were in their turn the safest

and most effectual medicines known in Eng-
land. The garden of the fifteenth century was
the storehouse of the medicines of the good
village dame or lady, to be by her dispensed

for the cure of all the ailments of her neigh-

bours. Tusser tells of forty-two herbs for the

kitchen, fourteen for salads, eleven to boil,

a number for windows and pots, seventeen

to still in summer, and twenty-five neces-

sary herbs to grow in the garden for physic.

We have passed thus abruptly into a compara-

tively late period in our mention of the kitchen

garden, for little can be said with certainty re-

specting the culinary vegetables grown in Eng-

land previous to the fifteenth century. The
Cabbage tribe was, no doubt, early introduced

and generally cultivated in the middle ages.

The Pea and Bean were grown in the thirteenth

century. Necham mentions Beet, which was pro-

bably the chief esculent root. Of salads, the

Lettuce, Rocket, Mustard, Water-cress, and
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Hop were known. Onions, Garlic, and Leeks

were in use before the year 1400. The kitchen

garden was evidently the delight and care of

he dame, and furnished the many herbs related

in the rather doggrel rhyme of Tusser, with

" Conserves of Barberry, Quinces, and such,

With syrups that easeth the sickly so much."

Burton in the Anatomy of Melancholy

alludes to the medical skill of the coun-

try ladies
—" Laurel and asarabecca," which

every gentlewoman in the country knows how
to give. A knowledge of the mysteries of

stilling was one of the qualifications of the good
housewife

—

" The knowledt^e of stilling is one pretty feat,

The waters are wholesome, the charges not great."

The preparations of the dame famous in this

art rendered her a welcome guest at every

manor house around, and from distant parishes

man^'" would come to partake of the cordial

waters. The still-room was an institution, the

name of which only lingers amongst us. The
practice of stilling now is in the hands of trade

and commerce, and but here and there can be

found one with leisure and patience enough to

practise the difficult art of extracting the

essence of the " vertuous herbe." Trees and

shrubs we have purposely omitted, they are of

sufficient interest for a separate article. J.

Black;

New Garden Plants.
Gamochlamys heterandra, Baker*

An Aroidaceous plant, native of Africa. Root*stock

bearing a solitary leaf, developed before the spathe.

Petiole 2 feet long, terete, channelled down the face in

the upper part, rounded on the back. Blade cordate-

ovate, bright green, glabrous, rather fleshy in texture,

a foot long 8 to 9 inches broad, deeply pinnatifid
;

the divisions acute ; the veining pinnate, without any
intramarginal line ; both primary and secondary

branches erecto-patent. Peduncle rather shorter than

the petiole, firm, erect, subterete. Spathe green,

fleshy, boat-shaped, acute, 4 to 5 inches long, the

margins edge to edge permanently in the lower part.

Spadix half as long as the spathe, adnate to it through

its whole length, bearing about thirty female flowers,

which consist of an ovary surrounded by imperfect

stamens. Ovary flask-shaped, with four to seven

cells, each containing a single ovule ascending from

the inner side at the base ; the peltate stigma with as

many lobes as the ovary has cells. Fertile stamens

placed in a row in the midst of the female flowers on

the upper half of the spadix ; the filaments of some
free to the base, of others confluent, four or five

together ; the longitudinally dehiscing anthers crowned
by the produced fleshy connective.

The above description was drawn up for the A\'fu-

gmm three or four years, and was printed to accom-
pany tab. 346, but was never published, owing to the

suspension of the journal. Now the plant has come
again into notice in the Kew collection, and it is

therefore desirable that the diagnosis and description

should be placed on record. Mr. Saunders procured
the plant from Colonel Trevor Clarke, but neither of

them knew from what part of Africa it originated.

7. G. B.

AMERICAN OAKS.
Dr. George Engelmann has contributed to the

Academy of Sciences of St. Louis a valuable paper

on the Oaks of the United States, in which, amongst

other things, the extreme diversity in appearance pre-

sented by a single species is insisted on. In herbarium

specimens they all appear distinct enough, but look-

ing around us (in their native localities), the very

abundance of material must shake our confidence in

our discrimination. Within the compass of a few

hundred yards we find not only the forms above dis-

tinguished but numbers of others, which are neither

the one nor the other, but which are intermediate

between them, and clearly unite them all as forms of

one single extremely polymorphous species. We give

Dr. Engelmann's summary, as follows, with a few

* Gmnochlnmys helerandra. Baker.—Spadix ad spatham
dorso per totam longitudinena adnatus. Flores fceminei exle-

riores. Ovarium sessile infundibuliforme 4—7-loculare stamino-
diis cinctum, loculis unioviilatis, ovulis ascendentibus, stigmale

peltaio stellaiim 4— /-lobato. Stamina fertilia inter flores

fremineos per dimidiam superiorem spadicis imposita, anthera-

riim loculis loneitudinaliter dehiscentibus connectivo carnoso
producto coronatis. filamentis crassis carnosis tibens vcl pluri-

verbal alterations and translations, to suit our pur-

pose :— *' It results from these investigations that our

Oaks, leaving aside Q. densiflora, which is in every

respect different from other Oaks, and which has

more relation to a Chestnut, arrange themselves into

two great groups, often alluded to above as the White

Oaks and the Black Oaks.
'

' The White Oaks are characterised by paler, often

scaly bark, tougher and denser wood, and sessile or

subsessile stigmas, and bear the abortive ovules at the

base or rarely on the side of the perfect seed. Besides

this, the leaves and their lobes or teeth are obtuse,

never bristle-pointed, though sometimes spinous-

tipped ; their stamens are more numerous, the scales

of the cup more or less knotty at base, the inner

surface of the nut glabrous or (rarely) pubescent ; the

fruit generally matures in the first year.

"The Black Oaks have dark, furrowed bark, brittle

and porous wood, styles 'long and spreading or re-

curved, abortive ovules always near the tip of the per-

fect seed. The leaves and their lobes are bristle-

pointed, at least in youth, lobes and teeth acute,

teeth sometimes spinous. Their stamens are usually

less numerous, the scales of their cup membranaceous,

the inner surface of their nut always tomentose ; the

fruit generally matures in the second year.

*' We may then arrange the American Oaks in the

following order :

—

QUERCUS.
Section I. LEriDOBALANlTS.—Male catkins pendulous

;

pollen grains 0.03—0.04 mm. wide; female flowers remote from

the males. Stigmas expanded.

A. Leucohalanus (White Oak).—Abortive ovules inferior.

rarely lateral ; stamens 6—8 ; stigmas sessile or sub-

sessile. Acorn shell glabrous within or rarely pubescent.
'' Maturation of acorn annual ; acorn-shell glabrous

within ; abortive ovules inferior.

t Leaves deciduous.

Q. lyrata, macrocarpa, alba, lobata, stellala.

Garryani, bicolor, Michauxii, Prinus, prinoides.

Douglasii, undulata.

ft Leaves evergreen.

Q. dumosa, Emoryi. reticulata, virens.

•' Maturation of acorn biennial; acorn-shell pubes-

cent within. Leaves evergreen.

Q. chrysolepis.

B. Melanobalanus (Black Oaks).—Abortive ovules superior
;

stamens usually 4—6 ; styles elongated, at length re-

curved : acorn shell silky within.

Maturation of acorn annual ; leaves persistent, or

nearly so.

Q. agrifolia, hypoleuca, pnmila.

Maturation of acorn biennial.

t Leaves deciduous.

Q. paUistris, rubra, sonomensis. cocclnea, illcilolia,

Georgians, Catesbsi, falcata, nigra, cinerea,

aquatica, laurifolia, heterophylla, imbricaria,

Phellos.

ft Leaves evergreen.

Q. Wiseleni, myrtifolia.

Section 2. Andbocvne.—Male catkins erect, bearing female

flowers at the base ; pollen-grains about 0.017 "ini. wide

;

stigmas linear.

Q. densiflora."

In addition, Dr. Engelmann describes six forms,

which he considers as real hybrids, albeit they are

abundantly fertile, and although their acorns in

germination "come true."

The hybrids mentioned are Q. imbricaria x coc-

cinea, sometimes called Q. Leana ; rubra x imbri-

caria, palustris x imbricaria, nigra x imbricaria,

called Q. tridentata ; Catesbosi x cinerea, called

sometimes Q. sinuata ; falcata x cinerea. Q. hetero-

phylla is considered a good species, and not a form of

either aquatica or Phellos.

BOTANICAL NOTES OF THE
PRINCE OF WALES' EXPEDITION
TO INDIA.

On October 18, 1S75, the Serapis dropped her

anchor, amidst a dazzling display of royal welcome,

in the beautiful Bay of Athens, after a cruise of two

days from the uninteresting port of Brindisi. The
first thing which struck me on landing was the streets

decorated with branches of Pistacia Lentiscus, which,

with Qaercus incana, Q. Valani, Sterculia platani-

foUa, Pinus halepensis, P. maritima, and Ceratonia

Siliqua, comprises nearly all the arborescent growth

of Athens and its immediate neighbourhood ; they are

also extensively used for avenues and on road sides,

where protection from dust storms and heat is

necessary. The city of Athens is about six miles

from the port, and is connected by a railway; the

carriage road is rather a pleasant drive, for Olive and

I Currant groves are numerous on either side, and, with

i the above-named trees, and here and there a Grecian

hamlet, they form a homely picture and speak of con-

tentment. The land is of a very dry nature and
contains a large percentage of lime, so that artificial

irrigation has to beaxtensively resorted to. The appear-

ance of Athens is truly noble, with its numerous

temples standing on elevated points, and a fine chain

of mountains in the background the ocean, in the

distance, and nice undulating plains stretching from

mountain to shore. But in spite of this scene of

grandeur, the spectator finds a sad and melancholy

feeling of regret stealing over him as he gazes upon

the temples and various other buildings, all of which

point with a warning to a bygone vast, powerful,

and pleasure-loving people, who ages ago passed

out of existence, leaving these ruins to speak of their

grandeur.

The king's palace is pleasantly situated and pos-

sesses a beautiful garden, which is under the able man-
agement of J. Schmidt, a German. Palms, Bananas,

Agaves, Yuccas, Bonapartea juncea, Pandanus,

Oranges, Myrtles, Melaleucas, Callistemons, Casuari-

nas, Acacias, Eucalypti (in fact the Australian flora

seems to flourish in Athens), Hibiscus mutabilts and
sinensis with all its varieties, Ipomosas, Daturas, Brug.

mansias, Poinsettias, Euphorbia splendens. Arte-

carpus incisa, Cycas circinalis and revoluta, and
Cyclamens in abundance, thrive exceedingly well in

the open air. The indigenous flora is very

poor ; Erica mediterranea covers the hill slopes,

a few poor specimens of Crucifero^, Compositae,

Cucurbitacese, and Cyperacea?, may be seen, together

with an abundance of stunted Labiat^e. Growing
on the old ruins I found a few pretty little things,

such as Phleum felinum, Verbascum macrurum, and

SciUa lusitanica. 1 was given to understand that the

mountain valleys swarm with bulbs in the rainy

season, and that they form quite a picture. From
what I saw, horticulture is uphill work in Athens,

especially at the palace garden, which is considerably

elevated, and therefore requires tremendous irriga-

tion
;
yet, in the face of all difficulties, the florists'

flowers raised at home bloom to perfection and
furnish enjoyment to the people of Athens, C. Mudd^
Botanical Gardens^ Cambridge^

WOODSTOCK—IN MEMORIAM.
The recent announcement in these pages of the

death of the Rev. G. W. St. John, Rector of Wood-
stock, and the old friend and patron of Mr. Robert
Fenn, the well-]<nown raiser of new varieties of

Potatos, will naturally lead to the conviction that Mr.

Fenn's long connection with the old Rectory garden,

in which so much of his Potato, apiarian, wine-

making, and garden sanitary work has been done is

now near to its conclusion, and that whatever he may
look to accomplish in future must be done in fresh

fields and pastures new. The severance of such ties

as have bound Mr. Fenn to Woodstock are naturally

painful, because the many long years there spent in

association with a kindly and afifectionate companion
have been years of experimental work, and every

object around has a special interest. The forces of

life, however, are powerful, and admit of no resist-

ance, so the work there and its associations come to

an end, and he has to seek elsewhere for a habita-

tion that all may well wish shall receive at his hands

a reputation as excellent as that which he has obtained

for the old Rectory of Woodstock.

It would be difficult to give precedence to any one

of the excellent objects with which Mr. Fenn has

been associated. Perhaps the priority might be

claimed for his work as a garden sanitary reformer,

for many years ago, whilst yet the idea had not

obtained its inception in the minds of some of its

most prominent modern supporters, Mr. Fenn was
demonstrating the immense value of the dry-earth

system as applied to human excreta, and the utilisa.

tion of house sewage for cultural purposes, and the?e

experiments have remained in successful operation to

the present day. " From the conduct of the domestic

cat," says Mr. Fenn, " I first obtained my idea of the

sanitary value of the diy-earth system, without for the

moment thinking of its possible value as a means of

utilisation." This latter fact, however, soon dawned
upon him in its application to garden crops, and from

that time to this the dry-earth system, allied to a

liberal use of house sewage, has kept the garden at the

Rectory in the most fertile state, with the result that

during the quarter of a century it has been instru-

mental in raising the soil of the garden at least IZ
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inches, and thus, in the matter of bulk alone, adding

greatly to its fertility. At the present time of writing,

when a remarkable spell of heat and drought has

prevailed, and crops are suffering from want of

moisture, the luxuriant growth of Potatos, Peas,

Strawberries, &c., in the garden demonstrate the

value of these sanitary appliances. Most remarkable

is it to see the wonderful and luxuriant growth pre-

sented upon Potatos growing on the very same plot

of ground that has grown and produced Patatos for

at least twenty-five years in entire succession ; the

4-feet ridges being none too wide for some of the

robust kinds, the haulm of which has fallen about

and quite filled up the intervening spaces.

Leaving for the present further allusion to the

International Exhibition of wines, have had frequent

opportunities of seeing and tasting Mr. Fenn's capital

brews ; and amongst the many honours awarded to

him, none are better merited than the gold medal
received from the South Kensington jurors for his

remarkably superior examples of British wine manu-
facture.

In this matter it has been his object to promote at

once the completest utilisation of surplus garden
produce, and, on the other hand, to promote the

manufacture of and a taste for beverages that shall

not possess the brandied flavour of imported kinds, and
be more wholesome than are the decoctions of the

trade, of which it would be impossible to write with

anything approaching to approval. The correct

earnest work, the fact remains that he has already

made his mark upon the tuber more markedly than

any other living man, at least on this side of the

Atlantic. Mr. Pringle, of Vermont, the raiser of

Snowfiake and other good Potatos, has gracefully

paid tribute to the work Mr. Fenn has accomplished

here—a work in which he is similarly engaged in

America, with excellent results ; and it is pleasant

to know that these widely-situated men find in the

similarity and sympathetic character of their occupa-

tions that distance does not prevent the kindly and
generous intercourse that ought to be found amongst
all, of whatever nation, who are on similar objects

bent. It is a pleasant and ideal belief to cherish that

it will eventually be possible to raise sorts of Potatos

Fig. 37.—todea Barbara in the temperate-house at kew. (see supplement.)

Potatos, and putting aside the bees, because they no
longer exist there, it is well to draw attention to Mr.
Fenn's work in the direction of the manufacture of
British wines, from what he terms "surplus garden
products." Rhubarb, Gooseberries, Apples, and
Pears have been impressed into the service, with what
success the Woodstock cellar shows j but his greatest

triumphs have been achieved in the production of
wines of a high order from Grapes obtained from the
Vines that cover the front of the house, the walls of
the garden, and some of the neighbouring cottages.

The chief kinds in use, however, are the Esperione
and the Royal Muscadine—sorts that flourish well in

the open air, and produce Grapes of the most useful
quality for the production of highly eflfervescent and
palatable wines. Frequenters at some of the pro-
vincial shows of the Royal Horticultural Society,
habtlius of South Kensington, and jurors of the recent

nature of the principles on which his manufacture is

based, is evident from the fact that samples of his

best brews for the past twelve years have in bottle tra-

velled all about the country, and are still of the

highest excellence, and farther gain in refinement and

quality so much as to provoke the fullest admiration

from any good connoisseur. In a less pretentious

degree, however, Mr. Fenn would like to popularise

wine-making in households, as a beverage for house-

hold use, to supersede heady intoxicating drinks, and

in this way assist to expel the whisky-loving demon
from our midst, and promote, in an intelligible

degree, sobriety and temperance amongst the masses.

It is with the Potato, however, that, of late years,

Mr. Fenn's name has been most prominently asso-

ciated, and probably will remain so until earth shall

know him no more. Whether with him Potato rais-

ing is only a crotchet, or whether it is the outcome of

that shall not suffer under the attacks of the fungus.

Desirous as Mr. Fenn might be to achieve such an

excellent result, it has scarcely been hoped for by
him, as experience shows that seedling varieties are

not less subject to the disease than older sorts. Put-

ting aside, therefore, all expectations on that head, he

has devoted himself to the production of kinds that

should possess in combination the finest quality, refine-

ment of appearance, good cropping qualities, and

special suitability for garden culture.

In what respect he has been successful let the sorts

so far put into commerce by him bear witness for them-

selves. Beginning with Onwards, a variety of superb

quality, but a moderate cropper, he has followed with

Rector of Woodstock, Bountiful, red kidney. Early

Market, a first early round—so highly spoken of in

these pages recently by Mr. Tillery—and Early White
Kidney ; and it is specially worthy of record that all
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these four kinds have received First-class Certificates

after trial at Chiswick, thus showing that, in that

garden at least, they had given the highest satisfac-

tion.

It would be idle to ignore the fact that in the in-

troduction of American kinds during the past eight

years Mr. Fenn has found formidable competitors.

So strong has been the rage for these large kinds that

it but recently prompted him to bewail his folly in

discarding many large and heavy cropping kinds

simply because they were of too coarse a type to

satisfy his refined ideas. Probably time will show
that this early resolve was no misfortune, as on the

one hand the cultivation of American Potatos has

received in this country a considerable check, because

they refuse to satisfy British tastes at the table ; and
on the other hand it has led to our home raiser taking

a fresh start in the production of kinds that, whilst

they shall possess the elements of quality and beauty,

shall also not be devoid of size and those heavy crop-

ping qualities so dear to all Potato growers. Using
the well known Dawes' Matchless largely as a pollen

parent, in conjunction with some of his best varieties,

he has now succeeded in producing sorts both big and
handsome, of which the International Kidney, Wood-
stock Kidney, Bedfont Prolific, W. F. Radclyf^e, and
others shown last ye^r at the Alexandra Palace, bear

practical witness. Still farther some of the products

of these crosses are evincing remarkable earliness, the

outcome of the blood imported into the strain years

since from the Ashleaf, Mona's Pride, Hogg's Cold-

stream, Union, Sleaford Seedling, and others.

Pending the trial and increase of the best of these

crosses, the American sorts have been taken in hand

in the hope of securing some valuable kinds by cross-

ing them with his own varielies. It was Mr. Fenn's

special desire to obtain an application of the pollen

of Snowflake with the flowers of Rector of Wood-
stock, in the belief that this cross would produce a

most valuable variety, but Snowflake almost refuses

to expand a flower, and entirely objects to furnish an

atom of pollen, and Mr. Pringle seems to have found

a similar difficulty in Vermont. Lacking the desi-

deratum he has applied himself to crossing flowers of

Bountiful with pollen of Late Rose and Willard, and

the resulting seedlings are in their second year's

growth, and promise some fine kinds. It was hoped

that Vermont Beauty crossed upon Bountiful would

have given increased size to that handsome kidney,

but that also gave no pollen, and, therefore, the Late

Rose and Willard had to be used. It is worthy of

note that whilst Mr. Fenn's sorts give pollen in

abundance, nearly all the American sorts are sterile.

This imperfect sketch of the work achieved by an

enthusiastic amateur gardener in the old Woodstock

garden is, after all, but a poor record of the good

horticultural work accomplished. After a quarter of

a century of loving associations, these now cease, and

in the hands of some new resident the old garden

will probably subside into an adolescent old age and

comparative decadence. Mr, Fenn, however, remains

full of work and of energy, and not a i^^ amongst a

large circle of friends will, in good time, be pleased

to hear that he has found some other home and

garden in which to continue those works so worthily

and so effectually begun.

THE NUTRITION OF THE
FRUIT TREE AND ITS FRUIT.

{(Concludedfrom p. 102.)

To return to the nutritive substances assimilated by

plants. In their leaves and other green parts plants

possess an apparatus for the assimilation of the in*

organic elements absorbed, but to describe this fully

here would carry us too far. Briefly, the formation

of this nutritive matter takes place only under the

influence and by the aid of sun-light, when the car-

bonic acid absorbed from the atmosphere and water,

the raw food of plants, are decomposed. Together

with a little hydrogen and oxygen, carbon is taken up

by the plant, the superfluous oxygen being returned

to the atmosphere. The food thus formed is regarded

as combinations of carbon and water, termed carbon-

hydrates. They consist of carbon, hydrogen, and

oxygen, and contain no nitrogen. This primary food

is not at once used up in woody plants, but conveyed

to certain parts in the interior of the plants, and

stored up in special cells until the next stage of growth.

"With returning growth the carbon-hydrates are dif-

fused throughout the whole plant by means of the

water absorbed from the soil by the roots, aflfording,

in fact, the nutrition inseparable from growth. It is

principally to the buds or foundations of the next

shoots that this food is conveyed, which alone is

essential to complete their development. Until this

period arrives, the cells of the buds are in a state of

inactivity, but in spring, when the carbon-hydrates

begin to reach them, their activity commences, and

by the aid of the nitrogen in the vital contents of the

cell, the protoplasm, albuminoids are formed, and the

protoplasm itself increased. In this way the cells are

not merely expanded or enlarged, but their proto-

plasm separates, and the whole cell is divided, thus

increasing the previously developed tissue. The bud
extends itself, disencumbers itself of its covering, and

gradually forms a shoot.

Although it was known that certain functions, for

example, the formation of chlorophyl, of albuminoids,

and even the movement of the nutritive substances in

the body of the plant, only progress when certain

metals are present, there is nowhere, so far as I am
aware, any exposition of the importance of these

metals in the whole life of the plant. The
processes in the interior of a plant have hitherto been

considered as self-acting. In earlier times plants,

like animals, were supposed to be animated by a soul,

which ruled all their vital properties. But according

to this view, the soul of plants was not attached to any-

thing, whereas in the animal kingdom its seat was in

the nervous system. There is no action in an animal

body which is not effected by a special nerve, and on

the other hand no activity in a vegetable organism

that is not due to the presence of some metal. The
number of these metals which serve to excite activity

is very small. Thanks to the untiring industry of a

few men who have devoted the best years of their lives

to the elucidation of the subject, we now know some-

thing of the metals indispensably necessary to the

life of a plant, and the different metals associated with

various functions. If I mention only one of these

men here it is not because I would ignore the merits

of others in the smallest degree, but simply because

his labours were conducted in the vicinity of Berlin,

and because he frequently gave me opportunities to

become acquainted with the results of his researches.

This man is Professor Hellriegel, formerly of Dahme,
near Berlin, and now in Dessau. For nearly threede-

cades he laboured at one task, and that was to ascertain

whatfood the Barley plant requires, what metals are ne-

cessary to effect the various functions of which its life is

composed. At the last International Industrial Exhi-

bition in Paris (1S67) Professor Hellriegel exhibited a

highly instructive tabular view of the food substances

required by the Barley plant, and the effects of certain

metals in its development, for which he received a

well-deserved acknowledgment.

The number of metals absolutely indispensable to

all plants, and consequently to fruit trees, is six ;

namely, potassium, calcium, sulphur, phosphorus,

manganese, and iron. There is no doubt, however,

that certain plants require, in addition to these, this

or that other metal to complete their nourishment.

We may even assume that silica, chlorine and sodium,

and perhaps also magnesium, play a part in the func-

tions of certain plants. If we reckon the four

gaseous elements which furnish plants with their first

and principal food, we have a total of ten, or some-

times thirteen or fourteen elements, which have

proved essential to the perfect development of plants.

According to Prof. Adolph Mayer's excellent text-book

of agricultural chemistry, these elements are taken up in

the following forms :— I, as free oxygen ; 2, as water ;

3, in the form of acids, namely, «, as carbonic acid ;

/', as nitric acid ; r, as sulphuric acid, and (/, as phos-

phoric acid. 4, in the form of bases, namely, a, as

potassium ; ^, as calcium ; r, as manganese, and d,

as oxide of iron.

A peculiarity of plant life is that the necessary sub-

stances can only be oflered as food in very small

quantities, and in some cases in the most minute pro-

portions. Carbonic acid is certainly one of the most

important substances, yet this is present in the atmo-

sphere on an average in the proportion of four parts

only in 10,000 ; one more part would by no means
increase the carbonic acid products, indeed, it would

have just the opposite eflect. Plants, too, like man
and animals, when placed in an atmosphere highly

charged with carbonic acid, are finally suffocated.

The equally important ammonia is still rarer in the

atmosphere, and the indispensable metals occur some-

times in the soil in such infinitesimally small quantities

that their presence cannot be detected by the most

delicate reagents. From what I have said respecting

the active agents — that is to say, the metals which

replaced the nerves of animals— it follows that they

are taken up with water, in a form that may be

termed raw food, from the soil. As to how, from a

cultivator's point of view, is still by no means clear.

Although scientific researches long since revealed the

error, plants are still very generally credited with pos-

sessing a special apparatus of cells and vessels through

which the raw food is carried up into the plant. It

is even held by some that some of the so-called raw

food eventually finds its way into the leaves, and is

transformed into real nourishment, that is, presumably

into carbon-hydrate?. The absorption and transmis-

sion of the water, and whatsoever it may contain ia

solution, takes place through no particular apparatus,

but chiefly in consequence of an affinity of the mole-

cules of the cell-wail for water throughout the entire

plant-fabric. According as the water in the upper

cells is used-up or evaporates, a current from the soil

upwards replaces it.

That water with its dissolved substances is only

conveyed upwards through the wood, the remarkable

Lime tree at Fontainebleau, near Paris, affords a

striking proof, of which the well-known Parisian

botanist, Tnxul, wrote a report in 1S52. This tree

was planted in 17S0, and in iSlo its bark all round,

and, indeed, a great deal of its wood, was rubbed off

by some carters with their waggons ; notwithstand-

ing which the tree was perfectly healthy when closely

examined by Trecul in 1S52, and equally as vigorous

and attractive in appearance as other trees of the same
age. It cast its leaves somewhat earlier, as a rule, in

August. Below the injured part dormant buds at

once shot forth, and in 1S52 they had become stout

branches, whose leaves were able to assimilate the

requisite food for the renewal of the lower part of the

cambium layer and the roots. This food could not

have been derived from the upper parts of the tree,

because the corresponding tissue was wanting in the

intervening injured part.

After having described the ways and means by
which the water, and what it holds in solution, is

conducted through the tree, it may be well to examine

more closely the water itself and its contents. In

ordinary language, and from a practical point of view,

it is, as mentioned above, designated the raw food of

the plant, which is eventually converted into the

essentially nutritive substances, providing always

that sufficient carbonic acid exists in the surrounding

air. The elements taken up by the plant from the

soil in the water are in the form of soluble salts of the

various metals, and ammoniacal salts and nitric acid

salts, and it also contains some oxygen. Not one of

these substances assists in the preparation of the essen-

tial nutritive substances, the carbon-hydrates. The
metals as I have already shown, are agents or exciters

of action, the ammoniacal and nitric acid salts are the

sources of the nitrogen, which is absolutely necessary

in the change of the carbon-hydrates into albuminoids

;

but, nevertheless, it does not in the true sense of the

word constitute a nutritive substance. It seems

doubtful whether the surplus oxygen in water is con-

nected with any special process. Hence it follows

that such a thing as an ascending raw food is im-

possible, and no more exists than the midsummer
shoot, respecting which I have previously written.

Among practical gardeners and pomologists not

only does this error respecting a rising crude sap or

raw food prevail, but many of the current notions as

to the real nutritive substances are equally at fault,

more particularly that with regard to the direction of

assimilated sap, which goes wherever it is needed

—

that is to say, where it can nourish, as a rule and for

the greater part upwards, and in a less degree down-
wards. In the first place, nobody appears to have

attempted to answer the question, When do the leaves

become active or begin to assimilate the nutritive sub-

stances, the carbon-hydrates ? Nor, so far as I

know, has it been taken up from a scientific stand-

point. As the leaves are already green when they

unfold, it has been tacitly admitted that assimilation

commences then. But such is by no means the case.

The leaves only become active after the shoot has

attained its full development. Until this point is

reached, the leaves themselves, as well as the axis of

the shoot, need nourishment, in order to enable them

to reach their natural size, and finally fit them for the

work of assimilation. This assertion of mine is easily

proved by removing the bark down to the woody
tissue immediately around the bud, or round the shoot

which is in course of development, for thereby the
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channel through which the food stored up in the

branch is conveyed to the growing part is destroyed ;

and the bud or shoot, being incapable of further

development, speedily dries up and perishes. Hitherto

the practice of late girdling of trees has been regarded

as a proof that the assimilated nutritive substances

only took a downward course. The operation of

girdling is performed partly to obtain larger and

better fruit, and partly also to promote the production

of fruit ; but it is performed at a time when the shoots

are fully developed and the leaves have begun to

assimilate food. Why this operation answers the

purpose intended is easily explained. The nutritive

substances prepared in the leaves would, if girdling

were not performed, move towards the store-cells,

from whence they would be withdrawn when the next

growth took place, being necessary to effect the en-

largement and multiplication of the cells. But this

being prevented by the operation the food prepared

by the leaves accumulates in the shoot, and, after fill-

ing up all the available space, the remainder goes to

the formation of fruit. Girdling at the commence-

ment of growth is performed under wholly different

conditions, and the effects are entirely different from

those indicated for late girdling. The view held by

pomologists and fruit gardeners, that the nutritive sub-

stances move only in a downward direction, is refuted

by their own practices.

I would direct particular attention to the fact that

all new growths and lengthening of the various axes of

fruit trees (branches and twigs) takes place at the tips,

and therefore it is at these points that the greatest

quantity of nutritive substance is required, and con-

sequently the greatest ffow is not downwards but

upwards. Moreover, when the cultivator wishes to

cause a latent bud to push forth, which in its action

is a consumer of food, he should, acting under the

same view, make his incision below the bud in order

to divert the greatest quantity of nutritive substances

to the new growth ; but he does not make it below

the bud, he makes it above. As a matter of fact the

nourishment which should go to the upper part of the

axis is impeded in its upward course by the incision,

and actually serves todevelope the dormant bud.

Again, why does the gardener pinch back the tips of

shoots in spring? It is either to strengthen a fruit-

bud below, or indeed to bring it to development.

The nourishment that would have been used in the

elongation of the shoot now remains to benefit the

fruit-buds below.

The direction, then, of the movement of the nutri-

tive substances, as previously stated, is either an

upward one or a downward one, according to the

requirements of the plant. If the axis is to be

lengthened, then, of course, the flow must be upwards

to ieed the cambium and form wood ; on the other

hand, for root growths, or the development of latent

buds, on the roots, the current must be downwards.

Varying according to the plants, whether herbaceous,

annual, or woody, the movement of the nutritive sub-

stances presents different phenomena. It may there-

fore contribute to a clearer understanding of plant-

life, as a whole, if I explain the ways and means of

the nutrition of annual and perennial herbaceous

plants.

I will commence with the annual herbs, or summer
plants. Those having a terminal inflorescence only

grow upwards, and their connection with the soil into

which they have rooted consists of a constant absorp-

tion of water impref^nated with salt?. New growths

in annuals occur in the lower parts of the plant only

at the beginning, and until the root is fully formed,

not subsequently; therefore a flow of nutritive sub-

stances downwards is eventually unnecessary. As
soon as the seed is perfectly formed the whole plant

dies. But there are some annual plants which exhibit

deviations from this general rule, notably the Cucum-
ber, Melon, and other Cucurbitacen? ; also Tropceo-

lum, &c. The axes of these do not terminate in

flowers, but they continue to grow longer until the

weather determines their existence. The flowers arise

in the axils of the lower leaves, and obtain at least a

portion of the substances necessary in the formation

of fruit from the leaves above them. Here, therefore,

we have a downward movement of nutritive sub-

stances wherewith the fruit is formed, and an upward
movement to furnish the supply for the elongation of

the shoot.

The germinating plant of an annual herb obtains its

first nourishment from the substances stored up in the

seed with the embryo (albumen, endosperm), or in

the cotyledons or seed-leaves themselves of the embryo

or plantlet—in both cases the product of the assimi-

lation of the mother plant. As soon as the first green

leaves have attained perfect development they become
active preparers of the food necessary to the further

growth of the plant, after the store obtained from the

mother plant has been exhausted. The first leaves

are frequently larger than succeeding ones, and appear

also to work harder, which may be the cause of their

early decay in many plants, thus giving place to those

above them.

In the first series of annuals of which I have

spoken the nutritive substances, after passing from

the leaves into the stem, ascend only, as may be

gathered from what precedes, and thereby render the

growth of the stem and its branches possible. Should

the tip of tlie young growing plant be injured or acci-

dentally perish it is replaced by secondary shoots from

the axils of the first leaves below the injured part. It

is a practice to pinch off" the flower-bearing tips of

summer stocks in order to obtain more bushy plants

and a greater profusion of flowers. But if this be

done too late in the season, or so low down that the

leaves below have ceased to be active, or nearly so,

the object of the operation is not attained, for the

plant dies without flowering.

Perennials act quite differently, throwing up annual

stems from the so-called root (root-stock or rhizome),

which after the summer's growth die down and perish.

The principal part of the perennial plant is the under-

ground root-stock, which represents the axis or

stem portion. This, like every axis, lengthens

only at the tip, and every year it throws up one or

more shoots from buds formed in the axils of previous

years' leaves. In a similar manner to the germina-

ting plant, these shoots in the first stage of

growth are nourished by the substances previously

stored up in the root-stock. This root-stock, indeed,

behaves like a twig of a woody plant, inasmuch as it

is the leaves of the next growths which terminate in

the formation of fruit ; but, unlike that, it does not

obtain its water, with the salts it contains, from an

already completed part, answering to the branch of

shrubs—forming instead, on its under-side, directly

beneath the upper surface where the buds are formed,

which develope into above-ground stems, correspond-

ing independent roots. This is also the reason why
the under, or, in the case of the horizontal position of

the root-stock, the hindmost portions, in comparison

with woody plants, may be termed branchings, arc of

no further importance in the life of the plant, and are

finally cast off. As in annual plants, the lowermost

or so-called root-leaves, are usually larger than the

stem-leaves, and often less divided, so it is in peren-

nial plants ; but whereas in the former the root-leaves

are frequently replaced by others at a later period of

growth, in the latter they commonly present the

greater part of the assimilating surface, and in many
nearly the whole of the nutritive substances are pre-

pared in the root-leaves. In Streptocarpus, the

cotyledonary leaves even perform this function.

At the commencement of the vegetation of per-

ennials the food is nearly all expended in the

growth, that is, the elongation of the stem above-

ground ; but as soon as the period of flowering

has arrived, and the necessary substances for the

formation of the fruit have been drawn upwards,

growth ceases, and the food subsequently prepared

is conveyed downwards into the active portion

of the root-stock, and there stored up to meet the

needs of the plant when it starts into growth the follow-

ing spring.

Before concluding this lecture I feel myself

called upon to say a word or two respecting the

importance of cultivated fruits, because gardeners

and pomologists still entertain some erroneous views

relating to them. Thus, for instance, it is very

generally supposed that the flesh of the fruit provides

the first food for the germinating plants of its seeds.

Such, however, is not the case, for here, as in

other cases, the first nourishment is drawn from the

seed alone. The flesh of the fruit bears no relation

to the embryo ; it is a kind of outcast substance or

excretion of the plant. In most of our cultivated

fruit trees, too, the great mass of this flesh is the result

of cultivation. Thus the wild Cherries of our woods
possess so little flesh that they do not repay the

trouble of plucking. In the mountains of Pontus I

iound Grapes so small that they were not worth

eating ; and Pallas informs us that the wild Apricot,

and often likewise the wild or escaped Peach, possess

no flesh at all, the former, indeed, being like a leathery

two-valved capsule.

The flesh of the fruit of most of our cultivated fruit

trees is analogous to the enlarged roots of the Turnip

and Beet, and similar plants, and is simply the

product of cultivation, which is much sooner lost

again under neglected circumstances than it was

originally artificially produced. One of the most

able French botanists, Professor Lecoq, of Clermont-

Ferrand, who died only some few years ago, insti-

tuted numerous experiments with various wild plants

to induce them to form fleshy roots, and he was

almost invariably successful. Just as it is the task of

the agriculturist to increase the volume of his roots,

so it should -be the aim of the fruit gardener to

increase the flesh of pome, stone, and berry fruits,

and the substances stored up in the cotyledons of

Nut fruit. How this is done I explained at the

beginning of this lecture. Karl Koch,

THE MARQUIS OF BUTE'S
VINEYARD AT CASTLE COCH.

Finding myself in the neighbourhood of Cardif?,

I embraced the opportunity of paying a visit to this

experimental Vine plantation, as it is one having much
interest for practical horticulturists at the present time,

as well as possessing something akin to national import-

ance ; for if Vines can be grown and their fruit ripened

in the more favourable parts of the United Kingdom, as

they are in the wine-making districts of France, it

opens up the question of the manufacture of wines in

this country as a commercial contingency.

Mr. A. Pettigrew, the Marquis's head-gardener at

Cardiff Castle, drove me out to Castle Coch, about

5 miles from this thriving seaport. Castle Coch is an

old Welsh fortress, occupying a commanding position

on the verge of a fine wood which crowns the summit

of the hillside above the valley of the Taft. One has

only to look down into the old dungeons which yet

remain to get some idea of the part this fortress has

played in the wars of the Welsh principality. The
Marquis of Bute is now restoring it, probably with si

view of making it an occasional summer residence.

Almost at the foot of the castle, on a warm, sheltered

sunny slope, lies the vineyard of which we have heard

so much of late. It is a favourite experiment of the

Marquis, and he himself selected the spot occupied by

the vineyard. It is a portion of a rich alluvial

pasturage, the deposit having been washed down
from the red sandstone heights, which cover

the limestone formation of the hills above. It

is a fine red loam, some 2 feet or so in depth,

mi,\ed with stones resting on a limestone bed. How
rich it is in vegetable nutriment the grass grow-

ing over it abundantly testifies. The hillside behind

screens it from the north, and on either side wood-

crowned eminences—like the advanced wings of an

army—shelter it from the eflects of chilling east and

blustering west winds. In front is the open south,

with the Bristol Channel but a few miles distant. No
better spot in the locality could have been selected in

which to set down this experimental Vine garden.

How it will answer is a question, to which the next

two or three years will furnish a reply. The bed is

steep enough to admit of abundant natural drainage,

while the stones lying on the surface will prevent the

soil from being washed away below in the case of

heavy storms.

In preparing the garden the ground was trenched

to the depth of 2 (eet, at the same time well loosen,

ing the soil beneath, and the turf was turned a foot or

so in depth. The Vines are planted in lines running

from north to south, and they are 3 feet apart each

way ; there are about seventy plants in a line, and there

are about forty lines of them. They are all tied to

3-feet stakes, and while many of the plants have grown
a foot or more above the stakes, they are all in the

most robust health, as clean as one could well desire

to see them. The later planted Vines are not nearly

so strong, but they are starting away into a good
growth. There are but two sorts, viz.. La Gammais
Noir, a black-clustered variety, much grown in the

Vine districts in Burgundy ; and La Meille Blain, a
white Grape, which does well on light soil like that

at Castle Coch, and is a very prolific bearer. The
roots were examined, and they were found to be
throwing out their fibres a little way below the sur-

face. The soil was cool and moist, though the district

was beginning to suffer severely from the prevailing

drought. The strongest plants were carrying three or

four shoots, which had been stopped, and the wood
appeared to be becoming as well-matured as could be
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desired. The shoots are kept neatly tied to the

stakes, and the soil is carefully hoed as required.

Should the experiment be found to answer, con-

siderable additions will be made to the vineyard in

course of time. Mr. Pettigrew takes great pride in

the Vine garden ; and all that the most assiduous

attention can do, and a keen intelligence devise, is

being done to make success probable. Mr, Pettigrew

is very sanguine as to the results. During the

summer of 1S75 he paid a visit of inspection to the

Vine-growing districts of France with a view of gain-

ing information respecting the best modes of manage-

ment, and this information is being turned to the best

account at Castle Coch. The results, whether

assuring or disheartening, must be left for time to

disclose. R, D,

seen how essential a good mulching is where artificial

watering has to be resorted to, and even where the

latter is not applied, the shade it aflords is a' great

protection to the roots, and prevents the hard baked
surface that usually takes place more or less with all soils

when fully exposed to the sun's influence. Moisture-

loving plants, such as the Pampas-grass, Arundo
Donax, Bambusa gracilis, and many others commonly
used as hardy ornamental plants, should always have
their roots protected by a mulching of some kind,

which is quite as essential for their preservation during

the severity of winter as it is during the great heat

and drought of summer. Were this more practised

than it is many plants that languish and only just

exist during dry seasons would grow with a vigour

their possessors would scarce think them capable of.

Where liquid manure can be obtained the Pampas-
grass should be freely fed with it, its stimulating

Intended for popular use—or, as its title ex-

presses it, for schools and young persons—there

are many more advanced pupils who will wel-

come so pleasantly-written a history of science as

this. The primary arrangement of the book is chrono-

logical, a sketch of the science of the Greeks and

Arabs being followed by similar accounts of the

general prospects of various branches of science in the

middle ages and in modem times.

The whole range of scientific investigation, from the

time of Thales to that of Darwin, is thus passed under

review. Unequal treatment and occasional errors

—

as, for instance, in the description of the floret of

a Daisy, on p. 145, or that of the seeds of Geranium,

p. 210—must of course be expected when so

vast and multiform a subject has to be con-

Fig. 3S.—group of cycads in the palm stove at kew. (see supplement.)

PAMPAS GRASS.
Cultivators of this highly ornamental autumn-

flowering plant should bear in mind that next year's

bloom depends entirely on the kind of growth made
during the present summer and autumn, and, there-

fore, where any are standing in dry positions on lawns,

shrubbery borders, or similar situations, they should

at once be thoroughly soaked with water, and the

same operation repeated from time to lime till the

autumn rains set in, and render a further continuance

of it unnecessary. In the case of those on borders and
in other situations where they have bare soil surround-

ing them, a good mulching of half rotten manure laid

ound their roots will have a most beneficial effect by
keeping them cool and intercepting evaporation,

otherwise any water given them is soon re-absorbed in

the atmosphere, leaving the ground cracked and open,

and thereby admitting free ingress to large volumes

of dry heated air that parch up the tender fibres of

the plant, the loss of which stops all growth, and
brings on decrepitude and death. It will thus be

properties will soon show itself in the dark coloured

leaves and strong growth it produces. I have
before me now fine clumps of this stately grass

that rarely produce less than twenty-five to thirty of

their magnificent feathery plumes, and which in all

probability would not send up half that number were
they not treated as above described. Before winter

sets in the crowns of the plants should be protected

by packing some fresh fallen leaves around them, and
which may easily be kept in position by sticking a few

Laurel or other evergreen branches to hide them. The
same course should be adopted in the case of the

Bambusa, Palms, or other plants of doubtful hardi-

ness, and, this done, the tops will take care of them-
selves. 7. S, IK

A Short History of Natural Science, from the
Time of the Greeks to the Present Day. By
Arabella Buckley. Murray, Small 4to, pp. 467.

We owe both author and publisher an apo'ogy for

not having earlier called attention to this volume.

densed into a few pages ; but the authoress is

evidently quite aware of possible imperfections on

this score, and does much to obviate them by adding

at the end of most of the chapters a list of the prin-

cipal works she has consulted. Botany and botanists

receive but scanty notice at Miss Buckley's hands ; so

scanty, indeed, that we find no mention of Robert

Brown or of Brongniart, while in the ranks of anatomists

the name of Owen is not included. Of course, it was

no part of the author's plan to \nake mention of all,

or even of the most eminent, workers in science, but

there are some whose names one would have thought
J

must have found a place in any enumeration. The j

following extract, giving a summary of the history of
^
i

astronomy in the seventeenth century, may be cited as ,|

a good illustration of the method in which the several

subjects are treated :

—

"To begin with astronomy. Here Galileo led the

way with his telescope. The structure of the moon, with

its mountains and valleys
; the existence of Jupiter's four

moons revolving round it and giving it light by night

;

the myriads of stars of the Milky Way ; the spots of the
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sun coming into view at regular intervals, and thus

proving that the sun turns on its axis ; all these dis-

coveries forced upon men's minds the truth that our little

world is not the centre of everthing. but a mere specie

among Ihe millions of heavenly bodies. But while they

humbled man's false pride in his own importance, they

taught him on the other hand the true greatness which

God has put in his power by giving the intellect to dis-

cover and understand these wonderful truths if he will

only seek them in an earnest and teachable spirit. Then
came Kepler with a still grander lesson, for he showed

that the movements of the planets are governed by

regular and fixed laws, which can be traced out so

accurately that an astronomer is able to foretell with

confidence what will happen many years after he himself

has passed away. Thus weseeGassendi and Horrocks,

by the use of Kepler's labours, calculating within a few

minutes the time of a planet's passage across the face of

" All this advance from Galileo to Newton was the work
of the seventeenth century. It began, you see, with

certain simple facts ; by Galileo seeing that bodies

existed in the heavens which were not known to be

there before ; it ended in the beautiful law of which we
have just spoken.

'

' But I want you particularly to notice that this end

would never have been reached by men who were

content to sit down idly and talk of the greatness

of God : it was the result of real work, by men who
tried first to learn the facts, and from these to prove

reverently the way in which it pleases God to bring them
about : and in this labour of love, being brought face to

face with the infinite grandeur of Nature, they learnt

that true humihty which led Newton, the greatest of

thein all, to feel that he was but as a little child

gathering pebbles on the shore of the great ocean of

truth,"

In thinning plantations my practice is to proceed
with the work, not according to age or size of the

trees, but in accordance with their closeness and
approach towards each other. Thinning is often

required by the, time the trees are scarcely 3 feet high,

but sometimes not before they are 6 feet high. In
general forest planting the trees are put in at the rate

of 2000 to 3000 per acre = 3i to 4J feet apart. If

planted at the latter distance, thinning will seldom be
found necessary before 700 to 800 trees per acre

stand 6 to S feet high—that is, when the thinning has
been performed the remaining crop stands that height.

To thin a Pine or Fir plantation to 8 feet apart

when the trees have only attained 6 to 8 feet in height,

is considered by many foresters injudicious and at

variance with good practice ; I have not found it so

Fig. 39.
—view in the fernery at KEW. (see SUPPLEMENTr).

the sun, and watching the exact fulfilment of the pre-

diction. Nor is this all : so exact and true are

these movements, and so completely is man able

to read them rightly, that by the simple pas-

sage of a small black spot across the sun Halley

showed that we may actually number the millions

of miles between ourselves and the great light around

which we move. We might almost think that we had

now travelled as far as man's mind could go, but some-

thing far greater remained behind. Newton sitting

under his Apple tree and pondering on the wonderful

mechanism of the heavens, found the one great law

which accounts for the movements of all the bodies in

the universe—a law which explains equally why a pin

falls to the ground, and why a comet which has been

lost from sight for more than a hundred years will

return to a certain fixed spot at a day and an hour

which can be accurately foretold. Kepler had pointed

out fixed and definite laws by which the universe is

governed ; Newton demonstrated that one law explains

them all. He showed us how one single thought, as it

were, of the Divine mind suffices to govern the most com-

plicated as well as the simplest movements of our system,
I

Forestry.

Practical forestry, as distinguished from fanciful

and ornamental, may with considerable propriety be

defined as " the art and practice of growing the

largest quantity of the most valuable wood or timber,

upon the smallest area of ground, in the shortest

period of time.

"

In the present article I intend directing special

attention to the art and practice of thinning Pine and

Fir plantations so as to fulfil the above conditions, or

at least contribute in the highest possible degree

towards their fulfilment. If the art of thinning were

rightly understood and properly carried into practice,

pruning would be seldom if at all required, crowding

would be avoided, reducing the number of trees upon

the ground below what is requisite for a profitable crop

guarded against, and the trees, both individually and

as a crop, maintained in the most favourable state

and condition possible for making wood of the best

quality.

To-day I examined carefully a plantation of large

extent, so thinned two years ago, that would go far in

convincing any one of its superior advantages over that

of the general method. An active woodman with

a proper bill-hook, which is the best instrument I

know of for the purpose, will thin an average acre in

two days, at a cost aids, per acre. The thinnings at

this stage I put no money value upon, but regard

them in a similar light to that in which the farmer

does his Turnips thinned out in the field.

The strongest reason for thinning plantations at

this comparatively early stage of growth, is to afford

the remaining crop perfect freedom and room to

develope their roots and lower branches. It is through

the branches situated upon the lower part of the stem

that the roots are fed and nourished. The branches

elaborate the cambium, and pour it in upon the under-

ground structure of the tree, while the roots absorb

from the soil the fluids of which the cambium is chiefly

composed. Thus a reciprocal action goes on betwixt

the two, and if the power or influence of the one U
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impaired, the otiier thereby suffers in a corresponding

degree. Now if the lower branches of a tree are so

far confined for want of thinning as to destroy their

vitality at the most critical period of its existence, it

in a short time falls off in growth, and seldom or

never regains its former vigour.

The effect of a tree being confined to the extent of

destroying the vitality of its lower branches, is similar

to what is produced by a process of pruning ; and if

it were borne in mind that the loss of every lower

branch is in effect the loss of a root, and the loss of

many branches the loss of many roots, it would be a

safeguard against the too common, but ruinous prac-

tice of allowing young plantations to remain unthinned

until the lower tiers of branches, upon which its

prosperity in a very high degree depends, have been

destroyed. Any one who has had the pleasure of

examining any of the celebrated old trees in the

country, such as tlie original Larches at Dunkeld,

Blair Athol, Moneymusk, Dawick House, Arniston,

and other places, must be forcibly struck with the

circumstance of their having very strong branches

situated upon the trunks comparatively near the ground.

Some of the lower branches upon the old Larches at

Dunkeld are large enough to make several pairs of

lO-inch railway sleepers by sawing through the

centre.

In order to grow large trees one of two conditions

is essential—either they must grow rapidly or they

must grow to old age ; and as many of the conditions

which admit of a tree growing to great age are un-

availing, the next alternative is to do all that can be

done to make the tree grow fast—the most powerful

agency in promoting which is its branches.

Having witnessed such disastrous results from in-

attention to young plantations in the neglect of early

thinning, I would recommend in the highest possible

terms prompt and strict attention to its observance,

for if once properly thinned their future prosperity is

almost as good as attained. C. Y. MUhie, CulUn

House, yiily 25.

A reader of The Garden has just favoured me with

the issue of April 22, containing some critical remarks

by "J. S. W." upon my article in the Gnrdeners'

Chronicle of March 1 1 last, on transplanting large

forest trees. I have carefully considered and weighed

well all the circumstances of the cases referred to,

and while I cordially agree with all that "J. S. W."

says regarding the culture and planting of nursery

trees, I differ with him entirely upon what he says

about the preparation and removal of large old estab-

lished forest trees.

What "J. S. W." calls a new system of transplant-

ing, others are pleased to designate an old one ; but

whether old or new is of no vital import, if only the

best and cheapest method of transplanting large forest

trees can be arrived at.

"J. S. W." says it will be difficult for cultivators

to accept the new doctrine; that is very likely, and

more probable still that they should object to the

practice .... "J.S. W." evidently aims at show-

ing a distinction without a difference when he says, " It

is not generally necessary to prepare trees a year or two

previous to planting in the way Mr. Michie describes,

but that a previous check greatly insures a successful

removal I have no doubt whatever." Disapproving of

the above, he recommends the following:—"Cut
round it (the tree), however, pretty close to the stem ;

sever aU the rambling tap and other roots, and in one or

two years you can move the tree without much trouble,

and with a tolerable certainty of success." These

lighter and smaller matters of difference may, after

all, however, be found reconcileable, but the weightier

and major part of the subject of dispute will be found

less accommodating, and unyielding.

I may not be able thoroughly to satisfy **
J. S. W."

as to the accuracy of my statements, but will promise

him ocular demonstration of them if he will only come

here and see for himself. Since writing the original

article in question, I have seen a very beautiful group

of large forest trees in Aberdeenshire, which were dug
round and removed the same season, and unless I had

been told they were recently (two years) planted, I

should not have known it by their appearance.

I do not say root-pruning is in all cases objection-

able, or that trees so prepared never do so well as

those removed without it ; but this I affirm, that

many trees root-pruned have languished and died,

while those removed without it have flourished and
grown, without any other apparent cause than that of

a double check of growth. C. )'. Miihie, Culleii

House, Culleii, July 31.

Clematises.—There is no wealth-giving flower

—

wealthy in the sense of its glorious profusion of

bloom—that can compare with the summer-flowering

Clematises at the season of this year.

" Among the plants and breathing things,

The sinless, peaceful works of God,"

that fill the heart with intensest pleasure and thank-

fulness amid the flood-tide of summer glory, there is

scarcely one that can compare with the Clematis at its

proper season—the flowers so large and massive, and

produced with such prodigality of resource. We have

a brick wall, some 20 feet in length, and 4.^ feet in

height, which separates our forecourt garden from

that of the adjoining house. It has a west .'aspect,

open to the afternoon sun. What more appropriate

place in which to display the 'floral glories of the

summer-flowering Clematises than this ! In the centre

is C. mngnifica, dull in colour, and yet novel—

a

wonderfully free grower, and a profuse bloomer ; and

on either side, near to the ends of the wall, are C.

Jackmanni, without doubt the finest decorative Cle-

matis ever distributed ; and C. rubella, a strong-

growing, profuse-flowering variety equally good. A
grand floral trio ; but next autumn it is our intention

to take out magnifica, and put in its place C. viticella

rubra grandiflora, without doubt the most striking red

Clematis yet sent out. As it is a cold and exposed

position we are compelled to plant only the sturdiest

and hardiest types, else we should prefer Lady Bovil,

Mr. James Bateman, lanuginosa nivea, or any other

of the delicate-flowered varieties.

This wall is a blaze of beauty just now, and passers-

by stop, and wonder what unusual plants exhibit such

a blaze of floral brightness. They are generally looked

upon as " Passion-flowers." We are afraid they are,

because of being unusual—associated with something

requiring great care to get them to grow and flower in

summer, and to keep them unharmed through the

frost, damp, and cold of .winter ; and yet how true it

is that few plants are better able to take care of them,

selves, and are in reality grown with great ease and

but Utile attention.

Some forethought was necessary in order to get the

low wall nicely covered with the shoots, and have the

flowers well displayed. The plants have occupied

this position two years, and have grown into good size,

and become firmly rooted in the soil. The first

requisite was to cut the plants back quite close to the

ground in February last. Then when they commenced
to grow they thrust up from the roots three and four

strong shoots. These were all stopped at the second

joint, and the consequence was each joint threw out a

shoot. Then when the shoots were long enough to

be tied into position, they were spread out so as to

cover as great a space as possible. Then the shoots

were again stopped just above the tie, which gave an

increased number of young growths, and by carefully

tying these into position a good surface of the wall was

covered. The plants were kept well watered during

dry weather, and now the surface of each is covered

with flowers from top almost to bottom. If the plants

had not been stopped, the first shoots would have

grown to a considerable length, and all the flowers

would have been at their tips. It is obvious that

rapid growing plants like the Clematis require con-

siderable attention in the matter of training when
making their strong growth, and thus it becomes

necessary to have something attached to the wall

against which they are growing, to which the shoots

can be tied, and to which they can cling. Our wall

is covered with an ordinary galvanised wire netting,

having a 2 inch mesh. This is about 2 inches from

the wall, and fastened securely at the top, bottom,

and sides. But little labour in the matter of tying is

required ; all that is wanted is to direct the shoots,

and they will cling to the wire netting of them-

selves. What better covering could be provided for

a wall than these fine Clematises ? And the summer
screen they furnish is as complete as it is delightful to

look upon when the plants are in full bloom.

And these Clematises can be used in many ways to

give pleasantness of aspect to the garden during sum-

mer. We saw the other day a large balloon-shaped

wire trellis covered with C. Jackmanni, and the pro-

prietor of the garden pointed to it with great pride.

It was the central figure of a flower garden on a grass

plat, and round it were vases on pedestals filled with

gay flowering plants. A neighbour of ours has turf

walks round his little fruit garden, and over these he

has thrown at intervals wire archways, and each arch,

way has a Clematis on one side, and a good climbing

Rose on the other. Both are well attended to in the

matters of mulching and watering, and they are very

elTective in this combination. Ko Villa Garden should

be without a rich Clematis, either growing by itself,

or tenderly mingled with other twining plants, shed-

ding brightness and beauty over tranquil spots.

Kitchen Garden.—The mid-crop Peas are now

over, and the haulm needs clearing away speedily, so

that the ground may be made available fur another

crop. The earlier crops of Potatos are also being

dug, and here space is afi'orded also. Any Kale and

Broccoli plants needing removal from the seed-beds

can he planted out, but the ground if well prepared

for the Peas will not require to be dug before being

planted again. A little Turnip seed—selecting an

early, quick-growing variety—should now be sown,

for while sliowers are falling the seeds germinate

quickly. Though refreshing rains have fallen, the

ground is still very dry, and late Peas, Scarlet

Runners, Vegetable Marrows, Carrots, and Onion

beds will be greatly assisted by occasional waterings.

A sowing of the Improved Nonpareil or Early York

Cabbage needs to be made now, to be put out by-and-

bye for use in early spring. Both the varieties

named are small in size and dwarf in growth, and so

fitted for small gardens, and they can be planted

closely together at the proper time later in the year.

diitrtrcit #ttcniti0iTS.

PLANT HOUSES.

Plant Stove.—To make the most of Bougainvillea

glabra grown in pots, plants that have now done

flowering should at once have all the weak shoots

thinned out ; the presence of these is the reverse of

useful in assisting the growth of another lot of blooming

wood, as the flowers are only produced freely on the

shoots that attain considerable strength, it is a mistake

to allow over-crowding of weak growth, which only

tends to draw upon the powers of the roots for no

purpose. If there is room to put an inch of thoroughly

rotten manure on the surface of the ball of such plants

as are very full of roots it will assist them much, not

that free-growing things like this cannot be kept

going by liquid stimulants, but a little new material

such as the above, encourages the production of new

roots, which will greatly strengthen the plants. So

treated this Bougainvillea will be in full flower again

by the end of September, and remain in good condition

through the succeeding month ; after which there will

be plenty of time to harden them oft before the close

of the year. To ripen them off as early as the pre-

sent time is simply a loss, as there is no occasion

to apprehend that the plants will become exhausted,

even if thus re-started and flowered three times

during the season. Encourage Ipomcea Hors-

fallix to make all the growth possible from this

time through the autumn, as upon the number and

strength of the shoots the plants are furnished with,

depends the amount of flower they will produce. This

is one of the subjects that can, with a view to economy

in space, be with advantage trained longitudinally

over a path in the stove, being not too long or rampant

in growth for such a situation, nor calculated to over-

shade other things too much ; it can, moreover, in a

position like this readily receive the attention in train-

ing it requires. The singular looking Aristolochias

are nowhere seen to greater advantage than grown in

this manner over the paths. Cuttings of the large-

growing species may yet be put in, that will flower

freely next summer, and be much more manageable

than old plants, which are apt to get too large, and

require cutting back to keep them in bounds to an

extent that renders young stock preferable. Any of

the moderate-sized side-shoots that usually spring

from the strong lower portion of the stem taken off

with a heel, will soon strike in a brisk heat in sand, if

confined under a bellglass. As soon as rooted move
them into 6-inch pots, andkeepgrowinggentlythrough

the winter. Now, alter flowering, is a good time to

divide ^Kchmeas, such as Ai. fulgens and Ai. miniata,

for general decorative purposes. They are much the

most useful grown singly in 6-inch pots ; so managed
they can be moved to the conservatory for many weeks!

when in bloom. If the crowns are now slipped off^I

and put singly in pots of the above size, tliey will need

no further shift until they have bloomed next summerJ
Put them in with as much of the old stem as can ba
got ; they will root freely all the way up it, if tha

soil is allowed to come up to the bottom leaves, Tha
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epiphytal nature of these plants points to the necessity

of not only draining the pots well, but also giving

them thoroughly porous material in which to grow.

The pieces so divided will soon throw up suckers,

which must be kept on growing through the winter.

Advantage should now be taken of many things

completing their growth, coupled with the warm
weather, to clear out such stoves, intermediate houses,

and pits, wherein are grown plants requiring heat,

that want painting or any internal repairs or altera-

tions. Nothing is more common than to see such

work undertaken late in the autumn, when it is difli-

cult to find a place for the plants, or in the spring,

when they want to be making growth, at which

season the work has to be hurried through in a way
that is a mere waste of labour and material, for in the

case of most stoves, when the woodwork gets ch^rgtd

with moisture, it is simply useless to pamt without

first getting it thoroughly dry. The best way to pro-

ceed is to remove every plant, climber as well ; move
all moisture-holding material, such as tan, or anything

that has been used for plunging ; throw the house

open so as to let the air sweep through it, and if the

weather happens to be dull, turn on the heat as well.

By this means the woodwork will soon get dry

through, in which condition the paint will adhere

properly, and answer the purpose for which it is

intended. It often happens at this season that a

greenhouse can be cleared that would accommodate

the occupants of the stove for a time until it was in

a condition to paint. In stoves where mealy-

bug exists an effort should be made when they

are re-painted and thoroughly cleared out to

exterminate this pest, the presence of which is a source

of endless labour and precludes the possibility of

growing many things in a way they can be produced

when free from this intolerable nuisance. There are

many who say that when once it has got possession

of a collection of plants so far as to have obtained a

lodgment in the joints of the woodwork under the

wall-plates and in the cracks of the brickwork of the

stove, that it cannot be completely destroyed. This is

incorrect ; no matter how numerous or how com-

pletely they have got established on the plants and in

the houses, they can be exterminated, as I have
proved more than once, but it is a wortc'of labour and
perseverance, and no half measures will succeed.

Every joint and crack in the brickwork must be well

painted, and two or three coats ot good hot limewash

applied ; all old decayed wall-plates must be removed,

any joints and cracks in the woodwork filled with

putty and paint after being thoroughly scrubbed with

strong so.ip and water, and not less than two coats of

paint applied in a way that will reach not only the

living insects but their eggs. During the same time

the plants must be thoroughly and repeatedly washed
with insecticide, not hesitating to reduce the work by

putting in the fire any that are worn out and of little

value. No matter how much labour is spent in this

work, if it is efiectually done it will be economical

in the end. 71 Bairns.

FLOWER GARDEN.
The flower garden, being now in full beauty, no

pains should be spared to keep it so for the longest

possible period. To this end never allow the beds or

borders to get into a bad state for the want of weed-
ing, or picking off the decayed flowers and foliage, or

for the want of regulating the growth of the plants by
pegging and pinching, for, once they are allowed to

get into a bad state, it is much more difficult to get

them tidy again than to keep them so, not to name
the satisfaction which is attendant on observing the

latter plan. The proverb of '* A stitch in time saves

nine " is more applicable to matters horticultural

than many imagine ; for instance, once let the mowing
get behind, and how difficult it is to get ahead of it

again. In addition to the untidy appearance, the

finer grasses get destroyed, and the appearance of

the lawn spoiled for the rest of the season, all of

which might have been prevented by a push at the

right time ; and like evils follow in the wake of all

other operations where procrastination holds sway.

Propagation will now shortly have to begin, especially

that of Pelargoniums. These have all made fine

growth this season. There will, therefore, be no diffi-

culty in obtaining the desired quantity of cuttings

without in any way injuring the beds, but

the greatest care will be requisite to judiciously

thin out the same. Beginners should not be

entrusted with the operation. All kinds strike best

on a sunny bank, the only condition to success being,

that they are planted firmly in the soil. If put at

once in pots or boxes, a plan preferred by some, they

should be similarly exposed to the sun. Most kinds

of succulents that are used for bedding are also best

propagated at this season. Offsets of Kcheveria
secunda glauca and Sempervivum calcareum, the

two most generally useful kinds, should be dibbled in

thickly on a raised sloping bank ; in such a situation

both will winter safely, at least they do in the

southern counties. Echeveria metallica and E. glauco-
metallica are best raised from seed sown now in gentle

warmth, but offsets in plenty are produced by the

latter kind, and these may now be taken off

and potted singly in small pots, and exposed to

the sun, the same as cuttings of Pelargoniums.

The greenhouse kinds of Sempervivums, such

as S. arboreum variegatum, S. Donkelaari, S.

canariense, and S. urbicum, will produce offsets

freely after they are a year or two old, and strike

quickly at this time of year. It is surprising that so

interesting a class of plants as these are—which are

also of the easiest possible culture, and withal so

effective in flower garden arrangements—are not more
generally used ; it is a great fallacy to suppose that

they are at all difficult to manage, either as to growth

or propagation. Now that rain has come, plant out

seedlmgs of Wallflowers. Sweet Williams, Pent-

stemons, Antirrhinums, Brompton Stocks, Pinks,

Carnations, &c., and divide Pansies, Primroses,

Polyanthuses, and Daisies, well watering and
mulching the same should hot sunny weather again

prevail. As they advance in growth, tie up and

stake all tall-growing plants in the sub-tropical or

herbaceous garden, and keep the undergrowth in neat

order. The best, or at least the most effective sub-

tropical plants with us this season are Sulanum
argenteum and S. robustum. Acacia lophantha,

Wigandia caracasana, and Kicinus Gibsoni, all from

seed sown in March last, and many of them are

already 4 to 5 feet high, and sturdy in proportion. Of
course the beds were well dressed, and water has

been freely used, but certainly they have paid for all

the labour. IV. Wddsmilh, HcckfitlJ.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Figs.—The trees which have been subjected to

forcing operations generally give an inconsiderable

intermediate crop of Figs at about this period.

Although these are not usually produced in quantity

to warrant any alteration in the course of treat-

ment which is most suitable for the succeeding

crop, still in damping the trees these fruits should be

avoided as much as possible, as they prove to be very

acceptable sometimes when a short supply of other

kinds of fruit exists. A plentiful supply of moisture at

the roots will be necessary now, and a free applica-

tion of it over the trees at least once or twice every

day is also indispensable, to maintain the foliage in a

healthful state. Have recourse to solar means for heat

as much as possible now, and husband such resources

when practicable, by shutting up the house at a tempe-

rature of from So° to 85^ applying fire-heat only

under the most disavaniageous conditions. See to

the stopping and training of the shoots as they

advance, in the way already advised ; specially

avoid having a superabundance of growths, and so

regulate these as to admit the full force of light, air,

and sunshine operating freely upon them. The plan

which we adopt towards the end of the season of let-

ling the terminal shoots rise up from the trellis and

come in close proximity to the glass, in some degree

facilitates the ripening process at a point where it is

most essential. Ceo. T/us. Milts, U'yLombe Abbey.

Cucumbers.—If the compartment intended for the

first set of autumn and early winter Cucumbers is still

occupied with Melons, care must be taken that the

young plants do not receive a check through becom-

ing pot-bound. Let them be shifted on as they fill

their pots with roots, using good turfy loam with a

little leaf-mould added, and keep them near the glass.

Train to sticks as they grow, but do not stop them,

as they will have to cover two-thirds of the trellis

before the points are taken out. A good brick pit, with a

bottom-heat of 85°, in which the pots may be partially

plunged, will be the most suitable structure for the

present ; and if the lights are closed early, with plenty

of sun-heat, they will do best without fire-heat. As
soon as the house is empty it must be thoroughly

cleansed and whitewashed with quicklime, to which a

handful of sulphur may be added. The woodwork
and lights should also be scrubbed and painted if

necessary, as care at the outset saves a great deal of

after-trouble when strong fire-heat becomes necessary.

For winter work I give preference to pots, well

drained and plunged, but where the plants are turned

out on hills good drainage must be provided. The
hills, in the first instance, should be small, as Cucum-
bers never thrive better than when the roots have

reached the surface and begin to ramify amongst the

lumps of turf and old mortar, which may be used in

the proportion of one to four. Fresh compost must,

of course, be added as the plants require it; but ''little

and often " will be found an important rule in the cul-

ture of winter Cucumbers. W. Cohman,

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Excepting the early spring months, August is to

the kitchen gardener the busiest and most interesting

of the whole year, from the fact that it calls forth un-

remitting attention and a constant battle with diffi-

culties to keep up anything like a constant and regular

supply of the many kinds of vegetables, salads, &c.,

so much in request at this season. The hot, parching

weather that prevailed during the greater part of July

has rendered this a somewhat arduous task, and the

more so where a thorough system of trenching, mulch-

ing, and watering has not been carried out. Without

these aids crops languish, and the produce, of whatever

kind it may be, is sure to be deficient in quantity and
inferior in quality, lacking that tenderness and succu-

lency characteristic of well-grown vegetables. Take
Peas, for example, that are allowed to flag or become
stunted and starved through an insufficient depth of

soil or moisture at the root, and compare them with

such as have been liberally treated and quickly

grown. The skin of the former will be found thick,

leathery, and uneatable, while those of the latter

almost melt a*ay in the mouth. It is the same with

all vegetables in a greater or less degree, and, there-

fore, every eflort should be made to keep them grow-

ing on as rapidly as possible without the least check

from the time of sowing till they are ready for use.

Scarlet Runners are one of the most useful crops at

this season, and in order to get the blooms to set

freely they must be liberally supplied with water at the

roots. Driblets of this to these as to most other plants

are worse than useless, as when given in small quan-

tities it only arrests the roots in their downward course

in search of moisture, and encourages them near the

surface, where, after a sharp drying wind, many of

them shrivel up and perish. If not already done they

should have a heavy mulching of half rotten manure

laid close to each side of the rows, and of sufficient

width to cover at least 2 feet of the ground. So
treated, any water that is given them has time to soak

well down, and is not readily drawn out by atmo-

spheric influences. A sowing of the dwarf French

kinds should now be made, either on a sunny border

where they can be afforded protection late in the

autumn by the use of old lights, or in any pit or frame

that may be at liberty for the purpose. Cauliflowers.

—

See to getting in, a large planting of these as ground

becomes vacant by the removal of Peas, or other early

summer crops, first giving a good dressing of

thoroughly rotten manure, and digging the land at

least a spit deep. No crop pays better for liberal

treatment and careful attention than Cauliflower

planted now for a late autumnal supply—a time when
they usually come in with nice white heads and are

more delicate in flavour th.->n at any other season of

the year. In order to give them a fair start they

should be well watered should the weather be dry

at the time of planting, which in such case ought to

be deferred till the heat of the day is over, that the

plants may have the benefit of a few hours' absence of

sun to recover the check received in their removal.

Spinach.—A good sowing of this should at once be

made in any of the open quarters for gathering early

in the autumn, to be succeeded by another made later

on, where it can have the benefit of a sloping sunny

border, to be kept as a reserve during the depths of

winter. To get the leaves of large size, rich, juicy,

and succulent, the ground must be thoroughly en-

riched, and the plants allowed plenty of room to

develope themselves fully. The rows should there-

fore not be nearer than iS inches, and in thinning

these out the plants left at least 9 inches apart.

Carrots.—The last outdoor sowing of these should

now be made, for which purpose the early French or

Dutch Horn is the most suitable. Select a piece of

sandy soil, as free from fresh manurial matter as

possible, otherwise it will be impossible to get them

with nice clear skins, and to have these disfigured

detracts much from their value. Turnips sown now will

afford nice, useful-sized bulbs during the autumn and

winter, and, as far as quality is concerned, in every

way superior to such as were got in at an earlier date.

Ground from which early Potatos have been

dug will suit these well, with just a simple

forking over before sowing the seeds, as fresh

manurial matter and loose soil only drives them

to leaf. Cabbages.—Make a first sowing of these

to plant out early, although they can hardly be

depended on to form hearts in the spring ; those that

do not run are sure to be acceptable, from the great

scarcity there is at that season. The small-growing

sorts, such as Atkins' Matchless, Enfield Market, or

Fulham, are the sweetest and most valuable to grow,

and are sorts that turn in with nice close hearts as

early as any. About the middle of the month small

beds of Cauliflower should be got in, and the final

sowing made a week or ten days later, as then there

is no risk of their buttoning in the spring. In order

to get the seed up quickly, the ground should be well

watered some hours previous to sowing, and the beds

afterwards shaded by pegging a mat over them, but

care must be taken not to allow it to remain on to

draw up the plants. Lettuces to stand in frames, and

the hardy Brown Cos for sheltered positions, should

now be sown. The Royal Cabbage or Victoria is the

best for the former purpose, and the white-seeded

Bath Cos for the latter. Remove all remains of vege-

tables and useless spent crops of whatever kind

directly they go out of bearing, as every day they

remain after that they are only cumberers of the

ground, robbing it to no useful purpose, and create a

littery, untidy appearance that is intolerable in any

garden having the least pretension to good keeping.

John S.'upfan/, il'oolverslone Park.
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. 4 I Sale of Imported Odontoclo
WEDNEtDiV. Aue.9^ at Stevens' Rooms "

J— Taunton Ueanc Flower Show.
. , f Manchester Botanical and Horticultural
AUEUSt II

{ Society's Ejhibit.on (two days).

, Aug. 13 — Otley Horticultural Society's show.

THE statements made at the recent meetings

of the Debenture-holders and of the Fel-

lows of the Royal Horticultural Society

ought perhaps to create a feeling of melancholy

at the pitiable plight in which a once-honoured

and still undisgraced Society is now placed. Any
such feeling, however, is more than neutralised

by the complacency we feel at finding that the

policy we advocated at a time when it was not

popular even among horticulturists, and have

ever since upheld, was at last adopted by a

very large majority of the Fellows present.

The Fellows have now authoritatively declared

that separation from the baneful influence of

the Commissioners is the only means of rejuve-

nating the Society. If we are, as we all hope

we are, to have in the future a really national

and not a local Horticultural Society — one

in which horticulture in its widest sense, but

still horticulture only, is to be considered

— if we are to have such an institute,

the indispensable preliminary is divorce

from Her Majesty's Commissioners. The pre-

sent Council, warned by the history of their

predecessors, have been endeavouring with all

their power toeiTect this separation, and though

they have failed, yet it was from no fault of

theirs, and they are not the less entitled to our

gratitude. We owe them our thanks, too, for the

satisfactory manner in which they have wiped

off every debt of the Society, except the deben-
ture debt, which, morally at any rate, does not

belong to them, and so have enabled the

expiring days of the Society to pass without

sully or disgrace. How thoroughly the present

Council is horticultural may be gleaned from
the admirable speech of Lord Alfred
Churchill. The declaration, however, of a

specific policy is one thing, the carrying it out

is another. Lord Aberdare did not speak at

all in hopeful terms of the possibility of effecting

it, nor do we ourselves see how it is to be effected

unless Parliamentary pressure be brought to

bear on the Commissioners. That august body
has, in accordance with its usual policy to the

Society, been more lavish of promise than
fruitful in performance. We have not heard
what they have to say on the subject, but we
have a very strong impression that the ruin of

the Society is in greatest measure to be directly

attributed to them.

Before the Horticultural Society closes its

doors, the public should be authoritatively told

of the promises held out year after year, and
of the manner in which those promises have
been kept. Successive Councils have trusted

in them, some more, some less, while all have
been obliged to submit to whatever Ihey pro-

posed. And for the future? Well, ask the

debenture-holders !

With our present issue we present our
readers with a Supplement descriptive of the

Royal Gardens, Kew, and illustrated with

woodcuts expressly executed for the purpose
by Mr. Worthington Smith. The great

extent and manifold interest of Kew prevent us
from giving more than a general outline, and
some departments, as the Museums, we have for

the present been obliged to pass over entirely,

not, indeed, that we deem them of minor
importance, but merely from the exigencies of

space. Probably most of our readers are more

or less familiar with the Botanic Gardens and

their contents, but comparatively few, we think,

have any idea of the richness of the collections

of trees and shrubs now scattered widely over

the pleasure grounds. These collections are

still in process of arrangement, and some years

must elapse ere the plans are fully carried out.

The Pinetum alone extends along both sides

of paths and avenues for a distance of 2000

yards, or about 2^ miles of made soil and plan-

tations, and the plants are so arranged that the

Old World species are, as far as possible,

placed opposite the American species of the

same genus. The collections of deciduous

trees are, if possible, even more interesting and

complete, though they suffer from their wide

dispersion, and from the difficulty of finding

their precise location in default of a plan. As the

works progress this objection will be partly

remedied, and something may be done in the

meantime by affixing direction-boards and other

indications in conspicuous localities.

The establishment offers the best possible tes-

timony to the zeal and energy of the Director,

Dr. Hooker, with whom Professor Dyer has

lately been associated as Assistant Director.

Mr. Smith, the present Curator, worthy suc-

cessor to his predecessor of the same name, is

too well known to our gardening readers to need

encomium of ours. In making mention of these

gentlemen we would by no means overlook the

services of the heads of departments, or indeed

of the staff generally ; and, as a parting word,

may we add that they would earn still further

the gratitude of the gardening community, and
of botanists in general, if they would, in co-

operation with the staff of the Herbarium and

of the Museums, prepare a new Hortlii

JCcwcnsis like that of their forerunner, Aiton,

but adapted to the requirements of modern
science.

We are glad to announce that a movement

has been set on foot for the purpose of raising a fund

for the relief of the necessitous nurserymen and florists

in the suburbs of London who suffered so severely

from the effects of the violent hailstorm on Sunday,

July 23. In response to a preliminary circular,

bearing the names of Messrs. John Fraser, T. S.

Ware, James Sweet, and John Maller, a

numerously-attended meeting of the nursery and seed

trades took place at the "Green Dragon," Bishops-

gate Street, on Wednesday evening last, Mr. JoHM
Fraser in the chair ; and among those present were

Messrs. T. S. Ware, William Bull, D. Syme,
A. Henderson (Tliornton Heath), and many others

interested in the movement. From a statement

made by the Chairman it would appear that a rough

estimate assesses the damaged glass at 200,000

feet, and tliat the cost of repairs will amount
to between ;^3000 and /4000. Many small growers

of plants were represented as being in distressed

circumstances, owing to the loss of their plants as

well as their glass. The response made to ttie preli-

minary ciicular had been so encouraging, as to make
it advisable to form a committee to raisejand adminis-

ter a relief fund. A numerous and influential general

committee was formed, and an executive committee

of twenty-one persons were appointed, with Mr.

John Fraser as chairman, Mr. Shirley Hie.

berd as treasurer, and Mr. Richard Dean,
Ealing, W., as secretary, for the purpose of raising a

fund, to be denominated the Hailstorm Relief Fund
for Nurserymen and Florists. An appeal will be at

once made to the trade of the United Kingdom, and

advertisements have been inserted in the gardening

and suburban papers, requesting nurserymen and

florists in the suburbs of London, sufferers from the

violence of the storm, desirous of having relief from

the fund, to send in to the secretary a statement of the

damages they have sustained by Saturday, August 19.

The sum of ;i^i50 has already been subscribed,

Attempts at the Cultivation of Exotic
Species op Fungi have hitherto not succeeded,

though a few occasionally spring up in our hothouses,

especially on wood introduced with Orchids. One or

two, as for example Agaricus cepsestipes, are common
in spent tan, and we have ourselves found the very

beautiful tropical Agaricus licmophorus in a stove in

Wales. Fries describes Agaricus prietorius and A.

Benzoni as produced under similar circumstances, and

we have now to record a very beautiful species, A,
(Lepiota) biornatus, B. and Br., identical with our

drawings and specimens from Ceylon, which we found

in some abundance in a Melon-frame at Arthingworth,

the seat of the Rev. H. R. RoKEHV. Aseroe once

appeared at Kew, but its congeners are so fcetid, that

like Stapelias they would not be popular, notwith-

standing their beauty and singularity, were it possible

to introduce them, which, from the pecuUarity of their

mycelium, might not be difficult, M. J, B.

About a dozen young cones are showing on

the large Araucaria Bidwillii in the Temperate,

house at Kew. It was on this tree that fruit was
produced for the first time in Europe in the year

1S73, and no other cones have since appeared until

now. A full account, with a figure, will be found in

our volume for 1S73, p. 361.

The Carpet Bedding at Cleveland
House, Clapham Park, the residence of S. Ralli,

Esq., which during the last few years has been so

highly praised, is again approaching perfection, and

it is not too much to say that a more perfect or more
beautiful bit of work of this kind is not to be seen

in England. It entirely beggars description, and

must be seen to be appreciated ; and we are glad to

state that Mr, Ralli has given permission

for his gardens to be thrown open to visitors after

2 o'clock every Tuesday and Friday during the

months of October and September. The charming

little Nertera depressa is bedded out by hundreds, and

the scarlet berries, nestling among Sedumhispanicum,

have a strikingly beautiful effect. Mr. Legg (Mr.

Ralli's clever gardener) has also made a "hit" with

Mentha Piilegium gibraltarica, which surpasses all

other dwarf green bedding plants for carpet work,

The Shepton Mallet Show, formerly one

of the best held in the West of England, but discon-

tinued for a time, has been revived, and will take

place on Tuesday, the 22d. The discontinuance of

the Glastonbury exhibition almost left [the eastern

district of Somerset without a horticultural show
worthy the name, and the want so experienced has in

a great measure led to the horticultural revival at

Shepton Mallet.

On one side of the herbaceous ground wall at

Kew the beds of iRiDLt and Liliace.e are becoming
an important feature, and so great has been the recent

increase of new and other species, that an extension

of space is necessary, and additional beds are about

to be formed. The most important additions belong

chiefly to the popular genera. Crocus, Fritillaria,

Tulipa, and Calochortus, Of the latter C. citrinus

is still finely in flower. The border on the other

side of the wall is entirely occupied by the genus Iris,

of which this is perhaps the largest collection of

species in the country. It may now be considered a

standard set, having been under the observation of

Mr. Baker during the preparation of his monograph,
published in our columns, and as many of the descrip-

tions were taken from these individual plants. We
are glad to see that the Kniphofia caulescens

at the end of this border seems likely to

produce perfect seeds. A fine specimen of

Gunnera scabra is a striking object at the top of the

herbaceous ground, and this year it has made enor-

mous growth. The leaves are within a few inches of

S feet long, and have a diameter of over 4 feet ; the

fruit spikes are all but 3 feet in length, and the

diameter of the plant is 14 feet. Eucomis punctata

and E. undulata are noticeable as producing hand-

some tufts of leaves, and are apparently quite hardy,

A pan of Sarracenia purpurea is making healthy

growth, and is also producing seed. Silphium lacini-

atum, among the Composit^e, is remarkably hand-

some in foliage, and it is also about to flower. Gail-

lardia amblyodon is very ornamental ; it is the newest

species, and seems also the best. Along this side of

the ground many beautiful plants are in flower, but

just now the most striking is Digitalis tevigata, a

very rare European plant, hitherto found only in

Croatia, on mount Zaygetus in the Morea, and a

'ew other places in Greece. The flowers are dark
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orange, and clothe the plant for nearly its entire height,

which is about 4J feet. Here is now a large collec-

tion of aquatics in the pond by the new laboratory.

Thalia dealbata is extremely handsome, and stands

the winter without injury. Among the rarer plants

may be mentioned Nymphaja tuberosa and N. odor-

ata, Typha minima, the true Orontium aquaticum,

with several others perhaps equally rare. Of Notho-

chtena Maranla: there is a flourishing specimen plunged

in a shady border, and covered with a bell-glass. In

such a position it grows vigorously. There also is a

fine mass of Cypripedium spectablle, recently in splen-

did bloom, and with great variety of colour, from the

darkest shades to nearly pure white.

Many specimens of Arundinaria falcata,

both at Mount Edgecumbe and Antony, have this

year flowered, and are now passing into fruit. This

they have never before been known to do, and to

those who are accustomed to see them at this season

in the perfection of their beautiful foliage their appear-

ance is most extraordinary. Scarcely a green leaf can

now be found, and they have a thoroughly " gone to

seed " appearance. It might be thought that the

older stems would have llowered, and that the younger

ones would still be green. Such, however, is not the

case ; the entire specimen in every case appears seized

with the desire to reproduce its species. Further

information about these plants will be of much inte-

rest. It will be useful to know whether the seeds are

perfected, and if the plants survive—which at the pre-

sent time does not seem very likely, as there is no

sign of young growth. We know of no sufficient

cause for the simultaneous flowering of so many speci-

mens. AVe believe that there is only one at Mount

Edgcumbe that has gone on in the usual way. Pos-

sibly there are some of our correspondents who have

met with similar instances.

As one of our most esteemed American corre-

spondents is desirous of knowing at what period the

Sweet Chestnut (Castanea vesca) and the American

species flower in this country, we shall be glad of

information on this head. Near London the Sweet

Chestnut flowered this year from the middle of July,

and is even now scarcely over.

Benthamia fragifera has recently been

very highly ornamental in the grounds of \V. H. Pole

Caeew, Esq., at Antony House (South-east Corn-

wall), under the skilful managemeut of Mr. C. H.

Brimmell. The trees occur frequently, and have

attained considerable height, producing a very fine

effect, and quite unlike anything else with which we

are acquainted. As may be well known the flowers

are inconspicuous, b ut the surruunding involucre of

usually four bulT bracts presents the appearance of an

immense corolla. The number of bracts given in the

character of Benthamia in the dnira Flaiilaruni is

four, though the specimen we happened to gather

had six. The beautiful berries of this tree are

freely produced, though the birds will not allow

them to remain long. At Mount Edgecumbe we

were also pleased to find many fine trees, some being

perhaps 20 feet high. This highly ornamental tree

will flourish in only the most favoured localities ; at

Bicton it does not do well, but in some parts of Corn-

wall there are fine examples.

The Bishop Auckland Horticultural
Society will hold its annual exhibition in the

grounds of Auckland Castle on Friday, Sept. I, and,

in addition to the many attractions offered, a special

fruit.show will take place, liberal special prizes being

oftered for collections of eight dishes of fruit. Pines

excluded ; six bunches of Grapes in three or more

varieties ; six dishes of Peaches and Nectarines ; six

dishes of Plums, and six dishes of baking Apples, in

each case three or more varieties to be shown. There

is also a special Rose show, and handsome prizes are

also offered lor stove, and greenhouse, and handsome-

foliaged plants, and for cut Dahlias.

Dr. George Birdwood writes in the

Atheiiaitim:—"Vtry htvMivX is the Persian Love
FOR Flowers. In Bombay I found the Parsees use

the Victoria Gardens chiefly to walk in, ' to eat the

air '
—

' to take a constitutional,' as we say. Their

enjoyment of it was heartily animal. The Hindu

would stroll unsteadfastly through it, attracted from

flower to flower, not by its form or colour, but its

scent. He would pass from plant, snatching at the

flowers, and crushing them between his fingers, and

taking stray sniffs at the ends of his fingers as if he

were taking snuff. His pleasure in the flowers was

utterly sensual. Presently, a true Persian, in flowing

robe of blue, and on his head his sheepskin hat,

' Black, glossy, curVd, the fleece of Kar-Kul,'

would saunter in, and stand and meditate over every

flower he saw, and always as if half in vision. And
when at last the vision was fulfilled, and the ideal flower

he was seeking found, he would spread his mat and

sit before it until the setting of the sun, and then pray

before it, and fold up his mat again and go home.

And the next night, and night after night, until that

particular flower faded away, he would return to it,

and bring his friends in ever-increasing troops to it,

and sit and sing and play the guitar or lute before it,

and they would altogether pray there, and after prayer

still sit before it, sipping sherbet, and talking the

most hilarious and shocking scandal, late into the

moonlight ; and so again and again every evening until

the flower died. Sometimes, by way of a grand fiuah-^

the whole company would suddenly rise before the

flower, and serenade it together, with an ode from

Hafiz, and depart,"

In the wild race of the horticulturist after

novelties, good old things, far more worthy of his

attention and care, are too often, remarks the Irish

Farmcn' Gazette, heedlessly passed over or altogether

ignored. Here is an instance of it. Where in flower

ground or in rockwork does one meet at this season a

bed or patch of Calanurinia umi;ellata? Echo
answers, where ?—and yet for striking effect in either

situation we scarcely know anything to equal this

lowly but dazzlingly brilliant little plant, as it spreads

its umbels of lovely flowers in the full blaze of a July

sun. If we were to take at this season, and on a

fine sunny day, an admirer of hardy herbaceous

plants into a choice and most extensive collection of

his favourites, and if among^ the said collection

was a patch of Calandrinia umbellata, we firmly

believe it would be the first to arrest his eye and

challenge admiration. We should be glad to see it

more largely made use of for summer decoration. For

a few pence seed sufficient to raise any quantity of

plants may be obtained, and it is most accommodating

as to treatment. It is naturally a perennial, and may
be grown and treated as such, or as an annual or

biennial. Seed may be sown next month or the

following, and the plants allowed to winter in the open

in well drained, dry beds, to which they have been

transferred from the seed-bed, or they may be potted

into small pots, and kept over in a cold, airy house

or frame for next season's bedding. Like other For-

tulacaceous plants, it loves to display its beauty in dry,

exposed spots, and under strong sunshine. The

colour ofthe flowers—rich purpW<^genta—isintensely

brilliant, and the quantity of jufcuring matter in the

stalk of one of its little flower timbels is quite remark-

able. One of them placed in a small glass vase will

dye the water of a most beautiful magenta tint. C.

nitida and C. discolor are very ornamental in the

herbaceous ground at Kew now.

Messrs-. Daniels, of Norwich, have sent us

specimens of a New Magenta Godetia, named

Lady Albemarle, which seems an acquisition in the

way of hardy annuals. It grows to the height [of

I foot, forming nice shrubby little plants, profusely

covered with flowers of a rich glossy magenta ; each

flower, when fully expanded, measures over 3 inches

across. It is easy of cultivation, and is stated to be

perfectly hardy. If sown in the autumn, it will stand

our severest winters out-of-doors, and bloom early in

the following summer; or if sown in spring, it will

bloom the following July and August. Other speci-

mens, shown at the Royal Horticultural Society on

Wednesday last, confirm these statements.

The Rockwork at Kew is a great point of

interest to lovers of alpine and herbaceous plants,

many of the most rare and choice in cultivation being

here exhibited. Arnebia echioides is quite established,

and has flowered for the second time this season.

Meconopsis Wallichii still continues to bloom, and

though not of so splendid a blue as was anticipated is

one of the most noteworthy of recent re-introductions.

M. nepalensis has just flowered for the first time in

cultivation, and proves a handsome species. Its

flowers are yellow. Berkheya (Stobsea) purpurea, a

fine South African Thistle, with flowers that have

been compared to a single Dahlia, is in fine condition.

It was introduced by W. W. Saunders, Esq., and

is yet found in few gardens. The flower-heads are 4
inches in diameter, and of wild plants vary in colour

from deep violet or purple to pure white ; here they are

nearly white. It proves a perennial, and having been

in the same position nearly three years, may be con-

sidered hardy. Near this is a very charming Oxalis,

O. enneaphylla, a native of the Falkland Islands,

newly introduced by the Challenger expedition. It is

very compact, the leaves are silvery, and the flowers

white, of large size, all the stems being slightly reddish.

It is pecuhar from the leaves having five to thirteen or

even twenty leaflets, and so folded as to form a neat

rosette. A figure will shortly probably be published in

the Botanical Magazine. Hyacinthus candicans, from

the Cape, is extremely beautiful, and quite hardy. Its

flowers are pure white, and of immense size. Liatris

pumila is a very pretty plant of stately habit, its

spikes of lilac flowers are nicely set off with grassy

recurving leaves. Allium pulchellum is one of the

most choice, its flowers and stalks are rosy-lilac.

Many hardy terrestrial Orchids are established iu

different parts of the Rockwork, including a few else-

where, about twenty species, and in some instances have

even greatly increased in strength. A pan of Sarra-

ceniaflava, fully exposed, has finer pitchers than those

grown indoors, and this it will be of interest to mention

has never been under glass, or favoured with other

protection. The plants came to hand in January,

and have ever since been in a similar position to the

present. Darlingtonia californica is doing well under a

bell-glass. Among the more striking herbaceous

plants may be mentioned Eryngium Duria;i, E. cceru-

leum and E. giganteum, Adenophora latifolia,

Leuzea salina, a handsome yellow- flowered Thistle

;

Onopordon tauricum and O. Alexandrinum are

purple Thistles of great beauty ; Cemaurea atro-

purpurea is remarkable for its fine maroon-

coloured flowers ; Echinops ruthenicus and persicus

are wortliy notice ; while among hardy aquatics,

Justicia pedunculata is of great interest, if of minor

beauty.

MM. Bureau and Poisson, two well-known

botanists connected with the Jardin des Plantes of

Paris, have recently described, before the Academy of

Sciences of Paris, a rock in the island of Bouibon,

and which appears to consist almost entirely of grains

of pollen or spores of some Fern consolidated into a

mass.

From a report by the directors, to be sub-

mitted to the annual general meeting of the Lawson
Seed and Nursery Company, to be held on

Tuesday, August S, we gather that the Company's

accounts for the financial year ending May 31 close

with a surplus of .^3665 15^-. St/., and the directors

recommend that a dividend for the year of 6 per cent.,

free of income tax, be declared, payable on Sept. 12

next, the amount required therefor being ;^3O0O

;

that ,^1000 be carried to the reserve fund, which will

then stand at ;^5ooo ; and that the balance of

^^1665 15J. SX be carried forward to the credit of the

profit and loss account. During the year the directors

acquired the business and premises of Messrs. Fr,\ser,

Goad & Co., 54, Bishopsgate Street Within, London,

together with the services of Mr. Goad as the Com-

pany's London representative. With the view of

supplying more direct supervision, on behalf of the

shareholders, to the London branch of the business,

the directors also state that they have been fortunate

in obtaining the consent of William Lake, Esq.,

Gravesend, to act as a director.

We have received'the Programme for the

International Horticultural E.xhibition at

Amsterdam next year. It comprises 662 classes,

including competitions for new plants, stove, green-

house and hardy plants, in various sections, plants

arranged according to families, genera and native coun-

tries respectively. Fruit trees and bulbous plants are

invited, and prizes are offered for flower-beds, drawing-

room and table ornaments. Collections of preserved

fruitsand seeds, horticultural apparatus and appliances,

instruments for education in horticultural science and

physiology, and a great variety of miscellaneous

matters are mentioned in the programme, copies of

which may be had in English on application, post
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paid, to M. H. Groenewegen, 5, Oetewalerweg,

Amsterdam. We have so vivid a recollection of the

Exhibition of 1865, and of the kindly manner in

which foreign visitors were received thereat, that we
earnestly commend the meeting next year to the atten-

tion of our horticulturists and botanists.

We learn on good authority that recently

1000 acres of Potato land, within a radius of 3 miles

from Penzance, sold for ^^50,000 !

A meeting of the proprietors of the Royal
Manchester Botanical and Horticultural
Society was held in the Mayor's Parlour, Town
Hall, on July 31, to discuss the question of opening
the Society's gardens on Sundays to proprietors, sub-

scribers, and their families. Dr. Jojin Watts
presided.—The Rev. Mr. Freeston moved, "That
the Society's gardens at Old Trafiford be opened on
Sundays from 2 p.m. till dusk, to proprietor.^ sub-

scribers, and their families ;
" and said that he had no

difficulty as to the propriety of moving such a resolu-

tion. He did it on the ground that there were many
pleasures and amusements open to the people on
Sunday which were not of an edifying or elevating

character, and he thought one way of counteracting

the evil influences of such places of amusement was to

open places of an entirely different kind, where men
and women might go and enjoy themselves, and if

they thought proper might study the works of

God, and engage in something having an elevating

and purifying tendency. — Mr. Councillor Bazley
seconded the motion.— Alderman Lamd said he
should like to ask whether the deed of associa-

tion did not prevent such a resolution as that

being passed. Since the commencement of the

Society many attempts have been made to upset

that deed. He believed that the gardens could not be
opened on the Sunday according to the deed, and
the whole of the shares had been bought subject to

the provisions of the deed. He had always voted in

opposition to every measure brought forward which
had a tendency to desecrate the Sabbath, and he did so

on the present occasion not in a spirit of opposition,

but because he valued the Sabbath rest, and was
anxious that it should be continued to us in its en-

tirety. He saw on all sides allempts being made to

make the English Sabbath hke the Continental one
—not that we should begin with J\'te:>, fireworks,

elections, and reviews, and the total neglect of the

house of God, but the tendency was in that direction.

He had kept his share and paid his family subscrip-

tion because these gardens were not opened on the
Sunday, and he hoped the vote would be such as to

enable them to continue closed. He moved that they
be not opened, according to the deed.—The Chair-
man said rule 16 stated that, Sunday excepted, every
member has free admission to the gardens, &c.
Rule 2S staled that the Council, with the concurrence
of two-thirds of the members voting, might make
such new or altered rules, bye-laws, orders or regu-
lations, in the mode described in the next rule, as

might from time to time appear desirable, so that the
same were not inconsistent with the general spirit and
intention of these rule?, and were in furtherance of the
objects of the Society as declared. Rule 29 describes
the method of voting for alteration of rules. He thought
they must assume that these rules were in accord-
ance with the deed. The deed was not there, and
could not be produced until they had paid another
;i^looo to those who held it. There was no difficulty

in the way, providing two-thirds of the proprietors
voted for the alterations.—Alderman Lamb did not
conceive that they had any power to interfere with the
Sunday ; that was a definite day fixed by the deed,
and was legal and binding.— Dr. Pankhurst said
the rules showed that they were in a position to deter-
mine the question before them. He quite appre-
ciated the grounds of objection taken by Alderman
Lam G—that his religious conviction would be violated
by the passing of the resolution before them—but
then he added certain observations about the ten-
dency of the resolution they were considering. With
regard to the tendency, it was clear that no reason-
able man ought to argue against doing what was
right, because that afterwards, elsewhere and
under other circumstances, it might be carried

forward to a point that was wrong. The
Botanical Gardens belonged to the co-proprietors,

and the mutual duties and relations of the co-pro-
prietors were that each co-proprietor might use the
gardens as he chose, consistently with the object for

which the gardens were constituted, on the ground
that he gave to each other co-proprietor the same
right. In this case these rights were violated. It

was a partnership for the common good, and if Mr.
Lamb and his party prevented him from entering the

garden, he said in conscience and equity they com-
mitted a breach of the partnership.—Alderman Lamb
said it was a legal deed ; it was not a question of

conscience at all.—Dr. Pankhurst said it was not

only an injustice— it was persecution. Persecution

was the effecting of an object of conscience by means
of force, and there could be no doubt that if the

majority of that meeting, or any body of the pro-

prietors, were to shut the gates of the garden against

a body of proprietors it would virtually be a form of

force.—Alderman Lami; : It is the deed that does it.

—Dr. Pankhurst said the Chairman had overruled

that. If they prevented an individual acting accord-
ing to his conscience within the principles of the

Society, and the objects for which it was constituted,

compelling him by force to submit to them, it was
persecution. The movement with regard to the re-

striction of pleasure on a Sunday was an old move-
ment. In 161S King James I. rebuked the Puritans

for preventing lawful recreation on Sunday afternoons

—such as dancing, archery, leaping, and vaulting
;

and during the Commonwealth abstinence from these

things was imposed. Pie held that both were wrong,
as the matter was one of individual conscience. If

the men thought fit to do these things they were
entitled to do them subject to their not violating the

public peace ; and, on the other hand, if men wished
to do these things, they ought not to be let

or hindered by the force of law. Speaking to

Mr. Alderman Lamb and others as co-proprietors,

he said that to exclude him from the gardens
by shutting them when he believed they ought
to be open was unjust to him, and that by so

doing they were intlictmg upon him that which was
true and real persecution. To impose matters of
conscience by force was an outrage on morality and
justice, and on the ordinary good sense of mankind.
—Mr. Richard Haworth deeply regretted that any
discussion had been raised on the question, as the

persons who had come there would hold their

opinions, notwithstanding what had been said on
both sides. The gentleman who proposed the resolu-

tion commended it to their notice on the ground that

there many other amusements in the present day, and
that it was desirable to find something healthy and
wholesome as a substitute. This was beside the
mark, as no one would maintain that the parties who
subset ibed to the gardens were accustomed to resort

to the class of amusements referred to. The last

speaker talked about rights, and altogether ignored
the rules. Those who held shares had pur-
chased them subject to the rules, and one of the
rules was that the gardens should be opened six davs
in the vveek, and that any alterations of rules should
only be made on certain conditions. Where, then,

was the injustice or "coercion"? Each side had a
perfect right to their opinions, and a perfect right to

vote. The voting papers were then handed in, and
on the motion of Alderman IJoOTil, seconded by Dr.
Ainsworth, a vote of thanks was accorded to the

Chairman. A quarter of an hour afterwards the
Chairman stated that 250 good votes had been ten-

dered—supposing them to be all proprietors, and that
there proved to be no duplicates. Of these 185 were
in favour of opening the gardens on Sundays, and
sixty-five against, leaving a clear majority of seventeen
over the two-thirds required on the total number of
shareholders in /SVoiur of opening the gardens on
Sundays. The anna^ncement was received with
cheers by a number of the shareholders.

Some ODorresjiaiiknct.

CastiUoa elastica.—Seeing in an interesting ac-

count of the caoutchouc-yielding plants, printed in the
Gardeners' Chronicle of July 15, the valuable Castilloa

elastica [mentioned, it may be interesting to record
that our specimens of this fine tree are thriving. Early
in 1S74, through the indefatigable exertions of Mr, S,

W. Sliver, one of my little hanging plant cases arrived

from Honduras, containing thirteen or more seedling
plants of Castilloa elastica. These grew rapidly,

especially during the summer, but, unfortunately, last

winter, an accident happening on one of the coldest
nights, the next morning I found them all but dead ;

however, we succeeded in just saving their lives,

although up to last March they remained as bits of
stick a foot or so long, with no laterals ; they then
began to shoot, and at the present moment are most
beautiful, with stems some 4 feet or so high, loaded
with side branches over 3 feet long, and leaves 12 and
13 inches in length. I have been thus particular as I wish
to record the rapid growth of the tree, and it has struck
me that as all parts of the plant afford the elastic gum-^
the younger parts of the plant more freely so than the
old stems (at least it appears so in our plants)

—

that possibly the gum might be obtained from the

young branches or Irom young plants, instead of by the
now wasteful process of felling the entire and older

trees. Year by year one or other of our natural
sources of raw vegetable products are failing {Cin-

chona, for example), and man must depend more and

more on his own industry as a cultivator. Of course
much has to be ascertained by experiment as to the
relative value of the gum obtained from the young
and old stems of Castilloa, lic. The Castilloa appears
to delight in a warm and moist atmosphere, and doei
not object to shade. Our plants are growing in the

Victoria-house, the pots standing in pans of water,

/r. Sowcrby, Royal Botanic Sociciys Gardens, Rodent's

Park, July 26.

Viburnum plicatum.—I have been much grati-

fied by yoar notice and clever wood engraving of the
above most handsome and desirable shrub. I fear it

cannot be put down as hardy in all situations or
counties. I still think it would prove hardy in this

county or Devon, and probably in many other places,

if favoured with a sheltered position. Your notice

may, and 1 trust will, bring out information as to

where it has been tested, and the result. One caa
hardly say too much of the merits of this fine flower-

ing shrub. I recollect we had a large plant of it at

Messrs. Osbom's, of Fulham, and I was struck most
favourably by its beauty. When in bloom it was
covered with flowers, and remained a very long while
in blossom, and was greatly admired. I fear, this like

many other real treasures, is overlooked or unknown,
or neglected, or never so thoroughly developed and
cultivated as it deserves. In fact, I question if we
really know how much may be brought out of any
plant, and certainly there are very many that are

never fully developed, so that many good things are

disregarded, neglected, and ultimately lost :

*' We look too high,

For things close by,"

and waste energy, time, and money, on some specu-

lative novelty, out of which we only realise disap-

pointment, then throw it into the limbo of oblivion,

and retire dissatisfied from horticultural pursuits. The
Hydrangea is a case in point. How useful and beautiful

it is when cultivated according to Mr. Baines' most excel-

lent article in last week's Cardeneri Chronicle. Has any
one tried Viburnum plicatum as a pot plant ? I have
many times thought what a charming object it would
make for conservatory decoration, and I see no reason

why it should not answer every purpose if prepared
for forcing, tS:c. , in a similar manner to many others.

In fact, there is a world of beauty open to horticul-

turists in inexpensive plants, and those who look for

it will find it profusely distributed. We must select

and cultivate judiciously, and we have endless and
rational recreative pleasure. To direct and remind
the craft and the amateurs to call attention to

neglected or unknown objects is a most important
duty of those who have the printing press in hand, as

well as of the workers who are observing results all

over the kingdom. Those students who have the

happiness to be ever reading Nature's book must be
constantly learning something which might be of great

service if made known to others, and to rescue a
good plant from obscurity is as noble a duty as nutting

a bad or worthless one behind the curtain. William
Payne, Exotic Nursery, Tauntoii.

Exhibitors' Grievances.—As the Royal Botanic
Society have not thought fit to reply to our letter, we
trust you will, in fairness to ourselves and brother
exhibitors, give us a hearing. On the occasion of the

evening_/?/t' given by the Society we do not consider
the exhibitors were fairly treated. The fete is consi-

dered one of the grandest shows of the season, and
should be a great financial success to the Society, but
we find that although this success is brought about in

a great measure by the exhibitors, who contribute
largely by their exhibits, and spare neither trouble
nor expense to make it so, the treatment they receive

at the hands of the Society is hardly such as they
have a right to expect. In addition to what has been
already stated, the schedule says one pass is to be
allotted to each exhibit, yet if an exhibitor stages, say,

in thirteen classes, he, although contributing largely

to the effect and decoration of the show ox fite^ which
the Society consider good enough to charge 15^. for,

is rewarded with not more than four passes, though,
on the other hand, an exhibitor who only shows in

four classes, and these classes not entailing much
labour or expense, is as well off as regards passes as

his brother exhibitor. Dich Kadclvff'e -^ Co.

SummerPiuningFruit Trees.—Amateurgrowers
are frequently at a loss as to the treatment they
should pursue at this season with regard to the different

kinds of fruit trees they may be growing ; and as it is

high time the operationof summer pruning or stopping
was carried out, a few words relating to the way it should
be done may be of some use to that class of your
readers. We will first lake the Pear, as being more
generally grown than any other fruit, and treat of the
tree as being already of some size and in a bearing state.

If on walls, there is always at this season a quantity of
young shoots that start away from the spurs, and keep
the light and air from the main leaves. This growth is

generally termed breastwood, and if not removed at

the proper time it so runs away with the sap and

.
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strength of the tree as to prevent the formation

of flower-bud?. By taking off these shoots at once,

the energies of the roots are concentrated in swelling

what fruit may be on the trees, and in developing

fresh buds for another year. Before pruning away this

breastwood, see if any vacancies exist on the walls

that require covering, and if so, select a piece of

young growth that is nearest and best situated

for the purpose of filling it up ; this done, cut

away all others to within a couple of joints of

the spur or branch they started from. Pyramids

require very similar treatment after they have

become well furnished with branches, but till then,

the strongest and best-situated slioots should be

left where required to form a perfectly symmetrical

tree. Excepting these, the whole of the others

should be removed as atlvised for those on the walls.

Apricots should be similarly treated, but with these

it is necessary to lay in and nail to the wall as many
of the young branches as there is proper room for,

the object being to get part of the bloom close to the

bricks, as it frequently happens that when those on

spurs get cut off by frost, others nestling close to the

wall escape, thus securing a crop of fruit, which, if

the spur system of pruning were carried out, would

not be the case, and therefore a compromise between

the two is generally the most satisfactory. The treat-

ment necessary for Cherries varies according to the

kind grown, most of the dessert sorts doing best on

the spur system, while Morellos only bear on the

young wood. This being the case, as much of it

should be laid in as space on the wall will admit of

without its being in any way crowded ; and, in doing

just got a very bad touch of the disease, which is

quite a new thing to me, and I want to know a

remedy. The fruit in all stages is attacked, and a

kind of glutinous substance comes oozing out, which
entirely spoils the fruit. The treatment has been the

same as I have practised the past score of years. The
plants are very healthy. Scotchman. [We should be
glad to hear the experience of our correspondents,

our own is very unsatisfactory. Eds.]

The Ice Storm.— I fear your notice of the extent

of damage done by this great storm is very limited,

both as to the losses incurred and the distance the storm

swept over. The pieces of ice that fell here were of

an enormous size, and did a great deal of damage to

the glass. E. Beniietl, liablcy^ Hats.

The Potato Disease.—A few years since, before

the invaluable discoveries of Mr. Worthington G.
Smith, I presumed this disease to be a fungoid

growth, and suggested in letters which appeared
in the Times and the Gardeners' Clironide that

the remedy for its baneful effects would be found
in the application of dressings prejudicial to the

spread of fungoid growths, and hoped dressings of

soot or soot and lime dusted over the Potato haulm
on the appearance of the diseased spots thereon
would be an effectual remedy. I beg, therefore, your
kindly aid in disseminating the following opinions,

that, taken for what they are worth, those, if any,

who may think with me, may direct their experiments
accordingly. At the same time I apologise for my
apparent dogmatism ; I cannot write otherwise,

Fig. 40.—BARNARD AND CO.'s IMPROVED WATER-HARROW.

so, it should not be shcrteneod or stopped back in any
way, but what there is not pvtroper room for should be
cut out altogether. Ir. the.- case of the dessert kinds

after laying in a shoot where required to fill up any
space on the wall, the others should be spurred back
much after the manner of Pears, and this will induce
clusters of fruit-buds to form on the short pieces left.

Plums require just the same treatment, but with both
these and Cherries the ends of any young shoots laid

in should first be freed from green or black fly by
dipping the points in strong tobacco -water. Peaches
must likewise be looked after in the same way, and
kept clear of red-spider by being copiously syringed

or wetted with the garden engine every evening when-
ever the weather is hot and dry. J . S.

Improved Water-Barrow with Rotary Pump.
—We beg to bring before your notice our water-barrow

with patent rotary pump attached, for garden purposes

(fig. 40). This pump is of a novel character, simple

in construction and efficient in action. It can be

worked easily, and is capable of drawing water from
6 to S feet, and throwing a continuous stream to a

distance of 40 feet. The larger size will throw water

45 to 50 feet. It is a well-made article, and if treated

with care (as any piece of good machinery should be)

will last for many years. It is not absolutely neces-

sary for the pump to be affixed to a water-barrow,

but it can be adapted to any position, Barnard,
Bishop dr^ Barnard, Noiiiuch, [We have not seen
this in action, but the machine seems likely to be
useful. Eds.]

Cucumber Disease.—For the past twenty years

I have been as successful in Cucumber and Melon
growing as most people, but I am sorry to say I have

although I am fully impressed with the idea of my
fierfect inability to deal with so important a subject

as I would wish to. The disease, as fully demon-
strated and shown by Mr. Worthington G. Smith,
is a fungus. Fungoid substances in spores, myce-
lium, &c., rest comparatively unknown and un-

seen for I am afraid to say how long a time, and
perfectly innocuous and harmless, until suddenly

circumstances arise favourable to their growth and
propagation, when they burst into life and spread

with lightning-like rapidity. Therefore, whether cold

nights and heavy dews, or warm damp weather, the

air being charged with electricity, or aught else, be
the more or less favourable circumstance, let us take

these premises for granted, and try to find out how to

destroy this baneful pest active or resting ; as I believe

time and trouble taken to this end would be far more
usefully employed than in writing ever so much
about thunder, electricity, wet or dewy weather,

which none of us can possibly prevent, even though
they may cause such a spread of the disease as should

destroy the Potato crop from off the earth. R. H,
Poynter, Taunton.

Curiosities in Judging.—At the late show at the

Royal Horticultural Society prizes were offered for

Monro's Duke of Edinburgh Cucumbers. The prize

No I was given to a variety certainly not the true

Duke, and was appealed against, but no notice was
taken of the appeal. Last autumn the same thing

occurred in awarding prizes for certain varieties of

Apples. How long is this to go on ? Exhibitor.

iEcidium Attacking Viola cornuta alba.—In

the Gardeners^ Chro}tich of July S you copy a letter

from my friend, Mr. Plowright, which he wrote to

you about an .Ecidium attacking Viola tricolor.

I have specimens to which he referred ; they were

obtained from Milnethorpe, by Mr. Brittain. On
Saturday last I found an .Ecidium on Viola cornuta

v^r. alba, which is a remove further from the jEcidium

Viola; (Schum ) as gathered at Milnethorpe. The
peridia of my Forden plant are more scattered ; they

are somewhat more elongated. Moreover, they are

more destructive to the nourishing plant, so much so

that the leaves of the Viola soon disappear, leaving

only the stems ; hence they are not easily found, and
when seen look miserable. I may add that although

the white, purple, and yellow varieties of Viola cor-

nuta are all growing together, I could only detect the

-Ecidium on the white variety. I purpose publishing

the above as ^icidium depauperans. John K. Vize^

Forden Vicarage, Welshpool, July 3 1

.

Grape Vine Sport.—I did not intend to have

again troubled your readers on this subject, but

the enclosed letter just received from Dr. Hogg
will, I think, if you will kindly give it insertion,

be effectual in dispelling any lingering traces of

scepticism which may rem,ain in Mr. Thom-
son's mind with regard to this circumstance, and

I may take this opportunity of assuring Mr.

Thomson that I did not for a moment think that he

believed that I had any wish to deceive him nor any

one else in this matter ; and that was why I failed to

see any parallel between this case and that stated by

Mr. Thomson to have occurred at Glasgow. As has

been already stated, the wood of the shoot which

produced the bunch of Golden Champion differed

slightly in colour, but only very slightly, from the

other shoots upon the Trebbiano rod, and it is just

possible that some people might have discovered a

difference in the foliage of this shoot also, but I could

not do so. I can hardly think that Mr. Thomson is

quite correct in saying that Mr. Fish stated that the

wood, even that sent to him (Mr. Thomson), was
Golden Champion, for, if I am not much mistaken,

Mr. Fish never saw that shoot at all. Neither do I

think that we have any horticultural "Rebekahs"
about here, to be likely to get at the Vine, and to

have multiplied the miracle, unless they came in the

form of red-spider or thrips, and when they do they

generally manage to multiply themselves fast enough.
/'. Grieve, Cul/ord Gardens, .4up<st I.

(Copy ofDr. Hoggs letter.)

99, St. Georges Road, London, S.W.,
July 29, 1876.

My dear sir,— t have delayed too long answering your
letter of inquiry about the case of dimorphisnr which I

saw in the fruit of the Trebbiano Vine at Culford. Some
scepticism has been expressed as to the certainty of the

fact that a Trebbiano Vine produced a bunch of fruit in

all respects similar to one of Golden Champion. I am
prepared to assert that I saw that bunch, and that in

my estimation it was so similar to one of Golden Cham-
pion that no person who has had any experience in the

identification of fruits could have come to any other

conclusion than that it was the fruit of that variety. To
my mind there is nothing impossible in this when all the

circumstances are taken into consideration. It is such a

case of bud-sport as is known to students of vegetable

physiology. What the cause and modus operandi of

these cases of dimorphism are has not yet been

determined, but that they exist in one form

and another is well known. Sometimes they occur

in the leaves, at others in the flowers, sometimes in the

fruit, and occasionally, as in the case of Cytisus Adami,
in the whole plant. They arise sometimes by impregna-

tion through the pollen, and also by inoculation by

means of budding and grafting. Sometimes the reason

is unknown from ignorance of the plant's antecedents
;

l)Ut that such a thing is possible as that a Trebbiano

Vine which had been grafted on the same stock with

the Golden Champion should produce a bunch of fruit

in all respects similar to one of Golden Champion no

one who has a sutTicient knowledge of vegetable struc-

ture and physiology would venture to deny.—I am, yours

very truly, Kobert Hogg,

[We have also received letters on this subject from

Mr. Fish, and Mr. Wallis, Orwell Park, but are

unable to find room for them this week. Eds.]

Fusisporium Solani.—Having received a short

time since from my friend, Mr. C. B. Plowright, of

King's Lynn, a small bottle containing some of the

original material of Mr. W. G. Smith, having in it

the oospores of Peronospora infestans, 1 at once placed

minute portions of this material on several slices of a

sound Potato tuber, moistened and placed under a

bell-glass, in the hope of inducing the oospore to ger-

minate. Three days after, on examining my prepara-

tions, I found well developed plants of Fusisporium

Solani, and these in anatomical connection with

brownish spherical bodies measuring .0005 inches

across, exactly as represented by Mr. Smith, in the

Gardeners' Chronicle, p. 656, fig. 118, as the resting-

spores of this fungus. I was pleased to find this uri-

looked-for confirmation of the accuracy of Mr. Smith's

observations. The oospores of Peronospora have not

up to now (July 31) shown any signs of germinating.

miliam Phillips.
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Flower Shows.—I have a great deal of Empathy
with a "Nearly famithed jodgc," for, beiog P<^ett7

well engaged dnriog the qniog and mmmer in acting
a* cenwr at flower tbnrt, I bare had to paM through
trialf similar to that which be(e! him. Oar lociety at
Ealing is a small and unpretentious one, bnt we
manage these things better than some who aqnre to
bold shows of mcch greater importance. We
cnmmon the judges for &lf-patt ten, and a* soon as
they appear on the ^onnd they are assembled in the
secretary's tent, and if there are strangers among them
they are introdnced u> each other ; then some land-
wi/jies and cooling drinks are h^nHfd round, and
while resting the limbs the inner man is refreshed.
The judging commences at II A.M., or »ery soon
after, and at 1.30 ot 2 km. (never later if it can be
avoided) the judges and committee sit down to a
thoroughly g(wd loncheon, when they are thanked
for their services; and as soon as luncheon is over
they are paid their fee—they are then free to go their
own way. I tbinx our practice at Ealing is well
worthy imitation, especially in the matter of prompt
payment of the judging fee. A month ago I travelled
some zoo miles from Ixmdon to act as judge at one
of the leading provincial flower shows, and my hotel
and travelling expenses came to something like £t,.

To this day I have never received a penny by way of
remuneration for my services. There is a want of
consideration in tiis remittnett that is not creditable to
managers of flower shows ; and I regret to state this
is not an infrequent experience, liichard Dian.

Apiary.
Fl'Citive S'vaems.—We have heard so much

this season about swarms forsaking their hives and
flying off, in many instances long distances, that we
have been thinking there must be some cause or
reason for tbii. In one case it was evidently caused
by their ignorant owner placing the newly hived
swarm in the sun beneath a wall, so that the heat
mast have been intolerable ; had the hive been pro.
Ucted from the heat, or removed! beneath the shelter
of a tree or ihrub, probably they would not have been
lost Alter hiving a iwarm, directly we have com.
pelled all the bees to go into the hive we at once
remove it, generally to the stand intended for it per-
manently ; if this is not conveniently at hand it is taken
where it is cool, so that we never knew a swarm to
fly away after hiving.

How far will a fugitive stock fly before clustering
again ? N'o latitfactory answer has ever been given to
this 'juery ; directly they are on the wing they fly so
rapidly, and generally in a direct, or what our
American friends call a bee line, that it is useless to
attempt to follow them. Three miles we should judge
not to be an uncommon distance ; for example, a
fwarm left a village on a hill one very sultry day, and
was flying over another village down in the valley,
nearly four miles away, ju»t at the time a brass band
was parading the street before a local club, also the
church bells were ringing a cheery peal ; all this noijie

seemed to be too much for the fugitives, for her
majesty, with her faithful subjecU, alighted on the
flagstaff which was being carried at the head of the
procession. The proprietor, determined to do his
best to again secure the bees, rode off on his horse,
•eeing them fly in the direction of the village ; he
came up in lime to claim what was certainly his right-
ful property.

It has been advised to throw sand amongst them to
«tay their progress, but wouU not water sprinkled
over them have a still better influence ? for this would
to some extent resemble rain, that it might deter
them from flying too far,

.Swarms have been this year to plentiful that many
persons are trying to secure a stock to begin bee-
keeping. This being the case we have heard many
strange superstitious notions brought to light. We
find very few persons who will honourably purchase a
ttock, on the foolish pretence that it would be un-
lucky to do so, and the bees would not prosper if they
were sold. To get over this difficulty they take a
stock, on condition that they will return a swarm the
following year. Again, when the bee-keeper will

n« allow them to leave his stand without a fair

money equivalent, they make a bargain that they
shall be taken away by night without his seeing the
removal, and the value agreed upon is left on the
stand. Some people actually go to far as to believe
that no luck will attend them unless they are stolen

;

of course they tatisfy their conscience by returning
them at some future time.

We wish we could persuade everybody to throw

aside these foolish ideas, and purchase the bees in a

straightforward askd honourable way. Luck depends
solely upon management Like every other kind of
stock, if they receive no attention or care, how can
we expect to succeed ? Many cottagers whom we
have prevailed upon to begin bee-keeping at first

with a single stock, are now, by a little attention

from the wife, able to pay their rent Some few
can clear many pounds annually by their surplus

honey, but these we are compelled in justice to confess

have a good Clover and Heather district for bee
pasturage. R.

Pav.ne's C'/ttage Hive.—The accompanying
illustration 'fig. 41/ is of one of Payne's hives, which he
recommended for the use of cottagers. Every bee-

keeper knows that the common straw skep, especially

the cone-shaped, is difficult to work with, if, as in

the present season, I wish to procure a nice super

;

about the end of May it is not practicable with the

common skep, for if a small bole be cut out of the
top the super cannot be made to fit well, and in many
instances the bees will not take to it &vonrabIy. But
with Payne's hive, which has a circular hole in the
centre 4 inches in diameter, a super can be worked
easily, even by those who are tmacquaimed with the
practical working of bees. Not only so, I have
pleasure in stating, it is very little higher in price

than the common skep, and is now manu^ctured
largely by Mr. Pettitt, of Dover. I should like to

persuade all readers never to purchase a conical hive.

Fio. 41.—i-avke's cottage hive.

but, if they are obliged to purchase any, to ask the
tradesman to keep the flaMop hives only ; if they are

once tried I am satisfied no conical skepi would be
used afterwards. l{.

Reports of Societies.

Royal Horticultural : Augusl i,—A special meet-
ing of the debenture-holders of the Royal Horticul-
tural Society was held on Tuesday at the Council-room
of the Society, South Kensington, under the chairman-
ship of L/ord Aberdare, the President of the lOjyal
Horticultural Society, the object being to receive from
the Council a statement of the financial position of
the Society.

The President said that the debenture-holders had
been called together no doubt at a late moment, but
at the earliest possible moment at which the Council
could place before them the financial position they
occupied in connection with the Society. This was
more due Ui the del^enture.holders than to any others,
as they were more pecuniarily interested in the pros-
perity of the Society. Stating the exact position of the
Society to the debeolure-bokleri, first as to interest,
and tben as to capital, he would say that by two agree-
ments entered into—one in July, i860, and another in
March, 1S61—between the Commissioners and the
Society, power was taken to raise /jO.ooo on deben-
tures, but all the receipu of the Society were to be
applied to the maintenance of the gardens ; in fact,

to the promotion of their business as a horticultural
society, with the provision that any surplus from the
receipts should be applicable, in the first place, to the
payment of the interest to the debenture-holders, and,
iri the next place, to the payment of rent to the Royal
Commisioners

; and that if any surplus remained Ihree-
fiflhs of the same should be applied to the redemp-
tion of the debenture debts. Now, with respect
to the interest, it had been paid up to a very recent
date, but he regretted to say that at least /5000 of
that interest had been improperly paid. The duly of
the Society was first of all to provide for the payment
of all expenses and debts incurred, and when he
joined the Society he found a debt of something like
d<xxi had been incurred by the Society, practically
through the payment to the debenture-holders of a
sum which was only applicable to the payment of

expenses ; and it was only by an arrangement with
the Royal Commissioners that the Society had been
enabled to raise, upon the security of the Commis-
sioners, the sum of ;f5000, which had been applied to
the discharge of the debts that had been incurred.
In one year only, 1863, £,yxi worth of the deben-
lure debt was extinguished. Since then there had
been no surplus; in fact, the receipts of the
Society had been in most years insufficient to pay
the rent It vras clear, therefore, that that security
had failed in respect of the debenture-holders. But
there was another contingent security. By the agree-
ment of i860 the Commissioners leased the gardens
for thirty-one years, on the condition that, if at the
end of these thirty-one years the Society fulfilled

all its engagements, paying the rent due to the
Commissioners, it would then be in a position to ask
for a renewal of the lease, and if the Commissioners
refused they would be bound to pay half the deben-
ture-holders' debt The Society has not been able
to pay rent, and there was little hope of it being in a
position to do so. The Commissioners lately granted
the Society what might be called three years of
grace, binding them to raise the sum of £jooo,
applicable to the payment of their debts, releasing
them from the payment of rent for three yean on
the condition that they shotild exert themselves to
raise the subscriptions to the amount of £io,ocx3
annually. The Council had made the \x%l exertions
to do that and failed. At present their actual sub-
scriptions only amounted to ;^43oo ; their expenditure
amounted to /8500, so that it was obvious that they
were not in a position to cany on the gardens even to
the end of the year at that rate of expenditure. It
seems to me, therefore (said the President) that it

will be the bonnden duty of the Society to put an end
to its existence until such time as it can be started on
a new basis. The meeting was called to see what
could be done, and he hoped at a future time be might
be able to make a more satisfactory statement
A warm discussion followed, and in the course of it

the President expressed his opinion that the deben-
ture-holders had no claim on the existing buildings

;

that the Society, existing under a charter, could not be
wound up ; that the debenture-holders had really no
claim whatever unless certain surplus receipts accrued ;

and, moreover, that as ;i5ooo had been paid to the
debenture-holders when there was no surplu?, the
debenture-holders had been overpaid to that extent.

Mr. George Reay said he thought the debenture-
'hoUiers ought to look to the Royal Commissioners to
refund them their money because the Commissioners
had for many years used their property. The Royal
Commissioners and the Royal Horticultural Society
had all along made all their arrangements without
consulting the deljenture-holders as to the payment
of their money, which had been given in perfectly
good faith. He thought the debenture-holders had
been most improperly treated, both by the Society
and the Commissioners.
Admiral Sir K. Beujiiee hoped the debenture-

holders would not submit to the dictum of any man,
but go to the Court of CTiancery and enforce their
righti. He should sacrifice every farthing he had to
bring to light the dishonourable conduct of the
Society.

The Preside.nt thought is a pity such hard and
harsh words were used, an'si kM, in reply to a com-
plaint, that the debenture ^-IcUers had been, he was
inforrned, told of the reducjioL of the interest from
5 to 4 per cent
Admiral Sir E. Beujhek said he should advise his

friends to join rogether and get legal advice upon the
question.

Dr. MAETy.N said it wa^ upon the reputable names
of members of the Royal Commission and the Society
the money had been invested, and he hoped both
the Society and the Commissioners were bound, as he
thought they were, in honour, to see that the deben-
ture-holders were not let into the loss which seemed
to \>e contemplated by the meeting.
The PEE5IUE.NT said if the debenture-holdera

wished to address themselves to the Royal Commis-
sioners, it was for them to see in what form they
should do so. On the part of the Society he dis-

tinctly said they had not the means to do more than
discharge the existing engagements of the Society,
to carry on the gardens to the end of the year, and
that, too, with the strictest economy.
A Deheniuke-holukr complained of the original

interest of 5 percent on the debentures being reduced,
without the consent of the debenture-holders, to 4 per
cent
The PEESitJE.VT read a resolution of the Council,

by which it was left to the option of the debenture-
holders either to accept 4 per cent, or be paid off the
amount of their debenture];.

Admiral Sir K. Belmikr, in the course of a speech
of some length, addressed the President, and, after

referring to what he called the "dishonourable prac.
tices " of the Royal Horticultural Society, said to the
noble Chairman :

" I belong to the Royal Navy, and
if I in that service had acted as you have done so
scandalously—with respect to our money—I should
have been kicked out of the service.
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The President : The sooner you leave this room
the better. You are not speaking as a gentleman
should spesk.

Admiral Si: i^i;. Belcher: Your conduct has been
most di?cr;di;aVole and dishonourable.

The President: Your language and conduct is

disgraceful to the noble service to which you belong.

We are here to discuss the question as to the

debenture-holders, for whom I have great sympathy,
but we can gain nothing and may lose much by the use

of this irritating and insulting language.

A Debenture-holder asked the President if it

was the intention of the Council to surrender the lease

of the gardens to the Royal Commissioners ?

The President replied that it could not be done
without the consent of the debenture-holders. It

would be for the debenture-holders, if they wished, to

make some arrangement with Her Majesty's Commis-
sioners.

Mr. E, Bowring, in the course of a long speech,

spoke of a paragraph which he had read last week in

the papers which, he thought, must have been inspired.

It said, "The position of the Society is this— it is not in

debt, it is paying its way, but is in want of capital for

carrying on its operations. To the debenture-holders

j^ ^0,000 is due, but they have received in interest for

fifteen years {.'^o.c^x^ in all." Now that looked as if

it was thought that the debenture-holders should not

be dissatisfied, because they got the interest, if all

their capital was lost. Alluding to a paragraph in the

Journal of Horticulture, Mr. Ejwring, as a former
member of the Expenses Committee, combated the

idea that any improper payment had been made to

the debenture-holders.

There was a further and somewhat angry discussion

between the President, Dr. Martyn, Admiral Sir

Edward Belcher, and others, and at last

Dr. Martyn proposed, upon the suggestion of the

President, ''That a committee of the debenture-
holders be appointed for the purpose of entering into

communication with the Council of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society and the Royal Exhibition Commis-
sioners of 1S51."

It was then arranged that there should be a com-
mittee of seven debenture-holders appointed, and
Mr. Reay, Dr. Martyn, and Mr. Doughty were
nominated the first three, with power to add four to

the number.
The proceedings were then brought to a close.

A special general meeting of the Fellows was
held in the Council-room, South Kensington, last

Wednesday, for the purpose of hearing a state-

ment from the President, Lord Aberdare, as to

the financial position of the Society. The members
of Council present, in addition to Lord Aber-
dare, who presided, were Lord Alfred S. Churchill,

Dr. Denny. Mr. William Haughton, Mr. F.

Campion, Mr. Henry Webb (treasurer), and Dr.
Hogg, F.L.S. (secretary). Amongst the Fellows
present were Admiral Hornby, Dr. Masters, Mr.
Barr, Mr. John Lee, Mr. Edgar Bowring, C.B. ; Mr.
Dyer Edwards, Mr. A. Smee, Mr. A. Grote, Mr.
Bateman, Mr. Godson, Mr. Guedalla, Mr. Liggins,

Mr. Shirley Hibberd, the Hon. C. Butler, Mr.
Godwin, tS:c.

The President said :—Ladies and gentlemen

—

When last we parted we did so in the hope that by
a common eflort we should be able to provide a
sufficient income for the continued maintenance of the
Society. Subsequently the Royal Commissioners
made offers of assistance, which were accompanied by
conditions. They offered to assist the Society pro-
vided the income, by subscriptions, was raised to

;^I0,000 annually. Animated by the appearance of

restored good feeling on all sides, the members of
the Council exerted themselves to the utmost to

raise the annual subscriptions, but I am sorry

to say the result has not answered our cxpecta-
tions. Since the beginning of the year we have
received about ;{^45oo, and the amount we have
in hand at the present moment is only ;^iooo,
which will be barely enough to meet the ordinary
expenses of the gardens until the end of the
year. In order to keep the gardens open up to the

end of the year we must reduce our expenditure con-
siderably—and that must be done in order to close

the gardens without dishonour, because, after all, as

I think you will agree with me, it is better for us to
die at once creditably than to continue and entail dis-

grace. I will now read to you a letter which we
addressed, on July 25, to the Royal Commissioners.
It is as follows :

—
"Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington, S.W.

'July 25. 1876.
Sir,—I am directed by the Council of the Royal

Horticultural Society to inform you that their efforts to
raise subscriptions sufficient for the maintenance of the
gardens have failed, and that the amount obtained will
not enable them to continue their present expenditure to
the end of the year. Under these circumstances they
would have been prepared to surrender the lease of the
gardens at South Kensington to the Commissioners if

they could have done so with propriety and safety to the
Society. They are, however, advised that the debenture-

holders, whose only security for the payment of their

interest is the continued maintenance of the gardens,
may object to this surrender, and may take legal mea-
sures to prevent it. This being the case, the Council
have decided upon holding a meeting of the debenture-
holders on August I, and of the Fellows of the Society
on August 2, in order to acquaint them with the position

of the Society, and to inform them that the Society may
be compelled in future to abstain from aU expenditure
on the gardens, and virtually to close them. The Coun-
cil, however, are unwiUing to take this grave step with-
out previously informing the Commissioners of their

intention to hold these meetings. I am also desired to

add that the committee of the Council which was
appointed to discuss with the committee of the Com-
missioners any arrangements for the future which it

might be expedient to make, is prepared and desirous to

meet your committee on as early a day as possible.—

I

have the honour to be, sir, your obedient servant,
" Robert Hogg, Secretary."

This letter was dated July 25. Now that being the
state of the case, let me say one word upon our pre-

sent position. One gentleman yesterday, at a meeting
of the debenture-holders suggested that the Society was
unable to carrv on its proceedings because it did not

receive a sufficient amount of subscriptions. Well,
that is to a certain extent true. I have in my hand
a list of the Fellows in 1S72—the number of resigna-

tions was ninety-eight ; in 1S73, that is the first year

of the grave dissensions in the Society, the number
increased to 178; in 1S74 to 196, and in 1876 to 425.
Now, I shall pass off to another subject, for I

do not like to unnecessarily take up your time.

I will bear testimony to the excellent temper shown
on the occasion of the last meeting, but there can be
no doubt two facts have been brought out— that there

is a very great unwillingness on the part of the in-

habitants of this neighbourhood to subscribe anything

to these gardens so long as they are connected
with the Royal Horticultural Society. One gentle-

man assured me he had in his possession 300
letters from persons living in this neighbour-
hood who were willing to subscribe to these

gardens as soon as their connection with the

Royal Horticultural Society was severed. On the

other side of the question we also know there is no
inconsiderable number of persons who take a deep
interest in horticulture who hold back from this Society

so long as it is connected with South Kensington, and
who think that the interests of horticulture are sacri-

ficed to those of South Kensington. This feeling is

very strong and deep, and no doubt it has been very

much increased by the dissensions of the last few
years. 1 think you will agree with me that we have
not called you together one moment too soon in order

to place before you the affairs of the Society. Vou
should have been called together sooner if we had
not had a hope of assistance from those who, in

South Kensington, are entrusted with a large amount
for the promotion of science and art. They have
decided. They have thought they have given us as

much assistance as they could. It is not for us

to find fault with their decision, but we cannot
look for assistance from them. We cannot, on
the other hand, with only £\OQCi in hand,
meet the ordinary expenditure of the gardens to

the end of the year. We must reduce it. As far

as I myself am concerned, I am not altogether with-

out hope that something may yet be done. I am not
without hope that even if our Society ceases to exist at

South Kensington, we should not be absolutely de-

stroyed, because I am not without hope that arrange-

ments may be made with the Royal Commissioners to

keep some portions of the gardens as an open space,

not only an open but an ornamental space. Altogether

;^ 140, 000 has been expended on these gardens, but,

after all, I cannot think they will be altogether

destroyed. There is, no doubt, an increased interest

in horticulture, and there are a great many persons
who bear strong testimony to the services of the Royal
Horticultural Society. I do hope the disaster may be
averted, and that the connection, now existing for

some fifteen or sixteen years, may not be severed. I

hope it may fall to me on the next occasion I meet
you to be able to make a more satisfactory and cheer-

ful statement.

Mr. Goi'SON said he intended, to submit a resolu-

tion to the meeting, to the effect that there should be
a committee of the whole body of the Fellows to go
through the accounts of the Society, and to discover

the amount of money advanced to the Commissioners
of 1S51 to pay for certain works, &c. In support of

the resolution which he should submit to the meeting,

he had to call the attention of the members to several

clauses in the Charter, by which they would see that

for earthworks, &c., the Society was to expend
;^5o,ooo. The fact was, however, that the Society

had actually paid ;{, 125,000. With respect to all

these accounts, the whole matter wanted to be cleared

up, and satisfactorily placed before the Fellows. He
exonerated the present Council from any blame in the

matter. He was glad to see the Treasurer of the
Commissioners present, who could answer anything
he (Mr. Godson) asserted. The whole question was,

whether they should go on with the Society or not.

He begged to move :

—

" That a committee of five Fellows be appointed to go
through the accounts of the Society to discover the
amount of money advanced to the Commissioners of
1351 to pay for certain works, earthworks, and arcades,
which the latter had to carry out under their agreement
with the Society, and which they were not able to pay
for in consequence of their being in want of funds at the
time, and wfiich sums are still owing by them to the
Society. That the committee report to the Council
the amount so owing, and that the Council shall then,
at once, call upon the Commissioners of 1851 to refund,
with interest thereon, such sums of money so ascer-
tained to be still owing to this Society."

Mr. WheSle, in seconding the motion, said there
was much in it which was quite true. It was quite
necessary they should have a committee. The
Society's property at Chiswick had been shamefully
misused.

The President said he did not know what was
the opinion of the meeting upon this resolution.

Nothing would give him greater pleasure than to find

this sum was due by the Commissioners, He was
glad to say they had some claim upon the Commis-
sioners, but still he could not hold out any hope of
success to such an investigation as that proposed. It

was not for the Council to resist any proposition or
suggestion which came from the Fellows. He had
been informed that the whole of the arcades had been
built at the cost of the Commissioners. As a matter
of fact, in addition to ^^50,000 spent by the Society,
;i^7o,ooo was raised by hie-subscriptions ; and in addi-
tion to that ^6000 more was spent upon the Society.
On the other hand, the Commissioners themselves,
having expended their ;f50,000, came for fresh powers
to raise an additional sum, and it was in consequence
of their annual expenditure that the rent of the Society,
which stood at ;^2I45, was raised to ;^24co. With
respect to the iutu e it was a question he would be
very sorry particularly to refer to ; but, at any rate,

there was no use in speaking of what was done ten or
fifteen years ago. He was sorry to say he could not
hold out the faintest hope of any good resulting from the
appointment of the committee suggested. Something
might arise as to some small sum of Z16 or ;,^I7, but
as to any of these large sums, he could not hold out
any prospect of an investigation by a committee being
any substantial benefit to the Society,

Mr. Guedalla protested against the gardens of
the Society being closed without an effort. His
strong recommendation was to have a committee of
the whole House—to have it a mixed committee,
consisting of horticulturists and residents in the neigh-
bourhood—who should consider the question of
separating the Chiswick and South Kensington
gardens, and also the nature of those attractions which
would best ensure an increase of revenue. It was
most astonishing that a fine institution like this could
not be kept above water. See what the Botanical
Gardens had become through the influence of Prince
Teck. The Royal Horticultural Gardens were totally

neglected by Royalty. They could all realise that fact.

He was sorry to say that in consequence of a vote
passed some years ago, against the Commissioners,
Royalty had gone against them. In all the learned
societies receptions were held by the President, and
he should be glad to see their worthy President in the
chair holding a reception. He held that they should
do all in their power to prevent the gardens being
closed after having been enjoyed for five-and-twenty
years. There could be scarcely anything more desire

ous than that the gardens should be kept up, but he
had always a sinister suspicion that with respect to

them the Commissioners had ulterior objects in view.
He thought they ought to join thoroughly and earn-

estly with the debenture-holders, and he had no doubt
that by means of proper attractions in the gardens
they would have an immense increase of funds, espe-
cially if they could work in unison with the Royal
Commissioners, and if they were favoured by Royalty.
Something had been said as to the amount requisite

to keep up the gardens to the end of the year, he
should like to know what that amount was.
The President: I think, at the present scale of

expenditure, the sum required would be about ;i^2O0O.

Mr. Guedalla : That is a very serious sum. I

shall propose that a committee of nine, composed of
horticulturists and Fellows, be appointed for the
purpose of making a general investigation into the
affairs of the Society.

The President : I wish at once to say this—

I

hope the meeting ^will disembarrass themselves of the
idea that there is any desire on the part of the Royal
Commissioners to get possession of these gardens.

If there is one thing they are anxious about, above
another, it is that the Horticultural Society should
flourish and fulfil the intentions of its founders. As to

the possession of the gardens that is not at all a
question,with them. A gentleman suggested that the

Fellows did not see so much of the President as they

desired, but I am informed that on one occasion

there was a reception, but that it was marred by the
absence of the President.

Mr. Liggins : I had the pleasure of being received

by the Duke of Buccleuch.
'

The President: Any one who knows the extreme
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courtesy of the Duke of Buccleuch must have felt that

a pleasure. I was told, however, at the Council that

there was only one attempt made.

Mr. LiGGiNS : I assure you the Duke of Buccleuch

did receive us, and that we were honoured by the

presence of the Prince of Wales and the Duke of

Edinburgh.
The President : That is sufficient. You state

what you saw, and that is worth filty statements.

Mr. Godwin asked if the Council had made up

their minds to submit any further plans to the

Fellows ?

The President : No. The Council have done

their best. They have no further proposition to

make.
Mr. Godwin : Then there is nothing to be done

but appoint a committee.

The President : The question is, shall the pro-

posed committee be appointed?

Mr. Shirley Hieeerd : Why should it be ap-

pointed ? It leads to nothing.

The Hon. C. Butler said he thought, after the

statement of his Lordship in the chair, giving the una-

nimous opinion of the Council that any appointment of

a committee would be, as it were, jumping out of the

frying-pan into the fire, he did not think a com-

mittee could make a better business of it than the

Council. Touching the appearance of the gardens,

they looked more like a cemetery than the gardens of a

horticultural society. They looked like dying respect-

ably. Well, let them die respectably before disgrace

was brought upon them. To appoint a new com-

mittee would be scarcely the way to die respectably.

Was there no scheme for remedying this state of

things?

The President : I have stated that the Council

have no feasible scheme to lay before you.

Mr. C. Morgan thought if the committee were

formed the Fellows should act with them, and not in

conflict with or antagonism to the Council. Some

offer or proposal ought to be made to keep the

gardens, at all events, for the use of the neighbour-

hood. Some further exertions ought to be made, and

if made would be probably succes^ful.

Lord A. S. Churchill observed that the Presi-

dent had explained to the Fellows the financial posi-

tion of the Society. The ordinary expenditure had

hitherto been from /5000 to ^6000 a year. They

had got ;^iooo left, and it would be the object of the

Council to spin that out to the end of the year. But

to do that they roust make great reductions. The

gardens would not be actually closed, for one entrance

would be kept up. The expenditure of the Society

would be reduced to a minimum. At the time the

Chairman made an appeal to the Fellows some months

since, the average income of the Society amounted to

about ;^70oo, or a little over. To raise the income

to ;£'lo,ooo there was very great difficulty, and

although the meeting was in favour of exertions to

attain the result being made, when it came to the

point nobody would go round to the houses begging

for the Society and making an appeal for it

ad miseriiordiam. He had been induced to join

the Society, but he had joined it from a horticultural

point of view. He thought their position now was

this—they had been informed the Commissioners were

unable to go on, that the expenditure must be

reduced, and that the Council were willing to

surrender the lease of the gardens to the Commis-

sioners, provided they could do so with honour to

themselves, and with some satisfaction to thedebenture-

holders. If the Commissioners would only come to

terms with the debenture-holders, the Council would

surrender the lease of the gardens. They were willing

to do so at once. Their object was to start again

with Chiswick alone, and make the Society a really

horticultural society, and not a merely local one.

The Council had not come before the Fellows with

any definite resolution. They were waiting for the

Commissioners to settle with the debenture-holders.

If they did not do so the Society must stop—it would

drift into bankruptcy, and no one would get anything

at all That would be the result if pressure was not

brought to bear upon the Commissioners to settle with

the debenture-holders.

Mr. Guedalla ; We must have a meeting to pro-

pose our own dissolution.

Lord A. S. Churchill : We cannot propose our

dissolution until we see what the Commissioners say.

When we ascertain that we will call you together

again.

Mr. Alfred Smee had come to the same conclu-

sion as Lord Alfred Churchill had : that there never

was more need of a national horticultural society

than at the present time. If the Royal Horticultural

Society is to be maintained in a proper position its

connection with these gardens must be dissolved.

How were they to dissolve ? It was quite true they

had had this amalgamation, and that the trial of it

had been a total and entire failure. He did not blame

any one for it. It was tried for the best, with the

best of intentions. The Royal Commissioners thought

that, as the products of horticulture would be ex-

hibited within this building, the place would become a

useful and enjoyable resort for persons residing in the

neighbourhood. That had been an entire failure. He
was rejoiced to find the Council were taking the steps

by which they would become a national horticultural

society. Without horticulture, there could be no real

horticultural society. The sooner the connection with

South Kensington was dissolved the better. They

had spent a lot of money on the place, but he could

not see what the stucco figures had to do with horti-

culture. In every country in Europe there was a

national horticultural society, but this was the only one

mixed up with nurserymaids ann children. He hoped

the Council would take immediate steps to sever the

connection of the Society with South Kensington.

A Fellow remarked that when money was laid out

on the place, there was nothing in it but gravel. It

would be very hard upon the debenture-holders if the

Commissioners did not refund them their money.

Mr. LiGGiNS said the time had arrived when they,

as a society, should mend their position. He looked

back to byegone days when this was purely and simply

a scientific society. It was to revivify this society

that the union was brought about. That being the

case, a large amount of money came in, and he really

did think it only required good management to make

the concern prosperous. It was prosperous— it was

successful pecuniarily up to a short time ago. What

was the reason that Royalty never shone upon the

Society ? They thought that upon the return of the

Prince of Wales from India they should see him

amongst them. It could not be that his Royal High-

ness had any dislike to the Society, or had been

surfeited with the flowers of India. He thought the

whole position of the Societyought to be investigated,

but at the same time it was most difficult to suggest

anything.

The President then put the motion submitted by

Mr. Godson, and it was lost, only a few hands being

lifted in its favour.

The Hon. C. S. Butler, as an original shareholder

in the Society, did not blame any one for the state of

things which had been brought about. He begged

to move ;

—

"That this meeting approves the policy of the

Council in endeavouring to effect a separation of inte-

rests between Her Majesty's Commissioners and the

Royal Horticultural Society, upon equitable terms with

the debenture-holders and Life ; Fellows, and requests

the Council to urge an early settlement with Her
Majesty's Commissioners."

Mr. Shirley Hiiiberd seconded the motion,

Mr. Guedalla asked if he had time to move
another resolution.

The President : Yes, when this is disposed of.

Mr. Shirley Hieeerd hoped the effect of this re-

solution would be to bring about a speedy dissolution

of the arrangements existing between the Society and

the Royal Commissioners. It had been proved over and

over again that oil and water would not mix without

the aid of some medium. In this case the medium
wanted was sympathy, but as that was entirely

wanting, there could never be any union of the conflict-

ing elements. He was not disposed to bhme the in-

habitants of that neighbourhood for not supporting the

gardens, and it will^e as well not to cast any blame

on Her Majesty's Commissioners. He thought they

should gather up their traps and go to a more con-

genial chme. There was no use in talking of getting

the patronage of Royalty— the Society must live and

take its stand upon its merits. They had been well

represented on the Council, and, amid great diffi-

cuties, the Council must have had more work to do

than many a body of gentlemen well paid for it. One
thing was highly satisfactory, and that was that the

Society was not in debt. As soon as the Society was

removed from South Kensington he felt certain it

would be found most useful to horticulture.

The President : The resolution proposed exactly

represents what the Council have been about for the

last two months, without any success. It is exactly

what we want. When we saw it was not possible to

bring sufficient means for the support of the gardens,

we saw it was necessary a separation should take

place, and in the letter I read to you you see we
expressed that view. But we took legal advice upon

the subject, and found that such separation could not

take place so long as the debenture-holders had a lien

on the gardens. Unless the debenture-holders are

satisfied I do not know how a legal termination to

our connection can be brought about. I do not see

how it is to be done. The debenture-holders have

formed a committee, but what has been the result of

their deliberations I cannot say. So that you see

there is at present standing in our way this legal

difficulty. It would be possible to accept this resolu-

tion, but I cannot say we can do more than we have

done. I have no objection to the resolution—it

exactly represents our policy. I think we have done

as much as we can do, but I should be wrong to say

we have any more hope of a successful result.

A Fellow : Let us know what are the proposi-

tions of the Council.

The President : This resolution expresses them.

Mr. W. Haughton (member of Council) said

if the Society wished to abandon the gardens it would
be necessary to the consent of the deb'i.iiiure-holders.

Without that they could not stir a step
, uc even if they

could it was open to doubt whethe.c ik debenture-
holders could not follow the Society ;a Chiswick.
That was the legal position. As to practical action,
the Council did not see their way to ask the Com-
missioners to take immediate action. The Commis-
sioners had declined to take the burden of the
debenture-holders' debt. The negotiations which
were made had fallen through, and it could not be
stated whether or not they would be re-opened ; but
the first thing the Fellows had to do was to make up
their minds either to keep the gardens or lose them. If
they wanted to keep them they must put their hands
in their pockets, or they must get some guarantee to
provide for the expenses. With £ns°° actual sub-
scriptions they could not count on a fit sum for the
maintenance of the gardens. The meaning of a
guarantee was for the Fellows to put down their
names for a certain sum which need not all be called
in. The real point is to see how the money could
be raised to keep the gardens.
The resolution was then put, and carried almost

unanimously.
In reply to a question by a Fellow,

The President said it would be open to the horti-
culturists proper to form themselves into a Society,
and the inhabitants of the neighbourhood could put
themselves in communication with the Commissioners
to see whether the gardens could be kept up. That
seemed to him the only course to be pursued. He
should mislead the Fellows if he told them that by
anything the Council could do the inhabitants of the
neighbourhood could be got to support the gardens.
They were doing their best to close the connection
not with discredit. He was largely interested in the
neighbourhood, and the Council were most anxious to
do all they could to keep the gardens open foi- the
benefit of the neighbourhood.

Mr. Wills proposed, and Mr. Bateman seconded,
a vote of thanks to the Chairman, which was accorded
by acclamation.

Lord AiiERDARE : I thank you very heartily. It

is not often a society on the point of dissolution gives
thanks to its President. It is very pleasing to me that
you have done so on the present occasion. I assure
you we have done our utmost to avert this catastrophe,
and, if we have failed, the fault is not ours.

The meeting then broke up.

Floral Committee.—Mr. B. S. Williams in the
chair. This was a comparatively small and unim-
portant meeting, held in the luncheon-room— the
regular place of meeting being required for holding
the Special General Meeting called for the same day.
First-class Certificates were voted to Mr. Charles
Noble, Bagshot, for Rose Queen of Bedders, a
remarkably free-flowering vivid crimson-coloured
seedling from Sir Joseph Paxton, which will

have its value as a bedding variety ; to

Mr. W. Chater, Saffron Walden, for Hollyhock
Virgin Queen, a white flower, very full, but rather
coarse, and wanting in more prominent guard petals.

To Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, for Rhododendron
Maiden's Blush, one of their free-flowering seedlings,

most appropriately named ; and for Begonia Davisii,

a very dwarf, free-flowering species of the tuberous
rooted section, with flowers of a brilliant scarlet colour.

To M. Victor Lemoine, Nancy, for Pelargonium
Amalie Ballet, a very fine double blush-white variety of
the zonal type ; and to Messrs. Daniels Brothers,
Norwich, for Godetia Lady Albemarle, a very fine

new annual of a rich magenta colour. The
thanks of the committee were voted to W. H.
Michael, Esq, Highgate (Mr. Newman, gr.), for a
very interesting group of Gloxinias, Tydreas, and
Rosanowias ; to Messrs. F. & A. Smith, nursery-
men, Dulwich, for a collection of Balsams, remark-
able for the size and bright colours of their grand
doubleblossoms; to Mr. J. Tomkins, nurserymen. Spark
Hill, Birmingham, for examples of a golden tricolor

Pelargonium named Miss Rylands, a pretty variety,

wanting only in distinctness from many others of the

same type ; to Mr. Cannell, Swanley, Kent, for cut
blooms of several varieties of double Pelargoniums ;

and to Mr. G. E. Elliot, seedsman, Bradford Road,
Huddersfield, for a couple of exceedingly well-grown
Cockscombs. Messrs. James Veitch & Sons showed
a basketful of small plants of that fine shrub Olearia
Haastii, the small white flowers of which are very
fragrant, and produced in great profusion. Several
interesting subjects came from the Society's Gardens,
Chiswick, including Achimenes tubiflora, a fine old
plant known also as Dolichoderia, or Gloxinia tubiflora

with foliage and habit of growth not unlike Sage, and
white flowers remarkable for the length of their tubes.

Fruit Committee: H. Webb, Esq., in the

chair.—The most interesting subject exhibited was a
dish of fine fruit of the highly-coloured and well-

flavoured Welbeck Seedling Nectarine, which was
said to come into use a {fortnight earlier than EIruge.

A First-class Certificate was awarded to it, sub*
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ject to the verification of the statement

about its earliness. The same exhibitor also sent some
nicely coloured Early Grosse Mignonne Peaches, from
a glass-covered wall. A couple of seedling Melons
were shown, but the flavour in both cases was very
poor. From the Society's garden, Chiswick, came
examples of several Indian vegetables, seeds of which
had been presented to the Society by Colonel Puckle,

of Bangalore.

Royal Horticultural of Aberdeen (Annual
Summer Slio-o) : July 26, ZT, and 2%.—A more suc-

cessful show than this was never held in Aberdeen,
the number of entries being much in advance of pre-

vious years, and the quality of many of the exhibits

excellent. The first tent, which was the largest, was
principally filled with exhibits of various kinds from
gentlemen's gardens. One of the two centre tables was
devoted to a collection of twelve pot plants, &c., and
the other to a miscellaneous assortment, including Ferns,

Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, and such like. The prin-

cipal exhibitor of pot plants was Mr. Fraser, Dern-
cleugh, through his gardener, Mr. Andrew Roberts,

who, besides taking most of the 1st prizes, received a

special commendation for a magnificent specimen
of Anthurium Scherzerianum. Mr. Fraser also

received the 1st prize for a beautiful specimen
of Croton Weismanni, which was specially recom-
mended by the judges for meritorious cultivation. In
stove and greenhouse plants the next most success-

ful exhibitor to Mr. Fraser, Derncleugh, was Mr.
M'Lennan, gr. to Mr. R. W. Duff, M. P., of Fetter,

esso Castle. Mr. John Smith, gr. to Mr. W. Hen-
derson, Devanha House, Aberdeen, showed a fine

Phormium tenax variegata, a .Statice in a very good
slate of cultivation, and a magnificent specimen of the

Yucca gloriosa, with gorgeous white pendent globular

flowers. For the collection, with the exception of the

last-named plant, Mr. Smith secured the 1st prize,

the 2d being awarded to Mr. J. Dalgarno, gr. to Mr.
James Middleton, Links Houie, Montrose. On this

same table were the Ferns, which were particularly

good. Of these Ferns a great number came from
Derncleugh, and carried off the highest honours.
Variegated-leaved Pelargoniums were splendid in

colour, the smaller kinds taking the leading
prizes generally. Flowering Pelargoniums, in

pink, whue, and scarlet, created quite a blaze. By
far the best show of French and fancy Pelargoniums
came from Mr. Forrest, gr. to the Earl of Aberdeen,
Haddo House. They were not large plants, but well

grown and profusely flowered. The others exhibited
were sparser of bloom, though much larger plants.

Hardy Ferns were a good lot, clean, and finely

grown. Fuchsias were a fair show. Some of them
were well grown, others were too over-loaded
with stalks, which detracted from their otherwise
elegant appearance. The principal prize-taker was
Mr. J. Hunter, Cairnbulg. The side tables were
devoted to a miscellaneous assortment of plants in

flower. Amongst the collections we noticed some
rare Orchids, which, from their grotesque "setolT,"
were quite a unique feature in the exhibition.

The Heaths were not large, but they were well grown.
The best collection came from Haddo House, and the

best single specimens from Mr. Alex. Macdonald, gr.

to Captain A. C. Hunter, of Tillery. Caladiums,
Marantas, and Coleus were not sent in in large

numbers, but they were mostly well cultivated.

Petunias were good, especially the double varieties,

which were scarcely inferior in size to the flowers of

Hollyhocks. Club mosses were a large collection,

and in a splendid state of cultivation, the striking

density of their growth being very attractive to the
eye. The 1st prize went to Mi. Smith, Devanha.
Table plants, as a rule, were far too large for the

purposes for which they are intended. The best

group came from Links House, Montrose. Groups
of three Ferns were largely exhibited, but the judges
did not consider any of the lots shown worthy of
a 1st prize, as they lacked all the meritorious
qualities of the other collections. Second and 3d
prizes, however, were given. Bronze and silver-

leaved Pelargoniums were a good class, the rarer

sorts being from John Chisholm, gr. with Mr.
Forbes, Dannottar. Phloxes, herbaceous plants, and
Delphiniums, were first-rate, as also were the Pan-
sies, particularly the fancy sorts shown by James
Cocker & Sons, Aberdeen, and their seedling blue,

Sannypark Rival, was worthy of the First-class Cer-
tificate which the judges awarded it. The Picotees
shown by Mr, John Macpherson, Polmuir, and the Pelar-

goniums by Mr. Cocker and Mr. Macpherson were
deservedly admired. The Rose stands sent for exhi-
bition by Morrison Brothers were in splendid condi-
tion, specially as regarded the group in baskets. A
very spirited competition took place for a silver cup
offered for the best collection of Roses. The success-
ful exhibitor was Mr. P. ",V. Fairgreave, gr. to the
Dowager- Duchess of Athole, his assortment com-
prismg the Marquis of Castelane, Prince of Wales,
Horace Vernet, and the Baroness Rothschild, all of
which were magnificent blooms. The 2d and 3d
prizes went respectively to A. Matheson, Stonehaven,

and G. Donaldson, gr. to the Earl of Kintore, both of
which gentlemen had very fine lots. In the nursery-
men's class the honours for the collection of Roses
went to Messrs. Robertson & Galloway, Glasgow

;

Messrs. John Stewart & Sons, Dundee ; and" Mr.
Macpherson, Aberdeen.
Coming now to the second tent, which was arranged

after the manner of the first one, we found in the 1st

prize collection of twenty plants in the nurserymen's
class a magnificent Cycas revoluta of immense circum-
ference. One of the side tables in this tent was
occupied by flowering plants and cut flowers from
amateurs, who, upon the whole, showed a remarkably
fine lot of plants. From Messrs. Smith & Son there

came a fine lot of miscellaneous Ferns for exhibition,

and a number of small flowers from Robert Connon,
market gardener. A special prize for a seedling
Cucumber of a promising kind was won by Mr.
Peekham, Garthdee House. The end of one of the
side tables was taken up with an interesting collection

of implements by Mr. Cocker, and a model house by
Mr. Sinclair, of Kintore Place, the only fault of which
is, its being rather limited. On the centre tables

were displayed fruit and bouquets, &c. Fruit was
abundant, and excellent in quality. The best came
from Mr. George Johnstone, gr. to the Eirl of
Strathmore, Glamis. The Black Hamburgh Grapes,
the Peaches, the Nectarines, and the Figs that gained
the 1st prize, were all of a first-class character. The
baskets of hardy fruit were uniformly good, the Black
Currants being as good as were ever exhibited. Two
bunches of Grapes were of superior quality, but the
white Grapes were all rather unripe. Melons were
fair. Of Strawberries the entries were more numerous
than previously, but not up to former exhibitions,

which must be attributed to the prolonged dry
season.

A centre table in the third tent was decorated with
a fine collection of pot plants, including Ferns and
Palms, for exhibition, from Mr. James Blake, Primrose
Hill, Cults. Messrs. Smith & Son, Aberdeen, had
also on this table a number of flowering plants, &c.

,

which helped much to enliven the rather green
appearance which the foliage plants shown along
with them and elsewhere presented. A select lot of
rare Conifers were exhibited at the end of the table by
Morrison Brothers, Aberdeen. One side table in this

tent was appropriately set apart for exhibits from
the working-classes. Some remarkably good flower-

ing plants were shown here. The Fuchsias, Petunias,

and Hydrangeas especially were nearly as good as

those exhibited in the other divisions, and reflect the
highest credit upon the exhibitors. Their collection

of vegetables was also good. Vegetables were well
represented in both the amateur and gardener depart-
ment, the Potatos, Peas, Cauliflowers, and Carrots
being as good as is to be seen anywhere at this season
of the year.

A numerous gathering of the members of the
Society and the judges dined together in the Palace
Hotel, at 3 o'clock in the afternoon—the Ch
of the Society, Mr. Fraser, Derncleugh, presiding.

Newport and County Horticultural ; July 20.

—This newly formed Society, which has already
proved a great success, held its second annual exhi-

bition on the above date, in the grounds of King's
Hill, which is situated almost in the centre of the
borough, and accessible from all parts.

A goodly portion of the prizes on this occasion
were open to competition from all comers, and the
handsome prizes offered for nine stove and green-
house plants brought such a display as could scarcely

have been looked for at this season of the year ;

the plants were numerous, of average size, and very
fresh and bright in appearance. Mr. J. Cypher, of
Cheltenham, the well-known exhibitor, had on this

occasion to sufl"er defeat at the hands of Mr. H.
Bittram, gr. to \V. F. Crawshay, Esq., Cyfarthfa
Castle, a young man, who bids fair to take a good place

as a successful cultivator of these plants. His group
of nine, to which the ist prize was awarded, were
even in size, and particularly fresh and bright, and
well grown. They consisted of Genetyllis fuchsioides,

Dipladenia amabilis, Aphelexis macrantha purpurea.
Erica Bothwelliana, E. Aitoni TurnbuUii, AUamand*
nobilis, Bougainvillea glabra, Kalosanthes coccinea,

and Clerodendron Balfourianum. They constituted a

set of plants of which any gardener would have much
reason to be proud. i\Ir. Cypher came 2d, with strong
plants of Allamanda liendersoni, Clerodendron Bal-

fourianum, and Statice Holfordi ; Erica Fairieana, E.
tricolor impressa, Ixora aurantiaca, Stephanotis flori-

bunda, Anthurium Scherzerianum, and Erica Jacksoni
pallida. Mr. Wattle, gr. to T. Cordes, Esq , M.P.—
also a very promising plant grower—was 3d, his best

examples being Clerodendron Balfourianum, Alla-
manda Schottii, Stephanotis floribunda, Dipladenia
amabilis, and Phcetiocoma prolifera Barnesii. In the
class for four plants, confined to amateurs and gentle-

mens gardeners, there was a brisk competition also,

Mr. Wattle being 1st here, and Mr. Brttram 2d; and
in addition to the 3d prize an extra prize was awarded.
The foregoing groups being staged on one side of a

long tent made a display, we should think, seldom
seen in South Wales.

In the class for six ornamental-leaved plants, Mr.
Wattie put up some remarkably good examples, con-
sisting of Croton variegatus C. angustifolius, Cyathea
princeps, a very bold and striking plant. Yucca aloi-
folia variegata, Cocos Weddelliana and Areca lutes-

cens—both in excellent condition. Mr. Cypher was
2d, with Croton pictus, Latania borbonica, Geonoma
Schilleriana, Cycas revoluta, &c. In the class for

four plants Mr. H. Battram was Ist with a finely
grown plant of Cyanophyllum magnificum, with
splendidly developed leaves ; Croton angustifolius,
C. variegatus, and Cycas revoluta. Two other good
groups were placed equal 3d ; one of them containing
a capital example of Alocasia Lowii.

Exotic Ferns were largely and finely shown ; the
plants remarkable not so much for their size as for
their excellent character. The best group of six
came fiom Mr. Battram, who had Lomaria gibba,
Gymnogramma peruviana, Gleichenia Speluncre, Dick-
sonia antarctica, Adiantum trapeziforme, and A.
farleyense. Mr. Wattie came 2d, with Adiantum
cardiochlrena, a very fine example of Ciymnogramma
peruviana argyrophylla, Adiantum cuneatum, Gymno-
gramma Wettenhalliana, and two others. Some
other good groups were staged, and it is to be hoped
the committee of the Society will next year see their
way to giving more 3! prizes than they did on this

Decision. Gardeners are put to considerable expense
in taking good-sized plants to the place of exhibi-
tion, and this should be borne in mind by compilers
of schedules.

Hardy Ferns were finely shown, and they are
evidently much prized by residents of the district,

judging from the character of the groups staged on
this occasion. Mr. E. Fowler, jun., had the best group
of six plants, consisting of Polystichum angulare fili-

ferum, Osmunda regalis cristata, Athyrium F. -f. Vic-
torije, Lastrea Filix-mas angustata cristata, Athyrium
F.-f. Fieldia?, and Scolopendrium vulgare crispum. 2d,
Sir George Walker—Athyrium F.-f. cristatum, As-
plenium marinum, Lastrea F.-mas cristata, Onoclea
sensibilis, Scolopendrium vulgare crispum, and Poly-
stichum angulare Holfordi. Mr. Fowler, gr. to C.
Lyne, Esq , staged four capital pairs of Lycopodiums.
Some fine examples of Lilium speciosum were

shown by Mr. Riffil, gr. to Lord Tredegar, while
some good Fuchsias came from Mr. E. Wills, gr. to
D. Morgan, Esq.—fine pyramidal plants. The varieties

were—Avalanche (double), Arabella, Rose of Castile,
and Wave of Life, all good decorative and exhibition
varieties. The others did not call lor notice. Some
good Ericas are staged by Mr. Battram, in the class
for four varieties, the sorts being tricolor, coronata,
obbata, and eximia. Achimenes were largely shown,
but generally somewhat drawn, though, on the whole,
the plants were fine. Mr. Wattie had the best, in
Ambrose Verschaffelt, Edmund Bossier, Sir Treherne
Thomas, Margaretlje, Baumanni, and longiflora
major. Mr. Rafiill was 2d, with some nice plants.
Zonal Pelargoniums were, on the whole, poor

;

Balsams large, but far to much drawn ; but there
were some fine Cockscombs from Mr. Raffill.

The leading cat flowers were Roses and stove and
greenhouse plants. Messrs. Cranston & Mayos,
Hereford, were 1st, with twelve distinct Roses, two
blooms of each, having good examples of Marie
Rady, Madame C. Wood, Reynolds Hole, Comtesse
de Sercnye, Alfred Colomb, Leopold I., Emile
Hausberg, Pierre Notting, and Hippolite Jamain.
Messrs. G. Davidson & Co., Hereford, were 2d. A
stand of twenty-four cut blooms of Alfred Colomb,
staged by Messrs. Cranston & Mayos, were so fine

as to set forth this splendid Rose to the best advan-
tage. They were one of the leading features of the
show. The best twelve Tea-scented Roses, in six

distinct varieties, came from Messrs. Davidson & Co.,
and consisted of Gloire de Dijon, Maruchal Niel,
Comtesse de Naidaillac, a beautiful Tea, with a clear
reddish orange centre, when in good condition, as it

was on this occasion ; Niphetos, Souvenir de Paul
Neron, and Marcelin Rhoda. Messrs. Cranston &
Mayos were 2d. Mr. W. Eirl, nurseryman, New-
port, also set up some nice Roses, but was unequal to
the task of defeating the larger growers. Mr, J.
Cypher set up a charming stand of twelve bunches of
stove and greenhonse plants, arranged with his usual
good taste. Other cut flowers were not of sufhcient
merit to require notice.

The leading exhibitors of fruit were Messrs. Raffill,

Wattie, Battram, Wright, Jordan, &c. ; while of
vegetables there was a good quantity, of generally
good quality. Potatos were remarkably good for the
season of the year, but some of the awards made by
the judges in these classes appeared to be unsatisfactory.

Porter's Excelsior was well shown, and it appears to

be a good early variety for show purposes. The best
collection of nine varieties of vegetables came from
Mr. D. Morris, all being of good quality ; Mr. James
Nichol being placed 2d. On the whole, the second
exhibition of this Society promised to be as great a
financial success as the one held in July, 1S75. (From
a Corrtspondmt.)
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Thornton Heath Flower Show: July 21 and
22.—This show originated at the instance of the

directors of the local Athenajum, and is their second

effort to associate periodical horticultural competitions

with the other work of the Institution. It took place

in the public hall, which was well filled with a very

satisfactory collection of fruit, flowers, and vegetables,

although, owing to the severity of the spring, and the

intense heat and drought of the few weeks immediately
preceding, the entries were much less numerous than

they might have been. Messrs. RoUisson & Son, of

Tooting, exhibited a very handsome collection of Tree
Ferns, Palms, stove and greenhouse Ferns, including

a choice specimen of Adiantum gracillimum, Dra-
caenas, Crotons, Ericas, iS:c., which deservedly

received much attention.

In the division for gentlemen's gardeners, Mr. Bay-
ford (Mrs. Welch, Beaulieu) took the island only
prize for Caladiums with C. Wightii, C. Chelsoni,

C, Belleymei, and C. bicolor splendens, all handsome
and well.grown plants. In the class for si.x Coleuses,

Mr. J. Jackson (L. Valentine, Esq., Fairfield) was
1st, Mr. Bayford 2d, and Mr. W. Jupp (M. Pratt,

Esq., Thornton Heath) received a Certificate. The
competition was very close with Fuchsias ; for four,

Mr. Bayford was again successful, carrying oil the 1st

prize, Mr. J. Frankton (W.J. Stuart, Esq,, Thornton
Heath) taking the 2d,

In three stove or greenhouse foliags plants Mr.
Bayford secured 1st honours with Pandanus elegantissi-

mus. Begonia Marshallii, and Corypha australis ; Mr.
Frankton being 2d ; and they occupied the same posi-

tion in the next class for three stove or greenhouse
plants in flower.

Mr. Frankton took 1st and only prize for a single

specimen plant with Areca lutescens. With Ferns
Mr. Bayford again led the van, his three exhibits

being handsome plants of Adiantum concinnum,
Pteris straminea, and Asplenium bulbiferum ; Mr.
Franklin was 2d, with Adiantum farleyense, A.
cuneatum, and Cyathea medullaris. W. Grantham,
Esq., M.P., of Streatham, took the only prize for

two bunches of Black Hamburgh Grapes, which, how-
ever, could have borne a little more colouring ; and
also received a Certificate for a collection of Ferns,
Palms, &c., sent not for competition. Mr. Wood
(G. B. Lefroy, Esq., Thornton Heath) took
1st prize with a basket of ten sorts of vegetaljles ;

Mr. Jupp (M. Pratt, E5q.) being 2d. Extra
honours were awarded to Mr. Jupp for a collec-

tion of fruits, a box of Cucumbers (grown in pots),

and a collection of foliage plants ; to Mr. Wood
(G. B. Lefroy, Esq.), for a collection of fruit and a
group of seven Cockscombs. In the division for
amateurs and cottagers many classes were unrepre-
sented. Mr. Sanders took the ist and only prize in
Fuchsias ((our) and in Pelargoniums (four). Ferns
were closely contested, Mr. Hayter taking 1st place
with four hardy Ferns, and Mr. Rayner, one of the
hon. secretaries, 2d ; the latter gentleman in the next
class, for four stove or greenhouse Ferns, securing 1st

honours, the 2d falling to Mr. J. Sidney, Atterhury, the
other secretary. For four Tricolor or Bronze Pelargo-
niums Mr. Newbury, of Croydon, earned 1st prize,

and also for four silver-edged or variegated ; Mr. W.
H. Jackson, of Thornton Heath, taking the 2d. Roses
were not represented, and the cut flowers generally
were poor. Raspberries, Currants, and Gooseberries
were thinly represented, but the vegetables were
better. Some very fine Drumhead Cabbage (Mr. W.
Gooch, Woodside) took a 1st place, and were much
admired. Broad Beans were very good, Mr. Hayter,
of Thornton Heath, being 1st in order of merit, Mr.
Gooch, of Woodside, 2d. French Beans were shown
in force, and Mr. Rupert Browne, jun., of Thornton
Heath, gained the 1st prize, Mr. G. Kirk, the 2d.
For Peas were awarded in the class for two dishes,
1st place, Mr. Atterbury j 2d, Mr. Newbury ; and
for one dish Mr. Oelrich, of Thornton Ilealh, Ist

;

and Mr. Atterbury, 2d. Potatos were fairly repre-
sented, and tolerably good in quality, the difficulties

of the season being taken into account. The awards
were, for round varieties, 1st, Mr. J. Gorham,
Thornton Heath ; 2d, Mr. Newbury, Croydon. For
kidney varieties, Ist, Mr. Rupert Browne ; 2d, Mr.
Atterbury.

The judges appear to have had a difficult task with
table decorations, for honours were conferred on no
less than five ladies. The 1st prize fell to Mrs. Jack-
son, and 2d to Mrs. Thomas, both ladies residing at
Thornton Heath. Extra certificates were awarded to
Miss Squire, of Penge, whose table was very lightly
and gracefully adorned ; and to Miss Atterbury, and
Mrs. Hill, of Thornton Heath, both of whose designs
possessed the merit of originality and ingenuity, but
the disadvantage of being so large as to obstruct the
view of a hostess or of guests sitting at the table.
Miss Atterbury's centre-piece was a magnificent
Adiantum cuneatum, elevated on a raised vase, which,
with the pot, was concealed by a bank of moss,
bestrewed with choice flowers ; Mrs. Hill's was
an imitation of a wayside pool, which was artistically
represented with the aid of a piece of mirror-glass,
encircled with banks of moulded clay, from which

sprang graceful clusters of grasses, Ferns, and wild
creeping foliage.

Another feature of interest in the show was the

collection of posies of wild flowers exhibited by
children, for which a great number of entries were
put in, much taste and labour being involved. Miss
Kate Mackenzie took Ist prize ; Master Willie

Robinson 2d.

The prizes ofl^ered for vases of cut flowers for a

drawing-room decoration was won by Mrs. Hill, who
took both 1st and 2d honours ; Mrs. Boteler being
Commended. The hand bouquets prizes fell, Ist, to

Miss Robinson; 2d, Mrs. Bishop : and button.hole

bouquet, both Ist and 2d, to Mrs. Henry Sanders.

The judges were—Rev. R. M. Browne, Mr. Wm.
Clarson, Mr. J. Ford, Mr. Archibald Henderson, and
Mr. T. R. RoUisson.

An autumn show is announced to take place on
September I and 2 ; and the secretaries are Mr.

J. Sidney Attenbury and Mr. W. Rayner, of Thornton
Heath.

Action against a Potato Salesman for De-
stroying A Dog : Jona v. Humphries.—On Tues-

day last this action was brought in the Westminster

County Court before Mr. Judge Bayley and a jury.

Mr. R. Willis appeared as solicitor for the plaintiff,

and Mr. Scale as solicitor for the defence. It was
an action to recover the sum of six guineas, being the

value of a dog which the defendant had destroyed

under the following circumstances.

The plaintiff said that in June last, on his return

home, he was informed by the defendant's wife that

she had ordered his dog to be poisoned as it had
bitten her son, and that she had done so in order to

prevent hydrophobia. The plaintiff said the dog
was a great favourite with his family, was very docile

and quiet, and had never bitten any one in its life.

In cross-examination by Mr. Scale the plaintiff

said that no authority was given by himself or any
member of his family for the dog's destruction, and
considered the sum sued for to be a very moderate de-

mand, as he would not have taken twenty guineas for

him. When next he saw the dog it was sent to his

place in a sack, accompanied with a statement that

the defendant had sent him a sack of Potatos.

At this stage of the case Mr. Scale considered that

the destruction of the dog was a criminal act on the

part of the defendant's wife, for which the husband
was not liable.

The learned Judge overruled the objection, when
The plaintiff's mother, being called, said no one

ever sanctioned the destruction of the dog, but heard
the defend.-int's wife say more than once she would
give the dog a quiet dose.

Mrs. Connor and Mary Jones, the plaintiff''s

daughter, gave corroborative evidence ; and five other
witnesses being called in support of the plaintift's

statement, his case was concluded.

Mr. Scale then called the defendant's wife, who
distinctly swore to the authority being given by the

plaintifi's mother for the destruction of the dog ; and
this evidence was corroborated by that of Eliza

Humphries, and of William Henry Humphries, the

defendant's son, who said he had been bitten by the

plaintifl"s dog, and had to be taken to the

doctor's, who had charged him 15/. for medical
attendance.

After several other witnesses had been called In

support of the defendant's case, the learned Judge
addressed the jury, and in doing so said it was merely
a question as to the value of the dog, which, being a
favourite animal, might be worth ;£'20 to the plaintiff,

and not twenty pence to any one else.

The jury, without retiring, returned a verdict for

the full amount claimed, with the costs of attorney
and seven witnesses.

The Custom of the Market as to Baskets.
—Foster v. Jacobs.—Ax. the Westminster County
Court on Thursday, August 3, the plaintiff, a grower
at Hastings, sued the defendant, a salesman in

Covent Garden Market, to recover the sum of /3 iS.r.

for a number of baskets which the plaintiff valued at

2j. 6(/., credit having been given for some returned.

\ The plaintiff said the baskets contained Asparagus as

well as other goods, and said it was the custom

of the trade to return the baskets within six weeks.

They were French baskets, and worth about 3 francs

each. This being the plaintifl"s case, Mr. Henry
Taylor Roberts, solicitor for the defendant, called his

client, who said that in the absence of any special

contract it was reasonable to return the baskets within

six months. He had several thousands of baskets^

and could not possibly return them in six weeks.

By the Judge : He paid 28j. per dozen for baskets,

but never charged more than is., as it was the rule

of the market to do so, and for matiy baskets worth

3J. each he had only received \s.

Mr. Garcia said, many baskets were usually sold

with the goods ; he had frequently paid as much as

2J. 41/. each and never charged more than Is. ; if not

returned he had to put up with the loss.—Mr. Gulliford

gave corroborative evidence, and said that the only

exception to the rule of the market was in Grape

baskets, which were more expensive.

Mr. Baker, a market gardener, added his evidence
in support of the defendant's case, when the learned

Judge considered that the evidence of the defendant
preponderated in his favour ; and as the plaintiff had
brought his action prematurely ruled in favour of the

defendant, with costs.

We regret to have to record the death of Mr.

George Fleming, formerly of Trentham, a man
whose name is as familiar as a household word amongst

horticulturists. Mr. Fleming was born at Dunrobin
in 1S09, and had consequently almost reached the

appointed three-score years and ten. He died at

Hanchurch on July 27, and was interred at Trent-

ham on August I. Of late years Mr. Fleming's atten-

tion has been given to agriculture rather than horti-

culture, but for many years he managed the gardens

at Trentham with great success, and at that period

was a very frequent and highly-valued contributor to

our columns. We shall endeavour to give a more
complete history of his horticultural career in a future

issue.

^l^c Meatier.
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The highest temperatures of the air rauged from

85^° on the 26th to 68^" on the 24th ; the mean value

for the week was ^^1°. The lowest temperatures of

the air varied from 51" on the 29th to 60° on the 23d,

the mean weekly value being 55^^ The me-an^daily

range of temperature in the week was 19^°, the

greatest range in the day being 30* on the 26th, and

the least li.-j;" on the 23d.

The mean daily temperatures of the air, and the

departures from their respective averages, were as

follows :—23d, 63°, + o^S; 24th, 59^6, — 2^6;
25th, 65°. I, + 2^.9; 26th, 67".6, 4 5''.4 ; 27th,

63''.4, + i°-2 ; 2Sth, 6o*.2, — 2'.
; 29th. 6o^4,— l^.g.

The mean temperature of the air for the week
was 62°. S, being o°.5 above the average of sixty years'

observation.

The highest readings of a thermometer with

blackened bulb in vacuo, placed in sun's rays, were

1531" on the 26th and 1434" on the 25th ; on the

24th the reading did not rise above 90". The lowest

readings of a thermometer on grass, with iis bulb ex-

posed to the sky, were 45;]" on the 25lh and 44^° on

the 29th. The mean for the several low readings was

47r-
The direction of the wind was N., S.W.j and W.

,

and its strength brisk.

The weather during the week was somewhat fine,

though cloudy and dull at times. On Sunday, the

23d, between 8 and 9 r.M., very black clouds passed,

a good deal of lightning was seen, and a little thunder

was heard ; at about 9 P. M. a shower of rain fell, and

the sky was clear after. At this time a severe thunder-

storm, accompanied by a heavy hail-storm, was expe-

rienced both at Tottenham and adjacent places.

Rain fell on two days during the week ; the amount
collected was o 36 inch.

In England the highest temperatures of the air ob-

served by day were at Blackheath, 85^", and Cam-
bridge, §4^ ; at Liverpool 68" was the highest tempe-

rature ; the mean value from all stations was 79*.

The lowest temperatures of the air were at Eccles,

45^°, and Nottingham, Sheffield, Hull, Leeds, and

Sunderland—all 49°; at Plymouth 55° was the lowest

temperature in the week ; the general mean from all

stations was 50.^°. The range of temperature in the

week was the greatest at Blackheath, Nottingham,

and Leeds—all about 35°, and the least at Liverpool,

175° ; the mean range of temperature from all stations

was 284°. The mean of the seven high day tempera-

tures was the highest at Bristol and Nottingham, both

77^", and the lowest at Liverpool, 65" ; the mean from

all stations was 72". The mean of the seven low
night temperatures was tlie lowest at Eccles, 51% and
the highest at Portsmouth, 58^° ; the mean value

from all stations was 54^". The mean daily range of

temperature was the greatest at Nottingham, 24^',

and the least at Liverpool, lo^" ; the mean daily

range from all stations was 174°.

The mean temperature of the air for the week was
614% being 3iJ'' higher than the value for the corre-

sponding week in 1S75. The highest was at

Plymouth and Bristol, both 64^% and the lowest at

Eccles, 57.^°.

Rain lell on four days in the week at most stations
;

the amounts measured varied from \\ inch at Sunder-
land to one-hundredth of an inch at Portsmouth ; the

average fall over the country was half an inch.

The weather during the weak was fine, though
somewhat dull and cloudy. Thunderstorms occurred

generally over the country on Sunday, July 23.

In Scotland, the highest temperatures ot the air

varied from 75' at Dundee and Perth to 68" at

Paisley. The lowest temperatures of the air ranged
from 43° at Perth to 47!° at Leith ; the average of

the former was 7o|'', and that of the latter was 44^^
The mean range of temperature in the week from all

stations was 26°.

The mean temperature of the air for the week was

574% being the same as the value for the correspond-

ing week in 1S75. The highest occurred at Dundee,
59?,'', and the lowest at Paisley^ 55i°.

The amounts of rain measured at the several sta-

tions ranged from l inch at Greenock to one-tenth of

an inch at Paisley ; the mean average fall over the

country was half an inch.

At Dublin the highest temperature of the air was

7Si% the lowest 414°, the range 34i°, the mean 59^",

and the fall of rain 1.16 inch,

JAMES GLAISHER,

Answers to Correspondents.
Begonias : Bell ^ Son. The flowers are all bright in

colour, but not worth naming. The scarlet, light

pink, and dark crimson flowers, have the sepals too
much pointed, and the petals are too narrow. The
rose-coloured flower is the best in form, but too
small.

Bulbs : F. M. G. If you desire a good bloom of Hya-
cinths, Tulips, &c., indoors, procure fresh bulbs, and
leave those grown in pots last year for the borders.
They will not flower satisfactorily a second year in

pots, though treated with every care.

Gloxinias; A. H. Your seedling is too small by

comparison with many varieties now in cultivation
;

and, though pretty in colour, the flowers are very

rough. It is of no value.

Grapes Shanking : Ignoramus. The shanking of

Grapes arises from many causes — overcropping,
checks to the roots, by being too dry, or, perhaps,

too wet—we cannot tell. We would recommend a
reduction of the crop, more air, and a sweet atmo-
sphere.

Hollyhock Disease : W. M., OuUon Park. Your
Hollyhocks are clearly suffering from a bad attack of

Puccinea malvacearum. Remedial treatment has
been discussed in former numbers of the Gardeners
Chronicle. As for the small grubs which accompany
the fungus with you, we have been unable to detect

them inside the pustules, and you do not say why you
beheve them to be hatched inside the warts. It is

well known that many grubs and mites eagerly devour
fungus spores. Unless, therefore, you have any proof

in support of j'ovir belief, it is better to consider the

grubs as merely devouring the bountiful supply of

acceptable food aflorded by the fungi on the leaves.

Moths : F. S. Unless you can identify them as the

clothes moth, you need not be alarmed at their

presence.

Namfs of Plants : J. A. P. Calochortus citrinus.

— //. ty Co. 3, Saxifraga aizoides. The others were

such wretched scraps that we could not identify them,

although we spent much time over them.

—

R. H.
I, Laslrea dilatata macromera ; 2, L, dilatata alpina.

— G. Dodd. One of the forms of Elasgnus hortensis.

Not poisonous.
Pelargonium : Semper Idem. Your seedling, though

pretty in colour, is no improvement on many already

sent out.

Verbenas: J. A'. The flowers were quite withered

when we received them. It is, of course, unfair to

judge them in that condition, but they do not strike

us as being any improvement on existing varieties.

Catalogue Received :—Mr. W. Clark (The Nurse-

ries, Wallington, Surrey), Catalogue of New and
Choice Plants.

Communications Received:—W. B. & Son.—H. K.—W, li.

_T. S. J. — H. E.—J. T. — G. J.—A. H. P. (next week).—
W. C.-J. V. & Sons. -J. W. (next week).

©nquirtrs,

//e thai questiotieih viuch sluill learn w;*-/:.—Bacon.

126. Rushes.—Can any of your correspondents Ifll

me in what parts of England Rushes are grown in the

rivers and watercourses—also in what parts of Hol-

land and the Netherlands, and the ports from which
they are shipped to England? T. H.

[arlvcts.

COVEXT GARDEX, Auoust 3.

The market has become very bare during the last fc

days, and with the exception of Currants there

littlt* on hand. In hothouse goods prices are low

Trade quiet. Jau Webi'tr, IVkolesaU Apple Market

Cut Flowers.

ery

Camatic— Clo'

2 bunch. 4 «

per do7. 2 o-
Eschscholtzias, doz. 2 o-
Eiicharis, per doz. .. 6 o-i

Gardenia, per doz. ..30-
Heliotropes, 12 spr. o 6-

J.ismine. 12 bunches 6 o-;

Mignonette, 12 bun. 3 o-
Pelargoniums, 12 spr. o 6-

— zonal, 13 sprays o 4-

Plants in Pots.

Pinks, white. 12 bun. 6 o- 9 <

— coloured, 12 bun. 4 o- 6 <

Primula, dbl., p. bun. 10-11
Roses, indoor, p. doz. 10-9*
— outdoor. 12 bun. 4 o- 9 (

Spiraa, 12 sprays . . 10-41
Siephanotis, 12 spr. 26-91
Stocks, ta bunches.. 6 o- <

Sweet Peas, 12 bun. 4 o- 9 (

Sweet Sultan. (Cen-
taurea), 12 bun. .. 40-91

Balsams, per doz. .

Begonias, per doz. .

Bouvardias, do.

Calceolaria, per do:

Campanulas, p. do:

Cockscombs, p. do:

Coleus, per dozen .

Crassula, per doz. .

Cyperus, do. .

.

— viridis, per doz.

Ficus elastica

Fuchsia, per doz. .

o- 9 <

. 2 6-is c

Lilh 1-60 (

, do.

Artichokes, per doz. 4 o-
— Eng. Globe, doz. 4 o- ,

Asparagus (English),

per bundle .. a o-k
Aubergines, p. doz. 6 o-
Beans, Fr.,.p. bushel 9 o-
— Longpod.p. bush. 4 o- ,

Cabbages, per doz. . . i o- 1

Carrots, per bunch., o 6-

Cauliflowers, spring.

Celery, per bundle -.16-:
Chilis, green, per 100 3 o-
Cucumbers, each . . 04-:
Endive, per doz. . . i o- ;

— Batavian, p. doz. 2 o-
;

Herbs, per bunch .. 02-.
Potatos.—Kent Re

— lancifolii

Lobelia, per dozen .. 4 0-12 «

Mignonette, do. .. 4 &- 9 <

Myrtles, do 3 o- 9 '

Nasturtiums, dozen 30-91
Palms in variety.each 3 6-21 1

Pelargoniums, scarlet,

per doz 30-9'
— in variety, doz. 9 0-24 1

' Petunias.double.doz. 9 0-36 1

— single, per doz.. 6 0-12 1

Roses, Fairy, do, .. 8 0-12 1

Horse Radish, p, bun. 6 <

Leeks, per bunch . . o :

Lettuces, per score., a (

Mint, green, bunch o -

Mushrooms, per pott. 1 c

— buttons, do. .. 2 (

Onions, young, bun. o .

Parsley, per bunch. . o *

Peas, green, per qt. .. i (

Potatos, Sweet, p. lb. o <

Radishes, per bunch.
— Spanish, doz. ,. i o- ••

Rhubarb, per bundle 06-10
Shallots, per lb. ..06-..
Spinach, per bushel 30-..
Tomatas, per doz. . . 30- .

.

Turnips, new, bundle 04-06
Veg. Marrows, doz. 36-40

£10 : Essex Regents, £Z to £<^:.

1-03

:
6- 5 6

3-30

aches, per doz. ..

ne-apples, p. lb. .

.

rawberries, per lb. , 6- ;

Shaws, ^7 ; Kidneys, ^10 to £12 per t

Apples, per %-^\^
Apricots, per doz.

Cobs and Filbts.,lb. o 9
Figs 30
Gooseberries, gr., qt. o 3-

Grapes, per lb. ..10-

SBEDS.
London : August 6.—The princip.al features of in-

terest in connection with our seed trade are found in the
appearance at market one after the other of different

varieties of the new produce. In addition to new Tri-
folium, Trefoil. Rape seed, and white Clover, samples
are now to hand of white and blue Peas, and of winter
Tares, Barley, and Rye. As regards the last four
articles, values, as is usual at first, are not yet
fixed, there being a wide difference in the prices
demanded by the various growers. Of winter Vetches
there is said to be a narrow breadth but a good yield.

The moderate figure at which French Rye is obtainable
must depress the quotations for home grown. For
Trifolium incarnatum there is an increased demand,
under which rates are gradually hardening, the advance
on the past week being fully 20s. to 301. per ton. We
have also more inquiry for white Mustard seed, Essex
Rape seed of good quahty is in fair supply, and the
tendency of currencies is downward. For Trefoil seed,

notwithstanding the moderate terms at which it is offer-

ing, there is very little business doing. As regards the
crop of English Canary seed the acreage is large, but
the yield it is said will be much smaller ih.in last season.
Linseed is without change. John Shaiv &• Sons, Seed
Merchants. 37, Mark Lane. London. F.C.

CORN.
Trade at Mark Lane on Monday was very quiet, and

for Wheat last week's quotations were taken. Some
10 qr. of new Talavera Wheat was offered as ready for

delivery. The quality and weight were excellent, and a
sale of the whole was effected at 561. per quarter. The
price at first asked was 6oc., the weight averaging fully

62 lb. Barley was difficult to move, and rates favoured
buyers. Malt was dull, especially that of superior

quality. For Oats rates declined from -^d. to 6d. per
quarter. In Maize, Beans, and Peas the tendency was
towards reduction. In flour very few transactions

occurred, and the quotations drooped.—On Wednesday
the market wore a very quiet aspect. There was no
material change in Wheat, but where sales were forced

some concession had to be made. Barley tended lower.

Malt showed no appreciable change. Oats were sold

with dirticulty. Maize was dull, but no lower. Beans
and Peas were nominally without alteration. Flour was
inactive, and prices were not in all cases supported.

—

Average prices of corn for the week ending July 29 :

—

Wheat, 47J. s^. ; Barley, 31J. 40'. ; Oats, 31J. •2d. For
the corresf>onding week last year :—Wheat, 51J. ; Barley,

3ir. ^d.\ Oats, 30J. jd.

CATTLE.
At the Metropolitan Market on Monday choice beasts

were readily disposed of at a small advance, other kinds
were not dearer. The demand for sheep was not large,

and prices could not be quoted higher. Choice lambs
were dearer. Quotations ;—Beasts, 4J. 4<f. to 5.^., and
5;. Bd. to 6j. 2d. ; calves, 4^. .\d. to sr, ^d. ; sheep,

51. 4^. to 5J. lod., and 6r. ^d. to 6j. lod. ; lambs, 6^. Sa'.

to 85.
;

pigs, 4J. a,d. to $s. ^d.—In the beast market on
Thursday prime animals of neat weight brought rather

better prices, whilst coarse breeds went irregular. In

sheep choice small wethers brought stiffer rates. For
calves the rates declined. Lambs brought full value.

HAY.
The Whitechapel report for August i states that there

was a moderate supply of fodder offering, for which a
moderate demand prevailed at the following prices: —
Prime old Clover, loo-S'. to 1521. ; inferior, 85^ to qos.;

new Clover, 110s. to 1301.; prime meadow hay, go;, to

140-t. ; inferior, 55^. to 75;.; and straw, 40;. to 52V. per

load.—On Thursday supplies were moderate and the

trade steady. Quotations :—Clover, old best, 120;. to

15ZJ. ; inferior, 85^, to 95.C. ; hay, old best, 115?. to 140^-.;

inferior, $$s. to 75^.; new hay and Clover, 6of. to 11 5;. ;

straw, 4.0s. to 52J. per load.—Cumberland Market quota-

tions :—Superior old meadow hay, 140J. to i5C-t. ; infe-

rior, iios. to 126J.; new hay. iioj. to 1401. ; superior

old clover, 140.^. to 155;.; inferior, iioj. to 126;.; new
Clover, iioj. to r40J. ; and straw, 481. to 52^.

POTATOS.
The Borough and Spitalfields reports for July 31 state

that there were moderate arrivals of foreign Potatos, but

the home supplies continue short, and for all descriptions

a steady trade is doing. The following are the quota-

tions for English Potatos:—Regents, iSox. to 220J.

;

Shaws, 140X. to i8o-r. ; kidneys, 150J. to 190J.; Victorias,

170;. to 200s. per ton.—The Potatos imported into

London last week comprised 597 cases 400 boxes from
Cherbourg, 808 packages 351 boxes Dunkirk, 200 bags

78 baskets Antwerp, 471 boxes Barfleur, 165 barrels

Hamburg, 188 tons Port I'Abb^. 40 tons St, Malo, 23 tons

St. Bieux, T22 casks Meriin, 8r cases St. Nazaire, and

4 barrels Jersey.

COALS.
In the market on Monday there was a good demand

at previous prices. Wednesday's quotations are as fol-

lows :— Walls End—Haswell, 20s.; Hetton, aoj. ; Hetton
Lyons, ijs. ^d. ; Lambton, igs. 6d. ; Chilton, igs. 6d.

;

Hartlepool, 19;. 6d. ; Kelloe, 18;. 6d.; East Hartlepool,

igs. gd.; Tees, tgs. gd.
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TEA-SCENTED ROSES, extra strong,
splendid vigorous-flowering Plants, in 7-inch pots, ot

best Ic-iding sorts, new and old—Marcchal Niel, Gloire At
Dijon, &c. (no finer plants in the Trade), 24J. to 365. per dozen.

EWING AND CO., Eaton, Norwich.

EWING'S MILDEW COMPOSITION.—
At the solicitation of Customers regularly using large

quantities of our " Mildew Composition." we have decided to
'
1 of profit oil cost of ingredi

manufacture, in i and 2 galli

equal respectively to thirteen bottli

making 104 and i!o8 gallons of mixture. One g
2 gallons, 705. each, including cans, 15. 61^. and
for if returned. One is.ixi. bottle (two-thirds of
for a rather large house), if mixed with same
wash, and painted on pipes sufficiently hot, a vapour will be
given off destroying both Mildew and Red-spider without
syringing or other application to the foliage.

EWING AND CO., Eaton. Norwich.

packing,

:h, allowed
, sufficient

of white-

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
Reduced price, ao Bushels, 6l. id.: too, 20j.; or Truck-

load (upwards of 300 Bushels), 40J. Delivered free to any rail

J. STEVENS, Fibre Works, High Street, Battersea. S.W.

Fibrous Feat for Orchids, &c.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best
quality for Orchids. Stove Plants. &c. , /6 6j. per truck.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, lor Rhododendrons, Azaleas,
Heaths. American Plant Beds, 17J. per ton.

Delivered on rail at Blackwater. S. E. R., or Farnborough,
S. W. R. . by the truck-load. Sample sack, 5^. dd. each.
Fresh SPHAGNUM. \os. bd. per sack.

WALKER AND CO., Farnborough Station, Hants.

BELL'S MILDEW COMPOSITION,
used by them for the last twenty-five years at their

:t, Norwich.

Nurseries, Lakenham," and "Vini
CT," consisting of over 30,000 feet of gla

. td. per bottle, of the Sole Manufactur

BELL AND SUN, 10 and 11, Exchan;

GISHURST COMPOUND—
Used by many of the leading Gardeners since 1859,

against Red Spider, Mildew. Thrips, Greenfly, and other Blight,
in solutions of from i to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and
of from 4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit
Trees. Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in boxes, i^ . 35. . and loj. t>d.

Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

SCOTT'S WASP DESTROYER.— This
preparation has been proved by thousands to be

thoroughly efl'ectual in destroying Wasps, Hornets, large Flies,

and other pests destructive to Fruit. No one having fruit to

preserve should be without it.

May be obtained of all Seedsmen, at i,r. f>d, and 2J. 6'/. per
bottle, or direct from

JOHN SCOTT, The Seed Stores, Yeovil.

EW ARCHANGEL and PETERSBURG
MATS. First arrival this season. Quotations can nowN

be given

J. BLACKBURN
Street, City, EC.

SONS, Nos. 4 and 5, Wormwood

Archangel and Petersburg Mat Importers.

SACK, BAG, and TARPAULIN MANU-
FACTURERS: RAFFIA FIBRE for tying: TIFFANY

and SCRIM for shading, in all widths : NETTING, YARN,
ROPES, and TWINES of every description. Quotations on
application tn

J. BLACK IIURN and SONS, Nos. 4 and s, Wormwood
Street, City, E.C.

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden
Frames.—ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are

the cheapest and most durable. Price List, which gives the
size of every class of Mat. forwarded post-free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch,
London, E.C.

Tobacco Paper.

WM. GREENHOUGH and CO., i, Nile,
Leeds, begs to offer the above, of the finest quality, at

755- per cwt. They have had the honour of serving the under-
mentioned firms for a number of years :

—

Messrs. Minier. Nash & Co., London.
Messrs. CoRRV & SorER, London.
Mr. R. Smith, Worcester.
Mr. Wm. Rushforth, Leeds.

And many others in the Trade.
TOBACCO CORD, pure quality, per cwt.. Sit.

TOBACCO CLOTH, pure quality, per .

M
,84^.

Indestructible Torra-Cotta Plant Markers.
AW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices,

,ed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post-free on
also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for

Halls. &c.
MAW AND CO., Benthall Works, Broseley.

Under tbe Patronage of the Queen.

SMITH'S IMPERISHABLE
STRATFORD LABELS.

The above Labels are made of a White Metal, with raised
BLACK-FACED LETTERS.
The Gar'ieners' Magazine says :

—" We must give these the
palm before all other plant labels, as the very first in merit."

Samples and Price List free.
>" Sole Manufacturer : J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory.
Slratford-on-Avon,

Bosher's Garden Edging Tiles.

1HE ABOVE and many other PATTERNS
in materials of great durability. The
plainer sorts are specially

'suited for KITCHEN
GARDENS, as they
harbour no Slugs or Insects,

: up little room, and,

further labour or expense,
as do "grown" Edgings, consequently being much cheaper.
GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c., in Artificial Stone,

very durable and ofsuperior finish, and in great variety of design.
F. ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground

Street, Blackfriars, S.E.; King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.;
Kingsland Road. E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT " ACME FRAMES,"

PLANT COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES; also
for FOXLEY'S PATENT BEADED G.ARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors. Balconies, &c.,

from 35. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of plain or
more elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection.
WHITE GLAZED TILES, lor Lining Walls of Dairies,

Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable
Paving of great durability. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles
of all kinds. Roofing Tdes in great variety. Slates. Cement, S;c.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Brick and Tile Merchants.
See addresses above-

s I L V E R
grain a

Truck Lo.id, on Wharf ii

Railway Static

SAND,
Prices by Post per ton
or delivered direct from
> of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Fe'riieries.

KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any
quantities.

F. ROSHER AND CO.—Addresses see above.
N.B.—Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.

A liberal Discount to the Trade.

WILLIAM S. BURTON,
General Furnishing Ironmonc.er. by appoint-

ment to H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, sends a CATALOGUE
gratis, post paid, containing upwards of 850 Illustrations of his

/ailed Stock of Electro Plate,

Britannia Metal Goods,
Dish Covers,
Hot-water Dishes.
Stoves and Fenders,
Marble Chimneypieces,
Kitchen Ranges,
Lamps and Gaseliers,

Tea Trays.
Urns and Kettles.
Clocks and Candelabra,

s

Table Cutlery,
Baths and Toilet Ware,
Bedding and Bed Hangings,
Iron and Brass Bedsteads,
Bedroom Cabinet Furniture,

Dining and Dtawing-room
Furniture,

Chimney and Pier Glasses,

Turnery Goods,
Kitchen Utensils,

With Lists of Prices, and Plans of the Thirty Large Show Rooms.
at 3g, Oxford Street, W. ; 1, ia, 2, 3, and 4, Newman Street,W.;
4, 5 and 6. Perry's Place, W. : and t, Newman Yard, W.
Manufactories: 84, Newman Street, W. ; 1, Newman Mews,
London, W. The cost of delivering goods to the most distant

parts of the United Kingdom by railway is trifling. WILLIAM
5. BURTON will always undertakedeliveryat a email fixed rate.

HAW'S TIFFANY, ELASTIC NET-
TING, CANVAS, &c., for Shading. Protecting, and

other Horticultural Purposes. For Samples and Prices apply to

JOHN SHAW AND CO., 29, Oxford Street. Manchester.

THE CHEAPEST and MOST DURABLE
SHADING.—" Lasting for vears."

MADE of PREPARED WOOL and HAIR.
A perfect non-conductor of heat or cold, keeping 3 fixed

temperature where it is applied.

Patronised by Her Majesty the Queen, for Windsor Castle :

Prince Christian, for Frogmore Gardens ;the late Sir. J. Paxton ;

the late A. F. Paxton. Esq. ; the late S. Rucker, Esq.. ^c.

"FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS. ^ ^
2 yards wide .. .. .. . . i 10

3 yards wide ..30
4 yards wide .. .. .. . . 3 10

" FRIGI DOMO " NETTING, u. td. and \s. Zd. per yard.

Can be had from all Florists and Seedsmen, and of

E. T. ARCHER. Stanstead Road. Forest Hill. London. S.E.

•4* Late of Cannon Street, City, E.C.

LOmOI AID COTJITY BAIKII& COIPAIY,
Established in 1836, and Incorporated in 1874 under " The Companies Act, 1862."

Subscribed Capital, ^3,750,000, in 75,000 Shares of ^50 each.

REPORT ADOPTED AT THE HALF-YEARLY GENERAL MEETING, AUG. 3, 1876.

WILLIAM HENRY STONE, Esq., in the Chair.

I s. d £ ^. dThe Directors in placing before the Proprietors the Balance
Sheet of the Bank for the Half-year ended 30th June last, have
to report that after paying interest to Customers and all

charges, allowing for Rebate and making provision for Bad and
Doubtful Debts, the Nett Profits amount to ;Ci3o.983 3^. gd.

This sum, added to ^14,730 i8s. 6d., brought forward from the

last account, produces a total of ;^i45,7i9 2^. 3^.

They have declared an Interim Dividend for the half-year at

the rate of i6 per cent, per annum, which will absorb ^120,000,

leaving a Balance of ^^25,719 25. jaT. to be carried forward to

Profit and Loss New Account.
They have to announce the retirement from the Direction in

April last of their much-valued colleague. Mr. William Cham-
pion Jones, who had occupied a seat at the Board for 25 years,

and had during the larger portion of that time filled the position

of Deputy-Chairman. They regret to state his decease took

place on 13th July last.

They have the pleasure to report that they have appointed

Mr. John James Cater (of the firm of Messrs. J. W. Cater.

Sons & Co. , of Mincmg Lane), a Director of the Bank in the

place of Mr. W. Champion Jones.

It is with deep regret the Directors have to report the

decease, on i4lh May, of Mr. Whitbread Tomson, lately one of

the Joint General Managers, and a highly esteemed Officer of

the Bank.

The Dividend, £1 i2r. per Share, free of Income Tax. will be

payable at the Head Office, or at any of the Branches, on or

after Monday, 14th instant.

, Sh , London j

V, June 30

•JD Count

Amount due by the Bank for

Customers' Balances, &c.

inties .

Profit and Loss Balance
brought from last Account

Gross Profit for the Half-
year, after making provi-
sion for Bad and Doubt-
ful Debts, viz.: ..

700,000
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TO BE SOLD at once, a SPAN-ROOF
HOUSE. 4S feet long, and a FOUR-ROOM COTTAGE

TO LET, with 60 Poles of GROUND, well cropped, and 20
years' lease. Apply at
• The Rising Siin," Oakleigh Road, Whetstone, Middlesex.

Creenbouses.

H FREEMAN and SONS, Horticul-
• TfRAL Builders and Hot-water Apparati's

Manufacturers, Cambridge Heath Bridge, Hackney. E.
Good substantial made GREENHOUSES, Glazed, ready for

fixing. 42 feet long. 13 feet wide, £,10 ; 21 feet by I2 feet, £28 ;

12K feet by 10 feet. /tg. Estimates given in wood or iron.

H

A\

Hothoases, Hot-water Apparatus, Sc.

ALLIDAY AND CO., Hothouse
Builders .ind Hot-water Apparatus Manu-

rRERS. Estimates and Plans free. Best Construction '

tlaterials ! Best Workmrinship ! Catalogues free.

Offices, 22. Barton Arc.ide, Manchester.

J H. LASCELLES, HorticultuR'^l
LI FR Finsbi rj Steam Joinery Works

II P nh 11 Roi lonJnn E C

E-.limatr/s elv,?n on application for GREENHOUSES and
CONSERVATORIES of all kinds, and to any design.

GARDEN BOXES and LIGHTS. Each.
Portable Box with One Light. 6 feet by 4 feet, glazed 5. J.

good 16-0Z. sheet glass, painted four coats, and
packed leady for use .. .

.

35 o
Portable Box with Two Lights, as above, each light

6 feet by 4 feet 65 o
LIGHTS ONLY.

3 feet hy 4 feet Light, not painted nor glazed . . .

.

36
Ditto glazed, good 16-0Z. sheet glass, and painted 4 coats 10 o
6 feet by 4 feet, not painted nor glazed .. .. .. 60
Ditto glazed and painted four coats .. .. .. 16 6

O U L T O N AND PAUL,
Norwich, Horlicuhural Guilders.

NEW PATENT GREENHOUSES.—Can be erected with-
out the aid of either carpenter, glazier, painter, or bricklayer.
New Lists, containing a number of IlUistrations and Prices,
ree by post.

PATENT PLANT PRESERVERS.—Now ready, our new
List of Prices, with full descriptions, clearly showing the uses
to which these handy articles may be applied. Free by post.

MELON OR CUCUMBER FRAMES.—AH sizes, ready
for immediate delivery.

Heieht at back, 24 m at front, 13 in sides, ij^ m
lights. 2 in thick Made of best red deal, painted thret
everj' pane of glass (21 oz.) is nailed as well as puttied i

light has an Iron strengthei

Cash prices, carriage
j:

AH 6 feel wide. £, j

4 ft. long. I light ,. 1 I

\ rod and handl

to any station in England —
.

I

All 6 feet wide. £, s

5 16 ft. long, 4 lights o 7

»ft. 24 ft. „ 6 „ 976
containing upwards of sixtyIllustrated Catalogue for

Engravings, with prices, of' Conservatones.' Greenho^.
Peach Houses, Forcing Houses, Pits, &c., free by post for
stamps.

BOULTON AND PAUL, Norwich.

SIR J. PAXTON'S HOT-
HOUSES for the MILLION are

Simple, Cheap, and Portable.
Illustrated Price Lists free.

HEREMAN and MORTON, 14 Tich-
street, Regent Quadrant. W., Horti-

ultural Builders and Hoi-water Engineers.

LASCELLES' PATEIsT BENT WOOD
CONSERVATORIES and GREENHOUSES.— All

Gardeners know that Wood is better than Iron for Plant Grow-
ing, and by the above syste;

erected as cheaply as a plaii

The curved house is mor
struction. and no bent glass

W. H. LASCELLES, 13
supply Drawings and E;

'

a handsome curved house c

straight one.

durable, stronger, lighter ii

; required.

BELGIAN GLASS for GREENHOUSES, &c.,
Can he obtained in all sizes and qualities, of

BETHAM & SON,
9. LOWER THAMES STREET. LONDON. E.G.

B. & S. have always a large Stock in London of 20-in. by

THOMAS'S
GARDEN SEAT.

Is in use over many thousand miles,
And has been awarded the Medals and highest Commendation

of all the leading Agricultural Societies.

It is constructed with

POWERFUL WINDING STRAINING PILLARS,
RIGID INTERMEDIATE IRON POSTS.

STRONG and DURABLE WIRE CABLE STRANDS,
Forming the most efficient Strained Iron Fencing known for

agricultural and general purposes.

Continuous Bar Iron Fencing,

With bars secured by F. M. & Co.'s l\uciiL Sc

which eftectuaily prevent the uprights beuig \

are independent of loose pins, wedges, or staples.

IRON ENTRANCE and FIELD GATES,
IN WROUGHT AND CAST IRON.

Designed for the Mansion, Villa, or Farm.
WICKET AND GARDEN GATES,

In Great Variety of Patterns.

Iron Hurdles, Railing, Tree Guards,
FRUIT ESPALIERS, WALL FRUIT TRjMNERS, &c.

^g- Illustrated and Drscribed in E. M. if Co.'s

New Catalogue^ sent on application.

LONDON BRANCH—

1. DELAHAY ST., WESTMINSTER, S.W.

, Supports. With three Iron supports.
!

5 feet. 6 feet. 7 feet. S ft. long.

24f. 32.r. 34J. 36J.

combine elasticity, comfort, strength, atid

durability with an elecant appearance, and are e.isily taken
apart when required. The Iron Supports are painted Green,
nd the Wood Laths are stained and varnished.

Chairs to match .

.

. . price Zs. 6J. each.
Folding Iron Tables .. „ X2s. (3d. „

Orders Talue £,s cnrriagefrce.

t. discount allowed for prompt cash on orders
'S and upwards.
id Priced Catalogues ot every description of

rticultural Wirework on application.

pel

J. J. THOMAS & CO.,
PADDINGTON WIREWORKS,

285 and 362, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.

Window Glass, Sheet Lead. Paints, &c.

THOMAS MILLINGTON and CO.,
iMroRTERs and Manufacturers. New LIST of

PRICES, \ery much reduced, on application.

87, Bishopsgate Street Without. E.C.

STEVENS'
TRENTHAM GREENHOUSE BOILER,

After lone experience, has proved the most SIMPLE.
ECONOMICAL. EFFECTUAL, and LASTING BOILER
extant ; recently much improved. For IlUistrations, with
full particulars, apply to the Sole Makers,

F. & J. SILVESTER,
Castle Hill Foundry, Engineering and Boiler Works,

Newcastle, Staffordshire.

S^ Our Boilers are the onlv ones made with tlie sanction
and under the inspection of the
others being base imitations.

4-K< '^\THE THAMES BANK
'" "' "% IRON COMPANY

HOT-WATER BOILERS

Old Barge Wharf, Upper Ground Street, London.

SURREY SIDE, BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE. PIPES, CONNECTIONS
PATEN

( IKiMHAJ, IM..KOVED" nOILERJ

NEW PATENT "CLIMAX" BOILER (1874). See
p. 666, 1S74, Gardeners' Chronicle.

"GOLD MEDAL" BOILER (Birmingham, 1872).

P.ATENT "EXCELSIOR" BOILER (1S71).

I^" The largest and most complete Stock in the
Trade ; upwards of Twenty Thousand Pounds' worth
to clwose from.

, Birmingham, 1S74.

MILL'S PATENT AUXILIARY FUEL ECONOMISER,
Which can be attached to any ordinary Boiler. These Tubes are the greatest Economisers of Fuel and Preservatives of Boil'

Fire-Bars, and Furnace Fronts ever yet introduced to the public.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED COMPLETE.
PRICE LIST on application; or, Six Statnps for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, 4lh Etjition.

WITLEY COURT BOILER (Silver Medal 1872).

TRENTHAM IMPROVED " BOILER, with Water-
way End and Smoke Consumer.

TUBULAR," and every other Boiler of known merit

or excellence.

^f Prize Medal Awarded at the National Contllt,
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FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County in England.
' For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER AND CO.,
n, Cornhill, London, E.G., and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

Latest Improvements In Heating by Hot Water.

THE IMPROVED CONICAL HOILERS,
for HEATING PINERIES, CONSERV.Vl'ORIES,

GREENHOUSES, MANSIONS. HALLS, WARE-
HOUSES. S;c.

„ _ These BOILERS are adapted

'^.f ^ '\ '^.^ f^"" setting in Hrickwork, or as
V ^hown in sketch they require No

Kkickwork.
f POLLARD AND CO. Oatc Bury

" ".Hard, Succe^-.r-i to 7"lui R.
' <•. pin ., M." P.'ill), Sole

l.uni.d .-t ceiebrily f.u: surpassing
any other Doilers ever invented.

Ki.\ed at seats of Duke of New-
castle, Lord Belper, Lord Mid-
dleton, &c. At Ear! Sydney's
replaced, after being twenty years
in constant use. Foreign orders
promptly executed. The Prince
Salni Salm, the Duke de Croy.
&c. , recently supplied.

PRICE LISTS free by post.

Conservatories, Greenhouses, &c,,

HEATED r.Y

COWAN'S PATENT COMPENSATING

SYSTEM,

WHICH IS THE MOST ECONOMICAL YET
KNOWN.

The pcy/ect success of every Apparatus
is iruarantced.

Bear Garden, Park Street, Southwark, London, S.E.

PUMPS-PUMPS-PUMPS.
' For Baths, Cisterns, Kitchen, or Garden use. •

1gARDENPUMPS,NON-FREEZING PUMPS, COTTAGE
PUMPS, LIQUID MANURE PUMPS.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS
OF ALL KINDS,

ombining Elegance and Durability, Erectt

at Moderate Prices.

SPECIMEN DRAWINGS

WINTER GARDENS, VINERIES, FERNERIES,
HOTHOUSES, and OTHER STRUCTURES,

Can be had, post-free, on application.

Tlie Company also supply and erect all the

most improved forms of

SADDLE and OTHEK. BOILERS for

HEATING BUILDINGS.

w
6!

M
ANTED, a TANK, to hold Liquid

Manure. State size and price to

113. Midlaiui CiPiinties Herald Offices, Birmingham.

ESSENGER AND COMPANY'S
PATENT TUBULAR BOILER.—Nearly 3000 now

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES POST FREE.

Pla.ns and Esti.mates Fkee.

. COWAN PATENTS COMPANY
(LIMITED),

21, WHITEHALL PLACE, LONDON, S.W.,

GARSTON, near LIVERPOOL.

Combines all the advantages of the old Saddle which is
acknowledged to be the most economical, with the Tubular,
the most powerful form of boiler. liv the use of triangular
tubes a larger amount of heating surface is exposed to the
direct action of the lire than in any other form of boiler. The
water-bndEe (d) also receives the most intense heat. The
boiler IS made of cast-iron, which is admitted to be the best
material as regards durability, strength, &c. In consequence
of the above advantages we are enabled to supply boilers with a
large amount of heating-power at very moderate rates. The
power of this boiler can at any future time be increased by adding
another row of tubes. Illustrated List free on application to
MESSENGER and COMPANY, Hot-Water Engineers

and Horticultural Builders, Loughborough.

pOWAN'S PATENT SYSTEM ofV HEATING and HOT-WATER ENGINEERING in
all its branches.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS ol every description.
Plans and Estimates on .ifflkation, and Circulars fast-free.

21, Whitehall Place, London, S. W, , and The Vineyard,
Garston, near Liverpool.

Water your Gardens.
TNDIA RUBBER and CANVAS HOSING
.1- at considerably less than usual prices. Sizes and prices
on application to

POOLEYandCO., Horticultural Sundriesmen, 1,2 Upper
Th.tmes Street, E.C. Three doors from London Bridge.

BOULTON & PAUL. Horticultural Builders, NORWICH,
MANUFACTURERS OF PRIZE GARDEN IMPLEMENTS, PRIZE GARDEN FURNITURE &c

DESCRIPTIVE LISTS Free by Post. Orders aw.oitnlin^ to xos. Carriage Paul.

36-GALLON SWING WATER BARROW.

TheaU.x-. 1^ mi.,,:h. . i
^ ..fallkindb. No

Garden, Fiuii, btaMc, ._.i- l-nLi.,tv..t i.i,l. ,-.i.-v.;d be without one.
Two or more tubs can be had with one carriage at a small addi-
tional cost. A lad can easily work it ; but if required to travel
long distances over rough ground a pony can be attached. The
wheels and carriage are wrought iron, and the tub oak.

Cash prices. Carriage paid to any Station in England.
J'rice Iz 10 o
Ditto, with two tubs 380
Spreader and Valve .

.

.

.

. . extra o 15 o
Garden Engine and fitting for tub . . 2 10 o
18-Gallon Barrow, with Galvanised Tank 200
30-GaIlon ,, ,, 2 10 o

THE HAMBURGH FIRST PRIZELAWN WATERING MACHINE,
WITH POWERFUL GARDEN ENGINE.

PORTABLE PUMP, WATER or LiaUID MANURE CART.

; very heavy and

long by iS in diim

lofccl of Indi
rubber Sue
Pipe with Clip

3 and Strainer 1 12 6

Powerful Garden and
Conservatory Engine

U made Cai be u ed with a pail

or Water barrow £. los.

I. 10 o

Cash Prices. Carriage paid to any Station in Engi.mcl.
Complete (36 gallons) ^£7 10 o

|
If without Pump ..£,^10 o

This new article is very complete, and most useful ui large
gardens : is fitted with valve and spreader for distributing water
or liquid manure. Waterpols and pails can be filled when the
spreader is not in use.

The engine is bolted to the top of the barrel, and fitted with
suction pipe, which is useful either for drawing water direct
from a pond or out of the barrel,

'Goodi amounting to 40J. ient carriagefree to any ofthe

A first - class article,

made e.\tra strong, with
ry powerful engine,

50 feet.

Cash Prices.

Carriage paid to any Sta-
England.

15 gallons . . ;C4 o o
20 gallons .. 4 10 o
25 gallons ..500

The Judges at

Exhibition held at

severely, and, aith'

declared to be the best, and

Great Internationa! Horticultural
ter (1S73) tested this Engine very
the principal makers competed, it

awarded the only prize, a

-•d^=j:^
The above is by far the strongest, most convenient, and

cheapest implement of the kind yet introduced. For conveying
and distributing liquid manure it is invaluable. A pump can
be attached for emptying cesspools, &c. As a drinking trough
for cattle, and for many other farm purposes, it is most useful.
The shafts and lids are arranged to turn back out of the way!
Carriage paid to any Railway Station in England. Cash Prices.

To hold 140 gallons £^1-2. o o

Galvanised Iron Pump and lo-fect
Indiarubber Suction Pipe .. .. 400

Spreaders .. .. ,. ., each o 15 o
The 140 and 200 gallon carls arc best suited for one horse.

SWING WATER or MANURE CART,
SUITABLE FOR A PQNV. '

'"^ It
With t vo tin! Id o e carnage a large quantity of hqmd can

be carted in a short time, one tank being filled \»hile the other
is ctinveyed away. The tanks are galvanised, and call be set
down and left in the fields for cattle to drink from.

Cash Prices. Carriage paid to any Railway Station.
Withe

Silver Medal.

principal railway stations in England. Cash

hold 60 gallo

and Spreader for dito . . . . i o o
efennccs respectfully requested with transmission of allfirst orders.
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Metallic HotliouBe Builder to Her Majesty.HENRY HOPE
(late Clark & Hope, formerly Clark).

HOTHOUSE BUILDER and HOT-WATER
APPARATUS ENGINEER.

55, Lionel Street, Birmingham. Established

BOOKSof DESIGNS, 5;

m" The Extensive Ranges of Metal

Royal Gardens, Windsor and Osborne, '

Establishment.

I the

Important to Farmers.

DAY, SON AND HEWITT, the Original and
Sole Proprietors of the STOCK-BREEDERS' MEDI-

CINE CHEST, for all disorders in Horses, Cattle, Calves,

Sheep, and Lambs. These Chests contain the celebrated
•' CHEMICAL EXTRACT." for Wounds. Swollen Udders, &c.
" GASEOUS FLUID," for Scour or Diarrhoea, and all Pains.
" RED DRENCH." for Cleansing the Blood, and for Fevers.
" RED PASTE BALLS," foi Conditioning Horses.
" BRONCHOLINE,"for Huskor Hoose in Sheep and Lambs.
" GASEODYNE," for Heaving and Pammg.

Prices, with " Key to Farriery," {.-i i6j. 6rf. and {,i 6j.

Each Preparation can be had separately, carriage paid.

Used for forty years throughout the United Kingdom and
British Colonies.
DAY, SON, AND HEWITT, 22, Dorset Street, Baker

Street, London, W.

CARSONS' PAINT,
PATRONISED BY THE QUEEN,

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,

The BritlBli, Indian and Colonial GoTemments,

8000 of the NobUlty, Gentry, and Clergy,

Railway and Canal Companies, Collieries, Iron-
masters, &a„ &c..

Is extensively used for all kinds of

OUTDOOE WOEK.
It is especially applicable to

WOOD, IRON, BRICK, STONE & COMPO.
CAN BE LAID ON BY UNSKILLED LABOUR.

Sold in all Colours.

2 cwt. free to all Stations.

Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials sent Post Free.

WALTER CARSON & SONS,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD.

LUDQATE HILL, LONDON, B.C.,
And 2J, BACHELOR'S WALK, DUBLIN.

No Agent

The Best, Cheapest, and Most Durable Paint
for all kinds of Work, Internal and External, is

THE GRANITIC PAINT.— Its body is

superior to Lead, its durability far greater, and it is more
economical. Sold, ground in Oil. in at.l colour.s, by the
GRANITIC PAINT COMPANY, Removed to 45, Fish

Street Hill. E.C.

Damp Walls Cured and Decay in Stone Prevented,
at a Trifling Cost, by

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSI-
TION.—Manufactured in all Colours, eras a COLOUR-

LESS LIQUID, by the

SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION and GRANITIC
PAINT COMPANY. Removed to 45, Fish Street Hill, E.C.

Oil Paint No Longer Necessary.

HILL AND SMITH'S BLACK
VARNISH for Preservmg Ironwork, Wood, or Stone.

This Varnish is an excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-
door work, while it is fully two-thirds cheaper. It was intro-
duced upwards of thirty years ago by the advertisers, and its

genuine good quality, notwithstanding a host of unprincipled
imitators, is fully attested by its constantly increasing sale. It
may be applied by an ordinary labourer, requires no mixing or
thinning, and is used cold. It is used in the grounds at
Windsor Castle. Kew Gardens, and at the seats of many hun-
dreds of the Nobility and Gentry, from whom the most flattering
testimonials have been received, which Hill & Smith will
forward on application.
Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at i.y. td. per gallon,

at the Manufactory, or \s. %d, per gallon carriage paid to any
Station in the Kingdom.

Unsolicited Testimonial.
Glanowiily, Llanpttvtpsant, Carmarthen, Nov. 27, 1S73.—
Mr. Lloyd Lloyd encloses cheque for {^i 5.1., amount due to

Messrs. Hill & Smith, and he considers the Black Varnish
one of the most useful things he ever possessed."
Apply to HILL and SMITH. Krierly Hill Ironworks, near

Dudley
: and 118, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C, from

whom only it can be obtained.
CAUTION.—lx. having lately come to the knowledge of

Hill & Smith that spurious imitations of this Varnish are
bemg offered by unprincipled dealers at a slight reduction in
price, they would specially draw attention lo the fact that every
;ask of their Varnish is legibly marked with their 1

iiddress, without which none is genuine.
: and

T
Now ready, price In cloth 16s„

HE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
VOLUME for JANUARY to JUNE 1876.

W. RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

Llnnean Society.—Now ready,

TRAN.SACTIONS of the LINNEAN
SOCIETY of LONDON. Secmd Series, ZOOLOGY

(Vol. I., Part 3, Price li Us.).

Sold by LONGMANS and CO., P.iternoster Row; and by
Mr. KIPPIbT. at the Apartments of the Society, Burlinet.m
House, Piccadilly, of whom may be had all or any of the

preceding volumes. The Fellows of the Society are requested

to apply to Mr. Kippist for their copies between the hours of
10 and 4 o'clock.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE de
FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CHIIRE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1865 by F.

BuRVENicH, E. PvNAERT, E. RoDiGAS, and H. J. Van
Hui LE, Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian
Government at Ghent. Post paid los. per annum.
H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Gardens, Ghent, Belgium.

THE CULTIVATOR.—A Portuguese
Monthly Agricultural Journal, which circvilates

Portugal and her possessions, and in the Principal Towns of

the biazils.

This Paper offers an excellent medium for Advertisements of
every description of industry and of every article of consump-
tion in the countries and places above mentioned.

Advertising charges, 8<r. per square inch. Translation included.
Ten per cent. Discount for six months : ao per cent. Discount

for twelve months, if paid in advance.
Address, the Editor of the Cultivator, St. Michael's, Azores.

rJEVUE de rHORTICULTURE BELGE
yi et filRANGERE (Belgian and Foreign Horticultural

Review).—Among the principal Contributors are :—A. Allard,
E. Andre-. C. Baltet, T. Buchetet, F. Bllrvenich. F. Crepin,
Comte de Gomer, De Jonge van Ellemeet, O. de Kerchove de
Denterghem, P. E. de Puydt, C. de Vis. J. Gillon, A. M. C.
longkindt Coninck, C. Koch. J. Kickx, L. Linden, T. Moore.
C. Naudin, B. Olivier, H. Ortgies, E. Pynaert, E. Rodig.ns,
A. Siraux, O. Thomas, A. Van Ueert Son, H. J. Van HuUe, J.
Van Volxem. H. J. Veitch, A. Westmael, and P. Wolkenstein.
This Illustrated Journal appears on the 1st of every month,

in Parts of 24 pages, 8vo, with a Coloured Plate and numerous
Engravings.
Terms of Subscription or the United Kingdom :—One year,

ro,r.
, payable in advance.

Publishing Office : 142, Rue de Bruxelles, Ghent, Belgium.
Post Office Orders to be made payable to M. E. PYNAERT,

at the Chief Post Office. Ghent.

Illustrated Catalogues.

HM. POLLETT has a Collection of nearly
. SEVEN HUNDRED BLOCKS suitable for the

above purpose. Customers can have the use of any of them for

printing in Catalogues, gratis. Apply,
POLLETTS Horticultural Steam Printing Works, 12 to 15,

Bridgewater Gardens, Barbican, E.C.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SO UTH WALES ADVERTISER.

COyrENTS :—

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Drawn and Engraved

specially for this Journal).

NATURAL HISTORY (Original Articles).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS.
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation
throughout the Australian Colonies, New Zealand,
Polynesia, &c. It contains a large amount of informa-
tion on a great variety of subjects.

Subscription in Advance, £1 per Annum.
Single Copies, 411'.

; Stamped, $d.

Publishing Office— Hunter Street, Sydney, New South
Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Aeents are authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENT.--,
which must be paid in advance, for the SVD.VEV
MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY MAIL :-

London .... Mr. George Street, 30, Comhill, EC.
Mr. V. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lom-

bard .'Street, E.C.
Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride

Street, Fleet Street, EC.
Birmingham Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

Liverpool . . Lee & Nightingale, 15, NorthJohn Street.

Bristol James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

Edinburgh . . Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow .... W, Porteous & Co., 15, Royal Exchange
Place.

Copies of each Journal are filed at the above Ofiices
for the use of Advertisers.

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
for MONDAY, July 31.

Contents.

Agriculture in the East-American Centennial-Note from
Bedfordshire—Annual Show at Biggleswade, Beds.—Note from
Berwickshire—Carts v. Waggons— Note from Central Bucks-
Note from Cork—Corn Harvest—Cricket—Note from Derby,
shire—Note from Devonshire—Note from Dublin—Note from
Edinburgh—Fruit Crops— Garden of the Farm— Harvest Pro-
spects-Harvest Work in the Punjaub- Herdsmen and Shep.
herds— Highland and Agricultural Society—Hop Plantations-
Lameness 111 Horses—Note from Isle of Ely—Labour North and
South—The Labourer—Note from Lancashire—Lynn Annual
Horse Show— Machinery at Birmingham— Maize as Green
Food—Mr. Mechi at Home—Note from North Bucks- Notes
of the Week—Novelties at Birm.ingham—Oats in a Head-
Potato Crops—Prospects of Harvest—Rooks upon Swedes-
Shorthorns for Canada—Note from Somerset—Note from South
Notts—Note from South Bucks—Note from Staffordshire-
Note from Surrey—Notes on Weeds—Woolston Farm— James
Knowles.

Price 4</. ; post-free ^%d. Published by William Richards
at the Office, 7, Catherine Street, Strand. W.C.

pMPLOYMENT.-EmpIoyers, and all those
J—' Seeking Situations, should send particulars of their
requirements and yrf. in stamps for this week's issue of the
Inif>crial Agency Gazette, published every Saturday at the
Offices, 271, High Holborn, London, W.C.

Notice!
~^

(By Affniutment to the Royal Horticltnral Societv I

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKER'?
NURSERY.MEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERSADAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT
ADVERTISEMENTS in all Newspapers, Mac^azines

and Periodicals. List of London Papers on application"
*

ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents
59, Fleet Street, E.C.

p/
Horticulture.

JARTNERSHIP. — In consequence of aJ- change in the Firm, an opportunity is open for a Gentle-
man with capital to invest, either as an ACTIVE or SLEEP-ING PARTNER, in one of the oldest and most extensive
Nuisery and Seed Establishments in the kingdom, delightfully
situate in one of the most fertile counties in England. To a
Gentleman fond of Horticultural pursuits this offers advan-
tages rarely to be met with. Principals or their solicitors only
address. 604, //,T,i/rf Office, Birmingham.

'

WANTED, as HEAD VVORKING^GArT
DENER, where three others are kept, a Man who

thoroughly understands the profession in all branches (married
no encumbrance)

; Wife to attend to Poultry. With a good'
personal character from last place.—Apply, by letter only with

'

full particulars, as no personal application will be attended to
to GEORGE ORME, Manor House, Sutton, Surrey.

ANTED, a good, practical GARDENER
married, without incumbrance (an abstainer preferred)'

Wife to undertake the Laundry work.—Apply to G. S 40 New
Bond Street, London, W. ,40, "ew

WANTED, as GARDENER, a single Man,
who thoroughly understands the cultivation of Plants

in general for Market purposes.—State age, experience and
wages expected, to J. GRI.MWOOD, Yarm Lane, Stockton-on-

ANTED, a GARDENER
; must be able

to take charge of Flower and Kitchen Gardens Green-
house and Orchard-house ; a steady reliable man w'ith un
deniable character. -Apply by letter to HOUSEKEEPER
G.iston Grange, Bentworth, Alton. Hants.

*

Gardener and Wife.
VyANTED,as a WORKING GARDENER,
» » an industrious and sober Man (about 30), who thoroughly

understands the profession
; and his Wife as good Plain Cook in a

Gentleman's house near London. Must be thoroughly respect-
able and trustworthy, and without children, as they would live
in the house. Characters indispensable. W.iges 20s per
week, and all found except beer and washing.—Apply 1,v
letter, to A. B., Mr. J. C. Stevens, Auctioneer, 38, King Street.
Covent Garden. W.C.

VSZ-ANTED, as UNDER GARDENER, a
_
* r steady, active young Man ; married, without family.

=.H' V}^. = ';'2"age free.—Address, or apply

^TTANTED a FOREMAN, in a lar<'e

T Iv P
*!"'"!,'

p-^u'^
S"'-->ll,<l.iantityof Glass.-J. BRAM-LE\ , Ee.'.lwood Park, Arnold. Notts.

WANTED, as FOREMAN in the Houses,
» T a steady, trustworthy young Man (not under 25), who

has a good general knowledge of both Plants and Fruits must
be energetic and take a thorough interest in his work. Wae
tobegin with, JOT. per week.-GEORGE SMITH Garden
The Street, near Rivington, Chorley, Lancashire.

WANTED, a WORKING FOREMAN in»» a small Nursery; must be a man of capability and
industry.—Apply, stating full particulars, to E Messrs
Nutting & Sons, Merchant Seedsmen, 60, Barbican, E.C.

MESSRS. JAMES VEITCH and SONS
have an application for a young Man. 22 or jq years of

age, to proceed to the United States as JOURNEYMAN in a
good Establishment Must have a knowledge of Orchids, and,
if found suitable, will be made Foreman in the course of twelve
months.-Apply by letter, giving details of experience, toThe Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, S.W.

TyANTED, a thoro^hly competent MAN,
t T to take entire charge of Glass Department in a Nur-

sery. He mtst be well up in Plants and Growing for Market -
^Iii\tI?d'

'"P"""". ^JJ'i "'ag^s required, to THOMASMILNER, Nurseryman, Bradford, Yorkshire.

TTTANTED, a Young MAN, accustomed to
» » Potting and 'tying for Market.—Apply, with Dorli-

™J=;^.^^^°^URUMMOND BROTHERS, L^kfield Nur^ry.
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ITIT'ANTED, an active YOUTH (about 17) ;

VV one accustomed to Nursery Work preferred.—Apply
;rk Nu S,E.

w
-Mr

o M. CHAPMAN. Sydenha

ANTED, a steady MAN, to attend to the
k preferred. Good wages.

W. E. DAVIS. Whetstone. N.

WANTED, a MAN to Milk Cows and look
after a Small Farm he must understand stock ; and the

Wife to attend to Poultry. Wages. 15^. per week, good house

and garden ; wife^s wages £5 a year.—Apply by letter, staling

ages. jG. H., Wood & Co., irk Lane, London, E.G.

Seed Trade.—Shopman and Traveller.

WANTED, an energetic MAN, who is well
acquainted with the general work m a Wholesale Seed

Warehouse : will be required to do a Journey during Summer
months. State experience and salary required.—A. F.,

Gardeiicys CltronicU OfTice. W.C.

TRAVELLERS, calling upon Nursery-
men. Seedsmen, and Florists. An old-established Firm,

dealing in Horticultural Sundries and Fancy Goods, is open to

make an arrangement by Commission with a Gentleman who
can influence Orders.—POOLEY and CO., 132, Upper
Thames Street, E.G.

WAN T PLACES.
S. WILLIAMS having at the present

time several very excellent GARDENERS upon his

Register, is desirous of placing them in Situations where great

experience and trust are required. B. S. W. would at the same
time beg to intimate that when a Gardener is applied for that

the filling of the situation should be left with him, as that would
prevent unnecessary correspondence and delay.—Victoria and

B

Paradise Nu r Holloway. London, N.

MESSRS. CRANSTON and MAYOS beg
to announce that thev can now recommend a thoroughly

competent HEAD GARDENER to any Nobleman or Gentle-

man requiring such. He is well up in all the branches of the

profession, especially the Culture of .Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, and Fruits of every kind : he is steady, persevering and
obliging.—Further particulars by applying as above. King's

Acre Nurseries, Hereford.

Head Gardeners.

JOHN LAING can at present recommend
with every confidence several energetic and practical

Men. of tested ability and first-rate character. Ladies and
Gentlemen in WANT of GARDENERS and BAILIFFS,
or GARDENERS for First-rate Establishments or Single-hand
Situations, can be suited, and have full particulars by applying
at Stanstead Park and Rutland Park Nurseries, Forest Hill,

London. S. E.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 37 ; thoroughly
experienced. Twenty years" practice as Under and

Head Gardener in large places. Good character.—J. B., 3,

Chester Place. Leslie Park, Croydon.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 38, married ;

understands Orchids. Ferns, and Gardening in all its

branches. Twenty years' experience. Character will bear
strict investigation.—M, G., 7, Thornton's Cottages, Balham
New Road, Surrey, S.W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 29, married, no
family ; seventeen years' practical experience in all

branches of the profession. Good references from present or
previous employers as to character and ability. Near London
preferred.—ALPHA, Post-office, Sevenoaks, Kent.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 35 ; twenty-one
years' experience in the Cultivation of Vines Pines

Peaches. Cucumbers, Melons. Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Eight years in present
situaiion.—A. B., 8. High Street. Abingdon, Berks.

GARDENER (Head).—Mr. McLean,
Beaumanor Park, can recommend his Foreman (Scotch)

as a thorough good practical Man in all branches, to any
Nobleman or Gentleman in want of an able Head Gardener.—
Beaumanor Park Gardens, Loughborough.

GARDENER (Head).—Thoroughly under-
stands the cultivation of every kind of Fruit and

Flowers, Flower and Kitchen Gardening. ar)d Early and Late
Forcing. Could take Management of Meadow Land and Stock
if required. Good character.— C. W., 183, Boyson Road
Walworth. London. S.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 37, married;
thoroughly practical in Forcing of Flowers, Fruits, and

Vegetables, and the Management of Flower and Kitchen
Gardens, also Land and Stock. Leaving through a reduction
in ih*; esiahlishmeiit. Three years' good character.—HEAD
GARDENER. T. I'.rns. Springfield. Upper Clapton, N.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.

GARDENER (Head), where a competent
person is required

: age 33.—Thomas Jones, Gardener
to Mrs. Godman, Park Hatch. Godalming, Surrey, wishes fur a
re-engagement .is above. Mrs. Godman will be pleased to
answer any questions.—Address as above.

GARDENER (Head), age 32, married, no
family.—Mr. Goldsmith. The Gardens, Polesden Park,

Dorking, is desirous of recommending to any Lady or Gentle-
man a trustworthy, energetic Man, of excellent character, who
has had fifteen years' experience in good gardens.—Address as

(^ARDENER (Head).—Age 27, married,^ one child
: thoroughly understands Vines, Peaches,

Melons, Cucumbers, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and Flower
and Kitchen Gardening. Five years' good character from last
employer.— R. LAMB, Doverdale, near Droitwich.

(^RDENER(HEAD).-Age 40, married, no
Y^ family

; thoroughly understands Early and Late Forcing
of Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables, and the Management of \
Gentleman's Garden, also Land and Stock. Wife Dairy or
Poultry. Six ye.ars' character : left through death of employer.—
?,

OSBORN. Norbitoa Park Villa, Kingston Road. New
JMalden, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head).—N. G. Birch, Esq.,
Colne Cottage, Twickenham, can with confidence recom-

mend his Gardener to any Lady or Gentleman requiring a
steady, industrious, and trustworthy Man ; he has a thorough
knowledge of the profession, having had eighteen years' experi-
ence in good establishments.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 36, married
;

twenty years' experience. Highly recommended as
thoroughly practical and trustworthy. Eight years' character.

—J. B., 8, Hasborough Street, Harrow Road. Paddington, W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 33, married;
great experience in every branch of Gardening. Has

been in good places in England, Scotland, and France. Highly
satisfactory references and testimonials.—T. B., Blyth Hall
Gardens. Worksop.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 33 ;

thoroughly practical in Growing and Forcing all kmds
of Fruit and Vegetables : also the management of Flower and
Kitchen Gardens. Can be well recommended. — \V. T.,
Brricote House. Leamington, Warwickshire.

GARDENER (Head, Working), where one
or more are kept.—Age 38, married, no family : under-

stands Vines, Melons, Cucumbers, and Flower and Kitchen
Gardening. Wife good Laundress.—G. C, Ringwold, near
Do . Kent.

GARDENER (Head, Working), where
help is given,—Age 25, married, no family ; understands

Gardening in all its branches. Good testimonials. State
wanes.—C. PORTSMOUTH, 8, Charles Street, Bishopslield,
Chester.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 42,
married, no family ; well understands the profession ;

Stock and Grass Land, Wife good Dairywoman if required.
Two years' good character from the gentleman he is leaving,

—

H. S.. Chace Gate. Hadlev. Bamet. N.

GARDENER (Head, Working), where
two or more are kept.—Age 31, married, no encum-

brance ; understands Gardening in all its branches. Good
character. Leaving through Gentleman giving up the place.—
H. C, Court Garden. Great Marlow, Bucks.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 30,
married, no family : thoroughly understands the Cultiva-

tion of Vines, Pines, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and Flower
and Kitchen Gardening.— State wages, &c., to W. P., Post-
olV.ce, Be,vley He.ith, Kent.

C::' ARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 40,VJ two in family ; understands Early and Late Forcing
of Fruit, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening ; Farm Bailiff if

required.—W. N.. Palgraye Lows, Suffolk.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen,

GARDENER. —The Advertiser (age 35)
seeks an engagement in an Establishment where choice

Fruit, Flowers, &c. are extensively cultivated for Market and
other purposes. Flower and Kitchen Gardening, also Pro-
pagating and growing Conifers, Roses, Vines, &c. Twenty
years' experience. First-class testimonials.—HORTUS, Gar-
dejiers' Chronicle Office, W.C.

GARDENER, and, if required, to attend to
horse and carriage.—Age 41, married, no family ; under-

stands Flower and Kitchen Gardening and Glass. Long cha-
racter.—H. DEW. Long Melford Rectory, Suffolk.

G

GARDENER (Single-handed, or other-
wise). —Age 24, smgle : well up to his duties. Fourteen

months' eood character from last employer.—T. T., West
Wickham Post-office, near Beckenham, Kent.

GARDENER (Working).—Age 25, mar-
ried : understands Vines, Stove and Greenhouse Plants,

and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Can be well recom-
mended. -WILLIAJl JENNINGS, Broad Street, Cuckfield,
Susse.v.

ARDENER (Second, or Single-
handkd).—Age 25, single : well up in the profession in

all its branches. E.icellent testimonials.—J. GROVES lOCK,
New Town, Hatfield, Herts.

GARDENER (Second), where five or six
are kept.—Has had nine years' experience. Three

years' good character from last situation.—A. B., The Gardens,
Chipstead Place, Sevenoaks, Kent.

GARDENER (Second), in a good place, in
the Houses.— Suburbs of London preferred.—A, A.

HARKETI-. Bctchworth, Surrey.

ARDENER (Second).—Age 26, married
;

understands Vines, Pines, Early and Late Forcing
Houses, and Flower and Rilchen Gardening.—J. B., J. Peed
Roupell Nurseries, Norwood Road, S.E.

GARDENER (Second).—Age 21 ; ^1
acquainted with genera! Gardening. Seven years' ex-

perience. Good testimonials.—A. C, ig. Rectory Grove
Clapham, London, S.W.

J " " e.

GARDENER (Second, or Third), in a
large Establishment.—Age 26. Good character State

wages.-W. C. PAVEY, i. May Place, Perry' Street,
end.

(^ARDENER (Under), in a Gentleman'sV^ Garden, where he may gain more experience in house
work.—Address, stalmg wages, to E. W., 33, Vincent Street
Ladywood. Birmingham. '

(^ARDENER (UNDER).-Age 19 ; respe"^-
V.-« able. Four years' experience. In houses preferred. Good
character, J oral abstainer.—Apply, statins watres tn T
DEUXBERRV. Lumsdale. near Matlock, Derbyshire

GARDENER and BAILIFFroTthoTo^
G.4RpENER.-Age42: has had Management of ?2o

acres of land. Good correspondent. Twenty-five years'
perience. Wife first-rate Dairy and Poultry Woman First-class

KiUertor' Exeter
*''' *^"'*"''' ^"^ '^- ^- *<:'"<', Bart.,

To Nurserymen.
PROPAGATOR (Hard-wooded). — Many

years' experience in Conifers, Hardy Trees and Shrubs,
Roses, Rhododendrons, Clematis, &c. Good reference.—A.,
Post-office, Roehanipton, Surrey.

To Nurserymen and Florists.

FOREMAN, where a constant supply of
useful Plants and Cut Flowers is required.- FORE-

MAN, 65, Harwood Road, New King's Road, Kulham, S.W.

'j:pOREMAN, or FOREMAN and" PRO-
-* P.'VGA rOR. — Married; many years' experience i"

several of the large " ^ .. - _
Putney, S.W.

Post-offici

"C^ O R E M A N (Outdoor, Working).—
-^ Age 26: twelve years' experience in general Nursery
Work, well versed in Fruit Trees, Roses, &c. Good character.— B., Post-office, Northallerton.

FOREMAN.—Age 26 ; seven years' experi-
ence in the Glass Department at Messrs. W. Paul &

Son's Nurserymen. Waltham Cross.-G. S.. 25, Eleanor Road,
Waltham Cross, Herts.

T^OREMAN, in a Gentleman's Establish-
-L ment.—Age 25 : good knowledge of the general routine of
Gardening in all its branches. Good references.—W. J G
25. Goldsmith's Place. Canonbury Road. Islington. N.

"'

"C'OREMAN, in a good Establishment.-Age
-L 24 :

has had good experience in Early and Late Forcing,
also Stove and Greenhouse Plants. &c. Good character from
last^place.—D. J,. Eastgate Nursery, Peterborough.

"p'OREMAN (General Nursery), \n or
-L near London.—Age 27, married

. good experience and
character.—M. N., The Nursery. Watford Road, St. Albans

IVrURSERY MANAGER or GENERAL
-l-'l F0REM.\N (Hard-wooded and Soft-wooded Pro-
pagator).—Age 35. single ; would prefer a small Provincial
Nursery where about twelve men are employed and a good
general business doing. Twenty years' experience. Good
refej;ences.-G. HAM(3ND. 21, Lansdowne Road, Swindon.

rpo" NURSERYMEN, &C.-A Gentleman,
-L age 31. desires a situation in a Nursery, Seed, or Floral
business, first-class reference. — FLORAL, Mr. Hayward
I. Corn Street. Bristol.

'

JMPROVER.—Age 20. Has been used to
-1- Garden Work. Good references.—C. H., High Beech
Loughton. Essex. '

QHOPMAN (First, or Second), in Retailk^ Business -No objection to Travel. Excellent references.—Y.. 41, Broad -Street, Hereford.

pACKER (First, or Second).—Thorout^h
-L experience in all branches. Good references.—G W
42. George's Road, Holloway, N. " *'

"r)RAUGHTSMAN.-Has had somTexperi-
o ,

,?"';'' '" » London Horticultural Builder's Firm.-G.. 32
Stock Orchard Crescent. Holloway. London. N.

'po FLORISTS, &C.-A young Lady desiresJ- a re-engagement in a Florist's or Florist and Fruiterer's •

thoroughly understands the business. Good references — T
'

15, Thayer Street. Manchester Square. W.
'

DAIRYMAID, in a Nobleman's or Gentle-— ' family. -M. P., 48, Somerset Street, Cothary,

TTPPS's COCOA-
J--^ GRATEFUL—COMFORTING

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern
the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful appli-
cation of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa. Mr. Epps
has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately-flavoured

".f^'^'S'.
""'<:" ""y save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is bv

the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution may
be gradually built up until strong enough to resist everv
tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak point. Wimay escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti-
fied with pure blood and a properiy nourished frame "—Ciiit
Service gazette.

TTINAHAN'S LL WHISKY.
J-i- Kinahan & Co. find that, through the recommenda-
tion of the Medical Profession, the demand for their CFT FBRATED OLD LL WHISKEY for purely medicinal pui^osts
IS very great. They think it will be satisfactory to the Public
to read the following extracts of the Analysis of the LL Whisky
from the emment analyst. Dr. Arthur Hill Hassall :-

I have very carefully and fully analysed samples of thiswe -known and popular Whisky. The samples were soft and
mellow to the taste, aromatic and ethereal to the smell. TheWhisky must be pronounced to be pure, well-matured, and ofvery excellent quality. The Medical Profession may feel full
confidence in the purity and quality of this Whisky "

go. Great Titchfield Street. Oxford Street. London, W.

J)in1;eford's fluid^^^iagnesiZ
The best remedy for ACIDITY of the STOMACHHEARTBURN. HEADACHE GOUT andINDIGESTION

: and the safest ape'rient for ddiite
Constitutions. Ladies. Children, and infants

DINNEFORD .^nd CO.,
J72. New Bond Street. London, and ail Chemists.

TTQLLOWAY'S pills and OINTMENT
-•-;*- —The nerves become much strained during summer
and persons of weak and feeble constitution require ^ome re
storing medicine, such as these celebrated Pills, which will be
found admirably adapted to correct this weakening influence
Holloway's remedies impart to the whole ner\'ous system a
vigour and power which are often sadly deficient by reason of
excesses and other debilitating causes. The nervous system is
the source of all mental and bodily vigour, and when that isweakened the whole system feels the eflTect of it ; it is therefore
impossible to over-estimate the value of any remedy
braces the ithe
and happiness of mankind i

1
depend so much of the''comfor'
verj' respect
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A GRAND IMPROVEMENT IN HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS.

r , sf^iw'^^/- 5

V/EEKS'S IMPROVED FOUNDATIONS.
The GREAT SUCCESS that has attended our Introduction of CAST IRON and SLATE

FOUNDATIONS to Peach Wall Coverings has induced us to extend their application, in an improved

form, to every description of Horticultural Building. The following are among the many advantages which this

invention ofters :—Great utilisation of space
;

great adaptability, with strength and durability equal to

Brickwork and Masonry ; while houses so constructed are at once Ttnants Fixtures.

PLANS AND ESTIMATES.

J. V/EEKS & CO.'S PATENT
INDESTRUCTIBLE BOILER AND FUEL ECONOMISER,

EQUAL TO TWO BOILERS IN ON:

N GFOR WARM
CHURCHES,
CHAPELS,
SCHOOLS,
MANSIONS,
BANKS,
BATHS,

DAIRIES,

LIBRARIES,

BARRACKS,
BILLIARD ROOMS,

PRISONS,

WORKHOUSES,
HOSPITALS,

COACH HOUSES,
STABLES,
OFFICES.

NOTE.
A tdii years' guarantee given

wiih every Patent Duplex Upright

Tubular Boiler when tixed by

J. WEEKS £- CO.

FOR WARMING
WINTER GARDENS,
CONSERVATORIES,

ORANGERIES,
CAMELLIA HOUSES,

FERNERIES,
PLANT HOUSES,

VINERIES,

HEATH HOUSES,
ORCHARD HOUSES,
PLANT STOVES,

FORCING HOUSES,
PINERIES,

CUCUMBER HOUSES,
MELON HOUSES,

MUSHROOM HOUSES,
PITS.

NOTE.
A ten years' guarantee given

with every Patent Duplex Upright

Tubular Boiler when fixed by

7. WEEKS a^ CO.

J. Weeks & Co.'s Patent Duplex Upright Tubular Boiler, with Patent Diaphragm and Fuel Economiser,

is a marvel of Safety, Durability, Simplicity, and Economy.

£ve/y Hot-imter Apparatus erected by J. Weeks & Co. is zvarranted to ansiucr its intendedpurpose.

Full Particulars Post Free.

J. WEEKS & CO., HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS,

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

Editorial Coramunicitions should be addressed to " The Editor ;" Advertisements and Business Letters to "The Publisher." at the Office, 41, WellinRton Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Printed by William Richards, at the Office of Messrs. Bradbuhy, Aonkw. & Co. , Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published by tho

said William Richards, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, August 5, 1876.

Agent for Manchester—John Hevuood. Agents for Scotland—Messrs. J. Men2ies & Co., Edinburgh and Gbsgow.
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GYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
SOUTH KENSINGTON. S.W.

The Council of the Royal Hurticultural Society HEREDY
GIVE NOTICE that the FRUIT SHOW Advertised to be

held at South Kensington on November 8, WILL NOT BE
HELD.—by order

,
ROBERT HOGG, Secretary.

P'
TOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY-
t SOUTH KENSINGTON, S.W.
NOTICE—FLOWER SHOW, FRUIT and FLORAL

COMMITTEES' MEETINGS, on WEDNESD.W next,

August i6, at II o'clock. GENERAL MEETING at 3
o'clock. Admission 11.

SUTTON and CHEAM FLORICUL-
TURAL and HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The THIRTEENTH ANNUAL SHOW of the above
Society will be held (by the kind permission of Charles Argles,

Esq ) in the Grou ,ds ol Sutton Court, on THURSDAY,
August 17. A Military Band will be in attendance. The
Show will be opened at 21-. nj. for Subscribers on presenting

their Tickets, and to the Publ c on payment of 2J. td.

Admission after 4 o'clock is. Children half-price.

S"
ANDY^and^15fsRICT^FLORAL an^d

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
The EIGHTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION of Flowers,

Fruit. Vegetables. Cage Birds and Poultry, will be held on
FRIDAY, August 2S. Priies /170. Schedules on application.

E. T. LEEDS SMITH, Sec, Sandy.

ISLE OF THANET FLORAL and
HORTICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.

The Committee have much pleasure in informing the Sub-
scribers and Patrons of the above Society that their next

ANNUAL FETE will take place in the Picturesque Grounds
at Dane Court, St. Peter's (by the kind permission of Latham
Tomlin, Esq.), on WEDNESDAY, August 30. The Band of

the 3d C P.A V. (Ramsgaie) will attend, by permission of
Captain-Commandant Eldred.

8. Ma

BRACKLEY HORTICULTURAL FETE,
in connection with the Northamptonshire Agricultural

Society's Exhibition, to be held in Evenley Park. Brackley,

on TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, September 12 and 13.

ONE HUNDRED and FIFTY POUNDS given in PRIZES.
Open to all England, without entrance fee. £,i-<, for Stove
Plants, {,"> for Table Decorations, {.li for Roses, .£30 for other
Plants, FIo\*ers and Fruit. Last day for Entries, September 6.

Schedules and all information of

R. J. AND A. H. RUSSEL, Hon. Sees.

Brackley. Northamptonshire.

THE HAILSTORM RELIEF FUND,
For NURSERVMEN and FLORISTS.

Amount of Subscriptions already received. .^250.

Funds are urgently needed to meet the many requests for

immediate rehef. Estimated amoui.t required, ;t4.ooo.

JOHN FRASER, Chairman, Lea Bridge Ruad, Leylon.
R1CH.ARD DEAN, Sec, Ranelagh Road, Ealing. W.

CLEMATIS JACKMANNI, nice healthy
plants, 12 to iS inches high, 755. per loo.

THOMAS CRIPPS and SON, Tunbridge Wells Nurseries,

Kent.

HyaclntbB, Tulips, Crocus, Gladioli, &c.

UR REVISED LIST for 1S76
is now ready, and will be handed to all Gardeners

Dosl-fiee. on aoplicalion.

near Haarlem, Holland.

f>0.MAN HYACINTHS. — Having now
*J received our first consignment, which are in splendid

condition, we are offering hnc, strong, well ripened bulbs, at

!j. per 100, picked 251. Carriage free.

TURNER BROS., Seedsmen, &c., 21, Basnett Street,

THE POULTRY SHOW at STONE,
in connection with the Exhibition of the Staffordshire

Agricultural Society, will be held on THURSDAY, September
21 ne.xt. ENTRIES CLOSE September 2. Prize Lists and
Certificates of Entry may be had on appli

Newcastle, Staffordshir W. roMKINSON, Sec.

BMALLER begs to inform his Customers
• and the Public that his Stock of ERICAS, Hye-

malis and other varieties, also STOVE and GREEN-
HOUSE PLANTS, is very extensive and in fine condition, a
portion of which will be SOLD by AUCTION early in the
autumn. An inspection is solicited.

The Nurseries, Burnt Ash Lane, Lee, S.E.

o

Special Offer to the Trade.

WHITE ROMAN HYACINTHS.— Extra
fine large roots, warranted, 17^. per 100, C^ per 1000.

Free to London Orders should be sent at once to

Messrs. R. SILBERKAD AND SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great
Tower Street, London E.C.

bpeclal Trade Offer.

ROMAN HYACINTHS.— Just landed,
10,000, 17J. per 100, c.ash.

5000 NEW ROMAN HYACINTHS, blush white (under
glass pure white), blue bulbs, very prolific and early, 10s. 6e/.

per 100. cash.

J. R. LLOYD (sole importer). Cut Flower Salesman, 5 and
6, New Flo»er Market, Covent Garden, W.C.

D
To the Trade.

UTCH BULBS, New LILIES and New
BULBOUS PLANTS.

CATALOGUE on application to

F. SANDER AND CO , Seed Growers, St. Albans.

LILI U M.—Rare species and very cheap :

—

L. SZOVITZIANUM, plump bulbs, at £3 per 100, or

jCis per 1000

L. DALMATICUM, plump bulbs, at XI2 per doj., or ;£i5 p. 100.

L. CARNIOLICUM, plump bulbs, 8s. p. doz.,or.{;3 .as. p 100.

Fresh Seeds of ABIES NORDMANNIANA, at n>j. perkilog.

TRADE LISTS of LILIES on application.

J. VANDER SWAELMEN, Nurseryman, Gandbruggc,
Ghent, Belgium.

Notice.—Seeds, Seeds.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON can confidently
recommend their stock of Garden and other Seeds.

CATALOGU ES now ready, which contain every requisite, at

fair prices, post-free on application.

Highgale, London, N,

RICOLOR GERANIUMS. — 20,000
Mrs. Pollock and Sophia Dumaresque. at 31 6rf. perdoz

,

package included . or post-free at same price. The Trade supplied

ALFRED FRYER, The Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

CLEMATIS.- Twelve best New, for 30X.,

from the following, good plants : —Ascotiensis. Beauty of

Surrey. Fair Rosamond, John Muiray, Lady Stratford de ked-
clyffe, Lucie Lemoine, Madame Van Houtte, Mrs. G. M. Innes,

Mrs. Melville, Mrs. Quilier, Stella, Sensation, The Queen,
Thomas Tennent, Victoria ; or any 6 for i8i. Older sorts,

12J. to i8s. per dozen. LISTS free. Package gratis for cash.

EWING AND COMPANY, Eaton, No /ich.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM. — A Market
Gardener, who is giving up growing the above for

market, wishes to Sell his stock of Bulbs, T'he strain is very

good, and the bulbs hard and sound. Price from as. 6d. per

dozen ; much cheaper by the loo. Apply to

C. NEWMAN, Bedwell, Harlin.gton, W.

LARGEST COLLECTION in KINGDOM.
— 12 very best new Zonal GERANIUMS, 6j. : ij second

best, 4r. ; 12 first-class Double, including Mr. Laxton's last new
varieties, with the best Double-white, 65. ; 12 Silver-edged

White and Pink flowering varieties, 6s. : 12 largest berried

SOLANUM, 2s. 3d. : 12 best herbaceous Phlox, 31. The
above in good plants post-free from

CHARLES BURLEY, Nurseries, Brentwood.

wANTED, CUTTINGS of VESUVIUS
and other good bedding GERANIUMS. Lowest

, Staines Road, Hounslow,C. TAYLOR, Floi

WANTED, GERANIUM CUTTINGS,
viz., Vesuvius, Master Christine, bronze varieties, and

Sophia Dumaresqi "

WANTED, One or Two extra large
BROWN TURKEY FIG TREES, in full bearing

condition, suitable for a wall. Trees that will move safely.

State full particulars of size and lowest price, &c., to

FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS, The
"Upton" Nursery, Chester.

s U TT O N 'S
for PASTURES, 22J

GRASS SEEDS
6c£. to 361. per Acre. Carriage free.

s UT TON'S GRASS SEEDS
for PARK GROUNDS, 2oi. per Bushel. Carriage free.

s UTTON'S GRASS SEEDS
for GARDEN LAWNS, 20s. per Bushel. Carriage free.

s UTTON'S GRASS SEEDS
for CROQUET GROUNDS, 201, per Bushel. Carriage

s UTTON AND SONS, The Queen's
Seedhmen. Reading.

AE. BARNAART AND CO., Vogelenz.ang,
• Haarlem, Holland.-WHOLESALE CATALOGUE

of Hyacinths and other Dutch Bulbs may be had free Irom
Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great

Tower Street, London. E.C.

C"
H. VUyLS~T"EKE, Nurseryman,

Loochristy, near Ghent, Belgium.
DESCRIPTlVt CATALOGUE (in English) of Azalea

indica. Camellias, Azalea Mollis, Hardy Ghenc Azaleas, Rho-
dodendrons, and Kalmia latifolia, will be sent on appUcaiion to

Messrs.^R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great
Tower Street, London, E.C.

RIMULA FlMBRIATA, double white
and purple. TREE C.'VRNATIONS and BOUVAR-

DIAS of best named sorts. Good plants for winter lloivering, at

SOS. per 100. in 48-iiots.

J. JACKSON, Nursery, Kidderminster.

SPECIMEN PLANTS for Disposal:—
S Trained AZALEAS, 2 ENCEPHALAR fOS VIL-

LOSUS. 4 ERICAS, 3 GARDENIAS, and a lew others, all

in fine condition ; too lame for pre-.eiit ownrr. Apply,
R. Gl libON, Nurseryman, Wellington Road, Cold Harbour

Lane. Camberwell, S W.

Chryeanthemums.

CHARLES TURNER can supply strong
healthy Plants of best varieties, from 9s 10 30s. perdozcn.

The Royal Nurseries. Slough.

Herbaceous Caiceoiaria, Flaesc olxow Scr&la.

WOOD AND INGRAM offer fine new seed,
selected and improved from the superb stock sent out

by them last year. In is., is. 6u., and as. dd. packets : post-

free for id. stamp extra.

The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

To the Trade.—New Sowing Rape Seed and Whits
MUSTARD.

HAND F. SHARPE have fine samples of
• New English sowing Rape Seed and White Mustard.

Samples and prices may be had on application.

Seed bstablishment, Wisbec h.

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS,
and other PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS.

LISTS of these varieties Irom Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

"ITtrEBB'S NEW G'IANT PULYANTHUS,
VV Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS:

also Ptants ol all the varieties, with Double PRIMRuStSof
diarerentcolours;AURICULAS, both Single and Double; with

every sort of Early Spring Flowers, LI ST on application.

Mr. WEBB, (.alcot, Reading

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in

Pots ;— Peaches, Nectarines. Plums, Pears, Apples, Figs,

Apricots, Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant,

Worcester.

PEACHES and NECTARINES in POTS
for forcing in ihe coming season should be prejjared for

this purpose as soon as possible. Messrs Rivers & Son have a
fine stock of bearing Trees ready to send out of all the best sorts.

THOMAS RIVER;> anu SON, Sawbtidgeworth, Herts.

RAPE VINES.— Pearson's Golden Queen,
fine, strong, clean, short jointed Planting Canes. 8 to

, lo^ 6d. each : also Planting and Fruiting Canes, from
.15 feet, of Gros Colman, Black Hamburgh. Muscat of

xandria, Mrs. Pince, Madresfield Court, and other leading

.s. 2i. 6J. to 10^. 6^. each. B'KUITING FIGS, in pots,

EWING AND COMPANY, Eaton, Norwich.

G

.6d.

CABBAGE PLANTS—Gee's superior Bed-
fordshire grown : SEEDS, &c , cf all kinds (for present

planting or sowing), for the farm or garden ; not to be surpassed

in the kingdom. See reports in Bedford Times, Mercury, and
Express of July 29, also Afrriculiicrai Gazette of July 31, and
Belt's IVeek y Messeuger of July 31.

Treai ise on the Growth and inestimable Value of the Cabbage
on the Farm, &c., and lowest piices of Plants, Seeds, &c., on
applit

FREDK. GEE, Seed Ore :., Biggleswade, Beds.

PROTHEROE and MORRIS, Horti-
cultural Market Garden and Estate Auctioneers

andVALUERS. 98. Gracechurch Street. City.EC and at Leyton-

stone, E. Monthly Horticultural Register had on applicaii .n.

M"
ARENDAZ AND FISHER, WHOLESALE

Rc.siiA M\T Importers.—Agents in Archangel, St,

Petersburg, and Odessa.

9, James Street, Covent Garden, W,C.
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SALES BY AUCTION.

Park HUl. Streatham, S.W.
IMPORTANT UNRESERVED SALE of the whole of the

vahiable STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, a

choice collection of ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS,
FRUITING PINES, &c., POSTPONED to TUESDAY
and WEDNESDAY, August 29 and 30.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed by A. Smith, Esq., to SELL the

aboveby AUCTION on the Premises, Park Hill, Streatham,

S.W. (the residence of the late Wm. Leaf, Esq., deceased).

More detailed particulars will appear.

Catalogues may be obtained (when ready) of Mr. PAGE on
the Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 9S, Grace-
church Street, E.G., and Leyt

By Order of the Executors of the late Joseph
PROTHEROE. deceased.

"lY/TESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS

Valu;

CH IGWELL (fo. 4077)- -ROLLS PAR K NURSERY. about
twelve minutes' walk from Chigwell Lane Railway Station—

a

compact and profitable Nursery of about 3 acres, walled in,

abundantly stocked with productive Peaches, Nectarines,
Apricots, and other Fruit Trees and Nursery Stock. The
erection of Vineries, with Vines in the finest bearing condition,
CotiaKe. Seed Shop, Stables, Coach-house, Store-shed, and
other Outbuildings ; also the excellent Paddock opposite, of
about 6 acres. Kent only £^^0 per annum.
GRANGE HILL NURSERY, about iJ4 mile from the

Woodford Kailway Station—4 acres of very superior Nursery
Ground, cropped with a very saleable and highly valuable
assortment of General Nursery Stock, in the highest state of
cultivation. Rent on lease of seven years. ^£40 per annum.
N. B. There is a first-class detached Residence adjoining, but

independtnt of the Grange Hill Nursery, which may be taken
at a low rental. The prettiest situation in the county.

Particulars and orders to view may be obtained of the
Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch Street, EC, and Leyton-

Frome, Someraet.
SALE of a valuable Collection of rare and choice FERNS;

also a number of ORCHIDS and AMARYLLIS.
MESSRS. HARDING AND SONS beg

respectfully to announce that they have been favoured
with instructions from the Rev. J. G. C Fussell. of The
Chantry, near Frome (who is giving up the cultivation of
Ferns), to SELL, by PUBLIC AUCTION, on WEDNES-
DAY. August 16, in the New Corn Exchange Market Yard,
Frome, at 3 o'clock in the afternnon, a very rare and choice
collection of EXOTIC and HARDY FERNS, also ORCHIDS
and AMARYLLIS, which will be removed to the above place
for convenience of Sale, and may be seen on the morning of
Sale from 10 o'Clock.
The Auctioneers beg to call the particular attention of

Gentlemen to this important announcement, and would remark
that Mr. Fussell has for many years devoted great care and
attention to the cultivation of these plants. He has been a
most successlui exhibitur at the Bath Horticultural Shows,
where he has obtained upwards of Fifty Prizes ; he exhibited
twice at the "Royal," and obtained the Banksian Bronze
Medal on one occasion, and on the other ist, 2d, and 3d Prizes,
and ihe specimens now to be offered are the genuine and well-
known " Chantry " collection. The Auctioneers feel sure they
will be favoured with a numerous attendance.
N.B. The Prize Cards may be seen at the Auctioneers'

Offices, King Street. Frome.
Descriptive Catalogues may be obtained one week prior to

' ir Olfices, King Street,

Leicester.
IMPORTANT SALE of the Celebrated Collection of Exhi-

bition STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, the
property of the late Mr. Thomas G. Charlesworth, F.C.S.,
and F.R.H.S.

HAND F. TARRATT are favoured with
• instructions to SELL by AUCTION, on WEDNES-

DAY, August 16 at The Gai^en. King Richard's Road.
Leicester, at 12 o'Clock punctually, the choice COLLECTION
of PLANTS, including fine specimen Crotons, Allamandas,
Bougainvilleas, Clerodendron«, Cissus, Stephanotis, Rhyncho-
spermum, Francisceas, Plumbagos, Caladinms, Palms. Exotic
Ferns, a magnificent variety of British Ferns, Fuchsias, Tea
and Noisette Roses, Liliums, Azaleas, Camellias, and miscel-
laneous Bedding and other plants. Also Five LARGE WOOD
and GLAZED GREENHOUSES, Fountain, Ornamental
Iron Vase, three Stone Figures. &c.

May be viewed on Monday and Tuesday, the 14th and 15th
inst., between 10 A.M. and 4 PM, by cards only, to be had of
the Auctioneers, lo. Market Street. Leicester, of whom Cata-
logues may also be obtained twenty-one days prior.

First-class Opening for a Nurserymaa and
MARKET GARDENER.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, the well-known
and long established BUSINESS in English Street.

Dumfries, successfully carried on for many years by the late

Mr. John Learmont, and latterly by his son, Mr. George
Leaimoi't. and his daughter, Mrs. Halliday.
The Premises consist of a Large GARDEN in English Street,

extending to upwards of z% Acres, well stocked with Shrubs,
Plants, and Fruit Trees in full bearing ; a large and handsome
SHOP, with first-class Modern Fittings, fronts the street,
which is the principal thoroughfare to the Railway Station.
There is also a STABLE and other OFFICE-HOUSES of
recent erection, and a comfortable DWELLING-HOUSE,
adjoining. In connection with the Business may also be had
the NURSERY GROUNDS of EAbT BARKERLAND,
situate a short distance off, extending to i6J^ Imperial Acres.

Satislaclory reasons will be given for relinquishing the
Business, which is an excellent one, and susceptible of improve-
ment by an enterprising person.

Offers for a Lease of the Premises will be received for a
limited period by Mr. JaMES H. McGOWAN, Solicitor,

Dumfries, who will supply all needed information. The Stock
and Fittings will be translerred to the Tenant by Valuation.

Dumfries, August 7.

TO BE SOLD, by PRIVATE CONTRACT,
the GOLDEN CROSS NURSERIES, with extensive

Glasshouse*;, Dwelling-house, &c,, situate near Stroud,
Gloucestershire. Apply to

KKSTALL AND FORD, Auctioneers. Stroud.

TO BE SOLD, about 16,000 feet of GLASS,
specially erected for Grape Growing for Market pur-

poses, built regardless of cost and upon the most approved
principles. The heating is most efficient, and the working
details throughout perfect. The Houses are stocked with young
Vines in ^rand condition and just coming into fruit.

TO BE LET, upon long Lease, about 4 acres of rich

GROUND, which is attached, and within 4 miles of Covent
Garden, situate south. Apply to

Mr. RANSLEY TANTON. Horticuhural Valuer: Office,

17A, High Street, Borough, London, S.E.

TO LET, on LONG LEASE, or FREE-
HOLD for SALE, the Royal Nursery (near the Ceme-

tery), Nunhead, S.E. Four large Houses and quantity of

Frames, heated complete.—W. SMITH, on the Premises.

A
To tie Sold.

Z A L E A S — Twelve fine

3 feet 5 inches high :

—

Allia grandiflora,

Princess Alice,

Perryana,
Duke of Devonshin
Optima.
Bouquet des RoseSj

GARDENER, Sundon

named,

Eulalie Van Geert,
Due de Nassau,
Mod Me,
Roi des Beiges.

Clifton Down, near Bristol.

LiUes.

EH. KRELAGE and SON, Nursery-
• MEN, SkiiDSMen. and Florists, Haarlem. Holland,

beg to announce that their new Special Descriptive CATA-
LOGUE of LILIES (No. 322A) is now ready, and will be sent

post-free on application.

This Catalogue contains nearly 250 sorts and varieties, with
fair prices per piece as well as per 12, per 100, per 1000, per

lo,ooo-a selection of their well-known unrivalled collection.

Lilies should be ordered early, and planted before winter.

Discount to the Trade.

Dutcli Flower Koots for Spring Blooming
direct from the best Haarlem Growers.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
are enabled to offer COLLECTIONS of CHOICE

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS, of first-rate quality, at the
followmg unprecedented prices ;

—

Entire Collection (containing 2772 bulbs), (,10 : Half the
Collection, ^5 ; Quarter the Collection, {,-i lol.

No charge for packing. Carriage free to London.
Particulars of the contents of each case may be obtained at

the Auction and Estate Oflices, Leytonstone, E.

HOWCROFT AND WATKINS (late
Charlwood & Cummins), SEEDi,MEN, Covent Garden,

London, VV.C. (established more than half a century), supply

EARLY R.UNHAM CABBAGE, original stock.

EAST HAM CABBAGE, selected stock.

Their SUPERB LATE WHITE BROCCOLI.
WYKEHAM COS LETTUCE, and other hardy varieties.

COVENT GARDEN. WESTBURY, and all other
varieties of SWEDES.

TURNIPS in all varieties.

Prices upon application.

To the Trade Only.

EH. KRELAGE and SON, NURSERYMEN,
• Seedsmen, and Florists, Haarlem, Holland.—

The WHOLESALE CATALOGUE for 1S76-77, first part (sr^A),
is now ready, and may be had free on prepaid application,
by Nurserymen, Florists, and Seedsmen. This Catalogue
contains complete collections of HYACINTHS, TULIPS,
CROCUS, NARCISSUS, FRITILLARIAS, ANEMONES,
RANUNCULUS, LILIES (unrivalled collection of nearly 250
sorts and varieties), &c.

New Azalea—Azalea amoena Caldwellll,
sent out by

G. CALDWELL and SONS,
The Nurseries, Knutsford, Cheshire,

a striking improvement on the old and well known
Azalea amo^na, obtained by crossing that variety with Azalea
magnifica. The flower is four times the size of the original, of
a bright rosy purple colour, very free blooming ; especially
adapted for forcing, coming in as early as November, and very
suitable for button-hole bouquets. First-class Certificate, Man-

Horticultural Society : First-class Certificate. Liverpool

w.
This i

THE WARMINSTER CALCEOLARIA
has been grown and cultivated from the year 182S by the

present proprietor,

GEORGE WHEELER, Nurseryman, &c., Warminster,
Wilts, respectfully announces that Seed of his unsurpassed
strain of dwarf, robust, and compact Calceolaria are now ready.
The Collection was this season the finest G. W. ever grew, was
the admiration of all who saw them, and pronounced by good
judges to be the finest in cultivation.

Price \s., is. 6d,, and 2.^. 6d. per packet, post-free.

FlSrous Peat for Orchids, &o."DROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best
-L* quality for Orchids, Stove Plants. &c,, i6 6j. per truck.
BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, lor Rhododendrons, Azaleas,

Heaths, American Plant Beds, i-js. per ton.
Delivered on rail at Blackwater, S. E. R., or Farnborough,

S. W. R. . by the truck-load. Sample sack, sr. 6ci. each.
Fresh SPHAGNUM, toj. 6rf. per sack.

WALKER AND CO., Farnborough Station, Hants.

pOCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
V-^ Reduced price. 20 Bushels, 6s. ^d.\ 100. 20J.: or Truck-
load (upwards of 300 Bushels), 401. Delivered free to any rail

J. STEVENS , Fibre Works, High Street. Battersea. S.W.

(^is H iTrst compound—V^ Used by many of the leading Gardeners since 1859.
against Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other Blight,
in solutions of from i to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and
offromjt to 16 ouncesas a winter dressing for Vines and Frint

"^^h ^^^ outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

„„°, ?"="' ''y Seedsmen, in boxes, is., 3.V., and lor. M.
Wliolesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

TOHN MATTHEWS, ~The Royal Pottery," Weston-super-Mare, Manufacturer of TERRACOTTA
VASES, FOUNTAINS. ITALIAN BASKETS, BORDER
TILES, GARDEN POTS, of superior quality, from i to
30 inches diameter, stand the frost, and seldom turn greeo
ORCHID, FERN, SEED, and STRIKING PANS, RHUl
BARE and SEAKALE POTS, &c. Price Lists post-free.

Sheet of Designs. 6d. Book of Designs, is.

COTT'S WASP DESTRoYeR.— This
preparation has heen proved by thousands to be

thoroughly effectual in destroying Wasps, Hornets, large FUes»
and other pests destructive to Fruit. No one having fruit to
preser\'e should be without it. *

May be obtained of all Seedsmen, at zs. 6(i. and is. 6</. per
bottle, or direct from

JOHN SCOTT, The Seed Stores, Yeovil.

SIMPSON'S RED SPIDER, THRIPS, &c»
ANTIDOTE. Testimonials of the highest order on

application. Per quart, condensed, 6s.; per pint, 34. 6</.

Supplied to Seedsmen and Chemists.
Prepared by JOHN KILINER, Wortley, near Sheffield.

BELL'S MILDEW COMPOSITION,
used by them for the last twenty-five years at their

" Horticultural Establishment, Bracondale," their
"Nurseries, Lakenham," and "Vineries, Thorpe Ham-
let," consisting of over 30,000 feet of glass. Retail, is. td. and
zs. 6d. per bottle, of the Sole Manufacturers,

BELL AND SON, 10 and 11, Exchange Street, Norwich.

Tobacco Paper.

WM. GREENHOUGH and CO., r, Nile,
Leeds, begs to offer the above, of the finest quality, al

7SS. per cwt. They have had the honour of serving the under-
mentioned firms for a number of j'ears ;

—

Messrs. Minier. Nash & Co., London.
Messrs. CoRRV & Soper, London.
Mr. R. Smith, Worcester.
Mr. W,M. RuSHFORTH, Leeds.

And many others in the Trade.
TOBACCO CORD, pure quaUty, per cwt, 84J. .

TOBACCO CLOTH, pure quality, per cwt, 8.(j.

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden
Frames.—ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are

the cheapest and most durable. Price List, which gives the
size of every class of Mat. forwarded post-free on application

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7. Commercial Street, Shoreditch,
London, E.C.

NEW ARCHANGEL and PETERSBURG
MATS. First arrival this season. Qu

be given.

J. BLACKBURN
Street, City, E.C.

SONS, Nos. 4 and s. Wormwood

Archangel and Petersburg Mat Importers.

SACK, BAG, and TARPAULIN MANU-
FACTURERS; RAFFIA FIBRE for tying TIFFANY

and SCRIM for shading, in .all widths ; NETTTNG, YARN,
ROPES, and TWINES of every description. Quotations ott
application to

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, Nos. 4 and s. Wormwood
Street, City, E.C.

Bosher's Garden Edging Tiles.

^TIHE ABOVE and many other PATTERNS
-L are made in materials of great durability. The

plainer sorts are specially .,t,.,„ ,.

suited for KITCHEN ^gTT-^^g^
GARDENS, as they y-S&0i^
harbour no Slugs or Insects, "- .*

ake up little room, and,
©^

_^
further labour or expense, i

^^,-.t,tSxV?,aSs'"S'^' consequently bein? much cheaper.GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c., in Artificial Stone
^''5'

''SjSy^i °fsuperior finish, and in great variety of design.
F. RtJSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground

Street Blackfriars, S.E.; King's Road, Chelsea. S.W.;
Kingsland Road. E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT " ACME FRAMES "

PLANT COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES also

Sor??-^'-^^'^
PATENT BEADED G.4RDEN WALL

Illustrated Price LisU free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c.

from 3^. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of plain or
more elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selectionWHITE GLAZED TILES, lor Lining Walls of Dairies
Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable
Paving of great durability. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles
of all kinds. Roofing Tdes in great variety Slates Cement S^c

F. ROSHER AND CO.. Rricl- anH Til. M.l„l, '

s ILVER SAND,
- •"=<» coarse grain as desired. Prices by Post per ton
Truck Load, on Wharf m London, or deUvered direct from" •'•.any_ Railway Station. Samples of Saiid free by post.\% .CXir. . ' -Jirtiioii. oampies 01 aana tree by post.
i LINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or FerneriesKENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest

quantit-"
F. ROSHER AND CO.-Addresses see above.

N.B.—Orders promptly executed by R.ail or to WharA'es.
A liberal Dis t to the Trade,

WOOD TRAINING STICKS and
TALLIES.commendedbyRovalHorticultiir.il SnrietvBAMBOO CANES. RAFFIA for tving. VIRGIN CORKARCHANGEL and other MATS, PACKING MATS, &c.

Wholesale prices on application to
C. J BLACKITH and CO.. Co.x's Quay, Lower Thames

Street, London, E.C.
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Under tha Patronage of the Queen.

T SMITH'S IMPERISHABLE
J . STRATFORD LABELS.

.'"'"'^-,11 {rr°"''^D HBl-ENHE/M

The above Labels are made of a White Metal, with raised

DLACK-KACED LETTERS.

The Gnrieiicrs Magazitit says :—" We must give these the

palm before all other plant labels, as the very first in ment.

Samples and Price List free.

Sole Manufacturer : J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory.

Stratford-on-Avon ^^^^
HE CHEAPEST and MOST DURABLE

SHADING.—" Lasting for years."

MADE of PREPARED WOOL and HAIR.
A perfect non-conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fi.\ed

temperature where it is applied.

Patronised by Her Maiesty the Queen, for Windsor Castle :

Prince Christian, for Frogmore Gardens ; the late Sir. J. Pa.\ton ;

the late A. F. Paxton, Esq. ; the lale S. Rucker, Esq.. iVc.

FRIGI DOMO ' CANVAS. ^ ^
2 yards wide r to

3 yards wide .. . .- ..30
4 yards wide 3 10

"FRIGI DOMO" NETTING, 11. 61/. and ri. S./. per yard.

Can be had from all Florists and Seedsmen, and of

E. T. ARCHER. Stanstead Road, Forest Hill, London, S.E.

*,• Late of Cannon Street, City, E.C.

Important to Farmers.

DAY, SON AND HEWITT, the Onginal and
Sole Proprietors of the STOCK-BREEDERS' MEDI-

CINE CHEST, for all disorders in Horses, Cattle, Calves,

Sheep and Lambs. These Chests contain the celebrated

"CHEMICAL EXTRACT ."for Wounds. Swollen Udders, ."ic.

" GASEOUS FLUID," for Scour or Diarrhoea, and all Pains.
" RED DRENCH," for Cleansing the Blood, and for Fevers.
" RED PASTE BALLS," for Conditioninj; Horses.
" BRONCHOLINE," for Husk or Hoose in Sheep .and Lambs.
" GASEODYNE," for Heaving and Paining.

Prices, with " Key to Farriery," £2 i6j. 6r/. and £(i 6f.

Each Preparation can be had sep.arately, cairia.i^e paid.

Used for forty years throughout the United Kingdom and
British Colonies.

DAY, SON, AND HEWITT, 22, Dorset Street, Baker
Street, London, W.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.

MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.—Prices,
Printed Patterns, and Specimens,_sent_ post-free on

application : also Patterns of Ornam'
Conservatories, Entrance Halls, &c.

al Tile Pavements for

RIAW AND CO.. Benthall Works, Eroseley.

OH Paint No Longer Necessary.

ILL AND SMITH'S BLACK
VARNISH for Preserving Ironwork. Wood, or Stone.

This Varnish is an excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-
door work, while it is fully two-thirds cheaper. It was intro-
duced upwards of thirty years ago by the advertisers, and its

genuine good quality, notwithstanding a host of unprincipled
imitators, is fully attested by its constantly increasing sale. It
may be applied by an ordinary labourer, requires no mixing or
thinning, and is used cold. It is used in the grounds at
Windsor Castle, Kew Gardens, and at the seats of many hun-
dreds of the Nobility and Gentry, from whom the most flattering
testimonials have been received, which Hjll & Smith will
forward on application.

Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at \s. 6ti. per gallon,
at the Manufactory, or is. Sd. per gallon carriage paid to any
Station in the Kingdom.

Unsolicited Testimonial.

Glaf^7tfi/fy, Lia/t/ur/t/sani, Carmart/un, Nov. 27, 1873.

—

"Mr. Lloyd Lloyd encloses cheque for £,i ^s., amount due to
Messrs. HiLL & Smith, and he considers the Black Varnish
one of the most useful things he ever possessed."

Apply to HILL AND SMITH. Brierly Hill Ironworks, near
Dudley : and 118, Queen Victoria Street. London, E.C, from
whom only it can be obtained.

CAUTION.—\i having lately come to the knowledge of
ITiLL & Smith that spurious imitations of this Varnish are
being offered by unprincipled dealers at a slight reduction in
price, they would specially draw attention to the fact that every
cask of their Varnish is legibly marked with their name and
address, without which none is genuine.

The Best, Cheapest, and Most Durable Paint
for all kinds of Work, Internal and External, is

THE GRANITIC PAINT.— Its body is

superior to Lead, its durability far greater, and it is more
economical. Sold, ground in Oil, in all colours, by the

GRANITIC PAINT COMPANY, Removed to 45, Fish
Street Hill, E.C.

Damp Walls Cured and Decay In Stone Frevented,
at a Triflins Cost, by

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSI-
TION.—Manufactured in all Colours, or as a COLOUR-

LESS LIQUID, by the

SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION and GRANITIC
PAINT COMPANY, Removed to 45, Fish Street Hill, E.C.

CARSONS' PAINT,
PATRONISED BY THE QUEEN,

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,

Tlio Brltisti, Indian and Colonial Govemmonts,

8000 of the Nobility, Gentry, and Clergy,

Railway and Canal Companies, Collieries, Iron-
masters, &c., Sc,

Is CNtensively used for all kinds of

OUTDOOR WORK.
It is especially applicable to

WOOD, IRON, BRICK, STONE & COMPO
CAN BE LAID ON BY UNSKILLED LABOUR.

Sold ill all Colours.

2 cwt, free to all Stations.

Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials sent Post Free.

WALTER CARSON & SONS,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD.

LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, B.C.,

And 21, BACHELOR'S WALK, DUBLIN.

MESSENGBR & COMPANY,
CONTRACTORS, MIDLAND HORTICULTURAL BUILDING AND HOT-WATER

ENGINEERING WORKS, LOUGHBOROUGH,
A,̂ ^.^^,;^^_

Beg to call attention to the above illustration, which shows a very advantageous arrangement of Glasshouses which has been adopted for several

important Works on M. &. Co.'s recommendation.
Only thoroughly well-seasoned timber used. Glasshouses erected on Messenger's I in cost and maintenance. Messenger's Patent Boilers, Flexible Jointed Hot-water

patent principles are, owing to mechanical anangements, very strong, mosf durable. Pipes and Valves, are now in use in many thousands of instances, with the greatest
light, elegant; perfect efficiency iox purpose intended is ^«artz«^i:c(// are economical | success. Particulars on application.

Plans and Estimates far-warded. Ladies and Gentlemen waited upon. The Plans of Architects and others carried out. Illustrated Circular Free.

PAXTON'S CALENDAR.
No^u Ready, a New and thoroughly Revised Edition of the

COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
ORIGINALLY COMPILED BY THE LATE SIR JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
" It has been carefully revised by an experienced gardener, and the lists of vegetables, fruit,

and flowers have been corrected by the substitution of the most approved modem kinds, in place

of those which were mentioned in the first edition, and many of which have ceased to be worthy of

cultivation. It is a thoroughly sound, practical treatise : but it has been so long before the public,

and so deservedly appreciated, that any special commendation of it now is unnecessary."

—

Midland
Counties Herald.

"This is a handy volume, consisting of seventy pages of letterpress and illustration, containing

much and varied information likely to prove useful to all cottagers, &c., who possess a garden.

To all such, who require a cheap and reliable book of reference, we heartily recommend it."—
Lloyd's.

" We are quite glad to see th
from the heather in bloom to read
advise all who are interested ii

hro3idc5St."— Gardeners' Ma^asi:
' The information conveyed

i useful little book once more, and it is like a whiff of perfurr

)n the wrapper 'two hundred and twenty-first thousand.' W
the promotion of cottage gardening to sow this little boo

this little book is well adapted for all persons having small
plots of ground. The necessary operations for each month are clearly laid down, and are of a
thoroughly practical nature. The sorts of both fruit and vegetables are well selected, many of
them being excellent in quality. To our readers who are interested in the cultivation of their

flower and kitchen gardens, we can safely recommend this as being a most concise and useful
work."

—

Belts Messenger

Price 3d., Post Free 3^d.

W. RICHARDS, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON. W.C.
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BROOK & GALLOP,
(Late Geo. Parsons').

E.siAiii.Tsii KD 50 Years.

B. & G. beg to announce that their Ilhislrated,

Priced, and Descriptive CATALOGUli: is now pub-
Ushed, and may be had, post-free, on application.

It contains a choice se'.cclion of I1Y.M.'INTHS,
TULIPS, CROCUS, LILY OK THE VALLIiY, and
many other choice varieties, the wliole of which are im-

ported direct from the best I'Islablishments in Holland.

All Bulbs and Seeds amoiititing lo the value of -zis. and
upwards Carriage paid.

Collections suitable for the Open Ground from
lOJ. bt/., 15J., 3IJ., 3tJ. 6rf., 42r., and upwards.

Collections suitable for the Conservatory or

Greenhouse from loi. 6d., 15.1., sis., 31.'. 611'.,

.(2:t., and upwards.

Tht abovt Collections will be made up oh the most
liberal terms.

To ensure good quality kindly favour us with Orders
as early as possible, as the first importations are

generally the best.

The West Brighton Seed Warehouse,
19s. WESTERN ROAD, BRIGHION.

E\V and SELECT PHLO.XES. — This
iisefiil hardy hcrKiccous pl.mt is now being supplied in

selections from the best varieties. TweU'e superb kinds, post-

free, 3J., from
B. W. KNIGHT, Florist. Battle. Sussex.

SELECT CHRYSANTHEMUMS.- Large-
flowered Pompon and Japanese varieties. Selections

from the finest varieties of these useful autumn and wlnter-
Mooming plants are now olTered in good plants. Twelve superb
varieties, post-free. 21. 6-^, front

B. \V. KNIGHT, Florist. Battle, Sussex.

NE W PERPETUAL-BLOO MING
PEL.ARGONIUMS.—This new strain arc of perpetual

free-blooming ch.iracter, flowering in profusion from early spring
to autumn ; well adapted for pots and cut flowei-s. Where a
continual succession of bloom for cutting is required they are
invaluable ; the colours are bright and glowing. Six select

x-arieticsarc now ofl'ered m good plants, post-free, for is., from
B. W. KNIGHT. Florist, Battle. Sussex.

NEW FUCHSIAS of 1S75, now ready to
send out, carefully selected from the best kinds sent out

in 1S75, in good plants. Twelve select new Fuchsias, ^s. ; 12

best selected varieties of 1S74 for 3J. ; 12 very fine older
varieties, us. : all sent post-free from

B. W. KNIGHT. Florist. Rittle. Sussex.

NEW DOUBLE WHITE GERANIUM,
GEORGE SAND, the hrgest and best double white

of 1874. Twelve superb and very splendid \'arietics of select
double Geraniums, including George band, in good plants, post-
free, for 4.t. ; 13 select vxmeties Greenhouse Plants, &. ; 12 very
fine varieties Stove Plants, 9^. ; la fine varieties Greenhouse
Ferns, 6j., post-free from

B. \V. KNIGHT . Florist, Battle. Sussex.

NEW and SELECT BOUVARDIAS.—This
Useful wimtr-M i-"!!;'!':: "I.iiit. invaluable for cut bloom,

13 splendid varic^ii' ^ m : . r r ,y ; u select varieties Tree
Carnations, fine w. \:- ~. post-free for st ; 12 very

B, S. WILLIAMS'

FLOWER "seeds.
Pci- P-icket.—J. d.

AURICUL.\, s.ived from the finest show varieties .. i 6

.. .^l.l'lNE. extra choice i o
BEGONI.^ FRCEBELH (new).—This is a new and

distinct species . . .

.

2 6

„ SERENI SEMI-PLENA, a new semi-double
flowering ^ariety « 6

CALCEOLARl.'V, WUliams' Superb Strain, jj., at. td.,

IS. &/., and I 6
CARNATION, from choice double flowers, 51., 3s. 6d..

ss. 6*1. and 1 6
CINER.\RI.V Weatherill's Eslra Choice Strain, 51.,

3s 6c/., sj. 6d. , and x 6
CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, Williams' Superb Strain,

St.,y.6d.,ts.6d.,Kad z 6

„ „ GIG.4NTEUM 50
GLOXINIA, Finest Drooping Varieties 16

,, Finest Erect Varieties 16
HOLLYHOCK, from the best named flowers .. ..10
P.-VNSY, from finest Prize Flow ers . . . . :j. W and r o
PICOTEE. e.\tra choice ml.\ed t 6
PINK, finest mixed 16
POLY.AN THUS. Wigstin's Prize Strain 10
PRIMULA, Williams' Superb Strain, Red, ^^'hilc, ot

Mixed 55., 3s. 6d.,2S. e<l.,And i 6
STOCK, Williams" Improved Giant Scarlet Brompton .

.

i 6

,, E.ist Lothian, an assortment of 3 colours .. ..26
WALLFLOWER, Harbinger, Autumn and Winter

Flowering 10
,, S.aunder's D.irk .. .. ..10
ILLUSTR.-\TED NEW PLANT CATALOGUE

/s «i»rt' ready. g^Jtis ar.d f.^si-free en tippttaitictL.

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES,
Upper Holloway, London, N,

DUTCH FLOAA^ER ROOTS.

James Veitch & Sons

ANNUAL CATALOGUE ¥ DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,
Illustrated with upwards of 60 Woodcuts, and containing Descriptive LISTS of all the finest

kinds of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, NARCISSI, LILIUMS, GLADIOLI, &c., including also

a Select LIST of VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS for Autumn Sowing,

Is now ready, and ivill be forwarded, post-free, on afiplication.

A Select LIST of STBAWBEBBIES is also ready.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S RO.\D, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

TREE ferns!
THE LARGEST AND BEST STOCK IN EUROPE.

"W^ I L L I Km. B UL^ L , F. L . s
.

,

Respectfully nivites the Nol)ility ami Gentry to an inspection of the above ; also of his

MAGNIFICENT SPECIMEN ORNAMENTAL PLANTS,
.'kdapted for the decoralioa of Conservatories and Greenhouses, or suited for Sub-lropical Gardening.

EST.\BLISHMENT FOR NEW AND RARE PL.\NTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

John Edmonds & Co.,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

LILLIE BRIDGE, FULHAM, LONDON, S.W.,

WILL BE HAPPY TO FURNISH

PLANS and ESTIMATES for the Erection and Heating complete of

CONSERYATOBIES and HOTHOUSES of every description.

VERANDAHS, PAVILIONS, GLASS ArPROACHES, &c.

MANSIONS, CHURCHES, SCHOOLS, PICTURE GALLERIES, HALLS, &c..

Heated by Hot Water on the best principles.

PATENTEES OF THE TUBULAR SADDLE BOILER.
PRICE LISTS ON APPLICATIONS.

M THE THAMES BANK
IRON COMPANY,

Old Barge Wharf, Upper Ground Street, London,

HOT-WATER BOILERS. SURREY SIDE. BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE. pipes, CONNECTIONS.

NEW PATENT • CLIMAX BOILER (1874). See
p. 600, 1874, Gardeners CHrouule.

"GOLD MEDAL" BOILER (Birmingham, 1872).

P.\TENT "EXCELSIOR" BOILER (1871).

^^ The largest and most complete Stock in the
Trade ; upwards of Tsceuly Thousand Pounds' worth
to choose from.

(" CLIMA.\" BOILER.)

'VVITLEY COURT" BOILER (Silver Medal 187^).

'TRENTHAM IMPROVED" BOILER, with Water-
way End and Smoke Consumer.

' TUBUL.\R, ' and every other Boiler of known meril

or excellence.

1^ Prise Medal Awarded at the National Conleil,

Birmingham, 1874.

MILL'S PATENT ATJXILIABY FUEL ECONOMISER,
Which can be attached to .uiy ordinarj' Boiler. These Tubes are the gTMlest Economisers of Fuel .-md Prc5Cri'.-itives of Boile:

Fire-B.irj, and Furnace Fronts ever yet introduced to the public.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED COMPLETE.
PRICE LIST on application ; or. Sue Stamps for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, 4th Editioa
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^^ SUTTON'S ^^
CHOICE VEGETABLE 8Ee1)8,

FOR PRESENT SOWING.

CABBAGE SUTTON'S IMPERIAL.

Tlie best Cali-

bage for Spring
use. If sown the

first or second
week in July it

• prod.,,

CAULIFLOWER.
Sutton's King of the Cauliflowers.

May be sown in August for transplanting in March anfl April

for the first main crop.

Piicc IS. dd. per packet.

ONION.
Tlu/ollmuine vnriilies sown in July and A ugiist will come to

a very inrse size dnring the/ottcMtn^ Spring and Summer

:

NEW aUBEN.
A vAhiable new and ilis'.inct variety, being the earliest of all

Onions. Sown in March, it comes to maturity in July, or sowti

in July it is lit for use the following Autumn. It is of beautiful

mild flavour, and strongly recommended.
I'erfacltel, is. 6d. ,. ,/.

New Giant Rocca (the largest variety) . . per ounce i 6

Large Early Red Italian „ > o

Large Early White Italian ,. • «
Giant Late Red Italian ,. > "

Giant Late White Italian .. 10
Neapolitan Marzajola per packet i o

VEGETAB1.B Seeds up to 12 ounccs in weight sent by post

with a charge of 4d. for the la ounces, or 201. worth fre€ to any

Railway Station in England or Wales.

SUTTON & SONS,
THE QUEENS SEEDSMEN, READING.

NEW EARLfCABBftCE,
FOR PRESENT SOWING.

^ :^M§
DANIELS' DEFIANCE-A superb new

early variety of Cabbage, growing to the weight

of 12 lb. to I i lb. Remarkably short-legged and
rompact, and of the most delicious marrow
flavour.

DANIELS' DEFIANCE-The earliest,

largest, and best Cabbage for either the Market
Gardener or the Private Grower. An indispens-

able variety, that should be found in every

garden.

DANIELS' DEFIANCE CABBAGE.
Price I r. 6</. fer packet, post-free.

DANIELS BROS.,
SEED GROWERS and NTTRSERYMEN,

NORWICH.

SATURDAY, AUGUST i:, 1876.

THE CAROB TREE—CERATONIi
SILIQUA.

n^'HE original geographical locality of this

i- famous tree was undoubtedly South-

western Asia. At the present day it is abundant

in Palestine, in the warmer parts of Greece, in

the islands of the Greek Archipelago, in Cyprus,

in many parts of Morocco and Southern Spain,

and on the Riviera. In the island of Malta, if

not the only tree, it is the predominant one
;
cer-

tainly no other arborescent plant relieves in the

same manner the irksomeness of the incessant

white stone enclosures. The introduction of

the tree into Spain dates from the time of the

Moorish power in ancient Grenada. It was

from the Arabic name, al-ehdrub, that the

Spanish a/^aroba was formed, and afterwards,

more or less directly, the English Carob. It

was from Spain, so it would seem, that the tree

was first received in England. The books give

1570 as the exact date, which would thus be

about the same as that of the introduction of

the Orange tree and the Myrtle. Being

tender, and of no particular beauty while small,

it is only in the conservatories of botanical

gardens that it is now met with, and

then only as a foliage plant. In its native

countries, and where favoured by the climate,

the complexion becomes that of a fine and

ornamental evergreen. The leaves are abruptly

pinnate, consisting of three or four pairs of

leaBets, which are oval, 1—2 inches in length,

entire, leathery and shining. The flowers, pro-

duced in little pink racemes, 3 or 4 inches in

length, are apetalous, and usually diixcious, and

exhale a powerful and displeasing odour. An

idea of their appearance may be obtained from

an indifferent drawing in a work that seventy

years ago was very useful—Andrew's Botanist's

Repository.

On the female trees the flowers are suc-

ceeded by clusters of long large pods, not

unlike the beans of the Scarlet Runner.

They hang down in the same manner, and are

produced in quantity so large that the average

annual yield of a good sized tree is estimated

at 3 cnt. The heaviest crops appear to be

produced in Asia Minor, Cyprus, and the

Greek islands, where full grown trees may

be seen bending with the weight of their

produce. The yield is also very consider-

able in Spain. In Palestine, though less, it

is still important. In all these countries

the favourite habitat of the Carob tree is that

peculiar space between the cultivated farm and

the outside wilderness, which, like the band of

neutral territory along the margin of the sea,

where the blue Eryngo and the beautiful horned

Poppy love to dwell, is certainly not to be

called desert, yet, as certainly, cannot be

counted as part of the established dominions of

agriculture. Rocky districts, in particular,

seem congenial to it ; the warm and sheltered

valley, amid orchards and gardens, it is in-

different to.

The cluster of pods, while still green, and

still hanging upon the boughs, are possessed,

though in a subordinate degree, of the un-

pleasant odour observable in the flowers. In

the unripe state they are also intensely astrin-

gent, but, gradually, both scent and flavour

become ameliorated, and they sweeten in taste.

When mature, they drop almost as the acorns

do from their smooth round cups in our

own country, and then become an exceedingly

good and convenient food for several of the

domesticated animals, swine in particular.

They are eaten with avidity by these creatures,

also, when it is permitted, by horses, asses, and

mules. When deliberately supplied to beasts

of draught or burden chopped straw or some

other description of fodder is always intermixed,

the Carob alone in too large quantity being con-

sidered injurious to the animals' health. In

North Africa. .and elsewhere Carobs are given

to the camels, whence the Arabic name applied

to them when so employed—/>e';i'<j/i elmeghi—

or "camel's bread." During the Peninsular

War, Carobs, partially dried, were at times the

principal food of the English cavalry horses.

In the perfectly ripened state Carobs are by

no means unfamiliar in our own country, being

imported in large quantities under the name of

locusts, or locust-beans, for conversion, in com-

bination with other materials, into certain

kin is of artificial cattle-food. They appear,

not uncommonly, in the third-rale fruit shops,

usually alongside of the legumes of the earth

I'ea, Arachis hypog.xa, and would seem, from

what is related by the dealers, to be purchased

and eaten by boys. A boy might be well

defined, perhaps, as an animal that will eat

anytliing, and at any time—noon, morning, or

night. .'Vs met with in commerce, they are

3_6— 10 inches in length, an inch in width,

a third of an inch in thickness, flattened, often

oddly curved, deep purplish-brown or chocolate

colour, and somewhat glossy. They are very

brittle, and when broken, are found to consist

of a dry and mealy substance, which is honey-

tasted and very compact. Embedded in this

are five or six large, flat, oval, light brown seeds,

which are said to have supplied the original

carat weights of the jewellers and goldsmiths.

The word carat is at all events derived from

the ancient Greek name for these curious pods,

Ktparui, literally little horns—the source also of

the modern botanical generic name, Ceratonia.

The word siliqiia, employed for the specific

name, was apphed by the ancient Romans to

the Carobs themselves. They are accurately

described under this appellation by Pliny, who

commends them as good food for pigs (xxv., 23,

24). Horace refers to them under the same

when alluding to fare of the poorest kind, the

subsistence only of outcasts

—

" Vivit siliquis et pane secundo."

Efiiltis, 2, i. 123.

Persius and Juvenal likewise use the word

siliqiia, speaking also of Carobs in similar terms

of contempt. Carobs, however, are not to be

despised (rom every point of view, in reference

even to human food. In Syria it is a common
practice to manufacture from them a kind of

syrupy molasses, which is put to domestic and

medicinal uses, though not, perhaps, of the

highest order. Scripture contains a reference

to them, when in the most touching of the

parables—that one of the Prodigal Son— it is

said that, when away from his father's house,

and all was spent, " He would fain have filled

his belly with the Kf/jtintt that the swine did

eat."

The pods of some other arborescent Legu-

minosa; are likewise sometimes called locusts

and locust-beans ; those, for example, of the

West Indian Hymena^a Courbaril, one of the

very earliest of the vegetable curiosities received

in Europe as a consequence of the discoveries

of Columbus. There never need be any con-

fusion, the legumes of the Hymena:a being

nearly oblong, 2—3 inches broad, and not

much less than an inch thick. " Honey-locust

"

is the vernacular name also for the principal

species of the Gleditschias of North America,

the pods of which are a foot in length, and

I inch across, but not thicker than a shil-

ling. The last-named ripen freely in our own

countrv.

The' fruit of the Carob tree has been sup-
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posed by some to have constituted the " locusts "

which, in combination with " wild honey," were

the food of John the Baptist while in the wilder-

ness. " He fed upon locusts and wild honey."

And doubtless it came to pass through this

belief that the name of locust was bestowed

upon the Carob. The idea is still extant, and

exists also in Germany, where Carobs are called

Johannisbrod. Unlike many other curious old

notions, the paternity and the date of the pre-

sent one are plain enough. It had its birth as

long ago as in the beginning of the fifth cen-

tury, when it appears in the writings of Isidore,

the celebrated monk of Pelusiuni, friend of

St. Chrysostom, and one of the most earnest

and skilful of the old expositors of Scripture

whose position gained for them the title of the

Fathers.

It was questioned, concerning this good

and courageous man, whether he gained more

people over to Christianity by his mildness or

by his fearlessness, exercising these qualities,

as he did, according to the character of those

he dealt with. Isidore's extant works con-

sist of no fewer than 21 13 epistles, the

allusion to the locusts occurring in the

I32d of Book I. (p. 40, ed. Paris, 163S).

But whatever countenance may be given to

Isidore's conjecture by the fondness of the

Carob tree for desolate and uncultivated places,

there is not the slightest occasion to reject the

statement as to John the Baptist's eating the

insects called locusts. In Leviticus xi., 22,

locusts are expressly permitted by Divine law

to be used as human food, and no fewer than

four distinct kinds are specially mentioned, the

name being arbclt, " the locust after his kind; "

sa/tDH, the " bold locust ; " chagab, oddly

translated by the Authorised Version " grass-

hopper;" and chargol, still more oddly,

"beetle."

It is difficult, if not impossible, to deter-

mine the precise application of the two last

mentioned terms, but that they denoted locusts

of some description, or under some form well

understood by the name, seems perfectly-

certain, and in any case the two first mentioned

are indisputable. Ancient classical literature

supplies numerous allusions to locust-eating.

Herodotus, Aristophanes, Strabo, Pliny, Dio-

dorus Siculus, might all be quoted in proof it
;

and in modern times we have a long list of

travellers who speak of it as a matter of per-

sonal observation, including Hasselquist, Rus-

sell, Salt, Forbes, Belzoni, and many another.

The popular belief with the native Christians of

the Levantine region is also in absolute favour

of the insect.

The question may at the same time be asked,

Are we to understand the phrase "locusts and

wild honey " as literally exact, scientifically

and absolutely descriptive of the Baptist's diet

while in the wilderness ? Perhaps in this

phrase we have an analogue of " purple and
fine linen," " consider the Lilies," and many
another scriptural expression, richly poetical,

and brilliant with significance, but never in-

tended to be received in the exactly literal

sense. " Locusts and wild honey " seems to

denote whatever the desert might happen to

afford, a poor and humble diet at the best ; such

a one, nevertheless, as would satisfy a grand

and courageous spirit like that of ,the Baptist,

who "took no thought for the morrow, what he

should eat, or what he should drink, or where-

withal he should be clothed," content to play

forth the earnestness of his nature and to fulfil

the mighty duty that was entrusted to him.

The phrase " camel's hair and a leathern

girdle " may itself be only a picturesque figure

for contentment with the rudest and coarsest

clothing, such as befitteth one who despiseth

the " soft raiment " of " king's houses," glad if

he could faithfully do his Master's bidding. Leo

Grindon.

THE BOTANICAL SPECIMENS
COLLECTED IN INDIA

Bv The Prince ok Wales.
(Ai>;(/ contained in the Keiv Museum.)

Amongst the large and varied collections brought

home by the Prince of Wales from India were several

cases of vegetable products which had been presented

to him at different points of his journey. They com-

prised sections of woods, fruits, seeds, gums, resins,

&c., and these have recently been presented by His

Koyal Highness to the museums of the Royal Gardens,

Kew, the specimens being now for the most part

arranged in the classified collection.

Though, as might be supposed, considering the

richness of the Kew museums, and the extensive

correspondence carried on between the Kew establish-

ment and the centres of botanical science all over

India, but few of the Prince's specimens are absolutely

new to the museum, many of them are, however, in

better condition, or at all events fresher than those

previously existing in the Kew collection.

By far the best series, both as regards the number

of specimens, their preservation, and the accuracy of

their names, are those illustrating the produce of

Southern India. These specimens were given to the

Prince in Madras, together with carefully printed lists

of the products so presented. In one of these lists

they are classified under the heads condiments and

spices, drugs, fruits and vegetables, gums and gum
resins, oil seeds, cereals, pulses, cic. In the first sec-

tion—condiments and spices—we find the seeds of a

well known Ranunculaceous plant, Nigella sativa, an

annual growing from i to 2 feet high, widely distri-

buted over Southern Europe, in Egypt, and the East

Indies, where it is cultivated for the sake of its seeds,

which are very small and quite black, with a strong

pungent or aromatic taste, and an odour somewhat

resembling Fennel. Their principal use in India is

for seasoning cuiries or other prepared dishes; but

besides this application they are likewise considered

by the native practitioners to possess the power

of promoting digestion, and are frequently

used as a carminative. They are sometimes

eaten, more especially in Egypt, as an article

of food, being simply spread upon bread, or mixed up

in the preparation of their cakes. Owing to their

pungency they are not uncommonly used as a substi-

tute for pepper. The common Dill (Anethum graveo-

lens) is a well-known annual plant, indigenous to the

Mediterranean region, Southern Russia, and the

provinces of the Caucasus, and is also cultivated in

gardens in this country for the sake of its fruits, which

by distillation yield an oil, and a water well-known as

Dill-water, used in medicine as a stomachic and car-

minative. The plant is also extensively grown in

India under the name of Sowah, and is sometimes

referred to a distinct species, Anethum Sowa.

Recent botanical authorities, however, consider that

it has no essential character to distinguish it from the

common Dill. In India the plant grows to a height

of from 2 to 3 feet, whUe in Europe its average size

is from 12 to 18 inches. The Indian plant also difiers

somewhat in the mesicarps being narrower, more

convex, the ridges being more distinct, and the border

less winged. The properties and uses of the plants

are similar. The other umbelliferous plants are Cori-

andrum sativum, Cuminum Cyminum, and Pimpinella

Anisum . The first is too well-known to need any descrip-

tion, being cultivated as it is for its aromatic fruits in

some parts of England. The Cuminum Cyminum is

the plant supposed to be identical with the Anise of

Scripture. It is an annual belonging originally to

the upper regions of the Nile, but cultivated at a

very early period in Arabia, India, and China, and

also in the Mediterranean region. It is now grown

very largely in the East Indies, as well as in Sicily,

Malta, and Morocco, from whence we obtain our

supplies. The fruits are powerfully aromatic, re-

sembling both in taste and smell those of the Caraway.

The principal use of Cumin at the present time is as

an ingredient in veterinary medicines, and it is re-

markable that a similar use prevailed so far back as

1725, for Pomet, in his Ilnloiy of Drugs, says :

—

"There is a great deal us'd to refresh and invigorate

Horses, Oxen, and other domestick Cattle." Lemesy,

as quoted by Pomet, says :
— " They call this seed in

Malta, where it is propagated, Anis-acre, or

Cummin-acre, sharp Aniseed or sharp Cummin
seed, to distinguish it from the same Ani-

seed that is cultivated there, and called by the

name of Sweet Anise, or Sweet Cummin, by

the Maltois ; which cucumstance makes several

botanists equivocate who believe this to be the same

sort of Cummin with the sweet seed." Besides its

use in veterinary practice, it is sold also as an ingre-

dient in curry powders. The Anise {Pimpinella

Anisum) is a plant cultivated largely for the sake of

its fruits, hkewise in Malta as well as in Spain and

some parts of Germany. The fruits are used in

medicine as an aromatic stimulant, and the oil dis-

tilled from them is also a medicinal agent, though

both the fruits and oil of Illicium Anisatum, the Star

Anise, are now largely substituted lor them.

Under the head of "fruits and vegetables" are

included -Egle Marmelos, Terminalis Catappa, T.

Chebula, and Phcenix dactylifera. The first is known

as the Bael, or Bengal (Quince, and the fruit, which

is somewhat like a large Orange in appearance, is,

when ripe, often candied or preserved in sugar,

having a fine flavour and perfume. In an unripe

state the thick rind is very astringent, and is used in

India as a medicine in diarrhoea and dysentery. The

juicy pulp of the fruit mixed with water forms an

agreeable refreshing drink. It is, however, only in

its cultivated state that the fruit is of any value ; in

its wild form it is hard and without flavour. The

fruits of species of Terminalia are valued on account

of their great astringency—two species, Terminalia

Chebula and T. Bellerica, being imported in large

quantities for tanning purposes under the name of

Myrobalans. We have never heard of these species

being edible, that is, as an article of food, the effect

of eating the kernel in any quantity having been

described as causing intoxication. Those of T.

Catappa, however, are described as having a very

similar flavour to the Almond, the tree indeed being

called the Indian Almond tree. The oil itself is of a

pleasant and agreeable taste, and is used for culi-

nary purposes, the residue of the seeds after express,

ing the oil being used for feeding pigs.

With regard to Phtenix dactylifera everybody knows

of its great value in countries suitable for its growth

or successful cultivation. All over Northern Africa,

as well as in some parts of Western Asia and Southern

Europe, the Date Palm is to be found, and in coun-

tries suitable to the full development of the fruit it

becomes one of the principal food plants not only for

man but camels, horses, and even dogs are largely fed

upon it. Next to the Cocoa-nut the Date is perhaps

the most useful of all Palms, furnishing, like its well

known relative, a great variety of products for domes-

tic use ; thus the leaves are used for thatching, or are

plaited into mats, hats, or baskets ; the petioles are

likewise made into baskets or crates, and immense

quantities are now sent to this country from Algeria

for manipulation into fancy walking sticks. The

coarse fibre from the bases of the leaves is used for

making rough ropes, and the young unopened leaves

when boiled form an excellent vegetable.

Like most tropical countries, India contains a large

number of Leguminous plants, the seeds of which are

very extensively used as food, the principal of which,

perhaps, are species of Dolichos and Phaseolus. D.

sinensis, of which there are several varieties, are

largely cultivated for the sake of the seeds, those with

white seeds being most esteemed. D. uniflorus is also

largely cultivated, the pods being narrow, flat, and
somewhat curved, and the seeds black, reddish, or

grey, all three varieties of which occur in the Prince's

collection. This last species is known as the Horse
Grain plant, the seeds being used not only for human
food but for feeding cattle. In the genus Phaseolus

are seeds of P. trilobus, and of the black and green

varieties of P. mungo. P. trilobus is much cultivated

for the sake of the seeds, which are largely used by
the poorer classes. Several varieties of the plant are

known, all of which aflord good fodder for cattle.

The several varieties of P. Mungo are so extensively

cultivated that quantities of the small seeds are annu-
ally exported from Madras, chiefly to Pegu, Bengal,

Bombay, &c., besides which the pulse is a most
important food product to the natives of Southern
India, especially in times of scarcity. The seeds are

small, one variety being of a very dark colour, and
known as black grain, and another of a dark green,

and called green grain.

The collection also includes specimens of the Chick
Pea (Cicer arietinum), and of the Lentil (Ervum Lens).

Both of these are valuable Pulses, not only in India,

but in other warm countries. The Chick Pea is abun-
,

,

dant both in India and in Egypt, and it also grows
in the South of Europe; the plant is an annual of
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about a foot high, the leaves and stems of which are

covered with small glandular hairs, abundant in oxalic

acid, which is freely given off in hot weather, some-

times dropping from the leaves, or remaining and

forming crystals ; so powerful is this acid and so

ibundantly given off that it is said that the boots of

a person walking through a field of grain are quite

spoiled by its action. In Mysore it is collected by

spreading cloths over the plants to catch the early

dew, these cloths are afterwards squeezed, and the

icid mixed with water for making a refreshing drink.

Like most others of the Pulses, numerous varieties of

the Chick Pea are grown, the seeds of which vary

^uch in size and colour ; in the finest kinds, how-
lever, they are of a greyish yellow, and measure nearly

an inch across. They are used in all sorts of ways,

being simply ground into a meal, and made
into puddings or other dishes, or roasted or

parched and coated with sugar. Altogether the grain

is a very important food plant, the Lentil, perhaps,

being next to it in point of value. Thus the Ervum
Lens is supposed to be identical with the Lentil from

which Esau's mess of pottage was made. If this be

so the Lentil claims a position of being one of the first

plants cultivated by man for the supply of food.

Lentils, however, are very valuable as such at the

present time, and are extensively cultivated in India,

Egypt, Syria, as well as in Central and Southern
Europe. The seeds are large and Hat, varying in

icolour and somewhat in form according to the variety,

of which several are known. The specimen presented

by the Prince of Wales Is a small-seeded bright ted

variety. Lentil meal prepared from the seeds after

the removal of the testa, which contains much woody
fibre, is of considerable value as an article of food,

and is much recommended for invalids' use. On the

Continent Lentil meal is very generally used, and
might with advantage be much more so in England.

The above notes will show the main features of the

collection as now contained in the museums at Kew.
Those referred to are of course but a tithe of the

number received, the woods alone being very numer-
ous, to which, however, we have not alluded. J.

THE AUBRIETIA
AS A SPRING BEDDING PLANT.

Among the various genera of plants suitable for

the purpose of spring bedding in the flower garden

there are few, if any, more useful than the various

species and varieties of the Aubrietia. This will, I

think, be readily admitted when the merits of the

plant are taken into consideration ; such as its adapta-

bility to almost any kind of soil or situation ; its dense

and compact habit of growth, which makes it orna-

mental at all seasons even when not in bloom ; the

great length of time during which it remains in flower ;

the desirable colour of the same, the great hardiness

of the plant, &c. Aubrietia deltoidea appears to

have been introduced to this country so early as the

year 1710 from the Levant, and the genus was named
in honour of M. Aubriet, a celebrated French botanical

draughtsman. It belongs to the great natural order

Crucifera?, and is allied to the genera Arabis, Draba,

&c. Aubrietia purpurea was introduced about the

year 1S20, and the genus has since that time had
sundry valuable additions made to it, such as

A. erubescens, A. gr?2ca, A. Campbelli, A. Hen-
dersoni, &c.

During the time these plants are in bloom—and
this blooming period generally extends from the

beginning of March until about the end of May,
or even until the season is more advanced

—

they continue to furnish rich masses of colour, which
would be very desirable at any season of the year,

but which is hardly to be obtained from any other

family of hardy herbaceous plants ; the flowers

varying in colour from pale lilac to the richest violet-

blue.

All the Aubrietias are, however, seen to the

greatest advantage when grown ai masse, or in beds,

but they are at the same time exceedingly effective

when grown in patches upon rockwork associated

with other alpine plants, or they form very suitable

edgings to flower beds and borders, or even to walks,
as they will bear any amount of cutting or clipping,

while the greatest degree of cold has little if any
injurious eflect upon them. But they must not be
allowed to be overshadowed by trees or other plants,

which would soon have the effect of making them
become drawn up and unsightly.

The Aubrietias are all easily increased by division,

cuttings, or by seeds ; and when it becomes necessary

to remove them from the beds in the flower garden, in

order to make room for the summer bedding plants,

they very readily submit to this operation. Afterwards,

when the decayed flowers have been removed from

them, they may be divided into any reasonable

number of pieces with a few roots attached to each,

and these, when carefully planted in the reserve

ground and well watered, will soon establish them-

selves. Where a large stock of plants is required

such plants may be again lifted, divided, and re-

planted, in order to secure an ample stock of plants

by the time they are again required to replace the

summer bedding plants.

In cases where the stock of any of the varieties may
be very limited they may generally be rapidly increased

by cuttings during the winter and early spring. The
plants intended to furnish cuttings should be kept

in a genial growing temperature, and near to the

glass. The cuttings should be inserted in pots, well

drained and filled with a mixture of sharp sand and

finely sifted leaf soil, placed in a close propagating

case, or under a hand-glass in a gentle bottom-heat,

where they will be found to root in the course of a few
days, and must then be removed into a more airy

situation, and afterwards pricked into pans of rich light

soil, without placing the plants too close together in

the pans. As soon as the plants are somewhat esta-

blished the pans may be placed in a cold pit or

frame, where they will continue to grow and fumiih
additional cuttings should they be required. About
the end of April, or early in May they may be

planted in beds in the reserve ground, and will be

found to be fine strong plants ready for furnishing the

flower-beds as soon as the summer bedders are

removed, and in these beds they will be found to pro-

duce a really charming effect from the beginning of

March until even the beginning of June if they can be

allowed to remain so long.

I have generally succeeded in growing A. grreca

very successfully from seed, and, no doubt, all the

other sorts may be equally well grown in the same
way. Indeed, the only objection to this method is

the more or less diversity in form as well as in the

shade of colour which is almost sure to be exemplified

among the seedlings. For ordinary purposes, how-
ever, this is not of much importance, and it occa-

sionally affords the grower an opportunity of securing

an improved variety which may, of course, be in-

creased by cuttings; but in all cases where the greatest

degree of uniformity is required, as in the case of

panel-planting, carpet-bedding, &c., plants propagated

by cuttings or divisions are the most suitable for the

purpose.

When it is intended to increase these plants by
seed the same may be sown as soon as it is ripe,

or, say, early in August, in the open air, where the

plants may be allowed to remain during the winter
;

and during the following April or early in May they

should be pricked into other beds, in order to

give the plants more space to develope themselves.

Under this simple treatment by the end of October

they will have formed themselves into robust little

tufts, which on being transferred to the flower beds

will produce a fine display during the following

spring. Or the sowing of the seed may, if desired, be

deferred until spring, or about the end of March or

early in April, but it is then necessary to sow it in

seed-pans, which should be placed in a gentle heat or

in a growing temperature, and the seedling plants

should, when large enough to handle, be pricked into

other pans and gradually hardened off, so as to be

ready to plant in the reserve ground by the beginning

of May ; and these, together with the plants produced

by the seed sown in the open air as soon as ripe, will

by the end of October, or at an earlier period, be

ready to plant in the flower-beds or elsewhere.

The varieties of the Aubrietia are not very numer-

ous, but all of them are valuable as early-flowering

decorative plants. They consist chiefly of A, del-

toidea, with its large-flowered variety ; A. purpurea,

with its variegated variety, having its leaves dis-

tinctly margined with pure white ; A. grceca, one of

the very best, being exceedingly floriferous, with the

colour of the flowers reddish violet ; A. Hender-

soni, with flowers of a soft violet-blue, very beautiful,

and most effective as a bedder ; A. Campbelli, of a

similar shade of colour as the former, with the addi-

tion of a distinct yellow eye ; also A. Column:^, A.

erubescens, A. Mooreana, A. spathulata, &c. /*.

Grin-e, Cnlford, Bury St. EJmiouh.

THE "OLD" NURSERIES,
CHESHUNT.

There are few people connected with gardening

throughout the kingdom to whom this old-established

nursery is not familiar, at least by name—more par-

ticularly for its Roses, the excellence of which is un-

mistakably evinced by the position they have held at

most of the leading exhibitions in the kingdom for along

period, both in the shape of pot specimens and cut

flowers. The tirneof my visit—the beginning of August

—was of course too late for seeing them in their glury,

but my object was rather to see them from the point

that ninety-nine people out of a hundred look at a

Rose, as the most deservedly popular garden flower,

apart from its merits on the exhibition stage, although

a large number of those that produce the finest flowers

for exhibition are amongst the best for general pur-

poses—a principle which fortunately at the present

time is receiving due consideration at the hands of

English raisers of new Roses, and with none more so

than with Mr. George Paul, who makes vigorous

growth, strength of constitution, and freedom in bloom-

ing equally essential with the production of fine indivi-

dual flowers. Every seedling that lacks the former

properties, although what flowers it produces may be
fine, is discarded : the guiding principle being

that a Rose at the present day to be of use must be a

good grower. Numbers of promising Roses that I

was shown, after having been propagated in consider-

able quantities, are found delicate in constitution, and

hence will be destroyed. The want of discarding

with an unsparing hand varieties deficient in stamina,

has been a source of more disappointment to Rose

growers in general, than all other things put together.

In the raising of new Roses, besides a vigorous

constitution, Mr. Paul goes in for brilliancy of colour,

and for this works through the Duke of Edinburgh

and its descendants for three or four generations. As
is well known, The Shah is the brightest of bright

red Roses, an excellent garden variety, and through it

and others of similar character Mr. Paul may ulti-

mately attain what he is trying for—a real scarlet.

Sultan of Zanzibar is a decided improvement in the

direction of colour—^ark maroon, clearly edged with

scarlet, remarkably free ; this and the other Cheshunt-

raised seedlings have now had another season's trial,

and well they look after the burning ordeal of the

present year, now full of vigorous growth and flowers.

Duke of Connaught is evidently a strong-growing,

vigorous consiitutioned variety, fine in form ; colour

intense glowing crimson, flushed with a brighter

shade. Dr. Hooker is also a grand autumn Rose,

the condition it is now in proving it to be such ; colour

scarcely describable, but may be set down as an
intense scarlet- crimson shaded with violet. Empress
of India is a thoroughly hot-season kind, crimson

shaded with brown, a most distinct and pleasing

colour. Amongst new Roses raised here is John
Bright, particularly promising. It is a seedling from

Lord Clyde, similar in form, with better outline, and
more vivid in colour, and is a rose, I think, that most
people will buy. Robert Marnock, a vivid crimson,

shot with reddish brown, did not at first show its

autumnal blooming character, but last year some of

them pushed again and flowered freely. These were

w-orked, and the habit is fixed, and they are now
flowering profusely. Beauty of Roselands was very

fine ; it is deep rose in colour, shaded off to violet.

Emily Laxton may be described as a dark Monsieur

Noman—a very good grower.

I never yet accompanied any one who for the

first time entered any of the large Rose growing

establishments but whose first exclamation was,
" Where do all these Roses go to, or what becomes

of them?" And well may such a thought strike

the mind, on seeing the extent of ground here

occupied by them, at the home and High Beech

nurseries, where, conjointly, something like 160,000

stocks are yearly planted, occupying from 10 to 12

acres of ground, which is about doubled by the

breadth of older plants. As to the different kinds of

stocks, the merits of which are often so hotly dis-

puted, Mr. Paul's wide field of experience has taught

him that which those whose practice has extended

over any considerable portion of cultivated plants,

either flowering or fruit-beartng, will consider a com-

mon-sense view, namely, that the different stocks

usually employed have each their merits, in different

soils and situations, and for diffc;rent varieties or

families of Roses. Thu-;, the Dog Rose and

Manetti have their res^iective merits, according to
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soil, situation, and for particular varieties ; for the

Victor Verdier race of hybrid perpetuals, and the

dwarf growing Teas, he likes the seedling Tiriar

the best ; the Manetti for all of the General

Jacqueminot race ; whilst such sorts as Captain

Christy and Henri Ledechaux will not do at all

on it, not uniting properly ; Marechal Niel and the

Strong growing Teas of the Gloire dc Dijon type suc-

ceed far the best on the old hybrid China de la

GrefTerie. The Dog Rose is the stock for strong

heavy soils, whilst the Manetti is indisputably the

best for such as are of a light nature. Mr. Paul is

also very partial to Roses on their own roots, but,

of course, in this way they take longer to do.

In a well sheltered corner of the nursery I noticed

7000 or 8000 Roses on their own roots, struck this

spring from forced cuttings ; for these long hotbeds

are made of well-prepared manure, about 7.\ feet deep,

in which the pots are kept plunged through the sum-

mer, preparing new beds as the old ones get cold.

After they are first struck, potted off, and hardened so

as to bear full exposure to the air, lights are kept over

for a time but completely elevated 18 inches above

them ; in this way they make rapid growth, and are

double the size at the end of the first season they

would get to if not assisted by bottom-heat and this

proiectiun. The rlrainings from this series of large

beds are conveyed by pipe drains to a deep brick and

cement tank proportionate in size, exposed to the air,

and from it the liquid stimulant is supplied to the

immense number of pot Roses of all sizes. The seed-

lings from the present spring's sowings are in long

beds ; they are .':own in the open air without being in

any way pushed on by warmth or protection, Mr.

Paul arguing that if they do nol evince suflkient

strength from the first they are not likely to be of any

use. Here also are the seed-bearing Briars, from

which to raise stock ; the truest forms of Rosa canina

being selected to breed from.

At some distance from this is the Tea Rose garden,

in a sheltered position. An experiment is being tried

here ; stout posts as strong as sea ffild -poles, 10 feet

high, are inserted in the ground in rows a considerable

distance apart. Each of these have four or five stout

pieces of wood, 15 inches long, fixed crossways to

them, just like the ordinary telegraph posts, to carry

a row of wires on each side, forming a sort of double

trellis, to which is trained a row of Roses to each

lot of wires. These are placed down the centres of

beds about 12 feet wide. At the outside of these beds

is anoiherrow of posts about 2 feet shorter, so as to

give fall to a row of light straw shutters that are in

this way used to give a temporary roof-like covering.

These will be put on early in the spring to afford a

slight protection and retard growth, so that what
pruning is required can be deferred until the middle of

April, with a view to escaping the May frosts. The
principal sorts on trial in this way are Perfection de

Montplaisir, bright yellow, a fine variety ; Perle de

Lyon, deep yellow ; Souvenir de David, bright

crimson ; Marechal Niel (Noisette), yellow ; Marie

Van Houtte, yellow flushed with rose, a very free

grower ; Niphetos, white, one of the finest of all,

especially in the slightly expanded bud state

;

Madame Berard, light salmon, a handsome free-

growing kind, like its parent Gloire de Dgon, but

deeper m colour and more double ; Amabiiis, flesh-

white, very fine and large ; Jean Pernet, full bright

yellow ; Comtesse de Nadaillac, flesh colour, darker

at base of petals ; Goubalt, rose, with yellow centre,

a strong growing kind, very handsome ; Catherine

Mermet, pale rose, fine strong grower. These, as

will be seen, are all well proved good growers. At
intervals in this ground are planted rows of Cordon
Pears, both upright and oblique trained, in all about

250 of the new as well as old varieties ; also a selec-

tion of the best Apples and Plums. Beautiful as

Roses are when growing, most people like

them for cutting as well, and for this purpose
an essential property is that they will

stand well. It is not a little tantalising, after

arranging a vase of Roses, to find most of them fallen

to pieces the day after. The names of a few that will

stand may be of use. Some of the most persistent when
cut, as well as most beautiful, are the Bourbon Souvenir

de la Malmaison, Maiechal Niel, and Celine Fores-

tier, Noisettes ; and such light coloured Teas as Gloire

de Dijon, Madame Falcot, Madame Villermoz,

Catherine Mermet, Niphetos, Devoniensi?, and Alba
rosea. Of red Teas Souvenir de David will stand

Well. Amongst hybrid perpemals Camille Bernardin,

Prince Camille de Rohan, General Jacqueminot,

Duke of Edinburgh, Fisher Holmes, Jules Margottin,

Victor Verdier, Henri Ledechaux, Annie Laxton,

and Princess Mary of Cambridge, with, for scent,

the old Cabbage, and to many the most exquisitely

perfumed Rose in existence, the small blush Stanwell

Perpetual, a variety too old to find a place in most

catalogues. It is the first to flower in spring, and

almost the last in autumn. Any one who grows these,

on giving a bunch to a friend, need not fear being

afterwards told that they dropped their petals the

next day. Mr. Paul considers the best new French

Roses to be Diichesse de Valombrosa, Jean Lichaud,

Jean Soupert, and Souvenir de Madame Pernet.

Out-of-doors are plunged some 4000 Roses in

8 and lo-inch pots, all hybrid perpetuals ; about this

number are got through every year ; they are splendid,

stout, bushy plants, with shoots almost as thick as

one's little finger. It is no small matter watering

such a stock in a season like the present. Those

who have seen the number of immense specimen

Roses Mr. Paul exhibits through the spring at the

diiferent shows will easily understand that a con-

siderable amount of glass is required for these. A
score of plants, 6 feet diameter, fill a good-sized

house, especially when they are stood, as these must

be, without crowding. Large as they are already,

they promise to be still larger, as many have been

recently moved into bigger pots ; they are in splendid

order—not an aphis, red-spider, or trace of mildewto be

seen, full of vigorous, strong growth. The houses

these specimens are grown in are glass almost

to the ground, as light as it is possible to make
them. There is a large house filled with all Tea
Roses in 24-sized pots, ordinary sale stock, in

fine condition. The most is made of this house.

It has a path down the middle, with the usual

flat stages on each side ; on one side it is glazed right

down to the ground-level, which admits light freely

under the stage on which stand the Roses, and is

made water-tight, so that there is no drip through it ;

and underneath are grown Camellia stocks, which

here do well, getting as much light apparently as

they require. A good number of Camellias are

worked every year ; they are well set with buds. The
roof of a house of considerable size, in which the

larger Camellias are wintered, is thinly covered with

four large plants of Marechal Niel Rose, three years

planted. After blooming each spring these are cut-in

very hard, a deal of the wood that has been flower-

ing removed, so as to cause them to break as many
strong shoots low down as possible. To induce the

main stem to throw out these the bark is slashed

through with the pruning-knife every 6 or 8 inches in

a slanting direction, which has the desired effect. The
eyes from the strong wood thus obtained in the spring

push blooming shoots that produce correspondingly

big flowers, with the advantage of keeping the plants

closer in, and not crowding the roof too much with

useless growth. There is another house devoted to

Roses in pots, for conservatory climbers, consisting

principally of Martchal Niel, Belle Lyonnaise,

Celine Forestier, Lamarque, and Cheshunt Hybrid.

These are in lo-inch pots, with several shoots, each

10 or 12 feet long. Four long span-roofed houses are

devoted to pot Vines, especially prepared for fruiting
;

they are stood on the stages tliat run on each side of

the houses, and are never allowed to root through.

They are trained right across. From the first potting

the pots are elevated within 15 inches of the roof-

glass. So managed the wood from bottom to top is

almost as hard as whalebone, very different from the

soft, pithy canes produced when the pots stand close

together on the surface of the floor through a good

part of the season at a long distance from the glass.

T. Baiim.
{To he contmued,)

New Garden Plants.

Yucca Whtpplei; Torrey, in Bot. A/ex. Bound.,
p. 222 ; Engdtnann, Notes on the Genus VuecUf

p. 54; Boi. Fortieth Parall. 49 ; Baka-y in Gaui.
Chron. 1S70, p. 828; 1871, p. 1516.*

About this plant, which was first brought into
notice by Dr. Torrey, twenty years ago, our informa-
tion has been cullected very gradually. I have
spoken of it twice already in the Ga}deners Chronicle^
as cited above, and summed up what we knew about
it in England at the time. It was described fully for

" Acaulis ; foliis circiter 200 dense rosulatis angnste Hneari-
bus crassis rigide coriaceis pedatibus vel sesquipedalibus apice
piingentibus margine minute serrulalis, facie praeter apicetn

the first time in 1873, from notes furnished by
Professor W. H. Brewer, of the Californian State
Survey ; by Dr. Engelmann, in his admirable "Notes
on the genus Yucca," published in the Transactions

of the Academy of St. Louis. In a supplementary
note to a paper on Agave just received, he writes:

"Yucca Whipplei has now become quite familiar,

through living specimens and photographs." It has
flowered this year for the first time, so far as I am
aware, almost simultaneously in England and on the

Continent—with Mr. Peacock at Hammersmith, and
with Messrs. E. H. Krelage, & Son, at Haarlem.
So far as leaf characters go, its affinity amongst the

old well-known kinds is with aloifoUa. It has the

same narrow horny pale minutely serrulated edge to

the leaf, and the same total absence of filiferous

threads that split away. But the structure of the

flower is most distinct from that of all the species we
know already. In the first place the pedicel has a
distinct joint like that of a Draccena or Cordyline,

the short upper node being so much thickened that it

looks at first sight like the inferior ovary of an Agave.
The segments of the perianth when expanded spread
horizontally. The filaments do the same, and have
the two small oblong anther-cells perched on the

top on opposite sides, touching only by their inner

border, and containing pollen which coheres in waxy
masses. And, finally, there is a distinct short conic-

cylindrical style, with a stigma shaped like the top of

a music-stool, and encrusted all over with copious

glittering white crystalline papillre, like those of the

Ice- plant.

It is the flower that we have been wanting these

twenty years, and now that it has come it proves
to be very interesting, both from a botanical and
horticultural point of view. A comparison of Mr.
Smith's present sketch (fig. 42) with that of the

drawings in the Yucca number of the Ri'/ugium will

show how greatly the flower differs in structure from
that of any of the kinds already known. In these

petaloid monocotyledons genera have often been
founded on less important differences, but the general

hibit of the plant is so completely that of an ordinary

Yucca that I am quite content to tread in the foot-

steps of Dr. Engelmann, who has considered it as the

type of a new subgenus, which, alluding to its western

locality, he has called Hesperoyucca. At pre-ent

this subgenus is only known to contain a single species.

The material for my present description is as follows :

—We have long had detached leaves and fruit in the

Kew Herbarium from the original gathering of the

plant, made by Dr. Bigelow in Lieutenant Whipple's
expedition to California in 1S53-4. The present
sketch was made by Mr. Worihington Smith from
Mr. Peacock's plant at Hammersmith, of which I

have also a photograph, full size, made in June, when
the plant was in its fullest perfection ; and leaves
flowers, and notes kindly sent by Mr. Croucher. Of
Messrs. Krelage's plant I have also seen a leaf and a
drawing. Both Mr. Peacock and Messrs. Krelage
had it under the name of Yucca californica—a name
which, if I remember rightly, was given many years

ago by Lemaireto a plant not known in flower, which
afterwards proved to be a Beaucarnea. Dr. Engelmann
describes the range of the plant as follows : "Cali-
fornia, in dry rocky hills ; rare north of San Francisco,
abundant from Monterey to San Diego, eastward to

the Cajon Pass and into North- western Aiizona.
Flowers in April." Our specimens at Kew, which
are still young, were received from Mr. Sargent, of

the Botanic Garden at Harvard.
Acaulescent or nearly so, sending out stolons.

Leaves about 200, in a close rosette, the central ones
stiffly erect or suberect, the outer ones spreading and
rather recurving, narrow, linear, 18—20 inches long,

half an inch broad just above the dilated clasping base,

narrowed gradually to a hard brown pungent point,

rigidly coriaceous in texture, a slightly glaucous green,
flat on the face except close to the point, sub-triquet-
rous on the back, finely closely ribbed, with a
narrow white, horny, minutely-toothed edge.
Stem 5 feet high, furnished with numerous reduced
stiffly erect acuminate bract-leaves. Panicle rather

shorter than the stem, oblong-lanceolate, made up of

close erecto-patent branches ; bracts minute, lanceo-
.late

; pedicels I— 2 inches long, the upper ascending,
the lower spreading, jointed three-quarters or seven-
eit^hths of the way up, and the upper joint swollen.
Expanded flower 3—4 inches broad, greenish-white,
strong-scented, the sub equal oblong spathulate divi-

sions spreading horizontally, \—\ inch broad
above the middle. Spreading clavate filaments half

an inch long, bearing the two small, oblong, divari-

cating anther cells decurrent on each side of the lip
;

pollen bright yellow, cohering in waxy masses, ovary
oblong, with six deep grooves, under \ inch long; style

\ inch long, conic-cylindricil ; stigma capitate, faintly

planis ; caule 5-pedaIi ; floribus in paniculam oblongo-lanceo-
latam caule vix breviorem dispositis ; bracteis minutis lanceo-
latis ; pedicellis 1—2 poll. longis prope apicem articulalis ani-
culo superior! clavato

; perianthii segmentis oblongis obtusJi
subsequalibus flore expanso patuiis ; filamentis patuhs clavatis,

aniherarum locuiis parvis. oblongis divarlcaiis ; ovario oblongo :

stylo brevi conico-cylindrico, sti^mate peltato obscure Irilo-

bato papillis multls albis crystallinis conspicuis prsdito ; capsu-
tis obovoide: lideU
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Fig. 42.—rORTION of the inflorescence of yucca WHUTLEI, from a plant flowered by J, T. PEACOCK, ESQ., HAMMERSMITH.

three-lobed, green, encrusted all over with white crys-

talline papillre. Capsule obovoid, i— i^ inch long, an
inch thick, coriaceous, splitting with vibriss^e like a
Lily in the centre of the valves all down. Seeds disc-

oid, tightly packed, oblique broad oblong, \ inch

long, with a black membranous testa, y. G, Baker,

Maxillaria srECiosA, ;/. sp.*

Maxillarias are, as a rule, not received in favour,

though, indeed, some are rather decorative. Thus I

prefer a beautifully flowering M. luteo-alba or venusta

to many of the inferior Odontoglossa. The species

just now sent from New Grenada by Messrs. Kiaboch
appears to me to be a rather recommendable
thing. The sepals and petals are narrow acuminate,
spreading, pallid (white and yellow?), and covered
with numerous blackish purple spots, 5—6 inches

* Maxillaria speciosa, n. sp.—Pt
elongatis appressis ; bractea ovariur
obtuso medico ; sepalis tnangulis li

tepalis paulo angustioribus ac brevioribus ; labello medio trifido
;

laciniis lateralibus rectangulis ; lacinia antica camosa margine
membranaceo crenulato ; callo Hgulato obtuso a basi in discum
inter lacinia, laterales, androclinii margine denticulate ; tabula
sub fovea longitudinaliter tricarinata.— Flores flavi (albidi V)

maculis numerosis atropurpureis. — New Grenada, H. C.
Rckb.f,

long. The lip Is of same colour. The flowers are

considerably larger and far handsomer than those of

its next ally, Maxillaria longissima, Lindl., which has
brown flowers and a lip broader at base, much nar-

rower in its short middle lobes, and an androclinium
without any border. Let me add that Messrs. KUboch
informed their enterprising uncle and patron, Senor
Benito Roezl, that some plants had twenty flowers

open at once, and that each of these twenty flowers

exhaled a most delicious perfume. Is this not enough
to forgive a Maxillaria its birth as a Maxillaria?
//. G. Rchb.f.

UtriculariA Endresii, Rfhb.f.f sitpntf 1874, 5S2.

This lovely Orchid

—

siiisit 'atiori[x)\a.t is to say, in a
gardener's sense, not in that of a botanist !]—has finally

developed its charming flowers, upwards of six on a
spike. The corollas are of a pretty light blue, the calyx

rosy. I hope these Utricularias may never be lost from
gardens, as they can be if badly treated. We expe-
rienced at Hamburgh Botanic Garden that by reason-

able treatment (good rich soil and slight moisture) they
multiply like weeds. We exhibited this year two
baskets of U. montana loaded with the most exquisite

flower-spikes, and at New Year 1875 we had but a few
tiny poor plants growing in a mixture of sphagnum

;

and wood. This Utrlcularia Endresii loves a cooler
treatment than montana. I have to thank the Messrs.
Veitch for the pretty flowers. //. G. Kchb. J.

BOTANICAL NOTES
OF THE

PRINCE OF WALES' EXPEDITION
TO INDIA.— II.

The Suez Canal, commencing at Port Said in

the Mediterranean, passes through a dry and sandy
flat expanse of country to Sue^: on the Red Sea. I

was greatly surprised to find vegetation at intervals

on its sandy bank?. Tamarix galHca grows abun-

dantly, and was then in full bloom. Arundo Donax
and a few species of Cyperus form large patches

along the water's edge, and have no doubt been

planted there for the purpose of binding the sand

together and protecting the banks from the continual

washing of the waves caused by the wake of

steamers, &c., in passing through the canal. At
places where there is no vegetation great damage
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has been done to the banks by this continual wash-

ing, and I wonder that more suitable plants are not

introduced and cultivated along the banks on a large

scale, which, if it could be done, would not only bind

the sands and form a barrier to the waves but would,

no doubt, eventually cause a material alteration in

the climate, as regards more rain and moisture.

Two species of succulent, suffruticose Composite,

and a few Mesembryanths are seen, O.i the

journey home a large Orobanche, with tower-

ing spikes and large, rich yellow flower?, formed

a beautiful picture considering the vast desert around.

One plant which I dug up was 5 feet 7 inches in

height, and as thick as an ordinary man's leg, with

flowers as large as Foxgloves, and, as far as I could

ascertain, it is parasitic upon the roots of Tamarix

gallica. The transit from Ismaila to Cairo is a most

miserable journey during hot and dry weather, for

the dust is almost suffocating, and if the precaution

of taking a dust-coat is neglected a suit of clothes

soon becomes ruined.

Cairo.—This is a place of great interest and of

vast extent, situated on the banks of the Nile,

and, therefore, possessing some very fertile land in

its neighbourhood. There are several palaces in

the suburbs, each possessing a beautiful garden, laid

out in the true Oriental style, which is generally an

imita'ion of their paradise. The gardens at the

Khedive's palace, Ghezireh, are very extensive, and

are ably managed by a Belgian, M. Delchevalerie,

who, through his scientific knowledge and native

enterprise, has made the gardens very instructive and

interesting. The palace and pleasure gardens are right

on the bank of the Nile. Splendidly arranged beds

with beautiful shrubs, Palms, and Araucarias placed

between them, are on the south and east sides of the

house ; beyond these large trees, shrubs, climbers,

and a magnificent grotto greet the sight. Several

beautiful things were in bloom. Poinciana regia and

P. pulcherrima were remarkably showy, and Hibiscus

mutabilis, Moringa pterygosperma, Melia Azedarachta,

and Duranta Plumieri were truly splendid. Several

Cassias and Bignonias were upon the point of bloom-

ing. Eucalyptus robusta, resinifera, and globulus

have been introduced, and are now full-sized trees.

The Bamboos in large clumps, and graceful Palms

in prominent positions, add a tropical appearance to

the scene.

The grotto or rockwork is a great work of art, and

displays wonderful taste. It is built of a peculiar

porous stone and a brown dust-coloured lava, brought

from the shores of the Red Sea. The grotto is very

large, and of considerable height, paths winding

various ways up to the top, with little rustic bridges

crossing water streams and artificial gullies or valleys,

and seats in every available nook. Numerous sub.

tropical and warm temperate herbaceous plants,

climbers and small shrubs cover the whole place.

The interior forms the greatest attraction of all,

for the irregular passage leading to a large and beau-

tiful cave in the centre has several secondary passages,

which often terminate in large mirrors attached to

the walls, small ponds, and here and there seats cut

in the walls. Gas is laid on, so that during the

night the grotto has an an enchanting effect. There

are several grottos in the suburbs of Cairo—one espe-

cially I remember had the subterranean passages end-

ing in wild beast dens. At the back of the Khedive's

pleasure gardens a splendid collection of wild animals

forms the zoological gardens of Cairo, A public road

separates the pleasure garden from the kitchen garden

and nursery. There are six large glasshouses for

growing Orchids, Ferns, Camellias, Azaleas, and

table plants, which will not thrive in the open air.

The collection of Ochids is rather extensive, as are

also the decorative and table plants. The native

flora of Cairo and its immediate vicinity has been

obliged to give way to cultivation. Date Palms are

plentiful, and a little way from the ancient Pyramids

I found a pretty little Solanum and a leafless Umbel-
lifer, The country between Cairo and Suez is cul-

tivated in patches, but the greater part appears to be

an entire desert.

Adoi — After five hot days we arrived at the import-

ant port of Aden. It is a small peninsula connected

with the mainland of Arabia, and consists of various

schists, ironstone, and lava, which give it a rugged

and romantic appearance, in fact Aden is an extinct

crater. Rain is seldom seen, and there are no wells

or rivers, except a large artificial tank above the town
of Aden, nearly 6 miles from the port, which collects

the rain when it does come, and to lengthen the

supply all [the drinking water, &c., has to be con-

densed at a vast expense from the sea water. With
this scarcity of rain as a matter of course vegetation is

seldom to be seen except at the tanks, where a few

miserable-looking shrubs, &c., are struggling to exist.

Ninety species cover the whole of the Aden flora,

and consist of three BoswelUas, Cacti, Mesem-
bryanths, and Euphorbias, and I believe a few bulbs

are to be met with.

Now, considering the great importance of this place

to our country, it is rather remarkable that no steps

have been taken to improve the obnoxious and

cursed condition under which it now exists. As a

political, commercial, military and naval port it is

important to England ; steamers plying between

Europe and India, &c., call there for coal, provisions,

&:c. ; it commands the entrance to the Red Sea, and

forms a rendezvous for our fleet and a capital station

for an army. We know that where vegetation exists

rain must fall, therefore the problem is to produce

vegetation—a problem which can no doubt be solved

for a good outlay at first, by condensing water on a

large scale for plant culture, and preparing at all the

accessible spots patches of land (the roc s, &c., are

in a great state of decomposition). Suiv 'Lie plants

could be introduced after careful inveslig'^ .ion, and

eventually, by watering them with judgment, vegetation

could be increased on the peninsula, and an everlasting

boon conferred on the inhabitants, especially on our

soldiers, who have to be stationed on that detested

place. C, Mudd, Botanical Gardens, Cambridge.

ORWELL PARK, SUFFOLK.
Orwell Pakk (see p. 205), the fine seat of Colonel

Tomline, is situate on the north-east bank of the beau-

tiful River Orwell, and is five miles from the important

town of Ipswich. The past history of the place is

associated with the family of the Vernons, the cele-

brated Admiral Vernon having been one of its owners.

In more recent times the late Sir Robert and Lady
Harland resided here. The former did much for the

neighbourhood by his good example in practical

agriculture, and was looked up to as a great authority

on all matters pertaining to farming, whilst the latter

was no mean patron and lover of horticulture. Owing
to the great spirit of improvement possessed by the

present wealthy owner, but few traces are now left of

the extent or design of the old grounds, excepting the

fine Lebanon Cedars, evergreen Oaks, and the rows

of fine tall stately Elms ; while as for the mansion all

traces of its exterior are gone, but there are remnants

of the old building still to be seen in the interior. The
present mansion is built with red brick and white stone,

ill the mixed style of architecture. The north-east,

or carriage front, is somewhat plain, whilst the south-

west, or garden front, is of more elaborate design,

and decidedly very handsome. Latterly a new wing

has been added, the end of which is terminated by a

grand tower, and the upper storey is fitted up as an

observatory, with a first-class large telescope, transit

and other instruments used in following this, the

most profound of all human studies—astronomy.

There is also another fine tower, 70 feet high, stand-

ing at this end of the mansion, which forms the ter-

minal end of the w.all bounding the flower garden.

The top of this tower is reached by a spiral staircase,

and is surmounted by a flagstaff. From the top land-

ing, which is protected by an open stone balustrading,

fine views of the surrounding country are obtained,

including the highly picturesque course of the Orwell

almost from Ipswich till it runs into the German

Ocean. This tower contains a large musical clock,

and a tank for supplying part of the place with

water.

At the extreme west end of the mansion is a grand

room of large dimensions, the walls being hung with

Minton's tiles, of neat colours and designs. This room

is used as a conservatory and smoking room, and is

furnished with a miscellaneous collection of foliage

and flowering plants. Among the latter, some well-

grown specimen Trachelospermum jasminoides, Clero-

dendron Balfourianum and Bougainvillea glabra, were

most striking. Among foliage plants. Palms, Tree

Ferns, Drac.x-nas, and Iledychiums were the most

noticeable ; the Utter of which Mr. Wallis has fruited

freely for some years past.

Sufficient light is gained for the plants by means of

plate-glass windows, which almost occupy the entire

front and one end of the building. This room is also

lighted by night with gas sunlights, situate between

the ceiling and outer roof. The centre part of the

ornamental ceiling, being flat, is fitted with an iron

framework, and glazed with very thick ground-glass.

The outer roof is also partly glazed, having strong

iron sash bars to carry the rough plate glass, while the

roof is thoroughly ventilated for the escape of heat.

Lighted in this way the plants are not at all injured

by the gas, and the room is rendered as attractive and

enjoyable by night as by day. The fine picture gallery

is also lighted in a similar way to the conservatory,

the gas being lighted when wanted by means of elec-

tricity, and turned off or on fron the ground floor, so

that no noise or confusion takes place overhead by

lighting or extinguishing the same ; and in case of fire

a fine steam fire-engine has lately been added to the

establishment.

There are two carriage entrances from the Ipswich

road to the mansion, one by way of a neat lodge, and

the other through a pair of splendid wrought iron

gates that stand opposite to the north-east or entrance

front of the house. From the first entrance the drive

winds through ornamental grounds planted with

Conifers and groups of tall Limes and Elms, until

it reaches an avenue of Araucarias and Pinus insignis,

planted alternately. There is some novelty in the

planting of this avenue, as on each side of the drive is

a wide margin of grass, then a broad belt o( Berberis

Aquilolium running the whole length, in the centre

of which are planted, at suitable distances, the

trees above mentioned. Owing to the light nature

of the soil and the extreme dryness of the climate

in this locality, neither the Araucaria nor the Pinus

succeed satisfactorily. The Berberis, when laden

with flowers or fruit, must be very attractive, and the

idea of using this as a groundwork in such a

position appears a most excellent one, and worth

imitating.

Such masses of Berberis, carrying loads of berries,

have other advantages besides ornament, when
planted in the immediate vicinity of fruit gardens, as

they are found to form excellent decoys in keeping away

such bold depredators as the blackbird : and those

who feel any compunction in destroying our feathered

songsters, when ravaging the fruit crops, should take

the hint, and plant a few thousands of Berberis

Aquifolium.

Opposite the north-east front the ground declines

somewhat rapidly, till it reaches the magnificent

wrought-iron entrance gates above alluded to. From
these gates a wide carriage drive branches right and

left, and is carried round a semicircular piece of

grass to the large area of gravel opposite the front

door. The ground at this side of the mansion being

limited and adjoining the public road, the boundaries

round are planted with Arbutus and other suitable

shrubs.

Leaving the entrance front, we now pass on to

the south-east or lawn front, by way of an entrance

through a recently added piece of beautiful antique

wrought iron and brass fencing, which encloses the

end of the conservatory, and separates the carriage-

road from the lawn. A spacious gravel walk passes

the front of the mansion, and leads to the flower

garden at the east end, while the other or west end

leads to the shrubbery walk, from which access is

gained to the park, the upper entrance from the lawn

being through a pair of wrought-iron gates of hand-

some design. One feature of the upper part of this

shrubbery walk is worth particularising, viz., the

banks of common Laurel, which are kept neatly cut,

and, to relieve the monotony the trimmed surfaces

would otherwise present, specimen plants of Portugal

Laurel, Yew, and Holly are allowed to grow out.

Standard scarlet Thorns and Laburnums are also

planted at suitable distances, and the whole has a

very pleasing effect.- In its further continuation

from the dress grounds this walk is gradually

allowed to merge more into the wild character,

till it enters the park at the far end lead-

ing to the boat-house, thus forming nearly a mile

of delightfully shady w.alk or drive, bounded on each

side by flowering shrubs and wild flowers. A further

improvement is now taking place by breaking up the

loose gravel that formed the drive, and sowing it

down with grass, which is more in character and adds

greatly to its appearance. From the front of the

mansion a fine and extensive view is obtained of the

park and river, the well-wooded banks of which are

very grand and picturesque, the whole forming one of

the finest bits of landscape anywhere to be seen. The 1

garden is separated from the park by a deep ha-ha, '

)

the retaining wall of which does not rise above the
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level of the lawn, so that the one appears a continua-

tion of the other.

,
The extent of the lawn is about 7 acres, and in

lowering the same some 3 or 4 feet in order to obtain

better views of the river from the rooms on the ground

floor, the surface was very judiciously broken up by

leaving large, irregular, natural-looking mounds as

bases for the many fine trees to stand on. The

principal old trees on the lawn are Cedars of Lebanon,

evergreen Oaks, Elms, and a fine Cork tree, the

rugged bark of which renders it very attractive. The

park is well wooded and diversified, and stocked

with a large herd of dark fallow deer that browse in

I sight of the windows, and in view of the same large

numbers of herons soar above the trees ia which they

build i.heir nests and rear their young unmolested.

Passing on to the extreme tast end of the lawn

we come to the flower-garden. In ordinary cases,

the front of the house is considered the right

position for this, but here, with the park-like

continuation of the lawn, stiff formal beds with

their glare of colour would have been altogether

too obtrusive and out of character, and would have

quite spoiled the repose and quiet such broad

expanses of turf alone can give. It was therefore a

judicious arrangement to place the flower beds in

their present position, where the site and general

surroundings are altogether more in harmony. Intri-

cate design in laying out the beds has not been

attempted, the object being to introduce large bold

masses of colour, with plenty of grass between, and

by so doing the general effect is at once pleasing and

satisfactory. Some idea of the size of the beds may
be formed when it is stated that many of them hold at

least a thousand plants. Broad edgings of such

things as Mesembryanthemumcordifoliumvariegatum,

Cerastium tomentosum, Pyrethrum Golden Feather,

and such-like things that contrast well with the grass,

are used round most of the beds, and the rest of the

space is filled in with broad bands of the usual kinds

of bedding plants judiciously and tastefully arranged,

the whole yielding a grand and imposing effect. Two
sides of this garden are bounded by an ornamental red

brick wall, on which Roses and other ornamental

plants are trained. The deep glaucous green Olea

ilicifolia is used with good efllect in throwing the wall

into panels or divisions, so as to keep the different

varieties of Roses separate and distinct. The sorts

used are Marechal Niel, General Jacqueminot, Aimt^e

yibert. Baron Prevost, and Gloire de Dijon. The
aspect of one portion of the wall being nearly south,

and the other south-east, very early blooms of Roses

are obtained for cutting, long before pot*Roses can be

dispensed wiih in other places.

Leaving this part of the grounds we next enter the

rosery, which is laid out with walks and beds to suit the

outlines of the ground, which are somewhat angular

and irregular in shape. The natural soil here is a light

grey sandy loam resting on a bed of gravel, and there-

fore most unsuitable for the cultivation of the Rose
;

but, as the site was in other respects favourable, diffi-

culties of this kind had to vanish. In forming the

beds, which are on grass and of large size, the whole
of the soil was excavated to the depth of between

3 and 4 feet before putting in suitable loam in which
to plant the Roses ; and in addition tp this the sides

and bottoms of the beds were all covered with clay,

so as to keep the roots cool and prevent the gravelly

subsoil from draining off the moisture too rapidly.

This, of course, was a work of some labour, but

then, if success was to be insured with such a sub-

soil to deal with, half measures would have been
useless. In a garden of this kind artificially pre-

pared, Roses of gigantic size, such as are seen at our

great shows, were not expected or desired. The
object was to get free growth and an abundance of

bloom, and this has been accomplished in a most
satisfactory manner. The beds are thinly planted

with standards varying in height from the centre to

the sides, and the spaces between these are filled in

with dwarfs so as to cover the soil.

Planting in this way has a double advantage, as the
objectionable nakedness of the stems of standards are

hidden, while the heads of the same form a natural

suitable shade to the dwarfs, and cause a succession

of bloom. Mr. Wallis is evidently no believer in

hard pruning to bring about a display of flowers.

The practice here is to thin out the heads by removing
all weak and superfluous wood, and simply to shorten
back that left according to the nature and strength
of the variety operated on by so doing, extraordi-
nary heads of bloom are obtained. This Rose garden

is surrounded on all sides by walls of different heights

covered with Ivy, belts of shrubs, and specimen

plants of Cupressus macrocarpa, Cedrus Deodara,

Arborvitas, variegated Hollies, with other trees and

shrubs planted round the sides to break up the some-

what monotonous effect such long straight lines would

otherwise present. The benefit of such protection as

that afforded by the above can scarce be overrated

during a season such as we have recently passed

through, when strong winds have prevailed that dash

to pieces such heavy flowers as the Rose, unless in

very sheltered situations ; and in forming new gardens

for the queen of flowers shelter should not be lost

sight of.

A broad gravel walk winds along one side of the

rosery, and leads from the lawn to the kitchen garden,

which is reached by crossing the public road. The
sides of this walk are planted at equal distances from

the edges, with tall pillar Roses and upright Irish Yew
alternately, y. S.

{To be continued.)

ROYAL GARDENS, KEW, 1875.
{Extiacls from the Rrfort of tht Dirrclar : coiuludcd /ram

/• "iS)

The botanical identity of some kinds of Tobacco
plants appears not to be perfectly ascertained. During
the present year a careful trial will be made of seeds

from different sources.

The production of different kinds of caoutchouc in

India continues to engage the attention of the India

Office and of this establishment. One fact in connec-

tion with it which seems to require very careful con-

sideration has been pointed out by Mr. Mann in his

report on the caoutchouc plantations in Assam. It

is found that although the Ficus elastica will grow
with undiminished rapidity and luxuriance in situa-

tions remote from the hills, it fails to yield caoutchouc.

Mr. Mann concludes that no greater mistake could be
made than to start plantations of Ficus elastica in

any part of Bengal. It appears therefore, judging

from this case, that conditions wliich may ensure the

successful growth of caoutchouc-yielding trees may
not be sufficient to determine their producing
caoutchouc.

The indiarubber of Para (Hevea brasiliensis) has
already been introduced into India. It proves to be
capable of easy propagation at Kew by cuttings. I

am endeavouring to obtain additional supplies of the

seeds, but these rapidly lose their germinating power.
Hardly I per cent, of the seeds have hitherto reached

us alive.

Mr. Robert Cross was despatched by the India

Office to Central America to obtain seeds and plants

of the CastiUoa elastica. Of a very large quantity of

seeds, upwards of 7000, transmitted from him to Kew,
all have failed to germinate, as they are (like the

Ilevea) of a kind which very speedily lose their

vitality. Mr. Cross, however, with considerable diffi-

culty, and after undergoing shipwreck, succeeded in

bringing safely to Kew a considerable collection of

cuttings, and from these a supply of plants will be

raised which will be probably sufficiently matured to

forward, at any rate in part, to India during the

ensuing summer. One healthy plant, which was
obtained by the Royal Gardens from another source,

has already arrived at Calcutta.

A large collection of forest trees and shrubs, and
miscellaneous decorative plants, filling twelve Wardian
cases and six casks, and comprising upwards of 6000
plants, have been despatched to the New Zealand
Government.

A large consignment of young plants of the Cork
Oak has been dispatched to India for the Punjaub.

My attention has been drawn to the great value of

the Mesquit or Screw Bean of Arizona (Prosopis

pubescens), for the purpose of cattle feeding in hot

dry countries. It would be, probably, extremely

valuable in South Africa and Australia. I have taken

steps to procure a supply of the seeds, but nearly all

those at present received have been killed by the

attacks of a small boring beetle.

I have received both from the Challmger and
Transit expeditions seeds of the Pringlea, or Kergue-
len's Land Cabbage. Although a large number of fine

young plants were raised, they have nearly all perished

during last summer. As a similar ill fate has befallen

this interesting plant at the Botanic Gardens of Paris,

Cape Town, and Edinburgh, I can only conclude that

it is very intolerant of warmth. Its destruction has

also been hastened by the attacks of the white

Cabbage lUst (Cystopus).

A Superintendent (Mr. H. J. Murton) has been

supplied from Kew for the Government Gardens at

Singapore, and six young gardeners have been sent

from Kew to Tea plantations in Sikkim, Darjeeling,

and Cachar ; another is accompanying Mr. L. A,

Lucas in an expedition to Central Africa.

Mr. Christopher Mudd was appointed to accom-

pany H.R.H. the Prince of Wales as plant collector

during his Indian tour.

Museums.—A new edition (the sixth) of the

Minmm Guide has been published during the past year.

Advantage has been taken of this to effect an entire

re-arrangement of the products and specimens illus-

trating the Palmace.-e in Museum No. 2. These had

become much crowded together, by the continuous

acquisition of new objects. The more interesting

things have now been brought into greater promi-

nence, which can, of course, only be done when'the

Guide is under revision, as otherwise the descriptions

of the cases would not correspond with their contents.

Similar improvements have also been effected in

Museum No. I, where, however, much still remains

to be done.

The separate collection of specimens illustrating

vegetable teratology and pathology commenced in

1S74, and the foundation of which was largely formed

of specimens received from the Scientific Committee

of the Royal Horticultural Society, has been con-

siderably augmented and revised. It comprises at

present nearly 300 specimens, and promises to be one

of the most interesting features of the museums, no

public collection having hitherto been formed to

illustrate the diseases and the transformations of the

organs of plants.

The further development of this and of the exhi-

bited collection of cryptogamic plants must at no

very distant date necessitate the provision of some in-

creased accommodation in Museum No. 2, and this

will probably be most advantageously supplied by the

erection of a new room as an extension, to the west of

the present building.

By the appointment of an extra attendant for six

months of the year the work of preparing and mount-

ing fresh contributions and remounting old specimens,

together with the substitution of printed labels for

those written by hand, has been pushed forward. The

attendants perform this work when not required for

duty during public hours.

Herbarium.—Very extensive collections and con-

tributions have been received at the herbarium (chiefly

by gift) during the past year.

The complete herbarium of the late J. Stuart Mill

was presented after his death by Miss Helen Taylor.

Although better known for his philosophical and other

writings, Mr. Mill was throughout his life an eager

botanist. Mr. Mill collected diligently in his early

life in the neighbourhood of London, and in his later

years travelled extensively in South Europe. The

range of his specimens extends from the Pyrenees to

the Bithynian Olympus, and Greece is particularly

well represented, partly by plants gathered by| his

own hands and partly by a collection procured from

Professor Van Heldreicb, of Athens. Amongst plants

from .'S.sia Minor is a new and very distinct species of

flat-leaved Sedum, which has been described by Mr.

Baker in the Journal of Botany under the name of

Sedum Millii. A selection of about 2530 species has

been made from the collection for the Kew herbarium,

and it is Miss Taylor's 'v. ish that the remainder be

presented to Harvard University, U.S.A., and to the

Botanical Museum of the Melbourne Gardens.

The herbarium of the Rev. R. T. Lowe (containing

1653 species), in accordance with his will, has been

divided between the herbaria of the Royal Gardens

and that of the British Museum, the few unique speci-

mens, under instructions from the executor, being re-

tained at Kew. It consists almost exclusively of plants

of the Atlantic Islands, and is especially valuable as

including the carefully determined types of the un-

happily unfinished Flora of Madeira and Adjacent

Islands, and of other publications.

The herbarium of the late J. T. Moggridge (author

of the Flora of Meittow') has been presented by his

father, Mr. M. Moggridge.

Further collections have been received from the

expedition of H.M.S. Challenger, comprising those

from the islands of the Eastern Archipelago, Philip-

pines, &c. The new Ferns, about twelve in number,

have been described by Mr. Baker for the Journal of

the Linnean Society.
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The collections formed during the Transit of Venus
Expeditions in Kerguelen's Land by the Rev. A. E.

Eaton, and in Rodriguez by Dr. I. B. Balfour, have

been presented by the Royal Society, and are in

course of arrangement.

N^umher of Vuitors in the yfar 1S75 AS compared tuith 1S74.

IS74.
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In Pope's inimitable verse the place of honour is

assigned to the Cedar. When " the Saviour comes,

by ancient bards foretold "

—

" See lofty Lebanon his head advance,

See nodding forests on the mountains dance ;

"

and again—

" With heads decUned ye Cedars homage pay."

Alix. Forsyth.

DOUBLE GREEN PELAR-
GONIUM.

We are afraid the Pelargonium Society is hardly

sufficiently advanced in its ideas to award a medal to

the singular variety which we now figure (fig. 43).

To Dr. Denny, the treasurer of that Society, we are

nevertheless indebted for the specimen, which was

produced in one of his houses.

It will be seen from the illustration that each pip

of the truss here presents itself as a mass of over-

lapping lanceolate green scales. For a curiosity it was

by no means inelegant, though we hardly expect

** florists " to become enamoured of it. The physio-

logical interest consists in the evidence it affords as to

the essential similarity of construction between a leaf-

bud with its overlapping scales and closely packed

leaves, and a flower-bud, where the parts are similarly

closed packed, but wherein in course of development

the parts assume, some a brightly coloured appearance,

Individual flower and ;

: PELARGONUM.

;e) ; the laltc

showing nature of doubiificatic

as the petals, while others become modified so as to

form stamens and pistils.

We attribute, then, the peculiar appearance pre-

sented by this specimen, not to arrest of growth—for

the size is normal—but to an arrest of development, in

consequence of which the changes that should have

occurred have from some cause unknown to us failed

to do so. On the other hand, the growing point

instead of being arrested, as it is in flowers in general,

here continues its growth as in a shoot. The case is

analogous to that of the Wheat-ear Carnation.

PLANT GOSSIP.
Among H.vrdy Annuals the EsciischoltziA

deservedly holds a high place, for it is at the same

time one of the most floriferous and one of the

most showy. Those unaccustomed to see it when
most brilliantly effective can hardly imagine the effect

produced by the deep orange and pale yellow-coloured

Tulip.shaped flowers, varying in tint from straw-

colour to the most intense orange. Where a mass of

brilliant yellow is required nothing scarcely can com-

pare with the Eschscholtzia. The late Mr. C. J.

Perry, of Birmingham, who combined with many
excellent floricultural qualifications that of being a

successful rosarian, used to grow the Eschscholtzia

among his standard Koses, and to his entire satisfac-

tion, and indeed that of all others who saw them when
in flower. His land being rather light, he held the

opinion that during dry summers a covering of some

kind over the roots much benefited the trees, and this

being his opinion he held also that it was just as well

when employing a covering to have something beauti-

ful to look upon. The Eschscholtzia he deemed

peculiarly adapted for the purpose, for, being tap-

rooted, it did but little injury to the soil, while it

grew sufficiently high to hide a portion of the naked

Rose stems without materially damaging the bloom.

Mr. Perry held that no annual was so lasting, bril-

liant, and graceful as the Eschscholtzia, and he there-

fore preferred it to any other. Those who hold that

the Rose border or garden should be sacred to the

Rose alone will scarcely support Mr. Perry's view ;

but those who paid a visit to Castle Bromwich during

the summer saw these glorious Roses, notwithstanding

tlie auriferous carpet beneath. Mr. Perry used to

sow the seed in December, and he had his Eschscholt-

ztas in flower about the time the Roses were coming

into bloom, and the plants were in good condition till

September, when they were cleared away, to prevent

the soil from becoming sour. This gorgeous Califor-

nian annual is so hardy, and so illustrative of powers

of endurance, that neither frost, wet, or insect pests

appear to jeopardise its well-being in any way. E.

crocea is the showiest form, having the deepest colour

;

E. californica has fine pale yellow flowers ; and E.

crocea alba is quite white in colour, and a very accept-

able contrast.

The last number of the lUuslralion HortiioU

contains a coloured plate of Dendrobium Falconeri,

Azalea indica Alice, a fine double ricli crimson

variety. The flowers are small, but otherwise the

variety seems one of the first degree of merit. Kentia

gracilis is, judging from the figure, a very striking

and elegant Palm, with the habit of Cocos Wed-
delliana, over which it has the advantage of thriving

in a cool greenhouse. In the same number the

Caledonian Tree Fern, provisionally known as

Cyathea funebris, is, from fuller knowledge, relegated

to the genus Fourniera.

Among the newer forms of annuals now being

tested by Mr. Barron, at the Chiswick Gardens,

some IIvuRiD Candytufts, from Messrs. Vilmorin

& Co., of Paris, are well deserving attention. They

have a somewhat dwarf but rigidly erect and symmet-

rical habit of growth ; the trusses are large and well

displayed, and the flowers large and striking. It

looks as if the blood of Iberis gibraltarica or I. cori-

folia were present in the hybrids. Two of them—one

a rose-coloured variety, the other pure white—are

very fine. With a little careful selection, some good

things will be certain to result. From the same

source comes Malope granditlora rosea, the flowers of

which are quite large and slightly tinted with rose, on

a white ground ; and it appears quite fixed in its

character. Matricaria eximia nana flore-pleno is an

excellent dwarf double white Feverfew, that cannot

fail to made a good summer bedding plant. Quite a

collection of hardy annuals have flowered this season

at Chiswick, and among them are the following—all

of which have a great decorative value :—Coreopsis

Drummondii, C. bicolor, and C. atrosanguinea, Linum

grandiflorum rubrum, Viscaria oculata and ocu-

lata ccerulea ; Nigella hispanica, GiUa laciniata, and

Dianthus diadematus, varied in character, very

pretty, and most useful for cutting from. A bed of

fine hybrids of Salpiglossis grandiflora will be a

charming sight in a few days.

In the large Orchid-house at Gunnersbury a

shelf of the pretty variegated basket grass, Panicum
VARIEGATUM, is growing in a beautifully variegated

form. A large zinc trough, about 12 inches in width

and two inches in depth, rests on a hot-water pipe in

front of the house, about level with the stage on

which the Orchids are placed. The trough is

filled with fine gravel, in which this Panicum is

planted, and it is kept very moist. A dense carpet of

the most exquisite variegation is thus formed. The

position is a slightly shaded one, which seems to

assist it. Overhead are suspended various Phalse-

nopsis in small baskets, all of which are in the most

robust health,

Of the Mandioc or Cassava plant
(Manihot utilissima) we learn from a recent report

that as many as thirty varieties are grown in Brazil.

Though the plant flourishes in all inter-tropical and

temperate regions it is more luxuriant in loose, dry.

and especially sandy soils. Of all productions it is

the one that gives the best return and least trouble,

and the flour (farina) made from its roots furnishes

the staple food of the inhabitants. An intelligent

planter at Campos, in the Province of Rio de Janeiro,

states that the square of 220 metres of land will grow
40,000 Mandioc plants, which, even in inferior soil,

according to his experience, confirmed by that of

others, produce regularly So,ooo lb., or 36,720 kilos.,

which at the lowest valuation, 60 reis a pound, affords

a revenue of ^520—a result superior to that derived

from coffee, sugar-cane, cotton, and nearly all other

articles of produce, in spite of its demanding less

care, scarcely any capital, and will grow in almost

any soil, while the preparation of tapioca from it is

e<|ually easy and inexpensive, and also profitable.

Mandioc has the further advantage of serving as

food for animals.

M. de .Saporta has recently communicated
to the Central Horticultural Society of France a note on

the Minimum Te.mi-erature which can be Borne
UY Eucalyptus globulus and other plants in the

South of France. M. de Saporta remarks that,

during the winter of 1S70, the temperature at Hycres
sank to S^ C. below freezing point, when the Lemon
was killed to within three feet of the ground, the

Orange half-way down, while the Eucalyptus globulus

only suffered in some of its smaller branches.

Buonapartea sp., Draccena indivisa, Chamxrops
excelsa, Sabal umbraculifera, and Cocos australis

remained unhurt ; and Corypha australis was much
injured, but subsequently recovered. The Date Palm

suffered but little, though the Oleander was killed to

the ground. All the plants just mentioned were

planted in the open, and received no protection.

Chamx'rops excelsa, in the Basses Alpes, withstood a

cold of 16' C. below freezing point, with only a little

litter around the stem. Eucalyptus globulus does

well in slightly moist or even in dry soils, but not in

those which are constantly moist ; while Sabal Adan-

sonii, which also resisted 8° C. below freezing point,

does well in marshy places.

Among hardy plants that are now engaging

attention on the herbaceous border at Chiswick may
be mentioned S'Ar.iosA Pallasii. It has a dwarf

and symmetrical tufted growth, glaucous leaves, and

large very pale lilac flowers, just surmounting the

foliage. It is an interesting plant, and suitable for

covering rockwork. Silene Schafta forms an excel-

lent companion, being dense in growth, and blooming

with great freedom, presenting quite a surface of

rosy pink flowers. Of the larger growing plants

Acanthus mollis well deserves attention for its bold

growth and striking appearance, the spike of flowers

massive, the blossoms peculiarly formed, the curious

pale flowers being protected by a kind of purple-tinted

hood. The blue foliaged Eryngium amethystinum

is also an attractive feature—a regal hardy plant,

bold and striking in character.

The new annual Sunflower from Texas,
Heliantiius crcuMERiFOLius, is now in flower at

Chiswick, and is represented by a free-growing and
branching plant, 3 feet in height, and flowering pro-

fusely at the points of the shoots. The flowers are of

a deep golden-yellow, and have a striking black

disc in the centre. It will be very useful in large

borders, and for planting on the margins of

shrubberies where there is ample room for the plants

to grow. It is much less coarse than the ordinary

Sunflowers.

The August number of the Revui: de /'Horti-

culture Beige gives a coloured plate of a new
Golden-leaved Diervilla (Weigela), under the

terrible name of Weigela amabilis Looysmansi aurea.

Why not have called it " Weigela dorue de
Looysmans " ? or, in English, Looysmans' Golden
Weigela. In any case, judging from the plate, the

shrub seems to be a fine addition to our best golden-

leaved shrubs.

Natural History.
A Fly's Toilette.— It is so rarely that a fly (even

if it is in the habit of performing what may be called

its toilette operations in regular sequence) gives the

opportunity of observation, that a note of the whole

affair in its regular progress may not be without

interest.

In this case the operation took about a quarter of
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an hour, and was carried on in the most systematic

way, beginning at the head, and after being carried

down the left side to tlie under surface of the wings,

starting again with the right side, and concluding

with a careful cleaning of the upper surface of the

wings and their front edge?.

The insect—a common house fly—began by brush-

ing the head with the two fore legs in the manner

only too often noticeable in summer weather when

the creatures are attracted by food. The front legs,

tibire and tarsi, were most carefully rubbed and

dressed, and (this complete) the second leg on the

same (the left) side was what might be described as

taken in hand, held well forward whilst it was tho-

roughly manipulated by the tarsi and the tibi:e of

the front legs, aided by very thorough applications of

the proboscis.

The next stage was more difficult with regard to

balance, for the middle left leg had to play its part in

cleaning the two hind ones, and the support of the

three disengaged ones was obviously not quite satis-

factory. In this part great care appeared to be

bestowed on the tarsi, and as soon as the hind legs

were all right they in their turn were applied as

cleaning brushes. Only the hind legs were used in

brushing the under-surfaces of the wings, and when

these and their fore edges had been carefully cleaned,

the fly started again on the right side.

The head being all right required nothing more,

but after a little recleaniiig of the front legs, the second

on the right side was dressed as its companion had been,

but more slightly, and then slightly rubbed similarly

with the two hind ones ; and then everyting being in

order for the most important part of the operations,

the dressing of the upper surface of the wings was

proceeded with by drawing them longitudinally

between the two hind legs. The greatest attention

was given to the front edge of the v/ings, this part

being gone over in both series of brushings.

The operation was interesting from the perfectly

regular and systematic method in which it was con-

ducted, the limbs acting as brushes, being each

made scrupulously clean successively before carrying

on their services, and the front legs (the primary

cleaners) being dressed again before starting the work

on the second side, whilst the wings (the most im-

portant part of all) were dressed and their edges care-

fully attended to in both series of operations. During

the movement constantly going on during the day, the

flies, though only too frequently present, are rarely

stationary, but the perfect quiet of the early morning

gave an unusual chance for observation. 0.

Curious Fact concerning a Frog.—A short

time since a lad here wished to eject a large frog from

an outhouse, and to do so he took up a large steel

file that was lying near, and just touched the frog with

its blunt point, but not to hurt it. The frog, how-

ever, emitted a singular scream, as though in pain,

and continued to do so each time that it was touched

by the file. My attention having been drawn to this

I took a piece of deal lath, and touched it in the same

way, but it seemed to take no notice of the applica-

tion, except leaping on as before. A few more

touches of the lath provuking no sound I took the

file, and again applied il lightly, when the scream of

pain was again emitted. Is it probable that the

application of the file produced galvanism, or is there

any other reasonable explanation to be found ? A. D,

Wistarias and Clothes Moths.—When stay-

ing with some friends lately who live on Clapham

Common, they informed me that they had applied to

their landlord for leave to cut down a large Wistaria

that grows over the front of their residence. Seeing,

I suppose, by my face that I thought it a pity to do

so, they gave as their reason for doing it that the

tree " harboured clothes moths " to a serious extent,

which, of course, forced their way into the house, and

whose damages had already put them to a considerable

expense. The experience of friends of theirs was

similar, and their own gardener assured them he had

remarked numbers of the moths harbouring behind

the leaves, and on the stems close to the brickwork.

It occurred to me then that when we ourselves were

living at Barnes three years ago we were much

troubled with the clothes moth, and that a Wistaria

also climbed up the front of our house there. This

connection between the tree and the insect being new

to me, and a fact worth knowing, I therefore put you

in possession of it, to act as a warning to those of

your readers who may intend to plant Wistarias

against their houses. IVindsar Namhrough in ^^ Science

Gossip." [Were they really clothes moths? Eds.]

Wasps and Flies.— I was much amused a few

days ago by seeing a wasp come in at the open

window, seize a fly that lay poisoned on a plate con-

taining a papier moiire, strip off its legs and wings

and suck all the juice from the body. These pro-

ceedings were repeated until there was not a single

whole fly left on the plate. In some cases the head,

&c., were torn off and the body carried away to be

enjoyed at leisure. The wasp was very dainty in its

choice of flies, a dry one being deserted if a more

juicy one was seen on the opposite edge of the plate.

E. T. M.

Late Nests.—A boy I know found a tree spar-

row's nest with three newly laid eggs in it on August i.

Is this not rather unusual ? Helen E. IVatney, Liss.

Double Pelargoniums at Chiswick. — Chis-

wick Garden, the time-honoured garden of the Royal

Horticultural Society, may be said to brighten and

glow into a fuller blaze of floral interest as the clouds

of disaster gather over South Kensington. Mr. Bar-

ron is untiring in his endeavours to make Chiswick

worthy of practical horticulture, and with many draw-

backs to contend with he succeeds to a remarkable

degree. The old garden is now well worthy a visit,

and especially so to the admirers of that^most popular

of all our decorative plants for outdoor work—the

Pelargonium. The best varieties for indoor or out-

door work can now be studied at Chiswick, and for

the next month to come.

Those who take an interest in the double varieties

of the Zonal Pelargonium have an opportunity of

inspecting at Chiswick a collection of 167 varieties !

If this collection were reduced by about 150 a good

selection, quite numerous enough as far as variety is

concerned, would remain. Oh for a floral Index

Exfurgali'rius, if it were only in the interest of cata-

logue makers !

In the crimson and scarlet flowered section there

are two distinct types of double flowers—one with

large flat flowers, in which the single pip is repeated,

with an irregular centre of smaller florets ; and the

rosette type, of which Jewel is a conspicuous repre-

sentative. The rosette-flowered varieties have one

common fault—they do not display their flowers

nicely, though some do this better than others.

Speculum and Reynolds Hole do not open their

flowers at all well, and ought to be discarded in conse-

quence. The best of these forms are Jewel, deep

bright scarlet ; La Ncgre, purple-rose, distinct and

fine ; Meteor Flag, bright rosy scarlet, full and good ;

and E. J. Lowe, scarlet. The rosette flowers are

certainly very distinct in character, and they may be

made to yield a valuable progeny in the time to come.

Of the flatter flowered types, the following are the

best forms among the purple-crimson, crimson-scarlet,

and cerise flowers :—Depute Vrou, crimson purple,

close truss ; Charles Darwin and Le Progres, very

much alike, coarse in flower, but bright in point of

colour ; Orion, very bright scarlet
; J. C. Rodbard,

cerise-scarlet, a pretty hue of colour ; Greillon Maci-

gilli, rose-purple, shaded with orange, semi-double,

bold flowers, and fine ; Carl Glym, a capital variety,

having large full bright orange-scarlet flowers ; Aurora,

very bright in colour, being pale scarlet, thin in

the flowers, but having quite the old Tom Thumb
habit ; Benerire, rosy cerise, good j IM. Guignenu,

pale cerise-scarlet, dwarf and free, and an excellent

close habit—in this important respect a marked con-

trast to some which have a long straggling habit of

growth ; Edouard Lequin, cerise-scarlet, dwarf, free,

and showy ; Auguste Villaume, pale cerise-scarlet,

dwarf and fine ; Illuminator, deep scarlet, very fine
;

and Annie Laxton, shaded scarlet, very fine. These

are the very best in the scarlet flower section, as

demonstrated by the Chiswick trial.

Of the pink-flowered section, it may be said that

good additions are being made in the way of purple-

shaded flowers ; and there are some very pretty pale

varieties of considerable promise. The best of the

section are Madame Rendatler, purple pink ; Anna
Montel, deep pink, good j La Reserviste, pale pink,

large flowers and fine bold truss ; Madame Thibaut,

purple-pink ; Sylphide, delicate pink, very pretty and

attractive ; Noemie, deep hlac-pink, probably the

darkest of all, very fine ; Madame Michael Buchner,

an improved Madame Lemoine, dwarf and fine ; and

Souvenir de Lyon, clear pink.

One of the most distinct of all is Emilie Lemoine,

being of that dark carmine-salmon hue peculiar to the

fine single variety Vanessa ; and of salmon doubles

the best are Asa Gray, orange-salmon ; Carl Vogt,

deep salmon ; Franjois Pirtusati, salmon edged with

white ; Le Constitution, dark salmon ; and Louis

Boulan, a dark salmon, very good.

With what may be termed flesh-coloured flowers

there are two, viz., Alice Crousse, the flowers

resembling full double forms of Apple blossom ; and »

Carnea plena, pale flesh.

The white varieties are all put out of court by

the advent of Madame Amelia Biltet, without doubt

the purest, as in all probability it is the most double,

of the white varieties yet introduced. The Ghost,

which ought to have spectral looking flowers, has the

appearance of a ghost flushed with wine, for they ate

much tinted with pink.

After all, one cannot resist the impression that the

double varieties when well grown in pots, as they are

at Chiswick, do lack that freedom, and especially that

continuity of bloom, so characteristic of the single

Zonal varieties. At Chiswick, when growing under

apparently the most favourable circumstances, the

plants yielded a good head of bloom for a time, and

now they appear to be declining. The single varieties

are the reverse of this. The double varieties have

been recommended for bedding purposes ; but the

best scarlet yet raised cannot lay claim to one-half

of the continuous decorative value possessed by

Corsair. Still, they are liked by many persons,

and they will be grown, and the object of this paper

is to set forth the b:st varieties that can be selected as

worthy of cultivation. A\ D.

We have received from Mr. II. Cannell, of

Swanley, Kent, samples of Petunia Flowers of a

remarkably fine strain, selected from a bank of flowers

occupying one side of a house 100 feet long, which we

have since seen. The flowers are generally very large,

some beautifully striped with magenta and white, or

white and magenta, in a great variety of patterns, some

of the richest velvety crimson, some striped with white

and purple, others with white and lilac, in fact showing

all the variety which a fine strain of Petunias is known

to produce. One variety was specially noticeable, and

to us entirely novel : the flowers measured fully

4 inches across, and were of a purple-crimson colour,

the throat being i^ inch across, white, pencilled

longitudinally, as in some Pentstemon blossoms, with

dark lines. The effect en masse is particularly

fine.

Forecourt Gardens.—During the prevalence of

the hot, dry weather, our attention has frequently

been called to forecourt gardens, and to their obvious

unsuitability in many cases, especially when put in

contrast with the surroundings. Walking the other

day along an open suburban road—a main thorough-

fare westward from London—we could not but be

struck with the garish appearance of some of the

forecourt gardens to the Villa residences on either side

of the way. The sun shone down fiercely hot from

an unclouded sky, the roadway was dusty, the paved

footway like a heated subterranean way ; there was a

paved footway leading from the roadway to the steps

of the houses, and the gardens had as usual occupants

in the form of scarlet Pelargoniums almost wholly

employed. Every leaf was coated with dust, and the

eye sought in vain for some green spot on which to

rest and gain relief from the oppressiveness around.

It was all glare around and about.

But one forecourt garden in this line of Villas stood

out from all the rest by possessing a character emi-

nently fitted for the summer season. In the centre of

the grass-plat was a large basket-bed, the framework

of iron, and lightly constructed, and yet suffi-

ciently strong in frame to be durable, and this

had been planted with the Algerian Ivy, which

had grown freely and completely covered the

basket, handle and body alike. What a delicious

piece of green this was to look on, amid the glare and

heat which appeared to be refracted by every material
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thing. It was kept nicely trimmed too, and it was

symmetrical without being formal. Within the bed

were a few ordinary bedding plants, with red, white,

blue, and yellow flowers, but the colouring was so

completely subdued by the rich growth of the refresh-

ingly green Ivy that no objection could have been

taken to their presence. A Virginian Creeper planted

against the front of the house had been trained about

and around the windows, and, indeed, they appeared

to be set in a ground of vigorous leafy growth ; and

standing on the window-sill were a few pretty bright

plants in pots that lit up the whole with a pleasant

floral life. A narrow border ran round the sides of

the garden, and in it were, judiciously mingled, ever-

green and flowering plants, the one agreeably balanc-

ing the other. The green sward which covered the

garden space, with the exception of that occupied by the

basket and border round it, being kept well watered,

was richly green ; and the appearance of the whole

suggested that much tender care was bestowed on this

charming garden.

The wonder was that so very few of the neighbour-

ing residents cared to copy, or at least to imitate to

some extent, the method of arrangement so well

carried out in this instance.

The great value of the Ivy in this arrangement is

seen in its durability of character. In winter, as well

as in summer, it is pleasant to look upon. That

something of the kind is best suited to residences

fringing hot, exposed main thoroughfares, will be

admitted without dispute. Lines of formal stuccoed

buildings are bad enough of themselves in summer
weather, without the addition of a garish display in

the garden. When an iron frame is employed,

whether it be fashioned as a basket or in any other

form, it needs to be covered summer and winter, for

£1 bare framework in winter is as bad as a garish

garden in hot July. Other hardy climbing plants

which might be employed for this purpose are Ber-

beris Darwinii, a vigorous grower, bearing an abund-

ance of dark orange blossoms, and plenty of berries ;

Bridgesia spicata, a fast growing evergreen climbing

plant, the blossoms of which are abundant, but not

showy ; Lonicera flexuosa, an evergreen Honey-
suckle ; and L. aureo-reticulata, the golden-veined

Japanese Honeysuckle. The last-named takes on a

finely variegated form in summer, and it might be

used to form the handle to the Ivy basket, or the

Ivy might form the handle, and the variegated Honey-
suckle the basket body. Those who do not care for

evergreen plants merely might at least employ the

variegated Honeysuckle to form the body of the

basket bed, and during summer employ Clematises,

climbing Roses, Passion-flowers, Periploca grceca,

Eccremocarpus scaber, climbing Nasturtiums, and,

some other suitable flowering plants for the handle.

In all cases where the variegated Honeysuckle is em-
ployed during the summer, we would strongly

recommend that the shoots be tied in to the frame-

work against which it is growing, but not in too

formal a manner. It is akin to cruelly to clip it in-

discriminately with shears.

There is another consideration respecting these

basket beds requiring to be brought out. They really

afford warm, cosy spots in which in early spring some
of the pretty things on which kind Nature has lavished

so much beauty could grow and flower protected by
the thick screen around them ; such choice things as

Scillas, Dogstooth Violets, dwarf Narcissus, Prim-
roses, Snowdrops, and many others too numerous to

mention. It might be made to enclose a pretty

spring garden, that should preserve its beauty till the

summer bedding-plants w^ere arranged in position.

If it be objected that the Ivy or any other dense-

growing plant would harbour insects that would
destroy the plants, we say they must be hunted for and
destroyed. In such a position—by the side of a fre-

quented highway—they are not likely to be very

numerous, and when they put in appearance can so

be got rid of.

PLANT HOUSES.
Greenhouse HARD^vooDED Plants.—If any

plants yet remain indoors of the description recently

advised to be exposed to the open air, let them imme-
diately be put out, so as to get the shoots and leaves

matured before there is danger of their sufl^ering from
frost. During the time they are out, if any alteration or

repairs are needed, there will be an opportunity for it

which should not be lost sight of: this especially

applies to the heating apparatus, including boilers,

pipes, valves, tic. In respect to boilers there can be
no greater mistake made than in depending on such as

have got old, hard-worn, and unsafe, as they are almost
certain to give way sooner or later when much pressed,

at which time failure is often most disastrous in its

consequences. As far as pipes are concerned, where-

ever these are insufficient to keep up the required

heat they should be increased, so as to make safe

against the exceptionally severe winters which we are

never certain of escaping. Every year there are new
houses innumerable erected and not furnished with

sufficient piping to do more than keep up the requisite

temperature in comparatively mild winters, but

when we happen to get 25" of frost or more
the discovery is made that the heat at com-
mand is insufficient ; then, when damage to a

much greater amount than the requisite heating

power would have cost has been inflicted, the addi-

tion is made. Nothing is more common than to

meet with valves out of order or constructed on such

principles as to render them of little use, allowing

waste by the heated water flowing where it is not

wanted, or, what is still worse, an absolute injury.

Where pits and frames are heated by flues, the safety

of these is much increased and their heating powers
very materially augmented by keeping them clean. At
no time in the year are such facilities offered for this

work as during the present month, wherein in most

cases the heating medium is not required to be in use,

with a portion of the occupants of the houses absent.

Continue to give attention to pot Roses, now out-of-

doors. The principal growers of large exhibition speci-

mens generally prefer keeping them under glass all the

summer, but for ordinary blooming purposes it is more
convenient to have them out during the summer, as

the room they would otherwise occupy is available

for other things ; but when outside they are often

allowed to remain in comparative neglect : the result

of such treatment is that instead of keeping on im-

proving in their ability to produce during the

winter and spring a yearly increasing quantity of

flowers, they deteriorate and get useless. There are

three causes by which they suffer in this way—through

inattention in watering, mildew, and insects ; where they

are allowed to get too dry the roots become stagnated

and cease to grow, and the leaves sufler and (all ofl"

before their time. If they have been plunged in a

bed of ashes in an open sunny situation, ihcy should

be regularly supplied with manure-water, propor-

tionately often to the amount of growth they are

making, which should be encouraged as much as

possible by syringing them freely twice a week, and
applying sulphur as soon as there is the slightest

appearance of mildew. All flowers should be removed
directly they appear. The Tea varieties, which are

the most in demand, and best adapted for producing

flowers during winter, will require particular atten-

tion in pinching ofi" the buds so as to store up
all the strength possible. The increasing demand
in most private establishments for Rose-buds in the

winter renders it necessary to attend well to the

plants during the summer season.

Soft-wooded Greenhouse Plants. — It is

desirable to treat a portion of the Chrysanthemums
so as to insure iheir blooming in succession, for on
these will depend in a great measure the supply of

cut flowers in the last months of the year. For this

reason all the first blooms that are set should be

nipped oft from some of the latest flowering kinds.

It is not advisable to stop them generally by removing
very much of the shoots so late as this, but only the

points as soon as the flowers can be seen, which will

cause them to break back ; if after this they push too

many shoots these may be thinned out sufficiently

proportionate to the strength of the plants. Those
that are plunged in pots must now be regularly sup-

plied with manure-water, using it stronger than for

any other pot subjects, and never letting them get so

far dry as to flag in the least, or the leaves are sure

to suffer. They should be syringed overhead on the

evenings of warm days ; this if persevered in is usually

sufficient to keep them clear from aphides, but if

there is a difficulty in keeping these down the points

of the shoots affected should be dipped in tobacco-

water, or syringed with it. Keep the plants sufti-

ciently tied, using sticks strong enough to support

them from being broken by the wind ; dry Willows

with the bark on are as good and look as well as

anything that can be used. Turn the pols

round every other week to keep the growth from

being drawn, and to prevent the roots getting hold of

the soil through the pots. Chrysanthemums that

are planted out, either with a view to their being

lilted and potted, or the shoots being layered and
potting after they have rooted, should not be left to

sufl*er lor want of water, or the quality and quantity

of theii flowers will be aflfected. T, Baittes.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Those who desire to carry on a supply of Goose-

berries and Currants late into the season, and have

not a good supply of trees trained on north walls, will

do well to select some of the best trees in the open

quarter at once, and cover them with hexagon netting ;

this is superior to Russian mats, which are apt to

cause all the foliage to fall off prematurely, and in

wet seasons to encourage mouldiness in the fruit Their

greatest enemies are the wasps, &c. ; care must be
taken to leave no crevices by which they can enter.

For Morello Cherries on north walls this material is

excellent, and it is a good plan to make use of list or

strong tape where it is nailed to the walls, as it pre-

vents tearing, and enables the operator to fasten it

more securely, so as to prevent the intrusion of wasps.
Wall fruit trees, as well as espalier, pyramid, and
cordon trees, continue to make a strong second
growth, and upon the attention which is now paid to

the constant repression of such growth will depend
the proper formation of fruit-buds for the next season,

for if such growth is left unchecked it will absorb the
strength v;hich ought to be diverted to the fruit-buds

which were formed on the first growth in the spring.

As a rule, the late autumn growth ot fruittrees^ although
often very floriferous, seldom attains sufficient strength

And ripeness to carry fruit, and we must materially

depend upon the ripe wood of the early growth ; it is

useful as afl'ording the means of keeping a tree fur-

nished with wood, and even more so as an outlet for

the superabundant sap of the autumn, which might
otherwise start the buds on the earliest growth ; but
there is a limit to its production under artificial treat-

ment, and therefore constant pinching back is to be
commended. The formation of new beds of Straw-
berries will still require attention, and if dry weather
prevails they must be encouraged with copious appli-

cations of water. If the ground allotted for them is

not ready, they may be shifted into 4S-inch pots, and
plunged in coal ashes exposed to the sun, by which
means they may be planted a month hence ; but at the

same time it is well to remember that the earlier they
are planted permanently the better for future success.

Continue the pinching back of Figs, and the training

in of young shoots ; remove all suckers, and make
frequent applications of water, yo/in Cox, Redleaf.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Orchard Houses.—Where a judicious selection

is made of the different varieties of fruit trees grown
in pots in these structures, a continuous supply of

fruit should now be had until the end of October,

especially of Peaches and Nectarines. When at the

ripening period Peaches and Nectarines will require

attention, as their fruit should never be allowed to

fall from the trees, but should be daily examined and
gathered before getting too ripe. All the pot trees of

these kinds of fruits, as soon as the fruit is gathered,

should be removed into the open air, and placed in

some sheltered situation, but exposed to the sun so

as the wood may get thoroughly ripened. The trees

must not be neglected in syringing them at times to

keep the foliage clean and healthy. This removing
the pot trees when clear of fruit will give more room
to the late varieties. An extra supply of liquid manure
or sewage water may now be given to the trees re-

quiring such help, but must be discontinued some time

before the ripening process commences. Plenty of

ventilation may now be given both day and night,

and when birds or insects are troublesome some
pieces of Nottingham netting should be fixed to the

lights so as to exclude them. I find the true Early

Grosse Mignonne Peach is a variety that succeeds

the Early York, and is a finely-coloured and good
flavoured Peach. William Tiliety, IVelbak.

Vines.—Muscat and other late Grapes will now
require every attention requisite to get the fruit

thoroughly ripened during September, as where the

Grapes are delayed beyond this period it is seldom
found that the berries keep well during the winter

months. If drought continues, as is the case here,

the external borders must be well watered so as to

prevent any check to the Vines. Where this occurs,

it is impossible to finish the fruit properly. It is a

question whether an over-dry border does not con-

duce to the shanking of berries so frequently observ-

able with late Grapes. Where fruit is ripening

damp the surface of the floors, borders, &c.

,

early in the day, and close partially, with

a dry atmosphere, leaving a moderate amount of

air on all night, so as to keep up a thorough

ventilation. Ripe fruit, if required to be kept for a

time, should be shaded by some of the means before

recommended. Where the fruit is cleared ofT syringe

the Vines once or twice daily, keeping the house open ;

here the lateral growths may be allowed to ramble, so

as to keep the roots in action, and also to prevent the

dormant buds from springing, which they are apt to

do if stopping is followed too closely. If necessary,

use the most eflfective remedies for destroying

thrips, red-spider, &:c,, which should not be

allowed to exist where the fruit has been

cut. Wasps are now becoming somewhat trouble-

some. Where at all numerous, take immediate

and effective measures for stopping them out of

the Grape houses ; all the necessary openings for

ventilation should be covered with tiffany or other

light material, the more open in texture the better

so that it is sufficiently close woven to prevent their

passing through. We use a kind of thin canvas made
for cheese-straining ; this is tolerably strong, and
allows the air to freely pass through. IK Cox,
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SATURDAY, AUGUST 13, 1876.

APrOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Tuesday August rc i Weston-super-Mare and East SomersetJUESDAV, August IS

j Horticultural Society's Show (two days).
(Roj'al Horticultural Society : Meeting of

Fruit and Floral Committees, at it A M.
Preston Floral and Horticultural Society's
Snow (two days).

I Shropshire Horticultural Society's~Show
L (two days),
r Reading Horticultural Society's Show.
Sutton and Cheam Floricultural and Herri-

1 cultural Society's Show.
Thursday, Augusl

EACH wave of fashion in garden matters

brings to the front some heretofore

neglected or forgotten class of plants, and to

that extent renders real service. Carpet bedding
and the use of succulent plants in the formation

of mosaic beds may have their detractors, as

well as their admirers. For our own parts, we
own to a catholicity of taste ; any and all

forms of garden-decoration are acceptable to

us, provided they be not carried to excess, and
specially if they be not inappropriate or unsuit-

able to the locality and the surroundings.

Take the Sedums as an illustration. Till

carpet-bedding came into vogue who out of a

botanic garden ever saw Sedum hispanicura

(glaucum of many gardens), or S. Lydium ?

And yet now they are seen every one admires
the pink glaucous tint of the one— its

leaves studded with little gem-like processes

—

and the neat habit and red tint of the other.

Moreover, they are every one's plants. They
will grow anywhere where a plant will grow at

all, and though they will bear with impunity

almost any amount of neglect, yet, like other

things, they amply pay for a little care and
attention. Sedum acre, the commonest of all,

is not to be despised ; its foliage is bright and
cheerful at all times, its flowers gorgeously

bright in due season. The golden variety has
the tips of its shoots of a golden tint in spring,

and so adds variety ; but it is a weakly and
poor grower by the side of the type. There is

also a form of this species, called palhdum, with

flowers rather larger than those of the type, and
paler in hue. It also, to our thinking, is no
improvement on the type. Sedum cruciatum

or monregalense is perhaps the most charm-
ing of these dwarf-growing Sedums, from the

neatness and elegance of its foliage and the

grace of its inflorescence. It is almost as

hardy as those we have mentioned, but

requires a little more care. Sedum brevi-

folium is another gem, with little fat leaves

crusted over with pinkish bloom. This is,

however, too "miffy " for general adoption. S.

dasyphyllum and its variety S. corsicum are

perhaps quite as pretty and more hardy. Sedum
sexangulare, sometimes called pulchellum, is a

very neat habited species, with yellow flowers.

Sedum anglicum, a pretty little white-flowered

species, is too delicate for bedding purposes,

but grown in suitable situations it is a little

gem.
We have no intention at this time of adverting

to the numerous species of larger growth and
more suitable for rockeries or walls, though at

some future time we may have occasion to

allude to them, but we may conclude this notice

by calling attention to two little known species,

one of which, S. multiceps (f g. 45), is admirably
adapted for bedding as well as for pot culture,

while the other is remarkable for some pecu-

liarities in its growth, hereafter alluded to.

Sedum multiceps is an Algerian species, first

described by MM. C0.SSON and DURIEU, but

heretofore unfigured as far as we know. For a
full botanical description we must refer to the

descriptions given by the authors.* Here it

.V iinillktfs,Co t Durieti, Bull, Soc- Bot. France,

must suffice to say that the species is a dwarf-

growing perennial form with a much-branched,
somewhat shrubby stem, 2—6 inches high, the

branches bearing numerous closely-packed

leaves, lorming dense rosettes or tufts at their

e.Ktremities. Each leaf is a glaucous green or

pinkish, studded over with crystaUine papilla>,

easily seen with the naked eye, but re-

quiring a lens to reveal all their beauty.
In form the leaves are sessile, linear, terete, or

somewhat flattened, blunt at the tips, and pro-

longed at the base into a short spur-like process.

The leaves on the flower-stalk are somewhat
broader and flatter. The flowers are pale or

straw-yellow, star-like, arranged in terminal

cymes.

The illustration (fig. 45) suffices to show the

general aspect of the plant, and the effect of a

dense mass of it as in a bed, especially if it be

prevented from flowering, can readily be ima.

gined.

The other species to which we alluded

is Sedum amplexicaule,* called sometimes S.

retorridum, a species long ago described, but

very little known in our gardens. Its most

remarkable peculiarity consists in the fact that

the ends of its branches swell out at the end of

the summer into a succulent mass like a tuber

in miniature, and lie prostrate on the soil,

radiating from the centre like so many little

Potatos just lifted (fig. 46). The plant is a

native of Spain, Italy, and Southern France,

and recently we received, through the kindness

of Mr. Maw, a form from Algeria of precisely

the same habit, but considerably larger.

Whether this will turn out to be the same
species remains to be seen.

SiXTV-FOUR THOUSAND, SIX HUNDRED AND
THIRTEEN (64,613) visitors made their way to

Kew on Monday last. Bank HoUday. This is

surprising in its way, but much more so, we
think, is the fact that 5705 people visited the

Royal Horticultural Society's garden at South

Kensington, and paid 2ii. each for the privilege!

Is not this a lesson for the managers of the

Society, and does it not furnish to Her Majesty's

Commissioners a means of setting themselves

right with the public 'i Let them take back the

lease of the gardens, pay the debenture debt,

build on the outskirts of the garden to cover

their expenses, and throw open the central

garden free to the public for ever.

For a consideration, to include the right of

using the present offices free, and the privflege

of holding flower shows and fortnightly

meetings, the Society might undertake to main-

tain the garden as a town square, though past

experience leads to the belief that the severance

between the Horticultural Society and the

Commissioners should be complete. In any

case the opening of the garden to the public

would be a proper appropriation of public

money ; that it would be appreciated by the

public is shown by the fact that without any
additional inducement beyond what the garden

itself affords 5000 people paid 2ii. a head for

admission on the Bank Holiday. The resi-

dents in the neighbourhood might possibly

object, but they have no right to complain.

They have had their chance, and they have not

availed themselves of it. Instead of coquetting

with them as we expect the Commissioners are

now doing, we take the liberty of commending
the plan just mentioned to their notice. It

would be far more to their credit tl aa the

establishment of a garden company, which

would only be a Kensington Cremorne.

The outside public, including some members
of the Press, seem inclined to heap blame on

the poor old Society. This is really most unjust.

The Society was, as events have proved, very

foolish to enter into partnership with the Com-
missioners ; but it is the latter body—shall we
say the sleeping partners ?—who have created

all the mischief If horticulture has been

systematically neglected at South Kensington

—

a statement by no means wholly true— it has

not been by the Society, which has done, on

the whole, as much as its fetters allowed it to do.

The statement made by a writer in the Saturday
Review, that the Society has been an " arrant

imposture," even so far as the South Kensing-

ton garden is concerned, is one of those silly

womanish utterances which show how shallow

is the knowledge of the circumstances of the

case possessed by the writer. It contains just

enough truth to be plausible, and more than

enough falsehood to be mischievous.

• .S. amplexkauU, De C. Rapp. ii. So ; Suppl. 526 ; Men
CrassuL, t. 7 ; Gren. et Godron, Fl, Fr, 628 ; Wtllkomm
Lange. Prodr, Flor, Hispan, (1874) iii, 136. .5", j-etorridiw

Hort, Angl. quoruiidam.
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The Hailstorm Relief Fund for Nur-
serymen AN'D Florists is now organised, and an

appeal for assistance is in course of being made to tlie

trade and to charitably disposed persons not connected

with it. Among the contributors are Messrs. Hurst

& Son and Messrs. Veitch & Sons for £2% each, Mr.

John Fraser, Mr. William Bull, and Messrs. Scales

& Co., 1,10 10s., each, and Messrs. Nutting & Sons,

John Wills, P. & S. Kay, B. S. Williams, E. G.

Henderson & Son, Henry Stroud, C. Oddy, J. S.

Ware, R. Oubridge, H. Low & Co., John Turtle,

James Sweet, John Mailer, W. E. Gumbleton,

Searle & Sons, W. C. Price, and others, subscribe

five guineas each ; and there are many subscribers of

two and one guineas, as well as of smaller sums. How
thoroughly destructive in its action the storm proved

may be imagined from the following statement of

damages sustained sent in by one of the suflfeiers ;
—

"One hundred feet span-roofed house, 15 feet wide,

nearly all the glass destroyed ; one 50-feet house, 15

The trial of autumn-sown Onions carried out

by Mr. Barron at Chiswick is now in such an

advanced stage as to aliord an excellent opportunity

for comparison. They are all, excepting the blood-

red section, which is perhaps best when sown in early

spring, in prime condition, and this condition advances

a strong argument in favour of autumn sowing more

generally than it is followed. From that famous

Onion-growing district, Banbury, there comes an

almost despairing wail, for one well-known grower

writes :
—" The Onions grown this season will, I am

afraid, run very small, particularly those which have

not been well attended to, owing to the severe frosts in

early spring and the very dry summer." There is

almost everywhere a general failure of the Onion

crop. At Chiswick they are of large size ; in fact the

contrast between the autumn and spring sown Onions

is very remarkable. The premier Onion is the

Trebons, a large globular-shaped variety, appearing

to be intermediate in character between the Spanish

Meunier, in a recent number of the Annaies

Agronomiqucs, has described a similar and even more

remarkable case in the instance of sandstones (ph")

consisting of grains of insoluble quartz agglutinated

together, and in which the roots have not only

sculptured the surface but perforated it. The cause

of this is to be sought for in the calcareous cement

which joins the quartz grains together. The passage

of the roots is rendered more visible by the oxide of

iron, which leaves an ochrey stain in the channels

traversed by the roots.

We learn that Messrs. Thos. Methven &
Sons, Leith Walk Nurseries, Edinburgh, have been

entrusted by the North British Railway Company
with the decoration of St. Margaret's Station, at

which Her Majesty will arrive on the occasion of

her forthcoming visit to .Scotland. The walls of the

platform will be screened with rows of Conifers, and

the staircase lined with Palms, DracKnas, and flower-

Fig. 47.—orwlll takk, suh-olk, tii jLuNLL tuMLlNE.

feet wide, nearly all destroyed ; one 24-feet house, 14

feet wide, roof and part of back destroyed ; one 30-

feet house by 13 feet, partly destroyed ; and a quantity

of pit lights more or less destroyed and for the pre-

sent rendered perfectly useless ; all which damage I

estimate at not less than £(iO." The sufferer, who is

in a small way of business as a nurseryman and florist,

further states that he has a wife and large family, and

without some timely assistance the loss will nearly

ruin him. .Such sad examples can be multiplied,

and it is of the highest importance that pecuniary

assistance be given as soon as possible in order that

repairs may be carried out while the fine weather lasts ;

and further in sufticient time to admit of the summer
propagation of stock being gone on with. It is com-

puted that the sum of ^4000 will be required to meet

the many urgent requests for relief sent in to the com-

mittee. Mr. Shirley Hibherd, Stoke Newington,

the treasurer, and Mr. Richard Di:an, Ranelagh

Road, Ealing, W., the secretary to the fund, will be

happy to receive subscriptions towards it, as also any

member of the committee.

and the Tripoli. The bulbs are very large, and as

plump and symmetrical in shape as the most fastidious

could desire. It is now the fashion to offer prizes at

horticultural shows for autumn-sown Onions, espe-

cially in the early part of the summer ; exhibitors

should make a note of the Trebons for this purpose,

as it is evident it is to be preferred to all others for

winter work.

In the loan collection of Scientific Imple-

ments at South Kensington may be seen a slab of

marble curiously marked with a series of intricate

net-like markings, due to the corrosion exercised by

the roots of a plant in contact with the marble. The

roots emit carbonic acid, and this, dissolved in

the water, is capable of attacking the marble.

Marble itself, as a simple carbonate of lime, is

insoluble, but the bicarbonate formed by the addition

of the carbonic acid given out by the root to that

already contained in the marble is soluble, and so in

proportion to the growth of the plant the marble is

marked as above described, M, Stanislas

ing plants, backed by Pines. There will also be a

floral arch at the head of the staircase. At Holyrood

a new flower garden, moaified from a design by the

late Prince Consort, is being laid out in the Palace

grounds by the same firm. The terraces which

extend from the stair leading from the picture gallery,

near the abbey, to the south front, have all been recon-

structed. A broad gravel path runs from the chancel

of the abbey southwards, and between this and the

bank which forms the enclosure on the east side the

flower garden is being made. It is of geometrical

design, and is a capital specimen of horticultural art.

When completed, the new garden will, no doubt,

present a most attractive appearance.

Professor Gulliver, F.R.S., in a note to

Sdence Gossip, May, 1S73, on the short Crystal
Prisms in various plants, says, as 'Jo the use of

raphides and other plant crystals, he regards them

as a valuable manure. The report of the June meet-

ing, 1876, of the East Kent Natural History Society,

contains some apphcations of these facts to the sad
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state of the Trees in Hyde Park. As if to remove

the natural food of these trees, their fallen leaves and

fruit have for many years been carefully swept away,

and no suitable manure has been substituted.

In such a soil as Hyde Park, the calcareous salts are

especially needed. No wonder then, when so long

and regularly deprived of the fallen leaves, &c., these

trees should show signs of decay, j ust as beasts would

pine and waste away if their natural food were taken

from them.

Oh the occasion of the Bank Holiday on

Monday last, the ROYAL Gardens, Kew, were

visited by 64,613 persons—the largest number that

has yet passed through the gates in one day ; and we
are pleased to say that all went off well. The Royal

Horticultural Society's Garden at South Kensington

was opened to the general public at 2.d. each, and

5705 passed through the turnstiles, the amount taken

in money being ^47 loj. xod,

Amongst the economic plants grown by W.
Terry, Esq., at Peterborough House, Fulham, we

noticed the other day a specimen of the caoutchouc-

yielding Castilloa elastica, growing in a 9-inch

pot. It has nine branches, the longest of which

measures 3 feet. In all its other dimensions it is a

counterpart of those given by Mr. Sowerey at p. 175.

It seems to be tolerably accommodating in its habits.

Last year it grew in a house with a north-west aspect,

and at the present time it is in a stove heavily shaded

by Stephanotis on one side, and by a specimen of

Eugenia Pimento, the true Allspice, which latter is

fruiting freely this season.

We have received from Mr. Robert Hadkin-
SON, of Smyrna, Asia Minor, an Almond of extraordi-

nary growth. Itmeasures 3 inches in length and 2 inches

in width, and our correspondent states that he never

came across one of such a size before. This Almond
was taken from a graft of an Italian Almond on a

native one. The tree bore a considerable quantity of

fruit, but it was gathered in the green state, and only

a few were left on. One of these grew much more
than the rest ; it is the one now before us.

The Florist and Pomologist for August lays

before its readers a coloured plate representing three

Phloxes of the decussala section. Few more beauti-

ful border flowers can be seen, and though they

amply repay attention in the way of manure, yet

they are very accommodating plants in general, and

do not appear to resent any ill-treatment unless it be

lack of water. Another coloured figure is devoted to

Peasgood's Nonesuch Apple, a very handsome large-

sized globular Apple of a rich orange colour, speckled

and streaked on the sunny side with red. The flavour

is described as agreeable. Mr. Dodwell continues

his practical articles on the Carnation, and other

contributors supply their quota of useful practical

articles.

The following notes from the report of the

British Consul on the Trade and Commerce of

Bosna Serai for the year 1875 may perhaps be

interesting to our readers at the present time,

especially as taken in connection with our recent

article on the "Vegetation of Bosnia and Servia,"

p. 68, present volume. The report, though dated

January iS last, has only just appeared. The harvest

of cereals during the year was considerably below the

average ; this is attributed to the late spring and to

the want of rain in the latter part of the summer,

when the grain was forming The most productive

was Indian Corn, and in the north of Bosnia, in the

districts known as the Kralna and Possavina, the yield

was good, but, owing to the disturbed state of the

country, a great portion of it was never gathered. This

was also the case in many other tracts of the province,

especially in the Herzegovina, where nearly the whole

harvest was lost. The Plum crop was unusually

abundant, but there is no demand for the article in

Europe, and prices are very low. Last year 100

okes {2S3 lb.) of the dried fruit were sold for 600

pias (^4 13^.)* this year the same quantity does not

realise more than 150 pias (;^i y. ^d.). It is cal-

culated that not more than half the crop has been

exported. Apples and Pears, and, indeed, all fruit

trees, produced heavy crops, and the yield of Grapes

along the valley of the Narenta and in other parts 01

the Herzegovina was also very large, and the wine

has proved of an excellent quality wherever the state

of the country has allowed of its fabrication. The

report concludes with the following words, which, of

course, were written before the actual commencement

of hostilties :
— *' Altogether the prospects for the

coming year are very gloomy. There can be no re-

vival of trade at present. Everything is rising rapidly

in price ; not more than two-thirds of the breadth of

land usually under cultivation has been sown this

year, and a further continuance of the present state of

things must inevitably bring the country to a condi-

tion of poverty and distress from which it will require

many years of peace, abundance, and good govern-

ment to recover.

In all vegetable gardens Beck's Dwarf
Green Gem Bean should have a place. It is much

superior to the old Dwarf Cluster or Fan, a white

variety, and from which it sported at Sliipston-on-

Stour some fourteen years ago. Being of a free

branching fan-shaped habit of growth it requires to be

sown 9 inches apart in well-manured ground; and

there it pods with great freedom. In the moist mid-

land and northern districts it succeeds well, and is

deservedly a great favourite. It may be said to have

almost driven the old Early Mazagan Bean out of

cultivation, and the latter is only a kind of civilised

horse Bean, used for field purposes. Sportiveness

appears to be a characteristic of this type of Bean,

for in addition to the white we have a green Windsor,

and in addition to the white Longpod, a green one

also. The green forms are the most delicious from

a culinary point of view, but fashion—or shall we say

prejudice?—encourages the cultivation of the white

rather than the green forms.

The PiN.vsTER is known at Mofiat, in Dum-
friesshire, as the Pouch-tree, the name having been

given under the following circumstances. The late

Professor Walker of Edinburgh, who was also in-

cumbent of Moffat, had been presented with some
seedlings of P. maritiraa or Pinaster, which he carefully

placed in the capacious pockets of his overcoat, and

rode therewith from Edinburgh to Moflat. Some of his

parishioners observed the little trees projecting from

his coat pockets, hence the name Pouch-tree, given to

the trees planted in the manse garden. Mr. Hittciii-

SOX, to whom we are indebted for this anecdote, has

recently written a paper on this tree, which, however

well adapted for cultivation by the sea, is not, in our

opinion, one to be recommended except under special

circumstances.

The current number of the Quarterly^ in

addition to a finely written essay on Macaulay and

a vigorous defence of J. Wilson Crqker from the

aspersions of the great essayist, has matter of more

direct interest to our readers in the shape of a plea-

santly written article on Ornamental and Useful Tree

Planting. The writer shows more appreciation than

depth of knowledge of his subject, and falls into

some minor errors, as in calling the white cottony

substance on the Beech, produced by the Adelges

fagi, a mould, though perhaps this word is intended

to be taken in a popular sense. The author states

that he has not seen this noticed in the books on
arboriculture, but he will find a mention of it in

Loudon's Arborehimy under the name of Psylla fagi.

Acer eriocarpum and A. rubrum are not, in the South

at any rate, to be considered as very susceptible of

frost, and both, the first named especially, are good

town trees. The Horse Chestnut was not introduced

from the mountains of Thibet, but, as has been

recently shown, is a native of Greece. Nor can we
assent to the notion that it is the Western Plane which

adorns the London squares, A warm and well

deserved tribute is paid to Mr. Frost, of Dropmore;

and the article concludes with advocating the esta-

blishment of a forest school in this country after the

pattern of those in Germany, but it speaks of the

school at Nancy as only in progress of establishment.

Mr, Smee's paper, entitled a "Brief Sketch

of the Best Varieties of Fruit cultivated in

England," and read at the Florence Exhibition, has

been issued in a separate form. It is illustrated

with a large number of small woodcuts reproduced

from "i)/j' Garden,^^

In the last number of the Bulletin (TArhori-

culture is a coloured illustration of a Pear, which

looks good. Another test of a good Pear—subject to

exceptions doubtless—is this : if the skin is so smooth

or of such a character as to take the ink readily, as

in writing upon it, then the Pear is likely to be good

in flavour. Beurrc du Bus is a Belgian Pear of

medium size, turbinate, depressed at the junction with

the short stout stalk. The skin is of a rich golden

brown colour, the flesh melting, juicy, very good, and

slightly gritty. It is fit for Ube in December and

January.

In a recent number of the Athenirum^ Dr.

Birdwood again calls attention to the anachronisms

committed by painters. Dr. Birdwood's criticism is

directed against the practice of introducing, for

example. Oranges and Lemons into a picture, the

scene of which is in the Holy Land, during the life of

Christ on earth. Dr. Birdwood shows that Orangts

and Lemons were not known in those regions for

centuries afterwards. Truth, the great aim of all true

artists, is sadly violated in practice. We have just

seen an artistic design, in which Lilies of the Valley

and Chrysanthemums entwine their flowers together

—almost a case of May and December,

' One of the last numbers of the Proceedings oj

the Royal Society is devoted to a series of preliminary

reports from the scientific officers of the Challenget^

which give an earnest of the importance of the results

obtained in this memorable voyage.

The pomological display in connection with

the PiiiLADELrHiA International Exhibition

will take place from September n to September 16,

in a special annexe to the Agricultural Hall. Tables

and dishes will be provided free of charge, and the

contributions will also be received, unpacked and

labelled by the department. The display wilt consist

of sixteen classes, from Nos. SSi to S96. No. S8r,

summer Apples; SS2, autumn Apples; SS3, winter

Apples; SS4, summer Pears; SS5, autumn Pears;

SS6, winter Pears ; SS7, freestone Peaches ; SS8,

clingstone Peaches ; SSg, Apricots ; S90, Nectar-

ines ; S91, Plums; S92, native Grapes; S93, foreign

Grapes ; 894, Water Melons ; S95, Citron Melons

;

S96, tropical plants. Intending exhibitors should

apply, without delay, to the offices of the British

Executive, 5, Craig's Court, Charing Cross.

The last number of the Gartenjtora contains

coloured figures of Masdevallia coccinea. Begonia

Roezlii, a small flowered species with pale pink

blossoms. Dr. Kegel continues his useful enumera-

tion of cultivated Cycads.

We have lately published a very unfavourable

report on our British Fruit Crops ; it is, therefore,

of some interest to see what our American cousins are

likely to be able to send us. We therefore make the

following extracts from the report of the Department

of Agriculture. The effect of frost in Louisiana is

very remarkable, as will be seen below :

—

" The Apple crop of the N€^v England States is gene-

rally above average.
" In the Middle States the bloom was abundant ;

the

Apples are above average and Peaches below, the Peach
regions of Delaware reporting a very depressed prospect.

Other kinds of fruits are promising.

"Of the South Atlantic States, Maryland promises a

full crop of Apples and at least half a crop of Peaches,

In Virginia both these fruits are less prosperous. A
cold spring with bard frosts following a mild winter, in

several counties, cut down a previous fine prospect
;

Apples are less than an average, and Peaches one-third.

South Carolina complains of extensive injuries by frost.

In Pitts a blight injures the ends of the hmbs and the

fruit
; Apples eight-tenths of an average, and Peaches

one-half. The frosts extended to South Carolina and

Georgia, though fair crops are expected on high lands.

Warm winter succeeded by cold in spring caused great

destruction in some localities. These States promise

about three-fourths of a crop of Apples, and less than

half a crop of Peaches.
" The Gulf States are still more chary of promise in

regard to these two crops, but in the tropical and semi-

tropical parts of Florida there is a fair promise. I n Santa

Rosa unusual alternations of warm and cold weather

caused successive bloomings on Peach trees. In several

counties in the Gulf region severe frosts were felt. In East

Baton Rouge, Louisiana, the thermometer falling to 29°,

strange to say, the Bananas escaped, while the Peaches,

Plums, and nearly all the Grapes were killed, and Apples

and Pears were greatly injured
; whereas, in previous

winters, when the thermometer has fallen as low as 19",

neither tree nor fruit of these varieties was injured, while
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Bananas were entirely killed. Severe frosts were noted

also in Texas.

"The inland Southern Slates indicate about eight-

tenths of an average crop of Apples, but not over a fourth

ofa crop of Peaches. Here untimely frosts did their work

with greater effect in many sections from the warmth of

the winter.

"The States north of the Ohio will, on the whole,

probably turn out .1 full crop of .-\pples, the deficiency in

Illinois and Indiana being more than made good by the

large surplus in Michigan and Wisconsin ; Ohio is above

average. Injuries from frost seem to have been more
local in their character in this region, though several

counties complain of them as severe. Michigan will

have a full Peach crop, but the others not one-half

average.
" Of the States west of the Mississippi River, the north-

ern portions promise a surplus crop of Apples, while

Missouri and Kansas crop below average. Iowa will

have an unusual crop of Peaches, while Missouri and
Kansas will be about half average. Untimely frosts are

noted in the southern sections, together with local hail-

storms.
" On the Pacific coast, California promises a full crop

of .Apples and a surplus of Peaches ; Oregon a full crop

of Apples, but not quite of Peaches."

Mr. W. J. Beal has recently stated that

Martynia is to be added to the list o( insectivorous

plants.

The last number of the AnnaUs Agro}io-

miijuis contains a report of the trials of 297 methods
of treatment recommended in the case of the Phyl-
loxera. Where there are so many remedies it is

pretty certain there is no cure. And this experience

is borne out by the report issued by the committee

appointed in the district of I'llerault to make the

trials above alluded to. We need not detail all the

substances made use of, unfortunately it is sufficient

to say that ai'ter four years' experience the committee
have come to the conclusion that not one of the sub-

stances has any positive effect on the Phylloxera. No
insecticide, no means whatever, has sufficed to

relieve the Vines of the insect, and some of them
have proved injurious to the Vine. Manures have

generally augmented the vigour of the plant and
prolonged its duration, but in unequal degrees.

The union with the manures of certain chemical sub-

stances, including salts of ammonia, potash, and
sulphides, seems to be of service, as also various oily

and tarry substances, such as the hitiU ife cade and
gas-tar, which have, up to this time, given the best

results ; but the results are not constant, nor always

to be depended upon. Under their influence the Vine

attacked by the Phylloxera may resist, for a longer or

shorter time, the evil effect of the insect, and even

become vigorous, but not to such an extent as to be

able to resist the continued attack of the insect. The
experience of 1S75 has, in this particular, greatly

weakened the hopes which were excited in 1S74.

From a practical point of view, then, the question

remains without any definite conclusion. The
Phylloxera continues to spread and to destroy im-

mense areas of Vines, and no efficacious method has

yet been hit upon to arrest its ravages.

According to the monthly report of the American

Department of Agriculture, the Botan'ical Collec-
tions in the Philadelphia Exhibition present

nearly a complete exhibit of the forest trees of the

United States. There are about 400 species and

varieties, each represented by sections of the trunk and

corresponding botanical specimens of the foliage,

flowers, and fruit. The sections are 2 feet long, in two

pieces, one showing the outer surface of bark and the

other sawed longitudinally and dressed to show the

character of the grain and wood. Above each section,

enclosed in a frame, is the corresponding botanical

specimen of foliage, flowers, and fruit. This collection

was obtained through twelve collectors in different

parts of the Union. The greatest care has been taken

to have all the specimens authentic and true to name.

It is a remarkable and striking display of the forest-

wealth of the States. There are fifty species of

semi-tropical trees of Southern Florida, including five

species new to the flora. There are twenty-five species

from Texas, and thirty species from southern California

and Arizona, including some of the rarest and most

interesting trees of that country, particularly the tree

Yuccas and a recently-known Palm. There are fifty

species from the Pacific slope of California, and ten

or twelve from Oregon, and thirty from the Sierra

Nevada Mountams of California, including large

sections of some of the noblest coniferous trees of

the world, such as the Sugar Pine, the Douglas

Spruce, the Silver Fir, and others. From the moun-

tains of Utah and Colorado there are twenty-five to

thirty species ; from Illinois and the Western

States, fifty ; from Vermont, twenty ; from Virginia,

fifty, most of which were obtained from the old

Mount Vernon estate of General Washington. The
Southern States, exclusive of South Florida, con-

tribute about ninety species. The Oak family is

represented by thirty species, including the famous

live Oik of the South, the various white and black

Oaks, both of the eastern and western portions of the

continent. The Pine family is also represented by

thirty species, of which more .than half are peculiar

to the Rocky Mountains and western coast. Of
Spruces there are sixteen species, and of other

conifers about twenty.

A Horticultural Society has been started with

great promise of success in the state of New Jersey,

U.S., and we have before us the result of the first

year's proceedings in the shape of a small volume of

/'r«-m('i«i'jcontaining the President's ( Prof. Thurber)
address, and several short pithy practical papers

detailing the experience of llie members on certain

points of culture.

GREENHOUSE PLANTS.
THEIR CULTURE AND MANAGEMENT.

La/iagerias.—Few plants, certainly no climber.':,

possess so many desirable properties as do the white

and red forms of Lapageria. When the red variety

was first seen, flowered in a manner that only

gave an imperfect idea of what it has since proved

to be, all who saw it pronounced it one of the very

finest plants ever introduced ; but as its requirements

became better understood, and it acquired strength

and size, its full beauty and freedom of blooming

became fully realised, for, in addition to the

individually attractive character of the flowers, and

their elegant drooping habit, it exhibited the excellent

property of flowering over a much longer period than

most plants. Indeed a large well-managed specimen

when planted out, so as to have plenty of room for its

roots, will continue producing its brilliant campanulate

blooms for several months in succession. In general

habit the plant has one advantage over most climbers,

that not only will it cover a very considerable space,

but it is not an over-rampant grower to an extent

that renders it at all difficult to keep within

bounds. Its natural disposition of producing

strong underground shoots, which yearly break up

from the collar below the surface of the soil,

keeps the base continuously furnished with young

growth in a way that prevents its getting naked at the

bottom ; another advantage which the plant possesses

is that its stout, glossy, ovate-lanceolate leaves are

sufficiently large to be effective, but neither too big or

numerous to shade injuriously the generality of things

grown in conservatories, which often are seriously in-

jured when the roof climbers are of an over-vigorous

habit.

I have so far only spoken of the plant when

grown as a climber, in which position its flowers are

seen to the best advantage, but it is also well adapted

for being treated as a trained pot specimen. In this

way it has been produced bearing 500 of its deep red,

white spotted, or marbled flowers at a time, in which

condition few plants could be more effective. I have

yet named the red variety alone, which is eclipsed by

the newer white form, a counterpart of the former in

all except that its flowers are pure white. Inasmuch

as white flowers of such a character as this are scarce,

the white Lapageria is a real acquisition, especially

for cutting. When arranged in the natural drooping

position, for filling vases or epergnes, both varieties are

unequalled ; they are also well adapted for bouquets

where their long-enduring capabilities—they will last

for a week almost as fresh as when growing on the

plant—have few equals.

When the red or typical form was first introduced

it was considered difficult to grow, for the simple

reason that has given many other fine plants a bad

character in this respect, namely, the fact that their'

nature is such that they cannot conform to treat-

ment suited to subjects that exist naturally under

widely different climatic conditions. It is found in

Chiloe, where it is represented as twining over the

undergrowth of shrubs in the woods, where conse-

quently it receives considerable shade. The country

is subject to severe frosts and deluging rains in

winter, and is also wet and cold in the summer,

the temperature seldom rising above 70", and

generally being considerably lower. This at once

points to the plant's requirements under cultivation,

showing the necessity for supplying it liberally

with moisture both oterhead and at the roots, as

also to its inability to bear anything approach-

ing a hot or dry atmosphere, and its need of shade

in bright weather. All this has been fully verified

in practice, as where these conditions do not exist it

does not succeed well. All the plant requires in the

shape of heat is just enough to exclude frost, in

fact it will live and thrive faurly on a sheltered

wall in favoured spots on the west and south coast of

the kingdom ; but it is on the shady end or side of a

cold conservatory or corridor that it is at home, where

it can have plenty of root-room, requiring in this

respect more space than many things would bear,

without inducing them to grow too rampant to be

kept in bounds.

The red and white varieties require the same

cultural treatment, and, when grown as trained pot

specimens, must, as they get big enough to need it,

have large pots. The plant will succeed in either

pe.at or loam, or a mi.xture of both ; but, where good

loam containing plenty of vegetable fibre can be had,

I prefer it to anything else. It is a strong-rooted

subject, and does not require the soil to be broken

very fine, but, as the character of the roots is such that

it does not like shaking out in a way to renew the

material, it is necessary that whatever is used should

be of a description to last long before it becomes

adhesive, consequently plenty of sand must be added

—one-fifth or sixth, according to the character of the

soil, will not be too much ; from the quantity of water

required it is necessary that the drainage should be

ample and sufficiently secured from the soil getting

washed down into it by a layer of sphagnum or turfy

fibre. As will be easily understood from the compara-

tively low summer temperature of its native country, it

is here early excited into growth, which necessitates its

being potted correspondingly soon in the season, for

it does not like any interference with the roots when

growth is in progress, although it is not a plant that

will show the effects of such treatment in the way that

some things would, but simply that when subjected to

this usage it does not increase in strength so fast as if

managed more in accordance with its requirements.

In selecting plants for growing on see that they are

free from scale insects, as both the white and brown

species will live on it ; if only a trace of the former

can be found the best course is to put the plants in the

fire, as the trouble in completely eradicating the pest

is greater than they are worth, and the brown species

is a source of continual annoyance. Healthy plants

in 6-inch pots should be potted on in the beginning of

March, slightly loosening the roots. If these are

plentiful give a 3-inch shift, making the new soil quite

firm. It is not yet advisable to put them on a per-

manent trellis, but they should have five or six good

sticks a yard in length inserted in the new soil just

inside the rim of the pots, and round these the shoots

should be trained. These, as growth extends, should

be regularly attended to all through the summer,

as, if the tender points are allowed to become en-

tangled, they cannot afterwards be separated without

injury. It at all tiroes requires plenty of air, but does

not like cold draughts. After potting the plants

should be placed in a house or pit where an ordinary

greenhouse temperature is kept up. If subjected to

more heat than this the growth produced is generally

so soft that the young leaves are liable to injury by

very little exposure to the sun. After potting do not

give water for a few days, but the soil must at no time

be allowed to get as dry as would be necessary with

most things. As the weather gets warmer give air,

and when they have commenced to grow freely a

slight damping overhead with the syringe in the after-

noons will be beneficial. The habit of the plant is

such, naturally breaking up from the bottom, that no

stopping is required. All that is necessary through

the spring and summer will be to attend to trainmg

the shoots, giving plenty of water to the soil as the

roots begin growing well, to admit air freely in accord-

ance with the state of the weather, and to shade

slightly when the sun is powerful. In the autumn

discontinue shading and the use of the syringe, giving

abundance of air to discourage further growth.

Through the wmter a night temperature of 35° or

40°, according to the state of the weather.
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will be sufficient, reducing the amount of water

to the roots, but never allowing the soil to

become dry. About the same time in the spring again

repot, letting the si/.e of the shift be proportionate

to the progress the plants have made. If roots are

plentiful, 3 or 4 inches larger pots will be required,

using the best turfy loam that can be got, at the same

time loosen all the shoots from the sticks, and replace

these with others taller, so as to accommodate the in-

creased growth. Treat through the summer as in the

previous season, again in the autumn and winter

keeping them cooh

By the time of the next shift in spring, the plants, if

growth has gone on as may be expected, will be large

enough to be placed on a wire trellis, not too big,

although the rate of yearly increase in size will now
be considerable, as the shoots thrown up from the

base will be very much stronger than those which were

produced at first ; disperse them over the trellis, so as

to furnish it evenly, and wind the strong young shoots

that rise from the bottom regularly round it. The
growth should not be kept trained down, but ought

to be run up strings tied to the top of the trellis, and

from thence in an upright direction to the roof. Up
these the shoots should be kept trained, where

they will complete their growth and set llowers, after

which they can easily be wound round the trellis,

where they will expand through the advanced sum"

mer and autumn. All now required is to con-

tinue the same treatment winter and summer as

previously advised, giving more root-room as neces-

sary until they occupy pots or tubs 20 or 22 inches in

diameter, in which they maybe kept in health by the

assistance of manure-water during the growing season

for several years, when, if desired, they can be planted

out in a greenhouse or conservatory border. They are

not things that require much use of the knife, but, as

the weaker old shoots cease to grow much after the

plants get to producing strong sucker growths, the

former may be gradually cut out.

When intended to be grown as climbers or for cover-

ing a back wall there is one mistake often committed,

and to which is to be attributed frequent failures—that

is, turning them out whilst very small into a large body

of soil in a border. Lapagerias are by no means such

quick growers as most things of a climbing habit, and

the result is that the considerable body of soil in the

prepared border gets sour and unhealthy before the

roots lay hold of it ; the consequence of which is that

the plants refuse to grow at all, remaining for years

in a state admitting of little progress. If ordinary-

sized plants are procured it is much better to

grow them on in pots for a year or two until

they get enough roots to penetrate the soil freely the

first summer they are turned out, in which case they

rarely fail to do well, providing they are properly

treated in other respects. Planting out should be

done early in the spring, before growth commences,

or the disturbance of the roots, inseparable from the

necessary spreading out, will stop growth in a way
that would much retard it for tlie season. The
drainage of the border must be ample, and the soil

lumpy turf, with enough sand added to it ; and as the

plants increase in strength it is equally necessary to

regularly keep the shoots trained as it is when grown

in a pot. As the soil becomes exhausted, each spring

before growth has commenced an inch or two may
be removed from the surface and replaced with new.

Manure-water through the summer will also be an

assistance. So treated, the plants can be kept grow-

ing in a vigorous condition for a number of years.

I would advise all who have the red variety to procure

the white one ; they are fit companions in every way,

the attractions of both being enhanced by the contrast

in the colour of the flowers.

Insects.—Most of the indoor plant pests will live

and increase apace upon these Lapagerias : thrips, red-

spider, and aphides affect them, but these rarely

gain a footing if the syringe is used as it ought

to be. in a way that gets the water freely

to both the under and upper surface of the leaves.

When these insects make their appearance a free and

persistent use of the syringe is the best remedy

;

scale must be removed by diligent use of the sponge.

The temperature they require is not favourable to the

increase of mealy-bug, although it will live upon them

;

and when affected it is best removed by sponging, and

a soft brush to get down to the axils of the leaves.

There is one other enemy to guard against, that is

slugs, which are extremely fond of the young under-

ground shoots ; and unless care is taken to keep these

marauders thoroughly under they are sure to find the

growths as they appear above the surface, in which

case serious mischief will be done, as the plants have

not the power to quickly produce others to replace

the injured ones, T. Bairns.

BRAZILIAN PRODUCTS.
The great Exhibition at Philadelphia has begun to

show some fruits, inasmuch as a bulky volume of

some 494 pages, devoted to a general description of

the Empire of Brazil, has just reached us. This

book, which is printed in the English language at Rio

de Janeiro, embraces the geograpliy, natural history,

commercial and political aspects of the empire. It is

in the natural history that we are more immediately

interested, and more especially in the plant life or

vegetation of the country. First, then, with regard

to rains, which have such a powerful effect upon the

vegetation of any country, we are reminded that the

rainy season commences in November and lasts till

June ; these limits, however, vary in some degree

according to locality. From the River Amazon to

the Paranahyba it rains a great deal, thence to San
Francisco but little, and more again to the south. In

June all vegetation completely ceases, the seeds

ripen ; in July the leaves commence to turn yellow

and to fall ; and in August thousands of kilometres of

land present the aspect of a European winter with-

out snow ; with the exception of a few Joaseiros

(Zizyphus) and Oiticicas (Moquilea) the trees are com-
pletely stripped of leaves. The gramineous and

trailing plants, which grow in immense quan-

tities in the open lands and among the trees,

become dry, and make good fodder for numerous
herds of cattle. It is the most favourable

season for the preparation of Coflee culti-

vated on the mountains. After being gathered it

is spread on the ground, which has no moisture

to exhale, but, on the contrary, absorbs it. Sur-

rounded by an atmosphere in the same condition it

dries rapidly without fermenting. Alter the wet
season has set in plants in a few days, as if by magic,

reacquire their verdure. The soil is covered with

parti-coloured flowers ; alimentary plants grow
quickly, and produce abundantly.

The Brazilian forests, as is well-known, abound in

timber trees, producing hard and ornamental woods
suited alike for engineering work, ship and house-

building, as well as for cabinet work. Many of these,

more especially the ornamental woods, which are for

the most part beautifully marked, are imported into

this country for inlaying purposes, being known by
their native names, the botanical nomenclature, un-
fortunately, of many of them being quite unknown.
So far as we are aware no authentic list of Brazilian

woods exists ; indeed, it is a want often felt, therefore

we wish that in producing a descriptive account of the

natural resources of Brazil the compilers had been
careful to identify each species. An attempt has been
made to do this, but the result has been most unsatis-

factory ; nevertheless the identification of some well-

known woods can be made out from the clue here

given, and by reference to well-known and trust-

worthy works. Thus the Angico or Angica wood
(sometimes written "cangica"), which is used

in cabinet work, and for turning, is produced
by Piptadenia rigida, Bth. (Acacia angico, Mart.).

Another species of this genus, P. reticulata, Bth.,

furnishes one of the woods known as Vinbatico. This
name, however, seems to be applied to many yellow

and yellowish-brown woods, not only from Brazil, but
from other parts, as for instance, the wood of Persea
indica is so called in Madeira. Some of the follow-

ing names of woods with the species described as fur-

nishing them may be of interest :—Angelim, Andira
vermifuga, Mart. ; Bitter Angelim (Andira, Anthel-
mintica, Bth.) ; Sweet Angelim (A. rosea, Mart.);

Angelim coco (A. stipulacea, Bth.); Jatahy (Ily-

men.i;a stilbocarpa, Hayn.) ; Brauna (Melanoxylon
Brauna, Schott. ). Many others are mentioned, the

names of which, however, are very faulty. Amongst
fibrous plants the Palms have a foremost place,

including as they do the Piassaba, so largely imported
into this country for making bass-brooms, and which
is produced by Leopoldinia piassaba, Wallace, and
Attalia funifera. Mart. The Cocoa-nut (Cocos nuci-

fcra, L.), of course, occupies a prominent place, as

well as the Tucum Palm (Astrocaryum vulgare,

Mart.), and the Mucaja (Acrocomia sclerocarpa.

Mart.). The barks of species of Couratari and
Tecoma are much used as wrappers for cigarettes,

and those of Bertholletia excelsa and Lecythis for

caulking vessels. A kind of vegetable silk from

the seeds of the Barriguda of Paran;i, which seems

to be a species of Echites, and the fibres of the

Pou de Ambira (Xylopia frutescens) and of the Pinda-

hyba or Pau de Emzot (X. sericea) will, it is supposed,

attract much attention at the Philadelphia Exhibition.

For what purpose these fibres are supposed to be

applicable we are not told, but from our own know-

ledge of the silky hairs of the seeds of the Apocyneaj

we do not look to their application to any textile pur-

poses, the shortness of their staple and their brittle

nature will always preclude their adoption. A list of

plants yielding oils, gums, resins, and dye substances,

is given, and amongst these occur many that are well

known, such, for instance, as the Castor-oil (Ricinus

communis), the Crab-oil (Carapa guianensis). The

true or Para caoutchouc tree (Hevea brasiliensis), the

Mangabeira (Hancornia speciosa), the Cashew (Ana-

cardium occidentale), Brazil-wood (C;iisalpinia echi-

nata). Indigo (Indigofera spp.). Most attention,

however, seems to be directed to the Wax Palm of

Brazil (Copernicia cerifera). It is described as one

of the most useful of Brazilian trees, and "grows

uncultivated in the provinces of Ceara, Rio Grande

do Norte, and Piauhy, and in some of the neighbour,

ing'provinces. Perhaps m no other region is a tree to

be found which can be employed for so many and varied

purposes. It resists intense and protracted droughts,

and is always green and vigorous. Its roots have the

same medicinal properties as sarsaparilla. The stem

affords strong and light fibres, which acquire a beau,

tiful lustre. It also serves for joists, rafters, and

other materials for building purposes, as well as stakes

for fences. From the cabbage, or young unexpanded

leaves, which is much esteemed as a vegetable, wine

and vinegar are made, and a saccharine substance is

extracted, as also a large quantity of starch, resembling

and possessing the same properties and taste as sago,

and which has often served as food for the inhabitants

of those provinces in times of extreme dearth. The

fruit serves as food for cattle, and from the wood of

the stem musical instruments are made. The tender

and fibrous substance from the core of the stem is a

perfect substitute for cork. The pulp of the fruit

has an agreeable taste, and the nut, which is con-

sidered oleaginous and emulsive, is, when roasted and

powdered, used as coffee by some persons in the

interior. From the stem a kind of flour resembling

maizena, and a white liquid similar to the milk of the

Cocoa-nut, are extracted. From the leaves salt and
alkali employed in the manufacture of common soap,

are extracted, and mats, hats, baskets, and brooms
are made. A considerable quantity of the spUt

leaves, called straw, is exported to Europe, where it

is employed in the manufacture of fine hats, some of

which find their way back to Brazil. Finally, the leaves

yield wax, employed in the manufacture of candles

extensively ' consumed in the northern provinces.

From two municipal districts, of that of Rio Grande

do Norte alone, about 300,000 kilogrammes are

annually exported over and above the home consump-

tion. It is also an important branch of commerce in

Ceara, where in some years more than 2,000,000

kilogrammes of wax have been harvested.

REMARKS ON THE FRUIT
CROPS OF 1876.

[A TABULAR synopsis of results has already been

given in our number for July 29. We now lay before

the reader some more detailed observations with

which we have been favoured by our correspondents,

Eds.]
Scotland.

Alh-iJirsii.—The long wet autumn and the late cold

wet spring caused many a blank in the fruit crop this

season ; trees in general flowered well and expecta-

tions were great, but the early dropping of the

blossoms left no hope of realisation in the autumn.
On a few sorts of Apples, such as Stirling Castle,

New Ilawthornden, the Maiden and Lord Sufiield,

there is a good crop. Victoria and Coe's Golden
Drop are the best amongst Plums. Gcorgn DonaUhottf
Ketth Hall, Imcriirit.

Birds, especially bullfinches, destroyed a
quantity of the Apple blossoms in spring, and the

last year's extra crop has also told on the trees for the
present. R. Faiquhar, Fyvic dntle.

Ari^'U,—The fruit trees which were in blossom in

March or April, and even on to May, had to contend
with such a variable state of the weather that, though
full of well set fruit, they dropped off to a great
extent. The last year was an exceptional year with
us in more ways than one, and perhaps we put an
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extra strain on some of our trees. John Caic, Iiivcrary

CaslU:

Avrshbi.—There was an abundant blossom, but

owing to a long continuation of cold easterly winds,

it is very light on the whole. Apples are a light crop

generally ; Pears are an average crop. Plums are

scarce. Strawberries plentiful, Cherries very light ;

Peaches and Nectarines scarce ; small fruits good

crops, except of Gooseberries, which are below an

average ; and of Nuts, none. John Gray, Eglinlon

CaslU; Irviiu:

Banff.— It was hardly to be expected after such

an abundant crop as was almost everywhere gathered

in last season, that the present one would be very

prolific, especially in this northern district, where the

autumn months proved very wet and cold, being

alike unfavourable for ripening late sorts of Pears

as for maturing the fruit-buds for the coming

spring. The show of blossom, notwithstanding

the adverse autumn, was generally good and looked

well to the inexperienced eye, but to those of

longer practice it was easy to be seen, especially in

the case of Apples and Pears, that all the organs

of the flower were not perfectly developed ; and

although the weather at the time of flowering was all

that could be desired, fruit failed to set. It seems to

be a characteristic of the Apple not to carry heavy

crops two years in succession. John U'd>slcr, Gordon

Castle,

Berwick.—Fruit trees suffered severely from spring

frosts in several localities, the Gooseberry bushes lost

all their leaves, and all wall fruits suffered severely.

Pelcr Loncy, Marchmonl House, Dunsc.

Caithness.—Owing to the cold spring the fruit crops

id this district are not very good, and most of them

are a fortnight later than usual. J. SutlicrlanJ,

Lani^^odl.

Dumfries.—The winterly weather which prevailed

here in April and May destroyed hardy fruit crops to

an extent seldom experienced. Wall fruit is so very

uncertain in this climate that a good crop once in five

years is all that can be counted on. Glass is now
being erected on an extensive scale for stone and other

fruits. D. Thorn, on, Drumlanri.;.

Fifi.—Oa April I2 at 6 a.m. the thermometer indi-

cated 8' of frost. At 6 a. m. on the 26th, and for

several mornings at 6 a.m., we had 3' and 4' of frost,

which told severely on the crops in many places.

Gooseberries are very variable, in some places almost

none, and in others an average crop. The Warring-

ton and the London Early are in general a good crop.

The same with Pears; while the general crop is under

the average, good crops have come on a few trees. I

have a Moorfowl Egg that has given me forty-nine

fine crops, and it is as fuU this season as usual.

R. Foulis, For.lell.

Forfar.—Outdoor fruit crops of every kindjlooked

very promising early in spring, but the repeated late

frosts played sad havoc among them. Wall fruits

have, however, stood out well. Early Cherries

suffered much for want of rain, and dropped two-

thurds of their crop in stoning. Strawberries promised

to be quite up to the average, but suffered sadly from

want of moisture. Some kinds of Plums are heavy-

cropped ; had to thin out more than half the number,

Victorias in particular. Prince of Wales, Jefferson,

and Magnum Bonum are all good, but others are

under the average. Geo. Johnston:, Glamis.

J\',„'n!.—The fruit crops here are very unequal.

Apples flowered well, but the fruit dropped when

formmg, and Pears are the same. A fine old Jargo-

nelle, which generally bears bushels, has about a score

of fruit on it. Peaches, which grow and ripen here in

most seasons, are very poor. Gooseberries on un-

pruned bushes are plentiful. . Little rain, high winds,

and great heat have had their effect on the small fruits.

James J/aitlanJ, Canhfor Cas'Je.

Perth.—In the early part of the spring bloom looked

plentiful on the wall trees. On April 16 the thermo-

meter registered 16° of frost, and this when the trees

were in full bloom, or nearly so. This injury the trees

have recovered. John Brozining, Dupplm Castle.

j^„j.—The fruit crops here are seldom either

abundant or of good quality, owing to the altitude and

exposure of the place. Robert Massie, Ardrcss.

Rentreio.—In this district the wood of Apricot and

Peach trees last year was never ripened ; the December

frost brought the leaves off, so we could not expect

fruit this year. Both flowered abundantly, but did

not set. John Methven, Blyth-oood.

Roxburs:h.—Apricots are likely to be good in quality

if we get ram shortly. Plums were never so plentiful,

and have to be reduced in numbers, especially on

north walls. Strawberries are extra, both in quantity

and quality, especially President and Vicomtesse

Hericart de Thury. H. Knight, Floors.

Kinross.—The Apple crop in this and surrounding

district is aU but a failure ; I attribute this more to

the cold and wet autumn and the very heavy crop of

last year than to the frosts in spring. The above abo
applies, although in a less degree, to the Pears. The
failure in our Plum crop I attribute mostly to our

spring, as all my Plums are grown on wsills, con-

sequently the wood is always well matured. This, I

would say, applies to the Cherries, accompanied with

a weakening of their energies owing to the heavy crop

of last year. J. F.
Lanark.—In this locality on April 13, when wall

Peaches and several sorts of Plums were in full bloom,
we had 14° of frost, and to that and the lengthened

continuance of cold, dry weather that succeeded I

attribute the thin state of our fruit crops. In few of

the most favoured places is there more than the third

of an average crop. Anireiu Turnbnll, Both-oell

Castle.

Midlothian.—A cold, wet, drizzling spring, with

frost almost every night till the end of April, kept

vegetation so backward that fruit trees did not come
into flower till a fortnight later than usual, so that

most of the late flowering sorts escaped the frost and

set a good crop, and the fine weather that we have

enjoyed since the second week in June has been so

favourable to its growth that it promises to be fully

an average crop and of better quality than usual. On
April 13 11° of frost destroyed nearly all the Peaches

and Nectarines on the walls, although protected, and
did considerable damage to Plums, Cherries, and
Gooseberries. Apricots, being in almost full leaf,

stood it better. Strawberries are very fine on light

soils. .Malcolm Dunn, Dalkeith Gardens.

Moray.—The Apples and Pears looked well when
in bloom, but the cold easterly winds prevented them
from setting. Peaches and Apricots promise to be

very fine. Plums are over the average, and promise

to be fine if the ripening season is favourable. Donald
Cunningham, Darna-uay Castle, Forres.

.Sutherla)id.—The month of March was miserably

cold and backward, with a succession of rain, snow,

and frost. The first ten days of April were very fine,

and foliage and bloom came cjut rapidly. On the

I2th we had a 3-inch fall of snow, followed by 7' and
4' of frost on the 13th and I4'.h, accompanied by
bright sunshine. These three days spoiled the Apple
and Pear crop very much- Early Gooseberries and
Strawberries were spoiled at the same time. Kinds

which bloomed after the 13th and 14th are carrying

fair crops. D. Mdville, Dunrobin.
il'igton. — The cold, frosty weather in May de-

stroyed much of the blossom in this locality.

A. Ferailer, CaslU Kennedy.

England—Northern Counties.

Northumberland.—With few exceptions, fruit crops

are very hght in the neighbourhood. Late sorts of

Pears are a very 'good crop. Very few amongst

Cherries ; May Dukes are best. Plums are rather a

thin crop, with the exception of Golden Gage and

Victoria, two sorts that seldom fail in this locality.

A. Ingram, Ahr.oick Castle.

Small fruits are about a fortnight later than

last year, owing to the cold spring. lf>M. Turner,

Caphealon Hall Garden;, iVr.ueastle-on. Tyne.

Cumberland.—That most esteemed and useful of

fruits, the Apple, is a very light crop in this district.

We had a fair quantity of blossom and no frost during

the blooming season, but very cold, bleak weather,

sufficient to account for our failure. Two or three

sorts are fairly laden, such as Keswick and Carlisle

Codlins, Stirling Castle, &c., which seldom miss.

Pears and Plums nearly an entire failure. Small

fruits plentiftiL 7- Taylor, I:d Grange, Cockermouth.

Westmoreland.—Except Apples and Coe's Golden

Drop Plums, the fruit crops are below the average,

which is no doubt owing to the long continuance of

parching easterly winds and lack of moisture during

the blossoming season. We registered no frost after

May 13. William Shaiul, Lcnvlher.

Durham.—There was an abundance of blossom on
Apples, Pears, and Gooseberries, but at that time

we had three nights of severe frost, which caused the

greater part of the blossom to fall. Black and Red
Currants were not quite in blossom. A neighbour of

mine has an abundance of Gooseberries ; his garden

is more exposed to the weather, and, therefore, his

crops are late in flower, thus they escape the late

frosts. R. Draper, Scaham Hall, Sunderland.

Yorkshire.—From my own observations and from

what I have heard, I regret to have to report that

the crop of most kinds of fruits are hght, and below

an average in this neighbourhood. The long con-

tinuance of cold northerly winds, with biting frost,

hail, and snow was very injurious to the blossoms of

fruit trees, and the result is light crops. Pears were

unusually late in blossoming, owing to the cold, dull

weather, but there was a great show of blossom on
Plum trees, which raised expectations of a good crop,

but the crop in general is light, except the Victoria,

which ,is everywhere good on trees not overladen last

year.
' The weather was very severe and unfavourable

during the time the Plum blossom was expanded.

There was a good show of blossom on Apple trees

also, but the crop is in general light and much below

an average. The present bright hot weather is very

favourable to the maturation of the wood and buds of

fruits ; this and the light crop of this season will pro-

bably cause abundant crops in 1877, J/. Saul,

Stourton, Knaresborough

:

The frosts here were so severe that the blos-

soms of standard 'and pyramid Pears were utterly

destroyed even before they had fully expanded. Of
Plums, Cherries, and Nuts we do not get a good
crop more than once in seven years. Peaches and
Nectarines do not ripen here on the open walls, but

since the trees on the walls have been covered with

glass, and without any artificial heating, we have
always secured abundant crops of good fruit. John
Young, lVent:,vrlh, Rothcrham.

The promise of crops in spring, especially of

Apples and Pears, was most favourable, the blossom
being most abundant and well developed, but frosts

and cold, dry east winds, setting in just v/hen the

trees had got fairly in bloom, did much injury.

J. Simp'on, Worthy.
There was an abundant show of bloom in the

spring on all kinds of fruit trees, which suffered

severely from the cold north-westerly winds. In a
few sheltered situations good crops of orchard fruit

are found. Robert C. Kingston, Brantinghamthorpe.

Apricots are best on the upper part of the

wall. We use old fish netting alone for protection

in the spring, both on Apricot and Peach walls, and
have not failed in securing good crops this past four

seasons. I ought to add, though, thatjthe soil here

(viz., a strong loam on magnesian limestone) seems
admirably adapted for the above fruit. Apples are

lighter crops than I have before known. This applies

to Pears also. Plums are excellent, especially Jeffer-

son and Victoria. Vicomtesse H'.'ricart de Thury is

our best cropping Strawberry. //. J. Clayton,

Grimston

.

Lancashire.—The frost on May 2 will no doubt
account for the scarcity of small fruits, of which there

is only a very limited supply, and only those in shel-

tered situations will have anything worth calling a
crop at all. The destruction effected by the frost is

now being supplemented by a long parching drought,

which on light soils is telling with deadly effect. Of
course in balancing up probabilities there will always
be a margin left to account for chance crops in some
districts. ;('. Hinds, Otterspool.

Hardy fruits in this locality are seldom good.

This year they promised to be above average, but the

frost and cold north-east winds we experienced

during the greater part of May have made sad ship-

wreck of the hopes entertained in the spring. Andrra:
Jamieson, The Gardens, Haigh Hall, Wigan.

All small fruit and Fear crops were much
injured by the severe frosts of May 2 and 10. Goose-
berries are the poorest crop I have ever seen in this

district. Stone fruits are almost a total failure. Some
varieties of Apples are carrying very heavy crops of

promising fruit, others all but a blank. /('. B. Upjohn,

Worsley Gardens.

All fruit trees when in bloom showed signs of

good crops, but owing to the very low temperature

both day and night, with frequent sharp frosts, and the

wind blowing keenly from E. and N.E. the greater

part of April and May, the greater part of the bloom
perished. The trees have kept clean, and look more
healthy this summer than I have seen them for years.

Henry Lindsay, Huutroyde, Burnley.

In common with most other people we suffered

a good deal from the severe weather we had in the

spring months, and quite as much from bullfinches,

who seem to be quite au fail in spring carpet-bedding,

/I Harrison, Knenvsley.

Midland Counties.

Cfushire.—Nearly all the fruit crops were injured by
the long-continued cold and frosts during April and
May, on four nights of the former there having been

rf, %", 7"*, and 4 of frost, and in May the thermometer

showed the temperature to be below freezing-pomt on
fifteen nights during the month, ll'm. Whiilaicr,

Crr.ue Hall.

The abundant show of fruit-blossom gave pro-

mise of an unusually fruitful year, but the continued

east winds and frosts in April have left us very bare

where unprotected. Inside the walls we are fairly off,

but taking the district generally we must consider the

fruit crop a failure. Thomas Selioood, Eaton Hall
Gardens, Chester,

The fniit crops in this neighbourhood are very

partial. Pears are scarce everywhere, and I fear the

few there are will crack much in ripening, owing to

the many slight frosts we had in May, splitting the

skin of all the fruit that were not killed right out ; but

Plums are good where sheltered from east winds, ff.

Muir, Oulton Park, Tarporhy,

Derbyshire.—This district lying low, many kinds of

fruits are injured by spring frosts, which this year

were both frequent and unusually severe, and, after

the tedious, wet, sunless autumn we are agreeably

surprised to find ourselves so well off for fruits of good

size and quality. J. H. Goodacre, Ekaston.

The frost in May did much damage to Apples,

Pears, Currants, and Gooseberries. Peaches on the

open wall (protected with Frigi Domo) set theur

fhiit well, but the present dry weather tells very much
on the swelling process. Strawberries had a good
show of flower, but the hot and dry weather made a
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light turn out. Figs on open walls promise well,

J. IV. Bnv/7fs, Kingston Hall.

Nofis.—ln general most kinds of fruit trees grown

in this district in the open air showed abundance of

blossoms, but the ungenial spring injured the setting

of the fruit. The Cherries and Plums showed sheets

of bloom, but the trees only show now crops consider-

ably under average. Pears and Apples likewise

blossomed abundantly, but the Pears suffered the most

from the frosty east winds, and are thinly cropped.

The Apples, however, set plenty of fruit, but many
dropped off in May from the effects of grubs and cold

dry weather ; but those left on will be finer in size,

and the crops as heavy. Small hardy fruits were

much injured, the young fruit being nearly all

destroyed on the tops of the bushes, and the Currants

suffered in the foliage from aphis. Strawberries,

where properly cultivated, have borne abundant crops,

and the fruit has been of good size and flavour. Rasp-

berries are likewise well cropped, and the Parsley-

leaved Blackberry is showing well here for a great

crop, its fruit being finer and better adapted for pre-

serving than the wild Blackberry of the hedges. JT.

Tilla-y, Welhcck.

Salop.—Peaches and Nectarines are a good crop,

and, except a bit of mildew, are clean and healthy.

Apricots were thinly blossomed, and sadly cut with

the frosts, although protected with Frigi Domo, like

the Peaches. Plums were a sheet of bloom, which

was cut offduring the frost and snow on April li, 12,

and 13. Imperatrice, Victoria, and Kirke's are our

best lots. Apples are almost a complete failure ; King

of the Pippins, Cockle Pippin, and Keswick Codlin

are most plentiful. Pears are a thin crop, but I hope

to see fine fruit. Figs thin. ,-/. S. Ke?np, }laughto7i.

Stajford.—Crops of most outdoor fruit in this dis-

trict are light, excepting Strawberries and Raspberries,

which are very good ; and Apples are a fair crop.

Gooseberries are thin ; Damsons are a total failure

—

where I had bushels last year I have not quarts thi*;.

The cause of the deficiency in the fruit crop, as usual,

arises from spring frosts occurring while the trees were

in blossom. Plum trees are much affected with blight.

Owen TJwjnas, Drayton Manor.
Apricots are almost a total failure, being cut

off by the frost on April 12 and 13. Apples very

partial—some trees have too many on, many others

have none ; this is difficult to explain, as it occurs

with trees growing side by side. Pears are a very

light crop generally. The same may be said of

Plums, although there was a great bloom. E. Simpson,

IVrotteslf)'.

Leicester.—Early in the spring the fruit crops were

very promising ; the trees showed abundance of

flower, but 13 inches of snow and 9° of frost for several

nights about the middle of April destroyed a great

deal of it. M. Henderson, Cole Orion Hall.

The effect of a wet autumn and a cold, wet,

sunless spring season has been disastrous to fruit trees,

whose productiveness and health are so much depen-

dent on a dry, warm, ripening autumn, and a spring

season marked with warmth, and free from destructive

frosts. The three most important kinds of fruit in

this county. Apples, Pears, and Plums, have suffered

in the greatest degree from the ungenial seasons that

immediately affect them. Plum trees, both on walls

and in orchards, were greatly injured by aphis. Pear

blossom, except in the case of early trees, was cut off

by frost or prolonged cold and wet. Apples suffered

in the same way ; the chilled ground and inclement

spring season arrested the movement of the sap, and
the blossom fell off. \V. Ingrajii, Belvo'ir.

Rutland.—For several years past we have not

suffered so severely from drought as during the

present ; from May I to July 19 our fall of rain here

was only 3 inches. To maintain a regular supply of

vegetables we have been obliged to keep the watering

pots in daily use of late. During the greater part of

May we experienced cold north-east winds, quite

retarding vegetation. The wood and foliage of fruit

trees are very healthy, Frederick Clarke^ Barley-

ihorpc.

IVarivick,—Apricot blossoms were in this neigh-

bourhood in many instances killed by frost ; Straw-

berries promised well and were really good, but went
off" quickly after the hot weather set in. Cherries were
also under average, and the young shoots have
suffered considerably from the presence of black-fly.

Peaches and Nectarines out-of-doors, although fair,

are certainly not up to the mark of last year ; under
glass they were very fine ; the houses were obliged to

be covered up with mats to prevent the fruit from
being roasted, which in some exposed instances really

was the case. Small fruits are plentiful, but as small

birds are bred in the gardens and protected to the

extreme letter of the law, these fruits are soon eaten

up, unless carefully protected by netting. The birds

are wonderfully tame, and will allow themselves to be

approached almost near enough to have salt put on
their tails. "Walnuts on trees in the pleasure grounds

here are this year almost;///; with this I am rather

pleased, because when there is fruit, notwithstanding

my vigilance to prevent it, the trees are unmercifully

walloped with sticks. In this case the old adage is

not fully borne out that "the more you wallop your

donkey and your Walnut tree the better they be," and

my donkey does his work cleverly and cheerfully

without any beating. Small Nuts are plentiful, and

chiefly Hazel, grown as covert or underwood in the

larger plantations. IVilliarn Miller, Comle Abbey

Gardens.
Northampton.—Vt2X% and Apples very thin, but

what there are of them look healthy and well. The
best Plums about here are the Victorias, all others are

very thin indeed. Peaches a very nice crop, as well

as Nectarines ; Apricots are very scarce indeed, never

knew less : the weather about Good Friday destroyed

them. J. Smith, Altlwrp.

Beds.—Apples, Pears, Plums, Cherries, Peaches,

Nectarines, small fruits, Nots, &c., are much
blighted in places from the cold north-east winds

experienced during all the spring months ; they are

also suflering much from drought at the present time,

consequently the fruit will be small but good in

quality from the fine season. G. Ford, J
I
'rest Fork.

Oxon.—My report this year is doleful, but, so far

as I have been able to judge, both in this neighbour-

hood and farther afield, it is true. Strawberries are

the only exception for average. I took up six

varieties to South Kensington at the last meeting

possessing extraordinary flavour, but the folks in

authority took so little interest in my things that I felt

no encouragement to unpack them ; friends in London
to whom 1 presented them afterwards pronounced

them, "the finest and the best they had tasted this

year"—they were Rivers' Eliza, Dr. Hogg, Wonder-
ful, Radclyffe, Cockscomb, and Frogmore Late Pine.

Robert Fcnn, Woodstock.

We have a large crop of all small fruits, and
all are are very fine in quality. Our late autumn and

winter supply of fruit will be very limited. Williavt

Finlay, U'roxton Abbey, Banbury.
Plums on west and north walls are a fair

crop, particularly Green Gages and Victorias, but on

standards (with the exception of Victorias) Plums and
Damsons are a failure. Figs are good, although they

were not covered in the winter, y. GrcenshielJs^

Sarsden House.

Bucks.—In this neighbourhood, where many acres

of Prunes and Damsons are grown, these crops are

very poor indeed. The trees had abundance of bloom
and set a good crop, but the east winds cut it all off.

Voung trees in orchards where they are fully exposed

have not a single fruit, but where the trees are large

they have protected each other, and a moderate crop

is left. J. Smith, Mentmore.
The fruit crop, taken collectively, will doubt-

less be considerably below the average this year,

owing in a great degree to the enormous quantity

which the trees yielded last season. Orchards with a

plentiful crop of fruit are realising high prices in this

district. G. F. Miles, Wycombe Abbey.

In the early part of the spring there was every

prospect of a good crop of all kinds of fruit ; but after

being well set the cold easterly wind set in, and lasted

so long that the fruit fell off, some of the kinds being

cleared entirely. PhzUp Frost, Dropmore.

Herts.—Peaches and Nectarines were very much
blistered by cold during the early spring season, but

with the present hot weather they are making good
wood. R. Ruffett, Panshan^er, Hertford.

Eastern Counties.

Lincotn.—Fruit crops are not very promising in

this neighbourhood, although we had an excellent

show of blossom on all kinds of outdoor fruit, and in

many cases the fruit was set abundantly, and great

hopes were entertained that we should have an

excellent crop of all kinds of fruit. The cold

weather, with E. N. E. winds for the first three

weeks in May, did its work completely —
Apricots, Pears, Plums, Apples, and Gooseberries

falling off, leaving only a poor crop. Apricots under

glass a good crop, under ordina/y covering a poor

crop, showing that light protection did not save our

crops this season, which points out that after all glass

structures only are to be depended on. D. Lunisden,

Blo.xholm Hall, Sleaford.

Apples, Plums, and Pears were one mass of

flower when in bloom, but owing to the wind being

in the east and at the time very cold, nearly all the

fruit fell off ; Apples and Pears were the size of horse

Beans, Plums the size of small Peas. Isaac Dell, Stoke

Rochford.

Norfolk.—The fruit crops in this neighbourhood are

tolerably good ; gooseberry bushes are quite weighed
down with their fruit. It is somewhat remarkable
that Apricots on old trees are carrying a good crop,

whereas younger trees are denuded of fruit, though

they bore average crops last year. Plums are very

promising, some trees quite laden, and old Damson
trees that have not borne a crop for years are now
very full of fruit. F. Wynne, Hemsby Hall.

The fruit crops are the worst I have known
for some years. J. JJ'ii^hton, Cossey Fark, Nonoieh.

Fruit trees generally in this district are

looking extremely well as regards foliage, but the

crops are very much below an average. Peaches

and Nectarines are looking extremely well, and pro.

mise a very good crop. W. Bishop, Bvlaugh Park, Fast
Dereham.

In this neighbourhood all fruits are scarce,

having experienced one of the coldest and most severe

seasons ever known. In very sheltered situations

there are a few Apples only. Sandringham.

Suffolk. — Generally the out-of-door fruits are

almost a failure, with the exception of Peaches and
Nectarines. Many of these failures are probably as

much owing to the enormous over-cropping of last

year, as to the ungenial weather of the winter and
spring of this. The almost total failure of Apples
and Plums is no doubt mainly caused by last year's

overcropping. In not a few cases cultivators neither

thinned nor gathered these two crops, as labour was

too dear for the former, and prices were too low to

pay for the latter. The trees paid the penalty of this

neglect, and now revenge it with barrenness. D. T,

Fish, Harduncke.

The late spring frosts were very severe in our

district, and many kinds of fruit suffered from its

effects. There is a fair crop of Apricots, but they were
secured by protecting, as were also Peaches and Nec-
tarines. Pears on the walls are abundant, but very

few on pyramids. The same with Plums, y. Mill,

Fhe Gardens, Rendlesham Hall.

Nearly all fruit crops in this district suffered

from frost and the cold east winds while the trees

were in blossom. The prospect of fruit was very
encouraging, but we have been sadly disappointed.

The loss of the Apple crop will be most felt, espe-

cially by the working class. Fhomas Blair, Shrub-
land.

Never, perhaps, was the prospect of an
abundant fruit crop more promising than this season,

as almost every tree was laden with bloom that looked
stronger and more vigorous than usual, but the sharp
frosts during May had a most disastrous effect, and
cut off the greater part. These severe frosts were
succeeded by cold that prevailed more or less till

July, which has had a bad effect upon tender

fruit trees, such as Peaches and Apricots, the former

of which have been much crippled with green-

fly and blistered leaves, but are now fast recovering.

7. Sheppard, Woolvcrstonc.

Essex.—The Hemskirke Apricot should be noted
as bearing this year exceptionally good crops, having
withstood the long cold winds of spring better than
others, the fruit of which gradually fell off after a

crop was set. Apples are greatly infested with
insect pests, and fall off greatly even from the small
crop now existing. Plums are an average on walls

only, standards being a very light crop. Strawberries,

abundant at first, quickly came to maturity, the

earlier portion of the crop being greatly impover-
ished by intense heat. Cherries are fine and general.

Small fruits—Raspberries an immense crop, Currants
equally abundant and fine, Gooseberries breaking
down under weight of fruit. William Farley^
Valentines.

There are scarcely any Apples in this neigh-

bourhood, as though many trees bloomed well they
did not set. Pears are worse than Apples, but many
trees had no bloom on them. Peach and Nectarine
trees suffered very much in spring with •' curl " in the

leaf. Cherries do not do well here, except Morellos,
which are a heavy crop. Strawberries have been
abundant and good, but soon over, owing to the

drought, y. Bryan, Audley End, Saffron Wahlen,

Southern Counties.

Berks.—Apricots are a thin crop. Fruit continued
to drop up to the time of ripening. Apples are also

a thin crop in some places, in others the trees are bear-

ing heavy crops ; considered below average. Pears are

an average crop, fruit clean and generally free from
spots. Plum are below the average, and Damsons
scarce. Strawberries were a thin crop, late, and of

short duration. Cherries are very light on standards,

fair on walls. Peaches and Nectarines are plentiful,

and promise to be of good quality. Gooseberries and
Currants generally plentiful ; Raspberries suffered

from heat and drought. Nuts are an average crop.

Fhomas yones. Royal Gardens, Frogmore, Windsor^
Pears, Apples, Apricots, and Peaches all

suffered from May frost ; they all blossomed well,

but, of course, could not stand unprotected against

such a continuance of adverse circumstances •— frost

every night with but few exceptions all through May,
and even later. Alex. Gait, Aldermaston Court.

The crops in this neighbourhood are gene-
rally very light, and likely to be small in size, for

want of rain. There has been only .24 inch of rain

this month yet (July 20), and no appearance of any ;

the temperature is also high, from S3** to S9* in the

shade every day. Chai-les Ross, Wel/brd Park, jVetv-

bury.

Middlesex.—Apples, Pears, and Plums are in most
places a thin crop, the more delicate varieties being
generally a complete failure, except where more than
ordinarily sheltered. Even on walls Pears and Plums
are very thin, although in most cases there was abund-
ance of bloom. The prolonged cold weather was
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more injurious in its effects than the frost experienced

whilst the trees were in bloom. Nuts appear to be a

total failure. The Strawberry crop was very fine,

but soon over, consequent upon the intensely hot

weather and extremely dry state of the soil. Currants

are a better crop than Gooseberries. Insects of all

kinds are more than usually numerous on almost

every tree and shrub they will live upon. 7. Baines,

It appears to me that the fruit crops gene-

rally have failed through the wood not being sufii-

ciently ripened in 1S75 in the open ground, but on

walls generally the crop is better. Owing to the

dryness of the weather in June and July, the

Strawberry crop ceased suddenly, and Raspberries

almost entirely failed just as the fruit was beginning

to ripen. Red, white, and black Currants have

been stripped of half their berries. Gooseberries are

abundant. A large portion of the crop of almost

every kind of fruit has dropped from want of rain.

C. Lit, Hoiinslow.

Surrey.—There was a capital show of all kinds of

fruit in the early part of the year, almost every tree

was smothered with bloom, but the severe weather

we experienced in the early part and middle of April

destroyed 99 per cent, of the bloom, except in the

case of Peaches and Nectarines, which were well pro-

tected, and of which we had to thin fully nine-tenths

of the fruit. Raspberries and Strawberries have been

plentiful, but very small, especially on the gravelly

soils, such as we have here. Although Apples are

plentiful. Pears and Plums are just as scarce, and all

are of very poor quality, and suffering very much for

want of rain. James OllerheaJ^ Wtmbledon Ifouse^

S. IV.

The snow on Good Friday morning com-
pletely destroyed all prospect of a crop of Plums, as

the trees were on that morning in full blossom, and

every blossom was filled with snow. Apple trees

bore scarcely any blossom, possibly through the very

wet weather last July. Raspberries are being

punished by the tremendous heat we are experiencing,

and black Currant trees are badly attacked by aphides.

IK Deniiittgf Londesborou^h Lodge, Njrbiton.

Our fruit crops are this season (with the excep-

tion of Apples) very fair. Strawberries have been

very abundant and fine, but the later crops are burnt

up. Peaches and Nectarines are good crops, but a

good many trees in the neighbourhood will die owing

to the severe attack of black-fly and curl. Figs on

walls are very fair. J. Kurnett, The Deepdene

Gardens.

Kent.—The dropping of the fruit has been the

most extraordinary that I can remember. There

was a most abundant bloom, and a plentiful setting of

fruit, but up to the present time Plums, Cherries, and

Apples have cast oft fully two-thirds of the crop.

Pears appear to have stood better, and are a fair

crop. I think we have not far to seek for the causes

of this unusual amount of abortive fruit ; the long con-

tinuance of cold nights and dull days during the month
of May, and since then the great want of heavy rains

to saturate the earth, are, as I conceive, the principal

causes. John Ccx, Redleal.

Susst.v.—Our garden stands 400 feet high, with

little or no shelter, so that we suffered considerably

from the most unkindly spring. All small fruits are

excellent, and late blooming Apples, such as Court-

pendu Plat, are a good crop, and all late keeping

Pears on south walls are excellent, and the same may
be said of Plums and Figs on walls. Joseph Rust,

Eridge Castle.

Hants.—Hereabouts Apples are a complete failure,

which is attributable partly to there being such

heavy crops last year, and partly to the severe spring

frosts cutting off what little bloom there was. Birds

were also more than usually active amongst the buds,

and they, too, have no doubt had a hand in the

failure. All other fruits are average crops. Straw-

berries were good, but of short duration, owing to the

drought and heat. ]V. Wildsmith, Heckfield.

There was a splendid show of bloom on all

kinds of fruit trees ; but, owing to the terribly cold

north-east winds and frosts during the middle of May,
nearly all perished. Plums and all kinds of stone

fruits have been dreadfully infested with green and

black fly. James Taverner, IVoolmer Lodge, Lip-

hook.

Peach and Nectarine trees were very much
blistered in the early growth, but have recovered a

little. Figs promise well. Pears and Apples carried

a good bloom, but it was killed by frost. Plums are

being very much blighted at the present time. Gccrge

Harnett, Cadland, Southampton.

Wilts.—The frosts during May played sad havoc
with our fruits ; till then there was a promise of

abundance of everything. Peaches were saved with

Frigi Domo and broad coping-boards. Where the

morning sun did not reach them. Plums are a good
crop, but on an east wall they are thin. It is a
wonder how Gooseberries escaped. I have an im-

mense crop of them. W. Tartar, Longleat, IVar.

vtinstcr.

I am sorry to record that all our outdoor

fruits are very bad. with the exception of Straw-

berries and red Currants. We should have had a fair

amount of Raspberries had it not been for the con-

tinuance of this dry weather. Strawberries have been
particularly fine. A. Johnson, Sat'ernaie.

Dorset.—The prospects of the fruit crop in this

district are not very encouraging. The severe spring

and late frosty, ungenial weather we experienced

caused a great deficiency in most fruits, more especially

amongst bush fruits, which are almost a total failure.

Pears are a very short crop, and Apples are still

scarcer, whiUt Plums are plentiful. Altogether we
consider this an unfavourable fruit year. Henry
Monro, Clevelands, Lyme Regis.

W^ESTERN COU.NTIES.

Hereford.—Apples, Pears, nearly all kinds of Plums
and Cherries, with the exception of Morellos, may be

pronounced a failure in this neighbourhood. The
enormous crops borne three years in succession left

the trees in an exhausted state. The cold, wet, sun-

less summer of 1S75 produced half-ripened wood,

with imperfectly formed bloom-buds, which failed

to set, or, where fructincation did take place, the cold

easterly winds which prevailed through April, followed

by sharp frosts in May, destroyed nearly all the fruit,

and seriously impaired the trees, leaving the young

growths open to the attacks of green and bl.ack-fly,

most difficult to destroy. Apples, Pears, and Plums
on small trees, where the fruit was properly thinned

last year, are a light crop. In many of our large

orchards, where this process could not be carried out,

the trees were this year blossomless. In 5 acres of

orchards I have not as many pecks of Apples. Apri-

cots (unusually free from grub) are carrying a fair half

crop of fruit, which promises to be fine. Peaches and

Nectarines, where well managed last year, and pro-

tected this spring, are now swelling off full crops of

promising fruit. Of Plums, Victoria, Coe's Golden

Drop, and Rivers' Early Prolific are the most pro-

ductive. Bush fruit is a fair average crop. Black

Currants badly blighted. Strawberries on the three

years' system have been fine, and of excellent quality
;

but, owing to the intense heat and drought, rain

having only fallen with us once in twelve weeks, the

crop will soon be over. La Grojse Sucne is a gooi

early Strawberry, worthy of extensive cultivation.

Keens', President, Paxton, Frogmore Late Pme, and

Oxonian have been very fine, and excellent in quaUty.

The latter is still in bearing on north borders, and to

those who like a brisk-flivoured fruit I can strongly

recommend it. Souvenir de Kieff is a large worthless

variety. W. Coleman, Eastnor Castle.

Last year, on account of so much wet, the

wood of Apricots did not ripen, consequently the

flowers did not set so freely as could he wished,

although well watered at the roots while in bloom
(which I always find a safe practice) ; trees are now
in fine vigour, and the fruit will be very fine. Peaches

and Nectarines suffered much from blister in the early

part of the season, but by persistent use of tobacco-

water and plain water (both in watering at the root,

and the use of garden engine) they are off into fine

growth. Plum Prince of Wales is good. Damsons
very scarce. Apples in orchards, for cider, &c., are

an average crop : some trees I notice have plenty,

others thin. Pears for perry are a thin crop. //.

n ard, .Stoke Edith Park.

IVoreester.—The blossom on all kinds of fruits in

this locality was very good, but the continuance of

severe frosts all through the flowering period will

account in a great measure for the scarcity of fruit. In

some places near here the crops of both cider and other

Apples are likely to be very good, as well as some

kinds of Pears. I never saw fruit trees in such a

healthy condition, especially in such a season of

drought as we have experienced up to the present

time. E. IVelsh, Cro-.un East Court.

With fruits in general this season there is

generallya scanty yield, andmore particularly as regards

Apples, Pears and Plums, will this faUure be most

felt. All kinds of fruits gave the promise of a most

fertile yield up to the time of flowering, from the

great abundance of blossom upon all kinds. There

was great promise, the mischief being done by the quite

exceptionally long run of severe frosts all throughout

the blooming season, which not only swept off the

blossom, but seriously affected the general constitution

of the trees. From the blasting severity of the

north-easterly winds, many of the trees, more parti-

cularly Plums, were seriously affected, and subjected

to the ravages of all kinds of insects, more particularly

the green-fly; upon the other hand it is worthy of note

that I have never seen Peaches and Nectarines look

more healthy or give more promise of maturing

famous crops. G. IVestland, U'ttley Court.

Gloucester.—We have suffered most severely from

drought. There has only been one heavy shower of

rain since the end of April, and only of a few hours'

duration, so that very many of the fruit trees are

suffering severely, which, I fear, will to a great extent

damage the crop of 1S77. Up till this time there does

not appear to be any change in the weather. The
barometer continues at a fixed point of 30°. 15, the

wind steadily blowing from N. W. The heat in many
cases has been intense; on the l6th ult. the heat

registered by one of Negretti's standard thermometers

was 96°. From what I have seen of the Apple crops

throughout Gloucestershire, they are below an aver-

age. Alexander Crainh, Tortworth Court.

.5o«i<Tjrf.—Notwithstanding the inclement spring

our fruit crops in this district are on the whole very

satisfactory. A fair crop of Apricots (which we have

this season) in this district is more an exception than

a rule, not on account of frost, but on account of the

moist atmosphere we generally get when they are in

bloom. Apples are an abundant crop, but likely to

be very small. Plums on walls sheltered fr.mr the

east and north-east winds have an abundant crop,

whilst those exposed to it are under average. Peach
and Nectarine trees in the early part of the season

were very much blistered, but have quite recovered

since the warm weather came in, and made good
growth and promise to ripen a good crop of fine fruit.

T. Foote. Clevedon Court.

In February, March, and April on many occa-

sions the mornings were very wet and frosty, which
carried off the blossoms. I went through a few

gardens, and found a great deal of the fruit never set.

The small fruits when in bloom, such as Strawberries,

&c., were cut, and half of them turned black, and so

did not come to maturity. William Halletl, Cossington

Farm, BridglL'ater.

Devon.—The whole of the fruit crops in this district

are remarkably good, and this is the fourth continuous

season the Apple-bearing has been above the average.

John Gibson, Lupton, BrLxham.
With the exception of Apples, which were

thin of blossom this year, having borne heavy crops

the two previous seasons, the bloom on all other fruit

trees looked remarkably well and promising, but the

long continued spring frosts did much damage, and
Apricots, Plums, Pears, and Apples are a very thin

crop. Peaches and Nectarines after much labour in

keeping the trees clean, are, upon the whole, a fair

crop, Ale.\. Ayson, Oxton House, Kenton.

Apricots are doing very badly, dying away
whole trees at a time ; of cider Apples three parts of

the trees have none. Alfred George, Bicton.

My remarks on orchards apply to trees in

very good land in this neighbourhood which are bear-

ing well for the fourth year in succession, which is

very remarkable, as farmers here were in the habit of

saying they never knew three good bearings in suc-

cession. The Pears on pyramids set thickly, but fell

from the effects of the cold winds in April and May.

J. Garland, Killerton.

Cornwall.—Small fruits are fairly abundant but

very inferior in quality. Figs are abundant and pro-

mise well. Pears and Apples are much below the

average, and are now dropping from want of rain.

Strawberries are quite dried up. Peaches and Nec-
tarines are a failure entirely in my garden, the trees

blister and mildew to such an extent that they ulti-

mately die ; under glass I have a good crop. John
Tyerman, Penlee House, Tregoney.

The Plum crop is much underaverage, no doubt

partly owing to the enormous crops taken from the

trees last season. Owners of Plum gardens, some of

whom made last year £ 10 per week during the Plum
season, are now bitterly complaining of their prospects

this year. Figs (Brown Turkey) against walls are abun-

dant. Peaches and Nectarines have suffered from the

blister this year unusually, owing, I believe, to the

prevalence of cold east winds when the leaves were

tender ; they have now recovered, and here will ripen

a good crop of fruit. Gooseberries have been an

abundant crop ; the same may be said of Raspberries

and Strawberries. No prospect of much cider being

made in this neighbourhood. H. Mills, Enys.

Wales.

Anglesea.—The fruit crop is under the average, on

account of spring frosts and the prevalence of east

winds. Robt. Webster, Glyngarth, near Ba>!gor.

Brecon.—Fruit trees in general have suffered from
aphis badly. Storms have passed by here to neigh-

bouring counties. We have not had a good rain since

April, therefore the trees are very dirty in gardens and
orchards. I'\ J. Ireland, Glanusk Park, Criekhcavell.

Cardigan.—Altogether the lightest crop I have ever

seen ; owing to the long continuance of cold weather

the Peaches suffered severely from blister—to such an

extent that I fear many of the trees will prove to be

worthless. W. Hutchison, Castle Malgwvn.
Denbigh.—The severe late frosts, coupled with the

cold dry spring, and followed with a comparatively

colder and drier summer, have been excessively trying

for fruit crops of all sorts. We could not have had a

better show of all sorts early in the season, but now
all is changed. The struggle for existence at this

moment is pitiable to see. Many trees have suc-

cumbed that were at all weak in constitution. The
long-continued north and east winds, heavy atmo-

spheric pressure, with a blazing sun, giving a most
ungenial admixture of cold and hot currents, had a

very retarding influence on trees of all sorts. We
appear to be in a very dry cycle—as rain has fallen
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abundantly all round us. P. MMldoii, IVymistay

and Llangedwyn.

Ireland.

^n/ii/ii.—The finest crops ,in this locality are

almost a complete failure owing to the severity of the

sprinfr, as we had on April 13 a heavy fall of snow

and 8° of frost, which completely destroyed all the

fruit trees that were in blossom. Pears and Plums

were seriously blackened, and are now only recover-

inq from it. D. Taylor, Clenarm Castle.

V.i/vC-.—Standard Pear and Apple trees suffered very

much while in bloom ; both bloom and leaf-buds were

completely destroyed, which caused the wood to die

back for the length of 2 feet on some of the tenderest

kinds. J. I'raser, Beisborough.

Dublin.—Early in April fruit trees of all sorts looked

unusually promising—blossom of all sorts strong and

plentiful ; Apricots nicely set. Peaches on wall under

cover just setting; Pears, Plums, &c., studded with

vigorous-looking bloom. On April 9 a thunderstorm

took place, accompanied with showers of hail ; then

followed frost and snow till the 13th, finishing up with

8° of frost, which made a clean sweep. It is the worst

fruit season we have had here for the last quarter of

a century. G. Smith, Viceregal Lodge.

Owing to the continued drought for the past

four weeks, fruits have suffered considerably, especially

Strawberries and Raspberries. D. Pressley, Knock-

maroon.
Fermanagh.—The blossoming season was very cold

and dry here, which was much against the setting of

the fruit. Every sort is late in ripening. In orchards,

which are numerous in some districts in this county,

the Apples are full average, and good. Few Pears

are cultivated, being a very uncertain crop here.

7. M'Donald, Florince Court.

Gahoay.—I have never seen a better prospect of a

good fruit year than we had in the spring, the trees

covered with healthy buds ; but during the months of

April and May we had severe frost and east wind.

What fruit we have ripe is of splendid quality. Apples

and Pears will be large. Plums are very fine, and so

are Morello Cherries. Edward George, Garbally.

A7//VHWI'.—Early in the spring the fruit crops pro-

mised to be much over average and of fine quality,

but a period of scorching east wind set in, with bitter

cold nights, which lasted with more or less severity

until June 16. In some positions Pears and Plums

appear to have suffered most, while in others Figs,

without protecting, are not only a good crop but for-

ward. George Dodd, Woodstock Park.

Kildare.—During the blooming season I never saw

a better prospect of a good crop of fruit of all descrip-

tions, but from that time to the present we have had

nothing but harsh weather, a hot sun with keen winds

often at night driving the thermometer to the freezing-

point. We only received \\ inch of rainfall since the

latter end of April. /('. A. Emery, Kilkea Castle

Gardens.

King's County.—We had abundance of blossom on

all kinds of fruit trees, but owing to the late spring

frosts which we frequently experienced at the end of

May most kinds have only set sparingly, with the

exception of Strawberries, Currants, &c., which are

excellent both in quantity and quality. We have also

a very fair crop of Figs on the walls. T. J. Hart,

Birr Castle Garden!, Parsonstoion.

Louth.—The continuous drought since May I has

greatly injured our fruit crop ; having only 2 inches of

rain since that date leaves our fruit small and prema-

turely ripening. Our prospects at present are any-

thing but promising. Frank Fo^oler, Ravensdale Park,

Ke-ory.

il/ci;//;.—The fruit crop this year, owing to the

weather, is not so good as last year, except Straw-

berries, which are much better— finer fruit and better

flavour ; the sorts which are the best here are the

President and Eclipse. Gooseberries are a failure in

some gardens, owing to the frost on Good Friday.

Cherries are in abundance ; the wild Cherry trees

in the woods are loaded. Joh7i Cli-us, Head/ort

LLouse, Kelts.

IFicklo-o.—The greater part of the fruit crops in

this district suffered extremely from severe spring

frosts, and now, as the drought is so severe, average

sized fruits can hardly be expected this season. C.

Penford, Paioerseourt Gardens.

ff^rfmraM.—The fruit crop in this county has suf-

fered very much for want of rain. John Lgo, May-
drum, Athlone,

CHANNE' IsLANns,

Guernsey.—Pears are a thin crop here. Apricots

are little grown. Peaches are much blistered, but

recovering! Raspberries and Strawberries are ruined

by the drought. Currants are the best crop, and

after them Gooseberries. Altogether not a favourable

year at all. T. C. BrUtaut.

Jersey.—Apricots are very scarce, and inferior in

quality. Apples : Scarce. Pears : Chaumontels,

goodish, other varieties scarce. Plums : Not an

average. Strawberries : Inferior crop, and small

fruit. Cherries : Average. Peaches and Nectarines :

Inferior. Small fruits : Inferior, and fruit small.

Nuts : Not grown in Jersey. The fruit market has

not had half the quantity that used to be sent. The
Potato crop is also scarce, but prices are better. We
had a dark and cold spring, then a severe drought set

in, which caused a deficiency in crops. William Mel-

ville, Tynaiille Vineries, Jersey.

Vine Sports.—To deny that the Vine does not

occasionally sport, without the trickery of **some
horticultural Rebekah " would certainly be a very
" bold assumption." I have a good instance of an

abnormal trick of a Black Hamburgh Vine growing

here. Although I cannot substantiate the facts thereof

by such a cloud of good witnesses as Mr. Grieve,

nevertheless what 1 here relate are facts. In 1S72

a Black Hamburgh Vine at the time of breaking,

which was early in January, had one spur, situated

near the middle of the rod, that was very much later

than the rest in breaking into growth, although the

bud was very prominent, and to all appearance ought

to have come as soon and grown stronger than the

others; it eventually did expand, the shoot and
leaves being of a very pale green and short-jointed

—

differing widely in these respects from the rest of the

shoots on the same Vine or indeed in the house,

which at that time was all of the Black Hamburgh
variety of Grape. This shoot had one small stumpy
bunch, which came almost at the extremity of the

shoot, and for some time continued to grow almost

erect to the glass. From the very singular appearance

of the shoot and its bunch, I felt much interested in

it. The berries were duly thinned and they swelled

to a sizeconsiderably larger than any of the others, and
were altogether in singular contrast to the rest of the

house. \Vhen ripe the berries in shape were roundish,

inclined to oblate, with a hammered, uneven surface.

The footstalks of the berries were short, stout, and

very rough. The colour of the berries was red slightly

streaked with darker red, when viewed against the

light. The skin seemed to adhere to the flesh, which
was dry and solid. The flavour was sweet, but totally

unlike that of the Black Hamburgh Grape. None of

the berries contained more than two seeds, most of

them had only one seed. I retained the largest of the

seeds and sowed them, and I have now two Vines

from the produce : they have not yet fruited. I took

care of the shoot at the time of pruning, but as the

wood was not properly matured the eyes did not

grow. The next season, 1S73, two small sickly

shoots were all that came, and no fruit ; 1S74, shoots

again weak, no fruit ; 1S75, ^^ buds left at pruning

time broke stronger, and a bunch showed, which
progressed to about the time of completing stoning,

when large black indented spots showed themselves

on the sides of the berries, and finally all the berries

dropped off before ripening. However, at the time

of pruning I got two good eyes from the wood, and I

have now two strong young Vines, which 1 propose

trying to fruit next year. The present year (1S76) a

stronger shoot was produced with a nice sized bunch,

which bore many of the characteristics of the previous

ones ; the berries swelled freely, and all promised
well. I was in great hopes of seeing them finish well,

or at least ripen, but the old horrid spots caught them
again about the same stage as the previous bunches,

and every berry eventually dropped off, leaving me
very much disappointed. I must not omit to state that

the first bunch that I have named had some berries

destroyed by the same kind of spots, which at the

time I thought arose from scald, but I now lay the

cause to some peculiar constitutional defect localised

in that particular spur ; or it might be that the berries

are so dry and destitute of juice, as there have been
no other berries on any bunches that I have seen

affected in a like manner. The only black Grape
that I know of that in any way looks like the

abnormal bunches produced here, is the Mill Hill

Hamburgh. Probably that variety and others too have
originated from some similar abnormal freak, John
Wallis, Orwell Park.

Draceena indivisa, — At Binstead (near Ryde,
Isle of Wight), the seat of the late Sir Charles Locock,

may now be seen a grand flower-spike of Dracc^na

indivisa. The plant was cut to the ground in 1853,

and it now has a clean stem 4 feet high and 6 inches

in diameter a little above the ground. The flower-

spike is 3 feet high and 2\ feet through, and is now in

fine berry. There are many objects of great interest

to the horticulturist to be found at Binstead. Nature
has done a great deal for the place. The house,

which is a commodious one, is situate on high ground,

and the grounds run obliquely to the edge of the

Solent (within 300 yards of the quarantine ships).

The flower garden is very pretty, and the colours very

tastefully arranged ; and, with a good, not to say

powerful fountain throwing up its silvery water in the

sunshine, looks very pretty. The flower garden is

partly surrounded with balustrading, and commands

a grand view of the now busy Solent. The Pinetum
is especially worthy of note, and here Nature is left to
herself pretty much, as the Ivy, and, in some cases,

the Briars are allowed to ramble at pleasure. The
Coniferx are amongst the best in England ; one
Araucaria imbricata was carrying several fine-sized

cones. More especially is the Pinetum interesting,

inasmuch as every twenty or thirty yards something
fresh presents itself to the eye ; one place a deep ravine

covered with Briars, and in another a grotto of no
small dimensions, and then other objects, one more
grotesque than the other. Many pages of the

Gardenei-s' Chronicle might be filled in giving a de-

scription of the house, the kitchen garden, and their

crops, but suffice to say that Binstead is one of the

most picturesque spots I have visited for many a day,

but I am sorry to say it was only a passing visit
—

**a

run through," as it is generally called by "the craft,"

//. U\ Ward, Longford Castle, July 5.

Curiosities of Judging.—Noticing in your paper
last week a paragraph on the curiosities of judging in

South Wales, I notethatsimilarthingsoccurredatNew-
port, Monmouthshire, in July. I exhibited a collection

of four varieties of Potatos, which included some sorts

named by " Vigilans," except Extra Early Vermont
instead of Early Rose \ all bright as silk and of even
size. These were passed over, and the prizes awarded
to coarse, humpy ones. I also put up half a peck of

Red Emperors, all equal in size, and grown from the

seed that I had taken the third prize with at Stamford
in September last, but very much finer ; these, too,

were passed over. I also put up half a peck of kid-

neys, beautifully clear in the skins, and the tubers of

equal size ; they far exceeded anything in the show, m
but were passed over. I exhibited fifty pods of G. F, I

Wilson Pea, very large and in beautiful condition, I

much finer than what I had taken the ist prize with '

at Stamford in September last, but these, like the

splendid Potatos, were passed over : the 1st prize

was given to a sample of Fillbasket, which were too

old for my teeth. I noticed a beautiful dish of Dr.

Maclean, which ought to have been 2d, also passed

over. I noticed in the cottagers' class a ist prize

given to Cauliflowers like Seakale in bloom, smaller

and more compact ones being 2d. I exhibited a stand

of Pansies, good but rather under size, through the

hot weather, and was awarded a 2d prize, the 1st

being withheld, although there were two or three

other exhibitors. This is the style of judging at

flower shows in South Wales. J. IV.

Viburnum plicatum.—This lovely shrub, of

which you have, at p. 141, given an illustration, is

quite hardy at this place. A fine large flowering

plant, which must have been out some years when I

came to Eastnor in 1S60, withstood 34° of frost the

following winter, and has stood unprotected and un-

injured ever since. Established plants frequently

throw up strong growths 3 or 4 feet in length, which
flower profusely, and keep a long time when cut for

large vases in rooms. The plant also forces well. It

is cheap, grows freely in any good soil, and ought to

be better known. W. Coleman, Eastnor.

Plant Lore.—The Shamrock of old Ireland, the

little Clover, Trifolium repens, is, I understand, held

sacred in Persia, and there considered an emblem of

the Persian triads. It is called in the Arabic Sham-
rahk. Now if this really be correct, it is (taken in

conjunction with Pliny's assertion that serpents are

never seen upon Trefoil) somewhat remarkable that

St. Patrick, who abolished snakes from the Green
Isle, should have selected this plant as his symbol of

the doctrine of the Trinity. Can it be simply a coin,

cidence, or could there have been any plant-lore in

connection with the Trefoil existing in Ireland when
St. Patrick came over, which induced him to fix on
it as his especial and national emblem? Helen E.
ITalney,

Hardy Bamboos,—I fear that your description of

of the state of the specimens of Arundinaria falcata at

Mount Edgcumbe and Antony is of very general ap-

plication. A plant which I noticed at Syon House,
and all mine present a similar appearance, and yet the

damp, cold summer of 1875 seemed unhkelyto stimu-

late the seeding properties of any semi-tropical plants.

I find that there are two or three feeble attempts to

throw up a weakly sucker, and there is still some
life in the canes, so I hope there may be some chance
of recovery. The seeds of several species of Bamboo
are used for food in India when cereals fail, but I

do not know if they seed annually there or only at

irregular periods [at irregular periods] nor if, in the

latter case, the seeding is followed by the death of

the plant. The other varieties, which have all

proved perfectly hardy for several winters here, have
grown luxuriantly this season—aurea, mitis, nigri-

cans, Simoni, and violacea. Canes of aurea are>i

full 9 feet high and 2| inches round; one of*»

them grew 4 feet i inch in eight days. Canes of
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nigricans and mitis are from 10 to loj feet m
heiijht. I have never seen any of these varieties in

an English nursery garden. I obtained mine from the

Tardm d'Acclimitation in Paris, and from M. Gacn-

n8t, whose address I have not at hand, but his shop

is in or near the Qaai St. Paul. He imports well

established plants in pots from the Jardin d'Essai,

Algiers, every spring. They are well worth cultivat-

ing. I enclose some of the seed of falcata, which

appears worthless. J. W. Walrond, Bradfiild,

Cutlompton.

Although we have grown several plants

of this highly ornamental Bamboo for the last

twenty years, they have never produced any flowers

with us tdl this season, and now every one is

laden, giving them a very wretched and woe-begone

appearance, which is the more striking at the present

time, from the contrast affjrded by being surrounded

with such masses of healthy, deep green foliage,

while they are without a leaf, and as brown and dead-

looking as we are accustomed to see plants iu the

depth of winter. It is very remarkable that this

"going to seed " should take place so simultaneously

with a plant that has hitherto shoivn no desire to re-

produce its species, and this in so many different

locilicies, which renders it clear that it does not result

from any local inllaence. The thing is the more

singular that plants, of whatever size or age, have all

rushed into flower, and I greatly fear, from the ap-

pearance of our specimens of it, that the total

absence of green leaves for a whole year, and the

natural e.xhauition of seed-bearing, will cause them to

succumb. One of the plants here is probably the

finest in England, as many of the canes are up-

wards of 25 leet long, and large in proportion, so

that any one acquainted with this beautiful Bamboo
can readily imagine the grand effect they produce

when drooping gracefully over, and clothed, as they

hitherto have been, with sprays of the most delicate-

coloured foliage. The loss of such plants will rob us

of one of the principal ornaments in our hardy

fernery, where they have been one of the principal

features for many years past. J. Shrppard, Woolver-

slonc rark.

The Recent Hailstorm near London.—This
calamity has fallen with crushing effect on many hard-

working and industrious men, and is one of those

visitations againt which no precautions can be taken,

nor insurance effected, and their loss appeals for aid

with great force to their more fortunate neighbours

who haveescaped. With an effective committee formed

on the spot, and aid from the provincial centres there

should be no diBiculty in raising sufficient funds to meet

the most necessitous cases. Though rather isolated

here, I will be happy to aid in any movement that

may be deemed expedient to effect so desirable an

end. W. Thomson, 2'K>itd Viihyard, Anoint S.

The Golden Champion Grape.—Mr. Thomson,

in his reply to Mr. Fish's letter in the Gardeners'

ChtonkU of the 29' h ult., says the Golden Champion
Grape after passing out of his hands, but never before,

developed a tendency to spot under certain culture.

In this I think Mr. Thomson is in error, for I well

remember the first bunches of the Golden Champion

sent by him to the Royal Horticultural Society for the

inspection and opinion of the Fruit Committee. These

were badly spotted, and on that account should never

have had a First-class Certificate awarded. I, as a

member of the committee at that time, opposed the

award, believing then, as I do now, that the Grape did

not possess sufficient merit 10 justify, the committee in

passing such an award. These bunches of course

were grown by Mr. Thomson, the spotting, therefore,

can be no new thing, neither can it be the general

fault of culture, as Mr. Thomson infers. The Vine

doubtless is of delicate constitution, and has, in my
opinion, nothing to recommend it beyond the size of

its berries. Omar, Aug. 3.

Danger in Guano Water.—"Too much of a
' good thing " may be said to act as a positive evil in

matters horticultural as well as in those pertaining to

the well-being of ourselves. Just recently I saw the

second case that has come under my notice of the

foliage of Vines in a house in the height of their

growth being completely dcslri.»yed for this year and
injured lor next by too much guano-water being put
in the evaporating troughs on the pipes. Such a case

as this represents rather dearly bought experience,

and at any rate should prove a very good caution to

others. Such cases seem to show that guano applied

for atmospheric work is wrong, and the only safe way
of applying guano beneficially is by watering it into

the border for the roots. Still liquid manure from
the farmyard put into the evaporating pans acts very
beneficially by throwing a finer foliage, as may be
occasionally observed. li. M,

Grape Vine Sports.—I enclose a leaf taken from
a Lady Downe's Vine as an example of bud-sport.

The leaf is marked like a variegated Maple ; the

other leaves of the lateral from which it is taken are

also marked in various degrees. This occurs about
the middle of the rod, and with no trace of variega-

tion either above or below. The Vine occupies a

position in the middle of the house, is in vigorous

health, and bearing a heavy crop. There is nothing

in the treatment of the house or this Vine in particular

that could superinduce such a change. This may be of

some interest to your readers, in connection with the

present discussion upon bud. sports in the Vine. G.

Smilli, Vkerisal Gardens, Dublin, Aupist 7.

Helleborus niger, L.—I send you two freshly

gathered flowers from our plants, which grow fully

exposed to the sunshine, and have flowered for the last

ten years every summer, sometimes in profusion. I

never knew of such a case before. They do their

duty also at Christmas. None of the green or brown
flowered species flower twice with U5. H. G. R<hb. f.

[We never heard of "remontant Hellebores " before.

Eds.]

Cure for Bee and Wasp Stings.—I see in your

paper many cures for the stings of bees and wasps,

such as the old-fashioned soap, soda, and blue-bag.

Then again the half of an Onion, which your corre-

spondent says will cause you to dance a little, and
now this week the juice of the Sorrel, which, how-
ever, has the disadvantage that you must pinch the

afflicted spot until it bleeds before applying it. To
those of your readers who, like myself, dislike pain of

any sort, whether bee-caused or self-caused, let me
recommend a small stoppered bottle of strong liquid

ammonia, one drop of which will, if applied at the

time, cause an immediate cessation of pain, and pre-

vent any swelling by destroying the poison. I have

known many persons who were liable to be terribly

disFigured by stings to be cured by a drop or two of

the ammonia, so that in an hour's time you could see

no mark. On the Continent many persons during the

summer carry in their waistcoat pocket a small battle

of liquid ammonia with a ground glass stopper which

has a long point reaching to the bottom of the bottle

after the manner of a cayenne cruet, and on being

stung by any kind of gnat, bee, or wasp, they imme-
diately apply the remedy. A. H. Pearson, Chikuell,

Notts. [VVe can endorse this recipe from actual obser-

vation. Eds.]

Mr. Grieve's Graps Vine Sport.—Whilst the

notabilities of the horiiculiural world are discussing

the merits of the Golden Champion Grape under the

above heading, there can be no harm in having a peep

in to see that our Champion be not annihilated

altogether from the trade catalogues of the kingdom.

The public have their champion in Mr. Grieve, who
will always report on any abnormal trickery whenever
he detects it in any subject of the vegetable kingdom
with which the public are not conversant. It is well

that we have men of Mr. Giieve's stamp, and the

columns of the Gardeners' Chronicle open to us, so

that we can rectify prevailing errors before the gar-

dening public become victimised by the purchase of

an article which assumes so many characters in the

hands of diflerent cultivator.;. To quote the words of

Mr. Fish, I should say it would be a pity, for the sake

of " scientific research," to expunge from our Vine

lists the Golden Champion, if it be at all possible to

find out a remedy in the shape of special treatment,

which would enable us in some degree to curb the

trickery of this capricious Grape Vine. It would be

senseless on ray part, or, indeed, on the part of any

one, to attempt to assert that this Grape possesses the

good qualities of a Black Hamburgh or a Muscat of

Alexandria, but it is the grandest Grape grown as

regards appearance, and those who retain a

"curiosity shop " on their premises for trying experi-

ments, cannot do better than have a go-in for a

Champion in appearance without its faults. I have

got Golden Champion fine in appearance so far, but I

watch the atmospheric condition of the house in

which it is grown as a cat would a mouse. It evi-

dently requires very careful handling, because

extremes of dryness at the root will cause it to be as

insipid as a Turnip. Now, what means this discus-

sion ? Is there any part of the debate that would point

to the parentage of the Champion, oris there any good
that is likely to accrue from discussing the matter in its

present shape? Some people grow this Grape well,

ethers have discarded it without half a trial ; the

majority of people have thrown it away, because it

will not yield submissively to ordinary treatment.

The Vine is a vigorous grower, requires thorough

ripening, and, in a word, must have treatment almost

peculiar to itself. But after all, the bluster that has

been made, and the petty allusions to monetary

considerations, were anything but happy "hits,"

and must have been an impulsive figure of speech,

written unconsciously by the fertile pen of one who
must be aware that every gardener in Britain knew
as well as he can tell them, the good points or bad of

Golden Champion before now. Therefore any refer-

ence to advertising was a poor compliment to an

enlightened public, unless, indeed, the opponents of

Golden Champion consider themselves the last tri-

bunal of appeal in all matters bearing upon science. I

am quite willing to leave the scientific part in the

hands of those who lay claim to being scientific men,

but am altogether adverse to ex parte statements. What
we want is a hint from " scientific research " to carry

out in practice. But this is not all : we have other

Grapes which are up to a little trickery as well as

Golden Champion. Madresfield Court was sent out

as a late Grape ; has it been a success as such ? And
although it is an exquisite Grape when grown in an
early house, I think it will be readily admitted that it

wants very careful humouring to grow it to perfection.

The grandest sight I ever saw was a whole house of

it at the Garston Vineyard, where Mr. Meredith grew

it on the extension system, and where all its "whims "

could be humoured to a nicety. Trebbiano will sport

exactly like Golden Champion, and yet it has a thick

skin like an Alicante ; it is a coarse Grape, but if

started early and grown in a Muscat temperature it

will finish a beautiful amber, exactly like a Muscat. I

have seen bunches of Lady Downe's in which all

symmetry was destroyed by "scalding," when atten-

tion to ventilation was all that was wanting. If every

one knows that a greenhouse temperature and plenty

of air will remedy the evil (prevention is better

than cure), how are we to account for so many
failures ? I might enumerate many more instances to

prove that Golden Champion is not the only fickle

Grape we have got to deal with, but there is some-

thing constitutionally wrong with the Champion, and

unless we set about finding a remedy other than in a

paper warfare, our names will never be handed down
to posterity with any claim for credit beyond that

which we can claim for telling the world what it

aUeady knows. fK Hinds, Oltenpool, Liverpool.

The Potato Disease.—At p. 175 my friend, Mr.

Poynter, in recommending a dusting of " soot, or

soot and lime," to destroy the Potato fungus, is, I

think, at fault. I am afraid he would find it

" coming behind the roast " to use the dust when the

disease has commenced. In my opinion, anything to

be eflective would require to be used before the

slightest appearance of disease makes itself manifest

;

nothing can save the tubers when once the leaves

have been affected, and the little discoloured spot

appears near the root attachment. This mark has

always been found by me as soon as I have been able

to distinguish the slightest speck of the white mould

that precedes the decay of the leaves. All the

examinations I have made, and they have been many,

have resulted in first finding the whitish dust and the

brownish yellow marking from the leaves along the

haulm and roots, culminating in the tuber by a dis-

coloured speck near the junction of the thread with the

tuber, then running in discoloured veins of various

tints and forms through its wh.ile interior. The speck

above-mentioned is present in every tuber that has the

brown mark along its stem, and never in those whose

stems escape ; and, as I mentioned in a former com-

munication, these threads or stems are the weak ones,

and to which the smallest tubers are attached. Can
any of our clever mycologists say why the strongest

threads and the largest tubers are only attacked,

or at least mostly so, and why the weak escape ?

I have never found a tuber that his shown the little

discoloured speck that would keep—they all perish

sooner or later ; and, although housed with the

tubers that have no specks, yet they never communi-

cate the disease to these. Mr. Poynter thinks his

dust would be all-sufficient, but I have little or no

faith in any application made after the disease has

once manifested itself; and I would not give a

warm sunshiny July for all the nostrums that have

as yet been proposed. The present year is an

example of what I said would be the case could we
get such a month ;

your returns from nearly all quarters

of the kingdom prove how beneficial has been a

sunny July to the Potato crops in preventing disease.

I do not wish to deter people trying experiments to

cure the disease, but what I wish to point out is

the uselessness of experimenting on a crop that has

been tainted before the experiment commences ; any-

thing as a cure must be applied to the leaves and

haulm in a healthy state, and before the first week in

July. Mr. Poynter has a little fling at my thunder and

lightning, and seems to ignore electricity, and to

hold the idea that all things were created at once,

and that the law of creation or formation then

ceased, and that fungoid and other seeds have been

in existence ever since the time when

—

" With herbs and plants and fruitful trees

The new-formed globe was crowned,

Ere there was rain to bless the soil

Or sun to warm the ground."

The poet has put the cart before the horse in the

above quotation, and it requires a stretch of ones

faith to oelieve the miracle described. But I demur

to the doctrine, and look upon the law by which

things are as they are, as being antecedent to, or at
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least coeval with, the earth's first existence, and equal

to accomplish all the conditions of evolution or

development which appear in or upon the earth ; and
whether I may be right or wrong about electricity

being the producer of the Potato disease, and a hun-

dred other similar diseases, I think I may at least

claim that it seems to be the agent by which life is

distributed ; that by its action life is developed,

according to condition and circumstances, which are

never twice alike, but are continually varying, accord-

ing to the action and reaction on one and other of

the innumerable globes that people space ; and that

these forces can never be exerted twice in the same
way. Hence we have no two things alike, and the

question is thus answered, *' Why did we never hear

of the Potato disease before?"—Because we never
had the same conditions, /.£., the conditions necessary

to its development. JoJm Scott.

Folk Lore.—Your correspondent, "B. M.," says

that some people imagine the Elder to have been
*' one of the trees from which the Cross was made,"
but I have often heard it asserted in varlou-i country

places that tlie Aspen was the tree, and that is the

reason why its leaves tremble so. Helen E. IVahity.

On a Certain Phase of the Potato Disease.

—

During the first week of July this year some very

robust and apparently otherwise healthy Potato plants,

growing in a garden in King's Lynn, were observed

by the writer to have upon their leaves numerous
black patches. A closer examination of these spots

showed them to vary in size from I to 5 millimetres,

and to consist of an alteration in the colour of the leaf,

associated with moie or less thickening, especially

towards the centre. They were firm, circumscribed,

and somewhat glossy upon the upper surface, where
they not unfrequently exhibited a tendency to con-

centric folding. In outline they were rather irregular,

but their exact shape seemed to be greatly influenced

by the proximity of the midrib or any other vein.

Upon the under-surface of the leaf they appeared
more irregular, and neither so smooth nor so shining.

Their dark colour contrasted strongly with the white
cuticular hairs which studded the surface and margins.

The lower aspect of each spot was, as a rule, larger

than the upper, and was not so distinctly defined.

Though still bounded by the venation the blackening
of the tissues of the leaf was prolonged more or less

down the veins, which gave the spots a somewhat
stellate appearance. Believing these spots to be in

some way connected with the Potato disease we ex-

amined many of them microscopically, but no
mycelium was discovered, nor any trace of Perono-
spora. Dr. Paul Magnus, of Berlin, likewise obtained
only negative results. The only observation made
was that the tissues of the leaves were changed from
green to dark brown. This coloration was so dense
and opaque that it obscured the structures very
materially, and would effectually hide any delicate

mycelial tubes that might be present. Some
of the spots at first sight bore a slight ex-
ternal resemblance to Rhytisma, but this vanished
completely on a closer examination. The subsequent
histoiy of these productions, as far as we have been
able to 'make out, seems to be as follows:—They
increase somewhat in size but never to any very great

extent, but they seldom or never coalesce. At first the
colour of the leaf is unaltered, but it soon becomes
paler, and immediately around the spot assumes a
sickly yellow hue, which is followed by a withering of
the whole leaf. A haulm with affected leaves upon it

was placed in water, and the changes that took place
before the final shrivelling of the leaves watched. In
the course of one or two days each spot became sur-

rounded by a dusky area from 10 to 20 mm. across.

This area retained its colour after all other parts of
the leaf had assumed the yellowish green hue, and,
moreover, when the leaf began to shrivel the black
spot and its surrounding areola remain firm and even.
By July 21 great changes had taken place in the
Potato plants in question. Those first attacked were
quite dead, the haulms being brown and dry ; the
spots upon the leaves, however, remained quite dis-

tinguishable, and appeared to have undergone little,

if any, alteration, they had, however, not shrunk so
much in drying as the other parts of the leaves had,
so the thickenmg was more obvious. Other plants
upon which the disease had made less progress had
lost from one-third to one-half their leaves, the re-

mainder being spotted, but still looked vigorous. The
haulms, and especially the lower portions, had the
appearance of having been bruised or frost-bitten, and
were mottled by a dark livid discoloration. The
darkened portions rapidly increased in size, and were
the seat of a disintegration of the £ub-cuticular tissues,

so that when the haulm was pressed between the
finger and thumb it became denuded of its cuticle.

Oil digging up the tubers they were found to be very
small but apparently healthy, two of the seed
Potatos were found quite rotten and reduced
to the consistency of butter ; in the course of two
days, however, one of the tubers became diseased.
Upon an examination of the two decomposed Potatos,

they were found to contain mycelial threads in abun-
dance, and those structures with which the readers of

the Cariicnas' Chronicle are now so familiar, whose
life-history has been so admirably worked out by Mr.
Worthington G. Smith—the antheridia and oospores

of Peronospora infestans. The dead haulms were also

carefully examined, and yielded the same bodies in

greater or less abundance. One plant contained

numerous examples of that curious echinulate structure

which it is almost certain Moutagne had in view when
he described Artotrogus hydnosporus, a figure of

which is given in Gardoicrs Chronicle^ at p. C9,

vol. iv. , 1S75, fig. II. From this it would appear
that the blackened patches upon the leaves are the

first indication of the latent mischief, which soon
becomes pronounced by those morbid changes in the

stem that seem to us nothing more nor less than the

Potato disease. In the present instance the baneful

mycelium originates from, and is produced by, the

rest-spores of the previous year, which have been
either buried with the seed Potato, or existed in a
quiescent state in the ground, awaiting the presence

of a suitable host to burst into activity. The mycelium
thus originated does not produce aerial fructification

(conidia), from a lack of suitable meteorological con-

ditions, or perhaps from the proper period of the

season not having arrived. If this be borne out by
subsequent observations, it will be a clear point gained

in the life-history of the Peronospora, and one which
will not be without practical value, for we shall be
enabled to recognise the presence of the fungus while

it is in a state of comparative quiescence, and before it

commences to develope with that terrible rapidity with
which we are, unfortunately,- so familiar. Charles B.
Flo-onqh/, Kind's Lyiuu

Trltonia aurea.—I was much struck with the

appearance of a number of pots of this showy autumn
bulb standing in a cool spot at Blenheim a few days
since. The pots varied from 6 inches to 9 inches in

size, and were full of roots and growth ; they are

found most useful for conservatory decoration, or

to furnish showy cut flowers. The roots may be
potted up afresh every season, or it is perhaps better

to pot them first into 6-inch pots, and then shift them
on into larger sizes without materially disturbing the
ball. After three years it will be well to break them
up again for repotting into the smaller pots. It is

thus easy by potting some afresh annually always to

have a good succession of strong established stools. D,

A Farmer's Vacation. By G. Waring, Jun., of

Ogden Farm. Boston (U.S.) : Osgood. London :

Tiiibner.

No sooner does Parliament end than the stream of

vacation-ramblers which had been flowing steadily

through the summer receives a sudden impetus, and
the number of tourists becomes legion. To those

—

especially of agricultural or engineering proclivities

—

who may be hesitating where to go we commend this

book. To those who can only stop at home we also

commend the book, for it is well put together, well

printed, and well illustrated. The printing and typo-

graphy are superior to what we generally see in

American books, though they form another proof, in

addition to others we have seen of late, that a great

advance in these particulars is being made on the

other side of the Atlantic. The author takes his

readers at once into a little known district of North
Holland, and passes southward into more frequented

parts of the kingdom, noting with keen glance every-

thing he sees en route. Moreover he appreciates

what he sees, even to the extent of conlessing that

there are some things out of America worthy the

admiration of a citizen of the States. The drainage

of the Lake of Haarlem, a gigantic work about to be
outnvalled by the drainage of the Zuyder Zee itself,

the fabrication of Dutch cheese, and other like matters,

are treated on at some length. Though looking at

things v/ith a farmer's eye the record of the author's

travels is by no means exclusively professional, and
those among us who are pretty familiar with Hol-
land, Normandy, Brittany, and the Channel Islands,

will find the charm of freshness in the author's

descriptions. The illustrative woodcuts are admirable.

Notes on Collecting and Preserving Natural
History Objects. EditedbyJ. G. Taylor, Ph.D.
Hardwicke & Bogue.

Now that so many persons are about starting for

their autumn holiday it is seasonable to call attention

to the above little volume. It will be found very

serviceable at all times to young naturalists and

amateurs, and particularly useful to those who want
something to do at the seaside beyond the conven-

tional lounge on the pier. To many— to most

—

change of employment is of much greater benefit than

mere idleness. Some people away from home are

idle, and feel the miseries of boredom simply because

they do not know what to do ; let them pack up this

unpretending volume, and it will go hard with thera if

they cannot find something to stimulate their interest,

whether at the coast or elsewhere. The articles in

question originally appeared in that capital periodical,

Science Gossipy but we are glad to see them reproduced

in a collected form. It is hardly fair to pick out one

article more than the rest for comment where all are

good, but the editor's introductory note on collecting

geological specimens forms a capital preface, dealing

as it does with the very fascinating process of

collecting geological specimens.

The CJardener for August opens with an article

on the swelling of fruit, in which the great import-

ance of a due supply of water, as well as of prevent-

ing, if practicable, excessive evaporation, is dwelt on.

Alluding to the method of ascertaining the average

amount of heat required by different plants to perfect

their growth, the writer points out that the heat must

not be given all at once. So good an observer as

Boussingault was not likely to omit so very neces-

sary a qualification, and, of course, the same remark
would apply to the rainfall or the artificial supply of

water. A curious instance is recorded of an inarched

Vine, which v/e will describe in the editor's own
words :

—

" Late in the season of 1874 we inarched a very weak
Vine of Waltham Cross Seedling on to a vigorous young
Black Hamburgh Vine. In autumn the union was not

considered sufficiently perfect to warrant the roots being

cut away from the inarch
; and the pot was left all

winter. About the middle of March, 1875. the inarch

was severed from its roots, within a few inches of the

surface of the soil in the pot, leaving, as it happened, a
portion of it, about 2 feet long, dangUng below the point

of union with the stock. Some time afterwards it was
examined, with the intention of removing the portion of

the march below the union. But finding that all the

buds below, as well as those above the union had burst

into growth, all those above the union, which, in the

ordinary course of practice, would have been left were
removed, and those buds below the union left ; ulti-

mately these were reduced to one, about half way
between the union and the end of the hanging piece of

wood. The bud left grew to nearly the top of the

house, and ripened well. Last winter the rod was cut

back in the usual way, and this season it has grown with

increased vigour.

"The portion of wood through which the sap has
thus travelled the wrong way for two seasons* growth
has not increased in girth to any appreciable extent, but

that portion below where the bud started, and has con-

tinued to grow, has thickened rapidly. Does this prove

that the return current of sap lays on the wood, and
that it cannot ascend through B, which has not thick-

ened?"

We may fairly raise objection to the phrase, the

"wrong way." The wrong way, if there were such

a thing in this case, would be a current of sap in a

direction where it was not wanted. In the present

case, as far as we can understand it from the diagram,

the sap passes through an intermediate tongue into a

"strong growth." On the tongue there is no appear-

ance of leaf or bud formation, and consequently no

thickening, but on the "strong growth " there are buds

and a thickening of tissues below to serve as a store-

house for the use of the strong growth. It is a pity

that we are itill so wedded to the exploded theory of

an ascending and a descending current. It is true

the sap may and does flow in either of these direc-

tions, but in different parts of the same stem, at the

same time, it may be fiowing in different directions

—

now up, now down, now across, according to the

need there may be of nutrient fluid in particular places.

The ordinary notion seems to be that the current is

as regular as the flow and return of a hot-water

apparatus, but this is by no means the case.

Publications Received :—Bulletino della R,
Societa Toscana di Orticultura—Annales Agronom-
iques—Transactions of the Massachusetts Horticul-
tural Society (contains the reports of several valuable
and interesting discussions on points connected with
practical horticulture)—Quinology of the Kist India

Plantations (J. E. Howard)—Wine and its Coun-
terfeits (Denman)—Hints on Gardening in India

(Woodrow).
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Reports of Societies.

Cheadle Horticultural : Augnst 4 niiJ 5.

—

The ninth annual show of this Society has been equal

if not superior to any that has yet been held. The

entries were very numerous and the weather good.

The fruit, which was of average good quality, was, as

it has been in former years, exhibited in the Depleach

Hall, which was kindly placed at the .Society's dis-

posal by the Hon. Sec. , E. D. Stone, Esq. The

plants were exhibited in an adjoining field, lent by

Dr. Godson, Cheadle. Three tents, one large one and

two smaller, were filled with exhibits, some of which

were of the very first-class ; indeed, few surburban

villages can, or at least do, show the same results of

such a devoted interest to gardening as Cheadle. In

the nurserymen's class of ten stove and greenhouse

plants, Messrs. Cole & Sons took the 1st prize with

some as fine plants as they have ever shown. Vinca

alba was one of their most prominent plants, quite a

masterpiece of cultivation ; Ixora coccinea, with

splendid scarlet heads ; Croton Weismanni, one of

the most beautiful plants in the show, is doubtless one

of the best of its kind in the country. Messrs.

Caldwell & Sons, Knutsford, ran a good 2d in

this class with a grand Cycas revoluta anvl other fine

plants. Messrs. Yates, Market Place, Manchester,

made a capital 3d.

For ten stove and greenhouse plants (amateurs) Mr.

G. Smith, gr. to John Rylands, Esq., Longford Hall,

took 1st, with a fine ornamental lot, containing a

splendid Dicksonia autarctica, Dipladenia amabilis,

a good Yucca aloifolia variegata, Livistonia altissima,

and Alocasia LowiL The 2d prize went to Mr.

Cardwell, gr. to S. Schloss, Esq., Bowdon, for a

set of fine plants, one or two of which, however,
were rather p.ast their best. For six foliage and
floweiing plants Mr. Smith was again placed 1st,

with a very nice young lot ; the 2d prize stand was
more uneven, but contained a splendid Eutya lati-

fjlia and Croton angustifolius. Another prize con-

tested for was six foliage plants, in which the most
remarkable plants were Sarracenia pitrpurea, in the

largest-sized pan, 3 feet across, full of pitchers ; a

good Dicksonia antarctica, and Cocos Weddelliana,

&c. One of the most important features of the exhi-

bition, however, was the groups of twenty plants

grown in lo-inch pots and staged for effect. For this

prize there were eight competitors, and they made up
a splendid exhibition table. Here we observed some
of the most interesting plants, such as are seldom or

never exhibited as specimens—Spbarogyne latifolia,

Cyttoceras reflexum, Reidia glaucescens, &c. Tables
of this kind bring out such plants.

The fruit, as a whole, was good, equal in quality,

and greater in quantity to exhibits of former years.

In the collection of six dishes of fruit Mr. Smith was
1st, with good Black Hamburgh and Muscat Grapes,
fine and well-coloured Victoria Nectarines, good
Noblesse Peaches, and a Queen Fine. For two
bunches of Black Grapes Mr. Beverley, gr. to D.
Adarason, Esq., took 1st, with fine examples—

a

capital pair. For two bunches of white Grapes Mr.
Lingard, gr. to H. Samson, Esq., took 1st, with
good Muscat of Alexandria, two bunches of Canon
Hall being placed 2d. This is a fine Crape when
seen in good condition. Pines were represented by
fair specimens of Montserrat and (|)aeen. For table
plants in pots not to exceed S inches there was a good
competition, in pretty plants, of suchas Aralia Veitchii,
Cocos Weddelliana, 0\:c. A pair nice plants o(

Rivinia tinctoria was shown in a class adjoming this
for berried plants; the bright red berries, and the cha-
racter of carrying flower as well as fruit at the same
time, makes the plant more interesting. For the
best model garden and for the best rock garden Mr.
A. Lumbers, Didsbury, was the only exhibitor j but
his work deservedly received a 1st prize in both
classes. A'. Mackellar, Abitev I/all Garden.

©iii'tunvg.
On Thursday, the ji inst., at Winterton,

WiLLi..\M Bi R.NLEY Hi .ME, Esq., of the lUU House,
Winterton, Norfolk, and 124 llarley Street, London,
son of the late Joseph Hume, Esq , M. P., in the
fifty-seventh year of his age. Mr. Hume was a great

lover of Orchids, of which he had a fine collection.

For some time he occupied a seat on the Council of

the Royal Horticultural Society, and he acted as one
of the representatives of that Society at the Inter-

national Horticultural Exhibition at Cologne last

year.

^v-/^-
\VF,7-\"TU^-^

iTE OF THE WEATHER ATBLACKHBATH, LONDON,
Fob the Week ending Wednesday, August g, i8j6.
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sioners have the surplus receipts ever been sufficient

to pay the debenture interest except in 1S62. Journal
of Ilorticullure.

Revengeful Bees.—"M." writes to us:—**A
most extraordinary event occurred at Abingdon last

Tuesday. A donkey tethered a short distance from
two hives of Ligurian bees was attacked and killed by
them. This is the second year that these bees have
become aggressive, after their harvest of honey has

been taken from them. The owner of these hives is

a bee fancier, and the honey is made in boxes, whicli

latter are removed when filled. In this way the bees

are deprived of their natural food, and at a lime of

year when there is little or no honey to be got from
flowers. The country around Abingdon is, moreover,
at all times very unsuiled to bees. The consequence
is that the poor things are now wholly dependent on
artificial feeding, and when this is not sufficient

or is neglected, they of course become exasperated

with starvation. Last year these same bees invaded
private houses, and even formed marauding companies
into the town of Abingdon (nearly half a mile distant

from their hives), and made an inroad on the sugar
in a grocer's shop. On Tuesday last they not only
wreaked their vengeance on the unfortunate donkey,
but attacked passeri-by in a road at the back of their

hives, and also two ponies going along the road.

Perhaps Ligurians are remarkably savage by nature,

but, at any rate this event may make others besides

myself question whether it is altogether advisable to

deprive bees in this way of their honey. The old-

fashioned plan of destroying the bees to take the

honey has been much deprecated of late, but I ques^

tion if it is not more humane than to let the poor
little industrious creatures suffer from hunger when
they have worked hard all the summer for their winter

store? This is a fact overlooked, perhaps, by many
who are interested in *bee keeping.' " Times.
Waterproof PACKiNG-PAruR.—In Design and

Work we find the following recipe, which may be
useful :— Dissolve if lb. white soap in I quart of

water. In another quart of water dissolve l^oz, of

gum-arabic and 5 oz glue. Mix the two solutions,

warm them, and soak the paper in the liquid, and
pass it between rollers, or simply hang up to dry.

inquiries*
He that guestioneth much sJialt learn much.—Bacon.

127. ISMENE CALATHiNA.—What treatment must be
pursued to make this plant bloom ? I have it planted in

pure peat, and in fresh loam. I have planted in the
borders in April. I have kept it in the greenhouse, but

now, for six yeitrs, without result. I want help and
advice. John E. Daniel, 6, The Terrace, Epsom.

128. Aralta.—Would some of your readers be kind
enough to inform me which Aralia it is the nurserymen
use for grafting the choice kinds on, and where I could
obtain the same ? W. H. T.

Answers to Correspondents.
Alba or Alva ; E. P. O. Your criticism is not well

founded. The name was, and is, written in both
manners, and the date 1567 is correct.

American Tree Seeds : Nurseryman. A very useful

list of American tree seeds, with prices, is published
by Mr. Thomas Meehan, nurseryman, Germantown,
Philadelphia.

Books: E. Thomson 01? (he Vine, published by Messrs.
Blackwood.

Cucumbers Diseased: A. B. Your Cucumbers are
attacked by the disease well known as gumming. We
cannot account for the cause of it, and know of no
cure for it. The only thing you can do is to clear all

out and commence again with a change of soil and
seed, getting both, and the seed especially, from a
distance, if you can.

Eggs : J. B. The following paragraph, which we
quote from thp Agricultural Gazette of March 25,

1871, gives the information you ask for:—"The fol-

fowing is an easy mode of keeping eggs in a perfectly

edible condition for ten months : Have ready a square
deal box of the size you are likely to require, cover the
bottom with a layer of sweet bran about 3 inches
thick ; as the eggs are brought in from the fowl-house
wipe them carelully over with a piece of new flannel

well saturated with sweet oil, lay them carefully on
the layer of bran, taking care that they do not touch
each other, then add another layer of bran and pro-
ceed as before. We are now (March 25) using eggs
which were so treated, and which were laid as long
ago as June 4 last, and are perfectly good for all kit-

chen purposes."
Exchange : Can any reader of the Gardeners

Chronicle help me, either by way of gift, exchange,
or otherwise, to cuttings or plants of Tridentia
olivacea, Brn. (Stapelia cruciformis), Duvalla humilis
(Stapelia humilis), and Stapelia tremociliata (at one
time supplied me by the late Mr. C. Pfersdorff) ? John
E. Darnel, 6, Tiie Terrace, Epsom,

Ferns : T. T. They are kept too hot and dry, and are
hence eaten up with thrips. Cleanse them thoroughly,
and put them in a cool moist close frame till growth is

renewed. The Fuchsias infested by bug should be
burnt, and young ones provided in their stead.

Insects ON Vine Leaves: A. Eeid. The leaves you

sent had become shrivelled before we could examine
them. Please send a few more packed in damp moss.

LiLlUM NiLGilERRENSE : P. Barr. The flower is re-

markably stout, and much more deeply lemon-tinted

than in any longifloras we have seen. It measures
about 9 inches in length. It is a fine and showy Lily,

agreeably scented, and with a very thick'leaf.

Lobelia : C. K. A solitary flower of a seedling Lobelia

is not sufficient to base an opinion upon.

Moth : E. O. M. We cannot say for certain what it

was from your description only, but it was probably

one of the Sphinxes, and, as you saw it in the day-
time, it might have been S. convolvuli.

Mountain Ash : E. H. B. The berries are perfectly

wholesome, and are eaten in Scotland as a sauce with
venison.

Names of Plants : Mr-i. Eowland. The blue flower

is BrowalUa elata ; the other Calandrinia grandiflora.
—

J. A. E. We do not undertake to name Roses.

—

E. IV. H. What you have sent us is common Purs-

lane. Portulaca oleracea. We can only suppose that the

seed was mixed. Common Purslane is much used as a
pot herb and for salads on the Continent.— \V. Lacy,

r, Statice limonium ; 2, Hypericum elatuni
; 3,

Coccoloba plcilycladon
; 4, Aconitum Nappellus, very

poisonous
; 5, Celsia arcturus ; 6, Centranlhus

ruber. Red Valerian.

—

H. K. Sideritis candicans.

—

Constant Subscriber. 1, Cyrtomium falcatum ; 2,

Nephrolepis tuberosa
; 3, Gymnogramma tartarea

; 4,

Adiantum trapeziforme
; 5, Gymnogramma ochracea

;

6, Asplenium bulbiferum.— Cairey. i, Asplenium fon-

tanum ; 2, A. lanceolatum
; 3, A. fontanum.

—

J . P.
1, Selaginella pubescens ; 2, S. viticuloso

; 3, Gonio-
phlebium appendiculatum

; 4, Todea hymenophyl-
loides : 5, Adiantum tenerum ; 6, Athyrium Filix-

foemina thyssanotum.

—

E. A. i, Litobrochia vesper-

tilionis ; 2, Adiantum formosum
; 3, Platycerium alci-

corne
; 4, Asplenium bulbiferum

; 5, Cyrtomium fal-

catum.

—

A. W. Carex paniculata, Polygonum
aviculare and P. persicaria.—£. G. H. Filago ger-

manica.

Catalogues Received.—Messrs. E. H. Krelage &
Son {146, Kleinen Houtweg, Haarlem, Holland),

Special Descriptive Catalogue of Lilies.—Messrs. W.
Cutbush & Sons (The Nurseries, I lighgate, London,
N.), Descriptive Catalogue of Bulbs).—Mr. A. M. C.
Jongkindt-Coninck (Tottenham, a Dedemsvaart lez

Zwoile, Holland), Lists of Bulbs and Flower Roots.

—Mr. J.
Linden (Ghent, Belgium), Catalogue of

Azaleas, Camellias, &c.

Communications Received.—F. J. H.—G. M. Woodrow.—
J. Denman.—Lady Grey.—M. Boissier (with many thanksi.

—J. E. H. (with many thanksj.—W. P.—W. RI.—H. D.

*»• IMPORTANT NOTICE.— r^« Agricultural

Gazette is Published on Mondays, in time

for the Evening Mails, containing a Full Eeport of

the London Markets, and of all other Agricultural

Intelligence up to the hour ofgoing to press.

[arkets*

COVENT GARDEN, August 10.

Orders for soft fruit are now very generally executed,

and only extra good samples are maintaining last week's

prices. Apples are to hand in fair quantities, and are

reahsing their value. Some good Kent Filberts have

arrived, and are selling well. Jas. Webber, Wholesale

Apple Market.

Cut Flowbrs.

Carnations, 12 bunch. 4 o- 9 <

— Clove. 12 bun. . . 4 o- q t

Cornflower, per doz. 2 o- 6 c

Dahlias, 12 bunches 4 o- q <

Eschscholtzias, doz. 2 o- 6 c

Eucharis, per doz. . . 6 0-12 t

Gardenia, per doz. . . 3 o- 9 t

Gladiolus, 12 sprays i o- 6 c

Heliotropes, 12 spr. o 6- 1 t

Jasmine, 12 bunches 6 0-12 c

Mignonette. 12 bun. i 6- 6 (

spravs <

Pelargoniu

Pinks.colord.,
Primula, dbl., p. bun.
Roses, indoor, p. doz.— outdoor, 12 bun.
Stephanotis, 12 spr.

Stocks, T2 bunches..
Sweet Peas, 12 bun.

Sultan, (Cen-

Plants in Pots.

Balsams, per doz. . . 4 <

Begonias, per doz. ..61
Bouvardias, do. ..12 <

Calceolaria, per doz. 4 <

Campanulas, p. doz. 6 t

Cockscombs, p. doz. 3 i

Coleus, per dozen ..31
Crassula, per doz. ..12 c

Cyperus.do. ..

Dracana terminalis— viridis, per doz,

Ficus elastica

Fuchsia, per doz. ,

Heaths, in varietie
per doz.

Heliotrope, per do

Figs ..

Filberts, per lb.

Gooseberries, gr,

Grapes, per lb.

do.

Hydrangea, per d'

Lilium auratum, c

I

— lancifoliu;

— tigrinum ..6 c-
Lobelia, per dozen ..40-

, Mignonette, do. ..40-
Myrtles, do 30-
Nasturtiums. dozen ^ o-
Palmsin variety.each 3 6-:

ns, scarlet,

.. ..30-
— in variety, doz. 9 o-;

Petunias.double,doz. 9 o~
' — single, per doz.. 6 o-;

;

Roses, Fairy, do. ..So-;

Oranges, per 100
Peaches, per doz.

Pine-apples, p, lb.

Artichokes, per doz. 4 >

— Eng. Globe, doz. 4 .

Asparagus (English),
per bundle ..21

Aubergines, p. doz. 6 1

Beans, Fr. .-p. bushel 9 1

— Longpod.p. bush. 4 1

Beet, per doz. .. i i

Cabbages, pet doz. . . i 1

Carrots, per bunch., o 1

Cauliflowers, spring,

Celery, per bundle ..11
Chilis, green, per too 3 •

Cucumbers, each . . o
Endive, per doz. . . i 1

— Batavian, p. doz. 2 <

Herbs, per bunch . . o

Polatos.—Kent Regent
Shaws, £j ;

Vegetab
rf. s. d.

\

HorseRadish.p.bun. 6

Leeks, per bunch . . o

Mint, green, bunch o
Mushrooms, per pott. 1— buttons, do. .. 1

Onions, young, bun. o
Parsley, per bunch. . o
Peas, green, per qt. . . i

Potalos, Sweet, p. lb. o
Radishes, per bunch, o
— Spanish, doz. ., 1

Rhubarb, per bundle o
Shallots, per lb. . . o
Spinach, per bushel 3
Tomatas. per doz. . . 3
Turnips, per bundle o
Veg. Marrows, doz. 3

Iq to £.to \ Essex Regents, i%
jCio to jCt2 per ton.Kidi

»o jC9.:

SEEDS.
London ; Aug. 9. — In consequence of the Corn

Exchange having been closed on Monday last, the atten-

dance on the seed market to-day was rather larger than is

usual on a Wednesday at this time of the year. The
business transacted, however, was small in extent and
presented no noteworthy feature. A sample of new
English red Clover seed has been shown, but it is as yet

too early for any definite opinion to be formed concern-

ing the yield and probable range of orders during the

approaching season. It is expected that a considerable

quantity of new home-grown white Clover will be saved

for seed. In Trefoils there is not much doing. Trifolium

commands a steady sale at last week's currencies. More
inquiries now come to hand for French Italian, As
regards new English Rape seed fine qualities do not offer

freely, and for such a decided advance is now obtained on

opening quotations. White Mustard seed for sowing

purposes is in greatly improved request. Winter Tares are

naturally beginning to attract more attention, but very

few samples have as yet put in an appearance, and prices

are consequently not yet fixed. For new Rye quotations

continue moderate. Of large blue boiling Peas the crop

is said to be good. Linseed is stationary. John Shaw
&» Sons, Seed Merchants, 37, Afark Lane, London, E.C,

CORN.
Monday beink a Bank Holiday no business was trans-

jicted at Mark Lane. Trade on Wednesday morning
was dull, and prices where altered were lower, the fine

weather having, of course, a depressing influence.

English Wheat, the supply of which was short, was quoted
as before : and last week's quotations were asked for

foreign Wheat, though the supply of this was consider-

able. Barley was in very little need, and in O.its and
other classes of produce there was no disposition to

operate in excess of immediate wants.—Average prices

of corn for the week ending Aug. 5 : —Wheat, 465. 8rf.

;

Barley, 31J. lod. ; Oats, 29J. <^d. For the corresponding

week last year :—Wheat, 535. lod. ; Barley, 40J. /^d. ;

Oats, 32J. 4(/.

CATTLE.
At Copenhagen Fields on Monday there was scarcely

a quotable reduction in the price of best descriptions of

beasts, but several lots of inferior remained unsold.

Sheep and lambs were more plentiful, and there was
a holiday market. Choice sheep made nearly as much
as of late. Lambs were decidedly lower. There was a

brisk demand for choice calves. Quotations:—Beasts,

4J. 4(/. to 5^., and $s, 6d. to 6s. Q.d. ; calves, 4r. St/, to

5^. Zd. ; sheep, 5^. \d. to 61., and 6j. ^d. to 7J. ; lambs,

6j. M. to js. 8(/. : and pigs, £,s. ^d. to 5/. ^d. — On
Thursday best quality beasts uplield late value, middling
descriptions selling somewhat unevenly. Prime Down
wether sheep were quite as dear, and the market
generally firm. Calves were in full supply, and a dull

trade. Lambs sold better.

HAY.
The Whitechapel report for August 8 states that there

was a fair supply of fodder on offer, the inquiry for

which was steady at the following prices :—Prime old

Clover, loor. to 152^,; inferior, 85^. to 95J. ; new Clover,

i\os. to I30J",; prime meadow hay, 90J. to 140^. ; inferior,

55J. to 75^. ; and straw, 40J. to 52.!. per load. —On
Thursday the market was moderately supplied, and
trade steady. Quotations :—Clover, best old, i20f. to

i^-zs. ; inferior, Zy. to 95J. ; new, iio.c. to 130J. ; hay,

best old, 115?. to i4or.
; inferior, 55J. to 75J. ; and

straw, 40J. to 52J. per load.—Cumberland Market quota-

tions :—Superior old meadow hay, 140J. to 150J. ; infe-

rior, 105J. to 126J.; new hay, iioj. to 130*.; superior

old Clover, 147J. to 1551. ; inferior, not. to 126X. ; new
Clover, 120J. to 140J. ; and straw, 47.?. to 521. per load,

COALS.
There was no market on Monday, being Bank Holiday.

Wednesday's market was firm, and the top price of

house coals was 20J. 6;/. per ton. Quotations :—East
Wylam, iSi. ; Hastings Hartley, i8j. 3^. ; Holywel!
Main, rSj. ; Walls End—Harton. iSj. 3^. ; Hetton,
•zos. 6d. ; Hetton Lyons, iSj. 3^/. ; Hawthorn, i8j. ,

Lambton, 20J. ; Original Hartlepool, 20^. 6d. ; South
Hetton, 12.0s, 6d. ; Tunstall, i8f. 3(/. ; Chilton, 20f.

Kelloe, iSs. 6./. ; East Hartlepool, 20.T. ^d, : Tee-.,

Qos. -^d.
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SHAW'S TIFFANY, ELASTIC NET-
TING, CANVAS, &c., for Shading, Protecting, and

other Horticultural Purposes. For Samples and Prices apply to

JOHN SHAW AND CO., 29, O.-iford Street, Manchester.

THOMAS'S
GARDEN SEAT.

With two Iron Supports. With three Iron supports.

4 ft. 6 in. 5 feet. 6 feet, 7 feet. 8 ft. long.

2 1 J. 24J. 32y. 34J. _ 36J.

These seats combine elasticity, comfort, strength, and
durability with an elegant appearance, and are easily taken

apart when required. The Iron Supports are painted Green,

and the Wood Laths are stained and varnished.

Chairs to match . . .. price 8j. 6(/. each.

Folding Iron Tables . . „ IJJ. M. „
Orders value £5 carriagefree.

Five per cent, discount allowed for prompt cash on orders

amounting to 20J and upwards.
Illustrated and Priced Catalogues ol every description of

Horticultural Witewoik on application.

J. J. THOMAS & CO.,
PADDINGTON WIREWORKS,

28s and 362, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.

CO.,
LIST of

Window Glass, Sbeet Lead, Faints, &c.

THOMAS MILLINGTON .\nd
Imtorters and Ma.n'UF.^ltureks. N(

PRICES, very much reduced, on application.

87, Bibhopsgate Street Without, E.C.

Metallic Hothouse Builder to Her Majesty.HENRY HOPE
(late Clark S: Hope, formerly Clark),

HOTHOUSE BUILDER and HOT-WATER
APPARATUS ENGINEER.

55, Lionel Street, Birmingham. Established a.d. i8i8.

BOOKS of DESIGNS, 5.7. each.

KW The Extensive Ranges of Metallic Hothouses in the

Royal Gardens, Windsor and Osborne,
Establishment.

: executed 1

LASCELLES' P\TrNT I E\T WOOD
CONSERVATORtKb -mi L kLfc.\ IIUL bEb — AH

Garaeners know that Wood is better thm Iron for Plant Grow-
ing and by the above system a handsome curved house t.an be

erected as cheaply as a plain straight one.

The curved house is more durable, stronger, lighter in con-

struction, and no bent glass is required.

W. H. LASCELLES, 121, Bunhill Row. London, E.G., will

supply Drawings and Estimates free of charge.

BOULTON and' PAUL,
Norwich. Horticultural Builders.

NEW PATENT GREENHOUSES.—Can be erected \nth-
out the aid of either carpenter, glazier, painter, or bricklayer.

New Lists, containing a number of Illustrations and Prices,

ree by post.

PATENT PLANT PRESERVERS.—Now ready, our new
List of Prices, with full descriptions, clearly showing the uses
to which these handy articles may be applied. Free by post.

MELON OR CUCUMBER FRAMES.~A1I sizes, ready
for immediate delivery.

Height at back, 24 in. ; at front, 13 in.; sides. \\i in. thick ;

lights, 2 in. thick. Made of best red deal, painted three coats ;

every pane of glass (21 oz.) is nailed as well as puttied in ; each
light has an iron strengthening rod and handle.

Cash prices, carriage paid to any station in England :—
All 6 feet wide. £. s. dA All 6 feet wide. £ s. d.

4 ft. long, 1 light .. I 17 6
I
16 ft. long, 4 lights ..676

8 ft. 3 5 7 17

9 7

Illustrated Catalogue for 1S76, containing upwards of sixty
Engravings, with prices, of Conservatories, Greenhouses.
Peach Houses, Forcing Houses, Pits, S:c., free by post for 12
stamps.

BOULTON AND PAUL, Norwich.

SIR JOSEPH PAXTON'S
HOTHOUSES for the MILLION.

THE SIMPLEST AND CHEAPEST,
Being easily fixed, and removed again, if required, by local

carpenter. Sent out fully glazed and painted.

Heating ArrARATUS, special for these Houses, portable and
complete, with directions to fix.

A Pamphlet, with several Illustrations, free for two st,imps.

A Handbook of Vine and Fruit Tree Cultivation, by Post, 13'/.

HEREMAN and MORTON,
11, TICHBORNE STREET. REGENT'S QUADRANT,

LONDON. W.

Hothouses, Hot-water Apparatus, &c.

ALL I DAY AND CO., Hothouse
;s and Hot-water Apparatus Mani;-

FACTL'RERS. Estimates and Plans free. Best Construction !

Best Materials! Best Workmanship \ Catalogues free.

Offices, 22, Barton Arcade, M-

H^

Greenhouses.

H FREEMAN and SONS, HORTICUL-
• TiRAi, Buii.DERS and Hot-water Apparatis

Manufacturers, Cambridge Heath Bridge, Hackney. E.
Good substantial made GREENHOUSES, Glazed, re.idy for

fixing, 42 feet long. 13 feet wide, £^0 ; 21 feet by 12 feet, £-2% ;

12J2 feet by 10 feet, £is. Estimates given in wood or iron.

w. H. LASCELLES, Horticultural
Dl'ildeh. Finsbury Steam Ioiner>' Works.

iL-i. llunhiil Rnu-, L 1 i n EC

GARDEN BOXES and LIGHTS.
Portable Box with One Light, 6 feet by 4 feet, glazed

good 16-oz. sheet glass, painted four coats, and
packed ready for use

Portable Box with Two Lights, as above, each light

6 feet by 4 feet

LIGHTS ONLY.
3 feet by 4 feet Light, not painted nor glazed
Ditto glazed, good 16-oz. sheet glass, and painted 4 coats

6 feet by 4 feel, not painted nor Ela?ed
Ditto glazed and painted four coats

BELGIAN GLASS for GREENHOUSES, dtc,
Can be obtained in all sizes and qualities, of

BETHAM & SOW,
9, LOWER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.C.

B. & S. have always a large Stock in London of 20-in. by
i2-in., 20-in. by 14-in., 20-in. by i6-in., in 16-oz. and 21-oz,

PUMPS-PUMPS-PUMPS.
For Baths, Cisterns, Kitchen, or Garden use.

GARDEN PUMPS, NON-FREEZING PUMPS, COTT.\GE
PUMPS, LIQUID MANURE PUMPS.

Carriage Prepaid. Prompt Deliver

Catalogue on application.

ST. ALBANS IRON WORKS, HERTS.

AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES,
STEAM PLOUGHING M.4CHINERV,

ROAD LOCOMOTIVES. TRAMWAY LOCOMOTIVES,
STEAM ROAD ROLLERS.

For Prices, Description, and Reports of Working, apply

to the Manufacturers,

AVELING & PORTEE,
ROCHESTER, KENT: 73, CANNON ST.,^LONDON,

E.C. : and g, AVENUE MONTAIGNE, PARIS.

AVELI.NG & Pouter's ENGINES have gained the highest

Prizes at every important International Exhibition. The Two
Medals for Progress and Merit were awarded them at Vienna

for their STEAM ROLLERS and ROAD LOCOMOTIVES
;

and at the last trials of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England their AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES gained

the First Prize after e.thaustive trials, when one of their lo-horse

power Engines, fitted with single slide and ordinary link-

motion, indicated 35-horse power, with a consumption of iftree

ajid one-fifth pounds ofcoal ^qt horse-power per hour.

COWAN'S patent system of
HEATING and HOT-WATER ENGINEERING in

all its branches.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS ot every description.

Plans ami Estimates on Afplication, and Circulars fost-free.

21, Whitehall Place, London, S. W. , and The Vineyard,
Garston. near Liverpool.

OWLER'S patent STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK m every

^icullural County in England.
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER and CO.,
, Cornhill, London, E.C, and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

F

STEVENS'
TRENTHAM GREENHOUSE BOILER,

After lone experience has proved the most SIMPLE,
ECONOMICAL EFFECTUAL and LASiING BOILER
ex:tant ; recently much improved For Illustrations with
full particulars, apply to the bole Makers,

F. & J. SILVESTER.
Castle Hill Foundry, Engineering and Boiler Works,

Newcastle, Staffordshire.

iS" Our Boilers are the only ones made with the sanction
and under the inspection of the inventor, Mr. Stevens- all

others being base i

POLLARD AND CO. (late Bury
& Pollard, Successors to John R.
Peill, late Stephenson & Peill), Sole
Manufacturers of the Improved
CONICAL BOILERS, which
are in general use, and for their

durability and economy have at-

tained a celebrity far surpassuig
any other Boilers ever invented.

Fixed at seats of Duke of New-
castle, Lord Belper, Lord Mid-
dleton, &c. At Earl Sydney's
eplaced, after being^ twenty years

Latest Improvements In Heating by Hot Water.

THE IMPROVED CONICAL BOILERS,
for HEATING PINERIES. CONSERVATORIES,

GREENHOUSES. MANSIONS, HALLS, WARE-
HOUSES. &c.

These BOILERS are adapted
for setting in Brickwork, or as
shown in sketch they require no

nptly
Foreign ordeis

d. The Prince
Duke de Croy,

PRICE LISTS free by post.

Bear Garden, Park Street. Southwark, London, S.E.

'ONES'S PATENT "DOUBLE L"
SADDLE BOILER.

Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle
Axh the following improvements—viz., the water space

^
top of saddle incr^a^esjthe heating surfacemd ov(

to such an extent that"a " PATENT DOUBLE L SADDLE
BOILER' will do about twice the amount of work with the same
quantity of fuel ; the cost of setting is also considerably reduced,
and likewise the space occupied ; at the same time these Boilers
are simple in construction, and being made of wrought iron are
not liable to crack. They are made of the following sizes :

—
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Scale of Charges for Advertising.
Head line charged as twc.

Lines .. ..;£o 3 o is Lines .. .. Ca i (>

o 3 6
I

iS 090
.. o 4 o I 17 09 f'

t)
,

o 5 6 20 o II o

10 ,
o 6 o I ai o II 6

11 „ .. ..066 22 o 12 o
12 , 070 23 o 12 6

13 „ • •• ° 7 ^ =4 o 13 o

14 „ • .. o 8 o 1 25 o 13 6

And two shillings for every additional five lines.

If set across columns, the lowest charge will be 30J.

Page ^^900
Hall Page 500
Column 3 5 o

Gardeners, and others, wanting places, 26 words is. 6</., and 6(/.

for every additional line, or part of a line.

THESE ADVERTISEMENTS Ml'ST BE PREPAID.

Advertisements for the current 7ueek must reach the OJfice

by Thursday noon.

POO. tote made payable at the King Street Post Office. W.C.
to W. Richards.

Office—41, Wellington Sreet, Covent Garden,
London. W.C.

REVUE de VHORTICULTURE BELGE
et fiTRANGERE (Belgian and Foreign Horticultural

Review).—Among the principal Contributors are :—A. Allard,

E. Andre, C. Baltet, T. Buchetet, F. Burvenich. F. Cre'pin,

Comte de Gomer, De Jonge van Ellemeet, O. de Kerchove de

Denterghem, P. E. de Puydt, C. de Vis, J. Gillon, A. M. C.

Jongkindt Coninck, C. Koch, J. Kickx, L. Linden, T. Moore.

C. Naudin, B. Olivier, H. Ortgies, E. Pynaert, E. Rodigas,

A. Sirau.t, O. Thomas, A. Van Geert Son, H. J. Van Hulle, J.
Van Volxem. H. J. Veitch, A. Westmael, .and P. Wolkensteln.

This Illustrated Journal appears on the ist of every month,
in Parts of 24 pages, 8vo, with a Coloured Plate and numerous
Engravings.
Terms of Subscription for the United Kingdom :—One year,

lor., payable in advance.
Publishing Office : 142, Rue de Bruxelles, Ghent, Belgium.

Post Office Orders to be made payable to M. E. PYNAERT,
at the Chief Post Office. Ghent.

THE CULTIVATOR.—A Portuguese
Monthly Agricultural Journal, which circulates in

Portugal and her possessions, and in the Principal Towns of

the Biazils.

This Paper offers an excellent medium for Advertisements of

every description of industry and of every .article of consump-
tion in the countries and places above mentioned.

Advertising charges, %d. per square inch. Translation included.

Ten per cent. Discount for six months ; 20 per cent. Discount
for twelve months, if paid in advance.

Address, the Editor of the Culti-'ator. St. Michael's, Azores.

Works on Botany, by Dr. Llndley.

THE VEGETABLE KINGDOM ; or, The
Structure, Classification, and Uses of Plant?,

Illustrated upon the Natural System. In One Volume, 8vo,

cloth, price 25^., with upwards of 500 Illustrations.

"The Vegetable Kingdom contains, among a large quantity

oi plants of no known importance to man, various useful species

employed in medicine, the arts, or in the many branches of

domestic economy. The principal part of those which can be
brought by teachers in Europe under the notice of students, or

which, from their great importance, deserve to b« among the

earliest subjects of study, are mentioned in the following pages,

where they are arranged in the manner proposed in the Vegetable
Kingdom of the author, with the sequence of matter departed
from in a few mstances, when it was believed that the conveni-

ence of younger students would be consulted by doing so. The
author trusts that this selection will be found to have been made
in such a way that all teachers who possess reasonably extensive
means of illustrating their lectures, and all Botanic Gardens,
may furnish the larger part of the species which are mentioned.

A small selection was indispensable ; firstly, because a greater

work would have been beyond the reach of the majority of pur-

chasers ; and secondly, because experience shows us that those

who have to study a science of observation, such as Botany,
require to concentrate their attention, in the first instance, upon
a limited number of objects."

By the same Author.

INTRODUCTION to BOTANY. Fourth
Edition, greatly enlarged ; with six Plates, and numerous

Wood Engravmgs. Two Volumes, 8vo, 24s.

%• It has been the Author's wish to brin^ every subject that

he has introduced down, as nearly as possible, to the stale in

which it is found at the present day. In doing so, he has added
so very considerable a quantity of new matter, especially in

what relates to Vegetable Anatomy and Physiology, that the
present Edition may be considered, in those respects, a new

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY ; or, The Art
OF Deecriding Plants Corkectlv, in Scientific

Language, for Self Instruction and the Use of Schools. Price is

MEDICALandCECONOMICALBOTANY;
or, An Account of the Principal Plants

Employed in Medicine or Dome^stic CEconomy. In One
Volume, 8vo, with numerous Woodcuts, price <^s.

School botany ; or, the rudiments
OF Botanical Science. In One Volume, 8vo, half bound,

with 400 Illustrations, price 5^. 6rf.

THE ELEMENTS of BOTANY, Struc-
tural AND Physiological. With a Glossary of

Technical Terms and numerous Illustrations. 9^. cloth.

This completes the series of Elementary Botanical Works by
Professor Lindlhy, of which School Botany and The Vegetable
Kingdom form the other parts.

The first two Parts of The Elements of Botany, comprising
Structural and Physiological Botany, and a Glossary of Techni-
cal Terms, are published in one 8vo volume, price gj.

These three' Parts form a complete Manual of Botany for

Medical and other Students who have made themselves
acquainted with the Author's School Botany.

N.B. The Glossary may be had separately, price sj.

London : BRADBURY, AGNEW and CO., Boiiverie
Street, E.G.

The best MONDAY Agricultural Journal.

The only Illustrated Agricultural Journal.

AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
(Established 1844),

fOH LANDOWNERS d TENANT FARMERS.

Every Monday, price 4d. ; post free, i]&.

The agricultural GAZETTE gives

full Market Reports, both Metropolitan and Pro-

vincial ; accurate Accounts of Prices and Sales,

Proceedings of Agricultural -Societies, Farmers'

Clubs, and Chambers of Agriculture— their

Meetings, Exhibitions, and Discussions are

Reported fully, and with promptitude.

EVERY DEPARTMENT of the ESTATE
or FARM receives attention—Land Agency,

Estate Equipment, Forestry, Farm Buildings,

Roads, Fences, Cottages— Live Stock, Plants,

and Implements of the Farm—Drainage, Till-

age, and Manuring of the Soil.

The VETERINARY DEPARTMENT of

the paper is under Professional Editorship.

Departments relating to the POULTRY
YARD, the APIARY, and the GARDEN of

the Farm are also under separate Professional

direction.

REVIEWS are published of all Books claim-

ing a place in the Library of the Farmer.

REPORTS of Noteworthy Estates, Farms,

Herds, Flocks, and Factories, are given from

week to week.

Teachers and Students of the several sciences

in which the Agriculturist is interested —
BOTANY, CHEMISTRY, PHYSIOLOGY,
ENTOMOLOGY, NATURAL HISTORY—
are constant contributors.

Especial attention is given to AGRI-
CULTURAL IMPLEMENT manufacture.
Improvements in Machines are reported—New
Inventions made known— Patents discussed

—

and the Implement Factories of the Country

described. Engravings, always necessary in

such cases for intelligible description, are given

without stint.

No expense is spared in ILLUSTRA-
TIONS.

Not only Implements, but Plants, Weeds,
varieties of Cultivated Crops, &c. ; and Animals
—Breeds of Horses, Cattle, Sheep, and Pigs

;

also Poultry, Insects, General Natural History;

and Buildings—FarnThouses, Homesteads, Cot-

tages ; Photographs illustrative of Country Life

and Occupations, whether at home or abroad :

—all these provide subjects for the Engraver.

Portraits and Memoirs of Noteworthy
Agriculturists are also occasionally given.

SUBSCRIPTIONS, PAVABLE IN ADVANCE,
Including Postage to any part of the United Kingdom :

Twelve Months, 19s. 6d.
;

Six Months, 9s. 9d. ; Three Months, 5s.

P. 0.0. to be made Jiayable at the King Street Post

Office, W.C, to William Richards.

JBLISHING Office and Office for Advertisemeni

7, CATHERINE STREET, STRAND,
LONDON, W.C.

T HE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
for MONDAY, August 7.

Co

Beer in Haivesl—Note from Berwickshire—Canadian Emi-
gration—Cleaning Materials—Colportage in Country Districts

—Common Law for Farmers—Dairy Notes—Note from Devon
—Note from Dublin—Note from Durham—Note from East
Lothian—Note from Edinburgh -Fairs in Susse.x— Feeding
Calves— Forestry—Garden of the Farm-Harvest Prospects-
Improved Hay Fork-Horses—Lameness in Horses-Howard's
Simplex Reaper—Lamb Disease—Note from Lancashire—Mr.
Randell's Motion—Recent Patents-Royal Agricultural Society
of England-Roy.-il Agricultural Improvement Society of Ireland

—Shorthorn Society—Shropshire and West Midland Society-
Subsoil Piracy — Note from Susse.v — Unexhausted Manure
Values—Wireworms—Woolston F,arm—A Wrong Cross—York-
shire Society.

Price 4^.; post-free 4^^. Published by William Richards,
at the Office, 7, Catherine Street, Strand. W.C.

Now ready, price in cloth 16s.,

J^HE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
'- VOLUME for JANUARY to JUNE 1876.

W. RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

Illustrated Catalogues.

HM. POLLETT has a Collection of nearly
• SEVEN HUNDRED BLOCKS suitable for the

above purpose. Customers can have the use of anv of them for
printing in Catalogues, gratis. Apply,
POLLETT'S Horticultural Steam Printing Works. 12 to 15,

Bridgewater Gardens, Barbican, E.C.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE de
, FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CH1:RE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1S65 by F
BoRVEN-icH. E. PvNAERT, E. RoDiGAS, and H. J. Van
Hri.LE, Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian
Government at Ghent. Post paid las. per annum.
H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Gardens, Ghent,' Belgium.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

CONTENTS :—

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
I'HE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Drawn and Engraved

specially for this Journal).

NATURAL HISTORY (Original Articles).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS.
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PL.IVER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation
throughout the Australian Colonies, New ZealantJ,
Polynesia, &c. It contains a large amount of informa-
tion on a great variety of subjects.

Subscription in Advance, £1 per Annum.
Single Copies, \d. \ Stamped, St/.

Publishing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South
Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Agents are authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS,
which must be paid in advance, for the SYDNEY
MORNINCJ HERALD and SYDNEY MAIL :—

London .... Mr. George Street, 30, Comhill, E.C.
Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lom-

bard Street, E.C.
Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride

Street, Fleet Street, E.C.
Birmingham Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

Liverpool .. Lee & Nightingale, 15, NorthJohn Street, j.

Bristol James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance |

Buildings.

Edinburgh,, Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow .... W. Porleous & Co. , 15, Royal E.xchange
Place.

Copies of each Journal are filed at the above Offices f

for the use of Advertisers. i

Notice. 1

(Ey Aft-ointment to the Royal Horticultural Society.)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS,
NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT '

ADVERTISEMENTS in all Newspapers, Magazines,
and Periodicals. List of London Papers on application.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents,

59, Fleet Street, E.C.
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WANTED, as HEAD WORKING GAR-
DENER, for the neighbourhood of London, a married

Man, veilhout children, who thoroughly understands the

Management of Greenhouses and Hothouses, the GrowinR of

Grapes and Peaches, and the usual routine of Pleasure and

Kitchen Gardens. Wife to Manage small Dairy for the use of

the family. Two Men under him, and occasional help.—

Address, stating full particulars, to Mr. T. BUGDEN, Seeds-

man, 52, King William Street, E.G.

WANTED, a GARDENER, who under-
stands the Growth of Fruit. Flowers, and Vegetables.

Assistance given. Wages about ^t a week, with a cottage.

—

E. C, Brooksby Hall, Leicester.

WANTED, as UNDER GARDENER, a
young Man. Must understand Mowing. Flower

Garden Work, and make himself generally useful ; industrious

and neat in his work. iSj. per week.—Lady P., Gardeners*

Chrcuide Office. W.C.

WANTED, a steady, industrious, pains-
taking UNDER GARDENER. Must fully under-

stand Kitchen Garden, Common Fruits, and Out-door Work
generally. Married man without incumbrance preferred.

Superior cottage close to work.—Mr. FOX, Elmhurst Hall,

Lichfield.

WANTED, as UNDER GARDENER, a
married Man, without family, who thoroughly under-

stands the Management ofOrchidaceous, Stove, Greenhouse, and

other Plants, as well as all the ordinary duties of a good Gar-

dener Wages, jC8o a year, with comfortable house and fuel.

—

Mr. GEORGE MUSSELL. Appley Towers Gardens. Ryde,
Isle of Wight. No one need apply whose qualifications are not

strictly in accordance with the superior requi

above, nor whose personal conduct and charactf

satisfactorily warranted.

Gardener and Bailiff.

WANTED, for a small Estate in Kent, a
Man as above, whose Wife can IManage the Dairy and

Poultry. The Gardens are not large, and there is but very

little Glass.—Apply by letter, giving details of experience, to A.,

James Veilch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, S.W.

WANTED, a COACHMAN and GAR-
DENER—Wife as Laundress—without encumbrance.

Ages 40 to 45. Another man kept. Must have good characters

and abilities. House, coals, gas, vegetables, and 305. per week.

—Mr. HOLMAN, Hanger Vale, Ealing, near London, W.

WANTED, a MAN and WIFE, the Man
as Garden Labourer.—Full particulars as to the em-

ployment of the Wife will be given on application, by letter, to

J. WILLARD, Holly Lodge Garden, Highgate, N.

WANTED, a Young MAN, accustomed to
Polling and Tjing for Market.—Apply, with parti-

culars, to DRUMMOND BROTHERS, Larkfield Nursery,
Edinburgh.

WANTED, IMMEDIATELY, an ex-
perienced SHOPMAN, for an extensive Seed and

Nursery Establisliment in the North of Ireland. Must be re-

spectable and highly recommended.—Apply in own handwriting,
enclosing copies of testimonials and references, to A. IJ. C,
Messrs. W. H. Smith & Son, Waring Street, Belfast.

WANTED, a JUNIOR SHOPMAN, about
October I. — EDMONDSON BROS., lo. Dame

Street, Dublm.

WANTED, a JUNIOR SHOPMAN, in the
Seed Trade, to live with employer on the premises,

—

State age, e.xperience, and salary required, to THOMAS B.
THOMSON, 20, High Street, Birmingham.

WANTED, an APPRENTICE (four years)
in the Seed Trade. Premium required. To live with

employer as one of the family.— For further particulars address
T. B. THOMSON, Seedsman to the Queen, Birmingham.

To Dranglitsiuen.

WANTED, some one who can Draw Plans
of Gardens to a Scale, and who understands getting

out Estimates for Ground Work, Road Making, &c —Those
who could attend to the above when required, please address,
stating terms, T. T., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

WANT PLA CES.
MESSRS. CRANSTON AND MAYOS beg

to announce that they can now recommend a thoroughly
competent HEAD GARDENER to any Nobleman or Gentle-
man recjuiring such. He is well up in all the branches of the
profession, especially the Culture of Stove and Greenhouse
Plarits, and Fruits of every kind ; he is steady, persevering and
obliging.—Further particulars by applying as aljove. King's
Acre Nurseries, Hereford.

Head Gardeners.

TOHN LAING can at present recommend" with every confidence several energetic and practical
Men, of tested ability and first-rate character. Ladies and
Gentlemen in WANT of GARDENERS and BAILIFFS,
or G.\RDENERS for First-rate Establishments or Single-hand
Situations, can be suited, and have full particulars by applying
at Stanstead P.irk and Rutland Park Nurseries, Forest Hill,
London, S.E.

TJ S. WILLIAMS having at the present
^-'« time several very e.Ncellent GARDENERS upon his
Register, is desirous of placing them in Situations where great
eJiperience and trust are required. B. S. W. would at the same
'"= [>?§ to intimate that when a Gardener is applied for that
the filling of the situation should be left with him, as that would

tj^i^necessary correspondence and delay.—Victoria and
Upper HoUoway, London, N.Paradise Nu

r^ARDENER (Head).—Married, no family
;^ understands Forcing in all its branches. Flower and

iMtchen Gardening, or Land.—J. D., Cook, Grocer, Frimley
Green, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 36, married
;

understands Early and Late Forcing, Stove and Green-
house Plants, Grapes, Melons, Cucumbers, and Flawer
Kitchen Gardening. Good references from last

E. R., Sharsted Court, Sittingbournc, Kent,

GARDENER (Head). — Has a thorough
practical knowledge of the profession in all its various

branches. Could take cl^rge of Meadow Land and Stock, and
Wife of a small Dairy if required.—C. W., 175, Boyson Road,
Walworth, London, S,

GARDENER (HE-\d).—Age 37, married;
thoroughly practical in Forcing of Flowers, Fruits, and

Vegetables, and the Management of Flower and Kitchen
Gardens, also Land and Stock, Leaving through a reduction
in the establishment. Three years' good character.—HEAD
GARDENER. T. Bros, Springfield, Upper Clapton, N.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 41, married ;

good practical e.xperience in all branches of Gardening,
Early Forcing Vines, Pines, Flowers, Vegetables. &c. ; has
had the Management of a large Flower and Kitchen Garden
with extensive Pleasure Grounds, also Land and Stock. Wife
could Manage Dairy or Poultry. SLx years* character ; left

through death of employer.~S. OSBORN, Kingston Road,
New Maiden, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 34,
married ; thorough practical knowledge of the profession

in all its branches. Good references.—H. S., Mr. G. Clark,
Charminster, Dorchester, Dorset.

GARDENER (He.\d, Working).—Age 30,
married, no family ; thoroughly understands the Cultiva-

tion of Vines, Pines, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and Flower
and Kitchen Gardening.—State wages, &c., to A. B., May
Cottage, Erith Road, Bexley Heath, Kent.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Middle-
aged ; thoroughly practical : well versed in the Manage-

ment of Forcing-houses, Flower and Kitchen Gardens ; includ-
ing Orchard-house, Fruit and Mushrooms. Can be well re-

commended.—J. PRIOR, Walsoken Road. Wisbeach.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 30 ;

thoroughly practical ; understands Vines, Melons, Stove
and Greenhouse Plants, and Kitchen Gardening. Twelve
months' good character. Leaving present situation to better
himself. Country preferred.—V. Z., i, Shorlgrove Cottage,
Durdham Down, Chfton.

GARDENER (He.\d), or GARDENER and
BAILIFF.—Age 32; nineteen years' practical experi-

ence in alt branches of the profession in first-class establish-

ments. Wife as Dairy or Poultry-woman.—A. LUFF, The
Warren, near Hever, Edenbridge, Kent.

GARDENER (Head), or GARDENER and
BAILIFF.—Age 34, married, one child; thoroughly

understands the Management of Glass in all departments, and
the requirements of a large Garden, also the Management of
Land and Stock ; a good Rose Grower. Good character.

Three and a half years with present employer.—G. C, CuU'er-
lands. Burghheld, Reading, Berks.

GARDENER, or BAILIFF, or MANAGER
of Public Gardens. — Long experience. Can have

undeniable references, .';:c.—T. W., 2, Harcourt Road, Krockley,

GARDENER (Single-handed or Second).
—Age 24, single ; understands Stove and Greenhouse

Plants, likewise Forcing, &c.—W. H., 16, Tennyson Road,
Penge, S. E.

GARDENER (good Single-handed).-
Age 30, married, no family ; understands Gardening

all its branches.-W. E., Mr. J. Blackman, Wilmington, ne;

Dartford, Kent.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or where
one or two are kept).—Age 28 ; thoroughly understands

Vines, Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Flower and Kitchen
Gardening. Good character.—C. C, 30, Great KnoUys Street,

Reading, Berks.

GARDENER (Second or Third).—Age 21 ;

seven years' experience ; well acquainted with Plant and
Fruit Growing. Good testimonials.—A. B., 41, Willington
Road, Stockwell, London, S.W.

GARDENER (Under), in a large Estab-
lishment. — Age 25. Good references. — THOS.

HEARNE, St. Paul's Cray, Kent.

GARDENER (Under), in the Houses.-
Age 24 ; three year.i' good character from present situ;

A. B., Rendcomb Gardens, near Cirencester, Glouc»ste

FOREMAN, in a Gentleman's Establish-
ment.—single, age 25 ; nine years' experience. Good

character. —J. B., i. Bridge Terrace, Gillett Road, New
Thornton Heath.

FOREMAN, or SECOND.— Age 23; well
up in the Cultivation of Orchids, Stove and Greenhouse

Plants, and general routine. Good testimonials. Suburbs of

London preferred.—E., Mr. J. Hubbard, London Road, Hat-
field, Hens.

To Nurserymen and noilsts.

FOREMAN. — Used to Grow for Market,
&c. Satisfactory references.-A, L., 4, Challin Street,

Penge. S.E.

JOURNEYMAN.—Age 23 ; accustomed to
Forcing Vines, Pines, Cucumbers, Melons, Stove and

Greenhouse Plants, &c. Seven years' good character from
present and previous situations.—A. B., Norton, near Daventry
Northamptonshire.

FOREMAN, or Grower of Roses m Pots,
Vines, Camellias, and Soft-wooded Stuff.—Age 26

;

Seven years' expenence at Messrs. W. Paul & Son's, Waltham
Cross.—G. S.. 25, Eleanor Road, Waltham Cross, Herts.

FOREMAN, in the Houses.—Age 26, single ;

good knowledge of Early and Late Forcing. Good
references from last situation.—G. L., 25, Goldsmith's Place,
Canonbury Road, Islington, N.

poREMAN (General), and SALESMAN
-»- (Indoors).—Thoroughly experienced in the profession.
Grood references if required. No objection to act under the
direction of Manager.—J. S., 8, Stamford Road, King's Road,
Fuiham, S.W. '

FOREMAN and GROWER, SALESMAN,
&C- — Twenty-five years' experience in the London

Market Trade, with Cut Bloom, Pot Plants, Cucumbers, and
Grapes. Good character.—G. G., 4, Grove Villas, Grove
Place, Acton.

IMPROVER, in the Houses.—The Advertiser
would be pleased to recommend a young Man as above.

Six years' experience. First-class references.—HEAD GAR-
DENER, Warley Hall, Birmingham.

BUDDER and GRAFTER.—Eight years'
exDtrience with Fisher, Holmes & Co., Sheffield. —

J. B. C, Richmond, Sheffield,

TO FLORISTS and SEEDSMEN.—

A

Gentleman, age 3t, desires a situation in a Florist or
Seed Business. First-class references.—K. W., Post-office,
Ambleside, Westmoreland.

Seed Trade.
SHOPMAN (Second). — Has had eight

years' good experience in all the branches.—B., Gardcncri*
Chrmkle Office, W.C.

UBLISHER, ASSISTANT PUBLISHER,
or CONFIDENTIAL CLERK and CASHIER.—

A

Gentlenuan, aged 36. with a first-class reference of nearly
twenty years, is opeh to a re-engagement.—M. G., 16. Montem
Road, Stanstead Road, Forest Hill. S.E.

TRAVELLER, MANAGER, or CONFI-
DENTIAL CLERK, in the Nursery cr Seed Trades.—

A Gentleman of active h.ibits, who is well acquainted with the
business. Excellent references.—A- Z., 22, Romilly Road,
Finsbury Park, London, N.

TO MARKET GROWERS.—Wanted a
situation as above.—State wages, particulars of duties,

&c., to A. B., Mrs. Lake, i. Crystal Cottages, Fiuchley. N.

To SEEDSMEN.—Wanted, by a Young
MAN. who h.as a good knowledge of the business, a situa-

tion in a Retail Seed Shop. First-class reference.— J. R.,
Thomas Green, Seedsmen, Hill Street, NewTy.

DRAUGHTSMAN. — Age 36 j has had
several years' experience in a London Horticultural

Builder's Firm.—G., 32, Stock Orchard Crescent, HoUoway, N.

EPPS'S COCOA:
GRATEFUL—COMFORTING.

" Dy a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern
the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful appli-
cation of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa, ftlr. Kpps
has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately-flavoured
beverage which may save us many hea^-^' doctors' bills. It is by
the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution may
be gradually built up until strong enough to resist every
tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak point. We
may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti-

fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame."— C/e/7

KINAHAN'S LL WHISKY.
Kinahan i; Co. find that, through the recommenda-

tion of the Medical Profession, the demand for their CELE-
BRATED OLD LL WHISKEY for purely medicinal purposes
is very great. They think it will be satisfactory to the Public
to read the following extracts of the Analysis of the LL Whisky
from the eminent analyst. Dr. Anhur Hill Hassall ;-

" I have very carefully and fully analysed samples of this

well-known and popular Whisky. The samples were soft and
mellow to the taste, aromatic and ethereal to the smell. The
Whisky must be pronounced to be pure, well-matured, and of
very excellent quality. The Medical Profession may feel full

confidence in the purity and quality of this Whisky."
20, Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street, London, W.

PURE AERATED WATERS.
ELLIS'S RUTHIN W.\TERS.

Crystal Springs— Soda, Potass, Seltzer, Lemonade, Lithia,

And for GOUT, Lithia and Potass.

Corks Branded " R- ELLIS ,vnd SON, RUTHIN," and
every label bears their trade mark. Sold everywhere, and
Wholesale ofELLisS Son, Ruthin, N.Wales. London Agents :

W. BEST AND SONS, Henrietta St., Cavendish Sq.

INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.TAINNEFORD'S FLU

The best remedy for ACIDITY of the STOiNIACH.
HEARTBURN, HEADACHE, GOUT, and
INDIGESTION ; and the safest aperient for delicate

Constitutions, Ladies, Children, and Infants.

DINNEFORD and CO.,
172, New Bond Street, London, and all Chemists.

HOLLOWAY'S OINTMENTandPILLS.—
Debihtated Constitutions.-When climate, age, or hard-

ships have undermined the health, skin diseases are prone to

arise and augment the existing weakness. Holloway's Medi-

caments daily prove most serviceable, even under the most un-

toward circumstances. This wellkiiown and highly-esteemed

unguent possesses the finest balsamic virtues, which soothe and

heal without inflaming or irritating the most tender skin or most

sensitive sore. Holloway's Ointment and Pills are mfalhble for

curing Bad Legs, Varicose Veins, Swelled Ankles, Erysipelas,

Scaly Skin, and every variety of Skin Disease. Over all these

disorders Holloway's remedies exert a quick and favourable

action, and, where cure is possible, gradually but certainly

arrive at that consummation. They are invaluable in the cure

of Scrofula and Scurvy.
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THE ROYAL GARDENS, KEW.

The Gardeners' Chronicle
jFor Saturday, Attgust 5, contains a

SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT,
CONSISTING 01'

TWELVE PAGES OF ORIGINAL WOOD ENGRAVINGS
AND LETTERPRESS,

DESCRIPTIVE 01'

THE ROYAL GARDENS, KEAV.

The Supplement contains a Descriptive Account of the Indoor and Outdoor Departments of the Royal

Gardens, and is Illustrated by several Views of the

PALM-STOVE, TEMPERATE-HOUSE, FERN-HOUSE, AROID-HOUSE,

SUCCULENT-HOUSE, ORCHID-HOUSE, &c.

Price 5d. ; Post Free, 5id.

May be ordered of all Booksellers and Neios Agents, and at the Raikvay Bookstalls.

OFFIOE-41, WELLINGTON STEEET, STRAND, LONDON, W.(

Agents for Scotland—Messrs. J. Menzies & Co., Edinburgh and Glasgow.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The Editor ;" Advertisements and Business Letters to "The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellincton Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C'

•J
?,'?"''' by William Richards, at the Office of Messrs. Bradbury, Agnew. & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlese.i, and Published by the

said William Richards, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Satuedav, August is, 1876.
Agent for Manchester—John Hevwood. Agents for Scotland-Messrs. J. Menzies & Co., Edinburgh and Glasgow.
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BANBURY HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.— The THIRTIETH ANNUAL SHOW

will be held on TUESDAY. August 29. Special Prizes open
to all England. Entrance Fee, 2s. 6d.

1. STOVE or GREENHOUSE PLANTS, either in Flower
orOrnamenUl, butnot Achimenes. Fuchsias. Pelargoniums or
Annuals. 6 varieties, to be grown in not less than 8-iDch pots.
1st prize, /is; 2d, £.2.

2. Twenty-four DAHLIAS, 24 vars. 1st prize. £:: : 2d, £,1.

3. Twenty-four ROSES, not less than 12 varieties. ist
prize, £1 los. \ 2d, iss.

4. GLADIOLUS, single spikes, 12 varieties, ist prize, 15^.

;

The Judges may withhold any Prize if the production
exhibited be not considered worthy.
Roses may be shown singly, or with such buds and leaves as

are on the same stock.

Intending Exhibitors must give notice to the Secretary on or
before Saturday, August 26.
The Society will, if requested, convey the productions from

and to the railways.
E. JARVIS HARTLEY, Se.

TSLE OF THANET FLORAL and
J- HORTICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.
The Committee have much pleasure in informing the Sub-

scribers and Patrons of the above Society that their next
ANNUAL FETE will take place in the Picturesque Grounds
at Dane Court, St. Peter's (by the kind permission of Latham
Tomlin. Esq.). on WEDNESDAY, August 30. The Band of
the 3d C P.AV. (R.-imsgate) wilt attend, by permission of
Capiai

.M;

-Commandant Eldred.
CHARLES DOBSON SMITH, Ho

irine Terrace, Margate.
Sec.

STAMFORD HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

The EXHIBITION will be held on THURSDAY, Sep-
tember 7. in Rutland Terrace Grounds, Stamford. ONE
HUNDRED POUNDS in PRIZES, and several SILVER
tUPS .ind MEDALS will be awarded. ENTRIES CLOSE
September s. No entry fees. Schedules may be had of

Messrs. JOHNSON and LAXTON, Hon. Sees., Stai
tS- A POULTRY SHOW in conji

nford.

"DRACKLEY HORTICULTURAL FETE,
^—f in connection with the Northamptonshire Agricultural
Society's Exhibition, to be held in Evenley Park, Brackley,
""TUESDAY and \VEDNESDAY, September 12 and 13!ONE HUNDRED and FIFTY POUNDS given in PRIZES.
Open to all England, without entrance fee. ,£23 for Stove

J;
ants, £20 for Table Decorations, iiZ for Roses, Z30 for other

Plants, Flowers and Fruit. LAST DAY for ENTRIES.
September 6. Schedules and all information of

R. J. AND A. H. RUSSEL, Hon. Sees.
prackley, Nortnamptonshire.

T^HE POULTRY SHOW at STONE,
, . '," connection with the E.xhibition of the Staffordshire
Agricultural Society, will be held on THURSDAY, September
31 next. ENTRIES CLOSE September 2. Prize Lists and
l-ertilicates of Entry may be had on application to
Newcastle, Staffordshire. W. TOMKINSON, Sec.

s U TT O N 'S
for PASTURES, 22J

GRASS SEEDS
5rf. to 36J. per Acre. Carriage free.

s UTTON'S GRASS SEEDS
for PARK GROUNDS, soj. per Bushel. Carriage free.

s UTTON'S GRASS SEEDS
for GARDEN LAWNS. 20J. per Bushel. Carriage free.

s UTTON'S GRASS SEEDS
for CROQUET GROUNDS, 20J. per BusheL Carriage

s UTTON AND SONS, The Queen's
Seedsmen, Reading.

POINSETTIA PULCHERRIMA PLEN-
I SSI MA. lar. 6rf. each.

PRIMULA FLORE-PLENA ALBA, 501. per 100.

JOHN REEVES. The Nursery, Acton, W.

E. BARNAART and CO., Vogelenrang,
• Haarlem. Holland.—WHOLESALE CATALOGUE

of Hyacinths and other Dutch Bulbs may be had free from
Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great

Tower Street, London. E.G.

BMALLER begs to inform his Customers
• and the Public that his Stock of ERICAS, Hye-

malis and other varieties, also STOVE and GREEN-
HOUSE PLANTS, is very extensive and in line condition, a
portion of which will be SOLD by AUCTION early in the

An inspection is solicited.

The Nurseries, Burnt Ash Lane. Lee. S.E.

CATALOGUES. — His Excellency Pierre
Wolkenstein will feel greatly obliged if Nurserj-men and

Seedsmen will kindly send him their Catalogues. They should
be forwarded (by post) to

S. E. PIERRE WOLKENSTEIN. Secretaire de la Social
Impi£riale d'Hortlculture de Russie. St. Petersburg.

CF. CHONE, Berlin, O. Frankfurter-Allee,
• 60. begs to recommend his special cultures of LILY of

the VALI^EY (Convallaria majalis). His stock comprises more
than a million of roots for abroad, and capable of bloomine ;

also, FICUS ELASTICA. DRACAENAS. PALMS, CAMEL-
LIAS (with buds). AZALEAS. Double PRIMROSES. &c.,
ready for export. CATALOGUES on application.

PINES for Sale.—Queens, Black Jamaicas,
Smooth Cayennes. Three dozen Fruiting and Succession,

and five dozen in 8-inch pots ; all very healthy and clean.
Apply to

R. FLEMING, Gardener. Sandheys, Waterloo, near
Liverpool.

GRAPE VINES.—Pearson's Golden Queen,
fine, strong, clean, short jointed Planting Canes, 8 to

9 feet, los. dd. each ; also Planting and Fruiting Canes, from
8 to 15 feet, of Gros Colman. Black Hamburgh, Muscat of
Alexandria, Mrs. Pince, Madresfield Court, and other leading
sorts, 25. (>d. to 10s. 6d. each. FRUITING FIGS, in pots,
2S. 6(/. to ys. 6d. each.

EWING AND COMPANY, Eaton, Norwich.

ORCHARdThoUSE trees, Fruiting in
Pots :—Peaches, Nectarines. Plums. Pears, Apples, Figs,

Apricots. Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH, Niu-seryman and Seed Merchant,

Worcester.

EBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS;

also Plants of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of
different colours : AURICULAS, both Single and Double; with
every sort of Early Spring Flowers. LIST on application.

Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS,
.and other PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS.

LISTS of these varielies from Mr. WEBB. Calcot, Reading.

To the Trade.—New Sowing Rape Seed and Wblte
MUSTARD.

HAND F. SHARPE have fine samples of
• New English sowing Rape Seed and White Mustard.

Samples and prices may be h.^d on application.

Seed Establishment. Wisbech.

Wood Engraving.
R. W. G. SMITH, Artist and

m Wood. tg. Mildmay Grove. London. N.M
MARENDAZ AND FISHER,

Wholesale Rissia Mat iMroRTERs. — Agents in

Archangel, St. Petersburg, and Odessa.

9, James Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

WANTED, GERANIUM CUTTINGS,
viz. , Vesuvius, Master Christine, bronze varieties, and

Sophia Dumaresque, Price per tooo for cash to
W. HALSTEAD, Nurserj-man. Lancaster.

ANTED, CUTTINGS of VESUVIUS,
M.^STER CHRISTINE. MADAME DE LES-

SEPS. JEAN SISLEV and WILLIAM SANDY GERA-
NIUMS. Liberal prices will be given for good cuttings.

B. B. , Croxtcth Gardens. Liverpool.

WANTED, WINTER TARES
Samples and lowest prices to

NTE D,
Samp:

DICKSON. BROWN and TAIT, Seed Merchants, Corpora-
1 Street, Manchester.

THE HAILSTORM RELIEF FUND
For NURSERYMEN and FLORISTS.

Amount of Subscriptions already received. ;^4io.

Funds are urgently needed to meet the, many requests for

immediate relief. Estimated amount required, Z4000.
JOHN ERASER, Chairman, Lea Bridge Road, Leyton.
RICHARD DEAN, Sec, Ranelagh Road, Ealing. W.

HE HAILSTORM" RELIEF FUND.—
The TIME for SENDING in STATEMENTS of

DAMAGES by SUFFERERS has been EXTENDED to

SATURDAY, August 26 ; after which date no applications can
be entertained. JOHN ERASER, cfhairman.

Ealing. London. W. RICHARD DEAN. Secretary.

AMELLIA, ALBA PLENA, for SaleT^
A fine specimen, in vigorous growth, in strong Oak Tub.

Height from the ground, 9 feet 6 inches ; 16 feet circumference.
Having outgrown its quarters is the reason of sale. Apply,
HEAD GARDENER, Holly Lodge, Walton-on-Thamei,

where the plant can be seen,

CLEMATIS.—Twelve best New, for 30J.,
from the following, good plants : —Ascotiensis, Beauty of

Surrey. Fair Rosairlond, John Muiray. Lady Stratford de Red-
clyfTe, Lucie Lemoine, Madame Van Houtte, Mrs. G. M. Innes,
Mrs. Melville. Mrs. Quilter, Stella, Sensation, The Queen.
Thomas Tennent, Victoria ; or any 6 for i8s. Older sorts,

12S. to iSs. per dozen. LISTS free. Package gratis for cash.

EWING AND COMPANY. Eaton, Norwich.

CLEMATIS JACKMANNI, nice healthy
plants. 13 to iS inches high, y$s. per loo.

THOMAS CRIPPS and SON, Tunbridge Welk Nurseries,
Kenu

RICOLOR GERANIUMS. — 20,000
Mrs. Pollock and Sophie Dumaresque. at 35.6'/. perdoz.,

package included, or post-free at same price. The Trade supplied.
ALFRED FRYER, The Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

Notice.—Seeds, Seeds.

M. CUTBUSH AND SON can confidentlyw
, London, N,

DOUBLE WHITE PRIMULAS, very
strong, a few still left. Also, strong flowering bulbs of

EUCHARIS. Two-year old CYCLAMEN bulbs very cheap.
Apply to ROBERTS BROS.. East Grinstead.

R I M R O S E S.—New reaped Seeds for
present sowing of a primary strain, selected from various

colours and abnormal forms when in their native habitat, now
developed into endless improved varieties. 2i. 6(^. per packeL
The usual discount to the Trade.

C. HOWIE, Largo, Fifeshire.

L~
~ILY OF THE VALLEvT^ery stronYRoots

for Forcing. 45J. per 1000. package included.
Please send orders as soon as possible, for being able to

furnish all the demand.
ROBERT NEUMANN, The Nurseries, Erfurt.

LI L I U M.—Rare species and very cheap :

—

L. SZtWITZlANUM, plump bulbs, at ,£3 per too, or

£25 per 1000.

L. DALMATICUM, plump bulbs, at Z2 per doz., or /15 p. 100.

L. CARNIOLICUM, plumpliulbs, 81. p. doz., orjCi los. p. 100.

Fresh Seeds of ABIES NORDMANNIANA, at 16s. perkilog.
TRADE LISTS of LILIES on application.

J. VANDER SWAELMEN, Nurseryman, Gandbrugge,
Ghent, Belgium.

INIER, NASH AND CO.'S CATA-
LOGUE of HYACINTHS and other DUTCH

FLOWER ROOTS is now ready, and may be had on applica-
tion. Friends who have not received a copy will please write.

60. Strand, London, W.C.

Notice to the Trade.

HURST AND SON can supply fine samples
of ROMAN HYACINTHS and SNOWDROPS.

Prices upon application.

They beg to intimate to their Customers that their CATA-
LOGUE of FLOWER ROOTS has been posted during the
past week, and if any one has not received same, kindly inform
them and one shall be forwarded immediately.

6, Leadenhall Street, E.G.—Aug. 19, 1S76.

Special Trade Offer.

TDOMAN HYACINTHS.—Just landed,
-«- V 10,000, i/y. per 100, cash.

5000 NEW ROMAN HYACINTHS, blush white (under
glass pure white), blue bulbs, very prolific and early, los. 6d.
per too. cash.

J. R. LLOYD (sole importer), Cut Flower Salesman, 5 and
6, New Flower Market, Covent Garden, W.C.

Hyaclntbs, Tulips, Crocus, Gladioli, fee.

OUR REVISED LIST for 1876
is now ready, and will be handed to all Gardeners

and Amateurs, p.^st-fiee. on application.

ANT. ROOZEN and SON. Overveen. near Haarlem. Holland.

niiscellaneous Bulbs and Tubers.

THOMAS S. WARE'S Annual Descriptive
CATALOUGE of the above, including complete Lists of

Lilies. Narcissus, Iris. &c, , is in the press, and will shortly be
forwarded free to all Customers, and on application.

Hale F.irm Nurseries, Tottenham, London.
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SALES BY AUCTION.

OrcWdB, Specliaen Stove and Greenhouse Plants, &c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38. King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C. on TUESDAY. August 22, at half-past

13 o'clock precisely, two small Collections of Choice Established

ORCHIDS and other Specimen STOVE and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, the properly of Gentlemen giving up their culture ;

an importation of ORCHIDS from Demerara. and a Collection

of SPECIMEN and HALF-SPECIMEN PLANTS, suitable

for exhibition purposes and producing immediate effect, and
also for table decoration.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.
'

Park HIU. Streatham. S.W.
IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE of a celebrated Collec-

tion of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, choice

ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, i^c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are favoured with instructions to SELL by AUCTION,

without Reserve, on the Premises. Park Hill. Streatham,
Surrey, formerly the residence of the late Wm. Leaf, Esq., on
TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, August sg and 30, at n for 12

o'clock precisely, the whole of the choice STOVE and GREEN-
HOUSE PLANTS, PAJ.MS, TREE FERNS. S:c., including

magnificent examples of Dracsenas, Marantas, Crotons. Ixoras,

Aiocasias, Eucharis, Gardenias, &c. ; two Dacmonorops palem-
banicus, 9 feet ; Cocos Weddelliana, Glassiova insignis, Cibotium
princeps, 7 feet trunk ; fine Dicksonia antarctica, a large and
valuable collection of Established Orchids, including remark-
ably fine p'ants of Phalasnopsis Schilleriana. P. amabilis, P.

Lowii. Luddemanniana, roseum, and grandiflorum ; Dendro-
bium \Vardianum, D. formosum gi^anteum, D. Falconeri. D.
crassinode, Cattleya pinella marginaia, C. Mendelii. Vanda
Cathcartii, V. cocrulea, V, Bensonii, Odontoglussum leopardi-

num, O. nebulosum, Saccolabium ampullaceum, S. Blumei,
Aeridcs Fieldingii, Pleione Wahichii, P. maculata and Lage-
naria. Cypripedium Parishii and caudatum, Oncidium stelli-

genim. and others : also a considerable number of young and
thriving specimen Azaleas, large Camellias, choice Cape Heaths,
Lapagerias, together with the whole of the fruiting Pines.

ORDER OF SALE. -Tuesday, August 29. the whole of the
Greenhouse and Stove Plants, Palms, and Ferns ; Wednesday.
August -^o. Orchids.
May be viewed the day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may

be had of Mr. PAGE, on the Premises ; and of the Auctioneers.

98, Gracechurch Street. E.C.

Preliminary Announcement.—Expiration of Lease
CLEARANCE SALE of the whole of llie PLANTS in POTS.

GREENHOUSES, PITS, HOT-WATER PIPING,
UTENSILS in Trade, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
are instructed by the Executors of the late Mr. John Boff,

to SELL by AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises,
Nor.hampton Park Nursery, Douelas Road, I sling con. N.,
opposite the Canonbury Railway Station, North London Rail-
way, on TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, September 5 and 6,

at 12 o'clock precisely each day.
Catalogues (when ready) obtained on the Premises, end of the

Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch Street, E.C, and Leytonstone. E.

Preliminary Notice of

FORTHCOMING SALES
by PROTHEROE and MORRIS.

AUGUST 29 and 30.-PARK HILL, Streatham. late the
residence of W. Leaf, Esq., deceased. A large and particu-
larly choice collection of Established Orchids, together with
a varied assortment of Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

SEPTEMBER 5 and 16.—NORTHAMPTON PARK NUR-
SERY, Douglas Road. Islington, N. By order of the
Executors of the late Mr. J. Bofl, without reserve. Clear,
ance Sale of the whole of the Plants in pots. Greenhouses,
Pits, Hot-water Piping, Utensils in trade. &c.

SEPTEMBER 7.—At the MART, London, E.C, without
reserve. By order of the Executors of the late Mr. John
Thompson. A valuable Freehold Estate of 13a. ar. 3op.

,

known as the Doncaster Carr Nurseries. Doncaster.

SEPTEMBER ir.—At the MART, London, E.C. Extensive
consignment of Dutch Bulbs.

SEPTEMBER 13.—At the EXOTIC NURSERY. Tooting,
by order of Mr. R. Parker. Stove and Greenhouse Planis.

SEPTEMBER 18.—At the MART. London, E.C. Extensive
consignment of Dutch Bulbs.

SEPTEMBER 19 to 22.—HEATHERSIDE NURSERY,
Bagshot, Surrey. By order of the Directors of the Heather-
side Nursery Co. Important Sale of Greenhouse Plants.

SEPTEMBER 25—At the MART, London, E.C. Extensive
consignment of Dutch Bulbs.

SEPTEMBER 27 and 28.—The NURSERIES, Tooting, S.W.
Highly attractive Sale of Heaths, &c.

OCTOBER 2.—At the MART, London, E.C Extensive
consignment of Dutch Bulbs.

OCTOBER 5.-ROLLS' PARK NURSERY, Chigwell. By
order of the Executors of the late Mr. J. Protheroe. The
whole of the Nursery Stock, Furniture, and effects.

OCTOBER 9.-At the MART, London, E.C. Extensive
consignment of Dutch Bnlbs.

OCTOBER 10.—GRANGE HILL NURSERY. Chigwell.
Essex. By order of the Executors of the late Mr. J.
Protheroe. The exceedingly healthy assortment of General
Nursery Stock.

OCTOBER 16.—At the MART, London, E.C. Extensive
consignment of Dutch Bulbs.

OCTOBER 16 to 21.—The NURSERIES, Exeter. By order
of Messrs. Lucombe. Pince & Co. Large assortment of
General Nursery Stock,

OCTOBER 17 to 20.—HEATHERSIDE NURSF.RV, Bag-
shot, Surrey. By order of the Directors of the Heatherside
Nursery Co. Large assortment of General Nursery Stock,

OCTOBER 23.—At the MART, London, E.C. Extensive
consignment of Dutch Bulbs.

OCTOBER 24 to 27.-The NURSERIES. Wandsworth
Common. By order of Messrs. R, & G. Neal. Extensive
Sale of Nursery Stock.

OCTOBER 30.—At the MART, London, E.C Extensive
consignment of Dutch Bulbs.

NOVEMBER 6.—At the MART. London, E.C. Extensive
consignment of Dutch Bulbs.

NOVEMBER 7 to 16.-HEATHERSIDE NURSERY,
Bagshot, Surrey. By order of the Directors of the
Heatherside Nursery Co. A considerable quantity of fine

Nursery Stock.

NOVEMBER 13. 20, and 27.—At the MART, London, E.C.
Extensive consignment of Dutch Bulbs.

DECEMBER 4 and n.—At the MART, London, E.C.
i consignment of Dutch Bulls.

Mayer Free Library Hall, Beblngton, CheaMre.
By order of Joseph Mayer, Esq., F.S.A.

MESSRS. BRANCH and LEETE will
SELL by AUCTION, on WEDNESDAY next,

AUGUST 2j, at 2 o'Clock in the afternoon, on the Premises,
" Mayer Free Library Hall," Bebington. Cheshire, a very
choice and unique Collection of valuable ORNAM ENTAL and
FLOWERING PLANTS, rare PALMS, TREE FERNS,
CROTONS. CAMELLIAS. AZALEAS, &c. This well-

known collection of rare and valuable Plants, acquired during
many years with discrimination and taste, comprising fine

pyramid Azaleas, brilliant specimen Crotons of the newest
introduction, pair of superb Dicksonia antarctica, Areca
crinita, the Silver Palm, Anihuriums, several splendid plants of
different species, Cycas circinalis. a unique plant in robust
health ; Phormium variegatum, Dasylirion c'ai^cum, fine plant ;

Araucaria excelsa, 5 feet high ; Dion edule, fine plant, very rare
;

and a great number of other beautiful and rare plants, in the
finest possible health and vigour.

To be viewed on Tuesday next, the 22d inst. , when Catalogues
can be had at the Mayer Library, Bebington, and at the offices

of Messs. BRANCH and LEETE. in Hanover Street,

Liverpool.

HigMy Important Sale of Specimen Stove and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, rare ORCHIDS, FERNS, &c.

DAVID MITCHELL, Auctioneer and
Valuator, Hamilton, has been favoured with instruc-

tions from J. C Wakefield, Esq.. to SELL, by PUBLIC
auction on AUGUST 31 and SEPTEMBER i, each day
at half-past 11 o'Clock. at Eastwood Park, the whole of the
magnificent collection of EXHIBITION PLANTS, consisting
of handsome specimen Azaleas (fine varieties), from 3 to 6 feet
high, and proportionate : splendid examples of Cape Heaths,
many in flower ; elegant Palms, from 2 to 8 feet high ; splendid
Marantas. all the new sorts : choice specimen Crotons. such as
Weismanni. interruplum, Veitchii, limbatum. spirale, &c.;
beautiful plants of Adiantum Farleyense, and (Moore's new
Fern) Adiantum gracillimum; splendid Todeas and Gleichenias,
including Mendelii and other rare sorts; fine lot of specimen
Greenhouse Plants, in splendid health ; also a very choice
collection of beautiful Orchids, consisting of Odontoglossum
Alexandrae. Ljclias of sorts, Masdevallia Lindeni, Src; beauti-
ful Dendrobes, fine healthy plants of Phalainopsis Schilleriana,
amabilis, and grandiflora ; Cattleya Dawsoni. and others ;

also a magnificent specimen of Lapageria alba, one of the finest

plants in the country, and showing a large quantity of flowers.

The whole to be Sold without Reserve, as Mr. Wakefield has
given up Exhibiting, and intends to devote his Houses to other
purposes.

_
There will also be Sold an excellent PLANT VAN.

adapted either for Road or Rail.

Noie.^'iAT. MITCHELL would beg to call the attention of
plant cultivators to this most important Sale. The whole of
the plants are in the best possible health, and m^y be seen ten
days before the sale at Eastwood Park, near Ginnock Station
(Glasgow and East Kilbride Railway).

Catalogues in preparation, and will be forwarded on applica-
tion.—Hamdton, August 16, 1S76.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, in a greatly
increasing neighbourhood, a compact NURSERY and

FLORIST BUSINESS, a short distance from London, with
every convenience for doing a targe Furnishing and Market
trade. For particulars apply to

Mr. A. McKAY, 7, Warner Terrace. Tottenham, London.

First-class Opening for a Nurseirxaan and
MARKET GARDENER.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, the well-known
and long established BUSINESS in English Street.

Dumfries, successfully carried on for many years by the late
Mr. John Learmont, and latterly by his son, Mr. George
Learmont. and his daughter, Mrs. Halliday.

The Premises consist of a Large GARDEN in English Street,
extending to upwards of 3}^ Acres, well stocked with Shrubs,
Plants, and Fruit Trees in full bearing ; a large and handsome
SHOP, with first-class Modern Fittings, fronts the street,
which is the principal thoroughfare to the Railway Station.
There is also a STABLE and other OFFICE-HOUSES of
recent erection, and a comfortable DWELLING-HOUSE,
adjoining. In connection with the Business may also be had
the NURSERY GROUNDS of EAST BARKERLAND,
situate a short distance off, extending 10 i6J< Imperial Acres.

Satisfactory reasons will be given for relinquishing the
Business, which is an excellent one, and susceptible of improve-
ment by an enterprising person.

Offers for a Lease of the Premises will be received for a
limited period by Mr. JAMES H. McGOWAN, Solicitor,
Dumfries, who will supply all needed information. The Stock
and Fittings will be transferred to the Tenant by Valuation.

Dumfries, August 7.

To Nurserymen and Others.

TO BE SOLD, an excellent NURSERY
BUSINESS, which has been successfully carried on for

many years past. The Land is about 20 acres in extent ; there
are the usual Greenhouses. Pits, and other appliances necessary
for carrying on a lucrative business. The rental paid for the
Land is moderate. The Land is well stocked in every respect,
and is situate in a Seaport Town in the West of England. Pos-
session may be had at Michaelmas next. For terms, apply to

Messrs. REED and COOK, Solicitors, 12, Paul Street,
Taunton, Somerset.

To BE SOLD, about 16,000 feet of GLASS,
specially erected for Grape Growing for Market pur-

poses, built regardless of cost and upon the most approved
principles. The heating is most efficient, and the working
details throughout perfect. The Houses are stocked with young
Vines in grand condition and just coming into fruit.

TO IJE LET, upon long Lease, about 4 acres of rich
GROUND, which is attached, and within 4 miles of Covent
Garden, situate south. Apply to

Mr. RANSLEY TANTON, Horticultural Valuer: Office,
17A, High Street, Borough, London, S. E.

To Florists.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, on exceedingly
advant.igeous terms, an OLD-ESTATUJSHED PUSl-

NESS. The area is 1 acre, and contains two span-roof Houses,
g4 feet and 60 feet long ; Forcing Pits, 90 feet long ; about 450
feet run of Pit Lights, Potting House, small Cottage, and every
appliance for carrying on a.lucrative trade.

Particulars and orders to view of J. H. GREEN, Auctioneer,
72, Kinfi Street, Hammersmith, W,

FOR SALE, a compact little FLORIST'S
BUSINESS, in the Neighbourhood of London, doing a

good busmess at Govent Garden Market and elsewhere
Further particulars on application to POOLEV Alio CO

Horticultural Agents, 132, Upper Thames Street, EC

FOR IMMEDIATE DISPOSAL, a very
old-established NURSERY and SEED BUSINESS in

the North of England, as the present proprietor is retirinK
This a first-rate opportunity for one or two persons of moderatt
capital who have a good knowledge of the Trade. For further
particul.irs apply to

POOLEY A.-iD CO., Horticultural Agents, 1,2 Uoner
Thames Street, E.C.

^ ,
i .

i^ppcr

THE HAILSTORM RELIEF FUND forNURSERYMEN and FLORISTS.-Nurserymen and
Florists in the suburbs of London, sufferers from tlie violence of
the Hailstorm on Sunday evening, July 23, desirous of having
'ehef from the above Fund are requested to send in a statement'^- -"

^ they have sustained to the Executive Committee
; afte applic be

August 3,

JOHN FRASER, Lea Bridge Road, Chairman
RICHARD DEAN, Ealing, \V., Secretary.

To Builders and Contractors.

BOROUGH of BRADFORD.—The Recrea-
tion Grounds Committee of the Bradford Corporation are

prepared to receive Tenders for the Execution of the various
works required in connection with the LAYING-OUT ofHORTON PARK, comprising Excavating. Drainage Road
Making, including Asphalte Work, Walling, Masonry Cast
and Wrought Iron Work, Laying-out Ornamental Ground's and
Building Lodges and Greenhouses.

'

Drawings and Specifications may be in-spected, and Bills ol
Quantities and Forms of Tender obtained, free of charge at the
Ufiices of the Surveyor, Mr. Gay, Exchange Buildings' Brad
ford, from MONDAY, the 2Sth inst, to StON DAY, Septem-
ber 4 next, on which last-named day, before 12 o'Clock at noon
sealed Tenders, endorsed " Tender— Horton Park," must be
delivered to me at the under-named office.

The Committee do not bind themselves to accept the lowest

By order, _ W. T. McGOWEN, Town Clerk.
Town Clerk's Office, Town Hall, Bradford, Aug 16, 1876.

The Business conducted by George Morrison & Son
and Robert Morrison for the past forty years, will be

M^
TREES and SHRUBS, w
the Trade at reduced prices.

R. AND A. MORRISON,

AND A. MORRISON have
aried stock of Hardy Ornamental
hlch they are prepared to ©O'er to

For Lists and Prices, apply to
Pinefield Nurseries, Elgir

pH. VUYLSTEKE, Nurseryman,
Vy Loochnsty, near Ghent, Belo^ium
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE (in Englishl of Azalea

indica. Camellias, Azalea Mollis, Hardy Ghent Azaleas Rho-
dodendrons, and Kalmia Litifolia, will be sent on application to
his Agents,

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD
Tower Street, London, EC.

) SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great

Great Speciality In Roses.
T B. GUILLOT, Fils, Rose Grower, 27,
tf • Chemin des Pins, Gnillotifere. Lyons' (Rhone) bees to
inform those Amateurs and Horticulturists who have dealt with
him in preceding years that he has now a most complete assort-
ment of plants, dwarfs for massing, and grafted on Seedling

More than 20,000 well-rooted planis will be ready for sendi
• in the Autumn of the present, and in the Spring of

1 comprises more than (>». of the finest

at moderate

The Coll.

known Roses, both old and
Finely-rooted stems of the very best

The GENERAL CATALOGUE will be forwarded on post-
paid application.

Vines, Vines. Vines.

TjlRANCIS R. KINGHORN has a splendid
J- lot of the above, in stout short-jointed Canes Fruiters
and Planters, including Black Hamburgh, Golden Oueen
Waltham Cross, Venn's Muscat, Duke of Buccleuch, and all
the other leading varieties. Prices on application.

F. R. K. can also with confidence recommend Summer
Planting

; gaining a season by adopting this method.
Sheen Nursery, Richmond, Surrey.

rPHE WARMINSTER CALCEOLARIA
-L has been grown and cultivated from the year 182S by the
present proprietor
GEORGE WHEELER, Nt rserv.man, &c., Warminster

Wilts, respectfully announces that Seed of his unsurpasseti
strain of dwarf, robust, and compact Calceolaria are now ready.
The Collection was this season the finest G. W. ever grew, was
the admiration of all who saw them, and pronounced by 'good
judges to be the finest in cultivation.

Price IJ., \s. dd., and is. 6d. per packet, post-free.

To the Trade Only.

EH. KRELAGE and SON, Nurserymen,
• Seedsmen, and Florists, Haarlem, Holland —

The WHOLESALE CATALOGUEfori876-77, first part (3.7A)
is now ready, and may be had free on prepaid application,'
by Nurserymen, Florists, and Seedsmen. This Cataioeue
contains complete collections of HYACINTHS, TQLIPS.
CROCUS, NARCISSUS, FRITILLARIAS, ANEMONES
RANUNCULUS, LILIES (unrivalled collection of nearly 250

), &c.

LUles.

EH. KRELAGE and SON, Nursery-
• MEN, Seedsmen, .and Florists, Ha.arlem, Holl.ind,

beg to announce that their new Special Descriptive CATA-
LOGUE of LILIES (No. ,2,A) is now ready, and will be sent
post-free on application.

This Catalogue contains nearly 250 sorts and varieties with
'

fair prices per piece as well as per 12, per 100. per 1000, per
10,000—a selection of their well-known unrivalled collec'tion-
Lilies should be ordered early, and planted before winter.
Discount to the Trade,
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New Azalea—Azalea amoena CaldwellU,

WO. cald"w"ell and sons,
• The Nurseries, Knutsford. Cheshire.

This is a striking improvement on the old and well known
A.zalea amccna, obtained by crossing that variety with Azalea

nagnifica. The flower is four times the size uf the original, of

\ bright rosy purple colour, very free blooming ; especially

idapted for forcing, coming in as early as November, and very

,uitable for button-hole bouquets. First-class Certificate, Man-
:hester Horticultural Society ; First-class Certificate, Liverpool

Hoilicultural Society. Price lo^. ^d. each: usual discounc to

:he Trad«. Will be sent out this month.

w.
Nc

POTTEN can now supply good plants
of his Choice CINERARIAS and PRIMULAS,
IS, %tt. Der dozen

6rl.I Double Ivy-leaf GERANIUM. Koiiig Albert,

12 select Zonal GERANIUMS, for bedding, jj. leacn

12 select Zonal GERANIUMS, for pots, 31.

12 select Double GERANIUMS, for pots, jr. td.

12 LITTLE TROT (the best Silver Variegaledl, 31.

12 Golden and 6 Silver TRICOLORS, good, 6s,

r2 good FUCHSIAS, 2i. fid. Us. bit

12 LOBELIAS, pumila magnifica, the best dark Lobelia
The .-ibove good plants, from single pots, post-free.

Camden Nursery, Sissinghurst, Staplehiirst, Kent.

TREE FERNS.
THE LARGEST AND BEST STOCK IN EUROPE.

aWa

W^ I L L I A M BULL, F.L.S.,
Respectfully invites the Nobility and Gentry to an inspection of the above : also of his

MAGNIFICENT SPECIMEN ORNAMENTAL PLANTS,
Adapted for the decoration of Conservatories and Greenhouses, or suited for Sub-iropical Gardening.

ESTABLISHMENT FOR NEW AND RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

NEW SEEDS FOR AUTUMN SOWING.

TRIFOLIUM INCARNATUM, WHITE MUSTARD,

WINTER TARES, RYE, RAPE, ITALIAN RYE-GRASS,

CABBAGE, TURNIP, &c.

SAMPLES, WITH (JUOTATWNS, ON APPLICATION.

THE LAW80N SEED AND NURSERY COMPANY (LIMITED),

54, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHIN, E.G.

DUTCH FLO^A^ER ROOTS.
OsBORN & Sons

HEG 10 ANNOUNCE THAT TIMJK

ANNUAL CATALOGUE OF THE ABOVE
Is noil' publislied, and may be had, post-free, on application.

It contains a Choice Selection of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS, NARCISSUS,
LILIUMS, and various other BULBS ; also a Select List of VEGETABLE and FLOWER
SEEDS for Autumn Sowing,

THE NURSERY, FULHAM, LONDON, S,VV,

DUTCH FLO\VER ROOTS.
Brook & Gallop,

(Late GEO. PARSONS),

ESTABLISHED FIFTY YEABS.

B, & G, beg to announce that their Illustrated, Priced, and Descriptive CATALOGUE is now
published, and may be had, post-free, on application, U contams a choice selection of

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS, LILY OF THE VALLEY,
And many other choice varieties, the whole of which are imporled direct from the best Estabhshments

in Holland,

A Select List of Vegetable and Flower Seeds for Autumn Sowing, is also included.

All Bulb! and Seeds amounting to the value 0/21S. and upwards Carriage paid.

COLLECTIONS suitable for the OPEN GROUND, from icr, 6d., icy, 21s., 31J. 6r/„ a-s., and
upwards. ' ^ • > -: > t ,

COLLECTIONS suitable for the CONSERVATORY or GREENHOUSE, from 10^, ed., lis.,
21^., 3i,r, 6d., 42^., and upwards.

The above Collections will be made up on the most liberal terms.
To ensure good bulbs kindly favour us with Orders as early as possible, as the first importations are

generally the best.

THE WEST BEIG-HTON SEED WAEEHOUSE,
195, WESTERN ROAD, BRIGHTON.

s

strawberry Plants, Primulas, Cinerarias,
tALCEOLARI.\S.

STRAWBERRIES, well-rooted Runners of
the undernamed, 3s. 6(i. per 100 :

—

British Queen,
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THE BEST ILLUSTRATED AGRICULTURAL JOURNAL.

The Agricultural Gazette^
AN ILLUSTRATED JOURNAL FOR

LM\IDOWNERS AND TENANT FARMERS.

Price Fourpence; Post Free, Fourpence-halfpenny.

AFTER thirty years' association with " THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE;

/V THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE now stands alone, and the double space aj

its disposal is occupied with matters strictly Agricultural.

FULL MARKET REPORTS, both Metropolitan and Provincial, accurate Accounts of Prices, Sales, and

Business Transactions of all kinds, are published every week.

INTELLIGENCE in any way affecting Agriculturists, or interesting to them, is carefully collected and

made known. Correspondents have been secured in every county. Separate editorial departments have been

established for Scotland and Ireland. Reports are periodically received from Canada, Australia, India, France,

Germany, and Hungary, and from the United States ot America.

The PROCEEDINGS of AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES, Farmers' Clubs, and Chambers of Agriculture

—their Meetings, Exhibitions, and Discussions—are reported fully and with promptitude.

EVERY DEPARTMENT OF THE ESTATE OR FARM receives attention—Land Agency, Estate

Equipment, Forestry, Farm Buildings, Roads, Fences, Cottages—Live Stock, Plants, and Implements of the

Farm—Drainage, Tillage, and Manuring of the Soil.

A VETERINARY EDITOR has been secured.

Departments relating to the POULTRY YARD, the APIARY, and the GARDEN of the Farm are

under separate professional direction.

REVIEWS are published of all Books claiming a place in the library of the Farmer.

REPORTS of noteworthy Estates, Farms, Herds, Flocks, and Factories are given from week to week.

Teachers and students of the several sciences in which the Agriculturist is interested—BOTANY
CHEMISTRY, PHYSIOLOGY, ENTOMOLOGY, NATURAL HISTORY—are constant contributors.

Especial attention is given to AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENT manufacture. Improvements in

Machines are reported—New Inventions made known—Patents discussed—and the Implement Factories of the

country described—Engravings, always necessary in such cases for intelligible description, being given
without stint.

NO EXPENSE IS SPARED IN ILLUSTRATIONS
wherever they can be of use. Not only Implements, but Plants, Weeds, varieties of Cultivated Crops, &c.

;

and animals—breeds of Horses, Cattle, Sheep, and Pigs ; also Poultry, Insects, General Natural History ; and
Buildings—Farmhouses, Homesteads, Cottages; Photographs Illustrative of Country Life and Occupations,
whether at home or abroad :—all these provide subjects for the Engraver. Portraits and Memoirs of Noteworthy
Agriculturists are also occasionally given.

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE professes no Party PoUtics ; but it does not hesitate to discuss any subject
affecting the Position or Relations of those whose Professional Organ it desires to be. It will be found
absolutely Independent, excepting only of such rules as govern honourable men. And nothing that affects the
interests, whether of the Landowner, the Tenant-Farmer, or the Labourer, is excluded from its Columns.

SUBSCRIPTIONS PAYABLE IN ADVANCE,
Iiidiiding poslat^c to any part of the United Kingdom :

Three Months, 5s. ; Six Months, 9s. 9d. ; Twelve Months, 19s. 6d.
P.O.O. TO BE MADE PAY.ABLE AT THE KING STREET POST OFFICE, W.C, lo WILLIAM RICHARDS.

Publishing Office, and Office for Advertisements:

7, CATHEEINE STEEET, STEANB, LONDON, W.C.
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NEW EARLYlABBftCE,
FOR PRESENT SOWING.

DANIELS' DEFIANCE-A superb new
early variety of Cabbage, growing to the weight
of 12 lb. to 151b, Remarkably short-legged and
compact, and of the most delicious marrow
flavour.

DANIELS' DEFIANCE-The earliest,

largest, and best Cabbage for either the Market
Gardener or the Private Grower. An indispens-

able variety, that should be found in every

garden.

DANIELS' DEFIANCE CABBAGE.
Price \s. bd. per packet, post-Jiee.

DANIELS BROS.,
SEED GROWERS and NURSERYMEN,

NORWICH.

^^ SUTTON'S ^P
CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS,

FOR PRESENT SOWING.

CABBAGE-SUTTON'S IMPERIAL.

The best Cab-
bage for Spring
use. If sown the
first or second
week in July it

will produce
beautiful Cab-

CAULIFLOWER.
Suttoii*3 King of the Cauliflowers.

May be sown in August for tr.insplanting in March and April

for the first main crop.

Piice -23. td. per packet.

ONION.
i
The/ollmuing varieties sown in July attd A ngitst ivill come to

\
a very large size during thefoUcnving Spring aiid Summer

:

! NEW atJBEN".
A valuable new and distinct variety, being the earliest of all

Onions. Sown in March, it comes to maturity in July, or sown
in July it is fit for use the following Autumn. It is of beautiful
mild flavour, and strongly recommended.

Per packet, is. 6d. j_ d.
New Giant Rocca (the largest variety) . . per ounce i 6
Large Early Red Italian „ i o
Large Early White Italian ,, i o
Giant Late Red Italian ,

,

i o
Giant Late White Iialian ,, i o

' Neapolitan Marzajola .

.

.

.

,

.

. . per packet i o

_Vegetaei.b Seeds up to 12 ounces in weight sent by post
with a charge of ^d. for the 12 ounces, or 205. worth free to any
Railway Station in E ngland or Wales.

STJTXON & SONSj
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 19, 1876.

YGGDRASIL AND THE ASH.

'"T^HE Ash was the tree of trees, the ' king

i- tree" of Northern Europe. According

to a fable of the Edda, the first of the famous

Vikings and Ash-men of Norway was formed

from a balk of Ash, and their spear and axe

handles were made of the same tough wood.

It was a tree of good repute in every way;
mothers slung the cradles of their ^sleeping

infants in the branches of the Ash to protect

them from snakes or witches during their

absence in the fields. In Devonshire it was
believed only lately that a circle drawn round a

sleeping viper with an Ashen staff was a charm,

fixing the creature within the boundary thus

formed.

Yggdrasil, the legendary Ash of Scandinavia,

was the most marvellous creation of tree

symbolism which the world has seen. We read

in an original account of this not entirely un-

folded myth, " An Ash know I standing, called

Yggdrasil. A high tree, sprinkled with the

purest water. Thence comes the dew that falls

in the dales. Thence come the wise maidens

who wrote the records of events on tablets, lay

down laws, determine the lives of men, and fix

their destiny."

The roots of this strange tree embraced the

universe ; there was a supernal root, a terres-

trial, and an infernal root. Man dwelt some-

where below the first and above the last. The
fountain of the Norns, or Destinies, the three

wise maidens just mentioned, was placed under

a steep cliff in Heaven above. The pure water

which the Norns employed in nourishing

Yggdrasil seems to have been the melted snow
of northern skies. The gods sat under the

shadow of Yggdrasil, regulating the affairs of

men. Serpents, representing the vices and
passions of mankind, poured venom among
its roots ; a far-seeing eagle, representing the

soaring mind, sat on its top, with a hawk
perched between its eyes, which seems to have

been symbolical of shrewd sense and intelli-

gence in common things. Between the eagle

on its lofty perch and the snakes gnawing at

the roots there was ceaseless communication by

means of a squirrel, who ran up and down the

trunk— a double-tongued flatterer, passing

between the passions and the mind. We read

in the Voluspa, •' Ratatosk is called the squirrel

that runs on the Ash Yggdrasil. The eagle's

words he bears downwards and tells them to

Nidhogg below." As the passions of the mind
feed on its healthy thoughts, so in the case of

this wondrous Ash animals were represented as

feeding on its green leaves. There are also

four harts with bended necks, that crop the

leaves—folly, madness, terror, and disquietude,

were their names.

" Yggdrasil's Ash
More hardship bears
Than men imagine

;

The hart bites above.

At its sides it rots,

Below gnaws Yggdrasil.

More serpents lie

Under Yggdrasil's Ash
Than simpletons think of."

The rotting of the stem refers to death, which

overtakes many ere they attain to wisdom.

Under the tree was hidden a horn, emblem
of the last trumpet, at whose sound the universe

was to collapse. Then
" Groans the old tree,

And Loke is loosed
;

Shudders Yggdrasil,

The great standing Ash."

But matter is imperishable, and the poetic

imagination of the Skalds evidently seized the

idea of the renewal of universal Nature in new
forms, and hence we find the tree growing
" fair and great " after the catastrophe, and the

gods once more assembling under it. It

seemed to perish—in the poetic fancy of some
Skalds it did perish—but others beheld it

standing yet,, even when the frost giants and
the gods of the Edda had been consumed.

Yggdrasil, "Time's hoary nurse," is shaken to

its topmost bow, and the fire rages round it,

still it stands

—

It has been remarked that a more appropriate

tree of myth and emblem could not have been

chosen than the long-living Ash, whose
branches Virgil, with a poet's licence, stated,

extend upwards as far as its roots reach down-
wards. The Oak, however, is deeper rooted than

the Ash, and would have suited the purpose of

poetic Skalds as well, if it had extended as far

north so as to have been as familiar to them.

In fact the Prussian mythological tree

at Roinowe was an evergreen Oak, and seve-

ral other mythological offsprings of Yggdrasil

are Oaks or Hollies. Any tree will do for

symbolism—from the Ash of Northern Europe

to the I'eepul of India. It happens that our

interest in the Ash is personal in a twofold

sense, since we are of Scandinavian origin,

descended from the Ash-men, and the Ash is a
native here as in Norway.

This extraordinary legend seems to prove the

supremacy of the Scandinavian race in the

faculty of deep and massive imagination. The
tree symbolism of the East is nothing to this.

The burden of types and symbols borne by the

Palm—the next richest tree in this respect to

the Ash— is not to be compared to the fruitful

load on the wide-spread, sturdy branches of

Yggdrasil. I cannot touch on a tithe of the

mysteries, and their interpretations of the

Yggdrasil system. It was a faith, and a very

beautiful pagan faith, embodied in a tree, its

leaves, branches, and other portions, and in its

natural surroundings. The words of the

Voluspa applied to the " great tree "—

" She sees arise,

A second time.

The earth (rom ocean.

In verdant splendour "

—

suggest the conception of those changes in the

surface of the earth which the science of

geology reveals. It was a noble faith that

Time (the tree) would remain, and matter prove

indestructible amid all changes. And it was a

pleasing fancy and usage of after-times which

connected Yggdrasil with affections as inde-

structible as itself and with English customs of

the present day, by deriving from it the May-

pole with its garlands and birds' eggs, and the

Christmas tree with its loaded branches.

The Ash, as already intimated, was a tree of

good omen, as the Elder was of evil fame. It

was the " husbandman's tree." The old pro-

verb, '• May your footfall be by the root of an

Ash," originated in the circumstances of the

Ash requiring good land, and flourishing usually

in favoured positions in villages and on farms.

The specimens of the Ash still remaining in

our villages are the witnesses of that hereditary

sentiment which was so long associated with

the tree. Until the present century there was

a general belief in the healing virtues of the

Shrew Ash in which a mouse had been pegged.

Gilbert White relates that a tree of this kind

stood at the corner oi \h.z plestor or recreation-

ground at Selborne, and was with " reverential

awe preserved for yeai's," till "the late vicar

stubbed and burnt it," in order to eradicate the

superstitions of the more ignorant among his

flock. I n Wales the Ash seems to have been less

esteemed than in countries occupied by Scandi-

navians, and the low price of ^li. as compared
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with 30J-. for a Mistleto plant was affixed to it in

the laws of Howel. At the present time, in con-

sequence of the disabuse of the human mind
from superstition and the substitution of iron for

wood in the manufacture of farming implements,

the Ash occupies a somewhat different level

in men's affections from that to which the asso-

ciations I have noticed exalted it among our

forefathers. The worst fault of the living tree

in hedgerows is the injury it inflicts on the

growing crops beyond all other trees, for in

spite of Virgil, who described the roots running

down deep towards Tartarus, its roots run

shallow though they spread wide. There are few

trees with such a shallow roothold as the Ash
and several species of the Fir. Its exhaustion

of the surface-soil punishes the adjoining crops

more than in the case of its usual hedgerow

neighbours, and this has sealed its fate with

unromantic agriculturists, in spile of old asso-

ciation and Yggdrasil. H. Evershed.

New Garden Plants.

Masdevali.ia triaristeli.a, n. sp*

Here is something new—not a new species only,

but a glorious new section also of Masdevallia, not

one of the high aristocracy in purple vestments, but a

lovely green gem, reminding one of some curious

insect with its long antennw. You cannot, indeed,

help thinking of such a creature, when you see the

long boat-shaped under lip of the outer petigone (the

connate inferior sepals), having on each side a long

divaricate bristle ; the upper sepal ending, too, in a

long bristle. There are, no doubt, some old M.ipdeval-

lias which have a little prominent goitre between the

inferior terminal tails, yet such a plant has not been

described before. And let me tell my readers confi-

dentially that there exists amidst my undescribed

Masdevallias another species having this character,

which has a much broader flower, but shorter tails— all

good qualities never being combined. The ca^spitose

littlestemsbearterete, very tiny, canaliculate, apiculate

leaves, i inch high. The peduncle reaches 4 to 5

inches, and proves to be covered with numerous small

warts, which increase downwards. The flower is

nearly 2 inches from the end of the upper sepal to the

end of the connate lateral sepals ; it is brown and

yellow, having whitish petals. The sepals being

narrow, the effect of the flowers would be rather

insignificant, if the elegance and quite new originality

of its shape did not win immediately the enclianted

observer. If we were insects we would fly on to the

flower, thinking it invited us for an insect-chat, with

its long antennre. The discovery is due to the laie

M. Endres ; the satisfaction of having flowered it for

the first time in Europe is with Messrs. Veitch.

H. G. Rchb.J.

AGANISIA ClT-.RULEA, It. Sp.\

This is a lovely plant, much more than a gem.
The climbing stem is as thick as a crow's quill,

articulate, and bearing distichous depresso-ovoid

pseudobulbs which have a single cuneate oblong,

acuminate leaf, under it four triangulous acuminate

specks. The peduncle comes from the axd of the

inferior sheath, and is dark green. One had (our,

the other had two flowers, each as large as the flower

of a very good Epidendrum bicornutum. Hook.,

which I once saw at Mr. Day's (excepting the sacci-

form lip). The colour is the well-known one of

Vanda coerulea. There are, however, darker blue

blotches quasi-tesselated over the flower, that give

» Masdevallia triarhtella. n sp. (sect. nov. Triaristellx :

sepalum uiferius omnino connatum, utrinqut; ante apicem arista

(cauda) divaricata).—Dense caespitosa : fuliis teretiusculis cana-

liculatis apiculatis ; pedunculo longo exserto, uni—bifloro,

minutissime verrucoso ; vaginis distantibus parvi? : sepalorum
labiis parcissime basi coha^rentibus, sepalo siiperiori triangulo

bene aristato, sepalo inferiori oblongo ligutato apice acutius-

culo, utrinque ante apicem extlis divalicato aristato ; tepalis

ligulatis retuso tridentatis ; labello ligulato sagittalo, basi

utrinque inttexo, apice utiinqiie deflexo ; columna clavata
;

androclinii lobulato. Perigonia llava et fusca. Tepala albida.

—

Costa Rica, Endres. //. C. Kchb.f.

t Aganisia fra-rw/ijiT.—Caulibus validis articuLatis ;
pseiido"

bulbis tlepresso oblongo fusiformibus ; vaginis triangulis acu-

minatis vestitis monophyllis : folio cuneato oblongo ligulato

acuminato :
pedunculo axillari ex vagina, pauci squamato

apice racemosa ; bracteis triangulis acutis ovaria dimidia ajquan-

tibus : sepalis cuneato obiongi? apiculatis : tepalis snbarqualihus

paulo latioribus ac brevioribus ; labello unguiculato ti'itido,

laciniis basilaiibus brevissime triangulis. laciniai medis ungue
a basi intruso, lamina oblonga, saccata. sed apicem usque
divisa, margine timbriata ; callo angulato antrorso in medio
ungue basilari ; callo lato quinquedentato in ungue lacinia;

medi^, dentibus ternis medio piosilientibtis ; coliimna: alls

assurgentibus quadratis : anthera conico apiculata.— Drasilia.

U.G.Rchb.f.

an unenjoyable charm—at least for my taste—since

the blue yields a certain indefinite uncertainty for our

eyes. The lip is veiled, and has two very small

basilar teeth, and then a veiled middle lacinia, that is

sacciform, bordered with most remarka'ole long

bristles, striped a little with dark violet under those

bristles, and with a deep violet blotch on its middle

part beneath. A great callus on the veil of the middle

lacinia is yellow. The white column has two carti-

laginous (juadrate arms close to the stigmatic hollow.

The anther is apiculate. This species is the second

one with a sacciform, fimbriate lip. The first one, A.

fimbriata, flowered at Laurie Park, Sydenham, with

Mr. SiUem. Its flowers, leaves, bulbs are much
smaller, and the lip is not slit up to the apex, but

the sac is round, as in Cypripedium calceolus. This

new plant was introduced to Hamburgh Botanic

Garden with Brazilian Orchids. H. G. Rchb. f.

Odontoglossum coronarium, Linill., var.

Dayanum.
This is a great beauty. The rich brown purplish

wavy sepals are bordered with brown, and the petals

are spotted with brown marbling upon a yellow

ground. All these organs are beautifully shining.

The yellowish lip is rather narrow. It is distinct

from the old type (Schlim, 1 197 !) not only in

colours, but in three conical acute warts standing each

side of the crest. These I regard botanically the

main feature of this splendid variety. The original

plant has been very well represented in Mr. Bate-

man's splendid monograph. I am glad to hear that

this Dayan variety will soon make its ,/c^.itt at an

orchidaceous assmiMcr arranged by Mr. Warner—to

sneak plainly, it will be found in a new part of Mr.

Warner's rich Orchid work. This variety flowered

September last at Tottenham, and I saw it very fresh

at Turin, where Mr. Day kindly gave me the oppor-

tunity of admiring his treasure. It was introduced

from Peru by Messrs. Veitch. I am but too glad

to dedicate the novelty to my unrivalled correspon-

dent, to whom I am indebted for a dozen years

past for so many contributions, of his excellent ob-

servations and of his rich materials. //. G. Rchb. t.

A SYNOPSIS OF THE KNOWN
SPFXIES OF IRIS.—VII.

Proceeding with the section Apogon, the present

paper will be devoted to species of the ruthenica

group, marked by their narrow leaves, caulescent

habit, and the presence of a short tube above the

ovary, narrowed into a cylinder at the lower part.

With the exception of I. ruthenica itself, they are all

American species.

38. I. ruthenica, Dryand, in Ait. Hort. Kew., edit. 2,

vol. i., p. 117 ; Bot. Mag., tabs. 1123 and 1393 ; Ker,

Gen. Irid., p. 54, in part. ; Led. Fl. Ross., vol. iv.,

p. 94 ; loniris ruthenica, Klatt, in Bot. Zeit. 1872,

p. 502 ; Iris ctespitos'i^ Pallas, in Link. Jahrb. i.,

vol. iii., p. 71 ; Schur. Fl. Transyl, p. 657 ; /. verna,

Pallas, Iter., vol. iii., p. 213 and 230, not Linn.

—

Rhizome slender, wide-creeping. Leaves much over-

topping the flowers, linear, 6—9 inches long, \ inch

broad, acuminate, firm in texture, finely ribbed. Stems

slender, i—4 inches high, one-headed. Spathes of two

subequil, lanceolate, acute valves, il— i^ inch long.

Ovary \—\ inch long, oblong, shortly stalked inside the

spalhe ; tube \ inch long, filiform in the lower half;

limb lilac-purple, \\ inch deep ; falls oblong-unguicu-

late, with a rellexing lamina \ inch broad, much shorter

than the claw ; standards oblanceolale-unguiculate,

erect, \ inch broad. Stigmas an inch long, exclusive of

the crests. Anthers -3 inch long, shorter than the fila-

ments. Capsule small, nearly globose, clasped by the

persistent spathe-valves.

Extends all through Siberia from the Ural to

Davuria and the borders of China, and occurs also in

Transylvania. It is most like L humilis of any of the

Old World species, but maybe readily distinguished

by the characters already stated. Pallas sent it to

Linnaeus as verna, and it stands as .such in the

herbarium of the latter, but of course it is totally

dilTerent from the American plant to which we now
apply that name. It has been twice figured in the

Botanical Magazine, and was first called ruthenica in

the second edition of the Hortus Krwensis^ but, so far

as I know, is not in English gardens at the present

time. There is an Iris unifiora of Pallas {Lt'dcb. FL
Ross. vol. iv., p. 94) said to differ from ruthenica by

its shorter ventricose spathe, shorter tube, and leaves

not overtopping the flower, which seems to be a mere

dwarf mountain variety.

39. /. Douglasiana^ Herb., in Hook, and Am.
Bot. Beech., p. 395 ; Hook, fil., Bot. Mag., t. 6083.

— Rhizome \ inch thick, woody, short-creeping. Leaves

. about four in a tuft, linear, two produced to a length

of 1 foot or i4 foot at the flowering time, \—\ inch

broad, thick, rigid, strongly ribbed. Stem \— i foot

high, slender, with one or two clusters of flowers, naked

or sheathed at the middle with a reduced leaf. Spathe

of more than two firm narrow acute tight-clasp-

ing valves, 2—3 inches long. Pedicel reaching a length

of I inch or \\ inch inside the spathe. Ovary cylin-

drical, nearly an inch long ; tube \
—

\ inch long, filiform

in the lower two-thirds ; limb bright lilac-purple, \\-~i

inches deep ; falls obovate-spathulate, with a reflexing

lamina \
—% inch broad, as long as the claw ; standards

rather shorter, oblanceolate-unguiculate, erect. Stigma

i~\\ inch long, exclusive of the serrulate crests. Anther

\—\ inch long, equalling the filament. Mature capsule

not seen.

A native of California, whence I have seen speci.

mens gathered by Douglas, Coulter, and Bolander,

There is a specimen in the British Museum from Cape

Trinidad, gathered by Menzies, so that he seems to

have been the original discoverer of the species. It

was imported by Messrs. Veitch & Co. in 1873, and

figured in the Botanical Magazine. Iris Beccheyana

of Herbert, in Hook, and Arn, Bot. Beech., p. 395

{I. sibirica, H. and A., Bot. Beech. 160, not Linn.),

seems to be only a dwarf almost stemless form of

this species.

40. /. Toluiieana, Herb, in Hook, and Arn. Bot,

Beech., p. 395 ; S. Wats. Bot. 40 Parall
, p. 342.—Rhi-

zome short, creeping, woody. \ inch thick. Leaves linear,

I— 1| foot long at the flowering time. \ inch broad,

rigid, erect, pale grey, green when dried, thick in tex-

ture, with many fine close ribs. Stem 1— 2 feet hi^h,

terete, fistulose, with a single terminal cluster of flqwers,

naked or bracteated by a single reduced leaf. Spathe

of several lanceolate valves. 2—3 inches long, quite mem-
branous at the top at the flowering time, 2—3 flowered.

Pedicels reaching a length of an inch or more inside the

spathe; ovary cylindrical, \
—

^i inch long; tube ^ inch

long, contracted only at the very base ; limb 2— 2i inches

deep, pale blue ; falls obovate-unguiculate, with a reflex-

ing blade ^—i inch broad, as long as the oblanceolate

claw ; standards oblanceolate-unguiculate, erect, |—

J

inch broad, rather shorter than the falls. Stigmas

above an inch deep, exclusive of the crests. Anthers

narrow, yellow, finch long. Capsule oblong, i^ inch

long, \ inch thick.

A native of Oregon, Northern California, and the

Rocky Mountains, in the Nevada Territory, at an

altitude of about 6000 feet, flowering from June to

August. The specimens I have seen were gathered

by Tolmie, Burke, Spalding, and Hall and Harbour,

Burke's note says: "In all low moist situations

amongst the mountains." It is the only Iris that occurs

within the territory covered by Dr. Sereno Watson's

fine work on the Botany of the 40th Parallel of

Latitude. I suspect/, missouriensis^ Nuttall, injourn.

Acad. Phil., vol. vii., p. 58, to be the same species,

but the description is not full enough to make sure.

I have not seen an authenticated specimen. If this

be so, the flowers are sometimes yellow. I have never

seen the species in our gardens, and it has not been

figured. The perianth-tube is so short that it would

perhaps be better placed in the group of I. gramlnea.

41. /. iripetala, Walt. Fl. Carol., p. 66 ; Vahl. Enura.,

vol. ii., p. 153 ; Chapm. Flor. South. States, p. 473;
Ker. Gen. Irid., p. 46 ; excl. syn.

;
/. trideniata. Sweet.

Brit. Flow. Gard., t. 274; Klatt. in Linnoea, vol. xxxiv.,

p. 610; non Pursh. --Rhizome firm, moderately stout.

Leaves linear, i—i^ foot long, \ inch broad, rigid, finely

striated. Stem li—2 feet high, moderately stout,

simple or deeply forked. Spathes single- flowered,

composed of two rigid very unequal valves, the outer one

oblong, under an inch long, the inner ones lanceolate,

reaching a length of 2^—3 inches. Pedicel \
—\ inch

long inside the spathe ; ovary cylindrical, | inch long;

tube as long as the ovary, dilated in the upper half;

limb bright purple, 3 inches deep ; falls with a round

obovate blade above an inch broad, exceeding in length

the strap-shaped claw, marked at the throat with a

yellow streak ; standards oblanceolate, with a cusp,

erert, not more than half an inch long. Stigmas above

I mch long, exclusive of the lanceolate crests. Anther

^ inch long, equalling the filaments. Capsule not seen.

A native of the Southern United States, in Pine

swamps, from North Carolina to Florida. It has often

been confounded with I. tridentata of Pursh, which is

a northern species with ensiform leaves, like those of

I. versicolor, and sub-equal spathe-valves. This is the

only species,with narrow leaves and minute standards,

and the character of the spathe is by itself suflicient to
'

mark it. There is a good figure in Sweet, but it

seems to be lost from cultivation now. The only

wild specimens I have seen were gathered by Dr.

Chapman in Florida, y. G. Baker,
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RECENTLY PUBLISHED PORTRAITS OF GARDEN PLANTS.

Name and Refer* : to Figu Character and Quality.

Anemia Phyllitidis tessellata, //(?r/. Stove evergreen Fern .» ,, 'Pinnate, pinnae obliquely ovate-

jV/ft^.—Belg. Hort., 1875,11. 11-12. ..] (Osmundaceae.)
|

lanceolate

AngR/KCUM Ellisii, Hort Stove epiphyte, very ornamental Distichous, strap-shaped, un-

Floral Mag. t. 191.—Orchidaceae. I
(G. C, n.s., iii. 277, fig. 54) equally bilobed

Flowers.

[Centre bright green, with band'
of dark green, and grey edge]

White, in spikes 2 feet long;'
spurs 6 inches lo

Anthericum VARIEGATUM, Hort Half-hardy or greenhouse peren- Cannate, grass-like, striped andjL^lso shown as A. Williamsii]

Floral Mag. t. 152 ; Williams' Cat,, 1875. nial, ornamental. (Liliaceae. ) margined with white
|

Antiiurium ckvstallin'Um. Lind. et AndriSiovQ perennial, ornamental, wiihOvaie-cordate, acuminate, deep' I
Resembling A. magnificum]

Dalliere, PI. Orn., t. i.—Orontiacea;.
ANTHURtUM CUSPIDATUM, Masters.,
Gard. Chron., n.s., iii. 428, frg. 85.

Anthurium Patinii, Masters
Gard. Chron., n. s , iii. 525, fig. 107.

Antiiurium Scher/erianum Williamsii, Istove perennial, showy
//orA—-Floral Mag. t. 180. I (G. C, n.s., i. 501, fig. 103)

terete petioles green, with silvery veins

. Stove perennial Cordate ovate-oblong acuminate, 'Spathe crimson reflexed, shorter'

bright green, 10—20 in. !
than the purplish spadix

.Stove perennial, neat, pretty ...Lanceolate-acuminate, unequal-iSpathe ovate, white, with blunt

, (Floral Mag. t. 160.)
|

sided
; pale green, deflexecl straight whitish spadix

Lanceolate-acuminate ., ..Ispathe and spadi.\, yellowish-

white

Antiiurium WA'Llisii, Masters .. ,. Stove perennial ., .. .. Cordate-oblong acuminate, 2 feet

Gard. Chron , n.s., iii. 429, fig. 86.
I

long
Ai'HELANDRA FASCINATOR, Liiid. f/ ^ff(/, Stove shrub, brilliant .. ,,|Ovateacuminate, olive-green with

Dalliere, Pi. Orn. t. 34.—Acanthacece. ' silvery veins

Aphelandra? mediaurata, Cog/i. ^/ Stove shrub, with erect dicho- Oval-lanceolate, sinuate, bright,

iWarc//.— Dall. Pi. Orn. t. 30. ! tomous fleshy stems
I

green, with yellow central band
AQUiLEGtA lei'TOCERAS chrvsantha. Hardy perennial, handsome=A. Triternate, glaucous ; leaflets

Hook. /.—V\oxe \. 2io3.—Ranunculaceae.
I

chrysantha I obovate

Ar.vlia Maximowiczii, Van Houtte ..'Hardy shrub, with erect spiny' Palmately 5—7 lobed ; lobes lan^

Flore, t. 2067-8.—.\raliacese. I
stem ;

elegant and distinct

Aralia I'KNTAi'HVLLA VARIEGATA, //iJ^A j
Half-hardy evergreen shrub

Flore, t. 2079 80.
I

..Stove evergreen shrub,
[ :, I branched, elesrant

AKALrA Vkitchii, Hort. Veitch

Da]lii>re, PI. Or. t. 48; Rev. H. 1874, 215,
f. 28; 111. H., n.s., t. 225.

Araucaria Balans.k, Brongn
Illust. Hort., n.s., t. 197.—Coniferce.

Araucaria RuLEi, /^. .A/«^//.

Illust. Hort., n.s., t. 204.
ARISTOLOClItA TRICAUDATA, Duchurtrt ..

Flore, t. 2111.—Aristolochiacea;.

Arthropodiu.m cirrhatum. R. Br.
Gard. Chron., n.s., i. 660. tt. 136. 137.

Artocarpijs Cannoni, Hort. Bull. .

Fl. M. t. 184; G. C. n.s.. iv. 192, with
fig.

; Florist, 1875, 210, with fig.

Aspidistra punctata, Lindl.
Rev. Hort. 1875. 35, figs. 4—8.

Aster Novi Belgii minor, Nees ..

Gartenfl. t. 787.— Compositas.
ASTROCARYUM MURUMURU, Martins

Illust. Hort., n.s., t. 213.—Palmacese.
AZAUA MICROPHYLLA. Hook. f.

Gard. Chron, n.s., i. 80, fig.41.—Bi.xacece.

Balbisia verticillata, Cjt'
Bot. Mag. t. 6[70.—Geraniaceie.

Bambusa striata, io./i/.

Flore, t. 2210.— Grarainacea?.
Batemannia BuRTir, End. et Rchb.
War, Orch., 2 sen, t. 35 ; Fl. M. t. loi.

Begonia Frcebelii, Z>.C
Illust. Hort., n.s.. t. 223.— Begoniaceae.

Begonia gunner.4-:folia, Lind. et And...
Illust. Hort., n.s., t. 212.— Begoniacea;.

Begonia incarnata, iz«-t. et Otto
Kev. Hort. 1875, 151, with tab.

Begonia octopetala, L'Herit
Flore t. 2056-7.

Begonia Worthiana, Carri^re ..
Rev. Hort. 1S74, 117, fig. 15.

Berberidopsis corallina. Hook.fil.
Flore, t. 2137.— Berberidacex.

Bertolonia Houtteana, Van Houtte ..
Flore, t. 2120 —Melastomacece.

Bertolonia supekbissima, Hort, Bull ..
Floral Mag. t. 151.

Billbergia amgcna, Lind/.
Belg. Hort. 1875, tt. i—4.—Bromeliacece.

Billbergia decora, Pa;j>/>. et Endl:
Belg. Hort. 1875, "• 13—14-

Billbergia iridifolia, Z,/«i//.
Belg, Hort. 1874, tt. 8—9.

Blandfordia flammea elegans, Hort.

.

Floral Mag. I. 134.— Liliacece.
Blandfordia flammea princeps, Bai-er.

Floral Mag. t. 170 ; Bot. Mag. t. 6209.
Blumenbachia chuquitrnsis, Hook.fil...

Bot. Mag. t. 6143 ; Floral Mag. t. 139 (as
coronata).—Loasaceas.

BLUMENUACIItA CONTORTA, Hook.fil.
Bot. Mag. t. 6134.

Blumenbachia cokonata, Hook.fil.
Florist and Pomol. 1875. 136, with fi

BOCCONIA cordata, Willd.
Rev. Hort. Beige, 1875, 147, fig. 39.

Bolbophvllum Dayanum, Rchb. /.
Bot. Mag, ' - -

Greenhouse evergreen tree, 130

—

160 ft.
;
plumosely branched

Greenhouse evergreen tree, 50 ft.

or more, elegant

Stove shrub, pretty . . •

.

Greenhouse perennial, ornamen-
LiliaceEe.)

Stove shrub, erect, free growing,
ornamental ; ? suitable for sub-

tropical garden. (Moraceze.)

Greenhouse perennial, curious .

.

(Liliace.-e.l

Hardy perennial, i—i^ foot high

feet high,

Spathe revolute. nearly as long
as greenish-yellow spadix '

Brilliantscarlet, in terminal spikes.

Not known

Yellow, with long slender spurs ;

fragrant

lL. on long stalks ; flowers not

ceolate, 3 V in. long, serrate j
known

Digitate, with 5 ovate acute ser-JL. broadly edged with creamy
rated leaflels wliitej

Digitate, with about ii filiform [L. glossy green above ; dark red

undulated leaflets

.Arcuately uncinate, ovate trian

gular, imbricated round the
distichous simple branchlets

Oblong lanceolate, imbricated
four rows

Oblong acuminate, rugose, 5 to 8

in. long
Lanceolate ensiform, spreading,

I ft. long
Various; cordate, parallel-sided,

the apex irregularly lobaie,

regularly or deeply 3-lobed

Lanceolate, on long stalks

Oblong-lanceolate .

,

Pinnate, 10— 12 ft.; leaflets 30
40 pairs, lanceolate, subfalcate

Small, distichous, obovate ob-

tuse, dark shining green
Opposite, 3-parted ; segments

linear-oblong
Linear-oblong (culms striped

yellow and green)
Elliptic-oblong or ligulate, sub
distichous

Obliquely-elliptic, bright green
with white hairs

Obliquely orbiculate, 16 inches

across, indistinctly lobate

Semi -cordate, duplicato-serrate

(The plate represents varieties

Reniform or roundish-ovate, cor
date, serrated

Ovate-lanceolate, unequal sided

spinulose-den-

6iiq.— Orchidaceae. j^__^._., „ ^

BOLLEA Patinii, Rchb. f. I
Stove epiphyte, ornamental

Fi. M- t. 147 : G. C, U.S., iii. 8, fig
- ^ - -

Bomarea chontalensis. Seem. ..

Flore, t. 2176 7—Amaryllidacece.
BOUCEROSIA maroccana. Hook. fil.

Bot. Mag. t. 6137.—Asclepiadace:e
Brachyotum confertum, Naudin

Flore, t. 2099.—Melastomaceii:.
Braciiysema undulaium, Ker

Bot. Mag. t. 6114.—Leguminosae

Stove shrub, 20—
with spiny trunk

Hardy evergreen shrub, flat-

growing, neat

Half-hardy shrub, with slender

glaucous branches, showy
Greenhouse or shrub, with

slender stems ; 20 feet

Stove epiphyte, bulbless, showy.
(Orchidaceae.)

Hal f-hardy tuberous peren nial

,

very showy
Stove soft-wooded shrub, erect

;

stems scaly

tove soft-wooded shrub, de-

corative

Greenhouse tuberous perennial,

ornamental
Greenhouse tuberous perennial,

showy
Half-hardy climbing evergreen Oblong-cordate,

shrub, very ornamental
|

tate

Stove perennial, dwarf, with ver)' Elliptic ovate-acuminate, many-
handsome foliage

I

ribbed, surface lustrous

Stove perennial, charminglybeau- Ovate, 6 in., 5-ribbed, purple

tiful
I

beneath
Stove epiphyte Ligulate, abruptly acuminate,

[Bracts rose-coloured] I slightly spiny

Stove epiphyte, showy =B, Bara- Ligulate, spinescent, arched,

spotted with yellow

Stove epiphyte, showy .. ..'Lanceolate ensiform, iV foot,

[Rachis and bracts crimson] grey beneath

Greenhouse evergreen perennial, Long, linear-ensiform

showy
I

[Cunninghami x flammea
Greenhouse evergreen perennial, ' Distichous, narrow Imear, i

of great beauty l
tapered to the ape.x

Half-hardy climbing perennial = Oblong-lanceolate, pinnate,

Caiophora coronata, Hort. mentspinnatiftdly lobed ; hairs

^
' stinging

Greenhouse climbing biennial, Oblong-ovate, pinnatifid, lobes

adapted for a wall in summer ' incisely-toothed ; hairs stinging

Half-hardy biennial, elegant, Narrow bipinnatifid. cut into

dwarf, tufted, erect small segments ; hairs st

Hardy perennial, stately . , . . Cordate, sinuato-dentate,

(Papaverace.-e.) : cous

Stove epiphyte, dwarf, curious.:Oblong-oblu&e, on ovoid, sulcate

[Sepals fringed.J I _
pseudobulbs

beneath
;
petiole dark col.

Male cones cylindric-conical,

females elliptic globose, 4
scales obovate cuneate

Male cones oblong obtuse ; fruit

nknown
Solitary, dark purple, spUt into

three subulate tails

Panicled, white .

.

April

Spring

May

June

August

May, June

L. membranous, alternate, peliO'

late, I ft. long. 7 in. broad.

(Flore, tt. 2231—32)
Purple, succeeded by bacciform

fruit

Fl. in heads, with the ray floret;

rosy purple
ipathes bristly, the spadices 3 ft,

long
"orymbose, small, inconspicuous

Large, yellow, with whorl of

narrow bracts beneath

In panicles, with red anthers .,

in. across, red-brown, yellow

base ;hp white, chocolate tipped

Scarlet, erect, in diffuse panicles

Small, white, in axillary cymes

Various ; scarlet, rose, or white

Large, 8-petaled, white, green,or

rose at back
L axillary cymes, orange car

mine red

Deep red, in drooping racemes

with long red pedicels

L.^.
olive-green, with rosy spots

and ribs]

[L. olive-green, thickly spotted

with rose]

Greenish white tipped with blue,

loosely panicled

Green, in drooping racemes, with

large red bracts

Red and yellow tipped with blue,

in drooping spikes

Large, funnel-shaped, crimson

tipped with yellow

Large, drooping, funnel-shaped ;

orange-red, with yellow limb
Solitary, axillary, with 5—10
boat-shaped red petals, yellow

within
Orange-red, with cup - shaped

green scales within

White, concave, 4 or 5 petaled

Rosy white in panicles, pyramidal

October,
November

July, Sept,

July-
Winter
Winter

May
June
Sept.

July

June

July,
August
Spring

. Oblong-ligulate, acute {lip striate,

(Orchidaceae.)
j

col. bright violet)

Stove climbing tuberous peren- Elliptic-lanceolate, 5— 7 nerved.

.

nial. (B. M. t. 5927.)
Greenhouse succulent perennial : Minute, trowel-shaped, deflexed,

stem four-angled, sinuate-tobed: at lip of stem angl(

Yellow-green, with lines of purpli

spots
;
petals purple

Solitary, pale rose, both sides ofj Winter
lateral sepals and lip yellow 1

Per. rosy red, inner segs. yell.. ,\ugust

spotted with brown
Umbellate, dark red-purple, with July

,^^, ^ ^^, ., ^. ^^, 1- o -- yellow concentric lines '

evergreen shrub, bushy. Oblong or ovate, small, 3-nerved, Purple, with creamy bracts, ter-iNovember

handsome 1
with appressed hairs

j

minal, nodding
I

Greenhouse evergreen shrub, Oblong-elliptic, coriaceous D.uk violet-purple .. .,, .\pril

_-„„ pretty zzl B. melanopetalum I '
• j

1

Brodi.1!A VOLUBILIS, Bafer Half-hardy bulb, scape twining. Narrow, linear-lanceolate, i ft. Rose-coloured, m dense 15—30,
Bot. Mag. t. 6123; Flore, t. 2203. sometimes 12 ft. long (Liliacea;)) long, synanthous

I

flowered umbels
Brosimum HuMBOLDTii, CarWerir .. ,. Stove evergreen shrub, stately .. Oblong, acuminate, petiolate, 10 [The Cow tree, Galactodendron

Hort. 1874, 314, figs. 42, 43. (Moracea) —12 in.
I

utile, Humb.]

July

Native Country.

Brazil

yiicob-Makoy
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Mr. Day
S. Africa

Mr. Williams
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Colombia

Messrs. Veitch

Colombia
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Costa Rica

Mr. Williams
Colombia

Messrs. Veitch
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M. Linden
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North ofJapan
M. Van Houtte

Japan
Belgian Gardens
New Caledonia
Messrs. Veitch
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M. Linden
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Eastern Mexico
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China
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Messrs. Veitch
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Messrs. Veitch
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Mr. Bull
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M. Frctbtl
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M. Linden
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M. Schmidt
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Messrs. Frcebel
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Valdivia
Messrs. Veitch
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M. Van Houtte
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Mr. Bull
Brazil

Brazil

Brazil
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E. G. Henderson
New South Wales

Mr. Bull
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Messrs. Veitch

Peru, Ecuador
Messrs. Veitch

Chili

Haage &* Sch.
Chili

Tenasserim

I

Mt. Day
I
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!
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' Nicaragua

I
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I

Morocco
A'^"» Bot. Gard.

1 Peru, Ecuador
Ll/r. And.-Henry
j
W. Australia

I

Mr. Bull
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I

W. Thompson
1

Venezuela
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THE "OLD" NURSERIES,
CHESHUNT.

(Concluded from /. 106.)

New ornamental trees are here an important fea-

ture, and occupy a large space. Catalpa aurea keeps

well its golden colour. There is a new white Lilac,

with immensely stout, glossy leaves, and very strong

wood, that flowers in quite a small state. Acer digi-

tatum variegatum is a distinct and very handsome

tree. The broad-leaved American Elm, bears leaves

fully 12 inches diameter. One of the best of the very

new Acers is A. colchicum rubrum. I noticed also a

very effective silver variegated Ash, which keeps its

colour well, getting whiter as it gets older ; this will

make a nice lawn tree. Amongst Oaks most notice-

able are (^uercus Daimio and Q. nobilis ; the immense

dark foliage of these gives them a most distinct appear-

ance. Q. lanata pendulaforms flexiblependulousshoots

a yard long in a season, clothed with singular woolly

leaves, A handsome golden variegated form of the

Tulip-tree, Liriodendron tulipifera, and Betula pur-

purea, the Purple Birch, may also be mentioned.

Cornus alba variegata is a white variegated Dogwood,

a fit companion for Acer Negundo variegatum. The
weeping Siberian Crab is another suitable plant for a

lawn. These are not a tithe of the many new,

distinct, and beautiful ornamental trees here to be

seen, and which when better known and extensively

planted will add a most imposing feature to pleasure

grounds.

At High Beech, a few miles from Chesbunt,

Mr. Paul has another nursery, on different soil, suit-

able for the growth of various things ; some parts

are of a slightly peaty nature, and from the high, very

exposed position the growth made is extremely stout,

and the wood thoroughly solidified—subjects that are

not quite hardy in some parts of the kingdom not

being injured in the least here, even in severe winters.

Here the Mexican Pinuses, such as P. macrocarpa and
P. Hartwegii, flourish, making splendid growth.

Amongst the less common species of Coniferous and
Taxaceous trees most noticeable was the Japanese
Larix leptolepis, with its long glaucous leaves, very
distinct and handsome ; and L. Krempferii, equally

distinct. The soil in the division of this nursery in

which these and other trees of a like character are

grown is of a light, fine, loamy nature, that sticks to

the roots in a way that they will move with little

breakage at any season. A large quarter of

Araucarias, 8 to 10 feet high, have been moved dur-

ing the burning weather of the last month, well
soaked with water, and very few show the effects of the

shift ; moved in common with other things as they

are here, every two years, they take up without muti-

lation of the roots, and suffer little, if immediately
replanted and supplied with water. Abies Pat-

toniana is here showing something of its true habit,

as one of the most distinct and beautiful of the family.

There are a number of plants from 5 to 6 feet high,

and full of free growth. Some idea may be formed
of the beauty of Retinospora leptoclada when it

gets further developed ; its dense erect habit will

render it a fit companion to the Irish Yew. There is

a deciduous shrub here— Rhamnus Frangula—in-

teresting from the use it is at present put to, in

making gunpowder, for which it is said to be par-

ticularly adapted, large quantities being brought from
Holland for the purpose. Rhododendrons are

another class of plants largely grown here, the soil

appearing to suit them exactly—just enough to keep
up vigorous growth, without over-luxuriance, that

would prevent the formation of flower-buds. Every
shoot seems to set. All the best- named kinds are

grown. I noticed a quarter two years from grafts,

beautiful plants for pots. Rhododendron stocks are

also largely grown, some 50,000 a-year being got
through.

The way in which Hollies grow here is something
remarkable. There is a glossy brightness about the

leaves, and a purity of colour in tlie variegated kinds,

that I have not seen before. The growth tliey make
is marvellous, shooting straight up with leaders like

fishing-rods, necessitating their being stopped once or

twice a year to make the side branches fill up. A
great quantity are grown in all sizes. In addition to

all the old favourites, many new and interesting

varieties are here, including a number of sports. I

noticed one in particular, nobilis picta, a sport from
Hodgkinsii, very handsome. Lawsoniana, cornuta,

Handsworthii, the best form of the golden Milk-

maid, the different varieties of Weeping Holly, the

Japanese forms of crenata, with numbers of others,

form an assemblage in themselves unequalled by any

other class of hardy plants we possess. Many of the

newer kinds are not half known yet, or they would

be more extensively planted. No feature in a moderate

sized pleasure ground could be more effective or

interesting than a collection of HolHes grouped by

themselves ; the great difference in size and habit, as

well as variety in form and colour of their leaves—from

almost black green to bright silvery white and golden

yellow—the erect upright growth of some and

droopiiig habit of others, would, with judgment in

planting, produce an effect that could not fail to

please and be completely devoid of the objec-

tionable appearance generally associated with

grouping any particular family of plants by themselves.

Many interesting plants not met everywhere are to be

seen here—Bambusa nigra aurea in fine condition ;

Daphne indica succeeds well, and is increased by

layering ; Lilium auratum by the thousand, just

coming into flower—they occupy a long sheltered

border, backed by a Beech hedge, alternately between

one-year grafted Rhododendrons, in rows some 2 feet

between. These have the earth drawn up to them

like Potatos, and then filled up with leaf soil ; in this

the Lilies are planted, and well they do, the Rhodo-

dendrons serving as a protection to them in the

spring, but Mr. Paul finds it necessary to take them

up when the tops have died down ; for, although to

all appearance particularly favoured here by soil and

situation, the root-fibres perish during the autumn

rains to an extent that destroys the bulbs. This and

other Lilies similar in nature no doubt do succeed in

some situations out-of-doors all the year round, just in

places enough to induce many to try them similarly,

and experience the disappointment of getting the bulbs

either killed outright or injured so as to make them
worthless. Some dried stems of the L. auratum,

10 feet high, grown outside, which I have recently

seen, were enough to attempt many to adopt the

same treatment ; but the longer people have to deal

with cultivated plants the more they hesitate before

jumping at hasty conclusions, based on a few success-

ful examples, that often when closely examined have

had some exceptionally favourable condition to assist

them, on which success has depended and which

would pass totally unobserved by those who have not

had a lengthened opportunity of observing the great dif-

ference often produced in vegetable life by apparently

very insignificant causes. Lilium lancifolium, on the

other hand, does well so planted out and allowed to

remain from year to year.

In a damp sheltered hollow on the slope of the hill

on one side of the nursery, amongst patches of Sphag-
num and Sundews, is growing the most healthy and
vigorous plant of Sarracenia purpurea I have ever seen

out-of-doors ; the pitchers are of good size, and almost

as dark as polished rosewood. We frequently hear of

this plant being grown outside, or in cold frames, but

all I have ever seen prior to this have had a disagree-

ably uncomfortable look about them.

Hollyhocks, most growers know to their sorrow,

have been sorely affected with the disease, which in

most places where it made its appearance has generally

made a clean sweep of the stock in a very short time.

Mr. Paul is again getting up a fresh collection of

proved kinds ; these are dipped before planting into

Fowler's Hop Wash, and if necessary it is applied

afterwards as well : it appears to be effectual in stop-

ping the disease.

There is one thing about the Cheshunt nurseries

that any one visiting them cannot fail to notice—the

clean condition of the ground. On the whole
So acres as much weed could not be found as is fre-

quently seen upon a single perch. The work of
keeping down the weeds is much facilitated by the

use of the horse-hoe ; acres of standard Apples and
everything of a nature that will admit of this imple-

ment being used are planted so that it can be em-
ployed amongst them, and all stock of this kind is

being so planted in the longest straight lengths that

can be got so as to avoid turning as much as possible.

The destruction of weeds it efl^ects is not the sole

benefit ; it leaves the surface loosened deeper than
could be done by the hand-hoe. By this means every
shower that comes through the summer sinks in

directly where it falls, instead of running oK where
least wanted. Where the horse-hoe cannot be used
the hand implement is kept constantly going. Not
only is it a pleasure to look upon land free from
weeds, but it is bad policy to grow them ; they are

most exhaustive to the soil, and a very poor paying
crop.

Mr. Paul, being fully alive to the injury inflicted

upon Roses and other stock when their roots are

exposed in a way that causes their getting dry before

packing, has built new and commodious packing

sheds, with one division sufficiently roomy to hold a

large quantity of Roses and similar things that can be
shut off so as to exclude the external air in a way
that prevents the roots suffering in this manner,

T. Baina.

THE HARVEST OF 1876.

We {Agricuhtral Gazt:ite) fill our pages to-day, Aug,

14, with the reports from several hundreds of corre-

spondents, scattered over England, Scotland, and Ire-

land, which we have received in answer to our annual

circular of inquiry with reference to the current harvest.

It will be seen on a comparison of the number represent-

ing the crop to be over average with that of those which
represent it as under average, that there is a large

excess of the latter. If we exclude all the returns for

the moment which report an average crop, it will be

seen that the " under average " returns are more than

three-fourths of the remainder in the case of Wheat

;

in the case of Barley nearly three-fourths ; in the case

of Oats nearly fifteen-sixteenths ! this last being, as

we declared it some weeks ago to be, the worst crop

of the year. The Bean crop partakes of the general

character of inferiority ; but the Pea crop is decidedly

better than usual. The following table represents

the general character of the returns ;—
a
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The character of the green crops, reported in the

columns set apart for them, appears to be consider-

ably belter than so dry a summer as we have experi-

enced might have led one to expect.

Stated shortly, we may take it as the fair conclusion

that the Wheat crop is considerably below an average,

that the Barley crop is barely aveiage, that the Oat

crop is generally a poor one, that the Pea crop is un-

usually good, and that the Bean crop is a poor one.

THE FRUIT ROOM.
[We condense the following remarks from an

article by M. Charles Joly in the French journal

entitled La Science pour Tans.]

From the moment the fruit is formed till its com-

plete decomposition, it undergoes a series of chemical

changes. During the early stages of growth it is

green, like the leaves ; it breaks up carbonic acid gas

under the influence of sunlight, retains the carbon and

sets free the oxygen. In the ripening period the

green colour changes according to the nature of the

fruit into yellow, brown, or red, especially on the

side next the sun. A series of lingering combustions

takes place in the cells of the pericarp, in consequence

of which the tannin and acids disappear and are re-

placed by sugar. It is during this period that the

fruit destined to be preserved should be gathered. Its

growth should now be checked, the chemical trans-

formations above mentioned should be arrested so far

as possible by so treating the fruit as to place it beyond

the influence of the three principal agents which affect

vegetable life, viz., light, heat, and moisture.

When the third period of the life of the fruit arrives

the sugary matter disappears, fermentation begins,

the cells decompose, especially those which have been

in any way bruised or injured by pressure, puncture

of insects, a drop of cold water, &c.

A fruit room (fruitier) should be so constructed as

to fulfil the following conditions. The temperature

should be uniformly between 4' and 8" C. = 40° —
47° F. If above that temperature the ripening of the

fruit will pursue its course, if below freezing-point

there may be rupture of the cells and rapid decompo-

sition. Every one knows the effect of double walls

and windows in securing this equal temperature. If

double walls are not attainable, the soil and the walls

should be boarded over, and a double roof pro-

vided.

In the next place, care should be taken to prevent

damp and to keep out the light. The double windows

should be closed by shutters, and chloride of calcium

should be employed to counteract the damp. At both

ends of the room a wet and dry bulb thermometer

should be hung, so as to show the temperature and

degree of moisture, and enable the gardener to obviate

the effects of too dry an atmosphere, which would

wither the fruits, or of too moist a one, which would

induce rotting. In the next place, the fruit should

be so placed as to be readily inspected, and so that

they must not touch one another.

The fruit should rest on a layer of paper-shavings,

or of cotton-wool, which is preferable to sand, saw-

dust, charcoal, dry moss. Rye straw, or Fern

fronds.

In gathering the fruit, care should be taken not to

gather all at once, but to wait till the fruit separates

easily when raised on the stalk. If gathered too

early it withers, and only ripens with difficulty. If it

is gathered too late, the temperature having lowered,

the juices are not sufficiently elaborated. The gather-

ing should take place in dry weather, and every care

should be taken to avoid injuring or bruising the

fruit. When gathered the fruit should be looked over

and the doubtful ones removed.

Fruits of the same variety should be collected in

one place in an airy spot, where they should be left

for some days, in order to lose a portion of their mois-

ture, before placing them finally on the shelves. Care-

ful inspection should occasionally be made, especially

during the first months, and all doubtful or decaying

fruits removed.

The recommendations above given apply especially

to large collections, but when there are only a few
hundreds of fruit to preserve the portable fruitier

recommended long since by Matthieu de Dombasle
may be most advantageously employed. Apples and
Pears, moreover, may be wrapped up in tinfoil, but
this method has the disadvantage of not allowing

ready inspection of the fruit.

Grapes may be kept on the Thomery system, i.e.,

either by hanging them up, after having thinned out

the bunches and removed all decaying berries, or by

placing them in drawers or on shelves covered with

dry moss, sawdust, or fine sand. Another plan is to

construct a rack with shelves inclining inwards and

downwards, and on which are placed bottles of water,

into which are thrust portions of the canes bearing

the bunches. This method has frequently been

described in these columns, and is, indeed, in very

frequent use in this country. The Grape rail invented

by Mr. Kemp is also much approved by 'those who

have tried it. See Gardeners' Chronicle, 1872, p. 429.

TERRA COTTA FLOWER
BALCONIES FOR WINDOWS.

Our esteemed correspondent, M. Max Kolb,

Inspector of the Botanic Garden, Munich, has sent us

a sketch of a design for a flower balcony, by Winter-

gast, of Munich, of which the accompanying figure is

OR WINDOW-GARDEN.

a reduced copy. We are always glad of an oppor-

tunity to introduce to the notice of our readers any

novelties for the embellishment of the exterior of our

frequently ugly dwelling houses ; and although the

present figure embodies no new idea, the design is a

very pretty one. Window and balcony gardening has

improved, and become much more general in London,

especially in the houses of the wealthy, within the

last decade or two,!and now it is not uncommon to

see a mansion tastefully decorated with climbing

plants and brightly coloured flowers from the base-

ment to the topmost windows. But it is not alone

the homes of the rich that are thus beautified, as any

one who wanders about in town may see for himself.

Perhaps the people who make the best display,

according to their means and facilities, are the servants

of the wealthy. During the present summer we have

particularly admired the fine show of healthy flowering

plants made by the occupants of the several mews
which overlook the Metropolitan Railway between

Hammersmith and Paddington — scarcely a window

without plants, and in many instances they are well

cultivated and tastefully disposed. And some of the

flat roofs are pretty miniature gardens. Moreover,

the variety of plants cultivated is considerable. The

most prominent are Scariet Pelargoniums, Migno-

nette, and Canary Creepers ; but one also sees

Fuchsias, Calceolarias, Convolvulus, Nasturtiums,

Scarlet Runner Beans, and many other familiar

subjects, besides a number of odd Cacti and

other succulent plants. Doubtless many of these

lovers of flowers are country people, who have

acquired the skill of gratifying their tastes to a

certain extent even in the unfavourable climate of

London. Their example is an incentive to their

neighbours, and hence we see whole streets of cot-

tages bright and gay with flowers and pleasant

memories of country life. Unfortunately this cannot

be saki of many of the little streets inhabited by town-

bred folks in humble life. However, much good, we
believe, is being done in this direction by the pro-

moters of the interesting exhibitions of window plants

held in various parts of the metropolis ; and we
heartily wish them every success in their attempt to

develope the taste and better feelings of a class of

people whose surroundings and circumstances tend

rather to brutalise than to refine.

The subject of window gardening has led us into a

short digression, but it is a subject of such general

interest that we cannot let an opportunity slip of

advocating its claims on those who have the time and

the means to ameliorate the condition of the poor.

It will be found that most of those people who take a

delight in tending a few plants are kind to animals

and their'own species, and furthermore they keep a

tidy, clean, and cheerful home. But to return to the

subject of the terra-cotta flower balconies of which fig.

48 is a design. It is unnecessary to point out the

advantages of this solid flower-stand for window

gardening. Apart from its elegance, it affords consi-

derable space without an appearance of heaviness; and

from the way in which it is constructed the water does

not run out and trickle down on the sill of the win-

dow, or on the ground below. Of course they can be

made to any size, but that represented here is 4 feet 9
inches long, and about 28 wide in the centre, and 8

inches deepfrom the top of the border. The ground plan

and section given in the figure will enable the reader

to understand the construction. It may be rendered

more durable by inlaying it with thin lead, and it is

fixed by means of tee-irons. For brick houses it may
retain its original colour, but for stone buildings it

harmonises better if painted. Altogether these flower

balconies are very cheap and very durable.

ORWELL PARK, SUFFOLK.
(CoiKitidedfrom f. 199.)

The kitchen and fruit garden is walled in, and com-

prises about four acres, divided into four squares or

compartments in the usual way. The ground has a

regular and rather sharp dip to the N.E., but is

well sheltered from those two points by a hill, rising

immediately behind the foot of the lower wall, and

which keeps off the cutting winds from those

quarters. Although the above aspect may be rather

unfavourable for the production of early vegetables,

it has a counterbalancing advantage in such hot, dry

seasons as those we have had for some years past, for

when neighbouring gardens were suffering severely,

the crops here were all that could be desired. Much
of this may, and doubtless is, owing to the nature of

the soil and the system of deep cultivation pursued.

It would be difficult to find anywhere in the same

space such variety of soil and subsoil as exists in these

four acres. The upper part is comparatively light,

with gravelly subsoil, whilst the middle is a strong

retentive yellow clay, of great depth ; the lower

part of the garden being of a deep black alluvial

loam. For some years the central part of the garden

was very difficult to cultivate ; but, by adding thick

dressings of long manure, fresh from the stables,

heavy coats of sand, and the *'crag " of the neighbour-

hood, lime rubbish, ashes, and the refuse of the

potting shed, and by gradually deepening the cultiva-

tion, together with thorough draining, a tilth has

been produced of extraordinary fertility.

The system of cropping pursued is to plant or sow

temporary or summer crops at wide distances apart, and

then to plant the intervening spaces with such as stand

the winter ; by which means the most is made of the

ground, and larger and better crops obtained . Potatos,

for instance, are planted at 4 feet apart, and the

winter crops, such as Brussels Sprouts, Broccoli, &c.,

are planted between. Peas again are sown at I foot,
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and Celery, Lettuce, Cauliflower, Spinach, or such-

like partial shade*loving crops are at once accom-
modated. The Peas are kept heavily mulched down
with stable-dung, and by thus keeping their roots cool

and moist, with plenty of space between the rows,
extraordinary crops of fine succulent Peas are obtained.

In the matter of variety, Mr. Wallis does not go in

for novelty or new things, preferring to stick to such
standard sorts as Ne Plus Ultra and British Queen
among the tall kinds, and Veitch's among the dwarfs

—three sorts that will take a good deal of beating. In
growing Asparagus in such stifT cold soil as most of

this garden contains, it was found necessary to raise

the beds considerably above the natural level, and
during the operation of trenching and preparing them
large quantities of fresli stable or other manure was
worked in. This keeps the soil loose and open, and
allows the large fleshy roots of the Asparagus to

ramify freely j and although the summers have been
very dry and unfavourable fur the growth of Aspara-
gus, heads over an inch in diameter have been cut.

Mr. Wallis is of opinion that much may be done to

improve the diflerent varieties of fruit and vegetables
by selecting such only as show extra fertility or vigour,

and with this view any such that occur are marked
and left as seed-bearers. Some Raspberries saved in

this way certainly appear decided improvements, and
many were of distinct flavour.

In forming the gardens some years since, a great
mistake was made in the formation of the wall-fruit

borders, by raising them much too high at the back,
thereby sacrificing at least 2 feet of the garden wall.

The aspect and character of the soil no doubt ren-

dered some provision of this kind necessary for the
well-being of the trees, but the thing was considerably
overdone, and with large established trees it becomes
rather a serious matter to rectify it. As to wall fruit.

Peaches and Nectarines do fairly well, by protecting
them in spring with blinds, &c. Owing to the damp
nature of the soil and the extremes of heat
and cold the garden is subject to. Apricots are

almost a failure, and a crop is seldom secured.
Cherries appear to feed and grow too gross, and only
last a few years. Plums succeed very well, and bear
good crops. Apples and Pears thrive wonderfully

;

and, in order to keep them within bounds root-

pruning has to be resorted to. All kinds of bush
fruit succeed in an equally satisfactory manner, and
bear enormous crops. Strawberries do splendidly,

and it is rarely one sees sucli fruit as is found here, the

Queen being the principal favourite for dessert, and
the old Elton Pine for preserving. The Queen is the
only variety grown here for forcing, and ripe fruit are

generally obtained by the middle of March. This is

no easy feat to perform, but one that has been accom-
plished by the skilful management of Mr. Wallis for

some years past, and from that time till they come in

outdoors this variety is packed and sent almost daily
to London. It will be readily seen that large

numbers of plants are required to keep up a regular
supply in that way, and that failure must be out of
the question.

Much discussion has occurred in the columns of
the Gardiiicrs' Ckronide relative to the culture of
Strawberries in pots, and Mr. Wallis' success in

managing this somewhat difficult variety may render
a few details as to his mode of treatment of some
interest and value. First of all, Mr. Wallis attaches

the greatest importance to getting early runners, so as

to have the plants well grown and thoroughly mature
early in the autumn ; and, with a view to this, he
annually plants a large number of those that have
been forced, along the margins of the kitchen garden
walks. The year-old plants are found to emit strong
early runners, and on visiting the gardens early in

July I found the Strawberries were all layered, and
this is probably a fortnight or three weeks earlier than
they can be obtained from beds partly exhausted l^y

bearing crops of fruit.

It will be readily admitted that this is a point of
some consideration, as a fortnight gained at this end
of the season makes a vast difference in getting the
crowns mature in the autumn. By having his plants
for layering along the margins of the gravel walks.
the pots have a firm solid bottom to stand on, and
the plants are fully exposed to the influence of sun
and air. In such a position they are readily supplied
with water, at the same time there is no risk of
worms entering to perforate the ball and block the
drainage. Mr. Wallis' practice is to layer at once
into the fruiting pots, as by so doing there is a con-
siderable saving of time and labour, and the results

are far more satisfactory, as the runners can be left

on the old plant till they are thoroughly established,

so as to receive no check on being severed. In short,

Mr. Wallis' ideas in respect to the treatment of

Strawberry plants for forcing appears to coincide with

those of a once celebrated Dutch gardener, who,

when the question was put to him as to the best

mode of growing them, very pertinently replied, " Let

'em suck der mudders," i.e., "Let them suck their

mothers ;
" and no doubt but we should do well by

leaving them in that happy position as long as pos-

sible. In forcing, the plants are started in pits or in

any of the forcing houses that may be at work, but to

set them and finish them off, the back shelves of the

Pine stoves are found the most suitabh; place, as the

Queen requires much more heat'and light to bring it

to perfection than any other Strawberry.

The vineries, forcing and plant houses for growing

and supplying the grand flower room with plants are

mostly lean-to's arranged in a double row at the lower

end of the kitchen garden, and in front of these is a

useful pit in divisions, heated by hot water, and of

suflicient depth to hold fermenting material in which

to plunge Pine suckers, or for other uses. The front

range of houses is divided into six compartments, the

north end of which is devoted to Figs of the White
Marseilles variety. The next compartment is used as

a forcing house in spring, and for growing such things

as Allamandas, Clerodendrons, Stephanotis, &c.,

during the summer. Gloxinias in this house were un-

usually fine, some of the bulbs having over eighty

fully expanded flowers. In the next division a mixed
collection of stove plants is grown, and this house

contains some grand specimens of different varieties

of Epiphyllum truncatum, which must have a gorgeous

effect when laden with bloom. These are all on the

Pereskia stock, trained in the pyramid form, and are

about 6 feet high and 3 feet through. Plants of

Stephanotis and Bougainvillea speciosa cover portions

of the roof; by starving the latter during the summer,
till it becomes nearly leafless, it flowers profusely,

and is highly prized for cutting. The two next

divisions are devoted to Pines, one for fruiting and
the other as a succession house. The plants are

grown on quickly, and fruited in 10 or 12-inch pots ;

by judicious management the supply is spread over

the whole year, without a glut at any particular season.

The sorts grown are — (Jueen for summer, and Black

Jamaica for a winter supply, as the latter is found to

finish off more satisfactorily at that season than any
other variety. Bottom-heat is obtained by means of

a 4-inch flow and return pipe covered over with coarse

rubble, and over this a bed of fermenting leaves in

which to plunge the plants. The beds of the succes-

sion and fruiting houses are about 35 feet by 7 feet, and
from the latter the weight of Pines cut last year was

275 lb. The back range consists of an early and late

vinery and two Peach-houses. The trees in these are

very old, having been removed when of large size from
the old garden in 1S59. Notwithstanding this, they

still bear large crops of handsome fruit, many this

year weighing over 10 oz. Grapes are obtained from
the early house by the first week in May. The Vines
are started by placing gently fermenting stable manure
in the house, which answers the double purpose of

warming the border and giving off a moist genial

heat, so conducive to success in early forcing. The
late vinery has a longer stretch of rafter than either of

the others, and Vines are planted both back and front.

Those at the back are planted near the wall, and are

run up with clean stems till they reach the trellis,

down which they are trained to meet those coming up
from the front. Trained in this way, but little

difference is observed in the size of the bunches, the

whole being uniform and regular down the entire

length of the rod. The back of the house is planted
with Black Ilamburghs, one Vine to a rafter, each of

which is now carrying a very heavy crop of nice

useful sized bunches, the whole being well thinned to

insure their keeping. The front is being filled with
two healthy vigorous Vines of the Alicante variety,

and although this is only their fourth summer, they
are now carrying a crop of magnificent bunches that

will not, from present appearances, average less than

3 lb. each. Mr. Wallis has a very high opinion of
this Grape as a late keeper to succeed the Black 1 lam-
burgh, and for this purpose he thinks it has no
equal. All the Vine borders are made with good,
stiff, turfy loam and a few crushed bones, and during
the time the Vines are swelling a crop of fruit they are
all heavily mulched down with cow or horse manure, or

a mixture of both, and plenty of assistance is given by

way of manure-water, or according to the state of the

weather.

This fine estate is being constantly enriched by
quantities of Conifers and other ornamental trees and
shrubs being planted from time to time, and many of

them are fast attaining sufficient size to render thera

very effective. Among Conifers the Deodar and
Cupressus Lawsoniana have been planted in quantity,

the latter showing a great variety of forms, many of

which are exceedingly handsome. The Deodar
appears to require some slight shelter on account of

making its growth so early in spring, at which time

they often get cut and disfigured, but where sheltered

they are growing freely and feathering dov/n in a very

graceful manner. Arbutus appears almost indigenous

here, and flourishes in the most luxuriant manner.
Such masses of large plants as there are here must be
strikingly beautiful when laden with their rich Straw-

berry-like fruit. A record is kept of all fruit and
vegetables sent into the house in a book kept for that

purpose, and at the time such produce goes in a
counterfoil accompanies it, so that employer, cook, or

housekeeper, can see at the time the things are sent in

that they have what is entered. The plan is a most
excellent one, and should be adopted by gardeners as

much as possible, as it unfortunately occurs in many
places that employers have but little idea of the

quantities of produce sent in from their gardens.

The gardener's house is pleasantly situate a short

distance from the gardens, and it is gratifying to find

that a class of men who minister so much to the

enjoyments and pleasures of the wealthy are of late

being more studied in respect to their dwellings than
formerly, and are altogether attaining a better status,

more in accordance with their merits. J. S.

BOTANICAL NOTES
OF Till!

PRINCE OF WALES' EXPEDITION
TO INDIA.—III.

BoMDAV.—Through the study of books, missionary

accounts, and lectures, I had conjured up in my mind
an ideal picture of India, in conformity with the gene-

ral opinion of that country in England, viz., a country
entirely with an almost impenetrable jungle, except

where it liad been cleared for cultivation, roads,

towns, and villages, and this vegetation extremely
rich ; a population tolerably well off, and surrounded

by gifts which " Nature had so lavishly thrown
around them," a contented but yet a savage and
barbarous people, a country where I would daily see

the white missionary and selfdenying Christian from
Great Britain, in the midst of national wealth and
beauty, expounding the enlightening truths of Chris-

tianity to a degraded people, and where I could see

on all sides the fruits of missionary labour and the

effects of British example, all tending to elevate the

native occupant of the productive soil.

I pictured a country where daily danger would be
incurred from wild and ferocious beasts, horrible

reptiles, and treacherous natives. But all was a

delusion. Ceylon is certainly a mass of vegetation,

but speaking of the part of India, visited by
H.R II. the Prince of Wales and the general high-

ways of the inhabitants, I should certainly speak
of a scanty vegetation ; of course, near and in

mountain valleys, and in damp tracts, deltas of

rivers and such-like places, vegetable growth is

remarkable, as in all tropical countries. A man can
travel from Calcutta to Allahabad, Lahore, Delhi, and
to Bombay, and then ask where are the impenetrable

jungles of India ; in some parts, as far as the eye can
reach, there is nothing, except the slight undulations

of land, and here and there a Palm tree or a few
Mangos, to interrupt the view, and that for

hundreds miles in extent. So that instead of

what I expected to find, I found a country
tolerably clad in vegetation, a people living

in abject misery and poverty, crushed and bound
down by their so-called superiors. Rajahs and Maha-
rajahs, the oppressive effects of caste amongst them-
selves, and the pernicious practices and examples of

not a few Anglo-Indians ; and a soil which is with-

out a doubt rich and capable of vast improvement,
labouring under a bad and imperfect system of cultiva-

tion. The tools and modes of irrigation are primitive;

the manure (dung of oxen, &c.) is collected by the

poor and sold as fuel, instead of being applied to the

exhausted land ; the soil is merely scratched, and in

general drainage and rotation of crops is never thought
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of ; besides, from what I saw, read, and heard, the

land laws of India are not at all in accordance with

the advancement of the inhabitants.

We often read and hear of Bombay as being "a
dull and uninteresting place," but whether from the

want of appreciation in many travellers, or the differ-

ence of taste as regards others, or the brilliant aspect

thrown over India by the advent of its Royal visitor,

I cannot say, but to my mind Bombay is a charming

spot, and especially when riding at anchor in the

harbour, with all the scenes of natural beauty on both

sides.

The buildings of Bombay' are exceedingly good,

and consist of the various colleges, museums, govern-

ment buildings, sailors' home, cathedral, &c. The

European part of the town is well laid out, and well

provided with open spaces and avenues, consisting of

Poinciana regia and pulcherrima, liauhinias, Thespe-

sia populnea (1 beautiful Malvaceous tree), various

species of Ficus and Terminalia. Several small

gardens have been formed in the native town, which

add greatly to the health and enjoyment of the in-

habitants. Some of the richer natives display great

taste for horticulture, and many of them have beau-

tiful gardens, and are in correspondence with the

principal plant establishments in England. All the

natives seem to appreciate the beauties of a garden. And
I may here say that I fully expected to see the botanical

gardens made beautiful by the indigenous plants of

India—that is, I expected to see Nature improved

upon; but even the numerous gardens of India owe

their beauty to introduced plants and florists' varieties

from Europe, so that if the introduced plants, (S:c.

,

were taken away, the gardens would have few at-

tractions left. There is no botanical garden at

Bombay, but the Victoria and Albert Museum and

garden supply the place of one.

The garden is well arranged and contains some fine

trophies of tlie vegetable kingdom ; Palms are plenti*

ful and do well. Ferns and Orchids are nearly absent,

except a few in a small shaded house ; trees, shrubs,

and herbaceous plants arc numerous, and many of

great beauty. Boiigainvillea glabra and B. specta-

bilis were upon the point ol blooming. Bignonia

Stans and Cassia florida were splendid. Several

improvements had lately been made, so that some of

the plants Were in a poor condition, but, taken all in

all, the garden had a beautiful and clean appearance.

The museum is a magnificent building, towards the

front entrance of the garden. Inside and out the

building is splendid and ornamental, but the contents

are a mere nothing, considering the country and the

building. The design and object of the edifice, with

its capabilities of making a good museum, are a credit

;

but the comparatively empty building is an eyesore.

The Government House at Parrell is about 6 miles

from the landing stage. It is pleasantly situate at a

short distance from the banks of a large pond or tank.

The garden fills the space between the house and the

water, to which there is a gradual ascent. The pond
is banked up with a large and broad terrace, lined

with numerous specimen plants in tubs. These plants

are about the best I saw in the country, and consist of

Dracxnas, Crotons, Acalypha bicolor, A. tricolor,

A. marginata (these Acalyphas, as grown at Parrell,

are the richest and best foliage plants I ever saw or

heard of, and somehow or other the Acalyphas grown
in this country are nothing like them as re-

gards colour), several Palms, Melias, Aralias,

beautiful forms of Panax and Graptophyllum pictum

—

all these things seem to me to do far better in tubs

than in the soil, and of course are easily transferred to

where required ; Custard-apples, Bananas, Mangos,

Arctocarpus incisa, and Oranges, fruit exceedingly

well.

On the journey from Bombay to GuNEsn Kiiind,

Poonah (or Poona), the Western Ghauts have to be

crossed : vegetation was scarce and stunted on the

more prominent part, but the valleys were thick with

plants, and I fancy that there are some good things

blooming unseen by man, down in the deep and

fertile ravines seen in the distance from the train.

Tectona grandis (Teak) was in abundance, but had a

stunted and poor appearance.

Government I louse at GuneshKhind is a magnificent

building, occupying the centre of a beautiful garden,

which forms a small plateau on the top of a

slightly elevated hill ; the garden is enclosed by an
ornamental wall, and is supplied with plenty of water
by a hydraulic ram, a few hundred yards down the

hill. As regards the plan, view, and beauty of this

garden, it is by far the prettiest I saw in India.

Several Bignonias, Ipomceas, Antigonon leptopus,

Jacquemontia violacea, and Tecoma jasminoides,

creeping up the building and hanging gracefully over

the walls, drew out acclamations of rapture and sur-

prise from more than one of the Royal party. The

bedding was tastefully done, and the borders were

gay with Palms, Drac.xnas, Ferns, Eranthemum

pulchellum, Justicias, Ilibisci, Cassias florida, Tora,

and grandiflora ; Russellia juncea and R. muUiflora

were grand, and the gigantic clumps of Poinsettia

pulcherrima were effective, whilst Ilolmskioldia san-

guinea, a native of India, was a perfect picture, with

its crimson caljx. Roses, Balsams, Verbenas, and

such-like things, swarmed in every place. Several

improvements are being made, and they have

a vast amount of land, about a mile from

the house, set apart for the cultivation of

medicinal and oil-bearing plants, &c,, which

I believe is a success. Hyoscyamus niger and Ricinus

communis are cultivated largely. The machinery for

expressing oils and preparing the extracts, &c., is

quite modem, and I believe 'that the demand for the

articles produced is greater than the supply. Both

these gardens are under the superintendence o( Mr. G.

M. Woodrow, who certainly deserves great praise for

the beauty of the pleasure garden and the successful

management of the commercial garden (1 wonder

there are not more of them). The indigenous flora

of the Bombay and Poonah districts is very rich, and

no doubt after the rains charming. I saw several

varieties of Ixora and Lantanas a few miles from

Bombay, Spathodea xylocarpa, and Cassia fistula,

Tamarindus indica. Teak, numerous species of Ficus,

Mango, Cocoa-nut, and Toddy Palms, Adansonia

digitata, Terminalias, Acacias, and Mimosa, Acan-

thaceous herbs. Papilionaceous shrubs, Opuntias, and

Euphorbias in abundance. Saccolabium rubrum, S.

guttatum, Cymbidium aloifolium, and a few Aeridcs

are about the best Orchids within the passing traveller's

reach. C. Mui/J, Botanical Gaittcns, Cambtiilge.

THE. FORESTS OF DARIEN.
[Tmc following extracts are taken from Mr. Cross's

report on the collection of seeds and plants of the

indiarubber (Castilloa elastica) in the forests of the

Isthmus of Darien. The original is given at length

in the last number of The InJian Foralei: ]

I remained at Panama for fifteen days in order to

gain all information regarding the size .and yield of

the rubber trees of the various districts. The tree is

found growing from 1° S. latitude to 20° or more

north of the equator, but in such a wide expanse of

country there are probably several varieties, most of

which, however, may be.ar a c'ose resemblance to

each other, although some may be of more robust

habit than the rest, 'and attain to a greater size. Ex-

perience has proved that such is the case with most

families of wild plants when brought under cultiva-

tion. Of late years a good deal of indiarubber has

been brought from the forests on the Pacific coast,

south of Panama, near to a scattered village called

Darien. The Indians in this region have been

rather hostile to the collectors, and the export has

in consequence been much reduced. The greater

portion of the interior of the isthmus has been ex-

plored, and the largest trees have been cut down.

North of Panama, in the district of Chorer.a, there

were once considerable numbers of trees, but these

have been, to a great extent, demolished by the

natives, who usually cut down the trees in order to tap

or bleed them more easily. The replies to my inquiries

respecting the size to which the indiarubber trees

grow in the forests about the village of Darien did

not fully satisfy me ; therefore I proposed to examine

the woods on the confines of the larger tributaries of

the river Chagres, where trees of large dimensions

were formerly met with. The period of my arrival at

Panama happened to be the wet season of the year,

which in the region of swamp and forest is considered

particularly unhealthy. Indeed, on this account.

Captain Mallet, 11. M.'s Consul at Panama, thought

I should await the return of the dry season. I after-

wards found that his remarks concerning the climate

were quite correct, and, except for the experience I

had previously obtained 'while travelling in the hot

valleys in the interior of New Grenada, I should in all

likelihood have been prostrated with fever. But the

seeds ripened during the rainy season, so that it was

important to examine the forests for seed-bearing

trees at this period.

Jctirney lo the Forests.—Qn June 9 I left Panama

by the railway, and stopped at a place called Galun,

about S miles from Colon ; leaving the railway tract,

I crossed the Chagres and took up my quarters in the

village of Gatun, which is built on the northern bank

of the river. The town is formed of two streets 150

yards long, with rows of houses on each side thatched

with Palm leaves. In most instances the walls of

these houses are patched up in a miserable manner.

Alligators swarm in the river, and any one who might

attempt to bathe in it would soon be devoured.

Water is obtained for domestic purposes from barrels

sunk in the ground in low situations ; they are

provided with lids, and must be kept constantly

covered to prevent toads and snakes from entering.

The vilhage contains about 300 inhabitants, the greater

number of whom are of negro extraction. The

situation is so low that during high floods the streets

are inundated, and people ply about from house to

hou^e in canoes. On both sides of the river the

country is swampy, although in great part clothed

with forest. Penetrating into these woods I found

the place swarmed with mosquitos, frogs, and un-

countable millions of ants, and the snakes, instead of

getting out of the way, raised their heads in a position

of defence, ready to strike at any one who approached.

These swamp forests present a dismal aspect and

reminded me of the Mangrove forests (Manglares)

which grow in the flat deposits of fetid mud that

occur on the margin of the Gulf of Guayaquil, and

other places along the Pacific coast. The native with

whom I was located at Gatun was a good fellow, but

the greater number of the inhabitants were dis-

obliging and uncivil. They were positively the worst

class of people I have yet m.et with in any country.

Everywhere the land, if cultivated, produces abun-

dantly, but such is the indolence of these people that

Bananas, Rice, and Mandiocas are raised in limited

quantity, scarcely, indeed, sufficient to maintain them.

I found on inquiry that no indiarubber trees existed

in the swamp forests, and that to find them it would

be necessary for me to ascend the river for some

distance, and then travel up to the dry land of the

interior. The person with whom I lived collected

indiarubber, and he had a hut in the heart of the

forest, where tlie collectors often stayed for the night.

A few days after my ariival he proposed going to this

place, and, although the weather w.as unfavourable. I

resolved to accompany him, as I was anxious to

become well acquainted with the habitat of the tree,

and also to ascertain if any seeds were to be found.

Leaving at early morn in a canoe we ascended the

river Chagres for a number of miles and then entered

a small river ciUed Vino Tinto, which rises from a

large swamp in the interior. The water of this river

was full of decayed vegetable matter, appearing as if

vast quantities of the trunks and leaves of trees had

been systematically ground up and mixed with it.

On the banks, which were high, grew an astonishing

rank growth of large trees and Bamboos, and many of

these had fallen into the water and lay partially sub-

merged, thus forming serious obstacles for even the

navigation of a canoe. Beyond the landing point a

short distance of swamp land was travelled over, on

which grew principally thickets of Palm trees and

Bamboos ; then the way ascending led to drier land,

with some flat undulations, the greater portion of

which had an elevation of about 50 feet above sea

level. An indiarubber tree (Castilloa) was first seen

in this locality growing near to a little stream in a

very moist situation. Saplings or young rubber

plants were subsequently met during the rest of my
journey. After passing the flat land, we ascended

a ridge of low hills and undulating inequalities, which

were clothed with the stateliest forest I have ever

witnessed. Many of the trees, belonging to the order

Lauracere, had straight smooth stems which rose often

to a height of 150 feet without a branch, and a

massive species of Bombax, tailed by the Indians

qiiilio, grew mostly on the summits of the hills, and

had frequently a clear trunk of 200 feet high, with a

flat crown of green foliage like an umbrella, giving lo

these hills a grandly imposing and majestic appear-

ance. Palms of various species were tolerably abun-

dant, and in places the undergrowth was composed of

extensive thickets of a species of Bromelia, which

had formidable prickly leaves 10 feet in height.

Both the trunk and branches of the trees were

destitute of mosses (Selaginellas), although a robust

species interwoven with Adiantums formed luxurious

clusters on the ground. A species of Cacao (Theo-

broma Cacao) grew wild on the hill sides and in the
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ravines ; its short slender trunk and branches were

adorned with many fruits, each of which enclose a

number of Cacao beans. iiowever, these, on

ripening, are duly visited by monkeys, hundreds of

which were jumping about and screaming among the

tops of the trees. The rubber saplings always

appeared to grow most freely on the banks of little

cool clear streams, the roots often running down to

the edge of the water ; they abounded also in deep

rich soil along the base of the hills, and in both

deep and shallow ravines. Plants were likewise met

with on the summits of the ridges, and in fact in all

localities where there was no swamp or marsh land.

Some plants were observed growing among masses of

volcanic rock, where there was not much soil but plenty

of decaying leaves and particles of lA'h-is. Prostrate

trunks were observed on the way, some of which had

attained to a great size. We reached the rubber

hut rather late, having travelled two days' journey in

one. The hut was situated on an eminence between

tvfo ridges of hills. A stream of water flowed past

the dwelling ; it swarmed with incredible numbers of

little fishes about the size of needles. A small

portion of forest had been cut down, and a little

Indian Corn and a few roots had been planted. The

trunks of some of the felled forest trees were 5 feet in

diameter. Formerly a great many large rubber

lr.ies were found at this spot, wnich had yielded to

the collectors a rich harvest
;
probably for this reason

they called the place La Providencia. In the sur-

rounding forest grew some young rubber trees, a few

of which averaged from 50 to 70 feet in height ; one

of these bore a considerable number of unripe fruit.

It was evident the fruit would take from ten to fifteen

days to ripen.

Meanwhile I resolved to search for some young

plants to experiment with. An Indian who was

employed to take care of the hut and its stores lent

me one of his sons, a lad about fifteen years of age ;

he came away with me completely naked, and

entering the forest we succeeded in collecting forty

good plants. Returning to Gatun I rested a few

days, and made two more journeys without finding

any quantity of seeds. But the fruit of the tree

already alluded to was approaching maturity, and it

was necessary that these should be watched. Re-

visiting the place on July iS I found the seeds had

ripened. To facilitate the work of collection the tree

was cut down and all the mature fruit was gathered.

The fruit has a short stalk and springs from the axils

of the leaves ; it resembles in some measure a Jar-

gonelle Pear, but is shorter, and is diversified with

rough scales. The crown is flat, and, when ripe,

assumes a beautiful scarlet colour, while all the rest

of the fruit remains gieen. The seeds in size and

appearance resemble Coffee beans, and are immersed

in an orange-coloured pulp ; the soft pulpy matter

was washed away, and the seeds were put to dry. I

was disappointed on observing that some of the

seeds had already begun to germinate ; this, indeed,

was to be expected, for they have no hard covering,

and when ripe are nearly as easy to bruise as green

Peas. In fact it seems natural for these seeds

enveloped in a soft juicy mass to begin to grow when-
ever the fruit falls to the ground, or even sooner. I

now resolved to go on to Gatun without delay, and
dispatch the seeds as early as possible from Panama.
On the 5lh the seeds, amounting to upwards of 7000,

were kindly forwarded by Captain Mallet, II. M.'s

Consul at Panama.

Rtturn lo Ihe Foratfor Iudiaynbbev Plants.—I now
made arrangements for bringing home some plants.

On my return to Gatun the rains came on with

increased violence, and the river was greatly swollen
;

yet, even with the unfavourable weather, a collection

of plants was got together from various localities

around La Providencia. Although found growing in

varied aspects the plants were not met with very
plentifully, but in one locality upwards of 100 planis

were found growing under a good sized tree ; the

seeds had fallen on a bed of decaying leaves and
germinated in great numbers, so thickly indeed that

many of the plants had smothered each other. In all

600 plants were collected, but a good number were
burised while being carried through the forest, or

during the journey to Gatun. A quantity of the milk
of the tree was also secured.

I next turned my attention to the plants, and
dressed them very carefully. These were young
saplings cut down, and the tap-roots, which were
often of great length, were also much shortened.

The roots were packed in three boxes with dry

leaves, a process which facilitated transport but

demanded an extraordinary amount of attention.

Shortly after my first arrival I collected a few plants,

which, with some stout pieces of the stems of saplings

cut into lengths, I planted to experiment with. The
greater number prospered wonderfully, and some

natives were surprised at the quickness of the result.

I put the most advanced of these plants into a small

box, and although some lost a few leaves, yet I

brought the best portion home alive. Thus I saved

sufficient plants from this little collection for the for.

mation of stock for the plantations in India.

{To he continlu'd.)

THE COMMON HOLLY AND
ITS VARIETIES.—XII.

C. Leaves Gold-Variegated.

^!j^ Spines few, wanting, or inconstant.

t Leaves gold-edged.

\ Leaves large, 2^—3 inches long.

135. I. A. HETEROrHYLLA AUREOMARGINATA,
Lee.—This is a sterile variety, with almost smooth-

edged leaves. The bark of the young plants is green,

the leaves are ovate oblong, somewhat wavy, entire,

or with here and there a scattered spine, very rarely

with 3—5 on each side ; the disk of a marbled green,

with an unequal edging of dull yellow, which often

has a greenish tinge ; the leaves are from 2^ to

nearly 4 inches long. It is a free-growing sort, the

tree at Ochtertyre being 15 feet high, with an aspect

quite different from that of I. A. aurea marginata.

136. I. A. IIODGINSII AUREA.—This is a new
Holly, of which we have received leaves only from

the Lawson Nursery and Seed Co. These leaves are

of the broadly oblong ovate form of those of

Hodginsii, from which it is a sport. The disk is

conspicuously mottled with dark and grey green, and

there is a broad golden-coloured margin. From the

bold habit of the type this cannot fail to be a most

effective, valuable and ornamental shrub.

137. I. A. RETANDA ; Cookii, Fisher, not of Smith.

—A peculiar-looking green-barked variety, with

broadly ovate leaves, 2j to 3 inches long, sometimes

almost entire, sometimes broadest towards the apex,

usually with a sinuate or repand margin, the projecting

parts of which occasionally terminate in a short im-

perfect angular tooth, these teeth being distant and

unequally placed. The surface is dark green, slightly

mottled, and bordered with a nearly obsolete yellow

margin.

XX Leaves medium-sized.

138. I. A. LAURIFOLIA AUREA, Lawson ; aureum

mucronatum, W. Paul ; striped laurifolia, Waterer

(fig. 50).—This variety has purplish or reddish-brown

bark, sometimes greenish, and elliptic-ovate or ovate

leaves from 2 to 2 4 inches long, slightly wavy on

the margin, sometimesentirely usually almost spineless,

occasionally with two to four erratic spines on each

side, dark glossy green, with indistinct patches of

paler green, and with a narrow edge of bright golden

yellow.

139. I. A. L.SVIGATA, Fisher ; striped bay-leaved

or Egham, Waterer,—This is a very neat form of

Holly. The young bark is green, the leaves are

entire, elliptical, and sharply pointed, or shortly acu-

minate, with a dark green centre, and a broad golden

edge, which is broadest towards the apex of the leaf.

140. I. A. LAURIFOLIA SULPHUREA ; laurifolia

argentea, Lawson (fig. 51). — A variety which has

the young bark dark purple. The leaves are oblong,

almost acuminate, sometimes slightly obovate, or

ovate, occasionally oblique, entire or with a spine set

on here and there, but very few in number. The disk

is of a mottled green, surrounded at the edge by a

broadish unequal band of sulphur-yellow. It is paler

than the golden laurifolia, but scarcely pale enough to

be called silver-leaved.

141. I. A. AUREA LONGIFOLIA.—This Was received

from Ochtertyre under the name of angustifolia aurea,

which is preoccupied (No. 129). It is a green-barked

variety of moderate growth, the tree at Ochtertyre

being about 15 feet high. The leaves are about

24 inches long, narrowly elliptic, acuminate, almost
lanceolate, the margins sometimes entirely spineless,

sometimes with a spine or two at distant intervals,

occasionally with several distant slender spines ; they

are often oblique. The disk is dark green, margined
with golden-yellow. It is a sterile form.

142. I. A. Watereriana, Lee ; Watcrer's,

Waterer ; Waterer's Gold-striped, Smith ; nana

aurea, Barron ; aureum pumilum, W. Paul ; nana

aurea variegata, Lawson ; compacta aurea, Fisher

(fig. 49).—This is one of the most distinct and

characteristic of the many golden Hollies under culti-

vation. It is naturally dwarf and dense growing, and

with very little kniTe-pruning may be kept for years in

the form of a dense dwarf bush ; in fact it never

assumes the vigorous erect habit which seems natural

to many sortF, but forms itself into a low dense mass.

Our figure represents the foliage of a plant of this

character, in which the leaves^are so thickly set that

the eye cannot penetrate between them. With freer

growth the leaves are larger, but they never grow

beyond medium size. The bark of the young shoots

is green. The leaves are oblong, or ovate, or obovate,

often oblique, with few spines or none—slightly waved

if spines are present, plain if spineless. The disk of

the leaf is dark green, mottled often in sectional

streaks with yellowish green and greyish green, and

there is a broad but irregular marginal band of deep

golden-yellow, which is not continuous ; not unfre-

quently they are wholly golden or half golden. They

are usually about 1 4 inch in length, but sometimes as

much as 2\ inches. A beautiful plant, either as a

dwarf or a standard, for terrace gardening, and one of

the best of the golden Hollies for decorative purposes.

XXX Leaves small.

143. I. A. scotica aurea ; striped scotica,

Waterer.—A beautiful dwarf-growing Holly, with

the young bark purple. The leaves are about i| inch

long, obovate, marginate, nearly entire but loosely

wavy, narrowing to wedge-shaped at the base ; the

disk dark mottled green, with a broad golden edge,

most developed towards the apex.

144. I. A. scotica aurea superba.—This has

been received from the Lawson Nursery and Seed

Co., as a new sport from I. A. scotica ; and the speci-

mens sent are far more highly coloured than any we
have previously seen. The leaves are of the blunt

oblong, almost obovate, figure of the type, and the

same hard texture ; a small portion of the central

part of the surface is streaked with yellowish green,

and this is surrounded by a broad marginal belt toler-

ably regular in width in some of the leaves, and \ inch

broad, of the brightest yellow. The plant must have

a very rich-looking appearance, T. Moore.

POTATO LORE.
In this, the last paper which I shall be enabled to

write from this old rectory- house, in the room where

the late Dr. Mavor wrote his Compilatioiis^ allow me
to put on record some causes and results which I

think may prove useful to future workers, in indicating

to them what to do and what to avoid ?

In regard to the Potato, I was an exhibitor of the

*' noble tuber " some fifty years ago. My uncle then

lived in the old roadside ** Rushbrooke Arras Inn," at

Sicklesmere, in Sufiolk. Me was very fond of attend-

ing to his large garden, and he was enthusiastic in

Potato culture. So far as my memory serves me, it

was a piece of Golden Duns, which had been dug

in the fore part of the day, and it was a task allotted

to me and my brother to pick them up, ere we went,

along with my father, in the evening, for the first time,

to the theatre at Bury St. Edmunds. Of course we

got our job completed, and whilst doing it I singled

out about a score of the finest tubers and laid them in

a row for my uncle to see and admire. He told me
to *' take them into the house for my aunt to look at."

She did not approve of them—they were "too large

and coarse," she said, and " Mary," the maid, would

"cut them half away to waste, when peeling them,

to reach the bottom of the eyes ;" and so it happened

that my first exhibition of Potatos proved unsuc-

cessful. I have never forgotten that lesson, nor the

play either. So now for a skip of some twenty years,

when a natural selection of the best and smoothest had

become my favourite hobby, which I rode to death

without winning a prize, for however I might fancy I

had improved a variety, by singling out the best for

form or bearing, and consecutively cultivating the

best from them, I found that in the bulk after two or

three years' common and unaided culture they could

not be distinguished again in appearance in any way

from their original types.

The natural and the finest seed-berries then took

up quite a cycle of years of endeavour to produce
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superiority and new varieties—alas ! only to result in

"failure." New varieties I got galore, but none to

surpass their seed parents, excepting one slightly im-

proved and divergent variety from the Shutford

Seedling, which is now, for all that I know, non lU ;

and I found out that raising seedlings from Nature's

impregnated blossoms was most unsatisfactory and

unprofitable work.

I scarcely knew how to act next. In those days

we had no authority to consult, and middle-aged

readers need scarcely be reminded how few indeed

there were then who cared anything at all about

the improvemement of the Potato. But be this

as it may, some twenty-five years ago an Ameri-

can Black Kidney was introduced from the State

of New York into Woodstock, and a few tubers were

given to me by my friend and neighbour, the late Mr.

John Pritchett, glove manufacturer, and an ardent

connoisseur of the esculent. The above sort was a

great producer, but I found it a vile one to eat,

and so it occurred to me, in order to try and improve

ils culinary qualities, to pollen-cross it with our old

Enghsh Red Regent. Sufficient insight was thus

given in a few years to encourage me to proceed, and

I have followed up special pollen-crossing to the day

even of my present writing, which has witnessed the

administration of pollen from the stamens of Rector

of Woodstock to the pistils of Solanum Fendleri, a

wild variety from its native habitat of New Mexico,

have struck out into a new path by intercrossing my
concentrated English blood with some of the new
semi-American strains, whereby X hope for a refined

productiveness, in combination with the substance and

flavour pertaining to our English breeds. In fact,

I hope I have attained to these results, if I may
judge by present appearances ; but it will require

another year at least, under Providence, for me to

gain and give a critical opinion ; and my newest

semi-English cross, even should the berries "set,"

will require at least three years more. Our young

and energetic raisers of new seedlings may thus feel

advised and assured that they have entered upon a

task that is no sinecure—one that will require all their

enthusiasm and patience, and I wish I could add " I

would guarantee them appreciation and encourage-

ment." At any rate, we can feel an inward satisfac-

tion in striving to benefit our species. It is quite as

true, too, to say that we may all profit by experience,

and I do not intend in future to send out a variety of

Potato without giving its pedigree ; and that is a

course which I think all introducers of new vegetables

or what-not should adopt, as being most certain in

due time to lead to a knowledge of how to produce the

best. [Hear, hear.] I feel I cannot more usefully finish

this paper than by describing the pedigrees of Tay

Potatos, which I have willingly sent into commerce,

and also of some others which have "crept into

circulation " against my wishes.

the future. It is not a great bearer, but it has served as

a breeder to hand me down to capital results. It is a

summer sort, and I was persuaded, in spite of myself, to

commit it to commerce. It has gained for me many a
deprecatory paragraph, but it is "at home" on rich

plethoric garden soil, and an excellent Potato withal, so

grown.

Rector of Woodstock [Second Early).—.\n T867 cross

between Onwards and Early Red Emperor. This is a

good variety, and suitable for general culture on good
ground. It gained a Royal Horticultural Society's

First-class Certificate in 1869.

Early Market (First Early).—A cross between the old

Early Ashleaf and Hogg's Coldstream Early. It re-

quires rich garden or market-garden soil, being strictly

an early sort, to be eaten quite in an early state, for

although it is a good keeper, and maintains its flavour,

it goes too yellow when aged for select table purposes.

It gained a Royal Horticultural Society's First-class Cer-

tificate at the Chiswick trials oi Potatos in 1873.

Fenn's Early White Kidney.—.\n 1S68 cross between

the old Early Ashleaf Kidney and Mona's Pride. A very

nice sort, and a very good remove from our early

Kidneys, in consequence of its whiteness of flesh. On
further trials with this Potato I find it to succeed on most

descriptions of soils. It is, nevertheless, strictly a garden

sort. It gained a Royal Horticultural Society's First-

class Certificate at the Chiswick trials of Potatos in 1873.

Little Gen (Early).—An 1S68 cross of the same batch

as the above, and although it gained a Royal Horticul-

tural Society's Certificate at the same time, I keep it

IM
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which was kindly sent over to me this spring by Mr.

C. G. Pringle, the eminent raiser of new American

seedling Potatos.

It would be uselessly occupying your space, and

irksome to your readers, for me to tell of many of

my pollen-crosses with insufficient results, in a great

measure owing to the impregnation of round kinds

with kidneys, and z'/ci- -.crsa. This is a practice to be

avoided, for my first crosses, so stumbled upon, kept

me in the background for nearly another cycle, as

you are cognisant of, because you advised me to

"chain up" some, and by no means admired many

others of their progeny successively shown in the

council chamber at South Kensington, although they

were "whoppers." However, my crosses, ranging

through the last sixteen years, have been worked for

upon more correct principles, and they are, up to two

years since, the blendings of the best of our old

English kinds, which in the course of Nature are,

perhaps I may not say wearing out, but gone and

going out of cultivation.

I now feel exceedingly satisfied with what I have

done, having gained my object in mingling and

maintaining the quality of our old varieties, with

increased or reinstated productiveness. To strive

further in the latter respect by inter-breeding with the

offspring I possess, would be useless, as I feel I

could not hope to attain to the productiveness of the

new Mexican varieties, as crossed and now constituting

the new semi-American kinds so lavishly sent over to

us of late. Therefore, during the last two years I

Fenn's Purple Blvsh (Late).—An 1857 cross between

American Black Kidney and English Red Regent.

Tubers deepish of eye, and form of the old Red Regent,

flushed with the purple skin colour of its mother
;
flesh

Regent in colour, but of sadder texture, and not so good

flavoured. The haulm is an exact copy of its female

parent. This seedling got accidentally into cultivation

at old Woodstock some seventeen years ago, and

became a favourite upon our stone-brash allotments. I

never considered either this variety or Cricket Ball suffi-

ciently good to distribute in commerce. I have kept them

as kinds merely to give colour in my exhibition selec-

tions. A near prototype of this Potato, named the

Blanchard, has lately been distributed in commerce.

Fenn's Cricket Ball (Late).—An 1857 cross between

the old Red Regent and .American Black Kidney. Tubers

an improved form of Red Regent, and nearly of the

same colour. The flesh is, for flavour, an improvement

on both its parents, but it is unfortunately internally

stained with purplish streaks, which it insists on handing

down to its posterity. This is the reason why I refused

to offer it to the public, and it was a great disappoint-

ment to me. It " crept " into cultivation about this

neighbourhood, and I have seen it exhibited as the Red

Regent, but the knife revealed its parentage.

Onwards (Second Early).—An 1863 cross between the

old Old Cambridge Kidney* (it must be so, for my uncle

used to call it the "old" Cambridge Kidney when I was

a boy), and the old original Fluke. This was the only

one of the batch that I kept, and it was the first satis-

factory seedling in regard to a good break for flesh, after

years of trials, that I produced to give me confidence in

* Alias "Jackson's Seedling," and many other aliases.

merely as a curiosity, and never intended to distributa

it, otherwise than to personal friends. It is a very

exquisite Potato, but only suitable for pot-culture, or very

small suburban gardens, and is strictly an amateur

connoisseur's variety.

Alice Fenn is of the same category as Little Gem,

an r869 cross between the old Cobbler's Lapstone

and the old Ashleaf Kidney. This was a result of

some years' trying for, on account of the propensity of

both parents to "shed" their blossoms. At last the

.\shleaf '' set " a berry, which gave me seed to produce

prototypes of I believe every Ashleaf variety under the

sun. I destroyed them accordingly (considering the

multiplicity of them that we already possess) and several

diminutive nondescripts. Alice Fenn is the only variety

I retained out of the batch, more for its supreme quality

and the curious combination of both features of its

parents that it possesses, //«

It is unique, and strictly

variety. It gained a Royal Horticultural Society's First-

class Certificate at the Chiswick trials of Potatos in 1873.

Bountiful Red Kidney (Second Early).—An \%bj cross

between Onwards and Early Red Emperor (a local

variety, long known in the county of Kent). Bountifiil

appears to "grow" in public favour, more so than I

gave it credit for when I was persuaded to " let it out."

It is a Potato of excellent nutty flavour, and a good

keeping sort. It requires rich garden soil, and is from

the same berry as Rector of Woodstock and English

Rose. It gained a Royal Horticultural Society's First-

class Certificate at the Chiswick Potato trials in 1874.

English Rose (First Early).—An 1867 cross. This is

the nearest approach to the new semi-American sorts of

any seedling I ever raised, It requires to be disbudded to

le association of name,
amateur
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one eye, and to be grown in the richest of garden soil.

It is a nice parlour sort, to be eaten only after becoming

quite ripe. I keep it merely for its colour as a variety in

a selection. It is against my wish for it to become dis-

tributed in commerce, as the general public could not

grow it profitably or appreciate it.

George Temple IF/n/ Ejrly).--\n 1865 or 1866; cross

between Turner's Union Round and the Sluitford

Seedling. This is a nice frame or eaily border variety,

of excellent flavour, and quite ornamental in consequence

of Its fine light blue blossoms. I have not distributed it

in commerce, as it failed to gain a certificate at Chisvvick.

Crit/t Hybrid, " Perfection Kidney " (Second Early).

— Potato grafting caused a controversy when I "wrote

up" my experiments in that way. I do not think our

English " scientists" are convinced of its feasibility even

yet. It is a fact, nevertheless, though in ninety-nine cases

out of a hundred it fails, either by spoiling the type of

the original or by the grafts not taking. " Perfection
"

is the single success I ever attained to of improving a

Potato by grafting, and that only, as in the instance of

the above-named, by causing a dwarfer habit, and a

precocity of about three weeks in its ripening as com-

pared with its graft parent, Almond's Yorkshire Hero.

It remains still a lijnu fide Lapstone, though Onwards

(the stock) has imparted to it a slightly refined and less

gritty delicacy of flesh. But the game of Potato grafting

is not worth the number of years it takes for the chance

of accomplishing a change to superiority. Robert Fenn

Rectory, Woodstock, AuguU 11.

THE FRUIT CROPS OF
GERMANY IN 1875.

We have just receivedthe joint report of Drs. I.ucas

and Karl Koch on the fruit crops of Germany in 1S75,

based on the answers of 16S correspondents scatteied

over the empire. A comparison of the crops in Ger-

many with those obtained in the United Kingdom is

not without its special interest. A reference to the

Gardeners' Chronicle for August 14 of last year will

show that there were good prospects of excellent and

abundant crops of nearly all kinds of fruit reported

on ; and, although we have no general report as to

whether these promises were realised, we know that

most crops turned out well. The German report

before us is based upon two series of observations, the

first on the prospects and the second on the crops

themselves. As in this country, so also in Germany

the crops were almost universally bountiful. The

fruits reported on were Apples, Pears, Plums, and

Walnuts. Plums appear to have been exceedingly

productive; from 156 of the 16S places the replies

were either "good" or "very good" respecting

Plums, and in most cases the latter answer was

returned. Apples and Pears, as with us, were abun-

dant in some localities, whilst in others the crops were

small. Walnuts failed only in about half a dozen

districts, and were extremely plentiful in many places.

But, although the first seven months of the year were

so unusually favourable to the production of fruit, the

total Apple crop was not quite an average one. The
yield of Pears, on the other hand, was tolerably good

throughout most districts. It would take us too far

to follow Dr. Koch through his examination of the

meteorological statistics of the various districts, and

besides these figures would be of interest to but very

few of our readers ; there are, however, here and

there some notes of importance. In the vicinity

of Frankfort Apples are extensively cultivated

for cider making. Two-thirds of the fruit

grown for this purpose is furnished by the various

" Schafnasen," sheep-snouts, and smaller quantities

by the large and small Bean Apple, Frankfort Wine
Apple, the brown and the white Maiden Apple, the

Champagne Reinette, and a few other varieties. All

these varieties possess the peculiarity of bearing

almost every year, and thus the manufacture of cider

is very regular and uniform. The export of cider is

considerable, extending to probably all the German
States and also abroad. The country around Frank-

fort is described as one of the richest and most profit-

able fruit-growing districts in Germany. In the neigh-

bourhood of Leipzic fruit is also largely grown. In

1S75 one orchard, consisting of about 7000 trees, pro-

duced the exceptionally large return of .^276 15^,

The average value of the produce of this orchard for

the past few years is /^I52 2s. bd. To us this seems a

very low figure, but it is regarded there as a profitable

return. The average annual produce of a tree in

Saxony is estimated at dhi. The country farther

distant from Dresden is noted for its Pears. A very

excellent local variety, called the Rabenauer Blancbim,

is extensively grown, and Hamburg dealers go every

autumn and buy them all up before they are quite

ripe, and export them to Russia, Norway, and

Sweden. Last year the dealers gave iji. 6./. per

Saxon bushel of tliis Pear. Trees beating 4 to 5

bushels are by no means rare, and some yield as

much as S bushels. One of the questions put to the

corretpondenls who furnish the reports from the

diflerent districts relates to the best sorts generally

cultivated. Only fifty-five replies were received

under this head ; and the numbers after each of the

following varieties represent the number of votes they

received. Apples :—Golden Winter Pearmain, 3S ;

Gravensteiner, 24 ; White Astrachan, 24 ; Dantzig

Kantapfel, 23 ; Emperor Alexander, 23 ; Orleans

Reinette, 22 ; Canada Reinette, 21 ; Red
Autumn Calville, 20 ; large Cassel Reinette,

17 ; Ribston Pippin, 16. Other highly recom-

mended varieties are :—Champagne Reinette, Grey

French Reinette, Red Stettiner, Edelborsdorfer, Mus-

cat Reinette, Baumann's Red Reinette, Red Iron

Apple, White Winter Calville, Virginian Rose Apple,

and Charlamowsky. Among Pears Beurie Napolt'on

stands 1st with 25, Beund Diel has 23, Bonne Grise

23, Beune Blanche d'Hiver 21, Louise Bonne
d'Avranches 19, Beurie Gris d'Automne 17. Among
others we may mention Beurte de Capiaumont, d'Hiver,

d'Hardenpont, Bosc, and Clairgeau,^Duchesse d'An-

goulume, and Winter Nelis. A German Pear, called

the Stuttgarter GaishirtI, is said, although small, to

be an excellent variety, profitable to the grower.

liatural 1i?istorg.

Frogs Screaming (p. 202).—If "A. D." will

keep a frog in confinement for a few hours in a box,

or in any way that is^notj painful, but so that \he

animal should be impatient of restraint, he will

probably find that it^may then be made to utter the

noise he alludes to simply 'by being hamlled or

pressed on the side by the^finger, or if lifted up by
the hind leg the sound will amount to what may be
called a shrill though weak scream. Tlie loudest

noise I have heard the animal utter was when in this

position, and I believe it was in no way caused by
pain, but simply a protest against being meddled
with, such as may be met with in the higher
vertebrata.

In the common Warty Newts {Triton cristatus) the

same kind of noise is made on alarm, and serves in

some degree as a protection. Whilst keeping a large

number of them for experiment I was met one day,

after a few hours' absence, by the information that one
of the "things" had got loose, "and I went to pick

it up and it screamed at me." If it had spoken the

household could hardly have been more astonished,

and forthwith imprisoned the creature under a basin,

not daring to meddle further.

In the toad the emission of the sound does not
depend entirely on the will of the animal, for if one
is killed by chloroform vapour and a i^Yf hours after-

wards taken up by pressure of finger and thumb
simultaneously on the inflated sides of the body, it can
be made to call out loudly and repeatedly though
perfectly dead. Mow long this power remains after

death I do not know, but the noise is sufficiently

powerful to be exceedingly startling when heard the

first time and unexpectedly from an obviously dead
animal. O,

Do Squirrels Eat Fruit? — Having missed
some Peaches from the walls in the garden here for

the last week, and noticing others upon the trees

partly eaten, I concluded that rats or mice were the

depredators ; however, this morning a squirrel was
observed running along the path, and when opposite

the said trees it ran up a Cherry tree, thence over the

wall, descended by the Peach tree, and fetched a Peach

to the top of the wall, where it ate part and then

dropped it, returning for another, when it was dis-

turbed. I should say that the variety attacked was

Hale's Karly, from which I have been picking for the

past week. W, yo/iiisfone^ 7/te Gartkus, Cayham
Al-lny, Lamhcrhurst, Ait<^. 15.

PLANT HOUSES.
Plant Stove. — Tender flowering stove plants

that have been placed whilst in bloom in the con-

servatory must not remain theie too long or they

will suffer, the immediate state of the weather being the

safest guide to be influenced by in this case, but its

first being cold should be the signal to remove all

such subjects back to the stove. Things like Ixoras,

that have for some weeks been subjected to this

cooler treatment and are wanted for flowering early

in the spring, should, after they are removed to the

stove, be allowed to remain for a few days until the

sap shows signs of moving, when they should be

headed back as far as requisite. There are no plants

that stand the knife better than these do ; even when
comparatively small it is necessary to reduce the

length of the shoots considerably each year or they

get long in the growth with a tendency to being

naked at the bottom. There is no better season than

the present for cutting them in and repotting,

as there is yet time where a fair amount of heat is

kept up for their making a good growth, both roots

and branch, before winter. Let the soil get tolerably

dry before they are cut in ; and if kept moderately

warm they will soon break, Dipladenias to

flower in May should now be similarly cut back.

Where several of these plants are grown, it is much
better to treat a portion m this way, keeping the rest

on blooming considerably later in the autumn ; by
this means the flowers can be had for cutting for six

or seven months in succession. Old plants of these

should be cut well back ; they may, if too large, be

shortened to within a few eyes of where they were

headed down to last year. If there is any scale or

mealy-bug about lliem, this will be a favourable

opportunity fur giving them a good dressing with

insecticide, getting the liquid well into any inequality

of the bark, so as to reach all the young brood. They
can be more effectually cleaned than at any other

time. Dipladenias require to be much drier at the

roots than most things at the time of cutting down,
and also afterwards untU they have broken and made
some leaves. Bouvardias must still be encouraged by
close attention to make all the growth possible,

closing the lights early, so as to secure a growing
temperature. Syringe them overhead at the same
time. It is necessary to thus push them on, for

upon their acquiring size, with a stout, bushy
habit, depends the quantity of flower they will

produce in the winter. Keep any straggling growths
stopped in, and if the pots are full of roots give

manure-water twice a week. There are no plants

more useful for winter blooming than these when well

managed, but it is comparatively few who treat them
in a way that will fully show what they are capable

of. The whole stock of stove plants for winter

flowering, including Euphorbias, Plumbago rosea,

Poinsettias, Seriocographis Ghiesbreghtii, Thyrsa-

canthus rutilans, Aphelandras, &c., should now be

exposed to the full light, elevated close to the glass,

and not shaded except on more than usually bright

days, with comparatively more air and a little lower
temperature, so as to rather encourage the ripening

process of the wood than extension of it ; but as the

pots of most of these plants will now be getting very

full of roots care must be taken that the additional

drying influences they are thus subjected to are met
by attention in watering, or the effect will be an un-

sightly appearance by the loss of the bottom leave?.

Stove plants of all kinds will now be bene-

fited by more air and less shade, so as to ripen

up the wood gradually, but this process should not be

carried to the extreme it very generally is by with-

holding almost all moisture and admitting air in such

quantities as to reirder the atmosphere unnaturally

dry, under the impression that this is necessary to

induce a free-flowering habit, than which nothing can

be more erroneous in respect to most things. Where
there is not a separate house or pit in which such

subjects as are to be thus ripened up can be placed by

themselves, they should be put at the coolest end

of the stove, with the plants that are required to grow
and keep on flowering for some time longer at the

opposite end, giving all or nearly all the air required

at the end where the resting plants are stood. T.

Batnes.

Orchids.—Maintain in the several divisions a nice

growing temperature. Water must still be freely used

both at the roots in the majority of cases ; where it is

to be lessened will be indicated later on. This, aided
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by the paths and surfaces kept continually moist, with

a plentiful supply of sun-heat and a free and liberal

supply of fresh air, will cause the growths to come on
very freely, and attain to a good size with freshness

and vigour apparent on all sides. Such things as

Vandas, Aerides, &c., that are still in full growth,

must be treated in this manner for some time to come,
so that the leaves and axils for next season's bloom
may be well formed. Give them an occasional

syringing well up among the leaves ; this helps to

keep the foliage clean, and also gives a little water

to the roots that are thrown out along the stem. The
lovely Vanda cterulea, which is admired by all, and a
plant that every one is anxious to succeed with, is often

met with in a very weakly and unsatisfactory con-

dition. The cause of this is generally because it is

stood in the East India house, and expected to do
well with others of its class. In nine cases out of ten

it will not succeed in this house, but if it is stood in

the shady side of the Cattleya-house, where it is

several degrees cooler, the chances are that the first

season it will look greener, and grow much stronger

ar.d flower more freely than if kept in the hottest

division. This should now be showing flower. See
that no insects or damp cause the spikes to be lost.

The Cypripediums will now be growing vigorously :

they must be well supplied with water at the roots,

with a sprinkling now and then over the whole of the
plant. C. caudatum, Pearcei, and insignis will do well
in the Cattleya-house. The same remark will also

apply to Uropedium IJndeni, a most interesting and
peculiar form of this singular class. It is to be
wished that Fairrieanum were to be met with a little

more often ; there is no doubt that the many plants

of this that have been seen at various places have been
lost through being placed in too high a temperature,
but place it in the Cattleya-house, where the roots will

socn become active, and it will grow and flower as

freely as most of the others. Vet another for the

same house is C. violaceum punctatum, a variety doubt-
less of the old insignis, but one that is so superior in

every respect as to appear more like a distinct species.

This is still very scarce, but should be obtained if

possible. Amongst the Dendrobiums there will be
severalthatwillnowbe just about finishing their growth.
Where such is the case the supply of water at the roots

must be gradually lessened, so that the bulbs may
become hardened, and remove the most forward ones
to a cooler house. The earliest flowered nobiles

should be the first to be taken out, and if these are in

baskets hang them up in a vinery or Peach-house
where full exposure to the sunlight will ripen the

bulbs, and cause the bloom-buds to form, and so by
resting the plant cause it to perform its blooming
functions in a more regular and efticient manner.
D. densiflorum, Farmeri, Schicederi, &c., will also

have finished their growth, but since these evergreen
species continue rooting for some time after the growth
is finished, it is not advisable just yet to subject them
to a much lower temperature—their turn will come in

the course of a month or two. It will sometimes
happen that these latter species will make a second
growth in the season, caused doubtless by being
kept in a very strong heat, and though it often
happens that these last-formed growths are not so
strong as the first, still if the heat and moisture
can be still maintained, such growths are accept-
able; but it often happens that the supply of these

necessaiies is so diminished just at the time when
the second giowths require it the most, that, instead

of being a help, they are often just the reverse,

and, as a natural consequence, the plant has weaker
eyes to start from the following spring than if only
one set of bulbs had been formed : in that case

the first growths come away generally from the bulbs
that were formed early in the season, the weaker
bulbs breaking later on. W. Snjan^ Falloivfidd.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Rain is sadly wanted at least in this part of the

country, as lawns are parched, and recently-planted

shrubs are suffering greatly. \Vhere water can be had
it should be used ad iib.^ especially for shrubs and the

parterre garden, which ought now to be at its very

best, though in some instances this will not be the

case, by reason of the parching the beds have had.

Lobelias, Violas, and Calceolarias have suffered most,

but even these are good where they have been well

watered, though by far the most effective arrange-

ments are the beds of succulent and ** carpet " plants,

thus proving these styles of planting to be equally

well adapted for a hot and dry season as for a wet and
cold one, as nothing could be better than they were
last year. The labour of picking and keeping such
arrangements in order is a terrible bugbear with some,
and to such these styles of planting will never be
popular, however much we assure them that the

labour of "keeping" is formidable in name and
appearance only. 1 very much doubt whether more
labour is requisite to keep such a garden in order than
one of Pelargoniums and the ordinary kinds of bed-
ding plants, for, be it remembered, that if these are to

be enjoyed they must be kept well in bounds by fre-

quently regulating the growths and the picking off of

decayed flowers, &c., all of which entails a consider-

able amount of labour, and the effectiveness of the latter

loses considerably by comparison with the former.

Now is the season to note the most telHng or favourite

arrangements with a view to their repetition or
improvement another year, and also that the desired

sorts and quantities of plants may be propagated
for the purpose, as it is high time the latter operation
was begun in earnest, and of Pelargoniums especially.

The most telling kinds with us this season are, of

variegated kinds—Rev. W. F. Radclyffe, Crystal

Palace Gem, Sophie Dumaresque, May Queen,
Flower of Spring, and the old Manglesii, than which
no kind is more effective, being specially suited for

association with Viola, purple or scarlet Verbena,
Iresine, Coleus, and Amaranthus. Of bright scarlets

the best are Vesuvius, Clipper, Jean Sisley, and
Tom Thumb's Masterpiece ; of high-coloured nosegay
kinds, Wallham Seedling, Rival, Stella, Claudine, and
Lord Palmerston are the best. Pinks are Amaranth,
Master Chrii^tine, Pink May Queen, and Mrs. Halli-

burton ; whilst lanthe and Rebecca give us the nearest

approach to blue yet obtained, being of a colour that

may be described as reddish mauve. Many other

names might be given as good, but for general ex-

cellence those named are the cream of those grown
here. As a rule it is not necessary to propagate a
great quantity, but a few stock pots only of

such plants as Coleus, Iresine, Alternantheras, Ver-
benas, Petunias, Heliotropes, &c.—all such plants

being best struck in spring ; but it is very necessary,

to ensure safe wintering, that they be got in early.

Sow seeds of annuals for spring flowering, either where
they are intended to flower or for transplanting to

other positions. Mixed borders may be made very
gay by sowing a few patches of Silene pendula, Lim-
nanthes Douglasii, CoUinsia bicolor, Saponaiia cala-

brica, &c., all of which stand the winter well,

Pansies, Daisies, and Violets may now be propagated
for the same purpose. Gladioli are now throwing
up their flower-spikes, and will require support, as a

windy day would cause irreparable injury if not

staked. The beds should be kept well mulched, and
watered if the flowers are expected to be fine. Also
tie and stake, as growth progresses, Dahlias, Holly-

hocks, herbaceous Phloxes, Sweet Peas, ^c, besides

which little else will now be pressing, other than the

maintenance of the utmost neatness in every part of

the garden, /f. Wildsmith, Htckfidd.

given to allow of the escape of stagnant moisture, and
mats may be applied to prevent the beat from falling

below 70° at night. /F. Coleman.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Pines.—Take every reasonable advantage of such

suitable elemental conditions as those which generally

exist at this period of the year, as under these circum-

stances with merely ordinary attention to common
re-^uirements in cultivation the plants will progress

most satisfactorily. Ordinarily a selection of the most

promising plants from amongst those which were

started last spring is made for the purpose of obtaining

an early summer supply of ripe fruit; theplants in ques-

tion will by this time be well developed in growth,

and the pots likewise fairly well filled with roots. See

that these plants are plentifully supplied with weak
guano-water whenever it is necessary, and above all

things avoid giving them too much heat at the roots ;

let 90° be the maximum heat at the base of the pots.

Without resorting to artificial means let the tempera-

ture about the plants in every department be well

sustained, and under these conditions a liberal

amount of air should be admitted ; wholly dispense

with shading for these plants now, excepting for

rootless ones and those under special treatment.

When those suckers which were taken oft summer
fruiting stools are sufficiently rooted shift them at

once into 9 and 12-inch pots with a fermenting bed

at command, at a temperature of about 95° : these

plants if plunged will speedily take hold of the first

soil, and form a valuable succession to those referred

to above. Although artificial treatment is now at a

minimum state, every attention in other respects

should be given promptly and regularly during hot

sunny days. Keep an abundant supply of moisture

about the pathways, and occasionally syringe the

plants at shutting-up time, which should be at

about 85" with sun-heat. Ceo. Thos, MiUs^ Wycombe
Abbey,

Melons.—The brilliant summer weather we are

still having is favourable to late Melons, but bottom-

heat must not be neglected if flavour is the first con-

sideration. If a mean of 85° to 90° is maintained at the

roots, due attention being paid to the supply of water

and atmospheric moisture, growth will be firm and

rapid. Ply the syringe freely except when the fruits

are setting, and dust with sulphur if spider is gaining

ground. Remove all unnecessary growths down to

the first bud when the fruit begins to swell. Watch
for canker in the stems, and apply a mixture of quick-

lime and sulphur to the parts aflected. Plants

swelling off crops in pits and frames will require more
care as the nights increase in length. The fruit should

be kept well up to the sun, and overcrowding of young

growths, particularly near the base ©f the stem, must

be guarded against, A little night air may still be

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Those who are so fortunate as to have a good water

supply available for kitchen garden crops are much to
be envied, as by its aid there is a possibility of keep-
ing such things as French Beans, Peas, and Scarlet
Runners in a bearing state, even under the present
adverse weather ; but to do this it is of the utmost
importance that they be heavily mulched down with
half-rotten manure, otherwise such waterings as are
usually applied by hand will be found of little if any
real benefit. I have before endeavoured to urge the
necessity of applying heavy mulchings to the roots of
choice vegetables, and I am tempted to recur to the
same subject again, as a continuance of the present
weather will render it a matter of extreme difficulty

to keep up a supply unless means are adopted to

counteract the exhausting effects such a hot arid state

of the atmosphere has on all growing crops. Had it

not been for the refreshing shower which fell on the
4th, vegetables would long ere this have been in a
sorry plight ; as it is, most of the Brassica tribe

have got the "blues," from which they will be
some lime in getting clear. There are few places

where labour can be spared to water such crops
as these, or it might now be done with much ad-

vantage, especially to Brussels Sprout*, which will

amply repay any attention they may get in that way.
To fresh planted Cauliflower it is absolutely necessary,

to keep life in them, and give them a start when rain

does come. Where liquid manure can be obtained,
it should be applied freely to both these and Lettuces,

and indeed all growing crops, as they require much
more stimulating matter in the soil to make up for

deficiency of moisture. The increasing demand for

autumn and winter salads necessitates large breadths
of ground being planted to keep up anything like a
regular supply, for which purpose there is nothing
better than the old Bath Cos Lettuce, as it turns-in

better at that season than any other kind, and from
its close compact habit it may be readily lifted and
placed under cover before bad weather sets in, after

which a few put in the Mushroom-house, or otiier

dark warm place, at intervals of a week or so, wdl
help to bleach them, and add greatly to their delicacy

of flavour. Those who acted on advice given in

former Calendars, to sow Lettuce and Endive in drills,

at a sufficient distance apart so as not to require

transplanting, will now have reason to congratulate

themselves, as their successful removal from the seed-

beds could scarcely be accomplished while the present
dry weather lasts. In cases where transplanting has
to take place under such adverse weather it is a good
plan to strain an old fishing net over the bed, placing

the same two or three times double, which will then
moderate the rays of the sun and afiord the plants a
chance of getting hold of the ground. The Cauliflower
is perhaps the most important of all spring crops,

and one that more frequently ends in disappointment
than any other, from its liability to "bulb," or turn-

in prematurely. This generally arises from being
sown too soon, or being kept too close and con-
fined during the winter—either of which, from
bringing them on at an improper season, will have
the same effect. Plants raised from seed sown now
will not be liable to start in that way, provided their

after-treatment is in accordance with their require-

ments, which are that they should have an abundance
of light and air during the winter. In sowing first

give the soil a good watering and shade the bed by
laying a few old mats or branches of ever-
greens over the surface. Look closely to young
Cabbage just emerging through the soil, also to

late-sown Turnips, as the fly is more than usually

troublesome this year, and if means are not taken
to stop its ravages it will soon destroy both. A
mixture of soot, wood ashes, and lime, scattered

over the plants while the dew is on, is the best

remedy, all of which being of a fertilising nature will

soon help the plants to grow out of harm's way. Make
a final sowing of Spinach on a well-enriched, warm,
sunny border, to succeed or replace that on the open
quarter, should the winter turn out severe. Tripoli,

Giant Rocca, Danvers', or other approved kinds of

Onions, should be got in at once if not already done,

and ripe bulbs of the same pulled up, dried, and
stored away in an airy place for immediate use.

Where pits or frames are now at liberty, they may be
profitably made use of by being planted with any of

the early kinds of French Beans, as they are sure to

come in useful after those on the open borders get cut

off by frost. Most of the herbs used for culinary

purposes will now be at the proper stage for cutting

and drying, the latter of which should be done slowly

in a cool airy shed or such-like place. With such

weather as we are now getting, the destruction of

weeds will be an easy matter by keeping the hoe
occupied while they are small, and even where none
are showing every inch of bare ground should be
stirred occasionally to keep it loose and friable, f.
Shcppard^ H'oolvsntone.
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Tuesday, August aa— Calne Honicultural Society's Show.

Wednesday, Aug. 23 { ''^hJb'ifioSi'''"'"

"°'''''^'''"'"' Society's Ex-

r Neath Flower Show.
Thursday, Augusta4 -^ Carshalton and Beddin;;ton Horticultural

L Society's Show.

THE excessive Heat of the Air which we
have been lately experiencing in most parts

of England very naturally leads to the considera-

tion of the effects of so high a temperature on

Pl.^nts. Certain of those effects are obvious

enough on the most superficial glance, and no

gardener needs to be told of circumstances and
appearances which he has under daily observa-

tion, and to meet which constitutes the most

important part of his daily duties. But when
we have learnt the more obvious eft'ects of heat

and light on plants we have by no means learnt

all that is necessary ; for practical purposes

deeper inquiries into the cause of those actions

are requisite. For instance, the mutual rela-

tions and interactions between root and top

—between root-action and leaf-action, that is

—

are of primary importance.

Looked at from this point of view, the action

of the roots on the soil becomes of great interest.

The root is not, as was once thought, a mere
sponge, or a mere osmotic apparatus, taking in

through the cell-walls of the root fibres the thin

liquids contained in the soil to mix them with

the thicker fluids contained in the cells. It has,

in addition to its power of absorbing watery

fluids, a faculty of emitting carbonic acid gas,

which in its turn acts on the insoluble matters

of the soil, making them soluble, and, therefore,

fit for plant food. We referred to this last

week in alluding to a specimen of marble fur-

rowed over with root-prints, as we may call

them, and which is exhibited in the Loan Collec-

tion of Scientific Apparatus at Kensington.

Everything, therefore, which in any way inter-

feres with the absorption of food in the shape of

carbonic acid by the leaves correspondingly

interferes with the nutrition of the plants

Hence, of course, the quantity of car-

bonic acid given out by the roots depends

on the amount taken in by the leaves,

and the effects produced on the soil of course

are in direct relation to the amount of carbonic

acid emitted. It is not necessary to go into

further detail to show that, if the above state-

ment be correct, the temperature of the soil and
that of the air are agents whose mode of action

demand most careful investigation. The
upward flow of sap, for instance, must be in

part regulated by the different temperatures of

the soil and air, as well as of the roots and of

the stems respectively. In order to arrive at

some definite conclusions on these points.

Signer Cantoni, the Director of the Agricul-

tural Institute ot Milan, has for some time past

been making diligent meteorological observa-

tions, an abstract of which we find in a recent

number of the Annahs Agronoiniques. The
commencement of vegetation in spring, its

persistence and its arrest, depend on physico-

chemical causes connected with the temperature
of the soil and of the air considered both ab-

stractedly and in relation one to the other.

Growth takes place when the soil occupied by
the roots is lower in temperature than the air.

When the soil is hotter than the air growth is

suspended, and it ceases entirely when this con-

dition is permanent. But the most novel con-

clusions at which M. Cantoni arrives is that,

calcris paribus, the growth of the herbaceous
portions of a plant is favoured by a soil whose
temperature is several degrees inferior to that

of the air. On the other hand, a smaller degree

of difference between the soil temperature and
that of the air is required for the formation of

starchy, and particularly of sugary matters.

The growth of the herbaceous portion takes

place, says M. Cantoni, when the difference

between soil and air temperatures equals or

exceeds 3° Cent. This difference is reduced

to i' Cent, in the case of woody matter and
starch. The absolute soil temperatures

quoted by Signor Cantoni appear greatly

too high for our climate. The necessity for

such investigations is enforced by the fact

that plants have a difterent chemical compo-
sition though growing together in the same
soil, that the composition of a plant varies in its

different stages of growth and according to the

season ; hence the phenomena of endosmose or

dialysis are not by themselves sufficient to

account for the greater or less quantities of this

or of that ingredient met with in plants. M. Can-
toni concludes his observations by advocating

the placing of meteorological instruments (for

cultural purposes), not in observatories and
under exceptional circumstances, but in the

midst of the fields, S:c., where the crop is grow-

ing, and at various levels above and below
ground, so as to indicate the difterent climatal

features of the difterent layers of the atmosphere
and of the soil.

In considering the actual amount of useful

temperature to which plants are subjected in a
given time, the records of night temperatures

are of no service, as the nutrition of plants does

not go on during darkness. Thus at Milan the

daily mean temperature at the end of June is

24''.2i C, and in August, 24°.47 C. In spite of

the close identity of these records the conditions

are really very different in the two periods, for

in June there are fifteen or sixteen hours' sun-

light per day, and fourteen in August ; so that in

five days there is an aggregate amount of useful

heat, amounting to 375° Cent, in June, and only

332° Cent, in August during a similar period.

Still wider differences exist in Norway, where
the sun is twenty-four hours above the horizon

in July, and at Orange, where it is only four-

teen hours above the horizon. By careful

observations of the character above cited we
may hope, concludes M. Cantoni, to under-
stand why in the same climate, the same soil,

and under the same cirumstances plants do not

begin and cease to grow simultaneously ; why
one absorbs more carbonic acid than another

;

why the same plant sometimes absorbs more
sometimes less of the gas, or why when absorb-
ing the same quantity of gas it shows itselfmore
or less vigorous ; wh)' vegetation ceases in

autumn though the air is notably warmer than
in spring when vegetation begins ; why when
the temperature is the same the vegetation of

moist climates differs from that of dry countries
;

and why, in the same locality, rainy years fur-

nish crops very different from those yielded in

dry years.

Propagation by means of detached leaves

has been and is adopted in the case of

many plants, such as Begonias—a fact which
indicates, among other things, an indepen-

dent power residing in the leaf enabling it

to hve when separated from the branch. In

fact, when once a particular function is in

established action, some time elapses before it

is modified either in intensity or direction.

Moreover, the difterent functions performed by
a leaf are not equally affected by a lowering of

temperature to the same extent. The transfer

of starch, for example, is in certain cases slower

than its formation. The presence of young
leaves accelerates the death of the older ones,

because the former take the nourishment from
the latter. A detached leaf may, by its own
action, produce starch, which, when once
formed in the blade of the leaf, passes into the

leaf-stalk by some unknown agency, and that in

opposition to the force of gravity, since the phe-
nomenon occurs when the petiole is reversed in

position. The accumulation of starch in the

tissues of a detached leaf enables it sometimes
to live even longer than it would do if it

remained attached to the branch.

We quote these conclusions from some
elaborate experiments made by M. Mer,
and reported in the BulUlin of the Bota-
nical Society of France, because, though we
have adverted to them only very briefly, they

are of great importance from the point of view

of the practical gardener. Some years since, in

the course of some lectures before the Royal
Horticultural Society, we pointed out the forma-

tion of starch in detached leaves used for pro-

pagation, and more especially in the " callus "

formed at the end of cuttings. It is, therefore,

satisfactory to us to find our own crude experi-

ments and observations confirmed by the more
numerous and accurate observations of M.
Mer.

Though shorn of its ancient glory, Biddulph
Grange, Staffordshire, will remain in the memories
alike of those who had the privilege of seeing it in its

prime, and of those who retain a vivid recollection of

the zealous service Mr. Bateman, its late owner, has

done horticulture, especially in his magnificent publi-

cations on Orchids, and to the Royal Horticultural

Society. Our volume for 1862 contains a full descrip-

tion, with plans, of this beautiful garden, containing

within its limits' greater variety than in any other

establishment known to us. One ol its many interest-

ing features was aptly termed "China," a Chinese

garden being almost too faithfully imitated. A
portion of this garden with the ruined wall (of China),

the lake, with encircling rocks covered with Bamboos
(Bambusa Metake) is shown in our illustration

(fig. 52). To the left is seen the head of the gilded

bull, modelled by Mr. Watf.rhouse Hawkins,
while the temple was designed by Mr. E. W. Cooke,
R.A., of whose assistance Mr. Bateman largely

availed himself.

We observe that Mr, John Ne\'ille
Keynes, the only son of our friend, Mr. John
Keynes, of Salisbury, has been elected a Fellow of

Pembroke College, Cambridge. He was recently

elected a Fellow of University College, London ; and
was also placed Gold Medalist when he took his M.A.
degree about two months since at the University of

London.

A meeting of the members of the Pelar-
gonium Society will, be held on Wednesday,
August 23, at noon, in the Chiswick Garden, to

inspect the collections of Pelargoniums growing there,

to discuss matters relevant to the objects of the

Society, and its arrangements for the ensuing year.

A luncheon at 51. each will be provided at 2.30 p.m.

for those who inform Mr. Barron, Royal Horticul-

tural Society's Garden, Chiswick, London, of their

intention to be present,

In consequence of the Royal Horticultural

Society curtailing the expenditure on the gardens

at South Kensington, several good gardeners have

been thrown out of employment, whom the Council

will be pleased to recommend to any one requiring

their services. Application should be made to Mr.

Barron, Garden Superintendent, Royal Horticul-

tural Society, Chiswick, W.

The Westerham Gardeners' and Ama-
teurs' Mutual Instruction Society had their

annual outing on Tuesday, the 15th inst. Starting early

in the morning, about twenty-three in number, under

the leadership of Mr. W. H. Jewell, of the Stamp
Office, Westerham, they made their way to Sud-

bury House, Hammersmith, where they were received

by the gardener, Mr. Croucher, who conducted

them through the succulent-houses, and afterwards

hospitably entertained by Mr. J. T. Peacock. They
then went on to the Royal Horticultural Society's

Garden at Chiswick, where they were most kindly

received by Mr. Barron, and spent a considerable

time there, appearing, as at Sudbury House, much
interested in what they saw. Particularly was this so
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in the case of the Orchatd-house and the great vinery.

Fortified with a little refreshment before leaving Chis-

wick, they then wended their way to Battersea Park,

and from thence intended departing homeward. A
good number of the party consisted of under gardeners

and apprentices desirous of gaining information. This

Society affords an excellent illustration of the value

of association among gardeners. A small monthly

subscription is paid by each member, which forms a

fund for carrying on the business of the association ;

and out of which the sum of jf5 is voted towards the

expenses of the annual excursion, the remainder

being borne by the members taking part in it. The

monthly meetings of the Society are well attended,

and one member, being an amateur photographer,

makes a practice of photographing any productions of

as every day adds to their deplorable condition. A
scarcity of fruit will in all probability be followed by

a scarcity of green crops, and the newly-sown Cab-

bage and Turnip seeds, if they make any growth, are

quickly devoured by the fly. Dressings of lime and

spent Hops are being applied by some cultivators, with

a view of lessening the ravages of the fly.

—— As the Castor-oil plant now plays such an

important part in the arrangements of subtropical

gardens, it may be pointed out that Ricinus Gibsoni

is one of the finest and most striking dark-leaved

forms yet produced, stems and leaves alike being of a

rich bronzy hue. Mr. Barron has at Chiswick a

very good form of variegated Tobacco that is well

worthy attention, more especially as it retains its cha-

some earnest of what it would be a little later. At
the end of last week we took another run over to see

what eflect the recent tropical heat had had upon it.

Many of the most effective plants employed in this

style of bedding in such seasons as the present don a

brilliancy of colour, when well attended to with water,

that they are not able to assume in colder summers.

Much as we anticipated from our first visit, we were
not prepared for the indescribable condition it is at

present in, and likely to continue for some time. Any
attempt at giving details as to the plants used in the

various combinations would fail to convey even a faint

idea of the general effect produced, which to fully

realise must be seen. All we can say is that it sur-

passes anything that has been here previously achieved

—which is saying much—or that we have seen else-

FlG. 52,—VIEW IN THi; CHINESE GARDEN At LilDLiULl-H

superior merit exhibited at the Society's meetings,

and they are then preserved among the records of the

Society. Bonds of union of this character are well

worthy of extension among the gardening fraternity,

especially in country districts, where other opportuni-

ties of meeting are few and far between.

The prolonged drought is beginning to mani-
fest its effects on the growing crops in an alarming

manner. We have just seen a large piece of Brussels

Sprouts which had made a rapid growth and become
fine plants, but which is now suffering severely

for want of rain. When the plants begin to droop
a blue blight settles on them, and, infesting the hearts

and budding sprouts, threatens to destroy them com-
pletely, A good heavy downpour of rain, if it cime
at once, might prove of great value as a cleansing

and restoring agent, but unless it comes quickly many
of the plants will be harmed beyond hope of recovery

racter when raised from seed. Probably the variegation

would be more effectively displayed were the weather

moister and the plants in a less exposed position than

they occupy at Chiswick. The Hemp is a fine

decorative plant for working out bold features in

gardens. Fine examples of it at Chiswick are very

attractive ; the elegant foliage being of a lively green,

when associated with Eucalyptus globulus the contrast

is remaikably good.

The annual exhibition of the Trowbridge
HoRTicfLTURAi. SOCIETY, oneof the most successful

of the West of England shows, will take place on

Wednesday, August 23, in the usual grounds, adjoin-

ing the railway station.

Recently we said a few words respecting the

splendid Carpet Bedding at Cleveland House,

Clapham Park (S, Ralli, Esq.), which then gave

where. In some of the beds we meet with the most

lovely combinations of soft, subdued colours, with

here and there a bright bit to relieve it ; in others

plants of warmer hues, but these never pre-

dominate so as to have the least approach to glare ;

the over-even surface and formality so often seen

is corrected by plants of loose, elegant, distinct

habit, dotted amongst the more formal growers ; the

whole relieved by small circular beds, in which

Wigandias, Maize, Castor-oil plants, Cannas, and

similar things, hold a prominent position. It is not

alone colour and form that are remarkable, but the

even excellence in point of cultivation of the immense

number of plants employed, which from end to end

appear exactly alike in their respective kinds, and by

nice calculation each fills the place to which it has

been assigned. In our first intimation of this garden

being open to those who desire to see it on Tues-

days and Fridays, in each week after 2 o'clock, by a
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typical error it read during October and September,

instead of, as was intended, August and September.

We are requested to state tliat any of our

readers wlio may be interested in succulent plants are

privileged to loolc tlirough IVfr. Peacock's collections

at Sudbury House, Hammersmith, any Tuesday until

the end of September, between the hours of 10

and 4, and that Mr. Crouciier, the gardener,

will be present, and most happy to give any

information.

A large fire brolve out on the morning of

Friday, August 11, at the agricultural and horticul-

tural implement woiks of Messrs. Eoulton & Paul,

at Norwich, resulting in the total destruction of a

large range of workshops, stores, and machinery

devoted to the manufacture of horticultural require-

ments. We are glad to state that the disastrous fire

will not in any way affect any other department of the

works, where business will be carried on as usual, and

although the hoiticultural workshops are destroyed,

fortunately the entire stock of well-seasoned timber

which was stored in sheds at a distance from the

scene of the fire was saved. We are informed thni

arrangements are being made to resume this special

branch at the earliest possible date, and to continue it

during the rebuilding of the premises.

Asparagus /ETHiopicus var. teenifolios,

to which we have before drawn particular attention,

is again flowering in the temperate-house at Kew,

and is well worth a walk from any part of the garden

to see. It is not only attractive from the multitude of

pure white flowers, but equally so on account of its

delightful perfume. This is one of the many species

introduced by W. W. Saunders, Esq., and, when
flowers are considered, perhaps the most attractive.

The stems are while, and the dark green cladodia are

ornamental at all seasons. It is one of the most suit-

able of all plants for the clothing of greenhouse

pillars, and will be found well performing the duty

near one of the staircases. In our volume for 1S72,

p. 1 58S, we published an engraving, with a description

of the plant by Mr. Baker. The former, as will be

seen, represents a side branch, and these are produced

along the main stems with such regularity and close-

ness as to suggest the branches of a panicle.

Writing about the eflects produced by the

Phylloxera, M. Maxime Cornu points out the

great diflerence between the changes produced in an

organ still possessed of cambium or growing tissue and

in an organ whose development is completed, the

elements being already formed and having now only

to grow. When a Phylloxera attacks a very large

root the effect is confined to the corky rind only,

which becomes inflexed and thickened. On a slender

root the cambium or growing tissue may be influenced

by the puncture of the insect at some little distance on

either side of the wound. In this case there is a for-

mation of new tissue both on the outer and the inner

side, and a swelling or hypertrophy results. When the

insect attacks a rootlet it chooses by preference

the vegetative point—there the elements are already

formed, and have only to grow in certain directions,

and assume their definite size. At the point of punc-

ture the elements are arrested in their development,

while the rest of the body of the root grows ; hence,

an inflexion and curvature at this point. The tissue

whose growth is arrested is in contact with cells still

growing actively ; it therefore receives nutritive sub-

stances, which it does not use for itself, but stores

them up in the form of starch. If the insects are

numerous on the Vine, all the rootlets are affected

and ultimately die, the plant can then no longer

absorb. It is then from its own stores that it draws

the materials necessary for the ripening of the fruit

and the production of new roots.

According to some recent researches of M.
DuRiN, the crystallisable sugar in the juices of plants

is convertible into cellulose, the latter substance

being formed by the decomposition of the former. In

this process of fermentation carbonate of lime takes

an active part,

A New Jersey correspondent writes :
—"The

weather has been excessively hot this summer, the

thermometer with us running to 104° in the shade at

I p. M. seven days in succession, and we have 'not

had sufficient rain to lay the dust since early in June.

Nearly all trees transplanted this spring have died,

although apparently well-established when the drought

set in ; .also evergreens one, two, and even three

years planted, have in several cases died in conse-

quence of the drought."

The Bishop Auckland Floral and
Horticultural Society's annual exhibition will

be held on Friday, September i.

According to a report recently published,

there has been a sensible decline of Emk;ration of

late years ; but whether this is of permanent

character or no must be determined in future. While

in the years 1S53-55, 61 per cent, of the total emigra-

tion was from Ireland, and that from England only

30 per cent., the proportions are now almost exactly

reversed, the English emigration being now 56 and

the Irish 34 per cent. Last year, in round numbers.

Si, 000 emigrants went to the United States, 12,000

to British North America, 34,000 to Australia, and

12,000 to all other places.

The following details as to the Climate of

Meldourne may be of interest to growers of Austra-

lian greenhouse plants, as showing the extremes to

which they are subjected. The lowest temperature in

the shade at Melbourne for fourteen years was 27°, on

July 21, 1S69 ; the lowest terrestrial radiation, Z'i^,

on July 21, 1869. The highest temperature in the

shade was 111°, on January 14, 1862; the highest

solar radiation was 160", in 1S62. The greatest rain-

fall was 44.2 inches, in 1S49 ; the smallest, 15-9, in

1S65 ; the yearly average being 25.6 inches, distri-

buted over 155 days. The mean spring rainfall (four-

teen years) is 7.7 inches, in forty d,ays ; summer,

6.4 inches, in twenty-four days ; autumn, 5 7 inches,

in twenty-eight days; winter, 5.67 inches, in 41.9

days. The mean temperature of the surface soil in

spring was 62"
j in summer, 76". 5 ; in autumn, 61^9 ;

in winter, 49". 2; the yearly average being 62°. At

a depth ol 14 inches the figures are—spring, 53°.9 ;

summer, 65°. 2 ; autumn, 58°. 2 ; winter, 46°. 6 ; the

yearly aver,age being 56°. At a depth of 3 feet the

spring temperature was 57°-3J the summer, 67". 6;
the autumn, 63°.5; the winter, 5i°.5; the average

for the year being 60°. At 6 feet in depth the spring

temperature was 57°. 3 ; the summer, 65°. 3 ; the

autumn, 65° ; the winter, 55° ; the average for the

whole year being 6o°.9. At S feet the spring tempe-

rature was 56°. 6; the summer, 63^.7; the autumn,

64°. 5; the winter, 56°. 6; the yearly average being

60°. 4.

There are yet at Chiswick a few more of the

minor annuals that deserve a passing notice. A re-

markably dwarf and compact form of Coreopsis,

named cardamineflora compacta nana, is conspicuous

because of its close, erect habit of growth, and the

surface mass of flower presented to the eye. The
flowers are those of Victor, Drummondii, and atro-

sanguinea, but much reduced in size. These dwarf

forms are suitable for small gardens, from which the

ordinary types are practically excluded because of

their diffuse habit of growth. Another good selection

is Scabiosa atro-purpurea nana flore-pleno, good in

regard to its low, compact habit of growth ; but the

flowers, instead of being purple, are of a lilac or pale

mauve colour. What the colour of this selection

should be we can see in Scabiosa atro-purpurea,

which is a little taller in growth, and less uniform in

character, but the flowers are of a rich deep hue of

crimson-maroon—a grand dark Scabious. Another

form, called Cherry-red, has bright red flowers, and

is an excellent companion to the foregoing. When
these colours can be got on to the dwarfest form they

will be most desirable plants for the summer garden,

but the work of selection is by no means as yet fully

accomplished. All the flowers are large, full, and

very double, and will therefore be very useful for

cutting from.

It was proved, says Nature, a short time ago,

that several kinds of Seeds will germinate between

pieces of Ice. A full investigation of the lower limit

of temperature at which plants may germinate has

recently been made by M. Haberlandt {Cc'itft-tjl'

blattjur Agricullur C/iemii). The experiments were

upon Wheat, Rye, Barley, Red Beet, Rape, Lucerne,

Poppy, and many other seeds. Several hundred

seeds were employed of each species, and every four-

teen days the seeds were taken out of the ice-chest,

whose temperature was kept constant between 0° and

1° C, and examined in a space whose temperature was

under freezing point. In forty-five days a decided

beginning of germination wasobserved in eight different

species (which are named). In (our months it had

continued to progress in a minority of these ; the rest

had stopped. In fourteen species there was no ger-

mination. M. Haiseelandt is of opinion that those

seeds which can germinate at a lower temperature

than others, and thus by artificial sowing in cold

spaces a means is to hand of obtaining species soon

ripe and needing little heat. Of all the seeds which

had remained for four months in the ice-case, only a

few were found capable of development v/hen brought

into a warmer temperature of 16° C. (61° F.).

The consumption of Carob Beans (Ceratonia

siliqua) in England, mentioned at p. 193, whether

for cattle foods or for other purposes, appears to be

in no way diminishing. Very large quantities are

constantly exported from Crete both to England

and Russia ; I So,000 tons were sent from Crete last

year, the largest proportion of which found its way
to England.

• By having good selected stocks of seed and

well-grown plants, THE Cabbage, says Mr. Gee, a

well-known seed grower, of Biggleswade, may be so

arranged as to come in nearly all the year round ;-for

instance, the early kinds (of which the Enfield

Market is the best, as it is so early, nutritious, and of

good size) may be planted in the autumn from Michael-

mas to Christmas, on well-manured or good strong

land, in rows from 20 to 24 inches apart, and the

same distance from plant to plant, which will take

from 12,000 to 14,000 plants to the acre. They will

come in for cutting or eating ofT (in ordinary seasons)

by May or June, and if left would sprout and heart,

and might be eaten off again and again, even as

many as three times over. The same sort may also

be planted early in the spring, say from March to

May, and produce very early and excellent keep, but

not so early of course as if planted in the autumn.

The Drumhead also is an excellent sort. It grows an

immense weight, often as much as 84 lb. each. This,

if planted from Michaelmas to Christmas on good

ground, in rows from 2 to 3 feet apart, and the same

from plant to plant (requiring from Sooo to 10,000

plants per acre) would come in ready for cutting or

eating off by August or September. It may also be

planted in the spring and all through the summer,
and would come in a very fine Cabbage from Michael-

mas to Christmas, or would even stand through an

ordinary winter to the spring. This sort is also very

valuable for filling up in Mangel and other root

crops. Many other sorts are in cultivation, but none

are more useful than the two named, answering as they

do all purposes.

Professor E. Morren has lately published a

condensed Biographical Sketch of Mathias
DE L'Obel, or as it is commonly written, even in

some of his own publications, LoEEL. De L'Oeel
was a Fleming, but he spent some years in this

country, and as a contemporary of Gerard he
interests us. The genus Lobelia was named
after him. On the Plaiilarum HUtoria and the

KniViibocck of L'Obel there is a wood engrav-

ing of a scutcheon representing on an oval field

a female figure in flowing drapery and standing erect

between two trees, which she embraces with her
two hands, and above her head in the foliage is a

star of six rays. This was formerly regarded as an
allegorical personification of botany or gardening.
But recently M. Tii. Irmisch has given a very inge-

nious explanation of it ; he recognises in these arms
an expression of the author's name. The trees repre-

sented are the white Poplar, the old French name of

which is Obel (albus), and Aubel and Aubeau are

derivatives of the same word. The motto, Candore it

spe, refers to the foliage of the Poplar, which is white
beneath and green on the upper surface ; and the star

which glitters in the trees is also an emblem of hope.
L'Obel was born at Lille in 153S, and died at High-
gate in 1616. At an early age he became an enthu-

siastic student of plants, and spent several years in

various places on the Continent, notably at Mont-
pellier, under Rondeletius, The exact date o( his
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arrival in England does not appear, but the first

edition of his Stir/ium AJfcrs.iria was published in

London in 1570. This book was dedicated to Queen

Elizabeth, and the frontispiece to it is siid to

have been one cf the first copper plates engraved in

. England to illustrate a book. It is interesting, too,

on account of its containing descriptions and figures

of many exotic plants then in cullivation ; among

other things, we find here the first record of a \\XCC3.

flowering in this country.

The prospects of the failure in the supply of

Boxwood from Trebizond are borne out by a recent

report on the produce of these forests. A large

increase in the exportation took place in the year

1875, 12,000 cwt. having been exported, against 4000

in the preceding one, but this is described as being

only a momentary increase, the Porte having prohibited

in the course of the year the felling of the Crown

forests of Boxwood. The quantity exported was

mostly cut down before the prohibition. Private

groves not being subject to this measure there may be

still in future shipments of this article but on a very

very restricted scale. The valuation on which the

forest duty is levied has been reduced about 25 per

cent. The Russian Government having, it appear?,

likewise prohibited the cutting of Boxwood in a part

of the forests of the Caucasus, an increase may be

expected in the market prices of this article. Another

important timber product of Trebizond is the knobs

or burrs of the ^Valnut tree. These, which in the

country are called lou/c's, have wiihin the last few

years been largely exported to France. It is described

as being a troublesome trade, inasmuch as the

lou^eitrs^ who go annually for the purpose from

France, are compelled to proceed into the interior of

Anatolia in order to judge for themselves of the A'///t',

which varies greatly in price according to age and
quality. It is purchased generally at low prices from

the peasants, but the transport to the sea shore requires

often heavy expense. However, the Icmp^urs realise

it would seem large profits—a fact which has induced

many natives to undertake on their own account

similar operations, but with the view to re-sell their

loitpcs on the place. They are soli by weight, and
fetch in the country from half a franc to two francs an
eke {2^ lb.) according to quality.

Mr. W. Stain roN, of 26, Liverpool .Street,

King's Cross, has lately patented an invention, or

rather a discovery, which he was fortunate enough to

make last winter, for Pkevknting the Watkr
IS Hot-water Apparatus fro.m being Frozen
during sharp frosts, and ensuring the pipes against

the danger of cracking. The suliject of the discovery

is a liquid which will not freeze at a temperature re-

duced to below zero, which is not explosive or inliim-

mable in its nature, and which will not boil at the

boiling-point of water, 212% The use of such an

article commends itself to those who have charge

of high-pressure apparatus in churches and other

public buildings, where it is not necessary to keep up
a continuous fire during the winter months ; but

whether it will be of any service to gardeners is

another matter. Mr. Si ainton claims for the liquid

—which can be sold at a moderate rate—that as it

will not boil at 212°, there would be an advantage in

using it where there is a short supply of piping, for

the reason that it would give off more heat than if

water was used, the difference in degrees being the

difference between 212° and the boiling-point of this

liquid, which depends upon its strength.

At a meeting of the Wimisledon Gardeners
Improveme.nt Society, held lately, to arrange for

the recommencement of their reading and debating

class, after a recess of two months, Mr. Ollerhead
proposed that they should re-open their meetings with

a supper to which a number of eminent horticulturists

should be invited, and which should take place in the

Lecture Hall. Supper being over, some subject

relating to horticulture should be brought forward for

discussion. The suggestion met with the unanimous
approval of the members present, and a list of about
fifty who were desirous to join was at once prepared,

but this number is expected to be greatly increased.

Those residing at a distance who may be desirous of

taking -part in the proceedings should communicate
with Mr. James Ollerhead, The Gardens, Wim-
bledon House, S.^Y., on or before the 22d inst, as

the supper is arranged for Friday, the 25th.

BEGONIAS IN MASQUERADE
Some years since considerable interest was excited

by a Begonia which produced hermaphrodite flowers.

Ordinarily, as is well known, the male flowers are

quite separate from the female, and of quite diflcrent

appearance, but in the flower in question, which

formed the subject of some remarks in these columns

on the part of Dr. Hooker, the late Professor Harvey,

and others, the characteristics of the two sexes were

blended. This intermediate condition is even better

shown in a hybrid Begonia lately shown at South

Kensington, and In which some of the male flowers

It W'. '^^

assumed more or less of the characteristics of the

female. Thus there were five imbricate parts to the

perianth (instead of four decussate ones, as usual), a

tuft of stamens within the perianth, some perfect,

others partly staminal, partly stigmatic. These latter

had anther-cells below, but the upper portion of the

connective was prolonged into a spirally twisted

stigmatic mass.

Prehistoric Begonias might have been hermaphro-

dite, but in course of time a division of labour might

have been found advantageous to the plant, and so

the sexes were gradually borne in diflerent flowers. If

this be the explanation—and it is the one most in

favour now-a-days—then the present instance may be

a case of reversion.

It may be worth notice here that in the double-

flowered Begonias which have been intruiluced of late

the duplication is due to the substitution of petals for

stamens.

iioiiu (L'orrfsponbnur.

The CulforJ Vine Sport and Mr. Wm.Tbom-
son.—Those who have known Mr. \Vm. Thomson
longest, and esteemed him most, myself among them,

have been somewhat surprised at the position he has

assumed in this matter. His last letter throws need,

ful light upon this. It seems now that it was less the

sport than "the fancies that took the place of fact!',

and the loose rein that was given to an ingenious and

fertile imagination " that excited his scepticism, and led

him to designate the whole afl'air as "unprofitable," No
doubt there is a pl.ace for the imaginaiion in scientific

inquiry, but assuredly in stating or confirming the

facts relating to the Vine sport at Culfovd neither

Mr. Grieve nor myself consciously indulged in rein-

less fancies, or made large use of our imaginations

—

fertile, ingenious, or olherwise. It may surprise

some of the readers of the GaiJiiurs' Chwiihit to

learn that my respected friend, the father of the

Tricolors, has an ingeniouf imagination, and that to

that (jualily, which seldom comes out conspicuously

in his writings, we are probably indebted for the per-

manent enrichment of our gardens. For Mr. (irieve

first imagined what was possible in Tricolors, and then

set about to work it out in practice. And to him
it has been );iven more than to most men to realise his

ideal—to^theestablishmentolhis fame and the permanent

enrichment of our g.ardcns. But his record of the Vine

sport that came under his nolice reads like a .short

chapter of prosaic history. 1 had also thought my
confirmatory statement was equally unadorned and

practical ; and if, in trying to explain such mar-

vellous phenomena, 1 ventured a few imaginary

guesses at truth, one c.in but regret that such

natural speculations should liave led any one so

well qualified to speak upon anything connected

with Grape Vines as Mr. Thomson, to turn aw.ry

from the facts of the case as unprofitable. In

supplementing a statement of facts with su^gestivo

explanations, more or less imnginavy, when no real

ones were within reach, I but followed in the foot-

steps of that greatest of now living natural philo-

sophers, the apostle of fact?, Uarwin, who winds up

his great array of wcUauthcnlicated facts, staled with

so much lucidity and force in the Vmiuli nts 0/ I'lmils

and Animals lonl.r Domrslicalion with his theory of

pangenesis—one oflhcmoslhighlyimaginative schemes

of creation or development that has yet been pronml-

Kated to the world. lUit Mr. 'i'homson, who is warned

from a most interesting subject by a mere dash of

im,igination in attempled explanation of veritable

facts, plunges himself into imaginative writing of the

most extraordinary kind. For, note, the Culfofd Vine

was seen and examined by a large number of careful

observers. As far as any fact can be eslalilishcd by

testimony, the fact of a Champion bunch of Crapca

aiipearing, ripening, rotting on the Trc\)bi.ano Vine is

certain beyond all dispute. Against all this solid

b.asis of fact Mr. Thomson, who saw nothing of it,

merely imagines that all the witnesses were mis-

taken. Making full allowance for Mr. Thomson's

knowledge of Grapes, and his well deserved emi-

nence in Grape culture, this is a most darhij;, not

to s.ay presumptuous, flight of the imaginaliiJii ;

and yet its author accuses others of holding their

im.agination with a loose rein. Why, Mr. Thomson

seems to have thrown away the liridic, bit, and all ;

but in the next sentence we discover that lie sliU

reins in his marvellously fertile imagination wilh the

tremendously long and seemingly intcrniinabic b™'";

of the (ilasgow ease, and he is still surprised that Mr.

Grieve and myself cannot see that they arc parallel.

Parallel ?—why each line of the two cases .slands at

right angles ? At Glasgow certain bunches of black

Grapes are shown under a certain name ; it might or

might not be according to the wording of the schedule

the duty of the judges to ascertain that the name was

correct—probably it was no part of their duly to do

this. Fven the arrangement of the fruit into its proper

classes is generally the business of the stewards—the

jvidges seldom interfere with them. Their duly, if not

their sole business, is to find out and award the pri/cs

to the best Grapes in each class as they find them.

What more likely under these condition! than

that the best Grapes in a class should be awarded the

1st prize? No one knows all this better than Mr.

Thomson. The name, even if wrong, was of second-

ary moment. The selection and awariling of the

r.rize to the finest Grape in its class was Ihe primary

point. In the case of the Culford sport the one point

to determine was, not the name, for it had none, Ijut

the thing. Struck with its resemblance to the Golden

Champion, the whole of the acumen of the careful

observer was directed to the point whether it was it or
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not. The form, size, quality, conduct of the Grape, all

seemed conclusive that it was ; and surely positive evi-

dence cannot be set aside by the imaginings of any one
man, however eminent, who was never within 400 or

500 miles of the sport. Having performed those great

feats of imagination, it is by no means surprising that

Mr. Thomson should have jierformed a itvi others.

Among these we find he imagines I credited him with,

a "therefore" that did not belong to him, though
every other reader must have seen it was my own and
no quotation of his ; and if my "therefore" did not
convey a clear statement of his explanation of the

Culford case by the Glasgow one, then I am at a
loss to know why the former has been cited twice.

Mr. Thomson seems further to imagine that a writer

cannot write what he believes to be the truth of a
Grape without doing an unfriendly act to its raiser

—

a theory which, if accepted, would gag the mouths of

speakers, and fetter and shackle the power of the
Press so as to render it almost useless as a leader,

former, and expresser of public opinion. In all I

have written on this subject I have had no unfriendly
feeling to any one, and if I had I should scorn to

make a public journal the medium of expressing

it. Sharp criticism may run abreast of sincere esteem
and regard. To imagine that I keep a Golden Cham-
pion Grape to justify what I have written on the
subject is really too ludicrous ; that justification rests,

I am sorry to say—for I had hoped great things of the

Golden Champion—on a far wider basis than any
one man's practice, and in this neighbourhood few
care to hear or see anything about the Vine. Mr.
Thomson imagines I am anxious to wear a martyr's
crown ; on the contrary, I would rather be without
it. But in regard to this matter it has been thrust

upon me by Mr. Thomson and his somewhat numerous
clan of willing henchmen. Mr. Thomson writes lightly

of such crowns, as if they might be ornamental rather

than otherwise ; but I can assure him it is no
pleasant matter to be told, when one complains of
the demerits of a novelty, whether a Grape or aught
else, that you cannot grow it, but that others can.

That is but one of the many forms of martyrdom that

shut the mouths of growers, and flood the fields of

horticulture with hosts of useless novelties. I accept
Mr. Thomson's designation of a self-constituted critic

with satisfaction. The power to criticise, and the

opportunity to exercise it, are both used for the good
of horticulture ; and these, I am proud to say, are
my only credentials, and the surest guarantee that

they will be used honestly and impartially. But Mr.
Thomson, I am sorry to find, imagines otherwise.
He publicly accuses me in his last letter " of lauding
one thing to the skies, and treading another into the
earth, irrespective of their real merits—of recom-
mending a Grape as a late keeper which, if kept for

a reasonable time, becomes a mass of rottenness,"

&c. Though from the highly imaginative form in

which this accusation is made it will probably strike

most readers that Mr. W. Thomson has been drawing
on his fertile imagination for his facts in this case,

yet I have a right to demand that Mr. Thomson
either makes good these charges or at once with-
draws them. To let them go unchallenged would be
to destroy public confidence in public writers, to lessen

the authority of the Press, and cast suspicion on the
morality of public men. I totally deny the charge.
The (jrape referred to can only be Mrs. Pince's Black
Muscat. I took a journey to Exeter at my own sole

expense to see the Grape, and chronicled what I saw
and what I thought of it. I had never even a Vine
nor a note of thanks from the Messrs. Pince for what
I wrote. More, the Vine has justified my estimate of
its merits much better than some white Grapes that
might be named to which I rendered a similar ser-

vice. With me, and in many gardens where I have
seen it, it keeps well. I have cut Mrs. Pince in

January and kept on Kemp's Grape rail till May,
and if that is not late keeping I know not what is.

But supposing Mrs. Pince runs into a mass of rotten-

ness with Mr. Thomson " in a reasonable time after it

is ripe," why should he charge me with lauding one
thing to the skies and treading another in the dust,

irrespective of their merits— for saying, what he now
admits, that the Golden Champion rots before it is

ripe ? An end must be put to such charges, or there
will soon be an end to all true and manly criticism.

At the present moment men are needed to utter the
truth about other Grapes, as I did about the Cham-
pion ; but at the present penalties for truth speak-
ing, I question if they will be forthcoming. As for

myself 1 would rather not be reimpaled just yet. I

hope, too, that Mr. Thomson may for once admit
that his Champion ran away with his imagination,

and that he did not mean what he says in the last sen-

tences of his letter, D. T. Fish.

New Cucumbers, &c.—Having had occasion to

visit the conservatories of Messrs. \Vm. Armitage »&

Son, Primrose Hill, Huddersfield, I was very much
pleased with one or two things which may, perhaps,
also interest the readers of the Gardeners^ Chronicle^

especially those who, like myself, have inclinations to

the Darwinian hypothesis. One of these was a

Cucumber of an entirely new variety, from which
Messrs. Armitage are making every effort to obtain a
plentiful supply of seed for next season's growth. The
fruit is of a beautiful green tint, is plump, and of good
size, measuring from 22 to 26 inches in length, and
from 9 to 10.^ inches in circumference ; the neck is

also well formed, and several people from London
have expressed their satisfaction as to its being a good
and improved variety. The "Satisfaction," another
Cucumber of Messrs. Armitage's rearing, and which
has been in so much demand lor the last two or three
years, is also being grown very extensively, principally
for seed. I must pass over many objects of interest,

as I do not wish to trespass too much upon your
space. Their speciality is cut blooms, of which Messrs.
Armitage grow a very extensive stock, the trees being
made to produce considerably more than ever Nature
intended they should produce, by the skill and inde-
fatigable exertions of Mr. Brown, the head gardener.
He mformed me that they had cut Camellias forty-six

weeks out of the year—a most remarkable feat, and
Lily of the Valley had been cut from October iS last

up to the present time and not done yet. Just one
more object and I have done. I mention this because
I think it very unusual, and should like to know if

such is not the case ; it is a variegated Musk, the only
one I ever saw. .J. L. Moslev, Almoiu/lmry Bank.
HuJdo-sfidd.

Victoria Dwarf French Bean.—This is a fine
robust-growing kind, of free branching habit, and one
of the very best sorts for a main crop. It is, or has
been, known in the trade as Policy's Prolific, but only
to a limited degree ; and it is probable that under its

more fitting designation of Victoria Dwarf itJwiU even-
tually become more popular. With the majority of
dwarf Beans, especially of the earlier sorts, the period
of podding is exceedingly limited, and under the
summer heat is soon over ; the Victoria Dwarf, how-
ever, owing to its robust branching habit, is one of
the most continuous of podders, and only needs fre-

quent gathering to keep it in full bearing. The ripe
seed is of a long narrow form, in colour dull white,
with a black spot around the eye ; it is so far distinct
from other Beans as to be easily recognised in this
way. Its pods are long, narrow, and straight, and
are both fine and handsome ; still farther, it is of
excellent quality and well worthy of general cultiva-
tion. The present season has proved most unfavour-
able to all the Bean family, and the produce is fetching
a high price in the market. A market grower, who
has this kind this season for the first lime, speaks of it

as standing the drought wonderfully well and giving
a capital crop. Vi-N-ixti Beans are, as a rule, not so
well favoured for the table as are ihe Runner tribe,
but they are quicker in production, can be frequently
sown, and easily watered. Runners go deep in
search of water, and in hot seasons seldom find it ; the
D«arf, however, having its roots near the surface,
soon imbibes water, and is thus kept in growth. D.

Arundinaria falcata, which has been growing in
the same spot in my garden for at least the past
twelve years, produced for the first time last autumn
a few flowers on slender branches near the ground

;

from these no seeds were ripened. This year no
leaves have been formed, but every bud has been in
bloom, from which a small proportion of seed is now
slowly ripening ; the stems appear to be slowly dying
b.ack. A portion of this plant, removed to the
Bishop's garden at Chichester about four years ago,
is, I am informed, in the same leafless condition.
From this it would appear that the plants, increased
by division, are really very old, and that their
flowering period had arrived. It is too soon to form
any opinion as to this terminating their existence, for
the new growths on my plant have usually been in
September and October. //-". Milten, I/uistpieifoin/.

In reference to the article in the Gardeners'
Chronicle of the 5ih inst., on the flowering of Arun-
dinaria falcata, 1 beg to state that all the plants
of that species, of any size, that I have seen in
this island, have flowered and borne fruit this
year lor the first time in my observation. I enclose
a sample of fruit from my own garden, which seems
fairly mature, and likely to germinate. The sparrows
have tested its esculent properties. I have not yet
seen any fresh shoots produced this year, but a plant
n the garden of the chief magistrate is just beginning
to show leaves at the nodes. I do not apprehend,
therefore, that the (ruit-bearing shoots, much less the
plants, will die. It is remarkable that flowers were
produced this year, as the late spring was unusually
cold. They appeared about the beginning of May.
The grain has ripened slowly, /.('., in about two
months, though the summer has been so warm. Mr.
Baker, of Kew, with whom I communicated on the
subject, gave me the following information :

— " Bam-
boos are all shy flowerers. It is a peculiarity of this
particular kind to grow clusters of flowers all down
the stem, one year, from the same stems that have
grown leaves in previous years." Martin M. Bull,
Jersey, Aug. 12.

Curiosities of Judging.—My intention is to deal
only with the last six lines of "J. W.'s " communica-
tion under this heading on p. 212. lie has fallen into

the common error of supposing that because two or
three entries are staged in a class the judges are bound
to give the prizes offered to the best of them. The
schedule of prizes at Newport contained but one class

for cut Pansies, and the 1st prize was withheld because
the only collection worthy of a prize was considered

not good enough to have the leading prize awarded to

it. In the " regulations for exhibitors" it is distinctly

set forth—"The judges will not make any award to

specimens which do not appear worthy," and though
I am disposed to take a very generous view of cut

Pansies shown in July I thought the particular stand
in question amply rewarded by the bestowal of the

2d prize. I had nothing to do with making the

awards in the vegetable classes, but I confess that in

a few instances they astonished me as much as they
appear to have disgusted your correspondent. One of

The Buckley Fund.—When Mr. Buckley, late

of Messrs. Rollisson's, died, a subscription was origi-

nated to help his widow: a considerable sum was sub-

scribed. Can any one say what has become of it, for

I believe none of it has yet been received by Mrs.
Buckley ? Querist,

Dwarf Campanulas.—A few of these, chiefly of

the turbinata section, have made charming pot plants,

and having flowered once and had the seed-pods cut

off, are now blooming quite nicely again. No doubt
if grown in a lich moist soil they would flower con-

tinuously for a long peiiod, but as such spots are rare

during a hot summer there is thus a special value in

growing them in pots. C. turbinata Dicksoni, C.
Henderson! alba, and C. pumila alba, all produce
pure white flowers of varying sizes, and none
exceeding 6 inches in height. C. turbinata flori-

bunda and C. turbinata cierulea give charming mauve
tints, and C, turbinata, C. turbinata hybrida, and C.

turbinata macrocarpa, are blues of deep tints and very

showy and eflective. Specially suitable for hanging
baskets and vases are C. Barrellieri and C. fragilis,

both pale blues, and with most elegant trailing habits.

These are but a few of a pretty and extremely hardy
section of perennials that are worthy the attention of

lovers of hardy plants. The most favourable season

for propagation is in the spring, when the young
growth is well developed, and this taken off and
pricked out into sandy soil will soon root and pro-

duce strong flowering plants. Most of these varieties

also seed freely, and generally reproduce themselvts

from it and occcasionally some intermediate forms.

A. D.

Calceolaria Culture.—I shall, perhaps, not be
out of order in stating the method that I adopt with
the greatest success in growing the Calceolaria on one
of the worst soils imaginable. First, I will just

mention that I always found mulching objectionable

in a well-kept flower-garden, as it always has an out-

of-character appearance, and it does not correct the

whole evil. I have always found the foliage of Calceo-

larias benefited by a little shade during intense heat

;

but this cannot well be done with mulching. Placing

green branches amongst their foliage is better, and
that has its various objections: the placing ar.d

taking them off again would occupy too much time,

and unless very carefully done would cause a good
amount of breakage. For instructions as an amateur's

guide to success, it is best to begin with the cuttings.

Any time between Michaelmas and six weeks after is

suitable to put them in. The grand secret is to get

them healthy and just rooted before the winter sets in.

I have always found either a north or east aspect the

best suited for them—planting them thick, either

under hand-lights or frames, with merely the lights

on, and unless the winter is very sharp this is all the

protection they require. Early in March a bed is

prepared, by placing about 6 inches of half-rotten

leaves and short dung in equal parts on some solid

bottom, putting 3 inches of soil over it to plant in.

The rooted cuttings are then planted 6 inches square

over the whole surface, the frames put on, and kept
close until they show signs of being rooted. Then
the lights can be drawn off, and only put on in very

bad weather. By the end of March it is a good plan

to plant them in their permanent places. Before

planting them, give them a good soaking of water,

and lift them from the frames with a good ball of the

soil planted in. It is often necessary to leave the

planting until the bulk is done ; if so, I then plant as

previously stated, using the greatest caution in not

planting them in anything like a dry state, nor let

them get dry after planting. 1 plant two plants of

Tagetes signata pumila alternately with the Caiceo*

larias, and by the time the Tagetes are 9 inches high

I pinch out their tops, and continually keep them
pinched just below the blooms of the Calceolarias.

I have pinched them three times this season. The
foliage of the Calceolarias appears to luxuriate under
the shade of the Tagetes. The result is a beautiful
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surface of Tagetes foliage under a luxuriant mass of

Calceolaria blooms, on a dry subsoil, where Calceo-

larias have never been known to do satisfactorily until

I adopted this plan. Should the Calceolarias fail by

some cause, there is a substitute at once to fill their

places in the Tagetes. This is my third year of trying

the plan, and 1 am well satisfied wiih it, notwith-

standing that the hot weather of the last fortnight

has been very trying to those otherwise treated.

//. Bishop, Bylaui^h Park, East Dereham.

Esculent Plants Known in England in the

Thirteenth Century.

—

Apropos of the interesting

article on the " English Medixval Garden," which

appeared in the Can/i-nirs' Chronicle lately, I would

notice the roll of the household expenses of the

Countess of Leicester, one of King John's daughters,

who took for her second husband that mediaeval

Cromwell, Simon de Montford, Earl of Leicester.

This roll is the earliest known record of the expendi-

ture of an English subject ; and all good house-

keepers may thank the Princess Eleanor for intro-

ducing the custom, as all true Englishmen have

reason to bless her noble husband for laying the

foundation of our House of Commons. There are

but few eatable plants enumerated : green Peas,

new Beans, dried Peas and Beans, Parsley, Fennel,

and Onion? are specified, and sixpence is entered for

"pot-herbs," but their names are not given. We
know tliat horticulture was more advanced in France

at this time than it was in our own land ; for Endive,

Lettuce, Beet, Parsnips, Carrots, Cabbages, Leeks,

Radishes and Cardoons were there grown during the

reign of Charlemagne ; and as the most skilful gar-

deners of the early and middle ages were ecclesiastics,

it seems strange that Alcuin, the Anglo-Saxon
favourite of the Frankish Court, did not when he re-

visited his native land introduce some of these horti-

cultural productions ; but we find that even in the

fifteenth century Gilbert Kymer can only at that

period specify Cabbage, Lettuce, Spinach, Beetroot,

Trefoil, Bugloss, Purslane, Smallage, Fennel, Celery,

Thyme, Hyssop, Parsley, Mint, a small sort of

Turnip, and small white Onions. All these vege-

tables were, he says, boiled with meat, and some of

them were also eaten raw in spring and

summer, mixed with spices and salad oil. This

is most probably the earliest record we have of

salad in England. Of the fruit named in this roll

your readers may perhaps like to hear some other

time. The Bugloss is still eaten in some parts of

Sweden and Italy, but I do not think it now holds its

place as an English vegetable, though it has, like

Borage, many virtues. The latter herb is yet known
in country gardens as a " pot-herb," and as constantly

forms an ingredient in the old English drink of " cool

tankard ;
" but the Trefoil has surely gone out of use

as an esculent for the benefit of man, not even Tom
Moore, with all his love for

" The chosen leaf of bard and chief,

Old Erin's native Shamrock,"

talks of eating it. By the way, is the Trefoil the

emblem of Erin ? or is the Black Medick, often called

by farmers "the Museuh," the real Shamrock? Of
Purslane there are, I believe, several kinds, and I

fancy Euphorbia Peplus must have been the one

alluded to ; but if it be as acrid as most members of

the same family I cannot envy the Princess Eleanor

her salads. " Smallage" also, which in those days

had probably not attained its cultivated value, must
have been somewhat different to the crisp white Celery

of our gardens, but possibly people's powers of

digestion were then stronger, and their palates less

refined than they are in 1S76. Hilm E. Watiiey,

Berry Grove, Liss, Hants.

Some Further Observations upon the Potato
Disease.—The want of uniformity in nomenclature
is one of the greatest hindrances to the free inter-

change of ideas, and it is as deleterious to the horti-

culturist as to any one else. The "curl" and
" blister" upon Peach leaves, for instance : one man
uses these terms indiscriminately, while another says

one state is due to the presence of an insect, and the

other to the presence of a fungus ; but if we do not

know exactly the condition alluded to, any discussion

that may take place upon the subject will profit us but
little. In my last communication upon the Potato
disease I avoided using the word "curl" as applied
to that phase of the disease about which I was
writing, because Potato growers (in this neighbourhood
at any rate) apply the term to almost any malforma-
tion of the leaf—such distortions, for instance, as

are produced by the presence of aphides or by
mechanical injuries, as the dashing of the foliage by
the wind, or battering by heavy rain or hail. The
affection to which the term "curl" is now applied
consists of blackened patches of various sizes visible

upon both the upper and under surfaces of the leaves,

associated with which is a greater or lesser amount of
thickening ; the amount of actual curling, however,
which it produces, is but slight. It is the condi-
tion which was spoken of last year as the new disease.

When once recognised it cannot be easily mistaken for

accidental injuries, &c., and may always be known
from ordinary disease spots by its being smaller,

blacker, and having its edges sharply defined. I

examined a great many specimens before I could find

any trace of the fungus at all, but at length succeeded

by adopting Mr. Smith's plan of keeping the leaves

moist for a few days. It seems best to select an

advanced leaf—one which has become brown and dry

;

if such an one be kept moist for a few days the struc-

tures will soften and separate with ease, and upon
examination abundance of oospores will be seen. It

was in one of these curl spots that Mr. Berkeley last

year detected the body which at the time he said re-

minded him of Macrospora, but which was probably

the first oospore of Peronospora infestans that had

been seen for many years. Mr. Smith also found

oospores in curl spots. There cannot be much reason

to doubt that these curl spots are due to the presence

of the oospores or the mycelium which produces

them, and as they are associated with subsequent

decay of the stem and tubers, in a manner undis-

tinguishable from the ordinary form of the Potato

disease, it is only rational to regard them as identical

with the fungus which produces that disease. Why
the same fungus should sometimes reproduce itself by
conidia and at others by oospores I do not venture

to say, because what is needed at the present time are

not mere conjectures, reasonable or otherwise— of

esting-spores of Pot.ito-fungus williin spiral

, spawn-threads, granular in c, jointed in d.

which the newspapers always contain a superabun-

dance about this season of the year—but a series of

carefully conducted observations. It has been remarked

that these black spots are often bounded by the

venation, and upon the under surface of the leaf,

exhibit a tendency to be prolonged both up and down
the veins or midrib. This is just what one would

expect, for if they be due to mycelial tubes travelling

up the stem from the tuber, it is very probable that

they would travel up the vascular tissue. When I

examined the mash Mr. Smith sent me last May
almost the first oogonium I found was enclosed in a

coil or two of a spiral vessel (fig. 54); subsequently

three, four, or even more, were met with in a linear

series in the interior of vascular tissue, B. Upon the

nature of the mycelium a great deal has been said first

and last, and it undoubtedly is a most important

point ; for if the true Peronospora mycelium be

septate, while that in connection with which these

oogonia are found be not so, then it becomes a ques-

tion whether they are really states of the same plant,

or whether they are not distinct and different forma-

tions. The first oogonia seen by me in a natural

state were all produced by unseptate mycelial tubes

containing abundance of granular protoplasm. They
were found in a rotten tuber the remains of the

original seed Potato, from which the starch granules

had disappeared, leaving a residual mass permeated in

all directions by mycelium. In the same tuber near

the cuticle the mycelium had a totally diflferent

appearance, being stouter, containing no granules,

and was abundantly septate. But this amoun's to

nothing, for those who have had much to do with the

examination of Potatos in this state, know well enough
that they are the matrix for not one but a great many
fungi. By a little patience, however, it was easy

enough to trace a mycelial tube for some distance,

when the fact became patent that it might be granular

at one end and septate at the other. Fig. 54, c, 11, E,

shows the first tube of this kind which I saw, and
is from a sketch made at the time. It shows a

mycelial tube, c, dividing into two branches, one of

which, 1), is septate, while the other, E, is filled by
granular protoplasm and contains no septa. From
my observations it would appear that those tubes

which produce oospores are usually granular and
devoid of septa, while the more mature mycelium is

septate. A glance at fig. 13 on p. 69, vol. iv., will

show Mr. Smith holds a similar view. It may be
added in conclusion that the garden from which the

material I have worked upon has been derived, has

five separate lots of Potatos in it. In only one of

these has the Potato disease as yet (Aug. 5) appeared,

and that, too, is the only one in which any of the

plants suBered from curl. Charles B. Plowright,

Am^s ly„„, .-iu^Ksl 5.

Sedums.—In your interesting note on carpet

Sedums (p. 204) mention is not made of one of the

roost charming of all the bedding kinds—Sedum acre

elegans. I presume this is but a sport from the old

Stonecrop, and therefore not so interesting as a species,

but to those who use these pretty carpet plants for

bedding, S. acre elegans is a variety for special favour.

Of a very close dense habit, it is also thoroughly

vigorous, and soon produces a dense mass of growth.

In the spring this is of a pale green, but as the summer
advances the points of the shoots become creamy
white, and then the entire growth gradually assumes

that tint until, under the hot sunshine, it is entirely

suffused with it, and extremely pretty. My experience

of these Sedums convinces me that so far from being

at home on rockwork they (during the hot, dry

weather at least) only live on sufferance, but grown in

good soil, and supplied with an abundance of mois-

ture, they produce beautiful masses of verdure that

are at once cool and delightful to gaze upon. The
deep rich greens and greys produced by succulents

have special charms during such a season as the pre-

sent, when in the great mass of flower gardens the

grass gives the hue of brown paper, and the scarlet

and other bright-coloured flowers are positively pain-

ful to gaze upon in the bright sunshine. Succulents

as bcdders are only just being understood, presently

they will be much more generally used. ./. D.

Wistarias and Clothes-moths.—It is to be

hoped that "Windsor Hambrough " (p. 202 of your

last number), will not lead any one to destroy

Wistarias on the plea of their harbouring clothes-

moths without some very strong evidence against

them. Some years since I found every ventilator, of

which many had been carefully placed throughout a

large house in Wharfdale, most carefully pasted up
with paper because they let in the clothes-moth. I

need hardly say the process was exactly what the

clothes-moths inside approved of, as they detest ven-

tilation and cleanliness. I have to-day carefully

beaten and examined a Wistaria against a house here,

since reading " Windsor Hambrough's " remarks, but

not a moth was there to be seen. There are, how-
ever, plenty in the house. If the friend at Clapham
Common will send a few specimens of the moths
harboured by a Wistaria or any plant round a house to

you, Mr. Editor, I have no doubt you will find them
some of the small grass moths which swarm every-

where. I have been an observer of such matters

through a long life, but never saw any one of the species

of clothes-moths out-of-doors. IV. D. F., Depedine.

Folklore of Elder.—As you have been publishing

some remarks about Elder, perhaps it may interest

your readers to know that in Ireland it is fully be-

lieved that the green inner bark, if carefully stripped

upwards and macerated in water, is an active emetic ;

but if stripped downwards, an equally active cathartic !

Thomas Coreoran.

How to Make a Beautiful Border.—We have
here an excellent frontage to the public road, which
afforded me a very good opportunity of laying it out

ornamentally, with the double view of improving the

appearance and exhibiting to the public some of our

recommendable stock. The result has been so very

satisfactory in every way that I have resolved to give

a sketch, for either guidance or suggestion to those

who do not know what to select to form a perma-

nently cheap and pretty border. Of course very much
depends upon the position, lines, and surroundings,

which have to be all thought about first. In my case

straight lines were most suitable for me to pursue, and
wishing to make a line of something tall, to form a
background to the border, so as to confine the eye to

the principal object in the design, I selected for the
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back row Purple Beech, raising them from small ones

at each end to a centre ; my next row was Acer

Negundo varicgatum, planted as above to correspond ;

the next row consists of alternate plants of Ciypto-

meria clegans and Thuja elegantisslm.i. The effect of

this arrangement is indescribably beautiful—the rich

dark Beech ; the light, fleecy, graceful Acer, with its

pure white and green foliage ; and then the frame to

this picture, the Cryptomeria, with its pendulous,

bronzy-violet gracefulness ; and the Thuja, with its

erect and golden richness, contrasting charmingly and

combining magically with the others, producing a

lovely leaf- painting without a single flower. I

think the Acer Negundo variegatum is one of the most

ornamental plants grown; it seems to be always in

harmony wherever it is planted, and there is no diffi-

culty about its constitution, as it seems at home in all

soils. In one border here over 100 yards long I have

it in company and contrast with Wellingtonias,

Araucarias, Cupressus, Pinus, Piceas, &c., and it is in

every instance most suitable. Should the eye be

required to look from an unsightly object, the

Acer is the plant for that purpose. A group or

bed o( it, mixed with bright-coloured Gladioli or

Phloxes, such as Lolhair, or a mixture of those

lovely Delphiniums with their shades of dark,

deep, beautiful blue, produce an effect which is im-

mensely more graceful, chaste, and elegant, than

many of the stiff, gaudy beds now the fashion ; and

not only is the Acer a hardy outsider, but for green-

house or conservatory decoration, or any kind of

artistic arrangem.ent, it is invaluable. Grown in pots

it can be forced, and trained to any shape of bush,

pyramid, or standard, and is as beautiful by artificial

light as it is by daylight. William Payne, Taunlon.

Judging at Flower Shows.—In a general way

the decision of judges only affects exhibitors them-

selves, but there are cases so important to the public

cropping up now and then that a little reference to

them may in some degree check the tide of this grow-

ing evil. I have been an eye-witness lately to some

cases where it appeared to me that the sound tenets

by which we have been guided as long as I can re-

member are being trodden under-foot ; and if we are

to have a change so important, the sooner the public

are made aware of it the better, for be it remembered

that every exhibitor must be a good judge in the

selection of his own produce before he can expect to

be numbered amongst the successful exhibitors : there-

fore I again repeat that if we are to have the present

recognised points of merit adhered to some one must

speak out, and plainly, too—we cannot allord to let

each man get upon his own hobby and ride it till it is

out of breath without a protest at least. As I am
about to make special reference to the late

show held at Southport, I had better state that

I have been deterred from doing so before,

by unavoidable circumstances, which will account

for my silence during the time that has inter-

vened. I may further state I am not a disappointed

exhibitor, so that every word I wiite may be taken as

emanating from a desire to do justice to all concerned.

That there were some egregious blunders committed in

judging the plants will, I think, be readily admitted

by all unbiassed minds, and, as an illustration, I can-

not do better than point to the nurserymen's class for

the six best new and rare plants, where that scriptural

phrase with which all are familar, "the last shall

be first, and the first last," might be readily applied.

In the class for six Yuccas, distinct, I noticed one

exhibitor had the same variety shown under two
different names. This was following the tactics of the

man who, when asked to sing a song, sang the same
verse over six times. The plan is a good one if it

escapes detection, but there are always more judges

at flower shows than the "judges proper." I now
come to the fruit, and I want particularly to know if

"green Grapes " are in future to take the place of

ripe ones in point of merit? or if there is any parti-

cular shade of green that has become fashionable with

judges? I wonder what Mr. Upjohn, whose two

bunches of Buckland's Sweetwater were the only white

Grapes ripe at the show, thought of his 3d prize ?

And my neighbour, Mr. Todd, of Roby Hall, felt

aggrieved that his Duke of Buccleuch was awarded
2d prize because it was not so deep a shade of green as

the Muscats that were placed 1st. By the way, Mr.

Speed, who was one of the judges, combated my
statement with respect to the l)ukes. He was

of opinion that there were no Dukes at the show.

I thought differently, and agreed to send the bunch
to Mr. W. Thomson, the raiser, and abide by his

decision, which proved that I was correct : I could

hardly be mistaken, having purchased the original

Vine direct from Mr. Thomson ; and as there is an

important discussion going on at present in relation

to the possibility of clever men being deceived in their

judgment sometimes, I think the reference to this

matter may be considered timely. In justice to Mr.
Speed, I must not omit to mention that the Duke was
not a well-grown sample, according to Mr, Thomson,
whose letter on the subject I enclose ; still Mr. Speed

was ready to wager anything that not a single Duke

of any sort was staged, and Mr. Meredith echoed his

sentiments. I, however, paid little attention to Mr.

Meredith's opinion ; had he had time to analyse the

Grapes, I might have done so. Now, let me ask,

are there no lessons to be learnt from these little inci-

dents ? May not Mr. Fish and Mr. Grieve be wrong

in their assertions respecting the Vine sport, about

which so much has been written ? And yet in their

honest convictions they may be satisfied they are

right. [This is a question of evdence, and that

evidence is in favour of Mr. Grieve. Eds] I

have no wish to occupy valuable space without

good grounds for believing that the subject I

have entered upon may have considerable interest

for many exhibitors. One more word as to the

opposite extreme in judging. At a local show
recently held in this neighbourhood the believers

in "flavour" against all other qualities had

the best of it with a vengeance. Miserably grown

Stirling Castle Peaches were placed before fine dishes

of Royal George and Noblesse, the only seeming

reason being colour—Victoria Nectarine taking pre-

cedence of Elruge, Violet Hative, Rivers' Golden

Orange, &c., was still worse ; but the palm of the

judgment was in the award to a collection of fruit in

which was a rotten Melta, which only required turn-

ing over to show up its "beauty spots. ' In con-

clusion I must just name two exquisitely grown

bunches of Muscats, large symmetrical clusters, quite

a treat to feast one's eyes upon—pity these bunches

had not been sent further from home ; their rivals

were straggling, lanky ones, wiih any length of foot-

stalk, small berries, some of which were shanked, but

for all that colour took precedence over all other

qualities combined. Mr. Mease had, however, the

sympathy of every Grape-grower to whom I have

spoken, and deserves a "medal" from the craft for

good temper. ]V. Hiiiils, Oiursl'ool, Liverpool.

NOTES ON THE AMERICAN
LILIES.

I HAVE been paying great attention this season to

the species and varieties of American Lilies, in hopes

of getting a more accurate idea of their true position

and affinities, which are as yet but little understood,

and shall be glad if any Lily-growers or botanists in

Europe or America can suggest anything of which I

may be ignorant, before I finally publish them in my
monograph. I say Lily-growers, because I do not

believe any one can really understand Lilies without

cultivating them, and might be inclined to make far

more or fewer species than really exist, according to

the amount of dried specimens at his command, and

his views as to the natur* of a species.

I have to thank several correspondents in America

for the abundant materials which they have sent me,

and though I can quite believe that new varieties

and even species may yet be discovered in the vast

wilds of the Western and Pacific States, I do not

expect to hear of much that will infiuence the follow-

ing arrangement, which appears to me as good a one

as can be devised.

Section I.^1\L\RTAGon, Bohcr.

1. L. ianaiU}ue, Linn.—This plant ranges from

the Southern States to Canada, and westward, I

believe, to the Rocky Mountains. It is one of the

commonest species in the States, and extremely

variable, ranging from the small yellow one-flowered

variety figured in the Balani,al Magazine, t. Soo, to the

tall, many-flowered variety with reflexed petals which so

closely approaches L. superbum. Hardly two varieties

are exactly alike, and the bulbs also differ remark-

ably—some being large with a short rhizome, and

others having a slender twisted rhizome 5 or 6 inches

long. As far as I can see, however, it may be always

distinguished from L. superbum by the absence of the

green triangular patch at the base of the petals inside,

which is the most constant distinguishing mark of that

species. Many of the varieties are worth distinguish-

ing in a horticultural point of view, but I do not see

where to stop, if one once begins naming them, so

I shall not do so.

2. L. superbum, Linn., has much the same range

as the latter, but is possibly found west of the Rocky
Mountains—a plant named L. Roczli by Dr. Regel,

from Utah, which was figured in the Gartenflora,

t. 667, being perhaps a form of it, though very likely

nearer to L. pardalinum. L. superbum is usually

taller and more floriferous than L. canadense, has the

petals more recurved and the stem purplish instead of

green, but though as a rule easily distinguished by

these and other characters, it comes very near to, and

may even in some of its forms be indistinguishable

from L. canadense.

3. L. carolinianum, Michaux.—This plant, which is

only found in the Southern States, Carolina, Georgia

and Florida, may very likely be only a southern

form of L. superbum, in the same way that L, califor-

nicum and its varieties may by some be considered as

western forms of the same plant; but as it seems to be

always recognisable, I am inclined to treat it as a

good species. It is figured in the Botanical Magazine,

t. 22S0, and in the Botanical Ret^islcr, t. 5S0, but

being apparently a tender plant and not easy to keep,

it seems to have quite fallen out of cuhivation

until last year, when I received a few bulbs from

my excellent friends Messrs. Pringle and Hanson.

It must not be confused with L. Michauxi of some

ICnglish gardens, which I believe is a western plant

introduced by Hartweg years ago, and cultivated

under the name of L. Michauxi, which is a synonym of

the present species, by Mr. Ellacombe and others.

It is a very slenderrstemraed plant, attaining the

height of 3 or 4 feet in my greenhouse, but only bear-

ing one flower as a rule. The leaves are very short,

spathulate, and scattered on the stem, and the bulbs

rather different in appearance from any I have seen of

L. superbum. I doubt its being hardy without pro-

tection in this country.

Turning now to the Martagons of the Pacific States,

we have also three species, and perhaps a fourth,

which I only know from a drawing and description of

M. Roezl's, which he found on the Pacific coast in

Oregon, and called L. Van Houttei. They are as

follows :

—

4. Z. pardalinum, Kellogg,—This plant ranges

from the mountains of Southern California to Oregon,
and probably British Columbia. It was discovered

by Hartweg as long ago as 1S4S, and named L, call-

fornicum by Dr. Lindley, in whose herbarium a speci-

men exists ; as, however, this name was never pub-

lished. Dr. Kellogg's name must stand for the species

in a broad sense, while L. californicum may be used for

the large, flowered variety figured in the J-'lorist, 1S75,

p. 21S, and known by that name in most gardens.

This plant is also an extremely variable one, and
several varieties have been distinguished both by
botanists and in gardens under the names of puberu-

1am, Torrey; pallidifolium. Baker; Walkeri, Wood;
Ilartwegi, Baker ; Roezlii, Regel ; BourgLi:i, Baker

;

orientalis .and Robinsoni, hort, ; but I must say that

after having examined and grown all the difierent

varieties that I could procure during the last three

years, I am not able to distinguish more than two or

three of them constantly, and I can quite believe that

if moved into a different soil or climate I could na
longer distinguish even these.

Soil, cultivation, and climate, produce very great

changes in the appearance of all Lilies, and especially

in this one, so that, athough if I had seen only one or

two picked plants of each particular variety I should

be quite ready to allow their distinctness, I cannot

do so after seeing thousands.

It seems, however, that there are two notable

varieties. One of them, which I call pardalinum, as

named by and received from Dr. Kellogg, which

grows to a height of from 5 to 7 feet, produces from

three or four to twenty flowers, or even more, on a

stem, but has them individually less brightly coloured

and smaller than the other variety, which should be

called californicum, and which rarely exceeds 4 or

5 feet in heighf, has one to three or four flowers, but

those larger and brighter than in any other variety.

To the former I think those known as puberulum,

pallidifolium, and orientale, are probably referable ;

and to the latter that grown as Robinsoni by Mr.

Wilson and others. Var. Bourgrei, Baker, from Lake
Winnipeg, is only known from his description, as

also the varieties named by Torrey and Wood, but we
very likely have some of them in cultivation under

other names.

The variety grown as Michauxi, to which I have

already alluded, seems nearer to pardalinum than to

californicum, but is in my garden a fortnight or three

weeks later than any other. It has, like the variety

orientale of Messrs. Ware's and Barr's gardens, much
more pointed leaves than the others, and some of the

whorls double. The buds of some varieties of L. par-

dalinum are much broader than others, but I do noti

think any reliance can be placed on this character,!

any more than on the size, shape, or position of the

leaves, which are extremely variable and changeabl<

under cultivation.

From what M. Roezl has told me I believe thafl

the californicum variety, with few and fine flowers, isl

found nearer the coast, and at a lower elevation thanl
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the taller and many-flowered one, which ascends to

4000 feet or more.

5. L. parvum^ Kellogg.—This has been placed by

Mr. Baker as a variety only of canadense, but I think

that he would now agree with me in allowing that it

has as good a claim to specific distinction as any o( those

I have already mentioned. The plant is variable,

like the others, in habit, flowers, and leaves, but none

of the varieties that I have seen can be mistaken for

any other plant. The flowers are always sub-erect

;

the capsule is quite different from that of pardalinum,

canadense, or superbum, being very short, about

6 lines long by 4 broad ; and the bulb is also

dilTerent, though of the same structure as that of

pardalinum. Dr. Bolander, in his valuable paper on

Californian Lilies, published in the GarJen, 1S74,

p. I, agrees with me in separating it specifically.

He states that it does not grow at the same elevation,

beginning at 4000 feet and ranging to 8000 feet and

upwards in the mountains of California.

6. L. Columbia niim. Baker.—This plant is at pre-

sent less known in Europe than any of those previously

mentioned, but has probably been mistaken for a

small-flowered variety of canadense by some writers.

Were it not for the remarkable and quite peculiar

bulb, I should agree with this, but it can hardly be

supposed that any variety should depart so entirely

from the normal structure of its species as to have a

perennial and not an annual rhizomatous bulb ; and

this is, as far as I can see, always the case in the pre-

sent species. It was discovered by M. Roezl, who
informs me that it is found on the coast of Oregon

and Washington Territory, and in the Cascade Moun-
tains, growing in dry, sandy plains. It is probably

the plant named canadense var. minus by Wood, and

var. parviflorum by Hooker, but of this I cannot be

sure.

It is not noticed or alluded to by any of the Cali-

fornian botanists, unless, indeed, it is Dr. Bolander's

canadense parvidorum, but as nothing is said about

the bulb I am unable to identify it with any of these

descriptions. I have flowered five or six specimens

from bulbs received from Messrs. Leichtlin and Han-
son, who introduced it, but none of them have

attained the same dimensions as one I saw at Mr.

Bull's nursery in 1S75, and which he was good
enough to allow me to have figured. It was about

z\ feet high, with five or six small flowers like those

of superbum, but very much smaller. The bulb is

small, wilh white pointed scales, and quite unlike

that of any other species I know.

7. L, Ilumbohiii^ Roezl.—Of this fine species, now
so well known in Europe, I need say nothing, except

that the plants named Bloomerianum and ocellatum

by Kellogg are only varieties of it. It is also a very

variable plant, but preserves the same characters un-

changed in all its forms. I have a plant from Bute
Creek and another from Santa Barbara in Southern

California, which I believe to be identical ; some of

them have the pedicels very drooping, and others

nearly erect. M. Roezl tells me that the ocellatum

variety has usually more flowers than the others, pro-

ducing up to thirty or forty on a stem.

S. Z. Washingtonianuiii ^ Kellogg,—Another fine

species, ranging from San Bias in Southern California

to Washington Territory and the Columbia River. It

appears to have two rather distinct forms, and if I can
judge from a bulb I have received from the north of

Oregon, which has imbricate jointed scales, there is

either a third well-marked one or a distinct species,

but I have not yet succeeded in flowering these bulbs.

The coast range variety, which is known in Europe as

L. purpureum, or "sp. Eel River," seems to have an
umbellate inflorescence with the flowers opening

upwards, a pale lilac-purple colour or almost white

when first opening, but rapidly turning to vinous

purple more or less spotted. It is dwarfer in habit,

2—3 feet high.

The other variety from the Sierras (inland ranges),

which is the one originally described and figured in

the Gardeners' Chronicle^ seems to be very diffi-

cult to cultivate in this country, and has not

developed its character so well as the other. I have,

however, grown it 3 feet high, with eight or nine

flowers, and in California it is said to give as many as

twenty or thirty on a stem. They are produced in a

thyrsoid raceme, and are larger, paler in colour, and
very dilTerent in appearance from those of the coast
range variety. The bulbs are very peculiar, but not
materially difTerent in the two varieties. I hardly
know whether this plant comes properly into the
section Eulirion, as defined by Mr, Baker ; the coast

range variety, purpureum, seems to remove the species

from the longiflorum group.

Section II.

—

Isolirion.

9. Z. phUaddphkiun, Linn.^A. very common
plant in all the Middle and Northern United States.

The Western varieties, naraed wansharicum, Hanson,
and andinum, Nultall, seem to be taller and more
florifcrous than the Eastern ones, which rarely give

more than two flowers on a stem. It seems to like a

hotter, drier soil than any other Lily I know, and is

seeding in an exposed bed of rather dry soil in my
garden, where other Lilies are burnt by the sun. It

does not succeed in peat soil out-of-doors with me.
10. L. Cateskii, Walt.—This curious and delicate

little Lily is only found in the bogs and swamps of

the Southern States, and has been lost for many years

in Europe, the plant grown in Holland and Belgium

as Catesbxi having no connection whatever with the

true species. It is a slender plant, which will not

endure our winters unprotected, and seems difficult to

grow under glass. Its bulbs are very small, white,

and each scale is terminated by a narrow grass-like

leaf, which grows in autumn and remains green all the

.winter and spring. The new growth is produced at

one side of the flower-stem. The flower is remark-

able for the long narrow claw and wavy margin, both

of which are well depicted in Sweet's British Fl(ni'cr

Gardt-ii^ series 2, t, 1S5, and also in the Botanical

Magazine, t. 259.

This concludes the list of American Lilies at pre-

sent known to me personally, but I shall be much
obliged if any one can give me any additional know-
ledge before the end of this year, as I am most

anxious to leave nothing undone to make the mono-
graph which I have now nearly completed as perfect

as possible. //. J. Elwcs.

Reports of Societies.
Royal Horticultural : ,-/«'. 16.—There was but

a small attendance of committee-men to-day, and the

number of subjects brought before them was quite in

proportion, though up to the average of correspond-

ing meetings held in former years. The

Floral Committee—Mr. William Bull in the

chair—awarded First-class Certificates to Messrs.

Kelway c\; Son, Langport, for Gladiolus Lady Aber-
dare, a large, rather rough white flower, streaked

with rosy-purple on the lower petals ; for Gladiolus
Rev. M. J, Berkeley, a soft salmon-red flower,

shaded with scarlet, fine in size and very smooth, and
the spike all that could be desired ; and for Gladiolus
Dr. Hogg, pale rose, streaked and shaded with
crimson, with a bold white throat. To Messrs.

Froebel & Co., nurserymen, Zurich, for Begonia
Otto Forster, a hybrid between B. inperialis

and B. rex, with the dark green colour of the

first-named boldly splashed with the silver-grey of

the latter ; and for Begonia Miranda, a hybrid
between B. smaragdina and B. rex, in which the

ground colour is darker than in B, smaragdina, but
the splashings exactly those of B. rex. The flowers

in both cases were white. To Messrs. Veitch & Sons,

for a richly coloured and very distinct variety of that

charming Australian Orchid, Dendrobium bigibbum,
which has been named D. bigibbum superbum. To
Messrs, Barron 61: Son, Elvaston Nurseries, Borrow-
ash, for Kelinospora tetragona aurea—a charming
miniature lawn tree, which changes in spring from a

deep green to a bright golden colour, which hue it

retains until late in the autumn. It is stated to be a

slow grower, and has a very compact habit. It

thoroughly well merited the award made to it. To
Mr. Turner, Slough, for Dahlia Drake Lewis—a full,

deep, and well-built flower of a pure dark crimson
colour, in the style of John Standish ; and for Dahlia
Canary, which has only its rich canary-yellow colour

to recommend it. To Mr. D. Ross, the gardens, St.

Martin's Abbey, Berth, for Lobelia St. Martin's Blue,

a nice compact level-habited plant, covered with a pro-

fusion of bold deep blue flowers—a promising bedding
variety. The thanks of the committee were voted to

Messrs. Kelway & Son for a collection of Gladioli
;

to Mr, (Juilter, Lower Aston, Birmingham (Mr.
Spinks, gr.), for bedding Lobelias White Beauty and
The Gem—the former white, as its name implies, and
the latter a rosy shade of violet; to B. Reeves, Esq.,
North End Lodge, Walham Green (Mr. Chapman,
gr. ), for a flowering specimen of Crinum giganteurn

;

to W. Terry, Esq., Peterborough House, Fulham
(Mr. Roberts, gr.), for a large and splendidly flowered

specimen of the grand old Gloriosa superba, a charm-
ing stove climber that one ought to see much more
often than at present. Mr. Green, Botanical Nursery,

Holmesdale Road, Reigate, contributed cut flowers

of the showy Stobcea purpurea, and Mr. John Laing,

Stanstead Park Nursery, Forest Hill, again sent his

fine new hybrid Fuchsia, which has been named Lord
Beaconsfield,

Fruit Committee.—H. Webb, Esq., in the

chair. Ten seedling Melons came before the com-
mittee on this occasion, but with the exception of a
small green-fleshed variety of fairly good flavour, from
Mr. Jackson, the gardens, Casswick, Stamford, they
were as poor a lot as one could well find. From Mr,
Tillery, Welbeck, camesomelargeBarrington Peaches,
and very fine Victoria Nectarines ; and excellent

examples of Royal George Peaches and Elruge Nec-
tarines were contributed by E. Lee, Esq., Loam Pit

Hill House, Lewisham (Mr. Flint, gr.) The sweet-
scented and nice-flavoured Ferdinand de Lesseps
Grape, and a fine sample of the Victoria (red)

Currant^ were shown by A. Nesbitt, Esq , Oldlanes
lUII, Uckfield (Mr. Luckhurst, gr.) ; and Mr, Par-
sons, gr, , Dinesbury, sent a good sample of his

Magnum Bonum Onion. Seven varieties of early

Apples were brought up from the Society's garden at

Chiswick, and amongst them were three unnamed
Russian varieties of capital quality ; and the American
Crab, a variety well worth growing where an early

dish of small, highly-coloured, and fairly wellflavoured
Apples would be appreciated.

A meeting of the committee was held at the Chis-
\»ick garden on the lith inst., when the following
First-class Certificates v/ere awarded :—To Messrs.
Waite, Burnell & Co., Messrs. Barr & Sugden, and
MessrF. James Veitch tfc Sons, for the new Hueen
Onion ; to Messrs. Stuart & Mein, Kelso, Messrs.
Vilmorin c^ Co., Paris, and Messrs. Barr .S: Sugden,
for the Trebons Onion ; to Mr. C. Turner for Potato
The Schoolmaster, a smoo'h, medium-sized pebble-
shaped tuber, with a very rough skin, and fine

cooking qualities; to Messrs. Nutting 6c Son, for a
kidney Bean named Rachel, a dwarf, early, and good,
spotted variety; to Messrs. Vilmorin & Co., for Haricot
Nain blanc quarantain, a kidney Bean in the style of

the White Canterbury ; and to Messrs. MInier, Nash
& Co., for Minier's First Early Kidney Bean, which
resembles the Mexican salmon-coloured variety.

The Harborne Gooseberry Show.—Finding,
during a recent visit to Birmingham, that an exhibi-

tion of Gooseberries on a somewhat extensive scale

was to take place, and as it is fully fifteen years since

I saw an exhibition of a Gooseberry growers' society,

I felt very much inclined to see that at Harborne, and
the following paragraph from a Birmingham paper
decided me :—

" r<eliable reports from Harborne assure me that the
annual display of gigantic Gooseberries will be late this

year, in consequence of the untoward season. Already
llie lime of ' night watching ' has begun, for it is, I learn,

the custom of enthusiastic Gooseberry fanciers to watch
by night o'er the final development of their bloated dar-
lings, lest envious opposition breeders break in and steal.

It is very unique, this Harborne Gooseberry show, and I

am by no means disposed to undervalue its importance,
for, from a literary and journalistic point of view, I look
with reverence on that most useful fruit, the * mammoth
Gooseberry.' In connection with his worthy friends the
'oldest mhabitant,' the 'great sea serpeiif,* and the
' shower of frogs,' he has for many years rendered valu-
able and lasting service to the Press of this country.
The end of the prize Gooseberries at Harborne is very
curious ; they are bottled in gin, with an elegant coloured
ribbon tied around their champion stomachs ; for one
year they remain thus the pride and glory of the ' Green
Man." When the next show comes round last year's
victors are disentombed, placed on saucers, and solemnly
eaten by the assembled ' fanciers,' and uncommonly
nasty they be."

This is now the oldest society in existence, having
been founded in 1S15, so that this was its sixty-first

exhibition. One of its members, Mr, J. Barton, of
Harborne, is now over eighty years of age, and took the
premier prize fifty years since, and last year won the

premier prize with Bobby, one of the heaviest berries

ever grown, its weight being 34 dwt. 20 gr., the largest

berry exhibited anywhere last year. The Society
numbers thirty-one members, who must live within a
radius of three miles of Harborne, and must be
growers. On this occasion about 450 berries were
weighed, and of these ninety-five took prizes, and
sufTered the usual decapitation of being " topped and
tailed," so that they cannot be exhibited elsewhere.
The " weigher's" duty is to take the berries from

the exhibitors, and with a pair of apothecary's scales

before him, to accurately weigh the berries with Shy-
lock's minuteness of weight, and each decision is

registered by the secretary, who sits by his side, and
this operation extends over three or four hours. I

did not envy these two gentlemen in the least, for it

was one of those fearfully hot days for which 1S76
will be celebrated, and the room was crowded with
enthusiastic Gooseberrians, who eagerly crowded
round the weigher and his assistant, and watched
the weighing of their pet berries. To the unini-

tiated it may seem strange to see with what care the
berries are brought in small boxes carefully wrapped
in cotton wool ; but there is an earnestness and en-

thusiasm amongst Gooseberry growers, such as we find
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slill amongst old florists who, with their hearts in

their work, cultivate and exhibit with an earnestness

of purpose it does one good to see.

It may interest many of your readers to have the

names and weights of some of the leading berries at

this exhibition, so I give names and weights :—

Dwt. Gr
Premier berry, Ringer fyellow) 25 2^
Best pair of twins, Klnger (yellow) 41 ^
Three heaviest of any colour, three Bobbies (red) -.66 i^

Red Berries.

London
Dan's Mistake
Lion's Provider
Maccaroni .

.

High Sheriff.

.

Criterion

Lady Haughto;

Dwt. Gr.
I

.22 16
I
Lord Derby .

20 5
I

Bobby
.17 12 Clayton .

. 17 1
1
Speedwell .

Yellow Berries.

Dwt. Gr
; Plci

Stockwell
Thumper
Diadem
Brlti&h Oak

Postman .. ..20 I2 Overseer .. .. ig 18

Antagonist .. 19 11
I
Hero of the Nile ..10 o

Careless .. .. 18 12 1 Transparent .

.

.. 18 12

Snowdrift .. .. 16 15 1
Queen of Trumps .. 15 12

Whilst on the subject of Gooseberries, Mr. Charles

Leicester, of Macclesfield, publishes every autumn a

Goowbirtv-GrffiVi-rs Re^isUr^ and from it I extract a

good deal of information which many of your readers

may be glad to have laid before them in connection

with the Gooseberry. I find that a record of pre-

mium prizes for the heaviest Gooseberry grown in

England goes back as far as 1S09, in which year

Sportsman, weighing 18 dwt. 223 gr., took the lead-

ing honour, but failed ever after to put in an appear-

ance as the*' biggest," or rather heaviest. Gooseberry.

In 1810 Crown Bob, an old and well-known
favourite, was the heaviest beiry ; and up to the year

1825 no berry had exceeded 25dwt. I7gr., but in that

year Lion, a red berry, scaled 31 dwL l6,'gr., and
from 1S24 to 1831 Lion, with two exceptions, took

the premier prize ; but in 1830 the variety named
Teazer, weighing 32 dwt. 13 gr., was in reality a

teazer for the Lion, and put his nose out of joint as

a competing berry for weight that year. In 1S32 a

variety named Bumper, which seems to have fallen

out of cultivation, scaled 30 dwt. iS gr., and although
Wonderful, Companion, and London continued from

1833 to 1S40 to be the premier berries, it was not

until 1S40 that Bumper was beaten in weight,

and then London, a fine variety, took honours.
From 1842 to 1854 London continuously won the

blue riband, but lost it in 1855, as Paris, I dwt.
heavier than London of the preceding year, won
the battle. In 1845 London weighed 36 dwt.

16 gr., and in 1852, 37 dwt. 7 gr.—a weight not

exceeded by any berry from iSog to the close of last

year, in fact this berry is the heaviest on record. It

is not impossible that heavier berries have been grown
but, alas ! there is such a thing as " bursting," and
many bright hopes have resulted in grief from a fatal

bursting just before the battle. To return for a
moment to our old friend London, I find that this old

and still favourite variety carried off the blue riband
twenty-five times in the sixty-seven years re-

corded in the Register, but a new variety, Bobby,
also a red variety, seems destined to run our old friend

out very hard. On reference to a tabulated list of
prize-winning berries of all colours for last year,

I find that—

Shiner (crcen)
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ticultural Society, on the iitli inst. The conserva-

tory, in which the display took place, was tastefully set

out by Mr. Findlay—the respected curator ; and

additional lustre and grace were added by fine fruit,

Ferns, foliage plants, Lilums, &c., kindly sent by

gentlemen and nurserymen of the neighbourhood.

The display of Carnations and Picotees was the

largest the Society, in its revived state, has yet made,

and comprised some rare specimens of seedlings from

Mr. Simonite, Mr. Lord, and Mr. Bower ; whilst all the

good old-established varieties were produced in a pro-

fusion and character only to be understood by those

familiar with a northern exhibition, and accustomed to

the energy of northern character. Twelve exhibitors,

comprising the i7/Vc' of the cultivators of Lancashire

and Yorkshire, or their immediate neighbourhoods,

entered into the competition, and their productions,

amounting in the aggregate to upwards of looo

blooms, including thirty-tv/o collections of twelves,

and twelve of sixes, taxed the energies of the judges

to the utmost ; indeed it is necessary to say, in the

limited time at their command before the admission

of the public, after which, judging—in the only way
it should be performed, by selection and comparison

—became an impossibility ; it taxed the energies of

the judges beyond their powers, and therefore on this

point we hope there will be a careful revision of the

arrangements before another year comes round. On
some other points we believe an alteration in the

terms of competition is desirable ; for instance, that

the six-blooms class shall be confined to growers of

limited stocks ; and the absurd regulation forbidding

a variety to win once only in the single-bloom classes,

save only the variety winning the first prize, which

was allowed to win a second time—a regulation

which opens the door to many forms of evil, without,

in the experience of the writer, one advantage, should

be utterly abolished.

At some future opportunity, when space may permit, ,

we hope to return to this subject, and also to sketch

some others arrangements, which we think will be

advantageous to the Society, the exhibitor and the

public. Meantime it was a great gratification to observe

that the comments made on the subject of arrange-

ment, as exemplified by the exhibition of last year,

had been well weighed by the exhibitors, and their

exhibits greatly improved. This subject—the method
of arrangement— is one the would-be high-class

exhibitor cannot possibly pass over, and will be found

most interesting in its study, as, though governed by
fixed and well defined principles, it is as wide in its

application as the limitless variety of Nature herself.

Thedistributionoffourteen First-class Certificates, the

certificate representing the highest class of excellence

known to the distributors, may seem to some to imply a

profuse liberality unexampled on the part of the judges,

but on this point the writer desires only to say, if any
error was made it was in withholding, not in award-
ing, certificates ; for, but for the fact that the excessive

heat had caused several fine varieties to "veil" their

beauties, unquestionably some of the others exhibited

must have had similar honours. At a later day we hope
to give descriptions of the varieties certificated, with

some others of which we have notes, at a length their

quality and importance demand, but which space

now forbids. Meantime, it is a noteworthy fact, as

an illustration of the eligibility of these lovely flowers,

and their claim to an extended cultivation, that each

of the principal prize-winning collections came from
the neighbourhood of a large town, where cultivation

as a rale is pursued under the greatest difficulties,

whilst eleven of the fourteen First-class Certificates

fornew and distinct varieties went to Mr. B. Simonite,

of Sheffield, whose little plot, which *' forty years ago
was a wild, windy, bony strip, on a bleak hill-side,

and which stands now the dingiest, most smoke-
afflicted, frost-bitten, furnace-blasted, storm-stricken

plot that ever went by the sweet name of
* garden,' " has been immortalised by Mr. Horner
in his description of the Sheffield seedlings.

Annexed are the judges' awards ;^
Class A,—Carnations, twelve dissimilar.— ist, Mr. Jonathan

Bo3th, Failsworth, Manchester, with Garibaldi, James Merry-
weather, Ivanhoe, Admiral Curzon, Earl of Wilton, Sir Joseph
Paxton, John Keet, Annihiiator, Lovely Ann, Juno, Sportsman,
and Lord Milton. 2d. Mr. Thomas Bower, Bradford, with
Admiral Curzon, Sportsman, Squire Meynell, John Keet,
Clipper, Eccentric Jack, E. S. Dodwell (a new and fine rose-
flake). Sir Joseph Paxton, Mars, Lord Raglan, John Bayley,
and Mayor of Nottingham. 3d, Mr. Ben. Simonite, Sheffield,
with Frank Simonite, Mr. Fmdlay, Rev. F. D. Homer, John
Simonite, James Douglas, Samuel Barlow, Sportsman, Earl of
Stamford, Admiral Curzon, Hector, Desdemona, R. F., and
Seedling. Equal 4th, R. Gorton, Esq., Gildabrook, Eccles,
who showed amongst others fine examples James Cheatham.
S.F., Warrior, C.B., and Rose of Stapleford, R.F. ; and Mr.
George Rudd, Bradford, whose Admiral Curzon was selected as
the best Carnation of the exhibition, and who had fine e.x-

amples of Sarah Payne, Clipper, Sportsman, and others.
5th, Mr. John Beswick. Middleton. Three other collections
were staged in this class.

CtASb B.—Picotees, twelve dissimilar. — ist, Mr, Jonathan
Booth, with Mrs. Summers, Mrs. May. Morning Star, W.
Summers, J. B. Bryant, Mary, extra; Countess of Wilton, Miss
Wood, Cynthia, Scarlet Queen, Ann Lord and Edith Dom-
bram. 2d, Mr. B. Simonite, with J. B. Bryant, Mrs. Douglas,
Jenny Ibbetson, Mrs. Gorton. Mrs. Summers, Mrs. F. D.
Horner (In Memoriam), a red-edged Mary, an equisite flower;
Silvia, light purple, very delicately edged : and five seedlings
unnamed. 3d, Mr. Lord, of Todmorden, with Miss Horner, a

lovely flower, bright rose.'heavy edged ; Ann Lord, extra fine ;

Ethel. Juliana. Alice, Miss Small. Minnie. Miss Wood, and
four unnamed seedlings. Equal 4th. Mr. Thomas Bower and
Mr. George Rudd. Mr. Bower's flowers were Alliance, Mrs.
Bower. Ethel, Mrs. Dodwell. extra : Mrs. Summers, Juliana,

J. B. Bryant. Selina, light purple (Bower) ; Norfolk Beauty,
Edith Dombrain, Clara and John Smith. Mr. Rudd had
Alliance. Princess of Wales. Miss Wood. Brunette. Rev. F. D.
Horner, Jessie. William Summers. Nymph, Edith Dombrain,
Thomas Williams, Ann Lord, and John Smith. 5th, Mr. Chad-
wick. Dukinfield.
Class C. — Carnations, twelves, nine at least dissimilar.

—

ist. Mr. John Booth, with Garibaldi, Eccentric Jack, Earl of

Wilton, Mercury, Uncle Tom, Admiral Curzon, James Merry-
weather, Juno, True Briton, Sportsman, Lord Milton, and
Annihiiator. 2d. Mr. B. Simonite, with J. D. Hextall. Desde-
mona. John Simonite, Mr. Battersby, Rev. F. D. Horner,
Othello, James Douglas, Lord Milton, Sportsman, and three
seedlings unnamed. 3d, Mr. George Rudd, with John Keet.
Admiral Curzon, Sarah Payne, extra ; Clipper. Lord Raglan,
Sportsman, Falconbridge, J. D. Hextall, and three others. 4th,

Mr. Beswick ; 5th, R. Gorton, Esq.
lilar.-

Mr. John Booth, with William Summers, Miss Lee. he

extra ; Miss Wood, light rose, extra ; Mrs. May, Countess of
Wilton. Nymph, Scarlet Queen, Mrs. Dodwell, Mary. J. B.

Bryant, Mrs. Summers, and Mrs. Lord. 2d. Mr. B. Simonite,
with seedling light red. seedling mid-rose, J. B. Bryant, seed-
ling light red, Mrs. Niven. seedling light purple, seedling light

purple. Mrs. Summers, seedling bright rose, seedling light red,

seedling rose, and seedling light red. 3d, Mr. John Beswick,
who showed good flowers of Ann Lord, Mrc. Summers, William
Summers, and Mary. 4th, R. Gorton, Esq.. who had fine

specimens of Edith Dombrain. Mary, Ann Lord, and Mrs.
Summers. 5, Mr. George Rudd.
Class E.—Six Carnations, one in each class.— ist, Mr.

Robert Lord, with John Keet, Juno. Sportsman, Admiral
Curzon. Lord Raglan, Clipper. 2d, Mr. Jonathan Booth.
F.ilconbridge, James Merryiveather, Annihiiator, Earl of

Wilton. Eccentric Jack, and Admiral Curzon. 3d. Mr. Rudd;
4th, Mr. Simonite ; 5th. Mr. Chadwick. Dukinfield.
Class F.—Six Picotees. one in each cUss.— ist, Mr. Simonite,

with Mrs. Summers, Mrs. Simonite, seedling, Mary. J B.
Bryant, and Teresa. 2d, Mr. Booth, with Mrs. May. Miss
Wood, Mrs. Summers, Nymph, Mary, and Edith Dombrain.
3d, R. Gorton, Esq. 4th, S. Cooper, Esq. 5th. Mr-
Chad wick.

The prize for maiden growers both in Carnations (six) and
Picotees (six), went to Mr. Slack, of Chesterfield.

Single Blooms in Classes—Scarlet Bizarres.

I. Admiral Curzon, Mr. Robert I 4. Seedling, Mr. Simonite
Lord 5. Sir James Paxton, Mr.

3. Admiral Curzon. Mr. Booth Bower
3. Lord Napier, Mr. Booth [ 6. Unknown, Mr. Simonite

Simonite

Criff

Mr,

'. Biza

4. Eccentric Jack, Mr. I

Simonite
5. Lord Raglan. Mr. Booth
6. Samuel Barlow, Mr. I

Simonite

Purple Flakes.

1. Juno, Mr. Robert Lord I 4. Juno, Mr. Lord
2. Squire Meynell, Mr. Bower 5. Lady Peel. Mr. Booth
3. James Douglas, Mr. B. 6. Earl of Wilton, Mr. Bes

Simomle | wick.

Scarlet Flakes.

1. Sportsman. Mr. Lord I 4. Annihiiator, Mr. Beswick
2. Sportsman. Mr. Lord 5. Wm. Harland, Mr. Booth
3. Rev. F. D. Horner, Mr. 6. Clipper, Mr. Bower

B. Simonite
|

Rose Flakes.

1. John Keet, Mr. Lord 1 4. James Merryweather. Mr.
2. Seedling 27, Mr. Lord Booth
3. E. S. Dodwell. Mr. Bower 5. Cristagali, Mr. Whittaker

I
6. Lovely Ann, Mr. Booth

Picotees. Red-edged—Heavy.

1. J. B. Bryant. Mr. Bower I 4. John Smith. Mr. Lord
2. Mrs. Dodwell, Mr. Bower 5. Miss Small, Mr. Cooper
3. Seedling, Mr. Beswick ) 6. Brunette, Mr. Booth

Red-^dged—Light.

Gorton, Mr. B.

Seedling-. Mr. B. Sir

F. D. Horner, Mr. B.

5. William Summers, Mr.

Simonite | 6. Seedling, Mr. B. Simonite

Purple-edged—Hea t>y.

1. Mrs. Summers, R. Gorton, 1 3. Seedling, Mr. B. Simonite
Esq. 4. Seedling, Mr. B Simonite

2. Norfolk Beauty, R. Gorton, 5. Mrs. Summers, Mr. Booth
Esq.

I
6. Alliance, Mr. Booth

Purple-edged—Light.

1. Mary, Mr. Beswick I 4. Alice. Mr.- Lord
2. Mary, Mr. R. Gorton 5- Seedling, Mr. B. Simonite

3. Ann Lord, Mr. Cooper |
6. Seedling. Mr. R. Lord

Rose-edged—Heaty.

r, Mr. Lord I 5. Edith Dombrain, Mr. Mel-
2. Mn
3. Mi^

Lord. Mr. Booth
i Lee, Mr. Booth
i Horner, Mr. Lord

lo

6. Bonny Jane, Mr. Beswick

'ged-Light.

I
4. Mrs. Nicholls, Mr. Beswick
5. Bertha, Mr. Mellor
6. Mrs. Allcroft, Mr. Bower

1. Miss Wood, Mr. Lord
2. Miss Wood. Mr. Booth
3. Ethel, Mr. Bower

Premier Carnation, selected from the whole exhibition—Ad-
miral Curzon. exhibited by Mr. George Rudd : Premier Pico-

tee, also selected from the entire exhibition—Mrs. Simonite,

light-edged red, e.xhibited by Mr. Simonite.

First-class Certificates were awarded to ;

—

Mr. Benjamin Simonite, of Sheffield, for Carnations—Scarlet

Bizarre, Othello ; Crimson Bizarres—John Simonite, Frank
Simonite, and Samuel Barlow ; Scarlet Flake—Rev. F. D.
Horner ; Purple Flake—James Douglas. Picotees : red, light

edge—Mrs. Simonite (this was also the best Picotee of the
exhibition), Mrs. Gorton, and Mrs. F. D. Homer (In
Memoriam) ; Purple, medium-edged—Mrs. Douglas ; Purple,
light edge—Silvia. To Mr. Robert Lord, Todmorden, for

Carnation, Mrs. Dodwell, a new and beautiful Rose Flake ; and
Picotee Miss Horner, shown last year as No. 14, rose, edged
with a bright band of the sweetest colour ; and to Mr. Thomas
Bower, Bradford, for Rose Flake Carnation, E. S. Dodwell. a
fine variety in the form of I-ovely Ann, but with higher

colour, and more of it.

Messrs Gorton, Cooper, Booth, Lord, Beswick. Simonite
B>iwer. Rudd. Mellor, Chadwick, Whitaker, and Slack, com-
peted. E. S. D.

From the account given by the Manchester Guardian
we abridge the following :

—

"The speciality of this exhibition at the Botanlca
Girdens, which will compare excellently with any of its

predecessors, consists m Carnations and Picotees. The
Carnation may be considered perhaps to quite fairly

claim the first place as an illustration of the immense
change that art and industry can effect in a simple wild
flower. A long time has elapsed, no doubt three cen-
turies or more, since the Cirnation was first put, as it

were, to school ; the metamorphosis is nevertheless
something wonderful. The original English Carnation
Society was founded about 150 years ago, having its

headquarters at Ipswich. The present one, a kind of
rejuvenescence of the original, dates from about 1852.

It was considered an excellent proof of the prosperity of
the Society that the great mijority of the exhibitors

brought flowers of the principal classes in the schedule.

Very few men from the counties south of Yorkshire were
able to come up on the present occasion, their tlowers
having been driven past perfection by the scorching sun
of the last few weeks. The exhibition represented a
very good and level style of growth, and was very decid-

edly superior to the show of la^t year in point alike of
quantity and quahty. The amoant of prize-money dis-

tributed was from ^"35 to /'40. The show next year, it

is e.xpected, will again be held in Manchester. The
secretary. Rev. F. D. Horner, Ripon, superintended the
arrangements, as usual.

•'The miscellaneous contributions to the show com-
prised a few nice groups of ornamental plants, chiefly

tender, in part from private local gardens, and in part

from some of the local nurserymen. Mr. S. Cooper, of
Timperlcy, had some very beautiful Lilies and Ferns

;

Mr. John Rylands, miscellaneous plants ; and Mr.
Wuliam Leech, Fallowheld, Orchids and hybrid Bego-
nias. The most striking plant in Mr. Cooper's lot was
a Lilium speciosum rubrum, the six stems bearing
twenty-five dowers of the most beautiful complexion
imaginable. The mostinteresting, perhaps, was tbeLiliurn

auratum, the gilded Lily of Japan, which, when first

brought from the far Eist, so stirred the enthusiasm of
every gardener in the country. Mr. Cooper finds this

magnificent Lily do perfectly well in the open border,

if sheltered by a few shrubs from the north-west winds.
The Ferns consisted of some very good Gymnogrammas
and Adiantums, the latter including the neatest and
greenest A. graciUimum which has yet come under our
notice. The plants of A. Karleyense, queen among the
Maidenhairs, were also as good as could be desired, pal-

pably because not coddled too much, for though a native

of Barbados, this beautiful Fern has no love for excessive

heat. Mr. Leech's Orchids included a very beautiful

Saccolabium Blumei majus, with ten half-pendulous
ringlets of the loveliest hlac ; an Oncidium macran-
thum. the stem of which runs like a Honeysuckle
to the length of more than a couple of yards,

bearing great yellow flowers in twos and threes ; and in

addition the cut blooms of one or two other species.

The Begonias were of the Veitchii type, one of them a
remarkably fine hybrid raised by Mr. Leech's gardener,

Mr. Swan. Mr. Rylands' lot, as usual with the Long-
ford plants, owed not a little of its good ensemble to the

presence of some splendid fruit, hruit, including some
remarkably good Peaches and Melons, was shown also

by the Earl of EUesmere. A Pine-apple grown in the

island of St. Michael, of the variety called the Smooth
Cayenne, an immense specimen,'weighing probably lolb.,

was shown by Mr. Charles Lister, of Old Trafford ; an
exceedingly good green-flesh Melon by Mr, Hill, of

Keele Hall, SialTordshire ; and Black Hamburgh Grapes,

a couple of magnificent bunches, by Mr. J. T. Rayner,
Birkenhead. These specimens were all so remarkable
in their way as to be weU worthy the attention of every

one who is interested in fruit culture. The local nuT'

serymen who came to the front were Messrs. G. &: W.
Yaies, Messrs. W. «li: J. Birkenhead, of Sale, and Mr.
R. S. Yates, who sent an Orchid of great interest, the

Disa grandiflora of the Table Mountain.
* The general condition of the Old Trafford gardens

was very pleasing. The portion devoted to beddmg out

was particularly gay and bright, and owes much to the

splendid purple of the Clematis Jackmanni, which is

employed lor training archwise. In the conservatories

the general aspect is delightfully rich and beautiful, the

grand foliage of the tropical evergreens being just now
in its prime."

%\}t iilht (iarbcii

Hardy Plants During Drought.—The fierce

heat of the unclouded sun, shining out brilliantly from

a clear sky, with scarcely a cooling breeze to temper

it, and, alas ! no rain to cool the parched earth, is

having its effect on hardy plants, especially those that

root near to the surface. They do not appear to fare

a bit better planted away on the shaded margin of a

shrubbery border than they do in the open, in the full

blaze of the sun's heat. In the case of the border,

the roots of the shrubs come upwards among the

plants and rob them of any moisture. Now Prim-

roses, Daisies, and Pansies and Violas in particular,

suffer this weather, and they soon perish at this season

of the year if they are suffered to get dry. They get

completely roasted.
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\Ve will suppose—in harmony with the recom-

mendations we have frequently made—that the Prim-

rose and Polyanthus are planted out in what may be
termed store-beds. They have ripened, and lost

their spring growth, and they are now commencing to

make their summer growth. But the weather is

terribly hot at a time when cool moist weather is

much required ; and thus it is that it becomes neces-

sary for the Villa gardener to assist the plants as much
as possible, and at the same time neutralise the effects

of the drought.

In the case oi Primroses, some clay, or lumps of
chalk, if placed across the bed in lines between the
plants, greatly assist to keep the soil cool and moist.

But clay and chalk are not always procurable, for

they do not abound in all localities, and thus it is

necessary to provide substitutes. We are using some
pieces of decayed turf with good results among Prim-
roses, Polyanthus, Daisies, and and \"iolas. The
beds were thoroughly soaked with water, and then
little mountain ranges of the turf laid between the
rows. Occasionally the beds are sprinkled by means
of a rose watering-pot, and all the plants—for there
is scarcely a loss to chronicle—are doing well and
making a new growth. They must be kept up to

this, for it is the new growth that will result in plants
capable of division, and it can only be done by keep-
ing the bed as moist as possible. In the case of
isolated plants we have pulled pieces of turf to pieces
and placed quite a ring of it round each plant, and by
occasionally watering them the soil about them is

kept nice and moist. Daisies are the greatest sufferers,

and require the most careful attention. They are now
commencing to grow, and the young growths throw
out their roots near the surface. We first of all

loosened the soil about the plants, then top-
dressed the bed with some fine soil, and watered
the whole freely. This served to carry the fresh soil

down about the roots, and then a further top-dressing
of turf was added. Sprinklings overhead are almost
daily given, and in this way only can the withering
influences of sun and air be mitigated.

Pansies and \'iolas are suffering also—and how can
they do else but suffer during such weather ? They are
standing much better than could have been reason-
ably expected, but it is because they have had atten-
tion. The spring growth that flowered in early
summer began to take on the mddew, and we at once
cut it away, made cuttings of the tops, and put
them in a box which is kept in a shady place and well
moistened. Then the soil was stirred about the
plants, and they were top-dressed and watered in the
same way as the Daisies, and finally surfaced with turf.

The consequence is the plants, through being kept
moist and cool, are throwing up a profuse growth,
which will soon come into flower and remain in bloom
till quite late in the autumn. Another advantage is

that these young growths will root into the soil used
for top-dressing, and by means of division a good
quantity of plants can be obtained by-and-bye.

Winter Onions.—August is the month for sowing
these. How particular as to the time of sowing some
of the old gardeners used to be is seen from the fol-

lowing passage of a quarter of a century ago :—
"Onions may be sown to stand the winter in the seed-
bed from the iSth to the end of .\ugusL If intended
for use as young Onions throughout the autumn and
winter they should be sown about the I2th." During
the present dry weather a week or two can make bu^
little difference in the matter of sowing, for the seed
cannot germinate till rain comes. The White Lisbon
should be sown to yield a supply of young Onions to
be drarni from the seed-bed. The White Lisbon is

by far the best for this purpose, for it is a good hardy
variety, and is not wanted for bulbing-in during the
summer like other Onions. The market gardeners
invariably select a warm and sheltered spot on which
to make up their beds, for these conditions favour
earliness : and he that is first in the market commands
the best price. Beds for Onion seed should be made
of deeply dug ground, and the surface needs to be
rather firmly beaten down, and some fine soil sprinkled
over it, and a little soot, lime, &c. Then sow the
seed and thinly cover it with fine soil, beat it down
again, and leave it till the seed germinates. This will
take place directly some rain falls.

The experience of the present dry summer goes to
show that the practice of sowing the main crop
Onions, such as the White Spanish, in autumn, is one
to be commended. Onion crops sown last autumn
are now being gathered in in fine condition, while
those sown in the spring are very poor indeed. In

small gardens it is not always convenient to have a
piece of ground at liberty in August to sow a breadth
of Onions, for the simple reason that when ground
falls vacant it is required for winter Greens, Cabbage,
Broccoli, &c. And it is also worthy of remark that,

as an invariable rule, spring-sown Onions turn out
welL But this year, when sown in January and
February, the seed did not grow well at the outset
owing to the late spring : and when the plants did
start into growth, the dry weather set in too early to

enable them to grow into size. But a sowing of some
good spring Onions—one that bulbs-in quickly in

spring—should be made to come in after the Onions
stored through the winter have become exhausted.
The Onion is such an essential article in culinary
matters that it is as generally grown as any other
vegetable. Directly after sowing the Lisbon Onion,
a little of the White (Jueen or White Italian Tripoli
should be sown ; and also some of the Trebons, a
large and handsome mild Onion that comes into use
at the end of June, and even earlier on good quick
ground. It does not keep long, but as it is wanted
for immediate use that is a small matter.

W.1TERING Fruit Trees.—We are watering our
pyramidal and wall trees bearing fruit quite freely,

and they sadly need such assistance. The soil about
them is slightly scooped out in the form of a shallow
pond. Some manure is placed in it, and the water
poured in on the manure. Peaches and Nectarines
against walls and pyramid Plums, Apples and Pears
on the open ground, find great benefit from this. All
refuse washing water is utilised in this way ; and the
trees are benefited by an occasional syringing in the
cool of the evening. All young fruit trees on shallow
soils, whether they are bearing fruit or not, need
water, and should have it.

I^alu llotfs.

The Necessity of Teaching an ArrREXxiCE
;

DiiiKjit v. Ma^AnJrm-.—This was an action brought
on Monday last at the Bloomsbury County Court, to
recover the sum of ;^Io, which had been paid by the
plaintiff to the defendant, as a part- payment of a
premium for the plaintiff's son learning the business of
a florist and gardener in the defendant's establish-

ment, under the following circumstances. Mr. Sea!e,

solicitor for the plaintiff, said that his client arranged
to place his son with the defendant for the purpose
of learning the business, and that his client agreed to
pay the defendant the sum of £za, in two instalments
of j£. 10 each. The first instalment was paid in

January last, when the boy entered the defendant's
service, and the second one was payable in June ; but,

for reasons his client would explain, that had not
been paid, and the return of the previous one was
demanded.

The plaintiff being called, said he was a printer,

residing in Camden Town, and, as his son was anxious
to learn the defendant's business, he entered into an
agreement to pay defendant £zo on condition
of the defendant doing so in two years, and the
witness undertaking to board and lodge his son. The
plaintiff further said that, instead of his son receiving

any instruction whatever, he was merely employed in

driving a van, delivering orders, attending on
customers, and making up the defendant's accounts ;

and, as he considered his son had been imposed upon,
he demanded the return of the money he had
deposited. The plaintiff's son being called, corro-

borated his father's statement, and called several

witnesses, who said he was continually employed
either as an errand boy or in driving the van.

The Judge asked to see the agreement between the

parties, which, however, not being properly stamped,
was rejected as evidence.

This being the plaintiffs case, the defendant said

he was a florist at Highgate, and in answer said the
boy was exceedingly unruly and disobedient, and was
continually absenting himself. The defendant denied
not teaching the boy ; but the boy would not learn,

and that when he found he could not get the second
deposit he sent the boy home, and declined to have
anything further to do with him.

In cross-examination by Mr. Seale, the defendant
said he had never complained of the boy's conduct
to the father, and certainly never intended to return
the money, after the trouble he had with the boy.

The learned Judge said persons who took boys in

to learn a calling, and received a premium for doing

so, ought either to teach them or return the money.

In this case he thought the plaintiff clearly entitled to

the return of the money ; as, from the boy's slate,

ment, and that of two independent witnesses, the boy

had literally done nothing but act as the defendant's

servant. — Judgment for the plaintiff entered

accordingly.

©5ttuav».
We regret to state that Mr. Thomas Milner,

nurseryman, of Bradford and Ilkley, died suddenly at

his residence, Butler Street, Bradford, on the 12th

inst. Starting in a small way Mr. Milner had
obtained a position of importance in his profession,

and his death will be deplored by a wide circle of

friends.

STATE OF THE WEATHER ATBLACKHEATH, tOXDOS't

For the Week ending Wednesday, Algist i6, 1876,
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10.—A fine day throughout.
ir,—A very fine day. Afternoon, a pleasant breeze;

clear night.
12.—Very fine throughout and cloudless.

13.—A very fine hot day.
14.—Avery fine hot day, and fine night. ^
15.—Fine morning: clouds collecting. A very hoi

day. Dark clouds in east. Thunder at 4 p.jl

Lightning at night.

16.—A fine day, ft-equent passing clouds ; and partially

cloudy at night.

During the week ending Saturday, August

12, in the neighbourhood of London, the reading of

the barometer at the level of the sea decreased from

30 31 inches at the beginning of the week to 3006
inches on the Sth ; increased to 30.37 inches on the

the nth, and was 30.05 at the end of the week. It

was above its average on every day in the week, the

e.Kcess above the average was the least on the gtb,

when it was o. 166 inch, and the greatest on the i ith,

when it was o 392 inch, the average daily excess was

0.27 inch. The mean reading for the week was

30.21 inches at the level of the sea, being 0.26 inches

higher than that of the preceding week.

The highest temperature of the air at Blackheath

was S6'.2 on the 9th, and it rather exceeded So" on

two other days, viz., the Sth and 1 2th. The mean
for the week was 79°. The lowest temperature of

the air was4S^4, on the nth ; but on the nights of

the 7th, Sth, and 9th the lowest temperatures were

nearly 60^, and the average of the nightly lowest

temperatures was 56}\ The mean daily range of

temperature was 22^''; the largest was 28° on the

9:h, and the smallest was lS|^ on the 6th.

The mean daily temperatures of the air were all

high and in excess of their average: they were 62". 7,

67°.!, 67°.6, 71^1, 65\7, 62\6, and 66\9 successively,

and these were above their averages by, o°.6, 5".!, 5'^i

9^ 3^6, o^4, and 4°. 7 respectively. The mean tem-

perature of the air for the week was 66 .\°, being 4}"

above the average of the same week from observations

for sixty years. The highest reading of a blackened

bulb thermometer in vacuo, placed in the full rays of

the sun were higher than 130° on every day, .and

reached 136° both on the 9ih and lOth. The lowest

readings at night of a thermometer on grass, varied

from 41' to 55^ The direction of the wind was

mostly from S.W. and X.E. The weather through-

out the week was very fine, and no rain fell.

In England the highest temperature of the air was
87" at Cambridge and Leicester ; the next in order

was S6^S, at Bristol ; the highest leroperalure during

the week at Portsmouth was 72°, and at Plymouth
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74' ; the mean from all stations being 814°. The
lowest temperature was 42.7 at Eccles, the next in

order was 44^9 at Nottingham, and 45'^ at Man-
chester ; at Portsmouth 53° 4 was the lowest tempe-

rature in the week ; the general mean from all stations

was 48"'. The range of temperature was the largest

at Cambridge, 43°, and the smallest at Portsmouth,

l8'.6 ; the mean range of temperature from all

stations was 33'i. The mean of the seven high day

temperatures was the highest at Bristol, So'. 8, the

next in order was So% at Cambridge; and the lowest

was 69'.S, at Bradford, and 69 '.q, at Portsmouth.

The mean from all stations was 75^ The mean
of the seven low night temperatures was the lowest at

Newcastle, 5o'\S ; the next in order was at Cam-
bridge, 51°. 5 ; and the highest was at Portsmouth,

57'.2; the mean value from all stations was 53\6,

The mean daily range of temperature was the

greatest at Bristol, 28°. 7, and 28°.4 at Cambridge;
and the least at Portsmouth, 12°. 7. The mean daily

range of temperature in the week from all stations

was 21A'. The mean temperature of air for the week
from all stations was 62^^, being |' higher than the

value for the corresponding week in 1S75. The
highest was 66.J', at Blackheath, and the lowest 59'.:,

at Newcastle.
Rain fell at Nottingham on two days, to the amount

of a quarter of an inch, and at Manchester on three days,

to the amount of twelve-hundredths of an inch. At the

greater number of stations little or no rain fell The
general average over the country was two-hundredths

of an inch.

In Scotland the highest temperatures of the air

varied from 67° at Greenock to So* at Dundee, the

general average being 73}". The lowest temperatures

of the air ranged from 49' at Greenock to 45' at Perth
;

the general average was 46^^. The mean range of

temperature from all stations was 27^ The mean
temperature of the air for the week from all stations

was 59l^, being 3° lower than that of England, and

I* above the value for the corresponding week in

1875. The highest was 60^ °, at Dundee and Leith,

and the lowest was 57i', at Greenock.
The rainfall at the various stations ranged from

O.I inch at Dondee to 1.37 inch at Greenock. The
general average was 0.43 inch.

At Dablin the highest temperature in the week
was 77% the lowest was 44^ the range was 33°, the

mean was 62°, and the fall of rain o 06 inch.

JAMES GLAISHER.

^0tircs £)f goahs.
Elementary Botany. By W. Bland. Bemrose

tS: Sons.

A series of definitions and explanations of technical

terms forming an elementary grammar, well suited for

the use of schools, if supplemented by abimdant speci-

men?. In the desire to attain simplicity the author

has become sometimes vague, as in his definition of

orders, genera, species, and varieties ; sometimes in-

correct, as in his distinction of the venation of leaves

into branch-veined, as in Dicotyledonous plants, and

parallel-veined, as in Monocotyledons : the latter for

the most part are as much entitled to be called branch*

veined as the former, though it is true the branches

are less conspicuous. The price—sixpence—places

this little book beyond all its competitors.

Dr. Robert Brown, the popular author of

The Ra£€s of Manhiiid^ ^:c., has for sometime past

been engaged upon a new work, which will be

published by Messrs. Cassell, Fetter & Gal pin, in

sevenpenny monthly parts, under the title of The

Countries of the Worlds and will embrace graphic

sketches of travel over land and sea, according to the

latest di

In the Botanical Magazine for the present

month are coloured illustrations of Bongardia Rau-

wolfii, t. 6244, an old but rarely seen herbaceous

perennial of very great interest, with a tuberous rhi-

zome like a Corydalis, a tuft of pinnately cut leaves,

resembling those of a Vetch, and trusses of yellow

flowers hke those of a Helianthemum. Each leaf-

segment is stained at the base with a pink stain

;

there is no stem above-ground, the leaves and naked

fiower-stalk arising directly from the summit of the

tuberous rhizome. The flowers have structurally the

same arrangement as those of a Berberis, but are flat,

not globose, and as large as a shilling. It is a native

of the Levant, and may be grown in the open border,

though from its rarity it seems to be a difficult plant

to keep. Duvalia polita, t. 6245, is a Stapelia-like

plant, recently described in our columns. Eulophia

marcostaphya, t. 6246, is a winter-flowering Orchid,

with elongated pseudobulbs and broad oblong lanceo*

late leaves and spikes, or racemes, of medium-sized
greenish flowers, with a yellow labellum striped

with purple. The plant is a native of Ceylon,

but is not likely to find favour with the

mass of Orchid growers, but only by the select

few, Leucothoe Davisi^e, t, 6247, is a handsome
evergreen ericaceous shrub, with the habit of an

Andromeda ; it is, in fact, very like its congener, L.

axillaris, but is a finer thing, and coming from the

Califomian Sierra Nevada at an elevation of 5000 feet

it will probably prove hardy. The plant was intro-

duced by Messrs. Veitch. Agave Botterii, tab. 6248,

is a Mexican species, flowered by Mr. Peacock, and
having forty to fifty oblong or oblanceolate spathu-

late, fleshy, spine-pointed leaves, studded at the

margins with incurved prickles. The inflorescence is

a dense spike of greenish flowers. Gamolepis euryo-

poides, t. 6249, is a shrubby yellow-flowered Com-
posite, with leaves divided into three very narrow

divisions. The plant is a native of British CafTraria,

and flowers aimually in the temperatehoose at Kew.

• The Floral Magazine for August has a wood-
cut of the curious depauperate variety of Pteris serru-

lata raised by Mr. Ley, of Croydon, and exhibited by
him on several occasions this summer. The leafy

portions are scarcely at all developed, so that the

fronds consist chiefly of midrib only, with a little leafy

expansion below. The coloured plates are devoted

to Rhododendron Star of Ascot (t. 221), with trusses

of small white flowers deeply stained with purplish

black on the uppermost petal. It is one of the late

Mr. Standish's hybrids. Odontoglossum cirrhosum

(t. 222) has been 100 lately figured in our columns to

need further comment now. Alpine Auricula, King
of the Belgians, is one of the best of the velvety

crimson varieties, and was raised by Mr. Turner, 0/

Slough- Narcissus muticus (t. 224) is a late flowering

variety of N, Pseudo-Narcissus from the Pyrenees,

with a remarkably long cylindrical corona of a deeper

yellow colour than the outer perianth segments.

(Enquiries.
He that ^uestianetk much ikatl Uam much.—Bacon.

129. Wanted, chapter and verse for the following
quotation, given from memory, and probably not quite

accurate :

—

*' Gardening, man's primEEval work,
Is a most blessed toil

;

It cheers a man-
Makes him kind-hearted, social, genial,

Forms a serene parenthesis from care,

And his whole nature raises and improves."

130. "Violet Wood" and "Brume-cow."—i. Of
what tree is the so-called " Violet-wood," very popular
at present for tobacco-pipes ? 2. \V'hat plant is (ailed

in Scotland " Brume-cow." A'. F. T.

Answers to Correspondents.
.A.RALIA Stock : In reply to your correspondent,

*' W. H. T.," as to the best -\raiia to use as a stock,

A. reticulata is a very good one, and one frequently

used, and could no doubt be obtained from any good
nursery, but on account of its being rather slow it is

rather dear, but the best of ail stocks for the rare ones
is A. Schefflera, and Messrs. Haage & Schmidt,
Erfurt, are the only persons in the trade who, so far as

I know, are offering it. T. Smith, Xewry.
Caterpillar : J. M. The caterpillar was smashed
beyond recognition when it reached us. It is useless

to trust such things in cardt>oard boxes, which the

Post-office officials seldom fail to smash.
Deodars : AL M. They are raised from seed sown as

soon as it is ripe.

DESKiSS : M. J. A. Apply at 171. Fleet Street, E.C.
Insects on Vine Leaves : A. Read. Your Vine leaves

are, we are sorry to say, badly infested with the

Phylloxera. Is there any on the roots?

Letti'CES ; G. Hendim.'. We find nothing amongst
the soil sent ; but the Lettuces are probably attacked

by aphides at the roots.

Melons : Melo. The hard cutting-back has probably
too much weakened the roots ; but you would do but.

httle good with any which set now, unless you have
abundant means of keeping up the heat by-and-by,
when they ripen.

Ml^sa Cavendishu : T. T. The bracts are scarlet,

and the flowers yellow. No artificial impregnation is

necessary.

Names of Plants : F. A. M. i, Isolepis gracilis ; 2,

Rhus Cotinus ; 3, Wistaria sinensis ; 4, Platyceriura

alcicome ; 5, Asplenium bulbiferum, variety approach-
ing A. flaccidum ; 6, Asplenium bulbiferixra.

—

H. S. H.
Funkia subcordata, as far as we can tell from a leaf

only.

—

J . C. Duncan. Apparently a leaf of Quercus
nigra, a North American species.

—

F. J. H. A
Scutellaria, but we cannot say which from the materials

before us.

—

A Constant Reader, Cork, i, Betonica

hirsuta ; 2, Potentilla recta ; 3, Gentiana asclepiadea ;

4. Eryngium alpinum ; 5, 6, 7, al! varieties of Hyperi-
cum hircinum.

—

F. J. C. Quite impossible to name
such scraps.— C/ar>& Brothers fr* Cu. Poa pratensis.

/>. Taylor. I, Circeia lutetiana ; 2, Stachys silvatica
;

3. Heracleum sphondylium
; 4, Petasites vulgaris.

—

Querist. Seems to be Erysimum alliaria—Jack-in-the-

Hedge—specimen insufficient.

Paris Red Bean : T. B. ^ Sons. We do not see a
single feature in the Bean to recommend it.

Proltferol's Rose: L. B., W. E. The growth after

having been checked starts afresh, probably from a
flow of moisture to the bud after drought.

Roses : W. Pritchard. Dust the mildewed parts with
flowers of sulphur early in the morning, while the dew
is on.

Seeds, Seed-fods, and Berries of exotic plants, not
the very common ones, which do not ripen in the
North of England, or presumably do not do so, will be
thankfully leceived by Leo Grindon, 71, Ramford
Street, Manchester, and the postage returned when
ot importance. These seeds, &c., are not wanted for

gardening purposes, but for scientific examination and
illustration. Small quantities will, of course, suffice.

Tt'RF FOR Cricket : H. B. C. App'.y a moderate
dressing of clay in autumn, and let the frost pulverise
it. Then m spring brush-harrow the surlace and rolL

This will strengthen the growth of the grass, if poor,
manure may also be applied in a similar way.

Veri'-ENAs : Sortham. Duchess of Devonshire and
Ednea are of no particular merit. No. 37, the scarlet

and rose-striped flower, is very pretty but hardly worth
sending out. Lord Northbrook, very bright scarlet,

with a bold, while, purple-shaded e)-e, is the best of
the lot.

Weeping Birch : LaWuxm. Yes,

Welllngtonias : Forcett. These trees are very apt to

have their branches die off in some situations, and it

often arises from fungus at the roots. You should
have yours carefully examined.

C.vtalogues Received.— Mr. J. W. Mackey (40,

Westmoreland Street, Dublin), Descriptive Catalogue
of Dutch Flower Roots— Messrs. Brook & GaUop
(195, Western Road, Brighton), Catalogue of Hya-
cinths, Tulips, Ate.—Messrs. Dicksons k Co. (Water-
loo Place, Edinburgh), Catalogue of Dutch Flower
Roots, Pansies, Violas, &c.—Messrs. W. Paul & Son
(Waltham Cross, London, N.), Catalogue of Bulbs.

CoMMCNicATioNs RECEIVED.—C B. P.—A E. S.—A Lom-
bard Amateur Gardener.—W. P. R.—D. R. & Co.—D. T. F.
(sent to the expert).—W. C. T.—E. T. M. (next week .—
W. G. S. itoit) —A G —G. S.—W. T.—R. McL—H. G. E.
-W. P.— f. B.—E. B.—J. A. M.—J. W.-G. F.—W. T.—
E. S. D.—W. R.

%• IMPORTANT NOTICE.—7%* Agricultural
Gazette is Published on Mondays, in time

for the Evening Mails, containing a Full Report of

the London Markets, and of all othtr Agricultural

Intelligemce uP to the hour ofgoing to press.

33tarhtts.
COVENT GARDEN, August 17.

A good supply of fruit to hand during the week, and
reahsing fair prices. Kent Filberts inclined to fall.

Trade moderate. Jas. Webier, Wholesale Apple
Market.

Apples, per %-s
Apricots, per doa

Cherries, per sic

FsL-

. d. s. d.

6-36 Lemons, per i

. d.

Filberts, per lb.

Gooseb<aTies,gr., qt. o 3- o
Grapes, per lb. ..10-6

Melons, each
3 o Nectarines ..

6 o Oranges, per 100
I o Peaches, per dor.

Piae-apples, p. lb.

Vegetables.

Leeks, per bunch . . o 2- o ^

Lettuces, per score. .20-..
MLat, green, bunch 04-..
Mushrooms, per pott, r o- 3 a— buttODs, do. . . 20-40
Onions, young, bun. 04-06
Parsley, per bunch. . 04- .

.

Peas, green, per qt. .. 16-..
Potatos, Sweet, p. lb. o 6- .

.

Radishes, per bunch. 01-03
— Spanish, doz. .. 10-..

Rhubarb, per bundle 06-10
Shallots, per lb. ..06-..
Spinach, per bushel 30-..
Tomaias. per doz. . , 30- .

.

Turnips, per bundle 04-06
Veg. Marrows, doz. 26-..

„ Jto; Essex Regents. £3 10^:9;
Shaws, £j ; Kidneys, ^10 to £13 per ton.

Cut Flowers.

Artichokes, per dor. 4 o- .

— Eng. Globe, doz. 4 o- .

Aubergmes, p. doz. 3 o~ .

Beans. Fr.,p. bushel 9 o- .

— Longpod.p. bush. 40-.
Beet, per doz. . . z o- 2
Cabt^es, per doz. ..10-2
Carrots, per bunch., o 6- .

Cauliflowers, spring.

per dozen . . ..20-4
Celery, per bundle-. 16-2
Chilis, green, per 100 3 o- .

Cucumbers, each . . o 4- r

Endive, per doz. ..10-2
— Bata^-iac, p. doz. 20-3
Herbs, per bunch ..02—0
Horse Radish, p. bun. 60-.,
Potatos.—Kent Regents, £.

Ageratums, 12 bun- 30-61
Carnations, 12 bunch. 40-9)
— Clove. 12 bun... 40-9*
Cornflower, per doz. 2 o- 6 <

Dahlias, iz bunches 4 o~ 9 <

Eschscholtzias, doz. 2 o- 6 <

Eucharis, per doz. . . 6 0-12 <

Gardenia, per doz. . . 3 o- 9 c

Gladiolus, 12 sprays i o- 6 t

Heliotropes, 12 spr. o 6- i (

Jasmine, 12 bunches 6 0-12 (

Mignonette, 12 bun. i 6- 6 c

Pelargoniums, 12 spr. 06-11
— zonal. 12 spra^-s 04-11
Pinks,colord.,i2bun. 40-61
Primiila, dbL , p. bun. i o- i <

Roses, indoor, p. doz. i o- 9 <

— outdoor, 12 bun. 40-9*
Stephanotis, 12 spr. 2 6- g <

"Stocks. 12 bunches.. 6 o- q c

Sweet Peas, 12 bun. 4 o- 9 t

Sweet Sulcan, (Cen-
taurea), 12 bun. „ 4 o- 9 <:
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Plants in Pots.

s.d. s.d.
Balsams, per doz. . . 20-90
Begonias, per doz. .. 6 &-12 o
Bouvardias, do. ..12 0-18 o
Calceolaria, per dor. 4 0-18 o
Campanulas, p. doz. 6 0-12 o
Cockscombs, p. doz. 30-90
Coleus. per dozen . . 30-90
Crassula, per doz. ..12 0-30 o
Cyperus.do 6 0-12 o
DraCEcna terminaUs 30 0-60 o— viridis, per doz. 18 0-24 o
Ficus elastica .. a &-i>; o
Fuchsia, per doz. .. 6 o-i8 o
Heaths, in varieties,

per doz la 0-30 o

Heliotrope, per doz, 6 0-12 o
Hydrangea, per doz. 0-18 o
Lilium auratum, do.ii 0-24 o
— lancifolium, do. g 0-24 o
— tigrinuni .. 6 0-18 o

Lobelia, per dozen .. 4 0-12 o
Mignonette, do. .. 4 o- g o
Myrtles, do 30-90
Nasturtiums, dozen 3 o- g o
Palms in variety,each 3 6-ai o
Pelargoniums, scarlet,

per doz 3 o- g o
~- in variety, doz. 9 0-24 o
Petunias,double.doz. g 0-18 o— single, per doz.. 6 0-12 o

SEEDS.
London: Au^st i6.—Owing to the protracted

drought the agricultural seed trade continues in the in-

active state described last week. In red Clover seed
there is no business as yet doing ; the few samples of
new English which have been exhibited have been of
good quality. For wliite Clover an advance of 3^". to 4J.

per cwt. is demanded. Trefoil is steady, the general run
of samples this year proves saUsfactor>' both as to colour,
size, and condition. For new English winter Tares we
have a good inquiry, and as the supply promises to be
abundant prices have opened at a moderate range. New
Rye for sowing purposes must be noted \s. to 2.f. per qr.

dearer. Winter Barley and Oats are obtainable on
moderate terms. For Mustard and Rape seed we have
an improved demand at hardening rates. Trifolium is

in fair request at the comparatively low currencies of the
present season. Feeding Linseed tends upwards, For
Canary seed the sale is slow ; buyers prefer waiting for
new home-grown seed. John Shaw 6* Sons, Seed Mer-
chants

, 37, Mark Lane, London , E. C.

CORN.
At Mark Lane on Monday there was only a small quan-

tity of new English Wheat on offer, and as a little dissa-
tisfaction prevails as to the yield, the trade assumed a
shade more strength. No improvement, however, took
place in the value, and as regards foreign Wheat, prices
were somewhat lower on the week. Barley was quiet,
and prices were easier in some instances. Malt attracted
a little more attention at reduced prices. Oats were
quoted slightly dearer on the week, with a fair inquiry
for sound com. Maize was much the same in price,

but no lower. Beans and Peas were cheaper when
pressed for sale. Flour was nominally without alteration
from last week.—Trade was dull on Wednesday, and
prices generally were flat ; 48/. was about the top
quotation for new English white Wheat. Barley attracted
httle attention, and rates favoured buyers. Less inquirj'

prevailed for Malt at the late reduction. Sound Oats
were steady and with little ditftculty disposed of, but a
slow sale was experienced for inferior sorts. Maize re-

mained as on Monday. Beans were cheaper to sell.

Peas were somewhat lower. In flour there was no
material change.—Average prices of corn for the week
ending Aug. 12 :—Wheat, 45 j. loi. ; Barley, 32J. zd.

;

Oats, 29J. 5^'. For the corresponding week last year :

—

Wheat, 51J. 9^/. ; Barley, 34J. iid. ; Oats, 30J. ^.

CATTLE.
At the Metropolitan Market on Monday the number

of beasts was large. The hot weather made buyers very
cautious. Prices were lower on the average, and many
inferior qualities remained unsold. For sheep the
demand was very limited, but all the choice qualities
were pretty readily disposed of. Choice calves were
rather dearer. Quotations :—Beasts. 4^. to 51., and
5J. 6d. to 6j. ; calves, 4.;. 41/. to 5,1. 6d. ; sheep, 51. 4*/.

to 55. loi/., and 6s. 4^. to -js. ; lambs, 6s. to ys. Sd.
;

and pigs, 4s. to 5^. 6d. — On Thursday the beast trade
was very slow, but prices were unaltered. There was
more doing in sheep, at fully Monday s rates. Calves
met a steady demand at full prices, and pigs were un-
altered.

HAY.
The Wliitechapel report states that the supplies con-

tinue light and the trade firm. Quotations :—Clover,
best old, 130J. to 145^. ; inferior, S^s. to 95J. ; new,
iioj. to 135?. ; hay, old best, 115;. to 1401. ; inferior,

55i. to 75i. ; new, looj. to 13CW. ; straw, 40J. to 5CW. per
load.—Cumberland Market quotations :—Superior old
meadow hay, 140^. to ijcj. ; inferior, no;, to 126s.;
new hay, 120J. to 140J. ; superiorold Clover, 140J. to

iSS-^- ;
inferior, i2oj^. to 132^. ; new Clover, 13CW. to

J47J. ; and straw, 47J. to 52J. per load,

POTATOS.
The Borough and Spitalfields markets reports state

that trade is heavy, at reduced prices. The arrivals are
moderately large. Regents, 120^. to 150^. ; Kidneys,
iiof. to 140J. ; Shaws, looj. to iio-r.—1 he imports into
London last week comprised 949 packages, 107 bags,
and 100 hampers, from .\ntwerp

; 307 bags, 1S9 barrels,
andiiS packages, from Dunkirk; Soo casks Barfleur

;

300 Cherbourg, 138 bags Boulogne, 220 boxes St. Vaast,
and 56 tons from St. Malo.

COALS.
Trade was dull at Monday's market, and the price of

house coals gave way 6d. per ton. Business on Wed-
nesday was steady. Quotations :—East Wvlam, i8s. ;

Hastings Hartley, i8j. ^d. ; Holywell Slain, i8s. ;

Walls End—Lambton, 19^. 6d. ; Original Hartlepool,
aay. ; Kelioe, x8i. ; East Hartlepool, 1^. ; Tees,
29^. 9^.

ArELLOW LOAM, in any quantity, delivered
JL on Rail nt Banste.-id. London. Uri^hton, and South

Coast Railway, by the truck-load. For particulars apply to

J. H. WHITE, Kingswood. near Epsom.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
Reduced price, 20 Bushels. 6s. Sd.; 100. 20s.: or Tnick-

load (upwards of 300 Bushels), 40J. Delivered free to any rail

in London.

J. STE\'^NS, Fibre Works, Hif;h Street. Battersea. S.W.

B

Fibrous Feat for Orchids, tec.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best
quality for Orchids. Stove Plants. &c , £6 6s. per truck.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, lor Rhododendrons, Azale.is,

Heaths, American Plant Beds. 17^. per ton.

Delivered on rail at Blackwater. S. E. R., or Famborough,
S. W. R.. by the truck-ioad. Sample sack, $s. 6J. each.

Fresh SPHAGNUM. 10s. M. per sack.

WALKER .\ND CO., F.amborough Station, Hants.

GISHURST COMPOUN D—
Used by many of the leading Gardeners since 1859.

against Red Spider, Mildew. Thrips, Greenfly, and other Blight,

in solutions of from i to 2 ounces to the g.alloo of soft water, and
of from 4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit

Trees. Has outlived many preparations Intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in boxes, ir . 3r., and tor. 6d.

Whole5.ale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

WASPS, FLIES, &c., may be cleared from
Vineries. Fruit, &c.. by the use of DAVIS' WASP

DESTROYER, is. 6,f. and 2s. 6,/. per bottle. May be h.id of
all Seedsmen, or of

B. R. DAVIS, Seedsman, &c,, Yeovil.

ELL'S MILDEW COMPOSITION;
as u^ed by them for the last twenty-five years at their

"Horticultural Estahlishment, Bracondale," their
"Nurseries, Lakenham," and "Vinerie.s, Thorpe Ham-
let," consistmg of over 30,000 feet of glass. Retail, is. 6d. and
2J. 6d per bottle, of the Sole Manufacturers,
BELL AND SON, 10 .and 11, E.xchange Street, Norwich.

COTT'S^ wasp" "dESTROYER.— This
preparation has been proved by thousands to be

thoroughly etTectual in destroying Wasps, Hornets, large Flies,

and other pests destructive to Fruit. No one having fruit to
presen-e should be without it.

May be obtained of all Seedsmen, at is. 6d, and ar. 6./. per
bottle, or direct from

JOHN SCOTT, The Seed Stores, Yeovil.

Notice.
(By A/:j'ointment to the Royal Horticultural Society.)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS.
NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT
ADVERTISEMENTS in all Newspapers, Magazines,

and Periodicals. List of London Papers on application.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS, .MvertUement Agents,
59, Fleet Street. E.C.

Macfarlane's Castings,
Ai-chitectural, Artistic, and Saiiitaiy,

FOR ARCHITECTS, CIVIL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER6

Contractors, Builders, Joiners, Plumbers, &c..

Railings; Balconies; Venmd.-ilts; Conserv.atovies; Shop and Warehouse Fronts;

Arcade.<! ; Winter G.ardeus ; Covered Ways ; Saloons ; Serai-enclosed Airinj;

Rooms, Smoking Divans, &c. ; Waiting Rooms ; Clock and Water Towers

;

Pavilions; Bandstands: Arbours; Garden Entrances; Garden Screens;

Boathouses, &e. Plain and Ornamental Castings of every description for

Jlausions, Halls, Schools, Barracks, Factories. Markets, Railway Stations,

Bridges, Esplanades, Parks, Gardens, Pleasnre Grounds, &c.

FOR HOME X EXPORT.

Uhistrated CATALOGVE icith Price List and Estimates Jor special Desiffiis

on aj-)j)lication.

WALTER MACFARLANE & CO., GLASGOW.

HOT-WATEE BOILERS.

THE THAMES BANK
IRON COMPANY,

Old Barge Wharf, Upper Ground Street, London,

SURREY SIDE, BLACKFRI..\RS BRIDGE. PIPES, CONNECTIONS

("WITLEV COI-Rt" boiler.)

"WITLEY COURT" BOILER (Silver Medal 1872).

" TRENTHAM IMPROVED" BOILER, with Water-
way End and Smoke Consumer.

*' TUBULAR," and every other Boiler of knowTi merit
or excellence.

^" Prrze Medal Awarded at the National Conteif,

Birmingham, 1874.

MILL'S PATENT AUXILIARY FUEL ECONOMISER,
Which can be attached to any ordinary Boiler. These Tubes are the greatest Economisers of Fuel and Preser^-atives of Boilers,

Fire-Ears, and Furnace Fronts ever yet introduced to the public.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED COMPLETE.
PRICE LIST on application ; or, SLx Stamps for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, 4th Edition.

NEW P.\TEN'T "CLIMAX" BOILER (1874). See
p. 666, 1874, Gardeners' Chronicle.

"GOLD MEDAL" BOILER (Birmingham, 1S72).

P.^TENT "EXCELSIOR" BOILER (1871).

I^" The lar-rest and most complete Stock in the

Tr.ide ; upwards of Twenty Thousand Pounds' worth
to choose from.
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Tobacco Paper.

WM. GREENHOUGH and CO., i, Nile,
Leeds, begs to offer the above, of the finest quality, at

75^. per cwt. They have had the honour of serving the under-
mentioned firms for a number of years :

—

Messrs. MiNiER, Nash & Co., London.
Messrs. CoRRV & SopRR, London.
Mr. R. Sbiith, Worcester.
Mr. Wm. Rushforth, Leeds.

And many others in the Trade.
TOBACCO CORD, pure quahty, per cwt., 84^.

TOBACCO CLOTH, pure quaUty, per cwt, 84J.

NEW ARCHANGEL and PETERSBURG
MATS. First arrival this season. Quotations can now

J. BLACKBURN and SON.S, Nos. 4 and s, Wormwood
Street, City, E.G.

Arcbangel and Pecersburg Mat Importers.

SACK, BAG, and TARPAULIN MANU-
FACTURERS: RAFFIA FIBRE for tying: TIFFANY

and SCRIM for shading, in all widths ; NETflNG, YARN,
ROPES, and TWINES of every description. (Quotations on
application to

f or Afi-DTTDxi ...., SONS, Nos. 4 and s, Wormwood

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden
Frames.—ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are

the cheapest and most durable. Price List, which gives the
size of every class of Mat, forwarded post-free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch,
London, E.C.

MATS.—Archangel, Petersburg, Packing
Mats. Sec.

RAFFIA for tying. TRAINING STICKS, BAMBOO
CANES, &c. Before purchasing send for prices to

C. J. BLACKITH and CO., Cox's Quay, Lower Thames
Street, London, E.C.

D
Important to Farmers.

AY, SON AND HEWITT, the Original and
Sole Proprietors of the STOCK-BREEDERS' MEDI-

CINE CHEST for all disorders in Horses, Cattle, Calves,
Sheep, and Lambs. These Chests contain the celebrated
" CHEMICAL EXTRACT," for Wounds. Swollen Udders &c.
" GASEOUS FLUID." for Scour or Diarrhcea. and all Paiis.
" RED DRENCH." for Cleansing the Blood, and for Fevers
" RED PASTE BALLS," for Conditioning Horses.
" BRONCHOLINE," for Husk or Hoose in Sheep and Lambs
" GASEODYNE," for Heaving and Paining.

Prices, with " Key to Farriery," £,2 i6j. ed. and £^ 6s.
Each Preparation can be had separately, carriage paid,

U.sed for forty years throughout the United Kingdom and
British Colonies.
DAY, SON, AND HEWITT, 22, Dorset Street, Baker

Street, London, W.

HE CHEAPEST and MOST DURABLE
SHADING.-" Lasting for years."

MADE of PREPARED WOOL and HAIR.
A perfect non-conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fi.\ed

temperature where it is applied.
Patronised by Her Maiesty the Queen, for Windsor Castle

:

Prince Christian, for Frogmore Gardens ; the late Sir. J. Paxton •

the late A. F. Paxton, Esq. ; the late S. Rucker, Esq., &c.
" FRIGI DOMO " CANVAS.

^ ^

3 yards wide .. .. ., ..30
4 yards wide . . 310

"FRIGI DOMO" NETTING, rj. M. and li. M. per yard.
Can be had from all Florists and Seedsmen, and of

E. T. ARCHER, Stanstead Road, Forest Hill, London, S.E.
•,' L.lte of Cannon Street, City, E.C.

Rosher's Garden Edging TUea.

THE ABOVE and many other PATTERNS
are made in materials of great durability. The

mmoMMUBM^ plainer sorts are specially j--v..,.„,.^,,^.,,j^THIBH^* suited for KITCHEN •^i^^¥i^r:j:,^_^mH^^ GARDENS, as they >S:^'-:'~H^^^^^^^^ harbour no Slugs or Insects, ^^'
^ WK take up little room, and, ,..'

^Sfm^ once put down, incur no ^S.,
further labour or expense,

as do "giown" Edgings, consequently being much clieapcr.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c., in Artificial Stone,
very durable and ofsuperior finish, and in great variety ofdesign.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground
Street. Blackfriars, S.E.; King's Road, Chelsea. S.W.:
Kingsland Road. E.

Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES,"
PLANT COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES ; also
for FOXLEY'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors, Balconies. &c.,

from 3i. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of plain or
more elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies
Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable
Paving of great durability, Wall Copings. Drain Pipes and Tiles
of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates. Cement, &c.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Brick and Tile Merchants.
See addresses above.

SILVER SAND,
fine or coarse grain as desired. Prices by Post per ton

Or Truck Load, on Wharf in London, or delivered direct from
Pits to any Railway Station. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries.

KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any
t^uaat^ties.

F. ROSHER AND CO.—Addresses see above.
il.B.—Orders promptly executed by R.iil or to Wharves.

A liberal Discount to the Trade.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County in England.

Conservatories, Greenhouses, &c.,

HEATED 1;Y

COWAN'S PATENT COMPENSATING

SYSTEM,

WHICH IS THE MOST ECONOMICAL YET
KNOWN.

The perfect success of every Apparatus
is guaranteed.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS
OF ALL KIXDS,

Combining Elegance and Durability, Erected

at Moderate Prices.

SPECIMEN DRAWINGS

WINTER GARDENS, VINERIES, FERNERIES,
HOTHOUSES, and OTHER STRUCTURES,

Can be had, post-free., on application.

The Company also supply and erect all the

most improved forms of

SADDLE and OTHER BOILERS for

HEATING BUILDINGS.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES POST FREE.

Plans and Estimates Free.

COWAN PATENTS COMPANY
(LIMITED),

21, WHITEHALL PLACE, LONDON, S.W.,

GARSTON, near LIVERPOOL.

Latest Improvements In Heating by Hot Water.

THE IMPROVED CONICAL BOILER.S,
for HEATING PINERIES. CONSERVATORIES,

GREENHOUSES, JIANSIONS, HALLS, WARE-
HOUSES, &c

These BOILERS are adapted
for setting in Brickwork, or as
shown in sketch they require NO
Brickwork.
POLLARD AND CO. Oate Bury

& Pollard, Successors to John R.
Peill, late Stephenbon & Peill), Sole

Manufacturers of the Improved
CONICAL BOILERS, which
are in general use, and for their

durability and economy have at-

tained a celebrity far siupassing

any other Boilers ever invented.

Fi-ved at seats of Duke of New-
castle, Lord Belper, Lord Mid-
dleton, &c. At Earl Sydney's
replaced, after being twenty years

)mptly executed. The Prince
Im Salm, the Duke de Croy,

&c.. recently supplied.

PRICE LISTS free by post.

Bear Garden, Park Street, Southwark, London, S.E.

STEVENS'
TRENTHAM GREENHOUSE BOILER,

After long experience, has proved the m t S I M I I E
ECONOMICAL, EFFECTUAL, and LASI I\(, L( ILER
extant ; recently much improved For Illustrations, with
full particulars, apply to the Sole Makers,

F. & J. SILVESTER.
Castle Hill Foundry, Engineering and Boiler Works,

Newcastle, Staffordshire.

t^ Our Boilers are the only ones made with the sanction

and under the inspection of the inventor, Mr. Stevens- all

others being base
'

FOR SALE, a 3-foot JONES' PATENT
TERMINAL SADDLE BOILER, with Hollow Bars,

Fire-doors, and Frame complete. Has only been in use a few
years, and is removed being too small for its present work.

J. B, M., The Oaklands, Harborne, Birmingham.

Hotlionses, Hot-water Apparatus, &c.

TTALLIDAY and CO., Hothouse
-^-^ EutLDF-RS and HoT-WATtR Apparatus Manu-
facturers. Estimates and Plans free. Best Construction I

Best Materials-! Best Workmanship ! Catalogues free.

Offices, 22, Barton Arcade, Manchester.

PUMPS-PUMPS-PUMPS.
For Baths. Cisterns. Kitchen, or Garden use.

GARDEN PUMPS,N0N-FREEZING PUMPS, COTTAGE
PUMPS, LIQUID MANURE PUMPS.

Carriage Prepaid. Prompt Delivery. Lowest Prices.

Catalogue on application.

ST. ALBANS IRON WORKS, HERTS.

OWAN'S PATENT SYSTEM of
HEATING and HOT-WATER ENGINEERING in

all its branches.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS ol every description.

Plans and EsCintates art Application, and Circulars post'/ree,

2t, Whitehall Place, London, S.W.,and The Vineyard,
Garston, near Liverpool.

Under tlie Patronage of the Queen.

SMITH'S IMPERISHABLE
STRATFORD LABELS.

The above Labels are made of a White Metal, with raised
BLACK-FACED LETTERS.
The Gardeners' Magazine says :

—" We must give these the
palm before all other plant labels, as the very first in merit."

Samples arid Price List free.

Sole Manufacturer; J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory,
Stratford-on-Avon

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant markers.MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.—Prices,
Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post-free on

application
: also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for

Conservatories, Entrance Halls. &c.

MAW AND CO., Eenthall Works, Broseley.

metallic Hothouse Builder to Her Majesty.HENRY HOPE
(late Clark & Hope, formerly Clark),

HOTHOUSE BUILDER and HOT-WATER
APPARATUS ENGINEER.

55, Lionel Street. Birmingham, Esublished A.D. iSrS.

BOOKS of DESIGNS, 51. each.^ The Extensive Ranges of Metallic Hothouses in the
Royal Gardens, Windsor and Osborne, were e.\ecuted at this
Establishment.

SIR J. PAXTON'S HOT-
HOUSES for the MILLION are

Simple, Cheap, and Portable.
Illustrated Price Lists free.

HEREMAN and MORTON, r4, Tich.
borne Street. Regent Quadrant, W., Horti-

.Itural Builders and Hot-water Engineers.

LASCELLES I VTE\T LE\r WOOD
CONSERVATORIES and GREENHOUSES.—AU

Gardeners know that Wood is better than Iron for Plant Grow-
ing, and by the above system a handsome curved house can be
erected as cheaply as a plain straight one.

The curved house is more durable, stronger, lighter in con-
struction, and no bent glass is required.
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Etn^te cvenonippc n f r GKEENHOUSES and

CO^btKVAIOKlESolallk nds and to an> deb gn

GARDEN BOXES and LIGHTS. Each.

Portable Box with One Light, 6 feet by 4 feet, glazed s. d.

good 16-0Z. sheet glass, painted four coats, and

packed ready for use 35 o

Portable Bo.t with Two Lights, as above, each light

6 feet by 4 feet 05 o

LIGHTS ONLY.
3 feet by 4 feet Light, not painted nor glazed . . .

.

3 ^

Ditto glazed, good i6-oz. sheet glass, and painted 4 coats 10 o

6 feet by 4 feet, not painted nor glazed 60
Ditto glazed and painted four coats 16

Greenliousea.

H FREEMAN and .SONS, Horticul-
• TURAI. BtllLDEKS and HoT-KATEK ArPARATl^S

Manufacturers, Cambridge Heath Bridge, Hackney. E.

Good substantial made GREENHOUSES, Glazed, ready for

fixing. 42 feet long. 13 feet wide, {.sa ; 21 feel by la feet, ^^28 :

12;^ feet by 10 feet, ;£is. Estimates given m wood or iron.

BELGIAN GLASS for GREENHOUSES, &c.,
Can be obtained in all sizes and qualities, of

BETHAM & SON,
9, LOWER THAMES .STREET, LONDON, E.G.

B. & S. have always a Large Stock in London of 20-in. by

iz-in., 2o-in. by 14-in., 20-in. by 16-in., in 16-oz. and 21-oz,

Window Glass, Sheet Lead, Faints, tsc

THOMAS MILLINGTON and CO.,
Imiokteks and Manufactukeks. New LIST of

PRICES, very much reduced, on application.

87, Bishopsgate Street Without, E.C.

Shaw's"tiffany, elastic net-
TING, CANVAS, &c., for Shading, Protecting, and

other Horticultural Purposes. For Samplesand Pricesapply to

JOHN SHAW AND CO., 29. Oxford Street, Manchester.

Establislied over a Quarter of a Century.

^)

'**- LIVERPOOL]
lAYLOR STREET^

la in use over many thousand miles,
And has been awarded the Medals and highest Commendation

of all the leading Agricultural Societies.

It is constructed with

POWERFUL WINDING STRAINING PILLARS,
RIGID INTERMEDIATE IRON POSTS,

STRONG and DURABLE WIRE CABLE STRANDS,
Forming the most efficient Strained Iron Fencing known for

agricultural and general purposes.

Conti
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WANTED, a NURSERY FOREMAN and
PROPAGATOR, well versed in hardy Ornamental

Trees and Shrubs. Fruit Trees, &c.—L. T. DAVIS, Ogle's

Grove Nursery, Hillsborough, Co Down.

RANG IS R^ KINGHORN requires a
young Man as PROPAGATOR : one who nas a fair

knowledge of Plants and can prodace satisfactory references as

to character and ability.—Apply in own handwriting, stating

experience, age, and wages required. Sheen Nursery, Rich-

mond, Surrey.

WANTED, in the Glass Department,
a GROWER of ROSES, CAMELLIAS and

GREENHOUSE PLANTS. A Man of e.vperience and
character required.—WM. PAUL AND SON, Paul's Ni
Waltham Cross, Herts.

Apprentice or Improver.

WANTED, as above. One or Two strong
LADS, with a fair Education, in a large well kept

Gentleman's Garden. A Premium expected.—A. E., Post-

office, Haslemere, Surrey.

WANTED, a respectable Young MAN.
Must write a good hand, and be quick at Potting.

—

St.ate wages required, and where la^t employed to J. MORSE,
Nurseryman, Dursley.

WANTED, a Young MAN, accustomed to
Potting and Tying for Market.-Apply, with parti-

culars, to DRUMMOND BROTHERS, L.arkfield Nursery,
Edinburgh.

WANTED, a COACHMAN and GAR-
DENER—Wife as Laundress-without encumbrance.

Ages 40 to 45. Another man kept. Must have good characters

and abilities. House, coals, gas. vegetables, and 30J. per week.
—Mr. HOLMAN, Hanger Vale, Ealmg, near London, W.

WANTED, a steady, respectable, young
Man that has been used to PAINTING and (;L.\Z-

ING in a Nursery, and can assist at Potting. Tying. &c.—
Apply, with reference, to JOHN TURTLE, The Nurseries,
Welling.

WANTED, as TRAVELLER in the Seed
Trade, a Man of good address, with a knowledge of

the Trade generally. It is indispensable that he shall have had
experience in Clovers and Gr.isses. Liberal Salary.— H.,
Gardeners ChroiUdc Ollice, W,C.

Seed Trade —Shopman and Traveller.

WANTED, an energetic MAN, who is well
acquainted with the general work in a Wholesale Seed

Warehouse ; will be reqtiiretl to do a Journey during Summer
months. State experience and salary required. — A. F.,
Gardenrrs Chronicle Office, W.C.

WANTED, as SECOND SHOPMAN, an
iictive Young Man, with five or six years' experience,

and ab]e to furnish satisfactorv references.—Apply, stating age
and salary, CLARK BROTHERS and CO., Seed Merchants
and Nurserymen, Carlisle.

WANTED, a JUNIOR SHOPMAN, about
October I. — EDMONDSON BROS., lo, Dame

Street. Dublin.

WAN T PLA CES,
BS. WILLIAMS having at the present

• time several very excellent GARDENERS upon his

Register, is desirous of placing them in Situations where great
experience and trust are required. B. S. W. would at the same
time beg to intimate that when a Gardener is applied for that
the filling of the situation should be left wiih him, as that would
prevent unnecessary correspondence and delay.—Victoria and
Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway. London, N.

Head Gardeners.

JOHN LAING can at present recommend
with every confidence several energetic and practical

Men, of tested ability and first-rate character. Ladies and
Gentlemen in WANT of GARDENERS 'and BAILIFFS,
or GARDENERS for First-rate Establishments or Single-hand
Situations, can be suited, and have full particulars by applying
at Stanstead Park and Rutland Park Nurseries, Forest Hill,
London. S. E.

G

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.

HENRY BAILEY, Royal Nursery, Feltham,
can recommend a first-class GARDENER, to any

Nobleman or Gentleman requiring the services of a good man.
—For particulars, apply as above.

ARDENER (He.^d). — Age 25 ; has a
-^ practical knowledge of the profession in all its branches.

-J. H., 136, High Street, Cliipham, S.W.

GARDENER (Head), where three or more
are kept.—Age 37. married, no family. Good reference.

State wages.-W. RAINIIOW, Waters Terrace, Harpenden,

r^ARDENER (Head). — Middle-aged,
^^ married, one son (age 1 7) ; thoroughly practical in every
part of the profession. First-class Fruit Grower, &c. Good
character.—A. B, , Post-office, Langton, Tunbridge Wells.

rj-ARDENER (Head). — Married ; has a
^^ good practical knowledge of Gardening in all its branches.
Good characters from present and previous employers.—A, B.,
The Gardens. Castle Hill, Bletchingley, Surrey.

(^ARDENER (Head).—Age 32 ; thoroughly
^-^ understands Early and Late Forcing. Stove and Green-
house Plants, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Six years'
good character.—J. E., Locko Park, near Derby.

(:j.ARDENER (Head). — Age 33, married;
>^

_
great experience in every branch of Gardening. Has

been in good places in England. Scotland and France. Highly
satisfactorj' references and testimonials.—T. B., BIyth Hall
t-ardens, Worksop.

(^ARDENER (Head).—Age 39, married;
V^ 25 years' experience in Forcing all kinds of Fruits,
Flowers, and Vegetables

; also a good Flower and Kitchen
Gardener.—J. D., The Lodge, Harpenden Road, near Child-
wick Green, St. Albans, Herts.

GARDENER (Head) to any Nobleman or
Gentleman.—Age 33. two children (youngest, 6 years) :

i5 years' practical experience in all branches of the profession,
especially in Grape and Pine Growing. Present and previous
characters. -JOHN KEF.P, Oak Lodge, Southg.ate, N.

GARDENER (Head). — Mr. McLean,
Beaumanor Park, can recommed his Foreman (Scotch)

as a thorough good practical man in all branches, to any Noble-
men or Gentleman in want in an able Head Gordcner.—
Beaumanor Park Gardens, Loughborough.

G child
: thoroughly understands Vines, Peaches,

Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Cucumbers, iMelons, Early and
Late Forcing, Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Five years'
character from List employer.— R, LAMB, Doverdale. near
Droitwitch.

/^ARDENER (Head), where two or three
^-^ are kept.—Age 40, married, no family ; a thorough
trustworthy man. Twelve years' character. To any Gentle-
men reipuring the services of a first-class man, this is an oppor-
tunity that seldom presents itself—WILLIAM HEULEV,
Rose Hill. Varm

GARDENER (He.\d).—Age 41, married
;

good practical experience in all branches of Gardening,
ly Forcing Vines. Pines, Flowers. Vegetables, &c. : his
the Management of a large Flower and Kitchen Garden

h extensive Pleasure Grounds, also Land and Stock. Wife
Id Manage Dairy or Poultry. Si.v ye.ars' character: left
gh death of employer.-S. OSIIORN, Kingston Read,

' Maiden, Sun

GARDENER (Head, Working), where not
less than two men are kept.—Age 38, married, one child :

eight years' good character. Cottage on the premises preferred.—T. R., Birling Cottage, Frant Road, Tunbridge Wells.

GARDENER (Head, Working). — ThtT-
roughly understands Vines, Melons, Cucumbers, Stove

and Greenhouse Plants. Orchids, &C. Total abstainer. Four
years' character.—J. G ., ;,, Princes Road, West Ealing. W.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 40,
two in family : understands Early and Late Forcing

of Fruit, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening ; Farm BailiU if
required. -W. N,, Palgrave Lows, Suffolk.

(^ARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 29,V^ married, no family : 17 years' practical experience in all
branches of the profession. Good references from present and
previous employers as to ch.aracter and ability.— ALPHA,
Post-office, Sevenoaks. Kent.

GARDENER (HE.A.D, or Single-handed).
— Thoroughly understands all branches. Good refer-—E. F. CURRY, Rivel, Taunton.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
handed).—Age 27. married, no family: understands

Vines, Melons, Cucumbers, Stove and Greenhouse Plants,
and Flower and Kitchen Gardening.-A. H., 2, Bowater Place'
Old Dover Road, BLackheath, Kent.

GARDENER.— Messrs. Cranston~&
M.wos can recommend to any Nobleman or Gentle-

man a very competent and highly respectable Man. as HEAD
GARDENER. Full particulars, with testimonials, on applica-
tion. —Cranston's Nurseries. King's Acre, near Hereford.

GARDENER, where one or two are kept.

—

Age 27. single : respectable steady Man.—L. G., Post-
office, Hendon, N.W.

/riARDENER. — Age 34; good practical
V^ Man. Wife Dairy or Poultry-woman, No family.
Good character. — GARDENER, Manor House, Sutton,

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
GARDENER. — The Advertiser (age 35)

seeks an engagement in an Establishment where choice
Fruit, Flowers, &c.. are extensively cultivated for Market and
other purposes. Flower and Kitchen Gardening, also Pro-
pagating and growing Conifers. Roses, Vines, &c. Twenty
years' experience. First-class testimonials.—HORTUS, Giir-
dencri ChromcU Office, W.C.

ARDENER (Under), in the Houses.—
Age ?4 ; three years* good character from present situa-—A. B., Rendcomb Gardens, near Cirencester, Glouctster-

.ARDENER (Under), age iS.—The Gar-
DKNEK at Knightley, Exeter, would be pleased to re-

mend to any Gentleman or Gardener, a very respectable
ig Man, with some e.vperience in the Garden, who has

GARDENER (Under), or IMPROVER.—
Age 18 : has had four years' e.\'perience in the trade.

State wages given,—J. T. D., i, Clyde Villas, Molesworth
Street, Lewisham, Kent.

MPROVER, in the Houses under a Foreman.
Age 20 : four years* good character.—E. C, Post-office,

Lacock

1VURSERY MANAGER or GENERAL
-^'l FOREMAN (Hard-wooded and Soft-wooded Pro-
pagator).—Age -^5, single : would prefer a small Provincial
Nursery where about twelve men are employed and a good
general business doing. Twenty years' experience. Good
references.—G. HAMoND, 2t. Lansdowne Road, Swindon.

MANAGER, or FOREMAN, in a Nursery,
or on a Gentleman's Estate. — Age 28, married

:

thoroughly experienced in all branches. Good reference and
character. In or near London preferred.—S. W. , Somerset"""' Road, New Wimbledon,

JOURNEYMAN, in a Nursery.—Age 28,^ single : upwards of four years' in a Soft-wooded Depart-
ment, and understands Ferns. Can take charge of the above.—W, T. S, 4, Leigham Lane, Streatham, Surrey.

Tj^OREMAN, or JOURNEYMAN,—Age 21

;

f- good e.vperience in Plant Growing,.as well as h:iving been

T^OREAtAN, in a large Establishment.—
^^ Age 27 :

twelve years' experience in first-class places.—
O. C, Handsworth, Sheffield.

TpOREMAN.—Age 28 ; can be highly recom'-
-f-

mended, haying lived in large Establishments. Good
Fruit and Plant Grower. Good characters from present and
late employers—G. J., Fair Lawn Park, Tonbridge, Kent.

p'OREMAN, or Grower of Roses in Pots,L Vines. Camellias, and Soft-wooded Stuff.—.Vge 26 ;

T^OREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's
-L Establishment.---Nine years' good experience in first-
class places. Can be highly recommended.-f. M., Otterspool
(wardens, Aigburth, near Liverpool.

To Nurserymen and Florists.

"POREMAN. — Used to Grow for Market,
isfrctory referi i.-A. L.,

, Challin Str.
Penge. S.E.

"T^OREMAN, GENERAL^SALESMAN, &c
•rT

('"''"<"•) 1" " good, small, or medium sized Nursery.—
I horoughly experienced, and can be well recommended.—
W. C. W., 8, Stamford Road, Fulham, S.W.

PLANT GRb\VER.-Age^3r"Good e^
J- rience.-State terms &c., to R. H. A., 34, Cochrane
Street, St. John's Wood, N.W.

'TIG FLORISTS and NURSERYMEN.—
-J- A trustworthy MAN is in want of a situation (near Lon-
don) to grow Plants for Covent Garden M.arket—Stove. Hard-
wooded, and Soft-wooded Stuff. Good reference —A- P Post-
office, Hamilton, N.R.

.
., i

nno FLORISTS and SEEDSMEN.—

A

f ,

f;=Ml<:n'an, age 31, desires a situation in a Florist o
Seed Business. First-class references.— K. W., Post-office
Ambleside, Westmoreland.

ATURSERY TRADE. — An experienced
, .. .

Gentleman, calling on all the leading Houses throughout
the kingdom, wishes a Commission from some large Firm —
ARGOSV, Post-office, Addiscombe.

fyRAVELLER, CORRESPONDENT,
-*- CLERK.—Long experience and good connection • well
acquainted with the Wholesale Seed Trade. Salary or Com-
mission. liest references.—S., 9, Vincent Terrace. Islington, N.

fyo THE SEED TRADE.—Wanted, a
-L situation in the above tr.ade by a young Man, aged 23,
who could enter an engagement now or two months hence.
Has h.ad eight years' experience, and can produce first-class
testimonials.—W. J., C«»;-/,-r Office, Dumfries, N. B.

SEED TRADE (Second).—A young Man,
who has a good knowledge of the business in all its

branches.—R. , Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W, C.

T? P P S ' S COCOA:
J-^ GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.
" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern

the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful appli-
cation of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa. Mr. Kpps
has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately-flavoured
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by
the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution may
be gradually built up until strong enough to resist every
tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak point. We
may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti-
fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame."— C:t iV
Serz'ice Gazette.

IN ARAN'S LL WHISKY.
Kinahan & Co. find that, through the recommenda-

tion of the Medical Profession, the demand for their CELE-
BRATED OLD LL WHISKEY for purely medicinal purposes
is very greaL They think it will be satisfactory to the Public
to read the following extracts of the Analysis of the LL Whisky
from the eminent analyst, Dr. Arthur Hill Hassall ;—
" I have very carefully and fully analysed samples of this

well-known and popular Whisky. The samples were soft and
mellow to the taste, aromatic and ethereal to the smell. The
Whisky must be pronounced to be pure, well-matured, and of
very excellent quality. The Medical Profession may feel full
confidence in the purity and quality of this Whisky."

20, Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street, London, W.

TAINNEFGRD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for ACIDITY of the STOMACH
HEARTBURN. HEADACHE, GOUT, and
INDIGESTION: and the safest aperient for delicate
Constitutions. Ladies. Children, and Infants.

DINNEFORD and CO..
173, New Bond Street, London, and all Chemists.

HOLLGWAY^S PILLS. — No Mystery.—
Whenever the blood is impure or the general health is

impaired the human body is predisposed to attacks of any pre-
vailing epidemic. The first indications of faulty action—the
first sensations of deranged or diminished power—should be
rectified by these purifying Pills, which will cleanse all corrupt
and reduce all erring functions lo order. These Pills counter-
act the subtle poisons in decaying animal or vegetable matter,
and remove all tendency to Bowel Complaints, Biliousness, and
the host of annoying symptoms arising from Foul Stomachs.
The fruit season is especially prone to produce Irritation of the
Bowels and Disorder of the Digestive Organs ; both of which
dangerous conditions can be completely lemoved by Holloway'a

; Medicines,
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WAGSTAFF'S IMPROVED UPRIGHT TUBULAR SADDLE BOILER.
UNEQUALLED FOR ITS SIMPLICITY, ECONOMY, AND EFFICIENCY.

THESE BOILERS are so constructed as to expose the largest amount
of surface to the fire in the smallest space, to absorb the heat from the fuel so that as little as

possible escapes up the chimney, to allow a free circulation for the water throughout the entire extent
and are not liable to get out of order by constant use. Saves 50 per Cent, in fuel, requires very little
sinking, and will keep up a steady heat for twelve hours without attention.

Prize Medals awarded at Manchester, Altrincham, Middleton, Rochdale, Stalybridge, and
Special Medal awarded at Nottingham Rose Sho-,u, July, 1876.

" We consider Mr. Wagstaff's arrangements for heating as near perfection as possible. He hag
heated under us a good many places, both public and private, and we have never had a complaint.

"May3i, 1S76. (Signed) J. EATON and SON, ^;r///te-/^."

BOILER Class

Manufacturer and Patentee, J. G. WAGSTAFF, Dukinfield, Ashton-under-Lyne,

SELLING AGENTS (WHOLESALE AND RETAIL)

WOLSTENCROFT BROTHERS & CO., Ludgate Hill Chambers, 46, Ludgate Hill, London, E.G.

S7 OWENS & CO.
HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS,

WHITEFRIARS STREET,aONDON, E.G.

;.i/^-

THE IMPROVED SELF-ACTING HYDRAULIC RAM.
Tills useful Self-acting Apparatus, which works day and night without needing attention, will raise water

to any height or distance, without cost for labour or motive power, where a few feet fall can be 'obtained and is
suited for supplying Public or Private Establishments, Farm Buildings, Railway Stations, &c.

No. 37. DEEP WELL PUMPS for Horse, Hand, Steam, or other Power.

No. 63. PORTABLE IRRIGATORS, with Double or Treble Barrels for Horse or
Steam Power. rrarrl n.; ^r

No. 46a. IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Watering

No. 49a. GALVANISED SWING WATER CARRIERS, for Garden use.

No. 5oandS4«. FARM and MANSION FIRE ENGINES of every description.

No. 38. PORTABLE LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, onLegs, with FlexibleSuction.

S. OWENS AND CO. Manufacture and Erect every description of Hydraulic and

WATER WHEELS, WARMING APPARATUS, BATHS, DRYING CLOSETS,
HYDRANTS, HOSE PIPES, &c., &c. Particulars taken in any fart of the

No. 49. GARDEN ENGINES, of all sizes, in Oak or Galvanised Iron Tubs.
No. S4*. THE CASSIOBURY FIRE EXTINGUISHER, as designed for theKight Hon. the Earl of Essex.

No. 44.

No. 4.

WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE PUMPS of aU sizes.

CAST-IRON GARDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.
No. 39*. ™PKOVED HOSE REELS for Coiling up Long Lengths of Hose for

General Engineers' Work for Mansions, Farms, &c., comprising PUMPS, TURBINESi
GASWORKS, Apparatus for LIQUID MANURE distribution. FIRE MAINS,

Country. Plans and Estimatesfurnished.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES CAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION.

PAEHAl'S PATEIT SYSTEI OF GLAZIIft WITHOUT PUTTY
ON CHANNELLED WROUGHT-IRON

RAFTERS
Secures almost entire immunity from

Breakage oT Glass, e.ttreme facility for

Repairs, and absolute freedom from Drip.

// is most extensively adopted, and meets with
unqualified approval.

WILLIAM PARHAM,
Horticultural Builder and Hot-water Engineer,

NORTHGATE WORKS, BATH
;

and 280, O.xford Street, London, W.

address.

Illustrated Catalogues and Price Lists free.

^'?"-^ ^""^ Estimates prepared free of charge for Hor
t-water Works of any magnitude,

Pr1L',°.''il^r,'"""'''"p
"' '''°"" *"= "'idre.Md to • The Editor ;" Advertisements and Bu,..,„>

Agent for Manchester—John Heywood.

Letters to "The Publisher," at the Omce, 41, WelUngton Street, Covent Gaiden, London, W.C.
reet. Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published by tho
the said Countv.

—

Satiirdav Aninnir Tn TR-rrt11, in the said County.

—

Saturday, August 19, 1S7G.
Agents for Scotland—Messrs. J. Menzies & Co., Edinburgh and Glasgow.
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THE HAILSTORM RELIEF FUND,
For NURSERYMEN and FLORISTS.

Amount of Subscriptions already received, ^507 145. ^d.

Funds are urgently needed to meet the many requests for

immediate relief. Estimated amout.t required, ;i^4000.

TOHN FRASER. Chairman. Lea Bridge Road, Leyton.
RICHARD DEAN. Sec. Ranelagh Road, Eahng. W.

Notice ! Notice !
— Hyaciutlis, Tulips. &c.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S
Descriptive CATALOGUE of DUTCH and other

FLOWERING ROOTS is now ready, post-free on application.

Highgate Nurseries. London, N.

Miscellaneous Bulbs and Tubers.

THOMAS S. WARE'S Annual Descriptive
CATALOUGE of the above, including complete Lists of

Lilies, Narcissus, Iris, i^c , is in the press, and will shortly be
forwarded free to all Customers, and on application.

Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, London.

s

HyaclntUs, Tulips, Crocus, Gladioli, &c.

OUR REVISED LIST for 1 876
is now ready, .ind will bu h.inded to all Gardeners

and Ainateiirs, pjst-fiee, on applicalion.

ANT. KOUZEN and SON, Uverveen. near Haarlem. Holland.

MINIER, NASH ANU CO.'S CATA-
LOGUE of HVACINIHS and oilier DUTCH

FLOWER ROOTS is, now ready, and may be had on applica-

tion. Friends who have not received a copy will plea»e write.

60. Strand, London, W.C.

Subscribers who wish to have " The

Gardeners' Chronicle" forwarded DiRECT
FROM THE OFFICE are respectfully in-

formed that payment MUST BE MADE IN

ADVANCE.

Now ready, price in cloth 16s.,

'T/IE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
-' l\1LUnrE/or JANUARY 10 yiW'E, JS76.

W RICHARDS, 41. Wellington Street, Strand, \V,C.

P RAND INTERNATIONAL HORTI-
V-T CULTURAL E.XHIBITION of PLANTS, FRUITS,
FLUWERS and VEGETABLES, at Dundee, on THURS-
11A^•, FRIDAY and SATURDAY. September 7, 8 and 9.

ONE THOUSAND and TWENTY POUNDS offered in

PRIZES, besides Gold Cups and Medals. Special privileges

granted by the Railway Companies. ENTRIES CLOSE
An.i^ust 3:. Prize Schedules may be had from the Secretary,

W.R iltKELVIE : or the Treasurer, JAMES HARDIE.

I^RACKLEY HORTICULTURAL FETE,
y in connection with llie Northamptonshire Agricultural

Society's E.ihibition, to be held in Evenley Park, Brackley, ,
on TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, September 12 and .z}.'^

ONE HUNDRED and FIFTY POUNDS given in PRIZES.
Open to all England, without entrance fee. £z-\ for Stove
PLants. £io for Table Decorations, Cii for Roses, C30 for other
Plants, Flowers and Fruit LAST DAY for ENTRIES,
September 6. Schedules and all information of

R. J. AND A. H. RUSSEL, Hon. Sees.
Hrackley, Northamptonshire,

UTTON'S AUTUMN CATALOGUE,
Illustrated, and replete with Cultural Instructions,

gratis and post-free.

SUTTON AND SONS, The Queen's Seedsmen. Reading.
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SALES BY AUCTION.

Park Hill, Streathara, S.W.
IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE of a celebrated Collec-

tion of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, choice

ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
are favoured with instructions to SELL by AUCTION,

without reserve, on the Premises, Park Hill, Streatham,
Surrey, formerly the residence of the late Wm. Leaf, Esq., on
TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, August 29 and 30, at it for iz

o'clock precisely, the whole of the choice STOVE and GREEN-
HOUSE PLANTS, PALMS, TREE FERNS. &c., including
milgnificcnt e.\,Tmples of DraciEn.as, Marantas, Crotons, Ixoras,

Alocasias, Euch.-.ris, Gardenias, &c. : Cocos, Dixonias. Ca-
mellias, Azaleas, Heaths, Fruiting Pines, &c. ; together with a
large and particularly choice collection of Established Orchids,

embracing ntany rare and valuable species.

ORDER OF SALE. -Tuesday. August 29, the whole of the
Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Palms, and Ferns ; Wednesday,
August ^o. Orchids.
May be viewed the day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may

be had of Mr. PAGE, on the Premises ; and of the Auctioneers
and Valuers, 98, Gracechurch Street, E.G., and Leytonstone, E.

Doncaster.
IMPORTANT UNRESERVED SALE of a CAPITAL

FREEHOLD ESTATE.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS

are instructed by the E.secutors of the late Mr. J.
Thompson to SELL by AUCTION, at the Mart, Tokenhouse
Yard, near the Bank of England, London, E.C., on MONDAY,
September 18, at 1 for 2 o'Clock precisely, without reserve,

and in one lot, the whole of the VALUABLE FREEHOLD
PROPERTY known as Doncaster Carr Nursery, comprising

13 a. 2 r, 30 p. of highly productive rich and ftrtile Land, situate

I mile distant from the important town of Doncaster, together

with Freehold Dwelling House, Gardens. Pleasure Grounds,
Coach House, Stable, Sheds, and other Outbuildings, 2 Cottages,

Greenhouses, Vineries, Pits, and all the necessary Buildings
comprised thereon.

Plan, particulars, and further information obtained of Messrs.

Islington, N.
EXPIRATION of LEASE.—Important CLEARANCE SALE

of the whole of the erections of GREENHOUSES, PITS,
HOT-WATER PIPING, UTENSILS in Trade, and
other ElTects.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
are favoured with instructions from the Executors of the

late Mr. John lioff, deceased, to SELL by AUCTION, without
reserve (inconsequence of expiry of Lease), on the Premises,
known as Northampton Park Nursery. Douglas Road, Isling-

ton. N., aforesaid, opposite the Canonbury Railway Station,

North London Railway, on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY,
September 6 and 7, at 12 o'Clock precisely each day, the whole
of the STOCK in TRADE, consisting of 12 Greenhouses. 10
Pits, 8000 feet of Hot-water Piping. 9 Tubular and Saddle
Boilers, Supply Cisterns, Valves, Brickwork, Slate andWoeden
Staging, &.C., together with the Plants in Pots, comprising a
valuable collection of Established and other Orchids, Tree and
other Ferns, Palms, Anlhuriums, &c. ; also thousands of
Geraniums, Ficus elastica. large white Azaleas, Yuccas,
Lycopodiums, and Succulents in variety; also a useful Grey
Mare, 2 Market Vans, Dog Cart, 3 Sets of Silver plated and
other Harness. Manure, Loam, Utensils in Trade, and all other
Effects connected with a Florist's Business.

On view before the Sale. Catalogues obtained on the
Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch Street, E.C.,
and Leytonstone. E.

Choice BrazlUau and South American Orcliids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, p.t hi>; Gre:it R"oms, ^S, King Street,

Covent Garden. W. (
" .

..„ IMH S^.^^^ Vn-.Kt 29. at half-past

12 o'clock precis'. I\-. 1 h n > I mi.' ; •-
I ')|:iHIDS, consisting

of splendid massL--. >
: me of them with

from 25a to 400 liii! ' ' lus, strong plants ;

fine plants of O. M u ! . lli.iinnM, ^ u,. v ,ili fiower-buds ; O.
crispum, and two uininmeii spccius : lUirliiigtonias ; three plants
of an Oncidium, supposed by Collector to be O. Rogersi ; also

from the vicinity of Rio Bamba, strong plants of an Oncidium,
with bulbs of unusual size, and a fine Maxillaria ; also estab-
lished plants of Phala;nopsis, Dendrobiums, &c., and some
semi-established plants of Odontoglossum Hallii, and a small
collection of established Orchids, being duplicates from a well-
known collectic

On /the .rnincof Sale, and Catalog ihad.

Highly Important Sale of Specimen Stove and
GREENHOUSE I'LANl'S. nuc OliCHIDS, FERNS, tS:c,

DAVID MITCHELL, Auctioneer and
Valuator, Hamilton, has been favoured with instruc-

tions from J. C Wakefield, Esq.. to SELL, by PUBLIC
AUCTION on AUGUST 31 and SEPTEMBER 1, each day
at half-past 11 o'Clock, at Eastwood Park, the whole of tlie

magnificent collection of EXHIBITION PLANTS, consisting
of handsome specimen Azaleas (tine varieties), from 3 to 6 feet

high, and proportionate ; splendid examples of Cape Heaths,
many in flower ; elegant Palms, from 2 to S feet high ; splendid
Marantas, all the new sorts : choice specimen Crotons, such as
Weismanni, interruptum, Veitchii, limbatum. spirale, &c.;
beautiful plants of Adiantum Farleyense, and (Moore's new
Fern) Adiantum gracilllmum; splendid Todeas and Gleichenias,
including Mendelli and other rare sorts; fine lot of specimen
Greenhouse Plants, in splendid health ; also a very choice
collection of beautiful Orchids, consisting of Odontoglossum
Alexandra-, Laslias of sorts, Masdevallia Lindeni, &c. ; beauti-
ful Dendrobes, fine healthy plants of Phalxnopsis Schilleriana,
amabilis, and grandiHora ; Cattleya Dawsoni. and others ;

also a magnificent specimen of Lapageria alba, one of the finest
plants in the country, and showing a large quantity of flowers.
The whole to be Sold without Reserve, as Mr. Wakefield has

given up Exhibiting, and intends to devote his Houses to other
purposes. There will also be Sold an excellent PLANT VAN,
adapted either for Road or Rail.

Notc.~MT. MITCHELL would beg to call the attention of
plant cultivators to this most important Sale. The whole of
the plants are in the best possible health, and may be seen ten
days before the sale at Eastwood Park, near Ginnock Station
(Glasgow and East Kilbride Railway).

Catalogues In preparation, and will be forwarded on applica-
tion.— Hamilton, August 16,

WANTED, IMMEDIATELY, to Rent, a
SMALL NURSERY : in the i.eigibourhood of

London preferred. State terms, &c., to

W, S., 41, Cochrane Street, St. John's Wood, N.W

WANTED, to Hire on Lease, at Michaelmas
or Christmas. 5 to 10 Acres of Good Light GARDEN !

LAND or MI.XED SOIL. Apply, in first instance, to
|

A., Post-office, Kelvcdon.

FOR SALE^a SMAIl'^NURSERY, about 1

Half an Acre, containing Five Glass Houses, 80 feet by I

12 feet, heated by Hot-water and Flue.—T. T., Post-ofTice,

Ed montort Green, Middlesex.

To Nurserymen, Florists, and Seedsmen.

FOR SALE, an OLD-ESTABLISHED I

BUSINESS in the above line, in close proximity to the

Charterhouse at Cjodalming, in Surrey. Fully stocked Vinery, I

Glasshouses, Pits, &c. Lease of Dwelling-house and OSices.

For particidars, apply to

Mr..D. W. STEVENS, The IMount, Guildford.

O BE DISPOSED OF, or LET, an
established NURSERY BUSINESS, short distance

from Covent Garden Market. There is every convenience for

carrying on a large and prolitable trade. Six acres of Nursery
Ground, and upwards of^ 40.000 feet of Glass. A Partner not

objected to. sleeping or active.

J. S.MITH, Ashford Nursery, Ashford, Middlesex.

First-class Opening for a Nurseryman and
MARKET GARDENER,

TO BE DISPOSED OF, the well-known
and long established BUSINESS in English Street,

Dunrfries, successfully carried on for many years by the late

Mr. John Learmont, and latterly by his son, Mr. George
Learmont, and his daughter, Mrs. Halliday.

The Premises consist of a Large GARDEN in English Street,

extending to upwards of 3H Acres, well stocked with Shrubs,
Plants, and Fruit Trees in full bearing ; a large and handsome
SHOP, with first-class Modern Fittings, fronts the street,

which is the principal thoroughfare to the Railway Station.

There is also a STABLE and other OFFICE-HOUSES of
recent erection, and a comfortable DWELLING-HOUSE,
adjoining. In connection with the Business may also be had
the NURSERY GROUNDS of EAST BARKERLAND,
situate a short distance oflf, extending to 16% Imperial Acres.

Satisfactory reasons will be given for relinquishing the

Business, which is an excellent one, and susceptible of improve-
ment by an enterprising person.

Offers for a Lease of the Premises will he received for a
limited period by Mr. JAMES H. McGOWAN, Solicitor,

Dumfries, who will supply all needed information. The Stock
and Fittings will be translerred to the Tenant by Valuation.

Dumfries, August 7.

'pO BE SOLD, about 16,000 feet of GLASS,
JL specially erected for Grape Growing for Market pur-
poses, built regardless of cost and upon the most approved
principles. The heating is most efficient, and the working
details throughout perfect. The Houses are stocked with young
Vines in grand condition and just coming into fruit.

TO BE LET. upon long Lease, about 4 acres of rich

GROUND, which is attached, and within 4 miles of Covent
Garden, situate south. Apply to

Mr. RANSLEY TANTON, Horticultural Valuer : Office,

17A, High Street, Borough, London, S.E.

O BE SOLD, bv PRIVATE CONTRACT,
the GOLDEN CROSS NURSERIES, with extensive

Glasshouses. Dwelling-house, &c., situate near Stroud,
Gloucestershire, .^pply to

RESTALL AND FORD. Auctioneers. Stroud.

Camellias and Indian Azaleas with Flower Buds.

A VAN GEERT, Ghent, Belgium, begs to
• intimate that he is now ready to execute orders for

the .above, in prime quality, at the annexed prices, selection

of sorts being entirely left to himself, viz. :—
CAMELLIAS, I-,. £1. .£10 to /12 per too.

AZALEAS, is. i,6, .£8 and /12 per 100

,, larger sizes, 3s. td., 51. and 75. 6{i. each.
15s.,

English Special LIST and General CATALOGUE forwarded
on application.

Reference with order from unknown correspondents will save

London Agents : Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON,
S, Harp Lane, Great Tower Street, E.C.

Strawberries.
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NEW SEEDS FOR AUTUMN SOWING.

TRIFOLIUM INCARNATUM, WHITE MUSTARD,
WINTER TARES, RYE, RAPE, ITALIAN RYE-GRASS,

CABBAGE, TURNIP, &c.

SAMPLES, WITH QUOTATIONS, ON APPLICATION.

THE LAW80N SEED AND NURSERY COMPANY (LIMITED),
54, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHIN, E.G.

TREE FERNS. ^3^
THE LARGEST AND BEST STOCK IN EUROPE. Xt^.S

- - <iawd

IWII.LIAM BULL, F.L.S.,
Respectfully invites the Nobility and Gentry to an inspection of the above ; aUo of his

MAGNIFICENT SPECIMEN ORNAMENTAL PLANTS,
Adapted for the decoration of Conservatories and Greenhouses, or suited for Sub-iropical Gardening;.

ESTABLISFIMENT FOR NEW AND RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W,

John Edmonds & Co.,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

LILLIE BRIDGE, FULHAM, LONDON, S.W.,

WILL BE HAPPY TO FURNISH

PLANS and ESTIMATES for the Erection and Heating complete of

CONSERVATOKIES and HOTHOUSES of every description.

VERANDAHS, PAVILIONS, GLASS APPROACHES, &c.

MANSIONS, CHURCHES, SCHOOLS, PICTURE GALLERIES, HALLS, &c.,

Heated by Hot Water on the best principles.

PATENTEES OF THE TUBULAR SADDLE BOILER.
PRICE LISTS ON APPLICATIONS.

THE THAMES BANK
IRON COMPANY,

Old Barge Wharf, Upper Ground Street, London,

HOI-WATER BOILERS. SURREY SIDE, BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE. PIPES, CONNECTIONS.

("i

NEW PATENT "CLIMAX" BOILER (1874). See
p. 666, 1874, Gardeners' Chronicle.

"GOLD MEDAL" BOILER (Birmingham, 1872).

PATENT "EXCELSIOR" BOILER (1871).

I@" The lar<resi and most complete Stock in the
Trade; upwards of Twenty Thousand Pounds' worth
to choose from.

•WITLEY COURT" BOILER (Silver Medal 1872).

TRENTHAM IMPROVED " BOILER, with Water-
way End and Smoke Consumer.

' TUBULAR," and every other Boiler of known merit

or excellence.

(8^ Prize Medal Awarded at the National Contest,

Birmingham, 1874.

MILL'S PATENT AUXILIARY FUEL ECONOMISER,
Which can be attached to any ordinary Boiler. These Tube!

Fire- Bars, and Furnace Fror

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED COMPLETE.
PRICE LIST on application ; or, Six Stamps for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, 4th Edition.

PROTHEROE and MORRIS, Horti-
cultural Market GAKUEN.-ind Estate Aictioneers

.ind Va Lr EES. o3, Gracechurch Street. City, E. C. , and at Leylon-
stonc, E. Monthly Horticultural Register had on apphcation.

Tlie Business conduotecl by George Morrison & Sou
and Robert Morrison for the past forty years, will be
continued by ALEXANDER MORRISON underthefirm
of R. and A. MORRISON.

MESSRS. R. AND A. MORRISON have
an extensive and varied stock of Hardy Ornamental

TREES and SHRUBS, which they are prepared to offer to
the Trade at reduced prices. For Lists and Prices, apply to

R. A.NL. A. MORRISON, Pnrelield Nurseries. Elgin.

WPOTTEN can now supply good plants
• of his Choice CINERARIAS and PRIMULAS,

New Doubk Ivy-leaf GERANIUM, KOnig Albert, il. 6rf.

IJ select Zonal GERANIUMS, for bedding, 31. [each.
,2 select Zonal GERANIUMS, for pots. 3s.

12 select Double GERANIUMS, for pots, is. id.
12 LITTLE TROT (the best Silver Variegated), 3s.

1= Golden and 6 Silver TRICOLORS, good, 61^

12 good FUCHSIAS. 21. 6rf. [m. td.
12 LOBELIAS, pumila magnifica, the best dark Lobelia,

The above good plants, from single pots, post-free.

Camden Nursery, Sissinghurst, Staplehurst, Kent.

^K SUTTON'S ^g
CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS,

FOR PRESENT SOWING.

CABBAGE-SUTTON'S IMPERIAL.
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New Azalea—Azalea amoena CaiawellU,
sent out by

WG. CALDWELL and SONS,
• The Nurseries. Kniitsford. Cheshire.

This is a striking improvement on the old and well known
Azalea amoena, obtained by crossing that variety with Azalea
magnifica. The flower is four times the size of the original, of

a bright rosy purple colour, very free blooming ; especially

adapted for forcing, coming in as early as November, and very
suitable for button-hole bouquets. First-class Certificate, Man-
chester Horticultural Society ; First-class Certificate, Liverpool
Horticultural Society. Price loj. 6rf. each : usual discount to

the Tradfi. Will be sent out this month.
'

Fibrous Feat for Orchids, &c.

BR O W N FIBROUS PEAT, best
quality for Orchids, Stove Plants. Sic . £^ 6^. per truck.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, lor Rhododendrons, Azaleas,
Heaths, American Plant Beds, l^s. per ton.

Delivered on rail at Blackwater, S. E. R., or Farnborough,
S. VV. R.. by the tnick-load. Sample sack, 5J. &d. each.
Fresh SPHAGNUM, \as. 6,1 per ssck.

WALKER AND CO., Farnborough Station, Hants.

POCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE
V7 (H. Wright's pure), as supplied to the Prince of Wales,
Emperor of Germany. Carter & .Sons, Veitch & Sons, Mr. Bidl,

Mr. Wills, Ewing & Co., Daniels Bros., Dickson S: Sons,
&c., 31/. per bushel ; too bushels, 201. : truck, 40s. Delivered
free to rail in 4 bushel sacks, 4^/'. each, returnable.

M. H. BENTOTE, Fibre Manufacturer ; Office, St. Mary's
Road. Nunhead, London, S.E.

SIMPSON'S RED SPIDER, THRIPS, &c.,
ANTIDOTE. Testimonials of the highest order on

application. ^ Per quart, condensed, 6s. ; per pint, 3J. 6(/.

SCOTT'S WASP DESTROYER.— This
preparation has been proved by thousands to be

thoroughly effectual in destroying Wasps, Hornets, large Flies,

and other pests destructive to Fruit. No one having fruit to
preserve should be without it.

May be obtained of all Seedsmen, at is. 6d, and 2S. 6d. per
bottle, or direct from

JOHN SCOTT, The Seed Stores. Yeovil.

BELL'S MILDEW COMPOSITION,
as used by them for the last t\venty-6ve years at their

HOETlCt/LTUR.M, ESTABLISHMENT, BrACONDALI!," ihcit
Nurseries, Lakenham," and "Vineries, Thori-e Ham-
:t," consisting of over 30,000 feet of glass. Retail, i^. (id. and
. 6d. per bottle, of the Sole Manufacturers,

BELL AND SON, 10 and II, Exchange Street, Norwich.

GISHURST COMPOUND—
Used by many of the leading Gardeners since 1859,

against Red Spider. Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other Blight,
in solutiuns of from i to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and
of from 4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit
Trees. Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in boxes. 15, 3.y., and los. td.
Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

Tobacco Paper.

WM. GREENHOUGH and CO., i, Nile,
Leeds, begs to offer the above, of the finest quality, at

755. per cwt. They have had tlie honour of serving the under-
mentioned firms for a number of years :

—

Messrs. Minier. Nash & Co.. London.
Messrs. CoRRV & SoPER, London.
Mr. R. Smith, Worcester.
Mr. Wm. Rushforth, Leeds.

And many others in the Trade.
TOBACCO CORD, pure quality, per cwt., 84J.
TOBACCO CLOTH, pure quality, per cwt., S4J.

^m'

THE ABOVE and many other PATTERNS
in materials of great durability. The
plainer sorts are specially j:^^:^

'suited for KITCHEN"*^
GARDENS, as they |g
harbour no Slugs or Insects, - ^

take up little room, and, ^f
further labour or expense, '—

Edgings, consequently belne; much cheaper.
GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, Sc, in Artificial Stone.

very durable and ofsuperior finish, and in great variety of design.
F. ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground

Street, Blackfriars, S.E.; King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.:
Kingslaud Road, E.

Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES,"
PLANT COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES- also
for FOXLEVS PATENT HEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists tree by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors. Balconies, &c.,

from 3.f. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of plain or
more elaborate designs, with prices, sent for seleclion

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies,
Larders, Kiichen Ranges, Baths. &c. Grooved and other Stable
Paving of great durability. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles
of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates. Cement, &c.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Brick and Tile Merchants.
See addresses above.

s L V E
; grain i

R SAND,
Prices by Post per ton

or Truck Load, on Wharf in London, or delivered di

Pits to any Railway Station. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Fernene
KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in

quantities.

F. ROSHER AND CO.—Addresses see above.
N.B.—Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.

A liberal Discount to the Trade.

JUST ARRIVED—Young Grey Parrots, 20s.;
f' Piping Bullfinches, Chameleons, Devil Fish, Green Tree
Frogs, Water and Land Tortoise, Salamanders, &c. Aquariums
and every requisite for filling Ihem. Foreign Aviary Birds and
Cages of every description. Many thousands of Ferns, Palms,
Orchids, Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, and Climbers in Pots, at

from 6d. to /loioj., at GREEN'S Bedford Conservatories,

Covent Garden Market, W.C. N.B.—Up the steps.

RUSSIA MATS, from 30J. per 100 ; RAFFIA
FIBRE, 6./. per lb., 33s. per cwt.; GUANO, PEAT,

SPHAGNUM. SILVER SAND, and all Horticultural

Manures and Requisites in large or small quantities. Sample
and Price List on application.

M. H. BENTOTE, Office, St. Mary's Road, Nunhead, S.E.

THE CHEAPEST and MOST DURABLE
SHADING.—" La.sting for years."

MADE of PREPARED WOOL and HAIR.
A perfect non-conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed

temperature where it is applied.

Patronised by Her Majesty the Queen, for Windsor Castle ;

Prince Christian, for Frogmore Gardens ;the late Sir. J. Paxton

;

the lale A. F. Paxton. Esq. ; the late S. Rucker, Esq., &c.

" FRIGI DOMO ' CANVAS. , .

3 yards wide

4 yards wide .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 3 10

"FRIGI DOMO" NETTING, ii. 6(/. and ij. 8rf. per yard.

Can be had from all Florists and Seedsmen, and of

E. T. ARCHER, Stanstead Road, Forest Hill, London, S.E.
*** Late of Cannon Street, City, E.G.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.

MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.—Prices,
Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post-free on

application : also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for

Conservatories. Entrance Halls, &c.
MAW AND CO., Benthall Works, Broseley.

Under the Patronage of tlie Queen.

SMITH'S IMPERISHABLE
STRATFORD LABELS.

The above Labels are made of a White Metal, with raised

The Gardeners' Ma^^azine says :—" We must give these^^the

palm before all other plant labels, as the very first in merit."

Samples and Price List free.

Sole Manufacturer; J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory,
Stratford-on-Avon.

WOOD TRAINING STICKS and
TALLI ES, commended by Royal Horticultural Society.

BAMBOO CANES, RAFFIA for lying, VIRGIN CORK,
ARCHANGEL and other MATS, PACKING MATS, &c.

Wholesale prices on application to

C. J. BLACKITH and CO., Cox's Quay, Lower Thames
Street, London, E.C.

Important to Farmers.

DAY, SON AND HEWITT, the Original and
Sole Proprietors of the STOCK-BREEDERS' MEDI-

CINE CHEST, for all disorders in Horses. Cattle, Calves,

Sheep, and Lambs. These Chests contain the celebrated

"CHEMICAL EXTRACT," for Wounds, Swollen Udders, &c.
" GASEOUS FLUID," for Scour or Diarrhoea, and all Pains.
" RED DRENCH," for Cleansing the Blood, and for Fevers.
" RED PASTE BALLS," for Conditioning Horses.
" BRONCHOLINE,"for Husk or Hoose in Sheep and Lambs.
" GASEODYNE," for Heaving and Paining.

Prices, with " Key to Farriery," £2 i6j. 6d. and £6 6s.

Each Preparation can be had separately, caiiia,ge paid.

Used for forty years throughout the United Kingdom and
British Colonies.

DAY, SON, AND HEWITT, 22, Dorset Street, Baker
Street, London. W.

Qreenhouses.

H FREEMAN AND SONS, Horticul-
• TURAL Builders and Hot-water Apparati

Manufacturers, Cambridge Heath Bridge, Hackney, I

Good substantially made GREENHOUSES, Glazed, ready frj,

fixing, 42 feet long, 13 feet wide, .^50 ; 21 feet by 12 feet, ,£28
:

12^ feet by 10 feet, ^15. Estimates given for wood or iron.

THOMAS'S
21s. GARDEN SEAT.

With two Iron Supports. With three Iron supports.

4 ft. 6 in. 5 feet. 6 feet. 7 feet. 8 ft. lonjf,

2is. 24s. 32^. 34J. 36J.
These seats combine elasticity, comfort, strength, and

durability with an elegant appearance, and are easily taken
apart when required. The Iron Supports are painted OreeOi
and the Wood Laths are stained and varnished.

Chairs to match . , . . price 8^. 6c/. each.
Folding Iron Tables .. „ 12s. 6d. „

Orders value £$ carriagefree.
Five per cent, discount allowed for prompt cash on or<Ien

amounting to 205, and upwards.
Illustrated and Priced Catalogues ol every description of

Horticultural Wirework on applic.ition.

J. J. THOMAS & CO.,
PADDINGTON WIREWORKS.

285 and 362, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.

SHAW'S TIFFANY, ELASTIC NET-
TING, CANVAS, &c., for Shading, Protecting, and

other Horticultural Purposes. For Samples and Prices apply to

JOHN SHAW AND CO.. 29, Oxford Street. Manchester.

Window Glass, Sheet Lead, Paints, &c.

THOMAS MILLINGTON and CO.,
iMfoRTERS and RI.VNUi-ACTUREKS. New LIST ol

PRICES, very much reduced, on application.

87, Bishopsgate Street Without. E.C.

BELGIAN GLASS for GREENHOUSES, &c.,
Can be obtained in all sizes and qualities, of

BETHAM & SON,
9, LOWER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.C.

B. & S. have always a large Stock in London of 20-in. by

Metallic Hothouse Builder to Her Majesty.HENRY HOPE
(late Clark & Hope, formerly Clark),

HOTHOUSE BUILDER and HOT-WATER
APPARATUS ENGINEER.

55, Lionel Street. Birmingham. Established A.D. 1018.

BOOKS of DESIGNS, 5s. each.

Jt3- The E.xtensiye Ranges of Metallic Hothouses in the

Royal Gardens, Windsor and Osborne, were executed at this

Establishment.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County in England.

For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER and CO.,
71, CornhiU, London, E.C. and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

Every Saturday, price i,d., by Post, i,\d.

Notes and Queries:
A MEDIUM OF INTERCOMMUNICATION FOR LITERARY MEN, ARTISTS,

ANTIQUARIES, GENEALOGISTS, &c.

Edited by Dr. DORAN, F.S.A.

" When found, make a note of."

—

Captain Cuttle.

Containing every Week amusing Articles on some of the following Suujects :

—

ENGLISH, IRISH, and SCOTTISH HISTORY, Illustr.itcd by original Communications and inedited Documents.
EIOGR^VPHY, including unpublished Correspondence of eminent Men, and unrecorded Facts connected with them.
BIBLIOGRAPHY, more especially of English Authors, with Notices of rare and unknown Editions of their Works,

and Notes on .Authorship of Anonymous Books.
POPULAR ANTIQUITIES and FOLK LORE, preserving the fast-fading relics of the old Mythologies.
BALL-^VOS and Old Poetry, with Historical and Philological Illustrations.

POPULAR and PROVERBIAL SAYINGS, their origin, meaning, and application.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTES, QUERIES, and REPLIES, on points of Ecclesiastical History, Topography, Fine

Arts, Natural History, Miscellaneous Antiquities, Numismatics, Photography, &e.

NOTICE.—The FOURTH SERIES is now complete, in Twelve Volumes. A New Series, the FIFTH, _
commenced with SATURD.AY, January, 3, 1874. As many of the Numbers are scarce, subscribers desirous of
completing their Sets should order at once the Numbers required. •

GENERAL INDEX to the Second Series may be had, price 5J. ^d.

GENERAL INDEX to the Fourth Series, price 6s., now ready.
COVERS for BINDING now ready, is. each ; by post, i.t. ^d.

Vol. I., Fifth Series, JANUARY to JUNE, 1874,' price loi. bd., cloth.

Published by JOHN FRANCIS, at 20, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, W.C,
And may be had by Order of all Booksellers and Newsmen.
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PAXTON'S CALENDAR.
Now Rcirdy, a New and thoroug}ily Revised Edilion of the

COTTAGER'S CALENDAR
GARDEN OPERATIONS.

ORIGINALLY COMPILED BY THE LATE SIR JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
" It has been carefully revised by an experienced gardener, and the lists of vegetables, fruit,

land flowers have been corrected by the substitution of the most approved modern kinds, m place
lof those which were mentioned in the first edition, and many of which have ceased to be worthy of
cultivation. It is a thoroughly sound, practical treatise : but it has been so long before the public,
and so deservedly appreciated, that any special commendation of it now is Mjyxi^z^i.'isjy."^-Midland
\Countiei Herald.

"This is a handy volume, consisting of seventy pages of letterpress and illustration, containing
much and varied information likely to prove useful to all cottagers, &C., who possess a garden.
iTo all such, who retjuire a cheap and reliable bo-ik of reference, we heartily recommend it."—
IMyd's.

" We are quite glad to see this useful little book once more, and it is like a whiff of perfume
from the heather in bloom to read on the wrapper ' two hundred and twenty-first thousand.* We
advise ail who are interested in the promotion of cottage gardening to sow this little book
bToa.fic3^st."— Gardeners' Magazine.

"The information conveyed in this little book is well adapted for all persons having small
plots of ground. The necessary operations for each month are clearly laid down, and are of a
thoroughly practical nature. The sorts of both fruit and vegetables are well selected, many of
them being excellent in quality. To our readers who are interested in the cultivation of their
flower and kitchen gardens, we can safely recommend this as being a most concise and useful
work."—5^//"^ Messenger

Price 3d., Post Free 3*d.

W. RICHARDS. 41, WELLINGTON STREET. STRAND, LONDON. W.C.

WAGSTAFF'S IMPROVED UPRIGHT TUBULAR SADDLE BOILER.
UNEQUALLED for its SIMPLICITY, ECONOMY, and EFFICIENCY.

THESE BOILERS are so constructed as to expose the largest amount
of surface to the fire in the smallest space, to absorb the heat from the fuel so that as little as

possible escapes up the chimney, to allow a free circulation for the water throughout the entire extent,

and are not liable to get out of order by constant use. Saves 50 per Cent, in fuel, requires very little

sinking, and will keep up a steady heat for twelve hours without attention.

Prize Medals awarded at Manchester, Altrincham, Middlcton, Rochdale, Stalybridge, and
Special Medal awarded at Nottiiii;ham Rose Show, July, 1S76.

The Nurseries, Reddisli, near Stockport, May 10, 1876.
" Sir.—In reply to your enquiries, I can say with confidence that yours is the best boiler I have ever used. I shall

therefore take great pleasure in recommending it to my friends, and shall be glad to answer any inquiries respecting its

efficiency. - I remain, &c.,
'• Mr. J. G. Wagstaff." " Benj. Whitham."

Manufacturer and Patentee : J. G. WAGSTAFF, Dukinfield, Ashton-under-Lyne.

BOILER Class B
^

SELLING AGENTS (WHOLES,-\LE AND RETAIL) :

WOLSTENCROFT BROTHERS & CO., Ludgate Hill Chambers, 46, Ludgate Hill, London, E.G.

PKICE LISTS POST-FREE ON APPLICATION.

THE BEST ILLUSTRATED ACRICULTURAl^ JOURNAL.

The Agricultural Gazette
AN ILLUSTRATED JOURNAL FOR

LANDOWNERS AND TENANT FARMERS.

Price Fourpence; Post Free, Fourpence-halfpenny.

SUBSCRIPTIONS PAYABLE IN ADVANCE,
.

Including postage to any fart of the United Kingdom :

Three Months, 5s. ; Six Months, 9s. 9d. ; Twelve Months, 19s. 6d.

P.O.O. TO BE MADE PAYABLE AT THE KING STREET POST OFFICE, W.C, TO WILLIAM RICHARDS.

FitMis/ling Office, and Office for Advertisements

:

7, CATHEBINE STEEET, STBAND, LONDON, W.C.
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To the Trade Only.

EH. KRELAGE and SON, Nurserymen,
• SPEDSMPN and Fi.oKT'iTS, Haarlem, Holland.—

The WHOLESALE CATALOGUE for 1876-J7. first pa rl(3i7A).

is now ready, .and may be had free on prepaid application.

by Nurserymen. Florists, and Seedsmen. This Catalogue
contains complete collections of HYACINTHS. TULIFS.
CROCUS. NARCISSUS. FRITILLARIAS, ANEMONES,
RANUNCULUS, LILIES (unrivalled collection of nearly 250
sorts and varieties), S:c.

THE WARMINSTER CALCEOLARIA
has been grown and cultivated from the year 1828 by the

present prnprietor,

GEORGE WHEELER. Nurservman. Rc, Warminster.
Wilts, respectfully announces that Seed of his unsurpassed
strain of dwarf, robust, and compact Calceolaria arc now ready.
The Collection was this season the finest G. W. ever grew, was
the admiration of all who saw them, and pronounced by good
judges to be the finest in cultivation.

Price I.I., 15. Cf/., and 2^. dd. per packet, post-free.

HARDY TREES AND SHRUBS
AT I'ERY LOU- PR ICES.

THE HEATHERSIDE NURSERIES
COMPANY (LIMITED)

Have for Sale an une.vampled Collection of all the most
beautiful and rare h.ardy TREES and SHRUBS, such as are
to be found in no other nursery in the Kingdom. In conse-
quence of a portion of the land being about to be oflTered for

buildin.s purposes, this stock will be sold on exceptionally
favourable terms to large purchasers. Nearest station, Farn-
borough, on the South-Western Railway.
Manager: THOMAS THORNTON, Heatherside, Bagshot,

N. B. Grounds, public or private, laid out and planted by contract.

NEW EARLY CABBAGE,
FOR PRESENT SOWING.

-%%
K;

^

DANIELS' DEFIANCE-A superb new
early variety of Cabbage, growing to the weight
of 12 lb. to 151b. Remarkably short-legged and
compact, and of the most delicious marrow
flavour.

DANIELS' DEFIANCE-The earliest,

largest, and best Cabbage for either the IWarket
Gardener or the Private Grower, .^n indispens-
able yariely, that should be found in every
garden.

DANIELS' DEFIANCE CABBAGE.
Fricc bd. per packet, post-Jree.

DANIELS BROS..
SEED GROWERS an(i NURSERYMEN,

NOR-WICH.

BULBS OF ALL KINDS.
THE

NEW PLANTand BULB COMPANY
Beg to inform their friends that their

CATALOGUE IS NOW READY<
And can be had,, post-free, on application.

LION "WALK, COLCHESTER.

MAGNIFICENT PALMS,
Dracaenas, Tree Ferns, Phormiums, &c,

From 10 to 25 feet in height and width.

From one of thefinest collections in the kingdom.

•Appb'i 13I) Gardeners' Chronicle Office,

London, W.C.

DUTCH FLOV/ER ROOTS.

James Veitch & Sons
Iir.G TO ANXOUNCK TH.\T THEY HAVE RECEIVED THEIR

ANNUAL SUPPLY OF HYACINTHS AND OTHER
BULBOUS ROOTS FROM HOLLAND,

And are pleased to say that they are in splendid condition.

CATALOGUES, Illustrated with upwards 0/ Sixty Woodcuts, are now ready, and will be

forwarded, post-free, on application.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

HYACINTHS, TULIPS and OTHER BULBS.

Wm. Paul & Son
Iir.O TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEIK NEW

CATALOGUE OF HYACINTHS, TULIPS AND OTHER BULBS,

CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS, &c.,

IS NOW READY, AND WILL BE SENT, POST-FREE, ON APPLICATION.

COLLECTIONS of BULBS, from 10s. 6d. to 843.

A CHOICE COLLECTION of CAMELLIAS, SOs. per dozen and upwards.
SPECIMEN CAMELLIAS, from One to Thirty Guineas each.

" Hyacinths formed the most important feature of the show, the principal exhibitor being Mr. Wm. Paul, of

Waltham Cross, who was far in advance of any other in the size and beauty of tlie noble spikes which he placed in

competition."

—

Journal 0/ Horticulture.

"Hyacinths were again the main feature, Mr. Wm. Paul taking ist prize with a collection that were as near

absolute perfection as, in the present state of our knowledge, we can imagme."

—

Gardeners' Magazine.

" It is due to Mr. Wm. Paul's wonderful group of Hyacinths, to which was awarded the ist prize, that a tribute

should be Ijorne here to their incomparable quality."

—

T/ie Florist.

PAUL'S NURSERIES and SEED WAREHOUSE,
WALTHAM CROSS, HERTS.

DUTCH BULBS.
B. S. Williams

r.E<;S TO ANNOUNCE THAT HIS ANNUAL SUPPLY OF

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, NARCISSI, CROCUS,
And other DUTCH ROOTS have arrived in splendid condition.

PRICED LISTS GRATIS ON APPLICATION.

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.
OsBORN & Sons

BEG TO ANNOUNCE TI1.\T THEIK

ANNUAL CATALOGUE OF THE ABOVE
Is now pnblished, and may be had, post-free, on application.

It contains a Choice Selection of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS, N.A.RCISSUS,

LILIUMS, and various other BULBS ; also a Select List of VEGETABLE and FLOWER
SEEDS for Autumn Sowing.

THE NURSERY, FULHAM, LONDON, S.W.
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BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS

WINTER & SPRING.

EVERY GROWER of FLOWER ROOTS
SHOULD SEND FOR

^I'Lmiw^^'^

One 0/ the most Practical Works on the

Cultivation of

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS
LILIES. NARCISSUS, &c.,

YET PUBLISHED.

PROFVSEL Y ILLUSTRA TED.

GliATIS AND POST-FREE ON APPLICATION.

GARDEN LAWNS.

These may now be greatly improved by Sowing

SUTTON'S MIXTURE

FINE GRASSES & CLOVERS
FOR MAKING NEW OR IMPROVING OLD

Garden Lawns, Croquet Grounds, &c.

FINE.ST GROWING VARIETIES,

Which willfreduce a beautiful evergreen smard
in a very short time.

Sow 3 bushels or 60 lb. per Acre, or i gallon to 6 rods
(or perches). For improving Lawns already in turf sow
20 lb. per .^cre.

Frlces IB. per lb. 203. per busbel.

Imtnicttons on the Formation and Improz'ement

GARDEN L.«iWNS, CROQUET GROUNDS, &c.,

Gratis and post-free.

^Mttu/o&m

SATURDAY, AUGUST 26, 1S76.

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

THE NELUMBO.
No plant in Nature is more interesting or

beautiful than the Nelumbo— queen,

before all others of its race, of the Water Lilies

of the East. It occurs in the slow streams, the

river recesses, and the standing pools, when the

water is clean, of Persia, Hindostan, and

Southern Asia generally, extending also to

China and Japan, the Malay and Philippine

Islands, and even to Australia. It occurs also

in Ceylon, from which island we have the name

Nelumbo, Latinised into Nelumbium. This

wide geographical range indicates a compara-

tively hardy nature, which is further attested in

the fact of the plant flourishing out-of-doors in

the neighbourhood of Lyons. It does not grow

in the open stream, or after the manner of the

white and yellow Water Lilies of our own

country. The leaves of these float upon the

surface, while the flowers are raised only a few

inches above the level, or, indeed, are

scarcely emerged, and usually lie at con-

siderable distance from the shore. The

Nelumbo, on the other hand, belongs

rather to the margins, where the water is

ordinarily not more than 2 to 3 feet deep, and

never exceeds 6 feet. The massive roots are

embedded in the soil below, and from these,

which would be more correctly designed per-

haps by the name of rhizomes, annually arise

crowds of leaves, the development of which is

no less rapid than their form and attitude arc

singular and beautiful. The blade of the leaf is

nearly circular, 9 to 24 inches in diameter, and

attached to the petiole in the very centre, like

that of the common garden Nasturtium, or

more exactly yet, as in that pretty little English

bog plant, the Hydrocotyle vulgaris, or " Fairies'

tables," which it further resembles in being per-

fectly horizontal ; it is poised, as it were, upon

the summit of a slim and vertical reed. It is

very thin ; the margins are slightly undulated ;

sometimes its upper surface is concave, and in

the very centre there is a dimple. While young

these beautiful round green plates float upon

the surface of the water, like those of the

English Nympha:as ; in maturity their slender

stalks lift them to the height of 4 or

5 feet. The upper surface of the blade

is covered with delicate microscopic down,

which renders it glaucescent, and which,

through retaining air, prevents it from be-

coming wetted ; water, when falling or thrown

upon the leaf, rolls off in shining drops

like globules of quicksilver, a phenomenon by

no means confined to the Nelumbo, but no-

where more prettily exemplified. The dimple

in the centre is destitute of down, and paler in

colour than the blade generally, and this por-

tion alone is provided with stomates. The long

and reed-like petioles abound in spiral vessels,

which are more loosely combined, and perhaps

stronger, than in any other known vascular

plant. Carefully drawn out and dried, these

spiral vessels are converted in India into wicks

for the lamps which are burned in the temples

of the Hindoo deities. The flowers are lifted

up among the great leaves on stalks of about

the same height, thus in a manner, as regards

Water Lilies, quite peculiar to themselves. They

are inexpressibly superb, seeming a triple con-

junction of Rose, Lily, and Magnolia ;
soli-

tary as befits such illustrious beauty, and

the unique surroundings of a light rosy

pink, varying sometimes to white, or to white

and pink combined, as in a Maiden-blush

Rose, and scented like Anise. Sometimes they

are white, and the petals are simply tipped with

rose, as represented in drawings upon Chinese

porcelain. The centre is occupied by a mass
of ovaries, which arc embedded in the torus in

a manner so remarkable as to produce an ob-

conical body, the circular flat surface of which is

elegantly tessellated. Round about are numer-
ous stamens, about an inch and a half in length.

When the petals have fallen this curious body,

the mass of combined ovaries, acquires the size

nearly of an Orange, but in form is like half an

egg that has been divided equatorially. The
level surface now shows the mouths of a score

of deep caverns, each large enough to admit

the tip of a child's finger, and holding, every

one of them, a purple seed, which in figure

resembles an acorn. Under favourable climatic

conditions the seeds ripen abundantly. They
acquire the fl.avour of Almonds or Filberts, and

are excellent to eat, either as gathered, or by

conversion into a kind of bread. The head,

when ripe, turns itself sideways. When per-

fectly mature it is apt to break off, and, falling

into the water, is floated away. If circumstances

do not hinder, when the head lodges in a quiet

spot the seeds vegetate in situ, and it becomes
a perfect little nest of young Lily plants, remind-

ing one of the ear of Wheat when the grains
" split." Eventually they get free, and fix them-

selves where they can grow. There is no real

obstacle to the cultivation of this glorious plant.

There are plenty of places in Britain where it

may be seen in perfection every season ; notable

among them are Kew, the Regent's Park

Botanic Garden, the Oxford Botanic Garden,

Glasnevin, and Ch.atsvvorth. At Chatsworth it

occupies a corner of the beautiful flower-palace

distinguished as the Victoria-house. To see it,

as I have done, at Chatsworth, not alone in the

brightness of day, but bathed in the sweet

mystery of September moonlight, which dis-

closed at the same moment the green islands

made by the grand leaves of the Victoria,

queen of the rivers of the West, as the Nelumbo
is queen of the Orient, with, in the midst, a

living miracle of floral sculpture, white and
rose-colour, like alabaster—and for its com-

panions, tall Papyrus stalks, bearing at

the top transparent globes of green and

bending hair, and- associated with the

broad verdure and lustrous bloom of many
another princely exile from the far East,

all, as it were, asleep, like the water, in the

fragrant and luminous stillness— to see that

glorious Chatsworth plant, I say, may teach

any one, as it taught me, how it came to pass

that in the olden time, in the Palm-shaded

reach of some Indian river, men consecrated it

to their gods in simple faith and earnest love.

For after the delight we cannot but feel in

contemplating the Nelumbo as an object of

organic beauty, worthy of the noblest conserva-

tories in the land, and willing to grow in the

humblest, so that it be cherished with the best

pabulum that can ever be given to a plant

—

human affection ; after this comes the added

pleasure which arises from the Nelumbo being

found to be identified with the history of the

most ancient of the world's religions—famous

also in secular history, and in connection with

primaeval art. Innumerable illustrations of the

uses to which it was put by the ancient inhabit-

ants of India occur in the poetry and the

mythology of the Hindoos, as shown in the

works of Sir William Jones, Mr. R. Payne

Wright, and other writers upon Eastern

antiquities. It was in the presence of

a flower of the Nelumbo, or of one of the

Nympha:as, quite possible to be mistaken for

it Sir W. Jones tells us that an untutored

native of Nepal, upon entering his study, true

to the traditions of his ancient race, a flower

happening to lie on the table, made devout

prostrations ; and how varied and extended was
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the employment of it, both practically and
symbolically, in the hieroglyphics of ancient

Egypt has many times been described. Isis

was not unfrequently represented as sitting

upon one of the seed-pods, perhaps because the
latter were emblematic with the ancient

Egyptians of fecundity, thus of " maternal
earth." Montfau(;on, 150 years ago, supplied
many e.\amples in his great work upon the
ancient monuments of Egypt, S:c.,* also of

Egyptian altars that were ornamented in part,

with figures of the different portions. In Hin-
doslan the Nelumbo appears to have been
regarded with religious veneration from the

remotest antiquity. In the caves of Carli and
Elephanta there are numerous illustrations of

its employment as a symbol ; it appears like-

wise as the basis of architectural decorations.

Figures of the Nelumbo are said to be
preserved also in the ancient mosaics and
upon some of the coins of the countries in which
the plant was venerated. These, however, are

often so much conventionalised that it may be
doubled, perhaps, in some, if not in many cases,

whether it is the veritable Nelumbo which is

intended or one of the Nymphseas. There
cannot be a question that, although the leaves

and seed-pods of the Nelumbo are so peculiar

as to be unmistakable, even when conventional-

ised, the flowers are by no means so different,

and that here there may \ery possibly have been
more or less confusion or substitution.

The earliest exact historical reference to the
Nelumbo occurs in the celebrated and fasci-

nating narrative produced by Herodotus on
returning home after his travels, and the reading
of which at the Olympic Games, B.C. 445 (say

2320 years ago), excited enthusiasm so great
that the names of the nine Muses uere unani-
mously given to the nine books of which it was
constituted. His account is appended to what
he relates, in the tirst place, of the genuine
Nympha^as of the Nile. " When the waters,"
he says, " have risen to their extremest height,
and all the fields are overflowed, there
appears above the surface an immense
number of plants of the Lily species, which the
Egyptians call the Lotos. The seed-pods of this

plant, which resemble those of the Poppy,
having cut down, they dry in the sun, they bake
them and convert them into a kind of bread.
They also eat the root of this plant, which is

round, of an agreeable flavour, and about the
size of an Apple." The plant referred to in this
passage was doubtless the Nymphaja Lotus
of modern botany — the name Lotus, which
may fairly be assumed to have been of
Egyptian origin, having been very judiciously
retained for it.t It has large shield-shaped
floating leaves, the edges of which are sharply
serrated

;
the flowers are white, and very similar

to those of N. alba. It grows not only in the
Nile but in the Ganges and in the rivers of
Southern Asia generally, often assuming a very
different complexion, so that several supposed
species have been published from time to
time under the names of Nymph^oa den-
tata, Nymph.T?a edulis, S:c. .Some of the
Indian varieties have red flowers, as in the case
of the plant called Nympha\a rubra, and in the
Nile itself it is not uncommon to see the blos-
soms tinged with pink. Herodotus' plant is, of
course, the one intended whenever the sacred
Lotus is referred to, or depicted in, works of
ancient art, as something different from the
Nelumbo. The two plants, as said above were
certainly at times confounded, or made, perhaps
deliberately, at all events as concerned the
flowers, to do duty the one for the other. In the
delta grows also a blue-flowered Nympha^a,
referred to by Athenaeus, and an account of

* L'Antiqnite EjcpUqjd^. Paris, 1719. Vol. ii., part 2.

t Of course it is not to be overlooked that the name of Lotus
IS given by Homer to certain pasture-plants, whence the use of
the name for the well-known modern genus of Leguminosx
arid to a quasi-fabulous fruit tree, commemorated to-day in the
Zi7yphus Lotus. '

which was published by Savigny (who accom-
panied the French Expedition to Egypt in
179S) in the A /males dn Musi'iim d'Hisloirc
Naturdle for iSo2. Both this and the rose-
coloured Lily are in the East plants of great
poetical fame. The Persian poets compare
maidens' eyes to the blue, and their lips to the
rosy one ; but to connect them precisely with
the times of the Pharaohs as objects of interest

in Egypt, is possible only in a very general
way. It is certain thrCt the Water Lily, in one
or other of its forms, was the national emblem
of ancient Egypt, holding a place similar to that
of the Rose in modern England, the Thistle in

Scotland, the Fleur-de-lis in France. Beyond
this, however, it is not safe to go when dealing
with either Nymphxa or Nelumbo. It is related
that when the ancient Egyptians went to
worship in their temples, they carried a Lotus
flower in the hand ; and that upon grand
festive occasions, such as royal and noble
banquets, a flower was presented to every guest.*
Sometimes a Lotus flower was placed as an
ornament above the forehead ; and on very
special occasions, as still practised in Eastern
countries, a wreath composed of Lotus flowers
was thrown around the neck. With the ancient
Egyptian ladies of high birth, and with the
courtly'damsels who acted as maids-of honour,
the Water Lily seems to have been quite an
accustomed element of the head-dress. They
employed it just as modern English ladles use
the Camellia. This beautiful flower springs up
still, as it did 20oo years ago, whenever the
land is flooded through the inundation of the
Nile, and is specially abundant near Rosetta
and Damietta. Prospero Alpini, the celebrated
Italian botanist, who in 15S4-5 visited Egypt as
physician to the Venetian Consul, figures it

rudely enough, but still with very fair accuracy,
in his entertaining old E^^yptiaii Flora, the,
descriptions in which are better than the pic-

tures. Modern drawings of it may be seen in

the Botanists Repository, v., 391 (1S03), and in

the Botanical ATagaaiiie, xxi., 797. The Arabic
name, according to Forskiihl, is " naiifar,"

which, changed into Nuphar, is now applied to
the genus represented in the common yellow
Water Lily of old England. Leo. H. Grindon.

{To be contintcid.)

New Garden Plants.
CHLOROPHYTUM AKU.MDINACKU.M, Bakir, ill

Joiirn. Linn. Sue. xv. 323 f-

This genus, Chlorophytum, as now known, includes
between thirty and forty species, most of which in-
habit tropical Africa and the two warmer zones in
India. It has flowers very like those of the common
European Antherica (ramosum or Liliago), but the
seeds are discoid. The present plant has not been yet
named or described, but it appears to be widely
spread in the Eastern Himalayas, as we have dried
specimens at Kew from several stations in Sikkim,
Khasia, and Bhotan, gathered by GrilTuh as far back
as 1863-4, and by Dr. Hooker and Dr. Thomson.
According to Dr. Hooker's notes it ranges from an
elevation of 1000 to 4000 feet above sea-Ievel. Living
plants were brought by Mr. Elwes from Sikkim in the
spring of this present year, and the one which he gave
to Kew flourished and flowered in August. The
plant is not likely to be hardy, and is not showy
enough to become a general favourite.

Root-stock vertical, producing a dense cluster of
rather fleshy fibres, 3 or 4 inches long, from a rounded
knob. Leaves ten or a dozen in a basal rosette, suberect,
oblanceolate, a foot or more long, i inch or i^ inch
broad above the middle, acute, narrowed to half an
inch or less near the base, membranous in texture,
bright green, glabrous, with distinct close parallel
vertical ribs. Scape naked, about half as long as
leaves. Flowers in a close narrow panicle about half

See Rawlinson's Ancient Monarcliii's. vol. ii, fig. 117,
t Rhizomate verticali fibris radicalibus cylindncis mullis

prffidito, foliis 10— la in rosulam basalem congestis sub-erectis
oblanceolatis

; acutis, pedalibus et ultra membranaceis viridibus
glabris

: scapo foliis subduplo brevtore ; fioribus in paniciilain
angustam scapo subsequilongam dispositis : bracteis parvis
lanceolatis

; pedicellis 3—4-nis medio articulatis : perianthii aibi
segmentis oblongo-lanceolatis semipoUicaribus flore e-xpanso
reflexis, genitalibus inclusis : antheris magnis luteis : stylo
decurvato ; capsulis parvis globosts acute triquetris, seminibus
in Ijculo paucis.

|

a foot long, which reaches about to the top of the
leaves; bracts small, lanceolate; pedicels three or four
to a node, \—\ inch long, articulated at the middle.
Perianth white, %—\ inch long, the oblong-lanceolate
segments reflexing when fully expanded. Stamens
included ; anthers yellow, narrow, oblong, \ inch long,
exceeding the filiform filaments. Ovary globose •

style white, tiliform, declinate, i—\ inch long. Cap!
sule small, brown, globose, membranous, deeply
acutely angled laterally. Seeds small, black, discoid
few in a cell J. G. Baku:

Odontoglossum eaphicanthum.*

This appears to be a mule between Odontoglossum
crispura, Lindl. , and odoratum, Lindl. It has larger
flowers than the latter, aristate sepals and petals, yellow
with purplish blotches, and those finally aresuffused over
the whole of the sepals and petals (hence the name).
The lip is pandurate cuspidate, serrate, yellow with
purplish spots, and the bifurcate callus of Odonto-
glossum crispum. The column has an apicular serrate
cuspidate wing, and now and then a few additional
bristles near the stigmalic hollow. I have to thank
for this interesting New Grenadan novelty Mr. Arthm
Veitch. //. G. Rc/ib. f.

THE LATE GILES MUNBY.
N.VTtiRALLY it has not been to English botanists

that we are chiefly indebted for a knowledge of the

flora of the Mediterranean legion.s, though to this

there are two distinguished exceptions, one of them
belonging to a p.a5t generation— Dr. Sibthorpe, Pro.

fessor of Botany at Oxford, to whom we owe the

most exquisitely illustrated of all botanical woiks, the

Flora Gitpai ; the other a man who has only lately

been taken from amongst us— Giles Munby, the

diligent and successful explorer of the Algerian flora,

who preceded all French naturalists, except Des-
fontaines, in investigating the botany of this thcii:

largest colony.

When to Mr. Munby's other merits it is added
that to him we are indebted for the only complete
enumeration o( the plants of that extensive and varied

flora, and that he had collected most of the species

enumerated, and discovered not a few there himself,

it will be readily granted that he is a man whose name
should not be omitted from the list of those who
have largely benefited botanical science, and that the

chief events of his useful life should be recorded.

Unfortunately, perhaps, for himself, the said life

was otherwise not eventful, for Mr. Munby was a

genUeman of simple tastes and retiring habits, and
was devoted to botany, and latterly to horticulture, as

intellectual recreations, and not as high-roads to

scientific distinction, or as displays of skill, accom-
plishments, or meritorious exertion. Oar biographical

notice can hence be neither long nor sensational, it is

that of a career worthy of imitation by disinterested

men of scientific tastes; that of an industrious collec-

tor, acute discriminator, and accurate determiner of

living plants, undisturbed by excitement, emulation,
or love of fame.

Giles Munby was born in the city of York, in the

year 1S13, where his father was a leading solicitor.

When still very young he had the misfortune to lose
both parents, and his early days were consequently
passed at schools, he being placed successively under
the charge of the Rev. John Carter, then of the Rev.
Thomas Irvin, Vicar of Harkness near Scarborough

;

and lastly under that of his son, now Vicar of
Ormesby, near Cleveland. Beyond showing a taste

for natural history, and especially of botany and
entomology, there appears nothing to remark as to

his period of tutelage. On leaving school he was
apprenticed to Mr. Brown, a surgeon in York. This
was about the time of the fearful outbreak of cholera
(in 1S32), during which young Munby was constantly
engaged amongst the poor of the parish in which his

master resided.

His medlcil studies proper were commenced in the

University of Edinburgh, where he was a diligent

student of Dr. Graham, then the active Professor of

Botany, whose excursions he accompanied, and at

whose hands he received the gold medal for the best

herbarium of plants collected within a certain radius of

the Scottish capital—a success which no doubt contri-

buted much to attach him to botany above all other

• Odonlo^lossilm baphkanllmm. — Panicnlatum ; sepalis
hgulatis aristatis

; tepalis pauIo latioribus ; labello pandnrato
bast latiori, arlstato, serrulate: callo lineari apice bicruri in
basi ; columna lati rotundato producta. alis .tptcilaribiis ligii-
latis aristatis hinc serratis, denticulo subulato una aiterova
addito juxta foveam.—O. odoratum X crispum ? —Ex Nova
Grenada. //. G. RM:/.
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pursuits. And here we may pause to allude to the influ-

ence which the Scottish Professors of Botany had and
have in determining the scientific career of medical

students, by their habit of accompanying them almost

weekly in the field during the progress of their courses

of lectures, training them' to observe, collect, and
study their collections. Nor were their Professors'

attention confined to this : they habitually culti-

vated personal intercourse with their more
zealous students, inviting them to their homes,
and notably to breakfast, showing them books,

giving them specimens of rare plants, and instructing

them how to analyse them under the microscope, to

classify them and arrange them in the herbarium.

Thus eaily inoculated with a love o( botany, Mr.

Munby proceeded to London, where he " walked the

were taken by the hand though they had no introduc-

tions to them, and were invited to their Sunday
dinner after the botanising was over in some quiet

retreat in the environs of Paris. The enjoyment of

these excursions left a lasting impression on both
these youths, who have always described them as the

happiest hours of their lives, whether for intellectual

enjoyment or for the genuine tenderness which they
received from Jussieu and his colleagues. And just

as the botanising excursions of Edinburgh and Glas-

gow sent many a student abroad, so did these

French ones lead to Munby and Percy forming a pro-

ject for visiting the Azores, which, however, the want
of pecuniary means frustrated.

On the completion of his studies, finding himself

too young to begin practice on his own account, Mr.

gueroUe, where they spent some days amongst the

glorious and fragrant Cistus groves, whose luxuriance

and beauty left uneflfaceable impressions on their

memory. Returning viA Toulon, the companions
then parted company, Percy proceeding to Nice, and
cro5sing the maritime Alps to Switzerland, whilst

Munby pursued his course to Grenoble and the Grande
Chartreuse. An account of this excursion was in 1837
published in Charlesworth's Magazine of Natural
Hiitory, n.s., vol. i., p. 192.

Towards the close of the same year, or in the
next, he vinted the Pyrenees, where he took up his

residence at St. Bertrand de Comminges (Haule
Garonne), and accepted the curatorship of a museum
belonging to a M. Boubc;, and it is believed also

taught a botanical class in the same tour. In

The Late GILES MUNBY, Esq.

hospitals," and thence in 1S35 to Paris, and finally to

Montpellier, where he passed the examinations which
qualified him for the degree of Doctor of Medicine, but

for some reason unknown to his friends he never took

up his diploma.

In Paris Mr. Munby formed an acquaintance which
ripened into a life-long friendship with one to whom
this narrative is indebted for some of the most in-

structive passages of his life, viz.. Dr. Percy, F.R.S.,
the learned Professor of Metallurgy in the School of

Mines. An ardent love of natural history and espe-

cially botany drew these young students together

;

they attended diligently the botanical courses at the

Jardin des Plantes and the " Herborizations dans les

Environs de Paris," which Adrien de Jussieu made
with his pupils, and thus formed an acquaintance
with that excellent and eminent man, and with
his assistant GuUlemin and with Decaisne, the
only survivor of the three. By these men they

Munby resolved to spend some time in travelling and

botanising.

Thus in 1835, being still in Paris, and desirous of

exploring some part of France, he fixed upon Dijon
" as a place likely to furnish a great variety of natural

productions ; " and on his return to Edinburgh in

1S36 he published a charming account of this tour,

interspersed with botanical and entomological obser-

vations, which was communicated to Loudon's

Magazine of Xatuial History, vol. ix., p. 113.

In 1836, in company with his friend Percy, he

took a prolonged botanical tour in the South of

France. Armed with letters of introduction from

Jussieu and GuUlemin (the aid; naturalist at the

Jardin and keeper of Baron Delessert's Herbarium)

to various local botanists, including Seringe of Lyons,

and Regnier of Avignon, they proceeded by the

above-mentioned towns to the Pont du Gard, Nismes,

Marseilles, Toulon, Ilycres, and the Isle de Pon-

1839 he accepted the offer of a free passage in a

sailing vessel from Marseilles to Constantinople, but

owing to some accident to the vessel he was landed

at Algiers, with the aspects of which he was so delighted

that he resolved to stay there for the purpose of

investigating its flora.

In Algeria he resided for twenty-one years, first at

Algiers itself, engaged in cultivating the Orange, and

diligently botanising and in practising medicine

amongst the French soldiery, in which last capacity his

services were so highly valued by the Government that

he was allowed a guard of soldiers when he proceeded

into the interior for the purpose of botanising.

Returning in 1843 from Algiers to England by

Oran he there became acquainted with the English

Consul of that town, one of whose daughters (Miss

Jane Welsford) he married in 1S44. On this occasion

he took up his residence at Oran, remaining there till

his wife's health obliged him in 1 859 to leave it, when
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he removed wilh his family to the Pyrenees, and thence

to Montpellier. In 1S59 he was called to Oran on

business, and returned in February of the following

year ; his wife on the day of his return died, leaving

eight children.

In 1S60 Mr. Munby brought his family to England,

and took up his residence at Wood Green, where, in

1S62, he married again (Miss Eliza M. A. Buckeridge),

and for the last nine years of his life he resided at The

Holt, near Farnham, where he devoted himself

zealously to horticvilture, joining the Ilurticultural

Society, and taking an active part in the •meetings of

its Scientific Committee. His garden was principally

celebrated for Algerian plants, European Amaryllidea-

and Liliacece, and for a good general collection of

Oxalis.

For Mr. Munby's personal character I may quote

the words of his friend, who had perhaps more know-

ledge of him than any other pierson had. fie says :
—

*' I never knew a more genuine, more true, or more

true-hearted man. lie had not a spark of guile ; he

expressed always what he thought, and in doing so

used the plainest o( language, which some would call

blunt. I deeply deplored his loss, and I deeply

respect his memory."
He died at The Holt on April 22, 1S76, after a

short attack of inflammation of the lungs, and is

buried in the little village of Rowledge, near Farn-

ham.

It was to systematic botany that Mr. Munby devoted

himself, and this with a love, perseverance, and

industry that knew no check and lasted through life.

Though exceedingly short-sighted, his vision was

remarkably accurate and quick for objects within its

range, and almost microscopic in its powers of per-

ception ; he could see at once characters which others

could not distinguish without a lens and careful

searching ; and he possessed considerable manual

skill in examining the more minute organs of plants.

Mr. Munby's first work on the flora of Algeria

was published in Paris in 1S47, under the title of

Flore de VAlgtirU^ oh Catalogue des Plantes Indi^htes

dit Royaume d^Alge}\ aerofn^a^nc des descriptions de

t/nelijues espi'ces iiouv elles on fen eotiniies.

From the introduction we learn that he travelled in

Algeria in February, 1839, and explored between that

date and 1S47 the province of Algiers and Oran,

visiting the slopes of the Adas, Blidah, Medeah,
Kolech, Marcare, /A'nez, Mostaganem, and Aryean.

During this period he added thirty genera and 200

species (of which ten were new to science) to the

F'ora Atlatitiea of Desfontaines ; besides many
other plants that had previously only been found at

Tunis.

This, his first work, contains 1800 species ; it is

arranged according to the Linnean system, and is

illustrated by six plates of new species from drawings

by his sister. It is prefac^.d by a very interesting

sketch of the vegetable features of the country.

The Flore de t'Alesrie was followed by his Cat.i-

iogus Plantaritin in Algeria sponte nascentiniii^

published at Uran, and arranged according to the

natural system, in which the number of species is

augmented from iSoo to 2600; an increment due
especially to the labours of Cosson in the mountains

of Constantine and of Reboud in the Saharian dis-

trict. Some very valuable remarks on the flora

preface this catalogue, the affinity of the Algerian

flora with the Spanish is for the first time recognised,

as is the predominance of monotypic genera, as com-
pared with other continental floras, especially of

Crucifera;, Legumino^K, Composita^ and Graminere,

followed by those of Umbelliferii:, Caryophyllece,

Labiatce,, and Scrophulariacea:. The European or

German flora is stated to attain its maximum in the

east, and to diminish towards Oran in the west.

A second edition of the Catalogue appeared in 1S66,

and was published in London, with a preface in Latin,

in which the author gives the following statistics

of our knowledge of the flora. It begins with

Shaw's (the Rev. Dr.), who in 173S enumerated 630
in his TraT'tls in Barbary. Desfontaines, in 1804, in-

cluded 1600 in his Flora Allanti^a, whilst in the

present work Munby gives 2964—an increase over his

former catalogue, and chiefly due to the further

labours of Cosson, and to those of Durieu de Maison-

neuve.

For the above works Mr. Munby received the

thanks of the French Government, and a donation of

books. He also published a paper on the plants

of Algiers in the Bulletin of the Botanical Society

.of Paris, v. ii. (1S55), and one on the Algerine

Ophrydes in the same periodical, vol. iil, 1856. In

1856 and previous to it he distributed several centuries

of Algerine plants under the title of Plantie Algerie/ises

exsic<at(r,'S;c , and at the period of his death was

preparing a work to be called Lc Guide du Botaniste

en Al^erie.

It remains to add that Mr. Munby's beautiful and

extensive collection of Algerian plants, and which are

the types of the only floras of the country hitherto

published—namely, his own—were, by gift of his

family, made over after his death in perfect order and

preservation to the herbarium of the Royal Gardens,

Kew, together with a selection of his living plants,

whicli are transferred to the herbaceous department

of the gardens. J. D. Hooker.

THE FORESTS OF DARIEN.
{Concludedfrom /. 23?.)

Methods of Collecting Rubber practised by the natives

on the Isthmus of Darien and other places,—One of

the oldest rubber collectors of the district where the

plants were procured assured me that at first they

sometimes met with a tree at which three or four

axemen could go to work at once to cut down. Such

a tree would probably be about 8 feet in diameter,

200 feet in height, and yield at least 150 lb. of india-

rubber. In general full grown trees do not much
exceed 160 to iSo feet, with a diameter of 5 feet, and

a produce of loo lb. of rubber. The bark of the

trunk is thicker than that of most trees of the same

dimensions ; the wood is spongy and soft, and decays

rapidly wherever injured. The slender branchlets

that crown the trunk terminate with four or five

large leaves alternately arranged and thickly covered

with short brown hairs. Many of the leaves measure

14 inches in length and 7 inches in breadth, and exceed

in size those of any other tree of tropical America.

According to the natives, the leaves fall oft the trees

in January, after which they begin to flower. In

April the new leaves push, and attain their full size

in May ; but I was assured that young plants and

saplings retained their leaves throughout the year.

Therailk-like juice of the tree, which, when congealed,

forms indiarubber, is obtained by cutting out a groove

or ring of bark around the base of the trunk ; the milk

exudes from the bark into the channel thus formed,

and large leaves are placed so as to receive it as it

trickles down. The tree is then felled, and rings or

channels are cut out around the prostrate trunk, at

about 12 or 14 inches apart. Beneath these leaves

the vessels are placed into which the milk flows. The
contents of all the vessels are afterwards put in a

hole previously dug in the ground. The milk left in

this way becomes curdled in about two weeks. In

the Republic of Ecuador most collectors use the soft

green stem of a climber—a species of Ipom'Oi—which

when bruised and stirred about in the milk congeals

it in a few minutes. By this last process the milk

takes up all the watery particles it may contain, and

the produce seemed to be of an inferior kind, possess-

ing a strong peculiar smell, and continually sweating

a black, ink-like water. Soap is resorted to by some
collectors, and also wood ashes which contain potash.

Collins mentions that alum is used in Brazil, and salt

in the East. It seems to me that whatever method is

adopted the rubber ought to be prepared rapidly,

and to be perfectly dry and free from impurities.

Powerful presses might no doubt expel the moisture,

but I should expect that the goodness of the article

would by this operation be depreciated. My own
opinion is that the quality of the millc-like rubber

juice obtained from various species of plants—some of

which arc climbers and shrubs, while others become
large trees—is at first exactly the same, and that the

difference in value of various parcels is explained by

a different mode of preparation. The collectors,

indeed, always aim to keep it as wet as possible, as it

is bought by weight. At Nicaragua, and some other

places of Central America, the trees are not usually

felled ; the practice is to cut winding channels in the

bark leading to the base of the trunk, where the milk
is collected. But I was informed by an intelligent

person from that region that this operation is so

rudely and carelessly performed that a tree invariably

dies after it has been bled or tapped a second or third

time. This would never take place if the thin filmy

lining of the inner bark (cambium) which covers the

wood was not bruised or injured.* Not only do the

• Experience with the Ficus elastica has raised serious sus-
picions wilh us that the trees will die if tapped repeatedlv,
whether the operation is performed carelessly or not.—Ed.
Iiiduiit Forester.

natives cut through the cambium, but they also make
large notches in the living wood of the tree, and

these under no possible class of circumstances or con-

ditions can ever be healed. In collecting the milk

the cambium need not be hurt, as the vessels which

contain it really occur in the middle of the bark
;

such, at least, is the case with the Darien rubber tree.

The employment of any simple implement so formed

as to make a groove in the bark to about one-half its

thickness is all that is required. Such an operation

would require to be directed by an intelligent, careful

person, who thoroughly understood how much success

depends on the proper performance of the work. In

this way not one single tree in a thousand would be lost,

and the trees might, in my opinion, be operated on

annually, instead of once in three years, which I

have been informed is the practice at Nicaragua.

Climatic Conditionsof the Indiarubber Regions.—The
temperature of the forest in the interior of the

Isthmus ranged from 75" to 88" Fahrenheit. Fre*

quently I have observed the thermometer standing at

So° at eleven o'clock at night, and the same on

various occasions at one or two o'clock in the

morning. When there occurred a shower of rain

accompanied by a north wind the thermometer went

down to 74" for one or two hours ; but this was the

lowest point to which it fell. I have not been able

to ascertain to what altitude the tree grows, as no

high hills exist on the Isthmus, but I am pretty con-

fident, from observations made while travelling on

the Pacific coast, that it ascends at most to an

elevation of about 1500 feet. At this height the

lowest temperature experienced at any time through-

out the year would be 62* or 60° Fahrenheit. As
regards moisture, X happen to have lived and

travelled in various rubber districts, where the rain-

fall varied considerably. On the Pacific coast the

tree grows near the Gulf of Guayaquil, on flat or

gently sloping land, in deep deposits of a very sandy

loam. The vegetation is moistened by humid fogs,

but showers of rain very rarely occur. On the whole

the atmosphere is unusually dry.

At Esmeraldas the soil is a heavy loam or clay.

There is about five months of dry or summer weather,

and the remaining months are rainy.

In the neighbourhood of Buenaventura the tree is

found dispersed over a broken and dislocated region

of narrow ridges of nearly naked conglomerate, with

steep shelving ravines more than looo feet in depth.

Where there is soil it is loam or a kind of clay, or

made up of vast heaps of decomposing dU>ns. The

rains here are almost unceasing, day and night,

throughout the year. This part of the coast, and on

as far as the river San Juan, has been considered by

intelligent travellers as the most unhealthy tract of

country. in the world.

The region proper of the Isthmus of Darien lying

farther northward, and including Portobello, Colon,

Chagres, and Panama, is very wet, with an exces-

sively damp atmosphere, although the weather is

generally better, with some sunshine, during the

months of January, February, March, and April.

The deposit of the low flat hills is more or less of a

clay character, but along the banks of streams or

rivers the deposit is mostly of rich, but deep sandy

loam.

Many of the localities bordering on the Magdalena

possess deep beds of sand and loam resting on a

stratum of yellow gravel. The climate is often

parched and dry. Rain falls in JMay, June, July, and

August.

It will thus be seen that this rubber-producing

tree is subjected to a variety of climatic conditions,

which might have been expected from the wide extent

of country over which the species extends. These

circumstances appear to me to present a favourable

prospect for its successful cultivation in India.

Growth of the Plants.~On arriving at Kew [early

in October, after experiencing shipwreck in the West

Indies] with, the plants, I had every facility afforded

me by Mr. Smith, the Curator of the Botanic

Gardens, for getting them re-estabhshed. On being

sorted out I found fully one-half had been injured or

dried up ; the remaining plants were put in a proper

place to make growths, but these at first pushed very

slowly, as the season at which they arrived is the

worst in the year for the development of most kinds

of tropical plants. At this time also the temperature

in the warmest hothouse in Great Britain is generally

lo° or 15° below the natural heat in the forests of the

Isthmus of Darien. Besides this there is a dimi-

nished amount of light, which is an item of importance.

On the whole, everything considered, I have thought

myself extremely fortunate.
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BOTANICAL NOTES
OE- THE

PRINCE OF WALES' EXPEDITION
TO INDIA.— IV.

Ceylon.—The scenery from Bombay to Ceylon is

varied .and beautiful, especially towards the southern

extremity of the peninsula, where the mountains,

covered with plants, form, as it were, a barrier to the

rolling wave of the Indian Ocean. On nearing the

island of Ceylon, the old saying that " Ceylon is the

garden of the world " is forcibly verified, and now,

after visiting the interior and sailing round the

coast from Colombo to Trincomalee, I must say that

it is a great marvel as regards vegetation and

scenery. Colombo is an interesting place, and is fast

becoming anglicanised, and bids fair to be a successful

rival of Point de Galle as a seaport. It possesses many

creditable private gardens, as well as the renowned

Cinnamon gardens of Colombo.

The journey from Colombo to Kandy, the capital

of Ceylon, gives a person a fair notion of Ceylon and

its scenery. In the majority of tropical countries

there is generally to be met with extremes, that is,

either a flood or a drought, sweeping and extensive

plains, with their monotonous influence, or snow-clad

towering mountains, with their chilling effects ; or

mighty swelling rivers, spreading desolation on all sides

during the rainy season, or vast sandy deserts to heat

the cooling winds and supply material for sand-storms.

But in Ceylon there are none of these extremes ;

small, undulating plains and open spaces—hills and

mountains of gentle altitudes, with plenty of peaks,

bluff's, and precipices, all of which are clad in Flora's

best attire. Brooks, creeks, small lagoons and rivers,

often containing lovely aquatics, are in all directions,

and scarcely a piece of land destitute of vegetation is

to be seen
;
yea, to me, the whole island seemed to be

one mass of vegetation, from the top of the highest

mountain down to the washing of the ocean waves.

The animal kingdom is also in its best attire here, for

beautiful birds abound in the forest, on the rivers,

and lagoons. Animals worthy of sportsmen's risks

are on all sides, from a rat up to an elephant ; fish are

in abundance, and far-famed beautiful insects, espe-

cially the brilli.ant beetles and gorgeous butterflies, are

plentiful. I had not a good opportunity of studying

the geological formation, but judging from what

I saw, the whole island seems to consist of a partly

decomposed calcareous and siliceous schist ; of course

the alluvial is made rich in organic matter, derived

from the primccval forests during time immemorial.

The land is, therefore, very fertile, and readily yields

to labour its reward. Rice, coffee, spices, and various

native crops are cultivated with great success ; all

tropical fruits and flowers flourish remarkably well.

The Royal Botanical Gardens of Ceylon are situate

at Peradcniya, about four miles from Kandy ; they are

under the able management of a well-known botanist.

Dr. Thwaites, who has earned his popularity and

good name by the unabatable zeal he has always dis-

played in the management of the gardens, and in

making known to all the world the vegetable wealth

of Ceylon. The laborious branch of the garden

devolves upon two intelligent natives, Ferdinandus

and Goonawardina, who are really men of great

ability, and show to what extent the native mind can

be developed when under proper treatment ; they

have, I believe, been brought up by Dr. Thwaites

himself. In travelling through India and Ceylon, I

occasionally had the pleasure of meeting several such

men as the above, not only in the botanical and hor-

ticultural departments, but in others ; and somehow or

other they are nearly always kept in the background,

and sometimes the incompetent head of a depart-

ment receives praise for what his subordinates have

done.

The garden is truly a grand sight [some views of

which were given in our columns, 1S74, vol i.], with

all its magnificent specimens of tropical vegetation.

Bedding and suchlike are scarcely thought of, but good
and large plants, representing all countries, comprise
the main feature of the garden. Palms are numerous,
and a fine clump of them command the entrance to the

garden, which is sheltered by an avenue of Ficus
religiosa. They evidently grow to perfection here,

and comprise nearly all the known species worth
growing— Cocos plumosa, Phytosperma ruticola.

Calamus Roxburghii, Caryota Wightii, Areca alba,
A. rubra, Oreodoxa regia, Seaforthia elegans,

Stevensonia grandiflora, and Arenga saccharifera.

Various species of Bamboos occupy the banks

of the river ; Garcinias, Amherstias, Browneas,

Bignonias, Mimosa, Eucalypti, Melaleucas, Callis-

temons, Banksias, Bauhinias, Sterculias, Erythrinas,

Combrelums, and the beautiful Casuarinas, Araucaria

Bidwilli, A. Cunningham!, and A. excelsa ; Cycas

Rumphii, C. circinalis, and C. revoluta ; numerous

species and varieties of Pandanus, Dracaena, and

Croton, and all sorts of Ficus and beautiful timber

trees. Spice and other economical plants abound

—

Coffee, Cinnamon, Chocolate, Clove, Tea, and

Vanilla.

Most of the large trees have climbers covering their

stems and branches, as Philodendron gigantcum,

P. perfoliatum, P. aurilum, Pothos, Thunbergias,

Pipers, Vanillas, and the lovely Stignaphyllon peri-

plocefolium. Ferns and Orchids clothe the branches

and stems which are destitute of climbers : Aerides,

Vanda Roxburghii, V. spathulata, V. teres, V.

Walkeri, Renanthera coccinea, plenty of Dendro-

biums, amongst which I saw some Dendrobium

McCarlhije in bloom ; Saccolabium guttatum, S.

gracile, Bolbophyllum elegans, Cirrhopetalum grandi-

florum, C. Wightii, Cymbidium aloifolium, C. cnsi-

folium, C. bicolor, Crelogyne angustifolia, Eria Lind-

leyana, IC. velutina, E. bicolor, Polypodiums, espe-

cially crassilolium and quercifolium ; Nephrolepis

exaltata, (Ileichcnias, Anapeltis serpens, Niphobolus

lingua, Elaphoglossum, and numerous Davallias ; all

these things flourish upon the trees in the garden, and

appear to require very little attention. The under-

growth of the garden is very good and extensive in

tropical herbs and shrubs, a few Roses, numerous

Ferns, amongst which I noticed fine plants of the rare

and beautiful Cyathea sinuata and C. Walkeri, and

Alsophila crinita. Within a few miles of Kandy

there are numerous Coffee plantations, occupying the

easy slopes of the mountains ; the cultivation of coffee

is, no doubt, a capital investment, and requires very

little attention after the plantation is once started.

Spices are cultivated on a large scale in many parts of

the island, and the natives spend the most of their

time in the paddy (Rice) fields.

In speaking of the indigenous plants of Ceylon, we
at once find ourselves in a difficulty as to where we
shall begin and what we shall leave out in a brief sketch

like this. As I recall to my mind the beautiful scenes

of Nature which met my gaze on every hand, all sorts

of hues, shapes, and sizes of vegetable life, crowd

into my head. In some countries there is a

peculiar feature in the flora which at once

marks the character of the country ; for in-

stance, one can go the length and breadth of Aus-

tralia, and, with few exceptions, there is always the

peculiar sombre Myrtaceous, Proteaceous, and Mi-

mosa-like appearance to be seen ; but in Ceylon there

are no extremes either in scenery or vegetation, no

all-prevalent natural orders at the expense of others,

but a mixture of nearly all orders of plants to har-

monise with the blending of mountain, plain, and

river, into one continued scene of picturesque undula-

tion all over the island. The river banks and deep

valleys teem with vegetable wealth, and a marked
difference is seen in ascending to the mountain

heights, where, from the perpetual moisture derived

from the overhanging clouds, Hymenophyllum, Tricho-

manes, and most Filmy Ferns, with various others

of a scandent nature ; Marchantias, Lycopodium,

and Sexaginella cover the old stems of trees. Para-

sites, principally the Loranths, add to this wonderful

jumble of vegetation. In travelling from Kandy to

Colombo we see several Palms, Bamboos, Musa,

Pandanus, Alocasias, Caladiums, Cassias, Erythrinas,

Ixoras, Lantanas, numerous Asclepiads, Composites

and Convolvuli, Bignonias, Malvaceae, and Passi-

floracece ; several beautiful aquatics, as Nymphaja
stellata and Nelumbium speciosum ; Ferns, such as

Blechnum, Aspleniums, Adiantums, Gleichenias, and
Cheilanthes cover every bank. At Trincomalee, on the

north-east part, I found some splendid Leguminous
climbers, and saw Gloriosa superba growuDg to per-

fection in its native haunts,

Madras.—Madras is far behind Bombay or Cal-

cutta in a horticultural sense ; there is no botanical

garden, but the Agri-IIorticultural Society has a

small garden, which is certainly a very pretty

little place, and contains some beautiful plants.

The Governor's garden at Gwindy, a few miles

out of Madras, is worth going to see, and reflects

great credit on the old soldier who manages it.

I there saw a large old building, covered with
Antigonon leptopus, Bignonia venusta, Tecoma jas-

minoides, Jacquemontia violacea, and Thunbergia

Ilarrissii and T. laurifolia ; all these climbers were

blended together, and were nearly all in bloom. A
pond contained some glorious specimens of Victoria

regia, which were flowering abundantly, and in

the grounds there were fine plants of Grevillea

robusta, Filicium decipiens and Araucaria Bidwilli.

The central museum at Madras is the best museum I

visited in India, as regards the collection, for, unlike

the one at Bombay, it is a poor but large building,

crammed with rarities. Dr. Bidie is the gentleman

to whose remarkable z»al this wonderful collection

is due. C. Muddy BotanUal Cardensy Camhridi^e.

ORCHID CULTURE.
Wiin.sT there can be no doubt as to the weakening

of the constitution, the loss of vital power, as well also

as the loss of the pleasure of beholding a clean

healthy plant, when through an attack of what is

known as the "spot " causing such a disfigurement on

the leaves and stems that the plant becomes an object

of disgust and annoyance, there is at present, and

probably for a long time to come will be, great

diversity of opinion as to its cause, its first appearance,

the manner of its increase and enlargement. Of

course when speaking of the disease it must not be

inferred that but one type is alluded to, as that would

convey an incorrect idea, for since two or three dis-

tinct forms are to be met with it will be advisable at

the outset to say that these forms are each indicated

by a different appearance on the leaves. The exact

cause of each or all is involved in some obscurity, so

that when examining a leaf that has been affected by

one or other of the forms, it is sometimes far from

easy to say that such and such an appearance was

caused by a course of treatment that can be described

by a few precise statements. As the cause itself is

a matter of opinion, which opinion is formed by expe-

rience and matters of fact that come under our

observation, even so the method to be adopted for ita

eradication may for the same reasons appear at first

somewhat contradictory and conflicting. Inasmuch

as our experience in many things may vary it is not

to be wondered at if our opinion should in some

respects appear to be different. It might even be

worth while inviting an expression of opinion in these

pages upon the subject in hand, which may brie'ly be

stated thus : the spot in Orchids, its varied forms, the

causes of each, the effect produced in regard to lime,

loss of healthy vigour and appearance of the leaves,

and the remedies to be adopted to ensure its complete

and final disappearance.

Some leaves received lately from one of your corre-

spondents are all more or less disfigured by

disease ; three, I should say, constitutional, the

other parasitical. Though this latter cannot be termed

a disease of itself, yet so easily would the "spot"
take hold of a plant when in such a state, that for all

practical purposes it may be described as such. This

latter—a leaf of Odontoglossum vexillarium—shows

unmistakably that the yellow thrips has had a firm

footing in the heart of the young growths, and has

so punctured and bitten the tender leaves, that when

the growths have been formed (and in this case the

plant had been strong, judging by the width of the

leaf) the dark brown markings on the inner surface

plainly indicate the presence of this small but destruc-

tive pest. This plant has been subject to too much
heat, and though probably the first season the plant

may have pushed away and grown very freely, the

mischief is in ca^es of this sort chiefly done during

what should be the resting season, for by being at

that period kept too warm, the time necessary for per-

fect rest is unduly shortened ; and this induces an early

growth that is not sufficiently vigorous, and thus

becomes an object of attack to this pest, with the

result appearing upon the leaf under consideration.

Grown in the warmest end of the Odontoglossum

-

house, away from draughts, with such things as

O. Roezlii and Phaljenopsis, it will generally be

found to succeed well, where during the summer
months no fire-heat is given, plenty of air admitted on

all occasions, and where during the winter a rather

warmer atmosphere may be kept up than is advisable

for O. Alexandrx-, triumphans, &c., otherwise the

leaves turn yellow and fall off. Being a native of the

glens and ravines of the Andes of New Grenada, it

does not require such a uniformly high range of tem-

perature, but must have such a course of treatment

where the atmosphere is both regular and less ranging

both as regards heat and moisture.

Get rid of the thrips by blowing a little fine tobacco-

powder down the hearts of the young growths, ot
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some smoke from a tobacco-pipe, but either must

be applied with great care, for being such a tender

species, the remedy otherwise may be as hurtful and

destructive as the cause.

The plants from which the other leaves were cut,

your correspondent says, '* he has kept permanently

in the East India-house," and here at once I think

we may find the cause of at least two of them being

in the state they are. The leaf of Dendrobium nobile

has evidently been taken from a plant that has stood

in a hot and moist atmosphere, and at the same time

very wet at the roots, the result being that the leaf-

tissue is unusually softened, and, being overcharged

with moisture, the leaves have prematurely turned

yellow, and fallen off. Keep this, and any others show-

ing such symptoms, drier at the roots. Let the atmo-

sphere get dry once during the day, and be careful to

let the temperature fall during the night, so that a

daily rest may be induced, and so, when the active

part of the day comes round it may be ready for the

tax upon its powers, and make fresh advances whilst

the season for growth is present. When the growths

of these and any others of its class are well formed

and hardened, remove them to a cooler house (as

advised in last week's Calendar), where the natural

cessation of growth may be maintained, and thus

rest and activity, each in its proper season, will

result in the formation of healthy and free-blooming

specimens.

Zygopetalum Mackayi, a portion of a leaf of which

also is sent, has a number of small black spots,

chiefly on the under-surface, although in almost every

case the disease has gone through the leaf, and indi-

cates its position by a spot less in size and paler in

colour on the upper surface of the leaf—such appear-

ances seeming to prove that the spotting has commenced
on the under-side first, being the more tender, and has

spread through gradually, at length showing its presence

on the upper side. This, again, has, without doubt,

been kept too hot, and not sufficiently dry when at

rest. Now Zygopetalum Mackayi and crenatum suc-

ceed well, and grow freely in an intermediate or a

Cattleya-house, where little bhade is used, where air

is freely admitted, and thus the atmosphere is never

permitted to .become stagnant and dead. To your

correrpondent I should say respecting this plant, cut

away the affected parts, and keep it a little drier at the

roots. Now that the growth is nearly complete ex-

cite it as little as possible, and let it have a good
rest, provided it does not shrivel nor lose leaves by
doing so.

The remaining leaf—Phalrenopsis amabilis—would
seem also to have been taken from a plant that has

got into an unhealthy condition, though whether such

a state has been brought about in the first place

through a badly regulated state of the atmosphere, or

whether the plant has been flowering and kept in

bloom for too long a period, and that so weakened that

it has become more susceptible to an attack of disease

through a lessened vitality, it would be difficult to

say. At best these are sometimes very awkward to

manage, few succeeding in keeping them for any
length of time in a perfectly healthy condition ; and
whilst some would not under any circumstances

attempt to grow them in anything but baskets, so

that they might be suspended from the roof, others

again find they can succeed best with them when pots

of a good size are used, so that the plants may be
stood on the stages.

When several plants can be obtamed it is advisable

to try both ways, and then to adopt which of the two
methods gives the greater amount of success. The
leaf sent seems to me to be taken from a plant that is

rather too low in the moss, and the rot has gone up
the collar to the leaves, and caused this part to be
much affected ; and so, the supply of sap being so much
reduced, the middle and end of the leaf has, through
this weakened state, been easily affected, and shows
the symptoms of weakness very plainly. Phatenopsis,

to succeed well, must have a good share of heat when
growing, and regular waterings at the roots, with a
moist atmosphere, but not so that the surroundings

show that the conditions are always of this descrip-

tion. They must be dried by the admission of air

freely, but let this be warmed by passing over the

pipes, if it can be so managed ; otherwise cold air is

one of those evils that will cause disease more quickly
than is sometimes to be credited. Present tempera-
ture should be as nearly as possible at about these
readings— night, 70° ; day, rise to So° and 90° by sun-
heat. As autumn is coming on gradually lower the
heat, and lessen the amount of water at the roots and

the atmospheric moisture ; till during the winter the

night temperature will be at about 60", and during the

day rising to 65° and 70°. Then with returning spring

bring the temperature up by gradual advances to the

readings given for the summer months. Under such

treatment, if not permitted to flower too freely, they

will be almost sure to grow and root freely, and in

their proper season to flower successfully. W, Sioattf

Falloi^'fidil, Aug. 21.

DWARF POINSETTIAS.
At every garden establishment of any note fingers

will be busy in the propagating pit or frame with a

view to a stock of bedding and other plants for next

season, and a few extra minutes devoted to the object

which I have in view by writing this article will, I

feel certain, not be regretted three months hence.

The month of August is a sort of second spring to

gardeners, and many deficiencies of the past season

had better be noted (some of our own blunders shall

be chronicled before long), so that the same defects

may not again occur, at least through negligence ; but

I must stick to my text, which is a very simple but

useful one—that of dwarfing Poinsettias for table-work

next winter.

The operation is easily effected by heading down
strong-growing shoots of plants in pots, or, what
is better still, to head down plants that are

planted out and growing vigorously, for the

stronger the shoot the larger will be the bracts

next Christmas. The only difliculty I find in the

matter is in keeping the strong foliage from flagging

till the shoots root afresh. Once let the foliage droop
or suffer to any extent, and the case is a hopeless one,

but by having a brisk moist bottom-heat, with fre-

quent sprinklings from a fine syringe, all risk of failure

will be averted. Once rooted, the grower can please

himself, or, rather, manage things to suit his own pur-

pose. He can either have one or three plants in a pot

about a foot high, with bracts quite as large as if the

tops had never been lopped off, and the original plants

will also yield a goodly crop of useful bracts for cut

flowers.

I know of no more brilliant object for a dinner-

table at a time of year when there are so few
lively colours to select from ; but who could trouble

to contemplate a glowing mass of scarlet inflores-

cence now, when at every villa, ay, and in some
of our large gardens, too, may be seen what often

appears to me in the distance a preponderating
influence of a colour so common, that it is posi-

tively offensive to some eyes when not properly

toned down with other colours, which have the

effect of soothing the glare into a quiet harmony or a

pleasing contrast ? I write as though I was disgusted

with anything appertaining to scarlet, and yet in all

probability we shall be glad to be able to gather a
dozen sprays out-ofdoors six weeks hence, and then
we are launched into the worst month of all the twelve
for cut flowers, unless the autumn be particularly fine.

Then our batches of Lord Derby and Vesuvius Pelar-

goniums, from cuttings taken last April, are taken
indoors and wakened up with a nice dry heat, which
seems to answer their requirements much better than
a moist one when the days are short and the light

shorter still ; but their powers of endurance are only a

glimmer, and Nature asserts that there are times and
seasons for plants as well as other things, and that

the application of artificial means, however skilfully

applied, is after all only partially successful compared
with what might be expected under more natural
conditions.

Well, then, how are^we to do ? We must narrow
the breach to its very narrowest limit, and encourage
liberally the growth of such plants as are naturally
adapted to take the place of those which have for a
period gone to rest ; foremost in the list, to my mind,
are Poinsettias, which can be trained to any conceiv-
able form and dwarfed in the way I have endeavoured
to describe.

Let me here point out what I think to be a mis-
taken notion generally in the treatment of these
plants. They are started in a brisk heat, and after a
time are put into cold pits, so as to give them a
check ; and they do get a check too, at the expense
of their bottom leaves and a subsequent loss in the
size of bracts as a natural consequence.

I can fancy some one saying, "And how would
you do?" and my answer would be, "Start your
plants in the same temperature you intend growing
them in all summer, and be careful to examine the

roots early in the autumn, and on the first indication

of decline have the plants gradually taken to a
warmer climate."

Plants that have been started in heat in the spring
are sure to suffer from cold in the autumn sooner than
those that have been grown in a more equable tem-
perature throughout ; but I know of no better remedy
by which to get nice dwarf healthy plants for small
work than the one I have described.

As a concluding paragraph need I refer to the

beauty of such old favourites as Euphorbia jacquini^-
flora. Plumbago rosea, .Sericographis Ghiesbreght-
iana, &c., all of which can be arranged with almost
magical efiect in a fernery or Orchid-house ; but for

this purpose they must not be tortured by any
attempt at training, which will destroy their natural
appearance and mar the effect which should be
particularly aimed at, viz., a combination of beauty,
having gracefulness and ease for its basis. W. Hinds,
Otterspool.

RUSSIA MATS.
The Lime abounds in some forests in Russia. By

means of maceration in water the fibrous portion of
the bark is separated, and divides easily into thin
layers. These are used for making ropes, cordage,
sandals worn by the peasants, and mats, which Russia
exports on a large scale, and which are used in

different countries as packing material, and also for

covers and carpets. The collection of the Lime bark
is thus effected :—The trees are cut when they are
from eight to sixteen years old, at a period when the
sap is most active and the bark is detached. It is cut
into longitudinal strips, which are first raised with a
peculiar shaped knife, then torn off by the hand and
laid out to dry. Two or three strips are placed one upon
the other for drying, and attached at each end to

stakes, which keep them extended. In order to

make use of them they are soaked in water, the
different cortical layers then separate one from the

other ; the inner ones are most esteemed, the outer
layers being thicker and less pliable. The strips thus
detached from the trees are 2 or 3 metres in length.

In some parts of Russia the entire population go to

the forests in May and June, the time at which the
bark separates with the greatest facility. The villages

are then almost deserted, all the inhabitants being
occupied either in barking the Lime trees, or in making
the mats. The wood is immediately converted into

charcoal. In some places the sap is evaporated for

the sake of the sugar it contains.

The cordage made from the bark of the Lime tree

is used in some parts of France for buckets in wells,

and to hang linen upon, which it never soils. It does
not rot so readily as hempen cord, but lasts much
longer. In Sweden fishermen make their nets from
the inner layers of the bark. But the main use of i

this bark is for the manufacture of mats or matting.
These are used to pack heavy and bulky goods, such
as furniture, machines, &c. In England they are

much sought after by gardeners, who use them in

large quantities. The mats made in Russia are

usually 2 metres long by about I metre in width. It

is estimated that, on the average, 14,000,000 are

made annually. The fourth part of these is exported,

the rest are used in the interior. In 1S53 England
alone imported 657,000, at the price of 150 fr.

per 100.

In France the Lime is chiefly cultivated as an
ornamental tree for parks, public gardens, &'c., and it

would not be thought of as likely to yield an indus-

trial product. It is worth while, however, directing

attention to the remarkably thick bark of this beau-
tiful tree, which contains a large quantity of fibre.

The Silver Lime (Tilia argentea) is a magnificent tree,

which produces a fine effect in gardens, with its leaves

covered below with a silky-white cotton. This tree

grows rapidly even in poor soil. The bark of the

young branches is very thick. W'e suggest that trial

be made of the bark of this tree with a view to the

manufacture of paper. The ease with which the bark

is detached, and its abundant fibre, deserve attention.

W^e cannot too strongly urge those interested in these

questions to make experiments.

We ought to add that the bark of the Silver Lime
used with a solution of carbonate of soda to separate

the filaments, yields large quantities of mucilage,

which it is very difficult to get rid of. This product

might also probably be utiHsed. From " Etudes sur

hs fihris v!;ii:lalLS texliks employees dans riiiduslrie,"

by M. Veliltait.
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Fig. 56.—ruYLLOTOMA aceris.

A, A, Maple leaf as left by the lar\'s, nat. size ; b. Free discs from same leaf, with lan-ae inside, nal. size : c, Larvx fie D, Disc {upper surface), wllh larvae lusidc enlarged 4 diam.
;

Free larvx, enlarged 1 5 diam. ; f, Fragment of upper surface of disc, showing the leaf-cells of which it is composed ; c, Fragment of lower surface of disc, consisting of silky threads.

PHYLLOTOMA ACERIS, Kalt.

Many of our Rose-loving readers must be familiar

with a pest that injures the twigs of their Rose bushes

by burrowing in the pith of them. The insect

that does so is a saw-fly, that has been named
Emphytus cinctus. The species that we now speak
of is another saw-fly, that formerly would have been
placed in the same genus (Emphytus) ; but latterly

another genus has been made for some saw-flies that

cut leaves in a peculiar manner (called Phyllotoma on
that account), and it is to it that the present species

The accompanying woodcuts will show the work
of this species. Its larva (fig. 56, c) is a leaf-miner which
in the months of May and June feeds on the spongy
tissue between the upper and under skin of the leaf of
the Sycamore (Acer Pseudo-Platanus) and its varieties,

and in feeding makes large blotches in the leaf (fig.

56, A). When full fed and ready to undergo its meta-
morphosis it cuts out a little round disk (fig. 56, d), not

quite so large as a silver threepenny piece, from the

skin of the upper surlace of the leaf, then shuts itself

up in a cocoon by spinning an under-side of silk, like

fig. 56, G, close glued to the upper, which, by[the motion

of the leaf when blown by the wind, drops to the

ground, where it lies until next spring, when it emerges

as a perfect saw-fly.

We do not know whether it has yet been observed in

Britain ; the specimens from which our figures have

been taken were brought under our notice by M.

Jean Van Vokxem, of Brussels, who forwarded them

to us. He found it developing itself on the leaves

of the Sycamore near Brussels, and noticed the

disks or pupa-cases detaching themselves and fall-

ing to the ground, where they attracted his attention

by their extraordinary jumping, a peculiarity caused

by the wriggling motion of the larva inside. They

were to be found in millions, but, notwithstanding

their immense numbers the trees did not seem to

be the worse for the attack—the withered blotches

and disk spaces cut out of the upper surface not

showing when the trees were looked up at from below.

The species was described by Kaltenbach in his

PfianzatJeinJc. That work first appeared periodi-

cally in the Verhaudhin^eti des Naturhistci-ischen

Vereins der Pnusshchfii Rhdnlandi und Westfiilen,

commencing in 1S56 and ending in 1S69. It has

since been published as a separate work in 1874, and

from this edition we shall copy Kaltenbach's descrip.

tion, which is as follows :

—

" Phylloloma aceris, Kalt.—This mining larva lives in

June and the beginning of July in the leaves of the White
Maple (Acer Pseudo-Platanus), and more rarely in those

of the field Maple (A. campestre). It undermines large

patches, deriving its nourishment from the sap of the

leaves, and produces a clear roundish light brown spot,

in which the matured larva enters its chrysalis state. It

spins for itself inside of this roomy mine a round, cake-

shaped cocoon, which it fastens to one of the walls of

the mine." (This must be a mistake, so far as it

impUes that the cocoon is spun before the disk is

separated, for the epidermal wall of the disk is cut

all round outside the edge of the disk, which, of
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course, could not be done by tlie larva after it had

shut itself up inside.) "The cocoon falls with the

larva contained in it to the ground, in which con-

dition the latter winters, and only at the beginning

of the spring becomes a chrysalis. The rearing of this

species is diflicult, and in my experience has been mostly

abortive. Larva 21-3 lines in length ; body flat,

smooth, greenish yellow, ratlier shining, the thoracic por-

tion broad, the head light brown, flat, to some extent

drawn back under the second segment, black eyes

very prominent, thorax of a uniform yellowish colour,

body of the same colour, with the alimentary canal

broad, green and plainly visible. Behind the first thc-

racic segment there is a shining scutellum. Upon the

middle of the second and third thoracic segments occurs

an angular brown little spot. Thoracic feet brownish.

On the body feet are wanting, but small swellings

supply their places.

" Perfect insect black, antennse 12-jointed, black

towards the point, with brown rings. Maxillary palpi

whitish, and their thick basal joints marked with black,

the last joint of the labial palpi black. The inner ring

of the eyes violet-green, and the scales of the wings

white. Legs black, knees and the inner side of the

tibire of the four anterior legs whitish yellow. Joints of

the legs brown. Wings also smoke coloured. Length,

3 lines. Kaltenbach, PJlanzoi/eiiide."

We have not ourselves seen the perfect insect as

yet, nor does it appear to have been anywhere

figured. If we succeed in rearing any of our speci-

mens we hope to give a figure of it next spring.

Aiidn-i.1 Miiiray.

Florists' Flowers.

The Balsam.—There was a period in the history

of the Balsam when it held a prominent place as a

bedding plant, but that was long anterior to the

carpet and bizarre bedding of the present day. There

was not such a wreath of bedding material then, and

allied to beds of Balsams were various other annuals,

and Salvias, Fuchsias, Oakleaf Pelargoniums, Petunias,

&c.—all very pretty and pleasing in masses but far

from being adapted to the newer fashion of the day.

To the rapid introduction of Zonal Pelargoniums and

other showy plants also do we materially owe the

gradual decadence of the Balsam as a pot plant, and

especially as a plant grown for exhibition purposes,

its appearance on the show table being now a com-

parative rarity, and even then it is seldom seen in

first-rate form. Amongst the changes that time and

fashion work, however, none is more probable than

that some old favourite may be again resuscitated

into favour and to renewed life, and if such good

fortune should befal the Balsam, the gardening world

will, with the plant, equally be gainers. It is much

in favour of this old summer plant that it is raised

from seed, as in that way it is much more amenable

to common cultivation than are plants that require a

winter's care and housing. Further, it is equally

adapted for pot culture, and for growth in the open

ground, and in either case, under very ordinary

conditions, well-grown and nicely flowered plants are

easily and speedily produced. The one thing needful

in the Balsam is that the seed shall be of a good

strain, and although there is much of a refuse or

inferior kind cultivated, yet the fault lies rather with

the growers, because good double-flowered kinds are

obtainable by any one who may choose to take the

trouble to get them.

Whilst a large quantity of seed of fine quality is

annually obtained from the Continental growers, it is

cerlain that no finer or more perfect forms are to be

got anywhere than are grown and sold by a few

English firms, and perhaps the same might be said of

nearly all of our most popular Continental flowers.

To the Messrs. F. & A. Smith, of Dulwich, it is

fair to concede the premier place as growers of Balsam

seed, both in quantity and quality. Their grand strains

as seen in full flower this year bore witness that in

size and perfect fulness of flower they are simply un-

approachable. This superb quality is, of course, the

result of constant watchful attention in the selection

of seed stocks, the weeding out of all inferior forms,

and the careful selection of new breaks, which in a

few years become set in character, and form a novel

and pleasing addition. The Messrs. Smith's stock of

seed Balsams comprise about 5000 plants, all grown

in pots under glass, not in houses, but in broad airy

span pits, %vhere the plants are near to the glass, get

plenty of light and air, and are within easy reach of

the water-pot, a matter of great importance to such a

gross feeder as the Balsam. With such an immense

number of plants any attempt to thin out the buds,

or tr.ain the growth, is entirely out of the question,

and yet, as a rule, every plant in the collection would

vie in size and shape with the best show plants, whilst

in size of flower they would far excel them ; indeed, it

is probable that any dozen of plants taken from the

Dulwich collection would be placed first at any

Balsam competition in the kingdom. The course of

treatment is of the simplest, as the seeds are placed

singly into thumbs, or small 6o's, in which they ger-

minate, a gentle heat only being requisite for this.

Directly the seedlings are laige enough they receive a

shift into 4S's, without any disturbance of the roots,

and from these finally into 7-inch pots. The plan of

growing the seeds in the small pots, and thus avoiding

the usual disrooting, is an invaluable one, and the

result is seen in the superb after-growth and grand

quality of the flowers.

Results scarcely less satisfactory in the production

of fine strains of the Balsam are obtained at Mr. R.

Dean's Bedfont seed ground, where its cultivation is

almost exclusively confined to the open air, and

treated entirely as a tender garden annual. Accus-

tomed to look upon the Balsam as specially a pot

plant, there is an air of novelty in the appearance of a

large number of plants growing in colours in rows,

either in blocks or intermixed with rows of other

annuals, and it is equally satisfactory to obseive that

thus treated in the open air a superb quality of flower

is maintained. For this method of culture the ground

can scarcely be too good and too deeply worked, as

the blooming takes place during the hottest period of

the year and when the plants are most severely tried

by the drought; still the habit of the plant is of such a

robust succulent nature that it does not easily give in,

and will exist where many other things would die.

The character of the Balsam as a hot-weather plant

has been well tested this season, since it has been grow-

ing in a situation fully exposed to the full blaze of the

sun all day ; and although not a drop of water has been

given from the moment of planting out until the pre-

sent time, and the smallest modicum of rain has fallen

on them, yet they have never flagged, and aie still

luxuriant in growth and full of bloom. The Bedfont

mode of culture is to sow the seeds in soil-beds in a

cool house thinly early in April, and then to lift them
carefully at the end of May, when the plants are

strong, and dibble them out into rows, about 15 inches

from row to row if in blocks. If a showery time pre-

vails no water is needed, but if the weather be dry

two or three waterings induces them to draw root,

and the plants are soon established. Owing to the

succulent nature of the stems a dry time is usually

found more favourable for planting out than a wet one,

as the slugs are not then so prevalent. The after-

cultivation consists in keeping the soil around the

plants neat and clean, the stopping of the leading

shoots when they have attained to a fair length, and
the thinning out ot all small side shoots that flower

too late for seeding, and serve to impede the action of

light and air on the main stems of the plant. The
colours and markings of the flowers of a good home-
grown collection are extremely varied and beautiful,

and gradually, though slowly, increase. The Dul-

wich collection gives the following hues, most of

which, if not all, are duplicated at Bedfont :—Peach,

pink, flesh, crimson, crimson mottled with white,

crimson bizarre, scarlet, scarlet mottled purple, purple

mottled, pure white, creamy white, sulphur, rosy

white, blush, lavender, mauve, salmon, lilac, purple-

flake, scarlet-flake, carmine, and ranging up to at

least twenty-four distinct forms. Of course, many of

these as presented on paper appear very similar, but

when seen growing the distinction is obvious ; new
forms of colour soon set, and may be relied upon
thoroughly to reproduce themselves afterwards. With
respect to the double nature of the flowers of the

Balsam, there is an old and favoured notion existing

that "the older the seed the more double the

flowers ; " but it would be impossible for any seed,

however old, to produce flowers of finer form and

more truly double than those obtained at Dulwich

and Bedfont from seed sown as saved from year to

year. So far these remarks have applied solely to the

ordinary strains of pot Balsams, but at Bedfont there

is cultivated a charming dwarf section that seems to

be specially suitable for market-work, for small pots,

and also for culture in small, confined houses,

where the taller forms get drawn entirely out of

shape and character. The plants of this dwarf section

reach in the open ground to a height of about S inches,

and when in full bloom are about as wide through.

In pits they vary according to the root-room from

S inches to 12 inches in height, and being of a bushy

habit produce very pleasing bunches of bloom. The

variety so far is limited to purple, and purple with

white flake ; scarlet, and scarlet with white flake.

If the mutations of fashion and taste should event-

ually bring about a change in our present bedding-out

likings the Balsam may well become an object of

interest for that purpose. The ease with which it is

raised, its even yet free habit of growth, its beauty

when in flower, and, not least, the rich and varied tints

of its flowers, point it out as a plant specially valuable

for bedding uses. Some very charming effects might

be got by a combination, for instance, of blue Lobelia

as a carpet, and overgrowth of pure white Balsam^!

or Golden Feather, might lend a certain charm to some

of the softer hues of mauve and purple. There is

such a wealth of carpet plants that the paving the

soil with some suitable material would be easy, and

thus all the richest and most effective kinds of the

Balsam might find its proper foil. The dwarf section

also would serve admirably for small beds or as

edgings for the taller sorts. Not least, the adoption

of the Balsam as a bedding plant would leave much

house-room at liberty during the worst months of the

year, when every inch of space is of value. The bed-

ding Pelargonium has had such an innings at Chiswick

that perchance the authorities there may at length be

disposed to put it aside, and the Balsam get an over or

two in company with a few other old novelties. Z.

Roses.—A good Septuagint. I agree with Mr.

D. T. Fish, who complains of the want of growth or

constitution in Roses of late introduction. I have

thought it may be of advantage to persons who are

not conversant with Roses, if I give a list of seventy

Roses of good attributes, some of which I have had

for very many years, and which are as good, or better,

than when I bought them. After a trying winter,

spring, and summer, the ones I name have done well

and are doing well now (Aug. 19).

Tliirl}! o/tlu fery Best.

Felix Genero
Prince Camille
John Hopper

Mar<5chal Niel
Louis Van Houtte
Pierre Netting
Madame Victor Verdier
Senateur Vaisse
Alfred Colomb
Mdlle. Marie Rady
Maurice Bernardin
Marguerite de St. Amani
Charles Lefebvre
Etienne Levet
Marquise de Castellane
Countess of Oxford
E. Morren
Duke of Edinburgh

Forty Good R.

La Ville de St. Denis Acidalie

Vicomtesse de Vezius
chess of Orleans

i la Malmaison
Mdme. C. Joigneaux
Countess Cliabrillant

Gloire de Dijon
Triomphe de Rennes
Cu'line Forestier

Baron Chaurand
Madame Lacharnie, lovely

Abel Grand
Lord Clyde
W. Griffitlis

Baroness RothscliiUl

Jule
Prince ae rortia

Gloire de Vitry
JL de Montigny
Diichesse de Caylus
Adolphe de Rotliscliild

Baronne de Maynai'd
Souvenir de Dr. Jamain
Ma.xime de la Roclieteri

Caroline de Sansal
Madame C. Wood
M.adame Knorr
Mai^chal Vaillant

Baron Gonella
Dr. Andry

Emp^reur de Maroc

St. George
Star of Wallham
Princess Mary of Cambridge
Comte de Nanteiiit

Due de Cazes
John Keynes
Fisher Holmes
Mdlle. Annie Wood
Paul N&on
Pierre Seletsky
Duchesse de Cambaci-res
Anna Alexieff

Souvenir de la Reinc
d'Angleterre

Madame ThSr&ie Levet
Mdlle. Louise Carique
Madame Alice Dureau
Monsieur Woollield

La Duchesse de Morny

Total, seventy. I recommend Van Houtte only on the

seedling Briar. It is not a strong grower, but it is the

finest production since Marechal Niel came out. It is

the finest scented of all the II. P.'s. Baron Chaurand

is next best for scent ; St. George and Star of Waltham

are on weak stocks. W. F. RaJilyffi, Aiigusl 19.

Forestry.

Growth oi-' Larch Tisees.—Although the Larch

trees here differ greatly in their external character,

there is not much difference in the texture of the

wood. Some of them have branches, at no great

distance from the ground, extending horizontally far

and wide, with their extreme points inclining up-

wards, which, of course, is owing to the light and air

having free access to every part of the tree. The soil

in which they are growing is of a light loamy nature,

resting on a gravelly bottom ; the greatest girth

is 9 feet and the height 90 feet, with the roots

spreading out near the surface of the ground, and
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rising up like buttresses round the trunk. Others of

them are old trees, which have weathered many a

storm and have overtopped the round-headed Beeches

and Sycamores ; but still they are healthy and put

forth their annual growth year after year, apparently

unimpaired by age, aUhough llieir branches are few

and confined chiefly to the tops; and when any of

them are blovm down, which is not very often, being

surrounded principally with deciduous trees, the wood
is found to be sound, and of that red colour which is

so much valued for building purposes and house

fittings. Their girth is 12 feet, and the height 127 feet

at the lea&t, wilh clean stems near the top, which must

have been self-pruned long years ago. John Caie,

Inverary Gardeus.

Natural History.

Squirrels Eating Fruit.—There is no mistake

about squirrels eating Peaches, and I think they will

eat most kinds of fruit. About fifteen years ago

I lost most of my Apricots by squirrels, and shot

over two dozen one season in the act of carrying away
Apricots and Peaches. This year I have shot squirrels

in the Strawberry beds eating the fruit. Z.

The squirrel, when in a half-domesticated

stale (that is to say, when allowed sufficient liberty to

be able to help itself to anything it prefers), will eat

some kinds of stone-fruit with the greatest possible

avidity ; and Peaches, and the large yellow Magnum
Bonum Plum, are especial favourites. This, how-

ever, is not noticed either in Bell's History of British

Qtiadnipcds, or by Wood, who, giving much anecdote

of the habits of animals, might have been expected to

mention it if squirrels were generally known as garden

depredators. The powerful incisors of the animal

also point to such a use of them as exceptional, and
its apparent need of constant supplies of fluid suggest

whether, during the late intense heat, as in half

captivity, the Peaches might not be resorted to as a

moist diet, in the absence of its customary drinking-

places. 0.

Spiders and their Webs. — Having caused a

small withered flower to become entangled in the web
of a brown spider, I was much interested in watching

the efforts made by the spider to get rid of it. It

pushed the flower along before it, carefully disen-

tangling it from the meshes of the web, until the

outer edge was reached, when, suspending itself by its

two hind legs, the spider gave it a final push, and let

it fall to the ground, thus doing exactly the reverse of

what it would have done if it had been a fly instead of

a mere faded flower. The flower was in most cases

at least four times as large as the spider. The pretty

little emerald-green, and the very large brown spiders,

took no notice at all of such pieces when placed in

their webs. E. T. M,

Frog Screaming.—That a frog will scream from
fear (the worst kind of pain) I can give several

instances, I kept some tame kites (when kites were
to be found in England, fifty years ago), and well

remember being horror-struck at the screams of a poor
frog who saw a kite approaching the corner in which
it sat. In Delamere Forest I remember a woodman
telling me he was attracted by the scream of a frog,

and on going to the spot found a viper had struck it.

I have also heard one scream when a tame snake was
about to devour it. The scream reminds one some-
what of a hare when dodging about to escape the grip

of greyhounds—a most painful one to hear. /F. D. F,

barbell #,]3crati0ivs.

PLANT HOUSES.
Greenhouse Haed-wooded Plants. — Such

species of hard-wooded plants as are not fully exposed
to the open air, including Roella ciliata, Draco-
phyllum gracile, Gompholobiuras, Statices, Phceno.
comas, &c., should now have much more air given
them than was advisable earlier in the season, when
they were making free growth. The object from this

time forward through the autumn is to ripen up the

growth thoroughly before the days get short and the

temperature correspondingly lower, so much so that
there is not enough solar heat to solidify the wood
that has been formed during the latter part of sum-
mer, without which the plants cannot possibly flower

to the extent desirable, and are bad to keep free from
mildew through the winter. The difficulty we have
to contend wilh in growing this class of plants is, not

that our summers are not hot enough to elTect the

ripening process, but through their being considerably

shorter than in the countries where most of the green-

house hard-wooded subjects are found indigenous.

Unless the necessary foresight is exercised to dis-

courage growth early enougli so as to admit of

its getting fully matured, the evils above alluded

to are sure to arise from this cause. The pre-

valence of mildew owes its existence on many plants

not naturally subject to' it, and this especially when
they have been insufficiently elevated during the grow-
ing season up to the glass, or grown in houses so con-

structed that they do not aflord the necessary amount
of light, and which is much too often the case. All

the top air possible should be given both night and
day as well as the side lights fully opened con-

tinuously, except when a strong cutting wind happens
to be blowing. It is particularly necessary to keep
an eye to this in a season like the present, for on
account of the late cold spring we had, most plants

were very late in commencing growth, and will be

naturally disposed to keep on later in the autumn
;

but it is much safer practice to be content wilh a less

extension of the shoots than to keep the plants grow-
ing too long in the season. An erroneous impression

often prevails on this matter, and it is supposed that the

maturing process can be effected sufficiently through

submitting plants that have been kept on growing
late to a low temperature only just above freezing. A
drier state of the atmosphere in the house is conducive

to the maturing process ; but this again is frequently

carried too far through the latter part of this month
and the beginning of September, when the weather is

warm and sunny, neither is it advisable to discontinue

syringing overhead if the weather is very bright. I

have frequently seen more injury done to plants

by red-spider at this season through the syringe

being suddenly withheld than they had suffered all

through the hottest part of the summer.

Soft-\voode:i Greenholse Plants. — Large-

flowered Pelargoniums that have broke well should

now be shaken out and potted, young plants that have

flowered and are intended to be grown on to a larger

size, as well as those that are got as big as it is

desirable to grow them, should have all the soil shaken

from them, and the small fibrous roots cut away, re-

taining only the thicker portion. The smaller plants

may be replaced in the same sized pots, and the larger

shoots put into a size smaller than they have flowered

in: this is wilh a view to give the whole another shift

later on when they have rooted freely into the soil

they are now placed in, which is better than at once

putting them in the pots they are to flower in. The
fancy kinds are not usually cut back nearly so close

as the large-flowered varieties, and consequently, but

having a considerable amount of leaves to support,

should not be subjected to disrooting to the extent

that the large-flowered kinds require, nor to have

the whole of the soil removed, or a good portion

of the leaves will be liable to turn yellow and fall

ofT. In all cases use the potting-stick suflicienlly

freely to make the soil quite solid— it is the want of

this that often causes a superabundance of strong

overgrown foliage at the time of flowering in the

place of bloom. There are no soft-wooded plants

that require the soil ramming so hard as do Pelar-

goniums. The soil for them should have been for

something like a year with the manure mixed with

if, but if not rich enough it is better with some added

at the time of polling than to use it in too poor a

state, or they cannot be expected to make the requi-

site progress during the winter. Use the soil in a

sufficiently moist but not too wet a condition. Give

no water for a few days, but syringe overhead, keep-

ing them rather close, wilh just enough air in the day-

time to prevent the temperature of the frame or pit

they are in getting too hot when the sun is on it.

This is just the time when Chrysanthemums are most

dependant upon a liberal use of manure-water, for

their pots are now full of roots wilh a large amount of

leaf surface to support, and if there is any inattention

the foliage is sure to suffer, which in turn diminishes

their flowering capabilities. It is possible to injure

them by using it too strong, but they will bear it

stronger than any pot plants wilh which I am ac-

quainted, herbaceous Calceolarias standing in this

respect second to them. T. Baiiics.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Vines.—Vines in houses which were forced early

should now have the wood well-iipened, and where

such is the case the laterals may be shortened back so
as to induce the Ijuds to become full and plump, before
pruning. Remove any falling leaves and give an
occasional syringing to the foliage still remaining,
keeping the houses open night and day. Vines in
pots now outdoors should receive every attention as to
watering when required, the principal object now
being to get the growth and thorough maturation of
the wood completed as soon as possible. Pruning
may be facilitated by scooping out the buds on the
upper part of the rod as far back as it is intended to
prune the rods, and at the same cutting back all

laterals and tendrils, so that when the leaf has fallen
no further wounds need be made. Grapes now ripe,
will, if required to be kept for some time, want
looking over once or twice a week to remove
any damaged berries, which otherwise soon affect
a considerable portion of the cluster, especially
if overcrowded, and where necessary a little shading
should be given during bright sunshine, so as to
prevent the berries shrivelling from excessive heat.
Late varieties of Grapes now colouring will require a
little fire- heat put on each evening, and as the nights
lengthen a somewhat drier atmosphere should be
maintained, and every effort made to get the fruit
properly matured during the next month. Give air
early, so as to avoid any condensation of vapour in
the house, but at the same time avoid excessive ven-
tilation during cold winds, which, if too freely ad-
mitted, are liable to cause rust or spot on the more
thin-skinned and delicate kinds, (f. Cox.

Orchard Houses.—The intense heat we are still

having has forced on the fruit trees grown in these
structures at a more rapid rate than usual. Such
varieties of Peach as the Early York, Grosse Mig-
nonne, and Rivers' ICarly York are now in, to be
succeeded by Dagmar, Dr. Hogg, and iMagdala, all
excellerit mid-season Peaches. Of Nectarines, Lord
Napier is now ripe, and asuccession will be kept up with
Elruge, Pitmaston Orange, and Rivers' Orange. If
the trees are pretty free from red-spider, all syringing
should be discontinued before the ripening process
commences, and the watering at the roots, if the trees
are in pots, must be done wilh caution, as too much
will cause the fruit to be watery, and too little will
likewise afliict the flavour. If Figs are grown in pots
in these structures they will now be swelling their
second crop, and will require attention in syringing
arid watering the roots, but little more stopping or
pinching the shoots will be required during the
present season. Pears and Plums should be placed
in the best ventilated portion of the house, as they
require a drier atmosphere and not quite such a high
temperature as Peaches, Nectarines, and Figs.
Abundance of ventilation must now be given in the
day-time and some left on at night, and if birds or
insects are invading the house they must be excluded
by the use of the hexagonal Nottingham netting, or
some other suitable material. JVilliam Tiltery.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Now that the fruiting season for Raspberries is

over, all the old fruit-bearing stems should be cut out at
once, also all the weak suckers that are not likely to be
required for planting out ; the ground should then be
thoroughly cleansed, and, if trodden down hard, the
surface loosened up, and a good dressing of rotten

manure spread over the whole surface, which will tend
greatly to strengthen the canes for next year's bearing.

Currant and Gooseberry bushes from which the fruit

is gathered will be benefited by having a portion of

the spray removed where the growth is loo thick, in

order to give the wood for next year's work a better

chance of being thoroughly matured ; the surface of
the ground should also be frequently pricked up for 4
or 5 inches in order to disturb the chrysalids of the

Gooseberry caterpillar. The training-in of wall-fruit

trees must be perseveringly followed up; lay the bear-

ing wood in thinly so that it may have all the benefit

u( the autumn sun for maturing, and spur the weaker
shoots back, taking care to retain a fair proportion of
foliage all over the trees : the process of defoliation if

carried to excess is highly detrimental to the future
welfare of the trees. The autumn growth on fruit

trees in general still continues to push forth, which,
no doubt, will be greatly assisted for some time by the

recent heavy rains ; this must be kept continually

in check, but not entirely removed until the

winter pruning. The fruit of Peaches and Nectarines
should be gone over every day, and such of it gathered
as will part from the tree with a slight pull, and if not

required at once will keep a izvr days in the fruit-

room. Williams' Bon Chretien Pears should also be
gathered a few days before they are ripe, if left to

ripen on the tree they lose the best of their flavour.

The old Brown Beurre and the Beurre d'Amanlis are

benefited by being gathered a few days before they

are required for use. Now is a good time to take

advantage of every convenient opportunity to get

together a good supply of compost for the autumn
planting of fruit trees, and also for the renovation

of the borders of wall fruit trees where necessary,

John Cox, Ridleaf.
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SATURDAY, AUGUST 26, 1876.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

Tuesday Aupust an / Dover Floral and Fruit Show.luESDiV, Ausust29(
)ia„bury Horlicullural Society's Show.

Wedn£SDAV. Auj;. 30— Isle ofThaiiet Horticultural Exhibition.
{Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland ;

Autumn Show.
Pontypool Horticultural Society's Show,

fBlDAy, Sept. I— Thornton Heath Floiver Show (two tiays).

DOES an old tree produce its leaves,

flowers, or fruit earlier and earlier as

its age increases ? and is it more precocious in

these respects than young trees of ihe same
species grown under the same conditions ? M.
Alphonse De Candolle has recently been
making investigations with a view of arriving at

an answer to these questions. For this purpose
he has had the opportunity of studying a series

of annual observations made on two trees at

the same height above the soil, for fifty-seven

and sixty-eight years respectively. Before pro-

ceeding to discuss the facts so obtained, M. De
Candolle endeavours to attain the same end
by the comparison of young trees with old ones
of the same species in the same locality. With
this object he induced M. Decaisne to ascer-

tain at what date the expansion of the leaves of

the famous Robinia of the Paris Jardin des
Plantes (now more than 200 years old) took
place, and what difference, if any, was observ-

able between the leafing period in this old tree

and that of younger ones of the same species in

the same garden. I\I. Decaisne, however, was
not able to detect any notable difterence. Nor
was any difference observable between old and
young trees of Styphnolobium, Paulownia, or

Catalpa. The suggestion might here be made
that the young trees are possibly the direct

lineal descendants of the older tree, and
inherit, therefore, its physiological peculiarities.

This, however, cannot apply in the case of a
Planera crenata, of which the Paris garden
possesses one of the first trees introduced by
MiCHAUX, as well as several younger trees

grown from seeds sent fifty years ago from
Tiflis.

M. Caruel, at the Botanic Garden of Pisa,

studied the question in more detail, with this

general result, that in fourteen cases no difter-

ence at all was observable between old and
young individuals of the same species, in three

the older trees were the earliest, in nine the

older trees were the latest in point of develop-

ment, showing considerable variation in indi-

vidual tendencies, and demonstrating that the

method of comparing different individuals of

the same species cannot, in this particular, give

accurate results. This being so, the more
importance attaches to the observations made
on the same tree through a long series of years.

The trees in question are two Horse Chestnuts

in the town of Geneva, which have been year
after year watched with the utmost care since

1S08 and 1S18 respectively, and the results are

given in the pamphlet before us. From the

tables there given we glean that the first

appearance of the leaves on one of the trees has
been noted at periods varying in different years

from the ninety-third to the ninety-sixth day,

and on the other from the ninety-first to the

ninety-fifth day, counting from the first day of

January. No relation can, however, be traced

between the age of the trees and the date of

expansion, and no regular modification during

the course of years independent of climatal

variations.

M. De Candolle also cites some observa-

tions that have been made at Ostend during

thirty-three years on a Vine (Golden Chasselas)

which is now about sixty-five years old. The I

expansion of the leaves has been observed to

take place from the ninety-second to the
hundred and forty-third day, counting from
January i and allowing for leap-years ; a
much greater range than in the case of the
Horse Chestnuts before alluded to, and giving
as a mean the 11 7.8 ^day of the year, that is

April 27—or the 26th in the case of a leap-year.

In this case an examination of the figures shows
that the period of leafage is becoming earlier

and earlier,_but the number of observations is

not large enough to eliminate errors, and the
conditions are too artificial.

The point is a curious one, and might
perhaps receive some elucidation from the
records of our forcing houses, although, of
course, the artificial circumstances would, to

some extent, vitiate any conclusions that might
be drawn from such a source. Suppose, ior

example, a record existed of the date of leafing

and of ripening of fruit in ihe case of the old
Vines at Cumberland Lodge or Hampton Court,
it might re.adily be seen whether or not any
tendency to earlier leafage has manifested itself.

Opinions have generally been greatly
divided as to the Effect of Bleeding on
THE \'INE. While some have looked on this

phenomenon as debihtating the plant, others
have looked upon it as comparatively imma-
terial. It is unquestionable that the ill effects

are by no means proportionate to the large
quantities of fluid which are lost in this way.
In our own gardening periodicals, as well as in
the more scientific journals of Germany, this

question has been greatly debated, and last

the numbers of the Gankner contained several
articles on the subject, some taking one view,
some the other. Among the controversialists
was the late Mr. Pearson, whose memoir it is

our sad privilege to publish in the present
issue. He was a man of keen observation and
original thought, and he was one of those who
considered the ill-efiects of bleeding as over-
estimated, though he by no means held it to be
harmless. Opinions are equally divided on the
other side of the Atlantic, as may be gleaned
from a discussion held at a meeting of the
Massachusetts Horticultural Society, Mr. C. M.
HOVEY and others thinking the bleeding of little

moment. It may, therefore, not be without in-

terest to give the latest researches of two
German observers on this point, and which we
find cited in the Annates Agronomiques.

M. Neubauer and Baron de Canstein first

of all repeated and confirmed Hales' well known
experiments as to the pressure exerted by the
sap in its upward course. As to the chemical
composition of the liquid in question, it was
found to vary 'greatly according to the period
of growth and the state of moisture or dryness
of the atmosphere. At the end of the bleeding
season in rainy weather the quantity of sohd
matter, organic or mineral, was much less than
was furnished by a like quantity in dry weather.

The principal contents of the sap are
carbonic acid, nitrate of potash, sulphate and
phosphate of lime, salts of magnesia and
ammonia, gum, sugar and tartrate of lime,

inosite, succinic acid, oxalic acid, and extractive
matter.

Young Vine shoots from 3—10 centimetres in

length (1—4 inches) were then examined and
found to yield on the average 13.12 per cent, of
organic, 1.26 of mineral matter, and 85.32 per
cent, of water. Hence two litres of sap of
the composition above indicated would suftice to

supply mineral materials to 100 grammes (3i oz.,

about) of young shoots.

Experiments were also made on the quanti-
ties of sap lost by bleeding after pruning.
This was found to vary very much in dif-

ferent Vines, not only in quantity but also
as . to the time of appearance. The general
result of these observations is to confirm

the old experiments of Hales, as well as
the more recent researches of Sachs and Hof-
meister. In the spring, when the temperature
is sufficiently raised, root-action begins and
drives the sap upwards, the " bleeding" being
caused by the expansion of the air and water
produced by the heat. When the leaves are
developed and begin to act the root-action
diminishes. M. De Canstein, in conclusion,
counsels that pruning should be done as early
as possible—a dictum gardeners will readily
agree to ; that if, perforce, it be delayed that it

should, if possible, be done on cool not on warm
days

; that it should be begun at dift'erent times
according to the variety, beginning with those
which are most vigorous and ending with those
that are weakest. When pruning is too long
delayed and the plant loses a large quantity of
sap, the Vine is not only enfeebled but becomes
liable to disease and to irregular development,
the fruit does not ripen properly, and the wood
does not mature : all of which is consistent with
the experience of gardeners in general.

From all we hear, there does not seem to be
much doubt but that the great International
Horticultural Exhibition to be held in Dundee
on September 7, 8, and 9 next, will be a great suc-
cess. A friend who has travelled over a considerable
area in Scotland within the last fev? weeks anticipates
that it will be certainly one of the best, if not the
best, exhibition of the kind that has ever been held in
Scotland, judging by the amount of interest taken in
it by amateurs, gardeners, and nurserymen generally.
The entries are to be made on or before the 31st inst.,

and, of course, until then the managers cannot speak
with any certainty, but they feel confident the number
of entries will be large and the quaUty of the speci-

mens fine. The exhibition is to be held in the Drill

Hall, with the addition of a hundred feet of new space
behind and a portion of Parker Square, to be canvas-
covered in front — an amount of space alto-

gether which exceeds that ever devoted to such
a purpose in Edinburgh or Glasgow. The prizes

offered for competition aie 612 in number, and the
money value, besides gold cups and medals (some
^1020), is five times more than is usually given by the
Dundee Horticuliural .Society—a liberality which,
while stimulating competitors in the locality and sur-

rounding districts, has attracted the attention of for-

midable rivals in distant places. Of that amount
^365, in 201 prizes, besides gold cup and medals, is

offered for fruit
; £i,(sl 15^., in 171 prizes, for plants ;

£%(> I5J-., in eighty.seven prizes, for cut flowers ; /40,
in thirty prizes, for dinner-table decorations, &c. ; and
about ^6o, in 203 prizes, for vegetables. Excellent
arrangements have been made by a special committee,
who have been appointed to lake every care and pre-
caution for receiving and returning articles sent, so

that competitors at a distance may have every con-
fidence in sending their exhibits. In connection with
this great horticultural enterprise the East of Scotland
Beekeepers' Society will hold their first competition
show, when ^'32 3j^. 6</. will be offered in forty-two
prizes. The show of honey and wax, hives and bees,

will no doubt prove interesting to numerous visitors

besides beekeepers. The North British, Caledonian,
London and North-Western, North-Eastem, Mid-
land, and East of Fife Railway Companies have
agreed to carry plants and flowers, &c., mtended for

the exhibition, at the owner's risk, at a single fare for

the double journey, provided they remain the
property of the exhibitor ; and the Caledonian, North
British, Glasgow and South-Western, and Highland
Railway Companies, have agreed to carry all passengers
going to the exhibition the double journey for a single
fare—the tickets to be available from Wednesday,
September 6, to Monday, September 11, on condition
that the railway tickets are stamped at the show ; an
excellent arrangement, which, it seems to us, might
with advantage be carried out on similar occasions In

other places. The exhibition will be opened to the
general public at 11 a.m. on the 7th by the Earl of

Strathmork, and the judges will dine In the Royal
Hotel at two o'clock on the same day, when the
Earl of Strathmore and other noblemen are ex-
pected to be present.

It is announced that the Gardens and
Pleasure Grounds at Heckfield Place will, by
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Lord Eversley's kind permission, be again thrown

open to public inspection on Monday next, and three

successive Mondays next month. This privilege

has been annually accorded to the public for

several years, and has been largely appreciated. It is

V8ry satisfactory to know that nothing has occurred

to annoy, or detract from the value of this privilege,

and that it is thus so freely continued. Intending

visitors should make application to Mr. WiLDSMITlI

at the Gardens, Heck field Place, Winchfield, for the

necessary tickets. The well-known terrace flower-

gardens are this year in the most perfect beauty, and

the bedding designs are of an unique descrip-

tion. Probably it is no exaggeration to say that Mr.

WiLDSMITII has surpassed himself, for his present

efforts will add to his fame as one of the best flower,

gardeners in the kingdom. In the vineries there are

some bunches of Grapes that will be worthy of the

reputation of any Grape grower, for although not yet

ripe they have enough of material in them to denote

what they will be a few weeks hence. The span-

If the same remarks are extended to a species which
is extremely common on Gourds, and which is known
to mycologists under the name of GIseosporium

orbicuiare, but which has far more minute spores,

we have another point to take into consideration, as

this latter is considered by Tulasne to be merely a

condition of the common Sphceria herbarum, which,

as its name implies, occurs everywhere. Whether,

however, we identify the different species—considering

them mere forms or not— it is well worth the con-

sideration of cultivators, whether they should not use

the utmost diligence in at once stamping out so

destructive an enemy the moment it appears. And,
happily, there can be no ditliculty in recognising it,

as the bright salmon-coloured tint of the spores

oozing out in the form of little globules or tendrils,

on the surface of the fruit, is at once distinctive.

The species figured on Apples (Gardeners' Chronicle,

1S56, p. 245—copied in Cooke's Handbook) differs in

its hyaline spores ; that on Peaches and Nectarines,

whigh diflfers from the form on Cuctimbers and

decorative purposes. The latter throw up good
bunches of flowers, which stand up like Cyclamens,

and when of good form and well-marked in colour, as

is the case with Mr. Kinghorn's strain, they rank

at once as decorative subjects of a high order. They
are easily raised and grown from seed, and where this

is the case it seems to us to be a pity to encumber the

catalogues with named sorts,

In France, as we learn from the BuUdin dt

la SocUtc d'Acdimatatiotiy the much lauded Euc.\-
LYrrrs is a contributor to the luxuries of the table

as well as the medicine chest. An elixir of Eucalyptus

reported upon by a member of the Council, is said to

recall somewhat the Uqticur de eassis, well known as

an agreeable tonic, and commonly taken after a meal.

The elixir, however, is stronger than eassis^ and will

well bear the addition of some water. It also re-

sembles, in its strength and aperient qualities, the

Grande Chartreuse liqueur^ which it may profitably

replace ; it is less bitter, and of a flavour that will suit

Fig. 57.- \\1LLI.\MS EXmUIT AT THE i'JULADELl'UI.V EXUIUITIO.N.

roof house of Lady Downes' is also good throughout,

and presents a triumph of Grape culture. All who
have not yet paid a visit to Heckfield will find a

iourney there this year amply rewarded, and the place

will not be seen under better auspices than during the

next few weeks.

On the principle that a good thing cannot be

loo well known, we may once more call attention

to the merits of Anemone japonica Honorine
JOBERT, as a hardy border autumn iloweiiiig plant.

It is a good grower, flowers freely, and is very useful

for cutlmg from.

The attention of our readers was called, in

1871, to a disease, attributable to the fungoid genus
Gl/EOSPOrium, which might be of great consequence
if it were to spread widely. It attacks Grapes,
Peaches, Nectarines, Melons, and Cucumbers, and
most probably is capable of being transferred from the

one fruit to the other. Slight differences will be found
as to the size and width of the spores, but not greater
than may very well be connected with the different

nutritive qualities of the fruit on which it is parasitic.

Melons merely in bavins'^ narrower spores, is de-

scribed in this journal for 1S59, p. 604—a notice of

the same thing having been given as early as 1S54.

We never saw the disease in so virulent a form as in

specimens which have just been forwarded. M. J. B.

A good hardy bedding Fuchsia will be found

in a variety named Marksman, which Mr. King-

horn, of Richmond, called our attention to lately.

The flowers are of a good size, the corolla double,

and of a bright violet-blue colour, and the sepals and

tube red. It has a bushy^corapact habit of growth,

and flowers very freely.

Mr. KiNGHORN, of the Sheen Nursery, Rich-

mond, has been very successful this season with his

seedling Glo.xinias, a fine batch of which is now in

flower. Mr. Kinghorn has been trying to get what

has long been wanted—a good strain of erect flower-

ing varieties, and by careful selection he has got them

into a fine state of perfection. For a long time we
had only the drooping-flowered section, but these,

though certainly beautiful in themselves, are not half

so useful as the eiect flowering forms for general

some persons better than Chartreuse. As a febrifuge

it may be employed as a substitute lor the preparation

of quinine, without, however, being taken indifferently

in cases of serious fever when quinine may be had.

At the Florence Exhibition this liqueur was exhibited

by a firm from Bologna.

Those who are fond of ornamental-leaved

hardy shrubs should make a note of Daphne japo-

nica atropurpurea. The effect which it produces

among low-growing shrubs is similar to that of the

Copper Beech among trees, and we have none too

many of such things for enlivening our shrubbery

borders. We saw some nice plants of it lately in Mr,

Kinghorn's nursery at Richmond,

Professor WiESNKR recently communicated

an article, by G. Haberlandt, on the Winter
Colour of Evergree.m Leaves, to the Imperial

Academy of Sciences of Vienna. The principal

results of the author's investigations, as given in the

Bolanischc Zeilun^, are briefly these. The whole

series of phenomena of discoloration of the leaves of

evergreens depend upon three entirely different phy-
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siological processes. Thus, yellow colouring is a

consequence of the destruction of the chlorophyll

(green colouring matter) present and the absence of

any newly-formed. The cause of the destruction of

the chlorophyll is light. Brown colouring is brought

about by the formation of brown-yellow colouring

matter from the chlorophyll. The immediate cause

of this kind of discoloration is cold, whilst light

simply affects the conditions necessary before this

can take place. These conditions consist of the

appearance of certain substances which modify or

change the chlorophyll, but which have no effect

upon it until frost comes. The reluming green of

spring can only be explained by the disappearance of

the brown colouring matter, for in reality only a

small portion of the chlorophyll is thus transformed.

Red-colouring may be attributed to the production of

a substance named anthokyan. This takes place in-

dependently or under the influence of light, and is

essentially due to the cessation of growth. Apparent

transitions between these three different kinds of

colouring, especially from yellow to brown, arise from

combinations.

It is stated that the Colorado Potato Bug,

whose ravages have caused so much concern in

America, has been imported in a living state into

Bremen, in a sack of Maize, brought by steam from

New York. What a pity the extradition treaty has

fallen through !

The last number of the Rti'tte Horlicoh contains

a coloured plate of some double Begonias of great

merit, viz., Gloire de Nancy, deep red ; Salmonea,

pink or rosy purple ; and three Lemoinei, red,

pomegranate-coloured. These were obtained by M.
Lemoine, of Nancy.

Dr. W. Velten has been investigating the

Effects of Temperature on the Movement of
THE Pkotoplasm IN Pi.ANTs, the results of which

he communicates to the Regensbitrgdr Flora. He
commences with a review of what has been done in

this field by other observers ; and, after criticising the

apparatus employed by them, he fully describes his

own contvivance for maintaining an uniform tempe-

rature for any period desired. In this we cannot

follow him here, but some of his results are interest-

ing. The lowest temperature at which movement
commenced was first ascertained, and then the rate of

the movement at different temperatures up to the

point at which motion ceased. The tenth of a milli-

metre was the distance traversed by isolated granules

at the temperature and in the periods given. Dif-

ferent plants exhibited wide divergencies H this

respect. Thus in Elodea canadensis (the American
Water-weed) there was no observable movement below
the freezing point, but at 34°-25 Fahr., the time occu-

pied in travelling the distance just mentioned was 50
seconds ; at 36°.5, 29 seconds ; at 41°, 21.7 seconds

;

at 6S*, in 9. 3 seconds ; at 97°. 25, in 5.3 seconds ; whilst

at 104° the motion ceased. In Vallisneria spiralis the

increasein the rate of movement was extremely regular

above a certain temperature. At 34°. 25, 45 seconds

were consumed in travelling the same distance, and at

35°.5 the time was 27 seconds. At a temperature of

Ioi°.75 the tenth of a millimetre was covered in 2.3

second?. Above this the movement rapidly de-

creased, until at 113° the protoplasm became quite

motionless. In Chara fcotida the movement com-
mences at a considerably lower temperature, and
attains its maximum rate at 93^.9, at which heat the

time occupied for the same distance was only 1.06

seconds.

• M. Marc Micheli has published in the
Atchivis de la Bibliothl'qui Uiiwcrselh of Geneva a
sketch of the principal publications relating to veget-

able physiology which were published in 1S75. We
shall probably find an occasion of extracting from this

useful review some portions which are likely to be of

practical importance.

We learn that the first volume of the narra-

tive of the tr.^vtls of the expedition for the Explora-
tion of the Libyan Desert, conducted by Ger-
hard RoHLFS, under the auspices of the Khedive of

Egypt, has appeared. It contains an appendix by
Dr. ASCHERSON on the vegetation, with beautifully

executed plates of Fagonia arabica. Anabasis arsicu-

lata, Cornulaca monacanlha, Calligonum comosum,
Aristida plumosa, Alhagi manniferum, Zygophyllum

album, and Schuwia arabica—all characteristic plants

of the desert countries of the Mediterranean region.

One of the chief merits of the book is the thorough

manner in which the cultivated plants of the oases

are treated.

In a communication to the French Society for

Acclimatisation respecting thebeautiful Xanthoceras
SORBIFOHA (figured at p. 564, vol. v.), M. Riviere

states that it is with difficulty raised from cuttings,

but that it may be rapidly prop-igated from small por-

tions of the root. A curious facf, from a physio-

logical point of view, says this gentleman, is that

the buds are developed on these fragments of root

around the medullary sheath instead of between the

alburnum and bark, as is the case in most other plants

with which we are familiar.

Any one who has had anything to do with

the determination of the numerous forms of Eucalyp-
tus will remember the difficulties encountered. In

a report on the condition of the cultivation of Euca-

lypti in Algeria, M. Cordier states that natural

hybrids have already been raised from seeds produced

on the spot, and if their origin had been uncertain it

would be impossible to guess at it, or say what

species had borne the seed. This "augmentation of

the existing confusion" the writer deplores, but we
see no reason for regret, because it will not detract

from the value of those noble trees in the least. So
far as regards the condition of the plantations of Gum
trees in Algeria there is nothing to be desired, but,

unfortunately, there is a reverse to this pleasing pic-

ture. The plantations attract and shield immense
flocks of sparrows, which pillage the crops to'such a

serious extent as to prevent many people from extend-

ing their plantations. These sparrows are said to

invade the country in such incredible numbeis as to

cause as much damage as the locusts, and nobody
dares destroy one without the permission of the

Governor. Fruits and cereals of all sorts, indeed all

crops, are devasted by these sparrows, and M. Cor-
dier clamours for permission to wage war upon them
in every possible way. There is no doubt that the

protection of some of the omnivorous small birds may
be pushed too far,

In addition to the names of the firms who re-

ceived First-class Certificates for the new i,)UEEN

Onion, at the meeting of the Fruit Committee held

at Chiswick on the nth inst., we have to add that of

Messrs. Jajies Carter & Co.

Nine years ago, says the Lancet, Maximilian,
Emperor of Mexico, closed his brief reign in the

courtyard of Queretaro, where he was shot by com-
mand of the late President Juarez, and ever since

his widow, the ex-Empress Charlotte, has been a

prey to acute melancholia—the paroxysms of which,

however, were at first followed by intervals of partial

return to reason. In these she was allowed to amuse
herself— if amusement be the word for an occupation

which turned upon the deepest tragedy—in writing

the experiences of her husband and herself in their

few months' sojourn in Mexico. This she has long

abandoned, and in the Chateau of Laeken, where she

is under strict medical surveillance, she has relapsed

into confirmed dementia, vfhich her physicians have
given up all hope of curing. As in similar cases, she

recurs to the predilections of childhood, one of which
was a passion for flowers, and, Ophelia-like, she

spends most of her time over them, feeding as they do
her once lively but now diseased imagination. Their
attraction for her was touchingly manifested the other

day. Eluding the watch of her attendants, she had
fled from the castle, but when overtaken it was found
impossible to induce her to return, except by the use
of means which would certainly have proved hurtful.

One of her physicians bethoughthimself of her morbid
affection for flowers, and by strewing them fiom time

to time before her she was gradually lured on her way
back to the chateau, where a closer surveillance has
since been placed over her.

The recent scorching weather has afforded

good opportunities for ascertaining what are the best

trees to plant in crowded towns. Without doubt the

Plane (P. orientalis, var. acerifolia) is the best in

London, but many of the Poplars, especially the

black Italian, run it hard. They are, however,
destitute of the umbrageous foliage of the Plane. In

a rather confined corner of the Horticultural Garden

at Kensington, Magnolia acuminata, the Cucumber

tree, does well, and, if it were more abundant, it would

make a fine town tree, as its foliage is well nigh as

ample as that of the Plane. The Tulip tree, Lirio-

dendron tulipiferum, is also a good town tree, as also

Alnus cordata. Limes are not to be recommended

in large or close towns, the early period at which they

shed their leaves rendering them undesirable. What
is required is foliage of a large, clean (not sticky)

shade-giving character, capable of withstanding dust,

heat, and drought, not 'pushing too soon in spring

nor falling too eaily in autumn.

The marriage at St. Nicholas Church, Here-

ford, in the presence of a large and fashionable

assemblage, of Dr. Hooker, C.B., the President of

the Royal Society, and Director of the Royal Gar.

dens, Kew, to the Dowager Lady Jardine, widow

of Sir William Jardine, Bart., of Lockerbie Hall,

N.B., is announced.

Mr. W. Edwards, lately gr. to Sir John
LUEBOCIC, at High Elms, has been appointed to the

management of the beautiful gardens of W. GiLSTRAP,

Esq., Farnham Park, Suffolk.

We have received the programme of the

first general meeting of the Hungarian Horti-

cultural Society, to be held in the City of Papa,

on Sept. 23 next. Unfortunately the schedule is

wholly in the Hungarian language, so that we are

unable to specify its contents, fROMMER A. Herr-

MAN, Budapesten Ortagut, 44, will supply further

information.

According to a note of Dr. AsA GRAY in the

August number of the Ainerioan Naturalist^ a second

station for Calluna vulgaris (common Ling) has been

discovered in Massachusetts, near a glacial moraine.

L^p to within a few years it was supposed that there

were no native Heaths on the continent of America,

though Calluna was known to occur in Newfound-

land. Shortly afterwards the plant was found in

Nova Scotia and Cape Breton, then on Cape Elizabeth

near Portland, and lastly at Tewksbury, Massa-

chusetts. The newly-discovered station in the latter

State is within 5 miles of the first-discovered locality.

• We owe to the kindness of Sir W. C. Tre-

VELYAN specimens of leaves of Quercus sessili-

FLORA, varying from 5—6^ inches in length, by

3— 4.; inches in breadth. All the leaves are of similar

unusual diinensions. The tree is about 200 years old

During the past few days a correspondence has

(says the Daily News) been proceeding between the

debenture-holders of the Royal Horticultural
Society and the Exhibition Commissioners of

1 85 1 , relative to the claims of the former, and generally

as to the position they hold in the present unfortunate

financial slate of the Society. It may be remembered

that at a meeting of the debenture-holders, held on the

1st inst.. Lord Aberdare, the President of the Society,

informed them of the hopeless condition of affairs, and

said that the Council were willing to surrender to Her

Majesty's Commissioners the lease of the gardens at

South Kensington, but that that could not be done

without the consent of the debenture-holders, to whom
a sum of / 49, 700 with half-a-year's interest was

due. At that meeting a committee of seven was

formed for the purpose of entering into commu-
nication with the Council of the Society and

the Royal Commissioners. A few days since

the committee of debenture-holders wrote to the

Commissioners, stating the result of their meeting,

and requesting an interview in order that they might

lay their case before the Royal Commissioners. The
latter replied to the eflect that as the debt was con-

tracted by the Royal Horticultural Society, and as the

Commissioners had no liability to the shareholders in

respect of it, there did not appear to be any occasion

for the proposed interview ; and the Commissioners

added that if, during any negotiations between the

Horticultural Society and the debenture-holders, it

should appear desirable to make a proposal to the

Commissioners, the latter considered it should be

made to them through the Horticultural Society. The

Commissioners, in fine, declined to grant the desired

interview. Subsequently the committee of debenture-

holders wrote to the Council of the Society requesting

an interview, which, it is understood, will be given in
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due course at the next Council meeting. The state of

affairs at the present time is that, according to Lord
Aberdare's statement, there is barely sufficient money
in hand to pay expenses to the end of the year. The
whole staff of gardeners (at Kensington) save two has

been discharged. The Council of the Society are wil-

ling, as stated by the President, to surrender the lease

of the gardens, upon which the Society has spent

;f73, 000 during the last fifteen year.s, at the end of the

present year. On the other hand, in a letter recently

addressed by the Council to the Commissioners, they

say :
—

" Under the circumstances the Council would
have been prepared to surrender the lease of the

gardens at South Kensington to the Commissioners if

they could have done so with propriety and safely to

the Society. They are, however, advised that the

debenture-holders, whose only security for the pay-

ment of their interest is the continued maintenance of

the gardens, may object to this surrender and may
take legal measures to prevent it." After the inter-

view between the debenture-holders' committee and
the Council of the Society early next month, the

debenture-holders will be again called together to

decide upon a definite course of action.

A shipment of thirty-eight Ward's cases of

Hevea BRASILIENS13, containing over 1900 plants,

has recently been despatched from Kew to Ceylon,
and, it is worth mention, within the remarkably short

space of two months from the time of the seeds being
sown. This tree, as will be remembered, yields the

finest kind of caoutchouc or '* India-rubber" with
which we are acquainted, imported from Pai.i in

Brazil. The Royal Gardens have for some time

past been occupied in its cultivation for intro-

duction to those countries where it may be expected
to become a rubber-producing tree. In June of
this year 70,000 seeds were received, of which only
about 3J per cent, were alive. In consequence of

their retaining vitality but for a very short period,

they were all sown the day after arrival, and though
not contained in pans covered a space of over 300
square feet, closely placed together. A number began
to grow almost immediately, and many within a few
days reached a height of iS inches. They do not make
continuous growth, but after producing the first few
leaves spend a certain time in strengthening the stem
with woody tissue, when there is another rapid

advance. So quickly do they grow that the cases had
to be made from special measurement, allowing for

growth during transit. Each case contains, as a rule,

fifty plants. Besides these to Ceylon, other cases have
been sent to Singapore and Burmah, and still others

are in hand for various destinations. Altogether it is

likely that about 2600 plants will be distributed from
this batch of seeds. The above consignment to Ceylon
included also a case of Castilloa elastica, the tree

yielding the caoutchouc of Central America.

HUTTON HALL.
HuTTON Hall is a modern residence of first-rate

importance, look at it how you may. It is of goodly

proportions, resthetically designed, beautifully situate

at the base of the Cleveland range of hills, and the

grounds about and around it are admirably laid out

and in a splendid state of keeping. As a horticultural

establishment, for scope and style, as we shall endea-

vour to show, it is hardly second in importance to

that of any establishment in the country. Only a few
years ago it was an unpretending little place, with a

goodly number of aged trees, which in these times

have been, so to speak, used up, to give a stateliness

to the landscape. The undulating character of the

surface has rendered the work of landscape gardening

a comparatively easy task, and what with the chain of

mountains rearing their heads in broken outline in

the background, with the tableland beneath, there

is much to please the eye of the tourist or the

sightseer, all the more so from its proximity to

the great iron fields of Middlesborough, with their

forest of chimneys some lo miles beyond. Mr. Joseph
Whitworth Pease, M.P., is the owner of this fine

demesne, and he has certainly neither spared skill nor

expense to make it "a thing of beauty." All the

tempera e gl< be, as is usual with planters now-a-days,

has been laid under contribution to beautify the

grounds—coniferous plants taking, as they ought to

do, a conspicuous place among their fellows. Chief

among those which seemed to take and likely to main-
tain a position were the Araucaria, Pinus Cembra,

Morinda, austriaca, Picea Piasapo, Nordmanniana,
Wellingtonia gigantea, and those beautiful seaside

trees, Pinus insignis and Taxodium sempervirens.

Where the blast interfered of course Wellingtonia

looked a scrub, and so did the Weymouth Pine (Pinus

Strobus) ; the lofty Pine (Pinus exceUa), and Abies

Menziesii, under any circumstances, seemed to refuse

to become stately and look like their neighbours.

In the slopes, where the Oak, the Ash, the Larch,

and the Plane had raised themselves to the distinction

of trees fit for timber purposes, the Wellingtonias are

quite at home—in rude health, in fact, showing clearly

that the future of this tree depends upon partial

shelter, that is, an aiiy situation without being coddled

on the one hand or blown about on the other. The
under clumps of Rhododendrons and Roses were as

we always like to see them, and they are largely

planted in the dress portion of the demesne.

Turning, however, from park description we come
to the flower garden, which is contiguous to the man-
sion and \i only separated from it by a broad terrace

walk ; it is In a sunk panel of grass on a gravel

groundwork, with neatly designed figures for the more
prominent bedding plants. It was in beautiful colour-

ing, not too heavy but warm, and contrasted freely

with the closely shaven lawn. The finest individual

scarlet was Pelargonium Star of Fire, Grand Duke
was a striking crimson, Lucas a fine orange, Princess

Alexandra an effective silver-edged, Violet Hill a

capital nosegay, and the next most important was
little Harry Hieover as a margin for Robert Fish. We
never saw blue Lobelia half so effective, being a mass

of azure, and as dense and dwarf as the most captious

could desire, which was set down to the cool bottom,

and the bracing atmosphere briskly toned with the

effects of the wind from the German Ocean, not a

couple of miles distant. Verbenas, too, held quite their

own either for massing or effect. The whole, of

course, looked ever so much better owing to the per-

fect state of keeping that prevailed. The wide walks,

pleasing to look at in the extreme, very much
added to its attractions. Stepping into the conserva-

tory from the main terrace walk we find it, although

as usual moulded to suit the whims of architects,

nevertheless, a light and airy structure. Its

extent, 90 by 60 feet, will give some indication of its

capacity for containing plant life, although we ought

to add that great scope is very probably given for pas-

sages so that two (a lady and gentleman) can walk

abreast without having any fear of rubbing against

the plants. What pleased us greatly was the

complete absence of pots above the surface, which

have always a very formal appearance ; and we
think*Mrs. Pease, who, we understand, gave orders

to this effect, is initiating a practice which many
others would do well to follow ; instead, therefore, of

this we have groups arranged for effect, and the un-

sightly parts of them are concealed amongst growing

moss. Amongst the more stately fellows that passed

before our eye none was more telling than Cordyline

indivisa, with a stem quite 5 feet high and leaves of

such dimensions as would astonish many who have

been accustomed to seeing this plant even at flower

shows, Seaforthia elegans, Uicksonia anlarctica, and

squarrosa, along with the silver Cyathea and the Nor-

folk Island Pine, were the chief contributions in these

houses, and with others coming on and novelties yet

to come there is no doubt that the interest of these

vast plant stores will be maintained.

Turning from this by way of a well-filled shrubbery

border, we come upon the kitchen garden, or rather,

the fruit garden as it will eventually become after the

grounds adjacent have been enclosed. In this there

are the usual occupants of a first-class establish-

ment, which need not be detailed here. On the

boundary wall of this garden are a set of lean-to fruit-

houses 260 feet in length ; then springing from these

northwards are a set of span-roofed houses 156 feet

long, which run up ^to a corridor 270 feet long by

10 feet wide. From this corridor again we have two

span*roofed houses for Vines, one on the right hand

of the centre, and one on the left, each 60 feet by 34

feet ; beyond these another one on either side,

60 feet by 20 feet ; and further on still another one on

either side, 60 feet by 12 feet ; and at the extreme

end eastwards a range 90 feet by 12 feet. These
;

taken together, with pits for Pines outside of this ar- '

rangement altogether, will give the reader some notion

of the extent of glass at Hutton Hall, its capacity for
i

rearing fruit and flowers, and we shall now go back '

upon them somewhat in detail, because of the inter-
1

esting features of many things that are within them. I

First, then, take the first-built range of lean-to

houses running, as usual, east and west, and we find

Nos. I, 2, and 3, from the west early Peach-house,

early Hamburgh, and early Muscat-house, all used up
before our visit, and the wood ripening for next year's

crop. Passing eastward from the centre, we inspect a

most interesting house of Grapes, 66 feet by 17 feet,

fa^t approaching towards maturity, or, rather more
accurately, towards the colouring point. In it are a

miscellaneous lot of what some English gardeners call
'

' queer " doing soi ts ; in it were Black Morocco, Royal

Vineyard, Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat, and Madres-

field Court, all as finely-shaped and as fully berried

and developed as the ordinary Black Hamburgh. It

is a pleasure to see this after all the obloquy which

rests upon, shall we call it, their*' fair name and
fame." This has not been achieved in a haphazard

way, as we learn from Mr. Mclndoe, who, by the

way, has won his spurs in other fields than Hutton

Hall, and who is likely to be heard of amongst the

pomological gatherings of the future. He makes a

plain, practical business-like statement of his doings.

Here is a summary of them. " Vou are aware," he

says, *' when Grapes are in flower that there rests upon
every pistil a small globule of water. This globule

interferes with the distribution of the pollen, and con-

sequently must be disturbed—and disturbed, too, by
some less clumsy means than Dr. Hogg publishes in

his Fruit Manual ; that is, by drawing your hand in

a half-closed state over the bunch at the lime of

flowering. That with Royal Vineyard, Black

Morocco, and even Mrs. Pince's, will be of

little service, at least you cannot count upon
success in this way, and I accordingly get as

many fine feathers from barn-door fowls as make a

little brush. This brush I either use myself or cause

to be used at 9 every morning during the flowering

period, sweeping the bunches gently with the feathers,

continuing the process at noon, and again at 3 in the

afternoon, until setting takes place. This being done

with a good brisk temperature, no one need be with-

out success in all shy setting Grapes." This may
look like a case of needless work, but "by your

fruits are you known," and by the marked success of

this house of miscellaneous Grapes are we to judge ;

and all interested, instead of bottling up their own
nostrums, and ridiculing what may appear nonsense

to some, had better "go and do likewise." To give

some idea of the weight of fruit on a single rod of a

five-year-old Vine — on the Black Morocco there

were twenty-two bunches, and it is within the mark to

say they would average 2 lb. each, making a total

of 44 lb. of excellently developed, well-coloured

Grapes. This variety Mr. Mclndoe considers is not

excelled. as a black Grape after Christmas, as he is

equally clear that the Syrian, which he has in

splendid style, is not excelled as a white Grape after

March ! Upon this Syiian Vine were quite 50 lb, of

Grape'=^, and off" every rod weights in proportion.

Alongside of this house, and completing the lean-to

range, is an orchard-house filled with excellent Pear

trees, Plums, and Cherries in pots, chief among the

former being the Brockworth Park, a very hand-

some pyriform sort, and Prince Consort, and the

Brown Beurit being most conspicuous. The house

is used for Chrysanthemums and Strawberries as

the season goes on, and consequently an orchard-

house is exceedingly useful about any large establish-

ment.

The span-roofed houses leading into the corridor

from the central walk contain Peaches, Ferns,

planted upon fine Matlock tufa, with the usual water

dripping down among gold fishes ; then the late Peach-

house and a vinery 60 x 34 feet, full of fine strong canes,

but recently planted, of Muscats, with the usual auxili-

aries for cutting out as the permanent ones become

established. The east centre, also 60 -a 34 feet, is a

vinery with miscellaneous sorts ; not the least striking

was the comparatively new Waltham White, quite as

good in size of bunch and berry as represented in the

plate, and promising well. The Barbarossa, or rather

Gros Guillaume, were fine in bunch, and so was the

Duke of Buccleuch—quite ripe and standing in quite

an unexceptional way. The corresponding house on the

west side of the central range, of corresponding dimen-

sion?, was intended to be a Black Hamburgh one, but

among the Vines the Duke and the Gulden Champion

were growing and doing well The fruit of the Ham-
burghs were of fine size of berry, and about the very

best in point of colour—in fact, I look upon the pro-

duce from these promising Vines with high hope, feeling

certain that they have a future before them. As it is
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for finish, if not for size, the whole sorts in cultiva-

tion are about as good as any that have come under

our observation this season. Alongside of this, west-

wards, is the plant stove, with centre bed, and slate

tables round the house full of excellent decorative

material full of youth and vigour, as all such plants

ought to be.

The corresponding house on the east side, 60 feet

by 20 feet as well, was likewise devoted to decorative

plants, and on the west of it also (the corridor at right

angles) is the Melon and Cucumber-house, with a

corresponding one of same size westwards, filled with

fruiting Pines.

The 90-feet range on the extreme east is devoted to

hot and cool Orchids, Ferns, Dracajnas, and Heaths,

of which, like all the other departments, there is a

good collection. The Orchids look well, especially

the Dendrobiums, some Lcelias, Sobralias, Vandas,

Aeiides, and Saccolabiums, the fleshy roots of the

latter species growing out profusely, and taking hold

of the back wall of brick—a material which does not

seem unsuited to them. The Maidenhair Ferns are

here very numerous and in fine order, and the Dra-

caenas are the finest-grown lot for table decoration we
have had the pleasure of seeing in any private estab-

lishment. The whole workmanship is of the best

description, whether we notice the construction of the

houses, both external and internal, the tabling

where tabling is, the paths—broad, beautifully

finished, and quite a pleasure to promenade upon
;

everything is scrupulously clean, and from the design

must almost of necessity be so. The heating, too,

carried out under the Messrs. Weeks' system, Mr.

Mclndoe looks upon as all that can be desired. Two
boilers heat the one range, and two the other, so fitted

up that one can do the work at the option of the

superintendent.

We nearly omitted to mention one very important

feature in this very long corridor. It will be about

10 feet high, and suspended from the top is a wire

shelf 9 inches wide, capable of holding 2000 pots of

Strawberries. Upon this shelf are placed tuvves

reversed, and upon the turf are placed the pots,

into which the Strawberry plants root. The advan-

tage of this method over saucers of water must be

patent to every one, adding to the nutrition of course

of the plants, and the size, quality, and firmness even

of the fruits, to say nothing about the sods being

*' tell-tales" of how the plants ate attended to in the

way of water.

Looking at the square from an isomelrical point of

view, it consists of the head gardener's house on the

one side, the young men's bothy on the other, con-

nected together with ranges of shedding for fruit, tool

office, &c. The paths are constructed of a sort of

cement, as firm and as like stone as possible, with

finely chamfered edging stones, giving appearance and
substantiality to the whole. Squares are laid ofl for

plunging plants to ripen their wood for winter work
on the one hand, and for Chrysanthemums and such

like things on the other. Instead of dungheaps being

raised above the level to be ofTensive to the eye, they

are sunk below the level, and thus order in the first

sense is properly maintained. The young men's

rooms are commodious—quite palatial, so to speak,

judging from others of older date—and comprise a

mess-room, a reading-room, separate bunks for useful

articles, and a code of rules for the young men's

guidance. All this is not done without cost, and

wages seem to be much above the average, notwith-

standing these comforts. Indeed, judging from the

libraries and recreation rooms, where every amuse-

ment in an innocent way is provided, built and fur-

nished by Mr. Pease among his numerous workmen,
he must be imbued with a kindly feeling to all who
come within his circle of power ; and he seems to be

ably seconded in his efforts by Mrs, Pease, who looks

to the social wants of the females within her domain.
To Mr. Mclndoe, the able head gardener, we are

indebted for his courtesy in showing us round ; he
seems to be the right man for such a place, using his

energy and talents, as can easily be surmised by those

who have followed me, to much advantage, y. A. M.

PROFESSIONAL ENTHUSIASM.
When the cobbler exclaimed *' There's nothing like

leather," he was an enthusiast of the first order, and it

is certain that those who are possessed with a like

feeling are the very persons who succeed beyond all

others in their several professions.

Enthusiasm is the divine afflatus which creates the

master of his art, and raises him above the weary

plodder in well trodden ways. Horticulturists, or,

to speak in more homely language, gardeners, have

been enthusiasts since the days when the " grand

old gardener " first cultivated the soil to the present

time, and their enthusiasm has done so much for their

art that it has raised it to the present high position it

holds as the first, most civilising and refining pursuit of

the age.

It was the enthusiasm for his art which kept Andrew
Fairservice twenty-four years "fighting," to use his

own language, *'with the wild beasts of Ephesus,"

and caused him to stand up for his professional

honour the moment his abilities were called in ques-

tion ; "but nae doubt I should understand my trade

of horticulture, seeing I was bred in the parish of

Dreepdaly, where they raise lang Kale under glass,

and force the early Nettles for their spring Kale ; and

to speak truth, I hae been flitting every term tliese

four-and-twenty years, but when the time comes there's

ay something to saw that I would like to see sawn,

or something to maw that I would like to see mawn,

or something to ripe that I would like to see ripen,

and sae I e'en daiker on wi' the family frae year's

end to year's end ;
" and so in spite of adverse

nothing like leather." Some years ago the amateur

in Tulips was par cxcel/c-nre the professional enthu-

siast. The Tulip mania in Holland, and Alphonse

Karr's humorous description of the rival fanciers, who
lived next door to each other, will not allow the

remembrance to die out. At the present day we have,

doubtless, many passionate cultivators of florists'

flowers, but they have extended their affections, and

each has made a specialile of a plant round which his

thoughts and hopes centre, and the perfecting of

which he looks to as the ultima thule of his desires,

the goal of his ambition.

One person devotes his energies to the propagation

of numerous varieties of certain species, another to the

enlargement of the flower] or development of diver-

sified foliage ; while some, combining philanthropy

with business, cultivate a fruit or vegetable, and

believe that it alone is a panacea for all the ills, bodily

ones at least, that flesh is heir to. As an instance I

may quote the case of a well-known grower of Fil-

berts, who said—and this in all sincerity—that he

believed the Filbert an excellent and nutritious article

Fig. 58.—EXTERIllR VIEW OF THE HORTICULTURAL ILILL AT THE PHILADELPHIA EXHIBITION.

politics, different religion, and distasteful habits the

worthy Andrew stayed with the "ha' folk" until he

found an excellent opportunity of bettering himself.

Andrew's case is much like that of all other culti-

vators of the soil ; the very practice of the art of

horticulture creates an enthusiasm for it. Once
gardening work is commenced it goes on from year to

year in a delightful circle of enjoyment, a cycle of

labours that have no beginning and no end ; the fad-

ing of one favourite inaugurates the birth of another,

and we have ever something to live for, something we
desire to see. Cobbett, disappointed in political life,

imprisoned, exiled, could forget his misfortunes while

he pursued with ardent love and hourly care the culti-

vation of his garden and his farm ; nor was his afTec-

tion for the ground he had worked in as a boy ever

diminished ; the place was in his later years described

by him with an enthusiastic admiration of its beauties,

which marked at every word his belief that it was the

very beau ideal of an English garden.

Butlbeyond the professional enthusiasts for horticul-

ture, as a whole, there are others whose cares and

affections become centred upon a single subject, and

who, indeed, end by a devout belief that "there's

of food (which it no doubt is), and that did he by any

chance feel ill—which was very seldom—he took a

stroll in the grounds and dieted himself upon Nuts,

which never failed to restore his health and give him

renewed strength. While he could eat as many Filberts

as he pleased there was no need to obtain medical

advice, nor pharmaceutical preparations — in his

estimation there was nothing like Nuts.

Tomatos are a gre.at culinary delicacy, deserving

all the good things said of them by our American

cousins, and are doubtless in a fair way to gain a due

appreciation of their merits here ; yet fifteen years

since, when Tomatos were "caviare to the general,'

professional enthusiasm had placed this fruit on as

lofty apedestal as that gained by the Filbert—a suc-

cessful cultivator always having recourse to them as

an aliment when ill-health or overfatigue resulted in

a distaste for other food.

But beyond the professional enthusiasts who com-

bine, as it were, philanthropy with business, by culti-

vating vegetables in such quantities and to such per-

fection that they become dainties within the reach of

all, there are numbers of amateur cultivators with

whom horticulture becomes a ruling passion, and who
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generally select as the object of their cares some sub-

ject but little affected byordinarygardeners. One such

concentrated his mind upon perfecting the Sunflower,

and the ripening of Indian Corn beneath an English

sun ; nothing could exceed the ardour with which the

germination of the seed was watched, the patient

attention given day by day to the growth of each

plant, the care with which every intruding insect was

removed, and the delight with which the putting forth

of buds was regarded.

Under judicious treatment and unremitting care,

the Sunflowers became levianthans, their massive

heads of bloom, although supported upon stems pro-

portionately thick and strong, losing the power of

bearing out the poetical description of turning on the

setting sun the same look which had greeted his

uprising.

For the Indian Corn, the more it was suggested

that it would not do, the more the amateur persevered

in growing it, and faith with work was, as it always

is, in due time rewarded. Who shall paint the anxiety

with which each swelling stem was watched, the

PHILADELPHIA EXHIBITION.
Wi: have on various occasions adverted to the

horticultural department of this Exhibition, and have,

thanks to the courtesy of Mr. II. Williams, been

enabled to mention some of its more important

features. We have now the pleasure of laying before

our readers views of the exterior and interior of the

Horticultural Hall in which the Exhibition is held

(figs. 5S, 59). We are also enabled to illustrate

the collection of stove plants sent over by Mr. B. S,

Williams (fig. 57, p. 269)—a collection that, con-

sidering the difficulties of transport of living plants

from HoUoway to Philadelphia, must be looked on
as an emphatic testimony to the enterprise of the
proprietor, and the skill of his packers. We under-
stand that the collection arrived in excellent con-
dition, and excited much atteniion, as did also the

Rhododendrons sent over by Mr. Anthony Waterer

—

another mstance of business enterprise ; and, in this

case, as it were, bearding the lion in his own den

—

or, shall we say, repaying the debt which we owe to

America, in having sent us the originals with which
the skill of our hybridisers has done so much ?

Fig. 59.—iNTEKioK. \'iLU ur hie iiurhcultuivAl uall ai the niiLADELiiiiA exhibition.

delight with which the appearance of the handsome
plume of male flowers at the top of the plant was
greeted, the admiration which was displayed when
the tender silken filaments—graceful heralds of the

coming grain—were first seen hanging over the en-

wrapping leaves. Enthusiasm reached its culminating

point when the fully ripened cobs rewarded the cul-

tivator, and proved that Maize may be successfully

grown even in our uncertain climate.

In all these instances enthusiastic pursuit of an
object gained its own reward, but there is an ardour

which hopes against conviction, which persists in a

vain pursuit, although the end must be despair. The
florist who devotes his energies to the obtaining a
blue Rose is like the philosopher who wastes his

substance in a search for the elixir of life, but we
may bear kindly with the Don Quixotes of the profes-

sion for the sake of those who, combining enthu-

siasm with scientific and laboriously attained know-
ledge, have become benefactors of mankind, and
whose ** footprints on the sands of time" will remain
to point out to future generations the path of honour
and distinction gained by persevering endeavour and
self-abnegation. T. S. J.

MARKET GROWERS.
By these are understood the men who grow plants

and cut flowers for the London market apart from the

market gardeners, whose business is principally con-

fined to the production of culinary vegetables, salad,

and, in some cases, fruit to a greater or less extent,

more especially bush fruits and Strawberries ; but

these in general may be still further subdivided—for

some of those who grow salad grow little else, and

many of the Strawberry growers confine themselves

principally to that fruit. At the present time, when
the market growers have recently suffered so severely

through the effects of the hailstorm, it may not be out

of place to say a few words on the occupation these

individuals are engaged in, possibly also the subject

may be a little interesting to those connected with

horticultural pursuits in distant parts of the kingdom,

and whose knowledge of Covent Garden Market and

those who supply it is confined to an occasional visit

at long intervals. A simple glance at the figures that

denote the regular increase in the already overgrown

metropolis conveys but a poor idea of what it takes to

supply the necessities and luxuries of near upon four

millions of human beings even in such commodities

as culinary vegetables, cut flowers, and pot plants,

but it is in the two latter—flowers and plants—that

within the last twelve or fifteen years there has been

such an enormously increased and still increasing de-

mand. It is to meet this demand that such numbers
of growers have sprung up.

As those persons who take an interest in garden-

ing matters are aware, a steady stream of new plants

is continuously arriving in the country, of every con-

ceivable size, form, and colour that can by any pos-

sible means be made to conform to cultivation,

especially under glass ; hybrids of all the most popular

species are raised in such quantities that with these

and the importations, new and old, they are incal-

culable ; but Covent Garden is remarkably conserva-

tive, sticking to its old favourites with a pertinacity

most remarkable. Novelty is of little use here, pro-

badly not one plant, species, or variety out of every

50,000 that are known would find a purchaser.

Neither is this to be wondered at when all things

bearing upon the subject are considered : first, for a

plant to be of any use it must be such that it can be

fairly developed in a small pot, with few exceptions

not more than 6 inches in diameter ; next, it must be

a thoroughly good grower, easy of propagation, so

that it can be multiplied to an indefinite extent without

difliculty ; it must likewise be a quick grower, so that

it can be got up to the desired size in from sLx to

twelve months ; next it is required to be of a stout,

dwarf, bushy habit, so as to need little support ; and

to these properties must also be added the freest pos-

sible disposition to produce a quantity of bloom—no

matter how fine the individual flowers may be, unless

profuse the plant is no good for market. The greater

portion must besides be such as will either bloom
naturally or can be forced into flower from the com-

mencement of the year up to the end of June or

during what is understood as the London season.

The principal flowering plants are Pelargoniums,

Fuchsias, Cinerarias, Primulas, Richardias, Bouvar-

dias, Veronicas, Calceolarias—almost exclusively

aurea floribunda, Kalosanthes, Cyclamens, double

Petunias, Spiraias, Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses,

Epiphyllums, Mignonette, Musk, Neriums, Poin-

settias. Hydrangeas, Cockscombs, Balsams, Rho-

danthe Manglesii, white and pink Lobelias, Stocks,

and Asters. Amongst hard-wooded subjects that take

longer to grow are Azaleas, Genistas, Heaths of the

E. hyemalis type, and E, ventricosa coccinea minor. In

addition to flowering plants, the things that find most

favour are, amongst Ferns, Adiantum cuneatum, Pteris

serrulata, and Lomaria gibba ; also indiarubber plants

(Ficus elastica), Dracsenas, principally terminalis and

Cooperii ; Palms in a small state, I.ycopodium denti-

culatum, Isolepsis gracilis, the berry-bearing

Solanums—Capsicastrum and Pseudo-Capsicum, and

Ardisia crenulata, likewise for its berries. Some
other subjects make their appearance at times, but

the above constitute by far the greater part of the

plants grown. As will be seen, the list is extremely

meagre as compared with the number of species and

varieties in cultivation in private establishments.

At a glance it will be obvious that, with few excep-

tions, the plants are commonplace enough, yet a very

great deal of skill is needed to bring them up to the

tandard which is required. The treatment of the

most common subject is regulated to a nicety, espe-

cially in the use of liquid stimulants, so as to just

give it the right strength at the right time, and in

such quantities as the particular variety of plant will

bear without injury. Without this it would not be

possible to produce one-half the flowers from the little

plants in the small pots they occupy. Then there is

the necessity for regulating everything, so as to have

it in just at the required time ; and a hundred other

details in propagation and general management un-

known to gardeners generally. Many might suppose

that with the immense demand the plants would

realise high prices, yet nothing can be further from

the fact, so far as the growers are concerned ; it is

only the judicious system that is carried out by the

growers in the division of labour that enables them to

sell at the low prices they do. The Sheffield cutler

who manufactures razors for 2\J. a piece that are

afterwards sold for a shilling or upwards has no

clearer perception of what can be done through the

division of labour than has the grower for market,

nor does he better illustrate the difTerence betwixt

wholesale and retail. Few go in to any extent for

more than from half a dozen to a dozen things, often

nearer the smaller than the larger number—whole
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houses full of one subject ; by this means every

operalion is carried out with a tithe of the labour

necess.iry where a number of different plants are

mixed together.

Some idea of the importance of this may be formed

from the fact of purchasers for Covent Garden plants

coming the distance they now do. During the

present summer I was surprised at meeting an old

acquaintance from one of the great northern manufac-

turing towns in Covent Garden, buying up some

thousands at a time of such things as those ordinarily

there to be met with, taking them in trucks by rail

to sell agiin ; he told me he came up to buy every

few weeks through the season, and that he could

make a better profit this way than by growing them

himself. This might scarcely seem credible when it

is considered that the coal to grow the plants has to

be brought up from the neighbourhood that they are

afterwards taken to, yet nevertheless it is the case ; and I

understand that these Covent Garden plants are being

bought in quantity to go even considerably further

than this. The growers, too, labour under the disad-

vantages of dear land, dear labour, high rates, and

almost everything else high— all of which has to be

made up by indomitable perseverance and unceasing

labour for an unlimited number of hours all the year

round, and during spring and summer, scarcely getting

enough sleep to support Nature.

A large number of these men are located in the

district where the hail-storm on July 23 fell with such

disastrous effects as to reduce the houses and pits, out

of which they made their living, to a complete wreck,

and, in many cases, the plants within them as well.

It is true that amongst their number there are

some well-to-do individuals, who have been long

established, and by care or industry are in a position

to bear the loss, but, unfortunately, the greater

number are not so circumstanced, having in many

cases lost their all.

It is to help these the subscription that has been set

on foot and announced in the pages of the Gardeners'

Clironide is intended. The case is alike urgent and

deserving, and it is to be hoped will meet with the

response that in this country is never found wanting

when the circumstances are sufficiently known, but in

this the difficulty lies.

If the effects of this hail-storm had been spread

over a greater extent of country, they would have

necessarily come under the immediate observa-

tion of sufficient numbers of people who could

understand the loss inflicted, and who, no doubt,

would have exerted themselves to assist a most

industrious and deserving class of men, whose means

of gaining a livelihood are now sorely straitened.

In this country there are always forthcoming in

numbers those who, with hearts and hands open, are

ever ready to assist those who really need it in any

part of the world, if their case is known. Many there

are who, I find, will bear in silence the grievous

affliction that has come upon them, sooner than

let the world know their wants by pleading for

themselves. Some of the vegetable growers for

market have also suffered severely, but in their

case the damage is of course confined to the crops,

yet, nevertheless, to them this is a serious matter.

T. Haines.

A NEGLECTED KITCHEN
GARDEN.

A DESERTED flower garden is a melancholy, dis-

piriting sight, but a deserted kitchen garden is still

more so. In one case there is an address to the feel-

ings in the deserted flowers pointing to the absence of

the hands which tended them, but in the other the

neglect is apt to take the form of utter untidiness,

and the deficiencies also materially affect the bodily

comfort of all concerned ; and though the requisite

restorations may vary much according to the situa-

tion, there are some weeds which seem more peculiar

to the suburban villa garden in the occasional change

of tenants, and perhaps, not coming within the pro-

vince of regular horticultural treatment, may be worth

noting.

In the real country the deserted kitchen garden is

often very picturesque, the hardy flowers, commonly

admitted for the bees, if for no other reason, throw

themselves in unrestrained masses in all directions ;

and if the flowers are not as fine as they might be,

the quantity and the natural grouping is temporarily

very attractive; the wild growths of Mint and pot-

herbs take away any undue formality from straight

walks, and there are usually stray branches with

Tears, Tlums, or something or other which, being

met with unexpectedly, are far from unwelcome in an

afternoon stroll. Altogether the deserted garden

leaves a pleasant impression, and excepting from the

need of pruning and setting to rights of the damage

from the weeds, slugs, and insects which have taken

possession, there may not be much required to restore

order.

In the villa garden in the neighbourhood of a large

town, held only for a few years, the case is probably

very different. Where the tenant has no interest in

the place beyond that of temporary residence, it is

more than likely that the garden will be treated only

as a source of temporary supply— to get as much

from it as possible with as little unnecessary outlay.

In many cases there will have been no artificial

improvement to the soil for a year or two before a

change of tenantry, and pruning will have been

neglected. Weeds and insect vermin will be as pre-

valent as in more rural districts, but the picturesque

element will not be there. Where ground is paid for

so dearly as near London or our larger towns, there

will have been very few spare nooks to fill with

flowers, and, however it might be in the " Deserted

Village," here only half the description suits. It is a

case of

—

" There, where a few torn shrubs the plan disclose,"

rather than

' Still where many a garden flower grows wild ;"

and the first prospect is a very dreary one.

If the incoming tenant can secure judicious assist-

ance of course all goes well, but this is not always easy

in a new place, for the most valuable help is j-ust that

which is least likely to offer itself, and a few notes of

the most common difficulties may possibly be accept-

able.

The first point will probably be thorough renova-

tion of the soil, the enrichment being dealt with no

niggard hand. The impoverishment of the last crops

will probably never have been made good to the

ground ; and the amateur, hoping for a supply o(

Peas, Cabbage, Celery, or similarly exhaustive sup-

plies from his new garden, is apt to meet with

disappointment if he has not directed his attention to

this point.

Besides the regular course of digging and so on,

known to all, it is well to make a few trial holes in

different places, to ascertain what is beneath. It occa-

sionally happens that the garden may have been made

not many years before by turning down or trenching

in the turf of a meadow as the foundation of the soil
;

and where subsequent horticultural operations have

only gone spade-deep the labour is well repaid by the

layer of thoroughly decayed turf being restored to the

top again in excellent condition for cultivation. Digging

also (in whatever special form may be preferred),

which may thoroughly bury the surface soil, is an in-

valuable method of getting rid of the aggregation of

weeds, insects and their larva;, slugs and their nests

of eggs, which have been keeping holiday in

the interregnum of ownership. If the ground is

thoroughly trenched a large mass of vegetable

rubbish may be got rid of conveniently by throwing

it at the bottom of each successive line before the

earth is trenched forwards, and the arrangement will

at once be good for the ground and save expense in

removal where there is no space for storing or decay,

or burning what is cumbersome on the ground. The

deep digging is also at times almost indispensable, to

get over the extraordinary hardness and impervious-

ness of surface which is often a characteristic of the

neglected kitchen garden. Looking at one that is well-

ordered the cause of this seems almost inexplicable,

but where little is done in the way of regular garden-

ing, and only a patch cultivated here and there, the

intervening bits of ground serve as alleys (or to

relieve the tedium of confining themselves to the

regular paths, to casual visitors) in a way which causes

a deal of trouble.

The new-comer, if it is his first experience, will

probably be as much surprised at the good condition

of some of the permanent plants as the bad state of

others, and looking first at the herbs these will pro-

bably be in luxuriant growth, for being generally

hardy, and often indigenous plants, the remains of

cultivation in the soil is as much as they require, and

Horse Kadish and Mint will probably be spreading

in all directions, overtopped by Fennel. Even where

there is plenty of room the use is not very obvious of

devoting such large spaces as is frequently the case to

plots of special herbs. Camomile in a bed large

enough to walk up and down and to and fro on, "for

the good of the plants," and Balm in quantities to

correspond, appear more than can possibly be needed

in any family without predilection for the horrible

mixtures known as " herb teas ;" and in the rearrange-

ment of a garden it saves a deal of trouble to reduce

unnecessary occupants of space into moderate limits

to begin with.

Rhubarb, on the contrary, is very likely found

almost exhausted by too great removal of the leaves,

and choked by the large white Bindweed, as well as

the Strawberries by the smaller pink species ; and a

deal of injury is often done by tearing out the long,

string-like branches of the Convolvulus without re-

gard to the mischief caused by their removal. If the

hand is passed down the stem to the ground the root

can easily be found, and drawn out, and the plant

will die immediately ; but in the common way of

attempted removal the tough, trailing stems tear away

all the leaves of the crop that they are intertwined

amongst, and, usually breaking short off, leave their

own root to grow again, with even more shoots than

before.

Raspberries need similar care, and also with regard

to their pruning. Where the assistant is doublfully

acquainted with his work, the first attempt should be

watched, for, incredible as it may seem, it does some-

times happen that the bearing canes for the ensuing

season are removed instead of the old wood, and the

result is most unsatisfactory. Currants and Goose-

berries usually fare tolerably, though the love of rich

soil of a Gooseberry does not always meet with

full consideration ; and wall fruit and espalier trees,

being considered difficult to manage, are usually

placed in fairly instructed hands ; but, besides

what comes under ordinary horticultural treatment,

there is often much annoyance from the hold which

has been taken by slugs and insects, and similar

pests.

Untended Box edgings and old Cabbage beds are

especial lurking places for slugs ; heaps of bits of

broken wood, or bits of bricks, or rockwork edgings

are head-quarters for shell snails and slugs also, and it

saves a deal of after disappointment to clear away all

such encumbrances at once, and, where Box edging

cannot be entirely removed, to reduce it as much as

possible. It is a good plan also before the garden is

cropped to burn the rubbish to be got rid of in as

many different places as possible, so as to destroy any

insect vermin, slug's nests, weeds beneath the surface,

or *' pests " generally which may come within range of

the heat.

On the Apple trees the American blight is a

constantly recurring trouble, needing watch every

year, as even when got under it is sure to rise up

again where there are less carefully tended gardens

near, and the simple remedies of a bottle of oil

and an old tooth-brush to rub the oil well into

infected spots, or for bad cases (where the insects

harbour in deep cracks in the bark) some Gishurst

Compound, which may be applied in a semi-fluid

state, so as fairly to choke up the interstices, are

always useful.

The Apple coccus (the scale which may be found

literally almost covering the stems and lower part of

the branches of some kinds, and more especially of

Dumelow's Seedling) may be eradicated thoroughly

by care. Scraping the bark affected in damp weather

so that the moss and scale insects come off and can be

destroyed together, rubbing Gishurst Compound well

in with a rough flannel till it forms a lather, an occa-

sional good washing of the stem with the hose, and

similar remedies, if persevered in for a while, will

effect a cure even in what may seem almost a hopeless

case. If large holes in the trees, like deep borings,

with a fcetid smell not unlike that of an oil-lamp

which has gone out, should show the presence of the

very destructive Goat-moth caterpillar, a stout wire a

little curved at the end driven up the galleries may

very likely drag the larva out or kill it in its hole,

and save the tree.

After the leaves have dropped from the Gooseberry

bushes in autumn, it is well to clean them away with

the surface coat of soil, and throw some lime beneath,

to destroy the larvae of the Gooseberry-moth ; and

similarly examination should be made as soon as

possible into everything that is going forward,

remedying it as far as possible to begin with, which

will save endless trouble afterwards, O.
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Renanthera (Vanda) Lowii.—In your issue of

the 29th ult. appears a notice of the flowering of this

Vanda-like Renanthera in the choice collection of Mr.

Dodgson, Blackburn. As I had an opportunity

of seeing the plant in the height of its beauty,

allow me to give your readers a few more particulars,

more especially as the plant is in a splendid state of

cultivation, and as its flowering is more the exception

than the rule in the many choice collections of Orchids

throughout the country. The plant is growing in a

14-inch pot perforated with holes, and the roots are em-

bedded in sphagnum interspersed with broken pot-

sherds. Its cultural peculiarity, if I may so describe it, is

in the roots being all, or nearly all, among the compost

above described. It is usual for these epiphytical

Vandas to emit many roots in the atmosphere, result-

ing, as I believe, from the great humidity and want

of air-circulation in our many stoves ; and conse-

quently the plant, which is clothed with leaves from

the surface of the pot to its extreme height, some

4 feet, is not disfigured, as the novice would say, with

gaunt-looking roots. This may account in some

measure for the splendid inflorescence. Imagine a

distichous-leaved plant with twenty-nine leaves

bearing four great pendulous racemes of large flowers,

the longest of the racemes being 7 feet long, and the

shortest 6 feet, bearing in all 129 flowers. It is a sight

for Orchidophilists to see, and in order that it might

be properly placed on record as a sort of object-

lesson, a photograph portrait of it would be exceed-

ingly desirable were Mr. Dodgson permitting it to

appear. In all my experience I have not seen it

matched, and that is with the lively recollection of

the late Mr. Kucker's plant, which was the

best specimen in point of size ever seen, and

which flowered contemporaneously with one at

the Messrs. Veitch & Son's, of Chelsea, and at the late

Mr. Dawson's, of Meadowbank, as well as in one of

the chief establishments on the Continent—all for the

first time in Europe. Since that time it has flowered

occasionally throughout the country, but I will ven-

ture to say no more perfect example, looking to plant,

leaf, and flower, has hitherto been seen. Great credit

is indeed due to Mr. Dodgson's clever gardener, Mr.

Whitehead, for accomplishing this. The dimorphic

character of the flowers strikes pven the most casual

beholder ; the two flowers at the base, whether the

racemes be long cr short, are of a bright golden ground

with indian-red spots, as well defined as in the most

decided Vanda suavis ; the remainder of the flowers

down the raceme are pale indian-red, with the yellow

ground showing up like irregular bars across the sur-

face, and are very way wardly disposed, some alternate,

some in the same vertical line, and others in no regular

P';)sition—making a very picturesque object. The
sepaline segments are a little broader than the petaline

segments, the former being in the same plane as the

short column, and the latter standing out at right

angles, with wavy edges and singular uniformity of

colouring. Altogether it is a wonderfully grotesque

and, in \U present state, a highly ornamental plant,

and well worthy of the inspection of any one fond of

flowers, and of Orchid growers in particular. James
Am/ersou, Meailtnobank Nurseries^ Uddingston.

The Hailstorm Relief Fund.—The accompany-
ing might not be out of place to stimulate benevolence
towards so worthy an object as the Hailstorm Relief

Fund. Having occasion to write to an old friend, I

suggested that he should look into one of his " auld

buggers," and see if he could find something for the

above object, and, while enclosing a cheque for five

guineas, he says :
—" At your suggestion I hae lookit

into the big tae o' my auld stockin', and

—

mirabilc

dictu

!

—I hae fund the bit five-pun' note socht for,

an' it was fund in the verra neuk whar ye ettled it

wad be. I sen' it to ye, and deal wi' it as ye ken
best ; and gif ye will try ither freens, and get them to

look into their auld stcckins, ye micht gether a guid
wheen aul' musty five-pun' notes that want circulatin',

for the object is truly a guid ane j an' lookin' at the

papers the bawbees dinna seem to be drappin' in as

they should." P. Ban;
The destructive storra of hail that occurred in

the north and east of London on the night of Sunday,
July 23, wrought such terrible havoc in the districts of
Tottenham, Stoke Newington, Hornsey, Leyton,
Leytonstone, and Stratford principally, that a con-
siderable amount of personal suffering and loss of
property resulted. Those who have suffered most
severely are the nurserymen and gardeners, many of
whom were in a few minutes almost completely
stripped of all their worldly possessions, glasshouses
baing wrecked, and standing crops crushed or swept
off the ground. In the interest of these a committee
has been formed and a subscription started, but this
subscription progresses so slowly that it becomes
necessary to make a general appeal to the public
through the aid of the Press, trusting in the generosity
which a good cause never fails to evoke. It happens
that in the localities where the destruclion principally

prevailed those who most truly sympathise with the

sufferers are themselves losers to such an extent that

they cannot do as they would in aid of their poorer neigh-

bours. In fact, the burden is heavier than the district

can bear. It is proposed to raise ^^4000 at least, and
apportion it in accordance with the recommendations
of a survey committee of practical horticulturists, who
have had experience in the valuation of nursery stock

and other outdoor properties. Towards this amount
about ;^50o have been already subscribed, the

Baroness Burdett Coutts having generously given ;,^50,

while the principal nurserymen have contributed

liberally. In the majority of cases where help is needed
time is a most important element, for in many instances

the trade stock for 1S77 must be secured before the

present summer wanes, and we are anxious to meet
all claims at the earliest possible moment. Those of

your readers who may wish to respond to this appeal

may forward their subscriptions to the Treasurer, Mr.
Shirley Hibberd, Bridge House, Stoke Newington

;

the Secretary, Mr. Richard Dean, Ealing ; to any of

the branches of the London and County Bank, or to

John Fraser, Chairman of Committee, The Nurseries,

Lea Bridge Road, Leyton, E. [We strongly commend
these circumstances to the notice of those who can do
aught to aid in such a catastrophe. We shall be glad

to forward any sums that may be sent to us. Eds.]

Orchids in August.—At many requests I con-

tinue to report the result of studying variety and
beauty rather than rarity. The following are adorn-

ing the house even in this dull season of August :
—

Vanda tricolor insignis
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night in jars of treacle sunk in the tan-beds. The
centipedes we kill in great quantities by crushing
them with our lingers, but they increase so rapidly
that we cannot in that way keep them down. R. [The
small cockroach is a species of Blatta named Pan-
chlora suiinamensis. It is very destructive to Orchids.
The name Panchlora, or "all green," was originally

given to the genus because the first species met with
were green. This species is brown, with a pale
margin along the thorax, and along the base of the
wing. The centipede is an exotic species of Poly-
dermus, but we cannot say whether it has been de-
scribed or not. It has no doubt been introduced.
The British species, Polydermus complanatus, is well-
known as very destructive to plants. A. M.^

Atistolochias. — There are several species of
these singular and highly interesting stove climbers
from Mauritius and Brazil, which are worthy of
more extensive cultivation than they receive at pre-
sent, for they are seldom met with in private gardens.
The reason of this, I think, may be found in the fact

that there are so many fine subjects fit for the same
purpose that have a more showy appearance, such as
Allamandas, Dipladenias, Clerodendron Balfourianum,
Bougainvillea glabra, Ipomcea Learii, Stephanotis
floribunda, Passiflora racemosa, and many others, of
course not to leave out Cissus discolor, for there is

nothing more handsome when grown in the shade.
The Aristolochias are of easy culture, and when esta-
blished give little trouble, but being of quick growth
they want plenty of room for their roots to ramble.
Planting them out ifconvenient is the best way, but they
can be grown in pots with equal success ; they require
every attention as regards watering, for, like most other
free-growing plants, they like plenty of moisture. The
soil best suited to theiji is equal parts loam and peat,
with a small quantity of sharp silver sand. The most
suitable plan is to let them run up the rafters of a
warm stove, and they must not be tied-in too hard,
for if they are allowed to hang loose their gracefulness
will be enhanced, and they will the better show off

their extremely grotesque flowers, which are of the
most singular structure imaginable. The following
season they should be cut down. If planted out they
will only require top-dressing ; if grown in pots, when
they have broke nicely they will require shaking out
and repotting. I was much pleased the other day,
when having a run through the Liverpool Botanical
Gardens, to see Aristolochia brasiliensis flowering
most profusely in the plant-stove, with its silver-grey

pouch or bag-like flowers, with wings reticulated with
brownish crimson. Aristolochia regale was also in

flower. It is very distinct from the preceding ; the
flowers are brownish grey, reticulated with black.
They have a very powerful odour when the flowers
have been open a day or two. /•", I'aulkucr, St.

J^Ikhaefs HamUt, LiverpooU

The Buckley Fund.—Will you allow me,
through your columns, to inform "i^uerist," who at

p. 240 of your issue of August 19, inquires what
has liecome of the proceeds of the " Buckley
Fund,'' that ;^ioS are in the hands of the honorary
treasurer (Mr. (George Deal), about £10 promised
subscriptions are still outstanding ; besides which
there are a few names down of gentlemen who have
kindly consented to give their support without stipu-

lating the amount. Beyond this I have a few pounds,
recently received, in hand, against which there are some
slight expenses. I take this opportunity of correcting
" Querist " (or any others who may also be under a
wrong impression) on a most important point, namely,
that instead of the Fund having been originated for

the widow of the late Mr. Buckley, as suggested, it

was mainly started for the benefit of the two children,

and at a general meeting, soon after the opening of
the Fund, it was further voted, and unanimously
agreed, that the money collected should not be given
to Mrs. Buckley, but invested, by trustees, for the
sole benefit of the two little boys. Any further
questions relative to this matter will have my prompt
attention. G. T. Rolliaon, Hon. Sec.

The Climate of Australia.—I am in hopes that

you will afford me space to draw attention to the
fact of the great variety of climates in Australia, and
the wide differences subsisting amongst those varieties

—a fact possibly well-known theoretically, but prac-

tically ignored by say at least nine out of ten English-

men who write or speak about Australia, and amongst
others, if you will excuse me for saying so, by your-

self, as, for instance, in the following sentence, which
appeared in a paragraph on p. 23S of your last issue,

Vou say :
—" The following details as to the climate

of Melbourne may be of interest to growers of Aus-
tralian greenhouse plants, as showing the extremes to

which they are subjected." It would be about as

reasonable to say that details as to the climate of say
Moscow or Berlin would be of interest to the growers
of European plants, &c. The error of considering
one portion of Australia as representative, in point of
climate, of the rest is so frequent and productive of

such mischievous consequences, far more than one
would at first sight expect, not only in matters of hor-
ticulture and agriculture, but as to colonisation gene-
rally, that in my opinion no opportunity should be
let slip of correcting the same. It is, therefore,

rather a matter of congratulation when an influential

journal, such as the Carjniers' Chronicle, by what is

no doubt in your case a slip of the pen, affords that
opportunity. Melbourne is very nearly on the
extreme south point of Australia, which extends from
about 40^ to about io° of south latitude, and is besides
subject to climatic influences of its own, amongst others
to the southern aspect, which of course it shares with
the whole of the south coast, hut which renders its

climate as different from the climate of, say, northern
Queensland, as it can well be. If in the sentence
quoted you had substituted the word " Victorian " for

"Australian," you would have been more within the
mark, and tolerably correct. You will never hear
any Australians except Victorians, speaking of Victoria
as typical in any way of the rest of Australia, Indeed
this confusion of ideas as to Australia, so prevalent
with Englishmen, is rather a sore subject with our
antipodal fellow-subjects, as showing an ignorance or
carelessness of speaking savouring of contempt. But
putting matters of sentiment on one side, I could
easily show that much practical inconvenience and
loss accrues from it. A. G. P., Essex, Aug. 22. [Our
correspondent is quite right. The word "south" was
omitted. Eds.]

The Potato Disease.—This day, on raising some
White Belgian Kidney Potatos, I found halt a dozen
of the tubers specked with the fungus, and all at the
ends of the tubers attached to the haulm. There are

no appearances on the foliage or haulm of the peculiar

brown and white blotches to account for the attack of

the fungus on the tubers, nor are any seen on the rest

of the plants. In the present time of dry hot weather
the development of the fungus is not possible on the
foliage until moisture comes in the air, but it seems
to be appearing in a new phase, either from the old
tuber set in the ground, or from the ground itself.

The plot of Potatos where this root has grown has
been irrigated once or twice since the dry weather set

in in July. I have enclosed the Potato plant, with
the old tuber set and five of the young tubers, all

stricken with the fungus under the skin, where it will

be seen that the haulm and foliage are quite healthy
and free from any appearance of the disease. William
Tillery, August i6. [Mr. Tillery's description of the

diseased Potato plant is very accurate. On careful

examination (five days after the plant had been taken
from the ground) the diseased spots on the tubers pre-

sented a few threads and conidia of Peronospora infes-

tans together with threads and spores of h^usisporium

Solani ; the mycelial threads sparingly permeated the
interior of the corroded spots. The seed tuber was
traversed in every direction with mycelial threads,

carrying a less than average number of the now well-

known oogonia (immature resting-spores) of the
Potato fungus as first illustrated in the Gardeners'
Chrottich- last year. On a few spots on the leaves

(this five days after Mr. Tillery's letter was written)

the Potato fungus had appeared, A few oogonia
were at length found attached to threads within the

leaves. No doubt Mr. Tillery is right in considering

the disease in this instance to spring direct from the

ground or seed-tuber, but the observation is not new.
IV. G. Smith.']

Mrs. Pince's Muscat Grape.—Surely Mr. Fish
must be wrong when he says Mr. W. Thomson must
mean Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat (Srape that gets a

mass of rottenness where there is an attempt to keep
it as a late Grape. Mr. Thomson must have had
some other variety in view at the moment of writing,

for I have long thought that the character of Mrs.
Pince's Black Muscat as a keeping Grape was so

well established as to be unassailable ; if it is not
it is time that it was. With me it keeps as well

as Lady Downe's Seedling, and what more do we
need ? Now as to the character Mr. Fish gave to

Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat after his visit, allow me to

say that like him I went purposely to Exeter to see

this famous Grape and to make a few other notes, and
in justice to all concerned I am bound to say that its

condition then and behaviour since fully justifies all

that has been said in its favour. This is more than I

can say for some of Mr. Thomson's children. The
Golden Champion I have long since converted into

dust and ashes, and, although I should be sorry to

injure a noble name, I must say that unless the

Duke of Buccleuch redeems its character next

season it must travel the same road. J. Clark, Cothel-

stone, Taunton.

Change of Colour in Hydrangeas.—Respecting
the unaccountable change of colour in a Hydrangea
grown in a pot, referred to in the Gardeners' Chrcniele

of July 15, I would venture to presume that it may
have been occasioned by an unobserved change of

soil. [But on the same plant one branch bore

blue, another pink flowers.] The following infor-
mation may interest those of your readers desirous
of obtaining the blue Hydrangea, the colour least
common in the floral world. Having, according
to the vulgar notion, tried experiments with all sorts
of refuse from the blacksmith's shop, I planted the
different varieties of Hydrangeas in beds of pure
peat soil, and have thus succeeded in obtaining large
shrubs with beautiful deep blue flowers, the admiration
of visitors to my garden. A lamented relation of
mine once complained to me that his Hydrangeas only
produced blue flowers, he being desirous that they
should be alternated with pink. His garden, as well
as the rest of his property, had formerly been a heath,
still rich in peat, and there can be no doubt that this

is the proper soil for producing the charming blue
Hydrangea— peat containing well assimilated ferrugi.

neous propert'es. A Lombard Amateur Gardener,
Torno, Lahe of Como, Aug. 14.

Reports of Societies.
Preston Horticultural : Aus»st 16 and 17.—

This Society held its usunl summer show on the above
days. A fine display of both plants and fruits, bril-

liant weather, and a crowded attendance made it a
great success. The exhibition was held in the Miller
Park, one of the most beautiful spots for a horticul-

iural gathering that could be imagmed ; it is charm-
ingly situate on the river, and beautifully kept.

Any one residing in the south of the kingdom, where
almost every blade of grass this summer is burnt up
as brown as a stubble, can on visiting this park at the
present time fully realise how it is that people from
southern Europe are so much enamoured with the

verdure of our English lawns ; the thick green carpet
under foot in this park is in keeping with the excel-

lent condition of everything else in it, and does much
to enhance the attractions of the display. On this

occasion the most interesting feature was the ladies'

plates competition for stove and greenhouse plants in

flower, the handsome prizes for which were
subscribed by the ladies of Preston, and which
were competed for under conditions similar to

those which were attached to the Davis Com-
petition, which originated with the Royal Horti-
cultural Society in London a few years ago, and
which, if persevered with, would have brought out a

number of competitors. The conditions which the

Preston committee required were that each exhibitor

should commence with a dozen plants in 6-inch pots,

dissimilar varieties, but all to have the same kinds.

These were sealed, grown on, and six of them from
each of the competitors to be shown on this, the

second summer after they were sealed. The prizes

offered were, 1st, ^'25 and a 12-guinea gold medal

;

2d, £ic, and a silver medal; 3d, £,\o and a bronze
medal

; 4th, ^5. Nine plant growers from difierent

parts of the country entered the lists, and five of them
put in their appearance on the day. The majority of

the plants were highly creditable to their respective

cultivators, being not only large as regards their

size for the time allowed to grow them in, but well

bloomed and in vigorous, healthy condition. Mr.
Thornber, gr. to T. M. Shuttleworth, Esq., Howick
House, Preston, took a decided lead, and was easily

1st. His plants consisted of a very good Ixora coc-

cinea, bearing a score of fine heads, fully open,

with many more to come ; Allamanda nobilis, large

and well flowered ; Statice profusa, equally well

done. A beautifully bloomed Erica Marnockiana ;

Dipladenia insignis, and Bougainvillea glabra ; the

Ixora in this group took the Society's silver medal as

the best plant shown in the competition. Mr,
Newton, gr. to W. Burley, Esq., 2d, with a very

meritorious lot, including Dipladenias amabilis and
insignis, Allamanda nobilis, A. grandiflora, Bougain.

viUea glabra, and Erica Marnockiana ; Mr. Tudgey,
gr. to G. F. Williams, Esq., Worcester, was a very

close 3d : his Phcenocoma prolifera was well-

flowered, and a large specimen for the time that has

been allowed for growing it ; he had also Allamanda
nobilis, A. grandiflora, a nicely bloomed Erica Mar-

nockiana, and a small specimen of the white flowered

Lapageria, L. alba (a plant totally unfit for this sort of

competition). His Pha-nocoma was awarded the

bronze medal as the second best plant in the compe-

tition. Mr. E. Payne, gr. to J. Forshaw, Esq., was

4th, with well-grown large plants, but not suffi-

ciently in flower.

For the nurserymen's collection of thirty plants,

in or out of bloom, there were three competitors :

Mr. H. Walton, Edge End, Burnley ; the Preston

Nursery Co. ; and Messrs. F. & A. Dickson, '

Chester, taking the prizes in the order Iheh names

are placed. In Mr- Walton's collection were several

very good Heaths, including E. retorta major, still
^

one of the best of late flowering kinds ; E. Mar- ,

nockiana, E. Austiniana, E. Jacksoni, and E,

Irbyana ; a fine Cycas revoluta, some good Crotons,

Palms, Zamias, and Draccenas. In the Preston

Nursery Co.'s group was a beautiful plant of Cocos

Weddelliana, 'Tree Ferns, Ixoras, Dipladenia am«-
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bills, with very large flowers, and several well-

bloomed Heaths. Messrs. Dickson's lot was com-

posed of smaller plants, but in nice condition.

Ten stove and greenhouse plants, five in flower and

five ornamental foliage.—For these Mr. Thornber

was the only exhibitor, showing a really fine

Stephanotis, as fresh and full of large flowers as it is

usually seen in May ; Allamanda Hendersoni, equally

well done, and Ixora Colei ; in the foliage was an

immense Dracaina Shepherd! and Areca rubra.

Six fine-foliage plants.—Here Mr. Thornber was

also 1st, with a remarkably good half-dozen, com-

prising probably the finest specimen of Cordyline

indivisa that has ever been seen, 7 feet high and

clothed down to the pot with broad, healthy leaves.

It received the Society's silver medal as the most

meritorious plant in the show ; Mr. Walton's Erica

retorta major being awarded the bronze medal as the

second best. Croton majesticus and Cycas circinalis

were likewise good specimens in this excellent group.

Messrs. Dickson 2d— Pandanus Veitchii and Alocasia

Lowii were here their best ; the Preston Nursery

Co. 3d. Twelve miscellaneous plants : 1st. Mr.

Thornber, who in a grand collection had Vriezia

reticulata, Macrozamia plumosa, and PauUinia thalic-

trifolia, in splendid condition ; Messrs. Dickson

2d, the Preston Nursery Co. 3d. Eight exotic

Ferns: Mr. Thornber 1st— Brainea' insignis, Da-

vallia Mooreana and D. elegans, were well shown ;

the Preston Nursery Co. was 3d. Six stove and

greenhouse plants, three in flower and three foliage :

Mr. Payne 1st, with a very nice half-dozen, includmg

Allamanda Hendersonii and a beautifully coloured

Croton undulatus, which in the condition here

seen is not second to any variety in cultivation ;

Mr. Tudgey was 2d ; in his six was a well-flowered

example of Dipladenia boliviensis. Three stove

and greenhouse plants in bloom : Mr. Payne,

1st, with a splendidly - coloured Bougainvillea

glabra, an equally good Allamanda grandiflora,

and a large healthy bush of Nerium splendens

;

Mr. Tudgey 2d. Twelve British Ferns : 1st,

Mr. Thornber, with a group as fresh and green

as these plants are usually seen earlier in the season ;

2J, Mr. C. Rylance, Ormskirk. Single stove plant

in flower : Mr. Thornber, 1st. with a grandly-bloomed

Allamanda nobilis ; Mr. Payne 2d, with a well-

flowered, large Clerodendron Balfourii. Single

greenhouse plant : 1st, Mr. Payne, who had a very

big example of the old Plumbago capensi-, profusely

flowered, and when seen in the condition here shown

it is really fine ; 2d, Mr. Thornber, for a beautifully-

coloured Statice imbricata.

Fruit was well shown, and in large quantities, not

less than thirty stands of Grapes being exhibited,

independent of those in the collections of fruit, and

with few exceptions they were very good. Six

dishes of fruit : Mr. Bruce, gr. to J. Fildes, Esq.,

Chorllon, Manchester, was 1st, with nice bunches of

Hamburgh and Muscat Grapes, Galande Peaches,

Elruge Nectarines, a good Pine, Green Gage Plums,

and a dish of Figs. Mr. Upjohn, gr. to the Earl of

Ellesmere, ii. In his collection were a good Smooth
Cayenne Pine, Kirke's Plums, and Stirling Castle

Peaches. Mr. Newsham, gr. to \V. F. Calvert, Esq.,

3d. Two bunches of Black Grapes : Mr. Bruce 1st,

with beautihil bunches of Madresfield Court and Gros

Guillaumc, well finished. 2d, Lord Winmarleigh,

with moderate sized bunches of Black Hamburgh,
fine in beiry ; Mr. T- T. Raynes 3d, having good

bunches of Black Hamburghs a shade deficient in

colour. Two bunches of white Grapes : The Rev.

J. Pennington took 1st, with Duke of Buccleuch, in

splendid condition, large in both bunch and berry,

and well coloured. Whatever are the demerits of

this Grape as to constitution or otherwise, any one

who saw those here exhibited must be convinced that

some one at all events can grow it. 2d, Mr. Turner,

gr. to P. C. Marsden, Esq., showing Muscat of Alex-

andria, large, and in good condition ; Lord Winmar-
leigh, 3d. Two bunches of Grapes, one white and

one black : 1st, Lord Winmarleigh, with Muscats

and Black Hamburghs ; 2d, Mrs. Shaw, with the

same varieties
;

3d, Mr. Bruce, with Madresfield

Court and Muscat of Alexandria. One Pme

;

1st, Mr. Upjohn, showing Smooth Cayenne ;

2d, Mr. Newsham ;
3d, Mr. Tudgey. Six

Peaches : ist, Mr, E. Cardwell, gr. to T. If.

Miller, Esq., for fine fruit of Lord Palmerston ;

2d, Mr. Bruce ; 3d, Mr. J. Gould, gr. to Colonel
Cross. Six Nectarines : Mr. Newton 1st. Mr. Mar-
shall 2d, Mr. Bruce 3d. Green-flesh Melon : Mr. T.

Dodd 1st. Scarlet-flesh Melon : Mr. J. Gould 1st.

At the luncheon it was announced by the President

that a second ladies' plate competition is to be at once

set on foot, to be competed for in the summer of

1878, open to private growers from any part of the

kingdom. The prizes will be sufficient to tempt even
the most distant growers, and it is to be hoped that

the liberal and spirited action of the committee will

meet with the response it deserves by numbers enter-

ing the lists. Twenty-five pounds will be given next
year in prizes, to be competed for with the plants

grown for the competition that has this year taken

place. This will keep up the interest attached to the

tournament. [From a Correspondent.)

Weston-super-Mare Horticultural ; Aui;. 15

ami 16.—The annual exhibition of this Society was

held on the above dates, and was in every way a

success. The almost tropical heat of the preceding

few days was here nicely tempered by the cooler sea

breeze. The committee have within the last few

years exerted themselves to extend the influence of the

exhibition by ofl^ering larger prizes and arranging

cheap trips from the surrounding towns. The great

increase in the number and importance of the societies

that have sprung up in the West of England has necessi-

tated each to make their exhibitions more attractive to

the public, hence they now vie with the older estab-

lished societies in the north of the kingdom in the fine

displays of plants, fruits, and flowers they bring

together. If there is one thing more clearly evident

than others connected with even the most influential

horticultural societies it is that they cannot live upon the

support ot the horticulturists, or those who have some

direct interest in the pursuit alone. If the public are

not drawn to these exhibitions in large numbers they

fail financially, and thus cannot exist. Placarding and

advertising are essential means by which to show visitors

where their presence is required. But these West
of England societies go further than this—they

decorate the approaches to their shows with arches

of evergreens, and other devices of a kindred nature ;

and, from the effect of the display of this kind they

make outside their shows, very large numbers are

induced to pass within the gates who otherwise might

never see the exhibitions at all. It is especially in

the evenings, when the admission is reduced, that

such attractions have their influence. In Weston the

principal street leading to the show from the centre of

the town has, for the occasion, a row o! moderate-

sized Coniferous trees planted on each side, and

prizes are offered for arches composed of evergreens

spanning the roadway, that give the place qaite a

holiday appearance.

In the class for twelve stove and greenhouse plants

Messrs. Lucombe, Pince & Co., of Exeter, were well

to the fore, with a very fine dozen, their best bloomers

being Allamanda nobilis, very well flowered ;

Stephanotis, also beautifully bloomed ; and Bougain-

villea glabra, somewhat pale in colour. In foliage

they had a grand Stevensonia grandifolia, an

immense Latania horbonici, Croton variegatus, large

and finely-coloured ; and a well-developed Dasylirion,

the best torm of this plant, with somewhat rigid stout

leaves ; altogether a very good group. Messrs.

Parker cS: Bush, nuiserymen, Bristol, were 2d, with a

well-matched, even, nice lot of plants, including Ixora

Williamsii and I. Prince of Orange, well-flowered ;

Allamanda Hendersonii, and Statice profusa, in good

order ; Croton undulatus and C. majesticus, clothed

with plenty of well-coloured foliage ; E. Pilgrim,

Esq., Cheltenham, was 3!, with a creditable collec-

tions. For six stove and greenhouse plants, Messrs.

Bryant & Hoskins, Bristol, were 1st. In their group

was a nicely-flowered Franciscea calycina and Bou-

gainvillea glabra, well-bloomed and coloured ; Mr.

Pilgrim came 2d, his best being Clerodendron fallax

and Dipladenia amceoa, and Messrs, Parker & Bush

were 3d. For six ornamental foliage plants: Ist,

Messrs Lucombe, Pince, & Co. : in their exhibit was

a grand Pritchardia pacifica, and the finest Croton

interruptus we have .seen ; Messrs. Parker & Bush

2d, Mr. Pilgrim 3d. Eight exotic Ferns : 1st,

Messrs. Parker & Bush staging an even fresh lot

;

their Adiantum cardioch!a;na was in beautiful con-

dition, at least 5 feet through ; Mr. Pilgrim 2d.

Eight Adiantums : Mr. S. Brown, Weston-super-

Mare, 1st—his plants were extremely fresh ; Messrs.

Parker & Hush 2d. New or rare plant : Messrs.

Lucombe, Pince & Co. i»t, with Croton volutus ;

Messrs. Bryant & Hoskins 2d, staging Croton

majesticus. Six Coleus : Mr S. Brown 1st—his

plants were well grown, large and nicely varied
;

T. Wright, Esq., 2d. Twenty -four Gladiolus ; Messrs.

KcUvav, Langport, as usual, Ist with a beautiful lot
;

nine of the varieties they staged were this year's seed-

lings, the best of which were Mr. Ashbury, the purest

white with pure stripe ; Mr. Baines, orange-carmine,

with carmine stripe on lower petals, an immense

flower, nearly 6 inches across, with great breadth of

petal ; Earl of Cork, deep blush, flaked with carmine,

and has a very large white eye ; Mr. Frampton,

white, tinted with mauve, and flaked with rose : all

the above received First-class Certificates. Twelve

Phloxes : Messrs. Kelway were also Ist with a

splendid lot of flowers, the dry weather seeming not

to have affected their district much. For twenty- four

Dahlias, Mr. S. Dobree was 1st, with a beautiful

collection of flowers, large and perfect in shape
;

2d Mr. Hobs. For twelve Hollyhocks Mr. S. Dobree

was 1st, Mr. W. Smith, Kingswood, 2d. Twelve

fancy Dahlias : 1st, Mr. Dobree. Roses, twenty-

four : Mr. Prince, Oxford, Ist, showing for the

season and such weather a very fine lot, in which

Hippolyte Jamain, Emilie Hausburg, Gloire de San-

tenay, Comtesse de Serenye, Fran9oi3 Michelon,

Clemence Raoux, and Devienne Lamy were the best.

In the amateurs' class of six stove and greenhouse

plants Mr. Pilgrim was Ist; his Erica Marnockiana and

Clerodendron fallax were remarkably fine. Mr.

Pilgrim was likewise 1st for six fine-foliage plants,

showing in this class three of the best and most

distinct Palms in cultivation, Geonoma Seemanni,

Pritchardia pacifica. and Cocos Weddelliana. Mr.

Comley, gr. to C. W. Finzell, Esq., was 2d, with a

nice half-dozen.

Fruit was shown in considerable quantities, and
good in quality. For eight dishes Mr. Foote, gr. to

Sir Arthur Ellin was Ist, staging Black Hamburgh
and Bowood Muscat Grapes, both good ; Royal

George Peaches, Hunt's Tawny Nectarines, Moor-
park Apricots, Jeflerson's Plums, Scarlet Gem Melon,

and a good dish of Cherries. Mr. Comley came in

2d, his best dishes being Muscat of Alexandria and

Black Hamburgh Grapes. For three bunches of white

Grapes Mr. Comley was Ist, with the best Muscats of

Alexandria we have seen this year ; Mr. HoUett was

2d, with larger bunches but not so well finished. The
best three bunches of Black Hamburgh, good in every

way, came from Mr. Shore, gr. to the Rev. J. Hay-
worth ; 2d, Mr. Foote.

Device for dinner-table decoration : F.ir this there

was a numerous and close competition. Mr. H. Old-

land, Clifton, was ist, with a light and very beautiful

arrangement of fruit and flowers combined; Mr. H.
G. Colman 2l. Floral device for drawing-room :

Mr. T. Markins 1st, the whole light and elegant

;

Mr. Coleman 2d.

Mr. Matthews, of the Royal Pottery, exhibited in

the fruit tent some very nicely fruited Apples and

Pears grown in his artistic and beautifully made pots,

which are so well adapted, and such a great improve-

ment on the tubs and pots ordin.arily used, for the

growth of decorative plants for embellishing terraces,

porches, and gardens generally. These pots are well

designed and handsome in appearance, without being

overdone or too elaborate for the purpose they are

intended, simply combining use with sufficient orna-

mentation. [From a Correspondent.

)

Reading Horticultural : Aug. 17.—The second,

or what is known as the summer, exhibition of this

Society took place in the Abbey ruins, by the per-

mission of the Mayor, on the above date. The entrance

to the place of exhibition is through what are known
as the Forbury Gardens, which are the properly ot

the Corporation, and are, in fact, public gardens. It

is here the band is stationed, and the visitors after

inspecting the show return to the gardens and listen to

the music. The gardens are admirably kept by

Messrs. Phippen & Robinson, the bedding arrange-

ments are highly effective, and, notwithstanding that

the position is an exposed one, yet attention had kept

the drought at bay, and the town of Reading has much
reason to be proud of its Forbury Gardens.

The exhibits were, as usual, grouped in the spacious

tent within the Abbey walls. It is, no doubt, of great

advantage to have a permanent site, with its perma-

nent grassy slopes and banks and gravelled walks,

and when the show is well filled a charming effect is

produced when the exhibits are well displayed. The
rub comes when an inadequate number of plants are

forthcoming to furnish a space that cannot possibly be

contracted to meet the lessened requirements. The

result is a thin show, and good plants are spoilt in

appearance because so much isolated. As is usual at

Reading, there were entries enough to fill the tents

had they been forthcoming, but several exhibitors who

had entered largely not only failed to put in appear-

ance, but, with a want of considerrtion wholly unpar-

donable, failed to inform the oflScials that their pro-

ductions would not be forthcoming. The fact that

they were local exhibitors only aggravated the offence.

This is such a common occurrence in connection with

flower shows, and is so inconvenient in its effects that

the practice requires strict repression.

For the reason just stated the show of plants was

somewhat thin. Ferns were the strongest point, there

being several groups of nine and four plants in their

respective classes ; and in order to aflord space for the

plants that were entered but did not appear these were

a little crowded. The best group of nine came from

Mr. J. Applin, gr. to H. J. Simonds, E.q., Reading,

the leading plants being Neottopteris australasica,

Adiantum formosum, Lomaria gibba, Adiantum tra-

peziforme, Blechnum corcovadense, and Nephrolepis

exaltata. Mr. E. Tudgey, gr. to J. F. Williams, Esq.,

Worcester, came next, with a group having admirable

variety of character, several of which were too stale

to justify a higher award. The best were Adiantum

gracillimum, Gymnogramma peruviana, Adiantum

Farleyense, Pteris scaberula, Davallia Mooreana, and

three Tree Ferns, with a decidedly faded appearance.

The groups of four Ferns were well shown, the best

coming from Mr. Lees, gr. to Mrs. Marsland, which

comprised Alsophila australis, Gymnogramma chryso-

phylla, Adiantum Farleyense, and Nephrolepis ericas-

folia (?). Mr. G. Parham, gr. to G. May, Esq., Read.

ing, was 2d, with good examples of Gymnogramma
sulphurea, G. chrysophylla, .\dian!um tenerum.
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Stove and greenhouse plants, as might reasonably

have been expected, showed signs of the effects of the

recent hot weather. The best group of nine was fur-

nished by Mr. Lees, gr. to Mrs. Marsland, who had
Allamanda Schottii, Vjnca alba, Ixora coccinea

supeiba, Mussnsnda frondosa, and Allamanda nerii-

folia as representing his best subjects. 2d, Mr. J. F.

Mould, nurseryman, Pewsey ; his best examples being;

Phcenocoma prolifera Barnesii, Statice profusa. Erica

Austiniana, E. Irbyana, Dipladenia amabilis, and
Allamanda Hendersoni. Mr. Mould had a good class

of plants, but the superior freshness of Mrs. Mars-
land's subjects gained her the pre-eminence. Mr.
Tudgey was 3d. In the class for four stove and
greenhouse plants Mr. G. Parham was ist, with Lan-
tana Le Grenadier, well-grown and flowered, and sin-

gularly bright and effective ; the next two best being
Vinca alba and Allamanda Hendersoni Mr. Applin
came 2d, The smaller groups showed the same signs

of fading as the larger ones.

The best group of nine variegated and handsome
foliaged plants also came from Mr, AppUn, who had
Phoenix dactylifera, Pandanus Veitchii, P. elegantis-

sima, Alocasia metallica, Dracxna Regina, and
Maranta Vanden Ilecke. Mr. E. Tudgey was 2d,

with a finely marked Dracaena Shepherdi, Cycas
revoluta, Croton interruptus, Croton variegatus, and
Latania borbonica as his best. Mr. Applin had the

best four also, staging Alocasia Jenningsii, A. Lowii,
Croton variegatus, and Maranta zebrina ; Mr. Lees
taking 2d prize.

The best group of plants for effective arrangement,
occupying a given space, was set up by Mr. Lees,

with good, bright, flowering plants tastefully dis-

played ; Messrs. Phippen & Robinson being 2d with
a group in which foliage plants predominated.
Fuchsias were large, but by no means so good as they
might be. Surely the art of growing Fuchsias as

exhibition plants is dying out, and yet the exhibitor

of the best six staged a specimen of Gazelle, a dark
variety, in the class for a greenhouse plant in flower,

that deserved to be exhibited throughout England as

an example of what a show Fuchsia should be. Mr.
Mould had smaller plants, but by no means up to the

usual Pewsey style. Six excellent plants of bedding
Pelargoniums were staged by Mr. J. Ashby, gr. to

W. Fanning, Esq., Whitchurch, comprising Jean
Sisley, Master Christine, Sir John Moore, Madame
Neilson, Lord Derby, and lanthe. Six very fine ex-

amples of variegated Zonal Pelargoniums came from
Mr. Mould—large plants, with bold, richly-coloured
foliage, the appearance of which quite dispelled the
notion that starvation is necessary to produce coloured
leaves. Peacock and Princess Beatrice were specially

good.
Hardy Ferns, Lycopodiums, very fine Cockscombs,

Liliums, Coleus, Balsams, and other things were also

shown, on the whole successfully.

In the cut flower classes some capital groups of
three vases of wild flowers were shown by ladies only.
Miss Adnams well deserved the 1st prize for her con-
tribution, in which variety, colour, and excellent taste

were all prominent. Miss Phippen had the best three
vases of flowers and foliage for table decoration, and
very good they were. The best basket of sweet-
scented flowers also came from Miss Phippen, and
consisted of Roses, Stocks, Mignonette, Jessamine,
mingled with Ferns, &c. A very pretty and chaste
bride's bouquet came from Miss Phippen, and the
best three button-hole bouquets from Mr. Ross, gr. to

C. Eyre, Esq. Really the effect of the awards in the
last class is, in all cases where they are shown, to

create a great amount of adverse cricicism, so fickle

a thing is taste.

There is always a good display of fruit at Reading in

August ; the 1st prize in the collection for eight dishes
being a handsome silver cup given by Messrs. Sutton
& Sons, Reading. This was won by Mr. C. Hone, gr,

to Sir R. Sutton, Benham Park, Newbury, who had
good Black Hamburgh and White Muscat Grapes,
splendid Orange Nectarines, Peaches, Brown Turkey
Figs, and Moorpark Apricots ; 2d, Mr. J. Wells, gr.

to R. Ravenhill, Esq., Winkfield, who had Black
Hamburgh and Buckland Sweetwater Grapes, Pine,
Pears, and Peaches ; 3d, Mr. Maher, The Gardens,
Stoke Court, Slough, who had some extra good
Muscat Hamburgh Grapes in his collection. The
best six dishes came from Mr. Bridgman, gr. to S.

Cocks, Esq., Mariow, all extra good in quality ; 2d,
Mr. Butcher, gr. to G. Palmer, Esq., Reading

j 3d,
Mr. G. Parham.

Not less than fifteen lots of three bunches of Black
Hamburgh Grapes were staged — Mr. Ashby, gr.

to W. Fanning, Esq., having the best, extra good in

quality ; 2d, Mr, Osborn, gr. to Miss Palmer, Son-
ning. The best dish of any other black Grape was
Madresfield Court, finely shown by Mr. Atkins, gr.

to Col. Lloyd Lindsay, M.P,, Lockinge Court, Wan-
tage. White Grapes were represented by Muscat and
Buckland S weetwater ; Peaches, Plums, Melons,
Apricots, &c., were well shown, and a huge basket of
Melons was staged by Mr, R. Webb, Calcot Gardens,
Reading. *--'*^

Mr, Webb, who is a noted Apple cultivator, had

the best collection of nine dishes, all remarkably good
examples, consisting of Lord Dudley, Early Magnet,
Astrachan, Fillbasket, Lord Suffield, Hawthornden,
Emperor Alexander, Red Quarrenden, and The Shah,
a new dessert Apple, very promising in appearance.

The best three dishes also came from Mr. Webb, who
staged Early Magnet, Red Q^uarrenden, and Red
Astrachan, all beautifully coloured ; 2d, Mr. Ross,

gr. to C. Eyre, Esq , Welford Park, Newbury, with
Irish Peach, Early Nonpareil, and Early Harvest.

Among vegetables Peas were very fine, especially

King of the Marrows, CuUingford's Marrow, and
British Queen. Ths best kidney Potatos were Snow-
flake, Lapstone, Early Rose, and King of the Potatos,

and among the round varieties Porter's Excelsior

was pre-eminent, with Fox's Seedling and Early
Dimmick.

Hawarden Amateur Horticultural : Au^. 16.

—-The annual show of this Society was held to-day
at Hawarden, and the prizes were distributed in the

evening by Mrs. Gladstone. In responding to the

vote of thanks which was passed to her, Mr. Gladstone
said : There is not a better nor a more wholesome and
salutary village institution in the whole round that

can be named than a flower show—that is to say,

than a society of which a flower show is the annual
celebration. In the first place it is one of those
independent institutions which teach the people to

exert themselves, and you may depend upon it that

man is not a passive and mechanical being. Vou
don't train man as a plant. He is a moral agent, and
if any good is to be done to him or to any woman or
child—and I am delighted to see how many young
boys and girls have come forward to obtain honour-
able marks of recognition on this occasion—if any
effectual good is to be done to them, it must be done
by teaching and encouraging them, and helping them
to help themselves. All the people who pretend to

take your own concerns out of your own hands, and
to do everything for you—I won't say they are impos-
tors, I won't even say they are quacks, but I do say
they are mistaken people. The only sound, healthy
method of countenancing and assisting these institu-

tions is that which teaches independence and self-exer-

tion. There [is no better kind of exertion than this.

It is good for your health, good for your independ-
ence, because though a garden is not a very large

thing in the life of a cottager, it is a very considerable
element of independence, as well as of comfort,

pleasure, and satisfaction. When well managed and
of proper size it makes a sensible addition to the
means of living ; and for my own part I sometimes
hope that you—many of you—may live to see the day
when there will be no such thing in this county as a
cottage without a garden. I rejoice to think that

gardens are increasing. It is not always a very easy
thing to make new divisions of Jand, because unfor-

tunately when a bit of land is given to one it very
often is taken from another. Land is not a thing that

can be manufactured. If we could manufacture
it we would make larger gardens and have
gardens for everybody, but I am glad to

think there is every disposition to make them
universah Still, your independence, your health
and comfort by this thing are promoted,
as well as neighbourly assistance, good fellow-

ship, and pleasant meetings of this kind, where we are
all met together in good humour. We come to know
one another better, and, I hope, we come not to like

one another worse. But let me tell you one word
more—something more grave or serious, but I hope
not sorrowful. When you cultivate the plant that

grows in the ground you cannot help thinking a little

who He is who makes that plant to grow. When I

say you should help yourselves, I would encourage
every man in every rank of life to rely upon self-help

more than on assistance to be got from his neighbours.
There is One who helps us all, and without whose
help every effort of ours is vain ; and there is nothing
that should tend more, and nothing that does in the
well-constituted mind tend more, to make us see the
beneficence of God Almightly than to see the beauty,
as well as the usefulness of these flowers and these
fruits which He causes the earth to bring forth for our
comfort and advantage.

©i>(tttati>.
We much regret the duty which devolves upon us

of recording the death of Mr. John Royston Pear-
son, of the Chilwell Nurseries, near Nottingham.
Mr. Pearson was born in 1S19, and belonged to an
old yeoman family which has resided in the parish for

centuries, and held possession of land for many gene-

rations. For some time Mr. Pearson had been
suffering from a complamt from which his many
friends knew there was but little hope of recovery,

though none anticipated that his end was so near.

He was himself quite aware of his condition, as his

last communication to the Gardoicr—now invested

with special interest — testifies. The sad event

occurred on August 14, and he was interred at

Attenborough on the iSth, his death being mourned

alike by his family and a very wide circle of Iriends.

In the horticultural profession, of which in every

sense of the word he was an ornament, Mr. Pearson

was known and most widely respected for his sterling

honesty, his sound common sense, his genial and

hearty demeanour, and his high attainments as a

hybridiser. He was, indeed, a man of original ideas

and independent character, and showed them in all

his work. Though one had frequently to difler in |:

opinion from him, the sense of regard for his genuine-
|

ness was never weakened. fl

The Chilwell Nurseries were founded by Mr. Pear-

son's grandfather somewhere about I'J'JO, and who, in

addition to the nursery, possessed orchard-land which

came to him by entail, and in which some of the

old trees still remain. He was a great florist,

being especially fond of Tulips and Polyanthus,

and the sincerity of his attachment is shown by the

circumstance that soon after starting in business he

went to Derby for two Carnations, which he found

had been potted in the blooming pot ; and rather

than injure them by removing the layers from the

soil, he carried the pot, with more than halt a peck of

soil in it, on his shoulder from Derby to Chilwell—

a

distance of 12 miles. He was also fond of fruits, and

was the raiser of Pearson's Plate Apple and Prolific

Nut. His son, John Pearson, carried on the business

for some years, after which his grandson, John Royston

(the subject of the present notice), with his brother,

conducted the establishment for some years, chiefly

devoting attention to forest trees, evergreens, fruit

trees, and Roses. On the retirement of his brother,

John Royston Pearson soon abandoned the forest

tree and Rose trade, finding it unprofitable, and

began to build greenhouses. He soon rendered

the Chilwell Nurseries famous, especially in the

early days of Orchard-houses, which he took in

hand wilh as lively enthusiasm as even Mr. Rivers

himself, and that he was eminently successful in

their management none can deny who have

paid Chilwell a visit. With Grapes he was

even more successful, and his name will honour-

ably go down to posterity as the most success-

ful raiser of new varieties of his time. His happiest

hit in this direction was, we think, the crossing of the

Royal Muscadine with the American Strawberry

Grape, which resulted in the introduction of that

charming variety, Ferdinand de Lesseps, which

gained, on account of its exquisite flavour, a First-class

Certificate in 1S70. In 1871 he fruited for the first

time an excellent black Grape, which he named the

Chilwell Alicante, and which was a seedling from the

Black Alicante or Tokay. In 1S7 1 he exhibited and

received a First-class Certificate for Dr. Hogg, a seed-

ling from the Duchess of Buccleuch, which its name-

sake describes in the last edition of the Fri4ii Manual

as "the finest of the White Frontignan Grapes,

equalling Chasselas Musque in flavour, but much

superior to it in size of the bunches and the berries."

So careful was he, that he may be said rather to have

given this Grape away than have profited by it, as he

could not convince himself of its merits. In the

hands of others, however, it has proved one of the

best Grapes in cultivation.

In 1S73 he introduced the Golden Queen—" a real

gardener's Grape," as his friend Mr. Speed has well

called it, and it too gained a First-class Certificate-

It is the result of a cross between Ferdinand de

Lesseps and the Black Alicante, and we are pleased

to say, for the memory of the raiser, that it is rapidly

rising in popular estimation. In 1S74 he received

another First-class Certificate for Mrs. Pearson, a

white Grape of the same parentage as Golden Queen,

and of first-rate merit. Mr. Pearson also raised a

variety which he named Chilwell White, and which

likewise was awarded a First-class Certificate, but

subsequent experience convincing him that its consti-

tution was faulty, he, to his honour be it said,

renounced the Certificate and never sent the Vine out.

Amongst florists, and the admirers of Pelargoniums

especially, Mr. Pearson's name is a household word,

and no man has done more than he for their improve- y
ment, or sent out more varieties of greater merit M
The names of his varieties now in cultivation are n
legion, and we could add a lengthy list of them did 1 <H

space permit, but it will suffice to say here that his '|j

catalogue contains the names of about 100 varie-

ties that he has sent out, and that many of

them are unsurpassed ; indeed in the Nosegay

section he was without a rival. He was one of
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! the founders and most active promoters of the Pelar-

gonium Society. Mr. Pearson was a valued contri-

butor to our columns, as to those of many oi our

contemporaries, for many years, and he was also the

author of two sound and useful manuals, Vim Culture

Under Class and Ilinls on the Construction and
Management of OrcharJ-houscs. Mr. Pearson leaves

a widow and family of ten children, to one of whom
his father's mantle has descended, and by whom the

business will in future be carried on.

We regret to hear of thedeath, on the nth
Inst, of Mr. jAMr,s Dun'can, of Calne, Wilts. Mr.

Duncan was born at Aberdeen in 1S02, and was

brought up to the profession of a gardener. In 1S49

be was appointed Director of the Botanic Garden,

Mauritius, from which responsible oflice he retired in

1S64. He very greatly improved the gardens under

his charge, and sent many good plants to this country

and also to the Australian colonies.

The death is announced of M. Charles
Pfeksdortf, the well-known Parisian trader in suc-

culent plants. The deceased, who was a German by

birth, passed his early days in the Emperor's garden

at Vienna, where he devoted himself earnestly to the

study of plants, and to succulent plants especially,

and where, though only receiving a wage of six francs

a week, he managed to save money for the purchase

of books. Leaving Vienna about twenty years ago

he went to Paris, and started in business as a grower

of succulents, his speciality being the culture of minia-

ture plants for the Paris market. He had, however,

a good collection of fine specimens, as the number of

gold medals won by him on the Continent amply proves.

Some few years ago he started a branch establishment

at Kilbum, from whence have come the small succu-

lent plants to be seen at almost any time in Covent

Garden Market. M. Pfersdorff was a member of the

Central Horticultural Society of France, and he had

earned the respect and good will of m my amateurs,

who now regret the loss of such a true lover of his art,

and of so genial a friend. He died on July 20, aged

59 years, at his Paris establiahment, 1 10, Avenue de
Saint-Ouen, Batignolles.

We have also to announce the death, which

took place recently at High Street, Dorking, of Mr.

Alfxander Robertson, aged sixty-eight years.

Mr. Robertson was for many years proprietor of the

well-known Box Hill Nurseries, which visitors to that

neighbourhood will not fail to recollect. He was

highly respected by his fellow townsmen, and his loss

will be greatly felt by a large circle of gardeners to

whom he was always a true friend.

Reminiscences of Fen and Mere. By J. M.
lieathcote. Longmans. Pp. 134.

The fens are not the place which many people would

select as the scene for an autumnal holiday. Sports-

men indifferent to cold and wet might find a paradise

in the still undrained portions even in winter time,

but for the generality the mere name " fen " suggesls

ague, rheumatism, and other disagreeables. It is

always amply worth while to have false impressions

removed and prejudices dissipated, and hence we
commend this volume to the notice of those whose

innate love of Nature may not of itself be sufficiently

intense to induce them to look with a favouring eye

on fen and mere.

To those happy persons who are blessed with a

strong love of Nature in all her moods and aspects, it

is needless for us to say that the fens have peculiar

and special attractions. A naturalist—using the word
here in its broadest sense— is never at a loss for

objects of interest, even in sites most unpromising to

ordinary observers. By way of stimulating the in-

terest of the reader, we would counsel him, especially

if he be of an artistic tendency, to cast a glance over

the illustrations in this volume, some of which are in-

distinct and blurred, while others are strikingly cha-

racteristic, and all more or less suggestive— take, for

instance, the frontispiece representing the deserted

mill in winter, from a sketch by Mr. E. W. Cooke,

and which is quite Rembrandtesque in its effect.

Now-a-days, when individual character in scenery, as

in manners, is so rapidly becoming levelled to one

uniform standard, it is a treat to take up a book like

this, which recalls a district of very great interest and

no little charm. Much of it, thinks to drainage, has

lost its special character—to the great benefit of the

inhabitants, no doubt, but to the loss of the lover of

natural scenery ; enough, however, still remains to

give the visitor a fair idea of what the scene was, and

to enable him to appreciate the extent and value of

labours which have, we are told, resulted in a doubled

value of land.

For a pleasant guide to this district with its abound-

ing interest—human, physical, arch."eological, and

agricultural—Mr. Healhcote's volume may be safely

commended. It is all the more trustworthy that it is

destitute of fine writing, and tluat its literary preten-

sions are small, and simply descriptive. There is

much in this volume that we should like to quote,

but our space forbids. One point, however, we are

tempted to refer to, as the facts cited require to be

better known. It appears that on the draining of

Whittlesea Mere alluvial soil resting on peat was

found, the latter containing bones of the wolf and wild

boar. Below this again was a marine deposit, with

abundance of sea-shells, and 4 feet below this a layer

of black leaves, with many nuts mixed with them.

This deposit extends all over the Fen country. In

the construction of the Gteat N'orthern Railway

numbers of nuts and acorns were found in it, and one

of these nuts is supposed to have germinated when

removed into a suitable place. Of course this was

probably an error of observ.ation, as indeed is, to our

thinking, shown in the accounts given. But the

point to which we especially wish to refer is contained

in a letter of Dr. Hooker's. Dr. Hooker had been

asked his opinion as to the probabiliiy of nuts retain-

ing their germinating faculty for so long a period, and

in reply took occasion to refer to the history of the

best authenticated case ol preserved vitality—that of

the Raspberry seeds taken from a Roman tomb, and

which were said to have germinated at Chiswick, and

" produced a crop of Raspberry canes, as vouched for

by Lindley and a host of credible men. There was no

doubt as to the seeds taken from the tomb being Rasp-

berry seeds, nor was it doubtful that they were sown,

and that Raspberries grew up where the sowing had

taken place. The seeds were seen and examined by

hundreds of people at a meeting of the Horticultural

Society. One acute man took some of the seeds home,

discovered that every one had the germ destroyed and

could not have grown. He further showed at the time,

what no one else seemed to have noticed, that the seeds

from the tomb were exhibited in an open flat paper, and

that along with them was handed round a similar open

flat paper tray of fresti Raspberry seeds for comparison.

These were both handled, probably by hundreds of

people, and, in all human probability, some few fresh

seeds got out of one tray into the other. Of all the

people present, Professor Henslow alone had the sagacity

to ap|)reciate this source of error on the spot, and was

able to vouch for it, as also that the tomb-seeds were

destroyed and could not have grown."

In taking leave of the author, we venture to hope

that his book will, as it merits, reach a second edition,

and that, if such be the case, the proof-sheets be read

by some competent naturalist. The names of com-

mon wild plants are grievously misspelt ; this, how-

ever, is but a minor blemish on so interesting a

volume.

Messrs. Macmillan have added to their useful

cries of Science Primers one on Logic, by Professor

Jevons. The book consists of sections devoted to

the consideration of how we commonly reason, the

different kinds and full meaning of terms or names,

the correct use of words, how and why we classify

things, deductive and inductive reasoning, syllogisms,

observation and experiment, fallacies in reasoning,

and so forth. The book is admirably executed, and

we strongly commend its employment in garden-dis-

cussion classes, young men's institutes, and the like.

A few evenings devoted to the careful reading of this

book, especially if supplemented by the explanations

that any village schoolmaster ought to be able to give,

would be of very great service, and save young

gardeners and others from the almost universal

tendency to reason on false premises, to " beg the

question," and to generalise from hasty and insuffi-

cient observation.

Publications Received.— Bulletin de la Society

de Viticulture et d' Horticulture de Tarare—Great
Western Railway Panoramic Guide (Bemrose), a

running commentary on the chief objects of interest to

be seen from the carriage windows by the traveller in

his journey on this line—Wine and its Counterfeits

(by James L. Denman), pointing out the fact that acid

is a natural quality of all wines, and that to neutralise

it by *' plastering '' and obscure it by the addition of

spirit, which prevents the proper fermentation and
mellowing, is a mistake— Nuovo Giornale Botanico

Italiano— Up the River from Westminster to Windsor
(Hardvvicke & Bogue), pleasantly written, well illus-

trated, and provided with a map : just the thing for

the excursionist— Revista de Horticultura—Science

Gossip— MonStsschrift des Vereines zur Befiirderung

des Gartenbaues, Berlin—Tidsschraft for Havevaesen,
Copenhagen—English Landscape Art : its Position

and Prospects (by Alfred Dawson) — Botanical Remi-
niscences in British Guiana (by Dr. Rich, Schom-
burgk)—Coup d'fcil sur les principales publications

de physiologic vegctale (by M. Micheli) — Revue
Horticole—Moniteur Ilorticole Beige—O Cultivador
—-Bulletino della Societa Toscana di Orticultura

—

— Proceedings of the Liverpool Naturalists' Field

Club—Cards and Card Tricks (Country Office)—
Monthly Report of the Department of Agriculture,

July— Italia Agricola—Sempervirens—Moniteur Ilor-

ticole Belge^BuUetin Horticole—Belgique Horticole.

state of the weather atblackheath, london
For the Week ending Wednesday, Ai;gi.'5;t 23, 1876.
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14th, and 125° on the i6th ; on the i8th the reading

did not rise above ']<f.

The lowest readings of a thermometer on grass

with its liulb exposed to the sky were 52° both on the

I3ih and 14th, but on the 19th 593° was tlie lowest

reading; the mean for the seven low readings was 554.
The direction of the wind was from the E., and us

strength gentle. The weather during the first five

days of the week was very fine and bright, and ex-

ceedingly hot ; on Friday and Saturday the weather
was still warm, though dull and very cloudy, with
frequent showers of rain.

Rain fell on two days, viz., the iSth and 19th, the
amount collected was 0.28 inch.

In England, the temperatures of the air were un-
usually high during the first five days of the week,
viz., August 13, 14. 15, 16, and 17. On the I3lh
the highest were— 97° at Bristol, 95.1° at Leicester,

92^.° at Cambridge, 92° at Birmingham, gij" at Wol-
verhampton, and 90.;° at Sheflield and Eccles, whilst

on the same day the temperature did not rise above
79' at Sunderland, 78° at Hull, 76^' at Plymouth, 75°

at Bradford, and 71° at Portsmouth. The highest on
the 14th were 95° at Cambridge, 94° at Leicester,

93^° at Nottingham, gij" at Birmingham, and 90° at

Sheffield, whilst on this day 79?,° was the highest at

Brighton, 75' at Truro, and 73' 'at Portsmouth, Ply-
mouth, and Liverpool. On the 15th the highest were
— 934° at Nottingham, 91' at Cambridge, 894° at

Leicester, and 89' at Leeds, whilst 75" was the
highest at Brighton and Sunderland, 74° at Ports-
mouth, 731° at Plymouth, and 69" at Liverpool. On
the l5th the highest were—91' at Bristol, 87?!° at

Nottingham, S7i° at Leicester, 86" at Cambridge,
85^° at Birmingham, and 85° at Blackheath ; it did
not rise above 74.;° at Brighton, 74}° at Ports-
mouth, 74° at Hull, and 72.;° at Plymouth.
The higliest on the 17th were— 90;° at Bristol,
88° at Cambridge, 85° at Manchester, S4f° at Black-
heath, and 84!° at Brighton and Birmingham, whilst
on this day it did not rise above 74}° at Portsmouth,
70°]at Hull, and 68° at Sunderland. On the iSth
and 19th the temperatures were much lower, and the
highest on the iSth were 85° at Portsmouth and
Cambridge, Sl° at Sheffield, and So.^° at Nottingham;
whilst on this day 68:3 was the highest at Birmingham,
and 66.^° at Wolverhampton. The highest on the
19th weie 82° at Nottingham and So° at Sheffield,

and it did not rise above 714° at Plymouth and Ports-
mouth, and 72° at Hull. The mean of the extreme
temperatures for the week from all stations was 88°,

being 6^° above the value for the same week in 1875,
and 6.\° above that of the preceding week.
The lowest temperatures of the air in the week were

50° at Tiuro, 5iii°at Cambridge, and 52° at Hull;
at Portsmouth 61° was the lowest temperature in the
week, and at Manchester 60° ; the mean from all

stations was 550°.

The mean range of temperature in the week from
all stations was 32.^°, the greatest ranges being 43^^°

at Bristol and Camtaridge, and 39^° at Leicester ; and
the least ranges being 20° at I'lymouth, 24° at Ports-
mouth, nnd 25' at Brighton.

The mean of the seven high day temperatures was
the highest at Cambridge, 87 J" ; the next in order
were 864° at Leicester, and 86° at Bristol and Notting-
ham ; at Hull 75

J° was highest, and at Portsmouth,
Plymouth, and Liverpool all T^l". The mean from
all stations was 8o|°, being 6^° above that of the same
week in 1875, and 54° above that of the preceding
week.
The mean of the seven low night temperatures was

the lowest at Hull, 55]°, and the highest at Black-
heath and Brighton, both 62.V ; the mean from all

stations was 59°. The mean Oaily range of tempera-
ture was the greatest at Cambridge, 31 4°, and Notting-
ham, 28° ; and the least at Portsmouth, I2l°, Ply-
mouth, I3J° ; and Brighton, 15°. The mean daily
range from all stations was 214°.

The mean temperature of tlie air from all stations
for the week was 68°, being 5° above the value for
the same week in 1S75, Tlie highest were at Bristol,
Blackheath, Leicester, Cambridge, and Nottingham,
at each of which the value exceeded 70° ; and the
lowest was 63 1°, at Hull, and 654° at Liverpool.

Rain was measured to the amount of 3I inches at
Bristol, 3?, inches of which fell during heavy thunder-
storms in the afternoon and evening of Saturday, the
i9th. At the several other stations the amounts
varied from three-quarters of an inch at Leicester to
four-hundredths of an inch at Nottingham. At
Norwich, Brighton, Hull, Bradford, Leeds, Sunder-
land, and Newcastle-on-Tyne no rain fell. The
aver.ige fall over the country was four-tenths of an
inch.

The weather during the first five days of the week
was fine, clear, and hot ; but on Friday and Saturday
it was generally dull, with showers of rain, and in
some parts thunderstorms occurred.

In Scotland the highest temperatures of the air
varied from 82° at Paisley to 725° at Leith ; the
mean from all stations was 78°. The lowest tempe-
ratures of the air varied from 49° at Aberdeen to 54°
at Glasgow; the mean from all stations was 514°.

The mean range of temperature in the week from
all stations was 264°. The mean temperature of the
air for the week was (3}^'^^, being 2;1° higher than the
value for the corresponding week in 1S75, and
4:}° lower than that of England The highest was at

Glasgow, Greenock, and Paisley, all about 654°, and
the lowest at Leith, 61°.

Rain fell at Aberdeen, but only to the amount of
three.hundredths of an inch, but generally no rain

fell.

At Dublin the highest temperature of the air in the
\\'eek was 81°, the lowest was 474°, the range was
334°, the mean for the week was 64!°, and the fall

of rain was o, 77 inch.

JAMES GLAISHER.

Answers to Correspondents.
Dasvlirium : J. L. These plants bloom occasionally,

but not very frequently, as their growth is usually
restricted by rather dry treatment. One of the plants
which flowered at Kew in r858 is figured in the
Botanical Magazine of that year. The plants will of
necessity lose some of their symmetry after blossom-
ing, but if the flowering-stem is carefully cut out and
the wound healed, the leaves will draw together and
close up the centre, and in this state the plants may be
kept on till some latent buds developc, and the sym-
metry is altogether destroyed. D. gUuceum is flower-
ing now at Kew.

Gu.\NO FOR ORANGii TREES, &c.: .1/. J. C. Though
these trees prefer a more cooling manure, yet we
think you may safely administer the guano in solu-
tion—4 oz. to the gall, of water—occasionally, at the
periods when the trees are making their growth and
swelling their crops. The trees in Scio would, of
course, be planted out, and might, therefore, have
some two or three fair waterings at intervals of a week
at the time indicated, giving a good soaking of pure
water between.

LaI'AGERIA : F. S.—Your seedling pink Lapageria is

very pretty, and very desirable as a variety. It seems
to he exactly intermediate between L. rosea and
L. alba.

Leeks : J. DotUe. The rust on both sides of the
leaves of your Leeks is a fungus—Uredo alliorum.
We know of no remedy. Can any of our correspond-
ents give us one?

MoNS-1 ROSITV : H. G. Rchb. f. For the moment an
Arbutus Unedo is the only instance we call to mind.

Names of Plants : J. M., Montrose. Campanula
fragilis.— fF. T. 7, Rivina humilis ; 8, Sanchezia
nobihs

; 9, Begonia smaragdina ; ro, Peperomia ari-
folia

;
rr, Ceniradenia rosea ; 12, Begonia rex. We

cannot name the others from leaves only.

—

J. F.
Coflia macrostachya.

—

E. Besserer, Mexico. Epiden-
drum nemorale. — .X. X. i, Passiflora Raddiana

;

2, Tacsonia mollis
; 3, Campanula ? ; 4, Sedum car-

neum variegatum
; 5, Abutilon Thompsoni ; 6, Sedum

aizoideum variegatum.—./?. Grigor. A very pretty
flabellately-crested form of Pteris serrulata, previously
unknown to us.— IV. J. Apparently Adiantura con-
cinnum, in a weakly drawn state.— ^K W. G. Cys-
topieris fragilis.—7. Owen. Centranthus ruber.—
R. Barrington. MonochKtum ensiferum.—y. S.
1, Trachelospermum (Rhynchospermum) jasminoides

;

2, Goniophlebium appendiculatum
; 3, Cyrtomium

falcatum
; 4, Woodwardia radicans

; 5, Pteris longi-
folia

; 6, Asplenium Fabianum,— G. W. r, Cymbidium
aloifolium

; 2, a species of Leucopogon
; 3. Basella

rubra.—A'. N. Hooper. Kcelreuteria paniculata.

—

A. n. C. 4, Cornus alba
; 7, Clematis viorna. The

others we will name if you send them with flowers.
New Zealand Plants : W. B. You are trespassing
on our good nature, but we will see what we can do
for you next week.

Pleocnemia Diseased : J. IV. We can see no trace
of any of the Fern fungi in your fronds. We have
examined the wet decayed parts, in which we found a
few threads and spores of fungi, such as are commonly
found in such situations, together with abundant
infusioria and a few large larvae. The cracking and
exudation possibly points to some defect in culture.

Proliferous Leaf : G. S. B. The condition is com-
mon in the Kales. It furnishes, to our thinking, sup-
port to the notion that stem and leaf are in essence the
same. In this case we have a leaf branching just as a
branch would do.

Strawberries : T. T. Your Strawberry leaves are
eaten up with red-spider. Those in pots for forcing
may be saved by promptly washing both surfaces of
the leaves clean with a strong solution of soft soap and
tobacco-water, which may have to be done more than
once. Those on the ground had better be chopped
up and burnt.

Terra Cutta Flower Balconies : H. R. L. We
have not heard where they can be obtained in this
country, but doubtless the hint will be taken.

Tom Thumb ; J. Payne. The flowers do sport occa-
sionally, but it is not an everyday occurrence.

Various
: Hortus. Thanks for your suggestion. We

add the native countries to the plants you mention, as
follows :—Caladiums : the tropical parts of both hemi-
spheres. Vanda tricolor : Java. Aerides odoratum :

East Indies. Pandanus utilis : Bourbon. Latania
borbonica: Bourbon. Yucca aloifoliavariegata : South
America. Lantana : East and West Indies, South
America, Mexico, &c. Musa Cavendishii : China.
Cordyhne indivisa : New Zealand. ^^Moxii Botanical
Dictionary (price 251.), published by Bradbury, Agnew
& Co.), gives all the information that you require.

VINES
; A. Reid. We have found the root form of the

Phylloxera (which is different from the leaf form of the
insect) upon the roots of the pot \^ine you sent us.

There is nothing for it but to destroy them. Watch
the permanent canes carefully, and do nothing to
them until you find the enemy among them.

Violet Wood; A'. F. T. " Kingswood" is often

called by the above name ; it is a Brazilian tree, a
species of Triptolomaea, and the Brya ebenus or

Ebony tree ofJamaica is likewise called Violet-wood
;

and as bhack pipes are, I believe, the rage, it is pro-

bable the Ebony tree is the wood alluded to by your
correspondent. I had a chest of drawers once made
entirely of Ebony wood, it was very roughly put
together, and the top slab was enormously thick—

a

relative of my father's had brought it home with him.

Two other trees claim the name of '

' Violet-wood "—
the Acacia pendula and the Andira violacea, a wood
of Guiana. H. II'.

WiNiER Cucumber : T. T. There is no better winter

Cucumber than the true Rollisson's Telegraph, if there

be any as good.

Catalogues Received.—Messrs. Vilmorin, Andrieux
& Co. (4, Quai de la Megisserie, Paris), Catalogue of
Bulbs, Flower Roots, &c., also Catalogue of

Flower Seeds, &c. — Messrs. Sutton & Sons
(Reading), Catalogue of Bulbous Flower Roots,
Plants, Seeds, &c.—Messrs. Dickson & Robinson,
r2. Old Millgate, Manchester), Catalogue of Dulcli

Flowering Bulbs, &c.—Messrs. Carter tS: Co. (237
and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.).-The New
Plant and Bulb Company (Colchester), List of

Japanese Lilies, Orchids, &c.

CO.MMUNICATIONS RECEIVED 1 — C. L. — G. J. — B. S. W. -
W. G. S.—W. E. (no, tfianks).—A. S. (m.lny th.inks).-W. G.

-J. R. J.-H. T.

MARRIED.—On Tuesday, the 22dinst., at St. Nicholas
Church, Hereford, by the Rev. J. D, La Touche, vicar

of Stokesay, Dr. Hooker, C.B., D.C.L., Pres.

R.S., lie. Director of the Royal Gardens, Kew, to

HvAciNTii, widow of Sir William Jardine, of
Applegarth, Bart., and only daughter of the Rev.

W. S. Symonds, J. P., F.G.S. ,of Pendock, Worces-
tershire.

•, IMPORTANT nOTlCV..— The Agricultural

Gazette is Published on Mondays, in time

for the Evening Mails, containing a Full Report of

the London Markets, and 0/ all other Agricultural

Intelligence up to the hour ofgoing to press.

Hlarhtls.
COVENT GARDEN, August 24.

A steady business is now doing in our market, and
though supplies are moderate the demand is well met,

being largely helped by importations from the Conti-

nent, notwithstanding the quality is much below the

average. Kent Filberts are selling readily at a shade
lower than last week, Jas, IVedt'er, Wkoiesaie AppU
Market.

Cut F:

s.d. s.d.

Ageratums, 12 bun. 30-60
Asters, China, izbun. 40-90
Carnations, "12 bunch. 40-90— Clove, 12 bun. . . 60-90
Cornflower, per doz. 30-60
Dahlias, 12 bunches 40-90
Eschscholtzias, doz. 20-60
Eucharis, per doz. .. 6 0-12 o
Gardenia, per doz. . . 3 o- g o
Gladiolus, 12 sprays 10-60
Heliotropes, 12 spr. 06-10
Jasmine, 12 bunches 6 0-12 o

Mignonette, 12 bun. 16-60
Pelargoniums, 12 spr. 06-16
— zonal, iz sprays 04-10

Pinks,colord.,i2 bun. 40-60
Primula, dbl.,p, bun. 10-16
Roses, indoor, p. doz. 2 o- 9

utdo.

Stephanotis,
Sunflower, 12
Sweet Peas, i

Sweet Sultan

spr. 3 (

Pots.

Balsams, per doz. . . 20-9
Begonias, per doz. .. 6 0-12
Bouvardias, do. ..12 0-18
Calceolaria, per doz. 4 0-18
Cockscombs, p. doz. 30-9
Coleus, per dozen . . 30-9
Cyperus,do 60-12
Dracaena terminalis 30 0-60— viridis, per doz, 18 0-24
Ficus elastica .. a 6-1 s

Fuchsia, per doz. . . 6 0-18

S.d,

Heaths.

Artichokes, per doz. 4 o-— Eng, Globe, doz, 4 o-
Auberguies, p. doz. 3 o-
Beans, Fr.,.p. bushel 9 o-— Longpod.p. bush. 4 o-
Beet, per doz. ..10-
Cabbages, per doz. ..10-
Carrots, per bunch., o 6-
Cauliflowcrs, spring,
per dozen . . .. a o-

Celery, per bundle ..16-
Chilis, green, per 100 3 o-
Cucumbers, each ,.04-
Endive, per doz. ..10-
— Batavian, p. doz. a o-
Herbs, per bunch ..02-
HorseRadish,p,bun. 6 o-

Potatos.—Kent Regents, £6 to £^ : Ess
Kidneys, jCj to £<j per

Hydrangea, per doz.

I

Lilium auratum, do.ii 0-24 o
— lancifohum, do. 9 0-24 o

I

— tigrlnum .. 6 o-i3
' Lobelia, per dozen .. 4 0-13
Mignonette, do. .. 30-60

j

Myrtles, do 30-90
Nasturtiums, dozen 30-90
Palms in variety,each 3 6-31 Q
Pelargoniums, scarlet,

I per doz. .

.

..30-90
I

— in variety, doz. 9 0-24 o
• 0-30 o

^

Petunias,double,doz. 9 o-iS o
ingle, per doz . . 6 0-12

Vegetables.

i. s. d. \ s. d. s. d.

3- . .
j
Leeks, per bunch . . 02-04
Lettuces, per score.. 20-..
Mint, green, bunch 04-..
Mushrooms, per pott. 10-20— buttons, do. ..20-40
Onions, young, bun. 04-06
Parsley, per bunch.. 04-..
Peas.green.per qt. .. 16-..
Radishes, per bunch. 01-03
— Spanish, doz. .. 10-..

Rhubarb, per bundle 06-10
Shallots, per lb. .. 06-..
Spinach, per bushel 30-..
Tomalas, per doz. .. 30- ..

Turnips, per bundle 04-06
Veg. Marrows, doz. 26-..

c Regents. £C> to £7
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Fruit.

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Apples, per J^-sieve 2 fr- 5 6
i
Melons, each .. 20-60

Apricots, per doz. .. i 3- 3 o
;

Nectarines .. ..3 0-12 o

Figs, per doz. .. 16-40 Oranges, per 100 ..18 0-24 o

Filberts, per lb. .. o S- i o Peaches, per doz. .. 4 0-12 o

Grapes, per lb. ..10-60 Pine-apples, p. lb. .. 3 o- S o

Lemons, per 100 .. S 0-14 o

SEEDS.
London : Au^ml 24.— In consequence of the recent

welcome rains, and of the fact that a good deal of the

land is now cleared, we have an increased demand for

those kinds of seeds required for immediate sowing. Of
fine Rape seed the supply is falling off, and prices are

consequently very firm at the laie advance. Some
samples of new English white ^^ustard have come to

hand, the quality of which is satisfactory. For this

article there is a brisk request for sowing purposes, and

the tendency of values for seed of the growth of 1875 is

decidedly upwards. Winter Vetches experience a ready

sale, and, being in somewhat diminished supply, are

rather dearer. For Trifolium we have a steady inquiry

at unchanged currencies. Foreign Italian is making

more money. Canary, Hemp, and Linseed are without

quotable variation. In red Clover seed no transactions

are yet reported. White seed is firm, and Trefoil has

risen is. to 2J. per cwt. New Rye for sowing as a catch

crop to furnish early food for sheep next spring realises

more money. Jokn Shaio 6* Sons, Seed Merchants,

V7, Mark Lane, London, E.G.

CORN.
At Mark Lane on Monday old Wheat, both English

and foreign, attracted very little attention, while the

quotations for the small supply of new EngHsh Wheat
ranged from 445. to 501. per quarter. On the whole

there was a small business, at last Mondays figures.

Barley was very quiet, and rates unchanged. Malt was
slow, at rather less money. Oats experienced a mode-
rate inquiry, but there was little disposition to operate,

unless on rather easier terms. Maize was steady, with a

limited demand. Beans and Peas were cheaper where

pressed for sale. The flour market was dull, and quota-

lions favoured buyers.—Wednesday's market was quiet.

The supply of English Wheat was small, and the prices

asked were the same as on Monday, the tendency being

a little firm as regards the better qualities of new pro-

duce. Foreign was rather cheaper. Barley remained

dull, and a very slight inquiry prevailed for malt. Sound
Oats were in moderate request, while Maize was pretty

steady in tone. Beans and Peas were dull, as also was
flour.—Average prices of corn for the week ending

Aug. ig ;—Wheat, 451. $d. ; Barley, 321. id. ; Oats,

sZs. lod. For the corresponding week last year:

—

Wheat, 53J. ; Barley, 335. jd. ; Oats, 32J. id.

CATTLE.
At the Metropolitan Market on Monday there was

rather a short number of English beasts on offer, and a
considerable falling off in foreign. The trade was active,

and on the average prices were higher. We continue to

receive American consignments of excellent quality. The
supply of sheep was smaller, and late prices were readily

obtained, although trade was not very brisk. Choice
lambs and calves were rather dearer. Quotations :

—

Beasts, 4i. ^d. to 5^. 41/., and 5^. 81/. to 6s. zd. ; calves,

4J. 41:^. to 5J. 8(/. ; sheep, $s. 4(/. to 6s.. and 65. 6</. to

•js. -, lambs, 6s. j^i. to 8.r.
; and pigs, 4J. 4*/. to $s, Zd.—

On '1 hursday a firm tone prevailed throughout the trade.

The beast market was fairly supplied ; but a steady

demand prevailed, and Monday's rates were sustained.

Prime small Down wether sheep met an inquiry, and
sold rather dearer ; middling and coarse sorts without

alteration. Calves were in demand, and advanced in

value ; lambs also were dearer.

HAY.
The Whitechapel report for August 22 states that,

with a short supply, trade was good at rather better

prices. Prime old Clover, looj. to 1485. ; inferior, 85^.

to 95?.; good new Clover, iios. to 140?. ;
prime old

meadow hay, goi. to 140J. ; inferior, 55J. to 751. ;
good

new meadow hay, 100s. to 137X. ; and straw, 401. to

SOJ. per load.—Supplies at market on Thursday were
moderate, and trade steady. Quotations :—Clover, best

old, looj. to 148J. ; inferior, 85J. to 95^^.; new, i20J'. to

140J. ; hay, best old, 90J. to 140J. ; inferior, 55J-. to 751.;

new, iioj. to 137J. ; straw, 40J. to 50J. per load.

—

Cumberland Market quotations :—Superior old meadow
hay, 140J. to i5Ci. ; inferior, 105 j. to i20i.; new hay,

12QS. to 1441. ; superior old Clover, 1401. to 150J.
;

inferior, 120J. to 130J. ; new Clover, 110s. to 147^. ;

and straw, 46^. to 525. per load.

POTATOS.
The Borough and Spitalfields maikets reports for

August 21 state that with moderate arrivals trade was
steady at the following prices :— Kent Regents, 130^^. to

1505. ; Essex ditto, 130J. to 160s. ; Shaws, iioj. to i25i.

;

kidneys, loo.t. to i6oj. per ton.—Last week's imports

into London comprised 40 casks, 29 packages from
Hamburg; 82 baskets Antwerp; 594 sacks Dunkirk;
9=; tons Port I'Abfc^

; 48 Rosloff; 630 bags Bremen;
150 Malta

; 420 Havre; and 150 Ghent.

COALS.

Silver Medal, 1874.

THE TERMINAL SADDLE BOILER.—
First-class Certificate, 1867 ; Highly Commended, 1S73

;

and First-class Certificate, 1S75.

The market was steady on Monday, at previous

quotations. Firmness, at previous prices, characterised
business on Wednesday. Quotations :— Walls End

—

Haswell, -zos. ; Lambton, 19J. 6d. ; Original Hartle-
pool. 2u. ; Chilton, 191. 6d. \ Kelloe, i8j. ^d. ; East
Hartlepool, igi. 9./,

" This Boiler possesses the rare merit of sucking all the heat

from the fiTQ."—Gardeners' Magazine, p. 254.

" I have no doubt the Best Boiler, that will burn any kind of

uel, is the Terminal %2.^A\^.—Journal 0/Horticulture, p. 327.

" For moderate cost and real efficiency the Terminal Saddle

is one of the very best."— y/i^r Garden, p. 95.

Prospectus post free.

T. JONES, Temple Street, Manchester.

ESSENGER and COMPANY'S
PATENT TUBULAR BOILER.—Nearly 3000 nowM

Combme-i all the ad\intages of the old Saddle, which is

icknovvledged to be the most economical wuh the Tubular,
the most powerful form of boiler Bv the use of triangular

tubes a hrger amount of heatmg surfacd is exposed to the

direct nction of the hre than in any other form of boiler. The
uater bridge (d) also receives the most intense heat. The
boiler IS made of cast iron which is admitted to be the best

miternl i^ regards durability, strength, &.c In consequence
of the above advantages we are enabled to supply boilers with a

large amount of heating power at very moderate rates. The
power of this boiler can it any future time be increased by adding
another row of tubes. Illustrated List free on application to

MESSENGER and COMPANY, Hot-Water Engineers
and Horticultural Builders, Loughborough.

"ONES'S PATENT "DOUBLE L"
s\ni>i.E r-oiLER.

These Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle
Boiler, with the following improvements—viz., the water space
at back and over top of saddle increases the healing surface
to such an extent that a "PATENT DOUBLE L SADDLE
BOILER " will do about twice the amount of work with the same
quantity of fuel ; the cost of setting is also considerably reduced,
and likewise the space occupied ; at the same time these Boilers
are simple in construction, and being made of wrought iron are

not liable to crack. They are made of the following sizes :

—
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Oil Paint No Longer Necessary.

HILL AND SMITH'S BLACK
VARNISH for Preserving Ironwork. Wood, or Stone.

This Varnish is an excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-

door work, while it is fully two-thirds cheaper. It was intro-

duced upwards of thirty years ago by the advertisers, and its

genuine Rood quality, notwithstanding a host of unprincipled
imitators, is fully attested by its constantly increasing sale. It

may be applied by an ordinary labourer, requires no mixing or
thinniag, and is used cold. It is used in the grounds at

Windsor Castle, Kew Gardens, and at the seats of many hun-
dreds of the Nobility and Gentry, from whom the most flattering

testimonials have been received, which Hill & Smith will

lorward on application.
Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at \s. 6d. per gallon,

at the Manufactory, or i^. Zd. per gallon carriage paid to any
Station in the Kingdom.

Unsolicited Testimonial.
Glangiuilly, Llaiiptimpsant, Carmarthen, Nov. 27, 1873.

—

"Mr. Lloyd Lloyd encloses cheque for ^^3 5^.. amount due to

Messrs. Hill & Smith, and he considers the Black Varnish
one of the most useful things he ever possessed."
Apply to HILL AND SMITH. Brierly Hill Ironworks, near

Dudley ; and 118, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.G., from
whom only it can be obtained,

CAUTION.—U having lately come to the knowledge of
Hill & Smith that spurious imitations of this Varnish are
being offered by unprincipled dealers at a slight reduction in

price, they would specially draw attention to the fact thr

cask of thei

addn athou t 1

;i!,|y irkcd with the

i^

LASCELLES' r'\ll n1 II NT WOOD
CUNSLRVAIORI^ ^ > I I t nH I ^Lh — All

Gardeners know that Wood lb Letter tli ui 1 re 11 kr 1-
1 iiit Grow-

ing, and by the above sjstem a handsome curved house can be
erected as cheaply as a plam straight one
The curved house is more durable, stronger, lighter in con-

struction, and no bent glass is required.

W. H. LASCELLES, 121, BunhiU Row, London, E.C., will

supply Drawings and Estimates free of charge.

SIR JOSEPH PAXTON'S
HOTHOUSES for the MILLION.

THE .SIMPLEST AND CHEAPEST,
Being easily fixed, and removed again, if required, by local

carpenter. Sent out fully glazed and painted.

Heating Aitaratus, special for these Houses, portable and
complete, with directions to fix.

A Pamphlet, with several Illustrations, free for two stamps.

A Handbook of Vine and Fruit Tree Cultivation, by Post, 131^.

HEREMAN and MORTON,
1.1, TICHBORNE STREET. REGENT'S QUADRANT,

LONDON. W.

H. LASCELLES, Horticultural
BulLDEr;. Fiiisburi- Slcam I i Worksw.

Estimates given on application for ORELNHOUSES and
CONSERVATORIES of all kinds, and to any design

GARDEN BOXES and LIGHTS Each
Portable Box with One Light, 6 feet by 4 feet glazed s d

good 16-oz. sheet glass, painted four coats and
packed leady for use .... 35 o

Portable Box with Two Lights, as abo\e each Ii^^ht

6 feet by 4 feet ...... 6j o
LIGHTS ONL\.

3 feet by 4 feet Light, not painted nor glazed .. .. 36
Ditto glazed, good i6-oz. sheet glass, and painted 4 coats 10 o

6 feet by 4 feet, not painted nor glazed . . . . .

.

60
Ditto glazed and painted four coats ,. .. .. 16 6

500 Price Lists for iKd.
ZUCCATO'S PAPYROGRAPH.—By means

of this invaluable process 500 fac-simile Circulars,

Drawittgs, Price Lists, Stc . may be printed in an hour, upon
any kind of dry paper, &c. , in an ordinary copying press.

Used in thousands of public and mercantile offices. Price List,

with testimonials, specimens, &c. . from
HENKY .\ND CO., 92, Strand, London, W.C.

New Works now ready,

THE OUINOLOGY of the EAST INDIAN
PL.'lN'JATIONS. ByJ. E Howard, F.R.S, F.L.S.

Parts II. and III., with ten Co'oured and two Plain Plates,

and two Photo Prints, cloth, 63s.

Also the Work Complete, in one vol. folio, with thirteen

Coloured Plates, two Plain Plates, and two Photo Prints, 84J.

Botanical names for English
READERS. By Randal H. Alcocic. 6j.

THE narcissus : its History and Culture,
with Coloured Plates and Descriptions of all known

Species and Varieties. By F. W. BunuiDCtL : and a Review of

the entire Genus, by J. G. Baker, F.L.S. Super royal 8vo,

with forty-eight beautifully Coloured Plates, yzs.

FLORAL MAGAZINE, New Series, enlarged
to royal 4to : Coloured Plates and Descriptions of the

BOTANICAL MAGAZINE, Coloured Plates
.nnd Descriptions by Dr. Hookkr, C B., Pres. R.S., of

New and Rare Plants s-uitable for the Garden, Stove, or Green-
house. Monthly, with six beautifully Coloured Plates, 31. 6d.

FLORAL PLATES, beautifully coloured by
hand, (nt. and xs. each. Lists of over 700 varieties, one

BOTANICAL PLATES, or Plant Portraits,
beautifully coloured by hand, 61^. each. Lists of 2000

L. REEVE AND CO., 5, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden. W.C.

Now ready, in cloth gilt, price 7S. 6<i., by post 2S. qd.

PRACTICAL BEE-KEEPING, being Plain
Instructions to the Amateur for the Successful Manage-

ment of the Honey Bee. All the newest and most approved

methods fully described. Completely illustrated. By Fkank
Cheshire.

London : 32, WellinRton Street, Strand, W.C.

THE ^ C U L T I

V

ATId^R.—A Portuguese
llouthly Agricultural Journal, which circulates in

Portugal and her possessions, and in the Principal Towns of

the Kiiizils.

This Paper offers an excellent medium for Advertisements of

every description of industry and of every article of consump-
tion in the c )unlries and places above mentioned.

Advertising charges. &tf. per square inch. Translation included.

Ten per cent. Discount for six months : 20 per cent. Discount

for twelve months, if paid in advance.
Addiess, the Editor of the Cidti-Mtor, St. Michael's, Azores.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SO UTH WALES ADVERTISER.

CONTENTS :—

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of R.4CES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Drawn and Engraved

specially for this Journal).

NATURAL HISTORY (Original Articles).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS.
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation

throughout the Australian Colonies, New Zealand,

Polynesia, &c. It contains a large amount of informa-
tion on a great variety of subjects.

Su'bsoription in Advance, £1 per Annum.
Single Copies, ^d.

;
Stamped, 5</.

Publishing OlTice—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South
Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Aijents are authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS,
which must be paid in advance, for the SYD.'^JEY

MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY MAIL :—

London ,,., Mr. George Street, 30, Cornhill, E.C.
Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lom-

bard Street, E.C.
Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride

Street, Fleet Street, E.C.
Birmingham Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

Liverpool . , Lee & Nightingale, 15, Norlhjohn Street.

Bristol James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

Edinburgh . . Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow .... W. Porteous & Co., 13, Royal Exchange
Place.

Copies of each Journal are filed at the above Offices

for the use of Advertisers.

Notice.
(By Afpointmcnt to the Royal Horticultural Society.)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS,
NURSERYMEN. FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT
ADVERTISEMENTS in all Newspapers, Magazines,

and Periodicals. List of London Papers on application.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents,

59. Fleet Street, E.C.

T HE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
for MONDAY, August 21.

CONT

Agricultural Statistics, Ireland — The Beekeeper — British

Dairyman's Association—Note from Cambridgeahire—Notes
from Canada—Carp, Corn and Archa;ology—Carts v. Waggons
—Note from Casbel—Report on Cattle Disease—Chemistry of

the Soil—Clitheroe Agricultural Society—Cricket—The Crops
—Notes from Dublin—Drop at Calving—Drugs in Stables-
Notes from Edinburgh—Elderberry Wine— Farm Buildings

—

Notes from France—Garden of the Farm—Note from Herts-
Imperfect Development of our Crops—Labour North and South
—Lameness in Horses— Note from Lancashire—Note from Lin-

colnshire —Lord Radnor's Agent—Mr. Fox's Herd—Newcastle

Farmers' Club-Notes of the Week-Obituary—Pork and
Manure—The Poultry Yard— Profits on Hens and Turkeys-
Proposed Agricultural Experiments—Pure and Mixed Linseed

Cake — On Selecting Rams—Reaping Trials— Royal Agri-

cultural Society of England— Scientific Loan Collection-

Shorthorns for St. Helena— Successful Bee-keeping—Notes
from United States—Vital Statistics.

Price 4,/. : post-free ^\id. Published by William Richards,
at the Office, 7, Catherine Street, Strand, W.C.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE de
FLORfCULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CHERE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1865 by F.
BUKVEN-ICH. E. PVNAERT, E. RODIGAS, and H. J. VaK
Ht'LLE, Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgiaa
Government at Ghent. Post paid loj. per annum.
H. J. VAN HULLE, Bot.anical Gardens, Ghent, Belgium.

REVUE "de I'HORTICULTURE BELGE
el fiTRANGERE (Belgian and Foreign Horticultural

Review).—Among the principal Contributors are:—A. Allard,

E. Andre, C. Baltet, T. Buchetet, F. Burvenich. F. Crepin,
Conitc de Gomer. De Jonge van Ellemeet, O. de Kerchove de
Denterghem. P. E. de Puydt, C. de Vis, J. Gillon, A. M. C.
Jongkindt Coninck, C. Koch. J. Ktckx, L, Linden. T. Moore,
C. Naudin, B. Olivier, H. Ortgies, E. Pynaert, E. Rodigas,
A. Siiaux, O. Thomas, A. Van Geert Son, H. J. Van Hulle, J.
Van Volxem. H. J. Veitch, A. Westmael, and P. Wolkenstein.
This Illustrated Journal appears on the 1st of every month,

in Parts of 24 pages, 8vo, with a Coloured Plate and numerous
Engravings.
Terms of Subscription for the United Kingdom :—One year,

loi ,
payable in advance.

Publishing Office : 142, Rue de Eruxelles, Ghent, Belgium.
Post Office Orders to be made payable to M. E. PYNAERT,

at the Chief Post Office. Ghent.

Now ready, price In clotli 16a.,

J^HE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
J- VOLUME for JANUARY to JUNE 1S76.

W. RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

AGRICULTURAL and HORTICUL-
TURAL CORRESPONDENTS WANTED for a

Colonial Newspaper. Slate terms and qiualifications to
'

AGRICULTURIST. Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clements Lane, Loa.
don, E.C.

ANTED, a HEAD GArUeNER at
Hornby Castle, near Lancaster.—Apply, by letter, to

Mr. BLACON. Agent. Hornby Castle.

WTanTED, a "Man~and Wife—Man as
GARDENER (Head, WoRKiNn), and Wife as good

plain COOK ; no family: assistance given in kitchen. Man
must understand all branches, be a manager. Meadow land,

and two cows, pigs, and poultry. First-rate recommendation
required.—Apply, stating all particulars, ages, and wages
required, to Lady D., Post-office, Hounslow, W.

ANTED, a WORKING HEAD GAR-
DENER, who understands the Management of Flower

and Kitchen Gardens, Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Help
given. Wages, 245. per week.—H. E. P., Chertsey, Surrey.

ANTED, a good GARDENER, I2 miles
from London. Thorough experience of Flower, Fruit,

and Kitchen Gardens. Under Gardener kept. Married, no
children. Good character.— (J, R., Mr. Francis, 40, MaddoX
Street. Regent Street, London, W.

WAN TE D^ a good""WORKI

N

G^GArT
DENER for the Country.—Mr. JOHN BLACK,

Covent Garden, W.C.

WANTED, a MAN and WIFE, without
family preferred—Wife as thorough Laundress, the

Man as Under Gardener. Cottage, laundry, and utensils

found. No notice will be taken of any application that does
not state age, wages, and all particulars.—W., Rochford House,
near Tenbury, Worcestershire.

ANTED, a WORKING GARDENER
—one '"under, and some assistance. Must thoroughly

understand Vmes, Melons, Forcing Strawberries, and
Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Must have filled a similar

situation. Good character indispensable. Married, without
encumbrance. Wife to undertake Laundry, if possible. Wages
according to capability. Cottage, milk, and vegetables found.

Place near Salisbury.—Address, in first instance, X. E. X.,
Post-office, Salisbury.

County Asylum, Prestwicli, Manchester.

WANTED, a steady Man as GARDENER
and ATTENDANT. Salary commences at /30.

rising to ,£50, with board, lodging, washing, and uniform.

—

Apply to the Superintendent.

T~
JOBBING GARDENERS.—Wanted, a
good Practical Hand.—Apply immediately to E.

GREEN and CO , 8, Victoria Buildings, opposite Victoria
,

Station, Pimlico, S.W.

WANTED, as JOURNEYMAN in the
Houses, a steady, industrious young Man (about 21

Must have a fair knowledge of Plants and Fruits, and take
thorough interest in his work. W.ages, iSs. per week.—

G

SMITH, The Street, near Rivington, Chorley, Lancashire.
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WANTED, a skilful PROPAGATOR, one
well versed In Conifera: and Hardy Shrubs.—Address,

slalinJ terms and all particulars, to WM, WOOD AND SON,
The Nurseries, Haresfield, Uckfield. Sussex.

RANCIS R^ KINGHORN requires a
young Man as PROPAGATOR : one who nas a feir

Lvledge of Plants and can produce satisfactory references^ as

to character and ability.—Apply in own handwriting, stating

e.vperience, age, and wages required, Sheen Nursery, Rich-

mond, Surrey.

WANTED, a Young MAN, accustomed to
Potting and Tying for Market.—Apply, with parti-

culars, to DRUMMOND BROTHERS, Larkfield Nursery,

Edinburgh.

WANTED, as TRAVELLER in the Seed
Trade, a Man of good address, with a knowledge of

the Trade generally. It is indispensable that he shall have had

evperience in Clovers and Grasses. Liberal Salary.—H.,
Gardeners Chronicle Office, W.C.

WANTED, in a Gentleman's family, 12 miles
from London, a good COWMAN : must have a

thorough knowledge of Pasture Land, Cows, Pigs, and Poultry,

and be willing to be useful. Married, no children. Good
character indispensable.—Q. R.. Mr. Francis, 40, Maddox
Street, Regent Street, London, W.

WANT PLACES.
Head Gardeners

JOHN LAING can at present recommend
with every confidence several energetic and practical

Men of tested ability and first-rate character. Ladies and
Gentlemen in WANT of GARDENERS and BAILIFFS,
or GARDENERS for First-rate Establishments or Single-hand

jited, and have full particulars by applying
" " ' »

.s_ Forest Hdl,

B S. WILLIAMS having at the present
time several very excellent GARDENERS upon his

Register, is desirous of placing them in Siiuations where great

experience and trust are required. B. S. W. would at the same
lime beg to intimate that when a Gardener is applied for that

the filling of the situation should be left wiih him, as that would
prevent unnecessary correspondence and delay.—Victoria and
Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 35, married ;

understands the profession thoroughly. Six years' good
character. SalisOictory reasons for leaving.—H. W,, 6, Con-

stitution Hill, Gravesend.

GGardener (Head).—Age 35, married;
twenty-one years' practical experience iji all branches of

the profession. Eight years' character from present employer,

—H. G.. Post-office. Kenton, near Exeter.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married ;

thoroughly practical in all branches nf the profession.

Three years' character from last employer.—H. A., 5, Fairfax

Cottages, Hampton Wick. S.W.

G~ARDENER (Head).—Age 38, married ;

thoroughly understands the profession in all its branches,

including Vines, Pines, Ferns, Orchids, &c. Good references.

—D., Post-office, Chorley, Lancashire.

GARDENER (Head), where a competent
person is required.—Age 30, married, no encumbrance :

M'ife fin^t-class Cook, Dairy, or Poultry-woman.—B. B., Tam-
worth Cottages, Mitcham Common, S.W.

GARDENER (Head), where three or more
are kept.—Age 29 ; thoroughly understands Pines. Vines,

Peaches, Melcms, Cucumbers, and Flower and Kitchen Garden-
ing. Good character.- F. M., Lattenbury Hill, St. Ives,

Hunts.

ARDENER (Head). — Middle-aged,
married, one son (age 17) : thoroughly practical in every

part of the profession. First-class Fruit Grower, &c. Good
character. — A. B., Post-office, Langton, Tunbridge Wells,
Kent.

GARDENER (Head).— Is a thoroughly
energetic, practical Working Gardener, fully conversant

with the profession ; and has had great experience in good
establishments. Good character.—A., Linford Hall, Newport
Pagnel, Bucks.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married
;

understands Forcing Vines. Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Twenty years' ex-
perience. Good character.—G. E., Hatfield Peverel, Chelms-
ford, Essex.

GARDENER (Head). — Age 33, married;
great experience in every branch of Gardening. Has

been in good places in England. Scotland and France. Highly
satisfactory references and testimonials.—T. B., Blyth Hall
Gardens, Worksop.

a
To Noblemen and Gentlemen.

ARDENER (Head), where a competent
person is required ; age 33.—Tuor^iAS Jo^ "^^ person is required ; age 33.—Tuor^iAS Jones, Gardcui:

to Mrs. Godman. Park Hatch, Godaiming, Surrey, wishes for

re-engagement as above. Mrs. Godman will be pi
answer any qi "

(^ARDENER (Head).—Age 32, married,
^^ no family ; thoroughly understands the Forcing of
Grapes, Peaches, Strawberries. Melons, and Cucumbers

;

Management of Greenhouse and Conservatory, and Flower
and Kitchen Gardens. Fifteen years' experience. Excellent
character.—G. GOLDSMITH. 31, All Saints Street , Hastings.

r:j.ARDENER (Head), age 35, married, two^ children.-E. Keeler begs to offer his se^^^ces to any
Lady. Nobleman, or Gentleman ; he is thoroughly practical in
the various branches of the profession, and is well qualified for
the Management of a large Gentleman's place ; a most success-
ful exhibitor of Flowers. Five and a half years" excellent
character from last employer as Head Gardener, also has got

m"* 1

""^ first-class testimonial, stating reasons for leaving, &c
^o place where at least three men are not kept will be accepted.—Beckenham Nursery, Beckenham, Kent.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 41, married ;

great experience in Early and Latej Forcing, Vines,

Pines, Flowers. Vegetables, &c. : Management of a large

Flower and Kitchen Garden, extensive Pleasure Grounds, and
Land and Stock. Wife Dairy or Poultry. Six ye.-\rs' cha-

racter; left through death of employer.-S. OSBORN, Kings-
ton Road, New IVLilden, Surrey.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
GARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married, no

family ; has had good practical experience in all branches
of Gardening in Scotland and England ; also at the Royal
Botanic, Kew ; Early Forcing of Pines, Vines, Peaches,
Flowers and Vegetables : has had the Management of Large
Flower and Kitchen Gardens, with extensive Pleasure Grounds.
Sixteen years'good character, as Head Gardener, from one place.

Has taken many Prizes for Fruit and Flowers at the London
and County Shows. First-class testimonials.—P. S., Harefield,

Bitterne, Southampton.

ARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 30 ;

thoroughly practical in the Cultivation of Fruit. Flowers
and Vegetables, Early and Late Forcing. Good refer

State wages, &C.-A. S., Post-office, Sevenoaks, Ke

GARDENER(Head,Working), where three
or more are kept.—Age 37. married, no encumbrance ;

lood reference. State wages.—W. RAINBOW, Waters Ter-
race, Harpendon, Herts.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).
—Young Man. married, respectable, thoroughly under-

stands the Management of Vineries, Stove. Greenhouses, and
Kitchen Gardening. Good character.—W. S., Brookend,
Dropmore, Maidenhead, Berks.

GARDENER, where four or more are kept.
.—Age 28, married, no family; thoroughly understands

Early and Late Forcing of Grapes, Pines, Melons, Cucumbers,
Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and Flower and Kitchen Garden-
ing. Highest references from present and previous employers —
W. C. Mr. Froissant's. 159, Cambridge Street, Plmlica, S.W.

f:j.ARDENER (Second).—Age ^ood
in Stove, Greenhouse, and other plants,
"

"
" ded.—

GARDENER (Second, or Single-
h.\nded).—Age 2^ : understands the profession in all its

branches. First class references.—G. H. T., Mr. Tibbs, Her-
man Villa, St. John's Road. WooLstone, Southampton.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 21 ; six years'
good experience and character. In Houses preferred.

—

.Apply, suting wages, S:c, to A, C.. Mrs. Trestrail's. St.

FOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's
Establishment.—Age 28 ; h.-ts held similar situation in

several first-class places. Good testimonials as to character and
ability.—J. T. F., Upton Nurseries, Chester.

FOREMAN, or SECOND, in the Houses, in
a good Establishment.—As^e 24 ; nine years' experience.

Good character,— L. IVL, Post-office, Bishopsfield, Chester.

NURSERY MANAGER, or FOREMAN
and PR0PAG.\T0R.—Long and practical experience

in tlie Propagation and Growth of Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, Ericas, Camellias, Pot Vines, Roses, Conifera;, and
the General Routine of the Nursery, Indoors and Out. Good
Salesman and Correspondent. First-class references and cha-
racter—J. H., Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, Wellington
Nursery, St. John's Wood, N.W.

N~
URSERY MANAGER or GENERAL
FOREMAN (Hard-wooded and Soft-wooded Pro-

pagator).—Age ^5. single ; would prefer a small Provincial
Nursery where about twelve men are employed and a gdtod
general business doing. Twenty years' experience. Good
references.—G. HAMOND, 21. Lansdowne Road, Swindon.

"JYTANAGER, or FOREMAN, in a Nursery,
-t-r-JL in or near London.—.Age 28. married : good experi-

ence. — S. W.. Somerset Cottage, North Ro.ad, Haydcn's
Road, New Wimbledon, Surrey.

FOREMAN.—Age 25, single ; ten years'
experience in Fruit, Plants, &c. Good character.

—

A. F., Post-office, Kew. S.W.

To Nurserymen and Florists.

OREMAN. — Used to Grow for Market,
"cc. Satisfactory references. —A. L., 4, Challin Street,

S.E.
F
Pen

To the Trade.

FOREMAN (Working), or PROPAGATOR
and GROWER of Soft-wood, Bedding Stuff, &c: a

middle-aged, sober, industrious, and trustworthy Man : tho-

roughly practical in and out. Could look after a small concern
in absence of employer, being accustomed to do so. Will be
found willing and efficient. Good reference —FLORIST,
Ashford Nursery, Ashford, Middlese-X.

FOREMAN, or Grower of Roses in Pots,
Vines. Camellias, and Soft-wooded Stuff.—.Age 26

;

Seven years' experience at Messrs. W. Paul & Son's, ^\ altham
Cross.—G. S- , 25, Eleanor Road, Waltham Cross, Herts.

FOREMAN, in Flower and Pleasure Grounds,
or JOURNEYMAN in a good Establishment, under

Glass.—Age 22 ; active and trustworthy. First-class reference.

—HORTUS, 2, Cascan Terrace, Homsey Rise, N.

To Nurserymen.
PROPAGATOR (Hard-wooded), and

Grower of Roses. Vines, Conifers. Rhododendrons,
Clematis, Hardy Trees, and Shrubs, &c. JIany years' experi-

ence in leading Nurseries. Married. First-class reference.

—

E. B., 104, Henry Street, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.

PLANTSM.\N, or FOREMAN, in a good
Establishment. — Thoji.is Simpson, Mildmay Road,

Chelmsford, can confidently recommend to any of his friends a
young Man, age 23, of gotid experience and respectability, as

OACHMAN and GARDENER.—Age 34,
three in family ; thoroughly experienced in Flower and

Kitchen Gardenine. &c. ; can Milk. Seven years' good
character.—A. }., Post-office, Welling, Kent.

To FLORISTS and SEEDSMEN.—

A

Gentleman, age 31, desires a situation in a Florist or

Seed Business. Fust-class references.—K. W., Post-office,

Ambleside, Westmoreland.

O LANDSCAPE GARDENERS and
Others.—The Advertiser offers his services in the carry-

ing out of all Ground-work and Garden Plans. Thoroughly com-"
Plans.—A. B., Albert Building, Queen

FOREMAN, or SALESMAN.—Age 30 ;

well acquainted with Market and Growing for Market.

—

D. G., Bl.acknell's, News Agent, i6o, Doisct Street, Claphara
Road. S.W.

TO NURSERYMEN.—Wanted, a situation
in a good Nursery, by a young Man. age 21 ; has had

seven years' experience in one of the leading London Nurseries,
in the Fruits, Ornamental Trees, and Shrubs.-W. C, iMarket
Place, Waltham Abbey, Essex.

To NURSERYMEN.—A stout Agricultural
Labourer, age 25, desires a situation in a Tree and Shtub

Nurserj-.-P. R., 17, Anvlll Street, Fulham Fields, S.W,

Seed Trade.

SHOPMAN (Head), or WAREHOUSE-
MAN.—Situation wanted by a young Man who has had

II years' experience in some of the leading houses in Scotland
and Ireland. No objection to Travel.—P. D., Messrs. Downie
& Laird, Seedsmen, Edinburgh.

To the Seed Trade.

HOPMAN.—Five and a-half years' experi-
First-class references. — J. D. D., Gtirtteners'

cle Office, W.C.

Seed Trade.
QHOPMAN (Under), in the Wholesale orO Retail Trade.—Six years' experience. -J. M., Duke's
Head Lodgings, Sunning Hill, near Staines, Berk,.

A
S

To tlie Seed Trade.
SSISTANT.—Age 22 ; si.x and a half years'

perience. Good appearance and address. Excellent
—A. B., Post-office, Romford. Essex.

EE D TRADE.—A young Man, age 23,'

with nine years' e.vperience, wishes a situation in above.
Good references.— F. R., 20, High Street, Lirmingham,

T^ARM BAILIFF, or ASSISTANT.—A re-
1- speclable young man, about leaving his present situa-

tion on a Farm of 600 acres, in consequence of the proprietor
retiring from farming, will be open for re-engasement im-
mediately after Michaelmas. Testimonial from present em-
ployer, and other references if required. Salary not so much an
object.— H.A.1 LI FF. Gar<ieners Chronicle Omce. W.C.

PACKER (First or Second).—Experienced
in all branches. Good references.—G. W., 42, George's

Road. Holloway. N.

CARPENTER, on an Estate, where he can
make himself generally useful in Indoor or Outdoor

Work.—Voung married man. Five years' good character from
a Nobleman.—DELTA, 5, Upper Alma Street, Newport, Mon.

InPPS'S COCOA:
^ GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.
" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern

the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful appli-

cation of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps
has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately-flavoured

beverage which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by
the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution may
be gradually built up until strong enough to resist every
tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating

around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak point. We
may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti-

fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame."— C/'i//

I N A HAN'S LL WHISKY.
Kinahan & Co. find that, through the recommenda-

tion of the Medical Profession, the demand for their CELE-
BRATED OLD LL WHISKEY for purely medicinal purposes
is very great. They think it will be satisfactory to the Public

to read the following extracts of the Arialysis of the LL Whisky
from the eminent analyst. Dr. Arthur Hill Hassall :—

" I have very carefully and fully analysed samples of this

well-known and popular Whisky. The samples were soft and
mellow to the taste, aromatic and ethereal to the smell. The
Whisky must be pronounced to be pure, well-matuied, and of

ver>^ excellent quality. The Medicial Profession may feel full

confidence in the purity and quality of this WTiisky."

so. Great Titchfield Street, 0»ford Street, London, W.

U RE AE RAT E D WATERS.
ELLIS'S RUTHIN WATERS.

Crystal Spkings— Soda. Potass. Seltzer. Lemonade, Lithia,

And for GOUT. Lithia and Potass.

Corks Branded " R. ELLIS and SON, RUTHIN," and
every label bears their trade mark. Sold everywhere, and
Wholesale of Ellis & Son. Ruth'm, N. Wales. London Agents ;

W. BEST AND SONS, Henrietta St., Cavendish Sq.

pvINNEFORD'S fTuTd AIAGNESIA.

The best remedy for ACIDITY of the STOMACH,
HEARTBURN. HEADACHE, GOUT, and
INDIGESTION ; and the safest aperient for delicate

Constitutions, Ladies, Children, and Infants.

DINNEFORD and CO.,
172, New Bond Street, London, and all Chemists.

OLLOWAY'S OINTMENT and PILLS.
—Diseases of the Bowels.—A remedy, which has been

tested and proved in a thousand different ways, capable of

eradicating poisonous taints from Ulcers and healing them up,

merits a trial of its capacity for extracting the internal corrup-

tions from the Bowels. On rubbing HoUoway's Ointment re-

peatedly on the abdomen a rash appears, and a* it thickens the

alvine irritabUity subsides. Acting as a derivative, this un-

f^uent draws to the surface, releases the tender intestines from

all acrid matters, and prevents Inflammation. Dysentr>', and
Piles, for which blistering was the old-fashioned, though suc-

cessful treatment, now from its painfulness fallen into disuse,

the discovery of this Ointment having proclaimed a remedy
possessing equally derivative, yet, perfectly painless powers.
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THE BEST BUILT HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, &c.,

AT THE LOWEST PRICES.

Plans and Estimates given for Horticultural Buildings of every description, either in Wood or Iron.

H. Ormson's Work, on an extensive scale, both Building and Heating, may be seen at the Royal Gardens, Kew,

and at many of the Seats of the Nobility and Gentry throughout the Country.

CAST-IRON AND SLATE FOUNDATIONS, IF PREFERRED TO BRICKWORK.

PLAIN AND INEXPENSIVE HOTHOUSES
Designed and Built with a strict regard to Economy in Price, the best of Materials and Workmanship, and Practical Adaptation.

ORMSON'S PATENT TUBULAR CORNISH BOILER and Ormson's Patent Divisional Hot-water Apparatus

SURPASS ALL OTHER SYSTEMS OF HEATING BY HOT-WATER.

HOT-WATER PIPES, BOILERS, &c., AT WHOLESALE PRICES.

Surveys made and Gentlemen icailed on in any part of the Country. Plans and Estimates on applieation. Tenders Jor Draiuings prepared by

Architects.

HENRY ORMSON,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER APPARATUS ENGINEER,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

LONDON, 1S73.

,k - ^,^iiij'i^if(nii^'

CO.,
NO BENT GLASS USED

FLETCHER, L O V^ N D E S &
13A, GREAT GEORGE STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.,

PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS OF WOOD AND IRON CONSERVATORIES, VINERIES, &C.,

Messrs. F., L. & Co. beg to draw particular attention to their CURVILINEAR PRIZE HOUSES, constructed on their PATENT
TUBULAR SYSTEM, unrivalled for utility, strength, lightness, and elegance. No bent glass used. Also of the \

VAPORISING AND VENTILATING HEATING APPARATUS;
By which perfect parity of atmosphere is secured, and a great saving of fuel effected. Full particulars on application.

T

Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The Editor ; " Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, WellinKton Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Printed by William Richakds, at the Office 01 Mesbrs. Bkadbukv, Acnew, & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published by Ul«

said William Richards, at the Office, 4r, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturdav, August 26, 1876.

Agent for Manchester—John Hlvwuod. Agents for Scotland— I^Iessrs. J. Menzies & Co., Edinburgh and Glasgow.
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
South Kensington. S.W.

NOTICE. — FRUIT and FI.UR.^I. COMMITTEES'
MEETINGS on WEDNESDAY ne.vt. SEPTEMBER 6.

at II o'clock. GENERAL MEETING at 3 o'clock.

Admission ;l.

STAMFORD HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

The EXHIBITION will be held on THURSDAY, Sep-
tember 7. in Rutland Terrace Grounds, Stamford. ONE
HUNDRED POUNDS in PRIZES, and several SILVER
CUPS and MEDALS will be .warded. ENTRIES CLOSE
September 2. No entry fees. Schedules may be had of

Messrs. JOHNSON and LAXTON, Hon. Sees., Stamford.

AT A POULTRY SHOW in conjunction therewith.

GRAND INTERNATIONAL HORTI-
CULTURAL exhibition of PLANTS. FRUITS,

FLOWERS and VEGEIABLES, at Dundee, on THURS-
DAY, FRIDAY and SATURDAY. September 7, 8 and 9.

ONE THOUSAND and TWENTY POUNDS offered in

PRIZES, besides Gold Cups and Medals. Special privileges

granted by the Railway Companies. ENTRIES CLOSE
August 31. Prize Schedules may be had from the Secretary.

W. R. McKELVIE : or the Treasurer, JAMES HARDIE.

BRACKLEY HORTICULTURAL FETE,
in connection with the Northamptonshire Agricultural

Society's Exhibition, to be held in Evenley Park, Brackley,
on TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY. September 12 and 13.

ONE HUNDRED and Fl FTY POUNDS given in PRIZES.
Open to all England, without entrance fee. £2-^ for Stove
Plants, ,£20 for Table Decorations, ^18 for Roses, j^3o for other
Plants, Flowers and Fruit LAST D.\Y for ENTRIES.
September 6. Schedules and all information of

R. ;. AND A. H. RUSSEL, Hon. Sees.
Brackley, Northamptonshire.

CRYSTAL PALACE AUTUMN FRUIT
and FLOWER SHOW, SEPTEMRER 21, 22, and 23.

Schedules of General Manager, Crystal Palace.

THE INTERNATIONAL POTATO
EXHIBITION of 1S76 will be held .at the Alexandra

Palace, on THURSDAY and FRIDAY, September 28 and 29,
when PRIZES amounting in value to upwards of ONE HUN-
DRED and FORTY POUNDS will be awarded. ENTRIES
CLOSE, September 14. For further particulars, apply to

P. McKINLAY. 23. Upper Thames Street, London, E.G. : or

JNO. McKENZIE. Great Winchester Street Buildings, E.C.

Important Notice.BUCKLEY FUND.—
As it has become most important to CLOSE THIS

FUND without delay, it is earnestly requested that all

promised Subscriptions be at once forwarded to the Hon.
Treasurer, Mr. GEORGE DEAL, 13, Carlyle Square, Chelsea.
S.W. : or. to the Hon. Secretary, Mr. G. T. ROLLISSON, o(
The Nurseries. Tooting, London. S.W., by either of whom
amounts will be duly acknowledged.

G. T. ROLLISSON, Hon. Sec.

SUTTON'S AUTUMN CATALOGUE,
_

Illustrated, and replete with Cultural Instructions,
t gratis and post-free.

SUTTON AND SONS, The Queen's Seedsmen. Reading.

s UTTON'S GRASS SEEDS
for PASTURES. 22s. 6<i- to j6s. per Acre. Carriage free.

s UTTON'S GRASS SEEDS
for PARK GROUNDS. 2oJ. per Bushel. Carriage free.

s
s

UTTON'S GRASS SEEDS
for GARDEN LAWNS. 20J. per Bushel. Carriage free.

irTT~ol>J^S GRASS SEEDS
for CROQUET GROUNDS, 20J. per Bushel. Carriage

sUTTON SONS, The Queen's
en, Reading.

JAMES DICKSON AND SON'S
" FINEST LAWN MIXTURE" is much superior to

any other, and the present is a good time for sowing, either for

forming new, or renovating old Lawns. Price, js. per lb.

108. Eastgale Street. Chester.

Fruit Trees In Pots.

THE ORCHARD-HOUSE CATALOGUE
is now ready, and will be sent post-free on application.

THO.MAS RIVERS .<nd SON, SAvbridgeworib, Herts.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in
Pots ;—Peaches, Nectarines. Plums. Pears, Apples, Figs,

Apricots, Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurserj-m-an and Seed Merchant,

Worcester.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS;

also Plants of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of

different colours : AURICULAS, both Single and Double ; with
every sort of EaiJy Spring Flowers. LIST on application.

Mr. WEBB. Calcot. Reading.

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS,
and other PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS.

LISTS of these v.arietieb from Mr. WEBB. Calcot. Reading.

VINES, VINES, VINES.—The Subscribers
have a large and very fine stock of Vines, perfectly

ripe and suitable for fruiting in pots or planting.
A LIST with prices will be forwarded on application to

WM. THOMSON and SONS, Tweed Vineyard. Galashiels.

ScaUions or Uld-summer Onions are to be had of

MESSRS. SCHILPZAND AND TELKAMP,
Hillegom, near Haarlem, Holland.

Samples will be sent post-free on post-free application.

AE. BARNAART and CO., Vogelenzang,
• H.aarlem. Holland.—WHOLESALE CATALOGUE

of Hyacinths and other Dutch Bulbs may be had free from
Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great

Tower Street. London. E.C.

cAMELLIA TREES.—Six large Double
Red, from 6 to 8 feet high, for Sale. Apply to the" Villa, M.ayow Read. Forest HUl. SE.GARDENER. Floi

CATALOGUES. — His Excellency Pierre
Wolkenstein will feel greatly obliged if Nurserymen and

Seedsmen will kindly send him their Catalogues. They should
be forwarded (by post) to

S. E. PIERRE WOLKENSTEIN, Secretaire de la Societe
Impdriale d'Horticulture de Russie. St. Petersburg.

CANARY SEED.—New harvest, price per
bushel or quarter, and samples on application to

F. SANDER AND CO., Seed Growers, St. -Albans.

MA RE N D AZ AND
Wholesale Russia Mat I.m

Archangel, St. Petersburg, and Odessa.

9^James Street. Covent Garden. W.C

FISHER,
— A^enis in

WAGSTAFF'S PATENT UPRIGHT
TUBULAR SADDLE BOILERS.

Patentee : J. G. WAGSTAFF, Dukinfield, Ashton-under-

Wholesale Agents : WOLSTENCROFT BROS, and CO.,

WANTED, CUTTINGS of GERANIUMS
—Mrs. Pollock and other Gold, Tricolor, and Silver

Geraniums. State price per 100 or 1000 to

R. THORNHILL. Nurseryman, Bowdon. Cheshire.

ANTED, GERANIUM CUTTINGS,
strong, of the following :-ioo Master Christine, 100

Avalanche. 100 Madame Dameresque, 50 Mrs. J Glutton. 50
Virgin Queen. 50 Amaranth, 50 -Achievement, 50 Mrs. Headly,
100 Miss Maude Holden, 50 H.ariy Hiover, 50 Pink Stella, 50
Crystal Palace Gem. Pltase state cash price for the whole or part
to C. WHITEHOUSE. Brereton Nursery. Rugeley.

ANTED, GERANIUM CUTTINGS,
Vesuvius, or other good scarlets. Master Christine,

Bijou, Flower of Spring, and tricolors of any variety. Price

To Nurserymen.
'XTT'ANTED, a quantity of SHRUBS and
VV TREES, to be planted in a Gentleman's garden about

14 miles from London. Particulars on application to

Mr. YOUNG, Head Gardener, Habersham Eaves, Belvedere,
Kent.

HoUyhocks.

DOWNIE AND LAIRD beg to intimate that
their fine Collection of Hollyhocks is now in full flower,

and may be seen any day (Sundays excepted). No disease.
Royal Winter Gardens. Edinburgh.

New Hardy Yucca.

XrUCCA WHIPPLEI.—For description see
-L Citrticrurs' CAroiiicUfoT Auguiit 12, jSy6. Strong healthy

plants ill 4-inch pots. js. kd. each. 155. per dozen. Cs per too.

JAMES BACKHOUSE and SON, York Nurseries.

To the Trade.—Ne'v Sowing Rape Seed and WMte
MUSTARD.

HAND F. SHARPE have fine samples of
• New English sowing Rape Seed and White Mustard.

Samples and prices may be had on application.

Seed Establishment. Wisbech.

CLEMATIS.—Twelve best New, for 30J.,
from the following, good plants : —Ascotiensis, Beauty of

Surrey. Fair Rosamond. John Muiray. Lady Stratford de Red-
clyffe. Lucie Lemoine, Madame Van Houtte, Mrs. G. M. Innes,
Mrs. Melville, Mrs. Quilter, Stella, Sensation, The Queen,
Thomas Tennent, Victoria : or any 6 for i8^. Older sorts,

I2J. to i8s. per dozen. LISTS free. Package gratis for cash.
EWING AND CO.MPANY. Eaton, Norwich.

To tlie Trade.

CLEMATIS JACKMANNI, nice healthy
plants. 12 to i8 inches high. 75s. per 100.

THOMAS CRIPPS and SON, Tunbridge Wells Nutserie.,
Kent.

ERANIUM CUTTINGS, strong, for Sale,
1!. M. per 100 :-Luciiis, Waltham Seedlinc, Vesuvius.

Cleopatra. Master Christine. Flower (f Spring, Mrs. Pollock.
Crystal Palace Gem. and others. Cash with order. Reference
to London nurserymen if required.

T. F., Post-ofhce, Lower Norwood. S.E.

rTCOLOR G E R A N I ulvfs". — 20,000
Mrs. Pollock and Sophia Dumaresque. at ^s.fni. perdoz ,

package included, or post-free at same price. The Trade supplied.
ALFRED FRYER, The Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

CF. CHONE, Berlin, O. Frankfurter-Allee,
• fo. begs to recommend his special cultures of LILY of

the VALLEY (Convallaria m.ljalis). His stock comprises more
than a million of roots for abroad, and capable of blooming ;

also. FICUS ELASTICA, DRAC.^NAS, PALMS. CAMEL-
LIAS (with buds). AZALEAS, Double PRIMROSES, Sc,
ready for export. CAT.\LOGUES on application.

ILY OF THE VALLEY, very strong Roots
for Forcing, 45J. per tooo, package included.

Ple.ase send orders as soon as possible, for being able to
furnish all the demand.

ROBERT NEUMANN, The Nurseries. Erfurt.

TnTe'r^ NASH AND~ cb.'s ^ata"-
LOGUE of HYACINTHS and other DUTCH

FLOWER ROOTS is now ready, and may be had on applica-
tion. Friends who have not received a copy will please write.

60. Strand. London, W.C.

Hyaclnt&s, Tulips, Crocus, Gladioli, ecc.

OUR REVISED LIST for 1876
is now ready, and will be handed to all Gardeners

and Amateurs, post-fiee, on application.

ANT. ROOZE N and SON. Overveen. near Haarlem. Holland.

Miscellaneous Bulbs and Tubers.

THOMAS S. WARE'S Annual Descriptive
CATALOGUE of the above, including complete Lists of

Lilies. Narcissus. Ins. Sc . is in the press, and will shortly be
forwarded free to all Customers, and on application.

Hale Farm Nurseries. Tottenham. London.

Notice ! Notice ! — Hyaclntlis, Tulips. Sc

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S
Descriptive CATALOGUE of DUTCH and oihcr

FLOWERING ROOTS is now ready, post-lree on .application.

Highgate Nurseries. London, N.

Hyaclntlis and Dutcb Bulbs,

PAUL AND SON'S CATALOGUE of the
above, with descriptive lists of Camellias, Azaleas, and

indoor and outdoor spring tlowers post-free on application.

The Old Nurseries. Cheshunt. N.

Special Notice to the Trade.

JAMES FARRAR AND CO. are prepared
to make low offers of the following :-Single and D.uble

SNOWDROPS. Rom.in HYACINTHS. Double Roman
Pheasant-eye and Double White NARCISSUS.
JAMES FARRAR and CO., Seed Merchants, 86, Golden

Lane. Barbican. London. E C.

Special offer to the Trade.

WHITE ROMAN HYACINTHS.—E.xlr.i

fine large roots, warranted. 175. per 100. C^ per 10. o.

Free to London. Orders should be sent at once to

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great

Tower Street, London, E.C.

O.X-EDGING, 10,000 yards, dwarf and
fine ; sample and price post free. Also 10.000 STRAW-

BERRY RUNNERS of the leading sorts, at 155. per 1000.

I. B. YOUNG. Landscape Gardener. Bridge of Allan. N.P..

cABBAGE, WHEELERS' IMPERIAL.-
ree Acres good clean-grown for Sale. Apply to

GEORGE GROVES, Milborne, Blandlord.
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SALES BY AUCTION.

Bulbs from Holland.

MR. J. C. STEVENS wiU SELL by
.VL'CriON". at his Great R>3ni5. 3S. Kirg Scetl.

Covtait GinJen, W.C. every MO.>{D.\Y. WEDNESDAY, and

S.ATURD.W. during September, cosuneocing at half-pj^t 12

o'Qock each day. cxjnsignnieiits of first^Jasa DUTCH BULBS
airiving weekly frool weii-knowrn farms in Holland.

May be Tiewed the mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Odontoglossam cirrliosiuiL

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
-AUCTIOS. at his Great Rooais. 38, King Street,

Covent Garden. W.C on THURSD.AV. September 7. at

hah'.past j2 o'Clocic precisely, a grand lot of ODOXTOGLOS-
SUM CIRRH03UM.jiisttoha.id. by /t.V.i'. "Para." The
plants are from the original locality, and amongst them are

masses of altogether uni^ual size ; all ate in the finest possible

co«tditioo. and just starting finely into growth. At the same time

•ill be sold fine healthy established plants of the fine new blue-

flowering BoUea coclestis, and grand masses of the rare Pes*:a-

torea Dayana ; also a quanuty of hsailhy plants of Odontoglos-

sum Roezli and Roezli alba, and a fine lot of Batemannia B-jrti.

variety WalUsii, and 1000 imported Planu of Odootoglossum
crispum. in fine condition.

On >-iew the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had-

IsUngton, N.
EXPIR.ATION ofLEASE.—Important CLE-\RANCE S.ALE

of the whole of the eredioas of GREE-VHOL'SES. PITS,
HOT-WATER PIPING, LTEN31LS in Trade, and
other Effects.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE .and MORRIS
are favoured with ia^truciioas from ihe Executors of the

late Mr. John Biff, deceased, to SELL by AUCTION, without
reserve (in coosequeace of expiry of Lease), on the Premises,
knovn as XorJiampton Park Nursery, Dou;.las Road, Ishng-
too, N., aforesaid, opposite the Canonbury Railwav Statian,

North Loodon RaUway. on WEDNESDAY andTHURSDAY.
September 6 and 7, at 12 o'Qock precisely each day, the whole
of the STOCK in TRADE, consisting of 13 Greenhouses. 10

Pits, Scoo feet of Hot-water Piping, 9 Tubular and Saddle
Boilers, Supply Cisterns, Valves, Bhdcwork, Slate and Wooden
Surging, &C.. together with the Plants in Pots, comprising a
valuable collection of Established and other Orchids. Tree and
other Ferns, PaJms, Aothunums. &c ; also thousands of
Geraniums, Ficus elastica, large white Azaleas, Yuccas,
LvcopodJucns, aod Succulents in variety ; al<o a useful Grey
Mare. » Market Vans. Dog Cart, 3 Sets of Silver pbted and
other Hsmess, Manure. Loam, UteniTls in Trade, and all other
Effects connected u'ith a Ftorist*s Business.

On \-iew befoce the Sale. Cata'o^ues obtained on the
Premises, and of the Auctioneer^ qS, Giacechurch Street, E.C,

Great Unreserved Sale of Dutcb Bulbs

MESSRS. PROTxHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL ^y AU-rriOX at the Mart, TAeahriuse

Yard, London, E.C. oa MOXDAi' September 11. at half-

past i> o'C^'xJc precisely, a laige consigimient of selected

DUTCH BULBS of first-das^ quality and lotted to suit the
Trade and Private buyers, consisting of the choicest named
Double and Single Hyacinths for pots and glasses. Tulips,
Crocus, Lilies, arid the usual assortment, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had at the
Matt, and of the Audiooeeia, 9S, Gracechurch Street, E.C,
and Leytonstooe, E.

Lea Brld^ Boad. E.

EXTENSn'E and_ IMPORTANT ANNUAL TRADE
SALE of fii e Wmter Flowering Heaths, abundantly set

w-ith fk)wer-buds, Epacris. Cydameas, and other cbo:ce
Greenhouse Plants, iodcdiog 6000 Hj'emalis, ^000 GiaciUs,
^000 Wilmoreana. large quantities of Gracilis vemalLs
Kegermlnans. Colorans, Assurgens, and others : 3000
Epacris of the choicest kinds, 1000 Cyclamen persicum. 600
Azalea indica to name. Tea and Hybrid perpetual Robcs,
Soianiim cap^icastrum in berry, a large quantity of miscel-
laneous Greenhouse Plants, fine spt:cimei±s of Lapageria
rosea, Daphnea eleganiissima. Gloxmias. Camillas, an
assj^xment of the best kinds of Variegated Ivies, etc

MESSRS. PROTHEROE .and MORRIS
are instructed by Mr. J. Eraser to SELL the above by

AUCTION, without reserve, upon the Ptemises known as Lea
Bridge Nurseries. Lea Bridge Road, Leyton, Essex, E., on
THURSDAY and FRID.AY, September 14 and 15, at 11 for

12 o'Qock precisely each day.

On view day prior to Sale. Cata'ogues on the Premises, and
of the .Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch Street, E.C, and Leyton-

Bnmtasli Nursery, Lee, S £.

IMPORT.ANT ANNUAL TRADE S.ALE of thousands of
beautifully grown WINTER FLOWERING HEATHS,
and a quantity of choice GREENHOUSE and STOVE
PLANTS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE .and MORRIS
beg to announce that lius S.ALE will take place on

TUESD.AY, September 15. by order of Sir. B. Mailer.
Farther partic-lars will appear.

Brunswick Korsery, Tottenliam.
HIGHLY ATTR-ACTIVE ANNUAL SALE of WINTER

ELOO.M IN S HE.ATH3 and other particularly well-grown
Stock.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
have received ins^mctioos from Mr. John Mali'^r to

annomice that this SALE will be held oa FRID.AY,
September aa. Full particiilars next week.

Exotic Ktirsery, lootiag, S W.
IMPORT-ANT ANNU.AL S.ALE cf E.KTR.A STO\'E and

GREENHOUSE PLANTS. ORCHIDS, P.ALMS, and
other valuable and t'iri*-ing Stock.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE ANT) JIORRIS
arr instructed by Mr R. Parker to SELL the above

stiA by AUCTION on TUESD.AY', Septemoer 26. More
detailed paiticulars will appear.

Tbe Hnrseiies, Tooting, S.W.
GRE-AT TR.ADE S.ALE of many thousands of nicely i^ijwu

WINTER FLOWERING HE.ATHS, promismg J pro-
fusitm of bloom, a:^d of coosidezable quantities of other
choice Stock much in demand.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed by Messrs RoUisson & Son to hold this

important SALE oa WEDNESDAY and THLTiSDAV,
September 27 and 28. Full particulars will shortly appear.

DoncasUr—By Order of the Executors.
Liiip'CCtant to thote setkin^ a lhjr:>u^lily sound and thriving

Nursery Business.

UNRESERVED SALE of a capital FREEHOLD ESTATE,
knouTi as DoncasterCatT Nursery, comprising 13a. ar. 30 p.

of rich and fertile Land, situate one mile from the imp:)rt-

ant market town of Doncasier, tc^ethcr with a Dwelling-
house, Cottages, Greenhouses. Vineries. Coach-house,
Stable, Sheds, and other coavenlcnt Tiade Buildings stand-

ing tbereoo.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE A2fD MORRIS
are in-tr-jcted by the Executors of the late Mr. J.

Thompson to SELL by .AUCTION the above most desirable

Pp-'pertv. at the Mart, Tokenhouse Y'ard. London. E.C on
MONDAY', September iS, at i for a o'clock precisely, in

One Lot.

iS" The whole of the NL'RSERY' STOCK »iU be Sold by
Aui.tion in Octobei next, unless the purchaser of the above
Estate prefers taking to the same by Valuation.

Plans and oartictilus ani conditions obtained of Mcssis.
COLLINSON. LITTLEWOOD and P.ARKJN. Solicitors.

Doncaster ; at tbe Mart : and of the Auctioneers and Valuers,

oS, Giacechurch Street, E.C., and Le>ton5tone, E.

ValoaDle Store and Hotlianse Plants for Sale.

MR. D.AVID ROSS, Auctioneer, Forres,
has received instructions from the representatives of the; represeniat»

late Norman MacLeod. Eso., cf Dalsey, to DisDose, by
Public AUCTION, at Dalwy. near Forres, on MONDAY.
September 25, the \-aluable and well-known COLLECTION of
ORCHIDS and STOVE PLANTS formed by Mr. MacLeod.
The Collection emlHaces many choice and large spjcimens, and
is well worth the attenttoa of Nurseryn-en and parties con-
templating the formation of simitar Collections. Intending pur-
cbasers may see the Plants 'twixt and day of Sale at Dalvey.
Sale l<i oommeace at 11 o'Qock precisely.

Catalogues may be had of the Auctioneer, and Mr. BERRY,
Gardener, Dalvey. Forres. N.B. Dalwy is within 2 miles of
the Forres and Brodie Stations of the Highland Rail^-ay.

Elngsland Green, N.

FOR DISPOSAL, the LEASE of a
thri\-ing NURSERY, well stocked and doing a good

Local and General Business. Four Greenhouses and other
useful buildings. Incoming about £%<xi. Further particulars of

PROTHEROE and MORRIS. Auctioneers and Valuers,

95, Gracechurch Stt^el, E.C, and Lcytoastone, E.

To B E S O L D. a NURSERY, with
TEN GREENHOUSES, areiaging 150 feet each, with

every convenience. Situated in the centre of a large town.
Adjoining a railn^ay station. To be sold cheap. Rent very
low. No stock. Immediate pcssession.

CAXNELL'S Nursen-. Woolwich.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, in a greatly
increasing neighbourhood, a compact NURSERY and

FLORIST BUSINESS, a short disunce fmra London, with
every convenience for doing a large Furnishing and Market
trade. For particulars apply to

Mr. A. McKAY, 7. Warner Terrace. Tottenham. London.

FOR DISPOSAL, a capital FRUITERER'S,
FLORIST'S, SEEDSMAN'S, and GREENGROCER'S

BUSINESS, doing an excellent Trade at Large Promts, and
capable of extensi<^n. Rent low. Corner premises. Every-
thing only £,ty:i. This Is a capital opportunity, and should not
be missed. Apply to

Messrs. PROTHEROE and MORRIS. 9S. Gracechurch
Street, City. E.C. ; or, on Premises, 17, Harber Terrace, close
to Stoke Newrington Greeo, N.

flTat-cla^s Opening for a Norserymaji and
MARKET GARDENER-

TO BE DISPOSED OF, the well-known
and long established BUSINESS in English Street.

Dumfries, successfiilly carried on for many years by the late

Mr- John Learmont, and latterly by his son, Mr. George
Learmont. and his daughter. Mrs. Halliday.

The Premises consist of a Large G.\RDEX in English Street,
extending to upwards of 3J4 -Acre^, well stocked with Shrubs,
Plants, and Fruit Trees in full bearing : a lar^e and handsome
SHOP, -w-ith first-class Modem Fittings, fronts the sueet,
which is the priocipa! thoroughiare to the Railway Station.
There is also a STABLE and other OFFICE-HOUSES of
recent erection, and a comfortable DWELLING-HOUSE.
adjoining. In connection with the Business mav also be had
the NURSERY GROUNDS of EAST BARKERLAND,
situate a short distance off. extending to i6J^ Imperial Acres.

Satisfactory reasons will be given for relinquishing the
Business, which is an excellent one, and susceptible of imprav'c-
meni by an enterprising persocL

Offers for a Lease of the Premises will be received for a
lunited period by Mr. JAMES H. McGOWAN, Solicitor,
Dumfiies. who will supply all needed information. The Stock
ai.d Fiitiogs will be transierred 10 the Tenant by Valuation.

Dumfries, August 7.

Market Garden, Aphford, BSiddlesez.

TO BE LET, on long Lease, about
FOURTEEN ACRES, fully stocked with Apple, Pear,

and Plum Trees. Currants and GoDscberries. loimcdiate pos-
session. -Apply to
Mr- R. HARRIS, or Mr. S. SMITH, Feltham ; and 46,

W'atJing Street, London, E.C

MESSRS. ERASER and BENTON,
HoP.TiCri.TVRAL A.VD .AGRrC"LTtr2.\l, ACCTIONEEKS
LLfERS, Romford and Grays, Essex.

Transit Agency for FUmts, Seeds, &c.

CJ. BLACKITH AND CO. (established
• 1822). Coi's and Hammond's Quays. Lower Thames

Street, London, S.E.— Forr.^-ders to all parts of the World.

M
Wood EneraTlng.

R. W. G. SMITH, Artist and
Engsavee on Wood, 15, Mildmay Grove, London. N.

To Planters and Nnrserymen.
WANTED, bv September 20. TENDERS

for PL.ANT1NG ab-i-jt FIFTY .ACRES (the site of
an old plantation recently cut), with L.ARCH. BEECH,
SPRLCE, SILVER and SCOTCH FIRS. The Larch to be
in the proportion of 37 in 36. Apply to

B. E. SOMERS, Mendip Lodge, Langford, near Bnstol.

Dntcb Bulbs.

ALFRED LEGERTON, Seed Merchant,
5. Aldgate, London, E,, begs to inform his Patr-nu and

the Public he has now received his entire Collection uf Chi>ir c
and Large DUTCH BULBS.

Wholesale CATALOGUES of prices (which are lower ikin
any other house in the trade) f:>r\v-arded free oa applicaiijn.

REVILLEA ROBUSTA, 15 to iS inches
high, per dozen or hundred.

DR.ACENA TERMINALIS and others, ao inches high.

CYPERCS ALTERNIFOLI.A (s-xcX per dozen or too.

.A 1 clean, healthy, well.grown plants. Price on application to

TURNER BROS., Green Hill Nursery, Gaiston. Liverpool

OH. VUYLSTEKE, Nurseryman,
Loochristy. near Ghent, Belgium.

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE (in English) of Aralea
indica. CajneUias, Azalea Mollis, Hardy Ghent Azaleas, Rho-
dodendrons, and Kaltnia latifolia, will be sent on apphca.ion to

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 3, Harp Lane, Great
Tower Street, Loadjn, E.C

Notice to tbe Trade.

HURST .AND SON can supply fine samples
of ROMAN HY.ACINTHS and SNO\VDROPa

Prices upon application.
They beg to intimate that their CATALOGUES of

FLOWER ROOTS have been posted, and if any persons who
have not receit-ed the same will kindly inform them, one shall
be forwarded immediately.

6, LeaJenhall Street, E.C

Vines, Vines, Vine;.

FRANCIS R. KINGHORN has a splendid
lot of the above, in stout short-j sinted Canes. Fruiter

-

and Planters, including Black Hamburgh, Golden Qumd.
Waltham Ctoss, Veim's Muscat. Duke of Buccleuch, and all

the o:her leading varieties. Prices on applicatijiL
F. R. K. can also with confidence recommend Sumaier

Planting: gainioj^a season by adopting this method.
Sheen Nurserj-, Richmond, Siiirey.

Camellias, Azaleas, Rbododeadrons, &c.

TAPERS, Nurseryman, Loochrisiv. near
- • Ghent. Belgium, begs to call attention to hi>

'

lion of well-grown plants, consisting of Camel!
indica. Azalea Mollis, Hardy Ghent Azaleas, Rh-_-^

and Kalmia latifolia. Priced descriptive CATALli _

free on application to

Messrs. R SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great
Tower Street, London. E.C.

To the Trade Only.

DUTCH BULBS at DUTCH PRICES.—
Our CAT.\LOGUE. containing Hyacinths. Tulips,

Crocus, double and single Snowdrops. Roman Hyacinths,
Gladiolus Brenchleyensis. new and other Lilies, New Enlboue
Plants, and Miscellaneous Bulbs, is now ready and may be hati

oa application. Quality of roots extra fine and guaranteed,

J. SANDER AND CO.. Seed Growers, St. Albans.

Very Cboice Plants, very clLeap, to make room.

FELTOX AND SONS offer 12 Stove Plants
of extra quality, for isr. ; and iz ditto, fjr 2ts.—worth

three times the money—^for cash, and only so long as tbclr
stt>ck holds out.

Nothing ever offered anything like the Guinea Dozen.
Magnificent large-sizwl plants at very low prices,

X*rompt replies to enquiries.
The Royal Exotic Nurserj-, 56, Harbome Road, Birmingham.

HCANXELL has now, just readv for
• Pottins Off", thousands of Seedling PRIMULA

SINENSIS of the best Covent Garden strain—
RUBR.\
ALBA L SO for 5*- &/.L 5° for

KERMESINA
STRIPED

The Seventeen Acres of Flowers, Swanley, Kent.

O AMATEUR STRAWBERRY
GROWERS.—The following varieties of carefully pre-

pared RUNNERS are now ready ;—La G. Sucree, Ket:r^
Seedling. Refresher. President, Sir. J. Paxton, Ne Plus Ultr
The Amateur. Sir C Napier Victoria, British Queen, \)'

Hogg, and Filbert Pine. Price \s. 6d. per score, or ^. p::
score extra post free.

"HOW TO GROW STRAWBERRIES WITH SUC-
CESS." 6]4d.

W. LOVEL. Strawberry Grower, Weaverthorpe, York.

M. C. JONGKINDT CONINCK begs
• to cffer the folIo«-ing PLANTS and FLOWER
ROOTS :-

AQUILEGLA. CCERULEA, guaranteed true. aU grown ia

pots £2 per 100.

CANARINA CAMPANUL.\TA. £2 10*. per ico.
C.\MPANULA GRANDIFLORA, FL. CCERULEA. i6j. U.

per 100.

DELPHINIUM NUDICAULE, £i is. Sd. per 100.
KHEXI.\ VIRGINICA. £1 13*. +</. per too.
YUCCA ANGUSTlFOLI.\. suoog, 2-jt. seedlings. Z20 17/.

per TOO.

CRYPTOMERIA JAPONICA, strong, i-jt. seedUngs. £1 per

Tottenham Nurseries, Dedeins\"aart, near Zwolle, Netherlaniis

Tne Waterliead Nurseries, Amt>lealde, Windermere.
Impc»tant Announcement for the coming Planting -

Splendid stock of CONIFER.^, HERB.ACEOU-- :

ROSES, FRUIT TREES, and EVL

:

SHRUBS, including a large selection of L.-
RHODODENDRONS, &c.

JOHN CRIER begs to call the attention
of all interested in the Cultivation of the above to tbe

choice assortment of healthy plants now at disposal io the

Waterhead Nurseries, on terms very favourable to parcbascta
and much below the usual rates.
With a view to a speedy reduction of the general Nursery

Stock, which contains admirable specimens of many rare and
valuable varieties, every effort will be made to meet ih'-

requirements of customers.
Orders transmitted by post shall have careful and prOir,::

attention, and goods will be delivered free at the Steamer Pic:,

Ambleside, or at the London and North-Wesicra Railway
Station. Windermere.

Quotations and Estimates forwarded on appUcaciou.

Waterhead Nur&cries, August, 1876.
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DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.
OsBORN & Sons

EE'j TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEIR

ANNUAL CATALOGUE OF THE ABOVE
/)- novj published, and may be had, post-free, on application.

It contains a Choice Selection of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS, N.AJiCISSUS,

LILIU.MS, and various other BULBS ; also a Select List of VEGETABLE and FLOWER
SEEDS for Autumn Sowing.

THE NURSERY, FULHAM, LONDON, S.W.

William Cutbusli, deceased.
PURSUANT 10 r;.c ACT of PARLLVMENT of ihe 22i and

23d Victoria, c 33, lEciiuIed " An Act to further amend the
taw of Property, aod to Relieve Trustees."

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN,
that all Creditors and Persons having any CLAIMS

or DEMANDS upon or against the Estates of \VILLL\M
CUTBUSH. lau of the Bamet Nurseries. Barnet, in the
County of Herts. Nurseryman, deceased (who died on the <th
day of May. 1S76. and whose will was proved in the Principal

Registry of the Probate Division of Her Majesty's High Court
of Justice on :he 25th day of July. 1875, by MaryAnn Cutbush,
of the Bamet Nurseries, Bamet. in the County of Herts,
^^'idow, the Relict of the said deceased. ai>d the sole Executrix
in the said WIU named) are hereby required to send in writing
the particulars of their claims or demands to the uodersigQed,
William Osbom Boyes, the Solidror for the said Executnx. 00
or before the 25ih day of December, 1876, at the expixation of
which time the said Executrix will proceed to deal with the
assets of the deceased, having regard only to the claims of
which she shall then have had nouce. and that the said Execu-
trix will not be liable for the said assets or any part thereof to

any person or persons of whose debts or ciauns she shall not

DUTCH BULBS. E,

B. S. Williams
BEGS TO ANNOUNCE THAT HIS ANNVAL S.I'PLY OT

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, NARCISSI, CROCUS,
And other DUTCH ROOTS have arrived in splendid condition.

PRICED LISTS GRATIS OX APPLICATIOS.

LUies.

H. KRELAGE and SON, Nursery-
?:"-;, 5E:"n^:EN. and Flokists. Haar'.em. H^^iand,

•-;- • -.heir new Special Descriptive CATA-
.: ;z2a) is no* ready, and will be sent

. . ^^ neariy 250 sorts and varieties, with

L.^ ;...--_- ,^. ^.-^w -> -c^l as. per 12, per i;x>. per looo, per

lo.oij—a sclectiaa cf their well-known unrivalled coUectJon.

Lilies shoiild be ordered early, aad planted befcre winter.

Disc:.unt to the Trade.

Stravl>errr Plants, Friinulas, Cinerarias,
C\LCEOL.\RI-\5-

TRAWBERRIES, weU-rooted Runners of
the updemamed, 2J. 6^/. per is

Brii-'H Queen,
Black Pnnce,
Ccm:c de Pans.
Carolina superba.

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

DUTCH FLO^VER ROOTS.

James Veitch & Sons
ie;- to announce that thev il.\\e kecei. ld the:?.

\NNUAL SUPPLY OF HYACINTHS AND OTHER
BULBOUS ROOTS FROM HOLLAND,

And are pleased to say that they are in splendid condition.

Myatts ProUBc,
Ne Plus UltzsL,

Prince Arthur.
Rivers' EUia,
Royalty.
Souvenir de Kieff,

Stiriing Casile Pine,
Sir Joseph Paxton,
The Lady.
The Amateur.
\'icomiesse HtfricartdeTnury
W izard of the North,
WonderfuL

CATALOGUES^ lUusiraUd with upwards of Sixty Woodcuts, arc ficw ready, arid will be
'

forwarded^ pest-free, on application.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, SAV.

Frogmore Late Pioe,
Gei^ral Harelock,
Grove End Scarlet,

Garibaldi.

Keens' Seedling,
Mr. Raddyffe.
Myalt's Surprise,

PRLMULAS. CINERARIAS, and CALCEOLARIAS, of a
fine strain, zr. per dozen.
W. CLIBRAX AND SON. Oldfield Nurscrr, Ahrimiani.

Anstralian Plants and Seeds.

EUCALYPTUS GLOBULUS, PALMS,
CVCADS, FERNS, and all kind; of PLANTS and

SEF-DS indigenous to Australia, Fiji, &c. sappiied on the

most reasooable terms. Priced CATALOGUES and Special

Quotatioas on application.

SHEPHERD AND CO.. Nur^rymen and Seedsmen. Darling

Nursery. Sydney, New South Wales. (Elstablished iSsy.)

Agents : Mc^^is. C J. BLACKITH .ajcd CO., Coxs Quay.
Lovrer Thames Street, Loodoa, E.C

"po T AT O 3

SNOWFLAKE. per acme of 14 lb..

per sadt of 16 stone, 32*. : per tc

LATE RUSE, per stooe. 21. ; per
per ton on applicatian.

MOXA"S PRIDE ASHTOP. per stooe. u. ; per cwt.. 151. ;

per sack. aSr : per t-xi OD application.

LAPiTOXE KIDXEVS. par stone, ar. ; percwt, i*i. : per

sack. 2+t. ; per ton on appucalion.

Bushel Ba^s. j<L ; Hundredweights, ^ : Sacks, ir. yt
Cash with order.

Wholesale PRICE LIST fonraided oa receipt of traie card.

CHRISTMAS QUIXCEY, P,yiato Merciiant, Peterbocough.

Hugh Low & Co.
."RE IN I.VFORMISO THEIR FK THAT TttEIR

STOCK OF WINTER AND SPRING FLOWERING PLANTS
Is this season unusually e.xtensive in quantity and fine in quality, and well worth the notice of intending purchasers, who are

very cordially in\-ited to an inspection of the Plants, which comprise amongst other things :—

Many Thoasands of AZ.A.LE.A I.VDIC.4, in variety.

Many Thoosands of C-A.MELLI.-\S, with flower-buds, variotis sUes.

Many Thousands of SOL.ANUMS, well berried, splendid stu&.

\tany Thousands of ERICA HYEMALIS, of various sizes.

Many Thousands of ERICA. GRACILIS.
Many Thousands cf ERICA WILMORE.A.
Many Thousands of ERICAS of the best varieties, including—alopecuroides, colorans,

persoluta alba, regerminans, perspicua nana, ventriccsa in \-ariety. hybrida,

grandinosa, melanthera, barbata major, rubens, verticillaia major, mammosa,
Eweriana, caSra. &c.

Many thousands of Hard-wooded ERIC\S, in numerous fine varieties.

Many thousands of GEN IST.AS.
Many thousands of EPACRIS, in numerous varieties.

Many Thousands of BOUVARDI.AS, red and white, all strong bushy plants, oi

Many Thou^nds of EPIPHYLLUMS, in varieties.

Many Thousands of TREE CARNATIONS, of fiow^ering siie.

Manv Thousands of CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, fine varieties, unosuaUy strong.

Many Thousands of the best GxEENHOOSE PLANTS, such as ChottKanas, Aphe-
ie-xis, Genetyllis, DiUwynias, Acadas, Poljrgalas, Boronias, Pimeleas, Jasminums.

.'^Iso on hand, a ven.- large Stock of

ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGE and DECORATIVE PLANTS, PALMS, DRAC/ENAS, FICUS ELASTICA, &c.

i
FEBNS-Many thousands cf the most approved kinds. Adianttun cuneatum by the 100 or 1000.

~
^ ORCHIDS.—The Stock of these is ver>- large and healthy.

Pandas, Dendrobiums, Cattleyas, Odontoglossums, Phalsenopsis, Cypripediums, Lselias, Saccolabiams, Oncidi-oms, &c., can be seen in

large quantities, very extensive importations liaving been made during tbe season.

CLAPTO^^ NUESEEY, LONDON, E.
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MAGNIFICENT PALMS,

Dracaenas, Tree Ferns, Phormiums, &c.

From 10 to 25 feet in height and width.

From one of thefinest collections in the kingdom.

Apply, 131, Gardeners' Chronicle Ofiice,

London, W.C.

BULB S OF ALL KINDS.
THE

NEW PLANTand BULB COMPANY
Beg to inform their friends that their

CATALOGUE IS NOW READY,
And can be had, post-free, on application.

LION WALK, COLCHESTER.

NEW EARLyTaBBAGE,
p-OR PRESENT SOWING.

DANIELS' DEFIANCE-A superb new
early variety of Cabbage, growing to the weight
of 12 lb. to 151b. Remarkably short-legged and
compact, and of the most delicious marrow
flavour.

DANIELS' DEFIANCE-The earliest,

largest, and best Cabbage lor either the Market
Gardener or the Private Grower. An indispens-
able variety, that should be found in every

DANIELS' DEFIANCE CABBAGE.
I'rice IS. 6d. per packet, post-Jree.

DANIELS BROS.,
SEED GROWERS and NURSERYMEN,

NORWICH.

THE WARMINSTER CALCEOLARIA
has been grown and cultivated from the year 1828 by the

present proprietor
GEORGE WHEELER, Nijrseryman, &c.. Warminster,

Wilts, respectfully announces that Seed of his unsurpassed
strain of dwarf, robust, and compact Calceolaria are now ready-
The Collection was this season the

' " —
the admiration of all who s.iw thei

judges to be the finest in cultivatio
Price \s.. IS. 6d., and 25. 6d. per packet, post-free.

HARDY TREES AND SHRUBS
.-ir VERV LOU- PRICES.

THE HEATHERSIDE NURSERIES
COMPANY (LIMITED)

Have for Sale an unexampled Collection of all the most
beautiful and rare hardy TREES and SHRUBS, such as are
to be I'ound in no other nursery in the Kingdom. In conse-
quence of a portion of the land being about to be offered for
building purposes, this stock will be sold on exceptionally
favourable terms to large purchasers. Nearest station, Farn-
borough, on the South-Western Railway.
Manager; THOMAS THORNTON. Heatherside, Bagshot,

TREE PERNS.
THE LARGEST AND BEST STOCK IN EUROPE.

r private, laid out and planted by contract.

To the Trade Only,

EH. KRELAGE and SON, Nurserymen,
• Seeus.men, and Florists, Haarlem. Holland.—

rhe WHOLESALE CATALOGUEfor 1876-77,(1rstparl(3t7A),
is now ready, and may be had free on prepaid application,
by Nurserymen, Florists, and Seedsmen. This C-itaiogue
contains complete collections of HYACINTHS, TULIPS,
CROCUS, Narcissus, fritillarias, anemones
RANUNCULUS, LILIES (unrivaUed collection of nearly 250
sorts and v.irieties), &c.

^^^ILLIAM BULL, F.L.S.,
Respectfully invites the Nobility andGentry to an inspection of the nbove ; also of his

MAGNIFICENT SPECIMEN ORNAMENTAL PLANTS,
Adapted for the decoration of Conservatories and Greenhouses, or suited for Sub-tropical Gardening.

ESTABLISHMENT FOR NEW AND RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

HYACINTHS, TULIPS and OTHER BULBS.

Wm. Paul & Son
nr.r, to announce that their new

CATALOGUE OF HYACINTHS, TULIPS AND OTHER BULBS,

CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS, &c.,

IS NOW READY, AND WILL BE SENT, POST-FREE, ON APPLICATION.

COLLECnONS of BULBS, from 10s. 6d. to 84s.

A CHOICE COLLECTION of CAMELLIAS, 30s. per dozen and upwards.

SPECIMEN CAMELLIAS, from One to Thirty Guineas each.

" Hyacinths farmed the most important fealure of the show, the principal e.thibitor being Mr. Wm. Paul, of

Waltham Cross, who was far in advance of any other in the size and beauty of the noble spikes which he placed in

^om-petition."—Journal c/ Hor/iculture.

" Hyacinths were again the main fealure, Mr. Wm. Paul taking ist prize with a collection that were as near

absolute perfection as, in the present state of our knowledge, we can imagine."

—

Gardeners' Magazine.

" It is due to Mr. Wm. Paul's wonderful group of Hyacinths, to which was awarded the i.st prize, that a tribute

should be borne here to their incomparable quality."— 7"/ic Florist,

PAUL'S NURSERIES and SEED WAREHOUSE,
WALTHAM CROSS, HERTS.

DUTCH FLO ^VER ROOTS.
Brook & Gallop,

(Late GEO. PARSONS).

ESTABLISHED FIFTY YEARS.

B. & G. beg to announce that their Illustrated, Priced, and Descriptive CATALOGUE is now
published, and may be had, post-free, on application. It contains a choice selection of

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS, LILY OF THE VALLEY,

A Select List of Vegetable and Flo'wer Seeds for Autumn Sowing, is also included.

All Bulbs and Seeds amounting to tlte value of 2.1s. and upwards Carnage paid.

COLLECTIONS suitable for the OPEN GROUND, from los. (>d., 15^., lis., 31J. dd., 42J., and
upwards.

COLLECTIONS suitable for the CONSERVATORY or GREENHOUSE, from loj. bd., 15J.,
2i.(., 31J. 6d., 42J., and upwards.

The above Collcetions will be made up on the most liberal terms.

To ensure good bulbs kindly favour us with Orders as early as possible, as the tirst importations are
generally the best.

THE WEST BRIGHTON SEED WAREHOUSE,
195, WESTERN ROAD, BRIGHTON.

ODONTOGLOSSUM CIRRHQSUM.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at his Great
Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, September 7, at

half-past 12 o'clock precisely, a grand lot of ODONTOGLOSSUM CIRRHOSUM, just to

hand, by R.M.S. Para. The plants are from the original locality, and amongst them are masses
of altogether unusual size. AH are in the finest possible condition, and just starting finely into

growth. At the same time will be sold fine, healthy, established plants of the fine, new, blue-

flowering BOLLEA CCELESTIS, and grand masses of the rare PESCATOREA DAYANA.
Also a quantity of healthy plants of ODONTOGLOSSUM ROEZLI and ROEZLI ALBA,
and a fine lot of BATEMANNIA BURTI, variety Wallisii, and 1000 imported plants of
ODONTOGLOSSUM CRISPUM, in fine condition.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

AUCTION ROOMS AND OFFICES, 38, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON, W.C.
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BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS

WINTER & SPRING.

EVERY GROWER of FLOWER ROOTS
SHOULD SEND FOR

One 0/ /he most Practical Works on llic

Cullivatioii of

HYACINTHS, TULH^S, CROCUS,

LILIES, NARCISSUS, &c.,

YET PUBLISHED.

PROFUSEL Y ILLUSTRA TED.

Gratis and post-frec on application.

GARDEN LAWNS.

These may now be greatly improved by Sowing

SUTTON'S MIXTURE

FINE GRASSES & CLOVERS
FOR MAKING NEW OR IMPROVING OLD

Garden Lawns, Croquet Grounds, &c,

FINEST GROWING VARIETIES,

Which willproduce a beautifil evcr«rcen swani
in a very short lime.

Sow 3 bushels or 60 lb. per Acre, or i gallon to 6 rods
(or perches). For imp.-ovin; La«ns already in turf sow
20 lb. per Acre.

Prices 13 per It. 20b. per bushel.

lintnu-lijiis on the Formation and Imprcjcmmt

GARDEN L.UVNS, CROQUET GROUNDS, &c.,

Gratis and post-free.

^Mnufo(nu

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 2, 1876.

THE OUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

THE NELUMBO.
(G.«rt«./.v//,v./«/. ."(So.)

TO return to Herodotus and the Nelumbo.

After referring to the Nymphica Lotus, in

the quoted passage on p. 260, he goes on to say

that "there is a second kind of Lotos which grows

in the Nile, and is not unlike a Rose. The fruit

resembles a wasp's nest. It contains a number
of kernels, of the size of an Olive stone, which

are very grateful, either fresh or dried " (ii.

[Euterpe], 92). Theophrastus, who died I'.C.

2SS, gives a siinilar description, strikingly

characteristic, in his History of Plants, hook iv.,

chap. 10. The latter speaks of it under the

Greek appellation of Kwifio?, or Bean, for by
this time the large seeds had come to be com-

pared to the produce of the Faba vulgaris, and

were distinguished therefrom as Kvajxm Alyinrrmi,

or Egyptian Beans. There was nothing un-

reasonable in the appellation.

At this very day we speak of certain seeds,

one of which is not even leguminous, in identi-

cally the same way, calling them Tonga Beans,

Calabar Beans, and St. Ignatius' Beans.

Cyamus was preserved by Sir J. E. Smith as the

generic name (Exotic Botany, with beautiful

drawings, 1S05). Nelumbium, as preserving

the Cingalese appellation, is perhaps quite as

good as the ancient Greek ; there seems, how-

ever, to have been little occasion for abolishing

the old specific name nucifera in favour of

speciosum.

The Nile, after all, does not seem to have

possessed the Nelumbo as an indigenous plant.

The introduction of it into that famous river is

thought to have been concurrent with the intro-

duction of the old theology of the country,

which would appear to have been Indian, the

plant coming as one of the religious symbols or

adjuncts, just as the Palm, or some substitute,

accompanied in Europe, in a later age, the

diffusion of Christianity. This eminently

reasonable conjecture is sustained by the fact

that, although for inany ages an estab-

lished occupant of the Nile, probably up

till the time of the decline of the old

Eg5'ptian religious ritual, it has long since

totally disappeared, and is now quite unknown

and forgotten. When care was no longer

taken to propagate and maintain the plant for

definite religious use, it would seem to have

gradually died out. Still, however, and for aye,

must it hold its place in association with the

thought of Isis and her emblem-covered temples,

the great and lovely goddess in whose insignia,

mingled with ears of corn, it was so constant

a feature. No slight privilege is it, when visit-

ing Kew or Chatsworth, to stand beside a plant

that shall take us back, without an effort, to

the days of the glory of Thebes, of Memphis,

and of Karnak, of Rameses and Amasis, great

kings, with all the rest of the swarthy dwellers,

3000 years ago, on the banks of that mighty

river, independent of tributaries, the sources of

which it was reserved, after all, for an English-

man to discover. The Nelumbo is figured

twice in the Botanical Magazine, xxiii. 903, and

Ixviii. 3916, Herodotus' happy comparison no

doubt caused it to be named familiarly, the

" Rose of the Nile."

Great interest further attaches to the Ne-

lumbo from the circumstance of its being

referred to in the Old Testament Scriptures.

It appears, first, in I Kings vii., 19-26, in the

account of the building of Solomon's palace,

where we read that " the chapiters (or capitals)

that were upon the top of the pillars were of

lily-work, and that the brim of the ' molten sea '

was wrought, like the brim of a cup, with

flowers of Lilies." There is no absolute proof,

it is true, but as the Nelumbo, in one form or

another, was a staple ornament in Egyptian
art, recurring in Assyria and at Susa, where
representations of the buds and flowers were

employed to ornament the columns, as it was
an object in which artist and architect alike

took great delight, nothing is more reasonable

to suppose than that it would be adopted by
Hiram, the skilful Tyrian worker in metals, to

whom the whole of the decorations of Solomon's

house were entrusted, and who doubtless had
visited Egypt, then the home of all the scienc;

and art the world possessed. Noting the beauti-

ful designs in common use in the kingdom of

the Pharaohs, he would not be sloiv to intro-

duce them into the royal edifice at Jerusalem.

Solomon himself was on very good terms

with the Egyptian monarch of the period.

An Egyptian princess became one of his

wives ([ Kings iii., i) holding a rank in

his home circle, superior to that of any of the

others. The 45th Psalm, which is of the nature

of an hymeneal ode, was originally prepared for

singing by the bridesmaids, on the occasion of

her marriage. Of course, like every other Psalm,

it has a permanent interior or spiritual sense,

declaring the majesty and grace of the kingdom
of C;od, as contemplated, more particularly, from

the affections ; with, in addition, the duty of

the Church, and recognition of the blessings

which the Church bestows. Primarily, how-

ever, as said above, it was composed for the

special temporal purpose so plainly indicated

in the allusions in the later verses, which put

before us, in the most beautiful manner, the

princess and her train of ladies, who wore

probably, every one of them, a Water Lily in

her hair.

The word translated Lily in the account of

Hiram's art-efforts above referred to is Shi/-

shan. Comparison of the various passages in

which it occurs shows that, like very many
other Hebrew terms of natural history,

the primary sense was a broad or collective

one, covering Lily-like flowers in general,

wherefore the Septuagint uniformly renders

Shushan by Kfiimv. It would allow at the same
time of a special application, just as ''Lily'

does in our own language at the present day,

and when employed in reference to decorative

art nothing more probable can be imagined than

that the Nelumbo was the flower intended.

The second scriptural reference occurs in

Ecclesiastes, which book is ascribed to Solomon,

who, as he spake of all kinds of plants, from

the Cedar that is in Lebanon down to the

Hyssop on the wall, may reasonably be con-

cluded to have possessed fair botanical know-

ledge of the Nelumbo, and the more particularly

so because of his Egyptian alliance, and the

artistic use of it in his own palace. The

eleventh chapter leads off with " Cast thy bread

upon the waters, for thou shalt find it after

many days." Fish being very fond of the seeds

of Water Lilies, gnawing holes in the capsules

in order to reach them—as any one may observe .

in connection with the Nympha?a alba—the

Nelumbo heads, when they (all into the stream,

naturally become a portion of their prey.

Hence, when in oriental countries it becomes

necessary to propagate the plant artificially

the practice is to imbed several of the

seeds in a lump of clay tempered with

chaff, and to throw the lump into the

water. It sinks into the mud below, and the

seeds are protected till they vegetate. A meta-

phor means nothing unless founded upon some

natural fact, and in Scripture this fact is always

employed as an image of some spiritual truth.

The Nelumbo seeds thus thrown into the Nile

of ancient days were virtu.illy bread, just as to-
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day the farmers' seed-corn is bread ;
the prac-

tice of those who cast them away is employed

as a figure for the divine assurance that work

that has been the outcome of charity and living

faith is never lost or performed in vain. Some
people think that the verse quoted refers to the

sowing of Rice, but Rice is not cast into the

water, and there is no evidence that this grain

was even known to the ancient Egyptians, or to

Solomon.
There is yet a third possible reference to the

Nelumbo in the Old Testament. In Isaiah

xxiii., 3, in the celebrated prophecy of the down-

fall of Tyre, the metropolis of Phoenicia, "the

mart of nations,'' it is said that "the seed of

Silior, the harvest of the river, is her revenue."

Sihor, properly Shihor, was a Hebrew name for

the Nile. The application, no doubt, at times

is different, but in the present instance Sihor

certainly denotes the great river of Egypt. The
Egyptians had no indigenous timber wherewith

to build seaivonhy vessels ; the commerce
between their country and Tyre was carried on

entirely in Phcienician ships and by Phcenician

navigators, and the wealth gained by the

Phoenician cities was consequently immense.

No sUght portion of it would accrue from the

traffic with Egypt ; and when the prophet

speaks of the seed or "sowing" of Sihor, after

the fashion of his language, and in conformity

with his accustomed imagery, he would appear

to employ the produce of the Water Lilies as a
metaphor for the profits and dues upon the

merchandise in general that was conveyed up
and down the stream. The total disappearance

of the Nelumbo from the Nile during the last

thousand years or so, perhaps for a consider-

ably longer period, seems to aid in the verifi-

cation of the prophecies that the ancient glory

of Egypt should depart, never to be seen again.

Perhaps that disappearance is specifically in-

tended when in the " burden of Egpyt " Isaiah

says that " the paper-reeds by the Isrooks, and
everything sown by the brooks, shall wither,

be driven away, and be no more " (xix. 7).

The word here rendered brooks, in

the singular is yeiir. In the plural it is

obviously applied to the dykes and canals that

were connected with the Nde,* including that

one in which the infant Moses was concealed.

Whether or not it was a name, specifically, for

the main stream is uncertain, and, in regard to

the present argument, is immaterial.

The Nelumbo, under the name of Lotus, was
employed, in ancient times, not only as an
architectural ornament,but in the decorativeem-
bossing of metal, &c., as illustrated in Theo-
critus, xxiv., 45. The classical poets have
scarcely any allusion to it, though doubtless

it was some wandering Indian legend which
gave rise to the tale in Ovid of the metamor-
phosis of the nymph Lotis into the flower which
he tells us " in the water preserves her name."
This fable is likewise adverted to by Athen^eus.
Leo Griiidon.

GREENHOUSE PLANTS.
THEIR CULTURE AND MANAGEMENT.
Passiflora.—This is a well-known genus of

evergreen climbing plants indigenous to various parts
of the world, but the greater portion are from South
America and the West Indian Islands. They con-
sequently require a stove or intermediate-house tem-
perature to grow them, others are hardy, and there
are several which are garden hybrids, and will suc-

ceed in an ordinary greenhouse. They are mostly
vigorous-habited, strong-growing plants, that will do
well with comparatively Kttle attention. They are
very suitable for clothing a back wall, encircling a
pillar, or draping the rafters, where their long, pen-
dulous shoots look most graceful. The flowers, of
various colours, produced freely for a long time in

succession, are most singular in structure, the

' As in Ps. Ixxviii., 44 ; Ezekiel x.\i.v., 3, and x.\x., 12,

explanation of the name and the history attaching

to it is given in the Gardeners' Chronicle for 1870,

p. 1674. The flowers are borne on the young

shoots, which adds much to their beauty when

drooping from the rafters of a lofty conservatory,

where they can be grown and seen to the best ad-

vantage. The various species differ much in appear-

ance, not only from the great diversity in the colour

and size of the flowers, but also from the varied for-

mation of the leaves; in some they are undivided,

in others two or three lobed, varying much
in size. They may be grown in large pots, boxes, or,

as is more usual, planted out. This should be deter-

mined by the size and strength that the species or

variety to be grown naturally attains, although any

particular kind, when it is found desirable to restrict

its growth to less space than a more liberal allowance

of root-room would enable it to cover, can be kept

within bounds by pot culture belter than by having

to resort to cutting-in the shoots during the growing

season to an extent that would interfere with its

flowering. But this limiting of root-space must not be

carried too far, or the result will be that the plants

will have a starved, sickly look, and produce few

blooming shoots ; yet in the case of all subjects similar

in nature to these much may be done to assist the

cuirent season's growth by the use of manare-water,

the great advantage of which is that by it the plants

cin be stimulated just at the time they require it,

whereas if solid manure be applied in the soil it often

promotes strong, rank growth in the early stages of a

plant's existence, rather than a disposition to produce

flowering wood whilst the plant is of a medium
size. From the naturally tall, scrambling habit

of these Passifloras they are not suited for

friined pot specimens, to which they are

little adapted, consequently it is better to restrict their

cultivation to such purposes as already pointed out

and for which they'are particularly suitable. When
the object is to clothe the pillars of a house with these

Passion-flowers it is better to confine the roots in

pots unless they can be kept to a very limited space

at the foot of the pillars, and in which case it is fre-

qaently difRcalt to secure an ouMet for the water as it

passes through the drainage. The diameter of pot

the plants are to occupy when grown to the size they

are intended to attain should, as already suggested, in

all cases be regulated by the size of the species or

variety and the space to be covered ; although strong

free- growing subjects it is not advisable to over-pot at

first.

In selecting the plants, with these, as in the

case of all other climbers, it is necessary to be parti-

cularly careful to have them free from scale or mealy-

bug, for, though the latter insect will not increase

fast in the temperature of a conservatory or green-

house as compared with a warm stove, yet it will live

and breed sufficiently to infest all plants that it will

live on that are placed under them even if only for a

time. Pot them about the end of March or begin-

ning of April just as growth is about to commence;
let the size of shift be in proportion to the

strength and quantity of the roots—a vigorous

plant that has occupied a 6-inch pot may be moved
into one 4 inches larger. They are not particular as

to soil, and will succeed in either peat or loam ; but

where the latter can be had of a good turfy nature it

will be found the best, as it will sustain the plants

longer. Add to it a sixth of sand, drain the pots

sufficiently to secure unobstructed egress for the con-

siderable quantity of water that will be required during

the season of active growth. The treatment as to air

and shade that they must necessarily submit to will of

course be such as the other occupants of the house
receive, but through the growing season a moderate
syringing overhead will be beneficial in encouraging

growth and keeping down insects. At once train

them in the position they are to occupy, and if it is

necessary to stop the leading shoots to cause their

breaking in a way to furnish the space sufliciently down
to the bottom this should be attended to, and repeated

as often as required. Do not give too much water
after potting, or there is danger when a large shift

such as advised is given of the soil getting soddened
with moisture before the roots enter it ; but as soon ss

the plants have got fairly into growth it will be
needed in liberal quantities all through the summer :

towards autumn give less, and reduce the quantity

still further in the winter.

If they have made satisfactory progress they

will require ^another shift in the spring, giving

3 or 4-inch larger pots, in proportion to the

amount of roots that are found to exist when the

balls are turned out ; pot in similar soil as before,

using it as full of turfy fibre as it can be got, and in a

lumpy state. Treat as to other matters as in the

preceding season in every way, training the shoots

evenly until the allotted space is filled. If in after

years larger pots are required the plants can be shifted

on, but they may be kept in a healthy condition

without potting annually by the use of manure water
;

where this is used it should be applied sufificiently

early in the spring to assist the young growth as soon

as it begins to move, and its application should be

repeated once a week or so, as long as the summer

growth lasts.

So far as their cultivation in pots when the space

occupiedby the shoots is restricted, nothing further

will be needed, except each autumn or in .Jhe spring

before they begin to grow, such superfluous growth as

can be dispensed with should be cut away, regulating

the pruning so as to furnish the space they fill

from bottom to top with young flowering shoots

every summer.

When the place to be covered is larger, and

the plants are to be turned out into a prepared

border, this in the first case must be well drained

in the bottom, and the bed composed of 9 or

10 inches deep of soil, which should consist of

turfy-loam about 4 inches thick that has lain

together just long enough to kill the grass ; it should

be chopped with the spade or pulled to pieces by
hand, and have enough sand added to keep it sweet

and porous, to help which a good sprinkling of char-

coal will be an assistance. Turn the plants out in the

spring just before growth commences, and open the

roots well out so as to disperse them evenly, covering

them with 2 or 3 inches of the finer soil ; if to clothe

a back wall the shoots should be trained in a hori-

zontal position so as to cover the bottom portion as

far as required, first gradually leading them upwards.
When this is not attended to with these or other sub-

jects of similar habit, the growth rushes up to the top

oi the space first, leaving the bottom bare, often

necessitating the cutting back of the plants to get

them to break lower down, which causes delay, and
loses the opportunity of utilising the first growth which
is generally the freest, whilst the roots are in the new
material. Subsequently, when the soil gets exhausted,

it may have 2 or 3 inches of the surface removed each
spring, replacing it with new, and also assisting the

growth by manure- water. In this way the plants can
be kept for a number of years in a thriving state.

Through the summer the young shoots should be
regularly trained into their allotted space, otherwise
they will become a confused thicket, too dense in one
place, and scanty in others, unsightly, and the

flowering growths irregularly dispersed. Each
autumn, after blooming, the plants should be regu-

larly gone over, cutting out all such shoots as are

not required ; and when, for appearance sake, any
that are not wanted are retained, these ought to be
removed before growth commences in the spring.

The undermentioned are desirable kinds :—P. Camp-
belli, P. cceruleo-racemosa, P. Impferatrice Eugenie,
P. onychina, P. fragrans, P. Comtesse Giuglini, P.

MaryattLX% P. Newmanni, P. palmata, and a great

number of others.

Insects.—Passion-flowers are not particularly sub-
ject to attacks of insects, although most of the plant

pests will live upon them ; aphides and thrips are
most effectually dealt with by fumigation, and red-

spider must be kept under by constant use of the
syringe during the spring and summer. Should scale

or mealy-bug make their appearance these must be
kept down by diligent use of the sponge through the
growing season, and in the winter when at rest an
attempt should be made to eradicate them altogether,

for on climbing subjects they cause an immense
amount of labour to keep them under ; the plants

should be closely cut in, taken down from the wires,

and steeped in *'Abyssinian mixture," 6 ounces to

the gallon, repeating the operation two or three times
to make sure of reaching not only the living insects

but their eggs, T. Baines.

THE LATE MR. J. R. PEARSON.
I SHorLD like to supplement your obituary notice

of the late Mr. J. R. Pearson, of Chilwell, with a

few remarks which may serve to give a kind of

historical outline of his progress as a raiser of new
Pelargoniums. I called on him in August, 1S75,

and had a long talk wilh him, in the course of which
he supplied certain chronological details of an
extremely interesting character, and which I jolted

down at the time for future use. I unfortunately lost

them soon after my return home, or they might have
been of some use in setting forth in detail Mr.
Pearson's work as a raii^.. of new Pelargoniums,
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I remember sufTicient of our conversation to know
that it was when Mrs. Pollock was first sent out that

he was induced to commence raising seedling Pelar-

goniums. He crossed Mrs. Pollock with a variety

then grown under the name of Hopwoodianum, using

both as a seed parent, and from this attempt came
William Underwood, a charming soft scarlet variety,

that is still grown for exhibition purposes in the neigh-

bourhood of Manchester. It is so good yet that it

could not have been widely known at the time, or it

would have made a grea'.er impression. A year or two

afterwards Mr. Pearson obtained Donald Beaton's set

of seedlings, which were, I tliink, distributed by Mr.

WiUiam Paul, of Waltham Cross, and crossed

William Underwood with Black Dwarf, and from

this he got Bayard. Other good seedlings resulted,

but Bayard, a deep crimson variety, was the best type,

and he so much esteemed it that he catalogued it as

late as 1875 ; Bayard pleased him so much, and he

very rightly thought it such a great advance, that, to

quote his own words, *' I got a little mad on
Geraniums in consequence, and raised 7000 seedlings

at my next attempt, and out of this lot saved only two
kinds for their flowers, and a few with variegated

foliage." I wish I had my lost notes by me to give

the names of these two, but I think Florence Durand
was one of them ; and he always regarded this useful

variety as the parent of such beautiful pink forms as

Mrs. Turner, Mrs. Masters, Lady Byron, Ethel, Lucy
Bosworth, and others.

Perhaps his *• madness," as he so amusingly termed
it, cooled a little a^ter flowering that prodigious lot of

seedlings, for in the years following he was content to

raise annually 3000 to 4000 seedlings, and from this

large number he selected from twelve to fifteen varie-

ties to name and distribute, destroying many of con-
siderable value. He was most conscientious in

selecting seedlings, preferring only tho?e that he
believed to be decided advances, and if any one
desired a study of the best decorative varieties it was
nowhere bater slTorded than at the Chilwell Nur-
series, where the visitor could see the long lean-to

hou'ies fil'ed with excellent plants in glorious bloom
during July and August.

Let me jot down a few of Mr. Pearson's leading seed-
lings : Pink. I>ady Emily, Lucy, Mrs. Fytche, Matilda,
Mi'^s Blanch, Stony, Mrs. Augusta Miles, and Lady
Byron ; lilac pink, Florence Durand, Amaranth, Mrs.
Turner, Mrs. Masters, Ethel, Annie Orton ; rose.

Lady Myddleton, E. J. Lowe, Robert Evan:?, Mrs.
Paget, Mrs. Melli^h, Mabel Eden ; rose red, Colonel
Wright, Charles Burrows, Metcalf ; scarlet, Chunder
Sen, Corsair, Rev. C. P. Peach, Harrie Helen, Mrs.
Whiteley ; crimson, Bayard, Mrs, Vincent, Douglas
Pearson, Colonel Holden, General Outram, John
Gibbons, Sir S. H. Stanhope, H. R. Clifton, Arthur
Rogfrs, and Thomas Speed; mngenta, Arthur Pear-

son, Laurence Heywood, Mrs. Hole ; salmon, Nellie

May, Maud, Flora, Rose Bradwardine, Ellen, and
Mrs. Vickers. This by no means exhausts the list,

but the varieties composing it bear witness to an un-

fl3&S'"g activity and an undiminishing enthusiasm till

the human energies were laid by in the quiet of the
grave.

It was an inferesting sight to watch the operation
of sowing seed of the best Pelargoniums at Chilwell.
Pots of soil were kept ready filled by the plants from
which seed was being taken, and when Mr. Pearson
went into the house and sww seed sufficiently ripe to
sow, they were picked from the plant and thrust pin-

like into the soil, where they soon germinated, and
with very few failures indeed ; as. soon as the plants

were large enough to handle they were potted off

singly into small pots and grown on in the usual way.
The death of Mr. Pearson creates a serious gap in

the ranks of contemporary florists. When we come to

sum up the results of his active life we see something
of the nature and importance of his work ; and as we
gratefully appreciate this, may we also with blended
regrets echo the aspiration,

" Pleasant may thy footsteps be

In that far clime remote from our brief day."

BASKET-WORK SHADES.
In great heat such as we have had so long-continued

during the present summer some temporary shelter

or shade from the scorching sunshine of a more orna-

mental character than is generally made use of

suggests itself as desirable where the plants which may
require protection are in full sight from the windows.

"Where the flowers to be guarded from the heat grow
in large masses there are plenty of regular appliances,

which, if not very ornamental in themselves, at least

suggest the quantity of choice blossoms beneath, which
does very well ; but where there are only a compara-
tively small number of plants, or groups of plants, to

be protected, and these in full view, the matter is at

times obviously perplexing.

Inverted flower-pots, small leafy boughs, old seed

boxes, or (superlatively unlovely) a newspaper sup-

ported by four stout sticks—all to a certain extent

answer as shades, but are anything rather than orna-

mental, and though the fluwer-pols dotted over the

borders answer the purpose of protection not amiss to

a delicate or newly-moved plant in oidinary weather,

it is a very different matter in long-continued heat.

The porous flower-pot in this case draws up the sur-

rounding moisture and evaporates it, and very shortly,

instead of preserving a damp atmosphere round the

plant, it becomes dry and heated, till the inside space

is like an oven, and the plant within is far worse off

than if it had been left exposed to the sunshine, but at

the same time gaining what refreshment it could from

stray breezes. Boughs of leaves soon fade, and old

seed boxes are unsightly, but during the late great

heat, basket-work shades were found to answer ex-

tremely well in a villa garden, where a good many
perennial herbaceous plants had to be moved inconse-

quence of alterations.

The basket-work shelter has the advantage of

preventmg any rapid evaporation from the ground,

or from the leaves of the sheltered plant, and whilst

it lets some light pass between the twig% yet the

shadows beneath constantly changing their positiim

prevent there being any scorching effect from the

amount of sunlight admitted, the air alfo has free

passage through the interstices, and the wood being

a bad conductor of heat, the under surface of the

shelter is cool, and the plant beneath (save in the

absence of overpowering light and heat) is in natural

conditions.

As matter of appearance the common dark brown

basket-work, such as is made of unpeeled Osiers

(a common hamper, for example), does very well.

It blends with the tints of the plants or ground, and

just shows but nothing more, and does not attract the

eye as something incongruous in colour or shape, like

a row of inverted flower-pots blazing in the sunshine,

or many other common expedients. A little pic-

turesque effect may be gained in a small garden, by

using the brown basket work for the more distant

part, and wliite, of peeled osiers, for what is in the

immediate foreground. The White Willow work is

bright and cheerful looking and has a lively effect,

and though it is probably only under occasional cir-

cumstances both of weather and surroundings that

many plants require shading, still where it has to be

done, looking on the garden as a picture, it is quite

worth while to consider how the details will tell on

the general effect.

With regard to shape, square baskets do not look

well, but any simple round or oval form whether

shallow and broad, (like a packing- basket for pot

plantf), or deeper like a common hamper, looks well.

Small round lids answer well for shading plants in

rockeries where the tips of the projecting stones act

as supports to keep the shelter from lying on the shoots

and leaves beneath ; or a stout stick passed through

the centre of the lid turns it into a wickerwork

parasol useful for partial shelter. Where the plan

meets approval it would save trouble to have a set of

baskets woven in sizes so as to take as little room as

possible in storing, but any spare hampers or packing-

baskets that may be about are enough to experiment

with, whether as to effect on the plants, or pic-

turesquely. 0.

THE GRAPES AT MESSRS. LANE
& SON'S, GREAT BERKHAMPSTEAD.
This establishment has been long noted for the

Grapes it has produced, especially Muscats, and which

seldom, if ever, have been equal to what they are this

year. To convey anything like a correct idea of them,

it will be necessary to say a few words upon the Vines

that bear them and the houses in which they are

grown.

Commencing first with the houses. These are

placed in a totally different position to the generality

of vineries ; being on the side of a hill that slopes

quickly to the north-east, they are span-roofed, and

stand end-way with the fall of the ground, that is

north-east and soulh-west, sloping regularly with the

land, which is composed of an average loam from

18 inches to 2 feet in depth resting upon clay. The

Vines are all planted on one side, the south-east, and

occupy the whole span. In some of the houses there

is a narrow 4 feet slightly prepared border ; excepting

this, the roots are all outside, with no preparation

either by drainage material underneath or any addition

to the soil except manure, let to ramble at their will as

far as they like.

The first house, beginning from the bottom of the

range, is 136 feet by 21. The roots all outside,

planted about twenty-five years ; the stems are very
thick and strong, as might be expected from the

length of rafter they have been favoured with. They
are a mLxed lot, but most part Black Hamburghs.
Tlie others "consist of Foster's Seedling, Alicante,

Muscat Hamburgh, Lady Downe's Gros Guillaume,
Black Prince, Buckland Sweetwater, Madresfield

Court, Dr. Hogg, and Pearson's Golden Queen. The
size of the house and immense number of bunches at

first sight has the effect of making tlicm look smaller

individually than they really are, but collectively

they ate a fine crop, with numbers of grand bunches.

The Muscit Hamburgh is worked on the Black Ham-
burgh and Black Monukka ; the latter has proved the

best stock for it. Dr. Hogg is grafted on Black
Prince ; it appears to be a free-growing, strong-con-

stitutioned sort, making large-shouldered, very hand-

some bunches, with good-sized, round berries, and is

so far considered here to be the finest of all the Fron-

tignans. Pearson's Golden Queen is very fine and
handsome in every way. I think this will turn out

one of the best of the recently raised Grapes. Buck-
land Sweetwater occupies the extreme end of the

house, and is carrying an immense crop of very

hrge bunches, some of which will not weigh
fir short of 5 lb. each. In a house like this,

where no special treatment can be given to any one

kind in the shape of a drier state of the atmos-

phere, Madresfield Court, as is usual with it

under such conditions, cracks. Nevertheless, it

is a grand Grape both in quality and appear-

ance where it can receive the treatment it require?.

If those who usher new Grapes before the public

would give them their true character and state

their peculiarities, there would be much less dis-

appointment, and whatever merits the respective

varieties possess would not be less thought of. Hun-
dreds of people who first obtained this Grape under

the impression that it was a late keeper at once dis-

carded it upon finding that of all properties it pos-

sessed this in the least, and the same individuals in

many cases have replanted it on account of its other

merits as subsequently proved. In this house all the

new Grapes are tried by inarching them on a bottom

spur of the established kinds, and after being proved,

if not of suflicient merit, they are cut away.

The next house is filled with all Muscat of Alex-

andria, except one or two Vines. Those who have

seen the crop on these Vines in past years will have

some idea of the sight, when it is considered by those

competent to judge that the present crop is superior

to any that have preceded it. This and the two adjoin-

ing houses have been planted nine years, and are very

big Vines for their age, showing that the immense

crops they have borne have not unduly overtaxed

them ; many of the bunches will run from 5 lb. to

54 lb., each close and compact, showing no bare stalks,

the berries large, as even as possible, and splendidly

coloured. Some have already (August 23), been cut,

and more will at once be removed to ease the Vines.

For the last six years they have been allowed to carry

from fifteen to twenty large bunches each. The bearing

wood and leaves are comparatively small to bear such

big bunches, and were the fruit removed there are

few Grape growers who would credit that such

bunches had been produced.

The adjoining house was nearly over, the description

of crop they have borne may be judged when it is

stated that six Hamburgh Vines produced 2V cwt. of

highly finished fruit. Some grand bunches of Foster's

Seedling yet remained, and also of Madresfield Court.

The last house in this range, like the two preceding

already described, is 42 feet long, and 21 wide ; it is

filled with various sorts, such as Black Hamburgh, Mrs.

Pince's Black Muscat, and Trebbiano ; the latter variety

is bearing some very large bunches ; the whole are to be

inarched with Black Alicante, which is here preferred

to all other kinds for late work. Something h,as been

written about a spring of water that rises close to

these houses about midway betwixt top and bottom,

but on the opposite side to that on which the Vines

are planted ; from it a small stream is continually

running alongside the house first described, and to this

! water has been attributed the strength and bearing

1
capabilities of the Vines, but from its position I fail to
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detect any possible influence that it can have over

them in any way, further than, by its being so handy,

it enables those in charge of the Vines to give

an unlimited quantity to the roots during the growing

season, and which nine-tenths of the Vines throughout

the country are sadly short of. So much has been

said and written about shanking, and almost all the

ills the Vine is heir to, being caused by the roots

being too wet, that many are deterred from giving

them half enough water.

At a short distance from these vineries is a house

filled with pot Vines in fruit, for which this place has

such a reputation. The sorts are principally Black

Hamburgh, Alicante, and Foster's Seedling, all splen-

didly done. Messrs. Lane act upon the reasonable

principle with pot Vines, as with those permanently
planted, that the bigger .and stronger the Vme, pro-

vided its wood is thoroughly ripened, the greater

weight of good fruit it will bear.

Several houses are devoted to the growth of large

quantities of Vines for fruiting in pots, which, like

those in bearing, are exceptionally large and strong,

and are now getting thoroughly ripe and hard in the

wood with ample healthy foliage that speaks for itself

as to the bearing capabilities. T, Bainrs,

BOTANICAL NOTES
OF THE

PRINCE OF WALES' -EXPEDITION
TO INDIA.—^^

Calcutta.—The long voyage from the mouth of the

Hoogly River up to Calcutta, is very dull and unin-

teresting ; for there is nothing to be seen on either side

except a low expanse of country, which is for the most

part barren. On nearing Calcutta, the scen» charvges,

and plenty of vegetation is discernible along the banks ;

and on landing a little beyond the fort and ascending

the bank, so as to have an uninterrupted view across

the midan(or miadan, the Indian name for common),

the city of palaces opens to view and gives a splendid

relief to the monotonous trip up the muddy river. The
buildings are excellent ; the streets for the most part

broad, thesquaresand commonsextensive and well kept

;

the roads and walks well made ; beautiful monuments

occupy prominent and open spaces ; private and public

gardens are met with on all sides, and the whole place

is kept clean and made wholesome by an abundant

supply of water. Of course in the native parts of

Calcutta, the houses are poorly built ; the streets are

narrow and dirty, and destitute of the above blessings,

which are all owing to the enterprising and comfort-

seeking Englishman, The museum, cathedral, general

post office, government buildings, especially Govern-

ment House, and numerous fine bungalows, churches,

&c. , confer an appearance on Calcutta which few

cities possess. There are, however, several draw-

backs to this city ; without mentioning the excessive

heat, and the natural unhealthiness of the district.

Amongst these drawbacks may be mentioned the

want of a sufficient fall for the proper draining away
of the sewerage, arising from the low situation of

Calcutta ; and although 3ome of the buildings look

magnificently in the distance, they are very poor and
crumbly on a near inspection, and one fine building

especially is not reckoned to be at all safe, through

the bad material of which it is built (the High Law
Courts).

The European part of the population is very

large, especially when we take into consideration

the vast amount of shipping in the river, and the con-

tinued influx of visitors, also the great number of

soldiers always stationed there. Now the greatest

boon which could be given to a people in a city like

Calcutta, where health nearly always depends upon
the recreation of the body and the employment of the

mind on suitable objects, would be a beautiful garden
artistically and systematically arranged. L'nfortu-

nately the Royal Botanical Gardens are about six

miles down the river, and consequently of very little

use to the inhabita-nts of Calcutta in a recreative or

sanitary sense ; and the Horticultural Society's garden
is about four miles away, so that there is only one
garden worth speaking of which is available to the

people withoit fatigue and expense—two necessary

considerations in the tropics, especially the former.

The Eden Garden is a little way from the river,

and right opposite the principal landing-pUces. It

has been appropriately named, for, as a people's

garden, it is beautiful and pleasing to the eye; [Was
it not so named in compliment to the Eden family,

of whom Lord Auckland, a former Governor-
(jeneral, was the head ?J there are several pretty

views in the garden, especially the winding sheet of

water, with two rustic bridges, a few aquatics, fine

clumps of Palms, &c., on the sloping banks, and an

elaborate heathen temple, giving the place a true

Indian feature. The front part of the garden is occu-

pied by a large and well-kept lawn edged round with

seats, artistic lamp-posts, as gas is laid on, and at the

end an ornamental band-stand, with the temple in the

background. The band plays nearly every night, and

the numbers of people who resort to this place during

the cool of the evening, speaks well for the Commis-

sioners of Calcutta, to whom the garden belong?. It

contains some beautiful plants, and on every hand

there is plenty of beauty as regards foliage and

flowers ; of course, not being a botanical garden, there

are very few rare things to be seen. A little beyond

the garden, and enclosed in the same circle, there is

the recreation-ground, where the military and civil

athletes can enjoy English pastimes, and the sailors,'

after their long and dreary voyage, can find an agree-

able change.

The Horticultural Society's Garden at Belvedere is

struggling under almost insurmountable difficulties

;

it is comparatively new, suffers from want of water,

and artificial irrigation is extremely difficult. It is too

far from Calcutta to be largely resorted to by the in-

habitants, anil, worst of all, it suffers from the want

of sufficient funds— a want which is felt by more than

one garden in India,

When we think of the wonderful and varied forms

of animal life to be met with in India, it seems strange

that Calcutta, the leading place of the empire, should

have been all this time without a zoological garden ;

but lately, ^through the persevering efforts of Dr.

Temple, of Calcutta, one has been set on foot, and

it is to be hoped it will be a success.

Amongst the numerous fine buildings of Calcutta

none can surpass the noble and extensive Government

House, which stands in the centre of a well-kept

garden, right in the city itself—not in the suburbs, as

most of the government houses are. The garden is

well-stocked with beautiful plants, but the greatest

attraction of all is the large and permanent bedding

formed by Draca-nas, Crotons, Yuccas, Palms, Pan-

danuc, Cycads, Acalyphas, Graptophyllum, and

Panax. Some fine Araucarias decorate the various

lawns, and numerous flowering trees and shrubs form

the surrounding border.

There is also an extensive and well-kept garden at

Barrackpore, about 16 miles from Calcutta, where the

country Government House is situated, '

I was greatly disappointed in the Royal Botanical

Gardens of Calcutta; they are a long way from the

city, and are difiicult to reach, unless the journey is

undertaken by boat. The garden is right on the

bank of the river, and covers a vast amount of land.

In speaking of gardens, &:c,, visited by me in India,

and expressing my impartial opinion of them, I

do not wish to be personal in any remark, or in any

way to cause a reflection upon any one in charge of

the said places. But I must say that the Royal

Botanic Gardens of Calcutta are far from equalling my
expectations. From what I had heard I fully ex-

pected to see a lovely spot, abundance of vegetation

with exuberant growth, beautiful flowers, and foliage

on every hand, glorious specimens of plant life, a

blending of the scientific and practical branches of

botany, forming, through the boasted cheapness of

labour, a neat and beautiful garden. But, on the

contrary, there was an untidy, jungly, done-up-for-

the-occasion appearance, no discernible systematic

arrangement, poor, scraggy, and badly distributed

tree?, undefined borders, irregular paths, uneven
ground and badly kept grass, shabby ponds, which
ought to teem with aquatic life, although there were
only a few good plants of the Victoria regia. Two
large wicker bamboo-houses, containing plenty of

good stove plants and a splendid collection of Orchids,

form the attractions of the garden, also a tremen-
dously large specimen of Ficus indica, the great
Banyan tree (figured in these columns, 1S73, p. 1705),
which spreads, as is well known, through the nume-
rous aerial roots, eventually performing the functions
of stems, and so carrying the branches of {the indi-

vidual plant over an immense piece of ground. I
believe that there is one far larger than this further
inUind.

There is a well stocked museum and library in the
gardens, both of which are rarely used, except by
those individuals who belong directly or indirectly to
the establishment. If the gardens and museum were
transported to Calcutta, then they would be of great
utility, and add to the pleasure of the inhabitants,
but where, and as they now are, they will never be of
either use or ornament except for external cone-

spondence. I found out that there were many causes

for the present condition of the garden, viz., in-

sufficient funds to carry on the garden properly,

distance from Calcutta, bad situation, too great size,

and worst of all, the caprices of unpractical superin-

tendents, one man undoing what his predecessor did.

The garden is exposed to the monsoons, which com-
mit great havoc. When it was first laid out, rapid

growing trees were planted in all the exposed parts,

which eventually would have sheltered the prized

young trees in the centre of the garden, but for one

of the superintendents destroying a great number, and
so admitting the strong winds, which I was given to

understand iorm the great drawback to the garden,

C. MudJ, Botanical Ganicn, Cambridge.

New Garden Plants.
ECHIXOCACTUS SiMPSONI.*

Not long since Messrs. Backhouse, of York,
obligingly forwarded for our inspection a plant of
Echmocactus Simpsoni which speedily flowered,

though the flowers did not open sufficiently tD allov
our artist to get a satisfactory portrait of them. In
the letter which accompanied the plant Messrs. Back-
house remarked that "as a perlectly hardy species

which will do in any sunny rockwork, it is a very in-

teresting addition. It has been out for two winters

with us, the temperature in the winter of 1S74 5, fall-

ing onone occasion nearly to zero, Fahr," Naturally our
curiosity was greatly excited at so remarkable
a plant, and in order to get its history we had
recourse to the kindness of Dr. Engelmann,
the acknowledged authority on Cactace;^, espe-

cially those of North America, and from him we learnt

the following particulars :
** Echinocactus Simpsoni is

a Mamillaria-like species, which is probably the most
northern, and the highest in altitude of the genus. I

found it abundantly at an elevation of S500 feet in

Colorado, and in Southern Colorado it grows at even

greater elevations, being quite sub-alpine. I have
seen it covered with snow in September. It might
easily be mistaken at first sight for Mamillaria vivi-

para, but may be recognised by the scars of flowers

or fruit on the top of ttie areola;. It would be hardy
here (St. Louis, Missouri), if we could give it the dry
thin air which seems necessary to its growth, but it dies

out with us probably from too much heat and mois-

lure. The Mamillaria of the plains are much better

suited to our climate. M. vivipara and M. Nuttallii

grow with me in the open-air on rockwork, and
bloom every year, but only the latter ripens fruit.

Other Cacti of the plains behave in a similar manner.
Opuntia missouriensis and O, fragilis grow vigorously

with me, but the former blooms spanngly, the latter

never, and even O. missouriensis never ripens its fruit."

The subjoined descriptive extract is taken from
Dr. Engelmann's Report oj the Botany of Cap-
tain Sunpson's E.xpidUion to Utah just published

(having been delayed in consequence of the war), and
wherem two plates are devoted to this species, show-
ing, amongst other things, that the plant, under
favourable conditions, becomes considerably larger

than in Messrs. Backhouse's specimen. The plant

was originally described as long ago as 1S63 in the

Ttansactions of the St. Louis AtaJcmy.
" This and the New Mexican Echinocactus papyra-

canthus, the Mexican E. horripilus, Lem., and
perhaps the South American E. Odierii, Lem., and
E. Cummingii, Salm, and probably one or two-
others, form the small group of Echinocacti, with the

appearance of Mamillaria (Theloidei, tuberculis

spiraliter dispositis distinctis, Salm, Cact. Hort.
Dyck 1849, cult. p. 34). They constitute the closest

and most imperceptible transition to Mamillaria
subgen. Coryphantha, Synops. Cact., p. 8, which
bear the flowers in the axils of the nascent tubercles,

the flower-bearing and the spine-bearing areolce being

connected by a woolly grove. In M. macromeris,
Engelmann, they come from the middle of the tuber-

' Ecliinocactns Simpsoni, Engelni., simplex, subglobosiis sell

depressus, basi turbinatus, mamilliferus ; radicibus fasciculatis ;

tuberculis laxis ovilis apice oblique truncatis axilla nudis,

junioribus leviter compressis basi deorsum productis, vetustiori-

bus obcompressis basi dilatatis ; areolis ovatis seu ovato-
laiiceol.nlis, nascentibus albovillosissimis mox nudatis ; aculeis

exierioribus sub 20 radianlibus tenuibus rigidis rectis albidis,

additis, supra .iculeis 2—5 setaceJs brevibus, interiorJbus 8—10
robustioribus obscuris erecto-patulis, areola florifera sub tuber-
ciili apice areolae aculeigerae contigua circular! ; flonbus in

Venice dissitis minoribus ; ovario abbreviate squamissepaloideis
triangulatis paucissimis (i—3) instrUcto ; sepalis tubi brevis late

ovatis obtusis integriusculis, petalis 12— 13 oblongis apice
crenulatis cuspidatis ex virescente roseis ; stigmatibus 5—

7

brevibus erectis, bacca parva viridi sicca umbilico latissimo

truncaia , squamis paucis subinde aculeiferis instructa_ flore

marcescente demum deciduo coronata, irregulariter basi seu
la'.ere dehiscente ; seminibus magnls obovatis obliquis minute
tuberculatis, hilo magno ovato subbasilari, embryone circa

albumen parcum fere circumvoluto hamato.—Var. J3
Minor :

tota planta, tuberculis, aculeis, floribus seminibusque minoribus
—Butte Valley in the Utah Desert, and Kobe Valley farther

west ; fl. in April and May, fr. in June and July. Var. ^ comes
from the mountains of Colorado.—Engelm. in Trans. Acad. Sc.

St. Louis, vol. ii., 197 {1863), and in Report Bot. Simpson
Expedition, p. 437, tabb, i and 2 in Appendix M (1876^.
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cle (Cact. Mex. Boundary, t. 15, f. 4), and in the

Theloidei they advance to the top of the tubercle

close to the spines, thus assuming the position which

the flowers regularly occupy in the genus Echino-

cactus (see Cact. Mex. Bound, It. 20, 21, 25, 27, 2S).

"The ovary is also almost naked, like that of

Mamillaria generally, or has only a few scales, like

that of M. macromeris. On the other hand, the dry

fruit, such as is often found in Echinocactus, but

never in Mamillaria, the tuberculated black seeds,

and especially the large and curved embryo, and the

presence of an albumen, do not permit a separation

from Echinocactus.
*' This species is further interesting because it again

strikingly proves that the general appearance, the

habit of a Cactus plant, does not necessarily indicate

its real affinities. Not only is it a true Echinocactus,

notwithstanding every appearance of a ^Mamillaria,

but it is, moreover, closely allied in all its essential

characters to the very compact E. intertextus,

Engelm., Cact. Bound, p. 27, t 34, in which all traces

of tubercles are lost in the straight ribs. It has the

same small flowers and the same small dry fruit,

containing few large seeds, of similar structure, though

not entirely the same arrangement of the spines,

*'FulI-gTown specimens of our plant are 3—5 inches

high and 3—4 inchesin diameter, of dark-green colour

;

tubercles loosely arranged in ^'y or )^^ order, 8 and 13
spirals being most prominent. They are 6-S lines long,

somewhat quadrangular at the base, 6— 7 lines wide
in the vertical and 4—5 lines in the transverse diameter,

a basal opening. Seeds \\ line long in the longest

diameter, covered with minute close-set tubercles.

The young seedling shows erect, pointed cotyledons,

and, when a few weeks old, begins to develop its

pubescent spines.
*' Var. /3 has been received this fall from the Colo-

rado gold region ;* the smallest specimens were I inch
in diameter, globose, the small tubercles in ^^ order,

spines i^—2 lines long, often curved ; sometimes i—

3

darker stouter ones in the centre. The larger

specimens are almost of the size of those of Utah, but
often depressed at top ; tubercles arranged in ^^, or

even ^i order, spines only 4—5 lines long, 20^28
external and 6 or 7 internal ones.

"This species has been named in honour of the
gallant commander of the expedition. G. Engelmann."

THE MOUNTAINS OF BRITISH
GUIANA.

[We take the following account from a very

interesting and recently issued publication called

l^otanical Reminiscetica in Britnk Guiana^ by Dr.

Schomburgk, the Director of the Adelaide Botanic

Garden. It will be of interest to cultivators as show-

ing the conditions under which many tropical plants

grow.]

At last we arrived at the base of Roraima, and

Fig. 60.—echinocactus simtsoni (A hardy cactus.)

becoming sub-cylindric upward ; areols? 3—4 lines

long, a little more than half as wide. The fruit-

bearing tubercles are rather stouter and shorter.

Exterior spines 4—6 lines long, whitish ; interior ones
spreading, stouter, and a little longer (5—7 lines long),

yellowish and upward deep brown or black, with no
truly central spine. In the very young plant, the
spines, iS—20 in number and only I— \\ lines in
length, are all radiating, closely fitting with their

compressed bulbous bases on a linear areola, resem-
bling in shape and arrangement those of Cereus
ctespitosus. Soon afterward the areola becomes
wider, and six or eight short, stout, brown interior

spines make their appearance, divergent like the
original ones. Next the ordinary arrangement, as
described above, takes place.

*' It seems that quite early in spring the young
tubercles on the vertex of the plant begin to form,
exhibiting their densely woolly tops, and soon after-

ward, long before any spines make their appearance,
the tips of the smooth brown flower-buds come out.
The flowers are S— 10 lines long and of nearly the
same diameter, externally greenish-purple, petals
yellowish-green or verging to pale purple. The short
staniens arise from the whole surface of the tube,
leaving only a very small nectariferous space in
Its base. The fruit is about 3 or 35 lines long and
almost as wide, borne on a very large circular areola,
surrounded by a woolly margin. It bears towards the
top 1—3 scales, sometimes with one or two small
spines in their axils. The fruit usually opens by an
irregular lateral slit ; falling off, its base remains
attached to the areola, as is the case in many (or all?
or only the dry.fruited ?) Echinocacti, thus producing

began to ascend at a place where the rocks were

fewer and vegetation less thick, between colossal,

blackish, sandstone rocks, of fantastic shapes. The
higher we ascended the more beautiful and surprising

became the somewhat stunted vegetation—the soil

and surrounding sandstone being black. On the

latter, where the least soil had been collected in its

crevices, Clusias, Myricas, GauUherias, and Thi-

baudias ; in the crevices the fine Meisneria cordifolia,

Bcnth. , was luxuriating. The rocks, bare of soil,

were covered with Agaves, Cacti, Gesnerias, Orchids,

Algn;, and mosses. We had reached half way to the

base of the stone wall, when those masses of mist,

which now appeared only on the summits, came

lower and lower, and we were soon enveloped in it,

and prevented from seeing more than six or eight

paces before us. The mist changed into a burst of

clouds, and in less than half an hour the descending

rain reached several inches ; we were thus rendered

incapable of proceeding any further. Trembling with

cold and exposed to the pouring rain, we tried to

pitch our tents as quickly as possible, and to make a

fire to warm ourselves ; the latter experiment was

unsuccessful for some time, the rain having saturated

all the wood we could find. At last, however, we

* II here grows and ttirlves probably at a higher elevation

than any other northern Cactus, occupying, e. g , the gravelly

moraines of the Glacial period of Clear Creek Valley, between
8000 and 90QO feet altitude, and in the southern part of

the territory, the Sangre de Christo Pass, lo.coo feet high

(January, 1876),

succeeded, and, in spite of the smoke which arose
from the damp wood, we crowded round the miserable

flame to warm our benumbed limbs. The rain and mist

continued till night ; the thermometer showed 58°

Fahr. The poor naked Indians, who found no room
in the tents, went to a thickly-timbered gully, where
they looked out for a httle shelter. Even we, who
were a little protected, were disturbed from our sleep

by the cold ; a sensation which before had been
unknown to us, being used to the So° or 90° of the

lowlands. The morning was anxiously looked for,

and at last brought with it the warming sun-rays,

which soon made our teeth cease from chattering, and
we continued our ascent, the magnificent shrubs
glittering with dew and rain ; the steep rock glowing
in magic illuminations in the young morning.
Though the ascent was a great deal more difticult in

consequence of the rain which fell the day before,

none of us observed the increased exertion, because

with every step the vegetation became more interesting,

and brought to view some unknown plant. Even in

intervals of 100 yards the zones of the plants

changed—Ladenbergia, Cosmibuena, as shrubs only

4 feet to 5 feet high, and the most charming Orchids,

were growing out of clefts and cracks of the mighty
sandstone blocks, of which I will only mention the

genera Cattleya, Oncidium, Odontoglossum, Maxil-

laria. About 100 feet higher the charming Sobralia

Elisabethcc, in all its varieties, with flower stalks from
6 to S feet high, appeared in masses, through which
we had to clear a way with our cutlasses. Every
sandstone block was covered with the pretty moss
Octoblepharum albidum, and Alg.T, viz., Usnea
australis, Cladonia rangiferina, and carnea. In

eager expectation of what the next moment would
bring us, we climbed over the pointed and sharp-

edged rocks. Forward we went, until another

exclamation of amazement at some new discovery

brought us to a standstill ; and I must confess that

during the first hour I moved in this botanical El
Dorado I became bewildered and saw nothing.

Several times our road brought us along deeply

ravined precipices, through which foaming rivulets

rush towards the plains, amidst forests of Ferns,

which had supplanted all other vegetation. The trees

did not show the luxuriant growth of their brethren on
the plains, but the splendour of their flowers was
unknown to the others. Amongst the dazzling

yellow of the Gomphia, Vochjsia, the pure white of

the Qualea, we could scarcely distinguish the simple

whitish flowers of the Ladenbergia, of which the

greatest part of the forest consisted. We passed a

small forest, the border of which was one mass of

flowering shrubs and trees in all shades of colours

—

Vocbysia tetraphylla, Gomphia dura, Befaria, Gaul-

theria, Archyta-a, Pteronia, Hirtelb, and Rhyn-
chanthera ; isolated trees of the Weinmannia ovalis,

Pav., so graceful in its growth, and covered with its

white beautiful flowers. This constant change
brought us to the forest surrounding the perpendicular

wall, when spread before us lay a small marshy plain,

on which Flora had assembled her most beautiful

children—where the charm of flowers had culminated

The whole plain was covered with the dark blue

Utriculaiia Humboldtii, Schomb., the most beautiful

species of this genus, with red-tinted flower stalks

3 to 4 feet high, from which three to four of the

curious flowers were suspended. While the amazed
eye was looking upon this charming carpet of flowers

it was especially attracted by the interesting Ileliam-

phora nutans, with light green and red-ribbed leaves

of a hollow urn-shaped petiole, open at the top, the

lamina forming a small concave lid, something like

the Nepenthes, the tender flower stalk bearing its

white and sometimes red-tinged flowers. High
above these more tender plants rose the flowers of the

magnificent Cypripedium Lindleyanum, Schomb., the

charming Kleistes, the yellow flowers of Rapateas, of

which I only mention the curious Saxo-Fridericia

regalis, Schomb. ; and the new genus Stegilepis

guianensis, Klotzsch. In the middle of this carpet

of flowers, new to me, I thought to see a Cycas,

and a few jumps over the marshy ground brought

me to the imagined discovery, when I found it was

a beautiful Fern, with large erect fronds similar to

those of the Cycas. It was a new Lomaria, which

the late Dr. Klolzsch described as Lomaria Schom-

burgkii. My eyes were dazzled by the splendour of

the fresh green, and the brilliantly coloured flowers

of the herbaceous plants predominant on this plain,

while the air was impregnated with delightful

fragrance. I fancied myself in a magic garden ; such
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a display of colours, such a variety on so small a

space, having been up to that day unknown to me.

The borders of the forest which enclosed this

botanical El Dorado, consisted of the magnificent

Thibaudia nutans, KlotE^ch, a new charming species.

The young pink leaves which with their half-red,

half-white flowers, the yellow fragrant flowers of the

root parasite Loranthus tagua, the most biiiliant

of the Melastomas, as also the elegant trees of

the Tabebouia triphylla (Bignoniacea:), covered with

large flowers, and tree Ferns in fantastic confusion,

entwined by a number of creepers, formed a dense

enclosure. Looking up to the gigantic sandstone

wall of the height of 1500 feet, and the waterfalls

which rushed from its platform, I felt small and
insignificant in comparison with these imposing

masses ; and I will not venture to describe, as my
pen would not be equal to the task, the impression

and the feeling invoked in me by such a sight.

There were so many new objects presenting them-
selves to my eyes that at last I was unable to give

my attention to one and the same plant for even a

single minute. My feelings had, in fact, overcome
me, but my heart was jubilant with rapture and
delight. All the troubles we had gone through were
forgotten ; even the future, with its fears, yielded to

the overhappy present. Without gathering a single

flower I hurried to my companions, who were busy
pitching the tents near this little El Dorado, between
large rocks, covered with mosses and Ferns, We
were going to stay until the trigonometrical measure-

ment had been executed, a period of three or four

days.

{To he continued.')

LITTLE KNOWN DAINTIES.
The Aubergine.—All the necessaries of life,

more especially animal food, have become so dear,

that it was some time since suggested in a domestic
journal that we should in a short time be obliged to have
recourse to fruit as food, but before such an extremity

is arrived at it would be well to look around us and
consider how we may best combat the daily increasing

price of the daily necessaries of life without making
our dinners less palatable or less nourishing.

In a climate where the average temperature is as

low as that of Great Britain, it does not appear pro-
bable that fruit will ever take that prominent place in

the daily diet of the people which it does in warmer
countries, greater quantities might doubtless be con-
sumed with bread during the few warm months of
summer, when it is to be had in abundance at a
reasonable price, with great advantage, but during the
entire year there is a cheap and excellent food
always at hand of which few people make sufficient

use.

Our cultivated vegetables, are nourishing, whole-
some, palatable, even to the pampered taste of an
epicure, and seldom extravagant in price, yet English
housewives only treat them as pleasant adjuncts to the
ordinary roast or boiled, and seldom serve them as

separate dishes—as a large and necessary portion of
the daily supply of sustenance as alimentary dainties

skilfully prepared and appetisingly served. We
never see them unless it be in homes where the
inmates have benefited by Continental travel.

The French, whose chefs d; cuisine have a world-
wide reputation, concoct the most delicate Jicfs-

d'cmvres out of the most ordinary vegetables, and send
them to table in so many different ways that variety
is never wanting, and it were well that we should
copy them a little in this respect ; people residing in

towns would not have to send so often to the butcher,
and those with a kitchen garden would have a resource
upon every occasion.

There is a widespread but very foolish notion that
all dainties must be dear, and we send ships across
the ocean and enterprising traders visit distant climes
to find novelties to tickle our appetites, while Mother
Earth at home would yield us an almost unlimited
variety of alimentation could we only be taught to
appreciate the tit-bits of vegetable food which she so
liberally provides, and which might always be had at

a reasonable price and in plenty, directly there was a
sufficient demand to make it worth while for market
gardeners to cultivate more extensively those little

known dainties so well appreciated abroad and so
seldom seen here.

What shall we have for dinner ? " has long been a
query of most portentous moment in many house-
holds, for much of the happiness of a family—where

there are no very serious troubles—depends upon the

success of the most important meal of the day, and were

a little more thought and trouble expended upon the

choice and preparation of wholesome dishes, the com
munity at large would be benefited. At the present

time Vegetable Marrows are to be seen in every

greengrocer's shop, and are becoming as much a

staple vegetable as Peas and Cabbages, yet it is not

many years since Vegetable Marrows were an un-

known quantity in the English housewife's list of

domestic supplies, and personal recollection points out

the time when they were looked at as strangely as

Aubergines now are, indeed a present very successful

cultivator of the *' Marrer " confessed that he formerly

grew but one plant only, season after season, " just to

please the missus ;
" now he fully appreciates their

value, and grows thousands for market.

Whatever we may be in our politics, it is pretty

evident that we are very conservative in our domestic

arrangements, and it will doubtless require many
seasons to come and go before Aubergines will find

favour with the untravelled classes of Great Britain.

At the present time the Giant Purple Aubergine may
be seen in Covent Garden Market, and few and far

between in fruiterers' shops, but although the price is

not high, ranging from zd. to 4/., the demand appears

but limited, some persons not knowing what they are,

some not knowing how to cook them.

As a general rule, it may be said that Aubergines

are useable in exactly the same manner as Tomatos,

always admitting that we have never made the former

into sauce or jam.

There is among good cooks such a wholesome pre-

judice against the frying-pan that we are almost afraid

of suggesting such a method of preparation, yet it is

not the mode of cooking which is at fault, it is the

slovenly way in which it is carried out ;
provided the

fire be clear, the frying-pan spick and span clean as

though newly purchased, fried ham, bacon, ay, even

mutton chops and steaks may be made as palatable as

though done over the most popular "grill" in Fleet

Street ; and when nice slices of the large purple

Aubergine are cooked with them they are simply

delicious.

Beyond the very simple method of frying, which
may be done as before said with ham, chops, &c..

Aubergines may be used as an eiitrentel when cooked

as di/riliire, each slice being dipped in batter and then

fried, or they may be frizzled in oiled butter, lard, or

salad oil, or dipped lin egg and breadcrumb and fried.

Aubergines may also have the centre of the fruit

scooped out : this, having been chopped and mixed
with sausage meat and seasoning, should be replaced,

and the Aubergines, placed in a tin or dish with a

lump of butter, be put in a brisk oven until thoroughly

done. As the last but not least important way of using

this little known vegetable, it may be cut up as salad

and dressed with oil, vinegar, and salt ii la Francaise.

T. S.J.

THE FLORA OF SOUTH-
WESTERN COLORADO.

E.\RLY in June we left Pueblo for South-western

Colorado, vid the Mosca Pass, over the Sangre de
Cristo. The country was alive with innumerable
grasshoppers, busy eating every green thing excepting

the leaves of Juniperus occidentalis and the Cactus

plants. Opuntia missouriensis was in full bloom, and
early in the morning, before the grasshoppers had
breakfasted upon the newly-opened flowers, presented

a magnificent sight. We rode over mile after mile of

the Saint Charles and Huerfano Plains, now covered
with the red or yellow flowers of Opuntia missouriensis.

The i?tesas, variegated with the diflerent coloured

patches of this Cactus, presented a striking contrast to

their generally dry, barren appearance.

The thickets of Shepheidia argenlea on the banks
of the Huerfano and its tributary streams, and the

abundance of Abronia fragrans upon the mesas, at

once attract the attention of any one familiar with the

flora of Northern Colorado. Up the eastern slope of

the Sangre de Cristo we meet with Abies Douglasii,

and at the very summit of the pass find a long-leaved
form of Abies concolor. Pinus flexilis, scattered here
and there, by its twisted branches bears witness to the

prevalent direction of the winds. Some fine old trees

of Abies concolor grow along the little stream which
runs down the pass, and near the base of the mountain
descend into the habitat of Pinus edulis. A camp at

the foot of the pass close to the dunes affords an
opportunity for examining the vegetation about those

mountains of drifting sand. Nothing, not even a

blade of grass, grows upon them ; but along their

base some Triticura repens, Thermopsis, Astragalus

pictus, Psoralea, have a foothold. The Willows con-

tinue along the creek until they are almost buried by
the sand which has collected about them.

From here to the Rio Grande, the dry level country

is very uninteresting botanically. With the exception

of the banks and alkaline flats of the lakes, for 30 or

40 miles we pass through a liliputian forest of

Bigelovia, Sarcobatus, and Atriplex. Beds of Hello-

tropium curassavicum, with their pretty white flowers

now in full bloom, are scattered over the alkaline

flats about the lakes. The sandy beaches of the lakes

are the favourite habitat of Nasturtium sinuatum. In
September the banks of the streams were ; ellow with

Bidens chrysanthemoides, and upon the surrounding

plains Cleome Sonorse, with Aplopappus lanceolatus,

grew in abundance. These plants, so common about
the lakes, were seen in no other [place during our
summer's explorations.

Up the Rio Grande, as far as to 15 miles above
Del Norte, nothing of interest was noticed ; there we
first met with Berberis Fendleri, which, after we had
crossed the main range, was found quite as plentiful

upon the western "slope.

Wagonwheel Gap, through which the waters of the

Rio Grande have barely room to find their way, is a
canon of magnificent beauty, and is very interesting

botanically. Although only Sooo feet above sea level,

Cryptogramma acrostichoides flourishes among the

loose rock. On the face of the cliffs and among the

deiris at their base, a new Gilia, G. Brandegei, Gray,
was found growing in abundance. But for its yellow

flowers, it would have been passed by as Polemonium
confertum, var. mellitum, which it almost exactly

imitates in leaves and fragrant viscosity.

At the head of Los Pinos Creek we leave the Rio
Grande, cross the Sierra Madre, and come upon the

western slope of the Rocky Mountains. The alpine

and subalpine floras at this southern latitude are

almost exactly the same as those of Northern
Colorado. Pachystema myrsinites and Erythronium "

grandiflorum are very common, and Aquilegia cana-

densis almost entirely takes the place of A. ccerulea.

Among the common species of Senecio, Sedum,
Pedicularis, &c. , but two additions to the flora of
Colorado were noticed : Arenaria saxosa of New
Mexico and Corydalis Caseana of the Sierra Nevada.
To find these plants growing with species of so

northern a habitat as Calypso borealis, Listeracordata,

and Aspidium Filix.mas was very interesting. The
Corydalis prefers the banks of the little mountain
streams and cold springs in the shade of the forests

of Abies Engelmanni and grandis. Here it reaches a

height of 5 feet ; the finely dissected leaves are 2 feet

and more long, forming a very handsome foliage

plant, but its blue tinged flowers lack clearness of

colour.

In the valleys of the Los Pinos, Florida, and
Animas, at about 7000 feet altitude, the first decided

change appears in the flora. Plants not before

known to exist in Colorado become common,
and in some places form the greater part of

the vegetation. Bushes of Fendlera rupicola,

10 feet high, grow upon the bluff sides ; thickets of
Pcraphyllum ramosissimum are very plenty, now full

of its long-stemmed fruit, called by the few white
settlers wild Crab-apple. Conspicuous among the

plants which mark the change in the flora are

Rhamnus californicus, Hosackia, Yucca baccata.

South-western Colorado, an extent of country of

very different altitudes, and embracing within its

limits various conditions of soil, moisture, &c., of

course has a varied flora. The flora of the alpine

and subalpine regions of the Sierra La Plata, the only

high mountains in our district, like that of the Piedra
and Los Pinos Mountains, is similar to that of equal

altitudes in Northern Colorado.

To the alpine flora the only addition is a bright

pink Clover, named by Mr. Watson Trifolium Bran-
degei. The subalpine flora compared with that of the

eastern slope has a greater abundance of Rubus
nutkanus, Pyrus sambucifolia, Prosartes trachycarpa.

The Mesa Verde, a plain of 200 square miles,

raised nearly 1000 feet above the surrounding country,

is a prominent topographical feature of South-western
Colorado. Its surface is perfectly dry ; the showers
from the La Plata Mountains rarely wetting it except
upon the northern edge. Juniperus occidentalis

covers almost the whole misa, and it is to the

abundance of this ungraceful, bushy tree that the
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name Green Mesa is due. The Piiion is scattered

here and there, sometimes covering quite an area,

especially where the sandstone does not reach ihe

surface. Very rarely, upon a rocky ledge, is seen a

solitary tree of Juniperus virginiana. The trails over

the Mesa Verde, some of them evidently very old,

generally cross the small parks and follow up open-

ings in the Juniper forest. The Sage-hush (Artemisia

tridentata) covers these parks so thickly that they are

almost impassable excepting by the narrow trail, so

narrow that, as we ride along, the encroaching Arte-

misia is continually brushing against us. The yellow

flowers of Helianthus peliolaris and lenticularis,

of Actinella Torreyana and Richardsonii, the delicate

pink blossoms of Mamillaria vivipara, the light blue

of Pentstemon linaroides, and the hooked spines of

Echinocactus Whipple: sometimes are seen ; but,

after having crossed the Mesa Verde, one has the

impression that its vegetation is all Juniper and Sage

brush. There is a great difference between the vege-

tation of the northern slope and canons (altitude

Sooo feet) and that of the southern edge (altitude

6000 feet), due mainly to the lower altitude and

smaller rainfall of the southern portion. The northern

portion is covered with a luxuriant growth of Pera-

phyllum, Fcndlera, Purshia tridentata, Cercocarpus

parvifolius, Amelanchier alnifolia, Quercus, and

Yucca baccala, while the southern portion has only a

growth of Purshia, Cowania, Ephedra, and Fraxinus

anomala.

The valley of the San Juan really comprises the

wholeextent of country of the south-west explorations;

but as the term is applied lo the habitat of plants of

the collection, it is limited to a district north of the

river about 20 miles wide. The San Juan River wag

followed from the mouth of the Rio La Plata {5300

feet altitude) in New Mexico, along its course into

Utah, 20 miles from the Colorado line (4300 feet

altitude). All plants of the San Juan Valley of New
Mexico come into the limits of Colorado about the

mouth of the Mancos, where the San Juan barely

touches the corner of Colorado. Some of the species

seen only in Utah may not enter the limits of Colorado,

but their number is small, less than a dozen. The
San Juan Valley is even drier than the Mesa Verde ;the

soil is perfectly dry close up to the wa'er of the river.

The bottom lands are generally less than i mile

wide, produce quite a growth of plants, which send

their roots down in the earth to the level of the water

of the river. The course of the Rio San Juan can be

distinctly seen long before we reach its banks ; it is a

line of green a mile wide and many miles in length,

winding through the gray desert. Groves of large

Cottonwood are scattered along its course, and

dense thickets of Shepherdia argentea, Crataegus

coccinea, and Salix longifolia line its banks.

The fragrance of the Bigelovias and other plants

is noticeable at a distance of 2 or 3 miles

;

and as we return in the evening, after a ride

over the dry barren plains, the delightful odour

filling the air announces the proximity of the

river long before we reach it. The mesas of the San
Juan Valley are very barren of vegetation. The hand-

some Eriocoma cuspidata is sometimes plentiful

enough to afford a night's pasturage for the mules, and,

compared with the general scarcity of growth. Pleura-

phisJamesii often seems plentiful. There are large areas

with absolutely nothing growing upon them, and often,

even along the streams, our day's journey would be

lengthened 4 or 5 miles before grass could be found

sufficient for a camping- place. The alkaline flats

abound in Chenopodiace?e, mainly Sarcobatus, Atriplex

Nuttallii and confertifolia.

Where Mount Elmo and Montezuma Creeks, dry

streams from the north, come down to the San Juan,

we find many interesting plants. Symmetrical clumps
of Calamagrostis longifolia, 6 feet high, their large

panicles bending gracefully outward, send their roots

deep down into the dry sand.

Rings of Muhlenbergia pungens are scattered over
the flats here and there. This grass spreads by under-
ground stems, which grow continually outward, the

older inner part dying and disappearing, leaving the

bare sand surrounded by a circumference of living

green. These centrifugal circles are sometimes 10 feet

in diameter, with the interlaced purple panicles of the
ring a foot wide. The rare Oxytenia acerosa, with
Bigelovia Wrightii, Heliotropium convolvulaceum,
Dicoria Brandegei, Andropogon Torreyana, are some
of the plants common in these dry rivers. When we
ride up these rivers of sand, sometimes a bright, green
Cottonwood or Negundo is met with, showing that

water must be down deep somewhere. How they

managed to exist before their roots reached moisture

is an interesting question. El Late and Cariso,

groups of low mountains about 9000 feet in altitude,

produce a flora similar to one another and very

dififerent from that of the plains from which they rise.

Pinus edulis and Juniperus occidcntalis cover Cariso,

and grow nearly upon the summit of El Late. The
characteristic vegetation is the same as that of the

La Plata and Animas of the same altitude. From the

Bulldin of ihe Unilea' States Geological and Geo-

graphical Sin~'ty ofthe Teri'iiorics.

{To be continued.')

THE FRUITS OF ASIATIC
TURKEY.

The Asiatic provinces of Turkey possess certain

interesting features with regard to their productions,

which are the result of geographical and climatic

causes. Upon the north there is the long line of the

Black Sea Coast, with a mountain chain running

height above height to the main ridge which forms

the chief watershed of Anatolia, and off the southern

slopes run the Tigris and Euphrates. In the centre

are table lands where Wheat, Barley, Durrn, and

Rice, are cultivated. On the east lie Armenia and

Persia, with which countries a traffic is carried on by

the mountain roads that lead to Trebizond, upon the

south is the Mediterranean Sea, and on the west are

the jagged outlines of coast with the town and har-

bour of Smyrna, and the outlying islands, the chief

of which are Rfytilene, Chios, Sarao>, Rhodes.

Throughout the greater part of the Trebizmd pro-

vince the mountains come down almost or cpiite to

the sea-edge ; they are covered with vegetation in

every degree, from tuvfy grass to the loftiest timber

trees, and are intersected at short distances by

countless streams, some of much breadth and

depth. The mountains attain their greatest

height in the districts of Ajirah and Showshat,

close by the Russian frontier; here some peaks

rise nearly 10,000 feet above the level of the sea, and

are widely patched with snow all the year through.

From thence westward, so far as the district of

Gumesh-Khaneh, south of Trebizond, the main range

continues very lofty, averaging from 6000 to Sooo feet,

and tipped with snow from October to June. These
culminating heights are about 40 miles inland ; between

them and the sea tlie hills come down step by step,

those nearest the coast are in general about 700 feet

in height, and often terminate in clifTi. The soil of

this province is throughout fertile ; its productions

vary with its level and temperature. The climate is

in general temperate, the thermometer at the sea

coast seldom falling below 32° or rising above 85^

Fahrenheit. Rain falls often, and at any time of the

year ; the winds, too, are very variable, none in par-

ticular can be said to prevail, but they are seldom vio-

lent. Dense fogs often occur in winter and spring, but

once across the crest of the coast chain, and in the

interior districts, all these conditions are reversed.

The atmosphere is usually dry, the sky clear, and the

climate healthy, although the alternations between

heat and cold are rapid and strongly marked.
Every form of vegetation known in Lombardy
and Central Italy flourishes here, cereals, vegetables,

fruit trees and timber. But'the forests are, for all

economic purposes, unprotected, the fruit trees are

never pruned, the fields are either insufficiently

manured or not at all ; the ploughs, harrows, and
other agricultural implements are rude and wooden.
Hence the actual produce of the land cannot be justly

taken as a measure of its productiveness, but rather as

an indication of what, under better care, that pro-

ductiveness might be. Horticultural science in par-

ticular cannot properly be said to exist. An instance

of dead wood being removed from a fruit tree, or of

the soil being turned up and aired about its trunk, is

never seen. The cultivation of Mulberry trees for

rearing silk is on the increase ; it might be practised

on a much larger scale, and would have great success.

That of Vines might be almost indefinitely multiplied

on the coast, where hard frosts are unknown, and in

many of the more sheltered valleys and slopes of the

inland, where the soil is excellent for this kind of

growth. Fruit trees, especially Pear, Apple, Plum,
and occasionally Apricot, thrive best in the interior,

where the dense and blighting spring fogs of the coast

do not reach. Cereals after their kind succeed every-

where— Maize, Millet, and the like, on the sea line.

Wheat and Barley inland. Rice, too, is a remunera-

tive crop, and a little of the distributive skill so well

instanced in Egypt would convert the countless river

deltas of the coast, large and small, into good rice

fields.

Owing to the sense of insecurity amongst the inhabi-

tants, all field operations are in a low state. An
example may be seen in one of the most fruitful

districts of Kurdistan, the Char Sanjak plain, which was

formerly most productive, but which by oppression has

been rendered a comparative desert. From lime imme-
morial this district has been the exclusive property of

the Armenians, who spared no pains to render it as

profitable as possible, but by degrees the Moslem
Aghas have ejected them from their lands, and now
force them to stay in a condition of, or on terms little

above, serfs. The very houses they have built, and

the vineyards and cotton fields they have planted or

brought into cultivation, have been seized by the

Aghas. There is another locality, however, in the

villayet of Kharput, where the plain affords the sin-

gular spectacle of being, in spite of its extent, too

limited to support the population. VilUges exist at

every half-hour, and all available lands groan under

orchards, grain, and cotton. The people are generally

prosperous, as the majority of the poorer classes

emigrate to Aleppo, Egypt, and Constantinople.

On the coast of the Black Sea, the Oak, the Beech,

and the Fir predominate ; no country in the world

probably produces so many ol the first-named, the

greater number being of the evergreen kind. The Oak
which produces the valonia and the gall-nut for dye-

ing is everywhere found, while the cold heights of the

Taurus are crowned with Cypress, Juniper, and Savine

trees ; Gum Ti-agacinth, and the yellow berries, also

' used for dyeing purposes (Rhamnus Frangula?) are col-

lected in abundance by the peasants. Many of our fruit

trees, as the Plum, Cherry, Apricot, Peach, Almond,

Medlar, Quince, Apple, Pe.ar, the Chesnut, Walnut, the

Fig. and the Vine grow wild in the forests, mingled

with the B.iys, Azaleas, and Rhododendrons ; and

from this favoured soil the most valuable trees have

doubtless been derived that now adorn Greece, Italy,

and other parts of the world. The Olive, the Tere-

binth, the Pomegranate, the Sweet Bay, the Oleander,

the Myrtle, the Fig, and the Vine follow the shores

of the Black Sea through Pontus and Ccilchis, and

appear on the coasts of the Crimea. The Date winds

along the course of the Euphrates and the Tigris, on

the ea^t it reaches the plains situated between Bagdad

and Kermanshah, on the north it advances to Tckrid,

on the west it casts its shadow over the ruins of

Palmyra, and penetrates Palestine and Syria as far as

the shores of the Mediterranean. Owing to a circum-

stance said to be peculiar to the climate of Bagdad,

neither the Chena nor the Banana, nor several other

plants of the warmer zone, which grow elsewhere in

higher latitudes, can be cultivated with success. The

sudden changes of the temperature in the winter,

which the Orange tree is capable of bearing, destroy

the Chena. At Aleppo the Date does not grow spon-

taneously, and the varieties of Orange and Lemon
can only be cultivated by affording them shelter.

The position of Trebizond makes it the natural em-

porium of all the country to the south-east of the

Black Sea. It has been since the remotest times the

principal route to and from Persia, and by thence

passes a large subsidiary tr.ade with the inlands of

Anatolia. In the Persian trafiic the principal means

of transport are pack-horseF, though camels, oxen,

and asses are occasionally employed. This transit

trade, in which large quantities of raisins are conveyed,

has fallen off considerably of late years, the heavy

cost of land transport preventing the merchants from

competing in fruits with the Smyrniotes. The fruit

produce of the province, however, which finds an out-

let at Trebizond, is very considerable. The yield of

Nuts and Walnuts in the year 1S73 was about 200,000

cwt. The Pears and Apples grown at Gumushpane

are ranked amongst the best in Turkey. The yield in

1S73 was about 30,000 cwt. The Apples of Pam-

phlagonia were celebrated even in the days of the

Romans. At Rizeh the Oranges and Lemons are

excellent, whilst other descriptions of fruits. Pears,

Plums, Medlars, and Melons are of a quality some-

what inferior to those of the inland. The quality of

the wine is said to be good, and the best sorts are

from Tireboli. The Vine disease did much injury,

but the plants have now mostly recovered. The

Vines are trained to large trees, the branches of which

prevent the fruit from receiving the benefit of the

sun's rays. A few Mulberries and Pomegranates

grow in the neighbourhood. The Olive flourishes at

Platanah, where the oil is extracted. Beeswax, to thg
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value or;^Sooo, is brought principally from Batoum ;

some also from Elean. The Tobacco grown at

Alalcham is excellent. Here upon market days the

roads may be seen thronged with peasants, many of

them driving small carts laden with the Tobacco pro-

duce of the neighbouring districts, each arroba or

cart only carrying four bundles, each bundle weighing

from 12 to 15 okes, or from 2S to 35 lbs. lo gather-

ing, the leaves are plucked one by one as they attain

their proper size and maturity ; four or five leaves

are then tied together, and hung upon strings to dry

in the sun, after which they are packed in bundles ; but

the great difficulty is to know the point to which they

should be dried, which can only be learnt by experi-

ence. All the Tobacco of Anatolia is conveyed to

Constantinople in similar packages, while that of

Roumalia is made up in smaller parcels, and enclosed

in cotton.

The old town of Trebizond itself is very small ; it

stands on a rock between two deep ravines, rising

rapidly from the sea. The upper part is occupied by

a ruined Byzantine castle, the lower terminates in an

artificial harbour. Walls and towers of Byzantine

construction surround the old town, and without' them

lie the modern erections, chiefly along the harbour.

The commerce by sea is principally carried on by

Greeks, and on the land by Armenians. E. T. B.

(To he continued.)

A HOLIDAY IN MONMOUTH-
SHIRE.

Abergavenny will always be known to botanists

as the home of Lactarius conlroversus, for it was here

that a few autumns back Dr. M'CuUough first dis-

covered this very large and singular fungus to be a

British plant. Lactarius controversus is one of the

largest, most acrid, and poisonous of all fungi, and

(as if to point out its true character) Nature has

smeared and blotted its slimy pileus with red blotches,

exactlyresembling dried blood. It was Dr. M 'Cullough

who pointed out the destructive character of Len-

tinus lepideus in inducing dry rot in the timbers of a

railway bridge at Abergavenny, and it was Dr.

M 'Cullough who a year or two ago entertained certain

Woolhopeans, and helped to add many new and rare

species of fungi to the British flora.

When I last year wrote some notes on a " Holiday

in Carmarthenshire " for the Gardeners' Chronicle

(vol. iii., p. 292), I pointed out as a singular coin-

cidence that many botanists—like your artist-corres-

pondent, Captains. P. Oliver—have a strong love for,

and good knowledge of, archeology and antiquities
;

no one, therefore, need be surprised to hear that Dr.

M'CuUougli, of Woolhopean (not to say fungoid)

fame, was the active local secretary of the Cambrian

Archieological Association, which held its thirty-first

meeting at Abergavenny on Monday, August 14 last,

under the presidency of E. A. Freeman, Esq., "the

historian of the Norman Conquest."

Many members of the Association well known to

your readers were present, as Professor I. O. West-

wood, of Oxford ; Professor C. C. Babington, of

Cambridge ; the Rev. James Davies, of Moor Court
;

Mr. Matthew Moggridge, and others. About one

hundred persons joined in the excursions, and some-

times more than seventy formed a single party for one

day.

In Wales, and on the borders of Wales, horseflesh

is limited, and even "screws" are scarce. We know
of an instance that occurred some years ago where a

lady of position was obliged to have an easy-chair

tied into a little country cart, and so accompany the

excursionists ; at another time the shafts of one two-

wheeled vehicle were tied into the body of another

two-wheeled vehicle, so making a double vehicle,

which was packed with ladies and gentlemen, who
could only get one horse to draw the lot. It proved

no easy matter to raise sixteen or more hired horses

at Abergavenny, so we were obliged to include three

with brolcen wind and two " roaiers."

On Monday evening, August 14, the president

delivered a valuable inaugural address, in which he

referred at considerable length to the intimate con-

nection of Welsh with English history, and the great

want of a good history of the Welsh Principality.

The first excursion was made on Tuesday, August 15,

to Llanthony Abbey by way of Llandeilo Pertholey, in

which latter village the ancient church was visited.

The churchyard wall was covered with Ceterach offici-

arnum and Asplenium Ruta-muraiia ; those who

entered the church through the porch walked over (as

a threshold stone) the old altar slab with its five incised

crosses ; at the west end an ancient grave slab, which

had been longitudinally sliced into four pieces, was

placed as pavement round the font. The church is

principally of the fourteenth century, and is an object

of considerable architectural interest.

From Llandeilo the party drove at once through a

beautiful valley to Llanthony Abbey, the walls of

which were found covered with Cheiranthus cheiri

and Linaria Cymbalaria, and the waste places dense

with Verbena ofiicinalis, Verbascum Thapsus, and

Chelidonium majus. Professor Westwood here looked

in vain for the llomopterous insect sometimes found

on Chelidonium plants, and named Aleyrodes chcli-

donei. The abbey—dedicated to St. David—belongs
to the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, and is a mag-

nificent and well-known ruin of this period. At the

west end is a builder's yard, the gate house is now a

barn, the chapter-house is a stable. Two bays at the

west of nave are enclosed as a dairy, wires are strained

between the stone piers of the nave for drying clothes,

and when the party arrived rustics were playing

at quoits in the chancel. The Llanthony road is a

blind road, for it only goes four miles further than

the abbey, and then ends in a farm-yard. Near

this strange ending to the blind road is Father

Ignatius's somewhat dilapidated and incongruous

monastery : the angles of the walls of this structure

are left unfinished awaiting additional buildings, but

when ore looks on the noble Llanthony in a ruined

and dishonoured condition, one can hardly imagine

that Ignatius's little place will ever be less unsuccessful

than it now is. On one gable of this little modern

monastic mistake is a cross, whilst upon the other

gable there is a modern red chimney-pot I A chimney-

pot, upon a gable, even when the gable is no higher

than a cottage roof (as is Ignatius's) is an abomination

of the first class. But the fathers are badly troubled

with smoke, for there are two other chimneys on the

small roof, and both with cowls. If one contemplates

the grand ruins of Llanthony with veneration and

sorrow, one can only be amused, or at least look

upon the Uttle modern mistake of Ignatius's with

pity. Now and then the bare-headed and bare-footed

"fathers" are to be seen with carts in the markets, or at

times in the railway carriages, but anywhere and

everywhere they are incongruous, out-of-place, and a

mistake.

Leaving Llanthony, a lugubrious sight met[our view,

for it was no less than one of the three-horse breaks

broken in two. It appears that just before this

vehicle (full of excursionists) reached Llanthony

Abbey it parted timbers, fortunately against the

side of a great tree, so that no one got capsized or

damaged. After waiting for a considerable time the

vehicle was mended and the return journey was com-

menced, but soon the driver's portion and the two

fore wheels came off again, so that the party of ladies

and gentlemen had to walk 5 miles or more to the

nearest railway station and only arrived in Aber-
gavenny at 9 o'clock, decidedly too late for dinner.

The broken break arrived next morning.

Between Lanthony and Abergavenny on the

demesne of Llanvihangel Crucorney is a magnificent

and very long avenue of Scotch Firs, said to be the

finest in the kingdom ; this avenue was visited and
greatly admired by many of the members.

On Wednesday morning there was an unfortunate

hitch in the horse-flesh, which ended in the last

vehicle driving off from Abergavenny v/ithout the

learned and genial treasurer, the Rev. E. L. Barnwell.

The party, however, drove direct to Llanvetherine

Church by a road rich in flowering plants and Harts-

tongue Ferns. One of the great points of interest at

the church of Llanvetherine is a recumbent figure,

inscribed " S. Vetterinvs." Some of the Cam-
brians regarded the inscription with distrust, and in

this they disagreed with Professor Westwood. F^rom

Llanvetherine the party drove to White Castle—

a

grand, ivy. clad ruin, with some portions still in uncom-
monly good preservation. The nature of the whole
structure was clearly explained by Colonel Grant

Francis. From White Castle tbe party drove to the

castle and church of Skenfrith. The castle here has

little but the outer walls remaining, and the interior

is now an orchard. The church (principally fourteenth

century) is a highly picturesque structure, with one
gigantic buttress at the west end. The journey was
then resumed to Grosmount Castle and Church by a

road abounding with Campanula patula. The ruined

castle (like the other castles mentioned) has a very

large moat, and is remarkable for a fine isolated stone

chimney shaft, in a very good state of preservation.

The church has a beautiful fourteenth-century

octagonal tower, and is otherwise remarkable. In
the nave is a huge, unfinished, recumbent figure,

said to represent "John of Kent "—a necromancer.

John of Kent is roughed out as a crusader, but
why the gigantic effigy was never finished no one
can say. Elsewhere in the county may be seen three
massive standing stones. These are said to be stones

thrown by John of Kent whilst playing a rough game
of quoits with Satan.

On Thursday the Cambrians were divided, one
party remaining in Abergavenny to inspect the
Herbert monuments, the walls of Gobbanium, Cae
Bailey, and the Castle ruins ; whilst the other party
(including the writer of these lines) made off to Tre-
tower, Crickhowell, and Glanusk.

During the previous excursions few antiquities had
dated further back than the twelfth century, a date
which is only as " yesterday" when compared with
the date of many of the known antiquities of Wales
and the Welsh border ; many of these latter go back
to an age which is quite unknown. The first halt on
Thursday was made at Llangattoch Lingoed to inspect

and sketch an immense uninscribed standing-stone

(Maen-hir) at Court-y-gollen, the seat of the Ven.
Archdeacon Davies. This huge block of rough sand-
stone stands in an upright position, and is between
13 and 14 feet high. The great height of this monu-
ment is, however, far exceeded by certain gigantic

upright monoliths in Brittany; the one at Locmrriaker,
for instance (now shivered by lightning and fallen),

stood upwards of 60 feet high. These stones were
raised in remote prehistoric times (before writing was
here known) probably to indicate the burial place of

great chieftains. The Cambrians, headed by Mr,
John Henry Parker, now made for Tretower Castle

and Court ; Prof. Westwood searching in vain for a

Romano-British inscribed stone he had formerly seen

at this village. The Castle is of the twelfth century,

and the old residence of the Lord of the Castle belongs

to the fourteenth century ; both structures were found
infested with Conium maculatum and Cotyledon
umbilicus. The party again divided at Tretower,

one half going to Cwm-du to see the catacvs stone,

the other half, including the writer, making direct for

Glan Usk, the seat of Sir Jos. Bailey, Bart., M.P.
In Glanusk Park, there is a remarkable upright

stone 6 feet 4 inches high, and known from its inscrip-

tion as the "Turpili stone." This we have engraved

for the Gardincrs' Chronicle (fig. Oi), not only because

it is an object of the highest interest at Glanusk, but

also better to commemorate the fact of its being saved

and carefully preserved by Sir Joseph Bailey. Similar

stones (many of which are at present unknown) should

always be carefully preserved wherever met with, and if

possible casts in concrete should be made from them.

Nothing is easier than to take a paper mould of an
ancient stone, and the casts in concrete, if set up in

some ofour public parksand gardens, would be far more
instructive and of much greater interest than the brick-

burs and lumps of spar now so commonly seen in such

situations. The Turpili stone has been known for

many years ; Professor Westwood hearing of its

whereabouts sought it out long ago and at last found

it in a hedge covered with Brambles. Ultimately the

rustics of Ty-yn-y-wlad used it as a foot bridge over a
brook, the inscription being uppermost, and it was from

this position that it was happily saved by Sir Joseph
Bailey. The inscription on the stone is bilingual,

or in two sets of characters or languages. One, the

Latin inscription in Roman letters, is easily read, the

other inscription, consisting of mere rude scores or

marks on the left hand angle of the stone, is more
difficult to read, and is known as an Ogham inscrip-

tion. There can be no doubt that the Roman and the

Ogham inscription upon this stone are of the same
date, and belong to the Roman period in Britain,

and the Latin here gives a clue to the Ogham,
but no one can tell how far back the old

Ogmic writing (or scoring) goes when it occurs

without any accompanying Latin, as it generally

does. The Roman characters, read from the top

downwards, give tukpilli . ic . iacit . fuueri .

TRiLUNi . DUNOCATi. " Turpilius lies here, the

son of Trilunus Dunocatus." The sculptor, it will be

seen, did not trouble himself about the nominative or

genitive case, neither did he space out the words with

care, he dropped his "h" in "hie," and placed the

three last letters of "jacit" above the line. Above
the line, where the " h" in "hie" is, may be seen a
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deep score, as if the sculptor had seen and tried to

amend the error of dropping the " n " when too late

;

the "d" and both "n's" of the latter part of the

inscription are made backwards, and the terminal " t "

and " I
" are below the line and joined together. The

Ogmic willing on the edge probably repeats the Latin

inscription, and it reads from the bottom upwards ;

the three lower scores represent " T," the three dots
*' u," the five oblique lines *' R," and the cross

(fhouj^h not truly Ogmic) " P "—these are the first

letters of the word "Turpilius," and the Ogmic
"lun" (part of Trilunus) occurs in a dilapidated

state at the top of the stone. The Ogmic scores repre-

sent different letters, according as they are on the

right or left of the angle of the stone, or as they run

through the angle, or are obliriue, or become reduced

to mere dots. It is probable that many of these stones

were originally set up in very remote times without

inscriptions and before writing was known, at length

they were utilised (or Ogmic inscriptions, again they

were used for Romano-British inscriptions, and it is

not uncommon to see, last of all, a large cross of much

with his camera-Iucida to Abergavenny on foot as

best he might. But the darkest cloud has a silver

lining, for the very first orchard your correspondent

went Into—to observe the fruit crops (it was the Cam.
brian's fault), there he lighted on the rare Boletus im-

bricatuS of Bulliard, a fine plant that he was the first

to add to the British flora. Apathetic people, and those

who only think of riding and gossiping and eating

luncheons are a great plague in these excuisions, and
they should either not be allowed to join the parlies

at all, or at least should have a carriage (provided

with suitable amusements and refreshments) entirely

to themselves. Last year whilst we were sketching

the Nant-y-Clawdd Cromlechs, the apalhetics rushed
to the carriages and the neighbouring inn and de-

voured all the mutton pies, leaving only water and a

few hard biscuits for the real workers !

Up to Friday night the weather had been terribly hot

and dry, weather very trying for fungus-men, the

roads and air had every day been thick with dust, so

that the carriages appeared to be driving through a

white log (but how different from the delicious true

formed the botanists present that he hadj'a large

number of original drawings of fungi made by the

late Dr. Badham. The loan of these valuable

sketches was at once most liberally offered and
thankfully secured for the forthcoming great fungus

meeting to be held at the end of the present month
at Hereford. From Usk the party drove to Llan-

gwm to inspect the church and its elaborate rood
screen, recently referred to by the Right Hon. W. E.

Gladstone as a work ol Oak carving "rivalling the
hand of the jeweller in its e.^traordinary fineness."

Here the arch.-cologists were met by Mr. J. P.

Seddon, architect, of London. The road at Llangwm
is uncommonly steep and bad, so that the carriages

could not conveniently get very near the church ; but
this is not to be compared with the village of Palrichio,

near where the hills rise at an angle of 45'', and where
no traveller can drive within 1 J mile of the place, and
the clergyman who preaches there puts his horse up 4
miles from the church !

Raglan Castle was the last place visited by the

Cambrians in their Monmouthshire meeting : this

Fig 6r.

—

very large growth of ivy at raglan castle, and ancient bilingual stone in glanusk park, Monmouthshire.

later date incised upon them. They are often super-

stitiously venerated, but at other times they are utilised

as gate-posts or broken up for the roads. In addition

to the stone here illustrated there are two others at

Glanusk, one plain, and a mile from the house ; this we
could not visit ; the other only doubtfully inscribed ;

this we sketched, and Professor Westwood "rubbed."

The Professor could give no clue to the inscription (if

letters were really present), but it must be confessed

his entomological attention was greatly engrossed by

the beauties of a Phalangium (long-legged spider)

upon the very rugged stone. Be this as it may, when
the Professor was called upon for an interpretation of

the doubtful writing he merely said,
—" Owing to the

irregularities of the surface
—

" and then he fell, or

nearly fell down, but whether he had the surface of

the stone in mind, or the very steep and irregular

ground he stood and fell upon, no one knew, for the

whistle blew, and the time was up. Mr. Barnwell not

being of the party today, and Mr. and Miss M'Cul-
lough being also absent, the writer of these lines was
obliged to ride with some non-arch.-eological ladies and
other apathetics, so that whilst your artist was trans-

cribing the Oghams, all the carriages drove off, and
eft the writer at this, the most distant point, to return

wet fogs of November I). Every day the archa-ologists

started in black coats, and returned in white ones like

"blessed ghosts," so thickly were they covered with

the fine white dust of the Abergavenny roads. On
Thursday night there were storms of rain, and on

Friday (the day set apart for Raglan) the rain poured

in torrents up to 9 or 9.30 in the morning. This

cooled the air and gave promise of a pleasant day,

but on arrival at Coed-y-Bwnydd with its camp on

the steep, wet, and woody hill, no halt was made.

Bettws Newydd was soon reached, and in the church-

yard of this place are some truly magnificent old Yews

;

one we sketched and measured showed a girth at 5 feet

from the ground of no less than 30 feet 6 inches, and

presented a grand re-growth within the hollow bowl.

Everywhere the hedge -rows displayed masses of

Saponaria officinalis and Linaria vulgaris. From
Bettws Newydd we drove to Usk along a road with

hedges full of Malva moschata and Dipsacus sylves-

tris, and woody places everywhere ornamented with

the crimson fruits of Euonymus europfeus. At Usk
the ruinous castle and the old church with its fine

Norman tower were visited. Mr. Thomas Falconer,

the County Court Judge, afforded some valuable in-

formation as to the castle and church, and he also in-

place is too well-known to need any description, and

there is little very ancient work in it. It is, how-
ever, highly picturesque in all its parts, and the walls

are thickly clad with Ivy and Hart's-tongue Ferns.

We have engraved one stem of Ivy which runs over

the muUions of a bay-window in the Pitched Court,

and another mass of gnarled stems at the base of the

Donjon keep, one of the oldest parts of the building.

In several places the Ivy stems measure 9 or 10 inches

in diameter, and the diameter of the upper part of

the group on the right hand side ol the illustration is

2" 7 inches. During the stay of the party, a harper

played Welsh airs with considerable skill whilst the

ladies indulged in their tea-pot-ations near the great

window here figured.

Principally by the exertions of Dr.M'Cullough and

Arthur T. D. Berringlon, Esq., of Pant-y-Goitre, a

most valuable collection of antiquities was got

together in the Assembly Rooms, including ancient

sacted vestments of extreme elaboration and beauty,

an apron said to have belonged to Anna Bullen,

many specimens of coins, pottery, celts, and an old

dog-catcher for use in churches, together with a great

number of rubbings, casts, and models of ancient

stones. We did not, however, see a rubbing from the
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famous Tregaron stone now at Gooderich Castle, the

inscription upon wliich has, we believe, been some-

where published as BOTANINA Maenhir. From

this one might imagine that plants and stones had

been allied from the earliest times ; but we learn from

Mr. John Rhys, of Rhyl, that the inscription more

probably reads Potentina Malher (= mulier),

which indicates a possible alliance less stoney. Rub-

bings are now generally made with grass upon thin

paper ; this gives a beautiful green impression often

more distinct than the original stone itself, as the

rubbing is free from weather stains and the many
parti-coloured Lichens common upon ancient stones

long exposed to the action of the weather.

Many papers of great value, principally technical,

were read during the session, and the gathering con-

cluded with hearty thanks to all who had assisted to

make such a successful and excellent meeting, especial

reference being made by the President to the valuable

aid afforded by Dr. M'Cullough, who briefly replied.

Next year's meeting is appointed for Carnarvon, but

before then the VVooIhopeans will see each other at

Hereford. IV. G. Smith.

Forestry.

H.A.VING in recent articles laid down some general

rules and principles for thinning Pine and Fir

plantations, and indicated how the work generally

should be performed, I shall here make some
observations upon the serious injuries inflicted by

thinning, how these are produced, and how to avoid

them.

Thinning, admittedly, should be done gradually,

cautiously, and gently ; but, what in the opinion of

one man constitutes gradual, cautious, and gentle

thinning, is a very different thing in the opinion ol

another.

Gradual thinning, as generally understood, is the

practice of thinning by degrees, according as the

plantation advances in growth, and requires it
;

cautious thinning means the practice of cutting few,

instead of many trees, at one operation ; gentle thin-

ning signifies little exposure at one time of each indi-

vidual tree influenced, hence gentle exposure of the

whole crop.

Words and phrases are, however, as yet, but an

imperfect medium of conveying what is meant regard-

ing thinning, and must not therefore be too implicitly

relied upon where such important consequences are

involved.

The first important case of injurious thinning that

came under my observation was in the highlands of

Scotland. The plantation was an extensive one,

comprising about 1600 acres, and composed princi-

pally of Scots Pine. The soil was dry, and of a

gravelly nature, and the herbage chiefly Heath and dry

Moss. No regular or systematic thinning had ever

been performed, although a considerable number of

trees had been cut out from time to time. When about

thirty-six years planted, a regular and systematic

course of thinning was entered upon, and continued

for a period of about ten years. As thinning was

continued from year to year, it was observed that the

plantation, viewed at a distance, presented a light-

green and sickly appearance, and on near approach

the pins or leaves were seen to be unusually short,

and of a clustered habit of growth.

In consequence of the large per-centage of deaths

that annually occurred, the plantation was gone over

once in about two years, and all dead trees cut out.

The per-centage of deaths, however, so greatly mul-

tiplied year by year as to become alarming, and

awoke the inquiry, "What is to be done?" As
the true cause of the disease, however, was never

once suspected, no wonder the antidote was with-

held. The subject became one of general interest, and

many prescriptions were given for the malady. Some
thought the ground too dry, while others considered it

too wet. Some thought the plantation should be

depastured with cattle, instead of sheep which were

grazing it, while others thought all .animals should be

taken out of it, and the herbage allowed to grow up

luxuriantly. Like others, I was not aware, at the

time, of the cause of the sickly state of the plantation,

nor did I understand it fully for several years after-

wards, though I did all in my power to find it out.

That thinning was the inducing cause of the

sickly state of the plantation I have now no doubt,

and the following observations strongly confirm it.

One small portion of a few acres was not thinned, in

consequence of being somewhat detached, and this

portion was in no way affected, the trees always

remaining of their natural dark-green colour, and the

foliage rich and good. The manner in which I con-

sider thinning to be injurious in this case is by allow-

ing the rays of the sun to heat and dry up the g"round.

By a wise Providence the branches of a tree are so

spread out on every side as to shade and keep the

roots cool and at an equal temperature ; and when,

as in the act ol cutting down a tree, the shade is

removed, the rays of the sun penetrate the soil, and

unduly heat it to a serious and often fatal extent.

The extremities of the roots, probably in every case,

extend beyond the spread of the branches, and are

thus unshaded, but in the case of Pine and Fir—and,

indeed, all plantations— it may be said that each tree

shades the roots of its neighbour, and therefore, when

cut down, they are exposed and injured.

Thinning is not equally injurious to all species of

trees, nor is it equally hurtful on all descriptions of

soil. Where I have always witnessed the worst

results is upon Scots Pine growing upon a dry gravelly

soil, bare of herbage. This also accounts for the

different results produced upon the growth of planta-

tions by depasturing them. When the soil is inclined

to wetness, and the herbage luxuriant, grazing with

sheep, or light cattle, is advantageous for the trees;

while, on the other hand, if the ground is dry,

inclining to gravel, and the herbage bare, eating the

grass is less or more injurious. I have always ob-

served that Pine plantations upon dry gravelly soils

assume a light colour after being thinned, and by
degrees regain their natural daik-green, till another
thinning takes place. The annual layers also indicate

a corresponding falling off in growth, which is greatest

the second year after the operation has taken place.

In very young plantations the injuries are less ob-

servable than in older ones, and less upon Larch than
upon Scots Pine.

Thinning is also injurious in another way,—namely,
by throwing an unusual and unnatural strain upon the

roots of the trees whicli were formerly protected. The
strain is often so severe that the tissues are fractured,

and the tree blows over ; but even far short of this,

much injury is inflicted, especially upon Conifers,

whose juices on receiving the least injury crystallize,

and thus obstruct the flow of sap during the future

life of the tree.

The only practicable remedy for plantations injured

by thinning as above indicated is to encourage under-
growth, and even scatter branches over the surface of

the ground.
It may appear a bold question to ask whether thin-

ning has, upon the whole, dune more harm than
good ; but there is no manner of doubt that it has
done, and is still doing, a very considerable amount of

harm, not because thinning is of itself an injury, but
because it is done at the wrong time, and in an
improper way. C. Y. Michie, CiiUcn House, Cullcii,

.•f«J,'- 25.

CiNEK.\RiAS.—The difficulty of raising Cinerarias

from seed has often been urged as an objection against

amateur gardeners undertaking their culture. Really

there is no difiiculty about it. Cinerarias can be
raised from seed as readily as Wallflowers, or any
other plant the seed of which is sown broadcast in the

open ground. We know an old gardener who had a
small cutting-frame on the north side of one of his

greenhouses, but which he used to employ during the

summer to keep a few choice plants cool in, standing
them on an ash bottom. As soon as his Cineraria
seed was ripe, he used to take the plants out of this

frame and sprinkle some seed on the ash bottom, and
there let it lie, caring nothing for it. In a few days
the seeds would begin to grow, and as soon as the

plants were large enough to handle they were potted
off, or pricked out into pans, and so grown on to flower

in early spring, A short time since we had placed
aside on a shelf of our greenhouse a little choice

Cineraria seed for our own sowing. A gust of wind
caught the paper on which the seed was lying, and
blew it away, and we gave up the seed as hopelessly

lost. But some of them were deposited on the surface

soil of Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, &c., growing in pots,

and there is quite a nest of seedling Cinerarias in

each ; and, notwithstanding that water is freely poured

into the pots, the plants grow apace, and will soon be

large enough to prick off into pans. How then can

there possibly be any difficulty about raising Cine-

rarias from seed.

But some do fail to obtain plants from seed, for the

very simple reason that they go the wrong way to

work. They sow in a pan or pot, and then place a

piece of glass over if, and stand it on a shelf in a

greenhouse in the full blaze of the sun, without any

screen over it to ward off the drying influences- Is it

to be wondered at that seeds fail to grow ? It is far

too much coddled, and we have proved that the seed

does not require coddling.

Unless the plants are wanted for late blooming,

it is too late now to sow with the assurance of getting

plants that will flower. But it is not difficult to get a

few plants of seedling Cinerarias from a nurseryman

that will flower early. The present is a good time to

have them, if there is a greenhouse in which they can

bewintered. They should be potted into 6o-or4S sized

pots, according to their size, in a light rich soil with

plenty of leaf-mould amongst it, and then be stood out-

of-doors on an ash bottom, but in a shady and shel-

tered place. This causes the plants to become hardy

and sturdy, and they could be wintered in a cold

frame if in a dry, sunny place, and frost be excluded

from it. The cultivator who has limited means at his

command has to struggle against two dilTiculties^

mildew and greenfly. Vigorous seedling plants are

not so subject to the attacks of the former as propa-

gated plants of select varieties, which are of a less

robust character ; but when it puts in an appearance

the parts of the leaves attacked by it should be dusted

with flour of sulphur. The Cineraria is very apt to

be attacked by greenfly when kept close in times' of

frost, and then the best plan is to fumigate with

tobacco smoke. The Cineraria is such a pleasant

spring flowering plant, blooming profusely when its

fljwers are most acceptable, that it is well worthy the

expense of a little trouble to keep it clean and healthy

during the winter, and free from danger from frost,

TuiiEROUS - ROOTED Begonias. — Among the

flowering plants suitable for a small greenhouse, or

for cultivating in a frame, these pretty bright-looking

Begonias richly merit attention. We have flowered a

few in our greenhouse, but being fully open to the

action of the sun it is too hot for them to do well.

Now that the weather is cooler they are doing better,

and bloom freely and continuously. They want a

cooling shade, where there is also plenty of light, as,

for instance, a north house, or a frame facing the

north. Looking through an amateur's garden a few

days ago we saw a collection of something like forty

varieties that had been obtained from the Continent,

and they varied in colour from sulphur or creamy-

yellow to rich crimson. The leaves showed as much
variation in form and marking as the flowers, and so

numerously are these Begonias being now produced

that they bid fair to be as plentiful as bedding Pelar-

goniums. They are cultivated with but little trouble.

The plants we have now in flower were seedlings of

two years ago, and bloomed for the first time last year.

The plants die down completely in autumn, and are at

a state of rest during the winter, and they can be

wintered on a dry, warm shelf, out of reach of frost.

The tuberous roots appear to be very susceptible o£

frost, and when affected by it they soon perish. Nor
should the roots be allowed to remain without water

all the winter, as they are also apt to die from dry rot.

A little water should be given occasionally, when the

weather is mild and sunny.

In spring, when the plants begin to put forth a

fresh growth, after having been rested, they need to

be repotted in good soil, and not into large pots, and

they soon grow into nice branching specimens. In

summer, when mingled with other flowering plants in

the greenhouse, they have a very pleasing effect, and

always command admiration.

Mildew on Vines.—A neighbour came to us a

few days since in great distress of mind, owing to the

presence of mildew on his Grapes. lie has a small

greenhouse, in which he grows a few plants, with

Black Hamburgh Vines overhead, and up to the end
of July the crop was as promising as could reasonably

be expected. Then, apparently as a result of the

drought, the mildew set in, and now nearly every

bunch of Grapes is covered with it. Last year, when
the summer was wet, the Grapes were quite free from

It ; this year, being dry, they are sorely affected.

We have recommended him to hold a metal saucer

containing some powdered sulphur, over a flame, so
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that the burning fumes may fill the house, and stay

the ravages of the mildew. There is reason to fear it

has now made too great progress, and the crop will

have to be almost wholly sacrificed. This disease

—

for it is considered a disease by Grape authorities

—

appears to be peculiar to the county of Middlesex.

What a blessing it would be if some wash could be

manufactured that, after an application or two, would
cleanse leaves and fruit alike of the mealy incubus !

PLANT HOUSES.
Plant Stove.—Any stove plants remaining in the

conservatory or other cool plant-houses should at once

he moved to warmer quarter-, for, although the days

may be warm tnough, the iii;^hts are too cold to admit

of their remaining longer whtre no fire-heat is used. It

is no uncommon occurrence to see even such strong-

growing plants as Allamandas or Clerodendrons al-

lowed to stay at this season in cold houses until all their

smaller roots are killed, even when the soil is almost

as dry as dust. Where this occurs, and the wood is

apparently uninjured, the plants either die outright

through the winter, or break so weakly, as to take a

long time afterwards to recover. It is the practice

wilh some who grow Poinsettias to turn the plants

out-of-doors for a few weeks in August, especially old

stools that have made strong growth of considerable

length ; and it has the efftct of stopping further exten-

sion, and hardens up the shoots ; but, where this prac-

tice is followed, the plants, if not already removed to a

house or pit where they can be kept warm enough,

must at once be placed in such, or they will

suiTer both at the roots and in the leaves.

All other similar plants for autumn and winter-

flowering purposes, that are usually located

through the summer in pits or houses without fire-heat,

such as Euphorbia Jacquiniivllora, Thrysacanthus
rulilans, SericographisGhiesbreghlii, Plumbago rosea,

and winter-blooming Begonias should immediately be

accommodated with a little warmth at night when
the weather is cold, or they also will suffer, as, if once
such things as these get injured by cold at this

season no subseijuent treatment will induce them
to flower satisfactorily. What they need now
is sufiicient warmth both day and night to preserve

their leaves and roots in a healthy state without
causing much farther extension of the shoots.

This is best efiecLed by giving more air in the day-

time, with a much drier atmosphere day and night

than they have been subjected to during the growmg
season, which will have the effect of still further ripen-

ing up the growth, and insuring a full display of

flowers later on. Unless the plants happen to be in

very small pots for their size, they need not have any
more manure-water until they are subjected to as

much heat as is requisite to bring them into flower.

The latest-sown Celosia pyramidalis should now re-

ceive the necessary attention by keeping them stood

sufficiently far apart on the stage and near the roof to

allow of their getting plenty of light, otherwise the

leaves will be too thin and deficient in substance to

enable them to last fresh and green upon the plants

umil they have done flowering. The condition

in which the latest blooming examples of this most
useful flowering subject are often seen when in

bloom, with scarcely a healthy leaf upon them, very
much mars their appearance. The finest head of

flower it is possible for any plant to produce has only

a poor look when its Itaves are deficient or in bad
condition. Curcumas.—The singular, long-enduring

flowers of these useful decorative plants will in most
cases be over by this time ; the plants should then
have much less water given to them, but not have it

altogether withheld, so as to cause the leaves to die

down too quickly. Nepenthes that have made long

straggling shoots, and are now forming elongated

pitchers without the wing-like appendage?, and are

in the state known by gardeners as run-out, should at

once be headed down, as there is no other means of

inducing them to produce their pitchers in the desired

shape. The tops may be made into cuttings,

consisting of a couple of joints each, removing the

bottom leaf altogether, and making a clean cut just

below the joint, for convenience sake. In covering
with bell or hand-glasses the leaves at the top-

most joint may be reduced to half their size
;

this will be found better than leaving them
entire, in a way that they will touch the glass

that encloses the cuttings, as in the latter case they
are almost sure to rot. Insert the cuttings in ordinary

propagating pans drained and filled to one-third their

depth with half-fibrous peat and sand mixed, the

remainder of the space filled with sand alone. Keep
them moist from the time they are put in, and in the

warmest place that can be afforded them ; the greater

portion will root through the winter. It may be as

well to state that the lower part oi liic shoots only
should be made into cuttings, as the tops that have
produced what may be called imperfect pitchers,

when struck, will continue to make them of this shape,

the form thus becoming fixed and not desirable to

propagate, except as curiosities. I have gone
somewhat into detail in stating the method I have
found successful in striking these most interesting

plants from a knowledge that many fail in increasing

them, but at this season the growth is well-matured,
and not so liable to decay. Providing a brisk heat is

maintained through the winter, cuttings of Nepenthes
that were up in the spring should by this time be
struck, and ought to be at once transferred

singly to small pots, but in moving them
the greatest care must be taken not to ipjure

the roots, which are extremely fragile, and so

impatient are these plants of their loss that if only

partially damaged the cuttings generally die. I have
found it the best plan to place the pots in which the

rooted cuttings are in a pail of tepid water, and then

wash the soil gently away from the roots, afterwards

potting them with the greatest care, and not com-
pressing the soil much, or the roots are sure to

get broken. All the family do best in chopped
Sphagnum, tlie fibre out of the best brown peat with
all the earthy matter shook out, and small crocks or

broken charcoal in about equal parts, with a little

sand added. T. Baincs.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Peaches .vnd Nectarines. — The intervening

period between now and next November may very

properly be termed the winter season with those trees

which have been subjected to early forcing operations,

and as such the chief aim during this period will be

directed towards perfecting and hardening the growths
which have been made this season, and in aff'ording the

trees a period of rest "so essentially necessary to their

well being," before exciting them again by means of

artificial operations. These considerations will involve

the keeping of such houses as cool as possible, therefore

entirely open the ventilation of those houses with fixed

roofs, and where moveable sashes exist these should

be taken off. In the case of trees in pots, they should

be placed out-of-doors, where the ordinary elements

can freely and fully operate upon them, taking care,

at the same time, that they are so placed as to prevent

the ingress of worms into the pots. Whatever may be

requisite for such trees, in the way of reducing the

balls and shortening back roots, repotting, and re-sur-

facing with fresh materials, it should be done as soon

as the wood is fairly well ripened, or that portion of

it which is required to be fruitful is perfectly de-

veloped. Pure loam of a fibrous nature and a little

grit, "ordinary road scrapings,'* mingled with it,

forms about the best compost extant (or the cultiva-

tion of Peaches and Nectarines, whether the trees be

in pots or planted out. With the premeditated object

of accelerating the maturation of the wood on the

trees, the inside borders are occasionally suffered to

get very dry, and this is undoubtedly a fruitful source

of the mischief that ensues, namely, *' the buds drop-

ping prematurely," as is the case sometimes on early

forced trees when active growth commence?. Pro-

viding that such borders as those referred to are well

drained no danger need be apprehended of their

becoming too wet from natural causes at this season.

See also to those which are not benefited by a rain-

fall, and take advantage of it to supply the deficiency.

In later houses avoid having the shoots crowded to-

gether, let them be thinned out, if necessary, at once,

so that the effects of sunshine, &c., may freely operate.

Divest the growths of all laterals at the first joint,

and check all rampant shoots by pinching them in.

Amongst very late sorts of Peaches the Salway is a

most useful variety and worthy of a place in a late

house, as under such treatment its quality is greatly

improved, and it forms a grand and imposing dish in

the dessert in the month of October. Ceo^ Thos. Mdcs^

Wycombe Abbey.

Cucumbers.—The plants raised from seeds or

cuttings early in August will now be making rapid

progress, but they must not be stopped until they

have filled two thirds of the trellis, neither will it be

advisable to allow them to carry fruit before they

have filled the fruiting pots or hills with healthy

roots ; and care must then be taken that they do not

receive a check through overcropping. If the plants

in pits and frames are still producing sufficient for the

demand, these August-sown plants will be greatly

improved by the removal of all male and female

blossoms until the space allotted to each plant is

fairly covered, when, wilh due attention to heat and

moisture, they will produce excellent Cucumbers up

to the end of March. Where the houses devoted to

the culture of Cucumbers and Melons are divided into

small compartments, another sowing should now be

made for coming into bearing about the end of

November. A little fire-heat will now be necessary

for the maintenance of night and bottom-heat. The

soil should be lighter and more open than that

recommended for summer work. The plants should

be well elevated on the hills, and the drainage must

be liberal, as few plants are more impatient of

stagnant moisture than winter Cucumbers, W, Cole-

man, EaUnor,

KITCHEN GARDEN.
The protracted drought has had a most prejudicial

effect on all growing crops, and Potatos that at one
time looked so promising have had their tops
withered by the extreme heat, which has set fast the
skins of the tubers and ripened them off prematurely.
As any rainfall will now cause fresh shoots to form,
or super-tuberation to take place, the sooner they are
out of the ground the better, or the quality of those
fully grown will be very much deteriorated, and the
seed be so weakened as to be unfit for any purpose
except the feeding of cattle. The crop when raised

should be placed in a cool, any shed or cellar where
they can be kept dark to prevent them from becoming
green, which a very little light at this season will

cause them to do. Where the planting of such things
as Endive, Lettuce, Coleworts, Cauliflov/ers, &c.,
has been delayed, which has necessarily been the case
in most places, no time should be lost in getting them
in, and if well attended to with water nil ihey get
thoroughly established their growth will be most rapid,

as the ground is now almost like a hot*bed. Advan-
tage should now be taken of this to force on
all the Brassica tribe as fast as possible by
giving them a good soaking of liquid manure in

order to enable them to recover lost time and
complete their growth while there is a chance of
getting it mature, in which state frost has but little

effect on them. Autumn sown Onions have again
this year proved so superior in every way that it is a

question whether it would not be advantageous to get

in the greater portion of the crop now instead of the

usual time in spring, as bulbs obtained from seed

sown then rarely attain the size the same kinds do
when sown at the end of August. One objecliun to

the practice is,' that they occupy the ground much
longer than it can generally be spared for one crop,

but as the produce is greater less space is required.

Where there are any old spare frames or lights that

may be made use of by-and-by for protecting Lettuce,

beds should now be planted in a sheltered, sunny
border with such kinds as the Bath Cos or Hardy
Green Hammersmith, with a view to covering them
when the autumnal rains or frosts set in. In cold

localities it is best to plant at once in pits or frames

properly prepared, by being filled with light, rich soil,

consisting principally of well decomposed leaf mould,
in which winter Lettuce greatly delight. Any rub-

bish will do for the bottom of the bed, if the plants

are allowed a foot or so of rich soil to grow in,

which should be kept well up to the glass, that

they may have plenty of light and air, to prevent

damp from setting on them during the winter. The
Royal Cabbage or Victoria is the best for frame cul-

tivation, as it will keep for a longtime in a stand-still

condition wnen fully grown, and is exceedingly crisp

and tender, surpassing in that respect any other Cab-

bage Lettuce with which I am acquainted. The
plants should be placed at about S inches apart, and
if they do well they will cover the whole space and
form fine solid hearts. To ensure fine, large, crisp

Celery, it should now be well fed with frequent

applications of liquid manure in order to stimulate a

rapid growth, the long cool nights of approaching

autumn being most favourable for this purpose. It is

the practice with many growers to earth up by small

instalments, perhaps more with a view of keeping the

leaves erect and the plants close and compact than for

any other useful purpose it serves; certain it is that it

stands in the way of applying water in sufficient quan-

tity unless at great risk of washing the soil into the

hearts of the plants and causing them to rot, and I

would therefore advise the operation to be deferred

that it may be carried out after growth is complete,

when they may be earthed up to the requisite height.

A strand of soft matting run around each plant now
will keep the leaf-stalks in an erect position

and greatly facilitate the soiling-up when the

time arrives for it to be done. Afford every

encouragement to late Peas by giving thorough

soakings of manure-water should the weather continue

dry, or mildew is sure to get hold of them, and once

attacked by it they soon cease growing and bearing.

Scarlet Runners, French Beans, &c., should be

assisted in the same way, and have every pod gathered

from them before they get old and seedy, in which

state they are a heavy tax on the plant. Pits or

frames should now be prepared and planted with some

approved early kinds, such as Osborn's Forcing, to

come in in November. For this purpose some arti-

ficial heat will be necessary, and it is best afTorded by

a hot-water pipe, as dung heat at that late season

gives off too much moisture. A few pots sown at

once and stood under cover of a cold frame, to be

transferred later on to a light, airy shelf in any warm
house, are sure to come in useful at a time when

choice vegetables are scarce. Tomatos will now
require frequent attention to keep the fruit clear of

foliage, that it may be fully exposed to the influence

of the sun to aid it in ripening. Cut away all super-

fluous shoots and stop others, so as to concentrate all

the strength of the plants on the crop now set, and to

aid the fruit in swelling. Water freely once or twice

a week. J, Shep^ard^ IVoolverstone Park,
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length. The effect produced is very pleasing. In

Dundee the Baxter Park and Balgay Park are both

open to the public. The principal nurseries near

Dundee are those of Messrs. W. P. Laird & Sinclair,

Monifieth ; and Messrs. John Stewart cS: Son,

Droughty Ferry ; and at Perth Messrs. Dickson &
TurnbuU's. Places of interest to botanists and geo-

logists are the caves of Auchmithie, near Arbroath ;

Den of Airlie, near Alyth ; Clova, near Kirriemuir
;

Den nf Fowlis, Liff, near Dundee ; and Sidlaw Hills,

near Dundee.

The opening meeting for the season of the

WiMiiLEDON Village Gardeners' Society took

place on Friday, August 25, when a supper was pro-

vided in the Lecture Hall, to which fifty-two members

and friends sat down. The chair was occupied by

Mr. J. Wright, who spoke at some length and in

favourable terms respecting the Society, and of the

desirability of such meetings being held for the diffu-

sion of knowledge. The secretary was called upon to

read a report on the progress of the Society, and in so

doing Mr. Ollerhead announced that when the

gardeners first joined the village club there were

seventy honorary and twenty-two ordinary members,

only eight of the latter being annual members. There

are now forty- three gardeners who are annual members,

and about eighteen quarterly members, which is a

considerable addition. The gardeners not only enjoy

the perusal of the collection of books in the general

library, but they also have now a library of their own,

consisting of seventy volumes of the best standard and

popular works on horticulture, in addition to which

they have the free use of the Lecture Hall one night

every fortnight for holding their discussions, which is

certainly a great boon to the members. Nine meet-

ings had been held, —the first to arrange the pre-

liminaries, the second was to discuss Mr. Hir.BERD's

paper on *'The Fallacies of Fruit Culture," intro-

duced by Mr. Moorman ; and the third to discuss a

paper on "Tlie Culture of Eucharis amazonica," by

Mr. Jordan, and Azalea indica, by Mr. Oller-
head; the fourth a paper on "Fruit Culture," by

Mr. RoSER ; the fifth a paper on *' Melon Growing,"

by Mr. Easton ; the sixth on "The Coveting of

Vine Borders," by Mr. Bridger ; the seventh on

"The Covering and Protection of Wall Fruit,"

together with a model, by Mr. Elliot ; the eighth

" The Culture of Strawberries," by Mr. Lvne ; and

the ninth "Spring Bedding," by Mr. Ollerhead.
Altogether the meetings had been remarkably well

attended, and the Society, though in its infancy, is in

a flourishing state. The members resolved to hold

their 6rst debate of the season on Friday, Sep-

tember 8, at S P.M., when Mr. Ollerhead will read

a pnper on " Winter- Flowering Plants." A vote of

thanks to the chairman brought a very enjoyable even-

ing to a close at 9 r, M.

Mr. Hunter, gr. to Lord Shand, Newhales,

near Edinburgh, has been successful in raising a very

excellent bedding Trop.eolum, which is to be named
P. Hunteri. It grows about 6 inches high, is very

neat and compact in habit, and a most profuse

bloomer, the flowers being of medium size, nice form,

and a bright scarlet in colour. It will not seed, and

must be propagated from cuttings.

We learn from the Hon. and Rev. J. T.

Boscawen that there is in his garden at present a

large plant of Crinum amaihle flowering out-of-

doors. Of course it was under cover in the winter.

Senecio pulcher is in flower in the same garden,

The Kennington Amateur Horticul-
tural Society will hold their second annual show
at the "Horns" Assembly Rooms, on Tuesday and
Wednesday next, September 5 and 6. This young
society deserves every encouragement, its object being

to foster a love of flowers in the densely populated

district of Kennington, and a distinguishing feature is

that no money prizes are given to the members, who
compete only in friendly rivalry.

—— A correspondent informs us that almost mys-
terious occurrence in Grape cultivation has just

happened at the residence of Mrs. Douglas, Brent-

wood, Cheadle. It seems that a white LadyDownes
Grape was inarched last spring on a rod of Child of

Hale, and the white Lady Downes is now carrying

four good bunches of Grapes, which are colouring

black. Mr. Thomson, the gardener, assured our

informant that the young Vine bore a white bunch

last year, which was cut after Christmas. The history

of the Child of Hale (the stock) is that it was pre-

viously inarched, but on what variety_is not certain.

Mr. John Chapman, who for nine years has

had charge of the gardens, woods, and Plantations,

at Kingston Lacy, the seat of W. R. Bankes, Esq
,

near Wimborne, Dorset, has resigned that appoint-

ment, and commenced the business of a seedsman

and florist at West Borough, Wimborne. His suc-

cessor at Kingston Lacy is Mr. James Sykes, late

foreman at Canon's Park, near Great Stanmore,

Middlesex.

The following extract from a private letter

just received from M, ANDRfe will be read with

interest by his many friends in this country, who will

rejoice at the success which has so far attended his

energetic researches :

—

" Since last November I have traversed Colombia from

nortli to south, twice visited tlie eastern Cordilleras, at

first towards the source of the Meta in the basin of the

Orinoco, and then to Pitumayo and the lake Cocha in

the south of Colombia. I have twice visited Choco and

explored the region north of the Equator before reaching

<.}uito. .After having visited the richest part of the

environs and made an interesting excursion westwards

tow.irds Manabi in company with R. P. SoDIRO, I

wended my way towards the south and west. I came at

last to Lima to get letters of recommendation for the

rest of my voyage. Excepting some attacks of fever,

which I have quickly got the better of, my health has

been excellent. I have had no adventures, and
must refer you to the pages of some romance

for the stories of wild beasts and savage Indians.

Nevertheless it will be leadily surmised that in

my wanderings on foot or on muleback for 600 leagues

in the Andes that I have experienced some hardships,

not severe indeed, but perpetually recurring. A little

perseverance has suthced to carry nie through these

difficulties, and, thank GOD, nothing has occurred of

moment sufficient to stop me for a single day. As to my
collections they have surpassed my expectations. Up
to this time I have dried upwards of 4200 species of

plants—many specimens of each—and have sent to

Europe about sixty cases, most of them containing living

plants and seeds, for M. Linden. In addition to plants

I have collected numerous minerals, insects, birds, fishes,

and reptiles, and preserved them either dry or in alcohol.

In addition I have procured numerous Inca antiquities,

and made numerous drawings both of the scenery, as

well as analyses of plants. My journal occupies five

volumes, and contains my memoranda and meteorological

observations. Such are the main results of my journey so

far. I look forward anxiously to my return to Europe,

to examine more at leisure and describe these treasures,

which I hope have reached their destination in safety.

I have collected numerous Passifloras, some of which I

believe to be new.

—

Ed. AndrIs."

The August number of the Bulletin J'Arhori-

ciillure of Ghent contains a coloured plate of a fine

Pear, known as Beurr£ Spae. The fruit is of large

size, pyriform, oblique at the base, of a pale greenish

yellow colour sprinkled with reddish spots. The stalk

is of moderate length, set in a sh.illow basin, the eye

moderately open. The flesh is white, melting, sweet,

with a slight acidity. The tree is a robust grower

and a good bearer, succeeding well on the Quince and

on its own roots, and is suitable for standards, pyra-

mids, or espaliers. With so many recommendations

we may expect to hear of this as a market Pear before

long.

Mr. Fenn, of Woodstock, has just lifted his

batch of Seedling Potatos of the new crosses with

American kinds, and the results have quite exceeded

his expectations. His intention to cross Rector of

Woodstock with the pollen of Snowflake was frus-

trated because of the non-fertility of the blossoms of

the latter, but the desire to increase the well-known

red Kidney Bountiful in size by means of crosses with

Late Rose and Willard has been most successfully

realised. It was Mr. Fenn's purpose to use Vermont

Beauty as the pollen parent, but this proved a failure for

lack of mateiial. The cross with pollen of Bountiful

on Late Rose has proved the most fertile in the pro-

duction of good kinds, and Mr. Fenn stated that from

previous experience he had found that in all crosses

in the Potato the features of the pollen parent were

most indeUbly stamped. From this cross not less

than twenty really handsome and distinct kinds were

selected for further trial, and, as evidence of cropping

capabilities of some of them, it was found that the

produce of three very small sets, about the size of

Filberts, and the first year from seed, amounted to

10 lb. Haulms of all sorts of types resulted, some
very dwarf, others tall and coarse ; but all the latter

were at once rejected. The cross in which the

pollen of Willaid was infused with the stigma of

Bountiful gave a less number of selected sorts, but a

wider radius of form and colour, and, singularly

enough, several fine white kinds of great promise. It

is very probable that Mr. Fenn will exhibit a large

collection ol these seedlings at the forthcoming Inter-

national Potato Show, and, should such be the case.

Potato raising of such meritorious character should

not pass without some proper recognition. The crop of

Bountiful lifted close by these seedlings was a remark-

able one, and well displayed its suitability for

hybridisation.

What is in reality a true strain of dwarf

striped French Marigolds can now be seen in

bloom at Mr. R. Dean's seed-grounds at Bedfont.

A large plot of ground is covered with plants, averag-

ing iS inches in height, though some are dwarfer, of

a dense bushy growth, and bearing large and hand-

somely striped flowers. The striped Marigolds are

generally of a tall and lanky growth, and they are

thereby unfitted for border purposes, because so apt to

be blown about by the wind. The dwarf strain, to

which reference has just been made, is the very oppo-

site in point of habit ; and it represents the result

of a few years' persistent selection. For exhibition

purposes the flowers equal in quality the best strains

of the tall growing form,

How severely the Drought has been" felt in

some localities can be inferred from a communication

received from Messrs. Dawson & Co., of the White

Cross Nurseries, Hereford. They, in common with

neighbouring nurserymen, are heavy sufferers through

the drought, for the dry weather has been long-con-

tinued, and from the last week in April until the third

week in August not enough of lain fell to get to the

roots of the Potatos, and the crop is all but a failure.

Nearly all the newly planted stuff of last spring is

dead, and the stock kept alive has made little or no

growth. The rain gauge at the White Cross Nur-

series showed a few days since rain to the depth of one

inch and five-hundredths of an inch fell in Hereford

—

a larger quantity than during the whole of the previous

three months.

A splendid example of DiPLADENIA Brear-
leyana was exhibited at the Exhibition of the Trow-
bridge Horticultural Society by Mr. Eyans, gr. to

J. Gouldsworth, Esq., a young cultivator, who
made his mark in local horticultuial annals on this

occasion by taking the 1st prize in the leading class

for nine stove and greenhouse plants. It was one of

the largest specimens we have yet seen, and as

finely grown as it was grandly flowered, the foliage

being robust and very clean, and the plant was
clothed with leaves from base to top. The flowers

were of the most brilliant shaded carmine red hue,

very large and well distributed over the plant. It was
without doubt the leading plant in a very large and

unusually good exhibition of plants. By another

exhibitor the charming Chironia ixifera was uncom-

monly well shown, with abundant foliage and profuse

of pretty pale pink Linum-like flowers. The practice

is to grow this plant in an intermediate house during

the winter and spring when in a young state and while

it is making its growth, and then to place it in a green-

house at the end of May to harden its wood and

become set with bloom. The plant is cut back at

the beginning of October, and repotted early in the

spring. Matured plants are grown entirely in a

greenhouse, cut back in October, and repotted early

in spring.

It is quite time a rule was made in connection

with horticultural exhibitions enforcing disqualification

upon all plants staged for competition that are incor-

rectly named. It is, we regret to state, a too common
occurrence. Recently at an important exhibition we
saw a group of nine stove and greenhouse plants,

admirably grown, and in excellent condition through-

out, showing considerable attainment as a cultivator

on the part of the exhibitor, scarcely one of which

had the names correctly spelt. One illustration may
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suiBce
—"Gastrea carembosea," for " Cassia corym-

bosa." With catalogues of plants so abundant this

ignorance—or, perhaps, carelessness— is inexcusable.

It points, also, to educational shortcomings scarcely

pardonable in young gardeners in these days of general

educational efforts. It is the more to be regretted,

inasmuch as it misleads the reporters of the local

newspapers, who are always very anxious to give full

and correct reports of llower shows, and who have

difficulties enough in mastering the names of plants

when correctly rendered. There are some districts in

which horticultural spelling bees might be instituted

with great hope of good results flowing therefrom.

The old Mule Pink, or most probably a

fine form of it, distributed a few years ago by Mr, B.

S. WlLLI.\>is, of HoUoway, is well deserving of cul-

tivation for its great freedom of bloom and for the

exquisite fragrance of its flowers. The flowers are oi

a rosy purple colour and somewhat fringed on the

edges of the petals, but if certain florists' properties

are wanting, they are amply compensated for by the

wealth of bloom and rich perfume. A bed of Carna-

tions and Picotees had this Mule Pink among them,

but while the former had quite gone out of flower,

the latter was blooming freely from side stems.

A New Marrow, received from M. Jean
SiSLEY, of Lyons, under the name of the Cucumber
Marrow, is remarkable for the length of its fruit,

which] are green in colour. It is a most delicious

Citing variety, and apparently old fruits can be

cooked and be as tender as young ones. The rind

appears to be particularly thin and lender.

The revival of the cultivation of Coffke in

Dominica has been referred to more than once in the

GanUners^ Chioiiuie. We now learn oflicially that

this cultivation, as well as that of sugar, is being

largely increased. Not long ago sugar used to be
imported from Purto Rico, whereas at present the

home consumption, which is considerable, is supplied

out of the native produce, and the surplus available

for trade already amounts to several thousand pounds.

As an instance of the progress being made in sugar-

making it is stated that "a steam mill established in

the beginning of last year on a farm near Santo

Domingo is expected this year to turn out 2,000,000

lb.; and a similar one which is in course of erection

close by will shortly be at work." The progress

which may be said to have set in in the southern

parts cl the State is in great measure owing to the

gradual decline of the Mahogany trade. This wood
is every year becoming more scarce, and the forests of

it in the coast districts having been well-nigh cleared

away, the point is nearly reached in the interior whence
the expense of transport to the seaside, added to that

of felling, squaring, &o. , would leave no margin for

profit. As a consequence, labour has taken another

direction, which tends to better returns. Lignum
vita?. Logwood, and Fustic still occupy a large number
of hands, but the Sugar-cane and Coffee are growing

more and more in favour. They are found to pay

better, to yield quicker returns, and to be attended in

every stage of preparation with less fatigue and less

exposure.

Mr. Biggs, lately foreman to Jtr. Coleman,
Eistnor Castle, is appointed gardener to Major
Peploe, Garnstone Castle, Weobley, Herefordshire

;

and Mr. Nightingale, lately foreman to Mr.
Phipps, Ingestre Hall, Staffordshire, is appointed

gardener to Sir Edward Kerrison, Oakley Park,

Eye, Suffolk.

It appears, from a recent report from the

British representative in Chili, that a law has quite

recently been passed for the regulation and preserva-

tion of forests north of the river Bio-bio, but it is by
no means rigorously enforced, and little is done by
the local authorities to check the mischievous habits

of the peasantry. Now that the evil is generally

recognised, considerable efforts are being made to

restock the country with wood. Long avenues of

Poplars of recent growth break the monotony of the

plains round Santiago, which some years back were
nearly treeless, and still more recently the Eucalyptus
has been planted in great numbers. The Poplar here
referred to is said to have been introduced about the
year 1S20 "by a patriotic friar of the name of

Guzman on his return from the province of Mendoza,

where he had sought refuge from the Spanish

authorities. In one of the courtyards of the Francis-

can monastery at Santiago a huge specimen is shown
of this tree, which is said to be the identical shoot

brought over the Andes by Guzman, and the parent

of the innumerable trees, some of them very beautiful

ones, to be seen in all parts of the country, and which

are the chief adornment of every good sized Chilian

village or town." The magnificent forests of the

provinces of Arauco, Valdivia, Llanquihue, and
Chiloe, afford inexhaustible supplies of timber of very

good quality.

A triple number of the B^l^'i'ijiic fforlicole for

June, July, August, has just appeared. It contains

coloured plates of three Bromeliads, viz., Bromelia
Joinvillei, TiUandsia tenuifolia, and Bilbergia nutans.

Two Orchids are also figured, viz., a variety of Mil-

tonia Clowesi called after M. Lamarciie, the Presi-

dent of the Royal Horticultural Society of Liege, and
Cattleya dolosa, figured In our columns 1876, vol. v.,

p. 430.

Monstrous Pear.—We copy the accompanying
illustration from a recent number of the Rivue IlortuaU-.

It represents a Doyenne du Cornice Pear, from whose

Fig, 63. — -monstrous i

summit have issued a tuft of leaves and then two stalks

bearing Pears of unequal size and of different color-

ation. The original Pear ripened some time before the
secondary productions. All this, though very start-

ling at first sight, especially the apparent production
of (rult without flowers, Is readily explained by the

botanist who knows that the so-called fruit In a Pear
or an Apple Is no fruit at all, but simply a succulent

branch. Embedded In the centre of this Is the true

fruit, viz., the core with the pippins or seeds. In the

Instance before us, in all probability the true fruit or

core has not been formed at all, the primary stalk has

swollen as usual, and then has repeated Its growth,
forming a tuft of leaves, and then two new branches
which have become succulent like the primary one.

The back volumes of the Gardeners' Chronicle con-
tain many such Illustrations, but none quite like the

present, on which account we have deemed it of
interest to reproduce the illustration from our French
contemporary.

Oranges and Lemons in the Holy Land
(pp. 206, 275).—When I stated in my letter to the

Atheiiitutn of July 29 (quoted in a recent number
of the Gardeners Chroukle), that Oranges and Lemons
were unknown in the countries of the Mediterra-

nean basin before the tenth century, A. D., I ex-

pressly stated that the Citron had passed from
India through Media into Syria at a very remote

age, and might, with the strictest propriety, have been
introduced by Mr. Armltage in his picture of the
" Hymn of the Last Supper." It is generally accepted

that the Citron is the fruit alluded to in Leviticus

xxlll., 40. It Is very difficult. If not Impossible, to

say what the plant translated by "Apple trees" In

Canticles II., 3, and vlll., 5, and Joel I., 12, and
alluded to elsewhere In the authorised version of the

English Bible Is, except that it is not either

the Orange or the Lemon. The Orange,
Indeed, was probably not created until later than
the tenth century. The Orange first cultivated In

Europe In the tenth century was the Bigerade, or

Bitter Orange, from which the Almighty, It seems
probable, formed the Sweet Orange about that time,

of course, through the gardener's art. It is the earlier

Italian painters who begot the popular belief that

Oranges and Lemons were known In the Mediter-

ranean countries In classical and Scripture times.

They were novelties In Europe in the time of the

early painters, and appealed powerfully by their

novelty, and perfume, and flavour, and beauty, to

their Imaginations, and they Introduced them every-

where In their pictures rather as mystic trees of

"heaven's eternal year," than such as have their

habitat and seasons here on earth. This Is how the

error grew—and It was an excusable, and, indeed, a

laudable error whilst it had an elevating and spiritual

meaning. But in Mr. Armltage's picture the Oranges
and Lemons mean only thoughtlessness and ignorance
— thoughtless painting down to the ignorance of the

nursery-maids who pervade the Academic groves and
painted arcades of pleasant Kensington. It is an

aggravation of the artist's error that the Orange and
Lemon trees in this picture are shov/n In ripe fruit,

whereas neither Oranges nor Lemons would be yet

even In flower In the month when the Last Supper was
first celebrated. A most Interesting chapter might be

written on the ineffable and imaginary flowers of the

great pre-Raphaellte painters, flowers of strange celes-

tial forms and colours, full of " the mystery of uiyste-

iles." G. BirJwood. [Piay write It. Eds.]

Folklore. — In a recent notice of the Ash, and

the folklore connected with It, I did not see any

allusion to the Welsh superstition, that If a single

woman, maiden or widow, gathers an Ash leaf with

an even number of leaflets, repeating certain old

lines which are considered to be a charm, and then

places the leaf next her heart, her future husband's

Christian name will be the same as that of the first

male she meets, and she Is obliged (In order to keep

the spell Intact) to go up and ask the man she meets

his name. I know a lady, a young widow, who, to

please some girl friends with whom she was walking,

actually tried the charm. The first person they met

was a baby-boy In his nurse's arms. The lady Inquired

his name. "Alfred," was the reply. There was

much laughter, for the lady did not know any one so

called ; but before the year was out she w,as married

to a gentleman of the name. An absurd coincidence,

but I have little doubt If either of the three Welsh
women now, but girls then, who were with her were

asked If they believed In the Ash leaf charm, the

reply would be " Ves, indeed." ILleit E. Walney.

A New Cucumber and Melon Disease.—

I

was much Interested by the letter of a Scotchman a

fortnight ago describing the advent of (to him) the

Cucumber disease. His experience exactly coincides

with my own. During all the years I have cultivated

Cucumbers and Melons I have had no disease among
them. However, I have seen It elsewhere, and I do

not think this disease Is the Cucumber disease, in

which stems and fruit are affected with a sort of

gum or gangrene. This opinion, however, must be

held In deference to your judgment after Inspecting

the specimens sent. It came here in the following

manner :—\^lsltlng a neighbouring place a nice plant

of Tender and True Cucumber was asked for and

obtained. A peculiar spot on the leaf was

seen at the time, but It was said to be nothing

wrong, and the plant was put Into a house of

Telegraph, my favourite Cucumber. It continued

to look bad, and was taken up and removed.

Soon after the spotting appeared to the right and the

left of It, but the plants continued to fruit well and

grow freely. It was hoped they might grow out of

the disease, which they are still trying to do. Neither

could the crop be spared, and so they are still left

to grow on. The fruit is not very much affected,

excepting in 'a few cases, as you wiU see by the

examples sent. The Cucumber-house Is span-roofed.

The Cucumbers are on the north side. Melons on

the south. The crop this year consists of Carter's

Horticultural Prize and Queen Emma, the latter my
favourite Melon. For several weeks the Melons

remained healthy, but suddenly the disease attacked

them along the whole line, blotched the leaves and

affected the fruit far more than It has the Cucum-
bers.. I have tried sulphur with no effect. Dry
soot seems to have arrested the gangrene slightly

In the fruit, but many of the Melonsare already

ruined, and I fear the crop, which Is good and was

specially wanted for a great bazaar here In aid of

the hospital at Bury St. Edmunds, on the 14th

and 15th of September, is doomed. It may seem
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very fanciful, but can it be possible that the Potato
fungus in some one of its many-phasedlife being turned
cut of the Potato fields has taken to the more congenial

regions of the Cucumber and Melon house [No.]
The sudden spread over the leaves of the gangrene
or rot in the Melons looks a good deal like our
old enemy in a new place. As it has pretty well

done all the injury it can for the present,

and as the Cucumbers still keep on growing and bear-
ing, I will leave them a little lonj^er to see if they
can recover. Can you suggest anything by way of
palliative or remedy? In a few weeks more we
purpose sweeping plants, soil, and everything out of
the house, burning them, and also burning sulphur in

the house, until, we trust, not a fungus spore of any
sort can live in it. When writing of diseases it may
be interesting also to state that three years ago we
had a most severe visitation of the Hollyhock disease.

I tried seedlings in a fresh place the following season.
They were all cut down, and so virulent was the
attack that out of several hundreds not one survived.
We have not yet attempted any since, in the hope of
starving out the fungus spores for lack of a matrix or
food. Can you, or any one, suggest a better course ?

D. T. I':sh. [See ante, p. 269. Eds.]

Elm branches dropping off.—With respect to

Elm branches dropping off in the height of summer,
I have always supposed that it was merely the weight
of the branch in full leaf that tore it ofT. The
instances of this happening that I have known have
always been on a still damp day when the leaves were
loaded with moisture. C. IV. Sbuktand, Boynton,
BrUliiii^ton.

Arundinaria faUata,—In the Gardeners' Chronide
of the S'.h inst. a correspondent would wish to be
enlightened respecting the unprecedented phenomenon
observed this year in the growth of the Arundinaria
falcita, a plant which thrives so well in the open air

on the shores of our beautiful lake. The Arundinaria
falcata is a native of Nepaul, and being of a very
ornamental character, and requiring no special care,

it is common in our gardens. Vour correspondent
states that at Mount Edgcumbe these plant.«, instead of
displaying their usual beautiful foliage, are now
dried up, and have a thorough *'gone to seed"
appearance; this corresponds exactly with what has
occurred this year in my garden. The seeds which
appeared ripe have, however, been already gathered
and sown, and should they germinate, 1 will then re-

quest a small space in your columns to make the (act

known. The only specimen ol Arundinaria falcala in
my garden which preserves its habitual aspect, and
which appears to be also the case at Mount Edgcumbe,
is now one immense mass of green foliage, terming a
sort of arbour ; the soil in which it is planted, as well
as the local surroundings, in no way differing from
those of the dried-up specimens. I should certainly
be embarrassed to explain why one plant proved so
marked an exception to the rest, and equally so if

called to explain why these plants should, for the first

time, have fructified after such unusually bad spring
weather. A tombanl Ailni/iiir Gardener, Tonw, Lake
of Coino, .August 22. [This simultaneous flowering of
the same species over a very wide area is one of the
many mysteries of vegetable life of which we can at
present offer no explanation. It has been noted in
many different plants. Eus.]

Calluna vulgaris in America.—Have English
besoms ever been used in America ? That might
possibly accountfor the appearanceof Calluna vulgaris.
C. ir. Slricklanl.

The Sweet Bay— Laurus nobilis.—Vour cor-
respondent. Dr. R. C. A. Prior, inquires if any
specimens of Sweet Bay, Laurus nobilis, are known
to exist larger than those in Mr. Randolph's grounds
at Mdverton, some of which are upwards of 40 feet

high, with trunks a yard and upwards in circumfer-
ence. Some years since I spent a winter in the
island of Madeira, and in the course of my rambles
from Ponta Delgado I explored the elevated ground
known as the Fani'il, about 4500 feet above the sea
level. Scattered over the undulating grassy surface
of this lofty region were hundreds of magnificent
specimens of this Laurus ; many of them I measured
and found them varying from 15 to 19 feet in girth at

3 to 4 feet from the ground, and attaining the height
of 30 to 40 feet in some cases, though for the most
part not more than 25 feet. The Fanal is a part of
Madeira visited rarely by strangers, being inaccessible

from the south side, and only to be reached from
Ponta Delgado by a rough scramble, but it well
repays the trouble of making the expedition. In the
virgin forest through which our steep path led, the
Feito Brum (Culcita macrocarpa) and some other of
the rarer Ferns of the island were growing in com-
parative abundance, having escaped the notice ol the
rapacious collectors who are fast making a clearance
of all that is most characteristic and interesting of the

flora of this delightful island, f. P. Y. Smith,
S'.ueyiiey Cliff, Sutton Maddock, Shrofshire, Aug. 26.

In answer to your correspondent respecting

the dimensions of Bay trees (Laurus nobilis), Loudon
says in the Arbcretum, vol. iii., p. 129S, 1299,
"The largest tree of this species in England is at

Margrani, in Glamorganshire, the seat of C. P.

Talbot, Esq., M.P., about 12 miles from Swansea.
It is 61 feet 6 inches high, and forms a magnificent

bell-shaped bush about 60 feet in diameter at the

base. In Scotland, in the Isle of Bute, at Mount
Stewart, it is 27 feet high, and the diameter of the

space covered by the branches 26 feet. In Ireland,

at Cypress Grove, Dublin, it is 50 feet high, the

diameter of the trunk 2 feet 2 inches, and of the head
25 feet. In the CuUen's Wood Nursery, thirty-five

years planted, it is 25 feet high, the diameter of the

trunk i\ feet, and of the head 24 feet. In Wicklow,
at Shelton Abbey, sixteen years planted, it is 34 feet

hi^h. " These measurements were probably taken
about 1S37, nearly forty years ago. In vol. iv.,

p. 25S3, Loudon says :
—" The flowers of the Sweet

Bay afford the best kind of honey, and are numer-
ously frequented by bees.'* Would both the male
and female flowers afford honey? The Sweet B.ay is

not much grown in this neighbourhood, and I have
never seen the berries. I shall be much obliged if

any of your correspondents will be so kind as to send
me a few quite ripe. Charles Palmer^ District Bank,
King Sticet, Mamhestcr, Aug. 28.

Serapias neglecta De Not.— I gathered this rare

plant in May, 1S74, in Etruria. One of the speci-

mens has at length flowered this year, at the

end of August. I believe this is very uncommon.
I remember to have found, thirty-five years ago.

Orchis mascula, in flower in a garden at Dresden, in

the autumn, I believe at the end of September. I

was told by Mr. Heynhold, who had planted it, that

it was the second flowering shoot in one year. My
Case is a different one— it is the first. Have any of

the readers ol your columns any analogous cases
to record ? H. G. Kehl: f.

Richardia aethiopica.—Is not our old acquaint-

ance Calla rethiopica very much misunderstood as a
general rule ? In the centre of the flower-garden at

liroadlands, near Romsey (the late Lord Palmerston's
residence), is a fountain, in which a plant of Richardia
aethiopica has been immersed for a long time, and is

in good health, and now showing flower. I have
about 200 plants of it growing out-of-doors, which will

be lifted towards the end of next month, potted,
placed in a close, cool frame for a week or ten days,

and will then be stood out-of-doors until housing time
comes on ; and I quite expect to have a lot of short,

sturdy, strong plants to bloom at Christmas. I

pulled old stock plants to pieces in May, and planted
them out in a well-prepared bed, giving abundant
waterings through the summer, and a mulching of
good rotten manure. They seem to like it amazingly.
C, V. />'.

Renanthera (Vanda) Lowii. — I was much
pleased while reading, in your last week's issue, the
account Mr. Anderson gives of Mr. Dodgson's fine

plant of Renanthera Lowii. We have a fine plant
here, bought in 1869, which flowered for the first

time in 1872 and again in 1S74, Now it is flowering
again. The principal plant has twenty-four leaves,

and bears five racemes of flowers, each from 6 feet

9 inches to 7 feet long, bearing in all 160 flowers.

Also two side plants with eleven leaves each, and
bearing a raceme of flowers on one eighteen, and the
other twenty-seven flowers, upwards of 200 altogether.

PJtr Cliffe, Tatlon Park Gardens, Knutsford.

The Buckley Fund.—Allow me through the
medium of your columns to state that it has been con-
sidered to be highly important to close this fund
forthwith (see advertisement in another column of this

issue), therefore I should be much obliged if all

promised subscriptions be at once forwarded to myself
or to Mr. George Deal (Hon. Treasurer), 13, Carlyle
Square, Chelsea, S. \V. ; and the receipt of any such
payments will be duly acknowledged by one or the
other of us. G. T. Rollisson, Hon.Stc, The Nurseries,
Tooting, London, S. W.

Potato Graft. — Adopting the example set by
Mr. Maule, who appears to have obtained a very suc-

cessful graft of the Potato on to a stock of the wild
Solanum last year, I this spring purposed and success-

fully obtained a graft of Potato haulm on to the
Tomato. The operation was done whilst the Tomato
plant was about 6 inches in height, and the Potato
haulm the same, each being planted close to the side

of a small pot, and the operation readily performed
by inarching. In a few weeks the union of the stems
admitted of the severance of the stem of the Potato
below the junction, and that of the Tomato above,
and very soon a distinct growth on the part of the

graft was visible. I exhibited it as a curiosity at

South Kensington lately, and it received some atten-

tion from those interested in such matters. Since then

it has continued to develop, the growth being of a

branching and extremely short-jointed nature. The
most noticeable feature in the graft has now mani-

fested itself, as in several instances from these branches

other shoots have started, having at their base round,

fleshy protuberances not unlike Potatos, and exactly

resembling those tubers that sometimes appear above

ground on haulm that has suffered injury in the soil.

In working this graft I had no other object in view

than to see whether two varieties of the Solanum so

distinct in character would unite in growth, and this

has been proved. I should have been astonished to

have found tubers at the root, and am not less sur-

prised and a little amused to find Potatos growing on

the branches. .4h:x. Dean, Bedjont.

Venn's Black Muscat Vine.—Can any of your

readers give us their experience concerning the above

Vine. I planted a cane of it last spring, upon which

one bunch was left that is now ripe, and I cannot

distinguish the least difference between it and the old

Muscat Hamburgh. In colour, flavour, and general

appearance it is just the same, even to the little half-

swelled berries, which was the great fault of the

Muscat Hamburgh. As far as I can remember also,

for I have long since discarded the latter, it is like it

in the foliage and habit. I bought the plant from an

authentic source. J. Simpson, ll'ort/ej.

How to exhibit Clematis Blooms.—Mr. S.

J. Pavitt, nurseryman, of Bath, recently exhibited at

the meeting of the Trowbridge Horticultural Society,

a collection of cut blooms of Clematis, showing them

in Dahlia boxes in lines of three of one variety from

front to back. All the light flowers were backedby
leaves of the Virginia Creeper, and .all the dark

coloured varieties on leaves of Acer Negundo
variegatum. As a line of white or pale flowers

alternated with a line of dark ones, the eflect was
remarkably good and the qualities of the flowers were

admirably portrayed. P. D.

Jfoitign Corrcspankntf.
CoLLiouRi:, Eastern Pyricnees : .iugusi 26.

—

It may be of interest to narrate in your columns how
the plants in my experimental garden here were

affected by the severe winter and the trying spring of

the present year. Most of them did well, but some

few perished. Some suffered slightly, such as Livis-

tona australis and Chamrerops ? Martiana, which had

some of their leaves injured by frost, but which have

long since repaired the damage. But if the winter

left but few unpleasant traces, I have quite another

tale to tell of the torrid summer that we have passed

through, the most scorching I ever remember during

the seven years I have been here. Some idea of

this may be formed from the following records of the

temperature.

In July the daily maxima on nineteen occasions

exceeded 30" C. (S6° F.), twice 35°. 5 (96° F.), and

once (July 2S) the thermometer for the greater part of

the day stood at 40°. 5 (105 F.). The total mean of

all the maxima for the thirty-one days of July was

30°. 75 (87°. 5 F.), the total mean (maxima and

minima) is 24°.49 (76'.z F.). The month of August,

up to the present time, has been even hotter. The
mean is 25° C. (77° F. ), and almost all the maxima ex-

ceed 30° C. (86° F. ) , from 30" to 34°. S. The sun is so

scorching that it is painful to remain exposed to it for

more than a few minutes. To this excessive sun-heat

is added an unparalleled drought. Since June 26,

that is to say for fifty-five days, no rain at all has

fallen. Judge, then, in what state my poor plants are.

Scarcely one would be alive if the water-pot were not

kept going from morning till night. The sunstroke of

July 28 caused all the leaves of the Fig trees growing

in rocky places to fall off. The leaves of the Euca-

lyptus were burnt on the side next the sun, and many
of the Palms, though kept watered, suddenly became

red and scorched {roux). I do not say anything about

herbaceous plants, which have a severe struggle even

when watered daily. As to those which have not been

watered, they have been reduced to dust long since

—

above ground. For all that, they are not destroyed out-

right. The first good rain that we get will cause them

to rise from their ashes like the fabled Phoenix, and

they will develop with greater vigour than in spring.

This characteristic of, as it were, coming to life

again at the first access of the autumnal rains is one of

the most marked features of the vegetation of the

Mediterranean region. The manifestation of greater

vigour than in spring I attribute to the circumstance

I
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that the soil is heated to a considerable depth by the

summer sun-heat, and the heated soil thus produces

the same efTects as a hot-bed. Another reason, in my
opinion, consists in the enforced rest which plants ex-

perience during the intense heat, say for two or three

months. This rest is analagous to that of winter, and

is a necessary preliminary to a renewed outburst of life.

Exactly the same thing happens in the tropics,

where vegetation is arrested during the droughts,

and revives energetically during the rainy season.

These facts, which I observe year after year, do not

allow me to adopt the views of Signor Cantoni, of

which mention is made in a recent number of the

Gardeners' Chronicle^ p. 236. I think, on the other

hand, that a temperature of the soil even exceeding

that of the atmosphere is an indispensable condition

of vegetation, and if this latter is checked it is so,

much more on account of the drought than of the heat

of the soil.

A singular circumstance has recently happened

here. In one corner of my garden is an old Pear

tree, at the foot of which had accumulated a heap of

weeds and rubbish. By some carelessness the heap of

rubbish caught fire, and the base of the trunk of the

Pear tree was much charred. What happened?

The tree whose growth had been arrested for the last

two months immediately began to sprout. The

branches were bedecked with new leaves, and a large

quantity of flowers has been produced which will open

in the course of a few days. [A similar occurrence

was noted in many trees after the great cyclone in the

Calcutta Botanic Garden. Eds.] Nevertheless, I do

not recommend to fruit growers this method of

causing their trees to produce flowers and fruit

!

The Melons from Central Asia (Kashgar and Yark-
and), seeds of which were sent to me from Kew, are

thriving satisfactorily. Charles Nattdin.

gaticcs of §00hs.
The Quinology of the East Indian Planta-

tions. By J. E. Howard, F. R. S. Parts ii. and iii.

Reeve & Co. Folio, pp. Il6, tab. iv.— xv.

The history of the introduction of the Cinchona into

India, and its successful cultivation in various parts of

that country, reflects credit on all concerned. There is

no necessity now to revert in detail to the earlier stages

of the process, how, in face of great difficulties and

no small dangers, the seeds were collected by able and

adventurous men, how they were raised by thousands

at Kew and elsewhere, and how thence they were

sent to India, how they were fostered and reared in

that country, and distributed in the hill regions

deemed most suitable for their culture, how, by

ingeniously contrived methods of culture, the yield of

the health-giving elements in the bark has been

increased, and how, by the constant study of chemists

at home and in India, the chemical history

and mode of production of the valued alkaloids

has been traced both from the point of

view of pure science and of practical utility.

All this has been effected in less than a quarter of a

century, and it forms one answer, and a striking one,

to the careless assertion that the reign of the British

in India will be signalised in future merely by the

accumulation of empty pale ale bottles. The story

has been told again and again in these columns, so

that it might seem wholly unnecessary to revert to it,

were it not that an excuse is readily furnished by the

magnitude of the results, and the admission even on

the part of foreign nations that a little national pride

is in this case allowable, if not praiseworthy. The
Dutch also may fairly indulge in a similar feeling of

self-gratulation.

Among those who have taken a most important

and prominent part in this matter is the author of the

volume before us. Some five or six years ago we had

occasion to speak in high terms of the first volume of

this work, which was then published, and which ex-

hibited in a very striking way the manner in which

the sciences of chemistry and vegetable physiology

might be brought to bear practically on the profitable

cultivation and successful manufacture of vegetable

products.

In the present volume the author resumes his sub-

ject, treating first of the history and present condition

of the Cinchona plantations in India, and then of the

botanical history of the principal forms in cultivation,

and their modification by means of hybridisation.

The appendix contains various confirmatory evidence,

and the work ends with a series of coloured plates of

great beauty from the pencil of Mr. Fitch. The in-

troduction of the Cinchona into India was originally

prompted by the great need of a febrifuge in that

country as well as by the speedy prospect of the entire

destruction of the sources of supply in the Peruvian and
Bolivian forests. But as investigations have proceeded
it has been made apparent that the forests of New
Granada still contain heretofore unsuspected sources

of supply, which are worked with economy, affording

results, as regards the amount of quinine yielded, of

a most satisfactory character. .Such, however, is the

demand for quinine in tropical countries generally,

that there is little fear of the markets being over-

stocked, although for a time the cultivation may not
be commercially profitable. In order that it may be
made so, the art of the cultivator must be exercised

in the culture of the best varieties, and in the methods
of so growing them as to make them yield the largest

and best supplies.

The forms or varieties of Cinchona are well nigh
endless, and their commercial value is extremely
varied, hence it becomes of very great importance to

secure that only valuable varieties shall be grown.
One object of the present volume is to afford infor-

mation on this point. The author also insists on the

paramount necessity of, at the present time, paying
greater attention to the necessary researches into the

chemical history of the products in India than to the
establishment of manufacturing processes. Science
and research, in fact, must precede practical applica-

tion. One very interesting chapter in the volume
before us is devoted to the question whether " coppic-
ing " or "mossing" is the preferable mode to be
adopted to secure the greatest amount of alkaloid.

Mr. Howard treats the case very fairly, but sums up
in favour of the late Mr. Mclvor's plan of mossing the

stem. This consists in removing strips of bark from
the stem, each about \\ inch wide, leaving wider
strips of untouched bark between. Moss is tied over

the denuded surface. The bark heals, and, what is

curious, but now ascertained beyond all doubt, the

quantity of quinine in the new bark formed beneath
the moss is greater than in the original bark, so that

after three years or so the bark can be again stripped

with profit.

In treating of thebotany of the subject, Mr. Howard
is met with the difficulty which perplexes so many
students of Nature, of the immense variation in

appearance of the numerous transitional forms and the

impossibility of drawing up by any verbal formula
any absolutely distinctive character. And yet the

desirability of such discrimination is shown by the cir-

cumstance that forms almost indistinguishable botani-

cally are different, in their microscopical, and still

more in their chemical characters. So that unless the

cultivator secure the proper variety for his purpose he
may be doomed to disappointment. How important
this may be may be judged from the fact stated in the

appendix that in one part of Sikkim, extending over
upwards of 2000 acres, the Cinchonas are being
uprooted as unprofitable, and Tea is to be planted in

their stead.

Mr. Howard leans to the views of M. Jordan, who
assigns specific rank to forms which others consider

as mere variations. He considers these forms as

reproduced by hereditary descent, and as maintaining
their characteristics by some innate tendency which
serves to perpetuate permanence of characteristics.

"I look," says he, "upon these allied forms as

possessed of equal permanency, and as indefinitely

reproducing their likeness. I cannot carry my vision

into the past eras of time to see when and how they
originated ; but whilst there is abundant evidence of

their exact identity since they were first studied by
botanists, there is none that I know of to render
probable their divergence from any one extinct type."
The author goes on to remark that each well-marked
mountain district has its own distinct form, and that

many of these retain in the Nilghirris the peculiarities

specially belonging to them in South America. Then
comes the question how it has come to pass that all

these forms are reproduced in the East Indies.

"The Cinchona Uritusinga may be entirely com-
posed of the direct lineal descendants of the plant which
I gave to the Indian Government, and which I raised

from seed sent me from the mountains of Uritusinga."

Some others, but certainly not all the forms, may
have been introduced by Mr. Cross. There has
been no other source than these two for the plants

of C. oflicinalis now grown in India."

These facts appear to us to negative the preceding

opinions of the author, and to be antagonistic to the

notion of the necessary permanency of characters ana
unchanged hereditary descent of which he had spoken
only a few sentences before. The case, as we under-
stand it, seems quite analogous with that of the
Japanese Chrysanthemums. Mr. Fortune introduced
from that country a large number of seeds of different
varieties, all of which perished save one or
two, which were placed in the late Mr. Salter's
hands. In the course of a few years from those one
or two forms have sprung the host of singular varie-
ties that now adorn our conservatories, and which,
according to Mr. Fortune, represent the very varieties
which he introduced originally, but which were all
destroyed with the exceptions before alluded to. All
the varieties of Japanese Chrysanthemums now in cul-
tivation are thus known to have originated from a
common stock, but it is quite conceivable that their
characteristics might under propitious circumstances
be propagated without change by hereditary descent.
Mr. Howard himself adduces similar cases of different
varieties produced from seeds taken from the same
seed-pod, a fact familiar enough to gardeners but
diflicult to reconcile with Jordanic theories, and with
the fact that, to preserve a particular variety pure,
recourse must in most cases be had to cuttings, layers,
or grafts.

Mr. Howard considers "species" as groups of
forms more or less intimately allied, but not passing
absolutely one into the other. " Varieties " he
defines as those forms which we know to be produced
by the influence of surrounding circumstances. Mix-
tures and hybrids chiefly of an evanescent character
occur, but some permanent enough to be considered
as "races."

" Heredity, or the produce of like from like, is

the most unchangeable among the laws which govern
the reproduction of organised beings, and permanence
rather than insensible variation, and the gradual trans-
formation of species, is that which meets our view."
We have endeavoured to give our readers an idea

of the value and importance of this publication, which
appears to us to illustrate in a remarkable manner
the necessity of combining the researches of science
with the experience and tact of the practical cultivator,
if an experiment of the costly and momentous
character above described is to be carried to a
successful and satisfactory issue.

Genera Plantarum, &c. Auctoribus G. Bentham
et I. D. Hooker. Vol. ii., part 2. Reeve & Co.

We have already noted the publication of the
second part, completing the second volume, of this
important work, and have so frequently had occasion
to speak of the work as it has progressed that a few
words must now suffice. Of course no material
change has been made in the arrangement of the
matter. The orders now treated on include all the
coroUifloral orders from Stylidiea; to Plantaginace^e,

including therefore the Campanulas, the Heaths, the
Primroses, the Apocynads, the Asclepiads, the Gen-
tians, the Solanums, Borages, Gesnerads, Scrophu-
lariads, Labiates, and other orders. Now that a
series of orders is reached that have been more
recently studied by various authors than those which
preceded, we may confidently hope that the rate of
progress in publication will be quicker than hereto-
fore, and if some impatience be expressed it must be
attributed to the great sense of appreciation that
botanists feel at the publication of so careful and
accurate a book. The bibliographical references are
most valuable, and would have been yet more so had
it been possible to have added in all cases the dates of
publication of the accepted genera. As it is, how-
ever, the labour of verifying references and the like is

so great that we can but feel a sense of astonishment
on turning over the pages of the volume, and very
rare indeed are errors of citation discovered.
As this work will be for a long time to come

the standard of generic nomenclature, we may
briefly advert here to some of the principal
changes in the genera, &c., of cultivated plants,

since these changes may be of interest to some
of our readers. Some of them, it should be stated,

have already been published elsewhere, but chiefly in

books found only in a few libraries. It would carry
us too far to give the reasons for each change. Some,
such as Clintonia of Douglas, for instance, take
another name in accordance with the laws of priority.

Thus Rahnesque published a genus Clintonia, belong-
ing to the Liliacea-, previously, and his being a good
genus is retained ; but a much larger number are
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changed, because they appear to belong to other

genera, or have been raised to that rank on very

slender and insufficient characters. Taking them

set iat'im, we come first to the Campanulacene, in which

Clintonia becomes Downingia, while Rhynchopetalum

is regarded as a section of Lobelia. In Flumbagineffi,

Valoradia falls to the earlier name, Ceratostigma ; and

in Primulacere Aretia is merged into Androsace.

The handsome hard-leaved plant now widely dis-

persed in gardens under the name 'of Theophrasta

imperials, has been determined to be a species of

Clirysophylliim, a genus of SipotaceK. The Cream

fruit, Roupellia grata, turns out to be a species of

Orchipeda ; and the familiar Rhynchospermum jasmi-

noides of the same family (Apocynere) takes Lemaire's

name, Trachelospermum. The changes in the Ascle-

piadeo? are numerous ; and of those more closely con-

cerning horticulturists, Physianthus receives the prior

name of Arauja, Harrisonia is referred to Mars-

denia, and Plecostemma and Centrostemma (Cyrto-

ceras) to Hoya. The Polemoniaceous genus Gilia

now includes Leptosiphon, Leptodactylon, Ipo-

mopsis, and Fenzlia, besides several other less familiar

names. Phacelia, in Hydrophyllacca:, embraces

Cosmanthus, Eutoci, and Whillavia ; and Ipomcci,

in the ConvolvulaceK, is a very large genus, contain-

ing the species described under Kxogonium,

Quamoclit, Pharbitis, Calonyction, Aniseia, &c. The

Trumpet-flower, Brugmansia, is placed under Datura,

and Ilabrothamnus under Cestrum. Of theScrophu-

larineEC, Lophospcrmum is united with Maurandia,

Diplacus wiih Mimulus, and Disandra with Sib-

thorpia. The Gei-neracea; had previously been par-

tially woiked up by various botanists, who had multi-

plied and confused the genera considerably ; hence

there are alterations in almost every genus of this

family. We note only a few of the more important.

Mandirola goes to the genus Achimenes ; Tydrei,

Brachyloma, and Cryptoloma to Isoloraa. The genus

Sinningia includes Stenogastra, Ligeria, Rosanovia,

Biglandularia, and the tuberous-rooted Gloxinias of

gardeners. Finally, Centrosolenia and Cyrtodeira are

referred to Episcia. The Acanthacete offer also many

changes, arising from the same causes. Thus Meyenia

and Ilexacentris are referred to Thunbergia ; Dipter-

acanthus and Stephanophysum to Ruellia ; Henfreya,

Mackaya, and Dicentranthera to Asystasia ; Salpix-

antha to Geissomeria ; Tyloglossa and Gendarussa to

Justicia ; and Libonia and Sericographis to Jacobinia.

The hybrid plant, Libonia penrhosiana, or, as it has

lately been named, Sericobonia ignea, is, therefore,

from this point of view, simply the result of a cross

between two distinct species of the same genus. It is

worth adding, that the original name of Libonia flori-

bunda is Sericographis pauciflora.

Synopsis Muscorum Europaeorum. Auctore W.
Ph. Schimper. 2 vols., Svo. Stuttgart, (London :

Williams & Norgate.)

This is a second edition, largely increased and im-

proved, of a well-known treatise, the first edition of

which was published as long since as 1S60. Bry-

ologists will welcome eagerly such a boon, albeit they

may not feel themselves at liberty to assent to all the

author's dicta. So far as regards adhesion to the

dictates of priority. Professor Schimper at once avows
that he prefers to follow the ordinary custom rather

than introduce confusion, which is a hindrance rather

than a help to the study of mosses. In this place we
must content ourselves with a brief outline of the

contents of these volumes. The introduction, which
occupies 120 pages and eight plates illustrative of

the genera, is devoted to the description of the several

organs of mosses, given in very concise terms. Then
follows a section on the station and geographical dis-

tribution of mosses, the author specifying those

which occur in siliceous and calcareous rocks re-

spectively, and those which occur in sandy, argilla-

ceous, peaty, or wet soils. One section comprises those

mosses which grow in the putrescent bodies or excreta

of animals ; such are certain of the Splachnaceas.

Others are devoted to those which grow upon
trees, and still another to a group which migrate

from rocks to trees, or z'ke vcrsi'i. Among these

are Barbula ruralis, MiiUeri, Hypnum cupressi-

forme, &c. As regards geographical distribution,

Professor Schimper recognises three zones, a northern,

an intermediate, and a southern zone—a northern

zone bounded on the north by the Arctic Sea, and to

the south, including Scotland, Ireland, the Scandi-

navian peninsula, and Northern Russia as far as the

Oural. The intermediate zone includes all those

countries between the German Ocean, the southern

slopes of the Alps, the Caucasus on the east, and the

Atlantic on the west. The southern region extends

from the parallel of 46° to the Mediterranean and to

the Black Sea on the east.

As regards elevation mosses are divided into a

lower region [re^io campeslns)^ extending from the

sea-level to the limits of the cultivation of cereals and

fruit trees. Above this comes a regio monlaiia, in-

cluding those mosses, which extend as high up as the

higher limits of the Beech ; a subalpine region reaching

as high as the limit of the Spruce—the alpine region

extending as high as Pinus Mugho, P. Pumilio, and

Betula nana extend. Lastly there is a supra-alpine

region extending from the last to the highest limits of

vegetation. The third portion of the introduction

treats of the systems of classification propounded by
Hedwig, Bridel, and lastly by the author himself.

Hints on Gardening in India. Bombay Educa-
tion Society's Press.

We are frequently asked to recommend a book suited

for amateur gardeners in India, and always expe-

rience great difficulty, for there are very few books, to

our knowledge, that give the requisite information.

For the most part they consist of coaipilations from
European treatises, and are not based on practical

experience in India. True, the great principles of

cultivation are the same, but the altered circumstances

of soil and season demand a corresponding change of

practice in applying the principles. To give a list of

European garden plants, with more or less descrip-

tion, which thrive in some parts of India, is not

enough ; cultural precepts derived from actual expe-
rience in India are imperative, and these we hardly
know where to find. The present work is of a very

unpretending character, but it is the work of a prac-

tical gardener with several years' experience in India,

and is, so far as it goes, likely to be very useful. It

is clear, however, that its precepts are of only limited

application, and that they would require considerable

modification to meet the requirements of the dry
North-west on the one hand, or the steaming heat of

Khasia, Assam, or Burmah on the other. The
" Hints" were, we are told, written for the use of the

soldiers, to whom the Government offers the use of

land, and, moreover, annually presents a supply of
flower and vegetable seeds, so as to provide the men
with a pleasant and useful employment for their

leisure hours. The earlier sections are devoted to

generalities connected with the nature of the'soil, the

use of manures, the various methods of propagation,

the growth of flowers, fruit, and vegetables, the for-

mation of fences, and the like. A garden calendar

for Western India, adapted to each month of the year,

is also added, and an index fitly terminates a little

book likely to be very useful to the classes for whom
it is intended. We should be glad to welcome Mr.
Woodrow, whose name appears in the preface, in a
more ambitious performance, and trust that he or

some equally competent person will shortly give us a

sketch of the climatal conditions of various districts of

India, not from the point of view of the meteorologist

/»?• ct sivilh\ but from that of the gardener and
agriculturist. Such a sketch would not only be useful

on the spot, but it would furnish useful hints to home
cultivators. Soil temperature, night temperature,

the extremes to which plants are subjected, the

amount and distribution of rain and cloud, are the

principal points upon which more detailed information

is wanted.

A fourth edition of Professor Morrens'
useful Corresfondcticc Bolaniquc has lately been issued,

corrected to June.

Apiary.
PRErARiNG FOR WINTER.—The summer having

now passed away with all its hopes—some realised,

and some disappointed—it becomes necessary to pre-

pare for winter, in order that the next season may
find our stocks healthy and strong for another cam-
paign ; but before we enter fully into the future I

may, perhaps, advantageously say a few words on the

past and the present. In my article of April 29 I

gave full instructions for the management of supers

and swarms. The cold winds of May were afterwards

so very fatal to the bees that it became doubtful if in

the majority of cases we should get either. My own
)

stocks were stronger at the end of April than they
were a month later, and night after night during May
I was grieved to see thousands of bees scattered all

over the garden, enticed out by the bright sun, and so
chilled by the cold winds that to return was impossible.

At length, however, the winds became warmer, and
the bees made haste to make up for lost time. From
the middle of June to the third week of July honey
was abundant, and where the stocks were yet strong
combs were built and filled rapidly. Altogether the
honey harvest has been more than an average one
and in most cases the bees have done well ; but it

does not by any means follow that they will winter
satisfactorily without some attention and care from
their owner.

I will ask my readers to go with me in imagination
into an imaginary bee garden, examine the stocks
we will suppose it to contain, and decide on our
present proceedings for their future welfare. We
find here hives of two descriptions, Woodbury frames
and straw skeps. The first that attracts our attention
is of the latter kind, and with a lighted smoker I puff
a little smoke into the entrance, give a smart pat with
the open hand on each side, and after leaving it for a
couple of minutes for the bees to recover from their
astonishment, I boldly wrench it from its floor-board,
and turn it upside down ; scarcely a bee flies, and
peering down between the combs I see an abundant
population with the three or four central combs full

of brood, and the weight tells me there is plenty of
honey ; it is well and prosperous ; re-inverling it I
return it to its floor-board, and proceed to the next
skep. Adopting the same preliminary steps I find
this hive turns much more easily ; as it has no honey
little brood, and few bees ; I replace it, and mark it

for further consideration. No. 3 skep next claims our
attention

; this is weighty. On separating the comls
I can see no brood, and bees are not so numerous as
the abundant stores would lead us to suppose. It is

queenless, no doubt, probably had swarmed, and her
new majesty came to grief on her bridal tour. The
honey from this sl( ck will be safer in my cupboard
than in the hivi-, for should the bees dwindle much
more, which thry cannot fail to do, the hive will be
robbed, and probably thousands of the robbed and
robbers killed in the fight, so here again we put a black
mark. Our next skep is a thriving little colony, a late
swarm, plenty of brood, but the hive only half full

of combs. This is the last of the skeps, and now we
sum up and proceed as follows :—No. I will do. No. 2
the queen is old ; the stock left to itself will die
before winter, if fed it will struggle on to the spring
and then die, so once more I turn it up, place on it

(mouth to mouth) an empty skep, and by fifteen

minutes' drumming I have all the bees in the upper
skep ready to be united to another colony ; the skep
full of combs for the present we place aside. No. 3,
a q ueen wanted. No. 2 will not do, as she appears
old and worn out. Had it have been a frame hive
we could have exchanged an empty comb for a full one
with young larvje, when the bees could have reared a
queen, but it is not so happily situated, so here
again we drum out the bees and appropriate the
stores. No. 4 now claims again attention—thriving,

yes ; but the hive wants filling up, the queen is young
and prolific, could fill more combs if she had them
just the case for the addition of the bees from Nos. 2
and 3—many hands make light work—so having
sought for, found, and taken away No. 2's queen, I
sprinkle all three lots of bees with their syrup scented
with peppermint, and with a sharp shake precipitate

the bees of Nos. 2 and 3 into the hive No. 4, which
is immediately re-inverted and replaced as at first

—

rarely does a fight ensue. Such a thing may some-
times occur, but generally all the bees are too fright-

ened and astonished to think of a battle. Now giving
these united forces an 'abundant supply of sugar-
syrup for a week or two, all will go to

work with a will, and three colonies that would
probably only have lingered out a miserable existence

will form a fine strong stock for next spring. It can-

not be too often impressed on the novice in bee cul-

ture that weak stocks are unprofitable and useless

—

"Many littles mak' a muckle," and it is only the
" muckle" can bring any profit.

Now we come to No. i Woodbury. The crown
board is firmly cemented by our careful little archi-

tects, so I insert a thin chisel on each side in succes-

sion—crack, crack, crack, crack, goes the propolis,

and the cover is free. Before removing it we pause a

minute, during which time the bees make a rush at

their stores, and are busy filling their honey bags, and
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resigning themselves to whatever may come after.

Then, on removing the crown-board, scarcely a bee

flies, and none are aggressive. No. i comb is now
removed and found full of honey ; I stand it aside and

look to No. 2, this also is full of honey. Now we go

seriatim through the combs, and find a state of general

prosperity—several combs at each end full of stores,

as well as an upper portion of the middle combs,

beneath which is a fair complement of brood matur-

ing. Twenty-five pounds of honey here, worth u.

per pound, sugar-syrup, equally satisfying to the bees,

costs yi. per pound ; we must make the exchange, so

bring the extractor to the front, and having first

shaved ofl the seals of the honey-cells, their contents

are soon in our jars, and the bees, all excitement in

cleaning up the mess on their well-beloved combs,

now returned to them. Proceeding to the next hive

we open it, and find here a different state of affairs,

some honey but not much, and the bees seem listless,

weak, and out of sorts. I dip at once into the middle,

and remove one of the centre combs ; the cause stands

revealed, great numbers of brood cells are sealed, but

they appear often singly, tops concave, with little

holes in them ; the next comb, and the next, are in the

same state— it is a bad case of foul brood, very infec-

tious and fatal, the colony must perish either now or

at an early date, better now, lor if left it will possibly

spread infection all around. Poor bees ! there are

but a handful, but probably every bee carries about

her the germs of the dread disease, so I saturate a

plug of cotton-wool with chloroform and shut up the

hive. They are soon dead, and burned or buried

with the combs and honey ; the hive, with frames, we

will boil well, and it will do again. No. 3 stock we
find fairly prosperous, but a few cells show the fatal

perforations indicative of foul brood. I cut them out,

not too closely, and trust the disease has not got firm

hold. The stock will require careful watching, and

probably more excisions to be made. Now for the

next. No. 4, combs very old and black, much of them

of drone pattern and full of honey ; the latter we

extract, put aside the combs for boiling out the wax,

and refill the frames with the clean straight worker

combs of the beeless skeps, Nos. 2 and 3. The next

two hives we find both weak in bees and short of

combs. No. 6 seems to have a multitude of drones

yet alive, and evidently the queen is a drone-

breeder. We destroy her, and sprinkling the

combs and bees with the scented syrup, we

place the whole into one hive. The united

colonies will now probably prosper, while if left as

they were they would have perished ; the remainder

of the stocks exhibiting plenty of honey and pros-

perity, once more the extractor comes forward and all

the honey removed from the whole of the combs, in

return for which we will give all the stocks sufficient

syrup (say 20 lb. each) to last till spring.

The above are of course only suppositious cases to

exhibit common difficulties often met with, and their

remedies ; we are not likely to find a set of such cases

at one time in any apiary. All stocks should be fully

fed up by the end of September, when it will be time

to see that all are properly protected for the cold and

wet that may any day tet in ; the less bees are dis-

turbed in winter the better, excitement causes them to

eat more than is good for them, and dysentery ensues.

Paradoxical as it may appear, the more bees there

are in the hive the less food is consumed to keep up
the animal heat. For the above reason it will be

found economical to strengthen stocks with any bees

that can be obtained from the cottagerswho would other-

wise burn them. September and October are very

good months to ligurianise an apiary when desired,

by the introduction of imported queens which are

then at their cheapest, costing but 6j. or ']s. each,

and this small outlay is soon repaid by the increased

beauty of the bees as well as productiveness of the

stocks. The operations of driving, transferring, iS;c.

,

are now pretty generally understood, those bee-keepers

who are not adepts in these accomplishments may
learn all the modus operandi from my Manual of Bee-
hepini;, or, better still, have ocular demonstration at

the British Bee-keepers' Association's Exhibition at

the Alexandra Palace, on the 15th, l6th, and iSih

instant, where willing, skilful, and enthusiastic

apiarians will be found busily teaching, and all for

love ! John Hunter, Eaton Rise, Ealing.

Major Munn's Bar Frame Hive.—We are glad
to be able to present our readers with an illustration

of this Bar Frame Hive. Its chief utility consists in
Us being a working and observatory hive combined.

we do not recommend its introduction to any apiary

where profit is considered to be of the first importance,

but this point laid aside, there are many amateur bee-

keepers, especially amongst our lady friends, who
would be thankful to have a hive, which could be at

any time inspected by their visitors, without the

dreaded danger of being stung. The ingenious con-

struction of this hive consists in the glass observation

frame. Each comb being worked in a bar frame

neatly of a triangular shape can at any time be lifted

into it for inspection or removal, and a selection may
be made of such comb as contains the most honey,

when an empty frame can be made to supply its place.

Each hive contains seven bar frames. This is the

only hive by which the most timid operator can learn

the habits of the bees in safety, the interior being at

any time open to inspection, and the queen always to

be seen. The price, considering the excellent way in

which it is made, and got up, is not exorbitant.

Many hive dealers now charge a high price for bar

frame hives, certainly much beyond the reach of

cottage bee-keepers, who would otherwise introduce

them to their bee gardens, in preference to the

common straw skep. We hope shortly to bring before

the notice of our readers, the Quinby, an American

frame-hive, which we are using, with immense profit.

The Munn bar frame hive, can be procured only from

the maker, M. W. J. Pcttitt, Apicultural Institute,

Dover. R.

Natural History.
A Late I.nxuhation.—When engaged looking

over some of Mr. Fenii's Potatos in an outlying field

at Woodstock the other day, we suddenly came upon

the nest of a yellowhammer, the old bird then sitting

on three eggs. The date was the 2ist ; was it not

unusually late for a bird to be sitting ? D.

Squirrels Eating Fruit.—I was at Birch Hall,

near Colchester, last Saturday, and in passing through

the kitchen garden noticed the remains of several

Pears on the ground ; the centre had been scooped

out, and nothing left but the skin and core. On in-

quiring of my conductor if it was the work of wasps,

I was much surprised to learn that it was done by

squirrels, several of which had been shot in the act,

and a pitched battle noticed between two over a Pear,

perhaps of unusual excellence. I was also shown the

Peaches and Nectarines on the walls, exhibiting

marked traces of their incisors, and many lying on the

ground half eaten. FreJ. II., Cokhester.

Allow me to say that to my certain know-

ledge squirrels do eat fruit. There is only a Privet

hedge and a paling round the kitchen garden here,

and as there are plenty of nut trees in the wood
which for the most part surrounds the garden, it

will readily be imagined that squirrels are plen-

tiful enough, as are also rabbits, mice and almost

every oiher plague to which we poor gardeners are

subjected. Consequently, I have to use the gun,

and have frequently in the early part of this summer
shot squirrels on the Strawberry beds, and not seldom

with the fruit in their mouths, and this too after the

beds had been covered w iih nets. But whether it was

the mice that bit the holes in the nets first or not I am
unable to say. Certain it is, they had a very good
share of the fruit, in fact so much so that an old

Welshman working here gave, with considerable

emphasis, his unalterable private opinion that *' thay
bin the wor^est varmint as comes in the gardin." I

have good reasons for thinking some of my Apricots

have gone the same way, but of that I am not certain.

U, Tomlinson.

Ckaw Fish. — This fresh water Crustacean
is found in great abundance in the streams about
Woodstock, and affords no small sport to those
who are adepts in catching them. Boys hard up for

means will catch a frog, and kill and skin it, then
attaching it to a long piece of string, drop the frog

into the stream. Almost immediately the frog is

seized by a crawfish, and being drawn suddenly out
the fish is captured before it knows that it is out of

the water.

When a good haul is desired, however, the business

is proceeded with in a more deliberate plan. The
nets used are composed first of an outer ring of iron

about 12 inches in diameter, to which is attached a

small net, having in the centre another but very small

iron ring. Three or four strings are attached to the

outer ring and brought together with a knot, and to

this is attached a long piece of stout string. A piece

of bait consisting of a portion of red herring, or Hesh

of some kind, is tied to the centre ring, and then the

net is ready for use. The most suitable time for fish-

ing is in the evening, just at the approach of dusk ;

two or three persons having perhaps a doz^n nets

select a rather wftdy part of the stream, and then
drop the nets into it at intervals of several yards, the

ends of the string, to vvhicli a piece of paper is usually

fastened, being laid out on the grass. As soon as all

the nets are laid, the operators, armed with a long
stick, to which a small fork is attached, take the

string of the first in the left hand, and v/ilh the right

lift the string just over the net with the stick, and
bring it quickly to land. Then they empty the contents

into a basket, and return it to the water, and soon all

through the whole of the nets. In this way several

hundreds are often caught in an evening. When
cooked by boiling they are as red and as nice eating

as the lobster [?]. .-/ . //.

Reports of Societies.
Shepton Mallet Flower Show : Au^. 22.—After

having been discontinued for some five years, this,

always a popular exhibition in the West of England,
was revived apparently to the great satisfaction of the
inhabitants of the district, for the street and house
decorations were very general, and a great number of
visitors came into the town from the surrounding
towns and villages, Bristol furnishing a numerous
contingent. When a flower show takes place at

Shepton, a street decoration committee is formed,
and they make a profuse display of flags of all colours

and types alternating with festoons and archways of
evergreen thrown across the streets, while many of
the houses on either side had their fronts tastefully set

forth with flowering plants. From quite an early

hour in the morning the streets were thronged
with sightseers, and numerous mottoes gave them
welcome to the gay Somersetshire town.
As of old the show was held in Langhorn Park,

which is close to the town and easy of access ; the
tents were arranged in the form of a crescent, fruit in

one, plants in another, cut flowers in another, and so
on. Unfortunately, mainly owing to several shows
taking place at the same time, some of the leading
classes did not fill ; and as if to add to the difiiculties

of the Committee, some who had entered neither put
in appearance nor sent excuse.

A leading feature were the groups of nine Fuchsias
in the open class, the freshness of the specimens
staged by Mr. Burge, gr. to F. Berryman, Esq.,

giving him the pre-eminence over those staged by Mr,
\V. C. Drummond, of Bath. The best varieties were
Wiltshire Lass, Rose of Castille, Lustre, a very
free flowering and effective variety ; and Arabella.

Petunias were capitally shown by two or three

exhibitors, the best coming from ]\Ir. Payne, gr. to

A. F. Somerville, Esq., nice bushy plants with large

bold and beautifully striped flowers. The examples
were grown bush-fashion, the stalks being neatly tied

out to stakes. F, Berryman, Esq., and Miss Somer-
ville also had good plants, and equally good varieties,

Achimenes were fresh and bright, clean, and well-

bloomed. A. F, Somerville, Esq., was again to the

fore with longiflora major, Margaretta, Dr. Hopf,
Carl Wollaitli, Edward Bossier, and Vesuvius.

Venusta, Mauve Queen, and longiflora alba were also

shown by other exhibitors.
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Stove and greenhouse plants were sparingly repre-

sented, and in tlie case of the open class for nine
varieties a little stale, especially the Ericas, which
preponderated. In the amateurs' class for six plants,

F. Berryman, Esq., staged an excellent example of

Meyenia erecfa alba, capitally grown and flowered,

and having been brouglit but a short distance, its

flowers were intact. Allamanda Hendersonii and
Rondeletia speciosa major also formed part of the
group. Mr. W. C. Drummond, of Bath, had an
interesting group of twelve handsome foliaged plants,

not large but in good character, the leading subjects

being Dracaina Gem, Cordyline Veitchii, Pandanus
utilis, Acalypha marginata, and Artocarpus Cannoni.
The only group of mos.ses and Ferns, not more

than twenty varieties, was staged by F. Berryman,
Esq., and included Adiantum farleyense, Blechnum
angustifoliura, Adiantum cuneatum, Lomaria gibba,

Adiantum trapeziforme, Blechnum occidentale, Poly-

stichum speciosum, &c.
Some very fine plants of ornamental-leaved

Begonias were staged by Mr. Mortimer, gr. to C. R.
Wainwright, Esq., in the class for eight varieties ;

while Messrs. John and James Allen showed eight nice

little flowering plants ol the tuberous-rooted section,

and in addition quite a large collection in great

variety. These appeared to interest the visitors very
much, for they proved quite a new and unusual
feature in this part of the country. But a class

should be set apart specially for them, as they cannot
compete on equal terms with the variegated-leaved

forms.

Mr. R. T. Williams, of Frome, an amateur culti-

vator, staged a collection of succulent plants in

considerable variety, and among them was a Stapelia

in bloom, which visitors were requested to smell but
not to touch, and many availed themselves of the

privilege. Some Opuntias in excellent condition, the

Cob-web House Leek, and other singular forms,

excited much interest.

Fruit was sparingly represented, the leading Grapes
being Black Hamburgh and Muscat of Alexandria. A
finely coloured lot of Noblesse Peaches were staged in

the class for six fruits, but, being judged by flavour,

were placed 2d to some rather poor looking Early
York. Nectarines, Apricots, and Plums were cut

in the same way ; and in the only collection of fruit

competing the Melon was needlessly cut. Morello
Cherries were finely shown, and Plums were repre-

sented by Green Gage, Kirke's, and Magnum Bonum.
Some nice dessert Apples were staged, the best being
Beauty of Bath, a new seedling variety, small, flat,

with an orange-yellow rind heavily streaked with red
;

a very early and taking looking variety. This came
from Mr. (ieo. Cooling, nurseryman, Bath. Red
Quarrenden and Irish Peach were well shown. Of
culinary Apples the best were Lord Suflicld, Glory of

the West, Warner's King, and Kentish Codlin. The
leading Pear was Jargonelle. One class was for a
collection of fruit, four sets, shown by amateurs not
having a greenhouse or employing a regular gardener,

and one exhibitor set up some Black Hamburgh
Grapes that must have had greenhouse culture, and
which had apparently been imported for the purpose.

They were properly disqualified.

Vegetables were somewhat sparingly but on the

Whole nicely shown, but the time-honoured prejudice

of the British gardener came out a little in the Potato
classes, and the old prediction was fulfilled that the

first shall be last. Still more unsatisfactory were the

awards in the table decorations, for lumpiness was
placed before excellent taste. Cut flowers generally

showed the effects of the recent stormy weather, and
presented a somewhat melancholy appearance. The
cut flowers of stove and greenhouse plants and the
French Asters were by far the best.

The Cottagers' department was, as is usually the

case in the West of England, a great feature, and it is

wonderful what an immense variety of things are

staged by cottagers in the West of England. In the

present case it took two large tents to accommo-
date them. One of the most striking features was
constituted by the various productions in the class for

an ornamental device, and such things as a four-

poster with bed and hangings complete ; a Welsh
harp, a crown resting on a cushion, a German crown,
a cottage with figures in the foreground, and others,

were staged. All exhibited some knowledge of

details, considerable taste, and great patience. The
devices in wild flowers contributed by the children

were very good.

Potatos are always strong at Shepton Mallet, but a

good many of our leading varieties are grown under
local names. The Ashleaf Kidney, under at least a

dozen local names ; Milky White, Snowfiake, Early

Rose, Magnum Bonum, Gloucestershire Kidney, and
a very handsome Lapstone known as Lady Paget,

made up the leading kidney varieties. Of round
varieties a great number was shown, the Red Em-
peror being a leading favourite ; Fortyfold, Sutton's

King of Potatos, Scammel's Seedling, very like

Blanchard ; Climax, Red-skinned Flomball, Morning
Star, a good-looking early variety; Arrowsmith's
Seedling, Refulgens, a red variety much blotched

with white, and a very handsome seedling, round,
mottled with pink round the eyes. The naming in

some instances suggested a low level of ortho-

graphic kiiowledge, as, for instance, "Mraken
rose," "Red Rempers," *' Forte foles," and "Lade-
padgets." If any one desired to study Potatos, some
of these country shows afford excellent opportunities
for doing so.

Collections of vegetables were capitally shown by
cottagers ; and Apples were very good, though not
numerous.

It is to be hoped this exhibition proved a financial

success, for on that depends in a great measure its

future. The Society has done so much in the way of
stimulating cottage gardening, that it would be a great
loss to the district were it discontinued, and its sus-

pension for a time was much regretted by the
cottagers. {From a Corresfoudcnl.)

Trowbridge Horticultural : August 23.—On all

hands this was acknowledged to be the very best
exhibition the Society has yet held during the twenty-
seven years of its existence, during which it has held
an exhibition without a break in their continuity.
The fruit department must be excepted, for it was not
so good as usual, but all other departments were
quite full. It was held as usual in the town field close

to the railway station, and six large tents were
required for the various exhibits, and the plan adopted
at Trowbridge is a most commendable one—that of
staging the open classes in one tent, the amateurs' in

another, the nurserymen's in another, the fruit in
another, and so on ; the result is that the judges
have their work close at hand, and each tent being
arranged under a superintending steward, this person
accompanies the judges, pointing out the positions of
the different classes in which they have to make
awards. There is no confusion, everything works
smoothly and quickly, the judges are set to work
early in the day, and the awards are made, the prize-

cards affixed, and the tents open to visitors, by one
o'clock at the latest. The services of twenty-one
judges were engaged to make the awards, working in

threes.

As at Bishop Auckland, so at Trowbridge, Nature
is generally in a genial mood on the occasion of the
show, clear skies and bright sunshine lighting up the
whole with a happy flood-tide of splendour. The
management of the show is excellent, and the Society
has in the North Wilts Bank a balance of over £ioa
at deposit. If a wet day should happen, no apprehen-
sions of immediate bankruptcy are experienced by the
managers, an enviable position for a horticultural
society to be in.

The town itself was less gaily dressed than usual,
owing to the great depression in trade. It is the seat
of high class woollen manufactures, and trade is just

now very dull. Still the place was en file, and the
fronts of some of the shops in the main street were
charmingly decorated with plants and flowers,

triumphal arches were raised, and numerous flags

waved in the summer breeze. The inevitable Spruce
Fir lined the thoroughfares, forming avenues and
having a very pleasing effect. Next year it is intended
to offer prizes for the best illustrations of house decora-
tion on the occasion of the flower show, an occasional
feature in connection with West of England flower
shows.

The exhibition at Trowbridge is always famous for

its splendid Fuchsias— certainly not surpassed, even
if equalled at any show in the United Kingdom—its

Petunias and Verbenas in pots, and large muster of
stove and greenhouse plants. The Fuchsias are about
6 feet in height, trained cone-shaped, the lower
branches draping over and completely hiding the pods.
The plants are covered with a healthy green foliage,

over which is a perfect garment of flowers—and such
flowers too !—and not mere apologies for Fuchsia
blooms. It is not the growth of one or two men
merely, the style of growth is peculiar to the district,

with a diflTerence in the degree of excellence reached.
The champion grower of the district is Mr. J. Lye,
gr. to the Hon. Mrs. Ilay, Market Lavington, who on
this occasion was 1st with six and four varieties,

having the following varieties forming his group of
six :—Elegance (Lye), dark ; Bountiful (Lye), a very
free blooming dark variety of great merit for exhibi-

tion purposes ; Rose of Castille, light ; Doel's Favour-
ite, Arabella, and Mrs. Lye (Lye). 2d, Mr. Hobbs,
gr. to J. Gayton, Esq , who had Load-me-well
(Doel), a dark variety ; Rose of Castille, Marginata,
Arabella, Doel's Favourite, and Covent Garden
white. It may be remarked that some of the most
favourite exhibition varieties in this part of the country
are seedlings locally raised, Mr. Lye's collection of
four consisted of the Hon. Mrs. Hay, Marginata,
Bountiful, and Delicata ; Mr. Hobbs, who wasagain
1st, staging Captain Taylor, Doel's Favourite, Ara-
bella, and Marginata. The other competing collec-

tions were remarkably good, but they fell short of the

foregoing.

Petunias in pots, generally so poorly done at shows,
were wonderful examples of cultural skill. It is a

very unusual circumstance to see Petunias like these.

The plants were in large pots, most vigorous in the
habit, and the shoots trained to a sloping oval wire
frame, were crowded with splendid flowers. Some of
the striped varieties were beautifully marked. Here,
again, Mr. Lye is the champion grower, his varieties

being White Perfection, Delicata, Purple King,
Crimson King, Striped Unique, and Spitfire. The
2d and 3d prize lots shown respectively by Mr. Gordan,
gr. to Major Clark; and Mr. G. Tucker, gr. to
W. P. Clark, Esq., were also very good. Scarcely
less remarkable were the Verbenas in pots, and like

the Petunias, they are grown in pots of rather large size.

Mr. E. Hobbs, gr. to J. Gayton, Esq., was 1st with
well grown and densely flowered examples of Lady
of Lome, Inspecteur Boucard, Mrs. J. Doel, Beauty
of Deal, Magnificans, and King of Lilacs ; 2d, Mr.
G. Tucker, gr. to W. P. Clark, Esq. Bedding
Pelargoniums were fine, numerous, and capitally

flowered, the leading varieties being Lady Hanley,
Beauty of Surrey, Purple Prince, Blue Bell, Provost,
and ^Iadame Werle.

Stove and greenhouse plants were numerously
shown for the season of the year, and in the open
class for nine plants not less than five collections

competed. Two of these had to be disqualified

owing to an unwise regulation which decreed "all
species to be excluded from collections of stove and
greenhouse plants, which have a class to themselves,
with the exception of variegated plants." Practically

as well as logically this rule is untenable. There
being a class for Heaths and Ericas being shown in

two of the competing collections, they had to be set

aside in making the awards. The best group of nine
came from Mr. Evans, gr. to Jesse Gouldsworth, Esq.,
and consisted of a splendid Dipladenia Brearleyana,
Cassia corymbosa, Stephanotis floribunda, Ixora cro-

cata, Dipladenia amabilis, Statice profusa, Lapageria
rosea, &c. ; 2d, Mr J. Matthews, gr. to W. R.
Brown, Esq , his best plants being Allamanda
nobilis, in fine condition ; Dipladenia Brearleyana,
Phrenocoma prolifera Barnesii, Allamanda Hender-
sonii, and Stephanotis floribunda; 3d, Mr. J. Gordan,
gr. to Major Clark, who had Chironia ixifera, Juslicia

coccinea, Pentas carnea. Cassia corymbosa. An
extra prize equal to the 2d was awarded to Mr. J. T.
Mould, nurseryman, Pewsey, who had some nice

Ericas. In the amateur classes, collections of six

stove and greenhouse plants were numerously shown,
the leading plants being Beaufortia purpurea. Cassia
corymbosa, Statice profusa, Clerodendron Ealfouri-

anum, Allamandas, and Erythrina Crista-galli—the

last in fine condition. Ericas were somewhat nume-
rously shown in the open class, but generally past

their best ; the hot weather had no doubt brought
them on quickly. The best came from Mr. James
Matthews, gr. to W. R. Brown, Esq.
Groups of variegated and ornamental foliage plants

made a good display, but contained nothing worthy of
special mention. Ferns were numerous, but being
shown in collections of eighteen, small and large were
mingled together. It would be best to have a collec-

tion of nine or twelve plants at the most, as it would
secure more select forms and better average excellence.

In the class for a specimen foliage plant, Croton undu-
latus and Cocos Weddeliana were well shown.

Cut flowers are always a strong feature at Trow-
bridge. The best twenty-four Dahlias came from
Mr. John Keynes, Salisbury, who had fine examples
of W. Eckford, George Goodall, James Cocker,
Herbert Turner, Rose Queen, A. Cramond, Rosamond
Otway, Princess of Prussia, William Lucas, Jennie
Grieve, Lightning, Mrs- Stancomb, Mrs. Lavington,
Flora Wyatt, (,)ueen of Beauties, H. Glasscock, &c.

;

2d, Mr. T. Hobbs, Bristol. The best twelve Fancies

also came from Mr. Keynes, who had Mrs. Bunn,
Miss Lily Large, Flora Wyatt, John Lamont, Fanny
Sturt, Rose Flake, H. Glasscock, Letty Coles, Mr.
Saunders, Leoparden, and Seedlings. The best

Seedlings were from Mr. J. Keynes, viz.:—Rosette, a

pretty Fancy, light ground, suffused with pale lilac,

and flaked with rosy purple ; and Exquisite, pale lilac

ground, tipped with rosy purple. First-class Certifi-

cates, as well as money prizes, were awarded to them.

Roses were wanting in condition, and the best came
from Mr. George Prince, of Oxford, who was 1st with

twelve vars., three trusses of each. Charles Lefebvre

was remarkably bright and good, and other good
flowers v/ere Fisher Ilolmes, Pierre Notting, Madame
Victor Verdier, Madame George Schwartz, and
Antoine Monton ; 2d, Mr. Geo. Cooling, Bath. The
best twenty-four in single blooms also came from Mr.

Prince, and here Pierre Notting, Alfred Colomb,
Fisher Holmes, Louis Van Iloutte, were the best.

Mr. J. Durbin, Bath, was 2d, and Mr. G. Cooling 3d.

In a box of extra flowers set up by Mr. Prince, Rey-

nolds Hole, Clemence Raoux, Alfred Colomb,
Camille Bernardin, and Charles Lefebvre, it is

worthy of notice that the dark-coloured flowers were

by far the best.

Fruit must be treated of in a few words. There was

a perceptible falling oflT as compared with previous

years. Collections of fruit here require ten varieties,

and the best came from Mr, King, gr. to K. V.
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Leach, Esq., Devizes Castle. It consisted of Black

Hamburgh and Frontignan Grapes, two sorts of

Peaches, two of Nectarines, two of Plums, &c. Mr.

A. Woods, gr. to Mrs. Hopkins, was 2d. Grapes

were not up to the usual mark ; Peaches were very

fine, but all the dishes had a sadly mangled appear-

ance through being cut for flavour. The same

remark holds good of Nectarines and Plums. Morello

Cherries were wonderfully fine.

The cottagers' productions, always a very strong

feature at Trowbridge, made a fine show of them-

selves. It is a show of cottagers' produce par

txcdUnce, and it is worth a journey from London to

inspect it.

It was computed that nearly 14,000 persons visited

the show during the day. (From a Corrnpjiiiiit.).

Sevenoaks Horticultural : Auq,. 24.—The above

Society held their annuU show in Knole Park, the

seat of the Hon. Mortimer SackviUe-West. It would

be difficult to select a better place for a floral gather-

ing than the one here available, plenty of open space,

1 beautiful undulating surface and fine timber unite

in forming an effective landscape. As might be

expected from the numerous surrounding places where

good plants and equally good fruits are grown, a fine

display was brought together. Arranged in a series

of roomy tents, plants, both fine-leaved and flowering,

were well shown and in considerable quantities. In

the miscellaneous class for twelve dowering, and

foliage combined, Mr. Staples, gr. to H. Oppenheim,

Esq. First amongst his blooming specimens was a

nicely flowered Allamanda Hendersoni, A. nobilis,

and a moderate sized Ixora Williamsi, with

large heads of flower. Tiiis is evidently one of

the best of the miny hybrid varieties that have

appeared of late years. Pandanus Veitchii was good

in this collection. Mr. Burt, gr. to II. Mildmay,

Esq., was 2d, showing a very fine specimen of Anthu-

rium Scherzerianum, with flowers much above the

ordinary size, well coloured, evidently an e.vcellent

form of this most variable plant ; his Pha-nocoma

prolifera, Bougainvillea glabra, and .\llamanda nobilis

were also in nice condition. Mr. Bolton was 3d in

his group. The foliage plants were larger than the

others ; competing amongst them were good examples

of Maranta Veitchii and M. Roezlii, also a large

well-flowered plant of Clerodendron fallax. Six

foliage plants : Mr. Staples was 1st, having the fine

Palms, Calamus Roxburghii and Cham^rops Fortunei,

large, and in good condition ; Mr. Bolton 2d, Mr. Burt

3d. Eight exotic Ferns : here there were three exhi-

bitors competing very closely, all showing collections of

well-grown plants, clothed with large healthy fronds :

Mr. Staples was 1st, his Asplenium nidus, Adiantum
cardiochlienum, A. Farleyense, and Davallia

Mooreana, were examples of good cultivation ; Mr.

Bligh 2d ; his Alsophila excelsa was very large and

in beautiful condition, as also Pteris scaberula ; Mr.

Bolton 3d, with a good half-dozen, noticeable

amongst which was Dicksonia squarrosa and Cibotium

biromelz, which is one of the best Ferns for cutting.

In the groups of plants arranged for effect, there was

a good competition, collectively very well done, com-

prising many of the newer Crotons and other fine-

leaved subjects : Mr. Bolton was 1st ; his plants

were nicely put together, with an absence of the stiff,

even formality, so often seen in competitions of this

kind ; Mr. Burt was 2d.

The table decorations were one of the principal

features, being well done and devoid of the extremes

in being either overdone with colour or quantity of

flowers. There are two mistakes that those who
attempt this kind of decoration frequently lall into,

either crowding together too many flowers, often the

rarest that can be had, apparently under the imprts-

sion that quality of the material employed will carry

them through, but of late years the opposite extreme
has been prevalent. The most meagre combination

of flowers and foliage has often been awarded the post

of honour in these competitions, with a view, as it

would seem, of giving a lesson in frugality which
would have been an insult to guests if carried out in

the viands set before them. In this, as in other

matters, extremes are best avoided. Mrs. Searle,

Sevenoaks, was 1st, her arrangement consisted of

three centre-pieces and a dozen small glasses. In

each of the latter were two or three flowers, mostly of

subdued colours, and a bit of green ; the centre-pieces

were beautifully arranged. On the base were white
Water Lilies, single flowers of Vallota purpurea, and
a few other appropriate things sufficient in quantity

without crowding. They rested on a carpet ot Ferns
lying flat on the table, extending considerably beyond
the flowers, the four long wine-glass-like

receptacles which formed the middle of each
stand were filled with smaller elegant flowers.

Ferns and grasses ; drooping from them were four

Lapageria blooms, two white and two red, intermixed

with Lycopodium CLUsium. In the trumpet-shaped
top glasses were Ferns and grasses, interspersed wiih
the scarlet-flowered Chelone barbata and other suit-

able flowers. Mrs. Fennell, Tonbridge, 2d, with a
light and elegant exhibit.

Single centrepiece : Mrs. Bolton 1st, with one of

the most exquisitely arranged stands we have seen, in

the base cushioned by large Ferns, and interspersed

with smaller fronds, were dotted the rosy crimson
Dipladenia amabilis, the white D, boliviensis, and
canary-yellow Allamanda grandiffora, mixed with

single flowers of the blue Agapanthus umbellatus ; from
the centre hung a thin fringe of delicate pink Begonia,

and above it Oncidium flexuosum, blue Forget-me-

Nots, and white Sweet Peas ; in the top were a few
well selected flowers, grasses, and Ferns.

There was a good display of fruit, especially Grapes,

of which there was a considerable quantity shown in

fine condition. Mr. Fennell, gr. to C. E. Cazalet,

Esq., took the lead for six dishes of fruit, showing
Black Hamburgh and Buckland .Sweetwater Grapes,

Peaches, Nectarines, Figs, and a Melon. Mr.

Newman, Sittingbourne, 2d, having in a fine col-

lection some good Madresfield Court Grapes

;

Mr. Staples 3d. Three bunches of black Grapes :

For these Mr. Crane, gr. to Mrs. Green, took 1st

with Black Hamburgh, large in both bunch and

berry, but a shade short in colour ; 2d, Mr. Gold-

smith, gr. to 11. Tyser, E^q., whose bunches of the

same variety were well-coloured, but much smaller
;

3(1, Mr. Hopgood, gr. to J. Goldsmid, Esq. Three
bunches white Grapes ; Mr. Grant, gr. to R. Rodger,

Esq., 1st, with good Muscat of Alexandria, large and
even in berry ; 2d, Mr. A. Bashford, gr. to Mrs.

Douglass ; 3d, J. Hollingworth, Esq. Three bunches

of three distinct varieties : Mr. Newman, ist, with

Madresfield Court, Muscats, and Black Prince ; Mr.
Bolton 2J ; Mr. Bashford 3d. Six Peaches : Mr.
Don, gr. to Sir C. H. Mills, Ist, with a grand dish of

Barrington ; Mr. Staples 2d, also showing Barring-

ton. Dish of outdoor Peaches ; Mr. Bolton lit with

Royal George, splendidly coloured, and a handsome
size ; 2d, Mr. Goldsmith. Dish of Nectarines : Mr.

Wilson Ist ; Mr. Staples 2d. Fnvn a dvres/'Oihl'iil.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT BLACk'IlEATH, LONDON,

For the Week ending Wednesdav, Augcst 30, 1876.
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1875, in consequence of which he executed it, and

forwarded it to the defendant's address. This was

the plaintiff's case, who said he had no witnesses to

call, when Mr. Willis contended for the defence that

at the time of the alleged order his client was in

Scarborough. His gardener might have done so, but

as he was in Court he should call him.

The gardener, being called, denied giving the order.

This was the defendant's case, when

The learned Judge said although this was a case of

oath against oath, it was evident the defendant had

received the parcel of goods and had not returned it,

which ought to have been done at once, and now at a

lapse of twelve months he repudiated a claim, with

the goods in his possession. Under these circum-

stances judgment would be in favour of the plaintiff

for the full amount claimed, with costs.

Answers to Correspondents.
Branch-veined AND Parallel-veined: W.B. We
do not doubt the accuracy ot your quotations, but
recommend, you to look a little more closely into the

venation of parallel-veined leaves, and you will then

bee that we, like the authors you quote, were correct

in our statement. Look at the dried leaves of an
Orchis, or of AUium ursinum, for example.

Budding Fruit Trees ; W. H. August is the month
to bud fruit-trees, or indeed at any time that you may
be able to get the bark to rise.

CoKNUs Mas : C, L. It is not possible to ascertain why
this specific name was given ; it dates back as far as

Theophrastus, who gives no explanation of its appli-

cation to the Cornus. Parkinson sajs it was so called

•'to distinguish it from the other, which is called

Comus foemina" {i.e. C. sanguinea) ; but this expla-

nation is obviously insufficient. It would not, how-
ever, be at all desirable (in accordance with the rules

of botanical nomenclature) to alter the name, however
inappropriate it may appear.

CouoNELLA LGEvis \,H. K.) is the name of a very rare

British snake, first iound in the New Forest, near
Ringwood, also near Bournemouth.

Cucumber Pit: Learner, The best form of a pit for

growing early Cucumbers is a low three-quarters span,

the bottom-heat to be supplied from a tank heated
with the pipes passing through, leaving a slate cover-

ing on which the soil could be placed. Monro's Duke
of Edinburgh Cucumber is an excellent variety.

Defective ::^CHtDULE : M. A. We should, take the

words "not more than one of a kind" to mean not

more than one -.pecimen of any particular species or
variety ; and that being admitted an exhibitor would
certainly be justified in staging AUamandas nobilis,

Hendersoni, and granditiora in a collection of eight

stove and greenhouse plants.

Dialysis OF Corolla : H. G. Kckb.f. More or less

complete separation of petals, the stamens being
normal. We have seen this in Rhododendron, Azalea,

Correa, Campanula, and others. See Vegetable I'era-

tology, pp. 71, 73.
Grapes : H. M. Received with best thanks. What

tine berries I

Hyacinths : Beginner. Place the bulbs at a very slight

distance from the water. It is an advantage to keep
them in the dark for a month or two.

Insects: G. Newlyn. The Slug Saw-fly— Selandria
adumbrata. A. AJ.

LiLiUMS ; G. N. H. We can see nothing wrong with
the treatment you have given your plants, and that

certainly would not account for their all coming fas-

ciated. You have probably got the vari t/ known as
monstrosum, not montanum, and whicii frequently
grows in that way.

Names of Plants : C. R. i, Koelreuteria paniculata ;

2 and 3, next week.

—

S. W. Darlington. Galeandra
devoniana. The finest flower I ever saw. H. G. Rcltb.

. — W. B. They are for the most part well known
greenhouse shrubs—almost all of an ornamental
character, some particularly so. Kohi is an Araliad
near to Panax, called SchefiFera digitata. Toi Toi is

Arundo conspicua probably, Myosotidium nobile is a
grand herbaceous perennial (greenhouse), like a
gigantic Forget-me-Not. A good catalogue or a
botanical dictionary will give you the information you
require.

—

J. C. &' Sons. Dennstcedtia {alias Dick-
sonia) davallioides. Nertera depressa is not an alpine

plant, but comes from New Zealand.

—

J., Shields.

The Squirting Cucumber—Momordica Klaterium.

—

R. L., Farnborough. Specimen insufficient.

—

Consta7it
Reader. Why take the trouble to send such miserable
scraps? We can make nothing of them.—y. C.^Co.
Ceropegla Gardneri. — A Constant Reader, Cork.
I, Cnious rivularis, probably, but specimen not good
enough to make certain

; 2. Achillea filicifo ia
; 3,

Solidago altissima
; 4, Aster (Linosyris) vulgaris

; 5,

^olidago nemoralis ; 6, Hieracium sabandum. —
J, T. Hamilton. Ilex latifolia.

Orchid House. S. Benson. Mr. B, S. Williams"
Orchid-Growers' Manual gives veiy useful fnforma-
tion on the subject, but perhaps not so complete as

you want.
Peach Border : W. J. Yes, you may plant a row of

dwaif fruit trees along the front, say about 10 feet

apart, dwarf pyramid or bush form. Either Apples,
Pears, or Plums, as may please you.

Peristeria : R. M. Many thanks.
Potatos Raised from the Young Shoots :

Enquirer. There is nothing wonderful or unusual in

doing this. You may grow all your Potatos from
cuttings if you choose. The system is not practised,

because of the exira time, care, and attention they
would require—and the inferior result.

Size of Kitchen Garden : J. G. Much depends
upon the peculiar requirements of the family, the

mode of living varying so greatly, and also whether or

not the family are "at home" all the year round or

not. If a superior successional supply of vegetables

is in demand, and the family are generally "at home,"
not less than 3 acres would be required, though to

afford a medium supply for a household of twenty,

the servants to have a reasonable quantity, as little as

2 acres, but not less, would do.

Strawberries: Consta?it Reader. If rats and mice are

the transgressors, trap them. We cannot spare the

space to tell you how to do it.

Verbenas : W. S. /!/. Perfectly dried up when they

came to us, the result of bad packing, or, we ought to

say, of no packing at all.

Watercresses : Learner. Yes, of course you can
utilise the stream of water to grow Watercresses.

Prepare a piece of ground anywhere near that you can
flood occasionally a few inches, or merely widen the

ditch. They will grow in any peaty, boggy sort of

soil, or on any well manured north border where they

can be liberally supplied with water. We have seen

quite as good Watercresses growing on a north border

as in any stream. You may plant at any time the

young shoots. Sow early in spring in shady damp
spot, and plant out.

Catalogues Received. — R. Locke (Alexandra
Nursery, Redhill, Surrey), Descriptive Catalogue of

Roses—Louis van Houtte (Ghent, Belgium), Cata-
logue of Azaleas, Camellias, Rhododendrons, &c.

—

C. Turner (Royal Nurseries, Slough), Catalogue
of Hyacinths, Tulips, and other Bulbous Roots-
Messrs Hogg & Wood (Coldstream & Dunse, N.B.),

Catalogue of Choice Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissus, ike.

—The New Plant and Bulb Co. (Lion Walk, Col-

chester), Retail List of Japanese and other Lilies,

Orchids, Plants, Seeds, &c.—Mess.s. Ireland 5: Thom-
son (20A, Waterloo Place, Edinburgh), Descriptive

Catalogue of Dutch and French Bulbous Roots.

—

Mons. Martin Grashoff (Quedlinburgh, Germany,
Prussia), Special Price-list of Seeds, &c.

Errata.—At p. 260, for " Harkness," read " Hackum-
ness." For " April 22," read " 12."

Communications Received.—T. C. H.~C. R—J. E.—
E. G. H.—J. W.—H. J. E.-W. L.—J. H. (we do not know
ofsuchabook).—W. M.—J. A. T.—G. S.—G. N.—J. A.—
J. T. B.—Harrison Weir (five is the normal symmetrical
number usually reduced to one only by ahorlion. In your
case two are present).—G. S. B. {not

COVENT GARDEN, August 31.

Business is now quiet, with scarcely any alteration to

quote in prjces. Heavy importations of Grapes from
the Channel Islands .are now arriving, seriously affecting

the valtie of second-rate samples of home growth. Sup-
plies from the Continent consist of Pears, Plums, and
Gages, and are realising good prices, jas. Webber^
Wholesale Apple Market.

Cut Flowers.

Ageratums, 12 bun.
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New Azalea—Azalea amoena Caldw^ellil,

WG. CAL'dwell and sons,
• The Nurseries. Knutsford. Cheshire.

This is a striking improvement on the old and well known
Azalea amcena, obtained by crossing that variety with Azalea
magnifica. The llower is fnur times the size of the original, of

a bright rosy purple colour, very free blooming ; especially

adapted for forcing, coming in as early as Novembefj and very
suitable for button-hole bouquets. First-class Certificate, Man-
chester Horticultural Society ; First-class Certificate. Liverpool

Horticultural Society, Price \os. td. each : usual discount to

the Trade. Will be sent out this month.

Great Speciality In Roses.

JB. GUILLOT, FiLS, Rose Grower, 27,
• Chemin des Pins. Guillotifere. Lyons (Rhone), begs to

inform those Amateurs and Horticulturists who have dealt with

him inprec^iding years that he has now a m^st complete assort-

ment of plants, dwarfs for massing, and grafted on Seedling

More than 20,000 well-rooted plants will be ready for sending
out in the Autumn of the present, and in the Spring of next

The Collection comprises more than 600 varieties of the finest

known Roses, both old and new.
Finely-rooted stems of the very best varieties at moderate

prices.

1 post-

strawberries.
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rJOYAL SCHOOL of MINES.
t DEPARTMENTofSCIENCEand ART.
During the Twenty-sixth Session. 1876-77, which will com-

mence on Ociober 2. the followin? COURSltS of LECTURES
and PRACTICAL DEMONSTRATIONS will be given :—

1. Chemistry. By E. Frankland. Ph.D.. F.R.S.
2. Metallurgy. By John Percy, M.D., F.R.S.
3. Natural History. By T. H. Hu.vley, LL.D . F.R.S.
4. Mineralogy. ) By Warington W. Smyth, M.A.,
5. Mining. i F.K.S., Chairman.
6. Geology. By John W. fudd.

7. Applied Mechanics. By T. M. Goodeve, M.A.
8. Physics. By Frederick Guthrie, Ph.D., F.R.S.
9. Mechanical Drawmg. By Rev. J. H. Edgar, M.A.

The Lecture Fees for Students desirous of becoming Associates
j^30 in one sum, on entrance, or two ajinual payments of

(.l,

£,70, e.\clusive of the Laboratories.
Tickets to separate Courses of Lectures are issued ;

.ind X,4 each.
Officers in the Queen's Servii

Acting Mining Agents, and Ma
reduced prices.

Science Teachers are also admitted to the Lectures
reduced fees.

For a Prospectus and information apply to the Registr:
Royal School of Mines, Jermyn Street, London, S.W.

TRENHAM REEKS, Registrar.

BoBhei's Garden Edging TUes.

MIE AEOVE and many other PATTERNS
in materials of great durability. The

J
plamer sorts are specially ^^^,j„ ,,.,„,^,^
>uited for KITCHEN ^^tT^Srpy"
G -A. R D E N S, as they ySih&ag
harbour no Slugs or Insects,
take up little room, and,
once put down, incur no
further labour or expense,

as do "grown" Edgings, consequently being much cheaper.
GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c., in Artificial Stone,

very durable and ofsuperior finish, and in great variety of design.
F. ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground

Street, Blackfriars, S.E.; King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.:
Kingsland Road. E.

Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES,"
PLANT COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES: also
for FOXLEY'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c.,

from 3J. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of plain or
more elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies.
Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable
Paving of great durability. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles
of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates. Cement, &c.

F. ROSHER AND CO.. Brick and Tile Merchants.
See addresses above.QILVER SAND,

KJ line or coarse grain as desired. Prices by Post per ton
or Truck Load, on Wharf in London, or delivered direct from
Pits to any Railway Station. Samples of Sand free by post.
FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries.
KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rales in any

quantities.

F. ROSHER AND CO.-Addresses see above.
N.B.—Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.

A liberal Discount to the Tr.ade.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County in England.

For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER and CO..
71, Cornhill, London. E.G., and Steam Plough Works. Leeds.

Metallic Hotliouse BuUder to Her Majesty.HENRY HOPE
(late Clark & Hope, formerly Clark),

HOTHOUSE BUILDER and HOT-WATER
APPARATUS ENGINEER.

S5, Lionel Street. Birmingham. Established A.D. 1818.

BOOKS of DESIGNS, 5s. each.
eS- The Extensive Ranges of Metallic Hothouses in the

Royal Gardens, Windsor and Osborne, were executed at this

w.

Greenliouses,

H FREEMAN and SONS, Horticul-
• Tl.HAL BlTIl.DEKS and HoT-WATEE APPARATUS

Manufacturek.s, Cambridge Heath Bridge, Hackney, E
Good substantially made GREENHOUSES, Glazed, ready for
fixing. 42 feet long. 13 feet wide, .£50 ; 2t feet by ta feet, £ii ;

i^'A feet by 10 feet, £1^. Estimates given for wood or iron.

ftlVi^j

LASCELLLS IrAILNF CENT WOOD
CONSERVATORIES and GREENHOUSES.— All

Gardeners know that Wood is better than Iron for Plant Grow-
ing, and by the above system a handsome curved house can be
erected as cheaply as a plain straight one.
The curved house is more durable, stronger, lighter in con-

struction, and no bent glass is required.

W. H. LASCELLES, 121. Bunhill Row. London, E.G., will
supply Drawings and Estimates free of charge.

H. LASCELLES, Horticultural
]IiaLDER. Finsburj' Steam Joinery Works,

I"! I unhill Ruw, London, E.G.

I on application for GREENHOUSES and
CON si- K\ -VlORIESofallkinds, and to any design.

GARDEN BOXES and LIGHTS. Each.

Portable Box \Mlh One Light 6 feet by 4 feet, glazed s. d.

good 16 oz sheet ^lass painted four coats, and
picked ready for use .. .. - •• 35 o

Portable Box with Two Lights, as above, each light

6 feet by 4 feet . . . . . . . . . . .

.

65 o
LIGHTS ONLY.

3 feet by 4 feet Light, not painted nor glazed .. .. 36
Ditto glazed, good i6-oz. sheet glass, and painted 4 coats 10 o
6 feet by 4 feet, not painted nor glazed .. .. .. 60
Ditto glazed and painted four coats .. .. .

.

16 6

IR J. PAXTON'S HOT-
HOUSES for the MILLION are

', and Portable.
Illustrated Price Lists free.

HEREMAN and MORTON, 14, Tich-
Regent Quadrant, W., Horti-

Engineers.:ultural Builders and Ho

CARSONS' PAINT,
PATRONISED BY THE QUEEN,

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,

Tlie British, Indian and Colonial GoTernments,

8000 or tlie Nobility, Gentry, and Clergy,

Railway and Canal Companies, Collieries, Iron-
masters, &c., &c.,

Is extensively used for all kinds of

OUTDOOK WOEK.
It is especially applicable to

WOOD, IRON, BRICK, STONE & COMPO.
CAN BE LAID ON BY UNSKILLED LABOUR.

Sold in all Colours,

2 cwt. free to all Stations.

Prices, Patterns, and Testiimonials sent Post Free.

WALTER CARSON & SONS,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD,

LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.G.,

Oil Paint No Longer Necessary.

HILL AND SMITH'S BLACK
VARNISH for Preserving Ironwork. Wood, or Stone.

This Varnish is an excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-

door work, while it is fully two-thirds cheaper. It was intro-

duced upwards of thirty years ago by the advertisers, and its

genuine good quality, notwithstanding a host of unprincipled
imitators, is fully attested by its constantly increasing sale. It

may be applied by an ordinary labourer, requires no mixing or

thinning, and is used cold. It is nsed in the grounds at

Windsor Castle, Kew Gardens, and at the seats of many hun-
dreds of the Nobility and Gentry, from whom the most flattering

testimonials have been received, which Hill & Smith will

forward on application.
Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at xs. 6d. per gallon,

at the Manufactorj', or is. Zd. per gallon carriage paid to any
Station in the Kingdom.

Unsolicited Testimonial.
GlangivUly, Llanpitmpsani, Carmarthen, Nov. 27, 1S73.

—

"Mr. Lloyd Lloyd encloses cheque for j^3 5^. .amount due to

Messrs. Hill & Smith, and he considers the Black Varnish
jne of the most useful things he ever possessed."
Apply to HILL and SMITH, Erierly Hill Ironworks, near

Dudley : and iiS, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.G., from
whom only it can be obtained.
CAUTION.~~\t having lately come to the knowledge of

Hill & Smith that spurious imitations of this Varnish are
being offered by unprincipled dealers at a slight reduction in

price, they would specially draw attention to the fact that eveiy

BELGIAN GLASS for GREENHOUSES, &c.,
Can be obtained in all sizes and qualities, of

BETHAM & SON,
9, LOWER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.C.

B & S. have always a large Stock in London of 20-tn. by
12 in , 20-in. by 14-in., 20-in. by 16-in., in i6-oz. and 21-oz.

Window Glass, Sheet Lead, Faints, &c.

THOMAS MILLINGTON AND CO.,
iMioRTERS and Manufacturers. New LIST of

PRICES, very much reduced, on application.

87, Bishopsgate Street Without, E.C.

SHAW'S TIFFANY, ELASTIC NET-
TING, CANVAS, &c., for Shading, Protecting, and

other Horticultural Purposes. For Samples and Prices apply to

JOHN SHAW AND CO., 29. Oxford Street. Manchester.

Established over a Quarter of a Century.

Is in use over many thousand miles,
And has been awarded the Medals and highest Conuuendation

of all the leading Agricultural Societies.

It is constructed with

POWERFUL WINDING STRAINING PILLARS,
RIGID INTERMEDIATE IRON POSTS,

STRONG and DURABLE WIRE CABLE STRANDS,
Forming the most efficient Strained Iron Fencing known for

agricultural and general purposes.

Continuous Bar Iron Fencing,

With bars secured by F. M. & Co.'s Patent Self-locking Joints,

which effectually prevent the uprights being pushed aside, and

are independent of loose pins, wedges, or staples.

IRON ENTRANCE and FIELD GATES,
IN WROUGHT AND CAST IRON.

Designed for the Mansion, Villa, or Farm.
WICKET AND GARDEN GATES,

In Great Variety of Patterns.

Iron Hurdles, Bailing, Tree Guards,
FRUIT ESPALIERS. WALL FRUIT TRAINERS, Skc.

I^" Illustraltd and Discriied in F. M. 6» Co.'i

New Catalogue, sent on application.

LONDON BRANCH—

1. DELAHAY ST,, W ESTIVIINSTER. S.W.

THOMAS'S
21s. GARDEN SEAT.

Willi two Iron Supports. With three Iron supports.

4 ft, 6 in. 5 feet. 6 feet. 7 feel. 8 ft. long.

2\s. 24J. 32J. 34J. 36J.

These seats combine ebasticity, comfort, strength, and

durability with an elegant appearance, and are easily taken

apart when required. The Iron Supports are painted Green,

and the Wood Laths are stained and varnished.

Chairs to match .

.

. . price Zs. 6d. each.

Folding Iron Tables .. „ 12^.6;^. „

Orders value £,$ carriagefree.

Five per cent, discount allowed for prompt cash on orders

ing to 201 and upwards.

J. J. THOMAS & CO.,
PADDINGTON WIREWORKS.

and 362, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.
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PUMPS-PUMPS-PUMPS.
For Baths. Cisterns, Kitchen, or Garden use.

GARDEN PUMPS, NON-FREEZING PUMPS. COTTAGE
PUMPS, LIQUID MANURE PUMPS.

STEVENS'
TRENTHAM GREEMHOUSE BOILER,

Carriage

ST. AL

Prepaid. Prompt Deliver^
Catalogue on application.

BANS IRON" WORKS,

_ experience Hts proved the mT^t SIMPLE
ECONOMICAL EFFECTUAL and LASllNG BOILER
extant; recently much improved For Illubtrauons, with
full particulars apply to the bole Makeis,

r. & J. SILVESTER.
Castle Hill Foundry, Engineering and Boiler Works,

Newcastle, Staffordshire.

B^ Our Boilers are the only ones made with thL __
and under the inspection of the inventor, Mr. Stevei

St. Pancras Iron-work Company.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, &C.
ARCHITECTS' DESIGNS CAREFULLY CARRIED OUT.

APPLY FOR ESTIMATES TO

OLD SAINT PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON, N.W.

HOT-WATER BOILERS.

THE THAMES BANK
IRON COMPANY,

Old Barge Wharf, Upper Ground Street, London.

SURREY SIDE, BL.\CKFRIARS BRIDGE. PIPES, CONNECTIONS.

NEW PATENT "CLIMAX" BOILER (1874). See
p. 666, 1874, Gardeners' Chronicle.

"GOLD MEDAL" BOILER (Birmingham, 1872).

PATENT "EXCELSIOR" BOILER (1871).

1^ The l<irt;est and most complete Slock in the
Trade ; upwards of Twenty Thousand Pounds' worth
to choose from.

(' excelsior" boiler.)

"WITLEY COURT" BOILER (Silver Medal 1872).

" TRENTHAM IMPROVED " BOILER, with Water-
way End and Smoke Consumer.

" TUBUL.AR," and every other Boiler of known merit
or e.xcellence.

I^ Prize Medal Awarded at the National Contest,
Birmingham. 1874.

MILL'S PATENT AUXILIARY FUEL ECONOMISEB,
be attached to any ordinary Boiler. These Tubes are the greatest Economisers of Fuel and Preserva

Fire- Bars, and Furnace Fronts ever yet introduced to the ijublic.
s of Boilei

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED COMPLETE.
PRICE LIST on application

; or, Six Stamps for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, 4th Edition.

Hotliouses, Hot-water Apparatus, &;c.TTALLIDAY and CO., Hothouse
--•- BriLDERS and Hot-water Apparatus Manu-
Rts^M"';'": ,^"'J'''\w'";''

P'^".' f'"- J^"' Construction!
Best Materials

! Best Workmanship ! Catalogues free.
Offices. S2. Barton Arcade, Man-chester.

c
all it

OWAN'S
heating :

PATENT SYSTEM of
nd hot-water engineering in

horticultural buildings of every description.
"tans ami Estimates on Application, and Circulars post-fre

:>., Whitehall Place, London, S.W., and The Vinevard.
Garston. near Liverpool.

Latest Improvementa In Heating by Hot Water
T^HE IMPROVED CONICAL BOILERSX for heating pineries CONSERVAITidiitc'GREENHOUSES, MANSIONS HALIS ?vAifL?'HOUSES, &c.

-J "iio. MALLS, WARE-

for setting m Brickwork or asshown in sketch they require No

POLLARD AND CO (late Burv

l^rrs^pS^yji--^!
^'iN^^-ArBoM^iR's-wh-i;
are in general use, and for their
durability and economy have at-

!,';,T„,l''
&'='?,''"'> ''^ surpassing

any other Boilers ever invented
Fixed at seats of Duke of New-

c.as le. Lord Belper, Lord Mid-
dle on, &c At Earl Sydney's
replaced, after being twenty yearsn con5t.ant use. Foreign ordeis
promptly executed. The Prince
Salm Salm, the Duke de Croy,

-.t,!!^'^^"''^
supplied.

PRICE LISTS free by post.

Bear Garden. Park Street. Southwark, London, S.E.

Conservatories, Greenhouses, &c,,

HEATED liY

COWAN'S PATENT COMPENSATING
SYSTEM,

WHICH IS THE MOST ECONOMICAL YET
KNOWN.

The perfect success of every Apparatus
is ,i[uarantecci.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS
OF ALL KINDS,

Combining Elegance and Durability, Erected
at Moderate Prices.

SPECIMEN DRAWINGS

WINTER GARDENS, VINERIES, FERMERIES,
HOTHOUSES, and OTHER STRUCTURES,

Can be had, postfree, on application.

The Company also supply and erect all the
most improved forms of

SADDLE and OTHER BOILERS for
HEATING BUILDINGS.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES POST FREE.
Plans and Estimates Free.

COWAN PATENTS COMPANY
(LIMITED),

21, WHITEHALL PLACE, LONDON, S.W.,

GARSTON, near LIVERPOOL.

Important to Farmers.

DAY, SON, AND HEWITT, the Original and
Sole Proprietors of the STOCK-BREEDERS' MEDI-

CINE CHEST, for all disorders in Horses, Cattle, Calves,
Sheep, and Lambs, These Chests contain the celebrated
"CHEMICAL EXTRACT."forWounds. Swollen Udders &c
" GASEOUS FLUID," fur Scour or Diarrhoja, and all Pains

'

" RED DRENCH," for Cleansing the Blood, and for Fevers
• RED PASTE BALLS." for Conditioning Horses.
" BRONCHOLINE," for Husk or Hoose in Sheep and Lambs
" GASEODYNE," for Heaving and Paining.

PKces, with " Key to Farriery," jja i6l. 6d. and £6 6s.
Each Preparation can be had separately, carriage paid.
Used for forty years throughout the United Kingdom and

ish Colonies.

DAY, SON, Ai

Street, London, W.
HEWITT, Dorset Street, Baker
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THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE.

Scale of Charges for Advertising.

Head line cfiargeci as tvje.

5 6
6 o
6 6

.nd two shillings for every additional five lines.

: across columns, the lowest charge will be 3oy.

Page ll o o
Hall Page 500
Column 350

anting places, 26 words is. 6(/.,and 6r/.

: part of a line.

THESE. ADVERTISEMENTS MU.ST BE PREP.MD.

Advertisements for tite current tueck must reach the OJfice

by Thursday tteon.

P. 0.0. to be mads payable at the King Street Post Office,W.C.
to W. Richards.

Office—41, Wellington Sreet, Covent Garden,
London. W.C

Under tlie Patronage of the Queen.

SMITH '.S IMPERISHABLE
STRATFORD LABELS.

The above Labels are made of a White Metal, with raised
ULACK-FACED LETTERS.
The Gardeners' Magazine says :

—" We must give these the

palm before all other plant labels, as the very first in merit."

Samples and Price List free.

Sole Manufacturer ; J, SMITH, The Royal Label Factory,
Stratford-on-Avon.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Marltera.MAW AND CU.'S PATENT.—Prices,
Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post-free on

application : also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for

Entrance Halls, &c.
MAW AND CO., Benthall Works, Broseley.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

COiVTENTS :—
INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Drawn and Engraved

specially for this Journal).
NATURAL HISTORY (Original Articles).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.
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ADAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT
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and Periodicals. List of London P.apers on application.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents,
59, Fleet Street, E.C.

The best MONDAY Agricultural Journal.

The only Illustrated Agricultural Journal.

AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
(ESTABLISHED 1S44),

fOR LANDOWNERS d TENANT FARMERS.

Every Monday, price 4d. ; post free, 4!d.

The AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE gives

full Market Reports, both Metropolitan and Pro-

vincial ; accurate Accounts of Prices and Sales,

Proceedings of Agricultural Societies, Farmers'

Clubs, and Chambers of Agriculture— their

Meetings, E.xhibitions, and Discussions are

Reported fully, and with promptitude.

EVERY DEPARTMENT of the ESTATE
or FARM receives attention—Land Agency,

Estate Equipment, Forestry, Farm Buildings,

Roads, Fences, Cottages—Live Stock, Plants,

and Implements of the Farm—Drainage, Till-

age, and Manuring of the Soil.
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Departments relating to the POULTRY
YARD, the APIARY, and the GARDEN of

the Farm are also under separate Professional

direction.

REVIEWS are published of all Books claim-

ing a place in the Library of the Farmer.

REPORTS of Noteworthy Estates, Farms,

Herds, Flocks, and Factories, are given from

week to week.

Teachers and Students of the several sciences

in which the Agriculturist is interested —
BOTANY, CHEMISTRY, PHYSIOLOGY,
ENTOMOLOGY, NATURAL HISTORY—
are constant contributors.

Especial attention is given to AGRI-
CULTURAL IMPLEMENT manufacture.

Improvements in Machines are reported—New
Inventions made known— Patents discussed—

and the Implement Factories of the Country

described. Engravings, always necessary in

such cases for intelligible description, are given

without stint.

No expense is spared in ILLUSTRA-
TIONS.

Not only Implements, but Plants, Weeds,

varieties of Cultivated Crops, Sec. ; and Animals

—Breeds of Horses, Cattle, Sheep, and Pigs ;

also Poultry, Insects, General Natural History;

and Buildings—Farmhouses, Homesteads, Cot-

tages ; Photographs illustrative of Country Life

and Occupations, whether at home or abroad :

—all these provide subjects for the Engraver.

Portraits and Memoirs of Note-worthy

Agriculturists are also occasionally given.
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Twelve Months, 19s. 6d.
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Six Months, 9s. 9d. ; Three Months, 5s.
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Office, W.C, to William Richards.
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IHE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
for MONDAY, August 28.

Contents.

Proposed Agricultural E.\periraents — Autumn-sown Crops
— Bath and West of England Society— The Beekeeper—
Bush and Tree — Canadian Agriculture — Note from Corn-

wall— Cricket— Cypress and Juniper—Notes from Dublin

—

Duchess of Edinburgh—Notes from Edinburgh—Elderberry
Wine-Note from Essex— Fla.\ Growing— Forestr>'—Friendly

Societies—Garden of the Farm-German Notes—A Harvest

Home— Harvest Prospects—Hereford Heifer—The Household

—An Improvement—Indian Agriculture—Lameness in Hordes

—

Note from Lancashire—Loose or Solid Land for Wheat

—

Ploughing—Potato Culture—Pure Sires for Colonies—Queen
Mary—Reaping Trials at Leamington—Recent Meetings

—

Royal Agricultural Society of England—Scientific Apparatus at

South Kensington—Small Fields—Stilton Cheese—Strathbogie
Beekeepers' Association—Steam Cultivation— Surface Grubs

—

Note from Sussex—The Tarantass—Tea -J. Beer—Temperance
—Village Water Supply—Wax v. Honey—A Wrong Cross.

Price \d. : post-free a,\id. Published by William Richards,

at the Office, 7, Catherine Street, Strand. W.C.

Works on Botany, by Dr. Lindley.

MEDICALandCECONOMICALBOTANY;
or, An Account of the Pkincipal Plants

Emi'Loved in Medicine or Domestic QicONoMv. In One
Volume, 8vo, with numerous Woodcuts, price w.

SCHOOL BOTANY ; or. The Rudiments
OF Botanical Science. In One Volume, 8vo, half bound,

with 400 Illustrations, price 5^. bd.

THE ELEMENTS of BOTANY, Struc-
TURAL AND Physiological. With a Gios5ary of

Technical Terms and numerous Ulustiations. gj. cloth.

This completes the series of Elementary Botanical Works by
Professor Lindlev, of which School Botany and T!ie Vegetable
Kingdom form the other parts.

The fii-st two Parts of The Elements of Botany, comprising
Structural and Physiological Botany, and a Glossary of Techni-
cal Terms, are published in one 8vo volume, price g^.

These three Parts form a complete Manual of Botany for

Medical and other Students who have made themselves
acquainted with the Author's Sctwol Botany.

N.B. The Glossary may be had separately, price ^s.

London : BRADBURY, AGNEW and CO., Bouverie
Street, E.C.

REVUE de I'HORTICULTURE BELGE
et fiTRANG^RE (Belgian and Foreign Horticultural

Review).—Among the principal Contributors are :—A. AUard,
E. Andre, C. Baltet, T. Buchetet, F. Burvenich. F. CrJpin,
Comte de Gomer, De Jonge van EUemeet, O. de Kerchove de
Denterghem, P. E. de Puydt, C. de Vis. J. Gillon, A. M. C.
Jongkindt Coninck, C. Koch. J. Kickx. L. Linden, T. Moore,
C. Naudin, B. Olivier, H. Ortgies, E. Pynaert, E. Rodigas,
A. Siraux, O. Thomas. A. Van Geert Son, H. J. Van Hulle. J.
Van Volxem. H. J. Veitch, A. Westmael, and P. Wolkenstein.
This Illustrated Journal appears on the ist of every month,

in Parts of 24 pages, 8vo, with a Coloured Plate and numerous
Engravings-
Terms of Subscription for the United Kingdom :—One year,

loj., payable in advance.
Publishing Office : 142, Rue de Bruxelles, Ghent, Belgium-
Post Office Orders to be made payable to M. E. PYNAERT,

at the Chief Post Office. Ghent.

Now ready, price In clotli I6a„

rHE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
VOLUME for JANUARY to JUNE 1S76.

W. RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE de
FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CHJiRE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1865 by F.

Burvenich. E. Pvnaert, E. Rodigas, and H. J. Van
Hulle, Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian

Government at Ghent. Post paid los. per annum.
H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Gardens, Ghent, Belgium.

THE CULT I VATO R.—A Portuguese
Monthly Agricultural Joumal, which circulates in

Portugal and her possessions, and in the Principal Towns of

the Brazils.

This Paper offers an excellent medium for Advertisements of

every description of industi-y and of every article of consump-
tion in the countries and places above mentioned.

Advertising charges, 8(/. per square inch. Translation included.

Ten per cent. Discount for six months ; 20 per cent. Discount

for twelve months, if paid in advance.

Address, the Editor of the Cultivator, St. Michael's, Azores.

7, CATHERINE STREET, STRAND,
LONDON, W.C.

FRANCIS R. KINGHORN, in reply to the
numerous applications for Propagator's place in his

establishment, wishes to state that he has NOW ENGAGED.
—Sheen Nursery. Richmond.

MESSRS. IRELAND AND THOMSON
require the services of a thorough practical Man as

FOREMAN and MANAGER of their new Nurseries at Craig-

leith. A thorough knowledge of indoor plants and Propagatii

indispensable. A liberal salary, with

ground, will be given to a competent

only to 20, Waterloo Place, Edinburgh.
1.—Apply by letter

WANTED, a GARDENER, for Newport,
Rhode Island, U.S.; must be thoroughly honest,

sober, and married, experienced in and understand perfectly

tlie care of all Greenhouse and Stove Plants, particularly

Orchids. Salary, 1000 dollars a-year. free house and vege-

tables.—Address, by letter only, giving present and previous

situations, with period of service in each, and giving references

as 10 character and ability, to B. S. WILLIAMS, Victoria and
Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

WANTED, a GARDENER, single-handed,
married, who understands the Management of a small

Kitchen and Flower Garden. Must be willing to Pump Water
and make himself useful. Wages i8f. a week, and a small

cottage.—T. R., Mill House, Holmwood, Dorking.
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WANTED, a PROPAGATOR for the Glass
Department. State experience, age, and salary. —

CL.\RK BROTHERS and CO., Nurserymen. Carlisle.

WANTED, a good GROWER of PLANTS,
such as Azaleas, Bouvardias. Poinsettias. Ferns,

Cyclamens, Roses, &c.. in a nursery where there is a great
demand for Flowering Plants, and where Forcing is carried on,

and a quantity of Forced Flowers are required. Must under-
stand the Propagation of Roses under glass, as well as General
Prop.igaling.-R. H. VERTEGANS, Chad Valley Nurseries,
Birmingham.

WANTED, in the Glass Department,
a GROWER of ROSES, CAMELLIAS, and

GREENHOUSE PLANTS. A Man of experience and
ch,iracter required.—WJL PAUL AND SON, Pauls Nurseries,
Waltham Cross, Hfrls.

WANTED, a strong hard-working Young
MAN, for the Houses, under a Foreman. Situation

permanent.—Apply, stating wages e.\pected, S;c., to Mr.
TANTON, The Nurseries, Epsom.

WANTED, a Young MAN, accustomed to
Potting and Tying for Market.—Apply, with parti-

culars, to DRUMMOND BROTHERS, Larkfield Nursery,
Edinburgh.

WANTED, for a Nobleman's Garden near
Windsor, where seven men are kept, a respectable

LAD, with fair education, to assist Foreman in Houses. &c.
To reside in bothy with two others. A good opportunity for a
lad who would take an interest in his work. A small premium.
—L. T.. Mr. Pearce's Library, Windsor. Berks.

To Seedsmen's Assistants.

WANTED, Two SHOPMEN (Head and
Second), for a le.tding Retail Seed Establishment.

Both must be expert Countermen, well up to the Trade in all

its Departments, and no one need apply whose character and
qualifications will not bear strict investigation.—Applicants to
state experience and to give references, and say wages expected,
to "ALMA," Gardeners Cliromcle Office, W.C.

WANTED, as TRAVELLER in the Seed
Trade, an energetic Man of good address, with

general knoivledge of the trade. It is indispensable that he
should have had experience in Clovers and Grapes.—H URST
AND SON, 6, Leadcnhall Street, London, E.C.

WANTED, a JUNIOR CLERK, to live
wilh employer on premises. State age. experience,

and salary required, to T. U. THOMSON, High Slreeet,
EirmiDgham.

WAN T PLA CES.
BS. WILLIAMS having at the present

• time several very excellent GARDENERS upon his
Register, is desirous of placing them in Situations where great
experience and trust are required. B. S. W. would at the same
time beg to intimate that when a Garrlener is applied for that
the filling of the situation should be left with him, as that would

g
-event unnecessary correspondence and delay.—Victoria and
aradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

Head Gardeners.

JOHN LAING can at present recommend
with every confidence several energetic and practical

Men, of tested ability and first-rate character. Ladies and
Gentlemen in WANT of GARDENERS .and BAILIFFS,
or GARDENERS for First-rate Establishments or Single-hand
" '

' Liited. and have full paiticulars by applying
' " ' " " Forest Hill,

GARDENER (He.\d).—Age 32 ; thoroughly
understands Early and Late Forcing. Stove and Green-

house Plants, and Flower and Kitchen Garden. Six ye,ars'

good character.—J. E. , Lock's Park, near Derby.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 29, single

;

thoroughly eflicient in all branches of the profession,
also Growing for Market. Thirteen years' excellent character.
—R., Post-office, Rowland's Castle, Havant, Hants.

(^ARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married, no
^^ family : understands Early and Late Forcing, and the
general routine of Gardening. Good character.—W. J. E.,
Mr. Blackman, Wilmington, near Dartford, Kent.

GARDENER (He.\d).—Age 27, married, no
family ; used to Early and Late Forcing, and Flower

and Kitchen Gardening. Good references.-C. P., 24, Canter-
bury Terrace, Maida Vale, W.

(^ARDENER (Head).—Age 28, married, no
V-^ family

; has a thorough knowledge of Forcing Grapes.
Pmcs. &c.. Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and Flow»r and
kitchen Gardening. Highest references given.— F. M. Mr
Froissant, 159, Cambridge Street, Pimlico, S.W.

r:iARDENER (Head).— Age 33, married;
J-" great experience in every branch of Gardening. H.as
been in good places in England. Scotland, and France. Highly
satisfactorj' references and testunonials.—T. B., Blylh Hall
Gardens, Worksop.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
^ARDENER (Head), where a competent
v-^ person is required : age ,3.-Thomas Jones, Gardener
to Mrs. Godman, Park Hatch, Godalming, Surrey, wishes for a
re-engagement as above. Mrs. Godman will be pleased to
answer any questions.—Address as above.

(^ARDENER (Head).—Age 44, married,
^s-^ has one son, age 14 ; thoroughly understands his busi-

'p " J*''
''^'" '"''" ^^ He^d Gardener wilh J. J. Mice,

^sq. and has eight years' good personal character from the
Gentleman he is about leaving.—W. R., The Hyde, Ingate-
stone, Esse.x, j j *>

Q.ARDENER (HEAD).-Age 33 ; any Noble-
,

man or Gentleman requiring the services of a Man,
>vno thoroughly understands all kinds of Early and Late Forc-mg, t lower and Plant Growing. Kitchen and Flower Garden-

EA^T TC \T^''r"?",°"„'
Ornamental Grounds, Water, &c.—JiAYLIS, Northwick Road, Worcester,

To Nobleman and Gentlemen.
/_J.ARDENER (Head), married, no encum-
V^ brance.—James Bennett, ten years Head Gardener to
Baron Hambro, Milton Abbey. Btandford, Dorset, seeks a re-
engagement as above : thorougiily competent in all branches of
the profession. References and character of the highest order.

—J. B., a4 . Hadlow Road, Tunbridge, Kent.

GARDENER (Head), where two or three
are kept.—Age 30, married, one child ; well up to Early

and Late Forcing of Fruits and Flowers, and Flower aad
Kitchen Gardening. Seven years' good character. Left
through breaking up of the establishment.—G. J., 55, Brindley
Street, Harrow Road, W.

^GARDENER (Head).— Middle-aged,
married, one child; a good working man, of great ex-

perience in the Growth of Stove and Greenhouse Plants,
Grapes, early aad late, Good Kitchen Gardener. Pleasure
Grounds, Meadow Land, and Stock. Excellent character.—
B. A., Four Elms, Edenbridge. Kent.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 32, married,
no family ; thoroughly understands the Forcing of

Grapes, Peaches, Strawberries, Melons, and Cucumbers

;

Management of Greenhouse and Conservatory, and Flower
and Kitchen Gardens. Fifteen years' experience. Excellent
character.—G. GOLDSMITH, 39, Maubey Street. Stratford,

ARDENER (Head), age 41, married, no
family

;
great experience in Early and Late Forcing,

Vines, Pines, Flowers, Vegetables, &c., Management of a
large Flower and Kitchen Garden, with extensive Pleasure
Grounds, Land, and Stock. Wife Dairy or Poultry. Six
years' character. Left through death of employer.

—

S. USBOKN. Kingston Road, New >ralden, Surrey.

Special Notice.

GARDENER (Head), age 34, married.—
Mr. U. FiNuCAV, Curator of the Manchester Botanical

Gardens, can with confidence recommend Mr. John Potts as
above to any Nobleman or Gentleman in want of the same.
The Advertiser feels certain that whoever may engage the
above-named will secure a first-class Fruit Grower, an excellent
General Gardener, and a faithful servant.—For further informa-
tion apply to the above.

ARDENER (Head, WoRKiNG).-Age 33,
married (Scotch) ; thoroughly competent in all branches.

—A. B , Yate House Gardens, (Jhipping-Sodbury, Gloucester.

ARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 25,
married ; twelve years' practice. Can be highly recom-

mended.—A. v., Jlr. Downs, 15, High Street, Guildford,

ARDENER (liEADrW0RKlNG)^Age40,
two in family ; understands Early and Late Forcing of
and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Farm BailifT if

d.—W. N., Palgrave Lows. Suffolk.

G
GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 38 ;

married ; a thoroughly practical man, of tested abilities,

with testimonials of the highest order, seeks a situation where
his services can be appreciated.—E. R,, 98, Bramford Road,
Ipswich, Suffolk.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Middle-
aged: thoroughly practical. Has had great experience

in the Growing of Grapes, Cucumbers, Melons, Orchaid-house
Fruit, Mushrooms, Flowers, and Vegetables. First-class
references.—X. V., Mrs. Read, Walsoken Road, Wisbeach.

GARDENER (Head, Working), where two
or more are kept.—Age 20 : thoroughly practical in the

cultivation of Vines, Peaches, Melons, Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Wife a gODd
Dairy and Poultry-woman. Disengaged the first week in
October. Good character.—W. C. Post-office, Spilsby, Lin-

GARDENER (Head), or GARDENER and
BAILIFF.—Age 45, married ; thoroughly experienced

in Growing Pines, Grapes, Peaches, RIelons, Strawberries,
Mushrooms, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, large Flower and
Kitchen Gardens, Laying-out New Grounds, &c., and can
undertake the entire Management of the Home Farm, Keeping
Accounts, &c. Wife can manage Dairy, &c. Certificates and
character for the last seventeen years can be produced.— W. B.,
Head Gardener. &c-. Stroud Park, Htrrne, Kent.

/^ARDENER (Head, Second, or Single-
V-^ handed),— Age 29, married; a practical man and
thorough knowledge of his profession. Three years in present
situation. Please state particulars.— W. E. T., i, Avenue
Collages, Avenue Road, Stamford Hill, London, N.

GARDENER.—Married, no family; under-
tands Flower and Kitchen Gardening, &c.—L. D.,

VVeeley, Essex.Post-office, Beau

GARDENER. — Middle-aged, single
thoroughly experienced in all branches of the profession

Three years' good character from last place. — M. G., 12
Henstradge Place, St. John's Wood, N.VV.

GARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 23;
thoroughly understands the Management of Vinencs,

Stove, Greenhouse, and Kitchen Gardening. Good character.

—

E. R. . 53, M.arshall Street. Golden Square, W.

GARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 25 ;

understands Greenhouse, Flowers, Kitchen Garden, &c.
—W. C. Mrs^etitt, S. Chestnut Grove, Ealham, Surrey, S.W.

GARDENER (Single-handed).— Age 33.
married, two children ; honest, sober, industrious, anc

trustworthy. No objection to Horse and Trap.—W. EDON
Wembley Park Gardens, Harrow, Middlesex. '

GARDENER (Second), in a good Family.—
Age 28. married, one child : good character and refer-

-S. H.. Stationer's. 31, Devonshire Street, Holborn.W.C.

/':jj\RDENER (Under), in a Nobleman's or
VJ Gentleman's Garden.—Age 19 ; good references.—C. P.,
Post-office, Grinshill, Salop^

GARDENER (Under).—Age 21 ; six years'
experience. First-class testimonials. In Houses pre-

ferred.—.\pply, stating wages, &c.. to A. C., Mrs. Trestrail's,

GENERAL NURSERY FOREMAN.—
Age 27, married : good experience. Near London prc-

fened.—W. S., 152, High Street, Eltham, Kent,

NUR.SERY MANAGER or GENERAL
FOREMAN (Hard-wooded and Soft-wooded Pro-

pagator).—Age 35, single : would prefer a small Provincial
Nursery where about twelve men are employed and a good
general business doing. Twenty years' experience. Good
references.—G. HAMOND, 21, Lansdowne Road. Swindon.

"POREMAN,orgoodGARDENER(SECOND),
.L in a Gentleman's Establishment.—Age 23 : can take the
Management of the Houses. &c. Three years' good character.—O. G., I, Clifton Terrace, Nightingale Road, Wood Green, N.

"POREMAN, in a good Establishment.—
A- Age 26 ; good Itnowledge of the general routine of
Gardening in all its branches. First-class references.-A. B.,
Post-office, Wantage, Berks.

FOREMAN.—Married ; thoroughly under-
stands Early Forcing of Pines. Vines. Peaches. &c.

Two years' good character from last situation. — S. G. J.,
36, Brougham Place. Chatham.

"POREMAN, or SECOND, in the Houses!^
-L Age 26 ; twelve years' e.\perience in first-class places.
Good references.—J. W., Wellington Nursery, St. John's
Wood. N.W. /.J
Tj^OREMAN, GROWER, or PROPA-
-L G.\TOR.—Middle-aged : has acted in the capacity for
many years. State particulars.— H. HORACE, 4, Church
Road, Iiri.\ton Rise, S, W.

pOREMAN, or FOREMAN and PROPA-
-»- GATOR.—Age 37, married : thoroughly experienced in
all Branches of the Trade. Good references.—T. B., Oldfield
NuTbery, Altrmcham, Cheshire.

TOURNEYMAN, in any Nobleman's or
^' Gentleman's Garden. -.Age 18 ; two and-a half years' good
character.-A. BARTER. Eramshaw. Lyndhurst.

A SSISTANT.—Age 26, married ; twelve
-*^*- years' expeiience in General Nursery Work. Fruit
Trees. Roses. Stci Good character.—ROSE, Post-office,
Northallerton, Yorks.

T^O NURSERYMEN.—Wanted.by a young
-L Man. ace 20, a situation in the Houses, understands
Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Propagating, &c.—Apply, stating
terms, to & TURNEU, Pool, ue.ar OtleyT Voiks.

MARKET GROWER.—Age 23 ; fair know-
ledge of Plants, Vines and Cucumbers.-State terras to

A. B.,5. Chapel Yard, Boone Street. Lee. Kent.

'T'O NURSERYMEN.—A young Man, aged
-*- 19, desires a situation In the Glass Department of a Nur-
sery in or near London. Five years' experience under Glass.

—

R. I., Post-ofhce, Farnborough, Beckenham, Kent.

AN ACER, HEAD SHOPMAN,
CORRESPONDENT. -Age 32; fourteen years' ex-

pcrience in first-class London Houses. References unexception-
able,—F. G.. Gardenc-rs' Chronicle Office, W.C.

F~
ARM BAILIFF (Scotch).—In the prime of

hfe.^ married, no family ; has a thorough knowledge of
Farming in all its branches, including Steam Cultivation.
Wife could Manage Dairy and Poultry if required. Good
references.—M. M., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

EPPS'S COCOA:
GRATEFUL—COMFORTING.

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern
the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful appli-
cation of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps
has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately-flavoured
beverage which may sa%'e us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by
the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution may
be gradually built up until strong enough to resist every
tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak point. We
may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti-
fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame."— C/irV
Sef-i'ice Gazelle.

M

KINAHAN'S LL WHISKY.
Kinahan k. Co. find that, through the recommenda-

tion of the Medical Profession, the demand for their CELE-
BRATED OLD LL WHISKY for purely medicinal purposes
is very great. They think it will be satisfactory to the Public
to read the following extracts of the Ar.alysis of the LL Whisky
from the eminent analyst, Dr. Arthur Hill Hassall :—
" I have very carefully and fully analysed samples of this

welI-kno^vn and popular Whisky. The samples were soft and
mellow to the taste, aromatic and ethereal to the smell. The
Whisky must be pronounced to be pure, well-matured, and of
very excellent quality. The Medical Profession may feel full

confidence in the purity and quality of this Whisky."
20, Great Titchfield Street. Oxford Street, London, W.

DINNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for ACIDITY of the STOltACH,
HEARTBURN. HEADACHE, GOUT, and
INDIGESTION ; and the safest aperient for delicate
Constitutions, Ladies, Children, and Infants.

DINNEFORD and CO.,
172, New Bond Street, London, and all Chemists.

HOLLOWAY'S PILLS can be confidently
recommended as a domestic remedy for the ailments of

all classes and conditions of people. Young and old of both
sexes may take this medicine with the certainty of deiiving
benefit from its use, when disorder or disease is making them
miserable. Holloway's Pills are unrivalled for their purifying,
aperient, and strengthening properties- They remove Indiges-
tion, Palpitation, and Headache, and are specially serviceable

in Complaints peculiar to Females. Each box is wrapped with
printed instructions for the guidance of invalids ivho will readily

understand, from carefully studying them, the best way of re-

covering health. Holloway's Pills will work a thorough change
in the constitutions of the weak and nervous.

A R R'S LIFE PILLS
may be used with confidence by persons suffering

from Headache, Indigestion, Bilious Ailments, Scorbutic Com-
plaints, Afi'ections of the Nervous System. Lowness of Spirits,

Restlessness and Bad Dreams, &c. - Sold by all Chemists.
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WAGSTAFF'S IMPROVED UPRIGHT TUBULAR SADDLE BOILER.
UNEQUALLED for its SIMPLICITY, ECONOMY, and EFFICIENCY.

THESE BOILERS are so constructed as to expose the largest amount
of surface to the tire in the smallest space, to absorb the heat from the fuel so that as little as

possible escapes up the chimney, to allow a free circulation for the water throughout the entire extent
and are not liable to get out of order by constant use. Saves 50 per Cent, in fuel, requires very little

sinking, and will keep up a slcudy heat for twelve hours without attention.

Prize Medals awarded at Manchester, Altrineham, Middleton, Rochdale, Stiilybridge, and
Special Medal awarded at Nottinghajn Rose Show, July, 1S76.

The Nurseries. Reddish, ne.ir Sloekport, Miy 10, 1876.
" Sir,—In reply to your inquiries, I can say with confidence that yours is the best boiler I have ever used. I shall

therefore take great pleasure in recomraending it to my friends, and shall be glad to answer any inquiries respecting its
efficiency. I remain, &c.,

'• Mr.J. G. Wagstaff." " Benj. Whitham,

Manufacturer and Patentee ; J. G. WAGSTAFF, Dukinfield, Ashton-under-Lyne.

BOILER Class B. SELLING AGENTS (WHOLESALE AND RETAIL):

WOLSTENCROFT BROTHERS & CO., Ludgate Hill Chambers, 46, Ludgate Hill, London, E.G.
PRICE LISTS POST-FREE ON APPLICATION.

^ ""^

THE BEST BUILT HOTHOUSES. CONSERVATORIES, &.C.,

AT THE LOWEST PRICES.

Plans and Estimates given for Horticultural Buildings of every description, either in Wood or Iron.

H. Ormson's Work, on an extensive scale, both Building and Heating, may be seen at the Royal Gardens, Kew,

and at many of the Seats of the Nobility and Gentry throughout the Country.

CAST-IRON AND SLATE FOUNDATIONS, IF PREFERRED TO BRICKWORK.

PLAIN AND INEXPENSIVE HOTHOUSES
Designed and Built with a strict regard to Economy in Price, the best of Materials and Workmanship, and Practical Adaptation.

ORMSON'S PATENT TUBULAR CORNISH BOILER and Ormson's Patent Divisional Hot-water Apparatus

SURPASS ALL OTHER SYSTEMS OF HEATING BY HOT-W.A.TER.

HOT-WATER PIPES, BOILERS, &c., AT WHOLESALE PRICES,

Surveys made and Gentlemen waited on in any part of the Country. Plans and Estimates on application. Tenders/or Drawings prepared by
Architects.

HENRY ORMSON,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER APPARATUS ENGINEER,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

MESSENGER & COMPANY, "

CONTRACTORS, MIDLAND HORTICULTURAL BUILDING AND HOT-WATER
ENGINEERING WORKS, LOUGHBOROUGH,

j*;«^^~

Beg to call attention to the above illustration, which shov.i a very advantageous arrangement of Cilasshouses which has been adopted for several

important Works on M. &. Co.'s recommendation.
Only thoroughly well-seasoned timber used. Glasshouses erected on Messenger's I in cost and maintenance. Messenger's Patent Boilers, Flexible Jointed Hot-water

patent principles are, owing to mechanical arrangements, very strong, most durable. Pipes and Valves, are now in use in many thousands of instances, with the greatest

light, tUgant : perfect effitiency ioz purpose intended is ^Kiirj/r/^t^; are economical [ success. Particulars on apphcation.
Plans and Estimates forwarded. Ladies and Gentlemen waited upon. The Plans of Architects and others carried out. Hlustrated Circular Free.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The Editor : " Advertisements and Business Letters to ** The Publisher," at the OfBce, 41, WellinElon Street. Covent Garden, London, W.C
Printed by William Richards, at the OfiSce ol Messrs. Bradbl-ry, Agkew, & Co., Lombard Street, Precinet of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published by tho

said William Rjchards. at the Office, 41, Wellingtoa Street, Pariih of St, Paul's, Coveni Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, Septeml-er 2. 1876
Agent for Mancheblsr—John Heywood. Agents for Scotland—Messrs. J. Me-nzies & Co., Edinburgh and Glasgow.

.
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W. RICHARDS. 4t, Wellington Street. Strand, W.C

CRYSTAL PALACE AUTUMN FRUIT
and FLOWER SHOW, SEPTEMBER 21. 22, and 23.

Schedules of General Manager, Crystal Palace.

BRACKLEY HORTICULTURAL FETE,
ia connection wilh the Xorthamptonshlre Agricultural

Society's Exhibition, to be held in Evenlev Parle. Braclcley.

m TUESD.W and WEDNESDAY. September 12 and 13.

ONE HU.NDREDand FIFTY POUNDS given in PRIZES.
Open to all England, without entrance fee. £^^ for Stove
Plants. £20 for Table Decorations. £18 for Roses, £50 for other

Plants. Flo«ers and Fruit. L.\ST D.\Y for ENTRIES.
September 6. Schedules and all information of

R. J. AND A. H. RUSSEL, Hon. S«cs.

Brackley. Northamptonshire.

BRIGHTON and SUSSEX HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY'S GRAND AUTU.MN EXHI.

BITION of PLANTS. FRUITS, and CUT FLOWERS. »-iU

be held at the Royal Pa\Tlion and Grounds, on WEDNESD.W
and THURSDAY, September 13 and 14- Prizes offered on
the same liberal scale as in former years. The Corporation
Cup. value ;tio tcs. for the best Ten varieties of Variegated or
Ornamental Plants, also the Rail»"ay Cup. \^ue .£ro, for Eight
varieties of E.xotic Ferns.

Schedules can be had on application to the Secretary, 06. St.

James Street, or of E. SPARY, Superintendent cf the Exhibi-
tion. Qu— -- '" '— ^--'

THE INTERN.A.TIOXAL POTATO
EXHIBITION of 1S76 «-ill 1:« held at the .Meiandra

Pilace. on THURSD.\Y and FRIDAY, September =S and so,

rten PRIZES amountin? in value to upwards ofONE HUN-
DRED and FORTY POUNDS will be awarded. ENTRIES
CLOSE, September 14. For further particulars, apply c*

P. McKINLAY, 23, Upper Thames Street, London. E.C ; or
JNO. Mckenzie, Great Winchester Street BuUdings, E.C

RKotice.OVAL S C H O O L of M I N E S,
Jermyn Street. London. S.W.— The joth SESSION

will BEGIN on MOND.W, October 2. Prospectuses may be
had on appUcation. TRENH.m REEKS. Registrar.

SUTTON'S AUTUMN CATALOGUE,
Illustrated, and replete with Culttiral Instructions,

gratis and post-free.

SUTTON A.sD SONS, The Queen's Seedsmen. Reading.

"DROTHEROE .\nd MORRIS, Horti-
J- CVI.TL-R.M. M.VRICET GARDENand ESTATE AfCTIONEERS
and V ALVERS. 9S. Gtacechurch Street. City, E.C. , and at Lejton-
Stone, E, Monthly Horticultural Register had on application.

s

The Nu.-seri«. ToKi , L/;a ;.w.

Dutcli and other Flowering Bulbs.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS beg to draw
attention to their very large and saperico' importatioos of

these, and will be happy to send their priced Catalogue post-free

on application. 108, Eastgate Street, Chester.

Special Offer to the Trade.

WHITE RO.MAN HYACINTHS.—Extra
fine large rc.ii, wa-Tanicd. ijs. per ico, £i per io.«.

Free to London. Order?, ?,iioui<i be sent at once to

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD .v>d SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great
Tower Street, Loodon. E.C.

Special Notice to tlie Trade.

JAMES FARRAR and CO. are prepared
to male low offers of the fvUowing .—Single and Double

S.SOWDRUPS, Ronton HV.\CINTHS, Diiuble Rr.man
Pheasant-eye and Dou'ole While N.VRCISSUS.—J. F.\RRAR
AND CO., Seed Merchants, :6. Golden Lane, Barbican, Loodcn.

Hracmths and Dntdi Bnlbs.

PAUL AND SON'S CAT.\LOGUE of the
above, with descripti^x lists of Camellias, Azaleas, and

indoor and outdoor spring flowers post-free on applicatioo.

The Old Nurseries. Cheshunt, N.

Hottcs ! Notice I— Hyadntlis, TnUps, ttc.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S
Descriptive CATALOGUE of DUTCH and other

FLOWERING ROOTS is njw ready, post-free on appliation.
High^ate Nurseries. L.;D^:a. N-

To tbe Trade Onlj.

DUTCH BULBS at DUTCH PRICES.—
Our CAT-\LOGUE, containing Hyacinth*. To ips,

CrcOis, double and single Snowdrops, Roman H>-acinihs.

Gladiolus Brenchleyen-sis, new and other Lilies, New i;ul'c-.ius

Plants, and Miscellareous Bulbs, is cow ready, and may be had
on aopltcation. Quality of roots extra tine and guaranteed.

F. S.\NDER AND CO., Seed Growers. St- .\ltai>s.

Byadntlis, Tnllps, Crocns, Gladioli, ftc

OUR REVISED LIST for 1876
is now ready, and will be handed Co all Gardeners

at>d .Amateurs, jwsi-fiee. on application.

ANT. ROOZEN a.xd SON. 0>-erveen. nearHaoriem. HoDand.

MINIER, NASH .\ND CO.'S CATA-
LOGUE of HY'ACINTHS mi other DUTCH

FLOWER ROOTS is now ready, and may be had on applica-

tion. Friends who ha^-e nc* received a copy will please write-

60. Strand, London, W.C.

AE. BARNAART and CO., Vogelenzang,
• Haariem, Holland.—WHOLE3.\LE C-A.T-\LOGUE

of Hyacinths and other Dutch Bulbs may be had free from
Messrs- R- SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great

To»-er Street, London. E.C.

TRICOLOR GERANIU.MS. — 20.000
Mrs. Pollock and Sophia Dumaresque. at jr. 6J. pcrdoz ,

package included, or post-free at same price- The "Trade supplied-

ALFRED FRYER, The Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

To tlie Trade.

CLEMATIS JACKMANNI, nice healthy
plants, r2 to 13 inches high. 75^^ per loa

THOMAS CRIPPS and SON, Tuniridge Wells Nurseries,

CLEM.ATIS.—Twelve best New, for 301.,
from the foUowHng, good plants : —Ascodensis. Beauty of

Surrey. Fair Rosamond. John Muiray. Lady Stratford de Red-
clvfie^ Lucie Lemoine, Madame Van Houtte, Mrs. G. M. Innes,

Mrs. Melville. Mrs._QuiIter. Stella, Sensation. The Queen.
Tbomas Teanent, \ ictoria ; cw any 6 for iSj. Older sorts,

i2s. to iSf. per dozen. LISTS free. Package gratis for cash.

EVnNG .\s-D COMPAN^Y. Eaton, Norwich.

To the Trade.—New Sowing Rape Seed and wmte
MUST.\RD.

HAND F. SHARPE have fine samples of
• New English so'w-ing Rape Seed and VTblte MusuxJ-

Samples and prices may be h^d on application.

Seed Establishment. Wisbedu

TTMNTED, GERANIUM CUTTINGS—
» » Vesuvius. Master Christine, Jean Sisley, and Madame

Vaudier. Price per icoo to

D. REID. Florist. HoIdernessRoad, Hull.

ANTED, GERANIUM CUTTINGS—
i. Tricolors, Silver-edged, Crystal Palace Gem,w

THOMAS MILNER. Nurseryman. Bradford, Yorfcs,

wANTED. Double and Single SNOW-
DROP ROOTS. Forw^ird samples and price to

W. HOOPER. Florist. S3. O-tfcrd Street, London, W.

WANTED, several thousands of GOLDEN
EUONVMUS, well coloured. Send sire and

lowest cash price to

C. G., Girtu-izcn CirjKi^u Office, W.C

UTTON'S GRASS SEEDS
for P.VSTUTIES. ns. 6J. to ySi. per .A.CTe. Carriage free.

s UTTON'S GR.A.SS SEEDS
for P.\RK GROUNDS, got, per BusheL Carriage f^ee.

s UTTON'S GRASS SEEDS
for G.\RDEN LA^VNS. jor. per BusheL Carriaze free.

s UTTON'S GRASS SEEDS
for CROQUET GROUNDS, »r. per BusheL Carriage

S'
AND SONS, The Queen's

CA.MELLIA TREES.—Six large Double
Red. fioai 6 to 8 feet high, for Sale. Ap^T to tbe

GARDENER. Florence Villa, Mayow Read. Forest Hill. &E.

HoUyliocks.

DOWNIE .\ND LA! I-'
! > • - to intimate that

their fine Coil;

:

now in fall flower,

and may be seen any c : l No disease.

Royal W -JTsh.

Bjurardlas

MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH and CO.
!'5S"i!iccnt Stock of th«se beautiful winter-

" ^:^. f cnsiating of the nve folloviog varie-
- -.fier loog experience proved to be the

-- :—Vieebndii. Bride, Hc^artHi, Jas-
:ii corymbidjra. Price i&s. to 2^ per

;, .\scot. Berks.

fj

Erersreens, ftc
TAMES DICKSON and SONS beg to draw

. . i excellent stock of EVER-
t very bes* transplanted coodi-
N irsery Stodt geoerally is no-

.>--.. :- .^:<:ries. Chester.

CH. VUYLSTEKE, Nurserymax,
Loochrisiy. near Ghent. Belgium.

DESCRIPTiVe C-\TALOGtE fin Engfehl of Azalea
indica.. Camellias, Azalea MoUis. Hardy Ghent Azaleas. Rbo-
dodeodroos, and Kaimia ladfolia, will be seat on applicatioo to
his Agents.

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD a.nd SON, 5, Harp Laoe, Great
Tower Street. Loodon. EC
Trade List of Roses, Fruit Trees, and a Vaziety of

other NIRSERV STOCK..

GEORGE GRAY and SON will be glad to
forward the above to applicants post-free.

Nurseries, Broi. Ottershaw, Chcrtsey. Suriey .

ROCCOLI (Early Purple Sprouting).—
One Hu]>dred Tliousaad of the above Plants, in One cod-

ditioo. to be sold reasonable, .\ppjy to

T. BRIGDEN, Seedsman, &c, 5a, King William Street, EC
EBBS PRIZE COB FILBERTS,
and other PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS.

LISTS of these Tarieaes trom Mr. WEBB. Calcot, Reading.

TT^EBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
» » Florist Rower, and GI.\NT COWSLIP SEEDS :

also P'.ants of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of

different colours ; .\URICUL-\S, both Single aad Double ; with
every sort of Eariv Soring Flowers. LIST 00 appliratitltl.

ilr. "WEBB. Calcot. r '

Cherrj Trees for Sale.

MESSRS. J. THOMAS anb SON have to
oner 70CO fine, strong, and dean 2rown Standard

CHERRY TREES ; also a large stock cf Standard and
Pyramid PLUM. PE-AR, .\PPLE. a=d WALNUT TREES :

traineti PE,\CH TREES and FRUIT BUSHES ; Dronhead
and ether C.ABB-\GE PLANTS, ia Price^on application at

the Nursery. Roiaersham, Sittingboume. Ken:.

RCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in
Pots :—Peaches, Nectarines. Plums. Pears, Apples, Figs,

Apricots. Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant,

Fmit Trees In Pots.

THE ORCH.ARD-HOUSE CAT.\LOGUE
is now readr. and will be sent pc^-free on appiicadon.

THO^LVS Rn"ERS a.vd SON. Sawbridgewortb. Herts.

Lawns.

JAMES DICKSON and S0N*S
' FIN~EST LAWN MIXTLTIE" is much superior to

any other, and the present is a good time for sowing, either for

forming new, or renc^-utii^ old Lawns. Price, li. per lb.

108, Eastgate Sti>Kt, Chester. ^^__^
AGSTAFFS PATENT UPRIGHT

TUBULAR S-\DDLE BOILERS.
Patentee : J. G. W.^GST-AEF, DiiVirlield, Astton-under-

'wlolesale .4gent3 : WOLSTENCROFT BROS. -UiD CO.
46. Ludgate Hill, London, E.C

Priced LIST post-free on application.

A R E N D .A Z AND FISHER,
Wkdle^.u.e Russi-\ Mat Imfokteks. — Agents in

.Archangel, St. Petersburg, and Odessa.

9. James Street, Covent Garden, W.C
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SALES BY AUCTION.

Hampton Hill, Middlesex,

Near the Futwell Station on the South-Western Railway.

To FLORISTS. HOTHOUSP: PRODUCE GROWERS and
OTHERS.

MR. BRADSHAW BROWN will SELL by
AUCTION, at the Mart, Tokenhouse Yard, E.C.. on

THURSDAN', Si-pttMnln.r 21, at i for 2 o'Clock, the valuable

FREEHnM' I'l'^ til i: TV known as Avondale Villa, Queen's

Road, n.n:. I ! 1 1 ; house contains Eight Rooms, and
the plau'-- I ipted for above businesses ; Three
Span-roof II ii 1

.-, A. '\\\\\% 3500 feet super of Glass. The
property has not bo^:n occupied since the retirement of the last

occupant, and immediate possession will be given.

For orders to view. &c. . apply to E. KENNEDY, Esq.,

Solicitor, 13, Warwick Court. Gray's Inn, W.C, and to the

Auction and Estate Offices, Mill W.dl, E.

Great Unreserved Sale of Dutch BulDs.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION at the Mart, Tokenhouse

Yard, London, E.G., on MONDAV. September 11, at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely, a large consignment of selected

DUTCH BULBS of first-class quality and lotted to suit the

Trade and Private buyers, consisting of the choicest narned

Double and Single Hyacinths for pots and glasses. Tulips,

Crocus, Lilies, and the usual assortment, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had at the

Matt, and of the Auctioneers, 90, Gracechurch Street, E.G.,

and Ley I

Lea Bridge Road. E.

EXTENSIVE and IMPORTANT ANNUAL TRADE
SALE of fine Winter Flowering Heaths, abundantly set

with flower-buds, Epacris, Cyclamens, and other choice

Greenhouse Plants, including 6000 Hycmalis, ^000 gracilis,

3000 Wilmoreana, large quantities of gracilis vernalis,

Regerminans, colorans, assurgens, and others ; 2000

Epacris of the choicest kinds, 1000 Cyclamen persicum. 600
Azalea indica to name, Tea and Hybrid Perpetual Roses,

Solanum cap>icaslrum in berrj', a large quantity of miscel-

laneous Greenhouse Plants, fine specimens of Lapageria
rosea. Daphne elegantissima, Gloxinias. Camellias, an
assortment of the best kinds of Variegated Ivies, S:c,

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed by Mr. J. Fraser to SELL the above by

AUCTION, without reserve, upon the Premises known as Lea
Bridge Nurseries, Lea Bridge Road. Leyton, Essex. E., on
THURSDAY and FRIDAY, September 14 and 15, at rt for

12 o'clock precisely each day.

On view day prior to Sale. Catalogues on the Premises, and
of the Auctioneers, 9S, Gracechnrch Street, E.G., and Leyton-

Doncaster.—By Order of the Executors.

Important to those seeking a thoroughly sound and tluivint;

Nursery Business.

UNRESERVED SALE of a capit.al FREEHOLD ESTATE,
known as Doncaster Carr Nursery, comprising 13 a, 2 r. 30 p.

of rich and fertile Land, situate one mile from the import-

ant market town of Doncaster, together with a Dwelling-
house, Cottages, Greenhouses, Vineries, Coach-house,
Stable. Sheds, and other convenient Ti.ide Buildings stand-

ing thereon,

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed by the E.\ecutors of the late Mr. J.

Thompson to SELL by AUCTION the above most desirable

Property, at the Mart, Tokenhouse Yard, London, E.C., on
MONDAY, September i8, at i for 2 o'Clock precisely, in

One Lot.

B^ The whole of the NURSERY STOCK will be Sold by
Auction in October ne-^t, unless the purchaser of the above
Estate prefers taking to the same by Valuation.

Plans and particulars and conditions obtained of Messrs.
COLLINSON, LITTLEWOOD and PARKIN, Solicitors.

Doncaster ; at the Mart ; and of the Auctioneers and Valuers,

gS, Gracechurch Street, E.C. , and Leytonstone, E.

Lee, S.E.

SIXTH ANNUAL SALE.—Hi^jhly Important to the Trade.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed by Mr. B. Mailer to SELL by AUC-

TION, without reserve, on the Premises, the Burnt A-ih

Nursery, adjoining the Lee Railway Station, on TUESDAY,
September ig, at n for 12 o'Clock precisely, 650 Lots of choice
STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, including 15.000
magnificently-grown winter-blooming Heaths, particularly well

set with floWer-buds, consisting chiefly of Hyemalis, Wil-
moreana. autumnalis, and other varieties greatly in demand
and fit for immediate sale ; also 20,000 young succession

Heaths, lotted in large lots, 1000 Solanums, 600 Cyclamen
persicum ; also considerable quantities of Dracarnas, Bouvar-
dias. Clematis, Grevilleas, Cytissus, Adiantunis. Tea Roses,
and Veronicas; together with some fine standard liays,

Magnolias, Laurustinus, Araucaria e.\celsa.

May^e viewed and day prior lo the Sale.

The Nurseries, Tooting, S.W.
GREAT TRADE SALE of many thousands of nicely grown

WINTER FLOWERING HEATHS, promising a pro-

fusion of bloom, and of considerable quantities of other

choice Stock much in demand.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
arc Instructed by Messrs. Rollisson & Son to hold this

important SALE on WEDNESD.W and THURSDAY,
September 27 and 28. Full particulars will shortly appear.

Preliminary Notice of

TT'ORTHCOMING SALES
V of NURSERY STOCK, by

Messrs. PROTHEROE and MORRIS.
SEPTEMUER i8to DECEMBER ii.—EVERY MONDAY,

at the MART, Tokenhouse Yard, E.C. Large consign-

ments of Dutch Bulbs from the best Growers.

OCTOBER 3 to 6.—HEATHERSIDE NURSERY, B.igshot.

Surrey. By order of the Heatherside Nursery Co. Green-
house and Hardy Plants in Pots.

OCTOBER 5. — ROLLS PARK NURSERY, Chigwcll,

Essex. By order of the E.vecutors of the late Mr. J.
Protheroe.

OCTOBER 10.—GRANGE HILL NURSERY, Chlgwell,
Esse.\-. By order of the late Mr. J. Protheroe.

OCTOBER ti and following days —DONCASTER CARR
NURSERY. By order of the Executors of the late J.
Thompson,

OCTOBER 9 to 13.-AMERICAN NURSERY, Bsigshot,

Surrey. By order of the Mortgagee, with the concurrence
of the Executor of the late Mr. G. Baker.

OCTOBER 16 to 2i.-The EXETER NURSERY, Exeter.

By order of Messrs. Lucombe, Pince & Co.

OCTOBER 17.-HALE FARM NURSERY, Tottenh.-.m.

By order of Mr. T. Ware.
OCTOBER 18 to 2t.—HEATHERSIDE NURSERY. Bag-

shot, Surrey. By order of the Heatherside Nursery Co.

OCTOBER 23 to 24.—EXOTIC NURSERY, Tooling. By
order of Mr. R. Parker.

OCTOBER 25 10 28.—The NURSERIES, Wandsworth
Common. Cy order of Mr. R. Neal.

OCTOBER 31 a.d NOVEMBER i. — SPRING GROVE
NURSERY, Isleivorth. By order of Mr. J. Trotman.

NOVEMBER i : nd following days. — The NURSERIES,
Lewisham. By or ler of iMr. B. Mailer.

NOVEMBER 7 10 rs.-HEATHERSIDE NURSERY.
Bagshot, Surrey. By order of the Heatherside Nursery Co.

NOVEMBER 20 .and following days,- AiME RIC.\N NUR-
SERY, l;a.>shot. By order of Mr, G, Baker. Clearance
of Nursery Stock and Utensils in Trade.

NOVEMBER 21 to 23.—The NURSERIES, Leytonstone,
Essex. By order of Mr, A. Protheroe.

Bulbs from Holland.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 38. King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, every MONDAY. WEDNESDAY, and
SATURDAY, during September, commencing .at half-past 12

o'clock each day, consignments of first-class DUTCH BULBS
arriving weekly from well-known farms in Holland.

May be viewed the mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Tottenliam, N.

GRE.\T ANNUAL SALE of .STOVE and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS,—Important to the Trade and other large
Private Buyers.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
are instructed by Mr, J. Mailer to SELL by AUC-

TION, on the Premises, the Brunswick Nursery, Tottenham,
opposite the White Hart Lane Station, G.E.R., on FRIDAY,
September 23, at 11 o'Clock precisely, without reserve, 700
Lots of beautifully-grown STOVE and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, mostly in No. 48 pots, and fit for present sale, con-
sisting of 20,000 winter-blooming Heaths, in fine tliriving

condition, promising a profusion of flowers : 6000 Solanum
capsicastrum, fine Camelli.as and Azalea indica, set with blooni-
bnds : 2000 Bouvitrdias of sorts. Acacias, 600 well-furnished
Adiantum cuneatum, Eucharis amazonica, Ficus elastica, 500
Poinsettias, 300 Daphne indica rubra. 4000 remarkably fine

Cyclamens, looo Genistas, 10^0 Fairy Roses, 300 double
Pansies, 2000 Cinerarias, 1000 Dracsnas, Palms, &c.

Now on view.

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, S.W.
IMPORTANT ANNUAL SALE of EXTRA STOVE and

GREENHOUSE PLANTS, ORCHIDS, PALMS, and
other valuable and thriving Stock.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
are instructed by Mr, R, Parker to SELL the above

stock by AUCTION on TUESDAY, September z6. More
detailed particulars will appear.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W,C., on TUESDAY, September 12, at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely. Established, semi-Established and
Imported ORCHIDS, consisting of some very fine plants of the
very rare and lovely Oncidium Rogersi, all in perfect health
and foliage ; some established plants of La^lia elegans, L,
purpurata, with flower-sheaths, L, pra;slans, Cattleya Leopoldi,
C. marginata, fine masses of C. Schilleriana raguelli, Oncidium
M.arshalhanum (tiue), O, concjlor, O, sarcodes (true), showing
flower. O. crispum, and Burlingtonia fragrans, &c. Also a
small collection of Established Orchids from the North of
England, and an Importation of Cyrtopodium Anderson! and
Woodfordii, Dendrobium taurinum, Epidendrum bicornutum,
Cattleya superba, Burlingtonia Candida, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Important Sale of Trees and SHrubs,

MR. J. WALTON has received instructions
from B, Wliitham. to SELL by AUCTION, without

reserve, at his Nurseries, Reddish, near Stockport, on
FRIDAY and SATURDAY, September 29 .and 30,3 Large
number of FOREST, FRUIT, and ORNAMENTAL TREES
and SHRUBS, now growing on about lo Acres of land which
has been sold and must be cleared.

Full particulars in future advertisements. Catalogues may
be had from the Auctioneer, Wilmslow, Cheshire, and at the
Nurseries, on application.

FOR IMMEDIATE DISPOSAL, a
FLORIST'S BUSINESS, consisting of five Green-

houses and half an acre of Ground, together with the Goodwill
and Stock, with Van and set of H.arness. Sixteen ye.ars' Lease.
For further particulars apply at

" The Grove" Tavern, Snell's Park, Edmonton, N.

Flrst-claas Opening for a Nurseryman and
MARKET GARDENER.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, the well-known
and long established BUSINESS in English Stioet,

Dumfries, successfully cmi '1 . :i f r mnny years by the late
Mr, John Learmont, .mi : ^

' )ii. sou, Mr. George
Learmont, and his dau':;lii 1. M li

' y.

The Premises consistlil,> 1 .,,.. r,.,i;l't:N in English Street,
extending to upwards of jL- -^vi-., ..,-iI ..locked with Shrubs,
Plants, and Fruit Trees in full bearing ; a large and handsome
SHOP, with first-class Modern Fittings, fronts the street,
which is the principal thoroughfare to the Railway Station,
There is .also a STABLE and other OFFICE-HOUSES of
recent erection, and a comfortable DWELLING-HOUSE,
adjoining. In connection with the Business may also be had
the NURSER'Y GROUNDS of EAST BARKERLAND,
situate a short distance off, extending to 16^ Imperial Acres,

Satisfactory reasons will be given for relinquishing the
Business, which is an excellent one, and susceptible of improve-
ment by an enterprising person.

Offers for a Lease of the Premises will he received for a
limited period by Mr. JAMES H, McGOWAN, Solicitor,
Dumfries, who will supply all needed information. The Stock
and Fittings will be transferred 10 the Tenant by Valuation.

Dumfries, August 7,

FOR SALE, a FLORIST'S and SEED and
JOBBING BUSINESS, in first-class thoroughlarc an

position, 4 miles south of Covent Garden. Apply to

J, P,, Post-office, Norwood Road. SE,

TTtOR SALE, a NURSERY, 7 miles from
Jj London, Also for SALE large Specimen PLANTS, in
Tubs and large Pots — Gardenias, Stephanotis, Eucharis,
Azaleas, Camellias, and Marechal Niel anti other Roses, large
stock of Maidenhair Ferns. &c.
The Nursery and Dwelling-house, with nineteen years' unex-

pired Lease, to be disposed of, with or without the Stock of
Plants. Kent, £,i=, per annum. Apply at the Premises of

W, HOWITT, Ilford, Essex,

O BE SOLD, by PRIVATE CONTRACT,
the GOLDEN CROSS NURSERIES, with extensive

Glasshouses, Dwelling-house, &c., situate near Stroud,
Gloucestershire. Apply to

RESTALL AND FORD. Auctioneers. Stroud.

CTBiTsoTD^ aTFLORfST'S BUSINESS^
5000 feet of Glass, newly erected, and heated with Hot-

water Pines peifectly. Together with LEASE of DWELL-
ING HOUSE, and iK aore of Land, 12 miles from London.

BETA, Gardeners Chronicle Office, W.C.

To Market Gardeners and Nurserymen.

THE GUARDIANS of the WARE UNION
are willing to LET on LEASE a small SEWAGE

FARM, 20 miles from London, adjoining a Railway Station

and the River Lee, The Land is admirably adapted for Market
Garden and Nursery purposes, being already levelled and
having wooden carriers to convey the sewage.
For full particulars and terms, apply to Mr. A, McKENZIE,

Land Agent, Hoddesdon,
By order of the Board, GEORGE GISBY,

Ware —Aug, 29, 1S76, Clerk to the Board.

To Landscape Gardeners, Garden Arcbiteots, «!C.

DESIGNS for the LAYING-OUT of the
GROUNDS of a CEMETERY,—The Dikectors of

the Reddish, Heaton Norris, and District General Cemetery
Company (Limited), are prepared to receive Designs. Pl.ans, and
Estimates for the Laying-out of the Company's Cemetery on part

of the Willow Grove Estate, Reddish Road, near Stockport,

A Premium of C^o will be awarded for the Best Design, and /to
for the Second Best, Plans of the Site, together with full Parti-

culars and Conditions of the Competition, may be had of the un-
dersigned at the offices of the Company, i, Warren Street, Stock-

port, at which place the Designs, &c,, must be delivered on or

before Thursday, October 12 next,—By order of the Directors,

Stockport, Sept. 6, 1S76. JOSEPH BARBER, Sec.

Alexis Dalllere's Horticultural Establishment.

ADOLPHE D'HAENE (Successor), Fau-
bourg de Bruxelles, Ghent, Belgium, has to ofl'er the

following :-
AZALEA INDICA, wiih buds, t.'i per 100, da, stronger

plants. ^6 per too,

„ PONTICA, with buds (Hardy Ghent Azaleas), Li, per 100.

A, D'H, begs to call the special attention of his honourable
clients to his splendid Collection of PALMS and ORNAMEN-
TAL PLANTS, which he can deliver in large (luanlitles. Price

will be sent on application,

A, D'HAENE, Horticulteur, Ghent, Belgium.

IT'OR SOWING and PLANTING at ONCE,
for Early Keep as a Crop, or for Filling.up Deficient

Clover Leys, Root Crops, &c. , nothing can surpass the

following:—TRI FOLIUM INCARNATUM, splendid new,
good growing, clean seed, price 40J, per cwt, , 6rf. per lb.;

DRUMHEAD CABBAGE PLANTS, well grown, of a
superior stock. 45, per toco. Terms cash. The Cabb.age is the

finest thing grown on the Farm for Ewes, Lambs, Cows, &c.
See opinions of the Press, also Treatise on its inestimable value.

CATALOGUES, lowest prices, &c., of all other Seeds and
Plants for present sowing, of best quality, on application to

FREDERICK GEE, Seed and Plant Grower, &c., Biggles-

wade, Bedfordshire.

Miscellaneous Bulbs and Tubers.
I^HOMAS S. WARE'S A.B.C. DESCRIP-
J- TIVE BULB GUIDE for 1S70 is now ready, comprising
one of the largest Lists of miscellaneous Bulbs and Tubers
extant, including complete lists of Liliums, Narcissus, Iris,

&c,, in addition to many species now offered for the first time ;

containing also a selection of spring flowering and other peren-
nials for autumn planting.

Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, London, N.

O AMATEUR STRAWBERRY
GROWERS,—The following varieties of carefully pre-

pared RUNNERS are now ready :—La G, Sucrde, Keens"
Seedling, Refresher, President, Sir, J. Paxton, Ne Plus Ulbra,

The Ainateur. Sir C. Napier, Victoria, British Queen, Dr.
Hogg, and Filbert Pine. Price \s. 6d. per score, or 4*/. p€r
score extra post free.

"HOW TO GROW STR.\WBERRIES WITH SUOV
CESS," 6'A,f.

W. LOVEL, Strawberry Grower, Weavcrthorpe, York^

Very Choice Plants, very cheap, to make roorii,'

FELTON AND SONS offer 12 Stove Plan*
of extra quality, for i2S. ; and 12 ditto, for 21s.—worfll

three times the money—for casli, and only so long as their

stock holds out.

Nothing ever offered anything like the Guinea Dozen.
Magnificent large-sized plants at very low prices.

Prompt replies to enquiries.

The Royal Exotic Nursery, 50, Harborne Ro.ad, Birmingham,

Camellias, Azaleas, Rhododendrons, &c.

JAPERS, NURSERYMAN, Loochristy, near
. Ghei

"

own plants, consisting of Camellias. Azi

indica. Azalea" Mollis, Hardy Ghent Azaleas, Rhododendri
and Kalmia latifolia. Priced descriptive CATALOGUE :

free on application t

Vines, Vines, Vines,

FRANCIS R. KINGHORN has a splendid
lot of the .above, in stout short-jointed Cane5, Fruiter.

and Planters, including Black Hamburgh, Golden Queen
Waltham Cross, Venn's Muscat. Duke of Buccleuch, and a''

the other leading varieties. Prices on application,

F, R. K, can also with confidence recommend Summen
Planting ;

gaining a season by adopting this method.

Sheen Nursery, Richmond, Surrey,
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BULBS OF ALL KINDS.

NEW PLANT and BULB COMPANY
ISeg to inform their friends tliat their

^CATALOGUE IS NOW READY,
And can be had, post-free, on apphcation.

LION WALK, COLCHESTER.

THE NEW BULB CATALOGUE
r<o-v Ready.

Great Reduction in Prices,

And at the same time no depreciation in quality, but

rather an improvement, for the Bulbs are splendid.

In reality oTir Bulbs are now as cheap as any in the

market, not omitting sucli agencies as public sales, or

combinations of any repute on the score of economy.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

HOOPER & CO.,

COVENT G.A.RDEN, LONDON, W.C.

Dutch Bulbs.

ALFRED LEGERTON, Seed Merchant,
5. Aldgale. London, E. . begs to inform his Patrons and

the Public he has now received his entire Collection of Choice
and Large DUTCH BULBS.

Wholesale CATALOGUES of prices (which are lower th.an

any other house in the trade) forwarded free on application.

Dutch Flower Roots for Spring Blooming, direct from
the best Haarlem Growers.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are enabled to offer Collections of Choice DUTCH

FLOWER RO(3TS, of first-rate qiuility, iit the following un-
precedented prices :

— Entire collection, containing 2772
Bulbs, .£10 : half the collection. £5 : quarter the collection,
£ai 10. No charge for packing. Carriage free to London.

Particulars of the contents of each case may be obtained at
the Auction and Estate Ofitces, Leyt

HARDY TREES AND SHRUBS
.\T VERY LOW FKICES.

THE HEATHERSIDE NURSERIES
CO.MPANY (LIMITED)

Have for Sate an unexampled Collection of .til the most
beautiful and rare hardy TREES and SHRUBS, such as are
to be found in no other nursery in the Kingdom. In conse-
quence of a portion of the land being about to be offered for

building purposes, this stock will be sold on exceptionally
favourable terms to large purchasers. Nearest station, Farn-
borough, on the South- \Vestern Railway.

THOMAS THORNTON, Heatherside, Bagshot,
Sur
N.I!. Grounds, public or priv •,Iaidc and planted by

Fibrous Peat for Orchids, «5C.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best
quality for Orchid-s, Stove Plants, &c , ^6 6j. per truck.

BLACK FIBROUS PE.AT, lor Rhododendrons, Azale.is,

Heaths, American Plant Beds, 171. per ton.

Delivered oil rail at l!lack«'ater, S. E. R.. or F.arnborough,
S. W. R.. by the truck.load. Sample sack, 5s. 6,1. each.
Fresh SPHAGNUM, los. 6rf. per sr.ck.

WALKER AND CO., Farnborough Station, Hants.

HAILSTORM RELIEF FUND,
For the Relief of Necessitous Njirscryinen and Florists who Suffered by the

Destructive Storm of July 23.

The Committee are anxious to CLOSE the SUBSCRIPTION LIST on the 30th of this

month, and request those who have not forwarded their promised subscriptions, as well as

intending New Subscribers, to remit at once, by Cheques crossed to London and County Bank,

Aldersgate Street, E.C., or by Post Orders payable to either of the following :
—

JOHN FRASER, Chairman, Lea Bridge Road, Leyton, E.

SHIRLEY HIBBERD, Treasurer, Bridge House, Stoke Newington, N.

RICHARD DEAN, Secretary, Ranelagh Road, Ealing, W.

Committee Room, " Green Dragon Hotel," Bishopsgate Street, September 6.

odontoglqssum cirr hqsum.

Messrs. James Veitch & Sons
Beg to announce that they have purchased from Mr. B. Roezl, the discoverer of the above magni-

ficent Orchid, the whole of the consignment recently received by him, per R.M.S. Para.

The plants are in excellent condition, and being of various sizes Messrs. V. & Sons are

pleased to be able to offer them at the following very moderate prices ;

—

Smallest sized Plants £ 6 6 per dozen.

Larger ,, 12 13 ,,

,, ,,
18 18 ,,

Prices of c.xlra-shcd Plants on application.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

QDONTOGLQSSUM CIR RHQSUM.

Hugh Low & Co.
Have just received, from their Collector in Ecuador, a magnificent impor-

tation of the above-named splendid Orchid.

The Plants arc of various sizes, in unusually fine condition, and will be offered on very

advantageous terms.

Price per dozen or liundred on application.

(^OCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE
V^ (H. Wright's pure), as supplied to the Prince of Wales,
Emperor of Germany, Carter & Sons, Veitch & Sons, Mr. Bull,
Mr. Wills, Ewing & Co., Daniels Bros., Dickson & Sons,
&c., id. per bushel : roo bushels, 20s. ; truck. 4or. Delivered
free to rail in 4 bushel sacks, 4*/. each, returnable.
M. H. EENTOTE (from Messrs. Abbott & Co.), Fibre

Manufacturer
: Office, St. Mary'sRoad, Nunhead, London, S.E,

pOCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
V7 Reduced price, 20 Bushels, 6s. SJ.: 100. 201.: or Truck-
joad (upwards of 300 Bushels). 401. Delivered free to any rail

J. STEVENS, Fibre Works, High Street, Batlersea. S.W.

SIMPSON'S RED SPIDER, THRIPS, &c.,
ANTIDOTE. Testimonials of the highest order on

application. Per quart, condensed, 6s.; per pint, 3^. 6d.
Supplied 10 Seedsmen and Chei

Prep.ared by JOHN KILINER, Wortley, r Sheffield.

SCOTT'S WASP DESTROYER.— Th
preparation has been proved by ihousands to

thoroughly efftciual in destroying Wasps, Hornets, large Flit
and oiher pests destructive to Fruit. No one having fruit
preserve should be without it.

May be obtained of all Seedsmen, at i^

bottle, or direct from
JOHN SCOTT, The Seed Stores, Yeovil.

, 6{i. and ss. 6,f. per

BELL'S MILDEW COMPOSITION,
as used by them for the last twenty-five years At thetr

" Horticultural Establishment, Bracondale," their

IT, consisting of over 30,000 feet of glass. Reuil, 1^. 6c/. ar
. 6t£ per bottle, of the Sole Manufacturers,
BELL AND Son, 10 and 11, Exchange Street, Norwich.

GISHURST COMPOUND—
Used by many of the leading Gardeners since 1859,

against Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips. Greenfly, and other Blight,
in solutions of from i to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and
of from .( to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit
Trees. Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in boxes. 15
, 3^., and los. (id.

Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

Tobacco Paper.

WM. GREENHOUGH and CO., i,

Leeds, beg to offer the above, of the finest qu;
75i. per cwL They have had the honour of serving the
meotiuned firms for a number of years :

—

Messrs. Minier. S^asii & Co., London.
Messrs. Corky & SorER. London.
Mr. R. Smith, Worcester.
Mr. Wm. Rushforth, Leeds.

And many others in the Trade.
TOBACCO CORD, pure quality, per cwt,. 84J.
TOBACCO CLOTH, pure quality, per cwt , 84J.

Nile,
Hty, at

NEW ARCHANGEL and PETERSB
MATS. First arrival this season. (Quotations c

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, 4 and 5, Wormwood
City, EC.

URG

Street,

ATCbangel and Fetersburg Mat Importers.

SACK, BAG, and TARPAULIN MANU-
FACTURERS: RAFFIA FIBRE for tying: TIFFANY

and SCRIM for shading, in all widths ; NETTING, YARN,
ROPES, and TWINES of every destaription. Quotations on
application to

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street,
City, E.C.

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden
Frames.—ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are

the cheapest and most durable. Price List, which gives the
sire of every class of Mat. forwarded post-free on application,

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch,
London, E.C.

WOOD TRAINING STICKS and
TALLIES, commended by Royal Horticultural Society.

BAMBOO CANES, RAFFIA for tvine, VIRGIN CORK,
ARCHANGEL and other MATS, PACKING MATS, &c.
Whole.sale prices on application to

J. BL.\CKJTH AND CO., Co.\'s Quay, Lower Thames
Street, London, E.C.

IndestrutJtlble Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.

MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.—Prices,
Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post-free on

application : also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for

Conservatories, Entrance Halls, &c.
MAW AND CO., Benthall Works, Broseley.

Under tlie Patronage of the Queen.

SMITH'S IMPERISHABLE
STRATFORD LABELS.

The above Label;

The Gardenias Mamsme sa

palm before all other plant label;

Sampli
ufactu

-'* We must give th

the very first in merit.'

id Price List free.

J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory,

CLAPTON NURSERY, LONDON,

SHAW'S TIFFANY, ELASTIC NET-
TING, CANVAS, &c., for Shading, Protecting, and

other Horticultural Purposes. For Samplesand Pricesapply to

JOHN SHAW AND CO., 29, Oxford Street. Manchester.

AI^tITrACITE : SMOKELESS CaA.L for

Greenhouses, supplied at any Railway Station or cr

ship, at wholesale prices, by
, ^ , , .

Messrs, A. and C. MILLER, 52, Coal Exchange, London.
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LUles.

EH. KRELAGE and SON, Nursery-
• WEN, Seedsmen, and Florists, Haarlem, Holland,

beg to announce that their new Special Descriptive CATA-
LOGUE of LILIES (No. 322A) is now ready, and will be sent

post-free on application.

This Catalogue contains nearly 250 sorts and varieties, with

fair prices per piece as well as per 12, per 100, per 1000, per

10,000—a selection of their well-known unrivalled collection.

Lilies should be ordered early, and planted before winter.

Discount to the Trade.

Strawberries.
HARLES TURNER recommends the

sl certain to give a goodc
crop of well flavoured fruit

;

Auguste Nicaise,
British Queen,
Dr. Hogg,
Due de Magenta,
Ehon Pin
J'rogn : Late Pir

La Grosse S

President,
Royalty,
Sir C. Napie
Sir J. Paxto:
app'lication.

, Slough.

w.
New Azalea—Azalea amoena Caldvellli,

sent out by

G. CALDWELL and SONS,
The Nurseries, Knutsford, Cheshire.

This is a striking improvement on the old and well known
Azalea amtena, obtained by crossing that variety with Azalea
magnifica. The flower is lour times the size of the original, of
a bright rosy purple colour, very free blooming ; especially
adapted for forcing, coming in as early as November, and very
suitable for button-hole bouquels. First-class Certificate, Man-

ultural Society : First-class Certificate, Liverpool

the Trade. Will be s tthis

. fid. each : usual dis

month.

THE WARMINSTER CALCEOLARIA
has been grown and cultivated from the year 1S28 by the

present proprietor
GEORGE WHEELER, Nurseryman, &c., Warminster,

Wilts, respectfully announces that Seed of his unsurpassed
strain of dwarf, robust, and compact Calceolaria are now ready.
The Collection was this season the finest G. W. ever grew, was
the admiration of all who saw them, and pronounced by good
judges to be the fin

. 6rf.,

culti\

nd 2j. dd. per packet, post-free.

Tie Wateriead Nurseries, Ambleside, Windermere.
Important Announcement for the coming Planting Season.

Splendid stock of CONIFER.!',, HERBACEOUS PLANTS,
ROSES. FRUIT TREES, and EVERGREEN
SHRUBS, including a large selection of the choicest
RHODODENDRONS, &c.

JOHN GRIER begs to call the attention
of the above to tl:

of healthy pl.ints now at disposal in tV

cs, on terms very favourable to purchase;

ol all i

Choi

Waterhead Nu
and much belo'

With a view
Stock, which c

valu,able varie

Orders transmitted by post shall have careful and prompt
attention, and goods will be delivered free at the Steamer Pier,
Ambleside, or at the London and Notth-Western Railway
Station, Windermere.

Quotations and Estimates forwarded c

Waterhead Nurseries, Seplcmb
I applies

Camellias and Indian Azaleas wltli Flower Buds.

A VAN GEERT, Ghent, Belgium, begs to
• intimate that he is now ready to execute orders for

the above, in prime quality, at the annexed prices, selection
of sorts being entirely left to himself, viz. :—

CAMELLIAS. It. li. £ro to £12 per 100.
AZALEAS, /is. 16. £i and .£12 per 100

,, larger sizes, 31. i>d., 51. and 7i. 6rf. each.
,, specimens, 15^., 21s., 42^. to 63^. each.

English Special LIST and General CVTALOGUE forwarded

nkno

Stri

ND SON,

Reference with order froi

considerable time.
London Agents : Mess

5, Harp Lane, Great Towe

AM, C. JONGKINDT CONINGK begs
• to tfl-er the following PLANTS and FLOWER
ROOTS ;-

AQUILEGIA CIERULEA, guaranteed true, all grown in
pots. £2 per 100.

CANARINA CAMPANULATA, £2 loj. per too,
CAMPANULA GRANUIFLORA, FL. CtEROLEA, t6s-. id

DELPHINIUM NUDICAULE, {,2 is. id. per too
KHEXIA VIRGlNICA,.£i 13s. 43'. per 100
YUCCA ANGUSTl FOLIA, strong, 2-yr. eeedllngs, /20 17J.

CRYPTOiNIERIA JAPONICA, strong, i-yr. seedlings, £1 per

Tottenham Nu , Dcd. r Zwolle, Netherlands,

JOSEPH BAUMANN, Nurseryman,
Ghent, Belgium, has to ofler ;—

100 CAMELLIA alba PLENA, without flower-buds /s to
^6 : do . with flower-buds, £6 to .£8.

too CAMELLIAS, best sorts, named, without flower-buds, iCs

HAROY GHENT AZALEA PONTICA best
named, with flower-buds, l^ to £i.

: HARDY GHENT AZALEA MOLLIS, be»t sorts n^
4S. each ; do., seedlings, with fli

100 SPIR.-F,A JAPONICA, isi. to
100 LILY OF THE VALLEY, 2s
too FICUS ELASTICA, .£5 i„ £1-.

The following 11. .. I:l|( .inili;
Star of Ascot, I.a.lv

Shuttleworte, ]M.u i
I 1

Russell Strurgiu, M,
i

I -, 1 ,
:

Mason, Princess Louis,
, I'n-si.iei

mann (Langerock), Frederick Wa
William Cowper. John Walter, Blanchi, Lady Winifred Herbert
Captain Webb, .Mrs. Georges Brown, Salvini, William Milton

ARAUCARIA NIEPRASCHKI, ,£10.
ARAUCARIA JOSEPH NAPOLEON BAUJIANN,

Zio to ^20.

CATALOGUE on application.

bin, Mrs, Joseph
k Hankey, Mrs.
Waterer, James
Napoleon Bau-

DUTCH (Sfl'i BULBS.
B. S. Williams

I'.EOS TO ANN'OUN'Cr, THAT IIIS ANNUAL SUPPLY 01"

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, NARCISSI, CROCUS,
And other DUTCH ROOTS have arrived in splendid condition.

PRICED LISTS GRATIS ON APPLICATION.

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HQLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

f-^^f, TREE FERNS. es^
^^^^4' THE LARGEST AND BEST STOCK' IN EUROPE. ^^5"

wTL L I A M BULL, F. L.S.„
Respectfully invites the Nobilily and Gentry to an inspection of the above ; also of Iiis

MAGNIFICENT SPECIMEN ORNAMENTAL PLANTS,
Adapted for the decoration of Cons'srvatories and Greenliouses, or suited for Sub-lropical Gardening.

ESTABLISHMENT FOR NEW AND RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W,

HYACIITHS, CEOCUS, TULIPS, ETC.

Dick Radclyffe & Co.'s

HOETICULTUEALILLUSTRATED

CATALOGUE
UF THE ABOVE

IS NOW BEADY :

will be forwarded,

GRATIS and POST FREE,

APPLICATION.

28 & 129. HIGH

REQUIREMENTS

EVERY DESCRIPTION

KEPT

IN STOCK.

HOLBORN, W.C.

^ATM. PAUL & SON
(Successors to the late A. Paul & Son,—Established iSo6)

HAVE TO OFFER A VERY LARGE AND FINE STOCK OF THE BEST KINIiS ONLY OF HVr.RIDi

PERPETUAL AND TEA-SCEN'TED

ROSES in POTS for FORCING.
Established in 6 and ?,-iuck Pots, Price 24.?. to \is. per dozen.

Larger Plants, Price 60s. per dozen a7id upivards.

ALSO, FOR PRESENT PLANTING, A LARGE NUMBER OF FINE PLANTS OF ALL THE BEST
VARIETIES OF

OWN-ROOT ROSES in POTS.
In ^-inch Pots, Price £\ \os. to £6 per 100.

i3° Descriptive CATALOGUE of the above and general Collection of Rosss,
post-free on application.

WORKS on ROSES, by WILLIAM PAUL, F.LS., F.R.H.S., &c., &c.

THE ROSE GARDEN, 5th Edition, 15 Coloured Plates, post-free, 2ij-.

ROSES in POTS, 4th Edition, Illustrated with Woodcuts, post-free, 2j-.

ROSES and ROSE CULTURE, 3d Edition, post-free, \s.

"Mr. Wm. Paul has been deservedly placed at the head of English Rose Growers."

—

Standard.
'' The Roses of Mr. PAUL are things to see once and dream of for ever."

—

.itheiKrttm.

PAUL'S NURSERIES and SEED WAREHOUSE,
WALTHAM CROSS, HERTS.

Adjoining "WALTHAM STATION," Great Eastern Railway.
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BEAUTIFUL F^^^^

WINTER & SPRING.

EVERY GROWER of FLOWER ROOTS
SHOULD SEND FOR

m ^i.i^'^Dj^},

One of the most Priiclical Wor/;s on the

diltii'nlion of

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS,
LILIES, NARCISSUS, &C.,

YET punLisnF.n.

PROFUSELY ILLVSTRATFD.

Gratis and post fref. on application.

THE yUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

DANIELS BROS.'

CHOICE FLOWER ROOTS.
Our superbly Illustrated CATALOGUE of the
above is now ready, and may be had post-free by
all intendinj purchasers, on application.

HYACINTHS-Choice named, in splendid
variety, 6j., 9^^., 125., i8j. and 24J. per dozen.

DANIELS BROS.' CHOICE
COLLECTIONS of FLOWER ROOTS,
6j. td., I2J. 61/., 2\s., 42J., 63^. and 8-(j. each,
carriage free.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 9, 1S76.

DANIELS BROS.,
SEED GROWERS ami NURSERYiMEN. The ROYAL

NORFOLK SEED ESTAliLISHiMENT,

NORWICH.

AN OLD PARK AND A NEW
DEVICE.

TWO miles from the town of Burton-upon-
Trent the road to Ashby-de-la-Zouche

dips suddenly after climbing out of the river

valley. Below is a colliery—a new device for

enriching old families— and on the pleasant

hill beyond is Bretby Park, the seat of the

successors of the accomplished Earl of Chester-

field. It is a park of peculiar interest, enclosed

by woods, and happily accessible by footpaths,

which cross and recross it, and run in one
case point-blank before the windows. Only
the true aristocratic spirit, which loves the

democracy, could endure this introspection by
footpaths in such a populous locality ; but the

aristocracy of late years have been educated by

the Premier. According to the ideas of the
" New Generation," as expounded in Coningsby,

the bcit of his novels, the landed aristocracy

are more impressed than ever that the per-

formance of duty is a condition of land tenure.

And honce it follows that footpaths through a

noble park, which educate a rude democracy
and attach them to their natural leaders,

ought not to be stopped.

As you enter Bretby Park from the Ashley

road, which was tr.avelled by Cedric the

Saxon and his train in returning from the

tournament where Locksley notched Hubert's

shaft and split the peeled willow wand, there is

a glade of very beautiful Sweet Chestnuts which

the democracy of the adjacent collieries ol

Bretby and Gresley must very much admire.

Colliers have been known to swoop down
upon a wood, where woods abound, as in

this part of Derbyshire, destroying every head

of game, and threatening the keepers. But

they were a rude, uneducated race, whose foot-

paths had been stopped. It is not the true

aristocracy of Coningihy and the " New Gene-

ration " who move the quarter sessions to

enable them to stop their footpaths. This is

the sort of conduct one expects from bigots,

like a man we remember who found his way
to fortune through dark and tortuous paths, by

the light of a cunning eye, became a

landed proprietor and owner of a park,

and was instantly changed from a person

of advanced politics to a stopper of

footpaths. And around his dwelling discon-

tent is pent up in the breasts of the democracy,

which may one day prove destructive. The
largest of the Chestnuts, measured by the

write-, in the glade extending from the gar-

dener's lodge towards the house, is 18 feet

II inches in circumference at 4 feet from the

ground. Its trunk is divided at 20 feet, and

there is a fine spread of branches, laden with

tufced foliage in the head.

There are other specimens in detached groups

which may be larger than this particular tree,

and there are dozens measuring 14 or 15

feet, 70 or 80 feet high, and running up with a

single leader, or branching into heads with four

or five great limbs. The Chestnut is the tree of

Bretby Park, the soil being a gravelly loam,

such as stunts'the Oak where it is poorest, and

does not anywhere bring it to its largest growth.

The biggest Oak we measured is a second-rate

tree. But C|uite first-rate of its kind is the

"long walk," which may rather be described as

two long walks of several hundred yards in

length, with banks on the one hand, and a wide

turfed fosse between them, and Rhododendrons

with a blaze of blossoms shading without
obscuring them.

The effect of a dividing fosse is that you have
two parallel and lovely alleys, separated by a
space of 30 feet, which may be ornamented in

various ways. At Bretby they are each so
secluded by means of the Rhododendrons that
two great rival politicians might promenade up
and down the opposite alleys, each inditing the
literatura dearest to his heart. It is a good
plan writing out-of-doors, and each 30 feet from
the enemy, and seeing him only in glimpses
occasionally through the opening branches of
the Rhododendrons.

The entrance is near the terrace. The Pre-
inier, who wrote a novel in his youth amid the
glades of Deepdene, might conceive and exe-
cute another in as favourable a situation, in the
seclusion of this charming and double walk,
which is neither damp, nor dark, nor inclined
to Toadstools, nor overcrowded, nor afflicted
with a stagnant atmosphere, insects, and rotten
Slumps of trees, with vile fungi in the bark.
Ail this happens, however, when long walks of
this description are too narrow. It is of the
essence of along walk of this description that
it should be converted by its foliage into a
viretum,and there must therefore be a sufficient
mass of foliage ; and there must be rows of
trees right and left to protect the novellist from
the wind—not one row but several rows, in fact
a plantation behind, to break the wind, faced in
front with handsome specimens. It is these
specimens and rows on either side which exclude
the sun, 30 soon as they are grown tall, if the
walk be narrow. And if it be broad then you
are not so snug as might be, except in the
embowered recesses, where seats should be
placed each in its own fernery in the low bank,
green with creepers, which forms a bulwark on
either hand against the outer world, including
even our beloved democracy.

The problem how to avoid the objections to

a narrow walk, and yet escape a broad one, is

solved at Bretby by the device of a central fosse

30 feet wide, with a grassy surface, which the
sunlight reaches through the Rhododendrons
on its edges. Your long walk is thus split into

halves, with a fosse between, a long blue ribbon
of sky above seen through the shimmer of the
moving branches, a bank with creepers on the
one hand, and on the other a mass of Rhodo-
dendrons casting their shadows on the turf.

A wicket gate leads from the " long walk" to

the west front of the house, which is quadran-
gular and extensive, with offices and stables

behind, a flower garden on the south, and a
lawn and croquet ground on the east. Several
hundred acres of park are spread before the
three best fronts of the mansion, in waves too
tumbled for water, but not remarkably uneven
considering they are turf. The Chestnut glade
does not pass before the house, but the little

narrow valley, with the rill of water which the
Chestnuts prevent the sun from licking up
deepens in passing before the windows and
sparkles with the water of several ponds, which
Mr. Capability Brown, who laid out these

grounds, dammed up in George III.'s reign. A
series of ponds is pretty in a deep, steep, long

and irregular valley, where you cannot count

their number from any single point. Cleopatra

tells Antony " there's beggary in the love that

can be reckoned," and for similar reasons there

is beggary in park ponds when every inch of

water is conspicuously seen, and when there is

not an inlet, creek, nor harbour for imagination

to shelter in. At Bretby the water wanders

obscurely down its glen, sparkling here and
there most pleasantly. Spotted deer in herds

or little groups lie here and there among the

trees in this delightful park, and graze and trot

about the house, and poke their noses through

the iron fence to smell the flowers upon the

lawn. It is a famous park for game. Rabbits
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have honeycombed the light, warm earth, and

you see them at all hours, especially in evening

hours, or in the early morning if you are up, or

after a shower, feeding, or rearing up to listen,

or scartling into their holes, or into the coverts

of Fern, with their absurd little tails erect and

white—tassels stitched on by comic Nature, not

so much for ornament as diversion. That

notable sportsman, the late Lord Derby,

was fond of a day's shooting at Brctby,

and was usually placed at a particular

corner during the beating of that part of the

park where he loved to stand and pepper the

game with small shot. And through these same
turfy glades, and along the paths among bracken

patches and fields of Fern, Disraeli—brightest

of modern men—has often wandered, inventing,

perhaps, in his " hours of idleness," images for

those rural scenes which he has painted so

faithfully and well.

Amid these perfections of N.ature, leading the

mind to the contemplation of truth and beauty,

it is shocking that man should have made a

muddle of anything he had to do. But we are

sorry to say there is some very bad architecture

in the renovated portion of the mansion, includ-

ing some very vicious turrets, some meretricious

parapets, and some battlements from which

the architect should have been hanged as an

example to others. About half a mile from this

present abode of the Stanhopes there is the

little village of Bretby, and in its midst is a

pasture without a brick above the turf, but only

the marks and signs of what lies below. This

is the site of Bretby Castle, which Philip Stan-

hope, first Earl of Chesterfield, defended un-

successfully in 1644, and vacated afterwards for

a house which he built, with gardens, fountains,

labyrinths and groves, all particularly curious

and delightful, and suitable to a man ol his

genius. In the meadow east of the razed castle,

and opposite the ground plan of its portcullised

entrance, there is an avenue of large Horse

Chestnuts, the largest having a trunk 12 feet

round at 4 feet from the ground, iS feet high,

and a leading branch of 18 feet or 20 feet. The
head has an overspread of 66 feet, and is formed

of branches drooping regularly in such fashion

as to occasion that roundness of the head pecu-

liar to the Horse Chestnut. There is the same
twist from left to right in the growth of the bark

as in many .Sweet Chestnuts.

To these jottings may be added a concluding

comment on the mediaeval and the modern,

which are here represented side by side in the

castle and the colliery. The former, with its

dark and exclusive walls, is down, and well

turfed over ; and the latter, tunnelling, perhaps,

beneath the park, m.ay bring with it to the

owners of the soil and its minerals certain

duties which they owe the democracy in addi-

tion to their wages ; but it may be more than

doubtful whether the noble owners of the colliery

would be willing to exchange it for the castle

and its keep reared up again, with a restoration

of all the rights of feudalism. //. Everslied.

New Garden Plants.
Brachyspatha variabilis, Scholl*

Another of those hanHsome tuberous Aroids, with
solitary, much divided, Palm-like leaves, suitable for

conservatory decoration or sub-tropical work, and for

which our gardens are indebted to Mr. W. Bull.

The plant has been long l<nown to botanists, and is

well figured in Blume's RiiiiipJiia under the generic

name Amorphophallus, from which the present plant

mainly differs in its spathe, which is shorter than the
spadix. The latter also is elongate, conical, not

club-shaped, as in Amorphophallus campanulatus.
Our plant has a tuber about the size of the fist, from
which proceed numerous small offsets, and one
solitary divided leaf. The smooth spotted petiole

divides at the top into three main divisions, each of

which is again forked and deeply pinnately cut, the seg-

* Schott, Gen. Aroid, 29. Amitrphofhalba variaUtis,
Bliime. Rumphia {1S35), p. 146. tabb. 35 et -^^ H. : Kunth,
Enum, 1—33. AinarjilwphaUiu Berkleii, Hort.Bull.

ments alternate sessile ordecurrent, veryunequalinsize,

in shape ovate or oval-lanceolate acuminate, unequal-

sided, entire, glabrous, shining, with parallel lateral

nerves, anastomosing near the margins. The two
upper segments are sub-confluent. The spathe is

stalked, ovate-acuminate, spreading, shorter than the

spadix.

The plant is a native of Java, Ceylon, Hong
Kong, &c. Blume, whose figure and description are

excellent, says the plant is so variable in the size of

its leaf and inflorescence under varying conditions

that each individual plant might, if the fact of its

variability were not known, be readily considered as

a distinct species.

Like many of its class, the inflorescence exhales an
abominable fcetor, which fortunately is not of long
duration. Like others of its class, this plant throws

up its flower-stalk and its leaves at different times.

M. T. M.

THE MOUNTAINS OF BRITISH
GUIANA.

{ConchuUdfrom /. 293,)

Alexander vo.\ Humboldt said that it is in vain

to search in the Alps for a perpendicular rock of 1600

feet high ; before us on the southern side, the

Ivamaiba rushed down 1500 feet ; the celebrated

Staubbach, in Switzerland, rushes down a precipice

of 900 feet ; and the more celebrated Cascade de

Gavarnie, the highest waterfall yet known, has a

height of 1266 feet. On the steep rocks we observed

a shrub-like vegetation, which, from where we stood,

appeared a dazzling green mass, contrasted with the

uncovered rocks. The platform of the Roraima

seeras to have in its centre an elevation, because we
observed some vegetation there. After the terrible leap

of the Kamaiba, down the precipice of 1500 feet, it

disappeared,at the base among the green vegetation,

suddenly appearing again about 100 feet from the

rocks, at a spot destii ute of all vegetable life, and

then again rushed down a precipice of 120 feet, to

disappear entirely in the green vegetation. This

charming scenery we were not to enjoy very long, as

the mist began to rise from the depth like a thick

cloud, which was dispersed by the wind, and again

we and the rocks were wrapped in that envious,

damp, and cold veil, impenetrable to the eyes. After

eating our breakfast, consisting of a yam sup, I was

roving over the slope of the mountain, detecting, I

may say, at every step new botanical treasures,

which were hailed by me with exclamations of joy.

The most splendid and peculiar flora I found

amongst and on the sandstone rocks, which covered

the deep descent in wild confusion—a chaos of

Clusias, Thibaudias, Mimosas, Myrcias, Ternstice-

mias, Bonnetias, Befarias, Vacciniums, Gaultherias,

Gomphias, and Stegilepis guianensis ; while on the

edge of the gigantic rocks, which consisted of a

gravelly red sandstone, were contained Alga;, of the

genera Cladonia, Evernia, and Usnea ; and mosses,

viz.. Sphagnum, Octoblepharura, Calymperes, and

Hypnum : amongst these grow luxuriantly the pretty

Gnaphalium americanum.

Wherever I cast my eyes they fell on the most
charming Orchids, viz , Stelis ophioglossoides, Sw. ;

Diolhonea imbricata, Lindl. ; Zygopetalum Mackai,

Hook. ; Masdevallia guianensis, Lindl. ; Cleistes

rosea, Lindl. ; Oucidium pulchellum, Cattleya

pumila. Hook., and C. Mossi.-e, Hook. ; Odonto-
glossums, Maxillarias, and a number of Epiden-

drums ; but the most lovely ornament was the

Sobralia, which at this altitude vegetated in a

luxuriance unknown in Europe. Wherever in the

crevices and recesses of the stone blocks the smallest

portion of humus had collected, it reached the

height of 6 and S feet, with flowers of the size of our

Lilies, forming obstructions through which we could

only make a road with our cutlasses. The reason

why Sobralias so very seldom flower in the Orchid-

houses at home is, that we give them too warm a
temperature ; 69° Fahr. was at this altitude, where I

found them so luxuriant, the highest, and 52° the

lowest point of the thermometer. The meteorolo-
gical tables kept during our stay at Roraima show in

what temperature not only the above-named Orchids,
but in general also the peculiar species of plants named,
vegetate most luxuriantly.

The vegetation on Ihe banks of the rivulets and
brooks, which hurried towards the plains, consisted

almost exclusively of those species of plants already
mentioned, to which may be added Rhynchartera,
Microlicia, and a new and magnificent species of

MelastoraaccK. This beautiful tree, often 20 and 30

feet high, of an elegant habit, frequently found in

groups on the edge of a low forest, formed un-

doubtedly the most lovely ornament of the magic

garden ; the large white flowers, 2 inches in diameter,

have the peculiarity that their blossoms when un-

folding are tinged with the most delicate pink colour,

as the day advances getting paler and paler, until at

evening they have changed to the purest white—

a

peculiarity which the Victoria regia also possesses,

only with the difference that it changes from white to

pink.

The splendid terrestrial Orchids, Cleistes rosea,

Lindl., with its fine red flowers, between Utricularia,

Heliamphora, Cypripedium, Stegilepis, and the beau-

tiful Fern, Lomaria Schomburgkii. But where shall

I find words to describe the impression made by the

innumerable flowering plants which followed one on

the other to the base of the rock in unbroken abun.

dance. Amongst the number of these pretty and

manifold plants, which cover the slopes of the

Roraima, is the genus Befaria, which was notable by

the colour and magnificence of its flowers. I collected

three species, viz., Befaria grandiflora, guianensis,

and a new species, B. Schomburgkii. These speci-

mens, without any doubt, are the most beautiful

representatives of these sandstone regions ; they only

appear at the altitude of 3000 feet, reaching to 6000,

where the beautiful shrubs are found in perfection. I

am glad to see that this wonderful genus has been

introduced by Professor Karsten, from Columbia, and

will, no doubt, form one ol the brightest ornaments in

our glass-houses.

I intended to enter the lower forest, but was pre-

vented doing so, as no human being would have been

able to penetrate this chaos of Ferns, Scitamine.X",

entwined in the trees, whose branches in this altitude

branched off close from the ground, and standing

quite close together.

The surprising strength of vegetation, and the

entanglement of trees and creepers, allowed us to

advance but slowly ; I never saw such a chaos of

shrubs, trees, Ferns, and creepers, standing close

together, and their branches entwined. A humid

vapour appeared here constantly held in suspension,

and the rays of the sun are scarcely admitted through

Ihe thick canopy of foliage. Arums, mosses,

lichens, Orchids, Jungermannias, covered the trunks

of the trees. The wearisome road led us over the

graves of innumerable plants ; humidity had changed

everything into a mould, in which we often sank up

to our knees. For a distance we had to walk over

trees torn down by the storm, their trunks and

big branches covered with lichens and mosses, so

slippery as to cause us to slide almost at every step ;

then again I would fall up to my armpits between a

lot of branches and trunks, only to be extricated by

the help of my companions. Again, over pointed

rocks and craggy precipices, which we were forced to

descend by means of lianas and ladders of roots,

which presented great danger. Where, in consequence

of a break in the forest, the sun was able to shine

and to warm the immense black, d.ark green, slippery

rocks, and where the smallest particle of humus h.ad

collected, you would see that Arums, Anlhuriuras,

Gesneras, Bromelias, lleliconias, Peparomi:e, and

Orchids, contested the place.

Already for an hour we had pursued this dangerous

and very fatiguing road, when, suddenly, in the

middle of this labyrinth, I saw a large crimson-

coloured flower in the distance ; agreeably surprised,

I cleared the way to it to admire the new discovery ;

it was a suffruticose shrub, with pale green branches,

and opposite long petioles, pale green acuminate

leaves, which bore this magnificent flower. Its want

of scent was repaid by its beauty, and it proved to be

a new Gentiane:e ; indeed, a new species of the very

rare genus Leiothamnus. Her Majesty the late

Queen Elizabeth gave me her gracious permission to

call this charming species Leiothamnus Elisabeths.

After making this discovery I had ascended about

200 feet more, when the dark forest-like labyrinth

became more clear ; the trees, mostly Cinchonece and

Melastome:t-, intermingled with arborescent Ferns, in

appearance more resembling the stately Palm than

the Fern. Amongst the herbaceous plants covering

the ground my eyes fell again on a beautiful new
flower, it was a Bromeliaceous plant, and also a new
species of the genus Encholirium, no doubt the most

beautiful of the genus. The Princess of Prussia {now '

Her ^L1jesty the Empress of Germany) graciously

permitted me to call this charming Encholirium,

Encholirium Augustie.
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The surrounding vegetation assumed a charming

character, which was especially due to the Fern trees

standing not so crowded but that every single plant

could display each large but delicate frond without

impediment from its neighbour. Ferns, nothing but

Ferns, formed the underwood, and comprising so

many wonderful forms in such a small compass as I

had never before met with ; I will only name a few
species of which I collected at the Roraima.

Amongst these I discovered also a very fine Utricularia,

which luxuriated on the stems of the trees ; the little

plant was only i^ inch in height, the leaves of a light

green colour, but the yellow flowers very large in

comparison to the plant. I am sorry that I was not

able to describe this pretty species more minutely, as

I was attacked at my return to the camp by fever,

which had also taken hold of the greatest part of the

company ; and the Indian boy, who was employed

changing the paper of the plants, had lost this

interesting species, which I only missed when it was

too late to replace it. I only observed the plant in

this particular spot.

The increasing number of rocks between which our

waylay, made me believe that we were approaching

the gigantic rock. The fine Ferns disappeared, and
we were again surrounded by a thick vegetation

;

large tree?, rooted in the clefts and overhanging the

glens, added to the sombre character of the scene.

We had again to climb up rocks and descend into

abysses, and every time I looked back it seemed a

miracle that we had succeeded in reaching such a

height. We had just attained the top of one of those

wild masses of rock, when before us rose the sand-

stone colossus of 1500 feet, perpendicular as a wall
;

the highest summit rises by trigonometrical measure-

ment to 5000 feet above the level of the table-land.

I was lost in admiration looking up to the g'ganfic

wall, the summit of which projected a little ; my
heart began to beat as if I apprehended danger, and a

wish to escape from it. An oppressive solitude pre-

vailed ; there was not a sign of life, only the noise of

the falling water was heard. Looking up to the

giddy height the mass of rock before me appeared

wild and dreadful, round about large blocks of rock

were scattered in demon-like confusion. Which had

been precipitated from the summit and steep declivity,

the surrounding trees among which they fell

being shattered into fragments. The grandeur and

the sublimity of the gigantic mass of this marvel of

Nature created the continued sensation that the

projecting summit would fall suddenly and bury me
under its ruin^, and called forth a feeling quite heavy

and strange to me. A great number of Orchids,

Bromeliacen,^, with large scarlet flowers ; Ferns,

whose delicate fronds were gracefully moved by the

wind; smill shrubs, with yellow or white flowers;

creepers covered with flowers, grew luxuriantly in the

chinks of the humid rock, and laughingly and pro-

vokingly nodded from the high stone wall towards

me, as if to say, " Vou won't dare to disturb U5 here,

and we are safe from your aggression." The hope
that the motion caused by the wind would break some
of them ofT was never realised. What botanical

treasures are contained on this stone wall, and how
many are secreted on the top of it! Bat they are

secured too well from any aggressof, as the ascent is

an impossibility. The rock consists of a fine grained

red sandstone ; on its base luxuriantly grew a species

of Rubus, whose sweet berries were eagerly eaten by

us ; it was a new species, which the late Dr. Klolzsch

has described as Rubus Schomburgkii, and is pro-

bably the only species found in the tropics ; also a

small Melastomad, with sulphur-yellow flowers,

which, at a closer examination, proved to be a species

of Carabessedesia, to which I could not give, I believe,

a more characteristic specific name than that of

RorairaDs, as this peculiar plant^was only found by me
on the rock of the Roraima.

The forest, which reached to the base, and the wild

mass of Ferns, prevented a view of the landscape

before us. My oppression only ceased when we
began to descend, and I began to breathe more freely

when I was out of reach of the stone wall.

The descent was far more difficult than the ascent.

Had I taken a mud bath I could not have arrived in

a more dirty state in the camp. I had just finished

laying my gathered treasures between the damp paper

when I had to take to my hammock, being subjected

to one of the most acute attacks of intermittent fever,

from which I suffered so much during my travels in

Guiana.

The following morning, November 22, we left this,

in a geological, but especially in a botanical respect,

most interesting place. During this short stay I had
collected more than 100 species of Phanerogamia,
and eighty-three species of Ferns, of which the

greater number were new, and yet we had arrived in

the same month in this inexhaustible botanical F,l

Djrado, in whicb my late brother had arrived in the

year 1S3S, when he collected a great number of new
plants ; besides which how many were already out of

flower, how many just on the point of flowering. I

never have seen even an approach to such abundance
of charming plants as appeared here, where one is

really at a loss whether most to admire the endless

variety or the beauty of their fl;.vers. The most
trifling change in the soil, the altitude, or the strata,

the different degree of humidity of any one, or all of

these circumstances, causes a corresponding change in

the vegetation, which in so small a compass may be

looked for in vain on the almost horizontal territories

of the Essequebo, Orinoco, and AmTzm. I had only

one desire, to be able to remain here for a whole year,

as I am convinced every week, every month, would
have opened a large inexhaustible rich field for my
botanical knowledge. But the expedition started, and I

was obliged to follow, and had to bid farewell to this

botanical El Dorado,

The poor naked Indians, who had suffered very

much from the cold atmosphere, were delighted as the

command for the descent was given, shouldering their

packages, and, under shouting and singing to their

hearts' content, our long Indian file moved down-
wards.

A SYNOPSIS OF THE KNOWN
SPECIES OF IRIS.—VIII,

Proceedino with the section Apogon, the present

paper will be devoted to the group of Iris sibirica,

characterised by its narrow leaves and very short

entirely dilated perianth-tubs. Of the half-dozen

species three are American and three Old World.

42. /. taiix, Douglas, in Bot. Reg., tab. 1218 ; Hook.

But. Mag., t. 3343; Fl. Bor. Amer., vol. ii., p. 206.

loniris Unax, Klatt, in Bot. Zeit. 1872, p. 502.

—

Rhizome short, creeping, woody, thicker than a goose-

quill ; tufts surrounded by the copious rehcs of old

leaves split up into wiry fibres ; leaves two, produced to a

tuft, linear, reaching a length of 9 or 12 inches at the

flowering time, \—\ inch broad, moderately firm in tex-

ture, with close fine ribs ; stems \—i foot high, slender,

one-flowered, with a single sheathing leaf at the middle

;

spathe-valve usually single, linear-navjcular, i J—

2

inches long, with another, similar bract arising a space

below it, the two rarely opposite, so as to form an

ordinary two-valved spathe
;
pedicel \— r inch long

;

ovary cylindrical, \ inch long ; tube \ inch, cyathiform
;

limb bright lilac-purple, 2—3 inches deep ; falls obovate

unguiculate with a rcflexing blade ^—i inch broad as long

as the claw ; standards nearly as long, \ inch broad,

oblanceolate, with a long claw ; stigmas an inch long

exclusive of the crests ; anthers \ inch long, exceeding

the filaments ; capsule oblong, an inch long. 4 inch

thick, obtus.:ly trigonous, not narrowed into a beak.

Stretches across North America from Fort Van-

couver, Oregon, and British Columbia to New
Brunswick and Newfoundland, flowering in May and

June. It is very near I. prismatica, both in leaf and

flower, but the latter has much longer pedicels and

bears more than one flower from a short brown spathe

of more than two valves. The name is derived from

the tenacity of the fibre of the leaves. The Indians

make of this fibre, according to Douglas, " deer and

elk snares sufficiently strong to take even the largest

and most powerful of these animals, and it is also

used by the women for making small bigs and

reticules, exactly the same as steel chain purses of fine

workmanship, and for fishing." It has been twice

figured in the horticultural periodicals, and is in the

country now, but not common.

43. /. Hariwegii, Balcer.—Rhizome firm, oblique,

^—i^inch thick. Relics of old leaves splitting up into

fibres. Leaves two, produced to a tuft, linear, 6— ro

inches long at the flowering time, \ inch broad, acumi-

natt, firm in texture, with crowded fine nervation.

Stems very slender, wiry, 1—2 flowered, 3—4 inches

high, with a single reduced leaf from themiddle. Spathe

of two or three linear valves ig— 2 inches long, firm in

texture, opposite or slightly superposed. Pedicel reach-

ing a length of i

—

\\ inch; ovary cylindrical, g inch

long ; tube \ inch, cyathiform ; limb li inch, pale

yellow ;
falls obovate unguiculate, with a reflexing

lamina \ inch broad, as long as the claw
; standards

erect, oblanceolate, with a long claw \ inch broad, rather

shorter than the falls. Stigmas i inch long, including

the crests. Anther \ inch long, eqvialling the filament.

Capsule not seen.

A native of California, gathered by Hartweg on the

mountains of Sacramento in 1S4S. Very near tenax,

but the flowers much smaller and yellow, and the

spathe becoming 3-valved, and bearing more than one
flower. Unknown in cultivation and unfigured.

44. I. prismatica, Pursh, Fl. Amer. Sept. vol. i., p. 30 ;

Ker, in Bot. Mag., tab. 1504 ; Roem. and Schultes, Syst.

Veg., vol. i., p, 476 ; Ker, Gen. Irid., p 53 ; /. .i;raciiis,

Bigelow, Floiul. Bost.,p. 12; I. virgin tea, A. Gray, Man.
edit. 5, p. 516 ; Chapm. Flor. South. States, p. 473,
non Linn. herb.—Rhizome firm, slender, sending out
wiry radical fibres. Relics of the old leaves splitting up
into threads. Leaves about four, produced to a tuft, a
foot or more long, linear, ^— i inch broad, moderately
firm in texture, closely and finely ribbed. Stems li—

2

feet high, slender, terete, bearing two considerable green
leaves between the inflorescence and the base, simple or
with a single fork. Spathe often two-flowered, of more
than two lanceolate acute valves, i—li inch long, which
are partially or entirely brown at the flowering time.

Pedicels 1—2 inches long, the primary one much exserted

from the spathe
; ovary cylindrical, under \ inch long;

tube cyathiform, \ inch long; limb i\~2 inches diep,

bright lilac-blue ; falls with a roundish limb under an
inch broad, much shorter than the strap-shaped claw

;

standards oblanceolate-unguiculate, erect, much shorter

than the falls (i— i^ inch long}. Stigmas, including the

crests, as long as the standards ; anther | inch long,

shorter than its filament ; capsule oblong, an inch long,

not narrowed to a beak, deeply acutely angular.

Eastern United States, from Maine to North Caro-
lina, Virginia and Tennessee, This is a very distinct

plant, rare in our gardens, but well figured long ago
in the Botanical Miqatim: Spite of its distinctness

there is some doubt as to what name it should hear.

Dr. Asa Gray and Dr. Chapman apply to it the Lin-

nean name of Iris virginica, but wliat has been

universally understood in Europe as virginica is Her-

bert's caurina, a broad-leaved Apogon very near the

common Iris versicolor. It is caurina that represents

virginica in the Linnean herbarium (a specimen dried

from the Upsal garden), and which is figured as such

by Jacquin and in the Botanical Ma^azim. Under
these circumstances I have preferred to slick to the

old European rendering ul the story. Dr. Klatt,

under the name of virj^inica, quotes the Botanical

Majj^azine figures of both the broad -leaved and
narrow-leaved species, but this way out of the diffi-

culty will never do. Whether the broad-leaved

virginica be really a distinct species from versicolor

may perhaps be questionable. Tue present plant is

a good deal like sibirica, but the deeply-angled

capsule, exserted pedicels, and small spathe easily

mark it.

45. /. ensaia, Thunb. in Trans. Linn. Soc, vol. li.,

p. 328 : Wild. Sp. Plant., vol. i., p. 451 ; Ker, Gen.

Irid., p. 50. ; I gramtnea^ Thunb. Fl. Jap., p. 34, non
Linn ; /. bigliitnis, Vahl. Enum., vol. ii., p. 149 ; Ker,

Gen. Irid., p. 51, D. Don, in Sweet, Flow. Gard., ser. 2,

t, 187 ; /. an spuria^ Pallas, Iter. 3, append. 26, t. c.

fig. I ; /. trifhra, Balbis, Misc. Bot., p. 6, tab. i ; Red.

Lil., t. 481; Schlecht. in Linncea, vol. xxvi., p. 465.

/. Doniana, Spach, Hist. Phan., vol. xiii., p. 34 ; Walp,
Ann., vol i.,p. B21 ; /. hccmatopkylla. Link, Enum. Berol,

vol. i., p. 60. non Fischer ; /. PalLuii^ Fisch. in Trev.

Ind. Sem. Hort. Vrat, 1821 ; Reich. Ic. Fl. Germ.,

tab. 479, fig. 672 ; Bot. Mag,, t. 2331 ; Klatt, in Linnasa,

vol. xxxiv.,p. 606 ; /. oxypetala, Bunge, in C. A. Meyer,

Ind. PI. Mus.Pek., 1834. p 8; Led. Fl. Ross. vol. iv.,p. 99 ;

/. carici/olia, Pallas in Willd. Herb. No. 999; Roem.
and Schultes, Syst. Veg. Mant. r., p. 318 ; Lfragram,
Lind!. in Bot. Reg , vol. xxvi., tab. i ; Klatt, in Linnasa,

vol. xxxiv., p. 614 ; /. longispatka, Fisch. in Bot. Mag.,

tab. 2528 : /. Mjocreftiana, Wall. Cat., No. 5051 ; D.

Don, in Proc. Linn. Soc, vol. i. {1849), p. 8 ; lonins

biglumis, Doniana, fragrans^ longispatka, trijlora^ and

Pallasii, Klatt, in Bot. Zeit. 1872, p. 502-3,—Rhizome

\—^ inch thick, firm, short creeping. Relics of old

leaves splitting up a little into fibres. Leaves about

four in a tuft produced, linear, a foot or more

long at the flowering time, \—^ inch broad, glaucous,

firm and rigid in texlure, strongly closely ribbed. Stem

a foot or less high, firm, terete, wiih 1—3 flowers in a

single terminal cluster, and one or two reduced leaves

from the middle. Spathe of two or more linear green

valves, which commonly reach a length of 3 and some-

times of 4 or 5 inches. Pedicel 2—4 inches long inside

the spathe ; ovary slender, cylindrical, an inch long
;

tube very short ; limb if—2 inches deep, lilac-purple ;

divisions all oblanceolate, about equal in length ; the

falls with a reflexing blade \—l inch broad, marked with

yellow, and veined at the throat; the standards erect

and plain lilac, \ inch broad. Stigmas an inch iong,
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without the crests. Anthers 2 inch long, equalling the

filaments. Capsule oblong, 1^—2 inches long, \ inch

thick, marked with six strong ribs, and narrowed into

a beak.

Extends from the Cauca*u> to Japan and the North

of China, and occurs also in Kashmir and other tracts

of the temperate region of the Western Himalayas.

It is most like graminea, but the leaves are much
stronger and more rigid, the pedicels and spathe-

valves are longer, and the capsule and parts of the

flower different in shape, and whilst one is exclusively

European, the other is entirely Asiatic. It has been

in cultivation from the beginning of the century, but

is by no means common ; as will be seen from the

list of synonyms, the plant seems to have received

thirteen different specific names, and I cannot make
out any diff'^rence between six of the species admitted

in Dr. Klatt's latest paper. There is a specimen

from Pallas, labelled by him as doubtful spuria in the

herbarium of Linnaeus.

46 /. graminea, Linn. Sp. Plant, edit. 2, p. 58 ;

Miller, .Diet., edit. 6, No. 10; Bot. Mag. tab. 681 ; Red.

Lil., t. 299 ; Jacq Fl. Austr., vol. i., p. 5, t. 2 ; Ker,

Gen. Irid., p. 50; Klatt, in Linnnja, vol. xxxiv., p. 615;
Xyridion ^ramineuvi^ Klatt, in Bot. Zeit. 1872, p. 500

;

Iris Adami, Willd. in Link, Jahrb., vol. iji., p. 72.

—

Rhizome firm, wide-creeping, \ inch thick, sending out

long, rather fleshy fibres. Relics of old leaves not split-

ling up into fibres. Produced leaves about four to a
tuft, linear ; much overtopping the flowers, tliin and
grassy in texture, green, 1 V— 2 feet long, :', ~ | inch

broad, strongly closely ribbed. Stem under a fool high,

solid, ancipitous, with 2—3 flowers in a single terminal

cluster, and bearing one or two long leaves. Spathe of

more than two linear green valves, 2—3 inches long,

with a membranous edge. Pedicels 1— It inch long

inside the spathe ; ovary triquetrous, \ inch long ; tube

cyathiform, \ inch deep ; limb ij—2 inches deep, bright

lilac-purple ; falls with an orbicular limb, \ inch broad,

much shorter than the broad, oblong-unguiculate claw,

which is dull yellow, the throat veined with bhie-purple

on a white ground ; standards erect, plain purple,

\ inch broad. Stigmas an inch long, exclusive of the

small deltoid crests. Capsule hexagonal, according to

Dr. Klatt, with the angles broadly keeled.

Spread all through Central and Southern Tuirope,

from Belgium and France to Turkey, Greece, and
Caucasus, A well-known and unmistakable species,

the history of which goes bick to Lobel, Clu^lus, and
Gerarde. It may be easily known from all forms of

I. sibirica, even when out of Bower, by its short,

angular, solid stem and long grass-like leaves. I.

sylvestris, Balbis (f. bayonnensis, Darracq), is a

robust variety, with leaves f — 4 inch broad. The
species flowers in England la^e in May.

47. /. sibirica, Linn. Sp. Plant., edit. 2, p. 57 ; Jacq.
Fi. Austr., vol. i

, p. 6, t. 3 ; Bot. Mag., tab. 60 ; Red.
Lil., t. 420; Ker, Gen. Irid., p. 51 ; Reich. Ic. FI.

Germ., tab. 341, fig. 768 ; Klatt, in Linncea, vol. xxxiv.,

p. 608 ; Xyridion sibiricnm, Klatt, in Bot. Zeit. 1872,

p. 500; /. fratcnsis. Lam. Ency., vol. iii., p. 300;
Lam. and D. C. Fi. Franc, vol. iii., p. 329 ; Red. Lil.,

t. 239; Laciifa, Willd. Enum. Ber. Suppl., p. 4; Reich.

Ic. Germ., tab. 343, fig. 770; /. maritima. Miller,

Diet., edit. 6, No. 11 ; Reich. Ic. Germ., tab. 342, fig.

769. — Rhizome firm, wide-creeping, \ inch thick.

Relics of old leaves splitting up into fibres. Leaves 5—
6 to a tuft, linear, greenish, rather thin in texture, finely

ribbed, 1--2 feet long, ^— a inch broad. Stem terete,

fistulose, I—2^ feet high, overtopping the leaves, simple

or forked, producing 2—3 flowers in a cluster. Spalhe
of more than two linear valves, i --li foot long, all

brown and scariose at the flowering time. Pedicels

reaching a length of i or 2 inches inside the spathe.
Ovary acutely trigonous, ^—\ inch long. Tube very
short, cyathiform. Limb 1^—2 inches deep, bright lilac-

blue ; falls with an oblong blade, f— i inch broad, as

long as the oblanceolate claw, much veined with bright

violet on a light ground
; standards rather shorter than

the falls, erect, oblanceolate-unguiculate, ^

—

h inch
broad. Stigmas 5- -r inch long, exclusive of the small

deltoid crests. Capsule oblong-trigonous, not beaked,
deeply trisulcate, i^ inch long.

Spread all through Central and Southern Europe,

and extending into Siberia. It flowers in June and
the latter part of May, and is the commonest in culti-

vation of all the species of this section. I. acuta,

Willd., is a dwarf compact variety, with leaves as long

as the stem. I. flexuosa, Murray, Nov. Coram. Gott.,

vol. vii., p. 30, t. 4 {figured also in Bot. Mag,
t. 1 163), is a variety with white flowers with segments
a good deal crisped, known as far back as Lobel and
Parkinson. The following, which are closely allied

to sibtrica, should probably be regarded as distinct

species :
—

/. oritnUiUs, Thunb. in Trans. Linn. Soc, vol. ii.,

p. 328 ; Willd. Sp. Plant., vol. i., p. 237, non Miller ; /.

sibirica, Thunb. Fi. Jap., p. 33 ; /. sanguinea, Donn,
Hort. Cantab., edit. 6, p. 17; Hornem. Ilort. Hafn.,

vol. i., p. 58 : /. sibirica var. mn^^uinea, Ker, in Bot.

Mag., t. i6o.^ ; /. ncrtchinskia, Lodd. Bot. Cab., I. 1843 ;

I. luTmaiophylla, Fisch., in Sweet, Bat. Flow. Gard.,

t. 118.—Differs from sibirica by the redness of its young
leaves, broader leaves, shorter peduncles, more tender

leaves and spalhe valves, and more fugitive flowers, with

the blade of the falls orbicular, an inch broad, A native

of Japan and the east of Siberia.

/. irigonocarpa, A. Braun, C. Koch, and BouchL-,

Ind. Sem. Berol. 1853 ; Walp. Ann., vol. vi., p. 55.

—

Dwarfer and more laxly tufted than sibirica, the rhizome
producing short slender stolons. Leaves y.,— ^^ inch

broad; stems i— iV foot high; brown spathe valves

scarcely 1 inch long ; flowers and capsule smaller, the lat-

ter less veined at the base and more narrowed at the tip.

7. G. Baker,

DISCARIA SERRATIFOLIA.
Among deciduous shrubs which the planter should

enquire for is the one named above, which, however,

is better known under the name of Colletia serrati-

folia. It has no claims to novelty, but is one of that

numerous assemblage of neglected or overlooked

plants whose merits it is our privilege and our pleasure

to bring to light.

The present plant was cultivated in Paris gardens

at the beginning of the century, but it does not

appear to have found its way here. At any rate

it is described and figured in the Joiirnal of the

Horticultural Society for 1S53, p. 59, as a half-

hardy spiny shrub, with green branches like those of

a Broom, with opposite shining bright green leaves,

and axillary tufts of greenish white, very fragrant

flowers, on which account it is recommended for pot

culture in spring, and a3 a plant for a conservative

wall. We have reason, however, to believe that the

plant is quite hardy—at any rate, we have known it

for some years in the pleasure grounds at Kew, where

it receives no protection, and where, in June, when it

is sheeted over with its myriads of small, whitish,

deliciou.sly-^cented flowers, it forms a very charming
shrub. Doubtless the plant is to be found else-

where, but we have never met with it, though, from

its merits, we can strongly recommend it.

There is no very great difference between the two
genera, Colletia and Discaria, but all the time the

latter is maintained as distinct the present plant

must be included in it. It is a common plant in

Chile and Patagonia. It is not necessary for us here

to give a detailed botanical description of the plant,

as it has been well described by Ventenat, and of late

years by Miers. Our illustration (fig. 65) suffices to

give an idea of a detached branch, but naturally fails

to represent the effectiveness of the whole shrub in

full bloom. The subjoined note gives in brief the

synonymy and botanical history of the shrub in

question.*

THE FRUITS OF ASIATIC
TURKEY.

{Coftcbtdcdfrom /. 296 )

The fruit trade of Smyrna, which is the great

emporium for Asia Minor, where the dried Fig and
the Raisin are unrivalled, is one of the largest in the

world. The town is built at the end of a gulf of

considerable length, and can be approached with
comparative ease, without the assistance of a pilot.

On the south of the straits Mount Sipylus and the

Two Brothers stand facing each other, like the open
portals of a large gateway. From these two points a
horse-shoe of mountain sweeps round and encloses

Smyrna, and a maritime plain of varying breadth and
almost unvarying fertility, within a wall of hills, in

most places of less elevation than the two points at

either end of the semicircle. During the hot season

there is a refreshing breeze, which blows with the

greatest regularity in the afternoon of each day,

and called the ** Inbut," or the " Doctor," so

universally are its vivifying powers recognised. The
land breeze, on the other hand, blows frequently in

the night-time, and is a dry, shrivelling wind, which

• DiscARrA SERR.ATiFOLiA. Benth. et Hook. Gen. PI. i.—
Colletia serratifolia, Ventenat, Hort. Cels., p. 92 adnot, et
Choix de Plantes. 1803, tab. 15 ; D. C. Prodr. ii (1825). p. 28 :

Bningniart, Ann. Sc. Nat. .\. 366 ; Lam. Diet. Suppl. ii. 312 ;

III. tab. 930 ; Lindl. in Journ. Hort. Soc. {1853). p. 59, c. ic.

7iy\o?;t.—Notop/uc/iaserrati/otia, Miers, Contrib. i., 267.

further resembles the bise of southern France by the

quarter—the north—from which it blows.

When seen at a distance from the deck of a vessel

the town has the appearance of being built partly

upon a strip of level and partly upon sloping ground,

lying between the sea and a hilly background, partly

as if creeping up and along the sides of the hills.

These lower hills in the immediate vicinity are

rocky, and to a considerable extent uncultivated
;

patches, however, of various sizes, varying from an

acre to an acre and a half, are every here and there

redeemed from waste, and bear Corn, Wheat, and

Barley crops ; and the Olive grows where nothing else

doeR, braving the heat with its polished leaves, and
j

supplying itself with moisture in the midst of aridity,
\

Long horizontal bands of green, of which the large- 1

leaved Fig forms a considerable part, may be

observed girdling these hills, telling of the water*

course below. The water runs in a channel formed

of stones strongly fastened together, and between

vineyards and orchards that are supported by mud
walls ; it is supplied from the mountain springs, some
of which are perennial, and, so long as the higher

mountains are covered with wood to the extent they

are at present, are likely to remain so.

The loftier hills are clothed with trees, principally

Pine, Fir, and the dwarf Oaks. Both kinds of wood
are extensively used for charcoal, whilst the Quercus

infectoria and Q. .Fgilops produce galls and valonia,

all of them products of great local interest. The
plains and valleys within a few hours' journey of

Smyrna, and generally in this part of Asia Minor, are

very generally cultivated, and covered with verdure

during the spring, autumn and winter months, though

considerably burnt up and parched from the middle

of June to the end of August. But at all times the

eye finds abuniance of vegetation to rest upon in the

green foliage of the Fig and the Pomegranate, and the

glaucous leaves of the Olive, the cultivation of which

contributes, though in a less degree than that of corn

crops, to the opening and breaking up of the soil.

The hot season commences with the month of June,

and begins to lose its intensity towards the end of

August. At this time the thermometer will often

indicate a heat of from So'' to go** Fahr. in the shade,

and is greatest each day between 4 and 5 r.M. In

June and July, when almost all around is either

fading or already destroyed by the voracious locusts,

the shadier nooks amongst the rocks shelter tie bright

green of a beautiful Asclepiad (Schubertia muhitlora),

whose sweet-scented flowers are well protected by

their poisonous quality. The hedges that bound the

green lanes at other times are composed chiefly of

Myrtle, yellow Jasmine, Laburnum, and Ilex, over-

run with Clematis and Honeysuckle, From the trees

the Walnut and Olive are selected for cabinet-

making ; and the saplings of the Lemon, Cheriy,

Bay, Apricot, Hazel, Jasmine, and Wild Rose, are

all used for the manulacture of pipe stems—a staple

article of produce. Cypresses afford the tallest

timber, but these do not appear to be ever planted out

of the cemeteries, where they sometimes attain a

height of 120 feet, with a growth of S or 10 feet or

more. In some places a tall Poplar is cultivated for

scaffolding poles, but they do not reach a great height

near the coast.

In the town of Smyrna the different nations have
each a quarter of their own—the Turkish, Armenian,

(Ireek, Jewish, and the European—with separate

markets. Fish and vegetables of all kinds are so

exceedingly cheap as only to be estimated by the

/rtrd, a coin equal to one-fifth of a farthing in value,

and they are in this country most important articles

of diet.

The business of exporting and importing goods to

and from Europe is becoming more and more
monopolised by the Greek merchants. The same
mercantile enterprise distinguishes the Armenian race,

and, in conjunction with the Greek merchants, they

employ a considerable number of English steamships,

which form what is called the *' Greek line," and ply

between Liverpool, Constantinople, Smyrna, and
Alexandria. It is no exaggeration to say that fruit is

an article which occupies the attention of the whole
community, more or less, and produces during the

season great interest and activity. Figs come to

market early in September, and Raisins are ready

for shipping early in October ; the former are pro-

curable only at Smyrna, where the latter in all their

qualities may be procured ; but the shipments are

generally made at Cesn«', Vourla, Carabourna, Us-
beck, &c., from which ports the name of the Raisins
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takes its origin. The Figs are grown in the Aidin dis-

trict, and their curing may be seen performed by dirty

women in the Fig warehouses in September and

October. It is a matter of doubt by some whether

the cultivation of this fruit is as careful now as it was

some ten years ago. The merit of a good Fig is a

thin skin, the seeds should be visible through the skin,

and the fruit inside should be dark and luscious. In

packing of Figs there is no preparation, and the

popular idea of sugaring is erroneous, in fact the

sugar would cost more than the fruit.

The Fig drums being of a circular form, some skill

is required in their construction. The circular form

is thus attained : The piece which is to be of this form

is of some Pine wood ; this, when in the plane con-

dition, and not very exactly cut or squared, is placed

before a chip and shaving fire, and warmed through

and through, and it thus acquires some degree of

pliancy and ductility. For the second part of the

operation the following machine is employed—

a

bar of iron set all round with cogs is made to revolve

by a hand crank, and there is, at about the distance

of the thickness of the Fig-box board, a stout frame-

work ofwood just below the iron bar. Into the interval

depends. Larger quantities are exported to America
than to England, but those intended for the English

market are of a finer quality.

The greater proportion of the Raisins from Smyrna
are known as " Chesme," the name of an island near
the mainland. These are the Turkey Grape, pure
and simple, without selection, picking of stalks, or

any manipulation whatever. The Sultana Raisins

have improved greatly in quality during the last few
years, as is shown by a brighter colour and greater

delicacy of skin. This, and many other sorts of

Turkey fruit, are cured in the sun—a slight sprinkling

of oil being employed to prevent the too great

evaporation of the moisture, and also to give the

fruit, when packed and shipped, a better chance of

preservation. Sultanas are mostly used in the manu-
facturing districts of England, and during the con-

tinuance of the cotton famine, which caused a great

reduction in the consumption of this fruit, there was
so great an accumulation of stock in the United
Kingdom and elsewhere that they became almost
valueless. The Germans are large consumers, and
the fruit is a source of great trade between Smyrna
and Trieste. The Eleme Raisins are, as the title

Fig. 65.—discAria serratifolia.

thus formed the warmed wood is introduced ; it is

gradually pulled forward by the cogs of the revolving

bar, which, as it were, knead it into pliancy, and
destroying any tendency to brittleness ; and when it

has passed through it has gained a circular contour,
and lost all its resiliency. By this method a drum is

made in a very short time. The square box has,

however, nearly superseded the old-fashioned drum,
and it is not correct to ascribe the persistence in the

round shape to the irrational preference of the Turk
for that which is old, since the shape of the Fig box
depends upon the orders of the exporter. In the

opinion of competent dealers the system of packing
Figs in "layers," that is to say, of flattening each Fig
to give it a larger appearance, is one that has, in some
respects, passed the bounds of prudence ; for if the
fruit once be split it naturally occurs that the strength
departs, and, with the strength, the exquisite flavour,

which now is so frequently sacrificed for appearance
sake.

The Figs of Aidin used to be celebrated, but the
extension of growth has now brought all under one
common character. The world seems never to tire of
eating this fruit, and their growth in the warm
climates has become immense. The Figs grown in
Italy and Greece are inferior to the produce of
Turkey, both in size, flavour, and regularity of
packing, for upon this latter item much of the value

implies in the Turkish language, "picked," and are

used chiefly for export to our colonies, and for ships'

stores. They are packed specially with this view,

and are mostly from the Vines of Carabourna and

Vourla. The black Raisins are used in increasing

quantities for distillation. These are small Grapes,

cultivated without much care, but full of saccharine

matter. It is much valued by British wine-makers,

and at the place of growth is employed in the manu-

facture of spirituous drinks ; it has even been used of

late years in the wine districts of France, and in

Paris for the creation of boissoii, for the large propor-

tion of saccharine facilitates the process of fermenta-

tion. There is much wine manufactured in Anatolia,

and it is chiefly owing to the total want of care

exercised in the selecting the Grapes and sorting the

Vines, that, with its line equable and reliable

climate, it does not export wine in much greater

quantities.

In the fruit trade large sums are frequently gained

by speculation, and when the demand in England is

brisk, and the prices and quality fair, it very seldom

happens that any loss is sustained ; it is, however,

attended with risk. The fruit must be shipped

dry, and ought only to go in a very fast, sound

vessel, since much depends upon a first, or at least

an early arrival, which obtains in general a higher

price than the later arrivals. The quantity produced

is always uncertain. There is a curious anecdote
mentioned by Mr. Hamilton in his Researches in
Asia Minor, which had gained considerable cred-

ence at Smyrna. It was to the eflect that the gover-
nor, a most notorious and rapacious money-maker,
possessed a large garden, near Bournoubat, which
produced excellent fruit, and during one season a
most abundant crop of Cherries. Anxious to sell

them to advantage, he sent for the principal fruiterers

to value them, who were all equally desirous of
propitiating the govemer by praising his fruit. They
vied with each other in estimating the quantity as

well as the quality, and ended by congratulating the

governor on his good fortune and success ; but they
did not know whom they had to deal with, for no
sooner had he got them to declare unanimously that

his Cherries were worth some preposterous sum than
he nailed them to their bargain, and declared they

should not leave his house until they had bought his

fruit at the price they had named. Remonstrance
was useless, and they were compelled to pay the

penalty of their flattery \ E. T. B.

OBAN.
Every one who makes his way to the western

coasts of Scotland of course visits Oban, a romantic

and secluded little place, pleasant to abide at, and
serving as a first-class station for tourists going north-

wards. Although of date immemorial it is only since

the commencement of steam navigation, and more
particularly since the flocking into Caledonia "stern

and wild " of visitors in search of the picturesque,

that it has acquired celebrity, and that even the name
has become known to any but geographers. Oban is

not, in the special sense of the words, a watering-

place. Very few of the crowds of people who in

summer and autumn constitute the moving pasture of

the proprietors of the half-dozen very comfortable

modern hotels, stay in Oban more than a few days at

a time, unless the attractions of the immediate neigh-

bourhood be the object. To the great mass of visitors

it is simply a resting-place—welcome, convenient,

and delightful, a place where one can pause as after

entering the vestibule of some magnificent temple,

look round in admiration, and then push forward

again. Hence the Oban Times publishes no
weekly list of arrivals and departures. The
promenade, even when liveliest, is peopled but

thinly ; if we encounter an acquaintance, it is like

ships speaking at sea.

Nothing can possibly excel the charming beauty

of the route by which Oban is approached.

The Icna^ a splendidly-appointed steamer, sails

every morning from Glasgow at 7, and from

Greenock a couple of hours later. It is possible, no
doubt, to go by rail to within 30 or 40 miles, and then

by stage-coach the remainder of the distance ; but

nearly every one prefers the steam-packet route, and

as a question of time there is very little to choose.

From Greenock the voyage is one of constantly

changing softness and grandeur of scenery. Gourock,

Dunoon, Inellan, sweet villages upon the banks of

the Clyde, are successively passed. Far away, where

the sun goes down, we get faint purple glimpses of

mighty Arran and Ailsa Crag ; nearer at hand
are the majestic mountain frontiers of the

Southern Highlands. Soon in front rises the spec-

tacle of pretty Rothesay, bosomed in green, where

the climate is so mild that the name of the Montpelier

of Scotland seems well deserved. Then we pursue

our pleasant way through the Kyles of Bute, the

shelving and wooded shores on either hand, if the

day be tranquil, reflected in the unruffled water.

New prospects open up every mile that we advance

—mountain, and rock, and sea-borders, and hues of

surface in endless change. Sea-gulls innumerable,

white and shining in the sunbeam, and constantly rising

and sweeping in curves graceful as those of a Lily

flower, are our companions overhead. By-and-bye

we are in Loch Fyne—not an inland piece of water,

such as one commonly supposes a loch or lake must

needs be—but a glorious bit of old ocean, so girdled by

hills that it seems in the middle of a continent ; and

now our eyes are captured by the droll movements of

scores of huge porpoises, creatures agreeable enough

in form and action as they glide through the limpid

water, and ungainly only when they strive to leap

from it. How many things have an unde-

servedly ill reputation simply through being

judged of under circumstances either abnormal
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or not truly their own. The porpoises are not

always seen in the same parts, being generally

in chase of shoals of herrings, following scent as it

were ; when we see them it declares a local abundance
of fish. The hills, when the traclc of the vessel allows

of sufficiently near approach to distinguish the com-
ponents of the smaller vegetation, appear to be pro-

ductive chiefly of grass, heather, and bracken ; while

on the rocks, even within reach of the spray, we dis-

tinguish pretty embroidery of golden lichens, and now
and then that very curious green member of the same
order which gives the idea of a map, showing countries

and provinces, rivers, seas, and islands. This inte-

resting plant is the Lecidea geographica. Growing
upon the rocks in great patches, it is a constant source

of pleasure to the lover of the inestimable " little

things of Nature " when travelling northwards, and
becomes so much the more interesting yet when we
remember that upon the Alps it occurs far beyond the

line of perpetual snow, and that upon the Andes and
the Himalayas, and in the wilJs of Nova Zembla, so

wide is the diffusion, it stands as the last effort of

vegetation. The golden Lichen is the common Par-

melia parietina, which we see upon every old Haw-
thorn and weather-beaten wall, where its little cups
may be noticed all the year round.

Arrived at Ardrishaig the lona is quitted, say about
mid-day, and the voyage is resumed v:d the Crinan
Canal. Think not, gentle reader, of a canal such as

one may see in the suburbs of a manufacturing town
— flat, blackened, and doleful, not to say hideous, nor
even of one of those long lines of monotonous water-

way we come upon now and then in the course of a

country ramble, the margins shorn even of their

humble Rushes, so that no hindrance shall be offered

to the boatmen's ropes. Not such as these is the

romantic Crinan, which, instead of belonging to the

dullest of prose, is in most parts a place for the poet

and the painter. This great and useful work, which
crosses the neck of the peninsula of Cantyre, was
completed about half a century ago. The water is

clear, and almost all the way there is beautiful scenery

on each side.

At times one is reminded of the railway along

the margin of North Wales, where stupendous
mountains rise on the landward side, while on
the other, at high water, we are almost touched
by the sweet and lisping surf of the sea. No
towing-paths run beside the Crinan. No worn and
labouring horses are visible. All appears to be
managed by steam. Hence, although straight and
moie or less artificial, the banks are decked with
wild flowers. Meadow - sweet and the crimson
Lylhrum grow in abundance ; the stately Angelica,

handsomest of the British large-leaved Umbelliferre,

is a frequent ornament ; and here and there the bor-

ders are hidden, as if it were a natural river, by
bending shrubs. The comfort on the Crinan Canal
is, that we go slowly enough and near enough to see

everything. The steamer glides along so softly and
smoothly, and although not tardily, with a speed so

pleasantly measured, that every proximate object can

be scanned. For the artist and the observer of

simple Nature, after passing the locks, it is quite a

study.

Close at hand there is unceasing rivalry be-

tween Lady Fern and Oreopteris as to which shall

exceed in plenty of green fronds. Golden-dotted
Polypody looks out from every crevice. On the

inner side the piled-up rocks and broken crags,

trees clinging, as if for their lives, to every foothold,

from a long succession of charming pictures. Every
ledge that is not m.ossy, is alive with lilac Heather,

and set o(T with yellow spikes of Golden-rod—common
things, no doubt, but none the less beautiful.

Depend upon it, there is no surer way of keeping
alive our sense of the glorious and sublime in Nature
than habitually taking interest in the simple and
common.
The variety of species on the crags may not be

great—in Cantyre we do not expect it ; and to

see how perfectly Nature accomplishes her queenly
designs, when she is pleased so to do, with a few
different objects as easily as with a multitude, is

assuredly a thorough compensation, as well as no
slight treat. Look at those glorious Mountain

Ashes 1 Here they are at home, therefore seen at

their best. When recently moistened by a shower
(no uncommon occurrence in Scotland), a Mount.ain

Ash in full ripe fruit is unquestionably one of the

most striking sights in Nature. What then shall

be said of the spectacle of a hundred, thrown

upon the tinted cliffs in the most easy and Mgagi
way imaginable; and loaded even to surcharge

of the glowing coral ; they remind one of that

beautiful passage in old Maximus Tyrius, where he
adduces flowers immersed in water as an image of

characters which acquire new charm from what at the

first proposal would seem hurtful. Nature never pre-

sents so animated a complexion as when the effects

produced by a shower are immediately followed

by those of bright sunshine. The sweetest old

Homeric story is that of Andromache "smiling
through her tears," and the Mountain Ash, assuredly,

is loveliest when wet—the verdure also is so fresh

and spring-like, the Mountain Ash being one of the

trees which is green till nearly the end. The most
imposing of colour?, taken alone, is violet-purple,

the hue found in certain varieties of the Pansy, and
which is assigned to the idea of kings and emperors.
The combination in art which surpasses all others

is black and gold, which, when the malerial of the

black is unimpeachable, and the gold is in good
balance, renders a lady dressed in it matchless as to

atlire : in living vegetable Nature, where the union of

blackand gold does notexist, the nearest approximation
occurring in the embroidered leaves of certain East
Indian species of Anxctochilus, the most admirable
combination is precisely that which we get in the even-
ing life of the Mountain Ash, or scarlet and green in

miniature, now exquisitely set forth in the opening
buds of of the scarlet Pelargonium, in the bursting

calyx of the Corn Poppy, and the half-hidden ripe

wild .Strawberries of the hedgerow.
IIow beautiful, too, as we glide along the Crinan,

envious not for an instant of Anacharsis on the Peneus,
the Alders leaning over the water ; for now they are

crowded with their seed calkins— fit companions for

leaves which have no parallel amid British trees. I

love the often-disparaged old Alder ; it discourses of

past, present, and future. Here still hang the black
and empty pods of 1S75 ; beside them are the not
quite ripe ones of 1S76, and in company with these

Last are the young flowers, both male and female,

that will open in the spring of 1877. What becomes
of the seed shed by the innumerable catkins of the

Alders ? Acorns fall to the ground, and give rise to

little Oaks, seedling Birches, Beeches, Sycamores,
and Ashes, all with their characteristic cotyledons,

may be found in plenty ; but the infant Alders,

assuming that they are hatched, somehow I miss.

Though last, far from least, on the broken and
precipitous steeps of the Crinan, very pretty, now
and then, is the sight of the Woodbine, long sprays

of which are apt to carry a coronal of the amber and
pinky bloom so far away as to stimulate the airy

usiges of the Oncidium Papilio. I wish people
could be got to believe, more generally, that whether
it be the hearts of mankind, or the elements of
Nature, the simple and plain have charms equal to

those of the great and lustrous. To realise the

beauty of common things—to look with intelligent

love upon nature in all its developments, not ques-
tioning whether .any particular part is more excellent

th.\n another, but attaching one's self to the whole,
as a great and beautiful power capable of imparting
purest joy, is to command one of the profoundest
secrets of noble pleasure—a secret, moreover, not
restricted to any class or grade, but open to the pos-
session of all men. It is a secret not hard to learn.

I have an impression that the stepping-stone is the

study of our British wild flowers. A man who has
found out the beauty of the Woodbine has never any
occasion to search for pleasure ;—

" The meanest floweret of the vale,

The simplest note that swells the gale,

The common sun, the air, the skies,

To him are opening Paradise."

Leo Griiidon, Maiicheslci:

{Tu be continued.')

Florists' Flowers.
Notes on the New Rosks.—The Rose season is

virtually over, for with such a trying summer for all

kinds of vegetation as we have passed through
autumnal blooms will be a mere lottery, and not of a
very reliable character. This will necessarily tell

against the new Roses, some of which nevertheless,

particularly those of the English raisers, have been
presented in such a form as to warrant their accept-
ance as genuine acquisitions. With respect to the
great metropolitan exhibitions, notwithstanding the

prognostics of the weather-wise, there has been no
falling off in the quality or quantity of the specimens
staged. Indeed, they have seldom as a whole been
finer, and the opportunities afforded for criticism and
comparison by three such gigantic displays as those
of the Aquarium, the Crystal Palace, and the
Alexandra, have, perhaps, never been equall'd. At
the last named place of popular amusement about 6000
blooms, old and new, were placed on the tables

in various forms, though chiefly as cut flowers ; such a
collection forming a complete epitome of the finest

varieties in cultivation.

One effect of these magnificent displays will doubt-
less be a large accession to the ranks of amateur
cultivators, increasing in numbers every year. It

is not, however, the object of this paper to discuss

this phase of the question in the way which it

would admit of, but to proceed to those particulars of

information which are of most interest and
use to rosarians of all classes, namely, the cha-
racters of the Roses of 1874-75 and 1S75-76,

the latter being necessarily from the mode of propa-
gation sparely seen. Indeed, many trade growers
do not have blooms of all their imported novelties

during the first year, .and, again, it is unlikely that such
of them as are seen should appear in their ultimate

character. Remarks, therefore, before the planting

seasons arrives, upon such varieties as seem worthy
of trial, will be a useful guide to the mass of enthu-
siasts whose opportunities of personal observation are

limited, and whose knowledge is less.

It is an encouraging feature in the progress of the
universal favourite to find so many English seedlings

brought forward every year, and that their number is

apparently increasing, so that in time we shall be
independent of the inundation of inferiorities we
now receive annually from France. Some of these
neophytes of native birth have already received, de-
servedly, certificates of merit from our leading horti-

cultural societies. In gr.\nting these credentials, how-
ever, the most rigid impartiality will have to be
exercised if their value is to be preserved. It is not
enough that the Roses presented should be good or
new, but they should be better than any already in

cultivation to receive the stamp of currency at all.

Involuntary personal influences are always difficult to
resist, and there are not wanting indications of a ten-

dency in that direction.

One of the finest English Roses for the season
is undoubtedly Magna Charta (Wra. Paul). This
might be described as an improved Paul Neron, pos-
sessing the robust and grand growth and great size of
that superior variety, with greater symmetry and a
darker and more brilliant colour. Star of Walthara
and Queen of Waltham, by the same raiser, quite pre-
serve the reputation previously acquired, and Princess
Beatrice is an essential to every collection, whether for

open-air or pot culture. Next to these may be taken
the lot of Mr. C. Turner, of Slough. Mrs. Baker
and Oxonian are high-coloured Roses of the crimson
class. There are so many of this style that we may
well pause a while before accepting any more. Miss
Hassard and Rev. J. B. M. Camm are the best, and
may be safely adopted for even a small collection,

particularly the fust, which is a fine globular pink
fljwer of great symmetry and finish

; John Stuart Mill
is a fine Rose, of bright clear red.

The Cheshunt Nurseries announce Duke of Con-
naught, Sultan of Zanzibar, and Dr. Hooker, and
likewise send out Empress of India (Laxton). These
are all very dark varieties, of no great size, and pos-
sessing a family resemblance to each other, and to
Reynolds Hole, which they by no means surpass. It

may be well to experim.ent in this line in the hope of
ultimately discovering some gem, some Princess
Beatrice or Paul Nijron, in the intensely dark shades
of colour, but for the present Prince Camile de Rohan
and Louis Van Houtte still hold the premier place.

Messrs. Cranston & Mayos' Sir Garnet Wolseley has
already been seen ; it is another of those high-toned
crimson Roses of which there are so many, and which,
it resembles without displacing. It has, however,
considerable merit, and will doubtless find patrons
and admirers.

At the exhibitions we have named there were several
other English novelties sLaged, which can scarcely be
said to have advanced beyond the stage of "seed-
lings." Most of these had names, and may with time <

and trial establish a place amongst recognised Roses ; 1

at present their pretensions are but smaU. It is to be
regretted that in the interests of the Roses and theirl
raisers themselves so much undue haste is displayed in
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bringing imperfeclly tested qualities before public

view. The following may, after further trial, esta-

blish a better reputation than the specimens appeared

to promise :—Isaac Wilkinson, very dark ; Beauty of

Slough, also dark ; Dean of Windsor, a kind of

crimson, did not impipss us with a very vivid admira-

tion ; Robert Marnock, a darkish crimson, somewhat

like Lord Riglan, once a favourite, but, like many

others of the Geint des Batailles strain, now departed

to the regions where the bad Roses go ; Marchioness of

Exeter, a deeper Edouard Morren, but far inferior to

that glorious Rose ; Alexander Mackenzie, Madame
Liebhart, a dull colour.

We were not alone in questioning the raison iV'dre

of such a miserable set of seedlings as the following:

—

Lord Derby, Nabob, Charles Darwin, and Lord

Derby—the latter a kind of inferior Annie Wood, per-

haps a little^darker ; Lady Isabel Cecil, pale straw,

and Letty (or Lotty) Coles, pale rose or blush, with a

darker centre, a dull if not dirty colour, as shown

scarcely call lor notice ; Catherine Bell, of Fcandent

habit, deep petalled, pink, very strong shoots, may

turn out an addition to the climbers.

The rest of the space will only permit a glance at

Continentals : Duchesse de Vallombrosa, delicate rose,

deeper centre, this is from Jules Margottin ; Gustave

Revilliod, deep satin-rose ; Comtesse Vally de

Serenye, amaranth, not to be confounded with Com-
tesse de Serenye of the previous year, a good Rose ;

Madame J. M. Gonod, deep slate-crimson, fiery red

centre ; Souvenir d'Arthur Sansal, clear rose,

from Jules Margottin ; Triomphe de France, said to

be so named at the special request of the judges when

exhibited, bright carmine. First-class Certificate in

France. Of 1S75, Hippolyte Jamain, an improved

Comtesse d'Oxford ; Mons. E. Y. Teas, brilliant

crimson ; Antoine Mouton, large, like Paul N6ron
;

La Rosiere, are destined, no doubt, to a brilliant

future.

One result of these exhibitions, combined with

observations at some of the largest trade grounds, has

been to convince the writer, in common with many
eminent cultivators, of the urgent necessity of a strin-

gent revision of the lists. In almost every line of

Roses there are too many alike ; three or four of the

best types of each, takinij every point into considera-

tion ought to be selected and the rest suppressed.

There is neither utility nor satisfaction in spending

time and labour in propagating distinctions without

differences. ]V. D. Prior.

Natural History.
Squirrels Eating Fruit.—If any further proof

is necessary to convince the readers of the Gardeners^

Chronicle as to the depredations committed by

squirrels amongst fruit, I will add my testimony to a

fact which has occurred in these gardens. A quantity

of squirrels are always to be seen in the park, and

as a matter of course we have a share of them in the

gardens, especially at this season of the year when
the fruit is about ripening. And although they are

in most years a source of some annoyance and trouble,

yet have I never before known them to be so ravenous

after fruit as has been the case thi§ year, so much so

that they commenced eating the Plums before they

were anything like ripe, until at last I was obliged to

cover all the trees I possibly could with netting.

Finding themselves debarred from the Plums, they

began in earnest upon the Peaches and Nectarines,

and of these they have had a goodly number. During

the last fewdaystheir visits have been less frequent, and

now I find them busily engaged on the Walnut and

Nut trees in the park. Thomas Carlton, Ashtiad Park,

near Epsom,

Last summer, as I was in my garden walking

round the Strawberry beds, I saw a squirrel caught in

the netting. I sent my dogs to kill it, and in killing

it they tore it in halves, and I think I may say there

were at least fifty Strawberries in its inside. William

Ilaoilt, Bmkhurst Park.

A Late Incubation. — Your correspondent,

*'D.," of the 2d, speakes of a yellowhammer's nest

which he found on the 2ist of last month. I this day
saw one with two young ones only a few days old.

This bird is generally found very late with itinest ; it

may probably be the second brood. I have often

seen them late, but I do not remember ever seeing

one so late in the season as this to which I now
refer. J. S. C.

REMARKS ON VINE CULTURE.
BOTTOM HEAT.

Some six months ago a gentleman who is the

author of a recently published work on gardening,

but who has no sympathy whatever with Grape or

any other branch of fruit culture, told me that people

were tired reading about Vines, and that if we hear

no more for the next seven years we have had

enough of it. Still Grape growing occupies the

attention of people of all classes and of all grades of

society, nor do I think there is the least likelihood of

the general interest in Grape culture abating in any

degree for a long time to come. The author referred

to seemed to think the subject had been worn thread-

bare
; perhaps it has with gardeners of a certain age,

but gardeners do not live for ever, and when the

present race of venerable practitioners retire from

the scene of active operations, the rising generation

who are to take their places cannot be too well in-

formed on so important a subject. Nor is this all.

There are hundreds of people desirous of growing

their own Grapes from the assistance rendered them

in the pages of the Gardeners' Chronicle and other

gardening papers.

There is scarcely a week passes that we do not

read all sorts of questions from anxious learners
;

therefore it is only a fair conclusion that an occa-

sional review of past experience will prove interesting

to a portion of your readers.

I propose in the first place to glance at what

caused a great sensation at one time, namely, the

ap;jlication of bottom-heat to Vines that were forced

early, and how far it has proved successful from facts

within my own knowledge.

Eleven years ago there was no end of noise about

bottom-heat; it almost created a sort of "mania"
amongst gardeners, but the storm has subsided to a

dead calm, and I fear the thing was abused in many
ca^es, or, to speak more properly, it was used when
there v;as not a shadow of pretence for using it,

so far as any good could possibly accrue from it. In

giving an instance o( the first place where to my
knowledge bottom-heat proved a complete failure,

I may say that the gardener under whose supervision

the case referred to occurred, has retired froai private

service, and I may also say that no one could be more

zealous than he in doing everything thoroughly, nor

one who was more sanguine of success. I have occa-

sion to remember, with some bitterness, the pros and

cons in connection with this failure, as I had charge

of the houses at the place, which was that of the late

Sir George Musgrave, Bart., of Eden Hall, in

Cumberland, where money was never grudged in the

garden when once an order was sanctioned to carry

out any improvement or alteration. The money in

this case was, however, not only thrown away, but

was also a perpetual enemy to the gardener in pro-

ducing a crop of Grapes.

The vinery I allude to was erected for the purpose

of growing Muscat Grapes, and anything that money
could purchase was available to the gardener so as to

insure success. The advantage of bottom-heat for

Vines was being then loudly proclaimed in the varitus

periodicals, and I then for the first time had the

privilege of being drilled in the formation of Vine

borders under the new system. There was no mistake

about the workmanship of the bottom-heat pipes

being efticiently executed, such a net-work of brick

pillars and hot-water pipes, with sufficient space for a

full-grown person to roam about at pleasure, or for a

workmen to mend any breach in case of accident. I

can well remember my first promenade round this

subterranean cavern, when at first sight the thought

flashed on my mind that George Stephenson had been

superseded in engineering skill, and that we should

have bunches of Grapes as large as Pumpkins when

we applied the high pressure both above and below.

I should perhaps here mention that, owing to some

slight miscalculation, the border was curtailed of its

depth some 6 or 9 inches, the depth of soil being

from 2 feet to 2 feet 6 inches. This was a sad occur-

rence at a place where every gallon of water had to be

dragged in a water-cart both for indoor and outdoor

use from the stable-yard.

The Vines after being planted forged ahead at a

rapid pace, and everything looked prosperous the

first season. There was a slight scorching noticeable

on some of the leaves, but then Muscats are often so

affected by a too powerful sun after dull weather, or

the foreman might neglect giving air in time. It was

easy enough to account for a little scorching through

neglect; the foliage might be saturated with condensed

moisture, and the man in charge might be caught

napping by a sudden blink of sun.

A sharp caution was of course administered, but

forgiveness was freely given for the first offence, with

this proviso however—"Don't let it occur again." The

following year the Vines carried a crop of fruit of no

ordinary merit, and whatever else suffered the utmost

vigilance and caution must be exercised in the airing

and other management of this pariicular vinery.

Everything seemed to sail along smoothly till the

berries began to take their second swelling, when

some of the leaves began to blotch, and as time wore

on matters grew worse. Of course the Vines lost

their leaves prematurely, and I need hardly tell any

of your readers what the consequence was to the fruit

—they, of course, shrivelled or shanked. The man

in charge, who was the writer of this article,

was again called over the coals, but I so stoutly pro-

tested against any dereliction of duty on my part, that

I convinced my master he must look beyond any

mere routine matter of neglect for the cause of the

evil. Accordingly, there were no end of scientific

men called in with magnifying glasses to examine the

glass, which was condemned, and replaced by what

was considered to be superior material, but the follow-

ing season the scorching commcnceil at the usual

time, and this time the cure turned out a " perfect

cure." The house was shaded during the brightest

hours of the day—a first-rate plan to improve the

flavour in Muscats ; and so the round v/ent on year

after year for eight or nine consecutive years. I

believe the bottom-heat pipes are now taken out,

but up to that time every effort proved a failure

to obtain and finish a crop of Grapes of any keeping

merit.

I saw an announcement in the Gardeners' Chionicle

some time ago that a Mr. Blackwood hdd taken charge

of the gardens at Eden Hall, and if his eye should

happen to catch these few remarks, I have no hesita-

tion in stating that the cause of failure was starvation

at the roots for want of water. The scorching always

began at a very critical time, just when a full crop of

leaves and fruit were demanding a continuous stream

of sap from the lov/er channels through which their

food must be supplied, yet the border never had

beyond what I would now call a surface "dabbling."

Additional experience tells me that Vines planted in

a shallow border suspended between earth and heaven

require no end of water, and it is very unsafe to leave

such matters in the hands of assistants, however

trustworthy. I am afraid this is not the only instance

where lack of water has laid the foundation for future

disappointments. I reported a case of my own last

year where I had an aggravated case of " mildew " in

a narrow heated border, where to all appearance the

Vines were amply supplied with water, but upon

close examination I found that this deadly pest was

spreading rapidly, through excessive dryness at the

root I found no difficulty in eradicating the pest

after the borders had been thoroughly drenched to the

drainage. I believe there is also a Muscat-house at

Croxleth Hall (the Earl of Sefton's), the border of

which is heated by hot-water pipes, and which is a

case, as far as I can learn, similar to the one above

referred to. But under feeble management Vines

grow feeble too, and no amount of "what we used to

do thirty years ago" will alter facts. The new gar-

dener at Croxteth has a grand field for future opera-

tiuns before hira, and the fruit department may be

expected to assume an appearance in keeping with

the means and liberality of a truly lordly establishment

now it is placed under younger and more vigorous

management.

It will be observed that the two cases I have quoted

are rather peculiar, in so far as the Vines were

Muscats. Generally speaking we do not start Muscat-

houses at a time of year when bottom-heat would be

required, and, speaking for myself, I should say that

money spent in such a way would be more properly

invested by placing it under the foundation-stone of

some new church. In the latter case it would do

neither good nor harm, and in the former it would do

all harm and no good. So far as I have gone with

this question of bottom-heat it may appear to your

readers that I am the inveterate enemy of such an ap-

pliance, but such is not the case. I am ready to ackno w-

Icdge the importance of the system in a modified form,

say for smiU early houses where the borders are

narrow, and in which case one or two rows of 4-inch

piping would be quite suflicient with the drainage laid

about and over them. Of course the bottom-heat would
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be worked by a valve, and only used when the ground,

thermometer indicated its necessity.

It may be asked, How about the bottom pipes in

case of accidents ? Now I do not see the use of bury-
ing so much money for the sake of gratifying a feeling

of security against evils that may never came. Nor do
I think it at all necessary or profitable to attempt to
heat vineries except in the case of small houses for

especial early purposes, and even then the advantage
is only one of time. This has been my experience of
bottom-heat—not that I have ever made it a point to
select houses for Vines where I had bottom heat at
command, but the force of circumstances has com-
pelled me to have recourse thereto in order to fill up
gaps which might otherwise occur while a process of
renovation was being carried out. ]V, Hinds,

{,To he co7ttinned.)

THE CHAMPION GRAPE
GROWERS.

We are glad to be able to lay before our readers

the portraits of the two Vine growers whose successes

at the International Fruit Show at Edinburgh last

year, were so noteworthy. This year at Dundee, as
will be seen in another column, they have
well maintained their repute, for which
reasons some account of their respective

careers may be ol unusual interest.

JOHN R. CURROR.

Mr, Curror served his apprenticeship in

Fife, and then became gardener in a small

place in East Lothian, from which he re-

moved to his present situation, where he has

been four years. He has two vineries, where
the Vines were planted six years ago—the

soil a strong yellow loam mixed with the

dark sharp soil of the neighbourhood where
they grow, with a large allowance of ground
bones and some rotten dung. The early

house produces splendid crops of Black

Hamburghs and other early sorts j the late

house grand examples of Black Alicante,

Mrs. Pince, Lady Downe's, and, as all the

world now knows, splendid bunches of

Raisin d'Calabre. The Vine of this Grape
that produced the largest and probably most
handsome bunch of Grapes that was ever
seen, produced last year besides it over

20 lb. of Grapes, showing that the monster
had not swallowed all its neighbours, as is

common in such cases. Mr. Curror makes
no sacrifice of crop for the mere fame of

producing great bunches, which makes his

success the more creditable.

In his greenhouse are a number of very

finely grown Heaths, as well as other green-

house plants. His Orchid-house is filled

with very healthy, well managed plants of

that most interesting race. His cold and
warm Fern-houses are also filled with well-

grown Todeas, Dicksonias, Davallias,

Adiantums, &c.

The whole place is in excellent order, and
though not more than an acre in extent it

well repays a visit at all times. Mr. Curror

seems a gardener by intuition, and his skill is only
equalled by his modesty ; in fact he seems quite

embarrassed when reference is made to his triumph as

a Grape grower.

JAMES DICKSON.

I commenced my gardening career in 1S53 (says

Jfr. Dickson), at the age of fourteen, under Mr. John
Maclean, gr. to the late \Vm. Forbes Mackenzie,
Esq., of Portmore, Peeblesshire, under whom I

served for three years, and during the greater part of
that time I had charge of the houses. Mr. Maclean
was famed as a first-class grower of Camellias ; indeed,
I have never seen a finer and more healthy collection

of that favourite plant anywhere.
When leaving Portmore I engaged as an under

gardener with Mr. James Baird, gr. to the late Captain
Patterson, of Cunnoquhie, Monimail, Fifeshire, in

which garden I had the privilege of assisting to renew
the vineries, the Vines of which, Mr. Baird told me
some time after, had turned out remarkably well.

Few growers excel Mr. Baird as a grower of Pines
and Grapes.

While at Cunnoquhie I was requested by Mr. John
Pender, late gr. to David Anderson, Esq., of More-
dun, Liberton, near Edinburgh, to come to him as a

journeyman. Accordingly I engaged with him, and
I had charge of a very extensive range of forcing-

houses. I had good opportunities aflorded me while

there of improving myself.

After four and a half yeai s' service at Moredun I

came to Arkleton, my present situation, in the latter

end of 1862. It is 5 miles north of Langholm, in the

centre of Ewesdale, and surrounded by the finest hill

scenery in the South of Scotland. It has for centuries

been the property of the Elliots, an old and celebrated

border family. The present proprietor, Wm. Scott

Elliot, resides in Edinburgh. It is the residence of

my present employer, John fardine, Esq., of Thorlies-

bope, and has been the residence of his ancestors for

upwards of a century. He is a retired country gentle-

man, who not only takes great pleasure in his own
garden, but also patronises liberally the horticultural

societies in the locality, and awards handsome prizes

to the cottagers in the district for the best kept

gardens and window plants—an example well worthy
of imitation.

The house was erected in i S60, and occupies the

site of the old Peel Tower ot the Elliots of Ewes-
dale, and combines all the architectural features of the

'--(^-cy^i^i'-

Border keep with the elegancies and conveniences of

the modern mansion.

The gardens were planned in 1S62 by the late Mr.

Little, of the firm of Messrs. Little & Ballantyne, of

Carlisle, and were laid out by me in 1863 and 1864.

The ground occupied by the garden had evidently at

one time been a watercourse, so that I had in a great

measure to make the soil, but a deep stratum of

gravel underlies it which makes an excellent drain-

age—a circumstance not without its advantages in a

locality where the rainfall is so heavy.

The vineries consist of two houses {Shaw's patent),

each 30 feet long, planted with the following Vines :—
Black Hamburgh, Mill Hill Hamburgh, Golden Ham-
burgh, Duke of Buccleuch, White Frontignan, Black

Frontignan, Black Prince, Alicante, Lady Downe's,

Mrs. Pince's Muscat, Madresfield Court, Tyninghame
Muscat, Archerfield Muscat, Gros Colman.and Syrian.

The Peach-houses are 180 feet long, in two divisions,

each 90 feet long, with a drum trellis running along

the front, and occupied both back and front with

well-grown, healthy-looking and fruitful trees, princi-

pally Peaches and Nectarines, with the exception of

a few Cherry and Plum trees.

Each of the Vine borders is 14S feet wide inside

and the same outside. In making the border I took

out what soil there was, and gravel to the required

depth, and in the bottom of the border I laid as a

foundation a foot of stones, over the stones a slight

covering of lime-rubbish, over this turf with the

grassy side down, and then filled up the borders with

the following compound :—The turf of a fine fibry

loam taken from an old sheffp pasture ; to every

twelve cartloads of this turf were added two cartloads

of old lime-rubbish, one cartload of horse-droppings,

one cartload of charcoal, and 5 cwt. of inch bones.

The turf was fresh from the field, mixed with the

other ingredients; and with this compound the borders

were filled up to the required depth, 3J feet deep
inside, the same depth immediately in front of the

houses, and 2i feet next the walk.

In common with others similarly situated I was
on the look-out for young Vines, so I heard from ray

old master (the late Mr. Pender) that Messrs. James
Dickson & Sons, nurserymen, Edinburgh, had a

superior stock. I therefore took train for Edin-

burgh, inspected tliem, and satisfied myself that they

were really first-rate. I then ordered the number
required, including one Syrian in the list. The
number of bunches, with the weight this Syrian

has carried, is seen by what follows:

—

In the year i86g—3 bunches, 6J^ to 8 lb. each
„ 1S66—4 bunches, 6 to 8K lb. „
,, 1867—3 bunches, 7, 8, and 9 lb. „
„ 1868—2 bunches, 8 and 8^ lb. „
,, 1869—1 bunch, 16}^ lb.

,, 1870—I bunch, 19 lb. 5 oz.

„ 1S71— I bunch, 18 lb. 7 oz.

„ J872—I bunch, ig lb. 6 oz.

„ 1873—I bunch, 16 lb. 10 oz.

„ 1874—r bunch, xiy^ lb.

t, 1875—2 bunches, 8 lb. 12 oz., and 1

lb. 10 oz.

The Vine that carried the bunch last year
which weighed, when cut, 26 lb. S oz., is

a young Vine grown from an eye taken

from the above. The second year it was
planted a bunch was cut from it that

weighed 14 lb. ; the third year, one of

16 lb. 60Z. Another that I have of the

same, growing on the back wall of one of

the vineries, has carried some very big

bunches, with which I have taken prizes

at local shows. All the other Vines, with
the exception of a few that I have added
recently, were cropped the second year,

each carrying seven or eight bunches.

I last year cut from a young Vine of

Mrs. Pince's Muscat two bunches, each 5Ub.,
one 6 lb., one 6j lb., and one S lb. weight.

From a young Vine of Alicante four

bunches, which weighed 3 lb., 5 lb., gib.

6 oz., and 10 lb. respectively, and Black
Hamburgh bunches that weighed 6 lb.,

7 lb., and S lb.

In the year 1S69, at the Edinburgh Inter-

national Show, I got 1st prize with a bunch
weighing 164 lb. ; in 1870, at the Royal
Caledonian Society's Show, with a bunch
weighing 19 lb. 5 oz. ; at the same place

in 1 87 1, 1st prize, with a bunch weighing

18 lb. 7 oz. ; at the Glasgow International

Show in 1872, I got 1st prize for the

heaviest white, with a bunch 19 lb. 6 oz.,

and 1st for heaviest black, with a bunch of

Hamburghs, 63 lb. In 1S73, at the Manchester In-

ternational, I was 1st for the heaviest white, with a
bunch 16 lb. 6 oz. ; and 2d for the heaviest black

with a bunch of Black Prince, weighing 5 lb. 13 oz.

;

and in the same year, at the Royal Caledonian Horti-

cultural Society's show in Edinburgh, I received the

1st prize for white, with a bunch weighing 16 lb, 10 oz.

At the same Society's show in 1S74 the 1st prize for

white was awarded to me for a bunch weighing

I2i lb. ; and the 1st for black, for a bunch of

Alicante weighing S lb.

In addition to the places named, I have been very

successful as an exhibitor at local shows, where for

fruits, flowers, and vegetables, I have taken over 400
prizes during the last twelve years. The bunches of

Grapes shown for weight at the local shows have been

of various weights—from 5 lb. to 16 lb.

Fruit trees thrive very well here j very few
standards are grown, but the walls are covered with a

very good selection of Pears, Apples, Plums, and
Cherries, most of which bear annually fine crops of

fruit. The following is a list of Pears that fruit

remarkably well here :—Easter Bergamotte, Beurre

d'Amanlis, Beurrd Diel, Chaumontel, Crawford,

Dunmore, Nclis d'lliver, Green Chisel, Hessel,j

Jargonelle, Marie Louise, and Swan's F,gg.
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As a rule, Cherries do very welL May Duke and

Royal Duke have done better than any other sort that

I have tried.

I have a very good selection of Plums, but some of

them have not done very well as to bearing fruit. The
sorts that have been most productive are the follow,

ing :—Blue Gage, Green Gage, Guthrie's Tay Bank,
Huling's Superb, Kirke's, White and Red Magnum
Bonum, Orleans, Victoria, and Reine Claude Violette.

In regard to the growing of Gooseberries and Cur-

rants I have been very successful, attributing my
success in that direction to a good mulching of

manure which I give them annually.

Independently of having a good substantial Vine-

border, I generally give the Vines a liberal top-dress-

ing every year (to the depth of about 3 inches), with
turfy loam, mixed with inch or half-inch bones. As
to the growing of fine Grapes, I have great faith in

inch or half-inch bones and liquid manure. Guano-
water is very good ; but, so far as I am a judge, it

can never be compared with liquid maijure. What I

use here is taken from a tank in the farmyard, and
with this I give the Vines a good watering, say three

times, before they begin to colour.

As a grower of Peaches and Nectarines I

have been very successful in taking prizes at

the following places :—Edinburgh, Carlisle,

Langholm, and Lockerbie.

NOMENCLATURE
TIMBER.

OF

"What's in a name ?
"

—

Shakespeare.

The answer may be given in the words of

the same poet—"more than's dreamt of in

cur philosophy." It is impossible to take
up any feature or subject so closely associated

wiih the common wants of man as that of

timber, without finding in its name some-
thing ol absorbing interest. As a material it

ranks second to no other, either in connec-

tion with man in his rude and primitive state

or under the high polish of civilisation ; so

closely is it associated wiih his everyday'life

that we may say of it as of his shadow—it is

always with him.

A mere glance at the vocabulary pertain-

ing to timber shows it abounds in monosyl-

lables, and that words of a compound
character are the exceptions. This fact

points with unerring truth to the rude and

simple language of our Saxon ancestors as

the source from which it is drawn. We
find, so far as this country is concerned, that

the Celtic and the Roman "tongues in

trees " have failed to reach our times,

and that names of a Norman origin occupy

no prouder position than parasites upon_the

grand old Teutonic stock.

The study of this subject carries us back
to an early period in the Christian era, when
our eastern coast was called the " Saxon
shore," when every creek and river mouth
of this fertile spot "set in the silver sea"

was infested with the blue-eyed strangers of the

North ; it shadows forth a time when like a living

wave this intruding race swept over the land, blotting

out in its devastating course the vernacular of its pre-

decessors, and setting up a standard tongue which, with

sundry changes consequent upon the wearing effects

of time, has endured to the present day.

In dealing with the nomenclature of timber it is

impossible in the limits of a single chapter to give it

the attention it deserves, hence we must confine our-

selves to a simple abstract, leaving the question of its

elaboration to be dealt with in the future.

Ash^ in alphabetical order, claims our first atten-

tion; it is the " aesc " of the Anglo-Saxons, and the

"ast" and "ask" of the Swede and Danish dialects.

From being the wood of which the lances, spears and
shields of our forefathers were made, it became par
ex:dUnce the tree of war, and unlike its present

feminine, the " queen of the woods," was endowed
with masculine attributes. It held the high distinction

of being the personification of strength and valour,

and it was a tenet of the heathen faith of the northern

nations that the first man, .-Esc, was made from the

wood of this tree. From this belief it became a

personal name of the highest honour, to be worn only
by those of royal blood, ^sc, the son of Hengish,

is an instance of its application in historic times, in

which case it implied that his genealogy was traceable

to this ancient source. It is noteworthy that the

Greeks and Romans made their spears or pikes of

this wood, a custom also obtaining with the Saxons,

who called this warlike instrument an " aesc."

Balk, or " baulk " as applied to a log of wood, is

from the Saxon bah-, the German balkiti, and the

Dutch baV;. In the former dialect it had a more
extended meaning than it bears at present, as we find

it implied a beam, a roof, a covering, or a balcony.

Batten is from the Saxon "bat," a boat or ship,

and implies a piece of wood suitable for making or

building such vessels. The club or bat of the

cricketers, as applied to a piece of wood, is allied to

this word.

Beam, from the German "baum,"a tree: in the

sense of a tree, the word still lingers with us in Horn-

beam—Horn tree ; its primitive meaning was a rough

hewn tree, used for constructive purposes.

Board is the"Anglo-Saxon "bord," and German
"brade," a thin plank. This word has been highly

wrought upon ; from being made of boards, we,find it

applied to the deck of a ship, also to a table, and

-e^-^^^OT^^t/' ^ii^tf<E-y€^^:^V^

hence those that assemble round it and even the food

placed upon it.

Cliareoal is a compound of the Russian and Anglo-

Saxon tongues ; "char " is to bum or reduce to coal

or carbon, and " coal " is a term referable to a black

substance. Charcoal means literally wood reduced to

impure carbon by expelling the volatile matter. In

the early history of the iron trade of this country it

was an ingredient of the first importance ; our present

name for fossil coal is borrowed from this material.

When made from Beech wood it was called
'

' Beech

coal." Charcoal burners were called colliers—an

occupation or calling which furnished the family names

of Collier, Collyer, and Colyear.

Chestnut, sometimes called Spanish—from the fact

of the best fruit coming from that country— is from the

Anglo-Saxon "cyst-beam," literally the fruitful tree.

Being a tree requiring a warmer climate to ripen its

fruit than that prevailing in this country, it is naturally

inferred that it was a tree little known to our rude

ancestors. Be this as it may, the fact remains that

they were present at its christening. The Horse

Chestnut was so called upon its introduction from

Asia in 1629, the term being a mere translation of its

classic name, Hippoeastanum.

Dealh the Anglo-Saxon "dael," and the German

*'diele," a part or portion ; hence a piece of wood.
In early times it most probably referred to a riven

piece, as a riving axe was called a "deal axe."

We still retain the word in "a deal of cards," mean-
ing a division or portion of the whole. So far as the

timber trade is concerned, the term "deal" appears to

have been applied alike to the Fir and the Spruce,

the "mast tree" and "deal tree" being common
terms long before it was known what trees they were
the produce of.

Elm, from the Anglo-Saxon "elm" "ellm," or

"ulme," and the Dutch "olm." This name occurs

with slight variations in all the Celtic dialects. From
the fact that the Elm rarely ripens its fruit in this

country, coupled with the resemblance of its name to

the classic tihnus, it is looked upon as a doubtful

native. The term " Wych Elm" is supposed to refer

to its ancient use for water pipes, especially in con-

nection with salt-springs, erroneously supposed to have

been called "wycs"and "wics,"asin Nantwich, iStc.

The writer is of opinion that the term "wych," also

referable to the Hazel and the Mountain Ash, is

merely a varied form of "withe"—a lithe or pliant rod

or_twlg.

Fir, as a term, embraces all the best

known coniferous trees, such as the Scotch

Fir, the Spruce Fir, and the Silver Fir; it

applies to trees of a resinous character,

easily ignitible, and consequently suitable

for fuel, for torches, and firebrands. Gerard
says "the Fir tree" was originally the

"fire tree"—an Inference that all investi-

gations confirm ; and there can be no doubt

upon comparing the Anglo-Saxon " fyr,"

fire, with the Scandinavian " fyrre," Fir,

that the terms "firewood" and "Fir-
wood" are synonymous.

Forest is an Italian or Armenian word,

which has reached us through our French or

Norman collections ; it appears In the Ger-

man language as "forst." Our ancient

forests were called "woods," as in Sher-

wood ; but the intruding term, although

superfluous, has tacked itself on behind,

hence the common phrase " Sherwood
Forest." The Saxon "woodward" from

this change of dialect became the Norman
"forester;" as an occupation it was of

sufficient Importance to found a large family

of personal names, hence those of Forrester,

Forster, and Foster.

Lo^ is an old Dutch term for "heavy,"

hence a heavy piece of timber is so called ;

the equivalent in the German tongue Is

"klog." In America, where the mother
tongue is subject to great mutations, the

act of rafting timber has got corrupted to

"logging."

Lumber—dry household rubbish—has

taken the place of the term " wood " on the

American continent. With the early settlers,

whose all lay in the cultivation of cereals,

timber was an incumbrance to the land

;

and although It has long since raised Itself

into a marketable commodity, it has failed

to free Itself from this term of ridicule.

Oak, the Anglo-Saxon "a'c," "aec," and "aac,"
and German " eich ; " the first form is preserved to

us in the fruit "a'ccorn," the corn of the Oak.
In ancient times it was a tree prized for Its fruit, being

used for fattening swine, and In time of dearth as

human food. Oak woods were estimated by the

number of hogs they would fatten, proof of which we
find in the Doomsday Survey, where woods of a single

hog are enumerated. Pliny says In his time acorns

formed the chief wealth of many nations. The ety-

mology of this word Is difficult to arrive at ; it appears

to be a term peculiar to the North of Europe. We
find it in "ac-drenc," oak-drink, a drink made from

acorns, and "ac-wern," a squirrel. This interesting

animal was known by this ancient name before we
borrowed the present one from our French neigh-

bours.

Flank runs through the French, Dutch, German,

and Danish languages with little variation. It implies

a flich of wood thicker than a board. It is a term

which no doubt reached us through our early trading

connections with the Low Countries.

Poplar, like all other trees whose names rise above

simple monosyllables, is supposed to be Introduced.

The white and the Aspen Poplars are the trees with

which our forefathers were familiar, the black and the
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Lombardy varieties being recent introductions. It is

generally tliouglit that this tree was introduced as

early as Roman limes—an opinion wiiich derives sup-

port from the resemblance of the name to the Latin

fopuliis. It is supposed by some writers to have

obtained this classic name (rom its being the tree

selected for the decorations of Rome, arbor popidi, by

others from its leaves being as easily agitated as the

minds of the people. It is curious that Sir Walter

Scott uses this simile :

—

*' Oh. woman, in our hours of ease
Uncertain, coy, and hard to please,

And variable as the shade
By the light quivering Aspen made."

— \Vm. SUvcif.cn, Hull, in the " Timber Trades

yoiirnal,"
{To he eonlUtited.)

Jfor£t({n Corws|foirbtnte.

Peasant Gardening in Russia.—The undu-

lating country stretching for many hundreds of miles

around the university town of Kief in Little Russia,

and known under the name of the Sarmatian Plain,

is an extremely fertile district, where much Wheat is

grown, and Beetroot extensively cultivated.

Some of the large landed proprietors farm their

own estates, or let the ground to the lessee of the

sugar factory, the preparation of sugar from Beetroot

being one of the largest industries in this part of the

country.

Many of the peasants are small proprietors, posses-

sing a cottage, a garden, orchard, and often a few

acres of land, the unplanted part of which is generally

devoted to the cultivation of Melons, Maize, Sun-

flowers, and Cucumbers. Ignorant and unskilful, the

Russian peasants pursue the most primitive methods

of growing their crops, never manuring the ground,

and when they find one portion of the soil exhausted,

they leave it, and seek a new and fertile spot, whither

they migrate for the summer.

Potatos, which are largely eaten, and most of the

culinary vegetables, are grown in the kitchen gardens
;

the orchards consist principally of Cherry trees of

low growth which bear enormous crops of large sour

fruit, while portions of ground are, as before stated,

set apart for the cultivation of Melons, &c.

When the cottager desires to grow these things

more extensively than would be required merely for

the use of his own family he selects an open space of

virgin soil in the woods where the clearing is suffi-

ciently large to prevent the crops being shaded by the

Oaks and Beeches, these trees being the principal

growth of the numerous woods which are scattered

over the country, but which are not of very great in-

dividual extent. Having selected his plot of ground,

either by renting or getting permission to enclose it as

a favour from the proprietor, the first thing necessary

is to put up a fence, which is composed of boughs cut

from the neighbouring trees ; this has to be made
sufTiciently strong to prevent horses and cattle, turned

into the woods to graze, from trampling down the

crops. The enclosure being strongly fenced round,

the ground is dug up just deep enough to enable the

cultivator to clear off the grass, and the requisite num-

ber of mounds being drawn together the Melon seed

is dropped in and a little earth raked over it. Before

the melons are up. Sunflower seed is scattered over

the ground and raked in. This plant is grown solely

for the sake of the seeds, which the peasants eat as we
do Nuts ; extensive fields, however, are sometimes

grown by the farmer, for the oil to be extracted from

the ripe seeds.

A good deal of Maize is also raised, the greater

part of which is eaten as a table vegetable, boiled

when partially ripe. Along the outer edge of the

enclosure Pumpkins are usually sown ; this vegetable

is exceedingly popular with the peasantry, entering

largely into many preparations of their daily fare.

Before the ground is dug, or rather scratched, than

which it is little else, and the seeds sown, the peasant

has constructed a dwelling for himself, in which he

can eat and sleep, and from which he can watch his

plot of ground. This hut is generally of the rudest

kind, being composed of boughs and strawmats ; inside

a hay or straw bed is made up, or rather down, on

the ground.

In Russia petty thefts are very common ; indeed so

prevalent is thieving that proprietors scarcely ever

enjoy the fruits of their gardens, and when the

peasant erects his hut in the garden his great object

is to watch his crops, that they may not be

stolen ; and, as the finest fruits ripen upon
the Melon plants a peculiar and crafty practice pre-

vaiU among the people of burying the finest fruits in

holes in the ground until they are quite ripe. As the

ftuit comes to maturity, a hole, sufficiently large to

admit of the Melon lying in it comfortably, so to

speak, is dug in the ground, and the (ruit sunk in it and

covered over with a thin layer of soil, enough to hide

it from the eye of the pilterer, but not sufficient to

keep oft the heat of the sun ; the Melon is of course

left still attached to the parent plant, and great care

is taken to conceal it, the soil being so placed that

where the stem is buried no sign oi the fruit is visible.

As the crop of Melons ripens (both Water and

Sweet are cultivated), it is carted away to the nearest

village or town, and disposed of at prices ranging

from one kopec— less than our halfpenny — to

10 kopecs—about 4./. In the town of Kief immense
quantities of Water Melons find a ready market ; they

are brou^^ht in boats down the Dnieper, and landed

at a place called the Lower Town, where they are

piled in great heap?, and retailed at prices varying

from I kopec to 16 kopecs.

Might we not take a hint from the Russian peasant,

and cultivate Melons extensively in the open air—on

the banks of railway cuttings, for instance? The
Green Climbing and Achapesnorricher are both per-

fectly hardy, and would no doubt answer well.

T. s. y.

THE FLORA OF SOUTH-
WESTERN COLORADO.

{Com-ludcdfrom p. 295 )

Upon the eastern slope of the Rocky Mountains, in

the valley of the Arkansas, the Cactacex, on account

of their abundance and size, are a prominent part of

the vegetation. It was expected that the southern

latitude, low altitude, and dryness of South-western

Colorado, with its proximity to the Cactus region of

Arizona, would, be favourable to the growth of

Cactacece, but the number of species is less than in the

Arkansas Valley, and the number of plants is very

small. Only two species to be added to the flora of

Colorado make their appearance : an Echinocactus

and a Cylindropuntia. The Cylindropunlia is found

at altitudes between 7000 and Sooo feet, and Echino-

cactus Whipple! generally does not grow in the

lowest altitudes, so that the country along the San

Juan River has not a single additional species of

Cactus, and lacks very nearly all the species of the

eastern slope. The great beds of Opuntia missouriensis

which cover the plains and parks of the eastern slope

are not found in South-western Colorado ; neither

Opuntia arborescens nor Cereus viridifloras was seen,

and no species is common.
The genus Astragalus is represented by few species,

and these are not very abundant. They grow almost

wholly above 6000 feet altitude. None of the species

of Astragalus of South-western Colorado, with the

exception of A, lonchocarpus, appear upon the

eastern slope. Twelve leguminous plants were found

which grow in Eastern Colorado, while not more
than eight species common to the plains of both

eastern and western slopes were seen. Few of the

L^gumiuosn: are very abundant.

The shrubby Rosacece are in strong force and
characteristic of the flora of South-western Colorado

from high to low altitudes. The species common to

both -eastern and western slopes, the abundance of

some which rarely grow upon the eastern slope,

together with those species which here enter the limits

of Colorado, give great prominence to the rosaceous

shrubs.

The genus Eriogonum is well represented in species,

and the plants are very abundant, especially those of

the annuals. Nine annual species grow in the San
Juan Valley ; in the Arkansas Valley but three are

found, and in Northern Colorado but one.

At about Sooo feet altitude the common Oak of Colo-

rado is very abundant, growing upon the bluff sides and

becoming a small tree in moist locations. At lower

altitudes it is rarely seen, and is a small bush about

2 feet high, with small, somewhat sharply-Iobed

leaves. The forms so common in the Greenhorn
range, bearing small nearly evergreen leaves, do not

grow in South-western Colorado.

The subalpine Coniferie of the south-western slope

are mainly Abies Engelmanni and grandis. These
two species, either together or in forests of one alone,

cover the western slope down to the altitude of Pinus

ponderosa, 9000 feet. Both species become large,

magnificent trees. Abies Engelmanni is the only

Conifer found at timber-Hne, but A. grandis reaches

very nearly to as high an altitude. Abies Menziesii

is confined mainly to the vicinity of the water-courses

between altitudes of 10,000 and 8000 feet. Abies

Douglasii is not very common, and grows between

altitudes of 9000 and 7000 itet, descending into the

region of Finns edulis and Juniperus occidentalis.

Abies concolor was not seen upon the western slope,

and not a tree of A. grandis could be found upon the

eastern slope. The range of Abies concolor in

Colorado is southward from the Ute Pass and Manitou

(6000 to 7000 feet altitude) ; in the canons of the

Greenhorn range, to the summit of Lucille Hill,

Robita, 1000 feet, along the Sangre de Cristo and

Raton Mountains to New Mexico. Pinus ponderosa

in South-western Colorado is abundant at Sooo feet

altitude, and its large trees will furnish a great

amount of timber. Pinus flexilis is not common ; it

grows at an altitude of Sooo feet, with Pinus ponderosa,

Abies grandis, Menziesii, Engelmanni, and Douglasii,

all associated at this altitude. Pinus edulis and

Juniperus occidentalis cover the mesas and mountains

below 7500 feet altitude. The pinon often grows in

company with Pinus ponderosa and Abies Douglasii,

and in the Aikansas Valley grows above the lower

altitudes of Abies concolor and Menziesii. Last year

Juniperus occidentalis and virginiana, Abies concolor,

and Pinus ponderosa matured quantities of fruit, and

probably the other Conifer^e also did ; but this year,

wishing to collect seeds, I was unable to find any, and

am sure that the Coniferie of Southern Colorado

matured no fruit. Pinus edulis is said to fruit once

in seven years, and it certainly sometimes liuits in

such abundance that the nuts are collected by the

Mexicans in r^uantity.

South-western Colorado having never been the

residence of the white man, those plants which become
introduced with eastern seeds have not yei made their

appearance. Xanthium strumarium has been probably

introduced upon both eastern and western slopes.

Upon the eastern slope it is said to have come from

Texas with the importation of cattle, the burrs cling-

ing to their hair and becoming everywhere distributed.

Upon the western slope it was perhaps introduced from

the South by the cattle, sheep, and goats of the Indians.

It is not as common as upon the eastern slope, but will

become so when farmers, like those of the eastern

slope, begin to irrigate the land. Xanthium must
have a location where its roots can reach w^et ground,

and prefers the banks of irrigation ditches, where in

company with other troublesome plants, it is per-

mitted to grow to perfection, and its seeds spread over

the cultivated fields. The cornfields of the band ot

Ules about El Late are not irrigated and are free from
introduced weeds, having very few of any sort. The
corn is planted in hilU without any regularity ; the

roots striking down to moisture soon, they are but

slightly dependent upon showers from El Late. The
most noticeable plants growing among the corn were
Nicotiaua attenuata and Convolvulus sepium. The
edges of the field produced a fine growth of those

species of Ilelianthus which so rapidly increase in

number with the irrigation and cultivation of the soil.

Helianthus petiolaris and lenticularis are now sparingly

fuund in South-western Colorado, but, when the

valleys of the streams are cultivated, will become as

plentiful and as troublesome as upon the eastern slope.

The vegetation of the valleys of South-western
Colorado was free from the effects of irrigation, culti-

vation, and large herds of cattle and sheep, all of
which rapidly produce great changes.

As before mentioned, the flora of Southern and
South-western Colorado above timber-line is nearly
the same as the alpine floras of Central and Northern
Colorado. From timber-line (11,000 to 12,000 feet

altitude), down to Sooo feet ahiiude, the effects of
latitude and longitude are barely noticeable upon the
flora. As we approach NewMexicobut very few plants

of a more southern habitat appear, and very Jew of

those common in Northern Colorado are absent. The
western slope produces very few plants of a more
western habitat until altitudes below Sooo feet have
been reached. Below this altitude are found the

somewhat distinct floras of the different parts of
Colorado. The flora below Sooo feet, north of the

divide between the Platte and Arkansas Rivers, is in

greater part found southward in the parks and valleys

along the base of the mountains. It contains the
greater number of species of Astragalus, thirty species
growing where, upon an equal area southward and
westward, not more than half a dozen can be found.
As we cross the divide and come into the valley of
the Arkansas, a difference in the aspect of the vege-
tation is at once noticed. This is the Cactus centre
of Colorado. Mentzelia is magnificently represented
by seven species. The Nyctaginace^e are nearly as
well developed as in South-western Colorado, while
Solanaceas and Euphorbiacea.^ are much better repre-
sented. Many plants of southern habitat, as Zinnia,
Melampodium, Ximenesia, Tricuspis, &c., become
quite conspicuous, and many stragglers of the South
here grow in their most northern location. San Luis
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Valley, an elevated plain (7000 to 9000 feet altitude),

does not possess the different conditions necessary to

the growth of an extensive flora. The alkaline flats

i produce an abundance of Chenopodiacex.
Many interesting plants undoubtedly grow along

' the boundaries of the paik and the edges of the
mountains. Its southern portion on the Rio Grande

t (altitude 7000) has, in a very limited degree, the
appearance of a New Mexican flora. The number of
the Pha'nogamous plants growing in South-western
Colorado will not equal the 900 species that can be
found upon any similar area upon the eastern slope
The impressions received by any one who has noticed
the flora of the eastern slope, riding rapidly over
South-western Colorado, below 8000 feet altitude, are
the great scarcity of all vegetation, the comparative
abundance of rosaceous shrubs and Artemisia triden-
tata, the great number of the annual species of Erio-
gonum, tile showy blossoms of Maivacea:, the {ttvi

species of Astragalus and Pentstemon. front the Bul-
letin </ the UiiileJ States Geologkal and Geographical
Survey ofthe Territories.

(iarbcit @pcrati0iTS,
PLANT HOUSES.

Greenhouse IIard-wooded Plants.—In the
northern parts of the country the houses should at
once be got ready for the reception of hard-wooded
plants that are now in the open air, for although the
weather may continue mild enough for them to stay
out until later in the month, yet there is no certainty
of its doing so. If any painting is required inside, it

should be finished without delay, and under any cir-

cumstances a thorough washing of all the woodwork
and glass will be beneficial, not only on account of the
tidy appearance it gives, but also from the additional
light admitted through the glass. As soon as there are
any signs of frost everything of a more than ordinarily
tender nature should be immediately got in, espe-
cially such things as Boronias and Leschenaultias,
for although no serious injury may be done, yet a
temperature approaching frost turns the leaves very
brown—a condition from which they do not always
recover. Where there is a light framework over the
plants that will carry a roller and blind, such as I

have advised for drawing down in the case of heavy
rains, they will be secure for some weeks yet by
simply running it down on those bright, still,

moonlight evenings that are so often the pre-
cursors of a low temperature. A contrivance of this
kind is worth all it costs for this purpose
alone, particularly where it is desirable for the plants
to flower as late as possible in the spring, either for
decorative purposes or exhibition, as from the time
they are taken under glass the flower-buds of many
things will gradually begin to move on quicker than
they would do in the open air, especially if there is

much sun. Any plant that happens to be aflected
with brown scale will now, when the growth is all

ripened, be in the most favourable condition for bear-
ing a dressing strong enough to kill the insects with-
out injuring the leaves. Most hard-wooded plants
will bear at this season syringing with Abyssinian
Mixture, 5 oz. to the gallon, using it at a temperature
of So°. A good washing with the syringe, the plants
laid down on their sides and frequently turned
so as to get at every part, will not only
kill and wash off all the small insects, but
also the larger ones. A washing of this kind
also benefits the leaves by removing the dirty deposit
which the insect makes. Particular attention should
be paid to Tea Roses in pots nov/ in the open air and
intended to flower under glass during the later months
of the year. See that they are sufficiently supplied with
water, but if very wet weather sets in do not let the
soil get too much soddened : keep the leaves quite free
from aphides, as if this pest is allowed to get estab-
lished upon them it will not only make the foliage
look unsightly, but will diminish the flowering
capabilities. Remove all flower-buds that are formed
too early, when they are moved under glass later on.
This is the best time for laying in a stock of loam and
peat, for potting : as much should be got together as
will last for the year, but not more, as if it lies un-
unused longer the vegetable fibre which it con-
tains gets too far decomposed. The reason why
potting soil is better got now than in the early
part of the season is that the roots of the different
grasses grown on it, which are of so much consequence,
both as food for the plants that are to be cultivated,
and also for the important effect they have in keeping
It porous, are now fully matured, quite tough, and
m the best condition for lasting some time. The thick-
ness that either loam or peat should be cut for pot-
ting depends upon the nature of the land and the
herbage that grows upon it. Where the land is
good, and covered with a very thick sward of the
best grasses, loam may be dug 4 inches thick, but
never deeper than where the roots of the grasses are in
plenty. On the other hand it should not be too thin,
or It wdl be too soft and spongy, and not holding

enough for many plants. In selecting peat the same rule
may be followed, but with this never cut deeper than
it is open and full of fibre, rejecting all the soapy
adhesive stufl—even the close, black peat that at one
time was so much in favour, but which more recently
has been proved not equal to the lighter-coloured and
lighter-textured material—the difference required in

potting being that the more fibrous peat requires the
potting-stick to be more freely used, so as to make
it solid in the pot, with a little more sand mixed with
it as well. Although it is desirable to lay in the
stock early it is better not to dig it until enough
rain has fallen to moisten it well, as if stacked before,
all, except the outsides, will be found too dry when it

is wanted for use, and if water has to be added then
it never works so well. Such portion of loam as will
be required for Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Cinerarias,
Calceolarias, Primulas, Chrysanthemums, and similar
soft-wooded plants, may with advantage have the
manure added to it in layers as the heap is stacked
up, putting about one-sixth good stable manure, if

available, in a half-rotten state, with very little straw
in it ; and if there are many wireworms in the loam,
a little soot sprinkled amongst it as it is put together
will do no harm. Both peat and loam should be
stacked so as to form a narrow-pointed ridge, out-of-

doors, for, if kept under cover, it is never so good as

when exposed until within a time of being used
sufficient to admit of any superabundant moisture it

may contain being dried up. T. Baiiies.

Orchids.—Attention must now be directed to the
fuller exposure of these plants to the sun than has
hitherto been advisable. Shading that has been
fixed on parts of the houses where it would be dift'icult

to use blinds should now be taken away, and where
blinds on rollers are used let them be run down only
so far as to protect the plants from the direct rays of
the sun during the middle of the day; let them be
drawn up early in the afternoon, that the maturing
and hardening of the growths may be hastened and
assisted, and such as are still in an active growing
condition may, by the same means, be induced to

form a healthy and vigorous growth before the dull

days of winter are upon us. This gradual maturing
will make it the more easy in a short time to dis-

pense with the shading altogether. The several

divisions must now have less water thrown about, so

that the atmosphere may be in a less humid state.

If attention is not given to this matter the heavy and
damp state of tbe air will cause some of the more
fender plants to show signs of spot, whilst the young
leaves of the stronger species are not proof for an
indefinite time to such an ungenial treatment.

Several of the Dendrobiums should now be placed in

a cooler division. D. Falconeri, if grown in pots, as

recommended, should now have the syringing over-

head discontinued, whilst a less supply at the roots

will also be required. When the growths of this are

well hardened, it should be placed in a division

where the night temperature will go down to 50'^ or 45°

—in fact, to that of an ordinary greenhouse, and be

kept here during the winter, water being given only

on two or three occasions ; when brought back again

into heat it will flower much more freely than when
kept in heat all the winter. D. Wardlanum should also

be stood in a cooler temperature. This, if kept con-

stantly in heat, will almost always start into growth a

second time, and, as these continue growing all

through the winter, the first-formed bulbs do not get

sufficiently ripened, and consequently the flowers are

less in number and smaller than would be the case if

only the one'growtli were permitted. D. crassinode is

not so liable to make a second growth, but is the

better for a cool rest and stronger light. The varie-

ties of Lcelia anceps, such as Barkeriana and Daw-
soniana, as well as the species, should all be grown in

the Cattleya-house. If the plants are large, they are

best managed in pots, but where small plants only are

obtainable they are best grown on blocks or in

baskets, where they can be suspended from the roof.

They will now be showing their spikes, and if allowed

a good share of light the spikes will be strengthened

and the colour of the flower deepened, whilst the pure

white of the Dawsoniana seems to become more
clear, and the rich yellow and purple of the lip to

intensify. The autumn-flowering Epidendrum vitel-

linum will now be showing its spikes. The bright

orange-scarlet flowers of this are very acceptable, the

colour among Orchids being very scarce. This plant,

however, is very subject to attacks of yellow-fly,

which in a very short space of time disfigures the

plant, and destroys the buds. This must be

looked to, and carefully sponged, that they may not

get a hold upon the plants. The Calanthes will now
have the bulbs mostly formed, and the spikes showing

at the base of them. They must still be kept moist

at the roots, but not so liberally supplied as during

the summer months, when leaves and bulbs were form-
ing. It is generally found to be the case that

medium-sized bulbs well-matured will flower more
freely than many of the larger ones that are kept

growing later on in the season, and are consequently

not so well ripened. IV, Swan, Fallowfteld,

FRUIT HOUSES.
Orchard-houses. — Most of the mid-season

Perches and Nectarines will now be gathered, and
the sooner the trees are placed out-of-doors the better
will be the chance of a good crop next year. Where
repotting the trees is necessary a quantity of turfy soil
should be got in, in readiness for that operation, for
the sooner in September it is performed the more time
the trees will have to make fresh fibres. If the trees
are in large-sized pots there is no danger in reducing
the balls of earth and repotting in the same pots, and
if the roots are much cut-in the trees may flag a little

in hot, sunny days, but syringing the foliage frequently
will prevent them suffering to any extent. Where the
trees are in small-sized pots they should be put into
pots a size larger, and see that the soil is firmly
rammed down with a wooden rammer. If the trees
were repotted last year a good surface-dressing only
may be given, but the best results with fruit trees in
pots is to annually repot them in fresh soil after the
fruit is gathered. All the late Peaches, such as Desse
Tardive, Princess of Wales, Lord and Lady Palmer-
ston, Walburton Admirable, the Salway, and the
Victoria Nectarine, may now be placed in the house
with more room as soon as the early fruiting kinds are
put out-of-doors. This will give them a better chance
of ripening and colouring. There are some varieties
of late Plums, such as Coe's Golden Drop, Blue, and
Ickworth Imperatrice, and the Autumn Gage that
will keep longer on pot trees in unhealed orchard-
houses than in the open air, and they are there safer
from wasps or birds. William Tillery.

Melons.—The latest Melons should now be set
and swelling off their fruit—no difficult matter where
attention is paid to heat, ventilation, and artificial

impregnation. Give sufficient fire-heat to keep up a
night temperature of 70', with a rise of 15° by day,
and see that the bottom-heat does not fall below 85°.

As days decrease in length the supply of atmospheric
moisture must be gradually reduced, particularly in the
afternoon, and fire- heat should be economised by clos-

ing early and running up to 90° with sun-heat. Avoid
overcrowding by the removal of superfluous sprays,
and elevate the fruit to the influence of all the sua
and light that can be obtained. For late work Melons
should always be grown in pots plunged in bottom-
heat, and as some varieties ripen off much quicker
than others, I may state that Eastnor Castle, Victory
of Bath, and Turner's Scarlet Gem have best answered
my purpose this season. A. F. Barron is quite three
weeks later than the above-named kinds. Pay atten-

tion to the turning and renovation of linings where
crops are swelling off in pits and frames. Elevate
the fruit on pots. Watch for canker, and apply lime
and sulphur to the parts affected by it. Carefully
guard against any excess oi water, and mat-up at
night. M-. Coleman.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
All fruit trees on walls should have a thorough

cleansing with a powerful garden engine as fast as

they are cleared of fruit. It is important also, and
particularly in such a dry season as the present has
been, to see that the trees are well supplied with
water. In order to derive the greatest benefit from it,

the roots, to an extent proportioned to the size of the

tree, should be covered with litter or some other sub-

stance to prevent evaporation. All training opera-

tions should be finished off at once, particularly with
Peaches and Nectarines, as these require all the aid

afforded by the sun during the autumn to ripen the

wood. All stone fruits, whether on walls, pyramids,
or espaliers, should be gone over on most days, and
all the ripest fruit removed, even if they are not
immediately wanted, as they will generally keep very
well for two or three days in the fruit-room, and the

remaining fruit is much benefited by the frequent

removal of that which has attained maturity.

Figs will now require a final stopping, and
also, if dry weather prevails, the roots should
be drenched with water during this month, but not
afterwards. Continue the gathering in of early Apples
and Pears. Of the former the Summer Calville,

Gravenstein, Peach Apple, Kerry Pippin, Early

Harvest, and Quarrenden are very useful varieties for

the dessert at this season ; of the latter, Louis Bonne
of Jersey, Williams' Bon Chretien, Marie Louise, and
Old Brown Beurre are all excellent varieties, requiring

attention at this season, none of which should be
allowed to ripen thoroughly on the trees, as they ripen

better in a good fruit-room, and the season is much
prolonged thereby. Practice alone will enable the

gatherer to determine quickly which fruits are ready,

but in general it is indicated by a change of colour,

and also by the fruit parting freely from the stem on
being lifted up gently. New plantations of Straw-

berries must have frequent attention paid to the

watering and removal of runners, if not already done.

The surface should have a dressing of decayed

manure ; the older beds, also, should be cleared of all

superfluous foliage and runners, the surface loosened,

and a good dressing of manure applied on the sur.

face. John Cox, Redleaf.
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APPODfTMESTS F02 THE ESSCISG WEEK.
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Wl lMHSIlM. Sggc 73— S&lerfD<iu^Baais.acSfci«05*Kaosi3.
SUTKD&T, S:p^ 25— S£jcofl>slc±iBii]bs,aSceTess*JL£iaiii&.

AT this season of the year eren- little town
has its Flower Show. The local papers

teem with reports of these gatherings. Of some
few the record reaches the gardening papers,
through the good omces of the secretary or of

some member of the society. The town itself is

often enJHe; the day is made a gala day. In
the West of England, especially, the streets are

decorated, and often fireworks and other things

quite as remote from horticulture proper serve

to give a finish to the day, and send the visitors

home in good humour. It is a fair question

whether much direct good is done to horticul-

ture in this way ; still there is good in a holiday
properly spent, and we are not disposed to con-
demn flower shows even of tViig class.

We shall not now, however, enter upon
that part of the questioix Our present
object is to point out to those concerned
what excellent opportunities these small local

flower shows afford for advancing a know-
ledge of horticulture among the people

—

opportunities which we fear are far too much
neglected. In a large flower show where Lord
A-'s gardener competes against Lord B.'s

gardener, bystanders can only look on at the
results of the contest. Lord .-^.'s gardener is

assumed to be a proficient, and Lord B.'s

employe is equally so. They know their profes-

aon well, however much they may difer in

opinion. One man may be the better of the two
in some jjarticulars, and so forth. 1 1 is not of such
experts that we now write. The class we have in

view are the small amateurs and the cottagers.

They exhibit, it is true, and they cannot fail but
learn something in the strife ; but, to our think-

ing, they do not reap all the advantage the>-

might do. What is wanted, among other things,

at such gatherings is the kindly offices of some
expert, who is also clear and iree of speech, to

instruct the cottager and the amateur, to demon-
strate by means of the objects exhibited what
is best to grow under particular circumstances,
and how best to do it. How many thousands
of cottage walls, for instance, which might be
covered with .\pricots or Pears are there which
are absolutely wasted because there is nobody
at hand to show the owner what to do,
and how to turn his bare bricks to advantage.
How many Potato patches or kailyards are
made to yield anjihing like what they might do
under a proper system of cropping. We see
ahnost universally in the cottagers' gardens
sorts of fruit trees or vegetables grown which
are more or less unsuitable for the locahty, and
which are grown because the occupiers know
nothing of the improved kinds and better
croppers which are known to and appreciated
by the " gardener up at the HalL" It is to this
functionary, or to some one prompted and
inspired by him, if he be, as many gar-
deners are, slow of speech, that we should
look for the diffusion of such information
as we are now adverting to. But any active

cotmtT}' gentleman or clergy-man would find
means, were he to turn his attention to it,

of making these small flower shows not only
opportunities for enjoyment and pleasant com-
munion but also occasions for diffusing such
information as should lead to the increased pro-
duction of fruits, vegetables and flowers, to the
comfort and welfare of the cottagers, and

indeed of society- generally. Something, we
believe, is done at Grantham in the offer-

ing by way of prizes seeds or grafts, or
what not, of approved sorts of vegeubles or
fhiit trees suitable to the district, but which
the small cottage gardener would find it

otherwise difficult to obtain. The French
are ahead of us in these matters, but there
is no reason why they should be so.
We want more men of the type of the
late Professor Hexslow among us ; but, while
we may not be privileged to look upon many
such as he, we ought surely to find among our
country gentry and clergy ntimbers of willing,

earnest men, who would be capable of following
up and improving upon the hints we have now
thrown out.

The fine ""H"""' Liursi XEttGHKE-
KJEXSE, figured at p. 68, is now flowering fiod;
in Mr. WrLsoN's collection at Weybridge. In the
variotis plants now in flower the stems vary
from somewhat under 2 feet to over 3 feet in

height ; they are purple at the base, green tinged

with purple on the upper parts. The leaves

are lanceolate, sessile, alternate, 5 to 7 inches long,

deep green, five-nerved. The floweia are slightly

defleied from the horizontal line, usaally one on each
stem, bnt the presence of a second abortive flower on
one plant indicates that this number may sometimes
be fTceeded ; they are of a veiy thick fl^hy texture,

and highly fragrant The flower is narrowly funnel-

shaped, the tube 6 inches, and the whole expanded
flower 7^ inches long, the expansion of the segments
being about 6 inrlie^, and the tube \\ inch in diameter
at the npper part of the throat Exteriorly

the perianth is greenish at the base, of a
creamy yellow upwards ; internally it is creamy
yellow, cfaanglDg with age to white on the
recurved portion of the segments, but retaining the
yellow tinge in the interior of the tube. The stamens
he close together, and scarcely project beyond the

tnbe; the anthers are deep golden-yellow, three-

quarters of an inch long ; the stigma is thirV bluntly

three-cornered, green, and abont equalling the stamens
while young, becoming purplish and slightly exceed-

ing the stamens as it gains age. It will be a valuable

garden lily, on account of its bloomix4g later in the

season than its near ally, L. longiflonim, 'han which
it is much stouter in the texture of its flowers. Oar
illustration is taken fium a flower which bloomed
with Mr. Elwxs. Mr. B.\E£ has also kindly com-
municated specimens.

Whatever value the DiosFiios K.4JLI may
be found to possess as a dessert fniit, and our experi.

ence of it under cultivation scarcely as yet permits of
a oDirect estimate being formed upon t^i^ point, there

seems to be at least no fear of its being chargeable
with want of fertility. A young plant in one of Mr.
G. F. Wilson's orchard-houses, not more t>ian about

3 feet high, and growing in an 8 inch pot, has bome
a dozen fruits, which at the present time have swelled
to a diameter of 2 inches, while the plant is well
fnmishpd with healthy, vigorous foliage, and has
every appearance of carrying them on to maturity. The
broad, smooth foliage renders the plant rather a good-
looldng object, and at the same time it is quite

distinct amongst our culQvated fruit trees,

It is proposed to plant the Place dn Carrousel

of the Paris Louvre, and the Place de la Concorde.
There will then be one imbroken line of garden
through Central Paris, from the Louvre, through the
Tuileries gardens, to the end of the Champs Eljsees
—a noble project, and by no means diScidt, espe-

cially in the hands of JL Ali-haxd,

The Inteesatiosjll Coex ajtd Seed Mae-
^E^ AT ViEsyA, says the Dai'y .Veu-:, was opened on
August 22 by Herr Dei-ez, one of the heads of depai!-
ment, acting on behalf of the Minister of Commerce.
Herr Leailz made a speech, assuring his hearers
of the sympathy and support given by the Govern-
ment to the trndertaking, Herr X.<.CKArE£, of
Vienna, was elected President, and Herren Wyngaet,
of Berlin, and Sting, of Stuttgart, Vice-Presidents,
The ofnrial report upon the harvet, edited by Herr
Leiskawf, was then read. It estimates that the Hun-
garian Wheat will show a deficiency of 800^000 hecto-
litres compared with the average yield. In Austria the
\\ heat crop is expected to show a surplus of 500,000
hectohtres above an average harvest The Rye, how-

ever, in Hungary shows a deficiency of 1,600,000
hectolitres compared with the average yield, and in
.\ustria a deficiency of 300,000 hectolitres. The
Barley harvet will give in Hungary a surplus of
1,300,000 hectolittes, and in Austria a surplus
of 1,000,000 hectolitres over an average yield.
The Oat crop in Hungary shows a surplus
of 2,750,000 hectohtres, and in .Austria one
of 2,250,000 hectohtres over the average. The
report estimates that Austria and Hungary will thus
be able to export this year 4.000,000 hectohtres of
%\'heat, 5,000,000 of barley, 7,000.000 to 8,000,000
hectohtres of Oats. There will only be a small quan-
tity of Rye available for export The quality of i

ftTieat and Barley varies. Rye is of good, and Oate ]

of excellent quality. Herr Wy.\g.\et, of Berlin, next I

read a report summarising the result of this year's
harvest in other States, according to which Wheat
shows a moderate deficiency in England, France, and
Germany (Bavaria and Saxony excepted), as compared
with an average harvest A fifll average yield has
been obtained in Roumania, Switzerland, Sweden
Norway, Denmark, and Northern Italy, while it has
been exceeded in Bavaria, Saxony, Austria, and
Russia. .\s regards Rye, a fidl average harvest has
only been obtained in Russia and France, In all

other countries the yield is below the average. Con-
cemmg Barley the report states that only in Prussia,

,

Southern Bavaria, England, and Sweden is the bar- I

vest below the average ; in other countries the harvest I

is either good or medium. Deficient Oat harvests are '

only announced in Prussia, England, Sweden, Norway,
and Denmark. In all the other countries the Oat har-
vest has eidier been good or exceptionally abundant

—— SL Lemoixe, the well-known nurseryman
of Nancy, has raised a hybrid double-flowered Lilac,
which he calls Syringa hyacinthiflora flore-pleno. It
was raised from a seed, as he communicates to the
RiZTu HortLolc, of the variety called azurea plena
fertilised by poUen taken from several handsome
single varieties. It i; believed that in this particular
instance it was the pallen of S. oblata which effected
impregnatioa The first time only seven seeds were
obtained from a hundred flowers operated upon, as
the ovary is rarely perfecdy developed in the flowers
of azorea plena. Subsequent experiments have been
rather more successful. Of forty plants raised only
three have flowered, among them the one bearing the
above name. In habit, foliage, earlier flowering, and
other particulars this variety closely resembles the
male parent S, oblata, the only character of the
female parent being the double flowers. The name
hyacinthiflora was given on account of the reem-
blance of the flowers to these of a Hyacindi in
miniature. These are at first red and with a slender
tube, as in S. oblata, and bome in [large somewhat
loose panicle.

At a recent meeting of the Academie des
Sciences (Paris) Professor Decusne exhibited a
flowering branch of Cedeela sinensis, an exceed-
ingly ornamental hardy tree, resembling .\ilantas glan-
dulosos in habit and foliage. It was introduced a few
years ago by Messrs. L. D. Geoffeoy and E. Simon,
representatives of France at the Court of Peking ; but
it was originally discovered in 1743 by the Rev.
Father Incaeville, who transmitted specimens to
Bee-Naed di. Jussieu. Being a native of the North
of China it is perfectiy hardy in the climate of

London, and from the descriptions of it in French
journals it is a great £c:jaUition to the small number
of hardy trees with pinnate leaves. The white
flowers are small but numerous, and bome in erect
panicles, often more than iS inches in length. Some
parts of this tree are said to possess something lite

the flavour of Garlic or Onion, and to be used by the

Chinese in cookery.

The near approach of the Inteenational
Potato Show excites the interest of all concerned in

the probable quahty of the exhibits and as to the

efiect produced on the samples by the prevalent heat

and drought Last year, although the disease was
exceedingly rife, remarkably fine show tubers were pro-

duced, perhaps on the average the best that have been
exhibited for several years. That such fine tubers

will be seen this year can scarcely be expected, but,

on the other hand, with no disease, all the larger ones

have been spared, and thus there is a good range of

choice. "i^Perhaps if there is not such a preponderance
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of size we shall perceive a wider range of beauty, as

the two things are in the Potato seldom allied. One
of the chief difficulties of the Potato grower this

season is the scab, which has spoiled many fine tubers,

so far as appearance goes. This feature usually mani-

fests itself most during dry seasons, and by some it is

attributed to the earthworms, that excoriate the sur-

face of the tubers in search of moisture. In various

parts of the country, where show Potatos have come
under our notice, the samples are this year both

smaller and less in number than usual, but it is diffi-

cult to form from this any conclusion as to the

probable character of the exhibits at the Alexandra

Palace, as these are gathered from all parts of the

kingdom. In seasons of comparative scarcity the fine

character of the produce exhibited at some shows often

produces a feeling of general surprise, and it is not

improbable that similar results will follow on the next

International Potato Exhibition.

Most growers of Hops around Maidstone
have during the past week commenced gathering, but

many of them have been obliged to discontinue the

picking, owing to the unripe condition of the plant.

Mould is observable in places ; but there is not yet

sufficient to affect the colour of the flower, or to

damage the sample. The samples have a very bright

appearance, and are of first-rate quality.

In a recent number of the Rcviie Ho)-ticoU

M. Carri£re describes Cryptomeria i.ycopo-

DIOIDES, which, he says, is to C. japonica what Pinus

excelsa denudata is to the typical P. excelsa. Its

slender branches, covered with small cylindrical

needle-shaped leaves, often lengthen considerably

without ramifying, presenting a very singular appear-

ance not wanting in elegance. It was raised by
MoNTSAUVE, of Anduze, Gard, and is strongly

recommended to lovers of Conifers.

—^ A remarkable example of rapid germination

has been lately recorded in the Gartenflitra, which is

very interesting on account of the nature and natural

habitat of the plant in question. Most gardeners

have either heard of or read of, if not seen, the

singular Rose of Jericho, Anastatica hierochuntina.

This plant belongs to the Crucifera;, and is a dwarf
radiately branched annual, inhabiting the sandy
wastes of North Africa and Syria. We may repeat

here that when the individual plant has fulfilled its

mission— that is to say, produced flowers—and when
the seed is in course of ripening, the leaves decay and
fall off, and the branches curve inwards, forming a ball

of the entire plant. After this it soon becomes
detached from the soil, and is blown hither and
thither with the moving sands. During this time the

seed-vessels remain closed, but the first rain causes

the branches to unfold and the seed-pods to open.

Now it is obvious that the most favourable conditions

for the continued reproduction ofan annual plant on the

shifting sands of the desert, must be quick germination

and growth, and a kind of locomotion. The strange

prickly, almost or quite leafless, shrubs and under-

shrubs characteristic of the desert flora retain their

vitality for years, alternately buried beneath the sand
and exposed to the influences of the sun and air ; but

an annual plant would probably soon become extinct

under the same conditions. According to a writer

in the periodical quoted, seeds of Anastatica hiero-

chuntica, sowed about 5 o'clock in the afternoon, had
germinated by i o'clock the following day, and their

rootlets had already pierced the soil. These seeds

were taken from a plant purchased at the Vienna
Exhibition, and twelve out of fifteen germinated in the

time mentioned, in a pot covered over with a saucer,

and standing in an ordinary living-room. This, like

the germination of the seeds of the Mangroves on the

trees, seems to be a special provision for the perpetua-

tion]of the species,

According to a statement recently made before

the Academy of Sciences of Paris by M. IIou/.eau,

great advantage arises from the use of chloride of

calcium instead of water in laying the dust of public

thoroughfares. The salt is, as well known, highly

deliquescent, and is applied in solution, one applica-

tion sufficing for a period of from five to seven days.

Thus a roadway of I kilometre in length by 5 metres

in width, which would require in hot dry weather four

waterings per diem with water, at a cost of sixty francs

per week, supposing the water to be supplied free,

would require only one application of the chloride, at

a cost of 40 francs only, that is to say a difference of

20 francs in favour of the chloride.

We have been greatly charmed lately with the

beauty of OxALIS Smithi. It is growing at the foot

of an east wall at Kew, and when the sun shines

expanding a multitude of delicately pink flowers, no
prettier sight can be imagined. This is a Cape species,

and is quite hardy in its present position. It grows

about 6 inches high, the flowers are of large size, and
it may be considered one of the most select and
desirable of the genus.

A writer in the Jahrbuch lies Bremen'sclun

Garltnbau- Vcnin, on the Change in the Colours
OF Flowers, says that the changes in the colours of
the flowers of Gladiolus versicolor are among the
most remarkable and wonderful of this class of pheno-
mena. Indeed this plant may be dubbed a vegetable
chameleon, so varied are the changes the colours of

its flowers undergo. In the morning they are brown,
and during the day they assume various hues, until in

the evening they become blue, and remain so during
the night

;
the following morning they are again

brown, and during the day they pass through the
same changes as on the preceding day.

Mr. TlLLERY has sent us what appears to be
another Break from Lilium speciosum, effected by
the pollen of L. auratum. Mr. Tillery describes the

flower as larger than that of speciosum, of a different

shape, and with a purplish tinge in its markings. In
the sample which reached us, the colouring is cer-

tainly distinct. There is a yellow bar about an inch

long at the base of the petals, and the spots are of a

purplish red, the suffused colouring between them
being of a decided purplish or lilac hue. The leaf is

of the broad type, measuring 2\ inches across.

We are informed that the VVoolhope Clue
will hold its next meeting at Hereford during the last

week of the present month, when the following

papers will be read :— i,
" On the Structure and

Functions of Paraphyses in Fungi," by Dr. M. C.

Cooke; 2, "Three Rare Herefordshire Pezizas," by
Mr. Wm. Phillips; 3, "The Reproductive Process

in Boletus subtomentosus," by Mr. W. G. Smith ;

4, "A New Species of Urocystis from Gladiolus

corms," by Mr. W. G. Smith; and 5, " Fungologi-

cal Difficulties," by the Rev. J. E. Vize.

The Brighton Horticultural Society's
Autumn E.xhieition will be held at the Pavilion

on September 13 and 14. Mr. Carpenter, 96, St.

James' Street, is the secretary.

In the Gartenflora there is a note on the
artificial Change of the natural Colours of Flowers.
A chemist named Puscher accidentally discovered
that the vapour of ammonia quickly changes the

colour of floivers. Violets become grass-green though
they retain their fragrance ; violet-striped Crocuses, as

well as Stocks and Asters, exhibit some beautiful

changes. Nevertheless, many colours are not affected

by the vapour of ammonia ; the yellow of a Pansy,

for instance, and the red of a Euphorbia remain un-
changed under its influence. Experiments with various

flowers will soon show which afford the most pleasing

changes. The experiment is a very simple one ; pour
a little ammonia water (liquor ammonii caustici),

which may be procured from any chemist for a few
pence, into a plate, and stand upon this an inverted
glass funnel, in which the flowers for trial are
suspended by means of a thread brought through
the tubular portion and fixed outside. When the
flowers appear to have been exposed to the vapour
for a sufiiciently long period, take them out and dip

them in water, when they will retain the artificial

calour for several hours. A bell-glass with a hole
through the knob at the top will do, of course, equally
as well or even better, and is much more likely to be
found in a garden than a glass funnel,

The series of articles on the area of culti-

vated plants as hardy subjects is continued in recent
numbers of Kegel's Gartcnfloia with Cupressus
sempervirens, Cydonia vulgaris, and Ficus Carica.

These articles are illustrated by outline maps, filled in

with circular dots of various sizes, diminishing in size

near the limits of the area, or where a plant is only

cultivated on a limited scale, thus showing at a glance

the distribution of each species. They are very inte-

resting and instructive, but the writer appears to be

entirely indebted to books for his information respect-

ing the hardiness and distribution of the species under
consideration in England. Thus the area of Cupressus

sempervirens in the United Kingdom is indicated as

the South of England, and up the eastern coast to the

extreme north of England or south of Scotland. The
western coast of England and Scotland, as well as the

whole of Ireland, is left blank. As a matter of fact

it is often killed in the neighbourhood of London,
Respecting the Fig, too, it is stated that it is little

cultivated in England, and even against walls only

ripens its fruit in the most favourable localities,

except in Sussex, where it is grown as a standard.

This was perhaps much the state of affairs some fifty

years ago, but it is needless to say that such is not the

case at the present time.

A correspondent has lately forwarded us a

Root of Parsley which had descended to a depth

of 4 feet 2 inches— pretty good proof of the porous-

ness of that soil.

The Kevite Hortkole states that the establish-

ment known as the "Fleuristede la Ville de
Paris," and which has frequently been alluded to in

our columns, is to be transferred to the Parc-des-Princes

in the Bois de Boulogne. More than forty propa-

gating and other houses will be erected, besides pits

and frames. The area will be twice the size of the

former one.

The prospects of the Winter Green Crops
are at all times too important not to merit special

notice, therefore all must have hailed with pleasure

the fine rains with which the country was so gene-

rally favoured on the 30th and 31st ult. Previously

the white Turnip crops—always of great importance

in both private and market gardens—were specially

uncertain, owing to the drought and prevalence of the

fly. Now the young plant has received an impulse

that will insure its perfect maturity, and late sowings

put in immediately upon the moisture will, owing to

the warmth of the soil, germinate rapidly, and with-

out doubt produce an abundance of "good table roots.

Brussels Sprouts (the soonest got out of all winter

crops) look fairly well, having got roothold before the

drought had become prevalent. This example points

to the value of planting out Winter Greens as early

as possible. White and purple sprouting Broccoli

are thin and irregular, and promise but a moderate
crop. Savoys and others of the Cabbage tribe are in

a similar state, and indicate that the comparative

scarcity of garden produce that has marked the

summer will extend to these serviceable vegetables.

On the other hand, the useful Colewort is being got

out largely, and great breadths of these will rapidly

turn in, and assist to make good the deficiency of

other kinds. Winter Spinach promises well, as the

seed has germinated freely, and after the rain will

grow rapidly. Breadths of this useful winter vege-

table, it a good plant be had, invariably pay well.

The Potato crop locally is certainly below the average,

and although there is no disease the growing out of the

tuber has largely necessitated lifting before the crops

are fully grown and mature.

The current number of the Revue de VjUorti-

cidlure Beige contains a coloured plate of some new
Gloxinias, accompanied by a dissertation on their culture

by M. Duval. M. Crispin gives the history of

Rosa multiflora of Thunberg, from which it appears

that the Rose figured by us recently from the Revue
Horlirole under the name of Rosa polyantha is none
other than the Rosa multiflora of Thunberg. The
species has for synonyms, R. polyantha, SlEEOLD
and Zuccarini ; R. intermedia, Carriere; R.
Wichan-e, KocH. In the same number a rather long-

winded description of Dr. CANDfiZE's Scenograph or

portable apparatus for taking photographs of plants

or other objects (dry plate) is given, accompanied by

a woodcut illustration. This has already been

described in our columns.

The Committee of the Hailstorm Relief
Fund announce their intention to close the sub-

scription list on the 30th, and request those who have
promised, as well as intending new subscribers, to

remit at once either by cheques crossed to London
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and County Bank, Aldersgate Street ; or to the chair-

man, treaiurer, or secretary. We are informed that

every case in respect of which application for relief has

been made, has been carefully inquired into, and as

soon as a sufficient fund is accumulated, claims will be

paid in accordance with the recommendations of the

Survey Sub-Committee.

The International Potato Show pro-

mises, we are informed, considerably to surpass in

interest the surprisingly good show of last year. This

is agreeable news, considering the untoward character

of the season. As entries close on the 14th, intend-

ing exhibitors have no time to lose in securing space

for their collections.

NOTES ON INDIAN LILIES.

In the review which I gave lately of the American

Lilies I said that I did not think many new varieties

remained undiscovered in that country. In consider-

ing what we know of the Indian Lilies, however, I

can by no means be sure of this, as the greater part

of the Himalaya Mountains still remain unexplored,

and even the species which are already known are

very little grown or understood. I propose to give a

short account of them here, and hope that by the end

of another year our knowledge will be, by the assist-

ance of Indian botanists and travellers, considerably

extended.

I. L. IVallU-hianum, Schultes.—This plant, though

introduced twenty years or more ago, was almost un-

known in England to gardeners until 1S74, when it

was reintroduced by Mr. P. Barr. It is without doubt

a noble species, but either the bulbs which have been

hitherto received have been too small or their proper

treatment is not understood, for very few persons have

as yet succeeded in flowering it. I saw one plant in

the open ground at Kew, with a bud 3 inches long,

which went off quiie suddenly and died, and Mr.

Wilson has experienced the same disappointment. It

seems to be very late in growth, not commencing unless

put into heat until the time that the rains in its native

mountains begin (June and July). It then shoots up

quickly, and remains green until late in autumn, when

it is here cut down by frost if out-of-doors. The
flower, figured in Bol. Mag., t. 4561, is a fine one,

but by no means equal, as I am told, to some of the

varieties of the plant which bear four or five flowers,

and attain S feet in height. If some of the numerous

travellers and residents in the Himalayas would only

keep a look-out, and send home a few of the largest

bulbs they can find of this plant from different

localities, we should soon know more about it. It is

said to grow at lowish elevations (3000 to 5000 feet),

and to flower in August.

I have quite recently received a fine specimen of

this plant in bloom from the New Plant and Bulb

Company, Colchester, which has been drawn by Mr.

Fitch. The stem is 3 or 4 feet high, and the flower

about 7i inches long, of a creamy-white colour. The
petals are not strictly regular, the lower three being

somewhat inclined downwards like those of a Gladiolus,

though not to the same extent. This feature I have

seen in no other Lily, and it is not safe to judge from

one specimen only whether it is the normal character

of the plant, though the figure in the Botanical

Magazine has somewhat of the same peculiarity.

Z. ntpalmse, Don.—This species is only known
from the figure and description in the 3d volume of

Dr. Wallich's PlantiV AsiaticLV Rariores and from dried

specimens collected by him in Nepal, and by other

botanists in the mountains of Kumaon, Gurhwal, and

other States in the North-West Himalaya. The plant,

as figured by Wallich, has two flowers of the longi-

fiorum type, but drooping, and the colour is yellowish

with pink throat, the tube much shorter than in Wal-

lichianum or neilgherrense, and the leaves shorter

and more pointed.

The dried specimens in the Kew herbarium which

are referred to this species do not seem to agree with

it in some points, but to approach the Martagon
group in habit, and they may, perhaps, be representa-

tives of a form distinct from the nepalense of Wallich.

Living specimens from Nepal, as well as the

North-West, must, however, be examined before this

point can be decided with certainty, and though I

possess three plants imported by Mr. Barr as Lilium
nepalense from Mussoorie, it is, I am afraid, hopeless
to expect any from Nepal.

Mr. Barr's correspondent describes it as having
dark spots, which would confirm my idea ; but I

hope to see it in flower next season, when the bulbs

are stronger.

L. neilgherrense, Wight.—This noble plant was

until two years ago almost as little knoivn as nepal-

ense, but has now been introduced and has flowered in

several place?. It is a native of the Neilgherry Hills

and Mysore, and was described and figured by Dr.

Wight under three different names, proving that it

varies coubiderably. I have indeed seen two varieties

already—one, introduced by Messrs. Veitch, being

smaller and less robust in every way than the one 1

have grown, which is said to produce as many as

seven flowers on a stem. There is also a variety

with very dark stems, but I have not yet seen

the flower. The colour varies from white, with

a shade of lemon colour, to a bright lemon-

yellow ; the tube, which is very long, being deepest.

There are said to be pink varieties, but I have not yet

seen them. The flower is from 6 to 10 inches long,

according to the strength of the plant, and I quite

expect that when well established it will exceed any

Lily of the Eulirion group in size and number of

flowers, as I have seen dried flowers fully a foot

long. It seems to have a first-rate constitution, the

bulbs increasing rapidly in size, and multiplying both

by offsets and by the long horizontal subterranean

stems, which are so remarkable in some individuals of

this plant. I have seen them comS up more than a

foot from the bulb, and even descend to the bottom of

the pot. anil come out through the drain-hole. It is

hardy, but I do not think it will succeed well out-of-

doors, as it does not grow till late in the season, and

wants more heat than our climate affords to do it

justice. Treated as a greenhouse plant it comes out

from July to October, with speciosum and auratum, for

which it is a noble companion, and goes on growing

till late in autumn, like eximium and Wallichianum.

The plant from which fig. 6S was taken bloomed in

my father's garden, at Colesborne Park, under the

care of Mr. Hill, the gardener. The bulbs were

imported by me last January, and brought on rather

early in a vinery, and began to flower in June, some

being still in bud.

4. L. oxvfetalum,^ Royle. — This little plant,

described originally as a Friiillary by Royle, is iiot

known in a living state in Europe. It was once in-

troduced and figured, Bol. Mag. t. 473. Horticul-

turally speaking, it is not one of the handsome Lilies,

but is a nice little plant, and would be well worth re-

introducing. It grows in Kumaon and other provinces

of the North- West Himalayas, at an elevation of

6000 to Sooo feet.

5. Z. polyphylUim, Don.—This species has been

grown for some years at the Botanic Gardens, Edin-

burgh, as FritiUaria polyphylla, hut was not heard

of until recently, when it was introduced by Mr.

Birr. It comes from the North- West Himalayas,

at a considerable elevation, and extends to the moun-

tains of Szechuen, where it was found by Abbi>

David. Wiihout possessing any remarkable beauty

it it is a distinct and desirable species. It seems quite

hardy, and may be easily known by its narrow bulb,

which differs from any other I have seen except one

sent me by Mr. M'Nab, of Edinburgh, as a Lily

from California, very like, if not identical with poly-

phyllum. If there is no mistake about this, it is one

of the most curious facts in the geographical distribu-

tion of plants which I know of.

6. Z. gioantium. Wall—This fine plant is now so

well known and generally grown that I need say no

more about it. It seems to vary hardly at all.

Besides these six species I know of no other Lilies

in India at present ; the plant grown as Lilium roseum

or Thompsonianum is no true Lily. I have, how-

ever, been told of a species growing between Nunklow
and Nungermai, in the Khasia Hills, which is quite

different from any known species, being of an orange

colour and resembling croceum in habit. I shall hope

that some visitor to the Khasias will look for this

and send it home. There must also be in the vast

countries of Nepal and Bholan, as well as in the un-

explored mountains round the upper Assam valley,

several species, as well as a multitude of other fine

plants, but as long as, owing to the timid and un-

enterprising policy of the Indian Government,

travellers are not only not encouraged, but absolutely

prevented from attempting to explore these countries,

we are likely to remain ignorant of their vast vege-

table and animal wealth. N. J. Elwes.

BRITISH ASSOCIATION.
The annual meeting of the British Association for

the Promotion of Science was inaugurated at Glasgow

on Wednesday last under very propitious circum-

stances. The preparations for the meeting are stated

to be very complete. Amongst other matters, a

museum has been organised to display the leading

subjects, natural, or of manufacturing importance,

connected with Glasgow and its neighbourhood.

From the Scotsman -we take the following particulars

as to the

Botanical E.xhibition.

In the Queen's Rooms there has been laid out a

botanical and entomological collection. The plants,

mounted in the usual way, occupy screens running from

end to end of the rooms, and the insects are displayed in

fl.it cases ranged round the walls; while rare specimens

of birds and quadrupeds, effectively disposed here and

there, impart an agreeable variety to the exhibition.

Whileexceedingly attractive in itself, the display becomes

all the more interesting when regard is had to the cir-

cumstance that_ it represents the zealous and intelligent

prosecution of' science by a local Field Naturalists'

Society.

Glancing first round the botanical department, the

visitor naturally begins with an extensive collection of

flowering plants of the West of Scotland. Among the

higher families are to be noted Clematis vitalba, found

only at Stonelaw and Bowling, and Ranunculus arvensis,

also gathered at only one or two places in the district, the

stations specified being Dunoon and Kilfinan, on Loch

Fyne. From the latter locality, as also from .Arran, comes

Brassica oleracea, the plant from which the common
kitchen Cabb.age is derived. An alpine plant, Draba

rupestris, is indicated as found only upon Ben Lawers

among all the mountains of Scotland ; while the Shep-

herd's Cress (Teesdalil nudicaulis) has only as yet

disclosed itself at two places in the West of Scot-

land—namely, Dumbarton and Fineglen, near Camp-

sie. Of those curious Sundews, whose insecti-

vorous habits have been the subject of so much specu-

lation, two specimens are shown as belonging to

the district—Drosera rotundifolia, found more or less

wherever there is Heather, and D. anglica, a rarer variety,

which has been gathered at the head of Loch Lomond.
Passing on there are to be noted Arenaria verna,

only found as yet in this district upon Ben Lomond
;

Claytonia alsinoides. an outcast from the garden, which

is said to be spreading rapidly ; Geranium colum-

binum, only gathered at Helensburgh; and Impa-

tiens Noli me tangere, which has the peculiar habit of

exploding its seed pods, and scattering the seeds about

on the slightest touch. The rarer Roses of the district,

to the number of six or seven species, are satisfactorily

represented. So are the Umbelliferous plants, of which

the Hemlock is the best known example. Very

rare members of this family, so far as the west country

is concerned, are Carum carui, Peucedamum palustre,

Scandix Pecten-Veneris (Venus' Comb), and An-

thriscus cerifoliiis and vulgaris—the two last-mentioned,

though common in the East of Scotland, having

only, so far, been discovered in this quarter on a rub-

bish heap near Govan. Of the Compositae, the family

of which the Daisy and Dandelion are perhaps the best

known types, there is a large and fine collection, includ-

ing Carlina vulgaris, only found in the Clyde district

at Struey Rocks, Arran. The Harebell family is ade-

quately represented, so far as regards all the rare species.

Specially noteworthy is the delicate ivy-leaved B.ll-

flower (Campanula hederacea). only found in the West

among the rocks at the Cloch Lighthouse. TheFigworts

appear in such rare varieties as Scutellaria minor, found

at Luss, as also in Bute; and Utricularia vulgaris,

which shares the insectivorous propensity of the

Droseras, and which is only gathered in the west

country at Helensburgh. The Primrose and Dock

families occupy considerable space ;
but the Willows

form rather a meagre display. Special attention is duo

to Arum maculatum, as one of those plants whose

inflorescence is furnished with hairs so arranged as to

prevent self-fertilisation ; and the flowering Rush 13

pointed out has having been found in Possil Marsh,

though it is not supposed to belong to the

district. Of Orchids, so well known for their arrange-

ments preventive of self-fertilisation, there is a Large

collection, comprising several rare specimens. Rushes

are represented by a number of rare varieties
;
and

among a goodly array of grasses may be found Avena

fatua, believed to be the parent of cultivated Oats, and

which is found in the West at various stations, including

Kilfinan as also such rare varieties as Avena strigosa

and .\. planiculimis. The Ferns of the district appear to

advantage, among the rarities being Asplenium Ceterach,

only found in the West at Strathlochrin Castle, near

Kilfinan ; and the Holly Fern, only gathered on Ben

Lomond and Ben Voirlich. Trichomanes radicans is

represented by an Irish specimen, some doubt being

entertained in regard to an assertion that the variety

has been found in Arran. In addition to the

dried Ferns there are a number of growing

specimens exhibited by Mr. James Allan. From

Dr. J.
Stirton has come a remarkably fine collec-

tion of mosses, embracing from 600 to 800 specimens,

among which may be specified such rare forms as

Hypnum plicatura, only found on Ben Lawers
;
Myunum

hebridanum, confined to North Uist and Skye ;
Cylin-

drothecium Montagnei, from Ben Lawers ;
and from

the same mountain, Tayloria serrata, the rarest of all.

Among a series of lichens, also exhibited by Dr. stirton,

are certain forms only discovered in June last on Ben

Tigh Kilfinan, and named MelaspiUea Palersoni, Ope-

eraphia constructella, Lecidea interludens, and Squa-

maria lenligera and chrysoleuca. In a large display of

fungi contributed by Mr. R. H. Paterson, there may be

noted among other curiosities Schizophyllum commune,

a Swedish form, believed to have been brought to tins

district upon logs of limber, and found in the Cadder

wilderness. From the same gentleman come a fine col-

lection of leaf fungi, as also some 350 specimens of fungi

preserved in bottles. To Mrs. D. Robertson the exhi-

biUon is indebted for a splendid display of Algae.
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The President's Address,

The President, Dr. Andrews, of Belfast, confined

himself principally to a very lucid and striking review

of the progress and present state of physical science,

to the means, to be adopted in this country for pro-

moting its welfare. He touched on the question of the

endowment of research, and adverted to the absolute

necessity of cultivating abstract science if the greatness

of the nation and its practical welfare were to be

increased. The following are a few extracts from

Dr. Andrews' address :—

Glasgow's Contributions to Science.

Confining our attention to a period reaching back to

little more than a century, it appears that during that

time three new sciences arose, at least as far as any
science can be 5aid to have a distinct origin, in this city

of Glasgow—experimental chemistry, political economy,
and mechanical engineering. It is now conceded that

Black laid the foundation of modem chemistry ; and no
one has ever disputed the claims of Adam Smith and of

Watt to having not only founded, but largely built up
the two great branches of knowledge with which their

names will always be inseparably connected. It was
here that Dr. Thomas Thomson established the first

school of practical chemistry in Great Britain, and that

Sir W. Hooker gave to the chair of botany a European
celebrity ; it was here that Graham discovered the law

of gaseous diffusion and the properties of polybasic

acids ; it was here that Stenhouse and Anderson, Ran-
kine and J. Thomson, made some of their finest dis-

coveries : and it was here that Sir William Thomson
conducted his physico-mathematical investigations, and
invented those exquisite instruments, valuable alike for

ocean telegraphy and for scientific use, which are among
the finest trophies of recent science. Nor must the

names of Tennant. Mackintosh, Neilson, Walter Crum,
Young and Napier be omitted, who, with many others

in this place, have made large and valuable additions to

practical science.

Weather Reports,

Weather telegraphy, or the reporting by telegraph the

state of the weather at selected stations to a central

office, so that notice of the probable approach of storms

may be given to the seaports, has become in this country

an organised system ; and, considering the little progress

meteorology has made as a science, the results may be

considered to be, on the whole, satisfactory. Of the

warnings issued of late years, four out of five were justi-

fied by the occurrence of gales or strong winds. Few
storms occurred for which no warnings had been given,

but, unfortunately, among these were some of the heaviest

gales of the period. The stations from which daily

reports are sent to the Meteorological Office in London
embrace the whole coast of Western Europe, including

the Shetland Isles. It appears that atmospheric dislurt>-

ances seldom cross the Atlantic without being greatly

altered in character, and that the origin of most of our

storms lies eastward of the longitude of Newfoundland.

Future Possibilities.

The fuel consumed in the manufacture of iron, as, in-

deed, in every furnace where coal is used, is greatly in

excess of what theory indicates ; and the clouds of

smoke which darken the atmosphere of our manufac-
turing towns, and even of whole districts of country, are

a clear indication of the waste, but only of a small por-

tion of the waste, arising from imperfect combustion.

The depressing effect of this atmosphere upon the work-
ing population can scarcely be overrated. Their pale, I

had almost said etiolated, faces are a sure indication of

the absence of the vivifying influence of the solar rays,

so essential to the maintenance of vigorous health. The
chemist can furnish a simple test of this state of the

atmosphere in the absence of ozone, the active form of

oxygen, from the air of our large towns. At some future

day the efforts of science to isolate, by a cheap and
available process, the oxygen of the air for industrial

purposes may be rewarded with success. The effect of

such a discovery would be to reduce the consumption of

fuel to a fractional part of its present amount ; and,

although the carbonic acid would remain, the smoke
and carbonic oxide would disappear. But an abundant
supply of pure oxygen is not now within our

reach ;
and, in the meantime, may I venture to suggest

that in many localities the waste products of the furnace

might be carried off to a distance from the busy human
hive by a few horizontal flues of large dimensions, termi-

nating in lofty chimneys on a hillside or distant plain ?

A system of this kind has long been employed at the

mercurial mines of Idria, and in other smelting works
where noxious vapours are disengaged. With a little

care in the arrangements, the smoke would be wholly

deposited, as flue-dust or soot, in the horizontal galleries,

and would be available for the use of the agriculturist.

The future historian of organic chemistry will have to

record a succession of beneficent triumphs, in which the

efforts of science have led to results of the highest value

to the well-being of man. The discovery of quinine has

probably saved more human life, with the exception of

that of vaccination, than any discovery of any age ; and
and he who succeeds in devising an artificial method of

preparing it will be truly a benefactor of the race. Not
the least valuable, as it has been one of the most success-

ful, of the works of our Government in India, has been

the planting of the Cinchona tree on the slopes of the

Himalaya. As artificial methods are discovered, one by
one, of preparing the proximate principles of the useful

dyes, a temporary derangement of industry occurs, but

in the end the waste materials of our manufactures set

free large portions of the soil for the production of

human food.

The Vine Louse.

The ravages of insects have ever been the terror of the

agriculturist, and the injury they inflict is often incalcul-

able. An enemy of this class, carried over from America,

threatened lately with ruin some of the finest Vine dis-

tricts in the South of France. The occasion has called

forth a chemist of high renown, and in a classical

memoir, recently pubUshed. M. Dumas appears to have

resolved the difficult problem. His method, although

immediately applied to the Phylloxera of the Vine, is a

general one, and will no doubt be found serviceable in

other cases. In the apterous state the Phylloxera attacks

the roots of the plant, and the most efficacious method
hitherto known of destroying it has been to inundate the

vineyard. After a long and patient investigation, M.
Dumas has discovered that the sulphocarbonate of potas-

sium, in dilute solution, fulfils every condition required

from an insecticide, destroying the insect without injur-

ing the plant. The process requires time and patience,

but the trials in the vineyard have fully confirmed the

experiments of the laboratory.

Requirements of the Times.

If Great Britain is to retain the commanding position

she has so long occupied in skilled manufacture, the easy

ways which (owing partly to the high qualities of her

people, partly to the advantages of her insular position

and mineral wealth) have sufficed for the past will not

be found to suffice for the future. The highest training

which can be brought to bear on practical science will be
imperatively required ; and it will be a fatal policy if that

training is to be sought for in foreign lands, because it

cannot be obtained at home. The country which de-

pends unduly on the stranger for the education of its

skilled men, or neglects in its highest places this primary

duty, may expect to find the demand for such skill

gradually pass away, and along with it the industry for

which it was wanted. 1 do not claim for scientific edu-

cation more than it will accomplish, nor can it ever re-

place the after-training of the workshop or factory. Rare
and powerful minds have, it is true, often been inde-

pendent of it, but high education always gives an enor-

mous advantage to the country where it prevails. Let no
one suppose I am now referring to elementary instruc-

tion, and much less to the active work which is going on
everywhere around us, in preparing for examinations of all

kinds. These things are all very useful in their way ;

but it is not by them alone that the practical arts are to

be sustained in the country. It is by education in its

highest sense, based on a broad scientific foundation,

and leading to the application of science to practical

purposes—in itself one of the noblest pursuits of the

human mind— that this result is to be reached. It is to

Oxford and Cambridge, widely extended as they can
readily be, that the country should chiefly look for the

development of practical science ; they have abundant
resources for the task ; and if they wish to secure and
strengthen their lolty position, they can do it in no way
so effectually as by showing that in a green old age they

preserve the vigour and elasticity of youth. If any are

disposed to think that I have been carrying this meeting
into dreamland, let them pause and listen to the result

of similar efforts to those I have been advocating, under-

taken by a neighbouring country when on the verge of

ruin, and steadily pursued by the same country in the

climax of its prosperity. "The University of Berlin,"

to use the words of Hofraan, " like her sister of Bonn, is

a creation of our century. It was founded in the year

1810, at a period when the pressure of foreign domina-
tion weighed almost insupportably on Prussia ; and it will

ever remain significant of the direction of the German
mind that the great men of that time should have hoped
to develope, by high intellectual training, the forces neces

sary for the regeneration of their country." It is not

for me, especially in this place, to dwell upon the great

strides which Northern Germany has made of late years

in some of the largest branches of industry, and par-

ticularly in those which give a free scope for the applica-

tion of scientific skill. " Let us not suppose," says M.
Wurtz in his recent report on the artificial dyes, "that
the distance is so great between theory and its industrial

applications. This report would have been written in

vain if it had not brought clearly into view the immense
influence of pure science upon the progress of industry.

If, unfortunately, the sacred flame of science should
burn dimly or be extinguished, the practical arts would
soon fall into rapid decay. 1 he outlay which is incurred

by any country for the promotion of science and of high
instruction will yield a certain return ; and Germany has
not had long to wait for the ingathering of the fruits

of her far-sighted policy. Thirty or forty years ago,

industry could scarcely be said to exist there ; it is

now widely spread and successful." As an illustration

of the truth of these remaks, I may refer to the

newest of European industries, but one which in a
short space ot time has attained considerable magnitude.
It appears (and I make the statement on the authority of

M. Wurtz) that the artificial dyes produced last year in

Germany exceeded in value those of all the rest of

Europe, including England and France. Yet Germany
has no special advantage for this manufacture except

the training of her practical chemists. We are not, it is

true, to attach undue importance to a single case ; but

the rapid growth of other and larger industries points in

the same direction, and will, I trust, secure some consi-

deration for the suggestions I have ventured to make.
The intimate relations which exist between abstract

science and its applications to the uses of life have always
been kept steadily in view by this Association, and the

valuable reports, which are a monument to the industry

and zeal of its members, embrace every part of the
domain of science. It is with the greater confidence,

therefore, that I have ventured to suggest from this

chair that no partition wall should anywhere be raised

up between pure and applied science.

Iffiiie Conts^oiibtittc.

Renanthera coccinea at Chatsworth,—It is

more than remarkable that Renanthera coccinea

should, when in a proper state of cultivation, be in a

perpetual state of efflorescence. It is some three

years ago that I had the pleasure of visiting Chats-

worth and noticing the plant in the great conservatory

growing upon a Birch tree, and flowering with such

branching racemes as the orchidophilist might dreano

of but seldom hope to see. Now again it is in flower,

and from what Mr. Speed says, and from the flower-

spikes up the nodes of this pertinacious epiphytical

climber, there can be no doubt that the plant in

question has never been out of bloom for at least three

years ! To be sure the blooms are of the most endur-

ing character, and as one set upon a raceme dies

away another is ready to take their place. Every-

body knows that the great conservatory at Chatsworth

is the biggest plant house in England ; it is, so to

speak, a miniature Crystal Palace, even for height.

Our ideas, therefore, of growing Orchids in low-roofed

houses must be somewhat shocked when we find that

evidently the most successful way of cultivating and
flowering this representative of the race is the very

antipodes of what Orchid growers in general almost

unanimously recommend. No other such successful

example could be quoted, indeed many amateurs have
been so annoyed at great healthy plants persistently

refusing to flower that they have got rid of them
altogether. Mr. Speed is both a plodding and perse-

vering horticulturist, as those who look into the vast

establishment under his charge can well bear testi-

mony, and he thought of giving the Renanthera
*' rein " upon a Birch rod in his big house by way of

experiment. Now the visitor can see four Birch trees

from 12 to 20 feet long set on end and the Renanthera
running up the pole, so to speak, catching hold with

its roots serpent-like, and then deploying into space,

seeking the moisture and the food which the atmo-
sphere provides, along with the leaves of great Palms,

Trees Ferns, and the usual occupants of intertropical

houses. There it is, not basking in sunshine, nor

nestling under shade, but in a good glare of light,

which only a vigorous established specimen could

with impunity withstand, yames Anderson, Meadoio*

bank Nurseries, Uddingsfon.

Godetia Lady Albemarle.—In spite of the great

number of novelties, a frequenter of large shows is so

"used up" that, after wading through no end of col-

lections at an exhibition, it is a mere chance if there

has been anything shown to create in one "anew
sensation," such as I lately experienced on looking

over Messrs, Daniels Brothers' seed farm, at Norwich,

in a quarter of their new Godetia Lady Albemarle

—

such a glorious mass of rich shining colour as I shall

never forget. Since then it has been exhibited in

London, received First-class Certificates, and been
highly praised by all the garden papers, but to see

a few plants or a boxful of it out of the open sun

gives little idea of its splendour. Though it remains

open night and day, to form any notion of its effects

it should be seen in a mass, with the sun shining on
its large, glossy, silky-looking flowers, few of which
are less than 3 inches across, and entirely difTerent in

effect to anything usually seen in the open garden. It

is more full of flower than a bank of Pelargoniums at

a London show, the individual flowers not unlike those

of Dipladenia crassinoda, with the rich crimson shade

of the newer varieties, but far exceeding these in the

richest, glossy, silky appearance ever seen in any
flower, and of so beautiful a colour, too, at a time

when many of the best annuals were burnt up with

drought, and among which it showed itself as superior

as the finest stove plant among a lot of common her-

baceous plants. Not one annual or bedding plant can

compare with it in producing such a mass of dwarf
dense compact plants, the foliage entirely covered

with flowers of large size, and so rich and chaste in

colour and effect. Thos. Stafford, Ewin.£s Nursery,

Noriokh, August 30.

Cucumber and Melon Disease.—I cordially

sympathise with your correspondent, Mr. D. T. Fish,

under his misfortune, as I had the same thing

myself some fifteen years back ; and, although I tried

everyting I could think of, and whatever was suggested

by others, nothing appeared to arrest it in the least.

I could just manage to keep the Cucumbers going,

and to get a fruit occasionally, such as it was ; but

the Melons never got much larger than cricket-balls

before they lost all their main leaves, and I was

unable to ripen a single fruit the whole season. Find-

ing it utterly useless going on with them, I cleared

the whole place of every plant, cleaned out every

house, pit, or frame where they had been grown,

fumigated them with sulphur, and then lime-washed

them, destroyed every seed I had, and then started

entirely afresh, since which I have not seen a trace of

it here, or elsewhere. From my experience of it, I

feel sure it is no use trying to eradicate it in any other
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way, and I would strongly advise your correspondent,

and others who may be troubled with it, to stamp it

out as I did, as that appears the only effectual way of

getting rid of it. Our glass, as Mr. P'ish knows, lies

widely scattered ; and, although I tried plants kindly

sent me from long distances, which I put quite away
from those infected, they had not been long on the

place before they took it, and got just as bad. Pre-

vious to my having it here I had never heard of ihe

disease before, and I should much regret to have

such a visitant again, as it appears proof against all

remedial measures, of whatever kind. 7* Shcppard.

Grapes Shanking.—There is a Black Hamburgh
Vine here which fills a half-span house. It carries a

fair average crop, or perhaps rather an under crop.

The bulk of tlie Grapes swelled well, and these, when
finished, would please the most fastidious. There
are, however, about twelve bunches in different parts

of the house, which are badly shanked. A branch

from the same Vine goes through a wooden partition,

and fills a lean-to house, the Grapes of which are quite

equal to the others ; but to my surprise there is not

a shanked berry to be seen. Both houses have had
exactly the same treatment. I have never had any-

thing to do with shanked Grapes before that I could

not form a pretty good idea as to what was causing

it, but in this case I am obliged to confess myself

beaten. R, M'Intosh, Gr. to W, R. Marshall^ Esq.
,

ScarthOy Grimsby.

Viburnum plicatum.—I see that Mr. Wm.
Payne (p. 174), referring to your engraving of

Viburnum plicatum, fears the plant may not be

"hardy in all situations or countries." It is perfectly

hardy here, in the climate of New York, and a most

desirable shrub in every way. E, S. Carman, jVczu

York,

Planting Large Conifers and Forest Trees.

—As the time has now arrived when those about to

rearrange old grounds or plant new ones will begin to

think of the means and material at hand for the accom-
plishment of their object, I would like to name a few

newly planted Conifers that have made themselves

great favourites of mine during this tropical summer.

Before naming them it will be as well to state that

we commenced to plant and reform several acres of

lawn and shrubbery last September. Many of the

trees we had to move were from 15 to 20 feet high
;

and here I would point to the controversy raised by

"J. S. W." in the Garden, April 22, against your

correspondent, Mr. Michie, on root-pruning before

removal. "J. S. W." recommends cutting round the

tree pretty close to the stem, and so severing all the

rambhng tap and other roots, and in one or two years

you may remove the tree without much trouble, and
with a tolerable certainty of success. I would like to

know how close '*
J. S. W." would cut to the stem?

Now Mr. Michie says, and with much truth, that

trees so prepared never do so well as those removed
without it, and the trees we moved here point to the

same conclusion. One large Cedrus Deodara, 20 feet

high, had been trenched round twelve months before

removal. When we came to open out the trench,

which was 7 feet from the stem, I found the roots had
not made an attempt to grow again, but were black

and decaying for some distance from the place

they had been bruised or cut. The tree was moved
with over a ton of soil, but is, I am sorry to say, now
dead. No doubt the dry weather and a short supply

of water have been active agents in its death.

We have another one that was growing in

a similar position before removal, and that was moved
the same day, and treated in exactly the same way, with

the one exception, that it had never been dug round
until the day it was removed ; it was of equal size with
the former, and is now alive and making new growth.
Two large Thujopsis borealis, the largest 15 feet, were
removed the same day and are now in robust health,

as indeed they have been all winter and summer.
A smaller one (10 feet) root-pruned twelve months
before removal, and looking sickly when removed,
is growing now, but not at all like the large one. Two
large Abies Douglasii and two large well-furnished

Wellingtonia gigantea, from 15 to 20 feet, dug and
removed same way, are so green and healthy that it is

difficult to pick them out from old-established

trees. One that was dug round twelve months pre-

vious to removal in October was dead soon after the

new year commenced. 1 could name a great quan-
tity more did space permit. To prove that it is un-
reasonable to cut and mutilate them so long before

removal we moved large Chestnuts, Limes, Mountain
Ash, Oaks, and Beech, from 15 to 20 feet high, with-
out previous digging around, and all are doing well.

The best Conifers to establish themselves with me are
Picea Nordmanniana, nobilis, amabilis, Parsonsi, and
Pinsapo ; no matter if planted in autumn, winter, or
spring, it is all the same to them, as they seem to brave
every vicissitude of climate. Two plants of Picea cepha-
lonica 10 feet high have made a growth of 9 inches.
The next in hardihood are Araucaria imbricata, Abies

Douglasii, Wellingtonia gigantea, Pinus excelsa,

Cupressus Lawsoniana, Thuja gigantea, and Thujop-
sis borealis, standing in order as named, yoseph
Murdoch^ The Gardens, Green Heyes^ Warwick,

Yucca gloriosa.—A large plant of Yucca gloriosa

began to open its flowers here at the beginning of July.
The accompanying drawing (fig. 69), kindly made for

me by Mr. N. E. Brown, faithfully represents the

appearance presented by nearly every flower on one
large panicle. Some odd flowers were even more
irregular than the one figured. One possessed in

addition to the usual perianth leaves a third whorl of

four parts, in texture, colour, &c., exactly similar to

the ordinary perianth leaf. Another form had twelve
stamens in six bundles, the outer stamen in each
bundle provided with an anther, the other surmounted
by an obclavate body of the same structure as the

filament supporting it. Pollen taken from anthers of

abnormal and normal flowers was carefully examined
both in a dry state and in water by Mr. Brown and
myself, but neither of us could detect the slightest

difference between them. The above case I believe

to be especially interesting, as similar instances seem
to be rare in Liliacecc. In this order Vellozia is the

only genus I have met with in which the stamens are
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sometimes indefinite, and produced in bundles.
George Nichohon^ Royal Gardens^ Knu.

Purslane. — Doubtless " B. M." is right, for I

find that the common Purslane, Portulaca oleracea,

is often used in the present day as a *'pot herb." It

possesses some strong medicinal properties, is an anti-

scorbutic, and, therefore, is very likely to have been a

salad herb in mediaeval times. I thank your corres-

pondent for drawing my attention to it, H, E.
IVatfiey.

Grape Judging at Southport.—Mr. Hinds, of

Otterspool, Liverpool, states in p. 242 of the Gar-

deners'' Chronicle for August 19, that I was one of the

judges of the white Grapes the decision respecting

which he criticised so freely. I beg to state that

I had nothing to do with judging the white

Grapes, and I must ask Mr. Hinds to correct

this misstatement. I certainly expressed an opinion

at the luncheon from the casual glance I had of

the Grapes, that there was not a bunch of the Duke
of Buccleuch in the exhibition, and that there was
nothing ducal about them Mr. Thomson's letter will, I

think, confirm. After expressing my opinion I asked

I

Mr. Hinds to be kind enough to fetch me a few
berries that were a fair sample ; he did so, and I

found them very green, very small, not half their

normal size, and the beautiful golden hue and gigantic

size characteristic of this noble Grape were conspicu-

ous by their absence. Three out of the four berries

produced were seedless, and the fourth had one
very imperfect seed, but after tasting I pronounced
them imhesitatingly to be the Duke, in a bad, unripe

condition, neither reflecting credit on the planter or

the cultivator ; and if the judges erred (I don t say the,

did, for I am not vain enough to think I am infallible)

it was in their good nature exceeding their judgment
in giving such badly cultivated Grapes a prize at all.

The only surprise to me is that a man with any regard
for his reputation should exhibit unripe Grapes at all

;

and I am still more surprised that a gentleman with
Mr. Hinds' knowledge and great practical experience
of Grapes should attempt to bolster up such exhibits,

which Mr. Thomson described as *'not well grown."
I am much inclined to think had Mr. Thomson to
describe their merits he would have used a more de-
finite expression. That there were mistakes in other
parts of the exhibition is more than probable, (or even
judges are only human, and subject to the frailties of
human nature. Every one is not qualified to judge as

much in two or three hours as five or six ordinary
mortals. 1 have often been struck with amazement
at the despatch and facility with which some gentle-
men will judge a whole exhibition, from tho highest to

the lowest subject. It is a great boon to possess such
faultless judgment. I have often thought they must be
in league with the spirit-rappers and mediums, as they
appear to ordinary folks something superhuman,
flinging their decisions hither and thither with all the
careless indiflference possible, making a bull's-eye at

every shot. We poor benighted judges can only look,

wonder, and admire such wonderful and astounding
skill and judgment. T. Speed, The Gardens^ Chats-
worth

.

Abnormal Growth of Trees. — Vegetation is

exhibiting on all sides strange freaks, consequent on
the past extremely dry weather. Many trees have
made a secondary growth—notably so the Oak ; and
at this time I observe amongst others old Willows
shooting forth from all parts of their aged trunks.

Perhaps the most striking feature, however, is the
number of Horse Chestnut trees which are forming
a new growth. Many of these are exhibiting blooms
freely. I enclose you perfect examples of Horse
Chestnut blooms in spikes. IVilliam Earley, Valen'

tines, Sept. 9. [So much the worse for the trees

next spring. Eds.]

Notices d §00hs.
Practical Bee-Keeping. By F. Cheshire. Demy

8vo, pp. 117. London: The Bazaar OSxcs, -^2,

Wellington Street, Strand.

The author of this little work has been for some years

well known to the bee-keeping world as the editor of

the apiary department of the Countiy^ in which
periodical articles from his pen have from time to

time appeared, and these are reproduced with such

amendmentsand additions as the experience of time has

shown to be desirable. There are some new and well-

executed woodcuts, as well as others familiar to us in

the Countiy and in Hunter s Manual of Be€-keeping^

whose arrangement of chapters is to a great extent

also followed. A good many of the 117 pages are

devoted to, and laudatory of, Mr. Cheshire's own in-

ventions in apiarian appliances, and the greater part

of a chapter is devoted to embossed wax guide-comb

making, to which Mr. Cheshire appears to have

applied considerable skill and attention. The draw-

ings of the appliances in this part are mostly sectional,

readily understood by a skilled mechanic, but often

mystifying to the inexperienced. At p. 56 the author

says ;
— *' While experimenting upon substituting pa-

raffin for wax for comb midribs, we are pleased to learn

that the whole thing has become an established fact.

Mr. Root, the editor of Gltaniiigs in Bee Culture,

who had a machine for making 'Long's founda-

tions,' says in his issue for June, 1S76 :
—

' We have

dispensed entirely with beeswax, paraffin being much
cheaper, whiter, stronger, and more rapidly worked

by the bees. In our experiments to determine what

would give the paraffin the requisite elasticity, we
went to the bees, and were told they added propolis

to their wax when they wanted it very strong ; and as

they would find it a hard matter to furnish as much
white and tasteless propolis as one family will need,

we bethought us of a favourite gum of our childhood

—Burgundy pitch—and found that this, added to the

paraffin in very small quantities, gives just the tenacity

needed." Fancy the horror of our fair lady friends

who have been enjoying at their breakfast a luscious

slice of a beautiful white super honeycomb, to have it

suddenly revealed to them that they have been chew-

ing paraffin flavoured with Burgundy pitch ! How
about the public analyst ? The managers of honey

shows must take care they are not imposed upon by

combs built of paraffin filled with sugar syrup !
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The little book contains much valuable information

to bee-keepers and those who would become such,

and we accept it as a useful addition to the few good

works already in existence on improved bee-keeping.

Etudes sur les Fibres Vegetales Textiles

Employees dans I'lndustrie, Par M. V(itillart,

Paris. Firmin Didot. (Asher & Co.).

The object of this work, the author tells us in his

preface, is to furnish a ready means of detecting the

fraudulent admixture of Jute and other fibres, with

Hemp and linen fabrics. For this purpose sections

of various fibres were made and submitted to micro-

scopical and chemical examination. The results

obtained were so satisfactory that the investigation

was pursued further, and the present work is the

outcome of these researches. It deals with the

nature of vegetable fibres whether from the wood or

the liber bast cells of the inner bark, the instruments

and reagents necessary for their examination, the pre-

paration and mode of examination, and lastly the de-

scription of the principal fibres in use in manufactures,

classed under the natural orders to which plants yield-

ing them respectively belong. M. VetiUart classes

the fibres under the botanical heads of Dicotyledons

and Monocotyledons, each of these main groups being

broken up into two divisions according as the bast

cells (liber) are coloured blue by re-agents or yellow.

Among Dicotyledons whose bast-fibres are coloured

blue by re-agents are Flax, Hemp, Nettle, China-

grass, Paper Mulberry, Sunn (Crotalaria), common
Broom, Spanish Broom, White Melilot, Cotton. In

the following Dicotyledons, on the other hand, the

liber fibres are stained yellow by reagents—Hibiscus,

Lime, Jute (Corchorus), Daphne, Willow.

In Monocotyledons the bast cells are coloured blue

in the case of Alfalfa, Esparto, and Pine-apple

fibres, while in New Zealand Flax (Phormium),
Yucca, Sanseviera, Pita, Abaca or Manilla Hemp,
Palms, &c., the fibres are stained yellow. Those fibres

which are coloured blue consist of pure cellulose, they

are supple and tenacious, their length, generally con-

siderable, permits of their being twisted into a strand

whose tenacity is but little affected by washing or

even by wear and tear. Tissues made of such

fibres are remarkable for their suppleness and tenacity.

Those fibres which are coloured yellow by the same
reagents, are, on the other hand, short and stiff. They
contain more or less of a ligneous deposit, which
destroys their pliancy and renders them brittle. Their

shortness prevents their being entwined into a strong

strand, and water and other agency causes the fibres to

unwind and dissociate themselves, hence stuffs made
of such fibres do not wear well, owing to the readiness

with which they break. On the other hand, they are

suitable for ships' cables, owing to their lightness and
the quantity of air contained in the cells. Moreover,
they do not readily rot by immersion in water. The
low price of these yellow fibres renders them available

for packing purposes, as in the case of Jute.

Taking the principal fibres in detail, first of all a
synonymy is given, in which the name the particular

fibre bears in European or Asiatic countries is specified.

Then follows a brief paragraph on the history of the
plant and the fibre it produces, and the requirements
of the plant as regards cultivation. These precede a
description of the appearance, general and micro-

scopic, of the particular fibre, its measurements, and
the effect of chemical reagents on it. We have been
induced to specify at some length the principal con-
tents of this volume, for we are of opinion that it will

be found a very useful one, especially in reference to

the question of material for paper-making. Royle's
valuable book on fibrous plants is, we believe, out of
print, and is destitute of the full microscopical details

given in the work before us. There is, of course,
little that is absolutely new in M. Vetillard's descrip-
tion of the fibres and their chemical reactions ; he
has only adopted for practical purposes the same
methods pursued by microscopists in their investiga-

tions, and even the transverse sections, on the import-
ance of which he rightly insists, are by no means
new.

Compositse Indicae descript^ et secus
genera Benthamii ordinatiE ; a C. B. Clarke.
Calcutta : Thacker & Co. Svo, pp. 347. Ap-
pendix (Index), pp. xlv.

Anything like a criticism of this work would be out
of place here. We can only give an idea of the
contents of this volume, and, in 30 doing, tender the

thanks of botanists for this very substantial addition

to our knowledge of the Indian flora. The full value

of such a work can only be estimated by working in

the author's footsteps. Then only can a fair idea of

the author's skill and judgment be obtained. His

zeal and industry are apparent on the surface, as will

be obvious when we say that he has here supplied a

monograph of the genera and species of Compositno

found in peninsular India and Ceylon, com-
piled from such material as was accessible to

him in India, and arranged according to the

method proposed by Mr. Bentham, In this manner
between 500 and 600 species, arranged in 124 genera,

are classed and described. In the appendices

are given some interesting notes on the geographical

distribution of Composites in India, the author finally

adopting nine regions, as follows :— i, Deserta, in-

cluding Scinde, South Punjab, and the western part

of Rajpootana ; 2, the North-west Himalaya, in-

cluding all the Himalayan territory west of Nepal
;

3, theCentral Himalaya, including Nepal and Sikkim ;

4, the East Himalaya, including Bhotan, "the plants

whereof have been very imperfectly collected "

;

5, Khasia, including Khasia, Tipperah, Chittagong,

Arracan, Pegu, and the Andamans ; 6, Gangetic

Plain ; 7, Coromandelia, including the whole penin-

sular plateau that drains into the Bay of Bengal ; 8,

Malabaria, including the whole peninsular plateau that

drains into the Indian Ocean ; 9, Ceylon. These
nine divisions readily contract into five—viz., Deserta,

Himalaya, Khasia, Gangetic Plain, and Deccan. The
Malay peninsula, it will be seen, is not included.

The distribution of each species in the nine regions

thus laid down is indicated, as well as its diffusion in

extra-European countries.

By far the largest number of species, viz , 251, are

recorded in the West Himalaya district, the smallest

number occurring in the Gangetic plain, seventy-eight,

and in Ceylon sixty-seven. These figures are doubt-

less open to correction, but they may be taken as

approximately correct, and will afford useful material

for the students of botanical geography. To this end
we should have been glad to see the percentage of

Composites to other flowering plants given, but we
fear this information is at present unattainable. Taken
in conjunction with Mr. Bentham's classical paper on
Composites, and with the very admirable though un-

luckily fragmentary Flora Indica of Drs. Hooker and
Thomson (wherein is given a sketch of the physical

geography and meteorology of India), Mr. Clarke's

figures and deductions will be of great service.

The first part of a Diciwnnairc de Boianiquc^

edited by M. Baillon, and published by MM. Hachelte,
has just been issued. It is in large quarto size, double
column, beautifully printed, and lavishly illustrated

with exquisite woodcuts. M. Baillon has for colla-

I'orali-urs Messrs. De Seynes, De Lanessan, E. Mussat,

W. Nylander, E. Tison, E. Fournier, J. Poisson,

L. Soubeiran, H. Bocquillon, G. Dutailly, A. Bureau,
H. A. Weddell, and others. With such an editor

and such a staff of contributors, we may fairly expect

a botanical dictionary that shall be unrivalled among
modern competitors. But seeing that the first eighty

pages bring us no farther than the letter Ai,

it is obvious that the time occupied in the publi-

cation of this work will be somewhat extended.

By the majority of English botanists naturally the

compact and very useful Treasury of Bolany will

be preferred ; nevertheless, the present publi-

cation must be taken in all libraries, and
by those to whom an extensive botanical

dictionary is a desideratum. The language in which
it is written, French, will not prove an obstacle to

many students. The illustrations are so beautiful that

it seems hypercritical to object to their number, but
it seems as if frequently they were dropped in for the

sake of the picture rather than as illustrations of the

text. Take the large page cut of ^Echmea panicu-

lata, or the three first cuts representing a Selaginella,

a Psilotum (misprinted Psilotus), and an Isoetes, all

given as illustrations of the term Acotyledon, but
there is nothing in the cuts themselves to show that

the plants illustrated really are Acotyledonous.
Again, the flower of the Snowdrop is hardly apetalous.

Some of these cuts have done duty in M. Baillon's

Hisloire des Plantts and other publications—a fact that

might just as well have been mentioned, as when the

discovery is made it always creates in the mind of the

purchaser an uncomfortable impression that second-
hand goods are being palmed off upon him as new

—

an impression which would never be generated were

the fact openly stated at the outset. However a
we have said, M. Faguet's drawings and the wood-
cutter's art are so beautiful that criticism is dis-

armed. The style is somewhat discursive, as is

perhaps to be expected in a popular book,
especially a French one, and one feature is the
large number of native names of plants introduced.

Not only are the genera of plants and botanical teims
generally given, but short biographical notices of
deceased botanists are given. Abundant bibliographic

references are supplied, so that altogether we have
here the promise of a dictionary of botany without a
rival. We shall probably take an opportunity o(
translating some extracts from the part before us at a
future time.

Mr. B. S. Williams has published a second
edition of his Choice SUr-ce and Greenhouic Ornamenlal
Zmz'tv^/'/rr«/j, which we strongly commend to the notice
of amateurs and young gardeners, and to old ones,
too, as a reference book. They will therein find

popular descriptive notices of the more important
stove and greenhouse plants, together with valuable
practical instructions for their cultivation. The in-

troductory sections contain some very judicious
remarks upon the construction and arrangement of
plant-houses, the methods of ventilation and heating,

the preparation of the soil, and the operations of potting
and watering. In addition there are chapters on
Palms, succulent plants, subtropical plants, window
plants. Fern cases, &c.

The coloured plates in the Florist for the. pre-
sent month are devoted to the representation of Iris

"Andrew Henderson" (one of the many forms of
Iris Kaempferi), and of Grosse Mignonne Peach, a
most desirable variety, but less known than its merits
demand. In its excellent articles on florists' flowers

and fruits and their culture this periodical appro-
priately justifies its title.

PunLicATiOiNs Received. — Science Gossip.—
Stove and Greenhouse Plants, second edition ; B. S.
Williams.—The Gardener.—Villa Gardener.—Gre-
villea.—Composita; Indicnj; C. B. Clarke.—Diction-
naire de Botanique, part i; Baillon. — Revue de
I'Horticulture Beige.— Descriptiones Plantarum Nova-
rum, &c. ; N. Regel.— Contributions Mycologiques,
par C. A. J. A. Oudemans.—Theory of Horticulture;
Max Kolb.—Le Nord-Est.—A Text-Book of Vete-
rinary Obstetrics, by George Fleming, part I

(Bailliere).

Reports of Societies,
Royal Horticultural : Sept. 6.—This was a very

pretty little meeting, and not without interest. What-
ever be the fate of the Society, these forlnighily
gatherings must be preserved at all hazirds. Together
with the work done at Chiswick they constitute the
most valuable part of the Society's operations. The
opportunity they afford for bringing forward interest-
ing subjects at all seasons of the year, and the occa-
sions they afford for instructive converse and pleasant
gossip are such that v/e are sure no working horticul-
turist will willingly let them fall into decadence. On
the present occasion Dahlias and Asters constituted
the staple exhibits ; in addition there was a grand
flower of Lilium neilgherrense, from Mr. G. F. Wilson,
elsewhere noticed; collect ions of Tomatos, seedling
Begonias, and Fuchsias, and a variety of interesting
subjects. Not the least curious was Mr. A. Dean's
graft of a Potato on to a Tomato stem ; from the axil
of many of the leaves young tubers had sprouted,
many bearing leaves. It would seem as if the roots
or underground stems, not being able to form tubers,
those bodies were formed in the axils of the leaves.
No appearance of a cross, however, between a Potato
and a Tomato was evident. Under ordinary circum-
stances, when tubers form in the axil of the leaves on
the haulm, it is as the result of some injury or check
to the growth of the haulm, or sometimes from the
haulm being beaten down on a moist soil.

Floral Committee.-W. B. Kellock, Esq., in

the chair. First-class Certificates were awarded to Mr.
Keynes for the following :—Dahlias Minnie Bond,

J. W. Lord, and Mrs. John Downie ; to Mr. Turner,
for Dahlia Figaro ; to Mr. G. Rawlings, for Earl of
Beaconsfield. Notes on these and other varieties are

given below. Mr. G. F. Wilson deservedly gained an
award for Lilium neilgherrense, figured at p. 68.

Messrs. Perkins, of Leamington, deservedly received
an award for Begonia Excellent, a bright, red-coloured
flower, the plant of free habit ; also for Begonia ma-
jestica—a coarser, larger flower, of pale red colour.

There seems a great future in store for this class of
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Begonias. To Mr. H. Cannell was awarded a First-

class Certificate for Pelargonium Madame Bucbner,

a double flower sent as a bedder, very full in the

flower, rather rough, but of good crimson colour. A
Second-class Certificate was awarded to Mr. G. F.

Wilson for Lobelia subnuda, a pretty little foliage-

plant, and votes of thanks respectively to Mr. C.

Turner for a collection of bouquet Dahlias, and to

Messrs. Carter & Co. for a collection of Asters.

Dahlias were largely shown by Messrs. C. Turner,

of Slough ; J. Keynes, of Salisbury ; Smith, of

Edmonton, and Rawlings, of Romford. Of Mr.
Keynes' collection of eighteen seedling varieties, the

following received First-class Certificates :—Minnie
Bond, cream, tipped with purple, a medium-sized
compact 'flower

; John William Lord, orange-red, a

good full flower, but not a telling flower ; Mrs,

John Downie, white, heavily tipped and shaded purple,

a most perfect flower, and the gem of the stand.

A most striking flower that well merited an award
was Dauntless, rich golden-bufT shaded with red, a

singularly effective flower. A First-class Certificate

was given to Mr. G. Rawlings, for Earl of Beacons-

field, a deep purple-maroon self, of good form and
substance ; also to Mr. Charles Turner, for Dahlia
Figaro, a singularly and exquisitely coloured flower,

orange, heavily tipped and shaded vermilion, of good
form and great promise, and as exhibition bloom;
Mr. Turner also received a vote of thanks for a large

collection of named kinds, and also for a charming
group of bouquet-flowered kinds.

Asters.—The competition for Messrs. James Car-
ter & Co.'s prizes brought a large number of hand-
some flowers of the four specified kinds of Betteridge's

quilled forms, viz.. Purple Prince, bluish purple

;

Prince of Novelties, white, edged deep red ; .Snow-
flake, pure white ; and Princess Alexandra, broad
red edge with white centre. The 1st prize was
awarded to Mr. J. M. Gilkes, of Wickham, Newbury

;

the 2d to Mr. Morgan, gr. to Major Scott, Reigate
;

3'1, to Mr. J. Douglas, gr. to F. .Whitbourn, Esq.,
Loxford Hall, Ilford ; and 4th to Mr. Morgan, jun.,

of Doods l\.oad, Reigate. A very fine stand, shown by
Mr. Benham, Bognor, Newbury, appeared to have
been disqualified for some reason. A First-class

Certificate was awarded to Mr, J. ^L Gilkes, for

a new quilled Aster Unique, having a white centre

and outer petals of flesh colour. It possesses good
form and substance, but the base colour is not
striking. A vote of thanks was awarded to Messrs.

James Carter & Co., for a stand of quilled Asters
in great variety.

Among the miscellaneous objects exhibited were
Mr. Noble's Queen of Bedders, already certificated,

an excellent free-flowering Rose, which may be highly
recommended for the purposes for which it is sent out.

Mr. Cannell sent sundry Fuchsias, but not of first-class

merit ; they included Mrs. Cannell, a variety with red
reflexed sepals and double white petals, the best of
its class ; Aurora superba, with large pale pink flowers

;

Erecta, a free-flowering species, with the flower-

stalks spreading at right angles, instead of being pen-
dulous. It is hardly a variety to be commended in

its present shape, though evidently a free flowerer
and suitable for bedding. Fuchsia Boliviana, sent by
the same exhibitor, is a species something in the way
of fulgens, with long linear, lance-shaped leaves and
pendent panicles of long slender, deep crimson
flowers ; a very graceful form. Mr. R. Dean sent
some dwarf French Marigolds of a very good strain,

the habit being good and the form of the flowers also.
Mr. Kinghorn sent Fuchsia Mrs. Kingsbury, a
variegated Fuchsia, with red sepals and double white
corolla; it is hardly equal to Sunray. The same
exhibitor also showed Fuchsia Kingsburyana, a
variety with red sepals and white petals, but too
rough to be commended.

Fruit Committee.—H. Webb, Esq., in the
chair. The objects brought before the committee
were not num.erous. The following awards were
made : A Cultural Commendation to Mr. Miles, gr, to
Lord Carrington, for a dish of Early Crawford Peach,
grown on all wall. The',fruits were large and well
coloured ; the weight of six collectively was 3 lb, A
letter of thanks was ordered to be sent to Mr.
Toomer, gr. to W. Knowles, Esq., Streatham, for
two nicely grown Pine-apples from Brazil, but the
flavour was considered deficient. A similar com-
phment was paid to Col. R. Clarke, for a dish of
Figues de I'Archipel, exhibited to show how suitable
it is for out-door cultivation. Messrs. Carter & Co.'s
prizes dishes of Green Gage Tomato brought sixteen
competitors. Some of the dishes were very hand-
some. The prizes were awarded as follows :— 1st
prize, to Mr, Douglas, gr, to F, Whitbourne, Esq,

;

2d, to Mr, J. Morgan, gr. to Major Scott, Reigate ;

3d, to Mr. R. Brown, gr, to F, T. Barry, Esq., Clock
House, Beckenhara.

Several different varieties of French Beans were
sent from the Society's garden at Chiswick.
At the last meeting a certificate was awarded to Mr.

Davis, of King's Lynn, for Prince Arthur Potato, a
fact which has not previously been recorded.

International Horticultural Exhibition,
Dundee ; Sept. T.—{By Telegraph from our Special
Reporter,)—The International Horticultural Exhi-
bition, which was opened at II A.M. to-day (Thurs-
day) by the Earl of Strathmore, Lord-Lieutenant of
the county, proves to be a very successful display
even when compared with the one held in Edin-
burgh hist September, It has the advantage in

being distributed over a greater area, and both
plants and fruits show to greater advantage than in

the Music Hall of the last-named city. Both plants
and fruits are shown here, too, in greater numbers ;

but, as regards quality, we do not think it is so high
as at Edinburgh,
The rival growers of heavy bunches of Grapes are

not quite in such good form as they were last year.

They both show examples which would have asto-

nished our forefathers. There will be no dispute this

year as to single or double bunches. Both are what
they pretend to be, and the heaviest by 2 lb. comes
from Mr. Curror, gr. to G, Douglas, Esq,, Eskbank,
Dalkeith. The show of Grapes is something wonder-
ful in extent, and the quality in most cases is all

that could be desired, Mr, Johnstone, gr. to the
Earl of Strathmore, Glamis Castle, is, as usual,
very strong, and comes out well in the various
competitions.

Collections of Fruits.

Fruit takes precedence over the plants in the
schedule, and is by far the most interesting department.
The champion class is that for a collection of twenty
sorts of fruit, not to include more than five sorts of
Grapes, two sorts of Pines, and two of Melons, the
winner of the 1st prize of £\^ taking also a gold cup
of the value of ^20, given by Lord Strathmore.
Strangely enough it is carried off by his Lordship's
own gardener, who has staged in all respects an ex-
cellent collection. The winners of the 2d and 3d
prizes respectively are Mr. Goodacre, Elvaston
Castle, Borrowash, and Mr. Matheson, Meikleour,
near Perth, who both show remarkably well. For a
collection of fifteen sorts of fruit, to include not
more than four sorts of Grapes, the 1st prize
has been won in a strong competition by Mr.
Upjohn, gr. to the Earl of EUesmere, Wors-
ley llali, near Manchester, who has excellent Grapes,
Peaches, Nectarines, &c. The highest award in the
class for ten sorts, exclusive of Pines, goes to Mr.
Dickson, Mount Melville, St. Andrews, and he
shows some capital Grapes, Guavas, and Oranges.
This was a good class, and well contested.

Pines.

The display of Pines is the poorest of all, and very
inferior. The heaviest is a Providence, weighing
1 1 lb. 2 oz., with a very ugly crown. It is shown by
Mr. Peacock, gr, to J, Bruce, Esq., Castledykes,
Dumfries, a well-known northern grower. Mr, Good-
acre, Elvaston, sends the best Oueens ; and Mr.
Jamieson, gr., Haigh Hall, Wigan, the best Smooth
Cayennes.

Grapes.

Mr. Dickson, gr. to John Jardine, Esq., Arkleton,
shows the heaviest bunch of black Grapes, 10 lb. 2 oz.

in weight; Mr. Hammond, Brayton, Carlisle, shows
the second best, 10 lb. The heaviest white was shown
by Mr. Curror, gr. to G. Douglas, Esq., Eskbank,
Dalkeith, with Trebbiano, 16 lb. 2 oz. ; Mr. Dickson
is 2d, with White Nice, 14 lb. 2 oz.

Coming next to the classes for Grapes only, we
find Mr, Johnstone, of Glamis, at the head of the
class for eight varieties, one bunch of each, in which
the 1st prize is £1% accompanied by a gold medal
worth £<,. He has not such large bunches as he gene-
rally shows, but they are universally almitted to be
grandly finished examples in every respect. The
sorts staged are Black Alicante, Burchard's Prince,
Muscat of Alexandria, Madresfield Court, Chasselas
Napoleon, Lady Downe's, Royal Vineyard, and
Black Hamburgh. Mr. Hunter, gr. to the Earl of
Durham, Lambton, is 2d, with large heavy bunches,
and wanting only a little more colour to be very fine,

Mr, G, Reid, gr, to A, H. Moncur, Esq., RockfielJ,
Dundee, is a good 3d, and the class altogether is an
excellent one,

A very strong competition took place in the class for

four sorts, in which Mr, Stewart, gr. to Chas.Tennant,
Esq., The Glen, Peebles, is a good 1st, with medium-
sized, well-finished examples of Trebbiano, Black
Hamburgh, Muscat of Alexandria, and Mrs. Pince.

The 2d award goes to Mr. Bruce, gr. to J. Fildes,

Chorlton-cum- Hardy, Manchester; and the 3d to

Mr, Louden, gr,, The Quinta, Chirk. In the class

for two bunches of Black Hamburgh there are

twenty competitors, and the highest award is won
in splendid style by samples weighing about 4 lb. each,

fine in berry, colour, and bloom, shown by Mr. John-
stone, of Glamis. Some of the specified varieties are

not well represented, but Madresfield Court is well

shown by Mr. Bruce, Black Alicante by Mr, Hammond,
Brayton, Carlisle ; Muscat of Alexandria, by Mr.
Stewart, of The Glen, and by Mr. Johnstone ; Muscat
Hamburgh by Mr. Reed, Barbarossa by Mr. Goldie,

gr. to R. Kerr, Esq. ; and Duke of Buccleuch by
Mr. Ballantyne, gr. ^to J. T. Smith, Esq., Dulock
House, Inverkeithing.

Melons, Peaches, &c.

Melons are shown in good numbers, and the best
green-fleshed is a variety named Haddo House, the
best scarlet being Little Heath, and the exhibitor of
both Mr. Farquhar, of Fyvie Castle. Apricots are a
thin crop in Scotland, and but few are shown here,
but Mr. Kidd, gr,, Megginch Castle, takes a 1st
prize with a fine dish. Plums are poor both in numbers
and quality, but Peaches and Nectarines are fairly
well shown, and a very fine dish of the former, shown
by Mr, Dickson, Mount Melville, took the chief
prize, while Mr, Fowler, gr. to L, D. Swan, Esq,,
Cupar File, was the exhibitor of the best Nectarine.
Pears are poorly shown, and Apples are but little

better, neither being up to last year's standard. Bush
fruit, such as Currants and Gooseberries, are plenti-
ful enough, and very good. The class for a collection
of hardy fruits grown in the open air is not a good
one, everything being so small. A silver cup, valued
!>' .^5. is given by Messrs, James Boyd & Sons,
Paisley, for four varieties of Grapes, and it has been
won by Mr, Stewart, The Glen.

Vegetables.

Vegetables, as usual at the Northern shows, come
very strongly to the front, and well they deserve
the prominence given to them. This season here has
been a tolerably favourable one on the whole, and
crops of all kinds are shown in splendid condition.
The principal competition was for a lot of ten varie-
ties, and considerable numbers were staged, though
the prizes were small. The best came from Mr.
Leish, Ballidgerno, Inchture. Mr. Monro's prize for
the best brace of Duke of Edinburgh Cucumber went
to R. Fowler, Cupar Fife, who has the new variety
well done. The finest basket of fifteen varieties of
vegetables are contributed by Mr. Low, gr. to John
Paton, Esq.,Newforth, Stirling, and of splendid quality
they are. The classes for certain numbers of specified
varieties are all well contested, and the produce
shown almost makes one's mouth water after being for
so long in London scarcely able to get vegetables at
any price. An interesting feature here, unusual in the
South, is the fine display of ornamental Gourds, of
which there are several fine collections, Mrs. Sibbald,
Drumgeith, having the honour of contributing the
best.

Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

Plants arc well and numerously shown, and the
Southern growers have contributed most largely
to the success of this branch. The principal com-
petition was in a class for twelve stove and green-
house subjects, and here the tst prize of /^20 and a
gold medal were won by Mr. Thornber, gr. to T. M.
Shuttleworth, Esq., Preston. The principal specimens
staged by him are a very fine Anthurium Scherzerianum,
Gleichenia spelunca:, between 6 and 7 feet through,
and very fresh specimens of Statice profusa and
and S. imbricata, both splendidly flowered, a hand-
some Cycas circinalis and Ixora coccinea, and Alla-
manda nobilis, very well flowered. The 2d prize was
very well won by Mr, Todd, gr, to T. B. Stewart,
Esq., L3ngside,Glasgow, who has some fine e.xamples,
one of the most remarkable of which is a large and
particularly well flowered plant of Lapageria rosea.
The last named exhibitor also sends the finest half-

dozen exotic Ferns, the best pair of Lilium
speciosum ; the best six fine • foliage plants, and
some good Orchids, Mr. Todd is also 1st in
the class for nine stove and greenhouse plants in
9-inch pots.

Dinner-table plants form an excellent feature, and
the competition was very strong, enough plants being
staged to provide a row down the centre of two long
tables of fruit, and all were of good quality. The
1st prize for eight in 6-inch pots was won by Mr.
.Shuttleworth's gr,, who has a very handsome lot of
young stuff. For 12 in 6-inch pots, Messrs. J. & R.
Thyne, Glasgow, are 1st with a very beautiful lot,

even-sized, and well-matched ; the 2d prize goes to
Mr, Paul, nurseryman. Paisley ; and the 3d to Mr.
Sutherland, Lenzie, Glasgow, Mr, William Bull
shows in this class a remarkably fine dozen, which the
judges considered too large for the work expected of
them, or they would undoubtedly have been placed 2d.
Messrs, J. & R, Thyne contribute the best twenty
stove and greenhouse plants, a large and excellent lot

;

and the next best come from Messrs. John Stewart &
Sons, Broughtyferry, and Messrs. James Cocker &
.Sons, Aberdeen. Conifers are shown by Messrs,

John Stewart & Sons and Messrs. Thomas Methven
t& Sons, Edinburgh.

Alpine plants are capitally shown by several exhi-

bitors, and especially by Messrs, W, B. Laird & Sin-

clair, Messrs, J, Stewart & Sons, and Messrs, J.
Cocker & Sons. Pelargoniums are contributed in

fair numbers, and generally in good condition. Cle-

matises, Fuchsias, and many plants of that

description are poor, but Cockscombs are good,
and the leading exhibitor has specimens which
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measure 12 inches in length and 8 in width ; these

came from Mr. Mackie, Invermay, Bridge of Earn.

Gladioli are splendidly shown by Messrs. Robertson

& Galloway, of Glasgow, and Messrs. Kelway & Son,

of Langport, who took the prizes in a class for

twenty-four in the order named. Considering the

distance the Langport flowers had travelled they

showed up wonderfully well, and were only beaten

very narrowly by the slightly larger spikes from the

Glasgow firm. Messrs. W. B. Laird & Sinclair, of

Dundee, are also successful exhibitors, and in the

amateurs' classes the flowers are much better all

round than we see them nearer home. Dahlias and

Hollyhocks are not well done, but herbaceous plants are

fairly well represented, as well as several other autumn
flowers, such as Asters, Marigolds, Pentstemons, &c.

Of bouquets there is an immense number, and gene-

rally they are of a tasteful and pleasing character,

though we cannot say as much for some floral abor-

tions in the same department.

New Plants, c&c.

New and rare plants are much more numerous than

at Edinburgh last year, and they provide, as might be

expected, a source of interest of much importance.

Messrs. Veitch & Sons and Mr. B. S. Williams are

the exhibitors of large collections, of which we must

speak more fully next week. The ist prize for

a dozen not yet in commerce goes to Mr. Wm.
Bull, the 2d to Mr. B. S. Williams, and the

3d to Messrs. J. & R. Thyne, of Glasgow. A con-

siderable number of certificates has been awarded to

these exhibitors, as well as to several others, but we
must defer a list of them until our next issue.

In the miscellaneous class the most noticeable pro-

ductions are a fine group of young Conifers and hardy

trees and shrubs, from Messrs. Barron & Son, Elvas-

ton ; a small group of similar plants from Messrs.

John Stewart & Sons ;
young Palms and other stove

plants, from W. B. Laird & Sinclair, and Messrs.

Ireland & Thomson, Edinburgh.

As usual at these Northern shows, the judges

commenced their duties at an early hour in the

morning, and their labours were quite concluded by

II o'clock, at which hour the large Drill Hall, and

a new hall in the rear, were quite filled with visitors.

The entries were very large in most of the classes, the

total being 295S.

The weather during the week has been unsettled

but rain has kept ofl' to-day (Thursday), and if it only

keeps fine to the end there can be no doubt but that

the show will be financially, what it certainly is horti-

culturally, a great success; and the Dundee Horticul-

tural Society, or rather its managers, deserve great

praise for their spirited efforts to introduce high-class

horticulture into Dundee. The judges and their

friends dined this afternoon at the Royal Hotel, J.

Yeaman, Esq., M.P., in the chair: BaiUie Mac-

donald and ex-Bailie Moncur acted as croupiers, sup-

ported by Lord Kinnaird, the Earl of Strathmore,

Messrs. B. S. Williams, J. Downie, D. Mitchell, J.

McNab, Dr.Moore of Glasnevin, Messrs. J. Russell,

W. Thomson, D. Thomson, and several horticul-

turists of note. The usual complimentary toasts were

given, and everything passed off satisfactorily.

The Oxford Mills, Guide Bridge, Working
Men's Annual Flower and Vegetable Show came off

on Saturday, Sept. 2. We gave, two years ago,

some account of what had been set on foot at these

mills by the proprietor, Mr. Hugh Mason, in the way
of arrangements for adding to the welfare of his work-

people, stating, at that time, that one of the most

practically beneficial of his many excellent schemes

consisted in the promotion of horticulture. With this

object, as also then stated, he long since made a

grant to the people employed in the Oxford Mills of

a piece of land adapted for gardens, considerable in

extent, and lying away from public view, the allot-

ments being made to those who, in addition to

showing personal fondness for the cultivation of

flowers and vegetables, had rendered themselves

worthy of a share by good conduct and faithful

service. It is in connection with this that we now
have anew to report progress. The grant of the land

is not free, absolutely. A small annual rent is

charged, on the sound business principle that any-

thing that is worth possessing is worth a money
acknowledgment. The rent, however, is so low that

it is got back over and over again in the value of the

garden produce. This is a far better plan, in matters

of the kind before us, than offering purely gratuitous

favours : a man always feels more comfortable and

independent when he is charged for what he gets,

though he may be well aware all the while, in his

own mind, that he is not paying a quarter of the full

value. Guide Bridge, it will be remembered, is a

mile or two from Ashton-under-Lyne, about 5 miles

from Manchester, and near the line of the Shef-

field and Manchester railway. The whole neigh-

bourhood is dedicated to cotton-spinning and

cotton-weaving. It is densely populated ; a

middle-class of society can hardly be said to exist,

the census showing on the one hand a knot of wealthy

employers, and on the other innumerable operatives,

and the small tradesmen who supply their wants. The
show on Saturday was simply an exhibition of the

results of a few well-meaning men's industry during

the season in cultivating their little plots. Very plea-

sant was the spectacle nevertheless of the capital

Greens, Turnips, Carrots, Beetroot, Cucumbers,
Potatos, Onions, Cauliflowers, Peas, Beans, Lettuces,

and so forth, that they managed to send up, the

more particularly as the eatables were relieved by a

very nice display of flowers and of plants in pots, the

latter from the cottage windows of the immediate

vicinity. The cut flowers consisted chiefly of Antir-

rhinums, Dahlias, Phloxes, French and African Mari-

golds, Gladiolus, China Asters, and Lilies, with a few
Roses from friends close by, who though not reckoned

with the " Oxford Gardeners," as those belonging to

the mills are styled, form a kind of outer circle of

enthusiasts, the existence of which is no doubt owing
to the original stimulus supplied by the head-centre,

for in gardening there seems always something con-

tagious, say, rather, something that captures the fancy

and the approval of those who look on, and these

seldom need persuading to go and do likewise. Any-
how, there is plenty of indication in the district that

some animating force has been at work in regard to

plant culture. To pass along the street which leads

to the Institution (reading-room, gymnasium, baths,

iSic), in the lecture-hall pertaining to which the show
is held year by year, is quite refreshing, so numerous
are the plants to be seen in the windows. The pot-

flowers at the show consisted principally of Fuchsias

and Pelargoniums, with a fair number of Val-

lotas, and one or two beautiful specimens of that

admirable old Cape plant, the Agapanthus, so charm-

ing alike in its great blue umbel, and in the easy way
in which it will grow almost anywhere, A remark-

able object among the pot flowers was a Lilium

auratum, very nicely bloomed. Horticulture surely

has a happy home in England, when a plant that a

dozen years ago was quite new, and worth five guineas

a root, can now be seen in an operative's cottage.

In order that the show might be complete in every

detail, fruit was contributed by some of the outside

friends, while Mr. John Shaw, of Bowdon, sent a

score or two of Palms, choice Ferns, dwarf Conifers,

and so forth. These of course stood by themselves

in a sort of strangers' gallery. Mr. John Shaw, jun.,

who is now in business for himself, sent a magnificent

Vegetable Marrow, theproduce of a hybrid of his own
raising, and the flavour of which, when cut young, is

said to be very good. The specimen exhibited was

25 inches long, with a circumference of 27 inches,

and weighed 27 lb. It is impossible to commend too

highly any endeavour made as thus at Guide Bridge to

promote the love and practice of horticulture among
the working men of England. There are hundreds,

probably thousands of acres of land, in just the same
kind of situation as the Oxford Mills allotments,

which could quite as readily and efficiently be

utilised for this good purpose ; and it is certain that

were the chance only offered to them plenty of willing

hands would be found ready to make a start. The
prizes at the Oxford Gardeners' Show (value about

/30, the chief portion of which comes out of Mr.

Hugh Mason's own pocket) are given not so much
in coin as in the shape of copper tea-kettles and other

useful articles of domestic economy, so that the ulti-

mate winners really and truly are the gardeners' wives

and families. This is another very wise feature of

the programme. A third is that not only do the

objects exhibited carry honours, prizes are given also

for good keeping of the gardens. In the 1st prize

garden on this occasion there was not the leal of a

weed to be seen, and the beds were as tidy and orderly

as a jeweller's shop.

Sherborne Horticultural Society : Aug. 30.

—

The annual show took place in the ruins of Sherborne
Castle. The show was arranged as usual—the cut

flowers and plants being staged in a marquee near the

entrance. On the right-hand side was the cottagers'

tent, and near the ruins of the refectory the fruit tent.

The show of cut flowers was a good one. Although
very late in the season, the stands of Roses exhibited

by Mr. Keynes, of Salisbury, were as fine as any he

has hitherto shown. The principal blooms were
Perle des Jardins, the delicate La France, Ferdinand

des Lesseps, and Alfred Colomb. Sir Frederick

Bathurst, of Clarendon Park, Salisbury, also sent

an excellent stand of Roses, which deserved the

commendation awarded to them. Mr. Keynes
was also to the front in Dahlias, which were
some of the finest he has exhibited. The trusses

were of large size and of the most delicate tints.

Mr. Nation was the only other competitor, and his

stand was not quite so good as that exhibited at

Chard the previous week. Asters were of beautiful

colour, and Sir Richard Glyn's stand contained some
very choice varieties. Mrs. Bide came next in this

class. In the amateur classes there was a good com-
petition, but the Roses showed a great contrast to the

stand exhibited by Mr. Keynes. Dahlias, however,
were much better, Mr. Nation taking first. Mr.

Miller, as usual, took the prize for Verbenas, the
growth of which he has evidently made a study.

There were several collections of cut flowers, but
Col. Phipps' were exceedingly choice and were de-
servedly awarded the 1st prize. In ornamenlal
foliage plants Col. Phipps was also successful wiih a
very good collection—including an AUocasia Lowii
and a splendid Latania borbonica. Mrs. Bide, as at

Chard, carried off 2d honours, and Miss Neal was
3d. In stove and greenhouse plants there was a
good competition, but one of the exhibitors was dis-

qualified in consequence of having more than the
prescribed number of plants. This lot contained
several rare varieties, and would probably, bat for

the mistake, have received the 1st prize. The 1st

prize in this class was awarded to Sir Richard Glyn.
Ferns were excellent, and the three collections

shown by W. Neal, Esq., Mrs. Bide, and Miss Neal
were uniformly good. Mr. Neal, who took 1st prize,

had finer plants, particularly his Adiantum farley-

ense and Adiantum cuneatum. Coleuses made
a fine show at one end of the tent, and Sir

Richard Glyn, as he has done for several years past,

took 1st honours. Mr. T. Moore was 2d. In Bal-
sams Mr. C. Kite and Mr, Miller were the principal
exhibitors. Mr. Kite's were full of flower, and were
of beautiful colour.

Fruit was a smaller show than usual, but there was
no falling off in the quality. There was only one 1

entry—Mr. Pragnell, gr. to G. D. W. Digby, Esq.—
for the Digby Cup, for the best collection of fruit, but I

it fully deserved the award. The collection included 1

six bunches of Black Hamburgh and Muscat of Alex-
andria Grapes—one of which was also awarded the
special prize for the best bunch in the show—a fine

Pine, and choice dishes of Plums. Mr. Pragnell was
also successful in the smaller collection of fruit, Mr.
Tuson being 2d. The Grapes throughout were excel-

lent in quality, and there was a good competition in

Pines. Peaches, Melons, Nectarines, and Plums
were in great variety, and Currants and Cherries were
large and good, considering the season. Apples and
Pears were a good show. The amateur fruit classes

were well filled, Mr. C. Kite taking 1st in Grapes,
both black and white. Mr. Hannam showed some"
remarkable kitchen Apples, which would delight the
hearts of the dumpling-loving Devonshire people.
Devices of flowers and bouquets were staged at the
upper end of this tent, and formed a good show.

In vegetables there was an excellent competition.
Mr. Kite and Mr. Miller showed collections, but they
were distanced by Mr. Digby, whose Autumn Giant
Cauliflowers were pictures, and whose Parsnips
appeared to have been grown with mathematical pre-

cision. Potatos were a large show, and the dish

shown by Sir Richard Glyn was as near perfection as

possible. The amateur collections of vegetables were
also good—Mr. Miller being 1st, Mr. Rawes 2d.

The cottagers filled their tent to overflowing with
floral devices, fruit, and vegetables. Potatos were
quite as good as those exhibited in the subscribers'

tent, and there was a very close competition. Carrots

were of immense size, and every class was worthy of

mention. The floral devices were of huge size, but

great care must evidently have been taken in the

arrangement. The window plants showed careful

culture, and the cottagers may be congratulated there-

upon.
The committee added to their list of attractions by

offering prizes for hives, honey, iS:c. The boards
along the whole of one side of the tent were laden
with splendid specimens of honey in the comb. The
Rev. F. Warre, Bere Regis, Blandford, left all com-
petitors behind, having several well-made, elegant

glass-sided supers filled with spotless comb. The
judges had no hesitation in awarding him the 1st prize.

The 2d prize went to Mr. J. Brown, bookseller,

Maiden Newton, who sent a little tub filled with
combs of honey of splendid quality. There were
several cottage exhibitors, and as their contributions

were unusually good, the judges decided to make a

couple of special prizes. The Ist was given to Mr.
W. Pavitt, of Barwick, Yeovil, who followed up his

success at Weston-super-Mare ; while the 2d went to Mr.
Ellington, of Weston-super-Mare. There was a large

displiiy of hives made upon the movable comb prin-

ciple, and the prices ranged from 3J. to about/"3, the

cheapest being the little Italian bar-frame or "Grotto"
hive, contributed by Mr. Isaac Hale, of Horncastie,

Lincolnshire, and the dearest was the elegant and
well-made Carr-Stewarton, sent by Mr. James Lee,

of Bagshot, which would be an ornament to any lawn.

It would be desirable that manipulations should be

performed upon a raised platform, so that all present

might have an opportunity of witnessing them.

{CotitmunUatcd. )

Dover Horticultural : Aug. 29.—The annual

floral and fruit exhibition was held in the grounds of

Dover Priory. It was confined mainly to pro-

fessional gardeners, for there is now no class ex-

clusively for amateurs, on account of the want of

competition, and the professionals are too hard to

beat on their ovra ground, so that somewhat less ama-
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teur entries came in than formerly ; and as to the cot-

tagers of the district, they do not seem to makeup
their minds to go in for the prizes at all so eagerly as

do their brethren in more truly rural localities.

In the refectoiy of the College were staged the

principal exhibitj;. These included a grand thow of

plants in the division open to all-comers, and, follow-

ing the order of the schedule, Mr. Wilson, gr. to G.

Ashley-Dodd, Esq , Surrenden, is entitled to first

mention for his handsome collection of eight stove

plants, which comprised good specimens of Aliamanda,
Vinca, Begonia Ingramii, and a magnificent Lomaria
gibba. lie was 2d best in the foliage plan! competi-

tion, in which he showed a well-grown Seaforlhia

elegans, Dieflenbachia, Draccena, and Pandanus.

Mr. Kimpton, gr. to the Right Hon. E. II. Knatch-
buU-Hugessen, M.P., was a new exhibitor here, and
he succeeded in winning the 1st prize for foliage

plants, his collection being made up, among others,

of a handsome Fan Palm (Latania borbonica),

Dracrena Cooperi, &c. He stood 2d in the

competition for the best specimen plant in the show
with a fine Slephanotis. Mr. Durey, gr. to Sir H.
Tufton, Hothfitld Place, was 1st lor the best speci-

men plant, his production being a magnificent Fan
Palm, of such noble size and shape that it was pro-

nourced by judges to be probably one of the finest to

be seen anywhere. Mr. Selway, gr. to W. II. James,
Esq., M.P., Updown, Sandwich, contribuled six hand-

tome exotic Ferns, which won first honours, his silver

Gymnogramma being vtry choice, and he also stood

1st in a good competition in the class for Coleus.

Fuchsias were very fair, Mr. Golder's taking ist prize,

ajid Pelargoniums were altogether a compact: class.

Fruit in division A was not a large show, l)Ut a good
onein point of quality, the Cherries being superb. Grapes
were excellent, especially the three bunches of Mr.
Wilson, which took the chief prize, and those of Mr.
Durey, which were comprised in his handsome collec-

tion of eight varieties of fruit, which was awarded the

leading position, A separate tent was required for the

cut flowers and vegetables in this division. Messrs.

Bunyard & Sons, of the Rose Nunneries, Ashford,
stood 1st with some splendid Roses for the class in

twenty-four. Dr. Scott, of Sandwich, being 2d, with
a choice selection in the same class, and 1st in that for

twelve. Gladioli were in force, and a brilliant dis-

play they made. The Rev. H. H. Dombrain, Vicar
of Westwell, obtained the 1st prize in the class for

twelve, his blossoms being the best in the show ;

nor was he left far behind in point of merit as 2d in

the classes for twenty-lour and six, the 1st prizes

for which were won by Mr. R. Sladden, of Shulden.
Vegetables were excellent for the season. [Comminti'
catcd.

)

The Isle of Thanet Horticultural Association;
^w^- 30.— This association held its twenty-first

annual exhibition in the grounds of Dane Court,
St. Peter's, which were kindly placed at the dis-

posal of the committee hy Latham Tomlin, Esq. The
plants were not staged, but ranged in an enclosure
down the centre of the marquee, and for the most
part placed in groups. At the top was a space
filled with Caladiums of choice foliage, producing a
stiikingly beautiful effect ; Mr. Miller, gr. to J. T.
Friend, Esq

,
produced in his four specimens an

astonishing number of exquisite hues. Next was a
compartment of double Pelargoniums and Balsams

—

the latter poor, flanked by spreading Tree-Fern?,
exhibited by Mr. Miller, and elegant exotic Ferns by
Mr. G. Price, gr. to J. Farmer. Esq. A magni-
ficent Croton variegatus of Mr. Miller's was
undoubtedly the best stove plant in the show ; but it

was matched by a huge Palm, Sabal Blackburnianum
further down, exhibited as a single specimen green-
house plant by Mr. W. Jarman, gr. to S. Here-
path, Esq.

The Coleus collections were attractive though
small, and the same may be said of the Fuch-
sias : near these was a towering Dra-crena
Banksii, and a collection of fresh, elegant Begonias.
Mr. Miller had the best collection of miscellaneous
stove and greenhouse plants, and Mr. Burley,
gr. to Mrs. Warre, had the best collection of
stove and greenhouse plants in flower ; but in neither
case was the competition such a feature of the show
as it generally is elsewhere. A space filled with col-
lections of Zonal Pelargoniums was ablaze with colour,
Mr. Barley's standing pre-eminent ; and an inlerestmg
exhibit near them was a Cotton tree, sent by Mr. F.
Miller, and for which he judges very properly awarded
an ex' ra prize. Achimenes and Gloxinias made a prett y
appearance; the judges found the cIa^s so meritorious,
that they gave several extra prizes in it. Charming
Gladioli were staged by Dr. John Scott. Marigolds,
seem to be liked in this district, although elsewhere
they are neitlier prized for colour nor shape, and
objected to for their perfume. Roses were few, Dr.
Scott and Messrs. Lott and Hart being almost
the only exhibitors. Messrs. Kinmont .S: Kidd
of Canterbury, showed several hundred blossoms, all
showing the point of perfection to which it is possible
by skilled and catpful culture to attain. A few ele-

gant Palms, Ferns, and other foliage plants formed an
appropriate background to the collection.

In a smaller booth were the collections of indoor

fruits and floral decorations. Miss Whitehead com-
bined with marked taste a stand of flowers for

the table, and Miss Kinmont a basket of flowers

for the drawing-room ; and one delightful basket of

wild flowers and grasses by the Misses Twigg, of

Sandwich, was well worthy of the prize put upon it.

The hand bouquets were similarly close in merit,

and although the place of honour was given to Miss

Kinmont's, those of Mr. Whittaker and Mr. J. W.
Chapman were considered equally deserving of a 2d
prize. There was, besides the foregoing, a tasteful

array of button-hole bouquets.

The Grapes altogether were good. There were
eighteen different collections. In white, Mr. W.
Jarman's three bunches of Muscat of Alexandria were
fine in size and quality, and the Black Ilamburghs of

Mr. R. Silk, gr. to James Abernethy. Esq., were
perfection itself in colour, shape, and weight. Melons
were very creditable fruit ; but the collections

of eight different kinds were not very remark-
able.

The subscribers showed about fifty different plates

of Potatos, almost all of the most approved sorts.

The Snowflakes in many plates were excellently grown,
the twelve tubers weighmg from 9 lb. to 10 lb.

They were classed as white kidneys, and probably
because they answered the description of kidneys

more correctly, the judges gave the ist prize to a

plate of symmetrical delicate-skinned Jackson's Im-
proved, placing Snowflakes 2J. Several of the reds

exhibited as kidneys, such as Vermont Eirly and
Late Rose, were also not true kidneys, and would have
been better described as oblongs. In the white

rounds the judges put ist a plate ot small and smooth
Potatos of an undefined variety exhibited by Mr, IL
Austen, a superb lot of Climax exhibited by W.
Dixon taking only 2d, probably on account of their

deep eyes rendering them not quite so fit for a gen-

tleman's table. For the same reason, too, Mr. J,

Lane's twelve small Early Emperors were, no doubt,

placed 1st among the red rounds, and Mr.

Dixon's twelve Carter's Main Crop 2d to them.

A Gourd exhibited by Mr. Jarman must have

weighed considerably over a hundredweight. The
baskets of vegetables were not so numerous as might
have been expected. A very good collection,

got togethtr by Mr, Jarman, was selected for

the 1st prize. The Onions, as in most places this

year, were very large and well-grown, and in many
cases might have been exhibited as imported Onions
of a particularly fine quality. Peas were very large

and good indeed for the season ; their quality was
extraordinary, but French Beans and a few other

things manifested signs of the drought. The hardy

fruits of the subscribers made up a good and strong

show. They comprised some very nice Morella

Cherries, and a goodly array of dessert and kitchen

Apples and Pears, and a similardisplay of fine Plums,

although many of the latter were hardly ripe.

The cottagers came out with a strong show of

Potatos as to quantity, exhibiting as many as 73
difierent plates. Many of them were, however,

coarse without being extraordinarily large. The cot-

tagers in the island do not seem to possess many of

the new and improved varieties. With the exception

of a few of the introductions from America, such as

Vermont?, seedlings, and Roses, and a few nice plates

of Bell & Jackson's kidneys, and Sutton's rounds,

the cottagers* Potatos were old-fashioned. Here they

give prizes for Garlic and Shalots as well as Onions,

and as a great many were shown we must presume

that the flavour in the estimation of the Thanet

people compensates for the odour. The difficulty of

the season was visible in the cottagers' Beans and

Peas, such things having required the attention which

a professional gardener or persons possessed of ample
leisure only can give. Extracted from the ^^ Kentish

Exprcn-r

Bishop Auckland Horticultural : .Sept. i.

—

Where a society ofl'ers liberal prizes, supplemented by
paying the carriage of all plants from any part of the

kingdom to its exhibitions, which are held in one of

the most beautilul spots that could be imagined,

it deserves the success that has crowned the spirited

libeiaUty of the Bishop Auckland committee. Year
by year the thousands keep increasing that are

attracted to its shows from the surrounding towns and
country. So important a part has this Society played

in disseminating and encouraging a taste for horticul-

tural pursuits amongst a class who much needed it, that

a brief sketch of its doings may not be out of place.

Like many other institutions that have grown to an
important position it had a small beginning. It was
started in 1S53 by three gentlemen of the place, who
took an interest in horticulture—Mr. Kinmont, Mr.
HoUis, and Mr. Sibbald (the nurseryman of Bishop

Auckland, who still takes his post in the management
of the Society). Their first venture was not very

great, some ^^30 being the sum offered in prizes, and
notwithstanding a soaking wet day visitors were

present in numbers sufficient toleave a balance in hand
of from ;^20 to /30. At this time the Society had
partially to depend upon subscriptions, but fortunately

before these fell off, as they always do af;er a time, it

was in a' position to be self-supporting. All went well
until a reserve of about p^yoo was available ; then
came adversity. Through some difference in the
managers this was lost to the Society, but, nothing
daunted, those who had the interest of horti-

culture at heart started afresh, offering much
higher prizes. Success rewarded their exertions,

and, as means were at command, they each year gave
very large prizes for some especial products. Dahlias
and Hollyhocks were amongst the first that thus were
invited, when most of the leading growers both in the
South and North entered the lists ; next stove and
greenhouse plants were made a feature, and Messrs.

Cole & Baines, of Manchester, put in their appear-
ance, introducing a style of plants not before seen in

this part of the country, but which set an example
that the growers in the district have well followed up.

Zonal Pelargoniums were then added to the other
subjects, and were forthcoming in grand condition.

In last year's schedule Roses held a prominent posi-

tion, and although late a grand display for the season
was brought together, Mr. Prince, of Oxford, and
Mr. Davidson, of Hereford, surprised the northerners
by showing them what could be done with Roses in

autumn. For Roses this year again especial provision

was made, and also for fruit, to which additional and
larger prizes were given.

The show was only open for one day, from I o'clock
until 6, at IS. per head admission ; last year they took
considerably over a thousand pounds. No doubt the
attractions of the park attached to Auckland Castle,

in which the show is held (being kindly lent by
the present and preceding Bishops for the occasion),

much enhances the effect of the exhibitions and
induces many to attend who would not otherwise.

The display this year of both plants and fruits was
much more extensive than heretofore, there being a
hundred more exhibitors than last year. In many of
the principal classes the competition was so close as

to make the judging no easy task.

For six stove and greenhouse plants there was a
spirited competition, no less than seven competitors
entering the lists. Mr. Wilson, Normanby Hall,

Hartlepool, was Ist; amongst his half-dozen Dipla-
denia amabilis, Lapageria rosea, and Aliamanda
Hendersoni, were very well flowered. Mr. Tudgey,
gr, to F. G. Williams, Esq., Worcester, was 2d

;

his Erica Eweriana superba was finely bloomed,
and a large plant—he had also a good Phrcno-
coma prolifera, and a nicely flowered Aliamanda
nobilis. Mr. E. Lazenby was 3d, his most notice-

able specimens being Rondeletia speciosa and
Ixora coccinea. Mr. J. Cant, Durham, was 4th ;

in his group was a good Eucharis amazonica
and Bougainvillea glabra. For six fine-foliage plants

there was not only a large number of exhibitors but
the competition was extremely close— Mr. Tudgey
1st, with Pritchardia pacifica and Croton interrup-

tus, very well done ; the others, including Latania
borbonica, Croton variegatus, Disylirion gracile and
Cycas revoluta, were nicely matched. Mr. Westcott,
Raby Castle, was 2d, his best plants being Alocasia
Lowii, Pandanus Veitchii, and Davallia Mooreana : he
had also a fine Croton pictus, but deficient in colour.

Mr. N. Black, Darlington, was 3d : in his six were
a good Cocos Weddelliana and Maranta rosea picta ;

Mr. Dixon, Beverley, 4th, had amongst others a fine

Encephalartos Lehmanni and Dicksonia antarctica.

Twelve plants arranged for effect.—Of these there

were ten exhibitors ; the competition being so close

that equal ist's v/ere given to Mr. Westcott and Mr.
Tudgey, both staging really fine lots—Mr. Wilson,
3d, evidently mistaking the wording of the schedule,

showing nearly all formally trained flowering plants ;

Mr. J. Noble was 4th, with a nice even group. Six
exotic Ferns were well shown : Mr. Noble was ist, his

being Lomaria gibba and Adiantum farleyense ; 2d,

Mr. H. Johnson, Darlington, showing in a nice half-

dozen the elegant Goniophlebium subauriculatum.
Three stove and greenhouse plants (amateurs).—

1st, Mr. Tudgey, with nice Aliamanda Hendersoni,
Dipladenia amabilis, and Phcenocoma prolifera ; 2d,

Mr. Wilson—in his group was Dipladenia amabilis,

somewhat pale in colour.

Three Orchids.— 1st, Mr. Hartley, Etherley, having
a neat plant of Vandaccerulea, Anguloa Clowesii, and
Cypripedium longifoUum. Mr. Bruce, gr. to J.
Elides, Esq., Manchester, was 2d, with a fine LLi^lia

elegans, Aerides suavissimum, and Cattleya blcolor.

Fruit : eight dishes.—In this class there was not only

a spirited competition, but most of the fruit shown
was very good. Mr. Westcott was I'^t with Black
Hamburgh and Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, re-

markably fine in berry and colour, fair-sized and
compact bunches ; Royal George Peaches, Pitmaston

Orange Nectarines, and Moorpark Apricots, all

highly finished, especially as to colour ; a good
Melon, Figs, and Plums, made up the collection.

2d, Mr. T. R. Jowsey, Sudbury Park; he had
splendid Hamburgh Grapes, Peaches, Neciarines,
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Figs, Apricots, Cherries, and a Melon. 3d, Mr.

Wallis : his best dishes were Hamburgh and Muscat

Grapes, Peaches, and Nectarines. Mr. Laidlaw,

Caslle EJen, 4th ; Mr. Noble, Darlington, 5th ; both

showing good collections. Six bundles of Grapes :

For these Mr. Jones, Wynyard P.irk, took 1st with a

grand half-dozen, large and finely finished in every

way, consisting of Black Hamburgh and Mrs. Pince,

beautiful bunches, and much better coloured than the

latter is usually seen ; Gros GuilUume, equally good ;

Raisin de Calabre, Trebbiano, and Black Prince—

a

splendid lot. Mr. Westcott was 2d with smaller

bunches, but larger in berry, and splendidly finished,

in which Bowood and Aleiandiia Muscats, Black

Hamburgh and Golden Champion, were especially

noticeable ; Mr. Bruce, 3d, showed Bowood Muscat and

Muscat of Alexandria, Mrs. Pince, Gros Guillaume,

and Madresfield Court ; Mr. Wilson, Kirby Hall, was
4th. Twobunchesof Black Hamburghs: Mr. Jones was

1st, with large, well developed bunches ; 2d, Mr. A.

Middleton, Rushpool Hall
;
3J, Mr. Baxter, Thorn-

ton-le-Moor; 4ih, Mr. Jowsey. Two bunches White
Muscats : 1st, Mr. Jowsey, with small but finely-

coloured bunches ; 2d, Mr. J. Moore, Grindon Hall-

Sunderland ; 3d, Dr. Walker ;
4ih, Mr. Noble ;

5th,

Mr. Filzsimons, Darlington. Two bunches black,

not Hamburghs : 1st, Mr. Jones, with good bunches

of Mrs. Pince and Gros Guillaume ; 2d, Mr. West-

cott, with Gros Colman, comparatively small bunches,

but very large berries grandly finished ;
3d, Mr.

Laidlaw, wilh Lombardy ;
4th, Mr. Jowsey, with

Madresfield Court. Two bunches white, not Muscats :

1st, Mr. Westcott, showing Foster's Seedling and

Golden Champion ; 2d, Mr. Bruce, with Buckland

Sweetwater
;

3d, Mr. Inglis. Heaviest bunch of

Grapes: Mr. J. Dickson 1st, with Syriin, loflb,;

2d, Mr. Jones, with Gros Guillaume, 10 lb. If any-

thing was wanting to show how delusive this compe-
tition for mere weight in Grapes is, it was evinced

here. The bunch that was entitled to the first position

on account of being some 12 oz. heavier, was as indif-

ferent an example in everythmg but weight as was

ever placed on an exhibition stage, yet under the

weight regulation it necessarily took the precedence

of .Mr. Jones' exhibit, which was about as be-autiful a

bunch in every way as probably ever has been seen.

3d, Mr. Westcott, showing Child of Hale, Silb., a

fine bunch
;
4th, Mr. W. N. Baxter.

Single Pine : 1st, J. Booth, Milner Fields ; Mr.
Bradford, with a very good Queen, 2d ; Mr. Letts,

gr. to the Earl of Zetland, Upleatham, also showing

a very good Queen, 3d. ;
4th, Mr. Bruce ; and Mr.

Letts was av/arded an extra prize for four fine Queens.

Collection of Peaches : 1st, Mr. Brogden ; 2d,

Mr. Westcott
;
3d, Mr. Dickson.

Six Peaches : 1st, Mr. Wallis ; 2d, Mr. Noble.

Nectarines : 1st, Mr. Dickson ; 2d, Mr. J. Walker,

Low PcU.

Apricots : 1st, Mr. Harrison ; 2d, Mr. Westcott.

Dessert Pears : 1st, Mr. Daglish ; 2d, Mr.
Kendall.

Dessert Apples : rst, Mr. Short ; 2d, Mr. Bruce.

Collection of Plums : 1st, Mr. Laidlaw ; 2d, Mr.

Umpleby.
Dish of Plums : 1st, Mr. Westcott ; 2d, Mr.

Laidlaw.
Melon : ist, Mr. Meredith ; 2d, Mr. G. Rymer.

During the week ending Saturday, September

2, in the neighbourhood of London, the reading of the

barometer at the level of the sea decreased from 29 82

inches at the beginning of the week to 29.70 inches

by the morning of the 27lh, increased to 30.01 Inches

by the morning of the 2Sth ; decreased to 29.68

inches by the morning of the 29th, increased to 29.83
inches by the evening of the same day ; decreased to

29, 14 inches by the afternoon of August 31, and in-

creased to 29.93 inches by the end o! the week. The
mean reading for the week was 29. 6S inches, being

0.20 inch below that of the preceding week, and 0.39
inch below the aveiage.

The highest temperatures of the air ranged from
68.^° on August 29 to 58° on the 31st; the mean
reading for the week was 66^ The lowest tempera-

tures of the air varied from 42° on August 31 to 54°

both on the 27th and 29th ; the mean weekly value

was 49 i°. The mean daily range of temperature in

the week was 16.^°, the greatest range in the day

being 20° on August 28, and the least loj" on the 27lh.

The mean daily temperatures of the air and the

departures from their respective averages were :

—

27th, 58°.3, -2°; 2Sth, 56°. 1,-4°. I; 29th, 60', 6, +
o". 5 ;30ih, 57°. 3, -2°.7

;
31st, 48°. 3. - 11°. 5 ; Sept. i,

56°, — 3°.4; 2d, 54°,6 — 4°. 7. The mean tempera-

ture of the air for the week was 55°.9°, being 4° below

the average of sixty years' observations.

The highest readings of a thermometer with black-

ened bulb in vacuo, placed iu sun's rays, were xwX"
on the 29th, and 108" on August 30 ; on the 2Sth it

did not rise above 84°. The lowest readings of a

thermometer on grass, with its bulb exposed to the

sky, were 40° on August 31, and 4oi° on September 2
;

the mean value for the week was 43°.

The direction of the wind was from the S.W.,
W.S.W., and W.N.W., and its strength brisk.

The weather during thelweek was dull, cold, cloudy,

and showery.

Rain fell on six days, the amount collected was

0.75 inch.

In England the highest temperature of the air was
70° at Cambridge, at Eccles 64° was the highest tem-

perature ; the mean from all stations was 66i|'. The
lowest temperature of the air was at Eccles, 40°

; at

Truro the lowest temperature in the week was 52°
;

the mean value from all stations was45j°. The range

of temperature was the greatest at Blackheath, 26^*,

and the least at Truro, 13° ; the mean range of tem-

perature from all stations was 21]°. The mean of the

seven high day temperatures was the highest at Cam-
bridge, 67°, and the lowest at Bradford, 603°; the

general mean from all stations was 63.^°. The mean
of the seven low night temperatures was the lowest at

Eccles, 47\°, and the highest at Truro, 54° ; the mean
from all stations was 5o|°. The mein daily range of

temperatures from all stations was 134^, the greatest

was at Blackheath and Cambridge, both about l6J°,

and the least at Tiarro, 7,i°.

The mean daily temperature of the air for the week
was 55i^, being 35''lower than the value for the corre-

spondmg week in 1875. The highest occurred at

Bristol, Brighton, and Plymouth, all about 57}°, and

the lowest at Eccles, 524".

The amounts of ram measured at the various sta-

tions were somewhat large compared with previous

weeks. The falls, hovvever, varied in amount from

an inch and nine-tenths at Birmingham, Liverpool,

and Eccles, to half an inch at Cambridge j the average

fall over the country was \\ inch.

The weather during the week was generally cold,

dull, cloudy, and showery. Several thunderstorms

occurred at diflerent parts of the country during the

week.
In Scotland the highest temperatures of the air

varied from 66.^° at Greenock to 61 J' at Aberdeen.

The lowest temperatures of the air ranged from 42°

at Aberdeen and Paisley to 49° at Leith, the

average value of the former being 64', and that of the

latter 44° ; and the mean range of temperature in the

week was therefore 20*.

The mean temperature of the air for the week was
54^°, being l" below the value for the corresponding

week in 1875. The highest was at Perth, 55!°, and
the lowest at Aberdeen, 52^".

The fall of rain was very large at some stations ; at

Glasgow, Greenock, and Leith nearly 2^ inches was
measured at each of these places, but at Aberdeen a

quarter of an inch only fell : the average fall over the

country was I?, inch.

At Dublin the highest temperature was 69°, the

lowest 41.1°, the range 373°, the mean 56° ; and the

fall of rain a quarter of an inch.

STATE OF THE WEATHER ATBLACKHEATH, LONDON,
Yqyi. the Week ending Wednesday, Sept. 6, 1876.

>
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heterophylla, which generally has simple leaves.

—

T. C. h. The large-flowered Orchid is Galeandra

Devoniana. the small vermiUon-coloured one is Epi-

dendrum cinnabarinum, which is scarce now-a-days

but a good thing. H. G. Rchb. f.~C. R, 2, Den-
drobium bicameratum

; 3, Pholidota articulata. It is

a pleasure to name specimens for you, you send such

good ones. H. G. Rchb. f.
— T. Rattray, i and 2,

Ulmus campestris
; 3, U. campestris var. tuberosa.

—

7. W. Trachelium ca:ruleum.—y. Smith, r, Kceleria

cristata ; 2, Phleum pratense
; 3. Aira caryophyllea.

—£. G. H. Impaiiens glandulifera.—Z>r. Paterson.

Appears to be Dendrobium chrysotis.

—

Roth. Rama-
line fraxinea.

Post Box : W. LovcL Please send a specimen box.

Removal of Rose Trkes : Vitis. You cannot do
this legally in the absence of an agreement to the con-

trary unless you are a nurseryman.
RnuuARn : H. A. V. It should be shown as a vege-

table.

Shorthand : A. W. W, i. The most useful, but not

the easiest to learn ; 2, twelve months, if you pay
close attention to it

; 3, yes.

SOLANUMS : W. Sviith. The fruit probably drops in

consequence of the roots being too much disturbed in

taking them up to pot, or else they have had a defi-

cient supply of water since their removal. We cannot

promise you much success in blooming Fuchsias cut

back now and grown on through the winter in a warm
house.

Vinery : Hamburgh. Certainly ; divide the house into

two. Plant Muscats and Hamburghs in one, and
Black Alicante, Lady Downe's. and Hamburgh in the

other, by which means you will be able to maintain a

supply from August to January, as you desire.

Vines : Subscriber ad initio. Nothing can restore the

status quo. The only course is to allow them to go to

rest, and trust to their innate vigour effecting their

restoration, under better treatment, next year.

Vines AND Peaches: A Subscriber. Secure strong

young Vines, and plant as early as possible next

season, turf-struck Vines being best rooted. The most
reliable book is Thomson on the Vine, 5^., of most
nurserymen and publishers. We surmise the spois

upon your Peaches are caused by mildew, and, if so,

the remedy is sulphur, though it is too late now to

apply a remedy.

Communications Received.- T. C H. (box and flower

smashed beyond Idemification).—F. T. (next week).—E. S.—
A. J. S.-F. B.-F. Gee.-f. K.—J. D.—J. E. V. (received

with thanks).—A Subscriber.—J. B.—T. S. J.—C. M.—G.
Maud (many thanks, no hurry) —Earl Lovelace.—Hon. T. F.

Kennedy.— Harrison Weir (best thanks).

*,* IMPORTANT NOTICE.— r^^i Agricultural

Gazette is Published ok Mondays, in time

for the Evening Mails, containing a Pull Report of

the London Markets, and of all other Agricultural

Intelligence uP to the hour 0/going to press.

larhds.
COVENT GARDEN, Septanher 7.

Trade steady, with prices much the same as last week.

Some good English Pears are now to be had, such as

J.^rgonelles, and Williams' Bon Chretien—of the last

named variety there seems to be a good crop. Plums
are slow, while Damsons are readily cleared at an ad-

vance. A brisk demnnd for Kent Cobs and Filberts,

with a shortened supply, has caused a considerable rise,

which is likely to be maintained during the Hopping
season. Jas. Webber^ Wholesale Apple Market,

Apples, per J^-sieve 26-56, Nectarines .. .. 3 0-12 o
Fii;s, per doz. .. o 6- 2 o I Oranges, per 100 ..iS 0-24 o
Filberts, per lb. .. 08-10 Peaches, per dor. .. 4 0-12 o
Grapes, per lb. .. 10-60 Pears, per doz. .. 20-40

"'
;-apples, p. lb. .. ^ o- S o

0-60
Vegetab

Artichokes, per doz. 40-..
— Eng. Globe, doz. 40-..
Beans, Fr.. p. bushel 90-..
Beet, per doz. .. 10-20
Cabbages, per doz. ., 10-20
Carrots, per bunch., o &- .

.

Cauliflowers, spring,
per dozen .. ..20-40

Celery, per bundle-. 16-20
Chilis, green, per 100 30-..
Cucumbers, each ..04-10
Endive, per doz. ., i a- 2 o
— Batavian. p. doz. 20-30

Garlic, per lb. ..06-..
Herbs, per bunch . . 02-04
Potatos.—Kent Regents, ^6 to

Kidneys, £,^

Ageratums, 12 bun.
Aslers,China,i2bun.
Carnations, 12 bunch.
— Clove, 12 bun...

Dahlias, 12 bunches
Eucharis, per doz. .

.

Gardenia, per doz. .

.

Gladiolus, 12 sprays
Heliotropes, 12 spr.

Jasmine, 12 bunches

Horse Radish, p. bun. 6 .

Leeks, per bunch .. o ;

Lettuces, per score. . 3 <

Mint, green, bunch o .

Mushrooms, per pott, o 1

— buttons, do. .. o (

Onions, young, bun. o 1

Parsley, per bunch. . o .

Radishes, per bunch, o :

— Spanish, dor. ..11
Shallots, per lb. .. o <

Spinach, per bushel 3 i

Tomatas, per doz. . 3 <

Turnips, per bundle o .

i
Veg. Ma
a-. Esse
to £,<j per t

:gents, .^6 to £^ ;

Mignonette, 12 bun. ]

Pelargoniums, 12 spr. (

— zonal, 12 spravs £

Pinks,colord., 12 bun. ^

Primula, dbl., p. bun. ]

Rose!

Balsams, per doz. .. 2 o- g <

Begonias, per dor. .. 6 0-12 <

Bouvardias, do. ..12 0-18 <

Calceolaria, per doz. 4 0-18 (

Cockscombs, p. doz. 3 o- 9 <

Coleus, per dozen .. 3 o- g <

Cyperus.do 6 0-12 <

Dracaena terminalis 30 0-60 c

— viridis, per doz. 18 0-24 c

Ficus elastica .. 2 6-i<; (

Fuchsui, per doz. .. 6 0-18 c

Heaths, iu varietie.s

per doz.

Heliotrope, per do,

IN Pots.

*. d. s.

Hydrangea, per doz. g o-iJ

Lilium auratum, do. 12 0-2.

— lancifohum, do. 9 0-2.

Lobelia, per dozen .. 4 o-i;

Mignonette, do. .. 3 o- (

Myrtles, do 3 o~ *

Nasturtiums, dozen 3 o- t

Palms in variety,each 3 G-si

Pelargoniums, scarlet,

per doz. .

.

. . 3 o- t

— in variety, doz. g o-s;

Pctunias,double,doz. 9 o-iS

— single, per doz . . 6 0-1:

SEEDS.
London : Sept. 7.— In consequence of the recent rains

there is a good business now doing in seeds required for

immediate sowing. For Rape seed a steady demand is

experienced at full rates. More than 10,000 bushels of

new Essex white Mustard seed have this week been pur-
chased in Mark Lane by the manufacturers, at a price

which is generally considered to be a good one. For
Mustard for sowmg purposes we have a brisk request.

The demand for winter Tares has considerably increased,

and quotations are firm. Hnglish Rye for seed also

moves off freely at the late advance. The condition and
quality of most varieties of seeds, &c., are this year
satisfaton.', but a general characteristic is smallness in

size, owm'g to their extreme dryness. The past week
has developed nothing new as respects red Clover seed.

A few samples of German red have come to hand, but
the prices asked are prohibitory. White Clovers and
Trefoils are dearer both here and abroad. The late

sharp rise in Italian is well sustained. Blue boiling Peas,

if large and unsplit. readily find buyers. Fine Canary
sells on former terms. 'John Shaw &* Sons, Seed
Merchants, 37, Mark Lane, Loudon, E.G.

CORN.
At Mark Lane on Monday Wheat, both English and

foreign, was held for the full quotations of Monday
se'nnight. Barley was ste.idy, wiih a little doing in the

new produce. Nlalt remained dull. Oats were dealt in

quietly, and prices were firm. Maize was rather easy.

Beans tended higher, while late rates were reaUsed for

Peas. In flour there were very few transactions, and no
change was reported in prices,—On Tuesday there was
an advance of about is. per quarter in the value of Wheat.
There was not much new English on offer, and the top

quotation remained at about 50^. per quarter. Barley

was very quiet, and rates were much the same as on last

Monday. Malt remained dull. O. its experienced a mode-
rale demand, and sound corn made a slight improve-

ment in price. Maize was rather flat. For Beans and
Peas rates were unchanged. The flour market was quiet,

and prices were about maintained.—.Average prices for

the week ending Sept. 2 ;—Wheat, 451. iid. \ Barley.

36,f. Zd. ; Oats, 2js. -jd. For the corresponding week
last year :—Wheat, 491. 31/. ; Barley, 35J. ; Oats, 30/.

CATTLE.
At the Metropolitan Market on Monday trade was

active for choicest quality beasts, being scarce, at fuiiy

late rates, and in some instances rather higher rates were

obtained. Trade in sheep was not brisk owing to a

depression in the dead market, but there was not much
reduction in choicest descriptions. Calves were plen-

tiful, and there was not much alteration in trade.

Quotations :— Beasts, 41. 4*/. to 51. 4i^., and 51. Zd. to

6i. 2rf. ; calves, 4J. 41/. to 5?. M. ; sheep, 51. ^d. to

6^. 2(/., and ts. M, to -]$.
\

pigs, 4.f. 4</. to 5^. M. —On
Thursday the Beast maiket was dull. There were a few

prime animals on offer, but even they barely supported late

values, and rough descriptions were more depressed.

Calves were dull of sale. Sheep met very little demand,
and the tendency of the market was against sellers.

HAY.
The Whitechapcl report for September 5 states that

there was a good demand for fodder, and prices were

Jully maintained, prime Clover making loor. to 148^. ;

inferior, 85J. to 951. ;
prime meadow hay, 905, to 1401. ;

inferior, 55^. to 75-r. ; and straw, 40X. to 50J. per lo.id.

—Thursday's report states that there were lair supplies,

and a quiet trade. Quotations : — Clover, best old, 115-t.

to ij8j. ; inferior, 85^^. to 95-^.; new, \x^s. to- 140^. ;

hay, best old, iiof. to 140J. ; inferior, 55J. to 755.; new,

looj. to 135^. ; straw, 401. to sot. per load.—Cumberland
Market quotations :—Superior meadow hay, 140J. to

ISCJ. ;
inferior, iiSi. to iiZs. ;

superior Clover, 140J.

to 155J. ; inferior, 120J. to 132J. ; and straw, 48J. 1052^.

per load.

POTATOS.
From the Borough and Spitalfields reports for Sept. 4

we learn that, with a moderate supply and a steady

trade, prices ruled as follows :— Kent Regents, nor. to

14OJ. ; Essex ditto, iooj. to 130J. ; Rocks, So^ to 90^. ;

Flukes, 140X. ;
Kidneys. i20.r. to 135^. ; Victorias, wos.

to 13OJ. ; American Rose, i20i. to 130?. per ton.— Last
week's imports into London comprised 1 157 bags from

Bremen, 10 sacks St. Nazarre, and i box Amsterdam.

COALS.
At market on Monday last prices were well supported,

and Hartleys rose td. per ton. On Wednesday there

was a short supply of house coals, and priL-cs went up 6,/.

Quotations :— Bebside West Hartley, i8t. qd.\ West
Hartley, i3j. ^d. \ Walls End—Hawthorn, 19-r. 3^^.

;

Lambton, 215.; Original Hartlepool, 21J. 6d.\ Newbotlle,

17X. dd. ; Tunstall, 19J. -^d. ; Chilton, 20J. 6f/.
;
Hartle-

pool, 20J. dd. ; East Hartlepool, 2ij-. yi.

THE CHEAPEST and MOST DURABLE
SHADING.—" Lasting for years."

MADE of PREPARED WOOL and HAIR.
A perfect non-conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed

temperature where it is applied.
Patronised by Her Maiesty the Queen, for Windsor Castle ;

Prince Christian, for Frogmore Gardens ; the late Sir. J. Paxton ;

the late A. F. Paxton, Esq. ; the late S. Rucker, Esq., &c.

"FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS. ^ ^
2 yards wide .. .. .. .. i 10

3 yards wide ., .. .. ..30
4 yards wide ., .. .. . . 3 10

" FRIGI DpMO" NETTING. \s. 6d. and is. Zd. per yard.
Can be had from all Florists and Seedsmen, and of

E. T. ARCHER, Stanstead Road, Forest Hill, London. S.E.

*** Late of Cannon Street, City, E.C.

ILLIAM S. BURTON,
Ckneral Furnishing Ikonmonger. by appoint-
H.R H. ths Prince of Wales, sends a CATALOGUE

p:iid, containing upwards of 850 Illustrations of hi<

w
Metal Goods,

Baths and Toilet Ware,
Hedding and Bed Hanginj
Iron and Brass Bedsteads,
Bedroom Cabinet Furnitu
Dining and Diawing-roi

unrivalled Slock of Electro Plate, Bi

Dish Covers.
Hot-water Dishes,
Stoves and Fenders,
Marble Chimneypieces,
Kitchen Ranges,
Lamps and Gaseliers,

Tea Trays, Urns and Kettlci

Table Cutlery,
Clocks and Candelabra,
With Lists of Prices, and Plans of the Thirty Large Show Rooms,
at 39, Oxford Street, W. : i, lA, 2, 3, and 4, Newman Street.W.

;

1. 5 and 6, Perry's Place, W. : and r, Newman Yard, W.
Manufactories : 84, Newman Street, W. ; I, Newman Mews,
London, W. The cost of delivering goods to the most distant

parts ol the United Kingdom by railway is trifling. WI LLIAM
S. BURTON will alwaysundertakedcliveryata small fixed rate.

GreenliouseB.

H FREEMAN and SONS, Horticul-
• TURAL Builders and Hot-water Apparatus

Manukacturefs, Cambridge Heath Bridge, Hackney, E.
Good substantially made GREENHOUSES, Glazed, ready for

fixing, 42 feet long^ 13 feet wide, Cs<^ : 2t feet by 12 feet, ^28 :

12)4 feet by 10 feet. £,1$. Estimates given for wood or iron.

Metallic Eotliouse Builder to Her Majesty.HENRY HOPE
(late Clark & Hope, formerly Clatk),

HOTHOUSE BUILDER and HOT-WATER
APPAK.-\TUS ENGINEER.

55, Lionel Street, Birmingham. Established A.D. 1S18.

BOOKS of DESIGNS, 55. each.

63- The Extensive Ranges of Metallic Hothouses in the

Royal Gardens, Windsor and Osborne, were executed at this

Establishment.

mE ABOVE and many other PATTERNS
in materials of great durability. The
plainer sorts are specially

suited for KITCH EN
GARDENS, as they
harbour no Slugs or Insects,

take up little room, and,

further labour or expense,
as do

'

' grown *' Edgings, consequently being much cheaper.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c., in Artificial Stone,

ver>' durable and ofsuperior finish, and in great variety ofdesign.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground
Street, Blackfriars, S.E.; King's Road, Chelsea. S.W.

;

Kingslaiid Road. E.

Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES,"
PLANT COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES: also

for FOXLEY'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c.,

from 3.t. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of plain or

more elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, lor Lining Walls of Dairies,

Larders, Kiichen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable

Paving of great durability. Wall Copings. Drain Pipes and Tiles

of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates. Cement, &c.

F. ROSHER AND CO.. Brick and Tile Merchants.
See addresses above.

SILVER SAND,
fine or coarse grain as desired. Prices by Post per ton

or "truck Load, on Wharf in London, or delivered direct from

Pits to any Railway Station. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries.

KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any

F. ROSHER and CO.—Addresses see above.

N.B.—Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.

A liberal Discount to the Trade.

Important to Farmers.

DAY, SON, AND HEWITT, the Original and
Sole Proprietors of the STOCK-BREEDERS' MEDI-

CINE CHEST, for all disorders in Horses. Cattle, Calves,

Sheep, and Lambs. These Chests contain the celebrated
" CHEMICAL EXTRACT," for Wounds. Swollen Udders, &.C.

" GASEOUS FLUID." for Scour or Diarrhma. and all Pains.

" RED DRENCH." for Cleansing the Blood, and for Fevers.

" RED PASTE BALLS," for Conditioning Horses.
• BRONCHOLINE." for Husk or Hoose m Sheep and Lambs.
" GASEODYNE." for Heaving and Paining.

Prices, with " Key to Farriery," i^ i6j. 6d. and ICi 6s.

Each Preparation can be had separately, carriage paid.

Used for forty years throughout the United Kingdom and

British Colonies.

DAY, SON, AND HEWITT, 22, Dorset Street, Baker

Street, London, W.
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Window Glass. Sheet Lead, Paints, &c.

THOMAS MILLINGTON and CO.,
IMPORTEUS and Manufacturers. New LIST o!

PRICES, very much reduced, on application.

87, nishopsgate Street Without. E.L.

BELGIAN GLASS for GREENHOUSES, (SiC,

C.-.n he obtained in all sizes and qu.alilies, of

BETHAM & SON,
9, LOWER THAMES STREET. LONDON, E.C.

B & S. have always a large Stock in London of 20-in. by

I2.in., 20-in. by 14-in., 20-in. by 16-in., in 16-oz. and 21-oz.

TONES'S PATENT "DOUBLE L"
f J SADDLE BOILER.

back and over top of saddle increases the heating surface

to such an extent that a " PATENT DOUBLE L SADDLE
BOILER " will do about twice the amount of work with the same
quantity of fuel ; the cost of setting is also considerably reduced,
and likewise the space occupied ; at the same time these Boilers

are simple in construction, and being made of wrought iron are

not liable to crack. They are made of the following sizes :

—

Sizes.
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THE BEST ILLUSTRATED AGRICULTURAL JOURNAL.

The Agricultural Gazette
AN ILLUSTRATED JOURNAL FOR

LANDOWNERS AND TENANT FARMERS.
Price Fourpence; Post Free, Fourpence-halfpenny.

SUBSCRIPTIONS PAYABLE IN ADVANCE,
jHiiiii/iiig /'ostitt^e to any part of the United Kingdom :

Three Months, 5s. ; Six Months, 9s. Qd. ; Twelve Months, 19s. 6d.
r.0.0. TO BE MADE PAYABLE AT THE KING STREET POST OI-KICE, VV.C, TO WILLLAM RICHARDS.

Piiblisliin^ Office, and Office for Advcrtiseiiunts

:

7, CATHERINE STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

S. OWENS & CO.,

HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS,
WHITEFRIARS STREET, LONDON, E.G.

N^j^j:^

THE IMPHOVED SiiLr-ACri.V3 HYDRAULIC
This useful Self acting Appumlus, which works d.iv and nishl without

tn any height or distance, v^ithout cost for labour or moi

suited for supplying Public or Pri%'ate Establishmer.ts, Fa

atiention, will raise water
few feet fall c in be obtained, and is

Buildings, Railway Stations. &c.

No. 37.

No. 63.

DEEP WELL PUMPS for Horse, Hand, Steam, or other Power.

PORTABLE IRRIG.ATORS, with Double or Treble Barrels for Horse or

Steam Power. [Gardens &c.

No. ifia. IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Watering

No. 493. GALVANISED SWIMG W.\TER CARRIERS, for Garden use.

No. so and 54.2. FARM and MAN3I0M FIRE EMGI.VES of every description.

No. 33. PORTABLE LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, on Legs, with Flexible Suction.

S. OVVEVS AND CO. Mmuficture and Erect every description of Hydr.mhc and General Engineers' Work for Mansions, Farm?, &c
,
comprising PUMPS, TURBINES,

WATER WHEELS. WARMI.MG .'\PPAR.\TUS, BATHS, DRYING CLOSETS, GASWORKS, Apparatus for LIQUID MA.VURE distribution

HYDRANTS, HOSE PIPES, &c., &c. Particulars taken in any part of the Country. Plans and Estimates furnished.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES CAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION.

No. 49. GARDEN ENGINES, of all sizes, in Oak or Galvanised Iron Tubs.

No. 543. THE CASSIOBURY FIRE EXTINGUISHER, as designed for the

Right Hon. the Earl of Essex.

No. 44. WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE PUMPS of all sizes.

No. 4. CAST-IRO:^ GARDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.

up Long Lengths of Hose for

FIRE MAINS,

PAXTON'S CALENDAR
Now Ready, a New and Ihoronghly Revised Edition of the

COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
ORIGINALLY COMPILED BY THE LATE SIR JOSEPH P AXTON, M.P.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
" It has been carefully revised by an experienced gardener, and the lists of vegetables, fruit,

and flowers have been corrected by the substitution of the most approved modem kinds, in place

of those which were mentioned in the first edition, and many of wMch have ceased to be worthy of

cultivation. It is a thoroughly sound, practical treatise ; but it has been so long before the public,

and so deservedly appreciated, that any special commendation of it now is unnecessary."

—

Midlatid
Counties Herald.

"This is a handy volume, consisting of seventy pages of letterpress and illustration, containing
much and varied information likely to prove useful to all cottagers, Sic, who possess a garden.
To all such, who require a cheap and reliable bo'jk of reference, we heartily recommend it."—

' this little book

" We are quite glad to see this useful little book once more, and it is like a w Inff of perfui

from the heather in bloom to read on the wrapper ' two hundred and twenty-first thousand."

advise all who are interested in the promotion of cottage gardening 1

broadcast."— <7«r</«»«rrs' Magasine.
, / .t t.

"The information conveyed in this little book is well adapted for all persons havmg small

plots of ground. The necessary operations for each month are clearly laid down, and are of a

thoroughly practical nature. The sorts of both fruit and vegetables are well selected, many of

them being excellent in quality. To c

flower and kitchen gardens, we can
work."

—

BelCs Messenger.

Price 3d., Post Free 3*d.

W. RICHARDS. 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.
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IHE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE,

Scale of Charges for Advertislmr.

H.ad line charged as tivo.

4 Lines .. ..£030 15 Lines .. . . /o £ 6

3 6

4 o
4 6

6 6

7 o
7 6

And t»-D slilUings for every additional five lines,

set across columns, the lowest charge will be 301.

Page £9 o o
Hall Page 500

Gardeners, and others, wanting places, 26 words \s. &/.,and bd.

for every additional line, or part of a line.

AdvertUetnents for tlu current iveek must reach the OJlce

by Thursday tiooii.

POO to be made payable at the King Street Post Office. W.C.
to \V. Richards.

Office—41. Wellington- Sreet, Covent Garden,
London. W.C.

Oil Paint No Longer Necessary.

^H**;

HILL AND SMITH'S ELACK
VARNISH for Preserving Ironwork. Wood, or Stone.

This Varnish is an excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-

door work, while it is fully two-thirds cheaper. It was intro-

duced upwards of thirty years ago by the advertisers, and its

genuine go^ quality, notwithstanding a host of unprincipled

imitators, is fully attested by its constantly increasing sale. It

may be applied by an ordinary labourer, requires no mi.ving or

thinni.ig, and is used cold. It is used in the grounds at

Windsor Castle. Kew Gardens, and at the seats of many hun-

dreds of the Nobility and Gentry, from whom the most flattering

testimonials have heen received, which Hill & Smith wUI
forward on application.

Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at \s. 6d. per gallon,

at the Manufactory, or is. id. per gallon carriage piud to any
Station in the Kingdom.

Unsolicited Testimonial.
Glang-Mtlly, Llanpumpsant, Cartttartlun , Nan. 27. 1873.—

"Mr. Lloyd Lloyd encloses cheque for £3 sj'. .amount due to

Messrs. Hill & Smith, and he considers the Black Varnish

one of the most useful things he ever possessed."

Apply to HILL and SMITH, Brierly Hill Ironworks, near

Dudley: and 1 18, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C., -from

whom only it can be obtained.

CAUTIOS.—\x having lately come to the knowledge of

Hill & Smith that spurious imitations of this Varnish are

being offered by unprincipled dealers at a slight reduction in

price, they would specially draw attention to tbe fact that eveiy

cask of their Varnish is legibly marked with their name and
address, without which none is genuine.

SIR JOSEPH PAXTON'S
HOTHOUSES for the MILLION.

THE SIMPLEST AND CHEAPEST,
Being easily fixed, and removed again, if required, by local

carpenter. Sent out fully glazed and painted.

Heating Apparatl's, special for these Houses, portable and
complete, with directions to fi.x.

A Pamphlet, with several Illustrations, free for two stamps.

A Handbook of Vine and Fruit Tree Cultivation, by Post, 13*^

HEREMAN and MORTON,
14 TICHBORXE STREET, REGENT'S QUADRANT,

LONDON. W.

w. H. LASCELLES, Horticultural
Builder, Finsbur^-- Steam Joinery Works,

121, Bunhi!! Ro-,v. London. E.C.

Estimates -wtn un :tpi.ii'-;iujn iui OivL t,:> i iu 1^' SES and
CONSERVA'l OKIES ul".*U ^.uids, auj 10 any deai^u.

GARDEN BOXES and LIGHTS. Each.
Portable Box with One Light, 6 feet by 4 feet, glazed s. d.

good 16-0Z. sheet glass, painted four coats, and
packed ready for use 35 o

Portable Box with Two Lights, as above, each light

6 feet by 4 feet 65 o
LIGHTS ONLY.

3 feet by 4 feet Light, not painted i.or glazed . . .

.

36
Ditto glazed, good i6-oz. sheet gl^ss, and painted 4 coats 10 o
6 feet by 4 feet, not painted nor glazed • • • • 60
Ditto glazed and painted four coats .'. .. .. 16 6

LASCELLES' PATENT BENT WOOD
CONSERVATORIES and GREENHOUSES— All

Gardeners know that Wood is better than Iron for Plant Grow-
ing, and by the above system a handsome cmved house can be

erected as cheaply as a plain straight one.

The curved house is more durable, stronger, lighter in con-

struction, and no bent glass is required.

W. H. LASCELLES. 121, Bunhill Row. London, E.G., will

supply Drawings and Estimates free of charge.

TH E C UL TIVATO R.—A Portuguese
Monthly Agricultural Journal, which circulates in

Portugal and her possessions, and in the Principal Towns of

the Brazils.

This Paper ofters an excellent medium for Advertisements of

every description of industry and of every article of consump-
tion in the countries and places above mentioned.

Advertising charges. Zd. per square inch. Translation included.

Ten per cent. Discount for six months ; 20 per cent. Discount
for twelve months, if paid in advance.

Address, the Editor of the Cultivator, St. Michael's. Azores.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE de
FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CHilRE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloiwed

Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1S65 by F.

Bl-rvenich. E. Pvnaert. E. Rodigas. and H. J. Van
HiLLE, Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian

Government at Ghent. Post paid 10s. per annum.

H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Gardens, Ghent, Belgium.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SO UTH WAL°ES ADVERTISER.

CONTENTS :—

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELLS LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and .-AQUATICS.

THE FLOR-\ of .A.USTR.\LIA (Dra»-n and Engraved
specially for this Journal).

NATURAL HISTORY (Original Articles).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SH.\RE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS.
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PL.AYEFL THE HOME CIRCLE.
COM.MERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation

throughout the .Australian Colonies, New Zealand,

Polynesia, &c. It contains a large amount of informa-

tion on a great variety of subjects.

Subscription in Advance, £1 per Annum.
Single Copies, ^d. ; Stamped, ^d.

Publishing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South
Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and ."idvertising

Agents are authorised to receive -A.DVERTISEMENTS,
which must be paid in advance, for the SYDNEY
MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY MAIL :—

London .... Mr. George Street, 30, Comhill, E.C,
Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lom-

bard J-treet, E.C.
Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride

Street, Fleet Street, EC.
Birmingham Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

Liverpool .. Lee & Nightingale, 15, NorthJohn Street.

Bristol James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

Edinburgh . . Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow .... W. Porieous & Co., 15, Royal E.\change

Place.

Copies of each Journal are filed at the above Offices

for the use of Advertisers.

Notice.

(By Appointment to tlu Royal HortkuUural Society.)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS,
NURSERYMEN. FLORISTS, and OTHER.S.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT
ADVERTISEMENTS in all Newspapers, Magazines,

and Periodicals. List of London Papers on application.

ADAJIS a:,d FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents,

59, Fleet Sueet, E.C.

'HE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
for M O N D A V, September 4.

Contents.

Obstacles to Agriculture—Note from Aberdeenshire—American
Eeef—Note from Armagh—Chemistry of Beetroot—Note from
Berwickshire—Books Noticed—British Dairymen's Association
—Drop after Calving—Canadian Farming—Cottage Garden

—

Dairy Farming in Cheshire—Note from Dublin—Note from
Durham—Note from East Lothian—Notes from Edinburgh

—

Elderberry Wine— Notes from Esse.\— Farm Buildings—Car-
mathenshire Farmers' Club — First of September — Garden
Calendar—Harvesting by Contract—Harvest Work—Note
from Glamorganshire —Green Crops in 1S76—Lameness in

Horses—Insect Trap—Note from Isle of Wight—Jersey Bull-
Mr. Lawes on the Wheat Crop—Note from Lancashire—Linseed
Cake—Loan Collection—Mr. Godfrey's Longhoms—Low Price
of Wheat —MiscelLaneous—Newly Shorn Sheep—Note from
Norfolk—Note from Northamptonshire— Notes of Week—

A

No.\ious Weed—Our Live Stock—Pig Poisoning—The Potato
Beetle—Poultry Shows—Ram Sales -Reapers and Mowers-
Recent Patents—Rivers Pollution Act — Rolhamsted —Note
from Roxburghshire—Royal Agricultural Society of IreK^nd

—Royal Dublin Society—Rushes—September—Newly Shorn
Sheep— Shorthorn Sales—Note from Surrey—What I've Learnt
Lately—Note from Yorkshire.

Price \d. : post-free i,]id. Published by WiLLt.KM Richards,
at the Office, 7, Catherine Street, Strand. W.C.

Kow ready, price in clotli 16s„

rHE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
VOLUME for JANU.\RY to JUNE 1876.

W. RICHARDS, 41. Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

REVUE de I'HORTICULTURE BELGE
et fiTRANGERE (Beljian and Foreign Horticultural

Review).—Amons the principal Contributors are ;—A. AUard,
E. .^ndre', C. Ballet, T. Buchelet, F. Burvenich. F. Crcpin,

Comte de Gomer. De Jonge van Ellemeet, O. de Kerchove de
Denterghem, P. E. de Puydt, C. de Vis, J. Gillon, A. M. C.
Jongkindt Coninck, C. Koch, J. Kickx. L. Linden, T. Moore,
C. Naudin, B. Olivier, H. Ortgies, E. Pynaert. E. Rodigas,
A Siiaux, O. Thomas, A. Van Ueen Son, H. J. Van Hulle, J.
Van Voliem, H. J. Veitch, A Weslmael, and P. Wolkenstein.
This Illustrated Journal appears on the ist of every 1

in Parts of 24 pages, 8v . - .
.
—

EngT.i\Tngs.

'Terms of Subscriptioi

lor., payable in advance.
Publishing Office : 142, Rue de Bru-velles, Ghent, Belgium.
Post Office Orders to be made payable to M. E. PYNAERT,

at the Chief Post Office, Ghent.

ivith a Coloured Plate and

for the United Kingdo:

Worts on Botany, by Dr. Llndley.

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY; or, The Art
OF Describing Plants Correctly, in Scientific

L.angu.age, for Self Instruction and the Use of Schools. Price 15

MEDICALandCECONOMICALBOTANY;
or. An Account of the Principal Plants

Employed in Medicine or Domestic (Economy. In One
Volume, Svo, with numerous Woodcuts, price v.

SCHOOL BOTANY ; or, The Rudiments
OF Botanical Science. In One Volume, Svo, half bound,

with 400 Illustrations, price sr. 6<f.

THE ELEMENTS of BOTANY, Struc-
tural AND Physiological. With a Glossary of

Technical Terms and numerous Illustrations. 9^. cloth.

This completes the series of Elementary Botanical Works by
Professor Lindley, of which School Botany and The Vegetable
Kingdom form the other parts.

The first two Parts of The Elements of Botany, comprising
Structiual and Physiological Botany, and a Glossary of Techni-
cal Terms, are published in one Svo volume, price qs.

These three Parts form a complete Manual of Botany for

Medical and other Students who have made themselves
acquainted with the Author's School Botany.

N, B. The Glossary' may be had separately, price 55.

London : BRADBURY, AGNEW and CO., Bouverie
Street, E.C.

GARDENERS wishing to FORM PART-
NERSHIP or COMPANY to Grow Garden Produce

for London Market for the Henefil of Aged Gardeners, are
requested to UTite. with stamped envelope for reply, to

MARCUS, Harlesden Green, Willesden. N.W.

BoroTigU of Liverpool—Sefton Park.

WANTED, a RESIDENT SUPERIN-
TENDENT. ApplicanLsmustnotbeover4oyearsofage.

Salarj". 40J. per week, with house. The person appointed must
have a practical knowledge of Gardening, be competent to take
charge of the Park-keepers. Roadmen, and others employed at

the Park, and to Superintend the Carr^'ing Out of Repairs to

the Park Roads, Sewers, &c., under the direction of the General
Superintendent of the Parks. Detailed lists of the duties may
be obtained from the Corporation Surveyor, with whom applica-

tions, with testimonials, must be left, addressed to the Chairman
of the Parks, Gardens, and Improvement Committee, endorsed
" Resident Superintendent, Sefton Park,"not later than 10 a.m.
on Monday, the 25th iost.

By order. JOSEPH RAVXER, Town Clerk.

Municipal Offices, Liverpool, September 5, 1S76.

Manley Palace and Park Company, Limited.

WANTED, a HEAD GARDENER.—
The Directors are prepared to recei^e applications

for the situation as above. The application must be made in

writing, statin? the wages required, and be sent to the Secretary
on or before 'Tuesday, September 12.—EDWIN W. MAR-
SH.\LL. Secretary', 3S, Barton Arcade, Manchester.

WANTED, a GARDENER, for Newport,
Rhode Island, U.S. ; must be thoroughly honest,

sober, and married, experienced in and understand perfectly

the care of all Greenhouse and Stove Plants, particularly

Orchids. Salary, 1000 dollars a-year, free house and vege-

tables.—Address, by letter only, giving present and previous

situations, with period of service in each, and giving reference^

as to character and ability, to B. S. WILLIAMS, Victoria and
Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holioway, London, N.
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WANTED, a sober, steady, industrious
NURSERY HAND—one accustomed to Bud and

I

Graft and Propagate general Nursery Stock, to grow Vines,

I Cucumbers, and Bedding Plants. Applicants to state qualifica-

tions and wages expected to LISTER KERSHAW, Nursery-

I
man, Brighouse, Yorkshire.

W"^
ANTED, TWO Young MEN, as
IMPROVERS (ase not under 20). in the Glass

I
Dep.iitment.—J. R. METCALFE. Gardener, EUham House,

> Grantham.

WANTED, a steady Young MAN, used to
general Nursery Work. Wages, iSy. per week. State

age and experlence.-GEORGE J. WOOLLETT, Caterham,
Surrey.

WANTED, as TRAVELLER in the Seed
Trade, an energetic Man of good address, with

I general knoA-lf^dse of the trade. It is indispensable that he

,
should have had experience in Clovers and Grasses.—HURST

\ AND SON, 6. Lcadenhall Street, London. E.C.

WANTED, a SHOPMAN, for a First-class
smill Seed and Plant Establishment, age from i8 1022.

I Must understand the Trade, be well conducted, and of general
good character and address.—Apply, stating salary expected,

WANTED, for a Nobleman's family, a
second LAUNDRY MAID, where three are kept.

Must produce first-rate reference as to character and competence
fur the work. An English Protestant.—J. M., Post-office,

Ormskirk. Lancashire.

WANT PLACES.
Head Gardeners.

JOHN LAING can at present recommend
with every confidence several energetic and practical

Men. of tested ability and first-rate character. Ladies and
Gcnilemen in W.\NT of G.\RDENERS .and BAILIFFS,
or GARDENERS for First-rate Establbhments or Single-hand
Situations, can be suited, and have full particulars by applying
at Sianslead Park and Rutland Park Nurseries, Forest Hill,

London. S. E.

EDMUND PHILIP DIXON begs to
announce that he can at present recommend with cotr>

fidence several very excellent GARDENERS—men of great
experience and first-rate character.—The Yorkshire Seed Esta-
blishment. 57, Queen Street. Hull.

BS. WILLIAMS having at the present
• time several very excellent GARDENERS upon his

Register, is desirous of placing them in Situations where great
experience and trust are required, B. S. W, would at the same
time beg to intimate that when a Gardener is applied for that

the tilling of the situation should be left with him, as that would
prevent unnecessary correspondence and delay.—Victoria and
Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

GARDENER (Head), where three or more
are kept.—Eight years' experience. Highly recom-

mended.—Apply at Post-office, Eaioa Bray, Dunstable, Beds.

GARDENER (Head).— Married ; experi-
enced. Highest refeiences.~A. B., Mr. E. P. Dixon,

The Yorkshire Seed Establishment, Hull.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 26, married
;

understands Early and Late Forcing. Vines, Melons.
Cucumbers, Fruit, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Gocd
reference.—GARDENER, Ickwcll House, Biggleswade, Beds.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
handed).—Age 24, married : understands the Growing

of Pines, Vines, Melons, and Cucumbers, and Flower and
Kitchen Gardening. Go«>d character from present and previous
employers.—A. B.. Post-office, Streatham Common, S.W.

GARDENER (Head), where a competent
person is required.—Married, no family. Wm. Robins,

thirteen years Gardener to Sir E. Kenison, Oakley Park,
Suffolk, wishes a re-engagement as above. — 51, Berkeley
Square, London, W.

GARDENER (He.\d). — Age 31, single;
a good working Man, of great experience in the Growth

of Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Early and Late Grapes, good
Kitchen Gardener, Pleasure Grounds, Meadow Land and
Stock.—R. C. , Fonthill Cottage, Haylands, Ryde, Isle of Wight.

GARDENER {HEAD).~Age 38, married;
twenty-five years' experience in Forcing all kinds of

Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables : good Flower and Kitchen
Gardener. — GARDENER, Post-office, Pool, near 0:lcy,
Yorkshire.

GARDENER (Head), where three or more
are kept.—A;;e 34, married: thorough practical know-

ledge of the profession in all its branches, and well up in

Forcing. Good references.—H. S-, Mr. G. Clark, Charminster,
Dorchester. Dorset.

/:j.ARDENER (Head), where two or three
V-J are kept.—Age 30. married, one child ; well up to Early
and Laie Forcing, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Seven
years in last place. Left through breaking up of the establish-
ment—A. B , Wellington Road Nursery, St. John's Wood,
London, N.W.

A R D E N E R (Head).— Middle-aged,
child ; a good working Man, of greatG

GARDENER (He.a.d).—Age 32, married,
no family ; thoroughly understands the Forcing of

Grapes, Peaches. Strawberries. Melons, and Cucumbers;
Management of Greenhouse and Conservatory, and Flower
and Kitchen Gardens. Fifteen years' experience. Excellent
diaracter.—G. GOLDSMITH, 39, Manbey Street, Stratford,

GARDENER (Head), age 31, married, no
family. —.\ Ge.\tlem.\n wishes to recommend as above

a man who has been with six years, and has had twenty years'
experience in good places ; he thoroughly understands Vines,
Pines, Melons, Cucumbers, Stove and Greenhouse Plants,

Orchard-house, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening.—J. D.,
Holm View, Kirkley, Lowestoft.

GARDENER (He.\d, Working).— Age 40,
two in family : understands Early and Late Forcing of

Fruit, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Farm Bailiff if

required.—W. N., Palgrave Lows. Su-Tolk.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 42,
married, no famdy : well understands the profession.

Grass Land and Stock. Wife good Dairywoman if required.

—

H. S., Chace Gate. Hadley, BarneU

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Middle-
aged : thoroughly practical. Has had great experience

in the Growing of Grapes, Cucumbers, Melons, Orchard-house
Fruit, Mushrooms, Fbwers. and Vcsetables. First-class

references-—X. Y., Mrs. Read, Walsoken Road. Wisbeach.

GARDENER (He.\.d, Working).—Age 2S,-
single. Under.-5Lands Earlyand Late Forcing of Fruit,

and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Can have first-class

references from last situation.—J. B., Elyth Street, Wood-
borough Road, Nottingham.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Married,
without family ; good experience in the Growing of

Early Fruits, Flowers, Vegetables, and the Management of
.Stock Land. Wife understands Dairy, Poultry if required.
Good character. — A. M., Mrs. White, Post-office, West
Dulwich. S.E.

GARDENER (Head, Working). — Mr.
PlLCHER, Gardener to H. Rucker, Esq.. wishes to re-

commend his Foreman to any Nobleman or Gentleman. Twelve
years' experience in first-class Forcing Establishments.

—

H. BOWAIAN. H. Rucker, Esq., West HiU, Wandsworth,

r:j.ARDENER (He.\D, or SINGLE-HANDED).
" —* —.\ge 30. married : has a good practical knowledge of
Earlyand Late Forcing, also good Flower and Kitchen Gardener.
Good character.—A. B., Post-office, Potter's Bar. N.

GARDENER (He.\d, Second, or Single-
handed),—Age 29, married ; thorough knowledge of

the profession. Gardener to Mr. Shirley Hibberd for upwards
of three years. Please state wages and particulars.—W, E. T.,
I, Avenue Cottages. Avenue Road, Stamford Hill, London, N.

GARDENER (good Single-h.\nded).—.^ge
25 : ten years' experience. Two years' character from

last place.—T. A., Post-office. Leylind. Preston, Lancashire.

GARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 24,
single ; thoroughly understands Stov-e and Greenhouse

Plants, Vines. Melons and Cucumbers, and Flower and Kitchen
Gardening- Two years' good character.—R- M., i. Archbishop
Place, Brixton Hill. S.\V.

GARDENER (Second), in a Gentleman's
Garden where several are kept.—Age 35 ; ten years'

experience.—T, E., Castle Place, Wi

G.'\RDENER (Second).—Age 2S, married,
one child : has a sood knowledge of Gardening.—S. H.,

31, Devonshire Street, Holbom, W.C.

GARDENER (Under), age 19.—A L.A.Dy
wishes to recommend a young Man as above.—Mis.

SMITH .MASTERS, Camer, Gravesend.

/^ARDENER (Under), or ASSISTANT in
^-^ a First-class Nursery.—Young; energetic and intelligent,

ha\'ing a slight knowledge cf the above. Salary les-s an object
than an opportunity of obtaining a thorough knowledge of the
profession. Good reference.—J. W., 6, Belgrave Gardens, St.

John's Wood, N.W.

NURSERY MANAGER or GENERAL
FOREMAN (Hard-wooded and Soft-wooded Pro-

pagator).—.Age ^5. single; would prefer a small Provincial
Nur.^ery where about twelve men are employed and a good
general business* doing. Twenty years' e.xperience. Good
references.—G. HAMoND. 21. Lansdowne Road. Swindon.

FOREMAN, in a large Establishment.—Age
25 ; has filled a similar situation. Good Fruit and Plant

Grower under glass. Understands Forcing and Gardening
generally. References of the highest order from present and
previous employers.—HORTUS, Post-oflSce, Moulton, North-

FOREMAN, in a Gentleman*s Establishment.
—Twelve years' experience. Two years' good reference

from Last situation.—A. E.
, 4S, Cochrane Street, St. John's

Wood, N.W.

FOREMAN, in a Gentleman's Establishment.
—Age 25. single : well up in the profession. Good

character.—C. D., 6, Gloucester Terrace, Gloucester Road,
Croydon, Surrey.

Essex, E.

FOREMAN. — A respectable active young
Man, who has been accustomed to the work of Forcing

and Plant Houses, Propagating all kinds of Plants for the
Flower Garden, &c. : a good knojcledge of Table Decorating.
&c Sober and uustworthy.—W. G., Charman & Son, Heath
End Nursery, near Famham, Surrey.

FOREMAN, or SECOND, in the Houses, in
a Gentleman's EstablishmenL

—

\%^ 26 ; has had good
experience. Good references.

—

}. W., Wellington Nursery, St.

John's Wood, London, N.W.

FOREMAN, in a good Garden.—Age 25.
Good character.— S. S., Vincent's Hamlets, South

Weald, Brentwood, Essex.

FOREMAN, or Grower of Roses in Pots,
Vines, Camellias, and Greenhouse and Soft-wooded

stuff.—Age 26 ; seven years; at Messrs. W. Paul & Sons,
Waltham Cross.—G. S., 25, Eleanor Road, Waltham Cress,
Herts.

GENERAL NURSERY FOREMAN.—
-Age 27. married ; good experience. In or near London.—W. T-. 152, High Street. Eltham. Kent.

pOREMAN, or PLANTSMAN, age 23.—
-«~ Thom.\s Simpson, Garden Architect, Chelmsford, can
confidently recommend a young Man of good experience and
respectability as above. Has a good knowledge of Orchids,
and is thoroughly persevering,

FOREMAN, and PROPAGATOR of Stove
and Greenhouse Plants, where Market Trade is good and

Cut Flowers are in demand.—Good references.—ALPH.\, 4,
Corpus Street, Cheltenham.

"POREMAN, GROWER, or PROPA-
J- G.\TOR.—Middle-aged, has acted in the capacity for
many years. Sute particulars.—H. HORACE, 4, Church
Road, Brixton Rise, S.W.

TMPROVER.—Age i8 ; to help in the
J- Garden, and to make himself generally useful. Good
cliaracier-M., 17. Upper George Street, East Greenwich.S.E.

'yO NURSERYMEN.—Wanted, a situation
-'- in a Nursery by a young Man. age 21. Seven years' ex-
perience in one of the leading London nurseries. Well experi-
enced in Budding, Grafting, Layering, and out-door general
Nursery Work.—W. C, Market Place, Waltham Abbey.
Essex.

O HEAD GARDENERS.—A Boy, age 14,
wishes for a pI.^ce where he will be taught in all the

branches of the profc*:f:on. A Premium of ;£t5 will be given.
In a bothy pr-^ferred. Stale wages and all particulars.—
HARRY W.ALKERS, Clewer Green, Wbdsor, Berks.

MANAGER, HEAD slTo P ^fA N.
CORRESPONDENT.-Age 32: fourteen year^i* ex-

perience in first-class London Houses. References unexception-
able.— F. G., Gardefterz' Chronicle Office, W.C.

TO SEEDSMEN.—A young Man, with five
years' expeiience in Garden and Agricultural Seeds.

wishes a situation in a good Retail House. Can be well
recommended.—SEEDSMAN, Secretary, Literary- IniUtute,
Edinburgh.

SHOPMAN (First, or Second).—Thorough
knowledge of Agricultural and Garden Seed Business.

No objection to traveL Excellent references.—E., 22, Blue
Sch.Dol Street, Hereford.

SHOPMAN (Second).—Age 23 ; nine years'
experience in two good Houses. Good references.

—

T. R., 10, High Street. Birmingham.

To tUe Seed Trade.
SHOPMAN (Second, or Assist.\nt), in

Wholesale or Retail Trade.—Seven year^' experience.

—

G. G., Mr. Godwin, Alpine Cottage, Sunning Hill, near

Xj^ARM BAILIFF (Scotch).—In the prime of
-L life, married, no family ; has a thorough knowledge of
Fanning in all its branches, including Steam Cultivation.
Wife could Manage Dairy and Poultry if required. Good
references—M. M., Gardeners' CkronicU Office, W.C

IHPPS'S COCOA:
-J GR.ATEFUL-COMFORTJNG.
" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern

the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful appli-
cation of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa. Mr, Epps
has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately-flavoured
beverage which may sa%-e us many heaiy doctors' bills. It is by
the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution may
be gradually built up until strong enough to resist every
tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak point. We
may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti-

fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame.**— Cizi7
Service Gazette.

I N A H A N ' S LL WHISKY.
Kinahan i: Co. find that, through the recommenda-

tion of tbe Medical Profession, the demand for their CELE-
BRATED OLD LL WHISKY for purely medicinal purposes
is very great. They ihiak it will be satisfaciorj- to the Public
to read the following extracts of the Analysis of the LL Whisky
from the eminent analyst. Dr. Arthur Hill Hassall :—

*'
I have very carefully and fully analysed samples of this

well-knbwn and popular Whisky. The samples were soft and
mellow to the taste, aromatic and ethereal to the smell. The
Whisky must be pronounced to be pure, well-matured, and of
ver>' excellent quality. The Medical Profession may feel full

confidence in the purity and quality of this Whisky."
20. Great Titchfield Street. 0.iibrd Street, London, W.

PU^^ AE RATE D WATE R S.
ELLISS RUTHIN WATERS.

Crvst.vi. Spkings— Soda, Potass, Seltzer. Lemonade, Lithia,
And for GOUT, Lithia and Potass.

CoTlcs Branded " R. ELLIS .\nd SON. RUTHIN," and
every label bears their trade mark. Sold everywhere, and
Wholesale of Ellis & Sos. Ruthin. N. Wales. London .Agents :

W. BEST .\ND SON'S, Henrietta St., Cavendish Sq.

' "iNNEFORD'S FLuYd MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for ACIDITi' of the STOMACH,
HEARTBURN. HEADACHE, GOUT, and
INDIGESTION ; and the safest aperient for delicate
Constitutions, Ladies. Children, and Infants.

DINNEFORD .wd CO.,
172, New Bond Street, London, and all Chemists.

OLLOWAY'S PILLS.—Nenousness and
Want of Energj'.—When first the Der\-es feel unsming,

and listlessness supplants energy, it is the right time to take
some alterative as HoUoway's Pills to prevent Disorder running
into Dbease. These excellent Pills correct all irregularities

and weaknesses. They act so kindly, yet so energetically, on
the functions of digestion and assimibtion, that the whole body
is revived, the, blood is rendered richer and purer, the muscles
become firmer and stronger, and the nervous and absorbent
systems are in\'igorated. These Pills are suitable for all classes

and all ages. They have a most marvellous effect on persons
who are out of condition ; they soon rectify whatever is in

fault, restore strength to the body and confidence to the mind.

D
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Flad'y Hall, Gargyave, via Leeds, Jan. 14, 1876.

Captain Preston wislies to express to Messrs. Cannell & Co.

the satisfaction the Boiler erected last summer gives. He for-

merly had three fires, and a No. 2 Circulator now does the

whole of tlie work at considerably less expense than one of

them formerly did. Last Saturday night the gardener informs

liim there was 17° of frost, and his first greenhouse, which has

only a 4-inch flow and return in it, was never lower than 48°.

Captain Preston has recommended Messrs. Cannell's Boiler to

two friends of his who are altering their houses, and feels no
doubt of their sending to them.

Rev. G. Smith, Felton, Northumberland, Jan. 17, 1876.

Dear Sir,— I hke the Boiler very much, particularly the prin-

ciple of it, which I think is perfect : it has served me well during
the late frost, my only difficulty being to keep the heat down.
1 am sure I have not done justice to it by only saying this.

Charles Pennv, The Gardens, Sandrinoham, Oct. 28, 1874.

Dear Sirs,— It gives me much pleasure to tell you after

having tried all kinds and all sizes of Boilers for the last

twenty-five years, your Hot-water Circulator beats them all,

not by a head, but it is a simple walk-over for economy and
power. I think I may say we shall never need any further

research for a thorough good Boiler,

S. HiDBERD, Esq., "Gardeners' Ma^n-ztnc" March 25, 1871.

Cannell's Hot-water Circulator merits the instant attention of

all who depend on the aid of artificial heat in the cultivation of

plants ; he has carried the practice of heating a fair stage

forward, and may expect a speedy appreciation of his labours.

the L featu
rof

.r merit of the construction is the
; ways through compartments filled

ct from the fuel its utmost value in

re a rapid and equable distribution

Henry Parsons. F.R.S.. B.A., 20. Devonshire Road,
South Lambeth, Feb. 27. 1874.

Dear Sirs,— I am quite satisfied with the Circulator you sup-

plied to Mr. Harper's house. Hill Field, Ashtead ; it docs its

work perfectly well, and I shall certainly try another for the

next house built under my directions.

D. T. Fish, F.R.H.S., Hard'.uieke House, Bury St. Edmunds,
Oct. II, 1873.

Dear Sirs,—I enclose a cheque for your Boiler, and am glad

to say that it gives entire satisfaction It is somewhat heavily

weighted with work, having about 5C0 feet of pipe and several

hundred gallons of water in open gutters to beat ; but it does the

work with ease and with a great saving of fuel. We found no

dilficulty in putting it together. So
well am I satisfied that I hope to have
one of your larger Boilers next season

to heat our 2000 feet in six houses,

delayed writing until I could give

opinion based on experience, having

Thomas Foster, Hill Side, Clapham Park, S.E.,
Nov. II, 1874.

Gentlemen,—After a year's trial, I have much pleasure to

inform you that your large-size Boiler has given me the fullest

satisfaction ; and, although I have not yet completed the three-

quarters of a mile of piping, I feel sure that it will accomplish
all that you have said respecting it, I may also add that 1 find

the consumption of fuel much less than you prepared me for.

You are quite at liberty to make use of this letter as a
endation.

H. Shersbv, Samuel Street, JToohurch, Nozk 24, 1873.

Dear Sirs,—It affords me much pleasure in saying that I an
perfectly satisfied with the able manner in which you carriec

out the contract for healing my greenhouse with hot-water

The efficiency and economy of the boiler is unquestionable, anc

its ad.aptability for burning all refuse and the most inferior fue

greatly enhances its value in these expensive times. I make nt

hesitation in saying that it effects a saving of 60 per cent

compared with others I have in use. Your system of cJrcula

tion may be summed up in the one word " perfection." Yoi
are at liberty to use this in any way you may think proper.

A. Annan , Esq., Tun., Biehide House, Dunba
Dec. 16, 1872.

Dear Sirs.—After a
safely say it gives per

me that it requires fev

year's trial of your Circulator, I ca

"ect istisfaction. My gardener inforn

'er coals, raises the heat higher and i

te Saddle Boiler which I also have i

use, and at the same time retains the heat and keeps it raoi

regular for a longer time. I have therefore much pleasure i

giving it unqualified approval.

Messrs. Davis & Son. Gas and Water Eusinee'rs, 12 and 2

Wolcot Street, Bath, Jan. 7, 1873.

Dear Sir?,—We have pleasure in handing you our cheque f

Circulator supplied, which answers so well that we have, ai:

are now adding, more piping to it.

Mr. J. Junes, The Gardens, Be>
Dec.

uch plea^

gton Rectory, Stcv

your Circulator a

admirably. My employer is quite pti

marked several times what a nice regular heat it keeps up.

does not'use near so much Fuel as my other Boilers, and
quite surprising the small quantity it requires whei

water is heated. I can bank the fire up :

evening, and find the heat all that I

the following morning ; and I have r

the best Boiler I have ever had to do
no equal. I have recommended it t

neighbourhood, and shall feel a pieasi

the
It s o'clock in the

in wish, and a good fire

hesitation in saying it is

r'lth, and I believe it has
several gardeners in the
e in further doing so.

G. Fletcher. Gardener to W. Barrow, Esq., HoUowmead
EishoJ'steignton, Teignmouth, Jan. 25. i8;6.

'

Sir,—We have one of your Boilers fitted up here to a new
range of glass, and it does its work well, with ha'f the fu;l wc
formerly used to heat the same quantity of piping.

Mr G. Fenneli., Fairla-

tr Sirs,—Your Boilers are ..

one is ample for our present work,

Gardens, Tonbridge.

ery satisfaction
: the

T. Wood, Esq., Crockenhill, Keut, Jan. 3, 1876.

Dear Sir,—The appar.itus you fixed in my house answets
beautifully: it warms the whole house, and makes it mo^l en-
joyable this severe weather, with a cost of fuel and labour ntt

'ccept my thanks. Mrs. Woods
finds the coils invaluable i ng clothes.

Mr. R. Cox, The Hoggc House, Buxton Park, Ukfield
Jan. 23, 1876.

Dear Sir,—The Boiler which your man put in has done its
work very well all through the late seve;e weather, requiring
very little trouble and att— '— "- ' '"-- ' ' '

forcing pits, Orchid-hou!

C. Ga

ired

Esq., Oaklands, Hildenboro', Kent,
May 30, 1874.

Dear Sirs.—Respecting the Hot-water Apparatus supplied
and fixed by you to heat my residence, &c,, I am happy to say
we got on with it very well through the winter ; the only thing
we had to complain of was that there was a little too much power.

R. Hunt, Hamilton Lodge, Bickley, Kent, Feb. 14, 1874.
Gentlemen,— It affords me much pleasure to tell you that

the second Boiler of yours fi.vcd in these Gardens is all that can
be desired, aiid certainly gives us more heat with at least half

than its predecessor (a wrought-iron
one). Any one c:

A. HoTSON, Le.

Dear Sirs,-I a

; them by calling here.

I had

den Park, Colchester, Essex
n perfectly satisfied with yoii

e a worn-out Saddle. I find

egards fuel, and far superior
power, healing a Pine stove and two vineries, 01

of 4-inch pipes, in a very efficient n
your boiler will be well patronised.

Dec

heating
or about 700 feet

I have no doubt

loHN Browne, The Gardens, Gopsall Hall, Dec. 19, 1871.
Dear Sirs,—The Boiler works very well, and gives entire satis-

I like the principle very much, and whenever I mayfaction.

I

been one of the first

theoretic merits of your Circul:

am glad that this opportunity

occurred of testing its merit

severe practical trial, and to be

add that the Boiler is all I

desire, doing a maximum am(
work with a minimum quantity

times of coal famine.

Georhe Wheeler, Gr. to Sir J. H.
Goldsmid. Bart.. M. P.. St. John's
Lodge, Regent's Park, N.IK,
Nov. 18, 1873.

Gentlemen,— I beg to acquaint you
that I am well satisfied with ilic Boiler

you have put in for me. It is diing

its work first-rate, and docs not require

near so mucli fuel as the upright

GREENWICH HOSPITAL.
The Completene.=;s of the I lot-water Circulator was the sole reason of its being selected

by Her Majesty's Government especially for the above Building'.

linly employ the Cir
er. Wherever I have the opportunity
:nd their use,

H, Bi'DD, Lockerley Hall, Stock-
bridge, Hants, Jan. 2, 1874.

Dear Sirs.—I am glad to say the
Circulator does its work well, and con-,
sumes much less fuel than the wrought
riveted iron Saddle which it replaced
Your man does his work well.

A. Beeuee, Esq.. 54, Louver RushaU
Street, Walsall, Feb. 25. 1S73.

Dear Sirs,—The Circulator I had
from your works to warm my waro-
house gives the greatest satisfaction.
My men set it under my supervision.
It burns slack, coke, wood, tan, and
the refuse of our place, up to a clinker ;

the pipes get thoroughly hot in one
hour, and the little fire it requires is

surprising. Should it be any advant-
age to you, I am quite willing for any

t work whom you might

L. Gr. to Sir Percy

lop flues well

1 good draught,
;onstructed with
scape of heat fr

Dear Sirs,—The No. 2 Circulator I had from you in October,

1874. behaved well last winter, and. so far, this. It is the

simplest and most efficient Boiler I have known during a twenty
years' practical acquaintance with them. We intend shortly

e. which
om, boudoir, library,

&c . and shall cer-

of its great economy
for a small place on

and greenhouse, and
economical, both in

attached to it the dining-room, drawing'
corridor coils, conservatory, coach-hous
tainly give yours the preference

of fuel. We shall also require a new oni

this estate, to heat small stove, vinery,

shall advise yours to be used as the mos'
fuel and attention.

A, Mitchell Innes, Esq., Ayton Castle, Ayton, N.B.
X have much pleasure in informing you that your man c

ducted himself and his job entirety to my satisfaction, and t

KER. Gordon Street, Glasgow, Feb. 12. 1876.

am glad to say that since I had the chimney
rculator has worked to perfection.

5. The Redlees, Isleworth, Jan. 24. 1876.

n very pleased with the Boiler; it does its

I great saving of fuel—my stoker says quite

Cri3nOn})togate Gardens, Aberdeen, Nov. 23,
1875.

We have had your Circulator at work some time, and are
certain from the heat now in the conservatory that the job will

be most satisfactory. I like the Boiler much better than the
Gold Medal one we have working here : I find we can get the
heat up much quicker. Last night I had the fire banked up at

10 o'clock p.m.. and at 10 a.m. next day there was a nice heat
in the pipes. This will prove a great service here, the " bothy',

being so far from the conservatory. I wish I had your Circulator

in the forcing department.

one-third.

Mr. J. Fka

C. E. Waters, Forest Hill, S.E., Oct. 30, iS74-

Dear Sirs.— In reply to yours relative to the economy and
efliciency of Hot-water Circulator you put in here, I find on
reference to our coke bills that it did not consume as much by
fifteen sacks per week, during the six months from November,
1873, to April, 1S74, as the two old Saddles it substituted,

thereby effecting this great saving. After several years of

waste with the original Boilers, we are so satisfied that we con-

template connecting Soo more feet of piping to it, any one can
see both Bills and Boiler by calling here. Every gardener
ought to know this.

inventor great credit,

ment can be ma
third in fuel. It

Mr. Henr
Burrell, West Grinstead Parte,
Horsha/n, Susse.v, Jan. 12, 1873.

Dear Sirs,—My general opinion of
your Circulator is, thai it gives the

any improve-h th;

it does Its work well, and sa
the best I have ever seen.

Messrs. Martin & Sons

Dear Sirs,—Your Circul.

shown the slightest signs

repair, and
the best \

T. Pai

rurscn">t^>h !^"ll' 7'i

: does its work well ; i

breakdown, has never
think it the best Boiler ever made, ai

875-

rhadi

Gentleme

lever shown the sligl:

.est I have ever seen
nending it.

,
Esq,. Park House, Newtown, Mont.,

Jan. 18, 1875.

much pleased with your Circulator for i

plicity : it does its work very well, h
itest signs of a breakdown, and it is t1

. I shall have much pleasure in reco:

Mr. Cl.\rk, Northumberland Park, Tottenham,
Jan. 18, 1875.

pear Sirs.— I think your Circulator the best and safest

Boiler out : it does its work remarkably well, with a saving ofat
least one-third in fuel, it has never shown the .slightest signs of
a breakdown, and as to its durability it will, in my opinion, last

over thirty or forty years.

Gentlemen,—\Vhen you next have a foreman within reach. I

should be glad to see him (by appointment) with reference to a
new Hot-water Circulator Boiler, in the place of the old hot-air

apparatus here.

Cromer House, Brandram Road, Lee, S.E., A/ril 22, 1873.

Mr. Garland is pleased to inform Messrs. H. Cannell & Co.
that the Circulator supplied by them is all that can be desired.
He has considerably more heat in conservatory and hothouse
than hitherto, although burning only the very common breeze,
whereas the upright Boiler formerly in use would only burn ihc
best of coke Mr. G. , therefore, effects a great saving in fuel,
notwithstanding having had additional piping attached. Mr.
G., in conclusion, will be glad to let Messrs. C. & Co., use his
name as reference, should they consider it any advantage to
them to do so ; and, if at home, will be happy to show the
Circulator at work.

R. Phillips. Gardener to Captain Jackson, The Deodaras,
Meopham, Gravcsend, Jan. 26. 1876.

Dear Sirs,—Your Hot-water Circulator has done its work well
during the late severe weather, and has given great satisfaction,
I am much pleased with it, and trust you may have all the

you deserve with your patent. I shall feel a great
me, finding it is worthy of

Mr. Bland, Garden.

I am very pleased

, Cranbour,
Jan. 7.

osay the Circulator is a
: has more work. A fe

we are maintaining sto'

Court, Wink/ield, Windsor,
876.

grand success. I

Cheque enclosed.

,
Esq., Villa Rooii, Nottingham, Ja
The Boiler is working to my entire

I have j

Circulator,
shall soon

ft,TERs, Gr. to A. Mongredien, Esq., Forest HiU.

t made a thorough inspection of the Hot-water
id I find it is in first-rate condition. I expect we

have some hard work again for it, but I am so satis-

its power to do .iny amount of work that I never
, thought of a breakdown.

H. CANNELL & CO., SVT'ANLEY, KENT.
Editorial Communical
Printed by Wii.c.iam

said William Richards, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Pariih of St. P.-ivil's, Covent G.irJen, in the said County.
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CRYSTAL PALAC E,—
GREAT AUTUMN FRUIT and FLOWER SHOW,

SEPTEMBER 2t to 23.

THE INTERNATIONAL POTATO
EXHIBITION of 1S76 will be held at the Alexandra

Palace, on THURSDAY and FRIDAY, September 28 and 20,
when PRIZES amounting in value to upwards of ONE HUN-
DRED and FORTY POUNDS will be awarded. ENTRIES
CLOSE September ig. For further particulars apply to

P. McKINL.AY, 23. Upper Thames Street, London, E.C. ; or
JNO. McKENZIE, Great Winchester Street Buildings, E.C.

Vines, Vines, Vines.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to announce that his
• GRAPE VINES this ye.ar are unusually fine, and

are now ready for distribution.

For Detailed List, see Bulb Catalogue.
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

VINES, VINES, VINES.—The Subscribers
have a large and very fine stock of Vines, perfectly

ripe and suitable for fruiting in pots or planting.
A LIST with prices wit! be for\varded on application to

WM. THOMSON and SONS, Tweed Vineyard. Galashiels.

CATALOGUES. — His Excellency Pierre
Wolkenstein will feel greatly obliged if Nurserymen and

Seedsmen will kindly send him their Catalogues. They should
be forwarded (by post) to

S. E. PIERRE WOLKENSTEIN, Secretaire de la Sociel,!
Impc'riale d'Horticulture de Russle, St, Petersburg.

(CHARLES VAN GEERT, Nurseryman,
>^ Antwerp. Belgium, begs to announce that his TRADE
LIST, contaming many New and Rare Plants, at very reduced
prices, IS now ready, and will be for^varded at once on application.

To the Trade.

TT AND F. SHARPE'S Special Priced LIST
dh;^* of HOME-GROWN GARDEN and AGRICUL-
iURAL SEEDS of 1876 growth, is now ready, and may be
hade applic

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.YNew Hardy Yucca.
UCCA WHIPPLEI.—For description see
f^a>-</™<-ro'C/jTO«iVfefor August 12,1876. Strong heahhy

''
, i°.}".i"'^'' P""*' "• ^''- ^iich, 15s. per d02en, £5 per 100.
JAMES BACKHOUSE and SON. York Nurseries

M Wood Engraving.
R- W. G. S M I T H, Artist and
Engraver on Wopo, 15, Mildmay Grove, London, N.

To tlie Trade.

CLEMATIS JACK.MANNI, nice healthy
plants. 12 to iS inches high. 75J. per 100.

THOMAS CRIPPS and SON, Tunbridge Wells Nurseries,
Kent.

Fruit Trees In Pots.

THE ORCHARD-HOUSE CATALOGUE
ady. and will be sent post-free on application.

) SON, Sawbridgcworth, Herts.THOMAS RIVERS .

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in
Pots i—Peaches, Nectarines. Plums. Pears, Apples, Figs,

Apricots, Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant,

Worcester.

Cherry Trees for Sale.

MESSRS. J. THOMAS and SON have to
offer 7000 fine, strong, and clean grown Stand.ird

CHERRY TREES ; also a large stock of Standard and
Pyramid PLUM. PEAR, APPLE, and WALNUT TREES :

trained PEACH TREES and FRUIT BUSHES ; Drumhead
and other CABBAGE PLANTS, &c. Prices on application at

the Nursery. Rodmersham, Sittingbourne, Kent.

Trade List of Boses, Fruit Trees, and a Variety of
other NURSERY STOCK.

GEORGE GRAY and SON will be glad to
forward the above to applicants post-free.

Nurseries, Brox, Ottershaw, Chertsey, Surrey.

CH . VUYLSTEKE, Nurseryma

n

,

Loochristy. near Ghent, Belgium.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE (in English) of Azalea

indica. Camellias. Azalea Mollis, Hardy Ghent Azaleas, Rho-
dodendrons, and Kalmia latifolia, will be sent on application to

Messrs.
Tower Stri

ND SON, 5, Harp Lane. Great

Evergreens. &c.

JAMES DICKSON AND SONS beg to draw
attention to their large and excellent stock of EVER-

GREENS of all sizes, and in the very best transplanted condi-
tion for safe removal. Their Nursery Stock generally is un-
equalled for quality, variety and extent.

Newton Nurseries. Chester.

Holiyhocks.

DOWNIE AND LAIRD beg to intimate that
their fine Collection of Hollyhocks is now in full flower,

and may be seen any day (Sundays excepted). No disease.
Royal Winter Gardens, Edinburgh.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS:

also Plants of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES ol

different colours ; AURICULAS, both Single and Double : with
every sort of Early Spring Flowers. LIST on application.

Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

EBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS,
and other PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS.

LISTS of these varieties from Mr. WEBB. Calcot. Reading.

Special Offer.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS, 50,000, first-class
quality, must be sold at once. Price and sons on

application to

JOSEPH GREEN. The Nurseries, Garforth, Leeds.

Bolllsson's Telegraph Cucumber Seed,
WARRANTED TRUE.

CE. WATERS has a large and fine sample
• of the above—no other kind grown—6j. per loo. Trade

price per ounce on application.
Derby Villas Nursery, Dartmouth Road. Forest Hill, S. E.

ARLY SEED POTATOS.—To be Sold,
immediately, for Cash, a quantity of Snowflake, Excel-

sior, and all the best early varieties, in fine samples.
G. BRAMLEY, Hambleton, near Selby, Yorkshire.

M ARENDAZ AND
and Odei
, Cov,

FISHER,

I Garden, W.C.

WAGSTAFF'S PATENT UPRIGHT
TUBULAR SADDLE BOILERS.

Patentee : J. G. WAGSTAFF, Dukinfield, .Ashton-under-

Wliolesale Agents : WOLSTENCROFT BROS. AND CO.
' ' • "'! London. EC.

1 application.

wANTED, One Thousand EUONYMUS.
Good bushy plants, i2 to ts inches, for potting up.

DAlfiEL LEVESQUE, Brunswick Nursery, Stoke New-

wANTED, THUJA PYRAMIDALIS,
3 to 4 feel, good bushy plants, well established in pots,

the price per dozen.
H. APPLEBY. Box Hill Nursery, Dorking. Surrey.

WANTED, WHITE MULBERRIES, by
the dozen or hundred. Apply, sending sizes and

prices, with a sample of the foliage, to the
NEW PLANT AND BULB COMPANY, Colchester.

w
Primul,

INTER FLOWERING PLANTS.—
Bouvardias, Tree Carnations, double white and purple
., magnificent plants in 4S"s, best varieties. 50J. per 100.

J. JACKSON. Nursery, Kidderminster.

LARGE CAMELLIA to be Sold cheap—

a

splendid pyramidal plant, clean, healthy, and well set with
buds, of C. Chandlerii elegans, 12 feet high and ii feet through.
It is in a large tub, and would be a grand plant for winter gar-
den or large conservatory. Price upon application to

JOHN CARTER. Nursery. Keighley, Yorkshire.

AM ELLIAS.—Twelve fine Plants, 6 double
whites. Bealii, imbricata. Albertus, Chandlerii elegans,

from 5 feet 6 in. to 6 feet 6 in. each way. Well set for bloom.
G. TAYLOR, Post-office, near the Grove, Stamford Hill. N.

M
Double White Primulas.

RS. J. SHILLING has to offer about 1200
f the above, in 32 and 48 pots, fine bushy stuff, just

ling into bloom. Price on application.

Southgate Nursery, Winchester.

ILY OF THE VALLEY, very strong
^ Roots for Fotcing. 45J. per looo, package included,
'lease send orders as soon as possible, for being able to
lish all the demand.

ROBERT NEUMANN. The Nurseries, Erfurt.

TRICOLOR GERANIUMS. — 20,000
Mrs. Pollock and Sophia Dumaresque, at 35. bd. perdoz ,

package included, or post-free at same price. The Trade supplied.
ALFRED FRYER, The Nurseries, Chatteris. Cambridgeshire.

TULIPS (Superb Late Flowering).—A very
rare Collection, of the finest stage varieties, the property

of an eminent Florist, recently deceased. Seldom such an oppor-
tunity occurs for possessing such as the above. To be Sold in one
lot. Intending purchasers may have a List of the Varieties from

Messrs. AUSTIN AND McASLAN, 16, Buchanan Street.
Glasgow.

Dutcb and other Bulbs.

CHARLES TURNER'S CATALOGUE
of the above is now read y. I he roots are in fine condition

this season. All orders will meet with immediate attention.
The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

Hyaclntbs, TuUps, Crocus, Gladioli, ice.

OUR REVISED LIST for 1876
is now ready, and will be handed to all Gardeners

and Amateurs, post-fiee, on application.
ANT. ROOZEN anc SON, Overveen. near Haarlem, Holland.

To the Trade Only.

DUTCH BULBS at DUTCH PRICES.—
Our CATALOGUE, containing Hyacinths. Tulips,

Crocus, double and single Snowdrops, Roman Hyacinths,
Gladiolus Brenchleyensis, new and other Lilies, New Bulbous
Plants, and Miscellaneous Bulbs, is now ready, and may be had
on application. Quality of roots extra fine and guaranteed.

F. SANDER AND CO.. Seed Growers, St. Albans.

Notice ! Notice ! — Hyacinths, Tulips, &c.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S
Descriptive CATALOGUE of DUTCH and other

FLOWERING ROOTS is now ready, post-free on application.

Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

Hyacinths and Dutch Bulbs.

PAUL AND SON'S CATALOGUE of the
above, with descriptive lists of Camellias, Azaleas, and

indoor and outdoor spring flowers post-free on application.

The Old Ni Cheshu , N.

Dutch and other Flowering Bulbs.
TAMES DICKSON and SONS beg to draw

'-' attention to their very large and superior importations of
these, and will be happy to send their priced Catalogue post-free
on application. 108, Eastgate Street, Chester.

Dutch Flower Roots.

IRELAND and THOMSON beg to intimate
that their Descriptive Priced CATALOGUE of HYA-

CINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS, S:c., is now ready, and may be
had free on application.

20A, Waterloo Place. Edinburgh.

Dutch Flower Roots.

MESSRS. W. ROLLISSON AND SONS'
CATALOGUE for 1S76 is now ready, and can be had

post-free upon application.

The Nurseries, Tooting, London, S.W.

Dutch Bulbs.

ALFRED LEGERTON, Seed Merchant,
5, Aldgate, London. E. . begs to inform his Patrons and

the Public he has now received his entire Collection of Choice
and Large DUTCH BULBS.

Wholesale CATALOGUES of prices (which are lower than
any other house in the trade) forwarded free on application.

Special Notice to the Trade.

JAMES FARRAR AND CO. are prepared
to make low offers of the following :— Single and Double

SNOWDROPS, Roman HYACINTHS. Double Roman
Pheasant-eye and Double White NARCISSUS.—J. FARRAR
andCO. , Seed Merchants, S6, Golden Lane, Barbican, London.

E. BARNAART AND CO., Vogelenzantr,
. Hii.arlem. Holland.-WHOLESALE CATALOGUE

of Hyacinths and other Dutch Bulbs may be had free from
Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Bulbs from Holland.

TX/fR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
IVX AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 38. King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, every MONDAY. WEDNESDAY, and
SATQRDAY, during September, commencing at half.past 12

o'clock each day. consignments of first-class DUTCH BULBS
arriving weekly from well-known f.irms in Holland.
May be viewed the mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Higlily important Sale of Odontoglossum clrrliosum
(TRUE).

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 38. King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C., on TUESDAY, September 19, at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely, a quantity of magnificent plants of
this new ODONTOGLOSSUM, in unusual large masses, and
in the best possible health, having been collected by Messrs,
Ktaboch, the original discoverers. The pl.ants here offered

are the true variety. A plant in flower of Odontoglossum
cirrhosum, Lindl., was shown at the Royal Horticultural
Society's meeting, April 5, 1876, and has been figured in the
Gardours' Chronicle, April 15. 1S76, and described by Pro-
fessor Dr. Reichenbach at page 503. The plants of this

extremely handsome Orchid will be sold without reserve. Also
extra large masses of the rare ODONTOGLOSSUM
HALLII, in large quantities, and good growing plants of the
very beautiful BOLLEA CfELESTlS. Reich.. TRICHO-
PILIA FRAGRANS, and PESCATOREA ROEZLII. &c.

On view the morning of Sa le, anri Calalogiies had-

Hlghly Impottant Sale of South American and
BRAZILIAN ORCHIDS. ONCIDIUM ROGERSl.
ODONTOGLOSSU.U CIRRHOSUJI, ODONTOGLOS-
SUM HALLII, &c,

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38. King Street.

Covent Garden. W. C. on THURSDAY. Seplemberzi, at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely, a very large quantity of ONCI-
DIUM ROGERSl, amongst them very splendid plants with
healthy leaves and young growths : several hundreds of fine

plants of ODONTOGLOSSUM CIRRHOSUM, ODONTO-
GLOSSUM HALLII, in quantity, amongst them masses of a
siae rarely seen ; TRICHOPl LIA (PI LUMNA) FRAGRANS,
MESOSPINIDIUM SANGUINEUM. ONCIDIUM NU-
BIGENUM.best variety; ONCIDIUM MACRANTHUM.
Also fine established plants of PHAL/ENOPSIS AMABILIS,
P- SCHILLERIANA, P. LUDDEMANNIANA, DEN-
DROBIUMS, SACCOLABIUMS, in variety, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Important Sale of Camellias.

MR. J. C. STEVENS has received instruc-
tions from Mr. T. I. Seidel. Striesen. Dresden, special

grower of Camellias, Azaleas, &c , to ofler for SALE by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent
Garden, W.C, during the month, about 1000 CAMELLIAS,
chiefly alba plena and a few other leading sorts, stout bushy
stuff; some Camellias with buds, as well as Azalea indicainbest

As these are sold to sh.

chiefly Nurserymt
The day of Sale will be

ake t

the

ladv

Great Unreserved Sale of Dutcli Bulbs.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION at the .Mart. Tokenhonse

Yard, London, E.C;., on MONDAV NEXT, at half-
past II o'clock precisely, a laige consignment of selected
DUTCH BULBS of first-class quality and lotted to suit the
Trade and Private Buyers, consisting of the choicest named
Double and Single Hyacinths for pots and glasses, 'Tulips,
Crocus, Liiic" --" '^ '

"
' "

On
Mart, an
and Leyi

'the
,d of the Auctioneers, gS, Gracechurch Street, E.C,

Douoaster.—By Order of tbe Executors.
Important to those seeking a thoroughly sound and thriving

Nursery Business.
UNRESERVED SALE of a capital FREEHOLD ESTATE,

known as DoncasterCarr Nursery, comprising i^a. 2r. 30 p.
of rich and fertile Land, situate one mile from the import-
ant market town of Doncaster, together with a Dwelling-
house, Cottages, Greenhouses, Vineries. Coach-house,
Stable, Sheds, and other convenient Tiade Buildings stand-
ing thereon.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
are instructed by the Executors of the late Mr. J.

Thompson to SELL by AUCTION the above most desirable
Property, at the Mart. Tokenhouse Yard. London, E.C , on
MONDAY, September i3, at i for 2 o'clock precisely, in
One Lot.

'^ '•

Sa- The whole of the NURSERY STOCK will be Sold by
Auction in Octobei next, unless the purch.aser of the above
Estate prefers taking to the same by Valuation.

Plans and Particulars and Conditions obtained of Messrs.
COLLINSON. LITTLEWOOD and PARKIN. Solicitors.
Doncaster

; at the Mart ; and of the Auctioneers and Valuers,
98, Gracechurch Street. E.C, and Leytt

Lee, S E.
SIXTH ANNUAL SALE.— Highly Important to the Tr.ade

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed by Mr. B. Mailer to SELL by AUC-

TION, without reserve, on the Premises, the P,urnt Ash
Nursery, adjoining the Lee Railway Station, on TUESDAY,
September 19. at 11 for 12 o'Clock precisely, 650 Lots of choice
STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, including 15,000
magnificently-grown winter-blooming Heaths, particularly well
set with flower-buds, consisting chiefly of Hyemalis, Wil-
moreana. autuinnalls, and other varieties greatly in demand
and fit for immediate sale ; also 20.000 young succession
Heaths, lotted in large lots. 1000 Solanums, 600 Cyclamen
persicum ; also considerable quantities of Dracainas, Bouvar-
dias. Clemitis, GreviUcis. Cytissus, Adiantums, Tea Roses,
and Veromi„is

; ini^.jilier with some fine standard Bays,
Magnolias, 1. iiiiii-nnn-, .\raucaria excelsa.

M.ty be viewed any day prior to the Sale.

Sydenham, S E.
By order of the Executors of the late H. Smith. Esq., deceased.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
have been favoured with instructions to SELL by

AUCTION, on the Premises, Spring Lodge, Laurie Park,
Sydenham, S E., close to the Station, on THURSDAY,
September 21, at 12 for i o'Clock precisely, the whole of the
GREENHOUSE and STOVE PLANTS, including 120 large
double white and other Camellias, from 4 to 6 feet, mostly set
with bloom-buds ; a considerable number of Indian .Azaleas, and
numerous other plants. Garden and Stable Utensils, &c.
May be viewed the day pitor to Sale, and Catalogues had.

Tottenham, N.

GREAT ANNUAL SALE of STOVE and GREENHOUSE
PL.4NTS.—Important to the Trade and other large

M'eSSRS."pROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed by Mr. J. Mailer to SELL by AUC-

TION, on the Premises, the Brunswick Uursery, Tottenham,
opposite the White Hart Lane Station, G.E.R., on FRIDAY,
September 22, at 11 o'Clock precisely, without reserve, 7C0
Lois of beautifully-grown STOVE and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, mostly in No. 48 pots, and fit for present sale, con-
sisting of 20,000 wlnter-ljloomlng Heaths, in fine thriving

condition, promising a profusion of flowers ; 6000 Solanum
capsicastrum, fine Camellias and Azalea indica, set with bloom-
buds ; 2000 Bouvardias of sorts, Acacias, 600 well-furnished
Adiantum cuneatum, Eticharis amazonica, Ficus elastica, 500
Poinsettias, 300 Daphne indica rubra, 4000 remarkably fine

Cyclamens, 1000 Genistas, looo Fairy Roses, 3^0 double
Paubies, 2000 Cinerarias, 1000 Dracainas, Palms. &c.

Now on view

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, S.W.
IMPORTANT ANNUAL SALE of EXTRA STOVE and

GREENHOUSE PLANTS, ORCHIDS, PALMS, and
other valuable and thriving Stock,

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
are instructed by Mr. R. Parker to SELL by AUC-

TION, on the Premises, as above, on TUESDAY, September
26. at 1-2 for I o'clock precisely, many thousands of extra
STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, including Lapageria
alba, Aralia Veitchii and leptophylla, fine Dracainas and
Epiphyllums in variety. Gardenias, Phormiums, &c. , a quantity
of Valuable ORCHIDS, including Cattleya Mendelii and
Warnerii. Lalia purpurata, Phala-nopsis. Odontoglossums.
Cypripedium Maulei, Saccolabiums, hundreds of exotic

Ferns, a considerable number of rare Palms, consisting of
Cocos Weddflliana. Lat.ania rubra, Pritchardia paclfica,

Daemonorops fissus, &c. ; several handsome Specimen Camellias
and Azalea indica , likewise a rich assortment of Succulent,
Hardy Herbaceous, and Climbing Plants in pots.

On view the day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had
on the Premises, and of the Aui

The Nurseries, Tooting, S.W.

GRE.W ANNUAL TRADE SALE of many thousands of
nicely grown WINTER BLOOMING HEATHS, promis-
ing a profusion of flower, including (in No. 24. 32. and 48
pots) 10.000 Hyemalis, 3000 Wilmoreana. caffra. ventricosa,

melanthera, grandinosa, Syndryana. and perspicua erecta.

Likewise 12,000 smaller HEATHS, in No. 60 pots;

together with a considerable number of magnificently
grown Specimen CAMELLIAS, Standard and Pyramid
AZALEA INDICA, thickly set with buds, and fit for

exhibition. Also, in large quantities. GENISTAS and
EPACRIS of sorts. SOLANUMS, APHELEXIS, and
other New Holland Plants.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL the above Stock by AUCTION, without

reserve, on the Premises, the Nurseries. Tooting. Surrey, S.W..
on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, September 27 and 28,

at II for 12 o'clock precisely, each day, by order of Messrs.
Rollisson & Sons, in consequence of the want of rot

so extensive a stock.

May be viewed the day prior to the Sale.

Relgate, Surrey.
IMPORTANT UNRESERVED SALE of a Choice Collec-

tion of ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, by order of G. W.
Tyser, Esq., who is giving up their cultivation,

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
are favoured with instructions to SELL by AUCTION,

on the Premises, Parkside, Relgate, Surrey, on FRID.AY,
September 29, at 11 for 12 o'Clock precisely, the whole of the
valuable collection of ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, including
Phalxnopsis Schilleriana, P. amabilis, P. Luddemanniana,
P. grandiflora, Odontoglossum cirrhosum, Dendrobium War-
diaiium, D- formosum gi^aoteura, D. Falconeri, D. fimbriatum,
Cattleya Mendelii, C. Pinelli marginata and gigas, La;lia pur-
purata, Oncidium macranthum, O. Marshallianum, O. stelli-

gerum, Vanda Cathcarti, and several other rare and beautiful
species, together with some choice STOVE PLANTS.

May be viewed the day prior.

Hampton HIU, Middlesex,
Near the Fulwell Station on the South Western Railway.

To FLORISTS, HOTHOUSE PRODUCE GROWERS and
OTHERS.

MR. BRADSHAW BROWN will SELL by
AUCTION, at the Mart. Tokenhouse Yard. E.C. on

THURSDAY, September 2r, at i for 2 o'Clock, the valuable
FREEHOLD PROPERTY known as Avondale Villa, Queen's
Road, Hampton Hill. The house contains Eight Rooms, and
the place Is admirably adapted for abave businesses ; Three
Span.roof Hothouses, showing 3500 feet super of Glass. The
property has not been occupied since the retirement of the last

occupant, and immediate possession will be given.

For orders to view. &c., apply to E. KENNEDY, Esq.,
Solicitor, 13, Warwick Court, Gray's Inn, W.C, and to the
Auction and Estate Offices, Mill Wall, E.

Valuable Stove and Hothouse Plants for Sale.

MR. DAVID ROSS, Auctioneer, Forres,
has received instructions from the representatives of the

late Norman MacLeod. Esq., of Dalvey, to Dispose, by
Public AUCTION, at Dalvey, near Forres, on MONDAY,
September 25, the valuable and well-kiioivii COLLECTION of
ORCHIDS and STOVE PI \-:rN f 1

,n, ,1 Iv Mi, M.il.i'.-J,

The Collection embraces III- ' '.i.'- i.Iih i-, md
is well worth the attent 1 >. n

1 . 1. - n i pun-. . .11

templating the formation iif ., ,1 1 i 1 nn- I iii, n.iiii.; pm

.

chasers may see the Plants 'uw,u and d.ty ol S-iIc at Dalvt) .

Sale to commence at 11 o'Cluck precisely.

Catalogues may be had of the Auctioneer, and Mr. BERRY,
Gardener, Dalvey, Forres, N. B. Dalvey is within 2 miles of
the Forres and Brodle Stations of the Highland Railway.

Important Sale of Trees and Shrubs:

MR. J. WALTON has received instructions
from B. Whitham, to SELL by AUCTION, without

reserve, at his Nurseries, Reddish, near Stockport, on
FRIDAY and SATURDAY, September 29 and 30,3 Large
number of FOREST, FRUIT, and ORNAMENTAL TREES
and SHRUBS, now growing on about 10 Acres of land which
has been sold and must be cleared.

Full particulars in future advertisements. Catalogues may
be had from the Auctioneer, Wilmslow, Cheshire, and at the

application.

Maida Vale, St. John's 'Wood, London, N.W., and
Willesden, Middlesex.

of George

HIGHLY IMPORTANT to NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS,
and others desirous of securing a remarkably VALUABLE
LEASEHOLD PROPERTY, occupying a choice and
prominent position at the corner pi Maida Vale and St.

John's Wood Road, London, N.W.

MR. WILLIAM HENRY RAY will SELL
by AUCTION, at the Mart. Tokenhouse Yard, near

the Bank of England, on MONDAV, September i8, at la
o'clock precisely, in two lots, TWO VALUABLE LEASE-
HOLD PROPERTIES, known as "Videon's" or the
" Clarendon " Nursery, occupying a most prominent position at

the corner of Maida Vale and St John's Wood Road. N.W..
renowned as one of the principal Floral Establishments at the
West End, where a first-class Nursery, Furnishing, and Cut
Flower Trade has for many years been carried on amongst the
Nobility and Gentry, having a frontage of about 220 feet to St.

John's Wood Road, and of 121 feet (or thereabouts) to Maida
Vale, and containing an area of nearly three-quarters of an acre,

comprising an extensive range of Greenhouses, an elegant Conser-

vatory and Office adjoining. Forcing Pits, &c.. fitted with
modern heating apparatus, all removable as Trade Fixtures

;

also the convenient detached Twelve-roomed Residence, with
excellent Stabling. Coach-house, and Outbuildings : also the

Goodwill of the Business, successfully carried on for many
years by Mr. G. F. Videon. And upon permission being
obtained of the Lessors, it would be specially attractive for a
Skating Rink, for Building, or any other purposes where a
prominent position in a high-class neighbourhood would be a
desideratum. Likewise the Beneficial Interest in the Lease of

the Branch Nursery, at Willesden, Middlesex, with the several

Greenhouses and other erections standing thereon.

Cards to view. Particulars and Conditions of Sale may be
obtained of ROGERS and CHAVE, Solicitors for the Trus-
tee, 14. Queen Victoria Street. E.G.; or at the Offices of the
Auctioneer. Mr. WILLIAM H. RAY. 35. Walbrook. E.G.;
Railway Approach, Ealuig, W. ; and High Street, Acton, W.

Extensive Sale of Nursery Stock,

MR. JAS. S. MARSHALL will SELL by
AUCTION, at the Fort Nurseries, Broughty Ferry, on

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, October 10 and 11—the
ground having to be cleared for building purposes—an extensive

assortment of SHRUBS, TREES, CONIFERyE, &c, com-
prising many fine specimens.
The plants will be lifted and put on carts free of charge.

Catalogues may be had on application to JOHN STEWART
AND SONS, Seedsmen, Dundee; or, of Mr. JAS. S.

MARSHALL, Auctioneer, Dundee.

WANTED, IMMEDIATELY, a stnaU
NURSERY or FLORIST and SEED BUSINESS,

with a few acres of ground attached. Kent preferred. Please

state particulars to

M. L.. 2. Meadowcroft Cnttases, Catford, Kent, S.E.

To Mai'ket Gardeners and Nurseryaien.

THE GUARDIANS of the WARE UNION
are wiUing to LET on LEASE a small SEWAGE

FARM, 20 miles from London, adjoining a Railway Station

and the River Lee. The Land is admirably adapted for Market
Garden and Nursery purposes, being already levelled and
having wooden carriers to convey the sewage.

For full particulars and terms, apply to Mr. A. McKENZIE,
Land Agent, Hoddesdon.

By order of the Board, GEORGE GISBY,
Ware —Aug. 29, 1876. Clerk to the Board.

FOR SALE, a NURSERY, 7 miles from
London. Also for SALE large Specimen PLANTS, in

Tubs and large Pots — Gardenias. Stephanotis. Eucharis,
Azaleas, Camellias, and Marechal Niel and other Roses, large

slock of Maidenhair Ferns, &c.
The Nursery and Dwelling-house, with nineteen years' unex-

pired Lease, to be disposed of, with or without the Stock of
Plants. Rent, £2^, per annum. Apply at the Premises of

W. HOWITT. Ilford. Essex.

To Nurserymen, Florists, Market Gardeners
AND OTHERS.

To BE SOLD, a thoroughly well-known and
long-established NURSERY and FLORISTS BUSI-

NESS, most successfully carried on by present Proprietor and
his predecessor for a number of years. The Lands are perfectly

stocked with the choicest of everything suitable, and the Green-
houses, Forcing Pits, Potting Houses, Buildmgs, and other

appliances thereon are of a most convenient and appropriate
character. The Business is now in a flourishing state, and
everything in the most complete order and working condition.

The Lands are in the highest state of cultivation, being about
30 acres in extent, and situate in one of the principal Seaport and
Market Towns in the West of England Rentals moderate. Pos-
session at once. Principals or their Solicitors only treated with.

Particulars of Mr. T. H. BOYS, Auctioneer and Valuer,

High Street, Bridgwater.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, a FLORIST
and FRUITERER'S BUSINESS, in a good neighbour-

hood in SiilVolk. Small capital required. Apply to

FLORIST, Post-office, Ipswich.

First-class Opening for a Nurseryman and Market
GARDENER.—TIME for LODGING OFFERS FIXED.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, the well-known
and Long-Established BUSINESS in English Street.

Dumfries, successfully carried on for many years by the laic

Mr. John Learmont. and latterly by his son. Mr. George

Learmont, and his daughter, Mrs. Halliday. The Premises

consist of a Large GARDEN in English Street, extending to

upwards of 3U acres, well stocked with Shrubs, Plants, and

Fruit Trees in full bearing. A Large and Handsome SHOP,
with first-class Modern Fittmgs, fronts the Street, which is the

principal thoroughfare to the Railway Station. There is a

STABLE and other OFFICE-HOUSES of recent erection,

and a Comfortable DWELLING HOUSE adjoining. In con-

nection with the Business may also be had the NURSERY
GROUNDS of East Barkerland, situate a short distance off,

extending to i6J'| imperial acres. Satisfactory rea.sons will be

given for relinquishing the business, which is an excellent one,

and susceptible of improvement by an enterprising person. The
Stock and Fittings wilt be transferred to the tenant by valuation.

Offers for a Lease of the Premises will be received, up tiH

September 20 current, by
Mr. JAMES H. M'GOWAN. Solicitor, Dumfries, who wdl

supply all needed information.—Dumfries, September 7, iSy^-
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Worton Farm, Islewortli, Middlesex.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, by Tender, the
unexpired term of LEASE for 9 years, from Michaelmas,

1876, on the above Farm of about 110 acres, principally Arable,

well suited for Market Gardening purposes, and having thereon

a comfortable Farm-house, Barns. Stabling, and other Out-

buildings. The Land is in good heart and condition, and very

clean, the Buildings are in excellent repair, and the Farm is

being given up in consequence of the ill-health of the occupier.

For further particulars and order to view, apply to

E. P. NEWMAN. Valuef. 4r. High Street, Uxbridge

;

where a copy of the Lease can he ^een.

Nursery Garden, Cheltenliam.

TO BE LET, and entered upon at Michael-
mas, Christmas, or Lady-day next, as may best suit the

incomlngTenani, the NURSERY GARDEN and PREMISES,
situate on the London Road, Cheltenham, now occupied by
Mrs. Burgess, the widow of the late tenant, and where a thriving

business has for the last 50 years been carried on by the late

Mr. Uurgess and his predecessor, Mr. Evans. The Premises

comprise a good Dwelhng-house with Five Glass-houses, and
the usual Pits, &c., all in good working order and condition,

with about an acre of well stocked land.

For further particulars apply to Mrs. BURGESS, on the

Premises, or to Messrs. WIN lERBOTHAM, BELL and CO.,
Solicitors, Cheltenham.
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CameUlas, Azaleas, Rhododendrons, &c.

JAPERS, Nurseryman, Loochristy, near
• Ghent, Belgium, begs to call attention to his fine Collec-

tion of well-grown plants, consisting of Camellias, Azalea
ndica, Azalea Mollis, Hardy Ghent Azaleas, Rhododendrons,
and Kalmia latifolia. Priced descriptive CATALOGUE sent
free on application to

SILBERRAD AND SON, 5, Harp L.-ine, Great
Tower Stri , London, E.C.

TO AMATEUR STRAWBERRY
GROWERS.—The following varieties of carefully pre-

pared RUNNERS are now ready :—La Grosse Sucree, Keens'
Seedling. Refresher, President, Sir. J. Paxton. Ne Plus Ultra,
The Amateur, Sir C. Napier, Victoria, British Queen, Dr.
Hogg, and Filbert Pine. Price is. 6d. per score, or ^d. per
score extra post free.

"HOW TO GROW STRAWBERRIES WITH SUC-
CESS," 6\<.d.

The EUREKA POST BOX MODEL and PATTERN, jid.
W. LOVEL, Strawberry Grower. Weaverthorpe, York.

Hyacinths and other Bulbs for Forcing.
DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS and SPRING FLOWERING

PLANTS for SPRING GARDENING.

APRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
of the best Bulbs and Plants for above purposes, post-

' free. Prices under any of the leading houses for Bulbs, &c., of
the same quality. Collections of Bulbs for forcing, lor. 6d. and

; do. for planting, io5. 6d. and vis. ; do. of spring flowering

DANIELS BROS.'

CHOICE FLOWER ROOTS.
Our superbly Illustrated CATALOGUE of the
above is now ready, and may be had post-free by
all intending purchasers, on application.

HYACINTHS^Choice named, in splendid
variety, 6s., 9/., 12s., iSs. and 24J. per dozen.

DANIELS BROS.' CHOICE
COLLECTIONS
65. 6d.. 12s. 6J., :

carriage free.

of FLOWER ROOrs,
2s., by. and 84 J. each,

DANIELS BROS,,
.SEED GROWERS and NURSERYMEN. The ROYAL

NORFOLK SEED ESTABLISHMENT,
NORWICH.
Bouvardlas.

MESSRS. JOHN STANDISPI AND CO.
have a magnificent stock of these beautiful winter-

flowering plants to offer, consisting of the five following varie-
ties, which they have after long experience proved to be the
best for general purposes:—Vreelandii. Bride, Hogarthii, Jas-
miniflora. and Hnmboldtii corymbitlora. Price tSi. to 24s. per
dozen

; £7 los. per 100,

Koyal Nurseries. Ascot. Eerk^.

T
Miscellaneous Bulbs and Tubers.

HOMAS S. WARE'S A.B.C. DESCRIP-
TIVE BULB GUIDE for .876 is now ready, comprising

of the largest Lists of miscellaneous Bulbs and Tubers
nt, including complete lists of Liliums, Narcissus, Iris,
in addition to many species now offered for the first time

;

ning also a selection of spring flowering and other peren-

Hale Fa
nn planting.
•

1 Nil
, Tottenham, London, N.

Alexis Dalllere'B Horticultural Establishment
ADOLPHE D'HAENE (Successor), Fau-

bourg de Bru.velles, Ghent, Belgium, has to ofl^er the
following :

—
AZALEA INDICA. with buds, .£5 per loo , do., stronger

plants, £6 per 100.

„ PONTICA, with buds (Hardy Ghent Azaleas), £4 per .00.
A. D'H. begs to call the special attention of his honourable

clients to hrs splendid Collection of PALMS and ORNAMEN-TAL PLANTS, which he can deliver in large quantities. Price
lbe>

it, Ghent, Belgii

TREE FERNS.
TNB LARGEST AND BEST STOCK IN EUROPE.

\\^ILLIA1v1 B U lT., F. L.S.,
Respectfully invites the Nobility and Gentry to an inspection of the above ; also of his

MAGNIFICENT SPECIMEN ORNAMENTAL PLANTS,
Adapted for the decoration of Conservatories and Greenhouses, or suited for Sub tropical Gardening.

ESTABLISHMENT FOR NEW AND RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

HYACINTHS, TULIPS and OTHER BULBS.

Wm. Paul & Son
(Successors to the late A. Paul & Son,— Established 1S06)

BEG TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEIR NEW

CATALOGUE OF HYACINTHS, TULIPS AND OTHER BULBS,
CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS, &c.,

IS NOW READY, AND WILL BE SENT, POST-FREE, ON APPLICATION.
COLLECTIONS of BULBS, from 10s. 6d. to 84s.

A CHOICE COLLECTION of CAMELLIAS, 30s. per dozen and upwards.
SPECIMEN CAMELLIAS, from One to Thirty Guineas each.

" Hyacinths formed the most important feature of the show, the principal exhibitor being Mr. Wm. Paul, of
Waltham Cross, who was far in advance of any other in the size and beauty of the noble spikes'which he placed' in
competition. "—y(7«ra«/ of Uorlicultiire.

" Hyacinths were ag.-iin the main feature, Mr. Wm. Paul taking 1st prize with a collection that were as near
absolute perfection as, in the present state of our knowledge, we can \m-i.%m.&."— Gardeners' Magazine.

" It is due to Mr. Wm. Paul's wonderful group of Hyacinths, to which was awarded the ist prize, that a tribute
should be borne here to their incomparable quality.'— 7"//i; Florist.

PAUL'S NURSERIES and SEED WAREHOUSE,
WALTHAM CROSS, HERTS.

HIGHLY IMPORTANT SALE of ODONTOGLOSSUM CIRRHOSUIVI(true).

jWTR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at his Great
LVJ. Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on TUESDAY, September 19, at

half-past 12 o'clock precisely, a quantity of magnificent plants of this new ODONTOGLOSSUM,
in unusual large masses, and in the best possible health, having been collected by Messrs. Klaboch,
the original discoverers. The plants here offered are the true v.ariety. A plant in flower of

Odontoglossum cirrhosum (Lindl.), was shown at the Royal Horticultural Society's Meeting,
April 5, 1876, and has been figured in the Gardeners' Chronicle, April 15, 1S76, and described by
Professor Dr. Reichenbach, at page 503. The plants of this extremely handsome Orchid will be
sold without reserve. Also extra large masses of the rare ODONTOGLOSSUM HALLII, in

large quantities, and good growing plants of the very beautiftil BOLLEA CU-:LESTIS (Reich.),

TRICHOPILIA FRAGRANS, and PESCATOREA ROEZLII, &c..

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

AUCTION ROOMS AND OFFICES, 38, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON, W.C.

Highly Important Sale of South American and Brazilian Orchids,

ONOIDIUM ROGERSI, ODONTOGLOSSUM CIRRHOSUM,
ODONTOGLOSSUM HALLII, &c.

TV/TR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at his Great
-LVJ. Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, September 21, at

half-past 12 o'clock precisely, a very large quantity of ONCIDIUM ROGERSI, amongst them
very splendid plants with healthy leaves and young growths ; several hundreds of fine plants of

ODONTOGLOSSUM CIRRHOSUM, O. HALLII, in quantity, amongst them masses of a

size rarely seen; TRICHOPILIA (PILUMNA) FRAGRANS, MESOSPINIDIUM SAN-
GUINEUM, ONCIDIUM NUBIGENUM, best variety; O. MACRANTHUM. Also, fine

established plants of PHALTENOPSIS AMABILIS, P. SCHILLERIANA, P. LUDEMAN-
NIANA, DENDROBIUMS, SACCOLABIUMS in variety, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

AUCTION ROOMS AND OFFICES, 38, KING STREET, COV^ENT GARDEN,
LONDON, W.C.
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CABBAGE PLANTS, SEEDS, ROOTS,&c.,
of all kinds, for the Farm or Garden. " Gee's superior

Bedfordshire-grown Plants and Seeds have attained much
celebrity :

" vide Bedford Mercury, July 29, 1876. " The
soils of the district offer facilities enjoyed at few places for

bringing away plants, &c., and under the skill and perse-
verance of IVfr. F. Gee they are turned to good account :

"

-jide Asrknltnral Gazette. July 31, 1876. See other opinions
of the Press, also a Treatise on the Cabbage. CATA-
LOGUES, lowest prices, &c., on application to FREDERICK
GEE, Seed and Plant Grower. &c.. Biggleswade, Beds.

/CHARLES TURNER recommends the
\J following varieties a
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China, at all events, by hearsay, just as they

knew of Tarshish through the medium of the

Phcenician sailors. In Isaiah xlix. 12, when the

prophet is declaring the advent of all the

nations of the earth to the throne of Jehovah,

" They shall come," he says, " from far, these

from the north and from the west, and these

from the land of Sinim." The sense of this

passage clearly indicates in the people of the

"land of Sinim," a nation living at the extremity

of the known world, either south or east. There

is nothing to cnni ect them with any southern

region. The SinJE, on the other hand, that

powerful race in whose name is found the origin

of China, and whose dynasty became the

dominant one in the land of the Tea-tree,

having had an independent existence in the

western parts of the country as early as

the eighth century B.C., were in all likelihood

known of, by name, in every part of civilised

Asia, and it was to the Sina; probably that

Isaiah alluded. The prophetic ministry of

Isaiah was in operation during the fifty years

which ended B.C. 713 or thereabouts. There is

thus no objection on the score of date. Of

course this supplies nothing in the way of proof

that silk was carried westwards at so early a

period, but it helps to sustain the possibility of

traffic having existed to a degree that would

suffice to give the Hebrews a glimpse of it

Beyond this there is no more to be said. When
Fuller, in Pisgali, p. 302, states that " Mulberry

trees were plentiful in Palestine," and that

'•some of the best silk was made and used in

Palestine," it is entirely on his own authority.

He would seem to have been betrayed into this

far too precipitate assertion through supposing

that silk was intended by the Greek word

(iia-a-ns, found by him in the Septuagint, but

which was a name, not for silk, but for linen.

The references in the New Testament to the

Mulberry tree and to silk are precise. " If ye

had faith as a ^rain of Mustard seed, ye might

say unto this a-vKdjuvcis, be thou plucked up by

the root, and be thou planted in the sea, and it

should obey you " (Luke xvii. 6). " Merchand-

ise of gold and silver, and precious stones, and
of pearls, and fine linen, and purple, Kai o-i/pi/coO

and scarlet, and all thyine wood " (Rev. xviii. 1 2).

Here silk counts evidently as one of the most
precious of commodities, thus as a fitting ingre-

dient of the wealth of the spiritual Babylon,

which, of course, is the scene of the association

rather than the renowned Babylon of secular

history, which latter had sunk into ruin several

centuries before the Apocalypse was written.

One or two of the Roman poets extended the

name of Morus to the Blackberry— Ovid, for

example, in the MctainorpJwses, when describ-

ing the food of primitive mankind

—

Cornasque, et in duris hcerentia mora rubetis

—

" Cornels, and Blackberries adhering to the

thorny brambles ;
* and again, in similar associa-

tion with acorns in the Fastui Possibly it may
have been Blackberries which V'irgil intended

in his pastoral, the scene being laid in a rural

grotto, and in the mythic days of fauns and
wood-nymphs. That the name should be thus

passed on to the sylvan berry was very natural,

since no two fruits belonging to different natural

orders present a more deceptive external like-

ness. The grains of the Blackberry, however,

instead of being transformed perianths, as in

the Mulberry, are veritable drupes. Plums or

Cherries in miniature, closely packed together

on a spongy receptacle.

The white-fruited Mulberry, Morus alba, was
originally introduced from China. It is con-

sidered decidedly the best for silkworms' food,

and is the only one used in Italy and Southern

France, but in other respects is less attractive

than the nigra. The tatarica, introduced in 17S4,

is probably only a geographic.il variety of the

alba. The rubra, a very distinct species, and
ornamental because of its singular form, the

branches seeming umbellate, was introduced

from North America in 1629. Leo Grindon.

BOTANICAL NOTES
OF TIII^

PRINCE OF WALES' EXPEDITION
TO INDIA.—VI.
(Cculhiurdf,vm /. 592 )

The parts of India visited by H. R. H. the Prince of

Wales previous to leaving Calcutta for the more inland

parts have lost to a great extent their true Indian

and oriental features, through having been lor a long

period in close contact with civilisation, and there-

fore are more anglicanised than the various places

seen and visited by His Royal Highness in the

northern part of India. The latter part of His Royal

Highness's visit, therefore, possessed a greater attrac-

tion and caused more interest than the visits on

the coast. It would be useless in me to keep to the

exact route of His Royal Highness, as many of your

readers had sufficient of that in the dailies then

issued, but I will endeavour to give a fair idea of

the northern parts of India as seen by myself.

Gardening in India.—Horticulture is seen

wherever Anglo-Saxons are, especially the cul-

ture ot flowers ; every railway station has its bed

of flowers, pots and tubs of favourite plants, and

wall covered with climbers. Nearly every bunga-

low has a garden, often well stocked with beautiful

flowers and foliage. All large towns have public

gardens, and very often the large towns in the

native States have beautiful gardens, which have been

introduced through the inherent taste for flowers of

the Rajahs, or through the efforts of refining

Europeans. At Jeypore, the capital of Rajputana,

the Rajah is cultivating amongst his subjects a taste

for arts and sciences ; the town is splendidly laid out

in squares, gas is laid on, menageries formed, museums

built, and ganlens laid out, all at the Rajah's expense.

Benares and Lucknow have each a passable public

garden. At Allahabad there are two gardens, under

the management of Mr. Philips, both of which pos-

sess great beauty and are undergoing several improve-

ments. In one of them I saw a splendid attempt at

bedding with English garden flowers (which are

prized more than the tropical ones by the Anglo-

Indians, and, of course, have a greater interest to

the natives), viz.. Antirrhinums, Verbenas, Petrmias,

Phlox, Asters, Stocks, Tagetes, Portulacas, Gaz.

anias. Pelargoniums, Ageratums, Pentstemons, &c.

There was once a Government model farm at this

place, but I believe it failed through inexperienced

management.

Cawntore.—Cawnpore boasts of a verypretty little

garden, which reflects great credit, not only on the

persons in direct connection with it, but upon the

Anglo-Indians in general. It is known as the

Memorial Garden and Well, and occupies the scene

of the terrible Cawnpore massacre of 1S57 during the

Indian mutiny, where numerous women and children

were treacherously violated and murdered. The fine

monumental well, with an angel of mercy weeping in

the centre, stands on an elevated mound where the well

originally was into which the innocent victims were

thrown by relentless murderers. A little way from the

well there are two patches of land separated from the

rest of ,the garden by an iron fence, and there the

numerous gravestones mark the spot on which some

of the poor unfortunate victims fell. And what man
could stand in that secluded and quiet spot, with

everything as still as death except the gentle breezes

blowing through the lofty trees, and the soft twitter-

ing of small birds, the mournful habit of the drooping

Cupressus funebris around him, and the full-sized

figure of the weeping angel in the attitude of looking

with pity upon the agonies ol the unfortunates in

the well—and then read the tales of horror which

the gravestones have to tell, and know that twenty

years have not passed by since the awful tragedy took

place upon the very spot where he stands—without

having the feelings of pity and revenge struggling

together in his breast ? And what native, knowing

the object and history of the garden, is not struck with

the fact that England may forgive but can never

forget the slaughter of the innocent ? The garden is

well stocked with foliage and flowering plants, and

kept clean and tidy to the extreme. About 4 miles

from Cawnpore there is a Government farm, success-

fully managed by Mr. Simpson. Delhi, one of the

most famous places during the Indian mutiny, is

naturally poor in vegetation, but has a pretty little

garden in the centre of the city, superintended by the

Rev.-G. Smith, a Baptist minister. There is also a

small garden at Lahore, but owing to the intense

heat and long drought very little will grow to per-

fection.

SaharunI'ORE.— The botanical garden of the

North-western Provinces of India is situated at

Saharunpore, and is about the best in India.

They have been under the care of Dr. Jamieson

for over thirty years ; he has just resigned,

and when I was there Mr. Nisbet, for many

ye.ars curator, was officiating as superintendent.

The grounds are very extensive, and the botanical

collection is rich, especially in the flora of Northern

India and other cool tropical parts. Eucalypti,

Mahogany, and Millingtonia hortensis grow to an

immense size, and the majority of English garden

flowers thrive exceedingly well. Numerous experi-

ments in practical botany are being carried on, by

which many economical and medicinal resources have

been brought to light. Lately the cultivation of

Biehmeria nivea has been successfully attempted ;
the

fibre produced by this plant excells all other fibres in

strength and beauty, and would undersell all others if

an easier and cheaper method could be discovered than

the one now in vogue ; for this purpose experiments

have, I believe, been made. It is known as Rhea

fibre, or Chinese grass.

Agra.—The Tadj garden at Agra is a very attrac-

tive place, arising, of course, principally from the build-

ing. This grand and wonderful edifice, called the Tadj

Mahal, was erected by Shah Jehan, as a monument to

his much beloved and favourite Empress, Moumton

Mahal, over 200 years ago. It stands right on the

barren banks of the Jumna ; for as far as the eye- can

reach there is nothing but the same sandy sterile

appearance, so that it was no small undertaking to

build a tomb which should surpass all others, and

enclose a lovely garden in this (comparatively speak-

ing) desert. I have seen ancient and modern

European buildings, Grecian temples, Egyptian pyra-

mids and palaces, Hindoo temples, and the wonder-

ful mosques of the Mahometans ; but, according to

my idea, all these sink into insignificance before the

mighty presence of the Tadj Mahal. It .is built of

rose and white marble, literally worked into a lovely

picture of flowers, history, and designs, by the inlay-

ing of black marble, jasper, cornelians, agates, tur-

quoises, coral, garnets, sapphires, porphyry, and dia-

monds. The whole of the Koran is inlaid with

black marble, and all the heiroglyphics are done

by inlaying. I was extremely sorry to see

numerous places where the soldiers during the

mutiny, and other people, have extracted many of

the precious stones. In the centre of the large dome
the empress sleeps the sleep of death in an elegantly

sculptured and mlaid marble coffin, the emperor in a

similar one by her side, the whole surrounded by a

gorgeous balustrade of sculptured marble. The front

of ttiis wonderful tomb is gracefully set off by a beau-

tiful garden, with a stream of clear water running

through the centre. Bignonia venusta, BougairiviUea

glabra and B. spectabilis, were splendid in their dis-

play of massive blooms ; Dracrenas, Crotons, Palms,

Cycads, Araucarias, and numerous flowering herbs

and shrubs, a few Conifeios and umbrageous tropical

trees ; all tended to lending a charm to the scene ;

but it is impossible to convey a correct notion or give

justice to the Tadj in a de.scription—to understand and

appreciate it the building must be seen. C. Alid/U*

{To be contituied.)

THE PLANTING OF TREES IN
LARGE TOWNS.

Birmingham has been one of the first of our large

towns to try the experiment of planting trees in the

public streets, and, so far, with considerable success.

In Broad Street, which is one of the principal

thoroughfares leading from the heart of the town to

lidgbaston, Harborne, Plagley, and other outskirts

of Birmingham, and is a street with good shops and

pavements the entire distance, now presents an

appearance which thoroughly astonishes even the

oldest inhabitant, for at intervals of about 20 yards on

either side of the street, and rising out of the pave-

ment, 99 fine Plane trees were planted in the spring

of this ye.ar, and the time may come when a rising

generation may reach, forth from their bedroom

windows and set the Small Birds Act at defiance by

surreptitiously "collaring" birds' nests. There are

in Birmingham some whose Arcadian predilections

lead them to expect a colony of rooks, whilst others

have already in the small hours of the morning

affirmed that the nightingale's mellifluous notes have
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been heard from the umbrageous woods of Broad

Street.

I affirm nothing except that the Corporation

of Birmingham determined to try the experiment

of planting Broad Street and other places which are

really in the heart of the town, and the result, so far,

is most satisfactory. Of the ninety-nine trees planted in

Broad Street this spring only two are dead. All the

others, with two or three exceptions, are in good

health and foliage, and have made fair growth, and

this is really a matter for surprise, for not only have

the atmospheric influences to be dealt with, but, what

is worse still, the roadway and almost the whole of

the soil underneath the pavements are more or less

impregnated with gas from the hundreds of small

pipes passing from the main. In fact, Mr. R. H.

Vertegans, of the Chad Valley Nurseries, Birming-

ham, to whom the Corporation entrusted the supply

of trees and planting, informs rae that he found this

to be the greatest evil he had to contend with. In

every case the paving-stones were lifted, and large

holes 6 to 7 feet across were excavated about 3 feet

deep and filled in with new soil, and the trees very

carefully planted, men being ready to fix circular

tree-guards at once, iron gratings 3 feet square to fix

into the pavements round each tree, and to firmly

secure the trees to the guards. Of course, clean,

young, robust, healthy, well-rooted specimen trees

were selected, each being from 14 to 15 feet in

height.

In Stephenson Place and Stephenson Street, the

principal thoroughfares to New Street station, some

two dozen Plane trees have been planted, and, with

the exception of two, the others are doing well. Some
of them are in exceptionally good health and foliage,

and as much at home as though growing in the plea-

sure grounds of Enville or Stoneleigh, and yet these

trees are growing in the central part of a large manu-

facturing town which has a reputation for smoke. But

not only is the triumph of the Plane tree in Birming-

ham as a town tree complete, at Gosta Green, which,

by-the-by, is no green at all now, but is a circumscribed

lung of the town, on the Aston Road, and through

which almost everybody passes in going to the Aston

Lower Grounds, is an open space from which various

streets converge, and the opportunity was presented

of planting as an experiment six handsome specimens

of the Canadian Poplar, four of which are in luxuriant

foliage, whilst one other is dead and another is not

in good foliage, but Mr. Vertegans is not in the least

surprised at these two not doing well, because of the

gas main running so near to them. The experiment

has clearly shown that this valuable tree is one of the

very best for planting in large towns, especially in the

manufacturing districts.

The summer of this year has been a very trying one

for these newly planted trees, but Mr. Till, the

Borou;jh Surveyor, has taken great interest in the

planting of the streets, and has contributed to the

success of the trees by ordering them be liberally sup-

plied with water during the dry, hot weather.

In Bristol Street and the town end of Bristol Road
Mr. Vertegins has planted nearly loo selected Lime
trees for the Corporation, preparing the ground in the

same manner as for the Plane trees, and notwith-

standing the unusual heat and drought of the summer
all are in a flourishing state, except four, which are

known to be very close to gaspipes ; but it is quite

evident that the Lime is not so suitable a tree as the

Plane for town planting, as it loses its foliage so early

in the season. Another proof of the value of the

Canadian Poplar in a smoky district is to be seen in

the grounds of St. Martin's Church, in the Bull Ring

(the old parish church of Birmingham), where twenty

of these were planted last winter by Mr. Vertegans,

and are all in excellent health and foliage and will

soon be large trees.

Under the School Board Act, Birmingham has

been fully equal to the occasion, for a visit to these

has shown me what very large admirably arranged

buildings of considerable architectural pretensions

with large asphalted playgrounds have been built, and

at least ten of these are already in use in various parts

of the town. The planting oF all the playgrounds was

entrusted by the Council of the School Board to Mr.

Vertegans, and Planes, Ontario and Canadian

Poplars, Limes, Sycamores, and Elms have been

used. All are doing very well, and from the fact of an

asphalted surface occupying the whole of the play-

grounds and no gratings being as yet provided for the

trees [!], they are promising to do much better than

could be expected. However, it is fully evident here

that the Plane and Poplar do best, for they grow
more freely than the others, and in the early part of

this month (September) the foliage is green and sound,

whilst almost all the others show very plainly the

effects of the past summer, and that autumn is upon

u?. The Ontario Poplar has this unfortunate draw,

back— it is so prone to suffer from canker, in smoky
towns especially, otherwise it is a very hardy tree

with good foliage and of quick growth, growing

almost anywhere and under adverse circumstances.

The Canadian Poplar cannot be too strongly recom-

mended, as it is entirely free from canker, of vigorous

growth, and of handsome habit and foliage. I/orlus.

OBAN.
(^Coiichtdcdfrom i>. 326.)

Emerging from the Crinan Canal, a third steamer

conveys the passengers to Oban, making its way amid

sea and mountain scenery of the same general

character as that which was noted in the forenoon,

but with hints of yet grander things in store. To-

wards 5 30 or 6 1'. M., say in about eleven hours after

leaving Glasgow, we enter the Sound of Kerrera, so

named from the island which forms its western

boundary, the mainland of Argyleshire with Oban

lying to the right. And now we are close to the

celebrated
" Hebrid isles,

Placed.far amid the melancholy main
"

—"melancholy," perhaps, at times, for the most

joyous things in Nature are not without the undertone

of sadness, but in fine weather here at Kerrera

suggestive only of recreation. Some of the adjacent

waters are in a certain degree perilous, since from the

numerous inlets and inland lochs, conflicting tides are

often prone to sally forth, and, seconded by gusts and

flaws of wind from the mountain glens, become

sources of sudden danger to the sailor. But in front

of Oban itself all is secure, and the yachts seem to

cast anchor only from habit. The little town itself

nestles in a cavity among the hills. Opposite, beyond

Kerrer.a, is towering Mull. Everywhere the dimpled

sea is fenced with rising grounds, the scenery of the

" Lord of the Isles." We seem to be on the edge of

Derwent Water, or of Coniston or Windermere,

rather than on the borders of the Atlantic, and have

to taste before we can be quite sure that the water is

salt.

Oban is reputed the warmest place in the West of

Scotland, hence we find in the gardens such unex-

pected things as Escallonia macranlha, Laurustinus,

Weigela rosea, the Mezereon, Sweet Briar, and many

other favourite south-country shrubs, all thriving, and

some flowering freely. Fuchsias, as in the Isle of

Skye, are abundant ; a cottage front covered with

Fuchsia and wdiite Jessamine that we happened to

pass was quite a picture. The prevailing trees are,

upon the higher grounds, Scotch Pine and Larch
;

and on the lower ones Sycamore, Ash, and Beech.

Oaks are infrequent, Wych Elms tolerably common ;

here and there occur the Lime, the Birch, the

Walnut, the Horse Chestnut, the Spanish Chestnut,

the black Poplar, and the Balsam Poplar. The Fir-

crowned heights above Dunolly Castle are exceedingly

grand, they remind one of all that has been written in

praise of the " trees of the spear," .and upon their fit-

ness for the mountains, and certainly there are no

trees which could harmonise more perfectly with this

ancient stonghold, now a weather-beaten ruin.

Dunolly 500 years ago was a place of immense im-

portance, where the lords of Lome, the powerful

chieftains who so long withstood Robert Bruce, had

their abode, wisely choosing, like the old Hebridean

chieftains, an inaccessible promontory by the sea.

There, tradition tells us, Fmgal himself was accus-

tomed to seek pastime ; to this day there remains the

great stony mass to which his faithful dog was tied for

safety. The gardens at Oban are chiefly remarkable for

their gay annuals, though perennials, such as Phloxes,

Antirrhinums, and the everlasting Pea, flourish satis-

factorily ; it seemed odd to come several times upon

Costmary and Elecampane. Very little is attempted

in the way of culinary vegetables, only the very

plainest kinds are at all prevalent. The same has to

be said of the farm crops, which in the immediate

vicinity appear limited to Oats and Potatos.

The indigenous flora is copious, but contains little

that is remarkable. The most noticeable plant, after

the species which give floral character to the general

scene, such as Heather, Knapweed, and Ragwort, is

the milk-white Parnassia, which occurs in consider-

able abundance, usually with intermixture of Pingui-

cula vulgaris. Nothing in the month of August is

more remarkable in the local botany than the profusion

of luxuriant Eyebright (Euphrasia oflicinalis), the

more particularly as it assumes the aspect of an

Acanthaceous plant : the bracteas become vertical, and
the dainty blossoms peer forth just like those of some
cherished Eranthemum. The seeds of the Eyebright,

when viewed with a low magnifying power, are found

to be ribbed-, like certain sea shells, with transverse

bars, after the manner of the peristome of a moss, the

plainer to be distinguished since the seed coat is white.

Some of the Oban wild flowers seem to attain

dimensions quite unusual, those, for instance, of the

Corn Marigold, the like of which I have never

witnessed elsewhere, as regards either the size of the

individual discs or the plenteousness of the plant. In

several parts it occupies the self same place which

near London is taken by the Poppy. Rubicunda

ceres would here have to be altered to Auricoma.

Mingled with it in some of the Potato fields were

noble specimens of the Galeopsis versicolor, so lovely

in its united soft yellow and softer purple. The
peculiar form and colouring of this beautiful flower,

and the congenerous features of the Euphrasia, violet,

gold, and white, with lip and deep recess, place these

two pl.ints in exact and sweet travestie as to their

blossoms of some of the most admired of the Indian

Dendrobes. And the interesting fact in Oban botany

is the occurrence in dry places of the terrestrial form

of the Polygonum amphibium, one of the only two

truly amphibious plants of the British Islands.

Accustomed to see it floating in the deep water of the

Chesliire meres, the spectacle of its rosy cones in the

middle of a hedge becomes very remarkable. The
other British amphibian is the Hydrocotyle vulgaris,

which in the waters in Delamere Forest sends out

runners like those of a Strawberry, and 3 or 4 feet in

length. Singular to say, near Oban I found it

sprouting out of the chinks of the walls, associated

with Ferns and the Sedum anglicum. The little flat

fruits of this singular plant ripen abundantly when it

is located on a spongy bog. In the meadows at Oban
there is plenty of the Festuca vivipara ; the ground,

wherever wet, teems beyond expression with Meadow-
sweet and the Iris Pseud-Acorus, both also creep

down close to the sea margin, and there blend very

curiously with Glaux, Arraeria, and Cochlearia, phis

I'^ropetrum and Calluna, a unique and "happy
family " indeed. Minute and prolonged search would

no doubt result in the discovery of some unusual

plants, but the general complexion of the Oban flora

is very ordinary. There is nothing that one need go

there purposely to see, or that may not be observed

much nearer home.
To think, however, of field botany as enjoyable or

worthy of pursuit only where varieties are to be found

is an immense mistake. Mr. Sclater last year, in

his address to the Biological Section at Bristol, did

well and wisely to impress upon naturalists the

paramount import.ince of locality, and rightly added

that in the study of the distribution of the living

objects of Nature there would be found, after what

embryology teaches, the key to the much vexed

question of the origin of species. It remains true,

nevertheless, that the most enduring enjoyment of

Nature is derived, as said above, from its common
things ; and the man is greatly to be pitied who finds

less charms in the Harebells and the purple Heather,

in the Foxgloves and in the Primroses, than in what

he drops upon only once perhaps in the season. The
customs of Nature are quite as precious, if we view

them aright, as her anomalies. The old ways of

wliicii a kind Providence is never tired are perhaps

even more precious than those which He does not love

well enough to repeat and multiply. J.co GrinJcv,

Manchester,

REMARKS ON VINE CULTURE.
(Concluded frmi, f. 358.)

I HAVE previously indicated that is not my inten-

tion to make any reference to the ordinary routine of

Grape growing but only to notice such cases as I

think likely to be of some interest to a portion of your

readers. I will, therefore, next refer to overcrowding

Vines of all sorts in one house. There is a feeling

prevalent amongst many growers that where old

Vines become used up it is a good plan either to plant

young Vines among the old ones, or to graft or inarch.

I have never seen either plan succeed very well,

all the grafting in the world will not alter the fact that

the drainage in the border may be choked. And

how can we expect a healthy scion when once its

union is effected with a stock, the roots of which are
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struggling for existence in a badly drained sodden

border ?

Where the drainage is known to be good, it is a

capital plan to inarch or graft on kinds that have been

proved to succeed well together. The plan upon the

v?hole is a much safer one than planting young Vines

amongst old ones. The same remarks will apply to

the cutting back of old Vines, as, however well they

may break and grow, the fact still remains unaltered

that their roots may be drawing their nourishment

from a very unhealthy source, and, therefore, I con-

sider it time wasted experimentally which in the end

may turn out to be a failure ; for however good a

crop one may procure, if their keeping qualities are

not up to the mark they are absolutely useless to a

family. It fell to my lot five years ago to deal with a

range of vineries where strenuous efforts had been made

to improve .the condition of the Grapes by planting

young Vines amongst old ones, and by grafting, &c.

Indeed this sort of muddling had been carried so far

as to give the vineries the appearance of a thicket of

black Currant trees trained. Every year seemed to

make matters worse, until this muddly state of Vine

growing reached its climax and patience became

exhausted. The total annihilation of the stock

became a compulsory matter, and a further demand

on patience to bide a little longer whilst the pro-

cess of renovation was being carried out. In order

to prevent an entire want of fruit one house was

planted temporarily, on June 20, with three sets of

Vines, so as to utilise every foot of glass with bearing

wood for the following year. I think it is better for the

rising school always to bear in mind that reformations

are better earned out in a modified form, or, in other

words, that it is preferable to make some temporary

provision for a moderate supply rather than cut it off

altogether. Bearing this fact in mind, it was neces-

sary not only to lay a basis for the future, but also to

keep a careful eye to present necessities. The Vines

that looked worst were, of course, doomed to come

out first, but I wish to note particularly the inmates of

one house, which were for the most part Muscats,

Alicantes, Barbarossas, Lady Downe's, &c. All were

cut out but the Muscats and Alicantes, leaving one

Vine where there were three previously, so as to give

some chance of a thorough ripening process being

effected. The Vines in the houses on each side of

this particular house being rooted out, the old borders

were carted away, leaving the Muscat border standing

alone, the bare sides being thickly thatched, to pre-

vent the external air from penetrating to any depth

into the border. The drainage, which before was

choked, was now free, and as starting time

came round again we had wood as hard as bullets to

cut at. The ordinary formalities preparatory to

forcing being gone through, the Vines were dropped

6 inches further from the glass. Before they were so

near that the leaves were paralysed with cold in frosty

weather, and blotched and parboiled in hot seasons.

I think it a tremendous mistake not to have space

for a free, healthy current of air between the Vines

and the glass. It saves an immensity of time

in insect-hunting, and imparts a healthy, leathery

feel to the foliage. In the earlier stages of forcing

nothing particular was noticed in the appearance of

the young shoots beyond that of a heavy crop, but as

time passed on the bunches spun out to a length

which quite upset our calculations, and they carried

out their progressive appearance to the end, and

finished a beautiful house of Grapes, from which some
prize bunches were cut. All through the growing

season the roots of these Vines were liberally supplied

with strong liquid manure, three times the ordinary

quantity being used, owing to the borders on either side

being carted away, there being no possibility of stag-

nant water lurking about their roots. These are simple

but honest facts, and in briefly summing the matter

up I am aware that what I have written only points

to thorough drainage, liberal watering, and, above all,

care not to grow more than a proportionate quantity

of Vines in a given space, and never to attempt too

great a mixture. I think this case also points to the

great endurince of Vines, and to what may be expected

from them, however badly they may have been treated

by giving them a partial rest and a season of ordinary

good management, never overlooking the necessity

for perfect drainage, without which all efforts to

grow and keep good Grapes will prove futile

—

unless, indeed, the natural soil should contain all the

necessary elements conducive to good Grape growing.

I should have had no hesitation in retaining these

old Vines, and keeping them in full vigour for a

number of years, but for their being so centrally

situate in a range of houses where young Vines grown

with some respect to general appearance and regu-

larity would scarcely be in keeping with the irregular

lanky old spurs on the old ones. And my old friends

were rooted out simply for appearance sake. Let me
now retrace my steps to the house which was planted

with three sets of Vines, all Hamburghs, which un-

doubtedly answered its purpose, and from which an

extraordinarily heavy crop of useful fruit was cut

twelve months after planting.

The same style of cropping was adopted the follow-

ing year, but not with the same success as regards finish,

for we had brown Grapes instead of black, and the

Vines themselves hung out their signal of distress.

Some one who pretended to be an authority on

Grape growing gave us credit for killing these Vines,

but being too conscientious to wear honours for which

we had not worked, there was no alternative open

to us but to spurn the idea of having any such distin-

guishing mark tacked upon our shoulders, and I was

not a little pleased some weeks ago on visiting this

good fruit-growing being the mere result of an acci-

dent ?—not because the grower thoroughly investi-

gated the nature of soil, subsoil, &c., and worked

accordingly, but because he blundered into the right

vein accidentally. We must, however, make due

allowance for the multiplicity of vague theories pro-

pounded about Grape growing fifty years ago. So

much seemed to be shrouded in darkness in those

days that the present generation, with the vast

material they have to work with, cannot expect any-

thing like a proportionate amount of credit for the

superior productions of the present age.

To return to the point about which I was so much
impressed, and in order to make the matter intelligible

to your readers, I have to state that previous to coming

here the Vines in two large vineries were lifted during

winter, and a sort of patched-up border made with,

I suppose, the idea of re-invigorating their failing

energies. This operation was performed during

winter, and it was in the month of June following that

I first saw them ; and to any one who was acquainted

with the assimilation of sap between root and branch

Fig. 70.—the vintage in Switzerland (p. 357).

vinery to find in it the largest and best shaped bunches

of Black Hamburghs I have seen for many years. A
little miscalculation in thinning spoilt their appearance,

but the framework was there had prize bunches

been the aim of the grower. As I have before

mentioned, this house was only planted to fill up a

gap temporarily, the Vines being subsequently in-

tended to be used as "stocks" on which to try

experiments with other Grapes.

I have next to refer to a case which came under my
notice here, and one which I am not likely to forget

for a long time to come. It was a case of remarkable

interest in so far as it goes to prove the seeming vitality

of Vines and the enormous resources they must have

to draw from in the shape of "stored-up sap," for in

this case I had positive evidence that there was very

little root-action to assist or maintain a crop of leaves

and fruit. In writing of these Vines I am opening up
the history of Vines once famous in Lancashire, from

whose boughs were cut bunches of fruit notable in

their day, and it was particularly worthy of notice to

observe the simple formation of Vine borders in olden

times as compared with the engineering skill sup-

posed to be required in the execution of similar work
at the present day. How often do we find proof of

it was painfully evident that the supply from the

former was a limited one. Indeed, the small, narrow,

contracted, warty leaves were indicative enough of the

enfeebled state of these Vines. The inmates of one

house were instantly condemned, and at once rooted

out, when not the slightest attempt at fresh root-action

was observable. The Vines in the other house in

question looked rather better, and we resolved to let

them remain till the autumn, as there were a few

bunches of fruit in the house which might come in

useful ; but the berries never attained half their proper

size, and every berry in the house was stoneless.

I was very curious to see how the roots had acted,

so that we were careful in rooting them out ; but to

my utter surprise all I could find in the shape of young

roots was a little bunch exactly like a ** mop " round

the neck of each Vine,*where they were introduced

from the outer border directly under the front wall—

a

hint very suggestive of Vines being fond of brick

rubble.

There was not the faintest trace of young roots

being emitted from the old ones, and from what source,

may I ask, did these Vines exist a whole season? It

is not at all improbable that with nursing the roots in

the outer border, and by a judicious course of atmo-
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spheric treatment, these Vines might have rallied.

Every natural probability seemed to be against them

—an unprotected outside border in the worst climate

in England, an early start and a high temperature, is

not exactly the best way to utilise stored-up sap,

which when exhausted in a hurry leaves one in the

same predicament as the foolish virgins who took no

oil in their lamps.

But let us suppose the case had turned out different

and that the Vines had done moderately well, they

would still be " old;" and although Vines will live and

produce good crops for any length of time they would

after all only be patched-up, and if one has to wait

for returns it is better to be in possession of a good

young thing than a " patched up " old thing, which

like an old man will crumble down under very

ordinary pressure. Especially are these remarks

applicable to the present progressive age, when to

keep pace with the times and to keep a reputation as

well, it is necessary to be on the look-out that we are

not so far outpaced as to renderour case irretrievable.

In writing this little review, simple and short though

it be, my object is solely to strengthen the hands of

young men similarly engaged to myself. If any of

the *' knowing ones " should think fit to pick holes in

what I have written I will endeavour to mend

stone—lime of limes ; whether it also contains mag-

nesia I cannot say, but probably it does. After the

crop is off the Vines are left till February, when they

are pruned as before. In the choicer vineyards, or

where climatal circumstances render it necessary, the

Vines are protected from early frost in some or other

of the various manners mentioned in former articles.

Having seen the Vines in various stages—from the

newly rooted cutting to the old stub—it was with no

slight interest that I found myself one morning in the

midst of a vineyard, with the vintage in lull opera-

tion around me. We had arrived overnight in the

dark, so that the sight came as a pleasant surprise.

Heavy rain had fallen the day before, and in the

morning the tops were beautifully powdered over

with light granular snow, and even the Vines on

the slopes, roo feet above me, were, as the French

say, saupoudriSf lightly sprinkled over with snow.

Somehow, one does not associate the vintage with

snow unless it be on the top of some lofty and distant

mountain, where the contrast between the purple

Grapes and the autumn-tinted leaves in the foreground,

the blue sky and the distant snow, is all conventional

and proper enough. But here was the vintage going

on amid sleet and snow (October 11), a sky as grey as

any England can show, and over the lake a fog which

Fig, 71.—the vintage in Switzerland (see text).

the breaches to the best of my ability. One thing,

however, is certain—that if I have said nothing very

new every word has been substantiated by facts.

IV. Hinds, Oltenpool.

SWISS VINEYARDS.
In your number for August 15, 1874, are given a

number of illustrations of the modes of training the

Vine adopted in various parts of Italy, and which

attracted a good deal of attention at the time, as

everything relating to Grape culture does in a garden-

ing journal. Without going over old ground it may
be interesting to give some more extracts from my
note-book relating to the vintage as I saw it last year

on the shores of the Lake of Geneva. Throughout
Switzerland, on the slopes of the Jura, on the banks

of the lakes of Thun and of Geneva, the Vine is

grown, as a rule, in the same manner as in the

majority of French vineyards. The stem or stock

forms a gnarled old stub, some 4 feet in height, which
is allowed to give off 3—6 rods, each tied to a

stake, and yielding about six bunches of about

half a pound in weight. Sometimes the more
scientific wire-trellis is adopted, but this is only

in cases where the principles and practice of Dr.

Guyon and other famous French viticuUeurs have

penetrated, and that is not far or deep. The soil-
think of this, Mr. Cramb—is strong pebbly lime-

might have some claims to rival, in all save depth of

colour, that with which Londoners are familiar. What
poet ever wrote of the vintage under such auspices,

what painter ever limned it ? * Again, we associate

the vintage with all that is joyous and

merry, but these stolid Swiss peasants do

their work sadly, and seem to have'far too keen an

eye to the main chance to be merry. An amende or

fine of 2 francs was threatened to whomsoever should

enter his neighbour's vineyard ; to touch a Grape

laid one open to yet heavier penalties. Everything

was dijendu sous peine d'amende. Fortunately the

amount of the fine was small in most cases, and I

plucked up courage, and walked up and down the

rows noting the Grape gatherers and their mode of

procedure. My note-book was at once put into requi-

sition, but had to be again buried in my pocket sous

peine d^amende. Perhaps I was mistaken for a tax-

assessor 1 More warily then I pursued my way, my
hands behind my back as if tied there, to give assur-

ance of my innocent curiosity. In a moment of forget-

fulness, however, I did what I had no business

to have done—I broke the commandment which

says, "Thou shall not steal." I took just

two—on my word, only two berries— and tasted

them. They were very like Chasselas Grapes. I am
not [aware that the vi^'iierons have the authority of

Moses for inflicting a fine of 5 francs for such an

infringement of the eighth commandment, but

whether or no I was confronted with the offended

proprietor. I acknowledged my error—I offered to

pay for the two berries—I tendered an apology.

At length, sulkily and moodily, it was accepted. But

all this is very personal, a mere ** accident," as the

logicians say—a "non-essential" character, as the

naturalists have it.

I set out merely to describe the ingathering of the

Grapes. The accompanying sketches (figs. 70, 71)

will make this clear. The women and children

cut the bunches with a knife, in form like that

which is used to open sardine-boxes, and put the

berries in a wooden bowl, such as may be seen

in many an English kitchen (fig. 70, A). When full

these are taken to the light wooden hods, or biantes,

which every traveller in Switzerland is so familiar

with, and which stand at convenient intervals.

The Grapes are crushed in these hods by a wooden
mallet, B, and when full they are shipped on

on men's backs by convenient loops or straps, c D,

and thus conveyed to one end of the field— vineyard,

I beg pardon—where a long and lanky tub reposes on

a four-wheeled chariot, E. Into this tub the bruised

Grapes are cast, and when full it is driven off into

the streets of the neighbouring town. Here almost

every house has its basement cellar devoted to wine-

making or wine-storing. In the street, before the open

vaults, stand huge circular vats or tuns, some 5 or 6

feet in diameter, and 4 or 5 in depth. The long tubs are

drawn up so that they can readily be tilted over and

made to disgorge into the vat their freight of bruised

Grapes (fig. 7 1 ). Young Switzerland, in the shape of lads

of sixteen to eighteen, with bared feet and legs, now
jump into the vat, and according to a custom which
has prevailed from time immemorial, tread and still

further crush the yielding fruit. No wonder in

those warm cellars the poor fruit begins to fret and
its juices to ferment after such injuries, but out of the

downtrodden Grape springs the exhilarating wine, so

that the fruit has its revenge after all.

They do say when the vintage is all over that the

Swiss peasant loses his stolidity, and becomes un-

pleasantly lively. Not improbable, but I will not

record what I didn't see, for which reason I say

nothing of the rude press which I have seen in use

on the slopes of Voslau, in Austria, to express the

vinous liquid, and which, or something similar to

which, is no doubt used also in Switzerland. It is

the fashion to depreciate Swiss wines, but I fancy

this can only be done by those who have not tasted

the Italian ones. Moreover, there seems a good
deal of chance in the matter. Some Swiss cham-
pagne I have had the luck to taste has been excellent,

while other samples have been nearly as nasty as the

Italian substitute, Asti. But let us be just : some Asti

may be good—everything depends on whether the

Grape is well ripened or no ; and in Switzerland, when
winter sets in early, this ripening must be often

imperfectly accomplished. T/ie Rambler.

* Hut see Virgil's line—" Et jam maturis metuendus Jupiter
uvis." Eds,

GREENHOUSE PLANTS.
THEIR CULTURE AND MANAGEMENT.
CYTISUS RACEMOSUS SUPERBUS AND C. FILIPE9.

—The former of these plants is a garden hybrid, a

considerable improvement on the old C. racemosus,

and one of the most useful decorative plants grown,

producing most freely its racemes of sweet-scented,

bright yellow flowers through a good portion of the

spring ; it will also submit without injury to enough

heat to bring it in bloom during the winter season, at

which time it is equally suitable for conservatory or

room decoration as a blooming plant, or for furnish-

ing flowers for cutting which stand well in water.

The plant also possesses the advantage of bearing cut-

ting to almost any extent without being injured. It

will also flower in a small state. Little plants in 7-inch

pots, when the wood is well ripened, will produce a

complete sheet of bloom ; it is likewise one of the

easiest to manage amongst all hard-wooded subjects.

It is a general favourite in Covent Garden Market, for

which it is grown by thousands, and might with equal

advantage be much more generally used in private

establishments than it is. It is in no way particular

as to soil, growing in either peat or loam, yet the

latter is preferable, for, when grown in it, the disposi-

tion to flower is greater. Where it is the intention to

grow this Cytisus, so as to give a succession of

flowers, a number of small plants in 3 or 4-inch pots

should be procured, or they may be struck from cut-

tings in sand under a bell-glass in spring, when they

will readily root and make nice little stock in one

year for growing on. Assuming them to be in 4-inch
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pots, about the end of March or beginning of April

give them a 3-inch shift, potting them in good fibrous

loam, to which has been added one-sixtli well rotted

dung, the latter passed through a fine sieve, so that

all worms may be detected. Give a moderate

sprinkling of sand and sufficient drainage ; pot firm,

and pinch out the points of the strongest shoots. The
plant requires no support, but, lilce Acacias and some
other strong-wooded things, unless the branches are

tied down whilst young they have a disposition to

grow erect, and leave the bottom leggy and bare,

consequently the necessary training should be attended

to in the first stages of cultivation. Through the

spring syringe them overhead every afternoon, getting

thoroughly to the under-side of the leaves as well as

the upper surface, and turning the ph-ints round occa-

sionally, so that the whole may be reached by the

water. This is necessary to keep down red-spider, to

which they are subject. By shutting up the house

early whilst the sun is on the glass growth will be

encouraged, and as soon as the roots get well hold ol

the soil they must be liberally supplied with water, as

when in free growth this Cytisus requires a good deal,

Continue this treatment until tlie beginning of August,

when the plants should be turned out-of-doors and stood

on a bed of ashes, choosing a situation where they

will be protected from the mid-day sun ; they will now
require well attending to with water at the roots,

which will have filled the pots by this time. Continue

also to syringe overhead every evening during dry

weather. By the middle of September it will be

advisable to take them indoors ; they will do in any

house or pit where there is a fair amount of light,

and from which frost can be excluded. By
placing a portion of thera in a temperature of

50°, about the close of the year they can be

had in flower early, and others will succeed

them started later, to be followed by those that bloom
with the advent of solar heat. After they have

flowered, go over the whole with the knife and cut

back the leading shoots so as to keep the plants in

shape ; and when they have broken and the roots begin

to move again, pot them, giving a 3-inch shift, using soil

similar to the preceding year, and treating in every

way as before advised. They may be grown on to

a large size if required, but will bear cutting back, the

balls considerably reducing, and repotting in new soil,

but after this operation they should be kept close and
a little warmer until growth has fairly commenced.
This Cytisus is the most useful in a small or moderate
size, for wliich reason it is the best practice to start a

few young ones every year.

C. filipes is a white-flowered species, of very
slender, graceful, drooping habit, and is much used
grafted on straight, clean stems of the Laburnum, 2

or 3 feet high, so as to form pendulous standards. So
managed it is one of the most elegant plants grown,
especially for conservatory decoration, where, stand-

ing above lower growing things, it is very effective.

The stocks will succeed either from seeds or cuttings,

and require similar treatment in potting to C. race-

mosus. After grafting the plants will thrive satis-

factorily with general management, such as advised

for the first-named species.

Insects.—As already intimated, red-spider is partial

to these Cytisi, but where the precaution of diligent

syringing is continued through the growing season

this pest can be easily kept in check. If by any
chance it happens to get a footing on them it can be
destroyed by dipping, or thoroughly syringing over-

head with Gishurst, at 2 oz. to the gallon. If

affected with brown-scale, dip or wash with strong

insecticide when the plants have been cut back before

growth commences. T, Baines,

NOMENCLATURE OF TIMBER.
(Condmied/fcm p. 330.)

j/»n/<v occurs as Spruce Fir and Norway Spruce
;

the former is the older or original term, and if rightly

read is simply descriptive. Spruce Fir is the old
Prusse or Prussian Fir. It occurs in the manuscript
of Liber Alhus {dr,a 1250), as " Pruz Fir." It would
appear that there was little or no distinction in these

early times between Prussia and Russia, as the Russian
leather of our day was the Spruce leather of the

Dutch merchants who, during the Hanseatic League,
had their seat of trade at Wisby, in the Baltic. It

was through their instrumentality that the produce of
the Baltic shores reached England vid Amstersdam,
and from this cause may be traced the numerous low-

land terms that abound in our nomenclature of timber.

It will be seen that as the timber trade moved to

Norway the term Spruce accompanied it, and hence

*' Norway Spruce Fir" has long been held as the

equivalent of "white Deal." The same remark

applies to America, where "Spruce" stands for the

"white Fir" of that continent. In unearthing the

meaning of these ancient terms, the first form in

which they were used contrasts strangely with their

present use. In the case in point we should scarcely

be credited with the exercise of sound reason were we
to write "American Prussian Fir " for "American
Spruce Fir," although such term would be ortho-

graphically correct.

Stave, from the Anglo-Saxon "stref," a staff', stick,

or pole. It occurs in "flag-staff," "ladder-stave,"

and "cask or pipe-stave," and implies a light round

pole, or a hewn or riven piece of wood, smaller in

character than a deal. In medixval times the term

stave was largely used in connection witli bows. It

is certain that bow-staves were of Ash, Elm, and Yew,
but the term stave is now wholly associated with the

Oak, and there can be little doubt that staves for the

cask trade have been made of this wood from the

earliest times. It is a point worthy of investigation

whether the wainscots of the fourteenth century were

not riven staves for the cooper ; certain it is that their

value was only one-fifth that of bow-staves.

Thorn, although generally associated with our culti-

vated hedges, had in its Anglo-Saxon form a more
extended meaning. It implied a tree—although not

of the first order. In this sense it is used in the

"Buckthorn" and the "Blackthorn." From the

study of place-names in Mid-England we are led to

infer that thorne implied a wood ; a portion of Sher-

wood Forest was known as "Thorneywood Chase,"

and part of Hatfield Chase an extensive wood known
as "Thorne Waste." Indeed "Thornhills" and
" Woodhills" occur in such order that we are led to

the conclusion that they are synonymous terms.

Timber is from the Anglo-Saxon "timber" and

"tymber." I, wood; 2, a tree; 3, a frame structure

or a building. From the fact of building being

conducted in wood, timbering (ge-timbrian) was
the equivalent of building. At the burning of

the first wooden church or cathedral at York,

in 626, a larger church was ordered to be

ge-timbrian of stone. It does not appear to have

been a term much used in a territorial sense. Henry 1 1,

confirmed the grant of the church of Tymbcrland to

Thurgarton Priory, Notts, which may or may not be

the village of that name in Lincolnshire. From this

we may infer that the term applied more to the wood
in a dead state than to that of the living tree ; in

which sense it has undergone little or no change.

Tree, from the Anglo-Saxon "treow." I, a tree ;

2, wood ; 3, a piece of wood. In the latter sense it is

used in shipbuilding and carpentry, as "cross-tree,"

"roof-tree," "side tree," &c. " Treow-vvyrhta,"

the tree or wood worker, was the old term for car-

penter before we borrowed the French one of char-

peutier ; and " treow-geweorc," tree-work, was the

primiiiveof the now general " woodwork."

U'ainsecl is a word of doubtful etymology. Biyley

says it is from the Belgian " wandschote," wall

defence or lining. Ogilvie says it is from the Dutch
"wagenschot," which evidently means wagon lining

or covering ; whereas Loudon says it is from the

Dutch " ward," a wall, and "schoten," to suspend.

These derivations are evidently sought for, the various

authorities having in view the fact tjf wainscots being

largely used in the Tudor and Stuart ages for wall

framing or panelling, which appears probable, from

being made of Oak, to hive taken up the name of

wainscoting. As wainscots were articles of import

centuries before this time it is highly probable these

authors were in error. In the Liber Albiis of the City

of London in the reign of Henry II. (1215-1266), we
find the following note:—"For every hundred of

boards called weynscotte one halfpenny to be paid as

custom upon landing at Billyngesgate ;
" and waynscot

formed items of assessment in the cargos of nearly

every ship arriving in Hull, 2d Henry IV. (1400).

The writer records these notes to assist in the solution

of this knotty terra, the accepted derivations of v.?hich

are in no way satisfactory. It may be further noted

that wainscot in the Swedish and Gjrman dialects

bears the sense or meaning of wall-lining or panel-

ling.

IValnii!, a name that occurs with little variation in

the German and Swedish dialects, is from the Anglo-

Saxon "wealh-knut," the foreign Nut; "wealh"

was a term our rude forefathers applied to anything

foreign, hence "wealh-men," Welshmen, the Celtic

race formerly inhabiting this country, but driven by
them into the fastnesses of the Welsh mountains. The
etymology of this word implies that the same people

were acquainted with this fruit long before the tree

was introduced. Like many other fruit-bearing trees,

it is supposed to have been introduced by the

Romans, but to have been lost through the neglect

they received after the departure of these warlike

people, and to have been re-introduced by the monks
of the middle ages, who were great gardeners and
cultivators.

IVooel is a grand old Teutonic term. It is the

Anglo-Saxon "wude," German "wald," and the

Swedish "ved," It means, I, a tree; 2, the sub-

stance of a tree ; 3, a collection of trees. " Wude-
beam" was the primitive term for forest tree, and
"wood-hewer" and "wood-feller" of woodman.
The mention of this term reminds us of the scriptural

allusion to " the hewers of wood and the drawers of

water." In early times the calling of wood-hewer was
of that importance that it stood for a family name
with the followers thereof; hence the commonsurnames
of Woodyeare, Goodyear, &c, ; by the same rule the

progenitors of the wood-fellers are recognised under the

Horn de fhiiiie of Goodfellow. In a territorial sense

"wood" has given its name to numerous families,

some of which may be recognised under the corrupted

forms of "Good" and " Hood." Robin Hood, the

popular myth of the middle ages, is supposed to be a
name or term drawn from his calling—" Robber of
the Wood," as robbers were called " Robin.men."
"Robin" is given in the Dietionary 0/ Phrase and
Fable, as highwayman. Perhaps one of the most
remarkable uses of the term "wood" was in its ap-
plication to timber dealers or merchants, who were
anciently called "wood-mongers"—the equivalent of
the Swedish " ved-hanlare." The writer has docu.
mentary evidence of the use of this serio-comic term
in London as early as 1350, and in Hull as late as

1650.

Wnghl, the short or abbreviated form of "wrough-
ter," a workman, may in conclusion be noticed. It is

curious that it has affixed itself to those trades asso-

ciated with wood, thus evidencing the former import-

ance of these crafts or callings. We have already
noticed that the ancient "tree-wright" is buried under
the modern term of carpenter, but it lives in cart-

wright, wheelwright, vvainwright, plowright, ship-

wright, and boatwriglit, which are common as trade
or personal names. Wni. Stevenson, F.R.ILS., Hull,
in the " Timber TraJes Jountal."

LITTLE KNOWN DAINTIES.—II.

ToMATos.—It may to some appear r.ather out of

place to put Tomatos in a list of little-known dainties,

but although this*xcellent vegetable is ful ly appreciated
by those who affect a foreign cuisine, the true British

cook looks upon it as " messy rubbish," and will not
prepare it for the table oflener than she is compelled ;

the more uneducated classes are, as a rule, exceed-
ingly bigoted in their ideas, and the possibility of
Tomatos being a very wholesome article of diet, hke
the time-honoured Cabbage and popular Onion, never
enters into their thoughts, yet it is especially among
the less well-to-do classes that the introduction of new
vegetable dainties would prove the greatest boon.
The rich vary their fare according to their fancy,

without consulting their pockets—the poor must first

consider their means, and then please their appetites
according to their purse ; thus it happens that they
get into certain grooves, so to speak, of daily fare,

and it becomes very difficult to teach them to accept
any novelty or appreciate any culinary change.

Those who have learnt to like Tomatos would miss
the delicate piquant flavour which one or two of this

particular variety of the Solanum group impart to the

matutinal rasher or mid-day chop, they would sadly
miss the rosy fruit were it eliminated from their list

of vegetables ; but the demand, although increasing

yearly, has not reached such an extent as to make
this edible really cheap or popular.

Those who have gardens, however small, providing
the sun shines full upon it, may cultivate Tomatos i

they would other dainties ; but we should like to se
them as popular with all classes of people in this!

country as they are in France, Italy, and America,!
where whole fields are planted, and where, so great isl

the demand for this vegetable, that there is scarcely i
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dinner served up in which it does not in some way or

other form a part.

It is said that, as far back as 1818, being a dry,

fine summer, the crop of Tomatos grown in the

neighbourhood of London exceeded the demand, Mr.

Wilmot, of Isleworth, stating "That from a crop of

600 plants he gathered 400 half-sieves. The fruit on

several single plants probably weighed 40 lb. ; some

of the Apples were of an extraordinary size, exceeding

12 inches in circumference, and weighing 12 oz.

each." This crop was grown in the open air at Isle-

worth, and yet in more than half a century To-

matos have not become more generally eaten.

Perhaps the price has something to do with it, for,

though we have seen fresh, averaged-sized Tomatos

marked at yi. per pound, the ordinary price is seldom

lower than ^d. or ^d. per pound.

Before touching upon the methods of culinary pre-

paration of the Love Apple, of which Parkinson

(1656) say?, "We only cultivate them for curiosity

in our gardens, and for the amorous aspect or beauty

of the fruit," we may quote the following high

testimony to the value of the Tomato :
" This vege-

table medicinally considered is an excellent substitute

for calomel, and can be taken when that medicine

cannot."

We might enlarge further upon the benefits to be

derived from a general consumption of the Tomato,

either for its flavour or excellent dietetic properties

but doubtless its own intrinsic worth will recommend

and gradually increase its use, and so to^touch upon

its culinary capabilities.

In America Tomatos are so cheap and so popular

that many persons eat them raw as a healthy Iwiuie

^tf?/t'^f before breakfast, at which meal they are served

in various forms in every hotel and almost every

private bouse, and when the fresh fruit is not to be

had a substitute is found in Tomato sauce.

One of the simplest forms of cooking this vegetable

is in a deep basin with a lump of fresh butter, pepper

and salt, cover over tight with a plate to keep in the

steam, place in a hot oven and leave until thoroughly

done ; or, where bacon, veal cutlets, pork chops, iS:c.,

are fried, the Tomato may be cut in slices, fried in

just sufficient fat to cook them, and dished around the

meat.

Where the flavour is liked, a larger or smaller

quantity may enter almost all side dishes, stews,

hashes, &c.

The Tomato, being only half hardy, cannot with-

stand even the early frosts of our climate, and as the

plant is very prolific, and a continuous bearer, it gene-

rally happens that frost puts in an appearance before

it has time to mature all its fruit. All Tomatos
should be gathered at the first warning of the approach

of severe weather ; those which have begun to colour

will fully ripen rapidly in greenhouse or sunny
window ; those which are still green may be utilised

by being made into jam. To every pound of Tomatos
half a pound of white sugar should be added, and the

peel of a small lemon, together with a little of the

juice, and, if handy, a few kernels of Plums; these

should simmer over the fire, as for ordinary preserve.

Prepared in this manner. Tomato jam has so much
the flavour of Green Gage that it might very well pass

for a confiture of that fruit. T, S. J.

Jforcigii Corrfsponbtncc.

San Jose, California : Aui^usl 14.—Here am I

in San Jose, the flower garden of the world, I think.

In the spring time you can see fine old Rose
trees with thousands of flowers on them at one time.

I have two yellow Banksian Roses in front ofmy house,

and last spring the whole front was a sheet of bloom.

Up to the present time my garden has been one mass
of flowers—^'erbenas, Pelargoniums (Zonal), Roses,

Lobelias, Pinks, Carnations, Picotees, &c. This place
is also wonderful for fruits. When the Strawberry
season is at its height as much as II tons have been
sent to San Franisco in one day. They are sent daily

nearly all the year round. They make them keep
bearing by giving plenty of water. All kinds of
fruit this season are plentiful. At present you can
get 60 lb. of Peaches for half a dollar, that is about
2J., other fruits are equally as cheap. T. D. A.

Munich: .y,//. 3.—We are suffering here from
drought, having had no rain for thirty-five days, but
the effect of the great heat is shown on the stove-

plants, which have flowered better than usual, and
many species which do not generally flower at all with
us have this year produced blooms. Many species

also have flowered earlier than customary, thus the

Victoria regia, though planted at the same time as in

other years, beq;an to flower at least four weeks earlier

than usual. What a fine thing Nymphcei gigantea is.

I have had it superbly in flower, and wonder it is

not more diffused. As to Canna iridiflor.i, which I

have propagated for the last three yeais, I am not of

the same opinion as M. de Lambertye, who considers it

as a hybrid, and as sterile, for I have seeds on some
of my plants at the present time. Max Kolb.

Why do Carnations Run?—This running of

the colours of the flowers is one of the difficulties

which the grower has to encounter, and it is often a

matter of serious distress to the inexperienced culti-

vator. So it has been from the beginning. One
correspondent, *'J. C," writes on this subject

thus :

—

''1 really am at a loss to find anything like a clear

theory in mixing soils for Carnations. I only used plain

rotted turf, liberally mixed with charcoal, not a particle

of manure, and only one dash of weak liquid manure in

June, but my plants and flowers were the surprise of all,

though but few, and far superior to the previous year,

when I grew them in what is termed a rich, generous

soil, and applied the nectar as freely as if they every day
required a feast. Moreover, there was an almost total

absence of that great drawback, run flowers, which in

the previous year I had suffered especially from.

"I fancy chance, after all, has more to do with success

than any regular system. If I could see a clear defined

theory to follow out whicli would lead to certain results,

I should be comparatively happy. Till then I cannot

but be of opinion that nine-tenths of our writers on the

subject are merely penning the results of one experiment,

and not the series."

"I have cultivated Carnations for about six years

[writes a second correspondent], and with very in-

different success, though I have taken the greatest pains

with them. I ha%'e an undue proportion run both in

rich, middling, and poor compost, bath in the open
ground and in pots. Would you be good enough to say

what compost you think least Ukely to cause this defect,

and whether you consider want of shading from power-
ful sun when the buds are swelling could have anything
to do with it?

*' Last season I grew my plants in composts of three

different degrees of richness, ranging from two-lhirds

loam and one-third old dung, through one-half loam,

one-half dung, to one-third loam and two-thirds dung,
with the result that the compost of two-thirds loam and
one-third dung, and that of one-third loam and two-

thirds dung, gave a slight proportion run, whilst in the

compost of half loam and half dung a very large propor-
tion was run. Would you consider the undecayed fibre

in sods twelve months dug injurious? Do you think it

would be better to have it picked out?
"

Twenty-five years ago the late Mr. Newhall, of

Woolwich, in reply to very similar complaints,

wrote :—

"The experience and observation of some years in-

cline me to reject the idea that composts in any material

degree either induce or prevent the propensity to sport

observable in the Carnation, which we term ' running.*

I have, by way of experiment, grown them in soils of

various enrichment, from pure sandy loam to unalloyed

decomposed animal manures, with about equal results

in that respect.

"Take a given number of plants propagated from the

same original, pot them into the same pot, and some
will probably be run ; I cannot, therefore, understand
why, if the compost were in fault, tlie effect should be
partial I view it simply as a natural tendency

to sport (observable in other flowers besides the one in

question), and though that inclination most frequently is

to return to the natural self-colour of the original type,

yet instances are not wanting of its taking an opposite

direction; thus Ely's Lady Ely, R.F., is a sport from
Ely's Duke of Bedford, C.B. ; as Fletcher's Duchess of

Devonshire, R.F., is from Gregory's King Alfred, C.B.
;

while Puxley's Prince Albert, classed as a P.P.B., is

often a very high-coloured C. B., and has positively

sported to an S. B. Moreover, it does not follow that,

because the one or two leading blooms which the plant

is alone suffered by florists to bear happen to be run,

that the lower ones, if they had been permitted to

remain, would have been in that condition."

At the same time and on the same subject I wrote,

" I regret that I am unable to ofTer any satisfactory

solution of the problem proposed, the running of

Carnations being one of those subjects which seem to

defy explanation ; and hitherto experiments have been

-•^o loosely conducted, or under] such varying circum-

stances, that no positive deduction can be obtained

from them. My impression is that Carnations are run

more frequently by the use of crude material than

from any other cause. For instance, the loam has not

been sufficiently ameliorated by the action of the

atmosphere, or the manure not sufficiently decom-
posed, or the mechanical arrangement of the soil has

prevented a proper drainage, and the removal of the

fibre is likely to lead to this."

Daring the twenty-years which have passed since

the above was written, I am not aware that any new
facts have been accumulated, warranting other con-

clusions than those given. Assuredly, a compost in

which animal matters formed one-half of its consti-

tuents must be stimulating to a degree highly prejudi-

cial, if not fatal, to vegetable health, whatever may
be or whatever may have been supposed to have been

its influence on the *' running " of the flowers. No
error of the elder florists was so marked as their

inclination to use, and habitually to prescribe, stimu-

lating composts ; and I regard it as one of the best

signs of the times that florists of the present day,

though yet apt, in their eagerness to obtain larger or

more highly-coloured flowers (though it by no means
follows they succeed in their desire), to fall, like

"J. C," into the error of applying the *' nectar " too

freely, do generally understand and accept the axiom,

long ago taught by the best physiologists, that sound,

healthy life, whether in the animal or vegetable king-

dom, is quite inconsistent with the habitual use of a

highly stimulating diet.

When
*' J. C." used only plain rotted turf, liberally

mixed with charcoal, not a particle of manure, and
only one dash of weak liquid manure, he was placing

the plants in conditions enabling them to completely

assimilate their food and perfectly develope every

function of their existence, hence robust health and a

liberal supply of bloom j whilst when he "grew them
in what is termed a generous soil, and applied the

nectar as freely as if they every d^y required a feast,"

hs gorged them to repletion, and utterly destroyed

their power of assimilation ; hence, weakened life,

crude sap, and inferior, imperfect flowers. Cannot

"J. C' read the lesson his own experience, as I

read it, plainly teaches? E. S. Dodwell, in '* Florist

mid Pomoio^ist."

FOREST FLORA OF THE
NILGIRIS.

The Nilgiri Mountains, rising to upwards of Sooo
feet, and having a rainfall of less than 40 inches on
some of the driest parts of the eastern side, and 300
inches on the moistest parts of the western slopes,

possess, as might be expected, a very varied and
interesting flora, exceedingly numerous in genera and
species. With the exception of the dense evergreen

moist forests on the western slopes, the whole area has

been well explored by botanists, and it is probable that

there are no plants now botanically unknown on the

plateau and the deciduous forests of the slopes ; but

this cannot be said of the heavy moist forests of the

western slopes ; they are of immense extent, very

difficult to get at, and very feverish at the lower

elevations, and, as there are no habitation^, inhabi-

tants, or supplies of any sort, the visits of botanists,

who have often been attracted to them, have been

generally of a flying nature. The trees in these tracts

attain an immense size, 200 to 250 feet in hei;^ht, and
it is of course no easy matter to obtain their flowers,

and there can be no doubt that there are still a good
many undescribed species awaiting the botanist. Some
flower in the cold season, some in the hot season, and

some in the rains, some few are in flower all the year

round, but it is believed that the majority flower

between February and the middle of May, which is

the most unhealthy time of the year. The shrubs,

creepers, and herbaceous plants in these tracts are

pretty well known, but a careful search at any season

of the year would undoubtedly be rewarded by some
novelties.

Botanically we m.ay divide these hills into four

tracts, each having its own flora, very few specie^

of which encroach upon the other tracts.
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1. The Deciduous Forests of the .y^/cj.—These are

of much the same character as the dry forests of the

lesser hills and plains of the Presidency ; the trees are

all more or lese deciduous in the dry months of January,

February, and March, but the forests are never

entirely bare, like the woods and forests in Europe in

the winter. Many trees, such as the Erythrinas,

Butea frondosa, the three Dalbergias, Schleichera,

Bignonia xylocarpa, Odina Wodier, Terminalia

Bellerica, and others, burst into flower in February,

and leaf themselves rapidly afterwards, before many
other trees have finished shedding their leaves. But

still these tracts have a very forlorn appearance at this

season, and fire often sweeps through them, greatly

to the disgust of the forester. In these tracts a very

great proportion of the tropical trees of the

Presidency are to be met with, and about the lowest

portions very many of the tropical shrubs and weeds,

which do not belong at all to our alpine flora, such as

the weeds amongst Capparids, the small Milk-worts

(Polygalas), the herbs and shrubs of Malvacere, the

Grewias and herbs of Tiliacea:, Zizyphus, several

species ; Vitis, many species ; Cardiospermum, Legu-

minous weeds and herbs, most of the CucurbitaceK,

many of the Composit^e, Convolvulaceas, Scrophula-

riacece, Amarantacere, Commelynacere, and a large

proportion of the sedges and grasses.

These tracts yield many of the most valuable

timbers of the Presidency, of which the following

may be said to be the most important :

—

(Karan-

Satii lOd),

Schleichera trijuga (Puva),
Dalbergia latiloha (the Black-

wood or Rose-wood),
Pterocarpus Marsupium (Ven-

gay),
Hardwickia binata (Ach.v,
Xylia dolabriformis (Irul),

Albizzia odorati;

galli),

Terminalia tomentosa (Matti),
Lagerstrumia microcarpa

(Venlek).
Tectona grandis (Teak),
Gmelina arborea,
Phyllanthus Emblica (Nelli),

Santalum album (Sandal-
wood).

3. The Moist Evergreen Forests of the Slopes.—
These are grandest on the western slopes and between

3C00 and 4000 feet elevation, where the trees often

attain 200 and 250 feet in height ; they are all ever-

green, and the great variety of foliage 'and colour

renders them exceedingly beautiful, some of the young

leaves coming out pure white, others a bright crimson,

others all possible tints of brown, yellow, red, and

green. These tracts are exceedingly moist from the

first showers in March till the end of December, and

during that season abound with leeches. The trees

are often covered with epiphytic Orchids, Ferns,

mosses. Balsams, and there is a glorious profusion of

Rattans, Tree Ferns, climbing Ferns, and fine

creepers, but what may be said to be most charac-

teristic of these forests is the genus Strobilanthes

(Acanthacere), large shrubs which form the principal

underwood, and of which twenty-nine species are

found on these hills. Some of these flower every

year, others, however, only after a growth of six or

seven years, when they die down and renew them-

selves from seed ; they almost all have showy flowers,

and many are very beautiful. The two Palms, Caryo-

ta urens and Arenga Wightii, are very conspicuous in

these tracts, also several species of Rattan (Calamus),

and two very fine reed Bamboos, Oxytenanthera

Thwaitesii (Munro), and Teinostachyum Wightii (a

very handsome broad-leaved species, described by

Munro as a Bambusa from specimens only in leaf).

Ferns are in great profusion, including several Tree

Ferns, amongst which the Alsophila crinita (not yet

introduced into English hothouses) is unmatched in any

country ; very beautiful Sonerilas and Balsams are also

In profusion, Guttiferre, Rubiacere, and Euphor-

biaceEs, are the orders perhaps most copiously repre-

sented (next to Acanthacen?)—the first by trees, the

two latter by shrubs and trees.

Above 4000 feet these forests begin to decrease in

site, and towards the plateau they gradually pass into

what will be treated of as the sholas.

The timbers as a rule are not of such good quality

as those in the deciduous forests, but there are

valuable timbers, of which the following are the

chief t

—

CfllophyllUm tomentosum Chichrassia tabularis (Chit

(Poonspar),
Mesua, two species (Iron-

wood),
Hopea parvirtora {Kiral boghi),

Hopea malabarica (Kiral

boghi),

Diospyros Ebenum (Lbony).

These moist forests never reach quite down to the

plains anywhere round the Nilgiris, though they do

so in parts of South Canara, Coorg, and Travancore ;

they always give way at 1000 or more feet from the

Chichrass
gong wood).

Acrocarpus fraxlnifolius (Red
Cedar, or Shingle tree),

Artocarpus hirsutus (Angelli or

Gironniera retici'lata (Kho
Wangec).

base to deciduous forest or tracts composed of nothing

but reed Bamboos (Teinostachyum Wightii).

3. The Sholas or Woods of the Plateau.—These are

very similar in character to the moist evergreen forests

of the slopes, but, being at a higher elevation, the

trees are of different genera and species, and their

growth is much smaller, 80 feet being much beyond

the average height ; they are all evergreen, and the

tints, from the new growth at certain .seasons, very

beautiful.

Myrtace.ne, Lauraceje, and Styracea;, are the orders

most represented by trees, and the undergrowth is

chiefly composed of Rubiaceous shrubs and Strobilan-

thes (Acanthace:e).

The timbers are of much less value than in either

of the other tracts ; the following are those chiefly in

use :—Hydnocarpus alpina, Gordonia obtusa, Tern-

stromia japonica, El^eocarpus oblongus. Ilex

Wightiana, Eugenia (several species), Euonymus
crenulatus.

Ferns and mosses abound amongst the former.

Alsophila latebrosa, a Tree Fern, is abundant.

Orchids are very poorly represented. There is one

species of reed Bamboo{(Atundinaria Wightiana), and

some shrubby Balsams and Begonias.

4. The Grass Land ofthe Plateau.—This is covered

with many coarse species of grass, which are quite

burnt up with the frost and sun in December and

January ; after the first showers in March the growth

is very rapid, and numerous herbaceous plants spring

up.

Trees are only here and there loosely scattered

about these tracts ; these consist chiefly of Rhododen-
dron arboreum, Salix tetrasperma, Celtis serotina,

Pittosporum (two species), Dodonrea viscosa, and

Wendlandia Notoniana.

Strobilanthes Kunthianus is often gregarious and

covers several acres in extent, and when out in flower

is one sheet of blue ; and some people say that it is

from this that the Nilgiris or Blue Hills derived then:

name.

The Orchids are very poor compared to those of

the Himalayas and Birma, but the following are the

best, and well worthy of cultivation :

—

Dendrobium aqueum (western

Ccclogyne, .

(plateau),

Arundina bambusifolia (i

Cyrtopera flava (western

Cyrtopera fusca (western

Vanda spathulata (northern
slopes).

One hundred and seventy-six Ferns have been

detected on these hills, and probably others as yet

only known from other districts will yet be discovered

on the western slopes. Two of these Ferns, Lastrea

scalrosa and ferruginea, are, it is believed, not found

elsewhere. Col. Beddome, in " Indian Forester,"

species

Vanda Roxbtu-ghii (northern

Ipsea malabarica,
Aerides Wightianum (western

slopes).

Aerides LindIeyanum(Kartary
and Coonoor),

Calanthe Masuca (plateau, in

shades),

Platanthera Susannje (northern
slopes).

REASONS FOR ECONOMY IN
THE USE OF FIRE-HEAT.

One of the most useful lessons of the coal famine

—

now, it is to be hoped, nearly over—has been to enforce

aminimum temperature in the production of flowers,

fruits, and vegetables. The husbanding of force is

well understood in most mechanical operations and

trade enterprises— the working force or motive-

power of each pound of coal has been assessed and

measured off" to a nicety, and every precaution taken

against waste. It has been thoroughly understood

that each ounce of coal wasted has added to the cost

and subtracted from the profits of production, hence

each pound of coal in has been expected to give so

much work or profit out. When the latter failed,

means were at once taken to discover and ..check the

loss of coal. Furnaces were built to consume smoke,

to save coal, machinery and boilers made to husband

and concentrate the full force of the heat on the work-

ing part or motive-power, friction reduced to a

minimum by copious lubrications, and all possible

means and checks and counter-checks adopted

against waste. In many of these respects horticul-

turists have differed widely from manufacturers. As
a rule we have been prodigal, they provident, in the

use of coal. The is a grave charge, and I will there-

fore proceed to justify it by a reference to indis-

putable facts. I do so, however, not to blame past

practice, but to suggest greater economy in the use of

coal for the future.

The first source of waste has arisen from an

excessive use of artificial heat. Whether from

man's inherent love for a mastery over Nature, his

impatience, or sheer thoughtlessness, it is not need-

ful to determine, but the fact is patent to obser-

vation and experience alike, that wherever we
interfere we wish our band to be seen and the

results of our interference to be quickly apparent.

Hence in forcing natural products out of season, and

in providing a natural atmosphere for plants of

tropical climes, we have often been led into extremes

of temperature. Perhaps our besetting sin has been

excess of heat night and day. Of late years no doubt

the evils of a high night temperature have become

better understood. The testimony of travellers is

uniform, that such a temperature is unnatural. The
amount of moisture in the atmosphere of tropical

climates, and its rapid condensation beneath the

energetic radiation of a clear sky, produces a degree

of cold which must almost be felt to be thoroughly

appreciated. But our day temperatures have also

mostly been in excess of what were needed in winte

and early spring. Cultivators have received too

readily the conclusion that a high temperature is safe

because it is day. But the prior questions of what

kind of day, how much light there is in it, need to be

asked, carefully weighed, and answered, before the

proper amount of heat to be used can be logically or

rightly delermined ; for no fact is more patent than

this, that heat and light are linked together as Siamese

twins in all the vital processes of production.

Separate heat from light and you derange the balance

set up by Nature to make growth strong and vigorous

and the products of growth plentiful and of good
quality. Now that separation of necessity takes place

during winter ; we can provide any amount of heat by

artificial means, but light, at least sunlight, is beyond

our grasp. It may become a practical problem

in the future of horticulture, whether artificial

light may not be supplied to plants along

with their heat. The electric light seems to

possess the same properties — colouring qualities

—as that of the solar spectrum, and could it be

cheaply applied and steadily maintained, it would
probably have similar effects upon vegetation. But

practically at present artificial light for plant growing

is out of the range of horticultural practice. We must

be content with such light as Nature gives us, and as in

winter and early spring this light is weak, fitful, and

at best of low building, transforming, or consolidating

power, our interest, duty, and profit counsel our making

the most of weak light with as moderate an amount

of heat as is consistent with healthy life, growth, and

produce. We lack data as yet to state definitely

what that exact amount is. When science provides

us with simple instruments for measuring the force of

light, then may we be able to give formula as exact

as the prescription of the skilled physician — thus

temperature, say 60°, force of light 40°, amount of

moisture 30", and so on for each month, or any stage

of growth ; but now, in the absence of such exact

data, we can hardly be too cautious in the use of

artificial heat. For experience demonstrates beyond

all controversy that growth made in feeble light is

weak and comparatively worthless. It cannot be other-

wise, for only light can keep strength abreast of

growth. Heat alone, or heat in excess, forces growth

at a sacrifice of strength, for heat is chiefly a stimu-

lator, it acts on plants like a whip or^spur on a horse.

It makes the plants go ; but light, if not a feed of

corn, is at least the great assimilator, consolidator,

and builder-up of vegetable tissues and products.

Therefore in weak light the pace weakens and kills :

the plants grow into skeletons—each step forward

is an emptying, a weakening ; but with more

light each modicum of growth is made good as it

grows, and becomes as it were a reservoir of the

strength. Hence the more, and even the faster the

plant grows the stronger it is
;
growth thus becomes a

building, an accretion of new matter, not simply a

spindling out or elongation of old material or watery

juices—crude, unripened, useless products of the whip

and spur of the impetuous agent, heat.

Without a due proportion of light even the more

haste in growth the less speed ; but as light grows in

intensity speed becomes not only safe but useiul. We
often err in the matter of growing pace by imitating

the slow, measured, taciturn steps of our climate

instead of the more energetic progress of the springs

of tropical lands. There there is but a step between

midwinter and midsummer ; the spring comes in with

a rush, as the letting out of many waters. We must
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not imitate that to the letter, as our light is less

intense. But my point here is that we should often

gain time by wasting it more—in fact, by losing.

Instead of starting to force in November, when light is

becoming weaker day by day, start in January, when
growing vegetation will be welcomed by more light

;

push on faster in consequence, and catch up time

during the middle stages and finishing of the crops.

The general principle that may be laid down is, the

later we start the faster in reason may be the pace,

not only with safety, but, perhaps, with positive

But the case is widely different when it is once
started into full growth. This brings us to the second
great loss of heat, excessive ventilation. During
the whole of our winters and springs we can hardly
be too chary in the admission of air to forcing and
plant houses. Ventilation as generally practised is a
reckless and wanton loss of heat, and, worse, a sheer

cruelty to the plants subjected to it. It is just as if

when a steam engine was in full work we blew ofl

the steam in sheer wantonness, equally mischievous

and absurd as the red-tape practice that opens ventila-

FlG. 72.—.€:CIDIUM DEPAUPERANS.

Runners of Viola comuta alba, showing habit of the .tcidiiim (nat. si:

and .^cidiimi in different stages of growth, X 40 diam. : c, Tr
fungi bursting through the epidermis, X 40 diam. : D, D, Sectio
spores and transparent cells of peridium (outer coat), X 160 dial

Sebum, (nat. size), showing difference in habit.

;) ; B, Fragment of bract, showing cells of leaf

nsverse section through runner, showing the

, through an /Ecidium cup, showing chains of

,. : E, Viola leaf attacked by i^cidium Violse,

benefit. Much loss and injury often come to tropical

produce by compelling their hot impetuous blood to

flow at the slow pace of the denizens of temperate

climes. The cultural t^'Ic with many of these should

be to keep them dormant as long as possible ; and when
once loosed to let them go—to give them their head, and
beware of putting on the curb-bit of incessant airing

and perpetual ventilation. By a late start and the

careful husbanding of heat afterwards coals will be
saved in two ways, bearing compound interest. Even
tropical plants will bear a low temperature when in a
dormant state ; in fact, it is best for most of them.
Scarcely any stove plant will suffer in a temperature
of 53° when at rest.

tors almost any day in the year to throw off and

out so much heat that has been got at so great

expense and labour and care. Better far devise some

more eflicient means of keeping it in. We have

hardly a hothouse that is not too much of a sieve

—

a thing of cracks, chinks, crevices, and all manner of

constructive devices to let the heat out. And out it

goes by night and by day—through a thousand small

unseen channels incessantly. As to the movement

of the air it is incessant. The difference of tempera-

ture between roof and bulk of internal atmosphere

—

the heating apparatus and the coldest extremities of

the structure—ensure perpetual motion. As to the

renewal of the internal atmosphere, that, too, is

constant. Where air goes out air will get in. And
if not, Where's the benefit of the removal ? First

prove to me that the inside air is worn out before you
ask me to take in fresh. Has science yet clearly

proved that plants exhaust the air of anything essential

to their well-being ? If so, of what ? Is it ammonia,
carbonic acid gas, nitrogen ? It can hardly be of oxy.

gen, for they liberate that. Why, then, should I let

nut the warm genial inside air, and let in the cold,

harsh, outside air ? Wherein is the one better, purer

than the other ? Why sweep the arctic rigour across

my tropical produce, if only for five minutes, or an
hour, or day, to change the air of plant and forcing

houses ? I wait for an answer from the highest science

within the knowledge of your readers, and from the

most successful practice.

Doubtless these views will seem heterodox to many,
they may even seem inconsistent with some chronicled

by myself years ago ; but the only important question

is, are they true ? I think experience proves that

they are. Many of the most successful early plant

and fruit growers have for years reduced direct

ventilation to a minimum during the winter and
spring months—no through draughts, no draughts at

all, little and no air admitted directly. They have

saved coal and landed the finest produce of what, for

lack of a better term, I venture to designate the close

system. Those who wish ts do likewise can hardly

do better than follow their example.

The fact is, most of the evils that have been

attributed to the want of fresh air have had their

origin in the lack of light. With an excess of heat,

little natural light, and that little still further shut out

by heavy wooden rafters, dirty laps, and unclean,

impure glass, the marvel was, not that plants

suffered, drooped, and dwindled, but that they

lived at all ; especially when to the deprivation of

light was too often added a daily irruption of iced

air as an outside constitutional to counteract the

tenderness begotten of an excess of artificial heat

inside. By regulating our artificial temperatures as

far as possible in accordance with the intensity and

amount of light we shall best consult the health of the

plants committed to our charge, as well as most

effectually reduce our coal bills, and thus help to

prevent a coal famine. D. T. Fish.

NEW VIOLET FUNGUS.
The accompanying figure (fig. 72) of ^'Kcidium de-

pauperans will give to any one a correct idea as to its

contrast with the general /Ecidium found on Violets.

It is a singular circumstance that in a thin bed of

Viola comuta extending several yards in length, both

the yellow, purple, and white varieties grew together,

but only the white one had the -Ecidiura on it, and

very singular, too, that the fungus does such damage

to the leaves and stems it infests as to dwarf the

plant, and not give it strength to mature its leaves.

The lower leaves seem to be the first affected, although

the top ones are the first to be decomposed. Another

peculiarity about it is that the cluster cups (x-cidia) do

not congregate together in patches, they are solitary,

and perhaps by this means the rootlets (raycelia) do

their destructive work more effectually, and in les^

time. The following are the characteristics of this

species ;—yEcidium depauperans (Vize) : spots none,

piridia scattered, at first round, becoming elongated,

but when elongated parallel with the length of the

Viola stem. Spores yellow. Locality, Nantcribba

Hall, Forden; August, 1876. V.

ERYNGIUM MARITIMUM.
I RENEWED my acquaintance with this extraordinary

plant the other day in its native habitat after a lapse

of many years. I found it jast within high-water

mark on the sands near Haylake, some S or 9 miles

from Birkenhead. It is best known by the name of

Sea Holly, for the whole plant is prickly, even more

so than the Holly itself. In the North of Scotland in

my earlier days the Eryngium was reckoned among
ornamental herbaceous plants, and had a place and a

name among the garden ornaments. When our

caterers for the public taste are pinched for subjects,

new or strange, we find them borrowing fine-foliaged

plants from the tropics, hosts of beautiful flowering

plants from the temperate regions, and even calling

in the aid of the variegated Kale to make a charming

background when not too near to offend the eye in

the picture.

There has always been a great want of blue

flowers in the blaze of bloom which the flower gardens

display at this time (August). The Clematis has

given us a great lift out of our poverty in this way,

the humble Viola has paid its quota handsomely, and
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the perennial Larkspurs have lent their aid. I grew
a variety some years ago under the name of the

Double Blue Siberian Larkspur, vsrhich was all that

could be desired in height and colour, but I never

could get stock enough of it to make it of nauch use.

If it is in the trade it would be well to advertise it,

as it is very much wanted. The Sea Holly is blue all

over, save the pointed needles with which it is armed.

In the exhibitions of herbaceous plants we sometimes

see a plant of Eryngium in a pot about 9 or 10 inches

high, "transported," and cramped, yet bearing up
against the slavery bold as becometh a martyr in a

good cause. The Sea Holly will no doubt be a

troublesome customer to bring into the flower

garden, but where the Cabbage tribe can find

a place the bold umbelliferous Eryngium need not

be left out. You have not to wait half the

summer for this plant to look ornamental, for

it is always so, and its long and bright spines

make it radiant with bright points. It is by no
means a tail-grow planting, and may therefore be

got into the bedding system and render immense ser-

vice, and be the means of driving out those lines of

brown leaves which only act as a foil for better

things. When heavy clouds hang overhead we see

the deep blue sky to the greatest advantage, and all

other blues ; and when I saw a goodly clump of this

sky-blue plant, nourished by what we might call the

cream of the sea, I longed to get it harnessed to the

car of horticulture.

As I have already stated, it has long ago been in

the collections of deciduous herbaceous plants, and it

is therefore no stranger in the herbaceous border, but

yet it may take some time to get it into good working
order. The common Seakale and the Asparagus are

natives of our seashores, but seem to have long ago
given up their love for brackish drink and taken

kindly to rain-water, and instead of sea-wrack stable

manure, and plenty of it At present the Sea Holly
is dogging us, for we see it on the sandy beach armed
and well able to defend itself against the stray cattle,

as piickly as the hedgehog, and as able to punish any
familiarity as the Thistle itself.

The Eryngiums are medicinal, and this one is said

to be economical, but whether its ** vertues" be real

or imagined I have no means of knowing. One thing,

however, is certain, that the plant is ornamental and
of a heavenly blue, andean be had cheap, indeed it

wants little else but '* running in." Alex. Forsyth.

[This is not the only Eryngium which might be
pressed into the service of the flower gardener, nor

indeed is it the bluest. E. amethystinum and others

have all the upper parts of the plants strongly tinted

with this colour, and would be more manageable,
forming good subjects for ribbon planting. Indeed,

without being at all gay, most of the Eryngiums are

really ornamental plants, and they are, moreover,

exceedingly diverse. Eds.]

WATERING PLANTS.
Every one thinks he can water plants either

in or out of pots. There never was a greater mis-

take. One might almost count good plant waterers

on their ten fingers—so exceedingly rare are they.

This may seem strange to those whose only idea of

watering consists in dipping a pot in a tank and well

emptying it on to the plant, and re-dipping. Some
water with even less care. They simply attach a

hose to the main, and fire away to the right and left

of them, behind and before ; and when tired of this

amusement go away, declaring their plants and gar-

dens are well watered. There is yet a third way of

watering, a notable example of which came under the

writer's notice the other day. He was struck with

the smallness of the pot with which a youth was

watering pot Roses, and confounded by the time that

the small potful lasted. On nearer approach he

observed it was furnished with a fine rose, and the

waterer was giving the surface of each pot a sprinkle,

making a supply for two pots make-believe water

twenty or more. This surface sprinkling is the most

mischievous of all modes of watering. It mocks the

plants to death, and allures the thirsty roots to sure

and swift destruction. They scent the water from

afar, come up to the surface to taste, find little or

none, and are caught at the worst possible places by a

scorching sunbeam, which cripples them for life, or

withers and destroys them on the spot. The mock
waterings are repeated and re-repeated until there are

no more surface roots to allure to their destruction,

and the mass of roots below utterly perish from

drought. Thu5 thousands of plants are dying from

thirst daily under this specious veil of a moist surface.

Such surface sprinklings are generally the product of

ignorance or indolence, and ought to be an indictable

offence punishable with the stocks or the pillory.

Nothing excites the honest indignation of cultivators

more than such fruitless waterings. The first canon

in the art of good watering is to water thoroughly,

and in such quantity that the amount given shall per-

meate through the entire mass of roots, and moisten

all the soil that surrounds them. In a word, a good

watering means a flooding—so that the farmer who
turned the river over his Mangel was really a scientific

waterer on a large scale.

But the next point of most moment is to promptly

turn it ofT again, and not to turn on more water till the

roots be dry. Next to the surface dribblers, the incessant

soaker is the worst plant waterer. He gives enough,

but he gives it when it is not wanted, or whether it is

needed or not. After thoroughly watering a plant,

see that no more is given until it is quite dry. Water-

ing by time rather than condition kills its thousands.

No doubt the system of watering at stated times has

its advantages and plausible excuses. It suits our

convenience, and is a sort of counterpart of our own
regularity of eating and drinking. But few things

are more mischievous than the carrying of analogies

too far. For instance, we eat and drink, and so do

plants. But here the analogy in regard to both these

essential operations of life cease. To carry it further

would land us in the most manifest absurdities. And
it is equally absurd to time plants in their eatings or

drinkings as we do ourselves. No, we must water by

condition, not by time. Hence the phrase, looking

over plants rather than watering, is used in many
gardens. A set time may and generally is set apart

for this, but no single plant should ever be watered

until it has become—in the language and meaning of

cultivators— dry; not dry enough to flag, nor dry

enough to suffer from deprivation of water, but suffi-

ciently dry to have a fresh supply. It means, in fact,

that the water given is almost used up, and that there

is no excess within reach of the roots. The second canon

in the art of good watering is never to water any

plant until it is dry. Many, to save trouble, try to

guess at the time of proper dryness, and anticipate it

by watering beforehand. Looking over their plants,

for instance, at S o'clock a.m., they observe a valu-

able plant that they think will be di7 at noon, and so

they water it four hours before. This is the most

dangerous plan to any but the most skilful and experi-

enced, and even they should seldom run the risk. It

is impossible with any certainty thus to anticipate the

want of a plant at a given time in the future. It is

difficult enough sometimes to determine if plants are

dry at the moment. It is altogether impossible to

prophesy with any certainty what they may be four

or five hours or a day hence. No, there must be no

anticipation of future wants, only a supply for present

pressing needs, if we would water with skill, and so

as to command success.

The degree of dryness at which it is safe and right

to water is often a most difficult point to determine.

Plants may flag even from weakness, or excess of sap

in the tissues, or the sunshine on their leaves and

stems, especially after dull weather, and yet not be

dry enough to need watering. There are two prac-

tical tests of great value in determining whether pot

plants should be watered or not. Constant practice

gives such proficiency in regard to weighing in the

hand, that the practical man who applies this test

will hardly ever make a mistake. Ringing is a valu-

able independent test, and is also a most useful means
of checking the weighing. Should there be any

doubt about any particular pot being watered or not,

give it a sharp knock with the knuckles of the two

forefingers. If the sound is heavy or dead the pot

needs no water ; if, on the contrary, it rings in a

measure clear as a bell, it may be watered copiously

with confidence. Of course rapid-growing plants,

such as Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, and many others,

generally show by the surface soil when they are dry.

But even these will occasionally need weighing in the

hand and ringing to make sure. This is easily done

after a little practice, and practice gives such pro-

ficiency that many can read off the hygrometrical

state of the soil with almost as much ease and cer-

tainty by the various rings of the pots, as the musician

with a fine ear can determine notes with his tuning-

fork or instruments.

The next point of most moment is ihe sort of water

to use. Villa gardeners often make great mistakes in

regard to this matter: all water many seem to think is

water, and what does the quality of it matter to the

plant? They can absorb what suits them, and leave

what does not, and what difference does it make to

them? It does make often the whole difference

between health and disease, life and death, what

water is given. Plants, no doubt, are eudortred with
elective powers, at once marvellous in their power
and wonderful in their adaptation. But, nevertheless,

they also often seem as if they absorbed all that came
to them in their water. Nothing is more certain than
that hard water kills Heaths, Epacrises, and other hard-

wooded fine- rooted plants. Therefore all water used
for plants should be pure and soft. Rain water is best,

next to this river water, and if spring water must be
used it should first of all be exposed in open tanks, bar-

rels, or reservoirs for several days, if possible, certainly

five or six hours at the least before use, to help precipi-

tate its carbonate of lime and other impurities, soften

it by contact with the air, and warm it with the sun.

For cold water is almost as injurious as hard, and the

water of many springs is far too cold to be given to

garden or pot plants without being first genialised

and warmed by the sun's rays.

Many plants will bear impure, that is, manure
water, when in full growth ; but that should consist

of pure water, with manurial substances added to it,

such as the excrementitious matters in sewage, guano,
or other substances. It should be applied some-
what warm, and if stored in underground tanks

should also be exposed to the air for several hours
before use. Weak and often is also a safe rule for

the use of all manurial or stimulating water for plants,

either in pots or out of them.

One more point deserves a passing notice—the best

time of the day for watering. No doubt through the

summer and early autumn months the evening is the

best time to water. The roots have time to absorb
their drink all night long. Every part of the plant is

filled up with moisture, and the plant is refreshed and
strengthened by the water throughout all the quiet,

dark hours. Whether plants grow most by night or

day may continue a doubtful question, though cultiva-

tors generally believe they grow most at night. Night
growth would be still more vigorous and effective

were plants generally watered near sundown. Water
given in the morning is quickly dissipated, and the

rapid evaporation produces an amount of cold that

checks rather than stimulates growth. Evaporation
is so much less rapid at night that this loss of heat is

avoided. The water is husbanded and used by them
throughout the night, and the morning finds the plant

enlarged in stature or in size, and renewed in health

and vigour. It is not always possible to water in the

evening without considerable changes in the habits

and hours of labour of the working classes ; but if

our many lady and other readers who are their own
gardeners could manage to water their pot plants and
gardens at night, or late in the evening raihtr than by
day, they would be amply rewarded by a richer har-

vest of beauty and a mare abundant one of plenty

from glasshouses and gardens, K,in " J^iila Garden.''

PLANT HOUSES.
Plant Stove.—The latest-flowered Achimenes,

Gloxinias, &c., will by this time have done blooming,
and should be dried off gradually, but not all at once,
withholding water, keeping them during the time in

a warm place. Where there is room, they keep the
best through the winter in the pots in which they
have been grown ; if nut, put them in paper bags in

dry sand ; but, wherever they are placed, they should
not be in a lower temperature than 55'', or they are
liable to decay. Plants of a deciduous, or partially

deciduous, nature, such as Allamandas and Bougain-
villeas, should now have less water given them, so as
to induce a state of rest by degrees, and be ultimately
dried off. This applies to the principal portion of
the stock. Where a number of these most useful
plants are grown, some may be kept on blooming
for the production of cut flowers, even up to the close
of the year, by placing them at the warmest end of
the stove, and slimuUting them with manure-water,
if the soil, as it most likely will be, is far exhausted
by the summer's growth. Where dwarf Poin-
settias are wanted—that is, single heads from S
to 12 inches high in 5 or 6-inch pots — they
can be had by striking the tops of strong shoots,

the production of plants that have been started early
and grown on through the summer, but if severed
and put in the usual way with cuttings very few
will strike, their succulent nature causing them to

rot. To avoid this the shoots should be cut half
through about 6 inches from the top ; in this state

they should be left for ten days or a fortnight until the
cut portion has callused over, when they may be
severed completely and inserted in 3-inch pots filled

with sifted loam and sand in equal proportions, keep-
ing them close under bell-glasses or a cutting frame.
They should have a brisk heat of 70"" or 75". Do not
give more water for a few days than will just keep the
leaves from flagging, after which they may have more.
So treated they will soon root, when they must be
gradually inured to the air, and stood as near the
glass as they can be got. A shelf over the path close

to the roof will be the most suitable place if such is
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I
available, as the object is to ktcp them fjom growing

J
in height as much as possible. When they have filled

: their little pots with roots move them into others

^ 2 or 3 inches larger, giving them good loam with one-
fourth rotten manure and a little sand added. Where
the object is to have them very dwarf the process of
striking the tops may be repeated with the same plants
a second time ; but although their flowering in a very
little state is secured by this method, the heads of
bloom they make will not be so large as those pro-
duced by strong tall shoots, that have not been
stopped or in any way interfered with. Luculia
gralissima, to grow it in the most effective way,

, should be planted out, yet it may also be had in good
1 condition in pots ; but the large amount of growth it

makes when well-managed requires considerable sup-
port at this season with liquid manure, or the soil gels
exhausted just at the time when the plants stand in the
most need of nutriment, that is just, when the flowers

are about forming. To assist them at this time they
should be regularly supplied with manure-water

;

even such as are planted out, and have a good body
ol soil for their roots to extend in, will be much
benefited by liquid stimulants. Where the useful
small flowering Roman Hyacinths are grown in quan-
tity for early flowering, a sufiicient number of these
should at once be got in and potted. They do not
require much room, eight or ten may be put in a
7-inch pot ; but in no case attempt to place them in

heat until they have made plenty of roots, and the
tops have begun to move, or the flowers they
produce will be comparatively small and puny.
It is a good plan to get the whole stock of
bulbs required for winter flowering in early, and to
pot them at twice, keeping such as are for later work
a little longer out of the soil, but not deferring the
polling so long as to weaken them. Ferns.—There
are no Ferns more generally useful for cutting or
decorative purposes than Adianlum cunealum and
Pteris serrulata ; a good stock of these in 5 or 6-inch
pots should always be kept up. They can be grown
virlu.ally without occupying room that would be re-

quired by anything else, as they will stand amongst
other plants where little else would do. To keep up
a stock it is a good plan each year, spring and autumn,
to pot off a number of the seedlings that usu.ally come
up in quantity where these Ferns are grown. If they
are now put in small pots and kept in the stove
through the winter they will be in a fit slate in the
spring for moving into 6-inch pots, and growing on
through the summer, at the end of v;hich they will be
large enough for the purposes required, and will take
the place of others that get too big for room or table
decoration. Lomaria gibba and Adianlum hispidu-
lum (A. pubescens) are also amongst the best small
decorative Ferns for growing in these little pots, even
standing about amongst flowering plants they
much improve the appearance of 'the latter.

Advantage should now be taken of the
whole collection of Ferns having matured their

growth to give them a thorough cleansing from
insects, especially brown-scale. Where Ferns are
grown under such conditions of sufficient light near
the glass, with enough air, and not an over-abundance
of heat and moisture in liie atmosphere, most kinds
at this season will bear washing with insecticide, with-
out injuring their fronds. My practice has been to
go over all that were affected, washing them with
either Fowler's or Stevenson's Insecticide, laying
them down on their sides ; even tall Tree Ferns
were treated in the same manner. As much work
can be got through this way in a day as would occupy
three or four by the ordinary methods of sponging,
and the use of a small brush. The shading in both
stove and Fern-house should not be used more than
IS absolutely necessary, as every ray of light that
reaches the plants now is an advantage in ripening up
the growth and preparing them for the winter.
T, Baines,

FLOWER GARDEN.
In my last note under this heading a desire lor

rain was expressed. It has now fallen in more than
sufficient quantity, at least so far as the appearance
of the flower-garden is concerned; but it is only in

appearance that any harm has been done, as plants of
all sorts have in reality been benefited exceedingly;
and by it another mark has been scored in favour of
loliage over flower-beds, as the former retain all their

brightness whilst the latter look "miffy" in the ex-
treme, and will require a considerable amount of
labour in the way of removing dead and decaying
flowers and foliage, and this combined with a few
sunny days will make them as bright as ever ; still

leaf or foliage colouring for our climate (and espe-
cially where permanent effect is desired), is much
to be preferred. The greatest want now felt is a
larger variety of hardy plants that could be made
available for the purpose, and fortunately every year
more are forthcoming, at the advent of which one
can but give vent to a sigh of relief at the prospect
of the immense labour of setting up a stock of tender
bedding plants, and that generally with the slightest
means, departing from us. Mowing must now again

have attention, and worm-casts will probably be
now troublesome, so that the broom and roller

also will for some time to come be called

into daily requisition : the free use of these should
not be grudged, as neatness increases the enjoy-

ment of any garden. Edgings and verges of turf

should be kept closely dipt, and the walks rolled

after each heavy rain. Clip Yew, Privet, and other
hedges that may not yet have been done ; also tie up
any formal growing plants, such as Irish Yews, Juni-
pers, Reiinosporas, &c., the branches of which some-
times break away from the main stem, to the dis-

figurement of the plants. As a result of the heavy
rains, Roses promise a splendid second bloom

;

remove from them suckers and straggling shoots,

secure standards against the strong wmds that may
shortly be expected, and untie the ligatures of those
recently budded which have fairly started into

growth. *' .Sub-lropicals " have this season made the
most magnificent growth, and should, ere we are

visited by the equinoctial gales, be securely staked.

Our seasons are so short that every endeavour should
be made to increase their length, by keeping all neat
and trim for the longest possible period. Nearly all

the plants used here, for this kind of gardening are

raised from seeds each spring ; hence the old plants

remain in the beds till quite destroyed by frosts.

Herbaceous Phloxes, Asters (Michaelmas Daisies),

Solidagos, Chrysanthemums, &c., nowrequiresupports.
All such plants merit a greater share of attention than
they usually receive, as they present us with flowers

at a season when they are somewhat scarce. Any
vacant spaces in such borders may be sown with
annuals for spring flowering, such as Silenes, Collin-

sias, Neraophilas, Candytufts, or the thinnings from
those, sown a few weeks ago, may be planted out, and
will give a succession of bloom. Calceolarias and
Violas should now be propagated ; the former do best

in cold frames, but provision should be made to pro-

tect them from severe frosts. Pots or boxes should
never be used for them, as they are most impatient of

having their roots cramped. Violas will strike and
winter on any border where^natural^shelter is afforded

without other protection, and they are all the better

for thus being wintered, and invariably start off into

more kindly growth in the spring than if they had been
coddled. The desired quantity of Pelargoniums should
ere this have been propagated, but if not done cuttings

may yet be put in, only the shelter of a frame
must be given them to keep oflT rain, but in fine

weather full exposure to the sun will be beneficial.

Allernantheras, Coleuses, Iresines, Heliotropes,

and the like may still be propagated. A slight

bottom-heat, such as that created by three parts

to one of stable litter, is necessary to a successful

strike. Damp, their greatest enemy, must be guarded
against by a constant watch to remove all tendency to

it. Offsets of Echeveria secunda and E. secunda
glauca should now be taken off, and pricked out

where they are intended to winter ; here we build

them in steep banks against the walls of the houses

and forcing-pits, and do not lose one in a hundred.

The hardy kinds of Semperivums are propagated by
pricking out the offsets thickly in beds in any position

available ; it is necessary to net them over till they have
firm hold of the ground, or the birds draw them out.

Sedums and Saxifrages are increased by division in the

same position. Greenhouse kinds of Echeverias and
Sempervivums, as also other tender and half-hardy

succulents, strike freely now in a warm dry house, but

I prefer to lift the old plants and propagate from
them all through the winter. W. IVih/smilh, Heckfietd,

FRUIT HOUSES.
Figs.—Forcing in pots is a method to be com-

mended for very early work where the means exist for

carrying it out properly. Figs and other like subjects,

such- as Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Plums, and
Cherries, when cultivated under these conditions,

should be taken out of the pots once annually ; no

fixed rule as to the time can be given without prac-

tical observation and.knowledge of actual facts. By
so doing the precise condition of the soil, &c., sur-

rounding the roots can be ascertained. In the case

of early forced trees the operation should be performed

some time during the present month. For replenish-

ing or repotting a compost consisting of fresh fibrous

loam in a lumpy state, with some road-scrapings added
to secure porosity, will be suitable. Trees which have

made vigorous growth this season, and are disposed

to become unfruitful, may with advantage have

a portion of the lower roots and soil removed.

After the drainage is complete add the requisite

quantity of fresh material in a lumpy form, then

replace the tree in the same pot. Before taking it

out, however, note the exact position it occupied in

the pot, so as to avoid having a vacant space inter-

vening between it and the roots. Those trees which

were put into larger pots last season will, in most
instances, carry over another year if the drainage is

in a perfect state. To others which require more pot-

room give a liberal shift, which will admit of 2 inches

of fibrous compost being placed round the outside of

the old balls ; all such trees should likewise have the

old surface soil taken off and replenished with some
of the fresh material, and afterwards a mulching of 2
inches of well-decayed manure applied. When this is

complete, well water the trees and replace them on
bricks or ashes in a place where they are fully exposed
to the sun and other influences until the time arrives
to transfer them to other more suitable quarters. In
houses where the second crop of Figs is ripening use
a little fire- heat whenever necessary, so as to maintain
a moderately . dry and airy state in the house,
Geo. T/ios. Miles, Wycombe Abbey.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
The dearth of vegetables in an eatable state has

been severely felt in most' districts, and kitchen gar-
deners have been put to their wits' end to keep up
anything like a regular supply. Wherever I have seen
crops that have not been thoroughly mulched down
they have been of the most meagre description.

The great heat appeared to have but comparatively
little effect on such as had their roots well shaded
by manure, the rich juices of which, by being con-
stantly washed down by the frequent waterings given,

so stimulated growth as to carry them well through
the trying weather that prevailed during August.
Those who took the precaution to mulch over their

autumn crops will now be deriving the benefit, as
with the abundant rains that have fallen late sown
Peas, French Beans, Scarlet Runners, and such-like

moisture-loving crops, may now be expected to afford

a good supply. The Canadian Wonder dwarf French
Bean is invaluable for summer work, as it keeps on
bearing continually, and is far superior to any
other variety with which I am acquainted. Celery
has benefited greatly by the desirable change
that has taken place in the weather, and is now grow-
ing rapidly. The soaking rains we have had having
now got well down to the roots, the earliest will be in

a fit state for earthing-up. This operation may be
greatly aided by running a strand of matting round
each to keep the plants up close and compact, by
which means the earth is prevented from getting

amongst the leaves and into the heart, thereby

causing it to rot. When worms or slugs are at all

troublesome, as is the case in most soils, a good dust-

ing of soot and slaked lime scattered over the plants

and thrown against their sides will have a beneficial

effect in warding off their attacks. That intended for

a later supply, and which is still growing, should have
every encouragement by giving it plenty of manure-
water during the next month or so, by which time it

will require earlhing-up. The practice of doing this

piecemeal is a most mistaken one, and serves no
useful purpose whatever ; on the contrary, it keeps

the light and air playing freely about the plants, and

obstructs the free passage of water to the roots, unless

at the risk of washing the soil into the plants, and so

causing damage that way. Tomatos will now require all

the light and sun that can be afforded them in order to

get them to ripen properly, after which they will hang

as long as required on the plants, and improve in

quality by keeping. All those that may have set late,

and are not sufficiently forward to ripen before frosts

are upon us, should be at once removed so as to

relieve the plants of a useless load, and afford them a

better chance of finishing off those that are likely to

be of use. Keep the plants closely stopped so as to

concentrate their strength, and remove any super-

fluous shoots or leaves that shade the fruit, but not to

the extent of denuding them of the greater part of

their foliage, as Is sometimes done, for without that

fruit of any kind is of but little value, and Tomatos

are no exception. Spring Cabbages are held in

universal esteem, and deservedly so, as they are the

most delicate, wholesome, and nutritious vegetable

that can be obtained at that season. To get them of

first-rate quality they require the most liberal cultiva-

tion that can be afforded them, and, therefore, any

ground intended to be planted with them should be

heavily manured and deeply dug, or trenched, if lime

can be afforded for the latter pupose, in

doing which the manure should be worked
well down that the roots may get hold of

it just before the plants begin to turn-in, when
their growth is the most rapid, and danger from injury

by frost is over. The Onion quarter, from which the

crop is just removed, will be the most suitable place

for getting in the first planting, which should be

made at iS inches apart and 2 feet from row to row.

As the earlier sowings are apt to bulb or run to seed

in the spring, should the winter be mild, plant only a

limited quantity, just sufficient to meet the early

demand, and follow these up by a good batch from

the beds sown at the end of July. To insure these

being sturdy and strong prick out as soon as they

are large enough to handle, or keep them very thin in

the beds and perfectly free from weeds. Onions may
be left at about 3 inches, for every alternate one to be

taken out in the spring, or, if extra large bulbs are

aimed at, an inch or two more room will be requhed.

Summer crops of these should be dried and ripened,

by being spread thinly in an open sunny spot, or, in

case of unfavourable weather, on the floors or benches

of any outhouse or shed. J. She/i/'ard,
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SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER i6, 1876.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
— Sale of Dutch Bulbs, at Stevens' Rooms,
f Sate of Odontoglossum cirrhosum,
I Stevens' Booms.
— Sale of nuich Bulbs, at Stevens' Rooms.
— Sale of Orchids, at Stevens' Rooms,

c \ / Royal Horticultural Society of Aberdee
sept. 23

^ Autumn Show (two days).

Sept. 33 — Sale of Dutch Bulbs, at Stevens' Rooms.

Monday,
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First-class Certificate at Chiswick. White Swan

stood out from all the white Violas on account

of its clearness and purity of colour, and its

great freedom of bloom. Vigorous as it is in growth,

it will not stand the heat and dryness of the

South, unless associated with some plant that will

assist to keep the soil moist and cool about it, and

give it some shade ; at Bishop Auckland it was grow-

ing as luxuriantly as a Water-cress. One great

recommendation is the easy way in which these Violas

can be propagated, their hardy character favouring

outdoor increase ; or, with the addition of a cold

frame in which to winter them in the more exposed

districts of the North. It is in late summer and

autumn, especially, that their floral service is of the

of Col. LoYD-LiNDSAY, M.P., there is a Melon,

house in which has this year been produced fruit of

excellent flavour. Mr. Atkins, the gardener at

Lockinge, attributes this to having his plants in a

surface soil of some 15 inches depth of yellow loam,

and below that a subsoil to the depth 2.1 feet, made
up of decayed manure and leaves.

In the way of new fruits, the Lambton
Castle Seedling Fig deserves to rank very high,

judging from the examples seen of it in'.the Fig-

house at Studley Royal. It was sent to Mr. Clark
by Mr. Hunter, of Lambton Castle Gardens, and it

is supposed to be a seedling raised at Lambton
Castle. It is of the Brunswick type, the fruit large.

ally, lack of rain caused a stoppage of growth, and

instead of getting full pods they were only partially

filled. The Bean crops are decidedly small, and in

some instances the seed is much discoloured. Broad

Beans have proved a bad crop, only two or three

seeds in a pod ; the Longpod Beans show a rather

larger yield. It is expected that prices will range

much as last year.

Berried Solanums are found very useful

for house decoration in autumn and winter, and one

of the most useful and attractive is the old S. Capsi-

castrum. Some plants raised from cuttings taken in

August, 1S75, placed singly in small pots, and grown

on into size, and then planted out-of-doors in a cool

Fig. 73.—PHILODENDRON HOLTONIANUM.

most valuable character ; the dull weather and rains

that disfigure the ordinary bedding plants, only serve

to biing out in a more marked manner their free-

floweiing character. They can also be had in bloom
in spring, at least two months before bedding plants

can be placed out in the beds. But gardeners are

slow in taking them up, preferring to stand by the

old subjects, however uncertain their character may
be. During the past hot summer the yellow Calceo-
laria proved a failure in almost every direction. To
those who assert that this is the only yellow flowering

bedding plant, it may be replied that excellent substi-

tutes can be found in yellow Violas and Marigolds ;

and that were Ihey more generally grown, they would
soon supersede the uncertain yellow Calceolaria.

At Lockinge Park, Wantage, the residence

very handsome, slightly golden, and browned when
ripe, luscious and highly flavoured. One high-class

qualification is the remarkable freedom with which it

produces its fruit. It has a very distmct foliage, and

Mr. Clark places it at the head of all the varieties

grown at Studley Royal (Juite small plants were

heavily laden with fruit.

As far as information has reached us respect-

ing the Seed Crops which have been harvested, it is

found that the early Peas will be a very short crop,

the cold spring having checked their early growth,

while the drought affected them at the time they were

ripening off. The second early Peas show a better

yield, averaging 3 qr. per acre, while the later wrinkled

varieties show a still better return. Some grown in

Leicestershire have yielded 5 qr. to the acre. Gener.

shady spot in some rich soil, and kept well watered,

are now remarkably robust and healthy and laden

with berries, taking on the pleasing coral-red hue

peculiar to them. It is thought by some that plants

raised from cuttings berry much more freely than those

obtained from seed, but one thing is quite certain,

that this method of propagation results in the increase

of good selected varieties, and thus secures a general

uniformity of habit and character.

We have It on the authority of the Bucking-

hamshire Advertiser that at Latimers, Chesham, the

seat of Lord Chesham, Mr. A. Donaldson, the

gardener, has produced a monster bunch of Trebbiano

Grape, measuring 2 feet across the top, and about the

same measurement from stalk to point. It is calcu-

lated to weigh 24 lb. Other fine Grapes in the
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vineries at Latimers are Muscat of Alexandria,

Muscat Hamburgh, Alicante, Mrs. Pince's Muscat,
and Lady Downe's,

An International Exhibition will be
held in Cape Town in 1S77, in a building to be
erected for the purpose, by consent of the Colonial
Government. It will include manufactures of all

kinds. The date fixed for the opening is February 15,
and everything intended for the exhibition must be
shipped from London not later than during the first

week in December, 1S76. Intending exhibitors should
communicate immediately with Mr. Edmund John
SON, Commissaire Delegue, at the European Centra
Offices of the Exhibition, 3, Castle Street, Ilolborn,
London. The exhibition will be arranged in the fol-

lowing classes :—Class i.—Alimentation. Class 2.— Chemicals, perfumery, medicines, and surgical

appliances. Class 3.—Furniture. Class 4.—Fabrics,
clothing, watches, jewellery, ornaments, precious
stones. Class 5.— Means of transport, travelling

equipments, harness, saddlery, &c. Class 6.—Hard-
ware, edge tools, cutlery, metal work of all kinds.
Class 7.—Machinery, materials and construction.
Class 8.—Agricultural, &c Class 9.—Science and
Education. Class 10.—Miscellaneous. In eighteen
years, according to the Times, the imports of Cape
Colony rose from ^fi, 500,000 to ;^5, 500,000, and
the exports from .1^1,327,000 in 1S56 to ;^4,233,ooo
in 1S74. The difference between the amount of
imports and exports is accounted for by the quantity
of diamonds which are sent by post and parcel
and do not enter into any custom-house returns.
In 1S75 the population of the colony was 751,500.
The colony contained 11,000,000 sheep, 3,000,000
Angora and common goats, 1,000,000 head of cattle,

and 22,000 ostriches. The Exhibition is to tap, in
addition to the Cape Colony, the neighbouring terri-

tories of Griqualand West, Natal, the Orange Free
State, and other promising communities. The pro-
gress of these countries during the last few years
is, according to Sir Henry Barkly, Governor since
1S70 of the Cape of Good Hope, only paralleled
by that of Australia after the gold discoveries.
The enterprise of the colony is now chiefly directed
to railway construction ; 800 miles of new railway
are being made with the .^4,000,000 recently
borrowed in England, and with other money
derived from the sale of public lands. One line
of 120 miles of railway is already in operation.
Sleam communication with England takes a little over
three weeks, and there are four or five sailings a month.
The telegraph goes no farther than Madeira, although
the project of making a submarine cable all the way
to the Cape has seriously engaged the attention of
the Colonial Office. Telegraphic communication in
the interior is carried on by 2000 miles of wire, which,
among other things, gives a through line between
Cape Town and the Diamond Fields. The Exhibi-
tion will be open during the Cape summer, which
begins in November and lasts until April. No cata-
logue-maker will find it necessary to add such an
appendix to his compilation as the long statement of
the duties upon goods imported into America which
formedanecessaryadditiontothe Philadelphia list. The
duties upon goods carried to South Africa are in
nearly every case levied by an aj valorem tax of 10
per cent; and this simplicity of tarifl" will form an
important item in the consideration of every manu-
facturer who thinks of taking the present opportunity
to extend his transactions with the growing com-
munities of South Africa.

One of the most effective Bedding Pelar-
goniums we have this season met with is Bayard,
one of the late Mr. J. R. Pearson's earliest seedlings.
The growth is all that could be desired in a bedding
Pelargonium ; the flowers are of a rich crimson, pro-
duced in bold effective trusses.

The Caucasian Prickly Comfrey, Symphy-
TUM asperrimum, now so much advertised as a
forage plant, suitable, it is said, for extensive planting

in India and other countries, is already attracting

some attention in our Eastern Empire, owing no
doubt to the extensive system of .advertising adopted
by the English firm having the roots for disposal,

together with the manner in which the Indian appers
have taken it up. Thus, for instance, a recent issue

of the Times of India recommend that " Comfreys
ought to be planted from one end of India to the

other." The result of this publicity is, that appli-

cations are being made from various parts of India to

the Agricultural and Horticultural Society at Cal-

cutta for plants or seeds. The opinion of Dr. King,
however, of the Botanic Gardens, Calcutta, given in

answer to one applicant, will no doubt tend to shake
the belief in its powers of many a would-be planter.

Dr. King says :
—" As a native of the Caucasus,

where it grows by the sides of streams, it is not likely

that it has any chance as a crop in the dry plains of

India." That this species of Comfrey is really useful

as a fodder plant there can be no doubt. Several

years ago it was advocated for cultivation for this

purpose, and an analysis, favourable in its results,

was made by Dr. VOELCKER, since which time we
have heard but little of it until within the last few
months.

A correspondent of the Rernie Horticoh

recommends the culture of the pretty, sweet-scented

Aponogeton distachyon as a pot plant grown in a

frame and kept moist. The plant has flowered well

under such circumstances. The plant is much more
hardy than it is usually considered to be. It flourishes

in the open lake in the Edinburgh Botanic Garden,

and in a streamlet in Mr. Parker's interesting nur-

sery at Tooting. It is a plant far too little known,
but one v/hich all true plant lovers appreciate.

Among late-flowering shrubs deserving of

cultivation maybe mentioned Ligustrum lucidum,
whose large erect panicles of pure white flowers are

very conspicuous just now. This species is almost

arborescent in habit. A very fine specimen exists at

Kew, in the front of the house next to the Herbarium,
going towards the gardens from the bridge. This is

a large bushy plant, already nearly half-way up the

windows of the second floor. The varieties of

Hibiscus syriacus are also conspicuous now, and a

small tree we saw the other day in an old garden at

Richmond was a very striking object. It had a

single stem at the bottom, and is perhaps 10 or

12 feet high. Lespedeza bicolor and Cassia marilan-

dica are beautiful autumn-flowering shrubs, perhaps

best treated as herbaceous plants, and cut down to

the ground every year, as we do Fuchsias in the open
border. The former is a native of Japan and North
China, having trifoliate leaves of a rich dark green,

and slender racemes of purple-red or violet-red

flowers. The Cassia is the only hardy species

of this vast genus worth growing. It has ele-

gant pinnate leaves, which bend downwards in

the evening, and the leaflets of the opposite

sides ol the rachis are applied face to face

at the same time. The flowers are of a pleasing

yellow, with curious large stamens, and altogether so

diflferent from those of any other hardy plant as to be

desirable. Treated in the manner described they

will both grow from 3 to 5 feet or more high, accord-

ing to the nature of the sod. During the summer
months the foliage is sufficiently ornamental to entitle

them to a place in the garden, and to this in autumn
is added the colour and beauty of the flowers, just at

a season when colour is wanted in the shrubberies.

Some of the varieties, too, of the False Acacia produce

their flowers late in the summer or the beginning of

autumn ; and few small trees can vie with them in

elegance and richness of foliage, which retains its

lustre long after many deciduous trees have become
shabby, especially in such a dry season as this has

been. /Ksculus (Pavia) macrostachya is a pretty

shrub or miniature tree of the Horse Chestnut genus,

which flowers in August and September. It is quite

hardy, and remarkable for the very long stamens of

its white flowers, which are borne in erect panicles.

At the usual monthly meeting of the Horti-
cultural Clui!, held at the Club House, 3, Adelphi

Terrace, on Wednesday last, the following gentlemen

were admitted members:—J. C. QuENNELL, M.D.,
Brentwood, Essex ; A. B. Cater, Bath ; and

Joseph F. Meston, 20, Spring Gardens, S.W.

We have received from Mr. Lovel, of Weaver-
thorpe, near York, a sample of his Eureka Post-
Box, which is a very simple and efficient contrivance

adapted for the transmission by post of flowers, plants,

fruits, and various other articles that are often sent

through the post. They are very simple in construc-

tion ; any piece of cardboard will make one, at a cost

of \d. to li/. each according to size. A boy can make

them at the rate of twelve per hour, or one every five

minutes. No stitching or paste is required, and, a
pattern once seen, any person can make one. The
box is the invention of Mr. J. Lovel's son. The
specimen before us quite bears out Mr. Lovel's state-

ments. Some Grapes arrived by post in good condi-
tion in one of them.

We have had occasion lately to speak of the
simultaneous flowering in various widely spread
localities of the hardy Bamboo, called Thamno-
calamus Falconeri—a plant more generally known
under the erroneous appellation of Arundinaria fal-

cata. In India, as we have already stated, the same
phenomena have been remarked in the case of several

species which produce their flov/ers periodically. M.
RiviKRE has lately adduced some further illustrations

of the same phenomenon in the case of Bambusa
flexuosa, which has flowered at the same time in the
South of France and in Algeria, as well as near
Pans.

An admirable illustration of " How not to do
it " (punsters might say " How to do it ") is afforded

by the way in which an Old Hawthorn has been
treated in Whitehall Place. Some time since, when
that thoroughfare was extended to the Embankment,
it was, for some reason that we know not, desired to

retain this tree, although it is in the very centre of the

footway, and constitutes an obstruction that nothing
in the tree itself, so far as we know, compensates.
In any case the tree was left, and the paving-stones
were accurately fitted close round the base of the
trunk, so that all access of air or water to the roots is

practically cut offi The result may be imagined. We
trust this specimen of London gardening may speedily

be removed. Can any reader inform us why the tree

was left ?

The Monatsschrift for June and July reports
a lecture by Dr. Wilhelm Cohn on the application
of Artificial Manures in gardening. The
speaker, after an eulogy on LiKBiG, described the
chemical composition of a plant, and the sources of
the different constituents so far as they are known
and have been the subject of experiment at the
various excellent agricultural trial-stations. He then
briefly described the process of animal nutrition, and
the value of farmyard or stable manure, according to

the food given to the cattle. The principal elements
which manure should contain are nitrogen, phosphoric
acid and potash. It is estimated that about 6i lb. of
nitrogen is annually conveyed by rain and snow down
upon a nwrgen (two-thirds of an acre) of land, in the

form of ammonia and nitric acid. How these nitro-

genous compounds originate in the air has not been
satisfactorily explained. Nearly all that is known on
this subject is the fact that lightning generates nitric

acid from the nitrogen and oxygen of the atmo-
sphere. And more recently Schoneein discovered
that the union of nitric acid and ammonia
always accompanies combustion and the vaporisa-

tion of water, if only on a very small scale. The
principal artificial manures were described by the
lecturer, and the proper season and method of apply-
ing them given. What he says respecting the uses
of artificial manures in gardens fully agrees with the
results of experiments in this country, for the effects

are often baneful instead of beneficial in rich soils.

But for large areas of the same crop, and permanent
plantations of fruit trees, some of these artificial

manures may be employed with advantage. On the

Rhine artificial manures are commonly used in the

vineyards, and the use of salts of potash and phos-
phates gives very satisfactory results. In the South
of Germany there are numerous manure manufactories,
the produce of which is chiefly disposed of to Grape
growers. A good efi'ect of some of the salts is to pro-
tect the plants when young from the ravages of
insects, as well as to afford nourishment. Sulphate of

ammonia is recommended for giving turf a rich dark
green.

-—
- We owe to the courtesy of Lady Parker

the privilege of having seen a beautiful Hybrid
Amaryllis, having the foliage of Brunsvigia with the
flowers of the Belladonna Lily, so called. The cross

was effected by Lady Parker in Australia between
Amaryllis Belladonna and Brunsvigia Josephin.-e. A
similar cross was effected by the late Mr. Bidwill,
as recorded in these columns many years since. The
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scape, or main flower-stalk of the plant before U5, is

about 14 or 15 inches high, of the thickness of the

thumb, somewhat two-edged, and covered with a

glaucous bloom. At the top of the scape are two

ovate, acute, leafy bracts inroUed at the edges. These

subtend a truss of about thirty flov/ers, each raised

on a stalk 4 to 5 inches in length, and having at its

base a narrow twisted thread-like bract. The indi-

vidual flowers are funnel-shaped, about 3.^ inches

across, some four others six-parted, with oblong re-

curved segments of a brilliant crimson-lilac colour.

The stamens and style are about the same length as

the flower segments, and up-curved. The ovary is

three-sided, with somewhat rounded angles. The
foliage, we are informed, is that of Brunsvigia

Josephin.x'.

The bright-red berries of the Bitter Sweet,

SoLANUM DULCAMARA, are Sufficiently familiar

objects in the hedgerows in the South of England,

though the beauty of the plant, whether in flower or

fruit, is hardly sufficiently appreciated by our gar-

deners. A few days since, in the neighbourhood of

Ealing, we met with a plant of this with bright yellow

berries—as yellow as in the analogous case of the

Green Gage Tomato. This yellow-fruited variety is

not mentioned in any of the principal British Flora?,

though it must doubtless have been seen and recorded

before.

We were speaking last week only of the

neglect of opportunities for imparting Useful In-

FOR^LVTiON to cottagers and others at Flower
Shows on gardening matters, and lamenting that the

country gentry and the clergy did not, with or with-

out the aid of their gardeners, bestir themselves to

render these pleasant gatherings profitable as well as

pleasant. New ideas and fresh arrangements are

indeed sadly wanted at large and small shows alike.

Holding these views, we were agreeably surprised to

note in the schedule of the Muthill (Perthshire)

Horticultural Society prizes ofTered to boys attending

the public schools for common names and descriptions

of trees along the road to the railway station, and to

gills for the common names and habits of wild flowers

and grasses along the same road. This is a step in the

right direction, and the Rev. Mr. Rankix is entitled

to all credit for it. We may in the future hope to

seethe idea fuither developed, and prizes offered for

the best account of the habits, mode of growth, and

best mode of culture of the Potato, the Cabbage, the

best mode of pruning Gooseberry bushes or Pear trees,

and so forth. We have the power in this country to

an almost superabundant extent — why not utilise

it? Perhaps because it is thought to be too simple

and easy a matter.

At a meeting of the Ray Society, held at

Glasgow, the Secretary said Mr. Buckton had dis-

covered that there were about ninety-five species of

Aphides, which were very destructive to agricul-

tural and gardening operations.

Complaints are frequently m^ide by Grape
cultivators of the tendency on the part of the

Madresfield Court Muscat to crack just as it is

ripe and fit for table, and it is a frequent occurrence

that gardeners are found cutting out the Vine from

sheer despair of ever having it in good condition. It

i5, however, clearly demonstrated that it can be had
in prime character, and destitute of the blemish of

cracking. At Gunnt;rsbury Mr. Richards grows it

as a medium crop Grape, and perfectly finished. At
Lockinge Park, Wantage, it is a great favourite, and

Mr. Atkins has conclusively proved that it is a com-

paratively easy matter to have it fine in bunch and

berry, and without the trace of a crack. The house of

this Grape at Lockinge is started into growth about

the middle of January ; the border is mainly inside,

but partly ouside, the bottom concrete, and the

border composed of brick rubble, bones, and turf

from the downs on the south side of Wantage. A
good soaking of guano-water is given once during the

winter, and occasionally from the time of setting till

the berries begin to colour. After the berries begin

to colour water is withheld unless absolutely required,

and anything like atmospheric moisture is reduced as

much as possible. So highly is the Grape esteemed
that Colonel LoYD-LiNDSAYhas given orders to have
more of it planted. There is a house of magnificent

Muscat of Alexandria Grapes at Lockinge, containing

eleven fine young Vines, each Vine carrying, on an

average, ten bunches of Grapes, which are large, very

handsome, the berries even, plump and well coloured.

Once a fortnight or so the inside border has a good

soaking of water, and occasional waterings of guano-

water inside and out. At Studley Royal, Ripon, the

seat of the Marquis of RiroN, Mr. Clark has got rid

of the Madresfield Court Grape, all his endeavours

failing to make it a success. But at Studley the

Muscat Hamburgh, grafted on the White Muscat, is a

great success, large in bunch and berry, and admirably

finished ; Chaptal was very fine, and, next to the

White Muscat, Mr. Clark considers this the finest

white Grape in cultivation. Bolk the Golden
Champion and the Duke of Buccleuch has this season

much pleased Mr. Clark j the former both in bunch
and berry was vei"y fine, and much esteemed at

dessert. The Duke of Buccleuch ripens at the end
of June, and hangs well, and Mr. Clark regards it

as a grand white early Grape. They were both on the

White Muscat, and Mr. Clark is of opinion that this

stock increases the flavour of the Grape. It was
curious to notice that the Muscat Hamburgh, while

so fine when worked on the White Muscat, was not

at all good on the Black Hamburgh.

New Garden Plants.

PllILODENDROX HOLTONIANUM. *

Not entirely without hesitation do we refer to this

species, an Aroidaceous plant exhibited by Mr. W.
Bull at the International Horticultural Exhibition at

Dundee. Our hesitation arises from the fact that we
have not seen the plant in flower, and that the speci-

men in the Kew herbarium is not much more complete.

It happens, however, to be the type specimen on which
Schott founded his species, and therefore has unusual
authority. Whether our identification be correct or

not, which time will assuredly show, Mr. Bull's plant

(fig. 73, p. 365) is a remarkably handsome foliage

plant, with an ascending stem, covered below with a

fibrous network, and from the base of which proceed
numerous aerial roots. The leaf-stalks are iS inches
—2 feet in length, channelled on the upper side,

rounded beneath ; the blade is about iS inches long,

somewhat less in breadth, perfectly glabrous, shining

green above, paler beneath, ovate acute in general
outline, subcordate or more nearly rounded at the

base, divided below the middle into three unequal
entire lobes, the central one lanceolate acuminate,
nearly double the length of the two side lobes, which
are oblique inctquilateral, rounded at the ends, and
marked with three prominent nerves. In the young
state the blade is of a lighter colour, bent at right

angles to the petiole, thus forming a very striking

addition to an already remarkable group of plants.

M. T. M.

Trichoiulia Galeottiana, a. Rich ; sup-a.

Card. Ckron, 1865, 770.

I have obtained a distinct variety from Messrs.

Jacob-Makoy, of Liege, and from Mr. Day, Its sepals

and petals are wholly of a yellowish green, and the

orange-coloured lip has no blotches. There is, how-
ever, no doubt that this is the original plant. My
typical specimen—one of Galeotti's own collection

— is signed '* fleurs jaune de soufre," which applies to

this one. The variety with blotches, described 1865,

may be called var. picta. H. G. Rdib, f.

THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION.
[The following extracts are taken from Mr. Wal-

lace's address to the Biological Section.]

STkUCTUKE AND ITS MEANING.

Just as a surface geology was required to complete

that science, so a surface-biology was wanted to make
the science of living things more complete and more
generally interesting, by applying the results arrived at

by special workers to the interpretation of those external

and prominent features whose endless variety and beauty

constitute the charm which attracts us to the con-

templation or to the study of Nature. We have the

descriptive zoologist, for example, who gives us the

external characters of animals ;
the anatomist studies

Petiolus

Lamina fohi basi vix sinuata, partitionibus

III I- i!.^ 1, ijii conlliientibus. media elongate elliptica, apice

ii it;t acuiata, veiiis apposicis ter remote super-

|, III, lateralibus oblique obverse-oblongis sursum
cm -.Lii-., ..;.,;. I 1 ito-obtusis subin;equilateris, latere superiore

b^isui vi-'i-b^iib ii;viier angustalis, venis sub binis remotis ibi pra;-

ditis, latere inferiore e medio apicem versus leviter angustatis,

basin versus vero'gradatim latitutidem minuetilibus, costa basi

nudas relinquentibus. unicam interduni venam apicem versus

exserentes, costam bifurcatim terminaiara quasi construentem.

Spatha . . . Spadix ad medium femineus. Baccze minutis-

sima; sub 5-loculares, loculis monospermis. Nova Granata,

Holton."— Schott, Prod. loc. cit.

their internal structure ; the histologist makes known the
nature of their component tissues ; the embryologist
patiently watches the progress of their development ; the

systematist groups them into classes and orders, families,

genera, and species ; while the field naturalist studies

for us their food and habits and general economy. Cut
till quite recently none of these earnest students, nor
all of them combined, could answer satisfactorily,

or even attempted to answer, many of the simplest

questions concerning the external characters and
general relations of animals and plants. Why are

flowers so wonderfully varied in form and colour?
what causes the arctic fox and the ptarmigan to

turn white in winter? why are there no elephants
in America and no deer in Australia? why are

closely aUied species rarely found together ? why are

male animals so frequently bright coloured? why are
extinct animals so often larger than those which are now
living ? what has led to the production of the gorgeous
train of the peacock and of the two kinds of flower in

the Primrose ? The solution of these and a hundred
other problems of like nature was rarely approached by
the old method of study, or if approached was only the

subject of vague speculation. It is to the illustrious

aulhour of the Origin of Species that we are indebted

for teaching us how to study Nature as one great, com-
pact, and beautifully adjusted system. Under the

touch of his magic wand the countless isolated facts of

internal and external structure of living things—their
habits, .their colours, theirdevelopment, their distribution,

their geological history—all fell into their approximate
places; and though from the intricacy of the subject,

and our very imperfect knowledge of the facts them-
selves, much still remains uncertain, yet we can no
longer doubt that even the minutest and most superficial

peculiarities of animals and plants either, on the one
hand, are or have been useful to them, or, on the other

hand, have been developed under the influence of

general laws, which we may one day understand to a
much greater extent than we do at present. So great is

the alteration effected in our comprehension of Nature
by the study of variation, inheritance, cross-breeding,

competition, distribution, protection, and selection

—

showing, as they often do, the meaning of the most

obscure phenomena, and the mutual dependence of the

most widely-separated organisms, that it can only be

fitly compared with the analogous alteration produced

in our conception of the universe by Newton's grand
discovery of the law of gravitation.

If other principles should hereafter be discovered, or

if it be proved that some of his subsidiary theories are

wholly or partially erroneous, this very discovery can

only be made by following in Darwin's steps, by adopt-

ing the method of research which he has taught us, and
by largely using the rich stores of material which he has

collected. The Origin of Species^ and the grand series

of works which have succeeded it, have revolutionised

the study of biology. They have given us new ideas

and fertile principles —they have infused life and vigour

into science, and liave opened up hitherto unthought of

lines of research on which hundreds of eager students

are now labouring. Whatever modifications some of

his theories may require, Darwin must none the less

be looked up to as the founder of philosophical biology.

Influence oi- Local Conditions on Colour.

Of all the external characters of animals, the most
beautiful, the most varied, and the most generally attrac-

tive, are the brilliant colours and strange yet often

elegant markings with which so many of them are adorned.

Yet, of all characters, this is the most difficult to bring

under the laws of utility or of physical connection. Mr.

Darwin—as you are well aware—has shown how wide is

the influence of sex on the intensity of coloration ;
and

he has been led to the conclusion that active or voluntary

sexual selection is one of the chief causes, if not the

chief cause, of all the variety and beauty of colour we
see among the higher animals. This is one of the points

on which there is much divergence of opinion even among
the supporters of Mr. Darwin, and one as to which I

myself differ from him. I have argued, and still believe,

that the need of protection is afar more efficient cause of

variation of colour than is generally suspected ; but

there are evidently other causes at work, and one of

these seems to be an influence depending strictly on
locality, whose nature we cannot yet understand, but

whose effects are everywhere to be seen when carefully

searched for.

Although the careful experiments of Sir John Lubbock
have shown that insects can distinguish colours—as

might have been inferred from the briUiant colours of the

flowers which are such an attraction to them—yet we can

hardly believe that their appreciation and love' of dis-

tinctive colours is so refined as to guide and regulate

their most powerful instinct—that of reproduction. We
are therefore led to seek some other cause for the varied

colours that prevail among insects ; and as this variety

is most conspicuous among butterflies—a group per-

haps better known than any other— it offers the best

means of studying the subject. The variety of colour

and marking among these insects is something marvel-

lous. There are probably about 10,000 different kinds

of butterflies now known, and about half of these are so

distinct in colour and marking that they can be readily

distinguished by this means alone. Almost every con-

ceivable tint and pattern is represented, and the hues

are often of such intense brilliance and purity as can be

equalled by neither birds nor flowers.

Any help to a comprehension of the causes which may
have concurred in bringing about so much diversity and
beauty must be of value, and this is my excuse for laying

before you the more important cases 1 have met with of

a connection between colour and locality.

Our first example is from Tropical Africa, where we
find two unrelated groups of butterflies belonging to two
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very distinct families (Nymphalidse and Papilionida;)

characterised by a prevailing blue-green colour not found
in any other continent. Again, we have a group of

African Pierido? which are white or pale yellow with a
marginal row of bead-hke black spots, and in the same
country one of the Lycosnidce (Liptena erastus) is

coloured so exactly like these that it was at first described
as a species of Pieris. None of these fourgroups are known
to be in any way specially protected, so that the resem-
blance cannot be due to protective mimicry.

In South America we have far more striking cases.

For in the three sub-families—Danainoe, Acrsenice, and
Heliconiinas—all of which are specially protected, we
find identical tints and patterns reproduced, often in the
greatest detail, each peculiar type of coloration being
characteristic of distinct geographical sub-divisions of
the continent. Nine very distinct genera are implicated
in these parallel changes—Lycorea, Ceratmia, Mecha-
nitis, Ithomia, Melina^a, Tithorea, Acr^a, Heliconius,
and Eueides—groups of three or four (or even of five) of
them appearing together in the same hvery in one dis-

trict, while in an adjoining district most or all of them
undergo a simultaneous change of coloration or of

marking. The resemblance thus produced between
widely different insects is sometimes general, but
often so close and minute that only a critical exami-
nation of structure can detect the difference between
them. Yet this can hardly be true mimicry, because all

are alike protected by the nauseous secretion which
renders them unpalatable to birds.

Insular Forms.

But it is among islands that we find some of the most
striking examples of the influence of locaUty on colour,
generally in the direction of paler, but sometimes of
darker and more brilliant hues, and often accompanied
by an unusual increase of size. Thus, in the Moluccas
and New Guinea we have several Papilios (P. euchnor,
P. ormenus, and P, tydeus) distinguished from their
allies by a much paler colour, especially in the females,
which are almost white. Many species of Danais (form-
ing the subgenus Ideopsis) are also very pale. But the
most curious are the Euplasas, which in the larger
islands are usually of rich dark colours, while in the
small islands of Banda, Kt*, and Matabello at least three
species not nearly related to each other (E. Hoppferi, E.
euripon, and E. assimilata) are all broadly banded or
suffused with white, their allies in the larger islands being
all very much darker. Again, in the genus Diadema,
belonging to a distinct family, three species from the
small Aru and Ke islands (D. deois, D. Hewitsonii, and
D. polymena) are all more conspicuously while-marked
than their representatives in the larger islands. In the
beautiful genus Cethosia, a species from the small
island of Waigiou (C. cyrene), is the whitest of the genus.
Prothoe is represented by a blue species in the conti-
nental island of [ava, while those inhabiting the ancient
insular groups of the Moluccas and New Guinea are all

pale yellow or white. The genus Drusilla, almost con-
fined to these islands, comprises many species which are
all very pale ; while in the small island of Waigiou is

found a very distinct genus, Hyantis, which though
differing completely in the neuration of the wings, has
exactly the same pale colours and large ocellated spots
as Drusilla. Equally remarkable is the fact that the
small island of Amboina produces larger-sized butterflies

than any of the larger islands which surround it. This is

the case with at least a dozen butterflies belonging to
many distinct genera, so that it is impossible to attribute
it to other than some local influence. In Celebes we
have a peculiar form of wing and much larger size
running through a whole series of distinct butterflies,

and this seems to take the place of any speciality in
colour.

From the Fiji Islands we have comparatively few
butterflies, but there are several species of Diadema of
unusually pale colours, some almost white.
The Phihppine Islands seem to have the peculiarity of

developing metallic colours. We find there at least
three species of EupK-ea not closely related, and all of
more intense metallic lustre than their allies in other
islands. Here also we have one of the large yellow
Ornithopterae (O. magellanus), whose hind wings glow
with an intense opaline lustre not found in any other
species of the entire group ; and an Adolias is larger
and of more brilliant metallic colouring than any other
species in the Archipelago. In these islands also we
find the extensive and wonderful genus of weevils,
Pachyrhynchus, which in their briUiant metallic colour-
ing surpass anything found in the whole eastern hemi-
sphere, if not in the whole world.

In the Andaman Islands, in the Bay of Bengal, there
are a considerable number of peculiar species of butter-
flies differing slightly from those on the continent, and
generally in the direction of paler or more conspicuous
colouring. Thus two species of Papilio, which on the
continent have the tails black, in their Andaman repre-
sentatives have them either red or white tipped. Another
species is richly blue-banded where its allies are black

;

while three species of distinct genera of Nymphalida; all
differ from their allies on the continent in being of exces-
sively pale colours, as well as of somewhat larger size.

In Madagascar we have the very large and singulariy
white-spotted Papilio antenor, while species of three
other genera are very white or conspicuous, compared
with their continental allies.

Passing to the West Indian Islands and Central
America (which latter country has formed a group of
islands in very recent times), we have similar indications.
One of the largest of the Papilios inhabits Jamaica, while
another, the largest of its group, is found in Mexico.
Cuba has two of the same genus whose colours are of
surpassing brilliancy ; while the fine genus Clothilda-
confined to the Antilles and Central America—is remark-
able for its rich and showy colouring.

Colour Changes in Mammals.

Persons who are not acquainted with the important
structural differences that distinguish these various
genera of butterflies, can hardly realise the importance
and the significance of such facts as I have now detailed.
It may be well, therefore, to illustrate them by supposing
parallel cases to occur among the mammalia. We might
have, for example, in Africa, the gnus, the elands, and
the buffaloes all coloured and marked like zebras, stripe

for stripe over the whole body exactly corresponding. So
the hares, marmots, and squirrels of Europe might be
all red, with black feet, while the corresponding species
of Central Asia were all yellow, with black heads. In
North America we might have raccoons, squirrels, and
opossums in parti-coloured livery of white and black so
as exactly to resemble the skunk of the same country

;

while m South America they might be black, with
a yellow throat-patch, so as to resemble with equal
closeness the tayra of the Brazilian forests. Were
such resemblances to occur in anything like the
number, and with the wonderful accuracy of imita-
tion, met with among the Lepidoptera, they would
certainly attract universal attention among naturalists,

and would lead to the exhaustive study of the influence
of local causes in producing such startling results.

One somewhat similar case does indeed occur
among the mammalia,—two singular African animals, the
Aard-wolf (Proteles) and the hyasna-dog (Lycaon),
both strikingly resembling hyasnas in their general form
as well as in their spotted markings. Belonging as they
all do to the carnivora, though to three distinct families,

it seems quite an analogous case to those we have
imagined ; but as the Aard-wolf and the hy;^na-dog are
both weak animals compared with the hyasna, the
resemblance may be useful, and in that case would come
under the head of mimicry. This seems the more
probable because, as a rule, the colours of the
mammalia are protective, and are too little varied to
allow of the influence of local causes producing any
well-marked effects.

Birds.

When we come to birds, however, the case is different;

for although they do not exhibit such distinct

marks of the influence of locality as do butterflies

—probably because the causes which determine
colour are in their case more complex—yet there are
distinct indications of some effect of the kind, and we
must devote some little time to their consideration.
One the most curious cases is that of the parrots of

the West Indian Islands and Central America, several
of which have white heads or foreheads, occurring in

two distinct genera, while none of the more numerous
parrots of South America are so coloured. In the small
island of Dominica we have a very large and richly

coloured parrot (Chrysotisaugusta) corresponding to the
large and richly coloured Papilio homerus ofJamaica.
The Andaman Islands are equally remarkable, at

least six of the pecuhar birds differing from their con-
tinental allies in being much lighter, and sometimes
with a large quantity of pure white in the plumage,
exactly corresponding to what occurs among the butter-
flies.

In the Philippines this is not so marked a feature—yet
we have here the only known white-breasted kingcrow
(Dicrurus mirabilis)— the newly discovered Eurylcemus
Steerii, wholly white beneath—three species of Diceum,
all white beneath—several species of Parus, largely
white-spotted—while many of the pigeons have light

ashy tints. The birds generally, however, have rich

dark colours, similar to those which prevail among the
butterflies.

In Celebes we have a swallow-shrike and a peculiar
small crow allied to the jackdaw, whiter than any of
their allies in the surrounding islands, but otherwise the
colours of the birds call for no special remark.

In Timor and Florcs we have white-headed pigeons,
and a long-tailed flycatcher, almost entirely white.

In the small Lord Howe's Island we have the recently
extinct white rail (Notomis alba), remarkably contrasting
with its allies in the larger islands of New Zealand.
We cannot, however, lay any stress on isolated

examples of white colour, since these occur in most of
the great continents, but where we find a series of species
of distinct genera, all differing from their continental
allies in a whiter coloration, as in the Andaman
Islands and the West Indies—and among butterflies,

in the smaller Moluccas, the Andamans, and Mada-
gascar, we cannot avoid the conclusion that in these
msular localities some general cause is at work.
There are other cases, however, in which local

influences seem to favour the production or preservation
of intense crimson or a very dark coloration. Thus in
the Moluccas and New Guinea alone we have bright red
parrots belonging to two distinct famihes, and which,
therefore, most probably have been independently pro-
duced or preserved by some common cause. Here too
and in Australia we have black parrots and pigeons ; and
it is a most curious and suggestive fact that in another
insular subregion—that of Madagascar and the Mas-
carene Islands— these same colours reappear in the same
two groups.

{To he contmued.)

Sept. II.—Dr. I. B. Balfour read a paper, in the De-
partment of Zoology and Botany, on Mascarene species of

Pandanl
It was explained by the Chairman that Dr. Balfour

had accompanied, as botanist, the Transit Expedition
to the Indian Ocean. The paper stated that the
flora and fauna of the Mascarene Islands were of a pecu-
liar nature. The generic charactenstics of the Pandani
were distinctly marked, although it was difticult to define
species. An investigation of the whole genus was very

much wanted. It would doubtless have been supplied
had more been known of the species. There were in all
twenty-two species, of which nine or eleven were endemic
to Mauritius, two to Rodrigues, four to Bourbon, and
three to Seychelles. Two species occurred in most of
the islands, but these appeared to have been introduced
for the sake of their leaves. In the course of discussion^
Professor Williamson said it had been customary to
class puzzling fossil plants amongst the Pandani.
These fossils would be turned out of house and home,
however, unless they could satisfy Dr. Balfour that
they were akin to that family. It appeared to him
that the discovery of the author was of considerable
importance.

Coal Plants.
Prof. Williamson gave in the second paper read an

account of recent researches among the coal plants, espe-
cially Calamites, Lepidodendra, and Sigillarias. The
object he had in view was to obtain the assistance of
botanists in reference to structural arrangements inci-
dental to those plants. One curious fact that had a
bearing on evolution was that features perfectly distinct
when the plants were young became merged at a later
stage into a common type. It appeared to him that the
characteristic mentioned was not confined to Calamites-
but extended to other species. This showed the absolute
absurdity committed by many writers in attempting to
burden science with names upon mere fragments of
wood, without the means of identifying the plants. The
first great truth they learned was. that the plants at
mature stages assumed a generalised type. It was also
apparent, although in antagonism to embryology,
that they progressed from the special type to the
general one. Of course that reversed the law of
development, which gave it a peculiar interest.
Professor Balfour, remarked that they were indebted to
the Professor for the new views he had expounded.
The paper he regarded as a valuable contribution to the
science of botany.

Sphenopteris affinis.

The third paper was one " On Circinate Veaatioa
of Sphenopteris affinis from the earliest stage to com-
pletion, and on the discovery of Staphylopteris, a
genus new to British rocks." The author. Mr. C,
W. Peach, A.L.S., stated that Sphenopteris affinis

was found in abundance in the Edinburgh dis-
trict. During its advancement from youth to age it

assumed a variety of forms. It was evidently affected
by soils, storms, situations, and the like. The Staphy-
lopteris, which clung to the Sphenopteris affinis, had
never previously been found on British rocks. Professor
M 'Nab thought, from some of the conditions of these
Ferns, that they were related to the beautiful Fern of
North America called Lygodium. It seemed to him
that as the species mentioned bore peculiar fruit, the
Staphylopteris might be the fruit cff the Sphenopteris
affinis.

Leaf Structure of Abies.

Professor W. R. M'Nab, M.D., read a paper on the
structure of the leaf in different species of Abies, illus-

trated by diagrams of the various parts of the leaf. (See
Gardeners Chronicle^ p. 135, vol. iv,, n.s.)

:M

iljnnif C'Drnspnitbiiri'.

Nertera depressa : the Fruiting Duckweed.^
The Nertera is certainly a very effective little plant,
and deserves a place in every establishment where
there are any pretensions to carpet bedding. The first

week in October I take up my stock from the beds,
but first of all prepare a light compost, having a small
portion of peat and sand mixed with it. Three-inch
pots are tlien prepared and well crocked. A good-
sized plant is then divided into three ; each clump ia

made nicely round, and then potted. I now choose fl

good open space for a cold frame to stand, facing thd
south, not allowing it to be shaded by trees in thi
least. In this frame the pots are plunged in coalj
ashes and well watered ; the lights are then place!

on, and they must not have much air until they get 1

little established. By the end of February they wil

need more air. One thing must ever be borne ia

mind, and that is, they must never be allowed to gefl

dry, for they are water-loving plants. I do not think in

is possible to give them too much. Although the plant

is almost or quite hardy, I think it best to put a mat on
the frame in severe frosty weather. I have had them
frozen through many a time, and I have not found

it injure them at all, if the frost is allowed to go out of

the frame quietly, as it came in. During the winter it

will make some growth, but not so much as some i

people would like ; and here it is that people make a
mistake. They grow it too fast : they get a lot of

growth, but not the kind to bring flower, conse-

quently they are not successful in getting a mass of
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berries. To make it berry freely it must be grown
slowly, so as to obtaia a matured growth which will

flower freely. In the beginning of March give plenty

of air and water, and in the middle of the month take

the lights off in the day-time ; should there be any

appearance of frost, put the lights on in the evening.

Towards the end of the month the lights can be left

off altogether. The plants will begin to show flower

about the end of April, and by the end of May the

little green berries may be seen nestling in among
the green foliage of the plant. I plant it out in the

beds during the first week in June, and it will do just

as well turned out of the pots, providing it is done with

care so as not to disturb the ball more than necessary.

It will be found to contrast beautifully with Sedum
glaucum. The habit of the Sedum is so neat,

and the colour so soft, that it suits the Nertera well.

The Nertera must be kept raised a little above

the ground level to allow the foliage of the .Sedum to

be kept down close under it, so as to allow the berries

to be seen just above the foliage. The berries of the

Nertera begin to colour about the middle of July, and

by the end of the month they begin to produce a good

effect. Growing the Nertera in warmth causes it

to berry too soon, and consequently they will not last

the season through. It seems that we have had it

berried here more freely than it has been seen else-

where, and every one is pleased with its charming

effect. G. Leggt Cla'dand House^ Clapham Park.

[Where did our correspondent get the name " fruiting

Duckweed ? " It is not a Duckweed, and, moreover,

the true Duckweed also bears fruit. Eds.]

Abnormal Grovsrth.—In addition to the freaks of

vegetation spoken of last week by Mr. Earley, it may
be worthy of note that we have here a Rhododendron
now flowering. The plant is situate on a steep

bank, where it has been nearly scorched up during

the late drought. I have never before observed such

an occurrence in the case of the Rhododendron. Is

it not very unusual ? [Not very.] William Biini,

Aubney House, Campdeti Hill, Sept. 12.

Sweet Bay Trees.—Considerable interest having

been manifested in the pages of the GarJencrs^

Chronicle in regard to large Sweet Bay trees to be

found over the country, I beg to forward the inclosed

paragraph, which appeared in the Rothesay Chronicle

of the 2d Instant, in regard to the transplanting of a

large Sweet Bay in the neighbourhood of Rothesay,

Isle of Bute:—"The large Sweet Bay tree which
occupied the site of the new buildings for the Vacht
Club, at the Queen's Hotel, was safely removed from

its place, with a large mass of roots and soil, and
conveyed to the front of the Robertson- .Stewart Hos-

pital at the Townhead, where the tree was safely

planted in the centre of the beautiful lawn. The tree

stands about 25 feet high, with a thick bushy mass
of green foliage. Roots and soil intact weighing

about 6 tons, it will be seen that the process of trans-

planting was one of no ordinary kind. The machine
used was one invented by Mr. Jas. Kay, forester to

the Marquis of Bate." The cause of the tree having

to be removed was in consequence of the ground
being taken up for building purposes, and as it was a

fine tree, and worthy of being preserved, it has been
removed to the lawn in front of the new hospital to

the south of the town. It is composed of four limbs,

which form a fine circular and well balanced top,

25 feet high, and about the .same in diameter. Per-

haps, at some future time, I shall notify the results of

transplanting, yames Kay, Rothesay. [Pray do. Eds.]

Severe Frost in August-—The night temperature
here has been extremely low the whole year through
up to the present date. In fact, there has not been
one week but the glass has dropped to freezing-point.

On July 9 it stood 84° in the shade, and the following

morning we registered 4" of frost ; but this was greatly

surpassed on the morning of August 22, when we
registered 9° of frost, on the 23d 5°, and on the

24ih 9°. It does not appear to have remained long
at that low point, except on the morning of the 24th,

when it did not rise over 34° until a quarter past

7 o'clock. Alternantheras, Beans, Marrows, and
such-like subjects suflfered very much. We are

situated on the banks of the River Lifley, and the
cold draughts from it may in some way account for

such low readings of the thermometer. Fred, Bedford,
Strajfan Gardens, Co. Kildare. [Are your thermo-

I meters trustworthy ? Eds,]

Pampas Grass.—I have read with pleasure the
article written by "J. S. W." in the Gardeners'
Chroniele, at p. 16S, on the above valuable plant, to
which this, no doubt, has been a very trying season,
as well as to many more hardy ornamental flowering
plants, especially to those that were transplanted last

season, if artificial means have not been resorted to.

My object in writing is to show the difference between
those that have been well cared for and one that

has been neglected since the time it was planted,

except clearing out all dead flower-stems and leaves

to give a tidy appearance. The Pampas-grass I

refer to is planted on the lawn in a very exposed
situation, having nothing near it to act as a screen
from the cold winds of winter ; nevertheless it is

perfectly at home, and thrives wonderfully well. I

am unable to say exactly how long it has stood in its

present position, probably some sixteen or twenty
years. The many years it has been planted afford,

perhaps, the reason why it throws up so many flower-

stems ; though many in number they are as fine as any
I ever saw. Last autumn the number of flower-stems

was fifty-two, this year it has seventy-one ; this gives

us more than double the number that "
J. S. W." gets

on his plants. It seems clear to me the soil is the

thing one has to look to in planting ; if this is suitable

to the well-being of this or any other kind of plant,

there will be less need of any artificial help : after a
plant is establish'id in the open ground it will, as a
general rule, take care of itself. The soil here is of a
light, sandy nature on a gravelly subsoil ; in summer
we are nearly scorched up. Situated as we are on a
hill water is a scarcity, and particularly during the
late dry summer. It would be interesting to know if

any of the readers of the Gardeners' Chroniele have,

or know of, a Pampas-grass that throws up more
flower-stems than the one here. A. J. &.

The Pear Slug Worm.—To-day, in looking over
my garden, I found a tree of Beurre Diel as if it had
been struck with lightning. On going up to it, I

found the whole tree covered with the slug-worm,
as enclosed. I won't ask why the creatures are not
on every leaf, but on a great part of them, and where
they are not the leaves are in the same state : two
days ago I saw nothing on them. //. H. D. [These
very singular and inactive caterpillars are more like

little black slugs or tadpoles than the larvre of a saw-
fly, being entirely covered with a slimy matter, which
gives them a moist and slimy appearance, and when
at rest upon the foliage they might easily be mistaken for

the droppings ofsparrows or swallows. Upon a closer

examination they will be found to exhibit the typical

characters of the family to which they belong, having six

pectoral and fourteen abdominal feet, but no anal ones

;

they are of a deep bottle-green colour, the thorax is

dilated, being very much thicker than the rest of the

body, and concealing it, or nearly so (A, fig. 74). When
feeding they elevate their tails and discharge the little

black excremental pellets to a considerable distance.

It is not a little remarkable that they feed entirely on
the upper side of the leaves, consuming the paren-

chyma, and leaving only the nervures and the cuticle,

which is rarely perforated. I believe they often retire

beneath the leaves in the day, to avoid the rays of the

sun and to change their skins ; at night they wander
about in search of fresh leaves, which are better suited

to their tastes than the withered and half-eaten ones.

Their slimy coats also protect their tender bodies from

heat and wet, as well as from the attacks of parasitic

flies ; and by the adhesive nature of their secretion

they are less liable to be shaken off the smooth leaves

by the boisterous winds of autumn. After four or five

weeks, when they have arrived at their full growth,

they cast off their bottle-green jackets, and then

appear in a suit of buff, being entirely changed in

their appearance ; they no longer shine, neither

are they smooth, but covered with small trans-

verse wrinkles. This operation took place on the

5 th of October, and a short time after they left

the leaves for the purpose of entering the earth,

where they spin an oval brown cocoon, composed of

silk, with grams of the soil adhering to the outside

(B), and lined, according to De Geer, with pure

black silk. Towards the end of July, after having

lain dormant for nearly ten months, the flies emerge
from their tombs. Dusting the infested trees with

quicklime is certain death to the larvK ; but it

ought to be repeated once or twice, as they change

their skins, and can thus, like slugs, get rid

of the noxious matter with their slough, for the

first time, but not so at the second dusting.

On a small scale, the powdered and unslaked lime

might be scattered over the leaves with a tin box,

having holes in the lid like a dredging box ; and on a

larger scale, a fine sieve might be used, by a man on
a ladder or steps. A decoction of tobacco-water,
about \ lb. of tobacco to 2 gallons of water, thrown
over the trees with a garden engine, will destroy
them. Some persons have employed lime-water with
complete success—about a peck of lime to 30 gallons
of water ; and if 2 lb. of soft soap be added, it will
improve the mixture. The best times for applying
the liquids are before 7 in the morning, and after 5 in
the evening. Gardeners' Chronicle, p. 692, 1842-]

The Killariiey Fern in Arran.—I notice in the
Gardeners' Chronicle of last week an extract from the
Scotsman, giving an account of an exhibition in
Glasgow of specimens illustrating the botany of the
west coast of Scotland. Amongst the Ferns an
Irish specimen of Trichomanes radicans is exhibited,
in consequence, it is stated, of its being doubtful if

that Fern were ever found in Arran as was reported.

I write at present to state that when in Arran in 1S63
I took from the crevice in the dripping rock it was
growing in a plant of the Trichomanes radicans,

which plant I still have growing in a Wardian case in

my house in Edinburgh. Had I been at home at
present I would have enclosed a frond of it. W. B.
Simson.

Vegetable Marrow Preserve. — Daring the
present season, when fruit is scarce and dear, it is

worth while to draw the attention of those who desire

to have a sufficiency of nice preserves in the house to

the usefulness of the \'egetable Marrow for that pur-

pose, and to assure them that when properly prepared
it is a most delicious preserve. Mrs. Glass' well-

known proviso, " First catch your hare," is a very
proper one when Writing of that very erratic and swift

animal, but it would be hardly applicable to the
Vegetable Marrow, as those heavy and massive fruits

can generally be had easily enough by growing them.
The Marrow to be operated upon should be of the

middle age, that is, the flesh nicely firm without being
stringy or the rind hard. Our first experiment this

year was with a 6 lb. fruit of Jean Sisley's new
Cucumber Marrow, a long green kind that keeps a
tender rind up to double that size, and has a solid

soft white flesh. The Marrow is peeled and freed

from the seeds, then cut into pieces and weighed, and
afterwards cut into about I inch blocks and put into

the stewpan. To 4 lb. of Marrow put 3 lb. of white
sugar, and add for flavouring about one-third of an
ounce of ground ginger and the rind of a large lemon
cut small, and also the whole of the juice squeezed

out. This mixture should boil for about one-and-a-

half to two hours, when it will be ready for potting.

It becomes firm as soon as cold, will keep for a year,

and is delicious eating. If any doubt it, try it ; it

won't cost much, probably not more than yi, per lb.

A. D.

Flowering of the Variegated Yucca.—There
is here a fine plant of the variegated Vucca just coming
into flower. The plant is 9 feet high, and has been
planted out in the conservatory about four years. Is

there anything new in the flowering of this plant ?

Wtllianl Armstrong, Gr. to N. G. Lambert, Esq.,

M.P., Denham Court, Oxbridge, Buds. [We have
lately seen some flowering in Mr. Bull's nursery.

Eds.]

Limekiln Heating.—The season being now at

hand when many gardeners are overhauling, and, if

necessary, re-arranging, the heating apparatus in

gardens under their charge, it has occurred to me that

it might interest many of your readers, myself amongst
the number, if those gardeners who have had the

limekiln apparatus in working order for, say, twelve
months, would state their opinion of it in your
columns. My only object in asking this is to get a
plain statement of facts, and to know if the plan is so

effective in practice as its promoters claimed for it

when first brought out //. J. Clayton, Grimston
Park Gardens, Tadcaster.

Grape Judging at Southport.—In response to

Mr. Speed, I have great pleasure in withdrawing any
erroneous statement I may have inadvertently made
regarding his duties as a judge at Southport. I dis-

tinctly understood that Mr. Speed was a fruit judge,

but that at the time the " green Grapes " were bemg
judged he had been called away for a moment or so to

give his opinion on the merits of some other exhibit,

and therefore I did not think it right to disconnect

his name from a share of the responsibility in the

matter, especially after the little bit of banter about

the Duke. With regard to my bolstering up unripe

exhibits, I think my conduct in the matter has been

quite the reverse. The simple question at issue is,

Which, of a very bad lot, deserved the 1st prize ? Why
should not a badly grown Duke obtain an award
before Muscats, which were still worse ? And if ripe

fruit are as highly prized by judges as Mr. Speed
would have us believe, why in the name of
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common-sense was Mr, Upjohn placed 3d with
Buckland Sweetwater, which was dead ripe ? Mr.
Speed's jolces furnish no answers to my questions.

Every right-minded person will join Mr. Speed in

hoping that exhibitors will endeavour to have their

produce—be it what it may—at the show-ground in

time to have it staged much earlier than is generally
the case, so that judges may be able to devote proper
time to the comparison of the various exhibits in each
class. When pressure of any sort compels judges to

make it a matter of " Tails you lose, heads I win,"
as I believe was the case in the plant department at

Southport, the thing is little short of a public mis-
fortune, and causes no end of disagreeable insinua-

tions. W. Hinds.

The Cucumber Disease.—From the numerous
inquiries recently made respecting this disease, it is

much to be feared it is extending to many places
hitherto exempt. I have never seen Melons attacked,
as described by Mr. Fish, though grown in the adjoin-

ing house, the door between them being left open on
warm days. The range of houses in which the Cucum-
bers and Melons were grown was divided into five

compartments, the first being the Cucumbers, the
remaining four Melons of various sorts, such as
Bailey's Eclipse, Golden Perfection, Little Heath,
Scarlet Gem, &c. I mention varieties, as some may
possibly be more vigorous in constitution than others,

thus warding off the disease. Two crops of Melons
were obtained in the season, and not the slightest

trace of disease was visible, yet the Cucumbers were
the worst diseased I ever saw. The plants which had
been in bearing during the winter were so much
diseased that it was difficult to keep them till a supply
could be obtained from those sown in February.
These, although kept in a separate house some
20 yards distant, were as badly attacked as the

others, showing signs of the disease in the first fruit

they produced. In the meantime the winter house
was being got in readiness, the plants being raised on a
bed of fermenting material this time, and planted
in the usual way, the plants growing away vigorously
without any signs of disease appearing. They continued
healthy, and bore abundantly for six weeks, when the
dreaded disease again appeared with unabated viru-

lence, the fruit being unfit for table. Other plants
were raised, and some procured from a neighbouring
garden, where the disease was unknown, but all fell

victims alike. After bearing a short time, a succes-
sion of young plants was raised, and grown on in

pots of large size, so that if one showed signs of
disease it could be destroyed without interfering with
the roots of the others. This is a plan that can be
recommended if close attention be given to watering,
earthing-up, &c. It is of the utmost importance that

the plants should be kept vigorously growing, as a
check of any kind (especially being allowed to become
dry) induces them to fall a prey to the disease. This
fact can be borne out, I think, by the ridge Cucum-
bers grown in the open ground being attacked before
they were fully grown, in consequence of the repeated
cold nights in June, 1S74. It is worthy of remark,
that the plants raised and grown entirely by the aid
of fermenting materials continued in a healthy con-
dition for a longer period than those raised and grown
by the aid of frre-heat. So far as my experience of
the disease goes, it is useless to keep the plants after

they are attacked. To be continually planting and
destroying seems the only way of keepmg up a
supply—the young plants to be prepared in a separate
house from that in which they are to be grown. This,
ol course, will be found more difiicult in winter than
in summer, yama Huntley, Twickenham.

Vine Culture and Bottom-Heat.—In the Gar-
diners' Chronicle for last week I observe Mr. Hinds
has, in making reference to the Muscat-house at

Croxteth Gardens, used the expressions "feeble
management " and " what we used to do thirty years
ago." I must express ray opinion that Mr. Hinds
has here overstepped the line. The remark evi-
dently refers—and that uncharitably—to the late

director of the Croxteth gardens. I, on the other
hand, am of opinion that he has set to us an
example which we younger hands at the profes-
sion (be we ever so enlightened) will do well to
imitate. Of one thing I am very certain : if "feeble
management " on his part is or was exemplified, I
cannot admit that Mr. Hinds is justified in publicly
casting imputations on the past directorship, or
anything else connected with this establishment.
B. Bai hn»i, Croxlttlt Gardens,

Rapid Growth of Plants Moved During the
Hot Weather.-During the great heat of last

August it was found necessary to move a number of
perennials (in a garden near Isleworth) which were
dying from the joint cflects of heat and drought, and
the very rapid growths which followed immediately
on their removal to a more suitable locality may per-
haps be worth noticing in a few of the cases which
could be exactly measured. The plants had been

singularly unfavourably situated, being in a parterre
of small beds intersected by gravel walks a little

below their level, with Elm trees close by, and wall
or hedges on three sides, so that the heat and drought,
both from want of rain and abstraction of moisture by
the Elm roots, was very considerable and injurious.
On August 10 they were moved to a rockery then
forming of masses of burr thrown up as a bank, with
little terraces or " pockets " with soil of yellow clayey
loam, mixed with decayed Elm leaves, and a small
quantity of stable manure and burnt garden rubbish.
The whole of the soil was perfectly fresh, and the
plants were moved one at a time, with good balls,

into the new ground as it was made ready for them,
so that none of the fibres should dry from exposure to
theair. Water was carefully given, and where necessary
they were shaded with any kind of baskets attainable,
and the recovery (where it only affected drooping leaves)
began in some cases in an hour or two, and the
appearance of new growths followed very shortly.
Taking the measures of growth between August 10
and II (when the plants were moved) and the 3rst, a
Pyrethrum roseum, which only shov/ed an edge of
green leaf just below the ground level on the 1 0th,
had produced by the 31st nine well developed leaves,
some of them 4.V inches long, besides others in pro-
gress, one of the leaves having grown 32 inches in
length in the first fortnight. Spira;a venusta had
grown five entirely new leaves, two of them, including
their petioles, measuring ]'., inches above the ground
level. Of two plants of Spirrea Filipendula fl.-pl.,

which had shown only a few leaves in bad condition
when planted, by the 31st thirty-eight leaves showed
on one plant and twenty-six on the other, all tho-
roughly vigorous, and some from 5 to S inches in
length. Acanthus candelabrum (a small specimen)
amongst several new leaves gave 4J inches as the
longest growth from the ground level. A couple of
plants of Primula calyciflora, doubtfully alive with
only a vestige of leaf, showed new leaves pushing in
about four days from removal, and Anemone Pulsa-
tilla and other flowering plants showed rapid and
healthy growth, but not what could be easily measured
with certainty, as in the case of the other leaves which
had not appeared above the ground level at the time
of replanting. Amongst the Ferns which had been
suffering from drought though sheltered from the
direct sun-heat the growth was also very rapid ; a
small specimen of Lastrea Thelypteris (which shov/ed
no green even on examination on planting) giving
seven fronds on August 31, one of them 3J inches
long, and the Blechnum, common Polypody, Hart's-
tongue, and Male Fern growing vigorously. The
weather when the plants were moved was intensely
hot, and continued so for some time after, with no
rain till the iSth of the month, and the sudden start
of growth would be sufficiently accounted for by the
dampness of the new soil joined to the very high tem-
perature whilst the plants were defended from the
direct scorch of the sun-heat. Still, the very sudden
renewal and great vigour of growth may be in some
degree unusual, more especially as it seemed scarcely
at all shared by such plants as were in a healthy state
(that is, not in a state of repressed growth when
moved), which simply continued to grow well, but
merely at the common rate. 0.

Carpet Bedding at Cleveland House.—Having
seen the bedding of the present season in the principal
parks and gardens of the metropolis, I have recently
visited the grounds of S. Ralli, Esq., of Cleveland
House, Clapham Park, and it fully realises the eulo-
gium which you afford it at p. 237. As a model of
what carpet bedding should be, it ranks among the
foremost ever accomplished. Mr. Legg, the energetic
gardener, may well be proud of his labour, especially
considering the number of horticultural visitors that
have come from a distance, and who are greatly
interested in this style of gardening. As the
admission to the public to view these grounds will
close at the end of this month, it is to be hoped that
many will avail themselves of the opportunity afforded
by the generosity of the proprietor; at the same
time a visit to Victoria Park may be profitable,
as here Mr. Bullen has achieved in the planting of a
scroll design bed of some extent a softness and
grandeur of colour in the harmonious arrangement
that pervades the whole, which, without any attempt
to disparage the relative merits of other styles,

I make bold to say in no other public garden has
it been surpassed. In referring again to the bed-
ding at Cleveland House, it must in justice be said
that the arrangement of colouring is to a certain
degree entirely original, and one most notable feature,
•ind perhaps the most telling colour—viz., green—in
the relief which its blending affords to others, is the
free use of a very hardy species of herb, a variety of
the well-known Pennyroyal. It may not be unim-
portant to say that among a knot of interested
admirers a lively conversation ensued respecting the
future of carpet or leafage bedding. Mr. Peede, the

one would advance the other. It often happens
especially in a cold spring, like the past, that the
spring flowers have scarcely arrived at their best
before the room is required for Calceolarias, scarlet
Pelargoniums, &c. Now their season may be pro.
longed by carpet or leafage plants being employed
because to succeed with them the majority must not
be planted until the warm nights have commenced.
In these remarks Mr. Bland, of Cranbourne Court'
near Ascot, concurred, for when manager of the " Star
and Garter" gardens at Richmond he made spring
bedding one of the principal features of attraction.
From the interest which Mr. Legg took in the subject
of our discussion, I should not be surprised if he does
not afford us some excellent results of his skill in that
direction. J. F. McE.

Transplanting Forest Trees. — In reference to
this matter, since the ciuestion has been raised again,
I would just say that I never doubted the success of
Mr. Michie's practice. In his own capacity I believe
there is, perhaps, no one more entitled to be heard,
but I do question the conclusions he draws from his
transplanting experiences. My remarks in the Ganlcn
had no reference to any particular species of tree, so
far as I can recollect. What I believe and assert with
regard to transplanting is this : that any plant, from a
Verbena up to a forest tree, can be moved with
greater safety, and vrilh less check to its growth,
when it has been previously prepared by partial lifting

or root-pruning, that is, supposing the tree has been
long undisturbed. I do not mean to say, however,
that such a practice is always necessary ; I never
adopt the plan myself, if I see there is no need for it.

Nevertheless I believe it to be correct in principle and
practice, and, if this is not so, then I must disbelieve
all I have ever read or been taught on the
subject, whether from a practical or theoretical
point of view, and also the evidence of
my own senses in hundreds of instances. I have
seen scores of fruit and other trees very severely
checked at the first lifting, and sometimes killed out-
right, but I never had any such experience with trees
that had been moved not long before or that had been
root-pruned. As to Mr. Murdock's evidence bearing
on the matter, it is just a little too strong. It appears
from his own words that when he simply trenches
round his Deodars the roots " decay and die back,"
but when he takes them up bodily and at once, and
removes them to another place, they set about grow-
ing, both at root and top, immediately. He trenched
round one of his Deodars 7 feet from the stem, and
twelve months after he finds that the roots had not so
much as made even "an attempt " to grow, but had
died back from where they were cut. I will venture
to say that not one ordinary intelligent gardener in a
hundred has such bad luck in his root-pruning.
Nevertheless, Mr. Murdoch very unwisely moved the
tree which, by his own account, was dying at the
roots. It was neglected in watering, and suffered
from the dry summer, so he says, and it does die
eventually, and he logically puts it down to the root-
pruning. Comment on such evidence is superfluous.
7. s. 11:

Selenite.—In the course of some excavations now
making for some drainage works near here the work-
men are throwing out quantities of concretionary lime-
stones and ironstones, and in addition crystals and
plates of selenite, from the London clay. It may be
of interest to note that selenite is said to have
been used by the ancients in the same way that
we use glass ; the hothouses of Tiberius were roofed
with it, and, according to Pliny, beehives were
frequently constructed of it, in order that the opera-
tions of the bees might be readily observed. £. T. M.,
Ealing.

'

Apiary.
|

E.XHiiiiTioN OF Honey, Bees, &c., at thJB
Botanic Gardens, Glasgow.—In connection with

'

the meeting of the British Association, and under the

auspices of the Caledonian Apiarian and Entomologi-
cal Society, a grand honey fair and exhibition of

honey, bees, &c., was opened at the Crystal Palace of

the Royal Botanic Gardens on Sept. 6. Prizes were
offered for the best displays of the various kinds of
honey, wax, hives, and bees, and while in all classes

there were generally creditable exhibits, the heather
and flower honeys were considered to be the best of

their kind ever shown in Scotland. A very interesting

feature of the exhibition was an observatory hive,

where the operations of the busy little insects could be
distinctly observed; and during the afternoon their

habits and workings were very intelligibly explained ,

by the Rev. A. R. Fi "

- - ,.^„..
f^..

..^„i,,.,j;. ..... 1 t..„v, iiic
I

- dl.ay, in a lecture illustrated by
florist, of Tulse Hill, observed that spring and the chromo-lithographs and the observatory hive. The
carpet bedding would become the popular ideal of chair at the lecture was occupied by Professor J.
future arrangements in the flower garden, because the Voung, M.D., F.R.S.E. Scotsman
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Dundee International Horticultural Exhi-
bition : Scpl. 7, S, and 9.—The report of this

great exhibition which we were enabled to give in

our last issue was of necessity a brief one, owing to

the short space of time at our disposal. We were,
however, enabled to present our readers with an
early notice of the salient features of the show, thanks

to the facilities kindly accorded to us by the courteous

postmaster in the Jute City, and it is to a few of these

teatures to which we now desire to allude more fully.

The opening ceremony on such occasions is generally

of a common-place and perfunctory character, but
here it was quite worthy of the occasion, and the

observations made by Lord Strathmore are worthy
of a wider distribution than the local papers can have
given them ; and as showing partly the origin of the

show, and its successful development and conclusion,

and partly to record the ideas of a nobleman who
loves and patronises horticulture as an art, and who is

himself the owner of a garden establishment at Glamis
Castle which, on the whole, is second to but few, and
in its fruit department second to no other in the

three kingdoms, that we think it well to record what
follows. When Lord Strathmore, accompanied by
the Countess and a large number of the local mag-
nates, entered the Drill Hall it was well filled with

visitors, and his lordship, who is very popular in the

county, was well received. Before declaring the show
open he said :

—

" Ladies and Gentlemen,—When I had the honour of
opening the horticultural show here two years ago, I

ventured to express a hope that before long an Inter-

national Exhibition of Horticulture mi^ht be held in

Dundee. I did so because, considering the great and
rapid improvement which the horticulturists in this dis-

trict had made, I thought they should not rest content

with their local exhibition, but that it would be of great

advantage to have them brought into contact with the

best class of exhibitors, and that the prospect of such a
contest would tend to stimulate their energies. I knew
also that if the idea was sincerely entertained in Dundee
there was energy enough in the town to carry it out, and
bring it to a successful issue. Well, gentlemen, my
wish as to an International Show has been speedily

realised, and I think you will agree with me I did not

overrate the power of Dundee in thinking that it would
be equal to the occasion, and that it would provide a
show which would be attractive to you all. I believe

the show to-day will compare most favourably with
any show that has been held in this country,

whether as regards the number and value of

prizes, or the excellence of the arrangements, or the

quality of the exhibits. Of course in inviting competi-

tors from the more favoured South, we did not hope to

do great things ourselves. We have disadvantages, of

course, in these northern climes of which our soutliern

competitors have no cause to complain ; but it is these
disadvantages, or, to speak more correctly, the necessity

of overcoming these disadvantages, which has made the

Scottish gardeners so successful and so distinguished in

their profession. At any rate, whatever is the result of

the competition to-day, it must be a great advantage to

all those in these parts who are interested in horticulture

to see the magnificent display of fruit and flowers which
has been brought together in this place to-day, and I

hope it will increase in many of us the desire to

encourage horticulture. I think that there is no science

which is more worthy of encouragement than horticulture,

whether in its higher branches producing artificially the

finest fruits and the rarest plants, or in the more humble
sphere of cultivating the cottage garden, or even to the
artisan in his room to watch the flowers which he has
taken care of blossoming and expanding, Indeed, I

believe that the latter may be the most enjoyable of all,

for to none are flowers so great a source of
enjoyment, to none are they so great a luxury,

as to those whose occupation detains them in

the town, and who have, comparatively speaking,

so small an opportunity of enjoying the beauties of
Nature. I am almost inclined to wish that in these
exhibitions there w.as some element which connected the
working classes more closely with them, that there were
prizes lor which they could contend as well as others.
We have libraries to improve their minds, we have art

galleries to educate their taste, and I think horticulture
might also be made a means of increasing their love of
flowers. And now, ladies and gentlemen, I must not
trespass on your attention much longer, but before I con-
clude there is one subject on which I wish to say a few
words. Shows of this sort require a great deal of care
and a great de.al of arrangement, and unless those
entrusted with the management of them are very assi-

duous in their attention to what they have to do, the
exhibition is likely to prove a failure. I think you will
all agree with me that our thanks are due to the Com-
mittee of Management, and to Mr. Yeaman, the Pre-
sident of this Society, for the great trouble they have

taken in making the arrangements for to-day. Having
said that I will only add now that it is a great pleasure
to me to declare this, the first International Horticul-
tural Show ever held in Dundee, to be duly opened."

Mr. James Veaman, M.P., President of the Dundee
Horticultural Society, under whose auspices the
International Show was organised and carried out,
then proposed a vote of thanks to his Lordship and
family for attending on the occasion, which was most
heartily given ; and the ceremony concluded by the
passing of a cordial vote of thanks to Mr. Yeaman,
M.P., proposed by Lord Kinnaird.
By this time the judges had completed their labours,

which began about 7 a.m., and plenty of time was
afforded them for the inspection of those departments
over which they had not been adjudicating before
dining together with the officials and their friends.

The dinner took place at 2 p.m., at the Royal
Hotel, Mr. Veaman, M.P., being in the chair, and
supported, on either hand, by Lord Strathmore and
Lord Kinnaird. The customary loyal and patriotic
toasts having been disposed of, the next was that of
" The Lord- Lieutenant of the County"—a nobleman,
as the Chairman remarked, who was respected and
esteemed by the whole community, and who enjoyed
the confidence of all who knew him.—Lord Kinnaird
proposed " Success to the Dundee Horticultural
Society," and said the exhibition of that day showed
what could renlly be done by a few gentlemen who
put their shoulders resolutely to the wheel ; and in

the course of his remarks gave it as his opinion that

he saw nothing to prevent the introduction into agri-

culture of the means employed to improve horticulture
—namely, the crossing of the different species and
varieties. He believed that in this way many kinds
of grain could be made vastly more serviceable and
valuable than they were at present. It was a pleasure
indeed to have witnessed the grand show of that day,
and he coupled with the toast the name of Mr. Yea-
man, the President ; and Mr. Veaman, in respond-
ing, descanted at some length on the important in-

fluence which such exhibitions exerted, and thanked
the exhibitors from a distance for the enterprise they
had shown in coming so far North. He specially
mentioned the generosity of Lord Strathmore, who,
in consequence of his gardener, Mr. Johnston, having
won the prize which his Lordship presented for

the best table of fruit, had given a similar prize to the
competitor who was 2d—Mr. Goodacre, of Elvaston
Castle Gardens— " The Lord Lieutenant of Perth-
shire " (Lord Kinnaird) was next proposed and
acknowledged ; then came " The Judges," responded
to by Mr. William Thomson (Clovenfords) ; and Mr.
Abbott, Bee Master, Hanwell ; followed by "The
Successful Competitors" and "The Health of the
E.xhibitors," the latter responded to by Mr. B. S.

Williams; "The Committee of Management," ac-
knowledged by Mr. Doig, gr. to Lord Kinnaird,
Rossie Priory ; and "The Treasurer and Secretary,"
responded to by Mr. M'Kelvie.

Turning now to the exhibition itself, we may re-

mark that we see no reason to alter or modify in any
way the opinion of its merits, which we gave in our
last issue on the spur of the moment. It was the
most extensive show that has ever been held in Scot-
land, and perhaps, taken all in all, the best. But it

had many weak points, and the quality of the pro-
ductions staged was not so uniformly good as at

Edinburgh last year. Of course, an exhibition of

this kind requires a great deal of labour and a very
minute attention to details, together with some ex-

perience in such matters, to carry it out to the satis-

faction of everybody, and it was not to be expected
that on this occasion the arrangements would be so
good as they might be ; but we did not quite expect
to see things so rough as they were. The most
was not made of the splendid specimen plants brought
forward. In the grouping there was a flatness in

their arrangement, and a sort of higgledy-piggledy
air prevailed on every side. In the Drill Hall, the

best of the two buildings, one of the side stages was
filled with a very poor assortment of florists' flowers,

while the groups of really beautiful and valuable new
plants staged by Mr. Bull, Mr. Williams, and
Messrs. J. & R. Thyne were relegated to a cold

and cheerless position in the second and unfinished

hall, where they seemed to create but little interest.

Then, again, at a flower show, as in a garden, good
paths are indispensable to the enjoyment of those

who use them ; but we have never seen or used any so

rough, uneven, and uncomfortable, and our Dundee
friends would do well to make a note of this for

future guidance.

It was not a pleasing sight to see the ladies on the.

first day threading their way over "clinkers" and
wet ashes, and the fact was by no means compli-
mentary to the gall.ants of " Bonnie Dundee."
Another item in the details which was not so con-
venient as at Edinburgh, and which created some
soreness, was the want of provision of hotel accom-
modation for the judges. The plan of coiiuiitncmg to

judge early in the morning, carried out, as far as our
expeiience goes, at only the great northern shows, is

an excellent one, but to carry such an arrangement out

smoothly and successfully it is indispensable that the
judges should be lodged altogether and near at hand,
whereas at Dundee each judge had to find accom-
modation wherever he could, and some who
came from a great distance, and only arrived late
the night before, had no little difticully in securing
suitable quarters. We do not make these crilicisras

in any carping spirit, but when a show is successful
on the whole, such points of detail are liable to be
forgotten, in the chorus of praise accorded to managers
who acquire a balance on the right side of the account,
and it can do no harm to point out defective arrange-
ments wherever they may be found.

Fruits.

We have announced the awards made in the classes
for the collections of fruit, and may now supplement
them with some account of the productions staged,
but before doing so we wish to record the liberality of
the Earl of Strathmore, who, when he found that the
gold cup which he offered for the best collection of
twenty sorts of fruit had been won by his own
gardener, most generously gave another one, of the
value of about ;i 1 5, to the winner of the 2d prize—Mr.
Goodacre, gr. to the Eail of Harrington, Elvaston
Castle, Derby. Mr. Johnstone's collection comprised,
ofGrapes, dishes of Black Hamburgh, Buckland Sweet-
water, Lady Downe's, Muscat of Alexandria, and
Madresfield Court, all of fine size and finished to
perfection ; Meredith's Hybrid Cashmere and Lord
Strathmore Melons, Grosse Mignonne, Stirling
Castle, Red Magdalen Peaches, and Due de Telliers
Nectarine, Jargonelle Pears, Shipley Apricots, Morello
Cherries, Jefferson's Green Gage and Victoria Plums,
Pitmaston Orange Nectarines and Smooth Cayenne
Pines, all of the highest quality except the Pines,
which were weak. The 2d and 3J prize collections
were thoroughly good ones, the strong point in both
being the Grapes. Mr. L'pjohn, gr. to the Earl of
EUesmere, Worsley Hall, who took the 1st prize in
the class for fifteen sorts, had beautifully finished
samples of Gros Colman, Waltham Cross, Black
Hamburgh, and Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, and
good examples of Peaches, Nectarines, Pears, Plums,
Melons, and Pines. The Grapes shown by Mr. Dick-
son, Mount Melville, St. Andrew's, in the class for

ten sorts of fruit, were also of nice quality, and con-
sisting of Lady Downe's, Black Alicante, Golden
Champion, and Duke of Buccleuch. Of the large
bunches of Grapes we need say but little. They were
not so large as last year, and in the class for the
heaviest black variety neither of the bunches were
finished. Mr. Curror's heavy bunch was, we under-
stand, cut from the same Vine as produced the much
heavier bunch shown by him last year, when it was
known as Raisin de Calabre, but Mr. Barron—oneof the
best authorities on Grape nomenclature in the country
—sawthe Vineafewdays before this show,and he allirms
that it is not the Raisin de Calabre, but Trebbiano.
Whatever the name may be it was a heavy and well-
formed bunch for its size, and the berries were much
better swelled and more regular than Mr. Dickson's
White Nice ; and further, there can be no doubt this

time about its being a genuine single bunch. Mr.
Johnstone's eight single bunches in the class for that
number were very much admired for their perfect
finish, but his Grapes do not run so large this year as
he has had them. Mr. Hunter, gr. to the Earl of
Durham, Lambton Castle, had well-formed bunches
weighing from 6 to 7 lb. each, but the dull, wet
weather we had previous to the show did not favour
their ripening, and consequently they were
not sufficiently coloured. There were no less

than fifteen competitors with four bunches. The
varieties shown by Mr. Stewart, The Glen, have
already been named j but we may add that the
2d prize lot, which came from Mr. Bruce, gr. to

J. Fildes, Esq-, Chorlton-cum-Hardy, near Man-
Chester, included first-rate samples of Duke of
Buccleuch and Madresfield Court. Melons, Peaches,
and Nectarines, Apricots, and other fruits call for no
further not'ce than we have already given them

;

they were neither better nor worse than we have seen
elsewhere, and we have not the space to enumerate
all the winners.

Vegetables.

The various classes for vegetables were un-
commonly well contested, both as to the number
ot competitors and the excellence of their pro-
ductions. It would be useless to repeat an oft-told

tale by giving their names, but we may mention
that the Mr. William M'Leish, who won the 1st

prize in the open class, is a cottager residing in

one of the prettiest rows of cottages, as far as

outside floral adornment goes, that we have seen for

a long time, and which is situate on Lord Kin-
naird's estate at Ealedgarno. Lord Kinnaird en-

courages cottage gardening on his estate in every
possible way, and, as he told us, with evident

pleasure, several others of his cottagers were very
LU-ce--sful with their vegetables. The winner of the

2d prize in the open class was Mr. Smith, gr. to

Col. Forbes Leslie, Rothiemurchis, Aberdeenshire
;

and of the 3d, Mr. Fairlie, Balgowan, Perth.
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New Plants.

The next best feature was the new and rare plants,

of which Messrs. James Veitch & Sons and Mr. B. S.

Williams were the main exhibitors. The former sent

a magnificent group, occupying half one side of the

hall, while Mr. B. S. Williams had very few less in

numbers—both being exceedingly interesting to those

who had not seen the bulk of them before.

The twelve new plants not in commerce, which
gained the 1st prize for Mr. William Bull, consisted

of Croton gloriosus, Dieffenbachia amcena, Curraeria
Wallisii, Zamia princeps, Sadleria cyatheoides, Dra-
cxna Goldieana, Croton princeps, Lomaria Dobroy-
densis, Philodendron Holtonianum (see fig. 73), Cata-
kidozamia nobilis, Croton Chelsoni, and Dieffenbachia

Chelsoni. The 2d prize group, from Mr. B. S.

Williams, included Panax laciniatus, Araucaria
Goldieana, Anemia tessellata variegata, Croton Queen
Victoria, Anthurium omatum grandiflorum, Adiantum
digitatum, Croton Henryii, Kentia Mooreana, AIso-
phila plumosa, Croton Williamsii, and Platycerium
Willinckii.

Certificates ot merit were awarded to Messrs. James
Veitch & Sons for x Sarracenia Stevensii, Cattleya
Manglesii, Croton MacArthuri, Anthurium cordifo-

Hum, Anthurium Veitchii, Adiantum Luddeman-
nianum, Croton Macafeeanus, Brahea filamentosa,

Osmunda palustris, Cypripedium selligerum, and
Phyllanthus roseo pictus. To Mr. Williams for

Woodwardia radicans cristata, Maranta Massan-
geana, Polystichum lepidocaulon, Alsophila WU-
Jiamsii, Microlepis anthriscifolia, Croton Williamsii,

Platycerium Willinckii, Alsophila plumosa, Adi-
antum digitatum, Croton Queen Victoria, Anthu-
rium omatum, and Panax laciniatus. To Mr.
Bull for Lomaria Dobroydensis, Dracaena Goldieana,
Croton princeps, Sadleria cyathoides, and Zamia
princeps. To Messrs. Thyne, for Todea superba
tessellata. To Mr. Turner, Slough, for Dahlias
Oracle, fancy ; Elsa, white ; Christopher Ridley, dark
crimson ; and Drake Lewis. To Mr. Hunter, gr.

to Lord Shand, New Halls, Edinburgh, for Tropreo-
lum Humeri. To Messrs. Kelway & Son, Langport,
for Gladiolas Earl of Strathmore, Earl of Airlie,

Lord Beaconsfield, and Earl of Dalhousie.

Liss Cottagers' Shov? was held on August 3t>

at Liss Place. The exhibition of vegetables and
fruit was good ; but the rain poured down in torrents,

and the flowers had evidently suffered from the pre-

vious inclemency of the weather. VV.

Thornton Heath Flower Show : Sept. I ami!.—
This, the autumn exhibition, showed a marked improve-
ment on previous eSorts. Promoted by the directors

of the Thornton Heath Athenseum, a very creditable

display of plants, cut flowers, fruit, and vegetables

was got together, although the influence of the trying

season was apparent in the absence of such things as

Dahlias and Roses, and the paucity of representation

amongst Apples and wall fruit, in the production of all

of which the district is usually considered extremely
well favoured.

On entering the show the most noticeable objects

were a very handsome group of Ferns, Palms, and
rare plants, staged by Mr. Frankton (gr. to W. J.
Stuart, Esq. , Cotford House), and an interesting col-

lection of succulents lent by Mr. W. Checker, of
Thornton Heath, an amateur devoting much attention

to the study of these curious plants. To both collec-

tions First-class Certificates were awarded, and a like

honour fell to the latter gentleman for a group of
greenhouse foUage and flowering plants ; and to Mr.
Jupp (Matthew Pratt, Esq., Brigstock House), for a
collection of Coleus and a handsome group of Ferns,
Palms, &c.

In the classes for three stove and greenhouse plants

in flower, ditto foliage, and ditto single specimen plant,

Mr. Frankton carried ofi the 1st prizes, the 2d places

being taken by Mr. Jupp. With Fuchsias (four) Mr.Jupp
took 1st place, showing fine specimens; Mr, WockIs
(G. B. Lefroy, Esq., Thornton Heath) 2d. Pelar-
goniums were very poor. Fruits, six dishes, shown
by Mr. Woods, were good, and obtained 1st honours,
Mr. Jupp being 2d. In the class for a collection of
vegetables Mr. Jupp again took 1st place, Mr.
Wybrow (Howard Lancaster, Esq., Wythebum), 2d.

Amongst the amateur classes a spirited contest took
place for the pre-eminence in Ferns, both hardy and
greenhouse varieties being well represented.

In cut flowers. Asters alone claim attention, Mr.
Rodwell, a cottager, and Mr. Dell, a jobbing gar-

dener, beating all the amateurs. Fruit in this division

was thinly represented, but what was shown, con-
sidering the season, was fine in quality. Amongst
vegetables, Potatos were alike worthy of commen-
dation in quantity and quality. Beets and Onions
-;ere also good, and as might be anticipated the cot-

of li;s and amateurs closely competed for the honours

A Vegetable Marrows class,

best a""^'' feature of this show was a class for " the

ing. irrangement of cut flowers and pot plants for draw-
room decoration—table and chimney-piece," for

ladies only. Decorations for dining-tables are com-
mon to almost all shows, but the idea of encouraging

taste in the adaptation of floral embellishments to the

drawing-room is certainly as worthy of development,
and it is surprising it has not been taken up before.

The challenge thrown out was accepted by five

ladies, four of whom decorated mock chimney-pieces
(made with wood and marbled paper or glazed calico)

with charming arrangements of flowers, cut and
in pots. Ferns, grasses, mosses, &c. The fifth lady
confined heiself to the arrangement of a basket of
flowers for the centre of a table, and was thus hardly
*' in the race." No little difficulty must have existed,

where all the exhibits were so novel, so ingenious, and
so picturesque, in fixing upon a "best," but finally

Mrs. G. P. Hill, of Thornton Heath, secured the 1st

prize, a handsome silver-plated inkstand j the 2d, a
silver-plated sugar basin, falling to Miss Atterbury.

Certificates were also awarded to Mrs. W. Raynes
and Mrs. F. Stutchbury.
A prize offered for a bouquet of wild flowers, for

children only, brought a great number of competitors
into the field, and a very interesting collection of

twenty or thirty bouquets resulted—the prizes falling

to Master W. Sheppard, of Thornton Heath, ist

;

2d, Miss Kate Bishop, of Croydon.

Muthill Horticultural.—The first exhibition of

this Society took place on September 2. Along the

sides of the room a large and well-assorted collection

of Pelargoniums and other flowering plants was
arranged, and the centre table was tastefully adorned
with a number of fine stove and greenhouse plants.

Pelargoniums, and other pot flowers, which gave the

room a very pleasing aspect ; while one end of the
room was allotted to a fine collection of stove and
greenhouse plants sent from Culdees. There was also

a number of plants for decoration sent from Drum-
mond Castle, which were greatly admired j besides

some fine Pentstemons and Hydrangeas from the same
gardens. The six stove and greenhouse plants from
Orchill, on the centre table, were splendid speci-

mens of their class, and were as follows, viz. :

—

Dicksonia antarctica, Draci^na Veitchii, Coprosma
Baueriana variegata, Cham;erops Fortunei, Dracsna
australis, and a very fine plant of Yucca aloifolia varie-

gata. Mr. Prentice, Culdees, carried off Ist prize for

six Ferns. Altogether the exhibition of Ferns was a
prominent feature of the show. In Roses, Mr. Cramb,
Drummond Gardens, took first place with a collection

of fine blooms. Mr. Brown, Orchill, also exhibited a

beautiful stand of cut flowers. In the fruit depart-
ment the Grapes and Peaches from Orchill were very
fine, and the vegetables were also very good.

Messrs. Dingwall, Ardoch, and Cramb, Drummond
Castle, were the two most successful competitors in

the professional class—the former securing no less

than twenty-eight 1st prizes, twelve 2d, and six 3d ;

while in the amateur list Messrs. D. M'Intosh, Mut-
hill, and J. Hunter, Orchill, were the two principal

prize-takers.

A new feature introduced into horticutural exhibi-

tions—and one which will, no doubt, eventually cul-

tivate a love of plants amongst the rising generation
—was the prizes given by the Rev. Mr. Rankin " for

the common names and descripuon of trees," and the
" names and habits of wild flowers and grass," open
to boys and girls attending the schools in the village.

Strathearn Hfrahi,

Holt Horticultural : Sept. 5.—The last show for

the year was held on Holt Lawn, by the permission

of John Hales, Esq. The show was a remarkably
good one, far better than the late unpropitious season

would have led us to expect. We were very glad to

observe the name of Lord Hastings again as an
exhibitor, and we much hope the show may be in

future materially benefited by the contributions which
the Melton Constable gardens can so abundantly
supply.

Brambshott and Liphook District Horti-
cultural : Sept. 6.—This show took place at Fowley
Park, near Liphook, the owner, W. B. Tristram,

Esq. , kindly giving permission. Many of the flowers

were very fine, some Dahlias especially so. The
Ferns, too, caught our notice, and the table decora-

tion arranged by the landlord of the "Anchor"
Hotel, Liphook, was much praised, and received a

special prize ; in fact, the Liphook flower show may
be termed a great success, and there is but one thing

to be desired, namely, that both Liss and Liphook
will fix an earlier date for their next season's exhibi-

tion. H. E. IV., liss.

Ipswich Horticultural : Sept. 7.—This Society

was again unfortunate in regard to the weather, the

morning being exceedingly wet, with every appear-

agce of a steady downpour throughout the day. There
was a fine display of cut flowers, fruit, and vegetables,

but a slight falling oflF in the plant classes. For six

stove and greenhouse plants there was but one ex-

hibit, that of Messrs. Gilbert & Son, St. Margaret's
Nursery, Ipswich, who exhibited a very even lot, con-
sisting of Vinca alba, oculata, and rosea, Bougainvillea
glabra. Begonia Weltoniensis, Rondeletia speciosa
major, and a fine mass of Oncidium flexuosum. In
the class for eight ornamental foliage plants, Mr.
Carey, gr. to F. Fish, Esq., Ipswich, was 1st, his

collection containing two fine Crotons, well-coloured,

a good plant of Maranta rosea picta, &c. Messrs.
Gilbert & Son were 2d. Their collection contained a
fine Latania borbonica, Pandanus utilis, a well-

coloured Dracena Guilfoylei, &c.
In the class for six exotic Ferns, Mr. Carey and

Messrs. Gilbert & Son were placed equal 1st, the
first-named showing a fine Adiantum farleyense.

There was a fine display of dinner-table plants,

which were arranged down the centre of the
fruit-tables. Here Mr. Carey was Ist, showing
Croton Weismanni and Dracsena terminalis, with
Palms and other Drac.T:nas ; Mr. Wm. Berry, gr. to

J. May, Esq., was 2d. Zonal and Double Pelargo-
niums were well represented ; Mr. S. Cooper,
nurseryman, Hadleigh, was 1st in both classes,

showing some dwarf well-flowered plants. Some
remarkably good Tricolor Pelargoniums were shown
by Mr. Wm. Wright, gr. to Mrs. Steward, Thurleston
Lodge, Whitton ; Mr. E. Latter, gr. to Mr. J.
Simmer, Ipswich, exhibited twelve very fine Coleus
in S-inch pots, the plants being 4 to 5 feet high,

bushy, and brilliantly coloured.

In the cut flower classes. Dahlias stood out very
prominently. In the class for twenty-four show
varieties, distinct, Messrs. Gilbert & Son were Ist

with a splendid stand, the blooms of good size and
well-formed, their chief blooms being J. C. Quennell,
Julia Davis, Ovid, &c. Messrs. Saltmarsh & Son,
Chelmsford, were 2d with a good collection, wanting
only in size ; their best blooms were Sam Naylor, Sir

Greville Smyth, Vice-President, and Maid of Essex.
Mr. F. Bibby, of Ardleigh, was 3d. For twelve fancies

Messrs. Gilbert & Son were again 1st, with fine

blooms of John Lament, Mrs. Bunn, Mrs. Saunders,
&c. Roses were not largely shown, the hot season

being unfavourable for a good autumn bloom. In the

class for twelve French Asters, Mr. Cooper and
Messrs. Saltmarsh & Son were respectively ist and 2d,

the latter showing some fine incurved blooms, while
those of the first were of the Emperor class.

Cut Zonal Pelargoniums are always a feature at

the Ipswich shows, and Messrs. Saltmarsh & Son
were Ist vvith a fine stand, good bunches, with fine

pips, and surrounded with their own foliage. The
2d prize lot, shown by Mr. S. Cooper, were well varied

in shades, but the pips were small. Double Pelar-

goniums, in bunches, three trusses each : the awards
went to the same exhibitors as in the single class. In
the class for twelve herbaceous cut flowers Messrs.

Gilbert & Son took the lead, and considering this dry
season their stand was good. Anemone japonica

hybrida and alba being conspicuous. It also con-

tained good bunches of Phygelius capensis, Echinops
ruthenicus, Coreopsis lanceolata, &c. Mr. J. Buxton,
nurseryman, near Stowmarket, was 2d. There were
hardly so many bouquets exhibited as usual, but the

quality was good.
The exhibition of fruit was very good'; fora collection

of eight dishes Mr. Thos. Blair, gr. to Sir George
Broke Middleton, Bart., Shrubland Park, was 1st,

showing good white and black Grapes, a fine dish

of Peaches, &c. Mr. Wallis, gr. to Colonel Tomlin,
Orwell Park, was a good 2d for three bunches of

Black Hamburgh Grapes ; Mr. Sheppard was Ist with

large compact bunches, good berries, and well coloured.

Mr. Wallis was 2d for white Grapes ; and Mr. Sheppard
was Ist with good examples of Muscat of Alexandria.

For two bunches of any other black Grape both prizes

went to good examples of Lady Downe's Seedling.

Peaches and Nectarines were fine. There was also a

good display of Melons and some fine Figs. Mr,

Sheppard was 1st for dessert Plums, with a fine dish

of Jeflerson's ; and Pond's Seedling was the best dish

of kitchen Plums, exhibited by Mr, P. Boreham, gr.,

TheChauntry, Ipswich, Pears and Apples were not

largely represented, the crops in thisdistrict being very

short.

The most noticeable exhibits in tie vegetable

classes were some fine Tripoli and Giant Rocca
Onions from Mr. Wallis, and some Carrots from Mr.

Robert Clements, market-gardener, who is generally

1st in this class. There was a large show of Potatos

of both round and kidney varieties ; amongst them a

fine dish of Huntingdon Kidney, shown by Mr. Wallis,

of medium size, and very fine skin. A fine brace of
** Tender and True" Cucumbers were shown by

Mr. Latter.

The cottagers' classes were not so well filled as

usual, most of the exhibitors reserving their best pro-

ductions for the local cottagers' shows in the district,

which will take place in the next week or two.

(Ccmmwt.ra/,;/.)

Newtownards Horticultural.—The annual exhi-

bition of this Society came off on Thursday, Sept. 7>

in the nurseries of Messrs, Dickson & Sons, New-
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townards, and as regards the qualities of the ex-

hibits and the number staged was a success.

In the plant department the competition for the

cup presented by the oflicers of the North Down
Rifles, value eiyht guineas, for a collection of

ten stove or greenhouse plants, grouped for effect,

was very keen, and was won by A. A. Richard-

son, Esq., Abergeldie, the 2d prize going to John
Cleland, Esq., Stormount Castle. Mr. R. B.

Mathews, Belfast, who was a successful exhibitor,

contributed a large and varied collection of plants,

not (or competition, which added much to the appear-

ance of the show. In the classes for cut Roses, H.
Hawkins, Esq., Kinedar, Strandtown, showed some
magnificent stands from his extensive collection,

and was a successful compelitor. J. W. Craw-
ford, Esq., Crawfordsburn, was also a successful

competitor. There was a good display of fruit.

Mr. A. D. Simpson's special prize for the best

six varieties of Grapes was won by Mr, Hawkins.
Messrs. Dickson & Sons and Mr. Hugh Dickson

were the principal exhibitors in the nurserymen's

classes for florists' flowers, and divided the honours

between them. The spikes of Gladioli put up by

the first-named firm were magnificent. GdrJcners'

Ruord.

Tyldesley-with-Shakerly Floral and Horti-
cultural.—The show of this Hourishing little associa-

tion of gardeners came off on Saturday, Sept. 9. The
names of these two places, not being quite famdiar, it

may be as well to say that Tyldesley, the older and
more substantial, may be found in Bradsha~o^ and that

it is situate half way between Manchester and Wigan,
thus in the very heart of manufacturing and coal-

geUing South Lancashire. Gardening has been prac-

tised very extensively in the neighbourhood from time

immemorial. There are several horticultural societies,

and, judging from what was exhibited on the 9th inst.,

the men know how to do their work. The exhibitors

were forty-six in number, twenty-four contending for

prizes, and twenty-two content to help in the general

decoration of the tent. The vegetables comprised all

the ordinary descriptions, with special excellence

amongst the Onions, Leeks, and Celery. The fruit was
limited nearly to Plums and Apples. The flowers in

one department were perfectly astonishing, Tyldesley

and the neighbourhood being famous for its Dahlias.

Dahlia growing commenced thereabouts something
over hall a century ago, and at the present time there

cannot be fewer than 1000 plants in cultivation in

the cottage gardens. Nearly the whole are of good
sorts, the roots being obtained, in the first instance,

from nurserymen in the South of England. Clement
Aldred carried off the leading prizes on the 9th

inst. He has many times taken honours at shows
in the midland counties, also at Bolton, &c. The
flowers in which he distinguished himself most
particuarly were Vice-President, amber ; Criterion,

rose-pink, &c. Whatever may be the fancy as

to colours in other parts of the country, it was
somewhat remarkable that at Tyldesley, so far as

we observed, there was not a single example of a

variegated or pani-coloured Dahlia. The managers
very considerately limit the number of flowers to be
shown in each class to five, so that small growers as

well as large ones get a good chance- The ladies and
gentlemen of the neighbourhood also sent flowers,

though in no case Dahlias. The chief contributor

was Mrs. Guest, from whom came a large quantity of

choice greenhouse specimens, including a remarkable
Opuntia, with a stem some 5 feet high, straight and
round as a ruler, and fine head of the curious succulent

green plates which serve for branches and foliage.

The bouquets of wild flowers were most extraordinary,

being composed in some instances of such productions
as Teasels, white Water Lilies, Achillea Ptarmica,
Achillea Millefolium, Ragwort, &c. These numer-
ous and most persevering efforts in gardening among
the South Lancashire operatives and the class

of people next above them, are really very creditable,

the more so as in passing through their district by
train one would suppose floriculture almost hopeless.

{From a ConeiponJent.)

Bishop Auckland Horticultural : Errata.—In
class for single Pine, instead of " 1st, J. Booth ; Milner
Field ; Mr. Bradford, with a very good Queen, 2d ;

Mr. Letts, gr. to the Earl of Zetland, Upleatham,
also showing a very good Queen, 3d," read " 1st, Mr.

J. Booth, Mdner Fields, near Bradford, with a very
good (jueen ; 2d, Mr. Letts, gr. to the Earl of

Zetland, Upleatham, also showing a very good
Queen; 3rd, Mr. Jones; 4th, Mr. Bruce."

In your report of the Bishop Auckland show
your reporter has hardly done justice to an exhibitor in

the collection of fruits. Mr. Jones, of Wynyard Park,
showed a fine tray, but, unfortunately for him, his

representative put two Melons in the tray, and the

judges were obliged to disqualify them ; otherwise
this collection would have run the 1st prize lot very
hard, if it had not been 1st. Mr. Jones was deservedly
awarded an extra prize. One of (he Jiniges.

I'nturnl SMstoni.

The Jav (Garrilus glandarius).—This pretty

bird has but few names. Sometimes we hear it called

jay-pie, but our common English name (jay) seems

to be generally adopted. The Welsh we think very

appropriately call it "screch y coed," or the screamer

of the woods ; in the northern counties, we have a

local proverb, " he chatters like a jay ;" our readers,

if they are at all familiar with this bird, will recognise

both titles as being, very near the truth. A few

summers ago it was my lot to be located in a pleasant

village in the Severn Valley, Shropshire, where I had

a good opportunity for studying the habits of the jay.

The acquaintance began strangely at first ; every now
and again I heard the report of a gun in a neighbour's

garden, especially soon after dawn. Wondering at

this, I inquired the reason, and was then shown some

half-dozen jays suspended by the neck along a row

of Peas. Poor things, they appeared as if gibbeted,

perhaps like many unfortunate men we have heard

our great-grandfathers talk about, who had knocked

some old woman down on the highway, because they

were in want of a few pence, and afterwards as a

warning to everybody they were hung in ghastly rows

on some hill-side.

If the jay gets a chance he is our worst enemy in

a fruit garden amongst the feathered race. The
blackbird and thrush generally announce their pre-

sence by a well-known call-note ; not so the jay, he

slyly creeps along the hedge-rows or wall, not a sound

must be uttered, he comes and goes and nobody

is the wiser, unless you actually see him. Again,

woe be to the Cherry orchard, he will not leave much
for the owner if he finds it out ; nothing comes amiss,

Raspberries, Currants, Beans, Peas, or Pears, and all

the time the gardener is blaming everything except

the real thief.

After all, we must acknowledge the jay to be very

timid and shy in its habits ; it is only when a

clamorous brood impels them to seek an extra

supply of food that they invade our gardens and

orchards. Again, they are most aflectionate birds

towards their young ; most birds leave their brood

as soon as they are able to seek their own food, but

the jay never leaves its young until the following

spring. So far as I can ascertain, they never rear

more than one sitting during a single season. If the

nest is robbed, they will lay again, and often a third

time, but, if the first nest is unmolested, the hen lays

no more that season. When the brood is able to fly,

both parents lead them to the foraging ground, always

selected beforehand, although it is seldom very far

from the favourite wood, and whilst hunting for food

in the field or garden, it is always in silence ; however,

if they are disturbed the leader will give a warning

screech, and, immediately taking wing, it is followed

quickly by the whole party. If more than ordinarily

disturbed, they will take shelter in the neighbouring

thicket, and hiding themselves, they will call occasion-

ally loudly, so as to keep near each other. When
attacking an exposed garden, the leader first ventures,

and quickly jumping from bush to bush, so as to make

sure no enemy is in sight, it utters a low gurgling

sound, then they all proceed to their meal. If, how-

ever, it is a spot where they have been often disturbed,

the leader selects a good position, and keeps a sharp

look-out, but it continually, so long as everything is

quiet, calls to reassure his friends.

The jay Is a heavy, inelegant bird, although its

general plumage is sober and plain, the fine browns

blend harmoniously, and the beautiful blue-barred

feathers that form the great coverts of the wing distin-

guish it from every other bird. It makes a large

basket-like nest in trees, or high coppice wood, and

lays five eggs, of a dull whitish olive, mottled very

obscurely with pale brown ; towards the larger end

there are usually two or three black lines. Let not

our readers suppose it to be a vegetable feeder
; jays

will readily eat slugs and worms, and probably they

destroy more eggs of our smaller birds than any other

species. A few years ago a small plantation was
being destroyed by field mice barking the trees ; it was
remarked that a small flock of jays selected it for their

nests. In a few months they destroyed all the mice ;

it was supposed they ate the greater portion, but many
were found dead beneath the trees.

The young of some birds are much more easy to

rear by hand than others ; the jay seems very easy to

rear, also the thrush and starling. It used to be a

common notion that jays could be taught to talk

equal to parrots if the tongue was slit with silver ; we
are thankful this cruel practice is now almost for-

gotten, because people are beginning to see that they

will learn to utter a few words quite as well, if not

far better, with a perfect tongue. One of the most

remarkable peculiarities of the jay is the volubility of

its sounds. The alarm-note the bird utters on the

appearance of danger is very harsh, but its love-note

is singularly soft, "yet so low, and apparently

cautious, that it seems whispering to its mate, as if to

hide their affections and amours from the other

tenants of the grove. Even then it is very imitative,

and though it does not attempt the songs of the

warblers, it is very adroit at bleating, screaming,

neighing, and, in short, imitating all the harsher

sounds." Bewick says, *' we have heard one imitate

the sound made by the action of a saw so exactly,

that, though it was on a Sunday, we could hardly be

persuaded that the person who kept it had not a car-

penter at work in his house." Another at the

approach of cattle had learned to hound a cur dog

upon them by whistling and calling upon him by his

name. At last, during a severe frost, the dog was by

that means excited to attack a cow big with calf, when
the poor animal fell on the ice and was much hurt.

The jay was complained of as a nuisance, and its owner

was obliged to destroy it." Mudie, another careful

observer says:— " W'ords in which the letter '
/-

*

occurs are soonest learned, not only by the jay, but by
most birds that can be taught to articulate. That is

easily accounted for by the unyielding nature of the

mandible, which forces the air to come out betwixt

the upper part of the tongue and the palate on which

that trills. A man cannot easily pronounce the ' r
'

in any but Northumberland fashion if he grins the

while ; and those who use the tongue simpering and

softly, merely touch, but do not pronounce it." R.

Squirrels Eating Fruit.—I have been an

admirer of this pretty lively quadruped ever since I

was a boy. I have watched them with great pleasure

when they were at liberty bounding from tree to tree,

and I have kept them as tame pets. I had one which

would examine my pockets and would take a Nut out

of them with adroitness, but I never could prevail

upon them under any circumstances to touch any kind

of fruit. I have seen the squirrel take wall fruit

—

Apricots I well recollect. I have seen them often

take this fruit, run up the tree, sit on the coping of

the wall, and pull the fruit in pieces, taking the

kernel from the stone, and repeating the practice, but

never eating a particle of fruit. This extraordinary

season may have driven the squirrel to extremities,

just as last season the bees attacked and devoured all

sorts of wall fruit, while this year there is not one to

be seen on all our walls. Fruit is not their natural

food. I have dissected and stuffed several in my time,

and I really think the statement made by your corre-

spondent from Buckhurst Park is exaggerated. I

never saw a stomach of this animal which would hold

ten good Strawberries, much less fifty ; and I fear if

some people get the notion that the poor squirrel is a

ravenous fruit-eater we shall have a war of extermina-

tion waged against the prettiest animal we have in

England. Win. Payne, Taunton.

I have no doubt whatever that squirrels do

eat fruit. I well recollect, some twenty years ago,

when a boy working in the gardens of the late Wm.
Leigh, Esq , at Woodchester Park, Gloucestershire,

seeing squirrels leave the Apricot trees with fine

fruit in their mouths very frequently. On the

approach of any one they were over the walls and

out of sight in a twinkling, but don't remember

seeing them take Peaches or Nectarines, or any

other kind of fruit besides Apricots. E. S., Somerset.

A Late Incubation.—In regard to the late

incubation of the yellowhammer, I may state that two

years ago (August 17, 1S74) I found a yellowhammer's
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nest in a similar position near Lanark, N. B. This I

thought all the more peculiar on account of the

yellowhammer being among the first birds to com-

mence nesting operations in spring. The nest con-

tained only two eggs, which were hatched in seven

days from the time that I first discovered the nest. It

would appear from this that the yellowhammer is, at

least occasionally, late in hatching her brood.

W. tVcL. B.

The plants figured in the BodTnkal Mas^azi/ic

for the present month are :—Lilium phiUppinense, lab.

6250, originally figured and described in our columns,

1S73, p. 114, f. 243, by Mr, Baker; Lycaste lasio-

glossa, tab. 6251, described by Professor Reichen-

bach in our columns, 1S72, p. 215—the species is

remarkable for its hairy Up ; Begonia Davisii, tab.

6252, is a new tuberous Begonia of great brilliancy.

Its flowers are large and of a bright crimson colour.

The plant is a native of the mountains of Peru,

where it was found near Chupe, at an elevation of

10,000 feet, by Mr. Davis, when collecting for Messr?.

Veitch. Dracn?na fruticosa, tab. 6253, the D. ensifolia

of Regel, is a well-known species, the native country

of which is at present unknown. It flowered at Kew
some time since, and bore rather dense panicles of

whitish tubular flowers, each about an inch in length

and with recurved segments. Oncidium stramineura,

tab. 6254, was one of the first plants sent to the Hor-

ticultural Society by Hartweg. It was discovered

near Zicuapan, a village at a height of 3000 feet,

"on the eastern slopes of Orizaba {itself 17,000 feet

high), with a temperate climate and the richest vege-

tation in Afexico." The species in question has dense

panicles of white flowers speckled with red.

The September number of the Floral Maga'
zifw contains coloured figures of Ixora regina, a fine

show variety, with orange-scarlet flowers, raised

by Mr. W. Bull. Dendrobium Falconeri is one of the

most distinct and beautiful of its kind, its pseudo-

bulbs being slender as packthread, and, as packthread

often is, knotted at intervals, and with slender grass-

like leaves. The flowers are large, the sepals and
petals white tipped with lilac, the lip also tipped with

lilac, yellow on the disc, and marked on each side of

the base with dark spots. Godetia Lady Albemarle
is a dwarf form of Godetia raised by Messrs. Daniel,

of Norwich, by crossing Godetia Lindleyana and
G. Whitneyi. It is a perfectly hardy and very beau-

tiful annual. Erythronium giganteum is a fine species,

with umbellate flowers of a yellow colour striped in the

centre near the eye with lilac stripes. The leaves are

spotted as in most other of the Dog-tooth Violets.

We have received from Mr. Wyld an excel-

lent map of European Turkey, so coloured as to show
the number and disposition of the various races and
religions throughout the empire. From it it may be

seen that the proportion of true Turks in European
Turkey is hardly larger than that of our countrymen
in British India.

Publications Received.—Le Moniteur Horticole
Beige -Sempervirens—Transactions of the Academy
of Natural Science, Philadelphia— Illustration Horti-
cole—Exhibition Canaries, byjohn Varley (Wheailey,
Kottingham).

Action for Wages.— Cs/Zm v. ri,-hn„^,—At
the Bloomsbury County Court, on the 13th inst.,

this case was heard before Mr. Judge Russell. The
plaintiff, described as a gardener, sued the defendant,

a gentleman residing at Homewood, Hampste.id, to

recover £4 wages accruing due, and £1 for one
month's wag-, in lieu of notice. Mr. Charles
Williams appeared as solicitor for the plaintiff, and
Mr. R. Willis for the defence. From Mr. Williams'
opening it appeared that his client was engaged by
the defendant, at a salary o(£^ [?] per annum, payable
monthly, and that he had been in the service of the

defendant for nearly two years, when in July last

his client was dismissed at a moment's notice,

and the wages then due to him were refused to be

paid. The defendant had been applied to for pay-

ment, and said he had a good defence to any action

which might be brought, and in consequence of which

the present proceedings were taken.

Mr. Collis being called corroborated his solicitor's

opening, adding that he knew of no reason for his

discharge, but he had never received his last month's

wages due. The plaintiff, having no witnesses to

call—

The defendant stated that he refused to pay the

plaintiff his wages, as he found him guilty of fre-

quent peculations ; some of his choicest garden pro-

duce had been given away to the plaintiff's friends,

and the defendant caught him on the occasion of his

dismissal with a bouquet of hothouse flowers that he

had cut and was carrying away with him. He, there-

fore refused to allow him to re-enter upon his occu-

pation, and considered himself fully entitled to retain

the wages due to the plaintiff.

In cross-examination the defendant could not say

why he had not given plaintiff into charge when he

found he had been robbing him.

The learned Judge said the plaintiff was certainly

under the circumstances perfectly entitled to recover

the wages accruing due, but it was a barefaced act

after the leniency shown by the defendant to sue for

a month's wages in lieu of notice.—fudgment was
accordingly entered for the plaintiff for ^,"4, but with-

out costs.

STA TB OF TUB WEA THER ATSLACKHEA TH. LOXDOA'.
Fos THE Week ending Wednesday, Stir. 13, i8;6.
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prodnces enoiigh to s-pr-ort itself, ani i; is hcped thi:

it will before loog sspplr the Filklind lilandi. I-j

forests of An:2.-ct-;;* Eeech m-^h; furi-ii railway

sleepers and ether :;:::'"er f:r the Iv--"er Plate coun-

tries, l! the c^oal m j.=3 sh.-^ld tam oat well, Ponta

Arenas woald become an important coaling station.

It has also special focrces of wealth in its seal

gsheries, and trade in gnanaco skins and in ostrich

Aing and feathers. .A. company itas been fanned at

Santiago for working some g<^ washis^ in the Rio

<3e las Misas, to the nonh of the settlement, and
mines of cop~er are spoken of. The present Goremor,
Don D;ego T ;i de Almeida, has set on foot a

school i= the jett-eztenc, which is attended by 100

papils. Mr. R-~: jld considers that this settlement

pfobably desenres the attenrioa of European colonists.

CnquirifS.

I3t. Ps:>!so;s Ch\n-;-:

ayeKow Pr. -arose. ta>-ea in

its coloar ZT placing cc a-

aioani its r>:ti ?

ct—Bacojt.

—Do voa think

. •*;'-.d change
c:h?r nianare.

i hare ev^r come under "."Otir notice ? -V_- ;.v, Brxm-
ftiJ.

i;e. Mtn.3ESiY Ts=:z;.— r hare in my garden, in

re, a fine italhTsrry tree, bit i3 sorty to say the

.._s oS srhen sc^irlet. and ctei r::t turn M?rtE and
j it should do : ;t aiikes a ^^reat many leaTis,

^ !. I fear, periihlrj; naav of the end shoots are

iy, black, and leaness. Cin any one tell me what to

do to retain it in better he.^th ? Em^uirrr,

:

' "'" "
"'

"" \T-.ake'of
- I\»d
. Pota-
i^^oatic

.-I. T— : ei: ^s-OQ of

-re bottrm', — . -ie all

-? The :'-- ;:3g on

:.:'itoai ia sun^oier, bat,

: the lime being, it docs

IJ5. MaltD::;:-:-:
me what qr.«nu:y 0: nii-t-

crops in general? \i'. C~

Answers to Correspondents.

, iet:onar-ic-

BOOK ON GSEEXHOrsE : L. O. Probably the

entiCed Crtiticnts \isi., ipr, F.eet Street) might soit

you.

BOTASICU. DiCTIOx.\SY : IK H., H^imty. There is

BO soch work published in parts. Try Paxton's

Rm^x:.-:: r>.',.'j,-»-»7 (cv-, BradbcTT. Agnew je Co-V,

or Jcl-nscn s O-rJexTn' l}s.-ii.x^ry .:-:. .-~eet Street'.

DtSEASrr' il'iLOSi.\ : H'. B. It seems qti:te imf^ssible

that the same disease shonld at the same ume attack

Ceiosa, Melons Tomatos, and Cletodeadioo. The
appearance, therefore, most be atttibotaWf 10 soiae

peculiar local coodiiioDS, which are not in^cmled fay

the specimens. Tbeie is no appearance of fiugns or
insect, fant there is a white effiorescence which its

stractmeiess aspect oader the micn^oape shows to be
chemicaL Yon most kiok to the lestiUtxn or other

drcnmstances <3i the honse which may require atten-

tion. J/1 J. B.
FcxGCs t A./rtd S.va. The Champignon, Marasmios

Oteades. One of the tctt best edibte fungi, hot be
careful 10 r«cogr.ise :t N:l*jre cooking.

Gt_vctou : ;f. J-ij:.i..l <,-nw 01 yooi seedlings are

Tery br.ght .n cclcar. -ird thr^e or foar of them ate

promisiog, »-eil-fcnned ttowers. A setection of the

best should be made, and another season's trial given

them.
HotiTHOCK Disease t B. H. Yoa hate not read yoor
Gtriattn' Ctnmicb. Bom your piaitts. and get a
fiesh healthv stock from elsewhere if yoa oin.

Makket CutDEHEK : O. C. H. We cannot answer
your qoestion saiis£Ktarily. Consult a lespectable

sotidtar.

Names of Facrrs : F. T. i, Yorkshire (keening
(small) ; a, not known ; 3, Kjrke s .\dmiiahte ; 4.

»ety small specimen of Beurre CUaseaa.
Najjks or Fuorrs : J. T.,E.is! M-.:img. x. Datnta
Stramooium (poKonousl ; 3, .\ilanrcs ^aBdalasa.

—

C. P.P. Stachys laiata, a hardy per-miial — I*". D..
Civntry. .\cer tataricusa ibook next week).

—

Stmii-
«ayf«. Pbiladdphus roeucanis,— T. C AT. Pleioae

WaUjchiaaum.— IK J/1 ij. Zeobvranthes .\taaasco.
—<;. .«xt.:".-.V. Quamoclit Tu.^.ins.—.V. Ill Pto-
faaUy Lastraa teneiicattlts, bat the specinses is a Tery
bad one.—y. D. Ceiatonia Sii^ua.— IK .-1. C. t.

Uiaahis caidinalis : a, not good enoogfa to same: 5.

Achillea Ptaimica, Saie-pleao ; 4, Vetwuoa iigasin-

EssAT.*.—..^t PL ;3:.. :;r

Bockner," read *-'f:^r^:z.
At p- 354, for " raised bv M
by M.E. A. Maxel, of il'ottj

C\TALOGrE-= R ------ ^
Albans. 1-1

Baloctis ?.

:

N'crseries.

Bclbacs r.o^. -i, .--_ . z ^.
Roses in Pocs.—iiessr?.

Street, Covent Garden.
logue o« Bulbs and P.ir-

Chelsea, Locdoc\, Rrt^'
Rooted Plants, Ac— 2.

Paradise Narseries, L'rre
!oc-re :f :_ -. ?ri;: 1:;:

L
of 1

Rnrns^ tjoramg s 1-

List of Roses, TriT
Daniels. Bmbos ^

Dotch Fhi^^ RC'

—

(Carlisle), IDnstra:

BbSe, ftc—Mesrs
Street, Doburr

logoe of r
DklRad;
Catalogae c; > =.,

*c—Messrs. J. u -

Chester); Catalog-,;

S. Brown (See<te:-
Catalogne of Boll:;

Dtxoa ft Co. (3t. :

Catakgne of Datch
HooperftCo. (Cove-
CataJogae of Ant.
Imawork Coapar
X.W.), mnsumleil

f?«r=. Siztrr i Co. fSC

:ine of Pbtnt^
:tiieis(Eab Durte

;jle Cata-
rt9£i

CoJoro-lcvTKwes RstEnrET'.— J. D. Dg—rn-rftTi- (rscttrreii

W. P. (iTOcindV—Frax Grc^r.-Cl W. W.-W. I.

H- S. V.-C Y. XL—W. H-—T. S. I.— T. I. D--a -».

—W. a CeB Itx ile fcr -Jl^ -.-^Vt

Bbrkcts.
COl'EXT GA.KDEX, S^c-^-fr n.

The maiket genetaDy b thinly snppSed. We have ao
altecatiaBS u> qoote, prices lOBaBBig afadat tke suae.

FwriT.
t.£.t.d. t-JLt^J-

ip^es, pet K-sxTC s S- 3 6 Xecanas .. .. 3 o-n o

Ftes.pa<i(w- .. o 6- » o O2iees,pertoo ..iS a-«» 11

Filberts, per Ih. .. o 3- x o Peacnes. per dec .. * o~z3 a

&Lpes,pec!k .. : o- i = Pears, pa-

d

ot. .. » o- « o
r*»—g per zoo .. 5 o~:* - Pfwr-fples, n. b. ,. 3 o- S o
Mekias,eid> .. 10-60

1.^1.^1 a^a^
Jknkhoks. ptr d<K 4 o- .. H«e»Mfii,p.l«m. 6 o- .. «
— EK.Gta!K.<i«. 40-.. Leeks, per Inach .. o *- o =

BeaK/Pt.. p.biskl 3 c- .. lenace^ per sa»» . j o-

«

Beet,perilaL .. i o- » o Viae, gieea, hack a «- .

.

CdEdbBses,pado«. .. x o- a o MaJaWW, perpatt. o 6- z o
On«s.perknck.. a6- .. — fcoBOK, Ai. .. o «- t o
CnGOoveK, sfriae. ^m«. jmk. k™. • »« 10

perdnKW.. .. »<»-4a f^cfcy.pei I1 11 ilk . o «- .,

Ceianr.periiaiidk.. I 6-aa Radgk^aerbw^ o >- a 3
CSafis, green, per too so- -- ~ ,^""*»*"••

—

Cactaiaecs. eack ., o 4- : o SMce, perBt^. o »- ..

Safire, per doa. .. x o- a a >iWMf 1, pir M^et 30-..
— Bazaviaa. p^ dca. a o- 3 o Tonaos. per Am. .. 3 (»- ..

Gailicperlb. .. o »- .. Ttamip. per hodle o 4- o «
Herts, per boach .. p »- o 4 ^<*- Marrows, doa. 4 =- 6 <»

Pocatcs.—KeM Regencv ic ta i3 : E^eiKegeMs. £0 BJar:
K-rlTt-T^ i- tc £? 5>= cat

Orr riowsas.

sJ. s-d.
,

xd. t-i.

.Kg^iMams. » tos. 30-60 MieBaaerzs. ta IxEi. z 6- 6 o
Aitere,C3ii=a. r> baa. 40-9 o PtefazsoMMs. r. Sft o 6- z a

Caiw»cia«s,zabcadi. 4 e-9 "I
— aooal, za smTS » «- z o

Coli&s, n i<»i»s 40-90 Pna«afa^«l,p.t<m. z e- z S

Eoc&iHSk per dee. ..6 o-tz o ' Rose^ mdos-. p. dea. a e- 5 o

Gai^ieaii, per iia& ..30-40! — oonioar, zx boK. 40-00
GbdioiBS, la sprays i o- e o Sxfitsmcis. a spr. 3 o- 5 a
Rifnnpes, za s?e. o «- z o ! Saadowiw. za kK... 3 o- c o
lasaiae, xa boaekes 6 a-ra o . >

PlASTS ts Pns.
t.J.s.d. aJLaaL

Balssss, per dee. .. r o- 9 o ^rdraa^a, per daK. 9 o-xS e
J7 iiMiiii per ioB- . . 6 c-za o l.£aa aaatuui, do.xa o-^ -

BD«iaam>as.do, ..xa o-zS o — bad&nm. «^
Cakeotizsu per asi. 4 o->S o —
Cstsscccabs, p. cca. 3
Colens. per doacB .. 3 .

Cjper«s.ja... ..e^tio M!rTtiB.&»...
^ ,

DzaLXJia EexaKnaSi 30 0-60 o N*a.tuzuuKS, eoaea 3 <

— ™ijis,ptrdci. sS C-I4 o PsisisciTiEiety.es"

CATTLE.
At the MetnipoEEia Market co Monaty there wge

d^Of CsnaiSan oxen » ^*,'i*'«f coadiQaB, aakjig
afaooi 6t. per sBsae. Tode goiaB&y was MRactn^
aad prices niber aapraaed. The iiiit» 1 tt s*eey was

rather Inge, tetehoiee oMSweR mat pkaiifai .
Md »

deaaial at good prices. The trade is cabesia^imB.
QoolaikaE :—Beasls. 41. &£. 10 u «£, aard 5s. S£ »
6f. a/. : aires. +s. &£. to jj-. SJ. -. ^>eep; 5tKw^
anl df. &£. -J. ai. : p^^ +s. 6il so 6-— lUuiiiliis

market was fern for beasts of good qMhty. of wfekA the

^uupia was sbort ; Btddlag sorts were Sk^ in pno^
ilka iiuik. tiiMinil For afl breeds of s>eey ike»e

WK an aaprored ill ma iirt , aad Mskg *—» _?"*-
Foceiga paititipaied fisriy n the UBptufcaoriL Unes
also soil mote reaidtly i=d dearer.

K.A.Y.

The Whitechapel report far Septeniber ascites that

with a &S- SBpp^r and saeady trade praoes were w^- ^-?-

pomL Ptii« £3o«r, iocs, so tiSs.: iafenar. 5v, to

S5i^; prime hmbsow h^, 9ns. to tjar.: i^aJc^- Sy- ta

jzs.-. and straw, ^cs. m 30*. per aoadL—(» itjascar.

with tiir s=rcos. the detaaad was nuriifaie,
<>»ot>-

tifflss -— CSo»e^ bes* otd. ii«. » i«S«. ; ni li™. ^r-

toss>-.:»^ •" • - "
t h«T. best oM. trot. 10

twf. : arffc-

:

rew. loot <D 1353. : soaw,

.fotto^nr. r road Maikgt qpotatioas

:

Sspeiiar £ - to 1^4-5. : mfatior, root.

ti>.zac& t scz^r-.-r ^_--.;r. licr. to 15

m 1394. ; apd suaw. 4;;. to jji. i>=r .oad.

POTATO&
The Bxo^xad Spealidds lepats sCite ftatwaa

aoA-^M aainis im^ tenanB saady for all descnp-

tjots. Kert Regent imr. to t^cr.: Esssa mJ other

Regent^ loos^ to 130*.: Shaw^ rrc-. to ir^.t \ «A««'^

T3of. » i^K.: kidaeys. laos. to 1:5.-- pe:: =<^—'^
FMiMs B^pxted BHO Loadoa iss week cocasted of

+t5 l^s boB Hambors. too bags ?> sacks Antwerp,

So UK Pert r.Ahij^ and an bass OE«ad.

Locdlia. per Aoaea

.

d& I 0-S4 <
COAI^

Fac^xa. per doa.

Headis. iaorisaB,
pui ilM. .. ..ra»-90<

Belaxn:«e. per dot 6 o-xa <

^caaaa^dwdtila.4aa^ ^ o~rS— saste,ps«K
^ 9 e-<a o
., i w-ia o

Mj.-
Ket---- -_

3Cf- t.^! . 1-ir^h^-r .^

Xewt>Kt,e. ti-- ail ; S
East HsrtJ^tMt, 2i-.

: ;, : HiWShocBS,
:rc=.il l-ijitJenool, aat 6<;
;. iS.-. 6il t K^bx; 33S. &£ :

T«s,2i^3i
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THE CHEAPEST and MOST DURABLE
SHADING.—" Lasting for yenrs."

MADE of PREPARED WOOL and HAIR.
A perfect non-conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed

temperature where it is applied.

Patronised by Her Majesty the Queen, for Windsor Castle ;

Prince Christian, for Frogmore Gardens :the late Sir. J. Paxton ;

the late A. F. Paxton, Esq. : the late S. Riicker, Esq., S:c.

" FRIGI DOMO '• CANVAS. ^ ^
2 yards wide . . . . . . . . i lo

3 yards wide .. .. .. ..30
4 yards wide .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 3 to
•' FRIGI DOMO ' NETTING, is. 6./. and u. id. per yard.

Can be had from all Florists and Seedsmen, and of

E. T. ARCHER, Stanstead Road, Forest Hill, London, S,E.
*** Late of Cannon Street, City, E.C.

HAW'S TIFFANY^ ELAStTc ~"n ET-
TING, CANVAS, &c., for Shading, Protecting, and

other Horticultural Purposes. For Samples and Prices apply to

JOHN SHAW AND CO., 29, Oxford Street, Manchester.

WTl L I A M S^ B U R T O N,
General Furnishing Ironmonger, by appoint-

ment to H.R.H. the Pi-ince of Wales, sends a CATALOGUE
gratis, post paid, containing upwards of 850 Illustrations of hi

unrivalled Stock of Elei

Dish Covers.
Hot-water Dishes.
Staves and Fenders,
Marble Chimneypieces,
Kitchen Ranges,
Lamps and Gaseliers,

Tea Trays, Urns and Kettle:

Table Cutlery,
Clocks and Candelabn

) Plate Britannia Metal Goods,

Baths and Toilet Ware,
Bedding and Bed Hangings
Iron and Brass Bedsteads,
Bedroom Cabinet Furniture
Dining and Drawing-roor

Chimney and Pier Glasses,
lery Goods,

Kitchen Ute: iils.

With Lists of Prices, and Plans of the Thirty Large Show Rooms,
at 39, Oxford Street, W. : 1, ia. 2, 3. and 4, Newman Street,W.;
4, 5 and 6, Perry's Place, W. : and i, Newman Yard, W.
Manufactories: 84. Newman Street, W. : i, Newman Mews,
London, W. The cost of delivering goods to the most distant
parts of the United Kingdom byrailway is trifling. WILLIAM
5. BURTON will always undertakedelivery at a small fixed rate.

OU Faint No Longer Necessaxy,

HILL AND SMITH'S BLACK
VARNISH for Preserving Ironwork. Wood, or Stone.

This Varnish is an excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-
door work, while it is fully two-thirds cheaper. It was intro-

duced upwards of thirty years ago by the advertisers, and its

genuine good quality, notwithstanding a host of unprincipled
imitators, is fully attested by its constantly increasing sale. It

may be applied by an ordinary labourer, requires no mixing or
thinning, and is used cold. It is used in the grounds at

Windsor Castle, Kew Gardens, and at the seats of many hun-
dreds of the Nobility and Gentry, from whom the most flattering

testimonials have been received, which Hill & Smith will
forward on application.

Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at is. (>d, per gallon,
at the Manufactory, or is. Zd. per gallon carriage paid to any
Station in the Kingdom.

Unsolicited Testimonial.
Glangivilly, Llanpuutpsant, Carmari/ten, Nov, 27, 1S73 —

*'Mr. Lloyd Lloyd encloses cheque for ,£3 5s., amount due to
Messrs. Hill & Smith, and he considers the Black Varnish
one of the most useful things he ever possessed."
Apply to HILL and SMITH, Brierly Hill Ironworks, neir

Dudley; and 118, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.G., from
whom only it can be obtained.

CAUTION.—\i having lately come to the knowledge cf
Hill & Smith that spurious imitations of this Varnish arc
being offered by unprincipled dealers at a slight reduction in

price, they would specially draw attention to the fact that e\eiv

s genume.

CARSONS' PAINT,
PATRONISED BY THE QUEEN,

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,
The British, Indian and Colonial Govermueuts,

8000 of the Nobility, Gentry, and Clergy,

Railway and Canal Companies, Collieries, Iron-
masters, &c., &c..

Is extensively used for all kinds of

OUTDOOIi WOEK.
It is especially applicable to

WOOD, IRON, BRICK, STONE & COMPO.
CAN BE LAID ON BY UNSKILLED LABOUR.

Sold in all Colours.

2 cwt. free to all Stations.

Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials sent Post Free.

WALTER CARSON & SONS,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD,

LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, B.C.,

And 21, BACHELOR'S WALK, DUBLIN.
No Agents.

Window Glass, Sheet Lead, Faints, &c.

THOMAS MILLINGTON and CO.,
Importers and Manufacturers. New LIST of

PRICES, very much reduced, on application.

87, Bishopsgate Street Without. E.C.

Important to Farmers.

DAY, SON, AND HEWITT, the Original and
Sole Proprietors of the STOCK-BREEDERS' MEDI-

CINE CHEST, for all disorders in Horses, Cattle, Calves,
Sheep, and Laml)S. These Chests contain the celebrated
" CHEMICAL EXTRACT," for Wounds. Swollen Udders, &c.
" GASEOUS FLUID," for Scour or Diarrhoea, and all Pains,
' RED DRENCH." for Cleansing the Blood, and for Fevers.
" RED PASTE BALLS," for Conditioning Horses.
" BRONCHOLINE,"for Husk or Hoose in Sheep and Lambs.
" GASEODYNE," for Heaving and Paming.

Prices, with " Key to Farriery," /a i6j. 6d. and £6 6s.

Each Preparation can be had separately, cairiage paid.

Used for forty years throughout the United Kingdom and
British Colonies.

DAY, SON, AND HEWITT, !2, Dorset Street, Baker
Street. London, W.

Rosher's Garden Edging Tiles.

HE ABOVE and many other PATTERNS
are made in materials of great durability. The

plainer sorts are specially .rnrc

suited for KITCHEN^—
GARDENS, as they
harbour no Slugs or Insects,
take up little room, and,

further labour or expense.
" Edgings, consequently bein? much cheaper.

GARDEN VASES. FOUNTAINS, &c., in Artificial Stone,

very durable and ofsuperior finish, and in great variety of design.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground
Street, Elackfriars, S.E.; King's Road, Chelsea. S.W.

;

Kingsland Road. E.

Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES,"
PLANT COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES; also

for FOXLEV'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls. Corridors, Balconies. Sec,

from 3.r. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of plain or
more elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection.

WHITE GLAZED TILES. Jor Lining Walls of Dairies.

Larders. Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable
Paving of great durability. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles
of all kinds. Roofing Tdes in great variety, Slates. Cement, iv:c.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Brick and Tile Merchants.
See addresses above.

s ILVER SAND,
grain as desired. Prices by Post per tor

or Truck Load, on Wharf in London, or delivered dit

Pits to any Railway Station. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and ERICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries,

KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates m a

F. ROSHER AND CO.-Addr.

WH. LASCELLES, Horticulture
• Builder. Finsbury Steam Joinery Works.

h timit . L,i%en u ippti lIiou lor (.kLLNHuUSEb and
CUNbii,RVAiORlii.b of all kmds, and lo any design

GARDEN BOXES and LIGHTS. Each.
Portable Box with One Light, 6 feet by 4 feet, glazed s. d.

good 16-OZ. sheet glass, painted four coats, and
packed leady for use .. .. .. .- .

.

33 o
Portable Box with Two Lights, as above, each light

6 feet by 4 feet . . . . . . . . . . .

.

65 o
LIGHTS ONLY.

3 feet by 4 feet Light, not painted nor glazed .. .. 36
Ditto glazed, good i6-oz. sheet glass, and painted 4 coats 10 o

6 feet by 4 feet, not painted nor glazed . , . . .

.

60
Ditto glazed and painted four coats .. .. .. 16 6

IR J. PAXTON'S HOT-
HOUSES for the MILLION are

. Cheap, and Portable.
illustrated Price Lists free.

HEREMAN and MORTON, 14, Tich-
borne Street, Regent Quadrant, W., Horti-
cultural Builders and Hot-water Engineers.

Metallic Hothouse Builder to Her Majesty.HENRY HOPE
(late Clark & Hope, formerly Clark),

HOTHOUSE BUILDER and HOT-WATER
APPARATUS ENGINEER.

55, Lionel Street. Birmingham. Established A.D. iSiS.

BOOKS of DESIGNS, 51. each.

SS" The Extensive Ranges of Metallic Hothouses in the
Royal Gardens, Windsor and Osborne, were executed at this

Establishment.

LASCELLES' TATKNT liKNT WOOD
CONSERVATORIES and GREEN HOUSES.— All

Gardeners know that Wood is better than Iron for Plant Grow-
ing, and by the above system a handsome curved house can be
erected as cheaply as a plain straight one.

The curved house is more durable, stronger, lighter in con-

struction, and no bent glass is required.

W. H. LASCELLES, 121, Bunhill Row. London, E.C, will

supply Drawings and Estimates free of charge.

Established over a Quarter of a Century.

Is in use over many thousand miles.
And has been awarded the Medals and highest Commendation

of all the leading Agricultural Societies,

It is constructed with

POWERFUL WINDING STRAINING PILLARS,
RIGID INTERMEDIATE IRON POSTS,

STRONG and DURABLE WIRE CABLE STRANDS,
Forming the most efficient Strained Iron Fencing k

agricultural and general purposes.
for

Continuous Bar Iron Fencing,

With bars secured by ! M ( 1 i nt s Ifl km:; Kinls

uhich effectually pre\ent the ui.ri^lit', bemg puihLd aside, and

are indt.peiident of luube pins, wedges, or staples

IRON ENTRANCE and FIELD GATES,
IN WROUGHT AND CAST IRON,

Designed for the Mansion, Villa, or Farm.
WICKET AND GARDEN GATES,

In Great Variety of Patterns.

Iron Hurdles, Railing, Tree Guards,
FRUIT ESPALIERS. WALL FRUIT TR.AINERS, &c.

1^- Illustrated and Dtscribed in F. M. & Co.'s

New Catalogue., sent on application.

LONDON BRANCH—

1. DELAHAY SL, WESTMINST ER, S.W.

GREEN'S PATENT
Wrought-iron Hot-water Boilers,

With Shelves and Holioiu Grate Bars.

Specially adapted for heating Greenhoases, Conservatories,

Churches, Chapels. Schools, Public Buildings. Entrance
Halls, Warehouses, Workshops, &c.

They are the ttcalest, cheapest, most elective, and durable of
ajiy extattt.

raOHT ELEVATION LONCITUDlNAL SECTION

Descriptive Illustrated Priced LIST may be had free on

^^THOMAS* GREEN and SON, Smiihfield Ironworks,

Leeds ; and 54 and 55, Btackfrlars Road, London, S.E.
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Macfarlaiie's Castings,
Arcliitectural, Artistic, and Sanitary,

FOR ARCHITECTS, CIVIL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER^
Contractors, Builders, Joiners, Plumbers, &&,

Kailings; Balconies; Verandalis; Conservatories; Shop and Wareliouse Fronts;
Arcades ; Winter Gardens ; Covered Ways ; Saloons ; Semi-enclosed Airing
Rooms, Smoking Divans, &c. ; Waiting Rooms ; Clock and Water Towei-s

;

Pavilions ; Bandstands ; Arboui-s ; Garden Entrances ; Garden Screens

;

Boathouses, &c. Plain and Ornamental Castings of every description for

Mansions, Halls, Schools, Barracks, Factories, Markets, Railway Stations,

Bridges, Esplanades, Parks, Gardens, Pleasure Grounds, &c.

FOR HOME S EXPORT.

Illustrated CATALOGUE with Price List and Estimates Jor special Dcsiijns

on c(pflication.

WALTER MACFARLANE & CO., GLASGOW.

THE THAMES BANK ^
IRON COMPANY,

HOT-WATER EOILEKS.

Old Barge Wharf, Upper Ground Street, London.

SURREY SIDE, BL.A.CKFKIARS BRIDGE. PIPES, CONNECTIONS.

NEW PATENT CLIMAX BOII ER {1874). See

p 666 1874 (jirdtners Lhr i le

"GOLD MEDAL" BOILER (Birmingham, 1872).

PATENT "EXCELSIOR" BOILER (1871).

1^" The largest and most complete Stock in the

Trade ; upivdrds of Twenty Thousand Pounds worth
to choose from.

(" WITLEV COURT '* BOILER.)

'WITLEY COURT" BOILER {Silver Medal 1872).

•TRENTHAM IMPROVED" BOILER, with Water-
way End and Smoke Consumer.

* TUBULAR," and every other Boiler of known merit

or excellence.

I^" Prize Medal Awarded at the National Content,

3irmingham. 1874.

MILL'S PATENT AUXILIARY FUEL ECONOMISER,
1 be attached to any ordinary Eoilei

r yet introduced t

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED COMPLETE.
LIST PRICE on application ; or, Si.x Stamps for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, 4th Edition.

H
HotliouBes, Hot-water Apparatus, S;c.ALLIDAY AND CO., Hothouse

Offices,
,
Barton Arcade, M.»

COWAN'S PATENT SYSTEM of
HEATING and HOT-WATER ENGINEERING in

all Its branches.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS of every descrip^n.
Plans Olid Estimates on AppHcntioK, and Circulars post-free

21, Whitehall Place, London, S.W., and The Vinevard,
-Garston. near Liverpool.

OWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County in England.
For parllcubrs apply to JOHN FOWLER AND CO .

71, Cornhill. Londo n. E.G.. and Steam PIourH Works. Leeds.

Latest Improvements In Heating by Hot Water.

THE IMPROVED CONICAL BOILERS,
for HE.'VTING PINERIES. CONSERVATORIES

GREENHOUSES, MANSIONS, HALLS, WARE;
HOUSES, &c.

These BOILERS are ;

r setting in Brickwork,
:h they reqi

dapted

Beick'
POLLARD AND CO. (late Bury

& Pollard, Successors to John R.
Peill, late Stephenson & Peill), Sole
Manufacturers of the Improved
CONICAL BOILERS, which
are in general use, and for their
durability and economy have at-
tained a celebrity far surpassing
any other Boilers ever invented.

Fixed at seats of Duke of New-
castle, Lord Belper, Lord Mid-
dleron, &c. At Earl Sydney's
replaced, after being twenty years
in constant use. Foreign orders
promptly e.vecuted. The Prince
S.dm Salm, the Duke de Croy,
&c. , recently supplied.
PRICE LISTS free by post.

Bear Garden, Park Street, Southwark, London, S.E.

MESSENGER and COMPANY'S
PATENT TUBULAR EOILER.—Nearly 3000 now

Combines all the advantages of the old Saddle, which is
acknowledged to be the most economical, with the Tubular,
the most powerful form of boiler. By the use of trian^lar
tubes a larger amount of heating surface is exposed to the
direct action of the fire than in any other form of boiler. The
water-bridge (d) also receives the most intense heat. The
boiler is made of cast-iron, which is admitted to be the best
material as regards durability, strength, &c. In consequence
of the above advantages we are enabled to supply boilers with a
large amount of heating-power at very moderate rates. The
power of this boiler can at any future time be increased by adding
another row of tubes. Illustrated List firee on application to

MESSENGER and COMPANY. Hot-Water Engineers
and Horticultural Builders. Loughborough.

PAEHAl'S PATEIT SYSTEM OF aiAZIIG WITHOUT PUTTY

n

ON CHANNELLED WROUGHT-IRON
RAFTERS

Secures almost entire immunity from

Breakage of Glass, e.vtreme facility for

Repairs, and absolute freedom from Drip.

^ // is most extensivrly adopted, and meets with
iinqitalijicd approval.

WILLIAM PARHAM,
Horticultural Builder and Hot-water Engineer^

NORTHGATE WORKS, BATH
,

and 280, Oxford Street, London, W.

at either add:

Illustrated Catalogues and Price Lists ft
Designs and Estimates prepared free of charge for Hi

cultural Buildings and Hot-water Works of any magnitude.

f
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Scale of Charges for Advertising.

Ilcid line cluirgcJ as two.

4 Lines .. ..£030 15 Lines ..

.. o 3 6 I 16
^Co 8 6

090
o 9 6

o 5 6060066
070
o 7 6

And two sliillings for every additional five lines.

If set across columns, the lowest charge will be 3or.

Page £g o o
Hall Page 500
Column 3 5

,, 26 words u
r part of a lir

Advertisements for t/u current -week must reack the OMce
bv Thjirsday noon.

P.0.0. tobemada payable at the King Street Post Office.W.C-
to W. Richards.

Of , Well T, CovENT Gar

S TE VENS'
TRENTHAM GREENHOUSE BOILER,

After bne experience h^s proved the most SIM PI E
ECONOMICAL, EFFECTUAL, and LASTING BOILER
extant ; recently much improved. For Illustrations, with
full particulars, apply to the Sole Makers,

F. & J. SILVESTER.

e:^ Our Boilers are the only
and under the inspection of the
others being base imitations.

Conservatories, Greenhouses, &c.,

HEATED LIY

COWAN'S PATENT COMPENSATING

SYSTEM,

WHICH IS THE MOST ECONOMICAL YET
KNOWN.

Tlii: perfect success of every Apparaius
is guaranteed.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS
OF ALL KINDS,

Combining Elegance and Durability, Erected

at Moderate Prices.

SPECIMEN DRAWINGS

WINTER GARDENS, VINERIES, FERNERIES,
HOTHOUSES, and OTHER STRUCTURES,

Can be had, postfree, on application.

The Company also supply and erect all the

most improved forms of

SADDLE and OTHER BOILERS for

HEATING BUILDINGS.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES POST FREE.

Plans and Estimates Free.

COWAN PATENTS COMPANY
(LIMITED),

21, WHITEHALL PLACE, LONDON, S.W.,

GARSTON, near LIVERPOOL.

Stoves for Greenhouses ! Portable ! Terra Cotta I

ROBERTS'S PATENT PORTABLE
TERRA COTTA STOVES give pure heat, without

attention. 24 hours or longer, for about id. for coal, or coal and
coke. Suitable for almost any purpose. See The Garden for

March i, 1873 :—"RoBEiiTs's Patent Terra Cotta is the best

and cheapest dry stove that has ever been invented
May be used in any plant-house without injury to the most
delicate plants." Prospectus, drawings, and authentic testi-

monials, can be had, and the Stoves can be seen in use. and
ordered, on^pplication to the patentee, THOMAS ROBERTS,

112, Victoria St. , Westminster. S.W.

BELGIAN GLASS for GREENHOUSES, &c..
Can be obtained in all sizes and qualities, of

BETHAM & SON,
9, LOWER THAMES STREET, LONDON", E.G.

B. & S. have always a large Stock in London of 20-in, by
l2-in., 20-in. by 14-in,, 20-in. by i6-in., in 16-oz. and 21-oz.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE de
. FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CHliRE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1865 by F.

BuRVENicH, E. PvNAKRT, E. RoDiGAs, and H. J. Van
HuLLE, Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian
Government at Ghent. Post paid loj. per annum.
H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Gardens, Ghent, Belgium.

TDEVUE de I'HORTICULTURE BELGE
-Lt et ilTRANGERE (Belgian and Foreign Horticultural
Review).—Among the principal Contributors are :—A. Aliard,

E. Andre, C. Baltet, T. Buchetet, F. Burvenich, F. Cn«pin,
Comte de Gomer, De Jonge van EUemeet, O. de Kerchove de
Denterghem, P. E. de Puydt, C. de Vis, J. Gillon, A. M. C.
Jongkindl Coninck, C. Koch, J. Kickx, L. Linden, T, Moore,
C. Naudin, B. Olivier, H. Ortgies, E. Pynaert, E. Rodigas,
A. Sirau.-<, O. Thomas. A. Van Geert Son, H. J. Van Hulle, J.
Van Volxem, H. J. Veitch, A. Westmael, and P. Woikenstein.
This Illustrated Journal appears on the 1st of every month,

in Parts of 24 pages, 8vo, with a Coloured Plate and numerous
Engravings.
Terms of Subscription for the United Kingdom :—One year,

\os., payable in advance.
Publishing Office : 142, Rue de Brnxelles, Ghent, Belgium.
Post Office Orders to be made payable to M. E. PYNAERT,

at the Chief Post Office, Ghent.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SOUTH WaTeS ADVERTISER.

CONTENTS :—

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING iind the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Drawn and Engraved

specially for this Journal).

N.VrURAL HISTORY (Original Articles).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS .and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS.
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation
throughout the Australian Colonies, New Zealand,
Polynesia, &c. It contains a large amount of informa-
tion on a great variety of subjects.

Subscription in Advance, £1 per Annum.
Single Copies, 4^. ; Stamped, s^/.

Publishing Oflice—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South
Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Aiients are authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS,
which must be paid in advance, for the SYDNEY
MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY MAIL :—
London .... Mr. George Street, 30, Cornhill, E.C.

Mr. F, Algar, S. Clement's Lane, Lom-
bard Street, E.C,

Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride
Street, Fleet Street, E.C.

Birmingham Mr. R. S. Kirk, go. New Street.

Liverpool . . Lee & Nightingale, 15, NorthJohn Street.

Bristol James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

Edinburgh . , Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow .... W. Porteous & Co., 15, Royal Exchange
Place.

Notice.
(By Appointment to the Royal Hortiatllurctl Society.

)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS,
NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

A DAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT
-CA- ADVERTISEMENTS in all Newspapers, Magazines,
and Periodicals. List of London Papers on application.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents,

59, Fleet Street E.C.

T HE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
for MONDAY, September u.

Contents.

Aberdeenshire Agricultural Society — American Watering
Places—Amies' Experimental Crops—Canadian Farms—Dairy
Notes—Derbyshire Agricultural Show—Devons and Short-

horns — Double Ploughs-Notes from Dublin—Notes from 1

Edinburgh—Forestry—Garden of the Farm—Holstein Cows— j

Kildare Agiicultural Show— Kingscole Ploughing Match— '

Lambs—A Leicestershire Darry Farm—Linseed Cakes—Mis-
quoting—Notes of theWeek—Partridges—About the Pig-Plant
Life—Prickly Comfrey—Ram Sales—Reapers and Mowers—
Robey's Machinery—Rothamstead Experiments — Shorthorn »

Sales—Southport Agricultural Show—Todmordea Agricultural (
Show—Wexford Show—Wheat Sowing.

Price a,d. \ post-free a,%d. Published by William Richards,
at the Office, 7, Catherine Street, Strand, W.C.

Now ready, price in cloth 16s.,

J^HE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
-'- VOLUME for JANUARY to JUNE 1876.

W. RICH ARDS. 41. Wellington Street. Strand. W.C.

TREATISE on the CUCUMBE~R
DISEASE, with an Appendix on the P O 1' A T

DISEASE, by G. L. D., in which he Challenges the World for '

a Contradiction to his Cure of the Cucumber Disease. Copies, L.|

pnc
;. Weston, Bath.

THE CULTIVATOR.—A Portuguese
Monthly Agricultural Journal, which circulates in

Portugal and her possessions, and in the Principal Towns of

the Brazils.

This Paper oflers an excellent medium for Advertisements of
every description of industry and of every article of consump-
tion in the ci^iuntries and places above mentioned.
Advertising charges. %d. per square inch. Translation included.
Ten per cent. Discount for six months ; 20 per cent. Discount

for twelve months, if paid in advance.
Address, the Editor of the Cidtivator, St. Michael's. Azores,/

Farms, Estates, Residences.
Any one desirous of Renting a Farm or Residence, or

Purchasing an Estate, can have copies of the

MIDLAND CpUNTIES- HERALD
supplied free for six weeks on stating the purpose for

which the paper is required, forwarding name and address, and
six halfpenny stamps for postage, addressed, " MidlandCounties
Her.ild Office, Birmingham." The Midland Counties Herald

large numbers of advertisements relating to
Farms, Esl nd Residences for Sale and to be Let.

Dr. Lindley's Theory of Horticulture,

In 8vo, with 98 Woodcuts, price -zis. cloth,

THE THEORY and PRACTICE of
HORTICULTURE ; or, an Attempt to Explain the

Chief Operations of Gardening upon Physiological Grounds

!

being the Second Edition of the Theory 0/Horticulture, much
enlarged. By John LindleY, Ph.D., F.R.S.
" The first edition of this valuable work was issued in 1840,

since which time it has had an extensive circulation, and ra&
been translated into the German, Dutch, and even Russian
languages. Being more particularly restricted to principles,

however, the author at length resolved to render the work more
generally interesting and useful by a more frequent reference to

practical operations. He has thus greatly extended the matter
by supportmg the physiological doctrines with an appeal to facts
familiar to cultivators, or which ought to be ; and the result is H
still more interesting and popular compendium of the principle
and practice, or the science and art, of horticulture."

—

Builatt^
" This is a second edition of the TJuory 0/ Horticulture^

with the addition of a large quantity of practical matter, 10^

troduced to show how entirety scientific principles and ^ood
cultivation correspond. The volume contains about four timOB
as much matter as the first edition. , . . Although very lai^
additions are made to every chapter, while many passages ill

the first edition have been wholly struck out, it may be propdr
to say that the greatest changes are those which relate tidi

vitality, climate, domestication, Ventilation, propagatlMLj.
pruning, resting, .and soils and manures ; such being (ifflr

subjects in which practical men are most interested. The whoQ
work has, indeed, assumed such a form as to make it evident
that the great object of the author has been, not to produce^
work suited to men of science, but one which every wdu
informed person rnay understand and apply. As the voluim-
concludes with a very copious index of matter, there is no di^K
culty in finding where any given subject is treated of.'

—

G^^
dcncrs Chronicle.

London: LONGMANS. GREEN, and CO., Paternoster Row.

WorKs on Botany, by Dr. Lindley.

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY; or, THE ART
OF Desckiding Plants Corhectlv. in Scientific

Language, for Self Instruction and the Use of Schools. Price \s.

MEDICALandCECONOMICALBOTANY;
or, An Acl-ount of the Principal Plants

Emploveu IN Medicine or Domestic CEconomv. In One
Volume, 8vo, with numerous Woodcuts, price <ks.

SCHOOL BOTANY ; or. The Rudiments
OF BoTANic.iL Science. In One Volume, 8vo, half bound,

w Ith 400 Illustrations, price gf. 6</.

THE ELEMENTS of BOTANY, Struc-
tural AND Phvsiologicai,. With a Glossary of

Technical Terms .and numerous Illustrations, 9s. cloth.

This completes the series of Elementary Botanical Works by
Professor LiNDLEV, of which School Botany and Tht VegetabU
Kingdom form the other parts.

The first two Parts of The Elements of Botany, comprising

Structural and Physiological Botany, and a Glossary of Techni-

cal Terms, are published in one 8vo volume, price QJ.

The.se three Parts form a complete Manual of Botany for

Medical and other Students who have made themselvca

acquainted with the Author's Seliaol Botany.

N. B. The Glossary may be had separately, price is.

London : BRADBURY, AGNEW and CO., Bouvetic
Street, E.C.
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Borough of Liverpool—Sefton Park.

WANTED, a RESIDENT SUPERIN-
TENDENT. Applicants must not beover4oyearsofaee.

Salary, 401. per week, with house. The person appointed mast
}iave a practical knowledge of Gardening, be competent to take
'charge of the Park-keepers. Roadmen, and others employed at

the Park, and to Superintend the Carrying Out of Repairs to
' the Park Roads, Sewers. &c., under the direction of the General
Superintendent of the Parks. Detailed lists of the duties may
be obtained from the Corporation Surveyor, with whom applica-

tions, with testimonials, must be left, addressed to the Chairman
of the Parks, Gardens, and Improvement Committee, endorsed
" Resident Superintendent, Sefton Park," not later than lo a.m.
on Monday, the 25th inst.

By order. JOSEPH RAYNER. Town Clerk,
municipal Offices, Liverpool, September 5, 1876.

WANTED, as HEAD WORKING GAR-
DENER, where two are kept, a thoroughly efficient

and industrious Man, who has filled the'same engasement before
(not a Second), and has been used to a good Conservatory.

—

Slate age, former situation, and wages required, without rooms,
to ALEX,, No. 40, Maddox Street, Regent Street, W.

WANTED, a SINGLE-HANDED GAR-
DENER, married, but not with more than one child,

must have good personal character, and understand Vines,
Greenhouses, and Kitchen Gardening.-G. JOHNSTONE,
Esq., The Chestnuts, Wimbledon Common, S.W.

WANTED, a NURSERY FOREMAN and
PROPAGATOR, well versed m hardy Ornamental

Trees and Shrubs, J'ruit Trees, &c.—L. T. DAVIS, Ogle's
Grove Nursery, Hillsborough, Co. Down.

WANTED, a WORKING FOREMAN,
age 25. for Bedding Out, and to have the Management

of Shrubs.—State w.iges and all particulars to THOMAS H.
GREEN, The Cardens. Sutton Benger, Chippenham.

TXTANTED, a PROPAGATOR and General
V V Grower of Soft-wooded Plants for Market : one with

some knowledge of Stove and Hard-wooded Plants preferred.
Also a l\IAN who can look after a horse and make himself gene-
rally useful. Apply personally.~W. F. BOFF, 203, Upper
Street, Islington, N.

ANTED, for a Gentleman in Worcester-
shire, a MARRIED COUPLE, without family-the
Groom and Gardener, and his wife as Cook.—Apply,

w
W^ANTED, an experienced SHOPMAN, to
» V take charge of a Branch Seed Shop in South Wales.

One who has a knowledge of Covent Garden Trade. Must
have the best of references as to character, &c.—C. & CO.,
Gani.ntri Chronicle Office, W.C.

ANTED, IMMEDIATELY, a thorough
good SHOPMAN, for a Greengrocer. Fruiterer, and

Florist. Must have good references, of good address and busi-

ness habits.—.^pply. stating age, if single, salary, and how long
in last situation, to E. WHITE, Covent Garden House,
Bournemouth.

WANTED, IMMEDIATELY, a
TRAVELLER, to take up Northern journey.—Apply

by letter, stating experience, &c., to MINIER and CO.,
60, Strand, W.C.

ANTED, as JUNIOR NURSERY
CLERK, a smart active Youth. Must be a quick and

ready Writer, accustomed to the Business, and familiar with
Botanical Names.—Apply by letter, with references, to Box
No. 52, Post-ofiice, Chester.

ANTED, a JUNIOR CLERK ; must be
a Good and Quick Writer, and have had a few years'

experience in the Nursery and Seed Trade, as he would have to

assist occasionally at the Counter. Good character indispens-
able. — Apply, stating wages and experience, to JOHN
CATTELL, Nursery and Seed Establishment, Westerham,
Kent.

ANTED, in a Retail Seed Shop, a
YOUTH or Young MAN. about tS or 20 years of age,

who knows something of the Seed Trade, can Write a fairly

good hand, and would be willing to make himself generally
useful.—Mr. LOCKE, Seedsman. 7, Borough Market, S.E.

_ Warehouseman.
TXTANTED, a Man, as HEAD WARE-
»» HOUSE PORTER. Will be required to Superintend

Pickers, go out Pea Rogueing in the summer, and Pack Orders.
Must be ste.ady, and acquainted with the Trade throughout.

—

Apply personally, to Mr. ALFRED LEGERTON, Seed
Merchant. 5, Aldgate, London, E.

WAN T PLACES.
BS. WILLIAMS having at the present

• time several very excellent GARDENERS upon his

Register, is desirous of placing them in Situations where great
experience and trust are required. B. S. W. would at the same
lime beg to intimate that when a Gardener is applied for that
the filling of the situation should be left with him, as that would
prevent unnecessary correspondence and delay.—Victoria and
Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

Head Gardeners.
TOHN LAING can at present recommend
^ with every confidence several energetic and practical
Men, of tested ability and first-rate character. Ladies and
Gentlemen in WANT of GARDENERS and BAILIFFS,
or GARDENERS for First-rate Establishments or Single-hand
Situations, can be suited, and have full particulars by applying
at Stanstead Park and Rutland Park Nurseries, Forest Hill,
London. S.E.

(^ARDENER (Head). — JAS. Peacock,
\^ 14 years Head Gardener at Castle Dykes, Dumfries,

viuer iirsi-raie relerences can be given.—Address as above.

rj.ARDENER (HEAD).—Age 29, married ; a
^^ thoroughly experienced Man : good taste for Laying-
out, &c. Unexceptional character of eleven years.—H. A., 6,
Leicester Place, Lower Tooling, S.W.

GARDENER (He.4d), where a competent
Man is required.—Married, no family.—Jas. Hill,

Gardener to Sir W. H. S. Marriott, Bart., the Down House.
Blandford, will shortly be disengaged, and wishes for a re-
engagement as above.

GARDENER mEAD).—Age 28, married, no
family, Scotch ; thoroughly practical in all branches of

the profession. Has had experience in good places in England.
Ireland.'and Scotland. Good references.—A. W., 25, Torboolh
Street, Kirkcaldy, N. B.

(M ARDENER'^(Head), where two or three
V^ are kept.—Age 30, married, one child : well up in Early
and Late Forcing, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening, Seven
years in last place. Left through breaking up of the establish-
ment.—A. B , Wellington Road Nursery, St. John's Wood,
London, N.W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, single ; has
a thorough knowledge of Stove and Greenhouse Plants,

also Early and Late Forcing, and Flower and Kitchen Gar-
dening. Can be highly recommended to any Lady or Gentle-
man. No single-handed place accepted.—CHARLES GIL-
BERT, Stoke Place Gardens. Slough, Bucks.

ARDENER (Head), to any Nobleman or
Gentleman.—Age 30, single ; thoroughly practical, and

well versed in the Growth of Vines, Pines. Melons and Cucum-
bers, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and Flower and Kitchen
Gardening. Can be highly recommended by present and past
employers.—C. L., Post-office, Bournemouth, Hants.

ARDENER (Head).—Thirty-five years as
Under and Head ; thoroughly competent In all branches

of the profession ; he also employs Hives of Bees in having
a good set of Fruit ; one of the best Poinsettia Growers in the
West of England, and the only man that has Cured the
Cucumber Disease. A good place and wages expected.—G. L.
DRUMMOND. Westbrook Terrace. Weston, Bath.

To Koblemen and Gentlemen.
GARDENER (Head), age 36, married.—

F. Jackson, for four years Head Gardener to Lord
Kesteven, seeks a re-engagement in a good Establishment,
where there are at least fiye or six Men kept, and where a
thoroughly practical Man is wanted. Understands the Manage-
ment of small Home Farm. Disengaged the beginning of
October. Highest references from past and present employers.
— F. JACKSUN, The Gardens, Casewich, Stamford. Lincoln-
shire.

GARDENER (Head), or GARDENER and
BAILIFF.—Age 415. married : thoroughly e.\perienced

in Early and Late Forcing all kinds of choice Fruits, Flowers,
and Vegetables, large Flower and Kitchen Gardens, Laying
Out of New Grounds, &c., Land and Stock, &c Wife can
manage Dairy and Poultry, &c- Good character from
employers for the last seventeen years.—T. H., 7, Armadale
Road, Walham Green, London. S.W.

ARDENER (Head, Working).—Middle-
aged ; thoroughly practical in all branches of the pro-

fession, good Fruit Grower, Indoors and Out ; Land and Stock
if required.—A. B., Post-office, Groombridge, Sussex.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 30,
married ; thorough knowledge of Vines, Melons, Stove

and Greenhouse Plants. Orchids. &c. Total abstainer.—A. B.,
23, Princes Road, Ealing Dean, W.

GARDENER (He.\d, Working).—Age 33,
married, one child ; has had sixteen and a half years'

experience, and is thoroughly competent. Highly recom-
mended.—GARDENER, Wyrley Grove, Walsall.

GARDENER "(Head, Working).— Age 40,
two in family; understands Early and Late Forcing of

Fruit, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Farm Bailiff if

required.—W. N., Palgrave Lows, Suffolk.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Married;
thoroughly experienced in Early and Late Forcing,

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Flower and Kitchen Gardening,
Orchard-house Fruit and Mushrooms. Good references

—

G. PRIOR, 9, Charles Street, Stamford Hill, N.

ARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 29;
thoroughly experienced in Stove and Greenhouse Plants ;

Forcing of all kinds of Flower, Fruit and Vegetables ; Flower
and Kitchen Gardening, and routine of Gardening generally.
Good references. Near London preferred.—A. B., 6, High
Street, Roehampton.

GARDENER (Head, Working). — Mr.
PiLCHER, Gardener to H. Rucker, Esq., wishes to re-

commend his Foreman to any Noblem.an or Gentleman. Twelve
years' experience in first-class Forcing Establishments.

—

H. BOWMAN, H. Rucker, Esq., West Hill,Wandsworth, S.W.

G
G

GARDENER (good Single-handed, or
otherwise).—Age 24. single ; thoroughly understands his

work. Twelve months' good character.—G. B., 172, Elsby Road,
Shaftesbury Park. Baltersea, S.W.

ARDENER (Second), in a Gentleman's
Garden, where several are kept.—Age 35 ; ten years'

perience.—T. E., Castle Place, Worcester.

ARDENER (Second), in a good Estab-
lishment.—Age 24, single ; well accustomed to glass.

Two years" good character.—R. M,, i. Archbishop Place,
Brixton Hill, Surrey, S.W.

ARDEN ER (Second, or Single-
HANDED.—A Gentleman recommends a steady, hard-

working Gardener (about to get married) as above. Has no
objection to a pony. Understands Greenhouses, Vines, &c.

—

S. H., Western House, Oakley, Barnet.

GARDENER (Under). — Age 22. Caii
have two years' eood character. Disengaged at

Michaelmas.—T. S., Post-olTice, Rochford, Essex.

FOREMAN, in a Gentleman's Establishment,
where the general routine of gardening is thoroughly

carried out.—Age 26. Good references.—A. B., Surrenden
Gardens, Pluckley, Kent.

ANAGER, or GENERAL FOREMAN,
in a Nursery near London.—Age 27. married (a Nur-

seryman's Son); good character and reference. —W, S. D.,
Spriging's Nurseries, St. Albans, Herts.

"p^OREMAN.—Age 25, married ; energetic
;-L has had experience in noted Gardens. Excellent character.

—Address with particulars, R. B., 15, Chesham Street,
Leamington, Warwickshire.

"POREMAN.—Age 26 ; ten years' experience

;

-L has a good practical knowledge of the profession. Has
held similar situation before. First-chass character from lasl
employer.—C.^ P., Upton N urseries, Chester.

"]V"URSERY FOREMAN.—Age 27, single;
•i- > experienced Propagator, good Salesman, and well up in
the cultivation of General Nursery Stock. Good references.

—

A. V,., Nursery, Slough.

"POREMAN (General), SALESMAN, &c.,
-L Indoor, in a small or medium-sized Nursery.—Thorough
knowledge of the profession. Good references.—W.. Stanley
Undge Post-ollice, Fulham, S.W.

TDROPAGATOR (Soft-wooded), or to take
J- charge of a small Nursery.—Highest references given.—
E. H., Sudbury Nursery, East Lane Bridge, Sudbury. Suffolk.

JOURNEYMAN, or IMPROVER, in a
^y Gentlemanjs Garden.—Age 20J knowledge of Pruning,

TMPROVER, in the Fruit Compartment
J- of a Garden.—Age 19 ; been five years in Garden.—
J. CROSS. Rendcomb Gardens, Cirencester.

ANAGER, HEAD SHOPMAN,
correspondent.-Age 32 ; fourteen years' ex-

perience in first-class London Houses. References unexception-
able—F^JS^^J^m/Wu^r^/iTO^^ Office, W. C.

'T'O THE SEED TRADE.—A young Man,
-L age 24 ; eight years' general experience, four years in
present situation. Salary expected, not less than .£tio. Will
be highly recommended by present employer.—INCH AND
RIDDELL, Seed Merchants, Edinburgh.

nORRESPONDING CLERK.— William
V-^ Wood, eighteen years Corresponding Clerk to Messrs.
E. G. Henderson & Son, Wellington Nursery, St. lohn's
Wood, London, N.W., is wishful 10 meet with a somewhat
similar position, with other office duties, in which a very general
acquaintance with Hardy and Exotic Plants is required in the
publication of Plant Catalogues and general correspondence,
t or plant correspondence and reference, W. Wood has the aid
of a select botanical libiary, including from 15,000 to 20,000
illustrations of plants and flowers, whicb are made tributary to
his employer's mterest.—41, Ordnance Road, St. lohn's Wood,
London, N.W.

"TIQ THE SEED TRADE.- Wanted, in a
J_ good House, a situation as FIRST or SECOND HAND,
-Age 26 ; ten years' experience. No objection to travel
occasionally.—A. B., Messrs. Nutting & Sons, 60, Barbican,
London, E.G.

TO SEEDSMEN.—Wanted, by a young
Man, who has a good knowledge of the business, a

situation in a Retail Seed Shop. First-class reference.— I R.
Thomas Green. Seedsmen, H ill Street. Newry.

HOPMAN (Second).—Seven years' expe-
nence in all departments of the Seed Trade. Excellent

references. — J. L. C. Messrs. Little & Ballantyne, The
Queen's Seedsmen. Carlis'e.

T3AILIFF.—Middle-aged, married ; steady
J-* and trustworthy ; understands Fruit Plantation, and
Gardenif required, also Farm Work in general. Four years'
character.—C. W., Gore Cottages. Dartford, Kent.

TTPPS'S COCOA:
-L^ GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern
the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful appli-
cation of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa. Mr. Kpps
has pro\-ided our breakfast ubies with a delicately-flavoured
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by
the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution may
be gradually built up until strong enough to resist every
tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak point. We
may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti-
fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame."—Of//
Service Gasette.

jr I N A H A N ' S LL WHISKY.
-*-^ Kinaban k, Co. find that, through the recommenda-
tion of the Medical Profession, the demand for their CELE-
BRATED OLD LL WHISKY for purely medicinal purposes
is very great. They think it will be satisfactory to the Public
to read the following extracts of the Ar.alysis of the LL Whisky
from the eminent analyst. Dr. Arthur Hill Hassall ;—
"I have very carefully and fully analysed samples of this

wen-kno\vn and popular Whisky. The samples were soft and
mellow to the taste, aromatic and ethereal to the smell. The
Whisky must be pronounced to be pure, well-matured, and of
very excellent quality. The Medical Profession may feel full
confidence in the purity and quality of this Whisky."

30. Great Titchfield Street. Oxford Street, London, W,

p\INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for ACIDITY of the STOMACH,
HEARTBURN. HEADACHE, GOUT, and
INDIGESTION; and the safest aperient for delicate
Constitutions, Ladies, Children, and Infants.

DINNEFORD and CO.,
172, New Bond Street. London, and all Chemists.

OLLOWAY'S PILLS.— Indigestion and
Liver Complaints.—The digestion cannot be long or

seriously disordered without the derangement being perceptible
on the countenance. These Pills prevent both unpleasant con-
sequences ; they improve the appetite and with the increase of
desire for food they augment the powers of digestion and
assimilation in the stomach. Holloway's Pills deal most satis-

factorily with deranged or diseased conditions of the many
organs engaged in extracting nourishment for our bodies from
our various diets—as the Liver, Stomach, and Bowels, over all

of which they exercise the most salutary control. By resorting
at an early stage of this malady to these purifying and laxative
Pills, the dyspeptic is speedily restored to health and strength
and his sailowness gradually viinishes.
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NO BENT GLASS USED.

FLETCHER, LOVV^NDES & CO.,
13A, GREAT GEORGE STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.,

PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS OF WOOD AND IRON CONSERVATORIES, VINERIES, &C.,
Messrs. F., L. & Co. beg to draw particular attention to their CURVILINEAR PRIZE HOUSES, constructed on their PATENT

TUBULAR SYSTEM, unrivalled for utility, strength, lightness, and elegance. No bent glass used. Also of the

VAPORISING AND VENTILATING HEATING APPARATUS,
By which perfect purity of atmosphere is secured, and a great saving of fuel effected. Full particulars on application.

THE BEST BUILT HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, &,c.,

AT THE LOWEST PRICES.

Plans and Estimates given for Horticultural Buildings of every description, either in Wood or Iron.

H. Ormson's Work, on an extensive scale, both Building and Heating, may be seen at the Royal Gardens, Kew,

and at many of the Seats of the Nobility and Gentry throughout the Country.

CAST-IRON AND SLATE FOUNDATIONS, IF PREFERRED TO BRICKWORK.

PLAIN AND INEXPENSIVE HOTHOUSES
Designed and Built with a strict regard to Economy in Price, the best of Materials and Workmanship, and Practical Adaptation.

ORMSON'S PATENT TUBULAR CORNISH BOILER and Ormson's Patent Divisional Hot-water Apparatus

SURPASS ALL OTHER SYSTEMS OF HEATING BY HOT-WATER.

HOT-WATER PIPES, BOILERS, &c., AT WHOLESALE PRICES.

Surveys made and Gentlemen luaited on in any part of the Country. Plans and Estimates on application. Tendersfor Drawings prepared by

Architects.

HENRY ORMSON,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER APPARATUS ENGINEER,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON. S.W.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to "The Editor;" Advertisements and Business Letters to "The Publisher," at the Office, 4,1, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
Primed by William Richards, at the Office of Messrs. Bradbury, Agnew. & Co., Lombard Street. Precinet of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published by the

said William Richards, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.

—

Saturday, September 16, 1876.
Agent for Manchester—John Hkvwooh. Agents for Scotland— Messrs. J. Mhnzies & Co., Edinburgh and Glasgow.
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W. RICHARDS. 41. Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

ROYAL AQUARIUM and SUMiMER and
WINTER GARDEN SOCIETY (LIMITED).

In consequence of the Change of Management in the above
Society, the AUTUMN FRUIT and FLOWER SHOW,
arranged for October 4 and 5. WILL NOT TAKE PLACE.

By Order, FREDERICK BREUER, Sec.

Notice.

KOYAL SCHOOL of MINES,
Jermyn Street, London, S.W.— The 26th SESSION

will BEGIN on MONDAY. October 2. Prospectuses may be
had on application. TRENHAM REEKS, Registrar.

AUL AND SON'S ROSE CATALOGUE,
enlarged, with special matter, order-sheets, &c., now

ready, Post-free on applu
The" Old "Nu , Cheshunt. Herts. N.

Cytistus racemoBus.

HB. MAY offers strong Plants in 4S's at
• A,s. and 6j. per dozen, }ps. and 505. per 100 ; also nice

stuflf in thumbs, at 165. per ico.

Dyson's Lane Nursery. Edmonton.

sPIR^A (HOTEIA) JAPONICA,
clumps for forcing, equal if not superior to

foreign, ^i ,

SPIRAEA PALMATA, fine

Z5i. to 50J. per 100.

CHARLES NOBLE. Bag.hoi

for forcing, 75^. : smaller,

Maidenlialr Ferns.

M CHAPMAN has a splendid lot of the
• above, varying in size from 48's to large specimens

in i6's, by the dozen or hundred. Price on application.

Sydenham Park Nursery, S.E.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS beg to draw
attention to their large and excellent stock of EVER-

GREENS of all sizes, and in the very best transplanted condi-
tion for safe removal. Their Nursery Stock generally is iin-

Ne' ' Nu :5, Chei

New and Rare LlUes.

VANDER SWAELMEN'S
TRADE LIST and Descriptive General CATALOGUE

es very low), can be had post-free on application.
The Nursery, Gendbrugge, Ghent, Belgium.

PROTHEROE and MORRIS, Horti-
cultural Market Garden and Estate Auctioneers

and Valuers, 98, Gracechurch Street. City, E.G., and at Leyton-
stone, E. Monthly Horticultural Register had on application.

sUTTON'S EXHIBITION HYACINTHS,
Qj., and 12^. per dozen. Cultural Ins'

SUTTON'S CHOICE TULIPS,
Mixed, from 75. dd. per 100. Named sorts, i8.r. per 100.

Cultural Instructions on application.

UTTON'S FINE DUTCH CROCUS,
IS., IS., and 4^. per 100. Cultural Instructions on appli-

UTTON'S FRESH IMPORTED BULBS
have arrived in splendid condition, and are now ready

for delivery.

SUTTON'S AUTUMN CATALOGUE,
Gratis and Post-free. " The most complete work of its

kind yei published."

sUTTON AND SONS, The Oueen's Seeds-
men, Reading.

Dutch and other Flowering Bulbs.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS beg to draw
attention to their very large and superior importations of

these, and will be happy to send their priced Catalogue post-free

on application. 108, Eastgate Street. Chester.

Hyacinths and Dutch Bulbs.

PAUL AND SON'S CATALOGUE of the
above, with descriptive lists of Camellias. Azaleas, and

indoor and outdoor spring flowers post-free on application.

The 6\i Nurseries, Cheshunt, N.

AE. BARNAART and CO., Vogelenzang,
• Haarlem, Holland.—WHOLESALE CATALOGUE

of Hyacinths and other Dutch Bulbs may be had free from
Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, s. Harp Lane, Great

Tower Street, London. E.C.

Dutch Bulbs.

ALFRED LEGERTON, Seed Merchant,
5, Aldgate, London, E.. begs to inform his Patrons and

the Public he has now received his entire Collection of Choice
and Large DUTCH BULBS.
Wholesale CATALOGUES of prices (which are lower than

any other house in the trade) forwarded free on application.

Dutch Flower Roots.
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SALES BY AUCTION.

Great Unreserved Sale of Dutcli Bulbs.

MESSRS. PROTHEKOE AND MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTlOiM at the Mart. Tokenhotise

Yard. London, E.C., on MONDAV NEXT, at half-

past II o'clock precisely, a large consignment of selected

DUTCH BULBS of lirst-class quality and lotted to suit the
Trade and Private Buyers, consisting of the choicest named
Double and Single Hyacinths for pots and glasses, Tulips,
Crocus, Lilies, and the usual assortment, &c.
On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had at the

Mart, and of the Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch Street, E.C.,
and Leytonstone, E.

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, S.W.
IMPORTANT ANNUAL SALE of EXTRA STOVE and

GREENHOUSE PLANTS, ORCHIDS, PALMS, and
other valuable and thriving Stock,

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed by Mr. R. Parker to SELL by AUC-

TION, on the Premises, as above, on TUESDAY, September
26, at 12 for 1 o'clock precisely, many thousands of extra
STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, including Lapageria
alba, Aralia Veitchii and leptophylla, fine DracEeoas and
Epiiihyllums in variety. Gardenias, Phormiums, &c. , a quantity
of Valuable ORCHIDS, including Cattleya Mendehi and
Warnerii, Lselia purpurata, Phalsnopsis, Odontoglossums,
Cypripedium Maulei, Saccolabiums, hundreds of exotic
Ferns, a considerable number of rare Palms, consisting of
Cocos Weddclliana. Latania rubra, Pritchardia pacifica,
Daeinonorops fissus. &c. : several handsome Specimen Camellias
and Aialea indica , likewise a rich assortment of Succulent,
Hardy Herbaceous, and Climbing PlanLs in pots.

On view the day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had
on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers.

The Nurseries, Tooting, S.W.
GREAT ANNUAL TRADE SALE of m.iny thousands of

nicely grown WINTER BLOOMING HEATHS, promis-
ing a profusion of flower, including (in No. 24, 32, and 48
pots) lo.coo Hyemalis, 3000 Wilmoreana, caffra. ventricosa,

melanthera, grandinosa, Syndryai'a, and perspicua erecta.

Likewise 12,000 smaller HE.\THS, in No. 60 pots;
together with a considerable number of magnificently
grown Specimen CAMELLIAS, Standard and Pyramid
AZALEA INDICH. thickly set with buds, and fit for

exhibition. Also, in large quantities, GENISTAS and
EPaCRIS of .sorts, SOLANUMS, APHELEXIS, and
other New Holland Plants.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
will SELL the above Stock by AUCTION, without

reserve, on the Premises, the Nurseries, Tooting. Surrey,S.W.,
on WEDNESDAY and THURSD.AY, September 27 .and 28,

at n for 12 o'clock precisely, each day, by order of Messrs.
Rollisson & Sons, in consequence of the want of room to house

May be viewed the day prior to the Sale.

Eelgate, Surrey.
IMPORTANT UNRESERVED SALE of a Choice Collec-

lion of ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, by order of G. W.
Tyser, Esq., who is giving up their cultivation.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are favoured with instruclions to SELL by AUCTION,

on the Premises, Parks'ide. Rcigate, Surrey, on FRIDAY,
September 29, at 11 for 12 o'Clock precisely, the whule of the
vaUiable collection of ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, including
Phalsnopsis Schilleriana. P. amatilis, P. Luddemanniana
P. grandifiora. OdontoKlossum cirrhosum, Dendrubium War-
dianum, D finn '^uiu ^i ,-.iiif.: i.iii

,

! '. F,.lo .n'-ri. D. timb.iatum,
Cattleya I\i.:iiJ' hi, C i'm-lh m l,- n: u.l .mM .^i-as, La;lia pur-
purata, On. I hiM:l U) 1. r.u.I'iiKii. (( -M n -l],,lli,inum, O. slelli-

gerum, Vaml.. C.iliL.irli, -a\\.\ >L-ver;il ..ih-.r r;ire and beautiful
species, together wuh some choice STOVE PLANTS.

May be viewed the day prior.

Brixton.
CLEARANCE SALE of STOVE and GREENHOUSE

PLANTS, comprising fifty handsomely-grown Gardenia
intermedia, 2 to 4 feet high ; large Stephanotis, Maidenhair
and other Ferns, Dracaenas, Hoyas, Tea Roses in pots,
fine Camellias and Azalea indica. Myrtles, thousands of
Geraniums and other Bedding Plants, Shrubs in pots.
sundry Frames, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
will SELL the above by AUCTION, without reserve,

on the Premises, Swiss Nursery. Loughborough Road.
Bri.«on, S.W., on FRIDAY. September 29. at 12 for 1 o'Clock
precisely by order of Mr. Cameron, who is relinquishing the
business'.

May be viewed prior to the Sale. Catalogues msy be had
on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 98,
Gracechurch Street. E.C., and Leytonstone, E.
The NURSERIES TO BE LET, Lease 27 years; capital

Dwelling-house, and several Glass Erections. Terras on
application.

Heatherslde Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey.
GREAT CLEARANCE SALE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed to SELL by AUCTION, on the Pre-

mises, as above, on TUESDAY, October 3, and folio ving days,
at 7 1 for 12 o'Clock precisely each day, the whole of the
PLANTS in POTS, comprising Indian A2aleas, 1000 Camellias
of sorts, 700 double white Camellias, 2000 Epacris. in variety

;

3300 Greenhouse Heaths, in variety
: 3000 Climbers, consisting

of Ivies, Wistarias. Clematis montana. Clematis flammula,
Virginian Creepers, Pyrus. specimen Conifera;, from 10 feet to
12 feet ; Conifera;. in variety, 6 inches to 12 inches
quantities, particularly suitable for the Trade.

Catalogues may he had.

Brixton, S.W.
IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE of STOVE andGREENHOUSE PLANTS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS

are instructed by Mr. Cameron, who is relinnuishing the
business, to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Swiss
Nursery, Loughborough Road, Brixton, S.W., on WEDNES-
DAV, October 4, at it for is o'Clock precisely, seven magnifi-
cent Specimen double white CAMELLIAS, from 7 to 12 feet
high, and averaging 7 feet through ; also a fine example of
IMBRICATA, several while and other AZALEA INDICA
60 specimen GARDENIA INTERMEDIA, full of buds • a
fine stock of double white PRIMULAS, large STEPHANO-
TIS in pots. Maidenhair and other FERNS, fine MYRTLES,
TEA ROSES in pots, EUCHARIS, DRAC.ENAS, thousands
of GERANIUMS, &c., together with the GARDEN
IMPLEMENTS.
May be viewed the day prior. Catalogues may be had on the

Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Estate Agents, 98, Grace-
church Street, E.C., and Leytonstone, E,

CMgwell, Essex.

CLEARANCE SALE of VALUAI3LE NURSERY STOCK,
consisting principally of a large quantity of well-grown
Evergreens fit for immediate planting, a lean-to Green-
hou.se, several Pits, a good useful Horse, a capital four-

wheel Chaise, Spring and Tumbril Carts, Spring Van,
sundry Harness, a Stack of excellent Meadow Hay (about to

loads), the remaining genuine Household Furniture, and
numerous other efl^ects.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE .AND MORRIS
are instructed by the Executrix of the late Mr. Joseph

Protheroe to SELL the above by AUCTION, without reserve,
on the Premises, the Nursery, Roll's Park, Chigwell, Essex, on
THURSDAY. October 5, at 12 for 1 o'clock precisely.

May be viewed. Catalogues may be had on the Premises.

Godalmlng.
In Bankruptcy.— In the matter of H. Scutt.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed by the Trustee to SELL by AUCTION,

without reserve, on the Premises, the Mead Row Nursery,
Godalming, Suriey. on FRIDAY, Octoner 6, at n for

12 o'clock precisely, the whole of the choice STOVE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, also the valuable NURSERY
STOCK, together with the UTENSILS in TRADE.
May be viewed the day prior. Catalogues may be had on

the Premises.

Bagshot, Surrey.—By Order of tlie Mortgagee.
IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE of an immense quantity

of young and thriving NURSERY STOCK, including
12,000 nicely-grown named Rhododendrons, 6000 Ghent
and other Azaleas, thousands of fine Conifers and Ever-
green Shrubs, a considerable number of Ornamental and
Forest Trees, Roses, &c. Further particulars will shortly
appear.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed to SELL the above by AUCTION,

without the slightest reservation, on the Premises, the American
Nursery, Windlesham. near Bagshot. on MONDAY, October g,
and four following d.ays, at M for 12 o'Clock precisely each

Catalogues may be had on the Premises, of Messrs. B.AKER
AND SON on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers.

Norbiton.—By Order of tlie Executrix.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE .AND MORRIS
are instructed by the Executrix of the late i\Ir. Colllngs,

to SELL by AUCTION, at the Mart. London, E.C., on
MONDAY. October 30, a valuable FREEHOLD EST.ATE,
and several Plots of BUILDING LAND. Also, about the
MIDDLE of NOVEMBER, about 14 Acres of NURSERY
STOCK. Particulars will shortly appear.

Doncaster Carr Nurseries.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
respectfully announce that, having SOLD the above

FREEHOLD ESTATE, at the Mart, on MOND.AY last.

Arrangements are now being made to SELL the whole of the
valuable NURSERY STOCK by AUCTION, Catalogues of
which are being prepared.

98, Gracechurch Street, City, E,C.

Bulbs from Holland.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, every MONDAY, WEDNESD.AY.and
SATURDAY, during September, commencing at half-past 12
o'clock each day, consignments of first-class DUTCH BULBS
arriving weekly from well-known farms in Holland.
May be viewed the mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Important Sale of Camellias.

MR. J. C. STEVENS has received instruc-
tions from Mr. T. J. Seidel, Striesen, Dresden, special

grower of Camellias, Azaleas, &c., to ofter for SALE by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent
Garden, W.C, on TUESDAY, September 26, about 1000
CAMELLIAS, chiefly alba-plena and a few other leading sorts,
stout bushy stuflf; some CAMELLIAS with buds, as well as
AZALEA INDICA in best v-arieties.

On view the morning of Sale and catalogues had.

Valuable Imported OrcUds.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, Xing Street

Covent Garden, W.C, on TUESDAY, September 26, at
half-past 12 o'clock, very strong imported specimens of
CATTLEYA HARRISONI.Ii, fine masses of ODONTO-
GLOSSUM HALLI. imported plants ofODONTOGLOSSUM
CIRRHOSUM, TRICHOPILIA (PILUMNA) FRA-
GRANS, and fine i;;,;.

I |,: ,,^ in the best possible condi-
tion of a noble Inn! n -> ,, n>ll M. from Brazil, having every
appearance of Oil I 1 ,1 small collection of ESTA-
BLISHED ORLIMl'

, . .! xeial small importations of
ORCHIDS.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Choice Established Orchldsi

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden. WC, on FRIDAY, September 29, at half-
past 12 o'clock precisely, a small Collection of ESTAB-
LISHED ORCHIDS, the property of a Gentleman deceased.
All the plants are in excellent health, and are well worthy of
attention. Also some good established plants of Cypripedium
Sedeni, C. Ashburtona;, Masdevallias, including the new and
rare Davisii, Cattleya gigas, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Extensive Sale of Nursery Slock.

R._ JAS.^^S. MARSHALL will SELL by
.irr>'T>i,ixr .. ., x^ ,^ .

^ UrQ,,gf](y Ferry,M
-the

AUCTION, at the Fort Nui
TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, October
ground having to be cleared for building purposes— a:

assortment of SHRUBS. TREES, CONIFER^E, &c , com-
prising many fine specimens.
The plants will be lifted and put on carts free of charge.

Catalogues may be had on application to JOHN STEWART
SONS, Seedsmen. Dundee; or, of Mr. JAS. S.

MARSHALL. Auctic rr, Dundee.

Hawick.
HIGHLY IMPORTANT SALE of NURSERY STOCK.

A OLIVER AND SON have instructions to
• SELL by AUCTION, at H.iwick, on TUESDAY

and WEDNESDAY, October 24 and 25, at 10 o'Clock each
day, the whole extensive NURSERY STOCK belonging to

of Messrs. Dickson & Turnhull. Nurserymen and
consisting of^Forest.JDrnamental and Fruit Trees,'^ '

*
' Currants, Roses,

Seedsi
Conifera:, Evergreens, Thorns, 'Ooosebei
&c. Catalogues to be had on applic ) the Auctioned

Important Sale ot Trees and Shrubs.

MR. J. WALTON has received instructions
from B. Whitham to SELL by AUCTION, without

reserve, at his Nurseries, Reddish, near Stockport, on
FRIDAY and SATURDAY, September 29 and 30, a large
number of FOREST. FRUIT, and ORNAMENTAL
TREES and SHRUBS, now growing on about 10 Acres of
land which has been sold and must be cleared, comprising Holiies,
common and variegated ; Rhododendrons, choice scarlet and
other named sorts ; many thousand small Rhododendrons,
Limes, Arecas, Aucubas, Lilacs, Cupressus, Andromedas,
Kalmias, Privets, Ash, Weeping and Mountain ; Beech, fine
specimen Thorns of sorts, Apples, Pears, Cherries, Roses,
Chrysanthemums, and many other sorts to numerous to mention.
Sale to commence each day at 12 o'Cluck prompt.
Catalogues may be had from the Auctioneer, Wilmslow,

Cheshire, and at the Nurseries on application.

WANTED, on LEASE, within 15 miles of
London, a Few ACRES of LAND (with Glass upon it

prefeired), and D\VELLIN(;.HOUSE.
E CHAPMAN, 10, Goldney Road, St. Peter's Park.

Harrow Road, W.

ANTED to RENT, a KITCHEN
GARDEN near London, for Six Months or Longer,

A preference will be given to one with some Glass (which need
not be in good repair), and one that is watled, containing about
30 square feet. Reply, by letter, to

T. CHRISTY, 155, Fenchi.rch Street, London. E.C

TpOR SALE, a NURSERY, 7 miles fr^
-L London. Also for SALE large Specimen PLANTS, in
Tubs and large Pots — Gardenias. Stephanotis, Eucharis,
Azaleas, Camellias, and Mare'chal Niel and other Roses, largo
stock of Maidenhair Ferns, S:c.

The Nursery and Dwelling-house, with nineteen years' unex-
pired Lease, to be disposed of, with or without the Stock of
Plants. Rent, ^^is per annum. Apply at the Premises of

W. HOWITT. Ilfoid, Essex.

Rose HIU Nursery, Derby.
To NURSERYMEN, GARDENERS, and OTHERS.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, at a Low Valuation,
the whole of the STOCK IN TRADE of the above

Nursery as a Going Concern. 'I'he Nursery has capital Green-
houses, with suitable Frames, Pits, &c. Amongst the Stock
are about 10.000 choice Fruit Trees, dwarf trained, standards,
and pyramids ; a large variety of the best Standard and Dwarf
Roses, and other Marketable Plants and Shrubs usual inawelk
assorted nursery, all in excellent growth. Rent, £,^0 pet"
annum. Immediate possession can be had. Application to be

\\x. J. L. WVKES. Full Street. Derby, or to Mr. H. W.
HARRISON, Wardwick, Derby.

To Nurserymen, Florists, Market Gardeners
AND OTHERS.

TO BE SOLD, a thoroughly well-known and
long-established NURSERY and FLORISTS BUSI-

NESS, most successfully carried on by present Proprietor and
his predecessor for a number of years. The Lands are perfectly

stocked with the choicest of everything suitable, and the Green-
houses. Forcing Pits, Potting Houses, Buildings, and other
appliances thereon are of a most convenient and appropriate
character. The Business is now in a flourishing state, and
everything in the most complete order and working condition.
The Lands are in the highest state of cultivation, being aboufr

30 acres in extent, and situate in one of the principal Seaport an4
Market Towns in the West of England Rentals moderate. Pos-
session at once. Principals or their Solicitors only treated with.

Particulars of Mr. T. H. BOYS, Auctioneer and Valuer,
High Street, Bridgwater.

Nursery Garden, Clieltenliam.

TO BE LET, and entered upon at Michael-
mas, Christmas, or Lady-day next, as may best suit the

incomingTenant, the NURSERY GARDENand PREMISES,
situate on the London Road, Cheltenham, now occupied by
Mrs. Burgess, the widow of the late tenant, and where a thriving
business has for the last 50 years been carried on by the latd

Mr. Burgess and his predecessor, Mr. Evans. The Premises
comprise a good Dwelling-house with Five Glass-houses, and
the usual Pits, &c., all in good working order and condition|

with about an acre of well stocked land.

For further particulars apply to Mrs. BURGESS, on tll^

Premises, or to Messrs. WINTERBOTHAM, BELL and CO.,
Solicitors, Cheltenham.

LARGE CAMELLIA to be Sold cheap—

a

splendid pyramidal plant, clean, healthy, and well set with
buds, of C. Chandlerii elegans, 15 feet high and 11 feet through.
It is in a large tub, and would be a grand plant for winter gam
den or large conservatory. Price upon application.
WANTED, 500 Dwarf GLOIRE DE DIJON ROSE.

JOHN CARTER, Nursery, Keighley, Yorkshire.

SPECIMEN PLANTS.— Orange Trees, of
various sorts and sizes, some very large ; Lemon Trees,

and some large Palms, Pittosporums, variegated Yuccas, India-

rubber, with a large number of miscellaneous plants, to be Sold
the Vicar is discontinuing their cultivation. They

may be s

The Vica. e, Chai , Cambridgeshir

Special Notice to the Trade.

JAMES FARRAR and CO. offer, on very
low terms. Double and Single SNOWDROPS, Double

White and Pheasant-eye NARCISSUS; they also beg to

intimate that they have received their supply of DUTCH
BULBS, which are unusually fine this season.

JAMES FARRAR and CO., Seed Merchants, 86, Golden
Lane, Barbican, London, E.C.

HOICE WINTER FLOWERS.c
PR.ECOX, covered with buds. il. bd. to

AZALEA DAVIESII. covered with buds. is. (

„ HYBRIDAODORATA, covered with 1

6(/. each,

s. 21. 6ii. to

„ MOLLIS, best varieties (on own roots), strong bushes, 15

to i8 inches, with flower-buds, 35. Od. each: do.

smaller, wltliout flower-buds, 2^. 6ti. each.

DAPHNE INDICA RUBRA, small plants, 55J. per 100;

sample dozen, 7^. &/., including basket.

ISAAC DAVIES, Niu-seryman, Orraskirk.
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Alexis DaUlere's Horticultural EstatllslimeDt.

ADOLPHE D'HAENE (Successor), Fau-
bnurg de Bruxelles. Ghent, Belgium, has to offer the

J following :

—

i^ AZALEA INDICA, with buds, £,$ per 100. do., stronger

i! „ PONTICA, withbuds {Hardy Ghent Azaleas), ;i4 per 100.

fi A. D'H. begs to call the special attention of his honourable

> clients to his splendid Collection of PALMS and ORNAMEN-
J TAL PLANTS, which he can deliver in large quantities. Price

ij
will be sent on application.

;
A. DHAENE. Horticulturist, Ghent, Belgium.

CABBAGE PLANTS, SEEDS, ROOTS.&c,
of all kinds, for the Farm or Garden. '* Gee's superior

'. Bedfordshire-grown Plants and Seeds have attained much
cd'j'irity :

" vide Bedford Mercury, July 29, i8;6. "The
r ihe district offer facilities enjoyed at few places for

1; away plants, &c., and under the skill and perse-

of Mr. F. Gee they are turned to good account:"
riculinral Gazette, July 31, 1876. See other opinions

„i ...^ Press, also a Treatise on the Cabbage. CATA-
LOGUES, lowest prices, &c., on application to FREDERICK
GEE, Seed and Plant Grower, &c., Biggleswade, Beds.

Fruit' TREES for Autumn Planting:—
Strong Standard Apples. Cherries. Pears. Plums, Wal-

nuts and Scarlet Filberts, at very moderate prices : also 20,000

, Standard Gooseberry Trees, of the most useful kinds, for any
land, 3-yr. ,

3-yT. and 4-yr. transplanted. \os. per 100. ^4 per

1000 (cheaper to the Trade). Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, of

good sizes, for immediati; effect. Carriage free. Particulars

on application.

W. JACKSON AND CO.. Nurseries. Eedale. Yorkshire.

Hyaclntlis and other Bulbs for Forcing.

I DUTCH FLOWER ROi »TS and SPRING FLOWERING
PLANTS for SPRING GARDENING.

APRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
of the best Bulbs and Plants for above purposes, post-

free. Prices under any of the leading houses for Bulbs, &c., of

the same quality. Collections of Bulbs for forcing, loj. dd. and
31J. ; do. for planting, lor. (>d. and 215. ; do. of spring flowering

I

plants, 10s. (id. and 21J

j
WM. CLIBRAN and SON. Oldfield Nursery, Altrincham.

I

New Aaalea—Azalea amoena CaldwellU,
j

sent out by

WG. CALDWELL and SONS,
• The Nurseries. Knutsford. Cheshire.

I This is a striking improvement on the old and well known
Awlea amtcna, obtained by crossing that variety with Azalea

' magnifica. The flower is four times the size of the original, of

; a bright rosy purple colour, very free blooming ; especially

I
adapted for forcing, coming in as early as November, and very

I suitable for button-hole bouquets. First-class Certificate, Man-
I

Chester Horticultural Society ; First-class Certificate, Liverpool
I Horticultural Society. Price 105. 6d. each : usual discount to

; the Trade. Will be sent out this month.

PLATYCERIUM GRANDE, a quantity of,

18 inches wide, 18 inches high, los. t{i. each : 20 by
20 inches, 15J. 24 by 24 inches, z\s. And a nice Collection of

I20 ORCHIDS, 54 sorts, in Pots and on Blocks, for ^15. or any
portion to be sold very cheap ; and many thousands of FERNS
and PALMS, at from bd. to lio loj. each, at GREEN'S
Bedford Conservatories, Covent Garden Market. Up the steps.

Nurseries, Saflton Walden.
SUPERB DOUBLE HOLLYHOCKS.

WILLIAM CHATER has a fine Stock of
Bloomed HOLLYHOCKS, named to colour, in fine

healthy roots; equal to many of the named varieties, 12J. per
dozen, 75s. per 103, Named \aiieties, once bloomed, frcm

WILLIAM CHATER. Nurseries, Saffron Walden.

Miscellaneous Bulbs and Tubers.

THOMAS S. WARE'S A.B.C. DESCRIP-
TIVE BULB GUIDE for 1876 is now ready, comprising

one of the largest Lisf; of miscellaneous Bulbs and Tubers
extant, including complete lists of Liliums, Narcissus, Iris,

&c., in addition to many species now offered for the first time ;

containing also a selection of spring flowering and other peren-
nials for autumn planting.

Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, London, N.

Bouvardias.

MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH AND CO.
have a magnificent stock of these beautiful winter-

flowering plants to offer, consisting of the five following varie-

ties, which they have after long experience proved to be the
best for general purposes:—Vreelandii. Bride. Hogarthii, Jas-
miniflora, and Humboldtii corj'mbiflora. Price i8j. 10 24J. per
dozen ; £^^ \os. per loo.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot. Berks.

To tlie Trade.—Sandringham Early Kidney Potato.

HAND F. SHARPE have secured a fine
• stock of the above excellent POTATO, which is

pronounced to be not only the earliest, but the most prolific,

and the finest quality in cultivation Being verj* short in the
haulm It is peculiarly adapted for forcing purposes. Price and
further particulars may be had on application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

Strawberries.

CHARLES TURNER recommends the
following varieties as the most certain to give a good

crop of well flavoured fruit

;

Auguste Nicaisc,
British Qu
Dr. Hogg.
Due de Magenta,
Elton Pine,
Frogmore I.ate Pine^

CATALOGUES
The Royal Nurser

La Grosse Su

President,
Royally.
Sir C. Napier
Sir J Paxton,
app'lication.

;. Slough.

TREE FERNS. &^^
THE LARGEST AND BEST STOCK IN EUROPE. ^^3*

\V I L L I AM B~U lTL, F. L. S.
Respectfully invites the Nobility ami Gentry to an inspection of the above : also of his

MAGNIFICENT SPECIMEN ORNAMENTAL PLANTS,
Adapted for the decoration of Conservatories and Greenhouses, or suited for Sub tropical Gardening.

ESTABLISHMENT FOR NEW AND RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

HOT-WATEB BOILERS.

THE THAMES BANK
IRON COMPANY

Old Barge Wharf, Upper Ground Street, London,

SURREY SIDE, BLACKI-RIARS BRIDGE.

Which c

("gold medal" boiler.)

WITLEY COURT " BOILER (Silver Medal 1872).

TRENTHAM IMPROVED" BOILER, with Water-
way End and Smoke Consumer.

TUBULAR," and every other Boiler of known merit

or excellence.

1^" Prize Medal Awarded at the National Content,

irmingli.im, 1874.

MILL'S PATENT ATTXILIABY FUEL ECONOMISER,
be attached to any ordinary Boiler, These Tubes are the greatest Economisers of Fuel and Preservatives of Boilers,

Fire-Bari, and Furnace Fronts ever yet introduced to the public.

I NEW PATENT "CLIMAX • BOILER (1874). See

;
p. 666, 1874, Gardeners' Chronicle.

' "GOLD MEDAL" BOILER (Birmingham, 1872).

PATENT "EXCELSIOR" BOILER (1871).

^^ The lar'^est and most complete Stock in the
Trade; upwards of Twenty Thousand Pounds' worth
to choose from.

TO LARGE PLANTERS,
for Parks, Cemeteries, &c.

LIMES, from 4 to 10 feet, intermediate sizes.

ENGLISH YEWS. 2 to 5 feet, intermediate sizes.

LAURELS, 2j4 to 4 feet, and intermediate.
Catalogues and special quotations on application to

GODWIN AND Son, Ashboum, Derby.

Lilies.

EH. KRELAGE and SON, Nursery-
• MEN, Seedsmen, and Florists, Haarlem, Holland,

beg to announce that their new Special Descriptive CATA-
LOGUE of LILIES (No. 322A) is now ready, and will be sent
post-free on application.
This Catalogue contains nearly 250 sorts and varieties, with

fair prices per piece as well as per 12, per 100, per 1000, per
10,000—a selection of their well-known unrivalled collection.
Lilies should be ordered early, and planted before winter.
Discount to the Trade.

AM. C. JONGKINDT CONINCK begs
• to ofTer the following PLANTS and FLOWER

ROOTS ;-
AQUILEGIA ClJiRULEA, guaranteed true, all grown in

pots, C^ per 100.

CANARINA CAMPANULATA, i,^ los. per ico.

CAMPANULA GRANUIFLORA, FL. CCERULEA, i6s. %J.

DELPHINIUM NUDICAULE, £2 ij. Id. per 100.

KHEXIA VIRGINICA. Ci 135. vi- per 100.

YUCCA ANGUSTIFOLIA, strong, z-yr. seedlings, ;£2o 17J.

CRVPTOMERIA JAPONICA, strong, 2-yr. seedlings, £1 per

DANIELS BROS.'

CHOICE FLOWER ROOTS.
superbly Illustrated C.\T.ALOGUE of the

above is now ready, and may be had post-free by

all intending purchasers, on application.

HYACINTHS—Choice named, in splendid

v.iriuiy, 6s., ys., 12s., iSs. and 241. per dojen.

DANIELS BROS.' CHOICE
COLLECTIONS
6s. 6d., I2J. 6/., ;

carriage free.

of FLOWER ROOTS,
|2j., 6y. and 841. each,

Ifor-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED COMPLETE.
LIST PRICE on application ; or, Six Stamps for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, 4th Edition.

DANIELS BROS.,
SEED GROWERS and NURSERYMEN. The ROYAL

KORFOLK SEED ESTABLISHMENT,

NORWICH.
Pelargonium Wonderful.

p EORGE SMITH begs to notify to the
VJT Trade that he is now offering his splendid semi-double

Pelargonium WONDERFUL, an intense orange scarlet, at

reduced prices. It has taken six First-class Certificates, has been

highly spoken of by the Gardening Press, and is now giving great

satisfaction where%-et it has been grown. G. S. specially recom-

mends it for Bedding or Market Purposes, believing it has no
equal. Well-established plants. 355. per dozen ; strong plants,

with two or three cuttings, 4SJ. per doz.

PELARGONIUM EVENING STAR.—This new and
beautiful flower is most attractive and unique, baying a white

ground with large pink eye. giving it a very striking appear-

ance. The flower is of great substance, smooth, and a fine truss ;

the foliage a light zone, and plant of gootl habit. This is in

every way a first-class flower, and no collection will be complete

without it. 3r. 6d. per plant.

PELARGONIUM DREADNOUGHT.—A most distinct

and beautiful variety ; colour rich peach-blossom, with white

eye. The colour is particularly rich and fine, the pips are large,

with fine truss : a verv free bloomer, and good habiL It is in

every way first-class, and will prove a great acquisition.

35. 6d. per plant.

Post-office Orders, made payable at Homsey Road to

GEORGE SMITH, to accompany all orders from unknown
correspondents.

ToUington Nursery, Homsey Road, Holloway, London, N,
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THE NEW PLANT and BULB
COMPANY have much pleasure in offering the under-

mentioned beautiful TREE FERNS. These have splendid
straight stems and are growing nicely, and in a few months will

have made fine heads. It is far preferable to purchase them at

this stage of growth, as they are so little liable to damage from
long journeys:—

CYATHEA DEALBATA (SILVER TREE FERN).
Height of Stem
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ODONTOGLOSSUM CIRRHOSUM

ONCIDIUM R06ERSII.

3 6

In consequence of Large Importa-

tions, just arrived,

MR. WILLIAM BULL
can offer good plants of the above

extremely beautiful and hitherto

rare Orchids, at \qs. 6d. each.

Also the following Orchids at the

low prices annexed :

—

ODONTOGLOSSUM HALLIl .. ..£0

„ CRISPUM (.\LEXANDR.E) .. .. o

., LUTEO-PURPUREUM .. .. o

CATTLEYA CITRINA o

,, SUPERBA o

,, SKINNERI o

DENDROBIUM DEVONIANUM .. .. o

,, AMCENUM o

,, BARBATULUM o

SACCOLABIUM BLUMEI MAJUS .. o

,, CURVIFOLIUM o

L^LIA AUTUMNALIS o

RODRIGUEZIA SECUNDA o

ODONTOGLOSSUM HASTILABIUM .. o

AMGULOA UNIFLORA o

DENDROBIUM DENSIFLORUM. . .. o

„ MARMORATUM o

LYCASTE SKINNERI o

„ GIGANTEA o

ODONTOGLOSSUM CITROSMUM .. o

,, „ ROSEUM o

„ GRANDE o

AERIDE5 CRISPUM o

L.'ELL^^IAJALIS o

PH,\L.«N0P51S SCH[LLERLANA .. 2

ONCIDIUM FUSCATUM o

„ SARCODES o

MESOSPINIDIUM SANGUINEUM .. o

CYPRIPEDIUM NIVEUM o

„ VILLOSUM o

ODONTOGLOSSUM DAWSONIANUM.. o

GOOD SELECTIONS OF ORCHIDS
made at 2, 3, and 4 guineas per dozen.

1^* Ey sending names of those already

possessed, different varieties can be given, and

purchasers will have a good selection made for

them.

Odontoglossum vexillarium.

Mr. William Bull having received a large

importation of this beautiful Orchid from his

Collector in the United States of Colombia,

can offer nice plants at

Two and Three Guineas each.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants,

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 1876.

THE EOYAL OAK.

IF Evelyn's statement be correct, that the very

Oaks sighed and moaned at the distresses

of Charles II., their perturbation must have
reached a climax just before the fall of the leaf

in 1 65 1, when Worcester was stormed by Crom-
well, and Charles hunted into an Oak tree on

the borders of Shropshire. Boscobel House
stands in an Oak-wood country, in Donning-

ton, a parish divided only by a stream from

Albrighton, another parish, and the second

station between W^olverhampton and Shrews-

bury on the Great Western Railway. The
estate then belonged to Mr. Giffard, a Royalist

and Catholic, whose successors of the same
name now reside at Chillington Park in

Staffordshire, on an estate still famous for its

Oak woods, and not more than 3 or 4 miles dis-

tant from the particular tree to which the

following narrative relates.

Lord Derby had recently found safe shelter

at Boscobel House, and being a companion of

Charles' flight, he recommended it partly from

the shelter of the Oak woods growing up to the

garden gate, and partly on account of the

priests' hiding-holes in the chimney. The fugi-

tives rode 26 miles in the night, and reached

White Ladies, formerly an establishment for an

order of nuns, then a house of Mr. Giffard's,

and now a woodside ruin, where some of the

humble folk about to be introduced lie buried

in the consecrated ground of the former

monastery.

There were the King, Mr. Gifl'ard, the Earl of

Derby, the Duke of Buckingham, and others.

The house-door was opened to the party by

George Penderel, a servant. Booted and
spurred, and muddy, the several lords and

gentlemen entered a parlour, while a few

lollowed the King into an inner chamber. The
Roundheads were approaching, and an instant

dispersion of the party, and better concealment

of the King in the adjoining woods, was at once

resolved on. In this strait who was to guide

the King ? George Penderel could be relied

on, but it seems he was less at home in the

woods than some others of his family. There

were six brothers, all sons of Farmer Penderel

—a man described as of humble state, but of

"dignified sentiments." The whole family

possessed their father's virtues, including

honour and fidelity to plighted word. One was

a farmer at Hobbal Grange, close by ; another

was a miller, his mill standing on the rivulet

below White Ladies ; two had lately fallen in

the Civil War ; George was another, and

Richard (a retainer at Boscobel House) made
up the tail. This last and the farmer were now
sent for in haste, and being admitted by their

brother into the outer parlour, were immediately

led into the inner room. As soon as they

entered the Earl of Derby informed them of the

business in hand. '' This is the King," he said,

and he pointed to the dark-faced personage in

question ;
" you must have a care of him, and

preserve him."

Mr. Giffard conjured them to the same eft'ect,

and they immediately entered upon their charge,

and recommended His Majesty to rub his

hands in the chimney and smudge his face,

which he did. The King put off his blue

ribbon and put on Richard's leathern doublet

and green suit, with a coarse noggen shirt bor-

rowed of Edward Martin, one of the household

at White Ladies. He and his conductors then

left by the back door and plunged i-nto the
woods. Less than half a mile's walk would
have brought them to Boscobel House, but the
main road runs through this part of the wood,
and a troop of Roundheads was at that moment
passing along it. To avoid the danger they
entered Spring Coppice, adjoining what is now
called Royal Oak Wood. At the edge of the
coppice, on the site of the substantial residence
now called " The Wood," and occupied by Mr.
Francis Vates, the owner of the property, there
lived then a farmer, one Francis Yates. It was
raining heavily. They dared not enter the
farmhouse, but the loan of a blanket was re-

quested, and Mrs. Yates boiled some eggs for

the gentleman in the wood and brought them
to him, with some milk and some bread and
butter, he sitting on the blanket which Richard
Penderel had doubled up for him.

Meanwhile the troopers were searching Bos-
cobel House, which the King afterwards safely

entered. An attempt to take the road towards
London followed, and in passing through the
premises of a wakeful miller at night, Richard,
the guide in all these wanderings, let the gate
swing to, when the miller shouted out, " Who's
there ?'' The guide here left the path, thinking
they were pursued, and led his Majesty through
a mill stream, and then left him rather far

behind in getting through a wood. Charles told

the story afterwards, how his feet were galled in

wading through the water, how he lost sight of
his guide in the dark wood and followed him
by the rustling of his calfskin breeches. But
we must hasten to the close of this woodland
story. At midnight they called at Madeley,
and knocked at the door of a Mr. Woolf—

a

person they knew all about and could rely on.

After awhile, the family having retired for the

night. Miss Woolf descended, and timidly asked
a question through the key-hole. She then
opened the door, and the Royal wanderer
entered and ate his supper, and tiien retired to

a barn, as the Roundhead troopers were on the

scent and searching people's houses. The next

night he again ventured forth, and once more
entered Mr. Woolf's house, where the daughter
was again active, and stained his hands with

Walnut leaves, the soot applied at White
Ladies having been washed off.

The numerous woods in this central district

aided these midnight flittings, and assisted the

ultimate escape from the toils of the hunters
;

but at present they were on the scent, and must
be baffled. At ir P.M. the fugitive and his

faithful Richard left again for Boscobel House,
and regained the immediate neighbourhood at

3 A.M. on a Saturday morning. They here

paused in a wood, where Richard Penderel

went forward to see if the coast was clear of

rebels, and found Colonel Carlis, or Careless, of

Broomhall, Staffordshire, a seat 1 miles distant

from Boscobel House, who had escaped from

Worcester, after seeing the last man struck

down who was killed that day. He had reached

his native woods with difficulty, owing to the

hot pursuit of himself and others in that

suspected quarter ; and having lurked some
time in the thickets, was now in Boscobel

House. King Charles was in the wood, sitting

on the root of a tree, with galled feet.

The loyal Colonel and the two trusty hench-

men, Richard and William Penderel, instantly

attended upon the outcast sovereign and

brought him indoors.

Those who have seen the wainscoted best

room, on the ground floor—a plain old-

fashioned but cosy chamber, remaining much
as Charles found it that eveniful night—may
easily imagine the scene which ensued '1 he

King sat down, and the Colonel and his men
pulled off his boots and stockings ; and if Charles

Stuart had been twice a king, Mrs. Penderel,

seeing the sores, must have said, ' Poor thing !

"

Warm water was at once got ready, and the
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royal extremilies were sopped and dried, and

another pair of stockings, warmed at ttie fire

by Mrs. Penderel, were carefully put on. There

were no other shoes that would do, and as

boots would yet be wanted before the night was

over, the hot embers were shaken about in the

jackboots to dry them, and they were set aside

in readiness. Then followed a preliminary

supper, a milk posset, served quickly, and a

crust of bread and cheese, and then—as King

Charles afterwards liked to tell—he was his own

chef, and cooked some chops in the best room.

But all this time the tree w.aits-the tree with

ivied trunk and the thick head—and presently

Charles Stuart was in it. Dick Penderel

brought the news of the troopers at the door.

The household were not unprepared. In a

chamber above the best room there was a panel

close to the fireplace, which opened with a

spring ; within was a closet, with a passage lead-

ing to the garden. Through this the King was

hurried away into the wood and to the tree. A
cushion was handed up for him to sit on, and

Carlis sat by his side ; and so, with his head in the

Colonel's lap, and the troopers sometimes scour-

ing quite near enough to the Royal Oak, Charles

slumbered through the remainder of the night

and most of the following day. It will be

admitted that under all the circumstances, as

we have now related them in some detail, this

is the most romantic incident in connection with

the historic trees of England. The King was

more impressed by this than by any of his

perils, and proved himself more grateful than

usual to those who aided him. The Penderels

received a pension, and an emblematic Oak was

added to the arms of Carlos—a new and com-

pUmentary name, adopted by request, instead of

Carlis or Careless—with an oaken garland for

the crest, and a motto, conferred under letters

patent, In perpcluam rei memoriam.

The traveller quitting the train at Albrighton

will find himself close to " fertile Donnington,"

and about 4 miles from Boscobel House, in a

country proud of its timber. The Oaks and

Ashes are thick set in the hedges, and tall Pop-

lars are a feature of the scenery. The road to

the Royal Oak is through winding lanes and

fields, in which teams of four horses each will

be found in the season ploughing strong

land, on farms thick set with hedges, and

in the shade of numerous woods. There is

a gradual ascent for half a mile to Bosco-

bel House, where the clay is capped by a drift

of gravel, and the soil is better suited to the

Elm than to the Oak. The tree stands on a

pasture before the house, protected by a strong

iron palisading, erected in 1817 by Francis

Evans, in succession to the original wall built

by Basil and Jane Fitzherbert. These are the

names of owners of the property after its sale

by the Giffards. The inscription on the tree

runs, "This tree, underthe blessing of Almighty

God, the King of Kings, had the honour of shel-

tering from his foes His Majesty King Charles

II.," &c. It is a tree about 1 1 feet in circumfer-

ence, iS feet to the crown, and perhaps 20 feet

more to the top. It has a full head. There arc

three withered branches under the crown, and

the stump of a branch a little lower, and nine

leading aud forked branches in the head,

crooked by the effects of a rather ungcnial soil.

The statement that this tree is a seedling of the

Royal Oak is absurd ; it is at least twice as old

as any such seedling, and must, therefore,

be the original tree, unless the wall which

was intended to be built round it was built

round the wrong tree, which is a most impro-

bable alternative.

Near the tree are some old Thorns and some

English Elms, on congenial soil, several centuries

old, and with a girth in one instance of 12 feet

at 4 feet from the ground. There is a handsome

row of Wych Elms in an adjoining pasture, of

much more recent date, measuring from 6 feet

to 9 feet in circumference at 4 feet from the

ground, and 60 or 70 feet in height. They were

planted probably before the middle of the last

century, and are growing rapidly, especially two

or three of the largest, whose roots reach a spot

where a heap of manure is usually laid. Upon

this Elm-producing soil Oaks grow slowly.

There is a young Oak (fifty years from its

acorn) near the Wych Elms. It is a stick

3 feet I inch round. In the Oak woods of Chil-

lington Park, close by, thousands of trees may

be seen in plantations formed a hundred years

ago, and referred to by Pitt in his Ai^rkiiltural

Report of Staffordshire. They are on congenial

soil, and have done well, but they are young

trees, and another 200 (or even 300) years will

not change them into trees resembling this so-

called seedling of the Royal Oak of 1651. There

are two Elms in St. James' Park, near Spring

Gardens, which Charles I. pointed out when he

was led down to Whitehall for execution, as

having been planted by his brother, the Duke

of Gloucester. They look older than the Wych

Elms at Boscobel, younger than the English

Elms, and considerably younger than the Royal

Oak, which we believe to be the original tree in

spite of some literary gentlemen having deter-

mined that "it succumbed at length to the

reiterated attentions of its votaries ; and a huge

bulk of timber, consisting of many loads, was

carried away by handfuls."

Boscobel House — built here among the

woods, on gently rising ground, with the Wrekin

on the east, and a pleasant prospect of the Clee

Hills on the south—was well named, being

indeed in Boscobello. The house remains,

with some additions, unchanged since the night

of the King's arrival. There are the priests'

hiding places, the old wainscot, the oaken bed-

steads, the lead casements, and the gables and

quaint exterior. The same narrow garden is

decorated in the same manner, with little square

or oblong flower plots, and in the corner is the

mound, with steps and an arbour on the top, in

which Charles sat and considered his position

during Sunday. There is now a wide, clipped

Holly fence between the garden and the pasture,

with its Oak and palisade. In the old prints a

pointed pale fence divides the garden from a

wood, in which is a tree with two figures among

the boughs, and mounted Roundheads career-

ing round it. The brothers Penderel, too, have

been depicted escorting the King through a

wood, and armed with scythes and pitchforks.

Five or six acres of wood, from the garden

gates, have been laid to grass. The " Royal

Oak Wood " beyond remains, and Spring Cop-

pice,where Mrs. Francis Yates, of the farmhouse

close by,brought Charles some bread and butter.

This Iiouse is down, and on the site stands a

better one, occupied by the owner, bearing the

same name.
" White Ladies," the house in which the Earl

of Derby committed the King to the care of the

stout sons of Farmer Penderel, is in ruins, and

there is not the slightest vestige now of Richard

Penderel's mill. An old man of eighty, once a

retainer of persons descended from some of

those who aided the King's escape, has searched

the meadows below White Ladies in vain. Not

a brick, or earth-heap, has remained in his time

to indicate where the mill stood. But in the

little runlet which must have turned the mill,

he remembers traces of a pool and the trunk of

a tree hollowed as a water pipe. The trunk

was fixed in the runlet, and when he was a boy

the best spot for tickling trout was underneath

this pipe. There was a Penderel remaining at

Brewood some years since, who informed this

old man that he still received iSx. a week, part of

the pension granted to the family who assisted

Charles II. in his wanderings through the

Shropshire woods. We found no Acorns on

the Royal Oak, but we have seen a sample,

and they are the stalked variety and of small

size. //. Rvershed.

New Garden Plants.

Cattleya Mitchell:, /;. hyb*

This is undoubtedly a very curious plant ; it has

bulbs, most probably not surpassing 6—S inches in

height, as I judge from the proportion of the flower

to the stem in a very nice photograph sent to me. The
leaves appear long, rather narrow, in length equalling

the bulbs. The inflorescence is few-flowered actually,

and the flowers make one think immediately of those

of the well known Ln:lia elegans. They are of a rather

stout texture, purplish violet excepting the lip, which

has several other tints. Its piece de rhistance is the

anterior blade, that makes the chief elTect, boasting

very pure, dark, brilliant purple ; the lateral lobes

of the lip are light purple, and the disk between them

is white laterally, orange in the centre, the claw of

the anterior blade being orange too ; the column is

white. I expected from the peculiar aspect of the

poUinia they would have no cuticular cover, I found,

however, a very thin layer of cuticle ; instead of mere

tetrades of pollen cellules there were numerous diades^

some triades, and several monades.

The plant is a mule, raised by the fertilisation of

Cattleya quadricolor, Lindl. (Eldorado), as male, on

Cattleya guttata Leopoldii as seed-bearing parent.

The seeds were sown by Mr. Mitchell, gardener to

Dr. Ainswonh, of Manchester, in August, 1S63. A
very good flower, and a photograph is at hand. It is

but justice to name the plant in honour of Mr. E.

Mitchell, who is patient enough to call his plant a

free grower. No doubt he has been informed of the

famous English tale of Messrs. Veitch having waited

eighteen years for the flowering of a seedling raised

by Mr. Dominy.
It is very interesting to see the work of parentage.

The habit appears more that of C. quadricolor ; the

colours, too, are ot this plant, or nearly so, but the

shape of the lip, the compact texture of the

flower, and the not very clear tint of the sepals and

petals are decidedly due to the old C. guttata. H. G,

Rchb.f.

PLEUROTIIALLIS I'YRSODES, n. 5p.\

This is a rather gay thing, much in the way of

Pleurothallis fulgens, with numerous very short

stalked stout leaves, and single orange-coloured

flowers. We have obtained it from Mr. Wilson

Saunders. It probably comes from Central America,

and is rather ornamental when it flowers in full

profusion. H. G. Kehb. f.

SEASIDE PLANTING AND
SUMMER GALES.

The effects of currents of wind upon vegetation

though long known are hardly overstated, especially

in the case of summer gales. That of August 31 fur-

nishes another proof of this.

Having, three seasons ago, erected a wooden cot-

tage quite close to the sea, and on a Furze slope fully

exposed to N. W. and N. E. winds, at some elevation

from sea level, a brief account of my experience may

interest others. Before planting out the ground I had

carefully read up the subject, and, moreover, had had

some previous experience. I did not care to take

example indiscriminately from others, not having much

faith in this respect, except where proofs were clearly

ascertainable.

The soil was not dissimilar to that round Bagshot,

except that it was saturated with salt. It was a thin

peat lying on a brown and purple earth, hard, and

mixed with stones, which required exposure to the

air and enriching with manure, and, from its situa-

tion, had never been cultivated before ; it was exposed

also to blasts of wind from our coldest quarters.

Shelter was only available artificially, by walls or

screens.

Not wishing to restrict myself to the use of the

invaluable Tamarisk, I employed other plants, and I

wish here merely to record the effects of one very

violent gale of wind upon these, which happened duirng

their fullest vegetation in August. This wind was

accompanied by a severe but short squall of hail, and

• Cattleya Mitchilli (labi.it.-i cpiadricolor X guttata).—

Pseudobulbo linear! leretiusculo diphyllo ;
fohis oblongo-

ligulatis : spatha ancipiti relusa ;
peduiiculo phirilloio ;

sepalis

hgulatis acutis : tepalis bene oblongis obtuse aculis ;
lab;!Io

Irifido ; laciiuis lateralibus trLingulis ; lacinia media ab ungue

dilatata transversa subrenifotmi biloba denticulata. H. o.

Rchb.f. . .

t Pleurotltallis iyrsodes, n. s/.—AportK carspitosii, pedun-

culo unifloro; foliis a basi petiolari oblongo ellipticis apicc

minute tridentatis ; pedunculo gracilento folium superanle

medio uni vaginato (bracteato ?) : flore nutante ebracteato {') :

sepalo summo ligulato trinervi ; sepalo inferiori dupio lalion

apice bifido sex-nervi ; tepalis abbreviatis inajqualibus hgulatis

acutis, latere inferiori obtusangulo productis bi-nervibus; labello

ligulato apice aspero. utrinque supra medium paulo brevissi-

nieque quadrato producto ; columna trifida—Flores aurantiacei.

H.G. he'll:/
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was not, after all, heavier than an ordinary equinoc-

. tial gale.

The trees exposed to it suffered severely, Ash and

'i Elm having their foliage quite burnt brown. But the

worst case of all was that of my Pinasters ; these I

had decided on selecting in preference to the Austrian

or Corsican Pines, on account of the soil. But out of

all planted none remain at present !—that is, they ore

in such a state as to be hopeless. Yet I read in

our best catalogues glowing descriptions of their per-

fect hardiness near the seaside. How is thisaccouiited

for in my case? It was but an August gale after all.

i As to shrubs, the best were decidedly the Euony-
mus and Escallonia ; these two can be relied on gene-

rally. New Zealand Flax and the common Sea

Tamarisk are equally good, the rest suffered im-

mensely ; of course Virginian Creepers and hardy

Honeysuckles were destroyed, and so were Quick-

thorn hedges, while Buckthorn bushes, Brambles,

and Ferns, seemed only fit to burn for fuel. I have

no Rhododendrons planted, but doubt their powers

of resistance. Many other plants were partially in-

jured, as Heaths, Veronicas, &c.

It was interesting to note that wherever one hardy

plant sheltered another, or where a paling 4 feet high

and wattled besides, afforded protection, almost

perfect impunity from injury resulted ; also that where

the soil was richest there the loss was the least. The
paling quite protected bedding Pclargoiums in full

bloom for about 15 feet to leeward, but beyond this

everything died, even to kitchen vegetables which

were unprotected. Among Pelargoniums doubles were

by far the hardiest— a fact to be remembered.

I conclude, therefore, roughly, from these facts

that it is owing partly to the mechanical effects of a

violent current of air on plants, and partly too from

j

such a current being laden with salt particles, that a

I

summer gale is so destructive. Also that a very little

artificial shelter would enable many delicate plants to

be employed quite near to Ijie sea and in exposed

places, and that a great deal depends on the nature

of the soil as to their ability to endure blasts of air. I

have no doubt that that single violent S(|uall which

was attended with hail was more injurious than hours

of continuous rush of air. Avoid the Pinaster, and

select Euonymus and Escallonia, and the common
Tamarisk and New Zealand Flax as the safest shrubs.

But above all employ screens, however thin they may
be. Tlu'S. Bn'hanl.

OAKLEY HOUSE, FALLOW-
FIELD.

Oakley House is one of those suburban residences

which abound in the vicinity of Manchester, and which

has rapidly risen into notice in the horticultural

world because of its owner, Mr. William Leech,

having gathered together, among other plants, a very

choice collection of Orchids, which, in the writer's

opinion, seems to be uncommonly well cultivated by

his able gardener, Mr. Swan. It is little more than

three years ago since most of the houses were

built; and now the general collection of Orchids, which

comprise the best of all climates, looks so well that a

notice of them cannot fail to be interesting and instruc-

tive to those who read, and a sight of them will no

doubt bear fruits to all such as are in quest of and

value knowledge.

They are placed in four span-roofed houses running

east and west, namely, a Dendrobium-house, an East

Indian-house, a Cattleya-house, and a cool-house,

none of them of very large dimensions, but all filled,

roof and stage, with the plants best suited to their

climates.

The Dendrobium-house is particularly remarkable

for strong vigorous well-developed plants of most of

the beautiful species in cultivation. None struck us

more than D. Wardianum, which, from its considerable

variety, shows that collectors must have fallen upon a

rich batch of seminal productions, some of them difier-

ing vastly in habit and general appearance from others

—some, so to speak, weeds, and others gems of first

importance, which can only be proved when the

flowers burst forth. Some were growing in baskets,

some in pots, and one of the plants in particular

would have fifteen young growths, with a propor-

tionate number of matured pseudobulbs full of life and
health ; there were dozens of them, all without excep-

tion strong and free. D. chrysotis, one of the species

more difficult to cultivate, was in strong plants, the

pseudobulbs over 3 feet long, and twisted round the

stakes as if it had been an ordinary D. chrysanthum.

D. Devonianum was in quite first-rate style, only,

instead of being drooping from suspended baskets,

as we often see, it w.rs generally in pots,

staked up and twisted about like a trained Epacris,

with its roots growing apace and greedily taking

advantage of the moisture condensed within its

coils. Some were over iS inches through, trained

in this way, and we underst.and flowered quite pro-

fusely year by year. The beautiful D. crystallinum

was growing well in a basket, and so was D.

Bensonin?, although it appeared to be doing best on

blocks. D. Parishii was remarkable in this respect,

doing as well on bare blocks in this Dendrobium
atmosphere as I ever saw ; this is one of the worst

doers of the family under ordinary treatment. D.

thyrsiflorum had magnificent bulbs, and was in first-rate

style altogether, growing in pots on the stage ; and so

was D. Schrtoleri, which, although beautiful and

comparatively rare, must now give place to undoulit-

edly the finest racemed Dendrobe in cultivation, D.
thyrsiilorura. D. Cambridgeanum, although a good

doer sometimes, is not to be trifled with ; here it was

quite at home in hanging baskets, as D. senile was

upon charred blocks.

The East Indian-house has a centre table about

6 feet across, and is a continuation of the Dendrobium-

house. Under this table there is a tank which gives

oft moisture in more copious supplies than the

ordinary method, and can be regulated at pleasure.

Round this centre table, or rather along the two sides

ofit,arelatticed wooden paths, which Mr. Swan prefers,

because of the agreeable moisture and the ammonia
that must arise from decayed vegetation, which in a

moderate way finds its way through the open

interstices. In addition to the cooling and mois-

ture-retaining properties which we have noticed

broken coke is spread over the tables, which

proves an additional resource in that way. In the

centre are some well-grown pieces of Vandas,

surrounded by the best Aerides, among which we may
specially note the beautiful virens, Dayanum, quinque-

vulnerum, Roxburghii ccrulea, a very fine plant of

Fieldingii (Foxbrush), the rare and most superb

crassifolium, with Lobbii, affine, and a particular

arching variety, with narrow long leaves, forming in

couples two-thirds of the outline of an arch, and repre-

sented as one of the best in cultivation. Aerides

suavissimum is still one of the best autumn-flowering

species, and A. nobile, which is one of the horned

species, seems to behalf-brother to a good suavissimum.

S.accolabiums ofler well, judging by a splendid speci-

men of Blumei in a basket, with twelve spikes or

drooping racemes of highly attractive flowers. A
most splendid specimen of S. prcemorsumon a charred

block cannot fail to strike and interest every one for

its great vigour, some two dozen growths springing

from its base. S. giganteum is, too, a wonderful

plant, bearing racemes when in such vigour of the

most ornate character, and the whole filling the air

with delectable sweetness. S. curvifolium is in style

that one rarely sees, being quite 2 feet high, and

having thirty-four leaves springing from the base

upwards. Vanda Cathcartii is doing well here, and

so is Angrcecum sesquipedale, charming to look upon

for the density of its distichous habit, and the

glaucous surface of the leaves. Phalronopsids are all

doing very well in this climate, much better than we

are accustomed to see them, excepting such fine

plants, of course, as those of Dr. Ainsworth under

Mr. Mitchell's care. P. Liiddemanniana was growing

quite like a weed, as this variety does under proper

care, and in the right kind of climate. P. grandiflora

and amabilis were also good, but none struck us so

much as P. Lowii, which is really a difiicult plant to

cultivate, although here it was in a splendid state,

bearing great branched spikes of flower. The tiny

P. amethystina was also in flower, suspended in a

basket. These occupied what might be called the

sunny-side bench of the span-roofed house.

On the opposite side were the Cypripediums, which

are in a very fine state of cultivation. Where all were

doing so well it is needless to particularise : C. vil-

losum, Parishii, Stonei, the beautiful niveum, therare

Swanianum, which partakes of the foliage of the

white-leaved Dayanum, but is totally distinct in flower,

we understand ; and, not the least, the superb variety of

the bearded Lady's SUpper (C. barbatum superbum),

standing out prominently. It is very interesting to note

the extensive batch of seedlings coming up in great

numbers on the surface of the pot. Like Mr.

Dominy, the pioneer of Orchid seedings, Mr. Swan

finds the seedlings come up best on the surface of the

pots in which established plants are growing. No
doubt there will be many interesting forms from so

numerous a family. Dendrobiums do equally well in

this climate, apparently during .the growmg season

—

D. pulchellum, albo-sangineum, liensonire and cra-si-

node being well in hand. Dendrobium seedlings are

also coming up in goodly numbers. The houses

seemed to be well shaded from both sunshine and
brilliant light."

The Odontoglossum or cool house contains some
vigorous young plants, fast going on to half-specimen

size. Among them we noted Odontoglossum Pha-

Ijenopsis, Pescatorei, Alexandra? (crispum), pulchellum,

Uro-Skinneri, Oncidiura macranthum, in very strong

gro.vthsand flowering, the bright yellow O. reflexum,

good pieces of O. cucuUatum, fine lots of Sophronites

grandiflora
; good pieces of L.olia auturanalis ; Mas-

devallias, Harryana, Veitchiana and amabilis ; |as well

as lots of other good things in agreeable coolness and
under good shade.

The Cattleya-house, which forms the sunny side

of the span, and is separated from the cool-house by
a division lengthways, contains many good plants.

C. Eldorado splendens was in bloom at the time of

our visit, and, although a first-rate thing, by no means
bears out the character with which it was ushered in,

being flimsy in its sepaline and petaline segments,

although adorned with a singularly beautiful labellum.

C. Mendelii was in great health, and full of spathes.

C. gigas was also in fine condition, and so, indeed,

were most of the family. Cymbidium Parishii and

eburneum were noteworthy, and so was the rare Tri-

chopilia crispa and Pilumna fragrans. Anguloa
Clowesii, Oncidium tigrinum. and Ltelia Schilleriana

were doing splendidly in this climate, along with Vanda
coerulea in fine plants, and quite exceptionally

vigorous and free from spot.

The whole arrangement, both as regards heating,

ventilating, and in creating a climate suitable for

exotic life in the orchidaceous way seems to have

occupied the attention of Mr. .Swan to some purpose,

as really nothing, take the lot all in all, could be

better managed than the pants are. Of course the

successful cultivation of Orchids depends upon epochs

of tens of years, as the thoroughly practical orchidist can

well testify, and we hope that the success inaugurated

by Mr. Swan may continue. This much we can say,

that what success there is is not due to haphazard, but

to a thoroughly cultural capacity for the work, and a

full sense of the responsibility in providing the

needful for what may be called the eccentricities of

epiphytical life.

The other houses are devoted to miscellaneous

plants suitable for general decoration, and seem

equally well cared for. The house itself is surrounded

with well kept lawns, dotted with shrubs, and inter-

cepted from the public road by goodly-sized trees.

The old conservatory is all but concealed from the

dress grounds generally, which are in an admirable

state of keeping, and will, no doubt, in time, give way
to a house of a more useful description. J. A. M.

ATHERTON AND TYLDESLEY
BOTANICAL ASSOCIATION.

Mention has so often been made in the columns

of the Gardeiiers Chronicle of the operative botanists

of South Lancashire, that the existence of this very

worthy and industrious class of men, the like of whom,
as a class, does not exist in any other part of England,

is pretty well-known to our readers. A very im-

portant change in their discipline—a change certain

to prove salutary to all parties concerned—i? now
beginning to be made, and the particulars of thi^, we
feel assured, will prove interesting. Some day there

will be curious inquiry how in the beginning it cime

to pass that the love of botany took such deep root

among the working men of South Lancashire and the

immediately adjacent parts of Cheshire. The esta-

blished occupation of the men no doubt operated

greatly in its advancement. They were hand-loom

weavers, every man working independently in his own

cottage, and being at liberty to choose his

own hours for recreation. If he wove his piece

within a reasonable time, it mattered nothing to his

employer whether the shuttle was thrown at noon or

at midnight. The wages, moreover, of good weavers,

such as most of the early botanists appear to have been,

were such as to enable them to take a fair amount of

holiday. Furthermore, they were always noted for
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their sobriety and tlieir thrift. The beginning in

question tooli place a full century ago ; the particular

celebrity was attained perhaps between about iSio

and 1S30. Ever since the institution of the many
so;ieties which have existed, have run their course,

then subsided, and given place to pha-nix-like new
ones, the meetings have been held upon Sunday

afternoons and evening^, and almost invariably at

some public-house, quiet and respectable, no doubt,

especially when far away in the country, but still a

public-house. The bowling-green behind was in fine

weather the scene of the muster, and of the laying-out

upon tables of the sometimes countless specimens of

plants and flowers. When rain fell, of course all had

to be done inside, and then, possibly enough, there may
have been an un-Sunday-like pressure upon order.

Many excellent people, whose sympathies have been

largely with the botanists, have lamented that the

meetings should be held on the Sunday, and amid

conditions unquestionably tending to the deleterious ;

and hence the meetings, and the men too—the latter

very unjustly—have become the subject, from time to

time, of very strong remark. When the monument
to that very worthy old man, the patriarchal Joseph

Evans, of Boothstown—of whom we gave an account

a year ago, shortly after the close of his benevolent

life—was formally uncovered, a thousand people look-

ing on, the minister, the Rev. the Earl Mulgrave,

spoke of the meetings in terms more than usually un-

measured, and in a way that outran the requirements

of simple fact. A good deal of excitement was the

result ; botanists, however, being usually given to

peace, the ruliled waters in a little while recovered

their smoothness. The aflair led, in the next place,

to consideration among some of the leaders how they

could best free themselves for ever from the charge

of habitual Sabbath-breaking and love of liquor, and

the way has been found, we are glad to say, in the self-

union of no inconsiderable number of these devotees

of the Lady Flora into a joint-stock company which

they call by the name at the head of this notice, the

Atherton and Tyldesley Bolanical Association. The
shares are £1 each, and 107 have already been taken

up by ninety-four members. A piece of land, some-

thing over a couple of acres, has been secured for

jii2 a year, and this is in process of conversion into

a botanic garden. Part of it is a flat, well open to the

sun ;
part is moist and capitally suited for plants pre-

ferring shade ; between the two there is a charming
dingle, in spring crowded with Anemones and Blue-

bells, and upon which during the last eight months
the members of the Association have been sedulously

at work, laying-out, cic, and planting with Ferns.

By degrees all the very numerous curiosities now
existing in the members' private gardens will here be
concentrated. Here, too, in fine weather will take

place all the meetings. At the edge of the land,

which is well away from public view, is a cottage
;

this will be tenanted by one of the members, who
will be a sort of curator and librarian, taking charge
of the nearly 200 volumes possessed by the Association.

The cottage in wet weather will become the rendezvous
and, not being a licensed public-house, of course it

will be of the nature of a temperance coffee room.
The Lancashire botanists in humble life have never
been given to beer. Drink is inconsistent and in-

compatible with the pure and honest love of plants,

so that the want of it will be no deprivation. Fmally,

there are to be no more Sunday meetings. The
hours of labour are now so much abridged, the week-
evenings and the Saturday afternoons afford facilities

so ample for recreation, that the change is perfectly

practicable.

What we have described is no mere project.

It is all practically on foot. The money has
been subscribed ; the ground is in process of adapta-
tion, and all the arrangements are complete. The
incumbent of Atherton, the Rev. Wm. Nuttall
gives the whole affair his cordial support. The lead-

ing gentlemen of the neighbourhood have their names
dowo as patrons—Mr. I'.verard Burton, President •

Mr. Wm. Rimsden, Vice-President; and in pre-

eminently useful degree, iNIr. Henry Kirkpatrick,

Treasurer; and Mr. W. K. Brrton, Secretary. It

is earnestly to be hoped that this excellent move
will be imitated by the other societies. There
is nothing to be lost, and much to be gained
by such a change. The botanists emancipate
themselves, at all events, from a position very liable

to be misconceived.

It may be noted as a little odd, that at the very
moment that the Lancashire botanists in humble life,

under pressure from their superiors, are changing from

Sundays to week-days, the Manchester Botanical

Gardens people are, for the first time in their history,

which reaches back for more than forty years, unlock-

ing their gales, for themselves—only for themselves

—

on the Sabbath day. In other words you must not look

at Primroses from the fields and woodlands upon a

Sunday, but you may look at Dendrobiums from the

East Indies, and at all the other rich and rare flower that

can be got for money, as distinguished from the simple

and sweet, to obtain which is only a labour of love,

and this latter becomes proper only when inspected

on a week-day. G.

BOTANICAL NOTES
OF THE

PRINCE OF WALES' EXPEDITION
TO INDIA.—VII.
^Concluded/ram p. 354.)

The cultivation of land in the North of India is

still for the most part in a primitive state, and owing
to the poor and imperfect system of cultivation carried

out the whole country may be considered virgin soil,

—for mere scratching will not deprive the soil of

its hidden properties, not to mention the effects of the

non-draining and non-manuring habits of the native

occupants, and the bad system of irrigation. In a

country so important as India, the cultivation of the

soil ought to secure the closest investigation by per-

sons of practice and experience—not, as is often the

case, by men who know nothing about the matter.

In travelling through Northern India one sees a

great variety of plants under cultivation, I will just

mention a few of them.

Indigofera tinctoria. Indigo, is one of the most
profitable plants cultivated on a large scale. It is

grown throughout North India, but principally in the

delta of the Ganges and Benares provinces,

Sinapis juncea, S. ramosa, S. glauca, and S. dicho-

toraaare cuUvated for their oil-bearing seeds in every

part of India.

Linum usitatissimum is cultivated throughout Nor-

thern India for the oil seed, although in Europe and
America it is chiefly grown for its valuable fibre.

Several attempts have been and are being made to

establish the fibre value in India, and they have partly

been successful, especially in the Punjaub, Burdwan,
and Jubbulpore.

Castor-oil, Brassica Napus, and Sesamum orientale

are extensively cultivated for their oil-producing

seeds; the latter yields the Gingelly oil, which is

reckoned the most valuable vegetable oil extant.

Corchorus olitoiius and C. capsularis are plants

yielding jute, a well-known fibre, principally culti-

vated in Bengal, but often to be met with in the

North-west Provinces. Cannabis sativa, Hemp,
another fibre plant, is extensively cultivated for the

opium-like properties found on the young shoots in

the form of a resin, as well as for its fibre. This
resinous matter is used a great deal by the natives,

and is supposed to equal opium.

Gossypium herbaceum and its varieties are grown
in nearly every part of India for the staple white wool
which clothes the seeds, and is cotton. This plant is

truly characteristic of India, and aflords employment
and means of subsistence to the mass of natives, first

in its cultivation, and afterwards in the manufacturing

of it into numerous cotton articles, muslin, and in

dyeing it into coloured stufls.

Opium is generally cultivated on high lands, and is,

I believe, a Government monopoly ; the white variety

is the one invariably grown.

Wheat, Sugar-cane, Holcus, Indian Corn, Sor-

ghum, Millet, Rice, Phaseolus Mungo, P. Roxburghii,

and P. trilobus, are extensively cultivated for food,

especially Mungo, which is the favourite pulse of the

natives. Tea and Cinchona plantations have been
started in several parts of Northern India, princi-

pally at Dehra Uoon and Darjeeling, also in Assam
;

they bring in most cases an immense profit to the

planter, and are, I believe, a capital speculation

for capitalists.

The flora of such an extensive tract of land as

that reaching from Assam to the Indus, bounded
on the north by the Himalayas, and stretching

far away into the central provinces by long sweep-

ing plains, must be immense and varied, for besides

the numerous climatic influences upon the vegetation,

we have the geological influences, all tending to

characterise the various floras by pecuUar forms.

In a brief sketch therefore like this, it would be impos-

sible to give an embracing description of this varied

flora, so that I will merely mention a few of the usual

things which a traveller on a flying visit would see.

In the large and nearly treeless plains which form the

greater part of this territory there is very little to

interest the florist, and therefore nothing to attract

the collector, but there is a wide field for the sys-

tematic botanist. The following are some of the

usual things to be seen in travelling through these

plains to the foot of the hills :—Ficus indica, F. reli-

giosa, F. retusa, and numerous other species. Ficus

Carica and Artocarpus incisa are cultivated, and most
of the plants of this order are used for avenues and road-

sides, on account of the good shelter they give, although

the timber is nearly useless. Desmodiums, Ougeinia

dalbergioides, Dalbergia latifolia (Indian Rosewood),

D. Sissoo, D. paniculata, Pterocarpus Marsupium,

Cassalpinia Bonducella, C. Sepiaria, Poinciana regia,

P. pulcherrima, P. elata, are cultivated ; Colvillea

racemosa ; Parkinsonia aculeata is introduced but
|

found everywhere ; Bauhinia purpurea, B. Vahlii,

B. racemosa, &c. ; Tamarindus indica (Tamarind),

Cassia Fistula, C. auriculata, Adenanthera Pavo-

iiina, Prosopis spicigera, Mimosa rubicauUs, Inga

dulcis, Albizzia procera. Acacias, Crotalarias,

Sesbanias, Colutea nepalensis, Indigoferas, Ery-

thrina indica, Butea frondosa, Sterculia faHida, S.

viUosa, S. urens, and S. colorata; Gewiaoppositifolia,

G. populifera, G. pilosa, G. villosa, G. asiatica, and

G. tilixfolia ; Limonia acidissima, Zizyphus vulgaris,

Z. Jujuba (the original Jujube), Z. nummularia,

Rhamnus virgatus, Ilovenia dulcis, Tectona grandis

(Teak), Terminalia Chebula, T. Bellerica, Psidium

Guava, Eugenia Jarabos, E. Jambolana, Lawsonia

alba, Lagerstnimia parviflora, L. regino?. Tunica

Granatum, Opuntia Dilleniana, Shorea robusta (the

Sal timber tree), Adansonia digitata, Bombax mala-

barica, Mangifera indica (the Mango, to be seen

everywhere), Tamarix gallica, Flacourtia, Holmski-

oldiasanguinea, Cordia Myxa, Marsdenias, Calotropis

procera (of very wide distribution), Nerium odorum,

Celaslrus senegalensis, Euonymus, Melia indica, M,
Azedarach. Amongst the Palms and grasses we may
mention Borassus flagelliformis, Chamxrops Ritche-

ana, Calamus Rotang, C. tenuis, C. fasciculatus,

Phoenix dactylifera, P. sylvestris, P. acaulis, Bam-
busa vulgaris, B, arundinacea, B. Tulda, B. Balcooa,

and Dendrocalamus strictus; while numerous species

of herbs, shrubs, &c., form the undergrowth, and

climbers often make the forest an impenetrable

jungle. The grass jungle is the most common feature

of the plain lands, especially at the foot of the

mountains, where, as in the Nepaul Terai, the

tiger and leopard love to dwell, sheltered from

the hunter's eye by the luxuriant growth of

grass blending the undergrowth into one thick

mass of vegetation.

I ascended the Himalayas at four different points

— Simla, Mussoorie, Nynee tal, and Darjeeling in

Sikkim. On leaving the thin clad plains and

nearing the mountains the vegetation becomes richer

and richer, until the whole forests appear to be

mountains of vegetation. The valleys teem with

plants of every form, rocks are hidden with Ferns,

the trees themselves are the homes of countless

Ferns, Orchids, Philodendrons, Monsteras, Pipers,

and numerous parasites ; while on ascending high, the

gradual transition from tropical forms to sub-tropical

and temperate forms is discernible. The Bamboos,

Rattans, Musas, Aroids and Ficoids, Palms, Cycads

and Tree Ferns soon give way to forms peculiar to

colder regions. Conifeia- is represented by Pinus

longifolia, P. Gerardiana, P. excelsa, Ccdrus

Deodara, Abies S mithiana, Picea Webbiana, Cupressus

torulosa, Juniperus excelsa, and Taxus baccata,

Quercus incana, Q. Ilex, Q. semicarpifolia, Q.
lanuginosa, Q. serrata, Q. spicata, Corylus Colurna,

Ephedra vulgaris, several species of Salix, Prunus,

Rosa, Clematis, Berberis, Arundinaria falcata,

Wallichia densiflora, Chamcerops Martiana, Aralia

cachemirica, Iledcra Helix and varieties, numerous
hardy Ferns and a few Orchids. Several arborescent

Cacti-like Euphorbias are often associated with

Pinus longifolius. But best of all are the Rhododen-
drons, which grow to perfection at Nynee tal : these

H,R. H. the Prince of Wales saw, and was wonder.

(ully struck with their beauty ; they grow to an

immense size, and stand a great deal of cold.

Thanking you for space, and your readers for bear-

ing with me, I here conclude my notes on India.

C. MiiMi, Botaiiiciii Gardens, Cambnd^i-.
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THE COMMON HOLLY AND
ITS VARIETIES.—XIII.
C. Leaves Gold-Variegated.

\\\ Spines few, wanting, or inconstant.

tt Leaves gold-blotcVied.

X Leaves medium-sized.

145. I. A. LAURIFOLIA AUREOI'ICTA ; laurifolia

aurea variegata, Smith (fig. 75). — A handsomely
blotched Holly, the young shoots of which have a
purplish or reddish brown bark. The leaves are

ovate, 2\ inches long, dark green at the margins, and
marked with a bold irregular more or less feathered

blotch of deep golden-yellow.

146. \. A. keterophylla aureo-picta, Lee

;

pictum, Lawson, Smith (figs. 76, 77). — This
variety, which in its markings is similar to the last,

occurs in the Ochtertyre collection under the name of

medio-picta aurea ; it differs, however, essentially

from laurifolia aureo-picta in having the bark of the

young wood green instead of purple. The leaves are

ovate, sometimes inclining to elliptic, flat and tooth-

less, or with one or two marginal teeth ; they are

zl inches long, dark green at the edge, often blotched

with paler grey-green in the centre, and there con-

spicuously marked with a broad, unequally developed,

feathery blotch of bright yellow, which makes it a

very effective plant. At Ochtertyre, where there is a

tree 20 feet high, it is noted as a sterile variety.

147. I. A. AUREA medio-picta ; medio-picta,

Waterer, Lawson (fig. 7S). — This variety has the

young bark purplish, and the leaves ovate, 2 inches

or rather more in length, often slightly twisted, as

shown in the figure, and generally more or less

recurved at the apex, which is drawn out into a long

point ; they are sometimes spineless, and sometimes
have one or two stoutish spines produced on one or

both margins. The colour is a bright green, with

bright golden centre.

14S. L A. scoTiCA Ai REO-riCTA ; scurtica picta,

Paul & Son.—This very handsome variety has been
received only from the Cheshunt Nurseries, whence
some few other choice forms have reached us. It has
the short blunt ovate leaves of scotica, and the same
leathery texture ; but the margins appear to be mode-
rately undulated, and the centre is marked by a large

blotch of rich gold colour.

149. I. A. TORTUOSA AUREO-PICTA ; Gold-
blotched Screw, Waterer ; contorta aurea variegata.

Smith (fig. 79).—A pretty small-leaved Holly, with
the young bark purple. The leaves are I J to 2 inches
long, and terminate in a rather strongly-developed
spme. Occasionally, but rarely, there is here and
there a shorter spine on the margin. A peculiarity of
this variety is that the leaves are spirally twisted,
whence the name of Screw Holly given to the green
and variegated varieties which possess this character.
The marginal portion of the blade is deep green,

while the centre is occupied by a broad deep golden
blotch. The surface is roughish, as in the next.

150. L A. MARGINATA AUREO-PICTA ; crispum
aureum, Lawson ; recurva aurea, Fisher ; tortuosa

picta, Barron.—In this variety the bark of the young

shoots is purplish. The leaves are twisted and coria-

ceous, with a thickened margin (as in No. 58), glossy

and puckered on the surface, almost shapeless, from the

twisting and the irregular development of the spines,

which are sometimes wholly wanting, the thickened

edge being undulated, and sometimes sparingly pro-

duced in an altogether erratic manner. The marginal

portions are deep green, while the disk is marbled

with yellow and pale green, the yellow predominating

near the base. It appears to be the blotched form of

No. 5S, though that has a tendency to produce leaves

larger than in the present variety. T. Moore.

GLEVERING HALL.
This place is now the property of Lady Hunting-

field, but at present in the occupation of E. T. Cole-

man, Esq. The Hall is a handsome building,

standing in a well, wooded park of about 250
acres, on the N. E. bank of the river Deben, and

6 miles N.N.W. of Woodbridge. The gardens are

not extensive, but every department is in the most

perfect keeping, extending even to the stokeholes,

and every odd nook and corner. Lawn-mowers have

in most places entirely superseded the scythe, but

the latter is still in use here, and the lawn gives

evidence [that it is in the hands of those who know
how to wield it, as the turf was closely shaven, and

presented that rich velvet-like texture which so much
enhances the beauty of our flower gardens. The beds

are edged with wood, rounded of! and painted to

imitate stone, which shows in pleasing contrast to

the green turf on which they are laid out with plenty

of space between. These beds were all well filled

with the usual kinds of plants most useful for that

purpose, and although in the full sun Calceolarias

were flowering in a manner not usually seen, and as

if disease was quite unknown among them. Some
beds of seedling Petunias were very effective, and in

the distance, on entering the approach, were the first to

catch the eye, and fix the attention. These showy flowers

are easily and cheaply raised, and when seen in masses

in the way they were here, few things in the bedding

way make a better or more lasting display of gay

flowers.

The conservatory is detached from the mansion,

and is a useful building of good proportions, having a

large dome and roof supported on iron columns,

up which Passifloras and other creepers are trained.

The principal plants for furnishing this house were

enjoying their summer quarters in a well-sheltered

nook partially shaded with huge Laurels, where they

were maturing their growth and revelling in the

genial night dews and refreshing showers—both

of which are so conducive to the health of most

plants after they have made their summer growth.

Those here consisted principally of Camellias, Oranges,

Guavas, Azaleas, Rhododendron arboreum, Lasio-

petalums, &c., all of large size and in the most robust

state of health.

The Camellias were well set with bloom-buds, and

the leaves of that rich, shining, dark green colour

that adds so much to the beauty of the flowers,

and is a sure index of health. Some growers object

to turning their Azaleas out, preferring to keep them

under glass in a forcing temperature till quite late in

the season, with the view of better developing the buds

and inducing larger blooms. This practice may be

advantageous with such as are intended for early

forcing, but for the general stock much benefit to the

plants is derived from placing them out in suitable

positions where they are in a more natural state of

existence than can be afforded them under glass. The

plants here appeared to have been placed out imme-

diately they had made their growth, and when seen

at the end of August the flower-buds were bold and

prominent, and the plants free from that pest—the
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thrips—so often injurious to Azaleas when kept too

long in high temperatures. The Lasiopetalum is a

plant one rarely meets with, but is deserving a place

in every collection on account of the ornamental cha-

racter of its leaves, and the Hoya-like appearance of

its flowers, which are borne in early spring in the

greatest profusion.

The kitchen garden is a small walled-in enclosure,

well cropped with the usual vegetables necessary for

the supply of a large house. Plenty of manure, deep

cultivation and a well hoed surface had here brought

about the natural result—good succulent vegetables of

large size, without any symptoms of thatdire complaint

often seen among the Brassica family when not

liberally treated, and known among the gardening

fraternity as the "blues."

Pears appear to succeed well here, as the walls are

clothed with fine trees laden with large fruit, and

growing on the end wall of the stables is a tree of

gigantic proportions covering several hundred square

feet of surface and bearing bushels of Pears. With

the great scarcity existing in most of our cities and

large towns for all kinds of choice fruit, it is much to

be regretted that many such favourable places for

growing a plentiful supply should not be more fre-

quently utilised, instead of having miles of bare

walls, such as factories, the gable ends of houses,

farm-buildings, and such-like places standing idle

without growing a tree of any kind. Attached to the

south wall of the kitchen garden are some commodious

lean-to vineries, and a house in this range at the time

of our visit contained some magnificent plants of

Cattleyas, Lycastes, Oncidiums, Dendrobes, Millonias,

and such-like Orchids that have only the accommo-
dation of an ordinary vinery in which to winter them.

Much has been said and written on the cool treatment

of Orchids, and here we saw an example of what may
be done with very limited means for growing this class

of plants, provided the right kinds are selected. Many,

however, are led astray, and think that because they

see or hear of certain kinds of Orchids being kept in a

low temperature that they may be grown in an ordin-

ary greenhouse, and this has led to much disappoint-

ment and loss.

The above class of Orchids, like many other

varieties of stove plants, will stand a deal of cold at

a certain season—that is, after they have made their

growth and have thoroughly matured the same. The
plants in question, although wintered in a cool-house,

have plenty of heat and atmospheric moisture while

making their growth, and during the early stages of

maturity, after which they will stand a temperature

of about 50°, provided they are not subjected to

currents of air. Rest with these, as with most other

plants, is very essential, and it is equally so that they

should be accommodated with plenty of heat and

moisture at the right time if success is to be achieved.

The vineries are stocked with well established Vines
bearing fine crops of useful-sized bunches, lar^e in

berry and well- coloured. The late house is about

70 feet by 12, containing Vmes upwards of eighty

years old, all of which are still in luxuriant health,

and bearing excellent crops of well-finished fruit.

None of these show the least symptoms of shanking,
although some of the varieties growing here, such as

the Frontij^nans, are known to be subject to that fail-

ing, and can hardly be grown on that account in some
places. It is rarely one sees a place, even of small

extent like this is, in such a complete state of keeping,

with everything so well done and cared for. Such
a state of things reflects the greatest credit on Mr.
Coleman's excellent gardener, to who^e courtesy we
were indebted for showing us round. J. S.

BRITISH ASSOCIATION.
[The following extracts, taken from Mr. Wallace's

Address to the Biological Section, are continued from

p. 368.]
Relations of Colour.

Some very curious physiologicil factsbearing upon the

presence or absence of white colours in the higher

animals have lately been adduced by Dr. Ogle. It has

been found that a coloured or dark pigment in the olfac-

tory region of the nostrils is essential to perfect smell, and
this pigment is rarely deficient except when the whole

animal is pure white, in these cases the creature is almost

without smell or tase. This, Dr. Ogle believes, explains

the curious case of the pigs in Virginia adduced by Mr.

Darwin, white pigs being poisoned by a poisonous root

which does not affect black pigs. Mr. Darwin imputed
this to a constitutional difference accompanying the

dark colour, which rendered what was poisonous to the

white-coloured animals quite innocuous to the black. Dr.

Ogle however observes that there ib no proof that the

black pigs eat the root, and he believes the more probable

explanation to be that it is distasteful to them, while the

white pigs, being deficient in smell and taste, eat it and
are killed. Analogous facts occur m several distinct

families. White sheep are killed in the Tarentino by
eating Hypericum crispum, while black sheep escape

;

white rhinoceroses are said to perish from eating

Euphorbia candelabrum ; and white horses are said to

suffer from poisonous food where coloured ones escape.

Now it is very improbable that a constitutional immunity
from poisoning by so many distinct plants should in the

case of such widely diffTent animals be always corre-

lated with the same (1 ,i\:rence of colour
;
but the facts

are readily understood if the senses ofsmell and taste are

dependent on the presence of a pigment which is deficient

in wholly white animals. The explanation has, how-
ever, been carried a step further, by experiments showing
that the absorption of odours by dead matter, such as

clothing, is greatly affected by colour, black being the

most powerful absorbent, then blue, red, yellow, and
lastly white. We have here a physical cause for the

sense-inferiority of totally white animals which may
account for their rarity in Nature. For few, if any, wild

animals are wholly white. The head, the face, or at

least the muzzle or the nose, are generally black. The
ears and eyes are also often black ; and there is reason

to believe that dark pigment is essential to good hciring,

as it certainly is to perfect vision. We can therefore

understand why white cats with blue eyes are so often

deaf— a peculiarity we notice more readily than their

deficiency of smell or taste.

If then the prevalence of white coloration is generally

accompanied with some deficiency in the acuteness of

the most important senses, this colour becomes doubly
dangerous, for it not only renders its possessor more
conspicuous to its enemies, but at the same time makes
it less ready in detecting the presence of danger. Hence,
perhaps, the reason why white appears more frequently

in islands where competition is less severe and enemies
less numerous and varied. Hence, also, a reason why
albinoism, although freely occurring in captivity, never

maintains itself in a wild state, while melanism does.

The peculiarity of some islands in having all their

inhabitants of dusky colours—as the Galapagos—may
also perhaps be explained on the same principles, for

poisonous fruits or seeds may there abound which weed
out all white or light-coloured varieties, owing to their

deficiency of smell and taste. We can hardly believe,

however, that this would apply to white-coloured
butterflies, and this may be a reason why the effect of

an insular habitat is more marked in these insects than
in birds or mammals. But though inapplicable to the

lower animals, this curious relation of sense acute-

ness with colours may have had some influence

on the development of the higher human races. If

light tints of the skin were generally accompanied by
some deficiency in the senses of smell, hearing, and
vision, the white could never compete with the darker
races, so long as man was in a very low or savage
condition, and wholly dependent for existence on the

acuteness of his senses. But as the mental faculties

became more fully developed and more important to his

welfare than mere sense acuteness, the lighter tints of
skin, hair, and eyes, would cease to be disadvantageous
whenever they were accompanied by superior brain

power. Such variations would then be preserved
;
and

thus may have arisen the Xanthochroic race of mankind,
in which we find a high development of intellect

accompanied by a slight deficiency in the acuteness of

the senses as compared with the darker forms.

Plants and Insects.

I have now to ask your attention to a few remarks on
the peculiar relations of plants and insects as exhibited

in islands.

Ever since Mr. Darwin showed the immense import-

ance of insects in the fertilisation of flowers great atten-

tion has been paid to the subject, and the relation of

these two very different classes of natural objects has
been found to be more universal and more complex ihan
could have been anticipated. Whole genera and families

of plants have been so modified as first to attract, and
then to be fertilised by, certain groups of insects, and
this special adaptation seems in many cases to have de-
termined the more or less wide range of the plants in

question. It is also known that some species of plants

can be fertilised only by particular species of insects, and
the absence of these from any locahty would necessarily

prevent the continued existence of the plant in that area.

Here, I believe, will be found the clue to much of the
peculiarity of the floras of oceanic islands, since the

methods by which these have been stocked with plants

and insects will be often quite different. Many seeds
are, no doubt, carried by oceanic currents, others

probably by aquatic birds. Mr. H. N. Moseley informs
me that the albatrosses, gulls, puffins, tropic birds, and
many others nest inland, often amidst dense vegetation,

and he believes they often carry seeds, attached to their

feathers, from island to island for great distances. In
the tropics they often nest on the mountains far inland,

and may thus aid in the distribution even of mountain
plants. Insects, on the other hand, are mostly conveyed
by aerial currents, especially by violent gales ; and it

may thus often happen that totally unrelated plants and
insects may be brought together, in which case the
former must often perish for want of suitable insects to

fertilise them. This will, I think, account for the strangely
fragmentary nature of these insular floras, and the great

differences that often exist between those which are
situate in the same ocean, as well as for the preponder-
ance of certain orders and genera. In Mr. Pickering's

valuable work on the Geographical Distribution of
Animals and Phnfs, he gives a list of no less than sixty-

six natural orders of planis unexpectedly absent from
Tahiti, or which occur in many of the surrounding
lands, some being abundant in other islands— as the

Labiatse at the Sandwich Islands. In these latter islands
the flora is much richer, yet a large number of families
which abound in other parts of Polynesia are totally

wanting. Now much of the poverty and exceptional
distribution of the plants ot these islands is probably due
to the great scarcity of flower-frequenting insects.

Lepidoptera and Hymenoptera are exceedingly scarce in
the eastern islands ot the Pacific, and it is almost certaia
that many plants which require these insects for their
fertilisation have been thereby prevented from establish-
ing themselves. In the western islands, such as the
Fijis, several species of butterflies occur in tolerable
abundance, and no doubt some flower-haunting Hymen-
optera accompany them, and in these islands the flora

appears to be much more varied, and especially to be
characterised by a much greater variety of showy flowers,

as may be seen by examining the plates of Dr. Seeraan's
Flora Viiiensis.

Fciixs AND Insects.

Darwin and Pickering both speak of the great pre-
ponderance of Ferns at Tahiti ; and Mr. Moseley, who
spent several days in the interior of the island, informs
me that "at an elevation of from 2000 to 3000 feet the
dense vegetation is composed almost entirely of Ferns.
A Tree Fern (Alsophila tahitensib) forms a sort of forest,

to the exclusion of almost every other tree, and, with
huge plants of two other Ferns (Angiopteris evecta
and Asplenium Nidus), forms the main mass of the vege-
tation." And he adds :

" I have nowhere seen Ferns in

so great proportionate abundance." This unusual pro-
portion of Ferns is a general feature of insular as com-
pared with continental floras, but it has, I believe, been
generally attributed to favourable conditions, especially
to equable climate and perennial moisture. In this re-

spect, however, Tahiti can hardly differ greatly from
many other islands, which yet have no such vast pre-
ponderance of Ferns. This is a question that cannot be
decided by mere lists of species, since it is probable that
in Tahiti they are less numerous than in some other
islands where they form a far less conspicuous feature in

the vegetation. The island most comparable with Tahiti
in that respect is Juan Fernandez. Mr. Moseley writes

to me :
—

" In a general view of any wide stretch of the
densely-clothed mountainous surface of the island the
Ferns—both Tree Ferns and the unstemmed forms— are
seen at once to compose a very large proportion of the
m.ass of foliage." As to the insects of Juan Fernandez,
Mr. Edwyn C. Reed, who made two visits and spent
several weeks there, has kindly furnished me with some
exact information. Of butterflies there is only one (Pyra-
meis carie), and that rare-a Chilian species, and
probably an accidental straggler. Four species of

moths of moderate size were observed—all Chilian, and
a few larv:^ and pupre. Of bees there were none, except
one very minute species {allied to Chilicola). and of other
Hymenoptera a single specimen of Ophion luleus—

a

cosmopolitan ichneumon. About twenty species of flies

were observed, and these formed the most prominent
feature of the entomology of the island.

Now, as far as we know, this extreme entomological
poverty agrees closely with that of Tahiti, and there are
probably no other portions of the globe equally favoured
in soil and chmate, and with an equally luxuriant vegeta-
tion, where insect life is so scantily developed. It is

curious, therefore, to find that these two islands also
agree in the wonderful predominance of Ferns over the
flowering plants—in individuals even more than in

species, and there is no difficulty in connecting the two
facts. The excessive minuteness and great abundance
of Fern-spores causes them to be far more easily dis-

tributed by winds than the seeds of flowering plants, and
they are thus always ready to occupy any vacant places
in suitable localities, and to compete with the less

vigorous flowering plants. But where insects are so
scarce all plants which require insect fertilisation,

whether constantly to enable them to produce seed at all,

or occasionally to keep up their constitutional vigour by
crossing, must be at a great disadvantage

; and thus the
scanty flora which oceanic islands must always possess,
peopled as they usually are by waifs and strays from
other lands, is rendered still more scanty by the weeding
out of all such as depend largely on insect fertilisation

for their full development. It seems probable, therefore,

that the preponderance of Ferns in islands (considered
in mass of individuals rather than in number of species)

is largely due to the absence of competing phenogamous
plants ; and that this is in great part due to the scarcity
of insects. In other oceanic islands, snch as New Zealand
and the Galapagos, where Ferns, although tolerably

abundant, form no such predominant feature in the

vegetation, but where the scarcity of flower-haunting
insects is almost equally marked, we find a great pre-

ponderance of small, green, or otherwise inconspicuous
flowers, indicating that only such plants have been
enabled to flourish there as are independent of insect

fertilisation. In the Galapagos {which are, perhaps, even
more deficient in flying insects than luan Fernandez),
this is so striking a feature that Mr. Darwin speaks of

the vegetation as consisting in great part of "wretched-
looking weeds," and states that *'

it was some time before

he discovered that almost every plant was in flower at

the time of his visit." He also says that he " did not see

one beautiful flower " in the islands. It appears, how-
ever, that Compositee, Leguminosa:-, Rubiace^s, and
Solanacere form a large proportion of the flowering
plants, and as these are orders which usually require

insect fertilisation we must suppose either that they have
become modified so as to be self-fertilised or that they

aie fertilised by the visits of the minute Diptera and
Hymenoptera, which are the only insects recorded from '

these islands.

In Juan Fernandez, on the other hand, there is no such
total deficiency of showy flowers. I am informed by Mr.
Moseley that a variety uf the Magnoliaceous Winter's*
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bark abounds, and has showy white flowers, and that a

Bignoniaceous shrub, with abundance of dark blue

flowers, was also plentiful ;
while a white-flowered Lilia-

ceous plant formed large patches on the hill-sides. Be-

sides these there were two species of woody Compositas

with conspicuous heads of yellow blossonts, and a species

of while-flowered Myrtle also abundant ; so that, on the

whole, flowers formed a rather conspicuous feature in the

aspect of the vegetation of Juan Fernandez.

{To he continued.')

Natural History.

Economic Entomology.—The Science and Art

Department has for some years past been gradually

forming a collection illustrating economic entomolofiy.

Although the progress of the work has been watched

with interest by a few men of science at home, and its

fame has reached entomologists in different parts of

Europe and America, it is not yet known to the bulk

of our horticulturists and agriculturists. Up to the

present time, indeed, the Department has taken no

steps to bring the collection into notice, for it was felt

that while a few parts of it only were complete, it

could answer no useful end to do so. Now, however,

as nearly a hundred cises are arranged ar.d almost

every important branch of the subject has been, at

least touched upon, it is believed that the collection

is in a condition to be of practical use to those who

wish to consult it. A catalogue has just been issued,

and it is wished that the nature of the information the

collection is designed to convey should be made as

widely known as possible. This catalogue, is how-

ever, as it is styled, nothing more than a "list of con-

tents of the cases." It may be well, therefore, before

referring to the collection to give a brief account of

its history, which will serve to explain how it is the

Department has come to take the subject up.

In 1865 the Royal Horticultural Society com-

menced a collection of insects injurious to agriculture

and horticulture, the object being to aff jrd cultiva-

tors an opportunity of becoming acquainted with the

appearance and habits ol the enemies from whose

ravages they suffered. What amateur has not grieved

when he has seen his choice plants, obtained with

trouble and expense, pine and droop, in spite of all

care, while he has not known the cause of his misfor-

tune ? What floriculturist has not been in despair at

limes when he has watched the nursery beds from

which he has expected just profits for his efforts, show-

ing signs of sickliness and decay without knowing the

cause of the evil that had befallen him. The

Scientific Committee of the Horticultural Society,

always ready to receive from inquirers specimens of

ravages committed, and to send such information as

they could to lessen, if not entirely to stop them, found

the materials they thus accumulated soon outgrew

their accommodation. They applied to Mr. (now

Sir) Henry Cole, first for the loan of cases and after-

wards for museum space in which they might keep

their specimens. These requests were granted, and

in course of time the Society was glad that the collec-

tion should pass altogether into the keeping of the

authorities of the South Kensington Museum. Small

grants were made by the Department for the proper

arrangement of the collection, and as the recognition

of its importance grew so the grants increased. The

collection was afterwards sent to Bethnal Green

Museum, and its development was confided to the

care of Mr. Andrew Murray, F.L.S., by whom it has

been patiently and laboriously brought to its present

efficiency.

The collection as it now exists is unique in its

arrangement, the aim in this respect being to afford

instruction with the least trouble to those seeking it.

For this purpose glazed frames are used, about 32

inches high and 24 inches wide, and these are hung on

screens as pictures ; this prevents the fatigue of stoop-

ing over table cases, and does away with the need of

opening drawers. The plan ha=, of course, entailed

considerable extra trouble, for each frame has had to

be treated as a complete portion of a subject. It

would not do to introduce a fresh subject at the last

row in a case, and there has been, therefore, a need

for the exercise of judgment in slightly extending or

narrowing the range of illustrative specimens so as to

maintain an artistic appearance of the whole. The
efficiency of the collection is in no way affected by this.

The majority of the cases contain from twenty-five to

thirty objects each, but there are some exceptions,

where, with small specimens, there are as many as

forty or fifty. The objects consist of specimens of

insects preserved in fluid or mounted on card, magni-

fied water-colour drawings of them from the pencil of

Mr. Andrew Murray, and illustrations of the damages
which the insects do, these being shown, according to

the circumstances imposed by the conditions them-

selves, either by actual specimens, models, or

drawings.

The scope of the collection is no less unique than

its arrangement. It embraces the entire range of the

ways in which insects affect man in his material inte-

rests, including the personal comfort of himself and

his dependents as well as the way in which they

damage his industries, and the manner in which he

can turn them to a profitable account.

Tims there are cases devoted to the illustration of

mos<iuitos, flies, and bots that worry, and the parasites

tliat infest different races of man and domesticated and

wild animals. This last subject may, of course,

receive almost unlimited additions from time to time

as our knowledge is extended. Van Beneden has, for

example, within the last two months published his

researches on the parasites of the Octopod family, and

though they are not insects, the observations illustrate

the present activity of research. Some of the cases

are occupied with sections of branches and trunks of

trees and foliage, showing the way in which timber

is injured by boring insects, or- the leaves damaged by

saw-flies and gall-makers. Others illustrate the

damages to fruit trees, to our much prized Rose and other

flowering and ornamental trees, to Cabbage, Potato,

Carrot, and Turnip crops, and other garden and field

produce, and the cereals. Crops that are the care of

colonists as well as the staple agricultural produce

of other nations are, as far as information is obtain-

able, included in the collection. In most instances,

and notably in such cases as the leopard moth and the

tiger moth, there are illustrations of the different

stages of the development of the insect. The house-

hold moths which affect clothing and furniture,

destroyers of books and leather work, cockroaches,

blow-flies, and other household pests, have all received

attention, and are represented in the collection. There

are many groups of insects that are the friends of man
in the sense that their natural food consists of the

insects that are his enemies. These are specially

distinguished, for their ready recognition by the

farmer and horticulturist is important, so that care may
be taken to avoid their destruction. There also some

frames devoted to special subjects, such as the insects

that damage drugs, and those that are used in medicine

and in the arts, &c.

One speci.al feature throughout is the way in which

insects and insect damages that require microscopic

examination are faithfully given by Mr. Murray's

highly-finished water-colour drawings. In many in-

stances the insects themselves are so small that the

unaided eye can but just discern specks on the card

on which they are mounted. In others minute dis-

coloured spots on stems or leaves indicate where the

damage is done. Mr. Murray's drawings give a mag-

nified representation of these, which serve for identifi-

cation for those who have occasion to make them

matters of study. There have been works from the

pens of entomologists at home and abroad which have

dealt with special branches of insect damage. Curtis'

Farm [nH'cts is still, sixteen years after its publication,

the standard work of reference for field and barn

damages. Bringing together as it does, under the

heading of the different crops, the insects that affect

each crop, it presents a grouping which, for ready

reference, is in some respects more convenient than

Mr. Murray's. Boisduval's VEntomolo^U Hort'i^ole^

now ten years old, was the first and only systematic

attempt to describe the insects injurious to horticuliure,

and in this a zoological classification was adopted.

Ralzeburg's Die Forstiiis;clm and Altun's Font

Zccilo^ie are both authorities on insects injurious to

forest trees. On parasitic insects there has been no

comprehensive work, unless the references in Kirby

and Spence are regarded as entitled to be called so.

The Department's collection embraces all these

branches of the subject. Kaltenbach's P/lanzen-

feinde, the last general work issued, and a very con-

venient one for reference, as it gives the plants

arranged in botanical sequence and the enemies of

each arranged in zoological sequence, is not of so wide

a range.

There is so much of entomological information

scattered through periodical publications and special

journals both at home and abroad, that the prepara-

tion of this collection must have involved a large

amount of literary labour. It is, however, not based

solely on information culled from existing sources.

since, for many of the genera, there was no infor-

mation existing, and this Mr. Murray has supplied by
original research. What is the amount of loss the

country suffers annually from insect ravages there are

no means of telling with even an approximation to

accuracy. Though the subject has received scientific

attention for nearly too years, though the amount of

interest taken by all classes in our agricultural pro-

gress is great, though we have central ;;3nd local agri-

cultural societies in abundance, we are still without

organisation of any kind for obtaining statistics as to

losses from this cause. Those who are in the habit of

watching the columns of answers to correspondents in

the gardening and farming papers, which employ the

services of scientific referees, know well how
frequent are the occurrence of attacks of in-

sects, damaging and sometimes partly clearing

crops. Though the actual figures are not known,

yet this much is known—that our annual losses

by wireworm, Wheat-fly, granary-beetle, surface-

grub, Carrot-rust, Turnip-fly, Onion-fly, Cabbage-fly,

and a host of other enemies, are very great. The
damage to our choice fruits is, too, not inconsiderable.

For the purpose of getting trustworthy statistics,

scientific accuracy on the part of observers is essential.

This the collection may do much to supply. Mr.

Curtis, after much experience in the matter, has given

his opinion thus ;
—

"It is a great mistake to suppose that scientific

descriptions and correct nomenclature ought to be

employed for the use of those only who are specially

engaged in the study of natural history. If insects be

not thus accurately and scientifically described, and

their names carefully learnt, the facts noticed by prac-

tical observers are generally worthless, and may tend

to mislead by the confusion of one species with another

and the consequent adoption of improper remedies."

He adds, he has found "a very large amount of the

information given by practical agriculturists and gar-

deners has proved valueless in cases where, if the

particular species alluded to could only have been

i<lentified, it would have been of great value in

furthering subsequent investigations."

Kijllar, as the result of his experience, refers to the

mistakes agriculturists make :

—

"An insect which escapes his notice from its

minute size as well as from the difficulty of finding

out its abode is at work destroying the fruit of his

hbours. The agriculturist who is unacqainted with

the economy of insects seeks in vain for the author of

this destruction, and not unfrequently attributes it to

creatures which in reality are his benefactors."

Until our observers are more enlightened it is,

perhaps, useless to hope for trustworthy statistics

regarding damage done. But our knowledge—that

is, the knowledge of our men of science— is in a suffi-

ciently adv.anced state to know what to do to check

insect ravages. The life history of nearly all crop

pests has been worked out. The time of egg laying,

the places selected for their deposition, the habits

of the larva, the condition of the chrysalis, when

there is one, the life of the fully-developed insect, are

all known. The most effective way of destroy-

ing the insects, selecting either the egg,

larva, or chrys.alis state, are also known ; and

much of this has been known for years. It is to be

hoped that this collection will direct attention to this

question :
" How is it that with so much knowledge

we annually suffer such great losses? " The question

has been asked in America, where in many States

there is a State Entomologist. And the answer has

taken this form : The individual application of the

knowledge is of no good ; it is useless for one property

to be cleared of pests while surrounding properties

still breed them. Combination is needed, and the

interference of Congress can alone secure this. Mr.

Leconte, in his address before the American Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Science, at the Detroit

meeting, suggested that the importance of combina-

tion should be urged on farmers, and that information

as to probable benefits should be supplied to them.

Bills have been introduced into Congress on the

subject, but the report for 1S76 of Mr. Riley, which

has just reached England, does not show more than

that earnest attention is being given to the question.

That Mr. Murray's hopes do not end with the

arrangement of his collection as a means of usefulness

is foreshadowed by a paper on insect damage he read

before the Royal Horticultural Society a year ago. He
wishes to see some united active steps taken for clearing

whole districts at once of pests. If united action

could by any means be secured, the work would be
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simple. A scientific inspection of a district would

decide with regard to a particular pest the condition

of development in which it would be on certain days.

Instructions would be given as to the course to be

adopted, and if this were simultaneously acted on

throughout a district the pest might be checked, if

not entirely removed. It is sincerely to be hoped

that either some society or the Department will take

so important a matter up. Further, why should not

economic entomology be one of the subjects for the

Department's instruction and examination. It might

train many in agricultural districts to an intelligent

appreciation of the importance of co-operation in

obtaining knowledge and acting upon it. If this

collection leads to the Department bringing influence

to bear by any channel that will produce concert in

clearing pests, it will be one of the most practically

useful pieces of work it has undertaken. As to the

present condition of the collection, there are several

details which should receive attention. IMany frames

are too low—are close to the ground, in fact ; the

space between the screens is too narrow ; not the

slightest care is given to lighting the collections when
the Museum is open till 10 ; the cases are not in

proper sequence ; and the labels need to be clearly

printed. These are defects which will no doubt be

speedily remedied. The Times.

THE SPECIES OF ENCEPHA-
LARTOS.

Few grander subjects for permanent conservatory

decoration can be conceived than the species of this

genus ; their substantial looking columnar stems sur-

mounted by noble crowns of foliage, now massive,

now elegant and graceful, give an appearance than

which nothing can be more striking. They seem as

if they were members of some other world which by

some chance have drifted into this. To speak of

them as animated fossils—Rip Van Winkles of the

vegetable world—would not be so very inappropriate,

considering that in oolitic times these or some nearly

allied forms actually lived and flourished in these

islands as Oaks or Beeches do now. At present the

species of Encephalartos are confined to South Africa,

and, though so clannish as to be at once recognis-

able as a group, by no means ofler facilities

for the discrimination of particular species. Indeed,

when we come to look at the living specimens in our

gardens, the dried ones in herbaria, those figured and

described in books, and in each case all more or less

imperfect, now with leaves without cones, now with

cones, male or female, and no leaves, it seems as if

every individual we meet with constituted to himself

or herself a distinct species. Of course, if we could

watch these plants from their youth upward, through

all their stages of growth, it would probably be easy,

certainly easier than it now is, to refer these protean

forms to a few species or leading groups. M. A.

De Candolle * has indeed reduced the known species

to six, and noted as doubtful six more. Still more
recently M. Regel f has published an account of the

genus, reproduced in the Gardeners^ Chronlde^ 1875,

vol iii., p. 401, an account which he has republished

and revised in the Gartcnflora for 1S76, p. 204. The
species mentioned by M. Regel are E. cycadifolius,

pungens, Verschaffeltii, elongatus, villosus, Leh-

manni, longifolius, cafier, lanuginosus, horridus, and

Altensteinii, and many varieties referred to one or

other of the just named species, of which the flowers

and fruits of K. villosus, figured in our columns, 18751

p. 401, are not yet known.

The plant we now figure (figs. So, Si, S2, and S3

on p. 397) is doubtless referable to Encephalartos Al-

tensteinii of Lehmann, and it is that form of it cata-

logued by M. J. Verschaffelt as E. Vromii, and which

M. Regel has more recently called E. Altensteinii, first

var. parvifolius, and then var. spinosior {Garteiiflora^

1S76, 204). According to M. Regel Zamia elegantis-

simaand Z. vanden Ileckei of hort. J. Verschaffelt are

also referable to this form. Our illustrations were pre-

pared in the nursery of Mr. \V. Bull, who possesses

an extraordinarily rich collection of these noble plants.

The central figure of our illustration (see fig. S3, p. 397)

represents the male plant with its tuft of foliage, to the

left a trunk which has not yet burst into leaf, to the

" A. De C, Prodr., vol. xvi., sect, posterior, fasc. ii. (1868),

P- 530.

f Regel, Descr. PI. Nov. et min. cogit. cum adnot adptantas
vivas in hort. Imp. Pctrop. cuHa, fasc. ii., 17: Gardeners'
Chronicle, 1875, March 27, p. 400.

right a female plant bearing at its summit two cones of

which one is shown rather smaller than life size in fig.

82). It may easily be imagined that the trunk in

question with its double cone formed a most striking

object, especially seen amid a little forest of other

plants, as in Mr. Bull's house. The male spike (fig.

So) was taken from the plant whose crown of foliage

is represented in the centre of fig. S3, p. 397.

2A.

-y t\

SSifr ^^:

ALTENSTEINII (MALE luNh).

The trunks in Mr. Bull's specimens vary from J to

6 feet in height, and are about i foot in diameter,

quite glabrous, and marked with three or somewhat

four-sided scars, indicating the place whence former

leaves have fallen away. The leaf-stalk is sub-terete,

or somewhat four-angled, covered with furfuraceous

down. The leaf-segments are alternate below, oppo-

site above, forty to fifty in number on either side of

the rachis, which latter is marked with a prominent

rounded ridge in the centre.

The leaf segments or pinns (fig. Si) vary in size ac-

cording to their age and position ; those in the middle

of a well-developed leaf measure about 4J inches in

length and nearly an inch in breadth ; they are

strictly oblong-lanceolate, not falcate, slightly

attenuate at the base, spine-pointed and equal-sided,

not oblique at the apex, and with a variable number

of long spine-pointed teeth at the margins, the teeth

being slender, triangular, and'directed upwards. The
colour is bright shining green, rather paler on the

under surface. The male cone or spike is about

6 inches in length, oblong-obtuse, the scales,

according to the drawing, four-sided near the trun-

cated apex, and borne on a stout stalk, provided

with a few roundish or broadly ovate acute scales.

The female cones measured nearly a foot in length

and 5\ inches in breadth. We had no opportunity

of examining them closely, but superficially the

scales were seen to be thickened towards the apex,

more or less four-sided and truncated at the apex.

In the Palm stove at Kew are three specimens which

we should refer to this species, and the foliage of these,

as of Mr. Bull's specimen, accords well with Lehmann^s

original description * and exactly with the figures

given in Professor De Vriese's coloured illustra-

tion, in the foot-note. The scales of the male and

female cones, however, in Mr. Bull's plants

appear to differ somewhat from those figured

by Miquel and De Vriese, not being quite

so prolonged or prominent as they are repre-

sented to be in the figures of both the authors just

mentioned. In De Vriese's plant, moreover, the

trunk is somewhat woolly above, hence he makes it a

variety under the name eriocephalus. M. Regel, as

we have seen, refers the E. Vromii (Hort. Verschaffelt)

to his E. Altensteinii var. spinosior), but we cannot

see that these plants are more spiny than the typical

plants figured by Lehmann, Miquel, and De Vriese

;

* E. .^//.-«i/</»<V (Lehmann, Novarum et minus cognitarum

Stirpium Pvigillus seMus 1S34).—Ciudice itlabro : rachi_ sul)-

cylindrica, pinnisque lanceolatis aculis glabris nitidis spinoso-

mucronatis, dentibus utrinque, 3—5 spinosis distantibus

divaficatis.—Miquel, Linnrea, .\ix. 4?o : Dc Vriese, DescripU

et Fig. des Plantes Nouvelles dn Jardin de Leide (1847)..'-

I, 2. 3, quoad var. eriocephaluin : A. De Candolle, Prodr. xvi.,

sectio posterior, fasc. ii. (1868), 532 : Regel, Gartenflora, 1876,

Descr, Plant. Nov. Turkestan, c. adnot ad plant, viv. in Ho
Imp. Bot. Petrop. cult., fasc. ii. i

Loddic^es pede Miquel.
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Fig. 82.—encephalartos aliensteinii—(female cone).
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Florists' Flowers.
ACMCrus.—la im'^Tnn, as in sprina AnTirnTa

faaoEis are food wendiag thdr sieps id the oid

l?icai^e garfea at EiHij JUaeaid, Rjpon. far liere

(^ be sea oBeofOe Bost akcmdTalnlile odlkc-

tioK ia cdtintioB, MSt aadaHHj tended ttf Hat

saccessfcl ^fowa, tke Rer. F. D. H<nei^ Tier are

BOW takng OB ll^r lidi aataas gad^ mati^ the

giDBtk pecafiu to tbera st das seasoa of tiK year,

sad tboe E Bad beast; and islste^ sttacteag to llie

plants at tJi£ time. Itis«dlva(lii«iiifetonaticethe

faoGBce in the ^eattatm : sobk mieties base tfaidt,

daifc gre». rounded, katbay le««s. saeffing Kke

1 1j 11 iir^
'- albeisba*e lesrcs bor deficatdy

loiBed. a soae cses bandsoBid^ toothed at bxneed,

i9d a albas oo»»ed with a aamJB^ of whke brina.

The aecoapBAed power toows his pets by Ibdr

ft£i^e,aad snae »eiy dwioe and scaice raiieries by

fl,cir-nrn There are one 01 two Anrimbts at ka^

1^ lezTesof wUi£ are soentBd like Aeir Soweis ; and

c^ they who grow a horae or bane of Araicalas

bow "gl" of the exqnsite pofaae g^KB loah hj

Ae floBOS in hapf9 spd^.

The BriEbj Awirate Me now in thdr sanmer

qmteist occqji^ nfeed bames eDd<T a north I»y-

dadwall, the pjants ssaBding ob as sh bottoei, and

ho^ht near to the gjass. Except in taj windy

vealher, when tboe is darker of the l^hts being

blown abont, air is ftedy g^'^n ; and when the

vetfhers h^bt the l%?its are p^bed hack, so that

theynn^haTe the fan benefit of the soft heahh-gim^

baJa^un Whrt a massire gtandenr there is in die

omwthof the p'.:.!^? And this is bo mere fency o

Ae inagmtiaD. A wocderfal inbBstness cbaiscter

ises them afl. The plants are now orOy ocra«Jora11y

watered, and are iepi JBSt a Bale oiy, bat not snffi-

OEidy so to do them hata.

I noticed the foilowi^ as beii% moA diikii^ in

ckancter:— Heap's SmiKrg Beauty, whidi Mr.

Horaa plaees »t tl* 1*** •"** *''^**^S«d flowers.

"SheisBererontof ehaiaeter," he states, "ihoogh

, foat^ plant will sowftiafs qmrt a little into andne

aaecrfitsgoUaitnbe. Bat it wiUkad the beaatifal

dasw«h its aar«noBsly broad poond petal, hrilliaat

^owyedge, UM on as in no odis; groond aAami,

ikk M-«* velvet, delicalely marked npoa the pip

;

paste dense and briffiaal.tBbehfi^lgoW.'' Taylor's

Oofy ranks next to Saifii^ Beaoty, bat la«±s the

M.A body colonr of the latter ; Taylor's FaTOorite,

Tme Biiioo, Soiifli's Ne Has Cltra, a Te.7 fine

white-edge, bat a little pointed in the petals ; Earl

Gnsweno^ John Simonite, a »eiy promiiirs new

tMnOJ, and Ann Smith ; giey^^edged George Light-

body, a flower fainoes lot its fine (arm and sabsunce,

bat beqacsily in want of fife in the body adoor and

decsoB in the taoad edge ; Alnandfr Mdkkjohn,

<ae of die best giey.<dged Aaricalas we possess, and

whidi has been well described as "mw^ like Geccge

I.^diody and Coeqaerer of Eoiope combined in one

giai^ flover. There is the dash and nearly die

are of CooqnerxK wiil»oot its caeiseness, and the

fae ibra and snbstiinn- of George Ugbibody."

AUermaa C. E. Brown, Smith's General Bdirar,

TtailTs Beaaty, Sjkes' Complete, a variety iLat has

t^ lepolatiae of being an indiaerent grower, bat

qake Tigoroas ia appearance at Kiikby ; Lancashire

Heio, and Samnil Barlow, a grand new flower taifed

hr Mr. B. Simoiuie, of Shefield, that promKes to

>.v» the front rank ia this dass. The lesuJii^ gieen-

edged flowers are Page's Champion, a noble flower

what in good diaracter; Prince of GreeiB, a fine

flowex bat weak in the tidie, wluch is of too pale a

cdbor ; Cdoael T^kr, one of the very finest in its

rfaes bat very shy of increase ; Booth's Freedom, a

splead^ flower, hani^ the darkest green edge of all

;

and Traill's *"" Of selfe, Pizarrov Meteor Flag,

Topsy. Laid Lome, Dake of Argyll, Blacklnrd,

Ligbtbody's William I^^tthody, Feaooella, Othdlq,

aad Mrs. StmrocL

Here is a odkctioa as nmqae as it is valaahle.

T^eie are many other Taiietier, bat the foregoing

i»|M»«»«»>c die cream in qoalicy. Cannot ^meihic^

be done dnrisg the ywt^iiiii to ot^nise an exhibitioa

of Aaricalas in London dara^ the comi^qn^ so

as to give as a chance to see some of these fine

Xanhexn Sowers in all dior beaaty at the proper

lime? An Aaricala reviral in the Soath is sadly

»»»A»^_ aad one of the first steps towards btingii^ it

abootwoaldbe the hoUiag of sach an ezhihitioB as

AathereiBSB^eted. JC. JX

Amosgst dK mahi&rioas daties whidi dendve

apon iotsttrs that of arakii^ Cbasoojo. is i>ot anfre-

qaai. In the Hop-growii^ district of Finland large

qaaadties of it are ased, in oorabinatiaB with coke, for

drjir^ oc caiii^ Ho(e. In Kent, Sosex, and oibgr

f«T«n»rifs, where Hops are extensively grown, baxnirg

wviod for ffcarrtfTal is bodi a large and important wcrk

ia the ratal district Charcoal is made from all

descripliaBS of wood, bat the foUowir^ may be saiely

relied apon as iadicatii^ dieir rdatiTC valae, the first

as prodacDve of the finest and bet qaality of darcoal

for powder aiaaafadnre^ and the last as saitaWe only

for ht^tm^ faraace^ stores, and ordinary domestic

pnrpffaps : — Dogwood (Frangnla), L*gmim-Ti:2E,

Mahogany, T ^^r^wwi. Boxwood, Sweet Cbesinnt,

Oak, HoOr, Walnnt, Beech, Sycamore, Elm,

Willow, Poplar, Birtii, Alder, Aki, Hazel, Moantain

A^ Scotch Pbs, Lanji. Of sach giedes as the

Sweet CheCBOt, Walnat, and Oak, it is the heart-

wood only, and not the sap-wood that is referred to.

In ^MMiAigi to the speoes abore enomerated, iheze

are many others of equal and oorrcspondiog valne,

bat they are so sddom ased that it is onneoessary to

Chanxal is ased for a great vaii^ of purposes

lii*gi«ipc those of ordinary fiiel, sach as the manufac-

tmeofwire ; cuBreitii^ iron into steel ; making ivoi;-

UadE, Tarnish, and black paint, of which it ioims the

basE ; it is ised in ftiA mana&cttire of ink, in destroying

crdoor, cotrectii^ odous, porilying symps, darif;ing

wines and other Uqaors, in retaining heat, and also

in mipy inHK*^**^ apT^^'^^'**^ In farriery it is also

saccesfnDy ased, as far cracked heels in horses when
powdered and mixed irith Hpsff^ meal and ased as a

liniaxnt. The most extensiTe ose of it, howerer, is

in ihe Btana&ctnre of gunpowder, which is of two

qualities and termed rock or hlastix^ powder, and

gaa or sportii^ powder. Another and by no means

aaiiaportant applicanoa of rh=^'^'^«^ is as a manure ;

for lUs it Biay be nsed in a variety <A ways, bat the

f(dlowiz^ rfTtppvatinn is Specially commended :

—

20 lb. of charooal, 4 lb. of night-S(»l, and I lb. of

ariae, mixed together ai»i applied either in a dry or

liquid stale, according to the state of the weather. If

used in the liquid state it should be dilated with tank

or rain water, or if with mine from the yard a little

qaicklime shoold be added to correct the addity.

Another excellent mixture for general use is compiled

oi 20 Ul charcoal, 12 lb. night-soil, 40 lb. cow-dung,

and 2 lb. saltpetre, mixed together ai>d reduced into

powder, and sown upon the land similarly to guano

or bone-dnst. Amo^st florists it is also nsed in its

sifflide form, beii% reduced to coarse powder and dug

into the ground tite ashes ; it is said that it not only

accelerates the growth of yoong and delicate plants

ia a marked de^ee, and induces cuttings to strike

root, but f'^" it has a power&l inflnetirf in faeighten-

ii^ the o^oar of flowers generally.

Wood cat for charcoal should be in lengths of 3 feet

or thereby, and if the billets are over 3 inches in

MuTtrtf^ they should be cleft, so that the greatest

diameter of any piece may not exceed 3 inches. My
practice is to p^ss it all through the saw mill, and

r^uce it to the maximam diameter of 2^ iijcbes.

The wood should be cut in winter, carted to the saw-

mill, split up, ar>d erected in range to dry. If

stacked in March it is usually dry and fit for coaling

in the month of August. If for fine gtmpowder the

bark is all carefully shaved oS' before coaling, but for

heating stoves, drying Hops, and domestic purposes,

no sTsdi nicety is required.

Havii^ the wood all properly prepared, and at least

half seasoned, the next thicg to do is to prepare for

homing it. Assnming that about seven cords of woDd
is to be bonied in one pit, 01 say fifteen cart-loads, the

focndalion of the pit should be formed about iS feet

diurketer. sua raided a few inches above the level of the

sarrounding gyoand, with its centre abont 3 inches

higher than the oater edge. In lajing the wood in order,

three billets are so laid in the centre of the dideas to

form a triu^le, leaving a dear open space in tl:

centre. Tier alter tia is thus laid, till a heigh: e; ail

to the lei^th of the billets set on end is rt-...ti .

when this b done Ihe iHllets are all set round ^- : ..

bat indinii^ slightly inwards at the top. .A.:.tr ^..

the wood is laid in order and the pile, which

should stand abont 6 feet in height, completed, a th.r.

covering of straw or litter is laid over all the wooc

and above it a covering of sandy S(m1 or charcoal ear;.

is laid 5 or 6 indies thick, all dosely and firmly packe

together. The open cesure is filled wi;h inflammaK r

wood, and a little charcoal at the top to induce it tj

igiute quickly. Aft« bei]^ fairly lighted, holes ate

formed all round with a round sharp pole, so as to

induce the fire to bam downwards. When tie

chained colour of the smoke to a dark blue sho»

that the upper part is £u5cienily charred, another se:

of boles is made lower down and the upper ooes

doied up. This is done again and again, and the

pile watched dosdy by day and night till sufficiently

borned, which it should be in about seventy-two

hoars. When properly burned the holes are all

dosed up, aitd a (tw new <wes made all round, bat

diiefly at the top, into which six or eight bucketfnls

of water are pooied, and the holes again dosed ap

till the next oc succeeding day, when the covering is

taken o^ and the charcoal taken down and stored

away for future use. C. V. Mih:.', CuUm Ii;aue,

Cu::m, Sf.-t. li

fearticu (L^jjcratious.

PLAXT HOUSES.
Gre£NKOlse Hasj>^v.„*3Ded Pi-vxts.—Except

in the extreme soalhern or western parts of ihe king-

dom it will not be safe after this time to leave any

plants of a tender nature ont-ofnioors, on account of

the uncertainty of frosty nights coming, for alibongli
J

a few degrees below the freezing point might not do .'

serions harm to the majcwity of hard-wooded plants, i

still, if subjected to sndi, the foliage is sometinies in-
j

joFol in a way that gives them an unsighilv appear- li

anc^ arKl it is much better to hoose them before cold I

weather sets in, as then the work can be done

lasorely, and each plant at once placed where it is

to remain for the winter. At no time in the year is

the advantage of ihoronghly light booses, especially

for this description of plants, more apparent than ia

the aatomn, for though Uttle growth should be gou^
on at this season, the greats volume of light the

plants are subject to the better they will flower in the

spring, in addition to their being much less liable to

mildew. Mweover, a light house will admit of their

being stood OMisiderably closer together without injoiy

than woold be pcssible in a structure different in this

respect AH valuable plants should, even in the

best description of house, be always kept with

their heads within a short distance of the glass, where

in addition to the extra light which reaches the whole

leaf-surface of each specimen—both on its upper and

lower brandies—they are in a better position for

coming under the influence of the slight though

often imperceptible drculating atmosphere that is

always in motion near the roof ; and so placed they are

mudti less likely to suffer from the damp arising from

the door inseparable from watering and washing.

Where the best specimens are thus elevated on

inverted pots, or some 'similar contrivance, and if

there is a deficiency of room, many thing>, such a^

Cmerarias, Calceolarias, and others of a like nature

ran be stood thinly on the surface of the

stages ; that will rot only improve the general

appearance of the house?, but by such an arrangement

considerable space may be made available. In

favourable situations the hardier description of Heaths

may be left out a week or two longer, particularly if

a little protection can be given them on those bright

moonlight nights that so often accompany a low

temperature at this season. The smaller young stock

of hard-wooded plants should likewise be treated to i

light position : on thi'; will depend much of their

after well-being. My frequent allusion to the neces-

sity of subjecting plants cultivated under glass, espe-

ci^y such as those under present consideration, to all

the light it is possible to give them, is simply the

result of long and close observation upon the advan-

tage to be gained ; or more correctly speaking, its

imperative necessity.

Azaleas.—The earliest flowered Azaleas that were

in last spring will by this lime have matured their

flower-buds, and should now be subjected to all the

air that can be given them, by opening the side-
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lights and roof-ventilators foUf, both night and
day, when the weather Is snitabley for those that

are intended for forcing in the winter will come on
I

with iess heat for being cow kept as cool as pos-

sible. Plants in this state should be kept drier at

the roots tiian when in active growth, jret the
soil should never be aliowed to get so dry as often

with many growers it is allowed to be. This, coapled
with the presence of thrips and red-spider to an
extent that damages the leaves seiionsly, is the caose

of onr seeing so many indifferent specimens. Tying and
tiainiig shoald at once be attended to. ^^'h£n the

plants are only needed for home decoration, it is a
mistake to do anything more than ose as many sticks

and lies as will jost keep them in shape, so as to

prevent a stragging, ontidy look. Where they
are intended for eihihition, aiid have to be conveyed
to a distance more or less, matters are very diflferent

;

and onless the whole of the branches are so secnred as

to prevent their bmshing one against another, even
when the p'ants have to be moved in a vehi<^ only a
few miles, scarcely a single dower will escape being
isjored. Bat there is a very great difference betwixt

tying the plants so far as necessary and overdoing it.

The system of ptitting Azaleas on wire trellises is

evidence of a want of coDcepuoo as to the 6tiiess of
things, for in no way can they look more ohjectios-

able, especially when the trellis is insaffideotly

covered with Sowers and foliage. The object of the
operator should be to conceal, as far as possible, the
aitiiidal training to which it is necessary to snbmit the

plants. Neither shoald the ontline of the spedmens be
made formal, whatever shape they are trained to ;

nothing is easier than to leave ineqoalities in the snr*

bsx that will prevent an apparent formality, withoot
causing a pincity of flowers in any part. Those who
have not had much experience in training this

description of plants shoald always aim at keeping
some of the strongest branches down near the base

;

if this is not carried oat, bat the more vigorocs
shoots taken in an erect posilicn to the head of the
plant, and nothing bat the weaker ones at the bottom,
the result will t« that the latter gradually die o^
leaving the base bare and unsightly. Such specimens
as have to be subjected to a conadeiable amonnt of
training, whereby a portion of the leaves and points

of the shoots get tamed the wrong side up, should be
tied before the growth is quite completed. This will

admit of their having time to regain their proper posi-

tion, which they will be imable to do if the tying is

deferred tmtil the wood gets folly matared. If they
have been at all affected with thrips or red-spider the

whole stock will be better for a good washing with
tobacco-water sufficiently strong to kill the mature
insects, and also their eegs, by allowing the wash to

dry on the leaves. T. Baim:.

Orchids.—^The night temperatnre of the Orchid-
houses must now gradually be redoced, keeping in

mind the fact that the aim and object ttow ^hfvnVl be
the matoring and ripening of the growths already
formed. This will be materially assisted by a fuller

expostire to the sunlight dtiring the day, and lower
readings of the thermometer during the night. Let the
various divisions now stand at about the numbers here
given ; if any departure from them is taken, it had
better be lower than above them :—East India-bouse,
65° to 6S' ; Dendrobium-boase, 60° to 63 ; Caitleya-
house, jS- to 60° ; Odontoglossnm-house, 53° to 55°.

The fall to these readings most not be made all at
once ; but it will be necessary, as soon as it can be
safely managed, to get the reading down to
these numbers. The ghatijnT may now be entirely

dispensed with. Where ti£Eii;y has been per-
manently fixed on the ends or parts where rollers

would not work easily, let it be taken oSi as well as
the washing o3 of any parts that may have been
covered with a limewaih. By thus letting in a little

extra Ughtjan impetus is given to some subjects that
up to the present time have been perhaps shaded rmxe
than was needed. Shoald the sun come cut very
s^°glyt let a little extra air be carefully given, bat
see that it does not remain on (more especially the top '

ventilators) after the need has passed away, else in
trying to escape one danger it is qoite possible to
fail into another. The amoimt of water required at

the roots of the majority of the plants will now be less

than during the summer montiis, bat at the same
time there are so very few that can safely be
penmtted to get dry, and remain so long, that
it will be necessary to carefully go over the
plants and water where necessary, though now the

I
spout-can had better be used where the rcse and
&ju]^ have been more commonlyemployed. Hanging
bffikets and blocks must be carefully looked to, for
vidi a less amoant of moisture iK>w in the hocses
ttese dry mudi quicker, and, unless looked well to,

Oe {dants are apt to get very dry, and then, as a

I
oatnral conseqaence, red-spider makes its appearance, I

and when once in, is not easily dislodged. A slight '

sprmkle overhead on fine da^ may still be given to
the Odontoglossums, but where gr^ide, hastUabicm,
&c, are in flower see that no water falls upon them,
otherwise they soon become spatted. A very pretty
Oaddium that shoald be flowering now, and one that '

lasts lor.j '.a tea;'y, is O. reflex':m. This w^ rro»-

well -^i'-i LLt 'J. B.^LDiiL, Pcscatorei, ic, ani tioc^i
seldom letn i; c^r^-n'/ -vorihj a place in every

collec.ic::, ;'_5 ::---: jcl.,- labellinn being of 2 i'c^l'r

that LS no: orea a:ei w-.:i3- C-el-jgyce crlstata tbIH

now be finishing up its bniiis ; let it hare ikxw and
then a little manare-water—the extia help wiU asBst
in the ibrmicg up of stoat ptonqtbalbs with prominent
eyes that in tbeiT season wiO lewaid the giuwM with
fine spikes of its pare white and yell'iw blooms. It

will now be nfrftsjry to lode to the fresh potting of
Disa grandifloia. This is witboot doofat one of the
most attractive, as well as aceedfiaglybeanti&l, of all

Ordiids, and with a, little care may be managed
saccessfhOy. This should be grown in pens aboot
6 inches deep, with a good dranage, in a mialnie of
a fibiaas knay Batons with a. little nuunie wdl
decayed and loae sharp sand, the whole wdl aoxed
together, with sook spbagnsm moss jost laid <m the
sarface to keep the top fiom toraisg green and soot ;

very liberal supplies of water omst be g^ta, and
when the plants have formed a quantity of roots and the
growths are coming ap fte^y some masnte-water will

be of great serv-IcB to it. It requires a teapeiatere simi-
lar to an ordinary greenhose, bat as these as a rale

are too drangfaty i« it, it wiU be better that it shoald
be erown in the Odoatag^assaB-haase. IK S-vm,
F:aicrrfii'.J.

FRUIT HOUSES.
V'LSXS.—Mnes tntrndfid for startiag ia XoioBbei

sbonld now be saffirifiitly matared toadmit of ptmiug
with the least posable dday, so as to let the wumils

be thonagUy healed befae starting. In catdssbock
it is advis^Ie not to pnine too doKSy ; ibr very early

toicing two bods should be left so as to rob oS the
least piutuisittg a&er growth has fndy fnmBifnLeJ-
Where the Vines have been facced for some years, and
the spars hare become doagated and nm^btly, k is

well to remove some o( the older rods each srwnn
This may be managed with advaal:^ by braiging op
from the base of the Vine one or more well

placed shoots between the old tods, removing the

side spois frtan the laaer as bi eadt year as the lead

of the former b pruned back to. At the end of two,

or at most three years, the old tods may be cat oat,

leaving the yoang and more viguroas mi& to lepbce
theai. By this means the crop is move evenly dstri-

boted over the hoese^ while the 6ait is improved m
size and quality. After ptoniag, the Vaes shoald be
looked over, and any loose bark luntfujj with the
hand, but avoid the sciapiag process freqaently prac-

tised ; the Bse of the knife, except for aetaal

pranii^ shoald be avoided, as ia inexperienced

hands macfa injury is dooe by lEnuriag the

bark too dosely. If the Viaes are peifculy
r^t^rt^ washii^ maybe dispensed with, otherwise the

iiillowing will be fooad a gixid composoiaa far the

parpose :—One pcsnd of soft soap, 8 oz^ of saiphsr,

thoRN^hly mrtffd, and boiled in oae galloB of water

for twenty ™imrt»g keeping k wdl stirred wUe boil-

ing, and afterwards adding I pint of strong tobscco-

water aid as mach finely si&ed soot as will make die

whokof the consistency of thick paint. When that

t»TTnil<' pest^ mealy-bag, has gamed a footii^ add
one taUespoonfuI of best tatpentine to each giBoa
of the mixture. In additina to washing the Vioes^ the

woodwork, as rafters, sashe^ &C., and all intrrqirrs
AnnM be other pointed or have a roaliag of liHp<.ii-

tin^ the walls carefidly stopped and fimewa^ied, and
the SBi&«3e-saQ deaied off inside bordet^ and carried

away. A little tarpendne added to the Emewash is

very eSective, instaintly destroying mealy-b^ or ks
larvx where tocched with it. Inade bosdcE shooki

be lightly forked over so as not to isjuie the roots,

adding a good diesing of well decomposed maame
or fibroas loam ; the borders, if necesaiy, dtcnld

also be well watered, so as to have the soil in proper
rni^itinw for the rxMts to commence growth when
requisite. Outside boideis shoald be ^mibr^y at-

tended to^ and a lot of leaves and stable Cct^ prepared

and pat in a state ctf fetawfitation, to be ready for

covering the border three or four weeks before it b
desirable to start the \"lnes into growth. With the

present humid weather. Grapes now ripe or ripening

will reqtiiie constant attention to remove decayed

berries, which otherwise soon spread decay aaiciogst

the adjacent berries;. Give air fieely oB all bvoorable

occasions. W. Cxc, Midrts^d Cimri.

StkavtbeksiiS ni Pots.—Skilfol watering will be

the most unpoctanl feature in the management of

these, the major part of which win now be wdl
QtahlEhed, and with pets fiill of active roots will

reqmre liberal sappUes of water ersy day whoi the

weather is at all tsight or dry. At the [oesent stage

of growth in such plants, strongly dHated asamire or

guano-water shoald be applied beqnentty. Cat off all

the runners as sooa as they appear; saSer no weeds to

exist cm thesui&ce soil in the pot% to nhairtf' k in

the slightest degree, and as the piaats become more
folly developed more space shoald be jIlotttH to them
to perfect it G. T. Mila, Wytttmbe AHer.

CLCtrjtBEjts.—Where bottom-heat for winter ftuit-

ing plants is obtained £coo hot-water pipes and

lerrz^nun^ materia! cocibiced, tie Isjrier, wi^^lier

s'-rlcs^ tv Z=^~. r'. 'J. n.-oi:'.^ j-eaoi b^':re It Ls Zittn
."Sj ihe -/\. li tie plin^ are to be ^ro-irn in pots

isy s^iocld be pyffl 00 pefescals ionried of cry
bricks or pecs tamed apode down, wtea the piaagiag
material may be ir^y paded toand Aem. For
winter work the ball of the yoaag plant JinaH be
kept wcH ap to Ae level of the rim of the pot, and the
crjmpost aaed shoald be lighter Aan that rccom
Twnrifd for sammer, when these is les danger of
cankerat the-boseof the steals. Theesr&st faaick

of piaatsnowcomiag intobeariag win ptndaee deaaer
and better &a!t than aid plants in barney which OB-
not be depended apon after this poiod. Mviarrm a
mTfrimam heat of Jff, Aw^ «.t widi liiiL.tt.it as
mnefc as posahlf by rhaing eaily, ami ^the sfrmge
with caation as days decrease m ltJiph and laightneaL
Piaats may aill he railed 6aB seeds aad tatiiagt far

near the glass and fally exposed to the I%ht, where
they win make staxt-joiated, staidy growth—a 107
impoitaat point ia the 'aaievJal managcaieBt of
winter Cacamber>. \ good sapply of tmf and old
lime rabble ^oold now be pbced in z dry, aiiT

dedfarEedbo^ thewiotaaMmths. W.CUewtn.

Oechjlu>-Hocs!5.—As the sesoa is now advaac-
ia^ aad tut weather is ftnmtirr and mack cnala;
the rfpotlifig of taclmd-hoase trees wh^ TOfmtA.
may be proceeded with. Ia repottiag Ae trees from
a pot to one of abigsazc^ care mast betaken to

ram tihe soilbetwcea the ball of earth aad the sides

of the pots firady as pos^il^ so to preveat the water
fcom pgmhtiaE too minh thtoagh the firesk sdH, aad
leaviag the aid ball cf earth too dry. In
trees whenialeaf iatopotsof the sameaie ini

they have {aeviuaJy grown, soaie difacalty may be
expoienoed, bat with care if mxj be safely done.
All the nwcs arbick have becwc old and matted
luaad the ades of the pots mast be ait away, aal the

baO of eartk redaced so as to leave an mck or two
of space an roand, Bto which the soil mast be tasHBed
iiaidy, as described above. After this leputtiae the

fofia^e may Saga btle the first few days ifthewother
is Sony, bat by copioas watering at the roots aad
syiiagiag the tops ttg trees win soo» make fcesh fibres

ia tiK aew soil, and be aU right a^ua far bearmg
good ODfE seat year. The latstvanelies of Peaches
aad Flams win aow be begiaaiag to ripen, and the

pots shoald be so plxed that the frmtmayget all

thesanaidakpaasaile. The Ftmcesof Wa]e% Lanl
and Lady Palmerstoo, evea whea frpowd to the best

aspect; are oaly pale hi coloac The Amoicaa
ydhMr-Sesfaed Peaek Exqaiste; when wdl ripened, is

a t»'i'^'»« bte Pead ; k is a ^y bearer, bat wmth/
of a place in tl^ orchard-ho^se. IVtHlswt 1 tilery.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Particalxr attratiiai mast aow be paid to the ia-

gjtfcfrmg of the crops of Peats aad Apples as they

became ready, whid nay be told by their paitiag

easily from the tree. Keepcag Ffeais geaeoBy,
Whether on wall% p^uaiiJi, or rnwIifS ^ndd not

be gathered an at aucs, some wiD alaqs be ready

before the others, aad fay gatheiiBg aad stodag

Aese first; the season of the csoioer varieties ma^ be
<m-

J

lfT iHy ""rtj^Anl Large trees of Apples in Ae
unhaid mq, of osjarx, aU be takat at one gather-

iv, bat fV^M^'^ varieties ca pyramids aad ochos of

lower growth may be sabjected to the same lOSme
of gatboiag as the better sorts of Fears. Ptevioas

to g*f»iiig the ficak-ioom shnaH haive a thnm^h
cka&si^ ai^ poti^iag, as the absence of nmj f imt^

Boaldy ^>d anwholesaae smds e jaffis^iia ihh,
ochowise the £tak win imbibe the anoor. Vmes oa
walb which risi iiaii to tbow oat btaal giowtk

sJioaU bve k coastaatly pmched back, aad the frak

f^pncnJ -..iinjrlijgpnaaj-toth^qin, hyrhf iiiam.J

or tyieg bad ofany foliage which obstracts it. Ifwasps

shoaktbeoooK vsty troobiesaaie k win be im i ;.iiy

to cover orer the bte-keepiagvaiieds of Flnm^ sack

as Duamuie, Blae Impeiatiic^ aad Cue's Late Red,

with hexagon ne(^^ for a limi', 6> be u,muaul as

soon as the danger is post on the appraackof coider

weather. It is ^visabie stiU to omtiaae the cieas-

ii^of bak trees afier the hak is gathered, is the

i^r^mfr »~t healthier the foliage can be kept at ihs

teEon tHf* f^ rrjtrr th" rfc^w*-** of ob&mnagfinikSBland

ripened wood far aext year. Fisk trees aUek, ia

spite of an p**^"^ >*^ ttoppiag of the laiaihi's

win not beon^ fraitM ^icald be toot-praaed, nd
theendof thisaMBthEaboBt ^e best tne to com-

mence ths importaat aiai salataty opaation. For

wan tiees of a fJ"'*- sk dfsnihe a half dicle

I yard fr^FP t'^f»-«t«»'. mA na^ade of that djgx tr^KA

deep enoogh to go befow the roots, aad cat offaU the

large 01^ with a sierp tod. afterwards idoiuiug the

soil to the trench. Pyramids aad others ssa&x^ ia

the open mi^ be cat an moad at a distance propor-

QOBed to the aae of &e tress, say 3 feet for Ae
smaltet, ran^ag ap to 3 fe^ for the larger trees. If

d<Mse thus early s does not weaken the trees so iiui.'i

js when performed when the trees beeosne <£5i:e

doouBt. Jabt Ctx, ReSaif.
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MONOAY, Sept. =5— Sale of Dulcli Bulbs, at Stevens' Rooms.
Tuesday. Sent ^r / Sale of Camellias from Dresden, at Stevens'
4 ufcSDAV, sept. 20

^ Roo^j
r
Sale of Dutch Bulbs, at Stevens' Rooms.

urscry Stock a

I Sale of Duti
Wednesday, Sept. 27

.{
Sale of Nun

I Tooting, by'Messrs Prothcroe & Mt
( International Potato Show at the Alexandra

Sent 5rJ Palacs [two days),oepi. 20 < vVoolhope Club Day at Hereford.
( Messrs. Rollisson's Sale continued.
r Sale of a Collection of Established Orchids,
1 at Stevens' Rooms.

Sept. 10 ! ^^!;
"'' Orchids at Parkside, Reieatc, by

•^ J" Messrs. Prn-' "- •'

THUU

Stockport.
Saturday, Sept. 30 — Sale 01 Dutch Bulbs, at Stevens' Rooms,

THERE are three ways, at least, of

answering the question. Do Varieties
Wear Out.'—by authority, by analogy, by
facts. As to authority, it may appear to be pretty

equally divided at first sight ; but it is hardly

too much to say that the theory that varieties

die out originated with one man, and that man
a host in himself—THOMAS Andrew Knight.
Farther, it may readily be shown that he first

accepted the theory, and then went about, less

to test than to confirm it by experiment. More,
these experiments were not satisfactory, as the

attempt was made to grow the same varieties

on the same soil. This is distinctly stated, and
all familiar with the futility of replanting

exhausted orchards, or, for that matter, forests

either, with the same variety of tree, would be
prepared to hear that the planting of the same
orchards with the same varieties was the surest

possible way to result in failure ; and it did, not

to the proving that the variety was dying out,

but to demonstrate the mistake of one of the

greatest horticulturists of his day.

Again, the trees were in a state of weakness,

if not actual disease, when the experiments
were made. What more likely than that

debility would again be reproduced on a new
stock? And the chances were as much or more
in favour of the weakly scion reducing the stock

to its low level of vitahty, as that the stock

should exalt the scion to its level of vital force.

Further, nothing is more certain than that ex-

periments made to confirm a theory, however
honestly made, would give the confirmation

wanted. This is a very curious psychological

law, the influence of which on mechanical
manipulation it would be impossible to trace.

But that it has an influence strong and subtle

no one familiar with what may without dis-

respect be called the vagaries of eminent men,
can for a moment deny.

That Mr. Knight's theories warped his

judgment, cannot be controverted by any one
familiar with his theories on the subject under
notice. He believed—one can but wonder
how such a mind could—not only that each
tree or plant had a natural term of existence,

but that the grafts and cuttings taken from
a tree would not survive the natural term of the

life of the original seedling tree from which
they were taken. This faith, of course, in-

volved the necessary dying out of varieties, and
that within a very limited time indeed, and was
of such a nature as ought to have deprived the
views of any man, however eminent, of all

weight upon the subject. It is a striking case,

in fact, of disproving facts by excessive asser-

tion, for, if true, we could hardly have had any
variety of fruit trees more than a century old

;

whereas it would probably not be difficult to

prove that we have such among us that were
known a thousand years ago. Such possibly is

the Corinth Grape, which, having no seeds,

must have been increased by buds from the

earliest times.

Turning to the argument from analogy, it at

first sight seems strong. On all hands we see
the dying out of individuals. It is only a step

further to leap on to the dying out of varieties,

and a longer leap along the same lines to

see species succeed species in slow and stately

succession through untold cycles of time and
through hazy and indistinct geological epochs.
But while few modes of reasoning are more
luminous, few also are more misleading than
analogies ; and observation and experience alike

attest that the death of individuals is not only
coincident with, but may be essential to, the

permanency of varieties and of species. In fact

this death of individuals proves nothing to the

point ; neither are analogies or inferences drawn
from geological research quite admissible.

Species may have succeeded species through
those untold periods, and yet species and varie-

ties be alike permanent during the present
order of things. Doubtless any great alteration

of climatal conditions would modify, or change,
or extinguish existing varieties. But denying
any such changes to have taken place, no one
is justified in inferring from the records of

former changes, or from the death of indi-

viduals, that existing varieties will also die out.

Coming to facts, we find that varieties do not
die out, or, as Dr. AsA Gray puts it, the mills

of the gods grind so exceedingly slow that no
particular grist has been ground out under
human observation. That ought to be decisive

of the whole matter. It will be borne in mind
that Mr. Knight and his followers made a sort

of crucial test of the Golden Pippin Apple.
Great lamentation was made over its degeneracy
and death. We were solemnly assured that it

was doomed, past human preservation, and the
Downton Pippin, one of Knight's seedlings,

was duly inaugurated as its successor. But
what did we see only a year or two ago .' No
less than forty dishes of perfect fruit of this

Golden Pippin at one show, thirty at another,

twenty at another, and the tree cultivated in all

directions in the gardens of the kingdom, with
a success, growing with a vigour, and dis-

tinguished with a fertility and quality wholly
unknown in Mr. Knight's days. Again, the
Ribston Pippin that has been cited as an old
variety, is certainly as fine as ever ; and the
Nonpareil and other varieties of Apples and
Pears were cultivated by the monks in and pro-

bably long before the days of good Queen Bess.
And as to \'ines, it seems certain that we are
growing some of the varieties that were known
to Pliny and others.

On the other hand the disappearance of va-
rieties is no proof whatever that they have died
out. Varieties are being superseded almost daily,

but supersession is no proof of decrepitude or
weakness. Novelty alone, and the increasing
love of it, is constantly treading down older
varieties. Improvement is at work in the same
direction ; every accession of new vigour
threatens to extinguish older and less powerful
varieties by asserting and perpetuating the
supremacy of the strongest. The survival of
the fittest means, when left to the operation of

natural laws, the suppression and extinction of
the weakest. Those and other influences are
always at work to cause varieties to disappear,
and that independently of any inherent tendency
in themselves to die out.

It is impossible to estimate the potency of
altered conditions, abnormal developments of

particular parts for special purposes, high or
unnatural means of cultivation ; exhausted soils,

and consequent semi-starvation ; tendencies to

revert backwards, and others equally powerful,

perhaps, to run forward, and break or sport into

new forms, colours, sizes. These and other
influences all lead to change of varieties, wholly
independent of their dying out. As we try to

measure their potency, and enter into their

ceaseless activity and mysterious modes of

bringing about changes, the marvel is, not that

so many varieties have disappeared, but that so
many remain constant. Vital force is somewhat
like a spirited horse : it is closely and thoroughly
harnessed by certain laws to reproduce its like

but every now and again it kicks over the
traces, and leaves as the footprints of its erratic

outbreaks a new variety. It may be better or
more serviceable, assuredly it is newer than the
old. In this last, combined with the love of
novelty in men, amounting pretty well to a
passion, we have a security for the careful con-
servation of the novelty, and it may be in con-
sequence a contemporaneous neglect of the
older variety. Therefore the disappearance of
old sorts is no proof whatever that they have
died out, while, on the other hand, their con-
tinuance is a sure and certain proof of their

stability.

Dr. Asa Gray endeavours to establish a dis-

tinction between the durability of varieties

increased by seed and those propagated by li

buds, offsets, &c., and considers that the former
are likely to be more permanent than the latter,

inasmuch as cross-breeding, as illustrated by
Darwinism, was appointed not merely to per-
petuate and increase the numbers of plants, but
also to reprime them with steadying force to
prove the constancy of varieties. It is based
upon the fact, so clearly illustrated by Mr. Dar-
win, that cross-fertilisation is Nature's rule of
propagating varieties ; and the inference—for
the argument here is nothing more—is that

consequently it is the mode that assures most
stability, else Nature would not have provided
so much and so many admirable adaptations to

ensure this particular mode of increase. This,

however, is begging most of the question ; we
know next to nothing of the why and wherefore
of any of Nature's proceedings ; even Mr.
Darwin, the most careful observer and lucid

describer of facts, lands us in mist when he
leaves the field of observation, for that of

explanation, or imagination. Apart from the
question involved, there are obvious reasons
why propagation by seed would be Nature's
usual mode of increase ; and, according to the

present order of things, and the correlation of
insect and plant life, cross-fertilisation is a
necessity, it cannot be prevented but by a
miracle. But, instead of being an element or

the foundation of the stability of varieties, it is

rather the very vortex of change, unless, in-

deed, it could be proved—which it cannot—that

only the same varieties can be cross-fertilised by
each other. On the contrary, it is obvious that

all the varieties of a species can, as a rule, be
freely cross-fertilised ; and, popularly untier-

stood, cross-fertilisation means the latter, not

the former, and is the means adopted, not to

give steadiness to old varieties, but to evoke
new ones.

Again, Dr. Gray holds—apparently on the
authority of Mr. Darwin, who, he affirms,

made it clear to all who apprehend and receive

the principle—that is, of cross-fertilisation—

that a series of plants propagated by buds only

rnust have a weaker hold of life than a series

reproduced from seed, for the former is the

closest possible kind of close breeding. The
italics are ours, and we especially thank him
for his reason. Can it be accepted .' We
venture to think not. Some would aver that

close breeding, self-fertilisation—and nothing
can be closer than that—does weaken plants.

But propagation by buds—using the term for

brevity and as including all other methods than
by seed—is not close breeding, or analogous to

breeding at all. Neither does the mere increase

by buds alter plants one iota. It increases

their numbers, and conserves all their peculiari-

ties intact. From the altered conditions of root,

soil, &c., it is favourable to an increase of

strength, not to increasing weakness. Dr. Gray
sends us to Mr. Darwin—to him also shall

we appeal. If Mr. Darwin's theory of Pan-
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genesis means anything it means this—that
each plant is less a distinct inaividual than an
innumerable series of potentialities called gem-
mules, and that each of these is not only
endowed with the powers and qualities of the
entire plant, but is in a sense that plant in
microscopic embryo, and may become also a
whole plant under favourable conditions. If

this be true—as doubtless to a great extent

it is—how can the transportation of a series

of these independent germs to places and con-

ditions favourable to their independent evolu-

tion be called breeding close, or otherwise ?

No, no ; it is simply a case of transplanta-

tion from one centre of growth to another,

and not breeding at all. It would be equally

logical to call the transplanting of seedling

plants from nursery beds to cultural ones, and,

again, from these latter to plantations, close

breeding, as propagation by buds

—

Darwin's
theory of Pangenesis being witness ; and
in this case the practice of ages and the

experience of all cultivators is on the side of

the theory that varieties are more constant pro-
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pagated by buds than by seeds. Dr. Asa

Cray's concluding dictum notwithstanding, we

venture to affirm that varieties, whether raised

from cuttings or seeds, are practically and

relatively to the present order of things con-

stant and permanent ; the exceptions in this, as

in other matters of observation or logic, tending

to confirm the rule of constancy.

The following details relating to the death of

Mr. Bull's collector, Albert Bruch.mullek, re-

ceived from Mr. Siiuttlewortii, will be read with

melancholy inletest. Bruciimuller's name forms

one more to be added to the long list of those who

have lost their lives in the service of horticulture :

—

"Mr. Carder's first statement of Brlchmuller's

murder was quite correct. His assassin was a French

criminal. He broke into his house at night, and cut his

throat with a razor, and then placed the razor in Eruch-
muller's right hand, to give the inhabitants the idea that

he had committed suicide, but it is most gratifying to us

to hear one and all of the Ocafiians repudiate the idea,

and the amount of respect and regret expressed by them.

The assassin was imprisoned but escaped, but in making

his way up the mountains he had a large river to cross,

and was drowned. His mule was found two or three

days after, but his body twenty-one days after. Plunder

was his motive for the murder. There is a small article in

one of the papers here—we take it as a token of respect

to BrucilmI'ller—which Mr. Carder will translate

and send you."

The I.NTERNATIONAL FOTATU SlIOW, which

will be held in the Alexandra Palace on Thursday

and Friday next, bids fair to equal, and perhaps sur-

pass in extent and interest, the very fine show of last

year. We are informed that the entries fully justify

the labours of the committee, who have not been

wanting in the endeavour to ensure complete success

for their project. The exhibition will be held in the

concert-room of the Palace, and, with the exception

of a few trifling improvements suggested by experi-

ence, will be on the same plan as that of last year,

the whole of the samples being in dishes of the same

colour, set out on tables covered with white cloths.

The Hailstorm Relief Fund will be

closed on Saturday next, and the award of the com-

mittee will be paid on the following Wednesday, so

far as the funds suffice. The appeal on behalf of

sufferers by the storm of July 23 has been fairly

responded to, hut to an extent very much below the

original estimate of the amount that would be

required. To enable the committee to complete their

labours forthwith, it is desired that subscriptions,

promised and remaining unpaid, be forwarded at

once, and if possible added to, as may be convenient

and agreeable to the parties, as another hundred or

so could be used to advantage.

- The Royal Aquarium and Summer and
Winter Garden at Westminster has lately come
under the management of an entirely new board of

directors, one of whose first acts has been to cancel the

arrangements made for holding the great fruit show
early in October, and so, to the great regret, not to

say the annoyance, of many exhibitors, we are not to

have a fruit show in London this autumn worthy of

the name.

One of the finest blue-berried plants with

which we are acquainted is Dianella .\srER.\, and

a good example we have recently seen in the tem-

perate-house at Kew. The panicles are very compact,

in one case 9 inches long with forty-eight berries,

closely arranged on short branches. The berries

equal in size a small Solanum Capsicastrum. Several

of this genus would be highly ornamental in fruit, but

for their excessively lax habit. In this house are some
Hydrangeas of a beautiful blue colour j previously

to their flowering last year they were treated with

alum-water, but have since had no application, and

are now as fine as before.

It is very curious that THE old Wet Rot of

Martius, characterised by the presence of a species of

Fusisporium, appeared with great virulence amongst

Folates in some districts in the midst of the hottest

part of the summer, though there was not a trace in

these localities of the Peronospora. This, however,

was not the case everywhere. 'We have seen in Kent

most luxuriant crops without a trace of disease, except

the growing of the ripe tubers be so regarded. In

our own district we have found specimens with the

whole of the centre of the tuber soft and pappy, and of

a deep jet black, exactly as in specimens sent us from

Ireland in 1S44, and others in which the centre was

hollow and the cells which bordered the cavity black

and decayed. We have just received, by favour of

a correspondent, ''A. A.," a series of tubers of Early

Rose, which show the progress of the disease from

insulated spots to the complete formation of the

cavity which at length communicates with the external

air. The little spot.', which are either solitary or

scattered, are at first merely indicated by a slight

dilTerence of tint. The cellular walls soon soften,

and the disease spreads all round ; or the spots become

confluent, and nothing is left sound except the

external portion of the tuber. We cannot trace

anything like mycelium in the early stage, but at a

later period the dead walls are covered \vith the

common Penicillium. As the Peronospora has

almost vanished, it would be well that those who
may perceives any symptoms of the old disease,

which is familiar to every one, should takes pains to

destioy every diseased specimen by burning. This

day, September 15, we have in vain hunted for a

specimen of the mould. M. J. B.

Mr. G. Wheeler, of Warminster, a veteran

lover of plants, informed us a short time since that

he had what he regarded as two varieties of the

beautiful and much too little grown Desfontainea

SPINOSA. One of the samples sent was of the usual

form, with a scarlet tubular corolla tipped with

yellow ; the other had the flowers plain scarlet. We
have not noticed this variation previously, and are not

aware that it is recorded.

Of the charming antumn-flowering shrub

Pavia macrostaciiya, Mr. Wheeler, of War-

minster, writes ;
" I have a very fine specimen of

this good old plant, which has been blooming well

this season. The plant is 6 feet through, and 6 feet

high, or more. I wonder we do not see it more

generally and extensively grown, as it is very orna-

mental. I have no other deciduous tree or shrub in

my nursery anything like so attractive as this is in its

season." We fully endorse Mr. Wheeler's opinion

as to its beauty, and the desirableneis of seeing it

more frequently planted in our shrubberies and

pleasure grounds.

Mr. Cannei.l, now of the Swanley Nursery,

Kent, has sent us flowers of a new Striped Zonal
Pelargonium, which he calls New Life. It is said

to be in every way similar to the well-known and

deservedly popular Vesuvius, except that the

blossoms invariably come distinctly striped. This

novelty was raised by a jobbing gardener in the Isle

of Wight, and is now in Mr. Cannell's hands.

The remarkably showy II.-emanthus coc-

cineus is flowering in the Orchid-house porch at

Kew. It is the bracts surrounding the flowers that

render certain members of this genus so ornamental,

and in this, one of the most handsome, they are large

in size and splendid in colour. As the flowers fade

the enormous leaves begin to push, requiring the

plant still to retain a conspicuous position from their

ornamental character. Very few bulbs can boast of

such fine foliage. Ariscema papillosum represents an

interesting genus, from time to time shown on this

shelf ; it is striking from the white stripes on its

purple-black spathe. A. speciosum, one of the most

showy, proves to be nearly, if not quite, hardy,

having been two or more winters without protection

in one of the herbaceous beds. The red marginal

line of the leaf and excessively long tail to the spadix,

are its chief characteristics. Forms of Crinum

Moorei show different shades of colour, one having

flowers nearly as dark as those figured in the Bolaitical

Magazine, 1874, and another being nearly pure white.

If sufficiently hardy it will be almost a rival for

Amaryllis Belladonna, the tints of which are closely

resembled. Among the other plants here in flower is

Chlorophytum arundinaceum, described by Mr.

Baker in our number for August 26.

The freehold property known as the Don-
caster Carr Nursery, situate near Doncaster,

Yorkshire, and comprising 13 a. 2 r. 30 p., was sold

by auction on Monday last, by Messrs. Protheroe
& Morris, for jf2500. Arrangements are now being

made for disposing of the extensive and valuable

nursery stock which was not included in the above

sale.

Far the finest of the herbaceous plants in flower

at Kew is riiYGLLIUs CAPENSis ; it is a conspicuous

object against the wall of the Orchid-house, wheie it

reaches a height of about 6 feet, and all the branches

are terminated by panicles usually 15 inches in length.

The corolla is tubular and curved, nearly i^ inch

long, of a brilliant deep red colour. It is a native of

Callreland, and, though it appears to be quite hardy,

requires to be planted at the base of a wall to reach

its full development. In the open bed it does not

exceed I S inches in height. It is similar in habit to

those of the genus Pentstemon that are shrubby

towards the ground. It is easily increased from

cuttings, selecting the small side shool.c.

The North OF England Rose Nurseries,

Darlington, having been sold for building purposes,

Mr. Harrison has been obliged to remove to Cat-

terick Bridge, Voikshire, where he has made large

and extensive nurseries, which are situate near to

the Catterick Bridge Station, on the Richmond

Branch of the North-Eastern Railway, and within

2 miles of his Scorton Nursery, at which places all

his Roses and general nursery stock have been grown

for the last fifteen years.

At the meeting of the American Association

for the Advancement of Science, held at Buffalo at the

end of last month, Mr. Meehan read a paper on

Self-Fertilisation and Cross-Fertilisation
IN Flo\vers. The author referred to a paper read

last year by him before the Association in which he

questions the axiom held by some leading botanists

that plants, as a general rule, abhor close breed-

ing, and that all flowers with colour, fragrance, or

sweet odours, can only be fertilised by insect

agency. This paper is the result of another year's

experience, and now Mr. Meehan took positive

ground against the theory. His method has been to

take fine gauze bags and cover the opening blossoms

of such as are given as examples of the impossible

without insect aid. Of these he names red Clover,

white Clover, Iiis virginica, Campanula, Dandelion,

and many others as seeding just as well under these

conditions as when insects are permitted free access to

them. In fact, Baptisia among Leguminous plants

and the curious tribe of Orchidacecc are the chief ones

which do not seem to seed without insect aid. Yucca

requires insect aid, but seeds just as well with its own
pollen when applied artificially, and the presence of

the insect Pronuba yuccasella is, therefore, no argu-

ment for cross-fertilisation, which is the matter in con-

troversy. The author then showed how some flowers

fertilise themselves when it was thought impossible

for them to do so, by original observations on the

behaviour of living plants. The argument that colour

and fragrance have been given to flowers in order

to attract insects to them, and thus insure cross-fertili-

sation, he meets with such instances as that of the

Black Cap and other Raspberries, which have neither

colour nor fragrance, and yet are remarkably attrac-

tive to insects, and yet the flowers produce Raspberries

just as well under gauze bags when the insects are

excluded. Another proof from the opposite direction

is that of some Sumachs and Willows, which have male

and female flowers on separate plants. The male

flowers have colour, fragrance, and honeyed secre-

tions, and are very attractive to insects, but they do not

visit and thus carry pollen to the female flowers at all.

Using the argument of the other side this should prove

that colour, fragrance, and honeyed secretions were

not made for fertilisation baits. lie then entered on

a physiological discussion, arguing that though the

florets in a head of Composite flowers and others should

have to be fertilised by each other, they are as much

brother and sister as anything quoted in illustration

from the animal world, and therefore the argument

would be worthless as against his point. Finally he

shows that in a large number of cases where plants do

not seed by the application of their own pulicii, if ey

do not either by the application of foreign pollen.

Insects do not aid them. By re ereiiLe lu known

physiological laws, he arrives at fie conclusion that
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these sexual disturbances have no relation to fertilisa-

tion. He concluiles tiy summing up his remarks in

the following propositions:— i. Cross-fertilisation by

insect agency exists, but not to near the extent claimed

for it. 2. Where it does exist there is no evidence

that it is of any material benefit to the race. 3. Diffi-

culties in self-fertilisation result from physiological

disturbances that have no relation to the general

welfare of plants as species.

After inspecting a great breadth of the English

Hop Plantations, Messrs. Bakek, White, and

Morgan cannot estimate the yield at more than

equivalent to ^'200,000 old duty. Fortunately the

districts in which ihe best descriptions are grown are

exceptionally favoured, and portions of East and Mid-

Kent, together with Farnham and Country Farnham,

will produce an average crop, while the qualities from

them will be very choice. It may, therefore, be

regarded as a year especially favourable for GoUiiiig

Hops. The Bii'ivrs' yo;/;7w/also estimates the Hop
crop at ;^20o,ooo old duly.

The handsome Eomarea Carderi, illustrated

in our last volume .it p. 793, is again beautifully in

bloom in Mr. Bull's nursery, with an inflorescence

of twenty-two llowers ; and Mr. Bull will be happy
to show it to any one who would like to see it.

\We are pleased to hear that notwithstanding

the heavy expenses attending the Late Exhibition
AT Dundee, the financial result has proved highly

satisfactory. Despite unfavourable weather, the

exhibition was visited during the three days it was
open by 32,000 persons, and the money taken at the

gales amounted to ;iio6o. The sums paid to the

managers of the Dundee Horticultural Society (under

whose auspices the show was held) for membership
tickets was ^340, and donations were receivtd from
friends to the amount of /300, making a total sum of

;^I7oo, of which, after paying prize money to the

amount of ji'ioi3 is., and other expenses, there will

be a satisfactory balance to the good. The exhibition
was closed late on the night of the 9th inst. by
James \eaman, E^q., M.P., and Councillor Mac-
DONALD, who both spoke in very decided terms
of "the bonnets of Bonnie Dundee," being deter-
mined to take and keep the lead in Scottish shows
that they had gained by this great display.

Mr. Bull has submitted to us a new and
magnificent form of LiLIU.M auratum, imported by
a private gentleman from Japan, and which has
recently been acquired by him at one of Stevens'
sales. The flowers are large, of the widely expanded
form, and measuring 10 inches across ; indeed, in size

and contour they approach those of the grand L.
Parkmanni figured by us last year. To this noble
size is added a most striking and distinct and exceed-
ingly rich style of marking. The ground colour is, as
usual, white, and on the sides of the perianth seg-
ments are numerous blood-red spots, but the charac-
teristic yellow band is entirely obliterated, and replaced
by a band fully half an inch broad, of a rich deep
sanguineous red, deepening in intensity towards the

base of the segments, where it appears to form a dark
eye. From this strongly-marked blood-red colour-
ing, the name of L. auratum cruentum may be
appropriately given to it. The crimson band is not
only deeper and more solid in hue, and broader than
in the forms named rubro-vittatum, but the yellow
band is here entirely wanting, and the broad blood-
red band continued to the very base of the perianth
segments. The stems are slender, and of a purplish
hue, with a glaucous surface, and the leaves are small,

and remarkable for their deep dull green colour. Next
to L. Parkmanni, this is the finest Lily we have seen.

Mr. E. G. Treboar writes to the 7)'ot« :—
" Having lately returned from a tour in the United
States, where my attention was particularly called to

the depredations of the Colorado or Potato Bug,
may I ask the favour of a small space in your next issue

to giveaword of warning to the Potato growersof Great

Britain and Ireland ? These insects, one of the pecu-

liarities of which set ms to t.e that of travelling east-

ward, have already readied ihe shores of the Atlantic.

In oue field in the State of I^hode Island I saw them
on at least every second plai t, and this, too, was a

field that had been picked cltar of them, as was sup-

pose', but a few day-: before my inspection, An idea

seems to prevail, not only in America, but also on
this side the water, that the broad Atlantic must prove

an insuperable barrier to their further easterly pro-

gress ; and it is this idea I wish at once to dispel.

One simple statement should be sufficient, and it is

this :—The vessel in which I left Liverpool for New
York had them on board. It must be borne in mind

that the vessel had crossed the Atlantic from New
York, had been lying in one of the Liverpool docks

for several days, and was several days out on its

journey, when, in company with a member of the

editorial staff of the Arw i'ori IVorlJ, I saw two—
for they are generally found in couples—of these

insects creeping across the upper deck. Two insects

creeping across the deck of a steamer may seem a

trivial matter to manyabout which to writeto {\\t Times,

but 'great events from little causes spring,' and in my
humble opinion this is one of those little causes that

ought not to pass unnoticed."

As the result of an inspection of the Vine-

yards of Klosterneuburg, near Vienna, recently

made by a special commission, says the yottinal

,/'A^n'ail/itreFr(it:i/iie, it B.ppeiri ihat the Phylloxera

has not only extended its ravages to the Klosterneu-

berg Vines, but also to those of Nussdorf and Heili-

genstadt. Energetic measures are being taken to

destroy the germ of this scourge in the infested dis-

tricts. The appearance of the Phylloxera in this

wine district is the more to be regretted that the

growths in question are considered amongst the best

in Austria,

The Arbcih-yi Jer Ptaiizenphysiolo^ischsn Vcr-

smhsstalion am Konislkhen Poinohgischin InsliUtU

zii Pioskau contains a detailed article by Massink,

on the Diseases of the Bui.es of Hyacinths and
Narcissus. It is illustrated by two plates, showing

diseased bulbs and the fungi which cause the disease.

The subject appears to have been thoroughly handled,

and we propose giving an abstract of Massink's in-

vestigation on some future occasion.

. The nurse-trees of ViscUM album are so

numerous that it would seem to be able to grow on

almost any species ; and it would be of more interest

now to discover what it will not succeed upon, than

to add to the number it does seize upon. But it is

interesting to note that it will take possession of

exotic as well as endemic species. Professor KoCH
reports having seen it growing on the Eucalyptus

globulus in Upper Italy.

fionu Corrtsponkiuf.

Agave americana (American Aloe).—In former

days if, in England, the above vegetable production

burst into blossom it was said it "caused as great a

report as a whole battery of cannon "—a metaphorical

expression, of course, simply meaning that on account

of its great rarity it caused a "great talk." It is

generally accounted to have attainei the age of a

hundred years before it shows symptoms of blossom-

ing. In this stage its growth is very rapid, growing

from 3 to 4 inches in the twenty-four hours. It pro-

duces a single stem, the lower half being plain or only

fretted with a few stipuls ; the upper part is spiked

with remote bunches of green or creamy-yellow cups,

out of which protrude long yellow stamens, of which

flies and bees and wasps seem very fond. The shaft

is about 9 inches in circumference, and the entire

height from the ground to the summit is about 14 feet.

The flower is said not to last long, and as it fades the

plant dies, but throws up abundance of suckers. An
interesting feature is that during the whole period of

its growth the thick succulent leaves have an upward

tendency, clinging round its centre, but more open

than the Yucca gloriosa. From the time of the stem

protruding from the heart of the plant the leaves all

gradually fall down, and lap over its base, with the

exception of perhaps half-a-dozen, whose edges curve

up and retain a considerable quantity of rain-water.

I suppose this to be a wise provision of Nature.

During its growth it absorbs beneficially any quantity

of rain that may fall upon it, but the flower-stem and
blossom would rot with the same quantity. The
Aloe now in blossom on the lawn at Dinton Hall is

of the variegated kind. The Agave flourishes abun-

dantly in Spain, and perhaps on the opposite coast

of Africa, also upon the Cornice, especially about

Monaco. As far as England is concerned its blossom-

ing generally is extremely rare ; there is, however, an
exceptian to this. On the SciUy Islands it abounds,

and would blossom very freely were it not that the

fierce winds that rage about that isolated spot most
frequently tear ihem in pieces. I hear from my friend,

the Rev. II. Harpur-Crewe, an enthusiastic lover of

plants, that this year there was the promise of at least

forty blossoming, but all are smashed. J. J. Goodall,

Dinlon Hall, Avlesbury, Sept. 14. [We understand

Mr Goodall kindly allows any friends curious in such

matters to inspect this vegetable curiosity. Eds]

The Westminster Aquarium and Summer
and Winter Garden.—I very much regret to inform

you that the large fruit show (which was arranged for

October 4 and 5 next) will not take place, owing to a

change in the directorate. This has only come to my
knowledge to day (Sept. 15), and I have therefore taken

the earliest opportunity of letting the exhibitors know
by advertisement and otherwise. No one can regret this

abandonment of the show more than I do, for I feel sure

it will be a great disappointment to many who will have

made considerable preparation for it, and I confidently

looked forward to seeing at Westminster in October

one of the largest and best fruit shows ever held in

London. I have no doubt the flower and fruit shows

will be again held at Westminster next year. I did

my very best to make them a success this year, and I

hope to have the plea,ure of again meeting all the

exhibitors who so well supported me with their grand

exhibits of flowers and fruit. I take this oppor-

tunity of thankinu them all for the assistance they

gave me. Jnhn Wills, Jioyal Exolic Nursery, South

Kensington.

Flowering of Yucca aloifolia vaiiegata.-—In

answer to your correspondent, who enquires if it is

an unusual thing for the variegated Yucca to flower,

I beg to inform him that some few weeks ago I was

taken by a friend of mine into his conservatory, and the

first thing that caught my eye was a fine plant of this

varieg.ated Yucca towering far above the other plants,

and sending up a fine head of white flowers. From

enquiry of the gardener, I found the plant had been

growing in the same pot for some time, causing it

probably to flower so beautifully. The flower-spike

continued in perfection for several weeks, and had it

not been fully exposed to the sun would have lasted

longer. AJam's iWrJle.

Vine Freaks.—On a Lady Downe's Vine in one

of the houses here there is at the present time a small

bunch of Grapes which shows a striking but not alto-

gether unusual freak. A portion of the berries are of

the usual colour, whilst the remainder are of quite a

light colour, without any likelihood of getting any

darker, as they have been ripe some time. The dark-

coloured berries are down one side of the bunch,

whilst the light-coloured ones are on the other side.

What can be the cause of this variation of colour ?

Who can tell? M. Saul, Staur/on.

The Date of Introduction of the Mulberry.—
There appears to be some doubt in the mind of

the writer of the article at page 353, on the

Mulberry tree (Morus nigra, Linn.) as to the reason

for giving 1548 as the year of its introduction

into this country, and as I can afford a few details

upon this topic, I trust you will not deem them un-

worthy of a place in your journal. I believe

William Alton, in the Horlus Ktwensis, cd. i

(17S9), was the first who attempted to ascertain the

dates of introduction of our garden plants. In this

work he gives a list of the authorities consulted by

him for this purpose, commencing with Turner's

Herbal (1551). b"' '" ""^ second edition William

Townsend Alton had recourse to an earlier work by

the same author, namely, the Names aj //erl/es—Ihe

dedication of which is dated from Syon, March 15,

154S, in which production Morus is mentioned thus.

"
it groweth in diverse gardines in Englande" ("/'.

,-it. Sign. Ev., z'crso), consequently it must have been

brought over long before, but Alton is perfectly justi-

fied in simply working up to his information, and

not attempting to guess at dates. I may here remark

in passing, that it would be more correct to give the

year as 1549, which it is, according to our modern

reckoning, remembering that the year then ended

on March 24, Lady-day being the first day in the new

year. Although Aitonexpressly stated that there would

probably be errors in his work, owing to his being the

first to attempt to assign the earliest dates recorded

for exotics, yet his errors are few and small compared

with those of his successors, who have contented
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themselves with blindly copying from one another,

until the array of blunders is sometimes quite start-

ling. To take one instance only, that of Phillyrea,

Alton, in H.^ri. JCr..., ed. 2, voL i., pp. 19—21,

(1810), gives three species, as cultivated in 1597 by
the Earl of F^^t, the ill-&ted favoniite of Qaeen
Ehfflbeth, on the authority of John Gerard, in the

Heriall of the latter. Under these three species he
range eleven varieties. London, not referring to the

fffrball, erroneously assigns 1597 as the time when all

these varieties were in cultivation : ziJi London,
Ercy. Treis dnJ Siruls, p. 706 uS43> These items

were copied, blunders and all, by Pazton, Gjrd.

D-.-U (186S), and Johnson, Cotiz^i GarJ. Diet.

(1875), in the last case with an additional mistake.
Perhaps it is too much to expect that compilers of

such works as these last cited should investigate these

items independently, since the time occupied would
be great ; but we have a right to demand that due
acknowledgment should be made of the sources from
which the various items have been derived, else the
inevitable mistakes will be attributed to the wrong
person, until, sooner or later, the true origin is dis-

covered. I have appended the dates of the volumes
which I have quot&l, as I have not in eveiy case
referred to the original edition. B. DayJon Jcukson,

The Rainfall at Cobbam, Surrey.—Thinking it

may be interesting to some of your readers, especially

as I believe no other record is kept (or at any rate

published) in the immediate vicinity, I send you the
rainfall registered here this month ; also one or two
other notes bom my register.

RabtfaO.

The lowest temperature on the grass yet recorded
this month was recorded on the night of the 12th,

when the thermometer fell to 34' Fahr. The lowest

temperature 4 feet 6 inches from the ground has not
felkn below 36. 5° ; this has been realdied on three

orrasions, viz., the nights of the Sdi, loth, and
i^lh. \fa-rimnm shade temperature, 7S'', on the
tj^ Maximum solar radiation in vacuo, 12S°, on
the I7(h. B. Xcd JJj/di^ar!?, Bcoiiam LoJgr, Cc-i-

iam, Surrey, Srf-i, 19,

Ulez enropseus.—I send you several freshly

pthered branches full of Sowers. The plant in ques-

tioB flowered here in the spricg-time and began again
abont a fortnight ago, and is still fiill of little buds
and fioweis. 1; grows on a little hill amongst some
hundreds of the same, bat not in flower, friiz Hesie,

[Is is very like N. nantts. Ecs.]

The Famine in China. — Owing to severe

droDght and bad Tnf^n^ of conmiunication the
inhabitants of North-west China are subjected to great

distress. It is hardly to be expected that a subscrip-

tion will be raised in this coimtry for their aid, and if

it wa^ the piobability is that a large propmtion of it

wonU never readi its intoided desdnatioa. A ba
greater kindness than the mere relief of present
distress would be the prevention of snch Amines in

Uie fotnre ; if this is within oar power, have we not
an opportunity of showing some {Harfical Christianity

to people who have, as a nation, sa&ied much at our
hands? If we are lightly infonned, one great cause,
if not the cause, of the often recuning drooghts in

nonhem China is the arid, treeles oirfajv of the
oonntiy in that part of the woiU. If the parts
inhahitfH by a resident pc^nlation were well planted
with qoick-giDwii^ trees adapted to the i-limjto the
probatality is that a great amelioTation of the A\Tn^\^

would soon be produced. The Vfiniaor of Agri-
caltore in Fiance lately had notices freely posted
in many of the most frequented place in
coontiy distrifts, coodsdy enumerating the benefits
caniened by bedgdiogs, mdes, small birds, &c., and
the bann done by May-bogs. Woold it be impossible
to indnce the Chtoese Government to have notices
pasted about in the districts wiiidi would be most
benefited, tdUi^ of the caase of i\>fa^ droughts ; of
die woodEifiil pfSrts arising from the plantbig of trees

in Algeria, by the Soez Canal, and other arid places

;

aad the great harm done by cutting down forests in
some parts of France, the Isle of Boorfaon, &c. ? As
the Chinese Gorexmaent cannot manage to make
roads to these districts it is not to be expected that
they would wndfrtake pbatii^ trees. If Dr. Hooker
or any gentlmian with '="<K''i''"t inflnynff who under-
stands the subject could indnce our rqiresentatives in
China—aaibassaidoi^ T^?«gBlg, missMllaries^ &c—to

urge on the Chinese authorities the necessity of trying

to prevent future distress, in this way something might
be done to save from ruin a large expanse of country,
which more frequent and severe drotights than formerly
threaten to convert into deserts, such as exist in

Central Asia. RuAard Binns, Derby, Sept. 17.

The New Cucnmber and Melon Disease.

—

In your issue of the 2d your very able correspondent,
Mr. Fish, writes of a disease called *' a new Cucumber
and Melon disease.'"' Well, isitanewoue? Many of
your readers will be anxious to leam and hope it is

not, no doubt. Mr. Sheppard, in replying to Mr.
Fish, seems to take it to be the old one, at least he says,
" I had the same thing myself some fiiteen years
back," and like Mr. Fish despairs of a remedy almost.

I hope in relating my own case I may assist Mr. Fish
in his, if he has not alreadydestroyed his plants. Some
four years ago the Cucumbers here were attacked
while growing in a nice little half-span house with a
disease to all appearance that which is so damaging
to ridge and frame Cucumbers— first a spot on the
leaves, which soon spreads to the fruit, young cr older,

and sometimes cutting off branches. In time it

became a difficulty to find a sound fruit, notwithstand-
ing the many remedies applied as causes suggested
themselves. We tried lighter loam and less manure,
then some peat with more leaf-soil and less manure-
water; in fact all the changes which could be rung on
the various soils, and all to no effect The night tempe-
rature was abont 65', with a rise of 5° by day. The
water, being pumped from the chalk at a great depth
by steam and sent to us through a considerable run of
iron piping, was next suspected. We then used rain-

water only, with the same renlt: to cut a fruit fit for

the table was now out the qustion. .\3 soon as the
house could be cleared and lime-washed, yotmg
plants were planted once more, with more disease
than before, and I was bound to acknowledge
that we could not grow a Cucumber. This
being too serious a matter, seeds were again put
in, and kept in another pit till large enough to plant
ont. The disease appeared at a very early stage ; the
best were planted as before, but before they could
reach the trellis the disease had affected the "'^in

stem close to the top and threatened them with an
early death. Up to this time no Melon plant had
taken it, but all had carried out good crops of well,

flavoured fruit, epedaUy Read's Scarlet-flesh, as the
Fruit Committee may remember ; but now, for the
first time, I observed a spot on a young Melon
plant which was in a 60-sized pot standing on a shelf

in the Cucumber-house, and it then occurred to me
that the disease was atmospheric—a fact which
now appears to be well known. I at once or-

dered the hoose to be continually fumigated, and
the plants dusted with sulphur, and the night tempe-
rature to be raised to 70% which, of course, would
reduce the atmospheric moisture. The plants soon
began to grow healthily, making good leaves ; the
damaged stents became dry and healed up. When
the least sfgn of the disease appeared the house was
well filled with tobacco-smoke, which checked it at

once. We have not been troubled with it since, and
trust we never may, but if we are our remedy is

—

night temperature 70°, not too highly charged with
vapour; dust the affected plants with sulphur, and
fumigate twice a week for a [fortnight, and once a
week till no disease remains. I hope Mr. Fish's
p'.ants are not destroyed yet, that he may try this.

W. Cress, Mdchd Ccurt. [An advertiser ia otir last

issue claims that he is "the only man that has cured
the Cucumber disease." He would confer a great
favour on the craft if he would let us know how he
did it. Eds.]

Hellebonis niger.—I remember seeing H niger
flowering every winter and summer regularly in the
gardens where I was for five years in Germany. I saw
3ie same here this year, where the H. niger flowered
till the first week in August last, both places fully

exposed to the sunshine. Fritz Hast, 2, Kingston Plate,
Preitlmrj Road, Chiltenkam,

Limekiln Heating.— In answer to your corre-
pondent, Mr. Clayton, respecting the merits of lime-
kiln heating, I venture to give a lew (acts relative to
the apparatus in use here, which commenced workiiig
last December. The Idln is about 9 feet in depth, and
the quantity of 4-inch piping attached about 3000 feet.

I find that dnrii^ the winter and spiingmonths we turn
oat an average of 12 battels <rf lime daily. This
quantity of lime requires from 7 to 8 cwt. of coal to
tarn it eSectually. At the present time we are not
baming so mnrh, as the heat is not required. I find
for the week ending September 16 we have an aver-
age of 7 to 8 bushels per day, the coals used from 3
to 4 cwt. I may as well state that daring very severe
weather, when extra heat is required, I find it neces- I

sary to throw on an extra barrow-load of coals at I

bedtime. We can sell our lime at 6d. per bushel.
The coals we use are worth about 221. per ton. The
apparatus in use here heats nine booses and a span-

j

roofed pit efficiently, but I find it is of great importance
that the flues around the boilers should be kept well
cleaned out at least twice a week ; if this is not pro-
perly attended to the fire will not draw well and more
than half the heat is lost. My opinion of the appa-
ratus up to this moment is, that where a good number
of houses are to be heated, and chalk or limestone is

near at hand, with good sale for the lime produced, a
considerable saving may be effected. Robert So^uxrby,

Gr. to the Ear! of Macdcsfield, Shirburn Castle, Oxon,

By the Gardeners' Chronicle of last Satur-
day I observed that your correspondent, Mr. Clay-
ton, invites those who have tested Cowan's lime-
kiln system of heating to give through your
columns the experience of its efficiency. Having
until recently had at Temple Hill, Black Rock, in my
charge an apparatus for eighteen months, I may
perhaps be permitted to express my opinion con-
cemmg its merits. The apparatus in question was
used for heating eleven houses, through which nearly

4000 feet of 4-inch piping are laid. As regards its

heating powers I am of 3ie opinion that too much
cannot be said in its favour, as a constant steady heat,

far steadier than that obtained by any other method,
can at all times be maintained, and that too without
any anxiety of a cold frosty night on the part of the

gardener. I have frequently on frosty nights, indeed,
as a general rule, found the temperature at six or seven
o'clock in the morning two or three degrees higher
than it was when going round at ten o'clock

the previous night. Every gardener who has
stoves and Orchid-houses in his charge, or much early

forcing to do, will, I think, agree with me that this

advantage is of itself a high recommendation in favour

of the limekiln mode of heating. A word now as to

the economy of the system. For the first year alter

the apparatus was erected we kept an accurate account
of the amount of limestone and culm consumed,
and the return of the lime sold, and the lesult

was, that I found our heating cost us seme
£16 12.-. for the twelve months, viz., there was a
balance of exactly that amount paid for the

material and labour over and above what the lure
produced ; limestone cost, delivered into the place,

6s. 6d. per ton, and Welsh culm from igr. to 22s. (3d,

per ton, and the labour of breaking stone and feeding
and drawing kiln, \s. ^d. per day. The lime sold at

\s. 4J. per hogshead. I may remark that the calm
was generally mixed vrith fine coke, which we were
able to procure at 5.-. per chaldron. Were it

not for using a certain portion of this fine coke
or bretze, 1 have no doubt but the heating would
have cost as at least ;^25 for the year. Biit

even this could not be considered a high sum
for heating the same quantity of piping, and doing
exactly the same work, as formerly, under the old
system, cost at an average ;£"i20 per annum. I
have no doubt but in places favourably situated heat
can be obtained by the system free of cost, but in my
case, where the price of limestone was so high, it

could scarcely be expected. At Glenart Castle, the
seat of the Earl of Carysfort, the limestone cost them
8/. and the culm over £i per ton, and yet Mr.
Shepperd, the late gardener there, informed me that

the balance agamst the kiln on twelve months'
working was only some jf 10. He was at that time
erecting a second one. Leaving the economy of the
system altogether out of the question, I give my vote
in favour of the limekiln process of heating, because
of its capability of performing the work required of
it efficiently, and the amount of anxiety and trouble it

relieves one's mind of on a cold frosty night j^oia
Chnan, Gr., SeafoirU Manor, MonkstoiLn, Co.
DiiUin. [ What alxjut interest on the outlay ? Eds. ]

May I supplement Mr. Clayton's ques-
tions on this subject in last week's paper by
the following additional enquiries, which, if answered
fully, will, I have little doubt, afford such an in-

structive chapter on limekiln heating as has not
yet been furnished to your readers, ist. Could
they do more than keep out frost with the kiln at
Hatfield at the beginning of last winter, and did they
in the end put bars over its mouth and fire up under
the saddle in the old way ? 2dly, What has been the
history of the kiln at Trentham during these last

eighteen months or two years ? 3dly, What was the
result of the experiment with it at flamilton's nursery,
Carlisle? 4thly, Has it been a success at Downie
& Laird's, Edinburgh? 3thly, Has it given complete
satis^LCtion at Thyne's nursery, at Glasgow, and hare
they made any alterations since we last heard of it

there? 6thly, Had they any difficulty in "keeping
up heat" last winter at Garston, and what have
they done with all the lime they have made there
since the beginning, and what value did they get for

the lot ? And 7thly, What in the world has come over
Mr. Wadds, of Moore Abbey, who volunteered
to fiunish your readers with the very information
they needed and asked for, but who has never been
heard of since ? I await an answer. Old Bob Ridley.

I find, at p. 369, that ilr. Clayton wishes to

ventilate, as far as possible, the system of limek-In
heating. We had Cowan's apparatus cons:rj::ti
here last year, and hare used it about five m.nihj.
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dDiing which time it gave the greatest satisfaction to

all concerned. It must be ondeistood that the appa-

ratus here was constmcted to heat 1000 feet of 4-inch

piping, which we fully believe it will do, but as we,

at present, have only 5C0 feet, we allow the water to

circulate in the cistern abore when required to regu-

late the heat, and when the hot weather came on we
let the contents of the kiln bum out, as we bare a

small boiler in connection that answers the purpose

during summer. I am not prepared, at present, to

give an accurate account of its compensating qualities,

as the lime, which was of first-class quality, was used

on the farm without a strict account being kept. -\3

far as a rough estimation will allow, I should consider

the lime burnt equal to the cost of fuel, but as to this

part I hope, during the coming year, to be able to

gire a detailed account. One thing is certain, the

system acts admirably as regards heating, and with a
little knowledge it is simply and easily managed.
1 would, therefore, recommend all those who happen
to have any little prejudice left respecting it, to try

it for themselves, and they will no doabt say with me
that it is the best system of heating yet introduced.

W. Wood, Gr., c-v., to C. Ten-!, E:;., OailanJs,

Datrluh, Dnvtt.
The limekiln erected in the gardens here has

been worked for nine months, and has given me the

greatest satisfaction. I consider it the hiest system of

beating eitant, and, where limestone is to be had, I

would say to those interested, adopt the system at

once. Nothing I have ever done has given me such

satisfaction and pleasure, and I am convinced now of

its economy, utility, and cleanliness. I trust others

who have adopted the system are as fortunate in

having as good an apparatus . Wii^ijm Lunt, Brough-

ton B.iil GarScJu, Si:?lin, Yorkshire,

If Mr. Clayton wishes for useful informatioil

regarding the heating powers of the Cowan Patents

CompaD}'s system he can hardly have it better ex-

plained than in the answer to the question that decided

myself and others when we were hesitating whether or

not we would adopt the system. The quetion is

simply this—Is it, or is it not, likely that a good
saddle boiler set on top of a red-hot limekiln will or

will not heat a certain quantity of pipes ? If the

answer does not satisfy him, neither wtII argument or

any plain statement of facts. However, as regards

the practical economy or satisfactory results derived

from the limekiln system, it depends chiefly, if not
altogether, on local circumstances, viz.. Is the food for

the kiln (limestone or chalk, also culm or coke) cheap
and convenient ? Is the lime required on the premises

for building or valuable for the land ? Or is it likely

to se'.l at a fair price if not wanted on the place ? The
answer to these questions will decide in a great mea-
sure whether or not the system can be so effective in

practice as its promoters claimed for it, for Just in

proportion as the materials are cheap and convenient

so will the saving be. We have had it working here
for the last three years, and its heating power is never
questioned. The first season we calculated all the

cost of stones, culm, labour, ^c, aikd found that the

lime produced paid and more than paid the expenses

;

and since then every one is satisfied that the lime pays
the expenses, so that we have a large range of houses
heated for nothing ; but we have the limestone cl<»e

at hand (of our own), and we get culm from Wales at

about 15J. per ton. Tk^ma: CLjrh:, Gr. :j L~rJ CJ^n-
morris, Cr^^-CJ.:ri, ArSrtiijn, Iri^cnJ,

I have had a limekiln in operation here since

March 16, 1S75, except in very hot weather. Last
winter I consider was a fair trial for it, and I am glad
to say it did its work well, and without any night
stoking. It is giving entire satisfaction to myself, zai.

also to my employer, the Rev, J. Goring, who will

bear out all that I say in favour of the system, if

applied to. I have done well with it, but I hope to do
still better daring the coming winter. The chalk that

I have been using has not been so good for the pur-
pose as it ought to be, being surface chalk only,

which is not fit for lime-making, and in consequence
the lime has not been very good ; but I supply the

bricklayers on the estate principally when the kiln is

at work, and the remainder goes on to the land, and
very useful it is, in particular for grass land. If there

was no return as regards lime, the system is calculated
to produce heat 2; per cent, cheaper than any odier
in existence. B. C'.\ir.x, Thi GarS^.s, iiZ.\-n Fori,
StryKir.-, Sussa.

The kiln erected here in Xovember, 1S75,
heats 5000 feet of 4 and 5-inch piping very satisfac-

torily ; a good steady heat is obtained, and no night
attendance whatever is required. Since the end of
March I have only charged once in forty-eight hours,
and got plenty of heat. I bum rubbly culm ; it gives
a good heat and is smokeless, which is a great
advantage. I bum here four parts chalk to one part
culm. /". ff.vin; Thi G^rjcns, Crj^-U: Cour:,

We have just had a limekiln erected ; but,
although I have not had a winter's trial, I have had
snfScient experience to know it will give every satis-

faction with little trouble. The apparatus here heats
over 600 feet of glass, and I am sorry the conservatory

is too far off to be included. Ji, BJu^jrthy, Jlu Gjr-
dens, Crom CastU,

Rntnex scutatas.—We beBere from Dr. Hooker's
Handbook that this plant has been leoorded some-
where as occurring in this coontiy. It coreis an okl

wall at Maidstone, which is not suipibing, as the

plant was formerly ctiltivated as a potherb. M. J. B,

Notes on Melon Ctiltnre.—With me this has

been a good season for Meltms ; the hot sammer,
being jnst suitable to their wants, brooght them to

perfection, both in size and flavour, and the seoood
crop has been finer than the first. Now, as Car as my
experience goes. Melons are looked npoo as d ifiifTiU

to deal with, and I have been a witnes of more than
one case of failore, and it may not be oat of place to

note one such case for the benefit of yom^ beginners.

The more experienced will no doobt have known
these misfortunes before reaching the stage of head-

gardeners, thoogh, as we are well aware, the most
careful men cannot always guard against failares-

When foreman at a gentleman's place in Kent, the

houses, pits, and firames, were onder my charge, and
Melons being a favourite fruit the fust crop was
planted in a small lean-to house. .\1I went vreU for

some time, till at length just before ripening the

plants begun to show 9gns of something being

wrong, and the majority of the frnits went
soft, so that with the exception of Williams' Para-

dise Gem, none came to peifectiaa. The second

crop was planted in a frame heated in the ocdinaxy

way. This was a most promising cit^ a fine set, and
healthy foliage, and greatly admned by the gardener,
but these, too, were doomed, and not one came to

maturity. This was A\<Av^r*t^\n^ in the exiirHW,

and, had not the keen eye of the gardener been on
them daily, I doubtless should have beoi Uamed for

fool play. We subjected them to a dose examina-
tion, but could find nothing to accoont for thor mi-

timdy death. My experience since teUs me that the

soil was of too light a nature for the {Hodnctiaa of

good Melons. They delight in a stixng loam, not

over rich, or else the growth will be of too sappy a
nature, and thus favourable to shanking. I have this

year, for the first time, mixed clay with loam and a
a little leaf-soil in the proportioo of one barrowload
of clay to three of loam and one of leaf-soiL The
quantity of clay must d^>end on the natnre of the

loam. If very light and sandy add more clay, i^ on
the contrary, it is very heavy, little or none will be
required. It matters but little whether the sod is all

put in the frame at one time, or the plants aUowed to

grow for some time and then the seal added to them.
I have tried both ways, and find no diOetence.

Before planting make a hole for eadi {dant, and,

having a little better compost mixed ready witbont

any clay, place each plant in position and fill op with

the better compost ; this will enable the plants to get

a good start before reachii^ the poorer compost.

Make the whole firm, and gire a good watering, and
the operation is completed. It is best to plant three

plants at least in each light, as one or more can eaaly
be cut out, and it is better to have too many than not

enough. Early Melons reqniie more care in watering

than the later ones, especially when setting the fruit

It is best withheld altogether at this period, and again

when the fruit begins to diai^ coloax. It is a good
plan to stand an empty fiower.pot abont among the

plants, for by potiring the water into this the bed may
be effectually watered, and the foliage and fruit kept

dry. In very hot weather they mtst have abundance

of water when swelling off their fruit, and it may be

found necessary to damp them over each evoiing at

shutting up time, to keep down the arrarks of red-

spider. This treatment has been beneficial in my case,

and I hope it may prove so in that of others. A. J. S,

The Lambton Castle Fig.—The descriptiaa

you gave at p. 365 in your last issue of the Lambton
Castle Seedling Fig, so exactly tallies with the true

character of the Figue d'Or whi<^ has long been in

cultivation, though not much known in this country.

that I am inclined to think they are identical, and
the more so as you state it is snpposed to be a seed-

ling. It must not be confounded with d'Or bifera,

which bears a mudi smaller fruit. C. I^u,

Transplanting Large Conifers and Forest
Trees.— '*

T. S. W." thinks my evidence just a little

strong, but it is of &cts that I-write, and I may say

with Boms

—

" My ^t-ii1 may wdl be doubted :

But facts are duels that winna ding,

.\nd dauma be dispuied."

The large trees that we moved last autumn, not one
nor two but huitdreds, may be seen to prove the bsX,

though I may be but one in an hundred of the ordi-

nary intelligent gardeners who cannot root-prune

without the rooK dying back. The fact is, I did not

happen to do the root-pruning at all, as it was done
beibie I took charge of these gardens, and by a voj

intelli^£zt: girieoer, but I can at least move them
withottt ; and although they have been planted but
twelve months it is duScult to pick them out from old
planted trees, and, what is more, the largest have
stood it the best, Abies Doogiasii, Finns exrelsa, and
Wellingtonia especially ; in focest trees. Oaks, Oiest-
ncts, and Limes, 15 to 23 feet, many of them with a
girth of 2 feet 6 indies of stem. The Cbestnat^ with
large bushy heads, bfaxaaed the foDoni^ spring as if

th^ had never been mned, tfans pnwing that the
roots were pretty well looked alter. "J. S. W."
misquotes me whim he says the Deodar I cat roend
and moved the same way set about n'owii^ imme-
diately, both root and top. If be looks again he will
find that it was in September of last year that I OKned
the tree, conseqnendy there was an inactive pedod of
many months before growth cnmmaiced in the qion^
And if I was now, at the end of twdve "w»»iie^^ to
open out the trendi I shonld doobtless find maay
dead or decaying roots, no matter hov caieM we
were in preserrii^ than and pmaiag back what
btuised ones we could get at. In moving sadi hoge
trees great force has to be used, that makes soae
bruisii^ unavoidable. Xow, what woold be the efiect

to again more the tree? I am fiimfy coarinced it

wonki kill it, and even if we wait another year it

would stand a better -t-^'w—
, but there is the ks of

time and growth. "J. S. W.'^thinksldidnnwiselyin
moving when I saw the state of the roots. I had an
other choice, as my employee wanted the gromid. With
regard to friiit trees, if you wish to stop exnbaaat
growth, root-prune, but it must be done with a caiefal

hand. We planted upwards of two acns, last Hard,
of .\pple5, Peais, Plmns, and Chenies that had not
been moved for seretal years, and there are now only
six plants that look siddy amongst the hit. All that

is lei^oiied is caiefiil txeatmeitt of the roots vhoi
taking up and repiaating. Jos^ Mmnixi, Tie
Gardens, Great Heja, Warxick,

Pampas Grass.—Yoar contespaadest " A. J. S."
seeks iaformatian as to the —mhrr of iltiau-spikes

pcodnced in individual pbats of this n.nifii 1 in

grass. We have two of these plsoited in the kitchen
garden here, wiiicfa is sitnarp in a damp valley

these plants are large and vigoroes, and flower very
freely. I'his year on one plant there are serenty spikes
and on the other sixty-one ; these are now jnst nang
above the kng gtacdal leaves of the pfanls^ and
will form very interesting subjects dnring the not six

weeks. G. T. Miles, Sett. 20.

Prince of Wales Peach.—Hoewith I eadose
a fruit of the Peach mttwd Prince of Wales. The frait

when gathered weighed iij oz. I have gathered

several oS the same tree nearly the ve^ht of the one
salt, jcsefi WiOiamum, Castie Gonial, IFiiie-

idBxm, S^C II. [The bnt atjpeaih to be cor-

lectly named, and was ray good in qaafitf far a late

fruit. £l>s.]

Venn's Black Muscat Vine.—I beiiere Srtr.

Simpson is quite i^fat respecting the above Vine. I

poidiased a guinea cane twelve mnnfhs ago, and upon
reading iiz. Simpson's remarks I was tempted to

compare voy carefully the fofiage of die old Muscat
Hamburgh with Venn's Black Muscat, and so &r as

my eye can judge, they appear to be one and the same
in every diaiaii^istic All our Vines here ate two-

year-olds, and we have planted a good variety, bat
any one ooold readily distinguish one variety from
another, except the two Vines in qnestion. I was
recoomienied to plant it in an early honse^ wUdh I

did, with Hambmghs and Foster's Seedliag of am
own growii^ and whilst our own Vines are evoy-
thing that one could expect tbenew-oaser tains ont a
puny grower. 1 have not fruited my Vme as yet, bat

I am afraid Mr. Simpson's opimon will turn oat to be
too tme. I shall be gbd to send leaves far inyrtion.
What say other growers ? IF. Himds.

Mr. Simpson asks yoor readers far their

experience omceming Venn's Black Mascat Vme.
I bad three plants frvm an amhcnrii; somce, and I

inarched one on Baidiaid's Prince, annthfr on Mrs.
Fince, and grew one en its own roots. They all had
a bunch of Gnqies this season. I have tasted the

fruit at diiferat time^ and <»miiiii'«i it with the

Muscat Hambm^ and I hasR abo ^Ja^^^ul the

leaves at diSereat times, and cam see no diOjLBU-
I have, therefore^ no hrsitarinn in s^iag that Van's
BlackMascat and Mascat Hamboighaie the same.

I have sdn a bunch hanging, so that any one inte-

rested in the matter may come asd see and taste.

A. IhmaUsr*, LiUmers.

Foliation of Young or Old Trees.—It is sareiy

wdlknown that young plants ofagivoi species{Hodooe

their leaves much eadier dian individaals of anHlr
age (see p. 26S^ . We have here in dose fuiianty

two beds of seedlii^ Piceas, a distinct species in each.

The plants are fou years old, and lave been tm
years in the beds, and I oisened that in the spring of
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this and last year they had made about 3 inches of

growth eight or ten days before good-sized trees of

their respective species, growing within a few feet of

them, had started. The plants in both beds did not

commence to grow at one and the same time, owing

to the constitutional tardiness of the one as compared

with the other, but both lots were eight or ten days in

advance of old plants of their respective species. This

difference of time in the period of leafage between

young and old plants of the same species is probably

due, in part, to the comparative hardness of their

tissues, the cell-walls of the older plants being less

pervious, so to speak, to the crude flowing sap ; but

it is hardly due to that alone. Perhaps the difference

is owing to the relative depth to which the majority of

the roots of the young and the old plants extend

into the soil. The extremities of the roots of the

young plants will at that season of the year be influ-

enced and excited by the heat, when the roots of the

old plants remain unaffected. That there is truth in

this is proved by the fact that two plants of the same
species planted in soils of a different texture, say the

one arenaceous and the other argillaceous, will not

start into growth within a few days of each other.

The tenacious soil is less pervious to the influence of

the sun. If there be any truth in what I have

advanced it would be rather difficult, in v/ant of

better evidence, to believe that an "old tree produces

its leaves earlier and earlier as its age increases," and

as its roots go deeper and deeper, G, S.

Melons Out-of-Doors.—In a late issue of the

Gardeners' Chronicle mention is made of Melon grow-

ing out-of-doors in England. I have this year grown

Little Heath Melon very successfully on a ridge with-

out any extra care, producing large handsome fruit in

plenty, some of them split at the ends : is there any

way of checking this tendency? Hinry S. Young,

Emruvrth. Hants.

Nertera depressa.—Your correspondent, Mr.

Legg's, descriptive and valuable notes on this plant

in your last issue will be interesting to lovers of such

plants. The Nertera may deserve a line in its favour

as an ornamental plant for such as a Heath or almost

any other cool house. It would do well for a front

stage, or in any conspicuous place where it could be

seen to advantage. I have just made up some pans

of it, well raised up in the centre, and in this way,

when well clad with berries, though the plant is not

expensive, I think nothing can be more beautiful.

The immense size of berry (as compared with the size

of the plant), and their numbers, lying upon the

green carpet of leaves, are most extraordinary. This

plant was one of the prettiest on the rockwork at

Kew in 1S6S, so it does not appear to have been

distributed very rapidly. R. /I/.

Mulberry Trees, - I see some correspondents are

writing about the Mulberry tree of Scripture ; they

say it is not mentioned, I would refer them to

Psalm Ixxviii. 47, where it is said, " Destroyeth

their .Sycamore trees with frost." The Sycamore is

never destroyed or injured by frost, but the delicate

Mulberry is so sometimes ; I therefore suggest that

Mulberry is intended for Sycamore, liaux, which is

translated Mulberry tree, is said not to be that tree
;

but allow me to suggest the " Home Service," which

now, all over the shores of the Mediterranean Sea, is

used as Pears are in Belgium and France—as a winter

and early spring everyday addition to the evening

meal. Easf Somerset.

Verbascum Blattaria album.—I enclose a few

lateral spikes and young plants of this elegant shrub-

bery border plant. My plants, which flowered last

year at three months old, have this year been in flower

since June, and seem likely to continue in flower till

Christmas, weather permitting. Some of them have

had four or five spikes 3 feet long, and the laterals are

produced from the lower part of the stem in abundant
succession. It attracts much notice in my garden as

a novelty, though a wild British plant. It transplants

kindly at any age, and may be topped at any period

of its growth to induce a bushy habit. The English

public did not respond to my offer of seed last year,

though some Dutch gardeners did. I have this year

sent all my spare seed to Messrs. Carter, hoping to

bring so pretty a flower into more general notice,

C. iV. Dod, Ed^^e Hall, Malpas, Cheshire. [It is a

very elegant border plant. Eus. ]

Eryngium maritiraum.—Having tried the Sea
Holly in a flower garden, I can add my mite of infor-

mation to Mr. Forsyth's notes on the ICryngium mari-

timum published in your number of the i6lh. The
Sea Holly will not grow well in garden soil unless a
large portion of sea sand be mixed with the earth in

which it is planted. It failed with me when placed

inland, in good rich soil, but throve well on the coast,

in both North and South Wales, where I was able to

study its natural taste and give it sea sand. I am so

partial to the plant that it delights me to see it brought

into notice by such an authority as your correspondent.

Ladies might patroniie sprays of Sea Holly in their

bonnets in the place of birds' wings. It would look

well, I assure them, for I wore some in a black lace

bonnet several autumns ago, and " the effect " (as a

milliner would write) was " much approved of." Its

round flowers, and its spiny glaucous leaves, were far

beyond any artificial decoration. Mr. Forsyth alludes

to its medicinal properties. There is no doubt but

that in the days of Shakspeare " Eringoes " were

known. The root is often used as a candied sweet-

meat, and the young shoots dressed Asparagus

fashion are not to be despised. Helen E. U'atnev,

Berry Groiv, List. Hants. [We have seen the plant

growing freely enough in the Chelsea Botanic Garden,

where the soil is light, without the aid of sea

sand, Eds.]

Vegetable Marrow Preserve.^I can endorse

your correspondent, A. D.'s, remarks at p. 369
respecting the Vegetable Marrow making a good pre-

serve. I well remember some six or seven years ago

having some placed before me at my old friend Mr.

Handyside's, Brick Hill, Manchester, when we pro-

nounced it excellent ; and at the same time there was

some Tomato preserve, which was A I, As to the

keeping qualities of either of the preserves I cannot

say, only I was told by Mrs. Ilandyside that she

made them both in the same way as she did her other

preserves, that is, with equal weights of sugar and

fruit, and boiled them the usual time. Any who may
have Marrows and Tomatos to spare will not, I

think, regret making some preserve of both, although

I considered the Tomato was much superior. A'.

Greenfield, Priory Gardens, Wat'.inek. [Tomato jam
keeps as well as most other preserves, and is an

excellent form in which to work up the green and

half-grown fruits. It is particularly luscious. Eds. ]

Novel Advertisements.^Perhaps one of the

most novel advertisements that has ever appeared in

your columns is to be found in last week's issue. It

reads thus :
—"Thoroughly competent in all branches

of the profession ; he also employs hives of bees in

having a good set of fruit ; one of the best Poinsettia

growers in the West of England, and the only man
that has cured the Cucumber disease. A good place

and wages expected." Such a man will surely never

have to advertise a second lime. To assert that he is

the only man th.at has cured the Cucumber disease,

which has bafiled so many, is saying a great deal,

and as the disease is making sad havoc this season, it

is a consolation to know that it is possible to be

cured if we only knew how. Would not the advertiser

impart his knowledge to those suffering from it for

a small fee ?— lor such a light should not be hidden

under a bushel. E. Bennett, Kablcy,

Apiary.

British Bee-Keepers' Association Exhihi-

TION At THE Alexandra Palace.—The above

Association held their third annual show at the Alex-

andra Palace on the 15th, l6th, and 18th inst. The

grand hall was well filled both with exhibits and

visitors, a large space of tabling being occupied with

honey, conspicuous among which stood a superb

vase containing more than 100 lb. of well-filled comb

of very fair quality worked by the bees of Mr. Samuel

Thome, of Ashwell, Hertfordshire, which deservedly

took 1st prize in its class (glass supers), as it is pro-

bably the largest quantity ever stored in one glass in

England ; but the judges must have been sorely

puzzled whether to award the prize to this or to its

neighbour, a remarkably fine globe of extremely

pure and f.aultless honeycomb, weighing 50 lb.;

but evidently weight was preferred to quality,

so that the latter exhibit, the property of Mr. Sells,

of Ufhngton, Stamford, had awarded to it the 2d

prize. From a paper attached to this exhibit we learn

that it was filled by a new swarm hived June 12,

which in forty days had not only executed this artistic

work, but in addition had stored 70 lb. more honey in

the hive beneath. The 3d and 4th prizes in this class

were both good, and so very nearly equal that the

competition ran very close.

To induce the bees to work in glasses is somewhat
more difficult than in boxes of wood or of wood and
glass, and the latter class obtained much the largest

number of exhibits. Mr. Walton's super of 75 lb. of

very delicate-looking comb deservedly gained the 1st

prize ; it is worthy of remark that its producer was

also a successful exhibitor in nine out of ten of the

honey classes, and as this includes "cottagers' classes
"

it may encourage the poor man to know he cannot

always be beaten by his wealthy neighbour with ample
leisure. The 2i prize went to a very large super from
Lancashire, which would have deserved a better fate

had it not been irretrievably ruined by rough usage

in transit to the show. The 3! prize was awarded to

Mr. F. Cheshire for a super remarkable for the fact

that the combs were built on what is termed artificial

foundations, that is to say thin sheets of wax manu-
factured with the foundations of all cells ready made
for the bees. Mr. Cheshire has paid much attention

to this subject, and it was marvellous to see the beau-
tiful regularity of the cells, in this instance advisedly

of drone construction, as affording the maximum of

storage room with the minimum of material. The
remaining six prize-takers in this class would in

ordinary seasons have been hard to beat, either one
being a credit to their owners.

The prize for the largest and best harvest of honey
in comb from one stock under any system of manage-
ment was won by Mr. T. W. Cowan, of Horsham,
who showed two supers containing 120 lb. of beautiful

quality, although this was beaten in point of weight
by Mr. Phillips, of Hitchen, with eight supers con-

taining 131?; lb. As we are seldom favoured with

a better season than the last, we may infer

that these weights are not likely to be often

exceeded, more especially as Mr. Cowan has
the reputation of being the most skilful honey-pro-

ducer in the kingdom. We are informed by him that

this year he started with sixteen stocks, which in-

creased to twenty-one, and yielded 1300 lb. of super

honey, as well as several hundred pounds of extracted.

It is, therefore, not surprising that six prizes for honey
fell to his share at this exhibition. We were pleased

to see the first appearance of a number of sectional

supers, the production of which was advocated in our
columns on April 29 last by Mr. John Hunter. This
is a grand step in the right direction to make a

market for fine honeycomb. A large super is all very

well to show what can be done by good management,
but such a production is not readily saleable. No
private person cares to buy a hundredweight of honey;

to break bulk is messy and wasteful, but when we
have the the same honey ready packed by the bees in

little boxes of 2 lb, or 3 lb. each, customers are soon
found. Having now woke up to this fact, we have
no doubt small supers will increase and large ones

decrease.

We have not space to comment on all the honey
exhibits (which were more than 100), so must content

ourselves with the mention we have made of the most
remarkable. Next to the honey the greatest attraction

and competition was of course the hives ; and the

coveted prizes, the Association's silver medals,

brought forth all the inventive genius of both amateurs
and professional hive-makers. Class I, for observatory

hives, had but three competitors, and there was nothing

very remarkable or novel in the construction of either;

the 1st prize was awarded to Messrs. Neighbour &
Sons, and the 2d to Mr. Bruce Wilson. Much
greater competition took place in cla^s 2, for the
" best movable comb hive for depriving purposes."

As this was irrespective of price, some very elaborate

and expensively constructed bee dwellings appeared
Mr. C. N. Abbott bore off the palm as "certifi-

cated best," having last year for the same hive

with some modifications obtained the silver medal.

We were unable to discover the superiority of this

hive over several standing adjacent, more particularly

the "Alexandra" (2d prize), exhibited by Mr. J. M.
Hooker, of Sevenoaks, which showed remarkable

ingenuity ; and if we leave out the question of price

(for which there is ample value) there could be no

doubt of its superiority. Mr. Hooker has here evi-

dently had in his mind the German and American
modes of removing the frames from the side, and

while adopting their manner has not given up our own
more familiar way of lifting them, for facilities are

afforded for both systems.

The Association, in its praiseworthy endeavours

to rescue the bee from the old barbarous practice

of burning them, has sought to show how they

may be driven from their hives without destruc-

tion, and at all their meetings have given practical

demonstrations of driving, uniting, transferring, &c.

Ill the present instance the Italian garden was set

apart for manipulation, and Mr. John Hunter, with

other experts, when not prevented by rain, astonished

the visitors by showing the impunity with which

bees may be handled when necessary. A portion of

the great conservatory was set apart, through the glass

of which the spectators could see the bees, &e. Many
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scores of people freely paid "an extra sixpence to be
allowed to enter the garden, where ladies, as well as

gentlemen, stood (like the operators) unveiled among
the busy cloud of insects. The gentlemen assisting

here were untiring in their endeavours to interest their

visitors, many of whom for the first time in their lives

made a close acquaintance with a queen. The secret

of the bees' extreme dociUty was that they had under-

gone a long journey, and, as is their practice in such

cases, had so gorged themselves with honey that they

had not the least inclination to use their stings.

Among what may be termed bee furniture practical

beekeepers could find many roost interesting and

useful appliances, which we have not space to

mention ; but we cannot pass llie honey sHngers

without a few words. Mr. Cowan obtained 1st prize

for a fine machine, which makes honey-exlracting a

pleasure, so easy does it work. The 2d prize fell to

Mr. C. N. Abbott, for an implement he calls "The
Little Wonder," on the same principle as the Italian

Smielatore. The machine does its work fairly, but

the labour is great.

The *' honey fair," unfortunately, was not brisk,

the class of visitors apparently not being such as are

prone to indulge in purchasing large supers of honey.

Where, however, the package was small a ready sale

was found.

Late Swarming.—A swarm of bees took place

in my garden this forenoon at 1 1 o'clock. They settled

on a Rose bush. It was bright sunshine ; the tempe-

rature in shade was then at 64", the minimum in the

previous Jnight 42°, This, I believe, is the latest

swarm I haver ever known. Thomas Bdl^ The Wakes^

Selborne, AUoUy IlaniSj Sept, 20.

Jforfip (Corrcspoiikiitc.

Horticulture in Russia. — Horticulture in

Russia has not attained to a very advanced state ;

indeed, compared with other highly civilised countries

of Europe, Russia is very backward in the sister arts

of horticulture and agriculture.

In the wide-spreading tract of country called in

geographical parlance the Ukraine, the land is fertile

and undulating ; it is, indeed, the corn-field of Russia,

where much more Wheat is grown than is consumed
in the country, and whence we obtain the bulk of our
foreign supplies of grain. In this favoured district

every one possesses a garden, but neither the peasant's

plot of ground nor the proprietor's acres would realise

our ideal of a garden—that is to say, a kitchen gar-

den ; the ornamental grounds surrounding the house
are of much the same character as those around
gentlemen's residences in Great Britain.

The kitchen gardens to the mansions would, as far

as productiveness of soil and extent of ground are

concerned, be sufficient to supply not only a house-

hold but a village ; but of really clever gardeners

there are few, and the common and almost unchecked
vice of pilfering is so great that the proprietor who
gathers a tithe of his produce is fortunate.

Of kitchen gardens neatly and carefully kept, safely

fenced in with high brick walls, there are but few,

the barest approach to one with which we are

acquainted being that on an estate laid out by a

wealthy Polish gentleman some twenty years ago,
and even this would not by any means realise our
idea of a well ordered kitchen garden. The pro-

prietor had in his youth travelled all over Europe,
and had imbibed new ideas as to the laying-out of his

ground ; and though brick walls were not built

expressly to enclose the garden, use was made of the

brick walls of the outbuildings, three sides of the

enclosure being formed by them, the fourth by a high
fence to separate the garden from an extensive wood.

Within the area the choicest Grapes, Peaches, and
Nectarines were grown on the walls, also a very
magnificent variety of Plum—a large, dark, luscious
fruit, covered with a delicate bloom, and locally termed
the French Plum ; the north wall was not utilised in

any way, Morello Cherries being quite unknown. As
far as wall fruit was concerned the garden instanced
was the only only one with which we were acquainted
where such things were cultivated ; in the generality

of cases the garden is enclosed by a high fence of
strong, tall reeds : these are tied together in bundles
rather larger than a man can span with both hands,
the bundles are firmly fastened together with stakes
thrust through them, and stand, when fixed, about 8
ieet high. On such walls it is impossible to grow fruit,

atid the choicest sorts, as Peaches, Apricots, Plums,
the finest Apples and Pears, &c., are grown as espa-

liers. Apricots succeed admirably as espaliers, grow-
ing as freely and fruiting as abundantly as Apple
trees in Devonshire orchards.

The kitchen gardens are, as we have already said,

of great extent, but seldom laid out as one whole gar-

den, a plot here and a plot there being devoted to the

culture of one description of crop, Potatos are very

extensively grown as garden produce, as are also

Carrots and Cabbages, Kohl Rabi being, we fancy,

the most important, except Cabbage, of any of the

culinary crops ; this may be owing to the fact that all

the best gardeners are Germans, and old associations

brought from " Vaterland " may have something to

do with the universal predilection evinced for this

vegetable. The Germans, who are head gardeners,

do not, of course, do much of the mere drudgery, if

we may so term it, of the garden work—the digging,

hoeing, &c,, is done by women ; a few men are kept

as under gardener?, of these two are employed as

night and day watchmen to prevent all the choice fruit

being stolen—indeed it is no uncommon thing for the

master to have the whole of the finest fruits picked

green, in the hope that some may ripen indoors under

lock and key.

As far as we can glean the list of kitchen garden

crops is very similar, but not so extended as our own.
Brussels Sprouts and Asparagus are very popular,

the latter being cultivated in gardens ; although the

woods are full of it, the wild Asparagus is seldom
cut, for it is not easily found when in season, but is

most conspicuous in autumn, when its feathery foliage

is covered with scarlet berries. Two other staple

crops are Carrots and Cabbages ; the latter, a very

close-hearted and large variety, is grown principally for

salting down for winter use both by rich and poor.

Lettuces are commonly seen, but Endive, as far as

our experience goes, is not known ; Parsley is used,

but the roots are employed for flavouring soups—the
leaves, compared with the quantity used in an Eng-
lish l!I!S!iu\ being disregarded.

Easter is the great festival, both with the Russians

who belong to the Greek Church, and the Poles who
are of the Roman Catholic faith, and at this season it

is as much the custom to keep open house in all parts

of Russia as it is to do so in America on Thanks-
giving day, or in Paris on New Year's Day ; and for a

long time previous to Easter Sunday, the whole

household, indoor and outdoor, is requisitioned into

the service of providing dainties, one of the most
highly appreciated being fresh Cucumbers ; therefore,

whatever else is neglected during winter the gardener

must provide a suflicient number of these to grace the

Easter feast.

The winters are not very long, not so long as ours,

but extremely severe ; there is comparatively no

spring and very little autumn, the summer lasts until

very late, and vegetation is destroyed by the first

frost ; in the spring the frost breaks, the snow melts,

and, as though by magic, the sun shines on woods
enamelled with flowers of every hue. Any out-

door work in the grounds is simply impossible,

as the frost never ceases— the thermometer in-

dicating more or less severity, it being a rare oc-

currence indeed should the mercury remain at so

moderate a degree as freezing point. Nor is the

winter over early enough to admit of Cucumbers
being grown out-of-doors for Easter— they are raised

in heat in frames ; it is, therefore, as much a matter

of congratulation for the skilful gardener to place a

sufficient number of fresh, small Cucumbers on the

table on Easter Sunday, as it is with us to make a

goodly show of French Beans and new Potatos on

Christmas Day. Mustard and Cress are not grown
in the open garden, but are forced for the Easter

festivities. Similarly to Cucumbers, Garlic, Escha-

lots, and Onions are commonly grown, but although
the climate is so fine and soil so rich Spanish Onions
appear to be unknown. Pumpkins are popular, but

Vegetable Marrows are conspicuous by their absence.

We introduced the seed from England, and grew the

first that had ever been seen in the district, as we
did also that of Rhubarb, which grew well and was
thoroughly appreciated.

Celery was grown only for the roots for soups, and
when we grew and blanched it a VAn^laise it was
not received with the enthusiasm we expected, one
or two epicures only fully appreciating the vegetable

in an uncooked state.

Large kinds of Poppies, which are grown for the

seeds to put into cakes, make the garden very gay
with their big, handsome flowers.

Red Beet is in almost daily use as a table vegetable,

and therefore a large space of ground is devoted to
the cultivation of this root. Swede Turnips are not
used either as food for man or beast in this parti-
cular part of Russia, although in the town of Riga
on the Baltic we have seen them as plentiful in the
market as Carrots, Potatos, &c. T. S. J.

Reports of Societies.
Brighton and Sussex Horticultural : Sept. 13

and 14 —The exhibition held on this occasion fully
sustained the high character of the shows held half-
yearly under the auspices of this Society, and it com-
pleted the list of forty-nine exhibitions. Its show in

July, 1S77, will be its jubilee. From its commence-
ment twenty-five years ago till now it has continued
to hold exhibitions that take a high rank, and much
of the credit is due to the zealous superintendent, Mr.
Edward Spary, who has given some of the best years
of his active life to promote the success of the Brighton
shows, and that they are successes in the highest sense
of the word no one who sees them can doubt.
The collections of ornamental and foliage plants

and Ferns, the fruit, table decorations, cut Dahlias,
Orchids, and flowering Begonias in pots (an excellent
feature), were arranged in the rooms of the Pavilion,
but the day being dull there was scarcely enough light

to do them justice. All the other exhibits were in a
large tent fixed on the green sward of the Pavilion
grounds. The dulness of the weather, however, did
not prevent a large company from assembling during
the afternoon.

The two points of attraction were the competition
for the Corporation Cup {value ;{;" 10 loj ), given by the
Corporation of Brighton for ten variegated or orna-
mental plants ; and the Railway Cup (value ;i^io),

given by the London and Brighton Railway for eight
varieties of exotic Ferns. These groups greatly
assisted to furnish the rooms in the Pavilion, but a
better light would have shown them off to greater
advantage. Both cups were won by Messrs, Balchin
& Nell, nurserymen, of Brighton, their groups being
in the highest degree praiseworthy, and especially could
this be said of the group of foliage plants, which were
varied in character, large, but even in size, and very
fresh and striking. Variegated plants were well repre-

sented in the group, and, from the wording of the
schedule, this is a primary requirement. The plants
were Croton majesiicus, C. angusti'olius, C. varie-

gatus, and C. Veitchii, Drac.-cna Baptislii, Areca
sapida, Phcenicophorium sechellarum, Chamxrops
humilis, Cycas revoluta, and Encephalartos villosus

—

every one of them a strong, finely-developed plant,

showing high-das'! cultivation. A very sharp contest

took place for 2d position, two groups being evenly
balanced ; eventually it was assigned to that staged by
Mr. W. Miles, West Brighton Nursery, who had
Dracaena australis, Alocasia macrorhiza variegata,

Euterpe edulis, Crotum cornutus, Pandanus elegan-

tissimus, Latania borbonica, Croton variegatus, Cycas
revoluta, Seaforthiaelegans, and Drac^naShepherdii

;

3d, Mr. C. Raun, gr. to J. Warren, Esq., Handcross
Park. The group of exotic Ferns which won the
Railway Cup for Messrs. Balchin & Nell consisted of

Alsophila excels 1, Cyathea medullar is, Lygodium
scandens. Davallia Mooreana, Thamnopteris autrala-

sica, Dicksonia antarctica, Cibotium regale, and
Davallia elegans j 2d, Mr. J. Miles, with a good
group.

In the class for eight stove and greenhouse plants,

which, happily for their great beauty, were arranged
under canvas, Messrs. Balchin & Nell were a long

way ahead with a group that, for freshness, reminded
one of May and June rather than the second week in

September. They were the gems of the show, and
consisted of Allamanda nobilis, A. Chelsoni, Erica
Austiniano, E. cerinthoides coronata, Dipladenia
amabilis, very fine ; Bougainvillea glabra, Ixora
amboinensis, and Rondeletia speciosa major. Mr. C.
Meachen, gr. to W. Armstrong, Esq., Woodslee, was
2d, his leading plants being Allamanda Hendersoni,
Vinca rosea, Plumbago capensis, Crowea macrantha,
and Erica cerinthoides major. There were also

groups of four stove and greenhouse plants, in which
the exhibits were somewhat stale, the best being
staged by Mr. C. Meachen.

Fuchsias were not up to the usual mark, and the

best group of six varieties had to be disqualified

through containing two plants of Mrs. Marshall. The
exhibitor contended he had purchased them under two
different names ; but he should not have perilled his

chance of a prize by staging the plants that could not

be termed distinct enough for show purposes, Mr. J.
Crutten, of Brighton, was therefore placed 1st, and
Messrs. Balchin & Nell 2d, but the plants scarcely

deserved the money awarded to them. Pelargoniums

of the bedding section made a remarkable display,

being produced in numbers, and generally large

plants, and they served as a fringe to Coleus,

Fuchsias, tS;c. One class was for four varieties of

*' Pelargoniums, Zonal, not scarlet;" but exhibitors

put a broad construction on it, and staged crimson and
cerise varieties. There was a class for four scarlet
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Pelargoniums, and here crimson hues were shown.
Such distinctions are scarcely worth retaining. Mr.
W. Miles was 1st, and Messrs. Balchin & Nell 2d
in both clashes. In the amateurs' class the best came
from Mr. E. Meachen and the Rev. R. C. Hales.
Golden-edged and Silver-edged Pelargoniums were
fairly well shown.
The class for four flowering Begonias was a very

interesting one, a goodly number of well grown and
flowered plants being staged. The best four were staged
by Mr. G. Wickham, gr. to — Humphrey, Esq., Key-
mer, and consisted of large bushy plants of Weltoni-
ensis, Weltoniensis alba, certainly a misnomer ; Albi-
flora.and Vesuvius, the last remarkably good. 2d, Mr.
H. Hutson, gr. to Lady Morgan, Eastbourne, with
Weltoniensis, Prestoniensis, Carminata, and one other.
Some five or six groups were shown, and it served to
bring into notice an excellent class of decorative
plants.

The best group of four Orchids came from Mr. F.
Rutland, gr. to the Duke of Richmond, Goodwood
House, and comprised Epidendrum vitellinum, Zy-
gopetalum Mackayi, Cattleya Ilarrisoni, and Cypri-
pedium barbatum. 2d, Mr. E. Meachen, with
Cattleya Harrisoni, Oncidium flexuosum, Cattleya
Forbesii, and Oncidium speciosum. The best spe-
cimen plant in bloom was Allamanda Hendersoni,
finely shown by Messrs. Balchin & Nell ; the best
foliage plant was Monstera deliciosa, from Mr. C.
Rann, Mr. Miles coming 2d with an excellent
xample of Alocasia Lowii. Coleus were well done—nice well-grown and coloured pyramidal plants of

the leading varieties. The best group came from
Mr. G. Howick, gr. to J. Joining, Esq., Withdean.
Balsams were well done, but Achimenes and Gladioli
were past their best.

The cut flower classes, and especially those for
Dahlias, have always had a peculiar interest for florists ;

and indeed the Brighton exhibition is now almost
the only Dahlia show which takes place in the South.
In the class for forty.eight Dahlias, Mr. J. Keynes,
Salisbury, was first with a fine lot of blooms, which
comprised such fine varieties as Monsieur Chau-
vicre. Primrose Queen, James Cocker, Mrs. Stan-
comb, Thomas Goodwin, Flag of Truce, Henry
Walton, Julia Wyatt, Arbitrator, Princess of Prussia,
John Bennett, Julia Davis, Masterpiece, Queen
of York, Vice-President, Vivid, a bright scarlet "seed-
ling ; Mrs. Sinclair, Prince Leopold, John McPher-
son, Minnie Bond, Harriet Tetterell, Queen of
Beauties, Charles Leicester, Lady G. Herbert, Light-
ning, Perfection of Primroses, Alexander Cramond,
Herbert Turner, Cremorne, John Downie, William
Lucas, Willie Eckford, Mrs. Harris, Flora Wyatt,
John Standish, Ovid, Prince Arthur, Perfection,
King of Primroses, James Service, John Wyatt, &c.
2d Mr. S. Dobree, gr. to J. Bird, Esq., Wellington,
who had some very good flowers. The best twenty-
four fancies also came from Mr. J. Keynes, and in-

cluded Parrot, Mrs. Brown, Flora Wyatt, John
Lamont, Fanny Sturt, Mrs. Saunders, Monsieur
Chauviere, Miss Letty Large, John Carter, Letty
Coles, Henry Glasscock, Leopardess, John Saunders,
Butterfly, Miss Large, Meg MerriIies,"Roseflake, and
seedlings. 2d, Mr. W. Scale, Sevenoaks. In the
amateurs' class for twelve Dahlias Mr. Bird was 1st,

with Vice-President, Monarch, Herbert Turner,
James Cocker, Henry Glasscock, Mrs. Harris, George
Goodhall, Julia Wyatt, Memorial, Ovid, Countess of
Pembroke.and Sir Greville Smy the ; 2d, Mr. AUfrey, gr.
to Miss Melvill, Henfield ; and 3d Mr. Henry Glass-
cock, Bishop Stortford, who perhaps scarcely had jus-
tice done to his flowers which comprised fine blooms
ol Monarch, Mrs. Harris, James Cocker, Lady G.
Herbert, Henry Walton, Queen's Messenger, Henry
Bennett, Mrs. Stancomb, Willie Eckford, Perfection,
Dr. Moffatt, and Annie Keynes. Mr. Alfrey came in
1st with twelve fancies, having Mrs. Bunn, Rev. J. B.
M. Camm, Mrs. Saunders, Viceroy, Grand Sultan,
Queen of Sports, Miss Letty Large, Chang, Pluto,
Gem of Gems, Fanny Sturt, and Madame Muller •

2d, Mr. Bird
;
3d, Mr, H. Glasscock.

First-class Certificates of Merit were awarded to
the following new Dahlias, all shown by Mr. J.
Keynes :—Vivid, soft bright scarlet, fine petal and
outline ; Dauntless, bright buff, with dark centre

;

Mrs. John Downie, pale ground, heavily tipped with
rosy purple, extra fine

; John W. Lord, shaded
orange-buff, brighter in colour on the surface ; and
Princess Louise, a lilac self flushed with mauve.
John Wyatt was shown in Mr. Keynes' stand of forty-
eight varieties, a very promising crimson-scarlet self,

of excellent properties.

Cut flowers of stove and greenhouse plants were a
remarkably fine feature, Messrs. Balchin & Nell being
1st with twenty-four bunches, which included An-
thurium Scherzerianum, Tuberose, Swainsoniagalegi-
folia alba, Bougainvillea glabra, Cattleya crispa,
Allamanda Hendersoni, Eucharis amazonica, Dipla-
denia crassinoda. Hibiscus puniceus, Scutellaria Mo-
ciniana, Vallota purpurea, Clerodcndron Balfourianum,
Stephanotis floribunda, Ixora Colei, Clerodcndron
fallax, &c. ; 2d, Mr. E. Morse, Epsom. In the
amateurs' class for the same number of bunches Mr.

F. Rutland was ist with Vallota purpurea, Begonia
Dr. Masters, Lasiandra macrantha, Anthurium Scherze-
rianum, Rochea falcata, a Stanhopea, &c. ; 2d, Mr.
S. Ford, gr. toW. Egerton Hubbard, Esq., Horsham.

Cut Roses were very good indeed for the season of
the year, Messrs. Mitchell ftSon, Piltdown Nurseries,
taking the Ist prize for forty-eight varieties, three
trusses of each. Their finest blooms were Pierre
Notting, Captain Christy, Franjois Michelon, Cathe-
rine Mermet, Josiiphine de Malines, Paul Neron,
Madame Villermoz, Duke of Edinburgh, Marie Van
Houtte, Perfection de Lyon, Gloire de Dijon, Duke
of Wellington, Baroness Rothschild, Devoniensis,
Due de Magenta, Souvenir d'un Ami, Souvenir de
Malmaison, Belle Lvonnaise, Anna de Diesbach,
Marie Baumann, La France, and Camille Bernardin.
2d, Messrs. Balchin & Nell. Mr. G. W. Piper,
nurseryman, Uckfield, was Ist with twenty-four
varieties, three trusses of each, having good examples
of Le Havre, Sombreuil, Madame Victor Verdier,
Dr. Andry, La France, Scnateur Vaisse, Gloire de
Dijon, &c. ; 2d, Mr. W. Knight, Hailsham. The
best twelve Roses came from the Rev. R. C. Hales,
Woodmancote, Mr. H. Davis, Horsham, being 2d.
Messrs. Mitchell & Sons were 1st with some charm-
ing blooms of Tea and Noisette Roses, having
Devoniensis, Eliza Sauvage, Madame de Tartas,
Marie Van Houtte, Gloire de Dijon, Belle Lyonnaise,
&c. ; Mr. W. Knight was 2d.

Gladioli in spikes, excellent Asters of the quilled
and flat petalled types, very fine double Zmnias,
Verbenas, &c., were plentifully shown, and in good
character.

Some charming table decorations were set up by
Mrs. Scale, Sevenoaks, executed with that fine taste

peculiar to this lady's handiwork j the 2d prize going
to Mr. Downing, gr. to A. Allison, Esq., Crawley. In
the amateurs' class Master Scale, of Sevenoaks, was
1st, and here also the arrangements were all that could
be desired. I'irst-class Certificates were awarded to
Miss Weeks, for some excellent wax flowers ; and to

Mr. H. Snelling, for wax and paper flowers. All
were executed with great skill and remarkable fidelity

to Nature.

The exhibition of fruit was large and very good
indeed, but time did not afford of notes being taken,
and the crowded state of the tables during the after-

noon, with their inexorable police attendants demand-
ing that visitors should *'move on," made note-taking
almost impossible. The best collection of ten dishes
came from Mr, T, Rutland, of Goodwood Park ; Mr,

J. Vickery, gr. to W. Ewart, Esq. , Chichester, 2d

;

Mr, G, Jones, Mottisfont Abbey Gardens, Rom-
sey, being 3d. Pine-apples, black and white Grapes,
Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Cherries, &c., were
remarkably good, and we regret not to be able to
give a fuller notice of them.

Glamorganshire Horticultural : August 30.—
The first and large tent was devoted to the exhibits
in the open classes. Here the Society offered a prize

of ^ 1 5 for the best twelve stove and greenhouse plants
in bloom, which brought together some fine collections

from R. T. Crawshay, ICsq., of Cyfarthfa Castle, and
Mr. J. Cypher, the well-known exhibitor, of Chelten-
ham. In these collections were some remarkably fine

well-grown plants. In this class, Mr. Battram, gr. to
R. T. Crawshay, Esq., was 1st ; Mr. J. Cypher 2d.
Mr. Battram's collection consisted of fine plants of
Allamanda nobilis, A. Hendersoni, Stephanotis flori-

bunda, Erica Massoni, &c. In Mr. Cypher's collec-

tion were fine plants of Allamanda nobilis, A. Hen-
dersoni, A. Wardleyana, Erica Eweriana, some fine

Ixoras, &c. In the class for eight fine-foliage plants Mr.

J. Cypher was Ist, his collection consisting of some fine

Palms, Crotons, &c. Mr. Battram was2d,showingtwo
magnificent Crotons—C. angustifolius and C. varie-

gatus, 7 feet through, with dense foliage, and well-
coloured. In this tent was also a very fine collection

of Zonal Pelargoniums, coming from Mr. C. Luard,
of Llandaff, which was awarded 1st prize ; Mr.
Treseder 2d. Mr. Pettigrew, gr. to the Marquis of
Bute, exhibited six fine exotic Ferns, which secured
the 1st prize (in this collection was a well-grown
specimen of Davallia Mooreana) ; Mr. Rallies, gr. to

Lord Tredegar, was 2d, his plants being smaller, but
well-grown.

In the second large tent was arranged the various
exhibits from gentlemen's gardeners, the entries being
very numerous. In the class for six fine-foliage plants
Mr. H. Battram was again 1st; Mr. Harris, gr. to

Mr. Davis, Marshfield, 2d. P'or six stove and green-
house plants in bloom, Mr. H. Battram was Ist, and
Mr. C, Luard, Llandaff, 2d. The exhibition at

Cardiflr has been always famous for its splendid
Fuchsias, but this year it has somewhat fallen off,

although some very good specimens were exhibited.
Mr. J. Watson was Ist, Mr. Raffles being 2d.

Another very important feature in this show is the
tent set apart for table decorations which are divided
into two classes, one being open, the other confined
to the ladies of Glamorganshire and Monmouthshire.
In the open class for the best arranged table, with

decorations of fruit and flowers laid lor eight persons
Mr. A. Ellis, Cardiff, was 1st, with a very tastefully
arranged table. In the class for ladies Mrs. D. White-
house was Ist, and Mrs. Waldron 2d ; the tables were
very tastefully arranged. Some very find stands of
cut Roses were staged by Messrs. Cranston & Mayos,
of Hereford, and Messrs. Davison & Co., Hereford!
For eighteen varieties Messrs. Cranston & Mayos were
1st, and Messrs. Davison & Co. 2d. Some fine Dahlias
were staged by Mr. W. Jackson, of Kidderminster, and
Mr. E, H. Fewkes, Birmingham. Some good Gladioli
were exhibited by Messrs. Kelway &l Son, Langport,
and Mr, Smith, of Kingswood, Bristol.

Fruit was also well represented. Some good stands
ol black and white Grapes were put up, the leading
varieties being Canon Hall Muscat, Madresfield
Court, Black Hamburgh, and Muscat of Alexandria.
For three bunches of black Mr. Battram was 1st,

equal 2ds, Mr. Wright, gr. to C. Phillips, Esq., New-
port, and Mr. Colston, gr. to Lady Windsor Clive.
For three bunches of white, Mr. Battram was Ist, and
Mr. Wright 2d. Melons were plentiful, the leading
exhibitors being Messrs. PettigVew, Battram, Colston,
and Raffles. Some fine pot Vines came from Mr.
Battram and Mr. Raffles. Mr. Battram's two were
staged in the form ol an arch bearing sixteen bunches,
averaging from 2 to 25- lb. each, good berries, and
well-coloured. The variety was Black Alicante.
The cottagers' class was a great feature, and it was

wonderful what an immense number of things were
staged by them, and of good quality. This is a class
in which great interest is manifested by the Society,
and which I think ought to be provided in every
society, to encourage the cultivation of the beautiful
and useful among our working classes, it having a
great tendency to elevate their ideas and refine their
tastes. (From a Correspondent.)

Brackley Horticultural : Sept. 12 and 13.—This
Society held an unusually large exhibition on this
occasion, in connection with the Northamptonshire
Agricultural Society's Annual Show, A special fund
was raised and the committee found themselves in the
unusual and enviable position of having nearly enough
money to pay all expenses supposing the weather
should be bad. The weather was fine, though dull,
and goodly numbers were attracted to the show
grounds, and the visitors appeared much pleased with
the large show arranged in the various tents. The
show took place in Evenley Park, close to the town,
and adjoined the show ground of the agricultural
society, and visitors were allowed to pass from one to
the other.

The leading feature of the exhibition was the table
decorations— valuable money prizes having been
offered therefor, with any number of stands or
vases admitted, the group to consist of flower
or fruit, or of flowers only. Tables 9 feet by
5 feet were provided, and seven exhibitors com-
peted. Some of the exhibitors furnished their
tables with glasses, plate, &c., while others simply
staged the decorations. It is doubtful if a better
exhibition has been seen since that at the Royal
Aquarium, Westminster, in July last. The Ist prize
of ;rf 10 was awarded to Miss Norfolk, Brentwood

;

and the remaining three prizes respectively to Mr,
James Cypher, Cheltenham ; Mr. J. Burley, Brent-
wood, and Mr. J. Paxton. The pieces set up by
Miss Norfolk were characterised by a charming
elegance and a delicate taste that commended it to all.

Mr. Cypher's arrangement was a worthy one, but a
little heavy-looking ; this table also contained a fine
assortment of fruit. Mr. Burley's table was a fac
simile of Miss Norfolk's, but less carefully arranged,
and the judges could not but notice that down to the
pattern of the button-hole glasses and the absence of
knives, plates, &c., the Identity was preserved. It
did appear like a not very creditable attempt on the
part of one exhibitor to secure the two leading prizes
by setting up two tables under two different names,
when both were arranged by the same ; and the
judges felt it to be their duty to report to the com-
mittee to this effect. Heaviness and over-crowding
were the leading characteristics of the other tables,
but two or three of them contained some points of
excellence.

Handsome prizes were offered for twelve stove and
greenhouse plants in bloom, and here that ubiquitous
plant exhibitor, Mr. James Cypher, Cheltenham, was
again to the fore with a very good group, the lateness
of the season considered. The leading plants were
Clerodcndron Balfourianum, Allamanda Hendersoni,
A, nobilis, Hsmanthus magnificus, Viuca rosea alba,
Ixora amboinensis, Dipladenia amabilis, and Erica
verticQIata major. Mr. J. Parker, nurseryman,
Rugby, was 2d, with, in some instances, much larger
plants, but some rather rough and stale. The best
were Erythrina crista-galli, very fine; Stephanotis
floribunda, Dipladenia amrena, Statice imbricata, and
Allamanda nobilis. In the class for twelve orna-
mental foliage plants, Mr. John House, Eastgate
Nursery, Peterborough, was 1st, with Dasyhrion
gracile, Croton variegatus, C. pictus, Phormium tenay
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variegatus, very fine; Cocoi WeddelUana, Cycas
revoluta, Latania borbonica, &;. Mr. J. Parker was
also 2i in this class, his chief plants being Vucca aloi-

folia variegata, Dj^nonorops palembanicus, Seaforthia

elegans, Cycas revoluta, Phormium Colensoi variega-

turn, &c. Ferns were somewhat plentifully shown, and
being alternated with the flowering plants greatly helped

the general effect. The best group of eight came from

Mr. J. Cypher, and comprised Adiantum farleyense,

Cyathea medullaris, Davallia Mooreana, Dicksonia
antarctica, Adiantum peruvianum, A. trapeziforme,

&c. Mr. J. House was 2i, his leading plants being

Cyathea dealbata, Dicksonia antarctica, and Adian-
tum cuneatura. An extra prize was awarded to Mr.

J.
House for a miscellaneous group of stove and

greenhouse plants.

Other plants were represented by Fuchsias, Zonal
and variegated Pelargoniums, Coleuses, Begonias,

groups of plants to fill a prescribed space, miscel-

laneous flowering plants on wires, &c., and which,
though fairly good, did not call for particular remark.
The fact that some excellent prizes were offered

for cut Roies brought out Mr. G. Prince, of Oxford,

as an exhibitor, and who, having some good flowers

on the seedling Briar, carried all before him. The
first prize for forty-eight Roses was given by the

Mayor of Brackley, and was won by Mr. G. Prince,

with very commendable blooms of Etienne Levet,

Madlle. E. Verdier, Alfred Colomb, Baroness Roths-
child, Francois Michelon, Madame George Schwartz,
Duke of Edinburgh, Fisher Holmes, Le Rhone,
ClemenceRaoux, Baron Haussman, Auguste Rigolard,
Prince Camille de Rohan, Gc5neral Jacqueminot,
Scnateur Vaisse, Nardy Ficre, J. S. Mill, Cloth of

Gold, Anna Olivier, &c. One could not help being
struck with the delicate beauty of the Tea-scented
Roses, and the fresh bright appearance of the high-
coloured flowers. The best twenty-four varieties also

came from Mr. Prince, the leadmg flowers in this

class being Charles Lefebvre, Uippolyte Jamain,
Madame Victor \'erdier, Paul Ncron, Alfred Colomb,
Auguste Rigotard, Fisher Holmes, Madame liunne-
helle, Captain Christy, Exposition de Brie, and
Horace Vernet. Mr. Hones, Daventry, was 2d with
forty-eight varieties ; and Mr. C. Davies, Aynhoe,
held the same position with twenty-four varieties. The
twelve Tea and Noisette Roses staged by Mr. Prince
were very pretty indeed, and included Marie Van
Houtte, Solfaterre, Perle des Jardins, Catherine
Mermet, Anna Olivier, Bouton d'Or, Souvenir de
Malmaison, Madame Trifle, Sombrieul, Belle Lyon-
naise, and two others ; 2d, Mr. Davies, Aynhoe.
Cut flowers of stove and greenhouse plants made

an excellent di^play, Mr. Cypher being 1st with
twelve bunches—.\llamanda Ilendersoni, A. Chel-
soni, Franciscea calycina (finely coloured), Bougain-
villea glabra, Clerodendron fallax, Rondeletia speciosa
major, Ixoras, &c. ; Mr. Parker, Rugby, was 2d, also
with some good flowers.

Dahlias were plentifully shown, but somewhat in-

diflerent in quality. Gladioli made a pretty display,
the best coming from Mr. Parker, Rugby, and the
2i best from Mr. Jackson, Kidderminster. Cut
bunches of Pelargoniums were very effective, some
capital examples coming from Messrs. Austin (Brill),

Parker (Rugby), and Cypher (Cheltenham), the
prizes being awarded in the order of the names given.

Fruit was fairly shown, but the prizes were small,
except in two or three classes. Singular to state, in

the classes for eight and six dishes Grapes were
excluded. The best eight dishes came from Mr. J.
Thomas, gr. to Mrs. Drake, Bignell, who had Peaches,
Figs, Melon, Pine, Plums, Nectarines, Filberts, and
Morello Cherries ; 2d, Mr. Day, gr. to A. Seymour,
Esq., Norton Hall, with fruit of much the same cha-
racter. The best two bunches of Black Hamburgh,
as well as of Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, came from
Messrs. H. Lane & Son, Berkhampstead, and were,
as a matter of course, very good. In the class for
black Grapes, Mr. Thomas was 2d, with some good
Gros Colman

; and an extra prize (there being no 3d
prize) was awarded to Mr. Smith, Dulwich, for Madres-
neld Court. The same exhibitor was 2d with While
Muscat, fine in berry, but warning colour. Chilwell
Alicante and Buckland Sweetwater were also nicely
shown. In the amateurs' class for six dishes of fruit
Mr.

J. Smith, Althorp Gardens, was ist with Pine,
Peacbes, Pears, Figs, Nectarines, and Plums ; Mr. J.Day being 2d. An extra prize was awarded to Mr.
Upjohn, gr. to the Earl of EUesmere, Worsley Hall,
'or a collection of fine fruit arranged on a tray and
garnished with plants. It comprised white and black
Grapes, Peaches, Pines, Plums, &;. Fruit in single
di>hes was on the whole creditably shown.

Vegetables were good and numerous, but in the
varieties Potatos were excluded. In theclass

Potato classes Rector of Woodstock and the White
Emperor were particularly good in quality. The
cottagers' vegetables were all that could well be
desired. (From a Correspondml.)

Henley-on-Thames Horticultural : Sept. 13.

—

At many provincial shows when the prizes which are
offered are unimportant and not sufficiently tempt-

ing to attract the notice or induce the attendance
of distant or well-known exhibitors, the lack of good
specimen plants of choice stove and greenhouse sub-
jects and Ferns is a very common occurrence. In
this respect, however, this Society is more fortunate
than many others by having in the surrounding district

cultivators of no mean skill, which was fully exempli-
fied by the character and quality of the exhibits shown
on this occasion, which were contributed chiefly by
Messrs. Good, Smith, and Castle. Amongst the
leading specimens noticeable were fine plants of

Cyathea princeps, Adiantum farleyense, cardioch-

la^num and curvatum ; Lomaria gibba and ciliata
;

Gymnogramma peruviana, Davallia dissecta, Dicksonia
antarctica, and others. For eight varieties of Ferns
three lots of nearly equal merit contested. Mr. R.
Smith, gr. to Colonel Makins, M. P., was placed 1st

;

Mr. Good, gr. to W. H. Smith, Esq., M.P., being
a good 2d, and Mr. W. Castle, gr. to R. R. Robin-
son, Esq., 3d. Very good collections of fine-foliaged

planis were likewise staged. In the class for six

stove and greenhouse planis, two finejlots were staged,

which contained excellent specimens of Ixora Wil-
liamsii, Dipladenia splendens, the old Rondeletia
speciosa, and others, and a very attractive plant of

the Indian Nettle, Acalypha Wilkesiana. Mr. Good
was 1st in this class, and also in that for a single

specimen, with a large plant of Bougainvillea glabra.

Three collections of Fuchsias of six varieties were
shown : 1st, Mr. Neville, gr. to W. Vidler, Esq.,

with rich half-sized specimen plants, which were
well flowered. A nice lot of Zonal and Scarlet

Pelargoniums was awarded a 1st prize. Amongst
other noticeable subjects were Balsams, Achimenes,
^:c. Cut flowers and vegetables were but poorly

represented in the class lor gentlemen's gardeners.

The fruit made a better display; there were several

lots of Black Hamburghs, but with the exception of

the 1st prize lot, from Mr. Neville, gr. to W. \'idler,

Esq., they were deficient in finish; this was also the

case with Muscats, excepting Mr. Good's, who
obtained the Ist prize : the same exhibitor took the

lead in the class for any other black variety with fair

specimens of Madresfield Court. Other kinds of fruit

were not plentiful, but some good dishes of Bruns-

wick Figs were staged. A collection "not for

competition,'' from the gardens of — Noble,

Eiq., Park Place, (Mr. Stanton, gr.), included

some of fine examples of black and white Grapes,

Peaches and Nectarines, Melon "fair," large

Brunswick and splendid Brown Turkey Figs, Plums,

Cherries, and fruits of the Monstera deliciosa and Pas-

siflora quadrangularis. It was a pity to see such good
fruit packed up so closely together in a tray, as it

would otherwise have formed a far more interesting

and instructive display, particularly to those belong-

ing to the craft. There was also one exhibitor in the

class for nine varieties of fruit.

One tent devoted solely to amateurs' productiors

contained a numerous assortment of fruit, Howers, ana

vegetables. P'or black Grapes : 1st, Mr. Tranter, with

small but well-finished bunches ; 2d, Mr. Reeves,

with much larger bunches, but wanting in finish
;
3d,

Mr. Bennett. For other kinds, as Peaches, Plums,

Pears, and Apples, the prizes were well contested, as

were also those for planis and cut flowers. For table

decoration there was only one exhibit, which was

somewhat formal in appearance.

Another tent was entirely filled with cottagers' ex-

hibits, the quantity and quality of which was such as

reflected great credit on their efforts, excellent

examples of all the most useful fruits and vegetables

being shown profusely. The encouragement given by

the Society in this way is deserving of all praise, and

the object commends itself to a liberal support from

those who take an interest in the wellare of this

long-established Society. Mr. Jones, nurseryman, of

this town, also filled a tent with a mixed collection
;

noticeable here was a large tray of the Banbury

Onion, of large size and perfect development. Mr.

J. Tranter, of Upper Assendon, also staged three

large blooms of his new Dahlia, named Grandeur, for

which he was awarded a First-class Certificate at the

Royal Oxfordshire Show, at Oxford, on September

12; its colour is a fine orange-buff streaked with

scarlet-lake. G. T. M.

Stevenage Horticultural; Scp(. 15,—The second

show this season was held at the Assembly Rooms,
under most favourable circumstances. This .Society

confines its operations solely to the surrounding

neighbourhood, and its exhibits are from the amateurs
and cottagers in the district.

In the amateurs' class for what may be properly

termed table decorations, there but few exhibits, but

these were of superior merit. Collections of cut flowers

for variety and beauty: 1st, G. Salmon, Esq.; 2d, Mrs.

Seagrave. For another similar collection judged for

taste displayed in the arrangement Captain Fellows

was 1st; and in the same section good Caladiums,

Coleus, Fuchsias, and Balsams were staged, and
some particularly fine Cockscombs, to which a Ist

prize was awarded. Fruit was very well shown.

For a mixed collection in baskets, the Rev. J. E.
Pryor was Ist, and Captain Fellows 2d. Peaches :

Ist, Col. Metcalfe. Plums : Ist, Col. Wilkinson.
Pears: 1st, H. S. H. Jones, Esq.; 2d, Rev. W.
Jowett. Apples, dessert : 1st, Col. Wilkinson; 2d,
Col. Metcalfe. Apples, culinary : 1st, Col. Met-
calfe ; 2d, Rev. J. O. Leager. Potatos, Ist, Col.
Metcalfe, with a fine dish of Snowflake. Celery :

1st, Rev. J. O. Leager ; this was abundantly shown,
and the quality of it was good. Three collections of
vegetables were shown, these were arranged in
baskets : 1st, G. Salmon, Esq.; 2d, Rev. J. O. Leager,
and an extra prize was given to Capt. Fellows ; these
would have occupied a higher place had a little more
time been given to make their appearance present-
able. A very nice bunch of Alicante Grapes, beauti-

fully finished, obtained a istprize forGrapes contributed
by the Rev. J. E. Pryor, Captain Fellows being 2d
with Black Hamburgh. The cottagers' vegetables
were highly creditable, amongst which Celery and
Carrots were particularly good ; the fruit likewise,

considering the season, was plentifully shown, anci

included fair samples of outdoor Grapes, Peaches,
Plums, Pears, Apples, &c. G. T. M.

Royal Caledonian Horticultural : Sept. 13.

—

The autumnal fruit, Dahlia, and Hollyhock com-
petition of this Society was held as usual in the Music
Hall, George Street. There was a grand display of
stove and greenhouse plants, and notwithstanding the
bad weather experienced during the previous week or
two the Dahlias and Hollyhocks were excellent. The
quantity of Grapes tabled was very large, there being
ninety-one entries in all. Pine-apples were scarce,

but there was a good show of other fruit, and a larger

show of vegetables than usual. The coup iPa-il on
entering the hall was splendid, the centre tables being
a solid mass of gorgeous colour. The Lawson Seed
and Nursery Company, as usual, supplied the decora-
tions of the orchestra with a fine and varied collection

of plants, among others some rare and new Conifers,

such as Thuja occidentalis aurea, a fiUciform or
thread-branching form of Cupressus Lawsoniana, and
pretty specimens of Boita and Retinospora. They had
also some curious Ivies, and a beautitul specimen of
Nertera depressa, supposed to be the finest ever
exhibited in Scotland. Their Ferns, especially the
Todeas, were very fine, and Adiantum gracillimum
and Davallia Mooreana were grand specimens. They
had also a very choice display of variegated foliage

plants, in nice pots, for table decoration. A noble
large plant of Phormium tenax variegatum occupied
the place of honour in the centre. Messrs. Dickson
,,S: Co.f Pilrig Park Nursery, showed fine specimens of

Gymnogramma ochracea, Lomaria gibba, and other

beautiful Ferns ; also a fine pot of Vallota purpurea.

They had also good specimens of Lilium lancifolium

and its variety L. punctatum ; and their orna-

mental foliage plants were very fine. They had a
specimen of Venn's Black Muscat Grape, shown for

the first time in Scotland. Although only in a 12-inch

pot, it had nine or ten bunches of Grapes on it. Their
stand of bedding Pansiesand Violas was good, consider-

ing the lateness of the season. Messrs. Methven&Sons
also had a splendidly furnished table, their beautiful

Heaths attracting a great deal of attention ; and they

had a number oi fine varieties of Zonal Pelargoniums.
The Marantas, of which they had a good variety, were

beautifully painted. Their Ferns were good, and all

the varieties of Croton they showed were very grace-

ful and beautifully marked. Mr. Hugh Dickson,

Belmont Nurseries, Belfast, exhibited some fine

stands of Roses, many of his blooms being quite equal

to those shown at midsummer. The Phloxes shown
by Messrs. Downie t.^: Laird were splendid, and will

doubtless tend largely to promote their cultivation

among the general public. The same firm also had
some splendid Dahlia and Hollyhock blooms for exhi-

bition, and they look l=t prizes for eleven spikes of

Hollyhocks, twenty-four Dahlias, and twelve fancy

Dahlias. A double variety of Iris Kjempferi, raised

from seed procured from Japan by Mr. Gorrie, of

Trinity, attracted much attention from the gardeners,

as it was the first time a double Iris has been produced

in Scotland. A First-class Certificate was awarded

to it. As usual at this show, the fruit took

precedence of the other subjects. The Grapes

were a show of themselves, one long table being com-

pletely filled with them. The 1st prize for four

bunches was easily carried off by Mr. Brodie, of Gala-

shiels ; while that for two bunches of Muscat of Alex-

andria was gained by Mr. M'Kelvie, Broxmouth
Park. The best two bunches of Black Hamburgh
were shown by Mr. Stewart, The Glen ;

and the best

Muscat Hamburgh by Mr. T. Muir, gr,, Farnley

Hall, Vorkshire. The prize for the heaviest bunch of

white Grapes was taken by Mr. Curror, gr. to G.

Douglas, Esq., Eskbank, his bunch weighing

16 lb. 2 oz. The heaviest bunch of black Grapes

was also shown by Mr. Curror. A fine collection of

fruit, which took the ist prize, was shown by Mr.

Brunton, gr., Gilmerton. The Melons, Apples, Pears,

Plums, and small fruit were all of good quality, but the

quantity was by no means large. The veteran Mr.
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Paterson, of Millbank, took the ist prize for four

greenhouse plants in flower, and the 2d prize was

gained by Mr. Paul, Gilmore Place. There were

some very fine Palms in the room, and the Ferns were

large, numerous, and excellent. The Cockscombs

were splendid, some of the flowers measuring quite

2 feet in length, with proportionate thickness. The
Heaths were line, and the 'few Fuchsias shown were

well-grown and well-flowered. The showofLiliums and

Vallotas was large and good, and it is seldom indeed

that so many fine variegated-leaved Pelargoniums can

be seen together. The bronze section was also well

represented. The Hollyhocks were rather above the

average of former years. The spikes as a rule were

rather small, but the individual blooms were large

and finely lormed. There was a great display of

Dahlias, almost every one of which was deserving of

a prize. Messrs. Downie & Laird, as usual, took

first rank among nurserymen, and Mr. Walker, gr.,

Rose Hall, was first among the gardeners. Messrs.

Robertson & Galloway, of Ingram Street, Glasgow,

left all competitors for Gladioli far behind, carrying

off the first prize easily. Among the hand bouquets,

which were all very fine, Mr. M'Lure, of Trinity

Grove, got the first prize. The Asters exhibited by

Mr. J. Taylor, Inveresk, were quite fit to keep up the

high reputation he has attained lor raising this class of

flowers. Those tabled for competition were also fine.

There were some very elegant centre-pieces displayed.

The display of vegetables was considerably larger

than usual, and all tabled were well grown, healthy,

and succulent-looking. The best collection of twelve

sorts came from Mr. T. Bowman, gr. to Lord Deas,

Pittendreigh. Although the weather was not very

promising, there was a large attendance throughout

the day.

Stockport Floral and Horticultural : Stfi. 16.

—On the schedule it is stated that this Society was
" established in the year 1S71, to promote industry in

horticulture, and to reward the skill and industry of

the cottage gardener." But the Society dates in reality

from about fifty years ago, when a little band of horti-

culturists was accustomed to gather periodically upon

the lawn pertaining to the "Florist" Hotel, Shaw

Heath, so named because intended as a kind of centre

or nndt-zvous for all persons directly interested in the

culture of Tulips, which at that time were a great

speciality at Stockport, as indeed they continued to

be. Subsequently the meetings and exhibitions were

held in the large room of the "Waterloo." In-

creasing prosperity led in 1871 to the reconstruction

of the Society, and now the members have their

annual shows in a tent 90 feet long, and unconnected

with any hotel—thus in more legitimate fashion every

way. The Society has the patronage and the substan-

tially useful money support of the Mayor, the Parlia-

mentary members, and most of the magistrates. This

is good, since it indicates the hona fii/es of the institution,

and must contribute very materially also to the comfort

of the treasurer, who pays £2^ every year in the shape of

prizes. The exhibitors are exclusively working-men,

and their gardenslie almost wholly within the borough.

The show on the i6ih was very creditable to all

parties concerned. About half of it consisted of

vegetables—Cauliflowers, Onions, and red Cabbage

taking the lead ; the other half consisted of a very

nice lot of pot-plants, such as Fuchsias and Vallotas,

with four or five excellent Lilium auratum —excellent,

that is to say, considering how and where reared ;

and of an equally good lot of Dahlia blooms and

China Asters, with a few Hollyhocks, Gladiolus,

Celosias, Sunflowers, and Roses. The Dahlias were

more varied than those shown at Tyldesley on Sept. 9,

but being town-grown scarcely equal, on the average,

in point of merit. Neither were they so numerous as

at Tyldesley. Some of the colours were exceedingly

pretty, the blended lilac and white in the petals

reminding one of the Orchideous Dendrobium nobile.

The principal exhibitors and prize-winners in Dahhas

were Mr. Nathaniel Briscoe and Mr. D. Garner. The

leading winners in vegetables were Mr. S. Birchin-

hough and Mr. Thos. Higginbotham. Grapes,

Melons, and Apples and Pears were also shown.

The good done by this Society in regard to its

example seems to have been very telling.

During the week beginning September 16 no fewer

than six other smaller societies likewise held their an-

nual exhibitions, these consisting mainly of vegetables,

Celeryin the front everywhere. These smaller societies

meet at public-houses, the names of which they adopt.

Irv some instances the name of the house would seem

to have been originally selected with a view to the

horticultural celebrations designed to come off in the

parlour. Here and there, perhaps nearly all round,

the public-house horticultural show is a sort of adjunct

to a benefit society, indicating how usefully such things

may be combined. No money is given in prizes at

these very proper and useful little secondary shows.

The rewards consist wholly of copper tea-kettles, &c.,

the display of which at the entrance to one of them

which we happened to pass was quite imposing, and

one cannot but think iiuite enough to tempt to a wider

competition every year. Anyhow, it is very pleasant

to see the love of horticulture thus extending itself

among the toilers at the forge and amid the whirr of

steam-driven wheels.
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Subscriber. Lantana crocea. i, Osmunda regalis ; 2,

Polypodiuni vulgare
; 3, Lastrea dilatata

; 4, L. Filix-

;
mas ; 5, Polypodium vulgare cambricum ; 6, Scolo-

pendrium vulgare
; 7, Athyrium Filix-fa?mina ; 8,

Scolopendrium vulgare crispum.

—

Irishman, i, Gym-
nostachyum Verschaffeltii ; 2, Pieris cretica

;
3,Trades-

cantia repens variegata
; 4, Begonia heracleifolia ; 6,

Peperomia clusiefolia
; 7 and 8, Acacias; 11, Phle-

bodium aureum.— T. B. Fraxinus aucubosfolia.

Potato : T. C. We cannot recognise tlie variety in

the absence of any information as to its habit of

growth and season of ripening. There are too many
hke it to be certain from the tuber only.

Potato Ajtj.es : C. D. S. They are very deleterious,

and you had better let them alone.

,
Wiring Garden Walls: IV. C. There are different

1 opinions as to the desirability of this mode of training

as compared with nails and shreds. No. 13 wire is a

suitable size, and both they and the eyes. &c., can be

obtained from the dealers in garden requisites. The
wires should be about 10 inches apart.

^" Foreign Subscribers sending Post-office Orders,

payable at the post-office, King Street, Covent Gar-

1 den, London, are requested to be good enough to

I

write to the Publisher, at the office of this paper,
I 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, at the same
' time, to inform him of the fact.

,
•»• Correspondents are specialty requested to address,

post-paid, all communications intended for publica-

tion to the " Editors," and not to any member of the

staff personally. The Editors would also be obliged

by such communications being sent as early in the

week as possible. Letters relating to Advertisements,

or to the supply 0/ the Paper, should be addressed to the

Publisher^ and not to the Editors.

I Catalogues Received.— William Knight {Hailsham,

Sussex), General Catalogue of Nursery Slock.—
Toole & Co. {22, D'Olier Street, Dublin). Descriptive

Catalogue of Dutch Bulbs and other Flower Roots,

Seeds for Autumn Sowing, and Garden Requisites.

&c.—John Harrison (North of England Rose Nur-

series, Catterick Bridge), Catalogue of Flower Roots,

&c.—E. G. Menderson & Son (Pine-apple Nursery,

Maida Vale, W. ), Catalogues of Dutch Bulbs and other

Flower Roots and Fruit Trees, Roses, Hardy Climbers,

and Shrubs.—Thomas S. Ware (Hale Farm Nur-
series. Tottenham, N.). A. B.C. Bulb Guide, containing

also a Selection cf Hardy Perennials for Autumn
Planting.

Communications Received.—A Correspondent (next w
-E. George.-T. C.-A. K.-G. E.-M. T. (

ek).

E. Enms.—R.—E. W. C—G. F.—H. E. W.-A Lady.—
W. F. (m.-iny thanks).-}. M.-J. C.-W. D. W.-G. S.—
Ixia (we must claim your indulgence for a short time; our
authority is abro.^d).—C. M.—A. K.—A. B. M.— East

Somerset.^C. W. W.—W. B.—M.—H. E. C. -J. H.-O.—Somerset. -C. W.
C. R. T.-W. C Visitor.-J. P.—J. McR.-A. B.

[aiivcls.

\COVENT GARDEN, Stf-temher 21.

Large supplies of Grapes are still arriving from the

Channel Islands, keeping the prices of home-grown
fruit at the low figure of the past few weeks. Pears

consist of Louise Bonne, Marie Louise, Duchesse d'An-

goub'me, and Williams' Bon Chietien. but the market is

mainly supplied from France, at improved rates. The
sale for Kentish Cobs has not been so active, and prices

are generally lower. In the Potato market prices are

the same as last week.

Ageratums, 12 bu
Asters, 12 bunches
— Chip^- .^l.Mn

Bouvard

Cut Flowers.
s.d. s.d.

6 o Mignonette, 12 bun. 16-60
" " MyOSOtis, I' '>«'" o rt- n rt

Pelargoniur

Bouvardias, izbun.. 10-40 — zonal, 12 sprays o 4-

Carnations, i2bunch. 40-90 Primula, dbl., p. bun. 1 o-
Dahlias, 12 bimches 40-90 Roses, indoor, p. doz, 2 o-

Eucharis, per doz. . . 6 0-12 o !
— outdoor, 12 bun. 4 o-

Gardenia, per doz. . . 30-901 Stephanotis, 12 spr. 3 o-:Gardenia, per doz. _

.

^
Gladiohis, 12 sprays i

Heliotropes, 12 spr. o
Jasmine, 12 bunches 6

Stephanotis, 12 spr.

Sunflower, 12 bun...

Violets, 12 bun.

Plants in Pots.

Asters, per doz.

Balsams, per dor. .

Begonias, per doz.

.

Bouvardias, do.

Cockscombs, p. do
Coleus, per dozen

-90' Lilii

" 9 o '

,77
ignonette, do.

. . 6 o-il

, 3 o- 9 (Myrtles, do...

Cockscombs, p. doz. 30-90 Nasturtiums, dozen 30-90
Coleus, per dozen ,. 30-90 Palms in variety,each 3 6-21 o

Cyperus.do 6 0-12 o Pelargoniums, scarlet,

Dracsena terminalis 30 0-60 o per doz. . . ..26-60
— viridis, per doz. 18 0-24 o Petunias.double.doz. 9 0-18 o
Erica caffra, p. duz.12 o-i3 o — sii

Ficus elastica .. 2 6-115 o Solant
Fuchsia, per d(

Ficus elastica .. 2 6-115 o Solanums, per doz. 12 c

Fuchsia, per doz. .. 3 0-18 o Verbena, seem. , doz. 3 t

Heliotrope, per doz. 6 0-12 o Valottapurpur., doz.12 c

Liliiim aur.-itum, do.12 0-24 o

Vbgbtables,

Artichokes, per doz. 6
— Eng. Globe, doz. 4
Beans, Fr.,-p. bushel 9
Beet, per doz. . . i

Cabbages, per doz. .. i

Canois, per bunch., o
Cauliflowers, per doz. 2
Celery, per bundle
Chilis, green, per i

Cucumbers, each
Endive, per doz.
— Batavian, p. dc

Garlic, per lb.

Herbs, per bunch
Horse Radish, p,bi

s. d. s. d
Leeks, per bunch . . o 2- o <

I

Lettuces, per score.. 30-4
Mint, green, bunch 04-..

I
Mushrooms, per pott, o 6- i (

I o- 2 o
I

— buttons, do. . . o 6- i <

06-..
i

Onions, young, bun. o S-o ic

20-40, Parsley, per bunch.. 04-..
t 6- 2 o

I

Radishes, per bunch, o i- o
:

30-.. — Spanish, doz. ..

- - ' Shallo
"-

Spir
4-101 anauuts, per lb. . . w
0-20 Spinach, per bushel 3
0-30 Tomatas, per doz. ..30-
&~ .. Turnips, per bundle o 4-

2-04 Veg. Marrows, doz. 2 o-

6- ..

Apples, per J^-si

Figs, per doz.

Filberts, per lb.

Grapes, per lb.

Fruit.

d. s. d. .

6-561 Nectarines ..

16-20! Oranges, per 100

8-10: Peaches, per doz.

o- 6 o
I

Pears, per doz.

i 0-14 o Pine-apples, p. lb.

SEEDS.
London ; Se/it. 20.—The seed trade exhibits a fair

amount of activity. Of red Clover seed very little yet

offer.s : advices from Germany quote prohibitory prices,

whilst the cable reports a further advance in America,

from which latter country samples have just come to

hand. For both Alsike and white ,Clover prices are

exceedingly firm. There is a free sale for Trefoil seed at

an advance on the past week for both English and foreign

parcels of zs. to 31. per cwt. For good dry white

Mustard seed the tendency of rates is upwards ; many
of the recent samples come damp. In Rape seed a fair

business is passing at late rales. Winter Tares are in

improved supply, and experience a ready sale. For

foreign spring Vetches more money is demanded.
Letters from Konigsberg describe the market there as

almost stripped bare by the eager French demand. The
inquiry for Trifolium gets less and less every week.

There isa good sale for new English Ryefor seed, and also

forwinter Barley. Hemp and Canary seedare both dearer;

the latter several shillings per' quarter. The prob-ible

future range of Canary quotations forms an interesting

subject of speculation ; against this season's greatly ex-

tended breadth must be reckoned the very disappointing

yield— in many districts the produce of 3 acres this year

being about equivalent to the produce of a single acre

last year, whilst present currencies offer, of course, a

striking contrast to those of a twelvemonth ago. JoAn
Shaw 6- Sons, Seed Merchants, 37, Mark Lane,

London, E, C.

CORN.
On Nfonday at Mark Lane business in 'Wheat was

very quiet, and no advance was established in the

value of either English or foreign. Barley was quoted

i^. per quarter higher, but there was not much disposition

evinced to operate in it. Malt was steady, with a few

inquiries for fine sorts. Oats experienced a quiet sale,

at an advance of from 3./. to 61/. per quarter on the week.

Maize, beans, and peas were purchased slowly, and
prices were without material change from the previous

Monday. In flour rather more business was done, and

prices were firmer if not actually higher.— On Wednesday
trade generally was firm, though business was quiet, and
the rates of Monday last were in a few instances

exceeded. The supply of English 'Wheat was short, but

there were fair supplies of other classes of produce, and

the general qualuy and condition were satisfactory.—

Average prices of corn for the week ending Sept. 16 :

—

'Wheat, 46J. III/.; Barley, 37J. ^d.: Oats, 261. id. For

the corresponding week last year : — Wheat, 48^. 7*/.:

Barley, 351. 7^. ; Oats, 27J. j,d.

CATTLE.
.^t the Metropolitan Market on Monday trade in

beasts was active, and choicest qualities were not

quotably lower. There were some Canadian and Oporto

o.xen of excellent quality, making nearly 6j. per stone.

Trade in sheep was dull, and on the average prices were

rather lower. Calves were more plentiful, yet choice

ones were not lower. (Quotations ;— Beasts, 4J. 61/. to

51. 4^/., and y. 8d. to 6s. 2d. ; calves, 4-1. 6d. to 6s.
;

sheep, 51. 6d. to ss. laf. , and 6s. 6d. to js. 2d.
;
pigs,

41. 6d. to 51. 8d. —On Thursday the beast market was

fairly supplied for the day, and only a moderate demand
prevailed. The sheep trade ruled rather dull, without

much change in quotations. Calves met a better sule.

HAY.
Whitechapel reports that the demand for fodder at

market on the rgth was decidedly dull, and prices, except

for the best sorts, were rather weaker. The supplies

were fair. Pnme clover, loor. to T481. ; inferior, 86s. to

95J.
;
prime meadow hay, gas. to 140J. ; inferior, 55^. to

75^. : and straw, 40^. to 50J. per load. — On Thursday
trade was without essential change, demand quiet, and
supplies fully adequate. Quotations : — Clover, best,

ri5/. to 148s. ; interior, 85^. to 95-t. ; hay, best, irox.

to 140^. ;
inferior, 551. to 751. ; and straw, 4or. to 50J.

per load.—Cuniberland Market quotations : — Superior

meadow hay, 138J. to 1471. ; interior, lios. to 1261.
;

superior Clover, 140J. to 152J. ;
inferior, 120J. to 132J.

;

and straw, 4S1. to 52J. per load.

POTATOS.
The Borough and Spitalfields markets reports state

that there was a large supply of Potatos on offer, and
trade for all descriptions ruled slow. The following

were the quotations :—Kent Regents, 110s. to 1301.;

Essex Regents, 65^. to gos.; rocks, 6or. to yos.; kidneys,

joos. to 120J. : Victorias, 9or. to nor. per ton.—The
imports into London last week consisted of 705 bags

from Bremen, iirs Antwerp, 736 Hamburg, 284 Rotter-

dam, 282 Ghent, and 46 from Roscoif.

COALS.
There was a short supply at market both on Monday

and Wednesday, and last prices were fully maintained.

Hartleys advanced rj. per ton. Quotations :—Holywell
Main, 18-1. gd. ; West Hartley. 19J. gd. ;

Walls End-
Hawthorns, 20J. gd.; Original Hartlepool, 23J. ; South

Helton, 23J. ; Kelloe, 211.; East Hartlepool, 221. gd.

Notice to Buyers of First-class FuU-fruitlng Trees.

APPLES, PEARS, and PLUMS, about 300 ;

also some good GOOSEBERRIES and CURRANTS :

all of the very best sorts. The ground leqviired for the erection

of more glass. To be seen at

F BAKER'S, Plumste.id Nursery, Plurastead Village. Kent.

TO AMATEUR STRAWBERRY
GROWERS.—The following varieties of carefully pre-

pared RUNNERS are now ready :—La Grosse Sucree, Keens'
Seedling, Refresher. President, Sir J. Paxton, Ne Plus Ultra,

The Amateur, Sir C. Napier, Victoria, British Queen. Dr.

Hogg, and Filbert Pine. Price 15. 6d. per score, or 4*/. per

"HOW TO GROW STRAWBERRIES WITH SUC-
CESS," 6<4d.
The EUREKA POST BOX MODEL and PATTERN, i^d.

W. LOVEL, Strawberry Grower, Weaverthorpe, York.

Camellias, Azaleas, Rhododendrons, &c.

JAPERS, Nurseryman, Loochristy, near
• Ghent, Belgium, begs to call attention to his fine Collcc-

tion of well-grown plants, consisting of Camellias, Azalea

ndica. Azalea Mollis, Hardy Ghent Azaleas, Rhododendrons,
and Kalmia latifolia. Priced descriptive CATALOGUE sent

free on application to

Messrs. R SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great

Tower Street, London, E.C.

THE NEW BULB CATALOGUE
Now Ready.

Great Reduction in Prices,

And at the same time no depreciation in quality, but

rather an improvement, for the Bulbs are splendid.

In reality our Bulbs are now as cheap as any in the

market, not omitting such agencies as public sales, or

combinations of any repute on the score of economy.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

HOOPER & CO.,

COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C.

BULBS OF ALL KINDS.
THE

NEW PLANTand BULB COMPANY
Beg to inform their friends that their

CATALOGUE IS NOW READY,
And can be had, post-free, on application.

LION WALK, COLCHESTER.

\ANNOUNCEMEN T.

HC.\NNELL wishes to inform his Cus-
• tomers that his Seedling PRIMULA SINENSIS

(ij. W. per dozen, loi. per 100) and CINERARIAS (is. per

dozen, bs. per 100), are now ready to be posted off: they are so

full of vigour and the quality of flowers so superior to the ordi-

nary strains, that they cannot fail to give the greatest satisfac-

ZONAL PELARGONIUM " JEALOUSY."—One and all

confirm the value of this real acquisition, its thoroughly dis-

tinct colour and finely shaped blooms add quite a new feature to

every garden ; it is certainly the most valuable variety that has
ever been sent out. The same may justly be said of KONIG
ALBERT, double Ivy-leaved Pelargonium, which also makes
a splendid bed. Plants, post-free, 16 stamps each ; I2r. per

dozen, C\ per 100.

H. CANNELL, Swanley, Kent.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
Reduced price, 20 Bushels. 6j. id.: 100. zos. ; or Truck-

load (about 300 Bushels), 4or. Delivered free to any rail in

J. STEVENS, Fibre Works, High Street, Battersea. S.'W.

pOCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE
Vy* yi. per bushel ; 100 bushels, 20s. ; truck, 4or. Delivered

free to rail in 4 bushel sacks, ^d. each, returnable.

M. H. BENTOTE (from Messrs. Abbott & Co.), Fibre

Manufacturer ; Office, St. Mary's Road, Nunhead, London, S.E.

AUTUMN SOWING.
ODAMS' MANURES,

FOR ALL CROPS.
Manufactured by the NITRO-PHOSPHATE and ODAMS'

CHEMICAL MANURE CO.MPANY (Limited), consisting

of Tenant- Farmers occupying upwards of 150,000 acres of Land.

«<i/;v»a«—ROBERT LEEDS, Keswick Old Hall, Norwich.

Managing Direc/i>r—]AUES ODAMS.
Sul>-Maaager and Secretary—C. T. MACADAM.

Chief Office— log, Fenchurch Street, London. E.C.

Western Counties Branch-Queen Street, Exeter.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary,

Or may be had of the Local Agents.
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Fibrous Feat for OrcUds, &:c.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best
quality for Orchids, Stove Plants. &c., K 6s. per truck.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhododendrons, Azaleas.
Heaths, American Plant Beds, 17^. per ton.

Delivered on rail at Blackwater. S. E. R. , or Farnborongh,
S. W. R., by the truck-load. Sample sack, 51. 6d. each.

Fresh SPHAGNUM, los. 6rf. per sack.

WALKER AND CO., Farnborough Station, Hants.

QIMPSON'S RED SPIDER, THRIPS, &c.,O ANTIDOTE. Testimonials of the highest order on
application. Per quart, condensed, 6s.; per pint, 3s, 6tl.

Supplied to Seedsmen and Chemists.

Prepared by JOHN KILINER, Wortley, near Sheffield.

BELL'S MILDEW COMPOSITION,
as used by them for the last twenty-five years at their

" Horticultural Establishment, Eracondale." their
"Nurseries, Lakenham," and "Vineries, Thorpe Ham-
let," consisting of over 30.000 feet of glass. Retail, is. td. and
2S. 6d- per bottle, of the Sole Manufacturers,

BELL AND SON. 10 and n. Exchange Street, Norwich.

G ISHURST COMPOUN D—
Used by many of the leading Gardeners since 1859,

against Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other Blight,
in solutions of from i to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and
of from 4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit
Trees. Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in boxes. 15 -^s and lor 6d
Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

NEW ARCHANGEL and PETERSBURG
MATS. First arrival this season. Quotations can now

be given.

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street
City, E.C.

Archangel and Petersburg Mat Importers.

SACK, BAG, and TARPAULIN MANU-
FACTURERS: RAFFIA FIBRE for tying TIFFANY

and SCRIM for shading, in all widths ; NETTING YARN
ROPES, and TWINES of every description. Quotations oil
application to

) SONS, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street,

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden
Frames.—ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are

the cheapest and most durable. Price List, which gives the
size of every class of Mat. forwarded post-free on application
JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch

London, E.C.

I L L I A M sT BURTON,
General Furnishing Ironmonger, by appoint-

ment to H.RH. the Prince of Wales, sends a CATALOGUE
gratis, post paid, containing upwards of 850 Illustrations of his
unrivalled Stock of Electro Plate, Britannia Metal Goods,

Baths and Toilet Ware,Dish Cov
Hot-water Dishes,
Stoves and Fenders,
Marble Chimneypieces,
Kitchen Ranges.
Lamps and Gaseliers.
Tea Trays, Urns and Kcttlt

Table Cuilery,
Clocks and Candelabi
With Lists of Prices, a

at 3g, Oxford Stre^

Bedding and Bed Hangings
Iron and Brass Bedsteads,
Bedroom Cabin
Dining and Drawing-:

Furniture,
Chimney and Pier Glasses,
Turnery Goods.
Kitchen Utensils,

nd Plans of the Thirty Large Show Rooms
,

V.
: I, lA. 2, 3, and 4, Newman Street,W.;

. _ and 6, Perry's Place, W. : and i. Newman Yard, W
Manufactories

:_ 84, Newman Street, W. : i, Newman Mews,
London, W. The cost of delivering goods to the most distant
parts ol the United Kingdom by railway is trifling. WILLIAM
S. BURTON will always undertakedeliveryat a small fi.\ed rate

1HE ABOVE and many other PATTERNS
-"" — ''" in .materi.ils of great durability. The

L plainer sorts are specially
suited for KITCHEN
GARDENS, as they
harbour no Slugs or Insects,
take up little room, and,
once put down ini-nr ^^
further labour 1

as do "grown" Edgings, consequ^..^,
GARDEN VASES. FOUNTAINS,' &c., in Artificial Stone,

very durable and ofsuperior finish, and in great variety of design.
F. ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground

Street. Blackfriars, S.E.; King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.-
Kingslaiid Road. E.

r>T*?J!'4? {?^,J',P3^'*'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES,"
1^^^1.?9^^^^ ='"'' PROP.A.GATING BOXES: also

BRICKS
PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

(^RNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,Vy for Conservatories. Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c
trom 31. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of plain or
more elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection.
WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies

Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable
Paving of great durability. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles
of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates. Cement, &c.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Brick and Tile Merchants.
See addn abow

s ILVER SAND,
grain as desired. Prices by Post per ton

or Truck Load, on Wharf in London, or delivered direct from
Pits to any Railway Station. Samples of Sand free by post
FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Fernerie
KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in

quantities.

F. ROSHER AND CO. -Addresses see above.

N.B.—Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves
A liberal Discount to the Trade.

wOOD TRAINING STICKS and
TALLI ES, commended by Royal Horticultural Society.

BAMBOO CANES, RAFFIA for tying. VIRGIN CORK
ARCHANGEL and other MATS, PACKING MATS, &c.'
Wholesale prices on application to

C. J. BLACKITH and CO., Cox's Quay, Lower Thames
Street, London, E.C.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Marfeere.

MAW AND CO.'S PATENT,—Prices,
Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post-free on

application ; also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for
Conservatories. Entrance Halls. &c.

MAW AND CO., Benthall Works. Broseley.

Under tlie Patronage of tlie Queen.

SMITH'S IMPERISHABLE
STRATFORD LABELS.

The Gardeners' Magazine says :

—
" We must give th

palm before all other plant labels, as the very first in merit."

Samples and Price List free.

Sole Manufacturer : J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory,
Stratford-on-Avon.

Oil Paint No Longer Necessary,

HILL AND SMITH'S BLACK
VARNISH for Preserving Ironwork, Wood, or Stone.

This Varnish is an excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-

door worJt, while it is fully two-thirds cheaper. It was intro-

duced upwards of thirty years ago by the advertisers, and its

genuine good quality, notwithstanding a host of unprincipled
imitators, is fully attested by its constantly increasing sale. It

may be applied by an ordinary labourer, requires no mixing or
thinning, and is used cold. It is used in the grounds at

Windsor Castle, Kew Gardens, and at the seats of many hun-
dreds of the Nobility and Gentry, from whom the most flattering

testimonials have been received, which Hill & Smith will

forward on application.
Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at zs. 6ii. per gallon,

at the Manufactory, or is. S</. per gallon carriage paid to any
Station in the Kingdom.

Unsolicited Testimonial.
Glangwilly, Llanpumpsani, Cartnarthrn, Nov. 27, 1S73.

—

"Mr. Lloyd Lloyd encloses cheque for £i 5^., amount due to

Messrs- Hill S: Smith, and he considers the Black Varnish
one of the most useful things he ever possessed."
Apply to HILL and SMITH. Brierly Hill Ironworks, ne.ir

Dudley: and 118, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.G., from
whom only it can be obtained.

CAUTION.— It having lately come to the knowledge of

Hill & Smith that spurious imitations of this Varnish are

being offered by unprincipled dealers at a slight reduction in

price, they would specially draw attention to the fact that eve y
cask of their Varnish is legibly marked with their name and
address, without which none is genuine.

BELGIAN GLASS for GREENHOUSES, &c.,
Can be obtained in all sizes and qualities, of

BETHAM & SON,
9, LOWER THAMES STREET. LONDON, E.C.

B. & S. have always a large Stock in London of ao-in. by
i2-in., 2o-in. by 14-in., 20-in. by 16-in., in j6-oz. and 21-oz.

w. H. LASCELLES, Horticultural
Builder Finsbury Steam Joinery Works

II tunh 11 Ro London E C

t n n n ippi ci n f r t RKEN HOUSES and
COMbERVATORIES of all kinds, and to any design.

GARDEN BOXES and LIGHTS. Each.
Portable Box with One Light, 6 feet by 4 feet, glazed s. d.

good 16-0Z. sheet glass, painted four coats, and
packed ready for use . . . . . . . . • • 35 o

Portable Box with Two Lights, as above, each light

6 feet by 4 feet 65 o

LIGHTS ONLY.
3 feet by 4 feet Light, not painted nor glazed .. .. 36
Ditto glazed, good i6-oz. sheet glass, and painted 4 coats 10 o
6 feet by 4 feet, not painted nor glazed 60
Ditto glazed and painted four coats 166

SIR JOSEPH PAXTON'S
HOTHOUSES for the MILLION,

THE SIifPLEST AA'D CHEAPEST,
Being e.isily fixed, and removed again, if required, by local

carpenter. Sent out fully glazed and painted.

Heating Apparatus, special for these Houses, portable and
complete, with directions to fix.

A Pamphlet, with several Illustrations, free for two stamps.

A Handbook of Vine and Fruit Tree Cultivation, by Post, zyf.

HEREMAN and MORTON,
14. TICHBORNE STREET, REGENT'S QUADRANT,

LONDON, W,

LASCELLES' PATENT liENT WOOD
CONSERVATORIES and GREENHOUSES.— All

Gardeners know that Wood is better than Iron for Plant Grow-
ing, and by the above system a handsome curved house can be
erected as cheaply as a plain straight one.

The curved house is more durable, stronger, lighter in con-
struction, and no bent glass is required.

W. H. LASCELLES, tsi, Bunhill Row, London, E.C, will

supply Drawings and Estimates free of charge.

Metallic Hatbouse Builder to Her Majesty.HENRY HOPE
(late Clark & Hope, formerly Clark),

HOTHOUSE BUILDER and HOT-WATER
APPARATUS ENGINEER.

55, Lionel Street. Birmingham. Established A.D. i8tS.

BOOKS of DESIGNS, 51. each.

43" The Extensive Ranges of Metallic Hothouses in the

Royal Gardens, Windsor and Osborne, were executed at this

Establishment.

Window Glass, Sheet Lead, Paints, &c.

THOMAS MILLINGTON and CO.,
Importers and Manufacturers. New LIST of

PRICES, very much reduced, on application.

87, Bishopsgate Street Without. E.C.

Established over a Quarter of a Century.

Is in use over many thousand miles,

And has been awarded the Medals and highest Commendation
of all the leading Agricultural Societies.

It is constructed with

POWERFUL WINDING STRAINING PILLARS,
RIGID INTERMEDIATE IRON POSTS,

STRONG and DURABLE WIRE CABLE STRANDS,
Forming the most efficient Strained Iron Fencing known for

agricultural and general purposes.

Continuous Bar Iron Fencing,

W h bar secured by F M & Co s Patent Self locking Joints.

h ch effectually pre ent the upr o^hts be ng pushed as de and

ae ndepe de t of loose p s \ edges or itaplci

IRON ENTRANCE and FIELD GATES,
IN WROUGHT AND CAST IRON,

Designed for the Mansion, Villa, or Farm.
WICKET AND GARDEN GATES,

In Great Variety of Patterns.

Iron Hurdles, Railing, Tree Guards,
FRUIT ESPALIERS, WALL FRUIT TRAINERS. &c.

^g- Illustrated and Described in F. M. &• Co.'s

New Catalogue, sent on application.

LONDON BRANCH—

1, DELAHAY ST., WESTMINSTER, S.W.
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SHAW'S TIFFANY, ELASTIC NET-
TING, CANVAS, &c., for Shading, Protecting, and

other Horticiihural Purposes. For Samples and Prices apply to

JOHN SHAW AND CO., 29, 0.xford Street. Manchester.

THE CHE^APEST and MOST DURABLE
SHADING.—" Lasline for years."

MADE of PREPARED WOOL and HAIR.
A perfect non-conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fi.\ed

temperature where it is applied.

Patronised by Her Maiesty the Queen, for Windsor Castle ;

Prince Christian, for Frogmore Gardens :the late Sir. J. Paxton :

the late A. F. Pa.\ton, Esq. ; the late S. Rucker, Esq., &c.
' FRIGI DOMO " CANVAS. ^ ^^

2 yards wide .

.

.

.

.

.

. . i lO

3 yards wide 30
4 yards wide .. .. .. . . 3 10

" FRIGI DOMO " NETTING, ij. id. wciA 11. 8<i'. per yard.

Can be had from all Florists and Seedsmen, and of

E. T. ARCHER, Stanste.ad Road, Forest Hill, London, S.E.
•«• L.ate of Cannon Street, City, E.C.

THE FRENCH SYSTEM
OF TRAINING FRUIT TREES, &c.

Extreme standards of T cr angle iron, for ends or angle .

straining the wires from, self based ; also stays for these

standards, at prices as under :

—

Intermediate Standards, lo ft. apart, at half these prices.

Painted. Galvd. I Painted. Galvd.

»,% ft- ^igh- • S'J- ^•^- • • 7^- ^'^- 7 ^^- ^'g^ 85. orf". .
. 1 IS. o<i.

S ft. high 6 o .. 8 6 8 ft. high g o ..12 o
6fl. high 69 ..96 I 9 ft. high.. ,. 10 o ..13 o

RAIDISSEURS, for Tightening \yires. one to each wire,

2S. 6d. per doz. Key for tightening, 4^. each.

SCREWS and NUTS, neater than Raidisseiirs, 3^. 6d. per doz.

No. 13 WIRE, 10 inches apart, 2J-. 6{f. per 100 yards.

MESSRS. J. B. BROWN & CO.,

90. CANNON STREET. LONDON, E.C.

VIENNA PRIZE WIRE NETTING.

Pulls per Lineal Yard, 24
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Scale of Obarges for Advertising.

Head, line diargM as Hiio.

i Lines .. ..£030, 15 Lines .. ..i.a 8

,, .. ..066 22 „ .. .. o 12 o

W .. ..070 =3 o'^ 6

13 „ .. ..076 =4 ° '3 o

,4 ,; .. .. o 8 o I 2S .. •• ; o .3 6

And two shillings for every additional five lines.

If set across columns, the lowest charge will be 30T.

Page £,<) °
Hall Page 500
Column 350

Gardeners, and others, wanting places, 26 words i j. dd.
,
and 6d.

for every additional line, or part of a Ime.

Advfi-liscmenls for IJtt current 71'cck must rcm'i the Office

bv Thursday noon.

POO to be made pay.ible at the King Street Post Office,\V.C.

to W. Richards.

Office-41, Welungton Sheet, Covest Garden,
London. W.C.

GREENHOUSE for SALE, 30 feet by 16

feet ; has been in use two years : in good condition—

Hot-water Pipes and IJoiler complete. Price, So guineas.

Mrs. PRATT, Oatlands Park, Weybridge, Surrey.

Important to Farmers.

DAY, SON, AND HEWITT, the Original and
Sole Proprietors of the STOCK-BREEDERS' MEDI-

CINE CHEST, for all disorders in Horses, Cattle, Calves,

Sheep, and Lambs. These Chests contain the celebrated
" CHEMICAL EXTRACT, for Wounds. Swollen Udders. &c.
" GASEOUS FLUID," for Scour or Diarrhoea, and all Pains.

" RED DRENCH," for Cleansing the Blood, and for Fevers.

" RED PASTE BALLS," foi Conditioning Horses.
" BRONCHOLINE," for Husk or Hoose in Sheep and Lambs.
" GASEODYNE," for Heaving and Paining.

, ,, ,
Prices, with " Key to Farriery," £,2 i6s. 6d. and i,6 6s.

Each Preparation can be had separately, caiiiage paid.

Used for forty years throughout the United Kingdom and

British Colonies. „ ^ „ ,

DAY, SON, AND HEWITT, 22, Dorset Street, Baker

Street. London, W.

THE CULTIVATOR.—A Portuguese
Monthly Agricultural Journal which circulates in

Portugal and her possessions, and in the Principal towns ot

the Biazlls.
. , . , • ,

This Paper oflers an excellent medium for Advertisements of

every description of industry and of every article of consump-

tion in the countries and pLaces above mentioned.
. , , ,

Advertising charges, ^i. per square inch , Translation included.

Ten per cent. Discount for si-\ months ; 20 per cent. Discount

for twelve months, if paid in advance.

Address, the Editor of the Culli-jatar, St. Michael's, Azores.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SO UTH WALES ADVERTISER.

CONTE.WTS :—

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.

SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.

CRICKET and AQUATICS.

THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Drawn and Engraved

specially for this Journal).

NATURAL HISTORY (Original Articles).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.

TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN
AUTHORS.

THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY M.\IL has a wide circulation

throughout the Australian Colonies, New Zealanti,

Polynesia, &c. It contains a large amount of infornia-

tiotl on a great variety of subjects.

Subscription in Advance, £1 per Annum.
Single Copies, ^d. ; Stamped, s</.

Publishing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South
Wales.

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
for MONDAY, September 18.

Contents,

Agricultural Horses—The Beekeeper—Cabbage Cultivation

—Carmarthenshire Farmers' Club—Note from Cambridgeshire

—Can Wheat Pay ?—Note from Dublin—The Dynamometer-
Note from East Lothian—Note from Edinburgh—Note from

Essex—Farm Buildings— Farm Prices— Farmers and Public

Lamps—Garden of the Farm—Harvest Work—The Hop Crop
-Horse Plague in Egypt-The Household-Howard's Horse
Plough—Note from Lanarkshire- Note from Lancashire-
Linseed Cakes— Locusts in Germany— Misquoting—North-
amptonshire Show—Note from Northumberland—Notes of the

\Veek-Plant Life-Plough or Cultivate ?-The Racehorse-
Ram Sales — Russian Wolf I'rap-Self-Improvement-Note
from Skye—Note from Sussex—Note from Surrey—Tenants
Valuation—Note from Tweedside—The Underley Shorthorns-
Note from Worcestershire—Note fiom Yorkshire.

Price 4(/.; post-free ^%d. Published by William Richards,
at the Office, 7, Catherine Street, Slrand, W.C.

Belgian,

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE de
^ FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CHLRE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
PLates and Illustrations. Published since 1865 by F
BUKVENICH, E. PvNAEST. E. RoDiuAS, and H. J. VA>i
HuLLE, Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian
Government at Ghent. Post paid 10s, per annum.
H. ;. VAN HULLE, Botanical Gardens, Ghent, Belgium.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Aeents are authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS,
which must be paid in advance, for the SYDNEY
MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY MAIL :—

London .... Mr. George Street, 30, Comhill, E.C.

Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lom-
bard Street, E.C.

Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride

Street, Fleet Street, E.C.
Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

Lee & Nightingale, 15, NorthJohn Street.

Bristol James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance

Buildings.

Edinburgh . . Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow .... W. Porleous & Co., 15, Royal Exchange
Place.

Copies of each Journal are filed at the above Offices

lor the use of Advertisers.

Birmingham
Liverpool

Every Saturday, of any Bookseller or News Agent, price Threepence,

Each half-yearly Volume complete in itself, with Tille-pagc and Index,

The Athen/eum:
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE

FINE ARTS, MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

THE ATHEN/EUM
Is so conducted that the reader, however distant, is, in respect to Literature, Science and Art, on an equality

in point of information with the best-informed circles of the Metropolis.

Subscription for Twelve Months, 13J. , Six Months, 6s. 6d.

OFFICE for ADVERTISEMENTS, 20, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON

Every Saturday, price 4^/., by Posl, A\d.,

Notes and Queries:
A MEDIUM OF INTERCOMMUNICATION FOR LITERARY MEN, ARTISTS,

ANTIQUARIES, GENEALOGISTS, Sec.

Edited by Dr. DORAN, F.S.A.

" When found, make a note of."—Captaim Cuttle.

Containing every Week amusing Articles on some of the following Subjects :

—

ENGLISH, IRISH, and SCOTTISH HISTORY, Illustrated by original Communications and inedited Documents.

BIOGRAPHY, including unpublished Correspondence of eminent Men, and unrecorded Facts connected with them.

BIBLIOGRAPHY, more especially of English Authors, with Notices of rare and unknown Editions of their Works,

and Notes on Authorship of Anonymous Books.

POPULAR ANTIQUITIES and FOLK LORE, preserving the fast-fading relics of the old Mythologies.

BALLADS and Old Poetry, with Historical and Philological Illustrations.

POPUL.AR and PROVERBI.-\L S.WINGS, their origin, meaning, and application.

PHILOLOGY, including Local Dialects, Archaisms, and Notes on our old Poets.

GENEALOGY and HER.-\LDRY, including Histories of Old Families, Completion of Pedigrees, &c.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES, QUERIES, and REPLIES, on points of Ecclesiastical History, Topography, Fine

Arts, Natural History, Miscellaneous Antiquities, Numismatics, Photography, &c.

Farms, Estates, Residences.
Any one desirous of Renting a Farm or Residence, or

Purchasing an E,itate, can have copies of the

MIDLAND COUNTIES HERALD
supplied free for si.\ weeks on stating the purpose for

which the paper is required, forwarding name and address, .and
si.x halfpenny stamps for postage, addressed, " MtdlandConniies
Herald Office. Birmingham." The Midland Counties Herald
always contains large numbers of advertisements relating to
Farms, Estates, and Residences for Sale and to be Let.

Now ready, price In cloth 16s„

'THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
L VOLUME for JANUARY to JUNE 1876.

W. RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street, Str.ind, W.C.

REVUE de I'HORTICULTURE BELGE
et fiTRANGKRE (Belgian and Foreign Horticultural

Review).—Amon;; the principal Contributors are :—A. Allard,

E. Andre', C. Baltet, T. Buchetet, F. Burvenich, F. Crepio,
Comte de Gomer, De Jonge van Ellemeet, O. de Kerchove de
Denterghem, P. E. de Puydt, C. de Vis, J. Gillon, A. M. C.
Jongkindt Coninck, C. Koch, J. Kickx, L. Linden, T. Moore,
C. Naudin, B. Olivier, H. Ortgies, E. Pynaerl, E. Rodigas
A. Siraux, O. Thomas. A. Van Geert Son, H. J. Van Hulle, J.
Van Volxem, H. J. Veitch. A. Westmael, and P. Wolkenstein.
This Illustrated Journal appears on the ist of every month,

in Parts of 24 pages, 8vo, with a Coloured Plate and numerous
Engravings.

I'erms of Subscription for the United Kingdom :—One year,
\os., payable in advance.

Publishing Office : 142, Rue, de Bruxelles, Ghent, Belgium.

Post Office Orders to be made payable to M. E. PYNAERT,
at the Chief Post Office Ghent.

WANTED, IMMEDIATELY, a HEAD
WORKING GARDENER; Wife or relative to

attend Lodge Gate adjoining gardens.—Rev. W. C. RAN-
DOLPH, Vate House, Chipping Sodburj-.

Published by JOHN FRANCIS, at 20, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, W,C.,
And may be had by Order of all Booksellers and Newsmen.

Gardener, and Wife as Laundress.

WANTED, a good FLOWER
GARDENER. No greenhouse—frames only kept.

Knives and Boots to be cleaned, &c. Wages, with three good
rooms, with use of scullery in detached villa, 19s. per week.
Wife to be thoroughly clever Ironer, &c. ; wages 15J. per week.
—Address, stating age, A. A., Sussex, care of Wm. Dawson &
Sons, Cannon Street, London, E.C.

WANTED, a FOREMAN for a Gentle-
man's Garden. Must thoroughly understand his work.

—Address, stating age. experience, wages, &c., L. H., Ttma
and Mirror Office, Uristol.

^\rANTED, a WORKING FOREMAN,
o complete New Grounds. Must understand making

ichen and Flower Gardens, Tree and Shrub Planting, and
Management of Workmen. Unexceptionable references

essary,—H. C. Norris, Esq., Chalcombe, Banbury.

WANTED, by a single Gentleman, having
II acres of land, and a good walled garden, with

vineries, &c., a MARRIED COUPLE, without encumbrance,
to live in the house. The Man to take charge of Land, Garden
and Stock, with assistance ; the Woman to Cook, attend to

Dairy and Housework, with occasional assistance. A suitable

couple will be liberally treated with.—O. K., Union Hotel,
Birmingham.

WANTED, in the Nursery, an INDOOR
ASSISTANT ; must have had some experience in the

Culture of Hard and Soft-wooded Plants.—Apply, stating

terms, &c., to G. and W. VATES, Niirserymen and Seeds-

men, Manchester.

WANTED, as an ASSISTANT in the
Houses, a steady, respectable young Man. — Mr.

TANTON, The Nurseries, Epsom, Surrey.

WANTED, a civil, intelligent, active MAN;
to assist in the Garden and attend to Cows, Poultryr

&c., which he must thoroughly understand. Must be a marrie.'

Man, without family, with good character, and will be requirec

to live at the lodge.—Address, stating full particulars, E S.,

Howard's Printing Office, Sydenham, S.E.
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wANTED, an ASSISTANT SALESMAN
lid CLERK.—Apply to EWING and CO., Nursery-

Norwich.

WANTED, a CLERK, in the Seed Trade
;

must be a good Penman, and have a knowledge of the
Buj-iness. He would be required to live with employer. State
age, experience, aad salary required.—A. B. C, Mr. Cooper,
152, Fieel Street, London, E.G.

ANTED, as JUNIOR SHOPMAN
(Second), a young Man, with five or six years' experi-

ence, in a Eood Retail Seed Trade; to live with employer on the
premises. State age and salary required to T. B. THOMSON,
Seedsman to the Queen, Birmingham.

Seed Trade.

WANTED, an APPRENTICE, in a large
Seed Establishment, where he would gain a thorough

knowledKC of the trade in all its branches; to live with employer
as one of the family. For further particulars, address
THOMAS B. THOMSON, Seedsman to the Queen, Birming-

WANTED, a strong YOUTH, who has
had some experience in the Seed Trade, and accustomed

to Write on Parcels, iic. I\Iust be quick and good Writer, &c.
Stnte age and wages.-S. FINNEY AND CO., Seed Merchants,
Ne»castle-on.Tviie.

WANTED, in a Retail Seed Shop, a
YOUTH or Young U.V^. about i8 or 20 years of age,

who knows something of the Seed Trade, can Write a fairly
good hand, and would be willing to make himself generally
useful.—Mr. LOCKE, Seedsman, 7, Borough Market, S.E.

Warehouseman
WANTED, a Man, as HEAD WARE-

HOUSE PORTER. Will be required to Superintend
Pickers, go out Pea Rogueing in the summer, and Pack Orders.
Must be steady, and acquainted with the Trade throughout —
Apply personally, to Mr. ALFRED LEGERTON, Seed
Merchant, 5, Aldgate, London, E.

Seed Trade.
WANTED, a strong-, active young Man, as

PORTER, to assist in the Warehouse and willing to
make himself generally useful.—A. A., Gardeners' Chronicle
Office, W.C.

TyANTED, a LADY, for the New Arcade,
V 7 Birmingham, to attend to .t Florist's Shop. She must

be trustworthy, of good appearance, and an e.\perienced Bouquet
Maker. A London Lady preferred.—Apply, with salary re-
quired, to POPE AND SONS, Nurserymen, King's Norton.

WAN T PLACES.
Head Gardeners.

TOHN LAING can at present recommend
?-' with every confidence several energetic and practical
Men, of tested ability and first-rate character. Ladies and
Gentlemen in WANT of GARDENERS and BAILIFFS,
or GARDENERS for First-rate Establishments or Single-hand
Situations, can be suited, and have full particulars by applying
at Stanstead Park and Rutland Park Nurseries, Forest Hiil,
London. S.E.

BS. WILLIAMS having at the present
• time several very excellent GARDENERS upon his

Register, is desirous of placing them in Situations where great
experience and trust are required. B. S. W. would at the same
time beg to intimate that when a Gardener is applied for that
the filling of the situation should be left with him, as that would
prevent unnecessary correspondence and delay.—Victoria and
Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

Q.ARDENER (Head), where two or more
V>* are kept.—Ten years' experience. Two years' character
from present place. — T. A., Post-office, Leyland, Preston,
Lancashire.

ARDENER (He.\d).—Age 24, married;
understands Early and Late Forcing of Vines, Cucum-

bers, Melons, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Good
character.— G. B., Kalmer Terrace, Coburn Road, Lower
Streatham, S.W.

n.ARDENER (Head).—Age 28, married, no^ family, Scotch : thoroughly practical' in all branches of
the profession. Has had experience in good places in England.
Ireland, and Scotland. Good references.—A. W., 25, Tolbooth
Street, Kirkcaldy. N.B.

(TaRDENER (Head). — Age 25, single;
>-'' steady, energetic, proficient in the cultivation of Vines,
i'eaches. Kitchen Garden, and general routine of gardening.
Head Gardener four years.—C. TAGGETT, Ashley Down,
near Bristol.

QARDENER (Head.)—Middle-aged, mar-
V'^ ried, no family ; thoroughly experienced in every par-
ticular connected with the successful Culture of Flowers, Fruit,
and Vegetables. References as to character, ability, sobriety,
and industry can be produced. N.B.—No small place lre.ited
with.—T. L., Morley V illa. Bushy Park. Totterdown, Bristol.

(^ARDENER (Head).—Age 32, married,
-* no family

; thoroughly understands the Forcing of
Orapes, Peaches, Strawberries, Melons, and Cucumbers :

Management of Greenhouse and Conservatory, and Flower
and Kitchen Gardens. Fifteen yeiirs' e.xperience. Excellent
character.-G. GOLDSMITH, 39, Manbey Street, Stratford,
Essex, E.

G.
.„ „ To Moblemen and Gentlemen.ARDENER (Head), age 36, married.—
F. Jackson, for four years Head Gardener to Lord

Kesteven, seeks a re-engagement in a good Establishment,
where there are at least five or six Men kept, and where a
Moroughly practical Man is wanted. Understands the Manage-
ment of small Home Farm. Disengaged the beginning of

if° r'r'.-.,/i'B'«=s' references from past and present employers.

Sfre
'^^^ Gardens. Casewich, Stamford, Lincoln-

Q.ARDENER (Head, Working).—Married,
v^ I '"V';;'''''''"

understands Land and Stock. Ten yearswilhLord Selbome.-C. SMITH, Blackmoor, Alton, Hants.

GARDENER (Head, Working).- Age 40,
two in family

; understands Early and Late Forcing of
Fiuit. and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Farm Bailiff if

required —W. N., Palgrave Lows. Suffolk.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 31,
married, two children ; understands the profession in all

its branches. Good character.-THE GARDENER. Round-
hill Grange, Wincanton, Somerset.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 38,
married, one child ; understands Gardening in all its

branches. Eight years' good character from gentleman just
left.—A. B., Burling Cottage. Frant Road, Tunbridge Wells.

f:i.ARDENER (Head, Working), where
V-^ three or more are kept —Age 28. Can be highly recom-
mended as to character and abilities.—N. W., Post-office,
Keelby, Lincolnshire.

ri ARDENER (Head, Working).— Middle-
VJI aged, married ; thoroughly understands the profession in
all its branches. Steady and trustworthy. Can Manage Farm
if required. Eight years" character.—C. WRIGHT. Gardener,
Darenth. Darlford, Kent.

GARDENER (Head, Working). —Mr.
Hughes, Gardener to Sir Gilbert Greenall, Bar:., M.P.,

Walton Hall, Warrington, wishes to recommend his Foreman,
who has been with him over six years, to any Gentleman re-
quiring the services of a thoroughly competent, energetic, and
trustworthy Man. Sixteen years' experience in large places.—
Apply as above.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).
—Age 31, married, two children ; has a good practical

knowledge of Early and Late Forcing and Flower and Kitchen
Gardening. Good character.—A. B.. Post-offie. Potters' Bar, N.

ARDENER (Head), or GARDENER and
BAILIFF.-Married. no family. -O. W., Mr. Christ-
lorisl, Grove Lane. Camberwell, S.E.

G
GARDENER.—Married, no family; under-

stands Melons and Cucumbers, Vines, and Kitchen and
Gardening.— L. D.. P.jst-oflice, Beaumont.

LANDSCAPE GARDENER.—The Adver-
tiser, having been a Gardener all his life, but lately

employed in Laying-Out Pleasure Grounds, itc, wishes em-
ployment in same cap.icity.—B. B., McLaren's, Newsagent,

lith Road, W.

GARDENER, where a Lad is kept.—Age
23 : understands Vines, Cucumbers, Melons, and Flower

.ind Kitchen Gardening, Laying-out, &c.—F. H. RYLAND,
Broad Street, Presttign. Radnorshire.

C:i ARDENER feood Single-handed), or
- FIRST, where two are kept.—Age 30, single; under-

tands Conser\'atory, Greenhouse, Vinery, Melons, Cucumbers.
Fruit, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Seven years*
character.— P. T., Hawkwell Rectory, Rochford, Esse,\.

/^ARDENER (SECOND, or Single-
V-* handed).—Age 24, single : ten years' experience in the
Flower and Kitchen Garden and Houses. Good character and
references.—R. H. P., Post-oHice, Ascot, Berks.

GARDENER (Second), in a Gentleman's
Garden, where several are kept.—Age 35 ; ten years'
mce.—T. E., Cistle Place, Worcester.

GARDENER (SECOND), in a good Esta-
blishment.—.Age 23; eight years' good character.—

C. B. A., Post-office, lircntford, W.

FOREMAN (orgood Second).—Age 23; well
up in the Cultivation of Orchids, Stove and Greenhouse

Plants, Fruit, and General Routine. Eight years' rirsl-cl,a~s

references as to ch.aracter and ability. Suburbs of London
preferred.— E., Mr. Hubbard, London Road, Hatfield. Herts.

FOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentle-
man's Est.iblishment. — Has held similar situations.

Leaving present place through breaking up of the Establish-
ment. First-class references.—A. E. H., Abolts Lawford,
Manningtree, Esse.v.

FOREMAN.—Age 25 ; has had experience
in noted Gardens. First-class ch.aracter D. J. S.,

Dingley Gardens, Market Harborough.

GARDENER (Under), or IMPROVER.—
Age 27 : single. Satisfactory references.—J. R., 35,

Chesham Street, Leamington, Warwickshire.

GARDENER (Under), or IMPROVER, in
the Houses chielly.—Age 20 ; has been three years in

the garden. A bothy preferred. A small Premium not
objected to.—A. B., Post-office, Devizes, Wilts.

G~
ARDENER (Under).—Age 21 ; six years'

goo'd experience. In Houses preferred. First-class

testimonials.—Apply, stating wages, to H. S., Mrs. Trestrail,
St. Blazey.

JOURNEYMAN, in a good Establishment.-
f-' Age 22 ; five years' experience. Good character.—K. C

JOURNEYMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentle-
man's Establishment. ^Age 22 ; six years' experience.

First-class references.—A. B., Upton Nurseries, Chester.

NURSERY MANAGER, or GENERAL
FOREMAN.—Age 35 : accustomed to the Management

of Men, the Propagation and Growing of Hard and Soft-wooded
Stove and Greenhouse Plants, &c,, also Fruit Trees, Conifers,
Roses, and General Nursery Stock. Twenty years' experience.
First-class references.—G. HAMOND, Post-office, Weybridge,

PROPAGATOR, and GENERAL PLANT
GROWER.—Age 32 ; thoroughly experienced. Slate

wages,—J. E,
, 9, Holdcrness Tenace, Beverley, Yorkshire.

FOREMAN, or GROWER of Roses in Pots,
Vines, Camellias, Greenhouse and Soft-wooded Stuff.

Seven years' experience at Messrs. W. Paul and Son's.—G. T.,
25, Eleanor Road, Waltham Cross, Herts.

I
FOREMAN, or GROWER.—Age 40 ; tvelt

up in the Market Trade for the last fifteen years, princi-
lly under glass. Good testimonials.-G. G., 4, Grove Villas,

: Place, Acto
,
W.

jyTANAGER, or FOREMAN in Nursery, in
r-*-*- or near London.—Age 27, married fa Nurseryman's
bon). First-class experience and reference.—W. S., Sprigin»'s

,
St. Albans, Herts.

T50SE-GR0WER (Outdoor), in a largeJ-V Nursery. -Age 24 ; has also a good knowledge of Fruit
Irees, Shrubs. S:c. Can be highly recommended.—G. T. .

Lee s Fruit and Rose Nursery, Ealing . 'W.

T^O NURSERYMEN.—Wanted, by a steady
J- young Man, a situation in the Soft-wooded Department.
Accustomed to Propagating, S:c. Good references —P F 18
Holly Terrace, North Finch ley, Middlesex, N. • •

Wholesale Seed Trade!
TVTANAGER, or TRAVELLER and COR-
-L'X RESPONDENT.-Has h.ad 2, years' constant and

experience, and is thoroughly proficient in every branch

QHOPMAN (Second).—Age 23 ; nine years'
*^J experience in two good houses. Good references —
T. R., 2o, High Street, Hirminghara.

SHOPMAN (Second).—Seven years' expc-
rience m all departments of the Seed Trade. Excellent

references, —J. L. C, Messrs. Little & Ballantyne, The
Queen's Seedsmen, Carlisle.

QHOPMAN (Second), or COUNTERMAN.^ —Age =7 ; eleven years' experience in the London Trade
(Wholesale and Retail). First-class references. -S , Gar<(cners-
CkrcnkU Office, W.C.

QHOPMAN (Second or Third), in the
yJ Wholesale or Retail Trade. -Seven years' experience.—
C. C, Mr. Everett's, Sunning Hill, near Staines.

COMMISSION TRAVELLERS, in theVy Nursery and Seed Business.—J. Scott, The Nurseries,
Merriott. Somerset, will be glad to treat with any Gentleman
engaged in the above. For particulars apply to the advertiser.

To Gentlemen Farmers and Others!

FARM or ESTATE BAILIFF (Working,
or otherwise).—Age 38, married, sober, active, and

obliging ; thorough practical experience in Feeding. Breeding,
and Rearing of Slock, Sheep, &c. Also used to Agricultural
Machinery. Good testimonials. — F. JEFFERY, Henfield,

T^AlLIFFor STEWARD, on 300 Acres or
-*--' upwards.— Middle-aged, married, without encumbrance :

understands Hops, Corn, Fruit. Breeding and Rearing of
Stock, Under Land Drainage, and general Estate Improving,
Land and Timber Surveying, Disengaged at Michaelmas—
W. Y., South Eastern Gazette Office, Maidstone.

UBLISHER, ASSISTANT PUBLISHER,
or CONFIDENTIAL CLERK and CASHIER.-A

Gentleman, aged ifi, with a first-class reference of nearly twenty
years, is open to a re-engagement.—M. G., i6, Montem Road,
Stanstead Road, Forest Hill. S.E.

Ij^PPS'S COCOA:
-i GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.
'* By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern

the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful appli-
cation of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa. Mr. Epps
has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately-flavoured
beverage_ which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by
the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution may
be gradually built up until strong enough to resist every
tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak point. We
may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti-
fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame."— CrV//
Sen'ice Gazette.

KINAHAN'S LL WHISKY.
Kinahan it Co. find that, through the recommenda-

tion of the Medical Profession, the demand for their CELE-
BRATED OLD LL WHISKY for purely medicinal purposes
is very great. They think it will be satisfactory to the Public
to read the following extracts of the Analysis of the LL Whisky
from the eminent analyst, Dr. Arthur Hill Hassall -.—

" I have very carefully and fully analysed samples of this
well-known and popular Whisky. The samples were soft and
mellow to the taste, aromatic and ethereal to the smell. The
Whisky must be pronounced to be pure, well-matuted, and of
very excellent quality. The Medical Profession may feel full
confidence in the purity and quality of this Whisky."

20, Great Titchfield Street. (Jxford Street, London, W.

PU RE AERATED WATERS.
ELLIS'S RUTHIN WATERS.

Crystal SpRiNcs—Soda, Potass. Seltzer. Lemonade, Lithia,
And for GOUT, Lithia and Potass.

Corks Branaea " R. ELLIS and SON, RUTHIN," and
every label bears their trade mark. Sold everywhere, and
Wholesale of Ellis & Son, Ruthin. N. Wales. London Agents

W. BEST AND SONS, Henrietta St., Cavendish Sq!

DINNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for ACIDITY of the STOMACH.
HEARTBURN, HEADACHE, GOUT, and
INDIGESTION; and the safest aperient for delicate
Constitutions, Ladies, Children, and Infants.

DINNEFORD and CO.,
172, New Bond Street, London, and all Chemists.

HOLLOWAY'S PILLS.—With the advance
of autumn the mornings and evenings become chilly,

stop the late free action of the skin, and give rise to disorders
of the lungs, liver, or bowels. Ucder such circumstances
prevention should he looked at as well as cure. The first

symptoms of cough, disturbed stomach, or deranged bowels
should be removed by judicious doses of these Pills, the very
finest alteratives, which act with certainty and success on any
oigan in which faulty action exists, whether it be perceptible or
unknown. Acting as gentle aperients, Holloway's Pills
strengthen the whole system, increase the appetite, improve
the digestion, regulate the bowels, exhilarate the spirits,

and expedite the circulation of pure healthy blood.
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MESSENGER & COMPANY,
CONTRACTORS, MIDLAND HORTICULTURAL BUILDING AND HOT-WATER

ENGINEERING WORKS, LOUGHBOROUGH,

Beg to call attention to the above illustration, which show b a -verj idvantageous arrangement of Glasshouses which has been adopted for several

important Works on M. &. Co.'s recommendation.

Only thoroughly well-seasoned timber used. Glasshouses erected on Messenger's I in cost and maintenance. Messenger's Patent Boilers, Flexible Jointed Hot-waler

patent principles are, owing to mechanical arrangements, very strong, most durable, Pipes and Valves, are now in use in many thousands of instanqes, with the greatest

light, elegant; perfect efficiency ior puTpos&iniendeiis guaranteed ; are economical | success. Particulars on application.

Plans and Estimates forwarded. Ladies and Gentlemen waited upon. The Plans of Architects and others carried out. Illustrated Circular Free.

THE BEST ILLUSTRATED AGRICULTURAL JOURNAL.

The Agricultural Gazette
AN ILLUSTRATED JOURNAL FOR

LANDOWNERS AND TENANT FARMERS.

Price Fourpence; Post Free, Fourpence-halfpenny.

SUBSCRIPTIONS PAYABLE IN ADVANCE,
Inchtdiii^ postage to any part of the United Kingdom :

Twelve Months, 19s. 6cl. ; Six Months, 9s. 9d. ; Three Months, 5s.

P.O.O. TO BE MADE PAYABLE AT THE KING STREET POST OFFICE, W.C, to WILLIAM RICHARDS.

Pitblishing Office, and Office for Advertisements

:

7, CATHERINE STEEET, STEAND, LONDON, W.C.

WAGSTAFF'S IMPROVED UPRIGHT TUBULAR SADDLE BOILERS,
Awarded Silver Medals at Manchtstcr, Alinnchani

Rochdale, and Stalybiid.^t

B. in Brickwoik.

MANUFACTURER and PATENTEE —
J. G. WAGSTAFF, Dukinfield, Ashton-under-Lyne.

SELLINt; AGENTS —
WOLSTENCROFT BROTHERS & CO.,

46, Ludgate Hill, London, E.G. BOILER Class B.

SUB-AGENTS WANTED. PRICED LIST POST-FREE ON APPLICATION.

^CmLA^^u^^ITk^c^^T^^ ,, ,k nffi ,\a 1 Advert,stmrnts and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 4r, WelUneton Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

1 Wm , ,,,, R,ru.,n. ,, ,^ nd' w ii" .
™"srs. Bradbuhv, Agnew & Co., Lombard Street, Precinet of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published by the

i WILLIAM KicHARns. at ihe^Office, 41. Wellington Sjreet. P.-u-ish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday. September 23, 1S76.
Agents for Scotland—Messrs. J. Mknzies & Co.', Edinburgh and Glasgow.

Agent for Manchester

—

John Heywo
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KOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
South Kensington. S.W.

NOTICE. — FRUIT and FLORAL COMMITTEES
MEETINGS. WEDNESDAY next. October 4. at 11 o'clock.

GENERAL MEETING at 3 o'clock. Admission ij.

Roses.

CHARLES TURNER'S Stock of the above
is extra fine this season, both in pots and in the ground.

Full descriptive CATALOGUE will shortly be ready.
The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

To the Traile.

STANDARD and DWARF ROSES of the
leading sorts—splendid Plants, no better in the Trade,

well-ripened wood—about 15,000 Standards and 5000 Dwarfs,
guaranteed true to name. For lowest prices' apply to

GRANT AND CO., Park Nursery, Porladown.

Roses, Fruit Trees, Evergreens, &c.

WILLIAM FLETCHER'S CATALOGUE
is now ready, and may be had post-free on application.

The Nursery Stock generally is verj- fine, healthy, and wcll-
rootcd. Early orders are respectfully solicited.

Otlershaw Nurseries, Chertsey, Surrey.

HAWS, or THORN QUICK SEED.—
Sound Haws, fit for sowing at present, or spring coming,

guaranteed free from soil or other mixture, and thoroughly well
preserved. About 30 tons on hand. For lowest prices apply to

GRANT .\ND CO., Park Nursery, Portadown, Ireland.

KYE, 300 Bushels New Seed, splendid
sample. Price, 51. id. per bushel of 60 lb. Sacks and

Bags charged at the rate of ^d. per bushel. Terms cash with
order. A reduction in price to large buyers.
E. L. PIERPOINT andCO.. Seed Merchants, Warrington.

MUSHROON SPAWN for Sale, in Large
or Small Quantities. Price on application to

J. AND R. WRIGHT, Gutters Hedge Farm, Heudon, N.W.

'T'URF.— For Sale, over 3ix>,ooo. Apply to
-»- G. GRIFFIN, Flora Cottage, Brockiey Road, near
New Cross, S.E.

M Wood Engraving.
R. W. G. SMITH, Artist and
ENGltAVER on Wood. 15, Mildmay Grove, London, N.

WAGSTAFF'S PATENT UPRIGHT
TUBULAR SADDLE BOILERS.

Patentee: J. G. WAGSTAFF, Dukinfield, Ashton-under-
Lyne.
Wholesale Agents : WOLSTENCROFT BROS. AND CO.

46, Ludgate Hill. London, E.G.
Priced LIST post-free on applicatioo.

Pines, Fines, Plnea.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to offer well-
• established Plants of all the best kinds, including

Prince Albert, Charlotte Rothschild, Smooth Cayenne, &c.
Particulars and prices upon application to

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries. Upper Holloway, London. N.

CHARLES TURNER has harvested a good
stock of this fine Pea. Price to the Trade on application.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

B
Vines, Vines, Vines.

S. WILLIAMS begs to announce that his
. GRAPE VINES this year are unusually fine, and

are now ready for distribution.

For Detailed List, see Bulb Catalogue.
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries. Upper Holloway, London, N.

F~RUIT TREES, ORNAMENTAL TREES
and SHRUBS of all sizes.—Ses Advertisement in

Gardefurs' Clironicie, page 383, September 23,

Nine Frizes, York and Leeds Galas, this year.

W. JACKSON AND CO., Nurseries, Eedalc. Yorkshire,

FRUIT TREES.— Standard and Pyramid
cherries. Apples, Pears and Plums, from 70J. per too ;

Gooseberries. 3-yr. to s-yr., iocs, to laos. per 1000; Currants,
3-yr. to 5-yr . 6or. to 8ar, per looo.

T. EVES. Gravesend Nurseries.- EstablLshed iSlo.

RCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in
Pots :— Peaches, Nectarines. Plums, Pears, Apples, Figs,

Apricots, Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH. Nurseryman and Seed Merchant,

Worcester.

CRAB and PEAR STOCKS.—Strong, 3-yr.
old. clean-grown and well rooted, 50J. per 1000.

T. EVES, Nurseries. Gravesend.

AMINES, VINES, VINES.—The Subscribers
» have a laige and very fine stock of Vines, perfectly

ripe and suitable for fruiting in pots or planting.

A LIST with prices will be forwarJed on application to

WM. THOMSON and SONS, Tweed Vineyard, Galashiels.

Pot Vines.

THE COWAN PATENTS COMPANY
beg to call attention to their large and excellent Stock of

young VINES, which are in fiist-rate cmdilion, and now ready
for sending out. List of Varieties and Prices post-free.

The Trade supplied.

The Vineyard, Garston, near Liverpool.

ABBAGE PLANTS.—For Sale, a first-rate
lut of Early Cabbige Plants, in lots of 5 rods and

upwards. Apply at

Barn Elm* Farm, Barnes. Surrey.

CHARLES VAN GEERT, Nurserv.man,
Antwerp. Belgium, begs to announce that his TRADE

LIST, containing many New and Rare Plants, at very reduced
prices, is now ready, and will be forw.irded at once on application.

To the Traae.

HAMD F. SHARPE'S Special Priced LIST
• of HOME-GROWN GARDEN and AGRICUL-

TURAL SEEDS of 1S76 growth, is now ready, and may be
had on application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

Lapageria alba (true).

MESSRS. THOMAS CRIPPS AND SON
have a few healthy, well-established Plants of the

above to offer, some of which are showing bloom, in 5-in. to

to-in. pots. Price, three, five, seven, to twelve guineas each.

Usual trade discount.
Tunbrldge Wells Nurseries, Kent.

To the Trade.

CLEMATIS JACKMANNI, nice healthy
plants, 1^2 to 2!< feet high. 75J per 100.

THOMAS CRIPPS and SON, Tunbridge Wells Nurseries,
Kent.

TRICOLOR GERANIUMS. — 20,000
Mrs. Pollock and Sophia Dumaresque. at 3s. 6(/. perdoz,,

package included, or post-free at same price. The Trade supplied.

ALFRED FRYER, The Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

EUCHARIS AMAZONICA.—For Sale, 5000
Strong flowering bulbs, in excellent condition.

J. BELL AND "SONS. Crofton Hall, Wigton.

ARAUCARIA EXCELSA, a perfect
Specimen, lo feet high, furnished to the rim of pot,

in the finest possible health, for Sale. Apply,
E. ELLIS, Coomb Leigh, Kingston Hill, S.W.

ANTED,attaking-uptime,GERANIUMS
—4000 Golden Tricolors and looo Silver Tricolors.

Quantities of each kind and prices to

B. S. WILLIAMS. Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper
Holloway, London, N.

ANTED, APPLE TREES—
Keswick Codlin and Lord Suffield, 2-yr. and 3-yr.

'rice per loo and quantity, to

J. MITCHINSON. 9, Chapel Street, Penzance.

w
old. t

WANTED, SEED POTATOS—
Early Kidneys, of sorts, and Snowflake, true. State

sorts and price per cwt. or ton, to

A. ¥., 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

sUTTON'S EXHIBITION HYACINTHS,
6j., qi., and 12s. per dozen. Cultural Insin

UTTON'S CHOICE TULIPS,
Mixed, from 71. 61/. per 100. Named sorts, i8j. per too.

:ural Instructions on application.

UTTON'S FINE DUTCH CROCUS^
2S., 3J., and 4J. per 100. Cultural Instructions on appli-

SUTTON'S FRESH IMPORTED BULBS
have airived in splendid condition, and are now ready

for delivery

UTTON'S AUTUMN CATALOGUE,
Gratis and Post-free. *'lhe most complete work of its

kind yet published,"

sUTTON AND SONS, The Queen's Seeds-

Dutch and other Bulbs.

CHARLES TURNER'S CATALOGUE
of the above is now ready. The roots are in tine condition

this season. All orders will meet with immediate attention.

The Royal N urseries, Slough.

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, Gladioli, Ac

OUR REVISED LIST for 1876
is now leady. and will be handed to all Gardeners

and Amateurs, post-ttee, on applit

ANT. KOOZEN and SON. Ove; r Haarlem, Holland.

Notice ! Notice I — Hyacinths. Tulips, ice

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S
Descriptive CATALOGUE of DUTCH ^i.d other

FLOWERING ROO I S is now ready, post- r.ei>n.ippliciiii a-.

Hijhgate Nurseries. Loud N.

Dutch Flowir Roots

MESSRS. \V. KULLlSSiiN and sON'S'
CATALOGUE fir 1876 is now ready, and can be had

post-free upon applit

The Nurs London, S.W.

AE. BARNAART and CO., Vogelenzang,
• Haarlem. Holland. -WHOLESALE CATALOGUE

of Hyachiths and other Dutch Bulbs may be had iree Irom
" MLBERRAD AND SON, 5, Harp Laue, Great

Tower Street, Londo
, EC.

Dtttcli and otber Flowering Bulbs.

TAMES DICKSON and SONS beg to draw
^* attention to their very large and superior importations of
ihc^e, and will be ha(>py [o rend their priced Catalogue post-free

on application. 108, Ea^lgate Street. Chester.

vv
best va

INTER FLOW h RING PLANTS.—
Bouvardias. Tree Carnations luagtiificent planis in 48*5,

rs.,5or. per 100.— J IAt_KSON, Nursery. Kidde minster.

Hardy Garden Flowers.

JOHN MOOKfS Illustratctb CATALOGUE
of SPRING G-KRDEN and HARDY GARDEN

FLOWERS, is now ready, post free to any addi ess ou receipt
of ^(i. in stamps.

56. Market Place, Warwick.

LILY OF THE VALLEY, very strong
Roots for Forcing. 45J. per 10:0. package included.

Please send orders as soon as possible, for being able to
furni;,h all the demand.

ROBERT NEUMANN, The Nurseries. Erfurt.

New Hardy Yucca.

YUCCA WHIHPLEI.— For description see
Cardeiu-7's' ChrcntcU for August 12, 1876. Strong healthy

plants ii> 4-inch poc^. \s td each, 155. per di>ztn, ^^ per 100.

JAMES BACKHOUSE and SON. York Nurseries

ATALOGUES. — His Excellency Pierre
Wolkenstein will feel greatly obliged if Nurserymen and

Seedsmen will kindly send him their Catalogues. They should
be forwarded (by posti to

S. E. PIERRE WOLKENSTEIN, Secretaire de la Soci<t«
Imp^riale d'Horticulture de Russie. St. Petersburg.

Evergreens, &c.

JAMES DICKbON and SONS beg to tiraw
attention to their large and excellent stock of EVER-

GREENS of all sizes, and in the very best transplanted condi-
tion for safe removal. 1 heir Nursery Stock generally is un-
equalled for quality, variety and e

•Ne .N Chei

SPIR^A (HOTEIA) JAPONICA,
very strong clumps for forcing, equal if not superior to

foreif^n, C\o per looo.

SPIR.EA PALMATA, fine cro\%-ns for forcing, 75J. ; smaller,

25J. to 3oi. per 100.

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshol.

SPIR^A JAPONICA, Clumps for Forcing,
at t6j. per i

VANDER SWAELt ~
Ghei

Rhododendrons, Bbododendrona.
GFARNSWORTH has lo offer a large

• quantity of the above, various sizes ; also other

Nursery Slock, of which prices and samples may be had on
.-ipplicatioD at The Nurseries, Matlock.
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SALES BY AUCTION.

Bulbs from Holland.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38. King Street,

Covent Carden.W.C., every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, and
SATURDAY, during September, commencing at half-past 12

o'clock each day, consignments of first-class DQTCH BULBS
arriving weekly from well-known farms in Holland.

May be viewed the mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Great Unreserved Sale of Dutcb Bulbs.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, at the Mart. Tokenhouse

Yard, London, E.G., on MONDAY NEXT, at half-

past II o'clock precisely, a large consignment of selected

DUTCH BULBS of first-class quality and lotted to suit the

Trade and Private Buyers, consisting of the choicest named
Double .and Single Hyacinths for pots and glasses, Tulips,

Crocus, Lilies, and the usual assortment, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had at the

Mart, and of the Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch Street, E.C.,

and Leytonstone, E.

Heatherside Nurseries, Bagsliot, Surrey.
GREAT CLEARANCE SALE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed to SELL by AUCTION, on the Pre-

mises, as above, on TUESDAY, October 3, and following days,
at II for 12 o'clock precisely each day, the whole of the
PLANTS in POTS, comprising Indian Azaleas, 1000 Camellias
of sorts, 700 double white Camellias, 2000 Epacris, in variety :

3300 Greenhouse Heaths, in variety : 3000 Climbers, consisting

of Ivies, Wistarias, Clematis montana. Clematis flammula,
Virginian Creepers, Pyrus, specimen Coniferae, from 10 feet to

12 feet : Coniferae. in variety, 6 inches to 12 inches, in immense
quantities, particularly suitable for the Trade.

Catalogues m.ay be had.

Brixton, S.W.
IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE of STOVE and

GREENHOUSE PLANTS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS

are instructed by Mr. Cameron, who is relinquishing the
iusiness, to SELL bv AUCTION, on the Premises, the Swiss
Nursery, Loughborough Road, Brixton, S.W., on WEDNES-
DAY, October 4, at 11 for 12 o'clock precisely, seven magnifi-

cent Specimen double white CAMELLIAS, from 7 to 12 feet

high, and averaging 7 feet through : also a fine example of
IMBRICATA, several while and other AZALEA INDICA,
60 specimen GARDENIA INTERMEDIA, full of buds: a
fine stock of double white PRIMULAS, large STEPHANO-
TIS in pots, Maidenhair and other FERNS, fine MYRTLES,
TEA ROSES in pots, EUCHARIS. DRAC.-ENAS, thousands
of GERANIUMS, &c., together with the GARDEN
IMPLEMENTS.
May be viewed the day prior. Catalogues may be had on the

Premises.

CUgwell, Essex
CLEARANCE SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK,

consisting principally of a large quantity of well-grown
Evergreens fit for immediate planting, a lean-to Green-
house, several Pits, a good useful Horse, a capital four-

wheel Chaise, Spring and Tumbril Carts, Spring Van,
sundry Harness, a Stack of excellent Meadow Hay (about 10
loads), the remaining genuine Household Furniture, and
numerous other effects.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed by the Executrix of the late Mr. Joseph

Protheroe to SELL the above by AUCTION, without reserve,
on the Premises, the Nursery, Rolls Park, Chigvvcll, Essex, on
THURSDAY. October s, at 12 for i o'clock precisely.

May be viewed. Catalogues may be had on the Premises.

Godalmlng.
In Bankruptcy.— In the matter of H. Scutt.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed by the Trustee to SELL by AUCTION,

without reserve, on the Premises, the Mead Row Nursery,
Godalming, Surrey, on FRIDAY, October 6, at 11 for

12 o'clock precisely, the whole of the choice STOVE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, also the valuable NURSERY
STOCK, together with the UTENSILS in TRADE.
May be viewed the day prior. Catalogues may be had on

the Premises.

Bagshot, Surrey.—By Order of tbe Mortgagee.
IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE of an immense qu.antity

of young .and thriving NURSERY STOCK, including
12,000 nicely-grown named Rhododendrons, 6000 Ghent
and other Azaleas, thousands of fine Conifera; and Ever-
green Shrubs, a considerable number of Ornamental and
Forest Trees, Roses, &c. Further particulars will shortly
appear.

TV/TESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
i-VX .are instructed to SELL the above by AUCTION,
without the slightest reservation, on the Premises, the American
Nursery, Windlesham, near Bagshot. on MONDAY, October 9,
and four following days, at 11 for 12 o'clock precisely each

Catalogues may be had of Messrs. BAKER and SON on
the Premises, and of the Auc

ClUgwell, Essex.
CLEARANCE SALE, by order of the Executrix of the late

Mr J. Protheroe.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed to SELL by AUCTION, without

reserve, on the Premises, the Nursery, Grange Hill, ChigivcU
Row, Essex (2 miles from the Woodford Station), on TUES-
DAY, October 10, at n for 12 o'Clock precisely, the whole of
the beautifully grown NURSERY STOCK, consisting of
fine assortment of unusuallv healthy Evertrreen. C<

"
other Shrubs. Or
Plants, Standard and Dwarf Roses, &c.
May be viewed. Catalogues may be had on the Prei

and of the Au

M
Norbltou.—By Order of tlie Executrix.

ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
ructed by the Executrix of the late Mr. Collings.

to SELL by AUCTION, at the Man. London, E.C. on
MONDAY, Otober 30, a v,alLrable FREEHOLD ESTATE,
and several Plots of BUILDING LAND. Also, about the
MIDDLE of NOVEMBER, about 14 Acres of NURSERY
STOCK, Particulars will shortly appear.

Elvaston Nurseries, Borro'wash, near Derby.
To NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, and OTHERS engaged

in Planting.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
are instructed by Messrs. Barron & Son to SELL by

AUCTION, on the Premises .as above, on WEDNESDAY and
THURSDAY. October 11 and 12, at h.alf-past n o'Clock
precisely each day, a large quantity of First-class NURSERY
STOCK, consisting of rare Coniferae, Evergreen : and
Deciduous Shrubs, including matchless specimen Golden Yews,
Cupressus, Piceas, Biotas, and Pinus, in fine assortment :

Wellingtonias, Golden and Silver Queen Hollies, Laurels,

Berberis : also thousands of Rhododendrons, Kalmias, and other

choice .and useful Stock ; together with a great quantity of

Forest Trees.

May be viewed prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had
on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers.

Exeter.
HIGHLY IMPORTANT SIX DAYS' UNRESERVED

SALE of unrivalled specimen CONIFERAE and EVER-
GREEN SHRUBS, remarkable for their perfectly sym-
metrical form and great beauty, forming together probably
the largest and most unique collection ever yet submitted
to public competition : also thousands of SMALLER
STOCK, worthy the attention of Noblemen and Gentlemen
improving their Estates, and of others Largely engaged in

planting 1 a great quantity of AMERICAN PLANTS,
consisting principally of choice named Rhododendrons :

.also a considerable number of CIDER APPLE and other

FRUIT TREES, a fine collection of ORNAMENTAL
and FOREST TREES.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
are instructed by Messrs. Lucomhe, Pince & Co., to

SELL the above by AUCTION, on the Premises, the E.xeter

Nurseries, on MONDAY, October 16, and five successive days,
at II for 12 o'clock precisely each day.

The Stock may be viewed prior to the Sale. Catalogues
may be had on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Estate

Tottenham, N., adjoining the Station.
IMPORTANT SALE of NURSERY STOCK, FRUIT

TREES, and ROSES.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed by Mr. Thomas Ware to SELL by

AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises, the Hale Farm
Nurseries, Tottenham, Middlesex, on TUESDAY, Octobe 117,

at II for 12 o'clock precisely, a large and rich Collec
EVERGREEN and CONIFER.'E SHRUBS, including
variegated and common Hollies, Rhododendrons, Euonymus,
Cupresses, &c. : also a fine assortment of ORNAMENTAL
TREES, including 1000 variegated Maples, large quantities of
standard Limes, Planes, and Poplars, 2000 unusually fine Fruit
Trees, 4500 remarkably well-grown Standard and Dwarf
ROSES, with a variety of Hardy Herbaceous and Climbing
Plants. Gladioli, S:c.

May be viewed prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had
on the Premises, .and of the Auctioneers.

Streatham Place Nursery, Brixton Hill. S.'W.

Expiration of Lease —To Noblemen, Gentlemen, Nurserymen,
Builders and Public Companies engaged in Planting.

IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE of about 30 acres of
NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. JAS. ERASER and BENTON
will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, Streatham

Place Nursery, Brixton Hill, Surrey, S.W., OCTOBER 16, 17,
20 and 21, at 11 for 12 o'Clock precisely each day, by order of
Mr, George Clarke, the whole of the NURSERY STOCK, con-
sisting of many thousand specimens of fine Cedrus Deodara,
5 to 12 feet ; 3000 Cupressus Lawsoniana, 5 to 12 feet ; Araii-
caria imbricata, Wellingtonia gigantea, 5000 Chinese and
American Arbor-vitac. Thuja aurea, gigantea and plicata :

Thujopsis borealis, Dolabrata variegata ; Pinus austriaca,
excelsa ; Juniperus, Scotch and Spruce Firs, &c. ; fine Ever-
green and Deciduous Shrubs, comprising 4000 Rhododendrons,
scarlet and other choice varieties

; 4000 Aucubas, Laurustinus,
green and variegated Hollies, Box, oval and Box-leaved Privet,
Irish and English Yews, Berberis Aquitolia, Forsythia, Lilac.
Honeysuckle, Clematis, a quantity of fine Tritoma uvaria.
Yucca, Irish Ivies in pots. 2000 fine Limes, Scarlet and Horse
Chestnuts, Laburnums, Ailantus, Acacia, Poplar, &c., 3000
Laurels, Fruit Trees, including fine Standard, Pyramid and
Dwarf Apples, Pears and Plums, Gooseberries, Currants, Fastolff
R.aspberry, &c.

In consequence of the immense stock, another SALE will
take place in NOVEMBER also, at the Branch Nursery,
Leigham Court Road, Streatham, S.W.
POT PLANTS to be SOLD in the SPRING, with GLASS

ERECTIONS.
May be viewed prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had

Near the Betohworth Station, S E.R.

To NOBLEMEN. GENTLEMEN, 'The TRADE, and
PUBLIC in GENERAL.

MESSRS. WHITE and SONS are favoured
with instructions horn. Messrs. Ivery & Son, of

Dorking and Reigate, to submit to almost Unreserved SALE
by AUCTION, at the Nurseries, near the " Barley Mow" Inn
and Betchworth Street, within a mile of the Beichworth Station
South-Eabtern Railway, on FRIDAY and SATURDAY^
October 27 and z8, commencing each day at ii for 12 o'Clock
the valuable SURPLUS NURSERY STOCK, comprising a
large and exceedingly well-grown variety of Forest Trees, in
Austrian Pine, varying from 3 to 8 feet ; Weymouth, 6 to 9 feet

;

Larch 4 to 12 feet ; Spruce 3 to 10 feet ; Silver, 6 to 10 feet

;

Green Holly and Yew, 4 to 10 feet ; Lime, 12 to 20 feet

'

English Oak, 7 to 8 feet; Beech and Birch, 10 to 15 feet!
Laurels, 2 to 6 feet ; Weeping Yew, 6 feet stem

; bushy
Laurustinus ; Portugal Laurels, 2 to 5 feet ; Berberis Aquifolia,
2 to 3 feet ; Green Box, 4 to 5 feet ; Aucuba, i to 3 feet ; also an
assortment of Whitethorn, Elm, Flowering Shrubs, &c., and a
variety of Standard and Pyramid Mulberry, Walnut, Apple,
and Plum trees.

More particularly described in Catalogues, which may in due
time be obtained at the " Barley Mow " and " Dolphin " Inns,
Detchworth, and the "Red Lion," Buckland (near the

RedhiU: __ _._.„_„
Hart "and "Angel," Guildford; " Greyhound ° and " king'
Arms," Croydon; " Griffin," Kingston-on-Thames : "Spread
Ea^le," Epsom ; of Messrs. IVERY and SON, The Nurseries,
Reigate and Dorking; and of the Auctioneers. Dorking, who
have much confidence in inviting general attention to the
opportunity afforded by this Sale for the purchase of Stock in
excellent condition, and well situated for immediate removal.

HeatUeraide Nursery, Bagsliot, Surrey.
HIGHLY IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE of NQR.

SERY STOCK.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS

are instructed by the Heatherside Nursery Company
to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises as above onWEDNESDAY, October 18, and Three following days' the
First Portion of the well-grown and thriving NURSERY
STOCK, consisting of many thousands of Fruit Trees in great
v.iriety. Standard and Dwarf Roses, specimen Conifera;, Rhodo-
dendrons and other American Plants, many thousands of
green and variegated Hollies, common and Portugal Laurels,
Pines, and other Forest Trees, and Evergreen Flowering
Shrubs, &c.
May be viewed. Catalogues may be had on the Premises,

'

and of the Auctioneers.

WANTED TO RENT, a Small NURSERY
or a PRIVATE ESTABLISHMENT, where Plants

for the Market could be Grown. Vicinity of London. Please
state particulars to

W. L., 2, Meadow Croft Cottages, Catford, S.E.

PREMISES TO LET, in a first-class
situation, in the principal suburb of Birmineham. Have

been carried on for many years as a Seed and Choice Fruit
Establishment. For particulars apply,

2, Hagley Road, Edgbaston.

To Market Gardeners.

n^O BE LET, within a mile and a half of a
Railway Station, and about forty miles from London, a

very large GLASS HOUSE, in full Working Order, and well

stocked with Grape Vine, Peach and Nectarine Trees, and

plenty of space left for Growing Plants and Flowers. The
House is Heated with the most Modern Apparatuses, and offers

a rare opportunity to any Person desirous of producing large

quantities of Fruit, &.c. ; and, if desired, a Piece of LAND caa

be LET with the House. Apply to

Z., 20, Palace Road, L,imbeth, London, S.W.

In tlie Midland Counties (4102).

TO BE DISPOSED OF, a NURSE-RY,
FLORIST, and SEED BUSINESS, now doing a

thriving and increasing trade, in a large town, the centre of a
fine Agricultural District, For further particulars apply to

Messrs. PROTHEROE and MORRIS, Horticultural
Agents, 98, Gracechurch Street, E.C., and Leytonstone, E.

Messrs. P. & M.'s " HORTICULTURAL REGISTER"
for October, of Nursery, Florist, and Seed Businesses, to be
Let or Sold, can be had gratis on application.

Rose Hill Nursery, Derby.
To NURSERYMEN. GARDENERS, and OTHERS.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, at a Low Valuation,
the whole of the STOCK IN TRADE of the above

Nursery as a Going Concern. The Nursery has capital Green-
houses, with suitable Frames, Pits, &c. Amongst the Stock
are about 10,000 choice Fruit Trees, Dwarf-trained, Standards,
and pyramids ; a large variety of the best Standard and Dwarf
Roses, and other Marketable Plants and Shrubs usual in a well-

assorted nursery, all in excellent growth. Rent, £60 per
annum. Immediate possession can be had. Application to bc

Mr. J. L. WVKES. Full Street, Derby, or to Mr. H. W.
HARRISON. Wardwick, Derby.

To Nurserymen, Florists, Market Gardeners
AND OTHERS.

TO BE SOLD, a thoroughly well-known and
long-established NURSERYMAN and FLORIST'S

BUSINESS, most successfully carried on by present Proprietor
and his predecessor for a number of years. The Lands are
perfectly stocked with the choicest of everything suitable, and the
Greenhouses. Forcing Pits, Potting Houses, Buildings, and other
appliances thereon are of a most convenient and appropriate
character. The Business is now in a flourishing state, and
everything in the most complete order and working condition
The Lands are in the highest state of cultivation, being about
30 acres in extent, and situate in one of the principal Seaport and
Market Towns in the West of England. Rentals moderate. Pos-
session at once. Principals or their Solicitors only treated with.

Particulars of Mr. T, H. BOYS, Auctioneer and Valuer,
High Street, Bridgwater.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS;

also Plants of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of
different colours ; AURICULAS, both Sinjjle and Double ; with
every sort of Early Spring Flowers. LIST on application,

Mr. WEBB. Calcot. Readin.ij.

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS,
and other PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS.

LISTS of these varieties from Mr. WEBB. Calcot, Rciding.

Dutch Bulbs.

ALFRED LEGERTON, Seed Merchant,
5. Aldgate, London, E., begs to inform his Patrons and

the Public he has now received his entire Collection of Choice
and Large DUTCH BULBS.
Wholesale CATALOGUES of prices (which are lower than

any other house in the trade) forwarded free on application.

German Flower Seeds.

AREIMSCHNEIDER, SEEDSMAN,
• Brandenburg by Havel, Germany, has to offer

CAULIFLOWER and FLOWER SEEDS of best quality:
LILY OF THE VALLEV, finest for forcing ; IJRIED

STOVE PLANTS.—A Gentleman, about
changing his Stove House to an Early Yinery, wishes to

dispose of his Stove Plants. The collection consists of an
assortment of good, healthy and well-established plants {some
of which are rare), and a few Orchids.

F. S. WORTHINGTON, Lowestoft, Suffolk.

SEGERS BROTHERS, Wholesale Growers
of Dutch and other Flpwering Bulbs, have a large lot of

CROCUS CLOTH OF GOLD and double ANEMONES,
mixed, they want to get rid of at a low rate. Many other
articles at Catalogue prices.

Lisse, near Haarlem, Holland.
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THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S SHOWS.

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMKNT.
AS CONSIDERABLE MISAPPREHENSION APPEARS TO EXIST AS TO FUTURE EXHIBITIONS,

James Carter & Co.
EEC. TO ANNOUNCE THAT

THEIR GREAT MONEY PRIZES OFFERED fo. VEGETABLES
WILL BE COMPETED FOR AT SOUTH KENSINGTON, AS HERETOFORE,

UPON THE SPECIFIED DATES IN THE SCHEDULE.

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, 237 & 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

Cherry Trees for Sale.

MESSRS. J. THOMAS and SON have to

offer 7000 fine, strong, and clean grown Standard

CHERRY TREES : also a large stock of Standard and

Pyramid PLUM, PEAR, APPLE, and WALNUT TREES ;

trained PEACH TREES and FRUIT BUSHES : Drumhead
and other CABBAGE PLANTS, &c Prices on application at

the Nursery, Rodmersham, Sittingboume, Kent.

To the Trade Only.

DUTCH BULBS at DUTCH PRICES.—
Our CATALOGUE, containing Hyacinths. Tulips,

Crocus, double .and single Snowdrops. Roman Hyacinths,

Gladiolus Brenchleyensis, new and other Ldies, New Bulbous

PLints, and Miscellaneous Bulbs, is now ready, and may be had

on application. Quality of roots e.xtra fine and guaranteed.

F. SANDER AND CO.. Seed Gri , St. Albans.

R ICHARD LOCKE, The Nurseries,
Red Hill, Surrey, offers the following :—

"-) SEAKALE, strong and extra strong.

) ROSES, dwarf, on Manetti ; finest plants in the trade.

. MANETTI STOCK, fine.

, SEEDLING BRIARS.
, ASPARAGUS, r-yr. and 2-yr., fine.

, HOLLIES, seedling, i-yr.

, STRAWBERRIES, true, in 30 sorts.

Special Prices lor large quantities.CATALOGUES on application.

PAUL AND SON, The "Old" Nurseries,
Cheshunt. Herts. These Nurseries established in 1S06.

ROSES, FRUIT TREES, EVERGREENS, FOREST
TREES, and all Hardy Plants, DUTCH and other BULBS,

CATALOGUES post-free on application.

Address-" PAUL and SON," without any initial.

Cabbage Flanta, Cabbage Plants.

MESSRS. VIRGO .\ND SON can now
supply in any quantities the following sorts ;—Early

Battersea, Pullen's Nonpareil, and Enfield Market, at 35. 6(/.

per 1000 ; Robinson's Drumhead, at 35. per tooo, all good,
strong, healthy pUints, delivered on rail. Post-office Orders
must accompany all orders from unknown correspondents.

WonerA Nursery, Guildford. Suney.

Camellias, Azaleas, Rhododendrons, &c.

JAPERS, NURSERV.MAN, Loochristy, near
• Ghent, Belgium, begs to call attention to his fine Collec-

tion of well-grown plants, consisting of Camellias, Azalea
indica. Aialea Mollis, Hardy Ghent Azaleas, Rhododendrons,
and Kalmia latifolia. Priced descriptive CATALOGUE sent
free on application to

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great
Tower Street, London, E.C.

Notice to Buyers of First-class Full fruiting Trees.

APPLES, PEARS, and PLUMS, about 300;
also some good GOOSEBERRIES and CURRANTS :

all of the very best sorts. The ground required for the erection
of more glass. To be seen at

F. BAKE R'S, Plumstcad Nursery, Plumstead Village, Kent.

ELlUes.
H. KRELAGE AND SON, Nursery-

• MEN, Seedsmen, and Flokists, Ha.irlem. Holland,
beg to announce that their new Special Descriptive CATA-
LOGUE of LILIES (No. 322A) is now ready, and will be sent
post-free on application.
This Catalogue contains nearly 250 sorts and varieties, with

fair prices per piece as well as per r2, per 100, per 1000, per
10,000—a selection of their well-known unrivalled collection.
Lihes should be ordered early, and planted before winter.
Discount to the Trade.

Hyacinths and other Bulbs for Forcing,
DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS and SPRING FLOWERING

A
PLANTS for SPRING GARDENING.

PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
of the best Bulbs and Plants for above purposes, post-

Iree. Prices under any of the leading houses for Bulbs, Sc, of
the same quality. Collections of Bulbs for forcing, loj. id. and
21J.

; do. for planting, tor. id. and 21J. ; do. of spring flowering
plants, lor. id. and 21s
WM. CLIBRAN and SON, Oldfield Nursery, Altrincham.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
BARNET NURSERIES, HERTS.

September 20, 1876.

MRS. CUTIiUSH (Widow and sole E.vecutri.v of the late

Mr. VVillLim Cutbush. of the Nurseries, Barnet) begs re-

spectfully to acquaint her Patrons and Friends that she has

DISPOSED OF THE liUSINESS carried on for so many
years by her late Husband, lo his brother, MR. JAMES CUT-
BUSH, of the Highgate Nurseries, and takes the opportunity

of th.'jnkins them for their liberal support, which she begs may
now be transferred to him.

All accounts to the above date, connected with the above

Business, due to her, and by her, will be received and paid by
Mr. James Cutbush as above, whose receipt will be a sufficient

discharge. MARY ANN CUTBUSH.

HIGHGATE and BARNET NURSERIES,
LONDON, N.

September so, 1876.

JAMES CUTBUSH (trading as Wm. Cutbush & Son. of the

Nurseries, Highgate), begs respectfully to inform the Patrons

and Friends of his late Brother that he has TAKEN THE
BUSINESSofthe BARNET NURSERIES.so long conducted

by him, and trusts by a strict personal supervision, assisted by the

able stair as heretofore,

his care, as lie is determined to

well-stocked Nurseries, and to 1

valued patronage and recommend.

The Business will be

and cairied c I under the style of

WM. CUTBUSH ,

all orders entrusted

the reputation of these

\ continuance of their

with the Highgate

I SON.

T HARRISON, of the North of England
tJ • Rose Nurseries, Darlington, begs to inform his Cus-
tomers and Friends that (in consequence of his Darlington
Nurseries being sold for building purposes) his address will,

after October i next, be THE NORTH OF ENGLAND
ROSE NURSERIES, CATTERICK BRIDGE, YORK-
SHIRE, where he has large and e.xtensive Nurseries situate

within 50 yards of the Catterick Bridge Station, on the Rich-
mond branch of the North-Eastern Railway, also within 2 miles
of his Scorton Nursery, at which places all his Roses and Gene-
ral Nursery Stock have been grown for the last fifteen years.

J. H. embraces this opportunity of returning his most sincere

thanks to his Friends for past favours, and hopes, by having
everything under his own personal superintendence, to carry on
the business at Catterick Bridge, and to merit their kind feeling

and support, as he has hitherto done at Darlington.
P.S. — Ali communications after October i next to be

addressed
The North of England Rose Nurseries, Catterick Bridge,

Yorkshire.
September i. 1S76.

FIFTY THOUSAND
LAURUSTINUS, AUCUBAS and ESCALLONIAS.

LAURUSTINUS, Common, per loo, 6 to 9 Inches, is. ; 12 to
18 inches, -js. ; 18 to 24 Inches, 8s.

Black-leaved, perioo. 6 to 9 inches, is.\ r2 to 18 inches, 7J.

. id.

Cash or satisfactory reference to accompany each order.
No charge for packing.
WILLIAM ABRAHAM, Fort Prospect Nursery, Linieridt.

T O LARGE
for Parks. (

LIMES, from 4 to 10 feet, intermediate size

ENGLISH YEWS. 2 to 5 feet, intermedial
LAURELS, 2% to 4 feet, and intermediate,

logues and special "quotat:

PLANTERS,

GODWIN I

.2!^t
nd 5,

> Son. Ashbourn, Derby.

strawberries to FrtUt In 1877.
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/CABBAGE PLANTS, SEEDS, ROOTS,&c.,
\j of »U kinds, for the Faim or G«\Jen. " Gte s superior

Bedftrdshire-gTOwn Plants and Seeds have attained much
celebrity :

" rijl BfJffrJ Meniry. July lO, i6;S. ' The
soils of the district offer facilities enjoyed at few places for

bringing awav plants. &c. and under the skill and perse-

\-eiance of Mr. F. Gee thev are turned to good account
:

"

Tide A^rU-ullural GastHe. Julys:. 1S76. See other opinions

of the Press, also a Treatise on the Cabbage. CATA-
LOGUES. lo»-est prices, &c, on applicanon to FREDERICK
GEE. Seed and Plant Grotrer. &c. Biggles«-ade. Beds.

Planting Season.

E BURGESS begs to offer the following :—
• Strong Standard, P>Tanud. and D«-arf-trained FRUIT

TREES, ROSES, Evergreen and Deciduous Flowering

SHRUBS. English OAK, ELMS, and LI.MES. up to to feet.

Larch and Spruce FIRS, and a general NURSERY STOCK.
Prices on appbcation.

The Nurseries, tendon Road, Cheltenham.

ARGE HOLLIES for SALE—upwards of

2000 well grown and fully rooted Green Htjlies, var^-ing

from'g feet to 3 feet high. Were all transplanted last autiunn,

aixl are growing near the road from Bagshot to Frimtey.

Will be sold in one or more lots, to suit purchasers. Time «-ill

be allowed for removal For particulars, .^pply by letter to

A. H., Post-ottice. Frimley, Surrey.

Great Sacrifice.

WH. TURNER, ;S, Gladstone Road,
• Garston, Li%"erpool, has to offer :

—

DRAC.ENA TERMIX.A^LIS and COOPERII. iS to 24

inches high, well-fumished plants and coloured. £s P«r iool

GREVILLEA ROBUST.^, 15 to =0 inches high, strong,

healthy plants, £2 ios. per 100.

Must be sold. Post^jmcc Order or cheque with order,

payable at Garston.

FAND A. SMITH, Ealing Dean Nursery,
• Ealing, W., have lo offer the loUowing ;—

VIOLETS, strong clumps of (true) Cxar. £7 xos. per looa
„ Rooted Runners of Quatre Saisons, Bliindyanum, Arborea,

and Neapolitan, it per dozen.

., Rooted Runners of Ccir. li. per dorcn.

MYOSOTIS DISSITIFLORA and PHLOX NELSONI.
rooted cuttings. £z per looa

CANTERBURY BELLS, suong double white and blue.

loj. per locx

ROSES. Standard, leading varieties, 75*. per 10a
., D'A'arf, strong, and bushy, 25^. per 100, .£10 per 1000.

APPLES and PE.\RS. strong 2-yr. old, leading varieties, tos.

per 100. Cash prices,

WlUiaxn Cutbusli, deceased.
PURSUANT to the ACT of PARLIAMENT of the isd .ind

»3d Victoria, c. 51, iutiiuied " An Act to further amend the

Law of Property, and to Relie\-e Trustees,

'

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN,
that all Creditors and Persons ha\-ing any CLAIMS

or DE>L\NDS upon or agaiust the Estates oi WILLLAM
CUTBUSH. late of the Bamet Nurseries, Barnet, in the
Countj* of Herts. Nurser>-man. deceased (who died on the 4th

day of May. 1S76, and whose will was pro^-ed in the Principal

Registry of the Probate Division of Her Majesty's High Court
of Justice on the rgth day of July, 1876, by Mary Ann Cutbush,
of the Bamet Nurseries, Bamet. in the County of Herts.
Widow, the Relict of ihe said deceased, and the sole Executrix
in the said Will named) are hereby required to send in \vriiiDg

the particulars of their claims or demands to the undersigned.
William Osbom Boyes, the Solicitor for the said Executrix, on
or before the 25th day of December, 1S76, at the expiration of

which time the said Executrix will proceed to deal with the
assets of the deceased, having regard only to the claims of

which she shall then have had notice, and that the said Execu-
trix will not be Uable for the said assets or any part thereof to

any person or persons of whose debts or claims she shall not
then have had notice.

Dated this 4th aay of August. 1S76.
W. OSBORN BOVES. Bamet. Herts,

SoUator to the said Executrix.

'Y'ELLOW LOAM, in any quantity, delivered
JL on Rail at Eansiead. London. Brighton, and South
Coast Railway, by the truckload. For particulars apply to

J. H. WHITE, Kmgswood, near Epsom.

Ilbroua Peat for Orchids. &c
R O W X FIBROUS PEAT, best
quality for Orchids, Stove Plants, &c., j^f 6j. per truck.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, lor Rhododendrons, Azaleas,
Heaths, American Plant Beds, i-js. per ton.

Deli\-ered on rail at Blackwater. S. E. R., or Famborough,
S. W. R_, bv the truck-load. Sample sack, 51. 6d. each.

Fresh SPHAGNUM. loj. &£ per sack.
WALRER AND CO., Famborough Station, Hanti.

B

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE,
in\"aluable for Bulbs, &c, as supplied to hundreds of

Nurser>'men and Gardeners at home and abroad, ^d. per bush.:
100 bushels, roj. : truck-load, 405. Free to rail.

M. H. BENTOTE, Fibre Manufacturer, Nunhead (near
Nunhead Junction). London, S.E.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
Reduced price, 20 Bushels, ts. Zd.; 100, 20s.; or Truck-

load (about 300 Bushels). 40.1. Delivered free to any rail in

London.
J. STEVENS, Fibre Works, High Street. Battersea. S.W.

AUTUMN SOWING.
ODAMS' MANURES,

FOR ALL CROPS.
Manufactured by the NITRO-PHOSPHATE and OD.^MS"

CHEMICAL :\L\NL'RE CO.MPANV (Limited), consisting

of Tenant- Farmers occupying upwards of 150,000 acres of Land.

CArt*>7/r<i«—ROBERT LEEDS, Kes»-ick Old Hall, Norwich.

ManagtHg DirfCtor—iAi.i^S ODAMS.
Suh-Mafutgcr arid SecrrUiry—C T. MAC-A.DAM.

Chief Office— log, Fenchurch Street, London. EC.
Western Counties Branch—(Jueen Street. Exeter.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary,

Or may be had of the Local Agents.

ELL'S MILDEW COMPOSITION,
as used by them for the last twenty-five years at their

" HoRTICULTfR.Vt, ESTABLISHMENT, Br.\COND.\LE," their

"NlRSERIES, L.«ENHAM," and "VlXERlES, ThORPE HaM-
LKT," consistiiig of over sp,ooo feet of glass. Retail, ij. dd. and
M. (xi. per bottle, of the Sole Manufacturers,

BELL .\.SD SON, 10 and it, Exchange Street, Norwich.

G IS HURST COMPOUND—
Used by many of the leading Gardeners since 1S59,

against Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other Blight,

in solutions of from i to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and

of from 4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit

Trees. Has outli^-ed many preparations intended to supersede 11.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in boxes, tj , 31.. and rot. 6rf.

Wholesale by PRICES P.\TENT C\NDLE COMP.\NV
(Limited).

M ATS.—Archangel, Petersburg, PackinS
M.i &c.

R.\FFI.\ for tybg. TR.\IN1NG STICKS, B.^MBOO
CAXES, &C. Before purchasing send (or prices to

C J. BL.JVCKITH AND CO., Cox's Quay. Lower Thames
Street. Londoi " "^

, E.C.

NEW ARCHANGEL and PETERSBURG
MiVTS. First arri\-al this season. Qu

TSASE MARK.

Entered at Stationers' Hall,

F STEVENSON'S
• ABYSSINI.\N MIX-

TURE. Warranted to Destroy
Mealy-Bug. and all Insects in-

festing Plants, Unequalled as a
Winter Dressing for Vines and
Fruit Trees.

Sold by all Nurser5Tnen and
Seed Merchants, in Bottles,

IS. &£, 3f., 4t. &/. & ST. 6d. each.

Inventor and Sole Manufocturer,

F. STEVEXSOX,
Stamford St., .\ltrincham,

Cheshire.
(Late of Lark Hill, Timperley),

Hyacinths In Pots.

POTS made e.xpressly for HYACINTHS
can be supplied by

Rhubarb and Seakale Forcing.

STRONG WELL-MADE POTS
for the abo« can be supplied by

J. MATTHEWS, the Roval Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.
Price List free.

GARDEN POTS, ORCHID POTS,
ALPIXE POTS. FERX PAXS. SEED P.-VNS. and all

other Garden Potterv. of the best quality, can be supplied by

J. MATTHEWS, the Roj-al Pottery, Weston-super-M.ire.
Price List free.

sHAW'S TIFFANY, ELASTIC NET-
TING, C\NV.\S. &c, for Shading, Protecting, and

ler Horticultural Purposes- For Samples and Prices apply to

JOHN SH.4W AND CO., 29. Oxford Street. Manchester.

Archangel and Fetersborg Hat ImpoTtors.

SACK, BAG, and TARPAULIN MANU-
FACTURERS: RAFFIA FIBRE for tving:TlFF.\XV

.ind SCRIM for vh.,d!ng, in .ill widths : NETTIXG, Y.^RX.
ROPES, and TWIXES of e>^y description. Quotations on
.application to

J. BL.\CKBURX AND SOXS, 4 and s, Wormwood Streer,

City. E.C

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden
Frames.—.ANDERSON'S TAGAXROG MATS are

the cheapest and most durable. Price List, which gives the
size of ever>- class of Mat, forwarded post-free on application.

THE CHEAPEST and MOST DURABLE
SHADING.—" Lasting for ye.Trs."

MADE of PREPARED WOOL and HAIR.
A perfect non-conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed

temperature where it is applied.

Patronised by Her Maiesty the Queen, for Windsor Castle ;

Prince Christian, for Frogmorc Gardens ; the late Sir. J. Paxton

;

the late A. F. Paxton, Esq. ; the late S. Rucker, Esq., &c
"FRIG! DOMO" CANVAS. ^ ^

E yards wide i to

" FRIGI DOMO " NETTING, zs. 6</. and \s. ^t per yard.
Can be had from all Florists and Seedsmen, and of

E. T. ARCHER, Stansie.-id Road. Forest Hill. London, S.E.
•«• Late of Cannon Street, City, E.C.

TREE FERNS.
THB LARGEST AND BEST STOC/C AV EUROPE.

^VILLIAM BULL, F.L.S.,
ReipecifuIIy invites the Nobility and Gentr>' to an inspection of the above ; aljo of his

MAGNIFICENT SPECIMEN ORNAMENTAL PLANTS,
Adapted for the decoration of Consen-atories and Greenhouses, or suited for Sub tropical Gardening.

ESTABLISHMENT FOR NEW AND RARE PL.\NTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

John Edmonds & Co.,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER .\xd HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

LILLIE BRIDGE, FULHAM, LONDON, S.W.,
WILL BE HAPPY TO FUKXISH

PLANS and ESTIMATES for the Erection and Heating complete of

CONSERVATORIES and HOTHOUSES of every description.

VER.\XDAHS, PAVILIONS, GLASS APPROACHES, &c.

MANSIONS, CHURCHES, SCHOOLS, PICTURE GALLERIES, HALLS, &.C.,

Heated by Hot Water on the best principles.

PATENTEES OF THE TUBULAR SADDLE BOILER.
PSICB LISTS ON APPLICATION.

ROSERY FOR GARDEN WALKS.

R. HOLLIDAY, horticultural iron and WIRE WORKS,
2A, PORTORELLO TERRACE, NOTTING HILL G.\TE, LONDON, \V.

Manufactures-FLOWER STAXDS, B.ASKETS, TRELLIS for Creepers, ESPALIERS, WALL WIRING
for FnS Tre^.^RCm\\vrs TO ROSERIES. WIRE FENCING, &c. ;

FOUNTAINS and

WATER CONDUITS for Garden Decoration. Stt IllmtraUd CATALOGUE 0/ Dciigns.
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THE FRENCH SYSTEM
OF TRAINING FRUIT TREES, &c.

andardi ofT cr angle iron, for ciid5 or angles, for

tirainiiiz the wires from. %«M bafied ; also sujrs for these

(taodaras, at prices as under :

—

Intermediate Standards. lo ft. apart, at half these prices.

Painted. Gal%'d. I Paiotea. Galvd.

4^ft.high.. st.tJ.,% 7J. 6</. 7 ft. high ^.od. ..ws.od.
Sfi.high.... 6 o .. 8 6 afi.high 9 o ..is o
6ft. high 6 9 ., Q 6 I qfL high.. ..10 o ..13 o

RAIDISSEURS. for Tightening Wires, one to each wire,

ar. Cd. per ^^iZ. Key for tightening, ^. each.

SCREWS and NUTS, neater than RaidUseurs, 31. td. perdoz.

No. 13 WIRE. 10 inches apart, if. €^. per 100 yards.

MESSRS. J. B. BEOWN ft CO..

c,o. CANNON STREET. LONDON. E.G.

GEORGE'S PATENT CALORIGEN,

Warming and Ventilating Small
Conservatories.

Greenhouses & Heating Apparatus
For the Approaching Winter.

MESSENGER & COMPANY
Can undertake to complete, with the utmost promptness,

Orders for Greenhouses, &c., required before winter

weather arrives.

Messengee & COMPANy also examine Hot-water

Apparatus, make any required additions, and replace

defective Boilers with the least possible delay.

MESSENGEK & COMPANY,
MIDLAND HORTICULTURAL WORKS,

LOUGHBOROUGH.

Mansions, with Conservatories and Green-

houses attached, Heated by

COWAN'S
PATENT COIVIPENSATING APPARATUS.

The Stove
which the prod I

combustion is entirely

excluded from the Conser*

Made in Wrought Iron,

Made in C^ipcr, £,^.

Height, 28 inches ; dia-

meter, 14 inches.

It will be found very
valuable in the Nurser^r or
Sick Room, Damp Build-
ings. Conservatories.
Offires. &c. Exhibited
at the Exhibition of 1871
(Department of Scientific

Inventions).

Illustrated Prospectuses and Teslimomalc on application.

J. F. EARWIG AND CO.. 36. Queen Street. CTieapside, EC.
This Stove introduces a strong current of warmed

(not burnt) fresh air.

BUver Medal, 1874.

THE TERMINAL SADDLE BOILER.—
First-class Certificate, 1867 ; Highly Commended, 1S73;

and First-class Certificate, 1875-

^^

Tkeftrfeci Suutss ofevery Appatatu

Circulars, with List of Places where the Sys:e-. i- :;. 'p^r:.*.;,,

and Balance Sheets showing the Saving of Fuel, post-fiee.

" This Boiler possesses the rare merit of sucking all the heat
from the ^t:."—^ardemri' Magazine, p. 354.
" I have no doubt the Best Boiler, that will bum any kind of

tiel, is the Terminal Saddle.

—

ymimal ofHorticulture,^, w.
" For moderate cost and real efnciency the Tenninal aaddle

il one of the very best."

—

TAe Garden, p. 95.
Prospectus post free.

T. JOXES, Temple Street, Manchester.

Horticultural Boildin^ of all kinds,

Combining Elegance and Durability, erected at Moderate
Prices.

COWAN PATENTS^COMPANY
(LIMITED),

21, WHITEHALL PLACE, LOXDOX, S.W.,
AND

The \'ineyard, Garston, near Liverpool.

St. Pancras Iron-work Company.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, &C.
ARCHITECTS- DESIGNS CAREFULLY CARRIED OUT.

APPLY FOR ESTIMATES TO

OLD SAINT PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON, N.W.

Indestmctlble Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.

MAW AN-D CO.'S PATENT.—Prices,
Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post-free on

appii/tation ; also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for
Conservatories, Entrance Halls. &c.

»IAW A.VD CO.. BenthaU Works, Broseley.

WANTED, a SECOND-HAND SADDLE
BOILER, to Heat about loco feet of ^inch piping.

Apply, stating price, &C.. W. R., GariLmri Ckronklt (Mot.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CUtTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in eiery

Agricultural County in England.
For porliCTilars apply lo JOHN FOWXER avd CO..

7J, Comhill, Londco, E.C.. and Sieam Plough Wotlcs. Leeds.

Eothonjes, Hot-water Apparatru, ftc

HALLIDAY AND CO., Hothouse
B-;ldees and HcT-aATZ!! Atpazatv; Makc-

FACTfKEZi. Estimates and Plans free. Best Construction

!

Best Materials ! Best Workmanship ! Catalogues free.

Offices, 32, Barton Arcade, MAWCHESTEa.

GREEN'S PATENT
Wrought-iron Hot-water Boilers,

With Shelves and Hollow Grate Bars.

Specially adapted for heating Greenhouses. Conservator i<

Churdles, Chapels, Schools, Public fioiidings, Eotiance
Halls. Waiefaooses, Workshops &c.

ruiaucaauM UacnuMULUcnoii CMsiiuiHa
Descriptive Illustrated Priced LIST may be had free on

^"^HOMAS CREEK and SOX. Smlthfield Ironworks,
Leeds : and 54 and 35, Blackfriar; Road, London. S. E.

STEVENS'
TRENTHAM GREENHOUSE BOILER,

r

After Icne ezpeHe-:e. hiS proved the most SIMPLE,
ECONOMICAL, EFFECTUAL, and LASTING BOILER
extant : recently much improved. For lUustrations, sritli

full panimbrs, apply to the Sole Makers.

F. ft J. SILV^TEB.
Castle Hill Foundry, Engineering and Boiler Worts,

Newcastle, Staffordshire.

gy Our Boilers are the osi-Y ones made with the sancdoa

and imder the inspection of the inventor, Mr. Stevens—all

others heii^ base imitations.

Latest ImproTementB In Heating by Hot Water.

THE IMPROVED CONICAL BOILERS.
for HEATING PINERIES. CONSERVATORIES.

HALLS, WARE-

Thesc BOILERS are adapted
for seaing in Brickwork, or as

shown in sketch they require so
Brickwokk.
POLLARD AXD CO. (laie Bury

& PoUard. Successors to John R.
PeiU, late Stephenson & PeilO. Sole
Manuikaurers of the Improved
CONICAL BOILERS, which
are in general use, and for their

durability and economy have at-

tained a celebrity far surpassing
any other Boilers ever invented.

Fijt«i at seats of Duke of New-
castle, Lord Eelper, Lord Mid-
dleton, &c- At Earl Sydney's
replaced, after being twenty years

PRICE LISTS free by post.

Bear Garden, Park Street. Southwark, London. S.E.

Stoves for GreenliouBes ! Portable ! Terra Cotta

!

ROBERTS'5 PATENT PORTABLE
TERRA COTT.A STO%'ES give pure heat, without

attention. 24 hours or longer, for about id. for coal, or coal and

coke. Suitable for almo^ any purpose. See 7"Af Garden for

March i, 1S73 :—"Robektss Patent Tena Cotta is the best

and cheapest dry stove that has ever been invented- ....
May be used in any plant-house without injury to the most

dehcate plants." Prospectus, drawings, and authentic testi-

monials, can be had. and the Stoves can be seen in use. and
ordered, on appUcation to the patentee, THO>LAS ROBERTS,

* 112, Mctoria Street, Westminsto-, S.W.
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DICK RADCLYFFE & CO.,

129, HIGH HOLBOBN, -W-.C.

^^^%^ NEW CASH^YSTEM.
7, djTcouut firCaik with order.

HYACINTHS, CROCUS, TULIPS,

tc , and every descriplion of Garden

''sLeo'ur'NEW CATALOGUE, which all

with Gardens should possess, post-free on

n«i>^/«.
application to

DICK BADCLYFFE cS: CO.,
1 09. HIGH HOLBORN, W. C.

BULBS^^^^LL^INDS.
THE

NEW PLANTand BULB COMPANY
Beg to inform their friends that their

CATALOGUE IS NOW READY,
And can be had, post-free, on application.

LION WALK, COLCHESTEH..

DANIELS BROS.'

DANIELS BROS.,
SEED GROWERS and NURSERYMEN. The ROYAL

NORFOLK. SEED ESTABLISHMENT,
NORWICH.

CHOICE FLOWER ROOTS.
Our superbly Illustrated CATALOGUE of the

above is now ready, and may be had post-free by

all intending purchasers, on application.

HYACINTHS—Choice named, in splendid

variety, 6s., 91., J2.t., i8j. and 24J. per dozen.

DANIELS BROS.' CHOIOE
COLLECTIONS of FLOWER KOU FS,

6s. bd., I2S. 6d., 2XS., 42^., 63,1. and 841. each,

carriage free.

THE NEW BULB CATALOGUE
NoiJ Ready.

Great Reduction in Prices,

Aid at the same time no depreciation in quality, but

rather an improvement, for the Bulbs are splendid.

In reality our Bulbs are now as cheap as any in the

market, not omitting such agencies as public sales, or

c'jmbin\tions of any repute on the score of economy.

SE.WD FOR CtT.-iLOGUE.

Splendid Importation of Oncidium bifolium from the
Uruguay River.

James Anderson.
NURSERYMAN and VALUATOR, iVIEADOWBANK, UDDINGSTONE, GLASGOW,

Has pleasure in announcing that he has imported by far the finest lot of ONCIDIU.M
BIFOLIUM that has ever come to this country, and among the lot, from the size and formation

of pseudobulbs, there is undoubtedly ROGERSII.

Collector, who knows Orchids well, and who saw them flower, writes that the spikes of most
of them are branching, with large flowers, and the colour particularly captivating.

They have arrived in splendid condition, scarcely a shrivelled pseudobulb among them, and
all breaking freely into growth.

Prices from 21s. and upwards, according to size and variety.

As a good number of them are already sold, early Orders are respectfully reguesled.—Sept 26.

HYACINTHS, TULIPS and OTHER BULBS.

Wm. Paul & Son
(Successors to the late A. Paul & Son,— EstabUshed 1S06)

BEG TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEIR NEW

CATALOGUE OF HYACINTHS, TULIPS AND OTHER BULBS,

CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS, &c.,

/S NOW READY, AND WILL BE SENT, POST-FREE, ON APPLICATION.

COLLECTIONS of BULBS, from 10s. 6d. to 84s.

A CHOICE COLLECTION of CAMELLIAS, 30s. per dozen and upwards.

SPECIMEN CAMELLIAS, from One to Thirty Guineas each.

" Hyacinths formed the most important fealure of the show, the principal e.vhibitor being Mr. Wm. Paul, of

Waltham Cross, who was far in advance of any other in the size and beauty of the noble spikes which he placed in

competition."

—

'Journal of Horticulture.

" Hyacinths were again the main feature, Mr. Wm. Paul taking ist prize with a collection that were as near

absolute perfection as, in the present state of our knowledge, we can imagine."

—

Gardeners' Magazine.

" It is due to Mr. Wni. Paul's wonderful group of Hyacinths, to which was awarded the ist prize, that a tribute

should be borne here to their incomparable quality,"

—

The. Florist.

PAUL'S NURSERIES and SEED WAREHOUSE,
WALTHAM CROSS, HERTS.

THE CORINIUM GUINEA COLLECTION OF BULBS
WILL PLEASE EVERYBODY.

THESE COLLECTIONS, which gave so much satisfaction last season,

are suitable for Outdoor, also Conservatory and Greenhouse. They
contain great variety, and are the best and cheapest ever offered.

H. I., J\Iayket ilarboroiigh, says :

—" The Bulbs from your firm have turned out very good."
W. P. B., Bnd/ort, says :

—
" It gives me great pleasure to say the Collection of Bulbs you sent la^t year

: great satisfaction."

25 HYACINTHS, choice, for borders.

6 Ditto, choice, for pots or water.

12 NARCISSUS, for pots.

12 Ditto, for borders.

12 JONQUILS.
25 TULIPS, assorted.

25 RANUNCULUS.

200 CROCUS, assorted.

100 SNOWDROPS,
so ANEMONES.
4 IXIAS.
6 SCILLAS.
6 TRITELEIA ODORATA.

SO WINTER ACONITES,
Carriage Paid to any Railway Station in England.

t>^..o/^^^^<^ D'ao^,

SEED MERCHANTS AND NURSERYMEN, CIRENCESTER.

DUTCH BULBS
B. S. WILLIAMS

BEGS TO ANNOUNCE THAT IITS ANNUAL SUTPLV OF

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, NARCISSI, CROCUS,
And other DUTCH ROOTS have arrived in splendid condition.

PRICED LISTS GRATIS ON APPLICATION.
HOOPER & CO.,

COVENT G.\RnEN, LONDON, W.C. VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.
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Camellias, Azaleas, Rhodoaendrons, &c.

CHAS. VUYLSTEKE, Nurseryman,
Loocliristy, near Ghent, Belgium, has a very large stock of
well-grown Plants with buds, disposable by loo or looo.

CAMELLIAS, tine named varieties, £i to £,(, per too.

., ALBA PLENA. .£5, lb, and (,^ per 100.

INDIAN AZALEAS, in 25 iLimed varieties, C^, £6, and
£7 per 100.

HARDY GHENT AZALEAS, !n =5 named v.-irieties, li, {.i,
and £.() per too.

AZALEA MOLLIS, in i= named vars.. In, Cia to Lii per 100.

,, ., extra strong plants, 4^. to Si", each.

„ ,, Seedlings, very bushy plants. £,(1 to £^ per 100.

KALMIA LATIFOLIA, £5 to £(, per 100.

For Novelties see our CATALOGUE, which will be sent
free on application to our Agents,

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great
Tower Street. London, E.G.

eEAUT!FUL FLOWERS
FOR

WINTER AND SPRING

l¥jTf'XQ!'Ni"S

THESE COLLECTIONS CONTAIN ALL THE BEST VARIETIES, AND

WILi PROOUCE A BEAUTIFUL ANO CCNTINUOUS DISPUY

OF FLOWERS.
& PER CENT. DISCOUNT FOR CASH.

Complete Cultui'al Instructions and
Descriptive Catalogues gratis.

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.
Tree Ferns.

THE NEW PLANT and BULB
COMPANY have much pleasure in offering the under-

mentioned beautiful TREE FERNS. These have splendid
straight stems and are growing nicely, and in a few months will
have made fine heads. It is far preferable to purchase them at
this stage of growth, as they are so little liable to damage from
long journeys :

—

CYATHEA DEALBATA (SILVER TREE FERN).
Height of stem. Price.

--*- "
1 foot 8 inches . . 25^. od.

Height
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associations and usages reappear with the

ancient Romans. " Populus," says Virgil—

" Alcida? g:ratissinia, vitis laccho
;

Formosa? m>rlus Veneri, sua laurea Phuibo.

Phyllis amat corylos."

—

Eel. vii. 62.

The same poet makes it superior even to the

Myrtle, though this was allowed to stand

second.

" Et vos, 6 lauri carpam, et te proxima myrte."

Eel. ii. 54.

How beautiful again the description in the

sixth JEneid, of the resting soldiers, some feast-

ing upon the greensward, while others, seated in

groves of scented Daphne, chant hymns to the

listening and well-pleased deity. Natural groves
of Bay were considered peculiarly sacred to the

god, and it was from these, whenever practic-

able, that the branches were cut for the rituals,

having reference to his merciful or kindly aid.

It should never be overlooked or forgotten that

there was sincere and earnest religious faith

among the ancient " pagans," just as there is

among the Englishmen of to-day. To think of th c

pure-minded among them as irreligious, because
unblessed by Christianity, is to deal with them
most unjustly. " Other sheep I have, which are

not of this fold." Some of the ancient "pagans,"
were they to return to earth, would put modern
so-called Christians to the blush. With the

Romans, as shown by the above cjuotation from
Virgil, the name of the plant had become
lauriis. This is understood to signify its asso-

ciation with /(!///, literally praise, honour, and
fame. Hence such phrases as " literce laureata?"

applied to the despatches sent home to the

Senate by victorious Generals, the letters de-

scribing their achievements being wrapped in

the e.xpressive Bay leaf. The truest and most
approved signification of the Bay in regard to

victory was nevertheless always that which
concerned triumph in intellectual things. It

was consistent that the Bay should also denote

peace, seeing that the grand old underlying idea

of poetry and music, eloquence, light and
medicine, always carries with it the heavenly

and consummate one of calm, which it is theirs

always to promote and to maintain. The
employment of the foliage of the Bay as a badge
on the occasion of triumphal processions, &c.,

is a matter of (reciuent mention in the Roman
authors. It seems also to have been used as a

symbolical ornament for the Consuls' maces.

The use of it as an emblem of victory has a
beautiful illustration in the Tristia, ii. 172.

When thrown into the fire, or in any way
ignited, the leaves of the Bay tree burn with a

sharp crackling sound, referable to the efforts

of the essential oil to escape from the paren-

chyma of the leaf, which, when burning, it

ruptures with considerable violence. Lucretius

adverts to this circumstance in the admired
passage, where he employs the epithet " lauri-

comus," literally " having tresses of Bay," for

the hills which he makes the scene of his

description (vi. 151). The curious and peculiar

sound in question came to be considered, at a

very early period, when listened to under par-

ticular circumstances, as prophetic. Virgil

gives an example in EcL viii. 82, TibuUus
still more conspicuously in 2, v. 81, Claudian

has "... venturi prffiscia laurus." It is easy

to see how the idea originated. To discover

this we have only to remember the primary
consecration of the tree to Wisdom, for such is

the sum and substance of the conception of the

attributes of Phoebus Apollo. Light, music,

poetry, eloquence, and medicine, are wisdom in

detail. Wisdom, as everyone knows, possesses,

when the passions are subjugated, the power of

foretelling sagaciously what will happen ; the

sound of the crackling Bay leaves represented

Apollo's voice. The same is the ground of the
ancient superstition that a garland of Bay
leaves worn on the head is a protection against
lightning. This means that wisdom always finds

a way to defend itself from the effects of hurts

and calamities sent by Heaven, when on the con-

trary, as an old author quaintly puts it, " foolish-

nesse is liable to them, and must undergo
them." When will people cease to confound
the symbolical or figurative way of stating athing

with the real and practical application of the

truth or principle which the symbol represents .'

Rightly apprehended, the chaplet of Bay leaves

that is to guard one so well from lightning

means taking all prudent and proper precautions

against the calamities which beset existence

—

assuring, for example, in a life office, and
insuring one's property in case of fire.

with the Bay, is that one, very old, which
regarded the withering of the tree as a portent

of evil and death.

" 'Tis thought the king is dead : we will ndt stay.

The Bay trees in our country all are withered,

.'Vnd meteors fright the fi.\ed stars of heaven."

Richard II., act ii., so. 4.

It is scarcely needful to point out that this

came, like the others, of the tree being an
emblem of the attributes of Phcebus Apollo.

The sum of his immortal attributes being

expressed in poetry, music, and light—which

last is a convertible term for wisdom and life

—

Fig. 84.—gladiolus disease.

Fr.igment of diseased c iipound funeus spore?,

The belief in the protecting qualities of the

Bay seems once to have been very earnest, being
many times allowed by the poets.

" Reach the Bays
;

I'll tie a garland here about his head,

'Twill keep my boy from lightning."

.So in Fletcher's Faithful ShcphcnUss—

*'Like thunder against the Bay,

Whose lighting may enclose, but never stay

Upon his charmM branches."

Compare

—

" For the true Laurel-wreath which glory weaves
Is of the tree no bolt of thunder cleaves ;"

and for illustrations at length, see Brand's
Popular Antiqtiilies, ii., 610 (edit. 1S13).

Lastly, in regard to the superstitions connected

the decay of the natural image implied the dis-

appearance of the thing signified. Leo Grindon,
iTo be conlimicd.')

THE GLADIOLUS DISEASE.*
For many years past the Gladiolus has been sub-

ject to a damaging and singular disease. As in many
other diseases of plants, all sorts of conflicting

opinions have been expressed regarding the vaturc

of the disease—some growers almost denying the

existence of any disease whatever, whilst others

have described it as so bad as to threaten the

almost total extinction of the Gladiolus as a garden

plant in this country. As in the case of the murrain

ofPotatos, Peach blister, &c., different observers have
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had different conditions of the host plant in view

;

some writers have attributed the disease to a fungus,

whilst others have totally denied the presence of any

fungus whatever. Amongst all these conflicting

opinions the fact remains that there is a Gladiolus

disease, and one singular in its nature, for the cause

is at present imperfectly understood.

As far as ray experience goes the Gladiolus disease

is invariably most virulent in damp, heavy soils, and

in wet seasons ; in well-drained, dry soils the disease

is almost unknown. It is much more destructive in

England than in France, simply because the latter

country has a clearer and less humid atmosphere. Just

as in my experience of the Potato murrain I have

found the hrst attack to be almost invariably made

When the corms are lifted from a damp soil they are

infested with the spawn of different fungi, and as de-

composition goes on the corms are at length totally

destroyed by diverse fungi, infusoria, nematoid worms
and mites.

I have olten examined the diseased corms of

Gladioli, and made notes of the various parasitic

fungi found in and upon them, but till lately nothing

has struck me as being especially new or different

from what one might expect to find upon decaying

bulbs or corms of any variety.

There is, however, a puzzling and singular myceVml
growth, commonly found upon diseased Gladiolus

corms, which has been pointed to with good reason

as the probable cause of the disease. This mycelium

Vk/.C S. AD. NAT. SC.

Fig. S5.—compound spores of urocysti^ and thecapiiora.

Urocystis Gladioli (at d the compound spore is shown in the act of breaking up) ;
CD, Thecaphora hyalic

E, Urocystis Vioix ; f, g, U. Colchici : h,U. occulta; j, U. pompholygodes. (Enlarged 1030 diam.)

upon the seed tuber whilst in the ground, so I have

observed in the Gladiolus the first part attacked is

almost invariably the seed-corm which is planted,

though the attack may be made b,j['re as well as afUr
planting. When growth commences the diseased

condition of the seed-corm rapidly spreads to the

sprouting leaves and petioles, and the plant of the

year is destroyed. It does not follow as a conse-

quence that the new offsets must be diseased, for

the ofisets from a diseased corm are frequently

quite sound, though it is possible they may have
the germs of disease in their constitution, which will

only show themselves in a bad form in the spring

which follows. It is exactly the same in the Potato

disease. Under certain conditions ol dryness, diseased

seed Potatos will produce healthy plants and tubers

free from the murrain. When the corm of the

Gladiolus is badly diseased it is shrivelled, and per-

meated throughout with a rich red-brown colour.

is not peculiar to the Gladiolus, lor the same pest

destroys the bulbs of Crocus sativus, the bulbs of

Narcissus, and attacks I'otatos, Asparagus, and other

plants. It was described long ago by Dr. Montagne,

and is known in France under the name of Taccrn, and

in this country as "Copper-web" or Rhizoctonia

crocorum, \i.C. This "Copper-web" is obviously

very imperfectly understood, for at present the fruit

is unknown : in fact the very name of Rhizoctonia

(like Rhizomorpha) has almost fallen out of use.

In March of the present year the Rev. H. II.

Dombrain furnished me with a Gladiolus corm in

a very bad state of disease. It presented the usual ap-

pearances of the Gladiolus disease as just described, and

was a mature seed-corm destined to bloom this year,

and not a young offset. On minutely examining this

corm under the microscope I found all the cells and

starch destroyed, probably from the previous presence

of some corrosive mycelium, and the whole interior

more or less filled with the bodies here illustrated

(fig. S4). Whether these bodies are in any way con-

nected with the threads described under Rhizoctonia

there is no evidence to show, for in the first instance

we get threads without fruit, and in the new instance

now brought forward, fruit without threads, but both

the threads and fruit apparently produce the same
cffict of disease upon the corm. Further investiga-

tion must clear up this point, but in the meanwhile
the bodies detected by me are unJoiibtelly uao.

Attention may here be called to the large and mag-
nificent crystals so abundant in Gladiolus corms, and
shown in this illustration. Crystals are always formed
in cells, but here the great crystals are many times

larger than the largest of the decomposed cells of the

corm. This phenomenon can only be explained by
the probable fact of the crystals aggregating and re-

crystallising after the cells have been destroyed by the

corrosive mycelium.

Different views have been expressed as to the nature

of the compound spores found this yearjn Gladiolus

corms by me. At first sight they appear to super-

ficially resemble the resting-spores of a Peronospora,

but this view may be at once dismissed. They greatly

resemble Papulaspora, but I am convinced by several

characters that they do not belong to this genus, or

indeed to any mould, but to the order Cc^oraacei.

These compound spores bear a strong resemblance

to the spores of Thecaphora, but I believe they really

belong to a new species coming under the genus

(closely allied to Thecaphora) named Urocystis,

This new species I propose naming Urocystis Gladioli,

and it may be characterised as follows :—Sori (or

clusters of spores in blisters) obliterated or effused,

spores large, compound, consisting of from three to six

inner brown cells, and a larger, indefinite number of

nearly transparent outer cells, both series of cells

being fertile Habitat—On and in the corms and
scapes of Gladioli. (See fig. S4, enlarged 200 diam.,

and A, D, fig. S5, enlarged 1000 diam.)

Both the brown and white cells burst, and throw
out threads of mycelium. Further observations can
alone show whether this mycelium, under certain

conditions, may now be capable of existing on diverse

hosts as mycelium only, and so put on the characters

of Rhizoctonia.

The effused or obliterated sori, or spore blisters,

point rather to the genus Thecaphora than Urocystis,

but I consider the salient characters belong to the

latter genus, and make it the proper one for the recep-

tion of the fungus under consideration. Dr. Wittmack,
Dr. Magnus, and Dr. Brefeld, of Berlin, have examined
my preparations, and they consider the compound
spores to belong to Urocystis. As to the peculiar

habit and the obliteration of the sori. Dr. Brefeld says

he has seen Urocystis growing on very different

materials, even upon bread. Dr. Brefeld considers

Urocystis to be a Sclerotium, or a compact spawn or

mycelium in a state of rest, but this is not my view.

Whilst describing this curious fungus it may be

well to pass briefly in review its immediate allies as

found in this country, with illustrations taken direct

from Nature. This will at once show the strong

family likeness between the new U. Gladioli and its

neighbours. I may say at this point that Urocystis

is sometimes described under Polycystis.

The first is Thecaphora hyalina, Fing. (c, D, fig. 85).

This species, the only one of its genus, is closely

allied in habit with Urocystis Gladioli, for it is with-

out sori ; the compound spores are, however, in one
series—not two, brown and large, and transparent

and small, as in Urocystis. The habit of this Theca-

phora is most peculiar, for the fungus grows inside the

seeds and seed-capsules of Convolvulus. There is no
external evidence on the seed-capsules of the presence

of the fungus within.

Urocystis violfe (E, fig. 85) is a common plague of

Violets, it causes large gouty swellings upon the

petioles and leaves, and otherwise deforms the entire

plant. At length the swellings burst, and discharge

the innumerable spores.

Urocystis Colchici, Tul. (F, G, fig. 85), a similar

plague with the last. It grows upon Colchicum, but

is less apparent in its effects.

Urocystis occulta, Preuss (11, fig. S5), a pest found

on Rye and various Sedges.

Urocystis pompholygodes, Schlecht. (J, fig. 5)—

a

disease of the Ranunculacea; ; like U. Violas it

causes great distortion of the host plant, and makes
large gouty swellings, which at length burst and dis-

charge an immense number of spores.

Most growers of Gladioli will probably be dissatisfied
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with this paper and its hard names, but it must be

remembered that it is an attempt at a diagnosis of the

Gladiolus disease, and treats only of the characteristic

and distinguishing symptoms ; for, till a disease is

understood, a remedy is always out of the question.

Cure is probably quite within reach ; but the dis-

cussion of this subject must be reserved for another

time. Worthiu^ton G. S/nith.

WYNYARD PARK, DURHAM.
This place, one of the seats of Earl Vane, is

distant about 3 miles from BiUingham Junction, on

the North-Eastern Railway ; it is pleasantly situate

in well-wooded grounds, the surface varied by deep

dells and high-lying land, which shuts out the

mansion and park from the exceedingly useful but

not over-inviting iron and coal works of the district.

At the nearest point the sea is within 3 miles, and a

fine view of it may be had from the higher part of

the park. As might be supposed from its near

.

proximity to the salt water, timber does not attain

the size it does further inland ; but the uneven

surface, almost precipitous in some places, aflords

shelter to such an extent that the trees have not the

slightest appearance of being stunted, but, on the con-

trary, are full of health and vigour. The park is of con-

siderable extent, the principal carriage drive winding

through it. Following this, as we approach the

mansion, but at some distance from it, the first thing

that strikes the eye on a rising knoll is a monument,
consisting of a tall straight stone shaft or plinth,

commemorative of the late Dake of Wellington's

visit here to see his old comrade in arms, who, as is

well known, w.as always to the fore in many a hard-

fought field. The mansion is a large massive block,

somewhat plain on the exterior, and built more with a

view to internal convenience than external appearance.

The building which preceded this was commenced in

1S22 ; the stone used was brought from Painsher, apart
of the estate some 26 miles distant. In 1S41 it was
entirely destroyed by fire. The present structure was
shortly after commenced, and continued to its comple-
tion. The views from both fronts are necessarily some-
what limited, being confined to the surrounding park

and grounds. The entrance front is bounded by a wide
gravelled space, divided from the expanse of lawn and
shrubbery adjoining by a stone balustrade, on which
are a number of massive vases filled principally with

Pelargoniums, which look very gay and efleclive,

and are seen to advantage backed up by the dense
foliage of the trees and shrubs that are here scattered

over the rising ground.

The ground on the western front is composed of

what may be termed a natural terrace, of moderate
breadth, near the outside of which, parallel with
the building, run; a straight walk bounded on the

off-side by a narrow border very effectively planted,

and principally consisting of a carpet of the white-

leaved Cerastium, sparsely dotted with Lobelia; simple

as it is, the efiect for the position it holds is

vastly superior to the glare of a profusion of

bright colours often seen in near proximity to an
extensive building. Beyond this the land slopes pre-

cipitately to a deep ravine, at the bottom of which is

a piece of ornamental water. On the opposite side

the ground gradually rises, and an interesting view is

obtained of the liambletonian Park, so called from
the famous race-horse—the property of the family

—

that here ended his days.

Attached to the 1
1 13 a spacious conservatory.

massive and somewhat heavy in appearance, neces-

sarily so to be in keeping with the style of building of
which it forms a part. The limited amount of light

accessible to it necessitates that the plants with which
it is furnished should be such as wiUexist with little light

—exist, I repeat, for there is a wide difference betwixt
the comparatively few plants that will live under such
conditions of light, as will merely sustain life, and the
far greater number that will not live at all when so
treated. Its permanent occupants consist principally

of Tree and other Ferns, Palms, and a quantity of
very large Orange trees, evidently of great age ; but
these latter show unmistakably, by their naked stems
and sparse foliage, that they do not well like the
limited light their habitation affords. Such houses
are the best adapted to the growth of Ferns, inter-

spersed with those llowering plants that can be grown
up quickly, and introduced from time to time, accord-
ing to their season of blooming. The object here is

to keep this house gay during the autumn and winter,

and provision is made for this, especially as regards

Chrysanthemums, of which I saw some 500 good
plants standing in rows in the kitchen-garden.

The ground from the mansion in the direction of the

kitchen-garden and forcing-houses rises considerably,

and the walk thereto leads amongst a number of Beech

trees, under which in a particular spot are yearly to be

found a quantity of Truffles. The mice appear to be

particularly fond of this delicacy, and to keep them
away slates are laid flat over.

To the south of the kitchen-garden is the main
range of houses, mostly filled with Vines, to see

which was my principal errand to Wjnyard. For
some years the gardener, Mr. Jones, has shown
splendid fruit, particularly Grapes, at many of the

leading exhibitions, amongst which may be named
London, Belfast, and Manchester, as well as the

leading Midland and North country shows, where, as

recently at Bishop Auckland, his productions stood

out prominently in a competition alike remarkable in

extent and quality. On this occasion his Grapes com-

bined in a degree not usually seen together perfection

of finish with size of bunch. At the eastern end of this

range is a low narrow lean-to house, now filled with

small stove plant?, such as are in general use for deco-

rative purposes. At one time a plant of Amherstia
nobilis (the magnificent flowering tree from Martaban)

occupied a portion of this house, but I understand it

did not succeed well, neither could it have been

expected to do so, as the house is totally unsuited for

the cultivation of such a plant, which naturally requires

space and light.

In continuation of the range, the first four houses

are lean-to vineries, each about 50 feet by iS. The
first of these, commencing from the stove already

described, is filled with Muscat of Alexandria, Raisin

de Calabre, and one cane of .Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat
—the last bearing fruit such as is seldom seen— fine

bunches, with immense berries, black and beautiful

in every way. The Muscats of Alexandria were a
good even crop, well finished ; the Raisin de Calabre
were also in fine condition, many of the bunches
running from 5 lb. to S lb. each. It is a great favourite

with Mr. Jones, who considers it the best late white
Grape.

The next house is devoted to Victoria Hamburgh,
and was carrying the remains of a very fine crop, per-

fect in colour and bloom, with darge berries, and the
bunches from 3 lb. to 4 lb. each. The adjoining

house is occupied by a mixed lot, comprising Black
Ilamburghs, Buckland Sweetwater, Trebbiano,
Black Alicante, Orbs Guillaume, and Champion
Hamburgh; in this house, just ripe, was a grand
crop of Urge handsome bunches—some of the Gros
Guillaume would run from 7 lb. to 10 lb. per bunch.
I^counted thirteen bunches on one cane of Black
Alicante averaging not less than 3J lb. each, as per-

fect in appearance as this handsome Grape is capable

of being produced. The Vines in these three houses

have, I understand, been planted about sixteen years,

in a moderate sized outside border, and are brought in

through the front wall. At one time there were Pine
pits in the houses, but these have been all cleared

out, plenty of dr.ainage put in the bottom, and good
inside borders made, and the Vines encouraged

to root into them. To assist this Mr. Jones
notched the bark across on one side as low
down as could be got at, just where they come
through the wall inside, the surface of the new
borders covering the notches a few inches. They
have rooted so as to fill the inside borders like

a mass of Couch-grass, as was fully apparent by
turning up a little of the top with a fork. It

generally happens that when both inside and outside

borders are made, and the Vines .are planted inside with
sufficient openings for egress, in a few years' time the

roots are all to be found outside, or if any are to be
met with in the inside border, that Ihey consist of

nothing but such as are inactive and destitute of those

thin, quill-like fibres that denote active existence.

Has not the treatment the roots are too often

subject to in these inside borders, by not getting half

the water and liberal feeding they need, something to

do with their trying to shift for themselves outside ?

I have scores of times seen what I considered suffi-

cient evidence on this point, but nothing
more conclusive than these Vines at Wynyard.
I was shown by the foreman an account
that has been kept during the present summer
of the water applied to the inside borders of

these vineries, already described. The first and third,

the roots of which have filled all or nearly all of the

inside space, received about 5000 gallons each ; the
second, where the roots have more recently been
introduced, got proportionately less. The water is

well enriched with sheep-dung, and given at a tempe-
rature of 90°. Mr. Jones fully believes in the exten-
sion system. He has taken up two or three additional
canes to many of the Vines, and encourages all the
leaf that can possibly be found space for. No
systematic stopping at this or that joint past the bunch
is resorted to ; many of the shoots are allowed to run
4 or 5 feet in length before they are stopped. As
every one who has had any experience in Grape grow-
ing is doubtless aware, there is much more difficulty

in bringing Vines that have got into a moderate state

up to the condition that will admit of their bearing
first-class fruit than there is in keeping strong young
canes up to the mark. This Mr. Jones has done in a
way that has enabled him to produce, both in quantity
and quality, crops such as any one might be proud of.

The next house is all Trebbianos, bearing large,
handsome bunches (not quite ripe at the time I saw
them— the first week in September) ; these have also
been much improved by extension and plenty of liquid
feeding. Next in this range we come to a house
principally filled with Camellias, mostly large plants,
calculated to produce flowers in quantity, for which
there is a considerable demand. Adjoining this is

another vinery, planted three years ago with Treb-
biano, bearing magnificent bunches as yellow as
amber.
The next house has also been planted three years

with a mixed lot, consisting of Gros Guillaume, Lady
Downe's, Black Alicante, Black Prince, and Gros
Colman, alike good in bunch, berry, and colour,
except the Gros Colman. The border in these two
houses occupies about one-third the inside space;
these ate watered similarly to the older Vines,
Adjoining is the earliest house, forced to come in
about the beginning of May. The Vines are in good
condition, with plenty of well-ripened wood, and the
foliage still green and healthy. This brings us to the

'

last of the vineries; it is filled with Lady Downe's, just
ripe— an even crop of moderate-sized bunches, suit-

able lor hanging through the winter ; like the others,
they get plenty of manure-water during the growing
season. The last house in the range is devoted to
Peaches, Royal George and Barrington, and an EIruge
Nectarine. The front wall in this house has been
altered so that the roots can get inside, which they
have been encouraged to do.

.The succession Pine-pits are old-fashioned struc-
tures, filled with a stout, healthy stock of plants. The
fruiting house is span-roofed, and had in it a nice lot
of Black Jamaica for winter use, for which time it is

here preferred to all other kinds. For summer Smooth
Cayennes and Queens are grown. Near this is a lean-
to Peach-house, filled with two trees of Royal George
and an EIruge Nectaiine, the fruit mostly gathered,
but what remained was fine. Another house contained
EIruge Nectarine, and Noblesse and Princess Beatrice
Peaches—the latter early, but here pronounced to be
very inferior in quality.

A long house adjacent is used for growing Melons in
summer and Cucumbers in winter. Amongst the
multiplicity of kinds that now exist RoUisson's Tele-
graph is here liked the best. Near these houses is a
pit filled with Azalea amrena for forcing, and another 1"

containing several hundreds of Poinsettia pulcherrima,
also for autumn and winter flowering. At a short
distance is another long lean-to house, occupied by
Peaches, Nectarines, and Figs, planted against the
back wall, and also in the front near the glass. The
trees were in nice condition, the Figs bearing an
immense crop.

The flower garden occupies a large space, and is

situated in front of the principal range of vineries
already described ; it was filled with the usual summer
bedders. A long ribbon border on the margin of a
broad walk that runs the entire length of the range,
dividing it from the flower garden, was eftective. The
arrangement was as follows :— First row, next the
walk, Cerastium tomentosum ; second row, Viola
cornuta Perfection ; third, Pyrethrum

; 4ih, Little
David Pelargonium

; fifih, Christine Pelargonium

;

sixth, Waltham Seedling Pelargonium ; seventh,
Calceolaria amplexicaulis ; and the back row Perilla,

T. Biiiihs,

GRAFT HYBRIDS,
We are indebted to Mr. Meehan for the following

remarks on the interesting subject of graft hybrids,

communicated by him to the meeting of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science, lately

held at Buftalo.

Of late years an impression has prevailed that

hybrids may be obt.ained by grafting as well as by
seeds. Sachs makes no mention of this in his text-

book, but it has had a place in the literature of

'

horticulture for over 100 years. ISradley says that a

variegated Jasmine grafted on a common green stock

nfused the variegation throughout the whole plant j
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and there is an idea among some horticulturists that

an intermixture in Apples can be obtained by uniting

two halves of different buds and grafting them together.

Thousands of people have laughed at these notions

;

no one has tried them. But only a few [many

—

c g,j

Chelsea] years ago it was found that Bradley was

right, and we have in culivation new variegated forms

of Abutilon, as well as some other things originated

by the graft process.

During the past few years it has been asserted that

new varieties of Potatos have originated in this way :

—A tuber is taken and all the eyes cut out. A wedge
with an eye of another kind is then inserted into the

eyeless mass and planted. The results are said to be

true hybrids. Many of our best physiologists doubt

this. I have not seen these cases ; but I must say

the evidence offered is much stronger than much of

that on which some popular theories have been built.

I tried the split and grafting process, not believing it

would result in a hybridity. I merely wished to

test the popular notion. I am pleased to be able

to say now that it is correct. New varieties can be

obtained in that way. I took the Rhode Island

Greening and the Red Astrachan—two very distinct

varieties of Apples in every respect. The grafts with

a single bud were split as near through the centre as

possible, and a piece of each kind fitted together so

as to appear one complete scion. Twelve of these were

grafted ; three grew ; two of them have fruited

;

neither are Rhode Island Greening, and the two are

unlike each other—one of them has a flower like the

Rhode Island Greening, and the flower of the Red
Astrachan is rosy and in many ways distinct from the

large white one of the Rhode Island Greening ; but

the fruit is, in many respects, similar to that of the

Red Astrachan. The second variety has the flower

similar to that of the Rhode Island Greening, and

the fruit somewhat the colour of the Red Astra-

chan, ripening about the same time, but it is but half

the size, very much flattened, and with a slender stem

nearly 2 inches long, and as much like that of a Siberian

Crab as can be. There is no doubt but two varieties,

distinct from their parents, and distinct from each

other, have resulted "from this graft process. Some
may suppose that the union of a Red Astrachan and a

Rhode Island Greening Apple should result in pro-

ducing an exact intermediate, and that the union of

buds in several graft cases should each produce identi-

cally the same, and therefore the two distinct varieties

from the same process would be a surprise. But no

two children of the same parents are exactly the same ;

and this is the experience of plant hybridists. Our
fellow-member, Mr. W. Saunders, of London, On-

tario, crossed the American Gooseberry (Ribes Cynos-

bati) with the Red Warrington, an English variety,

but both with hairy fruit. The hybrid product has

smooth fruit, thus introducing a character not extant

in either parent. And as regards variety I have

myself, from one single berry of a fertilised Fuchsia,

produced several score of plants, among which no two
were alike. I do not know that there is any pomo-
logical value in the new varieties of Apples I have

raised, but I am delighted with the scientific results,

proving that hybrids by bud-grafting are more than a

popular delusion.

A TOUR IN ALGERIA.
During the months of April and May, 1S75,

Lieutenant-Colonel Playfair made a tour through
Algeria in his capacity as British Consul-General, a
narrative of which tour he has embodied in a report to

the Foreign Oftice. From this report we make the

following notes :—After leaving Algiers, Colonel
Playfair visited the various ports along the coast as

far as Bone, at all of which there are a considerable

number of English subjects. From Bone an excursion
was made to the forest of Ed-Dough and the mines of
Ain Barbar belonging to the English Algerian Mineral
Company. The road descends the southern side of
Djebel Ed-Dough, at first rather bare of trees, and
covered with tufts of Diss-grass (Arapelodesmos
tenax)

; but soon Cork Oaks begin to appear, and
long before reaching the culminating point, the road
leads through a thick forest of Cork and Chestnut-
leaved O.ik ((;)uercus castanxfolia). The highest
point is 3294 feet above the sea ; near it is the village
of Bugeaud, created in 1843, in a clearing fully

exposed to the sea breezes, and admirably adapted as
a summer residence for the inhabitants of Bone. The
neighbourhood, indeed, possesses quite a European

climate, and has one of the most exquisite views, both

of sea and land, which it is possible to imagine.

A few kilometres farther on, or 17 kilos, from Bone,

is the Fontaine des Princes, so called from the fact of

the Orleans Princes having breakfasted here in the

reign of Louis Philippe. This is a charming spot,

nearly at the head of a valley, with an abundant

perennial stream, which is carried into Bone by means
of cast-iron pipes, for the supply of the city. This is

also the source whence the Roman city of Hippo was
supplied, and the ground is covered with the cement

pipes which formed the aqueduct, and which have

only recently been replaced by metal ones. The
stream is here spanned by two bridges, one of Roman
construction, the other made by the French, to carry

the ancient and modern aqueducts. An idea may be

formed of the climate of this spot from the fact of

nearly all the Oaks having the upper surface of their

branches covered with a thick layer of moss, in

which grow long rows of Polypodium. The
gullies, and even the roadsides, are covered with

various species of Fern, and the ordinary undershrub of

the forest is the Heath, Myrtle, Arbutus, and wild

Cherry, while wild flowers of countless variety carpet

the ground between them. At about 20 kilos, from

Bone the forest loses its verdure, and as far as the eye

can reach weird and blackened stumps, like a picture

of Gustave' Doru's, mark the effect of the fatal fires of

1873, which created such havoc here and in almost

all the forests of Algeria. Many of the trees happily

are beginning to sprout again, and^the undershrub will

soon be as thick as ever. Soon after passing this the

landscape changes—Aleppo Pines begin to mingle

with the Oaks, the road runs parallel to the sea, and

the burnt portion of the forest is shut out from view.

There were very few traces of habitation, but numer-

ous sites along the road seemed well suited for the

establishment of farms and even villages. The land

would probably prove exceedingly well adapted for

the growth of Vines, and there can be no doubt of its

salubrity. It would be diflicult to find in Algeria a

spot where an intending colonist with a small capital

could more advantageously select his residence.

From Ilammam, Meskoutin, Colonel Playfair pro-

ceeded to the great cave of Djebel Thaya, which he

believes was never previously visited by a European

traveller. The entrance passage is spacious, and in

no place less than 10 feet high. The walls contain

several inscriptions, among them being the names of

Consuls who| were elected under the Emperors Cara-

cilla and Geta, a. d. 21 1.

The botanist will be delighted to discover quantities

of beautiful Ivy-leaved Ferns adorning this entrance

hall. A very detailed description of this cave is

given in the narrative, as well as of two other Roman
ruins, but as these are more specially interesting to

the archaeologist we pass them over, and follow the

Consul to Auri'S, a part of Algeria quite unknown to

the European except a few officers connected with the

administration, but it is exceedingly interesting from

an archaeological and historical point of view ; and its

rich valleys, well-wooded hills, 'and especially the

wide fertile plains which surround it, will no doubt

one day be thrown open to colonisation, and will

prove one of the most valuable parts of the colony.

The most important of the valleys 'running through

the Auro5 is the Oued Abdi. It is nowhere very

broad, and as a rule the hills which bound it are

barren on the right bank, but thickly wooded on the

left. Every yard of ground within reach of the

waters of the river itself or its numerous aflluents is

carefully cultivated in terraces, very much in appear-

ance like Mount Lebanon. In addition to the ordi-

nary crops of cereals fruit is cultivated to a great

extent, such as Figs, Olives, Walnuts, Chestnuts,

Apples, Pears, Apricots, Peaches, ^x. The trees are

very fine, and Vines also are plentiful, and it is pos-

sible that this part of Algeria might become a great

wine-producing country. The inhabitants all dwell

in stone houses, generally built on the slope of a hill,

rising one above the other in a series of steps, the roof

of one being on a level with the floor of that above it,

and actually forming a terrace to it.

*'The forests of the Autls," Colonel Playfair says,

** are very extensive and hitherto almost untouched.

I saw many from the top of Chellia, and, on descend-

ing the mountain, traversed one of the most consider-

able. A more charming ride it would be difficult to

find in any country. At first the road passed through

Cedars, with here and there an old gnarled Yew ; but

it was sad to see how gradually but surely these Cedars

are disappearing. Th^ highest parts of the range are

perfectly bare, though an occasional whitened stump
proves that even they were once wooded. Lower down
some of the dead trees are still erect, while the ground
is covered with others that have fallen or been torn

up by the roots. These become more and more
mixed with living trees till the densely wooded slopes

nearer the bottom are reached, but even here destruc-

tion is doing its work, principally owing to numerous
communities of hairy processional caterpillars, which
spin a web-Iik€ nest on the higher branches, destroy-

ing all vegetable life in their ravages. After leaving

the region of Cedars that of Oak, Pistachio, and

Juniper follows, and lowest of all is the Aleppo Pine,"

The great valley of Oaed-es«Sahel, running along

the southern slopes of Jurjura, extends to the sea-

coast as far as Bougie. This, before the insurrection,

belonged entirely to Kabyles, who could not be

induced to part with an acre of it. Now it has been

confiscated to the State, and European villages are

springing up in every direction. This is really the

most important eflbrt at colonisation that has yet been

made ; the soil is unusually fertile and well watered,

the climate is salubrious, and it is covered with magni-

ficent woods of Olive trees, producing an immense

harvest of oil. From the last-named place Colonel

Playfair passed over the summit of Jurjura to Fort

National, by the Col de Chellata, through a country

of exquisite beauty, every inch of which is highly

cultivated and covered with fruit and other trees, of

which the Ash, Fraxinus australis, is the most beauti-

ful and not the least valuable. Its leaves afford

nourishment to the sheep and goats in autumn, when
the grass and undershrub is burnt up.

The report concludes with a remark on the rapid

extension of European colonisation all along the road

ftom Fort National to Algiers. Villages, chiefly

peopled by natives of Alsace and Lorraine, exist in a

continuous chain, and it is proposed to connect these

with a railway, which will further increase their

prosperity. John R, Jackson^ Kr^v.

THE MUSEUMS OF ECONOMIC
DOTANY, ROYAL GARDENS, KEW.—I.

I ;< our recent Supplement, devoted to the Royal

Gardens at Kew, space would not permit us to do
more than simply refer to the museums as existing

facts. The importance, however, of this branch of

the Kew establishment, toj;ether with the world-wide

reputation of the museums, and the absolutely unique

collections contained in the buildings, deserve some

further notice at our hands, and we are now pleased

to have the opportunity of giving a brief notice of the

museums, and presenting our readers with an excellent

view of the principal or No. I museum, (See fig. 86,

p. 429,)

For the benefit of those unacquainted with Kew,
it may be as well to say that the museum collections

are contained in three separate and distinct build-

ings, and when we consider the vast multitude of

specimens therein housed it seems scarcely credible

that this vast accumulation could have been got

together in its present state in little less than thirty

years, for it was not till 1S47 that the idea of forming

a museum occurred to Sir \V. J. Hooker, the first

Director, and this idea arose from the fact that in a

portion of the grounds which had been devoted to the

kitchen and forcing department, but which was, in

the year just mentioned, added by command of the

<>)ueen to the Royal Botanic Garden, there was

already existing an excellent brick building occupied

partly as a dwelling by one of the foremen, the

remainder of the rooms being used for keeping or

storing fruit for the use of the Palace. This building

at once suggested itself as being a likely place, with

some slight alterations, to start a small museum of

vegetable products. "The suggestion," to use Sir

William's own words in the first edition of the

Miisciini Guide, "was communicated to the heads of

the establishment, the Commissioners of Her Majesty's

Woods and Forests " (under which department the

gardens were then placed) ; "leave was asked to con-

vert the building " (it first in part) "into a museum,

and orders were given for one larg; room to be formed,

with a gallery, side-lights, and sky-light, and fitted

up with ghzed mural and table ca=es."

The nucleus of the museum consisted of Sir W.
Hooker's private collection, which he presented, and

some specimens given by the Curator, Mr. John Smith,

whose son, Mr. Alexander Smith, was appointed first

Curator; and here we must let Sir William again speak.
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He says :—" Scarcely were the doors opened to the

public when specimens of various kinds were received

from all quarters, so that it soon became necessary to

enlarge the accommodation. In 1855 all the rooms of

the buiding and all the passages were completely filled,

and a very large quantity of articles were put aside for

want of space to exhibit them ; application was there-

fore made to Parliament for a grant for erecting a new
building, which is now known as Museum No. I

[and which is shown in our cut, fig. 86, p. 429].

It was opened to the public in the early part of 1857,

and, owing to numerous contributions, which have

been continually pouring in from all parts of the

world ever since, the building is now quite full of speci-

mens." The situation of this museum Is opposite the

great Palm-house, the lake being between the two.

The position, as will be judged from the engraving, is

a very pleasant one, and the partial covering of the

building with climbers gives to it in summer a very

picturesque appearance. It is in the internal arrange-

ment, however, and in the contents of the glass cases

themselves, that the value of the museum maybejudged.

In the arrangement of the cases for economising space,

and for the best equalisation of light over the surface,

nothing could be better. Projecting inwardly from the

brickwork between the windows of the back and front

walls, with their glazed surfaces running at right angles

with the windows, an equal amount of light is distri-

buted upon every object, and a free passage is left

down the centre of each floor and in front of each

window. The cases are numbered consecutively,

commencing on the top floor and running round each

of the three floors ; and the arrangement of the speci-

mens is on a scientific principle, commencing in this

museum with Kanunculacea: and ending with Rhizan-

then;. Advantage has been taken of the distinct

museum buildings to include in No. i the products of

the flowering plants, or exogens ; and in No. 2 those

of the endogens. In the division of the cases into

natural orders the labels give first the botanical and

then the popular name of each, and under each group

or family the products of each genus or species are

kept together. This arrangement prevails throughout

both No. I and No. 2 museums ; No. 3 is chiefly

devoted to large specimens of timber, and is generally

called the wood or timber museum. In a collection

30 large and varied as that contained even in

No. I museum it is not an easy matter

to pick out a few illustrative examples
;

nevertheless we cannot fail to be struck by the com-

pleteness of a series contained in case 3 illustrating

the collection and preparation of Opium, from the

Opium Poppy (Papaver somniferum). Here are

shown the Poppy-heads or fruits scratched or

punctured with small iron instruments or lancets

—

specimens of which are also shown ; from these scratch-

ings, which are made longitudinally, the juice flows

into small iron scoops—of which here are also

examples : it is then poured into a kind of plate or

bowl (also exhibited). Some portion of the moisture

now drains off, and the Opium is placed in jars,

sampled by Bamboo scoops, mixed in vats and stirred

by large wooden rakes—all of which instruments are

fully illustrated. The Opium is made into balls, covered

with the dried petals of the Poppy flowers. Brass or

earthenware bowls or basins are used to mould these

balls, which, as well as the dried petals, are sliown in

the case. Finally, a chest, such as is used for the

Chinese Opium trade, is also shown : and various

samples of Opium from India, Persia, Egypt, &c.

This series is one example of the completeness aimed

at in imparting instruction, which is one of the great

objects and characteristics of the museum. Not

far from this series, in the natural order Cruel-

fer:e, are some very fine samples of the so-called

Rose of Jericho (Anastatica hierochuntica)—an annual

plant of the Arabian and Egyptian deserts, celebrated

for its remarkable hygrometric properties, the plants

becoming loosened from the sandy soil in dry

weather, and rolling themselves up into a ball, open-

ing or expanding again on the approach of rain.

Under the Silk- Cotton tree order are some very fine

specimens of the fruits of the Baobab ( Adansonia digi-

tata) of Western Africa, the sweet acid pulp of which

the natives use for making a refreshing drink like

sherbet. The soft wood of the trunks is used for

making mummy cases or coffins, being simply hollowed

out for the purpose ; and from the fibrous bark a

strong cordage is made, from which the natives make
nets to catch antelopes and other animals. The bark,

moreover, has latterly been successfully introduced

into this country for paper-making.

In the chocolate order (Byttneriacea;) are fruits pre-

served in spirits of many of the varieties of the Cacao

(Theobroma Cacao), a tree very extensively cultivated

in Trinidad, Guiana, Venezuela, New Grenada, &c.,

and valued for the sake of its seeds, which, after being

roasted and ground, constitute the cocoa of the shops,

and, mixed with spices and other flavouring agents,

produce chocolate. Many varieties of the Cacao

tree are known by planters, and distinguished by the

shape and size of the fruit and quality of the seeds ;

those containing the largest or best quality seeds are,

of course, principally cultivated. Some localities have

likewise a greater reputation for their cocoa produce

than others, owing, in a great measure, to the superior

kinds cultivated, as well as to the natural advantages

of climate and soil. Cocoa is an article the consump-

tion of which in England has increased to an enormous

extent during the past few years.

Perhaps one of the most remarkable of vegetable

products, in a commercial point of view, is Jute, the

bark of the stems of Corchorus capsularis and C. oli-

torius, belonging to the Lime order. It is but a very

few years since, comparatively speaking, that the Jute

trade was scarcely known. At the present time the

traffic in this fibre is enormous ; the wealth of Dundee,

it may be said, is entirely derived from it. What was

at one time used only for making rice and sugar bags

in India is now imported in thousands of bales, the

prepared fibre being largely used in the manufacture

of carpets and many fine fabrics ; the old gunny-bags

are bought up, and after all the sugar lias been obtained

from them by boiling, they are sent to make paper.

In the order Ternstrijmiacea: the numerous kinds

of teas exhibited attract our attention ; these are

not only samples of the various kinds known in

European commerce, but many choice sorts known

only in the countries where the tea is grown. Thus

we have compressed or lozenge tea, the small portions

of which have the appearance of a hard liquorice

lozenge ; then there is the brick tea of various

qualities—that from China, made expressly for the

Russian trade, and consumed only by the peasantry,

being compressed into hard masses like vulcanite.

The brick tea of Tibet is not so tightly compressed,

and the leaves are larger. By the side of this are

Tibetan tea-pots, such as are used to prepare the tea

for consumption, which is done by boiling it with salt,

butter, &c. We must, however, pass heaps of other

interesting objects to note how, at the opposite end of

this floor, the natural order Leguminos.T; occupies

nearly one-third of the cabinet-space, illustrating the

great extent and value of the order, the products of

which are likewise so varied, ranging from important

food plants, as Peas, Beans, &c., to dye stufls, as

logwood (Hajmatoxylon campechianum), Sappan

wood (Crcsalpinia Sappan), Red Sanders Wood (Ptero-

carpus Santalinus), indigo (Indigofera sp.), &c., and

fibres, as the Sunn Hemp (Crotalaria juncea) &c. ;

gums and resins, as gum-arabic (Acacia sp. ),

catechu (Acacia Catechu), copal (Trachylobium Ilor-

nemannianum), and a multitude of other equally

important and interesting objects.

Descending to the middle floor we find, under the

natural order Myrtacerc, numerous specimens of the

woods, resins, oils, and other products of the now
popular genus Eucalyptus. Here are fine sections of

the trunk of the Blue Gum itself (Eucalyptus globulus),

showing the intensely hard and compact wood which

the tree forms. Further on we see a very fine set of the

so-called monkey-pots, the peculiar hard woody fruits

ofthe genera Lecythis, BerthoUetia, Couroupita, c&c.

—

large forest trees, natives of the hotter parts of South

America, the seeds of some species of which are

imported in large quantities under the names

of Sapucaia and Brazil Nuts—the fruits, after

the seeds have been taken out, being largely

used in their native countries as water-vessels.

In the Loranthace.u a very interesting set of

specimens exhibit clearly the parasitical nature of the

common Mistleto (Viscum album), as well as those

of the tropical genus Loranthus ; the sections are

clearly cut to show the union of the two woods,

namely, that of the stock and that of the parasite.

Under the Peruvian Bark order is arranged a very

large and valuable collection of the barks of that im-

portant genus Cinchona, so invaluable for the produc-

tion of quinine, and historically important on account

of their successful cultivation in India. Here, also,

belonging to the same order (RubiaceK), is Ipecac-

uanha, the root of Cephaclis Ipecacuanha, also a

valuable medicinal plant of Brazil, which, like Cin-

chona, has been recently introduced into India. We

should be templed to pass over Coffee—interesting

and large as is the collection, however—were it not

that we perceive some seeds of the new Liberian kind,

which, when placed side by side with those of the old

Coffea arabica, are seen to be considerably larger.

Space will not allow us to do more than refer to

the completeness of the examples, showing the use of

Mate, or Paraguay Tea, the leaves of Ilex paraguay-

ensis. Here are samples of the Tea itself, as also

of the tea-pots and tubes, or bombiUas, through which

the infusion is sucked. The illustrations of Potatos,

Tobacco, Cinnamon, Nutmegs, Mace, &c., as well as

of caoutchouc and gutta-percha, are also very com-

plete and instructive.

We cannot dismiss this museum without alluding to

one special feature—which is, however, equally

apparent in museum No. 2—and that is the placing in

the cases with each special product small maps of the

world, showing its distribution ; thus, for instance,

the geographical range over which Tea is cultivated is

shown by that part of the world being coloured red.

Coffee, Tobacco, and indeed all the principal products

of the vegetable world, are thus treated, so that their

geographical distribution, either naturally or by culti-

vation, may be seen at a glance. Another special

feature of this museum is the extensive collection of

portraits of British and foreign botanists and travellers,

each of which is labelled with the name, titles, dates

of birth and death, and a brief enumeration of the

principal works.
{To be continued.)

Jfortigii CorTOpiibeiice.

Horticulture in Texas.—Texas is situate id

the extreme south-west of, and is by far the largest

State in, the American Union. It is bounded on the

south by the Gulf of Mexico, on the south-west

by Mexico, on the north by New Mexico and
the Indian nation, and on the east by Louisi*

ana. It comprises an area of 274,356 square miles,

and at the last Census (1S70) numbered a popu-

lation of 885,003 people ; now, however, so great

has been the immigration, that there are nearly two.

thirds as many more. Texas was a province of Mexico

until 1S36, when, on account of the arbitrary policy

of the Mexican rulers, the Texans revolted and set up
a government of their own under the name of the

Republic of Texas. Texas approving of the "An-
nexation Bill " passed by the United States Congress

in 1845 became one of the United States. The State

is strictly a white man's country, and although there

are many blacks in it, particularly in the sections

thickly settled before the late civil war, they know
enough to "hold their whisht." The immigration,

too, almost entirely consists of whites. These come
chiefly from the eastern southern States, as Georgia,

Alabama, Mississippi, the Carolinas, &c,, but the best

element comes from the northern and western States

and from Europe. Farming and stock-raising are the

principal industries, and we have a great variety of

soils, such as black-waxy, black-sandy, grey-sandy,

red-clay, &c., some very rich, and others as poor. As
a rule the black-sandy is the best for farming pur-

poses, though the waxy is perhaps the best corn land,

and the timber lands the best for fruit trees. Of
prairies we have immense sweeps, and, too, extensive

ranges of Pine-wood and post-Oak timber lands.

The State is not mountainous but rolling, and west of

Austin somewhat rocky and hilly. Galveston is the

Liverpool of Texas, Houston the Manchester, Austin

the capital, Brenham the nursery, Dallas the best

city in the north, and San Antonio in the south-west.

Northern Texas is a Wheat country, eastern and

middle Texas a Cotton and corn country, southern

Texas a sugar and Cotton section, and western Texas

a stock-raising district ; still multitudes of cattle and

horses are raised all over the State, as well as sheep,

but the San Antonio region is the great wool section.

The country is rather dry, with long, hot summers,

but cool at night. Well-water is usually good and

cool, but in prairie and river-bottom lands, cistern-

water, /.t'., rain-water collected into large cisterns, is

what is used ; hence it is not always too plentiful. In

the prairies in summer it is with great difliculty that

travellers get water for the horses they ride, even at

any price ; the settlers lock their wells to preserve

their water. I have ridden 20 miles in the broiling

sun on a horse that had not tasted water for nineteen

hours, not because I was near no settlement, but

because I could get water from no one, not evm from
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the people I stayed with over-night ; they always direct

you to some one who has plenty of water, but when

you get there it is the same old story—" the well is

dry."

Horticulture outside of some of the little cities is

nowhere ; in fact the farmers don't raise vegetables in

necessary quantity, let alone flowers, but that is not

because they cannot, but because "they can't be

bothered." As regards fruit culture there is a great

drawback in the soil ; over all the State where I have

been and know of there are

Poisoned Spots of Land.—These spots vary in

extent from 10 yards to an acre in size, and no one I

know of knows wliat it is or a remedy for it. Corn

grows well in it, and evergreens seem to be unhurt,

but as soon as Cotton begins to unfold its "boles" it

dies off, still the boles yield their cotton and the loss

is not felt in that case. Sweet Potatos just start to

grow and rot right off. Apple, Pear, and Quince trees

may live and do well till August and then they die, or

they may exist for a few years and then die. Most

deciduous trees are affected in the same way, but

Peaches and Chickasaw Plums seem to live unscathed.

These poisoned spots do not vary, but are perma-

nent and don't spread much, and year after year the

trees die just to that limit, and not an inch further

out.

The Curculio is a most persistent pest to stone

fruits. Flat-headed borers, too, are very destructive,

and they do not all enter the tree at the ground or an

inch or two above it, as I have often found them

several feet up the tree, particularly in the forks, and

without a trace of them near the ground. By timely

searching and a little care they can be kept down.

Amongst our nursery stock an underground cut-worm

does much harm by severing the stem from the root

as cleanly as if it were sawed off. Tliis work is done

in spots, ten or thirty trees straight along may be cut

and then it stops. But the greatest pest of all that

we hive to contend with is the

Cut-leaf Ant.s, of which there are great towns

every here and there, and they are most assiduous

woikers. They have underground towns, from 4 to

10 feet deep, with communicating roads 100 yards dis-

tant. They strip the green leaves off everything

—

trees or herbs—by cutting the leaves into pieces about

half an inch square and carrying them erect and edge-

wise to their nearest station. They go in armies, one

lot coursing along towards the plants empty, and the

others going back laden, and all in the greatest hurry.

In the winter time they work by day, and in the sum-

mer time by night. There is hardly any effectual

means of eradicating them. Some people smoke them

out with sulphur, injecting the fumes into their holes ;

a man in the neighbourhood I lived in had a machine

patented for the purpose, and charged 15 dols. for

smoking a town. Water drowns them out, but they

know enough to have their towns on any little knolls

that may be in the field, and their communicating

entrances being banked round by the debris they bring

out of their holes water does not reach them. We
cut channels towards their dens, so that when a heavy

rain comes they get a ducking. In the nurseries there,

too {60 acres), we used 100 dols. Worth of poison

(cyanide of pot.assium) a-year for their destruction,

besides a boy's labour in applying it every morning or

evening. We dissolve a few lumps in water, and then

through a narrow spouted tin can pour a little into tlie

mouth of every working hole. This kills all those

that are out and come back, also all those that cross

it for an hour or two going out ; but after all it merely

keeps their numbers under and never kills them out

altogether. In the case of farmers they don't do

much to destroy the ants, but nursery stock, if not

protected against their ravages, would soon be unfit

for sale if not killed out. Great credit is due to Mr.

Wm. Watson, the proprietor of

The Rosedale Nurseries, Brenham, as a

pioneer of horticulture in Texas, for, together with

Affleck, he laid the foundation of true gardening. Mr.

W. is an Englishman, a Lancashire lad, and began his

business with debt for a fortune, but he is of that navi-

gating character, "he will neither sink nor drown."

Thus his spirit and perseverance have built himself

one of the best establishments, if not the very best of

its class, in the South. Every new kind of fruit he

must get if attainable, and now in the nurseries he

has growing specimens of 100 different kinds of

Apples, 170 Pears, 120 Peaches, and other things in

proportion. Quite a number of other nurseries have

sprung up at Brenham lately, as well as all over the

State, but none of them can be said to be very per.

manently established.

Apples.—Southern Texas is a poor Apple country,

but in eastern and northern, more so in the north-

east, I have seen good Apples and heavy crops of

them, but in nowise to be compared to the Apple

orchards of the northern States. Mr. Crider, an

old and practical American nurseryman, tells me that

at Waco, on the Brazos River, he saw as heavy crops

of Apples as he ever saw elsewhere. Red May,

Early Harvest, Red June, and Yellow June ripen

from mid-May to mid-June, and are succeeded by

Sweet Bough, Hominy, Pomme Royal, Gravenstein,

Yellow liellefleur, Horse (the lion amongst Apples),

Maiden's Blush, Twenty Ounce, Mangum, Carter's

Blue, Ben Uavis, Willow Twig, Wine-sop, Nicka-

jack. Hall's Red, L'mber Twig, and Shockly. These

and Pippins of sorts comprise the cream of our

Apples. I have seen Apples kept there till Christmas,

but as a rule they are poor keepers. Win. Fiihoncr,

CambriJgi, Mass,
{To be continued^

Pelargoniums at Ciiiswick.—The collection of

Pelargoniums in pots at Chiswick is now in full

bloom, and an inspection of the many varieties com-

posing it would prove extremely interesting and

highly instructive to those who have a feih/miit for

these useful decorative plants. Three houses are

mainly filled with Pelargoniums, but the most attrac-

tive of them is the span-roofed show house at the

south end of the Orchard-house ; for here can be seen

the newer varieties raised by the late Mr. J. R. Pear-

son, Dr. Denny, and others, together with some of

Continental origin. It may be attributed to insular

pride, or to a want of intelligent discrimination, and a

capacity to impartially appreciate foreign productions ;

but the conclusion is inevitable that our English

raisers have largely outstripped the Continental

florists in the race of improvement in these particular

plants. All that they have produced in point of

novelty in colour, as well as in perfection in form, our

English raisers have surpassed ; and particularly is

this true of the magnificent varieties in the great sec-

tion raised by the late Mr. J. R. Pearson. Would

that his Lady Sheffield had borne his own name ! for

it is so superbly grand in shape, in colour, that it is

almost perfect as a pink, and will be a standard

variety for years to come. " I desire," once spake

centuries ago one of the old Chinese teachers, "that

whatever merits I may have gained by good works

may fall upon other people." I think this was in

spirit eminently true in the case of Mr. Pearson. He
was always justly proud—as, indeed, he had abundant

reason to be—of his new things when he knew they

were good ; but he especially valued them as contribu-

tions to the floral possessions of the time in which he

lived.

There is now in flower at Chiswick some fine new
bedding Pelargoniums in the way of Purple Prince,

a variety never half so much recognised as it well

deserved to be. They are Mary Pearson (Pearson),

crimson, largely flushed with purple, very fine form

and striking in character ; Charles Davis (Pearson),

magenta-purple, very novel in character and fine in

form ; Mrs. J. Paget (Pearson), pale magenta-

crimson, dashed with orange, very fine and dis-

tinct ; and Mrs. Pearson, dark crimson, flushed with

purple, flowers small, but of fine form. The following

possess shades of cerise, and are characterised by

much novelty of character and other good qualities :

—

Charles Smith (Pearson), very rich glowing crimson-

rose, extra fine form, and striking character ; Rev. S.

Hey (Pearson), bright scarlet toned with cerise, fine

form, but with a tendency to reflex ; Lord Zetland

(Pearson), much like the foregoing, but a Uttle paler

in colour ; and Lady Stanhope (Pearson) still in the

same way, with more cerise in the flowers, a little

paler, form fine, petals smooth.

Other fine forms are Earl Manvers (Pearson), deep

crimson, distinct white eye, very fine form ; Excelsior

(Denny), bright scarlet, white eye, extra fine ; John

West (Pearson), like Rev. S. Hey, but more scarlet,

fine form ; Mark Twain (Miles), deep crimson, very

fine form, large pip, and excellent habit, and Sais

(Denny), purple-magenta lower petals, orange top

petals, very fine pip. A. F. Barron (George), though

not new, tops the hybrid nosegays because of its

large size, excellent form, and rich hue of soft bright

scarlet.

Of the salmon section there are three varieties

much alike, and yet distinct enough to be classed as

varieties; they are Ellen (Pearson), pale salmon,

flushed and ptncilled carmine ; INIiss Strahan (Pear-

son), and Beauty of Suffolk (Dodds).

Yanessa (Miles) represents a section in which the

salmon is deeper and flushed with orange ; presenting

a new and distinct shade of colour. It is well worth

growing, being so fine for pot culture. Madame
Boucharlat is in the same way, but deeper in colour,

and is very good indeed. Leopard has a salmon

ground colour, with carmine-salmon centre, and stripes

of carmine ; it is distinct in character, and may prove

very useful to breed from.

It is in the pink section pre-eminently that the

English raised flowers show their superiority over

those which have come to us from across the sea.

The French raisers are scarcely beyond Florence

Durand, while Mr. Pearson has made headway all

the distance .between Florence Durand, his first pink,

and Lady Sheffield, one of his last pinks. Mrs.

Turner has hitherto stood at the head of them, but

Lady Sheffield displaces her from this proud position.

The last-named has very rich violet-pink flowers,

deep in colour, and of great size, and very fine form.

It is good enough to suffice for the making of the

reputation of a florist. Lucy Bosworth (Pearson) is

an improvement on Rose of Allendale and Surpasse

Beaute de Suresnes—soft and yet rich in colour, and

with a bold white blotch on the upper petals. Ethel

(Pearson) is in the way of Amaranth, but so much
finer in every respect. Mrs. Lancaster (Pearson) has

reddish pink flowers, and is very fine and striking

both in colour and appearance. Sybil Holden (Pear-

son) is of a violet-pink, with a slight wire edge of

rose to the petals, clear white blotch, and fine form.

In the way of light flowers Evening Star (George

Smith) is very noticeable, being pure white, with a

pinkish salmon, irregular zone round the eye, and very

pretiy. Madame Edgar Guinet is quite a pure self

white, but the flowers come flushed a little as they

age. Snowdon is a very fine pure white, and has

received a First-class Certificate on account of its

value both for pot and bedding purposes.

Mr. Barron has earned hearty thanks for the admir-

able manner in which he has managed these Pelar-

goniums in pots. With sunny weather they will

remain in bloom lor a long time, carrying the height

of high-class beauty beyond the eye down to the

deeper eye of intelligent admiration, for weeks to

come. K. D,

A Pelargonium with Striped Flowers.—
Mr. John Wilshire, Denham Nurseries, Bucks, has

succeeded in raising a Zonal Pelargonium with striped

flowers ; the parent, Lucius, has reproduced itself in

every way except in the flowers, which are all beauti-

fully striped. The trusses are large, and have a most

pleasing and novel effect. W. Armstrong, Gr., Dm-
ham Court, Bucks,

Natural History.

SouiRRELS Eating Fruit.—The charge is too

true, as I have found to my cost. I had encouraged

these pretty creatures by forbidding their nests to be

destroyed. For the last three years they have in-

vaded the garden walls, but with insignificant damage.

This year they have ravaged them, just when the

crops were thin, and therefore the more valuable.

They have literally cleared the walls of Peaches,

Nectarines, and Plums. Upwards of 100 Green

Gages were tasted by them in one morning. I have

not saved a single Nectarine out of some 300 or

400. As many Peaches were knocked down by

them as carried off. This wholesale robbery was

committed before the fruit was ripe. They were

watched. They alighted from a Walnut tree that

overhangs the wall, thence they dropped upon the

ground, climbed the tree, seized a Nectarine with

their teeth, carried it thus to the top of the tall tree,

and there gnawed it. My notion at first was that the

fruit was taken for the kernel. But it was not so :

they eat the flesh, and the ground below the neigh-

bouring trees is strewn with the stones, from which
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the flesh is more or less perfectly stripped. I tried

protection by nets, in vain. They fearlessly mounted

under the nets wherever a hole cuuld be found or

made. In this position three were found and caused

some exciting hunts, but they always contrived to

escape by finding or making an exit. At last I

reluctantly gave permission for traps to be set on the

wall, and thus six were caught in one morning. But

the mischief was then done. They seated themselves

on the big Peaches, and tried thus to gnaw the

smaller ones, and so knocked off all the largest when

unripe. Having devastated the wall they attacked

an Apple tree near it, whose fruit, small in size, could

easily be carried off by the teeth, and denuded it in

like manner. Their unprecedented mischievousness

during the autumn is probably due to the entire

absence of Nuts and Beech-mast—their usual and

favourite food. EJwanl IV. Cox, Moat Mount.

Hcmlon, Sept. 18.

The squirrel has long been recognised as a

fruit-eating animal in the county of Norfolk. I was

much surprised a short time since when a gentleman

informed me that his gardener had advised him to

enclose a large portion of the garden with wire

netting—and which would also necessitate a frame-

work of wood on which to fix the netting—to make a

fruit garden under it, to enable him to preserve his

fruit from the squirrels. I thought this would be an

expensive process, and said that I had never heard of

its being done anywliere ; but was informed that it

was no new idea, and that a gentleman who resided

in the neighbourhood had lately netted oft a large fruit

garden in a similar way. The space was entirely

enclosed, and a door provided, with lock and key, so

that the gardener could safely protect his fruit from

squirrels, birds, and no doubt from many stray

bipeds as well. The garden above referred to is sur-

rounded with woods, and the gardener assured me
that the squirrels not only took small fruits, but also

his Peaches and Nectarines. I have seen the little

animals eat Nuts and carry them away wholesale, but

I never saw them eat succulent fruit. Is it generally

known that a cat will bring up young squirrels, pro-

vided they are substituted very early for her own
young ones ? G. E,

A week or two ago I tried to get some

squirrels to eat Grapes, but only one of them would

touch the fruit at all, and that one, after tasting

a berry, threw it away with disgust. I dare

say the squirrels, if hard-pressed for food, would eat

small Apples, but I can hardly believe that they

would have the power to carry off Apricots in the way

one of your correspondents described, unless indeed

they were very small fruit, and then only they would

pick out and crack the kernels, and leave the rest of

the fiuit. C. R. T.

I can add a little on the thieving propensities

of the squirrel. Here we are surrounded with large

woods, and these little animals are very numerous,

and often make great havoc among the Coniferous

plants in the winter, when other food is scarce, by

eating out the buds of the leading shoots. They have

destroyed the leading shoot of a large plant of Abies

Nordmanniana a dozen times. I have never detected

them taking fruit, nor did I ever see one over the walls

of the kitchen garden. They are now busy with the

Hawthorn berries, probably for the seeds. We have

a great difficulty at any time to keep a Filbert about

the place ; this year we had a thin crop, and they

have taken all. About four years since we had a great

crop of Nuts, and I was determined to master them.

I rose with the lark in the morning, and was often

waiting for the first squirrel to make his appearance

:

by persevering in this way I shot seven dozen ol these

little creatures in three weeks. This had a wonderful

effect in thinning them for two years ; they are again

numerous, so much so that the keepers had strict

orders to destroy them last spring. They did so to a

certain extent. You cannot wonder at such clever

little creatures finding Nuts on the trees. Last

autumn I planted nearly a bushel of Crocuses, and I

was astonished to find yards of them dug up in a day.

This seemed to annoy everybody about the place, as we

always had a great display of Crocuses in the spring

garden. ICvery sort of thing was blamed for destroy-

ing the Crocuses—pheasant, rat, and water-hen

;

although the squirrel was often seen skipping over the

beds, nobodysuspected him of digging up the Crocuses.

There is an old saying, and a true one—the pitcher

that goes to the well a long time gets broken at last,

and so by a mere chance the squirrel was at last

caught digging up the Crocuses, and storing them in

a large Oak tree that was well covered with Ivy.

Hence the order to the keepers to shoot them all.

VVm. Cidvciwill, Thorpe Pcrrmu. [Sufficient evidence

has, we think, been brought forward to prove that

squirrels do eat fruit, and this correspondence may
now be closed. Eds.]

Wasi'3.—I am agreeably surprised to find that

wasps (Vespa vulgaris)—those destructive pests to

fruit-growers—are very scarce this year in this dis-

trict—the border of Lancashire and Westmoreland.

Up to this date (September 25) I have not found a

single nest, although I am daily on the look-out for

them, having been from a boy taught to destroy all

that came within my reach. I am told they are very

numerous in the Midlands. Last year there were a

great many here ; in fact, I never saw more. INIy

belief is, that a cold and wet autumn destroys more
queen wasps when leaving the vespiary for winter

quarters than a severe winter does. Can any of

your readers give a reason for the scarcity here ? If

so, I shall be much pleased. A Fruit Groover,

Burton, Wcstmoyelamt.

The Flower Garden.—The drier, sunnier

weather following the rains of the past three weeks is

imparting new touches of beauty to bedding plants,

and if it continues it will tend to keep the beds

pleasant and pretty for a few weeks to come at a time

of year when they are perhaps most enjoyable. By
removing decayed flowers, picking off dying leaves,

keeping weeds under, and occasionally stirring the

surface of the soil, the legacy of floral beauty left by

the departing summer may be enjoyed till autumn
puts on its brownest garb—if only the skies be clear,

the sun warm and invigorating, the air balmy and
serene. There are persons who hang fast by their

gardens till the storms of autumn drive them from

their hope, and these are they who most of all enjoy

them.

And as the summer wanes, and the nights wax
longer and colder, the circumstances seem to give a

new value to the mixed flower border as continuing

attractive long after elaborate patterns have ceased to

be of decorative value. After the middle of Septem-

ber tender-foliaged plants, as Coleus, Alternantheras,

and others, go rusty and decay, and we would have

our pretty little bit of choice pattern or embroidery

border by all means ; but the flower garden, if a

lasting service is required, should not be altogether

made up of this. It is the flowering plants on which

we must rely for any prolonged effect after the

beginning of September ; and by a mixed border we
do not mean an attempt at cultivating something of

everything, from the Sunflower to Virginian Stock,

but a few choice serviceable plants judiciously

arranged. Such a pretty serviceable border we met
with in a neighbour's garden a few days ago, and at

once claimed it as illustrating our serviceable late

summer bed. It was in the form of nearly two-thirds

of a ball, and along the line at the back was a row

made up of Cineraria maritiina variegata, Coleus

Verschafteltii, Abutilon Thompson!, and Centaurea

candidissima. These formed the straight line of the

divided ball. Then came, mingled together, Fuchsias,

dwarf-growing kinds; such fine Pelargoniums as

Zenobia, Richard Cceur de Leon, and lanthe, scarlet

and cerise ; Rose of Allendale, pink ; and Alice

Spencer, while ; variegated Pelargoniums, Lady
CuUum, Princess Alexandra, and that fine autumn

variety, bronze and gold Mart'ohal MacMahon ; with

a margin of silvery succulents, as Cotyledon,

Echeveria, &c. Mingling among the other plants,

without giving the appearance of undue crowding, are

blue and lilac Violas. This is not given as a pattern

arrangement, but as a serviceable one for a warm,
sunny aspect.

For a forecourt garden on a north aspect, where

it is somewhat cold and damp, and but little sun falls,

we find a bed of the hardier succulents the best thing

at this season of the year, and some Violas, Pelar-

goniums, bedding TropKoluras, and other flowering

plants, have quite a melancholy interest ; they

have a faded beauty, as if fortune had used them un-

kindly, and they were unable bear up against it. But
Eclieveria metallica, Cotyledon pulverulenta, Kleinia

repens, Sempervivum arboreum, S. arboreum varie-

gatum, S. urbicum, Pachyphyton roseum and P.

bracteosum, mingled together with a margin of

Eciieveria secunJa gUuca, carpeted with Sedum
lividum, with its deep green foliage, is as fresh

and bright as can well be desired, and with

favourable weather will last so through a great

part of the autumn ; and when destructive frost

comes, and heavy rain falls, the succulents will give

place to Daisies, and the Daisies can remain and

bloom till the time for planting succulents comes

round again.

Such plants as Abutilon Thompson!, Centaurea

candidissima, and Cineraria maritima variegata, will

not be allowed to remain out long enough to be

destroyed by the severity of autumn ; they are too

valuable for that. By-and-by, when danger is

imminent from frost, the plants will be carefully

lifted, with some soil adhering to the roots, put into

pots just large enough to contain them, and put away
in the greenhouse for use next spring. They could be

wintered as easily in a cold frame, or indeed any-

where, so that they got some light and air, and were

protected from rains. It is the damp, not frost, that

kills such plants. A shed, cellar, or spare room, if

any such place, could be used to keep them during

the winter, and, as the soil about the roots will be

moist when the plants are lifted from their beds,they

will require but little water during the winter.

Weeds in Walks and Borders.—The late

rains, followed by the warm sunshine, have caused

the weeds to grow all over the garden. However
careful the Villa gardener may be during the summer
to keep any weeds from seeding, they will be in the

soil and grow profusely. Very true is the old

proverb that " 111 weeds grow apace," for they grow

so thickly and rapidly in seed beds as to be in danger

of choking anything in the plant way into whose
company they have forced themselves. At this season

of the year—and we are decidedly of opinion at all

times—it is best to hand-weed gravel walks, rather

than to hoe them, choosing a time when the gravel

Is moist, after a shower, when they come away quickly

and easily. A turn or two with the roller, or, failing

a roller, a blow or two with the back of a spade, soon

gets them smooth again. In the case of hoeing, a

portion of the roots are pretty certain to be left in the

grounds, and these, possessing great tenacity of

existence, grow again soon after ; when hand-pulled

they come away, roots and all, if carefully handled.

The finger and thumbshould get a fair grip of the plant

as low down as possible, and then it comes away
cleanly and entirely.

Some Villa gardeners, being short of space, are at

times puzzled what to do with their leaves ; they have

no space for a rubbish heap, and do not care to

throw them into the ash-hole. There are two courses

open—either to bury them or burn them ; but at this

season of the year it is a little difficult to get weeds
and other rubbish in a sufficiently dry state to burn,

and so the best plan is to dig a hole iS inches in

depth in any spare part of the garden, and then bury

them. There is always a spare space available for

this purpose, and if there be any fertilising property

about them the ground gets the advantage of it.

We find it an excellent plan to burn garden
rubbish during the summer, when a hot day or two

dries it sufficiently for the purpose. The ashes so

obtained come in very useful for potting purposes,

keeping the soil nice and open. Especially does it

appear to suit the hardy Primulas, the roots of which

may besaid to revel in it.

^arbcit #Dcriitiaits.
Plant Stove.—Where flowers for cutting are

required in considerable quantities duiing the early

part of the year, it h necessary now to look well

a-head so that the supply may be forlhcomiiig. Ste-

phanotis is such a general favourite, and so well

adapted for almost every kind of floral arrangement
in which white, sweet-scented flowers are wanted, as

to have few equals. Where there is a specimen
trained up to the roof in an ordinary stove with a

dryish atmosphere, and not too much heat, it will

furnish flowers in succession more or less for a con-

siderable portion of the year, but it is also advisable
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to grow a plant or two in pots with the current

season's shoots trained up strinjjs near the glass, that

so when j^rowth is completed it can be taken down
and the shoots wound round a trellis. This gives the

advantage of the plants being moved about where
requisite either to retard or accelerate the blooming.

Plants that are so managed, and have made early

growth, should now be kept in a temperature of 50^

or 55° in the night, not giving more water to the

soil than just suflrcient to prevent it getting

so dry as to cause the leaves to shrivel;

if treated in this way until the beginning

of November, a plant at a time m.iy be removed into

a Pine stove, or wherever there is a brisk heat,

which will cause the bunches of flowers already set to

expand, and in the case of plants that are not

so furnished with bloom-buds to commence growth
and tljwerfrom the young wood— as Stephanotis under

the effects of different treatment produces its flowers

both fro.m the preceding and present season's shoots.

Gardenias that have been well attended to and have
made good growth will now be setting their flowers ; if

a portion can be accommodated with a brisk heat they

will come into bloom early, and keep on for a long

time. These plants are somewhat liable to drop their

flower-buds before opening if subject to any check,

such as getting dry at the roots, or the opposite, that of

having too much water given them ; this is more
especially the case when the growth has been made in

houses or pits where they have not received enough
light, and consequently the leaves and wood are defi-

cient in tlie solidity that accompanies a robust and
vigorous condition. The insufficiency of light is often

aggravated by the importance that many growers

attach to bottom-heat, and in the endeavour to secure

this the plants are plunged low down far from the roof,

whereas if, instead of this, each was elevated on a

good sized pot inverted, or on a temporary shelf, so as

to keep it up near to the roof glass, the requisite

solidity would be secured. Where a number are

grown some should now be put in the warmest
quarters that are available

;
70° in the niglit, with a

corresponding higher temper.iture in the day, will

bring them on into flower. So generally esteemed
for cutting are Gardenias that they would be almost

universally grown were it not for the difficulty of

keeping them clear from mealy-bug, where this

intolerable pest exists. Pay all possible attention to

winter-flowering Gesneras, keeping them elevated as

near the roof of the pit or house they occupy as

possible. Their ability to produce fine heads of bloom
depends much more on a stout, short, sturdy con-

dition, than upon the size of the plants, where this

merely consists of soft elongated growth, which latter

is usually accompanied by deficient colour in the

leaves ; and this detracts much from the appearance

of the zebrina section. In intermediate-houses,

where such subjects as Bougainvillea glabra, Thun-
bergia Harrisii, or T. laurilolia, are either planted

out or grow in large pots, with their heads trained to

the rafters or pillars, their flowering is often cut short

at this season through the decline of heat consequent

upon colder weather, and the necessity for a reduction

of fire-heat to enable many of the occupants to receive

the rest they require. The stagnation thus caused to

plants like the above in flower generally comes
through the effects of exceptionally cold nights. To
meet these it is necessary to keep a good look-out in

tlie evenings as to the weather, when by turning on a

little extra heat the chill which without this precau-

tion the plants often receive may be avoided. Much
also may be done in this way by careful admission of

air during the day at the top lights, and likewise still

more by giving the copious supplies of water that such

plants require as warm as the roots will bear : 90°

will be a safe temperature to use it. A little reflec-

tion will suffice to convince any one that subjects like

the above, or any others of similar nature, that happen
to be in a lower temperature than they like, if water

is given them, should have it applied at something
like the above heat, as its effects must then be much
more calculated to keep up the continued development
of the already formed floweis than when it is used

direct from tanks or cisterns at the reduced tempera-

ture, which inevitably accompanies the sun's declining

power. T, Baiius.

FLOWER GARDEN.
The flower garden is fast on the wane, and ere long

we may expect to be visited by sharp frosts. It

will therefore be advisable to take up any tender

plant or plants of which there is not sufficient stocks

but by no means should the generality of the plant;

be disturbed, as occasionally frosts have kept off till

quite the end of October. Of course it is presumed
that stock plants of all the kinds required for next

year's planting have been safely housed, otherwise

this recommendation must not be carried out. There
always is at this season a tendency to let things take

their chance—a sort of feeling that the summer is

over, therefore it is not worth while to trouble

further about keeping the flower-beds and borders in

trim condition. This is, I need scarcely say, a wrong
idea, and should not be entertained for a moment

;

but, on the contrary, all our endeavours should be to

lengthen out as much as possible our all-too-short

summers by keeping the flower garden as gay and
trim as circumstances will allow, till severe frost has

made an end of the necessity for any further efforts in

this direction. The excessive rainfall of the past

few weeks has caused the flower-beds to have

a very woebegone appearance ; but a {^ft .sunny

days, combi!;ed with diligence in removing
decayed flowers and fo'.iage, will cause them
in some measure to renew their youth, and as after

so much rain we may reasonably expect a spell of fine

weather, this diligence should be exercised. Foliage

beds are all but as bright as ever, and now that so many
species and varieties of plants can be used in planting

them, they must eventually become popular in all

gardens. The one great aim in planting such beds

should be to use as many hardy plants as possible, to

avoid the necessity of replanting them in the autumn.

This has long been our aim in the garden here, and I

think I may safely say that half of the plants used for

what is termed summer bedding will stand the winter.

It will thus be seen that the work of refilling the

beds on removal of the summer occupants is by no

means a heavy task. The following are a few of the

plants that take the place of the lenderbedders so soon

as sharp frost has rendered their removal necessary,

viz. :—Stachys lanatus, Golden Thyme, Festuca

glauca (Blue Grass), Pyrethrum Golden Feather,

Sedum and Sempervivum (several kinds), Heaths,

Periwinkle (green and variegated), Japanese Honey-
suckle, Hollies (gold and silver variegated),

Retinosporas, Thujas, Portugal Laurels, Aucubas,

Euonymus (the variegated kinds), Cotoneasters,

Junipers, Yews, &c. Kales we never use, as affer the

first sharp frost the disagreeable smell more than

outweighs any ornamental properties they may have

possessed. Tlie propagation of all the tenderest kinds

of plants will now be completed, and much care will

be requisite to keep them from damping off. Of
course, all should now be safely housed, but at the

same time fully exposed, by having the lights

drawn entirely off whenever the weather is suit-

able. Calceolaria, Viola, and Pansy cuttings may
still be put in as directed in last Calendar. The
following are the best of their various classes, and

have been good with us all the past exceptional

season :—Calceolarhas amplexicaulis and aurea flori-

bunda ; Violas Bluebell, Mulberry, Lothair, and

White Swan ; P,insies Blue Beard, Sovereign Yellow,

and Caliban. Alterations in prospect should now
at once be decided on, that the work may be set

about. It is bad policy to defer work that can be

done in autumn and winter till the spring, when by

reason of the season such a host of jobs present them-

selves. Road and walk making, turf-laying and

levelling, tree and shrub planting. Box edging, drain-

ing, and trenching, all are jobs that may now be

accomplished ; but amidst it all neatness should be

maintained, therefore well ply the broom and roller

as occasion demands. //'. JVildsniilh, Hichfidil.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Pines.—Suckers or plants which were started last

March will by this time have well filled the pots

with roots, and likewise have developed a good

growth. Those plants which will be required to start

into fruit at .about the close of the present or

beginning of the succeeding year should now
be subjected to a somewhat drier atmospheric state,

and, under suitable circumstances, the house should

be liberally ventilated ; still, however, persist in

keeping the heat at the roots at about So", and a

surface temperature of 65° about the plants at night,

with a proportionate increase in the daytime. Lesser

suckers or later started ones, which are to form a

succession of plants, should stdl have every encourage-

ment to make growth, particularly whenever favour-

able weather prevails ; under these conditions maintain

a mean of 70° at night, 90° at the roots, and So° in

the daytime. Entirely discontinue the use of the

syringe over the plants which are placed in low damp
houses or pits, but ply it over available surfaces

whenever needful. Screw out any suckers which

may appear on the plants in both these cases, and

see that the watering is performed with discretion.

Out of the recently potted suckers it is customary

here to place a poition of these into fruiting pots as

soon as they are fit to be done. These, if subjected

to a brisk heat at the roots, and have due regard paid

to the ventilation and surlace-temperature of the

house, will make considerable progress by the time

when a diminished supply of light and sunshine will

necessitate an alteration in the mode of treatment.

Plants with fruits in various stages of growth should

all be placed in a light house which commands every

natural and artificial advantage, and the requisite

temperatures be well sustained. This course is not

only commendable for the sake of economy, but

moreover, for other considerations of equal moment.

The utility of suitable-sized compartments for this

purpose is more practically demonstrated at this

season than at any other by the convenience which is

afforded. C. T. Miles, Wycombe Abbey.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
The old proverb that "ill weeds grow apace " has

been strikingly exemplified during the past month, as

the progress these pernicious usurpers of the soil have
made since rain fell has been something extraordinary.

Seeds, too, that had been lying dormant in the

ground during July and August have now germinated
in the freest manner, and these will soon cover the

ground unless they receive immediate attention. To
wage war with such enemies to good cultivation will

therefore be one of the principal operations the

kitchen gardener must direct his attention to, if any-

thing like neatness and order is to be maintained in this

department. Even where no seed-weeds are showing
themselves the labour and time spent in hoeing is sure

to meet with a most remunerative return, as all kinds

of crops are greatly benefited by having the surface

soil frequently stirred. This is especially the case at

this season after being beaten down by heavy rain,

which has not only shown itself in the production of

a prolific crop of weeds, but has likewise had a stimu-

lating effect on all garden produce, and notably

so on the Brassica tribe, which are now grow-
ing in the most luxuriant manner, and showing

such a grossness of habit as to seii.jusly endanger

their hardiness and render them incapable of with-

standing severe weather during the winter, should we
unfortunately get such after the forcing times we have

lately had. Broccoli are always the first to suffer

should any redundancy of growth take place at this

season, as the sappy immature stems are rent asunder

by the action of frost when others of a more hard and
woody nature escape. To check this over-luxuriance

in such a valuable winter crop, it is a good plan in

exceptional seasons like the present to partially dig

them up with a steel fork, or, better still, to fake out

every other row and replant altogether. This will

afford plenty of light and air to the remaining portion

of the crop, which will have a most beneficial harden-

ing effect on the plants, and this adds greatly to their

powers of endurance. The practice of laying in

Broccoli to protect them during the winter is a very

good one, but it is generally done too late to check any

undue grossness of growth, and the roots have seldom

time to get fresh hold of the ground before frost is

upon them. In cases where it may be thought

desirable to a give check by laying them in or to

give more room to plantations now making a strong

growth, it should be done at once, that they may have

time to re-establish themselves before winter sets in.

Autumn Cauliflowers bid fair to be unusually fine

where got out in good time, and well cared for with

water, which should stiU be supplied to them should

the weather set in dry. Veitch's Autumn Giant con-

tinues to uphold the good repute it has gained for

turning-in at this season, and wherever I have seen it,

it has withstood the hot dry weather better than any

other variety. Young plants now in the seed-bed for

filling hand-glasses or for wintering in frames or under

the shelter of south walls, should be got into their

several positions at once before they become drawn

and weakened, which they soon do if allowed to stand

long where sowrL Choose a well sheltered sunny

situation to place the handlights in, and thoroughly

enrich the soil by working in a quantity of rotten

manure before planting. Those wintered in frames

should be pricked out in light vegetable mould and

kept well up to the glass, that they may have the full

benefit of all the light and air that can be given

during the dull months of the year. Except for the

first lew days after pricking them out, during which

time they should be kept close, the lights should

remain entirely off both day and night for the next

month or so unless we get very heavy rains, when

they should be put on and tilted so as to admit plenty

of air. Nothing is so detrimental to winter Cauliflowers

as a close confined atmosphere, as it is sure to bring

on mildew, and by keeping them in an excited growing

state they either bolt or succumb to the frost, whereas

if fully exposed to the air a sturdy growth is induced,

in which state, if kept dry, they will stand almost any

amount of cold. I alv.ays prefer wintering them in

pots, plunged in a bed of leaves, with their heads as

close to the glass as they can be without actually

touching it. Treated in this way they go out in the

spring without a check, and are always much in

advance of any that have to be transplanted, how-

ever good the balls of the latter may be. Tiiose who
feel inclined to try this plan will find that they will be

amply repaid for the extra time required in potting,

which in reality is more th.an saved in the spring

from the rapid way they can be turned out in the

quarters. Watch closely all young plantations of

Cabbage to keep them from the depredations of slugs,

grub, or caterpillar, one or the other of which inva-

riably infest them at this season. Advantage should

now be taken of dry days to tie up Lettuce and

Endive to get them properly bleached for salads, like-

wise to earth-up Celery, which, owing to the late

rains, will now be in a fit state for that purpose.

Clear off dead or'useless crops, such as French Beans,

or any other likely to give the garden an untidy

appearance, and endeavour to maintain the utmost

neatness and order. J. Shcppard, Woolverstone.
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

C Sale of Dutch Bulbs, at Stevens' Rooms.
Monday, Oct. 2 l Sale of Dutch Eulbs at The Mart, Token-

l house Yard.

T.Tpcnsw Onf ,/ Sale of Plants at the Heatherside Nursery,
TUESDAY, Oct. 3 } |,y Prothcroe & Morris.

r Royal Horticultural Society : Meeting of

I Fruit and Floral Committees.
Wednesday, Oct. 4 \ Sale of Dutch Bulbs, at Stevens' Rooms.

I Sale of Stove and Greenliousc Plants at

L Brixton, by Prothcroe &. Moms.
THiTosri.v nn ^ i Sale of Nursery Stock at ChigwcU, by
TH0I1SDA\, Oct. 5 t Prothcroe & Morris.

Stock at Goldaming, by
i7„.».» n , /- J rrotneroe &i Morris.
Friday, Oct. 6-; s,,^ „f scientific Instruments, at Stevens'

( Sale of Nursery :

, J Prothcroe & Mo]
'] Sale of Scientific

f Rooms

NOW that the experience ol the exhibition

season is fresh in the memory of all those

who are concerned in the success of flower-

shows—whether managers, exhibitors, or judges

— it may be useful to inquire if there are any

profitable lessons to be derived from the expe-

rience of the past. We propose at the present

time to offer a few remarks on one department

only, that relating to JUDGES AND JUDGING—

a

department in the management of e.xhibitions

which we hold to be second to none in import-

ance. We shall have a few words to say on

the selection ofjudges, and shall then pass on to

notice the facilities afforded them for carrying

out their onerous duties.

In selecting judges it should be a fixed

principle with the managers—too often in

country places a working committee without a

leader— to secure the best men whose services

can be obtained. They should remember that

it is " skilled labour " they are here employ-

ing, and, moreover, what frequently turns out

to be a heavy labour, with very small remunera-

tion ; and hence they should not overtax it,

but they should see that their schedules are

broken up into sections of reasonable length,

such as the judges, or each set of them, can get

through, by the use of fair diligence, during

the time which is available. It should be im-

pressed upon all who are concerned in exhibi-

tion management, that there is no such thing

as satisfactory work to be done in judging

when a crowd of the visitors has been admitted

to block up the avenues, and to press with

unsatisfied curiosity about and around the

exhibits, preventing a full and fair comparison

of those set up in competition. There should

be strength enough on the judicial stafi', and the

work should be so j udiciously allotted, that it may
all be completed before the public is admitted.

Being " skilled labour," the work of " experts "

in the horticultural profession, it should be

paid for as liberally as the finances of each

society will permit—this consideration, perhaps,

involving the choice of judges within a limited

circle, in order that the expenses of attendance

may not more than eat up the fee. Judges
work in some cases in twos, in others in threes

—which latter is best when there are important

issues to decide ; but if possible, one of each
set of judges should be an independent man
brought from a distance—this in order to meet
the prejudices of exhibitors who believe that all

judges are steeped in favouritism, and are in col-

lusion to depreciate the particular exhibits they

have brought forward. A stranger is not so

liable to suspicion as a neighbour, and hence

the advantage of obtaining the assistance of

persons from a distance, besides which the

employment of such presents opportunities for

benefiting by the acquirements of special experts

in the several departments of a show.

The plan of employing judges from a distance,

moreover, presents opportunities to obtain the

aid of men who are in the habit of moving about
to various e.xhibitions, and are often employed as

judges, and see something of the average degree

of perfection arrived at throughout the country.

Such men, if they have about them in any

degree the judicial faculty, are more likely to

arrive at correct decisions than the country

gardener, who moves but little from home, and

whose ideas are circumscribed by the limits of

the establishment under his own particular

charge. We have sometimes, in judging, had

the ill-luck to be associated with persons of this

stamp, estimable men and good gardeners it

may be, but not trained to appreciate the points

which often have to be considered in awarding

prizes, and hence slow and not very sure in

arriving at their decisions. We would advise

that all the judges should be selected from a

distance at all shows, small and large— it is so

at most large shows—if the means to accom-

plish this can be provided.

The selection should be of men fitted for the

task specially allotted to them. The prize

schedule, as we have said, should be broken up

into sections, not so large but that the judges

can get through their labours within the time

during which the space, whether tents or other-

wise, can be kept clear of visitors. This breaking

up into sections should also be done with special

reference to the persons selected to judge in

each section, so far as all leading classes of

exhibits are concerned. Mr. A. may know
stove and greenhouse plants well, and be an

excellent judge of these, but know little, say of

Roses, amongst which Mr. B. is an expert, and

so on of others. In such a case Mr. A. should

evidently be allocated to the section in which

stove and greenhouse plants are placed, and
Mr. B. to that which contains Roses. In the

same way Mr. C. may be essentially a fruit

cultivator, and his fame as a judge may lie in

that direction, while Mr. D. may be well up in

vegetables. It would be clearly wrong if these

men were not allotted to the sections where

their peculiar knowledge would be exercised.

So in grouping the judges, the sections might

include the specialities, so to speak, of each of

the judges, with, if necessary, as it may be at

large shows, a few generalities thrown in, and in

this way each important class or subject has

the advantage of an expert in that particular

subject on the jury which makes the awards

therein. The same principle, but with a wider,

looser application, should prevail at all smaller

shows, the grouping being, of course, modified

by the extent of the work under each subject

—

a point on which the quick appreciation of a

clever manager on the spot, and at the critical

moment, is of the utmost importance. Here

we may appropriately add in parenthesis, that

the services of a good and judicious manager
or superintendent of the show, to whom all the

practical details of working should be handed
over absolutely, would save the amateur com-
mittee-men—who sometimes arc very fussy over

these details, which seem to be allotted amongst

them—from a great many mistakes, and a con-

siderable amount of unpleasantness.

The judges having been selected on account

of their known skill and integrity, and allotted

according to their especial knowledge and
acquirements, should not be interfered with

while deliberating on the merits of the subjects

for adjudication. The extent of the competition

in the several classes should be definitely set

before them ; and if the subjects of each class

are at all scattered, which they should not be if

it can anyhow be avoided, some person who
knows where to find all the exhibits should

either attend upon the judges or be within easy

reach. To stage the subjects promiscuously, as

is too often done in country places, and to turn

the judges in to find the competing sets out as

best they can, without any, or with very insuffi-

cient information, is to waste much of the very

precious time which ought to be devoted to

weighing the merits of the competing exhibits.

All that we have here indicated, and more
that we shall allude to at some other oppor-

tunity, is done in the selection and treatment of

the judges at most of the larger shows through-

out the country, probably at all the most
important, but at the more local country exhi-

bitions, often of considerable extent, these

matters are apt to receive less attention than

they deserve, and hence we have been led, in

the interest of all parties concerned, to refer

to them.

There is another matter which we have

occasionally noticed at some of these country

meetings, and which, as they are managed by
English gentlemen, we are sure can only need

pointing out to be at once remedied, and that is

the supercilious and haughty air with which
professional horticulturists, both gardeners and
nurserymen, are, in some cases, treated by
members of the committee. This is not nice,

nor, we are glad to say, is it very common, but

it should not occur at aU. If Mr. Committee-
man finds part of the money to be spent and
helps in the management, Mr. Judge brings to

the general fund special knowledge which the

other or others have not in their possession, and
cannot otherwise obtain, and so for the time

they are on an equality, and should be treated as

equals. A flower show gathering should, indeed,

be marked by geniality and kindheartedness on
all sides—high, low, rich, and poor should

rejoice together ; but leaving the visitors to

group themselves in coteries if they will, and as

most fashionable visitors do, the workers at

least should all meet on the common footing of

horticultural brothers (and sisters, too, if the

family is large enough), and there should
nowhere, on that day at least, be visible even a
ghmpse of the miserable purse-pride to which
such conduct as we have hinted at must be
referred.

The nursery business at Barnet, so long

carried on by the late Mr. CuTBUSii, has been dis-

posed of by his widow to Mr. James Cutbush
(trading as WlLLI.\M CuxnusH & Son), of the Nur-

series, Highgate, who intends to cany on the two

businesses in future.

A finely marked form of PulmOnari.\ offi-

cinalis, named sibirica, can occasionally be met

with, and is remarkable for its large and handsome
leaves, strikingly blotched with pale spots on a deep

green ground. Tufts of it in borders are now in the

full vigour of their growth, and make an effec-

tive display. We recently saw it in a border

of select perennials, among which were splen-

did clumps of Anemone japonica, japonica alba,

and japonica intermedia ; the showy scarlet- flowered

Pentstemon barbatus, which had been in bloom all

the summer and was yet profuse of flowers ; Plumbago
Larpento2, in full bloom ; Eucomis punctata, with its

bold leaves and large spike of green and brown
flowers, the stalk and leaves alike singularly marbled ;

Eryngium maritimum, with its grey leathery leave.'',

sharply spined on the edges, and capitally coloured ;

Coreopsis lanceolata, double crimson Sweet William,

Erpetion reniforme, a few of the best perennial Asters,

&c. It need scarcely be said that a border planted with

the foregoing and kindred subjects is an exceedingly

interesting feature at this season of the year.

Early in the spring the prospects of the

Crops of Grass Seeds in Germany, and espe-

cially in the districts on the Upper Rhine, were

regarded as most promising ; but the biting frosts which

prevailed nearly the whole of May, and which proved

so injurious in many ways in our own country,

destroyed a large quantity of seed. These were

followed by enormous floods on the Rhine, which to

a great extent completely destroyed the crops of

seeds annually grown and exported from that quarter ;

and especially Meadow Foxtail and Meadow Fescue,

which are principally cultivated on the banks of this

river. From intelligence which has come to hand

we learn also that the later grasses suffered much
from the drought, which prevailed for nearly ten

weeks, during which but little rain indeed fell in

almost any part of Germany. Sheep's Fescue,
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Cocksfoot, and Fiorin have suffered least,[and have

been harvested on the whole in somewhat larger

quantities than last year ; while Peas, Crested Dogs-

tail, Meadow and Tall Fescues are coming in in

smaller quantities than for several years past, and a

scarcity may be looked for. As things appear to be

no better in France, it is considered on the whole that

prices will rule high, as the demand for all natural

grass seeds is growing from year to year. The expor-

tations made to the northern countries, Sweden,

Denmark, and Russia especially, during the past year

or two, show an extraordinary increase, and this will

tend to enhance prices. The Clover harvests are on

the whole good, and good samples of red, white, and

Alsike are forthcoming. The harvests in Austria,

Bohemia, and Gallicia have been good ; but in Italy

and France they are reported to be deficient.

of years on the railways of that country. The
amount of renewal which was here found to be
necessary was :—In unimpregnated Oak sleepers, after

twelve years' use, 74 48 per cent. ; in Oak sleepers,

impregnated with chloride of zinc, after seven years,

3 29 per cent. ; in Oak sleepers, impregnated with

tar oil containing creosote, after six years, 0.09 per

cent. ; in Pine sleepers, impregnated with chloride of

zinc, after seven years, 4.46 per cent.

M. Fautral has recently submitted to the

Paris Academy of Sciences a paper on the Influence
OF Pine Forests on the Rainfall, and on the

consequent hygrometric state of the air and of the soil.

Comparing the quantity of rain which fell during

fourteen months on a Pine forest and on a sandy

plain 300 metres off, he found a difference of 83 mm.

Scabious. A pink-flowered variety is also remarkably
pretty, though the flowers are scarcely so large as the
varieties certificated. They are excellent subjects to

cut from at this season of the year.

M. De Luca, in a paper read before the
French Academy of Sciences, on the Alcoholic
and Acetic Feesientation of Certain Fruits,
Flowers, and Leaves, as summarised in Nature,
states that in a limited atmosphere of carbonic acid,

hydrogen, or air, or in vacuum, these bodies undergo
slow fermentation, liberating carbonic acid, nitrogen,

and sometimes hydrogen, and forming alcohol and
acetic acid without the intervention of any ferment.
In a close vessel the phenomena are incomplete, owing
to pressure of the developed gas. With ordinary
pressure neither sugar nor starch will be found after

Fig. 86.—the museum no. i in the royal gardens,' kew. (see p. 423.)

America sends us yearly a large amount of red Clover,

and that country h.as in its hands to a great extent the

making of the prices that rule in the United

Kingdom.

•
• From observations made on some of the

German railways as to the Durability of Chemi-
cally Imi'RECnated Sleei'ERS, it appears that

Pine sleepers, impregnated with chloride of zinc,

after twenty-one years' use, required renewal to the

extent of 31 per cent. ; while Beech sleepers,

impregnated with creosote, after twenty-two years'

use, required a renewal of 46 per cent. ; and Oak
sleepers, impregnated with chloride of zinc, after the

same period, required renewal to the extent of 20.

7

per cent. In all these cases the conditions were very
favourable, the bedding materials being good and
perfectly permeable. Along with these results

M. HuBER communicates to an Austrian journal
the results of observations made for a number

in favour of the former, or more than 10 per cent, of

the rainfall on the open ground. In the case of Oaks

and Wych Elms the difference was only 5 per cent.

The annual difference in saturation was ten-hun-

dredths in favour of the air above the Pines. Of

757 mm. of water which fell, the forest ground re-

ceived 471 mm.

The pretty dwarf forms of ScABiosA nana at

the Chiswick Gardens of the Royal Horticultural

Society, to which attention was not long since called

in these columns, appear to improve with time, and

they are now in excellent condition and will well

repay inspection. The Floral Committee of the

Royal Horticultural Society has recently awarded

First-class Certificates of Merit to two of the three

dwarf types now in bloom, viz., atropurpurea, soft

mauve, red-maroon, and cherry-red. In each case

the flowers are large and fully double, quite as large,

if not of greater size, than those of the old tall-growing

the development of gas has ceased, but in their place

alcohol and acetic acid in abundance. The hydrogen

liberated is doubtless from decomposition of mannite,

which is a sugar with excess of hydrogen.

Cox's Redleaf Russet Apple, of which

there is a coloured figure, by Fitch and Severeyns,

in the October number of the Florist and Pomolc^ist,

was raised from seed by Mr. Cox, of Redleaf, and is

stated by him ostensibly, according to his own
manipulation, to be a cross between the Golden Knob
and the Golden Harvey ;,but, he adds, " there is a

possibility that I was anticipated by the bees, as a

tree of the the Old Nonpareil grew near by; and I

am the more confirmed in this because the fruit pos-

sesses three of the characteristics of the Old Nonpareil,

namely, the shape, the long stalk, and the tenderness

of flesh. The colour of the skin is that of its parent,

the Golden Knob. The yellow colour of the flesh

would seem to be derived from the Golden Ilarvey,
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while the growth of the tree and manner of bearing

resemble both Old Nonpareil and Golden Harvey

more than the Golden Knob. When in perfection

the flavour is most delicious and peculiar to itself,

and it may be considered in perfection from February

till the end of May, after which, although keeping

sound till the end of July, the flavour gradually

deteriorates." Dr. Hogg in hb War Book itia\\>t%

it as round, inclining to oblate ; in appearance very

like Golden Knob, the skin entirely covered with

bright cinnamon-coloured rusiet, which is thinner on

the shaded side, where it exposes a little of the

yellow ground, the eye partially open, with flat seg-

ments set in a wide and deep basin, and the stalk

three-quarters of an inch long, pretty stout, set in a

round cavily ; the flesh is yellowish, tender, crisp,

very juicy, and sweet, with a rich flavour and

pleasant aroma. This excellent dessert Apple re-

ceived a First-class Certificate from the Royal

Horticultural Society, January 20, 1S75, and will

undoubtedly prove a most valuable addition to our

high-flavoured very late table sorts. The entire

stock is in the hands of Messrs. \V. Paul & Son,

Waltham Cross, Herts, who announce that they will

be prepared to distribute it in November next.

In 1S75 Plums were a plentiful crop, and

some growers could scarcely find a sale for their

produce, even at very low prices. Mr. F. N.

Dancer, Sutton, Qhiswick, who had a large and fine

crop of Eeli.e de Septemi!re Plum, could not

obtain more than 6j. per bushel for them, notwith-

standing its late character and handsome appear-

ance. This year this fine variety, in common with

other Plums, is very scarce, and it now fetches the

astonishing and probably unprecedented price of 24J.

per bushel, four times its value last year ! All

Plums have commanded a high price this season, and

Apples and Pears will be in all probability quoted at

heavy figures before long.

According to a paragraph on Poisonous
Mushrooms, published in the Sanilniy Record,

Professor Schiff, of Florence, has demonstrated

that the non-edible Mushrooms have a common
poison, muscarine, and that its effects are counter-

acted either by atropine or daturine. Italian apothe-

caries, it is stated, now keep these alkaloids in the

rural districts where the consumption of the non-

edible fungi is apt to occur. The hint is worth

taking in England, where deaths from eating un-

wholesome fungi are by no means unfrequent.

Referring to two of the principal vegetable

products of Brazil

—

Indiarubker and Cocoa—our

Consul at Para informs us that the increase in the

collection of the former was not so great during 1S75

as it was in previous years, owing to an exceptionally

long rainy season, and a good deal of sickness that

prevailed, so that the production must not be taken

as a criterion either of a diminution of the population

or an unwillingness to work on the part of the natives in

the indiarubber districts. It is satisfactory, however,

to know, on the authority of Consul Green, that

vast rubber-yielding districts exist tliat have never yet

been touched ; so should the general rumours that the

old rubber-bearing districts are becoming exhausted

be correct, there is no reason why the yearly collec-

tion should not in ordinary seasons continue to show
the steady increase it has shown for some years past.

The crop in 1S61 was about 2nS tons, and since that

date it has shov;n a steady progressive increase, and

in 1875 amounted to 6763 tons. With regard to

Cocoa it is reported as showing very little variation in

the annual yield, which is attributable to the unremu-

nerative prices paid, for it is in comparison to india-

rubber, and the scarcity of hands to labour ; and until

labour becomes cheaper, or indiarubber considerably

falls in price, the annual yield can hardly be expected

to increase.

The common Passion-flower (P. ccerulea)

is—doubtless owing to the dry season—fruiting with

great freedom in the suburbs of London this summer,

quite rivalling what we have been accustomed to see

on the south coast of England. In the Bradenburgh

Road, Turnham Green, there is a large example

growing in front of a villa residence, on an east aspect,

that is not only still flowering profusely, but laden

with its bright orange-red fruits intermingling with

its flowers. It is a splendid decorative creeping

plant in this state, without a rival to dispute its claim.

The plant appears to thrive best on a gravelly subsoil,

and when a diy summer comes the seed-pods aie

freely set, and they become objects of considerable

beauly'towards the autumn.

M. Alfred Burgerstein recently sub-

mitted a paper to the Imperial Academy of Sciences

of Vienna, bearing tlie title, "Investigations on the

Relations of the Nutrient Substances to the Tran-

spiration of Plants." The experiments werecon-

ducted both with fully rooted plants (chiefly with

plants of Indian Corn), and with amputated branches,

especially with branches of Yew. In order to deter-

mine the influence which acids and alkaline salts

exercise on this phenomenon of vegetable life, it was

necessary to ascertain the effects of the acids as such,

and the alkalies as such. The results of the experi-

ments, as far as they went, were—diluted acids acce-

lerate the transpiration of plants, and diluted alkalies

retard transpiration. The experiments with salts of

hme, potash, ammonia, magnesia, &c., demonstrated

in the most decisive manner that the greater or less

transpiration in these salts as compared to that in

distilled water depends upon the degree of concentra-

tion in which they are offered. Very highly diluted

solutions (as 0.05, o. I, 0.2, or 0.25 per cent.) increase

transpiration, whilst concentrations of 0.5 to I per

cent, have a retarding efliect on the transpiration of

water. In solutions of nutrient substances, even

when applied in the same degree of concentration as

the single salts which increased the transpiration, it

was less than in distilled water. Whether it is a

general law that a solution of a nutrient substance

behaves differently from a solution of a single nutrient

salt, whether it is necessary to ofler in a more diluted

form to cause an increased transpiration above that

produced by distilled water, whether the retarding

effect of a solution of a nutrient substance is to be

ascribed to its being a nutrient substance, and other

questions, future experiments will reveal.

Brandies And Wines from China are

articles that we should scarcely have expected to see ;

but a correspondent of the French Society for Accli-

matisation has forwarded samples of various kinds

made in China. We forbear repeating the Chinese

names, and content ourselves with noting some of the

preparations. Under brandies there are Rice and

Cane-sugar brandies of various qualities, also black

Rice brandy and brandy manufactured from the grain

of Oryza glutinosa. Then there are numerous diflerent

kinds, variously flavoured. Thus Rice brandy with

leaves of Bamboo, ditto with Pears, ditto with leaves

of Rosa multiflora, ditto with Lemons, ditto with

Quinces. Cane-sugar brandy with the bark of Aralia

palmata, ditto with Roses, a fermented preparation

of Rice, Dolichos Soja, and leaves of Glycosmis citri-

folia was also sent,

The cultivation and production of Vanilla
seems to be considerably on the increase in Reunion.

Tile last crop, for 1S75-76, was estimated to produce

about 22,000 kilos., which is an advance upon that of

the past five years, the returns showing, for 1S71-72,

13,771 kilos.; 1S72-73, 11,813 kilos; 1873-74,9745
kilos.; and in 1S74-75, 20,872 kilos. It is most

difficult to estimate the extent of the Vanilla crops

generally until the fruits are almost gathered in, on

account of the risks from liurricanes and other causes.

The flowers and blossoms it is said were this year

less abundant than they were last, and the planta-

tions situate between St. Denis and St. Andre, some
of which are important and extensive, suffered con-

siderably from the cyclone of December 22 last. New
plantations of Vanilla are being constantly formed, so

that unless unforeseen calamities occur this product

must gradually increase.

—— Among hardy plants that have value as decora-

tive agents at this season of the year in the open
ground a place can be given to G.-vultheria pro-
CUMBENS—a very small and neat evergreen shrub,

with gaily coloured berries. We have just seen it

growing on the margin of a raised rock-bed of Saxi-

fragas, Sedums, &c. It is planted in peat, and was
for a time fully exposed to the action of the sun, and
then it made but little progress. A flat stone was
then set up edgeways, so as to afford protection from

the sun, and in the cool, moist shade thereby afforded

it is now in excellent character, bearing its drooping

white flowers, and the coral-red berries which have
succeeded the earUer flowers. The leaves, too, are

taking on that pretty brown-red appearance peculiar

to this season of the year. In the same bed is Om-
phalodes Lucile.-e, with its dwarf glaucous growth and
charming flowers, at this season of the year nearly

white in the centre, margined with blue-lilac, instead

ol being wholly lilac-blue as they are in early spring.

It requires a saudy loam or peat, and a cool, moist

position. Like the GauUheria, it is one of those

ex<[uisile gems that few succeed with, but which in

character are indeed "things of beauty." Another
pretty dwarf plant in company with the foregoing is

Linaria alpina, a slender.habitcd plant, having a pecu-

liar foliage of a bluish silvery tint, and violet-lilac

flowers with an orange centre. It is of easy growth in

a light soil that is somewhat moist, and when once

introduced to a garden is not soon lost, as it appears

to shed its seed, and the seedlings grow in early

spring.

At a recent meeting of botanists in Germany,

Professor CoiiN declared that the valuable Curative
Properties of some of the waters ol the warm
springs are due to the presence of certain colourless

algns. That is to say, these organisms generate, or are

the cause of the formation of, the valuable sulphuretted

hydrogen gas, as well as the sulphur precipitated. On
the same occasion Professor PoLECic exhibited the

volatile oils of Heracleum Sphondyliumand Pastinaca

sativa, and coumarin, the product of Anthoxanthum.

By the aid of synthetical chemistry all these substances

can be artificially produced.

' As an item of news we may mention that the

subject of holding a great International Fruit
and Flower Show at the Crystal Palace next year

was discussed at the judges' dinner given there last

week. We also heard a rumour at Dundee that the

great show to be held in the North next year would

probably take place at Carlisle or Newcastle-on-Tyne
;

and we believe it is the intention of the leading horti-

culturists of Dublin to organise a similar exhibition, to

be held in that city on the occasion of the meeting of

the British Association in 1S7S.

Mr. Rowbree, late gardener to Lord

Co^'ENTRV, at Croome Court, Worcestershire, has

been appointed to the management of the gardens at

Garnons, Herefordshire, the seat of Sir II. G.

Cottekill, Bart.

To those who devote attention to Hybridisa-

tion we suggest the possibility, that if mucus from

the stigma of the intended pollen parent is applied to

the stigmas of the plant desired to be fertilised many

difficult crosses might be effected. This, of course,

depends on the supposition that if the pollen tubes are

emitted they may penetrate the style, and that the

foreign mucus is not always congenial for the com-

mencement of growth. Some hybridists may have

experimented on this point, and, if so, it would be

interesting to know with v/hat result. This idea has

frequently presented itself to our mind, and we are

induced to express it from having recently read an

observation by Mr. James O'Brien in the Ganlen of

August 19, that to get pollen tubes for the microscope

it is only necessary to place a sufhcient quantity of

mucus on the slide and apply the pollen. He says

that if one or two drops of nectar are taken from

Lilium speciosum or L. auratum, and not more than

a dozen grains of pollen applied, that in half an hour

the tubes will begin to appear and grow for from one

to two hours, when they will resemble long snakes.

The nectar will soon harden, and being perfectly

transparent, a permanent object is secured by laying

on a thin glass and pressing out air bubbles before

hardening takes place.

With regard to the New Marrow alluded

to by us at p. 303, M. Jean Sisley informs us that he

received in 1874 three seeds of it from M. C. RafariN,

the head gardener of the Paris parks, under the name of

Concombre d'Automne, and since then no one has

been able to give him its proper name, because it is

not a Cucumber but rather a Pumpkin [courgS).

Last year M. SisLEY gathered ten large fruits on one.

plant cultivated without care, between some trees and

'

in a rather half-shaded situation. They measured
'

from 50 to 60 centimetres in length, and about 20 in

diameter. They were gathered in October and kept
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in a cool, airy place, and M. Sisley's family ate

of them till December. They are very good cut up
in slices and fried like Potatus, also cut in small

pieces and cooked like Turnips, with butter or gravy.

M. Henry Viljiorin, to whom our correspondent

wrote to know its proper name, answered that he does

not know it, but that in his opinion it is very near

Cucurbita moschata. lie says that the best time to

.plant it is about June 15. M. Sisley's were sown
in March and planted out in April, and left to

themselves, without any pinching.

Patras, noted at all times for its Currants,
is, we learn, sending large and increasing quantities to

Russia, the Currants shipped to tJiat country being

used for distilling purposes. Nevertheless, by far the

largest quantity find their way to this country, 44,656
tons being exported from Palras last year, while

America took 5956 tons. The actual produce, how-
ever, was much below that of the previous year, owing
to the damp weather that prevailed down to the time

for drying the fruit, the eflect of which was, even on
the finest and richest soil, to cause the fruits to rot

and drop off, or to shrivel on the plants, so that a

considerable portion of the produce was actually lost.

The price obtained, however, has been exceptionally

good, which has quite made up for the deficiency in

quantity.

Mr. Errs informs us that his Peat-Sheds in

and about the railway arches, Loam Pit Vale, Lewis-

ham, were destroyed by fire on Saturday morning

last, and that nothing was saved but about 70 tons of

Peat. The fire was discovered about half-past

2 o'clock in the morning, and when Mr. Ei'i'S was
called up he observed that the fire was in three dis-

tinct parts of the arches, blazing away as if the mate-

rials and consumable matter had been sprinkled with

some inflammable spirits. There can be no question,

says Mr. Eri'S, that it was set on fire, as two large

frames close by, filled with cuttings, were, when the

lights were lifted for air, found to contain a quantity of

half-consumed litter, which had been set on fire. The
glass and woodwork were blackened, and a quantity

of the cuttings pulled out of the pots and destroyed.

There were three engines present, but neither could

be brought to bear on the fire ; and the whole of the

contents, excepting the peat, were nearly or quite

consumed. The property was not insured.

Dr. Michael Gracham, writing to the

Times lately on the subject of the Present Con-
dition OF the Madeira Vineyards and Wines,
says that the growers who replanted the vineyards

after a former destruction by blight have enjoyed but
brief prosperity, for the root-sucking insect, Phylloxera

vastatrix, is spreading general and utter destruction.

In the best situations peasants are already burning in

heaps the trelliswork of their lately beautiful culti-

vation, and in less valuable districts the devastating

process is only one stage less advanced. Around
Funchal there is not one vineyard in vigorous con-

dition, and it is clear that no considerable crop of good
wine is now to be looked for.

We hear from Mr. Turner, of Slough, that

it is his intention to show a fine collection of Tree
Carnations in flower, at the Floral Committee
meeting at South Kensington on Wednesday next.

Corsica, which is so well known for its mines
and marble quarries, possesses also, it is said, forests

of splendid timber, from which wood for building

purposes is cut and exported in large quantities. The
Vine is cultivated very largely, and the Grapes are,

in the opinion of many Continental wine growers, of
excellent quality for wine making, but hitheito, from
want of care and skill in its manufacture, the wine of
the country is mediocre—in fact the vigmiwis cannot
afford to employ skilled labour, or to give time for

the proper fermentation ; they seek only a ready sale

for it as v'm orJiiiairc. The Cedratier, a variety of
Citron, has also been very largely grown of late years,

the prices hitherto realised rendering this branch of
culture most remunerative. The largest plantation in
the island belongs to an Englishman, a retired military
officer, who has planted about 7000, which (if each
tree produces, as often is the case, loo francs worth
of fruit) will be a large undertaking ; bat as his enter-

prise is of very recent date, having started about two

years since, a just estimate of his probable success is

hard to arrive at. Should his hopes be realised, his

example is likely to be followed by many retired

ofticers of the Indian army, who find the climate of

England too severe. Amongst other vegetable pro-

ducts of the island included amongst articles of expor-

tation are Oranges and Lemons, Chestnuts, Olive oil.

Lupins, pitch and tar, Oak bark, and other tanning

Oaks.

We learn that Mr. Alex. McKenzie, land-

scape gardener and garden architect, of I and 2,

Great Winchester Street Buildings, London, E.C.,

has had the honour to receive a magnificent diamond
pin from His Majesty the King of the Belgians, as a

souvenir of his recent visit to Brussels, accompanied
by a letter from his resident Minister—M. Jules
Deyaux—thanking him for the advice he had given

with reference to His Majesty's winter garden at

Laeken.

The Chamber of Commerce of Bordeaux last

month addressed a letter to the Minister of Agricul-

ture and Commerce on the measures to be taken to

check the spread of the Phylloxera, from which
the Economist learns that the Vine disease is extend-

ing more rapidly than ever. "In the department of

the Gironde," we read, "the Phylloxera has shown
itself in many places where it bad never before

appeared, and has assumed a character of much
greater intensity." The Chamber of Commerce adds
that, in consequence, the price of land has fallen one-

half, and that in many vineyards the wine produced

will not be one-tenth of what it used to be. The
gravity of this state of things is apparent in a country

where "commerce, industry, the incomes of the licb,

the wages of the working-classes, and the revenues of

the State, all depend upon the wine industry and its

concomitant businesses."

PUMPKINS.
Whilst strenuous efforts are being made, both by

writing and lecturing, to induce the English people,

in the face of the present price of butcher's meat, to

utilise (afler the fashion of Continental nations) the

products of the vegetable kingdom as articles of food
;

whilst schools of cookery and cookery books en-

deavour to teach that "green stuff" may, with a

proper exercise of culinary skill, be turned into most
delicious and wholesome pUits^ it always occurs to me
at this season of the year as a strange thing that so

little endeavour is made to urge the claims of the

Pumpkin as a nutritious esculent. It is extensively

grown in England—nay, is treasured and petted by
the horticulturist, high and low, and there is great

competition for the rewards given at county and other

horticultural shows for the largest and best grown
specimens, and yet it is never met with by any chance

in any form upon the tables. of rich or poor as an

article of diet. John Dibber, the farm labourer,

grows his Pumpkin in some sunny corner of his

little patch of garden ground, watching daily its

rapid and marvellous increase in size, and ad-

miring it with an air of complacent triumph when
it has attained its full magnitude ; but then what does

he do with it ? Certainly he does not eat it.

Mr. Moneywort, the eminent market gardener, culti-

vates his specimen as a sort of joke, and as a dUass€'

ment amidst his graver and more remunerative

labours, and of course, with his additional resources

of appropriate soil and southern aspect, produces a

finer example of the genus Gourd than John
Dibber. But again, he would scout the idea of

allowing Mrs. Moneywort to think of using it up in

pie or soup for the little Moneyworts ; their acquaint-

ance with the prodigious vegetable, beyond observing

it with admiration, growing on their father's domain,

is limited to its counterfeit presentment when the fairy

godmother, by the aid of the property-man, trans-

forms it into a car for Cinderella in the pantomime.

Timothy Bine, the head-gardener at my Lady
Crackleton's country seat, may draw her ladyship's

attention with an obsequious smile to the rather

handsome specimen he has taken the liberty of allow-

ing to grow on that disused piece of ground against

the great hothouse stove ; but it never enters into my
Lady Bounliful's head to explain during her district

visiting to any of her needy pensioners that if her gar-

dener brings down to them two or three big slices of

the giant Pumpkin he has grown, they can turn them

to account in eking out the contents of their not too

extensively supplied larder. No ! Like many other

of the goods ol this woild, we, with our insular pre-

judice, treat it with contempt, and look at it as

vegetable offal, fit only for the pigs.

This fact surely becomes the more strange consider-

ing the facile intercourse whic'n exists between our-

selves and the Continent. We have but to cross the

Channel to any of the French ports, take a stroll

through Ihejr market-place, and dine at an un-Angli-
cised restaurant, and we can at the right season imme-
diately become acquainted with the value of the

Pumpkin. We shall see probably on many stalls the

beautifully tinted Gourd, placed in a post of honour,
made, in fact, the rallying point of colour, with an
eye to which the French, with their artistic instincts,

arrange their vegetables and flowers, or, indeed, any
wares which they expose for sale. The sunny, yellow-

green exterior will be brought into harmonising con-

trast with its gorgeous golden interior by the dexter-

ous cutting away of a portion of it, the slice or two
lying by its side upon the counter or shelf making a
picture of still life which would excite the admira-

tion and stimulate the pencil of a Lance or

a Mutrie ; whilst if we pay a visit to the

Halles Centrales, of Paris, about the middle of
September, we may witness the reverence with which
King Pumpkin is treated there. A file, surrounded
by much innocent and perfectly French tomfoolery,

is given in his honour. He that has been adjudged,
by a committee of experts told of! for the purpose, as

the noblest of his race, is decorated with wreaths and
garlands of tinsel and gold- foil paper, and is then

placed on a painted board, to be carried round the
market by porters, whilst the assembled multitude of

Les Dames de La Halle, with excited glee, bow and
curtsey in honour of " Le Koi Potiron." When the

ceremony is fairly exhausted the prize Pumpkin is sold

in slices, and goes to form the staple of many a well-

cooked dish, consisting in turns of soups, fries, stews,

and preserves. The custom appears to be one of

considerable antiquity, and oddly enough is main-
tained with the reverence due to the word "king" in

the face of all political changes. Whatever be the

ruling power—imperial, republican, or legitimist

—

" Le Roi Potiron" maintains his ground, never

appearing to create the slightest political excitement.

His courtiers seem all too deeply impressed by his

importance, and too much amused by the gala of

which he forms the centre, to pay the least heed
to his monarchical title or origin.

01 late years, and since .America has been so widely

represented in the French capital, the popular Pump-
kin-pie and Pumpkin-squash of the States have been
largely introduced, originally by one Mme. Busque,

at her little restaurant in the Rue de la Michodi6re,

an establishment much frequented by our cousins from
the other side of the Atlantic. They found out long

ago the merits of the Potiron d'Espagne, Patisson,

Bonnet Turc, Citrouille, Giraumon, and Courge,'as

the French denominate many of the innumerable varie-

ties of the genus Gourd. Most travellers, again, in

Italy must have observed the value accorded to the

huge and beautiful Zucca indigenous to Venice. Grey-

green in colour, they lie piled on the wharves and in

the market like enormous cannon-balls in an arsenal

;

and there is hardly a more picturesque sight to be

met with on the lagunes of the " silent city by the sea
"

than the large boats laden with what, from the estima-

tion in which it is held by the natives, we must call

this fruit. The Venetians are devoted to it. It is

baked and then hawked about the streets by itinerant

vendors, who announce their approach by crying " A
che bariiihe''^—a shout which brings old and young,

men, women, and children, all ready to pay their

ceniesimo for a slice.

The recognition, indeed, which this esculent receives

from all peoples, save our own, should surely make
us pause before we condemn it as useless, except as

a sort of garden ornament or toy. We really might

—particularly considering the hard times, about

which the housewife calls out so loudly just now—for

once in a way condescend to give the Pumpkin a trial

;

we might really say to ourselves,
'

' Does our character

as a cooking people stand so high that we, and we
alone, know what is good and fit for human food ?

Must we really persist in refusing to acknowledge

that there are any virtues or health-giving properties

in all garden Gourds save the Vegetable Marrow of

ordinary domestic life ? We profess, at intervals, to

be anxious to graft on to our own substantial fare an

element of the cuisine bourgeoise, and to complain
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that our middle and lower classes do not adopt

some of the thrifty habits and tastes, diet-wise,

of our lively neighbours. I would say, then,

that we need only have a little more intimate

acquaintance with this same cuisine boiirgeoise

to know that by adopting some of its recipes

for cool<ing the Pumpkin we should have one

very ready means at the present moment of fulfilling

our desire. Personally I cannot give direct informa-

tion as to the cooking of the article ; but this cannot

be difficult to obtain. My object now is to draw the

attention of the housewife to the possibility which the

Pumpkin offers of adding another cheap and nutritious

variety of light food to her bill of fare. A recent ex-

cursion to the Continent h,as impressed me with the

subject, and I feel sure that by ventilating it in your

columns some good will be done, if it be only to put

a bridle upon contemptuous tongues when impelled to

denounce as '* kickshaws " or garbage materials whiclr

form the staple of the nourishment of peoples not

altogether inferior in intelligence to ourselves. It may
likewise bring into light any recipes which your ex-

perienced correspondents possess (or the culinary

treatment of the Pumpkin. I have lately tasted " Le
Roi Potiron" in',various forms, and in each find him
excellent and wholesome eating, not highly exciting

to the palate of the epicure, perhaps ; but I am not

considering this class of feeder—I am thinking of

people who are obliged to accept a dietary which

comes within their means, and who yet desire an

occasional variety from the perpetual Potatos and

greens of the British middle-class kitchen. How
much a Pumpkin, or other unrecognised vegetable

substance, enters into such condiments as marmalade,

Apple jam. Mango chutnec, or other preserves or

pickles, I do not pretend to suggest ; but, finding as

we generally do that these additions to the table are

usually very palatable and good, and having heard

whispers of the use to which King Pumpkin is put

abroad, I only say "why not?" Why should he

not make a good pickle, a good jam, a good con-

serve ? Surely, as I have said, it can be nothing but

our insular prejudice, and, I was going to add, ignor-

ance, which shuts him out so persistently. IV, IV. K,
in " T/w Queen."

THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION.
[The following extracts from Mr. Wallace's

Address to the Biological Section are concluded
from p. 391.]

Birds as Plant-Fertilisers.

But this fact, which at first sight seems entirely at
variance with the view we are upholding, of the important
relation between the distribution of insects and plants, is

well explained by the existence of two species ofhumming-
birds in Juan Fernandez, which, in their visits to these
large and showy flowers, fertilise them as effectually as
bees, moths, or butterflies. Mr. Moseley informs me
that "these humming-birds are extraordinarily abundant,
every tree or bush having one or two dartmg about it."

He also observed thtit " nearly all the specimens killed

had the feathers round the base of the bill and front of
the head clogged and coloured yellow with pollen."
Here, then, we have the clue to the perpetuation of large
and showy flowers in Juan Fernandez ; while the total
absence of humming-birds in the Galapagos may explain
why no such large-flowered plants have been able to
establish themselves in those equatorial islands.

This leads to the observation tliat many other groups
of birds also, no doubt, aid in the fertilisation of flowers.
I have often observed the beaks and faces of the brush-
tongued lories of the Moluccas covered with pollen ; and
Mr. Moseley noted the same fact in a species of Artamus,
or swallow-shrike, shot at Cape York, showing that this
genus also frequents flowers and aids in their fertilisation.

In the Australian region we have the immense group of
the Meliphagidas, which all frequent flowers, and as
these range over all the islands of the Pacific their
presence will account for a certain proportion of showy
flowers being found there, such as the scarlet Metro-
sideros—one of the few conspicuous flowers in Tahiti.
In the Sandwich Islands, too, there are forests of i\Ietro-

sideros ; and Mr. Charles Pickering writes me that they
are visited by honey-sucking birds, one of which is cap-
tured by sweetened birdlime, against which it thrusts its

extensile tongue. I am also informed that a considerable
number of flowers are occasionally fertilised by humming-
birds in North America, so that there can, I think, be
little doubt that birds play a much more important part
in this respect than has hitherto been imagined. It is

not improbable that in Tropical America, where this

family is so enormously developed, many flowers will be
found to be expressly adapted to fertilisation by them,
just as so many in our own country are specially adapted
to the visits of certain families or genera of insects.

It must also be remembered, as Mr. Moseley has
suggested to me, that a flower which had acquired a
brilliant colour to attract insects might, on transferance
to another country, and becoming so modified as to be
capable of self-fertilisation, retain the coloured petals for

an indefinite period. Such is probably the explanation

of the Pelargonium of Kerguelen's Land, which forms
masses of bright colour near the shore during the flower-

ing season, while most of the other plants of the island

have colourless flowers, in accordance with the almost

total absence of winged insects. The presence of many
large and showy flowers among the indigenous flora of

St. Helena must be an example of a similar persistence.

Mr. Melliss, indeed, states it to be "a remarkable pecu-
liarity that the indigenous flowers are, with very slight

exceptions, all perfectly colourless ;

"* but although this

may apply to the general aspect of the remains of the

indigenous flora it is evidently not the case as regards

the species, since the interesting plates of Mr. Mi^lliss"

volume show that about one-third of the indigenous
flowering plants have more or less coloured or con-

spicuous flowers, while several of them are exceedingly

showy and beautiful. Among these are a Lobelia, three

Wahlcniaergias, several Compositcc, and especially the

handsome red flowers of the now almost extinct forest

trees, the Ebony and Redwood (species of Melhania,
Byttneriacene). We have every reason to believe,

however, that when St. Helena was covered with
luxuriant forests, and especially at that remote period
when it was much more extensive than it is now, it must
have supported a certain number of indigenous birds

and insects, which would have aided in the fertilisation

of these gaily- coloured flowers. The researches of Dr.

Hermann Miiller have shown us by what minute modifi-

cations of structure or of function many flowers are

adapted for partial insect and self-fertilisation in varying
degrees, so that we have no difliculty in understanding
how, as the insects diminished and finally disappeared,
self-fertilisation may have become tlie rule, while the

large and showy corollas remain to tell us 'plainly of a
once different state of things.

Another interesting fact in connection with this sub-
ject is the presence of arborescent forms of Composiln^
in so many of the remotest oceanic islands. They occur
in the Galapagos, in Juan Fernandez, in St. Helena, in

the Sandwich Islands, and in New Zealand ; but they
are not directly related to each other, representatives of
totally different tribes of this extensive order becoming
arborescent in each group of islands. The immense
range and almost universal distribution of the Composites
is due to the combination of a great facility of distribu-

tion {by their seeds) with a great attractiveness to

insects, and the capacity of being fertilised by a variety

of species of all orders, and especially by flies and small
beetles. l"hus they would be among the earliest of
flowering plants to establish themselves on oceanic
islands ; but where insects of all kinds were very scarce
it would be an advantage to gain increased size and
longevity, so that fertilisation at an interval of several

years might suffice for the continuance of the species.

The aborescent form would combine with increased
longevity the advantage of increased size in the struggle

for existence with the Ferns and other early colonists,

and these advantages have led to its being independently
produced in so many distant localities, whose chief

feature in common is their remoteness from continents,

and the extreme poverty of their insect life.

As the sweet odours of flowers are known to act in

combination with their colours as an attraction to insects,

it might be anticipated that where colour was deficient

scent would be so also. On applying to my friend Dr.
Hooker for information as to New Zealand plants, he
informed me that this was certainly the case, and that

the New Zealand flora is, speaking generally, as strikingly

deficient in sweet odours as in conspicuous colours.

Whether this peculiarity occurs in other islands I have
not been able to obtain information, but we may cer-

tainly expect it to be so in such a marked instance as that

of the Galapagos flora.

Glandular Structures.

Another question which here comes before us is the
origin and meaning of the odoriferous glands of leaves.

Dr. Hooker informed me that not only are New Zealand
plants deficient in scented flowers, but equally so in

scented leaves. This led me to think that perhaps such
leaves were in some way an additional attraction to

insects, though it is not easy to understand how this

could be'except by adding a general attraction to the
special attraction of the flowers, or by supporting the
larvae, which as perfect insects aid in fertilisation. Mr.
Darwin, however, informs me that he considers that

leaf-glands bearing essential oils are a protection against
the attacks of insects where these abound, and would
thus not be required in countries where insects were very

scarce. But it seems opposed to this view that highly
aromatic plants are characteristic of deserts all over the
world, and in such places insects are not abundant. Mr.
Stainton informs me that the aromatic Labiatre enjoy no
immunity from insect attacks. The bitter leaves of the
Cherry Laurel are often eaten by the larvce of moths
that abound on our fruit trees, while in the Tropics the
leaves of the Orange tribe are favourites with a large

number of lepidopterous larvre ; and our northern Firs

and Pines, although abounding in a highly aromatic
resin, are very subject to the attacks of beetles. My
friend Dr. Richard Spruce (who while travelling in South
America allowed nothing connected with plant life to

escape his observation) informs me that trees whose
leave? have aromatic and often resinous secretions in

immersed glands abound in the plains of tropical

America, and that such are in great part, if not wholly,
free from the attacks of leaf-eating ants, except where
the secretion is only slightly bitter, as in the Orange
tribe. Orange trees being sometimes entirely denuded of
their leaves in a single night. Aromatic plants abound
in the Andes up to about 13,000 feet, as well as in the
plains, but hardly more so than in Central and Southern

' Melliss' S(. Helena, p. 226,

Europe. They are, perhaps, most plentiful in the dry
mountainous parts of Southern Europe ; and as neither

here nor in the Andes do leaf-eating ants exist Dr. Spruce
infers that, although in the hot American forests where
such ants swarm the oil-bearing glands serve as a pro-

tection, yet they were not originally acquired for that

purpose. Near the limits of perpetual snow on the

Andes such plants as occur are not, so far as Dr. Spruce
has observed, aromatic ; and as plants in such situations

can hardly depend on insect visits for their fertilisation

the fact is comparable with that of the flora of New
^

Zealand, and would seem to imply some relation between
*

the two phenomena, though what it exactly is cannot
yet be determined.

I trust I have now been able to show you that there

are a number of curious problems lying, as it were, on
the outskirts of biological inquiry which well merit atten-

tion, and which may lead to valuable results. But these

problems are, as yon see, for the most part connected with

questions of locality, and require full and .accurate know-
ledge of the productions of a number of small islands

and other limited areas, and the means of comparing
them the one with the other. To make such comparisons
is, however, now quite impossible. No museum con-

tains any fair representation of the productions of these

localities, and such specimens as do exist, being scattered

through the general collection, are almost useless for

this special purpose. If, then, we are to make any pro-

gress in this inquiry it is absolutely essential that some
collectors should begin to arrange their cabinets primarily

on a geographical basis, keeping together the produc-
tions of every island or group of islands, and of such
divisions of each continent as are found to possess any
special or characteristic fauna or flora. We shall then

be sure to delect many unsuspected relations between
the animals and plants of certain localities, and we shall

become much better acquainted with those complex re-

actions between the vegetable and animal kingdoms, and
between the organic world and the inorganic, which
have almost certainly played an important part in deter-

mining many of the most conspicuous features of living

things.

New Applications of Telegraphy,

In the United States Telegraphic Department I saw
and heard Elisha Gray's splendidly worked out electric

telephone actually sounding four messages simultane-

ously on the Morse code, and clearly capable of doing
yet four times as many with very moderate improvemenls
of detail ; and I saw Edison's automatic telegraph

deUvering 1015 words in 57 seconds
;
this done by the

long neglected electro-chemical method of Bain, long

ago condemned in England to the helot work of record-

ing from a relay, and then turned adrift as needlessly

delicate for that. In the Canadian Department I heard
" To be or not to be"— " there's the rub," through an
electric telegraph wire

;
but scorning monosyllables, the

electric articulation ro;e to higher flights, and gave me
passages taken at random from the New York news-
papers : "S.S. Cox has arrived " (I failed to make out
theS.S. Cox), "the City of New York," " Senator Mor-
ton," "The Senate has resolved to print a thousand
extra copies," "The Americans in London have re-

solved to celebrate the coming4th of July." All this my
own ears heard spoken to mewith unmistakable distinct-

ness by the thin circular disc armature of just such

another little electro-magnet as this which I hold in my
hand. The words were shouted with a clear and loud

voice by my colleague-judge Professor Watson at the

far end of the line, holding his mouth close to a stretched

membrane, such as you see before you here, carrying a
Httle piece of soft iron, which was thus made to perform
in the neighbourhood of an electro-magnet in circuit

with the line motions proportional to the sonorific

motions of the air. This, the greatest by far of all the

marvels of the electric telegraph, is due to a young
countryman of our own, Mr. Graham Bell, of Edinburgh
and Montreal and Boston, now becoming a naturalised

citizen of the United States. Who can but admire the

hardihood of invention which devised such very slight

means to realise the mathematical conception that, if

electricity is to convey all the delicacies of quality which
distinguish articulate speech, the strength of its current

must vary continuously, and, as nearly as may be, in

simple proportion to the velocity of a particle of air

engaged in constituting the sound.

loiiie ODoras|oiikiice.

A Pomological Society.—Now that the Royal
Horticultural Society seems to be on the point of

dissolution, may I suggest to those interested in the

culture and improvement of fruits and vegetables the

advisability of forming a society for the encourage-

ment of those objects alone. Or, to take fruit only:

a Pomological Society exists in France and across the

Atlantic, is there not plenty for one to do here ? I

would be the last to separate Flora and Pomona if they

went well together, but I fear when associated the

former gets the lion's share of attention, probably on
account of her superior powers in attracting the

multitude. But surely, from a national point of view,

fruit-growing is the more important. Vou have
recently pointed out that with our increasing popula-

tion and the enhanced price of meat fruit must at no
distant period enter more largely into our diet.

And yet our principal supply comes from abroad.

The Royal Horticultural Society has no doubt done
good work in the testing of new kinds at Chiswick,

but how far could it go in that direction with that
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millstone. South Kensington, hanging about its neck ?

What gardeners want is a society independent of

pleasure-grounds and palaces, aquariums and brass

bands, that would take up the improvement of our

fruit from pure love of the subject, and endeavour to

embrace growers of all classes. How few of us would

grudge an annual guinea for the sake o( having access

to a good fruit garden where all standard sorts were

grown and correctly named, and new kinds planted

ior trial, and also for admission to shows in their

season (not the London season, when only those having

glass by the acre can hope to set up a good collection),

but the time when you are likely to find the objects

in the best condition and in the greatest numbers ! If

twenty years old. When shown it was S feet high

and 7 by 6.V feet in diameter, with from 250 to 300
flowers in different stages of growth upon it. To
retain the health and vigour required to produce such

plants at the great age of nearly twenty years, and to

all appearance only just in the prime of life (for it

certainly never looked more robust), requires great

care and attention, and cannot be expected except

from those who make it one of their chief studies.

Grapes not Colouring.—I am an anxious in-

quirer, like your correspondent, Mr. Saul, on this

subject, but my area is not confined to LadyDowne's.
Both her ladyship and her freakish cousin, Black

bunches as ripe as Black Hamburgh ; White Fron
tignan, three very delicious, but small ; Royal Musca-
dine, eight, but also small in berry ; Gros Colman
eleven beautiful bunches. This last seems as steady ;

bearer as the Black Hamburgh. The Golden Ham.
burgh seems as uncertain as the Muscat of Alexandri;

giving me only two small bunches. I hope with M
Saul that more experienced growers will explain this

defective colouring this season, as such explanations
are, to amateurs, the most valuable reading in your
journal. Ayrjh'm. [Our correspondent seems to have
misunderstood Mr. Saul, whose Grapes, when ripe,

were parti- coloured, as sometimes happens from re-

version or some freak of Nature, Kds ]

Fig. 87.—hybrid Chinese rose, Paul terras, as grown ang exhibited ly Mr. charles turner.

some of our leading men would endeavour to establish

such a society, on as broad a basis as possible, I think

they would lind plenty of support. Nemo.

Mr. Turner's Pot Rose, Paul Perras. —
The accompanying woodcut (fig. 87) was taken

from a photograph of the pot Rose, Paul Perras

(H.C.), which formed one of the group of twelve

specimens exhibited at the Royal Aquarium in May
last by Mr. Charles Turner, of Slough. The Roses

staged on that occasion (in conjunction with those of

Messrs. Paul & Son) were acknowledged by all who
saw them to have been the finest and most highly

cultivated group of plants ever placed before the

public. The plant before us was purchased some ten

years ago from Messrs. Lane & Son, and, judging from
the size it then was, must now be from sixteen to

Alicante, of which 1 have two plants each in their

second year of bearing, are behaving most discredit-

ably. Plenty of bunches—say eight or nine on each

of the four—have half of their fruit quite green, and

the other half black as coal, though small in berry, and

not nearly ripe, though steadily fired since the middle

of February. I carefully followed the directions of

Mr. Thomson, Clovenfords, in the mixture for ray

borders, which are enclosed and Portland cemented.

My Black Hamburghs have all done well, but are

almost all copper-coloured instead of blacken-

ing, and I see our fruit shops have almost all theirs of

the same hue, though quite ripe. The Duke of

Buccleuch gave me two small bunches last year, but

none this, though the Vine is strong, and the wood
short-knotted ; Muscat of Alexandria only one small

bunch ; Buckland Sweetwater, twelve beautiful

Luculia gratissima.—This is well represented

at Knowsley on the back wall of the conservatory. It

is a large, healthy plant, and will in a short time be

covered with hundreds of beautiful flowers. This

graceful flowering plant is not nearly so much seen

about as its merits deserve, and it is evidently not

because of its difficult culture, for in the hands of

many it is a very manageable plant. The main thing

in its culture seems to be—give it room, and prune

little or none. H. A".

Orchid Culture.—Mr. Murton desires a little in-

formation respecting Dendrobium Dalhousianum. He
says that most of the Dendrobes do well with him,

but this one is an exception. Well, as a rule, when
this is imported, the growths, which are very stout

and hard, generally average 3 feet long, occasionally
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Ihey may be found 4 feet ; the roots will be found to

be massed close and hard together, and to sever it

from the spot where it had been growing the knife

must have been used. The mere fact that the roots are

so close and hard and matted so much together seems

to me to indicate that the water cannot, under any

circumstances, remain long around the young growths,

whilst the dark colour of the bulbs indicates a

good amount of sunlight. I should suggest to your

correspondent to try it in a pot with very little soil

about it ; let the pot be raised above the majority

of the other plants, and placed where it can obtain a

stronger light whilst growing than is to be advised in

the case of the greater number of the Dendrobs. Give

it plenty of water, but be sure and keep it out of the

young growths, and, whilst growing, a good supply

of heat ; in fact, this will stand more heat than almost

any of the others. If it can be placed in a house

where less moisture is kept up than in the Dendro-

bium-house it will grow and form fine strong bulb?.

When all other means have failed, I have fixed plants

on blocks, and found them to come round and form

fine strong growths with a much less disposition to

damp off than is observable when grown in a pot.

W. Swait.

Cracking of Grapes.—It is evident that the

Madresfield Court Black Grape does well in many
places, though in all cases special treatment has not

been adopted to meet its requirements. I have seen

this Grape grown in many places where it has ripened

and coloured well, with berries of great size, and no

cracking seen ; and this has been done while others in

the same house were far from being ripe ; conse-

quently, the usual treatment with heat and moisture

in abundance was going on. By many growers this

Grape is valued much as a mid-season kind, and not

at all despised for early forcing. Some of the finest

examples I ever saw of Madresfield Court were grown

and exhibited by Mr. Finlay, gardener at Wroxton

Abbey. I have seen the fine samples exhibited at the

international shows held in Glasgow, Edinburgh and

Manchester, and at Dundee lately, but none were

superior to those referred to. The same excellent

Grape grower produced marvellous examples of

Golden Champion, three bunches of which weighed

16 lb. some ounces, with berries of immense size, and

no " spot " could be detected. The Vine they were cut

from was inarched on a Black Hamburgh, and about

2 feet of the Champion w.as attached to the Hamburgh.
Whether that might influence the produce or not I am
unable to say, but I have long had strong faith in the

influence of certain stocks over the Vines grafted or

inarched on them ; though soils, I fear, have more to

do with the success or non-success of Grape growing

than has generally been credited. Annexed is the

analysis of some soil in which I can get anything to

make abundance of roots, especially Vines in pots,

but the wood and foliage come weakly and pale-

coloured ; and I should be glad if some of your corre-

spondent, with a lar_^er amount of scientific know-
ledge than myself, would point out what'is deficient in

the soil. Another sample, of which I have the

analysis, when mixed with this gives all the necess.ary

vigour for the development of wood and foliage, but

then roots are not so abundant. The soil consists of

—

Stones and gravel S-io

Moisture .. .. £.33
Organic matter 3.63

Fine Boil -. .. S2-94

Freed from stones and gravel, it has the following

composition :

—

Insoluble silica and silicates 77 43"
Moisture S.250

Org.inic matter 4-50
Soluble silica o.soo

Peroxide of iron 4-037

Alumina 3-704

Lime . . . . •

.

o 399
Potash 0.089

Soda 0.107

Sulphuric aciJ 0.086

Phosphoric acid .. .. .. .. .. 0.119

Chlorine .. .. .. .. .. .. 0.031

Carbonic acid . . . . o. 564

09.266

M. Titntle, Impney Hall.

Seaside Trees and Shrubs. — Vour corre-

spondent, Mr. Brehaut, in writing about seaside trees

and shrubs, does not mention the Sea Purslane, a

glaucous-leaved shrub (Portulacaria), employed uni-

versally in the South-west for hedges, for which its

close growth eminently fits it. Also the Sea Buck-

thorn and the Cotoneaster niicrophylla, growing in

North Devon within 10 feet of the sea, almost on a

level with high water ; and the Rosemary. None of

these are in' the least affected by the sea spray. East

Somerset. [Does not our correspondent mean the Tree

Purslane, Atriplex Halimus ? Eds. ]

Madresfield Court Muscat Grape.—In reference

to your remarks on the above Grape at p. 367, will

you permit me to mention a very fine sample I have

lately seen growing in a late vinery at Bolton Hall,

near Bedale. One Vine in particular is carrying six-

teen bunches of splendid fruit on a rod. The berries

are very fine, and there is not the least sign of crack-

ing. The border is all inside, and is made up of the

usual mixture of loam, lime rubbish, bones, and a good

sprinkling of charred garden refuse. The loam was

taken from the carboniferous limestone. Mr. Roberts,

the gardener at Bolton, informs me that this Grape in-

variably does well with him, better even than Lady

Downe's, Alicante, and Barbarossa, which occupy

the same house, and carry good crops of fine fruit.

Other things being equal, may not the soil have much,

if not all, to do with this variety of Grape being so

capricious? H. J. Clayton, Grimstcn GanUns, Tad-

caster.

Folklore.—"They are not 'jorrock,' " i.e. "ntjtto

be depended upon." I send you this to me new piece

of folklore (Somerset), trusting it may be likewise

new to your readers. East Somerset. ["That is not

jonock " is a phrase that we have heard used in

Shropshire, in the sense that it is not fair or straight-

forward. Eds.]

Peach Growing against a Trellis.—The few

Peaches (Royal George) I send herewith are for your

approval. They show the average size, quality, and

fl.ivour of Peaches grown entirely without the direct

aid of a wall. They are planted at the distance of

12 feet from a south wall, and trained against a rough

trellis without any protection whatever more than that

of an ordinary covering of tiffany to protect the bloom

during the spring frosts. On the same tree as these

were gathered from, I had four dozen Peaches

much of the same size and quality. On another

tree, grown on the same principle, there are from

six to seven dozen fruits. I may add that I have

grown them on this system successfully for the last

four years, thus showing how to get an abundant and

lasting supply of this much-appreciated and luscious

fruit without much extra expense where a south wall

already exists. G. Profit, The Gardens, Drayton

Hall, West Drayton. [The fruits received were very

creditable specimens. Eds.]

Vegetable Marrovy Preserve.—I can add my
testimony to "A. D.'s" statement regarding Vege-

table Marrow preserve. I have preserved three 6 lb.

fruits, and I think I have never tasted anything that I

have more appreciated, jf. C.

Chenopodium Bonus Henricus : English
Mercury.—This plant is worthy of more general

attention than it at present receives. It is scarpely,

if at all, known out of Lincolnshire, to which county

it is indigenous, and where it is extensively cultivated

by the farmers and cottagers. It is a delicious vege-

table for early spring use, .and, if well supplied with

manure, yields an abundant crop from April until the

end of June. It comes in earlier than Asparagus, and

some people even prefer it to that vegetable. In

preparing it for use it should be cut in the ground

in the same way as Asparagus, the bottom leaves

having been stripped off, washed and tied in bundles.

In cultivation it is very easy to manage. It will grow

anywhere, and under almost any kind of treatment

;

but to have it in fine condition the ground should be

rich and well supplied with manure. The rows should

be I foot apart, and the same distance should be

allowed between every root. The plants should not

be cut too much till thoroughly established. As it

naturally springs from the ground very early, there is

every reason to believe that it might be forced.

Win. Bardiuy, IFesl Deriy. Liver/ool.

Pampas Grass.—I often wonder that this beauti-

ful grass is not more extensively grown than it is.

One reason, I suppose, for this is, that many people

imagine it to be tender, notwithstanding the many
assurances of your correspondent to the contrary. It

may not be generally known that it is easily raised

from seed, and young plants, with liberal treatment,

soon make good specimens. We have plants here

five years from the seed-bed that are throwing up
from twenty to sixty spikes of blooms, varying accord-

ing to soil and situation. They also display a great

variety of colour, some being of a beautiful pink,

others very wide and branching, from 9 to 10 feet

high. We planted several this spring round a piece

of ornamental water, and although very wet and damp
they are making themselves thoroughly at home in it,

and are throwing up a great number of spikes. .V

good hole was got out, and they were planted in

common garden soil, otherwise all around them i?

nothing but clay puddle. Several very large clumps

were also planted on the site of an old thorn hedge,

but it was very late in the spring before we got them

removed ; still they stood the dry summer well, and

although later in making a start, I counted on one to-

day sixty-five spikes. A pair that grow one on

each side of my cottage door, close to the Coventry

and Warwick road, attract much of attention—one

has eighty-two spikes, the other fifty-three. They
are of the white variety, and have been planted about

five years, but are not seedlings. %>se/</i Murdoch, Gr.

to C. F. Trepplin, Esq., Green Heys. War-.mek.

The remarks of " A. F. S." at p. 369 have

induced me to count the flower-spikes on two large

old plants we have in the flower garden here. On
one plant there are eighty spikes, and on the other

fifty-eight. Both plants are about equal in size, but

the one with eighty spikes is growing in a much
damper situation than the other. J. Carter, The

Gardens, Arlington Court, Barnstaple, Dami,
I have had as many as ninety- five spikes

on one plant, and eighty-six on another. They

stood on each side of the entrance walk to the

flower garden at Picton Castle, Pembrokeshire. They
grew in stiff loam, about 4 feet deep, where some

large trees had been grubbed up ; they were planted

seven years ago, and had increased in size every year.

Up to the time I left the one that had the ninety-five

flower-stems was whiter and more upright than the

other ; I think this was the female plant. The flower

stems were 12 feet high in the centre of the plant. C,

Fletcher, Hollo'.amead, Teignmouth, Daon,

Severe Frost in August.—Owing to pressing

business I forgot until too late for your last issue to

reply to your editorial note as to the accuracy of my
thermometer with regard to the severe frosts regis-

tered here on August 22, 23, and 24, and published

in your issue for September 16, p. 369. Sly glass,

which is self-registering, and attended to by myself, I

procured this year from James ^^eitch & Sons, Chel-

sea, and on comparing about a dozen others with it I

find only 1° difference in the whole ; so there can.be

no doubt as to its being trustworthy. Frost was also

registered at several neighbouring gardens, but not so

severe as here. F. Bedford, Strajjan Gardens, Co.

Alldare.

Notes on Melon Culture.—Your correspondent

at p. 401 says, in reference to the Melons going off:

" We subjected them to a close examination, but

could find nothing to account for their untimely

death;" and then remarks, "My experience since

tells me that the soil was of too light a nature for the

production of good Melons," and gives a description

of the soil which he has found to suit them. Now
three years ago, in Kent, I used just the sort of soil he

describes as most suitable, yet as soon as the fruits were

as large as cricket-balls the plants died, and from

disease—not the new, but the old. There was no

mistake about that, yet to an unpractical eye no disease

was apparent, and I had a hard matter to convince

my then employer (who was a hard-headed man) that

it was disease. I have not had it since, although I

had previous experience with it ; and although your

correspondent could find nothing to account for his

going off, I feel satisfied it was the Melon disease,

which no soil will prevent. iVilliam Armstrong, Gr.,

Denhani Court, Bucks.

Economy in Fire-heat.—In reading over Mr.

Fish's article on the above subject (see p. 360) it

occurred to me that a few remarks on the means of

economy might be acceptable to some of your readers.

A great deal depends on the construction of the

boiler, and the way it is set. The boiler which pre-

sents the greatest amount of surface exposed to the

direct radiation of the fire is the best, as radiant heat

from a glowing furnace is of much greater value than

any amount of hot air and smoke passing through a

number of flues in the boiler, to make room for which

the inside arch next the furnace is generally contracted

to a large extent, reducing the surface exposed to the

radiation to a minimum, so as to give a number of in-

ternal flues in which to gather soot, which becomes

condensed in them, forming a thick coating on the

iron, and acting as a very powerful non-conductor of

heat. Then the most of those internal flues are small

enough originally, but when thickly coated with soot

are decidedly too small to allow a proper draught

from the furnace, and a good draught is very important,

(_>f course flues can be cleaned, but are seldom kept very

clean. Now let us look for a moment at the supposed

superiority ofthe many-flued boiler over the plain saddle

boiler. A good saddle is made with a flatter arch

than usual, so as not to leave much space from the

fire to the crown of the boiler, and should be set with

a casing all round the outside, of firebrick, divided into

three flues—the heated air passing back along both

sides, and then back into the chimney along the top.

Doubtless Messrs. New & Improved will say this is

very old-fashioned, and that a lot of the heat is wasted

on the brickwork ; the question becomes then. Is it

wasted? The brickwork gets heated, radiates the

heat back on to the outside of the boiler, dries or

burns the soot passing over it, depositing it in a fine

whitey dust in the bottoms of the flues, leaving the

iron clean and capable of communicating the heat to

the water, not to mention the superior draught in
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Emma Melon, and one Golden Perfection Melon. The
wording of the schedule, as will be seen, is somewhat
vague, and by the allusion to black and white
Grapes it might be read to imply that distinct varie-

ties of fruit were required ; but even this is not
imperative, except by a stretch of imagination as to

the meaning of the words in the schedule, which no
judge had a right to indulge in. If Mr. Jones, or

any other exhibitor, had chosen to stage eight varieties

of fruit, all of the same kind, I maintain that, according
to the wording of the schedule, as it does not stipulate

for distinct kinds, he could not be disqualified.

What right then had the judges to disqualify Mr.
Jones' collection because it contained two Melons,
which were quite distinct, as were all his other
dishes ? In judging at horticultural exhibitions, as in

other things of a kindred nature, those who adjudi-

cate may differ in their estimate of the various pro-

ductions brought before them, but they are bound to

be guided by the rules laid down for the guidance of
the exhibitors and themselves as to what is admissible
for competition, otherwise, as in the present case,

flagrant injustice is certain to follow. True, in this

instance the judges acted on the principle of "break
bis head and then give him a plaster," by awarding
Mr. Jones a handsome extra prize ; but that did not
rectify the mistake. T. Baines.

Grape Judging at Southport.—Mr. Hinds com-
mences with a misstatement of facts, which, when
found no longer tenable, he judiciously withdraws,
but by an ingenious insinuation still seeks to establish

and substantiate, for, however credibly he was in-

formed, it is nevertheless untrue and incorrect. That
there might be a want of knowledge and judgment is

possible, and that we were neither by practice nor
experience qualified to judge correctly or award the
prizes may be equally true. All this and incapacity
may be justly criticised, but when Mr. Hinds leaves
the legitimate field of criticism, and charges the judges
with wanton carelessness, I utterly repudiate it on
behalf of myself and colleagues. Thomas Spied, The
Gardens, Chatsuwth.

The New Form of Lilium auratum.—I had
the pleasure of seeing, indeed of carrying, on its way
to town, the gorgeous Lily described by you at p. 399.
I believed it to be tlie true crimson-banded L. aura-
tum (rubro-vittatum) of the Japanese drawings and
o( the Revue Iloiiieok of some six years ago (the last

from a poor specimen). It was a noticeable fact that
while the flowers were of the fine flat saucer-like, but
little recurved form, of the finest variety of L. auratum,
which usually has broad leaves, this Lily had narrow
leaves. What has often been bought and sold as L.
auratum rubro-vittatum is no more like the true form
than are the thin flimsv-petalled straggly Dutch seed-
lings sold in Covent Garden Market as L. speciosum
like the true stubby compact solid-petalled brilliantly

coloured old true species which, till lately at least,

happily survived in quantity at Mr. Waterer's, at

Knap Hill. If Mr. Moore's suggestion, that L.
Krameri is a hybrid, of which L. auratum is one of
the parents, is correct, we see where the beautiful
colour comes from. George F. Wilson, Heatherbaiik,
IVeybridge Healh, Sept. 25.

We notice in the Gardeners' Chronicle of last

week, p. 399, your report on a Lilium, supposed to

be new. We cannot, however, doubt, from the
description, that it is the rare form of Lilium auratum
introduced by our Dr. Wallace from Japan in 1868,
and which we have since procured in small quantities
from time to time. Our description of it in our last

and former catalogues is as follows :

" Lilium rubro-vittatum, called by the Japanese
Ben-e-sugc, or King of the LiUes. This grand Lily is

very scarce even in Japan, where it is highly valued ; the
flower resembles in size and shape that of Lilium aura-
tum, but the yellow colour of the broad band running
down the centre of the petals is replaced by a deep rich
scarlet, which, contrasting with the pure white ground
colour, produces a magnificent effect ; the spots are
numerous, as in L. auratum, and of a rich reddish tint.

Our last advices fromjapan are as follows ;— ' Ben-e-suge
I am afraid I cannot get, the only holder of these is ask-
ing 30J. to 42J. each for inferior bulbs, and will not
guarantee them.' We know that of late years imported
bulbs of this rare but magnificent species have been
extremely rare, and that it is almost impossible to obtain
them."

It is so rare that we have seldom more than three or
four bulbs, that we know to be the true kind, to offer

each season ; its name and description is, however,
frequently to be met with in catalogues (often a reprint

from our own), but we question very much if there are
at the present time twenty bulbs of this well-marked
variety in Europe. A form of L. auratum, not un-
common, with a tinge of crimson at the tips of the
petals, and continued perhaps half-way down, is the
kind commonly sold under this name. We send you
our water-colour drawing of the first which flowered
in Colchester, taken by an artist in the town, and which
is not overdrawn or overcoloured. Our possession of
this beautiful Lily is well known, and Mr. Barr is

quite able to confirm the above statement. Our
object in thus troubling you is not only to prevent a

multiplicity of names for one variety (enough con-

fusion already exists), but also to make known that

there is such a Lily, although it has frequently been
said that it only existed in imagination. The Neio
Plant and Bulb Company, Colchester. [The drawing
from Colchester is quite distinct from the Lily

referred to by us last week, differing in having the

base of the band yellow, and the more funnel-shaped
flower. In the Lily we described the red bar extends

to the very base of the segments, and is darkest,

almost black, at the base. Eds.]
Your description in last week's Gardeners

Chronicle of a Lily said to be new reminds me very
much of that given of L. rubro-vittatum, and I

should not be surprised to learn that they are iden-

tical. The species I name is said to be very scarce,

but a quantity of bulbs were sold under the hammer at

Covent Garden on March 9 last under that name,
and I purchased one lot and was disgusted to find on
flowering that they were only L. auratum, fur it

simfle, with not even a crimson blotch. Mr. Ilors-

man, of Colchester, cautioned me against buying
them for L. rubro-vittatum ; he said they might be
good, high-coloured flowers, but he very much
doubted their being L. rubro-vittatum, as bulbs in

Japan were so scarce and difficult to procure at 2
guineas each ; and events have since proved the cor-

rectness of his opinion. I should much like to hear
how the other purchasers fared. D. J\. JF.

Orchids in September.—My house is adorned
with the following at a time when Orchids are said to

be out of season :

—

Vanda muUiflora (small flower.
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way or other), new mains, if any, and, in fact, the

whole expense of discarding an old system for a new
one ? Dues it not strike your correspondents on

p. 400 that the annual interest for this amount should

l^e placed on the debtor side of the lime account before

a truthful balance-sheet can be drawn up for the

guidance of the public ? Some six months ago I took

up a portion of your space in asking for this, but

every one then, as now, treated this very important

question pretty much as if it were a maelstrom—leaving

one to suspect the cost as being too serious for ex-

posure. Why do the parties alluded to by "Old
Bob Ridley *' keep so silent ? If it is the system that

has failed with them why not say so, as a warning to

their fellows, or do they wish for companions in

misfortune? If, on the other hand, the failures have

been caused by local conditions, or circumstances over

which the Cowan Company, perhaps, had no control,

why, in fairness and common justice, do they not say

so? Why was it they could only *'jast keep out

frost at Trentham ?" and had " difficulty in keeping

up heat at Garston?" Is the glowing heat in the kiln

at the latter place, so enthusiastically spoken of by Mr.
Fish, a mere sham—a phantom, as some who have
written against the system would tempt one to fancy ?

If so, what success had they at Hatfield? After they
** put bars over the kiln's mouth, and fired up under the

saddle in the old way," there was a grand opportunity

of testing the comparative value of the two systems
both as to heating power and compensation. I hear
that Downie & Laird have done the same thing with
their kiln, and get a much better heat than with lime.

Here are two parties who can, if they will, do more
towards clearing away the mist and fog from the

whole question than any we have before met with.

The Cowan Company sent out a printed balance-sheet

from Garston which spoke favourably of the system in

a pounds, shillings, and pence sort of view. But
why for one month only ? What about the remaining
eleven of the year? A balance-sheet from Uamiltons,
Carlisle, would be very interesting, now that they are

doing away with the kiln, and going back to the old

system, in order to improve their heat. Why not put
bars over the kiln mouth there, and chronicle the

result? It strikes me that, by pushing the matter a
little, we are in a fair way of getting this limekiln

question properly ventilated, and especially if those
who have experienced the system will only speak
fearlessly and to the point according to the result of

their experience, no matter whether for or against

it. It would also be very desirable to know who,
amongst its advocates, have shaies in the company.

A little more than twelve months ago, after

satisfying myself of the capabilities of this system
of heating to perform its work satisfactorily, I

obtained consent to adopt it here, and I am glad
to say that it has given us the most unqualified
satisfaction. For the past ten months we have not
only had our heat free of cost but a small profit

besides. As to its efficiency I think too much cannot
be said in its favour, as its heating power is intense.

We have attached to the apparatus here between 3000
and 4000 feet of 4-inch piping, which is used for heat-
ing a stove and other houses for plant growing, as
well as ranges of fruit-houses for early and late forc-

ing, and nothing could be more satisfactory than the
efficient manner in which the requisite temperature is

kept up in each house. The water has to travel nearly
700 feet from the boiler to the farthest point before
returning, which is a very good test, I think, of the
amount of heat that the kiln is capable of giving off.

Were it not that the water has to travel so far throuijh
these houses, and that our Pine-pits are some 200 feet

away from the range in another direction, I would
have no hesitation in adding on the piping in them
also. No small recommendaton in favour of the
limekiln system of heating I think is that no night
attention is necessary, as my experience is that the
temperature, instead of falling off", rises a little, per-
haps a degree or two, through the night. E. Ejtuis^
G)\ to the Earl of Portariinston^ Rmo Park, Queen's
County.

As this system ofheating has been adopted here
for oyer twelve months, I beg to inform Mr. Clayton
that it has done its works in every way satisfactorily.

The kiln was first charged and lit on April 2S, 1875.
and from then till now has heated four vineries and
one pinery, in all rather more than 2200 feet of 4-inch
pipe, and, I believe, is capable of doing much more.
Now for expense of heating : The total cost of culm,
coke, and carriage of same amounts to ^95 \2s. ^d. ;

the quantity of lime burned, 2760 barrels, which at
2j. per barrel, the market value, comes to /"isS, I
may state that we have to pay dear for culm and
coke—the former 20^. per ton, the latter 35^. per ton
—the carriage of 20 tons of culm being £Ki \qs., all of
which is included in the ^95 \2s. \d. I do not put
any charge for limestone, it being plentiful in the
place and of the best description. I only use coke
when the weather is very severe, and when all the
houses require a rather high temperature. The heat
from the kiln is steady and continuous. There is no
dust or disagreeable smell caused by the lime

burning. Edward Gfor^e, Gr. to the Earl of
Clancartv, dtrbally, Pa^lmashe, Ireland.

I have used a limekiln here for the last three
years to heat over 2000 feet of 4-inch piping, and it

has done the work to my perfect satisfaction, even
with some of our pipes at the distance of 550 feet from
the kiln. I consider it the best system of heating
that I have ever tried, and it has b^en my lot to work
most of those that have been in use for the last sixteen

years. I confess that I had grave doubts in my own
mind before I saw it at work as to how a limekiln
could ever be anything but a nuisance in a garden,
with all the smoke and dirt which are the general
accompaniments of the open kiln. However, so com-
pletely has Mr. Cowan overcome all that is disagree-
able about it that, instead of a nuisance, it is quite
the reverse. David Grierson, Dromore Castle Gardens^
Kenmare, Co. Kerry,

If "Old Bob Ridley" will furnish his correct
name and address I will answer his curt inquiries

respecting the Hatfield kiln to his satisfaction, but I

wish to give my two successors a chance to have their

say on the subject before I reply to any one. " Old
Bob Ridley" will get no reply from me unless his

name is given in these columns. E. Bennett, Rabley.

I am glad to be able to inform "Old Bob
Ridley" that I am still at Moore Abbey, and if he
will give me a call I will explain the working of the

limekiln to his entire satisfaction. Circumstances
over which I had no control prevented me from
making my promised statement ; but I shall be glad
to give him any information he may require about it.

P. Wadds, Moore Abbev,

goticcs 0f gadis*
The last issued number of the Illustration

Horticole contains coloured figures of Marattia attenu-

ata, a Fern from New Caledonia, with a short stout

caudex, from which proceed some five or six fronds,

each 3 to 4 feet in length, the blades tripinnate, the

ultimate segments lanceolate. This is undoubtedly a

very handsome Fern. Another plate is devoted to

the illustraiion of Acalia gracillima, a very elegant

plant, which has been frequently exhibited this season

in London. It is clearly a variety of A. Veitchii, and
when belter known will probably, thinks M. Fouruier,

turn out to be a Pseudopanax. Azalea Madame M.
de Ghellinck De Walle is a sport from A. striata

formossissiraa ; its flowers are of good form, salmony
rose, striped and edged with while. In the same
number mention is made of the distillation of water
from the leaves of Amorphophallus (Proteinophallus)

Rivieri, which has been observed in Colocasia.

A copy of A Short Treatise on the Potato

and Cucumber Disease, in the form of a four-page

circular, and bearing date 1S73, has been sent to us

as an example of the treatise advertised at p. 37S, to

be sent on receipt of 2s. bd. worth of stamps. We
need only saj', as a guide to our readers, that it is a

most illiterate production, and that we should by no
means consider it a bargain at the price named.

Reports of Societies.
The International Potato Exhibition at the

Alexandra Palace : Sept. 2S and 29.—The Inter-

national Potato Exhibition committee's second venture

has, in spite of the relative drawbacks of a dry season,

proved even more successful than their first, and if

tnere are not more dishes of tubers staged than
last year there is at least a much superior aver-

age quality, and no lack of size. Relatively

the Southern growers are behind the Northern
men both in size and that finish which is insepar-

able from complete maturity and healthy growth.

Still farther the comparative absence of disease has
left sound most of the finest tubers, and thus in no
sense is size, quality, or variety wanting. In method
of arrangement and place of exhibition matters were
exactly as last year ; four double tables and two side

tables running the length of the noble concert-room

being entirely filled with Potatos, and the introduc-

tion down the centres of some neat dwarf ornamental
plants adding greatly to the general effect and beauty

of an exhibition of the popular esculent such as has
never yet been excelled.

Taking the classes as named in the schedule, the

premier one of twenty-four dishes for the Palace Com-
pany's prizes naturally claim first attention, and here that

well-known amateur grower, Mr. Porter, of Old Mel-
drum, N.B,, was placed 1st with, perhaps, one of the

finest and handsomest collections of that number of

dishes ever staged, the polish and fineness of skin so

peculiar to the northern-grown samples being most
marked. His collection included, of white rounds, Ex-

ceUior, Rector of Woodstock, Model, and Purlie—

a

Northern or local kind. White kidneys were repre-
sented by Snowflake, King of Potatos, Champion,
and Ashtop Fluke ; coloured kidneys by Purple Ash-
leaf, Wonderful Red, and Napoleon or Belvoir
Kidney; and coloured rounds by Scotch Blue (very
clear and richly coloured), Red Emperor, Golden
Eagle or Wellington, and Rintoul's Striped Don.
With samples less in size and hardly so highly finished
came 2I that well-known Kentish grower, Mr. James
Pink, of LeeCourt, Faversham. His collection was
one of which any grower might well have been
proud, and, remembering the difficult season, was not
less creditable to him as a Southern grower than were
Mr. Porter's. Mr. Pink had very pretty samples of
Early Oneida (a red-striped American kind). Red
Emperor, Ruby {a handsome American sort).

Hundredfold Fluke, Bountiful, and Scammel's Glory
(a long, flit kind, much tinted with purple) ; and of
white sorts. Rector of Woodstock, Bresee's Prolific,

Coldstream, Giant King, Magnum Bonum, and Head-
ley's Nonpareil. Mr. Lye, Cliff House, Devizes, came 3!
with several of the above-named kinds, and samples
of Lye's Favourite, a singularly handsome white
round, with pink-blolched eyes ; Blanchard, Prince
of Wales, a bright scarlet kidney; Bountiful, Model,
E irly Kemp, and Rector of Woodstock. Mr. P.

McKinlay was placed 4th, with a collection extremely
even and handsome, bat not up to his usual form ;

and Messrs. Lott & Hart, of the Whitehill Nursery,
Faversham, were 5th. There were fifteen collections

shown in this class.

The class of eighteen varieties, for which the
splendid cup, value 10 gs., given by Messrs. Sutton
& Sons, of Reading, was the ist prize, brought a
wondrous competition, there being no fewer than
twenty-four entries. Here Mr. G. Donaldson, of

Keith Hall, Inverury, N.B., who took this firm's

ist priz£ last year, was again placed 1st with a superb
lot of nuble tubers. He had, prominent, Eirly Hands-
worth, (same as Porter's Excelsior), Red Emperor,
Scotch Blue, Snowtlake, Bountiful, Rector of Wood-
stock, The Countess, a handsome long red kind

;

Early American Rose, Bresee's] Prolific and Peerless,

Yorkshire Hero, and King of Potatos. Mr. W.
Finlay, Wroxton Abbey, near Banbury, was 2d with
a very handsome collection, which included
Hundredfold Fluke, Edgcote Lapstone, Model,
Willard, Rector of Woodstock, Snowflake, Scotch
Blue, Salmon Kidney, and Paterson's Princess

Louisa. Mr. J. Pmk was here 3! with a neat

medium-sized lot. Mr, G. T. Miles, of Wycombe
Abbey, was 4'h, with a pretty lot, rather lacking the

Northern polish, and including, of sorts not before men-
tioned—Schoolmaster, Barron's Perfection, and Red
Fluke. Mr. Miiier, of Northdown, Margate, was
5th, having in his collection the finest dish of Blan-
chard in the show.

Class C, for twelve English varieties, the prizes

given by James Abbiss, Esq., President of the Com-
mittee, had eighc collections only, Mr, Porter again
coming to the front with a very handsome lot, which
included sorts mentioned in his twenty-four dishes.

Mr. Ironside, Keith Hall Gardens, Inverury, came
2d, having fine Handsworth Early, Scotch Blue,

Countess, and Yorkshire Hero. Mr. Mmchin, of

Hook Norton, was 3d, having good Bountiful,

Magnum Bonum, and Perfection Kidneys, and a

capital dish of Blanchard. Mr. James Pink was 4th,

with a neat collection, in which Flourball was
admitted as an English kind.

Class D., for twelve American varieties, the 1st prize

in which was given by Messrs. Daniels & Co., of

Norwich, included eleven lots of exhibitors, the

samples iDeing fairly good, but as a rule coarser than

the average English kinds, Mr, Pink was here 1st

with good medium samples of Ruby, Early Rose,

Brownell's Beauty, Early Vermont, and Onieda,
coloured kinds ; and Goodrich, Snowflake, Peerless,

Eureka, Climax, and King of the Earlies, of white

sorts. Mr. Lumsden, of Bloxholm Hall, SleaforJ,

was placed 2d, with larger but rather coarser samples,

including the purple C.iUao, Willard, and Alpha,
the best dish of this variety in the show. Mr. Mmchin
came 3d, with a good clean lot ; and Messrs. Lott

& Hart were placed 4ch.

Class E., for nine kinds, the whole of the prizes in

which were given by Mr. J. Coutts, of Covent Gar-
den, brought nineteen collections ; and Mr. Porter,

with some more superb examples, was again placed

Ist. His collection included beautiful dishes of

Salmon Kidney, Scotch Blue, King of Potatos, and

Ashtop Fluke. Mr. William Finlay, of Wroxton
Abbey, near Banbury, placed 2d, had fine clean

samples of Striped Don, Ashtop Fluke, King of

Potatos, and Hundredfold Fluke. Some of these had

undergone a scrubbing of the most severe kind, and

the skins had almost disappeared in the process, Mr.

Farquhar, of Fyvie Castle, Aberdeenshire, was 3d,

having good samples of Model, Early Dimmick, and
Brownell's Beauty. Mr. Ironside was 4th.

Class F. consisted of six sorts, in competition for a

silver cup offered by Messrs. James Carter & Co.,

and other prizes given by the committee brought
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twenty-eight collections, Mr. Porter being agaio

placed 1st. His samples here were Purple Walnut-

leaf, Red Emperor, Porter's Kxcelsior, Climax, Ash-

top Fluke, and King of Potatos. This was the best

collection of six kinds in the entire show. Next in

order as 2d came another Northern grower, Mr. D.

Littlejohn, of Corsendale House, Aberdeen, who had

superb samples of Purple Ashleaf, King of Potatos,

Smitn's Early, Champion Kidney, Early Handsworth,
and Emperor. Mr. Miles, of Wycombe Abbey, was
placed 3d with a handsome collection that included a

fine dish of Schoolmaster ; Mr. W. Finlay being 4th.

In class G. the 1st prize was ofiered by the Lawsnn
Seed Company, the exhibits being three rounds and
three kidneys. The competition here wasmore limited,

Mr. Porter coming ist, Mr. Littlejohn 2d; Mr.

J. Pink 3d, and Mr. W. Finlay 4lh : in this last

collection appeared a very handsome dish of the

White Emperor, a sort well known in the locality of

Banbury.
Class H. was devoted to four vaii;ties, the

prizes being given by Messrs. H. Hooper & Co., of

Covent Garden. Here there were no less than twenty-

five lots staged—the competition being very keen. Mr.
Miller, of Margate, took the ist prize with handsome
samples of Ashtop Fluke, Snowflake, Red Emperor,
and Breadfruit. Mr. Lumsden was 2d, having Red
Emperor, Prince Teck, Porter's Excelsior, and
Ashtop Fluke. iThe 3d prize was awarded to a nice

collection to which no name was attached j the 4th
going to Mr. G. Reynolds, of Horsham.

Class J., for two dishes of English kinds, the prizes

—given by Mr. J. H. Freeman, of Pinner—was for

two English kinds only, Mr. W. Finlay coming in 1st,

with good examples of Lapstone and Rector of Wood-
stock ; Mr. Frisby, of Blankney Hall Gardens, Slea-

ford, taking 2d prize, with Lapstone and Porter's

Excelsior ; Mr. Lumsden coming in 3d, and Mr.
Littlejohn 4th.

Class K., for two dishes of American kinds, one
round and one kidney, brought a rather miscellaneous

collection of Transatlantic sorts—a new name, Mr.
Carwell, of the High Street, Lewes, coming to the

front with medium-sized samples of Bresee's Prolific

and Snowflake ; a somewhat curious decision on the

part of the judges, seeing that these two varieties are

so exactly alike in form of tuber that they must be

both either rounds or kidneys, or neither. Mr. Far-

quahar was 2d, with Snowflake and Vermont Beauty
—Mr. Pink coming 3d with the same sorts, and Mr.
Lumsden was 4th.

Class L., for a single dish of white round kinds

—

the prizes being given by Messrs. Harrison &, Sons,

of Leicester—brought thirty-two dishes. As ast year,

Mr. Porter was again 1st, with handsome samples of

his Excelsior ; Mr. Bennett, of Enville, coming 2d,

with a capital dish of Schoolmaster ; Mr. Farquhar,
with roundish samples of Snowflake (a sad oversight

on the part of the judges, as Snowflake cannot be both
round and kidney), was 3d ; and Mr. Ross, of Welford
Park, Newbury, was placed 4th, with a dish of his new
kind, Criterion, a handsome netted-skin variety.

Class M., for a single dish of coloured rounds, had
thirty-six entries, many very rough indeed, the prizes

being awarded to Messrs. Lumsden, Ironside, Far-

quhar, and Ross, in the order named, all for Red
Emperor. The prizes in this class were given by Mr.
R. Dean, of Ealing.

Class N,, for the best dish of any white kid-

ney, included thirty lots, Mr, Reynolds, of

Horsham, being Ist, with a long, handsome sort

named Devonshire Kidney ; Mr. C. Mcintosh, of

Corsendale, Aberdeen, coming 2d, with Headley's
Nonpareil ; Mr. Lumsden 3d, with Ashtop Fluke ;

and Mr. W. Finlay 4th, with Edgcote Lapstone.

Class D., for a single dish of coloured kidneys,

brought twenty-eight exhibits, and consisted largely

of American kinds. Some bad judging was here

visible, rather rough samples of Early Vermont,
shown by Mr. Ragerley, of Newark, being placed 1st

;

Late Rose, shown by ftlr. Miller, 2d ; and a splendid

dish of the Purple Ashleaf, shown by Mr. Porter, 3d.

A beautiful dish of Garibaldi, a handsome red kidney,

shown by Mr. Ross, was strangely overlooked.

The classes for Ashleafs, Regents, and Victorias,

single dishes of each, calls for little comment, the prizes

going entirely to exhibitors whose names have already

been mentioned. But few of the samples were of

average exhibition quality, and this sop to the market
growers will doubtless cease as it began this year.

We are enabled to give only a hasty notice

of the large collections staged, not for competition, by
Messrs. James Carter &: Co., who also had some re-

markable Gourds and fine plants of the Brazihan

Beet ; Messrs. Harrison, of Leicester ; Messrs.

Daniels, of Norwich ; Mr. Monro, of Potter's Ear,

&c., all of which added materially to the effect of the

exhibition. The stimulus to growers given by the

show last year is now made plainly apparent, and if

the exhibition is still conducted in a right spirit,

without doubt it will become a permanent autumn
institution.

Some remarks upon new kinds that received cer-

tificates must stand over until next week.

Crystal Palace ; SipL 21, 22, and z-iy,—For some
years past the autumn fruit show at the Crystal

Palace had the character of being one of the best held

either in or near the metropolis, but from some cause

or other, probably that they did not pay, the prize

list has been cut down from time to time to so low a
scale that the show has dwindled in the same ratio

—

to one of almost insignificant proportions. This year

it was smaller than ever, but although this is a poor
year for hardy fruits, we believe the show would have
been much more extensively patronised by exhibitors

had they known sooner that the fruit show at the

Westminster Aquarium would not have been held.

That the latter would have been a grand show as

regards quality and extent there can be no doubt,

most, if not all of the leading growers having been
keeping back for it, and—but it is no use grumbling
over spilled milk, we shall not see the good things

this year, and there is an end of it. Next year the

growers would do well to take the matter into their

own hands, by organising an exhibition worthy of the

name, and which shall be placed beforehand well out

of the pale of the " big dividend " bogey.

In the first class, for a collection of fruit, so small

were the prizes ofiered that there was no competi-
tion ; but in the second there were nine competitors,

and the prizes were awarded to Mr. Neighbour, gr. to

C. Wythe, Esq., Bickley Park; Mr. Bones, gr. to

D. Mcintosh, Esq., Havering Park; and Mr. Bur-

nett, gr. to Mrs. Hope, The Deepdene. Mr. Neigh-
bour's collection consisted of clean, well-ripened but

small Muscats, and good Black Alicante Grapes,

Violette Hdave Peaches and Pine-apple Nectarines,

Magnum Bonum Plums, and a Golden Perfection

Melon— all of fairly good quality. The 2d prize col-

lection included some fair Muscats and Black Ham-
burghs, the latter very uneven in berry ; and some
really good WUliams' Bon Chretien Pears. The most
noticeable dish in the collection from Mr. Burnett,

was one of highly coloured fruits of the Early Craw-
ford Peach. The display of Pines was the best thing

in the show, beating by a long way those staged lately

at Dundee. In the class for a single fruit of the

Queen variety, Mr. T. Bond, gr.. The Beeches, Wey-
bridge, was 1st, wilhahandsomefruit, weighing 61b,4oz.

;

and Mr. J. Akehurst, gr. to S. Copestake, Esq., The
Grove, Kentish Town, came in 2d, with a fruit 4.I lb.

in weight. In the any other variety class Mr. Ward,
gr. to T. N. Miller, Esq., Bishops Stortford, came in

1st with a beautiful Charlotte Rothschild, weighing
S lb. A nice Smooth Cayenne, shown by Mr.
Plummer, gr. to R. Thornton, Esq., Canon Hill Park,
Merton, was 2d ; and a tall, sugarloaf-shaped variety,

named Alhacachi, from Mr. Toomer, gr. to W.
Knowles, Esq., Streatham, was 3d. Amongst nine

competitors with three bunches of Black Hamburgh
Grapes there was not a first-rate sample. The dish

that took the 1st prize, and which was shown by Mr.
Cooper, gr. to M. Yeatmans, Esq., Shawfield,

Bromley, were fair in size of bunch, well-coloured,

and carried a nice bloom, but were very uneven in

berry. The 2d prize went to Mr. Crane, gr. to Mrs.
Green, Logshill, Chislehurst, who had larger bunches
and berries, but they were not so well finished. The rest

were very poor. In the corresponding class for Muscat
of Alexandria there were five competitors, and the

highest prize was most easily won by Messrs. H.
Lane & Son, Berkhamstead, who had large and
beautifully finished bunches. The 2d prize went to a
much smaller but splendidly coloured sample from
Mr. Pepper, gr. to G. W. Norman, Esq., Bromley
Common ; and the 3d to some nice bunches, only
wanting in colour, from Mr. Cole, The Grove Vine-
yard, Feltham. In the any other white Grape class,

the Ist prize was won by Mr. Toomer, who had
certainly a very beautiful sample of Foster's Seedling

—neat even bunches, of a rich rosy amber tint of colour,

A fair sample of Buckland Sweetwater, from Messrs,

H. Lane & Son, were the next best. The last-n?med
firm stood 1st in the corresponding class for black
Grapes, with a first-rate sample of Alicante.

Of Peaches and Nectarines the display may be
said to have been very good for the season—twenty
fine dishes of the former and twenty-two of the

latter being staged. Another very fine dish of the

Early Crawford Peach from Mr. Burnett was the 1st

in its class, an extra 1st being awarded to Mr.
HoUiday, gr. to James Norrls, Esq., Castle Hill,

Bletchingly, who had a fine sample of Salway.
Capital dishes of Reine des Vergers, from Mr. Gold-
smith, gr. to P. C. Hardwick, Esq., Hollanden, and
Violette Hiltive from Mr. Penfold, gr. to the Rev.
Canon Bridges, Beddington, were respectively 2d and
3d. The Nectarines generally were small, but well-

coloured. The Pine-apple variety shown by Mr. James
Neighbour, the Downton by Mr. Penfold, and EIruge
by Mr. Jordan, gr. to J. Bonstead, Esq., Wimbledon,
were respectively the best in the order named.
Some fourteen green - fleshed Melons came under
adjudication, and the best were a hybrid shown by Mr.
O. Goldsmith, gr., Polesden Lacey; the Heckfield
Hybrid, sent by Mr. Ford, gr. to J. Megaw, Esq.,

Windermere House, Norwood; and Conqueror, from
Mr. Penfold. Scarlet Gem, from Mr. HoUiday, was the

best of fifteen in that class,followed by Hutley's Hybrid,
from Mr. Glasscock, gr. to F. Banbury, Esq., Shirley

House, Croydon ; and Eclipse, from Mr, Penfold.
The finest of five dishes of Figs was one of Brunswick,
from Mr. Chisholm, Boughton Place, Maidstone.
The class for Morello Cherries was very poor, but the
one for a single dish of Plums was very well contested

:

out of nineteen dishes the finest were of Coe's Golden
Drop, from Mr. Neighbour ; Transparent Gage, from
Mr. Coulter, gr. to L.J. Baker, Esq., Haydon Hall,

Eastcott ; and Jefferson, from Mr. Dean, gr. to

G. W. L. Gower, Esq., Titsey Place, Limpsfield,

and which took the prizes in the order named. In a

good class for three dishes of Plums nice samples of

Green Gage, Jefferson and Coe's Golden Drop,
shown by Mr. Holder, gr. to W. Balston, Esq.,

Springfield, Maidstone, were placed ist.

The Apple and Pear classes were well contested,

but the specimens generally ran rather small. The
best four dishes of dessert kinds were contributed by
Mr. Webb, Culham House, Calcot, Reading, the

sorts being the Cornish Gilliflower, Ribston Pippin,

Astrachan, and Cox's Orange Pippin, the latter being

very small but the others of nice quality. King of

the Pippins was splendily shown in the 2d prize col-

lection, from Mr. Fanning, gr. to Madame Digby,

The Convent, Roehampton ; and Cellini was the best

variety shownin the 3d prize lot, staged by Mr. Tenfold.

First amongst fifteen competitors with three dishes of

dessert varieties was Mr. Bush, gr. to Lady Hume
Campbell, High Grove, Pinner, with capital samples

of Dumelow's Seedling, HoUandbury and Hawick
King, a large smooth, greenish-coloured variety.

Beauty of Kent, Warner's King, and Hawthornden
were the winning varieties of the next prize, Mr.

Murrell, Coleman's Lodge, Prittlewell, being the

exhibitor. Mr. Webb and Mr. Penfold were also

winners in this class. Amongst the sorts well shown
in other collections were the Kentish Fillbasket,

Blenheim Orange, Lord Suffield, Nelson's Glory,

Beauty of Kent, Alfriston, Lord Nelson, Gloria

Mundi, Cox's Pomona, Dumelow's Seedling and
Cellini. The best three dishes of dessert Pears in a

class which included seventeen competitors were sent

by Mr. W. Holder, and comprised Williams' Bon
ChiL-tien, Jersey Gratioli, and Theodore Mare, all

of fine quality. Mr. Penfold came in 2d with

Souvenir de Congies, very fine ; Beurre d'Amanlis,

and Williams' Bon Chretien. The heaviest dish of

Pears exhibited was one of Calabasse Grosse, weigh-

ing 7 lb. 2 oz. The only exhibitors of pot Vines

were Messrs. H. Lane & Son, Berkhamstead, who
took a 1st prize with fine examples of Foster's Seed-

ling and Black Alicante. Prizes were ofifered for

vegetables, to be competed for by cottagers, but the

result was by no means satisfactory.

Cut flowers in the form of Dahlias, Gladioli, and

Asters, were well shown for the season. A splendid

stand of thirty-six spikes of Gladioli was shown in the

open class by Messrs Robertson lS; Galloway, of

Glasgow, who well maintained the supremacy they

have achieved in the cultivation of ihia flower by

coming in an easy 1st ; Lork Hawke, Wiglich Park,

Tadcaster, being 2d, with a capital collection.

In the amateurs' class for twelve the 1st

prize also went to a Scotch grower, and a good

grower, too—Mr. Campbell, Cove Quadrant,

Gourock ; Lord Hawke being again 2d, and Mr.

Julius Sladden, Chipping Norton, 3d. The finest

spike shown was in Lord Hawke's collection of twelve

—one of Beauty of England, with fourteen fully

developed flowers. Mr. James Betteridge, of Chip-

ping Norton, was the leading exhibitor of Asters, and

he staged four pretty selections, named Blushing

Bride, Piincess Royal, Princess Alice, and Tom
Thumb Oxonian, which were awarded First-class

Certificates, but surely in error, as, except for adver-

tising purposes, what good can such awards do ? The
Dahlia classes were not well contested, but Mr.

Turnershowed some fine flowers in two classes, and had

no difl'iculty in securing the highest awards in both in-

stances. Mr. I lenry Coppin, The Rose Nursery, Shirleyja

was next best man. Mr. Turner also contributed threT

boxes each of bouquet and bedding Dahlias, a ve!i

interesting assortment, and also a dozen blooms eacl

of Chris Ridley and Edith Turner—the former thfl

best new flower we have seen for a long tim^
being large in size, full of quality, and of a ricH

glowing crimson colour—the latter white, shaded witH

canary-yellow. Both were awarded First-class Ceq
tificates. Mr. Rawlings, Romford, was also

exhibitor of some fine blooms. The best varietia

shown in the competing classes were George Goodallj

Flag of Truce, Captain Webb, Henry Turner, Bn
'

maid. Arbitrator, Cremorne, Royal Purple, Acrni

of Perfection, Henry Walton, James Cocker, Samuq
PHmsoU, Leah, John Standish, Mrs. Boston, Jarafl

Service, Ovid, Nelly, Prince Arthur, Willie Eck
ford, Mrs. Standish, Mrs. Henshaw, Queen C
Beauties, Princess, Laura Haslam, Mrs. Saundei^

Polly Perkins, &c.

In the miscellaneous class extra prizes were awarded

to Mr. Turner for the bouquet and bedding Dahliar

above-mentioned and for boxes of fine cut Roses ; to
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Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, for fine collections of
Roses and Apples ; to Messrs. Kelway & Son, for a
collection of Gladioli ; to Messrs. W. Paul lV- Son,
Waltham Cross, for half-a-dozen boxes of cut Roses ;

to Mr. Webb, Calcot, for a collection of Nuts ; to

Mr. Horton, gr. to C. A. R. lloare, Esq., Kelsey
Manor, Heckenham, for some fine specimen Ferns

;

to Mr. Foreman, gr. to T. Sheppard, Esq., Lawrie
Park, Sydenham, for a dozen admirably grown
Cockscombs ; and to Mr. Rawlings for a collection of

Dahlias.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT BLACKHEATIl,LO>JD0n,
For the Week ending Wednesday, Si;pt. 27, i8;6.
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—.\ very fine warm day. Clear after 10
and thick fog in morning.

-Very fine and clear till night, thei

Warm
—Dnil and showery till 2 p.m. : fine and clear after.

Overcast at midnight.
-Dull and wet morning. Fine afternoon. Cloudy

and occasional rain in evening. Gale of wind at
night,

-A fine day. partially cloudy. Strong wind.
-Dull and cloudy, with occasional rain. Fine at

-Overcast, dull, and damp throughout. Rain in
early morning.

During the week ending Saturday, September 23,
ill tlie neighbourhood of London the reading of the
barometer at the level of the sea increased from 29.64
inches at the beginning of the week to 30.39 inches
by the morning of the 2oLh, decreased to 29. S6 inches
by about mij.day on the 23d, and was 29 93 inches
at the end of the week. The mean reading for the
week at sea level was 30 07 inches, being 0.29 inch
above that of the preceding week, and 0.06 inch
above the average.

The highest temperatures of th© air ranged from 72°
on the 22d to 67]'' on the 23d ; the mean value for
the week was 6S|°. The lowest temperatures of the
air varied from 43^° on the 21st to 55^° on the 23d ;

the mean value for the week was 48.^°. The mean
daily range of temperature in the week was 20^-°, the
greatest range in the day was 28.^°, on the 21st, and
the least 12°, on the 23d.

The mean daily temperatures of the air and the
departures from their respective averages were as
follows:— 17th, 56'.6, o^ ; iSth, 57°. r, + o°.7;
9th, 56', 0°; 20lh, 55°.6, - o°.2; 2Ist, 55°.5,
0'

; 22d, 59', + 3°.7; 23d, 6o°.4, -f 5'.2.

Tile mean temperature of the air for the week was
57°. 2, being 1^.3 above the average of sixty years'
observations.

The highest readings of a thermometer with
blackened bulb in vacuo, placed in sun's rays were
123° on the iSth, 119!° on the 22d, and I14J' on the
23(1, on the 20th the reading did not exceed 98°.

The lowest readings of a thermometer on grass, with
its bulb exposed to the sky, were 38° on the 21st, and
•lo^on the igih, on the 23d the lowest reading was
4S"; the mean value for the week was 42.^°.

The direction of ihe wind was W.S.W. and S.E.,
and very gentle in motion. The weather during the
week was fine and somewhat warmer. Fog pre-
vailed on the 20th, 2ist, and 22d, and distant thunder
was heard on the 17th and 23d. Rain fell on three
days in the week, the amount collected was o°.3o
inch.

In England, the highest temperature of the air

observed by day was 75^° at both Manchester and
Eccles ; at Portsmouth 63V' was the highest tem-
perature ; the mean value from all stations was 70^'.

The lowest temperature of the air observed by night
was 41 J" at Eccles; at Portsmouth 50^ was the
lowest temperature in the week ; the general mean
from all stations was 451°. The range of temperature
was the greatest at Eccles, 34°, and the least at Ports-
mouth, 12;,'' only; the mean range of temperature
from all stations was 25{'. The mean of the seven
high day temperatures was the highest at London,
Bristol, Cambridge, Manchester, and Eccles, all about
69°, and the lowest at Bradford, 6iJ° ; the mean
value from all stations was 66^ The mean of the
seven low night temperatures was the lowest at Hull,

47\ , and th: highest at Portsmouth, 53^ ; the general
mean from all stations was 4gV'. Ihe mean daily

range of temperature was the greatest at London,
Bristol, and ICccles, all about 20^°, and the least at

Portsmouth, 9^ ; the mean daily range of temperature
from all stations was 16;

'.

The mean temperature of the air from all stations

for the week was 56.;°, being x),' below the value for

the corresponding week in 1S75. The highest was
581° at Manchester, and the lowest was 543° at Hull
and Bradford.

Rain fell on five days in the week at Truro, Bristol,

and Nottingham, and on three and four days at most
other stations. The amounts ranged from 2 inches at

Leicester, and \\ inch at Truro and Bristol, to one-
tenth of an inch at Bradford ; the average fall over
the country was six-tenths of an inch.

The weather during the week was fine and much
milder. Fog was generally prevalent on the 19th,
20lh, 2ist, and 22d ; and thunderstorms occurred at
Truro and Manchester on the 23d inst.

In Scotland the highest temperatures of the air

ranged from 6S° at Paisley to 58^° at Aberdeen ; the
mean value from all stations was 64°. The lowest
temperatures of the air varied from 40" at Diindee to
46'' at Aberdeen ; 'he general mean from all stations

was 434 ^ The mean range of temperature in the
week was 20,'.

The mean temperature of the air for the week from
all stations was 54)°, being 3° higher than the value
for the corresponding week in 1S75. The highest
occurred at Glasgow, 554", and the lowest at Aber-
deen, 53'.

The fall of rain was pretty general over the country ;

the amounts, however, were small, and varied from
half-an-inch at Glasgow and Greenock to one-tenth
of an inch at Aberdeen ; the average fall over the
country was four-tenths of an inch nearly.

At Dublin the highest temperature of the air was
704°, the lowest 45i°, the range 25^°, the mean 57I,
and the fall of rain 0.46 inch.

JAMES GLAISHER.

The Basicet Question Again : A Covent
Gakdln SijUAliULE.

—

Jcicohs V. Dmtoit,—At the

Westminster County Court on Monday last, this case

came before Mr. Judge Bayley, in which both plaintiff

and defendant were salesmen in Covent Garden
market —the former sueing the latter to recover the

sum of ;^2i owed for goods supplied on an account

stated. The plaintilT (for whom Mr. Tassraan,

solicitor, appeared) stated that he had made repeated

application for payment of his account, which as the

defendant would not pay he put it into the collector's

hand. The charges were fair and reasonable, nor

were any of the items in the account disputed, and

the defendant had paid /16 7.t. dd. into Court. The
plaintilf's collector being called said that he waited

upon the defendant and was told to return at 10 o'clock

on the following day, when he should receive a cheque

for the amount, instead of which the witness was told

to go to the County Court, in consequence of which the

present summons was taken out on the following day.

The plaintiff being recalled, said that after he had

taken out these proceedings the defendant became so

very violent and abusive that he was obliged to give

him into custody, but the magistrate at Bow Street

dismissed the summons.

The defendant (being called) said that he waited

upon the plaintiff for the purpose of paying him his

account if the plaintiff would credit him with

;^4 2.S. (>d. worth of tickets for baskets now produced

in Court. The defendant denied any further liability

than the money paid into Court ; he had offered the

plaintiff his money, but he refused to take it.

The plaintiff's solicitor said that this was after the
present proceedings had been brought, as the sum-
mons was taken out the day after the collector had
called.

In cross-examination the defendant admitted being
summoned on a second occasion to Bow Street and
being fined for riotous conduct, and that he was at

present under bond to keep the peace.

Mr. Tassman addressed the Court, urging that

had the tickets for the baskets been produced his

client would undoubtedly have paid for them, but this

was never done ; whereupon the learned Judge, after

reviewing the facts of the case, said he must rule in

favour of the defendant, as if the tickets were given

up to the plaintifl now, the defendant could bring a

counter action for their value ; but he should not allow

costs, as in this instance each party must pay their

own.

(Enquiries.
-Bacolie tJutt questiuJUtk nntch shall lear

137. The Yellow Mulherky.—Can any of your
correspondents tell me why the yellow Mulberry is

so rarely seen? As it grows in Russia, it must be
hardy here. £ait Soinerset.

Answers to Correspondents.
Black Currants : Sadsmjn. " Gazles " is a populaj
name for the Black Currant in Kent and Sussex, but
we should hardly think " the educated classes " recog-
nise or use it.

Climbers for High Wall Trellis : M. Latham.
We should recommend Roses F^licit^ perpetn^,
Gloire de Dijon, Gloire de Bordeaux, Belle Lyonnaise,
Cheshunt Hybrid, Glory of Waltham, Climbing Aimee
Vibert, fWve d'Or, Climbing Jules Margottin, and
Climbing Victor Verdier ; Clematis montana, Jack-
manni, and lanuginosa ; Forsylhia Fortunei, Bignonia
radicans major, Jasminum nudiflorum, and Berberid-

opsis corallina.

Cucumber Disease : J. E. Barnes. We cannot be
answerable for what appears in our advertising

columns.

Henley Horticultural Show : Errata. In the

report of this show, at p. 403, it is stated in error that

the prizes for eight Ferns were awarded in the order

named to Mr. Good. Mr. Smith, and Mr. Castle,

whereas Mr. Castle should have been credited with

the ist, and Mr. Good and Mr. Smith respectively

with the 2d and 3d prizes. For the best specimen

plant in tloaer Mr. Smith was ist and Mr. Good 2d.

Horticultural Directory : J. C. Pubhshed at

171, Fleet Street, E.G.

Ivy on the Thames Embankment: R. G. F. The
common Irish Ivy—Hedera Helix canariensis.

Ladies' Tresses : Rex. Spirantbes aestivalis.

Liliu.m auratum : W. Cunningham. Quite hardy.

Let the bulbs alone.

Names of Fruit : H. J. C. The box containing the

Figs was only received on Tuesday, when the fruits

were quite spoilt.

—

J. M. Your Pear is Beurre Clair-

geau.— If. D. IV. The seedling Apple is a very good
sort. No. 2 resembles Bridgewater Pippin.

—

D. C.

Pigs: 6, Brown Turkey
; 7, the specimen sent is too

miserable to be recognised. Apple : i, French Crab ;

2, King of the Pippins ; 3, Court of Wick. Tlie

others cannot be determined ;
all of the specimens sent

are virelched. —George Cruncher: The Apple sent is,

as you observe, beautiful in appearance, but of very

inferior quality. We do not know it
;

it is most likely

a local sort, as it seems so well suited to your northern

latitude.

Names of Plants : P. P. Pteris hastata macrophylla.

—J. McRoland. Galeopsis Ladanum—C £. Nerine

sarniensis — IV. D. W. A Chlorophytum, but we
cannot say what species without flowers.

—

C. E. F.

Carpinus Uetulus.

—

J . Tlwmson. Centaurea Scabiosa.

—James Anderson. Eucorais punctata.

—

M. T. M.
Aster corymbosus. — .4 Lady^ Dairy, i, Phalaris

arundinacea ; 2, Rhynchospora alba
; 3, Festuca

ovina, viviparous form ; 4. J uncus compressus
; 5,

Juncus conglomeratus ; 6, Triticum repens.— £. T. H,
I, Tradescantia discolor ; 2, Solanum jasminoides

;

% Centradenia floribunda
; 4, Polystichum capense ;

S, Selaginella viticulosa ; 6, Nephrodium moUe. —
.i'. Salway. Digitaria sanguinalis.—i'. C. O. Euony-

mus europxus.
Name of Potato : T. C. W. Bresees Prolific.

Orange Tree : J. H. S. The greater portion of the

roots received are dead. The sample of soil seems

wholesome and good, and the treatment the trees have

received since they were potted would not account for

their dying. Were the old balls dry when yon gave

them the shift ? Did the trees make any growth soon

alter being shifted ? We cannot help you to a solu-

tion of the cause without further details.

Pelargoniums : A.B. It is undoubtedly a very aggra-

vated case of spot, which generally anses from abrupt

changes in the condition of the soil. But besides this

there is gangrene, which is still more serious and de-

structive, the cause of which is quite unknown.

M. J.B.
Piibagmites communis: W. S., P. C. This is cer-

tainly a grass, and the largest British grass that is

grown.
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Selection of Fruits : Fruit Grower. The best twelve

kitchen Apples are Lord Suffield, Stirling Castle,

Cellini, Mere de Manage, Hollandbury, New Haw-
thornden, Warners King, Blenheim Orange, Beauty

of Kent, Golden Noble, Rymer, Dumelow's Seed-

ling. Best twelve dessert ditto ; Irish Peach, Red
Astrachan, Yellow Ingeslre, King of the Pippins,

Cox's Orange Pippin, Braddick's Nonpareil, Cockle

Pippin. Scarlet Nonpareil. Blenheim Orange, Rose-

mary Russet, Boston Russet, Herefordshire Pearmain.

Best twenty market Pears ; Doyenne d'Ete, Williams'

Bon Chretien, Souvenir du Congres, Beurre d'Amanlis,

Louise Bonne of Jersey, Beurre Bosc, Jersey Gratioli,

Beurr^ Superfin, Beurre de Capiaumont, Beurre Diel,

Marie Louise. Glou Mor9eau, Marie Louise d'Uccle,

Marechal de la Cour, Ne Plus Meuris, Beurre Ranee,

Doyenni5 du Cornice, Beurre Eachelier, Pitmaston

Duchess, Caliltac. Best twenty market Plums :

Rivers' Prolific, Gisborne, Early Orleans, Prince of

Wales, Denyer's Victoria, Prince Englebert, Mitchel-

son's, Jefferson, Pond's Seedhng. Magnum Bonum,
Autumn Compote, Kirke's, Green Gage, Damson,
Belle de Seplembre, Sandall's. Angelina Burdett,

Coe's Golden Drop. Sultan, Coe's Late Red ; we do
not know the Czir Plum.

Sherborne Horticultural Show : Errata. We
are requested to state that the ist prize for Verbenas
was not taken by Mr. Miller, as stated by our corre-

spondent at p. 340, but by Mr. H. Blandford, nursery-

man, Blandford, who exhibited for the first time on
that occasion.

Transplanting : J. F. C. Transplant the deciduous

trees now, and the evergreen shrubs in the spring.

The month of October is a good time for any general

work of this character.

^^ Foreign Subscribers sending Post-office Orders,

payable at the post-office. King Street, Covent Gar-
den, London, are requested to be good enough to

write to the Publisher, at the office of this paper,

4r, Wellington Street. Covent Garden, at the same
time, to inform him of the fact.

*^* Correspondents are specially requested to address,

post-paid, all communications intended for publica-

tion to the " Editors," and not to any member of the

staff personally. The Editors would also be obliged

by such communications being sent as early in the

week as possible. Letters relating to Advertisements,

or to the supply of the Paper, should be addressed to the

Publisher, and not to the Editors.

Communications Received.—C. C.-A Beginner —J. G.-
J. L.—W. J.—N. V.-A Visitor.—D. E.—R. W.—W. E. G.

—J. D. H.—J. C. W.— S. B. D.—J. S. McR.—J. Black.—
T. T. J.-H.—Florist North.—-W. B. G.

»,• IMPORTANT NOTICE.— 7'A« Agricultural

Gazette is Published on Mondays, in time

for the Evening Mails, containing a Full Report of

the London Markets, and of all other Agricultural

Intelligence ufi to the hour ofgoing to press.

m^ixMs,
COVENT GARDEN, ScpUmher 28.

Trade is now getting quiet in this market, and prices,

with the exception of Pears, are inclined to be lower.

Outdoor Peaches are coming shorter, but the market is

still glutted with Grapes of both home and Channel
Islands growth. Kent Cobs remain at the slight fall of

last week. There is no alteration to report in the prices

of Potatos. James Webber, Wholesale Apple Market,

Fruit.

Apples, per J^-^
Figs, per doz.

Filberts, per lb.

Grapes, per lb.

Lemons, per lOO
Melons, each

56 Nectarines .

.

20 Oranges, per lOO
I o I Peaches, per doz.
6 o

I

Pears, per doz.

14 o Pine-apples, p. lb.

Artichokes, per doz. 6 o-— Eng. Globe, doz. 4 o-
Beans, Fr.,.p. bushel 9 o-
Beet, per doz. ..10-:
Cabbages, per doz, . . i o- :

Carrois, per bunch., o 6-
,

Cauliflowers. perdoz. 2 o- .

Celery, per bundle •. i 6- :

Chilis, green, per loo 3 o-
Cucumbers, each ..04-
Endive, per doz.

Bata

2-04

Leeks, per bunch .. o i

Lettuces, per score.. 3 c

Mint, green, bunch o i

Mushrooms, perpott. o £

— buttons, do. .. o (

Onions, young, bun. o (

Paisley, per bunch. . o t,

Radishes, per bunch, o i

— Spanish, doz. . . i <

Shallots, per lb. . . o (

Spinach, per bushel 3 <

Tomatas, per doz. ..2 c

Turnips, per bundle o i

Veg. Marrows, doz. 1 c

Garlic, per lb.

Herbs, per bunch .

.

Horse Radish.p, bun,

Potatos.—Kent Regents, £,(> to £% \ Essex R
Kidneys, Cl to iJg per ton.

Plants in Pots.

Balsams, per doz. .

.

Begonias, per doz. ..

Bouvardias, do. ..]

Cockscombs, p. doz.

Coleus, per dozen .

.

Cyperus,do, .

.

Dracaena terminalis '-

— viridis, per doz, i

Erica caffra, p. doz. 1

Ficuselastica

^24 .

30-60

1 3 o- (

I

Mignonette, do.
\ Myrtles, do...

!

Nasturtiums, d

I

Palms in variety.each 3 6-

I

Pelargoniums, scarlet,

per doz 26-60
Petunias,double, doz. 9 0-18 o

,
— single, per doz . . 6 0-12 o
Solanums, per doz. 12 0-24 o

i Verbena, scent., doz. 30-90
Valotlapurpur., doz. 12 o-l3 o

Cut Flowers,

Ageratums, 12 bun. 30-60! Mignonettt

Asters, 12 bunches.. 30-90, Myosotis,
— China, izbun. .. 40-90, Pelargi

Bouvardias, 12 bun.. 10-4
Carnations, 12 bunch, 40-9
Dahlias, 12 bunches 40-9
Eucharis, perdoz. .. 6 0-12

Gardenia, per doz. ..30-9
Gladiolus, \i sprays 10-6
Heliotropes, 12 spr. 06-1
Jasmine. 12 bunches 6 0-12

— zonal, 12 sprays c

Primula, dbl., p. bun. ;

Roses, indoor, p. doz, :— outdoor, 12 bun. i

Stephanotis, 12 spr. •

Sunflower, 12 bun. . . \

Violets, 12 bun. .. i

SEEDS.
London : Sept. 27.—A quiet tone now prevails in the

seed trade. As regards red Clover, although the

article excites considerable attention, yet, from lack of

supply, the business doing therein is of meagre extent.

For the small quantity which the Continent may be able

to spare for export to this and other countries very long
prices are demanded, whilst American houses decline for

the present to make firm offers. Full and trustworthy
information may shortly be expected from the United
States, but until this comes to hand the attitude of the

English trade will be one of waiting and of caution.

There have been more transactions in Alsike and white
Clover seeds, at advancing rates. Trefoil is steady.

With an increased supply and diminished demand,
winter Vetches are weaker in value. Occasional orders

drop in for Tiifolium. Some handsome parcels of new
home-grown Canary seed have now come to market,
which meet with a ready sale. The fine quality and
comparatively moderate price of our English Canary
will probably attract orders from abroad. For Linseed
rates are hardening. Winter Barley and Rye are in

fair request, at last week's currencies. Other articles, in

the absence of business, offer no subject for remark.
John Shaw 6* Sons, Seed Merchants, 37, Mark
Lane, London, E.G.

CORN.
Trade at Mark Lane on Monday lacked animation,

and the rates for English Wheat were with difficulty

maintained ; foreign Wheat, however, was quite as dear.

Barley experienced a quiet sale, at about late currencies.

Malt was steady and in moderate request. Oats were
held for 6d. per quarter advance. Sound Maize was worth
6(/. per quarter more money. Beans and Peas were
inquired after, and sales were as before. The flour

market was dull, but there was no change in prices.

—

On Wednesday holders of English Wheat had some
difficulty in upholding previous quotations ; foreign

remained steady. Barley was quiet, with malting pro-
duce somewhat weaker. Malt was unaltered, while
Oats and Maize realised the full prices of Monday.
Beans and Peas were rather dull, as also was flour.

Average prices of com for the week ending Sept. 23 :

—

Wheat, 47J. ; Barley, 38J. 6d. ; Oats, 26^. jd. For the
corresponding week last year : ^ Wheat, 47J. id.

;

Barley, 35^. ()d. ; Oats, 26s. gd.

CATTLE.
At the Metropolitan market on Monday the average

prices for beasts were scarcely so good as in the previous
week. For sheep trade was very dull, and it was ex-
ceedingly ditficult to effect a clearance. Choice calves
were scarce, and readily disposed of. Quotations :

—

Beasts, 4i. 4d. to 55. 4*^., and 55. 6d. to 6s. 2d. ; calves,

4J. 6d. to 5^^. 8d. ; sheep, 5^. 4//, to 5^. 8if., and 6s. 6d. to
js.

;
pigs, 4J. 6d. to 55. St/.—Thursday's market was

scantily supplied, and prices in consequence were gener-
ally firm. Prime beasts were fully as dear, and in some
cases dearer, but coarse descriptions were dull of sale.

The best pens of sheep realised more money, whilst
other grades remained unchanged. Prime calves were
also dearer. Pork quotations were nominally unaltered.

HAY.
The Whitechapel report for September 26 states that

there was a large supply of hay and straw at market,
with a dull trade. Prices were with difficulty main-
tained. Prime Clover, 100s. to i40j-. ; inferior, 85^^. to
95 J,

;
prime meadow hay, 90J. to 137J. ; inferior, 55^.

to 75^- ', and straw, 40-f. to 50J. per load.—Thursday's
trade was quiet, with fair supplies. Quotations :—Clover,
best, 1155. to 148^. ; interior, 85J. to 95^.; hay, best,

iioj. to 140^. ; inferior^ 55-r. to 75J. ; and straw, 40s. to
50J. per load. — Cumberland Market quotations :

—
Superior meadow hay, i32i. to 1401. ; inferior, ii5i.

to 126s. ; superior Clover, 140J. to 150^^, ; inferior, 118s.

to 130J. ; and straw, 48J. to $2s, per load.

POTATOS.
There is no alteration of any consequence to report

in the market prices this week.—Last week's imports of
Potatos into London comprised 1598 bags from Ghent,
3906 bags 41 packages Antwerp, 464, sacks 136 bags
Boulogne, 646 sacks 76 baskets Dunkirk, 386 bags
Bremen, 567 bags Hamburgh, and 94 bags 20 bushels
Rotterdam.

COALS.
At market on Monday and on Wednesday there was

a quiet demand for house coal, at previous rates.

—

Quotations :—Bebside West Hartley, igs. gd.; East
Wylam, r8^. 6d.; Walls End—Hetton, 23J, ; Hetton
Lyons, 20s. gd.; Hawthorns, 20J. gd.\ South Hetton,
23J.

; Tunstall, 20s, gd.; Chilton, 21s. gd.-, Hartlepool,
22s.

;
East Hartlepool, 22^. gd. ; Tees, 22s. gd.

WILLIAM S. BURTON,
Gfneral Furnishing Ironmonger, by appoint-

ment to H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, sends a CATALOGUE
gratis, post paid, containing upwards of 850 Illustrations of his

• ,, ,r.. ., .r^,
. Plate, Britannia Metal Goods,

Baths and Toilet Ware,

i-alled Stock of Ell

Dish Covers,
Hot-water Dishes.
Stoves and Fenders,
Marble Chimneypieces,
Kitchen Ranges,
Lamps and Gaseliers,

Tea Trays, Urns and I

Tible Cutlery,
Clocks and Candelabra,
With Lists of Prices, and Plans ofthe Thirty Large Show Rooms,
at 39. Oxford Street, W. ; i, ia, 2, 3, and 4. Newman Street W
4. 5 and 6, Perry's Place, W. ; and 1, Newman Yard W'
Manufactories: 84, Newman Street, W. : i, Newman Mews',
London, W, The co'it of delivering goods to the most distant
parts of the United Kingdom by railway is trifling, AVILLIAM
5. BURTON will always undertake delivery at a small fixed rate

Bedding and Bed Hangings
Iron and Brass Bedsteads,
Bedroom Cabinet Furniture
Dining and Diawing-roon

Chimney and Pier Glasses,
Turnery Goods,
Kitchen Utensils,

J.

Under the Patronage of the Queen.

SMITH'S IMPERISHABLE
STRATFORD LABELS.

The above Labels are made of a White Metal, with RAISED
BLACK-FACED LETTERS.
The Gaydeners' Magazine says :

—" We must give these the
palm before all other plant labels, as the very first in merit."

Samples and Price List free.

Sole Manufacturer; J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory.
Stratford-on-Avon.

CARSONS' PAINT,
PATRONISED BY THE QUEEN,

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,
The Britlsli, Indian and Colonial Governments,

8000 of tlie Nobility, Gentry, and Clergy,

Railway and Canal Companies, Collieries, Iron-
masters, &o., &c.,

Is extensively used for all kinds of

OUTDOOR WOEK.
It is especially applicable to

WOOD, IRON, BRICK, STONE & COMPO.
CAN EE LAID ON DY UNSKILLED LABOUR.

Sold in all Colours.

2 cwt. free to all Stations.

Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials sent Post Free.

WALTER CARSON & SONS,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD,

LTJDGATE HILL, LONDON", E.G.,
21, BACHELOR'S WALK, DUBLIN,

No Agents.

Oil Paint No Longer Necessary,

And :

HILL AND SM ITH'S BLACK
VARNISH for Preserving Ironwork. Wood, or Stone.

This Varnish is an excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-

door work, while it is fully two-thirds cheaper. It was intro-

duced upwards of thirty years ago by the advertisers, and its

genuine good quality, notwithstanding a host of unprincipled

imitators, is fully attested by its constantly increasing sale. It

may be applied by an ordinary labourer, requires no mixing or

thinning, and is used cold. It is used in the grounds at

Windsor Castle. Kew Gardens, and at the seats of many hun-

dreds of the Nobility and Gentry, from whom the most flaticrinc

testimonials have been received, which Hill & Smith will

forward on application.
Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at is. 6d. per gallon,

at the Manufactory, or is. 8d. per gallon carriage paid to any
Station in the Kingdom.

Unsolicited Testimonial.
Glatts7oilly, Llajtpumpsant, Cartnarthen, Not>. 27. 1873.—

"Mr, Lloyd Lloyd encloses cheque for £-^ 5s., amount due to

Messrs. Hill & Smith, and he considers the Black Varnish

one of the most useful things he ever possessed.

"

Apply to HILL and SMITH. Brierly Hill Ironworks, nei^r

Dudley ; and 118, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C., from

whom only it can be obtained.

CAUTION.—It having lately come to the knowledge of

Hill & Smith that spurious imitations of this Varnish are
,

being offered by unprincipled dealers at a slight reduction iu

price, they would specially draw attention to the fact that every
.. 1. _r .1 XT. > , , ., , , , -.1 .1 .•

-J,j(f
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BELGIAN GLASS for GREENHOUSES, &c.,
Can be obtained in all sizes and qualities, of

BETHAM & SON,
9, LOWER THAMES STREET. LONDON, E.G.

B. & S. have always a large Stock in London of 20-in. by

IR J. PAXTON'S HOT-
HOUSES for the MILLION are

PLE, Cheap, and Portable.
Illustrated Price Lists free.

HEREMAN and MORTON, 14 Tich
teet. Regent Quadrant. W., Horn

Itural Builders and Hot-water Engineer

TIME PROVES ALL THINGS.
BY those best informed on the nature and subject of Heating by Hot Water, it has long been

predicted that an Apparatus would be forthcoming possessing such merits as to wholly supersede all existmg

appliances, and to approach as near " PERFECTION" " as can be imagined or expected.

II. CANNELL AND CO. now append the following invaluable correspondence, extracted from Tht Ftehfy

which clearly proves their

"VICTORIA HOT-WATER CIRCULATOR"
TO BE THIS

DESIDEEATUM. ) J

heating power of the fuel is thus
and strong in construction, eflicit

that if llie plate forming the cr

fuller answer be required by " R
illustrations. To those who do r

any useful invention likely to sav

—D. T. Fish, Hardivicke.

yanuary 16, iZiS-
. . ,The Circulator Boiler.—Seeing a question asked regard-

ing the merits of Cannell's Hot-water Circulator, I cannot say
too much for it. It is the simplest and most powerful, with the

least amount of fuel, of any boiler I ever tried. The late frost

has been ample.

—

Chas. Pennv, The Gardens, Safuirin^ham,
January 12.

In answer to " Rus," in last week s FuU, I beg to

state that Cannell's boiler, now called the Victoria Hot-water
Circulator, DOES all it PROFESSES, and is one of the most

Eowerful and efficient in the trade. We have had one very
eavily weighted with work, heating six houses and a pit for

more than a year, and it does its work well. It is economical,

being so constructed as to absorb nearly all the caloric from the
fuel before the products of combustion are discharged up the
chimney. It must prove durable, for no joints nor vulnerable
points are exposed to the fire, which expends its force on a series

of iron flues or water jackets formed oy the boiler. As to the

final question—Will it bum up anything ?—that will depend very
much on the furnace, and the amount of draught provided.

Mr. Cannell, the inventor of the boiler, burnt up anything and

ai^.„^^'^i,i' everything in his furnace at Woolwich, which I visited to master
Jj-'^J its details and test its efficiency before adopting it. We find

y* there that this boiler and furnace burn up common coal or coke
well. The best form of the boiler or circulator is the one that

forms its own furnace by a series of water cars ; the whole
itiliseJ and brought to be.ir upon the water. I have no hesitation in adding that the boiler is simple

It in action, and economical ii\ use. Each part of it is also independent and complete in itself, so

wn of the furnace should bum out it can be replaced without injury to the other ^arts. Should a

IS," or other readers, I should be pleased to give a detailed description of this " Circulator," with

It know me, it may be needful to add that I have no interest in the Victoria further than I take in

: fuel and thus cheapen production, and tend to advance the science and practice of horticulture.

The Circulator Boiler.—" In a

attached to 2500 feet of 4-inch piping, di

28th, and Tuesday, the 29th, of Decemt
1 the 29th was 42°, differe:

yamtary 23, 1875.

3 your correspondent. ' Rus,' I beg to state that I have a ' No. 2 Circulator Boiler,'

work efficiently ; and, as a proof, allow me to remark that, between Monday, the

my black-bulb thermometer registered o' (or zero) . while the temperature of the stove

: is only fair to mention that there were five houses besides kept at a temperature of

35° by the same boiler. I use good Scotch coal, but am convinced there is no boiler so economical as the Circulator; it will bum
anything, but everybody knows that the better the fuel the more heat and the less work. Regarding durability it would be prema-

ture on my part to give an opinion further than this, that should one of the sections of the Circulator give way it can easily be

replaced in a few hoiu-s without interfering with the piping—a most important matter."-Peter Lonev, Overseer, J/<iMir/iwt'«i',

Dunsc, N.B.
NEW PROSPECTUS SENT POST FREE.

Works : 48 and 49, King Street, Woolwich, S.E. ; and at Berwick-on-Twe ed.

HOT-WATER, BOILERS.

THE THAMES BANK
IRON COMPANY,

Old Barge Wharf, Upper Ground Street, London,

SURREY SIDE, BLACKFRIARS BRIDGL. PIPES, CONNECTIONS
PATENT ,-^c/~-

"'"

( TRENTH\AI IMPROVED BOlLER.)

NEW P\TENT ' CLIMAX BOILER (1874). See
p. 666, 1874, Garduiers Chronicle.

"GOLD MEDAL" BOILER (Birmingham, 1872).

PATENT "EXCELSIOR" BOILER (1871).

(^ T/ie lar<^cst and most complete Stock in the
Trade ; upwards of Twenty Thousand Pounds' worth
to choose from.

•WITLEY COURT" BOILh!. ,;....,. ;„^J.U 1872).

' TRENTHAM IMPROVED " BOILER, with Water-
way End and Sraoke Consumer.

'TUBULAR," and every other Boiler of known merit
or excellence,

l^- Prize Medal Awarded at the Naticmal Contest,
Birmingham. 1874.

MILL'S PATENT AUXILIARY FUEL ECONOMISER,
Which can be attached to any ordinary Boiler. These Tubes are the greatest Economisers of Fuel and Preservatives of Boilers,

er yet introduced to the public.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED COMPLETE,
LIST PRICE on application ; or, Six Stamps for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, 4th Edition,

w. H. LASCELLES, Horticultural
Builder Finsbur> Steam Jomery Works,

j-i Bunhill Row, London E C

Estimates given on application for GREENHOUSES and
CONSERVATORIES of all kinds, and to any design.

GARDEN BOXES and LIGHTS. Each,
rortable Box with One Light, 6 feet by 4 feet, glazed s. d.

good i6-oz. sheet glass, painted four coats, and
packed ready for use . . . . 35 o

Portable Box with Two Lights, as above, each tight

6 feet by 4 feet . . . . 65 o

LIGHTS ONLY.
3 feet by 4 feet Light, not painted nor glazed . . .

.

36
Ditto glazed, good r6-oz. sheet glass, and painted 4 coats 10 o
6 feet by 4 feet, not painted nor glazed 60
Ditto glazed and painted four coats 16 6

Metallic Hothouse Builder to Her Majesty.HENRY HOPE
(late Clark .^ Hope, formerly Clark),

HOTHOUSE BUILDER and HOT-WATER
APPARATUS ENGINEER.

55, Lionel Street. Birmingham. Established a.d. i8i3.

BOOKS of DESIGNS, 51. each.

S^ The Extensive Ranges of Metallic Hothouses in the
Royal Gardens, Windsor and Osborne, were executed at this
Establishment,

..asin

LAbCKLLK.'i I'AlhNi JiKi\ 1' WOOD
CONSEKVATOKIES and GREENHOUSES.— All

Gardeners know that Wood is better than Iron for Plant Grow-
ing, and by the above system a handsome curved house can be
erected as cheaply as a plain straight one.
The curved house is more durable, stronger, lighter in con-

struction, and no bent glass is required.

W. H. LASCELLES, 121, Bunhill Row, London, E.G., will
supply Drawings and Estimates free of ch.ar2e.

Window Glass, Sheet Lead, Faints, &c.

THOMAS MILLINGTON and CO.,
Importers and Manufacturers. New LIST of

PRICES, very much reduced, on application.

87, Bishopsgate Street Without, E.G.

Kosher'a Garden Edging Tiles.

HE ABOVE and many other PATTERNS
are made in materials of great durability. The

plainer sorts are specially
suited for KITCHEN'
GARDENS, as they
harbour no Slugs or Insects,
take up little room, and,
once put do\vn, incur no
further labour or expense,

as do "grown" Edgings, consequently being much cheaper.
G.\RDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, S:c., in Artificial Stone,

very durable and ofsuperior finish, and in great variety of design.
F. ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground

Street, BlackDriars, S.E.; Kings Road, Chelsea. S.W.;
Kingslaud Road, E.

Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES,"
PLANT COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES: also
for FOXLEY'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

lUusI ed Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

(^RNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
y~^ for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors, Balconies. S:c.,
from 35. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of plain or
more elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies,
Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable
Paving of great durability. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles
of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates. Cement, &c.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Brick and Tile Merchants.
See addresses above.

s I L
fine

V E R SAND,
se grain as desired. Prices by Post per ton

Truck Load, on Wharf in London, or delivered direct from
Pits to any Railway Station. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries.

KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates m any
quantities.

F. ROSHER AND CO.—Addresses see above.

A liberal Discount t
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T^
•yHE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
-- EC M 0X3 AT, S«cts=iKr .-!.

S _

REVTE de rHORTlCULTURE BELGE
£rSA^f(22£ (Serial and Foee3^ J~

«M<l%ir» .C&aqi. X-.iT t.'S.I>.-C'

GBdfsVakfarOcBAKr.ty Sir

nm.s£ Mr. J. tS^RS.

Jj-CaL ^
'Y%e ^i^eA FJuiLB Iff

m

iijfi'M. Py -

. Fjsk Serse:, EC

BUIXETIK dFARBCT
^_ FUHUCCIXCKK. €S

Ri

-

- ..«« £. PcxAEZi^ K. ^::

H. J. TAX HCIXK, r

Xhe lieet MOMPAY AgziciittiiTal JoBmaL
^^o only dsstzated AgrieiittazBl JuhiihhI-

b_^^aiCamnacC. Esa. L Kzfcx. I. Lii&a^ X Mii«r .

a! Sfcaii. O- TSomES. A. Ta. G<=e S™. H- J- 5=- HoIe. Jf.

TalTrf..-n. H- I- V-TT^. A. Wi~fiM^ ,
a

AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE

fOff LAHDOWHERS d TEMAMT FARMERS.

Eray WiMiij. *ciee id.; post bee. 414.

THE SYDXET IMAIL

NEW SOUTH WaTeS ADVERTISEP.
CCXTSJfTS :—

rsniSCOiaSIAl. BBt GtiiJtAI. XET5.
SPMCnSG sslste FISXP. ii Mai

BELL'S LITE a SIl»S-»-

aijOoaD a aACES. ad SMJIES BE 3= iirar.

OUCEET arf AQCAIKS. _
THE FLOBA rfAESISAUA qjEzsx zii£ iagn

XAimAL HJSItKT fOBa^rf Aandc*
AiaKXlTTKE, FASI<»AI.^ HOKHCCUtTRE.
GDIS FIELDS 13d. MISIS^G ^oeiLdaii.

STOCKS '3'J'g*'. SEPMCFS.
OStdSAI. ziS SUEVHU-K; AXnCLES-
T»»g~ i7 FOFCLAS F^iCTJSH a>d ACsTEAIJAS

Atrracscs.

THE FA^nOSS. DOMSSTK: BC0S03CT-
issoas. A3tusxs3ns.
THE fgy^ FIATES. THE HOME fTCfT F.

OGOOiZXCIAI. SE^TS.

The AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE gines

fidl MadEt Reports, bodi MetTopaliian and Pro-

vincial ; accuaie Accoonts of Prices and Sal^s,

Proceedi^^ at Agriodtmal Societies, Fanneis^

Cfads, aad ffcj—l»^ «^ oC Agncaltiiic— their

MeebB^, E^ibitiai^ and Discissions aie

Reported fidljr, and «i& pnmqAitnde.

E\"ERY DEPARTMEirr of Oe ESTATE
or FARM receifes aftnitioH—^Land Agency,

£siaje Eqaipment, FoRStiT, FaiHt Bnildii^s,

Roads, Fences, Cott^es—Lire Stoc^ F^nts,

and i«»^J-'t»Mn i«g of dieFazm—^Drainage, 'lil!-

^e.andHasaiiDgoI'die Sofl.

The VETERIJf.\RY DEPARTMENT of

|]k p^KT is imder Piafesaonal EditofsInpL

Depaxtmeots lelalii^ to die POULTRY
YARD, tbe APIARY, and the GARDEN of

the Farni aie also nnder sepaiate Profesional

dnectioB.

REVIEWS are pohll^ied of an Books daim-

og a place in die Ubaxj erf' the Facmer.

So "T^"™* is ^ared in lUiTIBTBA-
TZOSBL

Kot onlf Tiinai--mr«itg, bot Plants, Weeds,

Tziielies of Odtiraled Crops, &c; and Animals
—^Breeds of Hocses, Catde, Sheep, and K£^ ;

als3 Pa<Arf. TitsftTs Geaeial Xatmal Histotr;

Slid Binldii^—Fannhooses, Homesteads, Cot-

tages ; Fbotngiapiis iHiiMi^lite of CoantZ7 Life

aad Ocaqatiaas, lAeAer at home or ateoad:

—^all Aese ptoride sobiects for the Ei^rarer.

FcTtzaits and Kemoizs of Tfolewtntby

A^ricnltazistB aie also occaaoBally giren.

SUBSCRJPTIOSS, PAYABLE IS ADVASCE.

Ci^-»»a»S.B»a»*n-..i T«»gTeA

ane OScs^ 7. CsdKBc SkRs. Snsri, W.C

ov Rsdr, pilee la cioa ica.
'pHE GARDEXERS' CHROXICLE* TOLCIEE f^ JAXTTART » JTXE .6,-5-

T. KICHASi>S, «s, Ws&igm Sbm, Sand. W.C

A=o-.

AT!

d^Jiaa^ of KsKi^ a Fsk k tt..;,^—

^

„
cka^eaEsse, <a> ksK copies cf iV^

DL.\J«D COUNTIES -HERALD.OX iimB i il fcee fcr ai jeAs ok sUMg ifce perr.yg 6r
wsn^Ac^ ftt I Eigy»ed.fe»»ai^ie

i il " ' "
|

SKial^n^9»^JBrpQSE>ge.ad*csssd.-jra^Z»c\.n^js

F2is5.EsEaes. aad KeadEScsfe Sale^»keL^ ^

THE CULTIVATOR.—A Ponii^ese

CTordemrPM gfMB^aiT a»J «f May amcfe of coiss^

Ba WILLIAMS begs to thank the
• inn I - !i?^Srr^~ be the STTUATIOX xl RHODE

ISLAXI>._ zad _» sj uac k b warn SkaL—'Vysiara. ^A
FfcaSseX Cpps-

J YOUNG, Gardener, Hafaogfaam E^-res,

&3 bis *'1—'Li^^Mii*i* aad to '^- - i^^ >il..» ^- ~J!^._9-

Ha.gbA. rf^tJ^rr Wjog KiE»y. has bas a^iii »

WEST LONDON DISTRICT SCHOOL,
Asiird, ."V,! »-s MW->«i-t.—The Board : '

"

"
,
7«- »= "«k ensa- Written ^c^So-

atBxd the aaezng of Ae Bad. Tfe avp^a^cot -rH le
gage sagajeg to Ae ^^Hawal rfthe Local r ^ I^^ard.
BfodcT. CHAS. D. EnrME.CIafcto^Ib::^en.

Oak's OfnT, J^stnA. ScaxKS. M^*^ . SefKsber ;:^

ANTED, a HEAD WORKING G.AR-
DEXERaad WIFE. -=-*-m ii mIii in ;^ Ita

kiES,&c aad ifeWife ts " TTrrrjJMjT-n CocA mS
r I iijlj iwi mAc: keisjr akowise aUU. Gaod <faialS
xnfisBCBsabie.—Ad&es^ wiA i i iilii ijgn_ flaSfia^oES. ft£Lu (£ R., le-" ^ •- "^ -" • — -^^
Oa^iI.E.C

I. Fk*e's litsd. satt.

W^WANTED, as HEAD WORKING OA
DEXEK, vhete aaoAer sS te kqK. a Ifai

'•WT'* aad BABtdoK Maa, la Izsf^ia. aid HaM i

Kcr Gnaaid. *•> ill i 1 Ae Eieoiaa of ike Gnf^ni
fa^ataGealaaaa'sRsdaBe aB»ti IFfcafe^—

-

i^LoadaiL "" 'V "

*•

i iii i Ttllii ii pai r

pEscacsitiajaa,tsJ. CAITE, Es^ 143, Flea Sbn:

ANTED, IMMEDIATELY, a :

GAKDEHEK ia aS iaasdies. AVk -.

Foar- Ifamed |»«faied.—«CT. K. L AD.UI;

W^'"ANTED, IMMEDIATELY, a Keac
ae^te. WORKDfG FOKEMAX, -na -i— -•

tmdeszids OBtdos- O-^^Tal Knaay Wed aoi - -- -
;

L—.Anptr. witk p^-J •

txANascncH-

J.

. RALPH KOBSOX,

JNDSCAPE GARDENING.
>, Ki

'

igMi'j, as aa aaac

STRAND,
W-A-NTED, a JLAN, to take Chaise

s=2Z K^Tserr - =,-ni5 bt a=* tbat as ased i^

;tr i:i--i- -iti. XATLOK. St Hildas KaoEiT.
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ANTED, as SECOND in the Houses.

a laige Establishment, a
"^tR of PLjVSTS. and to ac£ as

One who has had socae
-. rxloa Maxlccc piefeiied.

—

'^'ces, and wages expeded.
- .^, Ccnrent G^«n Haikec,

("±-A.RDENER (Helu);.—Age 27, married,

JIdoos, Comiiben, Scon and Graahcxise Fbacs, ITow^ a=d
KitdKn Gaidaiiiig, aad Earij znd Late Fcrans.—R. LAil B
DcTCxdale. Dear Drottwicfa.

r:jARDENER (Helad), to any Nobleman orVJ GealsBan mporiag ihe scnics of a fi>st.class Gar-
dener.

—

\^ j7, married, three cttildreD (youttgest six jears of
age), icatdi. Flrst^fais refeieooes grfta.—J. S-, »>, Depcc
Street. Rose HiU, Derby.

J
• :^ "-t—

R05E-GR0\VER
>lr=serT._as.z.:52

TirANTED, as IMPROVTER, a respectable
' ' retire v-r-^-r Mar. -s^H^ is -iriUmg to bam the basiDess

of a rr±-i'^.''- - -- ^^--- ^:-~*nt where Forcrng, Plant
Gro-*"-r z - '

- ^ ri on to 2, brg« ciresit. A
Prec k^LVN" AXD SOX, Heath
End :-

WANTED, ir. -.

steady, sober, ind

to wdtIc in the Garcen .

fb*!, vegetables, ar.-d zi. -.

a^ist in liie Hc-.iies. trt~ : i ;

pnn-ided. N:c::-ct::n :: fc-.r.-r

StaiiDg wages re: i:ir*(; . -'-:
. :: -'J:

dcD, Seaxljs. ne^-- V :V - -^ , ~ _ - - -

(^JARDENER (Head.)—Jliddle-aged, mar-
V-« ried, no Eazmly; thorooshlr eacperieaced m every par-
ticoiar rrmmfA wnh the sooces^nl Caknre of Floras, Fras,
and } egetaUes. Referenoes as to character, abakT-. sobc^ij,
and mdnstry can be produced. X.B.—No snail peace txcaced»M^—T. L, Moriej Villa. BoshT Part. Toctetdown. BristoL

^^

\s

ante:

.\NTED, as INVC;
SPOXDING CLERK.

ergetic young Maa. Go;-.

'- FE, without
iod fcrojoinily)

R. N S. E . C-^rdr-^t^' Ci

TX^ANTED, as JUNIOR NURSERY
» * CLERK. 5 iziirt actire Yooth. Mcst be a quscfc aod

re^y Wn:er, accuscc^iied to the Bosisess, and familm- with
Botanical Naiaes.—Appjy by ktter, with references, to Box
Ko. 52, Post-o&ce, Cottter.

T\rANTED, an ASSISTANT SHOP>LAN,
* « for the Retail Seed Trade, in a pnmndal town.

Mt&t be thoroughly acquainted with the Trade, and have bb-
excepciooable referCDces.—Apply, stating referesces, teziBS,
&.1, to DANIELS BROS.. Royal Norft^ Seed EsXahtbh.
ment, Norwich.

Seed Trade:
WANTED, a SHOPMAN, also a JUNIOR

—Scc<cii preferred, lliist be wdl up in the Retail
Garden xnd Flower See-i aisd B-oIb Trade, also Garden Stm-
diies and Everlasting F'.owers. Used lo Counter Wort, and of
good address. All appticaiioos must state full particulars of
lomier situatioos. age, salarv, if married, height, aod eadose
rar.v if they hare oce.—B. L PIERPOINT a.vd CO., Seeds-
Men, Hor^e Market. Wan^r-n.

WANTED, a strong YOUTH, who has
had some experience in the Seed Trade, and aocostCBBed

to Write on Parcels, ic Must be quick acd good W riter, &c.
&ate age and wages.— S. FINNEY .kxd CO., S«d Menduitts,
Ne'-*-caide-on-Tyne,

TXrANTED, to attend to a Shop in the New
» ' Binningbam Arcude, a >-auns MAN, aith a knowledge

of the F>^*er and Seed Traie.—Appiv, with ftiD parucu!ar=, ta
POPE AND SONS. Kiiig-s Non^n. Birmlasham.

Seed Trade.

W^ANTED, a strong, active young Man, as
» ' PORTER, to asast in the Warehouse aad willing to

make hiniself generally taefoL—A A. Gxnifw^rrz' Ckrvmicle
Once, W.C

WAN T PLACES.
BS. WILLIAMS ha\Tng at the 'present

• time several Teiy eiceneat G.\RDENERS npco his
R^.i:er, is desirous of piadng them in Stniaxions where great
^perieoce and tmst are requiied. B. Sl W. woold at the same
^aebeg to iuimate that vhen a Gardener b applied for that
ae fining of the sitnatjog should be left with him, as that wotild
gerent mmecessaxy conespcndeDCe and delay.—^Vicxocxa and
"tadise Nmseii^ t'pper HoQoway, T^«rf/T«_ X.

Head Gazdeneia.
TOHN L.AING can at present recommend
^ wi:h every conice^ce siT^sTil energetic and pracdcsl
Men, of tested abili:y and crsi-rate character. Ladi^ ^t,*^

Gentlemen in W.VNT of G.\RDEXERS and BAILIFFS.
» G,\RDEXERS for rust-rate Establishments or StngleJiand
Sitnaaons, can be suited, and have full particnlaxs by apphrii^
at Staisead Park and Rutland Park Nurseries, Fores Will
Lond-a. S-E.

^^

JOHN H.ARRISON has at present on his
<^ Register several energetic and pnctioil G.\RDEXERS,
c* nrit-rare character : also several young Men waiting ixxtNDER OiRDEXERS situaticos. — Xotth of Enjhnd
K<Ke Xurseries. Cattetick Bridge, Ycdtshire.

QARDENER {He.\d}.—Age 33, married;
^r. thcn;ugh:y practical ia all branches of the pcofessioa.
Migt:«s; reiereaiss. — GARDENER, Drummond & Sons,
^nrserv-caeii and i«diz!s=. Stiriiug, X.B,

r^ARDENER He.\D\ where two or more
j2^ _

are kept.—.Aged ?g : thcffoughiy experienced in ajl
Kancnes of the profession. Good references.—.A. R, (=, High
Jtre^t . RoehampcrKL

^ARDENER vHE.\r>\—Age 39, married, no
e:^cpj:sb*acce ; twenry-nve years* practical experience

:

S2r^' G=?5^ Grcwer. Ten yea.-s- reference.—J. D.. Church
itreet. Gaitlen Fieics, Si. .AKan's. Herts.

(^J^ARDENER (He.U)), to any NoUemanVJ or Gentleman, vhere several Men are kept.—Maniol.o mcvmhraaoe; tfaofooghly cGopeteac, aad veil vosed is
aJl ruaia hrh of the pco4es5aaB. Tea rears* saexceptiaBahle
ffcararrrr b^^ last enployo-, aad frst-^bss tefereac^ *^^ be
8"™-—J. R. Cope Onage, Tuahtidge, Keat.

I To VoblemeB and GentlemoL
GARDENER (He.ad , where a axnpetent

person is reqairec: a^e 3;. =a.—.ed. tine chikiiea.-
I Thomas Jo.ves, lac G;jde-er uj ilis. Godaiaa, Park H^-*,
I Godahaias^ Starey, wishes for a leensagemeac as above. No
I objection 10 Laad aad Stoct—4, Trioor Fface, Ttiaity Read,
I East End, FiadiieT.

G
To B<>b3e2nea and Gesflemea.

ARDENER (Head), age 36, mamed.—
F. Jacesox. tr fcror vears Head Gaideaa- to l^srd

r six Men b^e, aad wiKre a
-i. Uaderstaads tbellaicige-
r -seng^^ed the b^xKoag of
-- pass and prtsegc esspioyers.

'. -.•-:: j-N. i -.* '.a.-;^:!^. Casewich, ScamionL Lcscols-

(
' \RDENER (Head, Workisg), where

V.^ ioor or aiore are kepc—Tborooghly cxxapeteat m all
crandiesofGardea Cakaxe. Good refcreaces far dm^ss.

—

B., WlnrVster Road. Shirley, SoshaiapcxK.

/^RDENER (Head, Working).— Age 40,
V>A two in £utily ; nadezscaads Eariy aad Tj»>. Fotoe^ of
Fnnt, and Flower aad gin-fc<— GsnJoni^ Fans Bailin if
required.—W. N., G^rdemct^ Ckrmack O&oe, W.C.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age yy,
OBxried : tboroogjily uDderstznds Early and la**-

Farcing, Vnaes. Sldons, Cacnmbers. Store aod Greealucse
Hants, and general roecme of Gaxdes. Good chaiacter.—
D. H., 4, Eldertoo Terrace. Lower Syde^tam, Kfar.

GARDENER (He.U), or good SlsGLE-
H-\xOEi>X—Thoroogh Ijwieilae ofthe pcofessioa. Fora-

yeazs* character &oa last pfaoe. fear yeais* &OEa tjie*kws f^*'

Total ahstaincr.—B. E., Post-oSce. Ea£ng Dean, W,

ARDENER.—Has had years of most
extecsive aod s^jccessial practice ia the very best nbces.

One with littJe or no Glass CMMOt be accented.—T.. ~. Cootabe
Road, Syde=ha;=. S-E. '

TMPROVER, uader GUss, where he may
J- oita^acmpeical baiwfcdze of FraaFordngu— -Age :-.Hk been frre years o the pofissaoa.-J. CROSS. RiSJCccicie
^'ardens, Cireaceaer.

TMPROVER, in the Garden, or hdper where
J- t»5 or tiree are kept—Good '<'^—>v— fioK iis: - -• —L GODFREY, HdwegTHidtia.

'T'O NURSERYMEN.—Wanted, b^^^
J- yotms Mac:, a ifcnioti in the Soft.wooded "l
Atmstomed to Pr-pazi=ns. XetgUnarhood of '.

.

fcrt«L Gocd re&r=t,:=s.—P. F.. .£, HoOy Ttm;.. :..:__
Finatiev. Middlesex. N.

T^O THE SEED TRADE.—Wanted, in a^„^^ Hoose, a stnadoa as FIRST or SECOND
"**", age aS; us years' cjtmim^. Xo objec^sa to
ttaveJ nrra-juwty.—A. B., Hesas. Xaaiaz i; Sobs, &
Barbkaa, Loadtn, E.C

TRA\^LLER, or other Coofidential Positioa,
by aGectlesBan cf accr^ Isaoes, who k wefl acqc&^ed

Toiis ia ail lEs branches. _ C»-
S. A. G^rd£»£ri CirsmicU OlMce.

"|\TANAGER to a Fhwist and Seedsman, by
-A-'-i- a Genclasaa cf good arfdres, Ficsc-cias " frirjwf v—B. R, Posc-otacB, Newport, MoinBoatfishare.

ANAGER, HEAD SHOPMAN,
CORRESPONDENT -Age 33 : Sfiees years* eipe-

nence is the \j3o6/zti Seed Trade—Reuil espedaHv- Reler-
ences itaeiceptioiBiMeL—F. G-. Ct^^^tri CkmxUQ&cx.

-ANAGER OT TRA\"ELLER.—A Man of
Ezactical et^jc ^'i Tf-i. . with coccaaitioa, s open to treat

^ith any First-csiss Hocse.—D. I_, 17, IJsteriey Rcai, Soofee
Newrngtcn, X.

Vkatesale Seed Trade.
-• or TRA\XIJLER and COR-

r.—Has had 33 years' axECanc aad
actc 1 i thutuu^lily ptofioifnt ia every ixaach
<*'- - niBbte tefereaoes.—A B.. GtrAMen'
Ri: - cueet, DiAJia.

TR.AVELLER, HEAD SHOPM.AN, or
BOOK-KEEPER.—WiitjAX To:;d, Scr the lait eigSt

yeazs with James Didcca «: Scaas. Nsrserrmea aad Seedsiai.
K^lialwaah; as Maaager cf chev Dohlin Hocse, ^m1 btserlyk
Tizwfl^, ts opea far aa 1 ii^ ir im al ia aay ofabove "^j

1 T
' rf

Good iii
j
MiiiliMJa Ireiaiai.—WM. TODD, 5. F<sef Stieet

M

G

G.ARDENER,—Age 35, married; good
practical knci wlaJge of Stove and Greeshoose, Focricg,

Vmes, Fnik, and Flower aad Kicc&ea Gardenix^ Good'-^
- A- B., IS Whatefey RoMJ, Pioiee. Scrrey.

(^ARDENER-—Henry Coppin, The Rose
V^ Nors^ies. Shirley. Croydon, wislies to recnniBend a
iirsi-dass ^lan as Gardener. Prodcienc Eo fin any c*f>'T-»rM'M»

having at the present tioe a lar^e Garden aaad Farsi nnder hs
Maitagecsec:,—Address as ai>3Te.

/'^J^ARDEXER (Single-handed).—^Yoong ;

V.^ ten years' expexieiux, with two years' character frcm.
present piaccL—T. A, PostOfice, LeyJacd, Presttro, Laaoshire.

(^^AEIDENER (Single-handed.—Age 56,
V-^ married : csderstands Vines, Greenhoose Plasts. Mekros,
Cncmnbers, aad Flower and KTri4k^r. Gardening.—F. S.,
SxnUjriie, Northleach, Gloocescexshxre.

CBEX^;,

.

TR.AVELLERS, in the

" -s ipp^y li

PUBLISHER. AS5IST.\NT PUBLISHER,
cr CONFIDENTLU. CLERK izc CA5H1ES.—

A

Gci^Iema-, iged r' . ^"-^ ^ irst-iia^ re£ere=c= =f iszrly Cwe^y
years, is open tc a re-eagageaaCTf —\t. G., ra, Mauem Rnai,
Scacsesd Raad, Fcresi Hili. S-E-

E PS'S COCOA:
GR.ATEFUL-COMFORTrXa

" By a tbcrccgh knowledge of the aXKal laws w&ich govera
thecyrT?noi?sof fi^estiQBaBd iaWTirinn,a3dhyacatefedap^
catuoof the iae pmpenies of wea.seiected Cboaa. Uil Enps
has provided ok heak&s tables with a defeueiy-Savoased
beveujgewMch May save as JBwy heavy docnas' Mb. Ilisby
tfaejadicioas ase ofsackatticies of<&t ft^,* a caascitccka ^sy
be KtadaaDy boflt aa ^^ stxo^ eaoogh to t^sE evsy
tfarirnty to rfr^rasr Hmahrvf, ofsahde ^'htfirr are *- -".̂
ZTRiad as ready to at^ck wherever there is a weak pf^J,^ We
•ay escape laaay a Eital da& by keqaas onseheswdi fcra-
fied vrtth pate btood aad a properly ao^tished feame.'—C^^

K
(TJARDENER (Second), in a Nobleman's
V^ or Geatleman's Garden.—^Eigbt years' experience^ Gocd
tefetences Guui present and ptevimj, eaplorer.—W. M-AY-
BURY, Btooghtoo Hall Gaidens, SkipcoaTTorkshlre.

(^LARDENER (Under), or IMPRO\"ER, in
V^ a Nobleman's or GemksEin's Garden.—A^e 19 : ki^
years' egperience. Good references. — A. B.,~Posc-ofioe,Whitlii^Lon. Scafibrdslmg.

"V^URSERY FOREiLAS" and PROPAGA-
-*-^ TOR-—Age 30. married ; cadersaads tbe PtantiEg aad
LariHi-oiit cf New Grcaad. BacGing. Grafiiag. «c-—^W. B..
Z5, Char.:enrr Road, West Dulwicfa. SE.

FOREMAN.—A Head Gardenter wishes to
recodmend ms FcreiBan to any Nobleman's or Gentle-

Eaan's estahEshmenc, where experience, tnxsc, and r^'«>&V'»o'
aie reqttired. Thirteen years in good esEahH^miest. Age s6.
H^faest tesOBMniab giren as to fhaucrer aad abtStaes. Sca:e
wages and whether to Hve on prembes.—HEAD GARDENER,
T. Btnleigli, ScatJooer. Waafsworth, Loadco, S^W.

"VT^'RSERY MANWGER, or GENERAL
-*-^ FOR£>L\N-—.\ge ?> : soirnTOcaffd to the Manageneac
of Meo. the Prooa^arica a=d Growing of Hard and Sa6 wooded
Stove and Greeahouse Plants, ic. aiso Fmk Trees, Coni&rs,
Roses, and General Nursery SKck. Twenty years* e^)erience.
First-dass referea-res.—G. HAMOND, r, Ojve Ccctage,
-Vadersons Read, W evbrid^e.

ORE>LAN and PROP.AGATOR in a
Nursery, in :r sear Lcococ—^A^ t:. married ; tfc->-

rocghly eaperiesce-i. Gotjd chaia.rcer ami reference-—W. S-.
J

Spiking"s Nursery. Sc AJban's, Herts.

ROPAGATOR and GROWER of '

PL-ASTS, CUCLT-IEERS. iii^ (goocX—WeU =p -:- !

Ncrsery aad lobbiag Woci, Layi::^ O-ii. i^ Loccac actgii-
fccarfiood. Gocxi -w^ges,—HORTICCLTCRIST. FKt-o£ce
Kensal Green. N.W.

I N A H .A N S L L WHISKY.
Kinahan £ C^ siad that, throcgh the

ticn of the Medical Piufc^jja. the desa^ fir thes CELE-
BRATED OLD U. WHISKY fir parelF K&Kal popiEes
isvexyereac. TlN=y t^ak it wiH be sads&cttxy to the P^fic
to read the faBtmoK exnacts of the A^^sis c^cfe LLW^^y
<WT A^ ^ ' I atnlya, TV Awh^ HP! H.q=»ll -

—

" I have ¥ety cateliilj and &dly aaalj^jed '^ î̂ ^ •. of As
weataoaa aad popofar WUdty. The asfles were ssA.^d
Bellow to the taste, aroBatic aad echseal to the saatS. The
Whisky Bast be pioKiaaced to be pne. weltaocaed, as] of
very f tifltwl qnfity. Thr Medical FtofessicB 1^7 fed RrJI

ri aiftl^noem tae ptaitj aadqmfitrofttes Wbi^y.'"
an, Gmc Tkchfieki StxeeX, Owfard Street, I~~t~. W.

INNEFORIXS FLUID MAGNESIA.
Tie bffit rec^e-iv fcr .ACIDITY of ie STOMACH
HEARTBCR'X. HEADACHE, GOUT and
IXTJIGESTIOX^ arc tire sefat aaerisa fcr deSciie

D'rXXEFORD Ico CO..

D

TTOLLOWAYS PILLS and : 7

Exoa of the OiaoaeBC to the aaecred port £s".Lr:±zc-;i % :-J: ih-
best resales, aad the saaae stay be said rf^ It based cothesacfux
of dbe C^ek, x^iaoas of the Liver. Stomacfa, KMaeys, or
Boweis, ia CcagcsCHSs and laSasaactons of the Logs^
Heart. I^ver, &c la all Ulcezaciaas, Sai:tebns SweS&gs«
ani Sores t^ Ounne^Ks the best leaaBtty thss can be
ujsec : aad iar all O-onsl Si " » •eji pfcTt^^ Disease^ Ncrroas

Loss ofVigoei' aad Inpaired Eaiicj '

.
*^^ "'**TTm|

s Pins win so?Q brT=g sSrot aastpJete resccracacc

D
Speciines of Letters Beceryal Oaily-

R. LOCOCKS PULMONIC W.AFERS :

-cT-?.--'.
------
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Every Saturday, of any Bookseller or News Agent, Price Threepence,

Eiuh half-yearly Volume comflele in itself, with Title-page and Index,

The Athen^um:
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE FINE ARTS,

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

THE ATHEN^UM
Is so conducted that the reader, however distant, is, in respect to Literature, Science and Art, on an equality in point of information

with the best-informed circles of the Metropolis.

Subscription for Twelve Montlis, 13s. ; Six Montiis, 6s. 6d.

OFFICE for ADVERTISEMENTS, 20, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

S. OWENS & CO.,

HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS,
WHITEFRIARS STREET, LONDON, E.G.

THE IMPKu.^i^ „i.LF-ACTING HYDRAULIC RAM.
This useful Setf actins; Appiritus which works day ind lught without needin? attention, will raise water

to any height or distincp without cost for libour or motive power where i few feet fill can be obtained, and is

suited for supplying Pubhc or Private Establishments, Farm Buildings, Railway Stations, &c.

DEliP WELL PUMPS for Horse, Hand, Steam, or other Power. I No. 49. GARDEN ENGINES, of all sizes, in Oak or Galvanised Iron Tubs.

No. 63. PORTABLE IRRIGATORS, with Double or Treble Barrels for Horse or
Steam Power. [Gardens, &c.

No. 46<z. IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Watering

No. 49<j. GALVANISED SWING WATER CARRIERS, for Garden use.

No. so and 54,1. FARM and MANSION FIRE ENGINES of every description.

No. 38. PORTABLE LIQUID MANURE PUMPS,onLegs,withFlexibleSuction.

S. OWENS AXD CO. Manufacture and Erect every description of Hydraulic and General Engineers' Work for Mansions, Farms, &c,, comprising PUMPS, TURBINES,
WATER WHEELS, WARMING APPARATUS, BATHS, DRYING CLOSETS, GASWORKS, Apparatus for LIQUID MANURE distribution, "

HYDRANTS, HOSE PIPES, &c., &c. Particulars Uketi in any part of tin Country. Flans and Estimatesfurnis/icd.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES CAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION.

No. 54*. THE CASSIOBURY FIRE EXTINGUISHER, as designed for the
Right Hon. the E.irl of Essex.

No. 44. WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE PUMPS of all sizes.
'

No. 4. CAST-IRON GARDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.
,

No. 39*. IMPROVED HOSE REELS for Coiling up Long Lengths of HosefoT

FIRE MAINS,

PAXTON'S CALENDAR.
Now Ready, a New and thoroughly Revised Edition of the

I

COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
ORIGINALLY COMPILED BY THE LATE SIR JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
' It has been carefully revised by an experienced gardener, and the lists of vegetables, fruit,

and flowers have been corrected by the substitution of the most approved modern kinds, in place
of those which were mentioned in the first edition, and many of which have ceased to be worthy of
cultivation. It is a thoroughly sound, practical treatise : but it has been so long before the public,
andsodeservedlyappreciated, that any special commendation of it now is unnecessary."

—

Midland
Counties Herald.

''This is 3 handy volume, consisting of seventy pages of letterpressand illustration, containing
much and varied information likely to prove useful to all cottagers, &c., who possess a garden.
To all such, who require a cheap and reliable book of reference, we heartily recommend it."—
Lioyefs.

"We are quite glad
from the heather in blooi

advise all who are inti

\itod.dcAS\.."— Gardeners' Magi
''The informatic

ted in the promotion of cottage garde: this little book

is little book is well adapted for all persons having small

plots of ground. The necessary operations for each month are clearly laid down, and are of a

thoroughly practical nature. The sorts of both fruit and vegetables are well selected, many of

them being excellent in quality. To our readers who are interested in the cultivation of their

flower and kitchen gardens, we can safely recommend this as beinf; a most concise and useful

work."

—

BelVs Messenger.

Price 3d., Post Free 3*d.

W. RICHARDS, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The Editor ; " Advertisements and Business Letters to "The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street. Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Printed by William Richards, at the Office of Messrs. Bradbury, Agnew, & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published by the

said William Richards, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, September 30, 1S76.

Agent for Manchester—John Hevwood. Agents for Scotland—Messrs. J. Mhnzies & Co., Edinburgh and Glasgow.
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^P

SALES BY AUCTION.

aeat nmeserrad Sale of Dntcli Bnlbs.

5SRS. PROTHEROE AXD MORRIS
1 :t AU^rrlOX. 1; i; Mar-., T.-kezixise
t -

. ;- MOXrAi" NXXT. i: hilf-

Os Ties- the }^T !"'"a ^ &lc, aad Gaxakjgises had ax the
Haft, ='»< of tbe ALjclkaeigs. gS, Giacedmrdi Scrset, E.C.

1
—

'
i^—i-.* gaastnv

Basshot. Sarrey.—By Order of tlie

IiI?-^Sr>-ST C1£AJL5JN" TE 5 A "
^' ; ;rii —-iT-i:^ XL'R5ERY STOCK, nrtiiBiis
xz.oao cx^y-gn3w^ 3a:sed Rbodjdgnrfmit ,̂ oooo G*yTTf

asd cx^iv A^Uaa i7%.—^iJc flf ^e Oiiii i j aad Et^t-

Bcea SK*iE.a cOBsideiahie ciib]>!t of OaaaEOCal aid
Focsc Txces. Roa-s &£- FgrtHcr prmcular^ vffl sbcrdy

M^'eSSRS. PROTHEROE axd MORRIS
irs ^stnasad tD SELL tbe aiore by AVCTIOX,

V^^^^C^"ww'>S-""—.^T<^" 31 MOKDAYTOcmbei 9.

?"- f:tr f-' '-g-"" ~ divf, 2^ :: fir :2 -CkA lyr^^gtr r?fh day.

C=i:^i--^i =iv ie ^i rf Miiss. B^KF.R -OO SOX ca

CLEAR-VSCE i

Mr ' ?:

ATESSRS. PROTH: RRIS
-Jnat

', 0=:->^ :=. i: :: « : ; - , -- ^. _. .--_. . _- i^Je of

sscci=e=i :? j^="y bsaltiiy Ev^r^i^ea, Coaifefs, aad
r
^—'-^ r>-~~.—*^-^^ Fr^ aif Fccrs: Trees, Asezksa

Etrastoii Kmaeiies, Boirowasli. near DertiT.

Tr XOBLEMEK, GEXTLEMES, a=d OTHERS c=aaiKi

'XrESSRS. PROTHEROE ANT) MORRIS
^>X a--i hsr-ir,=i rv M-ss^ Bsiros i So= L3 SELL by
AUCnoy 3: ti= Pz^ifssi M iirr;. -jl WEDNESDAY aM
THrRSDAY. C'=--^i«r z-. a^d r;;. ar^iiipaaL n oXlotk

STOCK, caSii~5 "rare 'cii^ Ei'^sreoii aad
Deooiaats ^tt?iS^_ ^** tp,i'r.inj sstchfess i« 1 iiar ri Goldca Yews.
Ci^BSas* Phtris RwrfS, aaad Pbb^ eb watt assosmcst;
WoB^nnas. Golda aad SOnr Qoeai HoSes, Laaids,
BobezE ; ^so tiuesads of KbododesdEoes, Ka^BS,aad other

cfnecf aad ase£d Stock; U.Bt»^*=^ *Bh a ^est qoaatityaf
Foc^c Trees.
Hay be vievcd ^ior ED the Safe. CtuV^nes my be b»i

ai tbe T^""'" '- aad of tbe *". li- ><>. aad Valaezs,

of SMALLER

HIGHLY IMPORTAXT SK DAYS" UXRE5ERVED
SALE o< =r^Tar«i soedzMa COXIFER.* aiid EVER-
GREES SHRUBS, 'nssriaiie fcr tisejr perfccJy sy-i-»' -1 &a^ aad great beasty, iafiirfe togofaer pcofaefaly

tbe laises aad BOst aeaqae c iiHrrrinw ever y«E_sdba^ed

STOCK, voidnr tbe ainioa of He

IB ^ai ^li^j of ' ^M** Based P**'^'^^'^""'1 '"'q
;

afao a OT-JdrfMr amiiju ofCTDER APPLE aad other

FBCTT TREES, a Sae niBminR of ORXAMEXTAL
aad FOREST TREES

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
sre GSxm*^. by Messrs. Inmwnrt. Piace ac Col, to

SELL tbe abt3»e by AUCTIOX, OB tbe PieaKs, tbe Exeter
NKsexies, oa MONDAY, Ocxofaer tb, aad ire v.iP Ssi»T dajs,

as IX icx z= oXVcV pcex:i£^ eac& day.

Tbe Stock aay be sieved {vior to the Sale. Caxalogrses
cty be bad en the Prea^es, aad cf tbe Aactjooeen aad F igatf

, adjolBlBe tiie StatlaB.
mPOKIAXT SALE cf XLTISERY STOCK, FRLTT

TREES, aad ROSES.
"\fESSRS. PROTHEROE AST) MORRIS
-LlL are mu »lnl by Mi: Tbosas Ware to SELL by
AtrCnOX, »rkb=« n.mc oa tbe Pr;- Jti. -.- ; iii;^ Fam

e'Onrfc orecseiy, a -1-. itios it

EVEBGREEX aad COSIFEJ L ,: riJ-g

varie^ted aad C9bbob h^jk^^c^ p._ "te::».

Caresses, b.: afeo a fae assaitJ=e=r -.1 ji>A;.IEXTAL
TREESw wirinriTa^ icno -j'ifgrffrd Majirs, bzgc
ataadaniLs Cae Frnt
Trees, 4500 iPW^^^My we&^tovs Scaadaid and Z>«aif
SOSES, sab a variety of Haidy Hobaceoas asd Cn^^^^^
Fiaats. OadHG, &:.
May be vieved pen' £0 &e SaSe. Caxalogises say be bad

Tfntlirmlilr Jmnay , Baggtint, 3arr«y.
HIGHLY lUPORTAXT CLEARAXCE SALE cf XCR-

SERY STOCK.
"\|XSSRS. PROTHEROE axt) MORRIS
i w I are Jasgracaed by ibe Heatbssade Xd^ery Ccopacy
10 SELL by AUCnOX, <s tbe PiMl3e.A as abc^ve, oo
WEDXESDAY, October A, aad Tbeee kikrmiae days. Oe
Fks FatioB of tbe wdtgiOBa aad tfamrias XURSERY
STOCK. mP'Tr'gTgg of atasy Ibonsaads of Fnac Trees ia gnat

1^ aiTi B I aad ocber Amenr i tt ^bus, aaay tbrwraads of
snot aad ai irb.^fd UoC&es, < i Mi»i« aad PnrTagal Laizcis
Piaes^ aad ocber Fewest Trees, aad K»u^ttB Fluweiiu^g
SteBbs.ax.
Maybe Tieved. CatalOEoes azyle bad oa tbe

aad oftbe ABCliaaeaE&

orbitaiL—Br order or the Exeenbtz.

ME55RS. PROTHEROE axtj MORRIS
275 :^srrr;s=i bv J-- Eitr=r-bt tf the ice Mr. ColBa^,

iz SELL b-7 AVCirOX, i; -./! Mir-.. Loadoo. E-C 00
MOXD.AV. 'Oc:.;-:>tr w. i t^ :aife F.^-SEHOLD ESTATE,
aad xncC Vices, 'J. ELIlIiIX j HXD. Also, aboas the
MIDDLE cfXOVEMfE:._ iV-. r^Arres of XfRSERY
STOCK. Pi.-„;._^-i =r_ ii.r-_7 ajjieij.

Wandswortli Common, S.W.

IMPORT-\XT FOUR PAVf VN"RESER%TD S.VLE rf

BEALTIFCLLY GR'^TTX XURSERY STOCK.

ArESSRS. PROTHEROE .A.XD MORRIS
^X. =in SELL by AVCriOX. Ki tie Preniises. Tbs
Xirse.— . War^i^mTTth C.-=r=^a, Surrey, S,W., cri WED-
XESD-W. 0:t:b«r rj, ar\3 Three foflowitg cays, at 11

f— ir r'drck rc^osely. each day, by order of Me^.5rs.

R. ii G. X"e^." ^n cis:i?^^Iv lai^ qaaatity of Tai-Jable

XURSERY STOCK, cansistiig of a very extessve and parti-

cslaziv csefiil assortiaeat ofEm^iceas, O MiUMrsiiig asoo \ arie-

oared and Grees HoHks, 3 tx> 6 fett ; looo bosfay Aacnbas, also
r-^iBrawiw T /,n,v.*g_ I^nnktiaos, best named aad ocb^ Rbodo-
deQdn3as. &c ;

-"^^^ a csoadezabEe quantity ofcbo«ce Cooiferse.

i= great variety ^th^ of aH sixes : many thousand of fine Lunes.

S to 1= feet ; POTfars. Maples,Bmi and other Oraamental Trees

;

cooc dean^grown Fr:i;t Trees : 2500 standard and dwarf Ro&es :

7000 oval4eaved Privet : ?xx3 Ivies aad ocber Qiaibeis in pots.

Mar be rie«ed at any time prior to the sale. Catakgoes may
be bad on the Pteuses, andof the AtiffinneCTS aad Yalaexs, 9S,

Giacecbnrcfa Street, E,C, and Leytix&tone, E.

Bamet, Herts.

Within ten iniirjtes' wall: cf tbe High Baxnei Scalioci.

WITHOUT RESERVE.—IMPORT.VXT S.\LE of BEAU-
TIFULLY GROWX X"URSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE .axd MORRIS
irZ SELL or AUCTIOX. trpco the Premises, tbe

For^-K Xurser:^. BarrjE f:T orrier of the PrcJixietDcs, Messrs.
Wo. Curb^i=h and ScQ. ybo.havir^ raVeato the bttsiness, intead
n"V^3 exte^ave aheratiocts. oecessitaxi]^ a deamaceX 00
THURSD.AY and FRIDAY. October 27 aad aS, at 11 fcr la

o'Oock each day preciseh-. tbe whole of tbe valtsable and
linlving XtTlSERY STOCK, ( ilMna iviig a &ne asatKent of
ep^i ;! <-.

pnf fc^ J 3.^ Evergreeas, 5000 validated HojBes, 2 to

>pohGc ooafietitioa. and mtyi'STng almoa eaxkdy of Goldea
and SSver Qoeea aad tbe Haadsatatb vaxieties ; aooo fiae

AwttV^, Cedras Deodaxa, FngfrA Vews, fiae specaaen Hybrid
PKoAiA^li i,*.

, Hardy *"^^^. Retzaosixxas, Thi^as, l^ceas.

Joaipas, AiboCQS ; a fine assortBesK of Otaamesaal Trees and
FlowcriagSbrds : 4900 Limes, 6 to 9 feet; Variegated Maples,
&C. ; aqaaatkyof fiae Pyraraad Pears, aad odier cJeaftg;rt>vB

Flint Trees.
Cata^ognes Esaybe had 00 the Ptymisp^/afid oft3ae AnftitTnreis,

95, Gracechsrch Street, £,C, and Leylooscoae, E.

FrellmlsaiT Hotlce of

FORTHCOMING S.A.LES
c: XURSERY STOC!^ by

Messs. PROTHEROE A.VD MORRIS,
Hortjcakcral and Geiical .A^dkxaeers, ^. Gracecburcb

Stti. 1'1, K.C., and LeytocszcrK, E.

OCTOBER Z3 aad 24.—EXOTIC XT.'RSERY, Tooting.

By order of Mr. R. Parker.

OCTOBER 30 and XOVEMBER 1.—SPRIXG GROVE
XURSERY. Islearacth. By order of Mr. J. Trotman.

XO^"EMBER t aad Three fbllswing days,—The XXR-
SERIES, Levisbaa. By order of Mr. B. ^laTer.

XOVEMBER 7 to IS.—HEATHERSIDE X"URSERY,
Bagsboc, Suney. By order of tbe Heatbersice Xursery
Cocapany.

XOVEMBER 7 to a—Tbe X"URSER1ES, Lejtocstooe. By
order of Mr. A. Protberoe.

XOVEMBER 14 to i<.—Tbe SALE XTTRSERT, Lotigbton,
E^^ ByoccerofMr. W. PanL

XOVEMBER so, and following days.—Tbe AMERICAN
XURSERIE3, Bagshst, Soney. By oder of the

Mortgagee.

XOVEMBER 21 asd 21.— COLXBROOK XTTRSERY,
Sbc^ Bodks. Bt order cf Messrs, J. & E. SsiaTL

XOYEMBER 23 to DECEMBER 2.—The XLTISERIES,
Xcrbctrvt, Scrrey. By order of tbe Execotrix of the late

Mr. John Ceilings.

Catalognes of any of the above S^es nay be had, when
te^y. of the ArcrWinrers, at tbexr OSoes as above.

Bulbs fironx HdBand.

MR. J, C. STE\-ENS wiU SELL by
AUCnOX, at bis Grsi: R-..-.=s, 3=. Kirg Stree".,

Cimstt Garioi, W.C, erery MOXTJAY, WEDXESDAY. and
SATURDAY, dnztag Ocober, rrt^m^mr^nv^ at haL^-past 12
c CVxk eadi day. cotjsignmeats of Srsl-dass DUTCH BULBS
arriving weekly &Dm weJAi^jaa &ziBS in HoOaad.
May be viewed the momhigs of Sale, asd Catalo^oes had.

OdmrtoeloaBmn eiiTiuwmn Baboclionun, BetclL

HIGHLY MPORTAXT SALE.

R. J. C STE\'EXS has received instruc-M irxr. Mess^ F. Ssader & Ox to afier Sbr SALE
AUCTION", at Hs Grear Rooms, ^5, Kn^ Street, Onrezit

Gardes. W-C. c:: FRIDAY. Ocrober 15.21 hatf^ast izo'Oodc
pracbely, £x arsd oc accccnt of Mr. B. Roezl, wixhoct
£ fiae imptxtadop of dik grand XEW ORCHID. A TarittT of
rkrtrt—'rigtriaw CTiifaosaia dowcxs were scat to Dr. ReiiAen-
fadi, and measured ioifivkhxaQT 4 mchrs aoties. petals broad
and loHg. with daik fi^ncnbtr^ blocdxs : the extra beahfar fioe

masBcs oScRd were scot iMse by Mesas. Klabocfa Brocbos.
afta- vfaom tbe plaot has becBBaaed (see this week's ^ngJlnvm'
Ckrwmid/i. Also aa extza faeakhjr and large ImponatioB of
tbe new aad beasxfnl Odonro^oesaai asAaaant^ Seacb., ia tbe

freelrbRald^ ; afiBElotof?*»^?irs-di*fr2k-»'N™5<
GLOSSUM MACRAXTHT-\^ - ^.. -^ ^=^-.

fed bffylth : tbeToyite '

Reid. {aat this week's :

<Bsm has been iBscavereci :

;

gar^eoastsTCTypKetXTiDdeec r : «-tr3 s-'icu: i ir

pdaJsydlow aad cfaocobie, Eos p^re yeDow, moA fieely

^ke, whki liie c'r^_tir5 £ t:scT-r:>e as b^Bg in ln;ge boadkcs ;

aDdA>*EWOr^ -'^ ^' ^
T, iiK 11 imiI

Also, by ore

:

ii. a fiae bpaortaikm of the
XEW BLUE .^CHID. Bofca frrlrsm,
Reu±.,sea£i:,^- . ^ This is one of the aost
ci5c=*t cf Or^__ .. ^.,.._ » j: &1II descxiixaoB see G^-
deiun' Ckrmacld^ J—» .ic, ziji. Also a lew plants of Uttme-
dina s>. ia the waj- cf Ti^A^, aad rtxf beanifol (see
Mr. WalEs' skecdi and desaripCHD) ; also^ 61m Me- WalEs,
&n arasses cf the e*=>g°i*'-*-* Peseattsea Dxfaa^ Batemaa-
™^""— Baxtxi, Tar. WaKn, Oaodinn Knnaiaacm. Odocto-
^oaam Roe^ tee daik-AoKnd nrieties: together with
TStioas o^er Onhifk.

Ob view the wnrnreg of Sok, aad Calakgaes had.

ODONTO
:. :^. in per-

ATUM.
t^OBci-
3ghi

Orchids and Stovs and Greenlioiiae Plants.

MR. r. C. STEVENS wiU SELL by
AU'CriOX. at his Great Rooms. 38. King 5:'tc-

C^Ten: Garden, W.C. 00 TUESDAY. 'October 10. a: r^/.
pas: 12 o'Cjc± preciselv, a COLLECTION of E-lAt-
LISHED ORCHIDS, tbe property of a Gentleni^r. ; .t

Saeiis of f^iglaod who has giiren up th^ oohnre : -^: .ir.

inipcnatioD of Cauleys sapeiha aad other Orchids

:

: m
Lmportatioa of Dariicgtooia. cahfomica in fine condir::r.. f:zi:

Oae -plants ci Dezidrobiain DeroiuaBUia, and a coUt:'. - -i

STOVE and GREEXHOUSE PLANTS.
On Tiew the -^rzi-g :f S^e. ^i C^lslog-.:^ hid.

Lilies and Otlier Boots.

MR- J. C STEVENS will SELL bv
AUCTION, at his Greai R«xns. 3S, King Siree-

Coreat Garden. W.C. 00 THURSDAY, October 12. a: hslf.

past 12 o'Qock precisely, abrgeqaastky ofLILIES, inzi-l'—g
amatmn, Hnaiholddi, SzonaxaniUB, speciosiiin. ani ~-.ry
extreiBely rare kinds, sock as ''Haasani." Wpl'.V -'-- - -,
neiJ^heiRnse, Btoomaiaaim ooelbrpa^ Brovnit, Kroin^r;;,

toaiannm. &C. ; with varioas other Bulbs and Tubers, tncludi:^
choice hyfarid Begooias, CrinoBis, Gtoriosas, Praocratiums,
Aauryllis, &c.

On new the raomh^ of Sale, and Catalogues had.

The Collection of EstabUshsd Orchids of
E. G. nrS.IGLEV. Esc:., cf Elitv, Lancashire

MR- I. C STEVENS has been favoured
with ia£Sn;ct'.o!K from E, G- WH^Ier, Es- '- -~—

for S-\LE bv AUCTION, at hU Great R^jonis ' -^ KijT^
Street, Cor^a Gaiden, W.C. oo THURSDAY aad F> "T- \v'
Oaoi>er 19 and 20, and TL'ESDAY. October a*, a: - :ik
12 o'Oodt precxselT ea-A dav, wiih-Dut the lease r^^s- ^ - Li

pnrire CoUectioe of ORCHIDS. Amoc^st others-- ::z^
will be fooad splendid plants of the fallowing rarieuei. i.. fa

the best passible beahh

Ada anrsQtiaca
Aerides crassifa&nHL

„ cyliadiiooiB

„ Fieldingu

\[ LobfaU
AagnEcam sesqaipedale
Caoieya Dnminiana

., Mead<£i
„ Dawsoon (tziK)

„ Walkeni

„ IHyanom
„ M^itesai
„ Paxisbn

Lycaste Skinneri aToa
Masdevallia Hairyaaa

,f ToTaraksis
„ cfaimzra (true)

OdMito^ossDm blaadum
„ curhaEuoi
., HalUi
„ maKJIhre

,. Rossiimajtis

!'. Roezhi
Pescatorea Dayu

Pbahenc^isis amariij^ ;;

,. graadiflota

,. ScfaiUeiiaBa

Ffeiooe copcolor

Dendrobhm fa^ibbam

Saccolabiacn aaipuUaceilB
„ Blumei majus
„ cuniftdiiun

.. gnttatum
SobraEa "i^rranthi '

'
: _

'.•

ley's vaziet^ i

Sopbronites gnuidir- : r^

f, FUdbexi „ oerulea
„ prastans ,. cxEndescecs

Lycaste Skinneri

Caaleya vcIiUhm, the only known plant in England, perhapa
in Europe ; Vanda Lown, a fine plant ; CyprifSdium S«d«u,
probably the finest pbitt in Europe : Ai^^oas. Barkerias,
Brassavc^as, neaziy aO tbe Tarieties of OtKiiiu:!:, ^:l

On Tiew tbe aionizngs of Sale, and Catal :g-jei hii

StreaUiam Race Viuuary, Biiztoai HUl. Surrey, &.W

.

EXPIRATION of LEASE.
AfESSRS. JAS. ERASER and BENTON
^-L win SELL by AUCTION, on October 16, 17, -3. aai
21, at 11 far 13 o'Qock prcciseiy, by order of Mr. G '~. _--;-.

the whole of tbe ex^easre NURSERY STOCK. --
30 Acres of gnxBid.
In conseqaenoe of the imrnesse Stock, AXOTH E 7. .'^Z

win also t^ place in NO^'EMBER, in coaaecti:- .:_ ^
branch eszabE^uaent, and in SPRING. 1577. the GLASS
ERECTIONS aad POT PLANTS wdl be Sold.

Catalogoes had ob the Prmises, and of the Aoctiooe-r>, &c ,

RdCBfotd, and Grays, Essex.

Oatlands ParK, Weybridge, Sxarey.
NOTICE of an IMPORT-AJNT CLEARANCE SALE tf

NURSERY STOCK.
ATESSRS, WATERER and SON- :

-^V-L been instniGted by Mr. Jesse Chapman, in : .
- -

of his retirii^ £rofB tbe Nursery bosiDess, and a poru

:

Land being dispospd of for buikiii^ porposes, I

AUCTION, vitboot reserre, oo the Premises. C^
Weybridge. Simey, on MONDAY, October
foUowii^ days, at it fcr 12 o'Clock precis^, 1

VALUABLE STOCK upoa that Ntirsery,

dendrans, i to s feet ; 38/xx> oonuaoa ^id Pa _
I to 3 fiDet : 25,000 Green UoQies, 1500 Variegated 4

Anc^jBs. I to 3 feet ; iSoo I^sntstiBas. x to 3 feet : ;

11,000 ^iTDce Ftr and Weymouth Kne. i to 3 feet

trtaca, 3 to 6 feet : aooo Cednts Deodara, 2 10 4 :.

.

Lav^ooiana, Dot^laaii, aad thnjopsis, z to 7 feet

;

aabOis aad NordjBaaniana, 1 to 2 feet ; 1000 Hemiorc
3 to 6 feet : Berbens, of sorts : a number of fine . :

-

phMs of WelEogtoaia, Cednts Deodara, Lebaxt:-
Dov^lJEBsii, Ftnns CemhtA, TfamopEis borealis. aad othj- '

:l. ::

AqoamJty of forest trees in ' jf?*, Krch, Maple, ^~

Acacxa, Pcpbr, Scarlet Oak, Horse Cbestmus. Mocr.i.
&c, 6 to 12 feet : a few cboice Standard and cch*.-

Staadard Pyramidal Fruit Trees, a few lots of Mixed I

Sbmbs, fit for oraampiaal pbminfc and other Stodc.

Tbe Nurseries ^re conveiuently situate for railway ir^z^:,

besK within z mile of the Weybri^e and Wakoa Stations oc

the Sootb-WesterB Railway.

May be riewed. aad Caxalognes had sens days prior to th«

Sale, npoa the Premkes, at the Inns in the neiighboiBrbood. and
of Messrs. WATERER Axn SONS. Anctkmeers and Valoeri.

Chettsey, Stsrey, who will forward thea, om appbcatton, by
pose.
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Hawick.
HIGHLY IMPORTANT S.AIE cf NXRSERV STOCK.

A OLIVER AND SON have instructions to
• SELL by AUCTIOX. at Hawick, on TfESDAY

aid WEDXESDAV. Ort:ber 34 and 7-.. a: 13 o'Codi eaih
daj-. the whole eiteasive XLRSERV STOCK belongmg to

the estate of Messrs. DicJiSoa ft: Tumbull. Kuiseiymcn and
Seedsaien, consisting of Forest, Ornamental and Fruit Trc^,
Coniferas, E\-ergTeens, Thorns, GooEeberries, Currants, Roa«s,
&C. Catalogues to be had on application to the Auctioneers.

Near the Betchwonh Station, S E.E.

la NOBLEMEN". r.ENTLF.MEN. the TRADE, and
PUFLIi. i.T GEN£R.\L.

MESSRS. WHITE .iXD SONS are favoureti
with inatructioas from Messrs. Ivery & Sen. of

DcrkiDa and Reigatc. to submit to almost Unrcsa-*-ed SALE
by AUCTIOX, at the Xur^cnes. near the " Barley Mow *' Ina
and Eetchwcnh Street, w.thin a mile of the Betchworth Station,
South-E^srcm Railway, oa FRIDAY and SATURDAY,
October ;r zni :S. commencing each day at it for iz o'Dodc.
the%^iiab:e SURPLUS NURSERY STOCK, compmins a
hige and exceedingly welJ-frown variety of Forest Trees, ia
Austrian Pine, ^-airing from 3 to 8 feet ; Weymouth, 6 to 9 feet

:

Larch 4 to 13 feet : Spruce 3 to 10 feet : Silrer. 6 to 10 feet

;

Greea Holly and Yew, 4 to 10 feet : Lime, 12 to x> feet

;

English Oak. 7 to 3 feet ; Beech and Birch, 10 to 15 feet

;

Laurels, 2 to 6 feet ; Weeping Yew. 6 feet stem : bushy
liurustintu ; Portugal Laurels, z to 5 feet ; Berboris Aquifciia,
J to 3 feet ; Green Box, 4 to 5 feet : Aucuba, i to 3 feet : also an
assortment of Whitethorn, Elm, Flowering Shmte. &c and a
variety of Standard and Pyramid Mulberry. Walcot, Apple,
and Plum trees.

More particularly described In Catalogues, which may in due
time be obtained at the " Barley Mow " and " Dolphin " Inns.
Betchw-orth, and the " Red Lion," Bucklaod (near the
Nurseries), at the " Wbeatsheaf," and "Laker's Hold."
RedhilJ; "White Hart" and "Swan." Reigate : "White
Halt "and "Angel." Guildford; "Greyhound" and "King's
Arms." Croj-don ;

" Grit&n," Kingston-on-Thames; "Spread
Eagle," Epsom : of Messrs. IVERY a.n-d SON, The Nuneries.
Reigate and Dctlcing ; and of the Aucxioncers, Dor'^ing. who
have much confidence in inriiing general attention to ihe
oppornmity afforded by this Sale for the purchase of Stock in
excellcct conditica. and w-el! situated for immediate removaL

Freliznlnary Notice of an Important Sale of
NURSERY STOCK.

MR. LUMBY is instructed by Mr.Wm. Cocks,
who is retiring from the N-orsery Business, to SELL

by AUCTION, at his Nurseries, m Doningion. oa THURS-
DAY, November 2. and fo'.lc^w-in^ da^'5. se%-eral Thousands of
weU-groi*-n FOREST TREES and SHRUBS, and FRUIT
and ROSE TREES.

Fall partictilars in Catalogues will shortly be issued.
DoQington, SpaWing, Oct. 3.

T\TANTED TO RENT, a Small XCRSERY
» > era PRIVATE ESTABLISHMENT, where Placu

ibi the Market could be Grown. Vicinity of London, Please
stale pajticu-ars to

W, L., \z. Cresiing'nam Road, Lewisham, &E
To Noblemen, Gentlemen, and FloilstB.

TO BE SOLD by TENDER.
FRUIT TREES. —About zoo Peaches, Nectarines,

Apricc-Ls. Plums, Peari, Apples. Cherries, and Grapes, selected
frcd ihe best growers cf scrts. and all graranteed true to
name, a\-era^g about six years' growth, all well set »-ith

\

bloocp, and m fine cocdition. The trained wall-trees ai>d
espaliers are well suited fw the forcing or Orchid-botise, each
cOTcring a large space and in full bearb^ ; they number about
ooe-tliird. the remainder being pyramids.
A quantity cf ROSES, of best sorts, PLANTS IN POTS,

and two GREENHOUSES.
Can be viewed anyday (Sunday excepted) frrjm 910 lao'Oock,

or particulars obtained by letter. Tenders to be delivered ca
or before iz oCiock, October sa.

The FREEHOLD to be SOLD or LET for BUILDING.
H. D., 12, Oxuey \'illas. Sl John's Road, Upper Hoilo»-3y.

Loodon. N.

OTHOUSES TO BE LET.— In the City
ofBath, tobe LET at a moderate Rent. HOTHOUSES,

recently ajid scientifically constntcted, and spfrdally a.-Tanged
fcr the Culttii« of Grapes, with Ninety choice VlNtS planted.
Sixt)' of them now in full bearing, aI^i some Toune \'in«s. -Also
about :ooo MAIDENHAIR "FERNS, in pots for fccrme.
ROSES. CA.MELLIAS, .\ZALEAS, &c Also a small «ur-
roundine GARDEN, and the GOOD-WILL of an EST.V
BLISHED BUSINESS for the Sale of Grapes, Fern fitjods.
&c The 0»-=er's illhealih obliees him to Lei

•^ppiy to .Mr. W.\THEN, Wallington. Surrey.

MULBERRY TREES.—Nearly looo of the
abo%-e, including 6fty wry handsome Bearing Trees and

other NURSERY STOCK, for Sale cheap; the subscribers
beir^ ab^Dut to itUnquijh business.

The LEASE of NURSERY TO LET.
Apply to WC>OD .\ND SONS, i7=. Old Kent Road. 5.E.

Rlclunond Noneiles, Rlcluaond, Snirey
C^ AND \V. STEELL have great pleasure
^-* • in cai:.:;- the attentirn rf their numerous Customers to
Iheir extensive and ^aIua^!e Stxi. consisting of all kinds of
EVERGREEN ar.i DECIDUOUS TREES. SHRUBS, and
CREEPERS. Stisdard isd Dirirf ROSES. FRUIT and
rOREST TREES. A.MERICAX PL.\NTS. ire. which they
can highly recrnuner-d fcr their fine growth and moving
quahuei A!«i also a c;uantitv of nne ripened Sir Ham- and
Sir Charles Napier STR.\\VBERRY PLANTS, in pots for
fcrcing,

Sp<Kial prices "ill h« gi\-en, -..-joa application, where la,-ge
quantities ar« re<^uired.

^ARLY SPRING FLOWERS.
PRIMROSES, double, Ltrender, Yellow, Purple, White, and

King Theodcre, 6j. per dciren ; 4or. per toa
,, Single, W hiie Purity, and Ma^^enta Queen, 41. per dojen ;

PRIMULA ?Nt'ermEDL\. as figmrd in r«&.ni,, Julys,
9*. per dozea

•• KJi'^^EDIA ALBA. ... 6i each.
„ AilCENA GRAXDIFLORA. clumps from erouud ir.

per doten.
LoIIeetion, la ^•anetie!. double and single PRIMROSES to
_52me. ji. per doien.

I^^D^ICK PERKINS, NuTjerymin, Regent Street.

T\"'INTER FLOWERING PL.\NTS.—

a—J. TAC k'S'Sn . N _-itr"rkrHermini'j!

sNO\VFLAKE POTATO.— Those who
have St;.ck to disjyr-se o( can sobmit loirest prices to
HOOPER AKD CO.. Ccvent Garden, London, W.C.

TWO LARGE ORANGE TREES, in Tubs,
and 0=e Small One. to be SOLD. Price moderate.

G.ARDENER. Mr. Eel, s late House. He.Tie HiU, S.

\ CORNS (.\merican Oak. Ouercus coccinea),
-*-*- in splendid condili:>a, for Sale, Al^o Cones of Libani and
.Al ias Cedars.

E. HASTIER. 6. Water Street. N-sr Erid-e Street. E,C

HB. S M I T H, Ealing Dean Nurser}-,
• Ealing, W. . h.as to c=et the foUowing —

VIOLETS, strong dumps of (true) Czar, £j loj. per 1000.
„ Roc*ed Runners of Quatre ^ »«"'»<. Biandyanum, arborea,

and Neapolitan, ar per dozen.
,, Rooted Runners of Crar. is. per dozen.

MYOSOTIS DISSITIFLORA and PHLOX NELSOXI,
rooted cuttings, jfz per looa.

C\NT£RBL'RV BELLS, strcog donhle wlote and Mae,

ROSES. Standard, leading varieties, 75r. per too.
., DwarC strtMig. and buaihy, 351. per too, j£io per lotxx

.APPLES and PEARS, strmg a-yr. old, leading varietie, 601.
per 100^ Cash prices

SWEET VIOLETS, SWEET VIOLETS.—
Marie Louise. Biandyanum, \ ictoria Retina, King of

Violots, Reine des \'lolectes. double and single NeaipoUtan,
White Czar, in good dumps, suitable for Pottuig. Forcing, or-
formiiK Beds or Qumps in dower garden. 61. per dczcs, ^os.
too. Small plants. 00c of each variety, free by posi for ^.
Trade price on appUcaticn.
FREDERICK PERKINS. Regent Street, Leamington.

Panslea and Violas, Bedding.THOMAS S. WARE'S AUTUMN
C-'VTALOGL'E cf the above. in<Hi;dir^ Camatioes.

Picotees, Pinks. Pxocies. Phloxes, Delphimoms, Roses, and
others, for Imnaedtaie Flaatuig, is now rody, free npoo
applicatioa.

Hale Farm Nurseries, Totlenhani, Loodoo.

pABB.\GE PLANTS, SEEDS, ROOTS,&c,
V_- cf aU kinds, for the Fann or Garden. " Gee's superior
Bedfardshire-gTown Pla.nts and Seeds have attained murh
celebrity ;

* rjJV BfdfcrS Mer-^.try^ JuJv 29, 1S76- " The
soils of the oisirict cdcr £a.a'iic>es eo>oyed az few places for
bringing away pla.it$. &c, and under the skill and perse-
verance of Mr. F- Gee they are tuioed to good accotmt

:

"

ride A^yicmi.'ura^ CazetU. juiy 31. xBj6. See other ownions
of the Press, also a Treads on the Cabbage. CAT.A-
LOGUES. lowest prices. &c. 00 appUcatioo to FREDERICK
GEE. Seed and Plant Grower. &c. Biggkswade, Beds.

Havs, Poplars of sorts. Umes, Acer Begimao
VARIEGATA. i;^

THOMAS S. WARE has a lar^e stock of
the above and other well-grown SHRL ES. TREES,

Hale Farm Nu . Tziisi

"V"^EWS for SALE.—About rco?. from ;;X to^Mfett bigh, at ^-s. per 100: also res; *S :_ J]
feet, at 13CS. per loo; all ia rirsi-rate ccadiii;s asd .rt,.-rA:;cii.

and grown for Hedges or Orramental Trees—as iae i= azvc-ii

Alio some pnnic GREEN HOLLIES !':r Heches, and

JOSEPH SPOON^Rrprifix-rth. W.-Uc^

EGAL PEL.\RGONIUMS.— Beaut>- of
Oxioa. Captain Raikes, Qaeen Mcioria. and Maiie

Leacine. gcocr^-t'^l plants, the set of foor fcr fj , &ee by
post on receipt of Post-office Order oc posta^ stamps. Trade
ptvx OQ anplicaiioo-

FREDERICK PERKINS, Nureeryinan, Re^ient Street.
Leamington.

VAN HO UTTE ME MORIAL.
Dr. Hcx^. iri. Fleet Sfee:. F C. C^-^r-rt.:^ c'Cj^mzSttt.
Dr. Mastex5. F. R S. . 41, \VeUiii;;t?n Street,W C Trtstmrrr
H. J. VarrcH, Kings Road, Chelsea. S.W , //**. Sec.

The great respect in which the late Lons Va:c Hoctte was
held in this country*, alike for his tmcirii^ devoctoe to the
interests of Horticulture, icd \zt hi; sterUi^ pesooal qualities,
found expressioQ in a meeting of HorticQ^iztists, beM o^er
the presidency of Dr. Hogg. Secretary to the Royal Hocti-
cnhmal Society, at Sonth Kensii^oa. on Jisk x.

It was coDSkdered by those wbo met oa tfaaic occasaoo tlttt

the most appropriate axd giaceftd manner of coBune
the services of the deceased, ard of tesdfpmg to tbe 1

which be was held in this country, vould consist ta the esta-
blishment of a Fund for the ptupose of providu^ a Medal,
to be styled The I '« Himtie Me^a/, to be coo^Kced for at
the Quisquenntal Ejdubitioas of the Ro^al AerkxdtiDal and
Bocanical Society of Ghent. The Exhibitjoos of this Society
have materially aided in the prepress of Horticiilture, they are
hdd in the same town in which Mr. Vax Hoc'ttb'? labours
had been carried on, and with whidi his name will hereafter
be associated.

As it is intended to dose the Subscripdoa List at an early
date. Gentlemen and oth«^ wishing to Subscribe are requested

c ce with either of the above.

FIRST SUBSCRIPTION LIST.

El»-es, W. G.
Eyles, Gecffje
GomUedon, W. E,
Henderscss, E. G.,

Hogg. Dr.
.'.'

Hume. W. . Euialey
Low, H.kCo. ..

Mast«s. Dr.
Mocre, Dr
Moore, Tbofflu .

.

Paul & Son
Paul, WiUiain
Sander, F. .-

Silbecrad, Arthur ..

Steward, A_ B. .

.

Tehord, Chartes .

.

Thynne, J. & R. .

.

Tun>er. C .

.

Veitch, J. & Soas.

.

Wilhams, B. S. .

.

Webb, H
Wilscai, G, F.

Ejadntiis and otlier Bolba for Forcing.
DUTCH FLOWER K'-'.Z- i.--. ^PRIXG FLO'^'ERING

PLANTS : I ENIXa

APRICED D: „ CATALOGUE
free-

= ZK7TK purposes, pose-

K 5£S for Btibs, &£., o£
---'-.-^ u i-_i^ i=x ioi iuiqs, IOC 6aL aod

: s. &J. and 3U. ; do, ofsprn^ Qow^oBg

L SON. ddfield Smv

EH. KRELAGE .\nd SOX, N'URSERY-
• MSN, SsEr^iiEN. ac<i Fl^zi^t?, TT^-a-*» HoHaBd,

beg to announce that tbeir new Speoal Desoriotrre CATA-
LOGUE of LILIES (Na ^xza) is aow ready, aad will be seat
post-free oa appticaiion.
This Catalog cootams nearly 190 sorts aad ariedes, wtth

aJx pricK per {»ece as well as per la. per 100. per 1000, per
to.ooo—a sckcriop of tbeir weU-known tmrrvaUed cxdeoCaoB.
Lilies sh^ukl be cniered early, and pbnrr^ be&se wwt»*t,
Discoant to the Trade.

Camftlllas, A^leaa. RlHwIoanwtTcaB. tee.

JAPERS. Nurseryman, Loochristy, near
• Ghcs^ Belgium, begs 10 cdl artrcWM ta ins ftr^* CoiJee-

tion u w=;-gT-s-3 p,a-ii. zocsistine of Canelltas. *"^
indica. Aisdea Mollis, Haroy Ghent Azaleas. Rhododesdrcos,
and Kalmia lanfoiia. Priced descnpu^e CATALOGUE sem.
free oo applicatioci to

Messrs. R SILBERRAD Ajra SON, 5. Hirp Lane, Gr^
Tower Street. Loodon. E.C

Cabbage Plants. Cabba^ Plants.

MESSRS. VIRGO AND Su_\ can now
scppjy in any anantiries the fi>3owi:^ sons ;—Ea»ly

Battersea. PuDen's Nooparei], and E^eld Marfat, zzy.6d.
per looo: Robinsoa's Droabead. ax 3f per zooo. a.! gnod,
siTOOg. healthy plams, delivered oo niL Past-o£ce Onkxs
must accoaipany all orders fr>xn unknTwn cotrespoadems.

Wooersh Nursery. Guikitccd. Surrey.

PAUL ANT) SON, The '•Old" Nurseries,
Che^ont, Herts These Nurseries estabtisbed in iSoe.

ROSES. FRUIT TREES, EVERGREENS, FOREST
TREES, and all Hajdv Piaais. DUTCH aiMi ocber BULBS,

To ibe Trade Only
DUTCH BULB5 at DUTCH PRICES-—

Otir CATALOGUE, cnnfaimag Hyadoihs. J ~
-.?%,

Crocus doable and single SoMrdraps. Ko«aA Hv^~-:::s,
GUdtotss Bread^eyeous. new and otoer LiUo-, New £ :. ^
Planc$. and MtacrHar.got55 Bulba. is i>i>w re^iy. aec 3ia> zt '-j-i

OD appIicatKn Quaiitv of n>xs ex ra nae aoj £-> aran-.srrcL

F. SANDEK a-nu CO.. S«c; Grv,.us. Sc Aaaas.

Clierry Ti«8 for Sa'.e.

ATESSRS. J. rHO.\!.A.~ -: ;

CHERRY TKEES: abo ;."

P>-ramal PLUIL PtAR. .\Pi
tiaiied PEACH TREES arxj t ; ..
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To Amateur Strawberry Growers.

THE AMATEUR'S COLLECTION of 120
strong, healthy RUNNERS, In 6 choice varieties, for

75, 61/. Price per score, 1^. f>ii., or sent post-free at ^d. per
score extra. " HOW TO CROW STRAWBERRIES," bV-d.
The ' EUREKA " POST BOX (assorted sizes), 61. per doz.

;

a MODEL and PATTERN, i^d. Testimonials i stamp.
W. LOVEL, Weaverthorpe, York.

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT'S NURSERY,
Ghent, Belgium.

The new GENERAL DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE is

now being issued, and will be sent free on application either to

the above address, or to Messrs. SILBERRAD AND SON, 5.

Harp Lane, Great Tower Street, London, E.C
A carefully Coloured Plate, the e.\act portrait of the NEW

AZ.\LEA INDICA, " Empereur du Bresil," and " Triomphe
des Doubles Blancs," sent gratis on receipt of ten penny
stamps.

Nurseries, Saffron Walden.
SUPERK DOUIILE HOLLYHOCKS.

WILLIAM CHATER has a fine Stock of
Bloomed HOLLYHOCKS, named to colour, in fine

healthy roots; equal to many of the named varieties, I2j. per
dozen, 75J. per loo. Named varieties, once bloomed, from

WILLIAM CH.'VTER. Nurseries, Saffron Walden.

MisceUaneous Bulbs and Tubers.

THOMAS S. WARE'S A,B,C. DESCRIP-
TIVE BULB GUIDE for 1876 is now ready, comprising

one of the largest Lists of miscellaneous Bulbs and Tubers
extant, including complete lists of Liliums, Narcissus, Iris,

&c., in addition to many species now offered for the first time ;

containing also a selection of spring flowering and other peren-
nials for autumn planting.

Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, London, N.

Bouvardlas.

MESSRS, JOHN STANDISH and CO.
have a magnificent stock of these beautiful winter-

flowering plants to offer, consisting of the five following varie-
ties, which they have after long e.xperience proved to be the
best for general purposes :—Vreelandii, Bride, Hogarlhii, Jas-

, and Humboldtii corymbiflora. Price i8y. to 24J. per
dozen ; £^^ loj. per ]

Royal N Ascot, Berks.

To the Trade.—Sandrlngliam Early Kidney Potato.

HAND F. SHARPE have secured a fine
• stock of the above e.\cellent POTATO, which is

pronounced to be not only the earliest, but the most prolific,
and the finest quality in cultivation Being very short in the
haulm It is peculiarly adapted for forcing purposes. Price and
further particulars may be had on application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

I F T Y THOUSAN15
LAURUSTINUS, AUCUBAS and ESCALLONIAS.

LAURUSTINUS, Common, per 100, 6 to 9 inches, 6j. ; 12 to
18 inches, -js. ; 18 to 24 inches, Zs.

„ Black-leaved, per 100, 6 too inches, &r. : 12 to 18 inches isAUCUBA JAPONICA, per 100. 12 to 20 inches, izj. id.
ESCALLONIA MACRANTHA and RUBRA, per

6 to 12 inches, 12s. dd.

Cash or satisfactory refei

No charge for packing.
WILLIAM ABRAHAM, Fort Prospect Nursery, Limerick.

EWING AND COMPANY'S ROSE LIST
for AUTUMN, 1876, with very full descriptions of all

the best new and old sorts, is now ready, and may be had free
Their LIST of FRUIT TREES, ORNAMENTAL TREES

CONIFER,*, EVERGREENS, CLEMATIS, &c., is iii

preparation, and will shortly be ready.
Royal Norfolk Nurseries, Eaton, Norwich.

accompany each orde

To the Trade.
EODGER, MCCLELLAND and CO.,

64. Hill Street, Newry, offer the followin- —
RHUS JUGLANDIFOLIA, 24^. per dozen.
PINUS INSIGNIS, i-yr., 6j. per 100, 50s. per 1000.
„ ,, i-yr., i-yr.. 4 to 9 bches, i8j. per 100.

., LONGIFOLIA, pots, 4 to 6 inches, 6j. per dozen.
CLIANTHUS PUNICEA, extra strong, gs. To I2j per dozenFREMONTIA CALIFORNICA, 42s. perdozcn
CEANOTHUS, of sorts, 401. 10 8oj. per 100
EURYBIA SPECIOSA. 12s. to i&t. per dozen
MELIANTHUS major, 501. per tooDRACHMA INDIVISA, fine, 9^. per dozen, 6oi. per ,00

X2S per 1000.
'

pETER SMITH and CO., Hamburg,
J- Hopfenmarkt, 27, offer the foUowine •—
LILY OF THE VALLEY, approved best nSmburg variety

selected single crowns, ^6j. per 1000
ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA, fine 2-yr. seedlings in single

pots, first choice, 451. per 100: second choice, 30J. per 100
GLADIOLUS, splendid Hybrids, strong flowerm'^ bulbs

7i. 6(/. per 100 : 50J. per 1000. ^
| ,00'

GLO-XINIaS, finest Hybrids, strong flowering roots 40s nerBEGONIA KRAMERII, seedling, besthardy bedding variety
strong roots, 6oj. per 100. '

'

To Market Gardeners and Frult^^ee PlantersrPHOMAS RIVERS AND SON have a good
-1- stock of the following sorts of PLUMS, well adapted for

profitable plantuig, viz. :
—

EARLY PROLIFIC.
| PRINCE ENGLEHERTBELGIAN PURPLE.-ThU is as large as " Kirke's ' ind

bears freely.
'

SULTAN.— Resembles " Chapm.an's Prince of Wales " but not
liable to canker. A large red Plum

'

OULLIN-S EARLY GAGE.—A large early yellow GazeDIAMOND. Sawbridgewonh, Herts.

A M, C. JONGKINDT CONINCK begs

ROOTS -° following PLANTS and FLOWER
AQUILEGIA CIERULEA, guaranteed true, all grown in

pots, C-i per 100.

CANARINA CAMPANULATA, ^2 los. per ico
CA.MPANULAGRANDIFLORA, FL. CUiRULEA i6s Zd

per 100,

DELPHINIUM NUDICAULE, /2 rj %J ner rooRHEXIA VIRGINICA, l^ ly. ,d. per 100YUCCA ANGUSTIFOLIA, strong, s-yr. seedlings, X20 17J.

CRVPTcSlERIA JAPONICA, strong, 2-yr. seedlings, £, per

THUM OCCIDENTALIS, 2-yr. seedlings, 8j. td per loco.
I .itenham Nurseries, Dederasvaart, near Zwolle, Netherlands.

DUTCH BULBS.
B. S. Williams

BEGS TO ANNOUN'CE THAT HIS ANNUAL SUPPLY OF

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, NARCISSI, CROCUS,
And other DUTCH ROOTS have arrived in splendid condition.

PRICED LISTS GRATIS ON APPLICATION.

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

TREE FERNS. tf^
THE LARGEST AND BEST STOCK IN EUROPE. ^^gl?

^V I L L I AM b1j1-L, F. L.S.,
Respectfully invites the Nobility and Gentry to an inspection of the above ; also of his

MAGNIFICENT SPECIMEN ORNAMENTAL PLANTS,
Adapted for the decoration of Conservatories and Greenhouses, or suited for Sub tropical Gardening.

ESTABLISHMENT FOR NEW AND RARE PLANTS. KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

AUTUMN PLANTING.
THE LAWSON SEED & NURSERY COMPANY

(LIMITED)

Strongly recommend the Planting now of

EVERGREEN SHRUBS, CONIFEROUS TREES, &c„
Of which their Stock is large, and in splendid condition for

removal with safety.

CATALOGUES AND SPECIAL OFFERS ON APPLICATION.

EDINBURGH
; and 54, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHIN, LONDON, E.C

NEW AZALEA INDICA.
NOW BEING SENT OUT.

EMPEREUR DU BRESIL (J. Versch.)
A splendid novelty, flowers very large, very double, (|uite a perfection of form. The colour of

the finest pure rose, each petal bordered with a broad pure white band, whilst the whole of the

petals are striped lavishly with bright rose and white. The upper lobe is elegantly blotched with

brownish red, adding a good deal to the distinction of this really fine new flower. It is no doubt
the finest and most distinct variety ever sent out since the introduction of the Azalea Souvenir
du Prince Albert, and like that variety it will be duly appreciated by all lovers of this splendid

tribe of plants. Azalea Empereur du Bresil is a sport of the fine double white Azalea Reine
du Portugal, so favourably known now as a first-rate variety.

Prices :—Good Plants, 12s. each ; Strong Plants, with buds, SOs. each.

Four/or three ordered. No reductionfor single plants.

TRIOMPHE DES DOUBLES BLANCS (J. Versch.)
This is undoubtedly the finest and best double white Azalea ever sent out. The flowers are

much larger, much finer, more double, and of a purer white than even in the fine variety Reine du
Portugal. The petals are large, round to perfection, slightly undulated, crisped ; the centre is

occupied by a tuft of p5eudo-pet.als of the purest white. A very free flowering double white variety,

which will be grown by thousands for the trade, and become a general favourite.
This really grand Azalea, when exhibited at the .Show of the Royal Horticultural Society of

Ghent, in March, 1S75, was unanimously awarded the first prize for the best seedling Azalea.

Prices:—Good Plants, 12s. each; Strong Plants, with buds, 20?. each.

Fourfor three ordered. No reduction on single plants.

<-Sr The stock of these two really beautiful New Azaleas being limited, early Orders are

respectfully solicited.

A carefully coloured Plate, the exact representation of the above two Novelties, free on receipl of
ten penny stavips.

Jean Verschaffelt,
NURSERYMAN, LEDEBERG, GHENT, BELGIUM,
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MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at his Great ' ^ CameUlas, Azaleas. Rhododendrons. &o.

Rooms, 3S. King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, October 12, at C"w>,-- .'^'^^o ^7r^ ^^'h
Nurseryman-

, ,f 1 ./-I 1 , T K-ni--c /-iiT A xi-TT-T-v V T T I T T- e 1 J' . TJ Loochusty. near Ghent, Belgium, has a very large slock of
half-past 12 o Clock precisely, a LARGE OUANlll\ ol LILIES, including auratum. Hum- well-grown Plants with buds, disposable by too or looo.

boldtii, Szovitzianum, speciosum, and many extremely rare kinds, such as Hansoni, Wallichi- CAMELLIAS, line named varieties, i;5 to ,£6 per icx>.

anum, neilgherrense, Bloomerianum ocellatum, Brownii, Krameri, pardilinum, parvum, pur- ,M'nAy''\?K'^i';'S; •^'•^°' ""'' •^.'P'^'-'"?'

1 , J- J • , /*» • • \ w u- . o '.u I

INIHAN AZALEAS, in 25 named varieties, /s, /6, and
pureum, elegans splendidum, jucundum (Maxmiowiczu), \\ ashingtonianum, etc.; with various

|
iT^tioa.

,
a-s. *-

. -

other BULBS and TUBERS, including choice hybrid Begonias, Crinums, Gloriosas, Pancratiums, ' HARDV GHENT AZALEAS, in 25 named varieties, /;», Ci,

AmaryUis, and some good flowering bulbs of the beautiful new Griffinia ornata, &c.
I
azalea MufLLif in u named rars Ca ;£iotoZi2perioo

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had,

AUCTION ROOMS AND OFFICES, 38, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON, W.C.

. . . strong plants, 4^. to 8^. eacK.

,, .. Seedlings, very bushy plants. .£6 to ;£3 per 100.
KALMIA LATIFOLLA, Zs to i;6 per .00.

For Novelties see our CATALOGUE, which will be sent
free on application to our Agents,

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD AND SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great
Tower Street, London, E. C.

HIGHLY IMPORTANT SALE OF ODONTOGLOSSUM
CIRRHOSUM KLABOCHORUM, Reich.

MR. J. C. STEVENS has received instructions from Messrs. F. Sander
& Co., to SELL by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

FRIDAY, October 13, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, for and on account of Mr. B. Roezl, Avithout reserve, a

fine importation of this grand new ORCHID. A variety of ODONTOGLOSSUM CIRRHOSUM flowers

were sent to Dr. Reichenbach, and measured individually 4 inches across, petals broad and lon<T, with dark
chocolate blotches. The extra healthy masses offered were sent home by Messrs. Klaboch Bros., after whom
the plant has been named (see tliis week's Gardeners' C/ii-oiiicle). Also, an extra healthy and laro-e importation

ofthe new and beautiful ODONTOGLOSSUM CIRRHOSUM, Reich., in the finest possible health, and
far sounder than those previously received. Also an extra large quantity of the' new ODONTOGLOSSUM
HALLII, in extraordinarily large and sound masses, many freely breaking; a fine lot of the so-difficult-to-

import ODONTOGLOSSUM MACRANTHUM, in sound pie.ces ; large quantities ofthe very beautiful

PILUMNA FRAGRANS, in perfect health; the very fine new ONCIDIUM VIRGULATUM, Reich.

(see this week's Gardeners' Chronieic). This new Oncidium has been discovered by Messrs. Klaboch, and
although not gorgeous is very pretty indeed ; flowers about i inch in diameter, petals yellow and chocolate, lips

pure yellow, and most freely flowering, hundreds of flowers being produced on one flower-spike, which the

Collectors describe as being in large bunches ; and a NEW ODONTOGLOSSUM—not named.

Also, by order of Mr. E. Ort(;ies, a fine importation of the new blue-flowering Orchid, BOLLEA
CCELESTLS, Reich., sent home by Mr. E. Wallis. This is one of the most difficult of Orchids to import,

(for full description see Gardeners' Chronicle, June 10, 1876) ; a few plants of UROPEDIUM sp., in the way
of Lindenii, and very beautiful (see Mr. Wallis' sketch and description). Also from Mr. Wallis, fine masses of

the magnificent PESCATOREA DAYANA, BATEMANNIANA BURTII, van Wallisii, ONCIDIUM
KRAMERIANUM, ODONTOGLOSSUM ROEZLII, fine dark-flowered varieties

; together with various

On view the Morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

AUCTION ROOMS AND OFFICES, 38, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C.

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S SHOWS.

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.
AS CONSIDERABLE MISAPPREHENSION APPEARS TO EXIST AS TO FUTURE EXHIBITIONS,

James Carter & Co.
i;i:r, to anxouxcf. that

THEIR GREAT MONEY PRIZES OFFERED for VEGETABLES
WILL BE COMPETED FOR AT SOUTH KENSINGTON, AS HERETOFORE,

UPON" THE SPECIFIED DATES IN THE SCHEDULE.

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, 237 & 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.
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ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.BY HER MAJESTY'S i^m ^^

RENDLE'S PATENT SYSTEM OF GLAZING
RAILWAY STATIONS, WINTER GARDENS, EXHIBITION BUILDINGS,

SKATING RINKS, RAILWAY SHEDS, MARKETS, PUBLIC BUILDINGS, WORKSHOPS, WEAVING SHEDS,
SKYLIGHTS &c. Also Conservatories, Plant Houses, Orchard Houses, &c.

^^-^^^.n n n ^ -F,

r
I'

e? 5==] rp=r-
,

^=^=^==iMiss4=IIJ

Ridge-and- Furrow Roof at Paddington Slalion, Glazed on Rendle's Patent System, for the Great Western Railway Company.

EXPERIMENT AT THE ROYAL ARSENAL, WOOLWICH, TUESDAY, MAY 2, 1876.

TESTING GLAZED ROOFS.- From " THE ARCHITECT," May 6, 1S76.

" Mr. Edgciiinhe Rciulle's Patent System of Glaziiii;, which roj

have lately described, and the use of which is now extending in the

construction of the roofs of Railway Stations, wa^ tested on Tuesday
last, the id instant, by_ Her Majesty's War Department, and binder

the direction of Lient.-Col. Scratchley, R.E., Inspector of Works.
The following severe test was applied : — A skylight, 12 feet square.

The following Officers of Her Majesty's War Department were present during the above experiment :—Lieut.-Col. Scratchley, R.E., Inspector of Works ; Lieut. Lee, R.E,

Mr. Henry Howard, First Surveyor ; Mr. Downer, Clerlj of Works ; Mr. Roberts, Clerk of Works.
The water was thrown up through the fire-hose, and a deluge came pouring down on the roof, and not a single drop came in.

constructed on Afr. Rendle's system, was inserted in the roof of a

Raihvay Carriage Shed at the Royal Arsenal, at Woolwich, no inter-

mediate supports being employed. A heavy volume of water was
poured on it unceasingly from a hose attached to the fire m lin, and
it 7vithstood the pressure of the flood of water admirably, no leakage

whatever bein^ observable."

From the "Birmingham Gazette," August 31, 1876.

Aston liOwer Grounds, Aston Park, Birmingham.—" These fine

grounds may just now be seen in their most beautiful and most attractive condition.

.... With regard to the Conservatory it may be mentioned that it is being
covered by means of Rendle's Patent System of Glazing, entirely dispensing with the
use of putty, and as it admits of a much lighter framework, rendering tlie building
very much lighter and far more cheerful as a promenade. This system of glazing has
already been severely tested by the storm which prevailed on Monday, but Mr. Quitter
has been amply satisfied with the result, not the least eftect having been caused upon
the roof. The building will be lighted by a line of gas jets in the dome, and it will be
always kept at a comfortable heat. .At one end a very neatly constructed orchestra
Will be available for the bands in wet weather and on special occasions, and at the
opposite end there will be a large fountain and cascade, with gold fish, &c. Altogether
it will be seen that the grounds now present very many attractions, and will certainly
amply repay a visit.

"

Note.—The whole of the glass was fixed on the roof in fourteen or fifteen days : the most rapid
feat in glazing ever accomplished.

This system has been now severely tested in all weathers during the

last three winters, as the following letter will prove. The " WoKiNG

Clematis House," was erected on Woking Common, in the Summer

of 1873, in a very EXPOSED position, and has stood all the SEVERE

G.\LES OF WIND, SNOW, AND HEAVY RAINS from that time to this :—

To Mr. W. E. Rendle, 3, Wntminsttr Chambers, yicloria Strut.

" Dear Sir,— I am pleased to inform you that the house you erected for me in

1873 has stood well, and is in as sound a condition as when your workmen left it, and

answers my purpose admirably. '' Yours truly.

Dated—" Woking Nursery, March iS, 1876. " GEORGE JACKMAN.'

ILLUSTR.\TED CATALOGUES and BOOKS of DESIGN can be obtained from

WILLIAM EDGCUMBE RENDLE,
3, WESTMINSTEE CHAMBERS, VICTORIA. STREET, LONDON, S.W,

Note.—Arrangements can now be made with the Patentee for Concessions, Royalties, and Agencies, in various Towns and Districts

in the United Kingdom,
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BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS
FOR

WINTER AND SPRING

ill.S^, ill ,rn^ iii,l,liiir^„li)i iT^iLglir>Tf,

*CarriwjL free lo anij Uailucin Station in Jlwjtaiul

THESE COLLECTIONS CONTAIN ALL THE BEST VARIETIES, AND

WILL PRODUCE A BEAUTIFUL AND CONTINUOUS DISPLAY

OF FLOWERS,
6 PEK CENT, DISCOUNT FOR CASH.

Complete Cultural Instructions and
I^^DescriptiveCataloguesgratiSj^^*

SUTTON'S
CHOICE NAMED HYACINTHS

FOJi POTS AND GLASSES.
m very choice sorts

£-i ^i o

12 choice sorts ,

12 good sorts ,

110
o 12 o

090
060

Sutton's Autumn Catalogue,
Containing complete Cultural Instructions, and beauH

fully Illustrated,

Oralis and post-free on afplication.

£jUftrtu/o(nib
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

.•S:^,

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 7, 1876.

THE BAY AND THE LAUREL.
ijOoncbided /rODi p. 420,)

THE appellation of "bay" first became
attached to this tree towards the close

of the Middle Ages. Previously it had been

called only by its classical names. It is figured

under the name of finc/jw; in the celebrated

Rinuccini MS. of Dioscorides, and is called

Laurer or Laurel, by simple conversion of

launis'wAo an English word, through the French

Laiiricr, after the manner of many other altera-

tions of Latin names in the verses of Chaucer.

In the " Flower and the Leaf," Chaucer terms

it " fresh green Laurel," the scent correspond-

ing with "the egUntere full well." Elsewhere

in the same poem it is associated with the wild

Honeysuckle :

—

" Some of Laurel, and some full pleasantly

Had chapelels of Woodbind."

We have it again in the delicious description of

the old man who, living in the serene enthusiasm

which comes of seeking one's enjoyments in the

tranquil pleasures of philosophy, and ol keeping

true to the dream of one's boyhood, had nothing

hoar about him but his locks

—

'

' Though I be hoar, I fare as doth a tree

'lliat blosmeth ere the fruit y-woxen be
;

The blosniy tree is neither drie ne ded
;

I feel me nowhere hoar but on my hed
;

My harte and all my limmt'S been as green

.\s Laurel through the year is for to seen."

Chaucer also employs the term " laureat,''

anticipating therein the celebrated use of the

word by Milton—
" Bid .Amaranthus all his beauty shed,

And Dafiadillies fill their cups with tears

To strew the laureat herse where Lycid lies."

The signification of the word is simply
"berry," and Ray tree is nothing more or less

than berry tree. In the Middle ."Xges the berries

or fruits were greatly esteemed in medicine.

Rubbed into a kind of confection with honey,

they were esteemed especially for pectoral and
nervous affections. Evelyn, in the Sylva, dwells

on their value when so employed, and until quite

lately they were a recognised article of the

llritish Pharmacopceia. '•' The oyle which is

made from them," we are told, toiip. Queen
Elizabeth, "is very comfortable in all cold

griefs of the joynts ;" also for "weariness and
paines that come of sore travelling in wet
weather." Hence they became distinguished as

the berries par excdlcncc. Bacca, the Latin
word lor berry, also written baca, in French
became bak, yx=X as "amicus" became ami,
" inimiais" eiinemi, and one more little step

was alone wanted for the final shortening

into Bay. When first employed in England
the word held its primitive sense, i.e., a

berry of any sort or kind, as in the " liayes of

ivyne," and as customary in Philemon Holland's

translation of Pliny. By the time of Gerard
the new term seems to have been quite getting

the ascendant, this author saying " the Bay or

Laurel tree." In the Polyolbion (xv.) it appears

as part of the vernacular, inheriting the ancient

metaphorical sense of Brn^iii; and laitriis,

" Strife arose between them, whether they

Her beauty should extol, or she admire their bay."

Parkinson, in the Theatre of Plants, temp.

Charles II., treats it as the proper and efficient

one, observing that the Bay tree is " of divers

called the Laurell tree;" and thenceforward the

name seems to have been established as the

horticultural one, though poesy and literature

preferred to retain Laurel, as at present.

Shakespeare employs both words—"bay" as

above cited ; again in Pericles, iv. 6, where he
reminds us of Daphne ipsissiina, depicting the
chaste Marina as " decked with Rosemary and
Bays, " and "Laurel" upon several occasions,
always as the emblem or concomitant of victory.

See, for instance, 3 Henry VI., act iv., sc. 6 ;

Troiliis and CressiJa, i. 3 ; Titus Andronicus,
I. 2 ; Antony and Cleopatra, i. 3. By the
early botanists it was called Laurus vulgaris,

or Laurus triumphalis, or simply Laurus, which
was subsequently fixed by Linnceus as the
generic name. The changes introduced into

nomenclature by the advance of science are

often rather startling. Nowhere perhaps
is there a more striking instance than in

the history of what LinuEeus calls " the in-

coinparable genus, Laurus" \JJort. Cliff.,

P- 155)1 which once included over 200 species,

but in the Prodromus consists of only two,

Laurus nobilis and Laurus canariensis. As for

Daphne the primaeval, it went away, with the

rise of modern botany, to a well-known genus
of Thymelaceae, on the score, it would appear,

of the presence therein of the shrub called

Laureola, the " Spurge-Laurel " of the English
catalogues. The old association is pleasantly

maintained in, two or three genera of the noble
order to which Apollo's Laurus gave its name,
as Oreodaphne, Caryodaphne, Leptodaphne.

Embosomed in prestige so ancient and so

varied, no wonder that the name of Bay tree

found a place in the Authorised A'ersion of the

Old Testament. " I have seen the wicked in

great power, and spreading himself like a green
Bay tree. Yet he passed away, and lo, he was
not. Yea, I sought him, but he could not be
found" (Ps. xxxvii. 35). That the tree is

indigenous to the Holy Land, and therefore

appropriate to the Authorised Version, is true

enough. But ecrOcli, the word which the

translators have rendered Bay, most certainly

does not designate it specifically. Ezruch
simply denotes vigorous life, strengthened by
dwelling amid the happiest external conditions.

It does not even necessarily mean a tree of

any kind or sort, but simply something indi-

genous to the spot which it occupies, prosperous

also, and well-to-do. ' Spreading," moreover,

is the rather free translation of a term which
conveys no more than the idea of making bare,

or exposing, in a natural manner, to public

view, and which has evidently been thus ren-

dered in order to match the imported idea of a
flourishing tree. Possibly enough, when the

Psalmist penned these noted words, his eyes

may have been resting upon some beautiful

tree—there is nothing against czroch being used

in this sense
;
perhaps really and truly he may

have been looking at a Bay, or perhaps, accord-

ing to the guess of Hasselquist, in his letters to

Linnreus, an Oleander. But nothing more can

be said ; nobody can tell what the Psalmist

really pointed to, and there the question stands.

There is no need, at the same time, to disturb

the honoured old rendering. The sense of the

text, as long ago pointed out by .Sir Thos.

Browne, the " good physician " of the reign of

Charles I., is sufficiently well answered by the

phrase " a green Bay tree ; " and in default of a

better conjecture, remembering that exact

botany is here for once laid aside, we may
cheerfully acknowledge it a most excellent

locum tenens.

The shrub at present known by the name of

Laurel, the Ccrasus Laurocerasus of botanists,

was introduced into Europe barely 300 years

.ago, when it arrived as quite a new plant.

Consequently it is in no way to be confounded

with the Laurus of the Roman poets, or the

Laurel of the media?val ones; neither with the

plant of ancient emblematical and consecrated

use. The associations and the interest are

purely those which it has received through
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modern horticulture, though occasionally it has

a place in modern verse

—

"The twinkling Laurel scatters silver light."

The effect produced by sunshine upon the re-

cently wetted foliage of the Liurocerasus is in this

line hit off with a faithfulness seldom surpassed.

No mention appears to be made of it in classical

literature, though it is a native of countries

not more distant than Asia Minor, the Crimea,

and Northern Persia. Possibly it may be the

Lotus No. 2 of Theophrastus, but the identity is

very questionable. From the account given by
Clusius, it would seem to have been first culti-

vated in the neighbourhood of Constantinople
;

it was, at all events, from that place that

the plant was sent to him in 1576 by the

German Emperor's ambassador, David ab
Ungnad (in commemoration of whom End-
licher gave the name of Ungnadia to a noble

sapindaceous tree), along with several other curi-

ous novelties, all of which, however, perished,

excepting this one and the Horse Chestnut.

Clusius, or Charles L'Ecluse, was at that time

Director of the Botanical Garden at Vienna,

where he remained till 15S7, afterwards be-

coming Professor of Botany at Leydcn, where

he died in i6og. His own name is most meri-

toriously preserved in that of the grand genus

Clusia, thus of the natural order Clusiacea;.

To be able in this way to connect the early

history of our most valued garden plants with

the names of distinguished men adds no slight

interest to the consideration of them. The
particulars related by Clusius as to the difficulty

he experienced in establishing his new ever-

green have all the charm of a little romance.
It was 6 feet high, and the name it bore on
arrival was Trebison Cumani, the " Date of

Trebisond," for which the Latin one of Lauro-

cerasus was now substituted. In Parkinson it

has the additional name of Cerasus tmpezon-
tina, and " Cherry- Laurel " it is still called when
the name is employed in its proper complete-

ness. The Italians, to this day, call it Laiiro

di Trebisonda. That the plant should

be associated with the Laurus of the ancients

was quite natural, considering the state of

botanical science 300 years ago. The pity is

that it led to confusion so great in the nomen-
clature, and that the true and original Laurel

should in the end find itself despoiled of its

time-honoured rights by the new-comer, and
personally be thenceforward distinguished by
what was really no more than an alias, the

Berry or Bay tree. Parkinson gives a rather

dillerent account, and adds that the first Laurel
grown in England was cultivated at Highgate,

in the garden of a Mr. Cole, a London mer-
chant, who in winter used to cover it with a
blanket. Gerard, who gives a woodcut picture

of the tree, and calls it the Bay Cherry and the

Cherry Bay, says " it is now got into many of

our choice English gardens, where it is well

respected for the beauty of the leaves, and their

lasting or continual greenness. . . . The fruit is

good lo be eaten, but what physical vertues the

tree or leaves thereof have, is not yet knowne."
Little did he imagine that the day would come
when it would be said that " the leaves, bark,
and seeds abound in prussic acid, which
exists in great abundance in the dis-

tilled water. This is a deadly poison."* The
immense contrast thus presented to the qualities

of the genuine or ancient Laurel, the Laurus
nobilis, renders it further regretful that the

names should have been run together.

By i58S, according to Ray, the Cherry Laurel
had become quite common in English gardens,
and now we have several beautiful varieties.

Conspicuous among these are the latifolia or

Versailles Laurel, robust in habit and bold in

foliage ; the rotundifolia, the leaves of which

* Lindley, p

chemical base.

are remarkably broad and short, though not

exactly round, while the habit is very dense
;

and the remarkably handsome and distinct Col-

chican Laurel, introduced from Belgium in

1S41. The green of this last is peculiarly rich

and lively ; the leaves are very large, and in

point of hardiness and endurance it seems
likely to take the lead, unless perhaps beaten by
the caucasica, which is remarkable also for its

erect habit. An insignificant but very distinct

dwarf variety, with small and narrow leaves,

often passes under the name of Hartogia

capcnsis, which belongs to quite a different

thing, a plant of the natural order Celastracea?.

When in full bloom, say in April, a fine Laurel

is a very charming object, the innumerable snow-
white flowers being arranged in long and erect

racemes. A still more striking effect is produced
when an old tree ripens plenty of fruit, the

produce, as one of the old authors says, being like

to " faire great black cherryes," with the added
merit that they reinind one of small clusters of

Grapes. Singular to say, in these fruits, as in

those of the Yew tree, we have life and death as

it were walking arm-in-arm, for the pulpy portion
is perfectly wholesome. When plump and well-

ripened, the fruit does well for tarts and for

conversion into jain or jelly. Before use, of

course, it should be stoned, the poisonous matter
being then wholly got rid of.

Clusius, in giving the name of Laurocerasus
to the plant before us, did no more than imitate

the very ancient and perfectly natur.U pro-

cedure which had already bestowed the name
of Daphne, with some adjective, on certain

species of Ruscus, and upon the shrub we call

the Laurustinus
; for in Theophrastus the last

named is ha(^v\] nypm, literally the wild Bay tree.

Pliny takes it up, but is careful to remark that

the Tinus has blue berries, as so neatly referred

toby Ovid—
" Et bicolor myrtus, ct baccis ca'rulea tinus."

Laurus Tinus or Laurus sylvestris, " the wilde
Bay tree," was in Parkinson's time the received

appellation. Laurus rosea, with the ancients,

was a name for the Oleander. We do but
follow, therefore, old precedents, in speaking of

another species of Cerasus as the Portugal
Laurel ; and in calling the Aucuba, a plant in

no degree related either to the Bay or to the

Laurocerasus, the Spotted Laurel. The
Arbutus, on the same ground, is sometimes
called the Strawberry Bay, and the Salix

pentandia the Bay Willow. Leo Gi iiulon.

New Garden Plants.
OdOXPOGLOSSUM CIRRIIOSU.M {l.ilhlt.), VAR.

Klabochorum.

I think Mr. Sander is right to propose that we
should have an extra name for the beautiful variety,
with much larger flowers and greater tendrils, Messrs.
Klabuch have just sent over, not in very few speci-
mens. The young Zechian collectors have even dried
specimens, which enables me to praise their good
luck, or, perhaps better, their wonderful persever-
ance. Some of my English friends reproached me
at Brussels, that I had not taken up the question,
whether one should write cirrosum or cirrhosum; my
answer was, that I could not be regarded bound to
enter into every Orchidic question—it might even
bring me sometimes into a disagreeable position. If
a good-intentioned amateur writes a book, and pre-
sents you a woodcut of an Epidendrum I5gured Onci-
dium—-a blunder unobserved by praising critics

—

what is the good of making long, disagreeable re-
marks ? Let it be a fait aaomj'/l. But let us speak
now once about the question. By the optimists, who
want lo correct names, cirrosum may be accepted
against Dr. Lindley ; and yet they may be reminded
ol Kipjihi, wine colour, since Dr. Lindley said "J!orrs
verostmililcr- flixvi:' If you reject this—and you may
Ise right in doing so—let us admit that every author
is eniitled to make names at his convenience

—

** optima
sunt nomina qua: nihil sisiiificant." This latitude
given to authors is the best antidote to that school of
melioration, chiefly loved by egotists, who hke to
become authors themselves. To avoid these changes,
the majority of botanists keep the names just as they
were proposed, and thus I shall ever follow Dr. Lind.

ley, in the way he found proper to name his plants.

Only once, when reducing his Broughtonia chinensis,

an American plant, to Epidendrum, I took the liberty

to write Epidendrum non chinense— keeping his name
with a little addition. If we indulge in changes, we
may fall into the hands of an amusing school. I'll

give an illustration. A young Berlin writer changed
Linnoeus' Cypripedium into Cypripedilum. Another
member of the same school will, no doubt, write

better—Cypridipedilum. The third will propose,

against our rules, Kypridipedilum ; and the fourth

will object that Kypridipedilon is even better. And
let me add that it is a bad plan to write Cypripedilum
calceolus, L, , when Linno:us wrote Cypripedium cal-

ceolus. It may be the wisest not to give the true

name to such a behaviour. My opinion is, that we
should keep names as they are given—cirrhosum, not

cirrosum. //. G. Rcld>. f.

Onciuium virgulatum, n. sp*

A rather curious novelty, from Western South
America, sent by Messrs. Klaboch, the worthy nephews
of our excellent friend, M. Roezl. It is very interest-

ing for its very short, very numerous zigzag branches,

with heteromorphous flowers, the one small thing

without a column, the others very much like those of

O. Cheiri, but with very diflerent callosities, the most
remarkable of which are two ridges going each side

only from the base ot the sheaf callus, which O. Cheiri

never shows. Let us add, that the species has the

usual panicles, when our plant is quite interesting for

its very singular branches. It must be a new aspect to

have several such queer panicles at once in sight. The
sterile flowers, no doubt, are of great use for the educa-
tion of insects. There is no pollen of course in them—
neither nectar or any other sweets, sugar, or spice j

hence they may learn to understand the difference of

useless and useful things by the comparison of sterile

and fertile flowers. The great development of the ear-

like staminodes is very curious. H. G, Rchli. f.

GREENHOUSE PLANTS.
THEIR CULTURE AND MANAGEMENT.
Desfontainea sfixosa.—The handsome appear-

ance that this plant has even when not in bloom, densely

clolhed as it is with bright green, Holly-like foliage,

renders it at all times interesting, and when studded

with its brilliant crimson and yellow flowers it is one

of the most distinct and attractive subjects in cultiva-

tion. When, in addition to its other good properties,

the plant is found easy to manage, it seems strange

that we do not much oftener meet with it ; yet this

may be explained by the fact that to flower it well

the usual treatment given to the generality of green-

house plants will not answer. The wood when grown
under ordinary conditions appears never to attain a

sufl"iciently hard, ripe state to induce the free forma-

tion of flowers. It is one of a number of fine things

that are thus consigned to neglect, simply through

a want of consideration of the conditions under which

they exist naturally, and which to some extent must

be imitated under cultivation if success is to be

attained.

The plant is a native of Patagonia, where, accord-

ing to Dr. Hooker, it occupies a position some 1 2,000

feet above the level of the sea ; from this it may be

easily supposed that it is very nearly hardy and cannot

bear anything approaching a close atmosphere whilst

the growth is being formed. Many plants will flower

freely even when their growth has been made under

the necessarily somewhat confined condition of the

air in a greenhouse during the spring months, if they

are later on in the season subjected to a hardening

process out-of-door?, whereby the wood is ripened ;

but in the case of others, such as this Desfontainea,

the growth of which is somewhat slow and the wood
and leaves of a very hard nature, unless the growth is

made under conditions that insure its being fully

solidified as it is formed, no amount of exposure to

sun and air afterwards will make up the deficiency

in a way to enable it to set and produce flowers in

quantity. This will be understood by growers of Cape
Heath:^, some of which—notably the species de-

pressa—can never be induced to flower freely unless

the greater portion of the growth is formed in the

open air. With this kind the usual exposure out-of-

doors in the latter part of summer will not suffice ; the

'' OnciMitm vux'^latnm, it. j/.— (Aft. O. Cheiri, Rchb. f.)—
Panicula elongata; ramis abbreviatis fraciiflexis validis heteran-
this ; floribus fertilibus, prope Oncidii Cheiri; sepalis lineari-

ligulatis acutis ; tepalis cuneato-hastatis oblongis obtuse acutis

duplo latioribus ; labello pandurato basi et antice scquilato,
1

istnmo parvo : auriculis baseos extrorsis obtusis ; lacinia antica
emargiiiata ; callo baseo tricarinato ulrinqtie, carinula extrorseJ
antepositis dactylis lernis ; columnae alis niagnis medio sinuatis]^

tabula infrastigmatica utrinque medio emarginaia.—Ecuadoi
Klaboch.
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plant, to bloom it well, requires its growth to be in a

great measure made in the open air, by standing it

out fully exposed to the sun all through the summer.

This is more fully exemplified in the case of Desfon-

tainea, which should be stood out-of-doors from the

time the frosts are over in the spring until the autumn

is far advanced. Although it may not be advisable

in the case of small plants for the first year or two

to submit them to this treatment, it being better to

keep them more under glass, at all events during the

first summer, in growing them from the ordinary trade

size, as in this way they will make quicker progress.

It is free in forming roots, and will succeed in either

peat or loam, but the latter is usually more conducive

to the free production of flowers. In selecting stock

to grow on it is not alone necessary that they are

young and in no ways pot-bound, but also that they

have been kept regularly stopped so as to prevent

their running up too quickly, or considerable sacrifice

in the size of the plants will have to be made in

shortening their tops. They should be repotted in

April ; if the pots they have hitherto occupied are well

filled with roots they will bear a 3-inch shift : select

the best turfy loam, retaining all the fibre ; add as

much sand as will keep the soil for years in a suffi-

ciently porous condition, for an evergreen of this de-

scription will not well bear any of the soil being re-

moved from its ball, and as it is a plant that will last

for a number of years with fair treatment provision

should be made in having a material that is not likely

to soon get into an unhealthy state. Drain the pots

well, and ram the soil so as to make it firm ; during

this first spring and summer keep them along with

the general stock of young hard-wooded plants, en-

couraging growth by closing the house early enough

to secure for a few hours a warm, growing tempera-

ture sufficiently moist by sprinkling water about and

syringing the plants overhead. It is not of a nature liable

to become drawn, but the plants should, nevertheless,

be stood where they will get plenty of light, or the

base of the plants will not be properly furnished ; the

somewhat rigid character of the shoots make them

more difficult to bend, yet from the first they should

be trained out or the bottom will ultimately become

naked. So far as possible get the strongest shoots thus

well out and as low down as can be at the com-

mencement. As the roots enter the new soil freely

give more water, for, like most plants from a high

altitude, they do not like to be kept too dry

;

they do not require more shade than just to pre-

vent the leaves burning. Continue this treatment

through the summer until the middle of August,

when turn the plants out-of-doors in the full sun, pro-

tecting the pots from its direct force. They may
remain out until the end of September, after which

remove them to a house or pit where frost will be ex-

cluded ;
give just as much water as will keep the soil

in a healthy state. In March go over the plants and

shorten back slightly any shoots that are taking an

undue lead of the weaker ones ; in April again give

them fresh pots, proportioning the size of the shift to

the root-progress they have made, using similar soil

in a little rougher state ; the shoots should now be

well tied out, so as to secure handsome symmetrical

specimens. Do not keep the atmosphere too close,

as it is not desirable that much tender growth should

be encouraged, as it would be liable to suffer from

sudden exposure in the open air, to which the plants

should be removed towards the end of May ; again,

place them in the full sun, screening the pots from its

influence, giving regular attention in watering and

syringing overhead in the evenings, during bright

weather, occasionally turning the plants round so

that all sides alike may come under the sun's power.

Continue this treatment until the beginning of

August, when discontinue the use of the syringe ; let

them remain out until the end of September, when
they must be brought in and wintered as before. It

must now be determined whether they are to be

used for indoor decoration, with what bloom they

will make, or be grown on another season, which
latter will generally be most advisable ; in which case

again pot them in spring, and turn them out as in

the last season, stopping any shoots that need it. If

they are removed to the conservatory during the time

of flowering their next year's bloom will be interfered

with, as the plant can seldom be induced to produce
a full sheet of flowers on two seasons consecutively.

Again in the autumn remove them inside ; the shoots

will now require a few sticks to keep them in shape,

although comparatively little support is needed. It

will be better not to pot in the spring, as it may in

some measure interfere with their flowering, but
turn them out about the same time ; they may be ex-

pected to bloom freely during the summer, at which
time the plants can be used in the conservatory or
greenhouse, but here should not be shaded more than
required. If they appear to want more pot-room,
they should have a shift after the flowering is over,

placing them out-of-doors as soon as they have got
hold of the new soil if the season is not too far

advanced—if it is, they had better be kept under glass

and treated through the winter as before advised.
Again in the spring expose them in the open air

;

they will most likely not produce a full crop of
flowers this season if kept long indoors during the
previous summer—the object should be to prepare
them for making a full display the ensuing year.
It can easily be arranged to bloom a certain number
each summer. By preparing them in the way described
the plants will last for many years, by giving them in-
creased root-room as they require it, and they can be
kept in a vigorous healthy condition with less pot-
room if they are assisted through the growing season
with manure-water.

Inscls.—The hard texture of the leaves renders
them little subject to the attacks of the smaller insects;
should they appear they can be easily removed by a
free use o( the syringe ; if brown-scale gets upon them
sponging may be resorted to with effect. T. Baitus.
[This beautiful plant is quite hardy. See our volume
for 1S68, p. 992. Eds.]

VVERDER AND ITS FRUIT
GARDENS.'

Werder is a small village and parish on the Havel,

near Potsdam, and is celebrated for the quality of its

fruit, the greater part of which goes to the markets
of Berlin. The total area of the parish is only

3494 iiiorgrii, about 2197 acres, whereof nearly 1000

(975) acres are devoted to fruit culture. This
industry also stretches into several of the adjoining

parishes, but Werder miy be regarded as its centre.

The natural soil in most places is*very poor, and has

only been brought to its present fertile condition by
the indomitable thrift and perseverance of its owners,

not by capital. Thus these 975 acres are distributed

among some 55^ owners, so that each owner has on
an average about i J acres of land. The land varies

in value considerably, ranging from ^10 to ^1^40 per

morgm, or two- thirds of an acre.1 The average annual

value of the produce of an excellently cultivated

garden in a good situation for six years, not counting

any failures, is given as about £ll per morini ; but a

ten years' average is somewhat less. After making
the necessary deductions for labour, manure, &c., the

nett profit of a garden 5 mcrgeii in extent is estimated

at ^58 los. The total value of the fruit crops of

Werder varies, of course, according to the

season. In 1875, a good season for nearly

all kinds of fruit, something like 2,500,000 gal.

of fruit were sent to Berlin, whereas in lS5r,

when very much of the fruit was destroyed by

late frosts, the yield was only about'28 1,600 gal. This

includes all kinds of fruit, even Tomatos and Med-
lars. The average prices of various fruits in a season

of plenty (1S75) are interesting. Cherries, per /;««

(about 2.2 gal.), about 2.t. ; Pears, Is. 6r/. ; Peaches,

5^. ; Plums (early and late), a little under 2j. ; Cur-

rants, about I.;. 9*/.; Grapes, Is. 6t/. ; Apples {1874),

IS. ^d. ; Apricots, 41. 6d. ; Strawberries, 41. 6<e'., &c.

The yield of a moi-gen in a certain garden is given as

264 gaU of Cherries, 33 gal. of Pears, 52 gal. of

Peaches, 132 gal. of Plums, 4j gal. of Apricots, no
gal. of Currants, 22 gal. of Grapes, 6^ gal. of Straw-

berries, 176 gal. of Apples, 2 gal. of Raspberries,

besides a guinea's worth of flowers and Asparagus.

But the cost of labour and manure is rapidly increas-

ing. A load of dung that cost only 15J. ten years ago

now costs 30J., and the annual outlay for manure
cannot be reckoned at less'than ^3 per morgen.

In gathering time it is difficult to hunt up a sufficient

number of hands to pick the fruit. The labourers re-

ceive IS, and upwards per day, besides board, which

amounts to is. iJ. more. Cherries form the principal

crop, and if these fail the year is a bad one. They
are sent very wide, some of them reaching St. Peters-

burg. Peach growing has also received considerable

attention during the last thirty years, and enormous

crops are obtained by watering Haily with weak liquid

manure. The trees are protected from about the

' Kxtr.icted from an article by W. CEser, in the Monats-
schri/t des I'in-iitcs -itr Befordtruug des Gartettbaues in
Berlin.

middle of October to the flowering time, and some-
times until the fruit has set. The fruit-growers ol

Werder apply the dung to their trees in a curious

manner. Instead of forking it in around the trees,

triangular or square holes, 3 to 4 feet long, by 2 feet

wide and 24 feet deep, are opened without disturbing
the roots more than is unavoidable, and the manure is

then put in at the bottom, and kept below the roots
as much as possible, to induce deep rooting. Surface
manuring is said to encourage superficial rooting,

which has two disadvantages—namely, the roots are
liable to be killed in severe winters, when there is no
snow on the ground, and in summer the trees suffer

from drought. Peach trees are the only things
covered in winter, but Strawberry plants are some-
times destroyed by prolonged black frost—that is,

frost without snow.

BAGOT'S PARK.
The inventive faculties of gardeners are sometimes

usefully stimulated by the contemplation of a tabula

rasa such as Bagot's Park, near Rugeley, Staffordshire,

would be but for two gardenesque subjects -the Oaks
and the deer—which have kept the ground here to-

gether for more than a thousand years. The following

notes on remarkable Oaks in the park were prepared
for the writer by Mr. T. Pickering, Lord Bagot's

agent, for pubUcation in a report on the "Agriculture

of Staffordshire," written by request of the Royal
Agricultural Society in 1869 :

—

" The Squitch Oak is the largest tree in Bagot's Park.
As measured in 1823, this tree contained toi2 cubic
feet, one limb alone measuring 79 cubic feet. The value
at this date was estimated at ^^240 i-zs. ; circumference
at 5 feet from the ground, 21 feet 9 inches.

' The King Tree, when sound, was the most valuable
tree in Bagot's Park.

" !n 1812 a Mr. Bullock ofl'cred for the

first length \-2s. per foot ,. ., ^^200
*' The market price of the residue, in-

cluding bark at ,£14 per ton, was
estimated at 93

" Value of the King Tree in 1812 . . ^'293

"T. Pickering sold the central portion of a windfall

Oak from ' The Cliffs ' in the park in 1863 for ^48.
"The ' Beggar's Oak ' is the most picturesque tree in

Bagot's Park, and certainly one of the most picturesque

trees in England, Height to the crown, 33 feet ; height

above the crown, 27 feet ; height, 60 feet. The butt and
limbs, of which there are fourteen, contain upwards of

850 cubic feet of timber. The circumference of the butt

immediately above the swell of the spurns is 27 feet 3
inches, and at 5 feet the circumference is 20 feet. The
branches extend upwards of 50 feet from the butt in

every direction. The spurns, or roots, of the tree, which
project above the surface of the ground for a consider-

able height, measure 68 feet in circumference.

The Venison Tree is supposed to be the oldest tree in

Bagot's Park, and in existing records is shown to have
been a tree of note upwards of 600 years ago. This
makes it at least coeval with the Conquest ; I am of

opinion, however, that it dates much further back."

The above measurements are identical with those of

Mr. J. G. Strutt, as recorded in his Portraits of Forest

TiKs, 1824, and Mr. Pickering might well rely on
Strutt's measurements and those of the persons who
assisted him at Bagot's Park. During the past fifty-

two years, however, the circumference of all the trees

has increased according to measurements taken at the

same height by Mr. Pickering, Tumor, and the

writer.

The Squitch Oak has increased from 21 feet 9
inches to 23 feet 2 inches, and the Beggar's Oak from

20 feet to 23 feet 2 inches. The longest lateral limb of

this last tree extends 55 feet from the trunk, and its

head is round and full of foliage, drooping almost to

the height of a stag, and offering a welcome beneath

in the heat of a summer day or during storms.

The King Tree in the Cliffs on the north side of the

park is 20 feet round at 5 feet, and runs up without a

limb 30 feet, and thence about 70 feet to the top.

In Bagot's Park Lodge, the residence of Mr. Tumor,

the respected park-keeper, whose family now number

200 years in the same service, the floor and furniture

of a dining-room of 20 feet long were obtained from a

single tree, which fumished, besides the beams,

wainscot, window recesses, and chimney fittings of the

apartment.

The extent of park is 1000 acres, and the whole of

it is thickly planted with Oaks, besides 1300 acres of

Oak woods outside the park, and another similar
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breadth of Oak timber, owned by Lord Bagot, on his

estates in Denbighshire,

It has been estimated that ^100,000 worth of

Oak timber might have been felled some years since,

when the price was 6j'. per foot, without touching the

ornamental timber. The spectacle of tens of

housands of timber trees of unusual size in the park,

many of them too venerable now to serve the

purposes of utility, is a most unusual one. The noble

owner has sacrificed much to this interesting illustra-

tion of an old and untouched park heavily clothed

with a native timber tree, such as the clay soils

originally produced unbidden throughout this district,

and such as the ancient planters found ready to their

hands. There are a few other native trees, such as

the Wych Elm, Beech, Birch, and Hawthorn, but

they do not muster strong enough to relieve the uni-

formity of the Oak's dark green and characteristic

outline. The one grand tree is everywhere predo-

minant in specimens of great size, in clumps, beltings,

and thick plantations. It often stands too thick upon
the ground, and obstructs the prospect. In other

places there is a grand sweep of distant outline with

a view so long that the telescope must be used to

make out whether the distant deer are the common
or the red sort, or whether the moving specks upon
the grass are the goats for which this park is noted.

Size is indispensable to grandeur, and in the case of

park landscapes distance and breadth (representing

size) must be allowed, or even the Oak will fail in

its effect, notwithstanding its native grandeur and

massive outline, just as bulls or elephants in china

shops fail to exhibit themselves to the best advantage

in consequence of the confined space.

Bagot's Park, however, is evidently not devoted

throughout to the illustration of beauty in park

scenery, or the axe would be freely used to give

more room, not only to the eye but to the atmosphere,

so as to secure the drying of damp places and a better

climate. The proprietor's mansion is several miles

distant, and there is therefore no special necessity for

introducing daylight and distance and courting variety

of scene and foliage in Bagot's Park. But if a land-

scape gardener ^QKcartc blanche 3.Xii. orders to decorate
the old Park as a residential property, .the rabbits

would be turned out of many a butt, and thousands of
trees, sound and decaying, would be overthrown.
Such an outrage seems unlikely to occur.

The love of trees is one of those pure tastes which
increases by indulgence, still it may be said of it with
truth that "increase of appetite had grown by what
it led on." A new owner acquiring the estate, and
with it new eyes and new machinery behind them,
might find it in his heart—if he possessed so soft a

part — to cut down the Oaks wholesale ; but how
could any member of the old family ever bring him-
self to such a deed of profanation, born as they
all are in oaken chambers, rocked in oaken
cradles, mounted in their infancy on rocking-
horses of the same wood, and taught to ride

and shoot, and perhaps make love, in Bagot's Park,
till each of their careers is run, and they are laid

side by side at last in coffins of polished Oak ? With
such associations it is impossible to cut Oak timber.
The Oaks are of the variety with stalked acorns, of
small size, and like almost all the Oaks in this part
of the country. The soil is a poor clay, yellow or
slate-coloured, such as farmers' hate and find much
difficulty in improving. There is a wretched patch
of lias here, the remnant of a wider area which once
overspread this part of the country, and remains still

on the higher ground unremoved by the deluge
which washed away the rest of this overlying forma-
tion. The red marl of the new red sandstone
formation lies below, sometimes as near as 6 feet

from the surface. Probably the Oaks could not feed-
in a compact clay at a depth of so much as 6 feet

;

and certainly the great trees are not invariably in-
debted to the underlying richer strata for their nutri-
ment, but rather to the length of time given them to
collect the materials of their bulk. //. Evershetl.

WIMBLEDON HOUSE,
TitE residence of Sir Henry Peek, Bart., is one of

the prettiest suburban seats round London, and an
occasional visit refreshes the memory of the most
practical cultivator. The gardener's and young men's

lodges, miniature model farm buildings, the elegant

and commodious plant and fruit houses have been
noticed in your columns previously, and are all in har-

mony with the place, and denote the exquisite taste

of the occupiers and their enthusiasm in horticulture.

In an orchard by the gardener's houie we notice

a beautiful lot of pyramid (luit trees, which have been
rttrained and thinned out. Among them there are a

great many beehives, which are here a speciality, one

hive weighing 103 lb. They are managed on Mr.

Pettigrew's system.

As we pass into the kitchen-garden we notice a large

lot of Pelargonium cuttings, all struck in boxes out-

of-doors. Fruit is here scanty, except Apples and

Peaches. The Peach-house was renewed this spring,

and the trees covered by movable curtains, and have

well repaid the trouble bestowed on them, being the

finest crop we have seen this season. Many of the

wall trees about the garden show signs of being worn

out, and to replace them with established trees we
noticed a long row of young ones trained on a cheap

but neat wire trellis. We strongly recommend this

idea, as there is always an established tree for any

emergency, and no time lost by planting young trees

direct from the nurseries. Close by these is a collec-

tion of the best new Pears on the Quince, which look

promising. Here there is a large collection of the

best Chrysanthemums, trained on the single-stem

system : they are well done, not a brown leaf on them.

Pot Strawberries are here a promising lot ; on a border

we noticed a large batch of the best Koses growing on

to pot as required. Callas are here grown in pots

plunged in good soil, for a trial—by them is a fine lot

of Solanums, loaded with berries.

Vegetables are not largely grown in the kitchen

garden, as part of the farm is devoted to them ;

there is no lack of salading or fine healthy vegetables,

deep cultivation and liberal manuring is the only rule

to secure good crops in parching seasons like the past.

In the Pine-stoves fruiting and succession plants are

very promising. Planted along the back of the Pines

there is the finest batch of Euphorbia jacquiniieflora

we ever saw, and which must produce any quantity of

cut flowers ; there is also a fine Bougainvillea, and on

the stages beautiful decorating plants of all the new
Crotons, Dracaenas, Ficuses, Pandanus, &c.

Melons are here in great demand and very well

done—Conqueror of Europe, and Mr. Ollerhead's

own hybrid, "across between Colston Basset and

Cox's Golden Gem," a promising variety and very excel-

lent quality, being the favourite sorts. It is in these

houses that Plumbago rosea has luxuriated and again

promises well.

In and around the plant pits we noticed large

patches of Poinsettias, Clerodendrons, Primulas,

Cinerarias, Goldfussias, Deutzias, Bouvardias, Cam-
panula pyramidalis, &c., all in readiness to do their

share of the decorating.

Early Grapes are all cut, being in great demand
owing to the camp meeting, but promise well for next

year ; there is a fine houseful of Lady Downe's and
Alicante. In the Peach-houses we noticed fine trees,

full of clean healthy growth.

Another Pine-stove is full of stout, healthy plants.

On the back wall is a beautiful Stephanotis, only

planted last year, Calanthe Veitchii is grown by the

hundred, and several grand pieces of Phalcenopsis.

We now enter the large range of glass, which is full

of grand stuff too numerous to notice individually.

The Roses that were planted last year have done
well, and promise an abundant supply of cut flowers.

There is also a large collection of Agaves, well set,

clean, and healthy. The temperate-stove contains

fine specimens of larger plants than decorating ones,

but specimens are not attempted to be grown here.

In this house we noticed some of the largest Orchids.

Camellias are unusually fine, and have great attention

bestowed on them. The aquatic-house is very in-

teresting, the tank being full of the beautiful

Nympha^a dentata and N. Devoniana, the roof covered

with AUamandas, large Cattleyas, lobata, Mossice,

and Skimieri ; L.xdia superbiens, promising to be
very full of flowers ; noble Pandanus utilis. Palms,

&c. Bananas do well, and are much prized by the

family, fruit having been cut weighing 97 lb.

and S3 lb. A fine lot of imported standard Oranges
is growing on, to take to Sir Henry's new mansion in

Devonshire.

In the Orchid-houses there is a very fine collec-

tion of well-done young healthy plants. It is surprising

how they have grown since last year. Mr. Ollerhead
is making his mark as an Orchid grower, and he is

liberally assisted by Lady Peek, Orchids being

her special favourite for the boudoir. Space will

not allow of my giving a detailed list of the various

kinds. On the back wall of one I noticed

Nepenthes hybrida as a creeper, fine plants of Adian-
turn Farleyense, Cocos, Kentias, Arecas, Anthuriums,

&c. Th» Nepenthes-house contains nice plants of

N. Rafflesiana, distillatoria, Chelsoni, intermedia,

hybrida, hybrida-maculata, phyllamphora, ampullacea,

and ampullacea vittata major, with Orchids, &c.

We finish this range with a Camellia-house in

grand order, to assist the Christmas festivities.

The pleasure grounds and flower garden have had

a general overhauling, by way of regulating shrubs

and relaying turf, &c. The flower-beds are remark-

ably well filled, looking exceedingly gay. We
noticed several well done carpet-beds, and fine beds

of Abutilon, Nerium, Solanum marginatum. Acacia

leptophyllum, Arundo Donax variegata, Rhus la-

ciniata, Violas; Bijou, Mrs. Pollock, Waltham Seed-

ling and Warner's Pelargoniums. The Rose hurdle is a

great improvement on the old stake.

Near the flower garden we noticed fine specimens

of deciduous Cypresses, double Thorns, Abies Pin-

sapo, Pyrus japonica, the largest ever we saw ; Acer

Negundo variegatum, choice Rhododendrons, backed

by miniature mountains, very telling. We pass

through a fine walk to the mansion, in front of which
there is a fine display of flowers and Rhododendron
beds, which must have had great care bestowed on

them in the way of liberal watering; they well

deserve it.

The walk round the grounds is very interesting, the

timber being good, and the water a great additional

attraction. W'e come to a very beautiful grotto, and
beautiful views from it ; close by there is a fine old

tree, covered with Ivy, the finest piece we remember
seeing. From here we pass through a beautiful lot of

young Wellingtonias, Thujopsis, Cypresses, &c., and
return to our starting point, much pleased and
instructed by our visit, and everywhere find good
cultivation and neatness the order of the day, all

reflecting the greatest credit on Mr. Ollerhead, Sir

Henry's energetic and persevering gardener. Visitor.

LITTLE KNOWN DAINTIES.—IIL

Green Haricots.—Beans, such as are commonly
known by the name abroad, are very little eaten in

England. We have our Broad Beans, French Beans,

and Runner Beans, but save in the form we see them

as ripened seed in the corn-chandler's or seedsmen's

shops, the great varieties of Haricots eaten by foreign

nations are almost unknown here ; in fact, although

the white Haricots were introduced during the Potato

famine in Ireland, 1847-48, even they have not

become popular ; their use as a table vegetable is

quite exceptional, although it has been well and

clearly demonstrated that Beans as well as Peas

possess warmth-imparting and nutritive properties in

a very high degree.

Spaniards, Italians, and French all consume vast

quantities of Beans, and dried or ripe Haricots,

baked with salt pork and molasses, form a national

dish in the United States; in France, indeed, there

are many sorts of Haricot Beans eaten, especially in

winter; these are Haricots rouges. Haricots blancs, and

Petit Haricots— the last a small brown Bean, not much
larger than the seed of French Beans. The two last-

named are given commonly in French boarding

schools, and form a staple article of food among the

people. Haricots blancs are a little more expensive,

and Haricots verts, the seed of the white Haricot,

while still young and green, are a great delicacy, and

only seen upon occasion, being as highly appreciated

and as dear in Paris as the earliest green Peas in our

own country.

When we desire to have Haricots verts in England

we must grow them, as they are never to be met with,

even in Covent Garden Market. There is not the

least difficulty involved in the cultivation of this

dainty ; the expense of seed is scarcely worth men-

tioning, for a quart may be procured from any corn-

chandler for 6(/. or St/., and we have always found

such seed germinate freely.

We sow the seed at the same time as Scarlet

Runners, and the plants are treated in almost the

same manner, with the exception of being sown

farther apart, as each plant, besides growing to a

considerable height, branches out almost to the

bottom of the stem.

Like Scarlet Runners, white Haricots are very

ornamental as well as useful ; they form an excellent

screen when trained up strong sticks, and may be

used with good effect in cottage gardens ; the

flowers are pale lilac and white, or lemon colour and

white, but are not so large as those of well grown

Scarlet Runners.
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The Beans are ready for gathering green about the

end of August ; they are in perfection when about the

size of green Peas, and should be boiled and served in

exactly the same manner, omitting the Mint.

Haricots blancs cannot be used in the same way as

Scarlet Runners, for the pod has a thick inner skin,

which renders it totally unfit for culinary purposes.

The Deans which are not used while young may
be left to ripen ; they will be found much nicer and
more delicate in flavour than the imported ones,

which are often several years old before they reach

the consumer.

For the last two seasons a very large description of

white Haricot has been met with in corn-chandlers'

shops ; we have several times tried it as a table

vegetable, prepared in similar ways to the smaller

varieties, but it was always, to our thinking, much
coarser in flavour ; we have not as yet grown this

particular kind of Haricot, but hope to do so next

season.

On the various methods of preparing dried Haricots

it is almost unnecessary to speak, they may be used

for any purpose for which split Peas are employed,

making excellent soups, purees, &c. T. S, y.

THE ALGARROBAS OF NORTH
AND SOUTH AMERICA.

Algaroba is a name given in South America to so

many native plants that it is often a difficult matter to

know what plant is implied when the name alone is

referred to ; moreover, the word is spelt in two ways

—

Algaroba and Algarroba ; besides which there is an

Algarovilla and an Algarobita, names sufiiciently near

in pronunciation as to lead one to suppose them to be-

long to closely allied plants. Further than this, the Al-

garoba was by Mr. Bentham made into a genus under

the slightly altered form of Algarobia ; this, however,
in the Gc-ucra Plantanitn is now sunk under Prosopis.

The headquarters of the genus is in South America,

some of the species, however, extend to Mexico, the

United States, and one to the West Indies. Most of

them are trees of good size, producing hard and valuable

woods, and the pods of many of them are eaten in

their native countries on account of the sweet pulp of

which they are largely composed. Some fresh interest

has recently arisen with regard to two species of this

genus, both of which are known in the United States

under the name of the Mesquit Bean. One, described

as a small tree indigenous to New Mexico and Arizona,

attracted some attention of the authorities in Canada
during the past year, in consequence of its reputed

value for feeding horses. A short notice of it is given

in a work on The Indian Tiilvs of Xoylh America,
and in the diary of Lieutenant Whipple's survey of

the line of boundary between San Diego and the

point opposite the junction of the Gila with the Colo-
rado River, it is stated that the prosperity of the horses

and mules, and the consequent success of the expedi-

tion, were expected to depend on this Bean. The
pods are described as being of a screw-like form

—

hence its name of Screw Bean—growing in clusters

ofeight or ten together; they ripen at different

seasons of the year, and are very abundant,

each tree producing many bushels. The pods
contain much saccharine matter and are described as

being very nutritious. This plant is the Prosopis
pubescens of Bentham, the pods of which form a perfect

screw, and the identity of the species has been verified

by the receipt of specimens of the pods at Kew. It

has been described by Torrey and Gray in the Ncrik
American Flora under the name of Algarobia glandu-
losa. This plant is valuable not only for its pods but
also for the gum which it yields. It is described as

being almost identical with gum-arabic, and is used in

Western Texas for medicinal and technical purposes,

especially in the preparation of mucilage gum-drops,
jujube paste, &c. Recently it has become quite an
article of trade, as much as 12,000 lb. having been
collected in one year. Very large quantities have
been sent to San Francisco, and more might be
obtained if there were a demand for it in the market

;

its dark colour has been hitherto an obstacle to its

sale, leading to a supposition that it was inferior in

glutinous qualities to gum-arabic. It is estimated
that one person can collect from 10 to 20 lb. per day.

The tree grows from 20 to 40 feet high, and the trunk
is about tS inches in diameter. The gum exudes from
the stem and branches. The other species of Mesquit
referred to is obtained from Prosopis juliflora,

which has likewise been proved from specimens sent to

Kew. In favourable localities it grows to a height of

from 30 to 40 feet, but is sometimes reduced to a

shrub. The pod is flat and narrow, from 6 to

S inches long, and contains, like the foregoing species,

a quantity of sweet pulp. This species grows likewise

in Jamaica. Both plants have been recommended for

acclimatisation and cultivation as fodder plants in

India, Ceylon, Australia, and South Africa.

An entirely different plant from either of the pre-

ceding is the Algarroba or Algarobita of Chili,

Cccsalpinia brevifolia, Bth. (Balsamocarpon brevi-

folium, Clos, ). It is a shrub with large yellow

flowers. The pods are thick, about i J inch long,

and when ripe and dry are of a brown colour and
exceedingly resinous, so much so indeed that the

parenchyma is entirely displaced by the resin, and the

whole pod, with the exception of the fibrous network
of its frame, is transformed into this resinous sub-

stance. It is very astringent, so that the pods are

imported in small quantities for dyeing and tanning

purposes; indeed it is said to be the strongest tanning

substance known. Though the displacement of paren-

chyma in this pod is remarkable on account of its

almost completeness, it does not stand alone in this

freak of transformation ; similar instances occur to a

certain extent in closely allied plants. Thus in the

Divi-Divi (C^esalpinia coriaria) a large proportion of

the pod is taken up with a combination of astringent,

farinaceous, and resinous matters, which makes the

pod so valuable for tanning purposes. Again, in the

pod of the Copal tree of Zanzibar (Trachylobium

Hornemannianum) a clear resin, identical with that

which flows from the trunk, abounds, J.

THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION.
The "Challenger" Expedition,

S I R Wyville Thomson, in the course of an address

on the results of this expedition, said :

—

Among the many points of interest which engaged
tlieir attention there were three which were specially

prominent, and to which he would confine himself. The
first of these was the contour of the bottom and nature
of the deposits which were now being formed upon it

;

tlie second was the more difficult question of the distri-

bution of deep sea climates ; and the third point, perhaps
the most eurious and interesting of the three, was the

nature and distribution of the peculiar race of animals
which were now found upon the surface of the sea. In
the first place, with regard to the condition of the
bottom, he need scarcely go into detail, because it was
more especially a hydrographic one. The average depth
of the ocean appeared to be nearly 2500 fathoms. The
bottom of the sea was covered with certain deposits ;

the bottom of the sea being gradually covered with
certain accumulations, and these accumulations were
giving rise to formations which they looked upon ns the

rocks of the future, and it was one of the objects of the

cruise of the Challenger to determine what the deposits

were, under what laws they were being laid down, and
what the relations of these modern deposits might be to

the ancient deposits forming the solid crust of the earth.

The dtbris of the land extended for 100 miles out to the

sea. Many years ago it was determined by observation,

even previous to the soundings for the first Atlantic cable,

that over a great part of the North Atlantic a very

remarkable deposit was being laid down—a deposit now
well known under the name globigerina. This deposit

consisted of the shells of minute foraminifera. of which
the most predominant was the globigerina. This was a
chambered shell, extremely minute, about a milUmetre
in diameter, and those shells were found in enormous
quantity. The tow-net on the surface, and particularly

at a little below the surface, brought up enormous
quantities of these globigerinre. and these presented
characteristics totally different from the shells as they
found them below, so that there could not be the slightest

doubt that these shells were living on the surface and
a little way below the surface, and that the whole of the

material at the bottom which was composed of these

shells was derived from the surface. The shell bristled

with long spmes running out from it in every direction,

and in the interior there was a little animal, consisting

of a particle of gelatinous matter. When the animal
was alive this matter ran out to the end of each of these

spines and absorbed minute particles of organic matter
floating in the water. The gelatinous matter was almost
of the same specific gravity as the water, so that pro-

bably it was moved in the sea by the slightest motion
of the organic matter which composed its soft body,

and the gelatinous matter being spread out in the

manner he had described undoubtedly increased

the surface of the animal, and prevented its sinking,

so that these little creatures buoyed up in this way
existed in millions on the surface of the sea, and there

they were perpetually dying and sinking to the bottom,
where these creatures abounded in water of 2000
fathoms. They had deep formations of lime proceeding
at the present time, and these animals were hving in the

Atlantic, the Pacific, and the Southern Sea, but in the

Southern .Sea they became very much more scarce.

When they passed from the depth of about 2000
fathoms—he was now only speaking generally—to a

depth of 2200 fathoms, they found that these shells a
the bottom were becoming, as it were, rotten and yellow
They had not the same clear white appearance which
they had in 2000 fathoms and shallower water ;

and when
they went a little further down— say to 2500 fathoms

—

they found at the bottom none of these shells at all.

The deposit which was there forming consisted of a per-
fectly homogenous red clay or mud, which, instead of

consisting of carbonate of lime, consisted of silicate of
alumina— that was to say, the materials of ordinary clay.

Now, as a large portion of the bottom of the sea was
below 2000. fathoms, a very large portion—probably
by far the greater portion—was being now covered by
red clay, and not by these calcareous formations. The
question at once arose, How was it possible that these
calcareous forms, just as abundant on the surface,

should stop at a certain point and be replaced by red
clay ? Whatever might be the reason, there could not
be the slightest doubt that when they came to a certain

depth the Ume was removed, and instead of that they had
a red clay. There was another curious question which
arose. Where did the red clay come from ? The red
clay consisted of silicate of alumina. It did not exist as
such in any quantity in the shells of the animals which
were being dissolved, and there was no doubt that some
extremely complicated chemical changes, which were
being effected in the sea at this moment, were producing
the silicate of alumina and peroxide of iron. Volcanos,
either sub-aerial or marine, either exposed in the air or
under the water, were perpetually throwing out material
from the crust of the earth, and pumice, which was the
froth of the lava, was so light as to float freely on the
water. This pumice was found in various stages of de-
composition, and, like all other felspathic rocks, it was
producing something like clay which they found at the

bottom of the sea. So that it was extremely probable
that some of this clay might be derived from pumice.

Along with the foraminifera, they had living in the sea
a great number of extremely beautiful little organisms
which were known as radiolaria. Instead of these

having calcareous shells, they had silicious shells.

These silicious shells were sometimes external, some-
times internal, and generally they presented very
beautiful forms. Sometimes the sea was discoloured
by enormous quantities of these things—in fact, all

over the warmer seas they existed everywhere in

enormous numbers. The foraminifera of these

creatures, which were forming the chalk, appeared
to lie mainly on the surface, or a little below it, down,
at all events, to 100 fathoms ; but Mr. Murray had
found, when the tow-net was drawn along a great depth
in the sea, that he did not get these forms in the same
abundance. Everything seemed to show that they rather

belonged to the upper region of the sea. With regard to

the other forms—those of radiolaria— it seemed to be
somewhat different, for when the tow-net was dragged
along even at the depth of icoo fathoms they found that

the number rather increased, and that the size of the

specimens found at the surface was rather greater. They
were inclined to believe that the radiolaria lived all

through the sea, down to the greatest depths, something
like five miles, and living in that way, although they did
not occur probably in such bulk as the foraminifera were
themselves, they were adding considerably to the for-

mations which were proceeding at the bottom, and the

same causes which dissolved the foraminifera did not

dissolve the radiolaria, so that when they had reached the

sea at a very great depth they found those creatures living

all through the depth and dying all through it, and falling

to the bottom. They found frequently a formation which
had been called radiolarian ooze, on account of its consist-

ing almost entirely of the remains of the radiolaria.

There were some other points of very great interest

wth regard to those accumulations, but the time at his

disposal would not allow him to go into them. In the
Southern Sea, where the depth was not so great as in

the Pacific or Atlantic, but where the temperature of the

surface was very different, they found the surface covered
with a set of minute plants, which had a silicious cover-

ing, these formed enormous patches over the surface of

the sea, colouring it for miles. When the tow-net was
drawn through them, it came up full of gelatinous

matter of the algje, perfectly filled with the silicious

covering of the cells. These plants were, of course,

hving and dying on the surface with immense rapidity,

propagated excessively, and their remains fell down and
formed patches, so that when the trawl was drawn along
the bottom of these localities it came up with a fine

white powder, which looked like chalk. The bottom of
the sea was, therefore, composed of the various materials

of which he had been speaking, and the nature of
the bottom determined to a great extent the distribution

of the animals to be found upon it.

Over the whole bottom of the Pacific and the
Atlantic and those portions of the Southern Sea which
they had examined, the temperature was usually a little

over the freezing point. Down in the valleys it sank to

pretty near the freezing point ; in a few places, a little

below it. On the elevations the temperature was some-
what higher. In the Atlantic they found that from
about 500 fathoms to the bottom the temperature
steadily decreased till it came down to the freezing

point, whatever might be the temperature of the atmo-
sphere above, or whatever might be the latitude. The
lecturer then adverted to the various currents of the

ocean and their effect upon the temperature. He next

spoke of the fauna found at the bottom of the sea.

Instead of being barren, the sea contained very wonderful
and beautiful fauna. The fauna of the deep sea were
somewhat different from those of any of the Polar seas.

Certain groups predominated ; the sponges and lower
groups were very fairly represented, and, while all the
invertebrate groups were represented, these were thg

most abundant.
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STRUCTURE OF THE COMMON
MUSHROOM.*

The entire substance of the common Mushroom is

made up of excessively small bladder-like cells ; these

cells are so small in size and light of weight, that no

less than 1,500,000,000,000 (one and a half billions of

cells go to every ounce of the Mushroom's weight.

Mushrooms are generally grown by dealers from

spawn or mycelium ; this spawn is nothing but living

matted cells in a resting condition, needing warmth,

moisture, and darkness only for vivification. Mush-
rooms may, however, be grown from the purple-black

dust which falls from their lower surface. This black

dust again simply consists of nothing but cells, but in

this case the cells are termed spores. These latter are of

a somewhat different nature from the simple cells of

the flesh of the Mushroom, and their outer coat in

this species is changed in colour from transparent to

purple-black, possibly from contact with the air.

The cells in the stem of the Mushroom are sausage-

shaped, and grow vertically ; on reaching the cap

these cells spread over in an umbrella fashion, and
descend into the internal substance of each individual

gill. This internal mass of cells within the gill is

termed the "trama" by botanists, (a, a, fig. 90.)

To understand how the Mushroom produces its

seeds or spores, a slice should be cut off the side of

the cap of a Mushroom from the top downwards.
Where the sectional part is now exposed, the gills

which are cut through will look like so many small

fine teeth of a comb. With a sharp lancet a very
small thin transparent fragment mustl now be sliced

off from the top downwards, and placed upon a glass

for examination under the microscope.

When magnified 250 diameters this fragment will

be seen, as in fig. SS, to consist wholly of simple cells.

The sausage-shaped cells of the stem which have
spread over the cap and descended each individual gill

areseenbetween the letters A, A, fig. qo. These "trama"
cells are of some importance, because certain mem-
bers of the Mushroom-tribe have no larger cells of
this nature. As these latter cells gradually grow to

the exposed surface on each side of the gill, 11, E, fig. 90,
they get considerably smaller in size, denser, and less

and less transparent. The exposed surface of the
gill is the fruiting, spore-bearing, or hymenial surface,

and the cells found in this position it is our present

purpose to examine somewhat minutely. P'or this

purpose they are further enlarged in fig. SS to 1500
diameters. The barren surface cells are seen at c, c, c.

Intermediate with these are larger cells, n, D, termed
cystidia, and believed by some botanists to be male
in their nature and possessed of fecundative properties
and other cells, E, v., E, named basidia, which carry
the spores. The spores are borne on short branches,
termed spicules, seen at F, F, F, and the spores in

various stages of growth may be seen at G, G, G.

The spores in all the Mushroom tribe are produced
in clusters of four on each basidium, but on the
common Mushroom and all its varieties, as far as I

have seen, these four spores are generally produced
two at a time, and, as the first two drop off the
last two appear, so that it is seldom that more than
two are seen in situ at the same time. The two new
spores pushing the two old ones off their branches is

illustrated on the lower part of fig. SS.

This phenomenon teaches a valuable lesson, and
one which has, as I conceive, been quite erroneously
interpreted by Professor Sachs {flaiu/ho/;, p. 251),
who says the common Mushroom only produces two
spores on each basidium, and so illustrates the subject
in his fig. 174.

The diagram, fig. 89 (enlarged 1500 diameters),
illustrates what I believe to be the true explanation
of the development of the spores in the common
Mushroom, and potentially in all the Mushroom tribe.

The diagram illustrates the development of a single

basidium with its spores : the upper figures of this

latter cut show the basidium as seen from the side,

the lower figures the basidium as seen from the top.

The cells of the Mushroom increase in number by
apical growth. The last-formed cell repeats the pro-

cess continuously till the fungus is complete and the
special cells (spores) destined for the reproduction of

the species are reached. The basidium is first a simple
cell, seen in two positions, as at H, 11. This simple
cell becomes potentially (but often indefinitely) divided

* ^Vt "'^"'^ business meeting of ihe second annii.,1 confer-
ence ol the Cryptogamic Society of Scnil.ind. held at Killin on
September 26-29, by Worlhingtcn G. Smith, F L.S.

by a longiliiJinal partition, as at J, J ; each of

these divided portions produces a branch, as at K, K,

and each of these branches bears a spore (L, L), which

in its turn is again cut off by cell division, this time

transversely. The basidium is now again lougitudinally

Fig. 88.

—

the common mushroom (agaricij'S cAi\tPESTRis, l)

Section through hymenial or spore-bearing surface : showing
simple cells (c) ; cystidia with granular contents at D, D—
basidia. E, E. E—and gradual development of spores, G, G, G.

upon the spicides, F, F, F. X 1500 diam.

divided at M, M ; these portions in their turn also

produce new branches, which give rise to two more

spores (o, o), each spore again cut off by a transverse

septum. As the two last formed spores increase in size

they gradually push the two old ones, r, r, off their

supports, so that unless the whole process is very

F,c. 89, THE MUSHROOM.

carefully watched it might be concluded that the
Mushroom produces only two spores (instead of four)

on each basidium, as stated by Professor Sachs.
The mature spores on germination of course re-

produce the species by means of a series of new
cells. All experiments prove the life of the spore
to be very short, hut when the spore once germinates
and forms spawn the latter material has great tenacity

of life, and this mycelium is commonly, if not always,

perennial. (/' G. Sniiih.

Jfoi'fipi CorTOpiiknte.
Horticulture in lY.y.k%(conthiueiifromf. 425).—Mode of Gro-wittej the Youir; Stock of Apples.

—Instead of raising their own stocks the Bren-

ham nurserymen buy them from Iowa City for

4 dols. per 1000, and each stock, by being cut up
into 3 or 4inch pieces, yields root enough for two to

four scions. Bringing roots and scions into a shed,

they are whip-grafted at the rate of from 1500 to

3000 a hand per day, but over 2000 good grafts is

hard work. By contract i \ dol. per 1000 is paid.

They neither wax nor tie Apple-grafts, but put them
together tight enough not to require such. As soon

as grafted they are planted out—an advantage which
the southern has over the northern grower, who has to

keep them in sand or sawdust in cellars till the frost

breaks up. If the season be a moist one they usually

go ahead splendidly, growing like Willows, but if

the season be dry many Jgrafts perish, and what re-

main are small and stunted. Many one-year-olds are

not sold unless the two's run out, two-year-olds being

mostly called for. The training is all low standards,

i.e., trees with clean stems of from 18 to 24 inches

instead of 4 feet. This is necessary in the South, for

unless the tree branched off low and shaded the trunk

the sun would blister and ruin the south-west side of

the stem, as may be seen in many orchards.

Peaches.—The Peach eclipses all other fruits

as regards its adaptability to Texas ; indeed, as

fine Peaches can be grown in Texas as the United
States can produce. The Texans have them, too,

to ripen from the end of May till October ; the

early fruits are good and well-flavoured, but they

seldom get anything worth eating after the end of

August. Of course fall Peaches are valuable, but on
account of the usual heat and drought they are small

and flavourless, in fact I never tasted a right good
Peach in Texas after the middle of August. In con.

tradiction to the people in the North, the Texans prefer

cling-stone to freestone Peaches, and the demand for

the clings is much the greatest. The clings too, I

think, stand the exhaustive summers with more
impunity than the frees. In contracted droughts the

fruits drop a great deal. As a rule, the people have
a prejudice against " worked " trees, preferring their

own raised seedlings instead, but that is a notion

being speedily erased, particularly when dollars in

the result are the object. Some farmers have got a
dozen trees, and others as many acres. During the

summer time, when grass and hogs' food generally is

scarce, the Peach orchard is an excellent pasture for

the swine. They eat up every fallen fruit, and thus

devour curculio, if any, and by rooting and searching

relieve the ground of grubs and other vermin. The
farmers near the railroads, too, see quite plainly that

Cotton raising is starvation, and that the fruit crop of

the good early Peach tree will olten yield them as

high a price as an acre of Cotton, minus the labour,

hence many valuable orchards have been planted.

The Peach, blooming early, is subject to be destroyed

by " northers " or cold wet winds, and the crop

entirely ruined; but in "good" years the yield is

enormous. Amongst the best free-stones are Rivers'

Beatrice, Louise, and Early Rivers, Hale's, Troths,

Mountain Rose, Early York, Amelia, Stump the

World, O. Mixon, Early and Late Crawford, Sus-

quehanna, Great Eastern, Smock, and Lady Parham.

Amongst clings the best are Chinese Cling, Con-

gress Cling, White English, and Thomas' Novem-
ber. The last ripens in October, and is the best late

Peach I ever tasted.

Mode of Raising Young Trees.—The growers either

save their own Peach-stones or buy them for a dollar

a bushel as soon as they can be got ; they then bed
them in earth, in the ground, or in barrels, there to

remain till planting time, say December or January,

when they are sown in drills a pace apart. Stones

from seedling trees are preferred to those from grafted

ones, as they are reckoned to produce the thriftiest

young plants. All being right, they grow apace, and

are cultivated often. About September i they are

budded, and in a fortnight or so they are examined,

and any failures are re-budded. They are then left

undisturbed till December, when the growers throw

out a trench on either side of the rows and

pull up the plants, preserving if possible the

roots unbroken. The tops are then cut over above
'

the buds, and all but a few inches of root

cut away. The "buds," ;.-., the slumps containing
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the buds, are heeled in the meantime, and the roots,

or really root prunings, [gathered up and taken

home for grafting on. They are grafted like Apples,

and tied with No. 10 Irish lint. A smart boy will

tie some 3000 or 4000 a day. The firmest, of course,

are not tied. The grafts thus finished are packed

closely in earth in shallow boxes, there to stay for a

month ortwo, till the soil gets a little warmer, when they

are planted out-of-doors. If planted out when grafted

they would rot rather than callus, but otherwise they

heal over very nicely, and only require to be kept out

of the draught and away from drip. About the

end of February or March i the buds and grafts are

planted in rows 3^, feet apart, and 4 to 6 inches

asunder in the rows ; are cultivated several times

during the summer with the plough, and in the fall are

saleable trees. Of late years so unsatisfactory have

the grafted Peach trees proved, often not paying one-

half the expenses of grafting them, that the nursery-

men resolved to graft no more, but, instead, to bud

them all. At lifting time in the fall, if the green

leaves still adhere to them these must be stripped off,

The white Scuppernong is reckoned the best Grape
for the South, but in Texas, although I have seen
many plants of it outside of Galveston, I have not

seen a peck of Scuppernong Grapes, putting all

together ; in damp seasons, in the southern part of

the State, the Grapes often rot very badly. The
Germans bestow considerable pains on the Grape
Vines, and make a deal of wine, much more so than
the Ameiicans. Vines are raised from cuttings of

three joints or so, but Delawares and Scuppernongs
are layered.

In Cherokee and other north-eastern counties I have
seen moderately fair Gooseberries and Currants, still

I don't think that they repay the trouble spent on
them. Black Walnuts and Hickory are abundant in

the woods, and, together with the Oaks, make the

hogs' hearts ghd, and their backs round and broad,

that is, when the pigeons are gracious enough to

keep away. Pecans are quite frequent and fruitful,

but their whereabouts are well known, and their nuts

carefully gathered and sold. Persimons grow in

groves every here and there, and bear an immense

Fig. 90.—THE CO.\IMON MUSHROOM (AGARICUS CAMPESTRIS, L.)

i section through gill, showing "trama," a, a, and the two hymenial or spore-bearing surfaces a a . x 250 di.-

else the young shoots would shrivel. The yeast used

in that part of Texas is made from Peach leaves.

GRArrs.—Texas is second to no other State in the

Union, except California, as a Grape growing country.

Wild Grapes grow luxuriantly everywhere in woodlands

and cross-timbered prairie-lands, in the poorest and

in the richest soils ; they are, too, less liable to disease

than most fruit trees, and they seldom or never fail in

producing a crop. The trees in the bottom-lands are

draped with the Mustang Grape Vine, that fruits in

loads, black and tempting to look at, but to taste as

palatable as a Sloe. They make excellent wine,

however, highly commended by physicians. Mustang
Grapes cling to the Vines after they ripen till they

shrivel, consequently they are useless as hog-mast ; but

the Post-Oak Grapes, that are likewise plentiful and
fruitful, not only yield good food for man, but they

drop when ripe, .and feed the swine. After these

come the winter Grapes—tiny black berries, borne in

large and thickly-set clusters. Concord, Hartford

Prolific, Delaware, Herbemont, Ive's .Seedling, and
Norton's Virginia are amongst the best cultivated

sorts ; and on Galveston Island and the immediate
Gulf coast, with some care. Rose Chassela?, Muscats,

and Hamburghs are grown successfully and profitably.

quantity of fruit that when fully ripe is rich, sweet,

and pleasant, but if not quite ripe they are more
nauseous than Mustang Grapes.

Orange groves are being planted at Galveston,

where are many large bearing trees ; there, too, are

some Bananas, but the winds are too fierce to permit

! of them being grown for profit. Mulberry trees thrive

apace, and bear prodigiously. Wm, Falioncr. Cam-

\
bridge, Mass.

(T,> be continued.)

War<;a\v : S,-pi. i().—Aristolxhijs.—Allow me to

add a few lines to the note on the flowers of these

plants at p. 276 of your number for August 2(3.

The enclosed is a dried flower of A. ornithocephala.

The plant has attained great strength in my Orchid-

house, where it was planted out some four years ago,

though it has only flowered this summer for the first

time. Its flowering gave me an opportunity to make
certain observations, which may be new to some of

your readers. The flower consists, as you may see

from the dried specimen, of two parts, so to say, two

distinct bodies— the swelled bird-like head with its

beak, and the large double-sheet appendage slightly

connected with the basis of the beak. Although

quite separate it unfolds exactly at the same moment

as the beak opens its hirsute channel, and from this

moment emits a most powerful but highly unpleasant

odour. Strange to say the appendage alone emits

this ^mell, and if cut away the remaining portion of

the flower continues blooming but is scentless.

Nature has evidently provided the said appendage in

order to attract certain insects necessary to the fer-

tilisation process. Microscopic observation showed
small glands on the inner parts of the unfolded sheet-

like appendage. A. K.

St. Michael's, Azores : Sept. 6.—The remunera-
tive prices realised by Pine-apples in the London
seasons of 1S67 to 1S73 have led to the investment of

much capital in the Azores, and glass Pine-houses,

wherein from 100 to 300 fruit can be grown without

artificial heat, are numerous ; whilst there are many
eitu/ii;, as they are called, round the harbour, in which

500 Pines can be grown. One gentleman has Invested

j{^4000, and a company has put up buildings for Pine

culture at an equal cost. Money has been borrowed
at^S and ^10 per cent., and still these glass-houses

are increasing, and men of small capital who have an

acre or two of land are now turning their attention to

this industry, and are building small houses where
from 100 to 200 Pines can be grown. As these are

not working with borrowed capital, they may rea-

sonably expect a fair amount of success.

Two L-sIu/ns, to hold 1000 Pines between them, can

be put up for about ^^looo ; it takes a square metre

of ground for each plant. The earth in which the

Pines are grown consists of decomposed vegetable

matter, and is brought to its deposit long distances

from the mountains in panniers on the backs of mules
and donkeys.

It costs from 4^. 6</. to 5?. 6J. to grow, case up,

and land each Pine-apple, whether large or small, at

the stores in Pudding Lane, London, and great dis-

satisfaction has been felt at the very low prices realised

during the last two seasons. At a meeting of the

growers at Ponta Delgada, held on August 6 last, it

was unanimously resolved to despatch for the coming
season Signor Bernardo Amaral, formerly a wine
merchant in Liverpool, to London, to open an olhce

for their sale, and part of the growers have bound
themselves to consign 20,770 Pine-apples to him for

sale, most of them being under the impression that

some underhand influences are brought to bear to

keep down the prices in London,

The following is a return of the export to London
of the principal Pine growers, copied from an official

document of all the exports of this island, compiled

by .Signor Reid Cabral, the Director of the Customs
at Ponta Delgada, St. Michael's, It will be observed

that the export, which in 1S67 and 1S68 was only 427
Pines, has increased in the seasons of 1S75 and 1S76 to

34,524, and will increase, in all probabilily, in the

seasons of 1S76 and 1S77 to 50,000. This fact easily

accounts for the diflerence in prices, and unless the

growers can be persuaded to do like the Dutch at the

Spice Islands, and, when they have an over-abundant

harvest, destroy half the crop. Pines must continue

low-priced :—1867— 186S, 427; 1S6S— 1S69, 47S ;

1869— 1S70, 95S ; 1S70— lS7t, 1045; 1871— 1S72,

2457 ; 1S72-1S73. 2491 ; 1S73-1S74, 6429 ; 1874
— 1S75, 10,893; 1875—1876,34,524. iViilhjl'y Jack,

iiilhe " Fuld."

Florists' Flow^ers.

Auriculas from Seed.—While some cultivators

advocate sowing the seed in early spring, others, and

among them the Rev. F. D. Horner, strongly recom-

mend and exemplify the practice of sowing in

summer as soon as it is ripe—not in autumn {though

the practice has come to be termed autumn sowing),

but at the end of July and early in August. There

is this great advantage—some of the seed will at once

germinate, and the plants get a good start the fol-

lowing spring, and quickly grow on into size to bloom

the ensuing season. Many of tlie plants will flower

in the autumn, twelve months after being sown, but

it must not be taken as evidencing the true character,

though, if it may be said to possess some good quality,

it will be sufficiently shown to enable the flower to

be noted for a further trial.

"In the glowing autumn," states the Rev. Mr.

Horner in the Fl^vist and Pomohghl, " when no soil

is chill, part of the seed will come up and get into

rough leaf before the winter. It is very irregular and

slow of germination, and much of it sown in August
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will not vegetate till April. The soil may be any

sweet, open compost, with drainage well secured.

Make it moderately firm, so that it will not give way

under the young plants."

It may be set down as a general, though not universal

rule, that the earliest and strongest of the seedling

Auriculas are coarsest and less valuable ; the weakest

and most delicate are the most beautiful. Perhaps

this accounts for fine flowers being sometimes shown
as seedlings and then not seen again after. This is

very usual experience in the case of Primroses—all

the very best flowers are invariably from the smallest

and latest plants to flower.

Let me again quote from the Rev. Mr. Horner :

—

"The growth of mosses (on the surface of the seed-

pans) may, and should be, held in check by watering

with clear lime-water, which will not hurt the seed-

lings. Take especial care that all soil used in the

seed-pots has first been subjected to a considerable

and thorough heating, say in an oven, otherwise the

birth and action of small worms and grubs will be a

source of continuous annoyance and loss. The seed

must not be covered in the least, but simply protected

by glass over the pot to keep the moisture in. Water

very gently and moderately. So little do these

seeds need covering that probably the first to sprout

will be the few that an incautious splash of water

may have washed up the side of the pot. The young

plants should be pricked out at their third or fourth

rough leaf, and kept as much as possible on the move.

In all their earlier stages they require what would

never suit the old plants—a rather close, damp air,

for their tiny roots are thrown out near the surface,

often from the very midrib of their little leaves, and

any check to this eager root-action is serious delay.

By-and-by they will throw out suddenly one much

larger root, the first of a series that soon changes

their appearance, and when once this stage is reached

they grow most rapidly into plants. They will re-

quire shiftings according to size. Do not despise

the weaker ones ; the coarsest natures get on the

fastest. Seedlings will bloom at an absurdly small

size, when an ofiset much larger will take another

season to think about it. Well led on a batch of

seedlings will begin to flower at a year old, and many
wait till two. They must not be hastily judged at

their first bloom, eithtr for praise or censure. For

faults so utterly hopeless as a pin-eye they may be

discarded at once ; but if the outline of pip be good,

and tube and paste correct, it is not safe to condemn

a seedling for first faults of ground colour and edge

for such errors are committed by even the best

flowers, especially in an autumn bloom."

The seedling pits at Kirkby Malzeard will repay in-

spection at this season of the year. The visitor can

see from six to eight nice robust plants in a 48 pot,

all from the same parentage. The pedigree of each

seedling is carefully recorded, and crossings are yearly

being made with a view of obtaining improved

flowers. One noteworthy cross for next spring

will be between green-edged Prince of Greens and

white-edged John Simonite. The purpose is to get

the pattern tube and petal of John Simonite into

the green-edL^ed class, and both flowers will be made
the seed parents.

In the case of some seedlings from any particular

parent, it was remarkable how the habit of the parent

had been followed in the seedlings ; in others the

characters of the progeny are exceedingly diverse. But

the closest pattern of foliage cannot be depended on to

reproduce the parent in all its essential features. Nor
can a flower of any class be depended on to throw

seedlings of the same class—as, for instance, a grey-

edge to throw grey-edged flowers. Smiling Beauty and

John Simonite, both heavy white-edged flowers, will

throw green edges. Again, all the edged flowers, a

number of self flowers ; it might perhaps be said that

a majority of the seedlings will be selfs ; but I believe

it has been never known for a self to throw an

edged seedling. It is scarcely necessary to raise selfs

from self flowers, as they are abundantly produced by

the edged flowers.

The act of raising seedling Auriculas (from seed

of really good flowers) is a most pleasant and grati-

fying occupation. Perhaps the tub lies in getting

seed worthy the trouble of sowing and tending. The
beht method would be to obtain a selection of a few
good named varieties, and then wait for results by
means of crosf-''eitilisatioP. The re?uits may or may
not l:e attainable ; but the enjoyment derived from
watching the expanding flowers will more than repay
the labour so expended, even if a barren harvest be
reaped. R. D.

Natural History.
Ladybirds.—**/)\V^ .) hon Dieu!" " Btte a bon

Dieu !
"— "Ladybirds !

" *' Ladybirds !
"—was the cry

all over the house on Tuesday, Sept. 19, and on going

into the drawing-room I found an excited housemaid,

armed with dustpan and brush, making frantic efforts

to sweep some hundreds of these pretty useful little

creatures from off the window panes and curtains.

There was a perfect swarm of ladybirds all round this

house, and in nearly every room in it for about three

hours, between 12 and 3, when the sun was shining

its warmest and brightest. I do not find that they

visited any other house or garden in the neighbour-

hood, nor can I in any way account for their making
their appearance here in such extraordinary numbers.

I could not discover any aphides on the trees, and

there were no plants in my room, where they were

particularly thick. A gentleman suggested that they

were returning from a trip to some adjoining hop-

fields. It was the last day of picking, and we could

hear the merry voices of the children as they wended
their way to the train. Could the ladybirds have

also been en route ? Helen E, JJ'aOiey, Uss, Hants,

Wasps' Nests.—I wish wasps were as scarce here

(in Liss) as a "Fruit Grower" says they are at

Burton. There were two nests this season within a

few yards of each other, one on each side of the

public road, close to the village ; and a few Sundays
ago some naughty boys went, just as the congregation

were leaving the church, and gave the inhabitants of

one nest a stir with a long stick. The insects flew out

and stung several persons, so that nest was next day

taken; the other remains, and my sheep dog, who has

an enquiring mind, was stung about the ears when
poking his nose a little too near the colony. It made
him so savage that I did not dare applymy remedy—

a

cut Onion ; he would not allow any one to come near

him. //. E. Watney,

Forestry.
By way of answering the numerous enquiries respect-

ing Charcoal, its uses, process of making, price, &c.,

and as supplementary to my last article upon the sub-

ject, I shall now state all that appears necessary, so

far as space will permit.

As formerly stated, all descriptions of wood, large

and small, can be converted into charcoal, and char-

coal, on the other hand, can be used for an endless

variety of purposes. It has often struck me forcibly

that wood grown in places difficult of access, and

where the quantity is too limited to admit of making
roads to, might with great advantage be made into

charcoal on the place, and carried out either on horse-

back or otherwise. In many of the Highland glens

much useless refuse wood is lying rotting upon the

ground, which proprietors would gladly give free to

any one who would remove it, as it constitutes a

literal nuisance, alike unfavourable to sheep, cattle, or

deer, and it is no less injurious to the succeeding crop

of trees, and an insurmountable obstacle to the planter

when the ground is under process of replanting. Thou-
sandsoftons of brushwood, and other wood unfit forany

other industrial purpose, but well adapted for charcoal,

might be profitably used for that purpose, and thereby

afford employment to the labourer, would add, at least,

a small sum to the revenue of the estate, remove what
in one part of the land is injurious and offensive, and
convey it to another to enrich and increase its fertility.

Wood, as is well known, is, in its natural state, both

bulky and heavy, and if far from market, the expense

incurred consumes much of the profit, especially if it

has to be carted with horses upon bad roads. One
thousand tons of refuse wood, consisting of branches,

tops, and inferior growths, would load two thousand

carts, allowing each, say, 10 cwt., which upon many
Highland glen roads is quite enough. The value of such

wood for fuel is considerable, but it could not be carted

far else the cartage cost would amount to the full value

of the wood to the consumer. If, however, the wood
was burnt into charcoal, as recommended, and put

into bag^, each containing 2 or 3 bushels, it would be

found that 334 cartloads, of the same weight—namely,

10 cwt. each—would remove it all. Such wood as I

have described, when burnt into charcoal, is reduced

to about one-sixth of its original weight, thu5 show-
ing the advantages of making it into charcoal

when the cartage is far or difficult. Charcoal pro-

duced from Pine and Fir wood is of the least market

value ; but for many purposes, and specially for

manure, it is equally as valuable as the finest quality.

A most valuable manure is formed by saturating char-

coal with urine, and with or without night-soil. The
effect of such manure upon grass-lands is truly mar-
vellous, but it would be premature on my part as yet

to state its proportional value to those manures known
as artificials. Sawdust in its natural state is rather

injurious than beneficial to land, but when submitted

to a charring process, which is easily done by mixing

it with brushwood of any kind, so that by means of

it the pit is made solid, it becomes when saturated

with liquid manure an excellent fertiliser, at least of

such value as to repay all expenses, and leave a fair

balance of profit to the proprietor. Chips of wood,
bark, hedge prunings, whins, heath, &c., might,

when they cannot be turned to better account, be
dried (at least partially), and in proper and due pro-

portions put together and reduced to charcoal for land

manure.

As already stated, the expense of carting wood of
any inferior description to a distance consumes the
entire profit, hence the advantage of reducing all such
to charcoal and thereby lessening by five-sixths the
whole expense of carriage, whether of long or short
distance. By charring wood it is reduced to betwixt
one-sixth and one-fifth its original weight, but
not so in bulk — for it is desirable, and
sometimes attainable, to preserve its whole bulk.

In making charcoal it is desirable that the
wood be cut several months previously, and
stacked up and allowed to dry till at least half-

seasoned. It is desirable also that the wood in each
pit be of nearly equal size, otherwise the small
wood burns to waste before the large is sufiiciently

burnt. Great care is also necessary in taking out the
charcoal after being burnt, both in preserving it from
being broken too small, or from being crushed with the
feet, and also having the fire completely smothered
out. If the covering be removed while fire yet remains
in the pit, it immediately bursts into flame with the

least breath of wind. The price of charcoal varies

very httle year by year, and is at present about 2.s. 6d.

per bushel in Edinburgh. C. K. Michie^ Cullen

House, Cullen.

PLANT HOUSES.
Greenhouse Hard-wooded Plants. — Where

Camellia flowers are required by Christmas, and the

plants have not previously been treated so as to have
them in so early, they may be induced to come on a
little quicker by keeping them in a temperature of
from 45° to 50" in the night, with a little more warmth
during the day, using enough moisture in the house or

pit they occupy to keep the atmosphere from any-
thing approaching a dry condition. On no account
must they be subjected to a forcing temperature, or

the buds are certain to drop. It is a very common
occurrence to see all, or nearly all, the stock of these

plants in flower at once, whereas if more judgment
were used in their treatment, and in the selection

of the varieties, so as to include the latest as well as

the earliest kinds, there would be no difficulty with a

moderate number of plants in prolonging the flower-

ing season to four months, or even considerably longer.

Where a good quantity of Genistas are grown, and
some made their growth, and were turned out-of-doors

early in the summer, they will be in a state to bloom
early without much forcing. A few of them may now
be placed in heat, giving them as light a situation as

possible, so as to impart to their flowers the requisite

substance to enable them to stand well when open.
At no time in the year is so much care required

to induce this condition as with plants that are forced

into bloom in the last months of the year. This
essential of bringing forced flowers on in a way that

enables them to keep up fresh for the longest time
they are capable of, when removed from the forcing

house=:, is often not secured so well in private esta-

blishments as it is with the market growers. This is

traceable to two causes : the low light pits in use by
the growers for market are better adapted for the

purpose than the structures used in private places, and
those who grow for sale are compelled to produce
their flowers so that they will stand, or they could not

get a market for them. People who visit Covent
Garden in the late autumn and winter months often

express surprise at the way the forced flowers stand,

either on the plants or when cut : it is simply the

result of growing them in suitable places, with
suitable treatment of the plants in every way,
all through the season—especially in having the

growth and flower-buds early and well-matured, so as

to permit of the plants being brought on into bloom
with a minimum of excitement, and other routine

matters learned by practice, the most important of

which is to have the plants, whilst being brought into

flower, with their heads all but touching the glass.
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Lilies, — The latest- flowered of the Lilies, the

tops of which are yet green, should be stood out on
the top of a wall or other sheltered place where the

leaves will ripen off gradually, attending to them with

water as they require it ; those that have shed their

leaves, and whose tops have died down, should at once

be potted if they need it. On the performance of this

operation when they are totally at rest, and before the

roots begin to move, depends in a great measure their

after well-doing. It is bad practice to allow too many
bulbs to remain in a pot, as when overcrowded the

flowers they produce are few in number, and deficient

in size. When the varieties of L. speciosum were first

introduced into the country, and were scarce and dear,

growers paid them all the attention they could j it

was no uncommon occurrence then to see a score or

more flowers on a single stem, whereas now they are

not usually met with bearing much more than
half that number The reason is simply this, that they

are not now as well cared-for, on account of their

being so plentiful, yet at the present time they

are just as deserving of good treatment as ever

they were, as there are few more useful conserva-

tory or greenhouse plants grown for late summer and
autumn use. All the small bulbs that are formed
round the base oF the current year's stems should be
removed, and if there are more large bulbs in the pot
than the quantity of soil it holds can support they

should be divided, reducing the number to one-half or

one-third. In all cases pot sufficiently deep so that

the young roots that are emitted early in tlie season

from the stems for a couple of inches or so above the

crown of the bulb will be under the soil, or these

roots, which are of such assistance to the season's

flowering, will perish. They like good turfy loam,

with enough sand to keep it porous, and a moderate
quantity of rotten manure. Be careful that the soil

does not get much wet through the winter, nor, on
the other hand, be allowed to become too dry,

7; Bairns.

Orchids.—Among the many that are grown for

beauty and interest there are some whose bright and
showy colours, size of bloom, and singular form will,

as it were, cause them always to be placed in the first

rank ; and whilst they are thus esteemed by those who
grow them, this fact of itself is suflicient reason why
they should be recommended to others who have but

a partial knowledge of them. Many of these have
already been treated upon, though but a small number
compared to the great host there are now in cultiva-

tion. Leaving these, however, just now, it may be

worth while calling attention to a few others, which,

though seldom seen, are really very pretty, and
in some respects very singular and attractive. Where
an extensive collection is grown there will at all times

be many such, but at this season, when the more
showy ones are very seldom met with, these curious

and interesting little gems are the more observed and
appreciated. In such a list mention must be made of

Phalaijnopsis Lowii, and also amethystina ; the former

pretty well known— its bright rosy flower?, with its

singularly-formed column, causing it to become an ob-

ject ofspecial interest. Of P. amethystina, which is not so

often seen, yet very pretty, it may be sufficient to say

that when several spikes are in bloom its small white

flowers, with the rosy purple labellum, cause it, on
account of its neat and compact appearance, to be

admired, and to be worthy a place in every collection.

Angra^cum bilobum is in style of growth much like a

Phalci^nopsis ; the leaves, however, are generally

darker in colour, and of a somewhat harder texture
;

this is another very neat and pretty plant, producing a
spike about a foot long, its blossoms being of a pure

white, having the usual spur common to this genus at

the back of the labellum. Another of this genus,

though generally flowering during the summer months,
is A. caudatum ; this is a very slow grower, in fact, if

grown for a year it appears to increase very little in size.

The leaves of this are very thin and papery, and it is

almost always seen with the foliage of a pale green colour.

This would seem to be natural to it, though its stout

fleshy roots would appear to be capable of supplying

a full quantity of support and nourishment. The
singular flowers, which are of a greenish yellow colour,

with a white labellum, and the curious way they

appear on the spike, with the tails of each flower, of

which there will often be from eight to a dozen hang-

ing about, cause it to present a very remarkable and
interesting appearance. Another class, of which there

will he several blooming now, is that of the Himtleyas,

orWarscewiczellas. These are not difficult to manage,
and when nicely in flower are very showy. They
should be grown in pots, well drained, in a mixture of

moss and peat, with a good sprinkle of silver-sand

and a quantity of broken crocks mixed up with it
;

potted in this, and stood in the Cattleya-house,

watered very freely when growing, and at the same
time kept pretty well shaded, they will grow very
freely, throwing out a quantity of soft fleshy roots that

soon enter the soil and cause the growths to come
on quickly -with vigour and freshness. Of these W. dis-

color will generally flower in the early summer, and
may be met with in several varieties ; of those that

will be flowering now may be named velata, ionoleu-

rum, and Wailesii, This latter, which is scarce, pro-
duces flowers the sepals and petals of which are white,

whilst the labellum is of a distinct violet-purple ; the

flowers of the two former are larger than those of this :

the colour of the margin of the labellum in different

varieties varies from a bright pink to a rosy purple,

the centre generally of a pale yellow colour. Vet
another, that often blooms in the autumn, though
doubtless its proper season is the early summer, is

cerina (often called Pescatorea cerina). This requires

treatment exactly similar to the Huntleyas, and well

repays the care and attention given to it. The foliage

nf this, when in health, is of a deep shiny green, the

leaves somewhat more arching than is the case with

Huntleyas, the growths of which are generally of an
upright character, and often from a leading growth
four to six of its beautiful straw-coloured flowers will

be produced, which will last long in freshness and
beauty. The treatment as advised in the last

Calendar must be carefully adhered to. Let all the

sunlight be given that can be obtained ; give a little

air when the weather is favourable, and, that the

atmosphere may not become too moistened, let any
damping that may be requisite besides the morning
wetting round, be done soon after 2 o'clock, that it may
become partially dried up before evening. IV. S'wa/i.

FRUIT HOUSES.

Vines,—Vines in pots which have been placed out-

doors to harden should now be taken under coyer in

a cool house or pit. If the wood is well matured,

pruning, if not already done, should be followed up
immediately. Where the laterals have been pruned
back at an earlier period, as before recommended, the

leading shoot only will require stopping back at the

discretion of the operator, bearing in mind that an
undue length of rod is not desirable for very early

forcing, 5 to 6 feet is generally sufficient. After the

plants are housed, pruned, and cleaned, remove the

surface soil to the roots, and top-dress with a com-
post of good fibrous loam and well decomposed
manure. Give moderate waterings when required,

so as not to allow the soil to become dry.

Where it is contemplated to make new borders, the

present is a good time for getting in the necessary

materials for so doing in spring. The most important

item is a good supply of turfy soil ; this, when it can

be obtained, should be cut with the turf on from 3 to

6 inches thick, selecting such as is of a fibrous tex-

ture and not too adhesive ; this, when cut in sods and
carted home, should be stacked in ridges, so as to get

mellow by the time it is required for use. Where the

soil is of a heavy nature, a good proportion of old

mortar rubble, such as is obtained in taking down old

buildings, is useful to mix with the turf when the

border is in progress, and should be got together as

opportunity off'ers. Grapes now ripe should, during

the present humid weather, have a little fire-heat

during the day, to dry up superabundant damp, which

is apt to cause the more tender-skinned kinds to spot

considerably. Give air abundantly on all favourable

occasions. W. Cox,

Melons.—The Melon season, now drawing to a

close, has in many places proved unsatisfactory and

disappointing. Up to the end of June good Melons

were plentiful, but after the excessive heat set in

numerous were the complaints that the fruit was
deficient in flavour and finish. Some growers attributed

this falling off to too much heat, but this can hardly

have been the cause, as the Melon delights in a high

temperature, providing the bottom-heat is in fair pro-

portion to that of the atmosphere. Where this has

not been supplied it is more than probable that pre-

mature ripening has been brought on by sluggish root-

action, as the plants could not supply food suflkiently

fast to compensate for rapid exhaustion. The late

crop now approaching maturity will require extra care.

The.foliage must be kept clean, healthy, and sufficiently

thinto admit of the free ingress of light and sunshine;

to this end the washing of the glass inside and out on

a fine mild day will be found advantageous ; atmo.

spheric moisture should also be reduced, and tepid

water must be more sparingly supplied to ihe roots.

Melons in pits and frames, where the heat is rapidly

declining, will improve in flavour by removal to a

Pine-stove to finish ofl^, providing they show signs of

changing before they are taken from the plant ; but it

rarely happens that good quality follows where this

stage has not been reached at the time they are cut.

W. Coleman,

Orchard-houses.—All the late Peaches, with the

exception of the Salway, will now be ripe or gathered,

and if repotting the trees is required it should now be

proceeded with before the cold autumn rains set in.

The late Peaches, Lord and Lady Palmerston, if

gathered before being too ripe, will keep a week or

two if placed on cotton wadding in a well ventilated

fruit-room. In flavour they are not nearly equal to

the Grosse Mignonne, Barrington, Desse Tardive,

Late Admirable, and other late or mid-season Peaches,

but they come in useful for dishes of showy fruit

at the dessert. After repotting or shifting the trees

the house ought to be kept close, that the wood may
get well matured before the trees are removed out-of-
I'oors. Where a succession of young Peaches,
Nectarines, Apricots, Plums, Cherries and Pears, are
wanted to be potted every year for growing or for

fruiting, now is a good time to order them from the
nurseries. This is only desirable where there is plenty
of house-room and labour to attend to the training
and keeping them free from insects, and where only a
few trees are required it will be less trouble and
expense to piirchase them from the nurserymen that
grow them ready for forcing. I have from time to
time given lists of the names of the different kinds of
fruit trees in these Orchard-house operations which I
have found desirable to grow. I see by the Gardenas^
Monthly for August—an American publication, and
ably edited by Mr. Meehan—that they have now some
seedling Peaches in America that ripen earlier than
our Beatrice, and are larger and of better quality as

to flavour. Their names are, ist, the Downing
;

2d, the Saunders ; 3d, Alexander ; 4th, Musser
;

5th, Amsden, all ripening before the Early Beatrice,

if grown near each other. It would, therefore, be
desirable to try and get these varieties imported here
for comparing with our early kinds, for we know
Hale's Early York, and Crawford's yellow-fleshed
Peaches, are acquisitions to our collections. William
Tilla-Y.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
The ingathering of autumn kinds for winter and

spring use will require constant attention nearly
through the month, and, with a season so scarce as

the present, an extra amount of care should be
bestowed in the gathering so as to avoid bruising in

any way ; at the same time also such fruit only as

will part easily from the tree should be gathered at

once, and the remainder as they become ready, by
which means the season will be prolonged and a
short crop considerably helped onwards in doing the
duty of a more plentiful one. In storing in the fruit-

room, spread them out as thinly as the space will

allow, so that the slightest sign of decay may soon
be detected and removed ; and this remark applies
equally to the fruit of the earlier sorts gathered and
stored last month, which should be frequently

examined and all signs of decay removed. Very
early in the month Filberts and Cobnuts will be
ready for gathering. These may be laid out on
shelves in the fruit-room or ehewhere for a time, to

get rid of some of the superabundant moisture, and
then packed in tubs or jars with the husks on. I

have found the American Apple tubs excellent for the

purpose. Walnuts always keep best when they come
clean out of the husks on being gathered, or r.ather

shaken down, from the tree ; it is better therefore to

make two or three gatherings rather than shake or

knock them all off" at once indiscriminately, whether
ripe or not. They may be stored in a place at once
dry and cool, but if signs of mould appear, which is

very probable, throw them into water and scrub each

one separately with a hard brush, and dry them in

the sun if possible, if not, in any dry and hot chamber
when they can be quickly dried on the outside, when
they will be ready for storing again. All coverings

should now be removed from late Plums and Currants,

all dead leaves and rubbish clearel out, and an open
i-inch mesh netting substituted for a covering if birds

are likely to be troublesome, which, however, at

this season is seldom the case. Take an early oppor-

tunity to go over the whole of the fruit trees, and
see what will be required for renovation and to

keep up the stock. John Cox, Rcdh-af.

AUTUMN.
TiiF. spring is gone, with its fair wild flowers,

The gorgeous Summer past ;

Tlie song-birds have flown to the bright south lands

-

Autumn is come at last.

To me Autumn stands queen of all the year^
A silent, stately queen.

Drifting down to the gentle sea of death,

I'rom Summer's brilliant sheen.

The murmuring winds and the dying leaves,

Grey skies and sunshine dim,
All seem chanting in mystic minor chords

Fair Nature's requiem.

Still in all the dusky evening shades,

The gathering twilight dim,

It is not a funeral dirge we hear,

Dut a grave harmonious hymn.

For through death alone can we come to life

—

Through the ocean's storms to rest

;

And the earth sinks down to her Winter strife-

Winter snows on her breast.

And Autumn, before she passes away,
With the last of warmth and light,

Ere the last red fluttering leaves are gone,

Murmurs a low "Good night !

"

//. 5., in the '' Chiirchinan's Shilling Magazine,'^
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THE

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 7, 1876.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

r Sale of Dutch Bulbs, at Stevens' Rooms.
Sale of Bulbs at The Mart, Tokenhoust

DAY, Oct. 9 -j sgjg ^^^ Nursery Stock at American Nur
I sery, Windlesham, ^

. . .

Wednesday, Oct.

Prothcroe & Mt
Clearance Sale at the Nursery, Granjje

Hill, Chigwell. by Protheroe & Morris.
Sale of Hardy Plants and Dutch Bulbs, at

Stevens' Rooms.
Sale of Nursery Stock at the Elvaston Nur-

series, Borrowash, by Protheroe &

Thursday, Oci

A Sale of Orchids, a

Saturday, Oct. 14 {
^

THE unusually good and interesting display

at the fortnightly meeting of the RoYAL
Horticultural Society on Wednesday last

served to bring the affairs of this unlucky

Society once more under attention. On all

sides it is admitted that, come what will, these

fortnightly or monthly committee meetings must

not be allowed to cease. Theirvalue and interest

are incontestable. They serve to show that the

horticulturists are ready and willing to do their

part, and that their abandonment would be

nothing less than a national loss. Every effort,

therefore, should be made to continue these

useful meetings, to improve and strengthen the

three committees, and to extend their work.

This is the very least that the horticulturists

can do, but we expect much more of them.

The dead-lock in the present state of the

affairs of the Society is due simply to the

heavy debenture debt. Every other debt is,

we believe, paid or provided for—this alone

remains. If some arrangement could be made
with the debenture-holders and the Commis-
sioners, the Society could free itself from the

deadening incubus of South Kensington, and

start on its new career as a national society,

useful and important alike to the peasant in his

cottage, and the peer in his mansion. We do

not profess to be able to solve the pressing pro-

blem, nor can we pretend even to guess how it

will be solved. One thing we would urge in

passing on the Council, and that is to deter-

mine whether the Commissioners are or are not

partners with the Society. Time after time in

public meetings have they, or their representa-

tives, proclaimed that they considered them-

selves partners with the Society. It so, they

surely are responsible for the debenture debt,

particularly if the lease and the garden, on

which so much money has been spent, be

given up to them, as we believe it would be

gladly. But now the Commissioners, if we are

rightly informed, deny the partnership and re-

pudiate the debt. While affairs are in this un-

satisfactory state, the horticulturists can actually

do nothing definite ; but they may be pre-

paring and concerting schemes ol action, and
they may be agreeing upon first principles

—

matters of detail may be considered afterwards.

In the first place the Society, whether reconsti-

tuted—as we think is, on the whole, the best

plan—or whether an entirely new Society be

started, in any case the Society, whatever shape

it assume, must be horticultural, and horticul-

tural only. There must be no more coquetting

with fashionable idlers and sight-seers. Horti-

culture can stand on its own merits, and if

it show itself self-reliant and useful, it will not

lack public aid. Far be it from us to under-

value royal or any other co-operation and aid

—

we hate the word patronage—but let the Society

do its proper work by itself, and it will not fail

to enlist the sympathy and support of outsiders.

Only it must work for it ; it must demonstrate

its usefulness—its utility must be brought home,

so to speak, to every garden gate.

Every owner of a garden, be it only of a few

perches, must be made to feel that he is

interested in the doings of the Society, and the

Society in him and his doings. Every

town should have its local committee, every

local society should have a voice and an

interest in the head Society. We have fiddled

and piped long enough in the metropolis ; it is

time to study the interests of the country also.

We must have provincial shows, now here, now
there. We must have district organisations all

over the country. We must have London
shows, if we can afford such luxuries. Above
all, we must have our committee meetings and

our experimental garden. In a word, the

Society must be horticultural in its aims,
national in its aspirations. " Yes," some
one will say, " but where are funds to come
from ? No one will join a bankrupt society

;

no one will come in while this fatal South
Kensington connection exists." To this we
answer, that the Society in our view is

not bankrupt, all its debts are paid save the
one great incubus, which in equity belongs
to the Commissioners, and to them only. But
leaving this question, as we needs must, to be
decided elsewhere, let us note with satisfaction

the hopeful prospects for the future, when these

difficulties are removed, as they must be in

some way sooner or later. We know, and the

experience of Mr. Wilson who has tested the
matter proves it, that it only requires a brisk

personal canvass to bring in a very large number
of Fellows at a moderate rate of subscription

—

say one guinea per annum for those at a dis-

tance, and a higher rate for those in or near
London. These would for the most part be
Fellows indeed and not merely in name. They
would be Fellows for love of and interest in

horticulture — not mere peep-show Fellows,

having no real feeling for horticulture. Let them,
however, have their peep-shows. The horti-

culturists will do their best to provide them
with something worth seeing, but they must
not allow dilettante and idlers any more to be
the ruling powers in the Society.

Another point has been raised—the desira-

bility of seeking State aid. Well, there are

good grounds for making such a request. Other
societies have State aid in the form of free

quarters, or some other pleasant immunities

;

other societies, too, which have done no more
for the State than has the Royal Horticultural

Society. Unquestionably the Society has
claims on the State for the work it has
done in the past, nay, even for what it

is doing now. But we believe the most
effective State aid that could be rendered
now would be some Act of Parliament by which
the connection with Her Majesty's Commis-
sioners and their garden at South Kensington
could at once and for ever be severed. Freed
from these loads, a properly conducted national

horticultural society would have no further

need for extrinsic aid.

Pending the arrangements with the deben-
ture-holders and the Commissioners, let us
urge all country gentlemen and country horti-

culturists throughout the kingdom to band
themselves together so as to be ready to form
themselves into a compact band of garden
lovers, determined to have and to hold a
national horticultural society.

The illustration at p. 461 (fig. 9 1) shows a group

of NiPA Palms, if Palms they can be called, for they

are quite as nearly related to Pandanads, in the Cal-

cutta Botanic Garden. Some extracts from the official

report of this garden will be given in our next issue.

Nipa fruticans has a creeping stem, pinnate leaves,

10 to 20 feet in length, and large globular heads of

fruit. The leaves are used for thatching purposes, and

indeed the plant forms no exception to the majority

of its allies in the possession of many useful qualities.

Time was when Nipas waved their foliage over the

then tropical estuary of the Thames, for their fruits

are found in the London clay deposits of the

Isle ofSheppy. In the planting of the group shown
in the sketch, the native habits of the plants

have been imitated, and the result is, as may readily

be inferred, very striking.

We are requested to state that Professor

Reichenbach's address for the present month is The
Herbarium, Royal Gardens, Kew,

The Rivue Horticole announces the death, at

the patriarchal age of ninety, of M. Hardy, well

known as one of the most famous of French gardeners,

and for many years curator of the Luxembourg,

Garden at Paris.

Some plants are very attractive on the

RocKWORK AT Kew. Sedum spectabile is very

bright in colour ; it is a feature which seems to vary

year by year—last season thisspecimen was purplish and

comparatively dull. Francoa ramosa is a fine autumn

plant, the leaves seem always healthy, and are of a

lively green, from which now ascend a number of tall

stems, bearing pinkish flowers in erect racemes. It is

very useful for pot culture. Polygonum capitatum,

though not quite hardy, has reproduced itself from self-

sown seeds, and trailing about shows off to advantage

its dark zoned leaves and heads of pink flowers. It

is a suitable and interesting plant for greenhouse

baskets. The rare Arnebia echioides is very flori-

ferous, it has not for long been out of flower for

several months. Lobelia syphilitica and Zauschneria

californica are well known herbaceous plants, the latter

being among the tlit: of its class. Of all those now in

bloom, ,the new Kniphofia Macowani is one of the

most pretty and interesting. Its small size, and neat

habit of growth, are the chief features for which it is

valued. A figure with description will be found at

p. 265 in our issue of August 28, last year. It

was raised from seed by Mr. Green of Reigate, by

whom it is being distributed.

We learn that the old established and well-

known nurseries of M. John Verschaffelt, of

Ghent, will in future be carried on under the manage-

ment of his adopted son, M. John Nuytens Vers-
chaffelt, a gentleman well known to English horti-

culturists,

Witsenia corymbosa is beautifully in flower in

the Conservatory at Kew. Its somewhat gro-

tesque habit, together with bright blue flowers, make
it desirable. Plumbago capensis is also profusely in

bloom. Like Trachelospermum (Rhynchospermum)

jasminoides, it does well under a rather wide range of

temperature, and may consequently be had in flower

over a length of time, Scutellaria pulchella is ex-

tremely pretty, and is worth growing with its better

known relative, S, Mociniana, which it surpasses in

its freely blanching habit. Being quite distinct, how-

ever, they are not justly comparable. S. pulchella

has dark blue flowers, and a number of sprays for

bouquets can be cut from a plant of moderate size.

It dehghts in a temperature slightly above that of an

ordinary greenhouse in winter. A plant of the old

stove favourite, Cyrtanthera Pohllana, shows how
suitable it is for greenhouse decoration at this season,

- We are asked to state that the period ol

closing the subscription list for establishing some

British memorial to the late Louis Van Houtte is

at hand. It is needless to point out the claims the

memory of this distinguished man has upon his

brother horticulturists, but it may be well to note that

this affords an opportunity of paying a graceful com-

pliment to the Belgians, whose hospitality and good

feeling seems inexhaustible. The form it is proposed

that this memorial should take is that of a prize to be

offered at the Ghent Quinquennial Exhibition. Sub-

s criptions for this purpose may be paid to Dr. HoGG,
Chairman of the Committee, 171, Fleet Street; Dr,

Masters, F.R.S., Treasurer, 41, Wellington Street,

Covent Garden ; or Mr, H. Veitch, Secretary,

King's Road, Chelsea.

That magnificent example of what is techni-

cally termed the " extension " system of Vine culture

and successful Grape growing, the Great Vine at

the Vice-regal Lodge, Dublin, has this year, says

the Insh Farmers' Gazette^ even Improved upon its

previous feats. The crop was simply enormous, and

beautifully finished. The bunches were strung in double

line along each 75 feet of giant rod from base to point,

with the greatest regularity, each coloured black

as night, the average weight being about 2 lb., and

one or more turned the scale at 4 lb, 6 oz. Two-
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thirds of the crop is now off, and any one who has

not seen, but who would wish to see, this noble Vine

in its prime should try and do so earlier in the season,

just^e(ore cutting commences.

Mr. Andrew Murray, writing to the Times

with reference to the Colorado roTAxo Beetle,

says :—
" It may be worth while to acquaint the public

that one at least of the reported recent instances of the

arrival of this beetle in Europe proves to be erroneous.

The specimen that was found in Germany was forwarded

for identification to Paris, whence I have just returned, and

I learnt from M. Cheveolat, one of the entomological

experts to whom it was submitted, that it was not the true

Doryphora decemlineata, but an allied species very much
resembling it (Doryphora juncta). which inhabits the

Confederate States, and docs not meddle with the Potato.

Specimens and illustrations of both may be seen in the

Pcthnal Green collection. The consolation is small, for

if the one can get across the Atlantic alive, so may the

other ; and as the numbers of the Potato species are

infinitely the greater, so must the chances of its coming

be multiplied. However, 'let us still be just.' In this

instance it has not come."

. We are requested to announce that the Com-
missioners of Her Majesty's Works and Public Build-

ings intend to distribute, this autumn, among the

working classes and the poor inhabitants of London

the surplus bedding-out plants in Battersea, Hyde,

the Regent's, and Victoria Parks, and in the Royal

Gardens, Kew, and the pleasure gardens, Hampton
Court. If the clergy, school committees, and others

interested will make application to the Superintendent

of the park nearest to their respective pari5he.=:, or to

the Directorof the Royal Gardens, Kew, or the Super-

intendent of Hampton Court Gardens, in the cases of

persons residing in those neighbourhoods, they will

receive early intimation of the number of plants that

can be allotted to each applicant, and of the time and

manner of their distribution,

At the opening meeting of the French Acclima-

tisation Society this year M. Drouyn de Liiuys,

the President, gave an address ON THE Migrations
of Plants. His facts are culled from various

authors. Among them none is more curious than the

accidental introduction of Erigeron canadense into

England, whence it has spread to all the countries of

Europe, as described by AuGUSTE DE Sai NT Hilaire,

in his Flore Fraticaisd. Towards the end of the

seventeenth century a bird-skin, wrapped in the leaves

of a Composite plant, was sent from Canada to

England. When it was unpacked the leaves and

adhering fruits were cast on the rubbish-heap ; some

grew, and the winds dispersed the feathery fruits in all

directions. Now it is exceedingly common, and a

troublesome weed in many parts of France. Another

instance : At the end of the last century Lindernia

pyridaria was extremely abundant on the banks of the

SJsvre, near its confluence with the Loire, but a few

years ago botanists were surprised to find that it had

been almost completely ousted by a species of Ily-

santhes, an American plant of the same family.

Stratiotes aloides was introduced in 1S2S in the neigh-

bourhood of Mans, and has since spread widely in all

directions. We have only to point to the extraor-

dinary propagation of Anacharis or Elodea cana-

densis in this country, and call to mind the pests some

of our weeds have become in the Australian and New
Zealand colonies, where they over-run and extirpate

the indigenous vegetation.

In the IVicner Landiviythschaftaclwn Zeitun^

a certain Mr. William Ossenkop offers a treatise

on A New Mode of Propagation of trees and

shrubs, discovered by him and practised for some

twenty-four years, for the sum of 6^. The instructions

are accompanied by thirty-two illustrations. Accord-

ing to the author, who says he is supported by the

testimony of Dr. Fenzl and other well-known men,

trees, shiubs, and other plants may be increased by his

method at an extraordinary rate and in an incredibly

short space of time. Apples, Pears, Cherries, Peaches,

Apricots, Currants, Gooseberries, Vines, and all kinds

of ornamental and forest trees, are easily propagated

on their own roots, and the nurseryman and gardener

no longer need trouble to raise stocks, for in one year

it is possible to obtain good trees on their own roots.

To plant a vineyard it is only necessary to have a few

canes of the sorts needed, and the rest is speedily

accomplished. To the fJower-gardener this wonderful

system is of inestimable value ; in short, no gardener

ought to remain ignorant of it. Mr. Ossenkop con-

cludes with the assertion that "his method is tio

swindle, but based upon natural laws ; it is the

simplest thing in the world—the egg of Columbus !

"

We think it very honourable of him to give it twenty-

four years' trial before offering it to the public.

The following Orchids are now in flower in

Messrs. RoLLissON & Son's nursery at Tooting :—

Odontoglossiim leop.^rdil

Cypripediui

,, Pearcei
Paptiinia cristata

Miltonia Regnellii

,, Warscewiczii
Odontoglossum Alexandr;
Vanda Bensonia;

CattleyaLoddigesii.n
Oncidium prstextunl

,, Marshallianum

„ Lanceanum

Calanlh'e RIasuca
Galeandra Devoniana
Dendrobium densillorum

" Were I compelled to be a florist of one flower,"'

writes the Rev. F. D. Horner, in his valuable and

entertaining series of papers now publishing in the

Fiorisiy *'I would assuredly choose, out of all the

beauteous circle that connects April with October in

an unbroken floral chain, my heroine o( these papers

—THE Auricula. Not merely because that, in

respect of blooming, this plant is the florist's first and

early love, nor that its own beauties are so winsome,

or its culture so complex as to absorb all a man's

floral love and time ; but because the Auricula

has an intraiinsnt charm about it—the plant itself is

always beautiful—as an evergreen it never leaves us.

The Auricula is never over. We shall soon, in the

lifeless sunshine of some day in dull November, con-

sign our Tulip-bulbs to the earth, and they will seem

dead and gone. Our dry, shrunk tubers of Ranun-

culus that died down in July, and will not be buried

till March, seem as far from life as so many crusts and

crumbs of mummy, and are dismal to look upon. Our
Pinks have subsided into pipings with a rough time

coming ; and Carnations, with their sisters, the Pico-

tees, will shortly be in little room as pairs of layers

potted-up for winter. The ' queenly' Rose herself

will soon show nothing but her graceful skeleton of

wood, and her ill-tempered thorns, and be the poorest

and ugliest sight of all^a fit companion for the out-

lawed Bramble. Hut a collection of Auriculas is a

pleasant sight of green and white rosettes the winter

through. Indeed, the plants are ever changing their

aspect as the seasons change ; and may be said, in

this property of perennial freshness, to be * possessed

of considerable personal attractions.*
"

A communication recently made to the

Agricultural and Horticultural Society of India

gives details of the successful Introduction into

Dalhousie of numerous English Forest Trees.

The consignment sent from England consisted

of over 1500 plants of English and Spanish

Oaks, English Elms, Limes, Beeches, Spanish

Chestnuts, Copper Beeches, Mountain Ash, and

Larch, also some crimson-flowered Horse Chest-

nuts, They were packed in two deal cases, and took

only forty-one days in transit from London to Dal-

housie, where they arrived in February last year, and

cost altogether 1 20 rupees. By the end of the last rains

they were all (with the exception of the crimson-

flowered Horse Chestnuts) well-grown trees. Before

packing the young trees were cut down to two

eyes each—that is, almost to the level of the ground,

and the roots carefully wrapped in dry moss.

In the Botanical Magazine for the present

month the following plants are figured :^ x Serapias

papilionacea-lingua, t. 6255, a supposed hybrid

between Setopias lingua and Orchis papilionacea,

found wild near Genoa and on the Riviera. Oxalis

enneaphylla, t. 6256, a beautiful low-growing, white-

flowered species, described as "the pride of the

Falkland Islands, where it grows in such profusion at

Berkeley Sound, on banks overhanging the sea, as to

cover them with a mantle of snowy white in the

spring month of November," The plant figured was

brought home in a Wardian case by the ChalUngcr.

It is greatly to be desired that it may increase and

multiply, for, judging from the figure and description,

it must be one of the most choice and charming of rock

plants. Laurentia carnosula, t. 6257, is a pretty

Lobelia-like annual from California, imported by Mr.

Thompson, of Ipswich. Masdevallia polysticta, t

625S, has already been described in our columns by

Professor Reichenbacii. The plate before us was

taken from a plant in the possession of Mr. Green,
of Reigate. Calliphruria Hartwegiana, tab. 6259, is

a Pancratiura-like plant, with umbels of relatively

small white flowers, introduced from New Grenada

by Mr. William Bull. Icacina Manni, t. 6260, is

a stove climbing shrub, native of Old Calabar, with

tuberous roots, large obovate-oblong leaves, and

axillary tufts of small yellowish flowers. The plant is

of botanical interest mainly.

We have received from Richter Lajos

(whose address is Erzherzogin Marie Gasse, No, I,

Budapest, Hungary) a circular, wherein he announces

the establishment of a Botanical Exchange Club,

The object of this Club is to facilitate the exchange

among botanists of the plants of Hungary, Transyl-

vania, Croatia, Slavonia, Turkey, and Russia. The
subscription is two florins yearly, while each subscriber

desirous of acquiring specimens from the countries

above-named must forward in exchange an equal

number of plants from other countries,

The coincidence of the flowering and seeding

of various species of Bamboo with the occurrence of

famine in various parts of India has frequently been

commented on. The subject receives incidental

notice in the current number of the Jotirnal 0/ Botany,

in the course of a descriptive article by Dr. Hance
on two new Chinese grasses. Dr. Hance quotes

from a private letter of M. Maximowicz as follows :

—"The large Bambusece do not blossom in Japan,

unless in years of drought, and the one in which

Siebold gathered his Phyllostachys lives to this day

in the people's memory as one of horrible sufferings.'*

In curious contrast to this statement, continues Dr,

Hance, "the plant just described (Phyllostachys

Nevinii), which grows within a stone's-throw of my
residence, has flowered for the first time to my know-

ledge, in a season unparalleled in the memory of any

native for its excessive and, as regards the time of

year, altogether abnormal rainfall, and seriously detri-

mental to agriculture,"

The Council of the Royal Horticultural

Society, having withdrawn the schedule of prizes

offered for competition on November S, some misap-

prehension existed as to whether the show of vegetables

arranged to take place on the same date in competi-

tion for the prizes offered by Messrs. James Carter
& Co. and Messrs. Sutton & Sons will now be

carried out. The special prizes so offered will cer-

tainly be awarded on that occasion ; and in addition

to the vegetables, we understand there will be a con-

siderable display of Chrysanthemums, contributed by

Mr. Turner,

The plates in the number of the Flcral

Magazine for the present month comprise repre-

sentations of Dendrobium bigibbum superbum, an

Australian species with bright lilac flowers and a

purplish lip. A double-flowered form of Agapanthus

umbellatus is quite new to us, and is botanically inte-

resting, though for beauty sake we should prefer the

original type. Begonia Davisi has bright vermilion-

coloured flowers, small in size relatively to other

tuberous Begonias of the same section, but well worth

growing. Hibiscus Denisoni is a beautiful white-

flowered species, with something of the habit and

foliage of H. rosa sinensis. It is of Australian origin,

and was imported by Mr. B. S. Williams.

We have received the following with reference

to the proposed International Horticultural
ExniBiTiON, to be held at Carlisle in 1S77, under

the auspices of the Carlisle and Cumberland Floral

and Horticultural Society :—

"International horticultural exhibitions having for

some years been held with great success, financially and
otherwise, at various places in the United Kingdom, it

has been suggested by many of the leading exhibitors

that the exhibition of next year(r877) might, with great

propriety, be held in Carlisle.

"The central position of the 'Border city,* and its

remarkable railway facilities, are so well known that the

proposal will not only be encouraged by the leading

local horticulturists, but will also be largely supported

by the principal London and other metropolitan exhi-

bitors, as well as by those on the Continent.

"There is no doubt, therefore, that a magnificent
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display will be made of ornamental plants, fruits,

flowers, &c., and a lasting impetus given to the practice

of horticuiture in the northern counties. A healthy

spirit of emulation will also be excited among our

local exhibitors, who will thus be brought into contact

with the largest plant and fruit growers of the present

day.

"A provisional committee has been formed for the

purpose of making the necessary arrangements, by whose

desire I respectfully request your aid and co-operation

in promoting the exhibition. The committee intend

shortly to call a meeting of the influential supporters of

the movement, when fuller details will be entered into.

Wm. Baxter Smithy Chairman of Provisional Com-
mittee^ 44, Englisli Street, Carlisle.'*

The second annual conference of the Crypto-
GAMic SociETV OF SCOTLAND was held at Killin on

September 26 to 29 last, when a paper by Mr. W.
G. Smith was read on the Structure of the Common
Mushroom (see p. 456), and other business was trans-

acted. About 200 species of Ilymenomycetous

fungi were gathered, and amongst these were

Boletus cyanescens, Cortinarius claricolor, Clavaria

amethyslina and pistillaris, Hydnum udum, &c.

At a recent meeting of the Horticultural Union

of Potsdam, Th. Nietner gave some particulars of

the condition and prospects of the Sewage Irriga-

tion Scheme at Osdorf, near Berlin. Osdorf is

about 6h miles distant from Berlin, and the sewage of

three sections of the city, comprising about 9000

houses, is conducted thither, where there are about 2000

acres of land available for the disposal of the sewage.

The sewage is first freed of all solid substances. The
inclination of the ground is such that it is levelled

terrace- wise, and the process of irrigation is exceedingly

easy. Grass flourishes very well, but the soil being a

stiff loam bakes in hot weather, in consequence of the

irrigation, into an almost rocky consistence ; and the

speaker thinks that the promoters will find themselves

disappointed respecting the large crops they had

promised themselves. The grass is very rank, and it

cannot be fed oft, and the quality of the hay it makes

is extremely poor. The part for vegetable culture is

laid out in beds 4 feet wide, with intervening ditches a

footwide, which may be kept full or allowed tooverflow.

A plot of ground recently planted with Cauliflower was

. so firm and hard that it was only with the greatest

exertion a walking-stick could be forced into it ;

and although some good vegetables are grown, they

are no better than those grown in well manured sandy

soil without irrigation. Altogether the speaker gave

an unfavourable account of the prospects of this expe-

riment. At present only about 300 out of 9000

houses are connected with this system of drainage,

but it is to be compulsory after a certain date. It is

very pertinently asked what is to become of the sewage

during the four winter months, during two of which

it may be said the ground is absolutely impenetrable ?

Hence it would appear that our neighbours are equally

puzzled with ourselves as to the best and most profit-

able means of disposing of the sewage of large towns.

Violets are blooming exceedingly early this

autumn, and have been yielding quite a profusion of

flowers for the past few weeks. Owing to the un-

seasonable time of flowering bunches do not fetch so

good a price as are usually obtained for autumn
flowers when produced nearer to the end of the year.

That this abundant autumn blooming may affect the

produce of flowers next spring is not unlikely
;
growers

will therefore be wise to make as good a market for

their flowers as possible. This precocity is doubtless

owing to the great heat that prevailed in the summer,
and thus brought the crowns to maturity earlier than

usual. The recent fine rains have also facilitated

blooming, and with a continuance of open weather
Violets will doubtless be plentiful for some time to

come.

The French Society for the Acclimatisation

of Plants and Animals, which obtained an accession

of nearly 300 members last year, has still eighty-five

unawarded prizes offered for various objects connected
with its aims. They are chiefly money prizes, of £20
^"^^ £aP value. Among other things, prizes are

offered for the best means of propagating the hedge-
hog and toad and other useful animals ; for the

industrial application of Rhamnus utilis, Bochmeria
Utilis, tenacissima, &c. ; for the introduction and
cultivation, for the purpose of feeding silkworms,

of the Japanese Quercus serrata, glanduligera, and
other species ; for the introduction and plantation for

timber of the White Hickory ; for the introduction

and successful cultivation of Morus japonica ; for the

cultivation of the Bamboo in the South of France fur

industrial purposes ; for the culture of the J^borandi,

Pilocarpus pinnatus, in France or Algeria, iS:c.

• The comparative non-appearance of the

Peronospora in the Potato Haulm this season has a

parallel also in the entire immunity enjoyed by the

Tomato, the plants and fruits being very healthy and
free from disease, aUhough the rain has caused some
of the latter to crack. The identity of the Tomato
disease with the Potato fungus is undoubted, the

appearance being precisely similar. Plants that last

year were quite blackened and destroyed by the fungus

have left no trace behind ; others growing this year in

the same spot being quite clean and healthy, and pro.

ducing a heavy crop.

We saw the other day in Mr. Garcia's shop.

Central Avenue, Covent Garden, some fine specimens

of the L\rge-fruited Walnut, known in the

market as the double French. They were grown in

the neighbourhooi of Isle worth, and realise 6j-. per

dozen. This is the variety which furnishes the shells

used for making ladies' glove cases in France, and by

jewellers' for jewel cases and receptacles for ladies'

embroidery instruments,

Mr. Bull has sent us some cut blooms of

two Seeulixg Dii'Ladenias, which were intended

for the meeting of the Floral Committee on Wednesday
last, but arrived too late. They came from Mr.

Prince, gr, to F. Grettox, Esq., Bladon House,

Burton-on*Trent. It is stated that they were raised by

the late Mr. Hooker, the predecessar of Mr. Prin* e,

and are very free-growers and wonderfully floriferous.

Mr. Prince states that when he went to Bladon

House, on August 19, both plants were in full flower,

and that for three weeks they have been a sheet of

blossoms. They are both of a delicate blush-pink.

One, which Mr. Hooker had named D. Grettoni,
after his employer, is the deeper of the two, quite a

deep blush, witli a darker bar just at the tip of each

segment, and a deeper tinted tube, yellow at the base.

The other, which Mr. Prince proposes to call D.

HoOKERir, is paler, opening blush and expanding to

a very delicate tint of blush, with a creamy white

lube and base. In both cases the flowers are of

moderate size.

It is due to a ** Northerner," and other exhi-

bitors of cut flowers at the recent Bisiiop Auckland
Exhibition, that they should be made acquainted

with the fact thit the notes taken by one of our

reporters in the department in question have, by some
unexplained accident on the part of the postal autho-

rities, never yet reached us, aUhough their despatch

was duly notified to us at the time.

Vionu (fT-orrcsponiJCiuc,

Analysis of Soils.—Mr. Temple's soil isdeficient

in all the essentiil elements of fertility—potash, phos-

phoric acid, and lime. Though being apparently a

light loam these constituents, so Ur as present, are in

a condition that renders them easily assimilated by

roots. He does not give the amount of nitrogen in

the soil, but I should guess that it is the most deficient

of all. Probably a purely nitrogenous manure
{ammonia, for example) would add marked vigour to

his Vines and other plants ; but it would need an addi-

tion of mineral manure to maintain continued fertility.

Mulching with rich dung and copious do-^es of liquid

manure, would be the best treatment ; but to be effec-

tual the solid or liquid manure must be the product of

animals that are highly fed, and it must have been

protected from dilution with rain. For an artificial

dressing I would recommend the following rate per

acre :—Nitrate of soda or sulphate of ammonia,
2 cwt.; superphosphate of lime, 3 cwt. ; bone meal,

2cwt. ; kainit, 3 cwt. These should be thoroughly
mixed {if 3 or 4 cwt. of lime could be added to the

mixture, supposing it contains nitrate of soda, so much
the better), and sown broadcast on the ground, and
left to be washed in by the rain. Vines, being gross
feeders, might have such a dressing twice during the

season, and for them the addition of i cwt. of nitrate

of potash (saltpetre) would be useful. The nitrate of
soda or aranronia might be increased in proportion if

it is found that the dressing does not produce too rank
a growth. I should be glad it Mr. Temple will say
hereafter what the result of such treatment is, and also

give the analysis of the other soil he refers to. It

would be very interesting if those who possess

analyses of garden ground would, like him, make
them public, with a statement of the peculiarities of

growth observed, and of the influence of special

manures upon it. For lack of a larger number of

such analyses and observations chemistry cannot yet

render such certain help as it ought. The arti-

ficial manures mentioned above are such as are

ordinarily employed by farmers ; but should Mr.
Temple not wish to procure them at first on a
large scale, the following, which can be obtained

at any chemist's shop, wouM serve for experiment,

and be nearly equivalent:—In an ordinary watering

potful of water (3 gals.) dissolve I oz. phosphate
of soda, \ oz. sal ammoniac, and I oz. of saltpetre.

This quantity of water, if poured over 6 square feet

(not 6 feet square) of ground, would be equivalent to

a rainfall of about an inch, and the salts dissolved in

it would be equivalent to a dressing of about 7 cwt. to

an acre. This would be a moderate dressing in addi-

tion to farmyard manure ; but, if used alone, it should

be repeated once or twice during the season. A little

lime should be pointed in after each time of applica-

tion. 7. B. K.

Arundel Castle Gardens and the Fruit Crops.
—Having visited during the past month these fine old

gardens, accompanied by Mr. Wilson, the respected

head-gardener, he kindly directed my attention during

my brief stay to various interesting objects, par-

ticularly the noble specimens of arboriculture for

which these ancient grounds are famous ; but my
thoughts turned to the fruit trees, remembering that

these gardens were celebrated many years since for their

production of superb fruit at our London horticul-

tural exhibitions, identified as they were in their

excellency with the name of George McEwen, whose
premature death was a loss to horticulture. However,
I was agreeably surprised to find that while we are

deploring the failure of our fruit crops in various

parts of the country during the present year, that here

the Apple and Pear trees are literally loaded, especially

the latter, both on pyramids and against the walls. In

the training and pruning of both standards and others

they afford proof of first-rate skill. Oa the occanon of

my visit (September 25) the ground beneath the trees

was strewn with fruit, owing to the gale of the pre-

vious night. I must not omit to notice a very

ingenious plan Mr. Wilson has adopted to extirpate

those destructive enemies of the fruit-growers— wasps.

He has two old-fashioned handiights, placed one on
top of the other ; the lower one contains several

over-ripe Peaches, &c. : at its apex there is a
small outlet into the upper light, into which, after

feasting themselves, they ascend through the hole

;

and as their means of escape are closed they are

destroyed by starvation through this simple con-

trivance, not only by hundreds, but I may say by
thousands. J. F. M'FJroy.

Fruit Judging at Bishop Auckland.—I shall

not pretend to discuss with Mr. Baines the wording
of the schedule as a point in law ; the meaning is so

well understood in the North that it hardly wanted a

Londoner to come down to sharpen the wits of

exhibitors here, and nobody knew better than Mr.

Jones did the clear meaning of the schedule, but

unfortunately Mr. |ones' representative committed an

error. The schedule says eight varieties of fruit, but

white and black Grapes will be considered two
varieties. This clearly shows that two Melons
should not be exhibited, or two varieties of any other

fruit. This interpretation is so thoroughly understood

that the custom has become law with all schedules

[It is to be hoped not. Schedules should be always

worded so as to express distinctly what is meant.

The word " varieties " cannot be fairly interpreted to

mean different fruits {as Apples, Plums, Grapes, &c.),

but it does mean the different forms of particular

fruits (as Victoria and Green Gage Plums, black and

white Currants, &c.) Eds.]. I have never heard

it disputed before ; and why Mr. Baines has taken

the cudgels up for Mr. Jones I cannot understand.

If Mr. fones had taken the case up himself he might

have given his reason for putting two Melons into his

collection, and how it was that he never fell into such

an error before. The responsibility of disqualification

did not rest entirely with the judges ; the committee

were consulted, and at their head Mr. Sibbald

—
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a gentleman I have found most just to the exhibitors,

and always ready to give his great experience in all

matters connected with the exhibition. The com-
mittee's liberality, in allowing the judges to give extra

prizes where merit is due is very great, and they,

considering Mr. Jones' error, assisted the judges in

putting the plaster on Mr. Jones' deservedly [No, no]
broken head . One oj the Jitdi^es.

The Meaning of the Term " Varieties."—

I

entirely disbent from the opinion of Mr. Baines as to

the meaning of the term ** varieties" in a schedule of

prizes at a horticultural show, as applied to a collection

of fruit (see p. 435). It is constantly used, and is

always [?] intended to mean varieties of fruit, and not

distinct varieties of the same fruit [! !J, as is evident

from the exception expressly provided in regard to

Grapes. It is not intended to be used in the strictly

technical sense in which it would be employed by a

botanist or a florist. [Then it ought to be, for the

word can only have one meaning. Eds ] I have had
a Utile to do with shows in my time, and although I

know nothing of the case in question, I should have
had no hesitation in disqualifying the collection referred

to, containing as it did two Melons. An Old Judi^c^

[Vou would assuredly have done wrong, if there is any
definite meaning in words, Eds.]

The Canadian Poplar.—In the article on plant-

ing trees in large towns by "Hortus " in the Gardeturs^

Chronicle of September 16, reference is made to this

valuable tree, which was introduced to general notice

by Mr. Anthony Waterer, of the Knap Hill Nurseries,

who has a high opinion of this variety as a town
tree, and it certainly is superior to the ordinary
Canadian Poplar. R. H, Vertfgans^ Chad Valley

Nurseries^ Birminghain

»

Agave americana at Tresco Abbey, —No
American Aloes have bloomed this year at Tresco
Abbey, Isles of Scilly, but in August last, when there

on a visit to my father (the present gardener to Mr.
Dorrien-Smith), the stems of the forty or fifty that

flowered last year were still standing. J. H. Vallance^

Kcdland^ Bristol.

Mulberries.—What kind does " East Somerset

"

mean by "yellow Mulberries?" Does he allude to

the white Morus alba, which is found to be more
delicate and difficult to grow in England than the red ?

or does he mean the fruit of the M. tatarica? This
tree is like the white Mulberry, but the berries are

not so nice ; they are occasionally reddish in hue, or of

a pale lint like a creamy white. A relative of mine,
who has just come back from a three years' visit to

Russia, tells me he has often eaten this last kind
there and in Tartary made into sweetmeat. Hden
£. Watney,

The Trees on the Thannes Embankment.—
Whosoever is responsible for the wretched hacking,
miscalled pruning, to which the Embankment trees

were subjected last winter must now feel some sort of
satisfaction that their hand was stayed before the work
of maiming was complete. I have frequently in

walking along the street noticed the great difilerence

in general health and vigour of foliage displayed by
the remaining unpruned trees, and the thin meagre
look seen on those that had undergone the thinning
process, but had not before remarked it so distinctly

as when passing down the river in a steamboat a few
days since. The pruned trees may be said scarcely

to throw any shade, but the unpruned ones have
heads full of foliage that is vigorous and healthy.
What mad whims some persons will indulge in at the
expense of Nature, as is evidenced here. Iw London
trees have need of all their leaves to sustain life and
health, but especially so in the case of young, newly-
planted trees, that have none too much root-room or
moisture. If the object of the pruner was to pro-
mote a wide-spreading, branching habit in the trees,

nothing could be more undesirable, as the Thames is

often swept by tremendous windstorms, and branches
would be hurled in all directions. What is really
needed is dense, stout, leafy heads, giving a generous
shade to pedestrians, and adding to the picturesque
beauty of the scene. If only as teaching a lesson it

will be well if the trees, as they are, are allowed to
remain untouched for several years, that passers-by
may contemplate the beauty of Nature's trees as com-
pared with trees spoiled by the ignorant meddler. D.

Unseasonable Flowering. — I forward by the
same post small sprays of the common Horse Chest-
nut and of the Mountain Ash, as examples of the
remarkable eflects produced by the long drought and
great heat of the past summer. The Chestnut and
the Ash shed the whole of their foliage, but retained
their fruit, so that at the present time they have fruit

and flower. The sample sent is about half the size of
the largest ; the Ash is quite full of flower, and is

quite a picture. IV. B. Glasscock^ Croydon.

Late American Rose Potato.—What is the

general experience with regard to this Potato ? The
soil in the immediate neighbourhood of Birmingham
is not such as to induce people to plant Potatos ex-

tensively ; in fact, very few are planted compared
with other districts, and so many say that it is of no
use planting, as the crops invariably turns out watery

and unsatisfactory. Harborne is close to the Edgbas-
ton district of Birmingham, and is rather a go-ahead
place, possessing, as it does, a horticultural exhibi-

tion, two separate Gooseberry growers' societies and
exhibitions, and later on, in September, has its Dahlia
show. In the garden of Mr. Hart, of the Plough
Inn, Harborne, I saw a few days ago an extraordinary

crop of Potatos (for this district) of the Late American
Rose, of which five rows of 6.i yards each were
planted with single eyes in the first week of April, the

rows being 20 inches apart, and the sets 14 inches

apart in the rows. This patch of ground produced
from 3i to 4 bushels of very fine Potatos, many of

them weighing from i] lb. to i lb. 10 oz. each, and
none less than i lb. in weight, and I had practical

experience of their excellent cooking qualities—in
fact, they were all that a good table Potato should be.

The soil is a light porous one, not peaty, but was
deeply dug and manured in the winter, and at plant-

ing time a dressing of Amies' manure, which Mr.
Hart firmly believes in, was placed immediately
about the sets. lie told me also how to cook them,
and that is very necessary information to many. Put
them into cold water, and boil gently and carefully.

This was done, and I never before ate such Early or

Late Roses. 0. P.

Golden Queen and Mrs. Pearson Grapes.—

I

have lately seen the above-mentioned Grapes growing
in the vineries at Chilwell, and was much struck by
their general appearance, denoting, as it does, that

both are strong-constitutioned free-fruiting varieties,

and cannot fail to be largely planted when generally

known. They were carrying heavy crops of line fruit

;

many of the bunches would weigh 31b. and upwards.
The berries are densely set on stiff wiry footstalks,

and are better flavoured than any other white Grape I

know excepting Muscats and Frontignans. The foliage

is hard and leathery looking, and is borne on, com-
paratively speaking, short stout leafstalks. Altogether
I am of opinion they will turn out to be what I may
term real gardeners' Grapes. It may be necessary to

add that I have no possible interest in making the

above notes. // 'J. C. , Gri/nston, ladiaster^

The Golden Gage Plum.—One of the most
beautiful of Plums is to be seen at Knowsley—Golden
Gage. It is a little gem, highly flavoured and quite
fascinating to look at, especially on the tree. In the
fine Plum-house here is a splendid crop of all the

finer kinds of Plums, and any one fond of Plums
should take a copy of this one and the sorts suitable

to plant in it. //. A*.

Vegetable Marrow Preserve.— **J. C." would
have greatly obliged if he had added in his note upon
this preserve whether his was made in accordance
with my recipe, as its value would thereby be greatly

increased. Tastes, of course, differ, and this preserve
may not at all times meet with the same appreciation

;

it is, therefore, desirable to have any suggestions
towards making it universally liked, I may add that

the addition of the ground ginger should be in propor-
tion as the preserve may be required—as a substitute

for preserved ginger for use at dessert, or for ordinary
use at the tea-table. The writer of the article on
Pumpkins (see p. 431) is evidently ignorant of Vege-
table Marrow preserve, and doubtless will be pleased

to find that his suggestions have so far been fore-

stalled. The use of ripe Marrows for winter eating is

also by no means rare, and those who do so hold them
in great estimation. Perhaps there is no more waste-
ful mode of using the Marrow than in its young un-
matured state. Then when cooked it is little else

than water and a small portion of vegetable fibre, but
when the fruits are thoroughly matured and of full

size they afTord a form of food that is both pleasing
and nutritious. One of the most serviceable of all

the Pumpkin varieties is the large Boston Squash, a
thick yellow-fleshed kind that eats more like Marrow,
and has a more solid texture when young than have the
long white and green varieties. This sort would
doubtless make a beautiful preserve, and as a full-

sized fruit will weigh from 20 lb. to 30 lb.,

it is certain that one would produce a good quantity
of jam for the winter use. It is, however, no un-
common practice for those who grow them for winter
eating to cut them in the shape of a good -sized wedge,
from which the hard rind and the seed-vessels are
cleared, and then it is cooked in various methods,
either in bulk, and then mashed, or to make Marrow
pie, or fried in slices, just as the taste of the house-
wife may dictate. On the first cutting of the Marrow
the seeds are cleared from the inside, and then the
remaining portion is wrapped in a dry cloth and put

by until another slice is wanted. Marrows intended
for winter consumption should be protected at night
from frost if not ready to cut, as frost will injure them
materially. It is well, however, to cut all such fruits

rather before they are quite ripe, as the skins will not
then be so hard, and the flesh more succulent. I

have grown here this season the large Marrow men-
tioned by M. Jean Sisley at p. 430, and find that it

does not difTer materially from our own long sorts

either in habit or shape ; it is, however, of a dark
green colour, and the flesh is certainly more solid and
succulent. The designation " Cucumber" is probably
given to it because the young fruits are long and
straight, and resemble Cucumbers in colour. Matured
fruits come to a great size, and I have some that

weigh nearly 20 lb. From this variety my present
stock of Marrow preserve has been made. It is,

however, probable that any good Marrows would
produce others as good. I may add that the Marrow
has been a most profitable market vegetable this sea-

son, and, owing to the recent rains, it continues to bear
profusely. .'/. D.

Old Tree in Garden-wall at Garnons, Here-
fordshire.^This curious old tree lives in the wall of
the garden attached to the mansion of Garnons, Here-
fordshire, and affords an entrance through its trunk, as
shown by the sketch (fig. 92). Garnons is the seat of
Sir Henry G. Cottrell, Bart., who formerly represented
the county of Hereford in Parliament. The residence
is a castellated mansion, situated on the southern
slopes of Bishopstone Hill, and commands one of the
richest views in the valley of the Wye. The park and
richly timbered valley through which the Wye is seen
to meander here and there (as is peculiarly its wont)
form the foreground

; the hills of Moccas and Brad-
wardine are in the middle distance, whilst the Black
Mountains and Radnorshire hills are in the distance.

The grounds themselves, half pleasure grounds, half

garden, are particularly interesting. The site is un-
dulated, and shows off well the numerous and orna-
mental trees, and particularly noticeable among them
are some beautiful Cedars of Lebanon, the oldest of

them planted, it is supposed, so late as about the
year 17SS, when Cedars seem to have been introduced
into the county of Herefordshire. This date is known
to be that of the fine Cedars at Hampton Court,
Harewood, &c. The tree represented is an Oak tree

of considerable age, and still bears its foliage proudly
aloft.

Venn's Black Muscat Vine.—The high eulogies

Mr. Coleman accords to this Grape Vine may for a
time act as a temporary healing-plaster to those who
feel sore at their purchase, but if it should turn out

to be true that we have bought an old friend under a
new name, and at rather a high price, considering

his public form, we are indebted to Mr, Simpson for

drawing attention to it ; and I think if such a man as

Mr, Simpson can see no difference between either

fruit or foliage of the supposed two distinct Vines, we
may very nearly make up our minds as to the ultimate

result. The proof Mr. Coleman gives as to the two
Vines being distinct has very little weight with me,
knowing as I do that the bud inserted in the *'old

Hamburgh " was just the way to set about getting a
good bunch of "Muscat Hamburghs." A perfect

bunch of the latter Grape is a thing very rarely seen,

unless when worked on the Black Hamburgh, and
even then everybody has not succeeded in growing
presentable bunches. The late Mr. Little, who was
for many years gardener to Ralph Brocklebank, Esq.,

of Childwall Hall, near to here, used the Black
Hamburgh as a stock for many varieties of Grapes ;

and that he improved Muscat Hamburgh, Gros
Guillaume, Madresfield Court, &c., both in quality

and appearance by so doing, will be admitted by aU
who had the pleasure of witnessing his indefatigable

efforts. In fact, to use his own words, you seem to

change the complexion of the Grapes altogether. It

was he who advised me to plant a house of Ham-
burghs on which to try experiments with other varie-

ties, but circumstances do not always favour the best

intentions. I may also mention that the same grower
used to grow Trebbiano in such a way that one
might easily mistake it for a well-grown Muscat

;

but it was not treated as a late Grape. Mr. Coleman
says the assertion that it is a bad grower proves

nothing but want of skill on the part of the culti-

vator. This little "thrust" is evidently aimed at

myself, and I accept the compliment in all good
humour, at the same time I send a sample of the

diflerent Vines growing in the same house with Venn's
Muscat and the true Muscat Hamburgh to the Editors

for inspection. All are correctly named, and have
had the benefit of the same treatment. That all the

other Vines are good may be the result of an acci-

dent ; but it seems strange, too. However, I never

attach much importance to a newly sent out Vine not

growing as well as Vines specially prepared. The
origin of such causes will be readily explained in the

fact of the high price demanded ior anylhing new,

and every one is anxious to make every eye into a sale-
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able cane ; but the problem to be solved is, whether
Venn's Black Muscat and the old Muscat Hamburgh
are one and the same thing, and time alone will reveal

the secret. If a man steals a single sheep, according

to Mr. Coleman's showing, he must be punished for

stealing the whole flock. W, Hinds.
\
Mr. Hinds

sends us wood and leaves as those of Muscat Ham-
burgh, and of Venn's Black Muscat, which are cer-

tainly quite dissimilar. Eds.]— My name having been inadvertently introduced

into this discussion, I wish to s:iy that, on the strength

of the recommendation of a well-known nurseryman, I

bought a Vine, which, with two others struck from

eyes taken from it, were planted in May of last year.

All three made excellent canes, and the two raised

from eyes of last year being the strongest, were this

season allowed to carry three bunches each. Growth
was so strong, and the shows so numerous, that I

began to think that we had at length got a wonderful

addition to the varieties of Vines. All went on most
favourably till stoning was nearly over, when I began
most reluctantly to suspect its affinity to Muscat
Hamburgh, through the large number of small and

were given to me by Mr. Sweetinfj (Mr. Venn's gar-

dener). In 1867 four seedling Vines were found
growing in the border, under two Muscat of Alex-
andria. On each side of the Muscats were Black
Hamburghs. They were planted, and over each he
wrote on the rafter "seedling." la 186S one pro-

duced a small bunch, which was thought of fine

flavour. In 1S69 three bunches were shown at the

Drill Hall in Bristol, and they took the ist prize for

the best new Grape. As then shown the berries were
perfectly round, wilh a fine bloom. Mr. Cramb,
myself, and several gardeners who then saw it, con-

sidered it to be a first-class Grape. I have seen it

growing for the last five years, and though I freely

admit that in growth it resembles very much the

Muscat Hamburgh, yet if the two are put together

the diflerence can easily be seen—the foliage is very
different. When £ sent it out I described it

as of hardy constitution, an abundant bearer,

and a free setter, with a fine delicate bloom.
I still give it the same character. Mr. Venn has
now fully ripe, in a house in which no artificial heat

can be given, over fifty Vines, planted in 1873, each

Fig. 92.—entrance to sir henry cotterell's garden, through a gigantic hollow oak,

south side of garnons, bishopstone, near hereford.

stoneless berries, and I am sorry to say that subse-

quent experience confirms my fears, and compels me
to believe that it is either Muscat Hamburgh or a very

near relative. Several good Grape growers have

tasted it here, including one whose opinion on such

matters is generally accepted as most correct, and all

have pronounced it to be Muscat Hamburgh. I wish,

however, to add, that I consider the Vine has not yet

had a fair trial at my hands ; and as I fancy there are

traits in its character different to Muscat Hamburgh I

would rather not pronounce a decided opinion till

next season, as the bought Vine was cut back to

within a few inches of the bottom of the rafter, and
has made two magnificent canes, which I shall allow

to settle the point, and let your readers know the

verdict. Mr. Coleman having grown it on the Ham-
burgh stock, that may account for it being so good
with him. W, WiUsmith, HcckfieU.

Allow me to inform Mr. Coleman that I have
no intention of discarding this Grape at present, and
mean to give it a fair trial. We have a nice cane
of it, 20 feet long, and next year we shall see how
it does, Kail's' well. J. Simpson, WortUy.

Hav ng sent out the above Grape, allow me
to give the following particulars respecting it, as they

Vine carrying from fourteen to twenty bunches, some
of them weighing over 2 lb., and I don't believe in all

the house a stoneless or bad-coloured berry could be

found. If Messrs. Simpson, Donaldson, or any other

good practical gardener, will come to Bristol, and will

inform me on what day and by what train he will

come by, I will meet him at the station, and bring

him to my house, with a hearty welcome, and he

can stay as long as he pleases. I will take him to

Mr. Venn's, where he can see the Grape, and judge

for himself. William Dodds, Gladstone Villa,

Bishopslon, Bristol, Odobcr 3.

The New Form of Lilium auratum.—We are

glad to see that Mr. Wilson, who saw the flowers in

question, coincides with our suggestion. We have
had Lilium rubro-vittatum with and without a narrow
yellow band at the base of the petals. The distinc-

tion is of minor importance to the fact that the band
is itself of a broad scarlet or crimson from apex to

base ; in fact, the addition of a third colour below is

rather an improvement than otherwise : the spots are

also larger, more numerous and vivid than in most
of the varieties of auratum. We have seen flowers

of this rare and beautiful Lily that differ in the shape

and size of petal as much as any other variety ot

Lilium auratum. Alexander Wallatc, Colchester. [The
presence of a third colour (yellow) may probably, as
Dr. Wallace says, be an improvement, but we cannot
see or admit that it proves identity. The Colchester
drawing had a broad and distinct yellow band ex-
tending about one-third up the segments from the
base. Above this the band was bright red, the red
sitting, as it were, astride the tip of the yellow, but
not going to the base. In Mr. Bull's form there was
no yellow visible, but a broad red band throughout,
the red being deepest—almost a black blood-red

—

where the other was yellow. If colour is anything,
the two forms are perfectly distinct. Eds.]

Pampas Grass.—Any one of your numerous
correspondents will be doing a great service by
informing your readers of any method for preserving
the beautiful feather-like appearance of the spikes of
Pampas-grass when cut for ornamental purposes. I

have succeeded once, and only once, but year after

year I have tried different plans, all of which have
failed— the flower of the spike has either collapsed or
been shattered with the least touch or motion. That it

is to be done with certainty I have no doubt. I have
seen it beautifully preserved in France, retaining the
beautiful feather-like appearance which is so very
charming ; the French people use it very much in

flower decorations, and nothing can be more bold or
effective, A lady has just informed me that she saw
some which had preserved this beautiful appearance
for more than three years. I may state that I have
now one of these lovely and elegant plants, which was
purchased from a London nurseryman about seven
years ago, and it has now over sixty grand spikes, the
tallest of which are over 9 feet in height. B. S. R,
Adam, The Manor House, Staines.

Disa grandiflora and Clematis Jackmanni.

—

A very well grown specimen of this lovely Orchid is

just now in perfection at Perdysburn, the seat of

R. H. Bass, Esq. It has seven flower-spikes and
twenty-two flowers, some of which measure 4.^ inches
across. On young plants in 5-inch pots with one
spike I counted as many as six flowers. Mr. Young,
the gardener, also introduced to my notice some beds
of Clematis Jackmanni about 36 feet in circumference,
and one mass of flowers, which speaks well for the
Clematis as a bedding plant for this season of the
year. A, Otttrant.

Anemone japonica Honorine Jobert and
A. j. hybrida.—I was much struck the other day
wilh the grand appearance of a mixed bed of these
plants at Gordon Castle, Banffshire, the seat of the
Duke of Richmond and Gordon. They were in full

perfection. The flowers are grand for cutting pur-
poses, and at this season of the year prove most
valuable when other beds begin to lose their beauty.
Being perfectly hardy and easy to propagate, these

fine Anemones certainly ought to be seen more fre-

quently than at present. A. Otitram,

The Onion Crop. — Your correspondent, Mr.
Bishop, p. 435, has probably got the crack crop of
the season. The crops in this neighbourhood (Surrey)
are very light, owing to the excessively hot, dry
summer. Like your correspondent, I believe that

liquid manure is the proper thing to use on Onion,
beds. Early in the spring, when giving the old

Strawberry-beds a good soaking of this liquid, I tried

it as an experiment on some rows of autumn-sown
Onions, and am glad to say, to a certain exient, it

had the desired effect ; a few of these were affected

with the Onion-fly, while not one of those that had
no liquid manure was any good. Previous to this, I

had given them a good dusting of lime and soot, and
thought the crop was safe. I have also used soda
with good results. I do not mean to say it will in

any way prevent the deposit of the larvce by the fly,

though it will act as a fertiliser to the crop if broken
to a powder and sown after rain two or three times
when making their growth. A. y. S.

The Madresfield Court Vine.—I have been
rather surprised at seeing in the Gardeners^ Chronicle

adverse reports on this Vme, for, amongst eighteen

varieties in one house, the bunches of fruit on this

variety attract the attention of every visitor before all

others, whether as respects the shape and size of the

bunch, or the berry, and the lovely tint between the

green and the black Grapes. The last objection I

have seen in the Gardeners^ Chronicle was its being

liable to cracking. I have two of these Vines, on
which I never remember to have observed a cracked

fruit, and I have this day carefully examined every

bunch on them without having found a single fruit

so affected. As forcing Vines to produce their fruit

at all seasons is the fashion of the day, it has occurred

to me whether that may have been the source of

the complaints about this particular Vine ; 1 there-

fore desire to explain that mine are never forced,
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but are grown in a span-roofed house, in which the

fiuit is expected to ripen from the middle of August

to the end of November, This is furnished with a

single 4 inch pipe, into which the hot water is turned

on for a few nights just as the blossom is setting
j

again as the black Grapes are beginning to colour ;

and again, later in the season, while the fruit is

hanging ripe, to preserve it dry and free from mould.

If some of your scientific correspondents could

suggest any special mode of treatment of Vines

which would produce as good bunches of fruit, and

ripen at the same time, on the lower horizontal

branches of the central stem as on the upper, many
growers would be thankful. I always lay down the

main stems horizontally as soon as the buds move in

the spring, and keep them in that direction until the

lower buds are more advanced than those above, in the

vain hope, as I find in practice, that unequal advance

in growth would result. Charhs Lawrence, The

QucT/is, CireJicesfer.

Limekiln Heating.—Permit me to inform Mr.

Bennett that he is quite under a delusion in supposing

that my iiuestions respecting the limekiln heating

apparatus at Hatfield were addressed to him ; his

name never occurred to me in connection with them,

nor did I suppose he was in a position to answer

them. By all means let the authorities at Hatfield

speak for themselves, if they are disposed to furnish

the public with the desired information ; and, if I were

to express a wish, I would say let Mr. Bennett be

silent for the present, unless he desires to make a

confession or something of that kind. He has had

his say in the matter, and could, not say more in

praise of the kiln than he has already done, one

would imagine ; now let us hear the story of his

successors. It strikes me this business is now about

coming up for settlement, if we can only keep the

ring clear. The new crop of testimonials are all very

well, but the public have to audit the old ones first.

Meanwhile my questions want answering, or must

they be put in a still more definite form ? I have to

thank Mr. Wadds for his courteous reply, and his

invitation to call and see the kiln
;
perhaps I may

avail myself of it by-and-by. No one can blame him

now for a silence he cannot help, but the public will

still wonder all the more about the kiln at Moore
Abbey. O/,/ Bod Ridley.

I am not about to plunge into this matter,

nor is it needful when so much well-authenticated

testimony is given by correspondents who give

their names and addresses, while the only or chief

objectors, or rather questioners, are such question-

able beings as *'J. P.," or "J. T.," "Old Bob
Ridley," &c. The contrast between the two classes

of correspondents in regard to the matter of name and

no name cannot fail to have its due weight with your

readers. I observe, too, an editorial note querying

about cost of kilns, interest on money spent, &.c.

Well and good, but let us also have your counter-

cost of building furnaces, setting boilers, &c., which

in cases not a few would prove equal, at least, to the

erection of a kiln. It seems somewhat astounding to

many of us why a system that economises most of the

heat hitherto wasted in an important manufacturing

enterprise—that of the making of lime—and shows

how that wasted heat can be directed and applied to

horticultural productions—should have been received

with an amount of opposition and scepticism quite in-

explicable on any ordinary hypothesis. The opposi-

tion has come chiefly, if not wholly, from masked
batteries; and the time has come, I think, when Mr,
Bennett's demand for names of opponents ought to be
responded to, or the opposition cease. D. T, Fish.

Allow me to correct an error which I

accidentally made in the number of barrels of lime

made here. I stated at p. 437 that we had burned

2760 barrels; it should have been 1583, which at 2s.

per barrel comes to ^^158 6j., against /, 92 12s. 4(/.,

cost of fuel, and carriage of same. I have no interest

whatever in puffing limekiln heating, but am sure that,

where limestone is good and plentiful, and there is a

demand for lime, it is the cheapest mode of heat-

ing, even allowing for the large expense of sinking to

the depth required, and for the building necessary for

the kiln and for the lime. We had to blast through

8 feet of limestone to get to the required depth.

Edward dorge, Garbally^ Ballinasloc\ Jydand.
In November, 1S73, we started a very small

kiln, only 6 feet deep by 3 feet diameter, and up to this

date this small apparatus has given the greatest satis-

faction, heating over 20CO feet of 4-inch piping

thoroughly and without the least hitch. I am fully

persuaded that this is by far the best mode of heating

where limestone can be conveniently got. From time

to time many gardeners and others have called here

to see the kiln at work, and all expressed their satis-

faction with the simplicity of the thing, and the

powerful heat sent through the pipes to the distance

of 500 freet from the kiln. I should be very glad to

hear "Old Bob Ridley's" questions answered in a

satisfactory manner, which 1 am sure can easily be
done. Some of the cases mentioned by him have come
under ray ov^n observation, and I know them to be

no failures at all, but I expect the gentlemen to

speak for themselves. My own experience is that, if

the whole work is carried out in a proper and trades-

manlike manner, the apparatus will most assuredly

give the greatest satisfaction, and in a good many
cases pay the whole cost, and in some places, where
limestone can be got on the ground, it will realise a

small profit. J. Gordojt, The Gardens, Niddric,

Edinburgh.

It would be of great service to those who are

working this system if Mr. Ennis would give in

detail a list of his expenses, as he appears to be one of

the most successful. If he does, I hope he will not

(like Mr. George, of Garbally) omit the cost of lime-

stone, because, if ever so plentiful, it does not, I pre-

sume, lie ready broken by the kiln ; nor, like the

Cowan Company in their balance-sheet, say nothing

about the charge for labour, but give a clear account

of the working expense. If he will also say at what
time he cuts his first Grapes and gathers his forced

Peaches, he will increase the value of his statement,

as practical men will understand what he terms early

and late forcing. One would almost wonder he does

not erect another kiln to heat his Pine-stoves. It

would also be interesting to know whether he has

an auxiliary boiler, and if so, does he ever find it

necessary to use it? His statement that he obtains

heat for nothing, and a small profit besides, makes
me sign myself, One who would like to ICnozu Ho^v
to Do It.

The critics seem rather hard on the new system
oflime-kiln heating, and chuckle with glee over it, but it

is just possible their little game, before it is matured,
may get checkmated. Much is being made of the

fact that bars were put on top of the kiln under the

boiler at Hatfield—an invention of my own, and
previously noticed in these columns. On the first

introduction of the system I did not care to trust

entirely to the kiln, so I made provision in case of

failure to insert the bars over the kiln, and so convert

it into a common furnace, but I found the system so

successful that I did not require any bars during the

two winters I worked it, and I fearlessly say it is not
requisite even at the present time. How little do
these critics think the use of these bars being brought
into requisition has proved the success of the lime-

kiln system over the old method—indeed, it is no mere
sham, no phantom, but the glowing heat so truly

described by Mr. Fish at Garston. As I before

stated, for two years I worked the kiln successfully

without bars, and to prove the temperature was never
very low (although one house was 90 yards from the

boiler), I had placed in every cool-house a batch of

Cinerarias, used as my tell-tale thermometer—knowing
I could not be deceived if the frost got hold of these,

for I know we are frequently deceived when we look
at the glass to find it standing at a certain high point,

when the temperature falls much lower ; and this

is frequently done by the young men breathing on
the quicksilver just previous to the master coming
his rounds— but no amount of breathing on a

frosted Cineraria would bring it round again. Well,
none were frosted, so no harm was done. I well

remember Mr. A. Veitch remarking to me about these

difierent batches of Cinerarias being placed in each
house, and when I told him my object in placing them
there he was (juite pleased with the idea. Well, the

old system and new have been I may say accidentally

tried at Hatfield, with the same boilers—one with the

lime-burning system under it, the other with coke
;

one produced ashes and dust, the other lime (although

at times inferior), which fetched from 4./. to 6d. per

bushel, and had the chalk been good instead of inferior

surface chalk, all would have been well : it was not the

heat that was wanting but superior lime. Now what
were the results? The new system produced, with its

little auxiliary boiler, plenty of heat, and a consider-

able sum of money ; the old—that is to say, convert-

ing the limekiln back to the old—system a great lack of

heat, and dust and ashes. When the bars were put
under the limekiln boiler it was not powerful enough
for the work. The small boiler that was by its side, was
taken up and reset, to heat a portion of the houses to

itself ; a very powerful boiler was put down to assist

the limekiln boiler, and two additional ones (Watson's)
to assist also, making in all five. Now the new
boiler was pushed, and burst; the one that was put to

replace it was so fired that the brickwork became so

hot that it set fire to the vinery range, and
did considerable damage. And now you may
look on this, and then on that ; facts are stub-

born things, but nevertheless, facts are facts.

The cost of a limekiln and excavation is about the

same expense as setting and excavating for a large

tubular boiler. Mine did not cost so much as the

setting and excavating for the tubular boilers at

Osberton. I do not ste why the interest on the out-

lay of a limekiln should be called into the question,

unless the same thing is adopted on all heating appa-
ratus. That there are partial successes of limekilns I

have no doubt. How often have we seen the same
thing with boilers? I have known the most powerful
boilers condemned, and to have been replaced by others

of less power, yet these have succeeded entirely. It

is well known of late that many really good boilers

have been found wanting in some places, and have been
replaced, whilst the same kind of boiler doing double
the work has proved satisfactory in other places. I

assert it is not the limekiln system that is a failure,

but the building of kilns or some other matters con-

nected with it. The kiln at Hatfield was put down
to heat originally 4000 feet of piping, but about 8000
got attached to it, yet it did its work well, under my
supervision, for two years. Why should it not have
done so with my successors—although I am not aware
that they ever gave it a trial ? Prejudice goes a long

way, and fancy still further, but two years' experience

and practice shall crush seventy years' theory in such

matters. E. Bennett, Rabley.

Reports of Societies.

The Woolhope Fungus Meeting at Here-
ford.—English mycologists met for their ninth annual

fungus conference, under the presidency of Dr. T,

Algernon Chapman, at Hereford, on Monday, Sep-

tember 25 last. Dr. Bull, as usual, took a leading

part in the proceedings, and he was, as before, well

supported by several active and well-known members
of the Woolhope Club. Considering the somewhat
unfavourable weather the Club assembled in mode-
rately large force. Amongst the first to arrive at

Hereford was the Rev. M. J. Berkeley, together with

Dr. Cooke, the Rev. Wm, Houghton, Messrs. Howse,
|j

Lees, Phillips, Plowright, Renny, the Rev. J. E,

Vize, and the apathetic writer of these lines. Mrs.

Lloyd Wynne joined one of the excursions. Professor

W, T. Thiselton-Dyer arrived at Hereford on Tues-

day, and Dr. Hogg on Thursday, September 2S—all

regretted the unavoidable absence of C. Edmund
Broome, Esq., of Batheaston.

On Tuesday morning the mycological heroes made
their first excursion to Downton Castle grounds, by
way of Ludlow ; at the latter place the Woolhopeans
were joined by the Messrs. Fortey. Many fungi of

interest were found, notably Radulum fagineura, a
somewhat uncommon parasite of the Beech ; Agaricus

Swartzii, A. cuneifolius, A. galopus, Polyporus ccesius,

Cortinarius gentilis, hinnuleus Hypocrea rufa.Anthina

flammea, &:c. Specimens of Polyporus dryadeus were
found evidently gnawed by rabbits, and many Agarics

which had been turned over and pecked by birds. As
on former occasions, the Messrs. Fortey fortified the

fungologists with "sparkling Carlowitz " and pro-

visions of a substantial character. Returning by the

upper grounds, many fungi of moderate interest were
found, as Boletus piperatus, Agaricus prunulus, ice. ;

a fruitless search was made for the rare Strobilomyces

in its natural haunt>, and a solitary specimen of Sticta

pulmonaria was found upon one stump. Paxillus in-

volutus, Pulyporus betulinus, and Marasmius rotida,

were all common. During this excursion it was
specially remarked how the species which were
formerly abundant upon the charcoal heaps were now
totally absent, their places being apparently filled by
other species. This is remarkably the case in the

instance of Agaricus carbonarius, a species only recently

discovered in Britain—at first very rare, soon every

where excessively common, and now apparently gone.

The same observation holds good with A. clavipes.

Returning to Ludlow, the entire party was again most
hospitably entertained by the Messrs. Fortey at their

house prior to the return journey to Hereford. In the

evening a meeting was held at Dr. Bull's house, where
many valuable drawings were exhibited, including a
large number of original water-colour drawings made
by Mrs. Hussey, and kindly lent for exhibition by
Judge Falconer of U.^k. Mr, Berkeley exhibited a
volume of water-colour drawings, beautifully and
faithfully copied from the originals of Fries by Miss
Berkeley ; Mr. Phillips brought the finest edition of

BuUiard's great work ; Dr. Bull's water-colour draw-
ings of fungi were much admired; and Mr. Lees, of

Worcester, exhibited a series of fungic paintings—one
plant with ** compound gills," and several others with

an extraordinary development of mycelium, quite

puzzled the experts. The writer of these lines also

showed a few crude sketches.

On Wednesday the Woolhopeans went by rail to

Dinmore, the rich district which has produced so

many fungous novelties. Here the sweet-scented

Lentinus cochleatus was found, and the equally sweet-

scented Lactarius glyciosmus. In another place the

rare but fcctid Coprinus picaceus, and the dangerous

and rare Lactarius controversus, with its blood-red

spots, were several times met with. A single

specimen of the gorgeous blue Agaricus euchrous was
again found in a rotten stump. It is a curious fact

that for three years in succession a single plant of this

handsome species has been found at Dinmore, each

year in a difierent stump. Though rotten stumps
abound at Dinmore no amount of searching ever leads

to the discovery of a second specimen of A, euchrous.

Hygrophorus cossus, with an odour like that of the

male goat, is a common Dinmore plant. Russula

emetica, R. lepida, and Agaricus putidus were

amongst the finds of the day. Clavarias were coa«
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spicuous by their total absence. At the keeper's

house (where the fungologists have so often refreshed

themselves) there now lives a singular cat (Kelis

polydactylus) ; this cat has proliferous feet, seven toes

to each foot, several toes are budding, and some of

the talons are double or branched. The cat has a

Jtitten, and the kitten so far departs from the character

of the mother as to carry six toes only on each foot.

In the evening some of the visitors dined with Dr.

Bull, others with the President, Dr. Ciiapman. A
short inspection was made of the fungi as arranged in

the Club-room, and so the day terminated.

Thursday, September 2S, was fixed upon for the

field day of the year. An excursion had been planned
{by the kind permission of the Rev. Archer CUve) to

visit the grounds at Whitfield, and the Woolhopeans
on Thursday morning mustered in considerable

numbers. The early morning was decidedly unpro-

mising, for it poured with rain. Nothing daunted,

the fungologists clothed themselves in *' waterproofs,"

and protected themselves with umbrellas. As the

hour for departure approached the carriages drew up
near the Free Library, and everything was in readi-

ness for starting. But now the battle began in

earnest between the weather and the fungologists, for

the heavy rain of the early morning now became a

driving flood, which continued with little or no inter-

mission throughout the day. The carriages and
brakes were soon half-full of water, the seats were
soddened, and the drivers wet through. After stand-

ing for half-an-hour in the pitiless rain, the drivers

drove the horses into the stables, and the excursion

was (with many sorrowful regrets) given up.

Instead therefore of going to Whitfield, the fungus-

men studied the fungi in the museum-room, where Mr.

Berkeley spent the entire day in clearing up the diffi-

culties of new recruits and ancient veterans in fungo-

logy, and Mr. Lees wrote a large number of labels.

Upon the tables were many novelties, the place of

honour being given to a new Pluteus under the name
of Agaricus BuUii. The new plant is peculiar to saw-
dust, and upon its undoubted newness being made out

Mr. Berkeley at once dedicated the Pluteus to Dr.
Bull. Agaricus BuUii is close to A. cerinus, A.
ringens, A. patricius, A. eximius and A. petasatus.

All these Agarics (including A. BuUii) run into each
other by such insensible gradations that it is often

impossible to distinguish one from another. A fungoid

Bentham is sadly needed amongst Agarics. A second
novelty was Cantharellus Iloughtoni, an exquisitely

beautiful plant, named by Mr. Berkeley in honour of

the Rev. W. Houghton, who brought the fungus to

Hereford last year and again this year, A specimen
of the Horse Mushroom exhibited in the room and
gathered at Pontypridd, measured 3 feet i^ inch

round the cap ; a second specimen measured
2 feet S'l inches round; whilst a gigantic A.
procerus gave a circumference of 2 feet 6 inches.

In the room might be seen all or nearly all

the described varieties of the common Mush-
room. Amongst rarities and curiosities may be
mentioned D.xdalea mollis, Agaricus terrigenus, A.
platyphyllus, A. cyphellEcformis, A. leoninus, and the

bug-scented Lactarius cimicarius (a mere variety of

"sub-dulcis," says Fries). Fine plants of A. radi-

cosus, A. epixanthus, A. capnoides, and Gomphidius
maculatus were exhibited. A considerable number of

named Cortinarii were also displayed upon the tables,

and a good number of drawings illustrative of the

species found under Cortinarius were hung upon the

walls. The large card once inscribed "Tremella"
was torn in two, and the latter half destroyed, doubt-
less by some staunch student of fungus-eating who
objected to '* trembling" of any sort^over Mushrooms.
The representatives of the genus Bulgaria were all

pitched disrespectfully into a corner : had Mr. Free-
man, the " discoverer of English History," been there,

the Woolhopeans would have known of it.

In the same room with the fungi were no less than

249 dishes of Pears and 362 dishes of Apples, 611 in

all. As a great number of these fruits sorely puzzled
Dr. Hogg, who spent two long days in their exami-
nation, and even then was obliged to pass many over
unnamed, perhaps the less here written of them the
better. It may, however, be said that a strong effort

will be made at once towards setting all the Hereford-
shire Apples and Pears in order, with a view towards
their publication in a handsomely illustrated volume
or series of volumes. Immediately before dinner,
Dr. M. C. Cooke read an excellent paper in the Club-
room on "The Structure and Functions of Para-
physes." After a few commendatory remarks from
Mr. Berkeley, the party adjourned to the "Green
Dragon" hotel.

The number of funguses cooked was considerably
restricted by the weather, but what could be done
was done, and what were cooked were excellent.
The "maned Agaric" being abundant and in good
condition, Dr. Bull prepared a steaming savoury
bowl of "Comatus soup," as delicate in flavour as
any epicure could wish. Too much attention must
not be directed towards the tears of epicuiian delight
always present in the eyes of consumers of " Comalus
soup," or it may be mistaken for " lacrymabundus"

soup, a rich broth, but different in quality from
"Comatus." Then after the meat (it should have
come with it) was a "Silmi Lactarii deliciosi,"

which only afforded just enough for the guests to

taste. The Orange-milk Agaric is always good if it is

stewed, .} la tortue^ in a covered dish, at a gentle
temperature for a sufficient time to make it tender, and
that will scarcely be less than half an hour. The
great delicacy of all, however, was the

WooLiiorE Catsup, which we name in small
capitals to draw especial attention to it. It is the
simple juice of the Agaric, in all its exquisite flavour ;

the aroma is neither driven off by heat, nor is the
taste destroyed by spicks. That all may enjoy it, the
following recipe for making it (supplied by Dr. Bull)

is appended. The genial, beneficent Woolhope Club
has no secrets. Gather your Mushrooms, or your
Toad-stools if you are wise enough to know
them, place them in a dish and sprinkle lightly

with salt. The next morning the catsup is

ready for use in all its excellence, and may be used at

once. On examining the new condiment under the
microscope, no small number of playful bacteria,

vibriones, and monads will be seen spinning, gyrating,

and sailing about in the most lively and excited

manner ; no doubt these minute infusoria, by their

light, thrilling movements upon the palate, add
greatly to the exquisite enjoyment of this new natural

catsup. Should any housekeeper observe that the
Woolhope catsup "won't keep," "Of course it

won't, madam," we reply; "but why should you
wish to keep it? Make more as you want it."

The idea is simple, but grand ; why don't people
commonly use fresh Mushroom juice? When the
Mushrooms are in full season and abundant they may
be preserved, but boil very gently indeed, and add
one-third less spice than the cookery books advise,

and success will be certain. In the course of the

meeting a " Bechamel de Boletus edulis " was highly
successful. It is best made in the following manner,
says Dr. Bull :—Peel the edible Boletus, remove the

pores, and cut the whole plant into half-inch slices, the

thick stem as well as the cap ; stew in thin white
sauce for ten minutes, with a little pepper and salt

and a sprinkle of fine herbs, and, to those who like it,

a little Shallot is an excellent addition. This is a
dish for the grand misters of fungus eating, reminding
one of Juvenal's advice—" Vilibus ancipites fungi

ponentur amicis, Boletus domino" — "Place the

doubtful fungi before your poor relations, but reserve

the Boletus for the master."

After dinner the President called upon Dr. Bull for

the annual report of the fungus-work of the year. In
his usual happy and brilliant manner the Doctor re-

viewed the mycological work of the year, both as

regards physiological discoveries and the records of
new species. Most of this new work had been done
(in this country) by members of the Woolhope Club.
Dr. Bull sent round a number of original water-colour
paintings of his own, illustrative of new and rare

Herefordshire fungi. In conclusion, Dr. Bull, in the

name of the Club, gave a hearty welcome to all

visitors present, making especial reference to the Rev.
M. J. Berkeley, Dr. Hogg, and Professor Thiselton-

Dyer.

The Woolhopean welcome was replied to at some
length, first by the Rev. J. Berkeley, then by Dr. Hogg,
and in conclusion by Prof. Dyer. Mr. Berkeley, who
is truly the Nestor (Iving of Pileus) of fungologists,

gave in the happiest and pleasantest manner a brief

history of his scientific studies from an early period in

his life ; he spoke of ^the never-faiUng pleasures he
had derived from the study of pure science and Nature,
and the good lessons it had taught him. In conclusion

Mr. Berkeley quoted from memory some beautiful and
telling lines from Schiller, which he said made a deep
impression upon him in early life. Dr. Hogg's
remarks were pomological, and principally referred to

the immense collection of Apples and Pears exhibited

at the Free Library. He advised that the fruits should
be properly illustrated and described, and he promised
to give all the aid in his power towards putting the

fruits in order and securing a proper nomenclature for

them. Prof. Dyer complimented the Woolhopeans
on their excellent work, advised that Hereford should
be made a great and permanent meeting-place for

mycologists, referred to his pleasant scientific connection

with the two speakers who had preceded him, and the

pleasure he derived in meeting them again with the

Woolhopeans at Hereford.

After dinner, the Rev. John E. Vize, the author of

.Kcidinm dipaupcrans, read a paper on "Fungologi-
cal Difficulties "—a prolific subject, well treated by the

author. The Club then (as usual) adjourned, at the

kind invitation of Thomas Cam, Esq., to his house in

Great Owen Street. Here a paper was read by
Charles B. Plowright, Esq., on some of the chemical
constituents and chemical changes met wiph in

fungi. This was followed by a paper by Mr. William
Phillips, of Shrewsbury, on "Three Herefordshire

Pezizas ;
" and in conclusion the writer of these lines

read some dry notes on "A New Species of Uro-
cystis on Gladiolus Corms," and some more notes of

the same quality on "The Reproductive Process in

Boletus subtomentosus." Considerable discussion
followed the papers, and several objects of great
interest were exhibited under microscopes. It had
been pouring in torrents with rain all day, and it

poured with rain at 10.30 p.m., when the meeting
broke up, so that the Woolhopeans had a poor out-
look for the morrow, which was reserved for Shobdon
Court.

Contrary, however, to all expectation, Friday,
September 29, turned out to be an unusually fine day.
At the kind invitation of the Right Honourable Lord
Bateman, Lord-Lieutenant and Custos Rotulorumofthe
county of Hereford, a considerable number of fungo-
logists made their way, by Kingsland, near Leominster,
to Shobdon Court. Here, in the beautiful entrance
hall of the brick mansion, in the style of Louis XIV.

,

Lord and Lady Bateman received the visitors. Mr.
and Mrs. Lloyd Wynne were at the house, and accom-
panied the party over the woody hills and gardens of
the estate. The park is three or four miles in extent,
and includes some very rich and picturesque scenery.
In the park are some magnificent Cedars, the finest in
the county, and planted about 17SS ; Sweet Chestnuts
and Oiks ; some Roman camps, perfectly preserved,
and some fine Norman remains of the ancient
church of Shobdon, re-erected in the park. As a
general result it must be confessed that the
day at Shobdon was one of thorough enjoyment
rather than of actual work amongst the funguses. The
loveliness of the weather, the great extent and beauty
of the park, with all its picturesque variety of scenery,
the groups of fine trees, the herds of deer, the exten-
sive views, and, beyond and above all, the extreme
kindness and attention of everybody belonging to the
domain who approached the visitors, from the Lord-
Lieutenant himself and Lady Bateman to the lowest
assistant-keeper, all tended so to charm and delight
the fungologists, that it is no wonder the more direct
objects of the foray were for the nonce somewhat cast
into abeyance. The high hill which bounds the park
on the north side is very rich in its fungological flora,

and there is very little doubt but that a foray with less

seductive attractions would yield a rich harvest of rare

kinds to the searchers. The day, we can only repeat,

was one of great pleasure, and will remain a red-
letter day in the memory of all who had the good
fortune to be present— a brilliant oasis in the deluges
of the week.

Amongst the fungi found at Shobdon may be men-
tioned a second specimen of the brilliant blue Agaricus
euchrous, found by Dr. Bull ; the same gentle-
man also lighted on the rare and bitter ISIarasmius

caulicinalis and Agaricus hxmatopus, with blood-red
juice. Polyporus abietinus, P. hirsutus, and huge
specimens of P. lucidus, were met with, together with
Boletus oHvaccus ; B. stria:pes, the gorgeous carmine
Russula emetica and Agaricus clavipes—the latter for

the first time in Herefordshire. Auricularia mesen-
terica was also found, and Marasmtus Hudsoni, the
latter on dead Holly leaves. In one position, under
a heap of dead bracken, were innumerable specimens
of the uncommon Agaricus cucumis ; the fishy odour
was so strong that it resembled a fishmonger's shop
full of stale fish. In the churchyard the Fairy-ring
Champignon abounded ; this once more gave rise to

the discussion of the tottering " molar theory." One
gentleman, however, went so far as to say that he
believed all fungi, as the minute -Ecidia, which grow
in little rings upon leaves and the rings of Oidium
fructigenium, so common upon decaying Apples and
Pears, might reasonably " fall " under the same theory,

for they were, one and all, clearly mole-dy produc-
tions.

There is so much to be seen at Shobdon, and so
many notes were taken at the time of the visit,

together with several photographs, that we think it

better to reserve a full description and illustration of
the place for another and early occasion.

It had been arranged to take a series of photographs
in Hereford on the Saturday morning, but Saturday
resembled Thursday in its deluges of rain ; these
deluges never ceased all the morning, and they made
out-of-doors work simply impossible. Hereford
resembled a great tank in an aquarium and the fungo-
logists merely fishes. By evening the visitors had
reached, by rail and water, their various destinations

in different parts of England and Wales, one and
all retaining many pleasant retollections of the ninth
Woolhope fungus meeting. W. G, Smith.

Royal Horticultural : Oa. 6.—The subjects sent

for the decoration of the Council-room, and for the

judgment of the committees, on this occasion were of

an unusually pleasant and interesting character, and
in the presence of such fair representatives of Flora as

Messrs. Veitch & Sons' grand display of Orchids and
Mr. Turner's great show of Dahlias and Tree Carna-

tions, and of Pomona in the shape of a splendid lot

of Grapes, shown by Messrs. H. Lane & Son, it

were hard to believe that the Society was on
its last legs, and that this might be its last

meeting but one at South Kensington—a con-

tingency which, however, would be but little
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regretted by the practical supporters of the Society

so long as these pleasant and useful rcunious are not

allowed to drop altogether.

Floral Committee.—W. B. Kellock, Esq., in

the chair. Messrs. James Veitch & Sons contributed

a fine group of flowering Orchids, which was very

much admired, and for which the committee, in addi-

tion to passing a vote of thanks, recommended the

award of the Davis Medal. The group included

specimens of Vanda suavis, tricolor, and ctiarulea,

the latter with two beautiful spikes of fully

expanded flowers ; Cattleya superba, charming in

colour; Oncidium macranthum; several forms

of X Cattleya exoniensis, one of which, with

eighteen flowers, was particularly rich coloured

;

Oncidium tigrinum, x Cattleya Brabantia?, x Cypri-

pedium Sedeni, and x C. Harrisianum ; Odon-
toglossum Alexandrri?, Oncidium Forbesii, and
X Cypripedium euryandrum, &c. The same firm

also showed the new and beautiful Maranta Massan-
geana, which gained a First-class Certificate. Down
the centre of the leaves is an irregular or wavy band
of silver-grey, on either side of which is a well-

defined band of dark green, with a margin of pale

green—a pretty combination of colours. Mr, John
Wills, the Exotic Nursery, South Kensington, received

a First-class Certificate for another of his fine hybrid
Dracaenas, named Gladstonei. The parents are D.
excelsa and D. ferrea, and the plant has a massive
appearance and a robust style of growth. The leaves

are from 15 to iS inches in length, and 4 to 5 inches

in width, of a dark, almost black, bronzy colour,

with a narrow margin of crimson-scarlet, and the

younger leaves shot with crimson, sufiused with
orange. It is a distinct and decided acquisition to

the family. Messrs. Rollisson &; Son, Tooling, exhi-

bited a new hybrid Cattleya under the name of x C.

Mylami, the parents of which are C. crispa and C.
granulosa. It resembles LaMia elegans in its habit of

growth, and C. granulosa in the colour of its sepals

and petals, rosy lilac, and C. crispa in the lip, purple
with a white anterior. Mr. Ollerhead, gr. to Sir

Henry Peek, Bart., M.P., Wimbledon House, showed
a considerable number of fine-foliaged stove plants,

suitable for table decoration, and received a well-

merited Cultural Commendation. The same exhibitor

also staged a very fine specimen of the singular Lyco-
podium Phlegmaria, cut flowers of the fine white
Nymphpca dentata, and large specimens of a nicely

coloured form of Ananassa sativa variegata, and the

Stag's-horn Fern, Platycerium alcicorne.

Florists' flowers, in the shape of Dahlias and Tree
Carnations, were most liberally contributed by Mr.
Turner, of Slough. His collection of the latter was
indeed a remarkable one for the time of year, in-

cluding some fifty admirably grown plants in 48 and

32 pots, carrying from one to four perfect flowers each,

with many more to follow. The gems of the

collection were Scarlet Defiance, a free flowering and
most useful variety ; Sir Garnet Wolseley, Rose
Perfection, very fine ; Lilian's Glory, very dark in

colour and of large size ; Miss Jolliffe, flesh pink ;

Prince of Orange, yellow, edged with crimson ; Fairy

Queen, a large blush white ; and I^a Debutante, a full

smooth flower of a very dark colour. A Cultural

Commendation was awarded. The Dahlias shown by
Mr. Turner numbered about 200 blooms, and all in

fine condition for so late a period. The sorts best

represented were Ovid, Captain Webb, Herbert
Turner, Leah, John Standish, Arbitrator, Samuel
Plimsoll, Barmaid, Drake Lewis, Mrs. Purves, The
Rover, Canary, Burgundy, puce with purple shaded
petals ; and Chris Ridley ; the two latter of which
gained First-class Certificates. Of bouquet Dahlias,

Mr. Turner had Dove, white with a purplish centre,

and Triumph, very dark crimson, both new, and of

nice form. In addition to the above Mr. Turner also

sent half-a-dozen well-grown and well-flowered

Bouvardias, which included the varieties Vreelandi,

longiflora flammea, Hogarth, and umbellata alba,

which also were awarded a Cultural Commendation.
Two capital stands of Dahlias, which included flowers

of many old favourites, were shown by Mr. G. Raw-
lings, Romford. Amongst the miscellaneous contri-

butions to be noted were flowers of a new dwarf strain

of French and African Marigolds, shown by Mr, R.

Dean, Ealing; a charming bouquet, composed entirely

of the flowers of the bulbous-rooted Begonias, from
Messrs. E. »& J. Perkins, Leamington ; a flowering

specimen of the singular Tricyrtis hirta, from G. F.

Wilson, Esq. ; a pretty species of Bromelia, from

Messrs. E. G, Henderson & Son ; well flowered

plants of Begonia Magenta Queen, grown in the open

air, fron' Mr. Chambers, Westlake Nursery, Isle-

worth; a specimen of the blue-flowered Amaryllis

Raynerei, from W. Rayner, Esq., St. Andrews, Ux-
bridge ; and nice flowering plants of the new
Gyneriura argenteum pumiluro, from Mr. Charles

Noble, of Bagshot.

Fruit Committee.—Henry Webb, Esq., in the

chair. This was a more interesting meeting than the

committee has held lately, though the number of sub-

jects exhibited was not numerous. Messrs. H, Lane

& Son, Berkhampstead, sent a fine display of Grapes
(some fifteen varieties), for which they received a

Cultural Commendation ; and the committee recom-
mended the collection to the Council for the award of

the Davis Medal. The varieties shown were Muscat
of Alexandria, fine in size of bunch and berry, and
perfectly finished ; Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat, nice

even bunches, perfect in colour and bloom ; Pearson's

Golden Queen, not large in bunch, but of excellent

quality; Black Hamburgh, very good ; Foster's Seed-
ling, of medium size, but of a beautiful rosy tint

;

Black Prince, very good; Buckland Sweetwater;
Black Alicante, beautiful bunches, carrying a fine

bloom ; Barbarossa, large bunches, hardly so good in

colour as usual ; Gros Colman, fine in berry ; Treb-
biano, Bowood Muscat, very good ; Lady Downe's
Seedling, small in bunch, but of exquisite finish ; and
Dr. Hogg, a round-berried White F"rontignan, raised

by the late Mr. Pearson, and of very fine flavour.

A finer collection has rarely been shown at Ken-
sington by one grower, and it well deserved
all the praise bestowed upon it. Mr. Dancer,
Little Sutton, Turnham Green, sent some fine

examples of the Northern Spy Apple ; and from
Mr. James Ollerhead, gr. to Sir Henry Peek,
M.P., Wimbledon House, S.W., came a nice Queen
Pine, and a large white-fleshed Melon named
Conqueror of Europe, which, however, proved to be
of indifferent quality. Mr. A. Dean,The Seed Grounds,
Bedfont, contributed some Vegetable Marrow pre-

serve, which proved equal in flavour to the best

marmalade, than which it was perhaps a little sharper,

owing to the introduction of a little ginger into its

composition. Mr. Westcott, gr. to the Duke of

Cleveland, Raby Castle, showed some fruiting plants

of a yellow Capsicum, named Princess of Wales.

Brentwood Horticultural : Sept. 14.—This show
took place in the grounds of Middleton Hall, kindly
lent by the Countess Tasker, and it was, as usual, a

success, the weather being fine and visitors numerous.
The number of entries in all classes were upwards of
Soo, and seven large marquees were used for the dis-

play of the various collections. In a class for '* a mis-
cellaneous collection of stove or greenhouse plants,

foliage plants, and Ferns, arranged for effect, not less

than twelve, or more than sixteen," the 1st prize fell

to Mr. W. Bones, gr. to D. Mcintosh, Esq., Haver-
ing Park, his most prominent plants being three

Bougainvillea glabra, well-bloomed; one Allamanda,
a fine plant, but only one bloom open; one Eucharis
amazonica, one Adiantum cuneatum, two small
Crotons, the others being small, but cleanly grown.
The 2d award went to Mr. J. Lane, gr. to Major-
General Fytche, Pyrgo Park, Haverine;-atte-Bower,

who had a good plant of Latania borbonica, Bougain-
villea, and Allamanda, lightly-flowered

; good Cocos
Weddelliana, Croton Veitchii and undulatus, a good
Adiantum farleyense, and two good Adiantum
cuneatum ; a nice, fresh, well-grown plant of Arau-
caria excelsa, two small Palms and Dracaenas making
up the collection. 3d, Mr. F. Woodhams, gr. to C. P.

Matthews, Esq., Bower House, Havering, with
a very fine Adiantum cuneatum, a small but
well-flowered plant of Cypripedium insigne, Dra-
caena australis, a nice plant of Seaforthia elegans,

Dicksonia antartica, and various other Ferns.
These were the only exhibitors, the collections

reflecting much credit on them, it being one of the
greatest attractions—the Bronze, Zonal, and Tricolor
Pelargoniums adding much to the beauty of the whole.
Fuchsias and baskets of pot plants were well repre-

sented. There was a very fine display of Dahlias, the
leading exhibitors being Mr. Rawlings, Romford,
Messrs. Saltmarsh & Son, Chelmsford, and Dr.
Quennell, of Brentwood, who took prizes in the

order named. Roses and Asters were also well
represented by Messrs. Atkinson, Chater, Saltmarsh,
Meadmore, and (Quennell. The table decorations
were as usual very good, and cut flowers were well
represented by Messrs. Saltmarsh, Bones, and Lane.
Next came the collection of fruit, which was
exceedingly well represented. For a collection

of six disihes : 1st, Mr. J. Lane, with good black and
white Grapes, Bellegarde Peaches, Williams' Bon
Chretien Pears, Jefferson Plums, and Morello Cherries.

This was really a very fine collection. 2d, Mr.
W. Bones, with black and white Grapes, Peaches,
Nectarines, good Melon, and Pears— Mr. H. Con-
stable, gr. to Sir A. Neave, Bart., being a worthy 3d,

with good Grapes, Melon, Figs, Plums, and Peaches.
Grapes, single dishes. Black Hamburgh : 1st, Mr.
Bunes ; 2d, Mr, Constable. For any other variety

(black) Mr. Farrance, Chadwell Heath, was ist, with
two good well finished bunches of Alicante ; Mr. J.
Lane 2d, with two bunches of Muscat Hamburgh.
Muscat of Alexandria : ist, Mr. Douglas, gr. to F.

Whitbourne, Esq., Loxford Hall, Ilford, with two
splendid bunches ; 2d, Mr. Cavanagh, gr. to J. F.
Lescher, Esq.. White Grapes, any other variety :

1st, Mr. Smith, gr. to O. E. Coope, E^q. ; 2d, Mr.
Nivern, gr. to — Coe, Esq., Marshall's Park, Rom-
ford. Although there were some very fine bunches

in the collections of Grapes there was a great defici-
ency of colour throughout, excepting two small
bunches of Black Hamburgh, which seemed to us to
have been quite overlooked by the judges. The show
of Melons was good, the prizes going to Mr. Bones,
Mr. Constable, Mr. Foster, and Mr. Woodhams.
Peaches were well represented, the 1st prize, as usual,
going to Mr. Thornton, gr. to W. Walmesley, Esq.,

,

Brentwood ; 2d, Mr. Douglas, Plums, Apples, and
jPears were well represented by Messrs. Lane, Douglas,

Constable, Woodhams, Finch, and Page. The col-
lections of vegetables were good in every particular.
The cottagers' show of vegetables proved a hard task
for the judges, many extra prizes having to be
awarded, competition being so close. Farmers' pro-
duce—Mangels, Swedes, Kohl Rabi, corn—and the
miscellaneous collections formed a great attraction
outdoors. {From a Correspondent.)

Ilotircs of §0ahs.
Science Papers, chiefly Pharmacological and

Botanical. By Daniel Hanbury, F.R. S., &c.
Edited, with Memoir, by Joseph Ince, F.L.S.
London : Macmillan & Co.

In these collected writings of the late Daniel Han-
bury we have a series of valuable papers on pharma-
cological and botanical matters of a nature which
Hanbury had made specially his own. To say that

the author of these papers had no equal in the'branch

of science to which he paid so much attention would
only be reiterating what has been said of him more
than once since his death ; nevertheless, it is a fact,

and can be said without the slightest disparagetnest

to other workers in the same field, not forgetting

such men as Pereira, Guibourt, and other illustrious

names—names that have become inseparably associated

with standard works, the value of which remains and
will continue to the end of time. Daniel Hanbury
worked as no other worker has ever done, and let who
will arise his place can never be filled in exactly the

same manner. With him truly what was worth doing

was worth doing well, and what he took in hand he
brought to a satisfactory conclusion. Time, expense,

or distance were to him no objects, so long as he

arrived at the truth ; therefore the papers contributed

by him at different times to the Pharmaceutical

Journal, the publications of the Linnean Society,

&c., are of the greatest value, and a great benefit has

been conferred on the pharmacological as well as

the botanical student in bringing these papers tO'

gether, for, scattered about as they were, they

were not always easy of reference except to those with

well stocked libraries. The Pharmacographia was a

book anxiously looked for by all interested in the

matters therein treated ; it was, moreover, the one

great work of Hanbury's life, for though brought out

in conjunction with Professor Fluckiger it had absorbed

much of Hanbury's time and most thoughtful consi.

deration, and his name had never previously appeared

on anything more than of pamphlet size. The present

volume of collected papers will no doubt be found in

every library where the Pharmacographui already has

a home ; side by side these two volumes contain all,

or nearly all, the published writings of Daniel Han-
bury. The memoir, which occupies the first part of

the book, will be read by his numerous friends and
admirers with interest, some individual point in his

character standing prominently forward and calling

the living man vividly to the memory of each reader

who had the good fortune to know him.

As to the papers themselves their accuracy and

value are so well known as to place them beyond

criticism. Where all the papers are of such a high

order of excellence it is not easy to say which is the

most important, but tliose on the Botanical Origin of

Gamboge, which first appeared in the Pharmaceutical

Jontnal for 1S64, vol. vi., second series ; on the

Botanical Origin of Savanilla Rhatany, in the same

volume ; his various notes on Manna, and his more

recent paper on Chondodendron, are amongst the

best known, and will always stand as most important

contributions to the knowledge of these matters.

The only fault we have to find with this book is in

its arrangement. An attempt seems to have been

made to bring the papers bearing on the same subjei

(but written at different times) together. The yeari:

which each paper appeared is denoted in blai

figures in the margin at the commencement of eacfr-

paper, so that neither a chronological order nor a

botanical sequence is maintained, A chronologica.

list of papers, however, is given on p. 489, which is
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useful to some extent in referring us to the journals

where tlie articles originally appeared ; but they do

not help us to find any individual paper in the book

itself without going further still, and referring to the

index, wiiich we might certainly do in the first place,

and save time. The references given in the chrono-

logical list would, we think, have been rightly placed

at ih; head of each article, as has been done in some
instances.

AuTUMN-i'LOWERiNG PL.A.NTS.—The Summer has

almost gone, and autumn, with its manifold signs of

decay, is closing in upon us, like a large army
surrounding a beleagured city.

" Through the tall trees the autumn winds blow keen,

W'tiirling the dead leaves from their summer bowers,

Piling up graves above the faded flowers."

All bedding plants of a tender character are hastening

to decay, and the flower garden will soon be shorn of

its beauty. The autumn rains spoil the effect of any

floral legacy from summer the mild weather would
otherwise continue.

But Nature is so unceasingly active that all the

year round she is constantly supplying evidences of

her vitality. She never leaves us portionless. We
are not thinking of what can be done by artificial

means under glass, but what is being accomplished in

the open ground—what, indeed, the forces of Nature

are bringing forth, in her own way, and at herown time.

In our mixed border—that perennial source of un-

flagging, undiminishing pleasure, which we are so con-

stantly pressing on the attention of Villa gardeners,

as still very attractive—there are now in full bloom

the most queenly among the hardy perennials.

Anemone japonica and its varieties. We should find

it diflicult to name another hardy plant that could

approach it in high-class decorative value at this sea-

son of the year, and especially does this hold good of

the fine white variety, with its large, pure white,

saucer-shaped flowers lit up with their showy golden

centres. Then there are three or four of the Asters,

notably A. Amelias, A, grandifloru*, and A. pyrenajus,

with their many blue or mauve-purple coloured

flowers ; Phloxes of the herbaceous type, the scarlet-

flowered Pentstemon barbatus, and others among tall

flowering plants. Of dwarfer plants there are Tom
Thumb Antirrhinums : the plants having been grown
from selected seed, the flowers are in many instances

beautifully striped ; the crimson-flowered Calandrina

umbellata, with its straggling growth, but what a sum
of beauty is one of its flowers ; the pretty pale mauve-

coloured Convolvulus mauritanicus, growing as a

dwarf bush, with the shoots slightly raised from the

ground to keep the llowers from being disfigured

by rain splashes ; Lobelia cardinalis, wiih a

tall spike of brilliantly coloured flowers ; Mirabilis

Jalapa, or the Marvel of Peru, a grand old autumn-

flowering plant, seeming to possess in so large a

degree, and at the same time abundantly desirous of

shedding forth a perfect wealth of soft beauty in

various-hued flowers ; Plumbago Larpento^, growing
on a piece of raised rockwork, and hanging down
over it, presents a mass of violet-blue flowers ; the

pretty little Linaria alpina, and a few others, of which
the foregoing may be taken as fitting representations

;

and then along the verge of the border, where succu-

lents have done excellent duty during the summer
months, and where also doable and single Primroses,

Hepaticas, winter Aconites, and other dwarf early

flowering plants, are becoming active in growth,

answering to the subtle forces which prompt them to

bloom in early spring instead of autumn. There are

already in flower Culchicum autuninale, the autumn
Crocus, and Cyclamen europceum. Here is a most
pleasing gathering—"a wealth of forms and flush of

hues"—quite surprising at this season of the year to

any one not acquainted with such plants.

We are in danger of giving occasion to the remark
that the mixed border is too often a subject in these

papers
; but this recurrence is justifiable on the ground

that if any one whose sole idea of a summer garden is

the usual one of the ordinary bedding plants, and
who has scarcely |seen anything else, is brought

face to face with our border, the involuntary remark
breaks forth, "I had no idea such beautiful plants
existed ; " and when he is told that these plants

are, on the whole, easily managed, and that if a few
require some special treatment, it is a labour of love
to bestow that attention on them, and a source of

unfailing pleasure, he generally is induced to form
such a border, and regard it as one of the most
pleasing features in his garden.

Anemone jai'onila.—This is deserving a very
high place as a Villa gardener's plant. There is the

rosy-red form justly named, intermediate, with its

rosy-pink flowers ; and the beautiful white form known
as japonica alba, or llonorine Jobert. We have
them in the sun as in the shade, and in both positions

they have grown luxuriantly and flowered with great

freedom. As they grow to the height of 2,; feet, and
even taller when they get thoroughly established in

the soil, they should be placed at the back of

a border. But they make very fine subjects to stand
by themselves round a grass plat, as one would plant

standard Roses, provided they are planted in good
soil and are well watered during dry weather.

Flowers are now getting scarce in the garden : the

Roses are past. Carnations, Cloves, and Picotees

are out of flower, and many other useful things to

cut from have ceased their floral service ; and as

cut flowers are always most acceptable within-doors,

these Anemones come in at the right time and yield

an abundance of blossom; to gather, and flower con-

tinuously for a long time to come. They are at the

head of our late-blooming hardy border flowers,

lasting till the Chsysanthemums expand their flowers,

when the autumn is merciful, and the withering

frosts are delayed till close on the approach of

Christmas.

Storini; Fruit.—It maybe remarked that there

is but little fruit to store this season, which is, no
doubt, true ; but that is an additional reason for

taking care of what little there is. A good deal of

Iruit is lost for want of proper care ; in the first

place from failing to gather it at the right time, and,

secondly, from not taking proper care of the fruit

when gathered. How can we know when fruit is

ripe ? is a question sometimes put, and to that it may
be replied that the appearance of the fruit testifies to

a great extent to its readiness for gathering. One
test applied by gardeners is to open an Apple, for

instance, and if the pips are brown, or turning brown,

the fruit is considered ripe. It should not be

gathered before it is ripe, or it will shrivel, or remain

hard till the spring.

Fruit should be gathered in fine dry weather, so as

to be perfectly dry when stored away. If it is neces-

sary to gather during rairj, the fruit should be

thoroughly dried before it is put away. Fruit, such

as Apples and Pears, when stored away wet, very

often go rotten—a calamity which in particular

should be avoided this year.

Villa gardeners are not the proprietors of fruit-

rooms, and must therefore do the best they can with

their fruit Last year we kept Wellington Apples in

excellent condition for a long time by simply spreading

them out singly on the floor of a dry spare room, and
laying a newspaper over them. The room was airy,

which is an essential condition of preserving fruit.

When frost threatened, then a layer of newspapers

was placed over the fruits, which kept them from

harm.

A small store of fruit can be economised by picking

out for earliest use all fruits having small freckles,

indicating decay. It is well to look over the store

occasionally, so that all the plump, perfect fruit may
be kept for late use, and that portion least likely to

last used up before being too much injured for culinary

or dessert purposes.

Law Notes.
An Action for Breach of Contract.—

Spring V. f/V/iiV.—At the Westminster County Court

on the 30th ult. this case came on before the presiding

Judge, F. Bayley, Esq., in which the plaintiff, de-

scribed as a salesman of Covent Garden Market,

brought an action against the defendant, another

salesman in the same market, to recover the sum of

£1 16 J. for breach of contract under the following

circumstances. The plaintiff being called, said he had
had many prior transactions with the defendant, but on
the occasion he wanted three dozen punnets of Rasp.

berries, for which he paid the defendant, who under,
took to deliver on the same morning, instead of which,
however, the defendant's man brought him back the

money, telling the plaintiff that the defendant had no
Raspberries left. The plaintiff stated he then went
over to the defendant, and told him that in conse-

quence of his conduct he should refuse the money, and
bring an action against him, as he had lost a very im-

portant customer by the defendant not supplying the

goods in question. James D. Cribb, a market porter,

said he was present when the plaintiff paid the

money.

The defendant being called, said on the day in ques.

tion he had only a few punnets of Raspberries, and
consequently returned the money, which, as the plaintiff

refused to take it, he (the defendant) was obliged to

retain. A witness was called to prove that the

defendant had only a few Raspberries on hand when
the plaintiff wanted them. The plaintiff being re-

called, said he had paid / 1 Sj. into Court, and now
pleaded a set-off—Si. , as three years ago the plaintiff

bought a bushel of Spinach from him for iSj. , and
had only paid loj. on account. In answer to the

learned Judge, defendant said he had allowed iSj. to

remain so long unpaid, as he could not get the money
from the defendant. The defendant stated he did not

recollect the transaction of the Spinach, it was so long

ago ; upon which the learned Judge considered that if

S.t-. were paid judgment should be entered for the

defendant, which was entered accordingly.

SiATE OF TUB WEATHER ATBLACKHEATH,LOXDOh\
For the Week ending Wednesday, Olt. 4, i8;6.
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follows:—24th, 59°. 7, +4°-7; 25'h. 59°-3. +4-5;
26th, 58°. 3, +3°.6; 27th, 55°.I, +o°.5 : 28ch, 58°,

+ 3°.5 ; 29th, 55°.i, +o''.7; 30th, 52°, — 2°.3.

The mean temperature of the air for the week was
56°. 8, being 2°. 2 above the average of sixty years'

observations.

The highest readings of a thermometer with black-

ened bulb in vacuo, placed in sun's rays, were 107°

on the 26th, and 112° on the 28th ; on the 30th the

reading did not rise above 70°. The lowest readings

of a thermometer on grass, with its bulb exposed to

the sky, were 403° on the 29th, and 424° on the 30th ;

the mean value for the weelt was 425°.

The direction of the wind was variable, and its

strength gentle. The weather during the week was
dull, cloudy, and wet. A lunar halo was seen on the

night of the 29th.

Rain fell on six days during the week, the amount
measured was 0.91 inch.

In England the highest temperature of the air

observed by day was 684", at Blackheath. At Sunder-

land 57° was the highest temperature. The mean
value Irom all stations was 65 J

°. The lowest tem-

peratures of the air observed by night were 40]° at

Eccles, and 41° both at Nottingham and Manchester ;

at Portsmouth ^iV was the lowest temperature, and
at Brighton 51°. The general mean from all stations

was 46°. The range of temperature was the greatest

at Eccles, 27°, and the least at Hull and Sunderland,

both 11"; the mean range of temperature from all

stations was 19^. The mean of the seven high day
temperatures was the highest at Truro and Brighton,

both 65^°, and the lowest at Sunderland, 554° ; the

mean from all stations was 6O5'. The mean of the

seven low night temperatures was the lowest at

Eccles, 474*, and the highest at Portsmouth, 56^
;

the mean value from all stations was 51°. The mean
daily range of temperature was the least at Sunder-

land, 5f°, and the greatest at both Blackheath and
Cambridge, \iY> The mean daily range from all

stations was 9^°.

The mean temperature of the air for the week from
all stations was 54!°, being 0^5 higher than the value

for the corresponding week in 1S75. The highest

occurred at Brighton, 58f°, and Portsmouth, 58^°, and
the lowest at Sunderland, 51^^

Rain fell on every day in the week at Truro,

Bristol, Nottingham, Bradford, and Sunderland, and
on six days at most other stations. The amounts
recorded varied from rather more than 2\ inches at

Truro, Plymouth, Leicester, and Wolverhampton, to

I inch nearly at Blackheath, Cambridge, Norwich,
and Bradford ; the average fall over the country was
\\. inch.

The weather during the week was dull, cloudy, and
showery. A lunar halo was seen at Blackheath and
Bristol on the night of the 29th inst.

In Scotland the highest temperatures of the air

ranged from 68° at Paisley to 58}° at Leith ; the

mean value from all stations was 62^°. The lowest

temperatures of the air varied from ^"^ at Perth to

45^° at Leith ; the mean from all stations was 39j^
The mean range of temperature from all stations was

23r.
The mean daily temperature of the air for the week

from all stations was 52°.2, being the same as the
value for the corresponding week in i S75. The highest

was 544°, at Paisley, and the lowest 504", at

Glasgow.
Rain fell to the amount of 2\ inches at Leith ; at

Paisley four- tenths of an inch only was measured ; the
average fall over the country was I inch.

At Dublin the highest temperature of the air was
67°, the lowest 43°, the range 24", the mean 54*,

and the fall of rain I inch.

JAMES GLAISHER.

^Enquiries.
He that queitioneth much sftall Uam muck.—Bhcovi.

138. White Mulberry.—Where can I procure cut-

tings of the White Mulberry, and when is the best month
for sinking the same? J. W. H.

139. Sweet Peas for Cooking. — Will anybody
kindly give their experience of the flowering Sweet Pea
for cooking purposes? Most of us know that at this

season, when the ordinary garden kinds are vil, these

are plentiful. For soups and flavouring in the same way
as petit asperge is used, chopped up, they surely would
be serviceable in the kitchen. They are stronger in

flavour, which may be a good deal against their use.

Chevalier.

140. Zamia McKennii.—I have a male plant of the
rare Zamia McKennii in bloom. Should you know
of any one having a female Zamia in bloom, I should
be happy to send pollen for the purpose of fertilisation.

Alex. Patcrson, M.D, Fcnifichl, Bridge ofAllaiu

Answers to Correspondents.
Cardoons : \V. y. Tie the'plants up on a dry day as
you would Celery, only make three or four ties instead
of one, the last being near to the ends of the leaves.

Then cover them up closely to a little above the last

tie with loose litter of some kind, Another method is

to twist hay-bands tightly round the plants, and then
cover up with loam ; but any means that you can
adopt to exclude light and air for about three weeks
will answer the purpose just as well. The plants
should be ready for blanching now.

Crotoxs : Begi?nier. Several of the varieties produce
curious peltate and interrupted leaves, and no doubt
the variety you mention is, in doing so, manifesting
its natural character. We have not seen it in this

state.

Dahlias : Amateur. Protection from frost and exces-
sive damp is all they require. It is best to take them
up, as then they can be more easily divided in the
spring. If you store the roots on a shelf, and slightly

cover them with cocoa-nut fibre, they should keep
well.

French and Belgian Nursery.men : BonA-Jide.

Consult the Horticultural Directory.

Fungus : G. 5., Haverholme Priory. Your fungus is

Agancus rachodes, an edible species of the second
class. It bears the same relationship to the delicious

A. procerus as the Horse Mushroom does to the true

Meadow Mushroom. Try your plant in moderation
;

it is esteemed by some fungus-eaters.— T. S. P.,

Moorhlll. Your fungus, '* too old" when despatched
on September 22, was reduced to treacle and maggots
on reaching us on October 3. Altogether too far gone
for identification.

Gloxinias : J. C. They are very pretty flowers, but
surpassed by the modern varieties.

Grapes : A Subscriber. The crop is ruined for this

season. Check the spread of the mildew, by giving
plenty of air, and by dusting the leaves and branches
with flowers of sulphur ; and try to keep the foliage as
healthy as possible.

Herb Drying; Florist A-orth. The process of drying
cuhnary herbs simply consists in cutting the plants
just before ihey come into flower, tying them up in

bunches, and hanging them up to dry in an open airy
shed. Of course they must be cut when dry.

How TO Skeletonise Leaves: U. V. There is no
book specially devoted to this subject, but it is well
treated on in Mr. Burbidge's Domestic Floriculture,
published by Blackwood.'

Insects : IV, J. [Gloucester). We found no insect with
the Vine leaves, and can, therefore, give no precise in-

formation ; the stalks of the bunches, we believe, may
have been gnawed by the weevil (Pachygaster piceu?;),

and the leaves by the caterpillar of some moth. The
Vines should be examined after dark. W.—J. B. The
small caterpillar (sent in a quill) which had injured your
Chrysanthemums, is that of a small moth which we
cannot identify, as it arrived dead and shrivelled

up. W.—S. E. It is the grub of the common cock-
chafer, Melolontha vulgaris. A, M.

Leaves Falling Off : A Subscriber. All the plants
you mention are suffering from a cold and stagnant
atmosphere. Give more air and stop using the syringe.
If you " only give air on fine d^ys, and syringe nearly
every night " at this time of year, what else can you
expect ?

Marigold: W, B. A very fair sample; but we have
seen better.

Names of Plants : L. E. C. i, Pteris cretica albo-
lineata

; 2, Ficus stipulata, alias repens
; 3, Selagi-

nella Martensii.

—

An Old Subscriber. Achillea Ptar-
mica flore-piena.

—

G. Smitli. i, Cupressus macro-
carpa; 2, C. torulo?a

; 3. C. lusitanica
; 4, Juniperus

virginiana
; 5, J. Lycia (Linn). We should be grateful

for a specimen of No. 3 when the cones are mature.

—

y. H. I, Polystichum munitum ; 2, Pteris hastata
macrophylla

; 3, Salaginellahcematodes
; 4, Asplenium

prctmorsum
; 5, Eugenia australis ; 6, Lastrea invisa.

—

y. Young. I, Athyrium Fiiix-foemina ; 2, Lastrea
Thelypteris.

—

Geo. Palmer. Carya microcarpa.— (9/i/

Subscriber. Leucodendron argenteum.
Oranges : J. H. Undue exposure is probably the

cause, but it may be that the old ball was dry when
you repotted the tree, and has not since been soaked
through.

Peaches for Forcing : Market Gardener. Early
York, Stirling Castle, and Grosse Mignonne.

Pot Pourri : Rosarian. TTie following, which appeared
in the Queen lately, will answer your question :—
" (r.) Gather the Roses quite dry, pull them from
their stalks, pick out the petals, leaving out all wet or
decayed ones ; spread tliem out to dry, turn them
every day, and when dry put them in a jar in layers
strewed over with bay salt

; press them well down and
fill the jar. Let it remain a month undisturbed, then
pour away any moisture, pressing it well out. Now
mix with the leaves some spices, sold by chemists for
the purpose

; put the whole into a china jar, and stir

frequently. (2.) Take equal parts of Cloves, Mace,
Cinnamon, Orris root, and saltpetre, all pounded.
Dry the Rose leaves, but not in the sun ; when quite
dry mix them with the spices, add dried Lavender aud
Lemon Verbena, and cover over for a month. Pot-
pourri improves with age ; it is best when made of the
old-fashioned single Roses, as the yellow centre con-
tains the most scent."

Twin Cucumbers : R, H. P. Not at all an unusual
circumstance.

1^" Foreign Subscribers sending Post-oflfice Orders,
payable at the post-office, King Street, Covent Gar-
den, London, are requested to be good enough to
write to the Publisher, at the office of this paper,
41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, at the same
time, to inform him of the fact.

[arlufs*
COVENT GARDEN, October 5.

There is very little alteration to quote in our market
this week. Trade continues quiet, and the supply of all

classes of goods is equal to the demand. Large quan-
tities of Grapes are still arriving, and prices rule low.
Kent Cobs have again experienced a fall. James
Webber, Wholesale Apple Market.

Apples, per K-s
Figs, per doz.
Filberts, per lb.

Grapes, per lb.

Melons, each

16-56 Nectarines ..

16-20 Oranges, per loo
» 8- I o , Peaches, per doz.
16-60' Pears, per dor.
I 0-14 o

,

Pine-apples, p. lb.

; o- 6 o

Vegetables.

Artichokes, per doz. 60-..— Eng. Globe, doz. 40-..
Beans, Fr. ,-p. bushel 60-..
Beet, per doz. . . i o- 2 (

Cabbages, per doz. . . i o- 2 (

Carrots, per bunch,. 06-..
Cauliflowers, perdoz. 2 o- 4 (

Celery, per bundle-, i 6- 2 (

Chilis, green, penoo 30-..
Cucumbers, each . , o 4- i <

Endive, per doz. . . i o- 2 <

— Batavian, p. doz. 20-31
Garlic, per lb. .. 06- ..

Herbs, per bunch .. 02-0.
HorseRadish,p,bun. 60-..,
Potatos.—Kent Regents, ;£4

30-4
Leeks, per bunch
Lettuces, per score
Mint, green, bunch 1 .

Mushrooms, per pott. 06-10— buttons, do. .. 06-10
Onions, young, bun. o 8-0 10
Parsley, per bunch.. 04-.,
Radishes, per bunch. 01-03
— Spanish, doz. .. 10-..

Shallots, per lb. ..06-,.
Spinach, per bushel 30-..
Tomatas, per doz. .. 20-30
Turnips, per bundle 04-06
Veg. Marrows, doz. 10-16

.^4t
. to ;£5 I

' X4 105. : Kidneys, £,"& per ton.

Plants in Pots.

c Regents,

Asters, per doz. . . 26-90
Balsams, per doz, .. 2 o- g o
Begonias, per doz. .. 6 0-12 o
Bouvardias, do. ..12 0-18 o
Cockscombs, p. doz. 30-90
Coleus, per dozen .. 3 o- g o
Cyperus.do. .. .. 6 o-ra o
Dracsena terminalts 30 0-60 o— viridis, perdoz. 18 0-24 o
Erica caffra, p. doz. 12 o-iS o
Ficus elastica ., 2 6-1 (^ o
Fuchsia, per doz. ,. 3 0-18 o
Heliotrope, per doz. 6 0-12 o

9 0-2.Lilium lancif..

Mignonette, do. ..3 o,- 6 o
Myrtles, do 30-90
Palms in variety.each 3 6-21 o
Pelargoniums, scarlet,

per doz. .

.

..26-60
Petunias,double, doz. 9 0-18 o— single, per doz . . 6 0-12 o
Solanums, per doz, 6 0-24 o
Verbena, scent., doz. 30-90
Valotlapurpur., doz.iz 0-18 o

6- 6 c

— China, izbun. .. 4 c

Bouvardias, 12 bun,. 1 <

Carnations, i2bunch. 4 c

Dahlias, 12 bunches 4 (

Eucharis, per doz. ..31
Gardenia, per doz. .. 3 (

Gladiolus, 12 sprays i c

Heliotropes, 12 spr. o (

Jasmine, 12 biuiches 9 (

,

Mignonette,

Pelargoniun

i

— zonal, 12 sprays 06-1
Primula, dbl., p. bun. i 0- i

Roses, indoor, p. doz. 20-9
I — outdoor, 12 bun. 40-9
Stephanolis, 12 spr. 6 0-12
Sunflower, 12 bun. ,.30-6
Violets, 12 bun. .. i o- i

90

SEEDS.
London ; Oct. 4.—Our agricultural seed trade pre-

sents for the moment no striking feature of interest. As
regards the leading article of red Clover seed the last few
days have developed nothing new. .-America, whence
the bulk of the supply for Europe is expected, keeps
significantly silent ; but there seems no reason to

doubt that later on she will be able to export a fair

quantity of seed. The French and Germans have, it is

said, been sending out heavy orders to New York. The
few parcels of old and yearUng red seed which have
remained from last season have been changing hands at

more money. In Alsikes and white Clovers a good busi-

ness has been doing at greatly increased rates. For
English as well as foreign Trefoil seed there is also a
steady advance in value. As the supply of winter Tares
exceeds the demand quotations are again lower. The
Mustard trade is this week rather quiet. Good Rape
seed is scarce, and must be noted \s. to 2;. per quarter
dearer. In Linseed the tendency is also upwards. Of
new English Canary seed there is now a good supply at

moderate prices. John Shaw 6* Sons, Seed Mtt'
chants, 37, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

POTATOS.

Communications Received.—H. L. & Co.—W. F. R.—
W. H.—P. G.—J. L.—W. D (thanks).—C. W. W.-R. G —
D. R. & Co.—W. T, T, D.~D. T. F.—J. G. B.-H. J. H.

The Borough and Spitalfields reports state that the

supplies of Potatos on sale were plentiful, but some of

the samples, and especially those of Regents, were

greatly diseased. Trade on the whole was steady, the

following being the quotations current :—Kent Regents,

Sos. to iioj. per ton; Essex Regents, 60s. to iooj. ;

Rocks, 80J. ; \'ictorias, 901. to 120J. ; kidneys, 8oj. to

iio-f.; flukes, 1005. to 130J.

CATTLE. •

At the Metropolitan Market on Monday there was a
larger number of beasts than on Monday se'nnight, and
while prime qualities were not lower, trade was dull

for inferior. For sheep the trade was more active than

last week, and prices rather advanced. Choice calves

were scarce and dearer. Quotations :— Beasts, 41. 4A
to 5^. 4^/., and 5^-. 6d. to 6s. sd. ; calves, $s. to 6s. 4a. ;

sheep, sx. 6d. to 6s., and 6s. 8d. to js. Q.d. \
pigs, 4r. 6d»

to 5^. 8(/.—With moderate supplies, Thursday's trade

was firm. In the beast market a fair demand prevailed,

and Monday "s rates were fully supported for best d©-

.

scriptions. There was a good inquiry for first quality
,

sheep, and they realised advanced rates. Middling and
coarse descriptions were unaltered. Prime calves

realised a decided advance.
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THE NEW BULB CATALOGUE
^PZ<.^ Ready.

Great Reduction in Prices,

And at the same time no depreciation in quality, but

rather an improvement, for the Bulbs are splendid.

In reality our Bulbs are now as cheap as any in the

market, not omitting such agencies as public sales, or

combinations of any repute on the score of economy.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

HOOPER & CO.,

COVENT G.'MIDEN, LONDON, W.C.

DANIELS BROS.'

CHOICE FLOWER ROOTS.
Our superbly Illustrated CATALOGUE of the

above is now ready, and may be had post-free by

all intending purchasers, on application.

HYACINTHS—Choice named, in splendid

variety, 6j.
,

qr. , i2j., iSr. and 24^. per dozen.

DANIELS BROS.' CHOICE
COLLECTIONS of FLOWER ROOTS,
6t. 6-/., I2r. 61/., 21.C,, 42J-., 63j'. and S-jr. each,

cairiag^e free.

DANIELS BROS.,
SEED GROWERS and NURSERYMEN. The ROYAL

NORFOLK SEED ESTABLISHMENT,
NORWICH.

NEW or DESIRABLE PLANTS
FOR CONSERVATORIES.

ADIANTUM GRACILLIMUM. 2s. 6rf. and 3s. erf. each.

POINSETTIA PULCHERRIMA PLENISSIMA (Veitch),

3X- . IS. i>d. , and \os. 6</. each.

GERANIUM. Wonderful (G. Smith), ti. 6rf. and as. 6d. each,

,, Kiinis Albert. IS. each.

PELARGONIUM. Queen Victoria, ij- each.

EPIPHYLLUMS. very fine plants, well set for blooming,

and iSs. per dQ2en.
CYCLAMENS, very fine plants, wel

»-ell

et for blooming, 9s.

with fruit, 9^., i:

: , very fine bulbs.

WM. CLIBRAN .

BULBS OF ALL KINDS.
THE

NEW PLANT and BULB COMPANY
Beg to inform their friends that their

CATALOGUE IS NOW READY,
And can be had, post-free, on application.

LION WALK, COLCHESTER.

c
strawberries to Fruit in 1877.

HARLES TURNER can supply the
established in small pots, to give a

Aromatic,
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Established over a Quarter of a Century.

Is in use over many thousand miles,

And has been awarded the Medals and highest Commendation
of all the leading Agricukural Societies.

It is constructed with

POWERFUL WINDING STRAINING PILLARS,
RIGID INTERMEDIATE IRON POSTS,

STRONG and DURABLE WIRE CABLE STI-LANDS,

Forming the most efficient Strained Iron Fenc
ultiiral and \ al purposes.

Continuous Bar Iron Fencing,

k

With bars secured by F. M. & Co.'s Patent Self-locking Joints,

which effectually prevent the uprights being pushed aside, :uid

are independent of loose pins, wedges, or staples.

IRON ENTRANCE and FIELD GATES,
IN WROUGHT AND CAST IRON,

Designed for the Mansion, Villa, or Farm.
WICKET AND GARDEN GATES,

In Great Variety of Patterns.

Iron Hurdles, Railing-, Tree Guards,
FRUIT ESPALIERS. WALL FRUIT TRAINERS. S:c.

1^" Illmirated and Drscribed in F. M. 6» Co.'s

New Catalogue^ sent on application.

LONDON BRANCH—

1. DELAHAY ST,. WESTMINSTER. S.W.
Metallic Hotliouse Builder to Her Majesty.HENRY HOPE

(late Clark & Hope, formerly Clark),

HOTHOUSE BUILDER and HOT-WATER
APPARATUS ENGINEER.

5S, Lionel Street, Birminghara. Established A.D. 1818.

BOOKS of DESIGNS. 5V. each.

US' The Extensive Ranges of Metallic Hothouses in the

Royal Gardens, Windsor and Osborne, were executed at this

Establishment.

Hyaclntlia In Pots.

POTS made expressly for HYACINTHS
can be supplied by

J. MATTHEWS, the Royal Pottery, Weston-super-.Mare.
Price List free.

Rhubarb and Seakale Forcing.QTRONG WELL-MADE TOTS
r--' UtY the ahove can he supplied hy
J. M.\TiTIE\VS, the Roy.il Pottery, Weston-siiper-Maie.

Price List free.

Garden~po"ts, orchid pot.s,
ALPINE POTS, FERN PANS, SEED PANS, and all

other Garden Pottery, of the best quality, can be supplied by
J. MATTHEWS, the Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

Price List free.

SIR J. PAXTON'S HOT-
HOUSES for the MILLION are

Simple, Cheap, and Portable.
Illustrated Price Lists free.

HEREMAN and MORTON, 14, Tich-
bome Street, Regent Quadrant, W,, Horti-
cultural Builders and Hot-water Engineers.

LASCi IMS r.vir.N r i;i'..\'r wood
CON'iFKN \TORIES and GREEXHc lUSES, — All

Gardeners know that Wood is better than Iron for Plant Grow-
ing and by the above system a handsome curved house can be
elected as cheaply as a plain straight one.
The curved house is more durable, stronger, lighter in con-

struction, and no bent glass is required.
W. H. LASCELLES, lar, BunhiU Row, London, E.C., will

supply Drawings and Estimates free of charge.

w. H. LASCELLES, Horticultural
Builder. Fnisbury Steam Joinery Works,

121, Bunhill Row, London, E.C.

WOOD TRAINING STICKS and
TALLIES, commended by Royal HorticuUur.al Society.

BAMBOO CANES, RAFFIA for tying. VIRGIN CORK
ARCHANGEL and other MATS, PACKING MATS, &c!
Wholesale prices on application to

C. J. BLACKITH and CO., Cox's Quay, Lower Thames
Street, London, E.C.

Under tlie Patronage of the Queen.
"

SMITH'S IMPERISHABLE
STRATFORD LABELS.

GARDEN BOXES and LIGHTS.
Portable Box with One Light, 6 feet by 4 feet, glazed

good 16-oz. sheet glass, painted four coats, and
packed ready for use

Portable Box with Two Lights, as above, each light

6 feet by 4 feet

LIGHTS ONLY.
3 feet by 4 feet Light, not painted nor glazed
Ditto glazed, good 16-oz. sheet glass, and painted 4 coats

6 feet by 4 feet, not painted nor glazed
Ditto glazed and painted four coats

made of a \Vh

The Garddnors' Magazine says :

—" We must give these the
palm before all other plant labels, as the very first in merit."

Samples and Price List free.

Sole Manufacturer ; J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory,
Stratford-on-Avon.

ladestructlble Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.MAW AND CO,'S PATENT.—Prices,
Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post-free on

application : also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for

Conservatoric;, Entrance Halls. &c.
MAW AND CO.. BenthainVorks. Eroseley.

ORNAMENTAL ROSE SCREEN OR FENCE.

(1 fi ri fi

R. HOLLIDAY, horticultural iron and WIRE WORKS,
2A, PGRTGllELLG TERRACE, NOTTING HILL GATE, LONDON, W.

Manufactures -FI.OWER ST.VNDS, BASKETS, TRELLIS for Creepers, ESPALIERS, WALL WIRING
for Fruit Trees, ARCHWAYS, COVERED-W.'VYS, ROSERIES, WIRE FENCING, &c. ; FOUNTAINS and
WATER CONDUITS for Garden Decoration. Set Illustrated CATALOGUE of Designs.

THE THAMES BANK
IRON COMPANY,

Old Barge Wharf, Upper Ground Street, London.

HOr-WATEB BOILERS. SURREY SIDE, BL.'VCKFRIARS BRIDGE. PIPES, CONNECTIONS.

DILER.)

NEW PATENT "CLIMAX" BOILER (1874). See
p. 666, 1874, Gardeners' Chronicle.

"GOLD MEDAL" BOILER (Birmingham, 1872),

PATENT "EXCELSIOR" BOILER (1871).

1^* The largest and most complete Stock in the
Trade / upwards 0/ Twenty Thousand Pounds' worth
to choose from ,

Which c

WITLEY COURT" BOILER (Silver Medal 1872).

'TRENTHAM IMPROVED" BOILER, with Water-
way End and Smoke Consumer.

' TUBULAR," and every other Boiler of known merit

or excellence.

(^^ Prize Medal Awarded at the National Contest,

Birmingham, 1874.

MILL'S PATENT AUXILIARY FUEL ECONOMISER,
be attached to any ordinary Boiler. These Tubes are the greatest Economisers of Fuel and Preservatives of Boilers,

Fire-Bars, and Furnace Fronts ever yet introduced to the public.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED COMPLETE.
LIST PRICE on application ; or. Six Stamps for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, 4th EdilioD.
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WANTED, ORIENTAL PERFORATED
TILES, of Green Earthenware, \-^ inches square

and 2 inches thick, such as are used for Garden Seats. Any
person having some to Dispose of can hear of a Purchaser by
writing to

Mr. MARSH, Post-office, Footscrav, Kent.

JOHN MATTHEWS, ~The Royal Pottery,
f' Weston-super-Mare, Manufacturer of TERRA-COTTA
VASES, FOUNTAINS. ITALIAN BASKETS, BORDER
TILES, GARDEN POTS, of superior qualily, from i to

30 inches diameter, stand the frost, and seldom turn green.
ORCHID. FERN. SEED, and STRIKING PANS, RHU-
BARB and SEAKALE POTS. &c. Price Lists post-free.

Sheet of Designs. 6rf. Book of Designs, is.

BELGIAN GLASS for GREENHOUSES, &c.,
Can be obtained in all sizes and qualities, of

BETHAM & SON,
9, LOWER THAMES STREET. LONDON, E.G.

B. & S. have always a large Stock in London of 20-in. by
12-in., 20-in. by 14-in., 20-in. by i6-in., in i6-oz. and 21-oz.

LIMEKILN HEATING.

Principal Advantages—
GREAT ECONOMY of FUEL.
STEADINESS of HEAT.
NO NIGHT STOKING.

The perfect Success 0/ every Apparatus is Guaranteed.

Horticultural Buildings of all kinds.

Cowan Patents Company (Limited),

21, WHITEHALL PLACE, LONDON, S.W.,

and The Vineyard, Garston, near Liverpool.

H
Hotlioases. Hot-water Apparatus, ficc.

A^LLIDAY AND CO., Hothouse
and Hot-water App.\ratus RIanu-
ates and Plans free. Best Construction !

St Workmanship ! Catalogues free.

!, Barton Arcade, ^Lvnxhester.

AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES,
STE.-iM PLOUGHING MACHINERY,

ROAD LOCOMOTIVES, TR.\M\VAY LOCOMOTIVES,
STEAM ROAD ROLLERS.

AVELING & PORTER,
ROCHESTER, KENT; 72, CANNON ST., LONDON,

E.C. ; and 9, AVENUE MONTAIGNE, PARIS.

AVELING & Porter's ENGINES have gained the highest

Prizes at every important International Exhibition. The Two
Medals for Progress and Merit were awarded them at Vienna
for their STEAM ROLLERS and RO.AD LOCOMOTIVES:
and at the last trials of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England their AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES gained
the First Prize after e.\haustive trials, when one of their lo-horse

power Engines, fitted with single slide and ordinary link-

motion, indicated 3s-horse power, with a consumption of t/iree

eittd one-fifth Jtouitds o/conl^ftx horse-power per hour.

Latest Improvements In Heating by Hot Water.

THE IMPROVED CONICAL BOILERS,
for HEATING PINERIES, CONSERVATORIES,

GREENHOUSES, MANSIONS. HALLS. WARE^
HOUSES, &c.

These BOILERS arc adapted
for setting in Brickwork, or as
shown in sketch they require No

POLLARD AND CO. (late Bury
& Pollard, Successors to John R.
Peill, late Stephenson &Peill), Sole
Manufacturers of the Improved
CONICAL BOILERS, which
are in general use, and for their
durability and economy have at-

tained a celebrity far surpassing
any other Boilers ever invented.

Fi.xed at seats of Duke of New-
castle, Lord Belper, Lord Mid-
dlcton, &c. At Earl Sydney's
replaced, after being twenty years

promptly utcd.
Foi :ign

Bear Garden, Park Street, Southwark, London, S.E.

STEVENS'
TRENTHAM GREENHOUSE BOILER,

After lonff expencnre hns prn\ed the most SIMPI E
ECONOMICAL. EFFECTUAL, and LASIINU bUlLEK
extant ; recently much improved. For Illustrations, with
full particulars, apply to the Sole Makers,

F. & J. SILVESTER.
Castle Hill Foundry, Engineering and Boiler Worlcs,

Newcastle. Staffordshire.

iJS" Our Hollers are the only ones made with tlie sanction
and under the inspection of the inventor, Mr. Stevens— all
others beinj; base imitations.

GEORGE'S PATENT CALORIGEN,

Warming and Ventilatiri^ Small
Conservatories.

The only Gas Sto
n which the product of
c^mbu^tion is entirely
excluded from the Conser-

Made in Wrought Iron,

M.-jde in Copper, ;C5.
Height, 28 mches ; dia-

meter, 14 inches.
It will be found very

valuable in the Nursery or
Sick Room, Damp Build-

OfHces, &c. Exhibited
at the Exhibition of 1871
(Department of Scientific

Illustrated Prospectuses and Testim^

J. F. FARWIG AND CO., 36, Queen :

This Stove introduces a strong ci

{not burnt) fresh 3

\ on application.
t, Cheapside, E.C.
t of warmed

MESSEN GER and COMPANY'S
PATENT TUBULAR BOILER.—Nearly 3000 now

Coml II tl

ivledged
'Id Saddle, which

-t,^^ .>. .- ...- ^. .al, with the Tubub— powerful form of boiler. By the use of triangul
tubes a larger amount of heating surface is exposed

of the fire than in any other form of boiler. The
water-bridge (d) also receives the most intense heat. The
boiler is made of cast-iron, which is admitted to be the best
material as regards durability, strength, &c. In consequence
of the above advantages we are enabled to supply boilers with a
- =. of healmg-power at very moderate i^lcs. me
power of this boiler can at any future time be increased by adding
another row of tubes. Illustrated List free on application to

MESSENGER and COMPANY, Hot-Water Engineers
and Horticultural Builders, Loughborough.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County in England.
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER and CO

,

71, Cornhill. London, E.C, and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

Stoves for Greenhouses ! Portable ! Terra Cotta

'

pOBERT.S'.S PATENT PORTABLE
-«-»' TERRA COTTA STOVES give pure heat, without
attention, 54 hotirs or longer, for about id. for coal, or coal and
coke. Suitable for almost any purpose. See The Garden for

\ the best
March t, 1873 :—" Roberts'!; Patent Terra Cotta
and cheapest dry stove that has ever been invented
May be used in any plant-house without injury to the most
delicate plants." Prospectus, drawings, and authentic test!-
monials, can be had, and the Stoves can be seen in use and
ordered.on application to the patentee, THOMAS ROBERTS,

IIJ, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W.

JONES'S PATENT "DOUBLE I ^

SAiiiii.E r.nTi.ER,

These Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle
toilerwith the following improvements—viz., the water space
at back and over top of saddle increases the heating surface

P°n'T'T r D'-.'''-M"i "'J' '' " PATENT DOUBLE L SADDLEBOl LER will do about twice the amount of work with the same
quantity of fuel: the cost of setting is also considerably reduced,
and likewise the space occupied

; at the same time these Boilers
are simple m construction, and being made of wrought iron are
not liable to crack. They are made of the following sizes ;—

From Mr. Charles Young, Nurseries^ BaVuxm HiU,S.W.^
May 29, 1873.

" Having given your Patent ' Double L ' Boilers a fair trial
at my Nurseries, I beg to say that they are most satisfactory.
I consider them the best in use, and without doubt the most
economical of all boilers : they will burn the refuse of other
tubular boilers I have in work."

PRICE LISTS of HOT-WATER PIPES and CONNEC-
TIONS, with Boilers, of all sizes and shapes : or ESTULATES
for HOT-WATER APPARATUS, erected complete, will be
sent on application.

J. JONES AND SONS, Iron Merchants, 6, Bankside, South-
wark, London, S.E.
When ordering Boilers please re fer to the above advertisement.

N EXTRAORDINARY BOILER.—
During the Great Boiler Contest at Birmingham, in

1872, all Boilers were severely tested to prove their respective
merits. One test was, *' How long can each Boiler go without
Night Attention?" However, one Boiler proved this to a sur-
prising degree, as after being shut up for twelve hours (from
9 p.m. to 9 a.m.), it still retained its heat in rooo feet of4.inch
pipes, and yet h.ad more than i bushel of fire drawn from its
furnace in the morning— equal, in point of fact, to seventeen
hours of continuous firing What a boon to Gardeners. This
was THE CHAMPION, Deards' Patent Close Coil Boiler, for
Drawings and Prices of which send two stamps to

Messrs. DEARDS, Boiler Works, Harlow,
who now have their Boilers at work in every county of England
e.vcept three. Amateurs will also find THE WONDER, a
smaller kind of Boiler, equally as satisfactory, .and certainly
" the best thing" out. Awarded five First Prize Silver Medals.

GREEN'S PATENT
Wrought-iron Hot-water Boilers,

With Shelves and Hollow Grate Bars.

Specially adapted for heating Greenhouses, Conservatories,
Churches, Chapels, Schools, Public Buildings, Entrance

Halls, Warehouses, Workshops, &c.

TJiey are thi' neatest, eheapeii, most effective, and dnrablc of
any extant.

a&<t.<»A»-<;|

.=aCMT eLCVAIlQN LONCITUCINAL SECTION CR053 SECTION

Descripti\e Illustrated Priced LIST may be had free on
application to
THOMAS GREEN and SON, Sinithlield Ironworks

Leeds : and 54 and 55, Blackfriars Road, London, S E.
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WANTED, as GARDENER (Single-
MANDtD), aa active youiiK Man, of good chamcter,

^^ho thoroughly understands the profession.—H. BOYCE,
Clapham Road Nursery. StockwcU, S.W.

WANTED, a GARDENER (Single-
handed), in the Country, to take Charge of Kitchen

Garden, Grounds, Forcing-house, and Conservatory. Wages,
25^.; no house or perquibites.— Rlr. COX, Thirsk Terrace,
Northallerton, Yorkshire.

ANTED, as UNDER GARDENER,"^
strong, active Lad, age between iS and 20 ; one who

can take charge of a Farm Horse,—Apply, personally or by
letter, to VV. J. L., Pheasantfield, Willesden, near London.

WANTED, a FOREMAN (married).
Good furnished cottace and coals found.—W. A.

EMERY, Kilkea Castle, Co C.irlow, Ireland.

Nursery Foreman.

WANTED, IMMEDIATELY, a steady,
active. WORKING FOREMAN, who thoroughly

understands Outdoor General Nursery Work and Cropping,
and who can take Charge and direct the Work, and able to

take Orders and execute them,—Apply, with particulars, to

Mr. RALPH ROBSON, Weutworth Nurseries. He.vham.

WANTED, an experienced GENERAL
NURSERY FOREMAN ; also a good GROWER

and PROPAGATOR of Greenhouse and Bedding Plants.

State age, references, and wages required. —R. THORN HILL,
Bowdon Nurseries, Bowdon, Cheshire.

WANTED, a good FLOWER and
KITCHEN GARDENER, single : to have the care

of Vines. Wages, .^22, bo.ard and lodging. Boy to assist.

—

RECTOR, Ash, Sevenoaks.

WANTED, in a large Establishment, a
really good GROWER of PLANTS, and to .ict as

FOREMAN of Houses generally. One who has had some
experience in Growing for the London Market preferred.

—

Apply, by letter, stating age, references, and w.ages expected,
to S, W., Messrs. Gulliford & Son, Covent Garden Market,

WANTED, a strong, active Young MAN,
age not under 21, for General Garden Work. Must

have a good character. Wages, 18^. per week.—A. T, Frog-
more Lodge, St. Alban's.

WANTED, a SHOPMAN, in the Wholesale
Department of the Agricultural and Garden Seed

Trade
; must be experienced in executing orders.—Apply, with

references and wages required, to WARD .IND COMPANY,
Bristol.

To Seedsmen's Assistants.

MESSRS. HOGG and ROBERTSON have
Vacancies for TWO ASSISTANTS for COUNTER

andWAREHOUSE: both rau.st be well versed in their
Business, and be correct, active, and trustworthy. Characters
must bear investigation. Applicants to state experience and
age, salary expected, and to give references.—Seed Establish-
ment, 22, Mary Street, Dublin.

Seed Trade.

WANTED, an UNDER WAREHOUSE-
MAN and PACKER ; must thoroughly underst.and

Agricultural and all heavy Seeds, and be used to Packing
Sacks, S:c., also willing to make himself generalljr useful in
Cleaning Seeds. &c.—Apply, by letter only, stating wages
required, to Z,, Edward Witts, Esq., Architect and Surveyor,
16, Wormwood Street, City, E.C.

WANTED, as PORTER, in a Seed Ware-
house, a respectable, inlelligcnt young Man ; one who

experience of Window Gardening and Furnishing
^ .-vnnlv. hv le" - >.

t, ^ • , ^,

Office, \V.C.

has had s

preferred.—Apply, by letter,

TyANTED, a strong, active young Man, to

J,,^^ assibt in the \Varehouse ; age about i8 or 20.—Messrs.
NUTTING .1ND SONS, Co, Barbican, E.C.

WAN T PLA CES,
Head Gardeners.

TOHN LAING can at present recommend
^ with every contidence several energetic and practical
Men, of tested ability and lirst-rate character. Ladies and
Gemlemen in WANT of GARDENERS and BAILIFFS.
or GARDENERS for First-rate Establishments or Single-hand
Situations, can be suited, and have full particulars by applying
at Stanstead P.irk and Rutland Park Nurseries, Forest Hill,
London. S.E.

BS. WILLIAMS having at the present
• time several very excellent G.\RDENERS upon his

Register, is desirous of placing them in Situations where great
experience and trust are required. B. S. W. would at the same
tune beg to intimate that when a Gardener is applied for that
the tilling of the situation should be left with him, as that would
preveiit unnecessary correspondence and delay.—Victoria and
Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

r^ARDENER (Head), where two or more are^ kept.—Age 32, married, one child ; understands the
profession in all its branches. Good character.-G. W., Rose
Cottage, Hanger Hill, Ealing, W.

Pl-ARDENER (Head).—Has a thorough^ knowledge of Pines. Vines, Melons, Cucumbers, Stove
and Greenhouse Plants, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening.—
G. W., Post-office

. Woodford Green, N.E.

Q.ARDENER (Head).—Age 33, married;^ thoroughly practical in all branches of the profession.
Highest references. -G.ARDENER, Drummond & Sons,
Nurserj'men and Seedsmen , Stirling, N.B.

(^ARDENER (He.ad).— First-class Man;
>^, capable of taking the Entire Management of any Noble-man s or Gentleman's Place.-W. H,. Felton & Sons, Royal
Nurseries, Harborne Road, Birmingham.

(^ARDENER (HEAD).-Agc 36, married,
^"-^ two children

; good knowledge of the profession
generally. References and reason for leaving on application,
stating wages, &c., to the GARDENER, Goldsborough Hall,
Knaresborough, Yorkshire.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
/^ARDENER (Head), where a competentV^ person is required: age 33. married, three children.—
Thomas Jones, late Gardener to Mrs. Godman, Park Hatch,
Ot>dalming, Surrey, wishes for a re-engagement as above. No
objection to Land and Stock.—4, Trinity Place. Trinity Road,
East End, Finchley

Z::* ARDENER (Head). -Age 42, married, twoV^ children : well acquainted with the Culture of Pines.
Vines. Peaches, Cucumbers and Melons ; Stove and Green-
house Plants. Flower and Kitchen Gardening, &c. Nearly five
years' good character from last situation. Good reference as to
abilities.- SCOREY, 4. Chapel Street, Slough, Bucks.

/^ARDENER (Head).—Thoroughly com-VJ petent in all branches of the profession, having taken
many Prizes for Plants and Fruit at the London and Provincial
Shows. Six and a half years' good character from previous
employers, and five and a half years' from last.—C. M.. 40
Western Road, Ealing, Middlesex, W.

/^ARDENER (Head).—Married, twoV^ children
; thoroughly practical in the Management of

Pines, Grapes, Peaches, Melons, Strawberries, Mushrooms,
Stove and Greenhouse Plants, House Decoration. Flower,
Fruit, and Kitchen Gardening. Seven and a half years' good
character.—A. B., Mr. Marsden, Casiobury Gardens, Watford,

To Nobleman and Gentlemen.
(^ARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married, no
V-.* family ; has had good practical experience in all branches
of Gardening in Scotland and England; also at the Royal
Botanic, Kew : Early Forcing of Pines, Vines, Peaches,
F owers, and Vegetables ; h.as had the management of Large
! lower and Kjtchen Gardens, with extensive Pleasure Grounds.
Sixteen years' good character, as Head Gardener, from one
place. Has taken many Prizes for Fruit and Flowers at the
London and County Shows. First-class testimonials P
STODDART, West End HUI, near Southampton. Hants'

(^ARDENER (HEAD, Working).—Age 30
;

y-* understands Early and Late Forcing, Kitchen and
Flower Gardening.^F. MARTIN, Lattenbury Hill, St. Ives,

r^ARDENER (Head, Working).—Middle-
V--^ aged, one son (aged 17): thoroughly experienced in all
branches of the profession; first-class at Vines. Peaches, Melons
Mushrooms, &c.—A. B., Post-office, Groombtidge, Sussex.

GARDENER (Head, Working).- Married,
two children (aged 10 and 12) ; understands Land and

Stock. Ten years with Lord Selbome.-C. SMITH, Black-
moor, Alton, Hants.

GARDENER (Head), or FOREMAN in a
good place,—Age 31, married, cither Kitchen Garden,

Fruit, or Plant department; or General.— R. R., 124. Buck-
ingham PaKace Road, London, S.W.

G

/:j.ARDENER (Head, Working, or goodV^ Single-handed).—Ace 26, single. Good character.—
E. E.. 5. West Place, DuKvich Road, S.E.

ARDENER (Head, Working), where the
-^ services of a thoroughly practical Man are required.
—Age 30, married ; twenty years' experience in several first-
class esiabhshments ; has a thorough knowledge of Land and
Slock. Good references, &c—J. A,, The Gardens, Firgrove
Lodge, Weybridge, Surrey.

GARDENER (experienced, practical), where
taste and ability are required.—Age 39. married. Five

years in last situation. Good references.—GARDENER, 13,
Regent Grove, Leamington.

GARDENER.—Age 35, married ; thorough
practical knowledge of Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

Vines, Forcing Fruit, and Flower and Kitchen Gardenbg.
Good character.- A. B., 15, Whateiey Road, Penge, Surrey.

GARDENER.—Age 27, single ; thoroughly
experienced, good Plant Grower, Propagator, and Forcer

of Flowers and all Fruits. Can act as Salesman, Foreman, &c.,
if required. Good character.—W. S., i6, Chailes Street,
Kensington Square, London, W.

FOREMAN, in a Gentleman's Garden.-
Age ?4, single.—A. B., Post-office, Ash, Surrey.

FOREMAN, in a Gentleman's Establishment,
where the general routine of Gardening is thorouahly

carried out.—Age 25. Good reference.—D. J. S., Dingley
Gardens, Market Harborough.

FOREMAN, or SECOND, in a Gentleman's
Establishment.—Age 26 ; twelve years* experience in

first-class places. Good references.—W. J., i. Chapel Street.
St. John's Wood, N.W.

FOREMAN.—A Head Gardener wishes to
recommend his Foreman to any Nobleman's or Gentle-

man's establishment, where experience, trust, and confidence
are required. Thirteen years in good establishments. Age 26.
Highest testimonials given as to character and abilities. State

id whether to live on premises.—HEAD GARDENER
T. Burleigh, Si High Street, Wandsworth, S.W.

FOREMAN GROWER of Roses in Pots,
Vines, Camellias, Greenhouse and Soft-wooded stuff.

Seven years' good reference.—G. S., 25, Eleanor Road.
Waltham Cross, Herts.

FOREMAN or PROPAGATOR.—Used to
Growing laige quantities. Good references.—E. G., 15,

Myatt Road, Brixton, S.W.

MANAGER, or FOREMAN in a Nursery.
— Is a good Salesman, and has had long experience in

Plants, Seeds, &c.—H. R., 5t, Lome Road, Brixton, S.W.

"V'URSERY FOREMAN .nnd PROPAGA-
-*- * TOR.—Age 30, married ; fourteen years' good practical
e.\perience in the Trade. Two years' good character from
present bituation, and two years previous as Foreman in
Messrs. Wood & Ingram's Nursery, Huntb. under the General
fliaiiager.—A. Ij., The Nursery, Upper Tooting Park, Surrey.

JOURNEYMAN, or SECOND in a good
^ Establishment.—Age 22 ; eighteen months' good character
from present, and two years' from previous employers.— F. B.,
Obbabton Hall, near Hinckley, Leicestershire.

pROPApATOR, in a Nursery.—Under-
•*- slands the Management and Growing of Soft-wooded
Plants for Market, &c.-E. S., 21, Winifred Place, High Road,
rinchley. N.

/?! ARDENER and BAILIFF.-Middle-aged,
.^^ rnamed, no family; twenty years' practical experience
in all branches of Gardening, Laying-out New Grounds, and
Land and Stock. Character will bear the strictest investiga-
l ion.—W. WINCKWORl-H, Gloucester Road, New Earnet,N.

TMPROVER.—Age 17 ; three years' expe-
-•- rience. Good character.—HEAD GARDENER, The
Lodge, Bromley Common, Kent.

TMPROVER, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's
-1- Garden.—Age i8. Four years' good character Irom
present situation.—W. C, Sonning Eye, Reading, B erks.

TMPOVER, in the Houses, in a Gentleman's
J- Garden.—Age ig. Nearly four years' good character.

—

G. CURTIS, Colney Park, St. .-Uban's, Hert?.

To me Agricultural Seed Trade,
r IMPROVER, in a First-class House.—
i- Age 21. Warehouse work preferred. Nominal salary
nly required.— E. H.

, J. S. Ellis, 45. St. Mary Axe, E C.

fyo NURSERYMEN.—Wanted, byasteady
J- young Man, a situation in the Soft-wooded Department
also accustomed tp Shrub and Hardy Plant Growmg. Neigh-
bourhood of London preferred. Good references —G R i8
Holly Terrace, North Finchley, Middlesex, N.

M
Wholesale Seed Trade.

ANAGER, or TRAVELLER and COR-
RESPONDENT.-Has had =3 years' constant and
experience, and is thoroughly proficient in every branch

To the Seed Trade.

SHOPMAN, or MANAGER.—Twelve years'
experience in Leading Houses in the Trade ; well up in

Garden and -Agricultural Department. First-class references.
Sc.-L. F., Gan/fMfi-s' Ckroiticle Office, W.C.

HOPMAN (SECOND), or COUNTERMAN,
in the Wholesale or Retail.— First-class references.—M.,

Gardtiurs- Clironkle Office, W.C.

To Nuraerymen.
ALESMAN (Assistant), and IMPROVER

put-door Department.—Age 22 ; five years' experience,
"unbridge Wells.

s
Good references.—W. U.. The Nu

To Gentlemen Farmers and Others.

FARM or ESTATE BAILIFF (Working,
or otherwise].—Age 38, married, sober, active, and

obliging: thorough practical experience in Feeding, Breeding,
and Rearing of Stock, Sheep, &c. Also used to Agricultural
Machinery. Good testimonials.—F. JEFFERY, Henfield,
Sussex.

EPPS'S COCOA:
GRATEFUL—COMFORTING.

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern
the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful appli-
cation of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa. Mr. Epps
has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately-flavoured
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by
the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution may
be gradually built up until strong enough to resist every
tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak point. We
may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti-
fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame. "--C:V:7
Seyz>ice Gazetle.

KINAHAN'S LL WHISKY.
Kinahan & Co. find that, through the recommenda-

tion of the Medical Profession, the demand for their CELE-
BRATED OLD LL WHISKY for purely medicinal purposes
is very great. They think it will be satisfactory to the Public

read the following extracts of the Analysis of the LL Whisky
from the eminent analyst. Dr. Arthur Hill Hassall :

—
" I have very carefully and fully analysed samples of this

well-known and popular Whisky. The samples were soft and
mellow to the taste, aromatic and ethereal to the smell. The
Whisky must be pronounced to be pure, well-matured, and of
very excellent quality. The Medical Profession may feel full
confidence in the purity and quality of this Whisky."

20, Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street, London, W.

INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for ACIDITY of the STOMACH.
HEARTBURN. HEADACHE. GOUT and
INDIGESTION ; and the safest aperient for delicate
Constitutions, Ladies, Children, and Infants.

DINNEFORD and CO.,
17?, New Bond Street, London, and all Chemists.

D

HOLLOWAY'S OINTMENT and PILLS :

Better than a Fortune.—The study of disease, its

causes, and a perpetual search for its remedies, have anxiously
engaged the attention of philosophers from time immemorial,
yet this grand discovery was reserved for Holloway. His
purely Vegetable Extracts can be safely and effectually used by
all persons suffering from external or internal ailments. The
directions wrapped round every pot of Ointment and every box
of Pills are amply sufficient to guide the most diffident and
encourage the most timid. When illness makes its appearance
and remedies are eagerly sought after, none will be found more
effectual than Holloway's in alleviating and assuaging the pains
of the diseased and the afflicted. Both Ointment and Pills

purify and preserve.
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THE BOILER NOT THE ONLY MEANS FOR SAVING FUEL

By Royal Letters Patent. By Royal Letters Pa'ent.

4 pipes cold

4 pipes hot

pipes cold

3 pipes hot

3 pipes cold

II

6 rows of pipes.

4 pipes hot

4 pipes cold

Any 2, 4, or 6 pipes hot,

the remainder cold

6 rows of pipes. 8 rows of piijes.

A MUCH GREATER SAVING MAY BE EFEECTED BY ADOPTING

ORIWSON'S PATENT DIVISIONAL HOT-WATER APPARATUS.
It takes a given quantity of Fuel to Heat a given quantity of Water.

The Hot-water Engineer must provide sufficient piping for raising the heat to the required temperature

in the coldest weather. The variable temperature of the English climate renders it necessary during the

greatest part of the year to use only a part of the piping provided, consequently at such times there is a reduced,

quantity of water to be heated in the pipes, thus economising fuel to a very great extent,—hence the value of

my invention, which can be easily understood on reference to the accompanying diagrams.

This System can be easily applied to any Apparatus already fixed, and gives the Gardener, and not the

Stoker, full command over the temperature of his Hothouses, which he can at any time increase or diminish as

required. In addition to the above New System of Heating, there is no Boiler more eminently calculated for

Saving Fuel than

ORISON'S PATENT UPRIGHT TUBULAR CORNISH BOILER.
These Boilers are especially constructed for Cleansing the inside from Sediment at the leg or bottom of BoilePi

A variety of the best knoiun ]Vrought-iro}i Boilers always kept in Stoe/c.

HOT-WATER PIPES AND CONNECTIONS AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.

The best built Hothouses, Conservatories, &c., either in Wood or Iron, at the Lowest Prices.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES AND PRICE LISTS ON ALPLICATION.

HENRY ORMSON,
HORTICULTUR.^L BUILDER and HOT-WATER APPARATUS ENGINEER,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

Editorial Communicalions should be addressed to " The Editor ; " Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, ^\, Wellinston Street. Covent Garden, London, W.C.
Printed by William Richards, at the Office of Messrs. Bradbury, Agnew, & Co. , Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published by the

lid William Richards, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, October 7, 1876.
Agent for Manchester—John Hevwood. Agents for Scotland— Messrs. J. Menzie": & Co., Edinburgh and Glasgow.
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tection?.. .. .. 496

' Royal Horticultural So-
Florists' flowers .. .. 490 ciety, the
Foreign correspondence . 490 Scarlet Runner Beans .

.

Fruit crops, this season's 497 Societies :
—

Funguspoisonand fungus
j

Cryplogamic of Scot-
annihllators .

.

.

.

496 land .

.

Garden operations .. 490 1 Southport, judging at ..

Glass, toughened .

.

495
' Trees within trees (with

Grape, Madresfield Court I cuts)
Black Muscat .. .. 498 Tropa;olum Lobbianum .

Heating, limekiln .

.

496 1 Vegetables, ancient legu-
Hepatica, double white . 494 |

minous ..

Insect transformation .

.

490 |
Villa garden, the .

.

Judges and judging .. 49a
j

Wasps
Kew, herbaceous plants Waste not, want Jiot

at 493 I
Weather, the

Law notes . . . . .

.

501 Zonal Pelargoniums, va-
Lilyof the Valley, forcing 494 ' rieyaled

Subscribers who wish to have "The
Gardeners' Chronicle" forwarded DIRECT
FROM THE OFFICE are respectfully in-

formed that payment MUST BE MADE IN

ADVANCE.

Now ready, price in cloth 16s.,

J^HS GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
J- VOLUME /or JANUARY to JUNE, 1S76.

W. RICHARDS, 4». Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

OYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
South Kensington, S.W.

The DATES of the FRUIT and FLORAL COM-
MITTEES' MEETINGS for the year 1S77 are lixed as
follows :—

I
MAY 2 and i6
JUNE 6 and 2

lULV 4 and li

1 AUG. I and 15,

N.B.—The SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE will

same Dates from January to July (inclusive), and in November
and December.

JANUARY 17.

FEBRUARY 14

MARCH 7 and 2

APRIL 4 and 1

I
SEPTEMBER 5,

OCTOBER 3.

NOVEMBER 7,

I
DECEMBER 5.

Hyacinths, Tulips. Crocus, Gladioli, ftc.

OUR REVISED LIST for 1876
is now ready, and will be handed to all Gardeners

and Amateurs, post-fiee, on application.

ANT. ROOZEN and SON, Overveen. near Haarlem, Holland.

Notice I Notice ! — Hyacinths, Tulips, &c.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S
Descriptive CATALOGUE of DUTCH and other

FLOWERING ROOTS is now ready, post-free on application.

Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

Dutcli Flower Roots.
ESSRS. W. ROLLISSON and SONS'
CATALOGUE for tS76 is now ready, and can be had

free upon application.

The Nurseries, Tooting, London, S.W.

M
Dutch and other Flowering Bulbs.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS beg to draw
attention to their very large and superior importations of

these, and will be happy to send their priced Catalogue post-free

on application. 108, Eastgate Street, Chester.

ATALOGUES. — His Excellency Pierre
Wolkenstein will feel greatly obliged if Nurserymen and

Seedsmen will kindly send him their Catalogues. They should
be forwarded {by post) to

S. E. PIERRE WOLKENSTEIN, Secrftaire de la Societe'

Imperiale d'HorticuIture de Russie, St. Petersburg.

ABBAGE PLANTS.—For Sale, a first-rate
lot of Early Cabbage Plants, in lots of 5. rods and

upwards. Apply at Barn Elms Farm, Barnes, Surrey.

Wood Engraving.
W. G. S,.:l I T H, ARTIST and

1 Wo..^, IS, Mildmay Grove, London, N.M
BICK RADCLYFFE and CO. have every

SUNDRY for the Wholesale Trade :—Bouquet Papers.
Wreaths, Crosses, Dried Flowers, Bleached and Coloured
Grasses, Cape Flowcirs, Gnaphaliums, Metal Wreaths, Raphia,^
Labels, Flower-sticks, Fern Cases, Aquariums. Virgin C''

.

Hyacinth Glasses. List on application, which every buyer
should see and compare before ordering elsewhere.

128 and 179, High Holbom, London, W.C.

To tlie Trade.

TELEGRAPH CUCUMBER SEED
(True).—James Dickson & Sons can offer as above.

Price on application.

108, Eastgate Street, Chester.

Pines, Flues, Pines.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to offer well-
• established Plants of all the best kinds, including

Prince Albert, Charlotte Rothschild, Smooth Cayenne, itc.

Particulars and prices upon application to

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper HoHoway, London, N.

RUIT TREES.— Standard and Pyramid
Cherries, Apples, Pears and Plums, from 701. per 100 ;

Gooseberries, 3-yr. to 5-yr. , zoos, to ixos. per 1000 ; Currants,

3-yr. 10 5-yr., 6oj. to 8oj. per 1000.

T. EVES. Gravesend Nurseries.—Established tSio.

RCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in
Pots :—Peaches, Nectarines. Plums. Pears, Appes, Figs,

Apricots, Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH. Nurseryman and Seed Merchant,

Worcester.

Public Notice.—Fruit Trees.
For Information upon the Planting. Pruning, and general

Man.igement of Fruit Trees, see

SCOTT'S URCHARDIST— 3.?. 6rf. free
Every description of Nursery Stock grown largely,

SCO T T, The Nurseries, Merriott, Somerset.
J,

Dr. Maclean Pea.

CHARLES TURNER has harvested a good
stock of this line Pea. Price to the Trade on application.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

AWS, or THORN QUICK SEED.—
Sound Haws, fit for sowing at present, or spring coming,

guaranteed free from soil or other mixture, and thoroughly well
preserved. About 30 tons on hand. For lowest prices apply to

GRANT ,\.ND CO., Park Nurserj-, Portadown, Ireland.

ORANGE, CITRON,
TREES, on stems 2 to (llbet,

Price 5J. each.

E. COOLING. Mile Ash Nur

and LEMON
nice little heads

, Derby.

Special Culture ot Fruit Trees and Roses.

THE DESCRIPTlVEandII.LUSTR.-\TED
CATALOGUE of FRUITS (by Tiiom m, Rn bksj is

now ready : also CATALOGUE of Select ROSES. Post-free
on application.

THOMAS RIVERS and SON, Sawbridgewonh, Herts,

To tlie Trade.

STANDARD and DWARF ROSES of the
leading sorts-splendid Plants, no better in the Trade,

well-ripened wood—about t5,ooo Standards and 5000 I>warfs,

guaranteed true to name. For lowest prices apply to

GRANT AND CO.. Park Nursery, Portadown, Ireland.

Roses, Frtvlt Trees, Evergreens, &c.

WILLIAM FLETCHER'S CATALOGUE
is now ready, and may be had post-free on application.

The Nursery Stock generally is very fine, healthy, and well-

rooted. Early orders are respectfully solicited.

Ottershaw Nurseries, Chertsey, Surrey.

Roses, Fruit Trees. Conifera, &c.

CHARLES TURNER'S New CATA-
LOGUE of the above is now ready, and can be had

post-free on aplication.

The Royal Nurseries, .Slough.

Trade List of Roses, Fruit Trees, and a Variety of
other NURSERY STOCK.

GEORGE GRAY and SON will be glad to
forward the above to applicants post-free.

Nurseries, Urox, Ottershaw, Chertsey, Surrey.

wANTED, TAMARIX, about 3 feet,

D J. BROWN, Nurserymen, Stamford.

WANTED, 5000 GENERAL JAQUEMI-
NOT ROSE TREES (Dwarf). Sute quantity to

sell and cash price to

E. P. CHARLWOOD, Lower Common, Putney, Surrey.

ANTED, small Green AUCUBAS in
Berry, Seedling BRIARS for Stocks, strong Standard

APPLES. E. COOLING. Derby.

WANTED, ASH, 4 to 5 feet, or higher
;

good stout plants. Send sample, price, and quantity, to

J CHEAL AND SONS, Lowfield Nurseries, Crawley, Sussex.

WANTED, Strong Seedling THORNS, &.c.

State lowest price. Samples received, if carriage free,

up to November i.

WANTED, one or two good HANDY MEN for the

JOSEPH TREMBLE and SONS, Penrith.

FRUIT TREES WANTED.—APPLES :

Alfriston, Keswick, Suffield, Tanr Montgomery, Haw-
thomden. Ecklinvillle Seedling (Logan), Dockney, B.arnhill,

Quinn's Crab, Pott's Seedling, Blenheim Orange, Dumelow's
Seedling, Nelson's Glory, Northern Greening, Stirling Castle,

Warners King. PEARS: Cinnamon, Williams' Bon Chretien,

Citron des Carmes, Lammas (Crawford), Dunmore. PLUMS :

Orleans, Washington. White and Red Maghul, Prince Engle-

bert, and Victoria. Slate age, prices and qnanlity to

GRANT ANi» CO., Nurserymen, Portadown, Ireland,

sUTTON'S EXHIBITION HYACINTHS,
6y.. gj.. iw.. i8j. and 245. per dozen. Cultural Instruc-

tions on application.

a UTTON 'S CHOICE TULIPS,
^^ Mi,\ed, from 7s. 6(f. per 100. Named sorts, iS^. per 100.
Cultural Instructions on application.

GUTTON'S FINE DUTCH CROCUS,^ 2J , 3J., and 45. per 100 Cultural Instructions on appli-

UTTON'S FRESH IMPORTED BULBS
have arrived in splendid condition, and are now ready

for delivery.

QUTTON'S AUTUMN CATALOGUE,^ Gratis and Post-free. "The most complete work of its

kind yet published."

UTTON AND SONS, The Queen's Seeds-
men, Reading.s

PANSY SEED (Fancy and Show).—Special
Offer to the Trade, on application.

nOWNIE AND LAIRD, Nurserymen, .Seedsmen, and
Florists, 17, Frederick Street, and Royal Winter Gardens,
Edinburgh.

QPRING FLOWERS and SPRING GAR-O DENING.— For a List of the best Plants for above
purposes, at very low prices, please see our advertisement in
last issue. CATALOGUES post-free
WM. CLIBRAN and SON. Oldfield Nursery. Altrlnchara.

CENTAUREA GYMN OCARPA
PLUMOSA. of dwarfer growth and more silvery leafage

than gymnocarpa : strong Seedlings pricked off in store pots,
2i. per do^en ; 7i. per 50 ; t2S. per 100.

_ Mr. MARRIOTT, Mellish Road, Walsall.

N~EAP"0LITAN VIOLETS, strong flowering
plants, for pots or frames, ^s. per dozen, 32,1. per los

;

other sorts 3-c. to 6^. per dozen. Trade price on application
W. RUMSEY, Joynings' Nurseries, Walihnm Cross. N.

SPIR^A (HOTEIA) JAPONICA,
very strong clumps for forcing, equal if not superior to

foreign, .^lo per looo.

SPIR.EA PALMATA, fine crowns forforcing, 75J. : smaller,
25J. to 505. per 100.

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot.

Hardy Garden Flowers.

JOHN MOORE'S Illustrated CATALOGUE
f' of SPRING GARDEN and HARDY GARDEN
FLOWERS is now ready, post-free to any address on receipt
of ^i. in stamps.

56, Market Place, Warwick.

To the Trade.
pLEMATIS JACKMANNI, nice healthy
V^' plants, ij; to 2ji feet high. 755. per 100.

THOMAS CRIPPS and SON, Tunbiidge Wells Nurseries,
Kent.

ZONAL GERANIUMS for Sale, taken up
from open ground. So'rls and price on application to

E. COOLING, Derby.

ACORNS (American Oak, Quercus coccinea),
in splendid condition, for Sale. Also Cones of Libani and

Alias Cedars.
E. HASTIER, 6, Water Street, New Bridge Street, EC.

To tlie Trade.

HAND F. SHARPE'S Special Priced LIST
• of HOME-GROWN GARDEN and AGRICUL-

TURAL SEEDS of tS76 growth, is now ready, and may be
had on application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech,

To the Trade.

TAMES BIRD, Nurseryman, Downham,
has to offer e.vtra fine Standard MAVDUKE and other

CHERRIES.

^INES, VINES, VINES.—The Subscribers
have a large and very fine stock of Vines, perfectly

ripe and suitable for fruiting in pots or planting.

A LIST with prices will be forwarded on application lo

WM. THOMSON and SONS, Tweed Vineyard, Galashiels.

Pot Vines.

THE COWAN PATENTS COMPANY
beg to call attention to their large and excellent Stock of

young VINES, which are in first-rate condition, and now ready
for sending out. List^of Varieties and Prices post-free.

upplied.
- Liverpool.

B
Vines, Vines, Vines.

S. WILLIAMS begs to announce that his
GRAPE VINES this year are unusually fine, and

)w ready for distribution.

For Detailed List, see Bulb Catalogue,

ia and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

WAGSTAFF'S PATENT UPRIGHT
TUBULAR SADDLE BOILERS.

Patentee : J. G. WAGSTAFF, Dukinfield, Ashton-undec-

Lyne.
Wholesale Agents : WOLSTENCROFT BROS, and CO.,

46, Ludgate Hill, London, E.C.
Priced LIST post-free on application.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Bulbs from Holland.

J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38. King Street,

t G.arden.W.C, every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, and
SATURDAY, during October, commencing at half-past 12

o'clock each day. consignments of first-class DUTCH BULBS
arriving weekly from well-known farms in Holland.
May be viewed the mornm^s of Sale, and Catalogues had.

The Collection of E^tabUsbecl OrcMds of
E. G. WRIGLEY. Esq., of Bury. Lancashire.

MR. J. C. STEVENS has been favoured
with instructions from E. G. Wrigley, Esq., to ofTer

for SALE by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King
.Street, Covent Garden, W.C. on THURSDAY and FK IDAY,
October 19 and 20. and TUESDAY. October 24. at half-pa.st

12 o'clock prcciselv ea-;h day. without the least reserve, his

entire Collection of ORCHIDS. Amongst other fine things
will be found splendid plants of the following varieties, all in

the best possible health :
—

Ada auranliaca
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Eoae Hill Nursery, Derby.
In Liquidation

—

Re George Cooper.

HIGHLY IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE of NUR-
SERY STOCK, together with the whole of the GREEN-
HOUSES, extra large FRAMES and PITS, the whole
being newly built, and so arranged as to be easily removed.

MESSRS. AULT and SPRECKLEY are
favoured with instructions from the Trustees of Mr.

George Cooper to SELL by AUCTION, on TUESDAY.
October 24. and three following days, as above, the NURSERY
STOCK, consisting of over 10.000 choice dwarf-trained Fruit
Trees, Standard and Pyramid Pears. Apples, Plums, Cherries,

&c., thousands of Dwarf and Standard Roses, about 50.000
Wanetti Stocks, splendid stuff; Rhododendrons, Thuja aurea,
Wellinglonias, Cedars, Cupressus, Pinus, Piceas, Aucubas, and
a good general stock ; also the whole of the Plants in the
Houses, which are a splendid collection, consisting in part of
Specimen Ixias, Allamandas, Stephanotis, Eucharis ama-
zonica, &c., together with a large collection of young
Marketable Plants, &c.

Catalogues may be had ten days prior to Sale, from the
Auctioneers, St. Mary's Gate, Derby.

Wallln^oD, near Carshalton, Surrey.
To FLORISTS, PRIVATE GENTLEMEN, and OTHERS,
GENUINE SALE of STOVE and GREENHOUSE

PLANTS, consisting of large and small Camellias, in Tubs
and Pots; specimen A7aleas, Orchids, Ferns, Croton varie-

patum, and many hundreds of other choice Specimens.

MR. HEALY will SELL the above by
AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises. NValling-

ton Lodge, near Carshalton, on WEDNESDAY, October =5,

at II for 12 o'clock precisely.

May be viewed, and Catalogues had, seven days prior to the
Sale, on the Premises ; and of Mr. HEALY, Surveyor and
Auctioneer, 6, Gray's Inn Place, W.C. Trains from Victoria

—

10,48 to Carshalton, and 10.24 to Wallington Station, five

minutes' walk from the place of Sale.

See the ne.\t following Advertisement.
N.B. Mr. HEALY is instructed to DISPOSE OF, by

PRIVATE TREATY, on very moderate terms, the commo-
dious FAMILY RESIDENCE, with capital Modern Stabling,

Conservatory, Greenhouses, and upwards of three Acres of
Pleasure Ground, beautifully laid out as Plantation, Lawns,
Roscry, Flower and Kitchen Gardens.

Full particulars wdl be sent on application.

Wallington, near Carshalton, Surrey.
SUPERIOR OAK FURNITURE, BILLIARD TABLE,

PH.ETON, and SUNDRIES.

MR, HEALY is instructed to SELL by
AUCTION, on WEDNESDAY, October 23, at ti for

12 o'clock precisely, at Wallington Lodge (five minutes' walk
from Wallmgton Station), a well-manufactured Suite of
Polished Oak Library FURNITURE, upholstered in Crimson
Morocco, .1 French BILLIARD TABLE, fittings and seats,

crimson Rep and other WINDOW CURTAINS, a nearly new
PH/F.TON (for single or a pair), superior Sets of Single and
Double HARNESS, and some MISCELLANEOUS
EFFECTS, the property of the Proprietor, who is removing
from the Estate.
May be viewed and (Catalogues had, as precisely stated in

the ne.xt preceding advertisement.

wANTED, IMMEDIATELY, a VEGE-
TABLE and FLOWER SEED BUSINESS : good
Trade ; capable of e.vtension. IMidland or populous
Letter only, confidential,

D. BATH, 42, High Street, Bristol,

PARTNERSHIP, or FOR SALE, a
FLORIST'S BUSINESS, established 77 years, con-

sisting of Four Greenhouses heated by hot water, long ranges of
Pits, and about an acre of ground stocked principally with
Roses for cut bloom : nine miles from Covent Garden Market.

—

Particulars of J. D. G. , Post-office, Ashbourne, Derby.

To Noblemen, Gentlemen, and Florists.

TO BE SOLD by TENDER.
FRUIT TREES. —.-Mjout 200 Peaches, Nectarines,

Apricots, Plums, Pears, Apples, Cherries, and Grapes, selected
from the best growers of sorts, and all guaranteed true to
name, averaging about si-x years' growth, all well set with
bloom, and in fine condition. The trained wall-trees and
espaliers are well suited for the forcing or Orchid-house, each
covering a large space and in full bearing ; they number about
one-third, the remainder being pyramids.
A quantity cf ROSES, of best sorts. PLANTS IN POTS,

and two GREENHOUSES.
Can be viewed any day (Sunday excepted) from 9 to 120'Clock,

or particulars obtained by letter. Tenders to be delivered oil

or before 12 o'clock, October 28.

The FREEHOLD to be SOLD or LET'for BUILDING.
H. D., 12, Oxney Villas, St. John's Road, Upper Holloway,

London, N.

Seed Business.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, a good and
improving SEED BUSINESS, situated in the market

pl.ace of a large Market Town. First-class Land in the neigh-
bourhood can be obtained, to combine a Florist and Nursery
Business. A small capital required, and many special advan-
tages to be obtained. Rent of premises low. on a short lease.

Apply to H. L., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

Important to Florists, Gardeners, and Others.

TO BE L E T, at a Low Rent and Small
Premium. sM ACRES of GARDEN LAND. 1000

FRUIT TREES, DWELLING-HOUSE, SHEDS, Five
GREENHOUSES, 400 feet long by 12 feet wide, heated by
hot-water apparatus. Apply to

Mr. WOODS, Auctioneer, Hounslow,

HOTHOUSES TO BE LET.— In the City
of Bath, to be LET at a moderate Rent, HOTHOUSES,

recently and scientifically constructed, and specially arranged
for the Culture of Grapes, with Ninety choice VINES planted.
Si-xty of them now in full bearing, and some young Vines. Also,
about 2000 MAIDENHAIR FERNS, in pots for forcing,

ROSES, CAMELLIAS. AZALEAS, &c. Also a small sur-
rounding GARDEN, and the GOOD-WILL of an ESTA-
BLISHED BUSINESS for the Sale of Grapes, Fern fronds,
&c. The Owner's ill-health obliges him to Let.

^Apply to Mr. WATHEN. Wallington. Surrey.

MULBERRY TREES.—Nearly looo of the
above, including fifty very handsome Bearing Trees, and

other NURSERY STOCK, for Sale cheap ; the subscribers
being about to relinquish business.

The LEASE of NURSERY TO LET.
Apply to WOOD AND SONS, 172, Old Kent Road, S.E,

Pine English 'Ve-ws, 1 to 6 feet.WAND J. BROWN have a few hundreds
• of the above to offer, cheap.

Stamford and 0.akham Nurseries.

To the Trade.T ILIUM AURATUM, fine sound English-
-L^ grown roots : double and single SNOWDROPS, large
yellow DUTCH CROCUS. We hold large stocks of the
above. Samples and prices on application to

F. SANDER AND CO., Seed Growers, St. Albans.

rriHREE TREE FERNS, in No. i large-
J- sized pots, for Sale :—Alsophila e.xcelsa, fronds from 8 to

9 feet long
; Dicksonia antarctica, fronds from 4 to 6 feel long ;

Cibotium princips. Apply to
The GARDENER, The Quarry , Sevenoaks. Kent.

Pansles and Violas, Beddlns.THOMAS S. WARE'S AUTUMN
CATALOGUE of the above, including Carnations

Picotees, Pinks, P.-eonies. Phloxes, Delphiniums, Roses, and
for Immediate Planting, is now ready, Irce upon

applic

Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, Londo

from
To the Trade,

OPRUCE, 100,000, twice transplanted,
»^ I to 2^ feet. Samples and Price List of Fores
Seedlings on application to
PETER BLAKE, Nurseryman, Summerhill, Enfield.

RHUBARB ROOTS—RHUBARB ROOT.S— RHUBARB ROOTS. — For Sale, 5000 strong
I.innxus Rhubarb Roots. Apply to

W. EARL, Farmwood Nursery, ne.ar Newport, Men,

SWEET VIOLETS, SVVEET VIOLETS.—
Marie Louise. Blandyanum, Victoria Regina. King of

Violots, Reine des Violettes, double and single Neapolitan,
White Czar, in good clumps, suitable for Potting, Forcing, or
forming Beds or Clumps in flower garden, 6j per dozen, 40J.
per 100. Small pLants, one of each variety, free by post for
51. Trade price on application.
FREDERICK PERKINS, Regent Street, Leamington.

Planting Season.

E BURGESS begs to offer the following :—
• Strong Standard. Pyramid, and Dwarf-trained FRUIT

TREES, ROSES. Evergreen and Deciduous Flowering
SHRUBS, English OAK, ELMS, and LIMES, up to 10 feet.
Larch and Spruce FIRS, and a general NURSERY STOCK.

The Nurseries, London Road, Cheltenham.

Winter Flowering Orchids.

CALANTHE VESTITA RUBRA OCCU-
LATA from 91. to loj. per dozen bulbs; PLEIONE

WALUCHIl, 181. per dozen ; CYPRIPEDIUM INSIGNE,
flowering plants, iSj. per dozen. Appiv

S. WOOLLEV, Nurseryman, Cheshunt, Herts.

Notice.

TUBEROSE ROOTS.—Ready for Delivery
in December. The prices are as follows :

—
Dnuble white .. ,. i8j. per loo, zs. 3a'. per dozen.
Single white . . . . 13s. „ 15. grf. .,

Early Orders are earnestly requested. Cash.
VICTOR LANGLOIS, l^nrjeryman, Jersey.

M
Lapagerla alba (true).

ESSRS. THOMAS CRIPPS AND SON
have a few healthy, well-established Plants of the

i%*e to offer, some of which are showing bloom, in 5-in. 10
,n. pots. Price, three, five, seven, to twelve guineas each.

Tunbridge Wells Nu s, Kent

JAMES DICKSON AND SONS beg to draw
attention to their large and excellent stock of EVER-

GREENS of all sizes, and in the very best transplanted condi-
tion for safe removal. Their Nursery Stock generally is un-
equalled for quality, variety

' Newti Chestei

MYOSOTIS DISSITIFLORA (true).—
Good, strong-rooted Cuttings of the above, gu.aranteed

to make a good display of bloom in the spring ; can be supplied
at 4J. per loo, 30J. per 1000. Cash with order. Sample sent if

W. H. CUTTS, Seed Gr( Kelvedo

To the Trade,W TRIGG, Hook Hill, Woking Station,
• Surrey, offers the following:—

GREEN HOLLIES, 6 to o inches, 40J. per 1000: la to
i3 inches, 15J, per 100 ; iJ4 to 2 feet, 301. per 100 ; 2 to
feet, 75^. pe

YEWS. 2 to 3 feet, 60J. per 100 : 3 to <

CRAB STOCKS, 8000 good, 40J. per
Cash prices.

feet. 75J, per i

MR. A. VAN GEERT'S very interesting
New CATALOGUE (of upwards of 125 pages) of NEW

PLANTS and GENERAL NURSERY STOCK, is now
being distributed, and will be forwarded free to all persons
wishing to favour the Firm with their orders.

Agents in London : Messrs. SILBERRAD AND SON.
The Nurseries, Ghent, Belgium.

CABBAGE PLANTS, SEEDS, ROOTS,&c.,
of all kinds, for the Farm or Garden. " Gee's superior

Bedfordshire-grown Plants and Seeds have attained much
celebrity:" vide Bedford Mercury, July 29, 1876. "The
soils of the district offer facilities enjoyed at few places for
bringing away plants, &c., and under the skill and perse-
verance of Mr. F. Gee they arc turned to good account:"
vide Agricultural Gazette. July 31, 1876. See other opinions
of the Press, also a Treatise on the Cabbage. CATA-
LOGUES, lowest prices, &c., on application to FREDERICK
GEE, Seed and Plant Grower. &c., Biggleswade, Beds.

SPRING BEDDING.—Arabis, Aubrietias,
Canterbury Bells, Dactylliselegantissima, Iberis, Myosotis

Phlox frondosa, Polyanthus. Sweet Williams and Wailflowerb.
strong plants, 15. per dozen, Sj. per 100 ; variegated Arabis, Auri-
culas, Brompton Stocks, Cheiranthus alpina. Delphinium formo-
stim, Lupinus. and Viola Perfection, is. bd. per dozen ; Geniiana,
Helleborus, Hepaticas, Pansies, Double Primroses, Thymus
aurea, and Violets, is. 6d. to ^s. per dozen.
R. THORNHILL, Bowdon Nurseries, Bowdon, Cheshire.

THE GARDENERS' ROYAL BENE-
VOLENT INSTITUTION.

NOTICE is hereby given that an Addition will be made to
the LIST of PENSIONERS in January next. All persons
desirous of becoming t'andidates are required to send in their
applications to the Gommiltee on or before November 13 next,
after which date they will not be received.

By order EDWARD R. CUTLER, Secretary,
14, Tavistock Row, W.C.-Oct. g.
P.S. Printed Forms of Applicauon may be obtained from

the Secretary.

EBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist. Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS;

also Plants of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of
different colours ; AURICULAS, both Single and Double with
every sort of Early Spring Flowers. LIST on application,

Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

EBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERT.S,
PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS,
sties Irom Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

w
LISTS of th.

WF. BOFF offers fine sountj DUTCH
• BULBS at the followbg prices :- HYACINTHS,

mixed. 2j. per dozen ; named. 3.t. and +t. per dozen. TULIPS,
named, SJ. per loo : common mixed, 2j. per loo ; choice mixed,
3S. per 100, SNOWDROPS, as. 6rf. per loo. CROCUS,
yellow, blue, white, striped, or mixed, i^. per too.

203, Upper Street. Islington, N.

Cherry Trees tor Sale.

MESSRS. J. THOMAS and SON have to
offer yo'xi fine, strong, and clean grown Standard

CHERRY TKEES ; also a large stock of Standard and
Pyramid PLUM, PEAR, APPLE, and WALNUT TREES-
trained PEACH TREES and FRUIT BUSHES : Drumhead
and other CABBAGE PLANTS, &c. Prices on application at
the Nursery, Rodmersham, Sittingboume, Kent.

AUL AND SON, The "Old" Nurseries,
Cheshunt, Hens. These Nurseries established in i3o<;.

ROSES, FRUIT TREES, EVERGKEENS, FOREST
TREES, and all Hardy Plants, DUTCH and other BULDS,

Ca.1)b!tge Plants. Cabbage Plants.

MESSRS. VIRGO AND SON can now
supply, in any quantities, the following sorts:—Eailv

Kattcrsea, Pollen's Nonpareil, and Enfield Market, at 3s. 6,1
per 1000; Robinson's Drumhead, at 3J. per looo. ail good,
strong, healthy plants, delivered on rail. Post-office Orders
must accompany all orders from unknown correspondents.

Wunersh Nursery, Guildford, Surrey.

Camellias, Azaleas, Rhodoclendrons, &c,
JAPERS, Nurseryman, Loochristy' near

• Ghent, Belijium, begs to call attention to his fine Collec-
tion of well-grown plants, consiiting of Camellias. Azalea
indica. Azalea Mollis, Hardy Ghent Azaleas, Rhododendrons
and Kalmia latifolia. Priced descriptive CATALOGUE sent
free on application to

Messrs. R SILBERRAD and SON, s. Harp Lane, Great
rStri , London, EC.

Hyacinths and other Bulbs for Forcing.
DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS and SPRINT FLOWERING

PLANTS for SPRING GARDENING

APRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
of the best Bulbs and Plants for above purposes, post-

free. Prices uiider any of the leading houses for Bulbs. &c., of
the same quality. Collections of Bulbs for forcing, ids. 6d. and
ms.

: do. for planting. los. 6d. and 21s, ; do. of spring flowerine-
plants. 10^. 6^. and 2i.r

f
6 s

WM. CLIBRAN and SON. Oldfield Nursery. Altrincham.

r> EGAL PELARGONIUMS. — Beauty ^f
t Oxton. Captain Raikes. Queen Victoria, and Mnric

Lemoine. good-rooted plants, the set of four for 5.1., free by
post on receipt of Post-office Order or postage stamps. Trade
price on application.

FREDERICK. PERKINS, Nurseryman, Regent Street,

Haws, Poplars of soyts. Limes, Acsr Megundo
VARIEGATA, &.C.

THOMAS S. WARE has a Uv^e stock of
the above and oilier well-grown SHRUBS. TREES,

and ROSES, to offer this season. Inspection solicited. Sizt»,
price, and other particulars, on application.

Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, London.

J^ARLY SPRING FLOWERsI
PRIMROSES, double, Lavender, Yellow, Purple, Wliile, and

King Theodore. 6*. per dozen ; 40J. per loo.

,, Single, White Purity, and Magenta Queen, 4s. per dozen
:

30J. per 100
PRIMULA INTERMEDIA, as figured in r/ifC(!>-*«, July 8,

„ IN lERMEDIA ALBA, ij. 6,1 each.

„ AMrENA GRANDIFLORA, clumps from ground, 9s,

Collection, 12 varieties, double and single PRIMROSES, to

FREDERICK PERKINS, Nurseryman, Regent Street,

FOR SALE, m.ignificent specimen of
MUSA ENSETE, in 30-inch pot, stands ro feet high,

le,avcs 6 to 7 feet long. Also fine plants of MUSA CAVEN.
DlSHll, CYCAS REVOLUTA, LIVISTONIA and other
PALMS, PANDANUS VEITCHIl, and other Duplicate and
Surplus Plants, for which the owner has no room. For further
particulars-, address
PRIVATE, Box No. 23, Post-office, Llanelly, Carmarthen-

Richmond Nurseries, Richmond, Suriej.

GAND W. STEELL have great pleasure
• in calling the attention of their numerous Cuitomers to

their extenMvc a.Hl valu.ible Stock, consisting of all kinds of
EVEKl'.n r-: .1 inxTDUOUS trees, SHRUBS, and
CREI I! i 1 and Dwarf ROSES. FRUIT and
FORI - I

I ilERlCAN PLANTS, &c, which they
can ill. "'. for their fine growth and moving
qiialiU'- . .\!:^ -.:. - .1 q.iantitvof fine ripened .Sir Harry and
Sir Chjrles N.i|.iier SIKAWBERKY PLANTS, in pots for

Special prices will be given, upon application, where large
quantities are required.
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NE^?S^ AZALEA INDICA.
NOW BEING SENT OUT

BULBS OF ALL K INDS.

NEW PLANT andluLB COMPANY
Beg to inform their friends that their

CATALOGUE IS NOW READY,
And can be had, post-free, on apphcation.

LION WALK, COLCHESTER.

DANIELS BROS.'

CHOICE FLOWER ROOTS.
Our superbly Illustrated CATALOGUE of the
above is now ready, and may be had post-free by
all intending purchasers, on application.

HYACINTHS—Choice named, in splendid
variety, 6s., gs., 12s., i8j. and 24J. per dozen.

DANIELS BROS.' CHOICE
COLLECTIONS of FLOWER ROOTS,
6s. 61/., I2J. 6J., 2ii., 42J., 63-1. and S^j. each,
carriage free.

DANIELS BROS.,
!3EED GROWERS nnd NURSERYMEN. The ROYALNORFOLK SEED ESTABLISHMENT,

NOKWICH.

EMPEREUR DU BRESIL (J. Versch.)
A splendid novelty, flowers very large, very double, quite a perfection of form. The colour of

the finest pure rose, each petal bordered with a broad pure white band, whilst the whole of the

petals are striped lavishly with bright rose and white. The upper lobe is elegantly blotched with

brownish red, adding a good deal to the distinction of this really fine new flower. It is no doubt

the finest and most distinct variety ever sent out since the introduction of the Azalea Souvenir

du Prince Albert, and like that variety it will be duly appreciated by all lovers of this splendid

tribe of plants. Azalea Empereur du Bresil is a sport of the fine double white Azalea Reine

du Portugal, so favourably known now as a first-rate variety.

Prices :—Good Plants, 12s. each. ; Strong Plants, with buds, 20s. each.

Fourfor three ordered. No reductionfor single plants.

Jean Verschaffelt,
NURSERYMAN, LEDEBERG, GHENT, BELGIUM.

AUTUMN PI.ANTING,

CATALOGUES AND SPECIAL OFFERS ON APPLICATION.

EDINBURGH
; and 54, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHIN, LONDON, E.C

TREE FERNS.
THE LARGEST AND BEST STOCK IN EUROPE.

F.L.S.,^VILLIAM BULL
Rc-spectfully invites the Nobility and Geiitry to an inspection of the above ; also of his

MAGNIFICENT SPECIMEN ORNAMENTAL PLANTS,
Adapted ibr the decoration of Conservatories and Greenhouses, or suited for Sub tropical Gardening.

ESTABLISHMENT FOR NEW AND RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

DUTCH BULBS.
B. S. Williams

BEi;S TO AN.NOUNCE THAT HIS AN.N'UAL SUI'PLV Op

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, NARCISSI, CROCUS,
And other DUTCH ROOTS have arrived in splendid condition.

PRICED LISTS GRATIS ON APPLICATION.

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

TRIOMPHE DES DOUBLES BLANCS (J. Versch.)
This is undoubtedly the finest and best double white Azalea ever sent out. The flowers are

much larger, much finer, more double, and of a purer white than even in the fine variety Reine du
Tortugal. The petals arc large, round to perfection, slightly undulated, crisped ; the centre is

occupied by a tuft of pseudo-petals of the purest white. A very free flowering double white variety,

which will be grown by thousands for the trade, and become a general favourite.

This really grand Azalea, when exhibited at the Show of the Royal Horticultural Society of

Ghent, in March, 1S75, was unanimously awarded the first prize for the best seedling Azalea.

Prices :—Good Plants, 12s. eacli; Strong Plants, with buds, 20a. each.

Fourfor three ordered. No reduction on single plants.

^-W The stock of these two really beautiful New Azaleas being limited, early Orders are

respectfully solicited.

A carefully coloured Plate, the exact representation of the above two Novelties, free on receipt of
ten penny stamps.

THE LAWSON SEED & NURSERY COMPANY
(LIMITED)

Strongly recommend the Planting now of

EVERGREEN SHRUBS, CONIFEROUS TREES, &c..

Of which their Stock is large, and in splendid condition for

removal with safety.
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NEAV PLANTS . 1876.
Messrs. JOHN & CHARLES LEE,

OF THE

ROYAL VINEYARD NURSERY, HAMMERSMITH, LONDON,
Have the pleasure to ofter the following very beautiful and interesting NOVELTIES, now

offered by them for the first time—to be sent out in October :

—

BEGONIA COLTONI.
This distinct and beautiful Begonia was raised at the Royal ^'ineyard Nursery. The colour of the flowers is quite new in Begonias, being of an

orange-crimson. It is a n\ost abundant bloomer, and the flowers are of the largest size. It received a First-class Certificate from the Floral

Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society, 1875.

Good Plants will be ready in October. Price \os. 6d. each,

BEGONIA RODWELLI.
This lovely Begonia was also raised at the Royal \'ineyard Nursery. The flowers are of a bright vermilion-scarlet, and of the largest size, and the

plant is a very abundant bloomer. It received a First-class Certificate from the Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society.

Good Plants tinll be ready in October. Price \qs. 6d. each.

CORNUS MASCULA AUREA ELEGANTISSIMA (J. & C. Lee.)

This elegant and lovely hardy shrub was raised from seed in our Isleworth Nursery, and has been proved to be perfectly constant in its beautiful

variegation. A broad margin of pure gold surrounding a bright green centre, is of itself a sufficient attraction, but when in July the tips of the leaves

become suffused with the brightest carmine, it is impossible to give an idea of the beauty and elegance of the plant, which will bear a favourable

comparison with the best variegated stove or greenhouse Exotics. Suffice it to say, that it has been seen and admired by many Amateurs and

Nurserymen, and has been awarded a First-class Certificate at South Kensington. The habit of the plant is semi-pendulous and very graceful.

Price ofATaiden Plants, i;^. each ; Larger Specimens, lis. each. A Coloured Plate may be had on application for \s.

JUNIPERUS VIRGINIANA ELEGANS (J. & C. Lee).

This very elegant Tariely of the Red Cedar was raised from seed in our own grounds in 1S69. It is scarcely necessary to remark upon the hardiness

of this plant, but it is due to its character to state that the elegant cream-coloured variegation with which the whole plant is suflused is perfectly

constant, and has never been injured by frost or burned in the least degree by the hottest sunshine, although fully exposed in the open air. The plant

is of neat and free growth, and received the honour of a First-class Certificate from the Floral Committee at South Kensington, in July, 1S75.

To be sent out in October. Price 15J. each; Larger Specimens, z\s. each. A Photograph of the Plant may be had on applicationfor is.

POPULUS CANADENSIS AUREA VAN GEERTI (1876).

The Golden \'ariety of this noble Poplar sent out in February last by Mr. Charles \'an Geert, of Antwerp, has fully borne out in our Nurseries

the description he gave of it, and has retained its golden colour much better than either the Golden Catalpa or the Golden Oak during the late

'ropical summer.

EXTRACT FROM MR. VAN GEERT'S DESCRIPTION.
' We have the pleasure of offering an extremely remarkable variety of the possessing the same golden foliage, but the former is only a second-sized tree and the

Canadian Poplar, with a foliage which presents during the whole summer the finest

hue of golden-yellow.

" It is in our opinion a most valuable acquisition, and has been pronounced so by
every connoisseur who has admired it in our nursery, for the coloured foliage now so

frequently met with among low shrubs fails almost entirely among the larger trees.

The Catalpa aurea and the Quercus Robur Concordia are the only trees known as

Having received, in February last, a large consignment of this magnificent novelty from Mr. Van Geert, we are enabled to ofi'er

Nice Plants at ys. 6d. each. Will be ready the end of October.

latter has not the vigour of the Common Oak.
" Our Golden Poplar, on the contrary, is a first-sized tree, of rapid and

vigorous growth. Its leaves are quite as large as those of the common Canadian

Poplar, and the yellow hue, instead of looking sickly, has .i warm and vigorous tint.

The better nourished the tree is, and the more it is exposed to the sun, the more viviJ

is the golden hue."

ABIES EXCELSA AUREA (J. & C. Lee, 1875).

This is decidedly the finest Golden Conifer of large growth yet introduced. It is of free growth, and requires to be planted in the full sunshine.

In such a position the whole tree is suffused with the richest gold. A First-class Certificate has been awarded to this valuable tree at South

Kensington. Price of nice Plants, \t,s. each ; Larger Specimens, 21s. each.

LAURUS GAMELLI^FOLIA (Wood, 1875).

We can still supply a few hundreds of this extraordinary and elegant Laurel. Price 2s. 6d. each; per dozen, tSj-.

lessrs. JOHN & CHARLES LEE, Royal Vineyard Nursery, Hammersmith, near London, W.
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Htham Nursery, Kent, S.E.

One Mile from Eltham S[..tion, Loop Line ;
Two Miles from

Blacl<heath, North Kent.

THIRTY ACREti of well-grown NURSERY
STOCK, comprising Specimen CONIFERS and EVER-

GREENS, all sires ;
Standard ROSES, FRUIT TREES. &c.

Gentlemen who intend planting this season are invited to

come and select for themselves.-JAMES W. TODMAN.

WILLIAM POTTEN, Camden Nursery,
Sissinghurst. Staplehiirst. Kent, has to offer :—

CALCEOLARIAS, choice herbaceous, 2j. per dozen.

GERANIUM, double Ivy-leaf, Konig Albert, \s. 6,/. each.

I2S. per dozen.

„ 13 select Zonal, for winter blooming, '3J.

FUCHSIAS, IS good, 2j. 6J.

PHLOXES, 12 choice named Perennial, 3J.

The above in good plants, post free. Post-office orders

pay.ible at Sissinghurst.

ECHEVERIA SECUNDA GLAUCA, good plants, price

per 100 or 1000 on application.

A
To the Trade —Vines and Climbers.

HENDERSON has a large and fine

Collection of FRUITING VINES, including all the

IVIES, magnificent Irish, in pots, 6 to S feet.

VIRGINIAN CREEPERS extra strong, 10 to 12 feet.

BIGNONIA RADICANS MAJOR, strong.

PASSI FLORA CCERULEA, 8 to 10 feet.

A. H. holds a large stock of the above, prices on application.

Sion Nur.sery, Thornton Heath, Croydon.

NEW or DESIRABLE PLANTS
FOR CONSERVATORIES.

ADIANTUM GRACILLIMU.M. us. 6,1 and is. 6,/. each.

POINSETTIA PULCHERRIMA PLENISSIMA (Vcitch),

5s , ys. 6d. , and los. 6ii. each.

GERANIUM. Wonderful (G. Smith), is. 6,1. and 2S. 6d. each.

,, K5nig Albert, is. each.

PELARGONIUM, Queen Victoria, is, each.

EPIPHYLLUMS, very fine plants, well set for blooming, 12s.

and i8s. per dozen.
CYCLAMENS, very fine plants, well set for blooming, 9s.

and I2S. per dozen.
SOLANUMS, very fine plants, well set with fruit, gs., 12s.,

and i8s. per dozen.
HYACINTHS, TULIPS. CROCUS. &c., very fine bulbs, at

low prices. See Autumn CATALOGUE.
WM. CLIBRAN and SON, Oldfield Nursery. Allrinch.am.

BLOOMING RHODODENDRONS.
Two Hundred Thousand good healthy plants, having

n>t less than five up to ten and fifteen buds each, of the

finest named hardy kinds, will be supplied at from _^5 to

_i^io per 100, and iZs. to 301. per dozen.

Samples, iviih lists of the sorts, will beforwarded on
application.

KALMIA LATI FOLIA.
Well furnished and healthy and covered with bloom-buds,

15 to 18 in., at I2S. and i3i. per doz., or ^5 per 100.

HARDY AZALEAS.
The finest Engli-sh and Ghent varieties, splendidly btidded,

^5 to £^ lOJ. per 100, or iSi. per dozen.

ANTHONY WATERER,
KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.

AGNIFICENT LIMES and ELMS,
all well rooted and clean grown.

LIMES, crimson-twigged, 5 to 6 feet. 50s. per 100; 6 to 8 feet.

70s. per 100 ; 8 to 10 leet, 130s. per 100 ; 10 to 12 feet,

6 to 8 feet, 60s.

10 to 12 feet,

8 feet, 50s. per

ILMS, English (true), 5 to 6 feet, 50J. per

per 100; 8 to 10 feet, loos. per

„ Chichester, 5 to 6 feet, 40s. per 100 ;

100 : 8 to 10 feet, 75s. per ico : 10 to 13 leet, loos.

100 : 12 to 14 feet, 160S. per loo.

CATALOGUES of For«st, Fruit, and Ornamental Trees

"Tok'n" JEFFERIES and SONS, Royal N
Cirencester.

HB. SMITH, Ealing Dean Nursery,
• Ealing, W., and Kingfield Nursery, Woking, Surrey,

has to offer the following :

—

VIOLETS, strong clumps of (true) Czar, iy 10s. per 1000.

„ Rooted Runners of Quatre Saisons, 2S per dozen.

,, Rooted Runners of Czpr, is. per dozen.

MYOSOTIS DISSITIFLORA, rooted cuttings, Iz per 1000;

[dozen.'

CLOVES and CARNATIONS, double, very strong, 4s. per

WALLFLOWERS, dark brown, bushy stuff, as. 6d. per doz.

LAVENDER PLANTS, 2s. jjer dozen.

ROSES. Standard, leading varieties, 75s. per 100.

,, Dwarf, strong, and bushy, 25s. per 100, .^10 per 1000.

CamsUias, Azaleas, Rbododendrons, &c

CHAS. VUYLSTEKE, Nurseryman,
Loochristy, near Ghent, Belgium, has a very large stock of

well-grown Plants with buds, disposable by 100 or 1000.

CA.MELLIAS, fine named varieties, {,,i to £,6 per 100.

„ ALBA PLENA, /s. {.6, and ,£7 per 100.

INDIAN AZALEAS, in 25 named varieties, {,s, £.6, and

.£7 per 100.

HARDY GHENT AZALEAS, in 25 named varieties, .£4, li,
and £6 per 100.

AZALEA MOLLIS, in 12 named vars., .£0, ;£io to .£12 per 100.

,, ,, extra strong plants, 4s. to 8s. each.

,, ,, Seedlings, very bushy plants, £,6 to £,i per 100.

K.\LMIA LATIFOLIA, (,s to {,6 per 100.

For Novelties see our CATALOGUE, which will be sent
frse OB appU«ation to our Agents,

Mussrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great
Tower Str««t, Leudou, £.C.

To Market Gardeners and Fruit Tree Planters.

THOMAS RIVERS and SON have a good
stock of the following sorts of PLUMS, well adapted for

EARlTpROL?FIC*""T PRINCE ENGLEBERr
BELGIAN PURPLE.—This is as Large as " Kirke s, and

bears freely.
, „ . r„, , ., l

SULI'AN.—Resembles " Chapman s Prince of Wales, but not

liable to canker. A large red Plum.

OULLIN'S EARLY GAGE.—A large early yellow Gage.

DIAMOND. Sawbridgeworth, Hens.

WING AND COMPANY'S ROSE LIST
for AUTUMN, 1876, with very full descriptions of all

the best new and old sorts, is now ready, and may be had free.

Their LIST of FRUIT TREES,ORNAM ENTAL TREES.
CUNIFER^E, EVERGREENS, CLEMATIS. S:c.. is in

preparation, and will shortly be ready.

Royal Norfolk Nurseries, Eaton. Norwich^

To the Trade —Sandrlngham Early Kidney Potato.

HAND F. SHARPE have secured a fine

• stock of the above excellent POTATO, which is

pronounced to be not only the earliest, but the most prolific,

and the finest quality in cultivation. Being very short in the

haulm It is peculiarly adapted for forcing purposes. Price and

further particulars may be had on application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

LAURUSTINUS (Common or Black), and
AUCUBAS. — Subscriber can still supply several

thousands of the above at the following special low rates :
—

L.AURUSTINUS, 6 to 9 inches, 6s. per 100 ; I2 to 18 inches,

7S. per 100 : iS to 24 inches, 8s. per 100.

AUCUBA JAPONICA, i2 to 20 inches, i2j.6rf. per

DUTCH BULBS.—The following Collection
for 21S. cash, carriage paid :

—
12 HYACINTHS, choice named.

24 HYACINTHS, choice bedding,

50 TULIPS, in six sorts,

12 POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS, four sorts,

100 CROCUS, four colours,

24 SNOWDROPS,
12 IXIAS,
12 SPARAXIS.
24 RANUNCULUS, choicest,

24 ANEMONES, double.

JOHN SCOTT, Wholesale and Retail Seed Merchant,

Yeovil.

Bouvardlas.

MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH AND CO.
have a magnificent stock of these beautiful winter-

llowering plants to offer, consisting of the five following varie-

ties, which they have after long experience proved to be the

best for general purposes :—Vreelandii, Bride, Hogarthlt, Jas-

miniflora. and Humboldtii corymbiflora. Price i8s. to 24J. per

dozen : Cy los. per 100.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

Miscellaneous Bulbs and Tubers.

THOMAS S. WARE'S A.B.C. DESCRIP-
TIVE BULB GUIDE fur 1S76 is now ready, comprising

one of the largest Lists of miscellaneous Bulbs and Tubers

exunt, including complete lists of Liliums, Narcissus. Ins.

&c., in addition to nmny species now offered for the first time ;

containing also a selection of spring flowering and other peren-

nials for autumn planting.

Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham. London. N.

LlUes.

EH. KRELAGE AND SON, Nursery-
• HEN, Seedsmen, and Florists, Haarlem. Holland,

beg to announce that their new Special Descriptive CATA-
LOGUE of LILIES (No. 522A) is now ready, and will be sent

post-free on application.

This Catalogue contains nearly 250 sorts and varieties, with

fair prices per piece as well as per 12, per 100. per 1000, per

10.000—a selection of their well-known unrivalled collection.

Lilies should be ordered early, and planted before winter.

Discount to the Trade.

AM. C. JONGKINDT CONINCK begs
. to offer the following PLANTS and FLOWER

ROOTS :-
AQUILEGIA CCERULEA, guaranteed true, all grown in

.
£' per

DELPHINIUM NUDICAULE, Ci is. 8,/. per 100.

RHEXIA VIRGINICA. li 13s. ^d. per 100.

YUCCA ANGUSTIFOLIA, strong, a-yr. seedlings, ;<;20 171.

CRYPTOMERIA JAPONICA, strong, 2-yr. seedlings, {,1 per

TEAN VERSCHAFFELT'S NURSERY,
O Ghent. Belgium.

The new GENERAL DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE is

now being issued, and will be sent free on application either to

the above address, or to Messrs. SILBERRAD AND SON, 5,

Harp Lane, Great Tower Street. London, E.C
A carefully Coloured Plate, the exact portrait of the NEW

AZ.4LEA INDICA, " Empereur du Bresil," and " Triomphe

des Doubles Blancs," sent gratis on receipt of ten penny

AVENUE TREES.
PLATANUS OCCIDENTALIS (true), lo to

i3 feet high, and girthing 4 to 8 inches at 4 feet

from the ground.

LIMES, 12 to 20 feet high, and girthing 6 to

lo inches at 4 feet from the ground.

POPULUS CANADENSIS NOVA, 15 to

16 feet high, and girthing 6 inches at 4 feet from

the ground.

ANTHONY WATERER
Has to offer many thousands of the above. They may

be seen growing at Knap Hill. They are straight,

handsome, and well rooted, and altogether the finest

Trees of the kind to be found in any nursery in Europe.

KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.

dactyiis ciespitosa- tttssock - &bass.
\

Herrman a. Frommer,
"WHOLESALE SEEDSMAN, BUDAPEST,

Is prepared to offer fresh Seed, grown in Hungary, and warr.intcd genuine, of this very rare and valuable Grass.

Fach plant forms a dense tult of stems, 6 to 8 feet high, and 4 to 5 feet in diameter, therefore 12 to 15 feet in

circumference. The leaves are 5 to 6 feet in length, and give to the tufts the appearance of thickets of Palins

12 to 15 feet high. According to Hooker, the leaves furnish an excellent fodder for horses and cattle, whilst the

agreeable and sweet-tasting stems are gootl food for man and beast.

PRICES:- U
100,000 Seads ..£15 | 1,000 Seeds .. ..£0 4
10,000 ,, .. 1 15 I

200 , 10 H
Liberal Discount to the T^-adc. Ordas to be addressed to

JOS. F. EBNER, 18, ST. DUNSTAN'S HILL, LONDON, E.G.,

Sole Consignee for the United Kingdom.

THE GORINIUM GUINEA COLLECTION OF BULBS
WILL PLEASE EVERYBODY.

THESE COLLECTIONS, which gave so much satisfaction last season,

are suitable for Outdoor, also Conservatory and Greenhouse. They

contain great variety, and are the best and cheapest ever offered.

H. I., Market Harboroiigh, snys :—" The Bulbs from your firm have turned out verj' good.'*

\V. P. B., llruiport, says :—" It gives me great pleasure to say the Collection of Bulbs you sent last year

gave great satisfactic

25 HYACINTHS, choice, for borders,

6 Ditto, choice, for pots or water

12 NARCISSUS, for pots.

12 Ditto, for borders.

12 JONQUILS.
25 TULIPS, assorted.

25 RANUNCULUS,

200 CROCUS, assorted.

100 SNOWDROPS.
SO ANEMONES.
4 IXIAS.
6 SCILLAS.
6 TRITELEIA ODORATA.

SO WINTER ACONITES.

Carriage Paid to any Railway Station in England.

SEED MERCHANTS AND NURSERYMEN, CIRENCESTER.
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To Amateur Strawberry Growers.

THE AMATEUR'S COLLECTION of 120
sirong, healthy RUNNERS, in 6 choice varieties, for

•js. 6ti. Price per score, is. 6d., or sent post-free at 4d. per
score extra, " HOW TO GROW STRAWBERRIES," 6',irf.

The " EUREKA " POST BOX (assorted sizes), 6s. -per doz.

:

a MODEL and PATTERN. 14,/. Testimonials i stamp.
W. LOVEL, Weaverlhorpe, York.

Nurseries, Saffron Walden.
SUPERB DOUBLE HOLLYHOCKS.

WILLIAM CHATER has a fine Stock of
Bloomed HOLLYHOCKS, named to colour, in fine

healthy roots ; equal to many of the named varieties, 12S. per
dozen, 751. per loD. Named varieties, once bloomed, from
iSs. per dozen.

WILLIAM CHATER, Nurseries, Saffron Walden.

AUTUMN SOWING.
ODAMS' MANURES,

FOR ALL CROPS.
Manufactured by the NITRO-PHOSPHATE and ODAMS'

CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY (Limited), consisting
of 1 enant- Farmers occupying upwards of 150.000 acres of Land.
C&n>«M«—ROBERT LEEDS, Keswick Old Hall, Norwich.

Managing Director—]AWe.5 ODAMS.
Sub-Manager and Secretary—C. T. MACADAM.

Chief Office — 109, I'cnchurch Street. London, E.C.
Westeen Counties Branch—Queen Street, E.veter.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary
Or may be h.ad of the Local Agents.

(^ISHURST COMPOUND—
^-^ Used by many of the leading Gardeners since 1859,
against Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, GreenHy, and othf r Blight,
in solutions of from i to 2 ounces to the gallon of »oft water and
of from 4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit
Trees. Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by_ Seedsmen, m_ boxes^ is, 31., and

PHyaolntha in Pots.
OTS made e.xpressly for HYACINTHS

can be supplied by
J. M.VrTHEWS, lhe_R„yal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

Pnc t free.

YELLOW LOAM, in any quantity, delivered
on Rail at Banstead, London, Brighton, and South

Coast Railway, by the truckload. For particulars apply to

J. H. WHITE, Kingswood, near Epsom.

Fibrous Peaftor OrcWds, &o.BROWN FILROUS PEAT, best
quality for Orchids, Stove Plants, Sic. , jit bs. per truck.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhododendrons, Azaleas,
Heaths, American Plant Beds, 17J. per ton.
Delivered on rail at Blackwater, S. E. R., or Farnborough,

S. W. R., by the truck-load. Sample sack, 51. bd. each.
Fresh SPHAGNU.M. tot. (,d. per sack.
WALKER AND CO., Farnborough Station, Hants.

C"
~ocoa'-"nut ^fibre" refu'se^—

Reduced price, so Bushels. f>s. 81/.; 100, los.; or Truck-
load (about 300 Bushels), 4or. Delivered free to any rait in

J. STEVENS, Fibre Works, High Street, Baltersea, S.W.

pOCOA-NUT fibre REFUSE, 3^. per
V-^ Bushel, 100 for loj., truck 40i. Free to rail. Russia
Mats. Raffia Fibre. Guano and all other Horticultural Manures.
M. H. BENTOTE, Fibre Manufacturer. Nunhead, London,

S.E. Near Nunhead Junction. Price Lists free.

BELL'S MILDEW COMPOSITION,
as used by them for the bst twenty- five years at their

" Horticultural Establishment, Bracondale." their
"Nurseries, Lakenham," and "Vineries. Thorpe Ham-
let," consisting of over 30,000 feet of glass. Retail, xs. t>d. and
IS. 6d. per bottle, of the Sole Manufacturers,
BELL and son. 10 and 11. Exchange Street. Norwich.

TRAD£ IVEARE.

Entered at Stationer>' Hall.

XT' STEVENSON'S
-IL . ABYSSINIAN MIX-
TURE, Warranted to Destroy

g:-?^- Mealy-Bug, and all Insects in-
^ ^ fesling Plants. Unequalled as a

^--- ^y'".t«f Dressing for Vines and

Sold by all Nurser>-men and
Seed Merchants, in Bottles,
IS. (A., 3r., 4j. &/. & sj. 6if. each.

Inventor and Sole Manufacturer,
STEVENSON,

, Altrincham,
Che

(Late of Lark Hill, Timperley).

GENUINE ROLL TOBACCO PAPER
aud CLOTH.-Best quality only, in 2 lb. and 4 lb.

packets. Trade cash price, very low, on application.
J.A.MES GEORGE, Putney Heath, London, S.W.

Rhubarb and Seakale Forcing.QTRONG WELL-MADE POTSf^ for the above can be supplied by
J. MATTHEWS, the Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare

Price List free.

GARDEN^OTS,^ORCHID POTS.
ALPINE POTS, FERN PANS, SEED PANS, and all

other G.^rden Pottery, of the best quality, can be supplied bv
J. MATl'HEWS, the Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

Price List free.

TOUGHENED GLASS.
(iLASS for GREENHOUSES,

Handbghts, Frames, &c.

GLASS TILES /or ROOFS,
where light is required for Potting-

sheds, Stables, &c.

W/ioUstilc jiid Retail on application.

DICK RADCIiYFFE & CO.,
Horticultural Depot,

128 and 129, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S SHOWS.

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.
AS CONSIDERABLE MISAPPREHENSION APPEARS TO EXIST AS TO FUTURE EXHIBITIONS,

James Carter & Co.
BEG TO ANNOUNCE THAT

THEIR GREAT MONEY PRIZES OFFERED for VEGETABLES
WILL BE COMPETED FOR AT SOUTH KENSINGTON, AS HERETOFORE,

TTPON THE SPECIFIED DATES IN THE SCHEDULE.

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, 237 & 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

In consequence of the increas-

ing demand for Conservalories,

in which pure aichitecttiral art

is combined with a moderate
expense, T. H. P. Dennis &
C'li. have been led to introduce
dc:,i;Jns of a character hitherto

unknown. One of these designs,

f howing a house 22 feet 6 inches

X 13 feet 6 inches, is anne.ved,

and the result, as regards the
extremely low price (which in-

cludes fi.ving, glazing, painting,

carriage, &c.), has been attained

only by special machinery and
a system of interchangeable
parts.

Messrs. T. H. P. DENNIS &
Co. are also prepared to provide

and fix Hot-water Heating
-Apparatus and Horticultural

Luildings of any dimension or

description.

Gentlemen waited upon at

their residences by e.xperienced

designers.

Estimates ami Plansfree.
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HARDY TREES AND SHRUBS.

Messrs. James Veitch & Sons
Be" to call attention to and solicit an inspection of their fine and extensive stock of all the most useful

Ornamental Hardy Trees and Shrubs, at their Nurseries, Coombe Wood, Kingston Hill.

CONIFERS,
A most complete collection, many of the species and varieties being of their own introduction. SPECIMENS for LAWNS, PARKS and

PLEASURE GROUNDS. All the kinds suitable for every purpose for which this class of plants is required.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
RHODODENDRONS, AZALEAS, KALMIAS, ANDROMEDAS, HARDY HEATHS, &c.

An exceptionally fine stock of healthy plants, especially recommended as being dwarf, compact, and well set with buds ; and in fine

condition either for forcing or for pleasure-ground planting.

EVERGREEN SHRUBS.
All the leading kinds, also many RARE and CHOICE SPECIES of VERY DISTINCT CHARACTER, forming new features in

the Shrubbery. A very large stock of Standard, Pyramid, and Bush GREEN, GOLD, and SILVER VARIEGATED HOLLIES, in great

variety and of various sizes.

DECIDUOUS TREES and FLOWERING SHRUBS.
A very extensive collection, including all the best known kinds, with many novel and interesting varieties. JAPANESE ACERS,

WEEPING TREES, and other TREES and SHRUBS with VARIEGATED and COLOURED FOLIAGE.

FOREST TREES,
For AVENUES, BELTS, PLANTINGS, &c. All the most desirable kinds. PLANE TREES, CHESTNUT, ELM, LIME, BIRCH,

OAK, MAPLE and LARCH ; PINES, FIRS and CEDARS.

ROSES.
Strong healthy Plants as STANDARDS, HALF-STANDARDS and DWARFS, of all the best varieties of HYBRID PERPETUALS,

TEA-SCENTED and NOISETTE ROSES, MOSS, CLIMBING, and other kinds. An extensive stock in pots of all the best ROSES

SUITABLE FOR FORCING, &c.

PLANTS for WINTER BEDDING.
CONIFER.'E, RETINOSPORAS, JUNIPERS, LAWSON'S CYPRESS, &c., in many variegated and beautiful forms ; EUONYMUS and

DWARF HOLLIES, both Silver and Gplden Variegated, in many varieties. AUCUBAS, ERICAS, DWARF RHODODENDRONS, &c.

PLANTS for FORCING.
All the most useful and effective, including ANDROMEDA FLORIBUNDA; AZALEA AMCENA, PONTICA (yellow, sweet-scented), and

BELGIAN VARIETIES: CLEMATIS in variety, DEUTZIA GRACILIS, LILAC CHARLES X. and PERSIAN, DOUBLE CHINESE

PRUNUS, RHODODENDRONS, R. EARLY GEM, very superior; RHODORA CANADENSIS, very early; SPIR/EA THUNBERGII,

VIBURNUM OPULUS, &c.

CLIMBING PLANTS,
Well established in pots. CLEMATIS, a very extensive collection of all the leading kinds, and of GARDEN HYBRIDS. IVIES in great

variety. Fine healthy Plants of the free llowering Exmoulh variety of MAGNOLIA GRANDIFLORA, HONEYSUCKLES, JASMINE.S,

AMPELOPSIS, S:c.
^

A NKW^ CATALOGUE
Of HARDY TREES and SHRUBS, ORNAMENTAL GRASSES, HARDY AQUATICS, &c.,

WILL BE FORWARDED ON APPLICATION.

Thi Nurseries at Coomhc Wood may be reachedfrom the Maiden and Norbiton Stations on the South-Western Railway, being not more than

20 tniniitei' walk from the latter, and where conveyances can always be jirocured.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.,

And COOMBE WOOD, KINGSTON HILL.
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BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS
FOR

WINTER AND SPRING

[ifelir
SUTTON'S
CO^Mri.ETE COLLECTION'S OF

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS, &c.

Np 1 No 2 No. 3

42s.* 21s.* 10 6
No. 4
5s-

FOR CULTIVATION IN POTS& CLASSES

No 5
42s.* 21s.*

No, 7
10 6

tfCarria:ii free to an;! r.nihrn:/ .Sfaf/nii in fJnuhnrl

THESE COLLECTIONS CONTAIN ALL THE BEST VARIETIES, AND

WILl PRODUCE A BEAUTIFUL AND CONTINUOUS OISPUY

OF FLOWERS.

6 PER CENT, DISCOUNT FOR CASH.
Complete Cultural Instructions and

jr Descriptive Catalogues gratis.

SUTTON'S
CHOICE NAMED HYACINTHS

FOR POTS AND GLASSES,

100 very choice sorts

50

12 choice sorts ..

12 good sorts .,

^+ 4 o

3 10 o

230

Sutton's Autumn Catalogue,

Containing complete Cultural Instructions, and beauti-

fully Illustrated,

Gratis and post-free on application:

ijUftrnJ ôm>
THE OUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 14, 1876.

ANCIENT LEGUMINOUS
VEGETABLES.

NEXT in importance to the cereals, among
cultivated herbaceous plants, considered

as sources of human aliment, have always been
accounted those species of the Leguminosx, the

pods and seeds of which are distinguished by
the name of pulse. The word, it may be well to

remark in passing, belongs to one of those very
curious thoughnot numerous pairs which,though
spelt exactly alike, are of totally different sense

and derivation. The pulse felt in the wrist has
its name from the haXin pcllo, to beat or throb,

as in Virgil,

" Scuta sonant, pulsuque pedum tremit excita tellus."

As applied to Peas and Beans, &c., it represents

the old Teutonic pylsa, a sack. Pylce, with the

Anglo-Saxons, denoted the scabbard of a sword
;

and our modern pulse thus denotes seeds or

grains contained in a pod or case, longer than
broad, and from which they are easily removable,
as opposed to the comparatively naked ones of

Wheat and Barley.

All kinds of pulse abound in nutritious

matter
; indeed, they contain more of the

nitrogenous element than even the cereals,

and thus are more capable of supplying pabu-
lum to the system. Unfortunately, however,
they appear to be less digestible than cereal

food, at all events by individuals, when in

the perfectly ripe state, and hence they can
never take the universally foremost place.

While iinmature, of course they contain a much
smaller proportion of the nitrogenous element,

and are also more tender and delicate to the

palate, and in this condition are probably un-

objectionable, unless to the very sensitive.

Being easily harvested, keeping sound and good
for a considerable length of time, and being

readily prepared for table, no wonder that the

cultivation of them dates from the earliest years

of which there is record.

Beans and Lentils acquired in ancient times

a pre-eminent place. Both of them are dis-

tinctly named in the Old Testament. They
have a place also in the memorials of primitive

Egypt. There can hardly be a doubt that

the Chick Pea, Cicer arietinum, was likewise

cultivated in the Old Testament times ; and the

Pea itself, Pisum sativum, may not improbably

have been known in a rude and early form.

It is a little singular that over the history of

the last-named, the common or green Pea,

which in modern civilised Europe is the most
esteemed of any of its race, there should lie

considerable uncertainty. The present may
fairly be assumed, perhaps, to be indigenous to

South-Western Asia, perhaps likewise to South-

ern Europe. Its nature and susceptibilities

seem to indicate pretty certainly that it is not a

native of very dry and burning regions. Seeing

how easily it is subdued by rigorous weather,

the same may be said In regard to cold and

ungenial countries. Positive proof, however,

as to the birthplace is for the present in abey-

ance. The ancient Greeks and Romans do not

appear to have been acquainted with it. Accord-

ing to Professor Unger, seeds of the Pisum

arvense occur in the ancient Egyptian bricks,

embedded in the original clay along with seeds

of the wild Radish, and of various cornfield

weeds ; and if it be true that the P. sativum and

the P. arvense are identical, this may be consi-

dered as a clue to the native country, but there

is nothing which can yet be grasped in the

shape of absolute proof. The Pisum arvense is

distinguished from P. sativum by the tlowers

being solitary on the peduncles, and invariably

red
; and by the seeds being angular through

crowding and compression in the pod. The
characters of P. sativum are by no means in-

consistent with descent from a single ancestral
form, and simply indicate a further departure
from the original type.

The Lentil, Ervum Lens, was in all likelihood
one of the very earliest plants which became an
object of human attention as a source of food.

Paintings in the Egyptian sepulchres represent
the preparation of Lentil pottage. There are
pictures also of processes connected with the

cultivation and the ingathering. Egypt was
probably one of the aboriginal localities of the

plant, as regards birthplace : it was at all events

renowned for many ages for the excellence of its

Lentils, and for the enormous quantity it

annually produced. A very considerable portion

of the produce v;as exported, chiefly from
Peluslum, the famous old seaport at the mouth
of the easternmost outlet of the Nile, whence
the classical epithet of Pelusian Lentils, as

applied by Virgil {Georgic, I. 22S), in whose time
the ancient country of the Pharaohs was still

noted for them.

The Lentil was probably also a native of

ancient Palestine, the plant being mentioned in

a way that declares it to have been one in

ordinary cultivation as early as the time of

Esau and Jacob. In the celebrated narrative

in Genesis xxv., Esau sells his birthright to

Jacob for bread and pottage of adihhim, in a

previous verse called "red pottage." To a

weary hunter, faint with toll and hunger, how
welcome ! Whether it was quite fair to take

advantage of the famished condition of the

unfortunate man, in the manner described by
the historian. Is a question not here involved.

The story, as it stands, supplies an interesting

illustration of the manners and customs of the

times—the infinite Divine wisdom has recorded
it for some good purpose— to tell us for what
particular purpose is the function of the pulpit.

The Lentil is again alluded to In 2 Sam. xvii.,

when the distressed king of Israel, flying from
the usurper Absalom, takes refuge at a place

called Mahanaim. The kind-hearted loyalists

of that town or village, after the hospitable

manner still prevalent in the rural parts of

Eastern counties, when a wayworn traveller

makes his appearance, ' brought beds and
basins, and earthen vessels, and Wheat, and
Barley, and flour, and kali, and Beans, and
Lentils ... for David and the people that

were with him." There, again, it is evident

that the Lentil was a staple of the old

Hebrew agriculture ; and the same is the

case in an early following chapter of the

same book, 2 Sam. xxiii. 11. In one of the

engagements between the Israelites and the

Philistines, a troop of the latter, it is stated,
'• occupied a piece of ground full of Lentils,"

presently to become the scene of a stupendous

exploit on the part of one of David's military

heroes. ' He stood in the midst of the ground,

and defended it, and slew the Philistines, and
the Lord wrought a great victory." In the

parallel passage, i Chron. xi. 13, Instead of

Lentils, the record reads "Barley." But the

Book of Chronicles, as we have seen on former

occasions, is noted for the discrepancy of its

statements, and wherever there is a difference

the truth is no doubt on the other side.

The ancient Hebrew name of the Lentil is

represented to this day In the Arabic 'luias. By
the ancient Greeks the plant and its produce

were called i^nicr), or rftciKus, as In Aristophanes

(Wasps, Si I, &c.), a name said to have been

derived from <j}aya>, to eat, just as that of the

Avena sativa, the " Oat " of modern English,

came from or was collateral with the Anglo-
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Saxon dan, thus meaning the thing to be

eaten. Now-a-days Phaca is employed as the

appellation of a pretty genus of herbaceous

perennials of the same natural order, natives

chiefly of Europe, and having the habit usually

observable in the allied genus Astragalus. The

Lentil itself is an unpretending and short-lived

little plant, much like an attenuated Vetch, the

thin weak stems rising to the height oi about

iS inches, and clinging to stouter and stronger

plants by means of tendrils put forth from the

exlremiiies of the upper leaves. When thrown

on their own private resources, they lock and

interlace in friendly union, thus keeping erect,

and promoting mutual welfare. "Behold how
j;ood and joyful a thing it is for brethren to

ducll together in unity!" The leaves are

pinnate ; the flowers are insignificant and

purplish, and are borne three or four together

on short axillary peduncles ; the pods are short,

broad, and flat, and contain i—3 circular and

doubly convex seeds, exactly the figure ol the

optical instrument which, because of its resem-

blance to them is called a lens. There are several

different sorts, distinguished chiefly by the size

and colour of the seeds. French Lentils are

greyish-brown, thinner and larger than the

others, the plant also is larger and stouter

;

Chinese Lentilsare yellow ; the historical variety,

generally distinguished as the Egyptian Lentil,

has small and rather more convex seeds, which

when split are of an orange-red or pink tawny

colour. Stewed with oil and Garlic, Lentils are

readily dissolved into a pulpy mass, palatable

and eminently nutritious, and still greatly

esteemed in oriental countries. Hence the

expression " red pottage " in the above-cited

history of Esau and Jacob. In England the

Lentil is scarcely known as an object of cultiva-

tion, but thousands of bushels of the produce are

annually imported for conversion into Lentil

meal, which, when flavoured with sugar or salt,

is eaten, with little idea of its true origin, under

the sounding name (and high price) of Reva-

lenta Arabica—Revalenta being no more than

Ervalenta with the initial letters transposed.

The common Bean, Faba vulgaris, is

vaguely believed, like the Pea, to be a native

of Egypt, perhaps because received from that

country by the ancient Greeks, in whose

authors there is mention of it. Some have

thought it indigenous to the neigbourhood of

the Caspian Sea ; but the examples of the plant

which occur in that region, though apparently

wild, are quite as likely to be descendants of

former cultivation, just as in England we find

waifs and strays of garden plants in the country

lanes. Representations of it occur among the

drawings in the Egyptian tombs, showing that

it not indigenous, it must have been imported at

a very early period. It is alluded to in the

Iliad, where the beating out of the seeds from

the pods supplies the poet with a simile

(xiii. 5S9). Theocritus seems to imply that the

seed was someiimes parched, for eating, over

the fire, saying in his sketch of a certain little

feast, that a K\ia\ioa shall be roasted in the flame

(vii. 66). In Theophrastus the Bean is called

Kva\ios 'EXXijwKot, or the Grecian, in order to

preserve the distinction, which had now become
important, between the leguminous fruit and
the yet more famous, produce of the sacred

Water Lily of the Nile, the Nelumbo of modern
botany, which was called Kva/ios hlyvTmoi. The
scriptural notices of the Bean, both under its

Hebrew name of fiol, are two in number.

First, v;e have it in the above-quoted verse

from 3 Sam. xvii. ; secondly, in Ezekiel iv. g,
' Take thou also unto thee Wheat, and Barley,

and Beans, and Lentils, and Millet . . .

and make the bread thereof." The present

quotation makes a third in which the Lentil is

mentioned. There can be no doubt that the

common Broad or Windsor Bean is the species

intended,—the good old-fashioned vegetable

which, though somewhat coarse and untidy in

habi', is able to give odour so soft and sweet to

the passing zephyr, and which possesses also a

feature of the utmost rarity in flowers—a patch

of colour on the lateral petals so deeply purple

as to seem black. With the exception of two or

three Orchids, first and foremost the Ccclogyne

pandurata, black occurs scarcely anywhere else

among flowers. Leo Grindoii.

(To bi: coiitinrieii.')

ROYAL BOTANIC GARDEN,
CALCUTTA.

[The following condensed extracts are taken from

the report of the Superintendent (Dr. King) for

the year 1S75— 6, a copy of which has just been

forwarded to us (see fig. 97, p. 493)-]

General Condition of the Cn?-i^«.—Although a great

deal remains to be done to make the garden what it

oujjht to be, there has been steady progress during

the past year. The hot weather was unusually mild,

the rainfall was well distributed over the year, and

bJt few violent storms of wind occurred. The growth

of both trees and shrubs has therefore been above the

average, and but few have suffered from accidents.

In the parts of the garden where trees dating before

the cyclone remain, the shade is rapidly becoming as

dense as it ought to be in a climate like this.

Every effort has been made to raise the standard of

cultivation in the garden. The nurseries have been

enlarged and their arrangement has been improved.

A propagating-house, covered with glass and pro-

vided with a flue (which was built during the previous

year), has been increased in efficiency by certain

alterations, and a new propagaling-shed, without

arrangements for bottom-heat, has been built. The

potting and packing-sheds have been rebuUt and en-

larged ; new tool-sheds have been built, and the tools

-have been put into thoroughly good order.

During the year a special grant of 10, 500 rupees

was made for the improvement of the garden by His

Honour the Lieutenant-Governor. The whole.of this

was spent on that part of the garden to the east of the

main road which runs straight from the river entrance.

The part of the garden to the west of this is still much

in want of reform. As a fact, this part of die garden

has never been properly laid out. Much of it is at

present low and waterlogged, and only coarse and

common kinds of trees wfll grow on it. A chain of

narrow tanks runs through it, and were a little money

spent on widening and deepening these, enough earth

would be got;to raise the surrounding ground from its

present swampy level. It would then be possible to

lay it out, as a kind of park, with groups of useful and

ornamental trees and intervening open glades of grass.

AtpointmeiU of a trained European Collector.—

Government having approved of my proposal to add

a European collector to the garden establishment,

Mr. J. L. Lister (formerly Assistant-Curator) was

appointed. In January he left for the Chittagong

hill tracts, a little known district, from which, in

the early days of this garden, Roxburgh got many of

the trees with which he stocked it. Mr. Lister has

also sent a quantity of Orchids, and it is no exagge-

ration to say that the Orchid-houses never before were

so well and largely stocked. To be complete, the

botanical garden of an empire should contain repre-

sentatives, if not of every species, at least of every

genus indigenous within the limits of that empire.

In a temperate climate it may be possible to manage

this, because it is easy to provide plants with the

climate that suits them if this has to be done by

raising the natural temperature. The matter becomes

very much more difficult when a climate has to be

made for plants by lowering the natural temperature.

It is, therefore, quite hopeless to expect that living

representatives of the flora of the higher and colder

parts of the Indian Empire can ever be brought

together in Calcutta. To effect that, branch gardens

in a more temperate climate would be an absolute

necessity. But a great deal could be done to extend

the collection in this garden of tropical and sub-

tropical species, the only real difficulty in the way

being the soil, which here is purely alluvial, and

moreover very sandy and poor. This can be to some

extent met by manuring ; and if Mr. Lister's services

are continued for a few years, and sufficient funds be

granted to provide for the cultivation of the plants

he may send in, there is no reason why this garden

should not become as good as ever it was in the past,

and regain its old reputation of containing a really

fine collection.

Inliandber.—During the current year it has be-

come more apparent than ever that neither the Mada-

gascar rubber vine nor the Hevea braziliensis can be

grown for commercial purposes in the climate of

Bengal. Both have alike faded in this garden and in

the warm tropical valleys of the Sikkim Himalayas ;

and, in my opinion, a home will not be found for

them further north than Tenasserim, Ceylon, or per-

haps Malabar. The appliances existing in this garden

probably render it the most suitable place in India for

raising seedlings of these plants for transport to places

possessing a suitable climate for their growth to matu-

rity. It was with much regret, therefore, that I had

to report to Government the utterly hopeless condi-

tion of a large consignment of Hevea seed sent out by

the India OlHce during September last- This con-

signment was packed in large barrels—a singularly

unfortunate arrangement for such oily and perishable

seeds as those of Hevea. The Indiarubber experi-

ment cannot, therefore, be said to have progressed

during the year. With regard to the cultivation of

the chief indigenous Indiarubber tree of this country

(an epiphytal species called Ficus elastica), the Forest

Department are understood to be making some experi-

ments.

Vanilla.—Some very sanguine forecasts having been

made of the future of Vanilla cultivation in Bengal, a

number of plants were, two years ago, put out in this

garden under sheds similar to those in which the

Pepper vine is grown. The growth of these plants .

has not been satisfactory, probably from over-shading.

Many have therefore been recently put out under the

shade of Mango trees. The finest old Vanilla plants

in the garden grow against a north wall. One of

these was this year laden with pods, but an unusually

high temperature for a day or two caused these to

drop prematurely. Recent as well as former experi-

ence leads me to think that Vanilla wUl never become

a staple product of Bengal.

Ipecacuanha. — Quantities of Ipecacuanha plants

have been sent to Ceylon, to the Neilgherries (for

trial at Barliar, a garden in a hot low valley below

Coonoor), and to Burmah. It is to be hoped that a

locality may soon be found where this invaluable

specific for one of the worst of tropical diseases can

be profitably grown as a crop. I fear it cannot be

thus grown so far north as Bengal. The secret of

successful propagation being now perfectly understood,

any number of plants can be sent out. During the

year I supplied a quantity of the drug itself (the

dried root) to the Surgeon-General, for trial in hos-

pital practice. This was carefully administered in

cases of dysentery by Dr. Crombie, and was pro-

nounced by him to be quite as efficient as the best

South American drug.

j9ao&;iJ.—The experimental patch of this tree which

was put out eighteen months ago has thriven fairly

well. The growth has, however, been less rapid than

I was led to expect.

Mahogany.—The demand for seedlings of this

timber tree is far greater than I can meet. This is not

at all to be wondered at, as the tree has been proved

to thrive admirably in Bengal, to grow faster than the

two best Indian timbers, Teak and Sal, and to pro-

duce wood equal in quality to the best Honduras-

grown logs. The difficulty in extending Mahogany

planting in Bengal lies solely in the scarcity of seed.

The species, though thriving well in the chmate of

Bengal, is very shy in seeding. Hardly a pod is

yielded by the large trees that remain in this garden,

and I am dependent for my supplies of Indian-grown

seed on a few trees on the grand trunk road near

Barrackpore. Last year, from all sources, I was able

only to collect 3717 seeds. I have already proposed

that special efforts should be made to get seed sent

from Honduras and Jamaica.

Bamboo.—For some time past much attention has

been directed by an English paper-maker to the

possibility of protlucing from the young tender shoots

of Bamboo, at a very small cost per ton, a rough

paper-stock suitable for transport to England, there to

be made into paper. The utilisation of the immense

amount of Bamboo which annually goes to waste in

the forests of this country is so important that any

proposal with this end in view naturally received much

consideration. Mr. Routledge's process requires the

use of expensive machinery, and as the outturn must

be very low in price, it is necessary for success that a

factory turn out a large quantity per annum. This of

course involves a large supply of raw material. Now,

if old Bamboos would answer for this process, or if

young shoots of Bamboo could be produced all the

year round, a fine revenue from Bamboo would be in

prospect for the Indian Forest Department. But old

Bamboos will not answer, and young Bamboo shoots

are produced in India only duringa period not exceed-

ing four months in the year, and, moreover, they are

too heavy to float, and there is no margin for the pay-

ment of land carriage. The only hope, therefore, of

the success of the scheme is either to fit up (as has
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been proposed) the necessary machinery on a river

steamer and keep it moving along some river in a good

Bamboo district during the few months when young

shoots are to be had, or to discover a means by which

the Bamboo may be induced to jield a crop of young

tender shoots with regularity and rapidity, irrespec'ive

of season, and in spite of its natural tendency to yield

shoots only during the rainy season. With the latter

object, some clumps of Bamboo have been cut down
in the way suggested by the patentee of the Bamboo
paper-stock, and treatment is to be instituted to

" secure, if possible, the desiderated regular crop of

shoots.

Official Changes.—yix. Scott, the Curator of the

garden, still remains on special duty in the Opium
Department, and his post has been filled by Mr.

Parsons (of the late CoUon Department), and lately

by Mr. Biermann, of the Cinchona plantation. Mr.

Lister, having been appointed Botanical Collector in

November last, made his first tour to the Chittagong

hill tracts. The abolition of the appointment of

Assistant-Curatorof the garden (which I trust is only

to be temporary) has thrown mainly on myself the

management of the collection, and distribution of seeds.

A large amount of additional work has also fallen on

me during the past year in connection with the laying

out of the new zoological garden, a duty which has

involved many visits to Alipore, and a great expendi-

ture of time and strength. This, when added to my
labours as Professor of Botany at the Medical College,

to my correspondence, and to my multifarious duties

in connection with the garden itself, has left me even

less time than usual for scientific work. During the

year I have prepared for the Government of India a

manual of Cinchona cultivation, and for the Gazcttt'er

of Ihc Nortk-lVcst Proznnccs lists of the floras of the

hills and plains of that part of India. I have also

edited the botanical portion of a book on Sanskrit

Materia*medica, which has been prepared by Baboo
Ooday Chand Dutt, lately Civil Surgeon of Noak-
holly. Mr. Kurz's Forest Flora of Bunnah^ under-

taken at the request of the Government of India, has

been finished, and is now passing through the press.

THE NEW HYBRID TUBEROUS-
ROOTED BEGONIAS OF 1S76.

I HAVE during this summer grown, carefullystudied

and compared with older varieties nineteen newly-sent-

out hybrids of this most beautiful and highly orna-

mental genus, five of which produce double male

flowers and the remaining fourteen altogether sinKle

flowers. All the five doubles and nine of the single

flowered kinds were sent to me by M. Victor Lemoine,

of Nancy; two came from Messrs. Veitch, of Chelsea;

two from M. Van Iloutte, of Ghent; one from Mr.

B. S. Williams, of lloUoway; and one from M. J. B.

Deleuil, of Marseilles. I have also received from M.
Lemoine two other named double varieties, which

unfortunately died without breaking into growth early

in the season, and also several unnamed seedling

varieties under number for trial, and also a second
variety from Mr. B. S. Williams, named Royalty,

which has not yet bloomed, but which is said by him
to be the finer of his two varieties. I shall now pro-

ceed to describe sotatttn the above mentioned varie-

ties, and give my opinion briefly concerning the

merits and demerits of each, which I hope may be
some guide to those of your readers who may
wish to select for next season a few of the finest and
most meritorious varieties from among the many
oflered for sale by various nurserymen and florists. At
the head of all the double-flowered varieties stands

undoubtedly Gloire de Nancy, This really magnifi-

cent variety is not done justice to in the admirably

coloured plate presented with No. 16 of the Revue
Hcrtieok for this year (which can be obtained from
the publisher, M. Bourguignon, Rue Jacob, 26,

Paris, in exchange for fifteen penny stamps), as the

blooms were with me nearly double the si^e they are

there represented to be ; the beautiful deep carmine
colour, however, is most accurately and delicately

reproduced in the plate. This variety is of an upright
and branching habit of growth, and is also exceed-
ingly free-flowering, with the additional great merit of
having nearly all its blooms male, and therefore double,
my plant only producing two or three female flowers

out of a total of between thirty and forty. This is

altogether by far the finest variety that has yet appeared
among this beautiful group, and well deserved the

special gold medal awarded to it by the Socide Cen-

trale d' Horticulture de France when submitted to
them last season by its raiser, M. Lemoine.
Salmonea plena, ^io figured in the above-mentioned

plate, is of a pleasing shade of deep rosy salmon, but
by no means so fully double as the last-named variety.
It will probably be better suited for greenhouse
culture, as I saw it with an English friend very much
finer under glass than it was with me in the open air.

Leiiwiuei is also figured on the same plate with the
two last-named varieties, and has been already fully
described by me in the eighth volume of the Garden,
p. 323. It is a very fine variety.

Balsaminieflora is an exceedingly beautiful and
fully double flowered variety, with rather irregularly
developed outer or guard petals ; it has light green
foliage, and apparently a compact and low habit of
growth : the blooms are of a very pleasing shade of
light red, and are produced in the usual proportion of
one double-flowered male between a couple of female
blooms, which latter are invariably single.

rresulent BitrtVc is a strong growing variety, with
large deep green foliage, producing a profusion of fine
bold flowers of a deep vermilion colour, the males of
which are semi-double ; this is altogether a brilliant

and desirable variety.

Louis Thibaut is of a low and compact habit of
growth, bearing blooms of a fine deep carmine colour,
the males of which are fully double. It is a very
desirable variety.

The two other double varieties sent out this season
by M. Lemoine, the bloom of which I have unfortu-
nately nut yet seen, are named after the late Louis
\^an Iloutte and myself.

Of the eight single- flowered varieties sent out this

season by M. Lemoine, the finest and most brilliantly

coloured is certainly

Oiiflamme, which produces large and perfectly formed
flowers, of a fine deep carmine colour and great sub-
stance. It is of an upright habit of growth, with dark
green hairy foliage, and is very free flowering. It is,

unfortunately, however, of rather a hard constitution,
and not by any means easy to get cuttings from.

Diama}it has fine large blooms of a deep rose
colour outside and rosy blush inside, very freely pro-
duced. Its habit of growth is low and tufty, with
large, bold, deep green foliage, slightly veined with
white. It is altogether a most distinct and beautiful
variety, of quite a new shade of colour in these plants,

and showing most distinctly the presence of Rosreflora
blood. This should be in every collection of these
plants.

Monsieur MareoUe is a strong growing variety, with
dark green medium-sized foliage and large blooms, of
a very pleasing and novel shade of light rose colour,
resembling Van Houtte's Mdlle. Zimmermann.

Eldorado is not such an acquisition as it promised
to be, as the blooms, which are but of medium size,

are produced on long pendulous footstalks, which
unless raised by the hand show only the outside,
which is of a dull red ; the interior of the bloom is of
a deep golden-yellow. This variety may be useful for

growing in wire baskets hung from the roof of a
greenhouse, where, looking up at them from below,
you will see only the yellow interiors of the flowers.

Its habit of growth is low and compact, with deep
green toothed and pointed foliage, resembling that of
Pearcei, which is doubtless one of its parents.

IVilhelm Pfit^ey is in the way of Rubens, of rather a
deeper shade of colour, and of a dwarfer and more
compact habit of growth, not very free blooming, and
will probably be better adapted for pot culture in the
greenhouse than for the open-air garden bed.

U'll/uiin Liebnecht has light crimson blooms, not
very freely produced, low tufty habit of growth, large
glaucous foliage veined with white. On the whole, it

is a variety of only second-rate merit, but may be
better under glass.

Cri'puscule did not show itself at all to advantage
with me in the open air, but when grown in a pot in

the greenhouse by an English friend it produced a
profusion of large bold blooms of a curious buff colour,

unlike those of any other variety known to me, and,
though not individually beautiful, yet, as a distinct

and free-flowering variety, ;t may find favour with
many growers.

Lustre is a coarse-growing pointed-leaved variety

(somewhat in the way of that worthless variety,

Molicre), with large red flowers, but, on the whole, it

is of only inferior merit.

M. Van Houtte's two novelties for this year are
MademoistHe Zimmeriiranit, of a very pleasing shade
of light rose colour, with a vigorous and upright habit

of growth, but unfortunately possessing the great

fault (which made his new variety of last year, Leon
Plisson, quite worthless) of dropping nearly all its

male blooms in a bud state unopened, the female
blooms alone expanding ; these, however, are of good
substance, and not thin and ragged, as in L(-on Plisson

above-mentioned.
Madame Oscar Lnmardi: is an exceedingly fine,

large-flowered variety, of perfect form and deep glow-
ing carmine colour, sent to me in the spring of 1S75
by mistake, under the name of Emeraude, by M.

Van Iloutte, and fully described under that name in
vol. viii. of the Garden, p. 405. This is one of the
very best and most free-bloommg of all.

Charles Raes, sent out by M. Van Houtte in 1S74,
did not bloom with me last year, so may be now de-
scribed. It is in my opinion quite the best variety of
its year ; it is of uptight habit of growth, producing
large blooms of a fine deep rose colour, very free
blooming, and a lovely variety.

Messrs. -Veitch's Acme is a vigorous and strong,
growing variety, with handsome glaucous foliage, and
producing freely large and handsome blooms of a deep
carmine colour and fine substance, holding its blooms
well, and altogether an exceedingly fine variety.

Messrs. Veitch's Kallisia hardly, I think, deserves
its somewhat pretentious name of "most beautiful. " It
is an upright and slender-growing variety, with very
dark green foliage, and produces freely rather thinly,
formed, pointed petalled, medium-sized blooms, of a
deep blood-red, perhaps the darkest shade yet sent
out, but inferior in both shape and substance of bloom
to Van Houtte's fine variety of 1875 F. Siesmeyer.

Mr. B. S. Williams' Ma^enla Queen is a free-
growing, branching habited variety, producing rather
freely medium-sized bright rose-coloured flowers, of
rather thin substance, and not opening well. It is a
variety of second-rate merit only

M. J. B. Deleuil's I\-lranjue, to be sent out by
him this autumn or next spring, is a very free-
growing variety, with most conspicuously curved and
pointed foliage, and producing a profusion of large
light red flowers. Altogether it is a showy and desirable
variety, viell worth adding to any collection, and is

admirably suited for filling the centre of a small bed
in the garden. I have also grown this season in the
greenhouse the following varieties, raised by Messrs.
Henderson, of St. John's Wood, within the last year
or two, most of which are exceedingly ornamental as
pot plants :

—

Prince of Wales.—Fine glowing crimson, large
blooms, very freely produced on long pendulous foot-
stalks, fine erect habit of growth, with conspicuous
hairy foliage ; a very fine variety.

Sir Chaihs Lshaiu.—Also an upright.growi»g,
branching variety, with smooth foliage, and pro-
ducing very freely, on long pendukjus footstalks, large
and handsome blooms of a deep claret colour.

Mrs. Harry Taylor.—A much dwarfer-growing
variety than the two last-named, of very branching,
bushy habit, producing very freely handsome medium-
sized blooms of a bright orange-scarlet.

While Queen.—The best white variety I have yet
seen, the colour of the internal petals being of a really
pure white. Nearly all the blooms produced are males,
the few females that do appear being utterly small
and insignificant in appearance. This variety is also
very free- blooming, and quite an acquisition.

Princess of Tec/:.—A very free.blooming, upright-
growing variety, producing blooms of a lovely bright
shade of rose-colour, the males of which are nearly all

fully double.

Countess of Dudley.—A low-growing bushy and
pendulous variety, producing small bufl-coloured
flowers, the males of which are usually rather more
than semi-double.

M. Otto Froebel, of the Neumunster Nurseries,
Zurich, has sent me four varieties, named re-

spectively Frcebeli, after himself; octopetala, and
octopetala rosea, all of which are imported species

;

and Mont Blanc, a hybrid of his own raising, of which
I may have something to say later in the season, as
these seem all late blooming varieties—the first and
last-named of them are only now opening their first

blooms, and the two octopetalas show no sign of
bloom as yet, being indeed described by their intro-

ducer as properly in this country late autumn or winter
bloomers. tV. £, Gumbleton, Belgroz'e^ Qneenstown,

TREES WITHIN TREES-
The growth of one tree within another, where both

are alive and interlap their branches in friendly, or,

rather, necessary union, has a curious appearance,

and is not very common. Of course, it can only

happen when the foster-tree is hollow, or has a large

head from the pollarding of its branches, where by
degrees in the course of years soil has accumulated,

thus allowing sulTicient mould for the deposit and
germination of seeds or fruit ihat birds may carry

there, or winds accidentally lodge. Old pollard

Willows, where they are numerous by the side of

brooks or rivers, become thus the depositories of

various berries and seeds, and I have seen wide-

headed pollard trees nourishing four or five seedling

shrubs and young trees at the same time, chiefly

Hawthorns, Hazels, Sycamores, Roses, and Brambles
;

others show young Ashes, and even Oaks and Yews
occasionally. In most cases these seedlings only

flourish for a time, either from a deficiency of nutri.
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ment cut down with the periodical fall of the Willow

branches, or when the overweight of the head renders

it obnoxious to autumnal gale?, the entire tree with its

colony of immigrants falls to the ground.

Occasionally the seecling colonist not being en-

cumbered or straitened by a crowd of others strug-

gling for life, is enabled to maintain itself ; but to do

this effectually it throws down roots along the side of

the hollow tree en which it is placed, and these

entering the ground not only afford nourishment to

the young tree above, but strengthened by degrees

become a fulcrum of support, and the largest root

finally changes to a bole that either eventually breaks

through the hollow prison where it has been confined,

or stands as an independent tree when the Willow

is blown doHTi. Ash or Hawthorn seedlings are

most commonly the claimants for settlement, and

I have noticed an Ash tree of considerable age that

has got within a very old AVillow, at Wingmore, near

Cheltenham, standing in a hollow formed by a rapid

brook, and has attained a lofty porL Both \Yillow

and Ash mix their branches together, but the Ash
will probably survive the Willow, if not break it

down (see fig. 03).

Gilpin has obicrved in his Foresi Scenery that, " It

is not uncommon for the seeds of trees, and particu-

larly of the Ash, to seize on some faulty part of a

neighbouring trunk, and there strike root. Dr. Plot

speaks of a piece of vegetable violence of this kind,

which is rather extraoidinary. An Ash-key rooting

itself on a decayed Willow, and finding, as it in-

creased, a de6ci£ncy of nourishment in the mother

plant, it began to insinuate its fibres, by degrees,

through the trur.k of the Willow into the earth.

There receiving an additional recruit, it began to

thrive and expand itself to such a size, that it burst

the Willow in pieces, which fell away from it ; and

what was before the root of the Ash, being now
exposed to the air, became the solid trunk of a

vigorous tree.

"

This is, in fact, the ordinary process where a seed-

ling tree assumes a vigorous growth upon a Willow
somewhat shattered by time and age. I some time

since observed a young Oak mounted on the head of

a Willow at Bransford, near Worcester, within whose
hollow bole it had thrown down a strong tap-root,

and maintain a separate existence. On the head of

the same Willow a bush of Elder was growing beside

the Wych Elm.

Sir T. Pick Lauder, in his additions to Gilpin,

mentions the following from his own obser^-ation

:

*'We remember to have remarked a very curious

•instance of this growth of one tree on another, on the

mountain road from Buttermere to Keswick. A wild

cherr)*-stone had been accidentally dropped by some

bird into the decaying crevice of a tolerably large

Ash, where it had vegetated and produced a tree of

which, more than any other river that I know, is

crowded with Willows on its banks. The cut

(fig. 95) represents an old hollow pollard Willow that

has been upset by a tempest, yet maintaining a slight

hold on the soil, in the hollow of which a large Hazel

bush was growing when I sketched it, and maintain-

ing a vigorous existence. Such objects, seen by a

wandering lover of Nature, may well call to mind

what Wordsworth has remarked of fantastic things

that met his prying view :

—

'* The gross materials of this world present

A mar\'ellous study of wild accident

—

Uncouth proximities of old and new.

And bold transfigurations to Time due

—

As aught the sky's fantasiic element

When most fantastic offers to the view."

In fact, the grotesque aspect of many old battered

time-worn trees representing faces and figures, would,

if depicted, be thought to be a fanciful effect of the

artist's penc'd. Edicin L<€S, F.L.S., Green Bill

Summ ity IFonesfcr.

(Ta de coKiimued.)

ON RAINFALL
EVAPORATION AND PERCOLATION.
[The remarks, from which the following are

abstracts, were made at the Inslilulion of Civil

Engineers on the 29th of February, 1S76, in the

course of the discission upon the papers by Mr.

Symons " On Floods in England and Wales in 1S75,
'

and by Mr. Greaves " On Rainfall and on Percola-

tion." We regret that our space forbids us from

inserting the numerous tables accompanying the

communications.]

I'r. Gilbert remarked that Mr. Lawes and him-

self had been for some time engaged in percolation

experiments as well as in rain-guage determinations.

They took the soil just as it was ; they dug down and
undermined it, putting iron plates which were drilled

with holes underneath ; they gradually got it under-

pinned in that way, and built it in with brick and

cement, so that they had an isolated square of soil

entirely undisturbed. The area of each gauge was

Fig. 94.—\ouNc. oak growing within an old willow
NE.\R THE RIVER TEME, ERANSFORD, WORCESTERSHIRE.

Fig 95.—OLD OVERTHROW.N WILLOW WITH HAZEL BUSH GROWING OUT OF IT,

SIDE OF RIVER TEME, KNIGHTSFORD, WORCESTERSHIRE.

which, having reached and entered the ground, was
becoming a trunk to support the Oak, independent of

the Willow, which, though still living, seemed likely

to be broken down by the more vigorous tree, to

which it had given an asylum in its infant state (fig.

94).

Last summer I noticed a thriving Wych Elm on a
Willow near Knightsford, on the River Teme, which
had thrown down roots within the Willow, the growth
of which was bursting its trunk open, and, it was
evident, would ultimately break down the Willow,

very considerable magnitude ; and what rendered the

appearance of this curious combination more strange

was the circumstance that ihe cleft where the Cherry
tree was rooted was some 15 or 20 feet, or even more,

from the ground."

Willows, from the great heads they assume, owing
to periodical lopping, and becoming hollow sooner

than other trees, are more apt to offer a resting-place for

fugitive seeds, even when their boles are overturned by
autumnal gales—numerous instances of which have

occurred to me on the banks of the River Teme

one-thousandth of an acre. They had one such gauge

with 20 inches, one with 40 inches, and one with

60 inches depth of soil ; so that they were able to answer

some of ihe questions with regard to capillary action

to which reference had been made. Of previous

determinations. Dr. Dallon's had indicated that 25 pet

cent, of the rain percolated ; those of Jlr. Dickinson,

showed up to a certain date 42,5 per cent. ;
ihosf.

of M. Maurice, at Geneva, 39 per cent. ; those ol"

M. Gasparin, in the South of France, 20 per cent.

;

those of M. Risler, near Geneva, 30 per cent. : or an
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average of 31.3 per cent, under different conditions in

five different localities. Mr. Greaves gave 28 per

cent. For a period of five years Mr. Lawes and him-

self found 3'J'8 per cent, of the rainfall percolating

through 20 inches, 36 per cent, through 40 inches, and

28 6 per cent, through 60 inches. To show how diffi-

cult it was to imitate soil in its natural condition, he

might mention that, wishing to extend their experi-

ments, they attempted to fill, by calculation, a

number of tubes, 5 feet deep and 2 feet in diameter,

with the soil of the immediately adjoining field in its

exact natural condition. After putting in 3 feet of

soil, pouring a great deal of water through, and

applying a weight of more than i ton for many months,

the soil had not sunk down to the 3 feet by about 6

nches. It was almost impossible by artificial

means to get a soil like the natural one. Another

difference in the mode of estimation was that

they took the harvest year, from the 1st of Sep-

tember to the end of August. The rainfall in

the first year was 27I inches ; in the succeeding years

29 inches, 30^ inches, 21 ^ inches, and 30^ inches, or

an average of nearly 28 inches. Of those 28 inches

about loj • inches percolated through 20 inches,

10 inches through 40 inches, and only 8 inches

through 60 inches of soil. Beginning in September,

that was after warm and comparatively dry
weather, there was less water going through

40 inches than through 20 inches, and less

through 60 inches than through 40 inches

depth of sdil
; and so it went on until the

winter rains accumulated, when the reverse

happened, and there was sometimes more
through the 60 inches than through the 20
inches. Capillary action therefore certainly

had its influence on percolation, or rather

on evaporation—the complement to it — far

below the depth that had been mentioned.
From the results of an extended series of

experiments on the amount of water given

off by plants during their growth, it might
be roughly estimated that, for every ton of
really dry substance grown, a depth of 3
inches of rain would be evaporated through
Ihe vegetation. For every ton of hay, in

its natural condition, about 2\ inches of rain

would pass through the plant. It was
obvious that, where there was vegetation,

percolation would be diminished, and espe-

cially where the growth extended through
nearly the whole of the year, as in the case

of grass land. The water would not be
safe until it reached a lower depth than if

the land were not covered, as in li.e case

of the percolation experiments to which le
bad referred. He thought that the larg<r

amounts of percolation obtained in their own
experiments than in those of Mr. Greaves
were the resultant of two opposite agencies ;

they had no vegetation to pump the water
out, but, on the other hand, Mr. Greaves'
soil had no doubt been more pervious than
theirs.

JL MaritDavy, Director of the Meteoro-
logical Observatory at Montsouris, Paris, had
also made numerous experiments on the amount of

water evaporated by different plants during giowth,
and alio on the amount evaporated from soils of

diflerent kinds, or covered with different descriptions

of vegetation ; but the results were too numerous and
varied to be conveniently summarised in a tabular

form.

With reference to some observations by Mr,
Symons, he might be permitted to refer to the effects

of manures in fouling water. When that gentleman
visited them some time ago, he pointed out two plots

of Wheat, one of which had been manured in the

autumn, and the other in the spring. There had
been a wet winter, and under those conditions the

crop manured in the spring was much better than that

manured in the autumn. In dry winters it was just

the contrary. At such times the crop manured in

the autumn picked up more of the active manures,
and less got into the drains, so that there was a
better root-distribution, and eventually a better

crop.

Those experiments on the growth of Wheat had
been carried on for more than thirty years. The drain

of each plot was opened, and the drainage-water

occasionally collected for analysis. Dr. Voelcker and
Dr. Frankland had analysed many of those waters.

The results showed, on an average, that where no

nitrogenous manure had been used for many years,

the amount of nitrogen (as nitrates, &;c) in the

drainage-water was o 43 part per 100,coo ; when
41 lb. of nitrogen per acre per annum were put on
in the form of ammonia salu=, the amount was 0.82
part ; with 82 lb., i 44 part; with 123 lb., I. Si part;
almost progressing in the ratio of the amount of

nitrogen put upon the soil. Two analyses by Dr.
Voelcker and four by Dr. Frankland gave 1.26 part

of nitrogen per 100,000 parts of drainage-water from
land manured every year with farmyard manure.
.Some of the 'plots were manured far more heavily

than was usual in agriculture, so that there need
be no fear of anything like the fouling of water re-

ferred to from ordinary agricultural operation.^.

Of course it would be more in light soils than In

heavy lands.

The results described had been obtained in some-
what heavy soil. The importance of watching the

matter, it was almost needless to observe, was very
great. He did not, however, think that when the

matters had passed through a considerable depth of

soil there was so much danger from ordinary agricul-

ture as was sometimes supposed, although it was
true the drainage-water might not indicate a very
good previous history.

CP^^. \4i^^^^tn.c-C.

BRITISH GARDENERS.
XLII.

—

Thoiias Rabone.

Mr. Thomas Raeone, who is now gardener at

Alton Towers, was bom in the village of W'elles-

boume, near Warwick, on April 16, 1833. " My
father," he writes, "died when I was only six years

of age, and my mother was left with three children to

fight the battle of life. I was very fond of wild

flowers, and had a little garden in which I spent many
hours, planting such things as Cowslips, Primroses,

&c, my mother often giving me a word of encourage-

ment. At eleven years of age I set out to work, and at

fourteen was selected for employment in the gardens

of B. Granville, Esq , Wellesbourae Hall, by Mr.

John Cotton, the excellent and faithful gardener, who,

two summers ago, paid me a visit at Alton Towers,

telling me that he could not rest until he had seen me
once again. From this good old man I received

many useful and practical lessons that have been of

very great service to me, and such as every young

boy needs who is destitute of a father's counsel.

" At the end of two years I was removed to a more

important and much larger garden, that of Walton

House, under Mr. Cobb, now agent to Sir Charles

MordaunL Mr. Cobb was a strict master and a most

excellent gardener, and from him I received the

greatest kindness during the three years I was there,

besides invaluable lessons in flower gardening, the
growing of soft-wooded plants, general kitchen gar-
dening, and the forcing of S.rawberries, Grapes,
Melons, &r. I had to walk two miles every day from
my home to Walton ; and for five weeks, at the time
the new flower gardens were made, I have run a
barrow filled to the brim, and sometimes more than
that, with heavy soil over a deep sunk fence, and
that for the sum of 8j-. per week. Belter days now
for young men I

' The next garden of importance I entered—that also
through the kindness of Mr. Cobb—was that at Pack-
ington Hall, near Coventry. Mr. Poole was gar-
dener, and a very good one indeed. Grapes, Pines,

Peaches, Melons, and Cucumbers were grown very
successfully. I spent four years here, three as fore-

man, and during some hard winters I have had eleven

fires to see to myself; many a night I have not had
three hours' sleep, as the houses were difficult to heat.

During my stay at Packington I gave my mind to

the improvement of my general education, as I was
determined to make my way if possible Mr. Cobb
again took me by the hand, and Mr. Poole very

I

reluctantly let me go to Shrubland Park, under Mr.
' Davidson. I was here foreman of the forcing depart-

ment and kitchen garden, being placed in

that position from the stoves by .Mr. Foggo,

Mr. Davidson's successor. During the short

time I was at Shrubland I learnt the names
of many plants and other things that have

been of great benefit to me, and prepared

me for the next garden I was to enter—that

at Trentham Hall. Mr. Fleming started

me in the forcing department at once, and

success attended this undertaking, for Mr.

Fleming took many prizes at the London
shows during the year I was at Trentham ;

and through his kindness I was sent out

as head-gardener to Barlaston Hall, the seat

of R. T. Adderley, Esq., 2 miles from

Trentham, so that I still had opportunities

of seeing the gardening of Trentham during

Mr. Fleming's lime, and that of Mr. Hen-
derson's, and also of forming the acquaint-

ance of Mr. Stevens, the present intelligent

gardener, whose friendship I have retained

ever] since. Keele Hall was, as now,

another noted garden in the neighbourhood,

and I paid many visits there, and formed the

acquaintance of Mr. Hill. There I saw the

development of those wonderful Ilamburghs

and Black Princes, which carried so many
first prizes at the London shows, and which

made the name of William Hill a household

word in every gardeners' cottage throughout

the land. With such surroundings as these

I was fired with zeal to reach success, and I

set about renovating the old carrion borders

at Barlaston, building Peach-houses, and

getting more glass for plants, &c. Every-

thing seemed to prosper with me, for during

my stay there, of over six years, I won
many prizes for Grapes, Peaches, plants,

&c , at the local shows, as well as those

at distant towns, such as Birmingham, Leamington,

and Chester, and at the Royal Botanic Society in

London for Peaches and Nectarines.

" My next situation was Hart's Hill, the seat of

C. M. Campbell, E;q., who was very fond of garden-

ing. The first year I was there I took 1st prize for

four dishes of Peaches at the Rojal Horticultural

Gardens, in London. Mr. Campbell subsequently

bought Woodseat estate, and there I had to face

some rough work, for we shifted all the glass from

Hart's Hill, and the Peach trees also, and planted

new Vines, &c. Here, also, my labours were

crowned with success, for I topk the gold medal and

large silver-gilt medal for collections of fruit at the

Royal Botanic Gardens, London, as well as many

1st prizes for Grapes at Liverpool ; but my greatest

success was in the year I left Woodseat, when at the

great show of the Royal Horticultural Society at

Leicester, I took 1st prize for every dish of fruit I

exhibited, namely, for a dish of Hamburghs, and for

three dishes of Grapes— extra prizes given by Lady

Howe ; and of the Society's prizes 1st for Hamburgh

Grapes, for Queen Pine, and for green-fleshed Melon.

" The situation at Alton Towers being vacant, I

spoke to my employer, Mr. Campbell, to help me to

obtain it ; for, though I regretted leaving so worthy a

master, yet at the same time I was anxious to better
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my circumstances. Through his kindness and that of

other friends I was appointed to Alton Towers, and

since I have been here the good taste of my worthy

employers, and especially of Lady Shrewsbury, has

led to many improvements being made ; more glass

has been added, and last, but not least, a good and

comfortable head-gardener's house has been built, and

better accommodation afforded for the young gar-

deners. Through the confidence reposed in me by

my noble employers, I have now, under the able

agent, Mr.. Boham, the charge of the extensive

woods and estates, as well as the entire general

management of the place. For four years or

more out of the seven 1 have been here, few men
have toiled harder, or have met with better success.

I am greatly indebted to many of my gardening

friends for counsel, encouragement, and advice—espe

cially to Messrs. Phipps, of Ingestre ; Stevens, o:

Trentham ; Hill, of Keele Hall ; Henderson, late o:

Trentham
; Judd, late of Hawkstone ; Miller, ol

Combe Abbey; Brown, of Elmdon Hall; Jones, ol

Wynyard Park, and others.

*' May I, in conclusion, add a word of advice to my
younger brethren in the craft ? Mine has been a hard

and uphill fight, but with a worthy purpose, with

patient energy for its accomplishment, and resoluteness

that has been undaunted by difhculties. I say to all

young gardeners : Set the object of your life before

you, and work at it with sweat of brow and stretch of

brain, and you will not toil in vain. Be kind and

obliging to all you have to do with. Above all make
the Bible the guide of your lives, and it may be that

when you are dead and gone your memory will be

recalled with gratitude and tears."

Natural History.

Wasps (Vespa vulgaris, L.). — Having just

returned from taking my short holiday in Westmore-

land, I can fully bear out the statement of your corre-

spondent that wasps are scarce in that county. For

several years our Vicir, who is a noted apiarian, has

given sixpence each to the boys of the village for

queen wasps captured in early spring. Taking the

quantity destroyed each year as my guide, I have come
to the conclusion that after a wet, damp winter we
have very few brought to us, but when the previous

winter has been dry we have a large quantity captured.

The severity of the season does not diminish insect

life, for bees do far better in cold, frosty winters than

in damp winters. During a winter in which much
rain falls, with a foggy moist atmosphere, our apiaries

suffer severely, the stocks in many instances come out

weakly and dispirited in the month of April follow-

ing ; but exactly the reverse is the case in a hard

winter. Queen wasps take refuge in the Ihatch of cot-

tage roofs, or in hay and corn ricks ; thus the rain or

damp penetrates to their domicile and causes death.

Another fact in the history of this active and vora-

cious insect is seldom noticed. Districts which are

devoid of thatched cottages, or in which very few

thatched haystacks are to be met with, are also noted

for the scarcity of both wasps and hornets. Vour
correspondent, "A Fruit Grower, Burton," observes

the scarcity of wasp nests in the North of England,

or in the particular locality from whence he writes
;

does he not also note the paucity of thatched roofs of

all kinds. Ergo, the fruit growers' paradis.e—if he wishes

to be comparatively free from the ravages of wasps,

&c.—should be selected in such a district. I have not

observed the like respecting the "booming humble
bee," but he is not so much a thief in onr gardens as

his more gaily coloured friend, the wasp. R.

The Wasps are better late than early. But they

have been here for fully a month, and very trouble-

some they proved, boring their way into the Peaches
and Plums. Golden Drops were especially favoured,

and all the best Peaches on the ripest sides. They
also tried the Pears, and spoilt a good many of the

scant crop. The recent warm days in the first week
of October has added more strength to the wasps,

and greatly augmented their numbers, so that they He
heavily on the Grapes in the vineries and the Figs
out-of-doors, which have been a full crop of excel-

lent quality here this season. D, T. Fis/i.

Insect Transformatiox.— It is no uncommon
thing to find the dry filmy coat of some of our in'^ects

(which, like grasshoppers and their allies, carry astiong

similarity of shape through all the stages of their

existence) adhering to twigs or bits of grass, but the

change itself is less frequently seen, and the operations

of the creature in divesting itself of the case which has

become merely an incumbrance on the new surface, or

newly formed parts within, is well worth watching.

In the common field grasshopper the whole opera-

when, watched from beginning to end, took just twenty

minutes. The insect attracted attention by its stillness,

as if unable to move, and on being placed on the

finger the change began at once by a crack opening on

the back of the thorax. Through this opening the

body and legs of the future Grasshopper gradually

stepped out of the former pupal covering— at first

apparently without much difi'iculty ; the two front pairs

of legs were easily withdrawn, and though not without

long gentle pulling the antenn.12 also were safely

extracted. Bat the real difficulty was in the long

hind legs—these seemed almost beyond their owner's

powertodisengage from their minutely well fitting cases,

and the work was very gradual ; however, slowly the

limbs were withdrawn from their filmy boots, and the

perfect insect stood side by side on the finger with

the husk by which it had been covered half-an-hour

before, perfect si ill in shape, save in the ruptured

coat through which the escape had been made, and

holding the transparent empty pellicle firmly up on

the empty legs. The grasshopper remained perfectly

quiet after the change, so as to allow of being secured

with its companion specimen for museum illustration.

In the peacock butterfly, Vanessa lo, the method of

change from caterpillar to chrysalis is particularly

interesting to watch, from the contrast in colour

between the brilliant black velvety coat of the cater-

pillar and the bright green of the freshly disclosed

pupa inside, allowing every stage of the operation lo

be minutely observed from the first crack in the cater-

pillar's skin to the stage when the creature by its con-

tortions has contrived to wriggle the old skin together

up to the tail, itself hanging by the tip of the caudal

extremity all moist and shiny. At this point a most

interesting experiment may be made, showing the

presence of the limbs of the future butterfly in the

newly developed chrysalis. If this is taken imme-
diately before the shiny soft exterior has time for

the exudations to harden, and is plunged into a mix-

ture of hot turpentine and Canada Balsam, the

parts will immediately separate, and the different por-

tions of the future butterfly will be seen, not yet fully

formed, still less in their beautv, but still there, bear-

ing much the same relationship by analogy to what
they would have become, that the chicken in the egg

or the unfledged nestling bears to the full grown fowl.

Though the mass of msect transformations are over

for the season, yet whilst some warm days still linger,

and the grass is as full of insect life as it has been lately,

there will still be some going forward?, and if the

change should not be going on at the moment of cap-

ture, a few pupn? of the larger butterflies or moths, or

grasshoppers in the stage before the development of

the wings, if brought home afford interesting observa-

tion*;, and (for those unacquainted with the matter)

often a much clearer idea of what happens in trans-

formations than can be conveyed by description. 0.

Variegated Zonal Pelargoniums.—By some
it is asserted that there is a decline in the popular

liking for the handsomely marked Variegated Z^nal

Ptilargoniums, which is perhaps not to be wondered at,

and that for two reasons ; first, they were exhibited

as new forms in a manner, and showing a richness of

marking in the leaves which ordinary cultivators can-

not hope to imitate ; and secondly, the new varieties

were produced in such rapid succession, anH unfor-

tunately with but little real distinctness of character,

that those who had a fancy for them soon tired of so

much sameness. The Pelargonium craze rose to

fever-heat, and then subsided ; and raisers are find-

ing that the production of new varieties is not a very

prufitaMe business.

But these considerations must not blind gardeners

to the fact that some of the more robust growing of

them are of decided use in the flower garden, and
for the purpose of securing certain effects cannot wtll

be dispensed with. This was illustrated at Chiswick

by Mr. Barron during the past summer in his trial of

variegated Pelargoniums. In looking over them with

an impartial eye, one cannot resist the impression that

of its type Mrs. Pollock is still the best of them for

bedding purposes, and how little real departure from

the type is discernible in the many new varieties pro-

duced since the advent of Mr. Grieve's wonderful

prodigy. I sometimes think that it would be well if

nine-tenths of the certificates given to new varieties

could be recalled. With Mrs. Pollock may be

associated Macbeth, for these two contrast well ; the

former exhibits the yellow margin in a distinct manner,

the latter the rich dark chestnut-red zone. Bright Eyes

is a good free growing showy variety, but much like

Mrs. Pollock ; Countess of Ashburnham has a fine

bold growth, and is perhaps the most vigorous of all.

Lady CuUum and Sir Robert Xapier are certainly

distinct in character, but they are better suited for pot

culture.

I may be deemed heretical in my notions, but I

confess to a liking for the variegated section proper,

in preference to the white or silver-edged variegated

zonals, for bedding purposes. I like them exces-

sively for pot culture when they are well done ; but

miserable starved specimens—starved to get colour into

their diminutive leaves, such objects as one meets with

occasionally (shall I say too frequently ?) at flower

shows—do not come up to my ideal of doing them

well in pots. Of the variegated section, the best

bedders at Chiswick were Albion Cliffs, Miss Kings-

bury and Little Pet. The two former especially, had

as margins to their leaves that pure milk-white border

that contrasts soeflectlvely with the deep green body of

the leaf. The last named has a very broad white

leaf margin, but it did look delicate, and the weather

was in its favour too, or, at least, one would have

thought so.

There yet remains the gold and bronze or bicplor

section. They went up in the scale of popular esteem

like a sky-rocket ; and, as is usually the case with

floral panics, they worried the souls of raisers and

growers for but a short time, and then came down
again. They are a most useful class of plants when
used in the flower garden with judgment. There has

been a remarkable advance as regards the size, form,

and perfect marking of the leaves ; but let us hope

that the many certificated, unrecognised ones, are in-

habiting some place or other, with a whole host of

belated brethren of the tricolor section—some paradise

of usefulness, away in the great stretch of space reach-

ing one knows not whither. The most distinct of the

dark- zoned section is The Czar ; the broad zone is

very dense, and covers a considerable portion of the

leaves. Are we somewhere on the road towards a

black-leaved Pelargonium that shall rival the Coleus,

and rid us (or ever of Perilla nankinensis with its

nauseous perfume ? Emperor of Brazil has a fine

golden ground and distinct bronze zone, and is of free

growth ; another good useful variety, especially

striking in character at the end of summer, is Martchal

McMahon, one of the best of the numerous varieties

raised by Mr. Laing, of Forest Hill.

Of the golden-leaved section the best were Crystal

Palace Gem and Golden Superb Nosegay ; the former

is certainly the most useful variety of its class. Creea's

Seedling is a very useful variety also. These three

will suffice for the next quarter of a century, unless

some real improvement is forthcoming, i?. D.

PLANT HOUSES.
Greenhouse Hard-wooded Plants.—Heaths.

The different very useful varieties of soft- wooded
winter flowering Heaths, so well adapted for decora-

tive purposes, are, contrary to the usual practice with

most thmgs tor a like purpose, generally procured

from those who grow them in quantities for sale, as

in the hands of such as cultivate them in large

numbers they can usually be grown with more advan-

tage to those who require them in flower. Vet it

frequently happens that the plants do not open their

blooms well, many of them going blind. Tnis con-

dition may generally be traced to defective treatment.

The plants when obtained are ordmarily very strong

and well set with fiower-buds—a state brought about

by diligent attention, based upon long experience in

their cultivation. This vigorous condition is usually

caused hy the stimulants they have received, whiclr

in addition to the strong growth it has produced

above the soil, has caused them to fill their com-
paratively small pots very full of roots—a state in

which the least inattention in giving water has

the effect of injuring them to an extent that

aff<;cts the flowers in the way above described.

The plants are mostly so hard potted that they

will not ring, so as to indicate in this way when
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water is needed ; consequently they should be
closely and frequently examined as to their require-

ments in this respect ; they should also be stood where
they will get plenty of light and air. The foliage is

almost certain to become a prey to mildew if huddled
closely together amongst other things—treatment to

which, for appearance sake, they are often subjected.

A commencement should now be made to go over
the general stock of Heaths, both such as require
retying altogether, and those that only need a portion
of the sticks replacing ; in all cases the plants should
be divested of any old brown, dead leaves, getting
well to the insides to remove those which for appear-
ance, as well as the health of the specimens, are much
better away. In many cases these dead leaves will

require rubbing briskly betwixt the thumb and finger

to remove them. When a plant is thus cleared
it should be laid down on its side, the
branches gently shaken, and all the leaves that are

on the surface of the soil got away. Before
retying, all the decayed portions of the sticks ought to

be drawn out of the soil, putting the new ones in the
same holes. Beginners at tying should always be
careful not to make the ligatures too tight ; for,

although the shoots of Heaths do not expand so
quickly as those of many things, yet if tied tight to

begin with, the bark will frequently be injured before
the plants are again re-tied. The majority o( Heaths are
of a formal, somewhat dumpy habit of growth, and
many so naturally weak in their wood that, unless the
whole of the shoots are supported, they cannot be
prevented from hanging loosely about in a manner
that gives them an untidy appearance

Soft-wooded Greenhouse Blants.—Show
and fancy Pelargoniums should now be placed in
their winter quarters ; to dojustice to them they ought
to be elevated near to the roof, in a light span,
roofed house or pit. The earliest cut down plants will
by now have made enough growth to require slightly
tying, and drawing the strongest shoots to the outside,
so as to balance the strength. Do not use too much
water, especially if the plants have not yet had much
time to make roots. Fuchsias that were stiuck from
cuttings about the beginning of August (which make
much nicer plants for flowering during the ensuing
summer than old ones) will have made roots enough to
want shifting to the pots they are to remain in for the
next three or four months—such as are 6 inches in

diameter will be large enough ; usegood turfy loam, well
enriched with rotten manure and a little leaf.mould ;

keep them near the glass in a temperature of 4S'or50°
at nighf, which will enable them to move slowly
without being drawn up weakly. Solanums, that
were taken up from the open ground and potted some
weeks ago, wdl by this time have got established ; these
and others that have been grown through the summer
in pots should now be placed where they will be out
of the danger of frost ; an airy pit where they can
have sufficient light, will answer for them : give plenty
of water or the leaves will suder. A portion of the
earliest, the berries of which have begun to colour, if

put in a little warmth will soon get fully coloured. If
the principal lot of Hyacinths and other bulbs are not
already potted, they should be got in soon and
plunged m a bed of ashes in the usual way. T.
Bawts.

FLOWER GARDEN.
The foliage beds of the parterre are still bright and

effective, but the flower beds look wretched, though
some few plants continue to bloom most persistently,
amongst which may be named Ageraium Countess of
Stair (the best variety known), Viola' Blue Bell, Cal-
ceolaria amplexicaulis, and Abutilons Boule de Niege
and Due de Malakoff. I think it worth while to
name these, as any plants that continue to flower up
to this date, and through such weather, are deserving of
more than a passing notice ; but for general effective-
ness for the longest period there is nothing like foliage
arrangements. It will not he safe to leave out tender
plants alter this date, so that what it is necessary to
preserve should be lifted ; but the general arrange-
ments should not be disturbed till sharp frosts have
made it absolutely necessary, and then all the
labour should be concentrated on clearing and
refilling the beds with harly shrubs, bulbs,
&C. Where spring gardening is practised, Pansies,
Violas, Daisies, and annuals may be planted
the moment the beds are cleared. Spring garden-
ing is not required of us here, winter effective-
ness being of first importance. The beds are hence
planted for immediate effect. Hollies, Retinosporas,
Thujas, Euonymus, berried Cotoneasters, Heaths, &c.,
are used in quantity to supplement the hardy plants
that have done duty during the summer, and for the
season of the year such planting has many charms,
ana is worthy of the labour devoted to it.

Recently propagated plants that have been standing
about, without shelter, should now be safely housed.
Pelargoniums winter best on cool dry shelves ; damp
IS their great enemy, and should, therefore, be guarded
against. Verbenas, Petunias, and Ageratums will
do in a similar position for some lew weeks jet.

when it will be advisable to give them a warmer
place. Alternantheras, Coleus, and Iresines will

do with any amount of heat and moisture, and
must have a minimum temperature of 60' if they
are to winter well. Tender Echeverias, Semper-
vivums, and other succulents will do on any out-

of-the-way shelves, as all through the winter they
require very little water. Any amongst them of which
it is desired to increase the stock, should be placed in

heat, to induce them to throw out offsets or cuttings.

W^hen such jobs as these are completed alterations

may be commenced, and the planting of evergreen and
deciduous trees and shrubs may be done ; indeed the
sooner this is accomplished the greater will be the

success attendant thereon. Of course all such work
must be deferred so long as the present excessive wet
weather continues. Roses, too, may now be planted,
and if done thus early a good bloom may be antici-

pated next season. .\ny that are not growing satis-

factorily should be lifted, and the beds trenched and
manured and again planted. Bulbs of various kinds,

and Pansies and Violas may be introduced amongst
the Roses, with the best elTept and without detriment

to the Roses. //'. Wihhmilh, HeckUdd.

to internal cleanliness, and frequent washings of the
glass. W. Coleman.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Peaches and Nectarines. — The fact that the

presence of those insect pests which in some measure
do commonly abound in most forcing structures,

would at certain times be almost, if not altogether,

insufferable, indicates the necessity for taking all

precautionary means to extirpate them, when con-

current circumstances are convenient for the pur-

pose ; and during the period the trees are in a dor-

mant state is the time to accomplish this end
;

therefore let it be prosecuted vigorously. As soon as

the trees in the several divisions of this department are

devoid of leaves let the pruning and clearing of them
be proceeded with and finished oflhand, and have all

the painted surfaces either thoroughly washed or

painted, the latter being preferable. For the heating

appliances the paint should consist of lampblack and
boiled oil only, as some mixtures for this purpose

are roost deleterious to vegetation. Take away every

particle of the old mulching material, as this may con-

tain a host of red-spider, and remove all loose soil

from inside borders ; and after the trees have had the

needful attention in the way of cleaning, tying, &c.,

fork over the borders carefully about 2 or 3 inches

deep, and add on the top 2 or 3 inches more ol^rous
loam or well-decayed manure. There are likewise

other very important matters in connection with these

sutijects which require considerable labour and atten-

tion at this season ; for instance, any alteration at the

roots of the trees which are contemplated should be

carried into tlTect, and at once, if it concerns those

trees which are shortly to be excited. Whilst the

trees will yield satisfactory results it is sound policy to

let well alone ; otherwise defer not to seek the cause

of ill success, and remedy it, if possible. Exuberance of

growth sometimes causes unfruit fulness. This should

be remedied by a partial lifting of the roots or by root-

pruning. The same means should also be employed
in the ca=e of trees which finish the fruit imperfectly,

in both instances adding fresh pure loam to promote

renewed root-action. Where it is contemplated to

replant peacheries, by no means employ very young
trees if others can be obtained for the purpose. Those
which have been on the walls outside four or five

seasons are most suitable, as such trees will produce a

good crop of fruit the same season, and may with

certainty be planted at any time before they come into

flower. G. T. M:lcs, U'ycomdc Al'luy.

CucuMiiERS.—Where compartments intended for

winter fruiters are still occupied with late Melons,

these should be removed with as little delay as pos-

sible, to make room for the strongest and most pro-

minent plants now ready for turning out. In the suc-

cessfuL management of winter Cucumbers a very

important point is cleanliness, and where this is

neglected a pure, healthy atmosphere can hardly be

expected. Having properly cleansed the structure,

let the plants, whether they be grown in pots or on

hills, have the lull benefit of light by placing them as

near the glass as may be convenient ; and, assuming

that they will not be allowed to bear fruit before

the end of December, a firm short-jointed growth

should be secured by free ventilation on all favourable

occasions as soon as the roots have taken to the soil.

If any weak plants remain over they should be potted

and grown on for coming into use in February. As
nights increase in length autumn fruiting plants wdl
require more attention. Remove all male blossoms

and surplus fruit twice a week when dressing over.

Discontinue the daily syringings overhead except on

bright afternoons, as sufficient atmospheric moisture

can now be obtained from the evaporating pans and

dampings of the walls and paths. VVater at the roots

with clear liquid manure. Watch for canker at the

base of the stems, and keep mildew in check by the

occasional use of sulphur. Maintain a minimum
temperature of 6S', with a rise of id" to 15' on fine

days, and secure a pure atmosphere bystrjct attention

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Weeds, at all times the plague of the kitchen gir-

dener, have been more than usually troublesome
during the last month or so, as they occur at a time
of year when it becomes a work involving much time
and labour to get them eradicated. If cut up by the
hoe, unless jraked off at once they immelia'ely emit
fresh roots, and appear little the worse for being dis-
turbed, so persistently do they cling to life now that
the ground is so warm and moist and the long damp
nights are so much in their favour. Unless°we get
a much drier state of the atmosphere than has pre-
vailed of late, hand-weeding will be the most exoe-
ditious and satisfactory way of getting rid of them,
especially where a coarse rake could not be brought
into free use, as would be the case among such crops
as Winter Spinach, Onions, &c. If not already done,
these should at once be thinned out, giving the
former plenty of room to enable it to develops fine
large juicy leaves instead of the poor starved things
one too often sees, and which is sure to occur unless
the plants stand at least 6 inches apart in the rows.
Onions should have even more room allowed them
unless required for drawing in the spring, in which cise
they can then be thinned out when wan'ed for
use. Such crops as these, together with Lettuce,
Endive, &c., that have to stand the winter, require
much watching to keep them free from slugs and other
insects that prey on them during mild weather, when,
unless means be taken to prevent it, they cruse a
large amount of injury, and frequently the destruclion
of the plants altogether. Nothing answers the pur-
pose better, or is more readily applied than dry soot,

which not only destroys or banishes all insect pests,

but is likewise one of the cheapest and most powerful
stimulants that can be had. No garden, however
small, should be without a good store of it ready to

hand for use when wanted, either for making li<iaid

manure or applying in the dry state to be washed to

the roots during showery weather. In the liquid

form, with the addition of a little lime to the
water, it is invaluable for pouring to the roots of
young Cauliflowers and Cabbage, or any other of the
Brassica tribe where they are at all subject to grub,
which in some soils is very destructive, by causing the
plants to become club-rooted and abortive. As a
rule. Cauliflowers are generally sown much too early

to stand the winter withoui bolting or turning in

prematurely, which causes much disappointment in

spring when they are required for use. The usual lime
of sowing has been the third week in August, but in ex-

ceptionally growing seasons like the present autumn has

turned out to be, plants raised at that time are not

to be depended on, as they are much too forwartl to

endure the vicissitudes of weather they will have 10

pass through between this and the time tliey should
turn-in. The second sowing, made in September, vvill

afford better plants, and such as may be relied on to

stand, and it will therefore be well to pot up as many
of these as are likely to be required to fill any hand-
lights that may become vacant, or to turn out on
sheltered sunny borders. After potting, plunge them
in cold pits or frames close up to the glass, and give

plenty of air by tilling the lights during the nigh',

removing the same altogether by day whenever the

weather is favourable for so doing. Old spent hot-

beds that have been used for Cucumbers and Melons
or other purposes may now be profitably utilised by
being filled with Lettuce and Endive that have nearly

attained their full growth, so as to protect and pre-

serve them for winter use. If during that time

they are removed to a warm, dark place, such as

a Mushroom-house, about a fortnight before they are

wanted, they become delicately blanched and tender,

forming a first-class salad, but little, if at all, inferior

to what can be produced in the summer, when growth
is much more rapid. In order to have plenty young
Lettuce plants to put out during March and April,

seed should be sown at once in a pit or frame,

but before doing so raise the soil to within

6 inches or so of the glass, that the plants when
up may have plenty of light and air. There is

no kind so hardy and good as "the old Bath Cos to

come in early in the spring, and this variety should,

therefore, be kept for that purpose. Parsley is re-

quired in most establishments almost daily during the

entire year, and provision should at once be made for

a winter supply by digging up a quantity of roots to

be laid-in under glass in cold frames or orchard-houses

where it can come on independent of the weather.

Globe Artichokes are showing the effects of the rain

by throwing up numbers of suckers, the weakest of

which should now be removed in order to strengthen

the others. Any fruits of Tomatos now ripe or ap-

proaching that state, should be cut and hung up in a

dry airy place, unless the plants can be protected by

hanging mats before them should frosts set in befoie

they are used. Good stocky plants lor next year's

fiuiting may be secured by putting in cuttings and

keeping them on light airy shelves in a temperate '

house during the winter. J. Slirfpard.
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SATURDAY, OCTOBER 14, 1S76.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
{ Sale of Dutch Bulbs, at Stevens' Rooms,

niv C\,k if.J Unreserved Sale of Conifera;, &c., at
t)4v, uti, lu < Exeter Nurseries, by Protheroe & Moi

{. (six days).

Wednesday, Oct.

' t by Protheroe « Morns.
i Sale of Dutch Bulbs, &c., at Stevens'

P J Rooms.
J Sale of Nursery Stock at the Ileatherside

( Nurscrs', Bagshot, by Protheroe & Morris.

Tumicn.v Ort ,„/ Sale of Mr. Whglcy's Collection
Tbuebd.w, Oct. 19

^ jj Stevens' Rooms (two days).

Saturday, Oct. 31 —Sale of Dutch Bulbs, at Stevens' Rooms.

WE have already at p. 428 matie some
observations on Judges and Judging,

to which subject we now revert, witli the object

of advising those who are less experienced in the

matter as to some of the aids which should be

afforded to judges in the carrying out of the

important duties entrusted to them. What we
now have to say we prefer to range under the

two heads, p romptitude and precision.

First as to "promptitude." In perhaps nine

cases out of ten the judges are too much
hurried over their work, and have not time to

give due consideration to their awards. This is,

indeed, an evil so commonly experienced that it

has its influence upon the judges even when
they have better opportunities than usual ; and
thus a habit of hurrying through the work is

apt to be engendered. Practically the time

available for the work of the judges—that is, in

which it is possible for them to proceed with

their duties without distraction—is the interval

between clearing out the last e.xhibitor after the

staging is complete and the admission of the

first visitor. Before that time he is scarcely at

liberty to commence, as, however little occasion

there may be for collusion, he is bound to

abstain from all appearance of evil : conse-

quently the exhibitors' backs must be turned,

one and all, before he commences his labours
;

and hence, by the way, the inconvenience for

exhibition purposes of all buildings or arrange-

ments where the clearing out cannot be com-
plete and thorough. After that time he speedily

becomes mobbed by a pressing crowd of sight-

seers, and to continue judging under these

circumstances is not only working under
difficulties, but it is a discomfort and annoyance
to the visitors themselves, which they should

on their part resent and resist, since if the

arrangements are properly carried out, there is

no necessity for any such annoyance.

What the judges require in such cases, then,

and in all cases wherein they are hurried, is

MORE TIME ; and the question is, how is this to

be obtained ? Now it so happens that, as a rule,

at what by comparison we may call small coun-

try shows, there is a far greater want of promp-
tude than at the larger shows, where there is

much more work to get through, and this

because the officials do not seriously set about
commencing sufficiently early, or keep their

exhibitors sufficiently under control. At the

large shows in Scotland it has been the

custom to complete the staging overnight, or

during the night, and to commence judging
early in the morning, that is, by 6 o'clock, or

at the latest by 7 o'clock. This arrangement,

together with the proper allotment of duties,

gives abundance of time for judging—the judges,

of course, arriving overnight ; and also permits,

as was the case at Edinburgh, of giving the

professionals an hour or two by themselves, to

inspect the show, before the fashionable com-
pany require to be admitted. In all such cases
the judges should be lodged together, as they
were at Glasgow and Manchester a few years
since, and conveyances provided at a stated

hour to take them to the exhibition, if it is

distant from the hotel. Leaving out of question

the more leisurely proceeding at Continental

shows, this is the best arrangement we have
had any experience of, and should, when
possible, be adopted at all great shows. In

London 10 o'clock is usually fixed as the hour
for the completion of staging and the com-
mencement of judging, but it is rare that there

is anything like punctuality in carrying out the

fixed arrangement. This want of punctuality is

a great and generally a growing evil. An hour

or two earlier in the morning, which can
make but little difference in general to any
of the individuals engaged, would permit of the

staging being really completed (not nominally)

by 9 o'clock, and then the judges might com-
mence by half-past 9, allowing time for check-
ing the entries and furnishing the judges with

exact and definite information as to the work
before them. One of the greatest sources of

inconvenience and loss of time to the judges

under the present arrangements is the uncer-

tainty which often prevails as to the number of

exhibits and their position in the show, and
hence we have already urged that there should

be some attendants within reach capable of

giving exact information on these points. From
the sameness in appearance ofmany of the classes

(especially when the very proper provision is

made for amateurs and nurserymen to compete
separately, or when special prizes are included

in the schedule) it is difficult to pick them
out at a glance ; and if, for want of a system

of checking the entries, the judges are told

to look for six collections in a particular class

(this being the number entered) when but four

are staged, the others not having put in an
appearance, it is obvious that much valuable

time, which might have been usefully employed
in appraising the merits of the e.xhibits, must
be lost.

But, as already noted, it is, according to our

own experience, at the smaller country shows
that the least promptitude is shown, and when,

from the comparative proximity of the objects,

it should be more easily manifested than

elsewhere. One might almost fancy that

country folks are not early risers, when we note

how far they are behind in arranging a flower

show. It is not at .all uncommon to find

1 1 o'clock fixed as the hour when clearance is

to be made for the judges, but of course things

are never ready till long after the fixed hour
;

and we have before now had almost all of a fair

day's work of this kind to do after the visitors were

admitted. The good people in all these cases

should be astir by daylight, and make 9 o'clock

the hour for clearing out exhibitors ; there would
then be no difficulty in the judging being com-
menced at ten, and finished before the company
assembled, that is, if the judges were not

seriously over-weighted with work.

To carry out this work of judging in a careful

and conscientious manner, the judges must
have time—sufficient time. One great means
of securing this is to be prompt and exact in

carrying out all preliminary arrangements,

to fix a sufficiently early hour according to the

duties to be got through, and to abide by it,

clearing out all who are behindhand ; and
another is to take care that the work allotted to

each set of judges is not more than can be
got through.

We have still a few words to offer as to " pre-

cision," and this more especially, in the first

instance, concerns the concoctors of prize

schedules, which are often so indefinite as to

be puzzling, if not unintelligible, as regards

certain of the classes invited, both to judges and
officials. Indeed, we are frequently asked how
to read certain passages in some country

schedules which are sent to us, or to advise if

a disqualification which has taken place is

according to the printed terms or not. As an

illustration we will refer to the latest case that

has come before us—a special fruit show, where,
of course, the intention was to define strictly

the limits of the class. The class was thus set

forth :

—
" Collection, eight dishes of fruit (Pines

excluded), distinct varieties ; may include black
and white Grapes in separate dishes."

Now the intention of the framers of this

schedule, no doubt, was that all the eight

dishes of this collection should be difterent

kinds of fruits, except that two dishes of Grapes,

black and white respectively, were to be admis-
sible. But this is not what they say. They say

virtually eight distinct varieties of fruits, and for

all the schedule shows to the contrary these

might have been eight varieties of Figs or of any
other fruits, except Grapes, which were limited

to two varieties, black and white. As a matter of

fact, two Melons, perfectly distinct as varieties,

were put up in a collection staged for this parti-

cular competition ; and the collection was dis-

qualified—wrongly so, as we are convinced,
because in the face of the plain English reading

of the schedule, and we know not on what
ground, except it may be the judges thought
they could see the intentions of the framers.

But this is travelling out of the judges' province.

It is the business of the framers of schedules

to make clear their intentions, and the business

of judges to follow the plain meaning of the

words of the schedule, which is their guide.

A case of this kind, however, shows clearly

the need of precision in drawing up these docu-
ments, so that there may be no misreadings
or misunderstandings on the part either of

exhibitors or judges.

There is, however, another practical point in

which precision is absolutely necessary though
not always attained, and that is in marking the

limits of the various collections, wherever they

are staged in a way to render this at all doubt-

ful ; the want of this is a serious obstacle in the

way of the judges. It is a difficulty we have
often experienced, and, like all other difficulties,

it leads to delay, which is dangerous. Some-
times the plants clearly stand out by their

difference of style and growth ; sometimes the

labels serve to distinguish them, but frequently,

especially on broad stages, where the same
individual is showing in difterent classes of the

same kind of plants—stove and greenhouse
plants for instance—we have found it extremely

difficult to allot the plants to their respective

groups, all which difficulty would have been
.avoided, if the exhibitor, or the authorities, had
made a chalk line, or stretched a piece of tape,

or even laid down a thin rod as a mark of

division.

The want of precision, therefore, it will be
seen, whether in a small practical matter like

the marking a divisional line between similar

and contiguous exhibits, or in the larger matter

of the rendering and interpretation of a schedule,

leads to loss of time. This is just what, in the

interest of fair and honest judging, should not

occur, since loss of time means hurried work,

and hurried work is always unsatisfactory, and
involves possible mistakes.

The subject is by no means exhausted, and we
may possibly revert to it at some future oppor-

tunity.

TitE illustration on p. 493, fig. 97, represents a

view in the Royal Botanic (iarden, Calcutta. Of this

garden details are furnished in the oiftcial report, some

extracts from which are given in another column

(p. 486). Associated with the garden have been such

men as Roxburgh, W.^llicii, Thomson, Ander-

son, and many others, whose names are well known

to horticulturists as leading men of their times, and

whose labours are beyond the reach of criticism. The

garden labours under many drawbacks, especially as

regards situation, and it will be many years ere it

recover from the disastrous effects of the cyclone of

1865, when so many noble Mahogany trees and others

planted by Roxburgh and his successors were over-

thrown. Of the great Banyan tree in this garden, we

furnished an illustration in 1S73. Our present illus-
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tration shows a group of Pandani, backed up by a fine

! pecimen of Dalbergia, tolhe extreme right, of Sterculia

elata in the centre, and of Phcenix silvestris to the

left. For the photograph, from which the engraving

was taken, we are indebted to the courtesy of Dr.

KiNTr, the present Superintendent.

-— Among IIi'RPACEOUs Plants at Kew
nothing is more striking than Pyrethrum uliginosum, a

kind which grows 6 feet high, and produces immense

Daisyhke flowers in great profusion. Asters are well

represented, the best are A. Amellus and its variety

bessarabicus, A. Sbortii, A. novx-anglia: and the

variety pulchellus, A. patens, A. ericoides, A. Trades-

heimeri has a very graceful habit ; its flowers are pure
while and borne on slender stems. Polygonum
tataricum is now the only effective plant of its class,

the leaves are in a dense mass, forming a background
for a profusion of pink flowers ; its height is about 3 feet.

Anemone japonica and A!yssum marilimum are chief

among the white flowers. Kniphofia Uvaria and the

1
less common IC Burchellii are among the most pro-

minent of plants in flower.

There was a very full meeting of the members
1

of the Horticultural Cluk at their monthly
dinner on October 4. After dinner, an inter-

esting discussion took place on t|ie plap proposed by

Ileatherbank, Weybridge ; F. Bell, of Norwich
;

and George Jackman, of Woking, were admitted
members,

Mr. James Lyall, late foreman in the
gardens at Lambton Castle, has been appointed to

succeed Mr. Jones in the management of the gardens
at Wynyard Park, the seat of the Marquis of
Londonderry.

On the 24th inst. and three following days a
Dairy Show will be held at the Agricultural
Hall, Islington. The subjects invited for exhibition
are (lows, chegse and specimens of cheese-making,

Fig. 97.— groui' ui- tandani, etc., in the roval botanic gardens, calcutt.i.

canli, A. multlflorus, A. mutabilis, A. sericeus, and A.
longifolius. 1 'iplopappus rigidus is a veiy reat Aster-

like plant with lleath-like foliage, and growingonly a

foot high \ the flowers are lilac. Galatella dracuncu-

loides and others are very showy. Emilia sagiltata for

the whole summer is conspicuous with its bright orange-

red flowers, and still continues in bloom. Erigeron

mucronatum grows and flowers with the greatest

freedom, and is one of the prettiest of dwarf Compo-
sites. Vernonia noveboracensis is one of the best of

tall Composites, and has purple flowers. Impatiens

glanduligera is very handsome for rough corners ; it

grows vigorously and produces a profusion of lilac

flowers, till cut by frost ; seeds are self-sown, but

never produce an inconvenient crop. Gauia Lind-

Mr. G. F. Wilson o( adding a large number of

guinea subscribers to the Royal Horticultural So-

ciety when the separation between it and the Com-

missioners of 1S51 takes place. Bunches of Venn's

Black Muscat and Standish's Ascot Citronelle were

submitted to the members ; the former was deter-

mined not to be the same as Muscat Hamburgh, as

has been asserted ; and the latter was pronounced a most

delicious Grape, especially deserving of cultivation, as

it can be grown wherever Black Hamburgh is grown.

Samples of Comte de Lamy, a fine but not sufficiently

known October Pear, were submitted, and it, too, was

pronounced worthy of more general cultivation, the

tree being a most certain bearer, and the fruit of

delicious flavour. Messrs. George F. Wilson, of

butter and examples of butter-making, poultry, goats,

roots, grain, Hops, dairy utensils, fittings, and imple-

ments ; and no doubt a most interesting display will

be made. In conection with the dairy show, a meet-

ing is announced to be held at the Hall at 3 i'. M. on

the opening day, of gentlemen interested in the forma-

tion of the British Dairy Farmers' Associatipn.

. We are pleased to learn from the Mauritius

Commtnial Gametic that Mr. John Hokne, F.L.S.,

who for a long time has most successfully fulfilled the

duties of Director of the Botanical Gardens, Mauri-

tius, has been confirmed in the appointment. " We
consider this promotion to have been thoroughly well

earned, and as indicative of the intention of the Home
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Government to acknowledge real merit, industry, and
intelligence when there is question of nominations to

secondary but yet responsible posts in the Civil Ser-

vice o( the colony."

The following Orchids are now in flower at

the Victoria and Paradise Nurseries .

—

Catileya Bassetti
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ounce of alum and half an ounce of dissolved indigo-

carmine. Dip the grass or moss in this mixture,

shake off the liquid, and dry in an airy, shady olace,

or by the fire in winter. For a lighter green add to

the above preparation more or less picric acid,

We are glad to learn that the wi&h we
have frequently expressed is now realised, and that

Toughened Glass for horticultural purposes can

now be procured from Messrs. Dick Radclyffe
& Co., of Ilolborn. We have not yet seen a specimen,

but, if it be at all like what we have seen used for

domestic purposes, it must prove a great boon and

must come largely into use for frames, handlights,

bell-glasses, as well as for more pretentious structures.

M. Carri?:re describes two New Varieties

OF THE Flowering Ash in the Rnme Hotticolc for

September 1 6, under the names of Ornus serolina

alb.">, and O. serotina violascens. They were both

raised in one batch of seedlings, and are remarkable

in flowering a month later than the ordinary form.

Both are relatively dwarf in habit, and very floiiferous

;

the one designated alba differs in no other respects

from the type, and the other has violet-gray flowers.

In another column will be found an account

of some new tuberous Begonias, which leads us to

remark that at a recent meeting of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society a First-class Certificate was awarded
to a hybrid Begonia called Moonlight, raised by
Colonel Clarke, and by him presented to the Society

for the future benefit of the Fellows. It is a very

free flowering, pretty variety, of good habit, a worthy
tellow to the x Begonia weltoniensis, which horticul-

ture owes also to the same zealous cultivator,

In the Journal de la SocicU- Centrah ifJIor.

(uulture dc Frauce for August, there is a report by
Mes>rs. Margottin and Pigeaux on the collection

of Roses belonging to M, Dutitre, at Montfort,

I'Amaury, some of ihe particulars of which may inte-

rest the lovers of the queen of flowers. The collection,

commenced about twenty years ago, contains many very

fine specimens of good old varieties now rarely seen

except in the gardens of amateurs. Upwards of 700
varieties are cultivated, occupying more than an acre

of land
; some are grafted, or budded, on stems of

various heights, whilst others are on their own roots
;

and these are intermixed and so arranged that the

general effect is picturesque and pleasing. The great

scourge of the Rose grower in this part is the larva of

the cockchafer, and Lettuce are grown between the

Rosesto feed andserveas traps fonhis enemy. Messrs.

Margottin and riGEAr>: enumerate a selection

of the best varieties of each class, and give the tot5,ls

as follows : Tea-scented, loS ; Nx)isette, 17 ; Bengal,

16; Bourbon, 54 ; Hybrid I'erpetuals, 471 ; Perpe-

tual?, 5 ; Pimpernellej;, 2: Perpetual Moss, 6 ; other

Moss, 2 ; Hundred-leaved, 4 ; Provins, 2 ; Damask,

4; Briars, 2; and seedlings of some merit, i8 ; grand
total, 711.

ROYAL HORTICU-LTURAL
SOCIETY.

[We have received the following letters relating to

the reconstruction of the Royal Horticultural Society
;

and, without pledging ourselves at present to the

details of any particular scheme, we may say that we
shall do our best to support the Society on a horti-

cultural basis ; meanwhile we invite discussion on
ihe proposals now made, begging our correspondents,

however, to let bygones be bygones, and to confii e

themselves to the points at issue. ]

" Early last month I was present at a small but
influential and representative gathering of horticulturists

when, after some discussion, my proposal, that in view of
the Royal Horticultural Society having soon to be recon-
structed, a committee be formed for the purpose of bring-
ing in Miitable fellows to jom the Society when reconsti-

tuted, the annual subscription to be one guinea, the com-
mittee to be headed by the editors of the four leading Lon-
don gardening papers, it was adopted and it was resolved,

'That seeing the difficulties in which the Royal Horti-
cultural Society is placed, and believing that there is a
desire in the country generally to support it, a committee
be formed for the purpose of obtaining the aid of horti-

culturists as guinea subscribers." All present joined
the committee, the resolution uas placed in my hands to

work, in the first instance, with the condition that names

should not be published till the hst was a long arid

influential one. A suggestion was made as to a subscrip-
tion to meet expenses but declined, as those who pay
their way have the freer course.

" Backed by the above resolution, I wrote out an
appeal, which, seeming to answer its purpose, was sub-
mitted to some able and experienced authorities, among
them to the greatest master of the English language,
detected shortcomings were supplied, the appeal was
then lithographed in the following form :—

" ' Reasons /or Joining the Royal Horticultural Society

as Fclloivs paying Guinea Subscriptions,

"' The Society is doing important and useful work,
which benefits all who value their gardens, or who care
for fruit, vegetables, or flowers.

"'Its Scientific Committee is now the recognised

autliority on all subjects connected with plant life,

diseases and plagues, and does much other valuable

work.

"'Its Fruit and Floral Committees examine new
fruits, vegetables, and llowers

; work which can only be
done by a great central society. Their judgments,
immediately published by means of the gardening pfess,

are now received with respect, and acted upon all

through the country.

"'In the Society's garden at Chiswick flowers, fruit,

and vegetables are grown side by side, are tested, and
judged by the highest authorities, and troublesome
synonyms got rid of.

" ' The Society, being relieved from the heavy charge
of South Kensington, will have only Chiswick Garden
to keep up, and to provide for shows and committee
meetings if possible at South Kensington, otherwise in

the neighbourhood. The great country shows will be
self-supporting.

" ' The guinea subscription will enable good horticul-

turists to come into the Society from every corner of the

kingdom.
" ' It is hoped that some of the old supporters of the

Society, who have long paid their four guinea subscrip-

tions, will at least for a time continue to do so, and that

some wealthy and enthusiastic horticulturists will join

their number. The subscribers of not less than four

guineas will be called Patron Fellows.

" 'As soon as the Council of the Royal Horticultural

Society can arrange with Her Majesty's Commissioners
of r85i in the interest of the debenture-holders, the lease

of the South Kensington garden will be surrendered,

and it may be expected that the subscriptions of those

Fellows who paid to get the exercise ground for their

children will be discontinued
; it is therefore most

desirable that new Fellows should be in readiness to

supply their place. It was lately suggested to form a
large and influential committee headed by the editors of

the four leg,ding London horticultural journals {to show
unanimity of feeling at least in the leaders). This com-
mittee to bind itself to nothing, but to aid in bringing in

guinea Fellows when the Society is freed from its present

mcumbrances. Three out of the four editors have given

their names, the fourth, being secretary of the Society,

can hold no other position.

" • Very influential gardening names have already

been received, and are constantly coming in. It was
decided not to publish names till the list was a very long

"'The privileges which can at present be stated as

accruing to the guinea Fellowships are. admittance to all

the Society's shows in London and in the provinces, and
to all minor exhibitions of fruit and flowers held .^t the

fortnightly committee meetings, and daily admission to

the Chiswick gardens (Sundays excepted).

" ' I, the undersigned, authorise you to add my name
to the list of Fellows of the Royal Horticultural Society

paying an annual subscription of one guinea, upon the

understanding that I incur no further liability.

" ' * I further consent to my name being placed on
the list of the committee now being formed to aid in

obtaining a large accession of Fellows, at the same rate

of subscription.

" * Signature
" ' Address '

" While writing for and receiving the names of many
of the best-known horticulturists in the country—men
whose names are household words to those who have

studied their gardens— I began an experiment easily

within my own compass, and yet one which, if successful,

would give a conclusive practical fact, and, besides, act

as a spur to other districts. I tried how many owners of

gardens within a walk of here would show that they

valued them enough to give a guinea subscription to

further the science which improves them. I began with

those of the highest rank among my immediate neigh-

bours. Almost all round here joined the committee
;

some who did not passed the paper on to likely friends,

while many not only joined, but gave the nan:es of

^ This 3 be struck out if there i joining tKe

several friends whom they would bring in. I have jast
received a note from a well-known amateur Orchid
grower (whom I only know from having met him at sales),

saying, * 1 think I can manage another dozen.'
"You have been good enough to let me plead the

cause of guinea Fellowships in the Gardeners Chronicle
since 1S73, so I have had time to prove the ground, though,
till the last month, I have sought for only a compira-
tively few representative opinions on the subject ; but
now I have facts sufficient to show to any understanding
man that, \i we heartily canvass for suitable guinea
Fellows, we can get 5000, 10,000, and, I believe, in the
future, 15,000 or more guinea Fellows if desired.

" It is an old story that people think little of paying a
penny for a paper, a shilling for an admission, or a
guinea for a subscription, but I was hardly prepared for

the number of people, some of them first-class niin of
the world and of business, who, when joining themselves,
and promising aid, have said, * With a guinea subscrip-
tion for such an object, you can get any number of
subscribers you like.'

" I believe that a society of.horticulturists founded on
a guinea base, helped, as I hope it will be, by not a few
Patron Fellows paying four guineas, will have strength
sucJi as we have never known, and be the best for horticul-

tural science and for all the different horticultural inte-

rests. George F. Wilson^ Weybridge."

"The question of ' reconstructing the Royal Hor-
ticultural Society is beginning to attract atteilion. It is

high time that it should do so, and that some definite

scheme should be prepared before the annual meeting of
the Society in February next. If the horticulturists

throughout the country could only agree upon the

principles on which this could bs best effected, it

would materially strengthen the hands of the Council in

their negotiations with the Commissioners. It is the

behef that the Society is past resuscitation that has in-

duced the Commissioners to treat it in the cavalier

manner they have lately|done. I beg to enclose the out-

line of a scheme as a basis on which this reconstruction

could be effected. In doing this 1 have no wish to put it

forward as the only one Ukely to answer ; it is solely my
own idea, which I beg to submit for consideration in

conjunction with others that may be proposed.

—

Alfred

S. Churchill, October 10."

Scheme for Re-construction proposed by Lord Alfred

S. Churchill,

1. Bye-laws to be altered.

2. Fellowships £,2 2s., no entrance fees.

3. Associates fi is.

4. Gardeners in the employment of Fellows, lo.t. 6d.

5. All voting powers to be confined to Fellows pay-

ing ^2 2S.

6. Provincial shows to_ be encouraged.

7. Quarterly Journal to be published, and supplied

gratis to Fellows. Associates to pay half-prici*.

8. Fellows, Associates, and subscribmg girdeni'r?! t i

have free admission to Chiswick gardens, and to all

shows, either in the provinces or in London, given or

promoted by the Royal Horticultural SociRty.

9. Fellows and Associates to have the pj.ver of

admitting friends to Cliiswick, either by ordi;r or per-

sonally.

10. ProvTncial horticultural societies subscribing to

Royal Horticultural Society five guineas per anniun
to receive two silver and two bronze medals

1

for com-
petition at their respective exhibitions, we- presume.

Eds.], also a copy of Journal. Ditto subscribing three

guineas to have two bronze medals and Journals
only. N.B.—And so on for very five or three guineas

subscribed.

M. The President or Secretary of subscribing societies

to be an ex officio Fellow of the Society during the time

he may continue to hold his office, and 10 vote at all

meetings on behalf of his Society.

12. the Secretary of the Royal Horticultural Society

to open communications with foreign horticultural

societies, and to publish a precise copy of correspondence

in Journal.
r3. Shows and meetings to be held in London, by

arrangement with Her Majesty's Commissioners.

14. Scientific [and otherj Committees to be held as at

present, and verbatim reports of proceedings to be pub-

lished in Journal.

Ionic Corrcspitbciicc.

The New Cucumber and Melon Disease.

—

I wish to thank Mr. Berkeley and all your corre-

spondents who have written upon the subject. The

disease is not yet cured, and the plants un which it

first appeared are not yet destroyed ; I shall therefore

certainly try fumigation and sulphur sprinklthgs, as

recommended by your correspondent, Mr. Cross. The
Melon plants on the other side of the h-ju^e are all

dead ; the majority ripened their fruit more or less

perfectly. The fruits, too, varied much. Some of

the Qiieen Emmas were first-rate. A good many of

them had large brown blotches formed ot innumerable

fungi of a golden-brown colour, quite distinct and

visible to the naked eye. These rings of fungi spread
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wider and wider until some of them were as

large as a crown-piece, and eat their way
down into the flesh of the Melon ; not, how-
ever, decomposing the general mass of pulpy
tissue, but sinking into it in exactly the same way
as a burn sinks into the flesh of an animal. The
fungoid masses could also be scooped out quite clean,

leaving the flesh of the Melon quite sound immediately
in contact with the rings of fungi. So that upon the

whole the fungi did not hasten or foster any other

kind of decomposition, but reserved the Melons ex-

clusively for their own use ; and they thus lasted a

long time without rotting. Up to the present moment
this disease has not attacked the Cucumber fruits in

the same way. It confines itself almost wholly to the

leaves, and the fruits, of stunted growth, show no red

fungoid rings similar to those on the Melons ; and, in

fact, the majority of the fruit comes clean and good,
though not so numerous as before. In my last com-
munication I stated that I intended to destroy the

plants, burn the soil, &c. ; but in this we have been
entirely frustrated. Seeds were sown, and plants

reared fully a quarter of a mile off the affected

house. For a time all went well with them, but
soon the disease attacked them worse than the others,

and these and a whole series of Melons in pits and
frames have now all succumbed to the disease. The
plants first attacked are now, in fact, our best and
only Cucumbers, and are yielding a fair supply. We
have, therefore, still full scope for experiment. I wish
Mr. Smith could send us his specific against the Potato
or other fungoid pests. It should have immediate
test, and if it cured these plants the (act ought to

prove a fortune to the inventor. This disease is

very like to Mr. Tillery's, described at p. 436. The
roots seem healthy, and so are the plants, which seem
runninga racetogrowout of reachof the disease, which,
however, keeps close on the heels of growth—a few
leaves only behind it, as if it could not or would not de-
stroy the pastures, new and sweet, which are ever being
prepared for it by the growthof the plants. This disease

seems^nearly, if not quite, identical with that described
by Mr. Sheppard. Its running right across our pleasure
grounds from the Melon and Cucumber house by the
mansion to the Melon ground at the kitchen garden
seems like its course through the scattered glasshouses
at Woolverstone. Most others who have written are
probably referring to the so-called Cucumber disease,

quite a different disease to this. I have ventured to

call this a new disease for two reasons. Fortunately
it is new to me, and I was also anxious to prevent its

being confounded with the Cucumber disease. I have
also met with a similar disease on Nectarines this

season ; the same round spots and the same coloured
fungi. The old Cucumber disease might with some
propriety be compared to gout ; this is more
like cancer. Doubtless both comparisons are
faulty and may be objected to, but they will

be suflictent to show that the two diseases
are widely distinct. The stems and branches
of the Cucumber have also continued healthy until

now. It is also singular that though the Melons
were the la^t to take the disease they have suffered
the most from it, not only in the house wliere
it first originated, but all over the place. The
difference has been so striking that while my Melons
in four piis, and a second house, have been
destroyed, the Cucumbers are still alive and affording
a supply for the family. As far as I am aware the
old Cucumber disease never attacked Melons at all.

Should a cure be eflected I shall not fail to report the
same, and if not, every precaution will be taken at
the end of the season to guard against the return of
the new disease. D. T. J^isk.

Peaches and Nectarines.— I consider Lord
Napier Nectarine, Early Louise Peach, and Nectarine
Peach, succeedirig Barrington, to be three of the
grandest specimens of pomology and the greatest
*' gains." God bless Mr. Rivers ! It is impossible to
say how much we owe to him for the prolongation
of the season of these fine fruits. Early Louise
began on a most severe wall, facing east, July 29,
and now (October 3) Nectarine Peach, Walburton
Admirable, a shy bearer, and in appearance a late
Noblesse, short noble Princess of Wales, and the
Prince of Wales, still hang on. It is impossible
to eulogise too much the Early Princess Louise.
It is far superior to Princess Beatrice in every respect
except '.'high colouring." It is one of the greatest
"gains "in the pomological world. W. F. Badclyff'c^
Okeford-Fitzpaine^ Oct. 4.

Desf^ntainea spinosa.—A specimen of this
plant may be seen planted out in the grounds of Coed
Coch, Denbighshire, the seat of J. Lloyd Wynne,
Esq., and is found to bloom in that state freely, of
course in a sheltered position. The plant when in
bloom is looked upon by all who see it with a
considerable amount of interest, as also many other
tender plants, which are known to do better there
than in any part of the surrounding district. No
doubt Mr. Stirling, the head gardener at Coed Coch,

could give a more detailed account of this plant.

Constant Reader.

Limekiln Heating.—I have no doubt at all that

Mr. Fish would be glad to see " opposition cease
"

in this matter, and can well understand why. The
time is not yet, however. Mr. Fish speaks of

"opponents" to the limekiln system. Would he be

surprised to learn that I am not an " opponent " at

all, but simply one of those whose suspicions have

been aroused by the unqualified praise bestowed upon
the kiln by its advocates, and the persistent shutting

of their eyes and ears to its faults and failings, of which
they must be well informed, if we are to credit them
with any discriminating powers whatever? Are the

public to accept just what people choose to tell

them, and ask no questions? This would suit them
to a T, I have no doubt, but it will not be so. I

shall not give my name and address, unless I am
convinced that either affect the question in hand
one tittle, and then I may furnish both. I will

state, however, that my reasons for withholding

my name have nothing whatever to do with the

subject under discussion. Mr. Fish is *' astounded"
that the limekiln system should have met with "an
amount of opposition and scepticism quite inexplicable

on any ordinary hypothesis." What is far more as-

tounding, however, is the fact that neither Mr. Fish

nor Mr. Bennett nor their friends can be prevailed

upon, under any circumstances, to save their own coal

bills by adopting the kiln. This is the most damaging
fact that has come out in the whole history of the

invention, and has done more to create distrust and
"scepticism " than all that has been written on the

subject, and no amount of sophistry will dispel the

suspicion which it has aroused. I see Mr. Bennett is

rehearsing his old experiences at Hatfield, with
variations. His using Cinerarias as "tell-tale"

thermometers, in case his young men blew the mercury
up with their breath to deceive their master, is a

lamentable confession. We never heard of a head
gardener being reduced to such expedients before !

The story sugt^ests several enquiries. If his young
men were capable of deceiving him in that way, what
might they not have done with the kiln when Mr.
Bennett was enjoying those sound slumbers which your
readers have heard so much about before? Supposing
the stoker found that he could not keep the Pine-

stoves '

' above 40" " in a moderately cold night, and
could hardly get the heat to the far end of the range
at all, might he not wickedly have lit that other long
boiler beside the kiln, or used the coals without lime,

on the top of the furnace, to get up heat, and might
not this account for the lime being "at times inferior"?

Really, we want an affidavit on this point, Mr.
Benneti's story is now quite plaintive, and his talk

about the "flowing heat so truly described by Mr. B'ish

at Garston " is not worth the paper it is wutten on.

What was this experiment at Garston, pray, when the

story is divested of the veibiage in which it was
clothed? Why, simply this: that three or four

limekilns, after they had been lit about a fortnight,

and after they had been fully "aglow" for more
than four-and-twenty hours, succeeded in heating

the water in the pipes up to an average tempera-
ture ol 125', or in making it rather more than
luke-warm, with the water in the pipes standing

at 70'^ or higher, to begin with, for 70'^ was recorded

by the out-door thermometer at the time. These
facts speak for themselves to every one with even
a rudimentary knowledge of stoking. I have them
on good authority, and let any one deny them if they
can. Oid Bob Ridley.

Fung;us Poison and Fungus Annihilators.

—

The month of September, 1S76, will long be
remembered in cryptogamic history, if the discoveiies

of Mr. Worthington Smith and Professor Schift, turn

out to be true. When fungi poison human beings,

the Professor assures us that their ill effects "are
counteracted by atropine or daturine." We are also

told that "Italian apothecaries in the rural districts

keep [these alkaloids ;" but we should like to know
a little more than this. Is atropine the same as

atropia, which is the active principal of the Deadly
Nightshade (Atropa Belladonna); and if so, how
many fractions of a grain of this acrid narcotic poison
constitute a dose, and how often is it to be repeated ?

Again, if Atropine is some other extract from this

plant, may not the tincture of belladonna (which
every chemist keeps) do as well ; and if so, how many
drops constitute a dose? Further is daturine the
the same as the alkaloid which we know under the
name of daturia, and which is a narcotic poison
obtained from the Thorn-apple (Datura Stramonium),
and if so, might not a certain dose of the well-known
asthmatic remedy, the extract of stramonium, answer
the same purpose ? It may be a good plan to set a
thief to catch a thief ; but it is not so apparent at first

glance that it is advisable to take one of two violent

poisons to cure the effects of a third poison. At any
rate, it would be veiy desirable that we should learn

what are the particular preparations of these alkaloids

which the Italian chemists use ; because it is just

possible that such knowledge might enable us to
convert the most poisonous fungi into edible ones by
simply putting a few drops or grains of the antidote

into the cooking-pot. I quite look forward to the
pleasure of charming my friends with lovely dishes of

Russula emetica and Amanita muscaria without fear

of danger. Only think how beautifully the Parsley
will garnish these exquisitely coloured crimson
Agarics, served a ITtalienne. Let us now leave

Italy, and return to England. When fungi

attack plants we may hope that the new "material"
which our renowned microscopical cryptogamist
has "concocted," and which he informs us is

" quickly fatal to all fungoid growth," may effectually

rid us of the Potato disease. Passing by for the

moment any allusion to the killing effects of Mr.
Smith's preparation when " fired off" against "infu-

soria and the lower algx," beyond trusting most
sincerely that it may prove so destructive to Phylloxera

a=; to obtain for the concocter the French award of

/'i2,ooo, I proceed to notice one remarkable differ-

ence between the two cures ; the vegetable-patient

will find its cure "not only harmless but positively

beneficial ;" whereas the animal-paiient knows full

well that both of the cures proposed for him are most
deadly poisons. It is curious also to note what pro-

minence is given by these discoveries to the natural

order SolanaceLi:, fur it cannot fail to be observed that

the cures for fungus poisoning in animals are drawn
by the Florentine Professor from two genera belong,

ing to that order of plants, while the genus of plants

which is most materially injured by fungus poisoning

— I allude, of course, to the hitherto uncurable dis-

ease in the Potato (Solanum tuberosum)—gives the

name to the natural order. In the introductory

remarks which precede Mr. Smith's announcement of

his most important discovery (p. 364) allusion is made
to sulpho-carbonates and other preparations, and to

his material possessing ten times the potency of

such preparations as insecticides. If Atropa and
Datura have such counteracting eflects on the

fungus in the human system, might they not be

equally eflective in stopping the spread of fungus

growth in a member of their own natural order, the

Potato? W. T. T,

Chenopodium Bonus Henricus : English
Mercury.— I entirely agree with what your corre-

spondent, Mr. Birdney, says, p. 431. concerning the

above. It is also a good substitute for Spiiiach, and
might be profitably grown for market purposes

; yet I

never saw it cultivated except in Lincolnshire. I

remember once seeing a plant of it growing wild by

the roadside, about i^ mile from Wetherby, York-
shire. ]\\ W. [ttis not uncommon in the South 35

a wild plant. Eds.]

Do Figs. Require Protection Duiing the

Winter?— My experience leads me to say. No. It

had been the custom here for very many years to

unnail the trees and tie them together half way down
the wall, and protect them with mats during the

winter and spring months; after which they were

renioved and the branches nailed up roughly to the

wall, in readiness for pruning and nailing proper for the

season. I never did believe that any good resulted

from protecting Fig frees, but, however, I allowed

them to be protected here as before for a couple of

years, thinking from what some of the "old hands"
told me that there must be something very "peculiar"

in the winters here, or it might be that, as we lie

rather low and close to the water, that the frost took

unusual effect on the Fig trees, that I therefore

resolved to do nothing that might be considered rash,

and consequently, as I before said, I allowed the trees

to be covered as they had previously been for a few

years, and I must say with satisfactory results. But
notwithstanding such results I was determined to

subject two large trees to non-protection—one tree on

a Fouth wall, and the other on an east waU. The
trees were simply left in their summer position, and

with what result ?—that they were never so heavily

cropped before, in the memory of the two oldest

men on the place ; one has been here nearly fifty

years and the other nearly forty, and they both assert

that they never "know'd" them to bear so well

before. Having thus convinced myself that there was

nothing " locally wrong in the air," I have since sub-

jected them all (seven trees, covering 324 feet run of

wall) to the same treatment, and with the same satis-

factory results. Thus it will be seen that we not only

economise labour and material, but, what is still more
important, we obtain heavier crops, and the trees and

borders in which they are growing look more tidy

during the winter and spring months. I am aware

that some people on the approach of winter treat their

Fig trees as though they were "subtropical plants,"

but not with the same caution in the end of spring, for

at the very time it might be supposed, but not rightly

so, that a little protection might prove beneficial to

them, it is withdrawn altogether, thus subjecting trees

previously treated as "tender and delicate subjects"

to the " tender mercies" of "Jack Frost." If this is

not a "fallacy in fruit culture," it seems very much '

J
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like it. We apply Ihe knire freely every year

at pruning-lime. We cut out all the old wood
which we can conveniently spare, and lay in what
young wood we require to form the trees. The
sorts cultivated here are — iJrown Turkey, White
Marseilles, Brunswick, Castle Kennedy, and a very

small brown one, a very prolific bearer, that I do not
know the name of. Brunswick and Castle Kennedy
produce noble fruits. Perhaps it may not be out of

place, in conclusion, to give an illustration in

favour of non-protection. In the gardens in one
place where I lived there were some three or four fine

old Fig trees trained against the walls; they were
carefully attended to duiing the summer, and equally

so on the approach of winter, fur they were thatched

over with the common Fern, thus making thera very

comfortable, and forming a good retreat for ihe rats

and mice for at least six months of the year, when on

astonished at what you have done." In almost every
town or village in the kingdom there is a savings
bank, and when you can spare a few shillings or
pounds have them placed there, where they will be well
taken caTe of for you. The connecting link between
the man who has money to spare out of his wages and
the bank that receives it for him has long been want-
ing to many, but it has not been so as regards the
mode of spending. Saving once begun engenders a
spirit of carefulness, and raises a man in his own
estimation, and much more so in that of his neigh-
bours. Little by little, as it can be spared, should be
put away at once, for depend upon it the man who
has a few shillings in his pocket will almost invariably
find some one not far oO that will help him to spend
it, but the true friend that will advise him
to put these in a safe place is generally
absent. Remember that money begets money, and

Fig. 9S.- pterodiscus speciosus.

the approach of fine wcalher {tlie end of April) they
were uncovered, and put to rights for the summer
again. Again autumn cinie her rounds, as also did
the Fig trees, with plenty of wood and foliage, but
little or no fruit, whilst those grown at the home
farm {standards, or rather huge bushes), not half a
mile off, which never received the slightest protection
(or, I might say, attention, except when the fruits were
ripe), were invariably laden with nice useful fruits.

H. IK Ward, Longford Castle, Salisbury.

Waste Not Want Not: a Word to Young
Gardeners.—There are few young gardeners now-a-
daj's when in a situation but may with care and
frugality save a small part of their earning?. I

know well many a one will say, "I have only
so-and-so per week, and how could I save anything
out of that. All that I could save in a year would not
be worth while." To such an one I would reply,

*'I know your wages are small, I with they were
jarger

; but try, and at the end of the year you will be

so on—the more there is of it the more it produces at

every turning. Savings banks have, as a rule, a

magnetic influence to draw those people to them who
have their little deposit there ; according as a man
learns to save, so also will he become industrious.

The possibility of thus saving seems scarcely to have

entered into the thoughts of the young gardener.

They have their grocer, baker, and tailor, and why
not have their banker also ? To encourage a young
man to save a little is to help him at his weakest

point. His savings may stand him in good stead

some day or other, either in prosperity or adversity.

Any system that induces a man to live within his

means, and have something over, deserves general

approval; but many a one will not try just because

he thinks results are expected that it would be impos-

sible to realise. I would also say to the young gar-

dener. Improve yourself by every means in your

power. We all need to be educated, to read books
that will interest and instruct us in our profession or

otherwise, and not be like Mrs. Malaprop, who

could not open her mouth " without putting her foot in

it." Again, as a people we are very rich. No nation
in the world ever possessed anything approaching our
enormous wealth, but on this I need not enlarge
further than to say that as wealth increases the gar-

dener's position is sure also to improve, and so much
the more need has he to be well-informed, as garden-
ing is one of the appendages of wealth. In conclu-
sion, my young friends, allow me to remind you of
the old saying that " Friendship in need is friendship
indeed ; bat the best friend ava' is a shilling or twa."
yo/m Dmunie, Edinburgh,

Pterodiscus speciosus.—For the illustration re-

presenting this plant (fig. 98) we are indebted to Mr. W.
Bull, by whom the plant was imported from Southern
Africa. The plant is a herbaceous species, about
2 feet in height, with tuberous roots, and with opposite
stalked, oblong obtuse, sinuately toothed leaves, from
the axils of the uppermost of which proceed long
lilac-coloured, funnel-shaped, regular corollas, with a
five-cleft limb with rounded lubes. It flowers in

summer, and is a highly ornamental plant.

This Season's Fruit Crop.—The delicate at-

tentions of the birds to our fruit, which was chiefly,

I regret to own, unnetted, has made our fruit

shelves present the meanest appearance possible.

The crop had to be gathered too early to colour
well ; I am always very solicitous to obtain high
colour, and netting is objectionable on this account.
After days of heavy rain a fortnight of bright sun-
shine would have added colour, and the fruit was
too large to crack then. But the birds, alas !

were too peirsevering. To show how really pro-

voking it is—I wished to gather some of the very
finest specimens of our grand old Chaumontel Pears
to give to a departing foreign friend, who would have
been glad to send them to his friend the Great
Chancellor, and even possibly to higher quarters

still, where our little island is well known.
On examining the trees, however, it was not
pleasant to discover that the best-shaped, largest,

and most highly-tinted Pears were frequently pecked
just near the stem—very slightly, sometimes ; but as

Romeo's friend says of his mortal hurt—'"Tis
not as deep as a well, but it will do." In
exactly this way my large Pear, Uvedale's St.

Germains (which was exhibited in London and else-

where, and was recognised by the London, Paris, and
Berlin journals as probably the largest known, and
which was priced at ^^5 5^. ), was just touched, two
hours before gathering it only, near the stem, by a
small bird getting within the meshes of the net. The
consequence was that it would not keep well ; that

many opportunities of display were lost ; that the

drawing of it was hastily done, and that it could not
be moulded, though an artist friend was ready to do
it. So much for birds, ever since Darwin has directed

their attention to the highest-coloured specimens, and
those most perfectly shaped ! The damage done to the

Pear crop in our gardens is fairly estimated at 20 per
cent, loss this season. Thomas C. Brchaut, Richmond
IIoHse^ Guernsey.

Venn's Muscat v. Snow's Muscat.—It

appears that an opinion has arisen among some of
your coirespondents that these two Grapes are identi-

cally the same. I cannot help thinking they have
begun to write upon insufficient evidence, as the
real character of the Grape cannot in so limited a time
be fully understood by the public. Several years
before it was sent out I had frequent opportunities of
meeting with it at our local fruit shows while acting

as a judge, and in no instance did I ever observe any
similarity between it and Snow's Muscat, beyond
flavour and colour. Since it has fruited under my own
management my conviction is more settled that it is a
distinct variety, and, moreover, a valuable acquisition,

which cannot be said of many that have lately made
their appearance. Of its origin, if I am correctly

informed, nothing with any certainty is known. It

was, I have been told, a seedling found growing in

one of the vineries at Sneyd Park, the residence of
Mr. Venn, at Clifton, near Bristol, and its sterling

qualities "Were spoken of among gardeners some years

before its distribution. Snow's Muscat is a tantalising

Grape to manage, even under the care of our best culti-

vators, as its setting properties are defective ; and
should we be fortunate enough to overcome that diffi-

culty we have another trial awaiting us, which is its

liability to shank, and often so severely as hardly to

leave a sound berry. Standing in opposition to these

defects 1 find Venn's Muscat to fructify as freely as

the Black Hamburgh, and finish off without a
damaged berry. The shape is diflerent from that of

Snow's—more poinCed, resembling the old variety of

the White Muscat. A drowning man catches at a
straw to save himself ; so some of your correspondents,

in their desire to establish a distinct variety, tell us

that the foliage is the same. But common sense asks

what has the configuration of the leaf to do with the

quality of the fruit ?—odd reasoning, certainly. We
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are told afrain of another striking fact, that the consti-

tution of Venn's Grape, like that of Snow's, is weak,

while the converse is true. To-day I measured a

current year's shoot of the former, and found it to

measure 2 1 inches in circumference—no indication of

a feeble constitution certainly. Whatever may be

said to the contrary, this valuable Grape is a great

acquisition, but its true merits are for the present

obscured by a watery vapour of no great density^

which will soon disperse. Mr. Coleman's statements

are correct in every point, whoever may reject them.

His great experience as a Grape-grower, and veracity

as a man, will cause him to be listened to with atten-

tion in matters of this kind. Alexander Crarnl', Tort-

U'orlh.

Fruit Judging at Bishop Auckland.—Allow me
to differ from *' One of the Judges " at Bishop Auck-
land. Not for a moment do I think that the

judges thought otherwise than that they were doing

justice to others by disqualifying my collection ; but

the plaster, although handsome, I am no believer in.

As I read the schedule, I contend yet I was well

within the rules for exhibitors. Had the two Melons
been in appearance as much alike as two Peas out of

the same pod, I might have had doubts before giving

orders to my foreman, as to how to stage. The
Melons were as distinct in my collection as the Maza-
gan Bean is from a Scarlet Runner. Horticultural

Societies ought to be clear in the wording of schedules.

It would help exhibitors and also save the judges'

valuable time when there is much to do. Let me add

in reply to *' One of the Judges," that I was solely

influenced when giving my orders by the fact that a

Melon in single dishes is much more appreciated in

value than a dish of Plums. JVilliam yones, IVyn-

ya7 d Park, Slockioii-07t- Tees.
• No one engaged in discussing a subject, no
matter what it may be, can do more to show
the weakness of the position he attempts to defend

than by resorting to misstatements. This "One
of the Judges" has done when he states that

the schedule says, ** Eight varieties of fruit." It does

nothing of the kind ; it says *' Eight dishes of fruit,"

and in what follows there is not a word that could

lead any one capable of understanding plain English

to disqualify a collection on account of its containing

two varieties of the same fruit. The way in which
*'One of the Judges" attempts to interpret the

schedule, and by which he tries to justify the dis-

qualification of the collection in question, exhibits

a deficiency of perception only equalled by his

assertion, that the interpretation is so well understood

that it '* has become law." After a pretty long ex-

perience with judging and judges his is the first

instance in which I have met with an individual

advocating a course so opposed to precedent and
common sense as to broach the absurd doc-

trine that decisions in these competitions are

not bound to be made in accordance with the

wording of the schedule. Schedules are issued

for the guidance of exhibitors and judges con-

jointly, and both are absolutely bound by them ; they

are the code of laws that regulate the competition,

and a judge that bases his decisions upon anything not

clearly expressed in the schedule is certain to err, as

was done in the case under discussion. '* One of the

Judges " insinuates that in this correspondence I have
taken up the cudgels for Mr. Jones. I neither stand

in the position of defending Mr. Jones nor of attacking

any one else, but simply to advocate fair and reason-

able decisions in these competitions. The views held

on the subject by " An Old Judge " are so inconsistent

and opposed to reason as to lead one to fear his ever

being able to see clearly in such matters. May I ask

w^hat is there in the competition at a horticultural

exhibition more than in others of a kindred character

that exempts the judges from being bound by the

wording of the schedule ? Does he not see the

flagrant injustice that is sure to be inflicted by such a

course upon exhibitors who put a common-sense con-

struction upon the regulations laid down for their

guidance ? T. Baijics.

As one of the fruit judges at the late Bishop
Auckland show, I regret that your correspondent,

Mr. Baines, did not make himself thoroughly
acquainted with the circumstances of the case before
launching his denunciation of the judges, for what he
thinks proper to call "a palpable mistake." And I

regret it the more, as Mr. Baines was himself on the

spot the whole afternoon making notes ; but, strange to

say, he did not notice the ** unjustifiable disqualifica-

tion " until he went to Wynyard Park, and with Mr.
Jones began to concoct the matter. Then a case was
drawn up for your opinion (see p. 406). Now having
got a verdict, and fancying he had got the right

end of the stick, he makes bold four weeks after

the show to come out as Mr. Jones' champion.
In (air play, I would beg your readers audi re alteram
partifn. The schedule clearly says, "eight dishes of
fruit, distinct varieties—may include black and white
Grapes as separate dishes." With all due respect to

your opinion, my colleague and myself interpreted the
schedule to mean two dishes of Grapes may be staged,

but not two dishes of any other kind of fruit. As
Grapes are specially mentioned for two dishes, and no
other fruit named, I think most, if not all, exhibitors

in the North, read it in the same light. Therefore,

when we disqualified Mr. Jones' collection for having

two Melons in it, we did believe (and I do so still) we
were doing nothing than justice to the other numer-
ous competitors, who all staged their collections in

accordance with the custom and the spirit of the

schedule. J. Melndoc, The Gardens, Ilutton Hall,

Guisboroitgh.

Pampas Grass.— I have counted the flower-

stems on a plant here, and find there are I3[. \Vm,
Shns, Gr. to Mrs. Barnell, AIeoJ)ham Coiirt^ near

Gravesend.

We have two plants here, one on each side of

the flower-garden, facing the south, one of which has

ninety-one spikes, and the other eighty-five. Some of

the spikes are from 10 to 11 feet in height. "J. B.,

The Gardens, Thornhani Hall, Suffolk,

Madresfield Court Black Muscat Grape.

—

I planted two Vines here in March, 1S73 ; one in an
early vinery, the other in a second house. In 1S74 I

had four very useful bunches on each Vine, and cut

the last on December 24. In 1S75 I had six bunches
on each Vine, of the aggregate weight of (from one in

early house) ig lb. 13 oz., and the other iS lb. 2 oz. I

cut the first bunch on June i, and the last on
February 3. This year I had nine bunches on each
Vine and cut the first in the early house on June 5, and
the last on October 7. The aggregate for the nine

bunches was 23 lb. 7 oz. I have them still hanging
in the second vinery, but these are not quite so large

in bunch but good in berry and as black as Sloes.

During my experience with this Grape I have not

found a single berry to crack or mildew. I believe it

will keep quite as well as Black Hamburgh or Muscat
of Alexandria, if well ripened. I am also of opinion

that if any one has good houses, in a good aspect, they

would keep until March. I am sorry to say that my
vineries are in a bad situation—a very damp low spot,

and the houses being very old—the roofs are not
water-tight—require a great deal of care to get Grapes
to colour well in them. I regret now that I did not

plant the whole of one house with this variety. I

believe it will force well, and, as will be seen by the

above, the one in the early house was rather the best,

but I do not start my early house before January i;

and out of fourteen kinds I have, there is not one that

my employer and his friends appreciate more than
Madresfield. My borders are both in and outside.

T. Alnnulesj The Gardens, Castle Carl, Ennis-
killen, Oct. 10.

Royal Horticultural Society's Fruit Show.

—

I notice that the Society is not to hold a November
fruit show, and personally I feel indeed sorry ; but I

would suggest to exhibitors that they should rally

round the old ship, and give her a turn scot-free.

I'2xhibitors generally have had some golden harvests

out of the Society when in its flourishing days, will

they leave her now? I venture to say No. If gar-

deners are made up of the stuf! I take them to be,

they will immediately unite, stand shoulder to

shoulder, and, for once in their lifetime, offer the

right hand of friendship to a Society we all admire
and respect. B, Gilbert. Burghley.

The New Form of Lilium auratum,—I have
just seen Dr. Wallace's drawing of the crimson-rayed
Japan Lily, L. auratum rubro-vittatum, and consider

that Mr. Bull's L. auratum cruentum is quite as dis-

tinct from it as it {i.e., L. rubro-vittatum) is distinct

from L. auratum proper. A coloured plate of L.
auratum cruentum will appear in the November
number of the Floral Magazine—thanks to the
courtesy of Mr. J. Stephens and Mr. Barr, both of
whom gave me every facility for making a sketch of
it when in its beauty. I only regret that I cannot
represent the flower of its full natural size. The
dimensions were :— Plant, 30 inches in height ; leaves,

3—4 inches in length, 4— 4 inch broad, of a very dark
green colour, and very densely arranged on a slender
purplish stem. The flower was 1 1 inches in diameter
in its natural state, but nearly 13 inches when the
recurved tips of the perianth segments were straight-

ened out. The inner segments were 3 inches in

breadth at their broadest part, and of great substance.
Outer segments, I \ — 2 inches broad in the widest pa.-t,

and their margins were more undulate than those of
the inner segments. The colour of the segments is

creamy white, suffused towards their apices with soft

lemon or nankeen colour—the centre of each from
the extreme base to within an inch of the apex being
occupied by a rich feathered ray of bright chocolate
purple, the richer parts having a scarlet blush when
seen in a good light—that is to say, between the eye
and the light. In addition to the ray colouring there
were numerous blood-red blotches and papilla ex-
tending beyond the ray, and appearing very beautiful

as seen on the waxy whiteness of the segments. The

colouring of the ray is very dark as it nears the centre
of the flower, being, in fact, nearly black. The
variety represented in Dr. Wallace's drawing has
greenish-yellow bases to the segments. I do not say
that Mr. Bull's variety is more beautiful than that

represented in Dr. Wallace's drawing, but the much
smaller stature of the plant, and much larger il jwer-;,

smaller and far more densely arranged foliage, and
distinct colouring, are so marked that there can be no
doubt of their being perfectly distinct as forms of
L auratum, and in all justice to a noble Lily the
name of L. auratum ciuentuni must be retained.

F. W, B,

Judging at Southport.—Whilst I am very un-
willing to revert to this subject, I cannot at the same
time allow the readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle to
believe, as Mr. Speed suggests, that I have any reason
to have recourse to " mgenious insinuations" to
establish my case, and I hope the day is very far dis-

tant when I shall either be afraid or ashamed to

retract, withdraw, or apologise to any one, when I

have made a mis-statement. Now, I am ready to

meet Mr. Speed half-way ; I am willing to plead in

all humility if I can only get to know the *' principle
"

or "groundwork" on which the judges acted in

awarding the prizes ; indeed, I am so anxious to

obtain information on this point, that I will readily

accept it by instalments rather than that the matter
should remain a mystery to the public. Mr.
Speed disclaims having anything to do with judj^ing

the fruit ; he will, therefore, I hope, have no
objection to inform the public—having acted in a
public capacity—the principles by which he and his

colleagues were guided in tbeir judgment with regard
to the plants. I have, therefore, to inquire on what
grounds Mr. B. S. Williams, of Hollo way, was
awarded 3! prize for his six unique new and rare
plants, when almost any one of his six was worth the
whole lot that obtained 1st ; and here let me, .with

all lespect to Mr. Speed, beg that the "principle"
upon which the judgment was based should be plainly

stated. Again, in the nurserymen's class for six Ferns
was there a single practical man present? The
judges and winner of the 1st prize being excepted, who
did not think and openly avow that Mr. B. S. Williams
should have been the winner ? Also, in the class of
four Yuccas, were not four different varieties stipulated
for by schedule ? And how was it that the prize

was awarded to a lot of three ? for although com-
prising four plants there were only three distinct

species, viz., one filamentosa variegata, one aloi-

folia variegata, and two quadricolor ; and the same
may be said of the 3d prize lot, which only con-
tained three distinct species. I should say judgment of
this sort was but poor encouragement to exhibitors
like Messrs. R. P. Kerr lS; Son, of the Aigburth Nur-
series, Liverpool, whose filamentosa variegata,
Stokesii, recurva, and aloifolia variegata were the only
exhibit in the class that complied with the terms of the
schedule. Of course I need hardly put the question
whether all therules of the schedule were complied whh
—that is so far as the judges were concerned—or not?
A judge of Mr. Speed's experience would soon detect
any other element than that which emanates from a
bond fide spirit, and I trust that that " healthy rule

"

which one reads in every schedule, and which says
"that all exhibitors shall be turned out of the exhibi-
tion previous to the judges commencing their duty,"
was duly carried out at Southport. I have endeavoured
to state my case plainly and straightforwardly, and I

challenge Mr. Speed to meet me in a like spirit.

Every one knows I have no personal motive in putting
these questions, but on "principle" I have, and I

must say, with the correspondent of the Gardeners'
Clnoniclc who reported the show, that some of the
decisions were incomprehensible ; and unless there is

some explanation forthcoming without " irrelevant
fencing " we can only conclude that there was a screw
wanted fastening somewhere. W. Hinds.

Jforcrgii (![oiTCsponbtnrc.

ruiLADELriiiA. —///<.' Ccniinnial Frnil Show.—
Just east of the northern portion of the Agricul-

tural Hall is tlie Pomological Annexe, a low frame

structure, nearly square in shape, covering about an

acre. The fruit show opened there last Monday, and
continues this week. Large tables are provided, with

the surface broken into three tiers on each side, for

the proper display of the fruit. It may give an idea

of the extent of the preparations when it is stated that

there is space on the tables for 14,000 plates of fiuit,

each table offering room for about 300 plates. To.
day nearly three-fourths of this space is occupied, and
much fruit is on the way or unpacked. The greater

part of the display is made as the collective exhibits

of various States or of Fruit-growers' Associations,

though the names of individual contributors are gene-

rally indicated. It is a curious fact that the principa
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exhibits come from a distance—from Western and
Eastern States and from Canada—while the Middle
States, the great sources of fruit supply for. this

section, are scantily represented. One of the largest

displays, filling perhaps more than 1500 plates, is

made by the Fruit-growers' Association of the Pro-

vince of Ontario. It consists chiefly of Apples, Pears,

Grapes, and Plums, and many of the specimens

are of much merit, especially when the climate

in which they were cultivated is considered. The
Crab Apples are particularly good, and attract much
attention. This display occupies the northern end of

the building. Ellwanger & Barry, of Rochester, N.Y.,
cover two tables next to it with attractive Apples,

Plums, and Peaches. Neither New York, Pennsyl-

vania, nor Delaware makes a collective exhibit, though
several good displays by individuals are shown.

The most remarkable display in the building

—

certainly the one that attracts the greatest attention

—

is that of California fruit, brought East in refrigerator

cars. It is in fine condition. In size the fruit is

unequalled, and its quality is very fine. The Peaches

are very large, and temptingly luscious. Clusters of

Grapes are shown which in this part of the country

seem fairly enormous. The beauty of some of them is

beyond praise. The Apples, Pears, and Plums are

almost equally remarkable. Nectarines, Figs, and
Almonds, both green and ripe, are also shown. This

fruit was brought here by an agent acting for a large

number of fruit growers. Besides that exhibited, a

stock is on hand for sale in the building.

Almost equally remarkable, and perhaps more sur-

prising to most visitors, is the display of Apples from
Nebraska. It is very large, and its average quality

is very good. One table covered with early fall

Apples presents a superb appearance, and cannot fail

to astonish those not familiar with Nebraska's position

among the fruit-growing States. Very attractive aho
are the two tables of fruit sent by the Kansas Horti-

cultural Society. A large space is reserved for Wis-
consin, but to-day only a small part of it is occupied.

The State Horticultural Society of Ohio makes a good
display, covering four tables. There are also a few
individual exhibits from Pennsylvania, New Jersey,

and Washington, D.C.

The stated display of fruit is superintended by Mr.
G. C. Brackett, of Iowa. It closes on Saturd.iy,

the 16th inst., but more or less fruit will probably be
placed on exhibition at intervals until the end of

October, It is yet too early for most fall and winter

fruit, and much of that now shown would appear to

more advantage if more mature, Nizu Yotk Tribune.

The End of a Criminal.*—Ten months ago the

inhabitants of Ocaiia were horrified and justly indig-

nant at the ferocity of the crime committed on the in-

dustrious, intelligent botanist, Senor A. Bruchmiiller,

aGerman. [See vol. ii., 1S75, p. 5S7.] Most inhabi-

tants of this section of Colombia knoiv the interest

that the authorities displayed in order to obtain proofs

that should condemn the delinquent, but fatality

willed that the gloomy solitude of the night and the

Supreme Maker of the Universe should alone bring

about that result.

The circumstances under which the body was found
gave rise to the belief that the assassin must be a person
very dexterous in committing crimes, inasmuch as at

first sight the victim and assassin were considered to

be the same person. By the various investigations that

were made it appeared that the wretch must have been
a person who had frequented the house of the unfor-

tunate botanist, because one of his most faithful

friends, that is to say, his dog, had allowed the mis-
creant to enter without opposition, as a person that

he knew very well. The investigations also led to

the belief that the man had watched in the apartment
of Seiior Bruchmiiller during the night that the cruel

scene took place. Thence all the suspicions fell on
the only person that frequented the house, who treated

its owner with most familiarity, who apparently showed
a great fondness for him, and who perhaps at the
same time that he was receiving hospitality was think-
ing on the execution of his plans.

The suspected person was taken by the authorities
to the house where a few hours before he had com-
mitted the crime, and with the greatest serenity and
cold blood contemplated the dead body with the
weapon that he himself had placed in its hand (an
ordinary razor), the pools of blood that had been shed,

'' Translation from the periodical El Novcratko of Ocaiia,
July II, 1876.

'

and he saw all with a calmness that makes him most
odious. He was directly taken to prison, but not-
withstanding all the efforts to obtain proofs, the
declarations received showed that every one supposed
that he would prove to be the criminal, but nothing
affirmed certainly that he was. But an event like this
could not remain unpunished.

After some months of detention in the House of
Reclusion of this city, at the end of last January he
was able to find the means necessary to escape, and
went to San Cristobal (Venezuela), where, in place
of his own name, Enrique Bertrand, he called himself
Enrique Vernere. Remaining there in business, he
presently resolved to return to the country, the theatre
of his crime, but the blood of his innocent victim was
upon him : in passing the River Molins, six leagues
from this city, near La Cruz, he was carried away by
the current, and his last groan of repentance was
drowned by the noisy murmurs of the torrent.

This event took place on the 3d of the past month, and
on the 25th of the same some persons found him. His
body, having been carried more than six leagues by
the stream, rested on the banks of the Algodonal, on
land the property of the same Stilor Bruchmiiller,
situated on the plains of Los Alcaldes, and, by a
happy circumstance, it was found stretched out in a
position in which it was possible to be very well
known, and notwithstanding that the skull and face
served nothing in order to recognise him, for both
were nearly destroyed, yet he had a mark well
tattooed into his right arm, by which he was
thoroughly identified.

The Chrysanthemum.—This fine autumn plant
is now an object of some solicitude on the part o( the
Villa gardener. Will the rich promise of bloom
develope into large, full, perfect, bright-coloured
(lowers? If only the autumn be merciful they, will.

The Chrysanthemum is the latest floral bequest of
the summer—it crowns with glory the circle of nine
months, extending from March to November, during
which time the garden has never failed to present
some aspects of beauty in flowers for what Lord
Bacon termed " the refreshment of the spirit of man."
The Chrysanthemum fittingly closes the list of what
may be termed leading flowers, and that the weather
may remain mild enough to allow of the plants
blooming in all the. fulness and perfection of their

beauty is an ardent desire on the part of all Villa
gardeners.

So far all is well. The heavy rains, if they destroy
the fair aspect of the occupants of the flower-beds,
are yet serving the Chrysanthemums, for the growth
is most lusty, and the flower-buds are swelling
pregnant with promise. But we tremble to think of
the consequences of one night's deadly frost, espe-
cially, as occasionally happens at this season of the
year, it follows a day of rain. When the plants and
the atmosphere are dry, the flowers may escape with
a singeing only, but when they are wet, the conse-
quences are sometimes terrible. And sudden changes
of temperature occur at this time of the year—to-day
it may be balmy and sunny, to-morrow a northerly
wind and clearing sky, indicative of frost.

Our remarks apply to Chrysanthemums in the open
air. If they are growing against a wall—and they
should occupy a south or west wall for the sake of
getting all the sunshine they can— it is an easy matter
to give the plants some protection by night. A
neighbour of ours, who loves the Chrysanthemum
dearly, and yet by reason of the absence of glass is

obliged to grow his plants in the open ground, has
made a permanent plantation of them against a 6-feet
back wall. In front of the wall is a border some
3 feet in width, and at this season of the year this is

made a pleasant Chrysanthemum garden. The plants
against the wall, being treated liberally, make a
vigorous growth, and the shoots are kept fastened to

lengths of galvanised iron wire running the length of
the wall, just as they are set up for training fruit trees.

As the cultivator does a little in the way of exhibiting,

it is obvious that, to have clean flowers, there must be
protection from rain, &c. , as well as from frost. For

this purpose he has a movable wooden framework in
the form of a slight sloping roof, raised a foot from
the wall at the back, but so constructed as to rest
upon the wall, and in the front to uprights placed in
the ground. It is about 30 feet in length, and of
homely construction ; and it can be placed in position
or removed with but little labour and diihculty. The
top is covered with a thin oiled canvas which gives
plenty of light, and eflectually prevents any rain from
falling on the flowers. Air can be given at pleasure,
if needed, at the top of the wall along the back. The
front is open to all the sunny influences that can be
obtained, and, in case of heavy frost or cold winds, a
covering of tiflany can be placed along the front.
Here is an inexpensive and efficacious means of pro-
tecting a wall of Chrysanthemums at a critical time, and
prolonging their beauty in a favourable season almost
up to Christmas. In the esse just mentioned it was
worth while to provide the framework, because the
flowers are grown for show purposes.

In the case of an ordinary wall, it would be a
very easy matter to run a strip of wood along the top
of it, with a line of hooks, to which a slight tiffany
blind or curtain—tiffany being a cheap and portable
material—could be fastened by means of rings, and
then, to prevent any injury happening to the flowers,
a few stakes with their tops against the wall and made
to slope outwards, would keep the blind from being
blown against the flowers and thereby do them injury.
A weight or two attached to the bottom of the curtain
would keep it in position and prevent the wind blowing
it about, and as rain does injury to the flowers it would
be a simple matter to cause the strip at the top of the
wall to project far enough to screen the flowers to some
extent, which would be an advantage, as the flowers
when saturated with moisture, soon rot. Why, as a
last resource, a few newspapers could be made use of
in times of danger—in fact anything to ward ofl' the
disfiguring effect of frost.

One great advantage of the covered framework is,

that as it extends across the border it also affords
accommodation for some plants in pots. Our neigh,
hour being a grower of these, they are stood in lines
along on the border, and in this way he forms a
charming Chrysanthemum garden at the end of
October and during November. The plants are now
standing in a bed of ashes, but as soon as the swelling
buds begin to unfold their gaily- coloured florets, ihey
are placed in position under the framework. Here
and there, growing along the border, are sundry nice
little bushes of variegated and ornamental evergreen
plants. They come in appropriately among the
Chrysanthemums, and thus a most attractive feature is

obtained.

In the case of Chrysanthemums growing as bushes
in the open ground it is difficult to give protection,
but we would venture to suggest that the stakes to
which the plants are tied should always be a foot or
so taller than the plants. This enables a newspaper
to be laid over the top, just as one would spread a
pocket-handkerchief over one's head when about to
indulge in an after-dinner sleep. First of all fasten
it by means of a string to the top of the stake. Thus
something in the shape of an umbrella is provided.
Then by gathering together the four points of the
open newspaper, and fastening them to the stake a
little way below the head of flowers, a very useful
screen is secured. In this way we protected several
plants in the autumn of 1874, with excellent results.
They who love the Chrysanthemum and make a

• pet of it, cling with the desperation of a lively regard
to these flowers as long as they can. They know that
when they are gone there closes round them, as far
as their outdoor garden is concerned, the shadow of
a barren winter— a flowerless stagnation— when
Nature seems to pause for a time. If the Chrysanthe-
mum can be preserved out-of-doors to the end of
November, then the period of suspense between their
decay and the uprising of the welcome Snowdrop
bells in February is but a short one ; for with the
Snowdrop comes the commencement of a multitude
of floral activities to welcome the advance of spring.

Reports of Societies.
CryptogamicSociety of Scotland.—The second

annual conference of this Society took place at Killin
on September 2O—29. It had been intended to have
had the meeting and a public show at Kelso, but for
various reasons, and chiefly on account of the great
scarcity of fungi, this was abandoned, and a quiet
meeting at Ivillin decided on instead.

The attendance was rather smaller than anticipated,
and the meeting day was anything but favourable as
far as weather was concerned.

After going by rail to Criefi the coach was taken to
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LochearnheacJ. Between Criefl and Comrie large

masses of Polyporus giganteus were observed on each

side of the road. At Lochearnhead the lururiance of

Tropxolum speciosum, with its dark orange-red

flowers and blue fruit, was much admired. The whole

20 miles Irom Criefl—past Comrie, celebrated for

earthquake.s the beautifully-situated St. Fillans, and

Loch Earn, with its Oak-clad banks—to Lochearn-

head makes a beautiful drive. From Lochearnhead

the pirty drove through Glen Ogle, which wild and

gloomy glen showed to great advantage, its wild

aspect being heiglitened by the mist which filled it.

High up on one side the railway creeps along, appear-

ing as it were to cling to the almost precipitous side of

the hill, while great stones overhanging the line

suggest that which it might be more pleasant to witness

from the road than to participate in on the railway.

In the bottom of the valley an Alder-fringed stream

meandering through flats of emerald grass forms a

great contrast to the wild barrenness of greyrock above,

with misty waterfalls pouring here and there over the

precipices.

About 3 r.il. Killin was reached, and the weather

having rather improved the party lost no time in begin-

ning their investigations. The ruins—thickly clad

with Ivy—of the old castle of Finlarig, near which is

the mausoleum of the Breadalbane family, were first

visited. Here upon old Elms was seen abundance of

the rare moss Habrodon Notarisii, Sch., along with

Tortula iKvipila and Orthotrichum Lyellii. Upon an

old root of Chestnut (Castanea) was a large mass of a

Lentinus-like Agaric, which Mr. Berkeley says is a

form of Agaricus spectabilis. Some of the specimens

were 2 feet long by I foot broad. Near it was a

grand mass of the edible Polyporus intybaceus. Soon
after this the shades of night put an end to out-of-door

work. Next day the Pine-clad slopes of Craig

Chailleach were explored. Here many interesting

species were found, including Clavaria pistillatis,

Agaricus equestrls, A. maculatus, and other

species, A visit to the shores of Loch Tay
added a ^Z'k species, including Hydnum udum,

to the list. Finally, a Lictarius, which agreed

very closely with the description of L. ulilis, was

found, but as only a single specimen was seen, it is

merely mentioned here in order to call the attention

of any mycologist who visits Killin to the possibility

of finding that species there. The specimen was found

beside the Glen Lochay road, a few yards from the

Bridge of Lochay toll-house. The morning of the 2SLh

opened auspiciously, and an expedition up Glen

Lochay was determined on. The first plant found

was Boletus cyanescens, with its wonderful azure

blue. Then the beautiful little Agaricus pterigenus

and Pistillaria puberula were found on dead Fteris

stems, About the Falls of Lochay many interesting

species were seen, including Phlebia merismoides,

Geoglossum viride, Agaricus euchrous, Marasraius

amadelphus, M. saccharinus, Paccinia chrysospUnii,

and others.

The forenoon of the 29th was devoted to another

search in the Pine woods of Craig Chailleach. Cor-

tinarius claricolor was one of the first fungi found (a

plant of which was also found during a visit of a few

minutes to Kiftendavie, near Dunblane, on the way
home). Finally, (Clavaria amethystina gratified the

eyes of those who had not seen this handsome species

before. In the afternoon the conference was brought

to a close. On the whole, fungi were by no means
abundant, but by diligent searching upwards of 200
species, chiefly Hymenomycetes, were collected,

examined, and determined, besides a few reserved for

examination. Amongst the latter were the following

new British species, which were sent by Mr. Steven-

son to the Rev. M. J. Berkeley, and determined by

the latter eminent authority: — Agaricus (Mycena)
plicosus, A. (Lepiota) rethiops, and A. (Omphalia)

pictus.

The business meeting of the Society was held on

the evening of the 2Sth. After the usual routine busi-

ness, it was remitted to the Council to fix a time and
place for the next annual conference, and to decide

whether there should be a public show or not. The
claims of Inverness and of Dundee were advocated by
diff'erent members. An ingenious pocket apparatus

for the collection and preservation of Algae, contrived

by Mr. A. Craig-Christie, and made by Mr. Ililliard,

Edinburgh, was next exhibited. It seems well

designed to save both time and trouble.

The following papers were then read :
—

I.
** On a Catalogue of the Fungi of Scotland," by

the Rev. J. Stevenson, Glamis.

In this paper the author sketched the plan of a
catalogue of Scottish fungi on which he was engaged,

and the first part of which, including the species

north of the Tay, he had brought forward at the con-

ference of 1S75. In his catalogue he purposed not

only giving a list of all the species, but of showing
their distribution, the altitude above sea-level that

they attain, their habitats, and the season at which
they appear. Remarks upon the synonymy will also

be included. Up to the present time he had not been
able to complete the catalogue in all its details,

further than the Hymenomycetes, Mr, Stevenson

then proceeded to state that his whole list at present

embraced 2316 species—about two-thirds of the whole

British mycological flora. It may be interesting to

note that since the publication of the latest British

work^Dr. Cooke's Handbook of British Fungi,

Scotland has added to the British flora no fewer than

61S species. Of these fifty-eight species are new to

science, and no new to Britain.

" Of Hymenomycetes, where doubtless we have the

most limited field for the discovery of new species,

we have no fewer than seventeen new to science,

while seventy-six have been recorded as new to

Britain. Of the other families we have to record

forty-one new species, and thirty-four new to Britain.

And it may be added, as showing that the Society is

not likely to prove a useless corporation, that of these

16S species, 154 have been added to the British flora

by those who are at present office-bearers of the Crypto-

gamic Society of Scotland."

The author concluded by noticing certain points in

the classification of the Hymenomycetes, remarking,

amongst other things, that he had this year found the

Agaricus (Clitocybe) maximus of Lindley, which Fries

had removed to the genus Paxillus under the name of

P. giganteus, and that it was undoubtedly a Paxillus.

2. " On the Structure of the Ilymenium of the

Common Mushroom," by W. G. Smith, F.L.S.

Notwithstanding the scarcity of fungi and the bad
weather, the conference of 1876 will be remembered
with pleasure by all the members who took part in

it.

Information as to the Society and arrangements for

the next annual conference may be learnt on appli-

cation to the secretary of the Society, Dr, Buchanan
White, F.L.S.. Perth.

Iloticcs 0f ^kohs.
Eighth Annual Report on the Noxious, Bene-

ficial, and other Insects of the State of

Missouri. By Charles V. Riley, State Entomo-
logist, 1876.

The subjects treated of this year],by Mr. Riley are

fewer than usual, but they make up for the paucity of

their number by their individal importance. They

are the Colorado Potato beetle, the canker worm,

the army worm, the Rocky Mountain locust, the

Grape Phylloxera, and the Yucca borer,

1. The Colorado Potato Beetle.—Oa this subject

recent intelligence seems likely to verify the predic-

tions made by Mr, Riley a year or two ago. When
the^ideaof the beetle possibly crossing to Europe was

first broached, the most likely mode of conveyance

was supposed to be in some of the sacks of Potatos

imported from America to this country, and it was

seriously proposed to prohibit their importation, for

fear of its introduction by that means. Mr. Riley,

like most other entomologists, held that this mode of

invasion was opposed to the habits of the insect, and

was not to be feared ; but still he was strongly of

opinion that it would cross in some of the vessels, on

whose yards and decks it was swarming in the

American ports. That it either already has

crossed, or in all likelihood will do so in another

year or so, seems now certain. Whether it

will establish itself here, and in what lime, remains to

be seen. The climate may not suit it. Much may
depend on our having a succession of wet springs and

summers, which are unfavourable to it ; but it would

be satisfactory to know that Government was not

wholly shutting its eyes to the possibility of the

danger, and that it will be ready to cope with it when

it comes. As to the mischief done by it in America

during the past year, it has been less, especially in

the West, than for some years previously ; and this is

ascribed to the spring and summer in Missouri and

the Upper Jlississippi having been unusually wet; so

that, although the insects were as plentiful as ever at

the beginning of the year, they subsequently became

comparatively scarce, and did little damage.

2. T/tc Canker IVorms.—There are two geometers

not unlike our Anisopteryx defoliaria, and with similar

habits, respectively called the spring and fall canker

worm, that are much dreaded in America. These

have been hitherto confounded and reckoned as two

broods of the same species, but Mr. Riley shows that

they are quite distinct. In addition to differences

which he thinks generic, he has ascertained that the

one passes the pupa stage in an earthern case under-

ground, while the other does so in a silken case above-

ground, which the larva spins for it.

3. The Army Worm (Lenainia !iiil/'nnctata).—A%

with the canker worm, the term army worm has been

applied to more than one species of caterpillar, and,

indeed, to any one that appears in vast armies and

moves in a solid phalanx on its course. Those, how-

ever, to which it has been applied par exeellenee are

the Cotton army worm and the present species, which

Mr. Riley thinks is best entitled to it, both on account

of priority and appropriateness. Its enormous num-
bers and ravages have been so often dercribed that we
neei rot lecapitulale their details here. It belongs to

the seclijn of thick-bodied moths named Nocluae,

which in this country also do most harm to our ground

and root crops, and many of which are known as

"surface worms." Perhaps the most interesting part

of Mr. Riley's description of this species is his explana-

tion of its remarkably sudden appearance and dis-

appearance, although we do not know enough of the

matter to be able to give an opinion whether his view

is sound or not. It appears all at once in enormous

multitudes where usually none have been previously

sten, and these march over whole districts, destroying

every green thing they meet, and they disappear all

at once as suddenly as they came. Mr. Rdey holds

that the natural abode of the insect is in low prairie

lands and swampy places, and when such lands dry

out in dry seasons the caterpillars are obliged to

migrate in search of food and the proper conditions of

their existence ; and when the season is very wet the

moth is equally driven out of the swamps, and it

alights here and there over the country, but as soon

as a dry season comes again, it finds the arable lands

too dry for it, and flies back to its swamps.

4. The Roehy Mountain Locusts.—In his former

reports on this insect Mr. Riley went so fully into

detail regarding it, that much new matter cannot be

expected ; nor do we find much. The report is

chietly taken up with an account of the tremendous

ravages made by it in 1S75, which far exceeded the

mischief done in 1S74, and occasioned the most wide-

spread distress and destitution. PLach county is

taken sepsritsly, and an account given of the damage

indicted in it. Some additional information on minor

points in the habits of the insects is also given, and

some encouraging vaticination as to their probable

numbers next year. A point interesting to us from a

horticultural point of view is also touched upon ;

—

"The invasions into a country of large numbers of

animals, whether men or insects, are often followed

by changes in the vegetation of that country. Certain

strange plants are said to yet mark the path through

the Southern States which Sherman's soldiers took in

their march to the sea, and a number of plants new to

the country are known to have been introduced into

France by the Germans during the late Franco- Prus-

sian war. So the locust excursions and devastations in

Kansas and Missouri were followed by some curious

changes. These changes consisted mostly in the great

prevalence of plants that in ordinary seasons are

scarcely noticed. The Amaranthus Blitum spread at

an unprecedented rate, and grew in great luxuriance.

Immediately after the locusts left, the common Purs-

lane started everywhere, and usurped the place ofmany

other species. The common Nettle (Solanum caro-

linense) and the Sand Burr (S. rostratum) spread to an

alarming degree, and the Poke weed (Phytolacca

decandra) was very abundant. All kinds of Grapes

grew luxuriantly during the summer—a fact due to the

wet and favourable weather, but some kinds that are

rare in ordinary seasons got the start and grew in

great strength and abundance. Among these none

are more notable than the sudden appearance very

generally over the locust- devastated region of what

is usually called a new grass. Springing up wherever

the blue grass gets killed it proves a godsend to the

people, for while it is young and tender cattle like

it, and fatten upon it. This grass is the Vilfa vaginx-

flora, an annual which is common from the Atlantic

to the Rocky Mountains. Unnoticed during ordinary

seasons the destruction of the blue grass and other

plants by the too close gnawing of the locusts gives it

the advantage in the struggle for existence—an advan-

tage which is soon lost, however, as the normal rela-

tions between species are assumed again in a few

years after the disturbing influence has ceased to be

operative " The insects that feed on the new

plants followed them, and surprised the residents

by their new forms and unwonted appearance. Not

much, we may say almost nothing, is suggested as a

means of prevention beyond the encouragement of the

natural enemies of the locust.

5. The Graf'e rhylloxcra.—'X\\z whole cycle of the'

life of the Phylloxera has now been ascertained, and',

it does not give much hope of man's efforts to extir-
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pate it being successful. The winged female lays her
eggs in the buds and on the leaves, as well as on the
bark, so that it is practically impossible to get them
destroyed. Last year, however, America suffered

less from it than in previous years, the wet season
disagreeing with it, as it does with most other insects.

Mr. Riley gives a very detailed and clear account of
all the phases and stages of the life of this pest.

6, The Yucca Borer.—'Y\a% is noticed more on
account of the interest attached to its economy and
structure than from the mischief it does. We have,
however, ah-eady in a former year given an account of
these.

Like all Mr. Riley's previous reports, this volume
is a valuable contribution to economic entomology,
and does its author much credit.

Publications Received.—A Plain and Easy
Account of British Fungi, 3d edition. Dr. M. C.
Cooke (Hardwicke & Bogue)—Bulletin d' Arboricul-
ture— Villa Gardener— The Gardener— Moniteur
Horticole Beige—Medical Examiner—Science Gossip
—Gartenflora—Journal de la Socicte Cenlrale d'Horti.
culture de France—The School Manual of Geology;
Jukes (A. & C. Black)—Popular Science Review-
Tea, a Lecture, &c. By Baron Ferd. von Muller—
Sewage Utilisation ; On Some Points in Connection
with Vegetation ; On Rainfall, &c. By J. H. Gilbert,
F.R.S.—Eleventh Report of the Oaekett Microsco-
pical Club—Westnik—Revue de I'Horticulture Beige
—Florist and Pomologist— HuUetino della R. Societa
Toscana di Orticultura—Bulletino Ampelografico—
The Gardeners' Monthly— Cassell's Popular Educator
—Revue Horticole—Floral Magazine—Hand and
Heart.—Bulletin de la Societ,- de Viticulture et
d Horticulture de Tarafe.—Classification de 250
Ffcules, par M. Bernardin.—Stove and Greenhouse
Ornamental-leaved Plants, second edition (B .S

Williams),

La-w Notes.
Dispute detween a Grower and a Sales-

man.—At the Westminster County Court on the
I2th inst. the case of Gritlin v. Solomons was heard
before Mr. Judge Bayley, in which the plaintiff, a
grower for Covent Garden Market, sued the defendant,
a fruit salesman of Piccadilly, to recover the sum of
;43, being the value of a box of Strawberries sold
to the defendant.

The plaintiff said he had been forty years in Covent
Garden, and that on July 15 last the defendant pur-
chased a box of Strawberries at the price stated,
which were the best quality of fruit, and which
had been picked at Farnborough at 7 o'clock the
previous evening. The plaintiff called his foreman,
who corroborated the plaintiff's statement, adding
that if they had been large British Queens they
would have fetched £4 a box. This being the
plaintiff's case

—

The defendant was called, and he stated that when
he opened the box the first two layers were good, but
the under layers were absolutely unsaleable, and unfit

to make ice of. On the Monday following he sent
the bad ones back, when the plaintiff agreed to make
a reduction of 30j-. On a subsequent occasion he
(the defendant) purchased another box of Strawberries
at the same price upon credit, and when applied to by
the plaintiff for payment he offered 30^-. in settlement,
as plaintiff had agreed to make an allowance for the
Strawberries returned on a former occasion, which as
the plaintiff refused to accept he refused to pay any-
thing at all and preferred being summoned to this

Court.

Joseph Nathan, a salesman in Covent Garden, said
he was present at the sale of the Strawberries ; they
were not "Queens" but "Eleanors;" two boxes
were exposed, and the defendant selected one and
paid /3 for it.

George Cross, a porter in the employ of the de-
fendant, said he opened the box and found that the
three under layers were wholly unfit for food.

Mrs. Anne Thorpe, a saleswoman in the market,
gave corroborative evidence ; when the evidence of the
defendant's nephew, who said that the Strawberries
were more like Peas than anything else, completed
the case for the defence.

His Honour considered the defendant had failed to
prove that the plaintiff had ever consented to make
any allowance for the Strawberries returned, and,
therefore, he should give judgment for the plaintiff
for the fiill amount claimed, with costs of solicitor,
witnesses, and the plaintiff's travelUng expenses from
Farnborough.

%\t Meatier.
STATE OF THE WEATHER ATBLACKHEATH,LOXDON,

For the Week ending Wednesday, Oct. h, 1876.
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of Helianthus, specimen insufficient to determine

yf{V\c\\.— Charles Lawrence. Blitum virg:atum.—7. A.
P. Cimicifuga cordifolia.

Pampas Grass for Decoratiom (p. 465).— If Mr.
Adam will cut his spikes when they are just bursting-,

or not quite expanded, and will caiefully remove the

surrounding green sheath, he will find that he can
shake the cramped inflorescence out into a feathery

plume, which, if carefully dried and kept from dust,

will look well for several years. W. T. T.
Plants to Flower ln July and August: A
Beginner. In addition to the plants named, you
should procure AUamanda Hendersoni, A. Chelsoni,
Ixora coccinea, I. Williamsii, Dipladenia amabilis,

BougainviUea glabra, Franciscea calycina major, Erica
Austiniana, and E. Marnockiana. The Dracophyllum
is not likely to be of much use so late on in the

season. If "A Beginner" wants to exhibit a dozen
plants, he ought to have more than that number, in

whichcasethe iollowing may be grown :—Clerodendron
fallax, C. Ealfourianum, Vinca rosea, V. rosea oculata,

Plumbago capensis, and a good pot of Vallota pur-

purea. The last four can only be considered second-
rate plants; but, if ''A Beginner" will grow them
well, and get them up in size, he will find ihem very

useful, and more to be depended upon by a partially

experienced hand than subjects that are hefd in higher
estimation, but more difficult to manage and get in

fiower all together at the time mentioned.
Seedling Apple: J, W. W. Of rich, pleasant

flavour, but too dry in the flesh. A very poor-looking
Apple for dessert purposes, and too small for cooking.

Seedling Lapageria : E. Lampard. Your mottled
seedling is not the first of the type that we have seen

;

and, like the others, it is not so good, or likely to be
so useful, as either of its parents.

Oak Galls : L. G. i^pecimens like the leaf sent are by
no means uncommon. The larger galls are Oak
spangles, the smaller, silk-button galls, and both are
shown in the accompanying illustration, fig. 99.

They are both the work of insects, the first of a Cynips,
called by French naturalists Diplolepis lenticularis,

and the latter of the Cynips Quercus tiaras. See our
vol. for 184;^, p. 52.

Seeds Sprouting within a Lemox : IV. T, This
is decidedly unusual, but not without a parallel.

Skeleton Leaves.—In your last issue I observe
among the answers to correspondents this item—
"There is no work published on the subject," &c.
Permit me to say I have in my possession a magnificent
group of skeletonised leaves, flowers, and Ferns, by
that well-known exhibitor of these beautiful produc-
tions, Mr. Kaye, of Didsbury, near Manchester, who
publishes a little book, entitled, I believe, Botanical
Analomy, or ififi Art 0/ Skeletonising Leaves, Flowers,
arid Ferns. This book is cheap [y. id. post-free),

most simply written, and both minute and complete in
its information on the subject. S. J. Heys.

Vines and Vineries : Grape Vine, i, Vinery No. i,

early; 2, second early; 3, late, most certainly,
because of their position in reference to the
boiler. 2. Plant your Vines from 3 to 3I feet

apart—that would be seven or eight to' each
house. For the early house plant Black Ham-
burghs. Foster's Seedling, and Buckland Sweet-
water

; second, two Black flamburghs, two Madres-
field Court, one Golden Queen, three Muscat of Alex-
andria ; late, three Lady Downe's, three Alicante, one
Trebbiano. 3. The Vine border should be made of
good fresh turfy loam, with an admixture of ground
bones and charcoal, and about 2^ feet in depth.
4. Make it both inside and outside. 5. Pal three
rows of 4-inch piping round each house—two flows
and one return

; you may put on as many troughs as
you please. 6. Use 21-02. English sheet glass. You
had better purchase Thomson's or any other good
Treatise on the Vine, and study that, where you will
find detailed information on most of the questions you
have addressed to us, which our space will not allow
us to answer more fully.

Violet Prince Consort : G. Lee. The flowers are
very fine, smooth, sweet, and richly coloured, and the
variety will be extremely valuable on account of pro-

ducing flowers of such high quality in autumn. Mr.
Lee states that he began gathering it for market on
September 8—the plants not having had a fair chance
before, and that he finds it far better than he expected.

Woodlice : L. G. and IV. B. Trap them in flower-

pots containing dry moss and a piece or two of
Potato at the bottom. Clear the traps once or twice
a day. You may kill a great number at once by
pouring scalding water into their haunts, if that can be
done without injuring anything else, or by sprinkling
the parts infested with chloride of lime.

•»• Correspondents are specially requested to address,

post-paid, all communications intended for publica-

tion to the "Editors," and not to any member of the

staff personally. The Editors would also be obliged
by such communications being sent as early in the
week as possible. Letters relating to Advertisements^
or to the supply of the Paper, should be addressed to the

Publisher^ and not to the Editors.
^" Foreign Subscribers sending Post-oflice Orders,
payable at the post-office, King Street, Covent Gar-
den, London, are requested to be good enough to
write to the Publisher, at the office of this paper,
41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, at the same
time, to inform him of the fact.

Catalogues Received.—John Scott (Merriott Nur-
series, Crewkerne, Somerset), Catalogue of Flower
Roots, &c. — Martin Grashoff' (Quedlingburg, Ger-
many), Special Catalogue of Seeds, &c.—Messrs. W.
Paul & Son (Waltham Cross, Herts), Catalogue of
Roses.—Jean N. VerschafTelt (Faubourg de Bruxelles,
No. 134, Ghent, Belgium). Catalogue of Seeds, Plants,
(Sc.—Fr. Burvenich (a Gentbrugge-lez-Gand, Bel-
gium), Catalogue of Fruit Trees, Ornamental Trees,
Shrubs, &c.—Messrs. Frcebel lS: Co. (Meumiinster,
Zurich), General Catalogue of Plants, Seeds, &c.

—

}. B. A. Deleuil (au haut de la rue Paradis, traverse

du Fada, Marseilles, France), List of New Plants and
Seeds.—Arsene Sannier (Rue Morris, No. i. Rouen,
Seine, France), Priced Catalogue of New Fruits.

—

Messrs. Paul & Son (the "Old " Nurseries, Cheshunt,
Herts), Catalogue of Roses.—Messrs. Baltet Freres,

(i Troyes, Aube, France), General Priced Catalogues
—T. Meehan (Germantown Nurseries, Philadelphia,
U.S.A.), Wholesale Price List.~G. Yates (Under-
bank and Royal Oak Mills, Stockport), Illustrated

Catalogue of Flower Roots, &c.—Messrs. Evving & Co.
(Eaton, near Norwich), Rose Catalogue. — Joseph
Schwartz (Rue de Repos, 43, a la Guillotiere, Lyons,
France), Catalogue of Roses, i&c.—P. Sebire (Ussy,
pres Falaise, Calvados, France), General Priced Cata-
logue. — Messrs. Hoopes Bros. & Thomas (Cherry
Hill Nurseries, West Chester, Pa., U.S.A.), Trade
List of American Plants, Seeds, &c. — Messrs. G. W.
Murray & Co. (Banff Foundry, Banff, Scotland),
ItluGtrated and Descriptive Catalogue of Agricultural
Machinery and Implements.— Messrs. M. Saunders
& Sons (Friars' Walk Nurseries, Cork), Descriptive
Catalogue of Dutch Bulbs, Gladioli, and other Flower
Roots.—Thos. S. Ware (Hale Farm Nurseries, Tot-
tenham, London), Autumn Catalogue of Flowering
Hybrids.

CoMMUN'icATioNS RECEIVED.—Pro bono publico.—J. R. L.

—

A. O.—J. G. B.—R.-H. M.—W. H. G.—W. G. S.—T. B.—E. L.—J. G.—J. R. J.—J. C— I. M. (too bad for publica-
tion).—Cliftoma.—G. E. C—W. M., Ely, (we will attend to
your request)—H. S.—J. T. F.

[arluts.
COVENT GARDEN, October 12.

Large quantities of inferior Apples are now being
placed on the market, and are wuh difficulty cleared,
while prjces of the best qualities are beginning to rule
high. Importations of Pears consist of Duchesse
d'Augoulcme, Louise Bonne of Jersey, and Beurre Diel,

but samples are not up to the usual standard. Kent
Cobs are selling well, and prices remain steady. James
Webber, Wholesale Apple Market.

Plants in Pots.

Asters, per doz. .. 30-90
Begonias, per doz. .. 6 0-12 o
Bouvardias, do. ..12 0-18 o
Chrysanth., per doz. 4 0-12 o
Coleus, per dozen . . 30-90
Cyperus.do 6 0-12 o
Dracjena terminalis 30 0-60 o— viridis, per doz. 18 0-24 o
Erica caffra, p. doz,i2 o-i8 o
Ferns, in var.,p. doz. 6 0-30 o
Ficus elastica ,. 2 6-15 o
Fuchsia, per doz. . . 3 0-18 o
Heaths, variety, doz. 9 0-24 o

Cut Flowers.

Heliotrope, per doz. 6 0-12 1

Mignonette, do. .. 60-9.
Myrtles, do 30-91
Palms in variety.each 3 6-21 .

Pelargoniums, scarlet,

per doz. ,

.

. . 4 o- 9 <

Petunias,double,doz. 9 0-18 y"
6 o- 9 <

Valottapurpur., doz. 1 o-i3 <

Asters, 12 bunch'
— China, 12 bun. . 40-9
Bouvardias.per bun. 10-4
Carnations, 12 bunch. 40-9
Dahlias, 12 bunches 30-9
Eucharis, per doz. . . 3 0-12
Gardenia, per doz. ..30-9
Gladiolus, 12 sprays 10-6
Heliotropes, 12 spr. 06-1
Jasmine, 12 bunches 9 0-12

Apples, per K-s
Figs, per doz.

Filberts, per lb.

Grapes, per lb.

Lemons, per :oo

Pelargoniums, 12 spr. ]— zonal, 12 spravs c

Primula, dbl., p. bun. ]

I

Roses, indoor, p. doz. :— outdoor, 12 bun. t

I Stephai
nflo\v

j
Violets,

! bun.

,

Melons, each
Oranges, per 100
Peaches, per doz.
Pears, per doz.
Pine-apples, p, lb.

Artichokes, per doz. 6 o
— Eng. Globe, doz. 4 o-

Beans, Fr.,-p. bushel 6 o-

Beet, per doz. ., 1 o-

Cabbages, per doz. . , 1 o-

Carrots, per bunch., o 6-

Cauliflowers, perdoz. 2 O'

Celery, per bundle - . i fr

Chilis, green, per 100 3 o-

Cucumbers, each , . o 4^

Endive, per doz. .. i o-

— Batavian, p. doz. 2 o
Garlic, per lb. ..06-
Herbs, per bunch ..02-
Horse Radish, p, bun. 6 <y

Potatos.—Kent Regents,

£,\ to ;^4 10;

s. a. J.

1 Leeks, per bunch ., o 2- c

Lettuces, per score.. 26-3
Mint, green, bunch o 4- .

j
Mushrooms, per pott, o 6- 1

1
— buttons, do. . . 06-1
Onions, young, bun. o 8-0
Parsley, per bunch. .04-.
Radishes, per bunch, o 1- c

I

— Spanisn, doz. ..10-.
j

Shallots, per lb. ..06-.
. Spinach, per bushel - -

Tomatas. per do?. .

.

I

Turnips, per bundle

I

Veg. Marrows, doz,

bundle 04-06

SEEDS.
London : Oct. ir. — Our seed trade exhibits no

striking feature of importance. In red Clover seed there

is rather more doing, especially in yearling parcels.

Advices from New York describe the supply of Clover
seed as increasing, and a few sales to this country of
American seed are taking place. It appears probable
that the United States will presently have for export a
fair quantity of seed. Alsike and white Clover seed
steadily support the late advance. In Trefoils the
tendency is also continuously upwards. There is no
variation in Mustard seed. As regards Rape seed,

holders are asking \s. to 2J. per quarter more money.
For winter Tares the demand is stagnant, and currencies

consequently point downwards. A good supply is offer-

ing of new EngHsh Canary seed
;
quotations, in com-

parison with those of last year, are moderate. Of
foreign Canary the supply is light ; from Turkey higher
prices are reported, whilst Spanish is held at consider-

ably over the rates current for English. Hemp seed on
the spot is a good bit dearer, but some quantity of

German seed may shortly be expected here. Linseed is

firm. John Shaw 6* Sons, Seed Merchants, 37, Mark
Lane, Lo?idon, E.G.

CORN.
On Monday at Mark Lane English Wheat in any way

affected by the weather was a trifle easier. In Barley
only the better qualities were fully as dear. Malt was
purchased cautiously, and prices were about supported.
Sound old Oats were at slightly higher prices, but a dull

sale for other descriptions. For Maize holders were
pretty firm. Beans and Peas were at about late rates.

In flour a small business was transacted, at prices fully

equal to those previously current.—On Wednesday
English Wheat, affected by the weather, supported with
some difficulty the rates of Monday. Foreign Wheat
of fine and dry quality was worth rather more money.
Good Barley also tended higher, while inferior sorts were
somewhat flat. Malt remained as before. Sound
Russian Oats were in moderate request on slightly en-

hanced terms. Maize, Beans, and Peas were steady,

and fully Mondays quotations were obtained for flour.

—Average prices of corn for week endmg Oct. 7 :

—Wheat, 46J. 3(/. ; Barley, 40J. ^d. ; Oats, 25^. Zjd.

For the corresponding week last year :—Wheat,
451. lOi/. : Barley, 36J. 2d. ; Oats, 245-. iitf.

HAY.
At Whitechapel on Thursday business was steady,

with a moderate demand. Quotations ;—Clover, first

quality, iioj". to 143J. ; inferior, 85J. to 95J-. ; hay, best,

looj. to i32j^. ; inferior, 55J. to 75J. ; and straw, 40J. to

50J. per load.—Cumberland Market quotations : — Su-
perior meadow hay, 128^. to lyjs. ; inferior, ioSj. to

1165. ; superior Clover, 138J. to 147J. ; inferior, iooj.

to 1261. ; and straw, 48J. to 52J. per load.

CATTLE.
At the Metropolitan Market on Monday trade was

dull for all kinds of beasts, and the top quotation was
not readily obtained. Some Canadians of unusually finfe

quality made 51". lod. per 8 lb. ; they were very heav^
weights. Trade in sheep was dull, consequently prices

on the average were lower. Calves sold at rather lower
prices. Quotations :— Beasts, 45. to 5^., and 5^. 41/. to

6s. ; calves, 4J. 6d, to 6s. ; sheep, 5^. 41/. to 6s., and
6s. 6d. to ys. \

pigs, 45. 41/. to 5^. 8t/.—On Thursday, in

the beast market, the better qualities brought rather

stiffer rates, and the small supply cleared off steady.

Prime small sheep met a steady sale, but for coarse,

heavy sorts, the trade was dull. For the best calves

there was a fair demand, but rough descriptions were
difficult of sale.

POTATOS.
We note that at the Borough and Spitalfields markets

there have been large supplies, but certain descriptions

were very much diseased, and trade was not so good as

it otherwise would have been. The following were the

quotations realised :— Kent Regents, 8o-r. to iio^. per

ton; Essex Regents, yof. to loof. ; Rocks, 6of. to 75^. ;

flukes, JOS. to 120T. ; Victorias, goj. to 120.;.—Last week's

imports into London consisted of 2002 bags from Ham-
burg ; 1312 Ghent ; 1387 bags 60 tons Antwerp

;
4S4 bags

Bremen ; 152 Stettin, and 105 sacks Dunkirk.

COALS.
Quietness characterised trade at market on Monday,

but previous prices were maintained. On Wednesday
there was a steady demand for house coals— top price,

231, 6d. Seconds were unchanged. Quotations:—Walls'

End— Hetton, 23/. 6d.; Hetton Lyons, 20s. ^d.; Haw- .

thorns, 20^. 3^/.; Tunstall, 20J. at/.; Hartlepool, 22/. 6d.\

East Hartlepool, 22s. ^d.
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John Edmonds & Co.,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER AND HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

LILLIE BRIDGE, FULHAM, LONDON, S.W.,
\Vn,L CE HAPPY TO KL'RNISH

PLANS and ESTIMATES for the Erection and Heating complete of

CONSERVATORIES and HOTHOUSES of every description.

VERANDAHS, PAVILIONS, GLASS APPROACHES, &c.

MANSIONS, CHURCHES, SCHOOLS, PICTURE GALLERIES, HALLS, &c.,

Heated by Hot Water on the best principles.

PATENTEES OF THE TUBULAR SADDLE BOILER.
PRICE LISTS ON APPLICATION.

Branded on every Casting.

Macfarlaiie's Castings,
ArcLitcctural, Artistic, and Sanitary,

FOR ARCHITECTS, CIVIL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

Contractoi-s, Builders, Joiners, Plumbei-s, &c.,

I?ailings; Balconies; Venindalis ; Conservatories; Shop and Warehouse Fronts;

Arcades ; "Winter Gardens ; Covered Ways ; Saloons ; Semi-enclosed Airing

Rooms, Smoking Divaus, &c. ; Waiting Rooms ; Clock and Water Towere

;

Pavilions ; Bandstands ; Arbours ; Garden Entrances ; Garden Screens

;

Boathouses, &c. Plain and Ornamentjil Castings of every description for

Mansions, Halls, Schools, Barracks, Factories, JIarkets, Railway Stations,

Bridges, Esplanades, Parks, Gardens, Pleasure Grounds, &c.

FOR HOME S EXPORT.

lllustmUd CATALOGUE with Price List and Eitimates Jor special. Designs

on upplifution.

WALTER MACFARLANE & CO., GLASGOW.

THE THAMES BANK
IRON COMPANY,

Old Barge Wharf, Upper Ground Street, London,

HOT-WATER BOILERS. SURREY SIDE, BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE. PIPES, CONlfECTIONS.

(" TRENTHAM IMPROVED*' BOILER.)

NEW PATENT "CLIMAX" BOILER (1874). See

p. 666, 1874, Gardeners' Chronicle.

VGOLD MED.^L" BOILER (Birmingham, 1872).

PATENT "EXCELSIOR" BOILER (1871).

1^? The largest and most complete Stock in the

Trade ; upwards of Twenty Thousand Pounds' worth
to choose from.

("WITLEV court" boiler.)

"WITLEY COURT" BOILER (Silver Medal 1872).

"TRENTHAM IMPROVED" BOILER, -nith Water-
way End and Smoke Consumer.

"TUBUL.-\R, " and every other BoUer of known merit

or excellence.

1^^ Prize Medal Awarded at the National Contest,

Birmingham, 1874.

MILL'S PATENT ATIXILLflLBY FUEL ECONOMISEK
Which can be attached to any ordin.ar>- Boiler. These Tubes are the greatest Economlsers of Fuel and P)

Fire- Bars, and Furnace Fronts ever yet introduced to the pubhc.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED COMPLETE.
LIST PRICE on appUoation ; or, Six Stamps for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, 4«i Edition,

Archangel and Peterst)urg Mat Importers.

SACK, BAG, and TARP.\ULIN MANU-
FACTURERS : RAFFIA FIBRE for tying ; TIFFANY

.^nd SCRIM for shading, in aU widths : NETTING, YARN,
ROPES, and TWINES of every description. Quotations on
application to

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street.

City, E.G.

NEW ARCHANGEL and PETERSBURG
M.\TS. First arrival this season. Quotations can now

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden
Frames.—ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are

the cheapest and most durable. Price List, which gives the

size of every class of Mat, forwarded post-free on application.

JAS. T. .\NDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch,

London, E.G.

Russia Mat Merchants.

MARENDAZ AND FISHER, having
received from their Agents in Russia an immense quan-

tity of ST. PETERSBURG .MATS this season, of various

qualities, can now quote unusually low to the Trade.

ARCHANGEL MATS are very dear, and still rising in price.

9, James Street, Covent Garden, \V.C

ET. ARCHER'S " FRIGI DOMO."—
• Patronised by Her Maiesty the Queen, for Windsor

Castle and Frogmore Gardens, the bte Sir. J. Paxton, and
the late Professor Lindley, &c.

MADE of PREPARED HAIR and WOOL.
A perfect non-conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed

temperature where it is applied. A good co\-ering for Pits and

PROTECTION from COLD WINDS and MORNING
FROSTS.

"FRIGI DOMO" NETTING, 2 yards wide, u. 4./. ind
ir. \od. per yard.

"FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS.
2 yards wide ir. \od. per yard run.

3 yards wide 31. per yard.

4 yards wide 3r. lod. per yard.

ELISHA T. ARCHER, only Maker of " Frigi Domo,"
Brockly Road, Forest Hill, London, S.E. ; and of all Florists

and Seedsmen. All goods carriage paid to London.

NOTICE-REMOVED from 3, CANNON STREET, CITY.

Indestructible Torra-Ootta Plant Markers.

MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.—Prices,

Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post-free on

application : also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for

Conservatories, Entrance Halls. &c.
MAW AND CO., Benthall Works. Broseley.

LAB ELS.
Secure Tree and Plant Labels.

PARCHMENT or CLOTH LABELS,
TREE or PLANT LABELS. Punched parchment,

4 inches long. 3*. 6^. per looo, or 3or. per 10,000: if eyeleted,

4r. per loco. Vellum cartridge, 4 inches long. 31. per 1000 for

to,ooo. Sample Labels sent on receipt of postage stamp.

Orders delivered free in London.
FISHER, CLARKE and CO.. Label Works, Boston.

Roslier'B Garden Edging Tiles.

mE ABOVE and many other P.A.TTERNS
are made in materials of great durability. The

' sutt'ed for K I T C H t X
'^'-''" -"^^

GARDENS, as t:v ;
.Slugsorlns- .; .

" i^:^-
take up little room, a:i>:. y^

put do»-n. incur no /:-V

further labour or expense, ^

as do ' gtoivn" Edgings, consequently being much cheaper.

GARDEN VASES. FOUNTAINS. &c, in Aniticial Stone,

very durable and ofsuperior finish, and in great variety ofdesign.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground
Street, Blackfriars, S.E.; King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.;

Kingslaiid Road. E.

Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT " ACME FRAMES."
PLANT COVERS and PROPAG.\TING BOXES: also

for FOXLEY'S PATENT BE.\DED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories. Halls, Corridors, Balconies. &c..

from 3r. per square yard upwards. Patlera Sheets, of plain or

more elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, lor Lming Walls of Dairies,

Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable

Paving of great durabihty. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles

of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates. Cement, &c.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Brick and Tile Merchants.
See addresses above.

SILVER SAND,
fine or coarse grain as desired. Prices by Post per ton

or Truck Load, on Wharf in London, or delivered dnect from

Pits to any Railway Station. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries.

KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any

quantities.

F. ROSHER AND CO.—Addresses see above.

BELGIAN GLASS for GREENHOUSES, &c.,

Can be obtained in .tH sizes and qualities, of

BETHAM & SON,
9, LOWER THAMES STREET. LONDON. E.C.

B. & S. have always a large Stock in London of 20-m. by

j2-in. zo-in. by 14-iiL, ao-in. by 16-iii., in lO-oz. and 21-oz,
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I Stoves for Greenhouses ! Portable ! Terra Cotta

!

ROBERTS'S PATENT PORTABLE
TERRA COITA STOVES Rive pure heat, without

attention, 24 hours or longer, for about ni. for coal, or coal and
coke. Suilnble for almost any purpose. See T/ic Gaj'den for
March i, 1S73 :—"Roberts's Patent Terra Cotta is the best
and cheapest dry stove that has ever been invented
May be used in any plant-house without injury to the most
delicate plants." Prospectus, drawings, and authentic testi-

monials, can be had, and the Stoves can be seen in use and
ordered.onapplic.itionto the patentee, THOMAS ROBERTS,

ri2, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W.

GEORGE'S PATENT CALORIGEN^

Wanning and Vcntilatin^^ S?naU
Conservatories.

The only Gas Stove

L f excluded from the Conser-

Made in Wrought Iron,

.
jC3 3-f-

Made in Copper, £,<^.

Height, 28 inches ; dia-

It will be found very
valuable in the Nursery or

Sick Room, Damp Build-

Offices, &c. Exhibited
at the Exhibition of 1S71
(Department of Scientific

Illustrated Prospectuses and Testimonials on applicatii

J. F. EARWIG AND CO., 36, Queen Street, Cheapside,
This Stove introduces a strong current of warmed

(not burnt) fresh air.

S T E "V E TsT S

'

TRENTHAM GREENHOUSE BOILER,

long exper ence has proved the nio<;t SIMPLE
ECOVOMICAL EFEECrU-\L nnd I ASriN( LOILEK
extant, recently much improved. Fur Illiislrations, \MLh
full particulars, apply to the Sole Makers.

F. & J. SILVESTER.
Castle Hill Foundry, Engineering and Boiler Works,

Newcastle. Staffordshire.

m" Our Boilers are the only ones made with the sanction
and under the inspection of the inventor, Mr. Stevens—all
others being base imitations.

Latest Improvements In Heating by Hot Water.

THE IMPROVED CONICAL BOILERS,
for HEATING PINERIES. C<")NSERVATORIES

GREENHOUSES, MANSIONS, HALLS, WARE-
HOUSES, ,.

These BOILERS are adapted
fur setting in Brickwork, or as
shown in sketch they require no

POLLARD AND CO. Oate Bury
?:. Pollard. Successors to John R.
i'eill. late Stephenson & Peill), Sole
Manufacturers of the Improved
CONICAL BOILERS, which
are in general use, and for their
durability and economy have at-
tained a celebrity far surpassing
any other Boilers ever invented.

Fixed at seats of Duke of New-
castle. Lord Belper, Lord Mid-
dleton, &c. At Earl Sydney's
replaced, after being twenty years
in constant use. Foreign orders
^^romptj^y^ executed. The Prince
" ' " * the Duke de Croy,

Bear Garden. Park Street, Southwark, London, S.E.

GREEN'S PATENT
Wrought-iron Hot-water Boilers,

With Shelves and Hollow Grate Bars.

Specially adapted for healing Greenhouses, Conservatories
Churches, Chapels, Schools, Public Buildings Entrance

Halls, Warehouses, Workshops, &c.

Tttfy are iJtc neatest^ cfuapcsi, most effective, and ditrahle of
arty cxtnftt.

FiOHIELEWlKlJI loNUTUO KAL SECTION CMS.SICIIUI
Descriptive Illustrated Priced LIST may be had free or

application to
THOMAS GREEN and SON, Smithfield Ironworks

Leeds
: and 54 and 55, Blackfriars Road, London, S.E.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County in England.
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER and CO.,

71, Cornhill, London, E.C.. and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

Mansions, with Conservatories and Green-

houses attached, Heated by

COWAN'S
PATENT COMPENSATING APPARATUS.

Tlicpcr/L t S

Circulars, with List of Places where the System is in opera
and Balance Sheets showing the Saving of Fuel, post-fie

Horticultural Buildings of all kinds.
Combining Elegance and Durability, erected at Moderate

Prices.

COWAN PATENTS COMPANY
(LIMITED),

21, WHITEHALL PLACE, LONDON, S.W.,

The Vineyard, Garston, near Liverpool.

THE FRENCH SYSTEM
OF TRAINING FRUIT TREES, &c.

Extreme standards ofT or angle iron, for ends or angles, for
straining the wires from, self based ; also stays for these
standards, at prices as under :

—

Intermediate Standards. 10 ft. apart, at half these prices.
Painted. Galvd. I Painted. Galvd.

4!4fl.hlgh.. 55.0,/... 7i. 6rf. 7 ft. high . . . . is. ad. ..-us. od
Sft.high.... 6 o .. 8 6 8ft. high.... 9 o ..12 o
6 ft. high 6 9 .. Q 6

I 9 ft. high.. ..10 o ..13 o
RAIDISSEURS, for Tightening Wires, one to each wire,

•2S. td. per doz. Key for tightening, \d. each.
SCREWS and N UTS, neater than Raidisseurs, 3s. f>d. per doz
No. 13 WI RE, lo inches apart, 21. 6d. per too yards.

MESSRS. J. B. BROWN &: CO.,
90, CANNON STREET, LONDON, E. C.

,^'i

LASCELLLb' PATENT UENT WOOD
CONSERVATORIES and GREENHOUSES.— All

Gardeners know that Wood is better than Iron for Plant Grow-
ing, and by the above system a handsome curved house can be
erected as cheaply as a plain straight one.
The curved house is more durable, stronger, lighter in con-

struction, and no bent glass is requiredW H. LASCELLES, 121, Bunhill Row, London, E.C., will
supply Drawings and Estimates free of charge.

w,

SIR J. PAXTON'S HOT-
HOUSES for the MILLION are

HEREMAN and MORTON. 1.,, TicJi-
borne Slieet, Regent Quadrant, W., Hort).
cultural Builders and Hot-water Engineers,

H. LA.SCELLES, Horticultural
BflLDKR. Finslniry Steam Joinery Works

I? I nl II Row London E C

|Lij|(ilsi(

pop;

L en on appi cat on f GPCENHt- UbEa a d
l-l 1NSLKV.«0RIES of all kinds, and to any design.

GARDEN BOXES and LIGHTS. Each.
Portable Box with One Light, 6 feet by 4 feet, glazed s. d.

good 16-0Z. sheet glass, painted four coats, and
packed ready for use .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. . 35 o
Portable Box with Two Lights, as above, each light

6 feet by 4 feet . . . . 650
LIGHTS ONLY.

3 feet by 4 feet Light, not painted nor glazed .. .. 36
Ditto glazed, good 16-oz. slieet glass, and painted 4 coats ro o
6 feet by 4 feet, not painted nor glazed . . . . .

.

60
Ditto glazed and painted four coats .. .. .. 16 6

CARSONS' PAINT,
PATRONISED BY THE QUEEN,

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,
The Brltlsli, Indian and Colonial GovemmentB,

8000 of the NoSUlty, Gentry, and Clergy,

Railway and Canal Companies, CoUlerieg, Iron-
masters, &c., fie,

Is extensively used for all kinds of

OUTDOOE WOEK.
It is especially applicable to

WOOB, IRON, BRICK, STONE Sc COMPO.
CAN BE LAID ON BY UNSKILLED LABOUR.

Sold in all Colours.

2 cwt. free to all Stations.

Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials sent Post Free,

WALTER CARSON & SONS,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD,

LUDQATE HILL, LONDON, E.G.,
And 21, BACHELOR'S WALK, DUBLIN.

No Agents.

Oil Paint No Longer Necessary.

HILL AND SMITH'S BLACK
VARNISH for Preserving Ironwork. Wood, or Stone.

This Varnish is an excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-
door work, while it is fully two-thirJs cheaper. It was intro-
duced upwards of thirty years ago by the advertisers, and its

genuine good quality, notwithstanding a host of unprincipled
imitators, is fully attested by its constantly increasing sale. It

may be applied by an ordinary labourer, requires no mixing or
thinning, and is used cold. It is used in the grounds at
Windsor Castle. Kew Gardens, and at the seats of many hun-
dreds of the Nobility and Gentry, from whom the most llattering

" Is have been received, which H:ll & Smith will

1 application.
casks of about 30 gallons each, at i.f. 6ii. per gallon,
ufactory, or is. Zd. per gallon carriage paid to any

forward 1

Sold ir

at the M
Station i I the Kingdo

Unsolicited Testimonial.
Glangivilly, LlanpumpsaHt, Caniiart/ten, Ntn; 27, 1873.^

"Mr. Lloyd Lloyd encloses cheque for jCs 5^. .amount due to
Messrs. Hill & Smith, and he considers the Black Varnish
one of the most useful things he ever possessed."
Apply to HILL and SMITH. Brierly Hill Ironworks, near

Dudley; and 118, Queen Victoria Street. London. E.G., from
whom only it can be obtained.

CAUTION.—It having lately come to the knowledge of
Hill & Smith that spurious imitations of this Varnish are
being offered by unprincipled dealers at a slight reduction in
price, they would specially draw attention to the fact that every

Varnish is legibly marked with their name and
genuine.
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PAEHAl'S PATEIT SYSTEl OF GLAZII& WITHOUT PUTTY

%

jm

ON CHANNELLED WROUGHT-IRON
RAFTERS

;; Secures almost entire immunity from
' Breakage of Glass, extreme facility for

.jjt Repairs, and absolute freedom from Drip.

It is most extc/isivcly ndop/ed, and meets with
iiiiqualijied approval.

WILLIAM PARHAM,
- Ilorfiiullurai BitiUcr and Ilot-wattr Enghitcr,

NORTHGATE WORKS, BATH
;

,„
and 2S0, Oxford Street, London, \V.

L
;,

*,* Full-size Specimen Houses and Drawings of niai.j

fe.. important Works which W. P. has carried out may be iccii

^g^ at either address.

__ Illustrated Catalogues and Price Lists free.

-^^^ Desi;;ns and Estimates prepared free of charge for Horti-
cultural Buildings and Hot-water Works of any magnitude.

TIE BEST AID CHEAPEST AGRICULTURAL ALIAMC.
READY EARLY IN DECEMBER.

The Agricultural Gazette
ALMANAC, 1877.

Profusely Illustrated, Price 4cl.; Post Free, 4*d.

Opinions of the Press on the "Agricultural Gazette" Almanac for 1876.
" A remarkable fourpennyworth."

—

Oswestry Advertiser,

" Profusely illustrated with some of the finest show beasts, &c."

—

Hackney Gazette.

" Is full of useful information for the agricultural portion of the community."

—

Hampshire Advertiser.

'' Is a most useful publication, which every agriculturist should possess."

—

.Midland Counties Herald.

" Is a brochure of considerable bulk, and its price makes it a marvel of cheap-
ness."

—

Liverpool Daily Courier.

" Has a number of capital illustrations, is wonderfully cheap, and deserves
extensive patronage."

—

Bristol Mercury.

" Looking to the amount of informing letterpress, and the numerous illustrations,

it is one of the cheapest of cheap pubhcations."

—

Bristol Daily Post.

'* Contains much interesting and valuable information to farmers and others."

—

Somerset and Wilts Journal,

" Possesses much information useful to those interested in land and its cultivation.
There are many illustrations of prize stock, and a capital epitome of ' Common Law
for Farmers.' "

—

Bath Chronicle.

" This almanac will be found an admirable book of reference for farmers, and all

parlies interested in the land, its cultivation, produce, and statistics. It is profusely
illustrated."

—

Coventry Standard.

"Contains an extremely useful chapter on ' Common Law for Farmers.' It is

written by a well-known barrister, and ought to be kept at hand by every farmer for
reference."

—

Land and Water.

" This annual will prove a useful book of reference to farmers. The information
I is clear, and the variety of subjects upon which it treats renders it a very cheap
almanac for the coming year."

—

Bridgwater Gazette,

'' A most desirable acquisition for agriculturists and breeders of stock. In
its pages are found portraits from photographs of many of the first prize animals of the
year—beautifully drawn and engraved."

—

Nonoich Mercury.

PUBLISHED BY W. RICHARDS, AT THE OFFICE OF "THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE/'
7, CATHERINE STEEET, STEAND, LONDON, W.G.

MESSENGER & COMPANY,
CONTRACTORS, MIDLAND HORTICULTURAL BUILDING AND HOT-WATER

ENGINEERING WORKS, LOUGHBOROUGH,

s^.
,A=^i«

Beg to call attention to the above illustration, which shows a very advantageous arrangement of Glasshouses which has been adopted for several

important Works on M. &. Co.'s recommendation.
Only thoroughly well-seasoned timber used. Glasshouses erected on Messenger's I in cost and maintenance. Messenger's Patent Boilers, Flexible Jointed Hot-water

patent principles are, owing to mechanical arrangements, very strong, most durable. Pipes and Valves, are now in use in many thousands of instances, with the greatest
light, elegant; perfect efficiency iox purpose intended is ^«arj«/«t/,- are economical [ success. Particulars on apphcation.

..^x^Ptans and Estimates forwarded. Ladies and Gentlemen waited upon. The Plans of Architects and others carried out. Illustrated Circular Free,
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THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE.

Scale of Charges for Advertising.

Hmd line cluirged ns two.

4 Lines .. ..£030 15 Lmes .. ..^o 8 (

5 6
6 o
6 6

7 °

7 6

And two shillings for eveo' additional five lines.

set across columns, the lowest charge will be 30:

Page £.') o o

Halt Page 500
Column . . . . . . -.350

Gardeners, and others, wanting places, 26 words 15. ^<.{.,^z

for every additional line, or part of a line.

ck Ml riach tJti Office

W.C.

Advertisements for the current t

by Thursday noon.

P. 0.0. to be made payable at the King Street Post Office

to \V. Richards.

Sreet, Covent Garde
N. W.C.

-41, Wellin

ecuted at this

MetaUlo Hothouse Builder to Her Majesty.HENRY HOPE
(Lite Cl.irk & Hope, formerly Cl.irk),

HOTHOUSE BUILDER and HOT-WATER
APPAR.A.TUS ENGINEER.

55, Lionel Street. Birmingham. Established A.D. 1818,

BOOKS of DESIGNS, 5!. each.

e^ The Extensive Ranges of Metallic Hothouses

Royal Gardens, Windsor and Osborne,

Establishment.

Hotaouses, Hot-water Apparatus, ac.

HALLIDAY AND CO., Hothouse
Builders and Hot-water Apparatus Manu-

facturers. Estimates and Plans free. Best Construction !

Best Materials ! Best Workmanship ! Catalogues free.

Offices, 22, Barton Arcade, Manxhester.

I L L I A M S^ BURTON,
Generai. Furnishing Ironmonger, by appoint-

ment to H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, sends a CATALOGUE
gratis, post paid, containing upwards of 850 Illustrations of his

unrivalled Stock of Electro Plat< " '
ii-.-i ^--j-

Dish Covers,
Hot-water Dishes,
Stoves and Fenders,
Marble Chimneypieces,
Kitchen Ranges,
Lamps and Gaseliers,

Tea Trays, Urns and Kettles,

Table Cutlery,
Clocks and Candelabra,

,
Britannia Metal Goods,

Baths and Toilet Ware,
Bedding and Bed Hangings,
Iron.and Brass Bedsteads,
Bedroom Cabinet Furniture,

Dining and Diawing-room

Chimney and Pier Glasses,

Turnery Goods,
Kitchen Utei "

With Lists of Prices, and Plans of the Thirty Large Show Rooms,
at 30, Oxford Street, W. ; i, lA, 2, 3, and 4, Newman Street,W.

;

4, 5 and 6, Perry's Place, W. : and i, Newman Yard, W.
Manufactories ; 84, Newman Street, W. ; i, Newman Mews,
London, W. The cost of delivering goods to the most distant

parts of the United Kingdom by railway is trifling. WILLIAM
5. BURTON will always undertakedeliveryat a small fi-ted rate.

SHAW'S TIFFANY, ELASTIC NET-
TING, CANVAS, &c., for Shading. Protecting, and

other Horticultural Purposes. For Samples and Prices apply to

JOHN SHAW AND CO., 29, O.xford Street, Manchester.

Now ready, price In clotli 16s„

'T^HE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
J- VOLUME for JANUARY to JUNE 1876.

W. RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

HE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR of
GARDEN OPER-\TIONS. By the late Sir Joseph

Paxtok, .M.P.

Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chronicle, with numerous
Alterations and Additions.

Price yf.
; post free, ^Yzd.

Post OFfice Orders are to be made payable to Wm. Rich.\rds,
at the King Street Office, Covent Garden, W.C.

Published at the Office of the Gardeners' Chronicle, 41,
Wellington Street! Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Works on Botany, by Dr. Llndley.

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY; or, The Art
OF Describing Plants Correctly, in Scientific

Language, for Self Instruction and the Use of Schools, Price is

MEDICALandCECONOMICALBOTANY;
or. An Account of the Principal Plants

Employed in Medicine or Domestic OEconomv. In One
Volume, 8vo, with numerous Woodcuts, price s^.

SCHOOL BOTANY ; or, The RUDIMENTS
OF Botanical Science. In One Volume, Svo, half bound,

with 400 Ilkislrations. price 5s. 6</.

THE ELEMENTS of BOTANY, Struc-
tural AND Physiological. With a Glossary of

Technical Terms and numerous Illustrations. 9s. cloth.

This completes the series of Elementary Botanical Works by
Professor LiNDLEV, of which School Botany and The Vegetable
Kingdom form the other parts.

The first two Parts of Tlu Elements of Botany, comprising
Structural and Physiological Botany, and a Glossary of Techni-
cal Terms, are published in one Svo volume, price gj.

These three Paris form a complete Manual of Botany for
Medic.1l and other Students who have made themselves
acquainted with the -Author's School Botany.

N. B. The Glosscary m.ay be had separately, price 55.

London : BRADBURY, AGNEW AND CO., Bouverie
Street, E.C.

Farms. Estates, Residences.

Any one desirous of Renting a Farm or Residence, or

Purchasing an Estate, can have copies of the

MIDLAND COUNTIES HERALD
supplied free for six weeks on slating the purpose for

which the paper is required, forwarding naine and address, and

six halfpenny stamps for postage, addressed, MtdlandLounties

Herald Office, Birmingham." The Midland Counties Herald

always contains large numbers of advertisements relating to

Farms, Estates, and Residences for Sale and to be Let.

Foolscap folio, cloth, 12s.

THE LANDSCAPE GARDENER. A
Practical Guide to the Laying-out, Flaming, and

Arrangement of Villa Gardens, Town Squares, and Open
Spaces : for the use ofpractical Gardeners. Amateurs, Architects,

and Builders. By Joseph Newton, FR.H.S. Illustrated

with 24 Plans, showing the v.arious styles of arrangement, &c.

London : HARDWICKE and BOGUE, 192, Piccadilly.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE de
FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CHERE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured

Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1865 by F.

Burvenich, E. Pynaert, E. Rodigas, and H. J. Van
HULLE. Professors at the Horticultur.-il School of the Belgian

Government at Ghent. Post paid los. per annum.

H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Gardens, Ghent, Belgium.

THE CULTIVATOR.—A Portuguese
Monthly Agricultural Journal, which circulates in

Portugal and her possessions, and in the Principal Towns of

the Biazils.

This Paper oflers an excellent medium for Advertisements of

every description of industry and of every article of consump-

tion in the countries and places above mentioned.

Advertising charges, S</. per square inch. Translation included.

Ten per cent. Discount for six months ; 20 per cent. Discount

for twelve months, if paid in advance.

Address, the Editor of the Cultivator, St. Michael's, Azores.

THE SYDNEY MAIL

NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

COMT£.VrS ;—

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.

CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Drawn and Engraved

specially for this Journal).

NATURAL HISTORY (Original Articles).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL. HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS.
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.

COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation

throughout the Australian Colonies, New Zealand,

Polynesia. &c. It contains a large amount o( informa-

tion on a great variety of subjects.

Subscription in Advance, £1 per Annum.
Single Copies, 4</. ; Stamped, 5./.

Publishing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South
Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Agents are authorised to receive ADVERTISEM ENTS,
which must be paid in advance, for the SYDNEY
MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY MAIL :—

London .... Mr. George Street, 30, Comhill, E.C.
Mr, F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lom-

bard Street, E.C.
Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride

Street, Fleet Street, EC.
Birmingham Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

Liverpool .. Lee & Nightingale, 15, NorthJohn Street.

Bristol James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

Edinburgh . . Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street,

Glasgow .... W. Porteous & Co., 15, Royal Exchange
Place.

Copies of each Journal are filed at the above Offices
for the use of Advertisers.

Notice.

fBy Appointment to the Royal Horticultural Society.)

To H0RT1CULTUR.\L IMPLEMENT MAKERS,
NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT
ADVERTISEMENTS in all Newspapers, Magazines,

and Periodicals. List of London Papers on application.

ADAMS and FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents,

59, Fleet Street E.C.

IHE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
for M O N D A Y, October 9.

Contents.

Adulteration of Cream—Argentine Republic—Average Prices

—Ballinasloe Fair—Butter to Keep—Cabbage Culture—Ciren-

cester Farmers' Club—Com Growing—Cow Food—Cowan's
Boiler—Dairj' Notes—Dairy Show—Dairying and Fertility

—

Note from East Lothian—Note from Esse.\—Farm Work-
Garden Calendar—Note from Germany—Good Old Times—
Gruyere Cheese— Harvest Work—Herbs—Hop Culture—In-

sectology—Labourers and Farmers—The Labourer's Evening

—Note from Lancashire —Note from Leicestershire—Liebig's

Life and Work—Lime on Grass— Note from Lincolnshire-

Deep Setting Milk—JNIilk for Toivns-North Cardiganshire-

Old Homestead — Panton Shorthorns — Pleuro-pneumonia —
Poultry Yard—Prize Farms—Rainfall and Percolation—Refuse

as Manure—Rhubarb Wine—Robey's Locomotive—Rotham-

sted Experiments—Royal Forest Society—Notes from Scotland

—Shorthorn S.ales—South Wales Seaboard—Steam Boiler

—

Susse-x Stock Sale—Tenants and Landlords—Traction Engine

—Tring .-Agricultural Society—Tunbridge Wells—Veterinarian

-Wood-Pigeons—Woolston.

Price 4^.; post-free ^%d. Published by William Richarus,

at the Office, 7, Catherine Street, Strand, W.C.

G.A.RDENERS' CHRONICLE for SALE.
—Nine years complete ; the first five are bound in

volumes of one year each, commencing from 1841. 1842, 184^,,

1844, 1845, 1S53, 1873, 1874, r875. Price Xliz.—G. F., Po.l-
off.ce, Harlestone, Norfolk.

EVUE de I'HORTICULTURE BELGE
et fiTRANGfiRE (Belgian and Foreign Horticultural

Review).—Among the principal Contributors are :—A. Allard,

E. Andr.;, C. Ballet, T. Buchetet, F. Burvenich, F. Crepin,
Comte de Gomer, De Jonge van EUemeet, O. de Kerchove de
Denterghem, P. E. de Puydt, C. de Vis, J. Gillon, A. M. C.
Jongkindt Coninck, C. Koch, J. Kicki. L. Linden, T. Moore,
C. Naudin, B. Olivier, H. Ortgies, E. Pynaert, E. Rodigas,
A. Siraux, O. Thomas, A. Van Geert Son, H. J. Van Hulle, j.

Van Volxem, H. J. Veitch, A. Westmael, and P. Wolkenstein.

This Illustrated Journal appears on the ist of every month,
in Parts of 24 pages, Svo, with a Coloured Plate and numerous
Engravings.

Terms of Subscription for the United Kingdom :—One year,

loj., payable in advance.

Publishing Office : 142, Rue. de Bruxelles, Ghent, Belgium.

Post Office Orders to be made payable to M. E. PYNAERT,
at the Chief Post Office Ghent.

PARTNERSHIP.—Advertiser is desirous
of meeting with a Gentleman to join him in Opening a

Florist's Shop in the Neighbourhood of May Fair.—FLORIST,
44, Porchester Road, Weslbourne Park, W.

ANTED, IMMEDIATELY, a FORE-
_ MAN ROSE GROWER, for a Country Nursery : one

used to Exhibiting preferred. Good and progressive wages
offered for ability and good character.— L. H., Gardener^
Chronicle Office. V/.C.

WANTED, a steady, industrious Man, as
PR0PAG.4T0R and FOREMAN (chiefly Indoor^

in a small Nursery in the neighbourhood of London.—E. G.",

Messrs, Hurst & Son, 6, Leadenhall Street, E.C.

WANTED, a thoroughly experienced and
energetic GROUND FOREMAN; he must have a

general knowledge of the business, more especially Rose and
Fruit Trees, and be able to Superintend all Ground Work and
a large staff of men.—Apply, with full particulars, to CRAN-
STON'S Nurseries, King's Acre, Hereford.

WANTED, an UNDER GARDENER, to
attend to the Flower Garden and Assist in the Houses.

—M. M., The Gardens, Woodstock House, Galder's Greep,
Hcndon, N.

WANTED, an UNDER GARDENER';
must understand Nailing Fruit Trees, and th« General

Work of a Fruit and Kitchen Garden. Will have lodgings
found.—Address, with full particulars. GARDENER, Me.
Wayinoulh, Newsagent, Nailsea, near Bristol.

ower
WANTED, a single young Man, as PRO.

P.4G.-VT0R, for the Glass Dep.artment ; a good growOt
of Roses and Greenhouse Plants. To a steady, persever"

young Man liberal wages will be paid.—Apply, by letter,

EDWIN HOLLAMliY, Goldsmith's N
bridge, Tunbridge Wells.

WANTED, a strong, active Young MA:
single, age not under 20, with a fair knowledge of

Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Wages, j£i per week. None
need apply whose character will not bear close investigation.

—

Mr. CULLIFORD, Gardener, Round Hill House, Sydenham.

WANTED, an ASSISTANT PLANTS-
MAN—one accustomed to Stove Work and the

Rearing of Table Plants for Sale ; must be steady. To a suit,

able person good w.ages and constant work.—Apply, with

references, to MARK WALKER, j8, Gordon Street.

Glasgow,

WANTED, a good COUNTERMAN, in'

the Seed Trade : one who has a knowledge of Plants I

preferred.—JAMES CUTH BERT, Clayton Square, Liverpool, i

Seed Trade.

WANTED, for a large Seed Establishment
in Ireland, a young M.an as FIRST COUNTER.

H.4ND : he must be experienced, and thoroughly well up i:

the Retail Farm Seed Trade in particular, vnth good address

able to Correspond, and of strictly sober habits. —Apply, will

references, and stating expectations of salary, &c., to R. L .

Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.
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WANTED, for a Fruit, Plant, and Flower
Shop in the Liverpool Market, a MAN and WIFE ;

the former competent to act as Salesman at the market,
and to take country orders ; the latter to make up Wedding and
other Bouquets, and to wait on customers. No incumbrance.

—

Send copies of testimonials, wages expected, and photograph
(which will be returned), to SECRETARY, 21. Whitehall
Place, London, S.W.

WANTED, a JUNIOR ASSISTANT, in a
small Seed and Florist's Establishment. A suitable

youth would live in the house.—Apply, staling age, e.vperience,

salary. &c., to GEORGE P, DARBY, Hertlordshire Seed
Warehouses, Watford, Herts.

TX/'ANTED, a respectable YOUTH, to learn
* ' the Seed Business.— Full particulars on application to

JOHN SCOTT. The Seed Stores. Yeovil.

WANTED, -a SHOPMAN, in the Fruit and
Vegetable Trade. State age, experience, and last situa-

tion. -ALFRED COCKERELL, 18, Drapery, Northampton.

WAN T PLA CES.
BS. WILLIAMS having at the present

• time several very excellent GARDENERS upon his

Register, is desirous of placing them in Situations where great
experience and trust are required. B. S. W. would at the same
lime bsg to intimate that when a Gardener is applied for that
the filling of the situation should be left with him, as that would
prevent unnecessary correspondence and delay.—Victoria and
Paradise Nurseries, Upper HoHoway, London, N.

Head Gardeners.

JOHN LAING can at present recommend
with every confidence several energetic and practical

Men, of tested ability and ftrst-rate character. Ladies and
Gentlemen in WANT of GARDENERS and BAILIFFS,
or GARDENERS for First-rate Establishments or Single-hand
Situations, can be suited, and have full particulars by applying
at Stanstead Park and Rutland Park Nurseries, Forest HiU,
London. S-E.

JOHN HARRISON has at present on his
Register several energetic and practical G.-iRDENERS,

FORESTERS. GAKDE.NERS and BAILIFFS, whose charac-
ters will bear the strictest investigation.—The North of Enjland
Rose Nurseries, Catterick Bndge, Yorkshire.

ANDSCAPE GARDENING. — A
Gardener and Nurserj'man, who has had great experience

in Laying-out New Grounds. Planting Shrubs, Fruit Trees.
Building Greenhouses. &c. having a considerable knowledge of
Trees, Shrubs, and Plants, is open to an engagement to Super-
intend, by Commission, Horticultural Work for any Nobleman
orGentleman.— For terms, apply to G. SMITH, Hope Nursery,
Hutton Grove, North Finchley. N.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.

GARDENER (Hf.ad), where a competent
person is required; age 33. married, three children,—

Thomas Jones, late Gardener to Mrs. Godman, Park Hatch,
Godalming, Siurey, wishes for a re-en^agement as above. No
objection to Lacd and Stock.—4, Trinity Place, Trinity Road,
East End, Finchley.

To Nobleman and Gentlemen.

GARDENER (Head), age 35, married, two
children.—To any Nobleman or Gentleman requiring

the services of a thoroughly efficient Gardener, Messrs.
Cranston & M.wos can very highly recommend Mr. F.
Jackson, late Gardener to Lord Kesteveo. He is competent in
all branches of the profession, steady, industrious, and sober —
For full particulars apply to Messrs. CRANSTON and
MAVOS, The Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford.

ARDENER (HEAD).—Age 36, married^
two children

; good knowledge of the profession
geiier-illy. References and reason for lea\-ing on application
suting w-ages. &c,to the GARDENER, Goldsborough Hall,
Knaresborough, Yorkshire.

ARDENER (Head), where an Establish-
ment is well kept up.—Married; good Plantsman and

practically experienced in every branch of the profession.
Two years' e.\cellent character.—P. D., Mr. Leggatl's, Bridce
Street, Fulham, S.W.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 29, married;
understands Vines, Peaches. Melons. Cucumbers, Stove

and Greenhouse Plants, and Flower and 'Kitchen Gardening.
Twelve years" experience. Eight years* reference.—G. B., 3,
Haynes Cottages, Forest Hill, Kent.

GARDENER (Head), to any Nobleman or
Gentleman requu-ing a really efficient Man,—Age 43,

married, no incumbrance ; well up in all branches of the
profession, particularly First-class Fruit and Vegetable Growing.
Highly recommended.—A. Z., Mr. H. Moul, Post-ofHce, Chisle-
hur»t, Kent.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 39, married
;

thoroughly understands the Cultivation of Stove and
Greenhouse Plants, making Vine and Peach Borders, Re-
arranging Old Estates and Planting New ones ; altogether a
first-class Gardener. Good references.—J. G., 39, Palmerston
Road, Merton Road, Wandsworth, Surrey.

ARDENER (Head), to any Nobleman or
Gentleman requiring the services of a thoroughly

practical Man.—Age 40, married, a boy (age 10) ; if necessary*
can take Charge of Woods .and Grass Lands. First-class
testimonials from present and former employers.—A. B.,
Warby Farm, near Birmingham.

ARDENER (Head), age 35, married.—
JosEiii Jefferson, Carlton House Gardens. Worksop,

WTshes to recommend a thoroughly experienced Gardener as
above, with several years' good references.

rj.ARDENER (HE.\D).-Age 30, married, no
V-* encumbrance; thoroughly competent, and well versed in
all branches of the profession.—M. A., Tamworth Lane,
Mitcham Common, S.W.

O.ARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 28,
V-* married, no family; understands the profession. Good
references. Disengaged at the beginning of November.—T. H,

,

Oardener, Sibtoa Park, Yoxford, Suffolk.

GARDENER (Head,WORKING).—Married
;

understands the profession in all its branches. Good
character.—W. PIKE, Westholme, Pilton, Sheplon Mallett.

r^ARDENER (HEAD, WORKING).—Age 39,
^-^ married, without family: thorouf^h practical knowledge
of the profession in all its branches. Stock, and Land. Wife
understands Dairy and Poultry. Good reference,— F. M..
Mrs. White, Post-office. West Dulwich, S.E.

ARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 28,
single ; thoroughly practical and proficient in all branches

of the profession. Twelve years in first-class establishments.—
GARDENER. Mr. Crofts, P>Iackberry Hill, Stapleton. Bristol.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 40,
Scotch ; thoroughly experienced in every branch of the

profession, also in the Slanagement of Land and Stock. Fifteen
ye*irs in present situation. lleaving through death of employer.
Wife Dairy and Poultr>'. — W. ROSS. Woodland's Park,
Leatherhead, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head, Working).— Married,
two children faged lo and 12): understands Land and

Stock. Ten years wth Lord Selbome.— C. SAIITH, Black-
moor. Alton, Hants.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).
—Age 40, married ; thoroughly understands the pro-

fession in all its branches. No objection to a little Land or
Stock. Four years' good character from present
T. H., Great Hermitage, Higham, near Rochester,

GARDENER (Head, or Single-h.anded).
—Age 26, single ; understands Vines, Peaches, Cucum-

bers, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and Flower and Kitchen
Gardening.— Four years" good character. State wages.—A. B.,
4, Brighton Road, South Croydon, Surrey.

GARDENER.—Seventeen years' e.xcellent
character.—R. C, Longcross House, Chertsey.

GARDENER.—Age 22. Can be well
recommended from last place.—Address, stating wages

and parUculars, to THOMAS WRAIGHT, Ulcombe, Staple-

GARDENER (Second), in a Nobleman's
or Gentleman's Garden.-Age 32, single ; has a good

knowledge of the profession in all branches- Highly recom-
mended by the Gardener at last place.—J. ALEXANDER,
Fincham, Downham, Norfolk.

GARDENER (Under), where three or
more are kept.—Age 21. Good character.—Address,

stating wages, lo J. ROFE, i. Hamburgh Terrace, Upper
Sydenham, S.E.

GARDENER (Under, or Single-handed),
in a Gentleman's Establishment—Age 34, married ;

understands Greenhouses, Propagating. Kitchen Gardening, &:c.

No objection to look after horse and cow.—Seven years' good
references.-A. R., 6, ElUngham Cottages, Welling, Kent.

GROOM and GARDENER (or good
Second).—Vouns, married, no children. Good reference.

—C. W..The Elms. Clay Street, Walthamsiow.

PRbPAGATOR~~and~PLANT GROWER
(first-rate). — Thoroughly understands the Nurserj-

Business. Good wages required. — B. J. O., Post-office',
Tottenham High Cross, N.

FOREMAN, in any Nobleman's or Genlle-
man's Garden.—Age 23 ; understands the management

of Vines, Stove. Greenhouse, and Conservatory Plants.

—

R. P. B.. Post-office, Upper Holloway. London, N.

FOREMAN, or good SECOND, in a Noble-
man's or Gentleman's Garden.—Age 23. Seven years'

experience in firsl-<:lass places. Good references.—W., Post
Ottice. Chesterfield.

FOREMAN, or SECOND, in a Gentle-
man's Establishment.—Age 25 ; ten years' experience.

—

A, B.. 48, Cochrane Street, St. John's Wood, N.W.

Tj^OREMAN, or SECOND, in a Gentle-
J- man's Establishment.—Age 26 : twelve years' experience.
Good references. — \V. T., i, Chapel Street. St. Johns

MARKET SALESm.\N.—Long experience _„___.
places. Good references.— F. H., G. A. Christmas, Seed^nan
and Florist, 67, City Road, E.G.

OREMAN, PROPAGATOR, and SALES-
MAN (I.N-DOOK), in a Nurserj- in or near London. Good

references as to abilities.—A. B., 331, Vaujdiall Bridge Road,
London, S.W.

URSERY FOREMAN (Indoor).—
Age 27 : good experience in some of the leading

Nurseries. Highest references.—J. H., 31, Stanley Street,
Paddington, W.

TOURN EYMAN, in a Nobleman's orO Gentleman's Garden.—Age 23 —W. E. B., i, Cromwell
Terrace, Birkbeck Road, Upper Holloway, London, N.

OURNEYMAN, in a good Establishment,
in the Houses (where he could gain some knowledge of

Plants preferred).-Age 2s. Seven years* first-class character.
GEORGE THOMSON, Little Heath, Potter's Bar, N.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses.—Age 21.
Good character.—Apply, stating particulars, to G- T., 26,

St George's Road, Peckham, S.E.

IMPROVER, in a good Establishment, under
an efficient Gardener.—Age 17 ; has a fair knowledge of

Plants. Houses, and Outdoor Wo rk_ Eighteen months' good
character.—V. R-, "Ship Inn," Fulham. S.W.

FARM BAILIFF, where trust and energy are
required.—Thoroughly understands it in all its branches.

Good references can be given.—P, Q., 3, Burlineton Place,
Fulham, S.W.

Wliolesale Seed Trade.

MANAGER, or TRAVELLER
RESPONDENT.—Has had 23 years

active experience, and is thoroughly proficient :

of the trade. Unexceptionable references.—A.
Record, Middle Abbey Street, Dublin.

TRAVELLER, SHOPMAN, or
Well up in the business.—HORTUS,

Road, Junction Road. Holloway. N.

and COR-

in every branch
B., Gardeners'

CLERK.—
15, Hargrave

TRAVELLER and CLERK.—
knowledge of the Wholesale Seed Trade

and Grasses.- Good connection. Eighteen yea
—S. J., 27, Ellington Street, Eamsbur>*, N.

Thorough
also Clovers

s* experience.

To tbe Seed Trade.

SHOPMAN, or MANAGER.—Ten years'
experience in Leading Houses in the Trade : thoroughly

pro6cient in every department. Good references.—W. W.,
.Mr. W. H. Rogers, 132, High Street, Southampton.

Seed Trade.

SHOPMAN (Second).—Seven years' expe-
rience in two leading firms. First-class references.

—

I". C. E.. 4, Francis Terrace, Upper Holloway, N.

SHOPMAN (Second or Third).- Seven
years' e.tperience in all departments of the Trade. First-

cl.Tss reference.— F. C. TO.MS, 82. High Street, Sionchouse,
Plymouth.

SHOPMAN (Second, or Assistant), in the
Wholesale or Retail Trade.-Six years' experience.—

J. C, Mr. Everett, Sunninghill, near Staines, Berks.

QHOPMAN (ASSISTANT), in a good London
*^ House.—.\ge 20 ; just completing his four years" appren-
ticeship in first-class Provincial House.—J. T. C, 20, High
Street, Birmingham.

SHOPMAN or CLERK.—Several years'
experience in Wholesale and Retail London Houses.—

ZINNIA, 8. Victoria Grove. Gloucester Road, W.

Seed Traded

SHOPMAN, or WAREHOUSEMAN.—
Has a thorough knowledge of the trade. First-class

references.—A. B.. Messrs. DonTiie & Laird, 17. South
Frederick Street. Edinburgh.

URSERY, SEED, ^r FLORIST
BUSINESS.—Wanted by a Gentleman, aged 3r, a

situ.ition in either of the above. First-class references.

—

FLORAL. Post-office. Great Malvern, Worcestershire.

"VTURSERY CLERK and SALESMAN, or
^y SHOPMAN. —Neighbourhood of London preferred.— For references, Szc, apply X. Y., Gardeners' ChronkU
Office. W.C.

O NURSERYMEN.—Wanted, by a steady
youne Man, a situation in the Soft-wooded Department :

also accustomed to Shrub and Hardy Plant Grouing. Neigh-
bourhood of London preferred. Good references —G. R., 18,
Holly Terrace, North Finchlej-, Middlesex, N.

P P S ' S COCOA:
GRATEFUL—COMFORTING.

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern
the opeiarions of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful appli-
cation of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa. Air. Epps
has pro\-ided our breakfast tables with a delicately-flavoured
beverage which may save us many hea^y doctors' bills. It is by
the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution may
be eradnally built up until strong enough to resist every
tendency lo disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak point. We
may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti-
fied with pure blood and a properly nourished firame."—Cz:7/
Service Gazette.

KINAHAN'S LL WHISKY.
Kinaban & Co. find that, through the recommenda-

tion of the Medical Profession, the demand for their CELE-
BRATED OLD LL WHISKY for purely medicinal purposes
is very great. They think it will be satisfactory to the Public
to read the following extracts of the Analysis of the LL Whisky
from the eminent analyst. Dr. Arthur HiU Hassall ;

—

" I have very carefully and fully analysed samples of this
well-known and popular Whisky. The samples were soft and
mellow to the taste, aromatic and ethereal to the smell. The
Whisky must be pronounced to be pure, well-matured, and of
very excellent quality. The Medical Profession may feci full

confidence in the purity and qualit>- of this '\\Tiisky.'*

20, Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street, London, W.

DINNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for ACIDITY of the STOMACH.
HEARTBURN. HEADACHE, GOUT, anil
INDIGESTION ; and the safest aperient for delicate
Constitutions, Ladies. Children, and Infants

DIN.VEFORD a.\d CO.,
172, New Bond Street, London, and all Chemists.

WITH ABUNDANCE of FRUIT
and a PLETHORA of VEGETABLES, man must

look to his Digestion just now. if he desire to stave off illness
and to have his stomach a pleasure and delight to himself.
Distension, Nausea, Rumbling of the Bowels, or Sensation of
Relaxation should be promptly met by some such corrective
as HOLLOWAY'S PILLS, which wiU remove the present
s>Tnptoms and avert their degeneration into choleraic dangers.
The test of soundness is success. \\'ith HoUoway's Medicines,
moderate perseverance and ordinary vigilance, no one need fear

any prevailing epidemic nor alarm himself for his household's
safety. The Ointment, briskly, freely and frequently rubbed
upon the abdomen, augments tihe sanitary action of the Pills

and facilitates the cure.

ANOTHER CURE THIS WEEK.—
Xl^ SHORTNESS of BREATH and COUGHS :

—
From Mr. J. Kemp. Great U^akerhtg. Essex. I have used

DR. LOCOCKS PULMO.VIC WAFERS
for upwards of 35 years, and strongly recommend them for
Shortness of Breath and Cough." They instantly relieve Bron-
clutis. Asthma, Consumption, Coughs, Colds, Rheumatism,
and taste pleasantly. Sold at is. ij{d, and zr. gd. per Box.
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A Selected List of 200 from more than 3,000

WEEKS'S PATENT UPRIGHT TUBULAR BOILERS
IN OPEEATION.

Length of Piping.

Abbey Cwmhir, Penyb3nt, N. Wales .. 1,800 feet.

All SaintG' Church, Clapton Parii .. 1,S50 feet.

All Saints' Church, St. John's Wood . . 1,760 feet.

All Saints' Church, Upper Clapton .. 1,100 feet.

Ashton Court, Bristol 8,980 feet.

Badminton, Chippenham 1,600 feet.

Bank Hall, Burnley, Lancashire ,. .. 1,386 feet.

Barton, Bury St. Edmunds .. .. 1,700 feet.

Barrow-in-Furness Bank 1,000 feet.

Blechingley Church, Surrey .. .. 1,200 feet.

Blenheim Palace, Woodstock .. .. 4,800 feet.

Bornheim, near Cologne 2,000 feet.

Botanic Gardens, Cologne 4,900 feet.

Botanic Gardens, Dublin 2,612 feel.

Botanic Gardens, Liverpool .. .. 3,500 feet.

Bowes Manor, Southgate 2,500 feet.

Brancepeth Castle, Durham .. .. 8,200 feet.

Brentry House, Bristol 3,400 feet.

Bridgen, Bexley, Kent 1,150 feet.

Brodworlh Hall, Doncaster (ist apparatus) 2,100 feet.

Brodworth Hall, Doncaster (2d apparatus) 1,650 feet.

Bryn-y-Neuadd, Llanfairfechan, N. Wales 3,600 feet.

Buenos Ayres Bank, South America .. 1,850 feet.

Burghley House, Stamford .. .. 6,500 feet.

Burwarton Hall, Salop 3,990 feet.

Canterbury Cathedral . . . . Nearly 3 miles.

Campsall Hall, Doncaster 1,800 feet.

Cardiff Castle Gardens, Cardiff .. .. 3,430 feet.

Catholic Apostolic Church, Chelsea .. 1,600 feet.

Chester Infirmary 2,000 feet.

Chilham Castle, Canterbury .. .. 4,100 feet.

Christ Church, Kensington . . . . 1,150 feel.

Christ Church, Newgate Street, London.. 1,800 feet.

Cleve HiU, Bristol 1,250 feet.

Clewer Manor, Windsor 1,800 feet.

Colchester Provost Piison 1,100 feet.

Columbia Market, Bethnal Green .. 2,200 feet.

Crowe Hall, Bath 1,275 feet.

Darlington Union 2,800 feel.

Distillery House, Wandsworth .. .. 1,800 feet.

Drayton Manor, Tamworth .. .. 2,540 feet.

Easton Hall, Grantham 1,200 feet.

Eastwood Park, Gloucestershire .

.

.. 2,200 feet.

Ewell Castle, Surrey 1,560 feet.

Exhibition (.\nnual International) ..10,300 feet.

Fairseat House, Highgate 1,800 feet.

Faversham Church, Kent 1,900 feet.

Friend's Meeting House, Middlesborough 2,200 feet.

Giggleswick Grammar School .

.

. . 2,000 feet.

Goodwood, Chichester 2,300 feet.

Greentands, Henley-on-Thames , . . . 4,500 feet.

Grittleton, Chippenham 2,900 feet.

Grosvenor Hotel, Chester .

.

Hall and Offices.

Hall Place, Maidenhead 1,036 feet.

Hall Place, Tonbridge 3,500 feet.

Hampton Court House, Middlesex . . 5,300 feet.

Hanger Hill House, Middlesex . . . . 2,500 feet.

Hanworth Park, Middlesex .. .. 2,300 feet.

Haverholme Priory, Slealord .. .. 1,100 feet.

Henham Hall, Suffolk 2,100 feet.

Heme Park, Kent 2,020 feet.

Heytesbury House, Wilts 1,750 feet.

Hill House, Mitcham, Surrey .. .. 1,500 feet.

Hilston Park, Monmouth 2,560 feet.

H. M. Convict Prison, Chatham Infirmary & Cells.

H. M. Convict Prison, Fulham . . .

.

Cells.

Length of Piping.

H. M. Convict Prison, Parkhurst Infirmary & Baths
H. M. Victualling Yard, Deptford Store Rooms.
Holkham Hall, Norfolk 1,500 feet.

Holmbury, Dorking 1,800 feet.

Hooley Hall, Croydon 8.200 feet.

Hornby Castle, Leeds 5,000 feet.

Horncastle Church, Lincolnshire .. 2,300 feet.

Houghton Hall, Huntingdon .. .. 1,980 feet.

Howley Tannery, Warrington .

.

. . 2,000 feet-

Hutton Hall, Guisborough (ist apparatus) 7,500 feet.

Hutton H.all, Guisborough (2d apparatus) 6,700 feet.

Hyland's Park, Essex 1,200 feet.

Ilam Hall, Derbyshire 2,300 feet.

llsington House, Dorchester . . . . 4,500 feet.

Ingestre Hall, Stafford 1,600 feet.

Iwerne House, Blandford 2,120 feet.

Kensington House, Kensington .. .. 1,800 feet.

Ketton Hall, Lincolnshire 1,500 feet.

Keydell, Homdean, Hants . . . . 1,890 feet.

Knossington Grange, Oakham . . . . 1,500 feet.

Knutsford Tannery, Warrington .. .. 1,200 feet.

Laleham House, Chertsey 1,000 feet.

Lancaster Bank 1,150 feet.

Law Courts, Lancaster Castle .. .. 1,100 feet.

Leigh Park, Havant 3,500 feet.

Llandaff House, Cardiff 1,200 feet.

London Road Gardens, Bishops Stortford 5,600 feet.

Longleat, Warminster 4,600 feet.

Lying-in Hospital, Lambeth .. .. 1,200 feet.

Manley Hall, Manchester 14,606 feet-

Manningham Mills, Bradford, Yorkshire Two Miles.
Mansion, Leigh Park, Havant

Manor House, Lyndhurst .

.

Marchwiel Hall, Wrexham
Melling Churcli, Lancashire

Merchant Venturers' Hall, Bristol ..

Messrs. Backhotise's Nurseries, York

Dean&Sons, PrintingWorks, FleetStreet

Messrs. F. &A. Dickson's Nurseries, Chestf

Messrs. Jas. Dickson's Nurseries, Chester 3,200 feet.

Searcey&Co.'sFloorCloth Works, Deptford 3,100 feet.

Messrs. Smith's Nurseries, Dulwich . . 8,280 feet.

Wood & Ingram's Nurseries, Huntingdon 1,900 feet.

Militia Armoury, Warrington .. .. 1,000 feet.

Moat Mount, Ilendon, Middlesex .. 2,200 feet.

Mons. Van Houtte's Nurseries, Ghent . .Two Miles.
Mr. Bull's Plant Establishment, Chelsea,

Mr. Catleugh's Nurseries, Feltham

Mr. Walton's Nurseries, near Blackheath 1,800 feet.

Mr. Woodroffe's Nurseries, London ,, 4,300 feet.

Neasham Hall, Dariinglon .. .. 1,870 feet.

New Laiths Hall, Leeds 1,600 teet.

New Lions' Houses, Zoological Gardens 3,000 feet.

New Lodge, Windsor Forest .. .. 1,200 feet.

Normanhurst Court, Battle .. ..3,400 feet.

Oakfield, Wimbledon Park .

.

. . 1,200 feet.

Oakhurst, Ealing 1,500 feet.

Oakwood Hall, Cheshire .. .. ., 1,150 feet.

Old Sneed Park, Bristol 5,800 feet.

Ottershaw Park, Chertsey .. .. 1,200 feet.

Oulton Hall, Leeds 2,800 feet.

Pale Hall, Corwen, North Wales .. 1,987 feet.

Park Hill, Streatham 3,400 feet.

Park Place, Henley-on-Thames . . . . 7,000 feet.

Plne-.\pple Lodge, Peckham . . . . 4,000 feet.

Pine-.\pple Nursery Company, London 8,000 feet.

PlasDinas, Dinas Mawddwy, North Wales 3,000 feet.

3,050 feet.

1,000 feet.

1,200 feet.

1,020 feet.

1,900 feet.

2,000 feet.

1,400 feet.

r 3,850 feet.

8,000 feet.

2,800 feet.

Length of Piping.

Preston Church, Faversham .. .. 1,060 feet.

Prince Consort's Library, .^Idershot "Whole Building.
Quorn Lodge, Leicestershire .. .. 1,060 feet.

Ridding's House, Alfreton .. .. 5,600 feet.

Royal Botanic Gardens, London . . .. 3,500 feet.

Royal Naval Asylum, Yarmouth . . .

.

Baths.
Royal Staff College, Sandhurst Officers' Quarters.
Royal Victoria Hospital, Netley .. .. 3,600 feet.

Ruddington Grange, Nottingham . . 1,500 feet.

Ru.xley Lodge, Esher 1,050 feet.

Samelsbury Hall, Preston, Lancashire .. 1,600 feet.

Sandon Hall, Staffordshire .. .. 2,500 feet.

Savernake Forest, Wilts 2,760 feet.

Scio House, Putney 1,750 feet.

Science and Art Deprt., South Kensington 18,540 feet.

Sedgwick House. Milnlhorpe .. ., 1,900 feet.

Selsdon r.ark, Croydon 1,800 feet.

Southend, Dariington 3,860 feet.

Springfield, Newport, Monmouthshire .. 1,850 feet.

Spring House, Heckmondwicke .. .. 3,650 feet.

Spye Park, Chippenham 5,800 feet.

Stanstead Park, Emsworth .. .. 5,000 feet.

Stone House, Canterbury ,. .. 3,770 feet.

Stourton Hall, Horncastle .. .. 4,500 feet.

Stoodleigh, Tiverton, Devon .. .. 2,400 feel.

St. Cuthbert's Church, Darlington .. 1,600 feet.

St. Edward's Church, Northampton ., 1,400 feet.

St. Edward's -Schools, Oxford .. .. 2,800 feet.

St. John's Lodge, Lower Norwood .. 1,765 feet.

St. Mark's College, Chelsea .. .. 1,900 feet.

St. Paul's Church, Kensington .. .. 1,060 leet.

St. Peter's Roman Catholic Church, Cardiff 1,450 feet.

Tandridge Couri, Godstone ., .. 2,500 feet.

Taplow House, Bucks ,. .. .. 1,860 feet.

The Army and Navy Supply Asso. , Pimlico 1,280 feet.

The Brewery, Faversham .. ,, 1,100 feet.

The Briars, Reigate 1,150 feet.

The Casino, Dulwich .. .. ., 1,950 feet.

The Daison, St. Mary Church, Torquay. . 1,460 feet.

The Grange, Alresford 3,220 feel.

The Grange, Kilburn 1,200 feet.

The Hendre, Monmouth 2,790 feet.

The Holme, Regent's Park . , . . 2,800 feet.

The Logs, Hampstead 3,000 feet.

The Rookery, Streatham 1,000 feet.

Tilgate, Sussex 1,200 feet.

Torry Hill, Sittingbourne 1,700 feet.

Tower of London 1,802 feel.

Ulverstone Bank 1,000 feet.

Underley Hall, Kirkby Lonsdale .. 6,560 feet.

Unstead Park, Godalming 1,600 feet.

Waddon House, Croydon . , ., .. 1,250 feet.

Weir Bank, Teddington 1,100 feet.

Wesleyan College, Battersea . . . . 1,460 feel.

West Lavant House, Chichester .. .. 1,000 feet.

Whitechapel Union 6,998 feet.

Willey Hall, Hroseley 2,800 feet.

Wilton House, Sahsbury 3,700 feet.

Wimpole Hall, Royston 2,185 feet.

Woburn P.ark, Beds 5,000 feet

Woodseat, Ashbourne 2,900 feet.

Wooley H.all, Wakefield 1,200 feet.

Worcester Infirmary 1.800 feel.

Wrexham Bank 1,180 fedt.

Wyberton Villa, Lewisham .

,

. . 1,960 feet.

Yateley Hall, Farnborough, Hants .. 1,600 feet.

Zoological Gardens, Regent's Park ,. 6,500 feel.

SPECIAL ATTENTION IS CALLED TO

^VEEKS'S PATKNT FUEL ECONOMISER,
Which effects a Saving of at least 20 per Cent, in both Fuel and Labour.

Coloured Lithographs and full particulars, together with their " Book of Designs " (thirteenth enlarged edition),

sent post-free on application.

J. WEEKS & CO., HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS,
KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The Editor ; " Advertisements and Bu:
Printed by William Richards, at the Office of Messrs. Bradbury, Agnew. & Co.. Lombard St

said William Richards, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the'said County.—Saturday, October
Agent for Manchester—John Hevwood, Agents for Scotland—Messrs. J. Menzies & Co./Edinburgh and Glasgow.

Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
t, Prec^net of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published by the
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Auction Mart. Tokenhouse Yard, EC.

UNRESERVED SALE of choice DOUBLE CAMELLIAS,
set wiih bloom-buds, a large quantity of first-class \

HVACl NTHS, fine selected Roots for Glasses, also choice I

TULIPS. CROCUSES, LILIES. NARCISSUS, and
other DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS, likewise OTAHEITE
ORANGE TREES in fruit, and other choice GREEN-
HOUSE PLANTS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL the above by AUCTION, at the Mart,

Toltenhouse Yard, City. E.C.. on MONDAY, October 23, at

It for half-past 11 o'Clock precisely.

On \-iew the morning of Sale. Catalogues may had at the
Malt, and of the Auctioneers and Yaluers, 98, Gracechurch
Street, E.C., and Leytonstone, E.

Tooting, S W.
IMPORTANT S.^LE of EXTRA THRIVING NURSERY

SIDCK.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS

are initnicted to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises,
the ExoticNurseries, Tooting, S. W.. on MONDAY and TUES-
DAY, October 23 and 24, at 12 o'Clock precisely, by order of
Mr. R, Parker, without reserve, a considerable quantity of
NURSERY STOCK, remarkably well grown and in excellent
condition tor removal, comprisios thousands of Border Shrubs,
also a splendid assortment of Orriamenta] Trees, fine Fruit
Trees. Standard and Dwarf Roses, Hardy Climbers in pots. &c
On Wew day prior. Catalogues on the Premises and of the

Auctioneers.

Bamet, Herts.
Within ten minutes' walk of the High Bamet Station.

IMPORTANT SALE of BEAUTIFULLY GROWN NUR-
SERY STOCK, including between 4030 and 5000 Gold and
Silver Variegated Hollies, probably the finest ever submitted
to public competition.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
u-ill SELL by AUCTIO?i, on the Premises, the Barnet

Nurseries. Barnet, on THURSDAY and FRIDAY. October 26
and 27. at II for 12 o'Clock preciselj% by order of Messrs.
William Cutbush & Son (who having recently purchased the
Business are about making extenslvea'terations. necessitating a
clca'ance of a large portion of the Stock), a large quantity of
weil-grown NURSERY STOCK, consisting of a line assortment
of Specimen CooiferE and Evergreens. 4500 Variegated Hollies.

2 to 6 i^tt. handsome bushy plants, also severil Fancy Green
Varieties : Juntperus. Thujas, Retinosporas, Goldeti and English
Yews, Cedrus Deodara. fine specimen; Hybrid Rhododendrons,
2030 bushy Aucubas, Hardy A^aieas. a rich assortment of
Flowering Shrubs and Ornameotal Trees, including 5000 fine

Limes. 6 to 9 feet ; a quantity of pyramidal Pear and other clean-
grown iruit Tree-; ; a choice collection of Standard and Dn-arf
Roses, Hardy Climbers in pots. &c.

On view any dav prior.

Hendoa, Uiddlesex, N.
UNRESERVED SALE of NURSERY STOCK, the Ground

being required for Building purposes.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE .and MORRIS
are instructed by Messrs. J. H. Pounce & Son. to SELL

by AUCTlON.at their Nursery. Hendon. N., on SATURD.AY,
October 28, at 11 for 12 o'Clock precisely, the whole of the
well-erown NURSERY STOCK, comprising 700 to 800
LIMES, 300 BALSAM POPLAR.S, a quantity of CEDRUS
DEODARA. English and Irish YEWS, Common and Portugal
LAURELS. Standard and Dwarf-trained FRUIT TREES,
PICEA NORDMANNIANAand NOBILIS, fine specimens

;

WELLINGTONIAGIGANTEA, weU prepared for removal :

PAMPAS GRASS, and a general assortment of Flowering and
other SHRUBS.

Catalogues may be had on the Premises, and of the Auc-
tioneers, 9S, Gracechurch Street. E.G.

Notblton and Wimbledon, Surrey.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed by the Executrix of the late Mr. John

CoUings to SELL by AUCTION, at the Mart. Tokenhouse
Yard. London, on MONDAY. October 30. at i for 2 o'Clock
precisely, in Lots. SIX ACRES {more or less) of VALUABLE
FREEHOLD BUILDING LAND, abutting on Hampden,
Lincoln, Washington. Vincent, and Eurritt Roads, Norbiton,
and upon the Merton Road, \\'imbIedoa Park. The thriving
and Valuable NURSERY STOCK, growing upon portions of
the land, will be subsequently disposed of by Auction, if not
taken by the Purchasers of the Ground within three days Irom
the date of pref.cnl Sale.

Plans and Particulars and Conditions of Sale obtained of
Messrs. STEVENS and BAWTREE, Solicitors. Witham,
Essex; and of the Auctioneers.

Spring Grove. Isleworth.
IMPORTANT SALE of EXTRA THRIVING NURSERY

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed by Mr. John Trotman to SELL by

AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises, the Spring Grove
Nursery, Isleworth. Middlesex, on TUESDAY, October 31,
and following day, as II for 12 o'Clock precisely each day, a
large and various assortment of choice CONIFERS and
EVERGREEN SHRUBS, consisting of variegated and green
Hollies, aooo Laurustinus. 1 103 feet ; choice named and Ponlica
Rhododendrons. Aucubas, Laurels in variety. 3C0 Thuja semper-
aurea, charming n.'velty; about 2000 Standard Limes. Scarlet
Chesnuis, Standard Dwarf-trained Fruit Trees, Standard Roses,
together with a quantity of Flower Roots and Bulbs. The
above Stock is well grown and in fine condition for removal.
May be viewed. Catalogues may be had on the Premises, and

Lewlstiam. 3.B.
IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE of VALUABLE and

WELL-GROWN NURSERY STOCK, comprising 20,000
Evergreen and Deciduous Shrubs, amongst which wdi be
found 4003 Aucuba japonica, &:c, , also 1000 choice Ericas of
sorts, a quantity of well grown English Azaleas, 5000 Green
and Variegated Euonymus, 25,000 Ornamental Trees, com-
prising Planes. Limes, Chestnuts, &c; Standard and Dwarf
Roses; 2 Dobbing Carts, 18 Navvy Barrows, 12 Horse Boxe^,
many thousands of Fruits Trees, Vines, Climbers. Ivies,
Gooseberries, and many other Plants

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL the above by AUCTION, on the Premises

Esst Down Park Nurseries. Lewisham, by order of Mr. b!
Miller, on WEDNESDAV. November i. and three follon-ing
^'"" " -- ''CI'Mrk preciselyeachday. The whole of the Stock

serve, the ground being requued for

Bulbs from Holland.

MR. J. C. STEVENS wiU SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. j8. King Street,

Govern Garden, \V. C. , ever)- MOND.AY, WEDNESDAY, and
SATURDAY, during October, commencing at half-past 12

o'clock each day. consignments of first-class DUTCH BULBS
arrix-ing weekly from well-known farms in Holland.
May be viewed the mornings of Sale, aiui Catalogues had.

Highly Important Sale of Established Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS wiU SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 38, King Street,

Coveat Garden, W.C, on TUESDAY, October 24, at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely, the concluding portion of the
COLLECTION of ORCHIDS formed by E. G. Wrigley,
Esq., Broadoaks. Bur)'. Lancashire, comprising many of the
finest plants and varieties in existence.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Bulbs and Plants.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION at his Great Rooms. 38. King Street,

Covent Garden. W.C, on WEDNESD.AY, October 25. at

half-past 12 o'clock precisely. Choice double and sinele

HV.ACINTHS and TULIPS of all colours; NARCISSUS,
CROCUSES, SCILLAS, SVOWDROPS, FRITILLA-
RlAS : Roman HYACINTHS, and other bulbs from
Holland: also the stock of GARDEN I.MPLEMENTS,
the property of a West End firm giving up the retail trade ;

also Standard and Dwarf ROSES, FRUIT TREES. Speci-

men CONIFERS. &c. from Surrey: GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, RUSTIC GARDEN WORK, (tc

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Lilium auratum, &c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38. King Street.

Covent Garden, ^V.C.. on THURSD.AY, October 26, at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely, a valuable collection of NEW
and R.ARE LILIES, of very fine English growth, including

1500 Lilium auratum in superb condition ; LUiums—albanum,
longifionim. Wilsoni, Szovttzianum, Browni, dalmaticum, can-
adense (true) in its three forms, giganteum, cordifolium (true),

pulchellum. callosum (true), tenuifohum, Wallichianum. tigrinum
splendens and fiore-plena, Washingtonianum, Buschianum.
Bloomerianum. oscellatum. &c. Also a small collection of extra

fine Bulbs of HYACINTHS and TULIPS : fine Plants of all

the American Cypripediums. fine masses of North American
FERNS: eittafine AMARYLLIS, named varieties: a few fine

TREE FERNS, growing nicely, including Cyathea dealbata
and Dtcksonia squarrosa ; a fine collection of Bulbs of CALO-
CHORTUS and CYCLO80THRA, and many other beautiful

Hardy Flowers. The whole in lots to suit Private Buyers and
the Trade, and will be sold without reserve.

On view the morning of Sale and Catalogues had.

Important Sale of Nev and Eare Plants, and
Specimen and Half-specimen Ornamental Foliaged
PL.\NTS, TREE FERNS, &j.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 3S, King Street,

Ciivent Garden, W.C, on TUESDAY, October 31. at half-past

12 o'clock precisely, a magnificent assortment of NEW and
BEAUTIFUL PLANTS, including good plants of the
following ;

—

Antbutium Scherzerianum Poinsettia pulchenima plei

album
Croton trilobus

Cyathea Dregei
Dipladeiiia Brearleyana Medinilla amabilis
Ixora regina Croton volutus
Maci^zamia plumosa Lapageria alba

with other choice and rare Plants, including the finest specimen
of Croton majesticus in this country. Handsome specimen and
half-specimen ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGED PLANTS,
includmg good Plants of the highly decorative and rare kinds
of Encephalartos, large Camellias, choice Palms of various
St2es, Tree Ferns,

_
Cycas, variegated Phormiums, specimen

Crolons, MaCTOzamias, variegated Yuccas, including a pair of
the m?st handsome Plants of Yucca quadricolor in this country,
Dracaenas, Orange Trees, and some beautiful Plants of the
scarce Dion edule, with a variety of other Plants suitable for

conservatories, hot-houses and greenhouses, the ornamentation
of halls, public buildings, &c, and many handsome specimens
fit for exhibition.

Oni J the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

HIGHLY IMPORTANT SALE of NURSERY STOCK.

A OLIVER AND SON have instructions to
• SELL by AUCTION, at Hawick, on TUESDAY

and WEDNESDAY, October 24 and 25. at 10 o'Clock each
day. the whole extensive NURSERY STOCK belonging to
the estate of Messrs. Dickson & TurnbuU. Nurserymen and
Seedsmen, consisting of Forest, Ornamental and Fruit Trees,
Omiferje. Evergreens, Thorns, Gooseberries, Currants. Roses,
&c. Catalogues to be had on application to the Auctioneers.

must be sold
Buildmg pu:po;
May be viewed. Catalogues had on the Premises, a

Shop. Lewisham. and of the Auctioneers and Valuers.
; the Seed

Near the Betchworth Station, S E.R.
To NOBLE.MEN. GENTLEMEN, the TRADE, and

PUBLIC in GE.N'ERAL.

MESSR.S. WHITE and SONS are favoured
with instructions from Messrs. Ivery & Son, of

Dorking and Reigate. to submit to almost Unreserved SALE
by AUCTION, at the Nurseries, near the " Bariey Mow " Inn
and Betchworth Street, within a mile of the Betchworth Station,
South-Eastern Railway, on FRIDAY and SATURDAY,
October 27 and 28, commencing each day at 10 for 1 1 o'Clock
the valuable SURPLUS NURSERY STOCK, comprising a
large and exceediogly well-grown variety of Forest Trees, in
Austrian Pine, varyin» from 3 to 8 feet : Weymoulh. 6 to 9 feet ;

Larch 4 to 12 feet : Spruce 3 to 10 feet ; Siirtr. 6 to 10 feet
:

Green Holly and Yew, 4 to to feet i Lime, I2 to 20 feet :

Enghsh Oak, 7 to 8 feet ; Beech and Birch, 10 to 15 feet
;

Laurels, 2 to 6 feet : Weeping Yew. 6 feet stem : bushy
Laurustinus : Portugal Laurels. 2 to 5 feel : Bcrberis Aquifolia.
a to 3 feet : Green Box, 4 to 5 feet : Aucuba, i to 3 feet ; also an
assortment of Whitethorn, Elm. Flowering Shrubs. &c.. and a
variety of Standard and Pyramid Mulberry. Walnut, Apple,

More particularly described in Catalogues, which may in due
time be obtained at the " Barley Mow " and " Dolphin " Inns
Betchworth, and the " Red Lion," Buckland (near the
Nurseries), at the " Wheatsheaf," and "Laker's Hotel,"
Redhill; "White Hart" and "Swan," Reigate; "White
Hart "and "Angel." Guildford: "Greyhound" and "King's
Arms," Croydon ;

" Griffin." Kingston-on-Thames ;
" Spread

Eagle," Epsom
: of Messrs. IVERY AND SON, The Nurseries.

Reigate and Dorking ; and of the Auctioneers. Dorking, who
inviting general

Oatlands ParU, 'Weybridge, Surrey.
NOTICE of an IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE of

NURSERY STOCK.
MESSRS. WATERER and SONS have

been instructed by Mr. Jesse Chapman, in consequence
of his retiring from the Nursery business, and a portion of the
Land being disposed of for building purposes, to SELL by
AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises. Oatlands Park.
Weybridge, Surrey, on MONDAY. October 23, and four
following days, at 11 for 12 o'Clock precisely, the whole of the
VALUABLE STOCK upon that Nursery, which is well
grown, in excellent condition for removal, and particularly
worth the attention of buyers ; and comprises 20 000 Rhodo-
dendrons, I to 2 feet : 38,000 common and Portugal Laurels,
1 to 3 feet : 25,000 Green Hollies, 1500 Variegated ditto ; 2003
Aucubas. I to 3 feet ; iSoo Laurustinus, i to 3 feet ; 2000 Yews,
11,000 Spruce Fir and Weymouth Pine, i to 8 feet : 6ooo au>-
triaca, 3 to 6 feet : 2000 Cedrus Deodara, 2 to 4 feet ; io.ood
Lawsoniana, Douglasii, and Thujopsis, 1 to 7 feet ; 3000 Picea
nobilis and Nordmanniana, i to 2 feet ; 1000 Hemlock Spruce.
3 to 6 feet ; Berberis, of sorts ; a number of fine specimen
plants of Wellingtonia, Cedrus Deodara, Lebanon, Abies
Douglasii, Pinus Cembra, Thujopsis borealis, and other Plants.
A quantity of forest trees in Lime, Birch, Slapie, Sycamore,
Acacia, Poplar, Scarlet Oak. Horse Chestnuts, Mountain Ash,
&c., 6 to 12 feet; a few choice Standard and other Roses,
Standard Pyramidal Fruit Trees, a few lots of Mixed Flowering
Shrubs, 6t for ornamental planting, and other Stock.
The Nurseries are cooveaiently situate for railway transit,

being within i mile of the Weybridge and Walton Stations on
the Soulh-Western Railway.
May be viewed, and Catalogues had seven days prior to the

Sale, upon the Premises, at the Inns in the neighbourhood, and
of Messrs. WATERER and SONS, Auctioneers and Valuers.
Chertsey, Surrey, who will forward them, onapphcation. by post.

Rose Hill Nursery. Derby.
In Liquidation—^^ George Cooper.

HIGHLY IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE of NUR-
SERY STOCK, together with the whole of the GREEN-
HOUSES, extra large FRAMES and PITS, the whole
being newly built, and so arranged as to be easily removed.

MESSRS. AULT and SPRECKLEY are
favoured with instructions from the Trustees of Mr.

George Cooper to SELL by AUCTION, on TUESDAY,
October 24, and three following days, as above, the NURSERY
STOCK, consisting of over io,ooo choice dwarf-trained Fruit
Trees. Standard and Pj-ramid Pears, Apples, Plums, Cherries,
&c.. thousands of Dwarf and Standard Roses, about 50.000
Manetti Stocks, splendid stuff; Rhododendrons, Thuja aurea,
Wellinglonias, Cedars, Cupressus, Pinus, Piceas, Aucubas, and
a good general stock ; also the whole of the Plants in the
Houses, which are a splendid collection, consisting in part of
Specimen Ixias, Allamandas, Stephanotis. Eucharis ama-
zonica, &c., together with a targe collection of young
Markeuble Plants, &c.

Catalogues may be had ten days prior to Sale, from the
Auctioneers, St. Mary's Gate, Derby.

Wallington, near Garshalton, Surrey.
To FLORISTS. PRIVATE GENTLEMEN and OTHERS.
GENUINE SALE of STOVE and GREENHOUSE

PLANTS, consisting of Specimen Azaleas, some splendid
Camellias in Tubs and Pots, well set with Flower, and of a
size seldom to be met with ; Orchids, Ferns, Croton varie-
eatum, and manv hundreds of other choice specimens.

MR. HEALY will SELL the above by
AUCTION, wirhout reserve, on the Premises. Walllng-

ton Lodge, near Carshalton. on WEDNESDAY, October 25.
at ii far 12 o'Clock precisely.

May be viewed and Catalogues ha^, seven days prior to the
Sale, on the Premises, and of Mr. HEALY, Surveyor and
Auctioneer, 6, Gray's Inn Place, W.C.
Trains from Victoria, 10 48 to Carshalton, and 10 24 to

Wallington Stations, five minutes' walk from the place of Sale.
See the next following advertisemenL
N.B—Mr. HEALY is instructed to DISPOSE OF by

PRIVATE TREATY, on very moderate term?, the Comma-
dious FAMILY RESIDENCE, with capital Modern Stabling,
Conservatory, Greenhouses, and upwards of 3 Acres of
Pleasure Ground, beautifully laid out as Plantation, Lawns.
Rosery, and Flower and Kitchen Gardens. Full particulars will
be sent on applicaticn.

WalUugton, near Carslialtoa. Surrey.
SUPERIOR OAK FURNITURE. BILLIARD TABLE,

PHAETON, and SUNDRIES.

MR. HEALY is instructed to SELL by
AUCTION, on WEDNESDAV, October 25. at 11 for

12 o'clock precisely, at Wallington Lodge (five minutes' walk
from Wallington Station), a well-manufactured Suite of
Polished Oak LIBRARY FURNITURE, upholstered ia
Crimson Morocco, a French Billiard Table, Fittings and Seats,
Crimson Rep and other Window Curtains, a nearly new
Phaeton (for single or a pair), superior sets of Single and Double
Harness, and some miscellaneous effects, the property of the
Proprietor, who is removing from the estate.
May be viewed and Catalogues had, as precisely stated in

the next preceding advertisement.

Sale of Ferns in tbe Island of Guernsey.

MR, W. SMITH Will SELL by AUCTION,
on WEDNESDAY. November i. the %-aluable FERNS

collected by the late Juhn James, Esq., including rare varieties

nd Estate Office. 35. Arcade, Guernsey. '

DOTilngton.
IMPORTANT SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK
MR. LUMBY is instructed by Mr. Willian

Cocks to SELL by AUCTlON.at his Nurseries 2
Doningtonaforesaid. on THURSDAY, FRIDAY and SATUS
DAY, November 2. 3. and 4. at 10 o'Clock each day, the v

of the valuable NURSERY STOCK, consisting of about i .,.
Apples, Pears and Plums, 2, 3, and 4 yr. old Standards, comprisi^
the Lord Suffield, King, Normanton Wonder, CodUng, Loi
Derby, &c., varieties; i5.«» Gooseberries and Currants, vi
Crown Bobs, Ashton Reds.Whitesmiihs, and about twenty of tl

leading Lancashire Prize varieties
; 4003 Roses, Standard at

Dwarf, ofthe choicest sorts; severalthousandsof Oak, Elm.As^
Larch. Beech, Spruce and Scotch Firs, Birch and other Forei
Trees ; 3000 Chestnuts, Limes, Sycamores, Elms, Planes, l __
other Ornamental Trees, from 10 to 14 feet high,\vith fine heads^
suitable for Avenue Planting; a choice collection of Oma-'V
menial Trees and Shrubs; 500 trained Apricots, Peacha^'
Nectarines in best sorts ; 400,000 a-yr. transplanted, 3-yr. and
2-yr. seedling Quick, and various other trees, comprising ;

general Nursery Stock,
The whole of which will be particularised in Catalogues, t

had on application to the Auctioneer, Donington. or
WILLIAM COCKS, Monk's Hall, Gosberton.
The whole will be Sold without reserve, on account of Mr.

Cocks retiring from the Nursery business.
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To Gentlemen and tlielr Gardeners, Nurserymen
and OTHERS.

MESSRS. HEPPER and SONS are
instructed by James Whilham, Esq , to SELL by

AUCTION. .It Ethel House. Gledhow. near Leeds, on
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, October 25 and a6,

commencing each day at it o'clock, the wliole of this very
raluable COLLECTION of PLANTS, comprising laige
specimen Camellias of the choicest varieties. Azaleas, botli

large and small, of the best sorts ; a quantity of Dracxnas,
Palms, Crotons, Epacris, Heaths, and other plants suitable for

Table Decoration ; a valuable selection of Orchids and Ferns,
two pairs of very fine American A'oes in cast iron vases, a
couple of large Orange Trees in Tubs, &c. : the whole forming
one of the choicest collections of Stove and Greenhouse Plants
in the neighbourhood of Leeds.
The plants may be viewed on Mondayand Tuesday preceding

the Sale, and Catalogues can he had then of. or will be forwarded
on application to, Messrs. HEPPER and SONS, Leeds.

Doncaster Carr Nurseries, Yorkshire.
IMPORTANT to .all seeking Carefully grown NURSERY

STOCK for Parks. Avenues, Plantations, Cemeteries,
Orchards, Gardens, ^c.

THE E.XECUTORS of the late JOHN
THOMPSON respectfully announce that, having Sold

the Freehold of the above Nurseries, they are now making
arrangements for the Entire STOCK of FRUIT, FOREST,
and ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS being sub-
mitted to PUBLIC CO.MPETITION on MONDAY,
November 6, and following days.

Full particulars will be given in future advertisements, and in

the Catalogues, which are now being prepared.
The whole of the Stock has been recently transplanted, and

is in the best possible condition for safe removal. Ample time
will be given for purchasers to remove their respective lots.

t8, French Gate, Doncaster.

In the Midland Counties. (4101.)

TO BE DISPOSED OF, a NURSERY,
FLORIST, and SEED BUSINESS, now doing a

thriving and increasing trade, in a large town, the centre of a
fine Agricultural District. For further particulars apply to

Messrs. PROTHEROE and MORRIS, Horticultural
Agents. 98, Gracechurch Street, E.G., and Leytonstone, E.

P. & M.'s " Horticultural Register" for October can now be
had, gratis, on application.

To Noblemen, Gentlemen, and Florists.

TO BE SOLD by TENDER.
FRUIT TREES. —About 200 Peaches, Nectarines,

Apricots, Plums, Pears, Apples, Cherries, and Grapes, selected
from the best growers of sorts, and all guaranteed true to
name, averaging about si.\ years' growth, all well set with
bloom, and in fine condition. The trained wall-trees and
espaliers are well suited for the forcing or Orchid-house, each
covering a large space and in full bearing ; they number about
one-third, the remainder being pyramids.
A quantity of ROSES, of best sorts. PLANTS IN POTS,

and two GREENHOUSES.
Canbe viewed any day (Sunday excepted) from 9 to 12 o'Clock,

or particulars obtained by letter. Tenders to be delivered on
or before 12 o'clock, October 28.

The FREEHOLD to be SOLD or LET for BUILDING.
H. D.. 12, Oxney Villas, St. John's Road, Upper Holloway,

London, N.

OR DISPOSAL, the RESIDUE of
LEASE of a valuable and productive FRUIT

GROUND of 25 Acres, in good cultivation. The Trees are
young and Ground of excellent quality ; House newly erected
<ind charmingly situated. Apply to

G. WHALE. Esq . Solicitor, 1, Furnival's Inn, Holborn, W.C.

To Seedsmen, Florists, Ac.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, an OLD-
ESTABLISHED BUSINESS.— Full particul.ars upon

application to

A. B., 59, Newington Butts, London, S.E.

To Nurserymen, &c.

TO BE LET, on LEASE, about 3 ACRES
of GROUND, with Dwelling House, Stabling. Two

Sheds^ Greenhouse, Four rows of Frames, Stc, about 6 miles
from (^ovent Garden Market.

J. S.MEETON, Rural Nursery. . Brixton Road, S.W.

KITCHEN CrARDEN TO LET.— The
Kitchen Garden, of about Four Acres, to a Nobleman's

Mansion. It is well stocked with Vegetables, and near two
large Towns in the Midland Counties. For tenns apply to

Messrs. BANTING. 27, St. lames' Slreot, London, S.W .TAt Chichester.
LET, a VINERY, in three compartments,

ISO feet long, 15 feet wide, 10 feet high, fully stocked
with choice and thriving Vines, and fitted wUh Hot-water
Apparatus on the most approved principle. Large tank and
pump. Immediate possession. Apply to

Mr. CLIFFORD, Gardener, Ellsrslie.

MULBERRY TREES.—Nearly looo of the
above, including fifty very handsonte Bearing Trees, and

other NURSERY STOCK, for Sale cheap ; the subscribers
bemg about to relinquish business.

The LEASE of NURSERY TO LET.
Apply to WOOD AND SONS, 172, Old Kent Road, S.E.

E
Johnstone's St. Martin's Rhubarb.

ARLIEST anil BEST in CULTIVATION
for Open Ground, has a splendid colour and excellent for

Forcing. Strong roots, 9J. per doz. Trade price on application.
W. P. LAIRD AND SINCLAIR, Nurserymen, Dundee, N.B.

MLapageria alba (true).

ESSRS. THOMAS CRIPPS and SON
have a few healthy, well-established Plants of the

above to offer, some of which are showing bloom, in 5-in. to
Price, three, five, seven, to twelve guineas each.

Usual trade dis

Tunbridge Wells Nursei
,
Kent.

PLANTING SEASON.— 10,000 Strong 3-yr.
-L and 4-yr. old Linnaus RHUBARB ROOTS, for Forcing
or Planting, price 1,5. per dozen, £-l per 100. Also 20.000 of
Lancashire Lad GOOSEBERRY, Naples PL.ACK CUR-
RANT. RED CURRANT TREES, and Semper Fidelis
RASPBERRY CANES, same price as above. C:arriage and
package free to London. Sent upon receipt of stamps or
Post-offi,

T. W, BEACH, Fruit G) •x. Old Br«ntford, W.

R
Rhododendrons.

H O D O D E N D R O N S, 12 inches,
205. per too.

E WALKER, Faniboroujh Station, Hants.

Wiater Flowering Orchids.

PALANTHE VESTITA RUBRA OCCU-
Vy L.'M'A from as. to ,os. per dozen bulbs; PLEtONE
WALLlCHll, iS,f. per dozen: CYPRIPEDIUM INSIGNE,
flowering plants, i8j. per dozen. Apply

S. WOOLLEY, Nurseryman. Cheshunt, Herts.

r>HUBAKB ROOTS—RHUBARB ROOTS
t —RHUBARB ROOTS. — F..r Sale, 5000 strong

Linna:us Rhubarb Roots. Apply to

W. EARL, F.armwood Nursery, near Newport. Mon.

applic

Fansles and Violas, Bedding.
IHOMAS S. WARli'S AUTUMN
CATALOGUE of the above. Including Carnations,

otees. Pinks. Pxonies. Phloxes. Delphiniums. Roses, and
for Imntediate Planting, is now ready, free upon

Hale Farm N Tottenha

LILIUM AURATUM.—Fine established
Bulbs, flowered for two seasons, is., \s. td., 2s. and

2S. 6d. each. Sample of two bulbs, postage 6^/ extra ; more
cannot be sent by post. One established bulb is worth six

imported. Price List of other Bulbs and Lilies on application.

Post-olTice orders payable at Kcnchurch Street.

WILLIAM GORDON, Lily IJulb and Plant Importer,
10, Cullum Street. E.G.

PEAR SEED.—Prime quality, at 25^-. per
10 lb., a4ar. per loo lb. Sample sent on application.

Messrs. LEVAVASSEUR and SON, Nurserj-men, Ussy,
Calvados, France.
N. B.—Young PLANTS of all sorts. Catalogues sent free

on application.

YEWS for SALE.—About 2000, from 3^ to
4*3 feet high, at qas. per loo ; also from 4% to 5^^ feet,

at I205. per 100 ; all in fitst-rate coridition and well-rooted, and
grown for Hedges or Ornamental Trees—as fine as any could
wish to see

JOSEPH SPOONER, Goldworlh, Woking.WATKINS and' SIMPSON, Seedsmen,
I, Savoy Hill, Strand, W.C, having commenced

business, solicit a trial in Vegetable and Flower Seeds, of which
a List will be published in due course. Some Dutch Bulbs still

on hand in good condition. Orders will have our personal and

Choice Ranunculusea—Special Offer.

CTYSO, Florist, &c.,\Vallingford, Berks.,
• is relinquishing the culture of tnese beautiful Hardy

Flowers, and is offering his unrivalled collection in lots of too
Bulbs, in 25 choice named sorts, by post, at the greatly reduced
price of £1 : aoo Bulbs, ditto, li los. CHOICE SEED,
2S. bd. per packet.

Treatise on Culture sent with each collection. Such an
opportunity for purchasers rarely occurs. Eaily application

CAMELLIA ALBA PLENA (the old double
white), true—the finest and largest stock known.—Very

fine bushy plants, jCxi per °o; larger and better. .^16 and
year, when X20 per loo. Without buds, first-rate stuff, to grow
another they will set very freely

IEAN VERSCHAFFELTS Nursery, Ledeberg, Ghent,
Belgium.

LARCH, li to 2 feet, i6.r. per locx) ; do., 2ito
J feet. 301. per 1000. SCOTCH, I'X to 1 feet, 20i."per

1000. SPRUCE. i!4 to 2 feet. i8s. per 1000. OAK. 5 10 6 feet,

251. per 1000. AUSTRIAN, i foot, i jr. per 1000. MAHONIA
.•\QU1F0LIA. 2 to 3 feet. 40s. per tooo. All fine : moved last

spring. J. JACKSON, Nursery. Kidderminster.

Winter Decoration of Flower Beds.

J J. MARRIOTT can supply a choice
• selection of SHRUBS suitable for the above purpose,

well prepared for removal, and at prices within the reach of all.

on app
"=^||^°"j^.^^^^ Mellish Road, Walsall.

DICK RADCLYFFE and CO. have every
SUNDRY for the Wholesale Trade :—Bouquet Papers.

Wreaths, Crosses, Dried Flowers, Bleached and Coloured
Grasses, Cape Flowers, Gnaphaliums, Metal Wreaths. Raphia,
Labels, Flower-sticks, Fern Cases, Aquariums, Virgin Cork.
Hyacinth Glasses. List on application, which every buyer
should see and compare before ordering elsewhere.

J28 and 129, High Holborn, London, W.C.

EWING AND COMPANY'S ROSE LIST
for AUTUMN, 1876, with very full descriptions of all

the best new and old sorts, is now ready, and may be had free.

Their LIST of FRUIT TREES, ORNAMENTALTREES,
CONIFER/E, EVERGREENS, CLEMATIS, &c., is in

preparation, and will shortly be ready.
Royal Norfolk Nurseries, Eaton, Norwich.

Nurseries, SiSron Walilen.
SUPERB DOUBLE HOLLYHOCKS.

WILLIAM CHATER has a fine Stock of
Bloomed HOLLYHOCKS, named to colour, in fine

healthy roots : equal to many of the named varieties, 12s. per
dozen, 755. per 100. Named varieties, once bloomed, from
18^. per dozen.

WILLIAM CHATER. Nurseries. Saffron WaM-n

Cabbage Plants, Cabbage Plants.

ESSRS. VIRGO AND SON can now
supply, in any quantities, the following sorts :—Eaily

Battersea, Pollen's Nonpareil, and Enfield Market, at 3s. ftj.

per 1000 : Robin.son's Drumhead, at 3^. per looe, all good,
strong, healthy plants, delivered on rail. Post-office Orders
must accompany all orders from unknown correspondents.

Wonersh Nursery, Guildford, Surrey.

M

Cboice Named Rhododendrons.WH. ROGERS, Red Lodge Nursery,
• Southampton, can offer any number of the above,

good bushy plants, full of blooming buds, at the low price of

£7 loi. per 100, or 181. per dozen. SKIMMIA JAPONICA.
nicely berried. 50J. per 100 : also a large General Stock, ex-
tending over 60 acres, consisting of FOREST, FRUIT, and
ORNAMENTAL TREES, EVERGREEN and FLOWER-
ING SHRUBS, CLIMBING PLANTS, Standard .and Dwarf
ROSES, &c.

CATALOGUES may be had on application.

EolUsson's Telegraph Cucumber Seed.
(U'AK RANTED TRUEt.

CE. WATERS, has a small quantity still on
• hand of the above. Fine sample —no other kind grown—

6s. per loa. Trade price per ounce on application.

Thujopsis borealis aurf a vxrlegata,
or r.MiSHOl-TllUlOPSl.S.

JOHN WATEKKIi ANiV SUN.S, Americ.in
ft Nurseries, B...»!iji. S.irrey, are no.v seudius out the
above New Plant, price 2ir. each. T'he usual discount tj the
Trade.
isi This is one of the finest Plants in cu!tiv-.tiin ; it is as free

as the ordinary Thujopsis, and the varie;;aliati con^tatic
and good.

PAUL AND SON, The "Old" Nurseries,
Cheshunt, Herts. These Nurseries »stal.lished in iSoC.

ROSES, FRUIT TREES. KVRKGREENS, FOREST
TREES, and all Hardy Plants. DUTCH .and other BULBS,
in fine cond lian.

CATALOGUES post-free oil application.
Address-" PAUL AXD So.S." without any initial.

Cherry Trees for Sale.

MESSRS. J. THOMAS and SON have to
offer 7000 fine, strong, and clean grown Standard

CHERRY TREES : also a large stock of Standard and
Pyramid PLUM. PEAR, APPLE, and WALNUT TREES :

trained PE.ACH TREES and FRUIT BUSHES : Drumhead
and other CABBAGE PLANTS. &c. Prices on application at
the Nursery. Rodinersham, Sitlingbourne, Kent.

WF. BOFF offers fine sound DUTCH
• BULB3 at the following prices :- HYACINTHS,

mixed, 2^. per dozen : named, 3J. and 45. per dozen. TULIPS,
named, 5J. per 100 ; common mixed, 2J. per 100 ; choice mixed,
3f, per 100. SNOWDROPS, is. 6d. per 100. CROCUS,
yellow, blue, white, striped, or mixed, is. per 100,

203, Upper Siieet. Islington, N.

WEBB'S p R I z iTl: OB "filberts,
and other PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS.

LISTS of these varieties Irom Mr. WEliB, Calcot, Reading.

EBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS;

also Plants of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of
different colours : AURICULAS, both Single and Double ; with
every sort of Early Spring Flowers. LIST on application.

Mr. WEBB. Calcot. Reading.

MR. A. VAN GEERT'S very interesting
New CATALOGUEfof upwards of 125 p.ages) of NEW

PLANTS and GENERAL NURSERY STOCK, is now
being distributed, and will be forwarded free to ait persons
wishing to favour the Firm with their orders.

Agents in London : Messrs. SILBERRAD and SON.
The Nurseries. Ghent. Belgium.

ABBAGE PLANTS, SEEDS, ROOTS,cS:c.,
of all kinds, for the Farm or Garden. " Gee's superior

Bedfordshire-grown Plants and Seeds have attained much
celebrity:" 2-ide Bedford Mercury, July 29, 1876. "The
soils of the district offer facilities enjoyed at few places for
bringing away plants, &c,, and under the skill and perse-
verance of ^Ir. F. Gee they are turned to good account :

"

vide Agricultural Gazette. July 3r. 1876. See other opinions
of the Press, also a Treatise on the Cabbage. CATA-
LOGUES, lowest prices. &c.. on application to FREDERICK
GEE, Seed and Plant Grower. &c., Biggleswade, Beds.

AMELLIAS and AZALEA INDICA.—

A

few thousands of those can still be supplied, in splendid
stuff, as follows:—

CAMELLIAS, fine plants, with buds, i to ij4 foot hi«h,

£,^ per 100.

„ stronger. £,%. £in, £12 per 100, and upwards.
AZALEA INDICA, very fine plants and sons, with buds,

£s per 100.

,, „ larger, £6, £S to ;i,io, per 100, and upwards.

„ „ fine large plaJits for specimens, 5;. to 20.;. each, and
upwards.

„ ,, beautiful seedling varieties, mixed, without namse, in
bud, 16s. per do2en, 241. per 25, 80s. per 100.

OTAHEITE ORANGES, in fruit. 281. per dozen.
JASMINUM GRANDIFLORUM. grafted, 28^. per dozen.

Order at once from
JEAN VERSCHAFFELTS Nurseries, Ledeberg, Ghent,

Belgium.

NEW FORCING DECORATIVE
GERANIUMS:— Each

CH.\RLES OUTRAM, white, with deep purple blotch s. d.
in centre of each petal, free bloomer and good habit 5 o

LEOPOLD, fine bright scarlet, like Charles Turner, free

blooming, large trusses, and good dwarf habit . , 50
MISS BRADSHAW. like Mrs. Bradshaw, but with bright

carmine spot and fringed edges

.

.

,

. . ..50
MRS. BRADSHAW IMPROVED, like Mrs. Bradshaw.

but larger flowers, and larger and more distinct spots 3 6
SPOITED PATTI, a seedling from Patti. with spots on

each petal .. .. .. .. .. .. ..36
THE MOOR, deep crimson, with large black spots on

each petal, very showy and distinct, good trusses, and
free bloomer .

.

.

.

. . .

.

.

.

.

.

..50
EVA BAKER, large pink flowers, with dark crimson

spot on top petals and very sweet-scented foliage .. 50
The Set ofSeven, 1^.

In offering the above Geraniums we can with confidence
recommend them as being first-rate varieties for all decorative
purposes, and believe they wilt prove equally popular with
those other well-known varieties of our sending out, Mrs.
Bradshaw, Mrs. Lewis Lloyd, Kingston Beauty, &c.

T. JACKSON AND SON. The Nurseries. Kingston-on-Thames.

HB. SMITH, Ealing Dean Nursery,
• Ealing, W., and Kingfield Nursery, Woking, Surrey,

has to offer the following :

—

VIOLETS, strong clumps of (true) Czar. £^ 10s. per iodo.

„ Rooted Runners of Quatre Saisons, is per dozen.

,, Rooted Runners of Czar, \s. per dozen.

MVOSOTIS DISSITIFLORA, rooted cuttings. £-2 per 1000;
very strong clumps, 25J. per 100.

CANTERBURY BELLS, strong double white and blue,

lof. per 100. [dozen.

CLOVES and CARNATIONS, double, very strong, 4^. per
WALLFLOWERS, dark brown, bushy stuff, ai. 6rf. per doz.
LAVENDER PLANTS. 2J. per dozen.

ROSES. Standard, leading varieties. 75J. per too.

,, Dwarf, strong, and bushy, i%s. per 100, ,^10 per 1000.

APPLES and PEARS, strong 2-yr, old, leading varieties, 60^.

per 100. Cash prices.
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Sutch Bulbs.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to announce that his
. BULB CATALOGUE for the present season is now

ready, containing a select List of Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissus,

Crocus, &c. ; also of New Plants. Fruit Trees. Roses, Shrubs,

Climbers, &c. Gratis and post-free on application.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper HoUoway, London, N.

To Amateur Strawberry Growers.

THE AMATEUR'S COLLECTION of 120
strong, he.ilthy RUNNERS, in 6 choice varieties, for

75. dd. Price per score. li. 61/.. or sent post-free at i,d. per

score extra. " HOW TO GROW STRAWBERRIES," 6%ii.

The " EUREKA" POST BOX (assorted sizes), 61. per doz.

;

a MODEL and PATTERN, 14,/. Testimonials i stamp.
W. LOVEL. Weaverthorpe. York.

Blcbmond Nurseries, Elchmond, Surrey.

GAND W, STEELL have great pleasure
• in calling the attention of their numerous Customers to

their extensive and valuable Stock, consisting of .all kinds of

EVERGREEN and DECIDUOUS TREES. SHRUBS, and
CREEPERS. Standard and Dwarf ROSES. FRUIT and
FOREST TREES, AMERICAN PLANTS, &c., which they

can highly recommend for their fine growth and moving
qualities. And also a quantity of fine ripened Sir Harry and
Sir Charles Napier STRAWBERRY PLANTS, in pots for

forcing.

Special prices will be given, upon application, where large

quantities are required.

Hyacinths and other Bulbs for Forcing.
DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS and SPRING FLOWERING

PLANTS for SPRING GARDENING.

APRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
of the best Bulbs and Plants for above purposes, post-

free. Prices under any of the leading houses for Bulbs, S:c., of

the same quality. Collections of Bulbs for forcing. \os. dd. and
21.F. ; do. for planting. \os. Sd. and ms. ; do. of spring flowering
plants. 10s. 6d. and 21s

Wi\I. CLIBRAN AND SON. Oldfield Nursery, Allrincham.

To the Trade. -Sandrlngham Early Kidney Potato.

HAND F. SHARPE have secured a fine
• stock of the above excolknt POTATO, which is

pronounced to be not only the earliest, but the most prolific,

and the finest quality in cultivation Being very short in the

haulm It is peculiarly adapted for forcing purposes. Price and
further particulars may be had on application.

Seed Growing Establishment. Wisbech.

AVENUE TREES.
PLATANUS OCCIDENTALIS (true), lo to

18 feet high, and girthing 4 to 8 inches at 4 feet

from the ground.

LIMES, 13 to 20 feet high, and girthing 6 to
lo inches at 4 feet from the ground.

POPULUS CANADENSIS NOVA, 15 to
16 feet high, and girthing 6 inches at 4 feel from
the ground.

ANTHONY WATERER
Has to offer m.iny thousands of the above. They may
be seen growing at Knap Hill. They are straight,

handsome, and well rooted, and altogether the finest

Trees of the kind to be found in any nursery in Europe.

KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.

LlUes.

EH. KRELAGE and SON, Nursery-
» MRN, SiiiiDSMEN, and Floimsts. H.iarlem. Holland.

Leg to announce th.it their new Special Descriptive CATA-
LOGUE of LILIES (No. 322A) is now ready, and will be sent
post-free on application.

This Catalogue contains nearly 250 sorts and varieties, with
fair prices per piece as well as per 12, per 100, per rooo, per
io,oo3—a selection of their well-known unrivalled collection.
Lilies should be ordered early, and planted before winter.
Discount to the Trade.

Miscellaneous Bulbs and Tubers.
HOMAS S. WARE'S A.B.C. DESCRIP-
TIVE BULB GUIDE for 1876 is now ready, comprising

one of the largest Lists of miscellaneous Bulbs and Tubers
extant, including complete lists of Liliums, Narcissus, Iris,
&c., in addition to many species now offered for the first 'time ';

containing also a selection of spring flowering and other peren-

eries, Tottenham, London, N.

M. C. JONGKINDT CONINCK begs
• to offer the following PLANTS and FLOWER
ROOTS :—

AQUILEGIA CCERULEA, guaranteed true, all grown in
pots, £2 per 100.

CANARINA CAMPANULATA, £i loi per icoCAMPANULA GRANDIFLORA, FL. CdRULEA, i6j. 8rf.

DELPHINIUM NUDICAULE, £2 is. Id. per 100RHEXIA VIRGINICA, Ci 13J. id. per 100
YUCCA ANGUSTIFOLIA, strong, 2-yr. seedlings l-o 17J

T

CRYPTOMERIA JAPONICA, 2-yr. seedlings, £1 per

THUJA OCCIDENTALIS, s-yr. seedlings, Ss. id. pe
Tottenham Nurseries, Dedemsvaart, near Zwolle, Nethc kinds.

To Market Gardeners and Fruit Tree Planters
nPHOMAS RIVERS and SON have a good
.1- stock of the foUoMing sorts of PLUMS, well adapted for

profitable planting viz —
^^fhl^l^ShWrii^-

"1 PRINCE ENGLEBERT.BELGIAN PURPLE.—This is as large as " Kirke's " and
bears freely.

'

SULTAN.—Resembles " Chapman's Prince of Wales," but not
liable to canker. A large red Plum

SVaMON d''-^'' q^ l'^9^-''2'"& '•'^'l' ^"""^ Gage.UIAMUND. Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

A
To the Trade.—Vines and Climbers.

HENDERSON has a large and fine
Collection of FRUITING VINES, including all the

leading varieties.

IVIES, magnificent Irish, in pots, 6 to 8 feet.

VIRGINIAN CREEPERS, extra strong, 10 to 12 feet.

BIGNONIA RADIC.ANS MAJOR, .strong.

PASSI FLORA CCERULEA, 8 to 10 feet.

A. H. holds a large stock of the above, prices on application.

Sion Nursery, Thornton Heath. Croydon.

WILLIAM POTTEN, Camden Nursery,
Sissinghurst. Staplehurst, Kent, has to olTer :—

CALCEOLARIAS, choice herbaceous, 21. per dozen.
GERANIUM, double Ivy-leaf, Konig Albert, is. 6d. each.

„ 12 select Zonal, for winter blooming, 3J.

FUCHSIAS, 12 good, 2i. 6d.

PHLOXES, 12 choice named Perennial, 31.

The above in good plants, post free. Post-office orders
payable at Sissinghurst.

ECHEVERIA SECUNDA GLAUCA, good plants, price
per 100 or 1000 on application.

WM. PAUL & SON,

NEW or DESIRABLE PLANTS
FOR CONSERVATORIES.

ADIANTUM GRACILLIMUM. ar. 6d. and v 6d eachPOINSETTIA PULCHERRIMA PLENIS.SIMa' (VeiicH
SS.. -js. 6d., and los. 6d. each. ''

GERANIUM. Wonderful (G. Smith), js. id. and 21. 6d. each
.. Konig Albert, ij. each.

PELARGONIUM, Queen Victoria, 11 each.
EPIPHYLLUMS. very fine plants, well set for blooming im

and i8s. per dozen.
CYCLAMENS, very fine plant-s, well

SOLANUMS, very fine plants, well se
and i8s. per dozen.

HYACINTHS, TULIPS. CROCUS S:^ .

low prices^ See Autumn CATALOGUE

ROSE GROWERS,
TREE, PLANT, BULB, AND

SEED MERCHANTS,

WALTHAM CROSS,
HERTS,

Adjoining the " Waltham " Station,

Inspection of Stock invited.

Priced Descriptive Catalogue free by post.

t for blooming, gr.

with fruit, 9f., i2f.,

very fine bulbs, at

:LIBRAN"A'Nu's6'Nrord'fi"e"f(rNursery, Allrincham.MNew Clematises.
ESSRS. THOMAS CRIPPS AND SON
beg to announce that the undermentioned new varieties

are now ready for distribution : which, owing to a failure in
prop-igating, they were unable to send out last May 33.
intended, viz. :

—

CLEMATIS FAIRY (JUEEN (T. Cripps & Son).-A very
handsome variety of the lanuginosa type ; flowers very
large, occasionally measuring 9 inches across : colour pale
flesh, with .a striking pink bar in centre of each sepal
shaded purple at the base. Mentioned in Ctnrdeiutr^-
CknuKte. July 10, 1875, as being of an indescribablv
beautiful colour. First-class Certificate, South Kensington.

CLEm'aTiTpURPUREA ELEGANS (T. Cripps &Son)-
Of the lanuginosa type : flowers large, fine form

; colour
deep violet-purple, well contrasted by its light-coloured
filaments and pinkish brown anthers. A decided .acquisi-
sition probably the finest of its class ever offered. First-
class Certificate. South Kensington. Price, us eachCLEMATIS DUKE OF EDINBURGH (T.C.ipps &'Son)
—This is a fine variety of the patens type ; flowers large
si.v.sepalled. of a rich violet-purple. One of the most
attractive in this class with which we arc acquainted.
Price, I4r. each.

CLEMATIS GIPSY QUEEN (T. Cripps & Son).-An
extremely rich, bright, dark, velvety purple variety of the
Jackmanni type ; very free, late flowering. A most attrac-
tive and useful variety. Price, \ls. each.

The Set of Four for Tree Guineas
For TRADE PRICES, see WHOLESALE LIST

The Tunbridge Wells Nurseries, Kent

DACTYIIS C^SPITOSA-TUSSOCK - &RASS,

Herrman a. Frommer,
WHOLESALE SEEDSMAN, BUDAPEST,

Is prepared to offer fresh Seed grown in Hnngaty, a,,d warr.inted genuine, of this very rare and valuable Grass.Each plant forms a dense tu(t of slems, 6 to 8 feet high, and 4 to 5 leet in diameter, therefore 12 to 1=; feet in
circumference. The leaves are 5 to 6 feet in length, and give to the tufts the appearance of thickets of Palm=
r2 to 15 feet high. According to Hooker, the leaves furnish an excellent fodder for horses and cattle whilst ihr
agreeable and sweet-tasting stems are good food for man and beast.

PRICES: —
100,000 Seeds ..£15 O

| 1,000 Seeds .. ..£0
10,000 ,, .. 1 15 I 200 ,

Libera! Discount to the Trade. Orders to be addressed to

JOS. F. EBNER, 18, ST. DUNSTAN'S HILL, LONDON, E.G.,
Sole Consignee for the United Kingdom.

IMPORTANT SALE of NEW and RARE PLANTS,
And SPECIMEN and HALF-SPECIMEN ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGED PLANTS

TREE FERNS, &c.
'

A/TR. J. C
IVjL Rooms,

half-past 12 o'clock precisely, a magnificent assortment of

STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at his Great
5, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on TUESDAY, October 31, at

NEW AND BEAUTIFUL PLANTS,
Including good Plants of the following ;

—
ANTHURIUM SCHERZERIANUM ALBUiM,
CROTON TRILOBUS.
CYATHEA DREGEI,
DIPLADENIA BREARLEYANA,
I.KORA REGINA,
MACROZAMIA PLUMOSA,

POINSETTIA PULCHERRIMA PLENISSIMA,
ARTOCARPUS CANNONI,
ARALIA ELEGANTISSIMA,
MEDINILLA AMABILIS,
CROTON VOLUTUS.
LAPAGERIA ALBA,

with Other Choice and Rare Plants, including the finest Specimen of CROTON MAJESTICUS
in this country. Handsome Specimen and Half-specimen

ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGED PLANTS,
Including good plants of the highly decorative and rare kinds of ENCEPHALARTOS, large
CAMELLIAS, choice PALMS of various sizes, TREE FERNS, CYCAS, variegated p'hOR-|
MIUMS, specimen CROTONS, MACROZAMIAS, variegated YUCCAS, including a pair of the
most handsome plants of YUCCA QUADRICOLOR in this country ; DRAC/ENAS, ORANGE
TREES, and some beautiful plants of the scarce DION EDULE, with a variety of other Plants,
suitable for Conservatories, Hothouses and Greenhouses, the Ornamentation of Halls, Public
Buildings, &c., and many handsome specimens fit for exhibition.

AUCTION ROOMS AND OFFICES, 38, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON, W.C,
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TREE FERNS. «5^^
THE LARGEST AND BEST STOCK IN EUROPE. \t^J

^^^.ILLIAM BULL, F.L.S.,
Respectfully invites the Nobility and Gentry to an inspection of the above ; also of his

MAGNIFICENT SPECIMEN ORNAMENTAL PLANTS,
Adapted for the decoration of Conservatories and Greenhouses, or suited for Sub tropical Gardenin"'.

ESTABLISHMENT FOR NEW AND RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

NE^V DOUBLE POINSETTIA.
SPECIAL PRIZES.

' Messrs. James Veitch & Sons
Offer Two Prizes of the value of 20s. and los. for the best and second best lloral head of the above

New Plant, sent out by them during the past season.

The Competition to take place at the Meetings of the Floral Committee of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society on January 17, February 14, March 21, and April iS next, on each of which

occasions Two Prizes are offered.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA, S.W.

AUTUMN PLANTING.
THE LAWSON SEED & NURSERY COMPANY

(LIMITED)

Strongly recommend the Planting now of

EVERGREEN SHRUBS, CONIFEROUS TREES, &c.,

Of which their Stock is large, and in splendid condition for

removal with safety.

CATALOGUES AND SPECIAL OFFERS ON APPLICATION.

EDINBURGH ; and 54, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHIN, LONDON, EC.

NEAV AZALEA INDICA.
NOW BEING SENT OUT.

EMPEREUR DU BRESIL (J. Versch.)
A splendid novelty, ll iwers very large, very double, quite a perfection of form. The colour of

.he finest pure rose, eacli petal bordered with a broad pure white band, whilst the whole of the

oetals are striped lavishly with bright rose and white. The upper lobe is elegantly blotched with

jrownish red, adding a good deal to the distinction of this really fine new tlower. It is no doubt

.he finest and most distinct variety ever sent out since the introduction of the Azalea Souvenir

3u Prince Albert, and like that variety it will be duly appreciated by all lovers of this splendid

tribe of plants. Azalea Empereur du Bresil is a sport of the fine double white Azalea Reine

du Portugal, so favourably known now as a first-rate variety.

Prices ;—Good Plants, 18s. each.; Strong Plants, with buds, 203. each.

Fourfor three ordered. No rediiclionfor single plants.

TRIOMPHE DES DOUBLES BLANCS (J. Versch.)
This is undoubtedly the finest and best double white Azalea ever sent out. The flowers are

much larger, much finer, more double, and of a purer white than even in the fine variety Reine du

Portugal. The petals are large, round to perfection, slightly undulated, crisped ;
the centre is

occupied by a tuft of pseudo-petals of the purest white. A very free flowering double white variety,

ivhich will be grown by thousands for the trade, and become a general f.avourite.

This really grand Azalea, when exhibited at the Show ol the Royal Horticultural Society of

jhent, in March, 1S75, was unanimously awarded the first prize for the best seedling Azalea.

Prices:—Good Plants, 12s. each; Strong Plants, with buds, 203. each.

Fourfor three ordered. No reduction on single plants.

it^ The stock of these two really beautiful New Azaleas being limited, early Orders are

respectfully solicited.

i carefully coloured Plate, the exact repraentatiou of the above tivj Novelties, free on receipt of
ten penny stamps.

Jean Verschaffelt,
NURSERYMAN, LEDEBERG, GHENT. BELGIUM.

NE^V PLANTS,
1876.

Messrs. J. & C. LEE,

ROYAL VINEYARD NURSERY,
HAMMERSMITH, LOJfDOW,

Have the pleasure to offer the following very
beautiful and interesting NOVELTIES, now
offered by them for the first time— to be sent
out in October :

—

BEGONIA COLTONI,
lised at the Royal
rs is quite new in
.1 most abundant

'e. It received a
tee of the Royal

This distinct and beautiful Begonia was ra
Vineyard Nursery. The colour of the llowe
Begonias, being of an orange-crimson It is
bloomer, and the flowers are ol the largest si
Wrst-class Certificate from the Floral Commil
Horticultural Society, 1275.
Good Plants mill ie ready in October. Price los. 61. eacli.

BEGONIA RODWELLI.

leceivIS'a' T-r^ "IS ^'T '^ "/">' ••'bt.ndant bSe'r t
Ro^lHorticuTt'urillod/.y"''''''

'"" '"= ^'""""'" "' '»=

Good Plants n.,ll h- rea.fr /„ c\ W,:: Price ,os. 6,1. eaclt.

CORNUS PVIASCULA AUREA ELEGAN-
TISSIMA (J. & C.Lee).

our Islewor h Nursery, and has been proved to be Derfect vconstant in its beaiitilu variePTiion a k a 1 •

pericclly

gj.d surrounding a brr^hli'iS^'^ntr^i

i"ffused"»itMhe"brigh"st-' cLUt irislnotsible^^
''^

,de^ of the beauty an^d elegan™ of 'the plam"^":',^^^ 'II^.VI
^ZTv e°'^''TT

"''"• "= ''«' variegaJed stove or green^

,SmV ^^P^'"^- Suffice It to say. that it has been seen and

a*"ded a*'FT';*'ci:f."'r'",''-1;"''
Nurserymen, and has been

hrtooflhenbni'fs^'
Certificate at South Kensington. Thenauit 01 the plant is semi-pendulous and very graceful

Price of^IaiHen Plants. ,5. ...,', .- Larger IpecinJ;. =„. eachA Coloured Plate may le had on afplicalion/or u

JUNIPERUS VIRGINIANA ELEGANS
(J. & C. Lee).

:t>- of^the Red Ced
:ely ,remark upon the hardiness of this plant um it is aue to its

whrwhTrl!°,h'"''/l'"
.""^

-^'^^i"'
cream-coloured variegationwith which the «,;hole plant is suffused is perfectly constant and

h.as never been iniured by frost or burned in the least decree

lie^,^:,TV"'^"'1;f"'°"^^ 'i"'>'
«P°-<' '" -he open air

! r^lf^t
of neat and free growth, and received the honour of

U:S^^^::t^^,!:'-^ ">= ^'°"' Committee at South

n ie sent out in October. Pri-i ,„ ,ack; Larger Specimens.
21J. each.

A Photograph ofthe Plant m.^y be 7uid on applieatiou/or is.

POPULUS CANADENSIS AUREA VAN
GEERTI (1876),

The Golden Variety of this noble Popl
last by Mr. Charles Van Geert, ol An

the descriptic

3Ut in February
r fully borne out

. .
,

-—-.,-—.. he g.ive of it, and has retained
.., golden colour much better than either the Golden Catalpa or
the (golden Oak during the late tropical summer.

Extract from Mr. Van Geerfs Description
" Weh-,ve the pleasure of offering an e.vtremely remarkable

variety of the Canadian Poplar, with a foliage which presents
ler the finest hue of golden-yelloiv. It
valuable acqusition, and has been pro-
;onnoisseur who has admired it in our
ed foliage now so frequently met with

shrubs falls almost entirely among the larger tree,.

^g the whol
is IS our opinion a mos
nounced so by every
nursery, for the
among

"

but the
the

The Catalpa aurea and the Quercus Robur foncordii
only trees known as possessing the same golden foliag,
former is only a second-sized tree and the latter has 1101
vigour of the Common Oak. Our Golden Poplar, on the ..„
tr.ary, is a first-sized tree, of rapid and vigorous 'growth I
o.ves are quite as large as those of the common Canadii
PopLar, .and the yellow hue, instead of looking sickly has

thei s exposed to tlie

The better

, the
i the golden

Having received, in February last, a lar^e con5i»nment of
this magnificent novelty from Mr. Van Geertrwe are enabled to
oner
Mice Pants at ys. 6d. each. IVill be ready t/ie end 0/October.

ABIES EXCELSA AUREA
(J. & C, Lee, 1875).

This is decidedly the finest Gulden Conifer of large growth
yet introduced. It is of free growth, and requires to be planted
in the full sunshine. In such a position the whole tree is
suffused with the richest gold. A First-class Certificate has
been awarded to this valuable tree at South Kensington.

Price cf nice Plauts, 155.; Larger Specimens, 21s. each.

LAURUS CAlVIELLI/EFOLIA(Wood, 1875).
We can still supply a few hundreds of this extraordinary

and elegant Laurel.

Price 25. 6d. each ; per dozen. i3i.

Messrs. J. & C. LEE,
ROYAL ViNEV-\RD NURSERV, HAMMERSMITH

near LONLlON, W.
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NEW CRIMSON 60DETIA,

LADY ALBEMARLE.
Amone-st the many Roral introductions of recent years nothing has been offered, certainly amongst

annuals at all likely to attain to the wide-spread popularity of this exquisite novelty. A cross between

Godetia Whitneyi and G. Lindleyana, it far surpasses either of its parents in its extreme beauty of colouring

in the flowers, and the symmetrical habit of plant ; and we may fairly claim that it is the most superb hardy

annual ever offered.

Its description is as follows :—Plants about a foot high, branching from the bottom and growing in a

beautiful pyramidal form. Flowers large, frequently measuring z\ to 4 inches across, and of the most intense

elowincr carmine-crimson colour, the edges of the petals slightly suffused with delicate lilac, and being produced

in the^most wonderful profusion, and for a long period the plants have the most brilliant and charming

appearance It is perfectly hardy, and if sown out-of-doors in autumn will stand through our severest winter

and bloom early in the following summer, but March and April are the best months to sow for blooming in

July and August.

It was exhibited at the Royal Horticultural Society's Meeting, London, August 2, 1876, and was

unanimously awarded a First-class Certificate.

In Sealed Packets, Is. 6d. each. Price to the Trade on application.

OPINIONS FROM THE PRESS:-
New Crimson Godetia, Lady Albemarle.

— ' Among the annuals that have been much improved of

late years must be reckoned the Godetia a most showy,

and useful, and hardy class. Sown from July to the end

of September, they will stand the winter and bloom early

in the summer, or so«n in the open air from February to

May, they may be had in flovyer from June 'o October.

Some patches of the beautiful crimson and white W hlt-

neyi have recently been the most attractive plant in the

border well furnished with herbaceous plants and

annuals. The Bride is another choice variety, also

crimson and white, and Dunnetti is aii equally choice

rose and crimson variety. But Lady Albemarle-for a

box of which we are indebted to Daniels Bros
,

of

Norwich—far exceeds all the others in richness of colour-

ine and size. T he flowers, when fully open, are over

o inches across, the colour a soft glossy crimson. The

upper part of the petals shine as if they were varnished

over and at first sight the flowers have the appearance

of a splendid Mallow or Hibiscus. It is compact in

habit and a most profuse bloomer, and is likely to

become a universal favourite in villa gardens. Exquisite

in bed and border, such plants well grown would also

prove invaluable in pots for the furnishing of greenhouse

shelves or window g.irdens. We have scarcely any plants

of such a lovely shade of colour as this new Godetia,

Lady Albemarle, and none that would make a richer

display in less space, or wilh less trouble or expense.

—F.. in the " Villa Gardener^' September, 1876.

Godetia, Ladv Albemarle.—"This splendid

new hardy annual has just been exhibited at one ol the

meetings of the Royal Horticultural Society, by the

raisers, Messrs. Daniels Bros., of Norwich, and awarded

a First-class Certificate of merit. It was obtained by

crossing the old well-known Godetia Lindleyana on to

G Whitneyi, a somewhat new form of dwarf branching

CTOwth and large flowers which are freely produced.

The fourth generation from this cross is Lady .-Mbemarle,

and in this instance the large flowers of G. Whitneyi

are transformed into brilliant deep carmine-rose blos-

soms of great size and beauty. It blooms with great

freedom the habit of growth being symmetrical and

displaying the surface of flowers with which the plants

come covered. It is a remarkably fine and striking

addition to our showy hardy annual?."—Z:,j»ur and

Water, Avgmt 12, 1876.

GODETIA, LADY ALBEMARLE.

" .An extremely beautiful variety, bearing flowers quite

4 inches in diameter, and of a glowing crimson colour.

The plant is compact in habit, and the flowers are pro-

duced in the most profuse manner possible. It is in

every way one of the most valuable hardy annuals intro-

duced to public notice for some years past."

—

Gardeners'
Magazine^ August 5, 1876.

"Messrs. Daniels, of Norwich, h.ave sent us specimeiU']

of a new Magenta Godetia, named ' Lady Albermarle,

which seems an acquisition in the way of hardy annuals.

It grows to the height of i foot, forming nice shrubby

little plants profusely covered with flowers of a rich

glossy magenla colour; each flower, when fully e.x-

panded, measures over 3 inches across. It is e;isy ol

cultivation, and is stated to be perfectly hardy. If sowr

in the autumn it will stand our severest winters out-of-

doors, and bloom early in the following summer, or 11

sown in spring it will bloom the following July and

August. Other specimens shown at the Royal Horti

cultural Society, on Wednesday last, confirm these state

menM."— Gardeners' Clironide, August s, 1876.

Godetia, Lady Albemarle (Daniels).—- This i;

a very effective dwarf free-flowering plant, raised bj

Messrs. Daniels Bros., Norwich. It is a hardy annual,

which grows from 9 to rs inches in height, and bear;

glowing carmine flowers shot like lilac ; as a pol

plant it is most effective. It is said to be a seedling ol

G. Whitneyi crossed with G. Lindleyana, but it is far

superior to either of its parents as a summer flowering

decorative plant."

—

T/ie Garden, August 5, 1876.

Godetia, Lady Albemarle.—" When looking

over Messrs. Daniels Bros.' seed farm at Norwich, I

was highly pleased by seei l; their new Godetia, Lady

Albemarle, it was such a glorious mass of rich shining

colour. Since then it has been exhibited at London,

and has received a First-class Certificate from the Royal

Horticultural Society; but to see a few plants or a

boxful of it unexposed to the sun gives little idea of its

splendour. Though it remains open night and day, to

form any notion of ks effect it should be seen in a

mass, wilh the sun shining on its large glossy flowers,

few of which are less than 3 inches across, and entirely

different in effect to anything usually seen in the open

garden. The flowers are not unlike those of Dipladenia

crassinoda, with the rich crimson shade of the newer

varieties, but far exceeding these in the richest silky

appearance, and of so beautiful a colour, too, at a time

when many of the best annuals were burnt up with

drought. Not one annual or bedding plant can com-

pare with it in producing such a mass of dwarf, dense,

compact plants, the foliage being entirely covered with

flowers."— Thoms.s Stajord, '
' Journal 0/Horticulture,

"

September 7, 1876.

THE FOLLOWING FIRMS HAVE ALREADY ORDERED A SUPPLY:-

Messrs. HURST and son,
WAITE, BURNELL AND CO.,

" NUTTING AND SONS,
MINIER AND NASH,

Messrs. J.A.COB WRENCH and SONS,
Mr. E. BENARY, Erfurt,

THE LAWSON SEED COMPANY,

Mr. J. LAING, Forest Hill,

MESSRS. JAMES CARTER AND CO.,

BOLTON AND CO.

A MORE EXTENDED LIST WILL BE PUBLISHED IN DUE COURSE.

DANIELS BROTHERS,
THE EOYAL NOEFOLK SEED ESTABLISHMENT, NORWICH.
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OEAUTIFUL FLOWERS
r o R

WINTER AND SPRING

VV(.,/
- '.It

SUTTON'S
COMI'LETE UOLLECTIilXS US

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS, &c,

Nr 1

42s.*
.No 2
2ls.*

N... 3
10 6

Ko. 4
5s

FOR CULTIVATION IN POTS&CLASSES

No 5
42s.*

No. 6 No. 7
2ls.* 10 6

»Cnm«!)i fm. to an;f nitibmii Slal!n,i in En;tlnii'1

IHESE COLLECTIONS CONTAIN ALL THE BEST VARIETIES. AND

WiLi PRODUCE A BEAUTIfUl AND CuNTINUOUS DISPLAY

Of FLOWERS,

6 PER CENT. DISCOUNT FOR CASH.
Complete Cultural Instructions and

(? Descriptive Catalogues gratis.

SUTTON'S
CHOICE NAMED HYACINTHS

FOR POTS AND GLASSES.

100 in 100 very choice sorts .. .. ..^440

2 choice sorts ,

2 good sorts

Sutton's Autumn Catalogue,

Containing complete Cultural Instructions, and beauti-

fully Illustrated,

Gratis and post-free on application.

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1876.

ANCIENT LEGUMINOUS
YEGETABLES.
(Cm-.clmled/nm f. 486.)

THE Chick Pea, Cicerarietinum, appears, like

the common Bean, to be ol the profoundest

antquity, as regards use. Properly, it should be

Chich Pea, the English name being simply an
abbreviation of Cicer, through the French pots

chiclics. This interesting little plant grows well

at the present day in the cornfields of the coun-

tries which border on the Mediterranean, also

in many parts of South-western Asia. It is an

annual, ij— 2 feet high, stiff and erect, flexuosely

branched, and covered with glandular hairs.

The leaves are pinnate, the leaflets sharply

serrated, villous, and devoid of tendrils. The
flowers, insignificant and bluish-purple, grow

singly upon long axillary peduncles, which are

remarkably jointed and retroflexed in the

middle. The legumes are rhomboid, inflated,

and villous, and contain two roundish seeds,

the size of Peas, curiously wrinkled, and thought

to resemble in their general figure the head of

a ram, whence the specific name arietinum. In

colour they are variable, but most usually

cream-white and black. A capital outline

woodcut of the Cicer is given by old Fuchsius

(one of the pair of botanical patriarchs,

who led the way in the pictorial illus-

tration of books upon plants, and whose
name is commemorated in that of the

lovely Fuchsia), the drawing standing at p. 267

of his Historia, .\.D. 1542. There is also a fair

representation of it in the Botanical Magazine,

vol. xlix., fol. 2274.

Chick Peas have been employed as food in

Eastern countries from time immemorial, and
are still a regular article of diet, especially with

travellers. They do not, like the seeds of other

leguminous plants, become soft and pulpy with

boiling ; and, on the contrary, are particularly

well adapted for parching. Hence, they are

reserved for this purpose, and, when parched,

are carried by wayfarers just as biscuits are in

England. In warm and arid countries where

the provision to be carried by travellers, espe-

cially when crossing the deserts, has to be

reduced to the smallest possible compass, they,

of course, acquire peculiar value. In Cairo and
Damascusthe preparation of parched Chick Peas

is an established business, especially at the time

of the great pilgrimages to Mecca. The pilgrims

relish them not only because of their nutritious

qualities, but on account of the stimulating

elfect upon the salivary glands which ensues

upon the mastication of small, hard substances

of the kind so well illustrated in the Chick Pea

when parched. They are also particularly

valued as food for labourers who go afield, with

whom portability is likewise a recommendation.

Chick Peas are mentioned by Homer in the

above-cited lines of the Iliad, under the name

of epejiivSni ; also by Aristophanes, and by the

Roman authors—always, however, as a plebeian

food, such as would be in vogue among rustics.

Horace classes Cicera with Leeks and flour-

cakes as the food of an honest and simple-

minded man, content with the plainest fare.

Again, with Beans and Lupine seeds, as suitable

for a largesse to the populace, who, in another

place, are described as " buyers of Chick Peas ;

"

while in the celebrated fable of the " Town and

Country Mouse" he represents them as a

portion of the creature's hoard.*

and Pliny, lib.

With these various facts before us it becomes
quite reasonable to expect that the Chick Pea
should be named in the Old Testament. The
places in which it appears to be mentioned are

those in which the Authorised Version has'the

phrase or expression " parched corn." The
word so translated is /!•;//—a terin altogether

dift'erent from any which in the Hebrew lan-

guage denotes a cereal grain ; and the context
of the various passages in which it occurs seems
to indicate that no cereal is intended. In
Leviticus xxiii. 14, for example, "Ye shall eat

neither bread nor kali, nor green ears, until the

selfsame day that ye have brought an offering.'

Again, in Ruth ii. 14, " She sat beside the

reapers, and he (Boaz) reached her kali, and
she did eat." Again, in i Sam. xvii. 17, " Take
now for thy brelhen an ephah of this Halt, and
these ten loaves, and run to the camp to thy
brethren;" and again in i Sam. xxv. 18,

" Abigail made haste, and took two hundred
loaves and five measures of kali,

and a hundred clusters of Raisins." In all of

these passages, except the first, the word " corn "

is given by the Authorised Version translators

in italics, implying their recognition of the fact

that kali meant something parched, though they
were not sure what, " corn " being inserted

either conjecturally or intended in the broad
and general sense in which it covers edible

seeds in general. Under one form or another
this word " kali" appears to have been widely

diffused among the ancient Asiatic nations.

According to Dr. Royle, it applied most gene-

rally to some description of Pea, though hold-

ing, perhaps, the wider sense as well, of pulse

in general.* In 2 Sam. xvii. 28, kali occurs

twice, in a way difficult to understand, the

Authorised \'crsion rendering it " parched
corn" and " parched pulse." In this verse are

also mentioned, as distinct articles, " Wheat,
and Barley, and flour, . . . and Beans, and
Lentils," so that k.ili may fairly be assumed to

have been something siii t^enerts. The culture

of this plant, the Chick Pea, in ancient

Palestine, would well suit the times and the

country. The inferior Leguminosje, like the

small-seeded cereals, pertain especially to people

with whom the money-value of labour is low,

assuming the climate to be favourable ; and in

default ofany precise evidence as to the meaning
of kali, it may reasonably be concluded to

denote the species now under consideration.

Chick Peas may perhaps be referred to in the

narrative in 2 Kings vi. 25, where we read of

famine and sufferingssodreadful, that, taking the

words just as they stand, the most loathsome of

substances, the dirt dropped by doves, was
employed as food. Remark.tble metaphors are

so common in .Scripture, that the phrase in ques-

tion may possibly be one of the number. It is

easily conceivable that the meanest kind of

pulse, the better ones and the cereal grains

having long since been all consumed, would be

the last to remain in store, even this one acquir-

ing immense value as the quantity daily

diminished. There is no reason why Chick Peas

should not be intended. It is better, at all events,

to assume the probability, rather than to rest

content with the revolting literal phrase.

It is interesting to observe that the idea of

parched corn, grain, or edible seeds, underlies

the modern Continental name of the Chick Pea,

used particularly in Spain, viz., garavances.

F. C. Diez, founder of the philology of the

Germanic languages, says that this word is

derived from the Basque garna, corn, and

aiizua, dry.t

In the Authorised Version of the Old. Testa-

ment, in Daniel i. 12 and 16, the word pulse is

employed as the rendering of another Hebrew

term, met with in no other place, namely

sero'im. What this word properly signifies

^ Vide Illustratioits ofHimalayan Botany, p. 200.

t Etymologisches Worterl'itch der Kamanisclies Spraclten.

1853-
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cannot be told ; Gesenius translates it simply
" vegetables." Perhaps it was a term for any
and every kind of grain and edible seed ; any-

how, it was upon simple :^croim and water that

the four children of Judah, Daniel, Shadrach,

Meshach, and Abednego, subsisted under their

trial for ten days, at the expiration of which
time "their countenances appeared fairer and
fatter in Hesh than all the children which did

eat the portion of the king's meat." The
vegetarians should not forget this when citing

precedents. Leo Grindon.

New Garden Plants.
DeNDROBIUM SUrERlilENS.*

This is a most striking novelty, bearing many flowers,

as large as those of Dendrobium nobile, and of the

most remarkable purple colour. They are very easily

distinguished from those of Dendrobium bigibbum by
not having such an anterior gibbosity to the chin

;

then the numerous asperities over the lateral lobes of

the lip are quite peculiar, the middle column difiers

in consisting of five equal plates, and the petals are

totally different—much longer and at once narrower.

There has, indeed, been lately represented a long-

spiked plant of D. bigibbum in the FUv al iVaiiu-

ziiie, p. 229, that may be suspected of having too

small flowers, yet there can be no doubt that it is a

true D. bigibbum. This very curious novelty was
imported by Messrs. Veitch, from Northern Australia,

and is, no doubt, the best Dendrobe that ever came
from that rich part of the world. H. G. Rchb. f,

Masi>evallia (Cokiace.k) Garganiua, ;/. j/.t

This is a very curious thing, rather more astonishing

than beautiful, somewhat like the old Masdevallia

elephanticeps itself, though its flower reaches only

two-fifths of the size of that extraordinarily gorgeous
flower. It is leather-yellow, the inferior part ot the

tube light, sordid velvet-purple, striped with three

pallid whitish stripes on each side. The lip is quite

blackish purple, rough ; the petals and column wRlte,

with some light lake colour stripes. It was discovered

in New Grenada (no doubt in the Frontino district) by
M. Wallis, and has just flowered with Messrs. Veitch.

//. C. RJib.f.

Odontoglossum claviceps, n. sp %

This appears to be a species with a very rich

panicle of flowers in the way of those of O. ramosissi-

mum, cinnamon-coloured, bordered with yellow, and
spreading. The lateral sepals stand under the lip,

being almost linear. The upper sepal is in the same
way. The sepals are rather broad, very acuminate. Lip
oblong acute, with. a many-toothed crest. It is from
Ecuador, whence it was sent to Messrs. Hugh Low
& Co. by their collector, Mr, F. C. Lehmann, who
also sent a sketch and dry specimen which Mr, Low
sent to me. H. G. Rchb, f.

NOTES ON POLLEN.
The following notes on pollen have reference alone

to the external form of a few typical pollen grains as

seen under the microscope. The formation of pollen

within the mother-cells, the minute anatomical

structure of pollen, and the nature of the pollen tube,

will not here be touched upon. A few words may
be written on these latter subjects on another occa-

sion.

The accompanying illustrations are all engraved

direct from Nature to one uniform scale ; all the

figures are enlarged 400 diameters. A mere glance

will show how extremely pollen grains or cells differ

in size, in form, and in external marking : they also

differ greatly in colour, but from necessity the colours

"' Dcfidrobimn superbktis (Dendrocoryne). —Affine Den-
drobio bigibbo, Lindl. : caule digitum medium crasso ; racemo
muUifloro (20) ; tloribus magnis ; mento extinctoriforuii aiuice
aequali non angulalo ; sepalis triangulis ; tepalis oblongis bene
longioribus. labello trilobo, lobis lateralibus oblongis productis,
lobo anlico semioblongo obtiiso producto : cariuis quinis a
basi in basin lobi medii ibi scrrulatis, tota luborum
lateralium superficie muricato-asperula.

t Masdevallia Gargantua.-^h^. M. elephanlicipiti : foliis

cuneato-oblongis apice minutissime tridentatis superne valde
vernixiis

;
peduncUlo unifloro, llore *' magno," ampio, coriaceOj

mento obtuso ; sepalo impari a basi lata caudato ; cauda corpus
longe superante vabda ; sepalis inferioribus altius connatis, tri-

angulis in caudas ipsis a;quales attenuatis ; tepalis ligulatis apicii-

latis, intus supra marginem infeiiorem cajinati^ ; labello oblongo-
ligulato obtuse acutiusculo asperrinio ; columna apice trifida

;

taciniis lateralibus obtusis, lacinia media pastica aristxformi.

X Odo7ttozlosstttn claviceps.—Affine O. angustato : sepalis
lineari-lanceis acuminatis ; lateralibus labello suppositis ; lepalis
cuneato-rhombeis acuminatis undulatis ; labelli ungue columna;
adha:rente, lamina oblonga acuta, callo bicarinato, pluri serr
rato

; columna brevi crassa, superne capitato incrassa^

cannot be conveniently reproduced in the Gardeners'

Chronicle, In nearly every instance the peculiar

markings or reticulations on the cells are only

partly indicated in these engravings (to save labour) :

for instance, in fig. 5 the pattern is complete, whereas

in 13 and 14 the peculiar markings are left unflnished

for the reason mentioned. Pollen grains also differ

very much from each other in their viscidity or dry-

ness of surface, and in their density or trau'slucency.

As a rule, pollen grains are fairly constant in size and

form in each botanical species of plant, but in long

cultivated garden varieties and hybrids the pollen

shows a great tendency to vary.

The true form of pollen can only be seen when it

colour, and unfurnished with odours ; the latter class is

said to have bright coloured and more or less scented

flowers, attractive to insects. The pollen grain in

the first class is said to be as a rule plain in form and
easily carried by the wind ; in the latter spinejr or

furnished with protuberances or furrows, to aid in

its attachment to the limbs and bodies of insecis.

Generalisations are always dangerous, especially whea
made on a large scale, but in this instance Mr,

Bennett's suggestion is undoubtedly supported by a

large number of facts ; there are, however, some
striking exceptions.

It is never safe to judge of the character of pollen

from a few grains shaken out of a corolla, as some*

Fig, 100 (1—22).—pollen grains, enlarged 400 diameters, (see text.)

is perfectly fresh and dry at the time when it is

naturally shed from the anther. If placed in water or
glycerine for microscopical examination, the shape of
the grain at once changes, commonly to a spherical
form, yometinies on drying the grain will return to
its original shape, but more frequently it does not do
so. A great number of Bauer's drawings, preserved in

the herbarium of the British Museum, are taken from
grains which have been immersed in fluid, and so the
drawings cannot be implicitly depended upon.

Mr. A. W. Bennett suggests that plants may be
roughly divided into two classes—the class which has

|

the pollen carried to the stigma by the agency of the
'

wmd, and the class which receives the pollen through '

the agency of insects. The first class is said, as a rule,
|

to have flowers without ornamental form or beauty of I

times the interior of flowers will be found covered

with pollen belonging to many different flowers. This

is caused by the visits of flies, bees, and other insects,

with pollen from various plants dusted over their

bodies. Numerous natural hybrids arise from the

visits of these pollen-dusted insects, and it is quite

impossible to keep some garden varieties distinct on

this very account. The ornamental Gourds of our

gardens form a case in point.

In the genus (Enothera most of the pollens are

large in size, and the grains are more or less attached

to each other by fine viscid threads. The threads of

necessity get entangled on the limbs of insects, and

so the pollen is carried about and transferred in

masses. One of the largest pollens known to us is

that belonging to Oinothera macrocarpa (i, fig. 100). A
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second member of the Onagrad family is illustrated

in Godetia 'Whilnej'!, in fig. 2 ; whilst a third, Clarkia

pulchella, is shown in fig. 3, One of the smallest

pollens seen by us in the Onagrad family is that

belonging to Circ.-ea alpina (fig. 4). Associated with

these pollens in the anther it is common to find

groups of free crystals or r.rphides. The four pollens

just referred to may be considered quite typical of the

Onagracea;. The best marked species bear pollen

which is most constant in form, whilst in the long-

cultivated garden plants, as the Fuchsia, the pollen

is always variable. When Fuchsia procumbens wras

reintroduced to our garden; a year or two ago by Mr.

F. R. Kinghorn it was expected that many beautiful

" I have not succeeded in raising any hybrids between
F. procumbens and the garden sorts, although 1 have
tried on a number with the greatest care." Else-
where in the same letter Mr. Kinghorn remarked—
"but I have succeeded in raising a few seedlings from
F. splendens crossed with F. procumbens, really in-

termediate in character." Now in F. splendens, which
is a good species, it is a singular fact that the pollen
is of two forms; about one-third of the pollen is trian-

gular in shape (like that of most Fuchsias), whilst at

least two-thirds is so exactly like the peculiar-shaped
pollen of F. procumbens, that it can hardly be dis-

tinguished from it.

Triangular pollens are by no means confined to the

01 (23—37).—POLLEN GR.\INS, ENL.^RGED 4OO DIAMETERS.

and curious hybrids would be raised between this

plant and some of the better known Fuchsias of our
gardens ; but we pomted out at one of the meetings
of the Royal Horticultural Society that the pollen of

Fuchsia procumbens diftered from every other Fuchsia
pollen known to us at that time. (The pollen of F.
procumbens is figured in Gardeners' Chronicle,

Sept. 5, 1S74, p. 291.) Therefore the production of

true hybrids appeared to us, if not impossible, at least

very improbable. The statement of this fact was
replied to by a famous horticulturist, who said hybrids
had already been obtained, and so our hypothesis for

a time fell to the ground. We waited for two years
in doubt as to these hybrids, and last July we wrote
to Mr. Kinghorn to know how they proceeded. In
reply, Mr. Kinghorn immediately and frankly wrote :

Proteace:E family, as fig. 5 represents the pollen of the

common Honeysuckle, Lonicera Periclymenum ; fig. 6

that of Erica Tetralix ; and fig. 7 that of a Rhododen-
dron, R. catawbiense. Another member of the Erica

family, Clethraarborea, fig. S, differs from the general

form.

Few pollens are more interesting than those belong-

ing to the Borage family. All we have seen are small,

some quite minute, and all are more or less shaped like

dumb-bells. Fig. 9 represents that of the common Com-
frey, Symphytum officinale, fig. 10 that of Cerinthe

bioolor, fig. 1 1 that of Omphalodes linifolia, and fig.

12 that of Echium vulgare. The latter pollen is

remarkable on account of its two lobes being always

unequal, as shown.

Some members of the Acanthus family have beauti-

ful pollen with peculiar markings. Libonia fiori-

bunda is represented at fig. 13, and Sericographis

Ghiesbreghtiana at fig. 14. One of the most peculiar

and handsome of all pollens is found in Thunbergia,

another member of the Acanthus family, T. Harrisii,

shown in fig. 15.

Turning now to the Scrophularia family, Mimulus
moschatus is shown in fig. 16. I have placed this

figure exactly under the Thunbergia pollen, to call

attention to the singular error made by Van Mohl,
who, in one' of his plates, figures the former pollen

for the latter. I have also thus engraved the figures

to show how errors are perpetuated, for Mohl's illus-

tration of Mimulus moschatus is reproduced in the

Mici-ografhic Dictionary, and in two other English

works, without acknowledgment, and all wrong. The
pollen of M. moschatus (a garden plant of long culti-

vation) is very variable. The pollen of one variety

will be three times the size of another, or at times as

big in size as the Thunbergia ; but, though the same
in size, they are always totally different in structure to

an experienced eye. Still keeping to the Scrophularia

family, fig. 17 represents pollen of Calceolaria Pavonii,

fig. iS that of the Foxglove, Digitalis purpurea, and
fig. 19 that of the Snapdragon, Antirrhinum majus.

Of the Euphorbia family, Mercurialis annua is illus.

trated in fig. 20, Xylophylla glaucescens in fig. 21,
and Croton pictus in fig. 22.

Some of the finest of all pollens are to be found in

the Mallow family. Fig. loi, 23, belongs to Hibiscus
rosa-sinensis, and fig. 24 to Abutilon Darwinii. All
the pollens as seen by us in this family present the

same characters. The common Hollyhock, and the

two common Mallows, M. sylvestris and M. rotundi-

folia, have especially fine pollen.

Many members of the Composite family have spiny
pollens ; that of Dahlia Cervantesii is represented at
fig. 25, Erij;eron canadensis at fig. 26, and Centaurea
Cyanus at fig. 27. The latter, the pollen of Gazania,
and of other members of the Composite family, consi-
derably depart from the type, and, according as ths
plants approach or recede from the Dipsacere, the
Valerianeas, the Campanulacea:, &c., so the pollens
vary. Without doubt many valuable hints may yet be
obtained from a careful examination of the fresh pollen
of the Composita; ; sometimes the spines are very
large. Mohl has represented the spines so thin as to
be almost invisible in Sonchus palustris, and in the
inaccurate, unacknowledged copies published in the
Mi<rrO!;r,ip/:ic Diclioiiary and in other English books,
the spines are simply omitted altogether, so giving a
very false impression of the real character of the
Sonchus pollen.

The Canterbury Bell, Campanula Medium, has
echinulate pollen, as shown in fig. 2S. This pollen is

a good general representative of the Campanula
family.

We know no more beautiful pollen than that
belonging to the major Convolvulus, Ipomoja pur-
purea, fig. 29, Convolvulus (Calystegia) Soldanella is

shown at fig. 30, and Convolvulus arvensis at fig. 31.
These three pollens, it will be seen, are very different

from each other, and they ought undoubtedly to carry
weight with those systematic botanists who are in

doubt as to the natural position of the genera in the
Convolvulus family. The Dodders (Cuscuta) are some-
times placed in the Convolvulus family, and the pollen
of Cuscuta trifolii, fig. 32, is certainly the same in

character with fig. 31, Convolvulus arvensis.

The different members of the Arum family furnish

beautiful and most peculiar pollen grains, of very
diverse characters. Fig. 33 represents the pollen of
Phyllotrenium mirabile, fig. 34 that of Anthurium
Patinii ; this latter is a most extraordinary pollen,

marked with projecting longitudinal ribs. Fig. 35
represents that of Spathophyllum heliconisefolium,

36 that of Anthurium Scherzerianum, and fig. 37
that of Richardia albo-maculata. IV. G. Srnit/i.

{To he contiHited.)

A SYNOPSIS OF THE KNOWN
SPECIES OF IRIS.~IX.

pROCEKDiNG With the section Apogon, we come
now to the set with ensiform leaves. The present

paper will be devoted to the fifth and sixth groups,

as indicated at p. 143, namely, to Iris maculala, the

solitary known dwarf species with ensiform leaves,

and to I. tridentata, setosa, and Pseudacorus, which

differ from all the other caulescent species with ensi-

form leaves hy the inner segments of the perianth

being ex'rcmely small.

48. /. micitlata^ Baker, n. sp.—Rhizome slender, with

wiry fibres. Leaves about hatf-a-dozen in a basal tuft,

ensiform, falcate, \ foot long at the flowering time,

\—\ inch broad, moderately firm in texture, whole plant
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6—g inches high. Stem one-headed, 3—4 inches long,

with a single clasping leaf low down. Spathes one-

tlowered, made up of two loose lanceolate acuminate

valves 2—3 inches long. Pedicel ^ inch long inside the

spathe ; ovary cylindrical, -^ inch long ; tube i inch long,

dilated at the throat ; limb pale, 2^ inches long, the

falls I inch broad, obovate-unguiculate, marked with

a blue spot reflexing half-way down ; the standards

oblong, cuspidate, \ inch broad. .Stigmas half as long

as the falls, with oblong obtuse subenlire crests.

A native of Mesopotamia, gathered by Aucher

Eloy, I have only seen dried specimens. In general

habit and the texture of the leaves it resembles

Xiphion caucasicum.

49. /./W(fir«/<!^<r,Pursh.Fl.Amer.,vol.i.,p. 30; Hook.
Flor. Bor. Amer., vol. ii., p. 206; Klatt, in Linnsea, vol.

xxxiv., p. 610 (excl. syn.) ; Xyridion Iridcntatum, Klatt,

in Bot. Zeit., 1872, p. 500 ; Iris tripdalct, Bot. Mag.,
t. 28S6, non Walters.—Rhizomatous, iV— 2 feet high,

3^4 flowered. Root leaves ensiform, i

—

j\ foot long,

\— ij inch broad. Stem slender, terete, hollow, clasped

by about two lanceolate reduced leaves, either simple or

once forked. Spathes two flowered, the outer valves

lanceolate, acute, greenish, membranous, 2^—3 inches

long. Pedicels an inch or more long inside the ovary
;

ovary cylindrical, 'r^^ ^"^h long ; cylindrical tube \—\
inch long below the limb ; limb lilac-purple, 2—2^- inches

deep, the falls obovate-unguiculate, an inch or more
broad, reflexing half-way down, their claws white veined

with lilac ; standards oblanceolate-spathulate, erect,

about half an inch long. Stigmas twice as long as the

standards; crests deltoid, toothed, 3—4 lines long.

Anthers exceeding the filaments. Capsule not seen.

A native of Canada. A little known plant, with the

general habit and leaves of I. versicolor, from which
it may be readily distinguished by its small standards.

It is very near I. setosa. It was figured in the Bolanical

Magazine in 1S2Q, by Sir W. Hooker, from specimens
that flowered in May, 1828, in the garden of Mr. D.
Falconer, at Carlowrie, near Edinburgh, but I have
not seen it in cultivation of late years. It may be

only a variety of versicolor.

so. /. setosa, Pallas, in Willd. Herb. 953 ; Ledeb. Fl.

Ross., vol. iv., p. 9S ; Regel, Gartenfl., t. 322 ; Fisch. and
Meyer, Ind. Sem. Petrop. v. 57 ; Xyridion setosiim,

Klatt, in Bot. Zeit. 1872, p. 500 ; /. brac/iycuspis, Fisch.,

in Bot. Mag., t. 2326.—Rhizome oblique, clothed with
the fibrous relics of old leaves. Stems 3—3 feet high,

moderately stout, terete, hollow, branched low down.
Leaves bright green, thin in texture, the basal ones a
foot or more long, i—J inch broad. Clusters of flowers

1 —3. Spathes 2-flowered, the valves green, mem-
branous, obtuse or acute, i|—2 inches long. Pedicels

an inch long inside the spathe; ovary cylindrical, i inch

long ; tube cylindrical, i—^ inch long below tlie limb
;

limb 2—25 inches deep, bright lilac, the falls obovate-
unguiculate, I inch broad, reflexing half way down

;

the standards oblanceolate-spathulate, erect, \ inch

long. Stigmas lilac, i inch or more long, without their

deltoid crests ; anthers as long as their filaments ; cap-
sule oblong, I— ij inch long, umbilicate at the top.

A native of Eastern Siberia, Kamschatka, and
Japan. It is most like I. sibitica, but differs by its

more fugitive flowers, broader leaves, and very small

stand.ird?, It has long been cultivated in our gar-

dens, but is still rare. There is a specimen without a

name in the herbarium of Linna;us, sent by Pallas

from the neighbourhood of Lake Baikal.

5r. /, Psatdacoriis, Linn. Sp. Plant., p. 56 ; Red. Lil.,

t. 235 ; Flor. Dan., t. 494 ; Eng. Hot., t. 578, 3 edit.,

t. 149s ; Svensk Bot., t. no ; Klatt, in Linn^a,
Vol. xxxiv., p. 609' ; Xyridion Pseudacorus, Klatt, in

Bot. Zeit. 1872, p. 500 ; /. lutea. Lam. Fl. France,

vol. ill., p. 496 ; /. palustris, Moench ; /. longifolia,

D. C. Fl. Fran., No. 1993.—Rhizome stout, oblique.

Stem 2—3 feet high, stout, terete, forked low down, bear-

ing several clusters of flowers and several reduced leaves.

Leaves ensiform, glaucous, an inch broad, nearly as long

as the stem. Spathes 2—3 flowered, the outer valves

lanceoUte, green, membranous, 2j—3 inches long,

acutely keeled. Pedicels i inch or more long inside the

spathe ;
ovary cylindrical, i inch long

;
tube \ inch

long below the limb ; limb bright yellow, 2—2^

inches deep; falls rotundate unguiculate, i\ to i^ inch

broad, bright orange-yellow, with a deeper spot at the

throat, with radiating veins of brown, the claw green

down the back, with two callosities which fit into the

edge of the standards ; standards oblanceolate, spathu-

late, erect, ^

—

\ inch long. Stigmas bright yellow,

1 inch long, the reflexed deltoid crests conspicuously

tootlied. Anthers violet, as long as the filaments.

Capsule oblong-rostrate, 2^ — 3 inches long, with three

obtuse angles.

Universally distributed through Europe from

Scandinavia and Britain to Spain, Greece, and Syria,

flowering with us early la June, in the South of

Europe at the end of April. A most distinct species,

of which the following are slight varieties :

—

1. /. acoruides, Spach ; Klatt, in Linnaca, vol. xxxiv.,

p. 610 : Xyridion acoroideum, Klatt, in Bot. Zeit. 1872,

p. 500 ; Iris Pseuddcorus var, pallidiflora, Sims, in Bot.

Mag., t. 2239.—Limb pale yellow ; standards longer

than the claw of the falls, which wants the two callosities.

Said to be North American, but this is no doubt some
garden blunder, as the species is almost exclusively

European.

2. /. Bastardi, Boreau, Flore du Centre, edit. 3,

p. 635.—Limb very pale ochraceous-yellow ; falls with a

broad oval-rounded limb, prominently veined, but not

blotched at the b.ase, the claw not more than half as long

as the blade, with two callosities at its base. Standards

scarcely as long as the claw of the falls. Anthers pale

yellow, not tinged with violet.

3. /. acoriformis, Boreau, Flore du Centre, edit. 3,

p. 635.—Lamina of the falls round, with a deeper

coloured blotch at the throat, veined with radiating

purple lines, and furnished with two basal callosities.

Standards pale yellow, very small ; the blade spoon-

shaped, narrowed to the claw suddenly.

J. G. Baker.

SEASIDE TREES AND
SHRUBS.

Your correspondents, Mr. Brt'haut and " East

Somerset," have enumerated some seaside subjects,

and to their list may be added the common Elder.

The best fence in the high latitudes of Great Britain,

and in the extreme North the only living fence, is the

Elder. On the south coast the Tamarisk literally

struggles with the waves which are sapping it, and

continues to flourish with its roots exposed, until the

earth which still holds it slips into the sea. On the

flat and fertile coast from Brighton to Portsmouth the

English Elm is the prevalent tree. Four miles west

of Worthing there is a park full of timber, from the

house to the wall along the beach, which the sea

sometimes assaults with pebbles. It is an artificial

creation—that is to say, the beauty of the park was
obtained by shelter-fences. Trees will not bear expo-

sure to the quarter whence comes the prevailing wind.

There are several ancient Elms of perfect shape

standing near each other in the park referred to, and

within a stone's-throw of the sea. They preceded

the shelter-fences by centuries, but some build-

ings on their exposed side, which have been

long removed, were sufficient to protect them.

A fine mass of foliage ornaments the centre of

the park, and it is amusing to observe the

herd of Alderneys disappear within this pretty

shrubbery at milking-time. Their stalls are with-

in, and a couple of cottages and some garden

ground, concealed and out of the wind. On the

exposed side the fence of this snug homestead is a

wall of clipped Elm, many yards wide at the base, and

sloping on the windward side like the roof of a house.

There are some lesser shrubs to make a bottom.

Hawthorn and Brambles, keeping the defence wind-

proof. A more ornamental fence, flanked by rows of

Elms, has been found sufficient on one of the sides of

this retreat, and the least dangerous aspect—that which

faces the south-east—is suflficiently protected by a low

Hawthorn hedge.

The preliminary step in forming the park was the

planting of a wide shelter-fence from near the west

wing of the house to the sea, for the purpose of

intercepting the prevailing south-west wind. The
belting is a wide one, 50 or 60 yards wide, and

there are walks within, particularly a wide central

walk, planted on each side with various exotic

Conifers, the Lilac, Laburnum, and numerous other

shrubs. When the sun rides high, or when the

birds sing in May and June, these walks are parti-

cularly attractive. The fancy is pleased by the sense

of complete shelter and security obtained by skill in

such a situation. The Elm is used largely in this

fence, and there is a double row of Hornbeams within

it, making a curious formal little avenue. The
Tamarisk is but a slender thing for a break-wind. It

is green and ornamental for the esplanade of a fashion-

able watering-place, as at Eastbourne, but for outside

work in slieltering parks it is comparatively useless.

Something strong is wanted, to last, let us say, "for

ever," and it need not be specially ornamental.

The planter of that broad belting knew well that in

seaside planting the first plant has the poorest chance.

Anything will grow and do well when once the site

is sheltered. The first shrubs against the sea will not

enjoy the situation, but those planted under their lee will

do well, hence the flowering shrubs just mentioned as

growing within hearing of the thud of the rollers

breaking on the shore, and hence every fresh tree

planted in the park has proved an additional shelter.

Around Walmer Castle there is an exceptional site,

well planted by the Duke of Wellington, who was told,

it would be useless to plant trees in a situation so

exposed since not one in twenty would grow, " Then
plant twenty for one," said the Duke, and he hit upon
the true principle of planting on the coast. There
must be nurses, or original protection of some kind

from the prevailing wind.

From Exmouth to Tor Bay the contour ol

the sea-board secures the coast from the south-

west, and the timber of a productive district

descends to the water's edge. The Ilex is the

ornament of this portion of the coast, and it would

be a gross injustice to the Ilex not to mention the

avenue in the Sussex park, a mile in length,

obtained independently of the shelter-fence,

and in fact without any fence. It runs partly

parallel with the beach, at the distance of a quarter

of a mile, and at that distance the Ilex will

grow well, unsheltered, even on the flat, exposed coast

of Sussex. On the right side of the avenue there are

some fine Araucarias (A. imbricata). Immediately

beyond this domain, which has been rendered so

interesting by a moderate outlay in planting, the Elm
trees in the fields next the sea stand in the hedgerows

exposed, and shorn completely of every leaf and twig on

the sea side, and turning their heads entirely in the

contrary direction. A tree planted north-east of either

of these objects would receive the benefit of its slight

shelter, and would grow into a better tree. And in

the villages and some of the adjoining places you see

the trees becoming better and better, even without

skill on the part of any planter. A prettier bush than

the Hawthorn, which abounds in the neighbourhood

of Angmering, is rarely seen. The soil suits it, and

it grows to a great size, and proves every year magni-

ficent when in blossom. There are shelter fences of

Hawthorn on the .Sussex coast 20 feet high, clipped

to the width of a wall. All sorts of fruit trees flourish,

Figs run up the cottage chimneys and overtop their

walls close to the sea ; and in Lancing the Pome*
granate ripens on the walls of a farmhouse.

These remarks commenced by an allusion to the

Elder. This is the prevailing shrub in Shetland, at

the extreme northern limits of the home dominions.

If we call on the road thither, 100 miles south of

Lerwick, there is a Sycamore in the narrow street of

Kirkwall, the capital of the Orkney Islands, which is

the largest tree in Orkney, and is but a small speci-

men of its kind. Mr. Scarth, of Bin-Scarth, a few
miles distant, has incurred considerable expense in

the attempt to form plantations of hardy Conifers and
several sorts of deciduous trees ; but from his sheltered

valley you may see the heights of Hoy beyond Strom-
ness Bay, and when the Atlantic rages in storms

beyond this lofty barrier, clouds of fine spray, rising

above the cliflT, beat across the country, and Mr.
Scarth's plantations have been dwarfed by its in-

fluence. Perhaps they might have been protected but

for the variable winds bringing a driving and salted

mist from all quarters.

In Shetland Mr. Edmonston has been the chietl

planter, and his Sycamore wood near Lerwick 1

obtained him a prize from the Highland Society for
J

successful seaside planting. The trees are only minia-

ture specimens, although they appear to be tolerably]

healthy. The home-keeping Shetlanderhas no oppor-

tunity of seeing a tree of fair proportions, since there]

is no such production in the islands. The hills of I

Shetland, and except some smooth bays and shores!

on the numerous coasts—the islands are all hill—are!

in all instances completely bare. There are no suchl
hills in Britain. The barest tracts of the smooth
South Downs are decorated with Juniper and scattered

shrubs, but the scatholds of Shetland are either abso-

lutely bare, or at the best they are only covered by a

rough brown carpet of grasses, dwarfed Heather, and

such humble shrubs as the Bleaberry. It is not easy

to imagine a more dreary and weird scene than is t_(

presented by these wild hills with their stone-strewed

surface or thick covering of peat scored with deep and

twisting water runnels.

In the valleys matters are not much better, so far

as foliage is concerned. The Elder is the only fence

which is not cut down the moment it looks over its

shelter wall. Stone walls and piled turf are the usual

fences in gardens, or around the home paddock ; the
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Elder is sometimes used, and proves by far tlie best

fence for the climate. The Tamarisk does not do

well in Shetland or Orkney, in consequence, it is

believed, of the mildness of the winter. Ice thicker

than a sixpence is rarely seen in these northern

islands, girdled as they are by the temperate waters of

the Gulf Stream. Under these circumstance the

Tamarisk is started in growth at an unseasonable

period, and dies down during the following spring.

In Thingwall, the best valley in the largest island

of Shetland, a Scotch farmer has introduced the Haw-
thorn, and at present it carries a cheerful look, which,

if it continues to maintain its health when a few feet

above its shelter fence, will place the Hawthorn in a

proud position as a northern seaside plant.

Within the defences of well-sheltered gardens

careful cullivators are sometimes rewarded by a crop

of green-looking and rather tough Apples, while

several sorts of small fruits ripen in such situations,

such as Gooreberries, Raspberries, and Currants.

Some persons have argued that, because tlie trunks

have been discovered in the bogs of Shetland, timber

might be still produced in the islands with proper

attention to its cultivation. But the conclusion is

unsound, since the same conditions may not now exist

as at the period when the timber was produced. The
Shetland Islands may once have formed part of a

wider stretch of country—they are now gridironed

by the sea, and there is no spot of land in any of

them more than 2 miles distant from salt water. A
former ruler of Shetland was named King Windy
Cap, he is said to have possessed the power of call-

ing a wind from any quarter by shifting his wizard's

cap : the country would appear to be still under the

influence of a wind-producing monarch, who objects

to the growth of trees and shrubs. A Shetlandcr

reads of trees, and examines with deep interest the

representations of the Palm and other trees in his PU-
toiial Bible. He stands on his tremendous cliflfs, washed
by the waves below at a distance of from 400 to

500 yards, and can hardly believe that such wonders
of the vegetable kingdom can exist as he has heard

of—living structures, trees, three or four of which

would top the precipice. To see a tree is one of the

strongest desires of his heart.

The Elder fences of a cotter in Unst are exception-

ally good, and are a useful protection to his calves

and young ponies. They form close walls 4 or 5 feet

in height, and they present a singular example of the

habit of plants, since it would hardly have been

anticipated, in the absence of visible proof, that a

shrub with such large leaves would be the best able

to submit to seaside exposures. H, Evcrshui,

ORCHIDS IN FLOWER AT
KEW.

A VARIETY of good Orchids are here in flower.

Cypripedium purpuratum is the first to attract atten-

tion ; it is one of the prettiest of the dwarf species,

chiefly from the revolute margins of the dorsal sepal,

and which, beinj^ white, contrasts prettily with the

purple lip and petals. C. javanicum is extremely

curious, on account of its green but Hot unhandsome
flowers. C. Roezhi is attractive not only for its bright

flowers, which in point of beauty surpass those

of its near ally, C. longifolium, but also for its

handsome shining leaves, since they aflord a plea-

sant relief to the more sombre tints of most other
kinds. C. Hanisianum, a noble plant, is the

first of Mr. Dominy's hybrids in this genus, while
wuhin a few feet is C. Sedeni, remarkable for

several fine qualities, and the first hybrid of Mr.
Seden. It is extremely valuable, flowering as it does
during autumn and winter, and its bright pink flowers

will be ornamental for a long time to come.

Though we shall have to mention several very curious

Orchids, it is not often that one more remarkable than
Dendrobium cucuraerinum presents itself in flower.
Its peculiar feature is that the leaves bear a close

resemblance to little Gherkins much tuberculated
j

they might be taken for pseudobulbs, but if they are
such then there are no true leaves. The flowers are in

threes and fives on a short peduncle, and not conspi-
cuous. The sepals and petals are narrow, pale yellow,
and marked with brown lines. In comparison with
this the Pleiones, which come next, are in strong
contrast, since their brilliant markings can scarcely
be equalled. Plants of P. lagenaria, P. maculata, and
P. precox are suspended in pans, which bring them
conveniently on a level with the eye. Properly they

are now Co;logynes, but it is convenient to use Pleione
as being a narrower term. Miltonia Clowesii major has
several strong spikes. Mesospinidium vulcanicum
offers the rare crimson colour, so also does Rodriguezia
secunda on the other side. Oncidium bractealum has

five densely flowered spikes ; the scarious bracts are

large, and such as would not be expected to be met
wiih in an Orchid. There is a strong plant of O.
excavalum with several spikes; and O. Cheiri, O.
tri>iuttrum, and O. crispum require mention. Paphinia

cristata is equally rare, pretty, and curious. The
sepals and petals of this plant are translucent, and
have quite a stained-glass-like appearance, the colours
being dark chocolate and white. The lip is coloured in

the same way, and ornamented with a fringe. OJonto-
glossums are represented by O. tripudiansand O. cris-

latum. Lycaste Skinneri puts in a welcome appearance,
so also does L. macrophylla, though not so handsome.
We next come to the third curiosity—not, indeed,

curious only, but altogether an elegant little plant.

This is Restrepia antennifera, so named from the
mimicry of the petals to the antenna of an insect.

It has the property of blooming at intervals through-
out the summer. No less .interesting than this, in

the same sense, are some of the Masdevallias—

a

genus containing alike the gorgeous and inconspicuous.
The sepals of M, gibberosa are narrow and antennai-
like; the lower turns abruptly upwards, and the two
upper, as it were, sit astride its base, turning sharply
down on each side, giving the flower a strange appear-
ance. M. ionocharis is a small, but very pretty
species ; roughly speaking ils tube is campanulate,
it is nearly white, nicely flushed with rose, and the
spreading free parts of the sepals are yellow. M.
ochthodes is very inconspicuous, but is nearly always
in bloom, and numberless flowers are produced on
the same stem. To these we cannot forget to add
the superb M. Veitchii and the new yellow- flowered
M. Davisii. Eria velutina makes a nice specimen
without flowers, but they are nocv present and have a
sweet scent ; the leaves are velvety, and the growth
is that of a dwarf compact Vanilla. Overhead are

basket plants of Acropera concolor, and of several

kinds of Stanhopea.
Opposite the porch are plants of Cypripedium

insigne and the variety Maulei, forming a bank, with
a fine specimen of Odontoglossum bictoniense,

throwing up six strong spikes as a centre. The
magnificent, though shy blooming, Cattleya specio-

sissima has a single but fine flower. A splendid
specimen of Cattleya guttata, var. Leopoldii, has
seven strong spikes. There are also C. Pinellii and
C. Harrisoniana. Of La'lia Perrinii there are beau-
tiful light and dark forms. Pholidota imbricata is a

curious and free*flowering Orchid ; before the flowers

open the infloresence forcibly reminds one of the

rattles of a rattlesnake. Epidendrums, taking the

collection, are usually not very ornamental, though
among them are many fine species ; the brilliancy of

E. vitellinum will just now excuse the dulness of

many. Trichopilia albida has a fringe of flowers

round the pot, and, though it does not last long, is

pretty for the time. The sweetly-scented

Rodriguezia suaveolens has many spikes of straw-

coloured flowers. Angrrecum distichum is not

often thought worthy of cultivation, though the

leafy stems, grown in a mass and dotted with white
flowers, are certainly ornamental. Here it shows to

advantage in a basket. Sarcanthus pallidas, one of

the so-called " botanical Orchids," is worth a glance

before the flowers expand, as the buds so nearly

resemble the head of a bird ; most nearly, perhaps,

that of a duck. After a long term of expansion
Eulophia guineensis is just passing off. It has often

been noticed, and seems one of the best of its genus.

Vanda Bensoni is distinct and desirable, the violet lip

is chiefly to be noticed, though the entire flower is of

fine form. The prevailing colour is brownish yellow.

V. insignis is also in bloom. Of the rare Phalienopsis

Lowii there is a fine variety, of good colour. Sacco-
labium calceolare is pretty, though not very ornamental.

The flowers are yellow, with rose marks and dots
;

they nestle close to the stem near the base, and can
easily be overlooked.

BALMORAL CASTLE,
The Scottish summer residence of Her Majesty

the (.)aeen, is situate about 50 miles west of Aber-

deen, and stands on the south bank of the river Dee,

which here in a semicircle sweeps round the base of

the mountain range of Craig-an-Govvan. The Castle

(see fig. 102, p. 525) is in the old Scottish

baronial style of architecture, but modified in

some of its details so as to combine the most
prominent features of an ancient stronghold with

the more domestic character of modern times

;

and when seen as a whole is picturesquely grand.

The Castle consists of two separate blocks of buildings,

connected by wings, at the eastern angle of which a

massive tower, 35 feet square, rises to the height of

So feet, surmounted by another, the summit of which
is 100 feet above the level of the ground, and 920 leet

above that of the sea. From the top of this tower
the wild mountain scenery is seen to great advantage.
To the south the lawn stretches out to the foot of
Craig-an-Gowan, and there is a very extensive view
of the deer forest of Ballochbowie. Her Majesty's
private rooms front to the west, and here is one of
the grandest scenes that Nature affords.

To the westward, a few miles off, are the remains
of Monaltrie House, burned down in 1745; and a
little further on is the mound, Cairn-na-Cuimhue (the

Cairn of Remembrance), which was used in the old
foraging days as the war or gathering cry. When the
" fiery cross " passed through the district every person
capable of bearing arms was in those times obliged to

have his weapons, a bag with some bannocks in it,

and a pair of newly-mended shoes always in readiness,

and the moment the alarm was given that danger was
apprehended a stake of wood, with one end dipped in

blood and the other burnt, as an emblem of fire and
sword, was put into the hands of the person nearest

to where the alarm was given, who immediately bore
it with all speed to his nearest neighbour, whether
man or woman, who in like manner and with equal
haste bore it to the next village or cottage ; and so on
till the whole country was raised, and every man
capable of bearing arms had repaired to the Cairn-

na-Cuimhue. The stake of wood was named
"croishtarich." When the chieftains and their men
marched through this pass they caused each of their

followers to lay down a stone in this place; when they
returned the stones were counted : and in this primi-

tive manner it was ascertained how many went into

the battle, and how many had been lost in action.

A little further on the road winds round the foot of

Craig-Cluny, an abrupt granite peak clothed with
Pine. Here the scenery is of the most enchanting

and picturesque description, and on the northern side,

where the river bends round to the left, stands Inver-

cauld House, the residence of Colonel Farquharson,
and one of the most beautifully situated mansions on
Deeside. Here there is much natural wood, but the

extent of plantations is much larger, between
20,000,000 and 30,000,000 of Larch and Scotch Fir

having been planted during Colonel Farquharson's

proprietorship. In this neighbouthood the mountains

seem as if they were divided by a dark sea of Firs,

whose uniformity of hue and appearance impart

inexpressible solemnity to the scene, and carry back
the mind to those primxval ages when the axe and
saw had not invaded the dark recesses of the forest.

About 2 miles further on is the beautiful village of

Castleton of Braemar, 5S miles west from Aberdeen,
and I ICO feet above the level of the sea. It has

acquired of late years a new interest, owing to the

frequent visits of the Royal Family. This region is

famed for the purity of its atmosphere and its

exhilarating qualities, and is greatly resorted to by
strangers from all parts. It is surrounded by
mountains, and may be said to be a region of water-

falls, deer forests, is:c. Near to Castleton of Braemar
there is the vestige of an ancient castle, built, as tradi-

tion has it, by Malcolm Canmore for a hunting seat

;

and on an eminence close to the village the Earl of

Mar raised the standard of rebellion in 1715. The
waterfalls in this neighbourhood are those of Gar-

valt, CoirmuUie, Colonel's Bed, Linn of Quoich
(so named from t'ne waters whirling deep circular holes

in the rocks, from which it has received the name of

Quoich—drinking cup) ; Linn of Dee, where the

water has worn for itself a passage through the rocks,

so narrow that it would be an easy matter to step

across it, but those trying had better remember the old

adage, "look before you leap." A splendid new
bridge of granite was thrown across this gorge in 1S57,

and opened by the (Tueen in person. In this neigh-

bourhood is Mar Lodge, a hunting seat of the Earl of

Fife. One of the most pleasing scenes in connection

with this place is a hollow on its side of the river

called Corriemukie ; the openings in the valley,

added to the windings of the river, form a succession

of enchanting landscapes. The mountains in this

district are said to be the highest in the L^nited King-

dom, among which are Ben-muich-Dhui, 4295 feet,

the next highest to Ben Nevis, which is 4406 feet

;

Brae Riach, 424S feet ; Caiintoul, 4240 feet ; Cairn-

gorm, 4050 feet ; Ben-a-Bourd, 3924 feet.

Twelve miles to the south-east of Braemar, and
equidistant from Balmoral, is situated the celebrated

mountain of Lochnagar, 3774 feet high, from the top
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of which in a clear day fine views are had of the Ger-

man Ocean (east), Caithness-shire (north), and nearly

all the Grampian range (west). In the corries of

Ben-a-Bourd, in this neighbourhood, there are fine

specimens found of those beautiful rock-crystals

known as Cairngorms. A monument to the memory

of the late Prince Consort has been erected by the

Queen on the adjoining hill of Craiglonachin. It is

composed of granite, pyramidal in its form, with four

sides. On the east side are the initials of the Qaeen

and Royal Family, with date August 21, 1S62. Upon

the north side is the following inscription :
—"To the

beloved memory of Albert, the great and good Prince

Consort. Erected by his broken-hearted widow, Vic-

toria Rex, August 21, 1S62." O.i another dressed

slab, a few inches below the above, is the quotation

from the " Wisdom of Solomon" :

—

" He being made perfect in a short time

Falfilled a long time,

For his soul pleased the Lord ;

Therefore hasted He to take

Him away from among the wicked."

Oa several of the mountains surrounding Balmoral

there are to be seen large stone cairns. On the

marriige of any of the Royal Family an addi-

tional cairn is pat up by the tenantry on the estate.

Eastward from the Castle the view is bounded by

Craig-au-Darrach (the Rock of Oaks), and by a

chasm, called the Pass of Ballater. At Ballater there

is a farmhouse still shown to visitors where Lord

Byron resided when a youth ; in this wild mountainous

region the mind of the young poet was profoundly

impressed by the aspects of Nature, and he has given

expression to his feelings in those exquisite pieces,

"Dark Lochnagar" and " When I Wooed a Voung

Highlander." His mother was a Gordon, her Scotch

estate was The Gight. He is claimed by the English

as an Englishman, and the Aberdonians put in a claim

also for this gifted son of genius, but here is what he

says about himself :—

' But somehow it may seem a schoolboy's whim.

And yet I feel not to be grand or witty
;

But I am half a Scot by birth, and bred

A whole one, and my heart flies to my head."

When vanities and cares had cooled down his

volcanic spirit, on one occasion he wrote thus of his

early scenes and associations :

—

" Yet, Caledonia, belov'd are thy mountains,

Round their white summits the elements war,

Though cataracts foam 'stead ofsmooth flowing fountains

I sigh for the 'Valley of dark Loch-na-Garr !

" Ah ! there my young footsteps in infancy wandered,

My cap was the bonnet, my cloak was the plaid
;

On chieftains long perished my memory pondered,

As daily I strode through the Pine-covered glade,

'* England ! thy beauties are tame and domestic.

To one who has roved o'er the mountains afar
;

O for the crags that are wild and majestic

—

The steep frowning glories of dark Loch-na-Garr !

"

Turning westward from Ballater in the way of

Balmoral, and looking along the banks of the river

up to the distant hills, the prospect is truly grand.

On the south bank stands Abergeldie Castle, the shoot-

ing lodge of fLR. II. the Prince of Wales, celebrated

for its gracefully pendent weeping Birches, which

here have attained alarge size, and cover almost every

available spot. The river here is crossed by a rope-

and-cradle bridge, a mode of transport which attracts

a good deal of attention from the passer-by. About

a mile further on there is a locality bearing the ex-

pressive name of the Thief's Pot, and a little beyond

is Crathie, with its parish church. Such, then, are

the picturesque beauties of this locality. Probably in

no region are the sublime and the beautiful more
harmoniously blended than in this secluded glen,

which Her Majesty has chosen as her Highland home.

A few hundred yards to the west of Crathie Church

the entrance to Balmoral strikes off the high road

leading from Ballater to Braemar. Here the River

Dee is crossed by a very handsome iron bridge. Just

over the bridge, on the Balmoral side of the river,

th2 shrubbery is entered by a private walk that leads

to the Castle, through a fine thriving young planta-

tion. A little farther on the road branches off to the

right, and that to the left leads on to Lochnagar,

From this point there is a carriage-drive of 5 miles.

Any one wishing to visit the mountain must either

walk the remainder, or ponies can be taken to the

very top. The distance is 12 miles. The road lead-

ing off to the right is the carriage entrance to the

Castle. Here there is a very neat lodge, built of

native granite, and a plain and substantial wooden

gate. The carriage-way is of good breadth, and curves

gently to the left till the Castle is reached. A few

hundred yards in from the entrance-gate a broad walk

strikes off sharply to the left, and leads on to what is

termed the outside flower garden. Here the green-

houses and pits are situated, and all completely hidden

from the Castle. The principal greenhouse here is a

half-span house, 40 by 16 feet, a handsome erection.

At the time of our visit this house was in the

course of getting a thorough overhaul, painting,

&c., and the plants were necessarily nearly

all outside. On the top of the stage, and

close to the back wall, there were six plants, in No. I

pots, of Swainsonia purpurea. These plants were

placed about 6 feet apart, and trained up the wall to

the height of about S feet. The wall was completely

covered with them, and they were flowering most pro-

fusely. I was informed that there was no end of cut-

ting from them, and that the plants never seemed to

suffer by it. Outside, and under the shade of distant

trees, I found a large number of very fine plants of

Pelargoniums of the finest sorts, also numerous Scarlet

Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, &c. These are all kept out-

side till about ten days before Her Majesty's arrival in

autumn, when the above house is filled, and in a very

short time there is a grand bloom all over the house.

Here also there is a large number of Tea and other

Roses, grown in pots, some of them of extra large

size, and without exception they are about the best

managed plants of the kind that I have seen in

Scotland. Among them were the following :
—

Devoniensis, Gloire de Dijon, Madame Falcot,

Madame Margottin, Marechal Niel, Antoine, Ama-
zone. To the east of the above there is a lean-to

greenhouse, 30 feet by 12 feet. This is what is termed

a mixed greenhouse. In it I found a collection of

well managed plants, among which the following were

very superior :—Ericas Aitoniana, turgida, ampul-

lacea ruljra, aristata major, Austiniana, Hartnelli,

MacNabiana, Marnockiana, retorta major, and tri-

color elegans ; also a very fine collection of Epacris,

Kalosanthes of sorts, Agapanthus, Statices,

and large and finely grown tree Carnations.

A pit, 20 feet by 8 feet, is used principally for bed-

ding plants, and for growing on young plants for table

decoration, cut flowers, &':. Here there are also

numerous frames. In front of these houses there is

what is termed the Rose garden, with a pond and

neat fountain in the centre, with grass walks inter-

vening between the figures 10 feet wide. Here the

collection of Roses is very full ; among them I noticed

fine examples of Baroness Rothschild, Etienne Levet,

Alfred Colomb, Captain Christy, Duke of Edinburgh,

Louis Van Houtte, Mons. E. L. Teas, Pierre Net-

ting. To the north of the Rose garden, and west

from the house, there is a broad border 16 feet wide,

surrounded by a grass edging 2 feet wide ; this enter-

ing a mixed herbaceous border, filled so far as possible

with varieties to flower in autumn. From the main

approach the broad walk mentioned above runs in a

straight line through the Rose garden, and past the

houses for about 100 yards, when it carves to the

right, and leads straight on to the Castle through

mixed young plantations. To the west, and on the

same level as the Castle, there is what is termed the

upper flower garden, with a semicircular end, sloping

down towards the west in two grass terraces, S feet

broad. In the western division there are two large

beds, filled in the centre with Rhododendron hirsutum,

edged round with a thickly-set row of Roses, and

next the grass Viola Golden Perpetual. In the divi-

sion next to the Castle there are two very large

circular beds filled with the common Juniper. In the

centre of each there is a full-sized bronze wild boar,

placed, as it were, sitting on its haunches, with its

head and shoulders visible above the foliage, which

has a rather strange but telling effect ; in the same

division there are two dressed granite blocks, 50 feet

apart, with two full-sized bronze deer placcdupon them.

In this garden there is a I2-feet wide grass walk,

which runs all round, and along the west front of the

Castle there is a mixed border, 5 feet broad, filled

principally with scarlet Pelargoniums of good size.

At the time of our visit (July 21, with the thermo-

meter S2' in the shade), they were flowering most

profusely. From this garden the view is very fine

indeed, extending, as it does, for miles up the River

Dee, and away on to Castleton of Braemar. From
this division a very handsome granite stair leads

doivn to the north or lower flower garden. On the

south side of this, and facing north, there is a wall.

12 feet high, also of granite, with handsome coping,

and buttresses every 20 feet. The spaces between

have been planted with Roses, and, although facing

north, they were in the highest possible health, and

flowering very freely. In this department I

found the usual bedding-out plants in great

numbers. Several of the beds had just been sown

with annuals, so as to come into flower in autumn.

Here there are a number of the beds filled with

Heaths of the fine sorts, all neatly trimmed. Every

plant stands by itself. The hardy Heath is no rarity

in this quarter. Some of the hills are covered with

them for miles, and when in flower, about the end of

July, the whole neighbourhood has quite a purple

hue. In this garden there is a row of Irish Yews
about 9 feet high, which are allowed to be the finest

for their size in the North of Scotland, showing how
well this shrub adapts itself to a light gravelly soil

with plenty of moisture.

To the east of the Castle there is a very pretty

design of a flower garden in scroll-work, edged with

Box, with a very handsome fountain in the centre. As
the beds are necessarily small in this department, every

plant is closely pegged down. Verbenas being laigely

used. Saponaria calabrica comes in here with good

effect. It is timed so as not to come too early into

bloom. Calceolaria Golden Gem is a telling plant

here. When closely pegged down, which is done

in its early stages of growth, it forms quite a mass of

bloom from 9 to 12 inches high. Several of the beds

were filled with quartz and different coloured stones

found in the neighbourhood. To the east of the

Castle, and down near the river, stand the oftices,

stables, &c.—very handsome erections, of large extent.

On either side of the avenue leading down to them

there are two rows of Pinus Cembra, all handsome

trees, although growing nearly in pure gravel. The
walks in the private grounds extend over 5 miles, and

branch out from the Castle in all directions. The
walks and drives among the hills and deer forests

extend to about 20 miles. I may mention heie that

there is no kitchen garden at Balmoral, everything

necessary being supplied from the Royal gardens at

Frogmore. In conclusion, I beg to compliment Mr.

Patterson, Her Majesty's head gardener here, for

his fine taste in gardening matters, and for the high

order in which I found everything, fohn Dmunie,

Wtit CmUs, Edinl'urg/t.

Jforcigii Ol^orwspnbente.

Horticulture in Texas [conduded from

p 457).

—

Pears.—Southern Texas cannot be boasted

of as a Pear country, still first-rate Pears, and heavy

crops of them, too, are produced all over the State. In

the northern half of the State I have seen these trees

as heavily laden with fruit as I ever saw Victoria

Plum trees in Mr. Dancer's market garden at

Chiswick—yes, in Philip Unger's garden at Pales-

tine it was hardly possible to get near his trees of

Flemish Beauty for the fence-rail props that sup-

ported the groaning branches. Pear trees being ex-

pensive and slow-growing at first, as well as taking

some years after planting to fruit freely, the farmers

become discouraged, and they are often neglected in

consequence, but I am confident there is a great future

for Pears in Texas. Duchesse d'Angoulenie is the best

of all Pears for Texas, but the following have also

been thoroughly attested and found most satisfac-

tory :—Doyenne d'Ete and Madeleine, ripening from

mid-May to Mid-June, and succeeded by Brandy

Wine, Clapp's Favourite, Bartlett, Beurrd Goubalt,

Howell, Flemish Beauty, Belle Lucrative, Des Nonnes,

Beurre Giffard, Steven's Gennessee, Beurrd d'Anjou,

St. Michael Archangel, Lawrence, and Beurrd

Clairgeau.

About as many standards as dwarfs are grown,

but the raising of young Pear trees is rather uncer-

tain ; besides, we don't get that luxuriant growth right-

away as is the case in the Northern States. French

Pear-stocks we use for standards, and .\ngers Quinces

for dwarfs. We bud in September and graft in winter.

In both cases the stocks are at least one year undis-

turbed prior to working. We never lift Pear stocks

as we do Apples to graft them. Grafting or budding

by contract is worth 5 dols. per 1000. Apple

roots are sometimes used for Pears, but although

they are productive of gruss growth they so per-

sistently bear suckers that they are a great nuisance,

and on them the Pear is shortlived.
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Plums.—Oiher than the natire Chickasaws, I never

saw good Plums in Texas. In ordinary cases the trees

grow thriftily enough, and I have seen them often

heavily burdened v.iih fruir, but all Curculio-stung.

The native Chickasaws begin fruiting in May, and
different sorts keep on fruiting till mid-July, or even

later. There are small yellows and large yellows,

cherry-red, red, and crimson ones. The trees, or

rather bush-trees, grow in thickets on the poorest and
driest hill-sides, or, in fact, wherever they get a foot-

ing, and year after year they bear unceasingly and
prodigiously, and happy and fat are the hogs that roam
this pasture, and lucky the farmer who plants such a

crop, where nothing else will grow, just to feed his

hogs. The fruits are pleasant to eat, and the trees

grow readily from suckers or seeds. These trees I

saw used as shelter-belts by some farmers on Galves-

ton Island. They are first planted in rows, and
allowed to sucker at will, till after a few years they

form a belt, from i to 4 yards wide, and being annually

dipt they become very dense, though not high,

besides, they yield some fruit. What fine garden

Plums we grow we raise by budding on Peach stocks,

to which they take very kindly.

NECTARiNEsgrow and fruit as freely as Peaches, but

they don't find favour with the people. Almond
trees grow thriftily, but I have not seen any in bear-

ing condition. Figs are often cut down by the

northers, but after they get big bushes and stunty

habited they bear very freely. Pomegranates seem
quite at home, and bear lots of nice fruit. Although
Quinces are largely tried, I never saw a Quince fruit

in Texas. I am told that Cherries do moderately

well in Northern Texas, particularly Dukes and
Morellos ; but, really, all the fine kinds of Cherry

trees that I have seen not only seem barren, but have
a great struggle for very existence. When carefully

mulched and attended to. Strawberries do moderately

in damp soils, but burn out in exposed regions. Dew-
berries and Blackberries are abundant in moist

timbered lands, but Raspberries, so far as I have
seen, cannot be boasted of.

VtGETArLES.—With some care we can have great

abundance of these in spring and fall, but in summer
and winter the supply is often necessarily deficient.

English Peas and Snap Beans have two seasons, and
of Irish Potatos we raise two crops a-year. We prefer

Northern Potatos for sets. Cow Peas we have all

the year round ; indeed, were there a good market
for them, Ihey would be a paying crop, often fetching

(the white-fruited kinds) from i to 2 dols. a bushel.

I am very fond of these Peas, but I never eat them
with impunity; ihcy with me are very indigestible.

Water Xlelons grow finely, and form the " treat" to

all visitors, and a great attraction for pilferers. Musk
Melons ripen well, and are eaten with salt—a dish I

very much dislike ; give me sugar. Tomatos, if a

little shaded or sheltered, fruit nicely during the

summer, but in hot exposures get dried up. The
small-fruited kinds are more used than the large ones

;

why, I don't know. Cabbages are grown to good
advantage if properly cared for, but somehow or other
—too much bother I suppose—they are a neglected

vegetable, and Turnip-greens used instead. Turnip-
greens, Turnips and bacon day after day in their

season—well ! 'tis a relief to get anything green to

neutralise those perpetual "corn-dodgers." The
cow-pen being ploughed up in August or September
and Turnips sown therein, yields us provision till the

Rutabagas "bolt" in spring. Sweet Potatos are a

regular farm crop, and to the Southern people seem
preferable for eating to Irish Potatos, but very much
the greatest do I value my old friend, Solanum
tuberosum. Sweet Potatos are baked or boiled, and
on Sundays it is quite a treat to get a Potato pudding
—Potatos and molasses. Green com is not used nearly

so much as it is in the North ; the people don't seem
to get the method of keeping up a succession. Com
[Maize], however, forms our staple food, bread made
of it being universally used.
" Cora-dodgers " are rough food, but speaking from

experience I think they are healthy, at least I throve
well on them, though I must admit they were never

over-palatable. Go up to a farmhouse about 11 p.m.,

and there you'll find a negro woman kneading leaven

—meal and water, with a pinch of salt—in a dish ; she
then divides it into oval lumps like your two hands
when placed together. These are put into a pan and
covered, a hole is then made amongst the embers

—

hearth fireplaces are mostly used—the pan placed
therein, with hot coals on the top, and in a little while

the bread is cooked. Dinner at 12—hot dodgers,

butter, molasses, buttermilk, bacon, and sometimes
Cow Peas or Turnip-greens, and you have had a very
good dinner. Corn bread baked with milk, eggs, or

a little shortening is really very nice, and at Boston in

Massachusetts we call it "Johnnie cake." Mush
or hominy is a sort of porridge made of corn-meal,
and is ea:en with milk, molasses, butter, sugar, or

without any relish, and it is pilitable and healthy, I

think.

Onions and Shallots are grown in most gardens and
devoured voraciously, raw—a practice I would never
commend to young men, far less young women, not-

withstanding their sleep-inspiring properties. Lettuces
do well in the fall and spring, as do also Spinach and
Radishes, and beyond these the ordinary garden has
few pretensions.

Evergreens.—.\mongst ornamental Conifers there

are none finer than the golden Arbor-vita;s in Texas

—

they are so dense and so yellow, and they grow so

quickly and look so fresh. The Chinese .\rbor-vila;;,

too, thrive well, but the American ones will not do at

all. The pyramidal Cypress forms an immense column,

and until toppled over by its own weight and the force

of the wind, looks rare, and, being natural, beautiful.

In the way of a truly pretty tree I don't think anything

can compare with the horizontal Cypress, so straight

and so wide-spreading, furnished from the very

ground, and yet devoid of the stiflihess of an Atlantic

Cedar or a Spruce. The funeral and Heath-leaved

Cypresses seem to flourish, as do also Retinosporas
;

but Irish Junipers are of no account. The Deodar
and Cedar of Lebanon do well if the plants be large

before planted, otherwise they drag out an existence.

Of the Cunninghamia sinensis we have a pretty plant

growing on a dry hillside, and though slow it looks

hearty. The Loquat makes a fine large shrub, and

as we layer its branches it looks like a dense brush.

It blooms lavishly in October and November, and if

the winter be mild sometimes ripens fruit. The Tea
plant (Thea Bohea) is one of our prettiest, most com-
pact, and Horiferous of evergreens, blooming as it does

from September all through the winter, and ripening

lots of seeds. The green and variegated forms of

Pittosporum Tobira, the Raphiolepis, and different

Euonymus make handsome evergreens ; and Cape

Jessamines grow as rankly as any. Privets seem

adapted to Texas, and Ligustrum californicum is

largely used as a shelter belt or screen. Viburnum

oloratissimum is a handsome companion for the Pit-

tosporums, and quite as fit for this State ; and as a

graceful little plant the Nandina domestica is very

attractive. One of our greatest favourites is the

Banana shrub (Magnolia fuscata), which, though a

slow grower, is a profuse bloomer. Texas, as a rule,

is not a good place for evergreens, the summers are

too hot and dry,

Roses.—These seem to be admirably adapted to

Texas providing the plants get established, but many
failures occur, owing to setting out small and weakly

rooted plants ; what we want are plants big enough to

go ahead and take care of themselves. By the presence

of several local nurseries and the continual presence of

travelling agents from northern nurseries, the people

have become as familiar with the names of Marcchal

Niel, Souvenir de la Malmaison, and Archduke

Charles, as they have with General Grant and Trophy
Tomatos. Only the more intelligent and careful care

anything about H. P.'s—monthly Roses (Teas and

Chinas) being all they want. About our little cities, say

Galveston, Houston, Austin, Victoria, and Bryan, may
be seen Tea Roses in great luxuriance, as bushes, as ,

climbers, on poles or trellises, or trained against the '

houses. They bloom too in great profusion, and in

quality can keep pace with Cheshunt, Waltham Cross,

Bath, or Exeter. Gi-ndral Jacqueminot, Geant des

Batailles, and that type, are the only H.P.'s that

find much favour, on account of their shortness of

season. From March till June Roses are in great

perfection ; then there is a relapse till after the

fall rains, when they bloom out as finely as they

did in spring, and continue to do so more or less

till after Christmas. We propagate most of our stock

from cuttings and layers in the open ground ; often the

former are an entire failure, but usually the latter root

well. The people have been so often deceived in the

kind and quality of stock that they buy— they give an

order to an agent in the summer time and he brings

the plants in the fall—that they are very cautious and

slow in ordering, and really they have need to be ;

indeed, their local nurseries do not invite confidence.

The common price of a Rose is 50 cents, and of a fine

one a dollar, and as these Roses are lifted in the nur-
series and heeled-in in the packing ground, there to
await their turn for packing and shipment, sent long
and tardy distances by freight trains and ox or mule
teams, again to be heeled-in to await the expectant
customer, their chances of death are as great
as those of life ; besides, there is scarcely
ever a guarantee that the Roses are what were
ordered. Now this is seldom the nurseryman's
fault, though the blame is often laid to him. The
nurserymen, as a rale, wholesale their stock to dealers,
and have nothing to do with the retail arrangements.
As regards Roses] the Dingee & Conard Co., of
West Grove, Pennsylvania, and some other respect-

able firms, have done much to inspire confidence.
They circulate many catalogues amongst the people,
and offer them six of iheir finest Roses and two
premium Roses for i.io dol, free by mail. These
Roses are well-rooted little plants from thumb-
pots, true to name, just what were ordered, and withal
first-class stock of the kind, all done up in a cigar.

box, and coming a journey of 2000 miles in five days.

Upon arrival they are as fresh as when packed, and
with a little care grow away kindly, and soon make
strong plants worth having and enjoying. Berckmans,
of Georgia, has accomplished about as much in the

way of fruit-trees as the above-named company have
i» Roses, but still the oily tongues will fool the
people, Wm. Falconer.

St. Helen.\.—Yesterday (Sunday, September 24)
we were visited by the punctual equinoctial gales,

which have done a deal of damage. The observatory
here was nearly unroofed, all the slates blown off,

and the lead ripped up, &c. Up the country a great
many trees have been blown down, mostly Firs
(Pinaster) and Port Jackson Willows [what are these ?],

which have till now been in brilliant blossom. Both
the Firs and Willows grow in little or in hardly any
soil, and easily come down.

Can any of your readers tell me if it would pay to
grow the Rice-paper plant here, as the Aralia papy-
rifera introduced but lately at plantation grows like

a weed ? The people here are all planting New
Zealand Phormium tenax for a fibre company. This
company propose planting all the Government waste
lands with it. Would there be any sale for the pulp
of the Rice-paper plant in Europe or China ?

The wild plants here are splendid ; most of the
Cape bulbs grow wild all over the country, and there

are acres upon acres of Ageiatum on the mountain
sides. The indigenous plants, such as the Cabbage-
trees, Gum-woods, tVc, are fast dying out, which is a
great pity, and the disforesting of the island progresses

rapidly.

A fine Araucaria brasiliensis has been robbed of

several of its large branches by the gale yesterday.

The Norfolk Island Pines, splendid fellows, 90 feet

to 100 feet, have been in blossom, and are now in

seed.

They could grow CoBee to any extent here, but are
too apathetic. The Cinchona plantation is deseited,

the last labourer being taken off: more's the pity.

There is little or no fruit or vegetables to be got in

this island, where the fruits and vegetables of all the

world could be grown to advantage, O.

Natural History.
House Spiders and their Ways of Locomc-

Tiox.—I have often observed the power in gossamer
spiders of ejecting forcibly from the spinners a web
which they use as a means of moving from one place
ta another. I was not aware until lately, however,
that the same power was possessed by the common
house spider.

I caught one of these the other day for the purpose
of finding out if it was capable of ejecting its web by
muscular effort, and I propose giving the result at

length. Having placed my spider upon a pencil held
between my finger and thumb, I watched him care-

fully, noting all his movements. The sage insect

proceeded deliberately to take a tour round his some-
what limited quarters, and, finding at length that he
could not escape by either end, he carefully attached

a web to the pencil and descended rapidly. I wound
the web up on the pencil, so as to prevent him reaching

the ground, and after trying the same plan a good
many times, he stopped in the middle of the pencil.
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and apparently " took a big think," the result of his

meditation being another descent of about a foot from

his support. He then gatliered himself up into a little

ball, elevating his abdomen, and, much to my aston-

ishment, ejected the web unconnected as it proceeds

from the spinner to the distance of about a foot, when

the whole converged into a focus, as it were, forming

a complete web, which continued sailing outwards

until it attached itself to my coat ; the spider, after

giving the web a few tugs, then passed over, and so

escaped. Thinking I might be deceived as to the

web coming out in so many parts, I caught several

more, and repeated the experiment about a dozen

times, so that there can be no doubt as to the fact.

I shall be glad to hear that some one else has tried

this, so as to confirm it. Ixia.

Wasps.—After reading "R.'s" remarks in your

valuable paper about wasps taking refuge in thatched

roofs in preference to other quarters, I am constrained

to write and say that during two successive seasons,

while making alterations in our buildings, I have

observed that great numbers have taken refuge under

the loose coping of walls and under the tiles of the

old sheds, IV. Egghton, Sudbury Hall Cardms,

Derby.

llatixcs 0f g00lis.

The Landscape Gardener ; a Praclical Guide to

the Laying out. Planting, and Arrangement of Vdla

Gardens, Town Squares, and Open Spaces from a

Quarter of an Acre to Four Acres, for the Use oj

Praclical Gardeners, Amateurs, Architects, and

Builders. By Joseph Newton. Illustrated with

24 Plans, showing the various Styles of Arrange-

ment. Hardwicke & Bogue. Small folio, tab. 24.

At this season of the year, when landscape gardeners

are getting busy, and nurserymen preparing to trans-

plant, the appearance of the above work is particu-

larly opportune. A good set of plans adapted to

varying requirements and diverse conditions is a great

boon even to an accomplished landscape gardener,

much more so to the ordinary gardener charged with

the carrying out of new works, or to the amateur

with a hobby for landscape gardening.

The plans given in the work before us have, we
believe, already been issued in this country, and Vi/ere

designed by Ilerr Siebeck. They are all in the

English or natural style—the style of all others most

generally grateful. Still there are occasions when a

stiTer, more formal mode of treatment is required, and

f jr this little or no provision is made in this book. Nor

do we find any indications of the best mode of treat-

ment of varying surface levels, either natural or arti-

ficial. On the other hand, some excellent designs are

given for a combination of ornamental and use-

ful gardening, in such a manner that the kitchen

garden is not seen. The designs, as we have

said, are those of M. Siebeck, a fact duly men-

tioned in the preface, but which should surely have

been stated on the title-page also. They are open to

the charge of sameness, but are for the most part

graceful and well adapted for their object. To these

plates Mr. Newton has added a commentary of his

own, which is judicious and to the purpose. The

selection of appropriate trees and shrubs seems to us

unusually good. In few things are the deficiencies

of ordinary landscape gardeners more marked than

in their want of ac juaintance with and appreciation

of the material at their disposal. The number of

deciduous trees suitable to our climate is something

far beyond what is generally known, and planters

would do well to give this part of their business con-

siderably more attention than they do. Particularly

s'lould they study the effects of combining evergreen

trees, such as Conifers, with deciduous ones. What
more beautiful than the tender buds of Larch or Beech

intermingled with or backed up by the darker foliage

of Pines or Silver Firs ; or what more glorious com-

bination than that to be seen at this season between

the glowing leaves of the American Ojks or the

Tulip trees and the dark needles of the Pines. We
could have wished that Mr. Newton had extended

his prefatory rem^rk;, and entered into greater detail

as to the practical laying out of grounds, but as it is,

we are grateful to him for making public so good a

set u( plans.

The fourth part of the Flora of British India,

edited by Dr. lli.oker, has recently appeared (Reeve

& Co.). It forms the first instalment of the second

volume, and contains monographs of Sabiacea-,

AnaoardiaceK, and Connaraces, by Dr. Hooker, and

a considerable portion of the great order Legumi-

nosre, by Mr. J. G. Baker, whose patient industry

seems proof against fatigue.

In the last number of the Illustration Ilorti-

cole the plants represented are Torenia Fournieri, a

pretty blue-flowered annual, similar to T. asiatica,

but apparently not so highly coloured. Echites roseo-

venosa differs from the form known as rubro-venosa

only in the rosy colour of the nervation. Lomaria

neo-caledonica is a very striking Tree Fern, the trunk

covered with long shining hairs ; the barren fronds,

about 4 feet in length, are pinnately divided into

about twenty pairs of ovate lanceolate segments of a

shining green colour above, paler beneath. The
divisions of the fertile fronds are longer, narrower,

and more widely separated from each other. It how-

ever comes very near L. gibba.

Under the title of AusVdndische cullur

PJlanzen Messrs. Zippel and Bolman, of Brunswig,

are issuing in large folio size coloured illustrations

with botanical analyses of the principal economic

plants. The plates before us represent Mahogany,

Millet, Vanilla, Bay Laurel, &c., and appear likely

to be useful in schools. The accompanying text is

in German. The work may be had from Messrs.

Williams & Norgate.

We are glad to welcome a second edition of

Mr. B. S. Williams' useful and compact work,

entitled Choice Stove and Greenhouse Ornatnental-

leaved Plants. The introduction contains serviceable

hints on cultivation, on the construction of plant-

houses, shading, soil, potting, watering, insects, &c. ;

succulent plants, subtropical plants, plants for win-

dows, and other special situations, all receive atten-

tion ; and then comes in alphabetical sequence a

descriptive list of the best and most important orna-

mental foliage plants.

Auricula Diseases.—With regard to diseases of

the Auricula, perhaps as much is due to careless and

wrong treatment as to the natural liability of the plant.

It is quite the exception to see sick plants in a well-

tended collection. They should never approach to

anything so marked as '* a feature " in it, though, of

course, there will ever be some trace, even in things

most innocent, of that sorrow and death in which the

whole creation groans together.

And ngain, however obscure a disease may be, its

remedies are simple, few, and sharp. We can only

help the plant by cutting out every adected tissue, and

by correcting anything wrong in drainage, or ventila-

tion, or soil, or drip upon the foliage,
',
that we can

trace the mischief to.

A plant will suddenly sometimes droop in foliage,

evidently not from want of water. .Sometimes the

heart will be unnaturally drawn to one side, and

assume an unwholesome light or yellow-green, or the

foliage will turn sickly and fade off. The=e symptoms

are all due to disease of the stem or neck. There is

naught for all this but cutting or carving out all un-

soundness, and keeping the plant dry and airy till

recovery sets in. Another aflection of the stem shows

itself in black specks on a cross-section, and cripples

the foliage. In this disease the whole texture of the

stern becomes unkind and indurated, and cannot root

healthily. The only hope lies in saving the top of

the plant, if the disease has not struck so high.

Nothing that I have said as to canker or rot must be

confounded with that natural function of decay by

which the Auricula parts with its superfluous old

stern. Tiiat process always occurs at the base of the

"carrot," the dead part separating easily and sweetly,

with no ill effect upon the life of the plant, whereas

rot and canker take place on vital parts higher up.

The roots, too, have an affection of their own, a

clubbing or swelling at the ends, which stops all

progress in the plant. This seems due to something

not in the composition of the soil, but in its

mechanical condition ; and only a plant or two of a

large number potted in precisely the same compost

will perhaps be thus aflected. It is best met by

removing all the clubbed portions, and striking the

plant in a compost not so firmly pressed down, for

excess of closeness in the soil seems to induce this

deformity ; and it appears at times when it is

scarcely likely that a sudden change of temperature

between foliage and roots could account for this very

serious and curious check, under which the affected

fibres seem incapable of doing anything further fronr

the plant. Rev. F. D. Horner, in "Florist an,!

Pomologist."

The work of Wintering Florists

Flowers is becoming a pressing one, and to get them

safely stored in their winter quarters will soon be the

aim of all who grow them. As a rule, it is scarcely

possible to keep all too dry during the winter, not

only the soil, but the plant itself. It is of the greatest

importance that greenhouses and frames should all be

as dry as possible—the former by glazing and paint-

ing, and the latter by the same process added to a

dry bottom, which can be secured by placing a con-

siderable thickness of coarse ashes or brick rubbish in

the frame, so as to bring the plants close to the glass.

Where Pinks, Pansies, Polyanthus, &c., are wintered

in beds out-of-doors, the beds should lie high and

dry, and not be in too warm a situation for the

early sun. It may surprise some to be made aware

that many plants winter more securely on a north

border than one on the south side of a wall, and

that it is not a good plan to have delicate things in a

position where they are apt to be suddenly exposed to

the suns rays when severely frosted. If the garden is

v.'et, a few drains run in before winter sets in will be

found of great service as a saving means, and the cost

of draining will soon be saved by the preservation of

many plants that would otherwise be lost from frost

and damp combined if the roots are kept dry. Another

great advantage arising from a well-drained garden is

that the wood of Roses, fruit trees, and other plants

gets well ripened, and is not so susceptible of injury

from frost. It may also be remarked, with refer-

ence to frames in which plants are wintered, that they

are often too flat, and not sufficiently raised above the

ground to ensure a comparatively dry bottom. Frames

that are too flat on the surface do not throw off ihe

water readily, and the wind, when driving against the

frames from the front, drives the water under the laps

of the glass, and the spray falls on the leaves when it

is of the first importance they be kept as dry as pos-

sible. This harm can be avoided, and it can be be^t

brought about by raising the back of the frame on

bricks or other material, so as to have it from iS to

24 inches higher at the back than in the front, accord-

ing to the size of the frame. A dry bottom is best

secured by means of a good layer of brick rubbish

below the ash bed on which the plants are standing.

%\)i filk inrbcii. '

Kitchen Garden.—After the rain has come the

mild drying weather, and as it may not last long the

Villa gardener needs to make all the possible use he

can of it : and first as to cleaning. How the weeds

grow ! They come up a thousandfold on every hand,

and no quarter must be given them. The biggest can

be hand-pulled, the smallest hoed, but in no case

should they be allowed to lie on the ground to wilher

and perish. If fine, the days are short, and the nights

long and damp, and weeds left lying on the ground

by day revive wonderfully by night, and soon strike

root again. If they are on a piece of ground that has

been cleared of its crop, dig them in ; there is nothing

like moving ground at this time of the year, if one

would have it light and friable in spring, and the

weeds and any garden rubbish so dug in assists the

ground. If the hoeing be done among crops, then

rake up the weeds, and consign them to the rubbish-

heap, with leaves, &c. ; there are lots of uses for such

a rubbish-heap by-and-by. And next, as to tidiness.

Whde the weather keeps mild, a wise gardener will

extract all the enjoyment he can out of his garden ;

and to assist this he will have it neat and tidy—the

cutting away of decaying flower-stalks, the removal of

withering branches, leaves, occ. A general aspect of

order tends materially to enhance the enjoyment of s

garden ; flowers get fewer and fewer, but let theiir

surroundings be of a nature to show them off to the'

best advantage.

Any spare pieces of ground cleared by means of

lifting crops of late Potatos, Cauliflowers, Runner and
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dwarf Beans, should be dug over, and eitlier thrown

up for the winter if not required for any immediate

purpose ; or a crop of early Cabbage may be put out.

Common as the vegetable is, nice spring Cabbage is

yet something of a delicacy, and plenty of plants are

obtainable, only they should be a dwarf early sort,

like Early York, Little Pixie, or Improved Nonpareil.

Winter Spinach sown in July and August is now
growing into size, and the plants should be thinned

out, so as to enable what are left to make a lusty

growth, and get well established by the time winter

sets in. Lettuce needs to be thinned out in the same
way. The plants require moderate space in which to

grow, and that the air may circulate about them.

When a number of weakly plants are growing closely

together they only harbour slugs and other vermin ;

productions of Nature it is true, but one does not care

to naturalise them more than is possible—they do not

respect the obligations of hospitality.

The late rains, followed by mild weather, caused a

considerable growth of Vegetable Marrows and
Scarlet Runners, and they are still bearing, the latter

freely. Both are of such value as vegetables that it

is worth while considering whether anything can be

done to preserve the supply as long as possible. So
long as the nights remain mild the crops are secure

—

the danger lies in frosts. On two or three occasions

lately the nights have cleared and become quite cold

and frost threatened ; happily, it did not fall. Scarlet

Runners that have not been staked, and which are

growing among winter stuff—a favourite practice in

market gardens—are pretty well sheltered, especially

when between lines of Brussels Sprouts. Where they

are growing to tall sticks, like a fence, they are much
exposed to the action of frost. When it threatens it

might be worth while to attempt a little protection.

Garden mats might be laid over them, and they should

be put on early in the afternoon before the sun has

gone, and taken off when other plants have had the

frost thawed from their leaves. Vegetable Marrows
may be protected in the same way.

Celery is now making a strong growth, and needs
earthing-up frequently ; but the work should be done
when the earth is sufficiently dry and not sticky, so

that it can be handled in comfort. The stems of the

leaves should be gathered together in a compact
manner with the left hand, and the soil brought care-

fully round it with the right hand, keeping it from the
hearts of the plants. It is a good plan to wrap a
slight collar of paper—newspaper will do very well

—

round the stalks of the plants as the work of earthing-
up proceeds. Some cultivators tie a piece of matting
round the stalks at intervals, and so keep the hearts

Secure from the intrusion of soil. If the soil penetrates

to the heart of the stalk it makes the most delicate

eating part of it gritty, and discolours it ; besides,

slugs and worms are apt to get in with the soil, and
they prey on the soft growths.

Flower Garden.—Dahlias are still flowering

freely. It is remarkable that they should be so long

preserved unharmed by frost. A line of Dahlias in a

border is now a charming sight ; the bright showy
flowers stand out in remarkable contrast against the

general decay going on around. Directly a flower

shows signs of becoming unsightly through decay, it

should be cut away. The days are now rapidly shorten-

ing, and the diurnal journey of the sun becomes more
circumscribed as far as this side of the planet world is

concerned, so that it is well to economise the producing

power of plants when the season is late, and the atmo-

spheric and other conditions grow more antagonistic.

The Dahlia is a grand old autumn flower—ten times

dearer than ever to us this season, when so unusually

prolonged in a blooming state.

Balsams on a south border are exceedingly gay, and

we find the side shoots very useful to cut from for

table decoration. Then there are the Michaelmas

Daisies, the late blooming perennial Asters, and the

noblest and most highly decorative and useful of all

autumn-flowering perennials, the Japanese Anemones

;

the white variety especially, perhaps best known in

catalogues as Anemone japonica, Honorine Tobert,

gives us plenty of white flowers for cutting. No
garden, however small, should be without these

glorious Anemones. A bed of hybrid Violas cut over

in July, when the hot weather began to tell upon
them, then well watered, and covered with an inch

of good surface soil, have grown amazingly of late,

and are now in full bloom. These are white, cream-

coloured, yellow, lilac, mauve, blue, purple, and
glossy black flowers, and a handful of them placed

in water perfumes a sitting-room with theur sweet
scent. We have yet a wealth of flowers ; and though
beneath trees and in woodland ways the decaying

leaves are clustering ankle-deep, the gay-hued flowers

appear to defy the approach of winter, which happily

has not yet commenced its inevitable march.

PLANT HOUSES.
Plant Stove.—Amongst the different species of

Ixora that have been introduced to this country, and
the numerous hybrids that have been raised from
them, there is not one that equals the old I. coccinca,

either for general usefulness as a decorative plant in

bloom, or for producing flowers for cutting. When
well managed a good sized specimen will remain in

flower, more or less, from the beginning of May to

the end of September, or even later, were it advisable,

with a view to the ensuing season's flowering, to keep

it longer blooming. For a good many weeks during

the warmest part of summer it may be used for con-

servatory decoration, and the flowers when cut will

last for a week ; yet it is rarely seen in good condition

and by many is considered a difficult plant to manage,

on account of its being liable to get into bad condition

in the winter, for which reason numbers of growers

give it up. When so aflected the leaves become

diseased, covered with black blotches, die and fall

off, the whole plant getting into a stunted state, from

which it seldom gets into a free-growing condition

until the following summer is half over. This

I look upon as the result of mistaken treat-

ment ; the plant cannot bear long, especially

in the winter, so low a temperature as many things.

It should not be kept below 65% but above all it

dislikes a dry parched state of tne atmosphere, such

as numbers of growers subject stove plants to during

the season of rest. This might easily be avoided

where, as in most places, there is a small house

devoted to the growth of winter Cucumbers. The

comparatively close humid atmosphere, and the tem-

perature required to grow the Cucumbers in anythmg

like a satisfactory manner, will just suit the Ixora.

If a few good sized plants were stood at the warmest

and lightest end of such a house, they would keep on

gently growing all through the winter, and produce

a quantity of most useful flowers for cutting early in

the summer. The bunches, when well grown, are

too large for ordinary purposes, but will bear dividing

into bits, large or small, according as required—smaU

pieces for bouquets or button-hole flowers, and larger

for the base of March's or similar stands. The present

is a good time for polling Anthurium Scherzerianum.

This plant does much better with cooler treatment

than it generally gets, especially after the speci-

mens have got to a size that enables them to

produce flowers something like iheir full size. .-Vfier

this they wiU make stronger growth, and bear flowers

proportionately larger in an intermediate temperature,

both summer and winter, than if grown in mure heat.

Under such treatment it has the peculiarity of making

the most, and far the strongest growth, with larger

leaves, in the winter season than in the summer

;

whereas, if kept very hot during the summer, it does

not show nearly so much disposition to grow at all in

the winter—in which latter case, as might be sup-

posed, it is intended to throw up its flowers much

earlier in the spring, which, either for general

decoration or exhibition purposes, makes it not so

useful as the principal lot of flowers it then produces

get over before the time they are required. If potted

now, and treated as to heat in the way described, it

will root and grow freely for the next three or four

months, after which less water may be given, and it

will take a short rest previous to the flowers pushing

up, but at no time should the plant be kept nearly so

dry as is sometimes the case. The very best

fibrous portion of good Orchid peat, with all

the earthy matter shook out, should be used,

mixed with an equal ijuantity of sphagnum, both

chopped up, but not too fine, to which add a

good amount of charcoal, or crocks broken into half-

inch pieces, and a liberal sprinkling of sand mixed

with the whole. The object is to place the roots in

material that will long resist decomposition, which is

accelerated by the copious waterings the plant requires

through the greater portion of the year. Those who

start their Poinsettias at different times in the spring,

so as to have a succession of flowers, should, if not

already done, put a few of the largest plants in a brisk

heat now, to get them in flower. Let them stand near

the glass in as light a position as can be given them ;

some manure-water once a week will assist them,

giving strength to the plants, the effects of which will

be seen by the production of larger heads of bloom.

Now put in heat a few of the earliest potted large-

flowered Hyacinths, if they have made sufficient roots

to fill the pots they occupy fairly, but where there

is any deficiency in this respect they had better

not yet be placed in heat, as any attempt at forcing

before they have a good quantity of roots to support
top-growth will only end in disappointment. Do not
expose the blanched and unexpanded leaves to too
much light until they have become green by gradually
getting inured to it, or the result will be disfigured
foliage and puny flowers. T. Baiius.

Orchids.—Where it is desirable to have some of
Dendrobium nobile in flower by Christmas, it will

now be advisable to move the most forward of
those that were placed in a cool house several weeks
ago, to a -division where it is somewhat warmer.
Choose those that are hard and matured, the bulbs
being well ripened, and the eyes along the stems
showing themselves prominent for bloom. If these
are placed in a house where the night temperature at

present stands at about 55° at night, with a corre-
sponding increase during the day, tlie buds will soon
begin to push, and in due time the flowers will expand
in all their freshness, and will be accepted with all the
pleasure of a firm and constant friend. Doubtless
many new and most beautiful forms have been intro-

duced during the last few years, and are appreciated
for the variety they present, as well also as for their

own individual merits, but as one ever welcome ever
beautiful, nobile in its different varieties stands pre-

eminent. As the larger specimens of this will be
about finishing their growths and the regular divi-

sions of the bulbs, and the prominent nodes becoming
well developed, they should also placed in a cool
place, so that with the regular and necessary rest

they may come into flower during the spring ; or, if

it is desirable, one or two may be retarded, so as to

come in useful for the early exhibitions that will be
held in various parts of the country. With a little

management, providing a number of plants are at

command, this species may be had in flower from
December to June. D. Bensonce, crystallinum,

Parishii, senile, cucuUatura, do not finish their

growths up so soon as the early nobiles ; but these,

for the most part, will now have ceased growing, and
must have less water given, whilst the syringing

overhead should be discontinued, it being better

now to dip occasionally than after syringing. These
succeed best on blocks or in baskets, the roots

evidently preferring to have as little soil about

them as possible. D. Falconeri, which is so different in

its manner of growth, will also require to be looked

to. To succeed satisfactorily with this, and to bloom
it well, is an object worth trying for. It is needful

that it also should have a very decided resting period.

Where this has grown freely during the summer it

will be apparent that whilst generally one or two
main shoots will have started away from the crown,

at the same time these are forming a number of short

lateral growths will start away from the growths of

the previous season. These shoots will now be

plumping up, for on these next spring the greater

number of the flowers will appear. II managed well

it is certainly a grand species among the beauties.

Give less water at the roots, and do not syringe them
overhead any more ; then in about a month's time

place them in a house where the night temperature

will be about 45° to 5o^ Here they should remain for

three months at least, until the greater part of the

leaves have fallen off, during the whole of which time

only a small quantity of water will be necessary,

otherwise the young shoots are apt to damp off at the

points. Now that the atmosphere in the houses is drier,

should any thrips, more particularly the destructive

yellow form, make an appearance, give at least two

smokings with tobacco-paper on following evenings,

but see that the plants and surroundings are free from

moisture, to attain which end let the watering and

damping down be stopped for the time, whilst a little

air should be given on the top and bottom ventilators

for the whole of the day before the smoking is com-

menced. W. Swan, FallmufielJ.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Orchard-houses.—All the late Peaches, with the

exception of the Salway, will now be gathered, and

they have generally ripened earlier this year than

usual owing to the warm weather in the months of

July and August. As soon as the foliage of the trees

placed early in the open air has dropped off, any

pruning wanted to be done to them should be per.

formed, and all the branches painted over with the

mixture for destroying insects and mildew. This

should be done if possible before the cold rains in

November set in, and if the trees are taken into some
shed or building so as to be sheltered before being

placed in the early forcing house it will be all the

better for them. Some of the late varieties of

Plums, such as the Blue and Ickworth Impi'ratrice,

Autumn Gage, and Rivers' Very Late hang longer

on the trees v/hen grown in pots than on the walls,

and when in a shrivelled state are quite delicious.

The following selection of early and mid-season Plums

I have found to be excellent varieties for growing in

pots in unheated orchard-houses :—Early Favourite,

Early Transparent Gage, OuUin's Golden Gage

Jefferson, Kirke's, Reine Victoria, and Coe's Golden

Drop. IVilliam Tiller)'.
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SATURDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1876.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
f Sa)e of Dulcli Eulljs, at Stevens' Rooms

^(.^Ltr^.i. c\~, r,^ ' Sale of Nursery Stock at the Exotic Nur-Mo»DA^. Oct. 23 ) „,i„^ Tootinij, by Prollieroe & Morris
I (two days).

TiiFSDiV Oct 2j / Sale of Remainiiii; Portion of Mr, Wrigley's
1 UESDAY, uct. 24

\ Orchids, at Stevens' Rooms
r Sale of Hardy Plants and Dutch Bulbs. &c.,

I at Stevens' Rooms.
\VeD^ESDAV, Oit. IS ^ Unreserved Sale at R. & G. Neal's Nur.

I
sery, Wandsworth Common, by Protlieroe

I St Morris (lour days).
( Sale of Lilies, &'c,, at Stevens' Rooms.

ThUr: DAY, Oct. 36 .{ Sale of Slock at the Bariiet Nursery, Har-

l net, by Prothcroe Si Morris (two days).

f Sale of Hutch Bulbs, at Stevens' Kooms.

CTi.mv n-i osJ ^='« °^ Nursery Stock at Messrs. Pounce
SATL'ncAy. Oct, 28.<

S; 'Son's Nursery, Hcndoli, by Prothcroe

(. & Morris,

FEW subjects are of more practical import-

ance than the discovery of suitable

Stocks for Gr.'^fting, either in the case of fruit

trees, or of ornamental trees, &c. It is a field

which is too little \vorked, for, although our

nurserymen and Rose-growers have done a great

deal yet it has been in a comparatively narrow

field. Moreover, the experiments require to be

carried out under the auspices of a horticultural

society, with no interested purpose to serve, or

by an intelligent amateur, with leisure and

freedom from prejudice and preconceived

opinions. It is needless to recall to our prac-

tical readers how much the habit, hardihood,

and productiveness of various plants is modified

according to the nature of the stock. Nor does

the fruit-grower need to be told how greatly the

savour of certain fruits is dependent on the

nature of the stock. It may seem superfluous

to advert to all this, but it is not so long ago

that it was almost an axiom among gardeners

that scion and stock—stock and scion—had no,

or only a very limited, reciprocal action one on

the other. The case of the Cytisus Adami was

an awkward fact to those holding such opinions,

and of late years numerous instances have been

brought forward which show that the influence

is greater than had been asserted.

The difficulty in the present state of our

knowledge is to know exactly the nature of that

influence. It may of itself be very trifling, yet,

like the little leaven, it may produce great

results. When Mr. Grieve published his

statement relative to the production of a bunch
of Golden Champion on a rod of Trebbiano,

under circumstances which have been so often

detailed that we need not repeat them, the

assertion was backed up by the opinion of more
than one competent observer, who saw the bunch,

while it has been disputed by many who did

not see it, and who explain the phenomena by
assuming it to have been a case of mistaken

identity, and who are sceptical accordingly.

For our own parts, as we did not see the bunch,

we have no opinion to offer on the main point

at issue, but we ire still of opinion, in spite of

the objections that have been raised, that the

balance of evidence is at present in favour of Mr.

Grieve and the other eye-witnesses. They may
have been mistaken—very possibly, but that has

to be proved. Again, we are met with the asser-

tion that it is inconsistent v/ith all that is known
respecting plant growth. We admit that we do
not recall any precisely similar instance on
record ; but, either many analogous cases have

been recorded, or the recorders have been mis-

taken in their identification. Perhaps the

phenomena recorded have always been subjec-

tive, not objective—who can tell ?

We really know so little about the secrets of

vegetable physiology, that it behoves us to be
very careful how we assert that this or that is in-

consistent with plant growth. It may be incon-

sistent with our present knowledge, that is a

very different matter. We may prudently

reserve our opinion in some cases, while in

others a considerable amount of downright

scepticism is perfectly legitimate. Let us take

for an illustration the following paragraph,

which has just met our eye, and concerning

which we feel very unbelieving indeed ;
—

"Singular Fact for Mr, Darwin,—We read in

the Indepeiidance Beige the following, which is of great

interest to naturalists and cultivators :

—
' In a garden at

BiUancourt, the property of M. Carlin, locksmilh,

may be seen at the present moment an Apple tree

loaded with fruit. There is nothing extraordinary in

this, but the stock of the tree is Cherry, on which has

been grafted the .'\pple, a species of Golden Pippin.

The fruit precisely resembles Cherries, the same stem,

the same size, the same form, and nearly the same
colour ; but its taste is that of an Apple, and it contains

pips instead of stones. Specimens of this botanic pheno-

menon were yesterday submitted to our inspection. It

must be a real curiosity, for it is generally thought

impossible to graft a pip-bearing fruit on Ihe stock of a

tree bearing stone fruit.'
"

It would be too bad to put such a case as this

in the same category as Mr. Grieve's Vine
sport. We prefer in this instance to accept the

hypothesis ol mistaken identity !

Among the most extraordinary of recent ex-

periments on grafting are those of Mr. Maule, of

Bristol, and which have been frequently referred

to in our columns. Mr. Maule has circulated

photographic representations of his experiments,

but it would be much more satisfactory if he
would submit the plants themselves to examina-
tion. Particularlyisthisthecase inthemost recent

of his experiments, in which he has succeeded
in inducing the formation of tubers on the ordi-

n.arily fibrous roots of the dwarf Sunflower by
engrafting upon the stem a scion of the Jeru-

salem Artichoke. Supposing there has been no
" mistaken identity " here, this is every whit as

remarkable as the now famous Culford Grape
sport. We allude to it solely on the authority

of Mr. Maule, who was kind enough to forward

us a photograph of it, and altliough we own to

being surprised, we simply reserve our judg-

ment upon it, and make no rash assertion as to

its inconsistency with plant growth.

When Mr. Ale.'^ander Dean lately grafted

a bit of Potato haulm on to a Tomato the result

was, as we saw, an abundant crop of small

greenish tubers in the axils of the leaves. We
have frequently seen tubers in such situations,

but never the whole plant covered with them,
as in this instance. We believe the two cases

of Mr. INlAULE and of Mr. Dean— the one
which we have seen, and the other which we
have not seen—are, however extraordinary they

may seem, yet quite consistent with plant

growth. The only way of testing the credi-

bility of these matters is by numerous careful

repetitions of the same experiments by com-
petent persons, under every possible variety

of circumstance, and without preconceived

opinions.

A SUGGESTION was made by one or two members
of the Fruit Committee at the last meeting of the Royal

Horticultural Society that if growers of the Muscat

Hamburgh and of Venn's Black Muscat would send

samples of the Grapes and foliage to the next meeting,

the vexed question as to the identity of the two
varieties could be easily settled. A much esteemed

correspondent, who is also a member of the Fruit

Committee further suggests that if Grape growers

generally would be good enough to send samples of

as many varieties of Grapes as possible, a very interest-

ing Grape Show might be made on that occasion, not-

withstanding the inability of the Society to carry out

their schedule. " Doubtless," writes our correspond-

ent, "the Society would send up some samples of the

many varieties grown at Chiswick, and Mr. L.VNE, of

BerkhamsteaJ, would also probably send some more
of his fine Grapes. It is understood that Mr. Wild-
smith, Lord EvERSLEV's gardener, will send a collec-

tion. If this be so, and other growers contributed

too, I have no doubt we should really have, in some
respects, a great fruit show—great in its practical

interest, and g.-eat in its moral influence as showing

that the fruit growers of England, as well as the

plant growers, are willing to rally round the Horticul-

tural Society, and to show to the woild that in spite

of the lo',v state the Society is in, the interest felt in

its welfare is as great as ever. And if the Council

upon this occasion could allord to provide for the

exhibitors a luticheon, their kindness doubtless would

be duly appreclatei, and it would tend very much to

make the meeting a gireat social success."

Messrs. Sutton & Sons' Royal Berkshire

Root Show will take place oa November 25 next,

when nearly .^240 will be awarded in prizes,

It may be accepted as a partial compensation
for the ill effects on the general Garden Crops pro-

duced during the summer by the heat and drought, that

the autumn and prospective winter crops are just now
looking so well and have grown with such rapidity as

to have become a subject of general remark. All

kinds ol the Brassica family have made a wondrous
growth during the past few weeks, and have largely

made up for the shortcomings of late planting. The
winter Spinach at this time last year was generally

late, and in many gardens rapidly disappearing before

a general damping ofl, which was attributed to the

then heavy cold rains, so that in many instances the

remainder did not pay to stand for the winter. Just

now the Spinach crop never looked better, and the

plant is both regular and strong. The winter Onions
also look remarkably well, the warmth of the soil

doubtless having induced an unusually good germina-

tion of the seed. Turnips also are growing rapidly,

and although necessarily sown late promise to yield

an abundant produce of good medium-sized bulbs in a

few week?. Lettuce and young Cabbage plants now
being put out are endangered by the myriads of small

slugs that the moisture has called into life, but there

is hope that the small birds will show their gratitude

for some recent legislation by making a clean sweep
of these pests wh^re most destructive

; pending that,

however, slacked lime and soot are used with advan-

tage. Altogether indications are not wanting that,

should the Potato crop prove a short one, other

market garden produce will be fairly abundant.

The heavy rains of the past fortnight have
been productive of considerable mischief to the

undug Potato Crop, and a loud wail is heard from
growers and salesman, many of whom are already

severe sufferers. From the large Potato fields of

Kent, Middlesex, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire, come
some complaints of the appearance of the disease in a

most virulent form, especially amongst the Regent
varieties, which are so largely grown for market
purposes. The warmth and salubrity of the autumn,
combined with the genial September showers,

served to induce an unusually late growtli in the

haulm, and protracted the growing period. Thus
many crops that under ordinary conditions would
have been ripe at Michaelmas, were still in green and
vigorous growth, and with tubers scarcely matured.

With all such breadths the disease is now playing sad

havoc, and is also showing—alas ! too plainly—that

its period of active destruction is not confined, as some-
times supposed, to a certain period of Ihe ye.tr, but that

it can be as powerful in October as in July or August.

That this appearance of our old enemy will lead to an

increase of price of the Potato there can be little

doubt ; the high figure obtained early in the lifting

period, owing to the comparative shortness of the

early crop, was not of long duration, as large supplies

were attracted to the markets by the enhanced price.

With the comparative stoppage of these, induced by
finding the produce at least one half diseased, it is too

probable the public will have to pay more than is

pleasant during the winter for Potatos, without which

no dinner seems to be complete.

We learn that the members of the Committee
of Management and subscribers to the Hailstorm
Relief Fund will celebrate the close of their labours

by dining together at the Green Dragon Hotel,

Bishopsgate, E.G., on Wednesday, Oct. 25, at 6 P.M.

With regard to the importance of having Dry
Houses, Mr. Godwi.n, F. R,S., speaking at the

Social Science Association, now holding its

sittings at Liverpool, and referring to the preparations

of the Liverpool Silicate Paint Company, said :

—

" When they recollected the amount of injury that

lead paint did every year, and the number of persons
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who were damaged by it, and the difficulty of keep-

ing damp out of house?, and when they found that

this company claimed to meet these two points, their

preparations were of llie greatest importance." The
Architect, in its last issue, commenting on Professor

Barff's letter in the Times, which recommended

the adoption of non-poisonous paints, says that the

expense of the silicate paint is less than that of ordi-

nary white lead paint, and recommends it in prefer-

ence to Well paper, and calls special attention to the

Company's r.tw London offices, 107, Cannon Street,

which arc decorated throughout with materials free

from lead or ai.y other poiscn, perfectly waterproof

Cockscombs, distinct varieties," were asked for in the

schedule ; and it would have been manifestly

unjust to the exhibitor of six fine plants of the

dwarf crimson type to have disqualified him. In

all cases of doubt as to the interpretation of a class,

or the conditions of the competition, it is well to

ascertain as nearly as possible, first, the intention of the

framers of the schedule, and, secondly, and perhaps

most important of the two, what has been the usage

hitherto followed in respect of the particular competi-

tion. A new interpretation arbitrarily enforced by a

judge acting for the first time at that particular show,

and pushed to the length of disqualification, becomes

appropriate background of shrub and leaf, against

which the Pampas-grass stands out boldly and dis-

tinctly. The background has a sheltering influence

also, staving oft the eflects of rough and frosty

winds.

We learn that a more special and complete
description of the West Riding of Yorkshire than has
yet appeared will shortly be issued, under the title of
West Yorkshire ; an Account of the Geology, Physical

Geography, ami Botany of the IVal Riling, by
James VV. Davis, F.G.S., F.L.S., Honorary .Secre-

tary of the West Riding Geological and Polytechnic

Fig. 102.—ealmoeal castle: the highland residence of her MA;EvrY. (see p. 519.)

and washable. We understand that these offices are

now open to the insj eclion of the public.

There is much need for greater explicitness in

Schedules of Prizes, thou^ih it is perhaps difficult

indeed to get them logically correct or grammatically

a-curate. Tliey are often made up at the last

moment in a great hurry, and the printer's work does
not get that searching oversight absolutely necessary

under the circumstances. Many amusing errors creep
in. A short time since the judges were called upon
to make Ml- awards in a class worded as follows :

—

Six cut blooms of any Rose, no necessity to be

distinci varieti;,." It was naturaly felt that the last

sentence was somewhat contradictory and altogether

superfluous. Another instance occurred where "six

a serious hardship in the face of the usage hitherto

followed. This is a measure which should be pushed

to extremity only in case of great necessity, as it leads

to unpleasantness that it is the work of years to

allay.

The Pamp.\s-grass has an exceedingly fine

effect when planted on the margins of lakes and pieces

of ornamental water. A fine position is a somewhat

abruptly sloping turf bank, when the plants can be

raised 4 or 5 feet above the level of the water, and yet

be so near it as that the graceful silvery plumes can be

reflected in the watery mirror beneath. At Gunners-

bury Park, Acton, the Pampas-grass has been most

eftectively planted round the large ornamental pond ;

but, as should be the case, each plant has its

Society, and Frederic Arnold Lees, F.L.S., &c ,

Recorder for the Botanical Locality Record Club.

The work will be moJelled to some extent upon the

plan of the scarce and justly valurble North Yort-

shire, by Mr. J. Gilbert Baker, F.L.S,, and will,

in its first and second divisions, aim at giving a full,

accurate, and interesting account of the Riding in its

geological and topographical aspects, and will be

illustrated by geological sections of special interest,

photographed by the Autotype Company's permanent

process. The botany of the Riding will meet with

exposition in a twofold manner : under physical

geography, incorporated with the descriptions of each

dale, mountain, moor, marsh, or level tract, the

species of plants inhabiting such restricted areas will

be given aggregated ; whilst the detailed enumeration
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of the species, with which the botanical student is

more especially concerned, will form a reliable and

exhaustive flora of the Riding. Each division of the

work will be illustrated by a coloured map. Mr.

J. W. Davis will be responsible for the geological

portion, Mr. F. Arnold Lees for the flora proper

;

wliilst the division on physical geography will be a

joint production.

Among the best of the late-flowering hardy

Salvias now in flower are S. angustifolia, with pale

blue flowers ; and S. Pitcheri, with flowers of a

similar but paler colour.

At Heckfield (Hants), the seat of Lord
EvERSLEV, the female plant of Cham/EROPs For-
TUNEI is bearing a large quantity of fruit, which bids

fair, as on a former occasion, to ripen. It will be

remembered that there are at Heckfield two plants of

this fine Palm—one male, the other female—in a shel-

tered position, but neither of them receives the least

protection in winter. They look in better condition

than those at Kew, which are slightly protected during

the winter. Seedlings have been raised from these

Palms at Heckfield.

—^ The following is the programme of the Myco-
logical Session (Fungus Meeting) about to be

carried out by the Botanical Society of France :

—

Monday, Oct. 23. Exhibition in the Society's rooms
of fresli and preserved fungi, as well as of books, illus-

trations, &c. All specimens, &c., to be sent to 84, Rue
de Crenelle, Saint Germain, Paris, before 10 A.M. At

I P.M. opening of the exhibition. At 8 P.M. public

meeting.

Oct. 24. Excursion to Montmorency.
Oct. 25. Excursion to Chaville. Meeting in the

evening.

Oct. 26. Visit to the collections in the Museum.
Departure in the afternoon for Fontainebleau.

Oct. 27. Excursions in the morning to the Calvaire
; in

the afternoon to tlie Mail de Henri IV. Meeting in the

evening.

Oct. 28. Excursions in the morning in the Park, in

the afternoon to the Fontaine Sanguin6de, by the Gros
Fouteau. Meeting in the evening.

Oct. 2g, Excursion to the Valley of La Solle, by the

Croix d'Augas. Close of the

Among the subjects proposed for discussion are :

—

1. The development of the reproductive organs ; co-

ordination and signification of the terms spores, chla-

mydospores, stylospores, conidia, spermatia, &c.

2. Comparison of the protoplasm of fungi with that of

plants provided with chlorophyll.

3. Classification of Agaricinece, and relative value of

characters in fungi.

4. Study of the substrata necessary for the develop-

ment of certain species of fungi, and the relations which
exist between the soil, or nourishing substance, and the

species growing on it.

5. Alimentary species.

6. The necessity of encouraging the chemical study of

fungi ; summary of the present state of our knowledge
in this matter.

7. The best modes of preserving fungi for study.

8. Biographical notes on the mycologists ot the past

century.

We are informed by Prof. Sargent that

Thamnocalamus Falconeri, the plant generally

known in gardens as Arundinaria falcata, has flowered

and fruited at Boston, U.S., and then died down.

The plant in question is entirely exhausted, and

although it has thrown up some weak shoots a few

inches high. Prof. Sargent considers that the plant

will certainly die. In Europe the plant has flowered

very generally this year, and, contrary to expectation,

it has not in all cases died down.

The hybrid x Tacsonia exoniensis, origi-

nally described in these columns, and which is a

hybrid between T. mollissima and T. Van Volxemii,

justifies all that we have said in its praise. It is a par-

ticularly free flowerer, and combines the good qualities

of its parents.

It is interesting to see on the cliff between

Folkestone and Sandgate how completely the Lucerne,
Medicago sativa, has established itself to the detriment

of the native plants. The roots or underground stems

of this plant are of extraordinary length and of con-

siderable thickness, and as they possess the faculty

of emitting numerous adventitious shoots under

avourable circumstances, the plant has a great advan-

tage in the batlle of life.

Mr. A. J. Temple, formerly steward and

gardener to Mrs. Roe, Nutley, near Dublin, has been

appointed Gardener and General Estate Superin-

tendent at Ilartsholme Hall, Lincoln, as successor to

Mr. Amis, who has become Manager of the old

Warden Hall Estate, near Biggleswade, belonging to

the same proprietor—J. Shuttle^vorth, Esq.

We learn from a paper before us that the

First Penny Bank was opened on October 9, 1875.

There are now forty-three branches in and about

London ; of these ten are open every evening, thir-

teen once or twice a week, four are in workshops open

once a week, sixteen are in schools open once a week.

The number of deposits up to September 30 was

176,180; the amount deposited, ;if2i,r22 \is. Sif.;

the amount withdrawn, ;£'9,835 Ji, ^d. ; and the

balance in hand, ;^I 1,187 4^- 3'^- These results,

which far exceed the anticipations of the founders of

the Penny Bank, not only prove that it meets a great

want among the poorer classes, but that there is every

chance of this want being supplied on a commercial

basis. The committee feel that the Penny Bank will

be se If-supporting in the course of a few years ; and

further, as stated in their report, they believe that at

no distant period ol time the commercial prosperity of

the bank will enable them to declare a dividend upon

the shares. The manager is G. C. T. Bartley,

Esq., 269, Oxford Street, W.

The October number of the Rc~'ue de fHorti-

culture Beige has a coloured plate representing Aqui-

legia ccerulea and A. chrysantha. In an article on

flower shows the writer classifies the visitors at those

gatherings under the heads, first, of horticulturists,

and next of non-horticulturists. The horticultural

visitors admit of subdivision into the amateurs, the

nurserymen, and the exhibitors. The non-horticul-

tural section comprises the curious, the indifferent,

and the ignorant. The proceedings of members of

these several classes are sketched with a light but

faithful touch.

In a recent number of the Revue Hoiiieolc,

Messrs. Transon record a curious fact concerning

Chionanthus viRGiNict's. It is this, that when
grafted on the Ash it never produces any seed,

although it flowers profusely, whereas quite small

plants on their own roots ripen and seed in abundance.

They further recommend grafting this handsome

white-flowered shrub on the roots of its own species,

because when grafted on the Ash it enjoys only a very

short life, and seedlings grow very slowly during the

first few years. This shrub is not generally planted

as it deserves to be, for its ornamental merits are

considerable.

At the last exhibition of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society of Ireland, Mr. Penford, gr. to the

Viscount Powerscourt, at Powerscourt, Enniskerry,

exhibited two very fine trays of Muscat of Alex-
andria AND Black Hamburgh Grapes, which

were much admired by the visitors. We are pleased

to hear that the Council of the Society have since sent

Mr. Penford a special silver medal, as an acknow-

ledgement of their superior culture.

We have frquently recommended the varieties

of EUONVMUS japonicus for various purposes, espe-

cially for sea-side gardens in the South and West, and

for small gardens in towns. Most of the varieties are

admirably adapted for window gardening. The
variety called buxifolius has so close a resemblance

to one of the varieties of Box that at a short distance

it might almost be mistaken for it ; and it is also a

capital subject for edging. The variety or species

radicans, both the green and variegated states, is

very ornamental and suitable for covering small spaces

of wall. Like the Ivy it emits ac-rial roots very

freely, and attaches itself to rocks or walls, and,

therefore, requires little or no nailing. The ordinary

broad-leaved variety, latifolius of the nurseries, with

rich, dark green, glossy foliage, is certainly

one of the most ornamental of small-growing

evergreen shrubs, and wherever it is hardy,

should be largely planted. Unfortunately, its

handsome fruit is extremely rare in this country.

Indeed, we never saw it on living plants until this

season, but we have heard that a plant of it fruited at

Brighton last year. The plant we saw in fruit was
about 2 J feet high, growing in a small pot outside

a cottage window between Turnham Green and Kew
Bridge. The crimson fruit is nearly spherical, or

more or less flattened in the direction of its vertical

axis, and from ;| to i inch in its greatest diameter,

and it is more or less distinctly two or three-lobed, the

lobes answering to its two or three cells. If gardeners

could succeed—and we see no reason why they should

not—in inducing this fine shrub to flower and fruit as

freely as the Holly or Aucuba, it would add consider-

ably to its attractions in the autumn. It is a singular

coincidence that the variety of radicans with white-

edged leaves has fruited in France this season. A
figure of it is given in the Revue Hoiiicole, from which

it appears that the fruit is much smaller than that of

E. japonicus latifolius.

Dr. Velten, in a paper read before the

Imperial Academy of Sciences of Vienna on the

effects of temperature on the capability of germination,

and the germinating power of the seeds of Pinus Picea,

states that the percentage of germination, as well as

the rapidity of germination, gives no certain key to

the germinating vigour of the seed ; and the same

holds good if we reverse the proposition. The warm-

ing of seeds may exercise a favourable or an unfavour.

able influence on the power of germination, according

to the physiological condition in which the seed

happens to be. The duration of the heating is of

essential influence in the development of the seed,

inasmuch as a longer period at a lower temperature

produces the same effect as a shorter period at a higher

temperature. Thus it is presumed that an imperfectly

normal germinating force of a seed may extend its

unfavourable influence to the further development of

the plant for an indefinite period in a greater or less

degree.

At a recent meeting of the Natural History

Society of Halle, M. Kraus communicated the

results of some Experiments with Plants in

Coloured Light. Bell-glasses with double walls

were used for the purpose, and the layer of coloured

liquid was in all cases about one centimetre (nearly

four-tenths of an inch) thick. The fluids chiefly

employed were double chromic acid, potash and sul-

phuric acid, oxide of copper, dissolved in ammonia,

A spirit of wine solution of the chloride of copper was

also used for several experiments. The effects of

different colours of the spectrum were observed in

respect to the movement of the protoplasm, helio-

tropism, assimilation, growth, periodic movements,

irritability, secretion of colouring matters, &c. The

effect of yellow light on the movements of the proto-

plasm was observed in several plants. Rootless plants

of Hydrocharis morsus-rana2 in the winter state,

placed in large glasses of water, under yellow light,

on April 30, produced by May 27 half-a-dozen small

pale green, long-stalked leaves, and about as many

roots, which were furnished with hairs at the base ; and

the movement of the protoplasm in the latter appeared

to be quite normal. The movement of the protoplasm

in Valiisneria spiralis, Trianea bogotensis, Chara,

Elodea canadensis, and other plants, under the same

conditions, was rapid and sustained. Experiments

with Chlorophytum Gayanum proved that negatively

heliotropic organs follow the universal law—that is,

exhibit heliotropism in blue light, and in yellow light

grow as in the dark. In red light, also, the roots of

the plant named continued to grow in the direction

they started ; but in blue light they turned away at a

sharp angle. Mucor stolonifer and Stysanus were

found to be aheliotropic and ageotropic, and, on the

other hand, several fungi exhibited a strongly pro-

nounced heliotropism in conformance with the general

rule, acting in blue and green as in light, and in

yellow as in darkness. With regard to the influence

of coloured light on assimilation it is interesting to

note that the dry weight of the plantlets germinated

in differently coloured lights corresponds to the in-

tensity of the decomposition of carbonic acid. Mimosa

and Urtica dioica in yellow and red light manifested

the peculiarities of growth in the dark, the stems being

slender, the internodes long, and emitting aerial roots.

The phenomena were similar in Claviceps micro-

cephala. Experiments with several plants subject to

periodic or irritant movements, as various species of

Oxalis and Acacia and Mimosa indica gave the follow-

ing results. All these plants when covered with
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yellow bells showed symptoms of sleep within thirty

to ninety minutes, and under blue not. If subjected

to these kinds of light for a long period the daily

movements are stopped, in blue as in daylight ; in

yellow plants go to sleep earlier and wake later, AH
plants are not equally susceptible, and different indi-

viduals of the same species vary to a certain extent.

Touching the production of the various colouring sub-

stances of plants in coloured light the general rule

concerning chlorophyl was in every case corrobo-

rated. It is remarkable that under long cultivation

{weeks, at least) the plants in blue light were always

of a more intense green than those in yellow light.

The injurious effect of green light on Mimosa, dis-

covered by Bert, was verified. Vigorous plants with

several leaves becomes stiff" as in the dark, and speedily

perish, and germinating seeds rarely get beyond the

cotyledons, whereas in yellow internodes and leaves

were developed.

We commend the following memorandum
respecting Sanitary Arrangements at Schools,

drawn up by the Right Hon. T. F. Kennedy, to the

earnest attention of those interested in the sanitary

condition of schools and other places where many
persons are congregated together :

—
" The object which has to be secured may be said to

be threefold :— ist. Rain-water ought to be carried ofif

pure and separate from any other substance, by a system

of pipes and drains, and if pure, let it go where it is most

convenient, and it may even be useful, and let a filter

be established at the schools, providing a supply of pure

water which may be very acceptable to 200 thirsty

scholars. One of Mr. Lipscombe's excellent filters may
be most beneficially established at the school for this

purpose, and even other persons might be allowed to

partake, it being quite established that rain-water, well

filtered, is excellent water for all purposes.

"2. Let there be a set of earth-closets provided, of

the simplest construction, and be provided with suitable

earth ; but of that not much would be wanted, except in

summer, for if the cinders of all the fires of the school-

rooms were carefully sifted, the fine ashes would serve

the purpose of earth extremely well. Let a contract be

made for cleaning out the earth-closets as often as

required, and let the work be done always on the after-

noon of Saturday, when there will be no school, and in

this way the closets would be pure and sweet on Monday
morning.

" 3. There must, of course, be urinals, distinct from

earth-closets, for the use of 200, and in many cases of

300, 600, 800, and even 1000 scholars. Let these urinals

have glazed troughs, so as to diminish adhesion of the

urine flowing into them ; let the urine flow through a

leaden pipe into a leaden tank of a size to be determined

to be suitable to the number of persons using it. Then
at proper times let the tank have put into it a quantity

of sulphuric acid, the quantity to be determined by pre-

vious calculation— the object being that the acid shall be

of the proper quantity to neutralise the alkali of the

urine, thereby creating the neutral salt of sul-

phate of ammonia in a fluid state (perhaps a little

impure from the slight mixture of other salts) ; and if

the relative quantities of urine and acid are accurately

determined, the resultant fluid mixture would be neutral,

that is neither acid nor alkaline, and perfectly inodorous

and inoffensive, so that it may be disposed of without

annoyance. It can then be drawn off from the tank,

and is ready for evaporation, when a dry salt is pro-

duced—the sulphate of ammonia of commerce, worth

from £iZ to ^^20 per ton—sufficiently pure for agri-

cultural purposes. In the practical working of tanks of

the urinals, it would probably be necessary that the

urine should go into the tanks, and be allowed to fer-

ment for a short time, and that a proper quantity of

sulphuric acid should then be added ; but this matter

could best be arranged by persons who could deal

with the chemistry of the subject. In the meantime it

is sufficient to indicate the process intended to be carried

into effect in the tank.

"Such is the system I propose as a remedy for all the

evils which arise from the congregation of many persons.

That these remedies will be objected to by some persons

I do not doubt, whose pleasure and habit it is to object,

and who dislike novelties ; but evils require remedies—
and when evils ought not to be permitted to be created,

remedies must be found. I venture to think that the

remedies I propose are simple and practical, andattended

by no countervailing disadvantages. I believe that they

may be obtained without expense, probably with some
profit ; and if schoolmasters and their pupils can be

taught, incidentally, a little practical chemistry, it will be

an additional advantage.

"School Boards may signalise themselves by adopting

what I am persuaded would be a salutary system both

in the country and in the towns, and the greater number

of persons collected together, the greater the benefit. If

applicable to schools, the same system is applicable to

manufactories probably of all kini."

On Tuesday last a number of gentlemen
met at the ?iIilfoid Nurseries, near Godalming, on the

joint invitation of Mr. Maurice Young, and his

brother-in-law, Mr. Thomas Whitburn, to inspect

the works established there for carrying on the Xylo-

graphic process of Printing on Wood, an invention

of Mr. Whitburn's, which, on account of its cheap-

ness, and the rapidity with which it can be executed,

bids fair to become a formidable rival to the more
costly and generally less effective modes of indoor

decoration. Mr, Whitburn's designs are hardly less

striking than the ingenuity and cheapness of his

process. The latter is nothing more than printing

on wood, but the printing is not done in the same
manner as paper is printed. The design is

first drawn on the wood and then engraved

in the ordinary way ; but the wood block

not being hard enough for printing on wood, an elec-

trotype has to be taken, and from this any number of

impressions can be obtained on smooth slabs of deal.

The pigments are specially prepared for the purpose,

and are different in composition to ordinary printing

ink, which cannot be used on wood on account of its

"running." Thus when a design has once been

engraved, any number of electrotypes can be obtained,

and of course the design can be reproduced in un-

limited numbers. It is this facility of reproduction of

beautiful designs that forms the most valuable feature

of the invention, and it is sure to create a new era

in decorative art, for there is scarcely any limit to the

number of ways in which it can be applied, while its

cheapness places it within the reach of all who appre-

ciate domestic ornamentation. In a little room
which Mr. Whitburn has fitted up in the Mil-

ford Nursery, he has shown a great number of

ways in which his process can most effectively

be applied ; and we strongly recommend those

who are interested in the matter to go and see for

themselves.

** In your issue 0/ August 12, 1S76, p. 213,"

writes Dr. BoNAViAfrom Lucknow, "Mr. W. Thom-
son, with reference to the * recent hailstorm near

London,' states that it Ms one of those visitations

against which no precautions can be taken.' At
Mussoorie in the Himalayas, where hailstorms occur

three or four times in a season, I saw a greenhouse

covered with small panes of thin window glass, and

thoroughly protected by a thin wire netting supported

and fixed a few inches above the glass. The netting

had its meshes about one-third of an inch square ;

the sides of the house were also similarly protected.

There is no doubt that this is an efficient protection

against hailstones, and the extra expense might be

met by saving on thinner glass."

The coloured illustrations in the 'Florist for

the present month represent Tulipa Greigi, and Cox's

Redleaf Russet Apple. The former is one of the

newer species of Tulip, with broad undulate barred or

streaked leaves, and bright orange-red flowers with an

oblong brown spot edged with yellow at the base of each

segment of the perianth. It was discovered by the

Russian collector Korolkow in Turkestan, and was

introduced to European gardens through the medium
of the Imperial Botanical Garden, St. Petersburg.

Mr. TiLi.ERY descants on the propriety of making

provision for the due irrigation of kitchen gardens,

Mr, DoDWELL continues his pleasant papers on the

Carnation and Picotee, Mr. George Paul gives of

his abundant experience in the selection and manage-

ment of pillar Roses, Mr. Cox continues his practical

articles on the culture of wall fruit, and there are

besides several other articles to which we cannot more

particularly refer.

j\j. Riviere, who is known to be preparing a

work on Fruit Culture, has forwarded us a pamphlet

in which he describes a method practised by M.

Chevalier, of Montreuil, for increasing the size and

inducing the earlier ripening of Peaches. The method

consists in making a slit in the flowering shoot from

below upwards in February or March. The slit in

question extends half way through the shoot, and is

about an inch in length, so that the operation is

exactly li4ce that of layering Pinks. The theory of

the success of the operation is that, the downward

current of nutritive sap being thus forcibly arrested,

the fruits above the wound are proportionately in-

creased in size as they would be after "ringing,"

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

We have received a communication from Mr. Fish

on this subject, in which be raises sundry objections

to the propositions put forth by Lord A. Churchill

and Mr. G. Y. Wilson in our last number, and points

out sundry causes of weakness in the old Society. He
strongly deprecates localism and inequality of voting

privileges, and concludes with the following sugges-

tions :^

I would, therefore, suggest that a new Society be

formed, to be called the National Horticultural Society

of Great Britain and Ireland. That its objects be, &c.

That it be governed, &:c. That it be formed of Fellows

subscribing one, two, or four guineas a year ; of ten,

twenty and forty guinea Life Members ; and Fellows

elected by the Council for extraordinary horticultural

merit, or strikirig scientific research or discovery. That
the Council be chosen, &c., and one third retire

annually, and not be eligible for re-election for three

years. That each Fellow of the Society have an equality

of personal privileges and voting power, and be eligible

to hold any office in the Society. That the higher rates

of subscription give more transferable tickets of admis-
sion to all the shows and meetings of the Society. That
so many shows shall be held annually, one-third or one-

half, at least, of the great shows and the fortnightly meet-
ings to be held in the provinces. That the power of voting

shall be given to ail the members. That a quarterly

Journal be established, &c. Such are a few brief pro-

posals which might easily be worked up into a body of

rules that would establish a horticultural society on such

a catholic basis as would receive the support and com-
mand the approbation of all classes of society, give fitting

expression to the present advanced state of horticulture

amongst us, and tend to raise it yet higher. I care

nothing about the details here suggested ; aU I ask for

is a society, based on an equality of fellowship and with

a national poHcy. D. T. Fish.

Lord Alfred Churchill, to whom the Society

owes much for his dignified and spirited conduct in the

chair at the troubled meeting in 1873, when I had the

pleasure of working with him, proposes :— Suggestion
No. 2, Fellowships j^2 2;., no entrance fees. No doubt a
considerable number of Fellows would be secured at this

rate, though I doubt if as large a revenue will be obtained

as from guinea Fellowships. No. 3. Associates £1 is.

Judging from what I have seen and heard while seeking

for guinea Fellows, the number of Associates wiU not be

very large
;
people will give a guinea for a whole Fellow-

ship, bat I doubt if they would diD so for an inferior

position. No. 4, gardeners in employment of Fel-

lows, iQs, 6d. One of the most experienced autho-

rities to whom I submitted the form of appeal for

guinea Fellows at once advocated the addition of

loj. 6./. admissions for gardeners ; the next autho-

rity as strongly opposed it. I am hardly competent

to give an opinion as to the numbers likely to come in at

this rate. No. 4, £2. 2s. Fellows only voting, tells

against the number of probable Associates. No. 6 : I

think too much cannot be said in favour of great pro-

vincial shows. The Council, of which I was one, which

originated them, showed its sense of their value by
accepting something very like personal liability rather

than they should fall through. The quarterly Journal,
old stagers say, was not appreciated. Lord Alfred

Churchill, as I do, sees the value of Journals from

his experience of the admirable Journal of the Society

of Arts, published weekly, and giving at once

the proceedings of the Society. What lessens the

value of a Journal to the Royal Horticultural Society is

that the gardening papers at once most fully report all

that is done iu the Society in the same week. I have

sometimes thought that the Council might, hke

the French Government with the Moniteur, arrange

for an official column in the gardening papers,

and be responsible for its contents. 10. Any plan

for connecting the Royal Horticultural Society as

closely as possible with the country societies must,

I thirik, be worthy of the greatest consideration. Let

me say one word more for guinea Fellowships, which

work so well in the Royal Agricultural Society of

England and in the National Rifle Association. Clergy-

men as a body have done more for horticulture than any

other members of the community; they have very many
and special calls on their guineas ; someofthem, and those

the most desirable as members of a horticultural society,

would spare a guinea to become Fellows of a really

good working gardening society, even if they could

spare no more. In conclusion may I add that
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something sliould be done at once to save the redeeming

point of the South Kensington garden—the conserva-

tory. Let any one with any experience of iron and glass

structures pay it a visit after rain, as I did two days ago :

Ihey will see both by the leaJtage and rusting that unless

prompt remedies are applied there will be a case of

galloping consumption. G. F. IVilion, Heaiherbankt

Weybridge Hcalh.

Mr. G. F. Wilson is entitled to the thanks of

horticulturists of all classes for the great interest he has

long t.iken in horticulture. More particularly are these

thanks due to him at the present time, for the strenuous

efforts he is making towards the resuscitation or the

reconstruction of the Royal Horticultural Society. To
allow this Society to altogether collapse would hardly

be creditable to the country, if it may even be con-

sidered so to have allowed it to remain so long as it has

done in its present unsatisfactory condition. It is

earnestly to be hoped that as soon as the Society has

fairly dissolved its unprofitable partnership with the

Royal Commissioners, shaken off the incubus of South
Kensington, and the work of reconstruction fairly com-
menced, practical gardeners, as well as amateur horti-

culturists of all grades, will not be slow in coming
forward with the necessary support. No class of men
are more devoted to their profession than practical

gardeners, and as soon as they see a Society really and
truly devoted to the advancement of horti-

culture they will, I believe, rally round it, as

they have never done before. Guineas, it is

true, are things not quite so plentiful with

them as they and their friends could wish
them to be ; but where there is a will there is

mostly a way, and for such a cause as this

eflbrts will doubtless be made to find the

*' needful." The universal guinea subscrip-

tion is an excellent idea, which can only be
improved upon by those who will kindly give

four, or more if so disposed, and will of course
receive corresponding privileges, and be styled

Patron Fellows, "good Fellows," Vice-Presi-

dents, or whatever else may be decided upon.
P. Grieve, Culford, Bury St. Edmunds.

I have just read Mr. Wilson's letter on
the above subject, and the more I read and
hear the more I am convinced that, if the
Society is to take its stand as a National
Horticultural one, it is necessary before all

things that quite a different course be pursued
to that taken by all former Councils. Per-

haps yju will permit me to say what appears
to me to be required is something within the

compass and genius of the gardening world
as a body

; and I take it that we may safely

start by assuming that by far the greater

moiety of gardeners in this country are but
little if any better off than journeymen cai-
pentersand brickbyers, of whom, judgingby the
light of Mr. Doulton's workmen, it would be
madness to ask a subscription of two or moie
guineas a-year for the progress of art. Does
it not on the face of it appear inconsistent to

suppose that gardeners, even if willing, would
be justified in givingsuch a sum to the Society .'

Would it not rather be their duty to insure
their lives or to make some provision for the
future ? Surely their families should never be
out of their view in deciding what they should
do with their hard earnings. Now what I have
hitherto and do still advocate as a wise course to pursue
—if it be wished to obtain the maximum influence with
gardeners as a mass—is this : every gentleman who
becomes a Fellow at four guineas shall have a ticket of
association for his head g.-irdener, either free or at a
nominal charge to the gardener. This ticket would give
him admission to the gardens, shows—in fact, pretty
nearly all the benefits of Fellowship. I think this would
soon induce large numbers of gardeners to use what
influence they fancy they possess with their employers
to enhst their sympathies or pockets in aid of the
Society. Failing this, I feel sure all professional
gardeners should have the right of joining at a figure a
little more compatible with their incomes. I know it

will be urged, as it has been over and over again to

me, that all this tends to lower the tone of the
Society ; but, on the other hand, ! say, well let it be
so, provided we can only bring in the truly horti-

cultural element in full force, and I am sure there is

little fear of failure in the Society's future ; and from
what I have seen and know I think I may safely

say that ladies and gentlemen look on their gardeners
and their success with eyes of pleasure and gratifi-

cation rather than with disregard or contempt, and
would be little likely to throw any impediment in the
way of their throwing the weight of their presence
or their influence in the scale. R. Pirtce Gkndinning,
Croydon.

BRITISH GARDENERS.
XLIII.—William Paterson.

Mr. William Paterson, Her Majesty's gardener

at Balmoral, was born in 1S22, at Mortlach, in Banff-

shire, where his father rented a small farm. He re-

ceived most of his education at the parish school of

Fochabers. When sixteen years of age he was
apprenticed for four years to Mr. Christie, nursery-

man, Fochabers, in whose nursery iu those days there

was grown a good general stock, and new trees and
shrubs were added to the collection as they came out.

This gave Mr. Paterson a good opportunity of ac-

quiring their names, mode of propagation, &c , and
the management of nursery stock.

From Fochabers Mr. Paterson removed to Aber-
deen, where he entered the then celebrated nurseries

of Messrs. Roy & Son, and remained there two years.

From thence he went to Mar Lodge (Earl of Fife),

where he remained two years, and in 1S47 he removed
to Balmoral, as head gardener to the late Sir Robert
Gordon, whom he served for one year, and then in
1S4S entered the service of Her Majesty the Qaeen.
Mr. Paterson has thus been twenty-eight years in the
service of Her Majesty, and during all that time has
received from Her Majesty the greatest kindness and

consideration, as well as from all the oiher members
of the Royal Family, Some uulice of the grounds
under his charge are given in another column.

lame Carm^aiibciice.

Alcoholic Fermentation of Fruits.—A note
in the Gardeners' Chroniile, p. 429, summarists some
expeiitnents by De Luca on the fermentative changes
which the juices of vegetable tissues—such as those
of fruits, flowers, and leaves—undergo when sur-

rounded by an atmosphere imperfectly supplied with
oxygen. These facts show that the protopla'^m of
living vegetable cells can behave to the fermentible
sap which they also contain, just as yeast behaves to

the liquid in which it produces fermentation. They
illustrate, in point of fact, the views publij^hed by
Pasteur four years ago {Comptes Raidus, 1872, pp.
7S4— 790), in which he pointed out that fermentation
was not a phenomenon limited to particular kinds of
organisms, such as yeast and the similar organism
which produces vinous fermentation, but that it was
one which, at any rate, all vegetable cells and tissues

could exhibit, if placed under the appropriate con-
ditions. Some of the readers of the Gardc7iers'
Chronicle may be interested in seeing the following
passages from Pasteur's paper, which I extract from a
translation which I published in the Quart. Jouru.
Microscope Soc, 1S73, pp. 351—356.

"What we call organised ferments are organisms
which for a lime can continue their life, and can even
reproduce tliemselves, without the inlerveniiun of free
oxygen being necessary to burn and make use of Ihe
material of their lood

; they are organisms, in fact,

which can directly assimilate oxidised matters {sugar,
for example) capable of furnishing heat by their decom-
posiiion.^' Regarded from this point of view, fermenta-
tion appears as a particular case of an extremely general
phenomenon, and one may say that all living things are
ferments in certain conditions of their life, since there are
none in which one cannot instantaneously suspend the
action of the oxygen. If we kill by asphyxia, by division
of a nerve, »S:c., any living thing whatever, or one of its

organs, or even a mass of cells in an organ, the indi-
vidual cells will supply themselves with the heat which
they require for new acts of nutrition or of change in
their tissues, from substances which surround them;
they will forthwith decompose these substances, and the

characteristic property of fermentation will make itself

evident if the quantity of heat developed corresponds to
the decomposition of a weight of fermentible matter
greater than that of the materials ordinarily employed in

the nutrition of the living organism, the organ or the
cell.

*' The following facts appear to me to be the logical

deduction from these principles :—
" M. B6rard, in his memoirs, which is a model of

acuteness and experimental procedure, states that when
fruits are placed in air or in oxygen, a certain volume of
the gas disappears, while at the same time there is a
formation of a nearly equal volume of carbonic acid gas.

If the fruits are left, on the contrary, in car-

bonic acid, or in any inert gas, there is still a
formation of carbonic acid gas, as if by a kind
of fermentation. In my view this is the true

explanation. When a fruit, or in general any
organ, is separated from the plant or the

animal to which it belongs, life is not at once
extinguished in the cells which compose i^

The ripening of fruits after separation from
the tree which bears them is an incontestable

proof, n air be present, oxygen interposes,

and takes part in the changes which take
place in the interior of the Iruit. Heat is

furnished by the combustion which results, a
combustion in which the sugar without doubt
takes a large part. But the nutrition is of the

same kind as the nutrition of the fruit on the

tree, and of living things generally, which is

characterised by the circumstance that the

weight of the materials transformed or em-
ployed is equivalent to that of the materials

which serve for food. Under these conditions

alcohol and carbonic acid cannot appear
except in an accidental manner. For a volume
of carbonic acid produced, a volume about
equal of oxygen is consumed ; this is ordi-

nary respiratory combustion. When a fruit,

on the contrary, is placed in an atmosphere
of carbonic acid, life contmues by borrowing
from the decomposion of sugar the heat it

needs for its manifestation ; the cells are then
in the condition of cells which live although
deprived of Iree oxygen. In fact, scarcely is

the Iruit placed in carbonic acid gas before

carbonic acid is produced as well as alcohol.

It is true it is produced in small quantity, but

one sufficiently large to allow me to obtain
after some days, in one of my experiments,

650 grms. of absolute alcohol from twenty-
four Primes de Monsieur placed in carbonic

acid. The Plums remained firm, hard, and
sound in appearance, even if some of these

characters were not sensibly increased ; a coi-

responding quantity of sugar was destroyed ;

twenty-four similar Plums left in contact with

the air became soft, watery, and very sugary.

Grapes, all acid fruits. Melons, &c., behave
in the same manner. A leaf of Rhubarb

placed in an atmosphere of cirbonic acid gas,

without apparent alteration, exhales at the end of
forty-eight hours a slightly vinous odour, and
yields small quantities of alcohol on diitillalion.

1 am satisfied that under these circumstances, when the

experiment is properly conducted, neither yeast nor any
other ferment is produced. It is in exceptional and rare

cases that the cells of yeast can penetrate and pass from
the exterior to the mterior of a fruit.

" Grapes offer in these experiments a peculiarity espe-

cially worthy of attention. Every one has remarked
that the juice of the crushed berries in the vat have a
taste and odour entirely different from that of Grapes
eaten when fresh. Grapes which have been kept in

CO2 have exactly this taste and smell. In the vat the

Grapes are almost suddenly enveloped in an atmosphere
of carbonic acid gas. I do not doubt that the study of

the phenomena ol which I have spoken, regarded in their

relation with the practical gathering of the Grape crop,

will become useful in theart of wine making, and I should

not be surprised if, by the preservation ot Grapes in an

atmosphere of carbonic acid, we may succeed in pro-

ducing wines and spirits with peculiar properties."

W, 7; ThUcUon-Dytr.

^ " The splitting up of a carbo-hydrate into alcohol .ind carbon

dioxide is accompanied by a toss of chemical force. The
alcohol formed has a much smaller thermic equivalent than the

sugar from which it was formed. The case is one of inlern.-il

combustion (' innere Verbrennung '). FermenLilion is there-

fore a source of heat, that is, of force, fur the maintenance of

the vital activity of the ferment. See Ad.ilph Miyer, in Po^gen-

dorffAnn. cxlii. 293 ;
yourn. Cfiem, Sjc. 1871, pp. 426-8."
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Defective Greenhouse Building — I have re-

cently hal built a lean-to conseivatory, and as it is

not satisfactory I shall be grateful for information and

advice. The conservatory is a " lean-to " building,

with these outside measurements :— 14 feet high at

back, 14 feet wide, and 25 feet long. The roof is of

an average pitch. It faces due west, and is in an ex-

posed siiuation, which was explained to its constructor

before giving the order for it. Ventilation in the roof

is effected by sashes working on a pivot. The hou?e

has but just been completed, and it is now found that

whenever it rains from the west, north-west, or south-

west that the wet comes in all over the roof and ends,

entering where the plates of glass overlap ; and also

at the edges of the ventilating sashes, but especially

the former. My gardener and architect both aUribute

this to the slight amoun": of overlap of the glass where
the plates meet, the lap being from a quarter to half an

inch, and in some places less—barely the eighth of an

incli. I have anuther smaller conservatory—a lean-to

against my gardener's cottage, with exactly the same
aspect and exposure. This has been built four years,

and has been and is quite water-tight, though the roof

is flatter and of a less favourable pitch. In this house

the overlap of the glass is from \\ to 1 4 inch. Anolher

point :—After my new house was pm up, to my sur-

prise, I found a vertical iron rod or pillar in the centre

of the house, supporting the purlin that runs the

length of the roof. It was not mentioned to me in

the contract, and it disfigures the house, and inter-

feres with its arrangement very much. My architect

tells me that it was placed to support the roof, on

account of the slight and defective woodwork ; and he

says that if the woodwork were sufiiciently stout it

would not be needed. I should be obliged for

answers to the following questions :— i. Is the leakage

of the roof dependent on insufficient overlap of the

glass? 2. Is this not remediable by increasing the lap ?

3. Is the span of the roof so wide as to render a pillar

necessary to support it if the woodwork were of

proper stoutness and strength? 4. Shall I not be jusli-

lied in refusing payment till the defects are remedied

—at all events, as regards the general leakage? A',

[i and 2. The lap is sufficient, if the work is good.

3. No. 4. That is a legal question, on which we do
not advise. But wc may stale generally that the work
should be fiim, and the roof watertight ; and your
description rather indicates that the woodwork is too

slight, and ihat the dropping of the roof opens the

laps and admits the driving rains. Perhaps after all

it is a cheap house, and you have got your money's

worth. Eds.]

The Royal Horticultural Society's Next
Show.—-Piactically this heading is a misnomer, as

unless things considerably change it is too probable

that the Royal Horticultural Society wilinever again be

in a position to otfer a schedule of prizes for public com-
petition. But our excellent friend, Richard Gilbert

need not overlook the fact that those fellow gardeners

whom he so patriotically calls upon to rally rounl the

old Society on November 8, have already very good
inducements to do so in the liberal prizes offered on
that occasion by the great seed firms of Reading
and Ilolborn ; and that a show of vegetables scarcely

less in extent than that which was produced la&t July
by the prizes of the same firms will result, there can bg

liitle doubt. I do confess that at one time I felt that

the Society was not treating itself with due respect in

accepting these conditional trade prizes, but that

feeling has entirely disappeared in face of ihe fact

that, but for the liberality of Messrs. James Carter *S:

Co., and the Messrs. Sutton & Sons, we should not

have had a single exhibition of kitchen garden pro-

duce in London this year. Mr. Gilbert's rallying cry,

however, will not be in vain, and ere it was penned I

can aver that one gardener had intimated his intention

{all being well) to exhibit a splendid collection of

Grapes, and probably others will do their best in a
similar way. Some of our hardy fruit growers may also,

perchance, bring a few samples of Apples and Pears.

As the Society otfers no prize?,and its chance of meeting
its old exhibitors and supporters at South Kensington
another year is still in doubt, it would be an act of

true fellowship and kindly feeling if the Council
would invite all its exhibitors, great and small,

on the day of the show to a social spread,

and there, in returning thanks for past support,

also see how far it was probable that the gar-

deners of the kingdom might be induced to rally round
either the old Society or a new one formed from its

ashes. Unless the Royal Horticultural Society has
the confidence and support of the practical horticul-

turists of the C'juntry, it cannot hope to enjoy pros-

perity or be promotive of usefulness. Without wishing
to enter into a discussion upon a subject on which there
seems to be an abundance of opinions,! feel constrained
to say that Lord Alfred Churchill's plan to have castes

of Fellows, Associates, and gardener members is con-
ceived in the worst possible taste, as tending, by giv-

ing voting power only to the first-named class, to
establish a species of property qualification, against
which the noble Lord would, if it were a question of
politics, be the first to protest. The gardener who

subscribes his annual ioj 67. has as much at stake in

the Society as his employer has who subscribes his

two guineas. G'.rdeners, though poor, are not fools,

and will not consent to become subscribers to a
Society which refuses them the right to the franchise.

If other privileges can be added in the shape of
money's worth for the richer Fellows let them have
them by all means, but the making the possession of
the vote a matter of purchase will be destructive to
the best interests of any Society. If the leaders still

refuse to recognise the dignity of the profession of

horticulture, and the position and ability of its prac-

tical exponents, so much the worse for the future
prospects of the Royal Horticultural Society. D.

The Royal Horticultural Society's proposed
fruit and Chrysanthemum show for the present
autumn having been abandoned so far as awarding of
prizes is concerned, I quite agree with Mr. Gilbert's

suggestion in your last number that growers generally
should come forward and make an exhibition on the
Sth of next month, both for the interest of the Society
and of horticulture in general. There is yet time

;

for myself I made known at the last meeting of the
Society that it was my intention to make an exten-
sive exhibition of Chrysanthemums on the occasion.
Charles Turner^ Tht Royal Nurserus^ Slough.

Venn's Muscat Vine.—It will be remembered
that, when I drew attention to this subject first, I

merely asked for the experience of others in the

matter, contenting myself with saying that, in general
appearance, Venn's Muscat was similar to the Muscat
Hamburgh in the fruit, and, *'as far as I could
remember, also like it in foliage and habit"—an
opinion which has been very strongly supported by
Grape grower?, whose ability tojadge in such matters
no one dare call in question. It Is never too soon to

call attention to such matters ; nevertheless, I shall

be as glad as any one to discover that I have not been
buying an old friend with a new name at a new price

;

and, to prove that my object was solely to find out
the truth of the matter, I have (since the Editors pro-
nounced Mr. Hinds' leaves to be dissimilar) cast

about for a good example of the fruit and foliage

of the r^Iufcat Hamburgh, and succeeded in getting

both from the R^v. George Bruin, in this neigh-

bourhood ; and I have now to slate that, while I can
see no difference between the fruit of the two kinds,

except that the Musc.it Hamburgh is much the best

as regards size and colour, I fancy the foliage of the

latter is more pointed than Venn's ; that is, the middle
lobe projects further. In Venn's Muscat the leaves

are rounder. I do not know whether this is the dis-

similarity that the Editors detected, but it is all that I

can see, and would, in my opinion, be sufficient to

distinguish it as ditT^rent, but that is all, I think, that

can be claimed for it at present. [In the leaves sent

to us, and which we have every reason to believe were
genuine, there was not only a difference in the depth
of the lobing, but in Venn's the under surface was
nearly smooth, while in the Muscat Hamburgh it had
a thick coat of cobwebby hairs. Eds ] The Muscat
Hamburgh leaves were also rougher on both sides, and
more leathery ; but this I attributed to the vigour of

the Vine and different treatment, for I have frequently

seen Vines of the same kind differ quite as much under
such circumstances. Mr, Bruin's Vine has not been
forced very hard, and the leaves are more like those

on Vines growing out-of-doors, Mr, Cramb speaks
of the defective setting qualities of the Muscat Ham-
burgh as compared to Venn's Muscat. 1 beg to

inform him that our Vine of the latter had
as many small stoneless berries on it as fuU-

sized ones. Mr. Wildsmith has recorded the

same fact about it, so that that means nothing. It

must not be forgotten that the Muscat Hamburgh
does well sometimes and in some places, and then it

is one of the finest of black Grapes in any way. I

once exhibited it at the Barnsley Horticultural Exhibi-

tion, and got the ist prize among black Grapes with
it. There was not an ill-set or stoneless berry in the

bunches, and the colour was jet black ; but that was
the only time it did well with me. This season Mr,
Bruin, who sent me the samples, has it equally good.

Will the members of the Horticultural Club tell

your readers how they were guided to their con-

clusion in this matter (>ee p. 493) ? They have de-

livered a rather offhand verdict, which wants sub-

stantiating. Did they compare the two sorts together,

and which was best, if different? y. Simpson,
IFortky. [The Horticultural Club, as a body, does
not lay claim to any judicial powers. What was
published must be taken merely as the opinion of

individual members. Eds ]

There seems to be an opinion by some
growers that this new Grape and Snow's Black
.Muscat _,are the same, but may not Venn's variety

be a seedling raised from Snow's? Some varieties

of Grapes reproduce seedlings nearly identical with
their parents, as I have found out when raising

seedling Grapes in several instances. I lately fruited

same young Vines, raised from the White Frontig-

nan, and one of them proved to be exactly the

same in colour, perfumed flavour, and foliage.

Another had a little Grizzly tinge in the colour,
but has quite the Frontignan flavour. It is well
known that Mr. Josling, of St. Alban's, sent out
a Grape named Josling's St, Alban's, and it proved
to be identical with the Chasselas Musque, both as
regards fine flavour and its habit of cracking when
ripe on some borders. Now I can believe that Mr.
Josling raised his variety from the seed of the Chasselas
Musque, for I have tried raising seedlings from many
of the Chasselas kinds, and they have nearly all proved
identical. IVilliam Tillery.

PatTipas-grass.—We have three plants of Pampas-
grass in the pleasure grounds which are considered
very fine ; two of them have pink-coloured flowers.
On one I counted 154, on the other 145 flower-spikes.
The third I planted eighteen months ago ; it is an up-
right-growing kind, with silver-coloured flowers, and
it has now thirty-four strong bloom heads on it. They
are very pleasing objects just now, and greatly admired,
il'. Jl'i/sofi, Gr.,GrecnJie/J, Tip, Ireland.

I have just counted the flower-spikes on a
plant here. It has been planted about ten years, and
it flowers well every year. It has 213 flower-spikes
on it, and from 9 to li feet high. IVilliam Youngy
Gr. to Robert iV. Bait, Esq.^ Purdysburn, Belfast.

Preserving Spikes of Pampas-grass. —In
answer to B. R. S. Adams' query at p. 465, I
may state what I have always found the best plan for
preserving the spikes of Pampas-grass in perfect con-
dition to be the following :—Cut the stems before the
spikes are half out of the sheaths, store them in a dry
place and leave them undisturbed till entirely dried,
then remove the leaf which partly envelopes the
spikes ; the latter will appear perfectly bright, and
with a silky gloss on them, only they are rather stiff ;

then submit them carefully to a goodly heat, either in
a well-heated oven, or, better still, before a brisk
fire, when each floret will expand, and give the spike
the feather-like appearance so much appreciated. The
spikes prepared by that process will not drop one of
their glossy pistils, and will keep for any length of
time if kept free from the tarnishing effects of dust,
Henry I'ihnorin, Paris.

I beheve that the only secret for preserving
this in its beauty is to pick it before it is too much
expanded. It may even be picked before the
panicle emerges from the sheath, and the sheath may
be peeled off". //. N. Ellacombe.

Lapageria rubra.—We notice in your account
in the Gardeners^ Chronicle of Saturday last respect-
ing the Lapageria at Titus Salt, Esq., Milner Field,
in Bingley, that it is given as L. rosea. We beg to
inform you that the variety referred to was supplied
by u?, and is a seedling raised here named L. rubra.
We forward by post herewith two blooms of our
L. rubrum for your inspection, and, as will be seen,
it is much finer, larger, and deeper in colour than
L. rosea, Usher, Holmes cr* Tt?. , Hdndsworth A'w;--

series, Sheffield, Oct. 16. [The blossoms are very large
and fine, but of course it is only a seedling form of
L. rosea. Eds,]

Yucca aloifolia variegata.—In answer to in-

quiries as to the flowering of this, I may state that
mine is coming into flower in the open ground, but I

fear it will be checked by frost. My plant has been
in the open ground for many years, and is now about
6 feet high from the ground, without measuring the
flower-stem. H. N'. Ellacombe^ Bitton Vicarage.

Fremontia californica.—I was glad to see a
notice in your number of September 30 of that mag-
nificent shrub, Fremontia californica. Can you give
any reason for the seeming neglect with which it is

treated ? It is scarcely ever to be seen, and is seldom
quoted in nurserymen's catalogues. It would seem
that there must be some weak point about iL Vour
correspondent, "A. O. W.," compares this shrub to

a pyramid Pear tree. I should say the flower was like

Apple blossom of the richest golden-yellow colour.

IVtlliam Wickham, Binsted-Wych, Alton, Hants,
Oct. 16.

Tampering with Thermometers.—Mr. Bennett
says, at p. 466, that "we," meaning himself, and, I

suppose, his brother head gardeners, "are frequently

deceived when we look at the glass to find it standing
at a certain high point, when the temperature falls

much lower, and this is frequently done by the young
men breathing on the quicksilver just previous to the

master coming his rounds." I have been in several

places, and can say that I have never known the

young men do such a thing as this, or even suggest

it, but I have heard old gardeners speak of having
done it when they were young, and it seems to me
we have them to thank for the example. I don't

like the plan of setting Cinerarias as a trap, for if the

frost will get in, why sacrifice plants to find it out?
Mr. Bennett's trap is another proof of the wisdom of
the old adage that ** the most notorious poacher
makes the best keeper." Young Gardener,
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"Old Bob Ridley" appears to think Mr.

Bennett has made a serious charge against young men

by suspecting them guilty of breathing on thermo-

meters. I presume he has not had much experience

wilh young men of the present age. or he would have

been perfectly satisfied on that point. I have heard

complaints from many head gardeners, who are nearly

all agreed as to the difficulty there is of getting men

to take an interest in their duties, hence the cause of

so numerous a lot of inferior young men at the present

time. Allow me to apprise "Old Bob Ridley" that

out of twenty-eight applicants for a situation as second

man, there was only one who had a twelvemonth's

character. Most of them had been in nurseries, and

could not give a reference to their previous employer.

If nurserymen were more particular with whom they

engage, and insist on a reference, we might eventually

e.\pect more efficient and trustworthy men from the

nurseries. William yoncs.

Begonia Frcebelli.—This' splendid novelty, in-

troduced by M. FrcL-bel last year, is certainly a

grand addition to this beautiful family. Of late we

have had some splendid novelties sent out in

Begonias, but certainly this is one of the best. I saw

some seedlings a few days ago in the conservatory at

Danesford, Belfast, the newly erected houses of S.

Barbour, Esq., some of the flowers of which

measured 24 inches across ; the bright coloured

scarlet flowers contrasting beautifully with the deep

green foliage. It throws up several spikes well

above the foliage. .Some of these were seedlings of

this year, and were growing in 48 pots, and certainly

are grand for conservatory decoration. Mr. Fellows,

the gardener, intends growing it largely for this

purpose. I have seen B. Sedeni, Etna, Veitchii, rosre-

flora, and other hybrids, do well out-of-doors here in

Ireland, and I hope to see Fra?beli at some future

time. I have no doubt, in some of our warmer

climates, we shall find this valuable and beautiful

plant used largely for bedding purposes, and, from

what I have seen, they will certainly give great

satisfaction. A. Oiitrarit.

Grapes and Pines at Calderstone, near

Liverpool.—At the above place are to be seen the

grandest samples and the largest quantity of fine ripe

Pines perhaps ever seen in one house in Lancashire.

The Muscat Grapes are equally good, the finest being

simply superb ; the Melon and Peach crops have been

also fine, and fruit is not by any means allowed to

monopolise all Mr. Sunnington's attention. Our local

exhibitors have had frequent opportunities of making

his acquaintance at exhibitions both in hard and soft-

wooded plants. In 1S73, Mr. Sunnington showed

eighteen Chrysanthemums, cut blooms, which were

admittedly the largest, best-formed, and best-coloured

blooms ever shown in St. George's Hall, which says

something for his skill in a district which is notorious

for the perfection to which cultivators of the Chrysan-

themum havearrived. I am pleased to hear of the Japa-

nese varieties becoming more fashionable ; should they

become more popular at exhibitions it is to be

hoped that the style of training adopted rnay be in

keeping with the ragged appearance of their flowers.

Pro Bono Publico.

The Disqualified Collection of Fruit at Bishop
Auckland.— I feel very much surprised at the un-

warrantable assertions Mr. Mclndoe indulges in in

reference to this matter. lie expresses regret that I

"did not make myself thoroughly acquainted with the

circumstances of the case," before expressing an

opinion upon the decision. Allow me to inform him

that I saw at a glance what had been done, and took

full notes upon it at the time, but from a disinclination

I always f«el to express dissent from the awards

made by those who are judging in any other depart-

ment at an exhibition where I am also similarly engaged,

I afterwards ran the pencil through what I had

intended to say in the report. I was silent on the

subject until compelled to speak out by the letter

which appeared (p. 373) from Mr. Mclndoe's col-

league. Mr. Mclndoe goes on to say that I "did

not notice the disqualification " until I went to Wyn-
yard Park, and with Mr. Jones began to concoct the

matter," when "a case was drawn up for your

opinion ; " and "having got a verdict, and fancying I

had got the right end of the stick, I make bold four

weeks after the show to come out as Mr. Jones' cham-

pion." I have a great dislike to write anything person-

ally offensive, but in self defence Mr. Mclndoe compels

me to speak plainly, and I have no alternative but to

tell him that his statement is not accurate. The facts

of the case are simply these. I felt desirous to seethe

Vines that produced the very fine Grapes shown from

Wynyard. I went there without any previous arrange-

ment, further than writing to Mr. Jones to say I

intended to take the liberty of calling to see them.

My previous acquaintance with Mr. Jones was confined

to accidentally meeting him at some half-dozen shows

in different parts of the kingdom during the last ten

years, and before visiting Wynyard at the time in

question I had not been an hour altogether in his

company. As might be supposed, the subject of the

disqualification was mentioned, and then, as now, I

unhesitatingly expressed my conviction that it was a

mistake. Your readers will thus be able to judge

what possible motive I could have had for coming out

as Mr. Jones' champion, or concocting anything either

for or against the decision of the judges ; but when

called upon to give an opinion I shall always do it

fearlessly, no matter who is pleased or offended.

The matter lies in a small compass. Mr.

Mclndoe and his colleague in disqualifying the

collection made a mistake ; and when this is brought

to their charge, instead of candidly admitting

that they have erred, they have resorted to

the lame device of attempting to justify the decision

on the flimsy pretext that their interpretation of the

schedule was such as is general in the North of Eng-

land. I claim to be a North-country gardener myself,

and I cannot thank them for their questionable com-

pliment to the ability of the fraternity in that part of

the country to put a reasonable construction upon

common English ; and I venture farther to draw

their attention to something they appear to be

oblivous of ; it is this—that even if a schedule is not

worded in accordance with the intentions of those who
framed it, still both the judges, the exhibitors, and

the committee, are bound to act in conformity with

the strict wording. T, Baines,

If Mr. Baines' remarks only have the

effect of causing the schedules in future to be so

worded as to express distinctly what is meant they

will not have been written in vain. It is quite time

that attention was directed to the matter, as many
schedules are very indefinite and unsatisfactory. I

have myself been an exhibitor in a small way many
years, and I have also acted as judge for a number of

years, and I have been sometimes puzzled with the

schedules. Unfortunately too many of these

are not drawn up by professional gardeners ; if they

were they would not be worded in the vague and in-

definite manner they too often are. The wording of

the Bishop Auckland schedule is as follows :—" Col-

lection : eight dishes of fruit {Pines excluded) ; dis-

tinct varieties may include black and while Grapes

as separate dishes." Many of the schedules in the

North are worded in a somewhat similar manner. The
great mistake is not using the word " kinds " instead of

" varieties," and Mr. Baines deserves the best thanks

of all parties for drawing attention to the matter.

The expression "distinct varieties" is generally

meant for "distinct kinds" by the framers of the

schedule, and is generally accepted as such by ex-

hibitors. I presume the other collections of fruit at

Bishop Auckland each consisted of eight distinct

kinds of fruit, showing that their exhibitors under-

stood that to be the intention of the committee. I

believe Mr. Jones has in former years been an exhi-

bitor of collections of fruits at Bishop Auckland. Did
he at any previous show put two Melons in his col-

lection ? I do not remember ever to have seen two

Melons as two varieties in a collection of eight fruits.

There are other matters with regard to collections

that ought always to be stated in the schedule. One
is how many bunches of Grapes are to form a dish, and

the number of Peaches, Nectarines, &c., in a dish. One
sometimes sees one exhibitor confine himself to two

bunches of Grapes, six Peaches, six Nectarines, &c
,

and another exhibitor close by will put nearly twice

the quantity of fruit in the dishes ; and thus try by

quantity, if he cannot by quality, to get a prize.

Another point is that a dish, say of Peaches, should

not, as is sometimes done, be made up of two varieties.

The wording of the schedules with regard to collec-

tions of vegetables also wants revising. They should be

so worded as to leave no doubt about the meaning.

With regard to plants the schedules likewise require to be

carefully worded. At ashow where I officiated asjudge

during the past summer, there were prizes offered for

a collection of bedding plants, twelve distinct varieties.

After my own duties were finished, on looking round

I met some gentlemen discussing the merits of one

collection—which, I believe, got the 1st prize ; it

contained three Verbenas— a red, a white, and a

purple. One gentleman thought three Verbenas

ought not to be shown as distinct varieties of bedding

plants. If three Verbenas were allowable then the whole

twelve might have been Verbenas, which surely was

not the intention of the framers of the schedule. Much
unpleasantness and disappointment would be avoided

if schedules were so worded that committee, exhi-

bitors, and judges all understood what was meant.

The subject only wants ventilating in the Gardeners'

Chronicle to cause it to be rectified, and as some little

time must elapse before the schedules for 1877 are

compiled an expression of opinion will do good.

M. S.

I observe that in your leading article at

p. 492 you comment on the wording of a schedule,

which I daresay is bad enough, but at any rate you
should, in all fairness, correctly quote it. You say

—

"Collection : eight dishes of fruit (Pines excluded),

distinct varieties, may include Black and White Grapes

in separate dishes." The schedule reads thus :—
" Collection : eight dishes of fruit (Pines excluded)

;

distinct varieties, may include Black and White
Grapes as separate dishes." Now, as you must see,

this completely alters the meaning of the sentence,

for by using as instead of in, every one would com-
prehend that duplicates of the same sort of fruit except

Grapes would be excluded [No : this does not exclude

more than one variety of any other fruit. Eds] ; in proof

of which I may say that nine out of the ten competitors,

many of them perfect strangers, which Mr. Jones was
certainly not, also thetwojudges—that is, eleven out of

the twelve persons concerned—interpreted the schedule

in the sense intended by the committee. I may also

point out that you also seem to have interpreted the in.

tentions of the committee correctly, for you state in reply

to " W. J.," p. 462, " No doubt the framers of the

schedule intended that separatesorts should be shown."
You also state in your leader that "eight varieties of

Figs might have been shown ;
" I ask you would that

be a collection of fruit ? [Yes] Speaking technically it

would be a collection of Figs, and only one sort of

fruit. I may also state that Mr. Baines misquotes the

schedule in his reply to "One of the Judges " when
he says it does not say varieties. It also seems a visit

to Wynyard was necessary, as Mr. Mclndoe intimates,

to sharpen his perceptions, for although I was with
him during the time he was taking notes of the fruit

he never mentioned what he is now pleased to call so

palpable an error. Mr. Baines assumes rather lofty

ground as the champion of all that is fair, and of the

correct interpretation of the schedule ; if he is so very
particular, may I ask him how it happened he awarded
the 1st prize to Caladiums in 12-inch pots when the

schedule states they must be in S-inchpots? There
is no vagueness here. I can assure him that this

caused much more comment and dissatisfaction than
the disqualification of Mr. Jones' fruit, and I think

rightly, because it was palpably unfair to the exhi-

bitors who complied with the regulations. In reply

to Mr. Jones, I can assure him had the committee
known that the Melons were, as he now states, exhi-

bited intentionally and not in error, as the judges and
committee supposed, his deservedly broken head
wKJuld have now been minus the golden plaster.

Thomas Siibald. [This discussion has now gone far

enough ; but we hold to our opinion that the disqualifi-

cation was an error. Eds.]

Fraxinus americana : Acer saccharinum I
shall be much obliged for information in regard to

fine old specimens of the American White Ash
(Fraxinus americana) in Great Britain or the Con.
tinent. I have already called the attention of Ameri-
can planters to the value of this tree (.-/ Few Surges'

lions on Tree Planting), but it would also seem to be
one of the most valuable of all timber trees for Euro-
pean plantations, provided the soil and climate suit it.

This can be better ascertained by procuring the infor-

mation I desire than in any other manner that now
occurs to me. This Ash was introduced into England
a century and a half ago, and probably has been sent

over very often since, while Michaux and others must
have introduced it into France. Now if the soil and
climate of Europe suit it there should be some grand
old specimens, which could attest its value and beauty.

I have heard of such plants in the North of France
and in Germany, but I do not remember to have ever

seen them there or in England during any of my hurried

visits. The Sugar Maple (Acer saccharinum) is another

of our trees which I do not remember in good speci-

mens in England, although it was introduced but
little later than the Ash. It is one of our most beauti-

ful and useful trees, and worthy of very general culti-

vation wherever it will succeed. For Central and
Northern Europe I can imagine no better tree.

Information in regard to existing specimens would be
of the greatest interest. Possibly in Great Britain the

summer sun is not sufficiently hot to ripen the wood
of North American deciduous trees, but in many parts

of the Continent this objection would not hold good,
and their more general introduction and cultivation

would be followed by good results, both practical and
rcsthetic. So let us get all the information we can
on this subject. C. S. Sargent, Bofanie Garden, Cam-
bridiie, Mass. [There is a fine tree of Fraxinus americana
at Ealing Park, near London, formerly the residence

of Mrs. Lawrence. We have been obligingly informed
by Mr. Cole, who till lately was the gardener there,

that the tree in question has the following dimensions :

—Height of clear stem, 17 feet; spread of ihe

branches, 70 feet ; girth of trunk at 3 feet from the

ground, 9 feet. Eds.]

Durability of Varieties.—In the leading article

of September 23, the argumentation of the latter por-

tion appears to be vitiated by some confusion of the

stability with the durability of a variety propagated
by buds. It is argued that such varieties, being more
constant than races propagated by seeds, should

accordingly be at least equally durable, i.e., be equally

free from liability to die out from senility in the long

lapse of time. It is not easy to see how the one can

be inferred from the other. Theoretically the infer-

ence might rather be the other way ; for incapacity

to vary means less capability of adjustment to altering

condition, which must needs tell in the long run.
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Again, if propagation by buds is not to be called
close breeding, it must certainly want the advantages
(if any there be) of sexual reproduction, and be in the
highest degree liable to all the disadvantages (if any
there be) of close breeding. Finally, however un-
proved and improbable be the doctrine of the lesser
ultimite duration of bud-propagated varieties, it seems
to b; a just corollary from Mr. Dirwin's impartant
principle. Vet the inference and the reason of it

—

whatever they may be worth—were not made or
reached "on the authority of Mr. Darwin." A. G.

Chenopodium Bonus Henricus. — Book after

book on our indigenous plants speak of this plant as
s'ill being cultivated and used in Lincolnshire as a
substitute for Spinach, and I observe your corre-
spondent, " W. W.," p. 496, states that he "never
saw it cultivated except in Lincolnshire." I should
like very much to know whether it is much used at

the present time in that county, and, if so, where?
Perhaps some of your Lincolnshire readers will kindly
answer this inquiry. I suspect the current statement
is one that has been handed down from writer to
writer, and is hardly applicable in 1876. In the first

edition of Sowerby's English Bo/any, 1S02, we are
told merely " that the young herb boiled is a good
substitute for Spinach, and is in some places culti-

vated for the table." Withering (quoting Curtis), in

his /"/t^ra, says, "cultivated as Spinach by the poor
people at Boston, in Lincolnshire." SirJ. E.Smith
says, second edition, 1S2S, "This, our only perennial
Chenopodium, may be eaten when young like Spinach,
and is cultivated for the table in some parts of Lin-
colnshire." Then Mrs. Lankester, in the last edition
of En^'lisk Botany, .'ays of it that it was "for-
merly largely cultivated in gardens as a potherb, and
even in the beginning of the present century was
highly esteemed in Lincolnshire and some of the mid-
land counties, but is now but little used." It is never
likely to come again into use, because it cannot com-
pete commercially with Spinach, which comes to
hand so rapidly from seed, and produces leaves both
larger and in much larger quantity. /F. Marshall,
El:; 0:1. 17.

Distribution of Seeds by Panthers.—An inte-

resting fact in natural history was revealed during
the recent visit of His Rjyal Highness the Piince of
Wales to India. In one of the hunting excursions in

the neighbourhood of Baroda, a panther was shot,

and numerous seeds were found to be attached to the
skin. The seeds had two perfect hooks, manifestly
designed to attach themselves to foreign bodies. As
the panther moved about it collected the seeds on the
skin, and carried them about wherever it went, but
when it rubbed against the shrubs it of necessity
brushed some ofiT, and thus distributed them. These
seeds were taken from the skin by an ofiicer who was
one of the hunting party, and several came into the
possession of Mrs. Home, of Staines, a great lover of
horticulture, who did me the favour of sending me
specimens. I was so struck with the incident and
the remarkable character of the seed, that after accu-
rately figuring it, I desired it to be sown at " my
garden," when it rapidly grew into a handsome plant,
and produced beautiful clusters of tubular flowers. It
was immediately recognised as belonging to the genus
Martynia, and on examination both Prof. Oliver, of
the Royal Gardens, Kew, and Dr. Masters agree
that it is Martynia diandra, a plant which, although
introduced into this country as far back as 1731, has
scarcely ever been cultivated for many years. I have
placed my specimen in the hands of Mr. Sowerby,
the secretary of the Royal Botanic Society, Regent's
Park, and the plant, with one of the seeds taken from
the panther's skin, is now exhibited in the great
conservatory. Al/y(d Sime, Ftnsbury Circus, Oct. 14.
[The fruits of the Martynias have more or less
recurved horns. Martynia diandra is a native of
Central America, and is, we presume, cultivated in
Indian gardens. Perhaps the panther had a partiality
for gardeners. Eds.]

Hollyhock Flowers for Colouring 'Wine.—Is
it generally known that in some parts of the Continent
they grow dark flowering Hollyhocks to colour wine ?

I find the following paragraph in a book called
Marietta : or. Glimpses of Life in France:—"! recol-
lect once on the Rhine seeing cartload after cartload
of dark-coloured Hollyhocks carried past my win-
dows until I became so curious to know what was to
be done with them that I followed a waggon till I
saw it enter the courtyard of a large distillery, and
then I concluded the blossoms were used to colour the
white wine, for there were hardly any purple Grapes
m the neighbourhood, but plenty of red wine." E.

Liliums.—1 had some pots of Lilium spcciosum
which I wanted to bloom late. They were under
protection till May i, and had made shoots 12 inches
long. I put them under a wall with a north aspect,
and watered them freely with liquid manure till they

began to show flower-buds. I then only gave what
water kept them from flagging till I took them into
the conservatory the seconj week m July. I then
gave water again in abundance, anl they began to
come into bloom about the middle of August, and
from then to the middle of September they were a
perfect mass of bloom, some of them having fifteen
flowers on the stalk. It is only a few days since I
turned them out of the conservatory, having cat a
basket of flowers off them for the vases. Might not
Liliums be made to bloom a month later ? \V. Wilson,
Gr., GreiufieUs, Tipperary, Ireland.

Celery Fungus.—'With this you will receive
some pieces of Celery attacked by a fungus. I have
examined to-day here a considerable "quantity of
Celery, which is all decrying and going bad by the
operation of this pest. The leaf-stalks get pithy and
weak under its action, and eventually have not
strength to support themselves, and fall on the
ground, going off into a black rot. Oa lifting some
of the plants the roo-.s seemed inactive, and in a half-
rotten condition. I only examined one garden, where
for two or three years this fungus has spoiled the
crop ; but I hear of it in other gardens in the neigh-
bourhood, and I cannot learn that any remedy that
had been applied to prevent its spreading has had any
good eff'ect. W. ]V. S., IVorlhinj. [The fungus is

Puccinia apii. Eds.]

Pelargonium Ivanhoe.—In the Gardeners^
Chronicle of Saturday last, in your remarks on the
new Pelargoniums in flower at Chiswick, you credit
the late Mr. Pearson as the raiser of Ivanhoe. I beg
to say it is one of my seedlings, and was sent out by
Mr. Turner last spring with The Moor and others. 7.
George, Putney Heath.

"Waste Not, Want Not."—Every one must
agree with the remarks your correspondent, Mr.
Downie, made respecting saving ; and having seen so
much misery resulting Irom improvident habits, I
would as strongly urge the importance of thrift on all
those who have the means of putting by even the
smallest amounts. There is, however, an old saying
that "any fool may save money, but that it takes a
wise man to keep it." If ever the above applied it

does now in these days of fraud and chicanery, when
people with once honoured names and in high posi-
tions lend themselves to cheat the public of their
hard-earned savings. What is wanted is some safe
channel for investments among gardeners, where they
can put their little when they have saved to yield a
fair return. Leading somewhat isolated lives, as
most of us do, we have not the means of becoming
acquainted with what is sound or unsound in the way
of investments, and are therefore among the first to
sufTir, as I have found to my cost. Surely among
the wealthy we serve some may be found to start an
institution whereby gardeners paying in for a certain
number of years would be in receipt of some-
thing to live on after the age oi (say) 65 ; or could
anything of this kind be grafted on to the Gardeners'
Benevolent Institution ? S. J.

Salvia patens.—There is no outdoor plant
producing blue flowers that can compete with this
well-known old Salvia for beauty and rich colouring
in the autumn. It has been often recommended as a
summer bedding plant, but that is an undoubted
mistake here in the South, where, as a rule, the
summer heat is too great for it. In the North it

makes a grand ribbon-border plant, and its roots
remain in the open ground all through the winter. It
is equally hardy here, but lives through the winter
best if the roots are lifted and planted up thickly in a
dry, loose soil, under a spreading Oak tree. Here in

the spring they will start early into growth, and can
then be re-lifted, divided, and planted up again for

the summer. The best plan, however, is to lift some
of the roots in the autumn after the frost has stopped
blooming. Shake the roots well out, so as to free the
roots from worms, and then plant them up thickly
either, as I do, in a soil-bed in the greenhouse, or in

shallow boxes with plenty of fine light soil. The
roots should not be allowed to get dry, but be kept
moderately moist ; this keeps the tubers plump and
strong. Early in April these roots will throw up an
abundance of young growth, and cuttings can be had
ad libitmn. If taken oflT carefully with a piece of heel
attached, they will strike freely without bottom-heat,
and plenty of nice robust growth is thus insured. A
cool border, or under a north wall, is the best place to

see the Salvia patens to advantage ; and if the heat of
July and August should afli'ect its blooming, it will

amply compenstate by the richness and abundance of
its flowers through the autumn. A. D., Bedfont.

Do Figs require Protection during Winter?

—

My experience leads me to say. Yes—at any rate in some
counties and in many exposed districts ; and in conse-
quence of this I think it would be unfair to amateur

Fig growers to allow Mr. Ward's letter to pass un-
noticed. Here in the Midlands I find it absolutely
necessary to cover them during winter, and that
effectually, and in support of my remarks beg to say
that in the gardens now under my charge the Fig
trees are annually thatched with straw to a consider-
able thickness, with the result that first-rate crops of
very fine fruit have been gathered. When I took
charge of these trees, in February, 1S74, I found them
tied up in the ordinary manner, but instead of straw,
branches of 'Spruce Fir had been used, hung over
them by way of protection, which while it afforded a
temporary shelter from frost did but little towards
giving us anything like a crop of fruit—proving as I
imagined an insuflicient protection. The two following
seasons I had them taken down, tied neatly together in
not too large bundles, and carefully covered with clean
long straw, tied or fastened among them with string or
thin wire, and the loose straws cut oflT with hand-
shears for the sake of neatness—with the result I have
just described. This season the crops have been
unusually fine both in size and quantity. We do not
of course uncover or in any way expose these
trees in spring until all sign of injury by frost
has entirely disappeared, and although the first foliage
has in some cases pushed through the covering the
trees have not been in the least injured. Tnere is
nothing in this mode of procedure unsightly, or that
is calculated in any way to interfere with the tidiness
of the border, as Mr. Ward imagines. The bundles
are securely fastened to holdfasts in the wall, and the
border well mulched after the operation, which is the
finishing touch until the uncovering time again arrives.
But it was not so much my own trees as those of a
neighbour's within five minutes' walking distance of
nae that struck me on reading .Mr. Ward's letter. He,
like Mr. Ward, has an objection to winter coverings,
and his trees have the advantage of a high wall, in a
very warm situation, and from which a dish of fruit
has not been gathered the last two seasons, although
the trees are in the most healthy condition, and would,
in my humble opinion, produce crops equal to my
own with the same amount of protection. Whether
my case and those in the immediate neighbourhood
are isolated ones I know not, but certain it is that
well-protected trees produce good crops of fruit here,
and those that are not covered comparatively nothing
As a southerner I am aware that in many counties
protecting the Fig is utterly unknown, and grand crops
are annually taken ; but to those who reside in later
counties, and, like myself, in exposed districts, with
heavy " marlish " soils to contend with, and who are
anxious that the Fig should figure prominently on the
dessert table, I say "cover them." J. W. Silver,
The Gardens, Knovile Hall, Waiwkkshirc, Oct. 16.

The Limekiln System of Heating. — Objec
tions are being raised to anonymous correspondents on
the subject of limekiln heating. As far as I am con-
cerned, if the name of so humble an individual is of
any value to the subject at issue, it shall be forth-
coming in due time if required. I am only one of
many who, living in a limestone district, are in want of
trustworthy information on so important a subject to
horticulture as heat without cost ; and what so natural
as to appeal through the gardeners' most reliable
source, the Gardeners' Chroniclel—'tiv.^ I very much
fear this hitherto steadfast friend is about to fail us,
through the reticence of its correspondents. Again I
ask, what amount of f^ s. d. was required in the adop-
tion of each limekiln apparatus. The first cost of the
replaced boilers has nothing whatever to do with
this—Mr. Fish's observation is merely an evasion of
the direct question. It is surely bad policy to shroud
this most important question in mystery. In the
first (place -Mr. P. Wadds, Moor Abbey, excited
our curiosity by promising some such information, but
we now find he has been pegged down by some
mysterious influence. Many are the advocates of the
system, but a sort of Freemasonry seems to exist
among them, and the secret of their society must be
"the cost of adopting the limekiln system." It is, I
believe, generally considered that the price paid for a
good boiler will pay lor its setting. Mr. Fish esti-
mates (see p. 466) that the cost of setting an ordinary
boiler will at least (which I take to mean will some-
times do more than) pay for a limekiln. What are
kilns in the market at from ^10 to ^40 each ? Why
Mr. Bennett acknowledged long ago that his "railway
cutting " cost ;^40 for excavation alone, at the same
time carefully excluding excavation for limekiln, cost
of apparatus, and the manifold expenses attending
such an undertaking. I beg to thank Mr. Bennett
for his prompt information regarding the Hatfield kiln
and great superiority of lime heat over coals, as shown
by experiments with his kiln fire-bars. At the same
time I must express my astonishment at the parti-

culars of the success of the system there. I am per-
fectly at a loss to know where the "great" and
" glorious success " comes in; was it when the kiln
was found sufi'icient to keep out irost from Cinerarias
with the assistance of an auxiliary boiler and three or
four more powerful boilers all fired in the old way ?

Mr. Bennett says the kiln which performed this
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prodigy was found to produce a great lack of heat

when bars were introduced, and it was fired in the old

way. I learn from a correspondence with a brother gar-

dener near Carlisle, that Messrs. Ilamiltons have tested

their kiln apparatus in this way, and found the heat

very superior to any they ever obtained from burning

lime, and with little more than half the consumption
of coals. Downie & Laird found similar results. If

1 am not stating facts, these gentlemen will no doubt
put me right ; I also notice that one of the limekiln

advocates acknowledges that on cold nights he finds

it necessary to put a quantity of coals on the kiln with-

out limestone in order to keep up heat in his houses

—

in other words, to make up for deficiency of heat in

the new system, he is obliged to have recourse to the

old one. The kiln at Hatfield was, it appears, put

down to heat 4000 feet of 4-inch pipes ; afterwards

4000 more were attached, making in all Sooo feet.

Four powerful boilers (old system) were put down to

assist the kiln in heating this ; one was fired so hard

that it burst— another, until from intense heat, it set

fire to a vinery—and lo, and behold ! the whole credit

of doing this great amount of work is unreservedly

given to the limekiln apparatus. It would be very

desirable to know how many shares Mr. Bennett has

in the Garston Company. Another correspondent

(Mr. Gordon, of Niddrie) was taken to task by Mr.

P. Wadds (see p. 812, Dec. 25, 1S75} for stating that

with a weekly consumption of 13 cwt. of culm and
2 tons of limestone, his kiln is able to heat 2000 feet of

piping. Is this during winter, and if so, how many
degrees of heat had he in his houses at this time ?

Did he employ a cunning batch of Cinerarias in each

house, and if so, how fared they? He further stated

that after pass^ing these 2 tons of limestone through

his kiln he had 35 cwt. of lime for sale, yet he crops

up again at page 466), without ever having had
the frankness to admit, either that his figures were
blundered, or his 35 cwt. of lime only little more than

half-burned. Really all these facts have a queer ring

with them. And now, in conclusion, as I have no
ready means of finding out the cost of setting the

tubular boiler at Osberton, and decidedly object to

this round-about way of arriving at the cost of a lime-

kiln, will the successors of Mr. Bennett (whom the

latter seems anxious should have a chance to speak},

also Messrs. Downie & Laird, Hamilton, and uthers

having an apparatus of similar size, be kind enough
to inform me how much small change was found lying

about out of ;^Soo, after all and every expense was
paid connected with adopting the lime (kiln) system,

and the utter extinction of the old boiler system. This

I intend as merely an altered form of putting my first

question, which perhaps has not been clearly under-

stood. J. T.

What more can "Old Bob Ridley" and the

opponents of the limekiln system want than they

already know? They are assured that the expense of

applying the limekiln is no more than an equally

large boiler on the old plan ; that the heat is steady

and sufficient for its purpose; that where limestone is

to be had the expense of coal is more than repaid
;

and, finally, a gardener can rest peacefully in his bed
without fear of his fires being neglected. I, for one,

have seen and heard quite enough to know that I wish

I had it at work in my place, and hope before long to

experience the benefit. J, /*., Yo?/:.

Lilium neilgherrense. — As stated in your
"Answers to Correspondents" last week, October
is unnaturally late for Lilies to be had in bloom
for conservatory decoration. You also hint the

possibility that Lilium neilgherrense could be had in

bloom at that time. We beg, in confirmation of this

statement, to inform you that a fine bulb of this species

has with us thrown up two stems, the first stem
flowering the last week in August and lasting till about
the third week in September ; the second stem has

now produced ajiother beautiful flower, opening to-

day (October 16), and which will no doubt last

equally as long in flower as the first. 7/ie Nav Plant
and Bulb Co., Colchester,

Law Notes.

The Importance of a Stamped Contract.
—At the Westminster County Court on the 15th inst.

the case of Dale v. Cox was heard before the presiding

Judge, F. Bayley, Esq., in which the plaintiff, a

Potato and vegetable salesman at the King's Cro=s

Station, sued the defendant, described as a business

agent, of Drummond Street, Euston Square, to recover

the sum of £2$ for moneys had and received for the

plaintiff's use and benefit. Mr. Knox, solicitor,

appeared for the plaintiff, and Mr. Browne for the

defendant. From Mr. Knox's opening statement, it

appeared that his client, being in anticipation of

retiring from business, was anxious to dispose of his

stock, goodwill, and connection for the sum of ;i^5'^»

and employed the defendant to carry out the negotia-

tion for him, and that the defendant had received

/25 as a deposit from an intending purchaser, and

although the negotiation was never concluded, the

defendant refused to pay the money over to his

client, and left him to bring the present action.

The plaintiff, on being called, supplemented his

solicitor's statement by adding, that in July last the

defendant called upon him, and stated that he had alarge

connection amongst market gardeners, salesmen, and

others, and could easily find a purchaser for him. The
plaintiff asked the defendant his terms, and was told a

charge of 5 per cent, would be made in addition to the

expenses of transfer, stamp, and advertisements ; but

no charge was to be made in case the defendant failed

in finding a purchaser, beyond money paid for adver-

tisements, and this arrangement was fully understood

by the defendant. This being the plaintift's case.

The defendant said he agreed with the plaintiff on

the terms he had stated, but considered he had, in

point of law, carried out the negotiation, as when the

purchaser he had found for the plaintiff paid £2$
to witness as a deposit, he (witness) drew up a con-

tract through his solicitor which was duly signed by

both parties, and therefore he considered the negotia-

tion had been carried through. In answer to the

learned Judge, defendant said that the plaintiff had

promised him ^i^io for his trouble, even if a negotia-

tion was not effected.

The plaintiff being recalled said that was so, but

it was to cover all expenses.

The defendant continued—In reality he had only

received ^20 of thedepcsit money, and had expended

£2 for solicitors' fees, los. for advertisements, and

2s. 6(f. for a stamp, which, with /^ 10 agreed to be paid,

amounted to /13 2s. 6(1., Upon this the learned

Judge said no doubt the contract had been signed or

the plaintiff could not have recovered anything, but as

it was he should allow the defendant's charges and rule

in favour of the plaintiff for ^^6 I7r.—Judgment was

entered accordingly, with costs.

STATE OF THE WEATHER ATBLACKHEATH, LONDON,
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dipped into boiling water, then into tepid acidulated
with Lemon juice, and lastly it is allowed to soak in
cold water for some time, and afterwards dried in the
sun. Eich hat is, or ought to be, made of a single
leaf. A hat of the finest quality, made out of a single
leaf, will take several months to make it complete,
and the plaiting will be so fine as hardly to be per-
ceptible at a short distance. Toronto Globe.

LuriNES.—The greater part of the way is flanked
by sandy hills, almost covered down to the edge of
the Toad with innumerable plants of perennial
Lupines, in varieties of blue, white, pink, and yellow.
In England these plants die down to the ground in

winter, and are obliged to make a fresh start every
spring ; but the mildness of a Californian winter allows
them to grow into great bushes, some of them as
large as haycocks ready for carrying. These were all

coming into bloom when we arrived in the country,
but a few weeks later we saw them in perfection,

when the dense thousands of brilliant tlower-spikes in

their various colours formed some of the most striking
floial displays that can be imagined. "Over Ihe Sea
and Far Aiuay," by T. W. Hiiuhlif, M.A., F.R.G.S.
(p. 202).

enquiries.
He thiit questiotuth much sluiU learn mttck.—Bacon.

141. The Winnower Insect.—Would some corre-
spondent who is acquainted with the insect locally

known in some parts of England as the *' Winnower
"

(in Wheat) be kind enough to give its scientific name ?

It appears in a return of a few years back as doing
damagi^ to the extent of a third part of the crop
attacked, and its correct name would be a great obliga-
tion. O.

Answers to Correspondents.
Apple Seehling: W. L. W. Your Apple is not
known. It may be a seedling but is not of much
value. It is very showy, but Jar too soft and mealy to
be appreciated.

Begonias : A. E., Edgtiaslon. We should think you
cftuld ^et them through any of the leading nurserymen

.

—G. J. VV. Very poor.
Books ; Mm msticanus. JVorJs on Ihe Growth of
Plants in Closed Cases, published by Van Voorst. See
also Burbidge's Domestic Floriculture, published
by Blackwoods.

Brussels Sprouts : Villa Gardener. Dust with lime
and soot when the leaves are well damped with dew.

Close Svste.m of Forcing : More Air. Too personal.
Concrete : II-'. W. H. We should think not, but have
had no experience.

Euonvmus ; Usk. Your second letter shows that you
refer to a Lonicera, and not to a Euonymus. The
plant is therefore one of the Honeysuckles, and has
probably sweet-scented flowers, but not coloured seed-
vessels, like those of Euonymus.

Fruit Trees for West W.\lls : A. Piper. A wall
260 feet long will hold twenty trees at 12 feet apart.
Plant your permanent ones at that distance, and tem-
porary trees between each. You may grow most fruits

on a west wall. Try three Peaches—Early York, Hale's
Early, Royal George ; three Apricots—Moorpark,
Kaisha

;
four Cherries—May Duke, Black Tartarian,

Eaton, Bigarreau Napoleon
; six Plums—Victoria,

Prince Englebert, Jefterson, Transparent Gage, Belle
de Septembre. The remainder should be Pears. We
name eight of the best, the rest to be duplicates :

—

Louise Bonne of Jersey, Marie Louise, Marechal de
la Cour, Doyenne du Cornice, Glou Mor9eau. Winter
Nelis, Josephine de Malines, Beurre dejonghe.

Fungus : T. IS., Selborne. Your fungus is Helvella
crispa, a very good edible species. It is best stewed,
and the specimens should be fresh

;
yoprs was mouldy.

Insects : H. S. Your large green caterpillar had turned
into a brown chrysalis before reaching us, so that we
cannot determine the species till it arrives at the
perfect state. W.

Names of Fruits : K. H., Leicestershire. 8, Seckle
;

^^., Gansel's Bergamot ; 18. Duchesse dAngouleme
;

17, Beurre Diel
; 7, Bergamotte d'Esperen ; i and

6, Marie Louise ; 13, Louise Bonne of Jersey ; 10,
Comte tie Lamy ; 12, Beurre de Capiaumont ; 14,
Beurre Bosc

; 3, decayed.—7. T. F. i, Alfriston
;

2, Downton Pippin
; 3, Lawson Pippin

; 4, not
recognised.

Names of Plants : T. R. As near as we can tell, in
the absence of wood thorns and fruit, the varieties are,
I, Cratcegus crus-gaUi prunifolia ; 2, C. cordata

; 3,
C. pyrifoha

; 4, C. coccinea indentata
; 5, C. macrantha.—R. Barrington. Tradescantia zebrina.

—

J. Murton.
Cattleya Warscewiczii, Rchb. f., C. gigas of M.
Linden. H. G. Rclib.—Cliftonia. i, Pelargonium
tomentosuin

; 2, P. crispum
; 5, P. radula, var. rosea.

Can you send fresh leaves of Nos. 3 and 4?—too much
withered to identify properly.

—

G. E. Cox. Rodriguezia
secunda.— r. Y., Staines. Maxillaria piota.—3*. P.
Hedera Rccgneriana.—P. F. C , Herefordshire.
Pyrus tormina!is.—Or. Paterson. Not a Vallota, but
Gastronema sanguineum—a beautiful plant, intro-
duced by Messrs. Backhouse, of York, in 1S45.—
A. Lee. Lavatera trimestris.— C. \V. D. i, Veronica
Buxbaumii, carpels divergent at the tips, &c. ; 2,
Veronica agrestis, carpels parallel, &c.— G. J. W.
Senecio mikanoides.—v4. B. C. i, Pteris cretica albo-
Uneata

; 2, Nephrolepis tuberosa
; 3, Lomaria .gibba

;

4, imperfect, apparently a Lomaria
; 5, Asplenium

bulbiferum
; 6, Selaginella Martensii var?; 7, Pilea

serpyllsefolia
; 8, Libonia floribunda.— H'. B. So far

as we can tell from the specimens sent, No. i is

Liquidambar styraciflua ; 2 a Platanus.
New Cucumber and .Melon Disease : A Distracted

One. Your remarks are olTeniive. It is one thing to
differ in opinion with a fellow practitioner, of whose
high principle there is no question, and another thing
to abuse him under cover of a pseudonym.

Oak Leaves: S. P., Warren Court. The "sort of
Fungus on the Oak leaf sent, is not a fungus at all,

but the silk-button Oak gall illustrated in our
last issue.— W. B. Your Oak leaf is covered on the
under side with the Oak Spangles-gall.

Phylloxera: M. We have not detected any Plylloxera
in the roots sent.

PiNETUM : Pine. You have omitted to tefl us the nature
and conformation of the ground—an important point
for consideration in such a matter—consequently we
can only say that probably the following would suit :—
Pinus austriaca, P. .syLestris, P. Jeffrey!, P. flexilis,

P. Cembra, P. aristata, P. contorta ; .\bies excelsa,
A. Englemanni. A. nigra, A. polita ; Tsuga (.\bies)
canadensis, Larix europnea, Araucaria imbricata, Picea
nobilis, P. Nordrnanniana, P. Lowiana, P. pectinata

;

Cedrus atlantica, Cupressus Lawsoniana and varieties,
C. nulkaensis

i Juniperus chinensis and var. aurea,J.
hibernicus,

J. Sabina and variegata ; Libocedrus
decurrens, Retinospora obtusa, R. pisifera, R. plumosa
aurea, Taxus baccata and variegata, T. adpressa.
Thuja occidentalis sibirica.

1^ Foreign Subscribers sending Post-office Orders,
payable at the post-ofhce, King Street, Covent Gar-
den, London, are requested to be good enough to
write to the Publisher, at the office of this paper,
41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, at the same
time, to inform him of the fact.

C.\talogues Received.—Francis R. Ringhorn (Sheen
Nursery, Richmond, Surrey), Catalogue of Plants,
&c.—Charles Turner (Royal Nurseries, Slough)
Catalogue of Roses. Fruit Trees, Conifers,
Shrubs, &c.—Messrs. T. Rivers & Son (Sawbridge-
worth, Herts). Descriptive Catalogue of Fruit Trees,
also Descriptive Catalogue of Roses, and Special List
of .Standard Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, &c.—R.
Tucker (The Nurseries. Faringdon. Berks). Catalogue
of Nursery Stock. Forest, Fruit, and Ornamental
Trees and Shrubs. Roses. &c.—Messrs. Desfossi.
Thuillier & Sons (Orleans, Loiret, France), Priced
List of General Nursery Slock.

COMMUN-ICATIONS Releived.—J. M., Gildersome St. (we
should consider the man an am.iteur. and allow him to exhibit
as such).-R. H.-J. T. F.—J. Kerr.— Re.idcr.-T. li.—
F. F.-T. N.—J. Baron—J. R. J. -H. E.—G. W.—A Sub-
scriber—R. D.—A Young G.irdeuer.-W. M. (manv
thanks).—A. J. S.—J. C —T. P.—A. F.—T. S. J.—A. F

%• IMPORTANT NOTICE.— 7%« Agricultural
Gazette is Published on Mondays, in time
for tlie Evening Mails, containing a Full Report of
the London .Markets, and of all other Agricultural

Intelligence up to the hour ofgoing to press.

[arkds.
COVENT GARDEN, October 19.

The market is nearly clear of rough Apples, and best
samples are beginning to fetch better prices. A good
demand continues for Kent Cobs at improved rates, and
business is steady. James Webber, Wholesale Apple
Market.

^^

Apples, per J^-sieve 16-60 Melons, each .. 20-61
Firs, per doz. .. 06-20 Oranges, per 100 ..iS 0-24 >

Filberts, per lb. .. o S- r o Peaches, per doz. .. 4 0-12 <

Grapes, per lb. „ 06-60 Pears, per doz. .. 2 o- 4 <

Lemons, per 100 ..8 0-14 o Pine-apples, p. lb. .. 20-61
Vegetables,

Artichokes, per doz. 6— Eng. Globe, doz. 4
Beet, per doz. .. i

Cabbages, per doz. .. i

Carrors, per bunch., o
Cauliflowers, perdoz. 2
Celery, per bundle . . i

Chilis, green, per loo 3
Cucumbers, each . . o

.d.\

- 3

4- :

]

Leeks, per bunch .

.

Lettuces, per score-

.

Mint, green, bunch _ .,

Mushrooms, per pott, o 6-
:— buttons, do. ..06-:

Onions, young, bun. o S-o
Parsley, per bunch., o 4-

,

Radishes, per bunch, o i- (

Spanish, doz.
Endive, per doz. .. 10-20, Shallots, per lb. ..06-..— Batavian, p. doz. 20-30 Spinach, per bushel 1 6- :

Garlic, per lb. ..06-.. Tomatas, perdoz. ..20--
Herbs, per bunch . . 02-041 Turnips, per bundle o 4- \

Horse Radish, p. bun. 40-.. ' Veg. Marrows, doz. 2 o- (

Polatos.— Kent Regents, £,1 to £,(i ; Essex Regents, £1, 10
to ^5 ; Kidneys, £.Z per ton.

Plants in Pots.

Asters, per do^. .. 4
Begonias, per doz. . . 6

Bouvardias, do. ..12 0-18 o Mignonette,
Chrysanth., perdoz. 4 0-12 o Myrtles, do,
Coleus, per dozen .. 30-90 Palms in variety.each 3 6

Heliotrope, per doz. 6 0-12 <

:.I2 0-24 <

Cypei Pelargoniu
i/racaena lerminalis 30 0-60 o per doz, . . . . 4 o- 9 c— viridis, perdoz. 18 0-24 o Petunias.double, doz. 9 0-18 (

Erica caffra, p. doz. 9 o-j3 o Primula slnensis.doz. 6 o- 9 c

Ferns, in var.
, p. doz. 6 0-30 o Solanums, per doz. 6 0-24 (

Ficus elastica .. 2 6-15 o Verbena, scent., doz. 3 o- g <

Fuchsia, per doz. .. 4 0-18 o Valottapurpur., doz.12 0-18 c

Heaths, variety, doz. 9 0-24 o

Astt
Chir

J bunches,
I bun. ,

Bouvardias,
_

Carnations, 12 bunch.
Dahlias, 12 bunches
Eucharis, per doz. .

.

0-40 — :

Gladiolu
.

Heliotropes,
sprays
2 ipr.

Primula, dbl., p. bun.
I
Roses, indoor, p. doz.
— outdoor, 12 bun.
Stephanotis, 12 spr.

SEEDS.
London- : Oct, i8.—For the time of year the seed

trade now exhibits a fair amount of activity. Several
advices concerning red Clover seed have just come to
hand from the United States, the general tenor of which
is that the American crop will turn out under an average,
and that owing to unfavourable weather and the elec-
tioneering going on supplies have thus far been kept back.
With increased offerings prices may possibly settle down
to a more desirable level, but, as might be expected,
buyers in Europe hesitate to send out orders at the
extreme rates reported by cable. There has been a good
business doing in yearling red seed at an adva.ice of 45.
to 5^. per cwt. Trefoils keep steady. For grass seed
the inquiry is at present very limited. English Canary
seed meets an improved request, and holders succeeded
in obtaining a slight advance. Rape seed is getting
both scarcer and dearer. In white Mustard seed there
is no alteration

; brown samples, for lack of supply, are
making very high prices. For winter Vetches the sale
is slow but currencies are in favour of buyers. John Shaw
SfSons, Seed Merchants. 37, Mark Lane, London, E.G.

CORN.
At Mark Lane on Monday there was no improvement

in the demand for English Wiieat, and factors were not,
therefore, induced to hold out for higher prices. For
foreign there was, a small consumptive inquiry. Barley
of inferior kinds barely supported recent quotations ;

fine malting produce, however, was fully as dear. Malt
was dealt in to a limited extent, at rates somewhat in
favour of the seller. Sound Russian Oats realised a
further slight advance, while other sorts maintained
previous currencies. Maize was steady on former terms.
For Beans and Peas fully late rates were asked. The
flour trade was dull, and quotations were with difficulty

upheld.—Wednesday's market was moderately firm, but
there was no improvement in business, and holders of
Wheat appeared satisfied with the rates of Monday.
Barley was rather dull, except the very best produce ;

and a limited demand prevailed for malt. The better
qualities of Oats were taken off steadily, and old Russian
tended still higher in price. Maize was held for lull

quotations, so also were Beans and Peas. Flour was
rather easier in tone.—Average prices of corn for week
ending Oct. 14:— Wheat, 46J. 2.d.\ Barley, 39?. ^d.

;

Oats, 25 f. \od. For the corresponding week last

year:—Wheat, 461. 10,/. ; Barley, 365. io</. ; Oats,
24J.

CATTLE.
At the Metropolitan Market on Monday choice quality

beasts found purchasers at fully late rates, and in a
few instances higher rates were obtained. Several lots ol
inferior remained unsold. Trade was more active for
sheep than last week, and best qualities were rather
dearer. There was a large number of calves on offer,

but a considerable proportion of inferior quality.
Quotations:— Beasts, 4r. to 51. and 51. 6i/. to 6i'.2(j', ; calves,

45. 6if. to ds.; sheep, 5f. to 6;. and 6j. Zd. to 'js. 2d.;
pigs, 4i. 4(/. to 5f. 3i/.—Thursday's market was very
moderately supplied, but the general tone was heavy.
The beast market cleared slowly. Sheep met a qutet
sale, and the tendency of prices was in favour of buyers.
Prime calves were in demand, and fully as dear as on
Monday, but common sorts met a slow sale. Pigs met
a better inquiry.

HAY.
At the Whitechapel Market on Oct. 17 trade was

reported steady, and with a fair supply prices were un-
changed. Prime Clover, loor. to 140J. ; inferior, 85^. to
95J. ; fine meadow hay, 90). to 130^.; inferior, 55/. to

7S^- ; and straw, 40s. to 50J. per load. — With fair sup-
plies, trade on Thursday was steady, at late rates.

Quotations :—Clover, best, iioj. to 143J. ; inferior, 85.;.

to 95.^. ; hay, best, looj. to 132J. ; inferior, 55.^. to 75^. ;

and straw, 4oj^. to $os. per load, — Cumberland Market
quotations : — Superior meadow hay, 135J. to 140J. ;

inferior, iioj-. to 126^. ; superior Clover, 140?. to 147^. ;

inferior, 115J. to 130J. ; and straw, 48J. to 52J. per load.

POTATOS.
From the Borough and Spitalfields Markets reports we

learn that there has been considerable blight in some of
the samples on offer, and that trade was slow in conse-
quence. The following reduced prices prevailed :

—

Kent Regents, 60s. to gos. per ton ; Essex ditto, 50J. to
80J. ; rocks, 50J. to 751. ; flukes, 50J. to iioj.; Victorias,
50J. to iroi.—Last week's imports into London consisted
of 1432 bags from Hamburgh, 1284 Antwerp, 1144 bags
6 barrels Bremen, 172 barrels Groningen, 139 bags
Ghent, 40 baskets 3 bags Amsterdam, and 30 packages
Rotterdam,

COALS.
There was a steady demand for house coal at the

market on Monday. The top price was 23J. per ton.

Hartleys declined 6d. per ton. Business on Wednesday
was steady, at previous prices. Quotations :— Holywell
Main, iSs. ^d. ; Walls End—Original Hartlepool, 23?. ;

Tunstall, 19J. (^d. ; Hartlepool, 22s. ; Kelloe, 20^. ;

East Hartlepool, 22J. ^d. ; Tees, 22j, gd.
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DANIELS BROS.'

CHOICE FLOWER ROOTS.
Our superbly Illustrated CATALOGUE of the

above is now ready, and may be had post-free by

all intending purchasers, on application.

HYACINTHS—Choice named, in splendid

variety, 6s. ^ cjs., 12^., iSs. and 24J'. per dozen.

DANIELS BROS.' CHOICE
COLLECTIONS of FLOWER ROO FS,

6s. 6d., I2S. 6d., 21s., 42s., 6^s. and 84-T. each,

carriage free.

DANIELS BROS.,
SEED GROWERS and NURSERYMEN. The ROYAL

NORFOLK SEED ESTABLISHMENT,
NORWICH.

BULBS OF ALL KINDS.
THE

NEW PLANT and BULB COMPANY
Beg to inform their friends that their

CATALOGUE IS NOW READY,
And can be had, post-free, on application.

LION WALK, COLCHESIEB.

Eltham Nursery, Kent, SB.
One Mile from Ekham Slation, Loop Line : Two Miles from

Biackheath, North Kent.

THIRTY ACREi) of well-grown NURSERY
STOCK, comprising Specimen CONIFERS and EVER-

GREENS, all sizes ; Standard ROSES, FRUIT TREES. &c.
Gentlemen who intend planting this season are invited to

come and select for;themselves.—JAMES W. TODMAN.
Camellias, Azaleas, Rtiododendrons, &c

CHAS. VUYLSTEKE, Nurseryman,
Loochristy, near Ghent, Belgium, has a very large stock of
well-grown Plants with buds, disposable by loo or looo.

CAMELLIAS, line named varieties, {,=, to £,(, per loo.

., ALBA PLENA, .is, X6, and i;7per loo.

INDIAN AZALE.\S, in 25 named varieties, {.s. 16, .and

HARDY GHENT AZALEAS, in 25 named varieties, i^, £5,
and £6 per 100.

AZALEA MOLLIS, in 12 named vars.. £a. .iio to £12 per 100.

,, .. extra strong plants, 45. to 85. each.

,, ,. Seedlings, very bushy plants, Z6 to X8 per 100.

KALMIA LATIFOLIA, £s to £6 per 100.

For Novelties see our CATALOGUE, which will be sent
flee on >p|rfacation to our Agents,

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great
Tmver Street. London, E.G.

MAGNlTlCENT LIMES and ELMS,
all well rooted and clean grown.

LIMES, crimson-twigged, s to 6 feet, 505. per 100: 6 to 8 feet,

70J. per 100 : 8 to 10 feet, 130J. per itx) ; 10 to 12 feet,

. per 1

ELMS, English (tr

per 100; S

130J. per ic

„ Chichester, 5
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Metallic Hothouse Builder to Her Majesty.HENRY HOPE
(late Clark & Hope, formerly Clark),

HOTHOUSE BUILDER and HOT-WATER
APPARATUS ENGINEER.

55, Lionel Street, Bifmingham. Established A.D. rSiS.

BOOKS of DESIGNS, 51. each.

US' The Extensive Ranges of Metallic Hothouses in the

Royal Gardens, Windsor and Osborne, were executed at this

Establishment.

Hotbouses, Hot-water Apparatus, &c.

HALLIDAY AND CO., Hothouse
Builders and Hot-water Apparatus Manu-

FACTUKEKS. Estimates and Plans free. Best Construction !

Best Materials ! Best Workmanship ! Catalogues free.

Offices, 22, Barton Arcade. Manchester.

HAW'S TIFFANY, ELASTIC NET-
TING, CANVAS, &c., for Shading, Protecting, and

other Horticultural Purposes. For Samples and Prices apply to

JOHN SHAW AND CO., 29, Oxford Street, Manchester.

PROTHEROE and MORRIS, Horti-
cultural Market Garden and Estate Auctioneers

and Valuers. 98, Grace church Street, City, E.C. , and at Leyton-
stone, E. Monthly Hort icultural Register had on application.

FOWLER'S patent STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County in England.

For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER and CO.,
71, Cornhill, London, E.C. and Steam Plough Works, Leeds

T. H. P. Dennis & Company.
Motto, " Art with Economy" as applied to Consei'vatories.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS & HOT-WATER HEATING APPARATUS
ERECTED AND FITTED IN ALL PARTS OF THE KINGDOM. ESTIMATES GRATIS.

Show Rooms: MANSION HOUSE BUILDINGS, LONDON, E.C. Works: CHELMSFORD.

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S SHOWS.

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.
AS CONSIDERABLE MISAPPREHENSION APPEARS TO EXIST AS TO FUTURE EXHIBITIONS,

James Carter & Co.
1:EG to ANNOUNCE THAT

THEIR GREAT MONEY PRIZES OFFERED for VEGETABLES
WILL BE COMPETED FOR AT SOUTH KENSINGTON, AS HERETOFORE,

UPON THE SPECIFIED DATES IN THE SCHEDULE,

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, 237 & 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

S. OWENS & CO.,

HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS,
WHITEFRIARS STREET, LONDON, E.C.

THE IMPROVED SELF-ACTING HYDRAULIC RAM.
This useful Self-acting App.ar,ilus, which works day and night without needing attention, will raise water

to any height or distance, without cost for labour or motive power, where a few feet fall can be obtained, and is ^^^
suited for supplying Public or Private Establishments, Farm Buildings, Railway Stations, &c. eSEfSSF

No. 37.

No. 63.

I Oak or Galvanised Iron Tubs.DEEP WELL PUMPS for Horse, Hand, Steam, or other Power.

PORTABLE IRRIG.\TORS, with Double or Treble Barrels for Horse or

Ste.im Power. [Gardens, &c.

No. 46.7. IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Watering

No. 49,1. GALVANISED SWING WATER CARRIERS, for Garden use.

No. 50 and 54.7. FARM and M,\NSION FIRE ENGINES of every description.

No. 33. PORTABLE LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, on Legs, with FlexibleSuction.

S. OWENS AND CO. Manufacture and Erect every description of Hydraulic and General Engineers' Work for Mansions, Farms, &o., comprising PUMPS, TURBINES,
WATER WHEELS, W.\RMING APPARATUS, B.A.THS, DRYING CLOSETS, G.^^SWORIvS, Apparatus for LIQUID MANURE distribution, "'"" ""

HYDRANTS, HOSE PIPES, &c., &c. Particulars taken in any part 0/ Ike Country. Plans and Estimates/unnsked.

No. 49. GARDEN ENGINES, of all sizes.

No. 54*. THE CASSIOBURY FIRE EXTINGUISHER, as designed for the

Right Hon. the Earl of Essex.

No. 44. WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE PUMPS of aU sizes.

No. 4. CAST-IRON GARDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.

No. 39J. IMPROVED HOSE REELS for Coiling up Long Lengths of Hose for

Garden use.

FIRE MAINS,

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES CAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION.
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WOOD TRAINING STICKS and
TALLIES, commended by Royal Horticultural Society.

BAMBOO CANES, RAKKIA for tvins, VIRGIN CORK,
ARCHANGEL and other MATS, PACKING MATS, fee.

Wholesale prices on appllc.ition to

C. J. BLACKITH and CO., Cox's Quay, Lower Thames
Street, London, E.C.

LABELS.
Secure Tree and Plant Labels.

PARCHMENT or CLOTH LABELS,
TREE or I'LANl' LABELS, Punched parchment.

4 inches long, y- ^'^- P^^ looo, or 30.T. per 10,000 ; if eyeleted,

4^, per 1000 Velhim cartridge, 4 inches long, 3;. per 1000 for

10,000. Sample Labels sent on receipt of postage stamp.
Orders delivered free in London.

FISHER, CLARK .\hd CO., Label Works, Borton.

Indestructible Terra-Ootta Plant Markers.

AW AND CO.'S PATENT.—Prices,
Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post-free on

application ; also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for

Conservatories, Entrance Halls, &c.

MAW AND CO., Benthall Works, Broseley.

Under the Patronage of the Queen.

SMITH'S IMPERISHABLE
STRATFORD LABELS,

M

The Gardeners' Magazjru says :

—
" We must give tli

palm before all other plant labels, as the very first in merit."

Samples and Price List free.

J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory, Stratfordon-Avon.

PERFECT CURE for SMOKY CHIM-
NEYS-The REGISTERED COWL. Made by

GEO. HALL, High Street, Worcester.
A
WILLIAM S. BURTON,

General Furnishing Ironmonger, by appoint-

ment to H.R-H. the Prince of Wales, sends a CATALOGUE
gratis, post paid, containing upwards of 850 Illustrations of his

unrivalled Stock of Electro Plate, Britannia Metal Goods,

Dish Covers,
Hot-water Dishes,
Stoves and Fenders,
Marble Chimneypieces,
Kitchen Range;
Lamps and Gaseliers,

Tea Trays, Urns and Ketlli

Table Cutlery,
Clocks and Candelabra,
With Lists of Prices,and Plans of the Thirty Lar;

at 3g, Oxford Street, W,
Place, W.

Baths and Toilet Ware,
Bedding and Bed Hangings,
Iron and Brass Bedsteads,
Bedroom Cabinet Furniture,
Dining and Drawing-room

Furniture,
Chimney and Pier Glasses,

Turnery Goods,
Kitchen Utensils,

Show Rooms.
Street,W.;

Street, W.
London, W. The cost of delivering gooc
pans of the United Kingdom by railway is

S. BURTON will always underlakedeliver

Ne
,.Ne\v

Yard, W.
man Mews,

Bostier's Garden Edging Tiles.

rpHE A150VE and many other PATTERNS
in materials of gre.at durability. The
plainer sorts are specially ^ . ^ t, . . . u ' .-

suited for KITCHEN 'g^^.^.^ -^

GARDENS, as they JjS?&-?g

take up little room, and, ^
once put down, incur no .^-A
further labour or expense, .

as do "grown" Edgings, consequently beinc; much cheaper.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS. &c., in Artificial Stone,
very durable and ofsuperior finish, and in great variety of design.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground
Street. Blackfriars, S.E.; King's Road, Chelsea. S.W.;
Kingslaiid Road, E.

Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES,"
PLANT COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES: also
for FOXLEY'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors, Balconies S-c

from 3J, per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of plain or
more elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dames
Larders, Kiichen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable
Paving of great durability. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles
of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates, Cement S-c

F, ROSHER AND CO., Brick and Tile Merchants.
addri

SILVER SAND,
fine or coarse grain as desired. Prices by Post per ton

or Truck Lead, on Wharf in London, or delivered direct from
Pits to any Railway Station. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries.

KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any

F. ROSHER AND CO.-Addresses see above.

BELGIAN GLASS for GREENHOUSES, &c.,
Can be obtained in all sires and qualities, of

BETHAM & SON,
9, LOWER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.C.

B. & S. heave always a large Stock in London of 20-in. by
12-in., ao-in. by 14-in., 2o.in. by i6-in,, in 16-oz, and 21-oz,

QIR J. PAXTON'S HOT-O HOUSES for the MILLION are
Si,Mii.E, Cheap, and Portaole.

Illustrated Price Lists free

' HEREMAN and MORTON 14 Ticl

borne Street, Regent Quadrant W H rti

cultural Builders and Hot-water Lng neers

w. H, LASCELLES, HORTICUITUR\L
Bi'llDEK. FinsbuiT Steam Joinery Works

i.>i r mil II Rjw, London, E.C.

LASCFLI

ing and by the above systei

e ected as chciply ^s a plan
The c irved house is mor

struct on and no bent glass

W. H. LASCELLES, 12

supply Drawings and Estim

th

. a handsome c

straight one
durable stron_

s requ red

,
fiunhill Row. London, E.G.,

les free of charee.

h-hte

vill

-eVJ-'^vJt^.i-^"'

I '
.', ..-iicuion for GREENHOUSES and

LU.N.-->i--i'-> .A 1 i_'i\il^.^ i.n all kinds, and to 3n> dC'i^n

GARDEN BOXES and LIGHTS. Each.
Portable Box ivilh One Light, 6 feet by 4 feet, glazed s. d.

good 16-02. sheet glass, painted four coats, and
packed leady for use .. .. .. .. .

.

35 o
Portable Box with Two Lights, as above, each light

6 feet by 4 feet .. .. .. ,. .. .. 67 o

LIGHTS ONLY.
3 feet by 4 feet Light, not painted nor glazed . . .

.

36
Ditto glazed, good 16-oz. sheet glass, and painted 4 coats 10 o
6 feet by 4 feet, not painted nor glazed 60
Ditto glazed and painted four coats 16 6

AN EXTRAORDINARY BOILER.—
XJL During the Great Boiler Contest at Birmingham, in

1872, all Boilers were severely tested to prove their respective

merits. One test was. " How long can each Boiler go without
Night Attention?" However, one Boiler proved this to a sur-

prising degree, as after being shut up for twelve hours (from

Q p.m. to Q a.m.), it still retained its heat in 1000 feet of 4
'

This
:r, for

hours of continuous firing What a boon to Gardene:
was THE champion; Deards" Patent Close Coil E

Drawings and Prices of which send two stamps to

Messrs. DEARDS, Boiler Works. Harlow,
who now have their Boilers at work in every county of England
except three. Amateurs will also find THE WONDER, a
smaller kmd of Boiler, equally as satisfacliry, and certainly
" the best thing" out. Awarded five First Prize Silver Medals.

INTIMATION.
GENUINE PHOSPHO GUANO.

G U A R A N TEED A N A L Y S I S.

THE LAWSON COMPANY'S PHOSPHO GUANO
Can only be liad through their accredited Agents, or direct from

THE LAWSON SEED AND NURSERY COMPANY, LIMITED,
EDINBURGH and LONDON.

Orders now being bookedfor present orfuture delivery. Prices and terms on application.

THE THAMES BANK
IRON COMPANY

Old Barge Wharf, Upper Ground Street, London,

HOT-WATER BOILERS, SURREY SIDE, BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE, PIPEI

NEW PATENT "CLIMAX" BOILER (1874), See
p. 666, 1874, Gtirdeuers' Cliroiiiclc,

"GOLD MEDAL" BOILER (Birmingham, 1872).

PATENT "EXCELSIOR" BOILER (1871).

Igi^ The lar<^est and most comptcte ^tock in the

Trade ; upwards of Twenty Ttiousajtd Pounds' wortti

to clioose from.

MILL'S PATENT AUXILIARY FUEL ECONOMISER,
Which can he atlached to any ordinary Boiler. These Tubes are the greatest Economisers of Fuel and Pre

I"ire-Bar5, and Furnace Fronts e^er yet introduced to the public.

("GOLD medal" boiler.)

WITLEY COURT " BOILER (Silver Medal 1872),

TRENTHAM IMPROVED" BOILER, with Water-
way End and Smoke Consumer.

TUBULAR," and every other Boiler of known merit

or excellence.

(^ Prize Medal Awarded at the National Contest,

irmingliam, 1874.

5 of Boilers,

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED COMPLETE.
LIST PRICE on application ; or, Six Stamps for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, 4th Edition,
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GREEN'S PATENT
Wrought-iron Hot-water Boilers,

With Shelves and Hollow Grate Bars.

Specially adapted for heating Greenhouses
Churches, Chapels. Schools, Public Buildings, Ei

Halls, Warehouses, Workshops, &c.

'lOHT EUVAIIOH

De cript c Illu t

appi

Latest Improvements In Heating by Hot Water.

THE IMPROVED CONICAL BOILERS,
for HEATING PINERIES. CONSERVATORIES,

GREENHOUSES, MANSIONS. HALLS. WARE-
HOUSES, S;c.

These BOILERS are adapted
for setting in Brickwork, or as

sketch they require Nom
Br
POLLARD AND CO. (late Bury

& Pollard, Successors to John R.
Pelll, late Stephenson & Peill), Sole
Manufacturers of the Improved
CONICAL BOILERS, which
are in general use, and for their

durability and economy have at-

tained a celebrity far surpassing

any other Boilers ever invented.

Fixed at seats of Duke of New-
castle, Lord Belper, Lord Mid-
dlelon, &c. At Earl Sydney's
replaced, after being twenty years
in constant use. Foreign ordeis

promptly executed. The Prince

Siilm Salm, the Duke de Croy,
&c.. recently supplied.

PRICE LIS IS free by post.

Pear Garden. Park Strt . Southwark, London. S.E.

S T E "V E W S

'

TRENTHAM GREENHOUSE BOILER,

has proved the most SIMPLE
ECONOMIC\L, EFFECTUAL, and LASTING BOILER
extant , recently much improved For Illustrations, \\ ilh

full particulars, apply to the bole Makers,

F. & J. SILVESTER.
Castle Hill Foundry, Engineering and Boiler Works,

Newcastle, Stafford shire,

i^" Our Boilers are the only ones made with the sanction
and under the inspection of the inventor, Mr. Stevens—all

others being base imitations.

GEORGE'S PATENT CALORIGEN,

Warming and Ventilating Small
Conservatories.

The only Gas Stove
in which the product of
combustion is entirely

excluded from the Conser-
vatory.
Made in Wrought Iron,

Made in Copper, £,^.

Height, 28 inches : dia-
meter, 14 inches.

It will be found very
valuable in the Nursery or
Sick Room, Damp Build-

Oflices. &c. Exhibited
at the Exhibition of 1871

•«—« (Department of Scientific

Illustrated Prospectuses and Testimonials on application.

J. F. FARWIG AND CO., 36, Queen Street, Cheapside, E.G.
This Stove introduces a strong current of warmed

(not barnt) fresh air.

Stoves for Greenhouses ! Portable ! Terra Gotta

!

ROBERTS'S PATENT PORTABLE
TERRA COTTA STOVES give pure heat, without

attention, 24 hours or longer, for about \d. for coal, or coal and
coke. Suitable for almost any purpose. See Tlvt Garden for
March 1, 1873 ;—" Roberts's Patent Terra Cotta is the best
and cheapest dry stove that has ever been invented
May be used in any plant-house without injury to the most
delicate plants." Prospectus, drawings, and authentic testi-

monials, can be had, and the Stoves can be seen in use, and
ordered, on application to the patentee, THOMAS ROBERTS

J 12, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W.

TONJ S'S PXTF^r "DOUBLE L"O
1 1 I I

ages of the old SaddleThese Boilers possess all the
Boiler, with the following inlproveiiiejits—viz , the water sii:i^

at back and over lop of saddle increases the heatin^ surl'.ic

to such an extent that a "PATENT DOUBLE I SADDI.I
BOILER- will do about twice the anioMiit of work with the sani

Lntjty of fuel ; the cost of setting is also considerably r

and likewise the space occupied : at the sam
are simple in construction, and being made of wrov
not liable to crack. They are m:ide of the followini

thes.

;hti
Boile
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THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE.

Scale of Clarges for Advertising.

Head line charged as turn.

. i;„.= ..£010 15 Lines .. ..£0 8

And two shiirmgi for every additional five lines.

If set across columns, the loivest charge will be 301.

Page ^9 ° o

Hall Page 500
Column . . . . • • 3 5 o

Gardeners, and others, wanting places, j6 words ir. 6/..and 6J.

for every additional line, or part of a line.

THESE AD\-ERTI£EMENTS Ml'ST BE PREPAID.

AJz'CrtUemmls for the current week MUST reach tlu O/Jlce

by Thursday noon.

POO to be made payable at the King Street Post Office.W.C.

Of KT Ga

VIENNA PRIZE WIRE NETTING.

;i inches high :—

Size
of

I

Mesh.
Mostly used for

\» 6i

2 in. Dogs or Poultry. 19 3?rf. 18 ^id. j|i7 SU-

i| in. SinaURabbits,&c. 19' 4^-
;

i8j sW-
j

'7 H'^-

iiin. Smallest Rabbits
19J

si-/. |

i8j 6J<t
1 17,

8d.

".* Price Lists, with further particulars of Wir« Netting, Iron

Fencing. Poulto" Fences, Croquet Netting, &C. , on application.

Messrs. J. B. BROWN Sl CO.,

Offices-90, CANNON STREET. LONDON

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SO UTH WaTeS ADVERTISER.

COSTElfTS .—

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is mcorporated

BELL-S LIFE in SVDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA Prawn and Engraved

specially for this Journal).

NATURAL HISTORY (Original Articles).

AGRICULTURE. PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SH.\RE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.

TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALI.-VN

AUTHORS.
THE FASHIONS DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PL.WER. THE HOME CIRCLE.

CO.MMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation

throughout the .Australian Colonies, New Zealand,

Polynesia, &c. It contains a large amount of informa-

tiori on a great variety of subjects.

Subscription in Advance, £1 per Annum.
Single Copies, ^i. ; Stamped, 5<f.

Publishing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South
Wales.

On December i '.Ml be Published, Price \s., or Free by Post for \s. id., the

GARDENERS' YEAR-BOOK AND ALMANAC FOR 1877,

By ROBERT HOGG, LL.D., F.L.S., Co-Editor of the '-Journal of Horticulture."

"The gardeners- Year-Book - will contain, besides the information usually found in .\lmanacs, a great

massof valuable informaUon, and numerous useful Tables in connection w,th Horticulture
;
a Complete G.irden

?^ndar rNolices of all Horticultural, Floricul.ural, and Pomological Novelties, and a great amount of miscel-

laneous matter useful to Horticulturists.

A limited number of Suitable Advertisements wUl be inserted, at tbe rate of 42s. for One

Page ; 2os. One Half; and 15s. One auarter of a Page.

To insure insertion Orders and Copy must be received by Mondiy, October 26.

THE HORTICULTURAL DIRECTORY FOR 1877.

Gardeners who have Changed their Residences since the last Publication are requested to send

the Correction to the Editor as early as possible.

Nurserymen, Seedsmen, ami Florists of Great Britain and the Continent, will kindly send their

Card if any Alteration has been made in their Firm since December, 1875.

Advertisements inserted at the same rate as in the "Gardeners' Year-Book."

"JOURNAL OF HORTICULTURE" OFFICE-171, FLEET STREET. LOxNDON, E.G.

The best MONDAY Agricultural Journal.

The only lUtistrated Agriculttiral Journal.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Agents are authorised to receive ADVERTISEME.NT^,
which must be paid in advance, for the SYDNEY
MORNING HER--\LD and SYDNEY MAIL ;—

London .... Mr. George Street, 30, Comhill, E.G.

Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lom-
bard Street, E.C.

Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride

Street, Fleet Street, E.C.

Birmingham Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

Liverpool .. Lee & Nightingale. 15, NorthJohn Street.

Bristol James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance

Buildings.

Edinburgh . . Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow .... W. Porteous & Co., 15, Royal Exchange
Place.

Copies of each Journal an filed at the above Offices

for the use of Advertisers.

T
Now ready, price In cloth 16s.,

HE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
VOLUME for JANUARY to JUNE 1S76.

W. RICH.\RDS, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
(Established 1S44},

FOR LANDOWNERS d TENANT FARMERS.

Every Monday, price 4d. ; post free, 4Sd.

The AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE gives

full Market Reports, both Metropolitan and Pro-

vincial ; accurate Accounts of Prices and Sales,

Proceedings of Agricultural Societies, Farmers'

Clubs, and Chambers of Agriculture— their

Meetings, Exhibitions, and Discussions are

Reported fully, and with promptitude.

EVERY DEPARTMENT of the ESTATE
or FARM receives attention—Land Agency,

Estate Equipment, Forestry, Farm Buildings,

Roads, Fences, Cottages—Live Stock, Plants,

and Implements of the Farm—Drainage, Till-

age, and Manuring of the Soil.

The VETERINARY DEPARTMENT of

the paper is under Professional Editorship.

Departments relating to the POULTRY
YARD, the APIARY, and the GARDEN of

the Farm are also under separate Professional

direction.

REVIEWS are published of all Books claim-

ing a place in the Library of the Farmer.

REPORTS of Noteworthy Estates, Farms,

Herds, Flocks, and Factories, are given from

week to week.

Teachers and Students of the several sciences

in which the Agriculturist is interested —
BOTANY, CHEMISTRY, PHYSIOLOGY,
ENTOMOLOGY, NATURAL HISTORY—
are constant contributors.

Portraits and Memoirs of Noteworthy

Agriculturists are also occasionally given.

SUBSCRIPT/ONS, PAYABLE IN AD VANCE,

Including Postage to any part of the United Kingdom :

Twelve Months, IDs. 6d. ;

Six Months, 9s. 9d. ; Three Months, 5s.

P. 0.0. to be made tayable at the King Street Post

Office, W.C, to William Richards.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE de
FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAT-

CHl'-RE A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured

Plales and Illustrations. Published since 1865 by F.

BiRVENicH. E. PvKAERT. E. RoDlGAS, and H. J. .Van

Hl-LLE. Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian

Government at Ghent. Post paid lOl. per annum.

H. J. V.\N HULLE, Botanical Gardens, Ghent, Belgium.

Farms, Estates, Residences.

Any one des'u-ous of Renting a Farm or Residence, or

Purchasing an Estate, can have copies of the

MIDLAND COUNTIES HERALD
supplied free for si.x weeks on stating the purpose for

which the paper is required, forwarding name and address, and

si-x halfpenny stamps (or postage, addressed, ** MidtandCouHties

Herald Office, Birmingham." The Midland Counties Herald

always contains large numbers of advertisements relating to

Farms, Estates, and Residences for Sale and to be Let.

REVUE de I'HORTICULTURE BELGE
et ^RANOilRE (Belgian and Fore'gn Horticultuiai

Re\'iew).—Among the principal Contnbutors are :—A Allard.

E. Andre. C. Ballet, T. Buchetet, F. Burvenich. F. Cre'pin,

Comte de Gomer De Jonge van Ellemeet, O. de Kerchove de

Denterghem, P. E. de Puydt, C. de Vis. J. Gillon, A M. C.

Jongkindt Coninck, C. Koch. J. Kickx. L. Linden, T. Moore,

C Naudin, B. Olivier, H. Ortgies, E. Pynaerl, E. Rodigas,

A Siraux, O. Thomas. A. Van Geert Son, H. J. Van Hulle, J.

Van Volxem. H. J. Veitch, A Westmael, and P. Wolkenstein.

This Illustrated Journal appears on the ist of every month,

in Parts of 24 pages, 8vo, with a Coloured Plate and numerous

Engravings.

Terms of Subscription for the United Kingdom :—One year,

lor. ,
payable in advance.

Publishing Office : 142, Rue. de Bruxelles, Ghent, Belgium.

Post Office Orders to be made payable to M. E. PYNAERT,
at the Chief Post Office Ghent.

MEREDITH'S BOOK on the VINE may
now he had direct from the .Author, price ^s. 64.

J. M., Upper Aughton Road, Southport.

THE CULTIVATOR.—A Portuguese
Monthly Agricultural Journal, which circulates ill

Portugal and her possessions, and in the Principal Towns of

the Biazils.

This Paper oflers an excellent medium for Advertisements of

every description of industry and of every article of consump-

tion in the countries and places above mentioned.
y

Advertising charges, 8d. per square inch . Translation included. I

Ten per cent. Discount for six months : 20 per cent. Discount U

for twelve months, if paid in advance.

Address, the Editor of the Cultivator, St. Michael's, Azores.

PCELISHIXG Office and Office for Advertisement

7, CATHERINE STREET, STRAND,
LONDON, W.C.

-WorUa on Botany, by Dr. Undley.

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY; or. The Art
OF Describing Plants Correctlv, in Scientific

Language, for Self Instruction and the Use of Schools. Price u

MEDICALandCECONOMICALBOTANY;
or. An ACCOINT OF THE PRINCIPAL PLANTS

Employed in Medicine or Domestic CEconomv. In One

Volume, 8vo, with numerous Woodcuts, price y.

SCHOOL BOTANY ; or. The Rudiments
OF Botanical Science. In One Volume, 8vo, half bound,

with 400 Illustrations, price sr. Cd.

THE ELEMENTS of BOTANY, Struc-
TLRAL AND PiivslOLCGlCAL. With a Glossary of

Technical Terms and numerous Illustrations. 91. cloth.

This completes the series of Elementary Botanical Works by

Professor Lindlev, of which School Botany ^i The Vegetalle

Kinrdom form the other parts. . ,

The first two Parts of The Elements 0/ Botany, comprising

Structural and Physiological Botany, and a Glossary of lechni-

cal Terms, are published in one 8vo volume, price or.

Tnese three Parts form a complete Manual of Bot.->ny for

Medical and other Students who have made themselves

acquainted with the Author's Scliool Botany.

N.B. The Glossao' may be had separately, price ST.

London : BRADBURY, AGNEW asp CO.. Bouverie

Street. E.C.
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T HE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
for MONDAY, October i^.

COMTEKTS.

Americin Competition—Beekeeper—Note from Berwick^
Mr. Fohn Bravender—Butterflies :. Cabbage—Cabbage Culture

—Note from Cambridge—Cattle Disease in France—Cheese at

Frome—Clothes-line—Qydesdale Horses—Cowkecping—Note
frocn Cumberland—Dairy Farming—Notes from Devonshire

—

Notes from Dorsetshire—Notes from Dublin—Note from Edin-

burgh—The Ewe Flock—Falkirk Tryst—Fractures—Garden of

the Farm—Harvest Work—Hay-drying Machine—Note from
Herts— Highland Farming—Hot Summers—The Irish Agri-

cultural Sodec>-—Irish Estates—Journal of Agricultural Society

—Note from Lancashire—Long SuUon Agricultural Society—
Manure-spreading Machines—Marquis of Tweeddale—M iDc

CJompelition—Newcastle Farmers' Club—New South Wales

—

Notes of Week—Notices of Books—Obituary—Panic among
Farmers—Poor Laws— Prices of Labour—Prize Farm—Ray-
meadow Herd—Recent Patents—Rent and Wages—Seed
Whear—Note from Suffolk—Trifoiium incamatum—Tunbridge
Agricultural Society—Turner's Steam Engine—Turnips with

other Food—Veterinary Obstetrics—Note from Worcestershire.

Price ^d. : post-free ^^d. Published by William Richards,
at the Office, 7, Catherine Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, a GARDENER (Single-
handed).-Small Conserv-atory, Garden about one

Acre . must understand Flower and Fruit Growing thorou-^hly
and be well recommended.— Rev. A. T., Sc James' Vicarage*
Hatcham. New Cross, S.E.

TIT-ANTED. LMMEDL-VTELY, a practical
y y WORKING GARDENER (married), who under-

stands Vines. Peaches. Flower and Kitchen Gardening ; compe-
tent to advise in Preparing Ground for a Garden, and also, with
the needful assistance, to complete on a small scale plantations
of Forest Trees.—References.'statiiig age and number of family
with wages required, to E. S. E.. Box 3. Post-office. Leicester.'

WANTED, where three are kept, an
UNDER G.ARDENER. who thoroughly understands

the Kitchen Garden and Wall Fruit Trees. As there is a great
extent of glass, this situation is most eligible for any one wiChino-
to improve himself.—Apply to J. H., Wilmington Half
Dartford.

T\rANTED. IMMEDIATELY, an experi-
' » enced GENERAL XLRSERY FOREMAN' • ai«> a

Eood GROWER ind PROPAGATOR of Greenhrust and
Bedding Plants. — R. THORXHILL, Bowdon Nurseries
Bowdon. Cheshire.

ANTED, IMMEDIATELY, a FORE-
>tAN; ROSE GROWER, for a C<iuntr>- Nursery ; one
E-xhibiting preferred. Good and progressive w-ages
- abilily and good character.—L. H., Cjrdeufrs'
Office. W.C

U.\N'TED, a thoroughly experienced and
energetic GROUND FOREMAN : he must have a

general Icoowledge of the business, more especially Rose anl
Fniit Trees, and be able to Superintend all Grouod-worlc and
1 large staff of men.—CRANSTON'S Nurseries, King's Acre
U£ar Hereford.

*

w

Nursery Trade,
WANTED, as OUTDOOR PROPAGA-
• » TOR. in a small Nursery near London, a good all-

roond Man. JIust do Trained Fnuls well, and have a general
tnwrledge of Outdoor Work.—.\pply. stating age. e-tpenence~' expected, to A. K.. 6, Railway Terrace, Ladv.vell

'ANTED, a good Nursery Hand, to pUnt
small Forest Trees, ccc. Constant work. M .-t I

BROWN. Nurser>men. Stai>ford
'

Fireman.
,"V]"ESSRS, JAMES VEITCH and SONS
rniix^^'"

'^t °f^ married Man. without family, asriKtMA>i
: must be thoroughly competent to Take Ch.arge

iiT"
"h"'* "'the Heating Apparatus. A permanent assistant

•Uowed. Wages 3c>t. per week: cottage on the premises,
inng and gas.—Apply, stating age and full particulars, to the

)
<oyal Eiotic Nurser>-, King's Road. Chelsea, S.W.

i SHOP Hanaeer.
iWANTED IMMEDI.\TELY, a capable
LL I

Mperienced M.\N, to take entire Charge of a new
IBmch EstablUhment in London for the sale of Seeds and Bulhs

-3 of the Flowering Plants and Cut Flowers produced at a
^

- .: -urban Nursery. The Establishment is also intended
, a London Agency for the sale of Nursery Stock and
: orders. The applicant should therefore have a
; ;wledge of Nursery Stock, be thoroughly experienced
ng Seed Shopman, and have a knowledge of the value
-g-up of Cut Flowers, and the effeaive display of
Hoom. A liberal salary would be given to a t«ally
-Ian. but applicant should state terms expected,

id references.—Agply, by letter only, to C. J. &
. Da»-son&S- :. Cannon Street, London. E.G.

^ Seed Trade-
,\yAXTED, for a large Seed Establishment
hAVn ""v

'"''"''." '''""'S *'=^ " FIRST COUNTER.
hi oi; '-1 ^ ""^i " experienced, and thoroughly weU up in

Ih. , ^ ^"™ ^^^ Trade in particular, wnth good address,IMeto Correspond, and of strictly sober habits. -.\pply. with

•t!!?"^."-'^ =""°S expectations of salary, &c, to R. L.

TANTED, an ASSISTANT SHOPMAN.
One wnth a knowledge of Plants pteferxed.-Apply,

j^- e-^Penence. salary required, &c., to zS, Market

.,,"A':'TED, an ASSISTANT in the Seed
i^HN SmiT-' xS* c"''", S ';'^'= knowledge preferred. —k^ti.^ SLOIT, The Royal Seed Stores, Veoyil,

TTfAXTED, a JOBBING CARPENTER,
• • who has been accustomed to keep Greenhouses in order.

—Apply, by leaer, stating wages and where emplo>-«d in the
same capacitj-, to Mr. J. T. PEACOCK, Sudbury House,Hammersmith. S.W.

WANT PLA CES.
Head Gardeners.

JOHN LAING can at present recommendU with every confidence several energetic and praaical
Wen, of tested ability and first-rate chaiacter. Ladies and
Gentlemen m WANT of G.\RDENERS and BAILIFFS
or GARDENERS for First-rate Establishments or Single-hand
Situauons, on be suited, and have full particulars by applying
at Stanstead Park and Rutland Park Nurseries, Forest Hill
London. S.E.

*

"D S. WILLI.AMS having at the present
J-** time several very excellent G.\RDENERS upon his
Register, is desu^us of placing them in Situations where great
experience and trust are requu-ed. B. S. W. would at the same
time beg to intimate that when a Gardener is applied for that
the filling of the situation should be left with him, as that would
prevent unnecessary correspondence and delay.—Victoria and
Paradise Nurseries, Upp^ir Holloway, London, N.

/T^ARDENER (He.vd}, where six or more are
\\,, kept—Aee 39, married, no family ; thorou°hly practical
in all btancfaes^ L nexceptionable references.—H. BURGOIXE,
The Gardens, Eastwick Park. Leatherhead-

GARDENER (Head).— Age 34; under-
stands Early and Late Forcing. Six years' good

charaaer from late employer —Addres-s. stating wages and
labour employed. GEORGE MOORE. Whittingtoo. Uchfield.

(^ARDENER (Head).—Age 30, single ; hasV^ a thorough practical knowledge of all branches. L"n-
exceptionable character.—R. C,xo, .\lma Terrace, Wandsworth

(^ARDENER (HEAD)-Age ^o, married,
V-* one child ,age ii) ; thoroughly practical in all branches
of the profession ; over eleven years la present'situation- Land
'f required.—X. V. Z., Mr. Pratt, Chemist, &c. Square,

GARDENER (He.\d).—RoBT. MacKellar,
The Gardens. Aboey Hall. Cheadle. begs to recommend

a good general Gardener and Orst-rate Exhibiiion Plant Grower
of any Lady or Gentleman renulring his ser^-ices,

—

For particulars address as above.

To Noblemes and G«iitIemeiL
/\J_ARDEXER ^;Head;, where a competentV^ person is required: age 5-?. married, three children.—
Thohas Jones, late Gardener to Mrs. Godman, Park Hatch.
Godilming. Surrey, wishes for a re-engagement as above. No

Land and Stock.—4, Trinity Place, Trinity Road,

(^ARDENER (He.vd).—Age 41, married, no
V'^ family

:
great experience in Earlv and Late Forcing.

\_ioes, Pinis. Flowers, Vegetables, ic. and a large Flower and
Kitchen Garden, with extensive Pleasure Groiu^s, Land, and
Stock. Wife Dairy or Poultry. Six years' character. Left

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
(TJjVRDENER (HEAD^. — Age 33, single;
vJ well up in eariy and late Forcing of Fruit, FTo«ers, and
\ eseables. Land and Stock. Laying-out New GrouiKis, &c-
had the Management of a large Establishment- In his last
suuation three years. Highest of references.—Full particulars
to A. B.. 3. Prospect Place. Long Ditton. S.W.

(^ARDENER (He.\d, Working.) -Age 42 ;V^ thirty years' e.xp*;nence in all departments, thoroughly
practical. Good reference and testimonials. — A. B. , Mr.
Coaces. Farmer, Pinchingthorpe, Great Ajtcn, Northallerton.

(^ARDENER {He.ad, Working^-Age 38,V^ married, no family ; thoroughly understands the pro-
fession. Four years' gocd character.—W. S., 2, Addiscombe

rj.ARDEXER (He.\d, Working).—Age 28,
V-^ married, co family ; understands the profession. Good
references. Disengaged at the beginning of No%-ember.—T. H.,
Gardener. Sibton Park, Voxford. Suffolk.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 32 ;
thoroughly understands Early and Late Forcing. Stove

and Greenhouse Plants, and Flower and Kitchen Ganlening.
Six and a half years' good character.—J. £., Caister. West
End, Great Yarmouth.

/^ARDEXER (Head, Working).—Age 29,'-- married, two children : understands the profession in all
Its branches, and Ls a good PlanLsman. Three years and seven

from present employer.—W. KEER, The
Gardens, Casdebar Court, taling, W.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-H-\nded).
—Age 35, single : understands Forcing. Flower and

Kitchen Gardening. Seven yean*' excellent chaiacter.—A. B.C
Post-cmce, Potter's Bar. Bamet. N.

'

GARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 2S,
single : fully understands the Management of \'me3,

F!o»-er and Kitchen Gardening. Good references,—T. D.i
St. Margaret's Nursery. Ipswich.

"POREMAN, or SECOND GARDENER,
-L where more are kept—-A.ge 54 : thorough knowledge of
all Exotic Planis.—H. A. S-. Holm Lacy, near Hereford.

"pOREMAN, in a good EstabUshment.
^ —.Age 26. Well up in Fruit and Plant Growing. Can be
highly recommended-—B. C, Lemon's Library, High Street
Teddmgton. S.W.

Xj^OREMAN.—In consequence of a reduction
;^ in the Establishment, George ColtH-v2t has a yonn*
-Man, age 23, whom he can confidently recommend. Has had
charge of four Peach-houses and one Vinerj-. the whole 250 feet
long, which he has dooe to his credit. Has prerioDsJy had
charge of StoTe and Greenhouse Planu, CucumbeH, Meloos,&c I should therefore have great pleasure in recommending
hun to any Gentleman's Gardener requiring a steady young
?^^^^'„^*'^ capacity.— For further particulars address,GEORGE COLTHART, Gardener, Ethel House, Gledhow
near Leeds, Yorkshire.

"VURSERY FOREMAN.—Ten years' ex-
-^ * perience. Good references from some of the leadis''
Nurserus.—.A. B., 331, VauxhaU Bridge Rood, S.W.

JOURNEYMAN, in a Good Establishment." —-Age 21. In the houses preferred. Seven years' first-

£!fff,.'>'!?f'""—/^RP'y. ,5""'>S particulars, to GEORGE
THOMiiON, Little Heath, Potter's Bar, London, E.

TOURNEY.MAN.in a GenUeman's Establish-" mem.—-Age 21. Seven years' excellent character. Inside
pre-ferred.- G. L. R,. care of Mr. Wilsons, irs, Hi»h Street
Fuinam, London. S.W,

To HnrwrTmen.
TDROPAGATOR, and Grower of Soft-wooded

,,.
,P'^ys-,.Ten years in last situation. Good testimonials.—W. H. TO\EV. to, Henstiidge Place, St. John's Wood.

London, N.W.

TMPROVER.—Age 20 ; sis years' experience,
-- well recommended. Would pty small Premium. Houses
and bothy (.referred. —T. KEXT. The Gardens, Tyltenhan^er
Park, St- .Albans.

' e^ui-ui.er

'VO NURSERYMEN I^d MARKET
-*~ FLORISTS.—A steady young Man requires a re-
oigageicent. Accustomed to Glass and Genera! Nursery Work.
Good reference.—Address, with partirulars. W. E- i3, Hol'v
Terrace, North riach!ey, Middlesex;, N.

To the Seed Trade.

SHOPMAN, or MANAGER.—Ten years'
experience in Leading Homes in the Trade: thoroughly

proddent m everj- departmeo::. G>>i references.—W. W.,
Mr. W. H. Rogers, ija, Hi^h Street. Southamptoo.

SHOPMAN (Second).— Five and a half
*^ years' experience in Garden and Horticulmral Seeds.
FirsE-cIass references-—R. T. G., Laird it Sinclair, Seed
Merchants, Dundee. N.B.

SHOP.AfAN (SECOXD). — l-horOUghlv pro-
ficient m every branch of the Trade. Seren years' experi-

ence in leading Firms. First-class reference,—E. C F
3yi. Kings Road. Chelsea. S W.

CHOP.MAN (AssiST.AN-T).-Age 20; just^ completmg his four years* apprenticeship in a First-class
Provmaal House.—J. T. C. 30, High Street, Birmingham.

TD-ACKER, for a large Provincial Nurser\-.^ Mu.st be thoroughly experienced, and able to check off
Goods.—Box 3. Chester.

"C'ARM B.AILIFF (Practical).—Middle-aged,
J- no family. Wife Dairy and Poultry. Disengaged in a
month. Good referena.-BAILI FF, Posi-oSce, Henler-
on-Thames.

EPPS'S COCOA:
GRATEFUL-COM FORTING.

' By a thorough knowledge of the natural la»-s which govern
the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful appli-
cation of the fine properties of weU-selected Co«xa. Mr. Epos
has provided our break&st tables with a deUcately-Oavoored
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by
the judicious use of such articles of diet ih^a constitutioQ may
be gradually built up until stroog enough to resist ev^y
tendecc>- lo disease. Hundreds of subde maladies are floating
around us ready to artaclc whoever there is a weat point. We
may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti-
fied widi pure Wocd and a properly noarished f̂ '^^ '^Crril
S^TZ-i:£ Gazette.

Xr I NAHAN'S L L WHISKY,
J-i- Kinahan i Co. finding that, through the recommenda-
tion of the Medical Profesaon. the demand for their CELE-BRATED OLD LL WHISKV for purely medicinal porposes
IS very great, submit with pleasure the following Aisalysis by
Dr. Hassall i—" I have very carefully and fully analysed sam-
ples of this w«Il-known and pc^ular Whistv. The samples were
soft and mellow to the taste, aroma:ic and ethereal to the smeD.
The \\'hislcy must be pronounced to be pure, well-mamred and
of ray eicellent quality. The Medical Profession mayfeel fiill
confidence in the puric>" and quality of this Whisky,''

20. Great Titchneld Street. Oxford Street, London, W.

J|2)INNEF0RD'S FLUID MAGNESIA,
The best remedy for ACIDITY of the STOMACHHEARTBURN. HEADACHE. GOUT, aal
INDIGESTI<~>N

; and the safest aperient for delicate
Con.'rCi

t

unons . Ladies, Children, and Infant s.

DINNEFORD .*.xd CO.,
173. New Bond Street. Londrn, and all Chemists.

FOREMAN (General, or otherwise).—Age
31. married. — R. R., 1^4, Buckingham Palace Road

London, S.W. *

"POREMAN, in a good Establishment.—
-i- Age 36 ;

well up in all branches of the professioa. First -

class references.—P. G-, Post-office, Norwich.

HOLLOWAV S PILLS AND OINT-
MENT.—Rheumatisn in both an acute and chronic

form is pecularly rife in this country amongst all classes. The
damp moist character of the climate, the nature of the soiL and
the necessary exposure to which so many are exposed in their
avocations, are one and all most fertile causes of this dreadfii!
complaint. The intense agony of acute rheumatism and the
wearing, dragging pain of it when chronic, most haw witnessed
in other*, if, haply, they have not experisiced it in then- own
person, HoIIoway's remedies will be foaad an unspeakable
comfort to ail such sufferers, for they are so readily and easily
used, and their beneficial efiects are so mar^Kd thai none should
be without chem.
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BY HER MAJESTY'S
m 4

:j0^i
ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

i=w*^^

T'S ENDLESS-FLAME-IMPACT HOT-WATER BOILERS.
Awarded l/ie only Eiii^lish Medal for the best Hot-water A/>paratus at the United States Centennial txhibttion. /';:i!adel/)!!ia.

GUARANTEED

MOST POWERFUL,

MOST RAPID,

MOST ECONOMICAL,

MOST DURABLE,

SIMPLEST, SAFEST,

and CHEAPEST

IN THE WORLD.

IT IS THE "ONLY" HOT-WATER BOILER IN WHICH
The whole interior is specially arranged to seciue the largest

the most effective surfaces. Outside deposit reduced to a i

ged for the most powerful circulation, whereby nearly t

imount of the direct and moiiit powerful " ll.ime impact," delivered on
inimutn by the endless strokes. The interior currents are specially

eble the amjunt of water is rushed through the furnaces and nearly

nside deposit reduced to a minimum by the extraordinary

travel {luill he till he) over the entire surfaces, from bottom
treble the amount of heat absorbed from the ascending: produci

circulation, in which every volume of heat, large or small, is forc:

to top, delivering seventeen blows on surfaces at right angles in its ascent.

Entirely water-jacketted : loss of costly heat, therefore, absolutely impossible : and dm;

The flame-stream is entirely broken up and disintegrated. Air and gases thDroughly mixed

largely prevented. The whole interior one large combustion chamber. The flime kept in thi

surfaces. From its extraordinary rapidity, it will be found of the extremest value in case of

"central rib," every inch of the interior is visited by the water in rapid circulation. Cold water fe

hot on the other. The whole ten sections deliver into the " hot column," &c.

May be erected, repaired, and taken down by any ordinary workman. India-rubber betwi

facility for expansion or contraction. Not a "fixture." Maybe altered to any power or level,

easily repaired at trifling cost, &c.

No horizontal heating. No brickwork. Outside flues entirely abolished, &c.

The following: extracts from a paper read by Mr. John Watt, before the Liverpool Polytechnic
Society {Engineer, 1874) will, we feel sure, be read with interest, and accorded that careful
consideration which remarks from such a quarter so amply deserve :

—"Engineers are so accus-
tomed to speak of a certain boiler containing so many square feet of heating surface, that it would
lead us, at first sight, to the conclusion that any one square foot was equal to another. Very
little attention is paid to whether the surfaces are horizontal or vertical, whether the flame passes
along in an unbroken current, or is made to strike a number of obstacles at right angle

r from fire reduced to a minimum.
id burnt, and the formation of smoke
mst intimate contact with the entire

cident or mistake. By means of the
r fed in on one iide, and taken awav

:tion showing flime<
A. F. K. The blo^s m th.

T, T, V, V, and two on t

vertical surfaces at PtJ^.
soot-holes

n the interior. The centre strokes

close 1 at sides, R, R,
section ; and those on the

B. G. H. J, I. L. M. The
bTE. H, I, M, N. The circulation

en all the :s, allowing every

inside is shown by the arrows. In the central sections with

flame openings in centre, R. R. T. T. V. V. &c , the

flows down the one side and up the other. In the closed

central sections, S. S. U. U. W, W. the water flows down
the one side of central " rib " and up the other. The cold

water is fed from the " cold " column on the outside, and the

hot water is carried away into " hot " column, also

introduction of some means for the breaking up of the flime—as for insUnce the introduction of

Galloway's tubes—has been the means, in some instances, of increasing the evaporation 20 per

cent. The late C. W. Williams estimated the vaUi- of heating surface, where the products of

combustion impinged against, or at right a ig'es to its course, to be four times that of horizonta
surface. This is a point of great importance .... that the flames travel at right

effectuallyangles to their axis, and
3 feat, the gases will be cooled d.
Engineers have for a long time kno*vn liie value uf h

the heat extracted, th

Coi

th a straight

rnish flue with a run of 60 feet

,1 healing surface t5. It is well known that an influe—as for i

;es travels in a bady, the centre portion give

The foUoiving Ilhcstrations, from Mr. N. P, Bicrg/is splendid folio on Boilers and Boiler-makings
will be of more use than many pages of letter-press in explaining the value of the Impact. The No

Fig. 137. Anillu
;, thus raising steam very
>r time allowed for the flair : to dri

sliding along
ie there is no
heat through

Fig. 1138. An illustr.uion of the .ictlon of the llame against
in angular surface, showing that by the impact of the flame
he water immediately on the plate is converted into steam
apidly.

the pi;

the plate.

Leaiing then, from that conclitslon, we direct attention to Figlxi^T, -which shoivs ths result ofth'/Ttine acting an a Hate pa'allel ivith the Itne ofp.
/teat. It will be noticed, are vjry shiUowabavetlie flann-plate, while in the next example, shown by Fig. i\z%. the plate being at an angle. Hie contrast u

f sJiown at right angles to the line of tfteflame's progression.

Fin. w\<^. An illustration of the action of flame against a

plate at right angles to the line of progression, thus raising

steam most rapidly, because the blo-ivs from the impact .drive

the heat through the plate without cessation.

n. In that case the particles of

; and the difference is still mon
expressed by the illustration Fig. 1139, whtre the piat^

1^" For fuller informittoa oa this most interesting subject, General Furnic; Management, the comparative value of surfaces, &c., please see

our Pamphlet entitled "Oar Boilers and Heating," which will be handed to all applicants post-free on application.

W3 are prepKej to sjpply tha following sizes :-\, 2 ft. by 1 ft. 6 in. ; B, 2 ft. 6 in. by 2 ft. ; C, 3 ft. by 2 ft. ; D, 3 ft. 6 in

by 2ft. 6 in.; E, 4 ft. by 3 ft. The height is, of course, regulated by ths njmber of top flues or sections.

For full dclaih as to Pric:s, Or':., please see Pamphlet, ' O tr Bolters ani tliatin^,'' lu'iich 70:11 be handed to all applicants, post-free, on application'

WILLIAM WRIGHT & CO., HOT-WATER ENGINEERS, AIRDRIE, N.B.
Agents Wanted. Also in France, Belgium, Holland, Germany, United States, &c.

Editorial Communications should be sddresssd to " Ths Editor ; " Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher." at the Office, 41, Wellinijton Street. Covent Garden, London, W.C.
Printed by William Richards, at the Office of Messrs. Bradbitrv, Agnkiv. & Co., Lombard Street, Precinet of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published bjr IM.,

said William Richards, at the Office, 4t, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, October 21, 1876.
Agent for MancheEtor

—

John Hey\vood. Agents for Scotland—Messrs. J. Msnzies & Co. , Edinburgh and Glasgow.
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PAUL AND SON, The "Old" Nurseries,
Cheshtmt, Herts. These Nurseries established in 1S06.

ROSES. FRUIT TREES, EVERGREENS, FOREST
TREES, and all Hardy Plants, DUTCH and other BULBS,
in fine condition.

CATALOGUES post-free on application.

Address—*' PAUL and SON," without any initial.

Planting Season.

SEEDLING and TRANSPLANTED
FOREST TREES, &c.

List of Prices may be had on application to

W. P. LAIRD AND SINCLAIR, Nurserymen. Dundee, N.B.
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
South Kensington. S.W.

NOTICE to EXHIBITORS.—The PRIZES offered by
Messrs. CARTER AND CO. and Messrs. SUTTON and
SONS for VEGETABLES will be competed for on WED-
NESDAY, November 8. A splendid Show of CHRYSAN-
THEMUMS by Mr. Charles Turner, and a miscellaneous
display of GRAPES, &c., from many of the leading exhibitors.
N.B.—The Exhibuion will close at s o'Clock p.m.

CCOTTISH ARBORICULTURAL
" O SOCIETY. — The TWENTY-THIRD ANNUAL
GENERAL MEETING of the SOCIETY will be held in the
Rooms .11 the Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh, on
WEDNESDAY, Noyeiuber i, at 10.30 A.M., Professor Balfour,

JOHN SADLER, Secretary.

MANLEY PALACE and PARK
COMPANY (Limited),

A great EXHIBITION of CHRYSANTHEMUMS and
FRUIT will be held in the Large Hall and Picture Galleries at
'< • '-V Hall, Manchester, on WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY,

1 DAY, November 29, 30, and December i. Schedules

.\ W. MARSHALL, 38, Barton Arcade, Mancheste

M
Wood Engraving.

R. W. G. S M I T H, Artist and
Wood, 15, Mildmay Grove, London, N.

Hyaclnttis, Tulips, Crocus, Gladioli, &c.

OUR REVISED LIST for 1876
is now ready, and will be handed to all Gardeners

.ind Amateurs, post-fiee, on application.
ANT. ROOZEN and SON, Overveen. near H,-urlem. Holland.

Notice ! Notice !— Hyacinths. Tulips, &c.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S
Descriptive CATALOGUE of DUTCH and other

FLOWERING ROOTS is now ready, post-free on application.
Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

Dutch Flower Roots.

MESSRS. W. ROLLISSON AND SONS'
CATALOGUE for 1876 is now ready, and can be had

post-free upon application.

The Nurseries, Tooling. London. S.W.

Pampas Grass Flower Spikes.

WILLIAM ABRAHAM, Fort Prospect
Nursery. Limerick, can supply the above in quantity,

price on application.

fTRITOMA UVARIA GRANDIFLORA.—
-^ Strong Plants of the above. 45. per dozen, aoj- per 100.
EDWARD TAYLOR, Nurseryman, Mallon, Yorkshire.

Chrysanthemums
CHARLES TURNER'S COLLECTION

I

^—
^ is now in fine bloom. An inspection is solicited.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

t"M"EAPOLITAN VIOLETS, strong flowering
1 "^/' plants, for pots or frames, 5s. per dozen. 325. per los ;

'* other sorts 35. to 6j. per dozen. Trade price on application.
W. RUMSEY, Joyning's Nurseries, Waltham Cross, N.

RICHARD WALKER has to offer, for cash,
Enfield Market and Wheeler's Imperial CABBAGE

PLANTS, 21. W. per 1000; best severing RHUBARB
ROOTS in cultivation, for Forcing. 6s. per dozen ; ASPA-

- RAGUS ROOTS, for planting-out, js. 6d. per too : dark single
WALLFLOWERS, iirw.pfriool

Market Gardens, Biggleswade, Beds.

Caucasian Laurels.

CHARLES TURNER has a large stock of
this fine Evergreen Shrub, from 2 to 6 feet in height.

Price on application.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

G
Green Hollies.

REEN HOLLIES, 12 to 18 inches, 20^.
per 100 ; i6 inches to 2 feet, 305. per 100.

E. WALKER, Farnborough Sl.ation, Hants.

To the Trade.

HAND F. SHARPE'S Special Priced LIST
• of HOME-GROWN G.\RDEN and AGRICUL-

TURAL SEEDS of 1876 growth, is now ready, and may be
had on application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

To the Trade.

JAMES BIRD, NURSERYMAN, Downham,
has to offer extra fine Standard MAYDUKE and other

CHERRIES.

To the Trade.

E COOLING'S LIST of choice and care-
• fully selected CUCUMBER SEEDS h now ready,

free on application.

Mile Ash Nurseries. Derby.

Pines, Pines, Pines.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to offer well-
• established Planu of all the best kinds, including

Prince Albert, Cliarlotte Rothschild, Smooth Cayenne. Sc.
Particulars and prices upon application to

Vicloria and Paradise Nurseries. Upper Holloway, London, N.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in
Pols :—Peaches, Nectarines. Plums. Pears, Appes, Figs,

Apricots, Cherries. Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant,

Worcester.

SPRING FLOWERS and SPRING GAR-^ DENING.— For a List of the best Plants for above
purposes, at verj' low prices, please see our advertisement in
last issue. CATALOGUES post-free
WM. CLIBRAN and SON. Oldfield Nursery. Altrincham.

S""
PIR/EA (HOTEIA) JAPONICA,
very strong clumps for forcing, equal if not superior to

foreign, ^lo per 1000.

SPIR-BA PALMATA, fine crowns for forcing, 75J. ; smaller,
25J. to SOS. per 100.

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot.

To the Trade.

CLEMATIS JACKMANNI, nice healthy
plants, i!< to 2^3 feet high, 755. per 100.

THOMAS CRIPPS and SON, Tunbrldge Wells Nurseries,
Kent.

R. ROBERT NEUMANN, The
Nurseries. Erfurt, will be always a BUYER of

CONIFER/E SEEDS, such as Taxus. Thujas. Piceas, S:c.,
and therefore begs Gentlemen or Gentlemen's Gardeners who
harvest any to make him their offers.

WANTED, at Taking-up time, GERA-
NIUMS, Mrs. Pollock, or any Golden Tricolor,

Madame Vaucher. and Master Christine ; also CALCEOLARIA
AUREA FLORIBUNDA. Any one having the above can
find a buyer in

W. F. BOFF. 203. Upper Street, Islington. London, N.
Those who object to Cash may have BULBS in EX-

CHANGE.

w ANTED, 100,000 extra strong THORNS,
also 100,000 2-yr. Seedlings or bedded. Samples and

WANTED, EUONYMUS, Dark Green
and aurea latifolia, 2 and 3 feet high. Direct price

per hundred delivered to

JOHN TAYLOR, Birchington, Thanet, London, Chatham
and Dover Railway.

Grass Turfs.

WANTED, a few thousand GRASS
TURFS, suitable for laying down a Lawn on Clay

Soil. The Turfs to be of the usual size, viz., i foot by 3 feet.
Samples and price per 100 delivered, to

The GARDEN SUPERINTENDENT, Botanic Gardens
Regent's Park, London, N.W.

WANTED to PURCHASE, the CON-
TENTS of a SMALL GREENHOUSE, prmcipally

Azaleas and Camellias. Address, slating lowest price
L., 94, The Grove, Denmark Hill, S.

sUTTON'S EXHIBITION HYACINTHS,
6s., QJ.. I2.J. and 20J. per dozen. Cultural Instructions

on application. "

SUTTON'S CHOICE TULIPS,
Mi,xed. from ys. 6d. per 100. Named sorts, i8j. per 100.

Cultural Instructions on application.

SUTTON'S FINE DUTCH CROCUS,
zs., 3^., and 4J. per 100. Cultural Instructions on appli-

UTTON'S FRESH IMPORTED BULBS
have arrived in splendid condition, and are now ready

for delivery.

UTTON'S AUTUMN CATALOGUE,
Gratis and Post-free. " The most complete work of its

kind yet published."

UTTON AND SONS, The Queen's Seeds-
men, Reading.s
Pot vines.

THE COWAN PATENTS COMPANY
beg to call attention to their large and excellent Stock of

young VINES, which are in first-rate condition, and now ready
for sending out. List of Varieties and Prices post-free.

The Trade supplied.
The Vineyard, Garston, near Liverpool.

To the Trade.

MONRO'S DUKE OF EDINBURGH
CUCUMBER.—Seeds, loi. per loo. up to December

30, 1876. JOHN MONRO. Potters' Bar, N.

R
Rhododendrons.HODODENDRONS, 12 inches,

KWALKER, Farnborough Station , Hants.

HAWS, or THORN QUICK SEED.—
Sound Haws, fit for sowing at present, or spring coming,

guaranteed free from soil or other mixlure, and thoroughly well
preserved. About 30 Ions on hand. For lowest prices apply to

GRANT AND CO., Park Nursery, Portadown, Ireland.

ORCHIDS.—Surplus Plants of upwards of
sixty varieties to Dispose of at low prices. Fur List

apply to

C. J. R. B., Sibbertoft, Market Harbjrough.

RANGE, CITRON, and LEMON
TREES, on stems 2 to 3 feci, with nice liltle heads.

Price 5s. eich.

E. COOLING, Mile Ash Nurseries, Derby.

Special Culture of Fruit Trees and Roses.

THE DESCRIPTlVEandlLLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE of FRUITS (by Thomas Riveks) is

now ready ; also CATALOGUE of Select ROSES. Post-free
on application.

THOMAS RIVERS and SON, Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

To the Trade.

STANDARD and DWARF ROSES of the
leading sorts—splendid Plants, no belter in the Trade,

well-ripened wood—about 15,000 Standards and 5000 Dwarfs,
guaranteed true to name. For lowest prices apply to

GRANT AND CO.. Park Nursery, Portadown, Ireland.

The Oxford Roses.GEORGE PRINCE'S Descriptive
CATALOGUE of DWARF ROSES on the Cultivated

Seedling Briar is now ready, post-free on application.

r4. Market Street, 0.\ford.

Roses, Fruit Trees, Evergreens, &c.

WILLIAM FLETCHER'S CATALOGUE
is now ready, and may be had post-free on apphcation

The Nurser>' Stock generally is very fine, healthy, and well-
rooted. Early orders are respectfully solicited.

Ouershaw Nurseries, Chertsey, Surrey.

Roses, Fruit Trees, ConifersB, &c.

CHARLES TURNER'S New CATA-
LOGUE of the above is now ready, and can be had

post-free on aplication.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

Trade List of Roses, Fruit Trees, and a Variety of
other NURSERY STOCK.

GEORGE GRAY and SON will be glad to
forward the above to applicants post-free,

rox. Ottershaw. Chertsey, Surrey.

CABBAGE PLANTS, SEEDS, ROOTS,&c.,
of all kinds, for the Farm or Garden. " Gee's superior

Bedfordshire-grown Plants and Seeds have attained much
celebrity;" vide Bedford Mercury, July 29, 1S76. "The
soils of the district offer facilities enjoyed at few places for

bringing away plants, &c., and under the skill and perse-

verance of Mr. F. Gee they are turned to good account :

"

vide Agricultural Gazette, July 31. 1876. See other opinions

of the Press, also a Treatise on the Cabbage CATA-
LOGUES, lowest prices, &c., on application to FREDERICK
GEE, Seed and Plant Grower. &c., Biggleswade, Beds.

AGSTAFF'S PATENT UPRIGHT
TUBULAR SADDLE BOILERS.

Patentee: J. G. WAGSTAFF, Dukinfield, .Ashion-under-

Lyne.
Wholesale Agents : WOLSTENCROFT BROS, and CO.,

46, Ludgate Hill, London, E.C.
Priced LIST post-free on application.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Donln^oiL

IMPORTANT SALE of VALl ABLE NURSERY STOCK.

MR. LUMBY is instructed by Mr. William
Cocks to SELL bv AUCTION", ai hU Nur^ries. in

Donington aforesaid. onTHURSDAY, FRIDAY and SATUR-
DAY, November 2. 3. and 4. at 10 o'CIock each day. the %vhoIe
Df ihe valuable NURSERY STOCK, consisiiog of about lo.coo
Apples, Pears and Plums, 2, 3, and 4yr. old Standards, comprising
the Lord Sutfield, King. Normanton Wonder, Codling, Lord
Derby, &c, varieties: 15,000 Gooseberries and Currants, \tz .

CrowTi Bobs, Ashton Reds.Whitesmiths, and about twenty of the
leading Lancashire Prize \-arietie5 : 4000 Roses, Standard and
Dvrart.cfthechoicest sorts; several thousands of Oak, Elm.Ash,
Larch. Beech, Spnice and Scotch Firs, Birch and other Forest
Trees ; 3000 Chestnuts, Limes, Sycamores. Elms. Planes, and
other Ornamental Trees, from 10 to 14 feet high, with fine heads,
suitable for Avenue Planting . a choice collection of Orna-
mental Trees and Shrubs; 500 trained Apricots. Peaches,
Nectarines in be=t sorts : 403,000 2-yr. transplanted. ^->t. and
2-yr. seedling Quick, and \-ariou3 other trees, comprising a
general Nursery Stock.

The whole of which will be particularised in Catalogues, to be
had on application to the Auctioneer, Donington, or Mr.
WILLIAM COCKS, Monk's HaU, Gosberton.
The whole will be Sold without reser^-e, on account of Mr.

Cocks retiring from the Nursery business.

Donington is 6 miles from Surfleet Station. Great Northern
Railway, where convej-ances will meet all persons who preWously
advise W. Cocks by post-card.

Important Sale of Nursery Stock,

MR. G. B. COCKS, Seed Merchant,
Donmgton, will be glad to BUY OX COMMISSION

for Persons unable to attend at the above Sale of Mr. Wm.
Cocks' Stock,—Donington, October 24, 1876.

Bulbs from HoUaud.

MR. J. C. STEVENS wiU SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Ror-ms. 33. Kin- Street

Covent Garden, W.C.,ever>- MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, and
SATURDA\, during October, commencing at half-past ii
o'clock each day. consignments of first-class DUTCH BULBS
amving weekly from weJ-known farms in Holland.
May be \-ieft-ed the moraines of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Important Sale of New and Rare Plants, and
Specimen and Half-specimen Ornamental Folia-ed
PL.ANTS, TREE FERNS, ^^c

MR. J. C STEVENS wiU SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 3S, King Street

Covent Garden. W.C, on TUESDAY. October 31. at half-past
12 o Clock precisely, a magnificent assortment of NEW andBEAUTIFUL PLANTS, including good plants of the
following •

Anthu
atbuc

Scherzerianum I Poinsettia pulche: , pk

Ctoton trilobus

Cyathea Dregei
DipIadeuU Brearlej-ana

Macrozamia plumosa

I
Anocaipus CannoDi

I Aralia elegantissinis

iMedioiUa amabili^
Croton volulus
Lapageria alba

w-ith other choice and rare Plants, including the finest spec
of Croton majesticns in this country-. Handsome sp "cimen and
half-specimen ORNAMENTAL F0LL4GED PLANTS
indudina good Plants of the highly decorative and rare kinds
of Encephalartos, large Camellias, choice Palms of \-arious
sizes, Tree Ferns, Cycas, \-ariegated Phormiums, specimen
Crotons, Slaciozamias, vanegaled Yuccas, including a pair of
the mDst handsome Plants of Vucca quadricolor in this country,
Diac^nas, Orange Trees, and some beautiful Plants of the
scarce Dion edule, with a i-ariety of other Plants suitable for
conser\-atories, hot-houses and greenhouses, the ornamentation
of halls, public buildings. S:c, and many handsome specimens
fit for exhibition.

~

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Important Sals of Establislied East InOlan Orcbids

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCITON, at his Great Rooms, ,8, Kio^ Street

Covent Garden. W.C. on THURSDAY, November z at hair
past 12 o'clock precisely, a well-selected Collection of about
400 EsUblished East Indian and American ORCHIDS. <Tou-n
by a gentleman who selects for the future one class of^these
interesting plants. This collection haWng many large and
specimen plants, has obtained Fortj* Prizes in the past seven

i Flo

May be viewed the

rSho J Honicultural Exhibitions

i of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Established and Imported Orcbids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS has received instruc-
tions from Messrs- J. Backhouse & Son of York toSELL by AUCTION at h« Great Rooms, 38. King sieet

Covent Garden, W.C , on FRIDAY. November 3 atTialf-nas;

ou"S?S:'''"H'- ^COLLECTION of FLOWERING
ORi,HIDS, including Odontoglossums in variety Oncidium
tigrinum. Laihas, Pleiones, &c , all in fine health: also from
another source an ImpoiTation of Brazilian Orchids, including
Cattleya atnethystma and other choice sorts ; and a collect-
uon of Esubhshed and semi-Established Orchids very healthy
and vieorous. mcluding fine plants of La:lia purpurata. Cattleya
leopoldu. C Schillenana, C. labiata, Oncidium crispum O
sarcodes, O. Marshallianum, and many other rare and valuable

On. V the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

LewlBbam, S.E.
IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE of VALUABLE andWELUGROWN NURSERY STOCK, compiuin^lo cSo

Evergreen and Deciduous Shrubs, amongst which°,vili be
lound 4000 Aucuba japonica, &c- . also 1000 choice Ericas of
sorts, a <)uantity of well gro»-n EnglUh Azaleas. 5000 Green
and Variegated Euon>-mus, 25.000 Ornamental Trees com-
pnsujg Planes, Limes. Chestnuts, &c ; Standard and Dwarf
Roses: 2 Dobbiog Carts. 18 Navvy Barrows, 12 Horse Bo.\es
many thousands of Fruit Trees, Vines, Climbers Ivies'
Gooseberries, and many other Plants too numerous to

TVTESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
XTO. will SELL the above by AUCTION, on the Premises
fcast Do»-n Park Nurseries, Lewisham, by order of Mr. B.
Mailer, on WEDNESDAY, November ,, and three following
days, at 12 o Clock precisely each day. The whole of the Stockmust be sold wnthout reserve, the ground being required forBuildmg purposes.

•jd'^^T*^ "^r'^- ?'?>?S"'s had on the Premises, at the SeedShop, Lemsham, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers.

Auction Mart, EC.
GREAT UNRESERVEli SALE of firsl-class DUTCH

BULBS, direct from the best Haarlem Growers, consisting
of the Choicest Named Single and Double HYACINTHS,
for Glasses and Borders ; many Thousands of fine TULI PS.
NARCISSUS. JONQUILS. SNOWDROPS, RANU.N'-
CULI, AMEMONES. ENGLISH and SPANISH IRIS,
also choice LILIES and GL.-VDIOLUS, &.:.,and Lotted to
suit the Trade and Private Buyers.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE .\nd MORRIS
will SELL 750 Lots of the above by AUCTION, at the

ilart, Tokenhouse Yard, London. E.C, on MOND.\Y nest,
at half-past 1 1 o'clock to the minute.
On view the morning of Sale. Cat.alo^ues may be h.id at the

Mart, or of the Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch Street, E.C, and
Lej-tonstone E.

City Auction Kooms, 38 and 39 Gracecburcb St, E.C.
IMPORTANT SALE of a FIRST-CLASS COLLECTION

of DUTCH BULBS, a superb assortment of 400 handsome
Standard, Dwarf and Climbing ROSES, in all the leading
kinds; selected hardy American PL.^X'TS. Conifera: and
Evergreen SHRUBS ; like«-ise fine FRUIT TREES m
variety, &:c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL the ab.ive bv AUCTION, at the City

Auction Rooms, on TUESD.\Y, October 31, at half-past
12 o'clock precisely.

On view the morning of Sale. Catalogues had at the
Rooms, and of the Auctioneers, 9S, Gracechurch Street, E.C,

Spring Grove. Islewortb, W.
IMPORTANT SALE of EXTRA THRIVING NURSERY

STOCK.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE .\ND MORRIS

are instructed by Mr John Trotman to SELL by
AUCTION, without reser\-e, 00 the Premises, the Spring Grove
Nurseo-, Islewortb. .Middlese.\, on TUESD.W, October 31.
and following day, at 11 for 12 o'Qock precisely each day, a
large and vTirious assortment of choice CONIFER.E and
EVERGREEN SHRUBS, consisting of variegated and green
Hollies, 2000 Launistittus, i to 3 feet ; choice named and Pontica
Rhododendrons, Aucubas, Laurels in variety, 3^0 'Thuja semper-
aurea, charming novelty : about 7000 Standard Limes, Scarlet
Chestnuts, Standard Dwarf-trained Fruit Trees, Standard R0S6S,
together with a quantity of Flower Roots and Bulbs. The
above Stock is well grown, and in fine condition for removal.
May be viewed. Catalogues may be had on the Premises,

and of the -Auctioneers and Valuers.

Leytonstone, Essex, £.
HIGHLY IMPORTANT S.\LE of VALUABLE NUR-

SERY STOCK.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS

will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises. Fillebrook
Estate and Home Nurseries, adjoining the Leytonstone Station,
on the Woodford Line, Great Eastern Railway, on TUESD.AV,
November 7, and Two following days, at 11 for 12 o'clock pre-
cisely each day. part of the Land being required for other
purposes, a PORTION of the v^uable NURSERY STOCK,
consisung of a splendid variety of Coniferee and Evergreen
Shrubs, of various sizes, about 10,000 Ornamental and Forest
Trees and Deciduous Shrubs, thousands of selected Fruit
Trees, in all the leading varieties ; hardy American Plants,
including choice Scarlet and other Rhododendrons, Ghent
Azaleas, Andromedas, &c., beautifully set with bloom-buds and
adapted for Potting ; a superb assortment of Standard and
Dn-arf Roses of fine growth, together w-ith some hardy Shrubs
in pots, choice Greenhouse Plants, Vines, &c
May be viewed prior to to the Sale. Catalogues had on the

Prem'ises, and of the Auctioneers, &c., 98, Gracechurch Street,
E.C. and American Nurser>', Leytonstone. E.

Wimdlesbam, near Bagsbot, Surrey.
Bv order of the Mortgagee.

IMPORTANT to th.^« DESIROUS of EMBARKING in
t'ne NURSERY BUSINESS.

UNRESERVED SALE of the LEASE and GOODWILL of
the CELEBRATED AMERICAN NURSERY

MESSRS. PROTHEROE .\nd MORRIS
are instructed by the Mortgagee, to SELL by

AUCTION at the Mart, Tokenhouse Yard, City, E C, on
-MONDAY. November 15. at i for 2 o'clock precisely, the
valuable LEASE and GOODWILL of the old established
Nurserj-, known as the AMERICAN NURSERY, likewise as
BAKER'S NURSERY, andsituatein the parish of Windlesham,
near Bagshot, Surrey, about i mile from the Sunningdale
Stat ion, with a commanding frontage to the high road. The
property comprises tweniy-Sve acres or thereabouts of fine
Nursery Land, together with a ten-roomed Dwelling House and
convenient Trade Buildings standing thereon ; Lease ten years
fi-om Christmas, 1876. Rent ;^t50 per Aimura.
Orders to view and particulars may be obtained of Messrs.

PROTHEROE .4nd MORRIS, Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch
Street, and Leytonstone. E.
N. B. The Purchaser of the Lease will have the option of

buying the beautifully-gro»-n stock at the Auction Sale, to be
held early In December, or if preferred, may take the whole or
part at a ^-atuation.

Longbton, Essex, £.
GRE-\T SALE of Beautifully-grown NURSERY STOCK.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS

wUl SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, Sale
Nursery, Loughton. 10 minutes' walk from Loughton Station,
Great Eastern Railway, on TUESD.\Y, November 14, and two
followmg days, at 11 for 12 o'clock piecisely each day. by order
of Mr. Wm. Paul, without reserve, a very superior stock ofEVERGREEN TREES and SHRUBS, in excellent condi-
tion for removal, comprising common, Caucasian and Colchic
Laurels ; bushy Laurustinus, Aucubas, Green and Variegated
Hollies, including Hodginsii and other fancy varieties ; a con-
siderable number of Gold and Silver Queen : 10,000 Conifers
including Cedrus Deodara, handsome Piceas, Thujas. Arbor-
vita:, Thujopsis borealis, Araucarias, Spruce Firs, and others

;

hybnd and Pontica Rhododendrons, fit.e Andromeda floribunda
(2 feet), and other choice American Plants : the Ornamental
1 rees comprise Limes, Oaks, Elms, Chestnuts, &C. : also some
selected Rose and Fruit Trees-
N.B. The Proprietor will remove at purchaser's expense if

-May be viewed any time prior to the Sale. Catalogues maybe
had of Mr. PIGGOTT. on the Premises, and of the Auaioneers.

Heatberside Kursery, Bagsbot.POSTPONEMENT of SALE.
ESSRS. PROTHEROE .\nd MORRIS

..,-„„j;^~P*"f''"y announce that the eight days' Sale ofNURSERY STOCK, advertised to commlnce on Tuesday
Nov. 7, is POSTPONED UNTIL the END of the MONTh!

M

Baker's American Nursery, Bagsbot, Surrey.
POSTPONEMENT of SALE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
beg to announce that, in consequence of their having

received instructions from the Mortgagee to SELL the
Valuable LEASE of the NURSERY, they have been
compelled to POSTPONE, until the BEGINNING of
DECE.MBER. the extensive Sale of Nursery Stock announced
to take place on Monday, November 20, and following days.

Llcb&eld, Staffordsbire.
IMPORTANT to PARTIES PLANTING.

UNRESERVED SALE of .,v,ut 3f.jo FRUIT TREES and
aqu.intltyofORNA.MENTAL SHRUBS and FOREST
TREES.

MR. C. GILLARD begs to make known
that he has been directed by the Executors of the late

Rev. T. A. Bangham, to SELL by AUCTION, on Land at
back of Christ Church Vicarage, Leamonsley, Lichfield.
TUESD.AY, October 31. in Lots to suit purchasers, about
1650 WALNUT. 867 APPLE. 1055 PEAR, and 40 PLUM
TREES: 267 ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS, 15 FILBERT
NUT. and 64 FOREST TREES.
Ample time will be given for the remo^•3l of the Trees and

Shrubs, and they may be viewed on application to Mr. TAS-
WELL, of Leamonsley, or to Mr. SLATER, of Leamonsley

Doncaster Carr Nurseries, TorksUre.
IMPORTANT to NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN

NURSERYMEN, LANDSCAPE GARDENERS*
BUILDERS, and OTHERS extensively engaged i^

MESSRS. THO.MPSON and WOOD are
instructed by the Executors of the late John Thompson

to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises as above onMOND.W, TUESD-W, WEDNESDAY, and THURSDAY.
November 6, 7, 8. and 9. the whole of the well-grown and
thriving NURSERY STOCK, extending over 14 Acres of
ground (which must be cleared in consequence of the Land
h.aviiig been Sold), in lots to suit the Trade and private pur-
chasers, comprising several thousand Rhododendrons, 1 10
3 feet : many thousand Evergreen Shrtibs. single transplanted,
all sizes : several thousand headed Ornamental Trees in con-
siderable \-ariety. Specimen and other Wellinglonias, 100,000
strong transplanted Quickwood, large quantity Evergreen
Privet, Berberis Aquifolia, common Holly, &c ; many thousand
seedling and transplanted Oaks, i to 8 leet : Ash, Beech, Birch,
Oak, Lime Alder, &c, iu the usual planting sizes : 7000 fine
Pyramidal Apples, Pears and Plums, in fruiting condition;
5000 Standard do. : seveial hundred trained Peaches, Apricots,

(

Plums, &c : about an -Acre of i-yr. and 2->T. Maiden Fruits of
all leading kinds ; Black and Red Currants. Raspberry Canes,
and Plum Stocks : some thousands ofStandard and Dwarf Roses|
the leading sorts, and a quantitv of Manettt Stocks. Also the
whole of the valuable STOVE and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, FLOWER-POTS, GARDEN TOOLS, &c.
The Auctioneers beg to call the attention of the Public to

this Sale, as the whole of the Stock is in a thriving state, and is

in the best possible condition for safe removal. -Ample time and
facilities will be given to purchasers to remove their respective
lots.

Refreshment, by ticket, at 10 A..\I. The Sale to commence
each day at 10. 30 prompt.
For further particulars see Caulogues, which may be had of

In tbe Uidland Counties. (4102.)

To BE DISPOSED OF, a NURSERY,
FLORIST, and SEED BUSINESS, now doing I

t_hri\-ing and increasing trade, in a large town, the centre of a
fine Agricultural District. For farther particulars apnlv to

-Messrs. PROTHEROE and MORRIS, Horticultural
Agents, 95, Gracechurch Street, E.C, and Leytonilone E

P. & M.'s " Horticultural Register" for October can now be
had, gratis, on application.

To Market Gardeners and Nurserymen
"po BE SOLD, a M.A.RKET GARDEN,
-L about 7 acres of Land, with House, Warehouse, Sheds
and Stables, Piggenes, and two newly erected Cucumber
Houses, 30 feet long. The Fruit Treee have been planted about
sixteen years, and coming into good bearing—planted with choice
Apples, Pears, Plums, Cherries, and about 4000 Gooseberries.
Red Currants, Black Currants, Raspberries, Strawberries, &c.
In Nottinghamshire, close to two railway stations, the Great
Northern and Midland Railways; easy of access to good
markets.—-Apply to J. M., 37, Kirk Gite, Newark.

To Market Gardeners.

To LET, a Large VINERY, about 220 Feet
long, full of Vine, Peach, and Nectarine Trees, in full

Working Order, and heated with most modem appliances. For
particulars addn

L. M.. o, -Augustus Square, Regei ^ Park. London, N.W.

KITCHEN GARDEN TO LET.—The
Kitchen Garden, of about Four -Acres, to a Nobleman'-

Mansion. It is well stocked with Vegetables, and near trn)
large Towns in the Midland Counties. For terms apply to

Messrs. BANTING. 27, St. James' Street, London, S.W.

EVENING LECTURES to WORKING
MEN —ROYAL SCHOOL of MINES.—The FIRST

COURSE of the SESSION, consUling of SI.X LECTURES
byDr Fr.\nkl.\nd. F.R.S.on the " Chemistry of Coal," wiU
be delivered at the SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEU.M, and
will be commenced on MONDAY, November 6, at 8 o'clock.
Tickets may be obuined at the Geological Museum Jennyn

Street, by Working Men only, on MONDAY EVENING
NEXT, fi-om 7 to 10 o'clock, on payment of U. Only one
Ticket can be issued to each Applicant, who is requested 10
bring his Name, Address, and Occupauon written on a piece of
paper, Jor which the Ticket will be exchanged.

TRENHA.M REEKS, Regis-trar.

PRICKLY COMFREY produces thrice as
much Feed or Hay as Lucerne. Grass, or Tares ; will

stand for many years : multiplies verj- rapidly. Roots, Crowns.
01 Plants at C R, FLEEM.AN'S. Norwich.

GRAPES FIRST YEAR.—3000 fine Fruitinr
Canes, in lo-inch pots, grown without fire-heat, for cash'

55. each, or 50^. per dozen ; 7030 do., for Planting, 3^. (ai. each,
or 3ar. per dozen.

RANSLEV TANTON. Nurserj-man, Epsom.
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DICK RADCLYFFE AND CO. have every
SUNDRY for the WTioksale Trade :—Bouquet Papers.

Wreaths, Crosses, Dried Flowers. Bleached and Colotired
Grasses. Cape Flowers, GDaphaliums. Metal Wreaths. Raffia,
Labe's. Flower-sticks. Fern Cases, Aquariums, Virgin Cork.
H>-acinlh Glasses. List 00 application, which every buyer
should see and compare before ordering elsewhere.

128 and t29. High Holbom, London, W.C

PLANTING SEASON.— io,oo3 strong 3-yr.
and <-yr. old Linna-us RHUBARB ROOTS, for Forcing

or Plantmg, price v. per dozen. C\ per loa Also 20,000 of
Lancashire Lad GOOSEBERRY. Naples BLACK CLTl-
RAN'T. RED CURRANT TREES, and Semper Fidelis
RASPBERRY CANES, same price as above. Carriaae and
package free to London. Sent upon receipt of stamps or
l>OStKjfS,

T. W. BEACH, Friit Grower. Old Brentford, W.

Cliolce Named Bliodoclendrozis.WH. ROGERS, Red Lodge Nursery,
• Southampton, can offer any number of the above,

jtood bushy plants, full of blooming buds, at the low price of
2; ro< per 100, or i Si. per dozen. SKIMMLA J.\PONIC.A,
nicely berried, yts. per loO'. also a large General Stock, ex-
tending over 60 acres, consisting of FOREST, FRUIT, and
ORNAMENTAL TREES. EVERGREEN and FLOWER-
ING SHRUBS, CLIMBING PLANTS, Standard and Dwarf
ROSES, &c.

C.\T-ALOGUES may be had on application.

Nurseries, Saffron Walden.
SUPERB DOUBLE HOLLYHOCKS.

WILLIAM CHATER has a fine Stock of
Bloomed HOLLYHOCKS, named r.-, colour, in fine

bealthy roots; equal to many of the named varieties, rzj. per
dozen, 751. per loa. Named varieties, once bl>3med, &om
18*. per dozen.

WILLIAM CH.\TER. Nurseries, Saffron Walden.

EWING AND CO.MPANY'S ROSE LIST
for .\UTUMN. \Z-fi. with very full descriptions of all

the best new and old sorts, is now ready, and may be had free.

Their LIST of FRUIT TREES. ORN.\MENTAL TREES
CONIFER.-E, EVERGREENS, CLEMATIS, &c, U iij

preparation, and will shortly be ready.
Royal Norfolk Nurseries, Eaton, Norwich.

CAMELLIA ALBA PLENA (the old double
white), tnie—the finest aod largest stock Icno»-n.—Very

fine bushy planu. j£i2 per loo ; la^er and better, ^16 and
jfiao per Totx Without buds, first-rate staff, to grow aoocber
year, when they will set very freely.

JEAN VERSCHAFFELTS Nursery, Ledeberg, Ghent,
Belsivim.

ATKINS AND SIMPSON, Seedsmen,
I, Savoy Hill, Strand, W.C, having commenced

bitsbess. solicit a trial in Vegetable and Flower Seeds, of which
a List wiU be published in due course. Some Dutch Bulbs still

on hand in good condition. Orders will have our personal and
prompt attention.

PazLBies and Violas. Bedding.
THOMAS S. WARE'S AUTUMN

CATALOGUE of the above, including Carnations,
Pkotees. Pinks. Pasonies. Phloxes, Delphiniums, Rt>5es, and
others, for Immediate Planting, is now ready, free upon
application.

Hale Farm Nurseries. Tottenham. London.

RHUBARB ROOTS—RHUBARB ROOTS
— RHUB.\RB ROOTS. — For Sale, 5000 strong

Apply to

ear Newport, Mon.

Winter FloireTliig OrcMda.
C.\LANTHE VESTIT.\ RUBRA OCCU-

L.\T.\ from ^r. to 301. per dozen bulbs : PLEIONE
W.\LLICHII.iSi. per dozen; C\'PRIPEDIUM INSIGNE,
fiowerin' plants, iSr. per dozen. Apply

S. WOOLLEV. Nurser>-man, Cheshunt. Herts.

BoUlsson'E Telegrapb Cncnmber Seed.
(WARR.\XTED TRUE)l

CE. W.A.TERS, Derby \UIas Nurser}",
• Dartmouth Road, Forest Hill. S. E. . has a small quantit>-

stin on hand of the above. Fine sample—no other kind grown

—

6*. per 10a Trade price per ounce on application.

L.\URUSTINUS (Common or Black), and
.\UCUP.-\S. — Subscriber can still supply several

thousands of the above at the follo*-ing special low rates ;

—

1AURUSTINU3. 6 to 9 inches. &. per 100 ; 12 to iS inches,
r. per too ; 15 to 24 inches, Sj. per 100.

AUCUB.\ JAPONICA. 12 to 20 inches, i2i. (J. per loo.

Lapaeeila alba (tme).

MESSRS. THO.M.\S CRIPPS .^D SON
have a few haalthy. w-ell.established Planu of the

above to offer, some of whjch are showing bloom, in 5-in. to
o-m. pxi. Price, three, five, seven, to twelve guineas each.
Usual trade discoimt-

Tunbridge Wells Ni KenL

TilCKSONIA ANTARCTICA, fine
-*.-' specimen, in large Tub, for Sale ; getting too large for
Ad\-ertiser. Height of stem 55 inches, circumference of stem in
largest part. 35 inches : f*-entv-se\-en fronds, ver>- healthv.

JOHN CORNELIUS. The Pri.^ry. Barnstaple.'

Johnstone's St Martin's Rliubarb.
T7.\RLIEST and BEST in CULTIV.\TION
-*-J for Open GroLind, has a splcnuii coIoi.r ar.d excellent for
Forcing. Strong roots, <^. per doz. Trade price on application.W. P. L.\IRD AND SINCL.\IR, Nurserymen, Dundee, N.B.

T ARCH, li to 2 feet, i&r. per looo ; do., i\ to
-•-' 3 fs^t, :;os."per looa SCOTCH, r'- to 2 feet. =Qj."per
tooa SPRUCE. 1^ to 2 feet. iSs. per tooo. O.iK.j to 6 feet,
=5J. per loco. .AUSTRLAN, i foot, 151. per ioc«>. M.VHONL\
.\QUIFOLLA J to 3 feet, ^as. per 1000. -\11 fine ; moved last
spnng. J. J.\CKSON, Nursery, Kidderminster.

WF. BOFF offers fine sound DUTCH
• BUXBS at the foUow-ing prices :-HY.\CINTHS,

=Uied, 2i. per dozen ; named. 31. and +t. per dozen. TULIPS,
iiamed, 5S. perioo : common mixed, at. per too : choice miied,
3r. per too. SNOWDROPS, 2i. U. per too. CROCUS,
yeJow, blue, white, striped, or mixed, ir. per 100.

203, Upper Street, Islington, N.

NEVv^ PLANTS,
1876.

Messrs. J. & C. LEE,

ROYAL VINEYARD NURSERY,
HAMMERSMITH, LONDOXf,

Have the pleasure to offer the following ver)-

beautiful and interesting NO\'ELTIES. now
offered by them for the first time— to be sent
out in October ;

—

BEGONIA COLTONI.
This disMct and beautiful Begooia was raised at the Royal

1 ineyard Nursery. The coloor of the Sowers is quite new in
Begoiiias, being of an orangeKlimson. It b a most abundant
bloomer, and the .lowers are o( the largest size. It reorired a
t irst-class Certificate from the Flocal Committee of the Royal
rlortjcultural Society, rSjs.

CmlPUnU nUlU ready in Ocicier. Prke io». (d. each.

BEGONIA RODWELU.
This lovdy R^onia was also raised at the Royal Vineyard

Nursery. The .lowers are of a bright venmlioo.scarlet, and of
the largest aje. and the phot is a very abundant bloomer. It
received a Fust-class Certificate from the Committee of the
Ro>-al Horticultural Society.

Co*/ Plants -Lia be reajy in 0:tci:r. Price tor. 6>/. ea:'-..

CORNUS MASCULA AUREA ELEGAN-
TISSIMA (J. & C. Lee).

This elegant and lovely hardy shrub was raised from seed in
our Islewonh Nursery, and has been proved to be perfectly
constant m its beautllul variegation. A broad margin of pure
gold sujTOnodmg a bright green centre is of itself a sufficient
atuaction, but when m July the tips of the Iea>-es become
suffused with the brightest carmine, it is impossible to give an^ea of the beauty ai«l elegance of the plant, which wUl bear a
bvourable comparison with the best variegated stove or green-
house Exotics. Suffice it to say, that it has been seen and
admired by many Amateurs and Nurserymen, and has been
awardt^ a First-dass Certificate at South Kensingtoo. The
habit of the plant is semi-peodulous and very graceful.
Pricea/Maiden Plants, x^. eaci; Larger Specimeni. 2U. each.

A Coloured PlaU may be had ok amplication/or u.

JUNIPERUS VIRGINIANA ELEGANS
O.diC. Lee).

TTiis very elegant variety of the Red Cedar was raied frnm
seed m our own grounds in 1869. It is scarcely necessary to
remart upon the hardioess of this plant, bat it is due to its
character to state that the elegant cicam.CDlaared variegalian
with which the whole plant is suffused is peziecxly rr^^^t^^ and
has never been injured by frost or burned in the least d«iee
by the hottest sunshine, although ftilly exposed in the open air.
The plant is of neat and free gtOTth, and received the booour of
a First.class Certificate from the Floral Cofnmiuee at Sotith
Kensington, in July, 1875.

To be sent out in Octoier. Price r5i eacJi ; Larger Specimens
t-LS.eack.

A PL:l,^afh ,/!r:c FU,:t „ay ci iad en app&aA^/or is.

POPULUS CANADENSIS AUREA VAN
GEERTI (1876).

The Golden Variety of this noble Poplar, sent out m February
list by Mr. Charies \*aii Geert, ot Antwerp, has fully borue oat
tQ our Nurseries the des<ripcioa he gave o5r it, aixl I^ retained
its goWcn colour much better than either the Golden Catalpa or
the Golden Oak during the late tropical summer.

Extract firom Mr. Van Geert's Description.
" We have the pleasure of ofieruig an extremely remarkable

variety of the Canadian PofJar. with a fotiage whidi presents
dimng the whole summer the finest hue of gt^eii-yellow. It
is is our opinioa a motst valuable acqusition, and has been pro-
nounced so by every connoisseur wfao has admired it in oar
nuisery, for the coloured folia^ dot so frequentiy met with
among tow shrubs £uls almost entirely among the t?rgrr trees.
The Catalpa anrea and the Quercus Robor omcardia arc the
only trees known as possessing the same golden foliage, bat the
former is only a seoxid-sized tree and the latter has ooc the
vigour of the Common Oak. Our Golden Poplar, oo the con-
trary, is a first-sLzed tree, of rapid and vigorous growth. Its
leaves are quite as barge as those of the coaimoQ C-anaHian
Poplar, and the yeUow hue. instead of kMking sickly, has a '

warm and vigorous tint. The better iKxnisfaed the tree is, and
the more it is exposed to the sun, the more vivid is the golden <

Having received, in February last, a large consigumeat of
this magnificent novelty firom Mr. Van Geert, we are enabled to
ofier

]

.V;;v Pan's at js. 6J. each. Will be ready ike end sfOcL-ier.
\

ABIES EXCELSA AUREA
J. diC. Lee, 1875).

This is deddedly the finest Goldea Conifer of large growth
yet introduced. It is of fi-ee growth, and requires to be planied
in ihe full sunshine. In such a position the whole tree is
sufiused with the richest gold, A First-dass Certificate has
been awarded to this \-aIuab!e tree at South Kensingtoa.

Fri:£ cfnici PiiuU, 15J.," Ljir^gr Specimens, 2ts. eaclu

LAURUS CAMELLI£FOLIA(Wood, 1875).
We can still supply a few hundreds of this extzaordinary

and elegant LaoreL
PrUe zs. 6d. each ; per daz£K, iSi.

Kessrs. J. & C. LEE,
ROYAL \aNEVARD NURSERY. HAMMERSMITH,

near LONDON, W,

Tlmjopsls borealls anrea vazlegata.
or E.\G5HOT THUJOP3IS.TOHX WATERER .\nd SONS, American

V ^i^5«"e^- Ea^ihDC, Sorrej, are cow sending out the
above New PLani, price air. each. The usual discoant to the
Trade,
tS" This Uooe of the finest Plants in cuhivaxiao ; it isas&ee

as the cMdicary Thujopsis, and the varie^tuoo r*^^i^«t
and good.

:m
Cabbage Plants. Cabbage Plants.

ESSRS. VIRGO .^ND .SOX can now

LILIUM AURATUM.—Fine established
Bulbs, Sj^-er-: fr ;» -»„-. •• -1/ -- ----

ar.6rf.eadi. J- '
'

'-" ' "

cannot be ser:
imported. Pr:
Post-ofice orci.

.

WILLIA-M _^ , _. ._. .__..-_,
lO, Calloni Stre^:, i. C ' '

'

EBB'S NEW GIANT POLY.A.XTHUS,
Florist Floarer, and GL\>'T COWSLIP SEEDS :

also Plants of all the varieties, with Donble PRIMROSES o*
different coIoaTS :.^URICUU^, both Single and Double ; with
ereiy sort of Early Spring Floweis. LIST on apolkatioa.

Mr. WEBB. Calcoc. Readii^

EBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS,
and other PRIZE COB XLTS and FILBERTS.

LISTS of these varieties from ilr. WEBB. Calcot, Reading.

MCbeny Tiees for Sale.
ESSRS. J. THO-MAS .\-nd SON have to

otier 7300 fine, string. a=d c^ean-grown ScandaxtlCHERRY TREES : also a b.-ge stock Sf Standard and
Pyramid PLU.M, PE-\R, -APPLE, and W.ILNtTT TREES
trained PE.ACH TREES and FRUIT BUSHES : Dramhead
and other C.^EB.iGE PL-VSTS. &c Prices on appGcuioD at
the Nursery, Rodmersham, Stitiiigbonme, Kent.

Hi£cellaneaa3 Bolbs and Tubers.
HOM.A.S S. \V.A.RE'S -AB.C. DESCRIP-
TIVE BULB GUIDE for i;r5 is =ot ready, comprisingT

one of the lai^est Lists of misceUaneoas Bulbs' and Tubers
extant, incloding coaiplete fists of Lilitxms, Nardssos. Iris.
&C. , in additioa to maor species now ofiered for the first tzme :

cootaioing also a sdectioa of sprii^ flowexii^ and ocha- peren-
nials for autumn planting.

Hale Farm Njrseriis, Tottenham, London, X,

To tlie Trade.—Sandringliaja Early Sdney Potato.

HAND F. SHARPE have secured a fine
• stock of the above excellent POTATO, which is

IVDoouQced to be not ooly the earliest^ hot the most prolific,
and the finest quality in cuhzvacioo. Being very short in the
haulm It is pecuhariy ariaptrd for forcing purposes. Price and
farther paxticulars may be had CQ appltcatioo.

Seed Growing £scabiishmen£, Wisbech,

HyadBtbs and oUier Bnlbs for Forcing.
DUTCH FLOWER ROOT5 and SPRING FLOWERING

PLANTS fir SPRING GARDENING-APRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
of the best Eulhs is&. Plants far above purpose, post-

fi^e. Prices under any of the leading booses far Bi^bs, &c-, of
the same qnality. Collections of Bous fer faroz^, loc: (d, and

do. for planting, loi. 6d. and xts. ; da ofsprii^ fcwering

To Amatenr Strawberry Growers.

THE A>L\T£UR-'S COLLECTION of 120
strong, healthy RUNNERS, la 6 choice vanedes, ibr

js. 6d. Price per score, ir, 6d. cz >ea: ^»:^:-free a: td. per
scoreeitra. " HOW TO GROW STR.\WEERRIE5 - e^d.
The " EUREKA " POST BOX (assorted =izes), ts. per dii. -

a MODEL and PATTERN, i^ Teiumcoials i stainn.
W. LOVEL. Weavenhorpe, York.

Planting Season.

E BURGESS begs to offer the foUowing :—
• Strong Standard, Pyramid, and Dwarf^zained FRUIT

TREES. ROSES. Evergreen and Deoduoas Flowsing
SHRUBS. Ei^lish OAK, ELMS, and LIMES, np to ro feet.
Larch and Sprace FIRS, and a general NLTISERV STOCK.
Prices on appUcntiog.

The Nurseries, London Road, Chelte

CATALOGUES. — His Excellency Pierre
Wo&enstein will feel greatly obliged if Narserymen and

Seedanen will kindly send h'-^n their Catalogues. Tikey <t*fTTM
be farwarded (by postl to

S. E. PIERRE WOLKENSTEIN. Secretaire de la Sodete
ImpoTale d'Horoculnire de Russie. St. Petersburg.

EECH, 5 to 6 feet ; ELM ;Xarrow-leaved
EagUsbX S to q feeL Ditto (Broai-Ieaved Oiichester),

lo to 12 fe« : SPRUCE FIRS, 5 to 6 feet ; LIMES, 5 to
10 feet and 10 to 12 feet : iLVPLE (NorwayX 10 to 12 feet:
OAK (Levant^ 8 lo 10 feet ; SYa\MORE, 10 to ra feet and
12 to 16 feet. All well-rootedj straight and haTw^<r>ntf. trees.
The above to be cleared cheapi. Price on appEcation to

ROBT. F. DARBY, The Cirencester Nursmes.

SEAKALE for Sale.—Good Forcing, gj-. per
100: extra large, tos. od. per 100 : Planting. 5J- per loo^

Also Matyears Early Red RHL"BARB, ftx Forcing and
Planting, the finest yet oat. Post-o&ce order or cheque to
accompany all cwders from unlcnown r**'''''<=r''**^"it'^, Fnce to
the Trade on applicati:»i to

J. COOPER, Market Gardener, &c, Balfoar Coaage, and
Norman Lane, Fulhani, S W.

Lmes.

EH. KRELAGE ant) SON, Nursery-
• HES, SsEQsaiEX. and Flosists, Hakrlon, Hofland.

b^ to announce that their new Special DescrqXiTe CATA-
LOGLT: of LILIES (Na 322A) is now ready, and will be scot
post-free m applicatioa._

This Catak^ue contains nearly 250 sorts and varieties, with
But prkes per piece as well as per 12. per 100. per xooo, per
lo.ooo—a selection of their wdl-fcnown mtnTsJled coQeoioo.
lilies should be ordered early, and planted before winter.
Dii-:ount to the Trade.
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NEW or DESIRAI5LE PLANTS
KOR CONSERVATORIES.

ADIANTOM GRACILLIMUM. =i. 6</, and 3^. id. each.

POINSETTIA PULCHERRIMA PLENISSIMA (Veitch),

SJ.. 75. kd., and 10^. 6(/. each.

GERANIUM. Wonderful (G. Smith), ij, 6</. and =s. id. each.

„ KBnig Albert, is. each.

PELARGONIUM, Queen Victoria, is. each.

EPIPHYLLUMS, very fine plants, well set for blooming, 12J.

and \Zs. per dozen.

CYCLAMENS, very fine plants, well set for blooming, qs.

SOLANUiMS, very fine plants, well set with fruit, 9s., i2j.,

and i8s. per dozen.

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS. Sic. very fine bulbs, at

low prices. See Autumn CATALOGUE.
WM. CLIBRAN and SON. Oldlield Nursery, Altrincham.

Camellias, Azaleas, RhoiloaeiKlrans, &c

CHAS. VUYLSTEKE, Nurseryman,
Loochristy, near Ghent, Belgium . has a very large stock of

well-grown Plants with buds, disposable by 100 or 1000.

CAMELLIAS, fine named varieties, Z3 to {.i per 100.

„ ALBA PLENA, {.i. H, and £,i per 100.

INDIAN AZALEAS, in 25 named varieties, ^3, 16, .ind

HARDY "gHENT AZALEAS, in 25 named v.nrieties, .£4, /s,
and a per 100.

AZALEA MOLLIS, in 12 named vars., £a. £10 to .£12 per 100.

„ „ extra strong plants, 4s. to 5s. each.

„ ,, Seedlings, very bushy plants. £i to .£8 per 100.

KALMIA LATI FOLIA, £s to £,i per 100.

For Wovelties see our CATALOGUE, which will be sent

free on application to out Agents,
Messjs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, s. Harp Lane, Great

Tower Street. London, E.C.

WM._ PAUL & SON,
il. -«r..'"l\ /, (Successors to the lale A. Paul & Son,

-\:'.rC. Established 1S06,)

y ROSE GROWERS,
''^ TREE, PLANT, BULll, AND
// SEED MERCHANTS,

WALTHAM CROSS,
HERTS,

Inspection of Stock invited.

Priced Descriptive Catalogue free by post.

BLOOMING RHODODENDRONS.

Two Hundred Thousand good healthy plants, having

not less than five up to ten and fifteen buds each, of the

finest natned hardy kinds, will be supplied at from ;^5 to

;^io per 100, and i8j. to 301. per dozen.

Samples, with Usls of the sorts, will heforwarded on

tifplication.

KALMIA LATIFOLIA.
Well furnished and healthy and covered with blooni-biid5,

15 to 18 in., at i2.t. and i3j. per doz., or £s per 100.

HARDY AZALEAS.
The finest English and Ghent varieties, splendidly budded,

£,S ^"^ £j ^°^- P^"* ^°°> ^^ ^^^' P*^^ dozen.

ANTHONY WATERER,
KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.

Eltham Nursery, Kent, S.E.

One Mila from Eltham Station. Loop Line ; Two Miles from
Blackhealh, North Kent.

THIRTY ACREb of well-grown NURSERY
STOCK, comprising Specimen CONIFERS and EVER-

GREENS, all sizes ; Standard ROSES, FRUIT TREES. &c.

Gentlemen who intend planting this season are invited to

come and select for themselves.—JAMES W. TODMAN.

New Clematises.

MESSRS. THOMAS CRIPPS AND SON
beg to announce that the undermentioned new varieties

are now ready for distribution ; which, owing to a failure in

propagating, they were unable to send out last May as

intended, viz. :

—

CLEMATIS FAIRY QUEEN (T. Cripps & Son).—A very

hapdsorae variety of the lanuginosa type ; flowers very

large, occasionally measuring 9 inches across ; colour pale

flesh, with a striking pink bar in centre of each sepal,

shaded purple at the base. Mentioned in Gardeners'

Chronicle, July 10, 1875. as being of an indescribably

beautiful colour. First-class Certificate, South Kensington.

Price, its. each.

CLEMATIS PURPUREA ELEGANS (T. Cripps & Son).—
Of the lanuginosa type ; flowers large, fine form ; colour

deep violet-purple, well contrasted by its light-coloured

filaments and pinkish-brown anthers. A decided acquisi-

sition, probably the finest of its class ever offered. First-

class Certificate. South Kensington. Price, us each.

CLEMATIS PUKE OF EDINBURGH (T. Ciipps & Son).

—This is a fine variety of the patens type ; flowers large,

six-sepalled, of a rich violet-purple. One of the most

attractive in this class with which we are acquainted.

Price, isr. each.

CLEMATIS GIPSY QUEEN (T. Cripps & Son).—An
extremely rich, bright, dark, velvety purple variety of the

Jackmannitype ; very free, late flowering. A most attrac-

tive and useful variety. Price, 155. each.

The Set of Four for Three Guineas.
For TRADE PRICES, see WHOLESALE LI31\

The Tunbridge Wells Nurseries, Kent.

BULBS OF ALL KINDS.
THE

NEW PLANT and BULB COMPANY
Beg to inform their friends that their

CATALOGUE IS NOW READY,
And can be had, post-free, on application.

LION WALK, COLCHESTER.

DANIELS BROS.'

CHOICE FLOWER ROOTS.
Our superbly Illustrated CATALOGUE of the

above is now ready, and may be had post-free by

all intending purchasers, on application.

HYACINTHS—Choice named, in splendid

variety, 6.t. , <js., i2j., i8j. and 24-r. per dozen.

DANIELS BROS.' CHOICE
COLLECTIONS
6j. 6d., 12s. 6d., :

of FLOWER ROOTS,
s., 42^., 63-f. and 84 J. each.

DANIELS BROS.,

NORWICH.

MAGNIFICENT LIMES and ELMS,
all well rooted and clean grown.

LIMES, crimson-twigRed, 5 to 6 feet, ^os. per 100 ; 6 to 8 feet,

70J. per 100 ; 8 to 10 feet, 130J. per 100; 10 lo 12 feet,

2oai. per 100.

ELMS, English (true), 5 to 6 feet, 501. per 100 ; 6 to 8 feel, 6oj.

per 100 : 8 to 10 feet, iocs, per 100 ; 10 to 12 feet,

,, Chichester, 5 to 6 feet, 40J. per 100 ; 6 to 8 feet, 50J. per

100 : 3 to 10 feet. 75s. per 100 ; 10 to 12 feet, looj. per

100 : 12 to 14 feet, j6oJ. per 100.

CATALOGUES of Forest, Fruit, and Omamenta! Trees,

application.

JOHN JEFFERIES and SONS. Royal Nurseries,

Cirencester.

E\\r^FORCrNG~"decorative
GERANIUMS:— Each

CHARLES OUTRAM, white, with deep purple blotch s. d.

in centre nf each petal, free bloomer and good habit 5 o
LEOPOLD, tine bright scarlet, like Charles Turner, free

blooming, large trusses, and good dwarf habit .. 50
MISS BRADSHAW, hke Mrs. Bradshaw, but with bright

carmine spot and frinp;ed edges .. .. .. ..50
MRS. BRADSHAW IMPROVED, tike Mrs. Br^dshaw,

but larger flowers, and larger and more distinct spots 3 6

SPOTTED PATTI, a seedling from Patti, with spots on
each petal .. .. .. .. .. •. ..36

THE MOOR, deep crimion. with large black spots on
each petal, very showy and distinct, good trusses, and
free bloomer S o

EVA BAKER, large pink flowers, with dark crimson
spot on top petals and very sweet-scented foliage .. 50

The Set ofSeven, 25^.

In oftering the above Geraniums we can with confidence

recommend them as being first-rate varieties for all decorative

purposes, and believe they will prove equally popular with

those other well-known varieties of our sending out, Mrs.
Bradshaw, Mrs. Lewis Lloyd, Kingston Beauty, &c.

T. JACKSON AND SON, The Nurseries. Kingston-on-Thames.

DUTCH BULBS.
B. S. Williams

BULB CATALOGUE for the present Season

is now ready,

Conuining a SELECT LIST of

Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissi, Crocus, &c.,

Also of

NEW PLANTS, FRUIT TREES, ROSES,
SHRUBS, CLIMBERS, &c.

CRA TIS and POST-FREE on APPLICA TION.

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

AVENUE TREES.
PLATANUS OCCIDENTALIS (true), lo to

iS feet liigh, and girthing 4 to 8 inches at 4 feet

from the ground.

LIMES, 12 to 20 feet high, and girthing 6 to

lo inches at 4 feet from the ground.

rOPULUS CANADENSIS NOVA, 15 to

16 feet high, and girthing 6 inches at 4 feet from

the ground.

ANTHONY WATERER
Has to offer many thousands of the above. They may

be seen growing at Knap Hill. They are straight,

handsome, and well rooted, and altogether the finest

Trees of the kind to be found in any nursery in Europe.

KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.

New Roses.

JOSEPH SCHWARTZ (Successor to T. B.

P-i GuiLi.OT, Sen.), 43, Rue due Repos, Lyons, France, begs

to inform his numerous English Customers and the Trade at

large, that in November next he will have ready for sale two

most splendid Roses, viz. :

—

TEA ROSE, COMTESSE RIZA DU PARC—Very

vigorous plant ; its foliage is purple-white developing, by which

peculiarity it is distinguished among other varieties; its stem

IS erect and regular, and the flower middling or large, globular.

most beautiful metallic China- Rose colouring. This extra Rose,

obtained from Comtesse de Labarthe, has just carried the first

prize at the last horticultural show at Chalons-sur-Saone.

Price 25 francs {£,1) each.

HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSE, MARQUISE ADfeLE
DE MUklNAIS.—Very vigorous plant ; fine foliage ; stem

erect ; its flowers being almost always solitary, large, full, well

formed, of a beautiful pale pink silvery colouring, gradually

d.arkening as it opens. Most desirable plant, obtained from

Madame Laffay. Price 25 francs (^i) each.

Five plants will be sent to every one ordering four.

Nc-io Roses to be had at Schwartz's in November^ 1876. .

DUCHESS OF VALLOMBROSA, H.P., 2^. M. each, i,^

per dozen.
GUSTAVE REVILLIOD, H.P,, iS. each, i6j. per dozen.

OSCAR LAMARCHE. H.P., m. each, \(ss. per dozen.

MADELEINE CHOMER, Bourbon, 2.1. each, i6j. per dozt

NoTici-: —For Sale this autumn, a large quantity of D"'-

and Standard Roses.

The General CATALOGUE, just published, will be scnu.

post-free, to all who ask for it. Please pay full postage.

JOSEPH SCHWARTZ, Horticulturist, 43, Rue du Repoi.

Lyons, France.
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PAUL <& SON,
THE OLD NURSERIES, CHESHUNT, N.

ONE OF THE ANCESTRAL HOMES OF THE ROSE.

These Nurseries, established in 1S06,

Admirably described in the " Gardeners' Chronicle" of August 12 and 19, 1876.
One Mile from the Cheshuut Station of the Great Eastern Railway.

INSPECTION OF TUB LARGE AND VARIED SrOCh' RESPECTFULLY INVITED.

ROSES-

Special Objects of Culture :—

-PAUL & SON'S CHESHUNT ROSES.
" Sir Sybarite shudders, his are dreams
Of CHESHUNT dusters. Gunter's creams.'

The world-wide fame is due to the careful and varied experience acquired by this long estab-

lished firm. Since i860, when more especially attention was given to the improvement of Rose
culture, more than looo First Prizes have been gained for Roses by Paul & SON, the Old
Nurseries, Cheshunt.

NEW ROSE CA TALOGUE, with prices and descriptions (pronounced by the leadin^^ Amateurs
as " i/ie best,"), post-free on application.

FRUIT TREES-PAUL & SON'S FRUIT TREES.
The Cheshunt Standard APPLES and PEARS are, for straight and clean stcmmcd-growth'

unsurpassed in the Trade. For Gentlemen planting fruit lands on their farms the stock is especially

worth selecting from.

The Espalier and Wall Trees are of all sizes, from single Cordons to trees with six and
eight tiers of branches.

.Specialty of GOOSEliERRlES, CURRANTS, and all small fruits.

PAUL & SON'S VARIEGATED and GREEN HOLLIES, amongst
Evergreens, are a feature of the Nursery. Of the 5 or 6 acres at the High Beech Branch Nursery the

Gardeners' Chro/i icie s2Lys :

—"The way Hollie5 grow here is something remarkable. There is a glossy

brightness about the leaves and a purity of colour in the variegated kinds I have not seen before. The
gfrowth they make is marvellous. . . . Many ne<v and interesting varieties are here."

The suitability of the soil allows us to quote them in our List at remarkably reasonable prices.

CONIFERS—including all the new and beautiful kinds obtained as soon as introduced. Tlie

Colleciion should be seen by all Conifer growers.

HARDY EVERGREENS—from iV to 12 feet hi.^^h, in splendid condition for removal.

VARIEGATED and COLOURED LEAVED TREES —Of these Paul &
Son have certainly one of the best collections liere or on the Continent.

Priced Descriptive List of Fruit Trees, with Addenda of Ornamental Trees, Conifers, Hollies,

and Evergreens, postfree on application.

Please Address, without Christian Kame or Initial—

PAUL & SON, THE OLD NURSERIES. CHESHUNT N.

SWEET-SCENTED RHODODENDRONS,
RAISED 1;Y

ISAAC DAVIKS,
BEOOK-LANE NUESERY, GEMSKIEK.

COUNTESS of DERBY.
This is the most bejutifnl of all half-liardy kinds,

aeing of a compact bushy habit, and bearing on even

he smallest plants trusses of large pure white deliciously

'ragrant flowers, a single flower baing sutTicient to give

1 delightful scent to a bouquet. A number of plants

TOre exhibited at Manchester last year, and were

iwarded a First-class Certificate of Merit. All my
plants down to the smallest cuttings have flower-buds.

Price, 10s. 6d., 2is., 42s. and 63?. eac/i.

I

COUNTESS of SEFTON.

I

This was raised from the same parent as the above.

Irhe plant is not so dwarf-gro.ving ; the flower is white,

Vith a band of rosy-purple oa eich side of the corolla,

vhich is beautifully fringed on the margin. The largest

jiize only having flower buds.

{Price, 5j., ys. 6(/, loi-. 6./., 21/. a;id 42s. each.

LADY SKELMERSDALE.
Differs from the former in the flower being pure

white and more trumpet-shaped, with beautiful even

edge ; the form is very handsome, the plant bushy and
free blooming. All except the smallest si/.e having

flower-buds.

Price, Sy., ys. 6./., los. 67., 2\s. and 42J*. each.

DUCHESS of SUTHERLAND.
Plant of robust habit : flDwer pare white, with

beautifully fringed margin. A'.l except the smallest

size having fiower-buds.

Price^ 5^., los. dd. and z\s. each,

MRS. JAMES SHAWE.
A pure white cup-shaped flower, of great substance ;

the plant of very bushy habit and profuse bloomer.

All except the smallest size with fiower-buds.

Price, ^s., is. 6d., los. 6d., 2is. and 42s. each.

The above require little attention, as they will eadure the winter in a cold house
or frame, and will come into flower without forcing in April.

^" A LIST more fully describing the above and other varieties (some of which are the
.Greatest novelties in cultivation, being the result of my hybridising during the last 40 years),

selected fron\ millions of hybrid seedlings, Free by Post to all applicants.

Hardy Garden Flowers.

JOHN MOORE'S Illustrated CATALOGUE
f' of SPRING GARDEN and HARDY GARDEN
FLOWERS is now rc.idy, post-free to .iny address on receipt
of 3</. in stamps.

S6. Market Place, Warwick.

Cabbage Plants ! Cabbage Plants

!

ILLIAM MEADMORE begs to offer
good strong plants of the following, at 3^. 6,i. per 1000
ail—viz., Little Pi.vie. East Ham. Enfield Market.

Nurseries, Romford, Ebse.'t.

w
winter Decoration of Flower Beds.

J J. MARRIOTT can supply a choice
• selection of SHRIJBS suitable for the above purpose,

well prepared for removal, and at prices within the reach of all.
List on application.

The Limes. Mellish Road, Walsall.

FRUIT TREES.— Standard and Pyramid
Cherries, Apples, Pears and Plums, from 70^. per 100 :

Gooseberries, 3-yr. to s-yr., iocs, to 1201. per 1000 ; Currants,
3-yr. to 5-yr , 60s. to Sof. per 1000.

T. EVES, Gravesend Nurseries.-EstablUhed .810.

ULBERRIES.-Our Stock of the above
is pronounced unequalled in the Trade. Prices on

application to

SALTMARSH and SON, The Nurseries, Chelmsford.

Dutch Bulbs.—Special Offer to the Trade.
'

\ E. BARNAART and CO., VogeIen^ang,
-L\.. Haa.lem. Holland, havini; a large Surplus Slock of
very line HYACINTHS, TULIPS, &c , are willing to Dispose
of same on most advantageous terms, by special offer. Early
applications are requested.

To the Trade.
TORN PERKINS and SON beg to offer''

the fallowing :—
APPLES, Standard, strong, 5 to 6 feet stems, 60s. per 100.
PLUMS, Standard, strong, 5 to 6 feet stems, 60s per 100.

,, maiden, Victoria and Diamond, 35s. per 100.

52, Market Square, Northampton.

BEGONIA FRCEBELI.
Firsl-ciass Certificate, Royal Hort. Society, Augittt 4, 1875.

Silver Medal, Lyons, Septejnber 11, 1875.
Gold Medal, Inieriuttiotial Exhibition, Cologne, August, 1875,

as the best ne-wflowering plant.

This is undoubtedly the finest novelty in Bulbs offered of late
seasons, and a discovery of Mr. B. Roezl. when travelling
through the Peruvian Mountains. At a heisht of between 8000

feet he came upon a patch in full btoom, the effecU
being actually dazzling, andof which he has s

the grandest display he had
fl'jwers of this fine pi;

produced in great masses, ar
brighter vivid scarlet than th-

Sisle'

itnessed. The individual
inches across, are

are of a more intense and
well-known Geranium "Jean

The bulb may be potted in the same manner as a Hyacinth,
or as any ordinary autumn bulb, started steadily into growth,
they will produce a brilliant display io the conservatory. We
believe the plant to be hardy, or nearly so, and when planted
out it will flourish and bloom during the summer out-ofdoors.
To the great beauty of the flowers is added the attraction of a
very fine and noble foliage. See also description in Gardeners'
Chronicle. October 21, p. 530.
We have imported extraordinary large native bulbs of this mag-

nificent novelty, which are in finest possible condition, and which
will produce an abundance of flowers. Price, each or per dozen,
will be given by every Seedsman and Nurseryman. Wholesale
prices of Messrs. Hurst & Son, 5, Leadenhall Street, E.G. : and
F. SANDER AND CO., SEED GROWERS. ST. ALBANS.

-Fruit Trees.
tin^^Pnining. and general

Public Notlee.-
Fov Information upon the Ph

Management of Fruit Tree-;, s

T SCOTT'S ORCHARDIST—3.f. 6(^- free.
tj • Eveiy description of Nursery Stock grown largely.

J. SCOTT, The Nurseries, Merriott, Somerset.

To tlie Trade.

DAVID JACOBSON has to offer the
following :

—
CONVALLARIA, strong flowering roots, 28s 61!. per 1000.
DRACENA INDIVISA, seedlings, 20 to 23 inches, £, 3s.

HOTEIA JAPONICA, strongest clumps. £, 5s. per 100.
DIELVIRA SPECrABILIS(nos shared). £1 3s. per 100.

F.o.b. heie for cash payment, less 2 per cent, discount.
Haarlem, Holland.

To the Trade.RODGER MlCLELLAND and CO.,
>- *> 64, Hill Street, Newry, ha%-e to offer the following :_
CALLA ./ETHIOPIC.^, strong, from open ground. 50s.

in pots, 9S.

SCHIZOSTYLIS COCCINEA, very
open ground, just throwing up flower-spikes, gs. per
dozen. Fine for autumn show.

Roses—Pseoules—Gladiolus.
CHARLES VERDIER, FiLS (stjccessor to

the original horticultural establishment of Victor Verdier,
pire), 28, Rue Baudricourt, XIII. Arond.— late 12. Rue
Dumeril— Paris, has so offer the above three descriptions of
plants, which are cultivated in enormous quantities in this
establishment.
CATALOGUES sent post-free on application to C. V., as

above, or to

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD -ind SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great
Tower Street, London, E.G.

ILLIAM^RELAND begs to ofifer^the
following :—ELMS. English. Chichester, and purple,

12 to 15 feet at 12s. per dozen : NORWAY MAPLES, 10 to

IS feet OS per dozen; LABURNUMS, Standards, with very

fine heads, gs. to 12s. per dozen : AUCUBA JAPONICA, fine

bushy stutr. 30s. per 100 ; LAUREL, common. 2 to 3 feet. 16s.

p.r 100: PERNETTYA of sorts, 20s. per ico; LAURUS-
TINUS, good. 23s. per 100; GUALTHERIA PROCUM-
BENS, zi. per 100: COrONEASTER SYMONDSII, los.

per 100: TREE BOX, of sorts, 2 to 3 feet, 30s. per 100.

Special prices on application for large quantities.

WILLIAM IRELAND, Pilton Nuiseries, Barnstaple.
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AUTUMN PI.ANTING.
THE LAWSON SEED & NURSERY COMPANY

(LIMITED)

Strongly recommend the Planting now of

EVERGREEN SHRUBS, CONIFEROUS TREES, &c.,

Of which their Stock is large, and in splendid condition for

removal with safety.

CATALOGUES AND SPECIAL OFFERS ON APPLICATION.

EDINBURGH ; and 54, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHIN, LONDON, E.G.

TREE FERNS.
THE LARGEST AND BEST STOCK IN EUROPE.

F.L.S.,WILLIAM BULL
Respectfully invites the Nobility and Gentry to an inspection of the above ; also of hi

MAGNIFICENT SPECIMEN ORNAMENTAL PLANTS,
Adapted for the decoration of Conservatories and Greenhouses, or suited for Sub tropical Gardenin;

ESTABLISHMENT FOR NEW AND RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD. CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

CORINIUM GUINEA COLLECTION OF BULBS
WILL PLEASE EVERYBODY.

THESE COLLECTIONS, which gave so much satisfaction last season,

are suitable for Outdoor, also Conservatory and Greenhouse. They
contain great variety, and are the best and cheapest ever offered.

H. I., MctrJ;et Hai-horottz^t, says :
—

" The Bulbs from your firm have turned out very good."

W. P, B. , BndJ>ort, says :

—
" It gives me great pleasure to say the Collection of Bulbs you sent last ye.i

gave great :

' ' '

25 HYACINTHS, choice, for borders.

6 Ditto, choice, for pots or water.

12 NARCISSUS, for pots.

12 Ditto, for borders.

12 JONQUILS.
25 TULIPS, assorted.

2? RANUNCULUS.

200 CROCUS, assorted.

100 SNOWDROPS.
50 ANEMONES.
4 IXIAS.
6 SCILLAS.
6 TRITELEIA ODORATA.

50 WINTER ACONITES.
Carriage Paid to any Railway Station in England.

SEED MERCHANTS AND NURSERYMEN, CIRENCESTER.

IMPORTANT SALE of NEW and RARE PLANTS,
And SPECIMEN and HALF-SPECIMEN ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGED PLANTS,

TREE FERNS, &c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at his Great
Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on TUESDAY, October 31, at

half-past 12 o'clock precisely, a magnificent assortment of

NEW AND BEAUTIFUL PLANTS,
Including good Plants of the following :

—

ANTHURIUM SCHERZERIANUM ALBUM,
CROTON TRILOBUS,
CYATHEA DREGEI.
DIPLADENIA BREARLEYANA,
IXORA REGINA,
MACROZAMIA PLUMOSA.

POIMSETTIA PULCHERRIIIA PLENISSIMA,
ARTOCARPUS CANNONI,
ARALIA ELEGANTISSIMA,
MEDINILLA AMABILIS,
CROTON VOLUTUS,
LAPAGERIA ALBA,

with Other Choice and Rare Plants, including the finest Specimen of CROTON MAJESTICUS
in this country. Handsome Specimen and Half-specimen

ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGED PLANTS,
Including good plants of the highly decorative and rare kinds of ENCEPHALARTOS, large

CAMELLIAS, choice PALMS of various sizes, TREE FERNS, CYCAS, variegated PHOR-
MIUMS, specimen CROTONS, MACROZAMIAS, variegated YUCCAS, including a pair of the

most handsome plants of YUCCA QUADRICOLOR in this country ; DRAC/ENAS, ORANGE
TREES, and some beautiful plants of the scarce DION EDULE, with a variety of other Plants,

suitable for Conservatories, Hothouses and Greenhouses, the Ornamentation of Halls, Public

Buildings, &c., and many handsome specimens fit for exhibition.

AUCTION ROOMS AND OFFICES, 38, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON, W.C.

HARDY TREES
SHRUBS.

Messrs. J. VEITCH & SONS
Beg to call attention to and solicit an inspec-

tion of their fine and extensive stock of all the

most useful Ornamental Hardy Trees and

Shrubs, at their Nurseries, Coombe Wood,

Kingston Hill.

CONIFERS.
A most complete collection, many of the species and varietieii

being of their own introduction. Specimens for Lawns, Parks

and Pleasure Grounds. All the kinds suitable for every purpose

for which this class of plant is required.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
RHODODENDRONS, AZALEAS, KALMIAS, ANDRO-

MEDAS, HARDY HEATHS, &c.

An exceptionally fine stock of healthy plants, especially re-

commended as being dwarf, compact, and well set with buds,

and in fine condition either for forcing or for pleasure-ground

planting.

EVERGREEN SHRUBS.
All the leading kiuJs. also many rare and choice species of

very distinct character, forming a new feature in the Shrub-

bery, A very large stock of Standard, Pyramid, and Bush

Green, Gold, and Silver Variegated Hollies, in great variety

DECIDTJOTJS TREES and FLOWERINa
SHRUBS.

A very extensive collection, including all the best known

kinds, with many novel and interesting varieties. Japanese

Acers, Weepmg Trees, and other Trees and Shrubs with

Variegated and Coloured Foliage.

FOREST TREES,
For AVENUES, BELTS, PLANTING, &c.

All the most desirable kinds. Plane Trees, Chestnut, Elm,

.ime, Birch, Oak, Maple, and Larch ; Pines, Firs, and Cedars.

ROSES.
Strong healthy Plants as Standards, Half-Standards and

Dwarfs, of all the best v.^rieties of Hybrid Perpetuals, Tea-

scented and Noisette Roses, Moss, Climbing, and other kinds.

An extensive stock in pots of all the best Roses suitable for

Forcing, &c.

PLANTS for "WINTER BEDDING.
Coniferse, Retinosporas, Junipers, Lawson's Cypress, &c.,

in m.iny variegated and beautiful forms ; Euonymus and Dwarf

Hollies, both Silver and Golden Variegated, in many varieties.

Aucubas, Ericas, Dwarf Rhododendrons, S:c.

PLANTS for FORCING.
All tlie most u,«ful and effective, including Andromeda

floribunda : Azalea ama:na, pontica (yellow, sweet-scented),

and Belgian varieties ; Clematis in variety, Deutzia gracilis.

Lilac Charles X. and Persian. Double Chinese Pruniis, Rhodo-

dendrons, R. Early Gem, very superior ; Rhodora canadensis,

verj' early ; Spira;a Thunbergii, Viburnum opulus, &c.

CLIMBING PLANTS,
Well est.iblished in Pots.

Clematis, a very e.xtcnsive collection of all the leading kinds,

and of Garden Hybrids. Ivies in great variety. Fine healthy

Plants of the free flowering Exmoulh variety of Magnolia

grandiflora, Honeysuckles, Jasmines, Ampelopsis, &c.

A NEW CATALOGUE
Hardy Trees and Shrubs, Ornamental Grasses,

Hardy Aquatics, &c.,

Will hi forwarded on application.

Tlie Nurseries at Combe Wood maybe reached rom the

Maiden and Norbiton Stations on the South-Western RailMV,

being not more than twenty minutes' walk from the latter, and

where conveyance can always be procured.

Royal Exotic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea,

LONDON, S.W.,

And Coombe Wood, Kingston Hill.
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PEAUTIFUL FLOWERS
FOR

WINTER AND SPRING

pfraff

SUTTON'S
COMPLKTE COLLECTIONS OF

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS, &c.

ajihiiiiiiiJt'A^jiiKinKi^fciHtTOim^

No. 6
42s.* 2ls-»

No. 7
10 6

ruuji ],;-c t.i a,i!, Haibmy filah.ut in Eii,jland

THESE COLLECTIONS CONTAIN ALL THE BEST VARIETIES, AND

WILl PRODUCE A BEAUTIFUL AND CCNTINUOUS DISPLAY

OF FLOWERS.
b PER CENT. DISCOUNT FOR CASH.

Complete Cultural Instructions and
f- Descriptive Catalogues gratis. -^

SUTTON'S
CHOICE NAMED HYACINTHS

F07i POTS AND GLASSES.

100 1

100 ,, 50

so .. 50

50 .. 2S

=5 .. 2S

> very choice sorts

12 choice sorts .

.

12 good sorts .

,

/f4 4 o

3 10 o

090
060

Sutton's Autumn Catalogue,

Containing complete Cultural Instructions, and beauti-

fully Illustrated,

Grafts and post-free on application.

£jUf0u/oom

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 28, 1876.

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, PF.ADING.

TRUNCHEON HEDGES.

THE greater part of our fields and gardens
are enclosed by hedges, and our railways

are, with few exceptions, fenced in the same
way. The common Whitethorn is the plant

usually employed for the hedges, in all soils and
in all situations, whether the staple be wet or dry,

yellow sand, black peat, or boulder gravel,

without manure, and sometimes even without

soil itself, for in some "cuttings " the top spit is

only subsoil, barren as the sandhills that form
the marches of the sea. All other trees have
some consideration given to them. There is a

place for the woody bine of the Hop to luxu-

riate in— it must have rich soil and shelter, it

will not grow anywhere ; there is also a place

for the Oak, Elm, Ash, Fir, Beech, &c.; but the

Whitethorn seems to be the drudge among
trees, an outsider wrapped round plantations to

preserve them, a sort of waste-paper subject

valuable only for the thorns and spines it can
produce.

Strange to say, farmers, foresters, and railway

men act as if there were no other living plant

that could be used for hedges except the White-
thorn. This idea has indeed been the making of

many a small nurseryman when he has got a

railway order for the Thorns to plant both sides

of the line, for some miles. As for the customer
buying any other kind of tree or shrub with

which to make a hedge he would as soon think

of trying the Scotch Thistle—a well-appointed

plant, by-lhe-by, in the way of prickles. Had
this prejudice and ignorance on the part of

those who planned the lines not existed, we
might have had Holly hedges by the mile,

beautiful in winter, as in summer, with all their

leaves unshorn, whilst the Whitethorn is naked
nearly half the year and cannot hide its weak
places. The leafy Beech has been a hedge
plant from time out of mind, and it is called

"wise " beciuse it keeps on its old leaves until it

gets the new ones.

In the present p.iper I intend to confine my
remarks to the planting of truncheons, instead

of rooted plants, to mend gaps in old hedges,

as well as to make new fences. We read in the

histoi'y of our wars, of cavalry in the field having

being tied to Olive stakes ; and in the peaceful

days that followed, many of these truncheons

made fine Olive trees. The grand difference

between planting truncheons and planting

rooted plants consists in the enormous saving

of labour with the truncheons, for they need no

spade work, no digging a pit for each plant.

The truncheon is, in fact, a cutting, with neither

root nor branch. It is only a select few among
plants that will grow from truncheons, just as

many garden plants are propagated with diffi-

culty by cuttings. The Willow tribe, however,

among trees, is readily increased by cuttings or

truncheons of all lengths. I put in some
Willow branches side by side with the rooted

plants whose tops I had cut off, and now that

some four years have gone by, no one could tell

which was the truncheon or which the tree. That

the Willow will bear to be pollarded is one of

its most useful virtues, for by this means
hundreds of truncheons can be supplied with-

out much expense to fill gaps in the hedges

w-here all sorts of mixed scrub is already estab-

lished, or to make belts or plantations for shelter.

As you skirt the sandhills from Birkenhead

going towards Hoylake, on the Cheshire side of

the river, samples of the very worst kinds of
|

hedges are to be seen, done up with dead
branches neatly bedaubed with dirt to form a
ridge of mud, but seldom with clay enough to

hold the sand together. Here and there we see a
string of tall Willow trees bending over the
roadway, acting as a fence as well as a shelter,

and showing practically what might well be
done on a larger scale "with Osiers pale."

As the power of the wind is reduced by shorten-
ing the length of the lever, the Willows should
be headed back to the height of a man on
horseback every two or three years, always re-

taining the thick-set character of the hedge,
belt or plantation, for the sake of the shelter.

When acres of woodland are planted there is

a decided distance, rank and file, for the trees

to stand in relation to one another, but where
all is open to the blast we must make an ex-

ception. I have seen on the moor between
Exeter and Exmouth clumps of trees so thickly

planted that one would think they could not

thrive without more air between ; but it must
be borne in mind they were isolated clump from
clump, and the air on Exmoor did not fail to

ventilate the trees thereon.

One of the greatest difficulties with Willows
when used as fences against cattle, is the
browsing, for neat cattle will eat Willow leaves

greedily. Hence the necessity of getting the
plants above the browsing line as soon as

possible. The ordinary distances at which to

plant a Whitethorn hedge are two rows i foot

apart, and 9 inches from plant to plant in the

row : and where the truncheons of the Willow
are only about I inch in diameter, they will

need planting as thickly as Thorns. The
Willows and Sallows are a large family. The
Sallows are better suited to seaside planting
than either the Willows or the Poplars ; and I

need scarcely remark that the Osiers delight to

be in water up to their necks—so long, indeed, as
the collar of the plant is not submerged they
will thrive and do well ; they may, therefore, be
useful in planting a swamp for profit, as there
is always a ready sale for the peeled rods for

basket-work.
.'\ crowbar pointed at one end and blunt at

the other is the only tool wanted for truncheon
planting, and where the land is light and sandy
the truncheons should be at least i foot in the
earth, for the sake of moisture. The wealth in

the way of manure that the sea brings cannot
reach the heaps of barren sand piled along the

beach, so that the weeds are absent, leaving

hundreds of acres of land outside the tide-mark

unsheltered and often unenclosed ; and with the

exception of here and there a patch of Bent-

grass it is at this day all maiden soil, as fruitless

as if man had never been. I observed in going

through the island of Anglesea that the railway

authorities had planted IJent-grass to restrain

the sand from blowing. Any practical planter

could have seen that it was shelter that was
wanted, and this crop of Bent was only like the

underwood, and sadly lacked a thicket of Willow
truncheons to break the force of the wind, and
thus prevent the sand from reaching the railway.

It were madness to propose mending hedges
with costly plants from the nurseries, or delv-

ing in sandbanks to plant them, but Willow
truncheons are cheap, and letting them into

sand or soil, with a crowbar, during the winter,

will secure their services for many years to

come. Aliw. Forsyth.

NOTES ON POLLEN.
(.Conchuiedfrom p. 517,)

The pollen grains of the Lily family are very cha-

racteristic. Fig. 3S belongs to Lilium longiflorum,

and is remarkable for its large size and its bold and

beautiful reticulations. Fig. 39 is that of L. califor.

nicum, where the reticulations are very much smaller.

Fig. 40 is that of Aloe abyssinica, fig. 41 shows that

of Narthecium ossifragum, that of fig. 42 Convallaria

majalis, and fig. 43 that of the Crown Imperial,

Fritillaria imperialis.

Passing on to the Violet family, the pollen of the

Heartsease, Viola tricolor, is engraved at fig. 44, and

that of the Sweet Violet, V. odorata, at fig. 45.
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Though coming under the same genus, and possessing

many characters in common, some species of Viola

are far removed from each other in Nature ; the

pollens, as will be seen in the engraving, are very

diiTerent, and any hybridisation between the two

plants last referred to would appear to be quite hope-

less—[We may, however, point out that it is not so

mucti the size of the grain as that of the pollen-tube

which issues from it that must be considered. Eds.]

—although a sweet-scented Heartsease Is certainly

a plant to be desired. In answer to a letter from us

on this subject, Messrs. Dicksons & Co., of Waterloo

Place, Edinburgh, a firm noted for the production of

some of the very best hybrid Violas and Pansies now
in the market, replied to us in the following terms :^
"We have tried to obtain a hybrid between Viola

odorata and V. tricolor, but have never succeeded,

and we never heard of any one who had been more

successful than ourselves."

Fig. 46 is the pollen of the tuberous Moschatel,

Adoxa Moschatellina ; fig. 47 that of the Snowberry,

Symphoricarpos parviflora; and fig. 48 that of the

Elder, Sambucus nigra. As for the first, it is placed in

CaprifoiiaceM both by Dr. Hooker and Mr. Bentham,

in Araliacea; by Prof. Babington, and in Saxifragacere

by Linnreus and Jussieu. Unfortunately, very little is

to be learned from the pollen in this instance, for it

agrees with the Caprifoliacere in its resemblance to

Sambucus, fig. 48 (bat differs in the Snowberry,

fig. 47, and the Honeysuckle, fig. 5) ; and it agrees

with Araliace:e in resembling the Ivy, fig. 73, and with

the Saxifrages in being very much like tlie typical

pollens found in this genus. Saxifraga umbrosa

(which is characteristic) is shown at fig. 49.

Fig. 50 belongs to the Cedar of Lebanon, Cedrus

Libani, fig. 51 to Echeveria secunda, fig. 52 Arundi-

naria falcata (or, according to the Gartkiiers' Chronick,

June 24, 1876, p. 826, the plant in view is more

correctly named Thamnocalamus Falconeri), fig. 53

Passiflora ccelestina, fig. 54 the Nettle, Urtica urens.

Turning now to the Gourd family, the pollen of the

Melon (Cucumis melo) is illustrated at fig. 55, and

the. Cucumber (C. sativus), fig. 56. Judging from

the plants themselves, and the great similarity in the

form and size of the pollen, it would appear quite

possible to get a hybrid between the Melon and the

Cucumber ; and a well-known instance is on record

of a supposed intermediate fruit produced naturally in

Mr. Watson's nursery at St. Albans. For an illus-

tration and description of this fruit, engraved by the

writer, see Ganleticrs' Cltronhle, Oct. 4, 1S73,

p. 1335. The fruit was genuine, and was neither

grafted or inarched, but whether it was a true hybrid

or not, it certainly was a natural growth from the

Cucumber plant. We believe the fruit illustrated

damped off and rotted, and that no seeds were found

inside. Before leaving the Gourds we may say the

pollen of the Vegetable Marrow, Cucurbita ovifera, is

totally different in character from the two last named,

being two or three times larger in diameter, spherical

in shape, and densely covered with spines. The

Bryony of our hedges is again different from all three,

but as large in size as the pollen of the Cucumber.

The common Bitter-sweet, Solanum dulcamara,

bears very small pollen grains, fig. 57. The outline

here engraved is a common form in the Solanum

family.

The Polemonium family is remarkable for its truly

handsome pollen, that belonging to Phlox decussata

is illustrated at fig. 58 ; Cobsja scandens, belonging to

the same family, has a pollen about ten times the

bulk of Phlox, and with similar elegant hexagonal

reticulations.

Fig 59 is a typical representative of the Amaryllis

family in Crinum pratense, whilst fig. 60 belongs to the

common Snowdrop, Galanthus nivalis, and is the only

departure from the typical form known to us in this

family. Very little or nothing can be learned from a

study of the pollens found in the genus Narcissus.

The plants placed under this genus have been so often

hybridised and have been so long cultivated, that the

pollens (like the plants themselves) vary exceedingly.

One anther belonging to a Narcissus will commonly

produce pollen grains of the most diverse sizes.

Fig- 59 (Crinum) is typical for shape, but many grains

in Narcissus are linear, while others are triangular,

and both these occur in the same anthers with typical

grains.

These latter remarks hold good with the species

and varieties of Iris as found in our gardens. Nothing

caa be made of the pollens of the mere garden forms,

but that something may be learned from the study of

the pollens of true species is shown by fig. 6i,

which represents the pollen of I. iberica, and fig. 62

the very differently formed pollen of I. Kcempferi.

These two forms, in good species of Iris, are both

striking and constant. Gladiolus and Freesia have

pollen similar in shape with fig. 62. Fig. 63 belongs

to Crocus aureus.

A great deal has been written as to possible hybrids

between our wild Geraniums and our garden varieties,

especially with a view to get a blue strain of colour

into the garden plants. As far as we know all these

attempts have proved abortive, and from a study of

shown at fig. 68, CEnanthe crocata at fig. 69, Slum an.

gustifolium at fig. 70. The curious genus liydrocotyle

has pollen similar with fig. 71 in H. bonariensis, and
with fig. 72inH. nitidula. The pollen of the common
Ivy, Hedera helix, is shown at fig. 73. Dr. Berthold

Seemann proposed removing the genus Hydrocotyle

from the Umbelliferce to the Araliacese, but the

characters of the pollen as seen in many genera and
species of the two families hardly appear to us to sup-

port Dr. Seemann's views.

Fig. 74 is the pollen of the Bird's-(oot Trefoil,

Lotus corniculatus. This may be considered repre-

sentative of the Leguminosse. Fig. 75 belongs to

Fig. 104.—roLLEN grains, enlarged 400 diameters, (figs. 38—63.)

the pollens in the Geranium family we are inclined to

think that no such hybrids will ever be obtained.

Fig. 64 is the pollen grain belonging to our little wild

Geranium sanguineum ; G. Pha^um is the same in

size, whilst G. pratense is much larger. On the other

hand fig. 65 represents the pollen of Pelargonium

zonale. In Mr. Turner's fine collection of Geraniums

and Pelargoniums the pollens are very similar with

the latter. In the genus Erodium the pollen grains

are globular. In Oxalis, fig. 66, O. Acetosella, and

Tropceolum, fig. 67, T. majus, the pollen grains agree

well with the Geranium family, and in this respect

they add additional weight to the conclusions arrived

at by Messrs. Hooker and Bentham, who place these

two genera in the Geraniacea?.

The pollen grains of the Umbelliferas are, as a rule,

very characteristic. That of Heracleum sphondylium is

Cytisus Laburnum, whilst fig. 76 is Erythrina crista,

galli—a curious departure from the usual type.

Of the Labiate family, fig. 77 belongs to Nepeta

violacea, fig. 78 to Salvia patens, and fig. 79 to Scu-

tellaria Mocciniana, As far as our observation goes

these are the three salient and constant forms found

in the Labiat:e.

Fig. So is the pollen of Epacris hyacinthiflora, and

fig. Si a highly ornamental pollen, belonging to

Fumaria officinalis.

Turning now to the Primula family. Primula vis-

cosa is illustrated in fig. S2, P. veris in fig. 83, and P.

denticulata in fig. 84. The latter is quite an excep-

tional form, the other two are characteristic of the

family. The pollen of the common Primrose varies '

in size extremely, and the same fact holds good with

the Cowslip and Polyanthus ; in all three plants the
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pollen may at one time and place be eight times the

bulk of what it is at a different place and in a different

situation. Notwithstanding these variations our

Primula vulgaris is so different in its pollen from P.

japonica that we consider the production of a true

hybrid between the two plants to be very improbable.

As far as our knowledge goes no one has yet secured

a true hybrid between P. vulgaris and P. japonica.

As an example of the pollens commonly found in

the Plumbaginacece, fig. S5 is given from Armeria

maritima. Fig. 86 is from the Holly, Ilex Aquifolium ;

fig. 87 belongs to the white Water Lily, Nymphrei
alba ; fig. 88 is a pollen grain of Papaver Rhceis,

from the anther for about five minutes or at most a
quarter of an hour, it suddenly collapses into the shape
here figured, and this shape it permanently retains

unless the pollen be immersed in liquid.

We have thus hastily passed in review the external
aspects presented by some of the pollens of the com-
mon plants of our fields, gardens, and greenhouses.

Only a few families and about a hundred species of

plants have been noticed, so that the readers of the
Gardeners' Chronicle need not be reminded of how
much there is still in the background in reference to

the mere external form alone of pollen. Sometimes
pollen will give a valuable clue to a plant's relation-

\r O,

Fig. 105.— I'OLLEN GRAINS, ENLARGED 400 DIAMETERS (FIGS. 64—94).

I

and is a good representation of the Poppy family.

I
Fig. 89 is the pollen of the Lime, Tilia europrea.

The pollens are all beautiful in the Pink family,

CaryophyllaceK. Fig. 90 represents the pollen of the

Corn Cockle, Agrostemma githago, and fig. 91 that

3f the Sweet William, Dianthus barbatus. In con-
clusion, fig. 92 is engraved as a representative of the

iCactere inOpuntia polyantha, the pollen grains being
jUit discs and not spheres ; and fig. 93 is from the
:ommon Teasel, Dipsacus sylvestris. The last pollen
j;llustrated, fig. 94, is from Polygala vulgaris ; two views
lire given of this pollen—one the side at A, the other

,

he top at E : this is without doubt one of the most
I ;urious of all pollens. In the red, white, and purple
I'arieties of Polygala vulgaris the pollen grains also

/ary a little in form. At the exact time of maturity
jhis pollen is perfectly spherical, but after it has fallen

ships, whilst at other times it will give no clue at all,

or it points in various contrary directions. This is

because plants have not descended one from another

in a straight line, but possess complicated relation-

ships with plants belonging to several different natural

orders. IK G. Smith.

HAILSTORM RELIEF FUND.
Now that the committee have nearly completed

their labours, have dined, and will soon separate, a few

particulars of the collection and distribution of the

fund may be interesting to your readers. It is sufti-

ciently well known that the fund was started in aid

of sufferers by the destructive storm of hail that

occurred in the northern and eastern suburbs of

London on the evening of July 23 la^t. It was origin-

ated by nurserymen who were themselves losers to a

great extent by the disaster, and, with very few excep-

tions, the executive committee consisted of men who
by similarly painful experience were familiar with

the facts of the case, and anxious for those humbler
members of the trade who were least able to bear

the loss occasioned by the storm. As a matter of

course, the general committee had little to do
with the general working of the fund, but many of

them were ready at any lime to assist, although,

strange to say, a few of the number never answered
a single letter or subscribed a farthing of money.
The subject might have been too painful for their

contemplation.

In the first instance, those who witnessed the

general wreck of glass and crops in about half a

dozen large parishes estimated that thousands of

pounds would be required to afford even partial relief

to the more needy of the sufferers. As time

wore on, however, there was a happy shrinking

of the need, so that in the end hundreds have
sufficed, and, so far as the committee can judge

of its own woik, substantial justice has been done.

Very many, who, as they surveyed their shattered

plant-houses and their ruined stock, deemed them-
selves impoverished beyond recovery, found the case

improve as time, the ef^acer of grief, enabled them to

entertain more cheerful views. Hence in hundreds of

cases men who might have established a fair claim to

help, not only resolved to bear the burden of their

loss, but found themselves able, as they were also

willing, to contribute to the fund, instead of drawing
from it.

In this way, as the fund progressed, it became
evident that it need not assume the proportions

originally intended, and ultimately the committee,

perceiving that a sufficient amount would be secure^,

abstained from the adoption of measures that were
under consideration, with a view to collect a
much larger sura. But the necessity for subscriptions

was reduced in another way. It was resolved to adopt
a low valuation of losses, and to dismiss the claims of

persons known or presumed to be in a fairly prosperous

condition. The committee were from first to last

desirous of restricting rather than of expanding their

operations, and thus in various ways the fund has
been prevented assuming the proportions which in the

first instance appeared inevitably necessary. Never-

theless, the task has been one of considerable libour,

and it has been most cheerfully performed. Every
case in respect of which application was made was
carefully inquired into by a survey committee appointed

for the purpose, and there was not a single award
of money made until the executive were satis-

fied that justice to the subscribers would be com-
bined with generosity to the applicants. The first

estimate of the sum required was ^"4000 ; the sum
actually asked for by suflTerers was over ^£"2000. but in

the end the sum of ^633 145-. i\d sufficed, according

to the view of the committee, as the result of the

most careful inquiry and deliberation. On these

matters the report will in due time speak sufficiently,

I will therefore say something that is not in the

report.

On August I, 1S46, there occurred in the metro-

polis a hailstorm, compared with which that of July
last was but a small affair. I remember it well.

Although the wreck of property was the work of a

few minutes, the storm continued for three days and
nights, and comprised an awful exhibition of

lightning, hail, rain, and alternations of light

and dark that filled beholders with terror. While
it raged thousands of fearful people strove to

prepare their agitated minds for the last trumpet and

the opening of the graves, and not a few were dis-

appointed when it was over to find themselves in the

midst of ruin and misery, the horribly earthly

character of which was absolutely crushing. The
nurserymen were, of course, the chief sufferers then as

now, and a very spirited movement in their aid was

organised.

On August 17 a public meeting was held at the

London Tavern, H. R. tl. the Duke of Cambridge in the

chair. The principal speakers and others actively em-

ployed on that occasion comprised Messrs. J. Allnutt,

\V. T. Iliff, R. Selden, M. Sangster, \V. A. Coombe,

James Cook, J. Coppock, and \V. Sandilands. Mr.

John Bright became chairman of the committee, Mr.

J. T. Neville honorary secretary, and six banking

houses consented to receive subscriptions. On this

occasion the sum of £>'l\^ \s. was subscribed in the
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room, the (^ueen heading the list with ;^20, the Queen

Dowager following with ^25, and the Duke of Cam-

bridge ^20. A few more of the subscriptions may

be worthy of mention, and I shall select, as seems

appropriate to this note, Mr. Hunt, gr. to Miss

Traill, £^o \ Royal Batanic Society, Regent's Park,

^10 lOj-.; the proprietors of the Gardeners' Chronicle,

j(,io los.; Messrs. J. A. Henderson & Co., ^10 los.;

Messrs, J. Wrench & Sons, ;i^l0 loj-. ; Messrs. Lod-

diges & Sons, ^10 los.; Messrs. Rollisson & Co.,

j^io 10^. Then follow, in connection with similar or

smaller sums, such familiar names as S. Rucker,

Esq , Sir E. Antrobus, R, Hanbury, Esq., J. Smith, of

Dalston, Messrs. Lawson Sc Son, J. Bell, ol Norwich,

Mr. F. Eraser, L°yton, Messrs. Lucombe Pince &
Co., Messrs. Weeks & Day, Messrs. Jackson & Son,

Messrs. Dickson and Co., of Edinburgh, Messrs.

Veitch & Son, Messrs. Ballantyne, of Dalkeith, Mr. T.

Denyer, Mr. Mcintosh, of Dalkeith, Mr. Lane, Mr.

J. W. Paul, Mr. Masters, Mr. E. Beck, and Messrs.

Hurst & M'MulIen. My dear old friend and

neighbour, Mr. Kendall, who died of tetanus years

ago contributed " for sale of Fuchsias, £4 u,"

But I must stop, for your readers do not need the list

in cxtcnso. The districts that principally suffered by

this storm were the southern suburbs of London;

the most active agency, apart from the special com-

mittee, in promoting the fund, was the Royal South

London Floricultural Society. The assessors of

damage in behalf of the fund were, for stock, Mr.

Hally, of Blackheath, and Mr. R. Glendinning, of

Chiswick ; and for glass, Mr. John Weeks, of

Chelsea, and Mr, T. J. Pring, of Kennington

Common. Now, strange to say, the fund I am now
speaking of has been connected with the fund of 1S76

in a curious and interesting manner. There remained

a small surplus of money from the fund of 1S46, and

this was in the custody of the sole surviving trustee,

whose name I am forbidden (by him) to make public.

Hearing of our endeavour to mitigate the elTects of

the disaster of the 23-! of July last, the sole surviving

trustee has paid over to our fund the balance of

;^iS i^s. 3'/., and therefore it is only within the past

few days that the Hailstorm Fund of 1S46 his been

wound up in connection with the fund of 1S76, and

it therefore has a place, as an episode, in the history

of the latest hailstorm disaster.

To speak in praise of my colleagues on the

executive committee might be out of taste, but, as

one somewhat experienced in the working of com-

mittees and in public movements generally, I wish to

record that the labours of my office have been made
as light as was possible by the earnestness and good

feeling that have been manifested at our numerous

meetings. Had there been a hundred limes more
work to do, I am satisfied it would have been done

;

and had there been needed a hundred times more

money, I believe we should have obtained it,

for we had planj to spare, and men prepared

to work them out, and only abandoned them because,

as remarked above, the claims upon us proved to be

less and less as time elapsed, and Nature healed many
of the wounds she had made. The dinner with which

(at our own expense of course) we signalised the com-

pletion of our labours was one of the most enjoyable

I have ever eaten, because it was sweetened by a

fellowship of labour in well-doing. I cannot wish for

another hailstorm, for in truth 1 suffered considerably

by thit of July 23 ; but if I felt there were always

ready such willing workers in a good cause as have

been engaged in this business, I should regard the

labours incidental to the mitigation of a calamity, as

blessings in disguise. What tiny trembling things

we are when the lightnings of the Lord are in the

heavens ! Shirley Hibbcrd^ Stoke Neivington,

RcpoKT or Executive Committee.

The destructive storm of hail which occurred in the

districts of Tottenham, Wood Green, Stratford, Leyton,

Leytonstone, &c., on the evening of Sunday, July 23,

1876, wrought so much havoc in the gardens of nursery-

men and florists, that it was instantly felt something

should be done to relieve the more necessitous of those

whose glass and crops had been seriously damaged.

Accordingly, at a meeting held at the Green Dragon
Hotel, Bishop^^gate Street, August 2, this committee was

formed and a resolution pissed to make a formal appeal

to the nursery trade at large, and incidentally also to the

general public. The amount required was in the first

instance somewhat over-estimated by the committee,

owing, doubtless, to the profound impression which the

general wreck produced on all who witnessed it on the

morrow of ihc storm.

It happens, however, that although the committee

have obtained considerably less than they expected and

desired, they hive received a sufficient total of subscrip-

tions to meet the more pressing requirements of the

cise, and are enabled to close their labours with satis-

faction to themselves and iu the hope of satisfying the

subscribers.

Having adopted measures to raise a fund, the com-

mittee by means of advertisements in papers widely cir-

culated, and by other measures, invited those persons in

whose behalf this labour was undertaken to make formal

application for relief, staling the nature and amount of

their respective losses. The applications were fifty-one

in number, and the total of the claims amounted to

^2014 14-f. 7^(/. Awards of money were made to forty

persons, the amounts ranging from ;^io3 gr, 71/., the

highest, to \-]s. Sif., the lowest.

For the assessment of damages a survey committee

was appointed, and every case was carefully investigated

and reported on. The awards were necessarily made in

accordance with the recommendations of this survey

committee, who were authorised to ascertain all needful

particulars as to the ultimate ownership of property

destroyed, as well as to assess the value of it. In a few

cases applications have been dismissed because it was

considered the applicants did not come within the

scope of the operations of this committee ; in a few

other cases the awards were in excess of the amounts

asked for, the applicants having under-estimated their

losses, but generally speaking the awards range con-

siderably below the estimates of the sufferers, as might

be expected.

A complete list of the subscribers accompanies this

report, as well as a balance-sheet. It will be seen that

the total of subscriptions amounted to ^771 i2i. yd.,

and out of this ^^633 14J. iid. was distributed in relief.

The balance, a!ier payment of expenses, has been given

to the Gardeners' Benevolent Institution. The com-

mittee had hoped to accomplish their task more speedily

and with less expense than Jias been incurred, but it

became necessary to employ a somewhat elaborate

machinery both for collecting and administering the

fund, and thus time and money were consumed some-

what disproportionately to the aggregate result.

It will be observed that nearly t^oo persons have

subscribed to the fund, the amounts ranging from a

shilling upwards. One of the first to manifest sympathy

with the cause was the Baroness Burdett Coutts, who
sent a donation of /"50 before the committee was fairly

organised. Mr. John Howard, of Tottenham, was

another of the earliest to extend a helping hand by a

donation of ^^20. Sir Chxrles Reed cstabUshed a fund

for the relief of sufferers unconnected with the nursery

trade, and the object being accomplished, he has

generously handed over the surplus to this committee.

In conclusion, the committee heartily thank the sub-

scribers through whose generous aid they have been

enabled in some degree to mitigate the misfortunes

arising from this calamity. To note the spirit in which

the fund has been raised is the more necessary, because

not a few of the contributors were themselves sufferers

to a considerable extent, and therefore their co-operation

in this cause is the more praiseworthy. Joli// Prascr,

Chairman ; Shirley Hibberd, Treasurer ; Richard

DeaUy Secretary : Green Dragon. Hotel, Bishopsgate

Street^ London, B.C., October 2s, 187G.

Report of SuRVtiY Committee.

The Survey Committee have to report that all the

applications for relief hive been carefully inquired into,

in accordance with regulations adopted by this com-

mittee at a meeting held on August 23. In every case

glass broken by the storm was carefully measured, and

valued at from 3/. to ^d. per fool, and a separate valua-

tion of stock destroyed was' made. The conclusions

arrived at on the spot are set forth in a series of notes on

each case for the consideration of the executive com-

mittee.

It will be observed that in a few cases there is con-

siderable discrepancy between the amount of the claim

and the award. It must be remembered that immediately

after the storm glass and crops presented such a de-

plorable appearance that an estimate of damage at that

time by the owner would be likely to exceed an estimate

by a committee of survey six weeks afterwards, when, as

matter of cour>e, much of the glass had been repaired,

and the stock had passed out of existence or had in some
degree recovered. Hence, it is not surprising that dis-

crepancies occur, and we have made note only of such as

appeared to exceed reasonable limits. A few of our

assessments exceed the amounts of the claims, showing

that some of the sufferers under-estimated their losses.

We considered it our duty to ascertain as far as pos-

sible the ability of applicants to bear their losses without

being seriously distressed, and where it appeared that

the apphcant was not in necessitous circumstances, we
have, in our notes, recommended the dismissal of the

claim. T. S. Ware^ Chairman ; Shirley Hibberd,

j

Secretary : Green Dragon Hotel, Dishopsgatc Street,

London, B.C., September i^, 1876.

THE SOURCES OF NITROGEN
IN PLANTS.

[The following interesting extracts are taken from

an address given by Dr. J. H. Gilbert in the chemical

section of the Science Conferences at South Kensing-

ton in connection with the Loan Collection of Scientific

Instruments.]

PLANT-.\^lir.S.

When a vegetable substance is burnt — as a familiar

instance, let us say Tobacco, for example—the greater

part of it is dissipated, but there remains a white ash. The
ashes of crude or unripe vegetable substances are found

on analysis to contain most, or all, of the following con-

stituents, namely :—Oxide of iron, oxide of manganese,

lime, magnesia, potass, soda, phosphoric acid, sulphuric

acid, chlorine, and silica.

Rarer substances than these are also sometimes found.

Now, much has of late years been established in regard
to the occurrence, and the offices, of some of these sub-
stances in plants ; but I do not propose to touch upon
the questions herein involved. It will sufhce further to

say in regard to these incombustible, or "mineral"
constituents, that the ash of one and the same description

of plant, growing on different soils, may, so long as it

is in the growing or immature state, differ very much in

com position. Again, the ashes of different species,

growing on the same soil, will differ very widely in the
proportion of their several constituents. But it is found
that the nearer we approach to the elaboration of the

final products of the plant— the seed, for example— the

more fixed is the composition of ash of such products of

one and the same species. In other words, there is very

little variation in the composition of the ash of one and
the same description of seed, or other final product,
provided it be evenly and perfectly matured. This fact

alone, independently of all that has been established of late

years in regard to the olTice or function, so to speak, of

individual mineral constituents of plants, would be suffi-

cient to indicate the essentialness of such constituentsfor

healthy growth ; and it is obvious that they must be pro-

vided within the soil.

Combustible Constituexts.

But now as to the combustible constituents—the car-

bon, the hydrogen, the oxygen, and the nitrogen.

Leaving out of consideration such exceptionil cases as

those brought to light in Mr. Darwin's beautiful investi-

gation on insectivorous plants, and also the sources of
the organic substance of fungi, and perhaps of some
forced horticultural productions, it may be stated that

the source of the carbon of vegetation generally is the

carbonic acid existing in very small proportion, but in

large actual amount, in the atmosphere ; that the source
of the hydrogen is water; and that the source of the
oxygen may be either that in the carbonic acid, or that in

the water. With regard to the nitrogen the case is, how-
ever, by no means so simple. Not that there are no
questions still open for investigation in regard to the

assimilation by plants of their incombustible or mineral
constituents, or of their carbon, their hydrogen, and
their oxygen ; but those relating to the sources, and to

the assimilation, of their nitrogen, are not only in

many respects of more importance, but seem to involve

greater difficulties in their solution.

Sources of Nitrogen.

What, then, are the sources of the nitrogen of vege-
tation? Are they the same foralt descriptions of plants?
Are ihey to be sought entirely in the soil? or entirely in

the atmosphere? or partly in the one, and partly in the
other ?

As the combined nitrogen coming down from the

atmosphere in rain, hail, sncw, mists, fog, and dew,
does undoubtedly contribute to the annual yield of
nitrogen in our crops, let us first briefly consider what is

known as to the amount of it annually so coming down
over a given area of the earth's surface ; and as we are

here discussing the subject in England, I will adopt the
English pound as the unit of weight, and the English
acre as the unit of the area. The following table shows
the amount of nitrogen coming down as ammonia and
nitric acid in the total rain, hail, snow, and some of the

minor deposits during the years 1853, 1855. and 1856,
at Rothamstead, Herts, the nitric acid being in all

cases determined by Mr. Way, and the ammonia io

some cases by him, and in others by ourselves :

—

Tahle I.

nbined Nitrogen in Rain and Min<
Rotltainsted.

Deposits at
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within the pores of a given area of soil, than on an equal

area of tlie non-porous even surface of a rain gauge.

How much, however, would thus be available to the

vegetation of a given area beyond that determined in

the collected and measured aqueous deposits, we have not

the means of estimating wi'h any certainty. On the

other hand, numerous independent determinations, by
both Dr. \ oelcker and Dr. Frankland, of the nitric acid

in the drainage water collected from land at Rothamsted
which had been many years unmanured. lead to the con-

clusion that there may be a considerable annual loss of

nitrogen by the soil in that way.

Amount of Nitrogen* in Crops.

The next point to consider is, what is the amount of

nitrogen annually obtained over a given area, in differ-

ent crops, when they are grown without any supply of it

in manure. This point may be illustrated by the results

obtained in the field experiments on Mr. Lawes' farm at

Rolhamsted. which have now been in progress for about

a third of a century. Table II. w
yield of nitrogen per acre, per ;

Barley, and in root crops, each gr

succession on the same land, euht

rwiih only a

ing no nitrogu

ollows, she

num, in Wheat, in

vn for many years in

without any manure,
nplex mineral manure, that is supply-
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time when it was not uncommon to find them even

more than 100 feet high and 4 or 5 feet in diameter.

Mr. ETierson thus poetic dly describes the habitat of

the Pitch Pine ;— " Almost everywhere they form

low woods, occupying, together with the little grey

Birch, tracts of sterde land where few other trees

would thrive. The edges and openings among these

trees are tenanted by the low, tender Blueberry, whose

abundance invites, at the season of its maturity, immense

flock? of wild pigeons, but at other seasons nothing

can be stiller and more solemn than these forests.

The hermit thrush loves to sit on the top of a Pine

and charm the woods with his solitary, sweet notes,

and when he is silent a person sitting on the fragrant

decaying leaves or soft moss at its foot may listen to

the wind singing in its branches. The * going of

the wind ' among the leaves of the Pine is a peculiar

sound. One accustomed to the woods easily distin-

guishes it from every other sound, and it is not diffi-

cult to believe that a practised ear might distinguish

every particuUr tree without the aid of sight by the

noise of the wind in its foliage."

In dense woods the trunk runs up nearly straight, but

in open situations it is straggling ; in the former case

the wood is even grained and free from knots, and

contains but little resin. These straight-growing

trees are called Yellow Pines, and we read that they

"are supposed by the hunter men to be a different

species."

The Pitch Pine is found from the Penobscot

River in Maine to the mountains of Carolina ; on its

northern borders it attains a height of only 12 or

15 feet, on its southern it is a large tree. The wood
ot the Pitch Pine is hard and firm, and remarkable,

except in the variety above mentioned, for the quan-

tity of resin it contains. This is much more abundant

in the branches than in the trunk, whence the boards

and other lumber of this wood are usually full of pitch

knots. When a tree stands some time after its vigor-

ous growth has ceased, the whole heart-wood, and

even the whole wood is filled with resin, and con-

verted into what is called Pitch wood. This is so

incorruptible that it is often dug up entire in old Pine

woods, where it has been exposed for scores of years

to alternations of moisture and dryness. The propor-

tion of sap-wood to heart-wood varies in different

situations. In a tree of fifty years' growth the exterior

twenty-five circles may be sometimes found of

sap-wood.

Of late years the wood of the Pitch Pine, properly

so called, namely that containing the resin, has been

in very great demand in this country for building

purposes, more especially for church building and
church fittings. .Since the age of churchwardens'

paint and whitewash, and the advent of a better taste

in the building and fitting up of churches, the choice

in woods has lain mainly between Oak and Pitch

Pine, the latter being often selected on the score of

cheapness. The thick dark lines of resin imparts a
character to the wood peculiar to itself, and when
simply varnished is very elTective for beams, seats, or

choir stalls. It is not of course to be preferred before

Oak, for no wood can be more suitable for ecclesias-

tical buildings than Oik. In North America the

uses ol Pitch Pine seem to be much more varied than
they are with us, vessels have been made, in many
instances, for a considerable time past almost ex-

clusively of Pitch Pine. For the upper fluor, for the

lower deck and for the beams, the best Oak only is

superior. Its principal defect as a shipbuilding wood
is the comparatively insecure hold it gives to spikes,

miking it necessary to substitute at certain points

piece, of Oik timber. It is also highly valued for the

floors of houses, pumps, bridges, water-wheels, mill

frames, &c., being very durable in moist situations.

In the Northern States it is preferred before any
other wood for fuel for steam-engines. Tar and
lamp.black were formerly obtained from it, but from
its increased value and scarcity it is seldom now used
for these purposes.

We cannot follow Mr. Emerson through with other
species of ConifeiK, or even make references in each
natural order enumerated by him. Turning, therefore,

to p. 180, we find a description of the American Beech
(Fagus sylvatica, L., var. americana). This tree is

so well known that v/e need only say that it is

described by the author in language easily "under-
standed of the people." After referring to the uses
of Beech mast, the application of the leaves (or stuff-

ing beds is alluded to in the following quotation from
Evelyn's Silva :

—" Its very leaves, which make a
natural and most agreeable canopy all the summer,

being gathered about the fall and somewhat before

they are much frost-bitten, aflord the best and the

easiest mattresses in the world to lay under our quilts

instead of straw ; because, besides their tenderness

and loose lying together, they continue sweet for seven

or eight years long ; before which time straw becomes

musty and hard ; they are thus used by divers persons

of quality in Dauphine, and in Switzerland. I have

sometimes lain on them to my very great refreshment,

"

Further, Sir Thomas Dick Lauder says, "We can

from our own experience bear testimony to the truth

of what Evelyn says here as to the excellence of

Beech leaves for mattresses. We used always to

think that the most luxurious and refreshing bed was

that which prevails universally in Italy, and which

consists of an absolute pile of mattresses filled with

the elastic spathe of the Indian Corn ; which beds

have the advantage of being soft as well as elastic,

and we have always found the sleep enjoyed on them

to be peculiarly sound and restorative. But the beds

made of Beech leaves are really no whit behind them

in these qualities, whilst the fragrant smell of green

tea, which.the leaves retain, is most gratifying. The
objection to them is the slight crackling noise which

the leaves occasion as the individual turns in bed
;

but this is no inconvenience at all, or if so in any
degree it is an inconvenience which is much over-

balanced by the advantages of this most luxurious

couch."

Beech, as is well known, is the wood used for making
planes, and for this purpose it has to be thoroughly

well seasoned by being cut up into billets and exposed
first in rooms with a good circulation of air and then
gradually increasing the heat so that the wood remains
sound, and seldom or never cracks. Beech wood is noted
for its even grain, hardness and durability, and the uses

to which it is put in America are nearly identical with
our own. At p. 7 of the Gardener*s ChronJcleiQi Jan.

1, 1S76, in a paper '* Concerning Nuts " we incidentally

alluded to the fruits of Carya olivceformis, as furnishing

an edible nut. sold sometimes in London under the name
of Japanese Walnuts. Much might be said in praise of

the nuts of two or three species of Carya, notably of

the Shell-bark Hickory (Carya alba), and the Mocker-
nut Hickory (C. tomentosa). The flavour of the

former, which is the best of all, is remarkably sweet,

and very similar to a fine Walnut. The great draw-
back to it as a dessert nut is the extreme hardness of

the shell, which makes it difficult to extract the

kernel. Considering the general consumption of these

nuts in America, and the generally acknowledged
superiority of the flavour over most nuts, it is sur-

prising that they are not sent into this country in larger

quantities, or cultivated with the view of raising choice

varieties. Mr. Emerson remarks that "every fruit

which is much used for food, except this, has been
improved by the careful cultivation of many centuries.

The Shell-bark Hickory is a proper subject for experi-

ments to be made with special reference to the im-
provement of the nut. Those varieties should be
selected which unite in the greatest degree thinness of
shell with fulness and richness of kernel. Ifasgteat
a change can be wrought as has been effected in the

common European Walnut, which in its wild state is

small and thick-shelled, the fruit of the Shell-bark will

be far superior to any nut known."
It will be seen from the foregoing remarks and ex-

amples from the work that each plant referred to is

treated in a comprehensive manner. In conclusion,

we can only refer to the numerous plates as being a
great acquisition to such a work. The figures of the
trees themselves as growing in their native haunts are
for the most part works of art, many of which have
been selected from the best illustrated works of foreign
production. The author acknowledj^es the sources of
these in a list of the plates. The coloured drawings,
moreover, which are by an American artist, Isaac
Sprague, are wonderfully accurate, the colouring in

some cases being very truthful : such, for instance, as
the autumnal tints of the Virginian Creeper (Ampe-
lopsis quinquefolia) and the Red Maple (Acer rubrum).
ydni R. Jackson, A'ew.

MONCREIFFE HOUSE.
MoNCREiFFE HousE is situate in the county of

Perth, at a distance of about I mile from Bridge of

Earne. The lands of MoncriefTe were erected into a

barony by Alexander II. in 1248, and a charter of

them {which has no date) had previously been granted.

Sir John Moncrieffe, the lineal descendant of Mathew
de Moncrieffe, to whom the charter had been given,

was obliged, on account of embarrassed circumstances,

to sell the estate, which was purchased in 1666 by his

cousin, Mr. Thomas Moncrieffe, who was created

baronet by King James VII., and who was possessed

of great wealth, and held influential government
appointments. He was founder of that branch of the

Moncrieffe family from which the present baronet

is descended ; and by him the present mansion was
erected in 1679. Nearly square in form, it presents

no architectural features which call for special com.
ment, being in the style common to structures of that

period. The armorial bearings of Sir Thomas Mon-
crieffe and his lady are cut in stone over the chief

entrance ; Lady Monciielfe belonged to the Hamilton
family, and her armorial bearings are impaled with

those of the MoncriefTes. The house contains a large

number of paintings. An earlier mansion stood

nearly half-way between the present building and the

chapel, and there is a local tradition that a sub-

terranean gallery communicated between this ancient

mansion and the vault of the old chapel.

Moncrieffe holds a place in the grateful recollections

of those who took part in the Scottish Cryptogamic
Society's meeting last year, and who partook of the hos-

pitalities of the owner. But it is more particularly with
the trees that are scattered about the pleasure-grounds

that we are now concerned. The fine Horse Chestnut,

of which we give an illustration at p. 557, is 85 feet in

height ; the bole is 22 feet 8 inches in girth at the
ground level, and 17 feet 8 inches at 3 feet from the
ground. It is, as the figure shows, a fine symmetrical
tree, its lower branches kissing the ground. It was
probably planted about the time that the mansion was
built, viz., 1679. Among other noteworthy trees, (or

the measurements of which we are indebted to Mr.
Bissett, Sir Thomas' able gardener, are the following,

whose dimensions, for convenience of reference, we
have put in a tabulated form :

—

Ash

Spruce Fir" .'.' !!

Silver Fir

Cedar of Lebanon
Wellinstonia (planted 1859) .

.

Taxodmmsempervirens (planted 1856)
Cupressiis Lawsoniana (planted i860)
Abies Albectiana (planted 1869)
Ar.iucaria imbricata
Portugal Laurel
Thujopsis viridis

The branches of the largest Spruce Fir above men-
tioned lie on the ground, and from tip to tip measure
48 feet in diameter. The Cedar of Lebanon is the
silvery-leaved variety. The Araucaria was trans-

planted in i86l, when about 8 feet high. A number
of these plants were growing on the lawn in front of
the house, and were very severely injured. To recover
them they were transplanted to the terrace on a hill

adjoining, about 100 feet above their former level,

where they have done well.

Jforergti €mt%p\ikm.
Horticulture in Little Russia.—I mentioned

incidentally in a previous paper that fruit cultivation

under glass is not common in the district of Russia
with which I am acquainted ; in fact, the summers
are so hot that, save where persons wish for forced
fruits for the mere luxury of having them, it is not
necessary to have recourse to growing them under
glass. Melons, Grapes, and Peaches all ripen in the
open air, but require great care during winter to keep
them safe from frost.

Vines grown on the walls of the dwelling-houses,

a favourite position for them, are taken down just

before the severe weather sets in, and, being laid

round in a coil, as it were, on the ground as neatly
and compactly as their size and form will admit, they
are then covered with straw and litter to the depth of
several feet, and when the snow falls it covers these

mounds for the whole of the winter ; when it dis-

appears the Vines are again brought from their beds
and fastened, by means of Osier twigs, to trellis or

wire, which is permanently fixed over the face of the

wall. Here the Vines bear plentiful crops of rich

luscious Grapes, black, white, and rosy-red.

Twisted straw, formed into ropes and mats, com-
posed of the best and longest Wheat straw that has
not been injured by the process of threshing, are used
for protecting Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, and all

other tender fruits upon walls or planted as espaliers
;

Circumference of branches.
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the latler'plan, especially for Apricots, beiog adopted.

The espaliers are also protected by straw mats being
placed on either side of the tree, all the spaces

between the branches having been filled up with loose

clean litter ; after the straw walls are fixed, all round,

or rather along their base, is heaped with more litter,

and the covering up is completed.

Melons for tarly use are reared on hot-beds under
frames, and Pines likewise aie grown. The pits or

houses in which these latter are produced are heated
by hot-air flues, the fires being kept up with wood,
which, as may be known, is the only fuel in use in

the neighbourhood of Kasperowska, in the govern-
ment of Kief.

In the Pint-houses are numbers of immense Cactus
plants, mostly the scarlet-flowertd variety ; as they

bloom very freely, the effect of a large number is

borne in mind that Ivy is not indigenous in Russia

—

in the places I have mentioned it had been planted in
the ornamental ground and copses in the hope of its

growing and clothing the stems of the trees with
verdure as it does in England, but it was to no
purpose— the plant never flourished save when taken
into the house in pots for the winter.

All standard Rose trees' are treated in a manner
somewhat similar to that pursued vpith Vines. When
the winter is about to set in the trees are bent over
nearly to the ground, in which position each plant is

held down by a hooked stick, which is driven into
the ground, the hook being immediately above the
stem of the Rose tree, holding it securely down a
quantity of dry litter is then heaped over, upon which
soil to the depth of about 18 inches is placed, the
whole having the appearance, when finished, of

placed in such a bank of the berry-laden bushes that
it would have proved a small fortune to a London
market gardener.

As I have before said, outdoor gardening is

perfectly impossible during winter, the plants are
buried and sleep, so to speak, like dormice, until the
sun again recalls them to life. Everything which
will not live through the winter is housed in heated
pits, or in the vast orangery before mentioned, which
is kept heated by an immense oven or stove built in
the chamber beneath and kept glowing night and day
by wood fires.

In this hothouse are wintered all the large Orange
and Citron trees grown in tubs, and which are a
beautiful feature in the outdoor garden during
summer—the shrubs already mentioned, and all

Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, &c., required for bedding out

lc6.—MONCEIEfFE HOUSE, THE RESIDENCE OF SIR THOMAS MONCKlEllE, bARF.

particularly gorgeous, when removed [to what'Jis
termed the orangery for the summer. This house,

which we might call a conservatory, was very large,

being built out from a house in the grounds, which
dwelling went by the name of the Guest-house, or

Visitors' House, being used somewhat after the
fashion of the German GarUnhaus.
The orangery was in summer used as an extra

dining-room
; it was formed by three sides of brick

wall, a glass front, and a slanting glass roof. During
winter this large house is the receptacle for all the
shrubs which will not bear the continued severity of
the climate ; among these are all descriptions of
Laurels, Rhododendrons, and pots of Ivy. This
latter is always cut down in woods and gardens by
frost wherever it is exposed above the snow line, in

fact, so certain is the frost in its effect that in the
woods the Ivy is so exactly on the same level on
every tree in spring that it has all the appearance of
having been neatly taken off with a knife ; but it must be

newly covered'graves, .until the snow_falls and forms

a uniform level of virgin white.

One of the most noticeable features of the country

in winter is the total absence of foliage, which

becomes strikingly conspicuous to English eyes, when
a strong wind blows the snow off the branches of the

trees. In the woods there are no evergreens, the

only spot I knew being a small plantation which had

been formed with common Spruce trees ; these being

still young scarcely mitigated the weird and barren

aspect of the forest in winter.

Hollies are almost unknown, and, as yet, any

eflorts to keep them alive, even when protected in the

shrubbery borders, have signally failed.

In the orchards the old Apple trees are in many
instances literally crowned with Mistleto ; no use is

ever made of this interesting plant, although when I

explained the English custom of decorating our

rooms with it at Chrismas time the suggestion was at

once accepted, and the customary Christmas tree was

—in fact the place is so full that only sufficient space

is left for the gardener to move about while giving

water to the plants. T. .9. J.

St. Petersburg: Oct. i-;.—Apropos of your

article on the species of Encephalartos, published in

a recent number, it appears to me that the form of

the leaves and the development of spines on their

margin depends in great degree upon the stage of

development of the plant. For instance, Encephalartos

Hildebrandti, H. Br., and E. septenttionale, Schwein-

furth, will probably turn out to be mere varieties of

Encephalartos villosus, and perhaps even E. villosus

may eventually prove to be merely a form of E.

Altensteinii. But these conjectures can only be

determined when the plants in question produce

fruit.

In the Imperial Botanic Garden separate houses

have been built for the Cycads and the Ferns, which

are thriving well. E,
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%\)i m\t iarbeir.

Plants in Pots for Out door Decoratiom.—
We have employed thii heading, but a little explana-

tion as to the use of the term is necessary in order that

our aim be clearly understood.

A very large number of the Vdla residences that

are now erected are built with basement floDrs, and as

a consequence the ground floor of the house is raised

somewhat above the ground level, and this necessi-

tates an approach to the main entrance by means of

steps. Now a terrace of Villa residences, in which

the architectural design and elevation of the houses is

the same is somewhat monotonous in appearance ; and

in hot sunny weather, when the steps are kept

thoroughly whitened, one is apt to turn with some-

thing akin to disgust from this naked whiteness.

Relief of some kind is felt to be sadly wanted, and it

can perhaps be best afforded by means of the employ-

ment of certain suitable plants in pots to stand on the

balustrading on either side of the step'. It is sur-

prising what a pleasing change takes place in the

exterior appearance of a dwelling when a few plants

are employed in this way. iWoreover, we have always

found that neighbours are willing to borrow an idea

when once it is thus publicly exhibited, and as

it is now the fashion to have forecourt gardens

less crowded with trees and shrubs than they were

wont to be, and consequently more open and ex-

posed—and as it is also the fashion to have a

bed filled with gay flowering plants in nhich hues

of scarlet are prominent— there is the more rea-

son for clothing the white steps with something

green when the sun shines bright and clear from a

cloudless sky.

Those who produce garden appliances have pro-

vided nice little jardinets in the way of rustic baskets,

which are well adapted for the sides o( a flight of

steps, only that they also are too often filled solely

with flowering plants of scarlet hues. An admixture

of foliage with soft-hued flowering plants, such as

the white and pink Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums, Petunias,

Convolvulus mauritanicus, Lophospermum scandens,

soft-coloured bedding Pelargoniums, l^c, with Coleus,

Abutilon Thomsoni, Fuchsias, &c., can be made to

form charming features, pleasant and refre.hing to the

eye, and agreeable to the taste ; a little attention in

the way of watering and the removal of dead shoots,

leaves and blossoms, keeps the arrangement fresh

and nice during the summer month?. S jme prefer to

use evergreen plants entirely, and there is much to be

said in favour of this practice ; but the love of colour in

flowers is a strong principle with the many, and an

undue glare, when seen in the glovv of the summer

sunshine, is invariably the rule rather than the excep-

tion. In dull, cloudy weather, the glare is scarcely

noticeable, but in all our summer arrangements of this

character it would bs judicious to reckon on a pre-

ponderance of hot, bright weather. The powerful

refraction of heat from a stone or asphalted pathway

does not predispose one to look with approval on

glaring colours, when the eye would rather seek relief

on the delicious green of the leaves of some good

plant.

There are very many plants, both foliage and

flowering, that are well adapted for growing in pots,

to furnish steps in summer. Let us instance a few :

—

Veronica AndersOni, V. Andersoni variegata, V. Blue

Gem, a close-growing and very free-blooming variety
;

Agapanthus umbellatus, when well-established in

good-sized pots ; Agave americana and its variegated

variety; Aucuba, Rhododendron, Thuja aurea, Reti-

nospora, Euonymus, &c. We have tried all these,

with excellent results. We have now Veronica Blue

Gem, with a capital bush of Veronica Andersoni

varie-^ata as its appropriate vis-it-vis, and on a lower

elevation the green and variegated Agaves : the latter

thrive vigorously in this exposed position.

Bat in using plants in this way it needs to be men-

tioned that the wind has to be reckoned with, and

especially is this true of a street or roadway running

eat and west. The positions occupied by the plants

is generally an exposed one, for the partitions between

the (orecourts of the houses are usually low, and they

afford no protection from strong currents of wind. In

ths first place the plants should be in good-sized pots,

in which to grow sufficiently large to admit of plenty

of root-room, and at the same time such a weight about

the roots of the plant as will serve to maintain it in an

upright position, except when a hurricane prevails,

and then the plants should be removed to a place of

safety. The pots should not be less than 16 inches in

diameter, and a plant will do in a pot of that size for

two or three years without shitting. Small pots are

a constant source of trouble, for they get blown

about, and the plants and pots alike sufler. Then the

plants must not be allowed to get too large

in the head, or it offers too great a sur.'ace to

the wind. Therefore some heading or cutting

back is necessary, both to keep the plants within due

proportions, and also to have the head of a close,

dense, and bushy grovth. In summer-time plenty of

water is required, and it is of advantage to have large

pots. Watering needs to be followed up persistently

when drying influences abound, especially when the

front of the house faces the south. It is at that

season of the year when the energies of many gar-

deners flag, and the plants suffer severely. Miserable

stunted specimens too frequently meet the eye in July

and August, and all for want of some cooling water

to impart new vigour to the withering roots. A little

perseverance would conduce to much more gratifying

results.

Very soon our Veronicas and Agaves will go into

winter quarters, and be replaced with Thuja and

Aucuba, that have been growing all the summer in

the shade of a north wall. When a spell of severe

fiost comes the plants are removed to a sheltered

spot, and some straw or Fern placed about the pots,

if there is no house in which to place them for a time ;

and during winter, when in position, they must not be

allowed to suffer lor want of water, for there are dry-

ing times in winter as in summer. Water only when

the weather is mild, and always in the early part of

the day, and then it may be done with safely and

benefit to the plants.

The present is a good time for raakm^ up bhnks

in old Plantations, planting and renewm^ Oinamental

Trees, and Game Covert, and now that there is sufficient

moisture in the ground the work should be performed

with all diligence. When a plantation has ceased to

be proper game covert, which all plantations and

forests become in course of time, if grown in masses

and for profitable parposes, they must either be

renewed in order to maintain their effi-iency, or new

ground must be taken up for the purpose. Failure is

the general result of planting amongst old trees, not-

withstanding that the space is quite open, and clear

of branches overhead. It is not enough on entering

a plantation, and finding an open space, to conclude

therefrom that trees or shrubs planted in it will grow.

It is quite necessary that the space be clear and open,

but that is not sulficient to ensure the success of newly

put in plants. The roots of the surrounding though

distant trees have invariably taken full possession of

the open area, and thoroughly interwoven and ex-

hausted it of every particle of plant food within their

reach.

The only two ways in which I have ever attained

true success in making up blanks and renewing

old plantations, apart from cutting down and

clearing the whole crop, is either by grubbing

out all the trees and roots within the area to the depth

of iS inches, or to cover the whole surface of the

ground from 12 to 15 inches deep, lessor more, with

new and fresh soil from any convenient place ; and as

the surface soiling proceeds the old turf should

be roughly broken up and mixed with it, but

always kept underneath. Where a new road is

in course of formation, the surface soil taken

oti is suitable for the purpose. When arable fields

have in places unnecessarily deep deposits of moss,

sand, or loam, such may at times be reduced without

detriment to the land, and suit the purpose well.

In other cases the requirements are met by carting

the surface excavations of open drains, removing old

turf dykes, &c. Indeed almost any change of soil

will do, but the distance of cartage is an important

consideration.

When surface soiling is impracticable and turning

is resorted to the ground should, if possible, be allowed

to lie one season unplanted. When it can be accom-

plished the ground should be planted with Potatos,

for which crop it should be well manured with rotten

farmyard manure, thatch of old houses, decayed

leaves, and a little lime. When cropping cannot be

attained the ground should be summer fallowed, and

prepared as for cropping, observing however that no

lime be applied for Rhododendrons or any of the

Coniferx. Summer fallowing the ground has a

superior influence in changing its quality, to that of

winter frosting it.

What applies to group planting, applies equally to

that of planting single trees or shrubs. It is not

suflicient preparation of the soil in old plantations

merely to trench it up and m:ike a pit large or small.

The soil should in all cases be taken out, and either

wholly or partly substituted by other and better soil, or,

as already described, be improved by fallowing or

manuring it.

The principal reason for maintaining old woods

near the mansion in this way, is, that there may never

at any one time be so much wood cut down as to cause

a serious blank or opening, so as to detract from its

beautyand amenity ; and that, without undulyextending

the area of the woodlands, sufficient game covert may
be uniformly maintained. In isolated places the soil is

found sufficiently rich to admit of replanting without

any artificial aid beyond drying it, which is necessary

in all cases. Such places are, however, very rare,

and would grow still better for breaking up and

removing the old roots, and for the better growth of

hard-woods, such as Oak, Elm, and Ash, the addition

of a little lime or summer fallowing is commendable.

Next to preparing the soil and putting it into

proper condition is that of having the plants in good

order for planting. For this purpose it is essential

that they be either grown in a home nursery or in a

public nursery near at hand. This is necessary, in

order that the plants may be safely removed at such

times and in such a manner as suits the circumstance

of each case, and it rarely gives a plant full justice to

convey it from a distance, often also from a rich soil

and sheltered situation, and place it under conditions

quite of an opposite nature.

The shrub plants 1 most prefer for this and other

districts where a strong breeze prevails, and rabbits

have to be contended with, are, fi.'st, the commcin

variety of the Rhododendron, the Rhamnus Fran,

gula. Daphne Laureola, the Buckthorn, Tree Box,

and the common Elder and American Hag. C. Y,

Miihii, Ciilkjt Boast, CulUn, Oct. 21.

diarbeit liberations.
PLANT HOUSES.

Greenhouse Hard wooded Plants.— Early

flowering Epacrises, such as those of the erect-growing

hyacinthitlora section, are amongst the best plants for

winter blooming, as with a sufficient number of these

a succession may be kept up until the bushy growers,

like the best varieties of grandiflora and miniata, come

in during the spring, which, with good management,

will prolong the flowering season until near mid-

summer. If the former that bloomed early last

winter were, as advised after they had done flowering,

cut back and started with a little warmth, they would

complete their growth and set flowers early in the

summer, and now be in a condition to open them in

a few weeks by keeping the plants in a temperature a

few degrees above that of an ordinary greenhouse.

The advantages Epacrises possess over most other

hard-wooded subjects is that they are easily grown,

stand a long time in flower, and they will bear cutting

without injury to an extent that would spoil most

plants of a similar description. In addition to this

their light, elegant form, and endurance, well fits

them for mixing with things of a more massive

description ; but although they will bear bring-

ing on in a little higher temperature, there mu>t

be nothing like forcing, or the flowers will be

shortlived and the plants most likely suffer through

the roots being started prematurely. Stand them in

as light a position as can be found, and do not keep

the atmosphere humid. Epacrises are alike useful in

either large or small places where winter flowers are

in demand, as they can be kept for years in a com-

paratively small state. Where the stock is insufficient

there is no better time than the present fur getting

them in, as after they have done flowering they at

once want to commence growth, in which condition

they do not so well bear packing and transit. Aralia

Sieboldii [japonica], in pots, that have been plunged

out-of-doors during the summer, if taken inside before

affected with frost will be found most useful for con-

servatory decoration, as most of the plants that have

been so treated will now push up their singular large

heads of flower. This Aralia is deserving of general
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cultivation, its bandfome foliage being alike effective

in or out-of-doors in s^um^Der, in addition to the
flowers it produces in the autumn, when there is

generally a scarcit)'. It hlooms much the most freely

when it has been exposed duiing the summer outsiJe.

CuNSF.RVATORY.—Specimen zonal Pelargoniums,
that are now so much in use for conseivatory decoration
during the summer, will in most cases by this time
have grown into a straggling unsightly condition

;

these should at once be removed, and such as it is

deemed advisable to retain another season ought to be
well cut back, and placed where they will be a little

warmer than in the greenhouse, not giving them much
water until they have broken freely into growth. After
they have made shoots an inch or two long they should
be turned out of the pots, some of the old exhausted soil

removed and replaced with new, keeping them for

the winter close to the light, with a little extra
warmth ; so treated they will flower much more
profusely next summer than young plants. Fuchsias
also will now be getting shabby and should be
removed ; if any of the plants have yet a considerable
quantity of unopened flowers upon them and these
are wanted, they should be stood in any house until

the blooms expand ; others, that are not so
required, ought to have very little water given
them for a few weeks and then should be cut
back freely and stood in a pit or house where
they will be out of the way of frost, with just as much
water as will keep the soil slightly moist. They will

be found to grow more freely and bloom earlier m the
spring so treated than if allowed to become quite dry, jn
the way they are often managed, with their pots la'id

on one side under a plant stage or similar place. If a
few of the climbing varieties of Trop.xolum of the
Lobbianum type have been prepared in 10 or 12-inch
p.its, trained to a few slicks, so as to form tall pyra-
mid.*;, these will be found invaluable for conservatory
decoration, as also for cut flower,";, especially in a
house where the temperature can be kept at about 48°
during the night ; if they can be accommodated with a
light position and receive manure- water once a week
they will keep on flowering for a long time. Some of
the tuberous-rooted Begonias will also be useful for

standing on the front shelves, and if placed at the
warmest end will flower freely. Mignonette sown
early in the spring in pots, and grown on through the
summer with a view to autumn flowering, should now
be well attended to, by being favoured with a light

situation and liberal applications of manure-water,
without which, unless the pots used are so large as to
be unsightly, both leaves and flowers assume a
hungry, weak appearance, in which state they have
little beauty. Plants that were sown later for spring
blooming must be equally cared for, giving them
plenty of light and air, so as to induce a compact,
sturdy gro-wth, upon which the flowers they produce
will depend. T. Daiius.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Although but little frost hasyet been experienced, the

cold nights and e.\c.s,ive rainfall have quite settled the
summer flowers, and it will therefore be advisable to
at once clear away all plants that will not stand the
winter, and refill the beds with shrubs and other
hardy plants tor winter effect, or with bulbs and
annuals for spring display. If neither of these plans
are adopted (though one or the other should be), at
least let the beds be dug and made tidy. Dahlias
should now be lifted and diied, before finally storing
them ; Cannas also are best dug up and wintered by
being layered in sand in any place where frost cannot
enter— it is not sa^e to risk them out, except in the most
favourable localities ; Gladioli winter, with us, left in
the ground, and always flower better than those
planted annually, but then ours is a very dry subsoil ;

in all other soils they should now be lifted and
stored away in the same manner as Dahlias. Salvia
patens and herbaceous Lobelias may be packed
closely together in shallow boxes, and wintered in any
out-of-the-way corner that is frost-proof. Bedding
plants of every kind should now be in their winter
quarters, though, in open weather, full exposure to
the atmosphere will be requisite to keep them sturdy,
m order to winter them successfully. Chrysan-
themums that are planted in the open border,
and which are now coming into flower, must be
protected in some way should severe frost threaten.
Two or three ply of fish-netting, gauze, tiffany,

or scrim canvas, will effectually save them from
injury

; and where cut flowers are required a little of
such labour will be well bestowed.

Amongst our best border flowers at this season
of the year we may place the Michaelmas Daisies,
plants which are not nearly so much grown as they
deserve to be. Coming in, as they do, between
the summer flowers and the Chrysanthemums they are
most valuable for cut flowers at a season when other
flowers are scarce. Aster Amellus, A. ericoides, and
A. grandiflorus have been for some time, and still

are, flowering most freely. Such plants may be
divided and replanted at any time, when not actually
in flower

; and those who require autumnal and early

winter flowers without trouble should go in for a
collection of these, and a mixed border of hardy
plants generally, for in such a border there is always
someching in flower at all seasons of the year. The
preservation of neatness will, for some time to come,
be a matter of some difficulty, and, till the leaves are
all down, almost a hopeless task ; but, for a garden to
be thoroughly enjoyed, neatness above all else is

indispensable, therefore strive to maintain it. I think
I never knew weeds grow so fast as they have this
autumn

; beds, borders, and walks have all shared
alike, and the continuous rain has made it impossible
to do anything in the shape of hoeing, though on
walks we never think of using that implement, pre-
ferring to hand-weed, which should be done in
showery weather, as then Ihe weeds come up easily
and the gravel gets but little disturbed. If the walks
are very bad, with moss and weeds combined, then
they should be turned and a little fresh gravel added,
and again well rolled down. Proceed with the
making of new walks and other alterations as time and
weather permit ; also the removal and planting of
deciduous trees and shrubs generally, and the levelling
and relaying of turf. W. Wildsmith, HickfieU.

FRUIT HOUSES.
The Cherry-house.—If the sashes have been

taken off this structure they may be replaced at any
convenient time, and if the house be required for pro-
tective purposes for other subjects, let those only be in-

troduced which require mere protection from frost, so
that the house may be fully opened when other con-
ditions are favourable. When the greater bulk of the
leaves has fallen ofl the trees, remove the rest, and pro-
ceed to prune and clean them, and likewise the house,
using the same means to extirpate insect pests as were
recommended for Nectarines, &c., in the Calendar
for October 14 Cherry trees are very impatient of
hard pruning, and this should not be necessary now if

due legard was paid to the pinching-in of superfluous
shoots at the proper time. Such shoots will need
shortening back to within about an inch from whence
they issue. Allow the terminal shoots, excepting
in the case of young trees, which are not yet fully

formed, the full gioAth they have made until

the limit of the area allotted to the trees be attained,

and the same rule should be observed with regard to

those shoots required to furnish other parts of the trees.

Where it is contemplated to make new borders for

these subjects, pure fibrous loam alone excels all

the mixtures proposed for this purpose. In forming
borders good drainage is highly essential, and the soil

should be from 2 to 2.\ feel deep, and from 6 to 8 feet

wide. G. T. Miles, M'vcombi Albey.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEiV.

It will be well to bear in mind the observations
made on root- pruning at the end of September. The
operation may be continued all through this month,
but the earlier it is performed the better for the success

of the trees—the reason being that, if done early, there

is a good chance for the roots to throw out fresh fibres

at once. In this case, although giving a suflicient

check to induce a fruitful habit of growth, it will not

greatly deteriorate from the quality of such fruit as

may be produced the following season from the fruit-

buds already formed. All fruit trees should, if pos-

sible, be planted by the end of this month, and the

compost formerly recommended to be got together

will now be found very useful for the formation of

new stations, whence old and decayed trees have been
removed. As a general rule, a considerable portion

of the old soil should be entirely removed, and the

holes filled up with fresh compost, any admixture of

manure with which is not at present desirable,

but a portion of some slowly decomposing ferti-

lisers, such as crushed bones, charcoal, and burnt

earth will be found very useful. When forming the

stations take care to raise the compost considerably

above the level of the surrounding surface, to allow

for sinking, and in planting remove the soil from a

space suflicient to allow of the roots being well spread

out, and before putting the plant thereon let the bottom

be trodden down fiimly. After planting, trained trees

may be secured to the walls or espalier trellis, and

pyramids, &c., to stout stakes, as it is essential to a

complete success that they should not be swayed about

by rough winds ; when this is completed the trees

should all have the surface covered with litter as far

as the roots extend.

The renovation of older fruit trees by the removal

of a considerable portion of the surface soil and

replacing it with good fresh compost — a most

beneficial operation, producing effects quite com-

mensurate with any extra trouble and labour it may
occasion, and now is the time to doit. Remove the soil

over the whole surface of the border until the roots are

exposed ; if they are deep some of the soil should be

thrown on one siie, not entiiely removed; the new
compost should then be laid over the roots to the

thickness of 9 inches or a foot, and sufficient of the

old soil over that to raise the surface of the border to

its proper level. Jo/iii Cox, Red'.eaf.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
The exceptionally warm moist weather we have

lately experienced has had a most beneficial effect on
all garden crops, and instead of the half-starved
siunted appearance they presenlejl some lime back
they are now everything that can be desired. It
should be borne in mind, however, that this late rapid
growth is not calculated to fit Ihem to endure a sharp
winter, and active precautions will therefore be
necessary to piolect such things as Endive, Lettuce,
Cauliflower; or any other plants that are rot
thoroughly haidy, as the first frost we get is sure to
alTcct them in such a manner as to spoil them lor
futuie use. Where there is not the convenience of
Cold flames for storing a sufficient supply of Endive,
that for first consumption may be laid in by the heels
in moi:t soil on the floor of any dry open shed where
it will keep well, and may be easily protected during
severe weather by throwing a mat or two over it. To
winter Lettuce and Endive satisfactorily, they should
be removed under cover before they become frost-

bitten, or they are sure to rot when damp days
set in. Ill lifting them for the purpose of
storing, choose a nice dry day for the work,
and secure with each a good-sized ball of earth,
that they may not feel the removal By having
a good stock of nearly fully-grown plants lifted

and carefully stored away now in cold frames, where
they can have proper protection, an excellent supply
of crisp, blanched salad maybe kept up during the
winter, especially where there is the convenience of a
Mu-hroom- house, or other similar dark, warm place, in
which to place the plants a few days before they are
required for use.

Cauliflowers are now turning-in in first-rate style,

and should be daily attended to by breaking the
outer leaves over the tender white heads, in
order to protect them from fiost, and keep them a
good colour. So long as the weather remains mild and
open, it will be much the best to leave the entire crop of
these standing in the open quarter, but everything
should be in readiness to get them up for laying-iu in

orchard-houses or any cold pits or frames ihat can be
made available for the purpose. In cases where there

is not the convenience of such places, choose a well-

sheltered, sunny border under a wall, and lay them in

there, and protect with mats or long clean straw when-
ever ihey require covering. Young growing plants

under handlights or garden frames intended to stand
the H inter, should have full exposure to ihe weather
both night and day, or the warm weather we are

getting will bring them on much too fast, and cause
them to turn in prematurely.

Slugs, as is usual during such a moist warm lime as

we have lately passed through, are making great in-

roads upon such sweet and tender morsels as young
Cauliflower, Cabbage, and Lettuce, and unless they

receive timely atteniion the strength of the plants will

be greatly impaired, or the crop spoiled altogether.

A few hand pickings on damp foggy mornings will soon
reduce their number.s, and a dressing of dry soot and
powdered lime occasionally dusted over the ground
will make the leaves obnoxious, and save them from
further attack.

All root crops, such as Ceet and Carrots, should

at once be lifted and stood in dry suitable places

in sheds where they are not liable to be affected

by any change of weather to cause them to rot. Beet

require special care in taking them up and removing
the tops, for if the roots are injured in any way they

lose both colour and flavour in boiling, and are com-
paratively worthless. The leaves of bolh these and
Carrots should be twisted off by hand instead of being

cut away, as when that is done they invariably get

taken off too close, which brings on decay at the

crown.
Salsafy, Scorzonera, and Parsnips keep best in the

ground till after Christmas, or if taken up for con-

venience of getting at them more readily during frosty

weather, they should be laid in thickly where they

cm be slightly protected. The tops of iVsparagus

being now ripe, and of no further use to the roots,

should be immediately cleared aw,ay, that the beds may
be cleaned and top-dressed for the winter. By getting

this done early the plants derive considerable benefit

from the rich juices of the manure being carried do«n
by the rain during the winter, and the action of the

frost sweetens and pulverises it in such a way that it

is not obiectionable, when the joung tender shoots

emerge through it in the spring, so that it matters Lut

liltle how rank or offensive the manure may be if put

on in the autumn to be subjected to a lew months'

atmospheric influence. Whatever is used to eniich

the beds should be left on the surface, and not, as is

frequently done, dug in and buried close en the crown

of the olants where it lies and causes much injury by

rotting the best and most active roots that have come

near the surface to feed. The practice of digging out

the alleys and throwing the soil on the te'p of the

beds is equally bad, and should never be resorted to,

as it destroys all the roots that ramify in that direc-

tion and causes injury in other lespects by bury-

ing the plants much deeper than is good for

them. 7. i/u-t/a,;/.
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SATURDAY, OCTOBER 28, 1S76.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

I Mori
rSale of Camellias and Azaleas, Dutch

Bulbs, &c., at Stevens' Rooms.
WbdnkSDAV, Nov. i \ Sale of Nursery Stock at the East Down

:s, Lewisham, by I'rotiieroePark N
I & MorriL.

Tbuesd.w, Nov. 2 — Sale of Orchids, at Stevens' Rooms.

Fbiday Nov -x [
^^'^ °^ Imported Orchids, at Ste'

' ' ^ I Rooms.
SAIUEDAy, Nov. 4— Sale of Dutch Bulbs, at Stevens' Room!

IT is to be hoped that the lessons of the late

Hailstorm in the East of London, the

effects of which, we are glad to learn, have not

proved so serious as was anticipated, will not

be without fruit. The sufferers have been
blamed for their improvident want of foresight

in not insuring against such accidents. At the

time we pointed out one reason for this in the

little knowledge that working horticulturists of

the class to which the sufferers belonged have
of any such institutions, owing to the insufficient

publicity given by the insurance societies through
the medium of the gardening press. Another
reason has been assigned to us for the compara-
tively little use made of these societies—and this

by some of our leading nurserymen, by whom
the outlay would not be objected to, pro-

vided the benefits were likely to be
proportionate. We learn, however, that the

high premium demanded acts as a deterrent

even to this class of horticulturists ; and if this

be so, much more must it be the case with

the class who suffered so severely lately, and
who for the most part have, as it were, to work
from hand to mouth.

The Toughened Glass has not yet had time

to make its way among us, but from its first

mention we have urged upon horticulturists the

desirability of adopting it on an experimental

scale at first, and afterwards, if found to answer,

to a greater extent. The main difficulty in the

way was that, till lately, toughened glass for

horticultural purposes could not be obtained in

this country in quantiiies. We are now, how-
ever, happy to find th.it Messrs. DiCK
RauCLYFFE & Co., of Holborn, have in-

troduced it as an article of their trade,

and we hope their enterprise will meet with a
due reward. The square they have forwarded

us as a sample will stand any ordinary test.

We have thrown it down repeatedly without

injury, and submitted it to rougher treatment

than it is ever likely to meet with in any hail-

Storm. Nevertheless, as the glass in question

is known to possess very peculiar proper-

ties, and as its behaviour under different

conditions is as yet not thoroughly known,
it will be well to adopt it on a small scale

at first, and extend its use as its capa-

bilities and power of withstanding variations of

temperature become tested. Meanwhile, from
all we know at present, it promises to be a very
great boon to horticulturists.

Two or three months ago we published a

circular which the trustees of the Lindley
Library were distributing, for the purposes of

making this excellent collection of books more
widely known, and obtaining the material sup-

port of those interested in maintaining the

Ibiary in good -condition. The response to this

appeal, we learn froai Mr. He.mslev, the libra-

rian, has been satisfactory, considering the

short time since it was made, so far as the

donation of books is concerned ; but it would
doubtless have been much more general and
more liberal had the affairs of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society been more prosperous, and the

books accessible to all on the meeting days. The
future of this library is one of great importance
to both botanists and horticulturists. It is, so

to say, the property of the gardening public, for

it was purchased with a portion of the surplus

funds of the proceeds of the great International

Horticultural Exhibition of 1 866, and it should

be deposited in a convenient and easily access-

ible place, where the largest number can make
use of it. According to the arrangements of

the founders it must remain in the rooms of the

Society at South Kensington so long as the

Society exists there. But in the present state

of the Society's affairs it behoves those con-

cerned to decide what is to be the fate of this

useful memento of successful horticulture, and
of one of our most eminent and indefatigable

botanists and horticulturists.

All agree that accommodation should be
found somewhere to continue the fortnightly

meetings, and carry on the labours of the

various committees. Wherever these meetings
are held there the Lindley Library should be
deposited, and it should be, if not in the same
apartment, at least in an adjoining one, so that

whatever books are needed may be procured
with as little trouble as possible. Very few of

the members on the committees at South Ken-
sington, with the exception of those on the

Scientific Committee, we venture to say, know
even where the library is. Those who do know
rarely visit it, because, after toiling up two
flights of stairs and down another, and squeezing
through a very narrov/ passage, they usually

find that the room is occupied by the members
of the Council. Practically speaking the library

is closed on the very days when it is most
needed, and although it contains, not only

botanical publications, but also most of the

standard works on pomology, floriculture, and
other branches of horticulture, few of them are

consulted for the reasons indicated. Therefore
if the meetings continue to be held at Ken-
sington steps should be taken to have the

library brought downstairs. There is plenty of

space, and doubtless the expense, which need
not be great, would be gladly defrayed by the

horticultural public. All the principal horti-

cultural and botanical periodicals, both English

and foreign, are taken in, and if the nurserymen,
gardeners, and others interested in botany and
horticulture who assemble there on meeting days
could walk into the library and glance through
the papers or procure a book, many an otherwise

tedious quarter of an hour might be pleasantly

spent. Another reason for removal is the fact

that already the shelves are overflowing in the

present apartment, and as donations come in it

is difficult to arrange the books so that they may
easily be found. Now is the time for action in

the matter. A valuable library we already
possess, but in its present quarters it is almost
useless to the great body of the craft. Obtain
the desired change, and the library would be
used and appreciated, and books that are still

wanting to render it more complete would be
contributed by persons in a position and willing

to aid a really useful undertaking. Should the

Royal Horticultural Society vacate its apart-

ments at South Kensington the trustees would
probably be under the necessity of storing the

books away somewhere, as they have no funds

wherewith to provide a place for them and
to pay a librarian. It is evident, therefore,

that money must be forthcoming, and that

the trustees must take counsel with the lead-

ing horticulturists as to what is to be the
destination of the library ; and, secondly, to

raise the necessary funds for carrying their

decision into execution. An opportunity
presents itself for making a start with some
really good work, and of adding considerably to

the utility and pleasure of the Wednesday
meetings. It is not a question of raising a large

sum to purchase a library—it is simply a
question of raising a small sum to obtain the
full use of existing property. Somebody must'
take the initiative, and we have described the
present condition of the Lindley Library, and
thrown out a suggestion or two, in the hope that

those who are active in furthering the interests

of horticulture, and preparing schemes for a
reconstituted Society, will include the improve-
ments needed in their plan of operations. We
subjoin a list of publications recently pre-

sented to the library, from which it will be
seen that it has many friends in distant parts of

the world.

We learn that the following works have
recently been presented to the Lindley Library,
the greater part of them since the trustees sent out
their circular soliciting assistance. The trustees wbh
to thank the donors publicly, and trust that arrange-

ments will soon be made whereby the library will

better fulfil the objects of its founders and pro-

moters :

—

Katatog der BiHiothck des Vercins :ur Bef'orderung
des Garlcnbaues in den Koniglich Preuisischeii Staaten ;
presented by Dr. M. T. Masters. Proceedings of the
Californian Academy of Sciences, part 3, vol. v.

;

presented by the Society. Tableau General Methodiqui
et Alpliabitiqtie des Matiires contenucs dans lis

publications de TAcadkmie hnp/riale des Sciences de
SI. Petersburg (ire pariie Publications en langues
etrangcjres)

;
presented by the Academy. Proceed-

ings of the Boston Society of Natural History, vols,

xvii. and xviii.
;

presented by the Society. Bulletin
de I'Acaddmie Impiriale de St. Petersburg, vols, xix.,

XX., and xxi. ; presented by the Academy. Ftort
Batnva, A/beelding en Beschrijving van Neder-
landsche Gewassen, parts 227 to 231 inclusive, by F. W.
Van Eeden

;
presented by the author. Transactions

of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, vol, xxvii.
,
part 3 ;

presented by the Society. Journal of the Linnean
Society, up to the present time

; presented by the
Society. Nouvelles Archives Du Museum d' Histoire

Naturelle de Paris, 1873-4; presented by the Society.

"Circular of the American Pomological Society, fif-

teenth session ;
" presented by the Society, ' Memor-

anda of the Plan and Results of the Field Experiments
conducted on the Farm of J. B. Lavves. Esq , 1875 and
1876 ;

" presented by Dr. Gilbert. Compoiilce Indicx,
DescripliS et secus genera Benthamii ordinata:. by C. B.
Clarke ; presented by the author, through Professor W.
T. T. Dyer. Proceedings of the Academy of Natural
Sciences of Philadelphia, 1875 ;

presented by the Society.
Microscopical Notet regarding the Fungi Present in
Opium Btit'ht, by D. D. Cunningham

; presented by the
author. Journal of the Bath and West of England
Society and Southern Counties Association for the
hmouratement of Agriculture, &c., 1875: presented by
the Society. 1 he Potato: What is // f by Alex. Jas.
Maule

; presented by the author. Fragmenta Phytogta-
phtie Australia:, vol. ix.. by Baron F, Mueller

; presented
by the autlior, John Gerard, Life and Catalogus, by B.
D.Jackson, F.L.S. ; presented by the author. Contribu-
tions to the New Zealand Botany, by W. Lauder
Lindsay, M.D.; presented by the author. Ohio Agri-
cultural Report for the Year 1874 ; presented by the
State Board of Agriculture. Select Orchidaceous Plants,
second series, by Robert Warner, F. L.S. , &c : pre-
sented by the author. Index tilicum, several missing
numbers

; presented by the author, Thos. Moore,
F.L.S. Der Gartenfreund, published by the Imperial
Royal Horticultural Society of Vienna, pans 2-8
inclusive for the present year ; presented by the Society.
Arbeiten der Pflanzenphynologisctien Vtrsuchsstatii'n

a7n Knniglichen Pomologischen Institute zu Pros-
kau ; presented by Dr. Paul Sorauer. " Report
by Dr. M. C. Cooke on the Gums, Resins,

Oleo-Resins, and Resinous Products, in the India
Museum, or produced in India ;" presented by the

author. Myrographia seu hones Fungorum—FiguTes of

Fungi from all parts of the world ; drawn and illustrated

by M. C. Cooke
;

parts l and 2
;
presented by the

author. Fungi : their Nature, Influence, and Uses, by
M. C. Cooke, M.A., LL.D., edited by the Rev. M. J.
Berkeley, M.A., F.L.S.

;
presented by Dr. Cooke.

Grevillea, a Quarterly Record of Cryptogaraic Botany
and its Literature, edited by M. C. Cooke, M.A., Nos.

30, 31, and 32 ; presented by Dr. Cooke. Botanical
Reminiscences in British Guiana, by Dr. R. Schom-
bargk

; presented through Dr. M, T. Masters. Bulletiiio

Ampelographico, fasicolo 6, anno 1876 ;
presented by Dr.

M. T. Masters. Descriptive Notes on Papuan Plants,
part I, by Baron F. Mueller

;
presented by the author.

Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, Nos. 171
and 172 :

presented by the Society.

The Chrysanthemums in the Inner
Temple Gardens are this season much earlier thaa 1

usual, so that those who desire to see them at their

best, would do well to visit the gardens next week, or

certainly not later than the week after. The Japanese
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varieties are already in good condition, and indeed the

display even at this early stage is well worth seeing.

Mr. JOH.M Newton-, who proves a worthy successor

to "Old Sam Broo.me," is to be comphmented on
hb production of .1 better lot of plants than has been
seen in the garden for some years ; and it the fog of

which we had a taste on Wednesday last will only

keep away for a few weeks the show will be very

fine. In the Middle Temple, the veteran Mr. Dale,
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sary dinner of the Society will be held the same day
in Robertson's Albert Hotel, 25, Hanover Street,
at 4 o'clock precisely. The President will act as
chairman, and Bailie METHifEN and Mr. William
M'CoRQUODALE as Croupiers.

Mr. Grierson has resigned his position as
gardener to J. IJouldsworth, Esq., Coltness
House, Lanarkshire, and is to be succeeded by Mr.

be the means of doing much good both to the labour-
ing population of the district and to horticulture.
C. L. Norman, Esq., Rev. A. Rawson, and K.
Hamilton, E^q., have kindly consented to act as
treasurer, president, and vice-president respectively

;

and a committee consisting of the leading gardeners
of the neighbourhood has been formed. It is hoped
that the first flower show may be held about mid-
summer, 1877, and that the schedule of prizes and

Fig 107.—the gre.\t horse ciil>i.m'i \i .munlrieiil . i>j illi high; 22 1 eet S inches girth at the ground level.

who first introduced this flower to the Temple
Gardens, thirty-five years ago, has a small collection

of plants, as usual, but they are quite three weeks or
a month later than Mr. Newton's ; though they
promise to give some fine blooms.

We are informed that the twenty-third annual
general meeting of the Scottish Arboricultural
SociElY will be held in the rooms at the Royal
Botanic Garden, Inverleith Row, Edinburgh, on
Wednesday, November i, 1876, at 10.30 A.M., Pro-
fessor Balfour, M.D., in the chair. The anniver.

James Whitton, who has for several years been

foreman, under Mr. Johnstone, at Glamis Castle,

Forfar.

The Bromley Common and District
Horticultural Society was formed at a meeting

of practical gardeners and others held on September 8.

Its object is the dissemination of improved methods

of cultivation of vegetables, fruits, and flowers

amongst its members by means of periodical meetings,

and an annual cottagers' flower show. Such a society,

if vigorously carried on and liberally supported, may

regulations for it may be published early in January.

Mr. J. HoBEs, The Fernery, Bromley Common, is

the secretary.

The collection ofPHAL.tNOPSis at Gunners-
bury Park is now in excellent condition, growing in

small baskets suspended from the lower part of the

roof of the Orchid-house, where it is warm, very

moist, and a little shaded. It is interesting to notice

the remarkable contrast between the dark olive-green

leaves of P. grandiflora and the pale lively green

leaves of P. amabilis. Some of the imported plants
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of P. Schilleriana vary much in the marking of the

handsome leaves ; some have blotches and spots of

grey in the form of waves, others are densely macu-

lated in a remaikable manner. Mr. RlCEt.^RUS is

strongly in favour of growing Phal.vnopsids in small

hanging babkets, wiih but little root-room. In many

cases the plants are throwing up their flower-stems.

The collection of Calanthes is in a forward, healthy

condition, especially C. vestita and C. Veitchii ; some

of the larger plants have enormous pseudobulbs, and

are throwing up very strong flower-spikes. The whole

of the Orchids under Mr. Richards' care are in ex-

cellent condition, and some examples of Anajctochili,

though small, are well developed, the leaves being

beautifully marked. They are growing in the Orchid-

house, under bell-glasses.

Crocus si'Eciusus is now very charming,

flowering in pots in a cold house as well as in the

open border. Such a welcome autumnal flower

deserves some protection, for out-of-doors at this

season of the year its flowers are but very short-lived.

What is now cultivated as Crocus speciosus is

supposed to be a garden seedling ; the flowers are of

a deep blue-lilac colour, brightest on the interior,

where it is also handsomely pencilled with dark

lines.

We are requested to state that thenext dinner

of the Horticultural Club will take place on

Wednesday, November S, and that any one wishing

to join the Club now will be entitled to the privileges

of membership to the end of next year.

The Fni niiuu- Cazdte is publishing a series of

articles on Art Botany, from the pen of Mr. J.

Colling, illustrated by a page plate. We allude to

Ihem with more satisfaciion than we usually feel with

regard to articles of this character, which, however

artistic, are often not truthful. If art be not truthful

what good puipose can it serve? Mr. Collino's

botanical details are not faultless, but he seems to

grasp the general principles of plant growth.

We learn that Mr. R. Gilbert, of Burghley,

intends exhibiting before the Floral Committee of the

Royal Horticultural Society on November S a por-

tion of his set of Double Primulas, and he takes

this opportunity of asking Primula giovvers generally

to exhibit at that time, so as to give the committee a

chance of comparing existing varieties.

Messrs. James Carter & Co.'s Royal
METRoroLHAN RoOT Suow is announced to be

held at the Agricultural Hall, Islington, on Nov. 21

and 22.

In the first list of awards of the PiiiLA-

DELI'HIA International Exhibition, published

in a recent number of the London CazitU\ we find

the names of Messrs. Perks, of Hitchen, for oil of

lavender ; Veitcii & Sons, for trees, shrubs, and

other plants ; R. Warner, for two books {Orchida-

ceoiis Planti) ; Anthony Waterer, Woking, fer

trees and shiubs ; B. S. Williams, for hot-house

plants and Ferns.

On the evening of the 19th inst. Mr. Shirley
Hibberd delivered a lecture on Natural Fruit
Culture, at a meeting of the members of the

Maidstone Farmers' Club, and the tables were deco-

rated on the occasion by a fine collection of Apples
and Pears, contributed by Mr. Haycock, gr. to

R. Leigh, Esq., Barham Court ; Mr. Lewis
KiLLiCK, Langley ; and Messrs. Paul & Son, Ches-

hunt. Mr. Hibberd's arguments were much the

same as those used by him at the Society of Arts on

a former occasion, and the discourse was well listened

to throughout. A discussion followed, in which Mr.
Frost, Mr. Record, Mr. Lewis Killick, Mr. F.

Smiiii, and Mr. A. Chittenden, the Chairman,
took part, and the usual votes of thanks were
accorded.

We learn that M. Andre has lately returned

to France after his extensive travels in South America,
and has brought with him numerous specimens in all

departments of natural history, in addition to those

which he had previously transmitted. M. Andre's
travels furnish a striking illuslralion of the times in

which we live. He has traversed and re-traversed a

large portion of the soulhern parts of the America-n

continent in various directions, collecting largely cii

route: and has returned safe and sound in a lapse of

time which would have seemed marvellous to our

fathers.

The Poi'ATO Disease is reported to be very

bad in the reighbourhood of Cirencester.

According to a certain Dr. Beautre (cited

in the yoiiynal de la SocuU Centrah a^Horticulture de

France)^ a LlL.\c after flowering profusely, as it does

every year, this season threw up afterwards two or

three suckers, which bore enormous trusses of flowers,

although they only appeared between 2 and 3 inches

above the surface of the ground. The editor of the

Rci'iii HortiioU records a similar occurrence in Aralia

spinosa and A. hybrida, and we have seen a similar

case in Ailantus glandulosa.

Some Carres|onbtiice.

Royal Horticultural Society.—In some respects

our task would be almost easier if we formed a new
National Horticultural Society, as suggested by Mr.

Fi^h (p. 527) ; but in that case we should lose the

lease cf Chiswick garden and the Charter [and pos-

sibly the Lindley Library], all of which are of con-

siderable value. We should also lose old associations,

which have still weight wilh not a few. It is, more-

over, more in accordance wilh our national habits to

amend and adapt to altered circumstances and require-

ments, to prune and graft, rather than to grub up and

plant afresh. Mr. Glendinning's suggestion, that those

patron Fellows paying subscriptions of not less than

four guineas, who wi--h the privilege, should have a

free ticket admitting their head gardener to all shows,

is, I think, a veiy good one. It is most desirable to

find any such extra privileges which can be attached

to patron Fellov^'ships, and yet which will not grate

on the guinea Fellows, which must form the main
strength of the reconstituted Society. George F.

U'iison^ Heatherbankf IVeyh-idge Ihath.

The future of this Society is an absorbing topic

just now among all true lovers of horticulture. You have
expressed a desire that those who really wish to see the

old Society reconstructed on a satisfactory basis will freely

give expression to their views and opinions. Omitting

all relerence to the earlier history of the Society, which

has been given by Mr. Lindsay and others, allow me to

refer to the Society's connection (and a most disastrous

one it has pro.'ed) with the Royal Commissioners of the

Exhibiiion of 1851. This dates back to the year 1859.

It should be stated that in the month of January of the

previous year (1858) died His Grace the Duke of Devon-
shiie, long the kind and considerate landlord of the

garden at Chiswick, as well as the noble President of the

Socitty from the death of Mr. Thomas Andrew Knight
in 1838. His Royal Highness the late Prince Consort,

having consented to accept the office rendered vacant by
the death of ihe Duke of Devonshire, was unanimously
elected President. Ii must be admitted that the

Society was at this time hampered by difticuliies, but

these then were small indeed compared with what they

now are. It is well known that it was mainly due
to the tact and good judgment of the Prince that the

negotiations with Her Majesty's Commissioners were
carried through. His Royal Highness believed that the

Society might be relieved of its difficulties and placed on
a firm and an enduring basis by the scheme which he
proposed ; and very possibly, nay very probably, every-

thing would huve gone well with the Society had it not

bec-n for the great calamity which befell the nation only

a few short months after the opening of tlie South Ken-
sington garden in June, 1861. On December 14 of that

year the Prince Ccnsoit died, and the Society lost its

most distinguiihed President and its pillar of support.

The debenture debt incurred by the Council in perform-
ing their part of the contract wilh regard to the South
Kensington garden has proved all through the most
serious difficulty in managing the affairs of the Society,

and this it is which now continues to press so heavily on the

Society, and is so difficult to get clear of. I cannot but
think that, if not legally liable, Her Majesty's Commis-
sioners are morally bound to see that the debenture-
holders have their due, if the Society does surrender the
lease of the garden ; for the Commissioners will then
not only have possession of the land, but will have a
garden ready formed— formed, be it remembered,
at a heavy cost, and maintained for sixteen years at an
enormous expenditure. This cannot be too strongly

urged on the consideration of the Commissioners. It is

always to me most unpleasant to indulge in the language
of complaint, but I must remark that for a very long
period I have been an eye-witness of the most unwarrant-
able proceedings of Her Majesty's Commissioners in
dealing wilh the Society's premises. When in 1871 the
Commissioners determined to hold a series of Annual
International Exhibitions, they set about finishing the
portions of the arcades which had remained unfinished
ten years (greatly, as I think, to the injury of the Society,
from the garden having so unfinished an appearance).'
They destroyed the large tent (the most perlect one ever
erected in this country), which had cost ihe Society
nearly ;^20oo, without giving one penny in compensation
thus rendering necessary the erection of two new tents at
acost of j^i6co. They ruined 'he Cjuncil-room.asaroorn;
for the meetings of the Society, and as a reading-rootw
for the Fellows, by cutting off the former proper access'
to the offices and passage to the garden, and turning the
Council-room into a passage-room ! All this, and much
more, did they, and, as I maintain, thereby greatly
annoying, and in some instances turning away, Fellows
of the Society. I do think, then, that, in simple justice
the Commissioners are bound to assist materially iii

liquidating the debenture debt, if the garden be handed
over to them. And now, more particularly, as to the
future of the Society. Seeing how the taste for garden-
ing has extended of late I cannot, I will not think that
a Society which has existed for two-and-sevenly years,
which has done work of so important a character that it

enjoyed at one time a world-wide reputation—which, if

judiciously reconstructed, and placed on a secure basis,

may be instrumental in accomplishing very much that
yet remains to be done— I repeat, I cannot, I will not think
that such a society is to be allowed to die without a
vigorous effort being made to avert so great a calatnily,

I. therefore, earnestly appeal to all who know and feel

the important influence which the advancement of gar-
dening must have on the whole community, to rally

round the old Society, now in the time of its especial)

need, and to render all the aid in their power in recon-i

stituting it. Remembering that in union there isi

strength, let us determine on a strong pull, a long pull,

and a pull altogether, in the hope that we may succeed I

in pulling the Society through the difficulties fromwbich
it is now so seriously suffering ; and, succeeding in this, 1

let us hope to be able to start it on a yet further and a
more pi osperous career. Lclia.

Late Plums.—On a tree of Coe*s Golden Drop
Pium here, on am rth wall, we gathered ;.ome' fif(>|or

^ixty duzcn fiuits in the fir^t wetkof this month. This

may induce those who have no Plums on a north

wall to try them. I need not point out the value of

such a supply of fruit at this late season, for we have
still a dish or two in the fruit-room left. Although
the flavour may not be nearly so good as that of those

on a south wall, they aie gocd and eatable, and if not

wanted for dessert they are very fine fur the kitchen,

and valued in every way for tart?, &o. In reaUty,

Plums may be put to more uses than almost any other

fruif. Guthrie's Late Green promises to be also a

valuable and serviceable Plum on a north wall, likely

to be equal to Coc's Golden Diop. Wa^thington acd

Kirke's had also a fine crop, and were vtry serviceable

for being late. Victoria aho, though only used for iht

kitchen, were literally masses of Iruit, and came ii

very late for this variety. In facr, a dish of U
Plums is a most exct-Ucnt and serviceable addition ;

the dessert, Ihnry A'ni^/it^ F/oois G\jrUins.

Acacia Riceana.—Some of the young ladies

staying here have betn using long pieces of Acacia

Kiceana for decorating their evening dresses, slightly

tacked on, to suit their taste. We have also given

them some long pieces of Ficus repens. The elegance

of these simple yet elegant plants needs no comment,

but when shown oft on white muslin evening dresses

their beauty is gieatly enhanced. Some of the

smaller-leaved Begonias would also commend them-

selves for this purpose, and the Virginia creepers

and many other plants with coloured leaves. IVailiog

creeping plants seem to be the rage just nokV for thii

mode of personal decoration, Chtvalur.

Hales' Early Peach.—Few can doubt the great

obligation that fruit growers are under to Mr. Rivers

for the great advancement he has made in pomology

of late years, and more particularly as regards Peaches

and Nectarines. At p. 496 I was somewhat surprised

to find Mr. Radclyffe's eulogistic description of the

Early Louise Peach above all others, while Hales

Eaily is superior both as regards flavour, colour,

eatliness, and size. We have had it quite ripe on the

open wall by July iS. In a Peach-house where both

wereplanted under the samecircumstances, Hales'Early

ripened two weeks before Early Louise, and three

weeks in advance of Royal George, GrosseMignonne,

and other well-known varieties. This variety I

strongly recommend to the notice of Peach growers,

with the full assurance of its sterling merits meeting,

their approbation. WilUani Carm'ichad^ Croive HaUt\

Bath,

Masdevallia triaristella (fig. loS).—It is only a

few weeks since this curious little plant was describedj

in our columns by Prof. Reichenbach (Aug. 19, p. *26),^

we are therefore relieved from the necessity of doini-^
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more than refer the reader to the Professor's descrip-

tion. A glance at the illuslraiion (fig. loS), which

completes Professor Reichenbaclr's account, will show

Ihat the terms in which he described this beautiful

liille curiosity aie amply borne out by the reality.

Oar figure is from the pencil of Mr. Fitch, from a

p'aitin the possession of Messrs. Veitch. [Eds.]

Carter's Green Gaga Tomato. —I have found

this an excellent variety, b:ing rather earlier than

lUthiwiy's Excelsior, and in other respects, except in

colour, very much like that excellent son. iMy employers

are very foni of it, considering the flritour to be supe-

rior to other sorts. Two Canadian gentlemen who
were here lately, told ra: it is grown extensively in

America, under the name o! the Pium To.nito. From
ray experience of it, it i* to be recommended as an

acquisition of no mean order. R. P. B.

Royal Horticultural Society's Show, Novem-
ber 8.— Permit me to inform your correspondent,
" D.," that it was the frnit sho v which I spoke of.

The liberality of the two great firms at Reading and

Hjlborn is so well appreciiled and so widely known
that no furthfr comment is necessary. I must also

big leave to dilTer from the suggestion of your corre-

spondent respecting "the .spread." It is a well-known

flowered variety, and although an imported bit it is

neither more nor less than a gool form of rosea. The
plant is nut in good health, otherwise the individual

fljvers come much Urger. I sent a fli)«erto Messrs.

Veitch, who pronounce it very line. y. F., Cliveden.

[The flower received is a fine form of L. rosea, but

inferior to L rubra. Eds
]

Do Figs Require Protection?— I have just

been reading Mr. Ward's account of Fig-growing at

Longford Caille, near Salisbury, and may collect

from it that the practice of protecting the trees during
winter ii entirely wrong, inasmuch as the fruit will

ripen just as well, or even better, if ilie trees are lefc

to the tender mercies of "Jack Frost;" but I

strongly suspect that if this is followed as a universal

rule in England, many, myself included, will pay the

penalty by losing their whole crop. The trutli is, that

Mr. Ward has not taken into account the dilference

of latitude, height above sea-level, and other circum-

stances, which aff::ct the temperature of different

localities. In this latitude, at least 120 miles north

of Salisbury, and 350 feet above the sea-Ievel, far

removed fro.n the influence of sea breezis, we cer-

tainly have had a fair crop of Figs this season, as

indeed we usuilly have ; but had the trees been un-

protected in winter we should not have had one, and
for this simple reason—those that have ripened are what

Fig. ioS. —masdevallia triarisT£LL;\.

fact, patent to all, that the Society cannot give us

prizes, consequently it cannot give us a luncheon. Let
us wait with patience until it is remodelled, and we get

5000 guinea subscribers ; we can then meet togetlier

at the home of horticulture—dear old Chiswick, and
have a banquet in the finest vinery in the world,

and indulge in a few after-dinner speeches, meet
together in harmony and good fellowship, toast the

Qaeen, and sing " Auld Lang Syne !
" K. Gilbert.

The Suggested Grape Show.—Referring to

p. 524, I see that it is suggested to have a Grape
show at South Kensington, not so much for the

purpose of exhibiting monster bunches of uncultivated

fruit, but to test the merits of the different varieties

of both old and new kinds, and to see each grown to

perfection. The idea is a good one, and I hope that

it will be carried out. I have two or three kinds t shall

be glad to send. Will you state in the next number
of the Ganleiters' Chronicle the date of the show
[November Sj, and to whom the specimens should be
sent [Mr. Birron]. I think that a similar show should
be held at the end of January or middle of February.
The public could then form a correct opinion of the

best sons of keeping Grapes for that season of the

year. IK A'eioton, Hill Sije, Neiiark-on-Trenl.

Lapageria.—kS. p. 529 of the Gardeners' Chronicle

you slate that the variety named rubra by Messrs.

Fiiher Holmes & Co. is only a seedling form of L.

rosea. To carry out your statement I forward a fine

were formed the previous year, and which remained

about the size of large nuts till the spring, when, on
the trees being uncovered, they got a start sufficiently

early to ripen by September ; whereas, had they been

left unprotected, they would have been all killed, and

young fruit would have to be formed, which would

not have had a chance of ripening. A striking confir-

mation of this came under my notice the other day,

when I had on opportunity of comparing the trees

here, and their process of fruiting, with some at

Clilton. There the Figs were ripening at the same
time with our own, and this surprised me much; until

I found on inquiry that the trees, not having been

protected, hid to form fresh fruit entirely, while those

formed the succeeding year were deemed worthless.

Thus the trees, by being put, as it were, on an eqaal

footing, were enabled to ripen their fruit by the same
time. Hid we left ours unprotected, the young Figs

of this year's growth, instead of ripening in Sep-

tember, would then have been only half-ripe, and

eventually cut off by the frost before they became so ;

and to such an extent has this prevailed, that until we
adopted the plan of protection we scarcely ever had a

ripe Fig. 1 think, therefore, it will be admitted that

(so far as we are concerned) the rule -laid down by

Mr. Ward, so far from giving us'any advantage, would

only entail on us a failure ; in short, that in this, as in

naany other departments of horticulture, there is no

rule without exception to be established. J. B.,

Hnu^ihtoil, Shifnal, Shropshire.

In discussing the question whether Fig trees

require protection or no, is not the peculiar forma-

tion of the fruit overlooked ? Ordinary fruit

trees profit by protection when the flower is out

and the fruit setting, but the fruit of the Fig

is formed in the preceding summer or autumn,

and m ly now be seen as a little knob between

the leaf and the new v/ool This embryo fruit

requires no more protection than the wood itseK,

and it is only in very exceptional winters that ih;

wood is killed by frost, though I fear there are hut

few places even in the South ol E igland wiiere Fg
trees are quite secure againit ex-'eptionally severe

winters, but against such no protection short of glass

is of much avail, though, of coarse, when they do
come, it will be worth trying what Fir branches, or,

still better, thatching with straw will do ; bat my
experience is thit in nine winters out of ten no such

protection is necessary. Wtlliafn IVickham, BinsUd^

Wyck, Alton, Hants, Oct. 24.

With us in the South I believe Figs do not

require protection. I have here some fine old trees

which have been until the la.t three years covered up
securely in autumn, and removed again in spring in

the usual way ; but I am pleased to add, that since we
discontinued covering we have had far better crops.

T. M., Kent.

Salvia patens.— I am glad to see an advocate in

your correspondent, " A. D ," for that noble,

though now neglected, plant. Salvia patens. It is

perfectly hardy ; mine were out all through the last

long and severe winter, and have flj.vered beautifully

this summer and autumn. They are now as rich and
bright as ever, and this is certainly one o( the great

merits of the plant—that it keeps the garden gay

when all annuals and bedding plants have succumbed
to damp and cold. IVilliam IVick'iiin, Blnsted-

IVyck, Alton, Hnnts, Oct. 24.

Chenopodium Bonus Henricus.—Your corre-

spondent, Mr. Marshall, p. 531, seems to doubt

whether this plant is much used at the present timi

in Lincolnshire. It is cultivated round Lincoln,

Bjston, and Ujriington, almost every little garden

having its bed. A few years ago it was carried in

the early spring and summer months to Boston

market, and sold as a vegetable. If better known I

believe it would receive more attention. For the

cottager it is cheaper and much easier to cultivate than

Spinach. Wnl BarJnev, iVest Derby, Liverpool.

Our gamekeeper has cultivated the Cheno-

podium for the last fourteen years, and several of the

workmen ever since they had a garden ; in fact it

is the first vegetable planted by them. .\U speak of

it very highly, as it is very productive ; it comes in

before the spring Cabbage, is used as a substitute for

both Spinach and Asparagus, the leaf-stem being used

as well. By all whom I have spoken to about it, it

is very much appreciated. It is not so common here

as at Caistor, Louth, Horncastle, and Boston, where

nearly every one grows it. The people call it

Markerry [.Mercury]. I have spelled the word as

Ihey pronounce it. .-f . '/. Temple, Ilirt,holme Hall,

Lincoln.

The Late Potato Crop.

—

.\ terrible wail of woe
comes from all possessors of late Potatos dug since

the rains. One grower has lost .1^300 worth near

here, and a friend of his, who bought many acres for

digging in Kent, has lost quite ;2^^700 worth. Mr.

Steel, of Ealing, says the visitation is far more serious

than that which brought on the famine in Ireland

years ago. It is to be hoped they are better off' in the

North than we are in the South. In our own case

none of the early kinds housed before the late rains

have rotted, but all our late crop is going in the pits

fast. I have no doubt you will have abundant testi-

mony of the disaster before long. Our late crop

appeared quite sound when dug and pitted, but in ten

days they were quite rotten. In the case of one sort

only a bushel was saved out of two tons, and that bushel

was much tainted. Charles Lee, Hotindoio.

Violet " Perkins' Marie Louise."—There are

very few flowers more prized at ail times than Violets,

but to have a good supply all the year round is not an

easy task. Tney are generally more useful in autumn
and winter. Of all the varieties I have tried for that

season Perkins' Marie Louise is by far the best, and
this splenilid variety cannot be too highly recom-

mended. It is a good grower, a most abundant and
almost perpetual bloo.-ner. Tne flowers are very large,

double, bright mauve in colour, and very fragrant.

The stalks are stout, and from 4 to 6 inches long. It

is considered by some to be the same as the old

Neapolitan, but it is a much better variety in every

way. My object in writing is to bring this splendid

variety more prominently before my gardening friends,

as it is but little grown. J. H. GooJacre, Elvaston.

Early Crawford Peach.—I gather from Mr.

Taylor's article on this noble Peach, in a contem-

porary, that he condemns it, because his apparently
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healthy tree does not perfect more than one out of six

fruit While this statement goes far to show that his

soil or situation may not suit the tree, it does not

prove that the variety is worthless j if it does, what is

to become of our fine old Noblesse, which frequently

throws its buds until the cultivator begins to despair

of having sufficient blossom for a crop ? Early Craw-
ford is by no means new, but it is not much known

;

it likes a good aspect and a well-drained, warm
border. It is a good grower, a free setter, and when
the wood is properly ripened swells off good crops of
fine fruit, alike worthy of a place on the private

dessert or exhibition table. Were I called upon to

name a limited number of varieties for a small garden,
although Early Crawford is by far the best of the

yellow-fleshed race, I might not include it, neither

would Mr. Taylor recommend Salway ; but for all

large gardens it is a most desirable vaiiety, perhaps
not so rich as some of our old mid-season kinds, but
possessing a flavour peculiar to itself ; and when full

crops of fruit, averaging 10 oz. each, can be grown on
open walls—as Mr. Miles, at Wycombe, Mr. Cox, at

Madresfield, and others growthem— I think Mr. Taylor
should give his tree one more trial before he gives it

the coup (!e Gladstone. All the varieties of one parti-

cular kind of fruit do not succeed on one particular

soil, but this fact does not prove the defaulters to be
bad, neither does it justify the now too common prac-

tice of condemning a variety wholesale because the
writer has (ailed with a single tree. W. Cohman,

Apricots. — There is no great difference, as

Dr. Hogg says in his Fruit Manual, between
the Peach Apricot and the Moorpark Apticot. I

can see none in the fruit ; but in the shedding of the
leaves there is a difference of a week or more. And
as far as I can see the Peach has longer leaves, but
this may be owing to the degrees of vigour and the
tree's age. On the whole, I should say it is a later

variety, and hence it may be considered of more value
to some than the Moorpark variety, and I would give

it preierence for this alone, for we had it here well
on in October from a tree on a we^t will. These
late fruit cime in unsually well for dessert, and were
considered, as they really were, a recherche dish both
in appearance and flavour. Those who have not
the vaiiety, I would strongly advise to get it, and
as tlie season is now approaching for looking after

good and useful fruits, any word of apology may be
excused on that score (or calling attention to it.

Clicviiher.

Taxodiutn sempervirens.— I beg to send you a
report of ihe Taxodium sempervirens lately cut down
here. I believe it is one of the first cut down in Eng-
land. I give verbaiim the written report of my
forrtster, Mr. P. Daniels :—"The bark, especially in

the lower half, is very peculiar ; I never saw any like

it—soit and fibrey. and J inch thick. The wood
resembles Larch, but is coarser in the grain. Age,
about thirty years I should say ; length, 38 feet

;

diameter at base, 16 inches; at 12 feet (rom ground,
10 inches; turpentine very little. For the last three
or lour years it has been going at the top from the
roots getting to the chalk, but a mass of green shoots
were found sprouting again, though whether they
would hive lived is another question ; they could not
be distinguished from the ground. The tree was cut
down on September 6, 1876. The timber will he
seasoned, and tested by the carpenter. /*. Datiiils."

1 shall be glad to hear any further remaiks from your
correspondents. Chirles Stffhcn Leslie, ilindon Home,
Aiundil, Sussex, October zt,.

Limekiln Heating.—Why Mr. Ennis has not
answered your correspondent respecting limekiln heat-
ing and forcing (see p. 466) I am at a loss to know.
Surely one who has been so successful ought not to
hesitate one moment in placing every item before the
public. Mr. Ennis says he has between 3000 and
4000 feet of 4-inch piping attached to his kiln,

which is U5ed in heating a stove and other
plant-houses, as well as ranges of fruit houses for

early and late forcing. Query: How eaily? Will
Mr. Ennis tell us how many feet of 4-inch piping
he has in his stove, and what temperature is kept
up in it in winter? What other houses is his
kiln now heating, if any? Let him say how
many feet of piping there are, and at what tem-
perature they are kept ? I hope, also, he will
answer the following—that is. Are all the valves open
in his pipes ? Is his kiln alone capable of warming
all the water in the piping attached to it? Now, I

think as Mr. Ennis has thought fit to rush into print,

and has published to all the world his apparent success,

he is morally bound to furnish the information asked
for by your correspondent, also by your humble
servant. It would be far more satisfactory if he
would accurately ascertain the quantity of piping he
has, and let us know, instead of leaving us to guess at
it. I can understand how a kiln may, perchance,
have a balance on the right side—namely, when there
are but 200 or 300 (eet of piping in actual use ; then

only just sufficient coal is required to convert the stone
into lime ; whereas, I presume, if 4000 feet are to be
heated for forcing purposes, more coals in proportion
must be used, then a balance on the wrong side is the
result. I have had from several quarters the merits
or advantages of this system pressed upon me, but for

the present I shall stand by and look on, or gather
whatever trustworthy information I can ; and I only
hope this discussion will not close until the whole
mystery is unravelled. One in a /v;,'-, Oct. 23.

Your correspondent states (p. 531), "glorious
success was it when the kiln was found sufficient to

keep out frost from Cinerarias, with the assistance of
an auxiliary boiler, and three or four more powerful
boilers, all fired iii the old way." It has been stated
over and over again in these columns that there
never was more than one boiler (small) besides
the limekiln during my time at Hatfield, and when
the word "glorious" success was written there was
no boiler except the limekiln ; and this was written
in 1873, and the Cineraria tell-tale was in 1875.
The other boilers, as I distinctly stated, have been
put down since I left, and they have discontinued
burning lime. It has also been stated in these
columns that I have no shares or the least interest .in

the company, £. Bennett.

Caladiums at Bishop Auckland Shov?.—If, as
Mr. Sibbaid states, the Caladiums to which Ihe first

prize was awarded were in pots larger than 8 inches
diameter, as the schedule specifies, then undoubtedly
I and my colleague committed an oversight, yet. such
being the case, I think Mr. Sibbild, on reflection,

will admit some'hing may be said in extenuation of
the mistake, through the great quantity of plants
shown, which necessitated the stages being crowded
to an extent that did not admit, in the time at our
disposal, of our looking nearly so closely into some of
the exhibits in the min^rr classes as we should have
liked. For this I do not blame any one, it was clearly

a case such as sometimes occurs in which a much
greater number i.f exhibits turns uo than those who
provide the space had expected. Added to this, in

most of the principil class-s, there were six or eight
competitors, many of whose productions were so
closely balanced as to take a deal of time to determine
their merits ; and I did not observe in more than one
or two instances that a single exhibiror had taken the
trouble to define the limits of his collection from those
of his competitors by even so much as placing a label
slick betwixt them; many of the plants were not
labelled, so ihat we had not even the hand-writing
as a clue to guide us to the plants of which each col-

lection was composed ; all this made Ihe judging
more difficult, and less likely to be satis actory.
When the schedule, or any portion of it, is

allotted to me, it is my usual practice to look
over the whole o*^ the competing collections again
to see that no mistake or oversight has occurred

;

but tiistcaii of being aole to do this at Bishop Auck-
land in the short time we had to spare, we were
called upon to assist the judges in another department.
In thus entering into details of a personal nature, I am
not descending toexcuses. If by myself, or, conjointly
with a fellow juHge, I am fairly chargeable wiih an
oversight or an errir, I shall always be ready to admit
it ; but, in the whole of this disagreeable conespond-
ence, I have stood in an unsough'-for and undeserved
posititm. In the first instance. I was called to order
for being silent upon the disqualified collection of
fruit ; as soon as I spoke about it I was launtet with
acting in a partisan spirit ; and now I am taken to

account for an error in the awards, when, considing
the circumstances under which they were made, many
instead of one might have been looked for. I should
still further regret what has been said it it were in

any way likely to have an adverse influence upon the
exhibitions of this Society. The committee collect-

ively work persistently with a singleness of purpose to

promote horticulture. Their con^derate treatment of
all concerned, and the exceptionally liberal manner
in which they meet the exhibitors, is well deserving
Ihe success that has always attended their exertions.
T. Baines.

Pea Protection.—Before sowing Peas dip them
into benzoline, and immediately plant them. Mice
will not touch them before they come up, and " con-
founded sparrers" will not damage them after they
are up. The stink of the benzoline adheres to the
cotyledons. Aloes dissolved in water forms an excellent

mouse and sparrow "skedadler."* Put the Peas into

the solution the night before sowing. The sorts I

use, and they are good, are Ringleader, Princess
Royal, and British Queen. Gardeners and amateurs
are Athenians, and " love some new thing,"
and hence pay a marvellous price for the
novelty. The prices charged for some new
Peas, I see, are enormous

—

"js. 6cl, per quarter of a
pint ; which amounts, as there are 32 quarts in a bushel,

• Skedaddle is an American corruption of the Hebrew word
" sqedadol," which means " scattered," and occurs in Zechariah
.\iii. 7. ISee also Greek (rinixa {skedao), to scatter. Eds.].

to the marvellous sum of £<)(, per bushel, or ^ii^
per sack. If a really good Pea is produced, better
than what we now have, let the raiser get up a good
stock, and sell them at a more reasonable price.
But rosarians and peamen are witty and insane, for

''True wit and madness are so near ally'd
That thin partitions do the twain divide."

IK F. Radydyffe, Oct. 23.

The Colouring of Grapes and Grapes
Losing Colour.— It would appear that Grapes are
rather deficient in colour this season ; there are more
green Muscats and more Hamburghs touching all

shades, from red to black, than usual. How far this

is the natural result of a season that came in with a
flood and is going out in the same manner, with a
long spell of tropical heat and drought between the
two, it may be someivhat diflicult to determine. That
the lack of perfect colour is somehow climalical seems
certain, as the same Grapes under the same manage-
ment, that have mostly been finished off in the most
perfect manner, are in many instances this sca'ou
deficient in colour. But it seems even more difficult

to account for the loss of colour, especially in black
Grapes ; many of these, especially Hamburghs,
ripened of a deep black colour, and every
day they are kept they are becoming more purple.
This loss of colour at stages beyond maturity is

familiar to cullivators. The highest colour, C'-pecially

in the case of black Grapes, isg-nerally reached before
perfect maturity ; and after Grapes are dead ripe,

Hamburghs e-pecially, are pr.me to grow less black.

But this season the change of cohmr is far more
maiked than usual. Jet black Grapes are fast

becoming what are called red, and the chanje has
been rapid and conlinuous. and does not seem likely

to be arrested until nearly all the colour is washed
out. I use this expression advisedly, for it seems
probable that the heavy rains after the long droughts
have produced this change of colour ; and yet it has
taken place in the ca-e of Vines planied inside ai d
oui, and in the case of those flooded wi'h waur
during the drought, as well as those left to shift

for themselves. Were the changes of c..l..ur

limited to Vines that had suffered from drought
during the dry weather, and that had been
flooded since, it might easily have been ac-

counted for on mere mechanical principles-. The
juices of the Grapes would have been more fully

charged with water, and this, combined wilh greater
tension on ihe skin or rind, would have resulted m
greater transparence, or, in other words, less density

of colouring. Possibly this is, in laci, the explana-
tion of the apparent and real, for no dcubi it is heiih

loss of colour of Grapes this autumnti.te. The f ff-ct L

of the mere strain or tension on the skin of Grapes, I

or their colour, is one ol those points that has received
||

little or no attention. There can he no doubi it has-,

however, an important influence on coh'iir. real and
apparent. The dilTeience of thickness in Grape rinds,

which is largely a matter of tension, may accnuni for

much, perhaps all the diflcrence of coKnir

observed between the Alicante and the Ilaniburgb,

It seems also a fact that the thicker the rind of the

Grape the less loss of colour this year. And in regard
to wa'ering it must be borne in mind that r.i.'t

watering is only one means of supplying the wants of
plants. True, of late years science has duly inforuicd

us that plants absorb no water through their stems or

leaves, I venture to think the testimony of science not

very conclusive on this point. As no one doubts that

plan s perspire fluids, it might readily happen that the

amount of moisture in a given volume ol atmospheric
air might remain the same or be even increased and
yet the leaves absorb moisture nevertheless. This
perspiration might have balanced or even exceded the

absorption, and the moisture of the air have thus

continued constant or even have increased without
proving that the leaves absorbed no moisture. But
be that as it is, a penny saved is a penny
earned, and it probably matters litile to the

Gtape Vine or other plant whether perspiration or

evaporation be checked by a moist atmosphere or

moisture is absorbed from it. The plant is protected

against loss of fluids, or it receives fresh supplies, and
either way the influence of the moist atmosphere that

accompanies rain is probably almost as potential on
the tops of plants as the water that is poured down on

to their roots. Now all our artificial expedients fail

to place our Vines through a hot, dry summer in any-

thing approaching the atmosphere they have been

surrounded with during the late wet weather, conse-

quently the Grapes have been surcharged with watery

sap. l^hey have failed to get rid of it fast enough, a

dilution, a distension, a greater tension have resulted,

and hence possibly the loss of colour. These views

are further confirmed by the fact that in many instances

the Grapes have gained size, and also to some extent

lost quality, as they have lost colour. Not, however,

by any means in all cases that have been noticed.

But Hamburghs especially have been in many cases

abnormally large and juicy. Their rinds are thin and

tender, in fact in several cases in which the changes of

colour have been most marked, the berries have
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appeared in that state in whicK a foot-ball may be
found before the beginning of a match, as if the first

touch or kick must burst it ; and it seems probable
that such Grapes will keep very badly indeed this

auiumn and winter. Green Muscats too, as a rule,

have always thinner and more tender rinds, and seldom
keep so well as Golden ones. It would be mo?t
interesting and might prove also extremely useful, to be
informed how far ihe colour of Grapes and other fruits

depend upon the thickness of their epidermis, and the

degree of tension to which it is subjected. It would
be a singular result if such an inquiry into the whole art

of colouring fruit, of which so much has always been
made, should, like the art of using sewing machines,

turn on the matter of tension alone or chiefly.

D. T. Fish.

Lime and Grass Land,—Your correspondents on
the limekiln controversy have frequently touched upon
the accumulation of lime, and some have expressed a

fear (here will be such a vast amount in a few years

that it will become a nuisance and a burden in the

market, and there will he no sale for the quantity

produced. It is just possible that on small estates

the lime made would not be all consumed either for

building; purposes or Ihe land, but it will always find

a maiket at some price; but there are other places,

such as Hatfield, Enville, &c. , that would consume
all that could be made for very many years, and
vasily improve the herbage by its use; indeed it

would be the making of the pasture land if it had
occrisionally a good dressing. According to Professor

Johnson, and from analysis, we find all grasses to con-

lain lime in large proportions, especially Clover and
Lucerne. When we consider the vast quantity of

lime removed by a crop of grass, it seems reason-

able to suppose that some means ought to be
taken to restore that element to the soil, if the soil

does not already contain a suflicient amount. Two
tons of red Clover will carry ofT 1301b. of lime, 2 tons

o( Rye-grass '},'^ lb. Although this quantity of lime
appears a great deal carried off by these, yet it is very
small compared with the weight of the soil, as one
cubic foot weighs about So lb

.
; moreover the presence

of a much greater quantity of lime is necessary

in the soil than what is actually required by the

various crops— as the roots or feeding organs do
not come in contact with the hundredth part of the

soil. The clear glossy part of the stems of grass is

composed of a silicate of potash, or a silicate of soda,

and in the absence of either of these substances, lime,

in contact with sand and flint, will render silica soluble

to enter into the organism of plants, and will also set

at liberty matters that have been taken up in the soil,

and which are quite unfit in that state for the food of

plants. If grass is not carried away in the shape of a

hay crop, but is used as pasture for milk cows or

growing stock, still a great amount of lime is removed
by those animals. One hundred pounds of bonescontain
abuve57lb. ot lime; milk. too, carries oR carbonate and
phosphate of lime in great abundance, yet it must be
remembered that there is a maiked difference between
the full-grown animal and a young or growing one :

the former excretes carbonate and phosphate of lime
ii its liquid and solid excrements, whereas Nature has
so organised the young animal that the greater part of

the lime eaten in its food is assimilated for the growth
and extension of its bones. If such were not the fact,

how could bones possess the immense quantity of

lime in their composition? So even, by tliis means,
the soil becomes deficient in lime. Lime is by no
means so extensively employed as it ought to be ; it

should be used and regulated to the kind of crop,

Potatos are much benefited by its use
; 9 tons with

their tops will take from the soil 270 lb. of lime,

45 tons of Turnips with their tops will carry off

140 lb. of lime. There is much difft^rence in the
quality of the lime ; whatever contains the greatest

amount of pure carbonate of lime is the best for land

—

about 3 tons per acre, spread during the winter
months (as at that time lime exercises its most bene-
ficial influence on the soil), may be considered a fair

dressing ; buth red and white Clover will appear
in greater abundance after a dressing of lime. I

think enough is here stated to convince all that lime
is a very important and necessary dressing both to

pasture and arable land. The new kitchen-garden at

Hatfield has been wonderfully improved by the appli-

cation of lime, and I consider it one of the mistakes
made at Hatfield to disuse the garden kiln (if such is

the case), if it were only for the purpose of making
lime, independent of heat, when the land is yearning
for lime alt over the estate. This one feature alone
would tempt me to erect a kiln if I had an estate, for

we all know when plenty is at hand we may use
bountifully, but when we have to buy it has to be
used with a very sparing hand. The use of lime
seems to be entirely overlooked by your corre-
spondents, who only carp over balance-sheets, costs,

and other things they know little about, and it

would show their good taste to leave such matters
alone, and let those come forward who have
worked the kiln and give their honest and candid
opinion as to its merits. And should any informa-

tion be required respecting its working, &c., let it be
asked for in a friendly and manly way, and not in

the bad spirit your ** behind-the-scenes" writers have
hitherto been guilty of. I for one will not reply to
such writers. Edioard Bennett, Rabley.

Double Walnuts,—The Almanack du Jardinier
for 1S75, by the editors of La Maison Rustique du
\ IXe SiW/c', records a case which seems worth transfer-
ring to your columns. Most people have had occasion
to notice, in Cherries, Peaches, Filberts, &c., what may
be called twin kernels, which are nothing else than two
fruits joined together in the course of their develop-
ment ; but few probably have ascertained that such
*' monstrosities " may, in certain cases, become perma-
nent, and thereby characterise a sort which, according
to its importance or its nature, will be styled a variety
or a race. Consequently, although the fact about to
be mentioned, which is peculiar to Walnut trees, is not
unknown, it appears to deserve a special notice and
to be illustrated by a sketch, because it furnishes an
additional instance of the plasticity of organic forms.
The production of double Walnuts, which at first

was an exception, seems to tend, in some instances, to

generalise itself. Everybody in fact knows that it

happens, if not frequently, at least from time to time,
that a given Walnut tree will produce a few twin
nuts ; but what is rare is to find a tree which produces
no other than double nuts. This is the fact which the
Almanack du Jardtnier desires to make known. It

has been already observed in two distinct cases
;

the first on a Walnut tree, all whose fruits were united
by twos, the second on a tree whose facies, which
presented several slight differences, suggested the
supposition that it was a hybrid plant. All its fruits,

joined two by two along the whole of their length,

instead of being obtuse or truncated as it were,
tapered off gradually to a point at their summit.
Moreover, these productions were not abnormal on
that] particular tree, but appeared every year.
From these facts, may it be concluded that we shall
one day have varieties of Walnuts invariably giving
double fruits, which will then constitute a special
series in the genus Juglans ? 'X\it Almanack will not
promise, although the thing is possible. D.

The Uncertainty of Plum Crops.— I don't
know that I could write on any subject that has
caused me more disappointment than the fruiting of
Plums indoors. We apply the term forcing in

relation to the culture ot Plums under glass, but I

hardly think the term is at all applicable, because
if we apply anything like the treatment which
is understood as forcing in other departments
the result will be miserable failure. Plums and
Cherries are precarious crops to deal with, and
the season that has j ust passed has been an
exceptional one as regards outdoor crops, but
those in possession of glass houses are supposed
to be able to surmount all difficulties. It is anything
but pleasant to be obliged to confess that one is

beaten, and yet I cannot see that there is any disgrace
in an honest admission. Facts are facts after all,

and if there is anything to be learned the sooner we
get hold of it the better, for time is valuable and so
is space. If we can only calculate on a crop of
Plums once in three years the question presents
itself to my mind in the light it was put to me by a
good friend and a good gardener some time ago—Are
they worth the trouble? I was compelled to answer,
Well, not exactly as we grow them, but then, you
see, they are appreciated by the family ; and it so

often happens that a visit is made to some place or

other where Plums are seen growing like ropes of
Onions, and you get told of it—perhaps taken by
surprise. How are you to explain the difference?
"V ou may draw as much as you like from the reserve
stores of your experience, and lecture ad infinitum on
the difference of circumstances, but after all there is a
kind of uneasy feeling attached to the fact that your
neighbour has Plums, and you have none. The matter
seems inexplicable. There is a peculiar aroma from
your neighbour's fruit, and you ask him to account for
his success, and, if he is candid, he will probably tell

you that last year he had no fruit, and the year
before only a sprinkling. Or we may suppose our
neighbour to be more or less successlul every
year, as will be the case with established trees of a
moderate habit of growth. How intently have I
watched the expansion of blossom after blossom, and
have been almost enchanted by the humming of bees
amongst the wreaths of snow-white flowers, which
adorn the branches of those deceptive sycophants

;

and how comes it that we have wreaths of flowers and
no fruit? Wdl any of my neighbours tell me, and
I will everlastingly owe them a debt of gratitude?
To be told that people have fine crops a hundred
miles away from here, is not the sort of information
I want, because I believe there is a local influence
which prevents the general welfare of Plums in this

district, and I don't want the question narrowed into
isolated instances, I have seen a fine crop this season
myself not far from here, and I hear of a fine crop
being gathered at Knowsley, but news like this only
aggravates my case, for I have had next to none, and
I want to know the reason why ? The question of
competence may present itself to the mind of your
readers, but as we exercise ordinary care and atten-
tion I hardly think it is that. It is true our aspect
is as bad as it can possibly be. It is east, with a very
heavy wall-coping projecting to a useless extent over
the glass, with a wall at either end running east and
west; we are, therefore, enclosed within three walls,
and only get a minimum of light, our days are short-
ened, and our nights lengthened. I have seen the
thermometer standing at 10 30 a.m., with full air on
at 130°! and by 12,30 the house was in comparative
darkness, and yet I gathered a good crop of Peaches
out of one compartment, something over twelve
months ago. Are Plums worse to manage indoors
than Peaches ? I think so. They are at all events
more uncertain. I made a good border last October,
and planted a lot cut of pots as likely to give less

trouble and more yield, but my only gratification has
been in admiring a crop of leaves, although many of
the bushes were literally covered with blossom.
Prince Englebert is the only one that has behaved
well with me, and it is a splendid Plum. Have I to

wait till the trees have thoroughly exhausted the soil

in the border, and have had the benefit of a long diy
summer to ripen the wood before I may expect a full

crop ? If so, I will pot my trees again, and plant the
house with Tea Roses, which will give me a good
crop annually. The varieties planted are Coes
Golden Drop, Washington, Jefferson, Reine Claude
de Bavay, Kirke's, Angelina Burdett, Green Gage,
Abricotee de Braunau, Imperatrice, and Belgian
Purple, an old tree of which is planted against the

back wall, and has carried about six good crops in

twenty years. W^here a rich bloom is esteemed this

variety is unrivalled, and is an immense cropper when
in a favourable situation. W» Hinds, Otterspcol,

Natural History,
Wasi'S and Bees.— It is both curious and in-

structive to notice the effects of the distribution of

heat and moisture on insect life, and never was this

more apparent than during the past summer, for the

month of May here was an unusually dry one, and
wasps were never before so abundant, but when the

heavy rain fell in June they completely disappeared,

leaving no trace of them from that time to this—in

fact, they were literally starved out, not having time

to make provision for a rainy day. When wasps are

in a dormant state they don't require to improve the

shining hour, but it is quite otherwise with them
when all the active forces of their being are brought

into play under a bright summer sun ; in this case

food they must have, or they will certainly die.

During 1874 six fine swarms of bees came off here,

but unfortunately heavy rain set in soon afterwards,

and the consequence was that only two out of the six

survived. Of course they required feeding, but it

never occurred to us that this would be necessary during

the summer months. However, this is one circumstance

amongst a good many others which will have to be

borne in mind if success is to attend our efforts in

bee-keeping. The year 1S75 was distinguished for

prevailing north winds, bright sunshine, and a dry

atmosphere, which was not favourable for swarming

or honey-making, as the following will show. Day
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after day they came out in full force, as if they would

swarm at once, but no, they returned to the hive

as the evening came on, and, what was still naore

singular, not an ounce of honey was taken from any

of those strong swarms in this district in the autumn,

indeed they had barely enough to carry them through

the winter. Although the last summer has proved

fatal to the wa^ps in this locality, as well as in some

others, it has been all one could desire for bees

swarming ; they cime oR quite freely, and have made

good use of their time, for honey is plentiful. John

Caii, Tnvcrary Gardens.

Florists' Flowers.
Mr. Charles Turner gave the flower-loving

public an unusually fine treat when he took to the

meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society on

October 4 a fine bitch of beautiful Tree, or, which is

perhaps the best designation, perpetual (lowering Car-

nations .and Picotees. A Carnation or Picotee that

remains in bloom for eight or ten months in the year,

vindicates its pretensions to the quility of being

perpetual.

When we compare these new forms, shown by Mr.

Turner on this occasion, with the old types of the

Tree Carnation grown a quarter of a century ago, it

is then we come to realise something of the great im-

provement made in these plants duiing the last few

years. Tlie transformation is a remarkable one

—

from the tall, lanky, inelegant growths of the past

with a few flowers borne at the extreme points of the

plant, and but little grass to clothe the almost naked

stems, to what Mr. Turner has raised for himself, for

what he takes in hand in the way of flowers appears

to spring forw.ard with a wonderful bound towards

perfection. Now we get a dwarf free growth

—

the plants with their heads of bloom scarcely exceed

from 2 to 2,^ feet in height, a goodly number of side

branches, a greater freedom of bloom, excellent

quality of flower, and highly perfumed blossoms.

The result is, indeed, owing far more to the creation

of a new race than to a march forward of the old,

for the present type has little in common with that it

superseded ; may be, it is simply forming a basis to

be crowned with a yet higher attainment.

The improved varieties are undoubtedly of Con-

tinental origin. Let us in no ungrudging spirit

credit our foreign brethren in floriculture with all

the good works to which they are justly entitled.

The Continental work has, however, in this

case been lifted several stages higher by Mr.

Turner, for he has seeded from them, and his

seedlings mark the higher levels reached by the

advance—viz., size and fullness in the flowers, large

and finely-rounded petals (for the florist adheres with

a death-like grasp of tenacity to his clearly defined

curved line of beauty), new and striking colours, a

dwarf free growth, and great freedom of bloom. The

race is now as we saw it on October 4—ravishingly

lovely in the autumn gloom. " No Venetian painter,"

states a modern critic, "ever draws anything foul,"

and in all our efforts to improve flowers dingine=s,

foulness, confusion, and distortion are found giving

place to something purer, and with a greater feliciiy

of correct floral expression.

At this season of the year, when the plants are not

yet in flower, they need to be placed under glass in a

cool greenhouse, where they can have plenty of air.

This is indispensable, as tending to keep the plants

dwarf in growth, healthy, and robust and clean. If

they are in bloom or in a forward state a little gentle

heat should be given them, as it is of great assistance

in blooming and in giving size and brilliancy to the

flowers. At the same time a good supply of air is

necessary during fine weather. The great thing is to

keep the plants free from damp, as it will, if

neglected, affect the flowers in the bud, and they do

not expand. The soil in which they are growing

should be kept only moderately moist, regulating the

supply of water according to the weather, whether

damp or drying. To be too dry at the roots is as

objectionable as being too wet, and the cultivator

needs to hit upon the happy medium.

Unlike the ordinary Carnation, which is propagated

in July and August by means of layers, the perpetual

Carnation is propagated in early spring by way of

pipings, after the manner of Pinks. The pipings or

cuttings are made from the side shoots put forth from

the main stem, and the Slough practice—alw.ays a

j,ood one to follow—is to put about eight or ten

pipings in a 4-inch pot, in well drained pots filled

with a moderately sandy soil ; they are then watered

through a rose watering pot, and placed in a gentle

bottom-heat, such as a dung-bed, or in an ordinary

propagating house if the heat be sufficiently temperate.

At that season of the ye,ar, when minifold tokens are

abroad
" That the marble sleep is broken,

And a change has passed on things,"

the pipings soon take root, amenable to the awakening

force which fills the lengthening days with sweet sun-

light, dissolving the wintry crust of the earth's surface

and displaying the flowers. In some three weeks or

so the rooted pipings will be fit to pot off into middle

6o.pots, and when kept a little close till somewhat

established the plants should be gradually hardened

off, and then repotted into 4S-pots, or a slightly

larger size, according to the strength of the plants.

At that stage the plants should be placed out-of-doors

on a btd of cinder ashes, and there remain during

the summer months, being kept well watered, the

plants staked, and the leading shoots properly tied, as

the shoots are very liable to be broken off by the

wind if not secured in this manner.

The plants staged by Mr. Turner on October 4
were in 4S or 32-pots, so it is evident a large size of

pot is not required in which to produce nice compact

bushy plants. The dwarf growth, combined with a

rude health and sturdines=, depends very much on the

treatment given to the plants ; and if they are unskil-

fully treated and kept in a confined atmosphere, it is

obvious that the dwarfer growing forms can be made
to be lanky, inelegant, and sickly in appearance.

The following are all ne>v varieties of Mr. Turner's

raising : — Scarlet Defiance, vivid scarlet, petals

smooth, flowers full and of fine shape, good hibir,

and free blooming ; Rose Perfection, bright rose, a

smooth, large, and full flower, vigorous grower, and

free to flower ; Coronation, crimion-scirlet, fine

smooth petals, full and very distinct ; Lilian's Glory,

bright scarlet, a remarkably large and full flower
;

Mrs. Fowler, bright rose, very smooth and fine
;

Jessica, white, large and fine, and free-blooming

;

Guelder Rose, pure white, flowers large and full, and

fine quality ; Sir Garnet Wolseley, buff ground,

striped and edged with bright red—a very di-tinct

flower and excellent dwarf habit of growth ; Fairy

Queen, white flaked with rose, very free, distinct and

fine ; Caliban, biight rose, large, full, and very fine ;

Empress of Germany, a fine large white variety,

slightly milked with bright rose, good shape

;

Favourite, white, slightly tinted with rose, l.irge, full,

and of fine shape ; Indian Chief, dark crimson, smooth

and very fine ; and King of the Belgians, deep rose, a

large and beautiful variety, and of extra quality in

regard to its free blooming character. Only a few of

the foregoing are as yet in commerce, but probably

they will be distributed next spring.

The following constitutes a good selection of older

and less expensive varieties :— Atilla, white, with

scarlet stripes ; Avalanche, pure white ; Congress,

bright scarlet ; Diana, bright rose ; Eclair, dark

crimson ; Garibaldi, rosy scarlet ; Gloire de Lyon,

fine scarlet; Grenadier, scarlet, large and fine;

Hermann Stenger, rose, flamed with cerise ; Her-

mine, large and full, very fine ; La Belle (Blackley),

white, fine petal, large and full, and very free ; Life

Guardsman, bright scailet ; Mons. Jacotot, a pleasing

rose-flake ; Oscar, yellow, large and full, and very

fine ; Prince of Orange (I'icotee), yellow edged

with crimson, large, and extra fine ; Piincess

Beatrice (Turner), bright rose, fine petal and shape,

very fine ; Princess Christian ( I'urner), bright piiik

fading to a chinning peach colour, large, free

and extra fine ; Proserpine, bright scarlet, very free
;

Purity, pure white
;
Queen of the Belgians (Turner),

white, slightly striped with rose, fine petal, and very

fine; Rosy Morn (Turner), large deep rose, remark-

ably profuse of bloom ; Souvenir de Milmaison,

blush white, very large and full ; Vestal, white, very

fine ; and Vulcan, bright red. R. D.

produced a very large number of individual blossoms.

It has been a subject of considerable interest with
visitors all the sumaier, and I am truly sorry that I
have seen the last of it. But grand as Fuchsia fulgens

is, how very seldom one meets with it? R. D.

Fuchsia fulgens,—A small plant of this fine old

Fuchsia commenced to throw out one of the pendant

racemes of flowers during the last week in June ; and

it continued to lengthen up to the beginning of

September, when it became fasciated and produced a

very large terminal bunch, having, I should think, as

many as fifty expanded flowers at one time. The last

flower fell on Sunday last. So one raceme continued

in flower for nearly four months, and during that time

Variegaied Zonal Pelargoniums.— I cannot
quite agree with your correspondent, " R. D. "

p. 490. who says:-"In looking over them with an
impartial eye, one cannot resist the impression that of
its type Mrs. Pollock is still the best of them for bed-
ding purposes, and how little real departure from the
type is discernible in the many new varieties pro-

duced," &c.

Now, although I was the raiser of Mrs. PoIlocV
and was so far pleased with whit I hid done, yet I

cinnot help thinking that I, as well as other raisers

have subsequently succeeded in originating varieties

essentially distinct from, and in advance of, that

v.iriety for either pot culture, or as bedding plants, I

at least feel pretty ceitain that this will be found and
admitted to be the case when such varieties have had
a fair tria'.

There may not, of course, be any great departure
from the original type, which can hardly be expected,
if even desired. " R. D." admits that Lady Cullum
and Sir R. Napier are distinct in character, which,
of course, they are; but then, he adds, "they are

better suited for pot culture." This statement, as far

as Lady Cullum is concerned, shows that the writer

can only have a very slight acquaintance with her
ladyship, or he would doubtless know that that

variety is much better suited for bedding out than for

pot culture, and the ^tatement in question ought
hardly to go unchallenged, or it might to some extent

prevent the planting of this variety in the flower-

garden, which is the most suitable place for it, as it is

in reality one of the best bedding plants.

One thing may be said in favour of the tricolor or

variegated Zonal Pelargoniums as bedding plants in

the flower garden—viz , that they very frequently re-

main bright and effective long after flowering plants

have become anything but ornamental. Indeed, sueh

is the case at the present time (middle of October) in

the flower garden here, where, on account of the long

continuation of wet weather, flowers in the open air

generally present a very wretched appearance, while

some eight beds of tricolors, which are never allowed

to flower, continue to present by their ornamental

foliage an appe.irance as bright and effective as could

be desired. Eich bed is planted with one sort, and

the sorts are tolerably elistinct from each other,

although not so much so as to prevent the set of beds

from harmonising with each other, and forming, as it

were, a whole. The names of the varieties used for

the purpose are as follows :—Mrs. Pollock, Sophia
Cussack, Beautiful Star, Lady Cullum, Victoria Re-

gina, Richard E. Benyon, Peter Grieve, and a seed-

ling unnamed.

The variegated Zonal Pelargonium possesses also

another qualification, which is, perhaps, less taken

advantage of than might be the case. I allude to

their eflectiveness as decorative plants throughout the

winter and spring months in the greenhouse or con-

servatory, where all they will require is a position as

near as possible to the glass, a somewhat genial

temperature, such as that of a warm greenhouse, and

to be grown in comparatively small pots. I quite

agree with " R. D." in regretting the lack of distinc-

tiveness as regards many of the varieties sent out, but

this is to be accounted for by the circumstance of so

very many raisers thronging into the field, and varie-

ties were no doubt sent out by raisers who were in

ignorance of the fact that sorts were already in culti-

vation which were in all respects nearly identical with

what they considered as unique and new. But now,

when inferior varieties are being gradually expunged,

and only the best and most distinct kinds retained, the

slight difficulty which some growers experience in

managing them will by no means be such as to drive

them out of cultivation ; and as to their sameness it is

after all perhaps hardly greater than is found among

many varieties of florists' flowers. P, Gria'e.

Variegated Pelargonium Little Trot.—1"

my paper on "variegated Zonal Pelargoniums,

the above useful decorative Pelargonium was mis

named Little Pet ; the correct name is Little Trot

It is due to the raiser, Mr. Davis, that it be stated n

has proved in some places a most valuable dwni

bedding variety, and quite distinct in character. R- D-
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Classification de 250 Fecules. Par M. Bernardin,

GanJ : C. Annoot-Braeckman.

This is another contribution to the numerous but

withal useful pamphlets on kindred subjects that Pro-

fessor Bernardin has produced within the past few

years, most of which have been noticed from time to

time in our columns. This little pamphlet of tweiity-

six pages will be useful ai a ready reference to starch-

producing plants, inasmuch as the 250 plants men-

tioned are arranged under their respective natural

orders, commencing with the lichens, then passing on

to the Ferns, the Cycadacece, Coniferce, Graminacea?,

&c. The pamphlet is little more than a list, but as

such it will be found very useful, for it often happens

that after the trouble of hunting up the description of

the uses of a plant in some book of reference, its

starch-producing properties, being of minor import-

ance are not even mentioned, and we have to seek

the information elsewhere. In this pamphlet a large

number of plants valuable for their farinaceous prin-

ciple has been brought together, and many also that

are of little or no value, but nevertheless contain

starch, are also included. We miss, however, some

that might well have been included. Thus, for

instance, under the genus Araucaria no reference is

made to the P.unya P.unya (A. BidwiUii), the seeds of

which are so largely used as food by the aborigines in

Queensland.

The R(.vui HoitkoU adbrds a hint which may

be serviceable to many. The hardy or half-hardy

tuberous Begonias will now be ceasing to flower, but

if the branches be cut and placed in water, the flower-

buds will continue to open for a long period. The

shoots will also emit roots in the water, and thus

assume, in a measure, the habit of aquatic plants.

The last-issued parts of the botanical section

of the Linnean Society's yournal contain a further

instalment of Mr. Baker's patient labours in the

large family of Liliacere. The genera monographed

on this occasion are principally those forming the

great tribe of the Anthericums, including some

genera familinr to gardener^, such as Asphodelus,

Anthericum, Chlorophytum, &c. The value of these

monographs is beyond dispute, and we heartily tender

our thanks to Mr. Baker for his perseverance in what

must be a tedious and little appreciated task. The

same author gives a list of Ferns collected in Mada-

gascar by Mr. Pool, and Mr. Francis Darwin con-

tributes an interesting piper on the glanfs of the

leaf-stalks of some Acacias, Cecropias, and on the

common Brake Fern. These glands serve as food for

ants and other insects. We must reserve our notice

on this interesting paper till another occasion.

. Among the announcements of forthcoming

books we remark one on Culiivatcd ri.ints : their

Profanation and Improvement, by F. W. Burbidge.

The book is intended for professional and amateur

gardeners, and is to be devoted to such subjects as :

Natural Propagation ; Hints on the Improvement of

Fruits, Vegetables, and Flowers ; Propagating

Houses, Pits, Frames, &c. ; Seed Saving and Seed

Sowing ; Transmission of Seeds, Plants, Cuttings,

and Pollen from Abroad ; Artificial Propagation,

Division, Layering, Cuttings, Grafting and Budding.

Suitable Stocks for Different Fruits and Different

Soils ; Hybridising and Cross-breeding, object and

results of ; Bud Variation or Sports ; Dire^ious or

Monoicious Plants ; Cross-Fertilisation and Fertility,

Effects of Foreign Pollen ; Preservation of Pollen ;

Emasculating the Flower ; Application of Pollen ;

Facilitating the Growth of Pollen ; How the Act of

Fertilisation is Eff'ected ; Epochs when Fertilisation

is Possible ; Care necessary in Hybridising and

Recording the Parentoge of Hybrid Progeny ; Sexual

and Elective Affinity ; B.alance of Elective Power, or

Prepotence ; Hybridism and Colour; Fixation of

Races and Varieties ; Mixed Pollen ; Imperfect or

Partial Fecundation ; Different Modes in which

Artificial Fecundation is possible. To be followed by

essays on natural and artificial hybridism, and a

general review of the most popular groups of culti-

vated plants, with the best methods of propagating

them. Also notes on the parentage of existing

hybrids, and a propagator's calendar. The work is

intended to serve as a popular vade meeum on all the

many interesting points connected with the hybridisa-

tion, propagation, and improvement of hardy and
tender decorative plants, ornamental trees and
shrubs, fruits, vegetables, and florists' flowers.

-A-t this season of the year books on fungi are
likely to be in demand, we are glad to welcome
accordingly a third edition of Dr. Cooke's Plain and
Easy Aceomit of British Fu?igi (Hardwicke & Bogue).
Words of commendation in the face of a third edition
are uncalled for.

The September number of AH the YearRound
contains two articles on " Old Towns by the Sea"
(Hytheand Romney). The very extraordinary tract
of country between Hythe and Winchelsea, familiarly
known as Romney Marsh, is unknown (except by
name) to the generality of Iravellcis. Interesting to
the botanist and geologist, to the antiquary and
archKologist as to the grazier, the manners and cus-
toms of the very distinct race of folks who reside in

this rcmaikable district are well worthy of inquiry
and objervation to those in search of novelty within a
hundred miles of busy familiar London. All Ih; i'ear

Round also contains an interesting account of the
straw-plait market held every Tuesday morning at

Ilitchin, and the manner of buying, selling, and
" chaffering" for the wares ol the sun-burnt, hard-
working women, who walk many weary miles to dis-

pose of the straw-plait, the profit upon which (as far

as the platters are concerned) is extremely small to our
city nations.

PtBLiCATioNS Received.—Monthly Report of
the Department of Agiiculture, Washington.— Bui-
letlno della R. Socicta Toscana di Orticuliura.—
Revue I lorticole.—Gardeners' Monthly,—Moniteur
Hjrtlcole Beige.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT BLACKHEATH,LONDOIi,
For the Week ending Wednesday, Oct. 25, 1876.
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the plaintiff had only worked twenty-six and a-haU

hours during the last quarter he had been employed.

In re-examination the defendant said that he could

see when the plaintiff arrived in the morning, and

when he left in the evening, and was confident that the

plaintiff had not worked more than twenty-six and

a-half hours during his last quarter.

In anwer to Mr. Wright, the defendant said he was

aware that ten hours per day was the most that a

gardener could or was expected to work.

The defendant's housekeeper was called, who said

she was present when the plaintiff was paid 22^.,

which sum included two plants, and the plaintiff was

perfectly saliified with the payment, and did not ask

for any further sum. The witness said that the

plaintiff usually came at 7 o'clock in the morning,

and left whenever he liked.

The learned Judge said that this was evidently a

trumped-up case, and one of many that came before

him ; he should therefore rule in favour of the

defendant.

Mr. Williams, considering the position of the

plaintiff, said he would not, under the circumstances,

apply for costs.

Judgment was entered for the defendant accord-

ingly, but without costs.

inquiries.
He that questiotuth mitch shall learn much.—Bacon.

142. Transparent Floral Screens.—How are

those screens made which are to be seen in London
where Ferns and other dried plants are pressed against

the window-panes, producing a charming screen, the

colours of which do not fade by exposure to the sun ?

Where can they be obtained? C. [We do not know the

process, but the screens may be had of Messrs Dick
Radclyffe & Co., Holborn, and probably of other floral

decorators. Eds.1

Answers to Correspondents,
American Blight : Constant Reader. Dress the affected

shoots with train-oil or paraffin.

Antirrhinums : Caudwdl. The Post Office officials

smashed the cigar box, and the flowers too ; so that

an opinion would be worthless. Should you send
again please find some other more suitable material
than cotton wool to pack them in.

Books : A Vou)i_^ Gardener, From the author, the
Victoria and Parad-se Nursery, HoUoway. We do
not know the price, but it is very moderate.

—

Giinn.
Kemp's How to Lav Out a Garden, published by
Bradbury, Agnew & Co.

Celery: iV. lA/ilson. Your Celery leaves are infested

with the Celery fungus, Puccinia Apii. We know of
no effective remedy.

Fruit Judginc. at Bishop Auckland: One of the

Judges and J. Mclndoe. We have read your com-
munications very carefully, but see no reason to

reopen the question.

Fungi : A. O. IK, Nant-y-GIyu. The large white
species, which you say is plentiful in woods near you,
and which has been cooked, eaten, and pronounced
"good eating" by you, is Lactanus turpis, a well-

known acrid and dangerous plant. No doubt the cook-
ing dissipated some of its poisonous properties, but,

as a rule, all fungi found in woods may be regarded
with suspicion. The red-topped species is Russula
emetica, twin brother to the last, but better look-
ing. The Agaric with the purple stem is Agari-
cus pmnulus, one of the edible class ; but a
serious indigestion often accompanies its consump-
tion.— C. H. W. Your plants of Adiantum magni-
ficum, A. Capillus-Veneris, and Asplenium flabelli-

folium are suffering from a bad attack of the fungus
known as Credo filicum. We are not acquainted
with any means of cure.

Insects : E. J. The white grubs which have eaten off

your Echeverias and Primulas are the larvne of the
destructive brown weevil, Otiorhynchus sulcatus.

They are easily discovered on shghtly moving the
earth round the crowns of the roots of the plants,
which must, of course, be done with much care.

/. O. VV.

Lady Downe's Grape : Foreman. There can be
little doubt but that your supposition of the cause is

the correct one.

LinoNiA flokiuunda; R. D., Rcdhill. You will find
the genus alluded to in the supplement to the last

edition of the Treasury of Botany, p. 1313. The
genus was founded by Karl Koch, since Lindley's
Vegetable Kingdom was published. By Mr. Bentham
it is now included in the genus jacobinia.

Limekiln Heating : One who Travels. As regards
masked signatures, you " preach but do not practise."

The writers you refer to are not masked to us, and we
can vouch for their not being influenced by any
interested motives.

Moon-flowering Creeper : Constant Reader. The
Moon-flowering Creeper, Ipomcea bona-no.x, is an
annual.

Names of Fruit: W. J. Clarke. Pear: Beurrt^

Capiaumont.

—

D. Taylor, Your Pears were smashed
to a pulp when received.

Names of Plants : J. F, Probably a Hakea, but we
cannot name it without flowers.

—

J. Kerr. Solanum
jasminoides.

—

Hex. i, Picea nobilis var. glauca ; 2,

Thujopsis dolabrata ; 3, Picea Nordmanniana
; 4,

Thuja occidentahs VervAcniana
; 5, Cupressus nutka-

ensis variegata ; 6, Taxus baccata elegantissima.

—

C. H. D. Purslane— Portulaca oleracea. — W. D.
Benthamia fragifera ; not poisonous, and not much like

the Breadfruit. It is a native of the Eastern Hima-
laya. Please say where your fruits were ripened.

—

T. T. Boussingaultia baselloides. The term Wait-a-

bit is applied to various thorny shrubs, such as various

Acacias, Gleditscbias, &.c.— Cli/tonia. 3. Pelargonium
fragrans

; 4, P. citriodorum.— Camjee. Acacia longi-

folia.

—

C. W. D. Veronica i\T\cns\s.— Reader, Cork.

I and 2, next week ; 3, Oxalis corniculata
; 4. O.

Martiana
; 5, Sidalcea malvceflora ; 6, Serratula quin-

quefolia
; 7, probably Cnicus rigens.—C E. F.

Abelia floribunda—a pretty little greenhouse shrub.

Ranunculus ficaria : y. Hilton. It is a common
weed in pastures and damp waste places. The tuber-

ous roots could easily be sent in a small box by post

to the Southern States of America. Hooker's British

Flora may be seen in any public library which includes

botanical publications, or may be bought, second-

hand, for a few shillings.

Raspberry Trees ; Bat. Never heard of such

things.

Water Lilies: IV.R. Yes, They will all do well in such

a position. The yellow one is very free growing, and
should be kept at some distance from the others. The
Side-saddle plant will do very well planted out in a

boggy place.

Erratum. --At p. 520,00!. (7, for "Where I wooed 3.

young Highlander," read, " Where I rovcd^' &c.

Communications Received.—J. A. H. (too late for this

week).—A. J. M.—\V.—J. P.-C S. M.—South Devon.—W.
Wilson.—Thomas H.—M. P.—G. A. C—X Y. Z.—\V.

Withers—C. G. M.—T. R.—J. B.-East Somerset—
H. M. E.—A Head Gardener.—P. A.—W. H. M.—A Dis-

tracted One. — Yvery. — Another Young Gardener.—

A

Domesticated Slave.—E. J.—D. T. F.—P. Grieve (next

week)—W. P.—J. W.

MARRIED.— Oct. 17, at the parish church, Manning-
ford Bohun, by the Rev. Henry Barne, M.A.. vicar of

Faringdon, assisted by the Rev. Seymour H. Soole,

M.A., vicar of Grey Friars, Reading, and brother-in-

law to the bridegroom, Ernest William, .second son
of Martin Hope Sutton, Esq., of Cintra Lodge,
Whitley, Reading, to Maria, eldest daughter of Josei'II

Stratton, Esq,, of Manningford Bruce, near Marl-

borough. No cards.

COVENT GARDEN, October 26.

Our market is now getting very thinly supplied ; but

with business quiet, prices do not alter much. The
growth of Pears in France appears short, consequently
prices of all kinds rule high. Apples are being impoited
from America in large quantities, but are far from good,

and show very few signs of keeping. Almeira Grapes
are short, and have reached higher figures than have
been known lor some years. Kent Cobs, with an
insufiicient supply, are still advancing, but clearances

are not so readily effected. James Webber, Wholesale
Apple Market.

Plants in Pots.

s. d. s. d. J. d. s. d.

Asters, per doz. ., 4 o- g o Heliotrope, per doz. 6 0-12 o
Begonias, per doz. .. 6 o-iz o LiUum auratum,doz. 12 0-24 o
Bouvardias, do. ..12 0-18 o Mignonette, do. .. 60-90
Chrysanth., per doz. 4 0-12 o Myrtles, do 30-90
Coleus, per dozen .. 30-90 Palms in variety.each 3 6 21 o
Cyperiis,do. .. .. 6 0-12 o Pelargoniums, scarlet,

Dracxna terminalis 30 0-60 o per doz. .

.

..40-90
— viridis, per doz. i3 0-24 o Petunias,double, doz. g 0-18 o

Erica caffra, p. doz. 9 0-18 o Primula sinensis, doz. 60-90
Ferns, in var., p. doz. 6 0-30 o Solanums, per doz. 6 0-24 o
Ficus elastica .. 2 6-15 o Verbena, scent., doz. 30-90
Fuchsia, per doz. .. 4 0-18 o Valottapurpur., doz.12 o-iS o
Heaths, variety, doz. g 0-24 o

Cut Flowers.
s.d. s.d. s.d. s. d.

Ageratums, 12 bun. 30-60 Gladiolu?, 12 sprays 20-90
Asters, 12 bunches.. 30-90 Heliotropes, 12 spr. 06-10
— China, i2bun. .. 40-90 Mignonette, 12 bun. 16-60
Bouvardias, per bun. 10-40 Pelargoniums, 12 spr. 10-20
Camellias, 12 blooms 4 0-12 o — zonal, 12 spravs 06-10
Carnations, :2 bunch. 40-90 Primula, dbl., p. bun, 10-16
Chrysanth., 12 blms. 4 0-12 o Roses, indoor, p. doz. 2 o- 9 o
— 12 bunches ..40-90 — outdoor, 12 bun. 40-90
Dahlias, 12 bunches 3 o- 9 o

;
Stephanotis, 12 spr. 6 0-12 o

Epiphylium, i2blms. 10-30 Sunflower, 12 bun... 30-60
Eucharis, per doz. . . 3 0-12 o Violets, 12 bun. . , 16-30
Gardenia, per doz. . . 3 o- 9 o i

Vegetables.
.d.

'6-3'Artichokes, per bush.
— Eng. Globe, doz.

Beet, per doz. .. i o- 2 o I
Mushrooms, per pott, o o- i o

Brussels Sprts. bush. 70-..
|

— buttons, do. .. 06-10
Cabbages, per doz. .. 10-20. Onions, per buih. .. 50-80
Carrots, per bunch.. 06-.. I — young, per bun. o 8-0 10

Cauliflowers. perdoz. 20-40, Parsley, per bunch., o 4- ..

Celery, per bundle . . 16-20! Radishes, per bunch. 01-03
Chilis, green, per 100 30-.. !

— Spanish, doz. . . 10-..
Cucumbers, each .. o 4- x o Salsafy, per bundle 10-..
Endive, perdoz. .. i o- 2 o

i
Seakale, per punnet 26-..

— Batavian, p. doz. 20-30 Shallots, per lb. ..06-..
Garlic, per lb. ..06-.. 1 Spinach, per bushel 16-20
Herbs, per bunch .. 02-04 Tomatas, per doz. .. 20-30
HorseRadish.p.bun. 40-.. Turnips, per bundle 04-06
Leeks, per bunch . . o 2- o 4 I

Veg. Marrows, doz. 20-60
Potatos.—Kent Regents, £5 to £6 ; Essex Regents, £4 los.

to £5 ; Kidneys, ^8 per ton.

Apples, per J.^-sie

Cobs, per lb.

Grapes, per lb.

s. d. s. d. s

e 1 6- 6 o Oranges, per 100 ..i!

. I o- I 3 I Peaches, per doz. ..i:

. o 6- 6 o
I

Pears, per doz.
. 8 0-14 o I Pine-apples, p. lb.

.. d. i. d.

.18 0-24 o

SEEDS.
London : Oct. 25.— .\ good amount ot activity

now prevails in the agricultural seed trade. More
samples have been oflfering during the past few
days of new home-grown red Clover seed, some
of which are of extremely fine quality. There
have also been some arrivals here of American seed.

Prices in this country, in sympathy with the strong

market reported from the Continent, and also from the

United States, exhibit great firmness. For white Clover
there is a diminished inquiry : an increased quantity of

this variety is now offering from Germany. A few hand-
some parcels of English Alsike seed have just changed
hands at extreme rates. For Trefoil seed full prices are

steadily maintained : many holders anticipate a further

advance. The unusual dearness this year of red seed
will, it is expected, enhance the quotations for Trefoils.

Of brown Mustard seed the supply continues very short,

and long prices are realised. As regards white Mustard
many of the samples now arriving at market come in a
damp and unsatisfactory condition. Rape seed keeps

scarce and dear. Canary seed is in better request, and
must be noted 3^. to 4^. per quarter dearer. There has
been some busmes5 doing in Sainfoin and Lucerne seeds.

Hemp seed, being in better supply, is obtainable on
easier terms. Linseed has been making considerably

more money. For Tares the trade is slow. In conse-

sequence of the colder weather and the unfavourable

report concerning Potatos, boiling Peas meet an im-

proved inquiry, yohn Shaw &» Sons, Seed Merchants,

37, Mark Lane, London, E.G.

CORN.
Trade at Mark Lane on Monday was firm, though

not active, and on the value of Wheat an advance of

from i^. to 2s. per quarter was established upon the

quotations current on Monday last. Fine malting Barley

was purchased to a moderate extent on previous terms,

inferior remaining dull. Grinding Barley was steady.

Malt was without change in value. Oats realised an
advance of about is. per quarter ; Russian corn was
especially firm. Maize had rather a short market, and
Beans and Peas were much the same in price as in the

previous report.—The supply of English Wheat on
Wednesday was very short, but there were liberal

importations of foreign, and quotations for both were

about supported. Barley was rather dull, and in malt

there was scarcely anything done. Sound Russian Oats
were fully as dear, with some inquiry. Maize, Beans,

and Peas were steady. Flour was nominally without

change from Monday.—Average prices of corn for week
ending Oct. 21 :—Wheat, ^6s. gd. ; Barley, 395,; Oats,

2(.f. Sd. For the corresponding week last year:

—

Wheat, 465. 8i/. ; Barley, 37^. yd. ; Oats, 24J. ^d.

CATTLE.
At the Metropolitan Market on Monday choice quality

beasts were by no means plentiful, and found a ready

sale at fully last rates, and in a few instances higher

prices were obtained. In sheep trade was not very brisk,

but choice qualities were rather dearer. Choice calves

were very scarce and much dearer. Quotations:—Beasts,

3T. Sd. to 51. and 5.^. 8d. to 6^. 2d.
;
calves, 5s. to 7J.

;

sheep, 5?. 6d. to 6y. and 6s. Sd. to js. 41/.; pigs, 55. to

6s.—Trade in beasts on Thursday was very dull—prices
were lower, and it was exceedingly difficult to effect a

clearance. In sheep there was not much reduction in

choice qualities, but generally prices were lower. Calves

were rather lower. Good milch cows were dear.

HAY.
The Whitechapel report for October 24 states that,

with a fair supply, there was a good trade for fodder,

prices being rather higher for the better kinds of hay.

Prime Clover, 100s. to i40j-. ;
inferior, 85^. to 95-^.;

prime meadow hay, gos. to 132J. ; inferior, sS^^. to 75J.
;

and straw, 40s. to 50J. per load, — Trade on Thursday
was moderate, and prices steady. Quotations :—Clover,

best, xoSs. to 140J. ; inferior, 85^. to 95J. ; hay, best,

loo-T. to 130J. ; inferior, 551. to 755. ; and straw, 40s. to

50J. per load. — Cuntberland \Iarket quotations :
— Su-

perior meadow hay, 132J. to 140J. ; inferior, iioj. to

120J. ; superior Clover, 135^. to 147s. ; inferior, 112/.

to 126s. ; and straw, 481. to 52J. per load.

POTATOS.
The Borough and Spitalfields markets reports state

that sound Potatos have been taken off freely, but for

inferior and diseased, of which the supply principally

consisted, the trade continued very unsettled. The
following were the quotations :—Kent Regents, 40J. to

120s. per ton ; Essex ditto, 30J. to 120J. ; Victorias. 80s.

to 125J. ; and rocks, 40s. to 80;. per ton.—The imports

into London last week comprised 11,900 barrels 1000

bags from Hamburg ; 1303 barrels 730 bags 12 sacks

and 9 casks Bremen ; 149 sacks Rouen, 65 baskets

Rotterdam, 50 barrels 3 sacks Boulogne, and 67 sacks

29 bags and 6 baskets from various Continental ports.

COALS.
On Wednesday the demand was steady, at the

following quotations :
— West Hartley, 19J. Bd. ;

Walls End— Hetton, 24s. ; Hetton Lyons, 20s. gd. ;

Lambton, 235. 6d.; Tunstall, 20J. gd.; Hartlepool, 235.

;

East Hartlepool, 23J. gd.; Tees, 23J. gd.
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BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

WRIGHT'S ENDLESS-FLAME-IMPACT HOT-WATER BOILERS,
Awarded the only English Medal for the best Hot-water Apparatus at the United States Centennial Exhi '>il hju ?

GUARANTEED

Ljii----

MOST POWERFUL,

MOST RAPID,

MOST ECONOMICAL,

MOST DURABLE,

SIMPLEST, SAFEST,

and CHEAPEST

IN THE WORLD.

IT IS THE "ONLY" HOT-WATER BOILER IN WHICH
The whole interior is specially anangeJ to secure the Urgtat amount of the direct and ino^l powerful " ll.iine impact," delivered on

the most effective surfaces. Outside deposit reduced to a minimum by the endless stroke-i. The interior currents are specially

arranged for the most powerful circulation, whereby nearly treble the amount of water is rushed through the furnace and nearly

treble the amount of heat absorbed from the ascendinij products. Inside deposit reduced to a minimum by the extraordinary

circulation, in which every volume of heat, large or small, is forced to travel (:u/// he nil he) over the entire surfaces, from bottom
to top, delivering seventeen blows on surfaces at right angles in its ascent.

Entirely water-jaclcetted : loss of costly heat, therefore, absolutely impossible ; and danger from fire reduced to a minimum.
The flame-stream is entirely broken up and disintegrated. Air and gases thoroughly mixed and burnt, and the formation of smoke
largely prevented. The whole interior one large combustion chamber. The flame kept in the mast intimate contact with the entire

surfaces. From its ejclraordinary rapidity, it will be found of the cxtremest value in case of accident or mistake. By means of the

"central rib," every inch of the interior is visited by the water in rapid circulation. Cold water fed in on one side, and taken away
hot on the other. The whole ten sections deliver into the " hot column," &c.

May be erected, repaired, and taken down by any ordinary workman. India-rubbei? between all the joints, allowing every
facility for expansion or contraction. Not a "fixture." M.\y be altered to any power or level. In handy sectioas. Breakages
easily repaired at trifling cost, &c.

No horizontal heating. No brickwork. Outside flues entirely abolished, S:c.

Section sho^vi^g flam- -1 i r. The centre strokes

A,F.K. The bluA ,.,[,. : n- closed at sides, R. R,
T, T, V V. and two >.n top sectir,n ; and those' on the

vertical surfaces at P, Q. C. B, G. H. J, I. L, M. The
soot-holes are shown at B. E, H. I. M. N. The circulation

inside is shown by the arrows. In the central sections with

flame openings in centre. R. R, T. T, V. V, &c,, the water

flows down the one side and up the other. In the closed

central sections, S. S. U, U. W, W. the water flows down
the one side of central " rib " and up the other. The cold

water is fed from the " cold " column on the outside, and the

hot water is carried away into " hot " column, also outside.

The following " Editorial remarks," which appeared in a recent number of that recognised
authority in all matters pertaining to steam-raising or using. The En^neer, entirely bears out all

that has been advanced with regard to the extraordinary value of the impact, and the necessity
for our breaking up the heat stream by every means in our power. The rem.irkr-. are the more
valuable, as they are stated to be a resumi of what has been proved as excellent iri our boiler
practice—solid facts and gains ; from which sure foundation the editorial mind proceeds to lay
down the lines that should guide our boiler construction in the future. He says—" Gases
conduct heat very slowly through their own substance, if we may be allowed the phrase. If a
column of heated gas could be sent through the flue of a Cornish boiler without inducing any
internal motion of its particles, so that the same pirticles would be in contact at the end as were
in contact at the beginning, the waste of heat up the chimney would be enormous, and verjr little

steam would be generated. In practice, of course, internal motion goes on continually in the

column of heated gases, and. therefore, fresh particles are brought against the iron. Seeing, then,
that the reason why gas yields heat slowly is simply that it is a non-conductor, the course of the
boiler engineer is clear. As the particles of gas cannot give up their heat unless they are brought
in contact with the metal, he must take care that every portion of the products of combustion
shall touch the iron of the flue. This can only be eflected by breaking up the escaping stream of
gas, and throwing it into eddies and whirls by obstacles placed in its way. In designing boilers

of any type, and in setting them» the engineer should never for a moment forget that in breaking
up the gas currents as much as possible lies the great secret of the economical generation of
steam. Flame bridges operate beneficially for this reason. Galloway and Field tubes act still

more efficiently. No Cornish boiler should be without transvet
internal flue, and no cylindrical boiler should be externally fired."

: tubes of e

The folloiving Illustrations, from Mr. N. P. Burgh's splendid folio on Boilers and Boiler-making,
will be of more use ihan many pages or letter-press in explaining the value of the Impact. The Notes are Mr. Burgh's own.

11 1

"^'' *" '""Slralion of the action of flame sliding along Fio 1138 An illui,tntion of the action of the flame agamst
the plate, thus raising steam very sIo»vly, because there is no

i
an angular surface sho vmg that by the impact of the fl^me

impact or time allowed for the flame to drive its heat through ' the water immediately on the plate is converted into steim
"''P'^'e- rapidly.

Liahng, thai, from thtt caacltnloa, Wi dtrtcl atteiUioii to Fi^. 1117, vitlick shims M- risuU of thf flam! acting on a. pUU fa
luat. It w,a be Hlticed. are vtry skxUow above tilt Hxmi-pla.te, whiU in the ntxt examftl, sliown liy Fig: 1138, tke plate being at

.

expressed by tke illustration Fig. 1133, -jikerc thl plate is sliown at riglit angles to the line of tluflame s progression.

FtG. ri39. An illustration of the action of flame against a

plate at right angles to the line of progression, thiis raising

steam most rapidly, because the blows from the impact .drive

the heat through the plate without cessation.

lUl with the line ofprogression. In that east the particles of
t angle, the contrast is olfvioHS ; and the dijfer s still),

^S" For fuller informitioa on this most interesting subject, General Furnace Management, the comparative value of surfaces, &c., please see

our Pamphlet entitled "Our Boilers "and Heating," which will be handed to all applicants post-free on application.

We are prepared to sjpply the following sizes i-A, 2 ft, by 1 ft, 6 in, ; ;B, 2ft. 6 in. by 2 ft, ; C, 3 ft. by 2 ft. ; D, 3 ft. 6 in.

by 2 ft. 6 in,; E, 4 ft. by 3 ft. The height is, of course, regulated by the number of top flues or sections.

For full details as to Priees, &=.-., please see Pamphlet, " Our Bailers an I Heating-," w 'lich will be handed to all applicants, post-free, on application.

WILLIAM WRIGHT & CO., HOT-WATER ENGINEERS, AIRDRIE, N.B.
Agents Wanted; also in France, Belgium, Holland, Germany, United States, &c.
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/CAMELLIAS and AZALEA INDICA.—

A

\J few thousands of these can slill be supplied, in splendid

stuff, as follows :— .... ,/ r . v I,

AMELLIAS, fine plants, with buds, i to iM foot hiKh,

„ slronsfr.'ir.ii'', ^'^ P^r i<=<>. and upwards.
.

AZALEA INDICA, very fine plants and sorts, with buds,

„ „ larger, li. £i to i.io, per loo. and upwards.

„ ,, fine large plants for specimens, 51. to 20J. each, and

„ „ beautiful seedling varieties, mixed, without names, in

bud. 161. per dozen, 241. per 25, Sof. per 100.

OTAHEITE ORANGES, in fruit. aSi. per dozen.

tASMlNUM GRANDIFLORUM. srafted, 28^. per dozen.

Order at once from

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT'S Nurseries, Ledeberg, Ghent,

Belgium.

B. SMITH, Ealing Dean Nursery,
• Ealing. W., and Kingfield Nursery, Woking. Surrey,

has to offer the following :

—

VIOLETS, strong clumps of (true) Czar, £j lor. per 1000.

„ Rooted Runners of Quatre Saisons, is. per dozen.

,, Rooted Runners of Czar, if. per dozen.

MYOSOTIS DISSITIFLORA, rooted cuttings. jCi per 1000 ;

very scrong clumps, 25J. per 100.

CANTERBURY BELLS, strong double white and blue,

los. per 100. (dozen.

CLOVES and CARNATIONS, double, very strong. +r. per

WALLFLOWERS, dark brown, bushy ..tuff, 21. 6d. per doz.

LAVENDER PLANTS, 21. per dozen.

ROSES. Standard, leading varieties. 751. per too.

., Dwarf, strong, and bushy, 25J, per 100, £10 per 1000.

APPLES and PEARS, strong 2-yr. old, leading varieties, 6as.

per ICO. Cash prices.

To Market Gardeners and Fruit Tree Planters.

THOMAS RIVERS and SON have a good
stock of the following sorts of PLUMS, well adapted for

profitable planting, viz. :

—

EARLY PROLIFIC.
I

PRINCE ENGLEBERT.
BELGIAN PURPLE.—This is as large as " Kirke's," and

bears freely.

SULTAN.— Resembles " Chapman's Prince of Wales," but not

liable to canker. A large red Plum,
OULLIN-S EARLY GAGE.—A large early yellow Gage.

DIAMOND. Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

M. C. JONGKINDT CONINCK begs
. to offer the following PLANTS and FLOWER

ROOTS :-
AQUILEGIA CCERULEA, guaranteed true, all grown in

pots. £,-2 per 100.

CANARINA CAMPANUL.\TA, £2 loJ. per ico.

CAMPANULA GRANDI FLORA, FL. CcERULEA, i6j. 8</.

DELPHINIUM NUDICAULE, £2 is. id. per 100.

RHEXIA VIRGINICA. It 131. id. per 100.

YUCC.\ ANGUSTIFOLIA, strong. 3-yr. seedlings, /20 171.

CRYPTO^iERIA JAPONICA, strong, 2-yr. seedlings, .£1 per

THUJA OCCIDENT.\LIS, 2-yr. seedlings, 8j. <</. per looo.

Tottenham Nurseries, Dedemsvaart, near ZwoUe, Netherlands.

ALTMARSH and SON beg to state that,

in consequence of a portion of the Frontage of one of

their Nurseries being required for building purposes, they

have to offer cheap :

—

BEECH, Purple. 6 to 8 feet, very fine stuff.

PEARS, Standard, of leading sorts, very strong, transplanted

two years since.

LABURNUMS, "eedlings of ParVsii and Watererii.

THORNS, double white, double pink. Paul's new double

scarlet, single scarlet, and single pink, fine vigorous plants,

three years from the bud.

LAURELS, common, 2 to 3 feet, well grown and bushy.

APPLES, Standard and Pyramid, &c
Prices on application.

The Nurseries, Chelmsford, Essex.

MESSRS. JNO. STANDISH AND CO.'S
CAT.\LOGUE for Autumn, 1876, and Spring, 1877, is

now ready, and may be had, post-free, on application.

It contains thefcllffwing :—
Plants of Recent Introduction. Coniferse.

Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Hardy Climbers, Clematis, &c.

Plants for Winter Forcing. Rhododendrons. Azaleas,
Azalea indica and Camellias. ' Kalmias. &c.

Tree Carnations and Ericas. Roses, Standards and Dwarfs,

Ferns and Lycopods. ' also in pots.

Hardy Trees and Shrubs. Fruit Trees.

Transplanted Forest Trees. Grape Vines.

Dutch Bulbs, Flower Roots. &c.
Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

WILLIAM POTTEN, Camden Nursery,
Sissinghurst. Staplehursl, Kent, has to offer :—

CALCEOLARIAS, choice herbaceous, 2J. per dozen.

GERANIUM, double Ivy-leaf, Konig Albert, ij. td. each.

„ 12 select Zonal, for winter blooming, 3J.

FUCHSIAS. 12 good, 2J. td.

PHLOXES, 12 choice named Perennial. 31.

The above in good plants, post free. Post-office orders

payable at Sissinghurst.
ECHEVERIA SECUNDA GLAUCA, good plants, price

per 100 or 1000 on application.
^

Richmond Nurseries, Richmond, Surrey.

GAND W. STEELL have great pleasure
• in calling the attention of their numerous Customers to

their extensive and valuable Stock, consisting of all kinds of

EVERGREEN and DECIDUOUS TREES. SHRUBS, and
CREEPERS, Standard and Dwarf ROSES. FRUIT and
FOREST TREES, AMERICAN PLANTS, &c., which they

can highly recommend for their fine growth and moving

qualities. And also a quantity of fine ripened Sir Harry and

Sir Charles Napier STRAWBERRY PLANTS, in pots for

forcing.

Special prices will be given, upon application, where large

quantities are required.

To the Trade.—Vines and Climbers.

A HENDERSON has a large and fine

• Collection of FRUITING VINES, including all the

IVIES, magnificent Irish, in poll, 6 to 8 feet.

VIRGINIAN CREEPERS, extra strong, 10 to 12 feet

BIGNONIA RADICANS MAJOR, strong.

PASSIFLORA C<-ERULEA, 8 to 10 feet.

A. H. holds a large stock of the above, prices on application.

Sion Nursery, Thornton Heath. Croydon.

Notice.—Auctions Superseded.

SPRING GARDENS.—TULIPS, 300 finely

ripened double and single, to name and colour, in six

sorts, expressly for beds : and 300 CROCUSES, in six sorts,

for Margins to do., sufficient for twelve beds, 71. bd., package

included. For Post-office order only, payable at High Street,

Borough, S. E.

RANSLEY TANTON, Bulb Importer and Seed Merchant,

Borough End, London Bridge, S.E.

SEAKALE—Largest Roots in the Trade.—
Several Acres for Sale, price according to quantity

required; also excellent 4-yr. old Forcing .1SFARAGUS, as

well as 3-yr., 2-yr., and i->T. old ditto. RHUBARBS of all

varieties. Prices on application to

ALFRED ATWOOD. 5, Simpson Street, Battersea, S.W.,

and Manor Farm, Bromley, Kent.

All letters addressed, Battersea, S.W.

DISEASED VINES.

Special Offer of Conifers, &o.

JOHN PERKINS and SON beg to offer

the following, the whole of which are fine, handsome,

well-rooted trees :

—

CEDRUS DEODARA, 1% to 3 feet, 241. per dozen: 3 10

4 feet, 42s. per dozen.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 3to 4 ffct, I2J- per dozen.

PICEA NOBILIS. 2 to 2}^ feet. 36^. per dozen.

,, PINSAPO, 2^ to 3 feet, 30!. per dozen; 3 to 4 feet,

PICEA NORDMANNIANA, 2}^ to 3 feet, 301. per dozen ; 3 to

4 feet, 42J. per dozen.

PINUS CEMBRA, i\i to 3 feet, 9s. per dozen ; 3 to 4J5 feet,

WELLINGTONIA GIG.ANTEA, 4 to 5 feet, 50s. per dozen.

LAURELS, Portugal, 3 to 4 feet, 12J. pet dozen.

YEW, English, 3 to 4 feet, i2i. per dozen.

Nurseries ; Billing Road ; Seed Warehouse ; 52, Market

Square, Northampton.

POCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
V^ Reduced price. 20 Bushels. 6r. %d.: 100. 20J.; or Truck-

load (about 300 Bushels), 401. Delivered free to any rail in

London.

J. STEVENS, Fibre Works, High Street, Battersea. S.W.

p O C O A-N UT FIBRE REFUSE,
V^ used by all Nurserymen and Plant Growers, 31/. per

bushel ; 100 bushels, -ios. ; truckload. 40^. Free to rail.

RUSSIA MATS, Clay's Astounding FERTILISER. Price

i free.

M. H. BENTOTE. Fibre Maker, Nunhead (ni

Junction), London, S.E.

' Nunhead

c OCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE
may be had, by taking it away, of

M. GAREY, 57. Old Montague Street, Whltechapel, E.

Flhrous Peat for Orchids, &c.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best

quality for Orchids. Stove Plants. S;c , lb 6s. per truck.

BLACK. FIBROUS PE-VF, lor Rhododendrons, Azaleas,

Heaths, American Plant Beds, 17^. per ton.

Delivered on rail at Blackwater, S. E. R., or Farnborough,

S. W. R., by the truck-load. Sample sack, 5J. 6d. each.

Fresh SPHAGNUM, tor. M. per sack.

WALKER AND CO., Farnborough Station, Hants.

PEAT.—A few hundred tons of superior Peat,

delivered at either of the Farnborough Stations on the

South-Western or South-Eastern Railways, at 17^. a ton.

W. T.\RRY, Bailiff. Bagshot, Surrey.

AUTUMN SOWING.
ODAMS' MANURES,

FOR ALL CROPS.
Manufactured by the NITRO-PHOSPHATE and ODAMS'

CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY (Limited), consisting

of Tenant- Farmers occupying upwards of ijo.ooo acres of Land.

C/mirman—ROBERT LEEDS, Keswick Old Hall, Norwich.

Manasi„s ZJ/w/or-JAMES ODAMS.
Snb-Managcr and Secrtlary—Z. T. MACADAM.

Chief Office — loq, Fenchurch Street, London, E.G.

Western Counties BKANCH-Queen Street, Exeter.

Particulars will be for\varded on application to the Secretary,

Or may be had of the Local Agents.

BELL'S MILDEW COMPOSITION,
as used by them for the last twenty-five years at their

" Horticultural Establishment, Bracondale," their

"Nurseries, Lakenham," and "Vineries, Thorpe Ham-
let," consisting of over 30,000 feet of glass. Reuil, \s. 6d. and

2J. 6d. per bottle, of the Sole Manufacturers,

BELL and son. 10 and ir. Exchange Street, Norwich.

GISHURST COMPOUN D—
Used by many of the leading Gardeners since 1859,

against Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other Blight,

in solutions of from i to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water and

of from 4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit

Trees. Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in boxes, 15., t,s., and los. kd.

Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

TKADS MARK.

Entered

F STEVENSON'S
• ABYSSINIAN MIX-

TURE, Warranted to Destroy
Mealy-Bug. and all Insects in-

festing Plants. Unequalled as a

Winter Dressing for Vines and
Fruit Trees.

Sold by all Nurserj-men and
Seed Merchants, in Bottles,

15. 6(/. , 35., 4r. 6rf. & 55. fid. each.

Inventor and Sole M.anufacturer,

F. STEVENSON.
Stamford St., Altrinchaivi,

{Late of Lark Hill, Tiraperiey).

GENUINE ROLL TOBACCO PAPER
and CLOTH.— Best quality only, in 2 lb. and 4 lb.

packets. Trade cash price, very low, on application.

JAMES GEORGE, Putney Heath, London. S.W.

WORTHINGTON SMITH'S

A New Material,

FATAL TO THE PHYLLOXERA

FERTILISER of the VINE.
Eased on the

Sulpho-carbonates of Potassium and Sodium.

A material of a similar nature, from ihe formula of M. Dumas,
is directed to be used in the Vineyards of France,

by the French Go

Completed, Manufactured, and Sold only by

WORTHINGTON SMITH,

15, MILDMAY GROVE, LONDON, N.

IN LIGHT BOXES, POST-FREE,
3 ounces 23. | 8 ounces Ss.

With complete instructions as to strength and application.

TOUGHENED GLASS.
GLASS for GREENHOUSES,

?Iandlights, Frames, &c.

GLASS TILES for ROOFS,
where light is required for Potting-

sheds, Stables, &c.

Wliiiltsali and Retail on appticalion.

DICK E.ADCLYFFE & CO.,
Horticultural Depot,

128 and 129, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

RH. HAMPSON, Egerton Mills, Stockport,
. Manufacturer of HORTICULTURAL SHADINGS

for Protecting Wall Trees from Frost and Insects, S:c. 54 and
60 inches wide, any length up to 100 yds. Prices on application.

r)USSIA MATS.—A large stock of ARCH-
t ANGEL and PETERSBURG, for Covering and

Packing—Second sized ARCHANGEL, looj. ; PETERS-
BURG, fyos. and 805. : superior close Mat, 45^., 50^., and 53^. :

PACKING MATS. 20I., 301.. and 351. per too: and every

other description of MATS at equally low prices, at

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, Russia Mat and Sack Ware-
house, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.C.

"RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden
X\j Frames.—ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS 3.n

the cheapest and most durable. Price List, which gives the

size of every class of Mat. forwarded post-free on application,

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch,

London, E.C.

Russia Mat Merchants.

MARENDAZ AND FISHER, having
received from their Agents in Russia an immense quaiH -

tity of ST. PETERSBURG MATS this season, of v '

qualities, can now quote unusually low to the Trade.

ARCHANGEL MATS are very dear, and still rising in price.

9, James Street. Covent Garden, W.C.

ET. ARCHER'S " FRIGI DOMO."—
• Patronised by Her Maiesty the Queen, for Winds

Castle and Frogmore Gardens, the late Sir. J. Paxton, and
the late Professor Lindley. S:c.

MADE of PREPARED HAIR and WOOL.
A perfect non-conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixedl

temperature where it is applied. A good covering for Pit

Forcing Frames.

PROTECTION from COLD WINDS and MORNING
FROSTS.

"FRIGI DOMO" NETTING, 2 yards wide, ii. ^d. sol
\s. xod. per yard.

" FRIGI DO.MO " CANVAS.
2 yards wide.. .. .. u. loo'. per yard run.

3 yards wide.. .. .. 31. per yard.

4 yards wide .

.

.

.

. . 3^. xod. per yard. .

ELISHA T. ARCHER, only Maker of " Frigi Domi
Brockly Road, Forest Hill, London, S.E. ; and of all Flori

and Seedsmen. All goods carriage paid to London.

NOTICE—REMOVED from 3. CANNON STREET. CIT

S^^HAW'S^ TIFFANy7 ELASTIC NET-
TING, CANVAS, &c., for Shading, Protecting, and

other Horticultural Purposes. For Samples and Prices apply It

JOHN SHAW and CO. , 29, Oxford Street. Manchester.

Metallic Hothouse Builder to Her Majesty.HENRY HOPF
(late Clark & Hope, formerly Clark),

HOTHOUSE BUILDER and HOT-WATEP
APPAR.-VTUS ENGINEER.

55, Lionel Street. Birmingham. Established a.d. iSiS.

BOOKS of DESIGNS. 51. each.

t^ The Extensive Ranges of Metallic Hothouses in ih

Royal Gardens, Windsor and Osborne, %

Establishment.

xecuted at lb

PERFECT CURE for SMOKY CHIM
. NEYS—The REGISTERED COWL. Made by

CEO. HALL, High Street, Worcester.
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THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S SHOWS.

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.
AS CONSIDERABLE MISAPPREHENSION APPEARS TO EXIST AS TO FUTURE EXHIBITIONS,

James Carter & Co.
BEG TO ANNOUNCE THAT

THEIR GREAT MONEY PRIZES OFFERED for VEGETABLES
WILL BE COMPETED FOR AT SOUTH KENSINGTON, AS HERETOFORE,

UPON" THE SPECIFIED DATES IN THE SCHEDULE.

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, 237 & 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

T. H. P. Dennis & Company.
Motto, " Art with Economy" as applied to Conservatories.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS & HOT-WATER HEATING APPARATUS
ERECTED AXD EITTED IN ALL PARTS OF THE KINGDOM. ESTIMATES GRATIS.

Show Rooms: MANSION HOUSE BUILDINGS, LONDON, E.G. Works: CHELMSFORD.

THE BEST AO CHEAPEST AGEICULTUML ALIAIAC.

READY EARLY IN DECEMBER.

The Agricultural Gazette
ALMANAC, 1877.

Profusely Illustrated, Price 4d.; Post Free, 4W.

Opinions of the Press on the "Agricultural Gazette" Almanac for 1876.
'* A remarkable fourpennyworth."

—

Osweztry Advertiser.
\

" Possesses much information useful to those interested in land and its cultivation.

" Profusely illustrated with some of the finest show beasts. hi^^-^Hachney Gazette.
\ Zl!^;5,^7„'?^.^i''^f?/°"' f P"'^ '*°^''' ^""^ ^ ^^P*^^^ ^P^^^""^ °^ ' '^'^'""^^^ ^^^^

*' Is full of useful information for the agricultural portion of the community."

—

Hampshire Advertiser.

" Is a most useful publication, which every agriculturist should possess."—
Midland Counties Herald.

" Is a brochure of considerable bulk, and its price makes it a marvel of cheap-
ness."

—

Liverpool Daily Courier.

" Has a number of capital illustrations, is wonderfully cheap, and deserves

extensive patronage."

—

Bristol Mercury.

" Looking to the amount of informing letterpress, and the numerous illustrations,

it is one of the cheapest of cheap publications."

—

Bristol Daily Post.

'* Contains much interesting and valuable information to farmers and others."—
Somerset and Wilts Journal.

for Farmers." "

—

Bath Ckr

" This almanac will be found an admirable book of reference for farmers, and all

parties interested in the land, its cultivation, produce, and statistics. It is profusely
illustrated."

—

Coventry Standard.

"Contains an extremely useful chapter on ' Common Law for Farmers." It is

written by a well-known barrister, and ought to be kept at hand by every farmer for

reference."

—

Land and Water.

" This annual will prove a useful book of reference to farmers. The information
is clear, and the variety of subjects upon which it treats renders it a very cheap
almanac for the coming year."

—

Brid^-water Gazette.

'' A most desirable acquisition for agriculturists and breeders of stock. In
its pages are found portraits from photographs of many of the first prize animals of the
year—beautifully drawn and engraved."

—

Nonvich Mercury.

PUBLISHED BY W. RICHARDS, AT THE OFFICE OF "THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE/'

7, CATHERINE STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.
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PATENT PORTABLE SMOKELESS
STOVES and PATENT FUEL.

For Heating Conservatories. Greenhouses, Halls, Passages,

and places without Chimneys, from 17S. kd.

NASH'S BRONCHITIS KETTLE, loi. 6rf.

FRETWORK and CARVING FRAMES. SAWS, FILES,
P.ATTERNS and PREPARED WOOD.

SWAN NASH, 2S5. O.xford Street. W. ; and 4, Newaate
Street, E.C. Prospectus free.

THOMAS'S
FITTINGS for WIRING WALLS.
NEW and IMPROVED SYSTEM.

The following prices give the total cost of each line of wire, in-
cluding holdfasts, straining bolt, intermediate guiding eyes,
10 feet apart, and best quality galvanised wire.
Length of Wall :—20 yds. 40 yds. 60 yds. 80 yds. 100 yds

d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

No. 14 Guage Wire 11 18 22 28 -^ z
No. 13 „ ,, I 4 I II 2 6 3 I 3 8

Illustrated Lists, with full particulars of the above, and
Fittings for Espalier Trainers, on very economical principles,
free on application.

Five per cent, discount allowed for prompt cash on orders
amounting to 20s and upwards.

Special quotntiomfor larger quantities.

J. J. THOKAS & CO.,
PADDINGTON WIREWORKS,

285 and 362. EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.

Garden Wall Wiring

' \'1

RHOLLIDAY, Practical Wirluorker,
• 2A, Portobello Terrace, Nottir.g Hill Gate, London,

W., begs to call the attention of all Gardeners who are about
to have their Garden Walls Wired to his system of Wiring
Walls, as being superior to all others for neatness, strength, and
durability.

For Neatness—Because all the Wires are kept perfectly
tight, without the use of the Raidisseur.

For Strength—Because very much stronger Wire can be
used, therefore not liable to be drawn out of the horizontal line
by the branches of trees.

For Durability—Because, being able to use the strong Wire,
it is not so likely to be eaten through with the galvanism as the
thin Wire, as used in the French system.

The above Engraving is an Example of our system of Wiring
Garden Walls. We have recently completed the Wiring of the
New Garden Walls for the Marquis of Salisbury, Hatfield
House. The Walls are 12 feet high and 753 yards long, wired
on both sides ; making a total length of 1506 yards—our system
being chosen in preference to any other.

Illustrated Catalogues of Garden and Conservatory Wirework,
Rabbit-proof Hurdle Fencing, &c-, may be had on application

THE FRENCH SYSTEM
OF TRAINING FRUIT TREES. &c.

BELGIAN GLASS for GREENHOUSES, &Cm
Can be obtained in all sizes and qualities, of

BETHAM & SON,
9, LOWER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.C.

B. & S. have always a large Stock in London of 20-in. by
i2-in., 20-in. by 14-in., 20-in. by i6-in.. in i6-oz. and 21-oz.

IR J. PAXTON'S HOT-
HOUSES for the MILLION are

EAP, and Portable.
Illustrated Price Lists free.

HEREMAN and MORTON, 14, Tich-
borne Sueet, Regent Quadrant. W., Horti-

cultural Builders and Hot-water Engineers.

LASCELLES' PATENT BENT WOOD
CONSERVATORIES and GREENHOUSES.— All

Gardeners know that Wood is better than Iron for Plant Grow-
ing, and by the above system a handsome curved house can be
erected as cheaply as a plain straight one.

The curved house is more durable, stronger, lighter in con-

struction, and no bent glass is required.

W. H. LASCELLES. 121, Bunhill Row. London, E.C, will

supply Drawings and Estimates free of charge.

Boslier's Garden Edging Tiles.

^E ABOVE and many other PATTERNS
in materials of great durability. The

' suited for KITCHEN "^^^^^^
GARDENS, as they .fe^St-^M
harbour no Slugs or Insects. - -

take up little rooin, and, W
further labour or expense, '-^

as do "grown" Edgings, consequently being much cheaper.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c.. in Artifici.il Stone,

very durable and ofsuperior finish, and in great variety of design.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground
Street, Blackfriars, S.E.; King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.;
Kingsland Road. E.

Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES."
PLANT COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES; also

for KOXLEY'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c.,

from 35. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of plain or

more elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies,

Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable

Paving of great durability. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles

of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates, Cement, S:c.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Brick and Tile Merchants.
See addresses above.

S-ILVER SAND,
fine or coarse grain as desired. Prices by Post per ton

or Truck Load, on Wharf in London, or delivered direct from

Pits to any Railway Station. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries.

KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any
quantities.

F. ROSHER AND CO.—Addresses see above.

w. H. LASCELLES, Horticultural
Builder. Finsbury Steam Joinery Works,

121. Bunhill Row, London, E.C.

E.\treme standards of T or angle iron, for ends or angles, fbr

straining the wires from, self based ; also stays for these
standards, at prices as under ;

—

Intermediate Standards, lo ft. apart, at half these prices.

Painted. Galvd. I Painted. Galvd.
4j^ft.high.. 5^.6./... 7J. 6<^. 7 ft. high . . . . is.od. . .ws.od.
5 ft. high.... 6 o .. 8 6 8 ft. high.... 9 . . I2 o
6 ft. high. ... 6 9 .. Q 6 1 Q ft. high.. ..lo o ..13 o
RAIDISSEURS. for Tightening Wires, one to each wire,

2f. fid. per do2. Key for tightening, ^d. each.

SCREWS and NUTS, neater than Raidisseurs, 31. bd. perdoz.
No. 13 WIRE, loinches apart, 2J. td. per 100 yards.

MESSRS. J. B. BROWN & CO.,

90, CANNON STREET, LONDON, E.C.

Estimates given on application for GREENHOUSES and
CONSERVATORIES of all kinds, and to any design.

GARDEN BOXES and LIGHTS. E.ach.

Portable Box with One Light, 6 feet by 4 feet, glazed 5. d.

good 16-0Z. sheet glass, painted four coats, and
packed ready for use 35 o

Portable Bo.>: with Two Lights, as above, each light

6 feet by 4 feet 650
LIGHTS ONLY.

3 feet by 4 feet Light, not painted nor glazed .. .. 36
Ditto glazed, good 16-OZ. sheet glass, and painted 4 coats 10 o
6 feet by 4 feet, not painted nor glazed .. .. .. 60
£)itto glazed and painted four coats 16 6

Under the Patronage of tbe Queen.

SMITH'S IMPERISHABLE
STRATFORD LABELS.

Metal, with RAlsso

The Giirdctiers' Magazhii says:—" We must give these the
palm before all other plant labels, as the very first in merit."

Samples and Price List free.

J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory, Stiatford-on-Avon.

Indestructible Terra-Ootta Plant Markers.

MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.—Prices,
Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post-free on

application ; also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for

Conservatories. Entrance Halls. &c.

MAW AND CO.. Eenthall Works, Broseley.

LABELS.
~~

Secure Tree and Plant Labels.

PARCHMENT or CLOTH LABELS,
TREE or PLANT LABELS. Puncbed parchment.

4 inches long, 3^. dd. per 1000, or 30J. per 10,000 ; if eyeleted,

4^. per 1000. Vellum cartridge, 4 inches long, 3f. per 1000 for

Sample Labels sent on receipt of postage stamp.

Label Works, Boston.

Oil Faint No Longer Necessary.

HILL AND SMITHES BLACK
VARNISH for Preserving Ironwork, Wood, or Stone.

This Varnish is an excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-

door work, while it is fully two-thirds cheaper. _
It was intro-

duced upwards of thirty years ago by the advertisers, and its

genuine good quality, notwithstanding a host of unprincipled

imitators, is fully attested by its constantly increasing sale. It

may be applied by an ordinary labourer, requires no mixing of

thinning, and is used cold. It is used in the grounds at

Windsor Castle, Kew Gardens, and at the seats of many hun-

dreds of the Nobility and Gentry, from whom the most flatteiinB

testimonials have been received, which Hill & Smith will

forward on application.
Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at \s. 6d. per gallon,

at the Manufactory, or is. Sd. per gallon carriage paid to any
Station in the Kingdom.

Unsolicited Testimonial.
G/anoioilly, Llanpumpsant, Carmarthen, Nov. 27, 1873.—

"Mr. Lloyd Lloyd encloses cheque for £3 5^., amount due to

Messrs. Hill & Smith, and he considers the Black Varnish
one of the most useful things he ever possessed."

Apply to HILL and SMITH. Brierly Hill Ironworks, near

Dudley: and 118, Queen Victoria Street. London, E.G., from

whom only it can be obtained.

CAUTION.—it having lately come to the knowledge of

Hill & S.mith that spurious imitations of this Varnish are

being offered by unprincipled dealers at a slight reduction in

price, they would specially draw attention to the fact that every

cask of their Varnish is legibly marked with their name and

address, without which none is genuine.

CARSONS' PAINT,
PATRONISED BY THE QUEEN,

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,

me Brltlali, Indian and Colonial Govenunenta,

8000 of the Nobility, Gentry, and Clergy,

Railway and Canal Companies, Collieries, Iron-

masters, &c., &c.,

Is extensively used for all kinds of

OUTDOOR WOEK.
It is especially applicable to

WOOD, IRON, BRICK, STONE & COMPO.
CAN BE LAID ON BY UNSKILLED LABOUR.

Sold in all Colours.

2 cwt. free to all Stations.
|

Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials sent Post FreBi

WALTER CARSON & SONS,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD,

LTJDGATE HILL, LONDON, B.C.,

And 21, BACHELOR'S WALK, DUBLIN.
jNo Agents.

RIGHT'S PATENT ENDLESS- '•

FLAME-IMPACT HOT-WATER BOILER.
Aw.^rded the oiity English Medal for the best Hot-water

Apparatus at the United Stales Centennial Exhibition at

Philadelphia. '

i

For prices and full particulars please see our pampntel, 'I

entitled " Our Boilers and Heating," which will be handed f

post-free on application.

WILLIAM WRIGHT and CO., Hot-water Engineer.

Airdrie, N. B.
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THE THAMES BANK
IRON COMPANY,

Old Barge Wharf, Upper Ground Street, London.

HOT-WATER BOILERS. SURREY SIDE, BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE. pipes, CONNECTIONS

("excelsior" boiler.)

WITLEY COURT" BOILER (Silver Medal 1872).

TRENTHAM IMPROVED" BOILER, with Water-
way End and Smoke Consumer.

TUBULAR." and every other Boiler of known merit
or excellence.

Ij^ Prize Medal Awarded at the National Co/iteU,
ngham. 1874.

(" TREN-TH.\:M niPROVED" BOILER.)

NEW PATENT "CLIMAX" BOILER (1874). See
p. 666, 1874, Gardeners' Chronicle.

"GOLD MEDAL" BOILER (Birmingham, 1872).

PATENT "EXCELSIOR" BOILER (1871).

^" The largest and most complete Stock in the

Trade ; upwards of Twenty Thousand Pounds' worth
to choose from,

MILL'S PATENT AUXILIARY FUEL ECONOMISEB,
Which can be alt.-iched to any ordinary Boiler. The^e Tubes are the greatest Economisers of Fuel and Preser^-atives of Boil

Fire-Bars, and Furnace Fronts ever yel introduced to the public.

STAINTON'S NEW PATENT PROSf DEFVISG LIQUID (see "Gardeners' Chronicle," Aug. 19, 1876).

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED COMPLETE.
PRICE LIST on application ; or, Six Stamps for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, 4th Edition.

St. Pancras Iron-work Company.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, &C.
ARCHITECTS' DESIGNS CAREFULLY CARRIED OUT.

APPLY FOR ESTIMATES TO

OLD SAINT PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON, N.W.

John Edmonds & Co.,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER AXD HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

LILLIE BRIDGE, FUL.HAM, LONDON, S.W.,

wild, BE HAPPY TO FUKNISH

PLANS and ESTIMATES for the Erection and Heating complete of

CONSERVATORIES and HOTHOUSES of every description.

VERANDAHS, PAVILIONS, GLASS APPROACHES, &c.

MANSIONS, CHURCHES, SCHOOLS, PICTURE GALLERIES, HALLS, &c..

Heated by Hot Water on the best principles.

PATENTEES OF THE TUBULAR SADDLE BOILER.
PRICE LISTS ON APPLICATION,

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County in England.
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER AND CO.,

71, t-ornhill, London, E.C., and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

S T !E V "R "W S

'

TRENTHAM GREENHOUSE BOILER,

After lonsr experience has pro\ed the mo';t SIMPLE.
ECONOMICAL. EFFECTUAL, and LASTING BOILER
extant

: recently much improved. For Illustrations, with
full particulars, apply to the Sole Makers,

F. a J. SILVESTER.
Castle Hill Foundry, Engineering and Boiler Works,

Newcastle, Staffordshire.
B^ Our Boilers are the only ones made with the sanction

and under the mspection of the inventor, Mr. Stevens—all
others being base imitations.

Mansions, witti Conservatories and Green-

houses attached, Heated by

COWAN'S
PATENT COMPENSATING APPARATUS.

where the System is in operation,

5 the Sivmg of Fuel post-free.

Horticultural Buildings of all kinds.

Combining Elegance and Durability, erected at Moderate
Pnces.

COWAN patTnts 'company
(LIMITED),

21, WHITEHALL PLACE, LONDON, S.W.,

The Vineyard, Garston, near Liverpool.

GREEN'S PATENT
Wrought-iron Hot-water Boilers,

With Shelves and Hollow Grate Bars.

Specially adapted for heating Greenhouses, Com
Churches, Chapels, Schools, Public Buildings, Em

Halls, Warehouses, Workshops, &c.
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nd two shillings for every additional five lines.

: across columns, the lowest charpre will be 301.

Page ^9 o o
Halt Page 500
ColuiT

Gardeners, and othei

Advertisements fof tlie ciin-eut -aveek must reach the Office

by Thursday noon.

P.O O. to be made payable at the King Street Post Office, W.C.
to W. Richards.

Office—41. Wellington Sheet, Covent Garden,

GEORGE'S PATENT CALORIGEN,

Warming and Ventilating Small
Conservatories.

he only Gas Stove
ivhich the product of

Made

Mad<

a Wrought Iron

in Copper, £5.

It will be found very
valuable in the Nursery or

Sick Room, Damp Build-

Offices, &c. ^ Exhibited
at the Exhibition of 1871

*^ (Department of Scientific

This Stove introdu

T
silver Medal, 1874.

IHE TERMINAL SADDLE BOILER.—
367; Highly Commended, 1873:

ot sucking all the heat"This Boiler possesses the i

from the fac."—Gardeners' Magazi.
" I have no doubt the Best Boiler, that will burn any kind of

uel, is the Terminal %z.^A\^.—Joiirnal 0/Horticulture, p. ^27.
" For moderate cost and real efficiency the Termmal Saddle

is one of the very best."

—

The Gay-den, p. 95.
Prospectus post free.

T. JONES, Temple Street. Manchester.

ESSEN GER and COMPANY'S
PATENT TUBULAR BOILER.—Nearly 3000 nowM

all the advantages of the old Saddle, which is

acknowledged t-i be the most economical, with the Tubular,
the most powerful form of boiler. By the use of triangular
tubes a larger amount of heating surface is exposed to the
direct action of the fire th.in in any other form of boiler. The
water-bridge (o) also receives the most intense heat. The
boiler Is made of cast-iron, which is admitted to be the best
material as regards durability, strength, &c. In consequence
of the above advantages we are enabled to supply boilers with a
large amount of heating-power at very moderate rates. The
power of this boiler can at any future time be increased by adding
another row of tubes. Illustrated List free on application to

MESSENGER and COMPANY, Hot-Water Engineers
and Horticultural Builders, Loughborough.

Stoves for Greenhouses ! Portable ! Terra Cotta

!

ROBERTS'S PATENT PORTABLE
TERRA COTTA STOVES give pure heat, without

attention, 24 hours or longer, for about id. for coal, or coil and
coke. Suitable for almost any purpose. See TIte Garden foi

March i, 1873 :—" Rodlktss Patent Terra Cotta is the best
and cheapest dry stove that has ever been invented
May be used in any plant-house without injury to the most
delicate plants. " Prospectus, drawings, and authentic testi-

monials, can be had, and the Stoves can be seen in use, and
ordered,on application to the patentee, THOMAS ROBERTS

112, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W.

Hothouses, Hot-water Apparatus, &c.

ALLIDAY AND CO., Hothouse
Builders and Hot-water Apparatus Manu-

iKEKS. Estimates and Plans free. Best
^laterials! Best Workmanship ! Catalogues free.

Offices, 22, Barton Arcade. Manchester.

H

WILLIAM
General Furnis

men; to H.R H. the Prince
gr.-itis, post paid, contain'

unrivalled Stock of Electi

Dish Covers.
Dishes,

BURTON,
by appoint-

or Wales, sends a CATALOGUE
upwards of 850 Illustrations of hi;

) Plate. B; Metal Goods.

Baths and Toilet Ware,
Bedding and Bed Hanging
In
Bedn

i Bedsl
net Fun

Kitchen Rang
Lamps and Gaseliers,
Tea Trays, Urns and Kettles,
Table Cutlery,
Clocks and Candelabra, Kitchen Uti
With Lists of Prices, and Plans of the Thirty Large Show Rooms,
at 39, Oxford Street, W. : i, ia, 2, 3, and 4, Newman Street,W.

;

4, 5 and 6, Perry's Place, W. ; and i, Newman Yard, W.
Manufactories: 84, Newman Street, W, : i, Newman Mews,
London, W. The cost of delivering goods to the most distant

parts of the United Kingdom by railway is trifling. WILLIAM
5. BURTON will always undettakedeliveryat a small fixed rate.

T
Now ready, price la clotb 16s.,

HE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
VOLUME for JANUARY to JUNE 1876.

W. RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

Farms, Estates, Resiliences.
Any one desirous of Renting a Farm or Residence, or

Purchasing an Estate, can have copies of the

MIDLAND COUNTIES HERALD
supplied free for six weeks on stating the purpose for

which the paper is required, forwarding name and address, and
six halfpenny stamps for postage, addressed, " MidlandCounties
Herald Office, Birmingham." The Midland Counties Herald
always contains large numbers of advertisements relating to
Farms, Estates, and Residences for Sale and to be Let.

Bel^an.
—— .

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE de
^ FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CHERE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations, Published since 1865 by F
Blfkvenicfi, E. Pvnaekt. E. Rodigas. and H. J. Van
Hllle, Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian
Government at Ghent. Post paid los. per annum.
H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Gardens, Ghent, Belgium.

THE CULTIVATOR.—A Portuguesi
Monthly Agricultural Journal, which circulates in

Portugal and her possessions, and in the Principal Towns of
the Brazils.

This Paper offers an excellent medium for Advertisements of
every description of industry and of every article of consump-
tion m the countries and places above mentioned.

Advertisin.^ charges, 8(/. per square inch, Translation included.
Ten per cent. Discount for six months ; 20 per cent. Discount

for twelve months, if paid in advance.
Address, the Editor of the Cultivator, St. Michael's, Azores.

R"^VUE~de"'rHORTICULTURE BELGE
et fiTRANGERE (Belgian and Foreign Horticultural

Review).—Among the principal Contributors are :—A. Allard
E. Andre', C. Baltet, T. Buchetet, F. Burvenich. F. Cre'pin'
Comte de Gomer. De Jonge van Ellemeet, O. de Kerchove de
Denterghem, P. E. de Puydt, C. de Vis, J. Gillon, A. M. C.
Jongkindt Coninck. C. Koch. J. Kickx. L. Linden, T. Moore.
C. Naudin, B. Olivier, H. Ortgies, E. Pynaert, E. Rodiiras
A. Sitaux, O. Thomas. A. Van Geert Son, H. J. Van Hulle, },
Van Volxem. H. J. Veitch, A. Wcstmael, and P. Wolkenstein.
This Illustrated Journal appears on the ist of every month,

in Parts of 24 pages, 8vo, with a Coloured Plate and numerous
Engravings.
Terms of Stibscription for the United Kingdom :—One year,

loj., payable in advance.
Publishing Office : 142, Rue de Bruxelles, Ghent, Belgium.

" payable to M. E. PYNAERT,

Every Saturday, of any Bookseller or News Agent, price Threepence,

Each half-yearly Volume complete in itself, with Title-page and Index,

The Athen^uM:
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE

FINE ARTS, MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

THE ATHEN/EUM
Is so conducted that the reader, however distant, is, in respect to Literature, Science and Art, on an equality

in point of information with the best-informed circles of the Metropolis.

Subscription for Twelve Months, 13J. / Six Months, 6s. 6d,

OFFICE for ADVERTISEMENTS, 20, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON'

Every Saturday, price i^., by Post, 4^tf.,

Notes and Queries:
A MEDIUM OF INTERCOMMUNICATION FOR LITERARY MEN, ARTISTS,

ANTIQUARIES, GENEALOGISTS, &c.

Edited by Dr. DORAN, F.S.A.

" When found, make a note of."—Captain Cuttle.

Containing every Week amusing Articles on some of the following Subjects:—
ENGLISH, IRISH, and SCOTTISH HISTORY, Illustrated by original Communications and inedited Documents,

BIOGRAPHY, including unpublished Correspondence of eminent Men, and unrecorded Facts connected with them.

BIBLIOGRAPHY, more especially of English Authors, with Notices of rare and unknown Editions of their Works,

and Notes on Authorship of Anonymous Books,

POPULAR ANTIQUITIES and FOLK LORE, preserving the fast-fading relics of the old Mythologies.

BALL.'iDS and Old Poetry, with Historical and Philological Illustrations.

POPULAR and PROVERBIAL S.\YINGS, their origin, meaning, and application.

PHILOLOGY, including Local Dialects, Archaisms, and Notes on our old Poets,

GENE.ALOGY and HER.^LDRY, including Histories of Old Families, Completion of Pedigrees, &c.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES, QUERIES, and REPLIES, on points of Ecclesiastical History, Topography, Fine

Arts, Natural History, Miscellaneous Antiquities, Numismatics, Photography, &c.

NOTICE.—The FOURTH SERIES is now complete, in Twelve Volumes. A New Series, the FIFTH,

commenced with SATURDAY, January, 3, 1874. As many of the Numbers are scarce, subscribers desirous of

completing their Sets should order at once the Numbers required,

GENERAL INDEX to the Second Series maybe bad, price 5^. 6J.

GENERAL INDEX to the Fourth Series, price 6s., now ready,

COVERS for BINDING now ready, is. each ; by post, is. 2J.

Vol. I., Fifth Series, JANUARY to JUNE, 1874, price loj. 6(/., cloth.

Published by JOHN FRANCIS, at 20, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, W.C,

And may be had by Order of all Booksellers and Newsmen.

I
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THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
for MONDAY, October 2j.

Contents.

Agricultural Machinery — American Dairying — Arllticial

Rain for Drought—Beans v. Roots for Clay Lands—The Bee.
keeper—The Black Nose—Notes on Cookery— Note from
Cornwall—Cows of Callander—Dairy Show—Notes from
Devon—Notes from Dublin—Notes from Edinburgh—Notes
from Essex— Forestry— Garden of the Farm— Note from
Glamorganshire—Good Advice— Farming in Hampshire— Hive
Covers—Homesteads—Horses from Canada—The Household-
Note from Lancashire— Landlords—Landlord and Tenant-
Lime on Grass Land-Local Taxation— Note from Londonderry
-Miscellaneous—Mowers at launton-Mules—Notes of Week
—Notices to Correspondents- Ploughs—Poor Laws—Poultry
in the States—Rainfall in Dorsetshire-Rent and Wages-Seed
Wheat—Sewage Agriculture- Shorthorn Sales—Six Years'
Rotation—Sore Shoulders—Note from Suffolk-Note from
Surrey—The Veterinarian—Note from Wester Ross—The
Wheat Crop—Woolston Farm—Yorkshire Farm.

Price 4^. : post-free ^\^d. Published by William Richards,
at the Olfice, 7, Catherine Street. Strand, W.C.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SO UTH WaTeS ADVERTISER.

CONTENTS :—
INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of R.4CES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Drawn and Engraved

specially for this Journal).

NATURAL HISTORY (Original Articles).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally,

STOCK .and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS.
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation
throughout the Australian Colonies, New Zealand,
Polynesia, &c. It contains a large amount of informa-
tion on a great variety of subjects.

Subscription in Advance, £1 per Annum.
Single Copies, i,d. ; Stamped, c^d.

Publishing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South
Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Agents are authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS,
which must be paid in advance, for the SYDNEY
MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY MAIL :—
London .... Mr. George Street, 30, ComhiU, E.G.

Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lom-
bard Street, E.C.

Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride
Street, Fleet Street, E.C.

Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.
Lee & Nightingale, 15, North John Street.

Bristol James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

Edinburgh
, . Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow .... W. Porteous & Co., is, Royal Exchange
Place.

Copies of each Journal are filed at the above Offices
for the use of Advertisers.

Birmingham
rpool

Notice.
(By Appointment to the Royal Horticultural SocietyJ

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS.
ANURSERYJIEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.DAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT

ADVERTISEMENTS in all Newspapers, Magazines,
and Periodicals. List of London Papers on application

ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents,
59, Fleet Street E.C.

Wanted, a gardener (married), soon

;

' ' hardly any Glass, but Gardens and Paddocks, con-
,

scquently a man is wanted for General Work on the Premises,
and not a high-class Gardener. Wife to do either Washing or
act as good Plain Cook. There is an unfurnished cottage in
garden.—State full particulars and wages required to P.,
Orchard House, Walton-on-Thames, Surrey.

'Wanted, as under gardener, in

\ f
1. ^ Gentleman's Garden, a young Man. to do the work

' 1,'"° .i.'°^=i Orchid House, Vineries, &c. Wages, 191. per
1

week, with use of rooms. State particulars as to experience,
e, &c.—The GARDENER, Holme Island, Grange,

Lancashire.

yA/ '^'^TED, a thoroughly experienced and
' ' energetic GROUND FOREMAN ; he must have a

eneral knowledge of the business, more especially Rose and
rruit trees, and be able to Superintend all Ground-work and

lear He'ref 1

"'="-'-"RANSTON'S Nurseries. King's Acre,

W^N TED, as APPRENTICE, in a
|,,„r -

Garden of large extent, where every branch of the

'.H;.,?f'5° •,!"''>', *"= learned thoroughly, a respectable, well-

•Ues rl T v"'*'i ^!.*'="' '5 ""d '"^ y^'-s of age.-T. C,
'lessrs.

J. Veitch & Sons, Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, S.W.

wANTED, a First-class ROCKWORK
HAND.-F. SUTTON, Willow Cottage, Brixton

VyANTED, a steady MAN, to attend to the
» » Fires

; preference given to one that can Paint and
Glaze.—JOHN WILLS, Royal Exotic Nursery, South Ken-
sington, S.W.WSeed Trade.

ANTED, an INVOICE CLERK; must
be a good Penman and quick at Figures, and able to

Assist at the Counter when required.—Apply, by letter only,
endorsed '"Clerk." stating age. references, and salary required,
to EDWARD WEBB and SONS, The Queen's Seedsmen
Wordsley, Stourbridge.WSeed Trade.

ANTED, an experienced COUNTER-
^
MAN.—Apply, by letter only, endorsed " Counter-

2?;'.',, ^'•""'S ^B"^. references, and salary required, toEDVyARD WEBB and SONS. The Queen's Seedsmen,
Wordsley, Stourbridge.

YyANTED, an ASSISTANT SHOPMAN—
I

J ^y^oog l^fan just out of his apprenticeship, and who
would make himself generally useful, preferred.-Apply, stating
age, salary expected, with references, to P. T. RODGER,
Seedsman. Londonderry, Ireland.

\yANTED, an ASSISTANT SHOPMAN.
' » He must have a good address and be a good Salesman.

--Apply, slating age, references, and wages, to JOHNJEIFERIES and SONS, Seed Merchants and Nurserymen,

"yyANTED, a PACKER, for a large
',',, Provincial Nursery.—Must be thoroughly experienced,

and able to check off Goods.—Box 3, Chester.

WAN T PLACES.
T> S. WILLIAMS having at the present
J--'» time several very excellent GARDENERS upon his
Register, is desirous of placing them in Situations where great
experience and trust are required. B. S. W. would at the same
time beg to intimate that when a Gardener is applied for that
the filling of the situation should be left with him, as that would
prevent unnecessary correspondence and delay.—Victoria and
Paradise Nurseries , Upper Holloway, London, N-

Head Gardeners.
TOHN LAING can at present recommend
fJ with every confidence several energetic and practical
Men, of tested ability and first-rate character. Ladies and
Gentlemen in WANT of GARDENERS and BAILIFFS,
or GARDENERS for First-rate Establishments or Single-hand
Situations, can be suited, and have full particulars by applying
at Stanstead Park and Rutland Park Nurseries, Forest Hill,
London. S.E.

/^ARDENER (Head), where si.x or more are
V.-* kept.—Age 39, married, no family ; thoroughly practical
in all branches. Unexceptionable references.—H. BURGOINE.
The Gardens, Eastwick Park. Leatherhead.

?:< A R D E N E R^(He.\d). —""Middle-aged,V^ married, one son (17) ; thoroughly experienced in all
branches of the profession. Good at Vines. Peaches, Melons,
Mushrooms, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, &c. Good character.— .\. B., Post-office, Groombridge, Sussex.

(r;i ARDENER (HEAD).-Age 39, married,V^ thoroughly understands the Cultivation of Stove and
Greenhouse Plants, Making Vine and Peach Borders Re-
arranging Old Estates and Planting New ones- altogether a
fiibt-class Gardener. Good reference.— J. G., 39, Palmerston
Road. Merton Road. Wandsworth. Surrey.

/^ARDENER (Head).—Age 41, married, no
V>^ family; great experience in Early and Late Forcing,
Vines, Pines. Flowers, Vegetables, &c., and a large Flower and
Kitchen Garden, with extensive Pleasure Grounds, Land, and
Stock. Wife Dairy or Poultry. Si.\ years' character. Left
through death of employer.—S. OSBURN, Kingston Road,
New Maiden. Surrey.

GA"RDENYR~(HEAD,WORKrNG).—Age3r
;

thoroughlv practical in the culture of Fruits, Flowers, and
Vegetables, and Early and Late Forcing. Eighteen years'
experience. Well recommended.—A. B. S. Post-office, Deal,

GARDENER (HEAD, WORKING).—Middle-
aged

: experienced in Land, Stock, Forestry, and General
Management of an Estate. Ten years in present si

C. SMITH, Lord Selborn. Blackmoor, Alton, Hants.

GARDENER (Head, WoRKiNG.)-Age 42 ;

thirty years' experience in all departments, thoroughly
practical. Good reference and testimonials. — A, B,, Mr.
Coates. Farmer, Pinchingthorpe, Great Ayton, Northallerton.

GARDENER (Head, Working), where
four or more are kept.—Age 2S ; eleven years' expe-

rience : thoroughly understands Forcing all kinds of Fruit,
Flowers, and Vegetables, Stove and Greenhouse Plants ; also
ihe Management of Flower and Kitchen Gardens.—W. D.,
Harlaston Manor, Grantham.

GARDENER.—Age 35, married; thorough
practical knowledge of Stove and Greenhouse Plants

;

Forcing. Early and Late ; and Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen
Garden ins^—Good character.—A. B., 15, Whateley Road,

, S.E.

G:;_ARDENER (Second), or as FOREMAN
the Conservatory and Flower Garden.—Age 22 good
s.— B., Post-office, Forest Hill. Oxford.

GARDENER (Second), in a Gentleman's
garden.—Age 24. single : understands Early and Late

Forcing, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, &c. Good references —
A. B., Post-office, Ash, Surrey.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 23
; good

Scythe and Machine Man. Bothy preferred. Good
character.—A. B., Lydhursc, Hayward's Heath, Sussex.

GARDENER (Under), in a Nobleman's or
Gentleman's Garden. — Five and a half years' cood

character. — J. LANGFORD, Kirby Mispcrton Lodge,
Pickering, Yorkshire.

JOURNEYMAN, in a Nobleman's or
Y Gentleman's Garden.—Age 23 ; two and a half years' good'''"'""" ' '--' - --.—A. B., Post Office, Upper

, N.

"PLORIST, or SECOND GARDENER.—
i- Thorough experience in all Stove and Grejnhouse
Plants, Orchids «:c. Good character. -H. A. S., Post-office,
Upton Bishop, Ross.

T-pOREMAN, in a Nobleman's Establish-
ir

inent.—.'ige 33 ; understands the Management of Pines
Vines, Peaches, Melons and Cucumbers. Good character.—
F. C. 1, MayonT lace, Stoke Devonport , Devon.

"pOREMANrin a good Establishment.—
11 k'*^° l^

"'"'"Stands the General Routine of Gardening
in all branches, and Early and Late Forcing. Two years' good
character.-A. B., <, Tinkler's Lane, Dereham Road, Norvvich.

"POREMAN, in a Gentleman's Garden.—
-L Young, single

; understands Gardening in all its
branches. Good character. -F. GREEN, Necton Hall,
Norfolk. '

IpOREMAN and PROPAGATOR.—Age 27.
A- Near London preferred. Well e.\perienced in Growing
Plants for market-Stove and Hard and Soft-wooded stuff.
Good references.-A. P., John Bell, Uddingston, Ghasgow.

TMPROVER, under a good Gardener, where
-*- Gardening is carried on with spirit.—Age 2 = . Can be
well recommended . -C. D. SPORLE, Swaftham, Norfolk.

1 MPROVER, under the Foreman, in a good
-L Nursery.-A^e 19, Eighteen months' character from
bst employer.-W. LOVELL. Waterloo Villa, Charterhouse,
Godalming.

T M P R O V E R, in the Garden.—Age 19 ;
-*- respectable. Good recommendations.— I. R. T , Post-
ollice, Teddington, Middlesex.

J- -^ J ,

ONURSERYMEN^and SEEDSMEN^
espectable strong Youth where

the business m all its

-G. NUNN, I, Broad-

M
of ih.

Seed Trade.
ANAGER, or TRAVELLER and COR-
RE.SPONDENT.—Has had many years' constant and
xpcriencc. and is thoroughly proficient in every branch"' "-- ceptionable references.— F. D. B.. 97,

Middle Abbey Sti
, Dublir

MANAGER, .SHOPMAN, CORRE-
SPONDENCE CLERK, or BOOK-KEEPER. -

Age 30 . several years' experience in Plants, Seeds, Sundries

J';?,„^"''^"'""%
'^°"'<' Travel. Excellent references. —

a 1 1 PA, Post-olnce, Croydon.

To the Seed Trade!
QHOPMAN, or MANAGER.—Ten years'

,
.i^xperience in Leading Houses in the Trade ; thoroughly

proficient in every department. Good references.-W. W.,
Mr. W. H. Rogers, 132, Hieh Street, Southampton.

sHOPMAN (Second).—Nine years' experi-
Good references.—ALPHA, Post-office, Kelso, N.B.

E GRATEFUL—COMFORTING.
" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern

the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful appli-
cation of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa. Mr. Epps
has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately-flavoured
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by
the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution may
be gradually built up until strong enough to resist every
tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak point. We
may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti-
fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame."— C/V//
Sfrz'ice Gazette.

"^ I N AH A N'S L L WHISKY.
-*-*- Kinahan & Co. finding that, through the recommenda-
tion of the Medical Profession, the demand for their CELE-
BRATED OLD LL WHISKY for purely medicinal purposes
IS very great, submit with pleasure the following Analysis by
Dr. Hassall :—" I have very carefully and fully analysed sam-
ples of this well-known and popular Whisky. The samples were
soft and mellow to the taste, aromatic and ethereal to the smell.
The Whisky must be pronounced to be pure, well-matured, and
of very excellent quality. The Medical Profession may feel full
confidence in the purity and quality of this Whisky."

20. Great Titchfield Street. 0.xford Street, London, W.

J)INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for ACIDITY of the STOMACH.
HEARTBURN. HEADACHE. GOUT, and
INDIGESTION: and the safest aperient for delicate
Constitutions, Ladies. Children, and Infants.

DINNEFORD and CO..
172, New Bond Street, London, and all Chemists.

trOLLO WAY'S PILLS.—
J- J- Safe, vet effective.—No other medicine combines the
same purifying alterative and tonic properties, which have
raised these Pills so highly in the estimation of the public. In
diseases arising from unhealthy situations, close apartments,
and sedentary occupations, no means so potent for cooling,
cleansing, and regulating the human body can be found.
Holloway's Pills wonderfully improve a weak digestion by
augmenting the gastric secretion and moderately rousing the
function of the liver, hence their well-known power of removing
tainted breath, and remedying every other dyspeptic un-
pleasantness. They entirely overcome the lethargic symptoms
attending bad digestion, and have for years been esteemed the
best and safest family aperient. They are especially suitable
for young females and children.

Asthma—Cure (this week) by

DR. LOCOCK'S PULMONIC WAFERS.—
From Mr. Welch. Bookseller, Camel/ord : — •' Mr,

Bumard, Farmer. St. Juliott's, Cornwall, lor lo years suffered
from Asthma. Tried the Wafers, and the result was marvel-
lous." They taste pleasantly. Sold by all Medicine Vendors
at IS. lyid, and 2S, gt/. per box.
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By Royal Letters Patent. By Royal Letters Patent.

THE BOILER NOT THE ONLY MEANS OF SAVING FUEL
A MUCH GREATER SAVING MAY BE EFFECTED BY ADOPTING

SON'S PATENT DIVISIONAL HOT-WATER APPARATUS.

^ WB - pipes hot

2 pipes cold

4 rows of pipes.

2 pipes hot

4 pipes cold

6 rows of pipes.

4 pipes hot

pipes cold

6 rows of pipes.

4 pipes hot

4 pipes cold

8 rows of pipes.

Any 2, 4, or 6 pipes hot,

the remainder cold

6 rows of pipes. 8 rows of pipes.

It takes a given quantity of Fuel to Heat a given quantity of Water. The Hot-water Engineer must provide sufficient piping for raising the
heat to the required temperature in the coldest weather. The variable temperature of the English climate renders it necessary during the greatest

part of the year to use only a part of the piping provided, consequently at such times there is a reduced quantity of water to be heated in the pipes,

thus economising fuel to a very great extent,—hence the value of my invention, which can be easily understood on reference to the accompanying
diagrams.

This System can be easily applied to any Apparatus already fixed, and gives the Gardener, and not the Stoker, full command over thg
temperature of his Hothouses, which he can at any time increase or diminish as required. In addition to the above

NKV^ SYSTEM OF HEATING,
there is no Boiler more eminently calculated for Saving Fuel than

ORISOFS PATENT UPEieST TUBULAE COEIISH BOILEE.
These Boilers are especially constructed for Cleansing the inside from Sediment at the leg or bottom of Boiler.

A variety of the best known Wrought-iron Boilers always kept in Stock.

HOT-WATER PIPES AND CONNECTIONS AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.

THE BEST BQILT HOTHOUSES, CONSEEVATOEIES, &C.,
Either in Wood or Iron, at the Lowest Prices.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES AND PRICE LISTS ON APPLICATION.

HENRY ORMSON,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER APPARATUS ENGINEER.

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.
should b= addressed to " The Editor ;

" Advertisements and Business L
Richards, at the Office ot Messrs. Bi!ad8i;ry, Ag.veiv. & Co.. Lombard Si

' The Pubhsher," at the Office, 4i, Wellineton Street, Covent Garden, London, V.C.

Agent fa Manchester-JoHN Heywood. J^gents for Scotland-Messrs. J. Menzies & Co., Edinburgh and Glasgow.
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UTTON'S EXHIBITION HYACINTHS,
6s., or.. 12s. and 20J. per dozen. Cultural Instructions

BUTTON'S CHOICE TULIPS,
^y Mixed, from js. H. per loo. Named sorts, iSi. per loo
Cultural Instriictioiis on application.

QtJTTON'S FI NE DUTCH CROCUS,^ M , jr., and 41. per 100. Cultural Instructions on appli-
cation.

QUTTON'S FRESH IMPORTED BULBS»J have atrived in splendid condition, and are now ready
for delivery,

Q UTTON'S AUTUMN CATALOGUE,
V-' Gratis and Post-free. " The most complete work of its
kind yet published,

UTTON AND SONS, The Queen's Seeds-s

M^
Dutch Flower Roots.

ESSRS. W. ROLLISSON and SONS'
CATALOGUE for 1S76 is now ready, and can be had

post-free upon application,
The Nurseries, Tooting, London, S.W.

WNotice ! Notice !— HyaclntHs. Tulips. &c.
M. CUTBUSH AND SON'S

TTI nwi-S';\"A'"i''=^£^''''^LO'^"E of DUTCH and otherFLOWERING ROOTS is now ready, post-free on application
Highgate Nurseries, London. N,

rfHE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
_* /m- SA TUKDA y NEXT, November 1 1 , will contaU
Tmo Fnll Page Engravings, Printed nn rlate Pafer,
representing E.xtcrior and Interior I'ieivs of the grand
Conservatory in the Grounds 0/ His Majesty t/ic King 0/
the Belgians, at Laehen.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
South Kensington, S,\V,

'

NOTICE to EXHIB1T0RS,-Th= PRIZES offered by
Jlessrs, CARTER and CO, and Messrs, SUTTON andSONS for VEGETABLES will be competed for on WED-
?5l?,'^).'.?°.*'='"Ji"' ^-, ^ splendid Show of CHRYSAN-IHEMUMS by Mr, Charles Turner, and a miscellaneous

£''J °'-^.H^^?- .*= f""" ""^ny of"": !'=''<""? exhibitors,
N,li.—The E,vhibiiion will close at 5 o'Clock p M

OHyaclntas, Tulips, Crocus, Gladioli, tic.VK REVISED LIST for 1876
is now ready, and will be handed to all Gardeners

and Amateurs, gost-fiee, on application
ANT, ROOZEN and SON, Overveen, near Haarlem, Holland,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
South Kensineton. S.W

N-OTJCE -SCIENTIFIC, FRUIT and FLORAL COM-
MITTEES' MEETINGS, on WEDNESDAY November 8
at 11 o'clock, GENERAL MEETING at I o'clock

Admission is.

MA N L EY PALACE and PA"rk:
COMPANY (Limited).

A great EXHiniTION of CHRYSANTHEMUMS and
FRUir will be held in the Lar?e Hall and Picture Galleries at
Manley Hall, Manchester, on WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY
and FRIDAY, November 29, 30, .and December i. Schedules
on application to

EDWIN W. MARSHALL, 3S, Barton Arcade, Manchester,

PAUL AND SON, The " Old " Nurseries,

T,r
C>>«Iiunt, Herts, These Nurseries established in ,806,

-rl'?^^^'
FRUIT TREES, EVERGREENS, FOREST

TREES, and all Hardy Plants, DUTCH and other BULBS,

CATALOGUES post-free on application.
Address-" PAUL and SON," without any initial.

Green Hollies,

REEN HOLLIES, 12 to 18 inches, 20s.
per 100 ; iS inches to 2 feet, 30J, per 100

E. WALKER. Farnborough Station, Hants.

G
Caucasian Laurels.

rjHARLES TURNER has a large stock of
>-/ this fine Evergreen Shrub, from 2 to 6 feet in height
Price on application.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough,

Planting Seasoa
EEDLING and TRANSPLANTED

FOREST TREES, &c,

Mr „ , .
'-'*' of Prices may be had on anplicilion toWJ\LAIRD AND SINCLAIR, Nurserymen, Dundee. N,B,

W Special Trade Offer of Kursery Stock.ILLIAM BRYANT
will be happy to forward the abo

^__^^ The Nursery, Rug

CKoses, Fruit Trees, ConlTerse, &cHARLES TURNER'S New CATA-LOGUE of the above is now ready, and can be had
post-free on aplication.

The Royal Nurseries, Slouch.

W Roses. Fruit Trees, Evergreens, dtc
ILLIAM FLETCHER'S CATALOGUE

Th- lO
"* ""V"?*'' •""' '"'y ]"= h'd post-free on application.

The Nursery Stock generally is very fine, healthy, and well-
rooted. Early orders are respectfully solicited.

Oltershaw Nurseries, Chertsey, Surrey,

S,„
.

To the Tiade.
TANDARD and DWARF ROSES of the
leading sorts-splendid Plants, no better in the Trade,

well-ripened wood-about 15.000 Standards and 5000 Dwarfs,
guaranteed true to name. For lowest prices apply toGRANT AND CO., Park Nursery , Portadown, Ireland,

T
Special Culture of Fruit Trees and RosesHE DESCRIPTlVEandlLLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE of FRUITS (by THOM^s RivekO isnow ready

: also CATALOGUE of Select ROSES, Post-freeon application.

THOMAS RIVERS and SON, Sawbridgeworth Herts

STANDARD and DWARF ROSES.—
»^ Standards, 751. per 100, 12J, per do^en ; Dwarfs, 60s. per

',?! '„^" J
'^''°'*' ?- ^u' '^"S"" \

""''' ^"°"S. '° PO's for forcing,
15.^ per dozen. Cash with order,
N, LAWRENCE. Burnsfield Nurseries. Chatteris, Cambs.

Q.OOSEBERRIES.-"5o,ooo, all leading
^-^ Lancashire varieties, named sons : also ASHTONREDS, The whole are fine strong stuff, 3-yr. and 4-yr. old
Cheap. For prices apply to
RALPH ROBSON, Nurseryman and Seedsman. Hexham.

MR. ROBERT NEUMANN, The
Nurseries. Erfurt, will be always a BUYER of

CONIFER.F: SEEDS, such as Taxus. Thujas Prceas &cand therefore begs Gentlemen or Gentlemen's Gardeners who
harvest any to make him their offers.

wANTED, 500 to 1000 good strong BRIAR
STOCKS, suitable to Bud Standard Roses on. State

C. WHITEHOUSE. Brereton Nursery. Rugeley.

s

appli(

WANTED, at Taking-up time, GERA-
NIUMS, Mrs, Pollock, or any Golden Tricolor

, t',,??^
Vaucher.and Master Christine : also CALCEOLARIAAUREA FLORIBUNDA. Ai,y one having the above can

nrid a buyer in

W. F. P.OFF, 203, Upper Street. Islington, London. N.

CHANGE '" '^^'^ """^ '"''^'° ^U'-^S in EX-

ANTED, ENGLISH OAK, 2* to 3 feet.
Must be clean-grown, stout, and well-rooTed. Address'

uig quantity and price.
'

H, BLANDFORD, The Dorset Nurseries. Blandford.

w
WAGSTAFF'S PATENT UPRIGHT»» TUPULAR SADDLE BOILERS.
Ljn^e

°'"' )' *^' WAGSTAFF, Dukinfield, Ashton-under-

Priced LIST post-free on application.

GOOSEBERRY TREES.—Wanted, a few
thousand Crown Bobs and Melbourne Reds Quote

lowest cash price to
'

ILEX. Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W. C.

Seed Potatos Wanted.
DANIELS BROS, are open to buy anv
.

choice Stocks of SEED POTATOS. Growers are
invited to send List of Sorts with lowest price per sackDANIELS BROS., Seed Growers and Nurserymen, Norwich.

^RCH I OS.—Surplus Plants of upwards ofV-^ sixty varieties to Dispose of at low prices. For List
apply to

C, J. R, B,, Sibbertoft . Market Harbjrough,

Clirysantliemums,
CHARLES TURNER'S COLLECTION^^ is now in fine bloom. An inspection is solicited

_ The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

'yRrrOMA^UVARIA^GRANDlFLORX-^
-•- Strong Plants of the above, as. per dozen 201 Der tooEDWARD TAYLOR, Nurseryman, Malton, Vorkshi'r'

QPIR/EA (HOTEIA) JAPONrCA;
k_' very strong clumps for forcing, equal if not superior to
loreign, £\o per 1000,
SP1R.EA PALMATA, fine crowns forforcing, 731, ; smaUer,

25J. to 5or. per 100.

CHARLES NOBLE , Bagshot.

pRlCKLY COMFREY produces thrice as
-^ much Feed or Hay as Lucerne, Grass, or Tares : will
stand for many years ; multiplies very rapidly. Roots, Crowns,
or Plants at C. R, BREEMAN'S, Norwich.

Hardy Garden Flowers.
JOHN MOORE'S Illustrated CATALOGUE
^nwrli''*"^*^ GARDEN and HARDY GARDENtLUHEKS IS now ready, post-free to any address on receipt
of 3rf. in sumps.

56, Market Place, Warw ick.

TROUBLE CHINESE PRIMULAS,
;rr;, . 52*' ^'"* t^- p" '°°' poinsettia pulcher-RI.MA PLENISSl.MA, 3^. W., 51. and lor each

JOHN RjCEVES, Nurseryman, Acton,' W.

QPRING FLOWERS^and SPRINcTgAR-
>~J DENING.-For a List of the best Plants for above
purposes, at very low prices, please see our advertisement in
last issue. CATALOGUES post-free
WM. CLIBRAN and SO N. Oldfield Nursery. Altrlncham.

riRCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in

V. Pots .'-Peaches. Nectarines. Plums. Pears, Apples, Figs,
Apricots. Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges
RICHARD SMITH. Nurseryman and Seed Merchant,

To the Trade.
~

COOLING'S LIST of choice and care-
fully selected CUCUMBER SEEDS is now ready,

E
applic

Mile Ash Nu

To the Trade.

HAND F. SHARPE'S Special Priced LIST
°j',:,}?S~'%°'*'^"''' GARDEN and AGRICUL-

gtowth, is now ready, and may beTURAL SEEDS of
had on application.

Seed Gi
; Establishment, Wisbech.

THORNS.—3,000,000 of strong, transplanted
RUSH AND YEATS.

Eaton Road and IJueen's Park Nurseries. Chester.

pTAWS, or THORN QUICK SEED.—
-•--»- Sound Haws, fit for sowing at present, or spring coming,
guaranteed free from soil or other mixture, and thoroughly well
preserved. About 30 tons on hand. For lowest prices apply toGRANT AND CO., Park Nursery, Portadown, Ireland.

Rhododendrons.
RHODODENDRONS, i:

20.V. per >oo.
'

E. WALKER, Farnborough Station, Han

inches,

G RAPES FIRST Y E A R.— 3000 fine
Fruiting Canes, in lo-inch pots, grown without lire-heat.

50s. per dozen ; 70CO do., for Planting,for cash. 5r. each
35. kd. each, or 3or. per di _

RANSLEV TANTON, Nurserj'
. Eps<

Pot 'Vines.

'T'HE COWAN PATENTS COMPANY
,f?»5?.?"

»'.'™''on to 'h'^ir brge and excellent Stock of
young VINES, which are in first-rate condition, and now ready
for sending out. List of Varieties and Prices post-free.

The Trade supplied.
The Vineyard, Garston, near Liverpool.

ULBERRIES.-Our Stock of the above
pronounced unequalled in the Trade. Prices on

M
appi

SALT.MARSH and SON, The Nu
. Chelmsford.

"l^RUIT TREES.— Standard and Pyramid
-*- Cherries, Apples, Pears and Plums, from 70s. per 100 ;

Gooseberries, 3-yr. to 5-yr., looi. to 120s. per 1000 ; Currants,
3-yr. to 5-yr. . 6or. to Zos. per 1000,

T, EVES. Gravesend Nurseries.—Established iSio

A SPARAGUS.—Roots of that extraordinary
-i^^ fine variety. Conover's Colossal, i-yr. and 3-yr. old ;

also a large quantity of very fine clumps for forcing. These*
latter must be cleared.

C. R. FREEMAN, Seed Grower, Norivich.

RHUBARB ROOTS^HUBARB ROOTS
-RHUBARB ROOTS, - For Sale, 5000 stronn

Linnseus Rhubarb Roots, Apply to
W, EARL, Farmwood Nursery, ne.tr Newport, Mon.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Leytonstone, Essex, E.

HIGHLY IMPORTANT SALE of VALUABLE NUR-
SERY STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, Fillebrook

Estate and Home Nurseries, cidjoming the Leytonstone Station,

on the AVoodford Line, Great Eastern Railway, on TUESDAY,
November 7, and Two following days, at 11 for 12 o'Clock pre-

cisely each day, part of the Land being required for other

purposes, a PORTION of the valuable NURSERY STOCK,
consisting of a splendid variety of Conifcra; and Evergreen
Shrubs, of various sizes, about 10,000 Ornamental and Forest

Trees and Deciduous Shrubs, thousands of selected Fruit

Trees, in all the leading varieties ; hardy American Plants,

including choice Scarlet and other Rhododendrons, Ghent
Azaleas, Andromedas, &c., beautifully set with bloom-buds and
adapted for Potting ; a superb assnrtment of Standard and
Dwarf Roses of fine growth, together with some hardy Shrubs
in pots, choice Greenhouse Plants, Vines, &c.
May be viewed prior to to the Sale. Catalogues had on the

Premises, and of the Auctioneers, Sec, 9S, Gracechurch Street,

E.G., and American Nursery, Leytonstone. E.

Bagshot, Surrey.
SALE of a VALUABLE LEASEHOLD NURSERY.

Important to those desirous of embarking into a Lucrative

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed by the Mortgagee to SELL by AUC-

TION, without reserve, at the Mart, Tokenhouse Yard, City,

E.C., on MONDAY. November 13, at i for 2 o'Clock precisely,

the valuable LEASE (ten years from Christmas next) and
GOODWILL of the celebrated AMERICAN NURSERY,
known also as Baker's Nursery, Windlesham, near Bagshot,
Surrey, and about 1 mile from the Sunningdale Station. The
Property comprises 25 Acres of fine Nursery Land, together

with a Ten-roomed Dwellmg-house, and complete Trade Build-

ings standing thereon. Early possession could be arranged.

The Purchaser of the Lease will have the option of buying
the beautifully-grown NURSERY STOCK and UTENSILS
at the Auction Sale to be held in DECEMBER; or, if pre-

ferred, may take the whole or part at a valuation.

May be viewed. Particulars may be obtained
Preir

Street, E.C.
nd of the Auctic i and Valu , Gracechurch

Loughton, Essex, E.

Fifty minutes' ride from the City by tram, and Eight minutes'
walk from the Station.

THREE DAYS' SALE of unusually well-grown NURSERY
STOCK, in fine condition for removal,

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed by Mr. William Paul to SELL by

AUCTION, on the Premises, the Sale Nursery. Loughton, E.,

on TUESDAY, November 14, and two following days, at 11

for 12 o'Clock precisely each day. a portion of the valuable

NURSERY STOCK, comprising in lar^e quantities all the

choicest and best Evergreens and Conlfera; in cultivation,

lotted to suit the Trade and Private Buyers, including
fine Hybrid and Pontica Rhododendrons, Gold and Silver

Hollies, choice Piceas, Puius. Thujas, Cedrus Deodara. Aucu-
bas, Laurubtinus, Box, Privet, a magnificent stock of Circassian,

Colchic, and common Laurels ; very handsome Limes, English
Elms, Weeping Willows, and other Ornamental Trees, Standard
and Dwarf Fruit Trees, some selected Standard, Dwarf, and
Climbing Roses.
May be viewed the day prior to the Sale. Catalogues mav be

had on the Premises of Mr. PIGGOTT. and of the Auctioneers
and Estate Agents, 98, Gracechurch Street, E.C, and Leyton-
stone, E.

Keyfleld Nursery. St. Albans, Herts.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, as above, without reserve,

by order of Mr. J. Horwood, on FRIDAY, November 17, at 12

for 1 o'clock precisely, a quantity of NURSERY STOCK,
consisting of hundreds of Limes, Poplars, Chestnuts, &c.. also

Cupressus Lawsoniana, Thujas of sorts, Aucubas, common
and Portugal Laurels, Arbor-vitaes, Berberls. green and varie-

gated Hollies, &c ; Fruit Trees in variety ; Standard and
Dwarf Roses, best sorts, a few plants in pots, and numerous
other Trees and Shrubs.
May be viewed any day prior to Sale. Catalogu

Street, E.C,
and of the Ai &c., q8, Gracechurch

Bamet, Herts.
Within Ten minutes* walk of the High Bamet Station. G.N.R.
IMPORTANT TRADE SALE ofsome thousands ofunusually

well grown winter-blooming HEATHS, profusely set

with bloom buds and fit for immediate Sale, comprising
3000 Hyemalis, thickly set, 2500 Autumn and Spring
gracilis, 1000 colorans, 500 Wilmoreana, also large

quantities of mammosa pallida, caffra, intermedia, jutiana,

regerminans, and others ; 250 prettily-grown Hedaronia
tulipifera : also Phornocoma Barnesii, Boronia serrulata,

Dracophyllum gracile, Eriostemon, Chorozema, and Acacias
in variety; isoAphelexIs rupestris splendens, 2000 hand-
somely-grown Epacris, well set ; and numerous other selected
New Holland plants, together with a quantity of Dracaenas
Cooperil and ferrea. Solauum capsicastrum, 500 Daphne
indica rubrai, 700 Tea and other Roses in pots, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed by Messrs. William Cutbush & Son to

SELL the above attractive Stock by AUCTION, on the
Premises, the Bamet Nurseries, on FRIDAY, November 17. at

II for 12 o'clock precisely.

May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may
be had on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers,

98, Gracechurch Street, London. E.C.

West Wlctham, Kent.
UNRESERVED SALE of thriving, well-rooted NURSERY

STOCK, a portion of the land being required for other
purposes.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
are instructed by Mr. W. Kirkcaldy to SELL by

AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises, the Nursery,
close to the " Swan." West Wickham, Kent, 3 miles from the
Beckenham and Bromley Stations, on SATURDAY, Novem-
ber 18, at 12 for half-past [2 o'Cluck precisely, a large quantity
of beautifully-grown NURSERY STOCK, including a con-
sideratije number o( fine Border Shrubs, common and Portugal
Laurels, 1500 Hollies, 3 to 4 feet, 2000 Spruce Firs, and
numerous other Coniferse and Evergreens, 15,000 Spanish
Chestnuts, together with a quantity of clean-grown Fruit
Trees, a capita! assortment of Standard Ornamental Trees, &c.
May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may

be had on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 98, Grace-
church Street, City, E.C, and Leytonstone, E.

Edjware, N.W.
To NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, the TRADE, and others

engaged in PUntlng.

l\/p!iZSSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
XtJL are favoured with instructions to SELL by AUCTION,
on the Premises, the Whitchurch Rectory, Ed^ware, N.W.,
10 minutes* walk from the Edgware Station, on SATURDAY,
November'18, at II for 12 o'clock prepsely. a large and choice

collection of CONIFER.'E and EVERGREEN SHRUBS,
including handsome Lawn Trees, and a rich assortment of

Border Shrubs, the whole of which have been carefully prepared

for removal ; also a fine collection of carefully pruned fruit-

bearing Apples, Pears, and Plums, Standard Roses of the

choicest kinds.

May be viewed the day prior to Sale. Catalogues may be
obtained on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Estate

Agents, g3. Gracechurch Street. E.C.

Heatherslde Nursery, Bagshot.
PRELIMINARY NOTICE of an IMPORTANT UN-

RESERVED S.ALE of well-srown NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed by the Heatheriide Nursery Company to

prepare (or UNRESERVED SALE a large portion of this

extensive Stock, to take place on MONDAY, November 20,

and four following days.

Full particulars will appear next week.

Slougli, Bucks.
CLEARANCE SALE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, at the Colnbrook aad Fox-

borough Nurseries, situate I.etween Langley and Slough, on
TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, November 21 and 22. at Z2

for I o'clock, by order of Messrs. I. & E. Small, who are

retiring from business, the valuable NURSERY STOCK,
comprising thousands of Cupressus, Piceas, Laurels, Hollies,

Laurustinus; also 300 Limes and other Forest Trees, Standard
and Dwarf Roses. Fruit Trees, Asparagus, Seakale, Seeds in

Preceding which will be offered, in one lot, the Beneficial

Interest in the LEASE of the COLNBROOK NURSERY,
comprising Dwelling-house, about 2 Acres of Nursery Ground,
and the Glass Erections thereon, together with the Shop
Fixtures, held on Lease (of which about four years are un-

expired), at a rental of Cz"^ per annum.

Catalogues and Particulars of Sale can be had on the Premises,

and of the Auctioneers, 08, Gracechurch Street, E.C.

Bulbs from Holland.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 38. King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, and
SATURDAY, during November, commencing at half-past 12

o'clock each day. consignments of first-class DUTCH BULBS
arriving weekly from well-known farms in Holland.

May be viewed the mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

A Valuable Collection of Lilies.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 38, King Street,

CoventGarden, W.C. on THURSDAY. November 0. at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely, a valuable Collection of NEW and
RARE LILIES, of very fine English growth, in superb condi-

tion, including Lilium Leichtlini mandschuricum, Wilsoni, Szo-
vitzianum. dalmalicum, Brownii, canadense (true) in its three

forms, giganteum. pulcliellum, Blooinerianum, oscellatum,
Buschianum, Wallichianuin, Washingtonianum, columbianum
(true), callosum, pulchellum, tigrinum splendens, tignnum (lore-

plena, &c. : the choice Tulipa Greigi, Freesia Leichlliniana.

&c. : a fine collection of Calochirtus and Cyclobothra. and
other beautiful hardy bulbous plants ; fine plants of hardy
Cypripediums in variety, and a quantity of Bulbs from Holland.

May be viewed the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Doncaster Carr Nurseries, Yorkshire.
IMPORTANT 10 NOBLEMEN. GENTLEMEN,

NURSERYMEN, LANDSCAPE GARDENERS,
BUILDERS, .and OTHERS extensively engaged in

Planting.

MESSRS. THOMPSON AND WOOD are
Instructed by the E.\ecutors of the late John Thompson

to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises as above, on
MONDAY, TUESDAY. WEDNESDAY. THURSDAY and
FRIDAY. November 6. 7, 8. 9 and ro, the whole of the well-

grown and thriving NURSERY STOCK, extending over 14
Acres of ground (which must be cleared In consequence of the
Land having been Sold), in lots to suit the Trade and private
purchasers, comprising several thousand Rhododendrons, i to

3 feet ; many thousand Evergreen Shrubs, single transplanted,
all sizes; several thousand headed Ornamental Trees in con-
siderable variety, Specimen and other Wellingtonias, 100,000
strong transplanted Quickwood, large quantity Evergreen
Privet, Berberis Aqulfolia, common Holly, &c. ; many thousand
seedling and transplanted Oaks, i to 8 teet ; Ash, Beech, Birch,
Oak, Lime, Alder, &c., in the usual planting sizes ; 7000 fine

Pyramidal Apples, Pears and Plums, in fruiting condition ;

5000 Standard do. ; several hundred trained Peaches, Apricots,
Plums, S:c. ; about an Acre of i-yr. and 2-yr. Maiden Fruits of
all leading kmds ; Black and Red Currants, Raspberry Canes,
and Plum Stocks ; some thousands of Standard and Dwarf Roses,
the leading sorts, and a quantity of Manetti Stocks. Also the
whole of the valuable STOVE and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, FLOWER-POTS. GARDEN TOOLS, &c.
The Auctioneers beg to call the attention of the Public to

this Sale, as the whole of the Stock is in a thriving state, and Is

in the best possible condition for safe removal. Ample time and
facilities will be given to purchasers to remove their respective
lots.

Refreshment, by ticket, at 10 A.M. The Sale 1

each day at 10.30 prompt.

Gate, Doncaster.

Broad Green Lodge, Croydon, S.E.

COLLECTION of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

MESSRS. BLAKE, SON AND
HADDOCK, are instructed by Mrs. Sargood to

SELLby AUCTION, on WEDNESDAY. November 15,
at 12 {/Clock, at the above house. London Road. Croydon. S E.,
the Collection of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
viz. :— Palms, Orchids, Foliage Plants, Camellias, Azaleas,
Ericas, including many exhibited plants ; also the fine collec-

tion of Chysanthemums, comprismg upwards of 100 varieties,

and other plants.

Catalogues had of the Auctioneers, Croydon, S.E. ; and,
32, Nicholas Lane, Lombard Street, City, E.C, or forwarded
free on application.

Wellington, Somerset.
SPECIMEN TREES and SHRUBS.

JAMES MILNE and CO. are instructed by
W. G. Clarke to SELL by AUCTION, on THURSDAY

and FRIDAY, November 9 and 10. a choice COLLECTION
of TREES and SHRUBS, consisting of Araucaria imbricata,
3 to 6 feet ; Arbor-vita:, 3 to 10 feet : Cedrus Deodara, 3 to
16 feet : Cedrus atlantlca, z to 13 feet ; Cedrus robusta, 6 tOi

10 feet ; Cupressus, of sorts, 3 to 16 feet ; Cryptomenas, 3 to'

11 feet ; variegated Hollies, 3 to 10 feet ; Picea Nordmaiiniana,
3 to 5 feet ; P. Plnsapo, 3 to 7 feet : P. nobllis, 3 to 7 (eet ":

Libocedrus decurrens, 3 to 12 feet ; Thuja Lobbii, 6 to 18 feet
,'

Wellingtonia gigantea, 6 to ly feet ; evergreen Oaks, in pots^
5 to 9 feet; also Retinosporas, Taxus elegantissima, Laurus-
tinus, Sweet Bays. Irish and common Yews, and many others.

The Trees and Shrubs were removed in the spring of 1873,
therefore will transplant with safety.

Catalogues on application to The Nurseries. Wellinslon ; or,

MILNE AND CO., Auctioneers. Bristol, by whom commissions
all be uted.

Starcli Green, Shepherd's Bush, Middlesex, W.
To GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and

BUILDERS.
COMPLETE CLEAR.'^NCE and ABSOLUTE SALE of the

remaming NURSERY STOCK. THREE GREEN and
PROPAGATING HOUSES, PITS. &c.

MR. J. A. SMITH is instructed to SELL, by
PUBLIC AUCTION, on Parfit's, but for many yeati

known as Cooper's, or Starch Green Nursery, on WEDNES-
DAY. November 29. at 10 for it o'Clock punctually (in conse-

quence of the number of Lots), the whole of the NURSERY
STOCK. PITS, and HOUSES, including about 300 yards of

Privet Edging, of fine growth and useful heights ; 3000 Spruce,
Larch, and other Firs ; 200 African and Weymouth Pines, 2000
Arbor-vita;, Irish Yews, Wellingtonia gigantea, Cupressus.

Green Hollies. Portugal Laurels. Black Italian and other

Poplars, Weeping Willows, 2000 Rose Trees, of fine sorts ; 500G

Black, Red, and White Currant and 1000 Gooseberry Bushes
;

Apple, Cherry, and Plum Trees ; and a few Geraniums,
Fuchsias, Cacti, Sedums, Yucca. Heliotrope, Ageratum, &c.
Also, the 24-feet by 13-feet span-roof Greenhouse, Propagating
House and Pits. Garden Tools, and other effects—the whole
having to be cleared at once.

Catalogues on the Premises ; the " Seven Stars " Inn, and
" Roebuck," Turnham Green ; and at the Auctioneer's, 58, King
Street East, Hammersmith. W.

Bridgwater, Somerset.
To NURSERYMEN. SEEDSMEN, and OTHERS.

TO BE SOLD, by PRIVATE CONTRACT.
an excellent NURSERY and SEED BUSINESS, whicl;

or many years was successfully carried on by Mr. Ambrost

Dyer. The land is about 25 Acres in extent. There are tht

usual Greenhouses, Forcing-houses, Pits, and other appliance;

necessary for the carrying on of a lucrative business.

The rental is moderate. The land is well stocked in ever)

respect, and is situate in the above seaport town. Possessloi

may be had at once.

For terms apply to Mr. AMBROSE DYER, Poplar VUla
Wembdon Road, Bridgwater.

To Nurserymen, Florists, and Others.

TO be SOLD, TWO capital VINERIES
each 26 feet lor.g, with Forcing and Boiler Houses, ereclei

about nine years since, by Messrs. Weeks & Co., of Chelsea

The whole are in excellent repair, and are fitted in the mos
complete manner with Hot-water Apparatus, Staging, &c., ani

have tesselated pavement. They are at present standing in th'

Grounds of a Man^ion on Wimbledon Common.
For further particulars and cards to view apply to Messrs

WATLIN, SON, AND CO., Estate Agents, corner of Putne:

Hill, S.W^

For Sale, at Weybridge, Small Nursery BusineSB.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, the LEASE
GOODWILL, GLASSHOUSES, STOCK, &c., of ai

Established Nursery Business. For particulars apply to

Mr. I. C. STEVENS. Auctioneer and Valuer. 38, Kinj

,

Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

O BE SOLD, TEN GREENHOUSES
and nearly 200 feet of PITS—all well Heated, FOUF

BOILERS, and upwards of 2000 feet of PIPING, and ii

working order. To be Sold for Zi5o- Only Eight miles fron

Covent Garden. The Home Cut. Flower Trade is a living.

H. CANNELL, Swanley, Kent.

O BE LET, within 2 miles of Bristol

FIVE ACRES of MARKET GARDEN LAND, ii

high cultivation, with one of the best Stalls in the Bristol

Market. Stock and Crop at Valuation. Apply,
T. HO BBS, Lower Easton, Bristol.

Dover.

TO BE LET, with Immediate Possession
an Old Established FLORAL, JOBBING, and SEEI

BUSINESS, situated in the best part of the town. The Build

ings comprise DWELLING-HOUSE and SEEDSHOP, largt

Showhouse, Three Greenhouses, potting-shed ; large Garden

&c. Plants and Stock by valuation.

For further particulars apply to JAMES B. TERSON AKi

SON, Auctioneers, Valuers, and Estate Agents, 27, Casllt

Street, Dover.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN
that the Vestry of the Parish of St. George the Martyr

Soulhvv.irk. S.E,, are prepared to RECEIVE TENDERS fo

the SUPPLYING and PLANTING, within the Parish, ol

TREES, with STAKES, LOAM. &c., as follows, viz. :-l

PLANE TREES(Planus occidentalis). well shifted, well-grown i

of the uniform height of lo feet .above ground : to be planted u;

holes to be prepared by the Vestry, each in at least half :

hundredweight of fresh Loam, and with a strong Stake, It

which it is to be secured, at per tree.

The Number of the Trees required will be about Eight}'

more or less. Thev must all be equal to those just planted u

front of the Vestry Hall, in the Borough Road, Soulhwark, S E.

and in all respect

of the said Vestry.

The Tenders mu!
" Tender for Trees,

November the 14th i

The Vestry does
Tender.

the satisfaction of the Roads Commilte'

not en.?age lo accept the lowest or af

A. M." HISCOCKS, C.E., ,

Surveyor to the said Vcstiy. .
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Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, So.

CJ. BLACKITH AND CO. (established
• 1822). Cox's and Hammond's Quays. Lower Thames

Street, London, S. E.— Forwarders to all parts of the World.

ESSRS. FRASER and BENTON,
t'LTlIRAL AND AGRICULTURAL AUCTIONEERS
Romford and Grays, Essex,

M
> V,i

PROTHEROE and MORRIS, Horti-
cultural Makket Garden and Estate Auctioneers

andVALi'EKS, 9S, Gracechiirch Street, City, E.C., and at Leyton-

stone, E. Monthly Horliciiltur.al Register had on application.

Kichmond Nurseries, Klchmond, Surrey.

GAND \V. STEELL have great pleasure
• in calling tlie attention of their numerous Customers to

their e.vtensivo and valualile Stock, consisting of all kinds of
EVERGREE>r and DECIDUOUS TREES. SHRUBS, and
CREEPERS, Stmdard and Dwarf ROSES, FRUIT and
FOREST TREES, AMERICAN PLANTS, Sic-, which they

can highly recommend for their fine growth and moving
qualities. And also a quantity of fine ripened .Sir Harry and
Sir Charles Napier STRAWBERRY PLANTS, in pots for

forcing.

Special prices will be given, upon application, where large

quantities are required.

SALTMARSH and SON beg to state that,
in consequence of a portion of the Frontage of one of

their Nurseries being required for building purposes, they
have to offer cheap :

—

BEECH, Purple. 6 to 8 feet, very fine stufT.

PEARS, Standard, of leading soits, very strong, transplanted

LABURNUMS, seedlings of Parksii and Walererii.

THORNS, double white, double pink, Paul's new double
scarlet, single scarlet, and single pink, fine vigorous plants,

thiee years from the bud.

LAURELS, common, 2 to 3 feet, well grown and bushy.
APPLES, Standard and Pyramid, &c.

Prices on application.

The Nurseries, Chelmsford, Essex.

AM. C. JONGKINDT CONINCK begs
• to offer the following PLANTS and FLOWER
ROOTS ;—

AQUILEGIA CCERULEA, guaranteed true, all grown in

pots, {,1 per too.

CANARINA CAMPANULATA, (.i toJ. per ico.

CAMPANULA GRANDIELORA, FL. CHRULEA, iCi. ij.

DELPHINIUM NUDICAULE, £2 ij. 8</. per 100.

RHEXIA VIRGINICA. (,1 13s. 4^. per 100.

VUCCA ANGUSTI FOLIA, strong, 2->t. seedlings, (.10 171.

:RVPT0MERIA JAPONICA, strong, 2->t. seedlings, /i per

HB. S M I T H, Ealing Dean Nursery,
• Ealing, W., and Kingfield Nursery, Woking, Surrey,

has to offer the following :

—

/lOLETS. strong clumps of (true) Czar, £,-] loj. per 1000,

„ Rooted Runners of Quatre Saisons, 2j per dozen.

„ Rooted Runners of Czar, is. per dozen.
ilYOSOTIS DISSITIFLOR.'V, rooted cuttings. C-i per 1000;

very strong clumps, 25J. per too.

;ANTERBURY bells, sttong double white and blue,
loj. per 100. (dozen.

.'LOVES and CARNATIONS, double, very strong, 4J. per
V'ALLFLOWERS, dark brown, bushy stuff, 2J. id. per doz.
.AVENDER PLANTS, is. per dozen.
lOSES, Standard, leading varieties, 75J. per 100.

,, Dwarf, strong, and bushy, 25J. per 100, £j\o per 1000.
iPPLES and PEARS, strong z-yr. old, leading varieties, 6oj.

per too. Cash prices.

'CAMELLIAS and AZALEA INDICA.—

A

^ few thousands of these can still be supplied, in splendid
stuff, as follows :-

:AMELLIAS. line plants, with buds, i to \\i foot high,

il per too.

„ stronger, ;t8, Aio, X12 per too, and upwards.
.ZALEA INDICA, very fine plants and sorts, with buds,

£5 per 100.

„ „ larger, j£6, ;C8 to Xio, per 100, and upwards.
„ „ fine large plants for specimens, 5J. to 10s. each, and

upwards.
'„ „ beautiful seedling varieties, mixed, without names, in

bud, i&s. per dozen, 24J. per 23, 8ar. per 100.

ITAHEITE ORANGES, in fruit, 28i. per dozen.
ASMINUM GRANDIFLORUJI, grafted, zSi. per dozen.

Order at once from
JEAN VERSCHAFFELT'S Nurseries, Ledeberg, Ghent,

Special Offer of Conifers. &o.

rOHN PERKINS and SON beg to offer
' the following, the whole of which are fine, handsome,

well-rooted trees :

—

EDRUS DEODARA, -iM to 3 feet, 245. per dozen ; 3 to

4 feet, 425. per dozen.
UPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 3to4feet, i2jr. per dozen.
ICEA NOBILIS, 2 to 2% feet. 36^. per dozen.
,> PINSAPO, 2j4 to 3 feet, 30J. par dozen; 3 to 4 feet,

I 42^. per dozen.
. ICEA NORDMANNIANA. 2^ tosfeet, 30^. per dozen ; 3 to
'

4 feet, 42r. per dozen.
INUS CEMBRA, aj^ to 3 feet, 9^. per dozen ; 3 to 4)^ feet,

.'ELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA, 4 to 5 feet. sof. per dozen.
AURELS, Portugal, 3 to 4 feet, x-zs. pet dozen.
EW, English. 3 to 4 feet, 125. per dozen.
Nurseries : Billing Road ; Seed Warehouse : 52, Market
(uare. Northampion.

VI
AGNIFICENT LIMES and ELMS,

all welt rooted and clean grown.
m-twigged, 5 to 6 feet, 501. per 100 ; 6 to 8 feet,

to 12 feet.

IMES,
) feet, ijoy. per

LMS, English (true), 5 to 6 feet. 505. per
per 100: 8 to 10 feet, looj. per

3 8 feet, 605.

M Chichesti

100; !

100
: i2to i4fei

CATALOGUES of F

6 feet, 40^. per 100 ; 6 to 8 feet, 50^. per
feet, 75i. per 100 ; 10 to 12 feet, 100s. per
feet, 1605. per 100.

, Fruit, and Ornamental Trees, on

AND SONS, Royal Nurseries,

DANIELS BROS.'

CHOICE FLOWER ROOTS.
Our superbly Illustrated CATALOGUE of the

above is now ready, and may be had post-free by

all intending purchasers, on application.

HYACINTHS—Choice named, in splendid

variety, 6j., 9^., i2j., i8j. and 24-t. per dozen,

DAN I ELS B R O S.^ CHO I C E
COLLbCTlUNS of KLOWEK KOOIS,
6j. 6rf., I2J. 61/., 21J., 42J-., 63,f. and 84^. each,

carriage free.

DANIELS BROS.,
SEED GROWERS and NURSERYMEN'. The RnVAL

NORFOLK SEED ESTABLISHMENT,
NORWICH.

BULB S OF ALL KINDS.

NEW PLANT and^BULB COMPANY
Beg to inform their friends that their

CATALOGUE IS NOW READY,
And can be had, post-free, on application.

lilOIT WALK, COLCHESTER.

OEAKALE for Sale.—Good Forcing, gj-. per^ 100; extra large, \os. 6lI. per loo ; Piantiug. sf. per loo.
Also IMatyear's Early Red RHUBARB, for Forcing and
Planting, the finest yet out. Post-office order or cheque to
accompany all orders from unknown correspondents. Price to
the Trade on application to

J. COOPER. Market Gardener, &c., Balfour Cottage, and
Norman Lane, Fulham, S.W.

"DEECH, 5 to 6 feet ; ELM (Narrow-leaved
-•-» English), S to Q feet. Ditto (Broad-leaved Chichester).
10 to 12 feet; SPRUCE FIRS, 5 to 6 feet; LIMES, 8 to
10 feet and 10 to is feet ; JIAPLE (Norway), 10 to 12 feet:
OAK. (Levant), 8 10 10 feet ; SYCAMORE, 10 to is feet and
" *o j6 feet. All well-rooted, straight and handsome trees.
The above to be cleared cheap. Price on application to

ROBT. F.-DAR BY, The Cirencester Nurseries.

To Amateur Strawberry Growers
THE A.MATtUK'S COLLECTION of 120

strong, healthy RUNNERS, in 6 choice varieties, for
•js. f>d. Price per score. \s. td.. or sent post-free at ^d. per
score extra. " HOW TO CROW STRAWBERRIES," (,'Ad.
The " EUREKA" POST BOX (assorted sizes), 61. per dor.;

a MODEL and PATTERN. 14^. Testimonials i stamp.
W. LOVEL. Weaverlhorpe, York.

Hyacinths and other Bulbs for Forcing.
DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS and SPRING FLOWERING

PLANTS for SPRING GARDENING.
A PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
^^*- of the best Bulbs and Plants for above purposes, post-
free. Prices under any of the loadinr houses for Bulbs, &c., of
the same quality. Collections of Bulbs for forcing, lor. 6*/. and
21^. : do. for planting, 10^. fjd. and 21*. ; do. of spring flowering
plants. 10^. kd. and 21J
WM. CLIBRAN and SON, Oldlield Nursery. Altrincham.

New Clematises.

MESSRS. THOMAS CRIPPS and SON
beg to announce that the undermentioned new varieties

are now rcitdy for distribution ; which, owing to a failure in
propngating. they were unable to send out last May as
intended, viz. ;

—

CLEMATIS FAIRY QUEEN" (T. Cripps & Son).—A very
handsome variety of the lanuginosa type ; flowers very
large, occasionally measuring 9 inches across : colour pale
flesh, with a striking pink bar in centre of e^ch sepal,
shaded purple at the base. Mentioned in Gardeners'
ChronuU. July 10, 1875, as being of an indescribably
beautiful colour. First-class Certificate, South Kensington.
Price. 2\s. each.

CLEMATIS PURPUREA ELEGANS (T. Cripps & Son).—
Of the Janiiginosa type; flowers Urge, fine form ; colour
deep vioIet-puri)lc,_ well contrasted by its light-coloured
filaments and pinkish brown anthers. A decided acquisi-
sition, probably the finest of its class ever offered. Furst-
class Certificate, South Kensington. Price, 2ii each.

CLEMATIS DUKE OF EDINBURGH (P. Ciipps & Son).
—This is a fine variety of the patens type ; flowers large,
six-sepallcd, of a rich violet-purple. One of the most
attractive in this class wiih which we are acquainted.
Price. 15J, each.

CLEM.-lTIS GIPSY QUEEN (T. Cripps & Son).-An
extremely rich, bnghl. dark, velvety purple variety of the
Jackmanni type ; very free, late flowering. A most attrac-
tive and useful variety. Price, i-j- each.

The Set of Four for Three Guineas.
For TRADE PRICES see WHOLEbALE LIST,

The Tunbridgc Wells Nurseries. Kent.

Eltbam Nursery, Kent, S E.

One Mile from Eltham Station. Loop Line ; Two Miles from
Blackheath, North Kenu

THIRTY ACRE.'' ot well-grown NURSERY
STOCK, comprising Specimen CONIFERS and EVER-

GREENS, all siles ; Standard ROSES, FRUIT TREES, &c.
Gentlemen who intend planting this season are invited to

come and select for themselves.—JAMES W. TODM-AN.

EW or DESIRABLE PLANTS
FOR CONSERVATORIES.

ADIANTUM GRACILLIMU.M. is. 6d and 3s 6d. each.
POINSETTIA PULCHERKIMA PLENlSSi.MA (Veilch),

55 . IS. 6d , and loj. 6d. each.
GERANIUM. Wonderful (G. Smith), 11. 6J. and 2j. 6d. each.

,. K6i.i2 Albert, js each.
PEI.AKOONIU.M, Queen Victoria, ij. each.
EPIPHYLLUMS. very fine plants, well set for blooming, 12s.

and i8j. per dozen.
CYCLAMENS, very fine plants, well set for blooming, gj.

and 12s. per dozen.
SOL-^NUMS. very fine plants, well set with fruit, qs., 12s.,

and 18s. per doz*-n.

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS. Xrc. very fine bulbs, at
low prices. See Autumn CA TALOGUE.

W.M. CLIBRAN and SON. Oldfield Nursery, Altrincham.

Australian Plants and Seeds.

EUCALYPTUS GLOBULUS, PALMS,
CYCADS, FERNS, and all kinds of PLANTS and

SEEDS indigenous to Australia, Fiji, &c., supplied on the
most reasonable terms. Priced CATALOGUES and Special
Quotations on application.

SHEPHERD AND CO., Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Darling
Nursery, Sydney, New South Wales. (Established 1827,)
Agents : Me.-.srs. C. J. BLACKITH and CO., Coxs Quay,

Lower Thames Street, London, E.C.

EW forcTng DECORAT I V E
GER.ANIUMS:- Each

CHARLES OUTRAM, white, wiih deep purple blotch f. (f.

in centre of each petal, free bloomer and good habit 5 o
LEOPOLD, fine bright scarlet. Hke Charles Turner, free

blooming, large trusses, and good dwarf habit .. 50
MISS BRADSHAW, like Mrs. Bradshaw, but with bright

carmine spot and fringed edges .. 50
MRS. BRADSHAW IMPROVED, like Mrs. Bradshaw.

but larger flowers, and larger and more distinct spots 3 6
SPOTTED PATTI, a seedling from Patti. with spots on

each petal .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

,

. . ..36
THE MOOR, deep crimson, with large black spots 011

each petal, very showy and distinct, good trusses, and

EVA BAKER, large pink flowers," with "dark crimson
spot on top petals and very sweet-sccnted foliage . . 50

r/te Set 0/Seven, 255.

In oftering the above Geraniums we can with confidence
recommend them as being first-rate varieties for all decorative
purposes, and believe they will prove equally popular with
those other well-known varieties of our sending out, Mrs.
Bradshaw, Mrs. Lewis Lloyd, Kingston Beauty, Sac.

T. JACKSON AND SON, The Nurseries, Kingstoa-on-Thames.
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To the Trade —SandrlngUam Early Kidney Potato.

HAND F. JjHARPE have secured a fine

• slock of the above excellent POTATO, wl.ich Is

pronounced to be not only the earliest, but the most prolific,

and the finest quality in cultivation Being very short in the

haulm It is peculiarly adapted for forcing purposes. Price and

further particulars may be had on application.

Seed Growing Establishment. Wisbech.

Miscellaneous Bulbs and Tubers.

THOMA.S S. WARE'S A.B.C. DESCRIP-
TIVE BULB OUIIIE for iS;5 is now ready, comprising

one of the largest Lists of miscelUneous Bulbs and I'ubers

extaot, including complete lists of Liliums, Narcissus. Iris,

&c., in addition to many species now offered for the first lime ;

containing also a selection of spring flowering and other peren-

nials for autumn planting.

Hale Fjirm Nurseries, Tottenham. London, N

GERANIUMS (Golden Bronze), in 4 inch
pots, dwarf and bushy, and cood colour, in fine health,

viz. :—Director, Dragon. Black Knight, Bookworm, Bruin,

Beauty, Marcia, Mildred, Her Majesty, Oban, Opal, General

Pompey, Spectre, Robinella, Kentish Hero, yi. per dozen, 501

ed). i

er dozer
CAPTAIN RAIKliS.
MADAME GLKVITZKY. scarlet I

strong cut-down pNints. will force freely,

dozen. HENRV MAY. The Hope Nurse

\ inch pots.

. 6rf

ledaL

Cabbage Plants, Cabbage Plants.

MESSRS. VIRGO .\ND SON can now
supply, in any quantities, the following sorts —Eiily

Ilatiersea, Pullen's Nonpareil, and Enfield Market at 3s 6*^

per 1000; Robinson's Drumhead, at 3J. p?r 1000. all g^od,
strong, healthy plants, delivered on rail. Post-office Orders
must accompany ail orders from unknown correspondents.

Wonersh Nursery, Guildford, Surrey.

TliuJopslB toorealis aurea variegata,
or EAGSHOT THUJOPSIS.

JOHN WATERER AND SONS, American
t} Nurseries. Eagshot. Surrey, are now sending out the
above New Plant, price 21^. each. The usual discount to the
Trade.
S^ This is one of the finest plants in cultivation ; it is as free

as the ordinary Thujopsis, and the variegation constant

TIiuj opsis borealis aurea variegata.
THE CERTIFICATED VARIETY.

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot, Surrey,
raised this plant (he received a First-class Certificate,

Royal Horticultural Society, February 14, 1872), and is now
sending it out at 105. f>d. and us. each.

its- This is one of those fine Plants which must not be con-
founded with any Uncertijtcaied varieties bearing the same

To Gentlemen Planting.

LARCH, I to li foot, li to ik feet, 2 to 3 feet,
stout, healthy, and well-rooted ; CORSICAN PINE.

tJi to 2 feet, 2 to % feet, thrice transplanted ; also AUSTRIAN
PINE, LAURELS. PRIVET. &c.

PRICE LIST on application.

J. J. MARRIOTT, Mellish Koad, Walsall.

MAGNIFICENT PINUS AUSTRIACA,
5 to 6 feet high, well furnished with branches and roots,

can be supplied by the undersigned at a very moderate price.
Certainly not to be surpassed, perhaps not equalled , by any in the
Trade. J. J. MARRIOTT, Walsall, Staffordshire.

WILLIAM IRELAND begs to offer the
f.,llowing:—ELMS. English. Chichester, and putple,

12 to 15 feet, at 12J. per dozen : NORWAY MAPLES. 10 to

15 feet, 9J. per dozen: LABURNUMS Standards, with very
fine heads. 91. to liS. per dozen ; AUCUBA JAPONICA. fine

bushy stuff, 30^. per 100 : LAUREL, common, 2 to 3 feet. i6j.

per loo; PERNETTYA of sorts, 20J. per 100: LAURUS-
TINUS, good, 25J per too; GUALTHERIA PROCUM-
BENS, 20s per 100: CO lONEASTER SYMONDSII. loj.
per 100: TREE BOX. of sorts. 2 to 3 feet, 30s. per 100.
Special prices on application for large quantities.

WILLIAM IRELAND, Pilton Nurseries, Barnstaple.

BEAUTIFUL TREES for IMMEDIATE
EFFECT in cold and exposed situations : they are all

often transplanted, standing 4 feet apart, feathered to the
ground, and almost as broad as high, with good roots and safe
to remove. They can be put in Railway truck free of cost,
and forwarded direct to any part :

—

AUSTRIAN PINE (Pinus austriaca). which is hardier than
the bc^tch Fir, and does better on common land in high
latitudes, 6 to 7 feet high, bushy and fine roots. 55. each,
42i. per dozen : 4 to 5 feet high, do., 35. bd each. 3^^. per
dozen : 2>^ to 3 feet high, do., is. each, %s. per dozen, 50J.

ENGLISH' SPRUCE FIR (beautiful trees), 4 to 3 feet, 31. 6rf.

each, 24.r per dozen ; 3 to 4 feet, i^. tid. each, i2f. per doz.;
2 to zi-z feet, 3^. per dozen, i^s. per 100, £1 per 1000.

ENGLISH YEWS, 4 to 5 feet, and 3 feet across, cut to an
upright habit — these are very large plants and safe to
remove

—

-js. iSd. each. dos. per dozen. .^10 per 100.
AMERICAN ARBOR-VITzE, 6 to 7 feet hi^h, 35. Gd. :each,

THUJA LOBBII, 5 to 6 feet high. 3^. 6d. e.ach, 36s. per doz
CEDRUS DEODARA, 4 feet high, 3 feet through, very fine.

5y. each, sar. per dozen : 2 to 3 feet high, bushy and good

SPECIMEN POT ROSES
for Exhibiting or Forcing.

Established in S-inch pots. Perpetuals. all the best s-irts.

It may be well surmised that the above plants are unequalled,

when Henrv Mav has been awarded every lirst Prize lor the

last two seasocs at the Great Yokshire Gala, at York, and^ the

Gardemrs' Chronicle in reporting says the plants are un-

equalled in the provinces."

12 fine kinds, in good variety .. .. 361. per doz.,,.-• 120X. per doz.

12 Tea.scented,in'6-inch pots, fine .. 24s. per doz.

50 „ 60s. per doz.

100 Hybrid Perpetuals. Irom the open ground, dwarfs, 40s.

CATALOGUES of the above free on application to

HENRY MAY. The Hope Nurseries, Bedale. Yorkshire,

LARGE ORN.\MENTAL TREES for IMMEDI.A.TE
EFFECT, till well transplanted.

LIMES, very fine, 10 feet high, 2r. each, i8i. per dozen, Cl
per too : S feet high, is. 6d., each, 12s. per dozen, ,^4 per
100 : 6 feet high, S.^. each, 6s. per dozen, £2 per 100.

WHITE BIRCH, very fine, 8 feet high. is. each, Ss. per doz.,

BLACK n-ALIAN POPLARS, 10 feet high, 2j. each, i8j.

per dozen. £6 per 100.

HOKSE CHESTNUTS, 7 feet high, as. per doz., 501. per 100.
BEECH, fine furnished trees. 4 to 5 feet high, 125. per dozen,

SYCAMORE, fine furnished trees, 7 feet high, 6.v. per dozen,

ENGLISH OAK, 4 to 5 feet high. 12s. per too. 6or per 1000.
HENRV MAY, The Hope Nurseries, Bedale, Yorkshire.

WM. PAUL & SON,
-•^ ^^ / (Successors to the late A. Paul & Son,

<A Xlf'^s '^ Established 1S06,)

^''^•''t-pROSE GROWERS,
""

-^ i ' • TREE, PLANT, BULB, AND
' SEED MERCHANTS,

-- WALTHAM CROSS,
HERTS,

''V^ Adjoining the " Waltham " Station,

'^ Great Eastern Railway.

Inspection of stock invited.

Priced Descriptive Catalogue free by post.

AVENUE TREES.
PLATANUS OCCIDENTALIS (true), lo to

i3 feet high, and girthing 4 to 8 inches at 4 feet

from the ground.

LIMES, 12 to 20 feet high, and girthing 6 to

lo inches at 4 feet from the ground.

POPULUS CANADENSIS NOVA, 15 to

16 feet high, and girthing 6 inches at 4 feet from

ANTHONY WATERER
Has to offer many thousands of the above. They may

be seen growing at Knap Hill. They are straight,

handsome, and well rooted, and altogether the finest

Trees of the kind to be found in any nursery in Europe.

KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.

WOOD AND I N G R A M'S General
Descriptive CATALOGUE of NURSERY STOCK,

including Fruit Trees, Forest Trees, Hardy Coniferous and

Taxaceous Plants. Evergreens, Ornamental Trees and Shrubs,

Hardy Climbers, Roses, &c., is now ready, and will be sent free

on application. The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

DUTCH BULBS.
B. S. Williams

BULB CATALOGUE for the fircscnt Season

is now 7'eaiiy,

Containing a SELECT LIST of

Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissi, Crocus, (ic.

Also of

NEW PLANTS, FRUIT TREES, ROSES,
SHRUBS, CLIMBERS, &c.

GH.IT/.S itrnt POST-FREE on APrLICATlOX.

EWING AND COMPANY'S ROSE LIST
for AUTUMN, 1876, with very full descriptions of all

the best new and old sorts, is now ready, and may be had free

Their LIST of FRUIT TREES. ORNA.MENTALTREES
CONIFEK/E, EVERGREENS. CLEMATIS, &c., is in
preparation, and will shortly be ready.

Royal Norfolk Nurseries, Eaton. Norwich.

Nurseries, SafTron Walden.
SUPERB DOUBLE HOLLYHOCKS.

WILLIAM CHATER has a fine Stock of
Bloomed HOLLYHOCKS, named ti colour, in fine

healthy roots ; equal to many of the named varieties, 12J. per
dozen, 75J. per too. Named vaiieties, once bloomed, from
i8i. per dozen.

WILLIAM CHATER. Nurseries, Saffron Walden.

To tlie Trade.—Vines and Climbers.

A HENDERSON has a large and fine
JrX. Collection of FRUITING VINES, including all ih-

leading vaii ties.

IVIES, magnificent Irish, in pots, 6 to 3 feet.

VIRGINIAN CREEPERS, e.xtra strong, 10 to 12 feet

BIGNONIA RADICANS MAJOR, strong.

PASSI FLORA CtERULEA, 8 to to feet.

A. H. holds a large stock of the above, prices on application,

Sion Nursery, Thornton Heith. Croyd )n.

Palms, healttiy and very cheap.

THE LILY NURSERY can supply, in large
([iiantities, at the undermentioned low prices, viz. :—

CHAM.EROPS EXCELSA, 20s. per 100.

.. .. strong, in single pots, £\ per 100.

CORYPHA AUSTRALIS. strong, in single poLs,
{.jf per 100

EUI'EKPE EDULIS. striking, in store poLs. 301. per 100.

LATAN lA BORBONICA, in store pots, 24s. per too, (,ia per

PHCENIX RECLINATA (true), in store pots, 241. per 100,

{,ia per 1000.

,, ., fine plants, in single pots, X4 per too.

TENUIS, LEONENSIS, PUMILA. FARINIFERA
NATALENSIS, and SYLVESTRIS, 24J. per too. '

„ DACrVLlFERA, in store pots, 101. per too.

,. SENEGALENSIS (scarce), in store pots, 2%s. perioo.
SABAL AD.^NSONI, good plants, in small pots. 20J. per 100.

CITRUS SINENSIS, good healthy plants. £f> per roo.

The above are all cool Palms, and suitable for table decora-

tion. All orders to be directed to

J. VANDER S.VAEL.MEN, The Lily Nursery, Cfend.

brugge. Ghent, Belgium.
,

BL A^C VT I T A L I A N POPLAR
CUTTINGS.—The above is the most profitable rimber

Tree that can be planted in common wet and boggy land,

where no other trees will succeed, making trees 30 yarxis high

in 20 years. Cuttings will root put in same as Willows at this

season of the year. Henrv May is prepared to furnish large

quantilies of either made Cuttings or Shoots, 5 to 6 feet long, as

under :—Cuttings, 12 inches, 8f. per 1000, £(1 per 30,000

;

Shoots, 5 to 6 feet long, and clean, without spray, at lor.

per 1000. or /S per 20, ore.

HENRY i\L.\Y. The Hope Nurseries. Bedale, Yorkshire.

Special Offer to the Tratie.

MESSRS. R. AND A. MORRISON
NliRSEEV.MEN, Elgin, beg to offer the following Stock

at pricei worthy the attention of the Trade :—
ARBOR-VIT.E. Ameiican.2-yr. seedlings, i^, per iooo;2-yr

i-yr, fine for stocks, 2Ckr. per 1000 : 2.yr., 2-yr., 251

td. peMAHONIA AQUI FOLIUM, i-yr. seedlit

1000 ; 1 1^ to 2 feet, 35^. per 1000.

D.\PHNE LAUREOLA, i->t. seedlings, 2ot. per 1000; l-yi

seedlings, 35s. per 1000.

JUNIPER, common, 2-yr , 2-yr , fine for stocks, 20J. per looc

..\SH, 2-yr. seedlings, 2J. per 1000: 3-yr. seedlings, y. pe

1000 ; 2 to 3 feet, transplanted, 15J. per 1000.

,, Mountain, i to 2 feet, rzj. kd. per 1000.

ELM. Scotch, 4 to s feet, 255. per 1000.

LARCH, i-yr. seedlings, £f, los. to £j los. per too.ooo.

SPRUCE. Norway, i-yr. seedlings, £^ los. per 100.000; 2.yT

seedlings, ;Cs per 100,000 ; 12 to 18 inches, 101. pe

POPLARS, of sorts, 3 to 4 feet, 30J. per 1000 ; 4 to .6 feet, 50
per rooo.

CHESTNUTS, Horse, s to 8 feet, sor per ic

L.\HCH. I-yr, 2 yr., zoj. per 1000; 2-yr.,

lO. [focx

!-yr., 22s. 6J. p<

o ; 2 to 3 fee

CE.MERA, 3 to 4 feet, furnished, jos. per too.

,. MONTANA, 2-yr., t-yr., 6j. per 1000.

FIR, Scotch (true native). 2-yr., 2-yT.. 2or. per 1000.

SYCAMORE, iVz to 2 feet, js. 6d. per 1000: 2 to 3 fee

10s. 6d. per tooo
; 4 to 6 feet. 30s per tooo.

THORNS. I-yr., i-yr.. gs. per tooo.

„ Quickwood. I to 2 feet. 15J. per 1000.

APPLE STOCKS, i-yr, in drills, 21. per tooo ; 2-yr. indnll

SI. per 1000. '

CHERRY STOCKS, 2-yr. seedlings, js. 6.1. per 1000.

PEAR STOCKS, i-yr. in drills, 4J. per 1000: 2-yr. in dnll

•JS. 6d. per 1000.

BERBERIS DULCIS. iH to 2 feet, 231. per 1000.

,, common, 3 to 4 feet, 305. per 1000.

BO.X, TREE, of sorts, 12 to 18 inches, 91. per mo; 1%'
2 feet. I2r. 6d. per 100 ; z to 3 feet, 20J. per lOOb

RHODODENDRON PONTICUM, bedded, 251. per locc

4 to 9 inches, 6s. per too ; 9 to 12 inches. lof. per toa

„ ,, stocks, clean. £\ tor. per 1000 : iM to 2 feet, aor. p
IVIES, of sorts, in pots, strong, 301. per 100. (10

SLOES, i;< to2 feet, 25s. per i.joo.
.

LAURUSTINUS, 9 to 12 inches, 101. perioo; 13 to 18 mcbe

LIMES, layers. 6i. per 100 : 3 to 4 feet, io.r. per 100; 4

5 feet. I5y. 6.^, per 100 ; 5 to 6 feet, 251. per loa

,, several times transpLanted, 6 to 7 feel, 3or. per 100: 8

feet. 75? per 100; 10 to 12 feet, zoos, per 100; i;

( feet. . per 1

PERNETTYA, of sorts, strong, 251. per

SKIMMIAS. of sorts, busby. 75J. per

RETINOSPORA PISIFERA, 12 l<

TAXUS BACCATA, variegated, goldi

iS, bushy, '

ilver, 9 10
j

S inches, 15s. per doze

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOW.W. LONDON, N.

iS to 24 inches, i8j. per dozen.

„ FASTIGIATA, 2 to 2',i feet. 301. per too : 3 to 1

5or. per 100 ; 4 to 5 feet, 70?. per 100 : 5 to 6 feci

,, .. with golden heads, from 7r. 6d. to 21s. each.

LAUREL, common, bushy, 9 to 12 inches, 40s. per lo.

to jS inches, 8oi. per rooo.

General CATALOGUE and Samples of Stock may b.

R. ANu A. alORRlSON. Pinefisld Nurseries, Elgin, >
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Sweet-scented Rhododendrons,
As described in the " Gardener^ Chronicle^' of

October 2S.

A full descriptive List of the above and other

1 Novelties, including the following, post-free, to

all applicants :
—

RHODODENDRON MULTIFLORUM, with 100 to
200 bloom-buds, 2j. 6(/. to v- Od, each.

„ PR.ECOX, covered wkli buds, is. 6d. to 2J. 6d.

AZALEA DAVIESII, covered with buds, zs. 6d. to $'

,, HYBRIDAODORATA, covered with buds, 2j.6</.

to ss. each.

,, MOLLIS, best varieties (on own roots), strong
bushes, 15 to i8 inches, with llower-buds, 3^. 6d. each,

,, ,, smaller, without flower-buds, 2j. 6d. each.

' These are now in the open ground, and should be ordered im-
Imcdiately, and placed in a cool house or frame to secure early

alooms.

ISAAC DAVIES, Nurseryman, Ormskirl<.

BLOOMING RHODODENDRONS.
Two Hundred Thousand good healthy plants, having

not less than five up to ten and fifteen buds each, of the

finest named hardy kinds, will be supplied at from £s to

j^io per 100, and i8j\ to 30^. per dozen.

Samples, 7oith UsU of the sorts, will befonoanUd on
application.

KALMIA LATIFOLIA.
Well furnished and healthy and covered with bloom-buds,

15 to 18 in,, at i2i. and i8j. per doz., or ;^5 per 100.

HARDY AZALEAS.
The finest English and Ghent varieties, splendidly budded,

Li 'o Ll lO''- P" 100, or iSi. per dozen.

ANTHONY WATERER,
KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.

TREE FERNS.
THE. LARGEST AND BEST STOCK IN EUROPE.

BULL, F.L.S.,\^^ I L L I A M
Respectfully Invites the Nobility and Geritry to an inspection of tlie above ; also of his

MAGNIFICENT SPECIMEN ORNAMENTAL PLANTS,
Adapted for the decoratioa of Conservatories and Greenhouses, or suited for Sub tropical Gardening.

ESTABLISHMENT FOR NEW AND RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

AUTUMN PLANTING
FHE LAWSON SEED & NURSERY COMPANY

(LIMITED)

Strongly recommend the Planting now of

IVERGREEN SHRUBS, CONIFEROUS TREES, &c..

Of which their Stock is large, and in splendid condition for

removal with safety.

CATALOGUES AND SPECIAL OFFERS ON APPUCATION.

:DINRURGH ; and 54, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHIN, LONDON, E.G.

THE THAMES BANK
IRON COMPANY,

Old Barge Wharf, Upper Ground Street, London, "^ A-»:.;»;i^#

OT-WATER BOILERS. SURREY SIDE, BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE. pipes, CONNECTIOSS-

C'c

EW PATENT "CLIMAX" BOILER (1874). See
p. 666, 1874, Gardeners Chronicle.

GOLD MEDAL" BOILER (Birmingham, 1872).

ATENT "EXCELSIOR" BOILER (1871).

• I®" The largest and most complete Stock in the
'rade : upwards of Twenty Thousand Pounds' worth
choose from.

"WITLEY COURT" BOILER (Silver Medal 1872).

"TRENTHAM IMPROVED" BOILER, with Water-
way End and Smoke Consumer.

" TUBUL.AR, " and every other Boiler of known merit

or excellence,

l^" Prize Medal Awarded at the National Contest^

Birmingham, 1874.

MILL'S PATENT AUXILIARY FUEL ECONOMISEE,,
Tlich can be attached to any ordinary Boiler. Tliese Tubes are the greatest Economisers of Fuel and Preservatives of Eolle:

Fire- tars, and Furnace Fronts ever yet introduced to the public,

STAINTON'S NEW PATEMT FROST DEFYING LIQUID (gee "Gardeners' Chronicle," Aug. 19, 1876).

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED COMPLETE.
PRICE LIST on application ; or, Six Stamps for DESCRIPTIVE CA TALOGUE, 4th Edition,

CABBAGE PLANTS, SEEDS, ROOTS,&c.,
of alt kinds, for the Farm or Garden. " Gee's superior

Bedfordshire-grown Plants and Seeds have attained much
celebrity:" vide Bedford Mercury, July zg, 1876. "The
soils of the district offer facilities enjoyed at few places for
bringing away plants, &c., and under the skill and perse-
verance of Mr. F. Gee they are turned to good account :

"

vide Agricullural Gazette, July 3r. 1876. See other opinions
of the Press, also a Treatise on the Cabbage. CATA-
LOGUES, lowest prices, &c., on application to FKEDERICK

r, &c. , Biggleswade, Beds.GEE, Seed and Plant Gr<

MESSRS. JNO. STANDISH and CO.'S
CATALOGUE for Autumn, 1876, and Spring, 1S77, is

now ready, and may be had, post-free, on application.

thefollowing:—
Plants of Recent Introdu
Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
Plants for Winter Forcing.
Azalea indica and Camellias.
Tiee Carnations and Ericas,

and Lycopods.

Coniferae
Hardy Climbers, Clemati
Rhododendrons, Aza

Kalmias. &c.
Roses, Standards and D

also in pots.

Fruit Trees.
Grape Vi

^
Scarlet Geranium Angelo.T WOODS, having raised this new and

y • splendid GERANIUM, begs to offer it for Sale ; goodm every way, of short and bushy habit, large flower, splendid
colour, large truss, e.\cellent for bedding-out will endure the
sun, and is very valuable for pot culture. J. W. can confidently
recommend it as a first-class Geranium. All Ladies and Gentle-
men. Gardeners and Nurserymen should avail themscU'es of a
sttick. Strong and healthy. Plants at 3^ 6d. each—consider-
able allowance made to the Trade—may be obtained at

The Nursery, Claygate, near Esher, Surrey.

T> OSES, ROSES, ROSES, at greatly reduced
--^ prices—viz., 8j. per dozen, $^s. per 100; magnificent
plants on the Manetti Stock.
The Rev. W. F. Radclyffe, the great rosarian, writes. "The

Roses sent are a splendid lot. The John Hoppers and MadameC Joigneaux are wonderful specimens.

"

M.'^rSyi't,.'''?^^^
EVERGREENS, and GENERAL

NIJRSER\ STOCK, of superior quality, grown in great

the Trade. CATALOGUESP.S. Special quotatic

H. BLANDFORD, The Dorset Nurseries, Blandford.

HE PLANTING SEASON.-Cheap Offer.
-LAURELS, bushy, transplanted last season% to ,'A

feet, .£5 per 1000; s^ to 2% feet, l^ per 1000: Portugal

t;^.'!r,^r!*,- nSJ. sP<":'n>="s, 3 to 2% feet, £s per too VARIE-
GATED TREE BOX, s to 3 leet. 30s. per ,00. SPRUCE
FIR, well furnished. 2 to 3 feet. 15J per 100: 3 to 4 feet. 30i. per
100. AUSTRIAN PINE, well transplanted, 3 to 4 feet ijt
per 100 : 4 to 5 feet, 50s. per 100. HORNBEAM, verystrong.
3 to 5 feet, 40J. per 1000. LIMES. 7 to 8 feet, soi. per 100 ; 8 to
9 feet, fine trees. 751. per 100. POPLAR, Black Italian and
Lombardy. selected, 8 to 10 feet, sot. per too. HORSE
CHESNUTS, 7 to 8 feet, strong, 15,1. per 100. Put on rail for
Cash.
A Priced C.4TAL0GUE of General Nursery Stock on

application.

R. TUCKER, The Nurseries, Farin^don. Berks.

^ Splendid Pyramid Camellias.

T EVEOUE AND SON, 26, Rue de Lit^gat,
i-i Ivry-sur-Seine, near Paris, beg to announce that they
have a'splendid lot of PYRAMID CAMELLIAS, well grown,
and in all the best varieties.
ALBA PLENA is in large quantity and well budded, price

roj. to £i, according to strength and size of plants ; smaller
plants, well budded, 2j. hd. to lor. each.

LISTS of varieties and siie on application.

To Land Proprietors, and Others engaged in Forest
and Ornanieiilnl Planting. Underwood, Fences, Fruit

TO'SEPH TRE^rBLE and SON'S (Penrith)" Slocks are as usual, and they will be glad to quote Prices,
and References from their Patrons of Fifty years' standing.

QEAKALE.—Very large Roots for Forcing,
>^ first quality, 90J. per 1000 ; second do., 70J. per 1000:
single hundreds, los. ASPAR.\GUS, 4-yr. and 3-yr. old
Forcing: all varieties of RHUBARB, TARRAGON, HERBS,
&c. Price on application to
ALFRED ATWOOD, Manor Farm, Bromley. Middlesex,

and 5, Simpson Street, High Street, Battersea, S.W.
A Remittance to accompany all Orders, and addressed

c
Koses—Pseonies—Gladiolus.

1HARLES VERDIER, FiLS (successor to
' -he original horticultural establishment of Victor Verdier,

j8. Rue Baudricourt, XII [. Arond.— late 12, Rue
1— Pans has so oflfer the above three descriptions of

quantities in thisplants, which
establishment

CATALOGUES post-free on application to C. V., as

LAD AND SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great

Erom Paris.
NEW ROSES for 1876-1S77. Standards. Dwarfs, and on their

own Roots. Some thousand Mare'ch.al Niel, and other
best Tea Roses, GLADIOLI, and P.EONIES.

LEVEOUE AND SON, NURSERYMEN,
26. Rue de Lii'gat, Ivn'-sur-Seine. near Paris, beg to

offer all the FRENCH NEW ROSES of this autumn in .strong

plants, with a discount if tweWe plants or twelve sorts are ordered

at once. Leveque & Son's stockof Standard, Half-Standard,
Dwarf, and Own-Root Roses is clean, healthy, and strong, and
grown in thousands. Their stock of Tea Roses. Standard,

Dwarf, and on their own Roots is splendid. Their growth of
Roses is one of the largest in France, and they earnesdy solicit

an inspection of them.
GLADIOLI. Seedlings and named sorts, per thousand,

strong and large bulbs ; seedlings, strnng bulbs, at Ci per 1020 :

separate colours. White, Red, and Pink, at Cl per lojo ; Yellow,

£i (42 per cent.).

TREE PEONIES, .£5 per roo, all the best sor

CEOUS ditto, £% loi. per 100, in 100 best sorts.

CATALOGUES, Lists, and Prices on appl

RD
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M
To the Trade.

JAMES BIRD, Nurseryman, Downham, has
to offer enlia fine Standard MAVDUKE CHERRIES.

ANGEL WURZEL.—Thirty Tons for Sale.

'm\ be loaded into railway trucks and sent to .iny

station.—
PP>'jj°Q,^j^f^£LL. Swanky, Kent.

Joimstone's St. Martin's Rhubarb.

EARLIEST and BEST in CULTIVATION
for Open Ground, has a splendid colour and exccUcnl for

Forcing Strong roo.s, gs per doz. Trade price on application.

W. p. LAIRD 'and SINCLAIR, Nurserymen, Dundee, N.B.

EVERGREENS and DECIDUOUS
SHRUBS are grown in large quantities of all the best

sorts in cultivation, and I shall be glad to treat with any Noble-

man or Gentleman requiring Trees or Shrubs, in large or small

quantities, from i to 14 feet- Will be sold at very low prices.

N. LAWRENCE, Burnslield Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambs.

Lapaseria alba (true).

MESSRS. THOMAS CRIPPS AND SON
have a few healthy, well-established Plants of the

above to offer, some of which are showing bloom, in 5-in. to

10-in. pots. Price, three, five, seven, to twelve guineas each.

Usual trade discount.
Tunbridge Wells Nurseries, Kent.

Fansles and Violas, Bedding.

THOMAS S. WARE'S AUTUMN
CATALOGUE of the above, including Carnations,

Picotees, Pinks. Pxonies. Phloxes, Delphiniums, Roses, and

others, for Immediate Planting, is now ready, free upon

application.
Hale Farm Nil . Tottenham. Londo

WATKINS AND SIMPSON, Seedsmen,
I, Savoy Hill, Strand. W.C, having commenced

business, solicit a trial in VEGETABLE and FLOWER
SEEDS, of which a List will be published in due course.

Some Dutch Bulbs still on hand in good condition. Orders

will have our personal and prompt attention.

CAMELLIA ALBA PLENA (the old double
white), true—the finest and largest stock known.—Very

fine bushy plants. .£12 per 100 I
larger and better. .£16 and

jizo per 100. Without buds, first.rate stuff, to grow another

year, when they will set Vfry freely.

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT'S Nursery, Ledeberg, Ghent,

Belgium.

MR. A. VAN GEERT'S verv interesting

New CATALOGUE (of upwards of 125 pages) of NEW
PLANTS and GENERAL NURSERY STOCK, is now
being distributed, and will be forwarded free to all persons

wishing to favour the Firm with their orders.

Agents in London ; Messrs. SILBERRAD and SON.
The Nurseries, Ghent, Belgium.

SPRUCE FIRS, I to 2 feet, 3 to ^ feet, 4 to

5 feet — very fine, healthy, good rooted stuff, having

recently been transplanted. Can guarantee their moving with

safety. Will be sold very cheap, as the ground must be cleared

i.nmediately. Prices on application to

N. LAWRENCE, Burnslield Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambs.

L ILIUM AURATUM.—
Sound Bulbs, that will in all probability have from

5 to 30 flowers next year, at i2j. to 605. per dozen. These

have been grown from seed and scales in this Nursery, and
are far more satisfactory than imported bulbs.

ANTHONY WATERER, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking,

Fublic Notice.—Fruit Trees.

For Information upon the Planting. Pruning, and general

Management of Fruit Trees, see

J SCOTT'S ORCHARDIST— 3J. dd. free.

• Every description of Nursery Stock grown largely.

J. SCOTT, The Nurseries, Merriott, Somerset

To the Trade,

JOHN PERKINS and SON beg to offer
the following ;

—

APPLES, Standard, strong, 5 to 6 leet stems, 6oj. per 100.

PLUMS. Standard, strong, 5 to 6 feet stems, 6oi per 100.

,, maiden, Victoria and Diamond. 35^. per 100.

52, Market Square, Northampton.

Dutch Bulbs —Special Offer to the Trade.

AE. BARNAART AND CO., Vogelenzang,
• Haarlem. Holland, having a Large Surplus Stock of

very fine HYACINTHS, TULIPS, &c , are willing to Dispose

of same on most advantageous terms, by special offer. Early
applications are requested.

CHERRIES (Morello, Dwarf-trained), for

Sale, at ;£6 per 100 — grand stuff. Also about 5000
MANETTI STOOLS at 30s. per 1000, with five and six

shoots, which could be all pulled off with good heels or roots,

and planted for budjding, and the Stools planted again.

GEORGE COOPER and CO., Seed Merchants, Derby.

H b^ 0~b E N D R O N S .

3-yr. SEEDLINGS.
4-yr. SEEDLINGS, fine.

6 to 10 inches, bushy. | 8 to 12 inches, bushy.
12 to i3 inches, bushy.

For Price and Samples, apply to

HENRY FARNSWORTH, Matlock Bank, Derbyshire.

R

HOWCROFT AND WATKINS (late

Charlwood & Cummins), Seedsmen, Covent Garden,

London, W.C. (Established more than half a century).

B CATALOGUES of DUTCH BULBS, &c . are now ready,

and will be sent gratis and post-free on application.

Seeds carefully packed for exportation to all climates.

Prices upon application.

Choice Named Rhododendrons.

WH. ROGERS, Red Lodge Nursery,
• Southampton, can offer any number of the above,

pood bushy plants, full of blooming buds, at the low price of

£7 loi per too, or j3s. per dozen. SKIMMIA JAPONICA,
nicely berried, 505. per 100: also a large General Stock, ex-

tending over 60 acres, consisting of FOREST, FRUIT, and
ORNAMENTAL TREES, EVERGREEN and FLOWER-
ING SHRUBS, CLIMBING PLANTS, Stand.ard and Dwarf
ROSES, &c.

CATALOGUES may be had on application.

NE\V PLANTS,
1876.

Messrs. J. k C. LEE,

ROYAL VINEYARD NURSERY,
HAMMERSMITH, LONDON,

Have the pleasure to offer the following very

beautiful and interesting NOVELTIES, now
offered by them for the first time— to be sent

out in October :

—

BEGONIA COLTONI,
This distinct and beaiuifiil Begonia was raised at the Royal

Vineyard Nursery. The colour of the flowers is quite new in

Begonias, being of an orange-crimson. It is a most abundant
bloomer, and the flowers are o( the largest size. It received a
First-class Certificate from the Floral Committee of the Royal
Horticultural Society, 1875.

Nozv ready. Pr, . td. each.

BEGONIA RODWELLI.
This lovely Begonia was also raised at the Royal Vineyard

Nursery. The flowers are of a bright vermilion-scarlet, and of
the largest size, and the plant is a very abundant bloomer. It

received a First-class Certificate from the Committee of the
Royal Horticultural Society.

Now ready. Price xos. 6d. each.

CORNUS MASCULA AUREA ELEGAN-
TISSIMA (J. & G.Lee).

This elegant and lovely hardy shrub was raised from seed in

our Isleworth Nursery, and has been proved to be perfectly
constant in itsbeautilul variegation. Abroad margin of pure
gold surrounding a bright green centre is of itself a sufficient

attraction, but when in July the tips of the leaves become
suffused with ihe brightest carmine, it is impossible to give an
idea of the beauty and elegance of the plant, which will bear a
favourable comparison with the best variegated stove or green-
house Exotics. Suffice it to say. that it has been seen and
admired by many Amateurs and Nurserymen, and has been
awarded a First-class Certificate at South Kensington. The
habit of the plant is semi-pendulous and very graceful.

Price ofMaiden Plants, 15J. each; Larger Specimens, 21J. each.

A Coloured Plate may be /tad on applicationjor is.

JUNIPERUS VIRGINIANA ELEGANS
(J. & C. Lee).

This very elegant variety of the Red Cedar was raised from
seed in our own grounds in 1869, It is scarcely necessary to

remark upon the hardiness of this plant, but it is due to its

character to state that the elegant cream-coloured variegation
with which the whole plant is suffused is perfectly constant, and
has never been injured by frost or burned in the least degree
by the hottest sunshine, although fully exposed in the open air.

The plant is of neat and free growth, and received the honour of
a First-class Cerlificate from the Floral Committee at South
Kensington, in July. 1875.

A''o7u ready. Price 15s. each ; Larger Specimens, 21s. each.

A Photograph of ihe Plafit may l>e had on applicatio?i/or is.

POPULUS CANADENSIS AUREA VAN
GEERTI (1876).

The Golden Variety of thi^ noble Poplar, sent out in February
last by Mr. Charles Van Geert, ot Antwerp, has fully borne out
in our Nurseries the description he gave of it, and has retained

its golden colour much better than either the Golden Catalpa or

the Golden Oak during the late tropical summer.

Extract from Mr. Van Geert'a Description.
" We have the pleasure of offering an extremely remarkable

variety of the Canadian Poplar, with a foliage which presents

during the whole summer the finest hue of golden-yellow. It

is is our opinion a most valuable acqusition. and has been pro-
nounced =0 by every connoisseur who has admired it in our
nursery, for the coloured foliage now so frequently met with
among low shrubs fails almost entirely among the larger trees.

The Catalpa aurea and the Quercus Robur concordia are the
only trees known as possessing the same golden foliage, but the
former is only a second-sized tree and the latter has not the
vigour of the Common Oak. Our Golden Poplar, on the con-
trary, is a first-sized tree, of rapid and vigorous growth. Its

leaves are quite as large as those of the common Canadian
Poplar, and the yellow hue, instead of looking sickly, has a
warm and vigorous tint. The better nourished the trte is. and
the more it is exposed to the sun, the more vivid is the golden
hue."

Having received, in February last, a large consignment of
this magnificent novelty from Mr, Van Geert, we are enabled to

offer. Nice Pants at js. 6d. each. N070 ready.

AB ES EXCELSA AUREA
(1. & C. Lee, 1875).

This is decidedly the finest Golden Conifer of large growth
yet introduced. Ii is of free growth, and requires to be planted
in :he full sunshine. In such a position the whole tree is

suffused with the richest gold. A First-class Certificate has
been awarded to this valuable tree at South Kensington.

Price 0/ nice Plants, \^s.; Larger Specimens, 21s. each.

LAURUS CAlVIELLI/EFOLIA(Wood, 1875).
We can still supply a few hundreds of this extraordin.try

and elegant Laurel.

Prict 7s. 6rf. ,:ac/, : per d.'zcn, 1 5J.

LILIUM AURATUM.—Large Importations
are sliorlly expected fr.im Japan, and Mr. WILLIAM

IJULL is now Booking Orders for them by the dozen, hundred,
or thousand, at i^., ij. iid., and is. each ; extra strong bulbs at

As "Mr. WILLIAM BULL annually imports many thousands
of Lilies direct from tlieir native habitats in various parts of the

world, he can supply all the choicest sorts at very moderate
prices. Good and varied selections can be made by Mr. W. B.

at i8^. , 305., and 42r. per dozen.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road,
Chelsea, London. S.W.

Messrs. J. & C. LEE,
ROYAL VINEYARD NURSERY, HAMMERSMITH,

near LONDON, \v.

DICK RADCLYFFE AND CO. have every
SUNDRY for the Wholesale Trade ;— Bouquet Papers,

Wreaths, Crosses, Dried Flowers, Bleached and Coloured
Grasses, Cape Flowers, Gnaphaliums, Metal Wreaths, Raffia,

Labels, Flower-sticks. Fern Cases, Aquariums, Virgin Cork.
Hyacinth Glasses. List on application, which every buyer
should see and compare before ordering elsewhere.

128 and 129, High Holborn, London, W.C.

Notice.—Auctions Superseded.

SPRING GARDENS.—TULIPS, 300 finely

ripened double and single, to name and colour, in six

sorts, expressly for beds : and 300 CROCUSES, in six sorts,

for Margins to do., sufficient for twelve beds, -js. fid., package
included. For Post-office order only, payable at High Street

Borough, S. E.

RANSLEY TANTON, Bulb Importer and Seed Merchant,

Borough End, London Bridge, S.E.

Scotcti, Scotch, Scotcb.

WM. H. BLAND has to offer 50,000
SCOTCH FIRS. 2 and 3 feet, well rooted, thrice

transplanted; 20,000 EVERGREEN PRIVET. Samples
and prices on application.

The Old Nurseries, Fordhara, near Soham.

A LTERNANTHERA MAGNIFICA and
-tTL. AMABILIS LATIFOLIA, the two best for carpet

bedding, strong plants from beds, 3J. per dozen : SEMPER-
VIVUM CALIFORNICUM, good plants with offsets, 21. 6rf.

per dozen : SEDUM SIEBOLDI VARIEGATA, 6s. per doz.

:

ECHEVERIA SECUNDA and E. GLAUCA, very fine, 3s.

per dozen.
CHARMAN AND SON, Heath End Nursery, Famham,

ILIUM AURATUM.—Fine estabhshed
Bulbs, flowered for two seasons, ij., 11. 6</., 2J. and

2j. dii. each. Sample of two bulbs, postage dd. extra : more
cinnot be sent by post. One established bulb is worth six

imported. Price List of other Bulbs and Lilies on application.

Post-office orders payable at Fenchurch Street.

WILLIAM GORDON, Lily Bulb and Plant Importer,

10, Cullum St reet, E.G.

EBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS,
and other PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS.

LISTS of these v.arieties Irom M r. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS;

also Plants of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of

different colours ; AURICULAS, both Single and Double
;
with

every sort of Early Spring Flowers. LIST on application.

Mr. WEBB. Calcot, Reading.

Cherry Trees for Sale.

MESSRS. J. THOMAS and SON have to

offer 7000 fine, strong, and clean grown Standard

CHERRY TREES; also a large stock of Standard and
Pyramid PLUM, PEAR, APPLE, and WALNUT TREES;
trained PEACH TREES and FRUIT BUSHES ;

Drumhead
and other CABBAGE PLANTS, &c. Prices on application at

the Nursery, Rodmersham, Siitingbourne, Kent.

QTANDARD FRUIT TREES.—O APPLES and PEARS, 5 to 6 feet stems, with fme

he. ids, all transplanted 2 years back, are fruit-bearing trees

and of the best sorts, 75s. per 100 ; some extra large trees at

loos. per 100. Also a splendid variety of planting and fruiting

GRAPE VINES, of all the new varieties, 7 to 8 feet, well

ripened, from 2j. 6</. to 5s., for cash with order.

N. LAWRENCE , Burnsfield Nurseries. Chatteris, Cambs.

GOOSEBERRIES and CURRANTS, fine

2-yr. old—Ashton Red. Whitesmith. Crown Bob. Iron-

monger, &c., I2J. per 100, 80s. per 1000. RED CURRANTS,
Victoria, large, 20s. per 100, i5a!. per 1000.

POTATOS, splendid seed. Myatt's Ashleaf Kidney, A8
per ton : Rivers' Royal Ashleaf, ;^8 per ton.

SEAKALE, strong 2-vr. old, 6s. per 100. 361. per 1000.

HENRY MAY. TheHope Nurseries, Bedale, Yorkshire.

Wouersh Nursery, near Guildford, Surrey.

MESSRS. VIKGO AND SON can now
supply to Gentlemen. Nurserymen. Florists, and

Others, a large qiuntity of SHRUBS. DECIDUOUS FOREST
and FRUIT TREES of all kinds, including Hazel, Beech,

Spanish and Horse Chestnuts, Ozier and other Withies, AlJer,

Hornbeam, 10 to z2 feet. Sycamore, Limes, double pink Thorns,

Larch, Spruce and Scotch I-ir, Yews, Portugal Laurel, 5000

common Laurel, 3 to 4 feet, and bushy ; io,ooo Standard .and

Dwarf Roses, 500.000 3-yr. transplanted Quick, 500,000 2-yr.

and 3.yr. old seedling do., &c. ; and other sorts too numerous

to mention.
A large stock of Robinson's DRUMHEAD CABBAGE

PLANTS, at v per 1000.

CATALOGUES with prices on application.

Roses, Boses, Roses,

TOHN HARRISON, The North of England
Rose Nurseries, Catterick Bridge. Yorkshire, begs to

inform his Customers and Friends that his Stock of ROSES
for the present season, both Standards and Dwarfs, is in the

finest possible condition, and exceeds any he has hitherto

had to offer, especially his Dwarf Teas on the Napoleon Slock,

which cannot be surpassed, if equalled, in England. It w^
from the above and Standards on Seedling Briars that he h^
the honour of winning Four First Prizes, against all England,

at the great Bishop Auckland Rose Show this .Autumn.

J. H. embraces this opportunity of returning his most sincere

thanks to his friends for past favours, and hopes, by strM^

attention to all Orders entmsted to him, to merit their kind

support, as he has hitherto done.

His Darlington Nurseries being sold for building purposes,

his address in future will be as above, where, in conjunction

with his Scorton Nursery, all his Roses and General Nursery

Stock have been grown for the last fifteen years.

Priced Descriptive CATALOGUES free on application.
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eEAUTIFUL FLOWERS
FOR

WINTER AND SPRING

fe*. .e.^ ^%

SUTTQN^S
( O M 1' L li T E (J 1. 1. E C ]•

I K S (J V

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS, &c.

FOR OPEN CROUND CULTIVATION

Nc 1 No 2 Na 3 N". 4
42s.* 21s.* 10 6 5s

FOR CULTIVATION IN POTS& CLASSES

K.J 5
42s.* 21s.*

No. 7

10 6

*Canai(]i Sne l„ uini nailu;';, Sfati.ui u, E.yjlaiul

THESE COLLECTIONS COKTAIN ALL THE BEST VARIETIES, AND

WILL PBODUCE A BEAUTIFOL AND CuNTIHUOUS DISPLAY

Of FLOWERS
6 PEK CENT. DISCOUNT FOR CASH.

Complete Cultural Instructions and
f- Descriptive Catalogues gratis. ::

SUTTON'S
IHOICE NAMED HYACINTHS

FOR POTS AND GLASSES.

50 in loo very choice sorts .

.

. , ,.^440

12 choice sorts ego
12 good sorts .. 060

Sutton's Autumn Catalogue,

|ontaining complete Cultural Instructions, and beauti-

fully Illustrated,

Grail's and post-free on application.

iUkiu/ocm
HE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1S76.

COTTAGE GAEDENING.

IN cottage gardening the operations are

usually considered chiefly in reference to the

man's labour, but there is much which may be
done by the wife and children at spare times,

beneficially both to themselves and the garden,

and some things also which are so interwoven

with what is entirely the women's work in the

household that, unless they undertake it, there

is much waste both of time and means.

The .allotment garden has inany advantiges

over the plot round the cottage in being prob-

ably selected on productive soil, and free from

overhanging trees, and also not exposed to the

raids of the juniors of the family over the

growing crops and on the ripening fruit, but in

ninny ways the garden at the cottage door is a

greater source of comfort to the inmates, espe-

cially in the occupation it gives to many sp.are

minutes of the wife and family, and the larger

returns from the joint cares than from the

labour of one pair of hands.

The occupation is a great thing ; where the

garden is at the door the wife will step in and
out, as time may serve, and be refreshed in

mind and body by a turn in the open air, and
seeing how things are getting on ; when with no
garden, or a more distant one which requires

some preparation to reach, the minutes will

often be totally wasted ; and to the children the

garden is of the greatest benefit. If too young
to be of much use, they are at least safe in the

enclosure, and m,iy be gaining some ideas of

order and reasonable amusement, instead of

running through all the hedges and ditches at

hand.

Beyond the obvious horticultural advantages,

the cottage garden is of the greatest service as

a counter-attraction to the public-house ; it is a

united interest to the whole family, young and
old, and whatever can lessen the difficulties in

the wife taking a share in what she is very well

able to do in the matter, would add much to the

happiness of many a cottage home. The treat-

ment that the garden ground receives at times,

where the wife and children t.ake no interest in

the work of the father of the family beyond
sharing in the results, must be thoroughly dis-

heartening, and a few words of advice, or pos-

sibly still more of approval and encouragement

of what attempts are being made towards useful

employment in the garden, are often all that is

needed, and will usually be thankfully received

by the cottagers' wives from the ladies resident

amongst them, who may have sufticient prac-

tical knowledge of gardening to be able to help

them in their difficulties.

The cottage housewife is often shy about

working in the garden, and here the example of

the lady amateur does good of itself—the

example is sufficient here without advice, but

the frequent unsuitableness of her dress is a

great difficulty. The long print dress draggling

through the wet plants, and over earth and

rubbish, is as it is phrased '' all in a muddle,"

and equally unsightly and uncomfortable, and a

few hints such as can best come from the ladies

as to the possibility of fastening the skirt out of

harm's way by an elastic band, the use of the

thing called a sun-bonnet (such as is worn by

the field workers near London, and the cottage

women in many places in the West of England)

which shades the face and also protects the

ears and neck from weather, and other slight

alterations which with a little tact could be

introduced, would all be of great service. If

the woman's dress is made wet and uncomfort-
able each time she goes amongst the plants she

is very unlikely to go on attending to them,
and she will probably have no idea of adapt-
ing it to what may be needed without some
help.

When once this difficulty can be got over
there is much that the woman can do ; leaving

the heavy work of digging and preparing the

ground to the man, she may easily manage
much of the sowing, weeding, earthing-up of

some crops, and gathering in of others without

any over-fatigue, and may use the soap-suds

and much that is often wasted of a similar

nature both to the advantage of the garden and
the greater tidiness and healthiness of the

cottage. It is only too common after washing
has been going forward to see the results sent

out of the tub or pan from the cottage door with

a vigorous aim that sends the water flying in a
mass to light on soine vegetable bed altogether,

forming a puddle first, and hird clayey hole

afterwards, or (if not so energetically dispensed)

the suds gently tilted out from the doorstep do
no good to the walk beneath, or to those passing

in and out.

The matter is hardly mended by setting out

all the tubs and pans at the back of the cottage

instead of dispensing their contents in front,

and without entering on what may be called

sanitary arrangements, a few hints as to utilising

some of the ordinary liquid waste would often

be of great service to the woinon who have to

look after it.

Without going the length of establishing a

cistern (which is too apt to be a mere fever

trap), a moderate sized tub with a tap and cock

at the bottom, placed where soapsuds, washing
water, and inoffensive liquid waste might be
allowed to stand for a day or two without giving

annoyance, and then drawn off as needed,

would be serviceable in many a garden difficulty

in summer. Water is far too valuable in the

cottage home, where it has to be fetched

laboriously in pailfuls, to be applied at once to

the ground excepting in great emergencies ; and

the soap-suds, &c., in summer, if put aside in

some place convenient of access (for if not con-

venient they would never be put there), would

often be the saving, or at least the great im-

provement, of some thirsty crop, such as Straw-

berries, Celery, or so on, which otherwise would

be likely to perish.

Hints as to the management of the garden

would be useful through the year, but in autumn
the fruit gathering is often not as productive as

it might be for want of a little knowledge, in the

first place, of the proper method of gathering.

The man mounts the tree, and a sound shaking

till leaves and boughs rustle as if a tempest was

passing through them sends down a large pro-

portion of the crop, ripe and unripe, to the

family below, who join, con atiiore, in this part

of the gardening. What will not come off with

shaking can be made to come oft' by beating the

tree, and by the time the crop is " down " each

Apple is probably supplied with at least one

large bruise, and decay is 'started, where, with

moderate care, there might have been a winter

store, or a welcome return of money from good

fruit.

The rest of the gathering operations are too

often of the same character, and if the simple

bit of knowledge could be got into the heads

concerned that where there is a bruise there is

the beginning of decay, it would be a step

towards saving much useful fruit.

The pinching of the fruit to ascertain if it is

ripe, and careless gathering and storing, might

be avoided, sometimes by merely drawing

attention to the subject, sometimes by a little

teaching how to raise the Apple or Pear gently

from the bough, to see if it will part easily, or

how to cut a specimen across to see whether
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the pips have the dark colour which show it

is fit for gathering ; and a few hints as to the

use of basinets with a little straw in them, or a

bit of old mat or such-like soft material, to keep

the crop from being injured in its move from

the gathering to the storing place, are often of

great service.

The cottager and his family often know
practically how the operation ought to be
done, though not at all as a rule, but there is

usually a want of care as well as of appliances

for the best arrangement of the work, and the

interest shown by those they look up to in the

progress of their operations, and in the goodness
of their crop, raise a responding wish to please

and to excel ; and where the gentry are occa-

sionally in the cottage gardens, the missing

appliances can often be helped out by numbers
of old things, such as baskets, boxes, bits of spare

wood, &c., of little value to the giver, but making
all the difference to the receiver, of conve-

nience or difficulty in his arrangements. Apples,

TREES WITHIN TREES.
{.Cinilinucd from p. 488,)

It is very rare to find the Yew as an epiphyte, and

I hive only once found it growing upon a Willow,

the tree that usually offers a nidus to berries and

seed ; but I have met with a very curious example,

where a Yew had foisted itself upon an Oak of con-

siderable size, located at Ileightington, in the parish

of Ribbestord, Worcestershire, not far from the edge

of Wyne Forest, where the Yew exists as a native

tree. Judging from the size that the Yew had attained

when the sketch of it (fig. 1 10) was taken, I considered

it to be about 200 years old, and it must certainly

have existed many years, being well known as a mark
in the neighbourhood, and it did not escape the obser-

vant eyes of the Ordnance Surveyors, who have

denoted the spot in their map as the " Yew in the

Oak." The Oak in which the Yew commenced to

germinate is a pollard tree in a hedge, measuring

when I examined it 17 feet in girth near the ground,

and forming a hollow cylinder, which) was filled up
with the trunk of a Yew tree to the height of about

curious effect, and might even be suggestive as con-

triving such an object within a park to form a contrast

to other ornamental trees (fig. ill), A similar cir-

cumstance has been noticed by a modern poet, author

of The Cathedral^ and no doubt, when observed by
him in his woodland wanderings, thought worthy to

make a simile :

—

'' As on the stool where once a huge Oak stood,
Some mountain bird now hides his sylvan food

;

And lo ! an ancient stock with wonder gains

A doubtful, new, and motley progeny
Springing in mockery o'er his aged root,

With coral berries wild and show of fruit.

And here and there between th' ancestral shoot
Is seen to emulate old branches higll,

Bowing to each zephyr as it passes by."

Edwin Lees, F.L.S.

{To he continued.)

New Garden Plants.
Mesospinidium jucundum, n. sp.*

A surprising novelty from a new geographical area.

It has racemes of rather small bright green prasine

Fig. no.—yew growing within the hollow bole of an oak.

for instance, are too often stored in the bed-

room ; the arrangement is bad enough under
any circumstances, but where there is a case of

immovable sickness, to have the winter store of

fruit under the bed or in a corner of the room
is undesirable in the extreme. There, however,

they reiTiain for want of a timely suggestion. In

such a case a few spare bits of wood, or a few
flat rough boxes that may be sawn across hori-

zontally, and thus, with the lid nailed as a floor

to one piece, form a couple of sh.illow trays,

would, with some hints how to use them, be
little short of a blessing to all concerned. The
Apples may be transferred to some outhouse or

temporary shelter, and the invalid restored to

tolerable air.

At present, the fruit and vegetable storing is

the matter most requiring attention, but

throughout the year there is no point where
sympathy (if nothing more is requisite) will not

be of great service to the cottage family in their

gardening, and usually there is room for endless

help in suggestions which will be taken as

kindly as they are given. O.

8 feet, where it branched oft—the foliage of the

Yew and Oak mingling with singular effect.

A Yew-berry must have in this case been dropt by

some bird on the swollen-out top of the pollarded Oak,
and there vegetating, its roots progressed to the

ground, and once firmly fixed there, what had been

originally root became in time the bole of the Yew,
that had thus acquired an independent existence, and
at my examination was 7 feet in girth. Whether the

fissure in the Oak where the Yew had established itself

was the result of age, or whether it was occasioned by
lightning, was not evident, but in its struggle for exist-

ence it was widening the aperture in the Oak annually,

so that in the course of a few years it seemed probable

that it would entirely separate from its foster-parent.

I regret to state that since my examination and
admeasurement as here stated, I have received

intelligence from a friend resident at Bewdley, that a
furious gale of wind has upset this interesting

dendrological curiosity.

I once met with a very large old hollow and half-

aecorticated Oak, in the vicinity of Abergavenny,
Monmouthshire, within which a Holly-berry or

berries had (probably carried by birds) germinated I

and rooted, and the evergreen Holly thus located

within the arms of the dead Oak produceil a very

flowers, with a few brown stripes and spots, in the way

of those of the old M. Warscewiczii. The hairy column

with bidentate staminodes, and the hairy anther-case

ascending in a beak, are the pride of the plant. It is

undoubtedly of Brazilian origin, having been imported

by Messrs. Veitch amongst masses of Oncidium

crispum, Lodd. H. G. Rchb. /.'

Oncidium zeerinum, L., brunneum, Rchb, }.

This is a very beautiful variety, having brown bands

in lieu of violet-purplish ones over the sepals and

petals. It must have a grand appearance, since I am

informed it has one branch with six, six branches with

five, one with four, one with three, one with two

blooms, and six single flowers—fifty-four flowers at

once. I have to thank Messrs. Veitch for flowers

they obtained from the lucky possessor, the late Mr.

Hume, of Winterton. H. G. Rchb. f.

* Mesflsjii'iidiiim jiicundn?)!, n. sp.—Pseudobulbo compres^o

pyriformi :' inflorescentia racemosa : bracteis laciniis ovaru

pedicellata subaequaiuibus : sepalis ligulatis obtuse acutts.

ialeralibus obscure per mediam Iineam extus carinatis ;
tepatis

ligulatis acutis : labello longo Hgulato antice trifido, lacinii^

lateralibus antice obtusis : lacinia media obcordata cum
apiculo, carinis geminis humilibus oblongis medio ema^Ki'*a''^^

a bas! in basin lacinia: antica; intus pilosis : column.'

pilosffi staminodiis bidenlatis ; anthera pilosula apiculo antic-

ascendente. Ex Brasilia. II. G. KcUk /.
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SEASIDE PLANTING AND
SHELTER.

The instructive paper contributed by Mr. Evershed

on this subject in answer to one of my own, and the

recommendation of "East Somerset " to try Alriplex

Haliraus as a wind screen in exposed coast situations,

proves the interest generally taken in this difhcult

question. I should wish to add a few more experi-

ences, having just bought more land, and being about

to raise shelter of some kind as a first necessity.

The subject is also a most valuable one for cot-

tagers and proprietors of small holdings along the

coast. To their families and to their cattle it is too

often a matter of life and death. I can place myself

in their position exactly, as my summer bathing cot-

tage is surrounded by their cottages, and they may
learn something from what is done by me.

In the first place, then, it is evident that, owing to

the value of even poor cliff soil in these islands (gene-

rally now employed to grow Potatos), deep belts of

,
is not the frost, nor even the coldness of the wintry

j

blast, though that contributes its deadly portion

certainly, but it is the power, the pressure, and the

extreme violence of these gales which devastate our
fruit blossoms, bend our hardiest trees to leeward, and
prevent all chance of raising handsome and lofty

I

trees, as in Old England, and elsewhere even more.

I

It is the same in the Scilly Islands, with their

comparatively mild climate. The heaviest and the

most destructive gales occur often with a high reading

of the thermometer—that in which the London perished

was notoriously so here. I remember well seeing

many of our own trees falling, and wondering at the

warmth of the wind on that day.

Neither is it the frost which alone prejudices

our vegetable crops. A storm injures the

haulm of the early Potatos extremely. Our
dehcate breed of cattle, the wealth of the small

farmer, suffers immensely from rushing currents of

wind. Shelter, then, is the main question, and the

great need. But keeping to the point first started,

namely, coast shelter for small holdings and cotters.

Furze growing on top is a good wind screen after all.

The Sea Buckthorn is also used, but not so much as
the Tamarisk, nor is it so hardy here. Did space
permit the belts of Tamarisk might be advantageously
widened. This obvious idea does not seem to occur
to any one.

My recommendation of Euonymus (E. japonicus)
and of Escallonia (E. macrantha) is based on three
seasons' good results, but then these excellent shrubs
are somewhat sheltered by a fence. Quercus Ilex is

cut down at once here, and only lives behind the cot-
tage. My present idea is to employ the new strip of
land as a screen mainly, by raising a turf bank, put-
ting a fence above it, and interlacing and overtopping
it by strong Furze branches, then planting Tamarisks
trained as stems to rise quickly, with Euonymus
bushes between Elder, and Atripkx Halimus to be
planted to leeward of these. Then would come Elms.
But could one hope to influence poor fishermen by
any success obtained by what to them would seem a
sacrifice of land and of precious money ? If, there-
fore, any single tree, not too costly, could assist the
present easily grown Tamarisk, like the Elder, it

would present a new feature in the Channel Islands
coast line.

»

Fig. III.—old hollow decorticated oak, with a holly bush growing within it, near ABERGAVENNY, MONMOUTHSHIRE.

plantation would be impossible, though this is a plan

which is the best to employ elsewhere. By suc-

cessive rows, and by the sacrifice of many an

outer one, the immense Landes near Bordeaux

were reclaimed. The tree used was the Pinaster,

which failed so signally here, there being no space

for loss.

Staying at a friend's house in Sussex on a lofty site, I

observed that the belts of shelter, which included walks

bordered by the Laurel, so common in England, and
so unemployed in this way in these islands, com-
pletely defended his valuable gardens and rare trees

and shrubs. It was strange to me to witness Conifers

and Cedars of various kinds which we had planted,

each in his own grounds, simultaneously, double the

height and triple the width of my own. These last

were not on the coast, but some 4 miles inland. Our
heavy winter gales had, however, torn off the leading

shoots several times over, and they had been carefully

replaced by others tied upwards. Still the result was
discouraging, and all due to want of more natural or

artificial shelter.

The curse—one can call it nothing less—of these

Channel Islands is the furious and incessant wind. It

this, no doubt, is a very difficult matter to settle ; at

least,' that is my experience. I am, therefore, with

many readers, thankful to obtain ideas from others

who understand the subject, like Mr. Evershed and
" East Somerset," and shall try the Elder, which,

strange to say, is quite unemployed for shelter in the

Channel Islands. I am curious to see the results,

and rather dubious still. My cottage is fully open to

the south-west, the north-west, and the north-east, all

quarters whence come dangerous winds here. The
site is rather lofty, the soil poor, and has never been
cultivated in historic times.

About 100 yards more inland, near water, and

under the lee of three cottages, are several Elms, half

a century old, about 20 feet high. Around, but lower

situated, are cottages of poor labourers and fishermen.

Here the only fence is the Tamarisk, which grows to

about 15 feet, but more inland, in good old soil, and
along a stream, are the best specimens I know, even

25 feet high. The poor people carefully fence even a

few perches of sand all round with the invaluable

Tamarisk. Otherwise they employ as shelter walls

of loose stones, but not turf, though earth hedges are

common divisions of the fields inland, topped with
Furze and Thorn. A broad hedge of earth with

Can there be anything more precious and of more
necessity to the aged, the young, and the sick in their

draughty homes on the bleak seashore, not to speak

of the valuable but delicate cow, and of the small but

carelully tended crop of early Potatos, than shelter

from the wind's destructive power?

What can resist a squall of 35 lb. to 40 lb. to the

square foot—even if the thermometer read high?—and
heavier pressures than these have occurred. It is

ruin inland, but on the bare coast it is worse still.

TIws. C. Brihatit, Richmond House, Guernsey.

BELGIAN HORTICULTURAL
BOTANY.

The last part of La Belgiqtie Llorticoh contains

Professor E. Morren's address to the Botanical and

Horticultural Congress, which assembled at Brussels

in May of the present year. The aut»ject is the biblio-

graphy of Belgian horticultural botany in the nine-

teenth century. During the present century horticul-

ture in Belgium has revived its glories of the sixteenth

century, and Professor Morren's address is an extremely

interesting sketch of its history. A catalogue of the
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plants in the botanic garden of Ghent in 1S09 is

regarded as the first stone of the edifice of modern

scientific hoiticullure in Belgium. This was soon

followed by Musschc's catalogue in 1810, with a sup-

plement in iSti, of which a new edition appeared in

1S17. In 1S26 Nyst published a catalogue of

the botanic garden of Brussels ; Gaede and

Courtois that of Liege in 1S2S ; one of

Louvain appeared in 1829 ; of Anvers, by Somme',

in 1844 and 1S49. Ghent has the honour of being the

first town in which a horticultural society was

established. In 1809 the first publications of this

society were issued. Very unpretending at first, this

society has developed into one of the most important,

and now enjoys a world-wide reputation. Other

societies were successively founded ; the next in order

being the Royal Society of Flora of Brussels, whose

Bulletin dates from 1S22. After this came several

others, as Anvers in 1S2S ; Liege, 1830 ; Linnean

.Society of Brussels, in 1847 ; and the Horticultural

Society of Namur, in 1S55, &c. For a long lime each

society limited its sphere of action to its own neigh-

bourhood, and laboured independently ; but

in i860 the whole of the societies of the

kingdom united, forming a vast federation.

Without losing their autonomy these societies co-

operate together, carrying out the Belgian motto,

L'unioii Jait la force, and already sixteen volumes

of the joint Bidldim have appeared. Perhaps in no

country has horticulture generally attained so high

a position, and this is in a great measure due to

its scientific basis. Botany pure and simple can

scarcely be said to have taken a deep root in Belgium,

but all the principal horticulturists are botanists.

The federation of societies has exercised a most bene-

ficial influence on the national development of horti-

cuUure. The first botanical and horticultural Con-

gress associated with a grand horticultural show was

held at Brussels in 1864. This was succeeded by one

at Amsterdam in 1S65, London in 1S66, Paris in

1867, St. Petersburg in 1869, Vienna in 1873, and

Florence in 1874. What an advance since 1S16,

when Belgian horticulturists competed for gold watches

and silver trowels ! Passing by, for want of space,

much that is interesting, we come to a summary of

botanical and horticultural periodical literature.

Since 1830 nearly a million and a-half francs have

been expended in Belgium alone on this class of litera-

ture. The following is a rough estimate :

—

Francs. Francs.

Merbier dc VAmtteur 6oo plates, 8 vols., at 10,000 — 80,0=0

Flare de^ Serrcs, by
Drapiez .. ..231 ,, 6 „ 6,o->o= 36,000

Encycl^grttphU .. 211 ,, 3 ,, 10030= 35,000
Sertiltn .. .. 600 ,, 6 ,, — =100,0 o
Hortktilleur nel^c .. 116 ,, 5 „ — = 25.000
Magasm dHortkiil-

ttire — ,, I „ — = 1,500
JoKrutil d'Hcriiail-

tiire Pmllgite .. 23o ., 19 ,, — = 40,000
Annates de Garni .. 310 ,, 5 ,. — = 75,000
Flore des Serres .. 2261 ,, 22 ,, 20,000 = 440,000
yardin Flenristc . . 430 ,, 4 ,. — = 50,000
Nouvelle Icon, des
Camellias .. .. 575 ,, 12 ,,

— = 60,000
Belglque Horticole .. 781 „ 25 ,, 8,000=200,000
Hortus Lindenianus 13 ,, 1 „ — = 6.500
Pescatorca .. . . 50 ,, i „ — = 25,ojo
Illustration Hortieote 844 ,, 23 ,, 10,000 = 230,000
Plantes Orncment-

elles 63 „ 2 „ — = 5,oco

Revue de rHorticul-
ture Beige .. .. 24 ,, 2 ,, S,o:o = 1,000

These works collectively contain upwards of 7000

coloured plates, but they are of very unequal value.

Many of the earlier ones were copies of the Botanical

Afagazine and Botanical Register, and other English

and French plates. At the present time Belgium un-

doubtedly can hold its own against any country in

this department of literature. The Bcli;ii/itc Horticolc,

the Flore tics Serres, the Ilhislration Ilorticole, the

Revue de I' Horticulture Beige, the Bulletin d'Arbori-

culture, all in their way well conducted and most

useful periodicals, attest the truth of our statements.

THE DRAC^NA.
The Draccenas have long held a prominent position

amongst decorative plants, being, on account of their

graceful habit of growth and their finely coloured

ornamental foliage, exceedingly well suited for the

purpose of table decoration, &c. They are nearly, if

not all, capable of being grown into specimens of

considerable dimensions, but young plants or plants in

pots not exceeding 6 inches in diameter are generally

speaking most convenient for the purpose, as pots of

that size can without difficulty be concealed by being

inserted in ornamental vases, &c. The foliage o

young plants is also found to be generally of the finest
]

colour; and as the plants have a natural tendency to I

drop their lower leaves, old plants become in time

more leggy than is desirable for decorative purposes, '

so that it is always advisable to keep up a supply of

young ones.

And this is easily accomplished by several methods,

such as by seeds, cuttings, suckers, rhizomes or under-

ground stems.

When it is intended to practise the first-named

method—and this is, of course, the only one likely to

resultin the production of new and improved varieties^
;

old plants should be encouraged to flower as early as

possible in the season, and this may be induced by

keeping them somewhat dry at the root, and when they

are in flower the pollen from other distinct and

desirable varieties should be carefully applied to the

stigmis of the intended seed-bearing plants, which

should then be kept in a somewhat dry atmosphere,

until the seeds are ripe, when they should be sown at

once in a pot or a seed-pan, which should be plunged

in a genial bottom-heat, covering the surface of the

pot or pan with a piece of glass until the seeds have

vegetated, when the glass must be removed. The
young plants should be potted off singly into small

pots as soon as they are large enough to undergo this

operation, and should be kept in a growing tempera-

ture placed near to the glass, shading slightly during

very bright sunshine. Such plants should of course

be shifted into larger pots as they appear to require

this attention, and most of them will soon become

serviceable specimens.

The various species of this plant may also be

increased with considerable rapidity by cutting off a

portion of the top of leggy or over-tall specimens, and

inserting the same as a cutting in a small pot of light

or sandy soil, which should be placed under a bell or

handglass, on a brisk bottom-heat, in an atmospheric

temperature of 65'' or 70", where the cutting will soon

become a well rooted and established plant. The
stem of the plant from which the top portion has

been cut may also be cut down to the surface of the

pot, split down the centre and cut into lengths of an

inch or a little more, each portion to contain an eye,

and these should be pressed into pots of sand or light

sandy soil, in a similar manner to that in which the

eyes of the Grape Vme are usually struck. So treated

each portion will generally produce a plant. The pot

containing the roots of the old plant should also have

been plunged in a brisk bottom-heat at the time the

plant was cut down, and will probably in a short time

furnish several suckers or shoots, which may be taken

off with a portion of roots adhering to each, so that

they may be at once potted into small pots. Some of

the species, however, are less productive of suckers

than others.

A very safe method is also sometimes practised in

the ca-te of new or scarce sorts, which may have

attained to considerable altitude, or become leggy.

This is to make one or more transverse incisions in

the stem just under the lowest leave-S as it is desirable

to leave the young plants with as short a stem as is

possible. The notched portion of the stem should

then be covered with a portion of moss or

sphagnum, and secured with a ligature of bast or thin

tar-cord. The moss must be kept moist by being

frequently syringed or wetted. The notches in

the stem will have the effect of in some degree

arresting the descending current of sap, and causing

roots to be emitted from that portion of the stem

immediately above the notches, and these will freely

penetrate the wet moss by which it is surrounded.

When this is ascertained to have taken place to some
extent, the stem may be severed immediately under

the moss, and the portion cut off" should be at once

potted in a suitable sized pot, moss and all, and an

established plant will by this means be secured,

while the stem and roots of the old plant may be

utilised as already described. The above is an ex-

ceedingly safe method of increasing new or scarce

varieties without incurring the risk of losing the top,

or the most valuable portion of the plant : but on the

other hand the tops of most, if not all of the species

will be found to strike root very freely if merely

severed at once, and inserted as cuttings and placed

under a close propagating glass.

As above noted young and comparatively small

specimens of the Dracaena are generally found to be

the most suitable for decorative purposes, and these

should be confined to a single stem ; but when
desired large specimens of most of the species may be

freadily produced, which may also be restricted to

single stems if this be preferred. On account of

the tendency of old plants to lose their lower leaves,

better furnished specimens it is found can be produced

by allowing a considerable number of stems to arise

from the same'root.

The Dracaenas may be considered as plants by no

means particular as to soil. They will however succeed

well in a compost formed ofabout three parts light turfy

loam, one part good turfy peat, one part well decayed

leaf-soil, and a portion of silver sand. The pot used

should be efficiently drained, and in order to maintain

the plants in a healthy and vigorous condition the

atmosphere of the structure containing them should be

kept somewhat moist, and the temperature not

allowed to fall under 6o^ Frequent syringings will

be necessary to keep the foliage quite clean and free

from insects, as they are exceedingly liable to the

attacks of thrips and red-spider. A full exposure to

light has the effect of intensifying the brilliant colours

of the foliage, so that it is desirable to keep the plants

as near to the glass as possible, or at all events to

allow as little obstruction to light as is possible,

although during bright sunshine a slight shade will be

found necessary.

The foregoing remarks are intended to apply princi-

pally to the more tender or coloured-leaved sorts.

The treatment is nevertheless equally applicable to the

more hardy or green-leaved kinds, such as D. arborea,

D. Draco, Otc, with this exception, viz , that the tem-'

perature of an ordinary greenhouse will in their case

be sufficient.

Among the older, but exceedingly ornamental

varieties requiring a stove temperature may be men«

tioned D. Cooperi, U. gracilis, D. rubra, D. termi-

nalis, &c. ; but so great [and rapid has been the

advance in this ornamental family of plants that the

very best of the older varieties are altogether eclipsed

by the more recent introductions, many of which have

already proved to be of such sterling merit as to have

obtained First-class Certificates from the Royal

Botanic and Royal Horticultural societies- such as

D. elegantissima, D. Taylori, and many others. P,

Grieve^ Cidford^ Bury St. Edminids.

THE SOURCES OF NITROGEN
IN PLANTS.

{Continncdfrom p. 551.)

Nitrogen in Leguminos.-t:.

We now come to the consideration of the yield of
nitrogen when plants of the leguminous family are
separately grown, or when they, and plants of some
other families, are grown in alternation or in association

with the Graminece. Table III. shows the results

obtained with Beans and with Clover ; with Clover and
Barley grown in alternation ; and with Turnips, Barley,

Clover or Beans, and Wheat grown in an actual course
of rotation.

Table III.

Yield
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table shows that without manure there was an annual
yield over the first twelve years, 1847—1858, of 48.1 lb.

of nitrogen. Over the next twelve years, 1859— 1870, it

was reduced to 14.6 lb. per acre per annum. Still, over

the whole period of twenty-four years, we hive an annual
yield of 31.3 lb., or more than one and a half lime as

much as in either Wheat or Barley.

In the case of Wheat and Barley it was seen that a

mixed mineral manure increased the yield of nitrogen to

a very small degree only. Not so in the case of the
leguminous crop. Beans. During the first twelve years

a complex mineral manure, containing a large amount
of potass (I call attention to this fact because we have
abundant evidence that it is the potass chiefly that is

effective), gave 61.5 lb. of nitrogen per acre per annum,
against 48. 1 lb. obtained over the .same period without
manure. During the next twelve years the potass

manure gave 29.5 lb., against scarcely half as much, or

14.6 lb. without the potass manure ; and finally, during
the whole period of twenty-four years the potass manure
has given 45 5 lb. of nitrogen per acre per annum,
against 31.3 lb., or only about two-thirds as much
without manure ; and we have more than twice as

much yielded by a potass manure over a period of

twenty-four years wiih Beans than with either Wheat or

Barley.

Before calling attention to the figures relating to

another leguminous crop—Red Clover— it should be
mentioned that leguminous crops generally are, and
Clover in particular is, extremely sensitive to adverse

climatal circumstances ; but Clover is pre-eminently

sensitive to soil conditions also. Indeed, it is a fact well

recognised in agriculture, thai few soils can be relied

upon to grow a good crop of Clover oftener than once in

about eight years ; and many soils will not yield it so

frequently. It will not excite surprise, therefore, that in

attempting to grow Clover year after year on the same
land, we have only succeeded in getting any crops, and
some of these poor ones, in six years over a period of

twenty-two. Indeed, the plant failed seven times out of

eight during the winter and spring succeeding the sowing
of the seed ; when,' in some cases a crop of Wheat or

Barley was taken, and in others the land was left fallow.

Hence, over a period of twenty-two years we have had
only six years of Clover, one of Wheat, three of Barley,

and twelve of fallow. Still, the annual yield of nitrogen

over the twenty-two years was 30.5 lb. without any
manure, and 39 8 lb., or nearly one-third more, by
mineral manure containing potass. Unfavourable as

was this experiment in an agricultural point of view,

still it is seen that the influence of the interpolation of

this leguminous crop has greatly increased the yield of

nitrogen compared with that obtained in either Wheat or

Barley grown continuously ; and that, unlike the result

with those crops, a potass mature has here again, as

with Beans, greatly increased the yield.

Without attempung for the moment to discuss the

probable source or sources of this greatly increased yield

of nitrogen by leguminous as compared with gramineous
crops, I will simply here remark in passing that we have
no evidence leading to the conclusion that this increased

assimilation is at the expense of the nitrogen existing at

any rate in the upper layers of the soil. In fact, such
initiative results as we have relating to the nitrogen in

the soil of the experimenlal Bean field, would rather

lead to the conclusion that the better the crop has grown,
and the more nitrogen it has assimilated, the richer

rather than the poorer in nitrogen (as indicated by the

soda-lime method) has the surface soil become. To this

point, however, we shall have to recur presently ; but in

th" meantime let us first refer to the yield of nitrogen in

other cases in which leguminous crops have been inter-

polated with others.

Rotation.

It is, Indeed, well known that the growth and removal
of a highly nitrogenous leguminous crop is one of the
best possible preparations for the growth of a gramineous
corn crop, which characteristically requires nitrogenous
manuring. A striking illustration of this apparent
anomaly is afforded in the results recorded in Table III.

Alter the growth of six corn crops in succession by
artificial manures alone, Barley was grown without
manure in 1873 on one portion of the same land ; and
on another portion Clover was grown. It is calculated
that there were taken off in the Barley 37,3 lb. of nitro-

gen, and in the three cuttings of Clover 151.3 lb. Yet, in

the next year, 1B74, Barley succeedmg the Barley gave
39.1 lb., and Barley succeeding the Clover gave 69.4 lb.

of niirogen ; or 303 lb. more after the removal of

151. 3 lb. in Clover than after the removal of 37.3 lb. in

Barley. Nor was this remarkable result to be explained
by either accident or error. For, determinations of

nitrogen in four separately taken samples of the soil, in

the mixture of the four, and in the mixture of six

others, taken from each plot, and at different depths, all

concurred in showing an appreciably higher percentage
of nitrogen, especially in the surface soil, 9 inches deep,
of the land from which the Clover had been removed
than in that from which the Barley had been taken

;

and this was so, although, in every case, all visible

vegetable debris had been carefully picked out. Here,
then, the surface soil at any rate was positively enriched
in nitrogen (determinable by soda-lime) by the growth

' and removal of a very highly nitrogenous crop. It may
be mentioned that Dr. Voelcker has obtained results of

,

a similar character.
The results next to be considered are those obtained

in an actual four-course rotation of crops—namely,
i

Turnips, Barley, Clover, or Beans, and Wheat. The
! experiments have been conducted through seven such
courses

; that is to say, over a period of twenty-eight
years. One portion of the land, the results relating to

which are given in the table, has been entirely unmanured
during the whole of that period, and the other has

received superphosphate of lime alone, once every four
years—that is to say, for the Turnips commencing each
course ; but it has received no other manure throughout
the twenty-eight years, either mineral or nitrogenous.
Under these conditions—that is, with a Turnip crop and a

leguminous crop interpolated with two gramineous crops

—

we have, without manure of any kind, an average of 36.8 lb.

of nitrogen yielded per acre, per annum ; or not far from
twice as much as was obtained with either of those cereal

crops, Wheat or Barley, grown consecutively. With
superphosphate of lime alone, which in a striking

degree increased the yield of nitrogen in the Turnips,
reduced it in the succeeding Barley, increased it greatly
in the leguminous crops, and slightly in the Wheat,
immediately following them, we have the average annual
yield of nitrogen raised to 45.2 lb. per acre per annum,
over the twenty-eight years ; or to more than double that
obtained by Wheat or Barley grown continuously by
mineral manures alone. And it may be observed that
where, in adjoining expeiiments, no leguminous crop was
grown between the Barley and the Wheat, but the land
was fallowed instead, the total yield of nitrogen in the
rotation was very much less: the Wheat succeeding the

fallow yielding very little more nitrogen than that succeed-
ing the leguminous crops which had removed so much
of it. In other words, the removal of the most highly
nitrogenous crops of the rotation—Beans or Clover— has
been succeeded by a growth of Wheat, and assimilation

of nitrogen by it almost as great as when it has succeeded
a year of fallow—that is to say, a period of accumulation
from external sources, and no removal by crops.

I must here forestall a little what I shall have to refer

to more fully further on, as to the effects of character-

istically different manuring substances on crops belong-

ing to different botanical families. I will say briefly,

then, that it is found that nitrogenous manures have
generally a very striking effect in increasing the growth
of gramineous crops grown separately on arable land,

such as Wheat, Birley, or Oats, all of which contain a
comparatively small percentage of nitrogen, and, as has
been illustrated, assimilate a comparatively small amount
of it over a given area when none is supplied to them in

manure. The highly nitrogenous leguminous crops, on
the other hand, such as Beans, Peas, Clover, and others,

are by no means characteristically benefited by the use
of direct nitrogenous manures, such as ammonia salts or

nitrates, though nitrates act much more favourably than
ammonia-salts. Again, whilst under equal conditions of

soil and seasons, mineral without nitrogenous manures
increase comparatively little the poor-in-nitrogen gra-

mineous crops that are grown separately, such manures,
and especially potass manures, as has been seen, increase

in a striking degree the growth of crops of the legumi-
nous family grown separately, and coincidently the

amount of nitrogen they assimilate over a given area.

Such, then, is the result obtained in the separate growth,

on arable land, of individual plants of the different

families.
(To be continued.')

A SYNOPSIS OF THE KNOWN
SPECIES OF IRIS.— X.

Proceeding with the subgenus Apogon, we come

next to the group of Iris spuria, marked by ensiform

leaves, short perianth-lube and capsule narrowed

gradually into a persistent beak, and furnished with

six permanent ribs. The group is entirely restricted

to the Old World, and the five species which I have

admitted are very close to each other.

52. /. spuria, Linn. Sp. Plant., edit. 2, p. 58 ; Bot.

Mag. tab. 58 ; Jacq. Fl. Auslr., t. 4 ; Reich. Fl. Germ,

tab. 345, fig. 772; Vahl, Enum., vol. ii., p. 140; Klatt,

in Linn^ea, vol. xxxiv., p. 612 ; Xyridion spurium^

Klatt, in Bot. Zeit. 1872, p. 5M ; Iris spaikulata^

Lam. Encyc, vol. iii., p. 300; /. Rdchenbackiana^

Klatt, in Linnnea, vol. xxxiv., p. 613 ; Xyridion Reichen-

hachiarium^ Klatt, in Bot. Zeit. 1872, p. 500.—Rhizome

oblique, short-creeping. Stem 1—2 feet high, little-

branched, stout, sublerete, with two or three reduced

sheathing leaves above the basal tuft, and often one or

two lateral sessile, or nearly sessile, clusters of flowers,

in addition to the terminal one. Leaves about half-a-

dozen in the basal tuft, a foot or more long, firm, erecto-

patent, h inch broad, hardly at all glaucous. Spathes

two to three-flowered, made up of tight-clasping,

lanceolate valves, 2—3 inches long, membranous and

colourless at the tip. Pedicel i—iV inch long inside

the spathe. Ovary -^— i inch long, cylindrical,

prominently 6-ribbed, narrowed graduallyjlnto the short

tube, which is under \ inch long, and dilated sud-

denly into a cup at the tip ; limb 1^—2 inches long,

bright lilac ; falls with a round blade under 1 inch

broad, shorter than the claw, hardly at all deflexed, fur-

nished with a bright yellow keel beginning at the base

of the limb and running down the claw, which is faintly

streaked with purple on a white ground ; standards

oblanceolate, shorter than the falls, erect, bright uniform

lilac, \ inch broad. Stigmas above i inch long

without the deltoid crests, bright violet in the centre,

passing into lilac at the edge. Anther \ inch long,

equalling the filament. Capsule oblong-rostrate, 2

inches long, deeply sulcate between the cells, narrowed

gradually into the persistent beak.

The typical form, as above described, spread through

Central Europe from France to Spain to Algeria and

the North of Persia. All this group are late flowercrs,

not being in perfection in our London gardens till the

middle of June. I cannot in any way separate from

the European the Algerine plant, which is Iris

Reichenbachiana of Klatt; [nor distinguish from

spuria in any definite manner Iris Dierincki, K.

Koch, Ind. Sem. Hort. Berol. 1S53, nor I. sogdiana,

Bunge, in Rel. Lehm., p. 331. The following plants,

of neither of which I have seen authenticated living

specimens, appear to belong here as varieties :

—

/. dcvnensis, Kotschy, PI. Pers. Auch. 1845, No. 616.

— Stouter than the type, with livid grey-lilac flowers,

with limb a couple of inches long ; the falls white, with

blue veins, bright yellow at the throat, veined and
spotted at the borders of the throat with red ; anthers

reddish yellow. Mountains of South Persia, gathered

by Kotschy and Aucher Eloy.

/. desertoruniy Ker, in Bot. Mag., t. 1514.—Limb
2 inches long, the segments pale lilac, with bright yellow

claws, and standards with a bright yellow border.

I. noih.2, M. Bieb. Cent. Ross., t. 77 ; Led. Fk Ross.,

vol. iv., p. 99; Klatt, in Linnssa, vol. xxxiv., p. 613;
Xyridion notkum^ Klatt, in Bot. Zeit. 1872, p. 500 ; /,

halophila, Ker, in Bot. Mag., t. 875, non Pallas ; /.

spuria, Red. Lil., t. 349 ; /. spuria var. major, Ker, in

Bot. Mag., sub t. 1131.—More robust than the type,

with stems 3 feet high. Leaves i inch broad, finally

2—3 feet long ; broad, lanceolate, tight-clasping spathe

valves, 3—4 inches long, and a deep lilac limb 2\—

3

inches long, with a broad, oblong lamina above an inch

long. Caucasus, Armenia, and Kurdistan, and perhaps

also Afghanistan. Perhaps this should be regarded as a
distinct species, bearing the same relation to the type

that ochroleuca bears to Guldensta^dtiana.

53. /. Guldcnsti^dtiana^ Lepech, in Act. Acad. Per-

trop. 1781, vol. i., p. 292, t. 8; Led. Fl. Ross., vol. iv.,

p. 98; Klatt, in Linncea, vol. xxxiv., p. 617; /. halo-

phila, Pallas, Iter., vol. ii., App., p. 733, non Ker in

Bot. Mag.; /. salsa^ Pallas, Iter., vol. ii., p. 461; /.

stenosyna. Red. Lil. sub t. 310; /. dilata, M. Bieb.

Cent. Ross., t. 81 ; /. spuria, Ker, and Auct. Ross, ex

parte: I. Gaivleri, Red. Lil. t. 310; /. subbarbata, Joo,

Walp. Ann. vi., 56 ; Xiphion Guldenstcedtii and steno-

gynum, Alefeld, in Bot. Zeit. 1863, p. 297 ; Xyridion

halophilum, stenogynum, and Guldenstfcdtianum, Klatt,

in Bot. Zeit. 1872, p. 500-501.—Rhizome stout, oblique,

short creeping. Stems stout, terete, 2 feet high, with

about three reduced leaves, and two or three sessile, or

nearly sessile, clusters of flowers below the terminal one.

Leaves firm in texture, ensiform, i\ foot long, \—\ inch

broad. Spathes 2—3 flowered, the valves lanceolate,

tight-clasping, 2^—3 inches long, membranous and
colourless at the borders towards the tip. Pedicel an

inch or more long inside the spathe. Ovary i—i^ inch

long. 6-grooved, narrowed gradually at both ends. Tube

as long as the ovary, funnel-shaped in the upper half.

Limb 2 inches deep, the claw of the falls much longer

than the obovate deflexed lamina, which is pure white,

I inch broad, with an orange throat, the claw having a

bright yellow keel down the face and faint purple veins.

Standards oblanceolate, i inch broad, erect, rather

shorter than the falls, pure white, with a yellow keel and

border. Stigmas white, i\ inch long, without the del-

toid subentire crests. Anthers yellow, | inch long, much

exceeding their filaments. Capsule oblong, with a dis-

tinct persistent beak.

Extends from Transylvania and Moldavia to Asia

Minor, the Caucasus, Kashmir, and through Siberia

to the borders of China. Common in English gardens,

flowering in the middle of June. There are type

specimens of halophila from Pallas in the Linnean

and Banksian herbaria. I have seen it in gardens

called erratica and Wittmaniana, both unpublished

names. I. subbarbata of Joo, which is described as

having a violet limb and yellow beard, seems to be a

variety of this species,

54. L ochroleuca, Linn. Mant. 175 ; Bot. Mag., t. 61
;

Trew, PL Select. Ehret., p. 56, t. 100 ;
Murr. Syst. Veg.

79; Vahl, Enum., vol. ii., p. 141; Red. Lil., t. 350;
Reich. Ic. Crit., fig. 1289 ; Klatt, in Linnrea, vol. xxxiv.,

p. 618; Xyridion ochrokucum, Klatt, in Bot. Zeit. 1873,

p. 500 ; /. orientalis, Miller, Card. Diet. edit. 6, No. 9

(Icones, p. 103, t. 154). non Thunb. ; /. gigantea,

Carriere in Rev. Hort. 1875, p. 357, with woodcut.—

Rhizome short, stout, oblique. Stem 3 feet high, stout,

terete, with several reduced leaves and 2—3 sessile

clusters of flowers, beside the end one. Leaves firm,

ensiform, i inch broad, nearly as long as the stem,

slightly glaucous. Spathes of more than two lanceolate

acute tight-clasping valves, 4 inches or more long.

Pedicels above i inch long inside the spathe. Ovary

cylindrical, deeply grooved, under i inch long
; tube

rather longer than the ovary, dilated suddenly into a cup

at the throat ; limb 3—3I inches deep, the round-obo-

vate suddenly reflexed blade 18—21 lines broad, pure

white at the edge, bright orange-yellow at the base an4
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centre, as long as the daw, which is yellow on the fac

without veins and green on the back ; standards erect,

oblanceolate, rather shorter than the falls, \—\ inch

broad. Stigmas 2 inches long without the deltoid serru-

late crests, pure white. Anthers i inch long, white,

exceeding the yellow filament. Capsule 2 inches long,

oblong, with a distinct beak \
—

\ inch long, and strong

ribs at the edge of each of the valves.

An old garden favourite, of which we do not know
clearly the native country. Linnceus says " InOriente,"

Miller, who gives an excellent figure, attributes it to

Carolina, which is a misprint for Carniola. Linnceus

seems not to have known the plant clearly, as what

is mounted for it in his herbarium is Pseudacorus.

It flowers in the latter half of June, and though

readily procurable, it is not so common in gardens at

the present time as it deserves. Carrifere's gigantea is

a very robust form of this species.

55. /. aiirea, Lindl. Bot. Reg., vol. xxxiii., t. 59 ;

Klatt, in Linnasa, vol. xxxiv.
, p. 618 ; Xyridion aureum,

Klatt, in Bot. Zeit. 1872, p. 5or ; /. crocea, Jacquemont
MSS.—Rhizome stout, oblique. Stem stout, terete,

3—3V feet high, with several reduced leaves, and about

two sessile clusters of flowers, in addition to the ter-

minal one. Leaves i\—2 feet long, f]— i inch broad,

ensiform, hardly at all glaucous. Spathes two-flowered,

composed of two tight-clasping lanceolate valves, 3—

4

inches long. Pedicel 1— 12 inch long inside the spathe
;

ovary cyhndrical, x inch long, deeply sulcate ; tube

about as long as the ovary, dilated suddenly at the top
;

limb 2i— 3^ inches deep, bright yellow ; blade of the

falls oblong, crisped at the edge, under i inch broad,

equalling the claw in length ; standards oblanceolate,

shorter than the falls, under I mch broad. Stigmas
i\— ih inch long, excluding the deltoid crests. Anther
longer than the ligulate filament. Capsule not seen.

A native of the western Himalayas. A very fine

plant, which I have not seen in English gardens at

the present day. It was described and figured by
Lindley from specimens sent home by Dr. Royle.

My own notes were taken on living specimens sent

from Germany by Herr Leichtlin. The single wild

specimen I have seen was gathered by Jacquemont in

grassy woods in Kashmir. Its general habit is just

that of ochroleuca, but the flower is much deeper in

colour.

56. /, Afon?neH, D. C. in Red. Lil., t. 236; Roem.
and Schult. Syst, Veg., vol. i., p. 467 ; Klatt, in Linnasa,

vol. xxxiv., p. 619 : Xyridion Monnieri, Klatt, in Bot.

Zeit, 1872, p. 500 ; /. ochroleuca, Ker, Gen. Irid. 40,

ex parte.— KhW.ome stout, short-creeping. Stem stout,

terete, 3—4 feet high, furnished with several reduced
leaves and clusters of flowers. Leaves firm, sub-erect,

reaching a length of 2—3 feet, and a breadth of i— i^
inch, slightly glaucous. Spathes two-flowered, the
outer valves firm, green, tight-clasping, 3—4 inches long,

ij—ij inch broad. Pedicel x—2 inches long inside the
ovary ; ovary cylindrical, deeply sulcate ; tube as long
as the ovary ; limb 3— 3i inches deep, bright lemon-
yellow, quite without dark-coloured veins ; blade of the
falls roundish, iS—20 lines broad, equalhng the claw

;

standards spreading, oblanceolate-spathulate, 3 inches
long, I inch broad. Stigmas iS inch long, excluding the
entire deltoid crests. Anther % inch long, much exceed-
ing the flat filament. Capsule oblong, 2 inches long,
narrowed gradually into a beak i inch long, and
marked with six strong ribs all down to the base.

A native of Crete, discovered and introduced into

cultivation by Sieber. It is one of the largest and
finest species of the genus, and flowers the latest of
all about London, at the latter part of June, reaching
over into July. My notes were taken upon a fine

living plant at Kew, and I have seen it also at Mr.
Ware's, at Tottenham. J. G. Baker.

THE MUSEUMS OF ECONOMIC
BOTANY, ROYAL GARDENS, KEW.
Museum No. 3, which, for present convenience,

we speak of before No. 2, was one of the original

structures of the gardens before they were devoted to

public uses, but which the requirements of time have
transformed into its present use. The building, which
now contains the timber collection at Kew, stands at

the north-east corner of the broad walk, and was
erected by .Sir William Chambers in 1761. It is a stone
building, measuring 145 feet long, 30 feet wide, and
25 feet high, and, being open from end to end, forms
one magnificent hall or room (see p. 5S9). This build-
ing was originally built for an orangery, and was filled

with Orange trees till the year 1841, when the plants
were removed to Kensington Palace ; the orangery
was then used for various trees and shrubs which had

become too large for the other greenhouses, and later

it was used as a winter shelter for those plants capable

of being exposed during our summer but requiring

protection in winter. It continued to be used for this

purpose till the erection of the great temperate-house

in the pleasure grounds, when the capabilities of the

building immediately suggested its application to a

museum for the reception of specimens of timber or

other objects too large for the other museums or diffi-

cult of classification. At first a few temporary stag-

ings only were required, upon which were arranged

specimens of woods, duplicates of those already in the

classified collection. The large collections of woods

formed in the various colonies and exhibited at

Kensington in iS5j were at the close of the Exhibi-

tion consigned to Kew, and these, together with many
additional specimens obtained from the Paris Exhibi-

tion of 1S67, soon filled the building. A few more

solid stagings were required than had hitherto been in

use, upon which were arranged the woods of each

colony. Tables for the centre of the building were

also supplied for the reception of smaller specimens,

and by covering the stone floor with matting a com-

fortable, and certainly a very commodious timber

museum was formed. At the present time this, like

both of the other museums, is quite full, nevertheless

fresh specimens of timber are constantly being received

and incorporated with their predecessors.

Entering the buildingby the south-west door nearest

the broad walk we find that the staging in the corner

on our left hand is devoted to the woods of Trinidad

and British Guiana. Prominent amongst these is a

fine specimen of the Purple-heart (Copaifera pubiflora),

the wood of which is of a beautiful reddish purple, a

wood that might be much more extensively used for

furniture than it is. The Palm stems also are very

attractive, portions of their entire trunks being simply

planed and polished on their outer circumference, thus

showing to advantage the splendid markings of the

timber of these plants. Further on is a fine plank of

the Atlas Cedar {Cedrus atlantica), a large transverse

section of Cedar of Lebanon (Cedrus Libani), from a

tree which grew in the pleasure grounds near the

Pagoda, where some fine trees of the same species

still exist. The section in the museum measures

4 feet 5 inches in diameter, and the tree from which it

was taken was 113 years old. Near this are seen two

splendid planks of the Deodar (Cedrus Deodara), one

of them reaching from the floor nearly to the ceiling.

Proceeding further east, in front of one of the windows,

is a life-size model in wax of the flower and flower-

buds of that peculiar parasitic plant of Sumatra

(Rafllesia Arnoldi). These flowers measure from

3 feet to 3 feet 6 inches across, and weigh as much as

15 lb. Almost adjoining this is a large slab of Cam-
phor wood (Cinnamomum Camphora), a tree native of

Tapan and China. Camphor is obtained by cutting

mto chips the root, trunk, and blanches, which are

heated with water in closed vessels, when the cam-
phor volatilises, and is scraped oft, and finally refined

in Europe. The wood, more especially when freshly

cut, has a very powerful odour. It is used princi-

pally for making entomological trays, boxes, &c., the
odour having to some extent the power of keeping
away insects. Next to the Camphor-wood slab is a
portion of a branch of the celebrated Dragon-tree of
Oratava, Teneriffe (Draca;na Draco), which was con-

sidered a very old tree in the early part of the fifteenth

century, and was destroyed in a gale in 1867. This
wood is so wonderfully light that notwithstanding the

size of the specimen—about 12 or 13 feet high
and 12 or iS inches in diameter—it could be easily

carried under the arm. Here also is a large section

from the trunk of aBunya Bunya Pine (Araucaria Bid-

willii) from (Queensland, so well known for its im-

mense cones and large seeds, which are largely used as

food by the aborigines. Near the door is a group of

Grass Gum trees (Xanthorrhrea, spp.) and Kingia
australis, the first belonging to the Lily, and the latter

to the Rush orders, though to outward appearance they

are so similar that a casual observer might easily take

them to belong to one and the same family. Both are

natives of Australia, the former yielding a gum-resin,

known either as blackboy resin or gum acaroid. The
south-east corner of the building near the door is

devoted to the woods of Victoria, Australia, all of

them magnificent specimens of great size, the genus

Eucalyptus being largely represented, and easily

known for their close grain and hardness. In the

opposite corner, and continued along the back wall,

is a magnificent set of woods from the colony of New
South Wales. Here also are some fine sections of the

woods of the different species of Eucalyptus found in

the colony, to describe which, or even to enumerate

the other woods, would occupy too much space. The

.

point from which our view is taken is immediately li

contiguous to the New South Wales collection, a
portion of which is shown in the foreground on the

right-hand side of the engraving (see p. 589). The
table to the left is also given up to smaller speci*

mens from the same colony, mostly obtained from

the Paris Exhibition of 1855. The pile of woods
at the end of the table are for the most part

the produce of Canada, an enormous sectioa

of the White Oak (Quercus alba) forming the base,

and other well-known woods—such, for instance,

as the Douglas Fir—being represented above.

Placed against these are some planks upon which
are fixed good-sized specimens of the thin shavings or

veneers of ornamental woods which were introduced

in America some time since as a substitute for walU
paper—large shavings, often 10 feet long, and the

width of the entire trunk, being removed by a kind of

gigantic planing machine. These shavings, which are

very thin but of an uniform thickness throughout, are

taken from any tree which recommends itself for the

beauty or colour of its wood ; thus we have Mahogany,

Walnut, Bird's-eye Maple, Curly Maple, and

numerous others ; the shavings are often backed with

thin paper to strengthen them, and are then applied^

to walls as ordinary paper ; sometimes, however, they

are finally rubbed down with oil, which darkens

them. In a special case almost adjoining these

veneers is a large specimen of the bowl or cup-like

portion of the root of the double Cocoa-nut (Lodoicea

sechellarum). This actual specimen attracted a

great deal of attention when it was first received at

Kew on account of the extraordinary accounts given

by travellers of the rocking motion of the tree root

in this bowl-like formation (see p. 985, 1865).

Subsequent investigation has proved these accounts

to be without foundation. There seems, indeed,

to be nothing in the rooting of this Palm dis.

tinct from that of others ; the only diflerence

is that it is more largely developed in this

than in any other yet noticed. In the centre of

the building, reaching nearly to the ceiling,

is a trophy composed of Tasmanian woods

;

on the back wall immediately opposite are also

displayed some splendid specimens of woods from the

same colony. Notable amongst them are several

finely-marked slabs of the Huon Pine (Dacrydium

Franklinii), a wood most suitable for ornamental furni-

ture, but which is, nevertheless, but little known in

this country. Here, also, are some magnificent speci- -,

mens of the wood of the so-called Tasmanian

Myrtle (Fagus Cunninghami), a dark, reddish brown 1^
wood, with bold knots and wavy markings ; of the Jl
Musk-wood, Eurybia (Aster) argophylla, similarly JH
marked, but of a yellowish grey colour ; and numerous I'H
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others, which recommend themselves either (or orna-

ment or strength.

West of the Tasmanian woods, and likewise fixed

against the wall, is a large sideboard from Natal,

roughly carved in llie Stink-wood of the colony (Oreo-

daphne bullata), a wood of a fine deep colour, with

dark, bold markings. This wood labours under the

great disadvantage of having a most disagreeable

smell, more especially when freshly cut, fully justifying

its common appellation of Stink-wood. In a case on

the lower part of this sideboard is arranged a collec-

tion of those singular plants, the Welwitschia mira-

bilis, natives of south-west tropical Africa, where they

grow in arid situations on a hard, stony soil. The
plant, which belongs to the family of Joint Firs

(Gnetaceee), was figured and fully described by Dr.

Hooker in vol, xxiv. of the Transactions c<f the

Linncan Society. Opposite to these specimens, on a

table, is an interesting series illustrating the manufac-

ture of children's toys as carried on in Saxony. The
rough design of the toy required is first turned in a

circular piece of wood by the lathe from which

sections of the proper size are cut, the wood as it

comes from the lathe supplying many such sections,

each of which is finished off by hand, and forms a

horse, cow, elephant, or other animal (see fig. 114).

The rapidity with which these toys can be thus turned

out sufficiently accounts for the cheap rate at which

they are sold.

On a pedestal near this table, arranged in swing

glass frames, is a set of seventy admirable diagrams,

Mr. Cross, of course, has said but little of the

black side of the picture, but of the white he has

enumerated such a full chapter of the bright and beau-

tiful, that we pause to wonder what possibly could be
written of the black to counterbalance what he has
said of the white. From information which I have
received from sundry gentlemen visiting the gardens

here, and who have lived in that country, I am o(

opinion that the picture drawn by Mr. Cross is a very

reliable one.

I am too old now to make a move to that part of

the world ; but, had I my days to live over again, I

should waste no more of my precious years in this

cold, cloudy, and uncertain country. It is only a
journey of three weeks ; and to the younger I can
only give my advice and say—by all means go to the

Far West brighter clime, where dispute as to the

merits and demerits of the Cowan limekiln heating

medium is unnecessary, and where hot-water boilers

for the heating of horticultural structures are altogether

unknown, and where for a truth it may be said with-

out a blush that the " entire cost of the fuel is saved "

—where a first-class working gardener can earn 12s,

per day, feed upon the best beef and mutton at from
2</. to 51/. per lb., work and wander midst sweetly-

scented groves of Orange, Lemon, and Citron trees,

sit underneath and eat plentifully of his own Vine and
Fig trees, drink the wine, too, made from the juice

of his own Grapes, and where those who are a shade

more delicate in choice can revel in beds of Straw-

berries grown by the purling streams the whole year

Fig. 1 14.—CAMELS TO ORDER !

illustrating the natural orders of the vegetable king-

dom, prepared by Prof. Oliver for the department

of Science and Art. Accompanying the actual

diagram or drawing of the plant is a description,

together with brief notices of the geographical distri-

bution and uses of the plants, and specimens of the

typical plants of each order are dried and affixed to

the sheets. We have now made a circuit of this

museum, and close to us as we now stand are collec-

tions of woods from (Queensland and New Zealand,

but space will not permit us to specify them.
The figures 112 and 113, representing objects in

the Kew Museum, should more appropriately have
been inserted in the previous article. Fig. 112 repre-

sents a machine for cleaning native cloth, and con-

structed of the wood of Caryota urens and Artocarpus
integrifolia. Fig. 113 shows a ladle used by the

Cingalese fishermen for baling out their boats.

Jfortip Cormpiibtnte.

A SHORT time ago I sent you a letter which I had

received from my friend, Mr. J. R. Cross, of Monte*
cite, Santa Barbara, California, and which you were

good enough to publish in the Gardoiers^ Chronicleiox

the benefit of the general public. To that letter I

replied, and asked Mr. Cross to give me a little more
detailed account of the industries, &c,, of his adopted

country. He has done so ; and I think you will agree

with me that he has written a most encouraging

account of the climate, productions, &c., of that

; particular part of California.

round. No forcing of Strawberries in pots there.

No Pine, Melon, or Cucumber pits there. No
Peaches or Grapes grown under glass. No dusty

stoking. No coal bill. No giving and reducing of

air. No supply or breakage of glass. No feeling

qualms of sun-scorching by the gardener when the sun

suddenly gleams through. What a burden of care,

cost, and responsibility thrown down ! Can any one

really comprehend the amount of relief and pleasure

to be allowed to garden in such a country ? Then

to wander along the banks of the, San Joaquim River,

explore its tributary streams and valleys which drain

from the Sierra Nevada on ,the east, and those from

the coast range on the west, and further south, to the

west of the coast range, wander through the garden

farms or groves of Banana, Vines, Fig trees, and

Peaches so pleasingly described by Mr. Cross.

To the farmer his description is equally inviting.

Wheat threshed and sacked and left in the open air

until a convenient time is found to send it away says

much, not only for the climate of the country, but the

honesty also of its population. Are there no Hano-

verian rats in California ?

The distance to California, I will admit, is great,

but the journey is made easy by safe and quick transit,

and the temptations held out to go there appear so

manifest that I would not be surprised any day to hea*

of a regular stampede from this country of young

farmers and gardeners. Both occupations in this

country are overcrowded ; plenty of men with good

ability are lost for no other reason than the lack of

opportunity to enable them to pursue the calling

which they have adopted. In this country much
store is set upon what is known as English associa-

tions, but when failure and disappointment stare one
in the face the sooner farewell is bid to those associa-

tions the better, and vigorous search made for fairer

fields and pastures new.

Having made these few introductory remarks, I

leave your readers to the quiet perusal of Mr. Cross'

letter, and hope it may prove as interesting to the

reader as It has to me. IVm, Miller, Combe Abbey
Gardens,

I have allowed much of my English correspondence to

get into arrears this spring, from the fact of having so
much to do on entering a new place, and that being my
own 1 have a peculiar interest in making it of my own
ideas for future benefit.

This
I
July 5] is the height of our great Californian

harvest, and I understand from the reports in our papers
that never previously have the prospects for an abundant
yield of all grain crops been so great as the present one.
[ must say it is a great country for carrying out big
things. Almost every species of labour is done by
machmery in the field ; dear labour and the scarcity of
genuine labourers have brought the inventive mind of
the American out to a wonderful amount of labour-
saving machinery in all field operations. Many an
English farmer would be surprised to see the '' Header
machine" taken into a tract of Wheat yielding some
thousand sacks of gram, and taking off the

heads only, depositing into what are termed
" Header waggons," thence conveyed to some con-
venient spot where a steam thresher is knocking
out the grain and sacking ready for shipment to some
European port. As we have no summer rains the Cali-

fornian farmer piles his sacked grain in the field for

months, and no covering of any kind is required so long

as he removes it before the autumn rains set in, which
may be looked for from November r. This last fall they

began on that date pretty copiously, and generally all

through the State, to which may be attributed the

present vast grain produce. Rains, I am told, usually

cease from March to April. From the first rains in the

autumn {fall rains) to the present time is one of un-

ceasing acti\ity upon the land. By judicious ploughing,

harrowing, and smoothing down the surface by the

various methods employed, all the moisture required for

the crops is thereby secured for their growth. Irrigation

has to be resorted to in many gardening operations

during the summer months, that is, of vegetables where
a rotation of crops are required. The Strawberry is

about the only fruit that needs irrigating. Persons who
cultivate Ihera by acres usually choose a location for

them by some running stream, which is used pretty freely

from April onwards, by cutting off the runners as they

make the Strawberry can be brought to the market at

least nine months of the year. No kind of fruit tree

with which I am acquainted requires artificial watering

e.vcept the Orange family. Los Angeles Co., south

of here over 100 miles, is as yet the great home of the

Orange ; there, I am told, they are irrigated during

the summer ; it is much hotter there than here, and
subject to slight frosts in winter and spring. These
have no injurious effect upon the Orange ; it is a more
open and expansive county than is Santa Barbara

Co. By reference to the map ir will be seen that

Santa Barbara Co., lying to the sea, is protected by
what are called the coast range of mountains. My place

is situated at the foot of tliese—the very spot for fruit-

growing ; the nearest Orange orchard of extent is

30 miles south of here, of 100 acres, planted four years

ago, at Santa Paula, Ventura Co. We have many
small orchards about here of the Orange, Lemon, and
Lime, of a few acres each, which meet with an immea-
surable amount of comment and praise from the stranger,

particularly from the ladies. We have at the present

time some particularly fine fruit of Cherries and Red
Currants; the Cherry Currant, shipped here from San
Francisco, grown I am told at San Jose {spoken San
Ozay); Apricots and Raspberries are also in the market.

The first Peaches we get are from Santa Clara Co.,

grown by a Mr. Briggs, an early kind of his these he

grows by tons and ships all over the State. I am told his

orchards are worth the journey from New York to San
Francisco to see when in fruit.

The English gardener can have no idea of the vast

extent of land devoted to fruit growing in California. I

will send you monthly a paper called "The Resources

of California," which will give you valuable and reliable

information of what is going on in every branch of

industry. I take in weekly a paper. The Pacific Rural
Press, about the size of the Gardeners' Chrofticle,de\'Qied

to horticulture and agriculture — a very valuable

paper of practical information; I would like to send you

it, but I set a value upon it as you do upon the Gardeners'

Chronicle, for binding in book form for reference. One of

its principal contributors is at present in London,

sending home the various practical methods of school

teaching in Germany relative to farming and horticul-
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ture. Another able contributor is at the Centennial, who

is giving iis weekly reports of exhibits, which is very

instructive to an eager mind. I am sorry the distance

is so great as to preclude the possibility of witnessing it,

as these great national fairs are of vast importance

—

educators to men of all climes and countries.

On reference to your letter I will answer the various

questions you ask information on, in the order given.

The prospects for a gardener are very good in or near

populous towns, that is, the working gardener ; wages

paid for such men vary with qualification from ij to 3

dols. per day. California pays in gold and silver ; its

value in gold is a trifle higher than the English sovereign,

S dols. equal to the sovereign, therefore i dol. silver is

equal to +!. English. The working gardener who can

turn his hand to any or most kinds of outdoor work will

always meet with employment either in town or country :

single men are usually hired by the month, with bed and

board.

We have not that distinction drawn between master

and man as in England, the hired man or woman
usually sitting at the same board as the employer. For a

working gardener or practical man with money, there

is any amount of unimproved land at a cheap rate which

could be bought. I would particularly advise a man of

means, on coming here, not to buy hurriedly, as there is so

much choice in locating to suit the requirements of the

varied uses to which land may be put. It is well to settle

within easy distance of town or adjacent to a railway for

the easy transportation of his produce. Two articles in

living, important ones too, are both good and cheap-

meat and flour : the former (mutton) four to si.\- cents, and

beef five to ten cents per pound. There is at the present

time great depression in the sheep business ;
wool is

scarcely saleable, and many thousands are being slaugh-

tered by wool growers for the pelts and fat.

San Francisco is the great de. 6. for all farming and

gardening products, and is accessible by rail, now almost

general throughout the State, or by steamboat from all

towns lying along the Pacific coast, and much better

prices are reaUsed there, than by disposing of them at

home. I look upon it much in the same way as in England

—the country products go to London for a better market.

California is now and will yearly increase her supply of

fruit. The many canning and drying establishments

receive vast supplies of all kinds of fruit, which 1 must

say are put up in splendid condition. The Americans

are great fruit eaters, either fresh, canned, or dried ; I

believe the most complete and efficient is known as the

"Alden process of drying fruit," the fresh Grapes of

to-day are converted and packed in bo.\es as Raisins

to-morrow.

Many other driers are patented and in use, but

I have seen none which I like equal to the "Alden."

Peaches, Apricots, Plums, Apples, Pears, Figs, Straw-

berries, Blackberries, in fact almost every kind of fruit, is

dried by the process. By these two methods of canning

and drying no fruit need be wasted, as the demand for

them is yet greater than the supply. I will instance one

fine vineyard and fruit farm, the Coloma Vineyard, the

property of the Hon. Robert Chalmers, of Coloma. In

his orchard there are over 2000 trees, consisting of

Apples, Pears, Peaches, Plums, Nectarines, Apricots,

and similar fruits, also rio.ooo bearing Vmes,

all in good condition. He employs usually from fifteen

to thirty men, and makes annually from 30,000

to 50,000 gallons of wine, to say nothing of the

amount of choice brandy turned out by two large

distilleries.

Everything is on a grand scale. Situated on the

slope of the mountain, his grape-juice and his wine

are conducted to cask, tank, or still as required

without further handling. In short, neatness, order,

system, and economy are displayed in all the arrange-

ments, as well as in every appliance. The above is an

example of what may be done by a person of means. As

to taxes, I do not think them heavy, neither are they un-

scrupulously demanded ; every man's property is assessed

yearly, and whatever the amount a suitable time is

given in which the demand must be paid. I object in

principle to some of the taxes, such as that on household

furniture, watches, clocks, jewellery, &c., but being the

system all through every State it is useless to kick

against it.

(To he continued,)

PoTATOS AT Philadelphia : Oitober 13.—The
show of Potatos at the Centennial Exhibition, says the

New Yo>k Tribune, is one of the most interestinj;

exhibits of this kind that has probably ever been made

in any country. It shows what has been done in the

past, and what we may reasonably hope for in the

future. No longer do we depend upon the uncertainty

of chance seedlings, hoping and trusting to secure one

reasonably good kind out of the hundreds that we are

obliged to grow to obtain it. The newer kinds raised

from hybridised seeds are more certain theoretically, as

well as practically, to produce valuable tubers, and

some of these now on the exhibition tables demon-

strate this fact to all outward appearances.

In the immense collection shown by Dr. Hexamer

may be seen side by side the work of the past with

the promise of the future. Every known variety of

excellence, both in Europe and in this country, is

here brought together, making in all 500 named

kinds. On American soil American seedlings are

entitled to the most prominence for every good

characteristic, and here is an excellent opportunity

for comparison.

The Messrs. Bliss show 387 varieties, fifty-five

of English seedlings, among which are all the

famous prize-takers of last year, but it is doubt-

ful whether, in competition with our own, in this

climate and soil, such would have been the result.

This firm also show, for the first time, five new
French kinds, as well as 100 new seedlings grown

from Pringle's hybridised seed ; and if one may guess

at their future, more than one of these is destined to

be heard from.

Thirteen of the older kinds were originally intro-

duced by these gentlemen, and all have made their

mark in the vegetable world. The interest of this

show centres mainly in the competition for the

"Bliss prizes," which are to be awarded by the In-

ternational judges. The competition is restricted to

few growers, but the quality of the different exhibits

is remarkably close. There on the tables from the

Horticultural Department of the State Agricultural

College at Lansing, Michigan, is a collection of 253

kinds, all rather under the usual size, caused by the

extremely hot and dry weather. The crop, it is said,

is the lightest and poorest they have had for many
years. Iowa sends sixty varieties, but they were only

medium in size. It is rather remarkable how variable

the prejudices of diflerent growers are in^espect to the

colour of the skin of the Potato ; thus while the

majority of New York buyers give the preference to

the red-skin, in other sections the white-skin only can

be disposed of at reasonable rates.

Wintering Plants.—The soft balmy days that

have lent a charm to autumn are fast drawing to a

close ; the night air is keen and frosty, and abroad in

the woods, as well as in the wind, there is a rumour

prophetic of death—the decay that surely attends on

the waning year. Plants used for the summer decora-

tion of the flower garden have remained out much
longer than usual, but some provision for housing

such as the Villa gardener maybe desirous of housing

for further use cannot be longer delayed ; a fall of

rain succeeded by sharp frost does irremediable mis-

chief to half-hardy plants.

During the past summer we used Centaurea can-

didissima, Abutilon Thompsoni, Cineraria maritima

variegata, Coleus, and variegated Pelargoniums,

mingltd with Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, and Agera-

tums, with a margin of succulents. The Coleus and

Ageratum are left to fate, for we cannot winter them
in a cold house ; but the others, with the exception of

the Pelargoniums and Fuchsias, which were propa-

gated by cuttings in August last, are now being

housed. The prime consideration was how best

to house them at a minimum cost of labour

and pace. Such useful and rather uncommon
succulents as Cotyledon pulverulenta, Kleinia

repens, Echeveria metallica, E. glauco • metallica,

Pachyphyton roseum, Sempervivum arboreum varie-

gatum, S. canariense, and S. urbicum, are of too

great a value to be allowed to perish without

some effort being made to save them. To
pot them singly would be a costly process, and
entrench too much on the room at our disposal for

wintering plants. We therefore obtained some old

boxes, 6 inches in depth, and 2 feet in length, by

a foot or so in width. At the bottom was placed some
turf with the grass side downwards ; the plants were
then lifted with balls of earth adhering to them, and
they have been placed in the boxes, filling in some
fine soil from the waste of the potting bench about

the roots. The soil about the roots is moist, the fresh

soil employed is a little moist also, so that no water

will be required for some time to come. In placing

the plants in the boxes, we have been careful not to

crowd them too much, so that they can be examined

from time to time, and decaying leaves removed.

In placing these plants in the boxes we have 1

endeavoured to make them appear as eflfective as

possible, by placing the taller and larger plants at the

back, and the dwarfer ones in front, alternating the

character of the plant also, so that these boxes and i

their occupants may be of some service during the |

temporary occupancy of their winter quarters. As 1

they are somewhat weighty they will be wintered on

the floor of the house, but raised a foot or so above it

by means of bricks in layers of four. There will be ,

enough of the boxes to form a line the length of

the fore-part of the house, about 14 feet.

Some of the better succulents being of a tender

character, they will succumb to frost in an unhealed

house unless precautions are taken when severe frost

prevails to keep it at bay. We shall protect from '

below and above ; from below by filling the under-

neath part of the box with some short, soft hay, and

then placing two pieces of board, one on either side,

to keep it well enclosed. Over the plants we shall

lay a thickness of two or three newspapers, according

to the intensity of the weather. This may provoke a

smile; but last winter, during many days of severe

frost, we found newspapers of great advantage in pro-

tecting the plants in a house in which fire-heat could

not be employed ; and in this way many plants that

could not be otherwise saved under the circumstances

are safely preserved.

In taking up from the open border such plants as it

is intended to winter in this way, either in pots or

in boxes, we have always found it a good plan to

crumble away the soil till the roots are reached, and

this is especially true of succulents, which make but

little root ; and, secondly, worms should be searched

for and picked out of the balls of soil about the plants,

as they are troublesome in various ways.

Do not let any one suppose that the provision of a

few boxes is a matter of expense deserving considera-

tion. We get ours from a neighbouring grocer at a

cost of about dd. each, and they are strong enough to

last a year at least— first, to winter plants in, and

secondly, to raise seeds, such as Primroses, Poly-

anthus, Pansy, &c., in, in early summer, and for Pansy

and other cuttings later on.

Even those who have no glass accommodation could

winter plants in boxes in this manner, if only they can

be stowed away in a dry but light place, secure from

frost. We have repeatedly urged this consideration

on Villa gardeners till the recommendation is as hack-

neyed as it can well be ; but there is always existing a

necessity lor its application. Many valuable and

useful plants are lost for lack of timely precautions of

a simple character. A spare room, store, closet, or

some such place, is now a part of every house, but it

must be lighted from without. When the boxes are

placed on the floor they should be raised above its

level i^ome 9 inches or so, and then if any moisture

falls on the floor it can soon be wiped up. A little

water must be given occasionally during the winter,

and as the soil will be dry when it is administered, it

will absorb it, but if any runs through, an old news-

paper laid on the floor will remove it. To some it

may appear a mockery to assert that something of the

interest in the garden can be transferred to a loft or

spare room during winter, but it is a fact notwith-

standing ; and those who have been led to

make the attempt to winter a few plants in

this way, have found much more interest and pleasure

than they dreamt of in carrying out their little plans

to a successful issue.

Let it never be forgotten (for it is a golden rule in

relation to the wintering of plants) that the one great

essential to their preservation during severe weather

is dryness. A plant will exi^t during wintry weather,

and at its period of rest, even if very dry, though the

extreme of dryness sometimes causes decay. When

water must be given, let it be given in mild weather,

and just sufficient to maintain Hfe. Withhold it in

cases where fiost is severe, if there is any danger of

it reaching the plants. There are many persons

whose idea of watering plants is a daily supply, ad-

ministered as regularly as one would medi<-ine to a

patient in high fever, and they keep up the practice

in sunshine and gloom alike, in summer and in winter.

Such persons are always unsuccessful gardeners. The

virtue of patience is much wanted among amateur

gardeners in the matter of watering, and especially

during the winter months, when the utmost care

is required to successfully winter plants under

circumstances not altogether favourable to their well*
\

being.
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PLANT HOUSES.
Plant Stove.—The practice of resting summer

flowering stove plants, completely and indiscrimi-
nately, during a considerable portion of the winter, as
so frequently advised, is a mistake, the result of which
is, that where such a course of treatment is followed,
some of the finest blooming plants we possess are
never seen in the condition in which they are capable
of being produced when treated more in accordance
with their requirements. It is undoubtedly necessary
to reduce heat and moisture, so as to induce a con-
dition of much slower growth, even in such things as
do not want complete rest ; and any one attempting
to keep plants of any description growing through the
short dull days of winter, at a corresponding rate to
that at which they move during the summer months,
will signally fail ; but there is a great difference
betwixt allowing the temperature of the stove to fall

so low as to cause a complete cessation of growth,
and to go into the opposite extreme of using so much
Jieat and moisture as will unduly excite the plants.
Where a temperature of 65° cannot be maintained in

the night during severe weather in winter, it is better
to confine the cultivation to subjects that
do not require more than an intermediate heat.
In a temperature such as above named, it is an easy
matter to keep plants of a deciduous character at rest

by placing them at the coolest end of the house and
allowing the soil to get perfectly dry, which latter

condition will do no injury to Allamanda Bougain-
villea, Clerodendrons, and things of similar nature.
Although, however, plants that are wholly or nearly
deciduous will bear without injury their roots being
kept in this extremely dry condition, it must never be
attempted with such as are evergreen, or they will be
killed or injured toanextent that will render them worth-
less. Where subjects of the above description have
been, as advised some weeks back, gradually inured
to the drying process, they will now need little more
water until the close of the year. If this is not carried
so far as to cause the bark on the mature wood to
shrivel, no harm will be done, and it will be found
that when started they will make much better growth
than when subjected to a lower temperature, with
the soil partially moist, which is the more general
way in which these plants are induced to rest.

In very many private establishments Gardenias
are tiow held in such estimation for cutting as to be
required from the commencement of the year onwards
through the spring. Where this is the case it is

necessary to keep them from this time in a brisk heat
—from 65° to 70° in the night will not be too much.
Where sweet-scented flowers are wanted they are in-

dispensable, but those who have not had some ex-
perience in growing them for winter, frequently expe-
rience the difficulty of the buds falling off before they
expand. This will occur through several causes, the
most usual of which is too much moisture at the roots
or overhead by syringing ; although the same result
will follow an over-dry condition of the soil, or if the
plants during the time they have made their growth
have been stood in a position that did not aflord enough
light to impart the necessary strength and vigour.
This is an important essential in the preparation of
all plants that have to be forced in the winter, and
to which cause may be attributed many failures. In
addition to this, as I have frequently urged, it is im-
perative that the plants during the time they are being
brought into flower should be elevated as near the
glass as possible. Gardenia (lowers that are produced
by plants stood with their heads within a few inches
of the roof of the pit or house in which they are
placed, will stand, when cut, double the length of time
that such as are borne by plants plunged in bottom-
beat at a distance of some feet from the glass will.

The large, lofiy stoves generally met with in private
establishments that were found sufficient in times
past, when not a tenth of the cut flowers required at the
present day were needed, are not the sort of structures
in which to either grow the plants or bring into
bloom the quantities of cut flowers now in demand at
the generality of places. Attend well to Poinsettias,
both those required for the earliest flowering and the
successional plants ; see that the latter are kept where
they will not get checked by too low a temperature.
Where a good stock is grown, if some of the smallest
plants are kept in a temperature of 55° in the night,
and somewhat dry at the roots, they will progress
slowly, and come in very useful alter the earliest

bloomers are over ; the bracts will not be so large,

yet much more durable when cut up for mounting or
edging shallow vases. T. Babus.

Orchids.—The moisture in the houses, whether at
the roots of the plants or in the atmosphere, must now
be considerably lessened, as the pseudobulbs of the
different species swell up and harden. It will be
observed that at almost all times during the year some
species or other is finishing its growth, but now we
instinctively look for a greater number, and we find
that with our own natural season of rest, so also in our

houses, there are more now than at any other period
of the year ceasing active growth and evincing a
desire for rest. Where such is the case gradually
lessen the water at the roots, carefully looking over
them to see which require and which do not need it.

Some will rest naturally much longer than others, and
where that is the case the growths when they do com-
mence to move come away with a vigour and rapidity
which is not so marked with those whose rest is of a
shorter duration. Mention may here be made of
Lalia majalis, whose growths and bloom will be
formed in about four months ; the remaining eight it

is generally altogether inactive, though sometimes the
roots will continue growing after the bulb has been
formed and the flowers have fallen oft. Another whose
growth is as quickly formed and the flower succeeds
as soon as the growth is well advanced, is Barkeria
spectabilis. These, however, are spring blooming,
and are only just mentioned to show how much longer
a period of rest some will take to that that is required
by others. Some of the Odontoglossums, Cypri-
pediums, Masdevallias, &c., scarcely seem to rest at

all ; as soon as the growth is finished and the spike of
bloom well advanced with some of the former, another
break will start away and develope a spike of bloom,
so that in a twelvemonth the plant has made two bulbs
from the lead, and produced what almost seems to be
a double quantity of flowers. Oncidium macran-
thum is another that seems little disposed to
rest, growth or flower-spike being almost always in a
state of advancement. Where such is the case, and
growths are now starting away, the amount of water
given at the roots on account of the lower tempera-
tures will be much less than would be necessary
during the summer months. Whilst the withholding
of water and atmospheric moisture to induce rest is

necessary, it must also be borne in mind that the
lowering of the night temperatures is equally import-
ant. With a mild state of the weather outdoors, the
readings may, and ought to be, a little higher than
when frost and keen, cutting winds make it impera-
tive that a strong fire-heat should be kept up ; for,

when such weather prevails, to keep any house up to
60^ at night entails a far greater amount of fire-heat

than at present when the glass outside for some weeks
past has stood from 45° to 50^ The morning readings

of the houses should now be about as follows :—The
East India house, 60° to 65° ; Dendrobium-house,
5S' to 60° ; Cattleya-house, 55° to 5S' ; the Odonto-
glossum-house, 48" to 53°. Should the weather
remain very mild, the higher readings should be aimed
at ; but if it should turn in very cold and severe, the

lower numbers will be quite high enough. The
Odontoglossum-house should not at any time be per-

mitted to fall much below 45° ; for though on one
occasion, when the atmosphere may be moderately
dry, no harm might result, at another time, when the

air is much more moist, a very low reading will cause

the leaves to become spotted and the young growths
to damp off.

The Pleiones will now be breaking away into

growths ; the old bulbs, bringing in most cases two
young growths, will produce one or two flowers each,

which will cause them now to be very gay and
attractive. First to open its flowers is P. Walli-

chiana, then P. lagenaria and maculata, and lastly

P. humilis. This latter is now pretty well known
— its distinct fringed labellum beautifully spotted, and
sepals and petals of a bright rose, causing it to be

eagerly sought after ; and the great quantities that

have been imported during the last few years has

given an opportunity to many of purchasing it, who,
on account of its scarcity, were quite unable to

increase their stock of it above an odd bulb or two.

P. concolor and P. Reichenbachiana are both very

pretty, but neither, as far as colour and beauty are

concerned, are to be compared with the older

varieties. Keep the flowers of these free from
moisture, otherwise the colours soon run, and the

blooms damp olT. W. Swan, Fallmufidd.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Cucumbers.—The winter routine having fairly

commenced, constant attention to simple details must
be closely followed up, otherwise disappointment will

soon overtake the cultivator. Assuming that all the

plants are now progressing either in fruiting pots or

on hills, with due provision for top and bottom heat,

the first consideration must be the avoidance of checks,

as no plant is more difiicult to bring back to healthy

growth than the winter Cucumber. The mild weather,

although sunless, has been favourable to newly planted

pits, particularly where the bottom-heat is good. Train

the young shoots under the wires until they have filled

two-thirds of the space allotted to them ; then pinch

out the points, and train the side shoots in a horizontal

direction ; remove all surplus fruit and male blossoms

every other day, and crop very lightly until the plants

are thoroughly established in the soil. Top-dress

with light rich turfy loam as the roots find their way
to the surface, and water with tepid liquid manure,

when necessary, in suflicient quantity to penetrate to

the drainage. The bottom-heat should range from
80" to 85°, and the air temperature may range from

6S° at night to 85° or 90° from sun-heat. Give mois-
ture in proportion to the amount of light and heat,
and economise fire-heat by covering up at night.
W. CoUmaii,

Vi.NEs.—Presuming that the earliest Vines have
been pruned in due time, the house cleaned, and any
other necessary preparations made, the house should
now be closed up, and the Vines sprinkled twice a day
with tepid water. It is better for the first fortnight
to apply no fire, except in case of very cold weather,
when a little should be applied, so as to keep an even
temperature of about 50°. If the Vines root outside,
the border should have been previously covered with
sufficient fermenting material to keep up a gentle heat,
so as to induce the roots to get freely into action
before forcing the wood. Vines in pots will do better
if plunged in well-fermented matter, such as stable
manure and leaves ; into this, as growth advances, the
roots find their way through holes in the bottom and
sides of the pots, which materially aids in maturing
the fruit. A good top surfacing of rich manure should
also be applied, and occasionally renewed as required.

Continue to prune later houses as fast as the wood
becomes sufficiently matured, so as to give ample
time for the wounds to heal thoroughly before
the time at which they require to be started.

Late Grapes will now require considerable
attention, and should be carefully looked over
at least once a week to remove any decayed
berries. If the berries continue plump, and
the foliage healthy, watering should be discon-

tinued as long as the fruit is kept in the house.
Young Vines intended to grow into strong canes next
season should, if well ripened, be pruned back to two
eyes, and placed in a cool airy house or pit until

required for starting into growth. Water sparingly,

but do not let the roots get dry ; considerable injury

is frequently done from neglect in this matter. Where,
from a defective border, bad subsoil, or other causes
the roots of established Vines are in an unhealthy
state, the present is the best time for lifting the roots.

Provided that a border of suflicient width has been
made, a trench 2 to 3 feet wide should be taken along
the front to the full depth, carefully forking out the

roots and turning them back as the work advances to

the front wall of the house. When this has been done,

place a layer of soil underneath, and lay the roots out

evenly, so that when fully covered they should be
from 6 to S inches under the surface of the border.

If obtainable the roots should be covered in with some
good fibrous loam to the depth of 2 or 3 inches, but
avoid using crude or raw materials. This is better

applied as a surface dressing when stimulants are

required- Where lifting is carried out, pruning should

be deferred for a few weeks, and the Vines excited as

slowly at first as possible, so as to get the roots into

growth in advance : of course cropping must be verj

light the first season. W. Cox,

Orchard-houses.—The trees in pots grown
these structures will now be shedding their leaves,

and what remains on may be brushed off as they

ripen, on purpose to get the trees pruned and dressed

with the mixture for destroying insects and mildew.

If the sashes have been removed from the houses

they should now be put on, and any painting required

for them or the rafters had best be done before the cold

wet weather sets in. In p. 561 W. Hinds has touched

upon a subject that many gardeners must have experi-

enced, namely, the uncertainty of Plum crops when
grown indoors. Both Plums and Cherries are about

the worst kinds among our common fruits when forced

early in the season, as far as regards lull crops from

them, that any cultivator can take iu hand. When
grown in the borders or in pots irt unheated
orchard-houses they can be managed with greater

certainty, for, by keeping the trees safe from spring

frosts, and giving plenty of air during the flowering

period, and thinning the crops where they set too

thickly, good crops can be grown year after year with-

out failure. Again, in houses where these fruits are

forced early, and where artificial heat has to be

applied for the purpose, there is the greatest uncer-

tainty of a crop, even under the most careful manage-

ment. I am convinced that during the time the trees

are setting their fruit the temperature is often kept

too high, and that a mean temperature of 40" is high

enough during that process. The longer the trees can

keep their blossoms expanded, and with plenty of air

on in the house when it can be given, the better ;

and by drawing the hand twice or thrice a day

during sunshine over the blossoms to disperse

the pollen, there is some certainty of obtaining a

crop—that is, if the trees have healthy roots, and

have been well managed in their season of rest.

The failure of the Plum and Cherry crops when
grown in the open air is owing to unpropitious

springs, or to the production of a heavy crop the pre-

ceding year. It will be observed that these fruits

will often set better crops on a north aspect on the

walls than on a south or more favoured one in ungenial

springs ; this proceeds from the blossoms being retarded

till later in the season, William Tillety.
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generally done in August by removing the old soil to a

good depth, and renewing it with new, throwing it in

lightly and roughly. A thoroughly decayed sandy
turf makes a good soil for the Tulip, and it needs to

be frequently turned in order to be thoroughly

sweetened. A good dressing of salt, a third or a

quarter of an inch in depth, is sometimes given,

strewing it on the surface of the soil, and leaving it to

be washed in by rain. The invariable rule is to have the

bed some 6 inches higher than the ground on which it is

made up. The bulbs are planted about 3 inches deep,

and are placed in lines across the bed, seven in a line,

the tallest growers in the middle, the dwarfest at the

sides. Thus it is that Tulip fanciers make men-
tion of first row, second row, third row, or middle

row, flowers. When the bulbs are planted

the bed is well raised in the middle, and gradually

and strong, and gave him a fine bloom. The conclu-
sion Mr. IIeadley drew from this circumstance was
never clearly set forth by him ; perhaps it was loo
puzzling to be satisfactorily accounted for. The
physiology of the Tulip is a curious one, and it has
never as yet been completely mastered.

One remarkable character of the autumn
season has been the unusual duration of many of our
summer flowers. In the course of a country ramble
on the 28th ult. we found in bloom in cottage gardens.
Dahlias, still very free, and quite untouched by
frost

; Nasturtiums, in some places singularly profuse
of bloom ; Ageratum, Balsams, blooming freely at the
tips of the lateral branches ; Fuchsias, Tropccolum
canariense, Pentstemons, Antirrhinums, Lobelia
speciosa, Pansies, Salvia patens, Polyanthus, Roses,

induced a number of amateurs to take up the cultiva-
tion of this fine autumnal flower, and a vigorous
competition is expected to take place on this occasion.

The subjoined cutting is taken from Naturf.
It relates to the study of comparative analyses of
several varieties of American Vine Srocics, resistant
and non-resistant to the Phylloxera, by M. BouTi.N.
He has found in all American stocks a resinoid
principle. It exists also in French stocks, but in
quantity a half less than in the resistant American
stocks, and a-third less than in the non-resistant. He
accounts for the resistance by the presence of this prin-
ciple in a proportion not under S per cent, in the entire
root, and 14 to 15 per cent, in the bark alone. The
puncture made by the insect, while causing nodosities
on the root, is cicatrised by exudation of the resinous

-IC. 115.—INTERIOR OF \V lUSEUM, KEW. (sKE I'. 584.;

rounded oft to the sides, the object being that heavy
rains may pass off from the sides, and not descend to
the bulbs. This method of rounding the bed neces-
sitates that the soil be deeper in the centre than at

the sides. Some of the florists made a great point of
the position of their beds, urging that they should run
east and west ; others as stoutly contended for the
north and south position, and did it on the ground
that each side of the bed would be equally subject to
solar influence. The late Mr. Richard Headley
once remarked that, on a certain occasion, and some
weeks before planting time, he reversed his Tulip
beds

; they had previously occupied the east and west
position, but, not liking it, Mr. Headley changed
them north to south, or nearly so, cutting across the
old beds in sliaight lines, and they were dug an equal
depth throughout their length. At the time when the
bulbs should have sent their growth up through the
soil, he was surprised to find that at the intersection
of the original beds not a Tulip made its appearance,
whilst upon the other portions they came up regularly

Stocks, Zonal Pelargoniums, Clematis Jackmanni,
C. lanuginosa, African and French Marigolds, Asters,
and Petunias, flowering in company with the usual
autumn blooming plants—Chrysanthemums, Perennial
Asters, Stenactis, &c. No doubt the mild sunny
late summer weather has had something to do with
this unusual duration of bloom ; and it is also in good
portion traceable to the growth which ensued on the
late rains, and through the fairness of the weather
matured their flowers. Chrysanthemums in the open
air promise well for bloom ; and in another week or
two will be in full flower, if only the frost spares them.
The Chrysanthemum is so attractive in autumn that
it is always a matter for considerable regret when frost

comes and ruthlessly destroys the promise of so much
floral beauty.

The second exhibition of the Ealing
District Chrysanthemum Society will take
place on Saturday, November 11. Already the
Society has produced good results, in that it has

produce, and this prevents loss of the nutritious juices
of the plant. No such cicatrisation occurs in the non-
resistant stocks, the resinous matter not being
abundant enough. Perhaps the maUc acid in the
roots of American Vines also contributes to their

resistance. The extract is from a communication
made to the Academy of Sciences, Paris.

We are requested to publish the following
extracts from a report on THE CowAN Patents, by
Mr. James Edward McConnell, M.I.C.E., dated
October 24 :

—

"With reference to the Cowam Patents for heating
water, for making gas, and for generating steam, having
carefully and fully considered the whole applications
with their several combinations, and after personally
inspecting the same in operation at Garston, I beg to
report as follows, subject to the fact that I give my
opinion based on my own short examinations, and the
figures furnished to me at the same time by Mr.
Furrell, your engineer.

" I cannot of course speak as to cost of construction,
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repairs, and removals : as for these I have no data to

reason from.

" H&ating Apparatus.— [a), ,\s to economy of fuel

and comparatively small amount of labour required ?

" Aimuer.— I was informed that the furnace required

to be charged only three times in the twenty-four hours
;

this being so, as compared with an ordinary hot-water
heating apparatus, a manifest saving of labour is gained

;

the same man who draws the lime attends to the steam
or hot-water boiler, so that in point of fact both in heat-

ing pipes and keeping up steam a saving of labour as
well as fuel is effected. I have no data before me to say
how much fuel is saved, but looking, as in the case of
steam, I think fuel for heating pipes by this plan of
burning lime cannot cost much.

" (b). The regularity of the heat generated—no night
stoking, with its consequent irregularity of temperature
and trouble, being necessary with the kiln ?

" Answer.— \iv my opinion, with the mass of coal and
limestone burning with a slow draught, the heat must
be maintained very regular, and hot-water or steam kept
at an even temperature, or nearly so."

Mr. McCONNELL's report also deals with the steam-
generating and gas-making apparatuses, and the com-
bined heating and gas-making apparatus, but these

do not concern in any way the subject under discus-

sion in our columns. We may add that the Company
have introduced a new form o( guage to determine the

degree of heat of the water in the pipes, to which we
shall call attention on another occasion.

The report of the Hailstorm Relief Fund
which we published last week, as we now learn, from
an unrevised proof, contains a clause referring to the

disposal of the surplus. This clause was struck out of

the original draft by the committee, in order that the

subject of the surplus might be separately considered,

as it will be at a future meeting.

Messrs. MoKRis & Co., loS, Shoe Lane,
have forwarded us a circular of their OUD Volume
Register, a monthly list of odd volumes, &c. This
will have attractions for many who would not them-
selves care to be considered as odd.

We have received the schedule of the " Expo-
si9ao Horticola que se deve realisar e no Palacio de
Crystal Portuense nos dias 29 e 30 Junio, e i e 2 de
Julio, 1877." It is interesting to note, with reference

to this exhibition at Oporto, that among open-air
ornamental plants are competitions for Agaves, Four-
croyas, Dasjliriums, and many others which in our
climate could not be claimed as out-of-door plants.

Foreign exhibitors may send their exhibits three weeks
previously, if convenient for them to do so. A
steamer from London to Oporto leaves weekly. M.
DUARTE DE Oliveiea, jun., of Oporto, is the .Secre-

tary, to whom communications should be addressed.

The Belgian agent is M. Jean Nuyten Verschaf-
FELT, of Ghent.

Messrs. J. B. Brown & Co., Cannon Street,

E.C., have been awarded a medal at the Philadelphia
Exhibition for their galvanised wire netting.

Dr. Thwaitis, in his report on the condition
of the Rojal Botanic Gardens, Ceylon, for 1875,
which has just come to hand, mentions that the
LiHERiAN Cut FEE PiAKts (see fig. 27, p. 104), for

which the gardens have been indebted to Dr. Hooker,
C. B., for supplies from Kew, and to the liberality of
Mr. W. Bull, of Chelsea, are growing extremely
well, and some of them are producing flowers. '

' They
generally show symptoms of being affected with the
leaf disease, but, except in a few instances where the
plants are in a weak state, they do not apparently
suffer here from the Htmileia so severely as our ordi-

nary Coffee. They appear, too, to bear better full

exposure to the sun at the elevation of Peradeniya.
From the Botanic Garden of Mauritius some seeds are
looked for of a variety of Coffee supposed to be dif-

ferent from the one grown here ; and there is much
reason to believe that from Africa are to be procured
several varieties of the race to which the Libetian
Coffee belongs.

"

The Bolanisihc Zcitung, for Sept. i and S,

contains somenotes on Experimental Gardening,
or rather cultural trials of the constancy of certain

characteristics of plants, by H. Hoffmann. Althrea
rosea var. nigrescens (atfoviolacea) is cultivated on a
large scale for the intense colouring matter of its petals,

which is employed, especially at Bordeaux, in impart-
ing a high colour to wines, as mentioned in a recent

communication, p. 531. Previous trials with this

seemed to indicate a general tendency to variation in

the colour of the flowers, but although the anthers

burst before the flowers expand there is a possibility

of cross-.'ertilisalion. Isolated from other colours this

variety is constant, whilst the seeds from it when
grown with other varieties produced white, pink,

lilac, and crimson flowered varieties. Trials with
different varieties of Wallflower gave similar

results. Another interesting series of experiments
with the cultivated Carrot and the wild form
fully established their identity, which, however,
few people, we imagine, would have disputed.

By sowing the cultivated Carrot on heavy unfilled

land a complete reversion to the wild type was
obtained in a few generations, and the wild type
under generous cultivation gradually gained the cha-

racters of a good Carrot. Thus, although varieties

may with care be propagated pure from seed, gradual
changes are effected by different conditions and by
selection. Blue and white flowered varieties of Linum
usitatissimum exhibited diverse tendencies. The white
has remained constant every year since 1S6S ; but the

blue has given birth to white flowered individuals,

when every precaution against ctoss-fertilisalion was
taken. Carefully conducted experiments with Lychnis
diurnaandL. vespertina proved them to be, as LlN-
N.FUS supposed, varieties of one species. In a cross

of the two forms both were reproduced in the pro-

geny, and seedlings from each form showed the cha-
racters of the other. Experiments with Primula
officinalis in different soils eflected no change in the

colour of the flowers, but from seed there was an
apparently spontaneous (that is, without intercrossing)

variation the second generation.

In a recent number of the Botanischc Zeitung,

Dr. Philii'I'i, who has long resided in Chili, has

some notes on the Fuchsias of that country. He
has published two forms as distinct from F. macro-
stemma of Ruiz and Pavon, (F. magellanica of

Lamark) ; but now he seems to be in doubt as to

whether his species may not be varieties of some pre-

viously published species, perhaps of Aiton's F.
coccinea. The latter is doubtless a Brazilian species,

and most Ukely identical with F. montana of Cam-
bessedes. Judging from all the specimens of Chilian

Fuchsias we have seen, which are very numerous, we
should say that they are variations of one type,

possessing no distinctive character by which they may
be distinguished from each other. PuiLIPri's F.
chonotica and F. auracoma differ only from F. macro-
stemma in having shorter peduncles and shorter sepals,

and from each other in the breadth of their leaves and
length of their stamens.

Dr. AscHERSON communicatestothe Botanical

Society of Berlin that he has discovered Adiantum
Capillus-Veneris and Marsilea diffusa in the smaller
oasis of Sahara. This is of interest as being the first

record of any vascular cryptogams having been ob-
served in this flora. In a later communication the

same explorer adds Populus euphratica to his previous
list.

A New Pinus, related to P. otientalis or
P. Menziesii, has been discovered in the Balkan
peninsula by Professor Paneic.

From the Botaiiische Zeilutig we learn that a
few sets of a portion of Professor Rein's Japanese
Plants, belonging to the Rosacea;, Amygdalea;, Saxi-
fragacea;, Ranunculacea;, Aceracea:, Leguminosre,
UmbellifeiK, and Droseracea-, will shortly be ready
lor distribution. The first set contains about 200
species of the families named, and the others propor-
tionately fewer. The species are determined, and the
price is 30^. per century. Applications should be
addressed to Dr. Geyler, So, Sandweg, Frankfort-
on-Main.

^ The f/aiiibiirgir Gartenzeitung reports that

the very unequal Setting of the Buds of
Camellias led to a long discussion at the last meet-
ing of theLeipzig Horticultural Union, when, although
the views of different growers on this important sub-
ject diflered, the general opinion was that the

failure was mainly due to the unfavourable cold,

gloomy weather experienced in the spring. In many
cases it was impossible to obtain the proper amount
of sunlight and warmth, associated with a favourable
degree of humidity. There are four principal factors

which must act in concert at the time when the buds
are setting, namely, sun warmth, a proper degree of
moisture, suitable soil, and an exact knowledge of the
locality. With regard to watering and syringing dur-
ing this period, only sufficient water should be given
to prevent the plants from withering.

In his annual report on the Royal Botanic
Gardens, Ceylon, Dr. Thwaites remarks that it is

now a well-established fact that Commercial Tea I

of a very superior quality indeed can be produced in)

Ceylon. Supplies of seeds and a few thousand plants

have been sent out during the year from Peradeniya
and Hakgala

; but planters generally, notwithstanding

the risk of transport of so perishable a seed, would
seem to prefer getting from Assam seeds for the

numerous plantings now being made in the island.

From a communication by Dr. Goeppert to

the Hamburger GaittnMiiung it appears that the

Breslau Botanic Garden possesses a rich collection of

MusAS, including M. coccinea, superba, speciosa,

discolor, zebrina, sapicntum, Dacca, paradisiaca, and
Cavendishii, mostly with edible fruit. Also very line

plants of the handsome Abyssinian species, M. Ensete.

The latter is one of the most useful and effective of all

large-leaved plants for the subtropical garden.

The annual general meeting of the West of
Scotland Rosarians' Society was held in the

Town Hall, Helensburgh, on Friday evening, Octo-
ber 28, Bailie Stuart in the chair. From the

annual report submitted, the Society appears to be in

a very satisfactory condition, the membership being
considerably larger than that of last year, and after

paying all accounts—including over ;^70 for prizes-
there is still a balance left in the hands of the trea-

surer. The office-bearers and directors elected were
—President : Thomas Watson, Esq., Inshalloch,

Row ; Vice-Presidents : A. Carrick Robertson, Esq
,

Woodend, Helensburgh ; and Bailie Stuart, Thistle

Bank, Helensburgh ; Honorary Secretary : John
Mitchell, Esq., Brooklee ; Honorary Treasurer :

Alexander Barron, Esq., Gowanleas ; Directors:

Messrs. George Galloway, Andrew Provan,
William Parlane, Harry Lister, James Paton,

James Telper, William Paterson, and Alex-
ander M 'Galium. It was resolved that the next

exhibition of the Society should be held in Helens-
burgh, and the directors afterwards fixed the date to

be July 13 and 14. Votes of thanks were awarded
to the oflice-bearers and directors for their services,

also to Alexander Breingan, Esq., for the use ol

Westwood Park, gratuitously granted for the use ol

the Society.

A monument has just been erected at Rome
to Andrea C.isalpinus, the famous Professor of

Botany at Pisa, who died in the year 1603. He was

one of the first to break away from the traditions of

the past age, and to start afresh in the classification of

plants by the nature of their flowers and fruit. His

herbarium, still preserved at Pisa, was made the

subject of an interesting treatise by Prof. Caruel, of

that University. C.fsalpinus was a naturalist in the

true sense ol the word, and the Italians have shown a

wise appreciation in thus commemorating his labours.

We { 77/6' Gardt'ne?-) recently saw a break of

Carrots in old kitchen-garden soil where for years they

had been destroyed with worms, part of which was

this year well watered, before the seed was sown, with

water to every four gallons of which was added two

wine-glassfuls of parafiin oil, and the portion of the

break so watered was bearing a luxuriant crop of

Carrots, while on the portion not watered they failed

as usual,

In the Succulent-house at Kew Agave
NOACKii, of Jacobi (A. Sartorii, K. Koch) is about toi

flower. It is one of those with branching habit, and'

this is a fine specimen ; there are two main branches,

one of which has divided, and the other will doubt-

less do so after flowering, forming an Agave with foun

heads. It flowered a few years since in the collectio.-

of W. W. Saunders, Esq., at Reigate, when a figum
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was taken for the Reftt^ium^ but which was not pub-

lished. A, eiisiformis in the same house will soon

have expanded tlowers,

With reference to our note on the ship-

ment of thirty-eight Wardian cases of INDIA-

RUBBER Plants, Hevea brasiliensis, from Kew
to Ceylon (see p. 271), we have the pleasure

further to add that they have arrived in the best

possible condition, a very small percentage only being

dead. Nearly 1900 plants, yielding the finest India-

rubber known, are thus introduced, and a new era in

the commercial development of this most important

product is without doubt commenced. The case of

Castilloa elastica also reached Ceylon in similar good

condition.

Several Cycads in the Palm-house at Kew
may now be seen with cones. These are Dion edule,

Eocephalartos villosus, E. Lehmanni, E. longifolius,

and E. horridus, the first two of which are female.

An imported stem of E. villosus has recently produced

a magnificent growth ; the fronds are 7 feet in length,

and foim a circular outline of S feet across. Male

plants of Pandanus odoratissimus and P. furcalus have

each an inflorescence.

Those who are interested in the experiment

made by the Marquis of Bute, at Castle Coch, in

estabhshing a Vineyard after the French fashion,

are informed that a few bunches of ripe fruit have

been gathered from it, and that the Vines have made
fine wood that has ripened oH as well as could be

desired. The Vines planted a few years ago against

the Castle walls on the south-west side are now getting

into good condition, and this season two hundred-

weight of ripe Grapes were gathered from them. It

is expected that the next season's crop will be a con-

siderable one,

As the Early Tulu's are now so much used

for the decoration of the flower-beds in spring, it may
be remarked that the later- flowering varieties can be

had in bloom at the same time as the earlier sorts by

planting the latter deeper in the soil, say to the depth

of 5 inches, instead of the ordinary depth of 3 inches.

We have known this method to be attended with con-

siderable success, but some knowledge of the varieties

is necessary on the part of the planter. Experience

is an excellent and reliable teacher in this case.

On Saturday evening last the Lord Mayor
gave a banquet at the Mansion House to the Master

and Court of Assistants of ihe Fruiterers' Company.
The company, 200 in number, included Mr. Stroud,
the master ; Mr. Alderman Knight, the renter

warden ; and the whole Court of Assistants of the

Fruiterers' Company, with a number of private friends.

In proposing the toast of the evening the Lord Mayor
said they were aFsembled in pursuance of a time-

honoured custom, which had existed for some cen-

turies between the Lord Mayor and the Fruiterers'

Company, who on a given day in the year brought to

the Mansion House a choice assortment of fruit, and
presented it to the Lord Mayor with a short address.

At the end of the address it was the custom of the

Lord Mayor to compliment the Fruiterers on their

collection of fruits, and to invite them to dinner.

That was the origin of the dinner of that

evening. These simple and ancient customs seemed
to him to cement society together. There was
not very much, of course, in the fruit, except in

its beauty ; bat there was a great deal in the

kindly feeling which prompted the Fruiterers' Com-
pany to make that annual offering to the Lord
Mayor of the day. As the custom had endured for

ages, so it was likely to continue for generations yet

to come, for there was no reason to anticipate any
outbreak of hostilities between the Fruiterers' Com-
pany and the Corporation which would be likely to

interfere with the annual offering. The Fruiterers

he looked upon as the most pacific of raen, their love

for fruit and flowers promoting all the better feelings

of human nature. He could not conceive them there-

fore interfering with a custom which brought so many
good citizens together,

The Birmingham and Midland Counties
Chrysanthemum, Fruit and Flower ExHiiii-
TION will be held in the Town Hall, Birmingham, on
Wednesday and Thursday, November 22 and 23.

HARDY FRUIT TREES.*
During the last winter session our respected friend

Prof. Karl Koch gave a course of lectures in Berlin on
*' German Fruit Trees," which were so well received

that he has published them, and he has forwarded

us a copy, with permission to make what use of it we
think fit. Few botanists have devoted so much time

to all that concerns our^hardier^fruit trees as Professor

Koch, and we have no doubt that a few gleanings

from his lectures will be welcome to many of our

readers. It should be added, moreover, that Professor

Koch's researches have not been limited to botanical

or biological questions, for he has neglected nothing

that interests the fruit grower as well as the natural-

ist. The title *' German Fruit Trees " was selected

simply because it indicates the kinds of fruit trees

coming within the scope of the lectures, that is to say

the hardy (ruit trees, such as the Apple, Pear, iS;c.

For our purpose we might with equal propriety speak

of them as English fruit trees, but for convenience we
shall substitute the term hardy. The whole course

consisted of twenty lectures, divided into two series,

the first being devoted to the history and ta'.ural his-

tory of hardy fruit trees, and the second to the con-

sideration of the development of fruit growing in

Germany, and descriptions of a selection of varieties

recommended for general cultivation.

The lectures being to a certain extent of a popular

character, much matter is included which may be re-

garded as common knowledge, and which it would be

superfiuous to repeat here. Taking them in the

order they were delivered, some must be dismissed

with a few words, in order to keep within a reason-

able space, whilst others call for a more extended

notice. The first lecture includes ;—Division of fruits

according to climate ; increase of the storage of

nutritious substances in the improvement of the fruit
;

origin of fruits according to Van Mons' five funda-

mental maxims ; Decaisne's experiments in raising

fruit trees from seed ; definition of fruit ; different

kinds of fruit ; different kinds of buds ; seedlings
;

varieties of fruits ; choiceof certain varieties in France

and for importation into Russia ; the flourishing (ruit

tree culture in Belgium and its causes. Passing over

the first paragraphs, the results of Decaisne's experi-

ments are worth noting, as showing the almost

unlimited extent to which a plant will vary after it has

once departed from the original type. In 1S5J, De-

caisne sowed seeds of four different Pears—Wdliams'

Bon ChriJtien, Beurre Bosc, Belle Alliance, and Pyrus

salvifoliuf, D.C. After the lapse of ten years several

of the seedlings bjre fruit, but in no instance did it

resemble that of the parent tree, differing often even

in the time of ripening. It is scarcely necessary

to mention that we may continue to raise seed-

lings of a certain species year after year without

obiaining any essential deviation from the original

parent, but after the first variation has been secured

the progeny from that variety is perfectly inconstant,

and every succeeding season new varieties appear.

The botanical definition of the term fruit is given at

some length, and the fact that the Germans have a

special word {ol>st) to designate the edible produce of

trees, whether seed, fruit or infloresence, is opposed to

the poverty of the French language. We also are in

the same unfortunate position ; but we may be con-

soled because this special word, like our own fruit,

includes the lot, and it becomes necessary to distinguish

them into kcnl ol^st, sUin-olist, beeren-obst and schaltn-

olst^ which are no more expressive than pome-fruits,

stone-fruits, berry-fruits, and shell-fruits. Coming to

the remarks on the selection of varieties the advice

they contain is worthy of the notice of all planters.

Inferior varieties should be rejected without a thought.

To grow a large collection, unless with some ulterior

purpose in view, is to be strongly deprecated. Out of all

the numerous varieties grown by nurserymen only very

few are planted by those who supply the markets.

And although there are doubtless some good varieties

which do not find their way into the markets, it is a

fact that most of the varieties grown by market

gardeners are of excellent quality. The celebrated

nurseries at Angers, belonging to Andre Leroy, form

perhaps the most extensive fruit-tree establishment in

the world. Of seven of the most generally esteemed

varieties of Pear in France, the average annual

sale, collectively, is about 140,000 trees, and as

many as 20,000 each are often sold of the

Williams' Bon Chri5tien and Duchesse d'Angouleme.

The remaining five are Bonne Louise d'Avranches,

Beurid Diel, Beune d'Aremberg, Beurie d'Amanlis,

and White Doyenne. The highest number sold of

any other varieties, even of the most celebrated, does

not exceed 1000 annually. The same holds good in

the North of Germany, where Pears are largely grown

for the Russian markets. This is no doubt accounted

for by the fact that the large mass of people will only

purchase old tried sorts. Not forgetting the merits

of the French it is in Belgium that fmit-growing

has reached the highest stage of perfection ; to the

inhabitants of this country it is a second nature. This

superiority is in a great measure due to the exertions

of the more intelligent and wealthy classes, the

highest of whom do not disdain to place themselves

at the head of societies for the promotion of horticul-

ture. Further, the Belgian Government encourages

and supports horticulture as one of the principal in-

dustries of the country. To Professors Pyuaert, Bur-

venich, Rodigas, and Van Ilulle (all eminent pomolo-

gists), the principal credit of founding the Cercle

d'Arboriculture is due. This Society has only been

in existence about twelve years, but it has already

effected an incalculable amount of good.

The second lecture is devoted to brief descriptions

and historical sketches of the southern fruits. Under

this head come all the Orange tribe, the Fig, the

Pomegranate, and a variety of other fruits. Respect-

ing the Orange tribe, gardeners in the warmer parts of

Germany are strongly recommended to try the hardi-

ness and value of the Japanese varieties. Citrus

japonica, Margarita, and Daidai. The so-called

Citrus chinensis is a miniature variety, which originated

in Italy. It is a favourite market plant in Berlin.

Among some of the minor fruits noticed are the

Japanese Medlar (Eriobotrya japonica), the large-

fruited Medlar (Mespilus germanica & macrocarpa),

various Dates, Plums, Pistacia Nuts, Jujubes, and Pine

seeds.

The third lecture commences with a descrip-

tion of the characters of the pome-fruits, the Pomace.T;,

and the three series of pome-fruit treep. To the first

series belong the Quince, Medlar, Service, &c. The

peculiarity of this series is that the axis is sympodial,

that is to say, the buds all along the previous year's

twig are alike and develope into shoots, normally

terminating in a flower or flowers, and the axis is con-

tinued by a replacing bud, which appears below the

flowers. In such trees the branches are usually,

though not always, crooked, whilst the monopodial

or those in which they lengthen from year to year by

the tern.inal buds, are never flower-buds. The

second series includes Pirus prunifolia, one of the

ancestors of our Apples, and the allied P. baccata, in

which the mode of growth is not very different.

Here, instead of long flower-bearing shoots being

formed, short ones appear throughout the whole

length of the branch, the terminal buds also

developing in the same manner. Immediately

below this flower a "replacing bud " is formed, which

grows out into a long shoot ; and when the buds on

this shoot in their turn break they bear flowers. Most

of the Apple and Pear tribes grow in this way, and

those varieties in which it is so usually come into

bearing very early ; moreover these varieties are

preferred for cordons and espaliers, in which forms

they produce fruit remarkable for beauty, size, and

good flavour. Among Apples, Langton's Incompar-

able, Golden Winter Pearmain, and White Winter

Calville may be mentioned ; among Pears, Williams'

Bon Chretien, Louise Bonne d'Avranches, Beurre

Dlel, &c. The third series embraces the whole of the

remaining .\pple and Pear trees. In these the

previous year's shoots bear leaf-buds on their upper

and middle portions, and mixed buds on the lower

part—that is, some flower-buds and some leaf-buds.

The last, being the most important, will be dis-

cussed first. The peculiarity in the growth of varieties

of this series is of the first importance, and a

knowledge of this is a kind of key to the mode of

pruning to be practised. In some varieties the lower

buds, which develope as short shoots, do not always

bear flowers the same year ; for instance, in the

Gravenstein flowers do not appear for from six to

nine years. This will be treated of more fully under

the head of pruning. The species of true Apples may

be divided into the shrubby and the arborescent.

The former, independently of their habit, differ from

the latter in producing suckers, or at least in throwing

up a number of shoots from the base of the stems,
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which may easily be detached with a portion

of root. There are three of this group—the

French Paradise, the Codlin, Pirus frutescens,

and the Doucin, or Sweetling, P. precox. Koch
thinks it possible that the true English Codlin may be

a native of this country. The Doucin differs essen-

tially from the others in the hairiness of its young
shoots. Probably P. Sieversii of Ledebour is the

same thing. A very interesting and good old variety

of P. precox, called in Germany the Fig Apple, was
recently rediscovered and propagated by the late

Andre Leroy, in whose catalogue it bears the name of

Sans Qaeue. It is the same as the P. dioica of books,

and is remarkable for its very small petals ; indeed

some writers have described it as being destitute of

petals. Konrad Gesner first mentions it in the first

half of the sixteenth century. According to him
several specimens of it grew in the vicinity of Zurich.

As arborescent Apples three—-P. sylvestris, Will.

;

P. dasyphylla, Borkh.; and P. prunifolia, Willd. ; to

which may be added, though of less interest to the

pomologist, P. baccata and P. spectabilis. The three

first form the centres of so many groups of varieties,

but intercrossing has given birth to varieties which
connect the whole. P. sylvestris (P. acerba) is very

distinct from the other arborescent forms in its crowded
branches, which often terminate in spines, and in

other characters, particularly of the fruit, which is

quite uneatable. It i^, however, very near P.

frutescens, and may possibly be an arborescent form of
that species. The Calvilles, Codlins, Rose Apples,
and other varieties, have descended from P. sylvestris

;

whilst P. dasyphylla is the mother of most of our
Reinettes, and P. prunifolia of the Astracans, and
the singular Ice Apple of the Russians, &c.

(To ie cmfmiied.)

GREENHOUSE PLANTS.
THEIR CULTURE AND MANAGEMENT.
Clematis indivisa lobata.—This is a strong-

growing, very handsome evergreen climber, bearing

creamy white flowers in great profusion during the

spring months. It is from New Zealand, and is a

very suitable plant for a large house where a consider-

able space has to be covered, and where it has room
to develope itself sufficiently to exhibit its natural

character. It is a free rooting subject, and requires

to be planted out, as no ordinary sized pot could con-

tain enough soil to support the growth which it makes ;

but in commencing with young plants it is better to

grow them on for a season in pots, so as to get them
well furnished with roots before turning out into a

prepared border. Young stock occupying 6 or 7-inch

pots should in April be shifted to others 2 or 3 inches

larger. This Clematis grows well in a mixture of

half peat and loam, with a moderate quantity of sand

added to it. For this, as for other free rooting things, it

is well not to make the soil too fine ; break the turfy

pieces into bits the size of Walnuts, and mix the sand

well with it. After potting insert in the pots several

tall sticks, round tliese twine the shoots, which should

be confined to from one to three in number, so

that the plants may be induced to make
considerable progress during the season. When
potted place them in an ordinary greenhouse, and
encourage growth by the usual means of damping the

atmosphere in bright weather, and shutting up early

with sun-heat, as also syringing freely overhead.

Beyond this nothing will be required through the

growing season except keeping the shoots regularly

trained round the sticks. If this is not attended to

they get entangled in a way that renders it difficult

afterwards to separate them. As autumn approaches
give more air, and discontinue the use of the syringe.

Winter the plants in the usual greenhouse tempera-

ture of about 40° in the night. Warmer than this

they should not be kept, or they will be induced to

make growth through that which ought to be a season

of complete rest previous to planting out. This will

be understood from the plant being indigenous to a

country where the winters are cool. Prepare the

border in which they are to be planted by efficient

drainage, well- secured from the soil getting down
into it by a layer of fibrous material, than which for a

strong-growing subject of this description there is

nothing better than a thin, turfy sod of about an inch

in thickness that has lain together sufficiently long for

the grass to have become decayed. This, if put on
the turfy side downwards, will for years exclude the

finer particles of soil from getting down into the

drainage, which is better for being some 6 inches

in depth. Previous to planting out this and all other

climbers, especially in greenhouses and conservatories,

care should be taken that they are perfectly free from
any of the worse kinds of insects, such as scale or

mealy-bug, for, if subjects to occupy a position over

the other occupants of the house such as these roof

climbers are at all infested with these pests, as a

natural consequence they affect every plant standing

under them that the insects will live upon, entailing

an endless amount of labour. The position of plants

thus trained on the roof renders them much more
difficult to clean than when grown as ordinary pot

specimens j it is equally of importance that any plants

at all affected with these insects and that are intro-

duced to the house in which roof climbers are grown
should never be stood in contact with the stems

of the climbers, for if so placed the pests are

sure to be communicated to them, the worst results

of which must follow. Let the planting-out be done
sufficiently early in spring, before any growth has com-
menced, so that the necessary disentangling of the

roots from the ball of earth ^ith a view to spreading

them in the new soil can be carried out without injury,

which would follow if growth in either roots or

branches had began. After planting give no more
water until they have commenced to grow ; this is

necessary to keep the soil in a suitable condition.

During the growing season keep the shoots regularly
tied up into the place allotted to them, and
supply the roots with water. This Clematis is very
appropriate for planting at one end of a house,
and training under the ridge. When allowed to hang
thinly in festoons it has a good effect, and is more
fitting for being so grown than things which are not
naturally calculated for extending far. As the soil

in which the roots are placed gets exhausted, recourse
must be had to stimulants in the shape of copious
waterings during the growing season with hquid
manure and renewal of the surface soil in the spring
by removing an inch or two from the top of the
border the roots occupy, and replacing it with new.
When the space is filled which the plants are in-

tended to occupy, each year after flowering the knife

should be freely used so as to reduce the shoots
within proper limits, and to allow room for the
season's growth.

Insi-cls. — Red-spider will, during hot weather,
sometimes make its appearance on this Clematis, and
should be guarded against by a free use of the syringe.

Brown scale can be removed by sponging in the
usual way. If white scale gets upon this, or any plant
grown overhead on the roof, there is no chance for

its extirpation except cutting the head close in during
the winter when at rest, and dipping or washing the
affected stem and remaining shoots with a strong
solution of insecticide. T, Baincs.

lame Corm^aiibtitte.

Form of Pollen Grains : Hybridisation.—

I

felt much interest in the paper commenced at p.
516, by Mr. W. G. Smith, on pollen and on the
remarkable forms which its grains assume in various
tribes of plants, so beautifully illustrated in the figures

he gives with that paper. But my interest was
intensified when 1 found that Mr. Smith, in alluding
to the singular form of the pollen grains of Fuchsia
procumbens of New Zeal.-ind, so unlike in outline to

the pollen grains of the other members of its tribe,

had, from this peculiarity, expressed at a meeting of
the Horticultural Society his belief that "the
production of hybrids from it, if not impossible, was at

least very improbable." And he narrated Mr.
Kinghorn's failure to obtain such hybrids, except in

the single case of a cross between it and F. splendens,
whose pollen he found to be of two forms, one-third of
them Ijeing like those of other Fuchsias, while at

least those of two-thirds were "so exactly like the
peculiar-shaped pollen of F. procumbens that it can
hardly be distinguished from it." Like Mr. Smith,
but from different premises, I had long set down
F. procumbens, so unlike in its general aspect and in

all its parts to any other Fuchsia, as a thing which
would intercross with no other species of its tribe so
far as I knew or was possessed of them. But having
in a tiny form of what appeared to be the old Fuchsia
virgata, with small lanceolate leaves, for which I was
indebted to Miss Hope, of Wardie Lodge, and to
which she gave, I believe, the name of Tom Thumb,
I, about the end of June last, after carefully providing
against all other interference, effected a cross on it with
F. procumbens, though then with little hope of a
favourable result. To my surprise, however, the seed
vessel duly swelled and ripened seeds, which I sowed
on July 24 last ; from these I have got up six or seven
small seedlings, the most advanced being now about
\\ inch high, with leaves roundish cordate, in fact,

perfectly heart-shaped ; thus showing itself

to be a true intermediate between the widely

different parent species. And it is remark-
able that the seed-bearing parent, a form of F. vir-

gata, I believe, though I had several plants of it, bore
no seeds of its own. But I tried a farther experiment
with F. procumbens. I applied its pollen to the
stigmas of two flowers of a Fuchsia having a white
corolla with scarlet tube and sepals ; and, singularly,

I got both to take, swell, and ripen seeds, which I
sowed apparently perfect, though few in number.
These I sowed on July 28 last, and on September 28
one came up, now in its seed leaves, with the second
pair beginning to expand. Their rounded form augurs
favourably for the cross being true, in fact I took the 1

precaution to ensure it by enclosing the biooini
operated on in a muslin bag both before and after

fertilisation. This white-flowered Fuchsia so operated
upon is known by the name of Empress, itself evidently
of hybrid origin. I especially notice this cross, as
interesting in another respect from the former.

Fuchsia Empress, which is a plant of about 10 inches

high, has continued to flower up to this present time
;

but all the blooms it has subsequently borne have
come with corollas no longer a pure while but flushed

with a rose or pink colour. I had a similar result

many years ago in the genus Calceolaria from innocu-
lating blooms of a white-flowered variety with the
pollen of a crimson-flowered one. But there I observed
the discoloration only in the flowers of the corymb
where the impregnation was made ; whereas in this

Fuchsia Empress the discoloration extends over the

flowers of the whole plant, certainly not a large one.

From the above results there is evidently a reflex

influence communicated from the male to the female
agent which affects the latter, whether for a time or

permanently remains to be seen,
,
and this I believe

must, to some extent, hold in all cases—undetected
and undetectable it may be, unless in cases where,
as here, the difference in the colour of the factors is so

extreme as to make it manifest. Mr. Darwin has
noticed something akin in the case of animals. In this

case I hold the discoloration in the subsequent blooms of

this white-flowered Fuchsia to be due to the depth of
tint in the reflexed tube-lobes of the male parent, which
in my plant were almost black, and not merely
crimson, as shown in the coloured figure given in the

Botanical Mas^aziiie, tab. 6139. But these small
lobes are the only parts of the flowers of F. procum-
bens to account, in my opinion, for the result ; for

corolla it has none, and the tube is rather of a
brightish yellow, while the pollen-bearing anthers are

of a lively blue. The question next arises. Will the

flowers of the seed-bearer continue to be permanently
affected, or only for a time ? A question I cannot

answer, but I will keep an eye on their complexion
next summer. Further questions still may arise.

Will the influence communicated by inoculation, say

year after year, though it fail at first, tend eventually

to success ? May not the agency of bees and other

insects, through not very long tracts of time, effect

such results and account for the wide divergency of

varieties by what are now called species ? Lastly,

What is a species ? /. Audiyson-Heitry, Hay Lodgt,

Trinityf Edhibitrgh,

Do Fig Trees Require Protection ?—In favour-

able situations in the South of England Figs do not

generally require protection in winter, but in the

Northern counties it is necessary, to secure a crop of

fruit. My experience in Fig culture in the open air

commenced as far back as 1836, when I lived at East

Cowes Castle, in the Isle of Wight. In the gardens

there there were several F'ig trees which bore fine

fruit ; these attracted my attention much at the time,

as I had not seen any grown in the open ground pre-

viously. I well remember one tree that bore a quantity

of fruit ; it appeared to have had little or nothing

done to it in the way of pruning, and had grown into

a large, spreading tree. I am not aware that these

trees received any protection. I should think in that

favoured clime they would not require it, but the

climate of the North is not exactly that of the Isle ol

Wight in winter. Figs in the North require a wall to

ripen their fruit, and as the principal crop of fruit is

borne on the previous year's shoots, protection is

necessary in winter to save them, otherwise Jack
Frost will make short work of the crop. Of course Fig

trees will in the North escape injury during mild win-

ters, but these are few and far between, and as we are

rarely certain what weather may occur in forty-eight

hours, it is always best to err on the safe side. After

a few weeks' dull wet weather one night's frost would

seriously injure the young wood and the embryo Figs ;

or a few nights' frost destroy all chances of a crop if

the trees are unprotected. Figs like a moderately

good deep soil but not too moist or retentive, as in

that case the trees would run into coarse wood, and

produce little or no fruit. I fear this is one of the

principal causes of the failure of the Fig crop in the

open air. Short-jointed wood of moderate growth

will generally bear well if protected from injury in

winter. The young shoots should be well thinned

out about the end of July, so as to admit the sun and

air. The young shoots for the next year's bearing

should be allowed to hang from the wall until the
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leaves fall. If they were nailed close to the wall in

July and August the young Figs would get too large

to stand over the winter ; by letting them hang from

the wall the embryo Figs will not get too large. As
soon as the leaves are off in October the young shoots

should be nailed close to the wall, and the terminal

bud should be removed from all. The trees should

then be carefully covered for the winter. M. Saul,

Stourton.

Late Flowering Roses on a Light Soil.—
Perhaps some of your readers may like to know what
Roses have flowered best on this light loam in a

recently made garden, and after such a burning summer
as we have had. I enclosealJst of those that are in bloom
nov7—they are all on standards, except those that are

marked *' wall." They have been liberally watered
all the season, and had plenty of liquid manure.
Among late blooming flowers which have continued
all the season, and are still ornamental, I might add
Dielytra eximia, and the old-fashioned Fuchsia
micropbylla, also the common Tradescantia in

various shades, all most attractive still :

—

La Rhone
Picrie Nottlng

Mai
La France
Mai : Falc.

: Rougemont

Countess of Oxford
Sophie Cocquerel
Belle Lyonnatse, east wall
Mar^chal McMahon
Boule de Neige
Reynolds Hole
La Tendresse

Superieure
.. „..

J

niubii

Madame Alfred
Gloire de Dijon
Souvenir d'un A
Souvenir de Malmaison Duchess (white Chi
Celine Foreslier (on unpruned ' Mrs. Bosanquet
standards)

I Jules Margottin
Triomphe de Guillot fils Cheshunt Hybrid, •

Queen of the Bourbons Aimee Vibert
La Ville de St. Denis And lh< '

'

Bessie Johnson China

Of these Madame Falcot, La France, Madame Alfred
de Rougemont, Queen of the Bourbons, Mrs. Bosan-
quet, and Pierre Netting have always a rapid succes-

sion of buds and blossoms, and all the rest in modera-
tion, affording a daily supply of fresh Roses. Devo-
niensis, Reve d'Or, Charles Lawson, and Victor Verdier
seem inclined to grow to wood on this soil, and bloom
scantily. H. M. E., Nr.oboH, Leamington.

Osmanthus ilicifolius.—In looking over the
extensive stock of trees and shrubs grown by Messrs.
Lane & Son, on Betkhampstead Common, I was
pleased lately to notice this Holly-like evergreen in

flower. It flowers on the current year's growth, and
the past dry summer having well ripened the wood,
has caused every eye to produce a number of small
white sweet-scented flowers. This plant was intro-

duced a few years ago from Japan. For planting in

shrubberies, or as small specimens on a lawn, it is

highly ornamental, and ought to find a place in every
garden, being perfectly hardy and not at all particular

as to soil. y. Smilh, Mcnlmon, Oct. 30.

I enclose a small spray of Osmanthus ilici-

folius, which is flowering at Bodoigan, Anglesea.
The plants are 7 feet high, and 8 feet through, and
are flowering at every shoot. The flowers are most
deliciously scented, and one can smell them a long
way ofl. The dark green foliage and white blossonis

form a pleasing contrast. The Osmanthus succeeds
wonderfully well at Bodorgan, where there are some
specimens of the variegated form nearly as large as

those of O. ilicifolia ; but Mr. EUam, the gardener,
has never seen them in flower till this season.
A. Oiitram, Victoria and F.nadisc tVurserr, Hol-
Icnmy, N. [We are indebted to Mr. Ellam for other
specimens ot this fine shrub. Eds.].

Tubular Boilers at Osberton.—As your cor-
respondent, "J. T.," has through your columns (see

p. 532) expressed a wish to gain some information as
to the cost of setting the tubular boilers at Osberton,
as a means of forming some idea of the cost of fixing
a limekiln apparatus, I beg to inform him that I am
not in a position to state with any accuracy what
expense was incurred in setting them ; but whatever
may have been the original cost, I found them when I

first took charge of the gardens here (now nearly
seven years ago) in a very indifl'erent state, and after
two years of very unsatisfactory working they finally

collapsed altogether, leaving us entirely at the mercy
of the weather in December. Now, as we have here
abo\it 6000 feet of pipes to heat, and not wishing to
run the risk of a similar disaster, my employer re-
solved, at my suggestion, to put down three powerful
boilers, each calculated to heat 3500 feet of 4- inch
pipes, so that even in the most severe weather I find
two quite sufficient to do all that is required of them
without any hard firing ; thus we have always one in
reserve in case of accident. Now, after taking out
the two old boUers, I found we should have to make
considerable alterations in enlarging the boiler shed,
stokehole, &c., before setting the three new ones;
but I find the total cost of boilers, including labour
and material required for setting them, and every
other expense connected with them, was some-
thiiig under ^250. I may state that the boilers are
plain conicals, manufactured by Messrs, EUis, of

Sheffield ; and I think that, for great and steady heat-

ing power, combined with cheapness and simplicity of

working, they will bear favourable comparison or

stand the test with any limekiln apparatus that can

be erected. James Woodfield, Osberton, Worksop.

The True Service.—I send you a branch and
fruit of Pyrus sorbus, the true Service tree. There
are two forms—the Apple and the Pear-shaped, and
the one sent is the latter variety. Although there

are several fruits on a corymb, it is seldom that more
than two or three remain to ripen. Chas. J.cc^ Royal
Vineyard Nursery, Hammersmith. [An illustration

of this, with fruits of both kinds, was given in our
volume for 1874, vol. i., p. 283.]

Weeping Wellingtonia. — The illustration

(fig. 115), which, by the kindness of Messrs.

Little & Ballantye, we now submit to our readers,

shows a remarkable weeping form of Welling-

tonia (Sequoia) gigantea, growing in their interesting

and extensive nurseries at Carlisle, where we had
the pleasure of seeing it some time since. The pecu-

liar weeping habit of the branches gives this variety

so very distinct an appearance that it will not fail to

Fig. 116.—weeping wellingtonia.

recommend itself to connoisseurs. The original plant

was raised from seed. We were told that the branches

are erect or horizontal at first, but speedily assume a

marked drooping habit. [Eds.]

Hov7 can I Distinguish Between the Edible
and the Poisonous Fungi?—This is a question

very commonly asked by those who are unlearned in

fungi—who often seem to have the idea that there is

a broad distinction between the two classes, and that

colour, taste, or smell, either singly or collectively,

may be taken as sure and safe guides to their edible or

non-edible properties. There is only one answer
which can be given to this inquiry, and that is

—

" Only by experience. There is no broad distinction

between the two classes ; you had best be guided by
the experience of others as to their suitability for

food." Colour is not to be taken as a guide, either

for or against their useful properties, for some of the

edible fungi possess the most unorthodox colours

for the cuijine. Take, for instance, the delicious

Lactarius (L. deliciosus), which, when injured,

exudes a bright orange juice, rapidly changing to

green, which, to the eye of the inexperienced, would
at once condemn it ; but it is to the experienced in

fungophagy a most welcome sight, for he knows he
has found a delicacy. Again, we have the golden-
yellow edible Chantarelle (Cantharellus cibarius),

with its brilliant colouring, rather forbidding in

appearance by its brightness, but with properties,

when well cooked, not to be despised. The
green Russula (R. virescens), from its bright

colour, would probably repel the unknowing,

but it also is welcomed by the experienced. On the

other hand we have the poisonous Fly Amanita

(A. muscaria), with its scarlet or orange head,

disclosing by its colouring a well merited danger

signal, and the Emetic Russula (R. emetica), with

its brilliant colouring, also most poisonous. These

and others have their very roofs spread with a

colouring of danger, as much as to warn people that

all beneath is to be avoided ; but many others, clad

in garments of quaker-like hue, and with a most

benevolent aspect, are to be avoided quite as much.

Take the sober-looking, large-waved Eutoloma (E.

sinuata), which was nearly the cause of depriving

us of one of our great lights on microscopic fungi, but,

fortunately for himself and for science, he was not

very hungry when the dish was set before him, so that

he escaped with only a severe lesson and is able to

warn others. Smell again is no sure guide to their

good or bad properties. This last mentioned fungus

possesses the wholesome smell of fresh meat ; some
certainly have the most repulsive smells, which would
repel the most ravenous fungus eater. The cup.

like Lactarius (L. cyathula), and a few others

rejoice in the odour of that pest of London houses, so

much so that there is a Lactarius which goes by
the name cimicarius. Others, again, although

most poisonous, as the Fly Amanita and Emetic

Russula, have no unpleasant smell to warn us

of their properties. Some of the edible kinds have

most pleasant scents, as the edible Chantarelle, whose

odour is not unlike that of an Apricot. It will

be thus seen that both poisonous and edible fungi

possess inviting smells. And now with regard to

taste : that also is no sure guide. The large-

waved Entoloma has no unpleasant taste, while both

the delicious Lactarius and the edible Chantarelle

have, when raw, a slightly pungent flavour, while

there are other poisonous fungi which have no flavour

which would mark them for the bad characters

they really are. The fungi have their milk-producers

—not cows with horns and tails—but a vegetable cow
with a head and one leg, /..-., the genus Lactarius,

which, when wounded, exude an inviting-looking

white, and sometimes coloured, milk ; but it is to be

regretted that, in most cases, when the experimen-

talist applies his tongue inquiringly to this beverage,

he either immedialely, or very shortly alter, has reason

to regret his rashness, for it leaves a most pungent

flavour on the tongue and throat, which would tickle

the palate of the most inveterate East Indian, to

whom Chilies and Nepaul pepper long since have lost

their charm. From these few remarks, it is

plain that there is no broad rule to guide

the neophyte in the study of edible fungi.

The best thing for those who are interested in their

study is to first consider if they set much value on
their life ; if they say No, well then go and eat

anything you fancy among the fungi—reserving a

duplicate specimen of what you experiment on, in the

hands of a friend, so that, should you come to an
untimely end by your experiments, science may still

be benefited, and that you may also feel, ere you
depart, that you are a rash martyr to science. But
to those who consider of themselves—and they will be

the majority—that good people are scarce, the best

advice is. Do not experiment rashly or be guided by
your own conjectures ; content yourself at first with

the experience of others, which is to be obtained out

of two or three small useful books on the subject,

viz., British Edible and Poisonous Fnn^i, by W. G,

Smith, or A Plain and Easy Guide to British Fungi,

by M. C. Cooke ; or The Esculent Fungi, by Bad-
ham ; and when you have tried all the good things

mentioned in these, take a step higher and obtain the

Handbook of British Funqi, by M. C. Cooke; or

The Outlines of British Fungology, by Rev. M. J.

Berkeley, which will both afford you further informa-

tion about other edible fungi, and they will also cer-

tainly give you extra pleasure and interest to your

country rambles, more especially during the autumn
months ; and there is also but little doubt that, if you
presevere in the study, you will help to add specimens

to the fungi of Britain, for it is a branch of botany

which has many rewards in the way of new and rare

species to the patient searcher. Yvery,

Dahlia floribunda nana. — This is by far the

best bedding Dahlia with which I am acquainted.

Nothing can excel it in the autumn, and by
planting out strong bushy plants in May it may
be had in flower in June or early in July. Since

the latter month until now (October 25) it has been

in one mass of bloom here, and now a row of it in a

ribbon a yard wide is literally clothed from head to

foot with thousands of its beautifully formed small

white flowers. It has also been very effective con-

trasted against masses of Tritomas. I also find the

single Dahlia coccinea, which has produced several

colours, still more remarkably useful and striking for
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cattiEg. Iv wiscid te anJnlife liir «ltm«»iie pm- t

poEcs ecwld we taw s siiele anlet. iwpl^ "^
«Utt^ ]«lIov. ad oniise of Ike dmf habit s>d bce-

fluwuiM inutMties ot the dhmf dodile vUeOon-
•maxBoa? D, T. Fisk.

The \7eatbec—Oueof Aeaot lenSt lamfalde
iafaRankable jcar e &e fact tbA we haie

: aB Ani^ OcUfaer mdMHA aa; frasttoAj of

MMS. Tke shaipestK kaie jet expoKBEed keie

«K MkalMat snoee oa th^ the awMiaB of the

:;i^ iast, bat CKB dot has left SKh tcada ABigs as

Tiii|Miilii. Baboas^ T,nhriir>, &c. a Ml aemei
mil aaliil. ill il i In mr an^ —

' —[—'

to fad these tendo- tha^ "all a^mria' aad >-

Uon^'hoeoathelastdarafOclofaeE. ladeedOe
I ! ail il of eadf adute fiosts b a salijectaf

gooal II 111 aad coagntabliaB. The Raawr
Beia cnip has beea praluBged bcjuaJ all c i priif

a

ce.

i btjag gaflaeted this aget. Oae
rkE jast aid that if the host kept off

s^&ead, he voald be able Id gather 40 faaskels

—

£ iiBiia iiii liai^ ia Na«eHber. Daiaig lo-daf

^—

i

^.iw» . ae Bot aial ii L '^'^ Xoioabs w31 lwiii

ia ailh iMilhiin. hfce aotthaa shiniai ,\ adpn»-
Inlalr Ae miaah^, wBI see a heea host. Shoald

thk be the oee^ the 4D bi^hris of Baaaer Beaasvai
Bot aafniR^ aid theomsviH {mfaabir th^k dot
h was iBsise to tSBpt Kalaie too jLiuiJj. A fcv

««ais SBKe ae got a bust OB Sepleaiber ao Aatefiee-

txallr settled all voy teader thaig^aad it isseUoa
that the thiid aeek of Oooba passes avajarithort

aoag^ of faost tokaiihe teadoer of gnd^ ptaals.

Tte lezies are yetcfiigi^ tsfetlTtD the tnes, the

Sofiie^ B spte of dK SBMBCT dnioe^ beaig s^ea-
izztf giea aad tiguMaa. Ko doaiit a far Aaip
m^s aS sooa dn^e all da% bat «e ha«e good

caase to Rjoioe that far so kag a« haae beea

btamtA arith its abscBE^ aad haie eaiofcd sane
A.D.

Waste Not, ^ant MoL—Ihaieieadvithiaadi
piecsaieaad iatOKSl, aad I trast aoC viAcatt pniGt,

Mr. Doajje's txaif^M—Irarr, as aba AatofS. F."
Mc Dovaie's 11, ill —so juaal.'-nW, aad ftartiral

iiaam fill iriBii Hnm-tlhr iili alia 11 mini 'j

of that class cf yuaag mat toahoB th^aie aaore

especiallf addrcsEed, viz., I«aag gjiikaLUi. Seati-

t iaipitjib oa an rnarpiard m the iatntsB of
_,iiiiliaia}, rlii i !« erflBflarareisafork ia iBi JliBg

;o a lay Inge ezt^ the vital bMcrsIs of this dass
rf IhriiTrcE^*'''**'" Mr. Doaaie has thas iano-

daced, aad ticaled, lUs aost ianaalaal topic ia a
kiad aad gLauuaia spnit—a topic i»ti«al«at alike

a> aB at eioj so^ of Efe aad degtee of society,

aadtDthejoBBg ji^iai aat ia gadtaiag iraBaily soi.

SKh ta^Of aad niaafale coaasd has coaae at a
tiaeahnhiBdlr aad aaphalicallr called loE. Hov
jaa iaailiag is die fact of joaag b^'s iBpnrrideaoe

faraed apon oar obsaiatiaa, aad iaaiae Bore coar
cpnM»Jyq»th»» ia thy Jrth nf«T |wnfr«>iinB. I

faia^ to deciaie Bf ascat tothe leacitr of the state-

BOtsaddaoed, jet fedooa t i iiJB il to gire enptr'ftina

ia the Bost codid fana to aaj UBiictiiB thz^

dessaootaia -—'—

'

of lefaaB is lauaght to bear

apiB Oebothf Heof oat joBg ^ndoaa^ Baaj of

iheB Bast fnl ia ' '
j. Ae hoaoK^aad highpoa-

liia id ilaii i»ii< iiiiB ThataaastaBoaatof aaste

it ia anaj cases carried on ia bodij fife is palpalilr

eiideat to thoseBOR iaaaediatdroogaisait of it. aad
iatheose of how aaajisthe jojoas ^laiagliilf of

jo^with its banpt kitaiL hnarsaffected, passed
aJBia 1. a 1 lid, lail ta 1 11 1 h» I Habits

irf'BdtdkKs—aad, BBt I adda beaaa it),

^Boe?—are ooatncled aad loG&aned, aliith aloae

rafJ ill thnrrBJ 1 l i '_ ilinBi aiiaataM al . aadfailare^

iahiiiar ia nch a coaisei It B17 be arged that

bolhjEfe isaacoageBBl to sdf-cakaie: oar fatfaos

Iho^t othovis^aad etca £t31 aotafcar of IhcB
a«ex th^ Ihej- oae aaare to thcv aialer eacaaag

boihj lads thaa to sabeeqacat tuiaiagi they Ba^
hoiciccQKd. Adaaat^ES far setf-tBdoa are sach
aoa as aever aoe bdoe ia the hisuay of oar laad;
books ftfan kiadshaie cobc ailhia the teaifcof aU
dasse^ jdt, soolhto say, ia that of gieaaal kaoaiedge
aad fcofiesaoBal atta^^acats hoar Bea^re doBaay of

oar yu^ag gjiilt mas j^hitji 1 anatfaB that by
asidao^ appficttioB to sdtcaJtare aad t^iproicBsa,
ariA the ""c ti»ifilir% aad bam Aeaeiy aatate

of llali laidi iii«. jongpsdcaes Aoald take their

aaad ia the faidiaat ofphjaeal aid BOtal deadop-
avat. They Aoald reflect apoa Ihes ollag as

boafgcae of Bost "^'t^f^ aad hoaoai^de i^'i "'*'

Let AeBBakepropgaadtiehtrtiasaseof thrBraas
aad ^hilaarr aUaOed th^ fay wamf, aot afaaaag

Ocb; aad Ihoa^ ei^ as yt^ IhereBaau iliiM far

laboar Ba^ inly adBit oil tBaU snags ei^
Oesc; if caicMIy iavested, win jidd saeet
ailer- fcails. It's a old tiite a^ia^ "Tak^
caae ff Ae poaies aa* the poaa's arin talc'

care tf thrBirrs." 'Whatever is worth doiag is cer-

tody wocA tijBe, It is said of dke bte Adamal

Sir Fredaici Maidsnd, ihea Captam Miithuid, to

ahoB NapoieoB the Great snireodered od boanl Uie

BArtf'imt, that ifaewonl "canooc" not being allowed

ia that ship's aocabalary, the vord " tjy,""' being snbsti-

ttfed, was faaad to work admirably, let oar yonng

gaidaKrs also stid it on their shaoMei; aad 1, for

oae^ aB onfideat that eie kag Aeywill be able

both to captate aad rctaiasomteigns Bore potent and

praetafale than was Ae first Kapoleoa to the Captaia.

Ihaie jest heard of a farenaain Beraktefaire who
aot two years ago began oa this pdncipl% and by

Ais present tecB win have saved npaatds of £yi. I

woald jast say to aS others daibdy atasted, "Go
and do fikewee. and yoo wiH sobk di^ pradicaUy

lea^ the TerItT of 'Wastenot, waatnot."* Am OU I

Sfu.

Early Peaches.—I aaa loy ^ad to hear tb-.: -k^

taacB Haie'sEaiJy Peach oaewhidiripastwc ^t:

orfier dOLB Early LoBise, and is also so modi ri :

ia an otho- respects. Iwefalhadkaownftattw
ago^ when I plaated faar trees far very euly aor V.

Earfy Beatrice^ Loais^ Dt^ Hogg, aad Aaoe
faar I sdeded as the earliest, aad pbated oa t.-. z

tid&, the fawik wan hzviag three old trees c?

via , NoUesse, Royal George^ and Eh^e Xe;
Wen,Ai^thescaad)caiorplaatn&wa^of :

the bst year ofAe first faaraiBed baiting, c:

of the fiist three oalf, far Anne never sec :-

fixcme was uiBiwiand oa Jaanry 12, ar

ripeaedm AefaOowBg order: Early Bea:-.~r.
'

Early LoBEe, May 8 ; Ro^al Geo^ is

Joae 9 ; Ebage Nectarine^ !' ^-

Jaae 25. I ^lan now obtain a tree :

aad disf!face Dt: Hog^ which is cl-

early Ffendi, altho^ otherwiae g:

Armutnt^, Grtmt Dtmimm Cmwt, Bms

Hop Diggiog by Steam Power -
^tF-i-E last, October 27, sevenl eii

:

Mr. T. H. Kn^hc'spateat digKiagaBcbire =re:= =1 '.t

in a Hop garden near Biae IXmc, bdoaging to Mr.

Charles Chambers, of Laagky Park. Tbe --.

dne was worked fay a fly-rope c:-
'

S-hiase pcrtaWe aigia^ by Messrs. B
Co., of MiiLl^n.^.^ sach as is exteni

geaoal farBiag, thresUag, gciadiii^ —
BMhaae coatitts ofa cuiii^ apoa ioar aiaeeis, tae

tao fnBt oaes beseg ased far gaidin^ and the other

two bearing the greater pnt of the weight At the

afser-^id of the —"^i-- are three spads, or farks, the

wfaofe beiBg 4 fcet wide. These fcrk^ as the machine

is wnked farwad, otei the ^oaad, tearii^ it and

tainiiig it over. The liwirti''— will, wfcea driven bv

a portable ei^iae of 6 or S-hcrse poaer, d% fine

4 to 6 acres daily. The fcrk peaettates ban 8 tc

12 inches, shattering the earth aad efiectaaliy baiyisg

weed^ or aay Baaare that B^ have beea placed over

thegraand. The Birhin i

- is gaided by oae aan, and

staraed raanl by hnseaiag oae of die Bain wheels,

so that while the axle tarns the ianer.whed remains

stilL This is the fict BacUne of the kind that has

be^ worked in thb district. It was invented by Mr.

J. H. K^«, of Wejboarae Hoes^ Far^aa^ three

years ago, what he was aaafaie to obtaia Bea eao^
to dig his Hop gatd^EL A large aaaihrr of figBcrs,

Baay of thcB "'i*""^ Hop growers, were picseat

oa Friday, aad bbiA Btocstwas taken in the ezperi-

Bcnts> the geaoal opinioa beiag that the atadune is

wen adapted far the parpose far wfaidi it was invented.

We are iainraifd that the total cost per acre

(sappoeing a faxaKT bui^ht aa e^ine and machine

coBpletp) woali be &ob I2r. to 151. This woald
iufi^^*' tahnr^ cool^ and wcaT aad tear, besides an
allowaBce of tc per acre far depccciatiaa m the valne

ofaeaiichiyry. MaadUtme mmd Ktm&k JtmnuU

Potato Disease In Kent.—Havi^ notioBd in the

last ediboa of the GmrJaurf Ckmidc that the

Potato '^~^»»^ is very bad in Ken^ I can coafina it to

the ext^ that there ate fields ia aay pariA that have

half the crop bad. One grower far the London marixt
esDBates his loss at j^'ioool I am {deased to state

that I have gnnra gallons of Floarballs far the la^

three years a saccesBB, aad have alwajs faond them
a 11 111 ia eHiiHiiiiB the disease. This year I bare

oae piece of 6 aoes i*™*''^ apoa aadtaiaed ridge

bad, aadap to Ais date I have aot been able to find

adEeased taber; Aeyare stin ^oa Aeland, and I

tlnak of raising them aboat the middle of Noveiaber.

The crop wiU raa aboat 6 to 8 tons per aoe,

W. Barne, Piny HOI Farm, Clifi, tuar Rtdutter,

CkL 31.

HoTticnltiual Ezhibitioiis.—Sevetalartideshave

beat in the Gariaurf Cimude dariag the last few
weds spaa the above sBbject, aad aaaasoas sagges-

tioos have appeared, bat the saggedons have been, I

^ak, very oae>aded, iWT«aiafh as the maaagecs of
^.AaAiiMWk hare leixived aU the ^vic& Now, with

yoor prrarigina, I dioald Eke to ofia a litde advice

•0 anoiher secdoii of the coaimiimty, that 1=, the

exhibitors ; sud my first troid of advice is. Be bootst,

—that is, doa^c go aad borrow plants and fiowers and
exhibit them as year own. That this has been doce to

a very large extent can be proved bejood caviL I

have heard of another very disrepatable pnctic: which
cannot be too stnmgly ooodenBed—that is, two or

three exhibitors have gone bom a district where
perhaps they have had to contend with a poaerM
competitor, and they have what they call "throwa
taeecher," that is, a plant or two bom eadi exhifaiior,

and exhilHted the combined lot as the coUectiaaoi Mr.

Soand-soL Again, itisavei; commoo thit^tobear

reararksofthis kind (that is, if tbeaward does aot

exactly sait aa exiubitor)
—" Voo will not catch me

exhibidng here again. Did joa ever see sndi judg-

ing ? ~ And perbaps what are calkd " pnxests

2re e;?terE!9. as if a committee can interiere with the
";:--- -' :h: jodges, whicJi shoald in all cases be

i: be foand oat that the regob.
: beat compBed irith. My opinioa of
>r:r 2i!^ids at osT great boiticiilniial

: r^ses oot of ten the awards ate

^baold occsr it is oneofjadg.
;t£=is meet m^neroos to attri-

:casiouIly hears ; bat
: 1 31S to me most iadie-

^ OB the subject—saA
'~

• ' exhibitors and
.=T exliibiiioas

:v i^ I thinks

: --e :^3 maay
_- .-f the

: e oot-

--? Let
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The CclotiTiDg of Grapes It is with diSdeace

that I veutme to enter npoo the discossioa of this

sobject, bat I cannot help feeling that there is jet

laach to kam, and that the oolooring of Grapes aad

their losiBg coloiir is to be attributed to something

more than '^in»^f drooght, or over-cropping, vrUck

are oonsidefed by many to be causes of not otrfoariag;

bat be 'that as it may, oar best gioaeis have aMt
with it in ooe way or the other, and coald we with

certainty lay oar fingers 00 the catise, then the Temedy
m%ht appear. Possibly it may be beyood boaaa
skill to bid the cansp, and yet it is tight to seaicfa far

it. May it not be traced to a too large proportiaa

of ao acid in the soil, whidi by watering or heavy

lains woald act npon the Viites and prevesc their

ooloaring, or after ibey are ripe would cause them to

lose it? Walter BtlU, Gr. ta Mrs. J. S. WJlt,

BrcehUam, Fitttaxrrth, PmlborBugh, CM. 31.

Tacsonia ezooiensis.—I can hardly endorse Ihe

note in last week's Gardemrs' Ckronicli aboat te
above being a particnlarly bee flowerer, if by ths is

meant that it flowers as beely as T. Van Voixeai

:

sadi is by no means the case here, where the tao

grow in the same boose side by side. The exooieBsis

is the stronger grower, bat the Van Volxemi is by far

the beer flowoer ; md I may also add, that thoa^ it

combiaes the good qualities of both its parents, and is

a thorough cross between them, that the old T.

molfisania has by far the most potent infliWTWT, as

seen specially in its shorter leaf-stalks and coarsff

appanages to the flowers. Thoagh a wekome addi-

tion to a grand tribe of plants, and of abeaotifnlpiak

coloat; it is by no means eqnal in decorative e&ct to

one of its parents—the T. Van Volxemi, which I

the finest oonsarvatorydimbec in oiltivatioa,
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not even excepting the two Lapagerias, rosea and alba-

If anything cin heighten the beaoty of this Tacsonia
it is a mixture we have adopted the last two years of

the sweet Mandevilla snareolens, trained thinly

through, and depending from the roof with the Tac-
sooia. D. T. Fi:h.

Folklore.—" I'il meddle yoa in the river"—throw
you into the ditch—muddling place, where the ore is

washed in Sonth Wales. Eait Somersd.

The Grape Vine Sport at Cnlford.—Some
months since, Mr. William Thomson considered it

unprofitable to discos this subject in the colnmns of
the GardiTUf^ Ckroni^U ; yet, strange to say, it

occapies several pages of the Girdeiur lot October
last This circumstance, however, I should not have
noticed had the statements therein contained been
correct, but this is not the case. As an example,
the writer says at p. 447 of the GarJtmr, that
both Mr. Thomson and myself planted eyes of
the shoot, which produced the bunch of Grapes
in question. Now, I have distinctly stated more
than once (and these statements the writer in the
Gardener must surely have read), that the shoot which
prodaced the bunch furnished only four eyes, and
these eyes I planted myself, and they all died, while
the eyes sent to Mr. Thomson were froin a shoot pro-
duced the following season from the same spur, but
which shoot bore no fi-nit. See my letter in the
Cordemrs' ChronkU at p. 1 14. It is also stated in
the Gardiner, at p. 465, but on what authority I can-
not tell, "that I did not appear to have compared
the sport side by side with a real Champion btmch,
which was a grave mistake." Now it so happens
that a rod of the real Champion, supplied by
Mr. Thomson himself, grew then, as it does
now, in the same house, and at the distance of
a few feet from the Trebbiano rod which produced the
sport, which, as may well be supposed, was compared
very many times with the produce of the real
Champion. It is also stated, at p. 466, that the
Golden Champion had been grated on the Trebbiano
rod. This is not correct, although the drcumstance
may be immaterial ; bxit the fact is as has been
before stated, viz., that the Trebbiano and the Golden
Champion were toth grafted upon the same stock.
In quoting from Dr. Hogg's letter in the G^riata-^
CkronUU {see p. 175), the writer in the Gardener
says, at p. 464, " Dr. Hogg, who observed the bunch
in a casual way, and stated that it ' was so similar to
one of the Golden Champion * that jny cm mi^ ht t^ie it

fcr thaivaridy," Though there issomething like caution
in the disposal of the inverted commas, it nevertheless
appears to me that the writer wished it to be undei-
st<X)d that Dr. Hogg wrote the words I have rendered
is italics, which in reality he did not, as a reference
to his letter will show. What he says is as follows :

" I am prepared to assert that I saw that bunch, and
that in my estimation it was so similar to one of
Golden Champion that no person who has had any
experience in the identification of fruits could have
come to any other conclusion than that it was the
fruit of that variety." All attempts, however,
to pervert the meaning of plain statements
go br, in my opinion, to indicate the weak-
ness of the cause they are intended to support.
I feel sure that all who know Mr. Fish will regret
that the Ga~.imtr for its own sake should have
admitted into its columns what I much fear many will
regard as an unworthy insinuation, viz , **.As to
Mr. Fish's evidence, one is just in doubt how far the
appeal of his friend of twenty years' standing might
lave enlisted his feelings in the matter. That he is

anxious to make good Mr. Grieve's case is evinced by
the strenuous maimer he has interested himself in his
behalf," ic. In conclusion I have only to say that I
have really no case requiring to be made good. The
circumstance of a plajit under my care having pro-
daced a° sport can retiect neither credit nor discredit
upon me. Xor need it matter greatly to me whether
my statement has met with universal belief or other-
wise. I have merely pointed out the circumstance,
but cannot, nor have I made any attempt to account
for its occurrence. .All who saw, handled, and tasted
the fruit in question pronounced it to be in all

respects identical with the fruit of the real Golden
Champion, examples of which were close at hand,

' One or two gentlemen who did not see, handle, or
taste the fruit, say we are all wrong, and that it was
only a case of "mistaken identity." So the public,
or at least that portion of it which may take interest

I in such matters, must draw its own conclusions.
\P. Griert, Cnlferd Gardens.

The New Cncomber Disease.—I have to
announce that the plants have died somewhat suddenly
at last They seemed to resent active curative
measures ; certain it is, at least, that the fumigation
or sulphur sprinklings were coincident with if not the
cause of their rapid decline and death. Perhaps, too,
the colder weather had something to do with it. The

house is so much ocder-heated that we seHim
cut Cucurabers in i' later than the middle of
Xovember. .\% the temperature declined ani growth
slackened, the disease overtook it, and as soon as the
young leaves got the fungus badly, and no fresh clean
ones remained in advance of it, the plants gave up the
contest and quickly perished. I hope to be fortnnate
enough to escape next year, and will decline farther
attempts at growing Cucumbers till the new year. I
should be glad to have the experience of yoqr cocie-
spoodents on the Hollyhock disease, and also will Mr.
Speed kindly hasten out his fungus killer and tell ss
whether he has tried it on the red rust on Roses and
the Hollyhock disease. £>. T. Fahi

Poultry Food.—Fowls are exceedingly giegukitb,
and, when allowed to roam about, feed on many
T^etables or weeds that it rarely falls to their lot to
obtain. Especially is this the case with strong half-
grown chicfcrns, as these are most voradous, and seem
never to tire of feeding. In well-kept gardens
chickens are most imdesiiable visitants, but in grtMmds
that are not "kept," in a garden sense, bat are
simply cropped in a rough way, they do httle harm,
and doubtless much good. As soon as let free in the
morning they set oat in search of insects, and, if

observed, it will be seen that they pick up myriads of
these, especially small slugs, caterpillars, and o'Jber
destructive rermin. In return for this beneHt it b
well to allow them the pick of a piece of cabbage, or
any rough kind of the Brassica family, as they are
ravenously fond of certain kinds of green food. It is

my experience, however, that ih^ir taste amongst die
many plants found in a garden is a rather limited
one, and the greater the range given the less iii;<M-h;»f

done. Grass is to them indispensable, the eagerness
with which they devour it straws this to be the "'',
and where plenty is provided they less affect garden
produce. .-Ul refuse trimmings of Cabbage, Brtxxoli,
and other green stufi should be thrown to them away
from the crops, and they will leave nothing of the
leaves bat bare stems. Small Potatos and parings
boiled up, then d.-ained dry, and mashed with
toppings, make capital food to be given once a day,
and if a little grit gets mixed with it the fowb are none
the worse. 1 have been sorprised to see their ex-
cessive fondness for the soft, woolly-like leaves of the
Arabis albida, and as it is a very hardy and free-
growing plant its cultivation is worthy the attemjon of
poaltry fanciers. Where there are poultry kept bat
little refuse food of any kind need be wasted. D.

The Port Jackson Willow of St Helena,
alluded to in a letter from yotir correspondent in St.
Helena, is Acacia longiiblia, W., accordixtg to Mr.
Melliss. D. 0.

The Royal Horticultural Society : Mr. Wil-
son's Guinea Fellowship.—When I last wrote I
was under the impression that Mr. Wilson's guinea
Fellows were to be almost identical with Lord
Churchill's guinea .\ssodates ; I was therefore mudi
pleased to find from his irate at p. 527 that
such was irat the case, bat that they ate to
be whole Fellows, and not to occupy "an iaferior
position." By which I infer that the guinea Fellows
are to have all the privileges of other Fellows,
including election privileges and eligibility for
executive functions. In a wtad, there most be ira
Fellowships stamped with disability or stained with
the dishonour of inferiority. On this account 1 shonld
totally disapprove of gardeners, whether those serving
Fellows of the Society or otherwise, having merely
adinissive Fellowships at lower rates. With a popular
society gardeners or their employers would find
guineas for fiill Fellowsfaips. I believe with Mr.
Wilson that it is possible, aiid comparatively easy, to
start and sustain a society worthy of cur country and
oor times aa a guinea b^is. D. T. Fish.

I had hoped tmder " Home Cone^xxideoce " to
have seen more aboDt the Royal Hoiticiiltarsl Society. If
one in twen^r <rf^ my ctnespoodents woold write to you as
they have written to me aboot the proqiectsat the Society,
what they think of South KensingtoD, and the stroi^
wish to have at last a real Honicaltiiral Sodety, yoa
would receive modi that would just now intsest yoor
readers. They woold greatly hdp a good canse if those
whose experience entities them to be hsceaed to would
send TOO some ktteis. Moie tlian ooce, when I have
been tired, and thought of my own Ulies and garden
being somewhat n^ected, I have been sotdy tempted
to mind my own business m^<^H of otba- people's.
Then wooki come in a letter from some aid st^er, with
positioa and expezienoe and kxrawiedge of both sciaitific
honicaltaie and of the gardening vtirid, which vookl
give an inesistibie qwu. I give two extracts from lettas
of this sort, without names, of coarse ; bat yoa win bear
me oat in saying that thae are not two betta andxai-
ties in the country [the writers are well known to us] :

Extract i : "Your ;sogramme as sketched oat is ex«t
lent if firmly adhered to; go cm. and yoa wfl] get plenty of
assistance to carry yoa through." Extract 2 : •* Thoe
is an ample field for the Society, and devoted to its trae
porposes old Chiswi<± will yet take a fcxemost poailiuti.
The vrids the ' guinea ' basis the larger the icteresi

a-"d the great?! the chance of scass." I wZ give otK
racre opinioa. azid. in this iostauce, fro3i q:i::e a djie-
res: sKiiia of hDrtic-ilr-jrists : it is siort. p-.ihr, i:ii to
'-ie pomt. The form of antiioriry 10 add niije ^xi

the committee was cut from a gardsimig paper aad
s^ned. and 00 the back—" I win not oidy jam
myseU, bat wiU get more. R. Gilbeit. BmsU^."
"Ddta's" letter .the Instoiical poniaa of wfaich was
necessarily eliminated], p. 553, is the mace inlecestins
that be evidently tfaoco^hly knows bis sobiect. It is
hard forns now to ju%e the Cooncfl wiio spoit so maefa
on faticks and mortar, and oeaied die detiencnre ^fac

;

on anCooncils there have been sooie good ivwtiaii^
tnri^ they most have had reasons and mocives of aciioB
unknowntoK Inthesed^stbeteisanaaqileaainber
of people of all dasses interested in gaid^ and honi-
CDlrure to focm a poweifrd Honicoltnia! Society, pore
and siniple, bat .twenty years tack it may hzve beat
ocherwiseL The Sodety was not prasperoas. It nay
have been wse to go into the specniatjaa of a great
London garden, a mixtuie of arcades, g»^«^*^. and
plants, to be so fs^nooafale as to bcii^ in great sub-
scriptims, of which a good sfice m^fat go to keep op
real botticnl4ataI wotk at Cbiswick. The success of the
specnlatiaa—for specnialioo It was—obvioidy depea^d
for success00 the greatmotiie-powa; the Prinoe Coiean.
It is easy to be wise after the event What oi^fai to
have been done was to have made a heavy n^maace ok
the great Prince's life. Had this been even whispered.
His Royal Highness, with the calm wisdom wUcfa dis-
tingoisiied him, wadd bare, I betiere, adopted the kla.
I will not {oOow " Delta ~ in his reeapitoiatjaa of the
misdeette of the Commissianas. For bmg I deeply re-
gretted that the terms o&ied bythem in 1873, in otda- to
get admi«fann for the Eifaibitioa viatots to the Gaii^^
were not accepted by the Society. These toms wei^
to dear oS^ the debenture debt, to free the Society from
rent and to save sooie £tooo a^year to the Sodety.
These would now be coosadered by some spkaSd tEim^
bat I beiiere tiiat it tests with omsehesafoiK to pbse
the Society in a sUuiigKi, heahfaia', sotmder [«»-ai<—
than it woold have held had these terms been accepted.
I quite agree with " Ddla ' in what he savs aboot a
aroog poll, &e., bat the qoestion is in whsta dkectioi
is the united poll to'be made? Havii^ had all the evfls
of several lefiJi i l ions, sordy we oi^ht ^ have sooe cf
the new fie^ heahfayactire fife which sometimes spring
up after them. If it is only to patch iqi the old Sodety,
and keep it alire without greatly widenii^ its lass, anl
really laying hoU of the sympathiesof the great botticBi-
tnral body tfaroogh the coumiy. I oookl sfaowhim dooeas
of letters expiessii^ rather Strang upuiiuub that the
Society may be stoppii^ the road. Let me sar. in cod-
chtsaoo, that I am gaA to see in one of yoir eontea-
pocanes a soggestiaa of a whip-up for vistocs to ti^
show ofthe Sib. In Octoba, at the iortn^htly ^low, ft
was most paisfiil to see the splendid bask of OrcUk
from Messrs. Vettch. the very fine coHertiop of Dahlias
from Mr. Turner, Mr. Lane's great stand of Giaps,
such as Mr. Lane alone diows. theseand otba beamier
and, with the excepciGa of the »nfn.ht..^ gf ijie ta,^
mittees, banOy anybodv to adsnre tfaem. Gatn P.
Wils^. ^

Natural History.
The Field Vole (.Aivicoi-i asvalis. —Xo

doabt many of oar village readers will ask what ani-
mal we mean by field role ; we know perfectly well
what is meant by field moose, bat iIk vole is im-
kirawn by that name. WeD, y»n»g coiiectly,

airather and &r better kmwn, if not generally recog-
nised name—the sboct-tailed field moose—is mt only
misleadii^ bat inooiiect, (or it b really if carefiilly

examined at once recognised as quite di&rent in
merely oittward form frooi the moose. For moaiw^a^

the moose, whether we take the domestic, harvest, or
field moose, has a long tapering nose, laije ears, and
often temarkaUy lot^ aitd gracefril tjn_ iriieros the
vole has a pog nose, scaxcelr any ear lobes, and very
short stompy tail.

Instead of bekogmg to the moose {sadly he is too
aristocratic, and dedaies he is tdated to the extinct
British beaver, and daims telatioD^iip to the Cana-
dian beaver, though he has two near rdatives still

kiMwn in E^land—the water vole (A. amphibias),
often called water nt ; and thebonkToIe(A. ghreolas).
TbeSdd vtdeba [Ktdific little »'«ii'»ii_ genenlly

hxii^ six or seven yooi^ at each birth ; sooadow,
and we carumt account for it, it appears very Httle

known : when we begin speakii^ ahoet it to oor
farmers;, who are in general very observant bks, they
are in nrast cases strangss to it, and yet it aboonds
in every dstrict, and is the nrast destractive Ettle

creature kirawn to inhalHt the Britisfa T«fanJj Xt is

a great mistake to indisciiminatdy siai^ghler owls^

kestrels, and hawks—^which we aresooy to '""t--s is

^"11 done by gamekeepers under the |^ea that tbej
destroy the game ; if they only knew the i™n»»«»=y

nimiber of voles and mice whidi these birds mi, they
would be thankful for their pt t st iice. On a warm
antnmital aitenraoo, if we """"^ to some apbnd
stubble, and lie down in a fstiow pafecUy still for a
few Termites, ws shall >e!dot= be djsapjxaated in
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meeting with the short-tailed field vole. It is certainly

very shy and retiring in its habits, and its reddish or

reddish-brown baclc enables it from the sandy colour

to elude the eye— it is also very quick in all its

motions, but is very interesting in all its habits.

It has very much the habit of the squirrel ; it will

sit on its haunches to eat, using its fore-feet to

hold the ear of corn or other food ; nor does it confine

itself to the soil, but climbs the rough branches of

small trees and shrubs to prey upon fruits and buds.

The vole has a much thicker head than the mouse,
and, as previously stated, its ears are almost invisible,

being hidden in the long hairs. Its body is about

3 inches long and the tail not more than an inch in

length. The upper part of the body is of a reddish-

brown, and the belly a deep ash colour. Their runs

and nests are under the surface of the soil.

Small and insignificant as the field vole may be, we
have no species amongst the rodents, in which it is

classed, so fearfully destructive. It does not confine

its depredations to the field, but makes its runs or

burrows in every direction, and in a few days will

overrun the best kept garden.

The woodman also dreads its appearance, for in

seasons of scarcity or in long winters it destroys

young trees by the thousand, by eating the bark and
buds. When it secures admission to the corn stack,

the farmer will suffer irreparable loss, for it cannot be
again driven away ; rats may be cleared out by being
unable to secure water to slake their thirst, not so the

vole—the dew is sufficient for its wants. In the

granary. Potato, and Turnip heaps, everywhere like

the destroying army of locusts, nothing seems to come
amiss; thus its presence is to be dreaded alike by
farmer, gardener, and woodman. Year after year it

is rapidly on the increase, in some districts more so

than in others, which is to be attributed in great measure
to the decreasing numbers of birds of prey, weasels,

and stoats.

We were first made acquainted with its voracity by
being consulted as to the non-appearance of many
expensive bulbs, which were planted in the usual

manner with great care in a large garden. No notice

was taken of them until early spring, when a good
show of flowers was naturally expected, but in place

of this, however, only a iz^ half-starved specimens
put in an appearance. Upon turning over the border,

it was discovered that a perfect army of voles were in

possession of the garden. Shortly afterwards the

shrubs began to decay, for the roots were in many
instances eaten off, until at length the garden pre-

sented a perfect scene of desolation, and was worth-
less so long as the enemy remained—they were at last

driven out of their stronghold by means of poison.

This is one instance out of many.

We find they generally first take possession of the

deserted run or burrow of a rat or mole, but as they

increase in number they dig out their own burrows ;

nothing seems to be an obstacle, for if the root of

a large tree comes in their path they will bite their

way through it, their sharp teeth quickly performing

this easy task. We are informed they are fond of

carrots, of which they eat the inner part, but leave

the rind untouched ; this is sometimes the case with
Turnips. They do not confine themselves to eating

the lower part of the bark of young forest trees, like

the rabbit or hare, but climb up amongst the branches
to eat the bark ; in fact, we know no creature so

voracious, for if the usual vegetable fare becomes
scarce, they turn to fierce cannibals, and prey upon
their own species.

We extract the following from Cassells' Natural
History. The same incident is mentioned by Jesse ;

—

" In the year r8r4 the whole both of Dean and New
Forests appeared to be largely stocked with mice ; at

least wherever the large furze brakes in the open parts

had been burnt, their holes and runs covered the surface.

Hayward Hill, a plantation of about 500 acres in the

Forest of Dean, was particularly infested. This inclosure,

after being properly fenced, was planted with Acorns in

l8ro, and in the following spring about one-third came
up, the rest of the seed having been destroyed, princi-

pally by mice. The young shoots of the natural Hollies

of the tract, which had been cut down to favour the

plantation, were not attacked by the mice in the follow

ing winter, though their runs were numerous. In the

autumn of the succeeding year a large quantity of five-

year-old Oaks and Chestnuts, with Ash, Larch, and Fir,

were planted in the inclosure. In the winter the destruc-

tion began, and numbers of the Hollies, then 2, 3, or
more feet in height, were barked round from the ground
to 4 or 5 inches upwards, and died. In the succeeding

winter a number of the Oaks and Chestnuts were found

dead ; and when they were pulled up it appeared the

roots had been gnawed through, 2 or 3 inches below the

surface of the ground ; many were also barked round

and killed like the Holly shoots, whilst others, which

had been begun upon, were sickly.

"The evil was extended to the other inclosures, and
becoming very serious both in Dean Forest and the New
Forest, cats were turned out ; the bushes, Ferns, rough

grass, and other plants were cleared off to expose the mice

to beasts and birds of prey
;
poisons in great variety were

laid, and seven or eight different sorts of traps were set

for them, some of which succeeded very well. These
were, however, superseded by the plan of a ratcatcher,

who, having been employed to capture the mice, had
observed, on going to work in the morning, that some of

them had fallen into wells or pits accidentally formed,

and could not get out again, many of them dying from

hunger or fatigue in endeavouring to climb up the sides.

Such pits were therefore tried on his recommendation.

They were at first made 3 feet deep, 3 feet long, and
2 feet wide, but these were found to be unnecessarily

large, and, after various experiments, it appeared best

when from 18 to 20 inches deep at the bottom, about 2 feet

in length, and i\ foot in width, and at top only 18 inches

long and 9 inches wide, or, indeed, as would allow of

the earth being got out of a hole of that depth, for the

wider they were below, and the narrower above, the

better they answered their purpose. They were made
about 20 yards asunder, or, where the mice were less

numerous, 30 yards apart.

" Nearly 30,000 mice were speedily caught by this

method in Dean Forest, and in the New Forest about

10,000 more. It was believed that a far greater number
had been taken out of the holes, either alive or dead, by
stoats and weasels, and by kites, owls, crows, jays, and
magpies."

The vole is a jolly little animal, and revels, as we
have often witnessed, in the sunlight, but it is too

great an enemy to be tolerated, except it can be kept

within reasonable bounds. R,

Wasps in their Winter Quarters.—I do not

think wasps frequent thatch so much as slate or tile

roofs. The small red tiles used for houses of Eliza-

bethan architecture furnish winter dormitories innu-

merable alike for wasps and hornets. I have also

seen slates moved in winter reveal almost layers of

wasps touching each other, so thickly were they

packed together. Any dry place suits them well, as

they seem quite insensible and invulnerable to any
amount of cold on the warmer side of zero. They are

still (Oct. 2 1 ) active on the Grapes and the Ivy, now in

full flower and highly charged with honey. The
latter seems to intoxicate the common honey and
humble bees, but not the wasps, who seem made of

sterner stuflT. D. T. Fish.

Florists' Flowers.
Seedling TuLirs.—The practice of raising seed-

ling Tulips is one requiring great patience on the part

of the raiser. He has to wait, and wait patiently ; for

five or six years must elapse ere he can see his seed-

lings in bloom, and even then they may be of no real

value. But some who have raised seedlings in time

past had the virtue of patience and capacity of

endurance, and they have had their labours crowned
with productions worthy of the times in which they

lived. "The stars," says Margaret Fuller, " tell all

their secrets to the flowers," but the secret of what the

seedling flower is and will be, is known only to itself,

and is alone revealed by it.

Those who attempt to raise Tulips from seed

invariablyselect thick petalled, well shaped, and bright

pure flowers to obtain their seed from. Some raisers

have been content to save seed only from the finest

breeders in the particular class in which they intend

to try, selecting the newest raised ones, the fine

healthy plants of the most improved varieties noted

for form and purity, with wide, stout petals. In all

attempts at fertilisation they are very careful as to the

character of the flowers they select for the purpose,

avoiding (except in very special cases) any with the

least tendency to come yellow at the base in the

byblcemen and rose classes ; and in the case of the

bizarres choosing flowers having bases as nearly uni-

form in colour as possible. Some conceive it to be a

good plan to cross a fine broken flower on to a super-

fine breeder, and the pollen parent should be as per-

fect as possible in the style of marking.

The parents beuig selected, the grower then waits

for a favourable opportunity for making the desired

crosses. As soon as the perianth of the flower selected

as a seed-parent shows a tendency to open, the pollen

is taken from the selected flower by means of a
camel's-hair pencil, and applied as early as possible

in the morning. When the operation is completed
the fertilised flower is gently covered with a piece of

fine cotton-net, and secured round the stem of the

flower. This is done to prevent the bees from spoil-

ing the work. When the petals begin to fall the

covering is removed, and it is sometimes replaced with

a shade, to keep the rain from falling on the seed-pod.

One raiser of seedling Tulips states '* you may or may
not remove the stamens and anthers. I have found

the seed mature better when they are left on. After

the petals fall place a small bell-glass securely over

the head of each bloom, and let it remain until the

head is ready to cut, which will be when it assumes a

silver-grey colour, with a tendency to open and show
the seed is turning brown."

A seed-pod of the Tulip contains from 250 to 300
flat seeds ; and in shape they are not unlike a petal

of the flower which has produced them. When a

grain is vital, a small germ like a pale streak can

be seen in the base, reaching up about one-third the

length of the seed, and when it is put into the

ground the germ lengthens till it reaches the top

or wide part, and, carrying the husk up with it,

gives forth the first shoot—a kind of Onion-like growth
which marks the first year's progress in the direction of

vegetating. At the small end a little fibre-like root is

thrust forth, and on this the miniature bulb is formed.

In order to have good seed, it is necessary that a dry

time follow the blooming season. When the pods are

lipe the stems can be pulled and hung up with the

unopened seed-pods attaching to them till the time of

sowing arrives. This operation is performed about

the time of planting the bulbs, generally about the

first week in November. Then the seeds are of a

brown flat oval shape, with the vital part always well

matured in the case of good plump seed.

The seed should be sown in 12-inch pots, or square

seed boxes. There should be plenty of drainage at

the bottom, and the soil any good ordinary Tulip

compost. The seeds may or may not be flat on the

soil, and buried to the depth of a quarter of an inch

or so. The leading Tulip raisers make a point of

leaving the seedlings in the pots for the first two
years without disturbing the soil in any way.

The seed commences to grow in autumn, and

appears in spring, and the first year a little pea-like

bulb is formed. The second year this little bulb gives

forth a " dropper " as it is termed by the raisers, that

is, the bulb thrusts forth 'in a downward direction a

kind of vascular pipe an inch or two in length, and at

the end of this the Tulip bulb is formed. This vas-

cular pipe is formed at the cost of bulb and cellular

tissue, and perhaps this may account for the length

of time which transpires before the seedling bulb

flowers.

In the autumn of the second year the soil should be

turned out of the pots, and the bulbs sought for and

carefully picked out, and replanted an inch or so below

the surface of the fresh soil. The third year a still

larger bulb is put forth in the same way, and some-

times two, and the practice in this case is for the

raiser when he replants in autumn to throw away the

small bulb and keep the large one. This process of

throwing out the vascular tube or appendage with the

bulb at the end of it goes on till the bulb is large

enough to flower, and then it altogeiher ceases, and

the varieties are propagated by offsets, that is, small

bulbs put forth at the base of the larger one. Some-

times up to the fifth year they will throw down a

" dropper," that forms a bulb.

The Rev. F. D. Horner, who has had considerable

experience of raising Tulips from seed, states that he

has known seedling Tulips bloom at the fourth year,

but they are either the coarsest natures, or the bulbs

that cease soonest to throw "droppers." Some break

into their permanent character the first time of bloom-

ing—or as the Tulip growers term it, "at their birth,"

but as an exceedingly general rule they take the sell

or "breeder" form, and remain in that state till

they "break," some in two, and others at varying

times up to the seventh year, or even longer.

It should be mentioned that the seedlings are turned

out of the pots while the leaves are yet green, to trace

the belongings of each bulb ; they are then carefully

laid aside in a cool place till planting time come.''

round again. R. D,

I
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The publication of Mr. Herbert Fry's Royal

Gu'ulc lo th: Loudon Charilicslox 1S76, together with

the late reminders of Hospital Sunday and Hospital

Saturday, the complaints of doctors and others that,

by the existing state of thing, they are morally com-

pelled to do and to bear a great deal more in the

cause of charity than there is any good reason why
they should do, will lead many thoughtful persons to

inquire whether much waste of power of doing good,

of time, and of money does not take place ; whether
it does not too often happen that the more deserving

and needy fare worse than those more richly endowed
with friends to press their claims, or more stocked

with native impudence ? It would seem at first sight

of Mr. Fry's list that consolidation would promote
efficiency and diminish cost of management.

In a recent number of the Bulletin cPArbori-

citUure a coloured plate is given of six new Straw-

berries, introduced by M. Mulie, and which have

received the sanction of the committee of the Cercle

d'Arboriculture. To our thinking all the Straw-

berries here figured are too large to be agreeable.

We do not like to have to come twice to a Strawberry

any better than to be obliged to take two bites to a

Cherry. A variety known as Marshal MacMahon is

described as the best for market purposes, being a

good cropper, and the fruits bearing carriage well.

The other varieties are Theodore Mulie, early ; Prof.

Pynaert, mid-season ; Phenoraene, early, but ugly
;

Prof. Burvenich, mid-season ; and Ilclene Mulie,

mid-season.

A recent number of the yottrmil of ihi Ilorti-

cuUu>\il Soiuiy of France contains a further note on

the moth whose caterpillar has shown itself so destruc-

tive to Potatos in Algeria. M. Riviere completes

his former notice by giving the opinion of the dis-

tinguished French entomologist, M. Boisduval, on
the subject. By him the insect is called Bryotropha
solanella, and it is classed among the Tineino;. The
caterpillar of this moth lives in the tubers, in which it

burrows and forms tortuous galleries, eating its way
before it, and excreting dejecta of so foul an odour
that animals refuse to eat the evil-smelling tubers,

which, moreover, speedily rot.

The September number of the Gavtenfiora

contains a coloured plate of Choisya grandiflora,

t S76, a Rutaceous shrub with ternate leaves and
white flowers, differing from those of C. ternata in the

much shorter relative length of the stamens and
petals. Primula elatior var. dubia, t. S77, ditTers

from the type in having pale violet-coloured flowers.

It is an interesting form, introduced into the St.

Petersburg garden from the Caucasus. Arnebia
echioides is a Goraginsou; plant, with flowers of the

shape and colour of those of a Primrose, but borne in

racemes. Ceratozamia Kiisteriana, t. S7S, is a long,

lax-habited, pinnate-leaved Cycad, with linear acute

spineless pinnte. It was introduced from Mexico to

the Botanic Gardens, St. Petersburg. The October
number of the same work contains coloured illus-

trations of Delphinium Pylzowi, a blue-flowered
species, with cordate, roundish, palmately divided
leaves, native of North-west China, but appa-
rently of little value as a garden plant. Alyssum
Wulfenianum is a pretty rock plant from the Carpa-
thian Mountains, to which the plate does but
scanty justice. Meconopsis quintuplinerviais a newly
described Papaveraceous plant, with long-slalked,
oblong, spathuiate, entire hispid leaves, and solitary

nodding purple flowers on long scapes. The plant is

a native of North-west China, and, judging from the
plate, will prove a most desirable rock plant.

A reissue of Casstlls' Popular Educator gives
us another opportunity of strongly recommending it

for purchase in all garden libraries, and by all gar-
deners desirous of self-improvement ; but we receive
complaints, and not unfounded ones, that the
botanical articles are not up to the mark.

Publications Received.—Homes and Home-
steads in the Land of Plenty.—Revue de I'Horticul.
ture Beige.—Journal of Botany.— Bulletin d'Arbori-
culture Beige.—The Florist and Pomologist.—Science
Gossip.— Villa Gardener.—The Gardener.—Studien
iiber Protoplasma—Report of the Royal Botanic
Garden, Ceylon. — The Farmers' Almanac and
Calendar for 1S77, by Cuthbert W. Johnson, F.R.S.
(William Ridgway).

©intttavwl
We regret to announce the death, after a short

illness, of Mr. George Austen, of Tresco Farm,
Isles of Scilly. The deceased was a native of

Staflordshire, and served his time in the gardens of

Sandon Hall, the seat of the Earl of Harrowby.
After leaving Sandon he was for several years fore-

man under Mr. Davidson, of Stackpole Court

Gardens, Pembrokeshire, the seat of the Earl of

Cawdor. After a temporary residence in the Messrs.

Osborn's nursery at Fulham, he was appointed

gardener to the then Lord Barrington, at Beckett

Park, which situation he held for eight years. From
thence he went to live with Mr. Biddulpli, banker, of

Ledbury, and on his death went to the Rev. T.

Phillpotts, of Porthgwidden, Cornwall, in whose
service he remained as gardener and bailifl for over

twenty years. Six years ago he entered the service of

the late Augustus Smith, Esq., Lord Proprietor of

the Scilly Isles, as manager of the farm and estate of

Tresco, and he continued in the service of the present

proprietor, Dorrien Smith, Esq., up to the time of his

decease. Mr. Austen was an excellent practical

gardener, and famous as a first-class Melon and

Cucumber grower. He was the introducer of that

excellent Melon called after him, ''Austen's Incom-

parable." The garden at Porthgwidden during his

long superintendence, and under the encouragement

and friendly help given him by his employer, became
one of the most noted in the West of England. His
genial disposition, integrity of character, general

intelligence, and wide information on subjects of

natural history, gained for him the esteem and respect

of a large circle of friends, who will learn of his death

with sincere regret. He leaves a widow to mourn
her loss, and two sons, the younger of whom, Mr.

John Austen, late of Blenheim, is now head gardener

to Sir Greville Smyth, Ashton Court.
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notice has been served on several of my neighbours,

and it is not improbable that within the next

few weeks these relics of olden Canonbury,

some of which are upwards of loo years old,

will practically have become things of the past,

for many residents will unquestionably prefer having

their trees cut down rather than behold them mutilated

in the hideous manner insisted upon by the Islington

Vestry, who, be it remembered, profess to be merely

enforcing the provisions of a local Act, which does not

apply to any other metropolitan parish whatsoever.

Why, for the first time in the annals of Canonbury, it

should have been discovered that trees which ** over-

hang the public way," are a nuisance must be left for

others more experienced than myself in Vestry

idiosyncrasies to explain ; but I do most emphatically

deny that the drip of water from the branches is, so

far as Canonbury is concerned, injurious to the foot-

paths. Neither do the trees materially obstruct the

light of the public lamps. If trees are, however, to

be regarded as nuisances in the sequestered thorough-

'ares of Canonbury, why should ihcy be looked upon
as otherwise on the Thames Embankment? If the

Islington Vestry be in the right, the Metropolitan

Board of Works must be in the wrong. In

East London, the whole of the Mile End Roa^l,

irom Whitechapel to Low, has been planted with

trees, and transformed into a han-ilsome boulevard

by the local authorities, who, unlike their

Islington brethren, do not regard the presence of

trees in the public streets as being injurious to the

footpaths or in any way interfering with the light

afforded by the public lamps. Then why should

Canonbury be singled out for the experiments of an
almost irresponsible Vestry? It certainly seems
strange that, while in other metropolitan parishes

large sums are being expended in adorning the princi-

pal thoroughfares with trees, the Islington parochial

magnates, who certainly cannot be reproached with

the possession of D25thetical tastes, should insist upon
the streets under their control being despoiled of their

leafy ornaments. Cannot the Metropolitan Board of

Works do something in the way of restraining the

Vandal pranks of the officious persons, who appear to

entertain a conviction that trees are objects with

which Londoners ought not to be familiar ? It is very

easy to lop or cut down a large and healthy tree, but

it takes many years to repair the damage thus occa-

sioned ; and, in common with all who do not wish to

behold the metropolis entirely robbed of its picturesque

nooks and corners, I do most earnestly hope that the

Islington Vestry will reconsider their hasty and most
unreasonable decision. John Plummer^ 7, Alwyne
Villas^ Canonbury^ in the *' Times,^'

Fiji.—A correspondent who has travelled from
Fiji to San Francisco writes to T/i^ Times from the

latter town, under date of August ;
—"I was fortunate

when I was in Fiji in witnessing two thoroughly

prehistoric spectacles. One was a young girl, dressed

in two yards of calico print and a girdle of leaves,

breaking * ivi * nuts—a kind of large coarse Chestnut

with a hard shell—with a genuine stone adze, fixed to

its wooden handle by coils of plaited string. The
damsel was evidently unaware that the work on which
she was employed for the satisfaction of her own
hunger and that of her relatives would secure her a

most favourable reception at most learned and
antiquarian societies. The other was a little shrivelled

old woman, who was making an earthenware vessel

nearly as large as herself with no other implements

than a round flattened pebble about four inches in

diameter, and a piece of wood about as large as the

back of an ordinary hair brush, slightly concave on the

surface. Dipping both stone and wood frequently in

water she moulded the inside of the huge pot with the

former and patted the outside into shape simul-

taneously with the latter. The vessel was egg shaped,

the opening being at the top or large end of the egg,

with an everted lip. It was nearly three feet in

height and two in diameter, and was formed of clay

found near the village. When it is complete a fire is

built round it on the ground, and it is carefully baked

befoio being removed. In the houses we saw several

pots of the kind in use. They are placed on their

side with the mouth inclined slightly upwards, and are

seldom exposed to the risk of breakage by removal

from their site. They are, of course, very fragile, bat

in the hands of the natives they are said to last for

years. I doubted whether it would conduce to the

old lady's peace of mind if I informed her that by

merely consenting to carry on her work in public she

could doubtless secure a lucrative and permanent

engagement at Barnum's, and I finally decided to

leave her in ignorance. Fijian houses, if one may
judge of them by the villages round Ngaloa Bay,

Kandavu, are with few exceptions rude as to construc-

tion and filthy as to condition. Indeed, prehistoric

man presents himself to our observation here as a

decidedly dirty animal. He may or he may not wash
in cold water once a day ; but he 'never misses an

opportunity of oiling himself, and he is not at all

careful in his selection of oleaginous substances. The
ground in the interior of his house is covered with

Cocoa-nut leaves, over which are laid mats plaited of

the leaves of the Screw Pine. On these mats sit, stand,

lie, roll, and sleep the population of the house. It is

an arrangement remarkably well suited for the main-
tenance of vermin, and the plan of frequently

plastering the head with lime which the natives adopt
is insufficient to counteract it. The principal

difference, as a passenger remarked, between a chief

and a person who is not a chief was that while the

latter spat frequently on the mat on which he was
sitting the former lifted up the corner of the mat and
spat under it. Whether the u^e of *yangsona' or

Fiji grog is prehistoric I do not know. It is prepared
in this wise :—Some pieces of the root of Kava (Piper

methysticum) are chewed by a number of natives

sitting in a group until softened and pulpified suffi-

ciently. They are then disgorged into a wooden bowl
about 2 feet in diameter, and water is poured over

them. Next a bundle of fine grass or roots is put into

the bowl, and one native stirs it about with the hands
and sweeps out all the fragments of Kava root, leaving

nothing but the juice of the plant, saliva, and water.

Finally the mixture, which is of a dull greenish grey

colour, and is said to re5emble soap-suds and magnesia
in taste, is baled out in Cocoa-nut shells and handed to

the company according to seniority. I was informed
that a doctor at Levuka had weighed out 12 oz. of

the root and given it to some of the natives to chew.
After the operation he found the weight to be 17 oz.,

the additional weight having of course been contri-

buted by the native mouth;. I was also informed
that the officials of the Colonial Government who
have recently arrived from P^^ngland have adopted
the fashion of drinking this filthy mixture, but this

seems scarcely credible.

The Royal Botanic Gardens, Ceylon.—We
extract the following paragraphs from Dr. Thwaites'
annual report :

—

Chinamon.—T\\\5 very hardy plant is becoming a
favourite one for cultivating on rather poor soils in the

Central Province, on which it succeeds very well. Plants

and seeds in large quantities have been sent out during
the past year.

Black Pepper.—The cultivation of this plant is grad-
ually increasmg in the warmer districts near Kandy.

Jpecacidinha.—This invaluable medicinal plant is re-

ceiving here the attention its importance demands. It

is propagated with little difficulty by division of its fleshy

roots and in other ways, but to make its cultivation pro-

fitable would require continued attention and frequent

manipulation. It should be put into very carefully pre-

pared beds of moderate size, as this little shrub is lar too

smiill to be planted out in the field, as is done with

Coffee, Tea, &c. It is, in fact, a plant more suited for

garden cultivation than for large plantations. lis profit-

able cultivation under proper conditions is probably by
no means to be despaired of.

Caoutchouc.—Our experiments with Ficus elastica are

still being continued, but as yet with very little success

attending them.
It is in contemplation by the Indian Government to

endeavour to obtain from Brazil supplies of fresh seeds

of the very valuable India-rubber plant, Hevea briisi-

liensis. As the climate of Calcutta has been found to

be very unsuitable for its cultivation, it is proposed that

the seeds be sent to Peradeniya, and that plants be
raised from them here for subsequent transmission to

Burmah, where plantations of Hevea might be formed.

Permission would no doubt be accorded to us to retain

a few of the plants for trial in the damp, hotter districts

of the island.

Californian Conifers.—We were at the height

of about 5000 feet above the sea, in the finest zone of

the grandest Conifers in the world. There were the

Pitch Fine, or Pinus ponderosa, the Sugar Pine (P.

Lambertiana), the white Cedar (Libocedrus decurrens),

and the Abies Douglasii, the famous Douglas Fir.

The Sugar Pine is remarkable for the size of its cones,

which I have picked up more than 16 inches in

length, and which may be well described as hanging

like ornamental tassels from the ends of the branches.

The timber of this tree is said upon very good autho-

rity to be the best in California, and its size gigantic,

being not unfrequently 300 feet high and from 7 to 10

feet in diameter. *^ Over the Sea and far Away^" by

T. W. Hinchliff, M.A., F.R.G.S.

(Enquirte0*
He that questiomtk much sJuill learn much.—Bacon.

143. The Meaning of the Word "Cemisra."—
Can any of your readers tell me the origin and meaning
of the word " Cembra," used to designate the species of

Pine bearing that name? The word Cembra was first

used by Linnceus. [? Dalechamp, 1554.] How<2rd P.

Arnold, 156, Beacon Sired, Boston, Massachusetts,

U.S.A., Oct. 17.

Answers to Correspondents.
Abies K.bmpferi : E. IV. G., Leamington. It is

known now as Larix Kcempferi, or Pseudo-Larix
KEcmpferi, and may be found in the nurseries.

Arpophyllumgiganteum: Rokur, This plant usually

does well grown in a lower temperature than the East
Indian Orchids require ; it is a native of Jamaica, and

like most West Indian plants, does best in a drie""

atmosphere, with more light and air, than East Indian
Orchids ordinarily receive. It generally grows and
flowers well with the ordinary treatment given to

Cattleyas, that is, an intermediate temperature betwixt
the Mexican and East Indian-house, with a good rest,

by keeping it drier at the roots in the winter after the
growth is made. It is a spring-flowering subject. If

our correspondent will submit his plant to the treat-

ment above indicated, he ought to find no difficulty in

blooming it. Coulia macrostachya affected with thrips

can be freed from them by diligent sponging, going
over the plant sufficiently often to destroy the young
insects before they have time to breed.

Black Varnish : W. S, E. The black varnish is un-
doubtedly the cause of the mischief. Rub the pipes

with grease or oil, and then scrub it off with hot

water. If jou must have the pipes painted, use lamp-
black.

Books: W. M., Ely. Trees and Shrubs of Massa-
chusetts is published in Boston, U.S.A., by Little,

Brown & Co. It could be procured through such
firms as Williams »& Norgate, Triibner & Co., or

Sampson, Low & Co. We do not know the price.

Forest Trees : C. E. F. Any time from October to

March, during favourable weather. October is the

best month.
Fungus : Erratum. A, O. IK, Nant-y-Glyn. For
Agaricus prunulus at p. 564, read Agaricus per-

Fungus: R.., Frodsham. The name of the beautiful

scarlet fungus growing upon "decaying animal
matter" (a chrysalis of a moth) is Torrubia militaris,

sometimes called Cordiceps militaris.

Gardeners' Improvement Societies. Mr. W. Hop-
wood, jun., Jersey Gardens, Hewlett Road, Chelten-

ham, will be much obliged to secretaries of Gardeners'

Improvement Societies if they will kindly forward hiin

copies of their rules, &c.

Hothouse Paths: \V, J. The ordinary foot-square

paving tiles are very good, so is a floor of concrete

with a cement surface. They should be laid so as to

be highest in the centre, rounded off gently, so that

the water may run to the sides against the curb,

instead of lying in the centre where the traffic is. We
prefer either of these to the flat York stones, which
generally wear hollow in the middle.

Insects: H. and \V. The spots on Pear leaves are

produced by a little four-legged Acarus, which attacks

them early in the spring. AL J. B.
Names of Fruits: C. iV. M. Apples: i, Holland-
bury ; 2, Beauty of Wilts

; 3, Lucombe's Seedling ;

4, Downton Pippin ; 5, Dumclow's Seedling ; 6,

London, or Five-crowned Pippin
; 7, Court of Wick. |i

—Pear: 2, Doyenne Gris
; 3, Glou Morceau. —5otf/A |

Devon, Apple not known ; Pear quite rotten.— I

W. R. Apple not known G. A. C. Apple : Hughes' |j

Golden Pippin.—Z). IV. Fruit, i, Napoleon ; 2, 5,

6, Passe Col mar ; 4, small Beurr^ Hardy; 7, Beurr^

Diel ; 10, Glou Morceau ; 11, Beurrede Capiaumont
;

12, FoTei\e.—Alex. Daucer. Not known; very worth-

less sorts.— IV. Wilson, i, not Flander's Pippin; L

might be a high-coloured specimen of Rhode Island I
Greening ; 2, probably a seedling ; but it is very P

similar to several of the high-coloured Russian Apples.

The other without number is Court of Wick.

Names of Plants : Mrs. C. Maynard. Yucca fila-

mentosa. It is perfectly hardly. Plant it out in good
light soil.

—

L. E. C. I, Sedum Sieboldii variegata ;

2, Sedum spectabile roseum.

—

Constant Reader. We
cannot undertake to identify your plant from such a
scrap. — W. Withers. Maxlllaria picta. — 7". R.

Your samples of Cratregi came to hand in a damaged
state an(^ without any fruit. We believe we named
all your first samples correctly, but instead of

macrantha it should have been macracantha. The
No. 5 now sent, is however, certainly not that

variety.—Professor Reichenbach has obtained from an
unknown correspondent a box containing Bifrenaria

vitellina, Lindl., two kinds of Sophronitisgrandiflora,

Lindl. , and a La^ha in the way of crispa, that may be

a hybrid, since two pairs of pollinia are connate and
the characteristic black most minute spots are not

to be seen at all. There was also a very narrow
coriaceous leaf in the box. Details about the

Sophronitis (scarlet and purplish flowered) and the

leaf and the Lcelia are expected. It is not very agree-

able not to have them while the flowers are fresh.

—K. C. B. I, Onychium japonicum ; 2, Doodia
media ; 3, too imperfect—perhaps Lomaria gibba ;

4, Dicksonia squarrosa
; 5, Asplenium lucidum ; 6,

Litobrochia aurita.

—

Reader, Cork, i, Erica stricta ;

2, send a better specimen.

—

C. G. M. i, Verbena
venosa ; 2, Corydalis lutea

; 3, Aster sp. (specimen

insufficient)
; 4, Aster Linosyris.— A'. Y. Z, 2, is

Cyclamen hederasfolium ; 1, a variety of the same
plant.

—

Ilex II. i, Pittosporum tenuifolium ; 2, Quer-

cus Ilex
; 3, Euphorbia lathyrus

; 4, Buxus semper-

virens
; 5, Symphoricarpus racemosa ; 6, indetermin-

able without flowers.— C. W. R. i, Streptocarpus

Rexii ; 2, Pentas carnea ; 3. -^schynanthus zebrina

;

4, Centradenia rosea.—5. D. M. Maxillaria picta.—

H. K. The Norway Maple, Acer platanoides.

Roses on the JNIanetti : Constant Reader. The
explanation of your " Roses going to the Manetti " is,

no doubt, that the Roses are dead and the stock have

sprung up in their place.

Service Tree : J. M. The white-backed leaf you send

is not a Service, but the White Beam, Pyrus Aria.

The other we do not recognise, but it is not a Service.

The true Service, P. domestica, was figured by us,

1874, p. 283, vol. i. It has leaves like those of a

Mountain Ash.
Skedaddle. We quite agree with our correspondent.

The descent is quite as legitimate as iro-pT ffauhfi from
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o-oj.o-rii a-oSiir. Both might well have originated from

some slangy student coaching for his little go.

Succulent Plants :
'/,. We hear that the collection

of succulent plants belonging to the late Rector of

Campsey Ash, Suffolk, is not " the finest in England,"

as claimed for it by the executor.

Tubers : R. D. The tubers of the Dahlia have at least

a termin'\l eye, and are therefore underground stems,

or at least not roots. The stoloniferous root of Straw-

berry is a misnomer, as you surmise. The botanical

articles in the publication you mention require

revision.

^y Foreign Subscribers sending Post-office Orders,

payable at the post-office. King Street, Covent Gar-

den, London, are requested to be good enough to

write to the Publisher, at the office of this paper,

41, Wellington Street. Covent Garden, at the same
time, to inform him of the fact.

,• Correspondents are specially requested to address,

post-paid, all communications intended for publica-

tion to the "Editors," and not to any member of the

staff personally. The Editors would also be obliged

by such communications being sent as early in the

week as possible. Letters relating to Adi'srthements,

or to the iupply of ike Paper, should be addressed to the

Publisher^ and not to the Editors.

Catalogues Received.—Messrs. J. Dickson & Sons

(Newton Nurseries, and io3, Eastgate Street, Chester),

Catalogue of Roses, and Catalogue of Spring Flower-

ing and Perennial Flowering Plants).—G. Cooling

(Broad Street, Bath), List of Roses and Fruit Trees.

—Messrs. W. Drummond & Sons (Stirling, and 58,

Dawson Street, Dublin), Catalogue of Ornamental

and Fruit Trees, Roses, Shrubs, &c.—Messrs. D.

McKenzie & Son (The Nurseries, Cromarty and Tain,

N.B.), List of Transplanted Forest Trees, Shrubs,

Fruit Trees, &c.— AndrcS Leroy (Angers, Maine-et-

Loire. France), Supplement to General Catalogue,

also Catalogue of Plants, Bulbs, Flower Seeds, Ac-
John Harrison (North of England Rose Nurseries,

Catterick Bridge, Yorkshire), Descriptive Catalogue

of Fruit Trees, Hardy Ornamental Trees and Shrubs,

&c., also Catalogue of Select Roses.

Communications Received.—J. P. (m,-iny thanks).—E. B.—
C. O.—C. G M.— C. S. M.—Thomas Hutchison.— U. P.—
1;. W, B.—G. L. D.—J. B., Suffolk.—Young Gardener.-
W. C—C. T.—H. E. C. (please repeat your communication).

-W. C—T. C—J. D.

,• IMPORTANT NOTICE.— Tlie Agricultural

Gazette is Published on Mondays, in time

for the Evening Mails, containing a Full Report of

the London Markets, and of all other Agricultural

ItitiUigence up to the hour ofgoing to press.

ilarkcts.
COVENT GARDEN, November 2.

Our market for home produce is comparatively at a
standstill, the recent heavy importations of Apples from
America having seriously impeded sales, and with ad-

vices of large quantities still to arrive, the prospect is

anything but encouraging. Kent Cobs are a slack sale,

and last week's prices have not been maintained. "James
Webber, Wholesale Apple Market.

Plants in Pots.

Aslers, per doz. . . 4 o- 9 <

Begonias, per doz. .. 6 o-i3 t

Bouvardias, do. ..12 o-iS (

Chrysanth,, per doz. 4 n-12 c

Coleiis, per dozen .. 3 o- 9 <

Cyperus, do.

.

— viridis. per do;

Erica caffra, p. do
Ferns,invar,,p. do,

Ficus elastica

Fuchsia, per doz. .

,
Ageratutns. 12 bun. 3 .

Asters, 12 bunches.. 3 (

- China, i2bun. .. 4 <

Bouvardias. per bun. i <

Camellias, 12 bloom^i 4 c

Carnations, 12 bunch. 4 (

Chrysanth., 12 blms. 4 c

— 12 bunches ..4c
Dahlias, 12 bunches 3 (

Epiphyllum, i2blnis. i <

Eiicharis, per doz. . . 3 <

I
Gardenia, per doz. . . 3 <

I
Artichokes, per buivli. 6 o-

I — Eng. Globe, doz. 4 o-
Beet, per doz. ..10-
Brussels Sprls. bush. 7 o-
Cabbages, per doz. . . i o-
Carrots, per bunch., o 6-
Caultflowers.perdoz. 2 o-
Celery, per bundle-, i 6-
Chilis, green, per 100 3 o-
Cucumbers, each ..04-
Endive, per doz. ..10-
^— Batavian, p. doz.
.3arlic. per lb. ..00-..
Herbs, per bunch .. 02-04
norse Radish, p, bun. 40-..
LiL-eks, per bunch . . 02-04
I'jtiitos.—Kent Regents, .£5 '

" Heaths, variety, doz. q 0-24 <

Heliotrope, per doz. 6 0-12 1

Mignonette, do. .. 60-91
I Myrtles, do 3 o- 9 (

P.dms in variety,each 3 6-21 <

Pelargoniums, scarlet,

per doz. .

.

.. 4 o- 9 <

Petunias.double.doz. 9 0-18 <

Primula sinensis,doz. 6 o- 9 <

' Solanums, per doz. 6 0-24 (

Verbena, scent., doz. 30-91
Valottapurptir., doz.i2 0-18 c

j

Gladiolus, T2 sprays 20-90
Heliotropes, 12 spr. 06-10

I Mignonette, 12 bun. 16-60
' Pelargoniums, 12 spr. 10-20
I

— zonal, 12 sprays 06-10
j

Primula, dbl., p. bun. 10-16
I

Roses, indoor, p. doz. 20-90
— outdoor, 12 bun. 40-90

!

Stephanotis, iz spr. 6 0-12 o
' Sunflower, 12 bun. . . 30-60
I

Violets, 12 bun. .. 16-30

( o- 3 .

Lettuces, per score.. 2 6-
,

Mint, green, bunch o 4-
Mushrooms, per pott, o 6-
— buttons, do. .. o 6-

Onlons, per bubh. . . 50-:
— young, per bun. o 3-o

Parsley, per bunch. . o 4-

Radishes, per bunch, o i- 1

— Spanish, doz. .. 1 o- .

Salsafy, per bundle i o-
Seakale, per punnet 2 6-

Shallots, per lb. ..06-.
Spinach, per bushel i 6- :

Tomatas. per doz. .20-;
Turnips, per bundle o 4- <

Veg. Marrows, doz. 2 o- I

£6 : Essex Regents, £,^ 10

to £^ ; Kidneys, j^Z per ton.

Apples, per %-i
Cobs, per lb.

Grapes, per lb.

Melons, each

Oranges, per 100
. Peaches, per doz.

j

Pears, per doz.

Pine-apples, p. lb.

SEEDS.
London: Nov. i.—The most interesting feature of

the present week's seed business has been {as a result of

strong and persistent speculative buying) a sudden rise

in the price of Trefoil seed. The advance already

established is ^^4 to ,^5 per ton, and the upward move-
ment still continues. The comparative scarcity of new
Trefoil samples, the complete exhaustion of old stocks,

taken into consideration with the extreme dearness this

year of Clover and other seeds, have caused the opinion

to be generally entertained that present currencies must,
sooner or later, be still further enhanced. The important
subject of our red Clover seed supply has, owing to the

excitement concerning Trefoil, receded during the last

few days into quite a secondary position. America,
howev«;r, is still looked to as thti source whence the chief

wants of the approaching season will have to be satisfied ;

but the reports received by cable are not very encourag-
ing, the offerings in the principal collecting centres being
described as still light, with advancing prices. For
white Clovers the demand here is quiet, but Alsike meets
a fair sale on late terms. Canary seed keeps steady.

In foreign Italian there has been more doing at increased

rates. For winter Vetches the inquiry is very small.

Mustard, Rape, and Linseed exhibit no alteration.

John Shaw 6* Sons, Seed Merchants, 37, Mark Lane,
London, E. C,

CORN.
At Mark Lane on Monday a very small demand pre-

vailed for Wlieat, and quotations were is. per quarter

lower than on Monday se'nnight. The supply of English
Wheat was short, while foreign Wheat continued pretty

plentiful. Barley was dull of sale, and prices were a
shade easier. Malt changed hands quietly, on former
terms. For Oats rates declined about 6d. per quarter.

Maize was cheaper to sell, as also were Beans and Teas.

In flour a trifling business was done at about last week's

quotations.—On Wednesday the supply of English

Wheat was extremely smill, but there was a good show
of foreign, and where sales were pressed some slight

concession had to be submitted to. Barley was very

dull of sale, as also were most other descriptions of

spring corn, and next to nothing was done in flour.

^

Average prices of corn for weeTc ending Oct. 28 :—
Wheat, 47J. id. ; Bariey, 38J. <^d. ; Oats, 251. 2d. For
the corresponding week last year:—Wheat, 47J. 41/. ;

Barley, 38J. id. ; Oats, 24J. 6d.

CATTLE.
At the Metropolitan Market on Monday trade in

beasts of choicest descriptions was active, and late quo-
tations were pretty ^vell maintained. Trade was dull

for all kinds of sheep, and prices on the average lower.

A clearance was not effected. Calves were plentiful and
lower. Quotations:— Beasts, 31. 8rf. to 5^.. and 5-^. 81/.

to 6s. 2d.; calves, $!. to 6s. 6d.\ sheep, $s. 6d. to 6;.,

and 6s. 6d. to js.
;
pigs, y. to 6^. — On Thursday trade

was dull, and prices weaker than on Monday. The
beast market was inactive, and prices ruled lower. Sheep
met a very slow sale, and Monday's rates were not up-

held. Prime calves supported late value, but coarse

qualities sold badly.

HAY.
The report for Tuesday from the Whitecbapel market

was that, with a fair supply, there was a slow sale for

fodder, and prices were with some difficulty supported.

Prime Clover, 100.T. to 138J. ; inferior, 85^. to 95J.
;

prime meadow hay, gor. to 132J. ; inferior, $$s. to 75^. ;

and straw, 4or. to 50J. per load.—On Thursday there

were moderate supplies and a quiet trade. Quotations ;

—Clover, best, io8j. to 140J. ; inferior, 85J. to 955. ;

hay, best, iooj. to 132X. ; inferior, 55J. to 75J. ; straw,

40J. to 50-r. per load.—Cuniberland Market quotations :

—Superior meadow hay, 132J. to 140^.; inferior, iooj. to

120J. ; superior Clover, 138.^. to 147J. ; inferior, ii2j.

to 130J. ; and straw, 481. to 52J. per load.

POTATOS.
We learn from the Borough and Spitalfields Markets

reports that there is still considerable "blight," and
buyers, in consequence, evince much caution in operating.

The supplies are moderate in extent. Kent Regents,

lOOJ. to i40i. per ton ;
Essex ditto, Zos. to 130^.; rocks,

55^. to 80J. ; flukes, 140J. to i8oi. ; Victorias, looi. to

i20k(. ; and kidneys, loo^. to i20J.per ton.—The imports

into London last week consisted of 23,372 bags from
Hamburgh. 1837 Antwerp, 46 baskets 200 bags Rotter-

dam, 1292 HarUngen, 2369 Bremen, 467 sacks Boulogne,

499 Dunkirk, and 20 Amsterdam.

COALS.
The market on Monday was freely supplied with house

coals, and the price fell is. per ton. Hartleys were also

ir. per ton lower. The following were the quotations :

— Bebside West Hartley, i8j. 3Y. ; Hastings Hartley,

i^s. 2d. ; West Hartley, i3i. 3^^. ;
Walls End—Helton,

23J. ; Hetton Lyons, igj. 91/. ; Lambton, 2.2s. 6d. ; East
Hartlepool, 22^. gd. There was a good supply of house
coals on Wednesday, and a fair business was done at an
advance of 6d. per ton on the above rates, but no Hart-
leys were on sale.

BWHITHAM, The Nurseries, Reddish,
• ne.ir Stockport, begs to offer the following fine healthy

Plants, many times transplanted :

—

FRUIT TREES.
CHERRIES, Standards, extra strong, 10s. per dozen, 75J.

PEARS, Pyramids, 3 to 4 feet, 6s. per dozen, 40?. per loo.

,. Half-Standards, 4 to 5 feet, 7s. per dozen, 50J. per 100.

CURRANTS, Black, fine. lo^. per 100.

,, Red, fine, tos. per 100.

GOOSEBERRIES, large Lancashire, Show, and Dessert sorts,

exira strong, 12^. to 155. per 100.

STRAWBERRIES, Clarendon, seedling, very fine sort,

abundant bearer, extra, 3s. per 100.

FOREST TREES.
AREA THEQPHRASTA (Service Tree), grafted sorts. -^ to

4 feet, $s. per dozen, 3W. per 100 ; 4 to 5 feet, 6r. per
dozen, 40J. per 100 ; 5 to 6 feet, 8s. per dozen, 60s. per
lOD ; 6 to 8 feet, 9^. per dozen, 705. per 100.

BEECH, all fine, stout, transplanted. ii< to 2 feet. 35. 6/. per
100. 2$s. per 1000; 2 to 3 feet, 41, per 100, 33^. per
1000; 3 to 4 feet, 6^. per 100, ^ts. per 1000

; 4 to 5 feet,

10.J. per 100, 65J. per loco
; 5 to 6 feet, 2ar. per 100

;

6 to 8 feet, 30J. per 100 ; 8 to 10 feet, 50s, per loa.

CHESTNUTS, Horse, 2 to 3 feet, st. per 100 ; 3 to 4 feet. 6s.

per 100 : 4 to 5 feet, 7^. per 100 ; 5 to 6 feet, los. per
TOO ; 6 to 8 feet, 20s \>ir 100.

,, Horse, fine single specimens, for Avenues, very stout
staight stems, I2(. per do2en.

,, Scarlet, 5 to 6 feet, 10s. per dozen ; 6 to S feet, J2S.

LIMES, fine stock, 2 to 3 feet, 6s. per 100 ; 3 to 4 feet, 8^. per
120 ; 4 to 5 feet, 12s. per 100 ; 5 to 6 feet, 20f. per 100 ;

6 to 8 feet, 30^. per 100 : 8 to 10 feet, 701. per 100.

POPL.'^RS, Lombardy, 2 to 3 feet, as. per 100, 355. per 1000 ;

3 to 4 feet, 55. per iqd, ^^s. per looo : 4 to 6 feet, 8s. per
100, 75^. per 1000 ; 6 to 8 feet, i$s. per 100 ; 8 to 10 feet,

,. Ontario, 4 to 6 feet, 8j. per 100 ; 6 to 8 feet, 12s. per
100 ; 8 lo 10 feet. 251. per 100.

PRIVET, evergreen, i]4 to 2 feet, 15J. per looo ; 2 to 3 feet,

20^. per 1000 ; 3 to 4 feet, 25s. per lo^o
; 4 to 5 feet,

S\CAMORE, 2 to 3 feet, 2s. 6d. per 100. 20s. per 1000 ; 3 to

4 feet, 3.1. per 100, s~,s. per 1000 ; 4 to 5 feet, 4s. per
100, 30.J. per 1000 ; 5 to 6 feet, 6s. per 100, 50s. per 1000.

,, fine, 6 to S feet, i8i. per 100.

,, extra strong, 6 to lo feet, 455'. per 100.

EVERGREENS, ORNAMENTAL TREES
AND SHRUBS.

AZALEA PONTICA. bushy, transplanted,!;^ to 2 feet, 6r.

per dozen, 45s. per 100 ; 2 to 2% feet, gs. per dozen,

BOX, Green, i to ij^ feet, ^s. per dozen. i6s. per 100 ; i'^ to

a feet. 4^. per dozen, 25^. per 100 ; 2 to 3 feet, ^s. 6d.

per dozen, 30J. per 100.

LAUREL. Portugal, \% to 2 feet, 47. per dozen, 30J. per 100 ;

very fine, 2 to 3 feet, 85. per dozen. 63^. per 100 ; extra
fine, round bushes, 3 to 4 feet in diameter, aj^ lo 3 feet

high, 12S. per dozen, gar. per 100.

LEDUM LATI FOLIA, bedded, 3 to 6 inches, sor. per 1000 ;

12 to iS inches, 6j. per dozen. 40J. per io3.

MAHONIA (Berberis) AQUIFOLIA, x% to 2 feet, loi. per
100 : 2 to 3 feet, 15^. per 100.

RHODODENDRONS, best hybrid, bedded. 3 to 6 inches. 8j.

per 100 ; 60s. per 1000 ; 6 to 9 inches, loj. per 100, 905.
per 1000

: 9 to 12 inches, i\s. per 100, i20.r. per 1000.

„ PONTICUiM.fine dwarf bushes, i to ij^ foot. 25^, per
100; .£10 per 1000; 1% to z feet, 51. per dozen, -^os,

,, Cunnmgham's White, very bushy, ij^ to ij^ foot, 50J. per
per 100 ; i}^ to 2 feel. 65^. per 100.

,, best named, bushy, \%s. per dozen, v>s. per 100.

THORNS, Double Scarlet. Double Pink. Double White,
Single Scarlet, Cockspur, and Paul's new Double
Scarlet, 4 to 5 feet, is. per dozen. 35^. per 100 ; 5 to

6 feet, 6s. per dozen, 40^-. per 100 ; 6 to 8 feet, 7J,

per dozen. 55J. per too.

YEWS, English, fine large stock, g to 12 inches, I2J. per 100 ;

i% to i>^ foot, 20J-. per 100 ; 1 to 2 feet, 5J. per dozen,

25.1. per 100; 2 to 3 feet, ts. per dozen, 45J. per 100 ;

3 to 4 feet, 125. per dozen, %os. per too.

GREENHOUSE AND STOVE PLANTS.
ERICA HYEMALIS, iSs. per dozen.

„ MELANTHERA, 125. to i^s. per dozen.

,. WILMOREANA, 15^. per dozen.

,, Hard-wooded sorts, gj. to \2S. per dozen.
EPiPHYLLUMS. best sorts, good plants on 12 to i3 inch

stems. 125. to its. per dozen.
DIOSMA PURPUREA, 15J. per dozen.
VALLOTTA PURPUREA. 95. to 125 per dozen.
GARDENIA INTERMEDIA, large fine healthy plants, 36?.

LOMARI.'V cilBBA, for table decoration, fiae plants, goc4
heads, 18 inches across, 185. to 245. per dozen.

Mulberries and Limes.

PONSFORD AND SON can supply the above
by the dozen or 100. fine clean stutT, Prices on applica-

tion. Afine collection ofCHRYSANTHEMUMS now in bloom,
inspection invited. Bri.\ton, Surrey, S.W.

Grape Vines.

MESSRS. OSBORN and SONS possess
this season an unusually fine Stock of thoroughly

healthy, stout, well-ripened, FRUITING and PLANTING
CANES, of the best varieties in cultivation, including Novelties

of established good repute.

A Descriptive Priced CAT.\LOGUE, inclusive of Fruits

generally, furnished free on application.

The Nurseries, Fulham, London, S.W.

O C O A-N U T FIBRE REF USE,
invaluable for Gardening— 150 Testimonials — 3<^. per

bushel ; loo for 2c^r. : truck, 405. Free to any rail. RUSSIA
MATS. KAFFIA, &c. Price Lists free.

M. H. BENTOTE, Fibre Manufacturer, Lausanne Road,
Nunhead, London, S.E.

Caution.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE,
as supplied by M. H. BENTOTE, is purely the Vege-

table Matter from the Coc^a-nut Shell, not Waste from Mat
Making, which is perfectly useless.

M H. Bentote has supplied Messrs. Carter & Sons, Veitch

& Sons. Bull, Wills, Ewmg. Daniels, Dixon & Co., Dickson &
Sons, Herr Schmidt, Martin Miiller, Strasburg, and all the

leading Nurserymen.
H. M. BENTOTE, Nunhead, London. S.E,
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B LACK PEAT and YELLOW LOAM,
delivered in truck at Banstead Station. For particulars

apply to

J. H. WHITE, Kingswood, near Epsom, Surrey.

PEAT.—A few hundred tons of superior Peat,
delivered at cither of the Farnborough Stations on the

South-Western or South-Eastern RaiUvays, at \-js. a ton.

W. TARRY, Bailiff, Bagshot. Surrey.

Fibrous Peat for Orchlila, &c.BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best
quality for Orchids, Stove Plants, So , £t 6i. per truck,

BLACK KIBROUS PEAT, lor Rhododendrons, Azaleas,
Heaths, American Plant Beds, 175. per ton.

Delivered on rail at Blackwater, S. E. R., or Farnborough,
S. W. R.. by the truck-load. Sample sack, 5^. 6(f. each.
Fresh SPHAGNUM. los. ij. per sack.
WALKER AND CO., Farnborough Station, Hants.

AUTUMN SOWING.
ODAMS' MANURES,

FOR ALL CROPS.
Manufactured by the NITRO-PHOSPHATE and ODAMS'

CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY (Limited), consisting

of Tenant-Farmers occupying upwards of 150,000 acres of Land.

C4n<>««i«—ROBERT LEEDS, Keswick Old Hall, Norwich.

Mntiaging DirecUr—JAMES ODAMS.
Suh-Managera,id Secretary—C. T. MACADAM.

Chief Office — ioq, Fenchnrch Street, London, E.C.

Westehn Counties Branch—Queen Street, Exeter.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary,
Or may be had of the Local Agents.

SIMPSON'S RED SPIDER, THRIPS, &c.,
ANTIDOTE. Tesliraonials of the highest order on

application. Per quart, condensed, 6j. ; per pint, 35. 6rf.

Supplied to Seedsmen and Chemists.
Prepared by JOHN KILINER, Wortley, near Sheffield.

?^yii "U R^S^T CTOM P O U N D—
V_^ Used by many of the leading Gardeners since 1S59,

against Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other Blight,
in solutions of from 1 to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and
of from 4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit
Trees. Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in boxes, ir . 3^.. and 10s. bd.

Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

BELL'S MILDEW COMPOSITION,
used by them for the last twenty-five years at their

'Nurseries, Lakenham," and "Vineries. Thorpe Ha;
,ET," consisting of over 30.000 feet of glass. Retail, \s. 6ti. ar
IS. 6d. per bottle, of the Sole Manufacturers,
BELL AND SUN. 10 and 11. Exchange Street. Norwich.

TRADE MARK.

Entered at Static

171 STEVENSON'S
-i • ABYSSINIAN MIX-
TURE, Warranted to Destroy
Mealy-Bug. and all Insects in-

festing Plants. Unequalled as a
Winter Dressing for Vines and"
Fruit Trees.

Sold by all Nurserymen and
Seed Merchants, in Bottles,

IS. 6d., 3s., 4^. 6i/. & 5^. 6d. each,

and Sole Manufacturer,

.STEVENSON,

Cheshire.
• Hall. (Late of Lark Hill, Timperley).

ET. ARCHER'S " FRIGI DOMO."—
• Patronised by Her Maiesty the Queen, for Windsor

Castle and Frogmore Gardens, the late Sir. J. Paxton, and
the late Professor Lindley, &c.

MADE of PREPARED HAIR and WOOL,
A perfect non-conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed

temperature where it is applied. A good covering for Pits and
Forcing Frames,

PROTECTION from COLD WINDS and MORNING
FROSTS.

"FRIGI DOMO" NETTING, a yards wide, ij. 4^. and
rr. rod. per yard.

" FRIGI DOMO CANVAS.
2 yards wide ij. ro(/. per yard run.

3 yards wide 31. per yard.

4 yards wide 3^. lod, per yard.

ELISHA T. ARCHER, only Maker of " Frigi Domo "

Brockly Road, Forest Hill, London, S E. ; and of all Florists
and Seedsmen. All goods carriage paid to London.
NOTICE—REMOVED from 3, CANNON STREET, CITV.

MATS.—Archangel, Petersburg, Packing
Mais. &c.

RAFFIA for tying. TRAINING STICKS, BAMBOO
CANES. &c. Before purchasing send for prices to

C. J. BLACKITH and CO., Coxs Quay, Lower Thames
Street, London. E.C.

P USSIA MATS.—A large stock of Archangel
-Ay and Petersburg, for Covering and Packing (price on
application for Archangel)— Petersburg, 60s. to laos. per 100

;

superior close-wove, 40J., 501. and 55s. per 100 ; Packing Mats
at2cw.,3or., and 35.1. per 100; and all other descriptions of
Mats at equally low rates, at

' SONS, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street,

M
Russia Mat Merchants.

ARENDAZ AND FISHER, having
ed from iheir Agents in Russia an immense quan-

tity of ST. PETERSBURG MATS this season, of various
qualities, can now quote unusually low to the Trade.
ARCHANGEL MATS are very dear, and still rising in price.

9. James Street. Covent Garden, W.C.

rJUSSIA MATS.—A large stock of ARCH-
y> ANGEL and PETERSBURG, for Covering and

Packing—Second sized ARCHANGEL, loos. : PETERS-
BURG, bos. and 8oi. : superior close Mat, 45^., soj., and 55J. :PACKING MATS, 5oi.,3oj., and 35J. per 100: and every
other description of MATS at equally low prices, at

J. BL.\CKBURN and SONS, Russia Mat and Sack Ware-
house, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.C.

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden
Frames.—ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are

the cheapest and most durable. Price List, which gives the
size of every class of Mat. forwarded post-free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch,

London, E.C.

SHAW'S TIFFANY, ELASTIC NET-
TING, CANVAS, &c., for Shading, Protecting, and

other Horticullural Purposes. For Samples and Prices apply to

JOHN SHAW AND CO., 29. Oxford Street. Manchester.

wOOD TRAINING STICKS and
TALI.I ES, commended by Royal Horticultural .Society.

BAMBOO CANES, RAFFIA'for tving. VIRGIN CORK,
ARCHANGEL and other MATS, PACKING MATS, &c.
Wholesale prices on application to

C. J. BLACKITH and CO., Cox's Quay, Lower Thames
Street. London. E.C.

LABELS.
Secure Tree an<l Plaut Labels.

PARCHMENT or CLOTH LABELS,
TREE or PLANT LABELS. Punched parchment.

4 inches long, 3J. 6-/. per 1000, or 30.?, per 10,000 : if eyeleted.

4i. per 1000. Vellum cartridge, 4 inches long, 3*. per rooo for

10.000. Sample Labels sent on receipt of postage stamp.
Orders delivered free in London.

FISHER, CL.ARK and CO., Label Works, Boston.

Indestructible Terra-Ootti Plant Markers.

AW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices,
Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post free on

ation : also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for

. Entrance Halls. &c.

MAW AND CO., Benthall Works, Broseley.

M
Under the Patronage of the Queen.

SMITH'S IMPERISHABLE
STR.\TFORD LABELS.

The Gardeners' Magazine says ;

—
'* We must _

palm before all other plant labels, as the very first in merit."

Samples and Price List free.

J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory, Stratford-on-Avon.

TOUGHENED GLASS.
GLA'SS for GREENHOUSES,

Handlights, Frames, &c.

GLASS TILES for ROOFS,
where light is required for Potting-

sheds, Stables, &c.

IVhoUsak and Retail on application.

DICK RADCLYFFE & CO.,
HorticuUiir.il Depot,

28 and 129, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

JOHN MATTHEWS, The Royal Pottery,
ff Weston-super-Mare, Manufacturer of TERRA-COTTA
VASES, FOUNTAINS. ITALIAN BASKETS. BORDER
TILES. GARDEN POTS, of superior qualily. from i to

30 inches diameter, stand the frost, and seldom turn green.

ORCHID, FERN, SEED, and STRI KING PANS. RHU-
BARB and SEAKALE POTS. &c. Price Lists post-free.

Sheet of Designs, 6rf. Book of Designs, is.

IR J. PAXTON'S HOT-
HOUSES for the MILLION are

PLE, Cheap, and PoR
Illustrated Price Lists fit

HEREMAN and MORTON . Tlch-
Regent Quadrant, W., Horli-
lers and Hot-water Engineers.

w. H. LASCELLES, Horticultural
Builder. Finsbury Steam Joinery Works,

121. Bunhill Row, London, E.C.

Estimates given on application for GREENHOUSES and
CONSERVATORIES of all kinds, and to any design.

GARDEN BOXES and LIGHTS. Each.
Portable Box with One Light, 6 feet by 4 feet, glazed s. d.

good 16-0Z. sheet glass, painted four coats, and
packed ready for use . . . . 35 o

Portable Box with Two Lights, as above, each light

6 feet by 4 feet 65 o

LIGHTS ONLY.
3 feet by 4 feet Light, not painted nor glazed .. .. 36
Ditto glazed, good i6-oz, sheet glass, and painted 4 coals 10 o
6 feet by 4 feet, not painted nor glazed 60
Ditto glazed and painted four coats .. .. .. 16 6

e'i M
^^^^.

-f

LASCKI IIS 1 vn M 1 FN r \\ OOD
CONbEK\AU)klES aid CRLENHGUSES -All

Gardeners know that Wood is better than Iron for Plant Grow-
ing, and by the above system a handsome curved house can be

erected as cheaply as a plain straight one.

The curved house is more durable, stronger, lighter in con-

struction, and no bent gla-ss is required.

W. H. LASCELLES, lar. Bimhill Row, London, E.G., will

supply Eirawiugs and Estimates free of charge.

AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES,
STEAM PLOUGHING MACHINERY,

ROAD LOCOMOTIVES, TRAMWAY LOCOMOTIVES,
STEAM ROAD ROLLERS.

For Prices, Description, and Reports of Working, apply

to the Manufacturers,

AVELING & PORTER,
ROCHESTER. KENT; 72, CANNON ST., LONDON.

E.C. : and 9, AVENUE MONTAIGNE, PARIS.

AvEMNG & Porter's ENGINES have gained the highest

Prizes at every important International Exhibition. The Two

Medals for Progress and Merit were awarded them at Vieima

for their STEAM ROLLERS and ROAD LOCOMOTIVES;
and at the last trials of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England their AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES gained

the First Prize after exhaustive trials, when one of their iQ-horse

power Engines, fitted with single slide and ordinary Unk-

motion, indicated 3g-horse power, with a consumption of thret

and one-fifth pounds ofcoal per horse-power per hour.

Stoves for Greenhouses ! Portable ! Terra Cotta

!

ROBERTS'S PATENT PORTABLE
TERRA COTTA STOVES give pure heat, without

attention, 24 hours or longer, for about \d. for coal, or coal and
coke. Suitable for almost any purpose. See TIte Garden ifX

March I, 1873 :—" Roberts's Patent Terra Cotta is the best

and cheapest dry stove that has ever been invented

May be used in any plant-house without injury to the most

delicate plants." Prospectus, drawings, ;

'
'

'

be -
, and

PATENT "DOUBLE L'
S.MMiI.K rnlLF.R.

These Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle
Boiler, with the following improvements—viz., the water spaoc
at back and over top of saddle increases the heating sunaqe
to such an extent that a " PATENT DOUBLE L SADDLE
BOILER *' will do about twice the amount of work with the sanw
quantity of fuel; the cost of setting is also considerably reduced,
and likewise the space occupied ; at the same time these BoilefS

are simple in construction, and being made of wrought iron axe
not liable to crack. They are made of the following sizes :

—

Sizes.
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WRIGHT'S PATENT ENDLESS-
FLAME-IMPACT HOT-WATER BOILER.

Awarded the only English Medal for the best Hot-water
Apparatus at the United Stales Centennial Exhibition at
Philadelphia.

For prices and full particulars please see our pamphlet,
entitled " Our Boilers and Heating," which will be handed
post-free on .-ipplicatii

CO., Ho En«

AN EXTRAORDINARY BOILER.—
During the Gre.at Boiler Contest at Birmingham, in

1872, all Boilers were severely tested to prove their respective

merits. One test was. " How long can each Boiler go without
Night Attention?" However, one Boiler proved this to a sur-

prising degree, as after being shut up for twelve hours (from

9 p.m. to 9 a.m.), it still retained its heat in icoo feet of 4.inch
pipes, and yet had more than i bushel of fire drawn from its

furnace in the morning—equal, in point of fact, to seventeen
hours of continuous firing What a boon to Gardeners. This
was THE CHAMPION, Deards' Patent Close Coil Boiler, for

Drawings and Prices of which send two stamps to

Messrs. DEARDS, Boiler Works. Harlow,
who now have their Boilers at work in every county of England
except three. Amateurs will also find THE WONDER, a

laller kind of Boiler, equally .as satisfactory, and certainly
Awarded hve Fi ; Prize Silver Medals.

Hothouses, Hot-water Apparatus, &c.

HALLIDAY AND CO., Hothouse
BuiLDEUs and Hot-water Apparatus Manu-

facturers. Estimates and Plans free. Best Construction '

Best Materials ! Best Workmanship ! Catalogues free.

Offices. 22. Barton Arcade, Manchester.

OWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR m.iy be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County in England.

For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER and CO.,
71, Cornhill. London, E.C.. and Steam Plough Works. Leeds.

GEORGE'S PATENT CALORIGEN

rniing and Vcntilatiuc^ Small
Conservatories.

The only Gas Stove
n which the product of
ombustion is entirely

excluded from the Conser-

Made in Wrought Iron,

Made in Copper, ^5.
Height, 28 inches ; dia-

II be found very
valuable in the Nursery or
Sick Room, Damp Build-

Offices, &c. Exhibited
at the Exhibition of 1871
(Department of Scientific

Inventions).

Illustrated Prospectuses and Testimonials on application.

J. F. FARWIG AND CO., 36, Queen Street, Cheapside, E.G.
This Stove introduces a strong current of warmed

(not burnt) fresh air.

GREEN'S PATENT
Wrought-iron Hot-water Boilers,

With Shelves and Hollow Grate Bars.

Specially adapted for heating Greenhouses, Conservatotie
Churches, Chapels. Schools, Public Buildings, Entrance

Halls, Warehouses, Workshops, &c.

applic

THOiMAS GREEN and SON. Smithfield Ironworkf
Leeds

: and 54 and 55, I'.lackfriars Road, London, S.E.

STEVENS'
TRENTHAM GREENHOUSE BOILER,

After long experience has proved the most SIMPLE
ECONOMICAL EFFECTUAL and LASTINL, LOILER
extant

; recently much improved. For Illustrations, with
full particulars, apply to the Sole Makers,

F. & J. SILVESTER.
Castle Hill Foundry, Engineering and Boiler Works,

Newcastle. Staffordshire.

1^ Our Boilers are the ONLY ones made with the sanction
and under the inspection of the inventor, Mr. Stevens—all
others being base i

RH. HAMPSON, Egerton Mills, Stockport,
• Manufacturer of HORTICULTURAL SHADINGS

for Proleciing Wall Trees from Frost and Insects, &c. 54 and
60 inches wide, any length up to 100 yds. Prices on application.

PERFECT CURE for SMOKY CHIM-
NEYS-The REGISTERED COWL. Made by

GEO. HALL. High Street, Worcester.

A
PATENT PORTABLE SMOKELESS

STOVES and PATENT FUEL.
For Heating Conservatories. Greenhouses, Halls, Passages,

and places without Chimnevs from 12s. id.
NASH'S BRONCHITIS KETTLE, los. id

FRETWORK and CARVING FRAMES, SAWS. FILES,
PATTERNS .and PREPARED WOOD.

SWAN NASH, 253. 0.xford Street, W. ; and 4. Newgate
Street, E.C. Prospectus free.

BELGIAN GLASS for GREENHOUSES, &c..
Can be obtained in all sizes and qualities, of

BETHAM & SON,
9, LOWER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.C.

B, & S. have always a large Stock in London of so-in. by
i2-in.. 2o-in. by 14-in., 20-in. by i6.in., in i6-oz. and 2i-oz.

Established over a Quarter of a Century.

Is in use over many thousand miles,
And has been awarded the Medals and highest Commendation

of all the leading Agricultural Societies.

It is constructed with

POWERFUL WINDING STRAINING PILLARS,
RIGID INTERMEDI.-\TE IRON POSTS,

STRONG and DURABLE WIRE CABLE STRANDS,
Forming the most efficient Strained Iron Fencing known for

agricultural and general purposes.

Continuous Bar Iron Fencing,

ih bars secured by F. M. & Co.'s Patent Self-locking Joints,
ich elTectually prevent the uprights being pushed aside, and
independent of loose pins, wedges, or staples.

IRON ENTRANCE and FIELD GATES,
IN WROUGHT AND CAST IRON,

Designed for the Mansion, Villa, or Farm.
WICKET AND GARDEN GATES.

In Great Variety of Patterns.

Iron Hurdles, Bailing', Tree Guards,
FRUIT ESPALIERS. WALL FRUIT TRAINERS. S:c.

I^- Iltuilrattd and DiiCribcd in F. M. &> Co.'i
New Catalogue, sent on application.

LONDON BRANCH—
1. DELAHAY ST,, WESTMINSTER, S.W.

THOMAS'S
FITTINGS for WIRING WALLS.
NEW and
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Scale of Charges for Advertising.
Hrad lini churgi-d as t-MO.

4 Lines .. .-Co 3 o 15 Lines .. .. £a 8 6

5 036 10 .. •• •• ° 9 °
6 „ .. .. C3 4 O 17 , 096
8 „ .. .. o 5 o 19 ,

o 10 6

10 " ' ""Jo! 7i " '.'. '.'. IVi 6

11
'.'.

'.'. o 6 6 ' 11 ','. ''. !! o 12 o

12 , 070 23 O 12 6

13 .. • •• o 7 6
I

24 o 13 o

14 ,
0801 2? o 13 6

And two shillings for every additional five lines.

If set across columns, the lowest charpe will be 30J.

Page ;t9 o o
Hall Page 500
Column ..35°

Gardeners, and others, wanting places, 26 words is. 6^., and 6d.

for every additional line, or part of a line.

Advertisements for tke current week MUST reach the Office

hv Thursday noon.

P. 0.0. to be made payable at the King Street Post OfSce,W.C.
to W. Richards.

Office—41, Wellington Sheet, Covent Garden,
London. W.C.

KOBlier's Garden Edging TUes

IHE ABOVE and many other PATTERNS
in materials of great durability The

L plainer sons are specially . ,. ,n .

,
.

t,.„„„., . ^jjaiE^

suited for KITCHEN ^^^^ ^^
GARDENS, as they *

'

harbour no Sings or Insects,

take up little room, and,

further labour or expense,
as do "grown" Edgings, consequently beine; much cheaper.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c., in Artificial Stone,

very durable and ofsuperior finish, and in great variety of design.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground
Street, Blackfriars, S.E.; King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.;
Kingslaud Road, E.

Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES,"
PLANT COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES: also

for FOXLEY'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors, Balconies. &c.,

from 3s. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of plain or
more elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection,

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies,
Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable
Paving of great durability. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles
of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates, Cement, &c.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Brick and Tile Merchants.
See addresses above.

SILVER SAND,
fine or coarse grain as desired. Prices by Post per ton

or Truck Load, on Wharf in London, or delivered direct from
Pits to any Railway Station. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries.

KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest
quantities.

F. ROS'.lER AND CO.—Addresses see above.

N.B.—Orders promptly e-xecuted by Rail or to Wharves.
A liberal Discount to the Trade.

Now ready, price la cloth 16a.,

q^HE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
•* VOLUME for JANUARY to JUNE 1876.

W. RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE de
FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CHERE. A monthly horticuhural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and lUustr.ilions. Published since 1865 by F,

Burvenich, E. Pvnaert, E. Rodioas, and H. J. Van
HuLLE, Professors at the Horlicultural School of the Belgian
Go Ghent. Post paid 1

H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Gardens, Ghent, Bclgii

rJEVUE de ,1'HORTICULTURE BELGE
y et I5TRANG6RE (Belgian and Foreign Horticultural

Review).—Among the principal Contributors are :—A. Allard
E. Andre, C. Baltet, T. Buchetet, F. Burvenich. F. Crcpin,
Comte de Gomer, De Jonge van EUemeet, O. de Kerchove de
Denterghem, P. E. de Puydt, C. de Vis, J. Gillon, A. M. C.
Jongkindt Coninck, C. Koch. J. Kicks, L. Linden, T. Moore,
C. Naudin, B. Olivier, H. Ortgies, E. Pynaert, E. Rodigas,
A. Sitaux, O. Thomas. A. Van Geert Son, H. J. Van HuUe, J.
Van Volxem, H. J. Veitch, A. Westmael, and P. Wolkenstein.
This Illustrated Journal appears on the 1st of every month,

in Parts of 24 pages, 8vo, with a Coloured Plate and numerous
Engravings.
Terms of Subscription for the United Kingdom :—One year,

ios., payable in advance.
Publishing Office : 142, Rue de Bruxelles. Ghent, Belgium.
Post-office Orders to be made payable to M. E. PYNAERT,

at the Chief Post-office, Ghent.

Farms, Estates, Residences.
Any one desirous of Renting a Farm or Residence, or

Purchasing an Estate, can have copies of the

MIDLAND COUNTIES HERALD
supplied free for si.Y weeks on stating the purpose for

which the paper is required, forwarding name and address, and
six halfpenny stamps for postage, addressed, *' MidlayidCpunties
Herald Office, Birmingham." The Midland Counties Herald
always contains large numbers of advertisements relating to
Farms, Estates, and Residences for Sale and to be Let.

The best MONDAY Agricultural Journal.

The only Illustrated Agricultural Journal.

AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
(Established 1844),

fOR LANDOWNERS d TENANT FARMERS.

Every Monday, price 4d. ;
post free, 4id.

The AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE gives

full Market Reports, both Metropolitan and Pro-

vincial ; accurate Accounts of Prices and Sales,

Proceedings of Agricultural Societies, Farmers

Clubs, and Chambers of AgricuUure— their

Meetings, Exhibitions, and Discussions are

Reported fully, and with promptitude.

EVERY DEPARTMENT of the ESTATE
or FARM receives attention—Land Agency,

Estate Equipment, Forestry, Farm Buildings,

Roads, Fences, Cottages— Live Stock, Plants,

and Implements of the Farm—Drainage, Till-

age, and Manuring of the Soil.

The VETERINARY DEPARTMENT of

the paper is under Professional Editorship.

Departments relating to the POULTRY
YARD, the APIARY, and the GARDEN of

the Farm are also under separate Professional

direction.

REVIEWS are published of all Books claim-

ing a place in the Library of the Farmer.

REPORTS of Noteworthy Estates, Farms,

Herds, Flocks, and Factories, are given from

week to week.

Teachers and Students of the several sciences

in which the Agriculturist is interested —
BOTANY, CHEMISTRY, PHYSIOLOGY,
ENTOMOLOGY, NATURAL HISTORY—
are constant contributors.

Especial attention is given to AGRI-
CULTURAL IMPLEMENT manufacture.

Improvements in Machines are reported—New
Inventions made known— Patents discussed

—

and the Implement Factories of the Country

described. Engravings, always necessary in

such cases for intelligible description, are given

without stint.

No expense is spared in ILLUSTRA-
TIONS.

Not only Implements, but Plants, Weeds,

varieties of Cultivated Crops, &c, ; and Animals

—Breeds of Horses, Cattle, Sheep, and Pigs
;

also Poultry, Insects, General Natural History

;

and Buildings—Farmhouses, Homesteads, Cot-

tages ; Photographs illustrative of Country Life

and Occupations, whether at home or abroad :

—all these provide subjects for the Engraver.

Portraits and Memoirs of Noteworthy-

Agriculturists are also occasionally given.

SUBSCRIPTIONS, PAYABLE IN ADVANCE,
Including Postage to any part of the United Kingdom :

Twelve Months, 19s. 6d.
;

Six Months, 9s. 9d. ; Three Months, 5s.

P. 0.0. to be made tayable at the King Street Post

Office, W.C, to William Richards.

Publishing Office and Office for Advertisesiest

7, CATHERINE STREET, STRAND,
LONDON, W.C.

Works on Botany, by Dr. Lindley.

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY; or. The Art
OF DEfCRlBlNG Pl.ANTS CoRRECTLV, iu Scientific

Langu.ige, for Self Instruction and the Use of Schools. Price i jj

MEDICALandCECONOMICALBOTANY;
or. An Account of the Principal Plants

EMrtovED IN Medicine or Domestic CEconomy. In Oiic
Volume, 8vo, with numerous Woodcuts, price ^s.

SCHOOL BOTANY ; or. The Rudiments
OF Botanical Science. In One Volume, 8vo, half bound,

\i-ith 400 Illustrations, price 5^. fid.

THE ELEMENTS of BOTANY, Struc-
tural AND Physiological. Wiih a Glossary of

Technical Terms and numerous Illustrations. 9^. cloth.

This completes the series of Elementary Botanical Works by
Professor Lindley, of which Sc/iool Botany and T/te Vegetable
Kiitgdom form the other parts.

The first two Parts of The Elements of Botany, comprising
Structural and Physiological Botany, and a Glossary of Techni-
cal Terms, are published in one 8vo volume, price qs.

These three Parts form a complete Manual of Kotany for

Medical and other Students who have made themselves
acquainted with the Author's Scfiool Botany.

N.B. The Glossary may be had separately, price ^s.

CO., Bouverie

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR of
GARDEN OPERATIONS. By the late Sir Joseph

Paxton. M.P.
Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chronicle, with numerous

Alterations and Additions.

Price ^d.
; post free, ^Md.

Post Office Orders are to be made payable to Wm. Richards,
at the King Street Office, Covent Garden, W.C.

Published at the Office of the Gardeners' Chronicle, 41
Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

THE CULTIVATO R.—A Portuguese
Monthly A^icultural Journal, which circulates in

Portugal and her possessions, and in the Principal Towns of

the Eiazils.

This Paper offers an excellent medium for Advertisements of

every description of industry and of every article of consump-
tion in the countries and places above mentioned.

Advertising charges, 81/. per square inch, Translation included.

Ten per cent. Discount for six months ; 20 per cent. Discount
for twelve months, if paid in advance.
Addiess. the Editor of the Cultivator^ St. Michael's, Azores,

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SOUTH WaTeS ADVERTISER.

CONTENTS :—

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and tlie FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Drawn and Engraved

specially for this Journal).

NATURAL HISTORY (Original Articles).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS.
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CLRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation

throughout the Australian Colonies, New Zealand,

Polynesia, &c. It contains a large amount of informa-
tion on a great variety of subjects.

Subscription in Advance, £1 per Annum.
Single Copies, ^if. ; Stamped, 51/.

Publishing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South
Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Aeents are authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS,
which must be paid in advance, for the SYDNEY
MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY MAIL :—

London .... Mr. George Street. 30, Cornhill, E.C.
Mr. F. Alsar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lom-

bard Street, E.C.
Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St, Bride

Street, Fleet Street, EC.
Birmingham Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

Liverpool .. Lee & Nightingale, 15, NorthJohn Street.

Bristol James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance

Buildings.

Edinburgh , . Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow .... W. Porteous & Co., 15, Royal Exchange
Place.

Copies of each Journal are filed at the above Offices

for the use of Advertisers.

Notice.
(By Appointment to the Royal Horticnltural Society.)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS,
NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT
ADVERTISEMENTS in all Ne%vspapers, Magazines,

and Periodicals. List of London Papers on application.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents,

59, Fleet Street E.C.
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T HE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
for M O N D A Y, October 30.

Co:

Agricultural Hall Dairy Show — Agricultural Machinery

Beans v. Mangel — British Dairy Farmers' Association-

Garden Calendar—Note from Cambridge—Notes from Canada

Clay Land Roots—Common Law for Farmers—Notes on

Cookery—Note from Dublin—Note from Edinburgh—Field

Experiments at Rothamsled— FaUidehill Farm Memoranda

—

Farm Notes—A Fertile Cow— Foot-and- Mouth Disease —
Garden of Farm—Ger-m Theory of Disease—Great Braxted

Society—Growing Potatos—Harvest Work—Home Correspon-

dence-Hot Weather Pests — Horse Plague in Egypt—The
Household—Kinsteary—Knockdon Sale—Labour Question

—

Note from Lancashire—Leaves as Litter—Mains of Park

—

Mangel Crop— Manna — Miscellaneous—Notes of Week—
filr. George Drewry— Notices to Correspondents-Our Live

Stock — Panic among Farmers — Roots on Clay—Rent and

Wages — Roadside Herbage— Seed Wheat—Shorthorns—Six
Sewage Farms—Sprouting in Stock—The Dairy World—Note
from West Sussex—Veterinarian -Will it Last ?

Price 4^'.; post-lree j(%d. PubUshed by William Richards,

tttthe Office, 7, Catherine Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, an UNDER GARDENER
(single), to attend to the Flower Garden. Must under-

stand Mowing with a Machine. — M. M.. The Gardens,
Woodstock House , Golder's Green, Hendon, N.

ANTED, a good FLORAL GARDENER,
by an English Gentleman, for a small place on the

Coast of France. Must understand Hothouses and Green-

houses, and have an unexceptionable character and some know-
ledge of Horses. A married Man without children preferred.

Also a BOY to look after two Ponies.-Colonel HAMILTON,
12. Bolton Row, W^

W~~
ANTED, as KITCHEN GARDEN
MAN, in a large Garden, a steady, respectable

married Man, not over 35 years of age. He must be a good
hand at Planting Vegetable Crops, and be able to take the lead

of work with other men when required. Wages 15s. per week,

with cottage and garden adjoining the garden.—Apply by
_...9_ ..__.t. _f „i.

.„r. &c,, to the HEAD
, Dean, near Salisbury.

WANTED, AT ONCE (in South London),
a Competent MAN. to look after a small Garden and

Greenhouse, and general Ouidoor Work.—Apply, by letter,

stating wages required and particulars of previous engage-
ments, to P. W.. Messrs. Cole, 24. Southwark Street, S.E.

WANTED, a NURSERY FOREMAN, to
take charge of the E.votic Nursery, Godalming. He

must be well up in the Propagation and Growth of ^tove and
Greenhouse Plants, and have a general knowledge of Nursery
Work. Liberal wages will be given to an experienced, trust-

worthy person.—Mr. WILLIAM K.A1LE, Burton Lodge,
Woking, Suney.

ANTED, a FOREMAN in the HOUSES.
Wages 16.J. per week, to rise if satisfactory. One who

has a bass voice preferred, to assist the singing in a small

church.—CHAS. LEE, The Gardens, Boconnoc, Lostwithiel,

Cornwall.

ANTED, as GROUND FOREMAN, a
steady, intelligent Man (married), well up in Roses,

Fruit and Forest Trees. — JOHN CARTER, Nursery,
Keighley. Yorkshire.

WANTED, an industrious MAN, to Manage
a small Nursery (indoors), near London. Wases 30^.

per ivcek.-M.-iNAGER, Gardtners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

TTTANTED, a GARDEN LABOURER ;

VV must understand Mowing with Scythe, also the work
of Flower and Kitchen Gardening. A married Man, about

40 years of age, without children. To live in a lodse.

—

Address, stating full particulars, MRS. TROTTER, Hotton
Manor. Epsom.

[_

WANTED, a single Man, as COWMAN.
He must thoroughly understand Cows. Pigs, and

Poultry, and make himself useful.—M. M., The Gardens,
Woodstock House, Golders' Green, Hendon, N.

WANTED, an INVOICE CLERK; must
be a good Penman and quick at Figures, and able to

Assist at the Counter when required,—Apply, by letter only,

endorsed " Clerk," stating age. references, and salary required,
to EDWARD WEBB and SONS, The Queens Seedsmen,
Wordsley, Stourbridge.

Seed Trade.

WANTED, an experienced COUNTER-
MAN-—Apply, by letter only, endorsed " Counter-

man," stating age, references, and salary required, to

EDWARD WEBB .\nd SONS, The Queen's Seedsmen,
Wordsley, Stourbridge.

WANTED, a SHOPMAN of good experi-
ence. —w. p. LAIRD AND SINCLAIR. Seed

Merchants, Dundee.

W'ANTED, a young Man, as ASSISTANT
. in a Nurseryman's Seed Shop, and occasionally to act

,
:is Salesman of Plants, Trees, Shrubs and other miscellaneous
articles, comprised in a general Nursery business.—Apply by
letter only, giving reference, and stating wages raqiured, to

.... ..
s. Lea Bridge Road. E.lOHN eraser" The Nu

To the Seed Trade.

\\7"ANTED, a young Man, as SECOND
' ' SHOPMAN, thoroughly acquainted with Flower and

Vegetable Seeds. Also a JUNIOR ASSISTANT : must be a
;Jood Penman.—Apply, by letter only, stating age, salary,

,
eferences, &c., to Mr. B. S. WILLIAMS, Victoria and

)|

^radiseNurseries, Upper Holloway, London. N.

.'Y\/"ANTED, a respectable young Person in a
' » Florist's Shop. Must be willing to undertake light

:
lousehold duties in spare lime. — FLORIST, CarUciurs'
•'ot/iiV/j Office, W.C.

WAN T PLACES.
Head Gardeners.

JOHN LAING can at present recommend
with every confidence several energetic and practical

Men, of tested ability and first-rate character. Ladies and
Gentlemen in WANT of GARDENERS and BAILIP'FS,
or GARDENERS for First-rate Establishments or Single-hand
Situations, can be suited, and have full particulars by applying
at Stanstead Park and Rutland Park Nurseries. Forest Hill.

London, S.E.

BS. WILLIAMS having at the present
• time several very excellent GARDENERS upon his

Register, is desirous of placing them in Situations where great
experience and trust are required. B. S. W. would at the same
time beg to intimate that when a Gardener is applied for that
the filling of the situation should be left with him, as that would
Frevent unnecessary correspondence and delay.—^Victoria and
aradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

GARDENER (Head). — Single ; has a
thorough knowledge of Pines, Vines, Melons, Cucumbers,

Stove and Greenhouse I'lants, and rlower and Kitchen Garden-
int;. Good character from last place.— P. P., Post-office,

Woodford Green, Esscv.

GARDENER (Head).—Thoroughly good in
all branches, and specially at Fruit Growing. First-class

references. Four years with Sir E. Buckley, Bart., and only
leaving on account of esLiblishment being broken up ; eight
years with previous employer. —J. LIVERSAGE, Dinas
Mawddwy. Merioneth.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married, no
incumbrance ; a first-class practical Man, fully competent

in every branch of modern Horticulture, especially in Pines,
Grapes, and choice Fruit under Glass. Early and Late Forcing,
Kitchen Gardening, &c. ; has had much experience in Laying-
out and the Decoration of Ornamental Flower Gardens. Five
years' good character.—HORTUS, Post-office, Aston, near
Birmingham.

GARDENER (Head).— J. T. Peacock,
Esq., Sudbury House, Hammersmith, W., can with

confidence recommend the above to any Lady or Gentleman
requiring a good, practical Man. Has had fifteen years" expe-
rience ill some of the best Gardens in England. Well up in all

branches of the profession. Flower and Kitchen Gardening,
Forcing, &c.—Apply as above, or to the advertiser, GEORGE
RANDALL, The Gardens, Sandbeck Park, Rotherham,
Yorkshire.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
/^ARDENER (Head), age 39, married, no
VT family. — William Jones. Gardener for the last si.<

years to the Marquis of Londonderry, Wynyard Park, Co.
Durham, wishes for a re-engagement as above. Is well-known
as a successful Grape Grower, also Pines. Peaches, and other
Fruits required in a large Establishment : has had much ex-
perience in General Plant Growing, the Planting and Arrange-
ment of the Flower Garden, Kitchen Gardening, Forcing of
Eaily Vegetables. &c. Can be well recommended bv his late

employer.—W. JONES. Messrs. James Veitch & Sons. Royal
E.Kotic Nursery. Chelsea. S.W.

r:j.ARDENER (Head), married, two children.
*J —Mr. George Woollett, Nurseryman, Coldharbour
Lane, Brixton, London, S., can with all confidence recommend a
first-class Man to the notice of any Lady or Gentleman in

want of such. Twenty years' experience in every branch of the
profession, a good Plantsman, and a most successful Exhibitor,
Five and a-half years* excellent character from last Employer as
Head.— E. K,, care of the above.

GARDENER (He.^d), to any Nobleman or
Gentleman, where good Gardening is carried out.

—

Age 38, married, two children.—Nine years in present situation.

Will be disengaged on the 29th proximo.—T. STEVENS, 12,

Warram Road, Wray Park, Reigate.

GARDENER (He.w).—Age 41, married
;

great experience in Early and Late Forcing, Pines,
Vines, Flowers, Vegetables. &c.. and a large Flower and
Kitchen Garden, with extensive Pleasure Grounds, Land and
Stock. Wife Dairy or Poultry, Six years' character.—O. S.,

Mr. Haynes, Florist, New Maiden, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head, Working), where two
or more are kept.—Age 30, married : thoroughly expe-

rienced in all branches of the profession. Has had eighteen
years' experience in good Gardening, and has a knowledge of
Land and Stock. Good character from present and previous
employers,~J. A., The Ferns. Byfleet Road, Weybridge,

GARDENER (Head, Working), where
four or more are kept,—Age 28, single till suited : eleven

years' experience ; understands Forcing all kinds of Fruit,

Flowers, and Vegetables, Stove and Greenhouse Plants ; also

the Management of Flower and Kitchen Gardens.—W. D.
Harlax I Mar , Grantha

GARDENER (Head, Working), where
others are kept.—.\ge 35, married : thoroughly practical

in all branches. Twenty years' reference from different places.

—Mr. ROSE, Thornton Heath Post-office, Croydon Road, S.

GARDENER (Head, Working).— Is
thoroughly well up in Early Forcing of Grapes. Straw-

berries, Cucumbers, Peaches, &c. Has good testimonials, and
no objection to Market Work.—W. J.. Post-office, Romford.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Middle-
aged : thoroughly practical. Over thirty years' expe-

rience in all departments. Good reference and testimonials.—

J. F. G., 1, Brunswick Cottages, Somers Road, Brixton Hill,

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).
—Age 39, married, no family ; understands Vires,

Melons, Cucumbers, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Wife
a good Laundress. Good character.-G. C, Woodstock Lodge,

Road, St. John-s Wood. N W. (Stable Bell.)

GARDENER (good Single-handed, or
First where two are kept).—Age 26, single ; thoroughly

understands Early and Late Forcing, and Kitchen and Flower
Gardening. Good character.-G. V, MOORHOUSE, Wester-
ham, Kent,

GARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 33,
married, no family

; good practical knowledge. Good
character from present employer.—G. S., 41, Binfteld £.oad,
Clapliam. S.W.

GARDENER (Under, or Single-handed)',
or in a Nursery.—Age 26, married : good character.—H.,

2, Devonshire Grove, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

(^ARDENER.—Young ; understands Green-
V-^ houses. Pits, Cucumbers, and Flower and Kitchen
G.nrdening. No objection to a cow.—H. N., B. Knight, Esq..
Iva, Oatlands, Weybridge Station.

GARDENER.—Age 29, single ; ten years'
experience in private service and the Trade in Soft-

wooded Departments ; for the last two years in a little Jobbing
Business of his own. Any Nurseryman will find Advertiser a
respectable man,—A. B. , 51, Church Street, Stoke Newington,
London, N.

ARDENER (Under), or SECOND in the
Houses.—Age 2r ; si.\ years' experience.—J. S., The

Gardens, Carshalton House. Carshalton, Surrey.

GARDENER (Under), in a Nobleman's or
Gentleman's Garden. — Five and a half years' good

character. — J. LANGFORD, Kirby Misperlon Lodge,
Pickering, Yorkshire.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 22, respect-
able : has been accustomed to a Gentleman's Garden.

Good character from present situation. — J. VENESS, i6,

Kingsbury Street, Brighton, Sussex,

ARDENER (Under), in a Gentleman's
Establishment or Nursery.—Age 22. Two years' expe-

rience under Glass. Good character.—J. H., 18, Russell Sireet,

Si. Sidwell's, Exeter.

ARDENER (Third).—Young. Two and
a half years' character from present employer.—A.

reeves. High Street, Lewisham. Kent.

FOREMAN, in the Houses, in a Gentleman's
Establishment.—Age 26 : ten years' exerience :"two years

.as Foreman in last situation. Can be well recommended.—

J

SKILLING. North Tuddenham, East Dereham, Norfolk.

JOURNEYMAN, in a Nobleman's or
Gentleman's Garden.—Age 20. Good references.—T. G.,

31, High Sireet, St. John's Wood, N.W.

To Nurserymen.

PROPAGATOR, or FOREMAN and
PROPAGATOR, of Roses, Rhododendrons. Conifers,

Clematis, or Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Fruit Trees. &c. ;

thorough practical experience. Good reference.—A. B. C., 45,
West End Park Street. Glasgow.

HOPMAN (Assistant).—Age 20; four
years' experience. Good reference.—J. T. C, 20, High

Street, Birmingham.

To" SEEDSMEN.—Wanted, by a young
Man with four years' experience, a sittiation in a Seed

Shop—A. B., Post-office, Cheshunt, Herts.

PAINTER and GLAZIER, and good
JOBBING HAND, in a Nursery or on a Gentlemen's

Estate. Constant situation. State wages.—R, C, Ivy House,
Court Hill Road. Lewisham. Kent, S.E.

s

TT^PPS'S COCOA:
J-^-J GRATEFUL—COMFORTING.

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern
the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful appli-

cation of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa. Mr. Epps
has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately-flavoured

beverage which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by
the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution may
be gradually built up until strong enough to resist every
tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies a.'-e floating

around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak poiPt. We
may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti-

fied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame."— CfV//
Service Gazette.

I N A H A N'S LL WHISKY.
Kinahan & Co. finding that, through the recommenda-

tion of the iMedical Profession, the demand for their CELE-
BRATED OLD LL WHISKY for purely medicinal purposes

is very great, submit with pleasure the following Ar.alysis by
Dr. Hassall ;

— " I have very carefully and fully analysed sam-
ples of this well-known and popular Whisky. The samples were
soft and mellow to the taste, aromatic and ethereal to the smell.

The Whisky must be pronounced to be pure, well-matured, and
of very excellent quality. The Medical Profession may feel full

confidence in the purity and quality of this Whisky."
20, Great Titchlield Street, Oxford Street, London, W.

INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.

The best remedy for ACIDITY of the STOMACH,
HEARTBURN, HEADACHE, GOUT, and
INDIGESTION ; and the safest aperient for delicate

Constitutions, Ladies. Chijdren, and Infants.

D

PARR'S LIFE PILLS may be used with
confidence by persons suffering from Headache, Indi-

gestion, Bilious Ailments. Scorbutic Complaints, Affections of
the Nervous System, Lowness of Spirits, Restlessness, and Bad
Dreams. &c.—Sold by all Chemists.

OLLOWAY'S OINTMENT and PILLS.
—Self Help.—In sickness it w.is a momentous matter to

find any easy, ready, and reliable remedy for outward dis-

figurations and inward disorders before the inestimable dis-

covery of these preparations. No invalid need now be at a loss

for successfully managing Ulcers, Sores, Tumours, Boils,

Bruises, Sprains, &c. Enveloping Holloway's Medicines are

very intelligible printed directions for using them, which should

be attentively studied and immediately followed by the applica-

tion of his treatment. Sooner or later the sufferer will assuredly

triumph over the worst diseases. This searching Ointment dis-

perses all those malignant tumours which aggravate many
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In consequence of the increas-
ing demand for Conservatories,
in which pure architectural art
is combined with moderate
cost, T. H. P. Dennis & Co.
have been led to introduce
designs of a character hitherto
unknown. One of these designs
showing a house 22 feet 6 inches
X 13 feet 6 inches, is annexed,
and the result, as regards the
extremely low price (which in-

cludes fixing, glazing, painting,
carriage, &c.) has been attained
only by special machinery and .

a systenr of interchangeable
j

parts.

Messrs. T. H. P. Dennis & '

Cu. are also prepared to provide
and fix Hot-water Heating
Apparatus and Horticultural
Buildings of any dimension or
description.

Gentlemen waited upon at
their residences by e.xperienced
designers.

Estimates and Plansfree.

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S SHOWS.

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.
AS CONSIDERABLE MISAPPREHENSION APPEARS TO EXIST AS TO FUTURE EXHIBITIONS,

James Carter & Co.
BEG TO ANNOUNCE THAT

THEIR GREAT MONEY PRIZES OFFERED for VEGETABLES
WILL BE COMPETED FOR AT SOUTH KENSINGTON, AS HERETOFORE,

UPON THE SPECIFIED DATES IN THE SCHEDULE.

Competition is confined exclusively to bond fide Amateurs and Gentlemen's Gardeners.

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, 237 & 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C,

MESSENGER & COMPANY,
CONTRACTORS, MIDLAND HORTICULTURAL BUILDING AND HOT-WATER

ENGINEERING WORKS, LOUGHBOROUGH,

f
[^3

I

'

•

|[g[,i
iiTliiIiiiTi .1 .lu

-/-"- .-_
—

Beg to call attention to the above illustration, which shows a very advantageous arrangement ol Glasshouses which has been adopted for sever.^

important Works on M. &. Co.'s recommendation.

Only thoroughly wcil-seasoned timber used. Glasshouses erected on Messenger's I in cost and maintenance. Messenger's Patent Boilers, Fle.\ible Jointed Hot-wat

patent principles are, owing to mechanical arrangements, very strong, most durable. Pipes and Valves, are now in use in many thousands of instances, with the greatc

light, elegant; perfect efficiency ioT purpose intended is ^«<zr.?///dvt/,- are economical 1 success. Particulars on application.

Plan! and Estimates forwarded. Ladies and Gentlemen waited upon. The Plans of Architects and ottiers carried out. Illustrated Circular Free.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to "The Editor;" Advertisements and Business Letters to "The Publisher," at the Office, 41, WelllnRton Street, Covent Garden, London, W.<;

Printed by William Richards, at the Office ot Messrs. Bradbury, Agnew. & Co., Lombard Street, Precinet of Whitelriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published by t

said William Richards, at the Office. 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, November 4, 1876.
Agent for Manchester—John Hevwood, Agents for Scotland—Messrs. J. Mhnzihs & Co., Edinbiu-gh and Glasgow.
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Acer saccharinum
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Ageratums, dwarf
Arundiuaria falcata
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ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY,
Gardens, Regent's Park. N.W.

ARRANGEMENTS for 1877.
;XHIEITI0NS of SPRING FLOWERS.-Wcdnesdays,

March 21 and April 18.

UMMER EXHIBITIONS. — Wednesdays, May 16 and
VENING FETE.—Wednesday, July 4. [June 13.

lUSICAL PROMENADES.—Wednesdays, in May, June,
July, and two first Wednesdays in August.

OTANICAL LECTURES.—Fridays, in May and June
XHIBITIONS of SPECIAL CLASSES of PLANTS

during the Season. MEETINGS of FELLOWS, the
second and fourth Saturdays in the month, from Tanuarv
20 to July 2S.

THE BOROUGH OF HACKNEY (late
i- Stoke Newington) CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY
ill hold its THIRTIETH ANNUAL EXHIBITION in the
ew Town Hall. Hackney, on TUESDAY and WEDNES-
'AY, November 14 and 15. Admission, first day, is. ; .second
ly, 6ii. For Schedules, is:c. . apply to

, ,
JOHN RAINBOW. Jun.. Hon. Sec.

London Road, Clapton, E.

STANLEY PALACE and PARK
'-L COMPANY (Limited).
A great EXHIBITION of CHRYSANTHEMUMS and
RUIT will be held in the Large Hall and Picture Galleries at
anley Hall, Manchester, on WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY,
id FRIDAY, November 29, 30, and December i. Schedules
I application to

JDWIN W. MARSHALL, 38, Barton Arcade, Manchest.

ITANLEY PALACE PARK COMPANY
!.-f (LIMITED).
FLOWER and FRUIT SHOW. Nov. 20, io. and I >ec i

,1^^^^ TO BE LET for HORTICULTURAL IMPLE-
It-nTS, K:c. Offers ai.d applications to be made to the
ternary of the Company,

EDWIN W. MARSHALL,
Barton Arcade, Manch<

"CAMELLIA BLOOMS (White), gs. per doz.
-' ^ DOWNIE AND LAIRD,

Royal Winter Gardens, West Coates, Edinburgh.

[AME
To the Trade.

S BIRD, Nurseryman, Downham, has
offer extra fine Standard MAYDUKE CHERRIES.

3INE PLANTS.—For Sale, Succession and
Fruiting Plants.

Old Parle Hall, near Walsall, Staffordshire.

I Mulberries ana Limes.
iJONSFORD AND SON can supply the

' - above by the dozen or loo, fine clean stiff Prices
,,,

application. A fine collection of CHRYSANTHEMUMS
J» in tiloom, inspection invited.—Brixton, Surrey, S.W,

Notice.

MOOR PARK APRICOTS, Twelve fine
Pyramid, from 6 to 7 feet high, in large Pots and in fine

fruiting condition. For price and all particulars apply to

JOHN WILLS, Royal Exotic Nursery, Onslow Crescent,
South Kensington, London, S.W.

PAUL AND SON, The "Old" Nurseries,
Cheshunt, Herts. These Nurseries established in 1806.

ROSES, FRUIT TREES, EVERGREENS, FOREST
TREES, and all Hardy Plants, DUTCH and other BULBS,

CATALOGUES post-free on application.
Address—" PAUL AND SON," without any initial.

T ILY OF THE VALLEY, in strong
J—^ (lowering clumps, 40^-. per 1000 pieces, from a Stock of

JULIUS HOFFMANN, i3r, KGpniclcerstrasse, Berlin S.O.

Rhododendrons.HODODEN0RONS, 12 inches,
20s. per 100.

E. WALKER, Farnborough Station, Hants.

E
HAWS, or THORN QUICK SEED.—

Sound Haws, fit for sowing at present, or spring coming,
guaranteed free from soil or other mixiure, and thoroughly well
preserved. jVboul 30 tons on hand. For lowest prices apply to

CO., Park Nursery. Porudown, Ireland.GRANT

y

THORNS.—3,000,000 of strong, transplanted.
RUSH AND YEATS,

Road and Ijueen's Park Nurseries, Chester.

w Special Trade Offer of Kursery Stock.ILLIAM BRYANT
k-ill be happy to forward the above on application.

The Nursery, Rugby.

S_
Planting Season.

EEDLING and TRANSPLANTED
FOREST TREES, &c.

List of Prices may he had on application to
W. P. LAIRD AND SINCLAIR. Nurserymen, Dundee. N.B.

G
Green Hollies.

REEN HOLLIES, 12 to 18 inches, 20s.
per 100 i 18 inches to 2 feet, 30J. per 100

E. WALKER, Farnborough Station, Hants.

"Y"EWS, 2000 for Sale.— 3 to 3J feet, 70^-.
J- per 100 ; 3'/. to 4!* feet, 901. per 100. All well-rooicd
and furnished. Well adapted for hedges or ornamental trees.
Cannot see better grown, and for quality anywhere

JOSH. SPOONER, Goldworth , Woking.

A SPARAGUS.— Roots of that extraordinary
-i^»- fine variety. Conover's Colossal, i-yr. and 3-vr. old •

also a large quantity of very fine clumps for forcing. These
latter must be cleared.

C. R. FREEMAN, Seed Grower, Norwich.

AT "̂ULBERRIES.-Our Stock of the above
-LTJ. IS pronounced unequalled in the Trade. Prices on
application to

SALT.MARSH and SON, The Nurseries, Chelmsford

(GOOSEBERRIES. -50,000, all leadingV^ Lancashire varieties, named sorts : also ASHTON
REDS. The whole are fine strong stuff, 3-yr. and 4-yr. old.
Cheap. I'or prices apply to
RALPH ROBSON, Nurseryman and Seedsman, Hexham.

yiNES, extra strong Fruiting Canes and for
» Planting out, all the leading sorts ROSFS FRTTIT

FOREST, anIoRNAMENTAL TREES, sfrong Lhhy ajd
well-grown. Pnced Descriptive CATALOGUES on aoDlicationDICKSON AND ROBINSON, Seed Merchants and
Nurserymen, i=. Old Millgate. Manchester.

p O C O A-N UT FIBRE REFUSlT,V^ invalu.able for G.irdening— 150 Testimonials — 3,/. per
bushel

; 100 for 20s. ; truck. 40s. Free to any rail. RUSSIAMATS. RAFFIA, &c. Price Lists free
M. H. BENTOTE, Fibre Manufacturer, Lausanne Road

Nunhead. London, S.E.

AGSTAFF'S PATENT UPRIGHT
TUBULAR SADDLE BOILERS

Patentee
: J. G. WAGSTAFF, Dukinfield, .Ashton-iind«r-

Lyne.
Wholesale Agents : WOLSTENCROFT BROS and CO

46. Ludgate Hill. London, E.C.
Priced LIST post-free on application.

WANTED, at Taking-up time, GERA-
M A

NIUMS, Mrs. Pollock, or any Golden Tricolor,Madame Vaucher. Master Christine. Vesuvius and eood
Bicolors: also CALCEOLARIA AUREA FLORIBUNDA
Those who object to Cash may have BULBS in EX-

. N.

CHANGE
W. F. BOFF, 203, Upper Street, Islington, Lond

ANTED, in the Trade, Standard
MARISCHAL NIEL, and other TEA ROSES

State kinds and price to

A. B. C, Gardeners' Chrmikle Office, W.C.

MR. ROBERT NEUMANN, The
Nurseries. Erfurt, will be always a BUYER ofCONIFER.E SEEDS, such as Ta.-<U5. Thujas Piceas &cand therefore begs Gentlemen or Gentlemen's Gardeners who

harvest any to make him their offers.

sUTTON'S EXHIBITION HYACINTHS,
6j., gi., I2J. and 20J. per dozen. Cultural Instructions

on application.

SUTTON'S CHOICE TULIPS,
Mixed, from 7J. 6(/. per 100. Named sorts, r8j. per 100.

Cultural Instructions on application.

SUTTON^S F I NE~l3UTCH CROCU SJ
2j., 3J., and \s. per 100. Cultural Instructions on appli-

SUTTON'S FRESH IMPORTED BULBS
have arrived in splendid condition, and are now ready

UTTON'S AUTUMN CATALOGUE,
^ - and Post-free. "The most complete work of its

s
kind yet published."

sUTTON AND SONS, The Queen's Seeds-
men, Reading.HTo the Traae.

AND F. SHARPE'S Special Priced LIST
• of HOME-GROWN GARDEN and AGRICUL-

TURAL SEEDS of 1876 growth, is now ready, and may be
had oil applic

Seed Growing Establis
, Wisbech.

Special Culture of Fruit Trees and Roses.
'TIHE DESCRIPTlVEandlLLUSTRATED
-•- CATALOGUE of FRUITS (by Tho.mas Riveks) is
now ready

: also CATALOGUE of Select ROSES. Post-free
on application.

THOMAS RIVERS and SON. Sawhridgeworth, Herts.STo the Trade.
TANDARD and DWARF ROSES of the
leading sorts—splendid Plants, no better in the Trade,

well-ripened wood—about ts.ooo Standards and 5000 Dwarfs,
guaranteed true to name. For lowest prices apply to

GRANT AND CO.. Park Nursery, Portadown, Ireland.

Eoses, Fruit Trees, Evergreens, ao.
WILLIAM FLETCHER'S CATALOGUE

is now ready, and may be had post-free on application.
The Nur.sery Stock generally is very fine, healthy, and well
rooted. Early orders arc respectfully solicited.

Ottershaw Nurseries, Chertsey. Surrey.

Roses, Fruit Trees. Conlferffl, &c.pHARLES TURNER'S New CATA-V7 LOGUE of the above is now ready, and can be had
post-free on aplication.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

Notice I Notice I— HyaclntHs, Tulips. &o.WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S
Descriptive CATALOGUE of DUTCH and otherFLOWERING ROOTS is now ready, post-free on application.

Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

Dutcb Flower Roots.

MESSRS. W. ROLLISSON AND SONS'
CATALOGUE for iS;6 is now ready, and can be had

post-free upon application.
The Nurseries, Tooting, London, S.W.

DutoH Bulbs-Special Offer to tlie Trade.
A E. BARNAART and CO., Vogelenzang,
-Ci-» Haailem, Holland, having a large Surplu-s Stock of
very fine HVACINTHS, TULIPS, &c , .ale willing to Dispose
of same on most advantageous terms, by special offer, iiarly
applications are requested.

DUTXH FLOWERING BULBS,
DEUTZIA, DIELYTRA. LILY of the VALLEY.

SPIR.SA JAPONICA for forcing. Illustrated Priced De-
scriptive CATALOGUE post-free.
DICKSON AND ROBINSON, Seed Merchants, &c. 13.

Old Millgate, Manchester.

RCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in
Pots :—Peaches. Nectarines, Plums. Pears, Apples, Figs,

Apricots. Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant,

Worcester.

pRICKLY COMFREY produces thrice as
-L much Feed or Hay as Lucerne, Grass, or Tares ,- will
stand for many years : multiplies very rapidly. Roots, Crowns,
01 Plants at C. R. FREEMAN'S, Norwich.

GPIR^«A (HOTEIA) JAPONICA,
KJ very strong clumps for forcing, equal if not superior to
foreign, ^lo per 1000.
SPIR,EA PALMATA, fine crowns for forcing, 75J. ; smaller,

25J. to 505. per 100.

CHARLES NOBLE, B.agshot.

ClirysantliemumB.
pHARLES TURNER'S COLLECTION
V.> is now in fine bloom. An inspection is solicited.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

/^RCHIDS.—Surplus Plants of upwards ofvy si.ity varieties to Dispose of at low prices. For List
apply to

C. J. R. B., Sibbertoft. Market Harbjrough.

TTUONYMUS JAPONICUS, in six
-•—

^ varieties, about i= inches, in Pots, 41. per dozen 25J
per 100; smaller size, in Pols, 31. per dozen, 20S. per roo '

EDWARD TAYLOR, Nurseryman, Malton, Yorkshire,
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SALES_BY_AUCTION.
Bulbs from Holland.

MR T C. STEVENS will SELL by
ATirriON at his Great Rooms. 38, King Street

Covent G."d'enw''c. every MONDAY, We'dNESUAY and

SATURDAY, during November, commencing.at half-past^

o'clock each day, consignr

arriving weekly from well-

May~be viewed the morr

i of first-class DUTCH BULBS
m farms in Holland,

of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Odontoglossum ramoslssimuni, «so.

R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL
JVl AUCTION at his Great
CoventGarden,W.C.,onTHURSDAY

-
s plants of the exceedingly

by
38, King Street,

t half-

^^ct .., nTInrk Dreciselv. some plants of the exceedingly rare ana

SautiM'oDo'NTOGlbSSU^tRAMOSISS^M
rare and beautiful Odontoglossum only a few plants havereacnea

h s country alive , the plants now offered are just showing fresh

breaks. This handsome species must not be confounded with

O. zebrinum, »hich has sometimes been "^"^""^"r.J^T? jV
simum " Also some plants of the handsome bUDKAl^lA

VIRGINALIS ; this sple^nded species has pure white flowers

with rich golden throat.

Keyfield Nursery, St. Albans, Herts.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, as above, without reserve,

bv nrHer of Mr I Horwood, ou FRIDAY, November 17. at 12

fo^ o'clock prechely, a quantity of NURSERY STOCK
consisting of hvmdreds of Limes, Poplars, Chestnuts, &c., also

Cupressus Lawsoniana, Thujas of sorts,
.
Aucubas, common

.and Portugal Laurels, Arbor-vitxs, Berberis, green and varie-

gated Hollies, S:c. ; Fruit Trees in variety ;
Standard and

Dwarf Roses, best sorts, a few plants in pots, and numerous

other Trees and Shrubs.

May be viewed any day prior

Slongb, Bucks.

CLEARANCE SALE.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS

will SELL by AUCTION, at the Colnbrook aad Fox.
borough Nurseries, situate between Langley and Slough, on
TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, November 21 and 22, at 13

for I o'clock, by order of Messrs. I. & E. Small, who are

retiring from business, the valuable NURSERY STOCK,,

the Pren
Street. E.C.

,
and of the Auclic

M^

5 of the folio

j„„.e good plants of a very hands

v species; several good established

urn,
I

Odontoglossum Roe7]ii,

Brassavola Digbyana.
Dendrobium McCarthis,

I,
I
Lycaste Skinneri,

..,= ,.,,= ODONTOGLOSSUM LINDENI,
ana a collection of ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, principally

(or cool houses, including many of the rarest and choicest

MASDEVALLIAS in cultivation, such as the rare, beautilul,

,nd remarkable M. chimera, M. Trochilus, M. peristeria,

" " yana ctcrulescens, fti.

purple-fllowered

growing pla

Odontoglossum ye,

Barkena spectabiti

[ Vanda ccerulea,
I Phalffinopsis Schill

good plants of thi

Veitchii, M. Linde
coccinea, &c. , and good plai

Cypripedium Schlimii,

Pescatorea eburnea,
Oncldium Rogersii,

Restrepia guttulata.

On^ rthe

iot
I Lajlia Wallisii.

Batemannia Wallisii,

Pescatorea Dayana,

I
Oncidium phymatochikiir

:her rare species.
" Sale, and Catalogues had.

Edgware, N.W.

To NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, the TRADE, and others

engaged in Planting. „ , r.

ESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
favoured with instructions to SELL by AUCriON,

on the Premises, the Whitchurch Rectory, Edgware N.W^,

,0 minutes' walk from the Edgware St.atlon, on bATURD.W
November 18 at It for 12 o C ock precisely, a large and choice

foUec^ou of CONIFERS and EVERGREEN SHRUBS
including handsome Lawn Trees, and a rich assortment of

Border Shrubs,-the whole of which have been carefully prepared

for removal : also a fine collection of

bearing Apples, Pears, and PI1

"''M'kybe'viewed the day prior to Sale. Catalogues may be

obtained on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers and tstate

Agents, q3, Gracechuich Street. E.C.
^

comprising thousands of Cupressus, Piceas, Laurels, Hollies',

Laurustinus : also 300 Limes and other Forest Trees, Standar-

and Dwarf Roses, Fruit Trees, Asparagus, Seakale, Seeds i

Shop. &c.

Preceding which will be offered, in one lot, the Benefici^

Interest in the LEASE of the COLNBROOK NURSERY
comprising Dwelling-house, about 2 Acres of Nursery Ground,

and the Glass Erections thereon, together with the Shop
Fixtures, held on Lease (of which about four years are uii

'

expired), at a rental of jCs^ per annum.

Catalogues and Particulars of Sale can be had on the Premise

and of the Auctioneers, 08, Gracechurch Street, E.C.

__ .__ ed NURSERY
iancT'bcing required for other

West Wlokham, Kent,

UNRESERVED SALE of thriving, w
STOCK, a port! ' ' ' ' ^'

-'eSSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
structed by Mr. W. Kirkcaldy - "'" >•'

AUCTION, without
M^

15,000 LlUes from Japan.

R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
1\-L AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, Kinj

Covent Garden, W.C, on FRIDAY, November

past 12 o'clock precisely,

including fine bulbs of Lili

bergianum, L. Leichtliiiii.L. japonicu

Street,

..., ., It half-

choi'ce LILIES from Japan,
• L. Thuii-

itioui, uLiie, ^,...,^^ ^...vo . .„ be Sold in Cases as imported ;

variety of Ei.glish-grown Lilies, Bulbs from Holland, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, nd Catalogues had.

Auction Mart, Tokenliouse Yard, E.C.

GRE.\T UNRESERVED SALE of DU ICH BULBS, con-

sisting of Hyacinths for glasses. Tulips. Crocus, Sc.
;

also

some fine clumps of LILY of ihe VALLEY. SPIR.t-A

TAPONICA and DIELYTRA SPECTABILIS. Lotted

to suit the Trade and Private Buyers. ,„„„,,,
MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS

will SELL the above by AUCTION, at the Mart, on

MONDAY NEXT, at half.past 11 o'clock precisely.

Catalogues had at the Mart, and of the Auctioneers, tLC,

98, Gracechurch Street, E.C.

LougMon, Essex, E.

Fifty minutes' ride from the City by train, and Eight minutes'

walk from the Station.

THREE DAYS' SALE of unusually well-grown NURSERY
STOCK, in line condition for removal.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed by Mr. William Paul to SELL by

AUCTION, on the Premises, the Sale Nursery, Loughl

TUESDAY, Ni "

'
' " ^ '''"

SELL by
the Nursery,

• West Wickham, Kent, 3 miles from the

and Bromley Stations, on SATURDAY, Novem-

u=, .0 .^ .- for half-past 12 o'clock precisely, a large quantity

of beautifully-grown NURSERY STOCK, including a con-

siderable number of fine Border Shrubs, common andJortugal

Laurels, 1500 Holli

Beckei

Conifer; id Evergreens, 13,000 Spanish

v,nesiiiui3, together with a quantity of clean-grown Fruit

Trees, a capital assortment of Standard Ornamental Trees, &c.

May be viewed any d.ay prior to the Sale. Catalogues may

be had on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 98, Grace-

church Street, City, E.C, and Leytonstone, E.

Lucrative

Bagshot, Surrey.

POSTPONEMENT of SALE from NOVEMBER 13

to NOVEMBER 20.

SALE of a VALUABLE LEASEHOLD NURSERY.
Important to those desirous of embarking into

"^

Business.

ESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
e instructed by the Mortgagee to SELL by AUC-

TION, without reserve, at the Mart, Tokenhouse Yard, City,

E C on MOND.-iY. November 20, at i for 2 o Clock precisely

the valuable LEASE (ten years from Christmas next) and

(300DWILL of the celebrated AMERICAN NURSERY,
known also as Baker's Nursery, Wmdlesham, near Bagshot,

Surrey,a.id about i mile from the Sunningdale Station. The

Property comprises 25 Acres of fine Nursery Land, together

PARTNER WANTED, with about ^300
to join Advertiser in the Florist Business ; or NURS'ER\

to LET, 7 Miles from London ; Houses all New, Built an-

Heated on the most improved principles, well stocked, and u

good Working Order. Rent very low. long Lease to run.

T. G., Gardeners Chronute Office, W.C.

WANTED, to PURCHASE or RENT
Two or Three GLASS-HOUSES, with about half a

Acre of LAND and DWELLING HOUSE attached. Midl.n,
or populous district.

W. R., Rose Villa, Tanshelf, Pontefract, Yorkshire.

Bridgwater, Somerset.
To NURSERYMEN, SEEDSMEN, and OTHERS

TO BE SOLD, by PRIVATE CONTRACT
an excellent NURSERY and SEED BUSINESS, wbiij

for many years was successfully carried on by Mr. Ambry,
Dyer. The land is about 25 Acres in extent. There are th

usual Greenhouses, Forcing-houses, Pits, and other appliance

necessary for the carrying on of a lucrative business.

The rental is moderate. The land is well stocked in ever

respect, and is situate in the above seaport town. Possessio

may be had at once.

For terms apply to Mr. AMBROSE DYER, Poplar VilL.

Wembdon Road, Bridgwater.

M^

luable

,11 the
cultivation,

including

English

. _ _.,tal Trees, Standard

lected Standard, Dwarf, and

^ _ following day

for
^1"

o'clock precisely each day. a portion of the v

NURSERY STOCK, comprising in large quantr—
choicest and best Evergreens and Conifera: m
lotted to suit the Trade and Private Buyers, .

fine Hybrid and Pontica Rhododendrons, Gold an

Hollies, choice Piceas, Pinus, Thujas, Cedrus Deodai

bas, Laurustinus, Box, Privet, a magnificent stock of Li

Colchic, and common Laurels : very handsome V- —
Elms, Weeping Willows, and other Oi

' ""

and D%varf Fruit Trees,

Climbing Roses.
. „ , ^ , 1.

Mav be vieu'ed the day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be

had on the Premises of Mr. PIGGOTT. and of the Auctioneers

and Estate Agents, 98, Gracechurch Street, E.C, and Leyton-

stone^E^

City Auction Rooms, 38 and 39, Graceoliurcli St., E.C.

IMPORTANT SALE of a FIRST-CLASS COLLECTION
of DUTCH BULBS, a superb assortment of 400 handsome

Standard Divarf, and other ROSF.S of fine growth,

selected FRUIT TREES, CONIFER,*, and EVER-
GREEN SHRUBS, Hardy AMERICAN PLANTS. &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION the above, .at the City

Auction Rooms, E.G., on WEDNESDAY, November 15, at

half-past 12 o'clock precisely.

On view the morning of Sale. Catalogues had at the Rooms,

and of the Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch Street, E.G., and

Leytonstone, E. ^_^

i-roomed Dwelling-house, and

ings standing thereon. Early possession

The Purchaser of the Lease

the beautifully-grov

at the Auction Sa
ferred, may take the whole or part at a v:

May be viewed. Particulars may

p'lete Trade Build-

Id be arranged.

.11 have the option of buying

NURSERY STOCK and UTENSILS
held in DECEMBER; or, if pre-

the

i and Valu

M
Wood Engra'rtng.

R. W. G. SMITH, Artist an.
Engraver on Wood, 15, Mildmay Grove, London, ^

ASPARAGUS, good Forcing, for Sale, a
is. per 100. To the Trade on application.

JOSEPH COOPER, Belfour Cottage, Fulham Fields, SW.

Porter's Excelsior Potatos.

WILLIAM SMITH and SON offer .

limited quantity of the above Stock, perfectly try
applic -Aberdeen, N.B.

PICOTEES and CARN ATI ONS.-^
superior collection, received Prizes in Paris and c

where ; Yellow Grounds, Selfs, and Bizarres. All at model
prices. CATALOGUES forwarded on demand.

Messrs. BAUDRY et HAMEL, PrSsle Convent, Avranc
Manche, France.

M^

Bamet. Herts.

Within Ten minutes' walk of the High B.arnet Station, G.N.R.

IMPORTANT TRADE SALE of some thousands ofunusually

well grown winter-blooming HEATHS, profusely set

with bloom-buds and fit for immediate Sale, comprising

3000 Hyemalis, thickly set, 2500 Autumn and Spring

Bagshot.

FIVE DAYS' UNRESERVED SALE of beautifully grown
NURSERY STOCK.

ESSRS PROTHEROE and MORRIS
ill SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Heath-

de Nursery, Bagshot, three miles from Farnborough Station,

on MONDAY, November 20, and Four following day,

12 o'clock precisely, by order of thi

Company, a large portion of the

comprising 12,000 named and v "
1

. ' Tr_ii:— -'0 4 feet; 50,000 Laurel:

table for Christmas Ti

__ therside Nursery
NURSERY STOCK,

named and Pontica Rliododendi

egated and green Hollies, 1

,000 Spruce and Seedling Firs, 1

Borde: Shrubs ; to.ooo S'tandard and D
i. a large quantity of Heaths,

medas, &c.
. „ , ^ \. a ^

Mav be viewed any day prior. Catalogues may be had on

the Pfemises, at the Seed Warehouse, CJueen Victoria Street,

E.C. and of the Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch Street, EC.
N B Vans to convey intending Purchasers at Farnborough

Station at 11. 11, leaving Waterloo at 9.45.

To Nurserymen.

FOR SALE, 30 Bushels of good SPANI.Sl
CHESTNUTS, 4s, 6</. per bushel ; also some medin

sized RASPBERRY CANES, viz., F.astolf, Red Anlwci
Semper Fidelis, 7^. per 100, or ^.-^ per tooo.

r. SHARPE. Market Gardener, Knowle Hill, Chertsc
Surrey .

SEAKALE for Forcing, fine strong Head
sample too, free on rail, Edinburgh, on receipt of 12^

Trade price on application. Also 30 tons of DALMAHL'
POTATOS, grown on lea, free of disease.

J. S. STEWART, Bangholm Cottage, Edinburgh.

WAND J. BROWN have a few thousand
• SPRUCE to Dispose of, iK to jK feet.~ " i, Stamford.

E

arge500 Wil:

a pallida, caffra. intermedia, jub

reeerminans, and others ; 250 prettily-grown Hedai

tulipifera ; also Pha:nocoma Barnesii, Boronia serru

Dracophyllum gracile, Eriostemon, Chorozema, and Acaci;

in variety ; 150 Aphelexis rupestris splende

somely-grown Epacris. well set ; and numero

New Holland plants, togeth.

Cooperii and ferrea. Solaiii

indica rubra, 700 Tea and other Roses in pots. &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
are instructed by Messrs. William Cutbush & Son to

SELL the above attractive Stock by AUCTION, r- •--

Premises, the Barnet Nurseries, ou FRIDAY, Novembe
II for 12 o'clock precisely.

May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may
be had on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers,

8, Gracechurch Street, London, E.C.

Maiden and Norblton, Surrey.

EXTENSIVE CLEARANCE of VALUABLE NURSERY
STOCK.

By order of the Executrix, without reserve.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed by the Executrix of the late Mr. John

Collings to SELL by AUCTION, without reserve, on the

Premises, the Nurseries Norbitoii, Surrey, and the

Nursery, Maiden Road, Kingston, Surrey, on MONDAY,
November 27, and Five following days, -'

precisely each day, the whole of the va

STOCK, extending over 20 acres — -< "-

vits. 30,000 Cupressus of sorts.

Laurels, 10,000 Red Cedars, 30.oo<

5000 Laurustinus, 20.000 Piceas,

RetinosfO .«, 15.000 Aucubas, a

Conifera: and Evergreen Shrubs

variety, many thousands of we
including loo.ooo Limes ; r'""

'"

Scarlet and Horse Chestnut

> Hollie

Clock
liuable NURSERY

. and including 30,000 Arbor-

40,000 Spruci

J Retinospor.as,

30.000 Pinus 01 sorts, 30,000

nd thousands of other choice

; 20,000 Fruit Trees in great

jll-grown Ornamental Trees,

o immense quantities of Mapk'
Planes, Elms, Acat

'

,s, &c. : also

1 of 250,000
siderable number of Decidi

of Standard and Dwarf Roses,

Herbaceous Plants.
, u , .l

Mav be viewed prior to sale. Catalogues may be had at the

several Nurseries of Mr. COLLINGS, Builder, Norblton, and

of Messrs. PROTHEROE and MORRIS, 98, Gracechurch

Street, E C, and Leytonstone, E. i.„,„r
N B The vahuable FREEHOLD LAND to be SOLD for

Building purposes. Particulars and price may be obtained of

Me; . PROTHEROE and MORRIS.

DWARD TAYLOR, Nurseryman
Malton, Yorkshire, has to offer the following :—

:

SCILLA SIB I RICA, 6s. per 100, 50J. per 1000. I

LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM RUBRUM and ROSEUM
fine roots, 6j, per dozen.

SEAKALE, extra strong Forcing, am'
ASPARAGUS ROOTS : POTATOS, Myatt's Prolifi

Kidney and Paterson's Victoria. Fine samples for Plantinj

Prices on application to

Messrs. J. and G. McHATTIE, Seed Merchants, Chester.

To tbe Trade.

LAURUSTINUS, 2 feet, beautifully se

with buds, bushy and well rooted, 255. per 100 o

Midland Railway.

J. MORSE, Nurseryman, Dursley, Gloucestershire.

Vines, Vines, Vines.

S. WILLIAMS begs to announce that hi

GRAPE VINES this year are unusually fine, an

« rFady for distribution.
- - e Bulb Catalogue.

Upper Holloway. London, N

B.

T ARCH, li to ; feet, 20s. per 1000 ; Scotch
OAK, 5 to I'i feet. 2'

^'A<.

AUSTRIAN PINE, i foot,

j. JACKSON. Nursery, KidderminsI

Hyaclntns and other Bulbs for Forcing.

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS and SPRING FLO\VERIN<
PLANTS for SPRING GARDENING.

PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGU).
of the best Bulbs and Plants for above purposes^ posA^

free. Prices imder any of the leading houses for Bulbs, &'

the same quality. Collections of Bulbs for forcing, '
2 IS. ; do. for pUiiuing,

plants. loj. 6d. and
WM. CLIBRAN ;

do. of spring flowcr^'j

SON, Oldfield Nursery, Altrinchai^.
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lid be obtained as soon as possible. This can only

(T many horticulturists in their several districts. The
offers" of co-operation from many districts, but we
As soon as the debenture debt haa been settled

e' Commissioners, the lease of South Ken^-ino'ton

Eind nil will be ready for a fresh start, with, I hope

of Fellows payinu; guinea subscriptions, and with

paying four guineas.

at present be stated as accruing to the guinea Fel-

all the Society's shows in London and in the

Rxhibitions of Fruit and Flowers held at the

ags, and daily admission to the Chiswick Gardens

subscriptions of not less than four guineas, will

,, admitting their head gardeners to all the Society's

avy charge of South Kensington (and the guinea

play until we are free), the Society will have only

and to provide for shows and Comuiittee meetings,

rton ; otherwise, in the neighbourhood. The great

iporting.

i new national Horticultural Society we should lose

s and the charter, both of which are of considerable

oiations, which have still weight with not a few.

dance with our national habits to amend, and adapt

requirements; to prune and graft, rather than to

re than any other members of the community to

oped that they will give this movement the benefit

oe.

irdening ; they could give powerful help.

i paper to answer the questions most likely to arise,

J for any remissness in answering letters which pres-

use.

the Committee and the reconstituted Society are

the forms below, and for the present to address to me
lecessary to state that joining such a large General

igle purpose, involves neither attendance, nor expense,

Ilea Fellowship subscription (which it is requested

led for), and the speaking to friends when the oppor-

GEOEGE F. WILSON, F.R.S.

le yuu to add my name to \t/ie List uf Fellows of the

vhen relieved fro^n its present incumhrance.<, pai/imj an
fuinea, upon the uuclerstandiny that I ineur no further

mame being placed on the List of the Committee now
ing a laige accession of Fellows at the same rate of

Date_

rbank, Wevbridge.

obJGotlon to joining tlie Coraraitt'^'



Gardener's Csrootcle, 11th Novemll^lH

Those tvho care for their Garde',
,
o

Vegetables, or Fruit, are requested i re

ing extract from the ' Times '
:—

' THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAl|0C
' TO THE EDITOR OP THE " TI

' Sir,—Aa many of your readers are fond o
for space to tell them of a horticultural nioveme
Few realise how much they owe to the Royal
Scientilic Committee is now the recognised authoi
with plant life, disease, and plagues, and does muc
Fruit and Floral Committees examine new frui;

work which can only be done by a great central

immediately published by means of the gardenifj
with respect and acted upon all through the count
at Chiswick, flowers, fruit, and vegetables are gro

and judged by the highest authorities, and trouL
The Society has not prospered ; for this, old ai

blamed, the Royal Commission, individuals, but t .

is that the majority of the Fellows have cared litl f

the Society. It is proposed to correct this Unuatu '

stitute the Society so as to make it consist of i'atri

from long association, and those who, for the h
subscriptions of not less than four guineas, and n ,

their gardens all over the kingdom, who will bee le I'

subscriptions. A Committee is being formed, inti led

influential one, including all classes, from the highi don

purpose of bringing in suitable guinea subscriber lis

horticulturists in the country have abeady joined is C<

has been raised whether guinea subscriptions wc \ ti

the Society'. I can now state, from actual experii it, ti

they will do so. The Committee having asked i, in

work the matter, I have done so. While writing r "

of many of the best known horticulturists in th

ment easily within my own compass, and yet om
give a conclusive practical fact, and which might 1 -,.

districts. I am trying how many owners of gardei wiiii

show that they value them enough to give a guinc tubs

science which improves them. I begin with thosi f 111'

my immediate neighbours. Almost all round here _
oea

'

of those who did not join passed the paper on to li y tii

only joined but gave the names of several friends om

From what I have seen and heard, I am certain l«t t

will combine and work together, we can easily get K)0(

out much difficulty double this number, and then ^ pn ti

increase indefinitely. The guinea subscription, 1 f
« i

bought very little of. If any of your readers w jcoii

and will communicate with me, I shall be glad to Iwip

lOr joining the Society," which I have found usef I I'f

ought to state that, having served eight years c Ithe

been for a longer time a member of the Scienti land

the Floral, Committee, I have had means of knowi i the

requirements of the Society.
' I am, Sir, your most obedie: Sen

' Heatherbank, SVeybridge Heath, Oct. 10.'

It is hoped that some renders may be induced to
j

its aim the promotion of Horticultural Science, and tl

lated among gardening friends. It is most desirable tl
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pABBAGE PLANTS, SEEDS, ROOTS,&c.,
V^ of all kinds, for the Fann or Garden. " Gee's superior
Bedfordshire-grown Plants and Seeds have attained much
celebrity:" vide Bedford Mercury, July 29, 1876. "The
soils of the district ofifer facilities enjoyed at few places for

bringing away plants, &c., and under the skill and perse-
verance of Mr. F. Gee they are turned to good account;"
vide Agricultural Gazette, July 31, 1876. See other opinions
of the Press, also a Treatise on the Cabbage. CATA-
LOGUES, lowest prices, &c., on application to FREDERICK
GEE, Seed and Plant Grower. &c., Biggleswade. Beds.

ILIUM A"1J^R"~A T U M . —
Sound Bulbs, that will in all probability have from

5 to 30 flowers next year, at 12^, to 60^. per dozen. These
have been grown from seed and scales in this Nursery, and
are far more satisfactory than imported bulbs.
ANTHONY WATERER. Knap Hill Nursery, Woking,

Surrey.

Grape Vines.

MESSRS. OSBORN and SONS possess
this season an unusually fine Stock of thoroughly

hctlthy. stout, well-ripened. FRQITING and PLANTING
CANES, of the best varieties in cultivation, including Novelties
of established good repute.

A Descriptive Priced CATALOGUE, inclusive of Fruits

generally, furnished free on appli

The Nu ,
Kulham, London, S.W.

To Gentlemen Planting.

LARCH, I to li foot, lA to 2i feet, 2 to 3 feet,
stout, healthy, and well-rooted ; CORSICAN PINE,

l'^ to 2 feet, 2 to \ feet, thrice transplanted : also AUSTRIAN
PINE. LAURELS. PRIVET. &c.

PRICE LLST on .application.

J. J. MARRIOTT. Mellish Road. Walsall,
"

Special Trade Offer.

SEAKALE, strong, fit for Forcing, 50J. per
1000. 6i. per ICO : very fine for Planting. 25X. per 1000, 31.

per 100. MANETTI STOCKS, 100.000, from Cuttings, i-yr.,

very fine, yas. per 1000, ;^I2 loi. per 10,000. Remittance must
accompany all orders, otherwise will not be taken notice of.

,
RICHARD LOCKE. Red Hill. Surrey.

OT VINES.—The long Muscat House at
Garslon is now in full bearing, and strong Fruiting Canes

of this and other varieties are now ready for sending out. The
' Trade supplied.

I COWAN PATENTS COMPANY (Lijiited), The Vine-

I

yard, Garston. near Liverpool.

Fansles and Violas. Bedding.

THOMAS S. WARE'S AUTUMN
CATALOGUE of the above, including Carnations,

Picotees. Pinks, P^eonies. Phloxes, Delphiniums, Roses, and
I others, for Immediate Planting, is now ready, free upon

appli

Hale Farm Ni Tottenham. London.

Lapagerla alba (true).

MESSRS. THOMAS CRIPPS and SON
have a few healthy, well-established Plants of the

above to olfer. some of which are showing bloom, in 5-in. to

lo-m. pots. Price, three, five, seven, to twelve gumeas each.

Usual trade discount.
Tunbridge Wells Nurseries. Kent.

OLLIES and RHODODENDRONS.—
Holly, common, 12 to 16 inches, \^s. per 100 ; ditto,

iI'Jt0 2feel, 30J. per 100 : Rhododendrons, Hybrid, 6 to 9 in.,

jol. per 100. Also a large quantity of other NURSERY
STOCK, in e.NCellcnt condition for removal, CATALOGUES

Notice.

EDMUND PHILIP DIXON'S CATA-
LOGUE of ROSES, FRUIT, FOREST and ORNA-

MENTAL TREES, DECIDUOUS and EVERGREEN
SHRUBS, STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, &c., is

now ready, and will be forwarded, post-free, on application.

The Nurseries. Hull.

ILLIAM ABRAHAM, Fort Prospect
Nursery. Limerick, has to offer the following :

—
LAURUSTINUS, 9 inches, 6s. ; 15 inches, 71. ; iS inches.

char
nche; . id.

I for packing.

CATALOGUES. — His Excellency Pierre
Wolkenstein will feel greatly obliged if Nurserymen and

Seedsmen will kindly send mm their Catalogues. They should
be forwarded (by post) to

S. E. PIERRE WOLKENSTEIN, Secretaire de la Societe
Imperiale d'Horticulture de Russie, St. Petersburg.

To the Trade.

JOHN PERKINS and SON beg to offer
O the following :—
APPLES, St.andard, strong, s to 6 feet stems, 60s. per 100.

PLUMS, Standard, strong. 5 to 6 feet stems, 60s. per 100.

„ maiden, Victoria and Diamond, 35s. per 100.

52, Market Square, Northampton.

SEAKALE, for Forcing—largest Roots in the
Trade—90s. per 1000 : many Acres for Sale, Agood, fair,

second-size Kale for Forcing, at 70s. per 1000. ASPARAGUS
for Forcing and Planting, price on application. Also RHU-
BARB of all varieties.

ALFRED ATWOOD, Market Gardener, Manor Farm,
Bromley, Middlesex.
A Remittance to accompany all Orders, and addressed

5, Simpson Street, High Street, Battersea, S.W.

WING AND COMPANY'S ROSE LIST
for AUTUMN, 1876. with very full descriptions of all

the best new and old sorts, is now ready, and may be had free.

Their LIST of FRUIT TREES. ORNAMENTAL TREES,
CONIFERS, EVERGREENS, CLEMATIS, &c.. is in

preparation, and will shortly be ready.
Royal Norfolk Nurseries, Eaton, Norwich.

OR DISPOSAL.— 1000 PINUS AUS-
TRIACA. 4 to S feet, beautifully furnished, and will

move with good balls; 2000 SPRUCE FIRS. 2 to 4 feet,

feathered to the ground, suitable for Christmas Trees. Also a
fine lot of SILVER FIR, SCOTCH FIR, and PICEA
BALSAMEA, 4 to 8 feet.

E. TANNER, Plant Merchant, Groombridge, Sussex.

Planting Season.

E BURGESS begs to offer the following :—
• Stiong Standard, Pyramid, and Dwarf-trained FRUIT

TREES, ROSES, F.vergreen and Deciduous Flowering
SHRUBS, English OAK, ELMS, and LIMES, up to 10 feet.
Larch and Spruce FIRS, and a general NURSERY STOCK.
Prices on application.

The Nurseries. London Road. Cheltenham.

Public Notice.—Fruit Trees.
For Information upon the Planting. Pruning, and general

Management of Fruit Trees, see

r
SCOTT'S ORCHARDIST—3J. 6</. free.

• Every description of Nursery Stock grown largely.

J. SCOTT, The Nurseries, Merriott, Somerset.

SEAKALE for Sale.—Good Forcing, gj. per
too; extra large, los. 6ii. per 100 : Planting. 5s. per too.

Also Matyear's Early Red RHUBARB, for Forcing and
Planting, the finest yet out. Post-office order or cheque to
accompany all orders from imknown correspondents. Price to
the Trade on applicali m to

J. COOPER. Market G.irdencr, &c., Balfour Cottage, and
Norman Lane, Fulh.im. S.W.

Eltbam Nursery, Kent, S.E.
One Mile from Eltham Station. Loop Line ; Two Miles from

Blackheath, North Kent.

THIRTY ACRES of well-grown NURSERY
STOCK, comprising Specimen CONIFERS and EVER-

GREENS, .all sizes : St.andard ROSES, FRUIT TREES. &c.
Gentlemen who intend planting this season are invited to

come and select for themselves.—JAMES W. TODMAN.

BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS,
FOR WINTER AND SPRING.

r^A-l- £.isy OF CULTi-RE, CARRIAGE EREE.

Choice Collections of Flower Roots,

Arranged /or v.irious sized Gardens for Winter
and Spring Blooming.

No. 1. A complete Collection for Spring Flowering In C s. d.

open ground ., .. .. .. ..220
No. 2. A complete Collection, in quAntities, propor-

tionately reduced .. .. .. .. I I o
No. ^. A complete Collection, in quantities, propor-

tionately reduced o 10 6

No. 4. A complete Collection, in quantities, propor-
tionately reduced 050

No. 5. A complete Collection for Winter and Spring
Flowering in Pots and Glasses .. ..220

No. 6. A complete Collection, in quantities, propor-
tionately reduced .

.

.

.

. . . . i r o

No. 7. A complete Collection, in quantities, propor-
tionately reduced o 10 6

No. 8. A complete Collection for Window Decoration 110
No. 9. A complete Collection for Window Decoration o 10 6

No. I©. A complete Collection for Summer and Au-
tumn Flowering in the open ground , . x 10

No. 1 1. A complete Collection, in quantities, propor-
tionately reduced .. .. .. . . o 10 6

All Collections valiw -zis. attd ufnvards Carriage Free to any
Railway Station in England.

Priced Descriptive Lists Gratis and post-free.

ROYAL HERKS SEED ESTABLISHMENT,
READING.

VINES, VINES, VINES.—Planting and
Fruiting Canes of the undernamed varieties. 2J. 6d. to

5^. each :—Buckland Sweetwater. Black Alicante, Black
Hamburgh, Dr. Hogg, Foster's Seedling, Gros Colman, Lady
Downes. Muscat of Alexandria. Madresfield Court, Royal
Muscadine, Waltham Cross, West's St. Peter's. Black Prince,
Mrs. Pince. Strong Fruiting Canes of Pearson's Golden Queen
and Venn's Black Muscat, los. 6d. to 15.T. each.

WILLIAM CLIBRAN and SON, Oldfield Nursery,
Altrincham.

AMARYLLIS.—Splendid exhibition varie-
ties, from a most reputed Amateur's Collection in

Belgium, having been awarded numerous First Prizes at all the

principal Belgian and Foreign Shows. A few hundred extra-

sized Flowering Bulbs are offered at the following low prices,

viz. :

—

12 very fine large bulbs, 40s.

'i, ,:. •:, i\r
—including many varieties of RTeat value. Please order at

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT'S Nursery, Ledeberg, Ghent,
Belgium.

Quarter of an Acre of CliTysantheniuinB In flower,
FOR TE.STING

H CANNELL begs to say that he has the
• largest collection and stock in Europe, either as

Established Plants or Cuttings, by post, and supplied at the

very lowest price consistent with quality and correctness.

Nine new and choice varieties—Miss Wheeler, Lilac Gem,
Golden Madame Domage, Mrs. C. Glover, Maroon Model,
Mrs. Purnell. Purple King. Golden Thread and Cossack—post
and package free, is. each, or the nine for 7^. 6d.

For every necessary information on the Chrysanthemum see

H. C.'s illustrated SPECIAL LIST, which fully describes 370
varieties, and the best and shortest treatise on their growth ever

written, and other invaluable information, sent post-free.

One Hundred splendid varieties for /i, H. C.'s selection.

H. CANNELL, Swanley, Kent.

DICK RADCLYFFE AND CO. have every
SUNDRY for the Wholesale Trade :—Bouquet Papers,

Wreaths, Crosses, Dried Flowers, Bleached and Coloured
Grasses, Cape Flowers, Gnaphaliums, Metal Wreaths, Raffia,

Labels, Flower-sticks, Fern Cases, Aquariums. Virgin Cork,
flyacinth Glasses. List on application, which every buyer
should see and compare before ordering elsewhere.

138 and 129. High Holborn. London. W.C.

OOSEBERRIES and CURRANTS, fine
2yr. old—Ashton Red, Whitesmith, Crown Bob. Iron-

monger. &c., I2J. per 100. 8oi. per 1000. RED CURRANTS,
Victoria, large, 20^. per 100. i6os. per 1000.
POTATOS. splendid seed. Myatt's Ashleaf Kidney, jCi

per ton : Rivers' Royal Ashleaf, .^8 per ton.

SEAKALE. strong 2-yr. old. its. per 100. 361. per 1000.

HENRY MAY. Ihe Hope Nurseries. Bedale, Yorkshire.

Cherry Trees for Sale.

MESSRS. J. THOMAS and SON have to
otfer 7000 fine, strong, and clean grown Standard

CHERRY TREES : also a large stock of Standard and
Pyramid PLUM, PEAR. APPLE, and WALNUT TREES :

trained PEACH TREES and FRUIT BUSHES ; Drumhead
and other CABBAGE PLANTS. &c Prices on application at
the Nur.sery, Rodmersham, Siitingbourne. Kent.

ITrEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
>» Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS;

also Plants of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of
different colours : AURICULAS, both Single and Double ; with
every sort of Early Spring Flowers. LIST on application.

Mr. WEBB. Calcot. Reading.

EBIi'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS^
and other PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS.

LISTS of these varieties from Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

ILIUM AURATUM.—Fine established
Bulbs, (lowered for two seasons, is., is. bd.. 21. and

ns. (xi. each. Sample of two bulbs, postage (ni extra ; more
cannot be sent by post. One established bulb is worth six
imported. Price List of other Bulbs and Lilies on application.
Post-office orders payable at Fenchurch Street.

WILLIAM GORDON, Lily Bulb and Pl-aiit Importer,
10. Cullum Street. E.C.

Miscellaneous Bulbs and Tubers.
THOMAS S. WARE'S A.B.C. DESCRIP-

TIVE BULB GUIDE for 1876 is now ready, comprising
one of the largest Lists of miscellaneous Bulbs and Tubers
extant, including complete lists of Liliums, Narcissus. Iris,

&c., in addition to many species now offered for the first time ;

containing also a selection of spring flowering and other peren-
nials for autumn planting.

Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, London, N.

OWCROFT AND WATKINS (late
Charlwood & Cummins). Seedsmen, Covent Garden,

London, W.C. (Established more than half a century).
CATALOGUES of DUTCH BULBS, fta, are now ready,

and will be sent gratis and post-free on application.
Seeds carefully packed for exportation to all climates.

Prices upon application.

HODODEND RONS.
3-yr. SEEDLINGS.
4-yr. SEEDLINGS, fine.

6 to to inches, bushy. | 8 to 13 inches, bushy.
12 to iS inches, bushy.

For Price and Samples, apply to

HENRY FARNSWORTH. ,Matlock Bank. Derbyshire.

To Amateur Strawberry Growers.

THE AMATEUR'S COLLECTION of 120
strong, healthy RUNNERS, in 6 choice varieties, for

71. 6d. Price per score, is. 6d., or sent post-free at ^d. per
score extra. " HOW TO CROW STRAWBERRIES," 6'Ad.
The '• EUREKA" POST BO.X (assorted sizes). 6s. per doz.;

a MODEL and PATTERN. i,d. Testimonials i stamp.
W. LOVEL. Weaverthorpe, York.

Wonersh Nursery, near GuUdford, Surrey.

MESSRS. VIKGO AND SON can now
supply to Gentlemen. Nurserymen. Florists, and

Others, a large quantityof SHRUBS. DECIDUOUS FOREST
and FRUIT TREES of all kinds, including Hazel, Beech,
Spanish and Horse Chestnuts, Ozier and other Withies, Alder,
Hornbeam, lo to 13 feet. Sycamore. Limes, double pink Thorns,
Larch, Spruce and Scotch l-ir, Y'ews, Portugal Laurel, 5000
common Laurel. 3 to 4 feet, and bushy ; 10,000 Standard and
Dwarf Roses, 500.000 3-yr. transplanted Quick. 500.000 2-yr.
and 3-yr. old seedling do. , &c. ; and other sorts too numerous

A large' stock of Robinson's DRUMHEAD CABBAGE
PLANTS, at 3s. per 1000.

CATALOGUES with prices on application.

P E C I M E N POT ROSES
for Exhibiting or Forcing.

Established in 8-inch pots, Perpetuals. all the best sorts.

It may be well surmised that the above plants are unequalled,
when Henrv Mav has been awarded every First Prize for the
last two seasons at the Great Yorkshire Gala, at York, and the
Giirdctiers' ChronUU in reporting says the plants are " un-
equalled in the provinces."

12 fine kinds, in good variety .. 36s.

50 .. „ ,, ,. I20f.

12 Tea-scented, in 6-inch pots, fine 24s.

100 Hybrid Perpetuals. from the open ground, dwarfs, \os,

CATALOGUES of the above free on application to

HENRY MAY, The Hope Nurseries, Bedale, Yorkshire.

M.^C.^jbNGKINDT CONINCK begs
• to offer the following PLANTS and FLOWER
ROOTS :-

AQUILEGIA COSRULEA, guaranteed true, all grown in

pots, i,2 per 100.

BIOTA ORIENT.\LIS. i-yr. seedlings, 33J. \d. per 10,000.

CANARINA CAMPANULATA, Ci tor. per 100.

CAMPANULA GRANDIFLORA, FL. CCERULEA, its. id.

DELPHINIUM NUDICAULE, £2 ti. id. per 100.

RHEXIA VIRGINICA, {.i 131. i,d. per 100.

YUCCA ANGUSTI FOLIA, strong, 2-yr. seedlings, {,^a 171.

CRYPTOMERIA JAPONICA, 2->t. seedlings, 581. i,d. per

THUJA OCCIDENTALIS. 2-yr. seedlings. 50J. per ro.ooo.

APPLES, strong, 2-yr., palmettos and pyramids, 41s. 8(f. per
100. i;i8 151. per looo.

Tottenham Nurseries, Dedemsvaart, near Zwolle, Netherlands,
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ThuJopslB boreall's aurea variegata,

or BAGSHOTTHUJOPSIS.

JOHN WATERER and SONS, American
Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey, are now sendine out the

above New Plant, price 21J. each. The usual discount to the

Trade. ,
eS" This is one of the finest plants in cuUlvation ; it is as tree

as the ordinary Thujopsis, and the variegation constant

and good. ^_
Thujopsis borealis aurea variegata.

THE CERTIFICATED VARIETY.

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot, Surrey,

raised this plant (he received a First-class Certificate,

Royal Horticultural Society, February 14, 1872), and is now
sending it out at \os. 6d. and 21J. each.

53r This is one of those fine Plants which must not be con-

founded with any Uitccrtiftcattd varieties bearing the same

DOWNIE AND LAIRD, Royal Winter
Gardens, Edinbureh. are now Booking Orders for Dwarf

ROSES, the finest in cultivation, at 9s. per dozen (selection

left to D. &L.): also HOLLYHOCKS, best sorts. i8i. and 24^.

per dozen-to the Trade at /s per roo : PHLOXES, finesi

early, 6i. and 125 per dozen ; do., late, ks. and I2J. per dozen :

PENTSTEMONS. finest. 6s. and 12s. per dozen.

VIOLETS.—Single Blue Russian, strong
clumps, 3S. per dozen, 20s. per roo ; Le Crimean, The

Czar, The Queen, Marie Louise, Devoniensis, &c., strong roots,

/LS. per dozen. 25s. per too.

EDWARD TAYLOR, Nurseryman, Malton, Yorkshire.

Cabbage Plants, Cabbage Plants.

MESSRS. VIRGO AND SON can now
supply, in any quantities, the following sorts :—Early

Battersea, Pollen's Nonpareil, and Enfield Market, at 3s. b,l.

per Tooo; Robinson's Drumhead, at 35. per 1000, all good,

strong, healthy plants, delivered on rail. Post-oflice Orders

must accompany all orders from unknown correspondents.

Wonersh Nursery, Guildford, Surrey.

ERANIUMS (Golden Bronze), in 4-inch
pots, dwarf and bushy, and good colour, in fine health,

viz, ;—Director, Dragon, Black Knight, Bookworm, Bruin,

Beauty. Marcia, Mildred, Her Majesty, Oban, Opal, General

Pompey, Spectre, Robinella, Kentish Hero, gj. per dozen. 50s

GERANIUMS (Double-flowered), in 12 vars. in 4-inch pots

fine bushy plants, at 9^. per dozen, or sor. per 100.

CAPTAIN RAIKES, rs. 61/. each, 12J. per dozen.

MADAME GLEVITZKY. scarlet Bavarian Geranium,
strong cut-down plants, will force freely, \s. 6d. each, gs. per

dozen. HENRY MAY, The Hope Nurseries, Bedale.

To tbe Trade —SandrlngUam Early Kidney Potato.

HAND F. SHARPE have secured a fine
• stock of the above excellent POTATO, which is

pronounced to be not only the earliest, but the most prolific,

and the finest quality in cultivation Being very short in the

haulm It is peculiarly adapted for forcing purposes. Price and
further particulars may be had on application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

ILLIAM IRELAND begs to offer t"he

following:—ELMS. English. Chiche-ster, and purple,

12 to 15 feet, at izi. per dozen : NORWAY MAPLES, 10 to

15 feet, 95. per dozen; LABURNUMS. Standards, with very

fine heads, gs. to 12J. per dozen ; AUCUBA JAPONICA, fine

bushy stuff, 30s. per loo ; LAUREL, common. 2 to 3 feet, i6s.

.per 100; PERNETTYA of sorts, 20s. per 100; LAURUS-
TINUS, good, 25s per 100: GUALTHERIA PROCUM-
BENS, 201- per too: COTONEASTER SYMONDSII, 105.

per 100: TREE BOX, of sorts, a to 3 feet, 301. per 100.

Special prices on application for large quantities.

WILLIAM IRELAND, Pilton Nurseries, Barnstaple.

BLACK ITALIAN POPLAR
CUTTINGS.—The above is the most profitable Timbtr

Tree that can be planted in common wet and boggy land,

where no other trees will succeed, making trees 30 yards high
in 20 years. Cuttings will root put in same as Willows at this

season of the year. Henrv May is prepared to furnish lar^e

quantities of either made Cuttings or Shoots, 5 to 6 feet long, as

under :—Cuttings, 12 inches, 8j. per 1000, £6 per 20,000 ;

Shoots, 5 to 6 feet long, and clean, without spray, at 10s,

per 1000, or ^Z per 20.000.

HENRY M\\, The Hope Nurseries, Bedale, Yorkshire.

EAUTIFUL TREES for IMMEDIATE
EFFECT in cold and exposed situations: they are all

often transplanted, standing 4 feet apart, feathered to the
ground, and almost as broad as high, with good roots and safe

to remove. They can be put in Railway truck free of cost,

and forwarded direct to any part :

—

AUSTRIAN PINE (Pinus austriaca), which is hardier than
the Scotch Fir, and does better on common land in high
latitudes, 6 to 7 feet high, bushy and fine roots. 55. eacli,

42i. per dozen : 4 to 5 feet high, do., 3s. 6d. each, 36s. per
dozen: 2% to 3 feet high, do., is. each, 8f. per dozen, 50J.

per loo.

ENGLISH SPRUCE FIR (beautiful trees), 4 to 5 feet, 31. 6d.

each, 241. per dozen : 3 to 4 feet, is. 6d. each, izs. per doz.;

2 to 23^ feet, 35. per dozen, 15s. per roo, £^ per 1000.
ENGLISH YEWS, 4 to 5 feet, and 3 feet across, cut to an

upnght habit — these are very large plants and safe to

remove— 7;. 61/. each, 6as. per dozen, ,^10 per 100.

AMERICAN ARBOR-VIT.E, 6 to 7 feet high, 31. 6d. each,
365. per dozen.

THUJA LOBBII, 5 to 6 feet high, 3s. 6rf. each, 361. per doz.
CEDRUS DEODARA, 4 feet high. 3 feet through, very fine,

ss. each. 50s. per dozen : 2 to 3 feet high, bushy and gootl
leads, 25. 61/. each, 245. per dozen.

BERBERIS DARWINII, 2 to 3 feet high, bushy, 3J. per
dozen, 205. per 100.

LARGE ORNAMIiNT.^L TREES for IMMEDI.\TE
EFFECT, all weU transplanted.

LIMES, very fine, 10 feet high, 2J. each, 18s. per dozen, £7
per 100 : 8 feet high, ij. 6d.f each, 12J. per dozen, ,£4 per
100 : 6 feet high, Zd. each, 65. per dozen, £,2 per 100.

WHITE BIRCH, very fine, 8 feet high, is. each, 8j. per doz.,
505. per 100

BLACK. ITALIAN POPLARS. 10 feet high, 2j. each, i8j.

per dozen, £6 per 100.

HOKSE CHESTNUTS, 7 feet high, qs. per doz., 50J. per 100.

BEECH, fine furnished trees. 4 to 5 feet high, 12s. per dozen,

SYCAMORE, fine furnished trees, 7 feet high, 6s. per dozen,
40s. per 100.

ENGLISH OAK. 4 to 5 feet high. 12J. per 100, 6oj. per tooo.
HENRY MAY. The Hope Nurseriea, Bedale, Yorkshire.

BULBS OF ALL KINDS.

NEW PLANT and'eULB COMPANY
Beg to inform their friends that their

CATALOGUE IS NOW READY,
And can be had, post-free, on application.

LION -WALK, COLCHESTER.

DANIELS BROS.'

CHOICE FLOWER ROOTS.
Our superbly Illustrated CATALOGUE of the

above is now ready, and may be had post-free by

all intending purchasers, on application.

HYACINTHS—Choice named, in splendid

variety, 6i., 91., i2j., i8j. and 24J. per dozen.

DAN I ELS BROS.' CHOICE
COLLECTIONS
6s. 6d., 12s. 6d., :

carriage free.

of FLOWER ROOTS,
|2j., 63J. and 84J. each.

DANIELS BROS.,
SEED GROWERS mid NURSERYMEN. The ROYAL

NORFOLK SEED ESTABLISHMENT,
NORWICH.

LILIUM AURATUM.—Large Importations
ate shortly expected from Japan, and Mr. WILLIAM

BULL is now Booking Orders for ihem by the dozen, hundred,
or thousand, at is., is. td., and ^s. each ; extra strong bulbs at

3j. 6ii. each.

As Mr. WILLIAM BULL annually imports many thousands
of Lilies direct from tlieir native habitats in various parts of the
world, he can supply all the choicest sorts at very moderate
prices. Good and varied selections can be made by Mr. W. B.

at i3j. , 30J., and 42J. per dozen.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road,
Chelsea, London, S.W.

AMPAS GRASS.—E.\tra strong Plants
from the open ground, will produce a dozen or raoic

flower-spikes each first year after planting, qs. per dozen.
TRITOMA UVARIA. strong. \s. per dozen.

WILLIAM ABRAHAM, Fort Prospect Nursery, Limerick.

HE PLANTING SEASON.— Cheap Offer.
—LAURELS, bushy, transplanted last season, 2 to 2%

feet, £,$ per 1000: 2% to ^% feet, £.7 per 1000; Portugal
Laurels, fine specimens, 3 to 3J^ feet, j^s per 100. VARIE-
GATED TREE BOX, 2 to 3 feet, 30^. per roo. SPRUCE
FIR, well furnished, 2 to 3 feet, 15J. per 100; 3 to 4 feet, 30J. per

100. AUSTRIAN PINE, well transplanted, 3 to 4 feet, 355.

per 100 ; 4 to 5 feet, 50s.. per 100. HORNBEAM, Terystrong,

3 to 5 feet, 40J. per 1000. LIMES, 7 to 8 feet, 50s. per 100 ; 8 to

9 feet, fine trees, 75J. per 100. PC)PLAR, Black Italian and
Lombardy. selected, 8 to 10 feet. 50s. per 100. HORSE
CHESNUTS, 7 to 8 feet, strong, 15.?. per 100. Put on rail for

A Priced CATALOGUE of General Nursery Stock 00
application.

R. TUCKER, The Nurseries, Faringdon, Berks.

SPRING FLOWERS, &c.—The undernamed
at IS. 6</. per d.^zen. lor. per 100: — Alyssum saxatile,

Iberis coriifolia. I. Tenoriana. Phlox frondosa and vema,
Primula seedlings assorted to colour, Sedum acre elegans, S.

acre aurea, glaucum or lividum ; Sempervivum tectorum and
californicum, Veronica incana ; Wallflowers, single, yellow,

red, and Harbinger, German double ditto—all very strong and
bushy. The following at is. per dozen, 5.1. per loo :—Arabis

albida ; red, white, .ind rose Daisies, double and single

Canterbury Bells. Sweet Williams, Myosotis dissitiflora,

sylvatica, sylvatica alba or rosea ; Polyanthuses, Silene pendula

compacta. Bedding Pansies at 2J. per dozen, t2S. per 100:

—

Blue King, Civeden Yellow, purple and blue Negress, or the

Tory. Violas, 2s. per dozen, 12s. per 100 :—Admiration. White
Bedder, Dickson's Queen, Grievei, Mulberry- Also, at is. 6rf.

per dozen, Ss. per 100 :—Blue Perfection, Golden Perpetual,

lutea grandifiora. Magnificent, cornuta alba. Fine named
Antirrhinums, Pentstemons, Pansies, Pinks or Phloxes, 3*. 6d.

per dozen. Carnations and Picotees, 6s. per dozen. Delphi-

niums, Potenlillas, Pyrethrums or Pxonies, good named sorts,

gs. per dozen. Clematis, t.2S. per dozen. Fine border Hya-
cinths, 3J, per dozen, 201. per 100. Tulips, to name, is., is. 6(/.,

and -25. per dozen; 6s., gs. and 12s. per 100. Crocus, if. 6*/.,

2s. 6d., and 3^. per 100—all best for spring bloom. Twelve fine

Hyacinths, for pots or glasses. 55. 6d. ; 50 for 20s. For names

and other particulars of any of above, see AUTUMN LIST.
WILLIAM CLIBRAN and SON, Oldfield Nursery,

Altrincham,

Special Ofl^r to the Trade.

MESSRS. R. AND A. MORRISON
Nurserymen. Elgin, beg to offer the following Stocks

at prices worthy the attention of the Trade ;

—

ARBOR-VIT.E, American. 2-yr. seedlings, 15^. per 1000 ; 2-yr.,

i-yr. , fine for stocks, aar. per looo ; 2-yr., 2-yr., 251.

MAHONIA AQUIFOLIUM, i-yr. seedlings, zs. 6.1 per

1000 : i}^ to 2 feet. 35s. per 1000.

DAPHNE LAUREOLA, i-yr. seedlings, 20s. per looo; 2-yr.

seedlings, js^. per 1000.

JUNIPER, common, 2-Yr., 2-yr., fine for stocks. 20s. per 1000.

ASH, 2-yr. seedlings, 2s. per 1000: 3-yr. seedlings, 3J. per

1000 ; 2 to 3 feet, transplanted, 15^. per 1000.

„ Mountain, i to 2 feet, 12^. 6d. per 1000.

ELM, Scotch, 4 to <; feet, 25s. per 1000.

LARCH, I-yr. seedlings, £6 los. to £7 los. per loo.ooo.

SPRUCE, Norway, i-yr. seedlings, ^4 ids. per 100,000; 2-yr.

seedlings, £'i per 100,000 ; 12 to i8 inches, los. per 1000.

POPLARS, of sorts, 3 to 4 feet, 30^. per low ; 4 to 6 feet, 50s-

CHESTNUTS, Horse, 5 to 8 feet, 501. per 1000. [1000.

LARCH, i-yr., 2-yr., 20s. per looq ; 2-yr., a-yr., aai. 6d^. per

PINUS AUSTRIACA, 2-yr., i-yr., 6s. per looo; 2 to 3 feet,

,, CEMBRA, 3 to 4 feet, furnished, los. per 100.

,. MONTANA, 2-yr., i-yr., 6s. per 1000.

FIR, Scotch (true native). 2-yr., 2-yr.. 20s. per 1000.

SYCAMORE, 1% to 2 feet, 7^. 6d. per 1000: 2 to 3 feel,

io,r. 6ii. per 1000 ; 4 to 6 feet, 30^, per 1000.

THORNS, I-yr., i-yr., gs. per 1000.

,. Quickwood, i to 2 feet, 15^. per 1000,

APPLE STOCKS, i-yr. in drills, 2^. per looo ; 2-yr. in drilla

5^. per 1000.

CHERRY STOCKS, 2-yr. seedlings, 7s. 6d. per 1000.

PEAR STOCKS, i-yr. in drills, 45. per looo; 2-yr. in drUU
Ts. 6d. per 1000.

BERBERIS DULCIS, 1% to 2 feet, 25J. per 1000.

,, common, 3 to 4 feet, 30,1. per 1000.

BOX, TREE, of sorts, 12 to 18 inches, gs. per 100; ij< W
2 feet, I2S. 6d. per 100 ; 2 to 3 feet, 20J. per 100.

RHODODENDRON PONTICUM, bedded. 25J. per looa j

4 to g inches, 6s. per 100 ; 9 to 12 inches, los. per 100.

., ,, stocks, clean, £i^ los. per 1000 ; j14 to 2 feet, aor. pef

IVIES, of sorts, in pots, strong, 30^. per 100. [kw*

SLOES, ij^ to 2 feet, 25^. per 1000.

LAURUSTINUS. 9 to 12 inches. lOJ. per 100 ; 12 to 18 inches.

25s. per 100.

LIMES, layers. 6f. per 100 : 3 to 4 feet, loj. per 100; 4 *o

5 feet, 15,1. 6d. per 100 ; 5 to 6 feet, 25^. per 100.

,, several times transplanted, 6 to 7 feet, 301. per 100; 8 to

feet, 75^. per i

I feet.

PERNETTYA, of sorts, strong. 25s. per i

SKIMMIAS, of sorts, bushy. 75J. per 100.

RETINOSPORA PISIFERA, 12 to 15 inches, bushy, 9J.

TAXUS BACCATA, variegated, golden and silver. 9 to 12

inches, 105. per dozen ; 15 to 18 inches, isj'. per doaen

;

18 to 24 inches, 18s. per dozen.

„ FASTIGIATA, = to 2M feet. 30J. per 100: 3 »« 4 <««»-

505. per 100 ; 4 to 5 feet, 705. per 100 ; 5 to 6 feet, looj.

„ „ with golden heads, from js. 6d. to 21S. each.

LAUREL, common, bushy. 9 to 12 inches, 40*. per 1000 : i-

to 18 inches. Sd. per 1000.
, ,

General CATALOGUE and Samples of Stock may be had

on application to

R. AND A. MORRISON, Pinefield Nurserie?, Elgin. N.B,
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AUTUMN PI.ANTING.
THE LAWSON SEED & NURSERY COMPANY

(LIMITED)

Strongly recommend the Planting now of

EVERGREEN SHRUBS, CONIFEROUS TREES, &c.,

Of which their Stock is large, and in splendid condition for

removal with safety.

CATALOGUES AND SPECIAL OFFERS ON APPLTCATION.

EDINBURGH ; and 54, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHIN, LONDON, E.G.

TKBE FERNS.
THE LARGEST AND BEST STOCK I.V EUROPE.

V^ I L L I Xll B~UXX,
RespectruUy invites the Nobility and Gentry to an inspection of the above ; also of his

MAGNIFICENT SPECIMEN ORNAMENTAL PLANTS,
Adapted for the decoration of Conservatories and Greenhouses, or suited for Sub tropical Gardenin<y.

ESTABLISHMENT FOR NEW AND RARE PLANTS, KLNG'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

CORINIUM GUINEA COLLECTION OF BULBS
WILL PLEASE EVERYBODY.

^^ '"pHESE COLLECTIONS, which gave so much satisfaction last season,

i--^i J. are suitable for Outdoor, also Conservatory and Greenhouse. They
contain great variety, and are the best and cheapest ever offered.

H. I., Market Hi^rboroiigh, says :
—" The Bulbs from your firm have turned out very good."

W. P. B., Bndfort, says ;—" It gives me great pleasure to say the Collection of Bulbs you sent last year
gave great satisfaction."

25 HYACINTHS, choice, for borders.

6 Ditto, choice, for pots or water.

12 N.^RCISSUS, for pots.

12 Ditto, for borders.

12 JONQUILS.
25 TULIPS, assorted.

2? RANUNCULUS.

200 CROCUS, assorted.

100 SNOWDROPS.
SO ANEMONES.
4 IX I.AS.

6 SCILLAS.
6 TRIFELEIA ODORATA.

50 WINTER ACONITES.
Carriage Paid to any Railway Station in England,

^^^^J^^AZe^ J^yid,

SEED MERCHANTS AND NURSERYMEN, CIRENCESTER.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at his Great
Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, November 16, at

half-past 12 o'clock precisely, some plants of tlie exceedingly rare and beautiful

ODONTOGLOSSUM RAMOSISSIMUM.
Of this rare and beautiful Odontoglossum only a few plants have reached this country alive ; the

plants now offered are just showing fresh breaks. This handsome species must not be confounded

vith 0. zebrinum, which has sometimes been misnamed " ramosissimum." Also some plants of

:he handsome
SOBUALIA VIRGINALIS.

This splendid species has pure white flowers with rich golden throat ; and some good plants of a

Several good, established, growing plants of

ODONTOGLOSSUM ROEZLII,
BR.\SS.\VOLA UIGBVANA.
DENDROBIUM McCARTHI.E
LYCASTE SKINNERI,

/ery handsome, rich, purple-flowered new species,

he following :

—

ODONTOGLOSSUM VEXILLARIUIM
BARKERIA SPECTAEILIS,

1 VANDA CCERULEA,
PHAL/ENOPSIS SCHILLERIANA,

I

Good plants of the rare ODONTOGLOSSUM LINDENI, and a

Collection of Established Orchids, principally for the Cool-house,

including many of the rarest and choicest MASDEVALLIAS in cultivation," such as the rare,

oeautiful, and remarkable M. chimera, M. Trochilus, M. peristeria, M. \'eitchii, M. Lindt'ni,

M. Harryana cccrulescens, l^L coccinea, &c., and good plants of

CV'PRIPEDIUM SCHLIMII,
PESCATOREA EBURNEA,
ONCIDIUM ROGERSII,
RESTREPIA GUTTULATA,

L.5LIA WALLISn,
BATEMANNIA WALLISII,
PESCATOREA DAYANA,
ONCIDIUM PHYMATOCHILUM,

And many other rare species.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

AUCTION ROOMS AND OFFICES, 38, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON, W.C.

NEW or DESIRABLE PLANTS
FOR CONSERVATORIES.

ADIANTUM GRACILLIMUM. is. 6,1 and y. 6J. each.
POINSETTIA PULCHERRIMA PLENISSIMA (\'eitch).

^s
.

7.t. 6ii. , and los. (jd. each.
CEiiANIUM. Wonderful (G. Smith), is. M. and sj. 6,/. each.

.. Kuiii.: Albert, is. each.
PKI.AROONIUM, Queen Victoria, i^, each.
EI'IPHYLLUMS. very fine plants, well s

and i3.f. per dozen.
CYCLAMENS, very fine plants, well s!

and I

t for blooming, laf

.

St for blooming, gr.

with fruit, 9^., i2r.,SOLANUMS, very fine plants, well •

and i8j. per doz^n.
HYACINTHS, TULIPS. CROCUS. Re, very fine bulbs, at

low prices. . See Autumn CATALOGUE.
WM. CLIBRAN and SON. Oldlield Nursery-, Altrincham.

New Clematises.
ESSRS. THOMAS CRIPPS AND SONM

nded.
CLEMATIS FAIRY QUEEN (T. Cnpps & Son).-A very

handsome variety of the lanuginosa type ; flowers very
brge, occasionally measuring 9 niches across ; coluur pale
flesh, wiih a strilciug: pink bar in centre of each sepal,
shaded purple at the base. Mentioned in Gr.rdcju'?-s'

July 10, 1875, as being of an indescribably
' Certificate, South Kensington,beautiful colour.

CLEMATIS PURPUREA ELEGANS (T. Cripps & Son).—
Of the lanuginosa type ; flowers large, fine form ; colour
deep violet-purple, well contrasted by its light-coloured
filaments and pinkish-brown anthers. A decided acquisi-
sition, probably the finest of its class ever offered. First-
class Certificate. South Kensington. Price, 21s each.

CLEMATIS DUKE OF EDINBURGH (T. Cripps & Son).
—This is a fine variety of the patens type ; flowers large,
si\--sepailed, of a rich violet-purple. One of the most
attractive in this class with which we are acquainted.
Price, 151. each.

CLEMATIS GIPSY QUEEN (T. Cripps & Son).-An
extremely rich, bright, dark, velvety purple variety of the
Jackmanni type ; very free, late flowering. A most attrac-
tive and useful variety. Price, 151. each.

The Set of Four for Three Guineas.
For TRADE PRICES, see WHOLESALE LIST,

The Tunbridge Wells Nurseries. Kent.

Q ALTMARSH and SON beg to state that,
^^ in consequence of a portion of the Frontage of one of

their Nurb.eries being required for building purposes, they
have to offer cheap :

—

BEECH. Purple, 6 to 8 feet, very fine stuft.

PEARS, Standard, of leading soils, very strong, transplanted
two years since.

LABURNUMS, seedlings of Parksii and Watererii.
THORNS, double white, double pink, Paul's new double

scarlet, single scarlet, and single pink, fine vigorous plants,
three years from the bud.

LAURELS, common, 2 to 3 feet, well grown and bushy.
APPLES, Standard and Pyramid. S;c.

Prices on applicTlion.

The Nur=;erie5, Chel.nsfoid, Essex.

Richmond Nurseries, Kichmond, Surrey.

GAND W. STEELL have great pleasure
• in calling the attention of their numerous Customers to

their extensive and valuable Stock, consisting of alt kinds of
EVERGREEN and DECIDUOUS TREES. SHRUBS, and
CREEPERS, Standard and Dw.^rf ROSES. FRUIT and
FOREST TREES, AMERICAN PLANTS, &c-, which they
can highly recommend for their fine growth and moving
qualities. And also a quantity of fine ripened Sir Harry and
Sir Charles Napier STRAWBERRY PLANTS, in pots for

Special prices will be given, upon application, where large
quantities are required.

Special Offer of Conifers, &o.

JOHN PERKINS AND SON beg to offer
the following, the whole of which are fine, handsome,
well-rooted trees r

—

CEDRUS DEODARA, i\i to 3 feet, 241. per dozen ; 3 to

4 feet, 42J. per dozen.
CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 3to4 eet, izi. per dozen.
PICEA NOBILIS, s to sK feet. 36s. per dozen.

,, PINSAPO, 2H to 3 feet, 30J. par dozen; 3 to 4 feet,

PICEA NORDMANNIANA, 2Kt0 3feet,3or, perdozen; 3 to

4 feet, 42^. per dozen.
PINUS CEMBRA, jH to 3 feet, gj. per dozen ; 3 to 4M feet,

WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA, 4 to 5 feet. 501. per dozen.
LAURELS, Portugal, 3 to 4 feet, 12X. per dozen.
YEW, English, 3 to 4 feet, 12J. per dozen.

Nurseries : Billing Road : Seed Warehouse : 52, Market
Square, Northampton.

BEGONIA FRCEBELI
First-class Certificate,, Royal Hort. Society, Augitit 4, 1873.

Silver Medal, Lyons. Septeitiler 11, 1875.

Gold Medal, Interttatioiutl Exhibition, Cologne^ Augnsit 1875,
as t/te best new_fio7vering plant.

This is imdoubtedly the finest novelty in Bulbs offered of late

seasons, and a discovery of Mr. B. RoezI, when travelling

h the Peruvian Mountains. At a height of between 8000
feet he came upon a patch in full bloom, the effects

thro
and
of which he has since described

the grandest display he had ev

flowers of this fine ph
produced in great masses, and
brighter vivid scarlet th.^n the

The bulb may be potted in the

or as any ordinary autun
they will produce a brill:

; being actually dazzling, and
:ssed. The individual

ell-known Ge "Je;

inner as a Hyacinth,
bulb, started steadily into growth,
t display in the conservatory. We

the plant to be hardy, or nearly so. and when planted

out it will flourish and bloom during the summer out-of-doors.

To the great beauty of the flowers is added the attraction of a
very fine and noble foliage- See also description in Gardeners'
Chronicle, October 21, p. 530.

We have imported extraordinary large native bulbs of this mag-
nificent novelty, whicharein finest possible condition, and which
will produce an abundance of flowers. Price, each or per dozen,

will be given by every Seedsman and Nurseryman. Wholesale
prices of Messrs. Hurst & Son. 5, Leadenhall Street, E.C. ; and

F. SANDER AND CO., SEED GROWERS, ST. ALBANS.
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Scotch, Scotch, Sootoli.

WM. H. BLAND has to offer 50,000
SCOTCH FIRS. 3 niid -i feet, well rooted, thrice

transplanted: 20.000 EVERGREEN PRIVET. Samples

and prices on applicition.

The Old Nursiries. Fordham, near Soham.

Roots. Some thousand Mare'chal Niel. and otii

best Tea Roses, GLADIOLI, and P/EONIES.

LEVEQUE AND SON, Nurserymen,
26, Rue de LiiSgat. Ivry-sur-Seine. near P.aris, beg to

offer all the FRENCH NEW ROSES of this autumn in strong

plants, with a discount if twelve plants or twelve sorts are ordered

at once. Leveque & Son's stock of Standard, Half-Standard.

Dwarf, and Own-Root Roses is clean, healthy, and strong, and
grown in thousands. Their stock of Tea Roses. Standard.

Dwarf, and on their own Roots is splendid. Their growth of

Roses is one of the largest in France, and they earnestly solicit

an inspection of them.
GLADIOLI, Seedlings and named sorts, per thousand,

strong and large bulbs ; seedlings, strong bulbs, at .£3 per 1000 ;

separate colours. White, Red, and Pink, at £,1 per 1000 ; Yellow,

TRE^ P^ljONIES, .Cs per 100, ill the best sorts ;
HERBA-

CEOUS ditto, l-i loi. per 100, in too best sotts.

CATALOGUES, Lists, and Prices on application.

Roses—PseonleB—Gladiolus.
CHARLES VERDIER, FlLS (successor to

the original horticultural establishment of Victor Verdler,

ptre), 28, Rue Baudricourt, XUI. Arond.— late 12. Rue
Dum6ril— Paris, has so offer the above three descriptions of

plants, which are cultivated in enormous quantities in this

establishment.

CATALOGUES sent post-free on application to C. V., as

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great

Tower Street, London, E.G.

Splendid Pyramid Camellias.

LEVEQUE AND SON, 26, Rue de Liegat,

Ivry-sur-Seine, near Paris, beg to announce that they

have a splendid lot of PYRAMID CAMELLIAS, well grown,

and in all the best varieties.
, , , .

ALBA PLENA is in large quantity and well budded, price

lar. to £,-),, according to strength and size of plants ; smaller

plants, well budded, is. 6d. to lol. each.

LISTS of varieties and size on application.

ROSES, ROSES, ROSES, at greatly reduced
prices—viz., 8i. per dozen, 5DJ. per loo ; magmlicent

plants on the Manetti Stock.

The Rev. W. F. Radclyffe, the great rosanan, wiites. The
Roses sent are a splendid lot. The John Hoppers and Madame
C. loigneau,\ are wonderful specimens."

FRUIT TREES. EVERGREENS, and GENERAL
NURSERY STOCK, of superior quality, grown in great

P.S. Special quotations to the Trade. CATALOGUES

H. BLANDFORD, The Dorset Nurseries. B'andford.

Scarlet Geranium Angelo.

J WOODS, having raised this new and
• splendid GERANIUM, begs to offer it for Sale ; good

in every way, of short and bushy habit, large flower, splendid

colour, large truss, excellent for bcdding-out • will endure the

sun, and is very valuable for pot culture. I. W. can confidently

recommend it as a first-class Geranium. All Ladies and Gentle-

men. Gardeners and Nurserymen should avail themselves of a

stock. Strong and healthy. Plants at 31 6,/. each-consider-

able allowance made to the Trade—may be obtained at

The Nursery, Claygate, near Esher. Surrey.

Sweet-scented Rhododendrons.
As described in the " Gardeners' Chronicle^' of

October 2S.

A full descriptive List of the above and other

Novelties, including the following, post-free, to

all applicants ;
—

RHODODENDRON MULTIFLORUM, ^vilh 100 to

zoo bloom-buds, 2r. 6</. to is. 6(/. each.

PRECOX, covered with buds, ix. fid. to 21. 61/.

each.

AZALEA DAVIESII, covered with buds, 2J. bd. to 51.

HYBRIDA ODORATA, covered with buds, 21. bd.

to 51. each.

,, MOLLIS, best varieties (on own roots), strong

bushes, IS to 18 inches, with flower-buds, 3^. 6(/. each.

,, ,, smaller, without flower-buds, 2s. ta. each.

These are now in the open ground, and should be ordered im-

mediately, and placed in a cool house or frame to secure early

blooms.
ISAAC DAVIES, Nurseryman, Ormskirk,

BLOOMING RHODODENDRONS.

Two Hundred Thousand good healthy plants, having

not less than five up to ten and fifteen buds each, of the

finest named hardy kinds, will be supplied at from ^^5 to

j^io per 100, and i8.r. to 30i. per dozen.

Samples, with lists ofllie sorts, will ieforwarded on
application,

KALMIA LATI FOLIA.
Well furnished and healthy and covered with bloom-buds,

15 to 18 in., at 12J. and i8j. per doz., or £s per 100.

HARDY AZALEAS.
The finest English and Ghent varielies, splendidly budded,

£5 to £7 101. per 100, or i&s. per dozen.

ANTHONY "WATERER,
KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.

DUTCH BULBS.
B. S. Williams

BULB CATALOGUE for the present Season

is now ready,

Containing a SELECT LIST of

Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissi, Crocus, &c.,

NEW PLANTS, FRUIT TREES, ROSES,

SHRUBS, CLIMBERS, S:c.

CR.^ T/S and POST-FREE on APPLICA TION.

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY. LONDON, N.

AVENUE TREES.
PLATANUS OCCIDENTALIS (true), lo to

i3 feet high, and girthing 4 to 3 inches at 4 feet

from the ground.

LIMES, 12 to 20 feet high, and girthing 6 to

lo inches at 4 feet from the ground.

POPULUS CANADENSIS NOVA, 15 to

16 feet high, and girthing 6 inches at 4 feet from

the ground.

ANTHONY WATERER
Has to offer many thousands of the above. They may
be seen growing at Knap Hill. They are straight,

handsome, and well rooted, and altogether the finest

Trees of the kind to be found in any nursery in Europe.

KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.

WOOD AND I^N GRAM'S General
Descriptive CATALOGUE of NURSERY STOCK,

including Fruit Trees, Forest Trees. Hardy Coniferous and
Taxaceous Plants. Evergreens, Ornamental Trees and Shrubs,

Hardy Climbers, Roses, &c., is now ready, and will be sent free

on application. The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

wm. paul & son,

'rose growers,
TREE, PL\NT, BULB, AND

SEED MERCHANTS,

^^^ WALTHAM CROSS,
^U

"^ HERTS,

Inspection of Stock invited.

Priced Descriptive Catalogue free by post.

MESSRS. JNO. STANDISH and CO.^S
CATALOGUE for Autumn, 1876, and Spring, 1S77, is

now ready, and may be had, post-free, on application.

It contains thefollowing i-^

Plants of Recent Introduction.
Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

Plants for Winter Forcing.
A7alea indica and Camellias.

Coniferx.
Hardy Climbers, Clematis, &c.
Rhododendrons, Azaleas,

Kalmias. &c.
Roses, Standards and Dwarfs,

also in pots.

Fruit Trees.
Gr.*pe Vines.

Dutch Bulbs, Flower Roots. &c.
Royal Nurserits, Ascot, Berks.

Carnations and Erii

Ferns and Lycopods.
Hardy Trees and Shrub«.
Tr an^planted Forest Trees.

CRANSTON'S NURSERIES.
KING'S ACRE, near HEREFORD.

Established 1785.

SPECIALITIES.
ROSES, FRUIT TREES,

CONIFERS.
Descriptive Priced Lists on application.

GLADIOLI
C.iTALOGUE NOW READY.

J. KELWAY & SON,
ROYAL NURSERIES, LANGPORT,

SOMERSET.

Messrs. K. & Son are the original and only

Propagators and Growers of GLADIOLI in

England for the Trade.

pOCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
vy Reduced price, 20 bushels, Is. id. ; 100, los. ; or Truck-

load (about 300 Bushel), 40s. Delivered free to any rail in

J STEVENS, Fibre Works, High Street, Battersea. S.W.

Hbrous Peat for Orctiaa, Be.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best

quality for Orchids, Stove Plants, &c., i,t 6s. per truck.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, lor Rhododendrons, Azaleas.

Heaths, American Plant Beds, ijs. per ton.

Delivered on rail at Blackwater, S. E. R., or Farnborough,

S. W. R., by the truck-load. Sample sack, 5i. 6d. each.

Fresh SPHAGNUM. loi. 6d. per sack.

WALKER AND CO., Farnborough Station, Hants.

PEAT.—A few hundred tons of superior Peat,

delivered at either of the Farnborough Stations on the

South-Western or South-Eastern Railways, at 17s. a ton.

W. TARRY, Bailiff, Bagshot, Surrey.

AUTUMN SOWING.
ODAMS' MANURES,

FOR ALL CROPS.
Manufactured by the NITRO-PHOSPH.ATE and ODAMS'

CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY (Limited), consisting

of Tenant-Fatmers occupying upwards of 150,000 acres of Land.

C/tTi>;Ka«—ROBERT LEEDS, Keswick Old Hall, Norwich. 1

Managing Sin-clor—]AMES ODAMS.
Sub-Manager and Sfcrelary-C. T. MACADAM.

Chief Office— loQ, Fenchurch Street. London, E.C.

Western Counties Bkanch—Queen Street, Exeter.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary, ||

Or may be had of the Local Agents.

I S h" UlTs^ C O M P O U N D—
IG_ Used by many of the leading Gardeners since 1 _..

against Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other Blight,

in solutions of from i to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and

of from 4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit

Trees. Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in boxes, ii-, 3S-. and lOj. W
Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
{Limited).

USSIA MATS, for Covering Garden
Frames.—ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are

the cheapest and most durable. Price List, which gives the

size of every clr.ss of Mat. forwarded post-free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch.

London, E.C.

USSIA MATS.—A large stock of ARCH-
ANGEL and PETERSBURG, for Covering and

Packing-Second sized ARCHANGEL, looi. :
PETERS-

BURG, 60s. and 8oi. : superior close Mat, 45J., 50J., and 55«.

:

PACKING MATS, soi., 3M., and 35s- per 100; and every

other description of MATS at equally low prices, at

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, Russia Mat and Sack Ware-

house, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.C.

Russia Mat Merchanta.

MARENDAZ AND FISHER, having
received from their Agents in Russia an immense quan-

tity of ST. PETERSBURG MATS this season, of various

qualities, can now quote unusually low to the Trade.

ARCHANGEL MATS are very dear, and still rising in price.

9. James Street. Covent Garden, W.C.

T. ARCHER'S " FRIGI DOMO?^
• Patronised by Her Maiesty the Queen, for Wndsor

Castle and Frogmore Gardens, the late Sir. J. Paxton, and

the late Professor Lindley, &c.

MADE of PREPARED HAIR and WOOL.
A perfect non-conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed

temperature where it is applied. A good covering for Pits and

Forcing Frames.

PROTECTION from COLD WINDS and MORNING
FROSTS.

"FRIGI DOMO" NETTING. 2 yards wide, is. id. and

xs. lod. per yard.
" FRIGI DOMO ' CANVAS.

2 yards wide ix. 10^. per yard run.

3 yards wide 3r. per yard.

4 yards wide 35. 10*^. per yard.

ELISHA T. ARCHER, only Maker of " Frigi Domo.'

Brockly Road. Forest Hill. London. S E. ; and of all Horisl-

and Seedsmen. All goods carriage paid to London.

NOTICE-REMOVED from 3. CANNON STREET, CITV

'
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THE ^' WHITEHALL REVIEW"
PORTRAITS OF LKADERS of SOCIETY,

IN TINTED CEAYONS.
No. I.—H.R.H. the PRINCESS BEATRICE

|

No. II.—H.R.H. the PRINCESS of WALES
(November 4). I (November 1 1).

Portj-aits of the Oitccn, the Duchesses of Westminster, Marlborough, Sutherland, &c., willfollow.

Price, with Portrait, Sixpence.

Office: 6, YORK STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

From the " Daily Bristol Times and Mirror," November 6.

"The Whitehall Review \i's.% developed a new feature. It contains I once characteristic and charming. These portraits are to be pubUshed
this week the first of a series of portraits of leaders of society. The by special permission, and if the rest of the series are equal to the first

series was intended to begin with a portrait of Her Majesty, but it begins, the Whitehall Review will be found, as it ought to be, on every drawin>T-

instead, wi[h the portrait of the Princess Beatrice, and the sketch is at I room table in the country."

PAEHAl'S PATEIT SYSTEM OE GLAZIK} WITHOUT PUTTY
ON CHANNELLED WROUGHT-IRON ^- "^

' :.

RAFTERS

[ --

Secures almost entire immunity from
Breakage of Glass, extreme facility for

Repairs, and absolute freedom from Drip.

// is most extensively adofiteci, and meets with
unqualified approval.

WILLIAM PARHAM,
noiticultural Builder and Ilot-iuater Ejigiiieer^

NORTHGATE WORKS, BATH;
and 280, Oxford Street, London, \V.

*,* Full-size Specimen Houses and Drawings o( many
important Works which W. P. has carried out may be seeii

at either address.

Illustrated Catalogues and Price Lists free.

Desicns and Estimates prepared free of charge for Horti-
cultural Buildings and Hot-water Works of any magnitude.

S. OWENS & CO.,

HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS,
WHITEFRIARS STREET, LONDON. E.C.

THE IMPROVED Sai.
Th s us f I S If T ims; App rilit, whn,h \

to any height or dist in

suited for suppl) mg Pu

DEEP WELL PUMPS for Horse, Hand, Steam, or other Power.

PORTABLE IRRIGATORS, with Double or Treble Barrels for Horse or
Steam Power. r.^ j o[Gardens, &c.

IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Watering
No. 49a. GALVANISED SWING WATER CARRIERS, for Garden use.

iMo. so and 54,1. FARM and MANSION FIRE ENGINES of every description.

Mo. 38. PORTABLE LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, on Legs, with FlexibleSuction.

S._qWENS AND CO. Manufacture and Erect evejy descriptioo of Hydraulic and General Engineers' Work for Mansions, Farms, &o., comprising PUMPS, TURBINES," " ~ " LIQUID MANURU distribution. FIRE MAINS,

No. 37.

I

No. 63.

iNo. 46a.

r where a few iVcl fill L-in be obtained
'gs, Railway St.ili.iiis i.^.

No. 49. GARDEN ENGINES, of all sizes, in Oak or Galvanised Iron Tubs.

No. 54*. THE C.\SSIOBURY FIRE EXTINGUISHER, as designed for the
Right Hon. the Earl of Essex.

No. +4.

No. 4.

No. 39*.

WROUGHT-IRO.N PORTABLE PUMPS of all sizes.

CAST-IRON GARDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.

'^tJ^^ WHEELS, WARMING APP.ARATUS, BATHS,' DRYING CLOSETS, GASWORKS, AppaHYDRANTS, HOSE PIPES, &c., &c. Pjriicul.in taken in any part 0/the Country. Plans anJ Es/,„

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES CAN BE HAD
i/es/u.

ON
is/te.t.

APPLICATION.
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PY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT TO
HER MAJESJY

AND HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE
PRINCE OF WALES.

John Wills, f.r.h.s.,
RESPECTFULLY SOLICITS AN INSPECTION OF HIS UNRIVALLED

COLLECTIONS OF HANDSOME FOLIAGE PLANTS, TREE AND OTHER FERNS,

ORCHIDS, NE^V PLANTS, &e.,
At his various Establishments, as under :

—

THE ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY AND WINTER GARDEN, ONSLOW CRESCENT,
SOUTH KENSINGTON, S.W.

SUSSEX PLACE, OLD BROMPTON, S.W.

III.

THE MELBOURNE NURSERY, ANERLEY ROAD, NORWOOD,
(NEAR THE CRYSTAL PALACE).

At this Establishment are to be seen the finest Collection of Dracsnas, Crotons, and various New Plants in the country ; Pitcher Plants, Ferns, &c.,

in endless variety ; cultivated by Mr. F, Baus^, J. Wills' skilful Manager.

IV.

NURSERY FOR ORCHIDS, CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS, PALMS, ROSE TREES, SHRUBS, &c.,

LEWIS PLACE, FULHAM FIELDS, S.W.

THE BOUQUET GROTTO, EXHIBITION ROAD, SOUTH KENSINGTON, S.W.

And VI.

THE ROYAL AQUARIUM, WESTMINSTER.

AT THE ABOVE ESTABLISHMENTS SPECIMENS OF RUSTIC WORK, WATERFALLS AND ROCKERIES MAY BE SEEN.

The most extensive Floral Decorations in London for many years have been arranged under J. W.'s personal superintendence.

J. W. is extensively engaged in the Arranging and Planting of Conservatories, the Construction of Waterfalls, Rockeries, &.C., in all parts

of this country and on the Continent, and may be consulted in any part of the world. References are kindly permitted to many
large and important Works already carried out. A large Staff of most reliable Workmen are kept.

CATALOGUES OF PLANTS, BULBS, &c., SENT ON APPLICATION.

WEDDING AND OTHER BOUQUETS, CHOICE CUT FLOWERS, &c., CAREFULLY PACKED AND SENT TO ANY PART OF THE COUNTRY
ON THE SHORTEST NOTICE,

JOHN V^ILLS, F.R.H.S.,
(BY SPECIAI.' APPOINTMENT NURSERYMAN, FLORIST, AND BOUQUETIST TO HER MAJESTY AND THE ROYAL FAMIL\'),

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY AND WINTER GARDEN,
ONSLOW CRESCENT, SOUTH KENSINGTON, LONDON, S.W.

October 31, 1876.
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HARDY TREES
AND

SHRUBS.

Messrs. J. VEITCH & SONS
Beg to call attention to and solicit an inspec-

tion of their fine and extensive stock of all the

most useful Ornamental Hardy Trees and
Shrubs, at their Nurseries, Coombe Wood,
Kingston Hill.

CONIFERS.
A mosl complete collection, many of the species and varieties

being of their own introduction. Specimens for Lawns, Parks

and Pleasure Grounds. All the kinds suitable for every purpose

for which this class of plant is required.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
RHODODENDRONS, AZALEAS. KALMIAS, ANDRO-

MEDAS, HARDY HEATHS, &c.

An exceplionaily fine stock nf heaUhy plants, especially re-

commended as being dwarf, compact, and well set with buds,

and in fine condition either for forcing or for pleasure-ground
planting.

EVERGREEN SHRUBS.
All the leading kinds, also many rare and choice species of

very distinct character, forming a new feature in the Shrub-
bery. A very large stock of Standard, Pyramid, and Bush
Green, Gold, and Silver Variegated Hollies, in great variety

and of various sizes.

DECIDTJOTJS TREES and FLOWERING
SHRUBS.

A very extensive collection, including all the best known
kinds, with many novel and interesting varieties. Japanese
Acers, Weepmg Trees, and other Trees and Shrubs with
Variegated and Coloured Foliage.

FOREST TREES,
For AVENUES, llELTS. PLANTING, &c.

All the most desirable kinds. Plane Trees. Chestnut, Elm,
Lime, Birch, Oak, Maple, and Larch : Pines, Firs, and Cedars.

ROSES.
Strong healthy Plants as Standards, Half-Standards and

Dwarfs, of all the best varieties of Hybrid Perpetuals. Tea-
scented and Noisette Roses, Moss, Climbing, and other kinds.
An extensive stock in pots of all the best Roses suitable for
Forcing, &c-

PLANTS for "WINTER BEDDING.
Conifera:, Retinosporas, Junipers, Lawson's Cypress. S;c.,

in many variegated and beautiful forms : Euonymus and Dwarf
Hollies, both SlK-er and Golden Variegated, in many varieties.
Aucubas, Ericas, Dwarf Rhododendrt

, &c.

PLANTS for FORCING.
All the most useful and efl'ective, including Andromed

lloribunda
; Azalea ama;na, pontica (yellow, sw.

and Belgian varieties; Clematis in variety, Deu. „ .,

Lilac Charles X. and Persian, Double Chinese Prunus, Rhodo
dendrons. R. Early Gem, very superior ; Rhodora canadensis
very early

: Spir3;a Thunbergii, Viburnum opulus, &c.

:d).

CLIMBING PLANTS,
Well established in Pots.

Clematis, a very extensive collection of all the leading kinds,
and of Garden Hybrids. Ivies in great variety. Fine healthy
Plants of the free flowerin? E.Nmouth variety of Magnolia
grandiflora. Honeysuckles. Jasmines, Ampelopsis, &c.

A NEW CATALOGUE
Hardy Trees and Shrubs, Ornamental Grasses,

Hardy Aquatics, &c.,

Will be fon^'ardcd on appUcalion.

The Nurseries at Combe Wood maybe reached from the
Vlalden and Norbiton Stations on the South-Western Railway,
peing not more than twenty minutes' walk from the latter, and
"here conveyance can always be procured.

Poyal Exotic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea,
fl LONDON, S.W.,

i|
And Coombe Wood, Kingston Hill.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1876.

THE BOTHY.
rHERE is nothing more important to the

best interests of horticulture than a good
understanding between the gardener and his

employer, since capital and labour must go
hand-in-hand to secure the welfare of both. If

the capital is freighted with fruit, the gardener
must be well posted up in that branch, for the
first competition will try his experience and
skill. If the freight should be Orchids, the
gardener's skill in fruit culture will be of little

service to him, for Orchids, like spoilt children,

are apt to have ways of their own, few friends,

and thousands of enemies. But should the

employer be a rich man, as he ought to be, and
eke a great Rose fancier, or with a turn for

Tulips, regardless of the cost of a bunting
tent to veil but not to hide their beauty,

then the gardener must come down from his

botanical pedestal and study the fancy, just

as if all mankind were interested in every detail

;

for the florist, pure and simple, is the man of

one book, and Reynolds Hole has truly said

that he had not seen under the same hat a good
florist and a good botanist. Outside all these

there is the family man, whose living mainly
depends upon the supply to his master's table,

the kitchen, and the pot—" the man who grows
Potato rows," and has, moreover, to grow
a hundred other things besides, from Cedar
trees down to small salad herbs.

The man who aspires to gardening honours
must necessarily have a good English educa-

tion, and above all things a sound moral train-

ing, such as a good well-regulated home alone

can give, where the weeds of vulgar vice have
been nipped in the bud by a good mother, long
before any other tutor had appeared on the

scene, thereby making virtue a habit. This
will claim respect for the man and the gar-

dener to his latest day ; and unless the pro-

prietor respect his gardener, and the gardener
his master, there will be no healthy action, and
the infection will spread to the assistants until

the place becomes a Do-the-boys Hall.

But some one will say, " What has all this

to do with the bothy ? " Perhaps nothing
;

but the bothy has a great deal to do with

the degradation of those who have to dwell

therein. The writer had the misfortune to

live in one of the worst hovels of this kind
;

but listen, gentle reader, before you condemn
either the nobleman who owned the princely

establishment, or the gardener who, for thirty

years and more, had charge of the garden and
the workmen employed in it. There was a time
when the young gardeners at A—— B had
excellent rooms in the courtyard, convenient in

every way for looking after the firing, iS:c.,

which, in those days, before pipes and boilers

had taken the place of brick and tile flues, was no
small matter, and as the wages were the same
as those given in the Royal, gardens— I2j-.

there was a constant change of hands, as every
one tried to get out of such misery as soon as
he could. On one occasion a smart young man
from the Sister Isle got up an insurrection in the
bothy, because, forsooth, the bed and table
linen supplied was not, as he reckoned, up to

the mark for such men's use, and he, as leader
" made bould" to complain.

" When Donald's fu' he's proud and saucy,
Keeps the centre o' the causey

;

Highland chief and lowland laird

Must a' gie room for Donald Caird."

" 111 starred though brave," the affair came
first to the housekeeper's ears, and then to the
Countess's'; and from that day forth no lodgings
were provided for the young gardeners, and
they had to be smuggled into a shed similar
to the tool- sheds, fruit room, &c., so as to be
on the spot somehow to look after the fires, &c.

I have named this case to show that here it

was the men that were to blame for the bad
lodgings in the bothy, and not the owner of the
place, still less the gardener. I forbear to give
either names or details. The head of a noble

' house could have aftbrded to forgive the insult,

and the punishment fell on innocent men, who
had to squat, and that on low wages. Well
might the " Song of the Shirt " apply to such

—

I

" O God, that bread should be so dear,
And flesh and blood so cheap."

We read of the falling off of young men
presenting themselves for the service of the
Church on account of the small stipends and
the scarcity of preferments ; and may it not be
so with young gardeners?—for who would be
expected to go through such a bothy life to get
the first rudiments of horticulture.' And no one
could manage an important garden unless he
had first masteregl the details as a workman.
As one of the old Syon men—to which garden

all the old hands are proud to own themselves
affiliated— I must bear my humble testimony to

the care and kindness which the Duchess
bestowed on the young gardeners. This noble
lady visited the garden, and saw for herself all

that was needed for the comfort of the inmates.
She provided a woman to cook and clean for the
young gardeners, and they had a cottage with
living-rooms and bed-rooms. The name of the
Duchess was thus held in veneration by all hands;
and when one of the young men got a master-
gardener's place, and was recommended from
Syon, the Duke kindly offered to add his recom-
mendation to that of his gardener ; for, be it

known, the Duke knew all his leading men, for

he visited them all on his arrival from the
North, and on his departure he wished them all

good-bye like a loving father. I can speak for

myself of his kindness, for I quartered at North-
umberland House the night before leaving
London, to be in time for the coach in the
morning, not to name the saving of e.xpense in

lodging, and the carriage of luggage from
Syon.

I have given these two examples of bothy life,

as it is but just to give honour to whom
honour is due ; and in the worst case there was
a time when it was not so. Moreover, I must
state that, notwithstanding the neglect to pro-
vide rooms for the young men, there were other
redeeming qualities that should not be forgotten
—one was, that any one ill at A B had
his wages paid him for a time. David Sangster.

THE KING OF THE BELGIANS'
CONSERVATORY AT LAEKEN.

The winter garden recently erected by order of His
Majesty King Leopold in the gardens of the Palace of
Laeken, near Brussels, is probably the finest conserva.
tory in Europe. It stands some little distance from
the Palace, and is connected to the large orangery and
Camellia-house by a glass building 66 feet by 34 feet,

and on the opposite or east side by a similar but larger
building. Under the floor of the building on the west
side is arranged the heating apparatus for warming
the whole of the immense structure. The building
that forms the subject of the two illustrations which
accompany this number is circular in form, very
strongly built of iron, the foundations and stiperstruc-

ture being of brick and stone. The roof springs from
a very strong brick and stone wall, about 3 feet

6 inches above the ground level. The building is

nearly 200 feet in diameter, by about So feet high in

the centre. To give greater strength to the building,

and to receive a great portion of the weight of the
encrmous roof, a ring of ornamental stone columns,
thirty-six in number, and about 20 feet high bjr
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30 inches in diameter, has been erected, and on these

rests a strong stone bressummer about 30 by I S inches.

Between the outer wall and the stone columns there

is a space of about 45 feet, and in the very centre of

the building is a space of about 100 feet by 45 feet,

which is reserved for a ball-room. Right and left of

this are a series of undulating beds, and at the east

end of the ball-room a fountain is arranged on each

side. We give our readers an exterior view, showing

the building as it is, and also a view of the interior,

showing how Mr. Wills of the Royal Exotic Nursery,

Sjuth Kensington, proposes dealing with it.

Mr. Wills has, as will be seer, so arranged the in-

terior that all stiff and formal lines are avoided.

He has also introduced figures to show what

the effect would be on the occasion of a ball,

and to give some idea of the immensity of

the building. The west wing above alluded to Mr.

Wills has arranged for tropical plants, and the east

wing beyond the ball-room for a series of grand

waterfalls, rockeries, and cascades, and in front of

these an ornamental piece of water for Nyraph.-cas

and various other water plants. The space on each

side Is to be arranged with overhanging rock. This

prrtion when seen from the west side of the building

will, Mr. Wills assures us, be one of the handsomest

pieces of rustic scenery ever seen in Europe. The

large orangery and Camellia-house on the west side is

a very fine building, about 250 by 25 feet ; in it is one of

the finest coUectionsof Camellias ever seen, many scores

of them being perfect pyramids, from 15 to 25 feet

high. At the south end of the orangery is a handsome

thtatre, recently erected by His Majesty, and opening

out of this on the east side a handsome half-circular

conservatory. This latter building Mr. Wills pro-

poses to arrange as a natural fernery, a proposition

which the King was much pleased with.

The gardens surrounding the large conservatory,

theatre, &c. , are being re-arranged ; the whole, when
finished, will doubtless be on a scale of great splen-

dour and magnitude, and will be a lasting monument

to the energy and taste of the King of the Belgians,

whose greatest source of satisfaction appears to be to

witness the elevation and progress of his country

among the nations of the world. No one who has

come in contact with His Majesty can forget his kind-

ness and gentleness of manner, his business habits,

and quickness to perceive the " points " of any subject

suggested to him. Independently of the possession of

a natural love for plants. His Majesty is lully alive to

the great commercial interests connected with Belgian

fo-iiculiure, afid wisely promotes all that tends to the

wellare of so important a branch of national industry.

British horticulturists who have had occasion to visit

Belgium on occasions when His Majesty has been

present, have invariably been charmed with their

receptiim by the King, who, we may add, is as popu-

lar in England as with his own subjects.

The architect of the new conservatory is M. Balat,

of Brussels; the contractors for the masonry, MM.
Passon & Washer, of Brussels. The ironwork was

furnished by the Dyle Company, of Louvain ; and the

heating and ventilation by MM. Gcnest & Ilerscher,

Paris. The glass was furnished by M. de Hals, of

Brussels ; and the mosaic pavement by M. Pellerini.

M. Van de Waele, of Ghent, is the Clerk of the

Works. Eds.

SOME NEW POTATOS.
The International Potato Show, which has once

more proved a great reality, left behind as mementos

of its existence some additions to our present lists

of Potato*. Those who are not under the potent

influence of that spell which affects all Potato ex-

hibitors will, perchance, exclaim with a sneer,

" What ! more Potatos?"—utterly and inconsistently

regardless of the fact that they themselves exult with

enthusiastic joy over some new Pelargonium or

Orchid, or other floral product, with about the same

amount of reason that the Potato grower has. Practi-

cally we cannot stand still in anything, for stagnaiion

would be equivalent to death, and we have no desire

to court that for. the Potato trade any more than

others may desire it for their special favourites.

Objectors to new kinds, at least, are permitted to

enjoy the glorious liberty of letting them alone, whilst

others may, if they think fit, obtain them. But one

thing is certain : that the ranks of Potato admirers are

yearly increasing, and this is not remarkable to those

who have made the cultivation of the tuber for ex-

hibition a special hobby.

Humble and unpretentious as the Potato may be it

yet has *• charms to sooth the savage breast" of

human cultivators, and can hold over them a powe

idea of holding a large exhibition of Potatos only was

once vigorously pooh-poohed as absurd and unattrac-

tive, but that notion has been smitten hip and thigh.

We have seen several times of late that, if not so gay

in the mass, yet Potatos are as full of interest on the

exhibition table as are other vegetables and many
fruits. The interest, however, lies chiefly with those

who have made Potato cultivation a special study, and

thatthatclassis alarge one there can be little doubt. To
this section of readers, therefore, it is probable that any

special reference to the newer sorts of Potatos will have

special interest, and none the less that only a small

portion of it can yet have become familiar with them.

For the first time since the establishment of the In-

ternational Potato Show, the committee determined

that some meed of recognition should be given to new
and approved kinds, and to this end some certificates of

merit were prepared to be awarded to sorts of superior

excellence that were then not in commerce. That the

best possible judgment should be displayed in these

awards, some half-dozen of the most able of the many

judges were selected after the usual awards of prizes

had been made, and these undertook the labour of

distributing the certificates to selected kinds out of a

large number entered specially for that purpose. It

affords some indication of the activity that exists

amongst Potato raisers, that some thirty or more sorts

were brought before the notice of the judges, and of

the care exercised by these latter that not more than

half-a-dozen or so of certificates were awarded. The

sorts thus honoured comprise two white kidneys, two

coloured kidneys, two white rounds, and one coloured

round, thus adding something distinct to all the four

sections into which exhibitors now divide Potatos for

exhibition purposes. It may, however, be accepted as

understood that these awards were not made on the

basis of productiveness, or of table quality ; those were

points that could not be entertained there, and were

very wisely not questioned. The judges were called

upon to deal with the sorts only as exhibition kinds,

and beyond this they did not get. For trials of

quality and productiveness, fortunately, we have

still Chiswick available, and no doubt some of

the new sorts will find their way there ere

another summer is upon us. The two white

kidneys were named "Alexandra," raised and shown

by Mr. P. McKinlay, and *' International," raised by

Mr. Fenn, and exhibited by him, and also by Mr.

R. Dean and Mr. McKinlay. " Alexandra " was

selected out of a large batch of seedlings from seed

obtained from the Messrs. Sutton, of Reading, and

from which several very meritorious kinds were

originated. This kidney has the old-fashioned shape

of the Ashleaf, but is much larger and of a smooth

silky whiteness ; the eyes are almost indiscernible,

and it is very handsome. Mr. McKinlay avers that

it is of first-rate table quality. " International" is a

product of Fenn's Early White Kidney, crossed with

Dawes' Matchless. It is a long, broad, white-skinned

tuber, having a tendency to blush with a purplish

tint ; it is of the second early section, a remaikably

robust kind, and a very large cropper. Ol some of

Mr. Fenn's sorts it has been said that they are too

small, but International can be had of any size, as

last year nine tubers of it weighed 14 lb.—pretty

good indication that it will suit those who prefer

baking samples. With moderate cultivation, how-

ever, it turns out remarkably clean, even-sampled

tubers. Of the coloured kidneys one, Brownell's

Superior, shown by Mr. Barker, of Littlehampton,

is American, and closely resembled fine samples

of the Red Fluke, and is without doubt a near

relative of Vermont Beauty, of which it appears

to be a refined sample. No doubt we shall,

hear more of this kind in the trade lists pre-

sently. The other variety in this section, "Gari-

baldi," bears a close resemblance to Bountiful, but

the tubers are much larger, smoother, and slightly

paler in colour. This was exhibited by Mr. C. Ross, of

Newbury, the raiser of this variety is, however,

unknown. Garibaldi is a real acquisition to

the coloured kidney section. It is a robust

grower, and is very productive. Two white

rounds, of very diverse appearance, were found

in Fenn's " Worthington G. Smith," and Lums-

den's "Conqueror." Mr. Fenn's Potato is a

very handsome white round, of singularly delicate

appearance, the skin being almost transparent. It is

a very early and prolific kind, of the very best quality

and will presently take a high place as a garden

ety. The stock of this kind h,as passed into the

will put it intocommerce in duecourse. "Conqueror '

is a netted white-skin tuber, that looks like ilie pro-

duct of a cross between Victoria and Regent. It

promises to be a valuable acquisition as a mam crop
variety. This was raised and shown by Mr. Lurasden,

of Bloxholra Hall, Sleaford. The single coloured

round, " Lye's Favourite," raised and exhibited by
Mr. y. Lye, of Devizes, is a singularly handsome
white-skin round, marked by flakes and blotches of

rosy red about the eyes. A seedling from the Rtd
Emperor, it excels that variety in smoothness and
beauty, and is rounder. The eyes are almost im-

perceptible but for the coloured tints. It is a robust

grower, crops well, and is evidently a good keeper.

The Messrs. Daniels Bros., of Norwich, have pur-

chased the entire stock of this variety. Of sorts not

certificated, but nevertheless of very taking appear-

ance, was Purity, a smooth handsome lapstoiie-shaped

kidney, shown by Mr. C. Turner, of Slough ; Rad-
'

stock Beauty, a Hattish round, much like Blapchard

in appearance, but coloured red instead of purple, '

shown by Mr. R. Dean ; Clarke's " King of the

Kidneys," a fine white-skinned variety, very handsome
and first-rate quality, shown by Mr. Shirley Hibberd

;

Woodstock Kidney, a singularly fine kind, of Mr.
Fenn's raising, of which no doubt more wtll be heard
another year ; and Criterion, a medium-sized white

round of great promise, shown by Mr. Moss. This
list comprises twelve kinds, probably the pick of the

new ones ; fortunately only a few of these come into

commerce at once, but enough to give a foretaste of

the quality of the new Potatos of 1876. A. D.

A SYNOPSIS OF THE KNOWN
SPECIES OF IRIS.—XI.

We come now to the last group of the beardless

Irises, marked by elongated stems, large standards and

capsule not narrowed into a prominent beak. Out of

the eight species five are North American, and the

last three differ from the typical Irises by having the

standards as well as the falls spreading in the

expanded flower, like the Cape species ot Dieles.

57. I , foLiidisunia, Linn. Sp. Plant. 57. ; Engl. Bot.,

t- 596 ; 3 edit., t. 1494 ; Red. Lil., t. 354 ; Reich. Ic.

Germ., tab. 347, fig. 775 ; Poit. and Turp. Fl. Par., t. 45 ;

Reich. Ic. Cru., tab. 916 ; Klatt, in Lmncea, x.-^xiv., 616
;

I.Jatida^ Pers. Syn., vol. i., p. 32; Xiphion /(Xtidii-

simuju, Alefeld, Bot. Zeit. 1863, 297 ; XyridionJo:idU-

simum^ Klatt, in Bot. Zeit. 1872, p. 500.—Rhizome stout,

short-creeping. Stem compressed, 2—3 feet high,

bearing two or three reduced leaves and two or thn

sessile lateral clusters of flowers beside the md 01

Leaves as long as the stem, ensiform, bright shun; _

green, firm in texture, \
— '\ inch broad, ^-pathes ui

light-clasping firm green lanceolate valves 3—4 inches

long, \ inch broad. Pedicels 2—3 inches long inside

the spalhe. Ovary oblong, \— i inch long ; tube shorler

than the ovary, funnel-shaped to the base ; limb 2. inches

deep, bluish-hlac ; falls obovate-ungmculate, the oblonij

obtuse lamina \ inch broad, longer than the clau ;

standards erect, oblanceolate, 3—4 lines broad, shorter

than the falls. Stigmas i iach long, without the small

deltoid crests. Anther \ inch long, equalling the filiform

filament. Capsule oblong-trigonous, \\ inch long, with

only a slight sudden cubp.

Spread through Central and Southern Europe from

Britain to the Canaries, Caucasus, and Afghanistan.

It is little cultivated, but every one who has botanised

in the South of England knows it familiarly as a wild

plant, flowering with us through June, and recognises

the peculiar scent of the broken leaves, from which

the specific name is taken. It is one of the least

handsome of the taller lilac flowered species. A
white-flowered variety, with brownish veins, is figured

by Reichenbach {Ic. FL Germ., fig, 775), and thereis

also a form with variegated leaves.

58. /. versicolor^ Linn. Sp. Plant., edit. 2, 57 (Dili

Hort. EUh., tab. 155) ; Bot. Mag., t. 21 ; Red. Lil.,

t. 339 ; Vahl, Enum., vol. ii., p. 131 ; Klatt, in Linnsea,

vol. xxxiv., p. 606 ; Xiphion versicolor, Alefeld, in Bot.

Zeit. 1863, 297; I.picta, Miller, Gaid. Diet., edit. 6,

No. 16.—Rhizome stout, short-creeping. Stem 1—2 feet

high, terete, forked low down when luxuriant, with two

or three peduncled clusters of flowers beside the end

one ; the peduncles bracteated by large leaves. Leaves
,

ensiform, little glaucous, the basal ones i— il foot long,

I inch or more broad. Spathe-vaUes unequal, not tight-

clasping, 1—2 inches long, often quite brown and

scariose at the edge at the flowering time. Pedicels'

I— i^ inch long inside the spathe. Ovary cyhodrical,
j

\ inch long ; tube \
—\ inch long, funnel-shiiped to the'

base ; limb under 2 inches deep, claret-purple ;
falliv

obovate-unguiculate, reflexing halfway down, the round-

ish lamina |— 1 inch broad, cuneate at the base, etji:

ling the claw, which is closely veined with purple

of at'raction from which it is difficult to escape. The ( hands of the Messrs. Sutton & Sons, of Reading, who
|

yellowish-white ground ; standards oblanceolate-sp.
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late, plain light claret-purple, \—\ inch broad, just over-

lopping' the stigmas. Stigmas i inch long, excluding

the small deltoid crests. Anther yellow, \ inch long,

about equalling the filament. Capsule oblong, obtusely

trigonous, i— i^- inch long, j inch thick, with a short

sudden apical cusp.

A native of British North America and the Northern

United States, flowering in June. An old favourite

in this country in cultivation, and common at the

present time. My description applies to the genuine

versicolor as common in English gardens. I presume

that Dr. A'^a Gray includes under the name the

Botanical Magazine s\-:g\x{\cz. also. This typical ver-

sicolor is not in the Linnean herbarium.

59. /. virgi7iica, Linn. Sp. Plant, ed. 2, 58 ; Bot.

Mag., tab. 703; Jact], Ic. , t. 233, non A. Gray ; /, caurina,

Herbert, in Hook. Ft. Bot. Am., vol. ii. p. 206.— Rhizome
Stout, oblique. Stem 2 feet or more, deeply forked when
luxuriant, compressed towards the base, terete upwards.

Leaves firm in texture, slightly glaucous, i^—2 feet long

when fully grown, 12—15 '^^es broad. Spathe-valves

2—3 inches long, withered and brown at the edges at

the flowering time. Pedicels 1—2 inches long inside

the spathe. Ovary cylindrical, \— i inch long at the

flowering time ; tube \
—

\ inch long, funnel-shaped to

the base ; limb 2— 2r inches deep, bright lilac purple
;

falls round-unguiculate, reflexed half-way down, the

lamina i inch broad, i

—

\\ inch long, the claw veined

with violet-purple and faintly tinged with yellow

;

standards erect, oblanceolate-spathulate, deep lilac, |

—

\

inch broad. Stigmas i;l

—

\\ inch long, including the

small deltoid crests. Anther yellow, above \ inch long.

Capsule oblong-trigonous, not beaked.

A native of the Northern United States and British

possessions. It is the virginica of the Linnean her-

barium, and is well figured in the Botanical Afaoazine.

There is a specimen from Kew Gardens, dried in

1777, in the Banksian collection. It is frequent in

cultivation in this country at the present time, flower-

ing in June. It is doubtless in a broad sense a mere

variety of the last, but seems to have been universally

accepted as a species when Irids were fashionable a

'encration ago. It resembles sibirica in the colour

and marking of the flowers, but may be recognised at

I glance by its broad leaves, and shorter stouter stem.

I am not acquainted with I. flaccida, Spach {Hist.

Phan., vol. xiii., p, 41), which must be either another

*orm or close aily.

60. /. hexa_^ona^ Walt. I*'l. Carol, p. 66
; Chapm.

?lor. S. U. States, p. 472 ; /. virginica, Michx.and Pursh.

•X parte.—Rhizome stout, short-creeping. Stems 3—

4

eet high, deeply forked, and furnished with several large

eaves. Basalleaves ensiform, 2— 3 feet long by i— i^
inch broad. Spathe-valves green, acuminate, [often

5—6 inches long. Pedicels i

—

1\ inch long inside the

pathe. Ovary ^— i inch long, with six prominent ribs ;

ube funnel-shaped, about as long as the ovary ; limb

;—3i inches deep, pale or deep lilac ; falls obovate-

mguiculate, the oblong lamina exceeding the claw,

—i^ inch broad ; standards erect, oblanceolate-spathu-

ate. Hiich broad, rather shorter than the falls. Stigmas

\ inch long, excluding the lanceolate crests. Anther
leaily i inch long, exceeding the filament. Capsule
>blong, prominently hexagonal.

Spread all through the Southern United States

rom Kentucky to Texas and Florida. It has never

leen figured, and I have not seen it in English gardens.

t would be easily procurable, and a very desirable

ilant to introduce. It is allied to the tvyo last, but is

luch more robust, with a different spathe and cap-

ule, and very much larger flowers.

Or. /. longipftala, Herbert, in Hook, and Arn. Bot.

'•eech., 395 ; Hook. fil. in Bjt. Mag , t. 5298.—Rhizome
s thick as a man's finger, short-creeping. Stems
—3 feet high, solid, compressed, bearing two or three

educed leaves, and generally only a single terminal

ead of flowers. Leaves firm in texture, narrow ensi-

3rm, I— iV foot long, }
—

'j inch broad. Spathes of

iveral lanceolate valves, the outer all green at the

oweringtime, about 3 inches long. Pedicels 1—2 inches
ing inside the spathe. Ovary oblong, ^— i inch long

;

ibe very short [\— ^ inch), funnel-shaped to the bas2
;

mb 2^—3 inches deep, bright lilac ; falls obovate,

;
nguiculate, reflexing half-way down, the obovate
iimina I— i^ inch broad, cuneately narrowed into the
hort claw, which has a bright yellow keel and violet

eins on a pure white ground ; standards erect, ob-

Lnceolate-spathulate, 2 inches long, \ inch broad. Blade
f stigmas i \ inch long ; crests half as long as the blade,

iothed on the outside. Anther yellow, 5 inch long,

mch exceeding the filament. Capsule oblong, 2 inches

})Dg, narrowed to both ends.

I

A native of California, where it is widely spread.

;['he first specimens brought to this country were

gathered by Douglas and the officers of the Beechey
Expediiiun. It has since been gathered by Hartweg,

Sinclair, Coulter, and Bolander. The figure in the

Botanical Alagazine was drawn from the Chelsea

garden, and I have had it also from Messrs. Veitch

and Bull. It is a well-marked and very handsome
plant. Both this and the last are omitted in Dr,

Klatt's monograph, but they are perfectly distinct

species.

62. /. liivigata, Fisch. and Meyer, Ind. Sem. Hort.

Petrop. , V. 36 ; Led. Fl. Ross., vol. iv., p. 97 ; Miquel,

Ann. Mus. Lug. Bot., vol. iii., p. 142 ; Regcl, Gartenfl.,

t. 442. fig. I ; Hk. fil, Bot. Mag., t. 6132 ; /. Gmeli/ii,

Ledeb. Comm. Gmel., iii., p. 48 ; /. K(Emp/eri, Siebold,

III. Hort., t. 157; Flore des Serre?, t. 2073-4 ; FJoral

Mag., n.s., t. 137 ; Gard. Chron. 1874, part 2, t. 47 ; /.

laicalensis, Pallas, MSS.; I. Jtstkaisi, Hassk. Cat.

Bogor,, p. 35 ; /. violacea^ Klatt, in Linnrea,

vol. XXXV.
, p. 384 ; Xyridion ItEvigatum and vio-

laccnm, Klatt, in Bot. Zeit., 1872, p. 500.*—Rhzome
stout, short-creeping. Stem 1^—2 feet high, firm,

terete, solid, glaucous, with two or three reduced leavts,

and usually only a single terminal cluster of flowers.

Leaves as long as the stem, narrow, ensiform, pale

green, -^— J inch broad, thin and weak in texture. Spathe

of several iighl-clasping lanceolate valves, the outer pjle

green, 2— 2^ inches long, acute on the back. Pedicels not

more than \— i inch long inside the spathe. Ovary
clavate, about '4 inch long at the flowering time ; tube

funnel-shaped, as long as the ovary ; limb 3—3V inches

long, a very deep bright purple ; falls obovate-u ngui-

culate, reflexing from low down, i\—2 inches broad,

wiih a bright yellow blotch at the throat, the blade

exceeding the claw ; standards oblanceolate-spathulate,

plain purple, 2 inches long, \ inch broad. Stigmas

with a uniform purplish black blade, above i inch

long. Crests small, deltoid. Anthers
'l

inch long,

exceeding the filament. Capsulesmall, oblong-trigonous,

the valves not prominently keeled.

A native of Eastern Siberia and Japan. Under
Siebold's nameot Kctmpferi, this is well known under

a variety of forms to ail who take an interest in garden

Irises, and certainly for depth and richness of colour-

ing it is the finest of the genus. The drav/back is,

that its flowers are much more fugitive than in most

of its neighbours. It flowers in our London gardens

early in June. It was sent by Pallas to Linnxus

under the name of baicalensis but I am not aware that

this was ever publij^hed. Klatt's violacea, which I

cannot separate except as a slight variety, is said to

be a plant of the Caucasus.

63. /. dichotoma^ Linn. fil. Suppl. 97 ; Pallas, Iter.

App., No. 61, tab. A, fig. 2; Vahl, Enum. ii. 136 ; Bot.

Reg., t. 246 ; Sweet, Brit. Flow. Gard., t. 96 ; /. pomeri-

diana, Fischer MSS. ; Klatt, in Linnasa, vol. xxxiv., p.

612 ; Pardanthus dichotomiis. Led. Fl. Ross. iv. 106.

—

Rhiiome stout, oblique. Stems 2—3 feet high, slender,

copiously, deeply, corymbosely branched, with very

small leaves from the base of the branches. Leaves

S — 10, in an elongated, erect, distichous cluster, ensiform,

\— I foot long, I -I I inch broad. Peduncles long,

ascending, naked. Flowers often five or six in a cluster.

Spathe-valves lanceolate, imbricated, obtuse, almost

membranous, under i inch long. Pedicels i— iV inch

long, protruded from the spathe, articulated at the base

of the ovary. Ovary cylindrical, \ inch long ; tube

none ; limb i— i^ inch deep, not opening till afternoon,

and only expanding once, hlac, twisted spirally after

flowering ; falls oblong, unguiculate, \ inch broad,

narrowed gradually from the middle to the base, the

claw obscurely bearded, white, spotted with purple
;

standards as long as the stigmas, oblanceolate, deeply

emarginate. Stigmas with a lamina about \ inch

long, and two hnear acuminate crests. Anther \ inch

long, much shorter than the filament. Capsule oblong,

i\ inch long, obtusely trigonous, the valves not keeled

on the back.

A native of Davuria and the north of Chin?. A most

distinct species, usually grown under shelter but said

to be quite hardy, even through the St. Petersburg

winters. The small fugitive flowers, many to a

spathe, with exserted articulated pedicels; the dteply

forked stem, and the broad erect leaves, mark it at a

single glance.

64. I.fulvi, Muhl. Cat. ; Ker, in Bot. Mag., t. 1496 ;

Reich. Fl. Exot., t. 38 ; Neubeckia fulva, Alefeld. in Bot.

Zeit. 1863, 297 ; Klatt, in Linnoea, vol. xxxiv., p. 591 ; /.

cuprea, Pur^h, Fl. Amer., vol. i., p. 30 ; Elliot, Fl. Car. i.,

46 ; Spach, Suites Buff., vol. xiii., p. 48.—Rhizome stout,

short-creeping. Stem 2—3 feet high, forked low down,
angular in the lower part, furnished at the forks with

large leaves. Basal leaves narrow-ensiform, reaching

\\—2 feet in length, \— i inch broad, bright green.

Spathe-valves lanceolate acuminate, unequal, the outer

3—4 inches long, green at the flowering time, with only

a narrow membranous border, acutely keeled. Pedicels

i — I inch long inside the spathes. Ovary cylindrical,

\ inch long at the flowering time ; tube yellowish, as long
as the ovary; limb 2—2^- inches deep, bright lulvous

brown, all the segments reflexing equally when expanded
;

falls oblong-unguiculate, \— i inch broad, obtusely

rounded at the top, deeply emarginate, gradually

narrowed into a claw not more than \ inch long,

velvety on the face, with reddish-brown pubescence near
the keel ; standards shorter, oblanceolate-spathulate,

i\ inch long, \—\ inch broad. Stigmas, including the
small deltoid crests, about i inch long. Anther \ inch
long, equalUng the flattened filament. Capsule 1—2 inches
long, otjiong, obtusely trigonous, the valves not keeled
on the back.

A native of the United States, especially in the
South. Long known, but still rare in cutivation,

flowering in our London gardens in the Utter lialf of
June. A most distinct species, marked at a glance by
the colour of its flowers, which are like those of
Hemerocallis fulva, totally different from those of
any other Iris, and having both the rows of perianth

segments falcately spreading when expanded, like the

Cape species of Dietes. The pubescence of the face

of the falls is very faint, so that, although technically

this would place it in the section Oncocyclus, I have
retained it here.

Tliis concludes the series of the beardless Irises, of
which thirty-three well-marked species are now
known. J. G. Baker.

ELSHAM HOUSE, GRANTHAM.
Who has not heard of the famous agricultural

implement manufactory of the Messrs. Hornsby, at

Spiulegate, Grantham, who give employment to some
1000 or 1200 men, and thousands of whose reapers
have been used in cutting down the golden harvest of
1S76? It is not, however, of these I wish to write,

but to make a ie.v notes on what I saw in the
gardens of Elsham House, the seat of Mr. Wm.
lliirnsby, one of the leading members of the above
enterprising firm.

The length of glass (besides conservatory, pits, and
frames) is 600 feet, and comprises seventeen fruit and
plant houses. There are six vineries, planted chiefly

with Black tiamburgh, Black Alicante, Muscat of
Alexandra, Gros Colman, Lidy Uo fine's, and other
good varieties, all in excellent condition— the fruit,

ing Vines carrying heavy crops, some of the Black
Alicantes having seven and eight bunches to a
rod, of 3 to 4 lb. each. The recently planted Vines
are making fine cares. Of new Grapes Pearson's

Golden Queen is the favourite with Mr. Metcalfe, the
head gardener. It is of very vigorous gro.vlh and
habit, and appears likely to produce large bunches.
The two Peach-houses are planted front and back ;

the trees are looking well, and crops hive been
good.

The Pine-houses, three in number, are well filled

with strong healthy plants, mostly of the Queen and
Black Jamaica varieties. In the fruiting-houie Mr.
Metcalfe has introduced a plan which dispenses with

a lot of labour caused by the usual way of plunging

the pots in tan. It consists of hot-air chambers kept
constantly moist by the hot- water pipes p:issing

through troughs kept full of water ; over the=e are

placed cast-iron plates, half an inch thick, in which
are holes just large enough to let in 12-inch pots to

the rim, the rim preventing the pots from falling

through. On the plates is placed sawdust about an
inch thick, which acts as a non-conductor, and gives
the whole a nice clean appearance. After nine
months' trial this plan is found to answer well, the

truth of this being verified by the fine fruit produced,
and the healthy appearance of the plants.

Melons and Cucumbers are grown in a long span-
roofed house having three divisions, two being occu-
pied by Melons and one by Cucumbers. This house
is also used for Strawberries, upwards of a thousand
pots of these being forced during the winter and
spring. In the plant-houses are fine specimens of

Crotons, Allamandas, Dracrenas, &c., a good collec-

tion of Ferns, and amongst them some very fine

plants of Adiantums, Lomarias, and Tree Ferns. One
house, 64 feet in length, is devoted to Camellias and
Azaleas j they are all nice sized, well-shaped plants,

and look well. There are also good collections of

Epacris and Erica, and other hard-wooded plants
j

and here let it be remarked that Mr. Metcalfe makes
a point of growing every plant in his charge into what
is usually termed '

' a specimen "—no sickly, straggling
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plants, no crowding, but each one has its allotted

space. The conservatory, a very pretty building, is

attached to the house, and at the lime of my visit

was undergoing painting and cleaning, ready for its

winter occupants.

The flower-beds and borders are nearly all seen

from the house. Often when looking over flower-

gardens the eye gets dazzled by a preponderance of

scarlet and yellow, but here the colours are so evenly

blended, that the longer they are looked upon the

more they are admired. The bedding here is cer-

tainly most charming and effective. Mr, Metcalfe

was awarded the premium offered by Earl Brownlow
for the best-kept lawn within a radius of 12 miles of

Grantham, and thoroughly was he deserving the

honour, for it would be a matter of some difficulty to

find a flower-garden in a higher state of perfection.

Spring bedding is cariied out with the same spirit as

summer bedding, 30,000 plants being used for the

former, and 60,000 for the latter.

The kitchen garden is about 2 acres in extent, and
is planted with the usual assortment of fruit and vege-

tables for supplying a large establishment. The fruit

trees are young and healthy, the ground clean, and in

a high state of cultivation.

The offices and outbuildings are all of modern con-

struction, and in keeping with the house and other

buildings surrounding.

Mr. Metcalfe, who is no doubt liberally aided by
his worthy employer, is to be congratulated on his

success, nut only in the flower-garden, but also in every

department. It is evident the management is under

the control of one who is at home in his business, and

a lover of his profession, yarnes Giles, Bedford Road

j

Northampton.

THUJOPSIS DOLABRATA.
The accompanying illustration {fig. 119, p. 617)

represents one of the finest specimens of this hand-

some Japanese Conifer to be found in this country,

and which forms one of the many attractions to tree

lovers which Lord Brownlow's gardens and pleasure-

grounds at Ashridge alTord. The specimen is exactly

10 feet high, having increased in height II inches

since the middle of September last. The plant was

only 3 inches in height in 1869, when it was pre-

sented to the late Lord Brownlow by Lord Fortescue.

For the first two or three years of its life at Ashridge

it received the protection of a cold frame, and was

then planted out in the slightly sheltered position it

now occupies. It is not generally considered a per-

fectly hardy plant, but Mr. Gray, who had had some
experience with young plants, assures us that when
in even a very young state this beautiful tree is proof

against any amount uf cold.

THE COMMON HOLLY AND
ITS VARIETIES.—XIV.

C. Leaves Gold-Variegated.

^\\\ Spines superficial and marginal,

f Leaves gold-blotched.

151. I. A. FEROX AUREA, Fisher, Lawson, W.
Paul ;

guld-blotched hedgehog, Waterer ; ferox aurea

picta, Lee, Barron j ferox loliis aureis, Snaith (fig. 117).

—This is a well-marked and very handsome IluUy,

commonly known as the gold-blotched hedgehog. It

has the young bark purple. The leaves are oblong or

ovate-oblong, very strongly spined both at the margin

and on the upper surface ; they are also strongly

waved, and more or less recurved longitudinally.

The surface is of a rich deep green, and the green

spines which bristle from its surface have pale tips,

while on the plain central portion near the base of the

leaf-blade is to be found a conspicuous blotch of

golden-yellow. The convexed bristling surface is well

expresjed by the term " hedgehog," applied to this,

as well as to a green-leaved, and also a silver-margined

form, all of which are, from their distinctness of

character, very desirable when planting for effect,

D. Leaves Flushed with Yellow,

§ Spines marginal, divaricate,

f Leaves large.

152. I. A. AURANTiACA, Lawson, Barron ; flavum,

W. Paul ; Bronze, Smith, Fisher (fig. IiS).—In this

and the following variety there is no distinctly defined

variegation, but a flush of a yellowish hue is spread

over more or less of the leaf surface, the yellow

colouring being not only variable in extent but also in

position. The batk is of a purplish hue. The leaves

are oblong-ovate, sometimes as much as 3i inches

long, thick in texture, strongly waved, with prominent

marginal spines ; the surface is unequally flushed with

a dull bronzy yellow hue, which sometimes occupies

the upper half of the leaf, sometimes an irregular por-

tion near the centre, other portions of the surface

remaining green. This colouring is most strongly

marked on the young and year-old growths, the

older persistent leaves becoming gradually greener.

The flush of colours renders this a conspicuous variety

in a plantation, the effect being that of a golden

bronze among green Pelargoniums.

ff Leaves medium-sized.

153. I. A. FLAVESCENS ; Moonlight, Waterer.

—

In this variety the bark of the young shoots is of a

purplish hue, while the young shoots themselves are

of a pale clear yellow, which during the growing

season renders them singularly effective. They are

ovate in ovate, strongly spined, and waved at the

margin, and, in fact, differ but little from the common
Holly, except in the yellow hue assumed by the

young foliage. When the growth becomes matured

the yellow tint subsides into a yellowish green. The

colour of the foliage during its growth is remarkably

suggestive of the " pale moonlight,"

We have now gone through the materials collected

some time since, and have Indicated what appear to

be distinct forms of Ilex Aquifolium, some few pos-

sibly being hybrids. In making selections for plant-

ing, the figures which accompany many of the descript-

ive notes will, we trust, be of use.

There can be no question that the Holly is one of

the finest of our evergreen shrubs, being perfectly

hardy, ornamental alike in summer and winter, in

leaf or in berry. In soils and situations which suit it,

few evergreens are more free, we might almost say

more rapid in growth. None of our hedge plants

form so solid-looking and ornamental a fence, as

witness some of the Holly hedges to be seen in Oat-

lands Park, Weybridge ; whilst for decorating lawns

and shrubberies nothing can surpass the handsomer
varieties, the choice, too, amongst the numerous green,

and golden and silver forms being almost unlimited,

T. Moore.

Jfonigit CoiTtspnkiite.

Santa Barbara, California [concluded from p.
586).— I think the schools are excellent. The compulsory
law is pretty strictly carried out here, particularly in Cali-

fornia. Every boy and girl is compelled to attend school
until the age of seventeen. The system of teaching is

very good. We have in Santa Barbara a first-class

college, accommodating from 200 to 300 pupils. I

believe we have better society in and around here than in

any other portion of the State ; in saying so I am simply
}

giving the opinion of many who give Santa Barbara a
'

preference on that account. It being a health resort,

we have people from all parts of the globe, the greatest

influx of visitors being during the winter months. Thou- !

sands leave the Eastern States in November, when winter \

has fairly set in, and in five days by train are in San !

Francisco, enjoying a summer temperature. One day '

and night by steamboat persons are landed here. Until

this year hundreds have come here to recuperate, but

owing to want of hotel or private house accommodation
have had to go by ne.xt boat down to Los Angeles or

San Diego. Building has been going on very briskly

these two years. A very fine hotel (the Arlington) has
been opened this year. The Regent in Leamington is but

a miniature to it. We have not so much of the Spanish

element in society here, as occurs in most towns along

the coast, and no Indians; through Los Angelos Co.,

San Bernardino Co. , and San Diego Co. there are Indians

more or less ; some tribes being yet very hostile towards
1

the whites, and although military power has pretty well
'

subdued them, it is well to keep an eye on them, where
they locate in large bodies. They have a fondness for

horse-stealing. I am somewhat digressing from the

subject in hand.

We are well supplied with reverends of all denomina-
tions, men of high talent, too. We have one Episuopal

Church, or, as we should say at home, the Church of

England, whose Minister, the Rev. Dr. Abercrombie, is

esteemed by all classes as a thoroughly good man. There
is no endowment for the support of ministers here, as at

home : each congregation has to unbutton its pockets to

support its clergyman.

We have no consumptives here, but those who come
here in that state, and unless the disease is too deeply set

in before coming the salubrity of this southern portion of

the State, more particularly of Santa Barbara, which is the

home ot the invalid, will eradicate it. It is most not-

able how few deaths occur here, except diseased

individuals, who, I might say, come here to die. If you

should want to get well posted by reading, I would

recommend you to get at some of the libraries NordJtaff s

California ; this is the most reliable work I know of,

and one which I read through more than once before 1

came. I am enclosing a table of temperatures for 1874

by Dr. Dimmick, a gentleman with whom I am
acquainted. He has a splendid place here, and is a

thorough gardener. We have no malaria to produce

chills and fevers. The purity of the air may be judged

of by the fact of meats not tainting until after long

exposure. We have but little annoyance from insects ;

probably the most troublesome are the wasps, or, as they

are called here, "yellow jackets." These do not come

destructively to fruits until the Grape season comes on,

and then to the small grower they are a pest, though by

the large grower they are scarcely felt. We have two

small animals a pest to the country—the ground squirrel

and the gofer ; they will eat anything, I believe ; but

where there is co-operation by adjoining parties, their
j

destruction is soon completed, either by trapping or

poisoning. Strychnia is the most commonly used, and

is sure death to them.

The only dangerous animals are the bear and rattle-

snake. We have none of the former on this side of the

mountains ; they are troublesome amongst herds of

cattle, but we hear of them only in very sparsely popu-

lated places. The rattlesnake is not often met with

here. My son has killed tvt'o only. Persons who are

bitten by them drink whisky till almost stupidly drunk,

which kills the poison. Parties out hunting often meet

with them. There are several other kinds, but none

dangerous—in fact, useful, as they kill rats, mice, and

gofers. Wc have foxes, wild cats, minx, and polecats

— in some places rather too near to be pleasant to the

poultry-keeper. These all come from the mountains

during the night. None of them will annoy us long,

as almost every county ofiers bounties for the scalps,
j

Rabbits are very numerous in uncleared tracts; quail
j

are plentiful here, and splendid eating ; few hares. Deer

are plentiful, and can be brought in by a good rifleman ;

these taken to town will reahse 5 dols.

I have been to-day to the farther end of this splendid

valley to Colonel Dinsmores, to see his Bananas. These.]

have been planted three or four years, and are now

producing fruit plentifully. It is a tolerably dwarf kind,

and was introduced from the Sandwich Islands here. H-'

has received lately from Florida another kind— Cavcn^

dishii—which there fruits in eighteen months, and there
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too often cut down by frost. An acre of these when in

bearing is the most profitable of anything grown,

realising about 1600 dols., and no replanting; the

fruiting stem is cut off, and the offshoot takes its place.

The Florida kind is going to be introduced here in I

plenty, so that we shall soon see them by the acre. It
j

requires about 400 plants to the acre.
|

I read in the Rural Press of some persons planting the !

Pine-apple this spring in favourable localities, of the
I

success cf which I am somewhat doubtful, although I
^

am intending to try them, 'lo plant the Italian Chest- 1

nut here would be a good investment, as it will bear
j

freely on a bush of the size of a Currant bush. Plums
[

and Prunes would be another good investment. I am
preparing to plant out into permanent quarters many

thousand Grape Vines the coming autumn. I have
1

them now in nursery lines doing splendidly from cuttings
|

of Muscat of Alexandria, Flamed Tokay, lona, and
I

Rural Press. I see there the first car-load of Californian

fruit of the season has been shipped from Briggs*

Orchard, Marysville, to Philadelphia. It goes through

in passenger time. The contents of the car were

500 boxes Moorpark Apricots, 100 boxes Cherry Plums,

June Plums and Pears, and 300 boxes Early May
Peaches. This is the Briggs referred to in the former

part of this note.

Should you have a few seeds of Lapageria rosea, and
any other kinds of stove or greenhouse plants, I should
esteem it a favour if you would send them. Have you any
superior kinds of Cucumber, of the Sion House section,

or the spined ones ? I am growing outdoors the kind
grown about Kenilworth, which, I believe, originated

there. Wheatley's Hybrid Melons do here splendidly, and
particularly the Water Melon. Of these I have six kinds,

the best that are known. Of the Musk or Cantaloupe

kinds I have the Nutmeg true—this is really a splendid

majority of the packages it is his intention to repeat the

experiment, as our climate is nearly theirs. The postal

route via San Francisco is about twenty-one days. He
states that the American Grapes are being very extensively

grown in preference to the European kinds, on account
of the oidium. This disease in the Vme is very little

known here. The majority of the Grapes grown here
are on the foothills of the mountains, where the tem-
perature is more uniform than on lands lying near to the
sea. Grapes are grown on what I might term the
Currant-bush fashion, usually equidistant, 8 feet apart.

Some are summer-pruned, but I believe the great bulk
of them only get the winter pruning,

I presume by this time you have gone through the
great flower shows of the metropolis, and the lesser ones
of the counties and vilUages. Here they are not adopted
except in few instances at county agricultural fairs. J,
R, Cross.

Fig, X19.—THUjopsis dolabrata, at asuridge.

veral other kinds. I am, of course, anxious to test the

ods you grow in England under glass. Should these

'. as I have no doubt they will, they will add length of

ape season here much. The Muscat of Alexandria
ingso finely, I have no doubt about the other European
ads doing equally well. As yet, I do not find them

,
ered for sale in any Californian catalogues. I should

j

teem it a favour if you would send me, in the autumn,

I

other lot of Grape cuttings of every kind you can

J
are. Your plan of packing cuttings in a canister is

117 good, but too expensive in stamps. If hard and
•"ort-jointed wood and the ends dipped in resin, gum,
' collodion, to prevent the evaporation of sap, and
I
ded in oil silk, such as the American nurser>'men use,

,

hink they would answer. I do not know what weight

j- Enghsh Post will allow—4 lb. are allowed by the

l^ited States Post. The mail of America is a vast

)^;dium in the transportation of seeds, plants and cut-

(:gs. It is also the cheapest method. Goods by
press or freight train are dear ; much more so than in

gland. I have just_ looked through my paper, the

Melon ; Ward's Nectar is similar to the above, but

larger, fine in flavour. I have six other kinds I sent for

from a notable seedsmen— Mr. Gregory, of Mussachu-

setts ; and to fill up my almost insatiable desire in Melon

growing I am testing on ih acre of ground the follow-

ing, which I brought from England :—Beechwood,
Webb's Climax, Gem, Emma, Fleming's Trentham

Hybrid, Egyptian Green-flesh ; Golden Perfection,

Golden Queen, and some few others. Having plenty of

land at liberty, I had a strong desire to test them by

those grown in the States. I did so last year in a small

way, and approved of them. Have you any different to

the above, which are large and good in flavour ?

I have recently received from my friend Mr. Cheyne,

Queensland, through the post, a collection of fruit and

plant seeds which are natural there. I have sown them

in the open ground, and many of them have already

come up ; also some Coffee berries. These are growing

too. His plan of sowing them is simply to press them

on the surface, and in a shady spot they germinate

quickly. He writes me, should I succeed in growing the

In the Villa Gardiner Mr. E. Hobday con-

demns the practice of bordernig the quarters of the

kitchen garden with fruit trees. He would have the

vegetables grown by themselves, and the fruit trees

equally isolated. He suggests that they might be

placed with advantage at the back of shrubberies,

where their blossoms would be ornamental, and

where shelter would be obtained. We hardly think

the advice good for small villa gardens ; indeed, we
doubt whether the placing of fruit trees behind shrub-

beries would not be productive of more evil than good

in the long run. Still the subject is one the discus-

sion of which can hardly fail to elicit good.

In the Florist and Fomologist for the present

month we find a coloured illustration of one of Mr.

Rivers' Nectarines named Albert Victor, and of which
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Mr, Coleman, of Eastnor Castle GardenF, speaks in

high terms as a good grower, a free setter, and as

bearing fruit of large size. The flavour is rich and

''sprightly." Clematis Duchess of Edinburgh is

regarded as one of the best double-flowered white

varieties of this genus. It was raised by Messrs.

Jackman, of Woking, and has the advantage of

fragrance as well as of beauty. The articles in this

popular journal are this month of more than usual

interest and variety.

In the October number of the Agriculhiral

SludenCs Gazette, edited by students at the Royal Agri-

cultural College, Cirencester, is a paper by Professor

Church on the quantity of salt in rain-water as

measured in the gauges at Cirencester, As a general

result it is computed that on the average each acre

receives not less than 30 lb. of chloride of sodium or

common salt per annum—a quantity more than suffi-

cient for the ordinary farm crops.

The Botanical Ma^azine\or the present month

contains figures of the following plants :—Anthurium

Bakeri, t. 6261, a species imported from Costa Rica by

Mr. Bull, and having a short stem, elliptic-lanceolate

leaves, short spathes, and white spadices, followed by

crimson berries. Masdevallia ionocharis, t. 6262, is

one of the smaller-flowering species, with blossoms of

a white colour blotched with red-purple ; it was

originally described in our columns, p. 38S, 1875.

Libertia paniculata, t. 6263, is a pretty regular-

flowered Iridaceous plant allied to Sisyrinchium, of

tufted habit, with long linear leaves and panicles of

white flowers. The plant is a native of Australia, and

is easily grown as a greenhouse plant. Fritillaria

recurva, t. 6264, is a charming bell-shaped FritiUary,

with recurved segments of a bright red colour exter-

nally, yellow within, and spotted with red. It is a

native of California, and is one of the most interesting

of bulbous plants. Odontoglossum Ixve, t. 6265, is a

handsome species, with cinnamon-brown sepals and

petals, banded with yellow. It is a native of Guate-

mala, and has been long cultivated in gardens.

We learn from the Journal of Botany that

the meeting of the German naturalists at liamburg

oa September 19—22 was well attended by the

German botanists. The session was opened by Pro-

fessor Rtichenbach, and among the papers likely to

be interesting to horticuburists, but of which the titles

only are given, are
—" On the Tendrils of Cucurbita-

ceoe," by Dr. A. Braun ;
*' On Agave," by the same

;

**On a Disease of Apple Trees," by Dr. Soraner

;

"On Period of Ve^etarion of Northern Cereals," by

Dr. Wittmack ; "Contributions to the Morphology

of Orchid Flowers," by Professor Reichenbach
;

*' Relation between the Development of Roots," and
" The Retention of Leaves on Mr. Peacock's Collec-

tion of Succulents at Hamburg," by the same, &c.

The plates in the current nuraberof the 77(7;-^'/

Magazine represent Lilium auratum var. cruentum, a

splendid variety with a rich purple stripe along the

centre of each fli wer segment, described by us at p.

399. Maran'a Massangeana is a pretty stove folijge

plant, with the disc of the leaf of a pale green, the

miiginal portions for some depth on either side of

the midiib being of a darker velvety green hue.

Colchicum specio^um is a nuble Colchicuin, which

has been very eft'ective this autumn at Kew. Anthu-

rium ornatum has fine heart-shaped leaves, white

spadices and puiple spadixes. It is one of Mr. B. S.

Willirmi' introduction^, and promises to be a grand

acquisition to plants of its class.

In the Journal of Botany Mr. Trail is giving

descriptions of new species of Palms collected in the

valley of the Amazon. Mr. Trail has deposited in

the Kew herbarium magnificent specimens of the

species gathered by him,

The moit important article in the Gaydtner

for the present month is that on Gardening as a Profu-

able Industry. We must, says the writer, "discover

the limit of the profitable production of our land each

for himself, and avoid any attempts to pass that linut.

The whole secret of good and profitable fruit or vegt-

table culture is to ex;erid the limit of production as far

as possible ; it is bad and unprofi'able to either fall

belo^ that limit or to go beyond it." Finally the

author recommends, as we have often done, the utili-

sation of the waste ground of our railways, by planta-

tions of fruit trees. It is, however, desirable to add
that the ground must be properly prepared first. We

have heard of some unsuccessful attempts on the part

of some who thought they had only to put in a fruit

tree to ensure success. Strawberry culture might also

profitably be undertaken on many a now unproduc-

tive railway-bank.

The principal illustration in the current

number of the Revue de P Horticulture Bdi^c is devoted

to a fine Camellia, called Auguste Delfosse. The
flower is regularly imbricated, of a bright red colour,

some of the outer petals being white splashed with

red. It was raised in 1847 by M. Emile Defresne,

of Lit-ge, from Camellia Weimari, fertilised by

C. exirnia. In spite of its being now known for

twenty-five years, its merits are such as amply to

justify its being brought prominently under the notice

of amateurs.

In the current number of the Bulletin

d'Arboriculture Beige we find a coloured plate of

Marie Lou'se Pear, together with some historical

details relating to its production. It was raised early

in the present century by the Abbe Duquesne of

Mons. The following synonyms are given ;—Brad-

dick's Field Standard, Corchorus, Marie Louise

Duquesne, Nova, Nouvelle, Delecourt, Dunkelaar,

de Jersey, and Van Mons, and perhaps Comte Lamy
and Marie Louise d'Uccle. Nothing need be said as

to the excellent qualities of this fine Pear.

In the current number of the Annaks dcs

Sciences Natiirelles, M, Decaisne describes a new
genusof Theophrastese, under the name of Deherainia.

D. smaragdina, the species on which it is founded, is

that known in gardens as Posoqueria macrantha,

Theophrasta sraaragdinia, and Jacquinia smaragdina.

In addition three other species of Theophrasta are de-

scribed—viz., T. Jussirei, Lindl. ; T. densiflora, the

T, Jussirei of Hook., Bot. Mag. 4239 (1S46), but not

of Lindley ; and T. fusca, called also in gardens T.

Jussirei, but which is neither the plant so-called by
Hooker nor by Lindley. Ciavija grandis is the

name applied to a plant commonly known as Theo-
phrasta rnacrophylla, and C.clavata is the name given

to Theophrasta nobilis of Linden's Catalogue,

Forestry.

This is in many respects a good time of the year

to value plantations, young or old, deciduous or ever-

green, but specially the former, as the trees are seen

to better advantage without than with the leaves.

There are many ways adopted in valuing, indeed

every forester has his own peculiar method of doing it.

Without pointing out the various methods adopted,

or indicating wherein many of them are defective, I

shall briefly show the mode of valuing I prefer and
practise.

In valuing a very young plantation which has not

even been thinned the first time, I go carefully and
delib. rately through and through every part of it, and
note either by the eye or actual measurement the

length of the top growths, notifying whether it is

an average season's growth or otherwise. I count

the growths to the number of 800 per acre, which
represents the number of trees that should remain
standing after the first thinning has been effected

—

that is, if a Pine Fir or mixed coniferous plantation.

Having ascertained the length of the top growths, the

annual value of the growth is easily arrived at,

whether Larch, Scots Pine, Spruce, or other species

of Conifeice, but with hard-woods it is more difficult,

and in fact has to be done in a different way.

The method of casting up the value of a young
plantation is a mere question of simple proportion, and
is stated thus :— If a plantation of sixty years' growth
is worth ^30 per acre, what is it worth at forty years ?

Answer, /20 per acre. Or by similar computation it

is worth £,^ -sX ten years' growth. The original outlay

upon forming the plantation, rent of ground, &c.

,

must always be deducted from the full value, before

the proportional value is taken.

It is only plantations about, or before thirty years'

old; that the original cost of forming and rent of
ground is added to. Plantations above that age, or

such as have already been sufficiently thinned, are

valued simply as they stand, or rather according to

their prospective value, for although no further benefit

could be derived from thinning, yet the advanced
stage of the trees* growth admits of grazing the planta-

tion, which cauld not be done in its younger state.

It is alone upon the actual growth of each individual
I

tree in a plantation or forest that its value and worth
depends, and whether the investment shall prove a
profitable or losing one.

There are several ways of valuing mature or full*
|

grown plantations, all approaching accuracy, but th&
following seems to me the most commendable. If

the subject is purely a Fir, Larch, or mixed
plantation of timber-size trees, the whole contents are

put down in cubic feet ; but if composed of a great

variety, including hard-woods, the following is the

simplest method. Every tree is marked with chalk

or red ochre if to stand, but if to be cut down shortly

the bark should be shaven off, and a distinct number
put upon each tree with paint or otherwise. The

j

valuator's book is ruled and divided into columns,
|

The first column to the left contains the numbers, J

from one upwards; the second column contains the

species of tree, but instead of writing the whole name,
1

as Oak, Ash, &c., the letters O., A., &c., are used, or

abbreviations of the name, as Bir. for Birch, Bee. for

Beech, and so on. The third column contains the

value in money, commonly put down in shillings, as

20^., 30^., 6oj-. This is all that is done^ in the wood,
but on reaching home a good deal more is to be dune
by way of classifying the trees and arranging them,

whether for advertising, transfer, or whatever other
i

object may be in view.
\

In valuing standing timber trees the following is
\

my practice. Assisted by two men, the one to girth

the trees, and the other to put the numbers upon them,

the valuator enters the contents of each tree in cubic

feet opposite its respective number. My reason for

putting the money value opposite some trees, and the

cubical contents opposite others, is because in many
cases the cubic contents would mislead in making up

the general statement. A Beech tree, for example,

containing 50 cubic feet of measurable timber, may
not be worth so much as one containing only 25 cubic I

feet, in consequence of the former being rough, knotty,

and stem bhort, while the character of the other is

the extreme opposite.

Tables for practical purposes must be very simple,

so as to require little writing in the wood, because the

plantation or forest, of all other places, is the least

suitable for writing. To construct such a field, or

rather forest book, as would provide for every nicety

and variation would render it useless for all practical

purposes.

The following is a random extract from my note-

book of valuations :

—

Plantation No. 10, as per estate plan, was planted

in 1S26, and contains in round numbers d}^ imperial

acres. It contains an average of 290 trees per acre,

namely, 266 Scots Pines, twelve Larches, four Norway

Spruce, and eight of various other species. The money

value of the whole plantation is ^^1044 ; its state ol

growth is fair, making annually lis. per acre in value.

Its transferable value is £,\(i per acre, and prospective

value at sixty years' old ^26 per acre. It has been

several times thinned, and is at date of report forty-

three years old. The trees thinned out of it are under-

stood to have covered the incidental expenses incurred

in maintaining it, and also repaid the original cost of

formation, &c, C. K AUc/iie, Culhn Home, CulUn,

Nov. 6.

PLANT HOUSES.
Greenhouse Hard-wooded Plants. — The

different varieties of Epiphyllum are amongst the

most useful subjects we possess for general decorative

purposes, or for the production of cut flowers, and

where these are required in quantity a good stock of

them should be grown, so that by bringing on a few

at a time into bloom with a liiile warmth, a succession

can be had. This is the more necessary course lo

pursue with these plants, from the somewhat short-

lived character of the individual flowers. Epiphyilums

may be grown to a very large size where desirable, by

giving them sufficient pot-room, and liberal treatment

in their general requirements, and when they attain a

considerable size they are very effective for using in

large conservatories, but for ordinary purpose?,

moderate-sized examples are the most useful, as the

big specimens, from the great weight the heads get to,

are awkward to move about. Plants of theie that arc

being kept back for successional flowering must not bt

over-wattred, or the roots will be liable tosuflcr. The

same holds good of the Cactus family generally ;
man*y

of them will bear without injury a lower temperature

during the winter than might be supposed considerincj

the heat they are naturally subject to in the countries,
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they come from, if only the soil is quite dry, and the
atmosphere not too damp. The grand old Epi-
phyllums, such as E. speciosum, E. Jenkinsoni, and
E. Ackermanni, are not now nearly so often met with
as their easy culture and gorgeous effect when in

, flower entitle them to be.

I
Soft-wooded Greenhouse Plants.—Chrysan-

I themums are in most places more than usually la'e

I
this year. If a few of the latest varieties have been

I put back into a house with a northern aspect, where
* they will receive little sun, these will succeed the

. earlier flowering kinds, and will come in most useful
''

at the end of the year ; but in such a house care

must be taken that the foliage does not suffer. If

there was any trace of mildew upon it when the
plants were brought in, it will now spread apace if

^

means are not taken to check it. Any afl^ected plants

: should at once be laid on their sides and have a good
dusting with sulphur. Give them abundance of air

at all times, both day and night, except when
there is danger of frost, and do not crowd them
or keep thera further from the light than can be
avoided. If each is elevated on a large inverted

pot, so that the air can circulate freely amongst them,
the foliage will stand a much better chance of keeping
in a healchy state than if they are set upon a damp
floor far awa^ from the roof glass. These late flower-

ing kinds are deserving of all the attention requisite

to have them in good condition up to the latest

possible time they can be induced to open their

flowers; they should still be supplied regularly wiih
manure- water. Cinerarias that were sown early with
a view to their blooming at the close of the year will,

if they have been well attended to, be now pushing
up their flower stems ; they ought to have manure-
water given them, especially if in small pots. This
is necessary to insure fine heads of flower. On no
account must they be allowed to get dry at the root so

as to cause them to flag, or the large leaves at the

bottom are certain to perish, which not only destroys
the appearance of the plants, but correspondingly
weakens their blooming capabilities. Look over them
oncea-week to see if there is any appearance of
green-fly, which will be first found on the backs
of the under leaves. Where this precaution is

neglected, aud the insects are allowed to increase
until they exist in quantities, and spread up to the
heads of flower, they do irreparable injury to the leaves

and flowers as well. Herbaceous Calceolarias raised

from seed sown in the summer and pricked off into

pans, must not be kept in them so long as to endanger
their roots being injured in removal to single pots

;

if they already occupy little pots they must not be
allowed to remain in these too long, or the roots gtt
cramped in a way that stunts the growth ever after.

Move them into 6-inch pots, giving them rich open
soil, with a good proportion ot leaf-mould in it.

Cyclamens, when grown amongst a general collection

of greenhouse plants, can never be seen in the beautiful

condition they are produced in by those who make a
speciality of tlieir culture, and treat them in accordance
with their requirements. To do them well they
t^hould have a pit to themselves, where at this season
especially they can be near the glass, and the atmo-
sphere kept closer than for mo^t things, and also a few
degrees v^-armer than for ordinary greenhouse plants.

So useful are they both for cutting and general deco-
ration, and, considering the length of time in succes-
sion they can be had in flower, it is worth while to

devote a small heated pit with a division in it to them
alone. By this means these beautiful plants can be
had in bloom in twelve or fifteen months from the
time the seeds are sown. If a portion of the stock
are now kept a little warmer than the rest—say 50"
in the night— they will come in earlier and be most
serviceable. With these also it is necessary to look
out well for aphides that keep out ol sight on the
under-side of the leaves, and, if not destroyed, soon
spoil the plants, T. Baincs.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Ece this all the flower beds will have been put in

proper trim for the winter, and where bulbs have
been planted a sharp look-out must be kept to prevent
the depredations of vermin. The seedsman often gets
accused of supplying bad bulbs, when the real
offenders are rats and mice, and when once they get a
taste they will not rest, unless caught, till they have
cleared the lot. Any beds that are not intended to
be furnished for the winter should be dug or trenched
forthwith, so that the soil may reap the full benefit
of the winters' fro5t. If on turf, the edgings should
previously be trimmed with the edging inm, and if

I Box, all gaps and uneven parts should be made good,
and the surrounding turf be put in good order by
levelling and relurfing where necessary ; in any case

!

it should be rolled as frequently as opportunity ofters,

!

this being ihe best specific to obtain a good sward.

J

Lf:af raking and sweeping will now monopolise a great

I

part of each day, but this kind of labour should not be
done grudgingly, for in addition to the enjoyment of
Nature, the leaves are of immense value for nianurial

;;
aadheating purposes. Assoonasthe leaves are all down

shrubbery beds and borders should be lightly forked
over, and any sickly plants requiring help should have
additional soil or manure, as the case may be. Asa rule,

all American shiubs thrive best in peat only ; but if very
piior, well rotted manure should be added. If, when
first making beds for this tribe of plants, they are well

done, i.e., trenched deeply and well manured, they
require no further attention other than surface " point-
ing " for several years. From now to the end of the
year is the most trying time for the well-being of bed-
ding plants, damp and mildew being the two great

difficulties to contend against ; therefore every particle

of decaying matter should be instantly removed, and
sulphur should be applied to any plants attacked by
mildew, as this is a certain antidote. All tender
plants, such as Alternantheras and Coleus, ought to

have a minimum temperature of 60°; they will not
thrive in a less temperature than this, but all other
flower garden plants will winter and be all the better

for not having more than a temperature of 45", pro-
vided they are kept on the dry side both as to atmo-
spheric and root moisture. The necessary coverings

for cold pits should be got in readiness, as it might be
required at any time now. Calceolarias. Gnaphaliums,
Violas, Echeverias, Sec, can all be wintered in cold
pits, if protected in severe weather with, bracken,
straw, or litter. IK IVildsmiih, Heckfidd.

FRUIT HOUSES,
Peaches and Nectarines.—If ripe fruit of these

be required by the middle of next May no time should
be lost in bringing all preliminary matters to a close

at once, so that all may be in order for applying
regularly before the middle of the month those

operations which are requisite at this time of year for

inciting growth. This should be effected slowly and
gradually, commencing at an internal night tempera-
ture of from 45"" to 50'', according to circumstances
outside, about 55" in the daytime t^y artificial means,
and 65" from solar or climatal influences ; slightly

ventilate at 55*, and cease to do it at 6o\ Strive to

secure a genial condition about the trees at all times
;

to do so will involve frequent sprinklings about the

house whenever the surfaces become dry ; and the

trees should likewise have the benefit of this operation

at least twice every day. Both inside and outside

borders will require attention now, the former will

need covering to prevent the heavy autumnal rains, to

which we are annually subject, from rendering them
sodden, cold, and unsuitable to sustain an advanced
condition of surface growth. Amongst modern
appliances for this purpose tarpaulin sheets are

infinitely superior to other means as being in the

highest degree efficient, not over expensive, most
convenient, and if dressed annually durable. Where
the sashes have not been removed, soas to expose inside

Iiorders to the natural rainfall at this season, it will be
prudent to ascertain the condition of the border be-

fore starting ; a moderate degree of moisture should be
present, particularly when the trees are protected frum
its influence. According to the condition of the trees so

mulch, using the best manure for the purpose when
the trees need stimulating help ; but under other cir-

cumstances, when a tendency to grossness exists,

apply only that sort which will prevent rapid evapora-
tion and sustain a moist equilibrium at its surface.

Take advantages of those times which are unsuitable

for external operations to proceed with the cleaning

and preparing of successional houses. A full and (ree

circulation of air should be admitted through these

houses until the time arrives for putting the trees in

motion again ; in the meantime, should they be re-

quired for oiher things, choose only those which will

harmles-ly withstand such treatment, George Thomas
MiUsy iVycombe Abbey.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
In my last I recommended attention being paid to

the renovation of old fruit trees by removing the soil

ol the borders down to the roots and covering them
with fresh compost ; this operation may be proceeded
with during the early part of the present month, but

the sooner it is finished off the better for the trees. I

allude to the subject again in order to observe that in

these cases a little stimulation becomes a necessity, and
therefore in forming the compost, in addition to the

gentle stimulation afforded by crushed bones and
charcoal, a liberal portion of well decayed manure
should be added as an immediate stimulant to assist

in the formation of a good growth the first season. By
this time all fruits for winter and spring u^e will be
ga'hered and stored, and for some time the fruit-room

will require almost daily supervision for the separation

of all unsound fruits from the sound j economy
will also suggest that the unsound fruits should
be used as far as possible—many sorts of Pears,

for example, may be used for slewing purposes
which would be too unsightly for dessert, and
all unsound Apples may be used for kitchen
supply. In a scarce season like the present,

foresight and economy must go hand in hand, in

order to eke out the stock as far as possible.

The fruit trees on walls will soon begin to shed their

foliage, and all the operations connected with winter
work may be commenced at once and carried on in

favourable weather throughout the season ; there will
often be weeks of weather when the necessary opera-
tions cannot be carried on, and therefore it is be^t to
lake time by the forelock and begin as soon as possible.
Wherever practicable every tree should be loosened
from the wall, all old shreds removed and sorted, the
best being purified for future use, and the nails taken
under cover to be cleaned on wet days. The trees

should be carefully pruned, and dressed over with the
composition formerly recommended, and left to hang
loosely for a few days until they are thoroughly dry,
when they should be refastened to the walls, using
strong tar cord for all the larger branches, and as few
nails and shreds for the smaller wood as will suffice to
make them secure. A little symmetry may often be
sacrificed for the well-doing of the trees; the great
object is the attainment of a fair supply of fruit,

according to the strength of the trees, and this is often
frustrated by a too careful study of the symaietrical
training of the trees, jfohn Cox, RidUaf.

KITCHEN GARDEN,
Much has been said both for and against gravel

walks in the kitchen garden, but there can be no
question as to their great utility for facilitating the
many operations in connection with vegetable culture.

Where any of them are in an unsatisfactory state, now
is the time to set about their renovation, but to do
this thoroughly it will be necessary to get in proper
drains to carry ofi the surface water, and a good solid

foundation of some rough hard material with just suffi-

cient chalk or binding gravel amongst it to render it

firm and compact, without which it is impossible to

get the top in that very desirable state. In cases where
Box is used as an edging, and has become too thick
and overgrown, it should now be relaid, or, if gappy,
made good, as nothing is a greater eyesore in a garden
than a broken, imperfect Box edging. In places where
the edgings have stood for a length of time it often
occurs that they get stunted, arising either from unsuit-

ableness of soil or the absence of calcareous matter-in
it, and when that is the case Box seldom keeps a
healthy green colour. A change of material, which
may easily be made from the adjoining border, with
the addition of a little fine chalk, will soon improve
the growth and general appearance, unless the drain-

age is faulty. Mushroom beds will now be showing
freely, and will require constant attention to keep up
the necessary amount of atmospheric moisture and a
temperature as near 55° as it can be kept. If the
glass is allowed to ranf^e higher the Mushrooms come
much smaller, and are never so fine in quihty or tex-

ture as when they come on more slowly and naturally.

In cases where the system of heating is defective, or

there is difficulty in keeping the air sufficiently humid,
it is a good plan to cover the beds thickly over with
clean soft hay, which entirely prevents the escape of
moisture by evaporation, and maintains a regular and
equable degree of heat about the Mushrooms whatever
changes may take place in the air of the house. No
system of heating answers so well for these structures

as open gutters or a tank, as these always keep the
atmosphere regularly charged wtih vapour, and render
a covering of any kind on the beds quite unnecessary.

Where flues or hot-water pipes are in use for warming
the house, they should be frequently damped, and
plenty of water poured about the fljor of the house,
or the requisite amount of humidity may be kept up
by having a small quantity of gently fermenting
manure in any of the spare bins, the steam from which
is very congenial to the growth of Mushrooms. In
order to keep up a regular supply of these highly-

esteemed esculents, fresh droppings should be col-

lected and got ready for forming new beds, to be
made up about every month till March or April, after

which they do best in some cool, open shed, or any
sheltered place outdoors. In collecting the drop-
pings, they should be gathered fresh, and laid in some
airy place, to dry and sweeten by having some of the

rank properties driven out in the process of heating.

When properly sweated by being turned over a few
times, about one-fourth of its bulk of road scrapings

or loam should be added, either of which will

moderate the heat after it is put together in the house
and add considerably to the crop of Mushrooms by
making the bed more lasting. A fir^t sowing of

Peas should now be got in on a warm sheltered

border sloping to the south. As these will have to

stand the attacks of all kinds of vermin for many
months without being able to make much growth,
they should be sown thicker than is requisite later in

the season. Mice are generally the greatest depre-
dators, but these may be warded off by wetting the

Peas with parrffin oil before sowing. The eailitst

and best to grow are Ringleader and William I,

Frosts may now be expected at any time, and there-

fore plenty of protecting material should be readv to

hand to cover anything at all liable to injury. From
the rapid growth Celery has made of late it is more
than Usually tender, and should at once be finally

earthed up, or it will sufler materially, and as soon
as wet sets in will rapidly rot, J. Shet>pard,
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SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1876.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
I Sale of Dutch Bulbs, at Stevens' Rooms

HPNDAY, Nov. 13 < Sale of Lease of American Nursery, Bag-
I shot, by Protheroe & Morris,

r Wimbledon and District Koyal Horticul-

tural and Cottage Garden Society's

Wednesday, Nov. is .| Autumn Show (two d.-iys).

I Sale of Roses, Camellias, Shrubs, and
I Bulbs, at Stevens' Rooms

. f Meetlne of the Linnean Society, at 8 P.M.
' \ Sale of Orchids, at Stevens' Rooms.

Sale of Liliura auratuni. at Stevens' Rooms.
'

"

tha Keylicid
Protheroe &

TlIURBDAV, No

f Sale of Liliura auratum. at Sle

. 17 J Sale of Nursery Stock at

1 Nursery, St. Albans, by
I Morris.

IF the meeting of the RoyAL Horticul-

tural Society at South Kensington on

Wednesday last may be taken in any degree as

representative of the feeling of horticulturists

towards the Society, the present Council, com-

posed mainly of horticulturists, ought to feel its

hands strengthened to fight the battle of the

Society until it succeeds in freeing it from, the

incubus which now prevents it from rising to

the level of its aspirations, and from carrying

out the duties which devolve upon it as the

national representative of horticulture. Owing

to untoward circumstances, which the Society

itself could not control, and in being compelled

to submit to which it has been the victim of

relentless fate, the programme for the proposed

shojv of the 8th inst. had to be withdrawn.

With the full knowledge that this state of things

was not the fault, but the misfortune of the

Council, some of the leading horticulturists, not

only of the metropolis, but of the provinces,

suggested that the show should be held never-

theless ; and their efforts, with the competition

brought out by Messrs. Carter Si. Co.'s and

Messrs. SuTTON & SON.s' prizes for vegetables,

made up an exhibition such as has seldom, if

ever, been seen in London in the month of

November. Mr. Turner's Chrysanthemums,

Messrs. Veitch's and Mr. Williams' Orchids,

Mr. Wills' Palms, Mr. Wildsmith's Grapes,

Mr. Haycock's Apples and Pears, and Mr.

Hunter's and Mr. Ross's Pine-apples, deserve

especial mention for their e.\cellence, and were

well supplemented by other exhibits of a

meritorious character.

This is the spirit with which the horticul-

turists of Great Britain have met the Council,

and shown that to keep up a lingering love for

the old Society is an article in the creed of the

horticultural body. Here is proof of abundant

vitality, but it needs careful nurturing to cause

it to bud forth and develope into a healthy

vigorous resuscitated Society—not a new Society

if it can possibly be avoided, for that would

carry forward none of the old honourable asso-

ciations which cling to that which now barely

exists ; but a resuscitated Society, strengthened

by the accession of new blood, and with wiser

counsels than have sometimes hitherto pre-

vailed to carry on its proper horticultural work.

What is it which in the present state of in-

certitude the horticultural body, which has

rallied to the support of the Council, expects

now at its hands? It is this : to be informed

what its intentions are. Day after day, week
after week passes, and no sign is seen, no
sound is heard, which can cheer the disap-

pointed horticulturists to hope on and to hold

on. And unless this state of things is altered,

unless something like a programme or policy

is speedily announced, the few remaining

weeks of the year will fly past, and, with no
satisfactory information before them, hundreds
of the present too limited number of Fellows

will fail to renew their subscriptions for 1877,
and then the means even of dragging on an
existence will be wanting. It behoves the

Council to look this difficulty in the face, and

that immediately. It behoves them to come
forward with a sound programme of good horti-

cultural work, even if it be not so extended in its

range as one might desire, and as it may be

made hereafter. If they do not, the chances are

that the opening of 1877 will see it left alone in

its glory.

Whatever else the programme we have hinted

at may contain, it should provide for the main-

tenance of the fortnightly meetings of the three

Committees— Scientific, Fruit, and Floral-

avoiding the error which has previously been

fallen into of misnaming these meetings by

calling them flower shows, and charging a high

admission fee. It should also provide for one

good metropolitan show, to be held in May or

June, and one good provincial show later in the

season. And it should further provide that at

the gener.al meetings, held on the same days as

the committee meetings, there should be a good

horticultural paper provided, with due notice

beforehand, by some competent writer, so that it

may be worthy of the occasion, and this should

be well illustrated by living subjects, which, no

doubt, any of the leading nurserymen would

undertake to supply, in turn, if the matter were

properly arranged beforehand. This, with the

usual good work carried out at Chiswick, would

keep up the interest of the Fellows in the work

and welfare of the Society ; which would be

further assured by the prompt publication and

distribution to all Fellows of authentic official

reports of the whole of the Society's work, so

soon as the means for doing this shall be forth-

coming.

Amongst recent changes in the gardening

world, we may mention that Mr. Phipps, late

gardener to the Earl of Shrewsbury, at Ingestrie, has

been appointed to succeed Mr. Scammell as gardener

to the Marquis of Lansdowne, at Bowood. Mr.

Edwards, who for so many years has been Superin-

tendent of the Regent's Park, has retired into private

life ; and Mr. Brown, who succeeded the late Mr.

Donald, at Hampton Court, has been appointed to

the vacant post. We have not yet heard who has

been appointed to Hampton Court. Another

Government appointment, that has been made quite

recently, is likely to create some amusement, if not

disgust. For some time past it has been rumoured

that the Board of Works intended to appoint a

gentleman, under whose management or personal

supervision the whole of the metropolitan parks

should be placed, and, naturally enough, it was

thought by outsiders that one or other of our

first-class horticulturists would have been appointed

to the post. Indeed, we believe that the situation

was offered to one or two gentlemen, whose

great ability and knowledge of the duties that

would devolve upon them rendered them at once the

right men for the post ; but from some reason or

other they declined ; and so for a time the matter

remained in abeyance. Quite recently, however,

we have heard that a half-pay officer of the Royal

Engineers lias been appointed to the post. This

gentleman, we understand, has lately been super-

intending the mending of the roads in an obscure

parish in Yorkshire : and we doubt if his best friend

would claim for him the possession of any horticul-

tural knowledge whatever ; yet he is thought by the

officials at the Board of Works to be a fit and proper

person to place in the position of a director over the

present Superintendents of the parks—men whose
abilities are of a high order, and whose works are a

credit to themselves and an infinite source of pleasure

and gratification to the public. Is this a job, Mr.
Mitford ?— if not, what is it ?

At a preliminary meeting held on the Sth

inst. by a few gentlemen interested in Auriculas
AND Auricula Shows, a committee was formed
with the view of making arrangements to hold a show
of the National Auricula Society in the South of

England, the Northern growers having already inti-

mated their willingness to exhibit. We may therefore

hope to see in London next spring, at some one of

the meeting days which best fit in with the Auricula

bloom, such a display as we have not seen here of late

years. Mr. B. SiMONiTE, a name well known and as

much respected amongst the florists of the North,

writes as follows in reference to this anticipated show;
—"I am pleased to hear that some action has been

taken towards holding an Auricula show in the South.

When I look at my own plants, I often wonder how
it is they are not more cultivated. There is no diffi-

culty about growing them ; they could be grown well

in the very heart of London. St. Paul's Churchyard

would be a far better place than my garden ; indeed,

I do not think it would be possible to find a worse

place for them than my garden affords, and yet my
plants are lovely to look at. They are little, very

little, behind Mr. Horner's." And yet Simonite's

garden has been described as the dingiest, most smoke-

olllicted, frost-bitten, furnace-blasted, storm-stricken

plot, that ever went by the sweet name of garden.

Thus do genuine florists meet and overcome the diffi-

culties which beset them ; and if the show is held as

anticipated, the Southern growers must look to their

laurels.

According to the German periodicals, M. O.

KUNTZE has returned from a voyage round the world

with a collection of some 8000 species of plants.

We have been requested to publish the

following letter, addressed to Mr. JOHN Cowan, on

March 13, 1876, with reference to the Limekiln

apparatus :

—

'* I am sorry to inform you that we have been

obliged to stop the limekiln, not, however, through any

fault of yours, as nothing could have done lietter ;
but

the flue goes up the gable of the first dwelling-house in

the street, and the great amount of heat going up healed

the house to such a degree that the people could' not

live in it, so we have put bars across the top of the kiln

just below the saddle boiler, and nothing could answer

better. It has been going now for several days, and

really heats first-rate, which I am very thankful for.

John Downie, Edinburgh."

—— Mr. Frederick Moore, eldest son of Dr.

Moore, of Glasnevin, has been appointed Curator of

the University Botanic Garden, Ball's Bridge, Dublin.

Mr. Moore (says the Irish Farmers' Gaztlti) is a

young man of no little promise, highly educated, and

has had most careful training both at home and on

the Continent to fit him for filling this or a similar

post. With a view to an appointment in the Forest

Department of the Civil Service of India, he specially

prepared for the severe competitive examination

which candidates for that department have to

undergo, and on the occasion of the last examination

for two vacancies he ivas all but successful, having

taken fourth place in the numerously contested run-

ning. Since then Mr. Moore has been perfecting

himself in the practical part of his profession at the

establishment of the late M. Van Houtte at Ghent,

and also at Leyden, where he has been residing since

the death of that distinguished horticulturist. In

addition to his other acquirements Mr. Moore is a

good linguist, and his familiarity with Continental

languages will be of considerable advantage to the

institution with which he is now to be connected.

In the current number of the Revue HortkoU

is a figure of a branch of Lilac bearing two trusses of

flowers side by side, the flowers of the one being red,

those of the other white.

A large lithographic portrait of the late

Louis van Houtte has been issued in Belgium, and

a copy of it will be presented to every subscriber to

the Belgian Testimonial Fund. Copies can be had on

payment of five francs, the proceeds to be devoted to

the Memorial Fund.

At a recent meeting of the Directors of the

Highland and Agricultural Society, a communication

from Mr. William Gorrie, Trinity, Edinburgh,

was read, describing a new agricultural Plant FOR

Cattle Feeding and Paper Making. The plant

(says The Fa) jiier) is a selected variety of the Tree

Mallow, Lavatera arborea, the natural habitats for

the normal form of which in Scotland are the Bass

Rock, with other islets in the Firth of Forth, and

Ailsa Craig. Its ordinary height varies from 6 to 10

feet, but it can be grown to more than 12 feet. It is

a biennial, but the first year it may be planted after

the removal of any early crops, and matured in that
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following. From the limited experiments which Mr.

GoRRiE has been enabled to make, the products in

seed, bark, and heart-wood are estimated at about

4 tons of each per acre. Chemical analyses by Dr.

Stevenson Macadam and by Mr. Falconer
King of its teeds show these to be fully equal in

feeding properties to oilcake, the present value of

which is about ;^I0 per ton, and paper-makers ofTer

the same price, at leabt, for the baik ibat they now
pay for Esparto-grass, which is also about /lo per

ton, thus showing a return of about £%o per acre for

the seed and bark ; and it is expected that the excess

of fibre in the Jailer will allow of the heart- wood being

mixed up with it, which will add very considerably to

the above-stated value of crop. Having been at con-

siderable trouble and expense in thus experimenting

with the Tree Mallow, and not caring to incur further

outlay, Mr. GOURIE has handed over his stock of it to

Messrs. P. S. Robertson & Co., of the Trinity

Nurseries, Edinburgh, who have now plants ready for

supplying any who may be desirous of carrying on the

experiments. Years ago the utilisation of this plant

was suggested by the late Mr. Hogg and by the

Editors of this Journal,

One of the most delicious of vegetables at

this season of the year is the Early French Short

Horn Carrot, sowin in July. The French cooks are

fond of these little Carrots for culinary purposes,

and in large establishments it is Uiual to sow a good

breadth of them in summer. The ground needs to be

deeply dug, and be light and rich on the surface. The
best plan is to sow in drills, somewhat thinly, and

then no thinning-out is required, as it is the practice

to pull the Carrots when about the size of a man's

forefinger, and the strongest plants soon reach that

stage. In France the custom appears to be to sow in

September to get an early crop in May, but by sow-

ing in July a crop is had in October and onwards ; and

by giving the lines of plants some shelter during

frosty weather, after a little soil has been thrown
upon them, a supply of delicious little Carrots is had
all the winter. The French Short Hoin Carrot isdis-

tinguished from the ordinary Early Horn by its shorter

but equally plump handsome root, is much more
deserving of outdoor culture during summer than the

measure of approval usually accorded to it would
indicate. It is an early and most profitable crop,

making but a spare upward growth, and therefore

it can be grown more closely together than is usual

with Carrots. The fact that it is beginning to be
found on the exhibition table in the case of early

shows, may be accepted as a proof that its good
qualities are being mure largely recognised.

On Wednesday, November S, a very pleasant

gathering took place at the '* Swan Inn,"Chad Valley,

the occasion being that of the employes of the Chad
Vailty Nurseries, Edgbastun, Birmingham, enter-

taining at dinner their employer, Mr. Richard H.
Vertegan-S, About seventy persons were present,

including the Curator of the Botanical Gardens,

Edgbaston, some of the principal gardeners of the

neij^hbomhood, and others connected with the nursery.

The complimentary dinner to Mr. R. IT. Vertegans
was given in recognition of the excellent feeling sub-

sisting between the employer and the employed, and
which has been continued for many years past. The
proceedings throughout were of a most enthusiastic

character. The manager of the Chad Valley Nurseries

occupied the chair,

In the third part of Baron von Mueller's
descriptive Notes on Papuan Plants we observe

that the materials from which the Baron has drawn
up his descriptions were in part derived from Mr.

GoLDlE, who is collecting in New Guinea lor Mr.
B. S. Williams, and from whom in consequence

important novelties may be expected.

~—' The race of dwarf Ageratums now in culti-

vation, and especially that form known as the Coun-
tess of Stair, furnishes capital subjects for blooming at

this season of the year. We have recently seen some
pretty little plants in-j-S-pots of quite a miniature size,

but literally loaded wiih blossoms. The best plan is

to take late spring-struck cuttings and grow them in

quite small pots till a shift is absolutely required,

giving about two shifts to get them into the flowering

pots. The plants may be kept a little starved during
the summer, and have their last shift in July ; they

will then put forth a profuse growth that will produce

sheets of flower in September and October, and they

will continue to flower up till Christmas if kept in a

genial temperature. As the Ageratum is exceedingly

susceptible of frost, they must be protected from its in-

fluence, and the decaying flowers should be cut away as

they fade. Countess of Stair was raised by Mr.

Fowler, of Castle Kennedy, and the peculiar cha-

racter of the plant is that each shoot throws up a dense

head of blossoms, beginning a few inches from the

ground, and completely enveloping the plant with its

mauve flowers. The dwarf white Ageratums, of which

great things were promised, have not realised the

expectations formed of them, and there is yet ample

room for a good white variety, and, in the

comparative dearth of good white-flowering bedding

plants, this is all the more to be desired.

—^ The first ordinary general meeting of the

session of the Institution of Surveyors will be

held on Monday, November 13, when the Presi-

dent, Mr. Edmund James Smith, will open the

session with an address. The chair to be taken at

8 o'clock,

In a leader in the Daily Navs upon the claims

put forth by certain Continental countries to the

honour of having given to the world various illus-

trious persons, the writer claims that England has at

least given birth to two undeniable benefactors of their

species in the persons of Hakvev, the discoverer of

the circulation of the blood, and Sir Francis Drake,

the introducer of the Potato. It is a curious fact, and

a singular comment upon our insular fondness for

*' immortalising" in marble or stone our great men,

that whilst we have made the Potato a national

article of food, Potato-growers should have been

almost ignorant of Sir FRANCIS Drake's existence,

yet find that in the little town of Offenburg, in the

Grand Duchy of Baden, a noble representation in

stone of the brave old Admiral has been, thanks to a

native sculptor, erected by a people who have learnt

to revere his memory as " The immortal introducer of

the Potato into Europe." After this intimation, how
long will it be ere some enthu',iastic raiser of our

favourite esculent gives to the world, under the name

of " Admiral Drake," some fine variety that shall be

entirely worthy such a designation ?

A meeting of the sub-committee of the

Scottish Seed and Nursery Trade Associa-

tion was held in Edinburgh on Wednesday,

October iS, to consider and report upon the best

means of having the existing Act of Parliament of

iSug (to prevent the adulteration of seeds) altered

and amended, these recommendations to be submitted

for approval at the annual meeting of the Association.

Meantime, pending the opening of another season's

trade, the sub-committee solicit the co-operation of

every member in endeavouring, as far as possible, to

give their aid and assistance in putting down the

practice of the adulteration of, and misrepresentations

in vending seeds, whether at home or abroad, by

bringing under the notice of the sub-committee any

such cases, with the names of the parties offering such

seed, with a view of putting in force the provisions of

the existing Act, if such proceedings should be deemed
advisable. The sub-committee also point out that it

is only by cordial co-operation on the part of members
that any good can be done in the direction aimed at,

and a more healthy tone be given to the trade than

has prevailed for some time.

Here is a piece of good news for town gar-

deners. *'The South of England Fertilising Com-
pany," Brighton, are now offering ''Compressed

Horse Stable Manure," in boxes of 561b., at

2s. 6c/. each, box and delivery included, ** One box

contains enough manure to fill twenty-four flower-

pots."

At the annual general meeting of the members
of the Dundee Horticultural Society, held on

Novembers, Mr. James Yeaman, M.P., presiding,

the treasurer's annual statement was submitted, and it

showed that the total receipts for the year amounted

to ;i^ 1 63 1 loj. Si/. , and the expenditure to

£\\^1 \s. 10-/., showing a balance of ^164 8^. lOi/.,

which would be added to the reserve fund, bringing

it up to ;£486 5 J. 7t/. There were upwards of a

thousand members in the Society, and their subscrip-

tions amounted to ^^554. The sum drawn for admis-

sion to the exhibition was ;/"io64 12^-. id.—a sum
believed never to have been exceeded at any previous

horticultural show in Scotland. For prizes ;^ 964 was

paid; ;^I020 bad been offered, but there were no

competitors in some classes. The expense incurred

in getting up the show was ^510 6^. ^J. A
cordial vote of thanks was awarded to the com-
mittee for the very satisfactory manner in which

the exhibition had been arranged and carried out.

Mr. Yeaman, in the name of the committee, thanked

the meeting for the vote. He said that the members of

the Dundee Horticultural Society were to be congratu-

lated for the eminent success of their international

exhibition. Notwithstanding the large expenditure

incurred, a surplus of /164 had been added to

the reserve fund. It was a heavy responsibility Dun-
dee incurred when it was resolved to have an inter-

national exhibition, and it was to its honour that

it had so successfully carried it through.

At a recent meeting of the Society Centrale

ifHorticulture M. A. Riviere exhibited specimens

of several different species of Bambusa from the

botanic garden of Hamma, Algeria. Stems of B.

nigra upwards of 16 feet long sprang up in six weeks,

whilst those of B. viridi-glaucescens attained an even

greater height during the same period. B. Quilioyi

is regarded as one of the most ornamental, it is quite

hardy in the climate of Paris. B. mitis grows from

35 to 50 feet high in the South of France, and is

suihciently hardy to be very useful. Bamboo stems

make excellent Vine props, supports for flowers, &c.,

and several persons are engaged in growing them. It

is reported that Bamboo culture in the South of

France is likely to develope into a remunerative

industry, M. Rivi^RE aflirms that he has discovered

good specific characters in the bracts covering the

young buds. He adds, spring-growing Bamboos will

bear without injury from 18^ to 25'' of frost.

From the French horticultural journals we learn

that a certain M. Ramey has been forcing a number
of varieties of Gladiolus as an experiment. The idea

did not occur to him until February, but by May he

had some fine spikes of bloom. The general results

of the experiment are favourable to the possibility of

forcing them even earlier in countries enjoying plenty

of sun-light. M. Ramey employed an ordinary hot-

bed for the purpose, but he gives no particulars as to

the temperature, though it was probably never very

high, as the greater part of the heat was obtained

from linings,

On Wednesday last, as the result of long

negotiation and much correspondence, some members
of the Committee of Debenture Holders of the RoYAL
Horticultural Society waited upon the Council

of that body at South Kensington with a view to

discussion, and, if possible, the arrangement of their

claims upon the Society or the Exhibition Commis-
sioners of 1S51, Mr. De Castro, the hon. secretary

of the Debenture Holders' Committee, was present

with the members. The position of the debenture

holders is that under agreements between the two

contracting parties—the Royal Horticultural Society

and the Royal Commissioners— they lent ;!^50,ooo to

be expended on the Commissioners' property in

making an ornamental garden at South Kensington,

the Commissioners expending the same amount in

enclosing it with arcades. In August last. Lord
Aberdare, the President of the Society, announced

at a meeting of the debenture holders, that in

consequence of the inability of the Council to main-

tain the Society as a paying concern at South

Kensington, the security of the debenture holders was

in a perilous position. Subsequently, when applied to

by the Committee of Debenture Holders, the Royal

Commissioners refused to negotiate with them save

through the Council of the Royal Horticultural So-

ciety. Nevertheless, the debenture holders contended

that they advanced their money in the belief that they

had the joint security of the Royal Commissioners and

the Society. A few days ago the Royal Commis-

sioners addressed a letter to Dr. Hogg, the Hon,
Secretary to the Council of the Society, offering to

give power to their own Committee of Inquiry to

endeavour to arrive at some arrangement with the

Society, under which the lease of the Horticultural

Gardens at South Kensington should be terminated

on the payment of a given sum to the deben-

ture holders, Dr, Hogg communicated this offer
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to the Debenture Holders' Committee, and the latter,

with some members of the Council, met on
Wednesday morning to consider it, the offer of

the Royal Commissioners being, it is under-

itood, less than loj. in the pound. Some of the

debenture holders had expressed themselves, it ap-

pears, determined to stand out for at least loj-. in the

pound, while a very small number thought 20J. in the

pound ought to be paid them. But it was stated that

for this amount the Commissioners were not liable,

for if the Society should " last out " its lease up to

1S92, with the still overhanging debenture debt of

^50,000, the Royal Commissioners would only have
to pay one-half the amount. The Debenture Holders'

ConimiLtee met the Council of the Society at 2 o'clock

on Wednesday, and after an hour and a half's discussion

the committee declared the offer of the Commissioners
was not satisfactory, and the resolution come to was
that the committee should draw up a statement and
submit it to a general meeting of the debenture
holders to be called in a week or two. The con-

ference had no result but that, and in the meantime
it is taken as inevitable that at the end of the year
the gardens at South Kensington must pass out of

the hands of the Royal Horticultural Society, as

there are no funds either to keep them up or pay
the rent to the Commissioners. Times.

' We are precluded from commenting on the

resolutions passed at the Scientific Committee of the

Royal Horticultural Society on Wednesday last, and
still more are we bound to be reticent respecting the

resolution proposed by Mr, Wooster, at the general

meeting which followed. But we shall hardly be

accused of unbecoming partiality when we record our

opinion that no two men have better earned the

thanks of the Society than the Rev. M, J. Berkeley
and Mr. Thomas Moore.

Growers and admirers of Chrysanthemums
are just now in the summit of their glory, and next

week will be a busy one for the exhibitors of this

popular flower. At Victoria Park, Mr. McIntyre
has provided an excellent display, but there is no

glass available for them in the park, and it depends

very much upon the weather how long they will

remain in condition. The plants are strong and good,

and if the weather will only keep fine, next week will

see them in capital order. At the Crystal Palace

Mr. Thomson has grown a good collection,

which makes a fine display in front of

the Handel orchestra. The show in the Temple
Gardens has been uncommonly bright during

the past week, and the temporary structure in

which the Chrysanthemums are placed has been daily

thronged with admiring visit:ors. The Chrysanthe-

mum shows to be held next week are those of the

South Bermondsey Chrysanthemum Society, on Mon-
day and Tuesday ; the Borough of Lambeth Chrysan-

themum Society, on Monday and two following days
;

Borough of Hackney Chrysanthemum Society, on

Tuesday and Wednesday j Northampton Chrysanthe-

mum Society, on the same days ; Bristol Horticul-

tural Society, on Wednesday and Thursday ; Wimble-
don Horticultural Society,on Wednesday and Thursday;

Woolwich and West Kent Chrysanthemum Society,

from Thursday to Saturday; Brixton Hdl Horticul-

tural Society, on Friday and Saturday ; and South

Essex Chrysanthemum Society, on Saturday and the

following Monday.

The Album Baiary^ published by M. Ernst
Benary, of Erfurt, is a new publication to be devoted

to the illustration of the choicest kinds of vegetables

by means of chrorao-lithography. It will consist, in

the first place, of figures—with the names given in the

English, French, German, and Russian languages—of

vegetables which already have a high reputation for

excellence, and to these will, from time to time, be

added those new varieties which may have been

found, after careful trials, to be entitled to a perma-

nent place among the inmates of the kitchen garden.

When we state that the coloured illustrations are

executed by M. Severeyns, of Brussels, whose skill

in this art is well known, we shall have borne

evidence to their excellence. The utility of these

coloured plates to the dealers in vegetable seeds

will be at once apparent ; and, in many cases, they

will be useful in the garden as evidence of the

possession of the true kinds of the difTerent vegetable

crops.

Ionic Camsionbtiite,

Salvia patens.— For a dozen years back we have
grown this good old plant, not in ribbon borders, but
in one of the several large circular beds in the plea-

sure grounds here. So far as the hardiness of the
tuberous roots is concerned we are not in a position to

speak, for the moment they are cut down by frost they
are lifted and potted and placed in the orchard-house
alongside of, and receive similar treatment to the Pelar-
goniums, which have also been their summer com-
panions. This year they were showini^ bloom the
first week in June—the lime we commence bedding-
out, and, being in large pots, they were plunged, and
the largest branches pegged down, this giving more
room and light to the weaker shoots ; the result being,
that by the end of June the ground was well covered,
and since that time up to Monday night last the bed
was one mass of royal blue, and the admiration of all

who have seen it. Yesterday morning they might
have been mistaken for Perilla nankinensts, having
succumbed to the first severe frost of the season.
Dahlias, Ageratums, Nasturtiums, and Tagetes pre-
sent the same piuable appearance, ard the work of
lifting and housing is being rapidly proceeded with.
W. Craggy Cartmely North Lancashire, Noi'. I.

The Garston Gauge.—The gauge of which we
give an illustration (fig. 122) is an invention of the
Cowan Patents Company, and though not absolutely

; GAKSTON GAUCIE

new in principle, it is virtually so in its application to

hot-water apparatus for horticultural purposes. It con-

sists of a thermometer, the stem and bulb of which are

made to pass through a tap which screws into the

hot-water pipes at any place that may be desired.

When not in use the thermometer can be removed
and the tap closed. The instrument therefore gives

a correct indication of the working of the boilers and
of the circulation in the pipes. The instrument is

called the Garston Gauge, and though intended

primarily for the limekiln apparatus, it is obvious

that it can be employed usefully in any hot-water
apparatus. Eds ]

Strawberries,— I have enclosed you some blooms,
&c., of four varieties of Strawberries in various stages.

I think you will see by these the truth of what I stated

some time ago, that wiih proper treatment Strawberries
may be had through the winter. Two of these have
ripe fruit. These are May Queen, the smallest

bunch, and the other Vicomtesse Thury. One of

the other two is Dr. Roden's Duke of Edinburgh, and
the fourth President. I hope they will reach you in

a good state of preservation ; when I gathered them
they looked quite as fine and bright as they do in

spring, the blooms are as white as I ever saw any nt

the ordinary season, so are the stamens—indeed, every
part of the flower, George Lee, Clei'tdon. [See also the

report of the Garibaldi Strawberry in the meeting
oi the Royal Horticuhural Society. Eds.]

The Late Potato Crop.—I think the teriible

wail of woe now heard is in a great measure due to

the late planting of Potatos. If the large Potato
growers will plant as early in March as the ground

will permit, and get them up as soon as their growth
is finished, not waiting for the green tops, they
will find them keep bttter. We planted ours early
in March, and began lifting on the last day of
September, before the late rains got to the tubers.
We, in these fickle seasons, dig them early, clamp
them in field two or three weeks to set the skin, then
cart them home and house them in a large Potato-
house in bins or stalls, where we can in bad weather
look them over. We have been looking to-day into
our lots, and I am happy to say we find no bad ones,
excepting in the case o{ Bresee's Prolific, of which we
found a few with brown spots in the centre, but that
is not the disease. We put our manure on the hnd
in winter, well work land in spring, and do not cart
on it at planting time. T. Capers^ Gr.^ Woodcote.

Trees Within Trees.—Referring to your article,

p. 5S0, I may mention that I have a very fine HoUy
growing out of the hollow of an old pollard Oak.
R, Llanlmry, Poles, Ware.

Thamnocalamus Falconeri.—With reference

to my former notes concerning the fructification of
the plant known in gardens as ArundJnaria falcata, I

fetl bound to inform you that the seeds gaihered
from those plants have produced healthy wtll-to-do

plantlets ; some were cultivated in seed-pans kept in

a cool frame, others in open ground, as yet only the

first have germinated. The decayed plant of
Arundinaria falcata, wasted away after having run to

seed, were cut down ; now the roots are pushing and
throwing out stunted leaves, which hardly promise to

reveal thrir habitual luxuriant vegetation. A Lombard
A?nalenr Gauientr, Torno, Lake oj Como, Oct. 23.

Darlingtonia californica.—A magnihcent speci-

men of this curious but beautiful plant is to be seen

growing luxuriantly in the Botanic Gardens, Glas-
nevin, Dublin. It is the finest I have ever seen, and is

I should say the finest specimen in the United King-
dom. It is growing in a cool span-roofed greenhouse
in a moist situation and near the glass. Its pitchers

are over 3 feet high, and measure at the recurving

part at the lop 6 inches by 6 ; the points or flaps at

the termination of the pitchers are 8 inches in length.

Ttiere are five pitchers of this season's growth about
the same size, and they are beautifully coloured. The
much respected Dr. Moore, the Curator, has been
wonderfully fortunate in growing, also hybridising,

this curious family ; the ie>ults of his energy and skill

have on more than one occasion been brought to the

uotice of the public by showing some beautiful

hybrids, one of the best, x Sarracenia Moorei. being

named in honour of himself. A. Outram, Victoria

and Paradise Nwseries, Upper Hollotvay, N»

Ficus Parcellii as an Exhibition Plant.—

I

think this plant wants to be better known, for it is not
often seen as a specimen at flower shows. I have often

thought when at the Whitsuntide shows at Manches-
ter, where ornamental foliage plants largely predomm-
ate, that, although we have several plants that have
the white variegation, they are not very effective,

and a thorough good one was still wanted. Alocasia

macrorhiza variegata used to be shown in splendid

condition, but it seems to have gone out of date.

Pandanus Veitchii seems to lose its beautiful white

variegation when grown large enough for exhibition.

Eurya latifolia variegata is a good plant to make a
specimen, but it is not efiective enough. Yucca fila-

mentosa variegata is a beautiful plant, only it is rather

too small to be efiective amongst large Palms and
Tree Ferns. Ficus Parcellii is of a shrubby habit,

the leaves are of good size, bright green, irregularly

blotched with dark green and ivory-white, the latter

largely predominating. It is of quick growth, and,

like most members of the Ficus family, very free-

rooted. It grows best in a warm stove ; in fact, hke
most other variegated stove plants, to colour it well

it requires plenty of light and heat. It is a native of

the South Sea Islands. A fine plant, about 3 feet high

and the same through, has been exhibited tliis seasoa

at the shows in this neighbourhood by Mr. W.
Blomiley, gr. to Henry Crosfield, Esq., Aigburlh.

P, P.J Liverpool.

The Rising Generation of Gardeners.—There
appears just now to be a disposiiion to lecture our

young men on the part of some of the *' Old Stagers,"

and to " platitudinise " with certain stock phrases

over the demerits of the youth of the present day as

compared with that of former years. I greatly fear

that the old proverb, "There's as good fish in the

sea as ever came out of it," is rather too much ignored,

and in growing older in years we are apt to forget

that we once were young, and got pretty well lectured

in our eaily days also. 1 believe that as long as there

are important places to be filled the requisite men
will always be forthcoming, and, still farther, that the

young gardeners of to-day are quite alive to the value

of knowledge and study, and to the benefits to be

derived from them in life. I trubt, however, I may
not be esteemed as trespassing on forbidden ground
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if I hint both to "OM Stagers" and "Young Giv-

deners," that there is growing up in our honourable

fraternity a strong contingent of total abstainers, who
entertain the belief that all gardeners, young ones

especially, will fii-.d in the practice of that "social

virtue " an element of strength to them in life that is

worthy their consideration and approval. As one

who 1 as mixed largely with gardeners of all kinds, I

have o/ten felt that the whi»ky-drinking so openly en-

couraged by some of the elders could hardly have other

than a detrimental effect upon the gardening youth,

who are quite as ready to copy the faults of their

superiors as they are to imitate their virtues. Those
wiro give their attention even in a small degree to public

matters are aware of the fact that this question of total

abstinence has become one of grave interest in the

community, and that many of the higher professions

are being brought within its influence. To all such there

can he Utt!e need for apology on my part if, as a total

abstainer of twenty-seven years' standing, I with the

approval of many fellow abstaining gardeners invite

the youth of our profession to signify their approval

of and adhesion to a principle that can never be made
to produce harm, and may in all probability be pro-

ductive to them of incalculable good. Amongst
teetotal gardeners we have men v.'hose names are as

household words—men who have attained to the

highest position in their respective spheres, and exhibit

in their lives and works how it is possible to unite a

life of total abstinence from intoxicating liquids with

the most successful work. Akx. Dean, Bedfmt, I/oun-

slc-.i; W.

Do Figs require Protection ?—Yes, in many
counties—for instance in the Midlands, if not well

protected from frost, in a general way the crops are

but poor. Should any of your Hants correspondents

on the Fig at any time pay a visit to the town of

Lymington it would well repay them to call at New-
town Park, to see the splendid Fig trees or bushes
growing tiiere, some growing in front of a shrubbery,

others many feet above the garden wall, and which in

my time there carried fine crops of fiuit. These trees

are neither pruned nor protected in any way, and
exposed as much as Apples and Pears. Single

Camellias also bloom well there in the shrubberies.

T. Capos, IVooilcole.

Chenopodium Bonus Henricus.—I have lived

in Lincolnshire ever since I was born, with the ex-

ception of about eij^hleen months, and I must sayiluit

this plant is by no means a thing of the past. G've
me one dish of " Mercury" to six of Spinach, Ih-in

which it is more productive, and, unlike Spinach, it

does not want sowing every year. Make a bed, and
plant it just as you would Asparagus, and it will last a

lifetime. Although it will grow almost anywhere,
the better it is done the better will be its produce.
It differs from Spinach in not being so watery. It

has a slightly bitter taste, which, however, is scarcely

petceptitile if cut in time. As to where it is grown,
take a stroll through Spilsby, Alford, Louth, Great
Grimsbv, Caistor, Market Rasen, Horncastle, Lincoln,
Brigg, Oi:c., all market towns, where it may be seen
in their respective neighbourhoods. The markets are

supplied with it during April, May, and June. It

will be as well to say that there is danger in getting

the wrong plant, as there is another plant known
under the name of Mercury—one of our common
hedge weeds, which is highly poisonous : this belongs
to the Spurgcworts. and is readily distinguished from
it. E. Jackson, ]Vc!-iOyn Grange, Herts.

Adiantum lunulatum.—This very distinct and
pretty East Indian Maidenhair Fern is very seldom
met with in the form of a gooJ specimen, being more
often seen slruygling for its existence. I think its

requirements need only to be better undeistood to

make it more popular. It is often grown in very

small pots and baskets ; this is, I think, where the

failure lies. In the first place, it should have plenty

of pot-room ; being proliferous at the apex, it will

soon cover the surface if pej^ged to the soil, which
should be a mixture of fibrous peat and loam with a

little silver sand. It is generally considered de-

ciduous. The best mode of culture is to keep it

growing always, for when it is allowed to die off in

winter it is often neglected, becomes too dry, and
then perishes. A warm stove is the best place to

grovv it in, with a good supply of water at the root.

I was much pleased the other day when going through
the hi;uses at Longford Hall, Manchester, to see a
grand specimen in a lo-inch pot, its slender, pen-
dulous bright green fronds nearly hiding the pot (rom
view. It is evident that Mr. George Smith, the

gardener, has hit upon the right mode of culture.

F. Faulkner, St. Michael's Hani'd, Liverpod.

Fraxinus americana, Acer saccharinum. —
Mr. C, S. Sargent will be perhaps interested in know-
ing that here in Florence, in the old botanic garden
(Orto del Semplici) two large specimens of Acer
saccharinum and Fraxinus americana still 6.-051, The

first was planted in 1826, and measures now about

20 metres (60 feet) in height
;
girth of trunk at 3 feet

from the ground, 6 feet. The Fraxinus planted in

1S09 measures about 45 feet in height and 5 feet in

girth. Both plants, however, have had their branches

clipped more than once, and they look in perfect

health. In another corner of the same garden Ostrya

virgitiica, planted in 1720 by Micheli, has attained

nearly 6 feet in girth. Several other North American

trees are to be seen in the same garden, of which I may
give some information, if desirable. [Please do so.

Eds ] E. O. Fen::, Florence,

Historical Trees.—I send you herewith a photo-

graph of the Watch Oak of Milverton, Warwick.
Some years ago I sent you a brief account of this old

and historical tree, and I am sorry now to have to

record its death. Never again will it answer to the

genial voice of spring—never again sprout and bring

forth leaf ; its green old age is over, nothing remains

but dreary decay. For some years past its few

remaining leaves have been very short-lived, indeed

this year they were only green for a couple of months,

when they appeared all at once to wither and die,

doubtless by reason of the extreme drought of this

summer. There is a great quantity of timber left,

although of no value but for firewood. It is partly

hollow, and decaying in the trunk very fast. At

5 feet from ground line it is 16 feet 6 inches in

girth, at the ground line 21 feet in girth. A few

years ago a swarm of bees established themselves in

its hollow trunk, and the injury done to it by

mischievous boys in their efforts to extract the combs
was enormous—the cutting and blasting it was then

subjected to without doubt hastened its death, and

—* -»-^?^r.:ig

deprived the old monarch of many years of life and

vigour. It is commonly called the Watch Oak, but

why I have not been able to ascertain. Many of the

villagers affirm that Charles I. and his staff took a

survey of Warwick Castle from under its leafy shade,

others that it was Oliver Cromwell; but as the Castle

was held by the Parliamentarians it would more

probably be Charles' party than Cromwell's. I hope

these short notes may induce some one else to state

what they know of the history of the defunct old

tree. J. Mnrdoch, Green Heys, lVa>~uu/!.

Bird Catching Extraordinary. —In "my gar-

den " a somewhat large collection of Ericas is grown,

and many of their beautiful flowers are coated with a

layer of sticky and viscid material, the use of which

is by no means apparent. It is somewhat simUar to

the viscid material which is found on the so-called

carnivorous plants. During this summer a little bird,

probably one of the sedge warblers with which the

garden abounds, entered the greenhouse in which the

plants were located, alighted upon the Heath, when

the feathers adhered so tightly to the plant that the

bird was retained a prisoner. When the gardener

came he could only set free the bird by detaching a

number of the feathers. Of course it is not to

be supposed that the Erica is a carnivorous plant, and

that it eats up little birds ! This remarkable event has

been twice noticed this year at " my garden." .4lfreJ

Smce, Nov. 6.

The Potato Disease.—This disease has again

made its appearance, and is making sad havoc in

many places where the soil is heavy and retentive.

The crop until October was unusually good and free

from disease. The malady is a fungus there is little

doubt, and is atmospherically produced. I have no

faith in the resting-spore said to exist, as from experi-

ments I have made I have failed to propagate the

disease from diseased tubers ; as, for example, I have

placed diseased tubers amongst good ones — at the

end of a month I have found the diseased one quite

rotten, and the good ones quite sound and

clean. I have cut good tubers and fastened dis-

eased ones to them, and find the pest will not

readily communicate. I have planted infected

tubers with good ones, and found the progeny

as good as those from clean seed. In cottage gardens

where the space is limited, we often find ground that

has produced a badly diseased crop one year produces

a clean one the next. I find the disease contagious

in the haulm, as seen by placing diseased tops amongst

good clean tops ; the pest is readily communicated.

Dalmahoy and Lapstone are the first attacked, and

hard strong haulm kinds resist it most. I have raised

a stock from seed balls, and planted in fresh broken-

up ground that has not been cropped before. In wet

seasons these are as bad as any. The results from

change of seed are very favourable to increase the

weight of crop, but is in no way disease-proof. It is

a serious question to know in what way we may arrest

its progress; the only apparent preventative is drought,

as is shown by placing frames over some in the

middle of a large piece. When kept dry they are

found free from disease, while close round outside

the fiame they are nearly all rotten. Water is very

detrimental, as is seen by over-watering in

pots and frames. I have had them badly

diseased in April and May, thus showing that

the disease is produced at any time when the con-

ditions are favourable to its development. I have

dusted the haulm with hot lime and sulphur in fine

weather ; I believe this answers, but it is useless in wet

seasons—the time most wanted. I have used arsenical

mixtures, carbolic acid, petroleum, camphor, soot,

salt, lime, soda, &c., but all to no purpose. I have

grown nearly every variety sent out, and find all kinds

diseased, more or less, according to season. Large

Potatos, and those nearest the surface, are worst

attacked. Potatos that have been dug up for about

twenty-four days and keep good, may in most cases

be depended on until the following March. The

chief points in my experiments (which I have carried

on for six years) are to select early varieties with dwarf

tops, plant early in sandy loam, lift as soon as

they approach maturity, and store away in a dry, dark,

air-tight shed before the approach of the autumn

rains, which certainly greatly accelerate the spread

of the disease. J. Jl. GooJacre, Elvaslon, Nov. 6.

The Celery Fungus.—Is not the growth of the

Celery fungus the result of bad cropping? I have

seen three cases of it here this year. When Celery is

planted after either Potatos or Cibbages, or any other

late crop, the Celery fungus makes it appearance; but

if planted after Early Peas, or any other early crop,

the Celery does not fail. E. Brook, Westbere Rectory,

Canterbury.

Weather in the North.—An entire absence of

frost up to this date, November 6, does not frequently

happen : and I think I am correct in stating that it has

not occurred here for the last twenty-six years. In the

garden here we have Heliotropes and Dahlias flower-

ing as fresh and perfect as at any period during the

autumn months. Vegetable Marrows and Kidney

Beans, the gardener's test for a frosty atmosphere, are

still fresh and growing. Although frost occurred in

some localities in Scotland sufficient to destroy tender

plants in the flower garden and nip the top of Pota-

tos, about the end of August or beginning of Septem-

ber, the lowest temperature registered here is 37°.

J. Webster, Gordon Castle, Nov. 6, 1876.

The Tubular Boilers at Osberton.—When
perusing Mr. Woolfield's statements relative to his

experience with the above boilers, it occurred to me
that he would have enhanced the value of such infor-

mation had he supplemented it by giving the reason

why the boilers in question eventually collapsed.

Perhaps Mr. Woolfield will kindly favour your readers

with the cause of the misfortune. Querist.

Crocus zonatus. — This beautiful Crocus, the

queen of the autumnal species, has flowered well here

during the past month. It is very floriferous, and

lasts long in bloom. Its colours are most delicately

lovely ; its constitution is very hardy ; it seems to

increase rapidly, in fact it is good all round. In general

habit it resembles C. pulchellus, but it is rather a

brighter purple ; when the bloom is fully expanded it

reminds me much of another lovely species now in

full beauty, C. medius. Both have delicate pencil

lines of deep purple extending from the throat half

way up the inside of the petals. The very distinctly

marked zone of yellow round the top of the throat

distinguishes C. zonatus from all its congeners. When
are we to see in this country the beautiful deep yellow

autumnal Crocus Scharojani of the Western Caucasus,
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which was figured in the Garknflora several years

ago? I have dreamt of it ever since I saw its picture.

It reminds me of a golden-yellow C. nudillorus. No
pains should be Epaied to introduce this Crocus, and

the only other yellow autumnal species, C. lazicus,

into cultivation in this country. //. Harfur-Crewe,

Draylon-Bcaui-liamp Rectory, Tring, Nov. 6.

Thujopsis borealis aurea variegata.—I observe

in your advertising columns (Nov. 4) that two well-

known nurserymen offer, as "a new plant," Thujopsis

borealis aurea variegata, one of them terming it

" Bagshot Thujopsis," whilst the other warns the

public against "uncertificated varieties bearing the

same name," as if none were genuine without his

trade mark. These gentlemen are probably un-

aware that at p. 425 of that standard authority,

Goi don's Pinettim, published by Bohn, occurs the

following :—
" Cupressus nutkaensis aurea variegata (M. Young),

the golden variegated Nootka Sound Cypress. Syn.

Thujopsis borealis aurea variegata (Hort.).—This is a

fine and constant variegated form, with a good portion

of the lesser branchlets of a light bronzy yellow colour,

which becomes much brighter in the summer. It origi-

nated in the nursery of Mr. Maurice Young, at Milford,

in a leading shoot on the common form of the species."

Z.

Royal Horticultural Society. — Your leader

(p. 588) speaks of several objections which you have
heard raised to the guinea Fellowship plan ; first the

doubt as to sufficient numbers—that I hope to settle.

Meantime, I may say that between friends, acquaint-

ances, and those whom I have not the pleasure of

knowing, fifty owners of gardens immediately round
here who have either never joined the Society, or who
have left it, have given in, or will give in, their names
for the committee, or as guinea Fellows. Multiply
the districts in the kingdom as capable of yielding

suitable Fellows, and as easily canvassed, by fifty, and
we shall have a great society. Objection No, 2—that

the numbers will fluctuate. As a matter of fact do
they fluctuate in the Royal Agricultural Society of

England and in the National Rifle Association, which
live and thrive, supported mainly by guinea member-
ships ? Objection 3—the introduction of a troublesome
element, which may cause fresh troubles in the Society.

1 can speak as an old Fellow of the Royal Society, of

the Chemical Society, of the Society of Arts, of the

National Rifle Assocation, and as a young one of the

Linnean Society, and I have never seen real strife in

any society but in the Royal Horticultural Society as

at present constituted. I can fancy some old stagers

thinking that they might lose part of their great

influence if the Society was much enlarged. Would
this be so? Knowledge is power. Those acquainted

with the old traditions and with the work of the

Society will always have all the power and
influence they care tor. As to adequate returns for

the guinea, very many people will support a Society

they believe in, as in the case of the National Rifle

Association, without getting any direct consideration

for their subscription ; but we give some good things

for a guinea, and might, I think (though this would at

first raise discussion) give several more. As to the

*'more select class of constituents," the would-be
guinea Fellows about here include the leading people
of the neighbourhood. Several are of rank, otlieis

county magistrates, wives of county magistrates,

people of good position—some with fine gardens,

most with good ones. As to the names which are

coming in from further in the country, by the mid-
day post an officer who is actively working guinea
Fellowships in Wales sent the names of three of his

friends—all dated from country places. The Society

ought to and will include all classes of horticulturists ;

but in " selectness of constituency " the reconstituted

Society will differ less from the existing one than in

the fact that there will be the bond of one common
object, which has hitherto been wanting. George F.
nitsoii, Jleaiherbaitk, WeybriJge Healh, Nov. 4.

• 1 regret very much that want of space com-
pelled you to omit that portion of my communication
—which you did me the honour to insert in your im-
pression of the 28th of October—which had reference

to the foundation and the early history of the Society,

because I wished to show the public that the Society

for a very long period did very zealously prosecute

the objects (or which it was originally founded, and
for which the charter was granted. I ought to have
stated, when reminding Her Majesty's Commissioners
of what they would get if the garden were now given

up to them, that the land has increased enormously
in value since 1S60 ; that it has on it a large number
of valuable trees and shrubs of more than
sixteen years' growth, and a noble conserva-

tory— all, I think, very important considerations,

and that the work done might, without any exag-
geration, be regarded as oi a national character, and,
as such, worthy of recognition by the State ; and,
further, I desired to show how great would be the
sacrifice, if the Society really ceased to exist. Mr.
Wilson, in your last impression, says he does not

quite gather what I desire the aim of the Society

should be in the future. Let me then state briefly

that in reconstructing the Society the aim should be
to secure the prosecution, to the utmost extent pos-

sible with the funds which may be at command, of

the great objects for which the Society was mainly

founded, viz., the advancement of the theory and prac-

tice of horticulture. That henceforward the field of

operations should be so extended as that the Society

might exercise a stimulating influence throughout the

whole of Great liritain and Ireland, and especially on
all provincial societies having kindred objects in view ;

that it should have an extensive correspondence going

on throughout the civilised world ; and that its future

exhibitions should be of a migratory character, and
held near the great centres of the population through-

out England, and perhaps Scotland. Many, very

many, minor points there will be, of course, requiring

very careful consideration. Delta.

Florists' Flowers.
VAIilEGATED ZONAL PeLARGONIU.MS.— I should

think pot culture under glass would be as reliable a

means as any for gaining information respecting the

distinctness or otherwise of the newer variegated Zonal

Pelargoniums. During the past summer I officiated

as judge at several flower shows where these Pelar-

goniums were required in collections of twelve, nine,

and six varieties, and I wasal ways struck with their gene-

ral similarity. Mrs. Pollock was invariably one of them,

and I always found that three-fourths of the varieties

in a collection of twelve were almost as much like it as

two Peas. Schedules of prizes require distinct varie-

ties, and I have sometimes been sorely tempted to

disqualify, on the ground that the varieties were

not distinct enough for exhibition purposes.

What I have seen of the varieties (so-called)

growing in the open air, both at Chisvvick and
elsewhere, has served to deepen the impression as

to their sameness of character. As the raiser of a

good proportion of the variegated Zonals in cultiva-

ticn, Mr. Grieve takes alarm, and, in somewhat
contradictory terms, asserts first that varieties have
been originated "essentially distinct from" Mrs.

Pollock; and, secondly, "any great departure from
the original type can hardly be expected." I knew
many amateurs who, struck with the beauty of

the variegated Zonal Pelargonium when first ex-

hibited were induced to grow them, but soon

gave them up, because of their lack of distinctness

—because they could never bring them to any-

thing like the character in which they were
first shown (which was perhaps not to be won-
dered at), and because they could not get any-
thing hke constitution into a good many of them. I

have repeatedly seen reputed new varieties when
shown for the first time, and they always had the

appearance of having been very carefully prepared for

the occasion, grown in the right temperature under
glass, brought to the proper stage of leaf coloration,

and the leaves drenched with water at the last

moment. It was a species of cram applied to plants,

and it answered its purpose admirably. Possibly Mr.
Grieve means when he asks for "a fair trial" for

these new varieties, that some day they will attain a

certain amount of constitutional vigour. Perhaps
they will ; but would it not be best for raisers to

keep them in their own hands till this happy state of

plant being is reached ?

My statement that Lady Cullum is better suited for

pot culture than bedding is founded on my own expe-
rience and on observation. I believe my statement

to be generally true of this variety. Mr. Grieve

appears to disparage the idea that Lady Cullum is

suited for pot culture. I fall back upon my experience

of variegated Zonal Pelargoniums as exhibition

plants, and assert that it is rarely a collection of three

or more varieties is shown without Lady Cullum
forming one of them ; that it is invariably well done
in cases where there is the appearance of good culti-

vation, and that it is the most striking in appearance
of all. I do not deny that it may succeed as an
eflective bedder in many instances : and where could

it be expected to be on its best behaviour if not in the

parental home at Culford Hall ?

As to the value of the variegated Zonal Pelar-

gonium as a winter and spring decorative plant, one of

the best illustrations of this fitness I ever saw was at

the Salthill nursery of Mr. C. Turner. A lean-to

house, in a full south aspect, was filled with plants of

all sizes. Some were finely coloured on the leaves,

others were comparatively destitute—for some varie-

ties take on a rich garb of leaf colour in autumn
and winter, others in spring and summer. But

what a monotonous sameness the house presented !

The man working among them, picking off the

dead leaves, &c., told me it was a real relief

to get out of the house for a time—the same-

ness made him melancholy ; and I thoroughly

believed him. lu an ordinary greenhouse they require

to be on a shelf close to the glass, but high up out of

the way, where daylight and darkness alone can con-

template their beauty.

The variegated Zonal Pelargonium is a greatly

over-rated plant—that is the simple conclusion I have

reached. R, D.

Reports of Societies.

Royal Horticultural: Novemlcr%.—The Hon.
and Rev. J. T. Boscawen opened the proceedings at

the afternoon meeting, by stating that the Council

could not be present, owing to a meeting between that

body and the debenture holders which was then being

held ; and after calling upon Dr. Masters, F.R.S., to

address the meeting, he retired.

Dr. Masters announced the awards made by the

several committees, and commented upon some of the

more interesting of the subjects exhibited, taking the

opportunity of thanking the exhibitors for their disin-

terested conduct in producing an exhibition without

rival in the month of November.
Mr. David Wooster could not help saying, that if

the Society was dying, it was clear, from the excel-

lence of the show, and the great interest taken in it,

that the love of horticulture, the greatest of all

human pleasures, was not dying. Dr. Masters, he

remarked, then occupied the place which for so many
years had been filled by the Rev. M. J. Berkeley,

who had so ably given to the Fellows attending those

meetings the benefit of his great experience, and had

so unreservedly placed at their disposal his vast store

of information on all things concerning botany and

horticulture. He was grieved to learn that they were

no longer to enjoy Mr. Berkeley's addresses, and he

thought the Fellows would be wanting in courtesy if

they did not cordially accord to that gentleman a

special vote of thanks. Then, again, Mr. Thomas
Moore had rendered most valuable services to the

Society for many years past, and he regretted to say

that when these officers were no longer required by

the Council, the notice of dismissal sent to them was

of a curt and discourteous character.

Dr. Masters here observed, that he was not

present as the apologist for the Council, but he

believed that by a deplorable blunder such notices

had been sent to the gentlemen named, but had been

unreservedly withdrawn.

Mr. Wooster, continuing, observed that he knew
nothing of that, but the fact remained, that Mr.

Beikeley and Mr. Moore had rendered services of

incalculable benefit to the Society, and he moved as a

voluntary tribute of esteem from the Fellows present

" That a special vote of thanks from the Fellows of

the Royal Horticultural Society be officially conveyed

to the Rev. M. J. Berkeley and to Mr. Thomas Moore

for the important services which they have rendered to

the Society during a long series of years." The pro-

position was seconded by Mr. Colebrook, and carried

unanimously.
The meeting then broke up, and shortly afterwards

Col. Trevor Clarke appeared on the platform, and

stated that he had been deputed by the Council to

return their thanks to the exhibitors for their valuable

contributions.

Scientific Committee.—Dr. MaxwellT. Masteis,

F.R.S., in the chair. At this, the first meeting after

the recess, it was unanimously resolved that a cordial

letter of thanks be sent to the Rev. M. J. Berkeley

for his zealous services while acting as secretary to

this committee from its formation to the present time,

and expressive of regret that the committee is no longer

to have the advantage of his official services.

Fruiting of Vinea major.—Dr. M. C. Cooke exhi-

bited specimens of the common Periwinkle, Vinca

major, from Norfolk, bearing ripe fruit and seed. It

is very rarely that this plant ripens its fruit in this

country.

Grafting Jerusalem Artichoke on the Suufloiuer.—
Dr. Masters exhibited a photograph from Mr. Maule,

of Bristol, showing, to all appearance, the formation

of tubers on the fibrous roots of the dwarf Sunflower

as a consequence of grafting. If confirmed, this will

prove a most remarkable phenomenon, seeing that

the tuber is a dilated branch with numerous eyes or

buds, while the roots of the Sunflower are simply

fibrous roots. It is much to be desired that the

original specimen should be examined.

Miscellaneous Exhibits.—Yt^m Mr. Tegg, gr. to

John Walter, Esq., M.P., Bearwood, came two slabs

of wood of the Red-wood, Taxodium senipervircns,

showing the different appearance of the wood at the
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lower and the upper part of the stem respectively.

The wood is handsomely marked, light, and well

adapted as an ornamental wood for some purposes.

Mr. Tegg has made use of it with advantage for the

construction of fruit boxes—its lightness and freedom
from the smell of turpentine and resin being great

advantages for this purpose.

Sheaths of the great Bamboo from Sion House
were also sent by Mr. Woodbridge; their size and
thickness attracted the attention even of those mem-
bers familiar with the plant in Indian jungles, A
collection of coloured leaves from various species of

', American Oak, Liquidambar, Cornus, Crataegus

1 Layi, &c., was exhibited from Messrs. Lee's arboretum
at Isleworth.

Floral Committee—W, B, Kellock, Esq., in

! the chair. The Council-room to-day was well filled

with gay flowering and fine-foliaged plants. The
weather was fine though cold, and there was a much
better attendance of visitors than usual. Messrs.

James Veitch & Sons contributed a very fine bank of

Orchids, Cyclamens, Dracaenas, Crotons, Palms, and
other ornamental plant? ; included amongst the

Oichids being beautifully flowered specimens of On-
cidium ornithorhynchum, Vanda ccerulea, the true

Vanda insignis, Calanthe vestita, X Cattleya fausta,

Calanthe Veitchii, x Cypripedium Sedeni, Miltonia

Morelliana, Odontoglossum Alexandra', Pleione

maculata, Cypripedium Maulei, Zygopetalum Mac-
kayi, and Oncidium tigrinum, vV'c. The collection

I

also included a striking plant of the showy Ha^-

manthus cinnabarinus, &c. The committee accorded
a vote of thanks, and recommended the collection for

I

the award of a Davis Medal. Sir Henry Peek, M.P.,
Wimbledon House, S.W. {Mr. OUerhead, gr.), also

sent a very fine group of Orchids, which was recom-
mended for a simUar award. Mr. B. S. Williams sent

a very choice group of Cycads, Palms, Dracaenas, and
Orchids, and was av/arded a gold medal. Mr.
Strahan, gr. to P. Crowley, Esq., Waddon House,
Croydon, sent a nice specimen of the elegant

old Casuarina sumatrana, which gained a First-class

Certificate. Mr. John Wills contributed a large and
handsome coUeciion of Palms, Chrysanthemums,
&c., which received a vote of thanks, and
was recommended for a Davis Medal. Votes
of thanks were also passed to Messrs. J. & G.
Lowe, The Nursery, Kington Lane, Uxbridge, and
Mr. H. B. Smith, Ealing Dean Nursery, for showy
groups of early Cyclamens ; to Mr. Cannell, The
Nursery, Swanley, Kent, for Pelargonium New Life,

a pcarlet Zonal, with white striped flowers—a great

novelty, and certainly the best striped scarlet yet in-

troduced. Mr. Gilbert, Burghley, sent several pretty

white and pink double varieties of Primulas, and from
Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, Pine-apple Place,

camera flowering specimen of Kyllingiamonocephala,
a Cyperaceous plant of little ornamental value. Mr.
Wildsmith, Heckfield, showed a seedling Echeveria,

a cross between E. metallica and E. metallica glauca,

and of large size. From W. H. Michael, Esq.,

Cholmeley Park, Highgate (Mr. Newman, gr.), came
a remarkably fine specimen of Dendrobium Wardi-
anum, with about eightyflowers. A Cultural Com-
mendation was awarded. Mr. Turner, Slough, again
showed his beautiful Scarlet Defiance Tree Carnation,

which at last gained the coveted First-class Certifi-

cate. Collections of cut blooms of Chrysanthemums
came from Mr. Moorman, gr. to the Misses
Christy, Coombe Bank, Kingston, and Mr. W.
Bates, gr to W^ H. Punchard, E^q., Poulett

Lodge, Twickenham ; and votes of thanks were
accorded in both instances. The Hon. and Rev. J.
T. Boscawen brought up from Lamorran, Cornwall,
some cut flowers of Mr. Tyerman's beautiful Senecio
pulcher, and also a flowering plant of Lilium neil-

gherense. This is evidently likely to be a very late-

flowering species. Mr. Boscawen has another plant
in bud which is not expected to be fully open till

Christmas. From the Society's garden, Chiswick,
came a showy stand of cut blooms of Zonal Pelar-

goniums, and cut specimens of the very beautiful

1 Dahlia imperialis. Mr. Loader, gr. to J. B. Hennell,
Esq,, Forest Hill, exhibited a golden sport of the

Empress of India Chrysanthemum ; and Mr. J.

Matthews, the Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare,
showed some specimens of an earthenware plant pro-

tector, similar to those used by Mr. W'are, of Totten-
ham

; and Messrs. Blake & Mackenzie, the well-

known seed-pocket makers, of Liverpool, exhibited
examples of "the Henderson seed-pocket filler," a
useful instrument, of which we hope to give a figure
in our next.

For a good show of Chrysanthemums the Society
was indebted to the public spirit and liberality of Mr,
Turner, Messrs. James Veitch & Son, and Messrs. E.
G. Henderson & Son. Mr. Turner's collection was
the largest, and included welI»flowered specimens of
White Globe, Julia Lagrave, Beethoven, Geo,
Glenny, Hereward, Jardin des Plantes, Golden
Beverley, St. Patrick, Mrs. G, Kundle, Lady Slade,
Guernsey Nuggett, Glory of Toulouse (Japanese),
Barbara, Fair Maid of Guernsey (Japanese), Empress

of India, Prince Alfred, the Sultan (Japanese), Queen
of England, Rifleman, and Golden John Salter ; and
of Pompons the white, brown, lilac and golden
varieties of Cedo Nulli, Attila, Golden Aurora,
Marabout, ike : a gold medal was awarded. The
collection contributed by Messrs. James Veitch t&

Sons was not so large as Mr. Turner's, but
contained many finer blooms; those of Queen of
England, Jardin des Plantes, Prince of Wales, Dr.
Masters, John Salter, Princess of Wales, Cri Kang
(Japanese), Empress of India, Duchess of Man-
chester, Nil Desperandum, Gold Thread, Mrs. For-
syth, and Emily Dale, being especially fine. A gold
medal was also awarded to this group. Messrs.
E. G. Henderson & Son's contribution was also a very
good one, though smaller in extent than either of the
above.

Fruit Committee.—Henry Webb, Esq., in the

chair.—As from causes which we all know too well,

the Society offered no prizes for competition on this

occasion, the whole of the fruit exhibited came under
the cognisance of this committee, and it is not too
much to say that a larger, more interesting, or more
important meeting the committee has never held since

it was formed in the closing days of the old Pomo-
logical Society. The meeting was a thoroughly
enjoyable one, and instructive withal, furnishing an
abundance of proof, if any were wanting, that

though the old Society may be going to the dogs,
there is no lack of interest nr of progress in the

cause of pomology. It was essentially a gardeners'

day, the brethren congregating in the show rooms
from far and near ; and long, say we, may they have
such a good excuse for a run into town, whether the
meetings be continued at South Kensington or at any
other suitable place. Of course all the fruit could
not be staged in the Council-room, and, consequently,

a great deal was staged with the vegetables in one of

the empty Courts used by France at the late Inter-

national Exhibition, but we need not further allude to

that circumstance. The pride of place in this notice

must be accorded to Mr. Wildsmith, gr. to Viscount
Eversley, Heckfield Place, who staged, for the time
of year, a most creditable collection of fourteen varie-

ties of Grapes, all of which were of nice size and well
and cleanly finished oft. The varieties which Mr.
Wildsmith staged were Burchard's Prince, Bowood
Muscat, Lady Downe's Seedling, White Tokay, Gros
Colman, White Nice, Barbarossa, Raisin du Calabre,
Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat, Muscat of Alexandria,
Black Alicante, Trebbiano, and Black Hamburgh.
Mr. Wildsmith also showed a handsome Black Prince
Pine, and a gold medal was most worthily awarded to

the collection. Mr. Donaldson, gr. to Lord Ches-
ham, Latimers, also sent nice, clean, well-finished,

single bunches of Royal Ascot, Mrs. Pince's Black
Muscat, Lady Downe's Seedling, Muscat of Alex-
andria, Black Alicante, Trebbiano, Burchard's
Prince, and Muscat Hamburgh Grapes. Mr.
Wildsmith also sent several varieties for tasting,

including a small bunch of Venn's Black Muscat, and
another of the Muscat Hamburgh. The committee
considered that the two varieties were quite distinct.

Mr. Tillery, gr. to the Duke of Portland, Welbeck,
contributed samples of the stoneless and excellent

flavoured Black Monukka, the round white Gromier
du Cantal, Barbarossa, Mill Hill Hamburgh, Muscat
of Alexandria, Trebbiano, W'hite Tokay, Welbeck
Black Tripoli, a round-berried variety of good flavour,

Bowood Muscat, W^est's St. Peter's, and a black oval-

berried seedling, the result of a cross between Lady
Downe's Seedling and West's St. Peter's, which Mr.
Tillery stated keeps as well as the first-named parent,
and has the fine flavour of the latter. The Black
Damascus Grape was sent by W. Newton, Esq.,
Newark-on-Trent ; Trebbiano, a good sample, by
Mr. Gilbert, Burghley ; Golden Queen and Mrs.
Pearson, both in fine condition, by Mr. J. R. Pear-
son, Chilwell, and which were awarded a Cultural
Commendation ; Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat, a very
good sample, by Harrison Weir, Esq., Weirleigh

;

and eighteen of the best known sorts, in capital con-
dition, came from the Society's garden at Chiswick.
Of Apples and Pears there were several good collec-

tions, the finest of which was contributed by Mr. Hay-
cock, gr. to Roger Lee, Esq., Barham Court, Maid-
stone, and which included thirty dishes of Apples and
twenty of Pears, all of fine size and beautiful colour

;

and, indeed, of a very high order of meriL Amongst
the Pears were superb examples of Doyenn^ du
Cornice, Winter Nelis, Easter Beurr^, Beurre
Bachelier, Triomphe de Jodoigne, Glou Morceau,
Olivier des Serres, Di-licesd'Hardenpont, Bergamotte
de Esperen, &c. Amongst the Apples were very
handsome specimens of Calville Blanche, Reinette du
Canada, Beauty of Kent, Dumelow's Seedling, Em-
peror Alexander, Cox's Pomona, Reinette d'Espagne,
Belle du bois. Mother Apple, King of the Pippins, and
Cornish Aromatic, <S:c. From W. E. Hubbard, Esq.,
Leonardslee, Horsham (Mr. Sydney Ford, gr. ), came
a collection of fifty-five dishes of Apples and fifteen of
Pears, a very meritorious lot, which included of the
former capital samples of such good and well known

sorts as Wadhurst Pippin, Melon Apples, Hoary
Morning, Winter Nonsuch, Court Pendu plat,

Emperor Alexander, Hawthornden, Mere de Manage,
Norfolk Beefing, and Alfriston ; and many good sorts

known only by local names. Amongst the Pears,

the finest samples were of Beurre Clairgeau and
U vedale's St. Germain. From Mr. Earley, gr.

to Dr. C. M. Ingleby, Valentines, Ilford, came
four dishes of Pears, one of Medlars, and a
dozen and a half of Apples, the latter being mostly
from old trees, and consequently rather smaller, with
the exception of such sterling sorts as Tower of
Glamis and Ribston Pippins. Mr. W. Fanning, gr,

to Madame" Digby, Roehampton, sent an excellent

collection of Apples and Pears, consisting of nineteen
dishes of the former and thirteen of the latter.

Amongst the Apples there were beautiful specimens
of King of the Pippins, Doux Anns, Tower of
Glamis, Mere de Mcaage, Blenheim Pippin, Beauty
of Kent, Cockle Pippin, Reinette du Canada, Royal
Russett, and Margil. The best of these Pears were
Beurre Ranre, Beurre Clairgeau, Gansel's Bergaraot,

Beurre Diel, and Van Mons' L^on le Clerc. A dozen
and a-half varieties of Apples, of nice s'ze and good
colour, also came from Mr. Pragnell, gr. to G. D. W.
Digby, E'T^q., Sherborne Castle. Captain Greville,

R.N., Laleham, Staines, sent a very handsome dish

of Blenheim Pippin Apples, and from Mr. Clark,
gr. to the Rev. A. D. Stackpoole, Writtle, Chelms-
ford, came a grand dish of Marie Louise Pears, which
was awarded a Cultural Commendation. Mr. Ross, gr.

to C. Eyre, Esq., exhibited a dozen specimens of Uve-
dale's St. Germain Pears, which weighed iS lb. 15 oz.

Pines were exhibited more numerously than usual at

this time of year ; and four examples of the Smooth-
leaved Cayenne, shown by Mr. Ross, gr. to C. Ryan,
Esq., and several noble-looking fruits of a seedling
shown by Mr. Hunter, gr. to the Earl of Durham,
Lambton Castle, were a great source of attraction,

Mr. Ross's grand specimens weighed, in the aggre-

gate, 351b. li oz., the heaviest being lolb, 5^ oz.,

and measuring \o\ inches in height and 2.\\ inches in

circumference. The fruits were cut from plants

which were suckers potted in June, 1S75, and
shifted into ii-inch pots in April, 1S76. They
were recommended to the Council for the award of a
Davis Medal. Mr. Hunter staged five magnificent

looking fruits of his seedling, named Lady Beatrice

Lambton, the heaviest of which weighed lo^ lb.

The first that was cut proved to be a long way past

its best, and another one, not ripe enough, vi^as of

very poor quality. It was unfortunate for Mr.
Hunter that both should be out of condition, for the

Pine has a grand appearance, and he deserved better

success, for such a seedling is not obtained every day,

and we shall hope to see it in better form at a future

date. A nice Queen was sent by Mr. W\ W'llliam-

son, gr. to C. W. Hutton, Esq , Belair, Dulwicb,
who received a vote of thanks ; and four good-sized
specimens of the Smooth-leaved Cayenne were shown
by Mr. Pragnell, to whom a Cultural Commendation
was awarded. Two Queens were also sent by Mr.
Woods, gr. to E. W. Walker, Esq., Bury Hill,

Mansfield ; and a small Enville came from Mr. GU-
bert. Mr. Edward Bennett, Rabley Nursery, Barnet,

showed a plant of the Garibaldi Strawberry, carrying

a nice crop of fruit, now ripening ofl ; and we under-
stand he has about 200 plants in a similar condition.

G. F, Wilson, Esq, F.R.S., Heatherbank, Way-
bridge, contributed tour fine fruits of the Kaki or

Chinese Date Plum, Diospyrus Kaki, grown on a
shrub in a cold orchard-house. It has a strong

astringent flavour, that is not relished at dessert,

though a very handsome fruit for table decoration.

A Cultural Commendation was awarded. Mr. Wood-
bridge, gr. to the Duke of Northumberland, Syon
House, also sent fruit of a Diospyrus, which is very

seldom seen—that of D. Lotus, the so-called Euro-
pean Date, and which "according to the ancient

romancers, caused oblivion,"

Vegetables.—The display of vegetables was a

very considerable one, and the productions staged

were of exceedingly good quality, and very interesting

as to variety. The competitions in all the classes

were very good, and Messrs. Carter & Co. and
Messrs. Sutton & Sons, who off"ered the prizes, are

to be congratulated on the success of their efforts.

The following awards were made : — Messrs.

Carter & Co.'s prizes :—For the best ten dishes of

vegetables the prizes were awarded to G. D. W,
Digby, Esq., Sherborne Castle (Mr, Pragnell, gr.) ;

Lord Carington, Wycombe Abbey (Mr. G. T. Miles,

gr.) ; Mr. J. Baker, Broad Street, Bampton, Faring-

don ; and Sir R. N. C. Hamilton, Bart., Bloxholm
Hall, Sleaford (Mr. Lumsden, gr. ), in the order

named. In the 1st prize collection the produce con-

sisted of Student Parsnips, Porter's Excelsior Potatos,

Veitch's Autumn Giant Cauliflowers, Heartwell Early

Cabbages, Ayton Castle Giant Leeks, White Spanish
Onions, Snowball Turnips, Celery, and Beet, all of

fine size and very superior quality. The other win-
ning collections were also of high quality, and most
creditable to the respective growers. For the best
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eight dishes of Potalos. Mr. Peter McKinlay, Wood-
bire Cottape, Bcckenbam, came in 1st with beautiful

samples of Snowflake, King of the Potatos, Striped

Don, Bountiful, Scotch Blue, Porter's Excelsior,

Ashtop Fluke, and Breadfruit. Mr. G. T. Miles

came in a good 2d, and Mr. J. Baker 3d. The
prizes for the best three specimens of the Heart-

well Early Marrow Cabbage, a small solid hearting

variety, went to P. Southby, E=q., Bampton (Mr. G.

Neal, gr. ) ; Mr. J. Pink, gr. to the Earl of Sondes,

Lee's Court, Faversham, and Mr. J. Baker ; and for

the best dozen " Pinesfield" Selected White Spanish

Onions, to J. Hough, Esq., Peak House, Sidmouth

(Mr. W. Cross, gr.) ; Mr. J. Cave, Pinesfield Farm,

Rickmansworth ; and P. Southby, Esq. (Mr. G. Neal,

gr. ), all showing excellent samples, and especLilly

the first two, whose bulbs were nearly equal in

merit. Messrs. Sutton & Sons' prizes : This

firm offered two prizes for the best dozen

bulbs of the " Improved Reading " Onion, which, like

the " Pinesfield," is a good selection of the White

Spanish, and might all have come off the same bed.

The winners were P. Southby, Esq., and J. Hough,

Esq. In the class for twelve dishes of vegetables,

G. D. W. Digby, Esq. (Mr. Pragnell, gr.), also took

the 1st prize, the other two awards going to Mr.

Gilbert, gr. to the Marquis of Exeter, Burghley Park,

Stamford ; and Sir R. N. C. Hamilton, Bart. (Mr.

Lumsden, gr.). In this class Mr. Pragnell staged

Student Parsnips, Ayton Castle Giant Leeks, Sulham

Prize Celery, Telegraph Cucumbers, Early Snowball

Turnips, James' Intermediate Carrot, Suttons' Im-

proved Red Beet, Improved Reading Onion, Porter's

Excelsior Potatos, King of the Cauliflower?, Heart-

well Early Cabbage, and Brussel's Sprouts. Mr.

Gilbert and Mr. Lumsden both staged remarkably

good collections, and, indeed, the class was altogether

an exceedingly good one. It was one of the con-

ditions of the competition that all specimens must have

been grown in the open ground, and a little diversion

was cre?ted after the awards were made by some

of the non-contents protesting againgt a prize collec-

tion, which contained a fine dish of Tomatos.

For a collection of twelve dishes of Potatos

the prizes went to Mr. Peter McKinlay, Mr.

J. Prnk, and Mr. Lumsden— the first named
showing Emperor, Climax, Porter's Excelsior, Scotch

Blue, "Model, Snowflake, King of the Potatos,

Salmon Kidney, Hundredfold Fluke, Purple Ashleaf,

and Excelsior Kidney. Mr. R. Dean, Ealing, sent a

very fine collection of Potatos, which included 114

dishes, about two dozen of which were of Mr. Fenn's

seedlings, not yet fully proved. Amongst the

newer varieties shown in the general collection

were Hooper's Covent Garden Perfection, a white

kidney, wrth a very rough skin ; Carpenter (Ame-

rican), a medium sized white kidney, with a rosy

tint round the eyes; Hinckley Triumph, a white-

skinned, pebble-shaped variety ; Success (American),

a very distinct, large flat kidney ; Garibaldi, very fine

smooth red kidney ; Fenn's International Kidney, a

fine smooth white ; Worthington G. Smith, a hand-

some white round ; Brownell's Superior (American),

and Improved Brownell's Beauty. Mr. Dean also

showed several large Vegetable Marrows, including

the long green Cucumber- Marrows sent over by M.

Jean Sisley. Messrs. James Carter & Co. also staged

a large and interesting collection of Potatos, consisting

of about ninety dishes, a nice lot of ornamental

Gourds, Onions, &c. Mr. Lidgard, Albion Road,

Hammersmith, exhibited well-grown examples of

half a dozen varieties of Celery ; and capital speci-

mens of the Leicester Red and Grove White Celeries

came from Mr. R. Brown, gr. to F. T. Barry, Esq.,

Clock House, Beckenham. Mr. Turner, Slough,

contributed examples of Mr. Bailey's selected varieties

of Early Cabbage, Spanish Onion, and Red Beet,

also his new Schoolmaster Potato. Mr. Parsons, gr.

to W. J. Blake, Esq , Danesbury Park, showed his

Magnum Bonum variety of the Brown Globe Onion
;

and Mr. C. Osman, of the South Metropolitan

District Schools, Sutton, eight very large heads of

Veitch's Autumn Giant Cauliflower.

Scottish Aiboricultural : Nov. \.—The twenty-

third annual general meeting of this Society was held

in the lecture hall at the Royal Botanic Garden,

Edinburgh, John Ilutton Balfour, M.D., M.A.,
F.R.SS.L. and E., Professor of Botany in the Uni-

versity of Edinburgh, President, in the chair.

Mr. Sadler, the Secretary, read the report of the

proceedings of the Council during the past year.

Mr. George Crichton, the Treasurer, submitted a

detailed statement of the Society's financial affairs

during the past year, which showed that there was at

the present time .^£'239 i^. (>\d. of a balance in favour

of the Society.

There were seventy new members elected, including

the Earl of Leicester, Sir Robert Christison, Bart. ;

Major William Cornwallis West, Major Colqu-

houn, and Lieut.. Colonel Cooke, of Colomendy.
Mr. Buchan, Secretary of the Meteorological

Sociey, read the report of the committee on the

grant for the prosecution of the inquiry into the

influence of forests on climate, and ultimately in

reference to the influence of forests on rainfall. No
amount of rain gauges, he said, however placed,

would throw any lit;ht on the question of the influence

of forests on rainfall, for the simple reason that there

were many causes which operated on local rainfall of

which we knew nothing. The committee had come to

the conclusion that the question should be attacked by

means of instrumental observations on the quality of

the air, and particularly as to its temperature and

moisture. Means were of course taken to secure that

the instruments should be so placed that the air

surrounding them should be clearly air in the first

place affected by forests, and, in the second place, air

not influenced by forests. The peculiarity of the

viscosity or adhesiveness of the air had determined the

committee in the particular mode of conducting the

inquiry, and sets ot instruments had been erected

in the middle and outside of woods. The locality

chosen was Carnwath, kindly placed at the disposal

of the committee by Mr. Hector Maclean. The
observations made this year had corroborated the

results of previous years' observations. One of the

most remarkable of these results was to show that

the temperature inside the wood was greater than

on the outside during the whole of the year except

the autumn, but that the temperature at nine in the

evening was the same both in the inside and outside

of the wood. In the spring and early summer the

air was warmer and moister than outside the wood ;

but during the rest of the year it was damper, and

this had been proved in a remarkable degree by the

observations made during the bypast month of Sep-

tember, which was unusually damp. He thought

that something should be done next year to have a

more complete discussion of the observations than

had yet been made. For instance, the daily obser-

vations ought to be separated as regarded strength of

wind, the amount of cold, the effect of sunshine, of

cloud, of frost or continuous cold, the effect of con-

tinuous rain on the quality of the air both inside and

outside the wood, and the converse, the effect of con-

tinuous drought. Until this was done, the full value

of the observations would not be realised. The in-

struments were to be increased by two sets of under-

ground thermometers. In conclusion, he hoped that

when the great importance of the observations was
fully appreciated in the public mind, there would be

little difficulty in getting a share of the Government
grant for scientific observations for the purpose of

pursuing their investigations.

The President moved th-it the Society renew the

grant of ;^io to the committee, and that special thanks

be given to Mr. Buchan for his great labour in con-

nection with it. He was sure that excellent practical

and scientific results would be realised from the

observations.

The motion was agreed to.

Mr. William Gorrie, Convener of the Judges, read

the report on the Competitive Essays sent in during

the year. On the sealed envelopes being opened,

the following were found to be the successful com-

petitors :

—

On the Anatomical Structure of the Leaf as a Means
of Determining the Species of Abies. Dr. W. Ramsay
McNab, M.D., Professor of Botany in the Royal College

of Science, Dublin (the Society's gold medal).

The Utility of Proprietors having their own Home
Nurseries. Mr. W. W. Robertson, Blinkbonny, Earl-

ston, Melrose (bronze medal).

Report on Old and Remarkable Trees. Mr. James
Duff, wood manager, Bayham Abbey, Tunbridge Wells,

Kent (No. r Sliver medal).
On the Disease of the Larch. Mr. D. F. Mackenzie,

forester and estate overseer, Meldrum House, Old Mel-

drum (bronze medal).

Present State and Prospects of Arboriculture in the

County of Kent. Mr. James Duff (No. i silver medal).

A Plea for the Exiension of Home Forests. Mr.
David Scott, forester, Broadford, Limerick (No. i silver

medal).
Report on the Cheapest and most Effectual Means of

Clearing Land intended for Plantation. Mr. D. F.

McKenzie (No. r silver medal).

On the Best Method for Seasoning Timber. Mr.
Thomas Wilkie, forester, Invergarry, Fort Augustus
(No. 2 silver medal).

On the Introduction of a New Class of Fencing. Mr.
Thomas Wilkie (bronze medal).

On the Deleterious Effects of Sulphur upon Iron

Fencing. Mr. Thomas Wilkie (No. i silver medal).

Rustic Chair, made by Competitor. Mr. James Gair,

assistant forester, Dalkeith Park, Dalkeith (No. 2 silver

medal).

The President delivered his retiring address, in

which he congratulated the Society on the success of

its operations. The propriety of foresters meeting

together face to face and discussing points in relation

to the practice of their profession could not be over-

rated, and indeed he maintained it was only by such

intercourse and interchange of views that arboriculture

could be advanced.
The following oftrce-bearers were elected for

1876.77 :-

Prai<leut.~1\& Right Hon. W. P. Adam, of Blair-

adam, M.P.

Vice-President!. —'R<AiW\ Hutchison, F.R.S.E, of

Carlowrie, Kirkliston ; John Grant Ihomson. wood
manager, Grantown ; William M "Corquodale, forester

and general surveyor, Perth ; Hugh Cleehorn, M.D.,
F.R.S.E., of Stravilhy, St. Andrews; Professor John
llulton Balfour, M.D., M.A., F.R.SS.L. and E.

Council.—}. Allan, forester, Dalmeny Park, Edin-

burgh
; James Michie, forester. Wemyss Castle, Kirk-

caldy; Thos. Melhven, nurseryman and seedsman, Edin-
burgh ; Charles S. France, overseer, Penicuik House,

Penicuik ; D. Scott, wood manager, Darnaway Castle,

Forres
;

John Anderson, nurs.ryman, Perth ; P. S.

Robertson, nurseryman and seedsman, Edinburgh ; R.

Baxter, forester, Dalkeith Park, Dalkeith : William

Stewart, land steward, Dalhousie Castle, Lasswade
;

John M'Laren, Forester, Hopeloun House, S. Queens-

ferry ; William Gilchrist, forester, Cluny Castle,

Aberdeen ; Malcolm Dunn, The Palace Gardens,

Dalkeith ; William Gorrie, of Rait Lodge, Edinburgh
;

lames Robertson, forester, Drummond Castle, Crieff;

Alexander Richardson, land steward, Arniston, Gore-

bridge.

Judges.—lo\m M'Gregor (Convener), forester. Lady-

well, bunkeld ; C. Y. Michie, forester, CuUen House,

Cullen ; Andrew Gilchrist, forester, Urie House, Stone-

haven.
Commiiteeon Transactions.—'X\\(t. Secretary (J.

Sadler),

Editor; Dr. Cleghorn ;
Robert Hutchison, of Carlowrie

;

William Gorrie, of Rait Lodge.
Sicretary.—]o\\n Sadler, F.R.Ph.S., Royal Botanic

Garden, Edinburgh.
Treasurer.— GeQ\%it Crichton, of Messrs. G. & M.

Crichton, rS, Princes Street, Edinburgh.
Auditor. — John Ord Mackenzie, of Dolphinton,

W.S.

Mr. M. Dunn, the Palace Gardens, Dalkeith, read

a paper " On the Insects Injurious to Forest Trees, and

the Remedies." Whether from a scientific or a cul-

tural point of view, this subject was, he said, of the

greatest importance. The aphis, or plant louse, was

the most universally distributed of all the pests that

preyed upon trees, and the injury done was incalcul-

able, as not a plant which existed was exempt from its

attacks in one way or another. One aphis ' was

capable of producing the enormous muliitude of one

quintillion of its species in a year, and these lived

upon the young and tender wood and leaves, sucking

up the sap and curling up and blistering the leaves,

which ultimately became yellow and dropped off. The
aphis emitted the well-known honey-dew so common
on trees and hedges in spring and early summer, and

which was so deleterious to vegetation by clogging up

the pores of the leaves. Almost every plant had a

species of aphis common to it alone, but the most

destructive were those which attacked the Larch

and the Thorn ; red-spider was very destructive to

Limes, Poplars, and Elms, and to Conifers in dry

weather ; while the coccus or scale family infested

almost every tree and shrub, and, unlike many other

insects, it remained uninjured by the severest weather,

and nothing but rooting out and burning the trees

would save the plantations where it appeared. Mr.

Dunn then went on to describe the numerous varieties

of beetles which prove so destructive to trees, making

special mention of those which attacked the Pines,

and of those whose grubs bored into the roots of

trees. Timber trees were also subject to the assaults

of many moths, such as the goat, the leopard, and the

hawk moths. After mentioning several decoctions as

likely to be useful in destroying the insects, he con-

cluded by advising foresters to clear their plantations

of all dead or fallen woods, and to encourage the

breeding of birds which preyed on the insects, such as

the woodpecker, starling, chaffinch, sparrow, gold-

finch, swallow, greenfinch, wagtail, tom-tit, thrash,

robin, redstart, titmouse, blackcap, nuthatch, fly-

catcher, whitethroat, and wren.

Dr. Cleghorn adverted to the importance of the

subject brought forward by Mr. Dunu, and spoke of

the vast amount of timber destroyed by noxious insects

in Britain and India, while our knowledge of the

remedies was imperfect and meagre. The fine ento-

mological collection of Mr. Andrew Murray at the

Bethnal Green Museum was worthy of careful inspec-

tion. The British Government were not inactive in

this important matter, for attention had been drawn

to it by a circular sent to all the forest oflicers in

India.

Mr. M 'Corquodale, Scone, advocated the clearing

of decaying branches and falling wood after each

course of thinning, to prevent the propagation of the

black beetle. He recommended the rooting out and

burning of trees where caterpillars attacked young

Scots P'ir plantations before the caterpillars spread

themselves over many trees. If caterpillars are per-

mitted to propagate after attacking a plantation, in a

very short time it would be impossible to extirpate

them by even rooting and burning the trees attacked-

Mr. M'Corquodale read a paper "On Seasoning

Timber." He advocated the natural process of season-

ing by drying. The trees should be cut in the early

winter and allowed to stand till the spring. In his

experience this was more effective than any artificial

process, such as charring or by the application of

creosote or tar.

The paper evoked considerable discussion—several

members maintaining that the only way to season
\
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liinbsr properly was to get all the natural sap out of it,

as when that remained (ermentatioa ami decay set in.

A s-hort discu-.sion followed on a proposal to estab-

lish a monthly Journal of ArboricuUure, but nothing

came of it.

The annual dinner of the Society took place in the

evening, in the Albert Flotel, Hanover Street. Mr.
Hutchison, oTCarlowrie, in the unavoidable absence

of the newly-elected President, the Right Hon. W. P.

Adam, of Blairadam, M. P., occupied the chair, and

the croupiers were Bailie Methven and Mr. William
M'Corquodale, Scone. There were about seventy

present. The Chairman and croupiers were supported

by Professor Balf>ur, Dr. Craig, Messrs. John Meth-

ven. J.imes and Wdliam WeKh, R. T. Mackintosh,

J.
Ireland, W. Young, Charles France, George

Crichton. J. Sadler. Andrew and William Gilchrist,

M. Dunn, A. Peebles, J. Thomson, James Alexander,

J.
Lorraine, of the Riding Mill, &c. After the usual

loyal and patriotic toasis.

The Chaiiman proposed the toast of the evening

—

"The Scottish Arboricullural Society." When they

looked at the chequered career of the Society since it

was established twenty-three years ago, they ought to

be proud uf the poi^iiion which it now held. Fifieen

years ago the membership of the Society was only

seventy -five, now it was over Soo, and they had a

small capital fund. It was the only national Society

of the kind in the world, and the only change which

was desiderated was that ifc should be made the Royal
Scottish Arboricultural Society. He had great hopes

that the new President would assist them in getting

the necessary Royal charter.

Mr. M'Corquodale, in reply, said he was one of the

origmal members, and rejjiced to see the Society

extend so much as it had done. He had no doubt

that if every individual member did his duty the

Society would become even more flourishing.

Professor Balfour, in proposing "The Lord Pro-

vost, Magistrates, and Town Council of Edmburgh,"
referred to the arboretum which the city had acquired,

and to the great use which might be made of it as a

school ol forestry as well as for a pleasure park. All

that they were wailing for was the Government deci-

sion as to how the arboretum was to be fenced, &c.

Bailie Methven, in acknowledging the toast, said

that the Government was more to blame than the

Council for the delay in arranging for the opening of

the arboretum.

A number of other toasts followed.

Royal Horticultural of Ireland : Nov. 9—{By
Te!c'grqph).—The winter show of fruit and Chrysan-

themums was held on Thursday, at the Exhibition

Palace, Dublin. The display was not an extensive

one, fiuit being the principal feature. Some of the

Grapes exhibited were the finest ever staged in

Ireland. Mr. Roberts, gr. to the Countess of Charle-

ville, showed some remarkably fine examples ; his

three bunches of Gros Guillaume, which gained for

him the ist prize, were the admiration of everyone in

the show. These three bunches weighed in the aggre-

gate 45 lb. 60Z., the heaviest being 16 lb. 6oz. These
magnincent specimens, which were perfect in symme-
try, colour, and hnish, are the production of one Vine,

which Mr. Roberts considers the true variety, and
entirely distinct from the ordinary varieties of Gros
Guillaume and Barbarossa in cultivation. Mr. Mason,
gr, to Colonel Taylor, was 2d, with well-finished

samples of Black Alicante, In the class for white

Grapes Mr. W. Mason was Ist, with Muscat of

Alexandria, beating Mr. Roberts, who had Child of

Hale, three bunches of which weighed 18 lb.

Amongst several trays not for competition we noticed

some grand bunches, having enormous, well-coloured

berries of Gros Colman, from Mr. Roberts. Uf
Apples and Pears there was a fair supply, but
noihing calling for special notice.

Orctiids j<vcre exhibited by Mr. Roike, gr.

to Mrs. While, KiUakee. They were very good,

and obtained the 1st prize. Mr. Bird, gr. to

Lord James Butler, was ist for a collection of

Draccenas, Mr. R. W. Boyle being 2d. The dis-

play of Chrysanthemums was poor, Mr. Noble, gr.

to \V. S. Gainett, E-q , having the best. Of table

dfccoraiions there were five exhibitors—Mrs. Milner
b'jiiig 1st, Mrs. Isacke 2;1, and Mr. Guilfoyle, nur-

.M.T)man, 3d. The Messrs. Edmondson Brothers,

D.ime Strtet, agents for Messrs. Thomas Rivers &
Son, exhibited a large collection of Apples, consisting

ol sixty varieties. The weather was very cold, hail

and rain falling, consequently there was a small

attendance in the afternoon.

Cjit f ilia (iarbeir.

Wall Tree?.—A tribute of admiration is due to

til il keen observant wise old cultivator, who recom-

mended that at this season of the year—about the

middle of November, when the leaves are pretty well

stripped from the branches of the trees— the walls

should be gone over as soon as convenient for the

purposes of drawing away all superfluous bandages,

nails, shreds, &c., both partially from the old wood,

and totally from the young shoots. We have always

admired that principle of fidelity to what was fairest

in the best of Nature's productions, that he would give

no quarter to anything animate or inanimate that

marred and disfigured beauty and fitness in her handi-

work ; and the advice given above was preparatory to

a raid on all insect life that lurked in shred«, and in

holes and openings in the walls. His caution was

necessary as a preparatory step to pruning, but it was

not less important that it enabled the shreds to be

picked over and cleansed, sorted and proved, the

nails—such of them as were fit for a further

service—cleansed and "polished" also as he put

it J and to quote his own quaint but appropriate

words, " the whole placed under gardening

quarantine." The strong man's strength, united with

the tenderness of a child, held him back from need-

lessly crushing a flower ; but he would give no quarter

to insects and their eggs if he found them hiding in

the secret recesses of his fruit tree walls, and what he

particularly recommended Villa gardeners to do just

now was, "After passing every one of the shreds

through the hands, and proving by means of a tug

whether they will endure another season's service,

then collect the whole together, and subject them to

a strong heat, either dry or moist. A heat of nearly

200' will be necessary, and that for nearly an hour ;

for it is astonishing what a high temperature the

rogues will endure. Of course, if water has bsen used,

the shreds will be spread out and carefully dried after-

wards, and then stored away in a proper place for

use." So much, then, for his sensible advice about

the shreds.

Nails are now to be had at so cheap a figure that

where time is a matter of moment, it is cheaper

perhaps to purchase new ones and reject

the old ones. But as some Villa gardeners

have plenty of leisure, and are glad of occu-

pation in their gardens, we may mention that

the old nads require sorting in the first place, reject-

ing all that have lost their points as perfectly useless

in the future. The next thing is to make them fit for

future use by thoroughly cleansing them of the rust

which has become corroded by time. This is best

done by placing them in a rough coarse sack or bag,

and then, if not too long, taking one end of the bag in

the right hand— if the mouth of the bag, it needs to be

gathered up tight to keep the nails from flying out—
and the other end in the left hand, and then violently

shaking the bag to and fro. The operation is much
more effectually performed by two persons. About

five minutes of tossing in this manner will effect the

desired cleansing. This done, the nails should then

be turned out into a sieve, so as to separate all the

particles of rust which become detached during the

shaking, and the nails returned to the bag. Then
if a few drops of salad oil be dropped on them, and

the nails be well shaken up together once more, they

will be well oiled and to soma extent polished, and
can then be put by in a dry place for future use.

But the walls must be examined, and insects of all

kinds carefully dislodged from their positions. Espe-

cially is this necessary in the case of old walls,

which in course of time become quite riddled with nail

holes. Pointing the walls with fresh mortar imprisons

the insects, and there they remain fast and secure.

Failing this, the next best thing to do is to lay the

branches down on to the ground, just as it would have

to be done in the case of pointing the wall, and then

well probe the crevices and holes by means of a pointed

stick or thin piece of iron, and after that well syringe

and wash the wall with a mixture of soft soap and

sulphur dissolved in water as hot as it is possible to

use it. A pound of soft soap and the same quantity

of flowers of sulphur should be dissolved in 4 gallons

of water, and driven into the holes by means of the

syringe. The insects do not like it, and it destroys

many of them ; and should there be reason to fear

that the branches of the trees are also infested with

insects, they can be painted over with such a mixture

as the following : half a pound of soft soap, and the

same weight of sulphur, put into four quarts or so of

warm water, and then add sufficient yellow or black

clay to make it thick, mixing all well up together till

it is of the consistency of a thickish paint. Some
operators add a little lime, and no doubt it is an

advantage. When this mud-paint is prepared it should

be painted on every part of the branches accessible to

the operator, and be carefully rubbed into every

crevice in the wood.

This mixture has proved deadly to insects in many
instances, and we recommend the practice to Villa

gardeners as a needful preparatory operation before

proceeding to the winter's work of placing and train-

ing the branches.

USEFUL PLANTS OF JAPAN.
{Concludedfrom p. in.)

§ II. Medicinal, Industrial, and Ornamental Plants.*

Accraceiv.—Japan is peculiarly rich in elegant

species and varieties of the genus Acer. According

to Messrs. Fanchet and Savatier there are no fewer

than twenty-two distinct forms or species, the greater

part of which are exceedingly ornamental, and many
of them furnish excellent wood for cabinet-making, and

a variety of other purposes. It is unnecessary to enu-

merate all the species in this place, but we may call

to mind the beautiful varieties of A. polymorphum,
AraHaceic.—The Ginseng, Panax Ginseng, is cul-

tivated in Japan, and it has the reputation of

possessing marvellous stimulative and aphrodisiacal

properties. In the northern provinces, where Dr. Vidal

saw plantations of it, great care is bestowed on its

culture. In the spring the young plants are protected

from late frosts by straw mats.

Several forms of Ivy are ornamental, especially

Hedera Helix var. rhombea.

Baisamimip.—Several kinds of Balsam may be
grown for ornamental purposes, particularly the

pretty Impaliens textori.

BcrberiJc-it —This family comprises several species

employed in embellishing the precincts of houses.

Among them are Berberis chinensis, vulgaris, and japo-

nica, Epimedium macranthumandXaudinadomesiica,
Betulctnz.—The Birch and Alder belong to the

class of useful trees.

Calycanthacca.—Chimonanthus fragrans is an orna-

mental shrub, as with us, and was probably introduced

originally from China.

CamcUiaceiC.—Under the first section some remarks

on Japanese Tea will be found. Camellias are per-

fectly wild in Japan in woods and along roadsides,

and even in this state double- flowered varieties are

occasionally met with. The natives cultivate a magni-

ficent series of varieties with white, red, and variously

coloured flowers. The varieties belong to two species,

C. japonica and C, Sasanqua.

Campauulac^u.—There are some indigenous species

of this famdy with very handsome ornamental flowers,

among others Campanula lanceolala, Piatycodon

grandiflorum—often with double flowers—and Adeao-
phora verticillata,

Cannabiiu'<r. — Japanese Hemp, Cannabis sativa

var., is remarkable for its large size and excellent

qualify ; and it is an important article in trade. For
maceration, it is plunged into running streams, and
kept down by heavy stones. The stems are also used

for fencing enclosures around dwellings, ^;c.

CaprifoliacciV

.

—A fine Honeysuckle, Lonicera con-

fusa, and the handsome Dlervilla japonica, may be

noted here,

Caryoph\llc<c.—Among ornamental plants of this

family the following are conspicuous :—Dianthus

superbus, japonicus, and Seguieri, Lychnis grandi-

flora, and Migueliana and Saponaria Vaccaria.

CelastrinciS.—It would be superfluous to do more
than mention the beautiful Euonymus japonicus.

Compusitit.^D^xii numerous family is rather largely

represented in Japan, though there are few really use-

ful species. Nevertheless, there are some very pretty

and interesting members, as Ixeris Thunbergii, Bol-

toniaindica, Pertya scandens, Eupatoriura japonicum,

and Siegesbeckia orientalis. But the species which

takes precedence of all others in cultivation is the

Chrysantheraura. It is an object of careful culture in

all parts, and it is exceedingly rich in fine-flowered

varieties exhibiting an infinity of beautiful shades of

various colours. Moreover, the Chrysanthemum
flower forms the imperial scutcheon. A yellow-

flowered variety is cultivated in gardens, and the

flowers eaten.

Coni/ercd.—^Japan is very rich in species of this

family, and almost every sort of evergreen resinous

tree is represented. The Pines (Matson), of which

there are several species, form the most important

group. Magnificent avenues skirt the approaches to

temples and some of the highways. The Pine is

To avoid repetition uf the scries of Natural Orders, all

plants not belonging to the alicientiiry category are

brought together under one head.
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semi-officinal, but the wood is also in general use fo"^

building. I noticed that nearly all the trunks of old

trees were hollow, but the natives kindle fires in the

diseased parts and char them to arrest decay. The

Japanese turn their Conifers to little profit, making

but scant use of their many products. Thus they do

not utilise tar in caulking their vessels, and are

ignorant of the various preparations of resin and tar.

Numerous Japanese species of this family are familiar

in our gardens, among them the endemic Ginkgo

biloba and Cryptomeria.

C<involvulace,v.—T\\\f, family aRords one of the most

valuable of cultivated plants, which should have been

mentioned under the first section. It is the Sweet

Potato, Batatas edulis. It is commonly cultivated in

deep, light soils, and requires no watering.

Corneiv.—Aucuba japonica (0. kouba) is cultivated

for ornament.

Criicifiric.—Colza is cultivated on a large scale,

and the oil is used for lighting. This is one of the

most important cultivated plants of Japan.

Cii/>iillfira,—'T\ds group is noteworthy on account

of the large number of native Oaks, the timber of

which is extensively used for building, fuel, &c. Two
species are also generally planted for ornament. One
(kachiwa) has large deeply lobed leaves, and is found

in nearly all Japanese gardens ; whilst the other (Chii)

has small, lanceolate, smooth leaves of a beautiful

shining gieen. The latter is of a very elegant habit of

growth, and produces small acorns, in a grey, smooth,

circularly striped cup. It is almost invariably planted

around pagodas.

Dipsace,r.—The pretty Scabiosa japonica is almost

the only plant of this family deserving notice.

Centiaiuw.—Gentiana Buergerii and Swertia rotata

are showy herbaceous plants.

Ilamamdidcr.— 'Vhiz curious family is represented

by several genera, but the most important member is

Distylium racemosum, which furnishes the so-called

Chinese galls. As previously stated, I have observed

the same kind of gall on Rhus semialata.

Hydran^iit.—There are seven species of Hydrangea

indigenous to Japan, all of them very ornamental.

H. hirta is one of the most desirable. It Is a small

tree of elegant outline, with small-toothed leaves, and

very handsome clusters of flowers.

Iliciniu-.—According to Messrs. Fanchet and Sava-

tier there are fourteen native species of Ilex or Holly,

and many of them are highly efl'ective as ornamental

plants. Some of them are planted for this purpose in

the gardens of natives.

IridL-tV.—There is a very hardy and handsome

species of Iris grown for ornament, and it may fre-

quently be seen crowning the ridges of cottages.

Lnbialic.—This family is represented by a consider-

able number of species, some belonging to European

genera, and others peculiar to the region. It is

worthy of remark that the odour of Japanese plants

of this family is usually less powerful than that of

their European congeners.

Laurinac (Thymdaccit).—There are several orna-

mental species in Japan, amongst which Daphne
odora is very commonly planted for ornament.

LegitmiuosLC.—We have already seen that this

important family is very poorly represented by ali-

mentary species in Japan, but ornamental species are

much more numerous, as our gardens testify. Besides

the Wistarias, Sopliora, Cercis, and others familiar to

us, there are many not yet introduced or very rare in

Europe. Among these are various species of Crota-

laria, Cassia, Lespedezi, Cytisus, Indigofera, &c.

LiUacc'C,—About a dozen species of Japanese Lilies

are familiar to most amateurs in Europe. A few years

ago bulbs to a considerable amount were annually

exported to Europe, but this trade has decreased very

much lately, either because European gardeners can

easily propagate them, or on account of the high

prices still demanded by the Japanese for certain

species.

Lines.—There are only two species of Linum in

Japan, namely, L. stellerioides and perenne, neither

of which furnishes any economic product.

Lythraccii:.—As ornamental plants we may cite

Lagerstromia indica and various species of Lythrum
and Ammannia.

Magiwliacia.—Eight species of Magnolia grow in

Japan, the most ornamental of which are already in

our gardens. The Star Anise is used as a medica-

ment.

Malvacea.—Cotton is certainly the most important

product of this family. The variety grown is the

same as the Chinese, but since the importation of

English cotton goods its culture has been very much

neglected. There are many showy ornamental mem-
bers of this group.

Mdiacfcv.—There are three species of Melia, all very

beautiful ornamental trees, with elegant bipinnate

leaves, and large panicles of lilac or white flowers.

MeiiispeniiM.—Cocculus laurifolius, C. Thunbergii,

and C. diversifolius, and Menispermum dahuricum are

attractive climbing shrubs, although their flowers are

inconspicuous.

Oleinea.—The genera Ligustrum, Forsythia, Os-

manthus, &c., are now represented in our gardens by

several of the beautiful Japanese varieties, which are

also cultivated for the same purpose by the natives.

There are two varieties of Osmacthus fragrans, one

with yellow, and the other with white flowers ; the

flowers of the latter variety are sometimes used to

perfume tea.

PapaveracCiT: —Macleya cordata is a hardy plant

with fine foliage, not unknown in our gardens.

Several sp3cie3 of Papiver anl other genera are culti-

vated for ornament. The Japanese do not smoke

opium after the manner of the Chinese ; but I saw

extracts of opium, prepared, I was told^ by them-

selves for medicinal purposes, which appeared to be

of excellent quality.

PirsonaUcr —The noble Paulownia imperialis is

common throughout Japan.

PhiliJdph^u-.—The Japanese Deutzias and Phila-

delphus are too well known to need description.

Primnliiiwi:.—Primula sinensis and japonica, and

some species of Lysimichia, for example, alone de-

serve mention.

RanitnculdieiV.—The ornamental plants of this

family, natives of Japan, are rather numerous, and

some of them have long been among the first

favourites in our own gardens. We need only men-

tion the genera Clematis, Anemone, and Pjcouia.

The Japanese cultivate splendid varieties of Pceonia

montana and albiflora.

RosacciE.—The ornamental species of this family

are numerous in Japan. Several species of Rose,

which have given birth to handsome varieties, Pyrus

japonica, Kerria japonica, various species of

Spircea, &c.

Rabiaccit.—Gardenia florida is the most important

of this family for ornamental culture.

Salicinetr,—Several species of Salix, comprising

both Osiers and Sallow Willows, inhabit Japan, and

are employed industrially, as well as for ornament.

There is a weeping variety of one of the Sallows

commonly planted.

SaxifragciT.—The beautiful Hoteia japonica, now so

largely grown for early forcing in Europe, is a mem-
ber of this family.

SolanacciL.—Japan produces a large quantity of

Tobacco, partly for home consumption, and partly for

sale to foreigners, who export it. Tobacco growing

appears to require no special care in Japan, and the

Japanese peasants take little trouble in curing it.

Tamiu-iscincir,—Only one species of Tamarix, T.

chinensis, occurs in Japan, and this is very commonly

planted.

Tirebinthace^.—Japanese manufacture is largely in-

debted to a product of a tree of this family, Rhus
vernicifera. This is the famous lacquer employed by

the cabinet and furniture makers of Japan. It is

obtained by making incisions in the bark when the

sap is rising. Although the tree grows wild in the

forests it is extensively cultivated in the northern dis-

tricts. Another species of this genus, R. semialata,

furnishes the galls calledyt>//c7;/, which form an article

of commerce, and are used by the Japanese women in

the preparation of the dye with which they blacken

their teeth.

Tiliaaw.—There are two fine species of Lime in

Japan, Tilia cordata and T. mandschurica.

Violarit'iT.—There are several species of Viola in

Japan, but unfortunately they are nearly or quite

scentless.

Xanthoxyli-iE. — We may mention Xanthoxylon

piperitum, the aromatic leaves and seeds of which are

used as a condiment. There are several other indi-

genous species.

Ciyplogamia.—The Japanese eat the young tender

fronds of a Fern called Warabi. In order to procure

them in larger quantities they are in the habit of

setting fire to the sere remains of vegetation in early

spring which covers the uncultivated hill-sides. Soon
afterwards the Ferns throw up their fronds in great

abundance. Fungi form no 'unimportant part in

the diet of the natives of Japan. In fact, they are

very valuable, and not only largely consumed at home,
but they also form an article of commerce. The
species generally eaten are Agarics bearing the fol-

lowing names :—Samatson chimedji, Daiko chimedji,

Sembon chimedji, Chii take, Malson take, Beni take,

and Nara take. The latter is a doubtful species, and
has the reputation of sometimes causing illness. Two
species of Boletus are eaten. One called Ko take is

very aromatic, and is used solely for seasoning. A
species of Clavaria, called Nedzourni take, is esteemed

and in some districts a Lycoperdon bearing the appel-

lation of Choro is highly prized, but Dr. Vidal failed

to appreciate its qualities. Finally, we may mention

that seaweeds are largely eaten, though it was not
possible to determine the species.

THE SOURCES OF NITROGEN
IN PLANTS.

{Continuedfrom /. 583.)

Mixed Pasture.

Now, in the mixed herbage of permanent grass land,
we may have fifty, or even many more species growing
together, representing nearly as many genera, and ptr-
haps eighteen or twenty natural orders of families. Of
these, the Graminece generally contributethe largest pro-
portion of the herbaj^e ; and, on good grass land, if the
J^eguminos:e do not come second, they are at any rate
prominent. The degree in which other orders are repre-

sented may be very various indeed, according to soil,

locality, season, and other circumstances. In Mr. Lawes'
park, at Rothamsted, nearly eighty species have been
observed, but of many only isolated specimens ; and it

may be stated generally that about fifty species are so
prominent as to be found in a carefully averaged sample
of the hay grown without manure.

Experiments on the influence of diflferent manures on
this mixed herbage were commenced in 1856 ; at which
time the herbage was apparenily pretty uniform .over

the whole area selected. About tweniy plots, from
a quarter to half an acre each, were marked out, of
which two have been left contmuously without manure,
and each of the others has received its own special
manure, and, as a rule, the same description year after

year—and the experiments have now been conducted
over a period of twenty years.

Under this varied treatment, changes in the flora, so
to speak, became apparent even in the first years of the

experiments ; and three times since their commencement,
at intervals of five years—namely, in 1862, 1867, and
1372—a carefully averaged sample of the produce of
each plot has been taken and submitted to careful

botanical separation, and the perceniage, by weight, of
each species in the mixed herbage determined. Partial

separations have also been made in other years.
Mr. Lawes has contributed a large case of specimens

to the exhibition, which bhows the botanical composition
of the herbage on twelve selected plots in the seventeenth
season of the experiments (1S72). The quantities of the

difterent plants there exhibited represent the relative

proportion, by weight, in which each species was found
in the mixed produce of the diflerent plots ; and the

whole illustrates in a striking manner the domination of

one plant over another, under the influence of different

manures, applied year after year on the same plot.

The general results of the experiments may be briefly

summarised as follows :

—

The mean produce of hay per acre per annum has
ranged, on the different plots, from about 23 cwt. witlv
out manure to about 64 cwt. on the plot the most
heavily manured.
The number of species found has generally been about

fifty on the unmanured plots, and has been reduced to an
average of only twenty, and has sometimes been less, on
the most heavily manured plots.

Species belonging to the order Gramine^e have, on the

average, contributed about 68 per cent, of the weight of

the mixed herbage grown without manure ; about

65 per cent, of that grown by purely mineral manures
(that is, without nitrogen) ; and about 94 per cent, of

that grown by the same mineral manures, with a large

quantity of ammonia-salts in addition.
Species of the order Leguminosa; have, on the average,

contributed about 9 per cent, of the produce without
manure, about 20 per cent, of that by purely mineral
manures (containing potass), and less than o.oi per cent,

of that by the mixture of the same mineral manures and
a large quantity of ammoniacal salts.

Species belonging to various other orders have, on the
average, contributed about 23 per cent, of the produce
without manure ; about 15 per cent, of that by purely

mineral manures, and only about 6 per cent, of that by
the mixture of the mineral manures and a large amount
of ammonia salts.

Not only the amounts of produce, but the number and
description of species developed, have varied very greatly

between the extremes here quoted, according to the par-

ticiilar character or combination of manure employed,
and to the character of the seasons, as is strikingly illus-

trated by the arrangement of the specimens in the case,

which, however, it should be borne in mind, show the

composition of the herbage on the selected plots in one
particular season only— namely, in 1872.

Let us now recur to the question of the various

amounts of nitrogen assimilated over a given area by
plants ot difterent natural orders, and call attention to

the facts bearing upon the point which these experi-

ments on the mixed herbage of grass land have supplied.
,

In Table IV. is shown the average produce (in the
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condition of hay) in pounds, per acre, per annum, over

twenty years, of herbage of the gramineous family, of
herbage of the leguminous family, and of herbage of
other orders, calculated according to the mean per-

centage of each of these, determined in separations at

six periods, namely, in 1062, 1S67, iSjr, 1872, 1874, and
1875, in samples of the produce of four of the plots which
have received no nitrogenous manure from the com-
mencement ; and there is also given, by the side of these

results, the average annual yield of nitrogen per acre
over the first ten, the second ten, and the total period of

twenty years, in each case.

Table IV.

Yield of Nitrogen in ilte Mixed iierhage of Fe
Land at KothatHsted.
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so enraptured with the delicacy that he resolved to have

it at home, and the following spring sowed his small

suburban garden entirely with Maize. As he got his

seed, a large tropical variety, from a corn-chandler in

the neighbourhood, he never had the satisfaction of

gathering a single cob ; a few abortive attempts at

seeding were made by the plants, but not a single

perfect grain was ever formed, so he gave up growing

Maize in despair. My experience has been, that

about the beginning of September, or even the third

week in August, some cobs were ready for use, but

much of course depends on the season ; if warm and

dry, the corn will be the sooner ready. The best way

of judging when this is the case, is to press the fore-

finger and thumb upon the cob on either side, if each

grain can be distinctly felt and is yet full enough of

milky juice to yield to the touch, it is the right

moment for gathering.

As every plant produces from two to four cobs, it is

probable, in a private family, that there will be a

greater number than are required for culinary purposes

alone; therefore those that are not needed for boiling

should be left to ripen, which they will do by the end

of October, and should be kept in the cob until the

following spring, when the season for sowing has

again arrived.

To cook the corn, have ready a pot of boiling water,

into which drop the cobs ; they must be kept

continually on the boil, and will be quite tender in

half-an-hour, when they may be served up on buttered

toast, or eaten with butter, salt and pepper according

to taste.

My experience convinces me that at any rate this

particular variety of Maize could be profitably culti-

vated a"- a farmer's crop in this country, especially in our

southern and midland counties. T. S. J.

Died, at his residence, Beech Hill, Bury St.

Edmund's, in his 66th year, Mr. Henry Turner.

He began life as a gardener, and until its close, on

the 22d of October last, remained devotedly attached

to horticultural pursuits. For many years he was

curator of the Bury St. Edmund's Botanic Gardens,

but resigned this position about the year 1S57, after

having established his claim as one of the heirs-at-law

of a wealthy relative who had died intestate ; and

being now in the possession of considerable wealth

he purchased a small estate, and built upon it a resi-

dence in accordance with his own tastes. Possessed

of an innate love, amounting to almost a passion, for

plants and flowers, which no alteration in circum-

stances or surroundings could in the least degree

efface—possessing also an extensive knowledge of

ornamental trees and shrubs—he rapidly surrounded

his home with a unique and extensive assortment of

the same, most of which he planted with his own
hands, and attended to with the greatest care. His

garden was his great delight ; but he did not allow

this to prevent him from giving attention to other

duties which devolved upon him. He took the

greatest interest in the aflairs of his native town, being

at the time of his decease an alderman of the borough,

a trustee of the Guildhall Feoffment, a member of the

Burial Board, an Income-Tax Commissioner, and

chairman of the gas company, &c. Whatever oflices

he took in hand he invariably discharged the duties

belonging to them with a fidelity and conscientious-

ness, combined with courtesy and kindness to all,

which won for him the esteem of all classes. Indeed

he may be said to have been a man who never made
for himself an enemy. On two occasions the

mayoralty was offered to him, but he quietly declined

the honour. On the last occasion (November, 1875)

it is possible that he might have accepted it had he

not felt that the hand of death was upon him ; but,

although he continued to discharge his numerous

duties until almost the last, he wisely declined to add

to their number. As may be supposed, he was a

warm supporter of the Bury Horticultural Society,

being a Vice-President and one of its oldest members.

He rests in the beautiful cemetery of Bury St.

Edmund's, in the laying out of which he materially

assisted, and in the careful keeping of which he took

the greatest interest. His funeral was attended by

the mayor and corporation of the town, and a vast

throng of personal friends, including many horti-

culturists, some of whom came from a distance to

pay the last tribute of affection to one they had long

loved and esteemed—as a touching proof of which

many were provided with flowers which they sorrow-

fully placed upon the coffin, so that it was literally

covered with those mute though expressive emblems

of affection which the deceased through life had loved

so well.

We much regret to record the death, on the

4th inst., of Mr. Edward George Henderson, of

the Wellington Road Nurseries, St. John's Wood.
Mr. Henderson, who was in the ninety-fourth year of

his age, was the eldest son of Mr. Andrew Hender-

son, the founder of the Pine-apple Place Nursery.

He remained with his father until the beginning of

the present century, when he commenced business on

his own account, at the nurseries in Edgware Road,

known as Vine Place. Mr. John Andrew Hender-

son, the younger son, remained at the Pine-apple

Nursery, in which concern he eventually became a

partner, and continued to be so until he retired entirely

from business. In those days, fruit growing not being

nearly so extensively carried out in private places as

at the present time, both the Pine-apple Place and

Vine Place Nurseries were, in addition to the culture

of popular plants, greatly devoted to the culture of

fruit, which was supplied in large quantities to the

nobility and gentry in and around London, but it

was a singular and well-known fact that the Pine-

apple Place Nursery produced the best Grapes, and

the Vine Place establishment the best Pine-apples.

About forty years ago the late Mr. Edward George

Henderson left the Vine Place Nursery and removed

to Wellington Road, at which establishment he con-

tinued to cultivate an extensive and varied collection

of plants until about twelve years ago, when he retired

from taking an active part in the business. Mr.

Henderson's life was closed in his sleep, his death

only being detected by those watching, by the slight

fallingl of the head on his pillow. The day before

he walked across the room and enjoyed his meals as

usual, but from his short breathing he evidently knew,

when he retired to rest, that the time was approach-

ing for his departure, for which event he had for some
time been wishing, and to which he had been looking

forward.

Variorum.
Darlington Gardeners' Institute. — The

annual meeting of the members ofthe Institute took
place on November 2, Mr. J. Bousfield in the

chair ; and the Secretary read the following report,

which was adopted ;

—

" In presenting the third annual report of the Gar-
deners' Institute, the committee congratulate the sub-
scribers on a satisfactory increase in their numbers, and
also in their income, though owing to the expenses in-

curred in the removal of the Institute to more convenient
premises they are unable to report any balance in hand.
They are glad, however, to report that the subscriptions
have fully covered expenses. Papers have been read by
the following gentlemen :—Mr. Richardson, ' What to

Read and How to Read It ;' Mr. Wrather, ' The Cul-
tivation of the Rose;' Mr. Wand, 'Tricolor Pelar-

goniums :' Mr. Casson, * Fumigation ;' Mr. Shaw,
• The Strawberry ;' Mr. Burrell, ' The Gladioli ;' Rev.
C. King, ' The Leaf, Botanically, &c. ;' Mr. Ilelier,
* Stage Pelargoniums ;' Mr. Casson, * The Flow of the

Sap.' The committee are glad to report that those read-

ings were nnmerously'attended and much appreciated, and
the cordial thanks of the Institute are due to the gentle-

men named for their kindness, and they express a hope
that those readings may continue. They also report and
gratefully acknowledge the gift of a valuable microscope
from Mr. J. W. Pease, M.P. Twenty-one meetings
for the inspection and naming of fruits and flowers have
been held, and those meetings have been useful, interest-

ing, and instructive."

The balance-sheet showed that the receipts and
expenditure amounted to £^\ ds. lid. Mr. E. Pease
was re-elected President ; Messrs. J. Bousfield and
R. Graham, Vice-Presidents ; Mr. H. Lazenby,
Secretary ; Messrs. Taylor and Ford, secretaries of

the fruit committee ; and Mr. G. Shaw, Treasurer.

The following gentlemen were elected on the com-
mittee :—Messrs. Wand, Short, Wrather, Snaith,

Mossom, Kent, E. K. Bailey, Cowper, Cusson,
Hodgson, Rev. J. King, Richardson, and Bowker.
Votes of thanks to the President for his continued
kindness, to the Vice-Presidents and the officers,

and to those friends who had sent fruit, concluded
the business.

Cryptomerias.—,This last plant (Cryptomeria
japonica), which may often be seen struggling for limited

existence in an English garden, is one of the chief

glories of Japan, where it grows in much the same
form as the Sequoia or Wellingtonia, reaching the

height of from 100 to 150 feet, with a trunk of 8 or

10 feet in diameter. They make superb avenues with

their dense green crests forming a royal arch against

the sky. *'Over the Sea and Far Aiwy^^ by T. W.
HinchliJ, M.A., F.R.G.S. (p. 328).

STATS OP Tim WEATHER AT BLACKHBATH, LONDON
For the Week ending Wednesday, Nov. 8, 1876.
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The mean of the seven high day temperatures was

the highest at Truro, 553°, and the lowest at Brad-

ford, 49|° ; the mean from all stations was 51°. The
mean of the seven low night temperatures were the

lowest at Bristol, 344°; Truro, 35^°; and Plymouth,

371° ; and the highest at Liverpool, 434°. The mean
value from all stations was 39°. The mean daily

range of temperature in the week was the greatest at

Truro, 20°, and the least at Liverpool, 6J°. The mean
daily range of temperature from all stations was 12°.

The mean temperature of the air for the week from

all stations was 44',°, being 3;° lower than the value

for the corresponding week in 1S75. The highest

was 46°, at Liverpool and Sunderland, and the

lowest 42j°, at Wolverhampton.
Rain fell on two or three days in the week at most

stations in the midland counties. The amounts
measured were the largest at stations between latitude

5li° and 53.^*, where the fall was generally about

half an inch ; at southern places but little or no rain

fell ; the average fall over the whole country was a

quarter of an inch.

The weather during the week was fine, but at

times cloudy ; the mornings were generally cold,

with slight hoar frosts at some places. Fog prevailed

at many stations during the week.

In Scotland the highest temperatures of the air

ranged from 59° at Perth to 53]° at Glasgow and
Leith. The mean from all stations was 55i°. The
lowest temperatures of the air varied from 28° at

Paisley to 354° at Aberdeen. The mean value from all

stations was 33i°. The mean range of temperature

from all stations was 22^'.

The mean temperature of the air for the week from

all stations was 45i°, being 2° lower than the value

for the corresponding week in 1875. The highest

was 46^°, at Paisley, and the lowest, 44^°, at Dundee.
The amounts of rain measured durihg the week

varied from three-tenths of an inch at Aberdeen to

two-hundredths of an inch at Leith ; at Perth no rain

fell ; the average fall over the country was one-tenth

of an inch.

At Dublin, the highest temperature of the air was
59°, the lowest 26°, the range 33°, the mean 45J°, and
the fall of rain 0.31 inch.

JAMES GLAISHER.

(Enquiries.
He that questioneth much shall learn muck.—Bacon.

144. The Fox or Strawherry Grape.— I shall feel

much obliged to any of your correspondents who will

either send me a few eyes of the above Grape, or kindly

inform me where I can procure them. //, W, Ward,
Lofi^/oni Casl/e Gardens, Siiliibury.

Answers to Correspondents.
Books : A. W. Foster. Apply to Mr. Jackson, the

Museum, Royal Garden.-, Ktw.
Cabuage Palm. IV. L. Bristol.—The Cabbage Palm

is Areca oleracea. The name of the plant sent is

Physalis Alkekengi.

CA.\(ELLrAS. W. F.—As the plants are strong and in

good health we would not recommend you to take ofFall

the buds, as the advantage would probably not be

commensurate with the sacrifice. You might, however,

thin them well, if there are many.
Fruit Trees for Exposed Situation: George H.
Burton. The following may answer your purpose :—
Apples: Early Julien, Devonshire Quirrenden, Stir-

ling Castle, Cellini, Hawthornden, Winter Straw-

berry, Tower of Glammis, Yorkshire Greening. Phims:
Early Rivers, Gisborne's, Orleans, Victoria, Prince

Englebert, Mitchelson's.

Gladiolus Couranti : A. W. Foster. We suppose so,

but have no knowledge on the point. '

Insects : H. //., Wexford. Your Peach shoots are in-

fested with a scale insect, the Coccus persicns of

Geoffrjy. Wash the shoots with a soft brush dipped

in methylated spirit, which you can get from any

respectable chemist. — L. The insects sent are the

young of the common cockroach, Blatta orientalis.

/. 0. W.
Manetti Rose Stock:: W. S. We presume you

desire to know the average life of Roses worked on the

Manetti stock. Of the stock itself we can say that

Messrs. Paul & Son have lately destroyed some slocks

twenty-five years old, in full vigour. Of Roses grafted

on it there are specimens in the open ground, in the

Cheshunt Nurseries, at least twenty years old. Of

course when properly worked these plants are virtually

on their own roots, or, rather, have often two tiers of

roots—a strong lower one emanating from the Manetti,

and an upper one coming out of the Rose itself, just

at the junction of the Rose and the stock. In gardens

the average duration of plants worked on the Manetti

would be from seven to ten years.

Names of Plants: T. F. i. Crati^gusmacracantha;

2, Crataegus pyrifolia
; 3, Crataegus prunifotia, perhaps;

S, Pyrus Aria, the White Beam
; 7, Crata5gus crus-galli,

the Cockspur Thorn ; 9, Cornus stricta. — IV. B.

Crataegus coccinea. Fruit eatable.— W. S. 7".,

Folkestone.—The common Plane, Platanusacerifolia.

—

Ilex III. 3, Cercis siliquastrum
; 5. Quercus cerris

var. subperennis. Of the others send better specimens

in flower.— U'. M. D. Cornus (Benthamia) fragifera.

Certainly not the Bread-fruit, which is the produce of
Artocarpus incisa, a native of the South Sea Islands.

Cornus fragifera is a native of Northern India.—
G. B. H. S. A Walnut, but which we cannot say
from the leaf only.—C. Lee. Pteris hastata.

Nei'hrolehs : F. H. V. The sport is not at all

common. If permanent it would be worth preserving.

Removing Leaves : H. There is no handier plan
we know of, than the one that your men adopt.

Tacsonia : M. Smith. The roots have probably got
into a dry part of the border.

Vine Gr.'Vfting : F. G. Keep the graft dormant until

the Vine on which it is to be worked has well started

into growth, then put the graft on the side of the

canes, and do not stop the stock until the graft has
made a good growth.

Violas and Pansies : T. Feacock. The designations
Pansy and Viola are now simply terms of convenience.
The former is applied to the taller, more spare-growing,
and less finely branched forms ; the latter to those
having a dwarl'er, denser, and more creeping growth,
forming masses of foliage, and flowering with much
greater freedom and more continuously than those

designated Pansies. What real difference once existed

is gradually becoming merged by reason of the repeated

crossings made to combine the large flowers of the

Pansy with the close bushy growth and enduring pro-

perties of the Viola. Viola comuta, V. lutea, and the

earlier improved varieties bred from them, may be
taken as illustrating types of the bedding Viola ; but
the nearer the approach is made to the size of the

flowers found in the Pansy the less marked does the

difference become.
Wellingtonias. F. C. We cannot give you the infor-

mation. Search through our advertising columns.

^^ Foreign Subscribers sending Post-office Orders,
payable at the post-ofifice, King Street, Covent Gar-
den, London, are requested to be good enough to

write to the Publisher, at the ofhce of this paper,

41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, at the same
time, to inform him of the fact.

•»• Correspondents are specially requested to address,

post-paid, all communications intended for publica-

tion to the " Editors," and not to any member of the

staff personally. The Editors would also be obliged

by such communications being sent as early in the

week as possible. Letters relating to Advertisements,

or to the supply of the Faper, should be addressed to the

Fublishery and not to the Editors.

Catalogues Received.—Messrs. Simon-Louis Bro-

thers (a Planticres, pres Metz, Lorraine), Catalogue
of Fruit Trees, Ornamental Trees, Shrubs. Roses, ike.

— Richard Dean (Ranelagh Road, Ealing. London),
Trade Price List.—Messrs. Kelway & Son (The Royal
Nurseries, Langport, Somerset), Catalogue of Gla-

dioli.—Louis Van Houtte (The Royal Nursery, Ghent,
Belgium), Catalogue of Hardy Herbaceous and Alpine
Plants, Bulbs, Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Fruit

Trees, &c.— W. Wright & Co. (Airdrie, N.B.), Cata-
logue of Boilers and Hot-water Apparatus.

Communications Received.—E. Greenwood.—J. M. C.

—

J. B.—E. S.—W. C. (thanks.)-A Spark, &c—W. H. D.—
J. R. J.—J. B. (thanks. Next week.)—J. Masterson.—

A

Constant Reader.

[arhcts.
COVENT GARDEN, Nwember 9.

There is very little alteration to quote this week, trade

still being quiet, with very little prospect of improve-
ment. Large quantities of American Apples have
arrived during the last few days, and have only been
cleared at lower prices. Kent Cobs are falling. James
Webber, Wholesale Apple Market,

Vegetables.

Artichokes, per bush. 40-.. Leeks, per bu
— Eng. Globe, doz. 40-60 Lettuces, per

Beans, French (new).

ich

Beet, per doz.' .. i o- :

Brussels Sprts. bush. 7 o-
Cabbages, per doz. .. i o- :

Carrots, per bunch., o 6-
Cauliflowers.perdoz. 2 o- .

Celery, per bundle .. i 6- :

Chilis, green, per 100 3 o-

— Batavian, p. doz. 20-30
Garlic, per lb. ..06-..
Herbs, per bunch .. 02-04
Horse Radish, p, bun. 40-..
Potatos.—Kent Regents, £,$ t

Mint, green, bunch o 4-
Mushrooms, per pott, o 6- :

— buttons, do. ..2 o-
Onions, per bush. . . 5 o- J

— young, per bun, o 8-0

Parsley, per bunch. . o 4-
Radishes, per bunch, o 1- <

— Spanish, doz. ..10-.
Salsafy, per bundle i o- ,

Seakale, per punnet 2 6-
,

Shallots, per lb. ..06-.
Spinach, per bushel i 6- :

Tomatas. per doz. ..so-;
Turnips, per bundle o 4- e

I £6 : Essex Regents, £4 10

Apples, per %-s
Cobs, per lb.

Grapes, per lb.

to £s ' Kidneys, ^3 per t

Fruit.

. d. s. d.

6-60 Oranges, per i

1 Peaches, per doz.
I Pears, per doz.

j

Pine-apples, p. lb.

Plants in Pots.

4 o- 9 c Heaths, variety, doz. q 0-2^
Heliotrope, per doz. 6 o-ia
Mignonette, do. ..60-5
Myrtles, do 30-5
Palms in variety.each 3 6-21

Pelargoniums, scarlet.

Primula siiiensis,doz. 4 o- g

caffra, p. doz. 6 0-18 o
]
Solanums, per doz. 6 0-24 o

Asters, per do:

Begonias, per doz. .. 6 o-:

Bouvardias, do. ..12 o-

Chrysanth., per doz. 4 o-

Coleus, per dozen ..30-
Cyperus, do.

J p. doz. 6 0-30
Ficus elastica

Fuchsia, per doz.

Verbena, scent., doz.
6-15 o Valottapurpur., doz. i

Cut Flowers.

- 9 <

Ageratums, 12 bun. 3
Asters, la bunches.. 3— China, labun. .. 4
Bouvardias, per bun. 10-40
Camellias, 12 blooms 4 0-12 o
Cirnations, 12 bunch. 40-9°
CliryNaiuh.. 12 bims. 20-90
— 12 bunches .. 40-90
Dahlias, 12 bunches 3 o- g o
Epiphyllum, lablms. 10-30
Eucharis, per doz. .. 3 0-12 o
Gardenia, per doz. . . 30-90

Gladiolus, 12 sprays 2 c

Heliotropes, 12 spr. o I

Mignonette, 12 bun. i 1

Pelargoniums, 12 spr. 1 i

— zonal, 12 sprays o 1

Primula, dbl., p. bun. i <

Roses, indoor, p. doz. 2 <

— outdoor, 12 bun. 4 <

Stephanotis, 12 spr. g (

Sunflower, i2bun. .. 3 (

Violets, 12 bun. .. 1 <

SEEDS.
London : Nov. 8.—Considerable activity prevails in

the trade for farm seeds. The recent unprecedented

advance in the price of Trefoil has been firmly maintained,

and holders confidently anticipate, sooner or later, a still

higher range of values. The article, however, most in

demand, during the present week, has been Italian

Rye-grass, which, under the effect of heavy speculative

purchasing, has rapidly run up 7^. to 8j. per cwt. The
explanation of this strong inquiry, and the consequent

sudden enhancement in price, is found in the undoubted
lightness of existing stocks, and the extreme shortness

of the new crop. Of course with so much business

doing in Trefoil and Italian, very little attention is given

to red Clover seed. More samples are now offering of

new, home-grown red seed, some of which are of exceed-

ingly fine quality. The Americans seem to be by no
means pressing sellers of their seed ; the recipts at their

sea-board, available for export, being, as yet, inconsi-

derable. Of Alsike and white Clover the supply has

lately increased, and currencies are drooping. For
Canary seed the sale is slow, and lower terms are

accepted. Mustard and Rape seed show no variation.

The colder weather brings an improved request for

boiling pe.as. John Sliaw &' Sons, Seed Merchants,

37, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

CORN.
At Mark Lane on Monday English Wheat, notwith-

standing its short supply, barely supported the rates of

the previous Monday. Foreign Wheat met with a retail

inquiry at about late rates. Barley was dull, and grinding

samples were a shade cheaper than last week. Malt

changed hands on former terms. For Oats rates in some
instances were a trifle lower. Maize was much in the

same state. Beans and Peas were cheaper when pressed

for sale. In flour a few transactions took place at rather

less money.—Trade on Wednesday showed no improve-

ment. A very quiet demand for Wheat, and rates were

about supported, any pressure to sell on the part of

factors being accompanied by some concession. Barley

was also dull of sale, and not much disposition was
evinced to operate in Oats. Maize was unaltered. Beans

and Peas were cheaper to sell. Flour was nominally

without change.—Average prices ofcorn for week ending

November 4 :—Wheat, 48J. 2d.; Barley, 39J. 41/.; Oats,

2y. 5</. For corresponding week last year ;—Wheat,

47J, 6a!.; Barley, 38^. 3<f.; Oats, 2+r. s<f.

CATTLE.
At Copenhagen Fields on Monday trade in beasts was

very dull, and prices lower for all kinds. Trade in sheep

was unusually dull for all but the very choicest qualities ;

and calves were lower in price. Quotations :—Beasts,

y. 6d. to 4J. zod., and 5^. 6d. to 6s.; calves, 41. 8d. to 6s. ;

sheep, ss. 6d. to 51. lod. , and 6s. 6d. to 71. ;
pigs, 51. to

6i.. -Thursday's market was fairly supplied. The de-

mand for cattle ruled very quiet, and sales progressed

slowly at about previous prices. Sheep were in limited

request, and were sold without much alteration. Prime

calves supported Monday's value.

HAY.
The 'Whitechapel report for the 7th inst. states that

the supply of fodder was rather large, but a steady

demand prevailed, and prices were about maintained.

Prime Clover, 100s. to 1301. ; inferior, 851. to 95J. ;

prime meadow hay, goi. to 132J. ;
inferior, 551. to

75J.
;

and straw, 40-1. to 48J. per load.— Fair supplies and a

steady trade characterised Thursday's market. Quota-

tions ;—Clover, best, loSs. to 140^. ;
mferior, 83^. to

955. ; hay, best, looi. to 130;. ; inferior, sS-i. to 75^. ;

straw, 46^. to soj. per load. — Cumberland Market

quotations ;—Superior meadow hay, 132J. to 140^.; infe-

rior, 1051. to I20t. ;
superior Clover, 130^. to 1471. ;

inferior, ii2j. to 120s. ; and straw, 48^. to 52J, per load.

POTATOS.
The Borough and Spitalfields Markets returns for the

6th inst. state that there was a slight improvement in the

condition ot Potatos, and that trade might be reported

steady at somewhat better rates. Kent Regents, loor.

to 1251. per ton; Essex ditto, Bos. to izos.; rocks, 6oj.

to 75^.; flukes, izos. to 1801.; Victorias, looj. to 140J.—

The imports into London last week consisted of 36,658

bags from Hamburgh, 5831 Antwerp, 5341 Bremen,

241S Rotterdam, 2255 Dunkirk, 1250 Harlingen, 238

Groniogen, 126 Ostend, 132 tons St. Valery, 60 bags

Boulogne, and 20 Amsterdam.

COALS.
Business in the market on Monday was dull, and

prices were is. 6d. per ton lower for house coals, and is.

per ton for Hartleys. Wednesday's market was firmer,

owing to the coldness of the weather, but prices were

unchanged. Quotations :—Hastings Hartley, 17^. 31/. ;

Walls End—Riddell, i6s. 6d. ;
Haswell, 2ii. 6d. ;

Hetton, 21s. 6d. ; Hetton Lyons, i8i. 31/. ;
Tunstall,

i8j rtd.
;
Hartlepool, 20s. 6d. ; Kelloe, iSs. 6d.; East

Hartlepool, 21J. yi. ; Tees, 21J, 6d.
;
Hutton, 19J.
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T. H. P. Dennis & Company.
Motto, " Art with Economy" as applied to Conservatories.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS & HOT-WATER HEATING APPARATUS
ERECTED AND FITTED lA ALL PARTS OF THE KINGDOM. ESTIMATES GRATIS.

Show Rooms: MANSION HOUSE BUILDINGS, LONDON, E.G. Works: CHELMSFORD.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.—Prices,
Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post-free on

.nppliration : also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for

Conservatories, Entrance Halls, &c.
MAW AND CO., Benthall Works, Broseley.

Under the Patronage of the Queen.

J SMITH'S IMPERISHABLE
• STRATFORD LAUELS.

"-H

Tlie Gardeners' Mngazine says :
—" We must give these the

palm before all oilier plant labels, as the very first in merit."
Samples and Price List free.

J. SMITH . The Royal Label Factory, Stralford-on-Avon.

~~~label"sT
Secure Tree and Plant Labels.

PARCHMENT or CLOTH LABELS,
TREE or PLANT LABELS. Punched parchment,

4 inches long, 3J. ^d. per 1000, or 30J. per 10,000: if eyeleted,
4s. per 1000. Vellum cartridge, 4 inches long, 31. per 1000 for

Sample Labels sent OQ receipt of postage stamp.

Metallic Hotliouse Builder to Her Majesty.HENRY HOPE
(late Clark & Hope, formerly Clark),

HOTHOUSE BUILDER and HOT-WATER
APPARATUS ENGINEER.

55, Lionel Street. Birmingham, Established A.D. 1818.

BOOKS of DESIGNS, 5s. each.

KS" The Extensive Ranges of Metallic Hothouses in the
Royal Gardens, Windsor and Osborne, were executed at this
Establishment.

BELGIAN GLASS for GREENHOUSES, dtc,
Cr-n be obtained in all sizes and qualities, of

BETHAM & SON,
9, LOWER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.G.

B. & S. have always a large Stock in London of 20-in, by
z2-in,, 20-in. by i4-in., 20-in. by i6-in., in i6-oz. and 21-02.

Rosher'a Garden Edging Tiles,

THE ABOVE and many other PATTERNS
are made in materials of great durability. The

' suited Im kYt c''h E N <^^S^"=^
GARDENS, as they )'^ig
harbour no Slugs or Insects,

'

take up little room, and,
_; put down, incur no

further labour or expense,
as do "grown" Edgings, consequently being much cheaper.
GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c., in Artificial Stone,

very durable and ofsuperior finish, and in great variety of design.
F. ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground

Street, Blackfnars, S.E.; King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.:
Kingsland Road, E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES,"

PLANT COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES: also
fcr FOXLEY'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL

Illustrated Price Lists free hy post. The Trade supplied.

(^RNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
V.-' for Conservatories. Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c.,
from 31. per square Vard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of plain or
more elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selectionWHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies
Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable
.''''vmg of great durability. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles
of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates, Cement, &c.

F. ROSHER AND CO.. Brick and Tile Merchants.
See addresses above.

SI L V E R S~A N D,
fine or coarse grain as desired. Prices by Post per ton

or Truck Load, on Wharf in London, or delivered direct from
Pits to any Railway Station. Samples of Sand free by post,
FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries,
KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any

quantities.

F. ROSHER AND CO.—.Addresses see above,
N.B.—Orders promptly e.vcculed by Rail or to Wharves.

A liberal Discount to the Trade.

HAW'S TIFFANY, ELASTIC NET-
TING. CANVAS, &c., for Shading, Protecting, and

other Horticultural Purposes. For Samples and Prices apply toJOHN SHAW AND CO.. 29, Oxford Street, Manchester.

"P H, HAMPSON, Egerton Mills, Stockport,
J-l» Manufacturer of HORTICULTURAL SHADINGS
for Protecting Wall Trees from Frost and Insects, &c. 54 and
60 inches wide, any length up to 100 yds. Prices" on application.

RHULLiUAY, Fi^alih.al. Wireworker,
• 2A, Portobello Terrace, Netting Hill Gate, London,

W., begs to call the attention of all Gardeners who are about

to have their Garden Walls Wired to his system of Wiring
Walls, as being superior to all others for neatness, strength, and
durability.

For Neatness—Because all the Wires are kept perfectly

tight, without the use of the Raidisseur.

For Strength—Because very much stronger Wire can be

used, therefore not liable to be drawn out of the horizontal line

by the branches of trees.

For Durability—Because, being able to use the strong Wire,

it is not so likely to be eaten through with the galvanism as the

thin Wire, as used in the French system.

The above Engraving is an Example of our system of Wiring
Garden Walls. We have recently completed the Wiring of the

New Garden Walls for the Marquis of Salisbury, Hatfield

House. The Walls are 12 feet high and 753 yards long, wired

on both sides ; making a total length of 1506 yards—our system

being chosen in preference to any other,

lUustiated Catalogues of Garden and Conservatory Wirework,
Rabbit-proof Hurdle Fencing, &c., may be had on application

THOMAS'S
FITTINGS for WIRING WALLS.
NEW and IMPROVED SYSTEM.

The following prices give the total cost of each line of wire, in-

cluding holdfasts, .straining bolt, intermediate guiding eyes,

10 feet apart, and best quality galvanised wire.
Length of Wall :—20 yds. 40 yds. 60 yds. 80 yds. 100 yds

s. d. s. d, s. d, s. d. s. d.

No. 14 Guage Wire 11 i8 22 28 32
No. 13 ,, t, I 4 I II 3 6 3 I 3 8

Illustrated Lists, with full particulars of the above, and
Fittings for Espalier Trainers, on very economical principles,
free on application.

Five per cent, discount allowed for prompt cash on orders
amounting to 20^ and upwards.

Special qnotaiionsfor larger quantities,

J. J. THOMAS & 00.,
PADDINGTON WIREWORKS,

28.5 and 362, EDG\V.\RE ROAD, LONDON, W.

THE FRENCH SYSTEM
OF TRAINING FRUIT TREES, &c.

Extreme standards of T or angle iron, for ends or angle
straining the wires from, self based ; also" stays for these
standards, at prices as under :

—

Intermediate Standards, 10 ft. apart, at half these prices.

Painted. Galvd. 1 Painted, Galvd,
4^^ ft. high.. 55.6./.., 7^. 6(/. 7 f^. high Zs.od. . .r\s.<:>d.

5 ft. high.... 6 o ., 8 6 8 ft. high 9 o ..12 o
6ft. high.,.. 69 ..96

I 9 ft. high .. ..10 o ..13 o
RAIDISSEURS, for Tightening Wires, one to each wire,

25. bd. per doz. Key for tightening, i^d. each.

SCREWS and NUTS, neater than Raidisseurs, 3^. td. per doz.

No. 13 WIRE, loinches apart, is. 6d. per 100 yards.

MESSRS. J. B. BROWN ft CO.,

90. CANNON STREET, LONDON, E.G.

STAMMERING and OTHER IMPEDI-
MENTS.-The Rev. A. J. D. D'ORSEY. RT).. Uct.

K.C.L., receives Resident and Visiting Pupils at 13. Prince's
Square, W.

Oil Faint No Longer NecessEiiy.

HILL AND SM ITH'S BLACK
VARNISH for Preserving Ironwork. Wood, or Stone.

This Varnish is an excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-

door work, while it is fully two-thirds cheaper. It was intro-

duced upwards of thirty years ago by the advertisers, and its

genuine good quality, notwithstanding a host of unprincipled

imitators, is fulty attested by its constantly increasing sale. It

may be applied by an ordinary labourer, requires no mixing or
thinning, and is used cold. It is used in the grounds at

Windsor Ca.'^tle, Kew Gardens, and at the seats of many hun-
dreds of the Nobility and Gentry, from whom the most flatterine

testimonials have been received, which Hill & Smith will

forward on application.
Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at is. 6d. per gallon,

at the Manufactory, or 15. Sd. per gallon carriage paid to any
Station in the Kingdom.

Unsolicited Testimonial.
Gia»g7vtHy, Llanpumpsant, CannariJun^ Nov. 27, 1873.—

"Mr. Lloyd Lloyd encloses cheque for ,^^3 5^., amount due to

Messrs. Hill & Smith, and he considers the Black Varnish

one of the most useful things he ever possessed."

Apply to HILL and SMITH. Brierly Hill Ironworks, near

Dudley : and 118. Queen Victoria Street, London, E.G., from

whom only it can be obtained.

CAUTION.— Ix. having lately come to the knowledge of

Hill & Smith that spurious imitations of this Varnish are

being offered by unprincipled dealers at a slight reduction tn

price, they would specially draw attention to the fact that every

cask of their Varnish is legibly marked with their name and

GEORGE'S PATENT CALORIGEN,

Warming and Ventilating Small
Conservatories.

The only Gas Stove
in which the product of

combustion is entirely

excluded from the Conser-
vatory.

Made in Wrought Iron,

. £^^ 3^-

Made in Copper, £,%*

Height, 28 inches; diaf

It will be found very
valuable in the Nurserjr or

Sick Room, Damp Build-

Ofhces, &c. Exhibited

at the Exhibition of i87t

(Department of Scientifii

try f"

,s).

Illustrated Prospectuses and Testimonials on application,

;. F. EARWIG AND CO., 36, Queen Street, Cheapside. E.C.

This Stove introduces a strong current of warmed
(not burnt) fresh air.

Hotliouses, Hot-water Apparatus, ftc.

HALLIDAY AND CO., HOTHOUSE
Ei'iLDERS and Hot-water Apparatus Manu-

facturers. Estimates and Plans free. Best Construction

!

Best Materials ! Best Workmanship ! Catalogues free.

Offices, 22, Barton Arcade, Manchester.

RIGHT'S PATENT ENDLESS-
FLAME-IMPACT HOT-WATER BOILER.

Awarded the only English Medal for the best Hot-water

Apparatus at the United States Centennial Exhibition .at

Philadelphia.
For prices and full particulars please see our pamphlet,

entitled " Our Boilers and Heating," which will be handed

post-free on application.

WILLIAM WRIGHT and CO., Hot-water Engmeers,

Airdrie, N. B.

Stoves for Greenhouses! Portable I Terra Cotta!

ROBERTS'S PATENT PORTABLE
TERRA COTTA STOVES eive pure heat, without

attention, 24 hours or longer, for about zd. for coal, or coal and

coke. Suitable for almost any purpose. See T/ic Gardrn w
March 1, 1873 :—" Roberts's Patent Terra Cotta is the best

and cheapest dry stove that has ever been invented

M.ay be used in any plant-house without injury to the most

delicate pl.ants." Prospectus, drawmgs, and authentic testi-

monials, can be had, and the Stoves can be seen in use, and

ordered,on application to the patentee, THOMAS ROBERTS, '

112, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W,
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John Edmonds & Co.,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER AND HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

LILLIE BRIDGE, FULHAM, LONDON, S.W.,
WILL BE HAPPY TO FURNISH

PLANS and ESTIMATES for the Erection and Heating complete of
CONSERVATORIES and HOTHOUSES of every description.

VERANDAHS, PAVILIONS, GLASS APPROACHES, &c.

MANSIONS, CHURCHES, SCHOOLS, PICTURE GALLERIES, HALLS, &:c..

Heated by Hot Water on the best principles.

PATENTEES OF THE TUBULAR SADDLE
PRICE LISTS ON APPLICATION.

BOI LER.

Macfarlaiie^s Castings^
Ai-chitectural, Artistic, aud Sanitary,

FOR ARCHITECTS, CIVIL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER^
Contractors, Builders, Joiners, Plumbers, &c.,

Kailiugs; Balconies; Verandahs; Conservatories; Sliopaiul Warehouse I-'routs;

Arcades ; Winter Gai-deus ; Covered Ways ; Saloons ; Semi-enclosed Airiug

Rooms, Smoking Divans, &c. ; Waiting Rooms ; Clock aud Water Towera

;

Pavilions ; Bandstands ; Arbours ; Garden Entrances ; Garden Screens

;

Boathouses, &c. Plain and Ornamental Castings of every description for

Mansions, Halls, Schools, Barracks, Factories, Markets, Eailway Stations,

Bridges, Esplanades, Parks, Gardens, Pleasure Grounds, &c.

FOR HOME S EXPORT.

Illustrated CATALOGCS with Price List and Estimates Jor special Designs

on apjjlication.

WALTER MACFARLANE & CO., GLASGOW.

THE THAMES BANK
IRON COMPANY,

Old Barge Wharf, Upper Ground Street, London, - ii^

HOT-WATER BOILERS. SURREY SIDE, BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE. PIPES, CONNECTIONS.

j

("tkentmam,>,.roved"doiler.)

(NEW PATENT "CLIMAX" BOILER (1874). See
j p. 666, 1874, Gardeners' Chronicle.

" GOLD MEDAL " BOILER (Birmingham, 1872).

PATENT "EXCELSIOR" BOILER (1871).

I@" Tie largest and most complete Stock in the
Trade ; upwards of Twenty Thousand. Pounds' worth
to choose from.

(" WITLEY

"WITLEY COURT" BOILER (Silver Medal 1872).

"TRENTHAM IMPROVED" BOILER, with Water-
way End and Smoke Consumer.

" TUBULAR," and every other Boiler of known merit
or excellence.

1®" Prize Medal Awarded at the National Contest,
Birmingham^ 1874.

MILL'S PATENT AUXILLABY FUEL ECONOMISEB,
rtWhicll can be attached to any onlin.iry Boiler. These Tubes
A Fire-Bars, and Furnace Front

l! STAINTON'S NEW PATENT FROST DEFYING LIQUID {see "Gardeners' Chroulcle," Aug. 19, 1876).

\ HOT-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED. COMPLETE.
i PRICE LIST on application ; or, Si-t Stamps for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, 4th Edition.

T?OWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
J- and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every
Agricultural County in EnRland.

Mansions, with Conservatories and Green-

houses attached. Heated by

COWAN'S
PATENT COMPENSATING APPARATUS.

Horticultural Bmldings of all kinds.
Combining Elegance and Durability, erected at Moderate

Prices.

COWAN PATENTS COMPANY
(LIMITED),

2\, WHITEHALL PLACE, LONDON, S.W.,
AND

The Vineyard, Garston, near Liverpool.

S T "F V "P W ^

'

TRENTHAM GREENHOUSE BOILER,

on^' e\penence has proved the most SIMPLE
ECONOMICAL EFFECrUAL and LASTING BOILER
extant recently much improved For lUu&tralions w ih
full part c lars apply to the bole Makers

F. & J. SILVESTER.
Castle Hill Foundry, Engineering and Boiler Works,

Newcastle. Staffordshire.
S^ Our Boilers are the only ones made with the sanction

and under the inspection of the inventor, Mr. Stevens—all
others being base imitations.

GREEN'S PATENT
Wrought-iron Hot-water Boilers,

IVlih Shcives and Hollow Grate Bars,

Specially adapted for heating Greenhouses, Conservator i<

Churches, Chapels, Schools, Public Buildings, Entrance
Halls, Warehouses, Workshops, &c.

£aUI£LEVaifiH 1.QMC1TU61NAL SCCTIOH

Descriptive Illustrated Priced LIST may be had free on
application to

' "** "• -""'' ' SON", Smithfield Ironworksj
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LASCELLES' PATENT BENT WOOD
CONSERVATORIES and GREENHOUSES,— All

Gardeners know that Wood is better than Iron for Plant Grow-
ing, and by the above system a handsome curved house can be
erected as cheaply as a plain straight one.

The curved house is more durable, stronger, lighter in con-
struction, and no bent glass is required.

W. H. LASCELLES, 121, Eunhill Row. London, E.G.. will

supply Drawings and Estimates free of charge.

IR J. PAXTON'S HOT-
HOUSES for the MILLION are

', and Portable.
Illustrated Price Lists fiee.

HEREMAN and MORTON, 14, Tich-
irne Stieet, Regent Quadrant, W., Horti-

Engineers.Itural Builders and Hoi

w. H LASCELLES Horticultural
r LDER F n b r^ Steqm Jo n r> Work

I unt 11 I o L ndon E C

1 on ppl on for CREENHOUbEb and
CU\oLi \ Vi )l ILS of all k nd ^ d to any de ^n

GARDEN BOXES and LIGHTS Eich
Portable Box with One Light, 6 feet by 4 feet, glazed s. d.

good 16-OZ. sheet glass, painted four coats, and
packed leady for use .. ,. .. .. - 35 o

Portable Box with Two Lights, as above, each light

6 feet by 4 feet 65 o

LIGHTS ONLY.
3 feet by 4 feet Light, not painted nor glazed . . .

.

36
Ditto glazed, good i6-oz. sheet glass, and painted 4 coats 10 o
6 feet by 4 feet, not painted nor glazed . . . . .

.

60
Ditto glazed and painted four coats 16 6

S. BURTON,
by appoint-

WILLIAM
General Furnis:

ment to H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, sends a CATALOGUE
gratis, post paid, containing upwards of 850 Illustrations of his
unrivalled Stock of Electro Plate, Britannia Metal Goods,
Dish Covers,
Hot-water Dishes.
Stoves and Fenders,
Marble Chimneypieces,
Kitchen Ranges,
Lamps and Gaseliers,
Tea Trays, Urns and Kettles,
Table Cullery,
Clocks and Candelabra.

Baths and Toilet Ware,
Bedding and Bed Hangings,
Iron and Brass Bedsteads,
Bedroom Cabinet Furniture,
Dining and Drawing-room

Furniture,

Chimney and Pier Glasses,
Turnery Goods,
Kitchen Utensils,

With Lists of Prices, and Plans of the Thirty Large Show Rooms,
at 3Q. Oxford Street, W. ; i, i a. 2, 3, and 4, Newman Street,W.

;

4, 5 and 6, Perry's Place, W. ; and 1, Newman Yard, W.
Manufactories: 84, Newman Street, W. ; i. Newman Mews,
London, W. The cost of delivering goods to the most distant
parts of the United Kingdom by railway is trifling. WILLIAM
5. BURTON will alwaysundertakedeliveryat a small fixed rate.

A PERFECT CURE for SMOKY CHIM-
NEVS-The REGISTERED COWL. Made by

GEO. HALL, High Street, Worcester.

PATENT PORTABLE SMOKELESS
STOVES and PATENT FUEL.

For Heating Conservatories, Greenhouses, Halls, Passages,
and places without Chimnevs. from I2j. fid.

NASH'S BRONCHITIS KETTLE, los. (,d.

FRETWORK, and CARVING FRAMES, SAWS, FILES,
PATTERNS and PREPARED WOOD.

SWAN NASH, 253. Oxford Street, W. : and 4, Newgate
Street, E.C. Prospectus free.

Illustrated Catalogues.

HM. POLLETT'S COLLECTION
• of over SEVEN HUNDRED BLOCKS suitable for

the above purpose. Customers can have the use of any of
them gratis.

H. M. P. Publishes Small SEED CATALOGUES in two
sizes, which can be altered to suit the requirements of small
consumers. Specimens and Prices on application.

POLLETT'S Horticultural Steam Printing Works, 12 to 15.

Bndgewater Gardens. Barbican, E.C.

Notice.

(By Appaittttncjit to the Royal Horticultural Society.)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS,
NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT
ADVERTISEMENTS in all Newspapers, M.ag.azines,

and Periodicals. List of London Papers on application.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents,

59, Fleet Street E.C.

Now ready, price In cloti 163,,

'THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
-^ VOLUME for JANUARY to JUNE 1876.

W. RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

Works on Botany, by Dr. Llndley.

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY; or, The Art
OP Deecriiung Plants Correctly, in Scientific

Language, for Self Instruction and the Use of Schools. Price is

MEDICALandCECONOMICALBOTANY;
or, An Account of the Princii-al Plants

Empi-oyed in Medicine or Domestic CEconomv. In One
Volume, 8vo, with numerous Woodcuts, price w.

THE ELEMENTS of BOTANY, Struc-
tural AND Physiological. With a Glossary of

Technical Terms and numerous Illustrations. 9^. cloth.

This completes the series of Elementary Botanical Works by
Professor LiNDLEV, of which School Botany and T/ie Vegetable
Kifig;doJn form the other parts.

The first two Parts of Tlie Elements 0/ Botany, comprising
Structural and Physiological Botany, and a Glossary of Techni-
cal Terms, are published in one 8vo volume, price qs.

The.se three Parts form a complete Manual of Botany for

Medical and other Students who have made themselves

acquainted with the Author's Sclwol Botany.

N. B. The Glossary may be had separately, price 35.

London : BRADBURY, AGNEW and CO., Eouverle
Street. E.C.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SOUTH WaTeS ADVERTISER.

CONTENTS :—

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is bcorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Drawn and Engraved

specially for this Journal).

NATURAL HISTORY (Original Articles)

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.
STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS.
"-Jii^AuiAW

THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation
throughout the Australian Colonies, New Zealand,
Polynesia, &c. It contains a large amount ol infotraa-
tion on a great variety of subjects.

Subscription in Advance, £1 per Annum.
Single Copies, i,d. ; Stamped, 5^.

Publishing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South
Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Agents are authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS
which must be paid in advance, for the SYDNEY
MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY MAIL :—
London .... Mr. George Street, 30, Comhill, E.C.

Mr. F. Algar, 3, Clement's Lane, Lom-
bard Street, E.C.

Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride
Street, Fleet Street, E.C.

Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street,

Lee & Nightingale, 15, Northjohn Street.

Bristol James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

W. Porteous & Co., 15, Royal E.xchange
Place.

Birmingham
Liverpool

Edinburgh

.

Glasgow . .

.

Every Saturday, of any Bookseller or News Agent, price Threepence,

Each half-yearly Volume complete in itself, with Title-fcigc and Index,

The ATHENAEUM:
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE

FINE ARTS, MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

THE ATHENyCUM
Is SO conducted tliat the reader, however distant, is, in respect to Literature, Science and Art, on ;

in point of information with the best-informed circles of the Metropolis,

. equality

Subscription for Twelve Months, t-^^. ; Six Months, 6s. 6d.

OFFICE for ADVERTISEMENTS, 20, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON.

BRITISH WILD FLOWERS.
Illustrated by SOWERBY.

Described by JOHNSON.
A large Svo Volume, with Coloured Figures of the 17S0 Plants growing wild in this country,

including the Ferns, Horsetails, and Club Mosses, ^3 ^s.

" One of the prettiest natural history volumes now on sale."

—

Gardeners' Chronicle.

JOHN VAN VOORST, i, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.C.

In I vol. of <yx> pages, Illtistrated by 48 Plates and ii2 Woodcuts, £2 12s. 6d.

THE MICROGRAPHIC DICTIONARY.
A GUIDE TO THE EXAMINATION AND INVESTIGATION OF THE

STRUCTURE AND NATURE OF MICROSCOPIC OBJECTS.

By Dr. GRIFFITHS and Professor HENFREY.
THIRD EDITION.

Edited by J. W. GRIFFITH, M.D, &c., and Professor MARTIN DUNCAN, M.D. Lond., F.R.S., &c., assisted

by the Rev. M.J. BERKELEY, M.A , F.L.S., and T. RUPERT JONES, F.R.S., Professor of Geology;

Sandhurst, &c.
^

JOHN VAN VOORST, i, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.C.
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IHE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
for MONDAY. November 6.

Contents.

Asricultural Machinery — Usefulness of Agricultural

Societies— Beekeeper— Note from Cambridgeshire — Notes

from Canada — Chambers of Agriculture : Cirencester —
Cheesemaking Union—Note from Cork—Courtesy between

Correspondents—Dairy Produce at Philadelphia—Dairy Show

—Depressed Condition of Agriculture—Devon Cattle—Note

from Dublin— Note from Durham—Note from Edinburgh-

Note from Essex—Farm Memoranda—Farming in Bulgaria

—

Garden of the Farm- Harvest Work—Highland and Agricul-

tural Society—Home Correspondence—Note from Kent—Note

from Lancashire—New Digging Machine—Notes from New
Zealand— Notes of the Week—Obituary—Our Live Stock—

Plympton Society—Recent Patents—Rent and Wages—Royal
Agricultural Society of England— Seed Wheat—Shorthorn

Society— Steam Cultivation—Note from Staffordshire—The

Veterinarian—Worcestershire Society.

Price 4</. ;
post-iree \%d. Published by William Richards,

at the Office, 7, Catherine Street, Strand, W.C.

lust published, small 410. cloth extra, gilt edges, price 7s. id..

Illustrated with live Coloured Diagrams.

TREATISE on the GRAPE VINE.
By Joseph Meredith, formerly of the Garston Vine-

yard. Dedicated to the Right Honourable the Earl of Derby.

Extract from the Gardeners' Magazine, October 21 :

—" It is

sound, safe, and full. It is written with care, the matter is well

arranged, and the illustrations are sufficient for the purpose.

We cannot doubt that it will soon become established as a

standard work of its class, and prove useful to many an

ambitious young gardener."

London: GEORGE PHILIP and SON, ^2, Fleet Street.

E.C ; Liverpool : PHILIP, S(.)N and NEPHEW, 49 and st.

South Castle Street.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE de
FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CH£RE. a monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured

Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1865 by F.

BuRVENiCH. E. PvNAERT. E. RoDiGAS. and H. J. Van
HuLLE. Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian

Government at Ghent. Post paid 10^. per annum,
H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Gardens, Ghent, Belgium.

HE CULT I VATO R.—A Portuguese
Monthly Agricultural Journal, which circulates in

Portugal and her possessions, and in the Principal Towns of

the Biazils.

This Paper ofters an excellent medium for Advertisements of

every description of industry and of every article of consump-
tion m the countries and places above mentioned.

Advertising charges, 8(/. persquare inch. Translation included.

Ten per cent. Discount for six months ; 20 per cent. Discount
for twelve months, if paid in advance.

Address, the Editor of the Cultivator, St. Michael's. Azores.

Farms. Estates, Residences.
Any one desirous of Renting a Farm or Residence, or

Purchasing an Est.ite. can have copies of the

MIDLAND COUNTIES HERALD
supplied free for six weeks on stating the purpose for

which the paper is required, forwarding name and address, and
six halfpenny stamps for postage, addressed, " MidlandCounties
Herald Office. Birmingham." The Midlaftd Counties Herald
always contains large numbers of advertisements relating to

Farms. Estates, and Residences for Sale and to be Let.

REVUE de I'HORTICULTURE BELGE
et fiTRANGERE (Belgian and Foreign Horticultural

Review).—Among the principal Contributors are :—A. AUard,
E. Andre', C. Baltet, T. Buchetet, F. Burvenich. F. Cre'pin,

Comte de Corner, De Jonge van Ellemeet, O. de Kerchove de
Denterghem, P. E. de Puydt, C. de Vis, J. Gillon, A. M. C.
Jongkindt Coninclt, C. Koch, J. Kickx. L. Linden, T. Moore.
C. Naudin, B. Olivier, H. Ortgies, E. Pynaert, E. Rodigas,
k. Siiaux, O. Thomas. A. Van Geert Son, H. J. Van Hulle, J.
Van Volxem, H. J. Veitch, A. Westmael, and P. Wolkenstein.
This Illustrated Journal appears on the ist of every month,

in Parts 0(24 pages, 8vo, with a Coloured Plate and numerous
Engravings.

Terms of Subscription for the United Kingdom :—One year,
loj., payable in advance.

Publishing Office : 142, Rue de Eruxelles, Ghent, Belgium.
Post-office Orders to be made payable to M. E. PYNAERT,

at the Chief Post-office, Ghent.

w
Gardener and Wife.

ANTED, as HEAD GARDENER, a
steady, middle-aged, married Man, without encum-

brance, to reside in the house (at Twickenham), his Wife as
Cook; both must be experienced, and of unexceptional character
for honesty, sobriety, diligence, and good temper. They would
not be required immediately, but at any time within a month.
—Apply, by letter, stating particulars and the wages required,
to H. G. BOHN, Esq., iS, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden,
London, W.C.

W County Asylum. Preatwlch, Manchester.
ANTED, a MARRIED COUPLE, with-

out encumbrances—the Man to act as Gardener and
Attendant, the Wife to assist in the Laundry-. Combined wages
commence at Cm, increasinc to Cl<y, with board, lodging,
"ashing, and uniform.—Apply to the SUPERINTENDENT.

WANTED, a thoroughly experienced and
energetic GROUND FOREMAN ; he must have a

general knowledge of the business, more especially Rose and
Fruit Trees, and be able to Superintend all Ground-work and
a large staff of men.—CRANSTON'S Nurseries, King's Acre,
near Hereford.

TXTANTED, for a large Nursery in the
' ' North, an UNDER PROPAGATOR of Roses, Rho-

aodendrons. Conifers, Clematis, Soft-wooded Stuff. &c. : must
he thoroughly steady. —Apply, stating age, experience, &c. , to

''' ' '
"

)«;V/5 Office, W.C.A. M.,G«rA-.

WANTED, IMMEDIATELY, a FORE-
MAN ROSE GROWER, for a Country Nursery ; one

used to Exhibiting preferred. Good and progressive wages
offered lor ability and good character.—X. Y. Z., Gardeners'
tlmiucle Office, W.C.

WANTED, a young MAN, having a good
knowledge of Growing Grapes for Covent Garden,

Market. Relerences required.-Apply personally at the Ofiice,

Mr. WRIGHT, Dacre Road, Lee, S.E.

WANTED, a young MAN, possessing some
experience, to Assist in the Orchid-houses. References

required. — Apply personally at the OITlce, Mr. WRIGHT,
Dacre Road, Lee. S.E.

WANTED, a Man and Wife, as SALES-
MAN and FLORAL DECORATOR, for the Vine-

yard, Garston, near Livtrpool. Only First-class hands need

apply.—SECRETARY, Cowan Patents Company (Limited),

31, Whitehall Place, London, S.W.

WANTED, a Youth,as INVOICE CLERK;
must be quick at Figures and good Penm?m ; one

desirous of acquiring a knowledge of the Nursery Business

preferred. Good character indispensable.— Apply, stating all

particulars, to WILLIAM MILES, Landscape Gardener,

West Brighton Nursery, near Cliftonville Station, Sussex.

MR. ROBERT T. VEITCH requires a
young Man as PACKER for his Seed Warehouse ; one

who thoroughly understands Cleaning Seeds and could make
himself generally useful preferred.—Apply in own handwriting,

stating age, references, and wages required, 54, High Street,

WANT PLACES,
BS. WILLIAMS having at the present

• time several very excellent GARDENERS upon his

Register, is desirous of placing them in Situations where great

experience and trust are required. B. S. W. would at the same
time beg to intimate that when a Gardener is applied for that

the filling of the situation should be left with him, as that would
prevent unnecessary correspondence and delay.—Victoria and
Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

Head Gardeners.

JOHN LAING can at present recommend
with every confidence several energetic and practical

Men, of tested abihty and first-rate character. Ladies and
Gentlemen in WANT of GARDENERS and BAILIFFS,
or GARDENERS for First-rate Establishments or Single-hand

Situations, can be suited, and have full particulars by applying

at Stanstead Park and Rutland Park Nurseries, Forest Hill,

London. S.E.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 35, married,
two children ; thoroughly experienced in all branches

of the profession. Five and a half years' good character

from last situation. State wages.—T. L., IJarham Court,

Teston, near Maidstone.

GARDENER (Head), where one or more
are kept.—Single ; thoroughly understands his duties.

Good character and references. Near London preferred.

—

J. G. H.. Post-office. Balham. S.W.

GARDENER (Head).—Thoroughly good in
all branches, and specially at Fruit Growing. First-class

references. Four years with Sir E. Buckley, Bart., and only
leaving on account of establishment being broken up ; eight

years with previous employer, — J. LIVERSAGE, Dinas
Mawddwy. Merioneth.

GARDENER (Head),—A. Henderson, of
Thoresby Park Gardens, Nottingham, would be pleased

to recommend to any Nobleman or Gentleman a young Man,
who is an excellent Gardener, and who is highly competent to

Manage a large establishment, having had experience as Head
Gardener both in a Private and Public Establishment, where he
has carried out extensive improvements.— For further particu-

lars apply as above.

r:i ARDENER (Head), married, two children.
*JT —Mr. George Woullett, Nurseryman,'Coldharbour
Lane, Brixton, London, S., can with all confidence recommend a
first-class Man to the notice of any Lady or Gentleman in

want of such. Age 35. Twenty years' experience in every
branch of the profession, a good Plantsman. and a most success-

ful Exhibitor. Five and a-half years* excellent character from
last employer as Head.—E. K., care of the above.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.

GARDENER (Head), age 39, married, no
family. —William Jones. Gardener for the last six

years to the Marquess of Londonderry, Wj-nyard Park, Co.
Durham, wishes for a re-engagement as above. Is thoroughly
well-known as a successful Grape Grower, also Pines, Peaches,
and other Fruits required in a large Establishment. W. J.
has been awarded Prizes for Fruits at the London, Edinburgh,
and Belfast International Fruit Shows, has had much experience
in General Plant Growing. Laying-out and Arrangement of
Flower Gardens, Kitchen Gardening, and supply of Early
Vegetables. Can be well recommended bv his late employer,
and two Gentlemen in the Midland Counties.—W. JONES.
Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery. King's
Road, Chelsea, S.W.

ARDENER (Head), or GARDENER and
BAILIFF, age 41.—John- Havnes, Floral Nursery,

New Maiden, Surrey, can with confidence recommend the
above to any Nobleman, Lady, or Gentleman requiring a
thoroughly practical Man. Well versed in every branch of the
profession. Six years' undeniable character.—Address as above.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 31,
married ; thoroughly practical. Has had good expe-

rience. Lea\ing through the place being sold. Good character.
—gardener, Hareston House, Caterham Valley, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Middle-
aged : experienced in Land, Stock, and General Manage-

ment of an Estate. Ten years with Lord Selborne.—C.
SMITH, Liss. Petersfield.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 31

;

thoroughly practical in the Cuhure of Fruits, Flowers,
and Vegetable!^, and Early and Late Forcing. Eighteen years
experience. Well recommended.—A. B. S., Post-ofiice. Seal.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 36,
married, no incumbrance ; well understands the pro-

fession, also Land and Stock. Wife a first-class Laundress.

—

Good character. Country preferred.—A. B., New Cottage,
Prospect Place, Henry Street, Clerkenwell, E.C.

GARDENER.—Age 27, married, no family
;

good experience, testimonials, and references. Wages,
with cottage, 20s. per week. — G. S., Kevington, St. Mary

GARDENER.—Mr. WiLSON, Head Gar-
denci at Arundel Castle, Sussex, wishes to recommend

his Foreman to any Nobleman or Lady who may require the
services of a thorough practical Gardener.—Address as above.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.

GARDENER, age 36, married.—F. Jackson,
late Gardener to Lord Kesteven. is at liberty to engage

where a practical man is wanted ; thoroughly understands Early
and Late Forcing, a first-rate tlrape and Vegetable Grower.
Good character from late employer.—F. JACKSON, Newton

;, Chester.

GARDENER.—A Gentleman giving up
his garden wishes to recommend his Gardener, who well

understands his duties, and has proven himself to be a very
respectable, steady, honest, and sober man,—Apply to R. C. B..
32, Crutched Friars, by letter any day, or personally on
Monday, between i and 4 o'Clock.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or other-
wise)—Middie-aged, married, no family; good practical

Eleven years' good character. —G. B., 1, Regent Terrace,
Lower Addiscombe Road, Croydon, Surrey.

ARDENER (Second, or Journeyman), m
a good Establishment.—Age 18 ; Gardener's son.
apply._^ ^y^ith full particulars, to G. M., Mr. May," " , Esq.. Bagborough, Tauntc

G
J M. Fenwick Bis

GARDENER (Under, or Single-handed),
or in a Nursery.—Age 26, married ; good character —

H

2, Devonshire Grove, Old Kent Road, London, S.E. '

'

ARDENER (Under).—Age i^^ N^
objection to a Cow. Good character.—J. CURTIS

Fair Oak Vicarage, near Southampton, Hants.
'

ARDENER (Under).—Age 22, respect-
able ; has been accustomed to a Gentleman's Garden

Good character from present situation. — J. VENESS, 16*

Kingsbury Street, Brighton, Sussex.
'

Nursery" MANAGERr or general
FOREMAN.—Age 35 ; twenty years' experience . well

up in H.ird and Soft-wooded Propagating, Stove and Green-
house Plants, Roses. Vines. Conifers. General Nursery Stock,

First-class references.—G. H., Mr. Gills,

TOURNEYMAN, in the PlanTor Forcing
tf Houses.—A^e 21 ; fair knowledee of Stove and Green-
house Plants. S:c.—C. J., The Gardens, Hilton Park,
Wolverhampton.

Seed Trade.

MANAGER, or TRAVELLER and COR-
RESPONDENT.-Has had many ye.ars- constant and

active experience, and is thoroughly proficient in every branch
of the trade. Unexceptionable references.—F. D. B . 07. Middle
Abbey Street, Dublin. '

^''

RAVELLER, SHOPMAN, or CORRE-
SPONDENT.—A person of eleven years' experience in

the Seed Trade is open for engagement. First-class references
—X. Y. Z., Gardeners Chronicle Office, W.C.

QHOPMAN, in the Seed or Seed and Florist
^.~? Business.—Twelve years' experience. Good references.
-A. B., 3, Winterslow Terrace, Britannia Road, Fulham. S.W.

HOPMAN, or SECOND.—Age 27 ; eleven
experience in Leading Houses. First-class
M. A., Post-office, 365, King's Ro.id, Chelsea,

s
London. S.W.

s
To Seedsmen.

HOPMAN (Under).—Young ; four years'
nee.—A. B.. Post office, Cheshunt, Hert^

cOUNTERMAN.-Has had considerable
e-xperience in some of the best Houses. Good references

—J. S. F., 13, Whitehead's Grove. Fulham Road, S.W.

I NAHAN'S L L WHISKY.
Kinahan & Co. finding that, through the recommenda-

tion of the Medical Profession, the demand for their CELE-
BRATED OLD LL WHISKY for purely medicinal purposes
is very great, submit with pleasure the following Analysis by
Dr. Hassall ;—" I have very carefully and fully analysed sam-
ples of this well-known and popular Whisky. The samples were
soft and mellow to the taste, aromatic and ethereal to the smell.
The Whisky must be pronounced to be pure, well-matured, and
of ver>' excellent quality. The Medical Profession may feel full
confidence in the purity and quality of this Whisky."

20. Great Titchfield Street. Oxford Street, London. W.

"innefor'd^s fluid magnesia!"TVINNEFORD'S FLU
The best remedy for ACIDITY of the STOMACH,
HEARTBURN. HEADACHE, GOUT, and
INDIGESTION ; and the safest aperient for delicate
Constitutions. Ladies. Children, and Infants.

DINNEFORD and CO.,
172, New Bond Street. London, and a ll Chemists.

HO L L O W A Y ' S PILLS.—
Prevision.—As Autumn treads on Winter, slender.

delicate, and pale-faced youths become listless, languid, and
debilitated, unless an alterative, combined with some tonic, be
administered to quicken their enfeebled organs. This precise
requirement is supplied in these noted Pills, which can and will
accomplish all that is wanted, provided the printed instructions
surrounding them meet with scrupulous attention. Holloway's
Pills are especially adapted to supply the medical wants of
youth, because his medicine acts gently, though surely, as a
purifier, regulator, alterative, tonic, and mild aperient. A very
few doses of these Pills will convince any discouraged invalid
that his cure lies in his own hands, and a little perseverance
nly is demanded for i' nplel

Cures of old standing Asthma, Colds. &;c , by

DR. LOCOCK'S PULMONIC WAFERS.—
FromWi. Robinson. C/icwwi', Trinity Street, Hull:—

" In all affections of the Chest, old standing Asthma, Phlegm,
and neglected Colds they act like a charm." In Rheumatism
they give instant relief, and taste pleasantly. Sold at is. i%d.
and 2S. gd. per box by all Druggists.
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TO THE TRADE ONLY.
Messrs. Hurst & Son

Be<T to state that they have purchased the Entire Stock of Mr. Taber's New Pea, named

MARKET FAVOURITE,
And will shortly be prepared to execute orders for the same—which will be done in strict rotation.

This variety was tested last season by a number of practical growers in various parts of the country, and, notwithstanding the unfavourable

season it was proved to be one of the most useful for Market Gardenersi as it is not subject to mildew in wet seasons, and was able to withstand the

drought of last summer. It is Second Early, and of excellent flavour, medium height, and producing a most abundant crop of large, broad, well-filled

pods. Highly commended by all who have tested it.

Price per bushel on application.

Thefollozviiig Testimonials arefrom a large number received

:

" 58, Dawson Sired, Dublin, September 23, 1876.

" Deae Sir,— I was absent from Ireland most of the summer, and had not an
opportunity of observing your ' Market Favourite ' Pea, but my gardener informs me
that, notwithstanding the excessively dry season, the pods and Peas were the largest

he ever saw. " Truly yours,
" Mr. Geo. Taber." " D. Drummond.

'' 60, Strand, London, VV,C., August 30, 1876.

"Your * Market Favourite' Peas were sown in our trial ground. We give you
the result :— ' A second early Marrow of fine flavour, pods large, containing seven to

nine large, good-coloured Peas. It does its work quickly, and is a great bearer.

'

'• Mr. Geo. Tabek." " Yours truly, " Miniek & Co.

" American Nurseries, Doionham, September 5, 1876.

" Dear Sir,—The Pea you sent me in the spring for trial, ' Market Favourite,'

s a first-class variety, I shall be glad of a supply when you send it out.
" Mr. Geo. Taber, Rivenhall." " Yours, &c., "James Bird.

" Uarkel Place, Komford, August 7, 1876.

" Dear Sir,—I consider your ' Market Favourite' Pea to be a first-class second
early sort, with large, well-fiUed pods, robust grower, capital cropper, and good colour.

It is sure to sell well in market, and become a general favourite.
" Mr. G. Tabek." " I am, &c., " Wm. Meadmuke.

" Birck Hall, August 28, 1876.

** Sir,— I was very pleased with your 'Market Favourite' Pea. It is by far the

best early Pea I have grown. It is a great bearer.
" Mr. G. Taber." " Yours truly, " W. INULE.

" Brcoklands Farm, Romford, August %, 1876.

" Dear Sir,—The seed of ' Market Favourite ' Pea I had of you turned out
well. It is a good grower, from 2 to 3 feet, heavy cropper, large well-filled pods, and
a good colour, more like a blue in apearance. I think it a very suitable Pea for

market gardeners. " I am, &c.,
" Mr. G. Taber." " Hy. Idle.

HURST & SON, 6, LEADENHALL STREET, LONDON, E.G.

!^|^ Latest time for receiving Advertisements, Saturday, Nov. 25.

THE BEST AID CHEAPEST AGEICULTUEAL ALMAMC.
WILL BE READY DECEMBER 4.

The Agricultural Gazette
ALMANAC 1877.

Profusely Illustrated, price 4d.; Post Free, 5id.

Opinions of the Press on the "Agricultural Gazette" Almanac for 1876.
" A remarkable fourpennyworth."

—

Ostvcdry Advertiser.
'

' Profusely illustrated with some of the finest show beasts, &c. "

—

Hackney Gazette.

" Is full of useful information for the agricultural portion of the community."

—

Hampshire Advertiser.

" Is a most useful publication, which every agriculturist should possess."

—

Midland Counties Herald.
" Is a brochure of considerable bulk, and its price makes It a marvel of cheap-

ness."

—

Liverpool Daily Courier.

" Has a number of capital illustrations, is wonderfully cheap, and deserves
extensive patronage."

—

Bristol Mercury,

" Looking to the amount of informing letterpreag, and the numerous illustrations,

it is one of the cheapest of cheap publications."

—

Bristol Daily Post,

" Contains much interesting and valuable information to farmers and others."-^
Somerset and Wilts Journah

" Possesses much information useful to those interested in land and its cultivation.

There are many illustrations of prize stock, and a capital epitome of ' Common Law
for Farmers.' "

—

Bath Chronicle.

" This almanac will be found an admirable book of reference for farmers, and^
parties interested in the land, its cultivation, produce, and statistics. It is profusdy

illustrated."

—

Coventry Standard.
*' Contains an extremely useful chapter on ' Common Law for Farmers.* Itfa

written by a well-known barrister, and ought to be kept at hand by every farmer ftw

reference."

—

Land and Water.
*• This annual will prove a useful book of reference to farmers. The information

is clear, and the variety of subjects upon which it treats renders it a very cheap

almanac for the coming year."

—

Bridgwater Gazette.

" A most desirable acquisition for agriculturists and breeders of stock. In

its pages are found portraits from photographs of many of the first prize animals of the

year—beautifully drawn and engraved."

—

Norxuich Mercury.

PUBLISHED BY W. RICHARDS, AT THE OFFICE OF "THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE,"

7, CATHEEINE STREET, STEAND, LONDON, W.C.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The Editor ; " Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, WellinKton Street Covent Garden, If"^"J-.^^:';
Printed by William Richards, at the Office of Messrs. Bradbuby, Agnkw. & Co., Lombard Street, Precinit of Whitefriars, City of London, m the County of Middlesex, and PubUshea Dy me

said William Richards, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Satur -" "' " ' "^

Agent for anchester—John Heywood,
„ .„ ...^ ....... „ J. . November I ,

Agents for Scotland—Messrs. J. Mbnzies i Co., Edinburgh and Glasgow,
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T OUIS VAN HOUTTE'S CATALOGUE
I J^M ,„ OO) for autumn, 1876. and spring, .877. 1=

'?„ '^d'm-,?be had, post-free, on appl.cation, of

"°Mlssrs'R SILBERRAD AND SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great

Tower Street, London. EC. .

HARDY HERBkcE.!SI*lnd""lLllNE PLANTS, in

ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS, and ROSES of all

kinds. , . .

FRUIT TREES of every description.

The Royal Nurseries. Ghent. Belgmm.

Caloeolarias (James

)

H CANNELL begs to announce that he

• has an immense Stock of the foUpwine, established m
6o's, just ready for shifting ;— s. d.

CALCEOLARIAS ' 9 per dozen.

PRIMULAS = °

CINERARIAS .. .• .. 2 6

CYCLAMEN.. .. ,•• •• 3 ° ••.

Smaller u. per dozen less, and post-free. Special prices per

loooriooo. H. CANNELL, Swanley, Kent.

IvTirR. WILLIAM BULL has just received an

^Li^^i --soS^SIS^Sls-
gi^^|•,BI§lSlli^i;F\gJf^gfAt•and\^Y"ISSi

^'£"brishmenrfor"°New''Sd"R^e Plants, King's Road.

Chelsea, London, S.W.

IpDWARD TAYLOR, Nurseryman and
-i Seedsman. Malton, Yorkshire, has to ofter :—

TULIPS, Double Due VanThoI, 2s. <)d. per too, SS-S- P" 1000.

VIOLETS, mixed Dog's-tooth. 3s. 6,;. per too.

CROCUS, large Yellow, Blue, and White. 11. ^d. per 100,

e, named
; in filty

fifteen varieties, 31. perdoz..

45, per dozen, 25i. toHYACIN'THS. cho
2ii. per 10

^"^c'aTAL'oGUES gratis on application.

fr75151517ENl3RONS, well set with

bloom-buds, named kinds, fine plants, 2s. id., 3s. U.,

and ^s. each. ,

HYBRID SEEDLINGS, 3 feet, si. each, .501. P" 100.

PONTICUMS. sfe"- " ''i. f"*"'
looi. per 100.

^ CATALOGUE free on application.

H LANE AND SON . Nurseries, Berkhamsted, Herts.

Special Offer, Surplus Stock.HLANE AND SON
, offer the following :—

CEDRyS_DEqDARA^^,.0 5,reet,^3^.6i.-ch^^_^^^,^

:ach ; 9 to 10 feet, ^s. dd.

each ; 5

fe&^RESSUSLAWSONfANA._.
THUJA GIGANTEA, 7 to 8feet, 5.;.

PICEA NORDM.ANIANA, 4 to 5 fe". S^-
6 feet,

. 6d. each.
. bd. each.

. NOBILIS. 5to6feet,

PINSAPO, sfe". 55. each.

TAXUS ELEGANTlbSIMA, 3 to 4 feet, 51. each.

, Irish, 7 to 8 feet, 5S. each.

THUJA LOBBII, 10 to 12 feet, ^s. td. each.

SIBERIAN, 5 to 6 feet, 2J. each.

THUJOPSIS BOREALIS, 8 to 10, feet, 31. td. each

feet V. to 75. 6(/. each.

WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA, 7 to 3 feet, loi. td

Smaller sizes can be supplied in large quantities.

CATALOGUE free on application.

The Nurseries, Great Berkhamsted, Herts.

Special Offers ol Kursery Stock.

W. AND T. P. COLE, Holly Nursery,

a Hundleby. Spilsby. offer for Cash ;—

000 ASH. 20 to 40 inches, 255. per 1000.

000 BEECH, 3 to 4 feet, 40J. per 1000.

000 BERBERIS AQUI FOLIA, i^ to 2 feet, 301. per 1000.

000 OAK, strong. 4 to 6 feet, 501. per 1000.

000 LARCH, 15 to 24 inches, 171. bd per 1000.

oooAUSTRIACA PINE, 2 to 3 feet, loi. per 100,80s.

3 SPRUCE, 20 to 30 inches, 30J. per it

o QUICK, samples and price on applu

Eltiam Nvirsery, Kent, S E.

One Mile from Eltham Station, Loop Line ; Two Miles from
Blackhealh, North Kent.

THIRTY ACRE.N of well-grown NURSERY
STOCK, comprising Specimen CONIFERS and EVER.

GREENS, all sizes ; Standard ROSES, FRUIT TREES, &c.

Gentlemen who intend planting this season are invited to

come and se lect for themselves.-JAM ES W. TODMAN.

SEAKALE for Sale.— Good Forcing, gj. per
100 ; extra large, loj. bd. per too :

Planting. 5!. per 100.

Also Matyear's Early Red RHUBARB, for Forcing and

Planting, the finest yet out. Post-office order or cheque to

ipany all orders from unknown correspondents. Price to

the Trade on appl.^....-.. —
J. COOPER. Market Gardi

Norman Lane, Fulham, S.W.

WOOD AND I N G R A M'S Genetal

Descriptive CATALOGUE of NURSERY STOCK
including Fruit Trees, Forest Trees, Hardy Coniferous and

T^xaceous Plants, Evergreens, Ornamental Trees and Shrubs,

Hardy Climbers. Roses, &c.. is now ready and will be sent free

on aoDhcalion. The Nurseries. Hunlinadou.

"BLOOIVnNGJHO^
Two Hundred Thousand good healthy plants, having

not less than five up to ten and fifteen buds each, of the

finest named hardy kinds, will be supplied at from ^5 to

jjio per 100, and lis. to 301, per dozen.

Samples, with lists of the sorts, will beforwarded on

application.

KALMIA LATl FOLIA.
Well furnished and healthy and covered with bloom-buds,

15 to 18 in., at i2i. and i8i. per doz., or ^5 per 100.

HARDY AZALEAS.
The finest English and Ghent varieties, splendidly budded,

.£5 10 £7 los. per 100, or i8j. per dozen.

ANTHONY WATERER,
KNAP HILL NURSERY, "WOKING, SURREY.

5 000 PRIVE'T, 30J. to 401. per 1000.

PARK OR HEDGEROW TREES.
All transplanted during the last two years.

OAK 6 to g feet, and 9 to 12 feet (good). 6s. per dozen.

elm' English (grafted). 8 to .2 feet 9s. per doz.n.

SYCAMORE. 10 to 12 feet, 9s. per dozen.

CHERRY. 10 to 12 feet, 9*. per dozen.

CRAB. 10 to 12 feet. 9!. per dozen.

LABURNUM, 10 to 12 feet, gs. per dozen.

LIME, 8 to to feet, 91. per dozen.

HORSE CHESTNUT, 8 to 10 feet, gr. per dozen.

SHRUBS OF SORTS.
AUCUBA JAPONICA, i}^ to 2 feet, 6s. per dozen, ASS.

HOI LY''Greeii. I to zM foot. 31. per dozen, 20J. perioo ; iM 'o
HOLLV^ wee

^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ,00 ; 2 to 2^^ feet, ss. per

dozen, 40s. per too.

Golden Queen, 1 to i^ foot, 151. per dozen, £s per 100 .

"
,1/ to 2 feet, 30s. per dozen, .£10 per 100.

Ivei-leaved, i to i^J foot, 9s per dozen, .£3 per 100
; 2 to

**
A feet 36s. to bos. per dozen, £20 per 100.

Hedeehig. 20 to 24 inches, t2s. per doz., .£4 loj. per 100.

LaUREU common bushy, 2 to 3 feet, 12.. per .00, /5 per

Portu'^al, bushy, 2 to 3 feet, 40s. per too, /t? per 1000.

COMMON YEWS, I to z'A foot, 4r. per dozen, 22J. per 100,

liofiLr 1000; 2 to 3 foot, 6s. per dozen, 4SS. per 100;

2 to 3^4 feet, 70s. per 100.

LAURUSTlr^US, bushy, 9 to 12 inches, 3s. per dozen, 20s.

BERBERIs"dARWINII, 1% to 2 feet, 4s. per dozen. 251.

CEDRu's'dEODARA. 2 to 3 feet, 30s. per dozen.

CEDRUS, Red, I to I J4 foot, 3s. per dozen, 201. per 100.

ARBUTUS. I to 2 feet, 5,1 per dozen, 50s per too

THUJA AUREA, . to i;= foot, 2s. per dozen, {.s per .00.

PRIMROSES, double white, 30s. per too, li^ per 1000.

FRUIT TREES.
APPLES —Bess Pool. Hawthornden. Sanderson's Favourite

and Rinder's Prolific. 2-yr. untrimmed pyramids and

standards, 9s. per dozen, 60s. per too.

CHERRIES, May Duke and Elton, standards, lof. M. per

dozen.

, &c. , Balfour Cottage, and

Public Notice.—Fruit Trees.

For Information upon the Planting. Pruning, and general

Management of Fruit Trees, see

T SCOTT'S ORCHARDIST— 3.y. 6d. free.

J • Every description of Nursery Stock grown largely.

J. SCOTT. The Nurseries. Merriott. Somerset.

To tlie Trade.

JOHN PERKINS and SON beg to offer

the following :

—

APPLES, Standard, strong. 5 to 6 feet stems, 60s. per too.

PLUMS, Standard, strong, 5 to 6 feet stems, 60s per too.

,, maiden, Victoria and Diamond. 35s. per 100.

52. Market Square. Northampton.

CmC ROFT anIT^VaT kins (late

Charlwood & Cummins). Seedsmen. Covent Garden,

London. W.C. (Established more than half a century).

CATALOGUES of DUTCH BULBS, &c.. are now ready,

md will be sent gratis and post-free on application.

Seeds carefully packed for e.xportation to all climates.

Prices upon applit

ILIUM AURATUM.—Fine established

Bulbs, flowered for two seasons, is,, is. 6d., 2s. and

2S. 6d. each. Sample of two bulbs, postage bd extra : more

cannot be sent by post. One established bulb is worth six

imported. Price List of other Bulbs and Lilies on application.

Post-office orders payable at Fenchurch Street.

WILLIAM GORDON, Lily Bulb and Plant Importer,

10, Cullum Street. E.G.

r)OSES, ROSES, ROSES, at greatly reduced
\i prices—viz-, 8s, per dozen, 50s. per too; magnificent

plants on the Manetti Stock.

The Rev. W. F. Raddyffe, the great rosarian, writes. " The
Roses sent are a splendid lot. The John Hoppers and Madame
C. Toigneaux are wonderful specimens

"

FRUIT TREES, EVERGREENS, and GENERAL
NURSERY STOCK, of superior quality, grown in great

the Trade. CATALOGUES
numbers.

P.S. Special quotatit

H. BLANDFORD, The Dorset Nurseries, Blandford.

Splendid Pyramid CameUiaa.

LEVEQUE AND SON, 26, Rue de Li^gat,

Ivry-sur-Seine, near P.aris, beg to announce that they

have a splendid lot of PYRAMID CAMELLIAS, well grown,

and in all the best varieties. •

ALBA PLENA is in large quantity and well budded, price

los. to /3, according to strength and size of plants ; smaller

plants, well budded, 2s. bd. to los, each.

LISTS of varieties and size on application.

Boses—Pseonlea—Gladiolus,

CHARLES VERDIER, FiLS (successor to

the original horticultural establishment of Victor Verdier.

pfere), 28, Rue Baudricourt, XIII. Arond.— late 12, Rue
Dum^ril— Paris, has so offer the above three descriptions of

plants, which are cultivated in enormous quantities in this

establishment.
CATALOGUES sent post-free on application to C. V., as

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane. Great

Tower Street. London, E.C.

Wonerah Nursery, near Guildford, Surrey.

MESSRS. VIRGO AND SON can now
supply to Gentlemen. Nurserymen. Florists, and

Others, a large quantity of SH RUBS. DECI DUOUS FOREST
and FRUIT TREES of all kinds, including Hazel. Beech,

Spanish and Horse Chestnuts, Ozier and other Withies, Alder,

Hornbeam, 10 to 12 feet. Sycamore. Limes, double pink Thorns,

Larch, Spruce and Scotch Fir, Yews, Portugal Laurel, 5000

common Laurel, 3 to 4 feet, and bushy : 10,000 Standard and

Dwarf Roses, 500.000 3-yr. transplanted Quick, 500.000 2-yr.

and 3-yr. old seedling do. , &c. ; and other sorts too numerous

TTarge' stock of Robinson's DRUMHEAD CABBAGE
PLANTS, at 3s. per 1000.

CATALOGUES with prices on application.

AMARYLLIS.—Splendid exhibition varie-

ties, from a most reputed Amateur's Collection in

Belgium, having been awarded numerous First Prizes at all the

principal Belgian and Foreign Shows. A few hundred extia-

sized Flowering Bulbs are offered at the following low prices,

viz. :

—

12 very fine large bulbs, 4^s.

25 „ „ £3 ros.

of great value. Please order at

WELLINGTONIA GiGANTEA
PENDULA NOVA.

The Woodcut represents the original plant raised

from seed, 6 years ago, in the Knowefield Nurseries,

Carlisle, and which is the only true Weeping Welling-

tonia known to be in existence.

To be sent out next autumn.

Price £2 2s. to £3 3s.

LITTLE & BALLANTYNE,
SEEDSMEN and NURSERYMEN, CARLISLE.

—including many

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT'S Nursery, Ledeberg, Ghent,

Belgmm^

Thujopsla borealla aurea Tarlegata,
or BAGSHOT THUJOPSIS.

JOHN WATERER and SONS, American
Nurseries. Bagshot. Surrey, are now sending out the

above New Plant, price 21s. each. The usual discount to the

Trade.
. - . ,

S^ This is one of the finest plants in cultivation ; it is as free

as the ordinary Thujopsis. and the variegation constant

and good. ^____^_^

Tbujopsls borealls aurea Tarlegata.

THE CERTIFICATED VARIETY.

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot, Surrey,

raised this plant (he received a First-class Certificate,

Royal Horticultural Society. February 14, 1S72). and is now
sending it out at los. bd. and 21s. each.

S^ This is one of those fine Plants which must not be C0I:^

founded with any Uncertificated varieties bearing the sun^
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ESTABLISHED CENTURY.

WM. ROLLISSON & SONS
Respectfully invite an inspection of their

immense Stock of

ORCHIDS, NEW PLANTS, ,,
TREE FERNS, PALMS, '^''

DRAC^NAS, CYCADS, CROTONS, AZALEAS
CAMELLIAS,

stove, Greenhouse, and all kinds ofWinter-flowering Plants,
HERBACEOUS and ALPINE PLANTS, HARDY FERNS, HARDY

TREES, SHRUBS, FRUIT TREES, VINES,
DUTCH BULBS, AGRICULTURAL and HORTICULTURAL SEEDS,

GARDEN BEauiSITES and ELEGANCIES.

CATALOGUES Gratis and Post-free upon application to

THE NURSERIES, TOOTING,
LONDON, S.W.

TREE FERNS. «^*
THE LARGEST AND BEST STOCK IN EUROPE. ^^^

V^TILLIaTm bull, F.L.S.,
Respectfully invites the Nobility and Gentry to an inspection of the above ; also of his

MAGNIFICENT SPECIMEN ORNAMENTAL PLANTS,
Adapted for the decoration of Conservatories and Greenhouses, or suited for Sub tropical Gardening.

ESTABLISHMENT FOR NEW AND RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

NEW LATE-KEEPING HIGH-FLAVOURED APPLE,

COX'S REDLEAF RUSSET.
FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATE FROM IHE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Wm. Paul & Son,
Having the entire Stock of this valuable, high-flavoured, late-keeping Apple, are now prepared to

sell trees from 5^. to ys. dd. each.

Coloured lithographs (the original drawings by Fitch), as figured in the Florist

for October, 1S76, may be had free by post, price (sd. each.

*,* A large Stock of GRAPE VINES and FRUIT TREES generally, in splendid condition.

WM. PAUL & SON,
PAUL'S NURSERIES, VVALTHAM CROSS, HERTS.

RICHARD SMITH, WORCESTER.
RICHARD SMITH'S FRUIT LIST

contains a Sketch of the various forms of Trees, with
Directions for Cultivation, Soil. Drainage, Manure. Pruning,
Lifting. Cropping. Treatment under Glass; also their Syno-
nyms, Quality, Size. Form, Skin, Colour, Flesh, Flavour, Use,
Growth, Duration, Season, Price, &c.

RI C H A R D SMITH ' S LIST
of Evergreen and Deciduous Shrubs, Rhododendrons,

Siandard Ornamental Trees, Climbing and Twining Plants,
with their Generic, Specific, and English Names, Native
Country, Height, Time of Flowering, Colour, &c., and
General Remarks,

LIST
lew and old
and luUy

R ICHARD SMITH'S
of Roses, containing all the best of the

RICHARD SMITH'S LIST
of Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, with their Scientific

and English Names, Height, Colour, Time of Flowering,

R ICHARD SMITH'S LIST
of all the Evergreen Fir Tribe suitable for Britain,

giving Size, Price, Popular and Botanical Names, Derivations,
Description, Form, Colour, Foliage, Growth, Timber, Use in

Arts, Native Country, and Size there. Situation, Soil and other
information, with Copious Index of their Synonyms. Free by
post for SIX stamps.

RICHARD SMITH, WORCESTER.

T O BE DISPOSED
AT ONCE :—

3 feet. 3 to 4 feet.

O F,

ASH, 2t
BIRCH,
CHESTNUT," SpaniJh, iM to 2 feet, 2 to 3 feet.

MANETTI STOCKS, fine.

HOLLY, Green. 6 to 9 inches, 7 to 12 inches, i to i Ji foot.

RHODODENDRONS, named, best sorts, covered with buds.
AUCUBA JAPONICA. i to M foot. i% to , feet.

PEACHES. NECTARINES. APRICOTS. APPLES,
PEARS and PLUMS, Maiden Fruits, clean grown stuff.

For price, apply to

D. HEFFERMAN, Nurseryman, Egham, Surrey.

AUTUMN PLANTING.

LITTLE k BALLANTYNE,
KNOWEFIELD NURSERIES, CARLISLE,

Respectfully invite inspection

of their extensive and interest-

ing stock of FOREST and
ORNAMENTAL TREES
and SHRUBS: CONIFE-

' ROUS and other SPECIMEN
TREES for Parks ; FRUIT

,
TREES, ROSES, &c., &c.,

SEEDSMEN and NURSERYMEN to the QUEEN,

44, ENGLISH STREET, CARLISLE.
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.-?•,<$ ^^^^

BY HER MAJESTY'S ^^ ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

R E N D L E'S
PATENT SYSTEM OF GLAZING.

UNDER THE PATRONAGE OF
His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales

His Royal Highness Prince Christian

His Highness the Maharajah Dhulep Singh

Her Majesty's Commissioners for Parks and
Gardens

Her Majesty's Government, Royal Arsenal,

Woolwich, War Department

Royal Engineers, Woolwich

Metropolitan Board of Works

Commissioners of Sewers

Corporation of Birmingham

His Grace the Duke of Rutland

His Grace the Duke of Portland

His Grace the Duke of Sutherland

His Grace the Duke of Devonshire

The Most Noble the Marquis of Exeter

Most Noble the Marchioness of Anglesey

The Right Honourable the Earl of Stamford
and Warrington

Great Western Railway Company
London and North-Western Railway Company
Great Northern Railway Company
South Devon Railway Company
The Royal Aquarium and Winter Garden

Society, Westminster

The Royal Horticultural Society, South Ken"
sington

The Royal Gardens, Kew
The Botanic Gardens, Chelsea

Wolverhampton Skating Rink

Leicester Floral Hall

Royal Hotel, Blackfriars

Chelsea Swimming Bath Company
Blackpool Winter Gardens

Rhyl Winter Gardens

Birmingham Winter Gardens, Aston Park

And One Thousand of the leading County
Families in the United Kingdom.

SPECIAL ADVANTAGES OF RENDLE'S PATENT SYSTEM OF GLAZING.

This System is now being universally adopted by Her Majesty's Government, several of the leading

Railway Companies, some of the principal Corporations, including the Metropolitan Board of Works^

Commissioners of Sewers, and the New Winter Garden Companies throughout the country.

There will be an enormous saving in the maintenance and Repairs of Roofs on this System

—

say from 80 to 90 per cent.—and there is no reason why a roof should not be as perfect in

20 years as the first week, because all the perishable materials, such as wood, iron, or paint, are completely

covered by the glass from the destructible influences of the weather.

Another grand recommendation is, that there is no breakage from contraction or expansion either from

heat or cold, as the glass has full play in every direction. Tens of thousands of squares are broken from this

cause every year. Nor is there any breakage from vibration of large Railway Roofs in heavy gales of wind,

or from the passing of express or fast trains. Indeed, it is well known that a puttied roof is never perfect in

a station where express trains run through.

In adopting this System, all the everlasting expense of re-painting or re-puttying are completely done

away with ; and if it were now in use throughout several of the Great Railway Companies, such an enormous

saving would be effected that it would have a considerable influence in supplying an addition to the yearly

dividends.

SUMMARY OF SPECIAL ADVANTAGES.
1- Saving of from 80 to 90 PER CENT, in maintenance and repairs.

2- No breakage from contraction or expansion, from iieat or frost.

3- No breal<age from vibration caused by heavy winds or passing trains.

4- Squares of glass can be instantly replaced.

5- The construction is very strong and durable.

6. The glass can be put on in ONE-FOURTH the time of the old plan.

For all the other advantages see ILLUSTRA TED CA TALOGUES and BOOKS of DESIGN, ivhich can

be obtainedfrom the Inventor and Patentee—

WILLIAM EDGCUMBE RENDLE,
3, WESTMINSTER CHAMBEES, VICTOEIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.
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BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS,
FOR WINTER AND SPRING.

VERY EASY OF CULTURE. CARRIAGE FREE.

Choice Collections of Flower Roots,
Arranged for various sized Gardcfis for Winter

and Spring Blooming.

No. I. A complete Collection for Spring Flowering in £ s. d.

open e;round 220
No. 2. A complete Collection, in quantities, propor-

tionately reduced .. .. .. .. I I o
No. 3. A complete Collection, in quantities, propor-

tionately reduced o 10 6

No. 4. A complete Collection, in quantities, propor-
tionately reduced 050

No. 5. A complete Collection for Winter and Spring
Flowering in Pots and Glasses .

.

..220
No. 6. A complete Collection, in quantities, propor-

tionately reduced 1 I o
No. 7. A complete Collection, in quantities, propor-

tionately reduced o 10 6

No. 8. A complete Collection for Window Decoration i i o
No. 9. A complete Collection for Window Decoration o lo 6
No. le. A complete Collection for Summer and Au-

tumn Flowering in the open ground . . i i o
No. II. A complete Collection, in quantities, propor-

tionately reduced o lo 6

All Collections value 21s. attd iipT.uards Carriage Free to any
Railway Statioft in England.

Priced Descriptive Lists Gratis and post-free.

ROYAL BERKS SEED ESTABLISHMENT,
READING.

DANIELS BROS.'

CHOICE FLOWER ROOTS.
Our superbly Illustrated CATALOGUE of the

above is now ready, and may be had post-free by
all intending purchasers, on application.

HYAQI NTHS

—

Choice named, in splendid

variety, 6^., 9J., i2j., i8j. and 24J. per dozen.

DANIELS BROS.' CHOICE
COLLECTIONS of FLOWER ROOTS,
6j. 6d., 12J. 6d., 21s., 42^., 63J. and 84J. each,

carriage free,

DANIELS BROS.,
lEED GROWERS and NURSERYMEN. The ROYAL

NORFOLK SEED ESTABLISHMENT,
NORWICH.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER i8, 1876.

WILD FLOWEKS IN AUTUMN.
THOUGH the evening of the year is fast

closing in upon garden and woodland,
and decay is progressing rapidly on every side,

there is plenty still worthy of notice in con-

nection with botanical Nature ; there is much,
indeed, that will compare with the most beauti-

ful facts of summer. The charms of the time

when the Strawberries grow crimson always
seem reluctant to pass away ; the attention

is captured by phenomena altogether unnoticed

before. Some of these phenomena are proper

to the season, characteristic of the subsidence

of active life ; others pertain, more or less, to

all the year round, but in autumn become
peculiarly conspicuous. The autumnal painting

of the woods, so beautifully correspondent in

the world of plants with the tinting of

the sky when the sun goes down, has been
descanted on a thousand times. Respecting
this there is no rule for new reflections. I find

what is every bit as sweet to contemplate
awaiting me in the fields, ready also in the

unfrequented lanes, where red berries brighten

the Thorns, and in the quiet green hills,

with their nodding ^fusk Thistles and golden

Furze and russet Ferns, especially where the

grateful odour comes which betokens the

neighbourhood, not very far distant, of the

honest old sea. Sometimes it is quite a relief

to turn from the splendid to the lowly. One
thing is quite certain—if we desire to keep our

feeling for what is grand and illustrious quick

and capacious, our security lies in love for what
is little and unassuming. The little things,

moreover, possess the very excellent recom-

mendation of being manageable : we can take

them in our hands, make companions of them
and carry them home.

How beautiful even in late autumn the scented

waifs still to be found of the ivory Meadow-
sweet ! They remind one of the stranded foam
that shows where the lisping tide has been.

How pretty the last lingering fleeces of the

Eupatorium, the lilac convexities of the Knautia,

the relics still occurring of the Chlora and the

Erythroja, and the wild Strawberry. The
perseverance in efforts to bloom, so often

observable in some of our wild English

plants, is most curious. It is particularly

remarkable when the main stem of the

plant, and the principal branches, have been
plucked or injured while in their prime, so

that the original arrangements for ripening

seed — the great end and aim of plant-life

universally—have been overthrown. So far

it is but in agreement with one of the most
familiar facts of floriculture. It is in these

little wild flowers, however, that the perse-

verance is shown most strikingly. Though
trodden flat upon the ground, the little shoots

seek at once to recover their proper position.

While an atom of life remains Nature holds

on, beginning over again as cheerfully as if

nothing had happened. In order that the

Chlora and the Erythra;a shall unfold their

bright little flowers, the day itself must be
bright. When overcast, they remain shut up.

I wish we could see our way into the mystery of

this wonderful sensitiveness of certain flowers

to the solar ray. It is quite independent

of general structure, and in no degree peculiar

to particular classes or natural orders of

plants ; for it may be observed in genera and

species of the most diversified forms and
affinities, and contrariwise, where resemblances
in structure would lead one to expect it, there
is quite as often not the least disposition. The
Marigold shuts up, the Michaelmas Daisy
remains open. Hundreds of flowers might be
cited which in organisation exactly accord with
the two just named, the Chlora and the'

Erythrcea. Yet movement of the petals is

never to be detected in them, not even during
the prevalence of gloom and wet. Nature
seems everywhere to insist upon the pretty

waywardness which constitutes one of the
reasons perhaps why men from time im-
memorial have called her " she." It is no more
than what we find in the families of mankind,
where individuals now and again are gilted

with rare talents, while the rest of the home
circle live and die undistinguished. Many of
our common plants, the so-called weeds of the
wilderness, are ignored, I am quite sure, as
poor and tame, simply because of the inter-

connection of their beauty with an adequate and
opportune amount of sunshine. Take, for

instance, the little Juncus bufonius, usually

deemed one of the most trifling members of the
English flora. As ordinarily met with it is a
thin, weak, grassy tuft of herbage, and nothing
more ; seen at nine on a warm forenoon it is a
fairy bouquet of delicate stars, the mingled
green and creamy white reminding one of the

Pyrenean Ornithogalum. Among other simple
flowers still to be found in late autumn, as

waifs left from the summer, are several of the
most pleasing of the Labiata;, the Calamint,

the wild Basil, the purple Marjoram, and, con-
spicuously, the Vervain Sage, Salvia verbenaca.

Here, in the Salvia, as a rule, the continuance
of the bloom comes of a certain curious kind of

aspiration, which I can compare only to

ambition building a watch tower. The flowers

are disposed in very regularly horizontal whorls ;

as fast as one whorl fades another, a stage

higher, renews the tale, and thus on, on it goes,

indefinitely. The nuts in the lowermost or

earliest whorls get ripe, as a matter of course,

long before the crown of buds at the

apex of the stem has ceased to ascend.

They are black and distinctly visible in the

dried up calyces, lying four together, for all

usually ripen, and then they rival the fruits

of the Stachys sylvatica in plain disclosure,

as we glance while passing at one of the very

special features of the Labiate order. English
wild flowers help surprisingly in the study of

the great distinctive characters of the natural

orders. We may always rely upon our " ancient

Britons " when in want of good scientific illus-

trations, and no one who cares for plants as

objects of scientific consideration can ever

afford to contemn or disregard them. With
the exception of the Palms, the Asclepiads, the

Proteacea:, and a few other families, most of the

great and important natural orders are illus-

trated in some English wild flower. The illus-

tration may be solitary, as in the case of the

Apocynacea;, which is represented only by the

Periwinkle, but no Echites or AUamanda speaks
more to the purpose than the Vinca major.

How beautiful again the flowers which per-

tain exclusively to autumn ! In the meadows,
among the grass, the Colchicum and the autumn
Crocus, distinguished so easily one from the

other by the different number of stamens, the

Colchicum having six, the Crocus only three
;

on the hills, among the short turf, the white

spirals of the Lady's Tresses, next to the Habe-
naria the most fragrant of the English Orchids ;

where the herbage is somewhat rougher, the

violet buttons of the autumn Scabious ; and
rolling over the tops of walls, and ornamenting

ruins with rich cornices such as the builder

never thought of, the glorious old " Ivy green,"

a plant never out of place, and always seeming

to be by instinct in the right place. Ivy in
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blo'ssom is often a puzzle to those who have

only observed it as a creeper, and whose idea

of Ivy goes no further than the five-lobed leaves

it then possesses. It may well be perplexing.

As long as there is anything to cling to, wall or

old tree, all goes on unchangingly, the leaves

are five-lobed, and the plant exhibits nothing

else. So, to all appearance, would matters con-

tinue, were the wall or old tree half a mile high.

But everything terrestrial at length comes to

an end ; the day arrives when there is no

longer any anchorage ; then the leaves change

from lobed to ovate, and flowers, until now
never produced, come out in thousands. The
umbels which they constitute are as round as

those of a Leek ; the bees are glad when they

arrive, for in the Ivy bloom they find their con-

cluding banquet. Like the Periwinkle among
the Apocynacea?, the Ivy is the sole indigenous

representative in Britain of its order. It goes a

step further, being like Thesium in the Santa-

laceje, Tamus among the Dioscoreads, Erio-

caulon among the Pipeworts, the only member
of its order wild in all Europe. There accord-

ingly is shown the value to the British botanist

of an extended knowledge of exotic plants, Ivy

by itself giving a very slender idea of the Ara-

liaceK, though nothing can be more interesting

than the close resemblance between the flowers

and berries of the indigenous climber, and
those of such an Araliad as the Fatsia japonica

(Sieboldii).

The time was, when people thought that

the English flora, like the English constitu-

tion, was self-contained, a thing sufficient in, to,

and for itself. Not so. The flora, at all events,

refuses to be bound by any of our patriotic in-

sularities of thought. It is linked to the flora

of every country under heaven, and one half

of it, for full and perfect interpretation, needs

the light that is cast by the plants of foreign

countries.
{To he continued.)

EVOLUTION OF PLANT LIFE.
On November 3. Mr. W. Carruthers, F.R.S. (the

Keeper of the Botanical Department of the British

Museum), gave the Presidential address to the Geo-
logists' Association, his subject being a comparison of

the history of plant-life as preserved in the rocks so

far as we know it, and its relation to the theory of

evolution. We are indebted to the author for the

following resumi' of his address, which will be printed

in full in the geological journals.

The origin of the existing organic forms has always

been a question of interest. Until a recent period

little diversity of opinion prevailed in regard to this

matter amongst students of science. The position

stated by Moses in the opening sentences of the Old
Testament, in which all matter, organic and inorganic

alike, is traced to the operation of an external and

supernatural Creator, was universally adopted, though

it was often misunderstood and misinterpreted.

In the beginning of this century Lamarck proposed

his evolution theory, according to which all organisms

are derived from some few simple original forms,

which had come into existence by spontaneous

generation out of inorganic nature. Although
Lamarck's theory found a few supporters, it was
comparatively neglected by men of science until

Darwin, in 1859, published his Origin of Species by

Means of Natural Selection^ which, at least in this

country, has wrought an almost complete change in

opinion as to the origin of our present life forms.

His theory of development as applied to the vege-

table kingdom may be thus briefly stated:— The
characters of plants are transmitted to their descen-

dants. New characters besides those inherited may
arise in some descendants which were not possessed

by the parent. V^hen these new characters are trans-

mitted, and become permanent, the plants possessing

them become a variety. Some plants have a special

tendency to variation, others are remarkably constant

in their characters. No explanation has been given

of the reason for these differences in the nature ot

plants, or of the cause of the appearance of new
characters. The difterences are at first small.

Tbeir continuance depends on external causes.

In course of time new characters appear, or

the old become intensified, and in the struggle for

existence those varieties only which possess the charac-

ters best fitted to resist the prejudicial influences that

surround them are able to maintain their ground.

The less fortunate varieties perish, and in this way the

connecting links between the common descendants

of the original stock are destroyed. These descen-

dants, becoming more pronounced in their characters,

are recognised as species. The only difference

between a variety and a species is the amount of

divergence and the constancy of the characters.

Further, this in a greater degree is the only difference

between a species and a genus. It is accordingly

concluded that all the forms now observed in the

vegetable kingdom are due to the continual accumula-

tion of differences in the genetic evolution of these

plants from the one or the few simple original forms.

It is held that the natural system of plants is the

external expression of this phylogenesis, or genetic

relationship, that the development of a plant from

the embryonal cell to the perfect individual is a short

and quick repetition of the genetic development of

the tribe to which it belongs, and that the rocks of

the earth reveal, so far as the record of life is

preserved, the various steps by which the phylogenesis

actually was accomplished.

Mr. Carruthers proceeded to draw attention to this

last aspect of the subject, as that which specially

affects geologists. It deserves careful investigation,

for if the theory of evolution be true, then the fossils

which have come to our knowledge represent as far as

they go the extinct progenitors of existing plants, and

on this account possess a higher interest to us than

their comparative anatomy or systematic position can

give to them. Reference was made to the imperfec-

tion of the geological record, but it was urged that it

was right to compare our knowledge of it as far as it

goes with the theory. What, then, is the phylogeny

of the vegetable kingdom ? The most rudimentary

plants are either fungi or algae. The elementary

fungal forms are believed by some to be the original

stock of the vegetable kingdom, while others hold

the primitive forms were algse. Mr. Carruthers argues

against fungi being the earliest, on the ground chiefly

that they fed on organised substances, and stated that

evolutionists must look for the earliest plants among
the algae. What is the testimony of the rocks as to

the plants existing during the long early periods of

the earth's history ? Mr. Carruthers showed that the

vegetable markings preserved in the earliest rocks are,

though indistinct, referred to sixteen species of algce.

But the nature of the plants which could flourish in

the conditions under which these deep-sea deposits

were found, and the changes that have taken place in

the primal strata since their deposition, prevent us

expecting any extensive representation of these early

floras. So far as the plant-remains go, they meet

the requirements of the evolutionist who looks upon

the algae as the primeval plants. In the phylogenesis

of the vegetable kingdom we next come to the evolu-

tion of fungi, lichens, mosses, and Hepatic^, all of

which are cellular plants. They came into existence,

it is supposed, with the Devonian period—the begin-

ing of the newer paleozoic series. As, however, no

trace of any of these groups, except the mycelium of

one or two species of fungi, has been detected in any

of the palaeozoic rocks, they supply no evidence for or

against the hypothetical account of their evolution.

The later palaeozoic rocks abound in plant remains.

The first evidence of land plants on the globe is met
with, as far as our knowledge at present goes, in the

Devonian rocks. Here the three principal groups of

vascular cryptogams appear together in highly differ-

entiated forms. All of them—Ferns, Equisetacere,

and Lycopodiacece—possess the same essential struc-

ture as their living representatives, and in all the

subordinate points in which they differ they possess

characters indicative of higher organisation, whether

in the vegetative or reproductive organs, than are

found in existing forms. The three orders appear

together in these later palaeozoic rocks, and that not in

simpler or more generalised types, but with more
varied and more complex structures than are found in

their living representatives. Thus, among Ferns,

there is lost a remarkable group with a fundamentally

different stem structure, which was contemporaneous

in the palaeozoic ages with the type of Ferns that have

been represented all through the epochs, and are now
abundant on the globe. The Equisetaceae were repre-

sented by a larger number of generic groups than are

found in our present flora. Their stems were arbores-

cent, the leaves large, and their fruit cones protected

by special scales, but the spores were similar in size

and form to those in the humbler living species, and
were even furnished with the hygrometric elaters.

The Lycopodiaceae were also huge trees, and repre-

senttd by several generic groups. The stem structure,

while fundamentally agreeing, like those of the

arborescent Equisetaceae, with the structure of the

stems of their living representatives, was more com-
plex, being better suited to their arborescent habits.

But the flora of these later palseozoic rocks include

higher elements even than vascular cryptogams, for

in the Devonian series we have coniferous plants,

increasing greatly in number and variety in the car-

boniferous period ; and in the calciferous sandstones,

at the very base of the carboniferous measures, there

has been found an undoubted angiospermous plant.

The step from the spore-producing cryptogam to ihe

seed-bearing phanerogam is a very great one. No
doubt there is a general external resemblance between

a Lycopod and a Conifer, and many points of analogy

between the development of the seed and the various

stages through which a Lycopod passes from the

germination of the spore to the growth of the

fertilised archegonium. But like is here, as it is

often elsewhere, an ill mark, for the resemblance is

purely superficial. The minute tissues of the Conifer,

as well as the method in which they are arranged,

differ entirely from anything, either in the existing or

extinct Lycopods, while the production of a seed,

even though it be without a protecting ovary or fruit,

at once distinguishes the gymnosperm from (he

spore-bearing cryptogam. According to Haeckel,

the gymnosperm sprang out of the Lycopo-
diacece during the carboniferous, or possibly

in the Devonian period. But undoubted coniferous

wood was discovered by Hugh Miller in the lower

Devonian rocks of Cromarty, and several anomalous

woods have been described by Unger from the Thurin-

gian rocks of the Devonian age which are referred by
him to Conifex?e without any positive evidence except

the absence from them of ductiferous tissue. Had
these woods been of earlier age than Miller's Cromarty

wood, they might have been looked upon as one of

the steps leading up to the true coniferous structure,

but they occur in beds of upper Devonian age. The
calciferous sandstones at the base of the carboniferous

period contain numerous and fine specimens of coni-

ferous wood. Some trees at this time had attained to

an immense size. The first appearance of the gymno-

sperms is not in the form of a generalised type, but

both the wood and the fruits present- a remarkable

variety of genera and species as highly differentiated

as the existing forms. In connection with this remark-

able development of Taxinere in the palaeczoic rocks,

it deserves to be noticed that this section of the Coni-

ferse are all dioecious, while in the other groups the

flowers are generally moncecious.

The history of monocotyledonous plants, as far as it

is preserved in the rocks of the earth, is very curious.

We have to take it up here, for the first true mono-

cotyledon is the stem and spike of an aroideous

plant, of which one well-preserved specimen was

discovered nearly forty years ago by Dr. Paterson in

the calciferous sandstones near Edinburgh. Addi-

tional specimens of this or an allied species have

been recently described by Mr. Etheridge, jun., from

the same beds. Four species of monocotyledons have

been found in the trias, seven in the lias, the same

number in the oolite, fifteen in the chalk, ninety-seven

in the eocene, 1S5 in the miocene, and two in the plio-

cene. We find, then, that three groups of vascular

cryptogams and the seed-bearing gymnosperms

appear together in the Devonian rocks, and that mo-

nocotyledons appear in the lowest beds of the imme-

diately succeeding carboniferous system. Further,

that these earliest plants are not generalised forms

of the various tribes to which they belong, but

that they are as highly specialised as any sub-

sequent representatives of the particular tribe, and

that wherever they differ from later plants, it is in the

possession of a more perfect organisation. It would

be contrary to the theory of evolution to suppose that

the highly-organised cryptogams, the gymnosperms,

and the monocotyledons, were each developed at oie

step from the cellular plants which formed the only

vegetation of the pre-Devonian periods. No doubt

there is in the older palceozoic rocks a great absence

of any records of land life. But the evolution of the

vascular cryptogams and the phanerogams from the

green seaweeds, through the Liverworts and mosses, 1
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if it took place, must have been carried on Ihrjugh a

long succession of ages and by an innumerable series

of gradually advancing steps ; and yet we iind not a

single trace either of early water forms or later and

necessarily still more numerous dry land forms which

should represent these intermediate forms. This

cannot be due to the physical condition connected

with the preservation of organic remains, for the

conditions that permitted the preservation of the

fucoid in the Llandovery rocks at Malvern, and of

similar cellular organisms elsewhere, were at least

favourable to the preservation of such plants as these

must have been if they ever existed.

Mr. Carruthers then entered on the consideration of

the higher or dicotyledonous division of flowering

plants. Their testimony for or against the theory of

evolution is the more important, because—first, of

their higher organisation, by which, as regards their

vegetative organs, they are sharply separated from

the monocotyledons, and as regards both vegetative

and reproductive organs from the gymnosperms

;

secondly, from the existence of numerous differences

which supply generally obvious and well-defined

characters for their systematic classification, and which

would consequently assist in following the steps of

their evolution ; and thirdly, from their appearance in

strata of comparatively recent age, and which are

consequently much better known then the palaeozoic

deposits. Dicotyledons are usually divided into three

groups—ApetalK, MonopetaL-e, and Polypetala;.

After a rciumi of Ilaeckel's scheme of the phylo-

geny of these groups, Mr. Carruthers proceeded :

Now let us see what is the record preserved to us in

the rocks. Dicotyledonous plants make their appear-

ance in strata which are referred to the upper cre-

taceous series. No trace of these plants has yet been

detected in any earlier stratum. There is no pahxon-

tological foundation for the suggestion that the

Apetalre existed in the trias and Jura periods. It is

diflicult to realise that the absence of dicotyledons

can be due to any cause but their absence from the

then existing vegetation. The conditions favourable

to the preservation of Ferns, gymnosperms and mono-
cotyledons, in the secondary rocks, must have been

favourable also to the preservation of dicotyledonous

plants. Not only are dicotyledons entirely absent,

but there has not been discovered a single specimen

of a gymnosperm or monocotyledon which

exhibits in any point of its structure a modi-

fication towards the more highly organised dico-

tyledon. Further, when the dicotyledons appear in

the upper cretaceous beds, representatives of the

three great divisions are found together in the same
deposit. Moreover, these divisions are not repre-

sented by generalised types, but by differentiated

forms which, during the intervening epochs, have not

developed even into higher generic groups. Thus,

amongst the Apetala- the Myricacea; are represented in

the cretaceous rocks by two congeners of our Bog-

Myrtle ; the Cupulifera; by six species of Oak and one

of Beech ; the Salicaceae by six species of Willow and

nine of Poplar ; the Morea' by six species of Fig ; and
the LaurineK by a Laurel and six species of Sassafras.

Then following Haeckel's order of evolution, among
the Polypetalre the Araliacere are represented by a

species of Aralia ; the Anacardiacece by a species of

Rhus ; the Sapindacea; by a Maple, and the Magno-
liacea; by five species of Magnolia and two of the

Tulip tree. And among the MonopetaK-e the Ascle-

piadaccK are represented by a species of Nerium, the

Ebenacece by a Diospyros, and the Ericacea; by an

Andromeda.
While the rocks give no evidence of any plant lead-

ing up to these various orders of dicotyledons, it is, as

it appears to me, equally important to notice, in its

bearing on the theory of mechanical evolution, that

the generic groups I have just named have persisted

from the first appearance of dicotyledons throughout

the whole of the intervening ages, and still hold their

places among the existing forms of vegetation. The
persistence of generic and specific types is very signi-

ficant in its bearing on this theory, and our certain

knowledge of the life of many existing species of

phanerogams and cryptogams which have come down
from the glacial beds has not been sufficiently con.

sidered. Let us take a case : None can be better

suited for the purpose than the small Willow, Salix

polaris, detected in the lowest pre-glacial beds at

Cromer, and in deposits of the same age at Bovey
Tracey. This plant still lives in the Arctic regions of

both the Old World and the New. The genus Salix

is a singularly variable one, and should supply satis-

factory data for an evolutionist who is working out his

theory. Mr. Carruthers proceeded to speak of the

160 species, 222 varieties, and seventy hybrids

known of the genus Salix. It is easy to con-

struct a phylogenetic tree of the genus. The
small branch which represents the species S. polaris

represents in time the period between the pre-glacial

beds and our own. The six allied species lead up to

the group branch, the four groups to the sub-genus,

and the seventeen sub-genera to the genus. But

having reached the branch representing the generic
form, we Iiave made but little progress in the
phylogenesis of Salix. We have to lead up the allied

genera to the generalised ordinal form, and these

ordinal forms to a generalised and simple parent
apetalous plant. Still further we must go by some
utterly unknown and to him inconceivable series of

types backward to the monocotyledon and gymno-
sperm, and from them back to the primal and spon-
taneously developed Monera. The time required for

such evolution is, Mr. Carruthers says, beyond con-

ception, and vastly greater than even the largest

estimate of geologic time that has ever been made.
That the rocks testify to a development of some kind
is beyond doubt, but development is not necessarily

the sole property of the mechanical evolutionist. At
present we have no data to guide to a solution of the

question as to theOT£>(/c-by which the development was
accomplished. One thing is certain, that the whole
testimony of the vegetable kingdom, as it is known to

us from the remains preserved in the stratified rocks,

is opposed to the doctrine that the development is

due to evolution by descent.

TREES WITHIN TREES.
(Coucliiiledfrom p. 5S0 )

The Cressage Oak, so well known to Salopians,

and standing within view of the railway from Shrews-

bury to Bridgnorth, well exhibits a young tree grow-

^ ^>v|

ing within the hollow of the parent bole, taller already

than its progenitor, and will ultimately succeed to

the title and occupation of its decrepid sire. The old

tree is 28 feet in girth round the base.

The instances of
'

' trees within trees " already adduced
will be sufficient to show the curious effects produced
among sylvan scenery by the chance circumstances of

seeds or berries borne by winds or deposited by birds

when resting for a time in their flight. In a similar

manner_old enclosed and neglected tombs within

churchyards sometimes get shadowed over by Ivy and
various immigrant shrubs, as do also ruined castles

and abbeys. I remember to have seen an old neglected

church-tower in Shropshire dotted over with numerous
seedling Yews, and the battlements of the tower of

Newland Church, Gloucestershire, nourish a cluster

of Cherry trees. Edwin Lees, F.L.S., Gncn Hill
Summit^ Worcester.

ON GROWING CUCUMBERS
IN AN ALMOST AIR-TIGHT STRUCTURE.
There have been many complaints during the season

now drawing to a close of disease of various forms

among Cucumber plants. In former seasons I have

had some experience of this annoyance, but during the

last few years have been entirely free from it. And
I am inclined to attribute this result, in some degree

at least, to a somewhat peculiar method of treatment,

which I will endeavour to describe in as few words as

possible. Before doing so, however, I may as well

state that the structure which here furnishes an
abundant supply of Cucumbers during at least nine

months of the year, is a small lean-to house, about 20

feet in length, and g feet in width, with a south aspect,

and the roof, which is fixed and without any openings,

is at an angle of about 40°, glazed with large squares

of sheet-glass.

The front and back walls, however, are furnished

with sliding ventilators, which are now seldom used.

The plants are grown in pots of about 16 inches in

diameter, each having five holes in the bottom, and
they are placed upon a bed of rich soil, under which

is an open gutter of hot-water, and into this bed
of soil the plants generally root very freely. The
vines are trained to wires stretched under the roof at

a distance of 16 inches from the glass, and to afford a

slight shade during the summer months the outside

of the glass receives a thin coat of whitewash.

But notwithstanding this precaution, the plants very

frequently became unhealthy long before the season

was over, from attacks of red-spider, mildew, and
other ills which the Cucumber plant is liable to, so

that some years since the plan of keeping the house

entirely closed was resorted to, and this plan has in

all respects proved satisfactory.

The ventilators are now only used during the early

stages of the progress of the plants, when, with the

view of keeping them as robust as possible, air during

favourable weather is admitted, but as soon as the

vines have fairly covered the roof, the house is kept

quite close, and during very warm weather the plants

are syringed not less than six or seven times each day.

The atmosphere of the house is consequeniiy sur-

charged with moisture, while the temperature at the

same time frequently exceeds 100'^, and in such an

atmosphere and temperature it is needless to say that

neither red.spider, aphis, nor mildew can exist, while

visitors or others who may have occasion to enter the

structure seldom care to prolong their stay therein

longer than is really necessary.

This condition of atmosphere and temperature, bow*
ever, appears to be that best suited to the production

of Cucumbers of the best quality. Being so quickly

grown they are quite free from anything like bitter-

ness, and are as crisp, succulent, and digestible as can

be desired.

Neither does this fast treatment appear to have the

effect of prematurely 'exhausting the plants, which
were this season planted out about the end of

January, and came into bearing towards the end of

March, and have continued up to the present time

(middle of November) to furnish an abundance of

fruit, and will most likely continue to do so until the

end of the year ; and from annual plants more than

this can hardly be expected.

Under this treatment, too, the foliage throughout

the season remains clean and healthy, quite free from

insect pests and disease of all kinds. The plants

receive very little stopping, or thinning out of the

shoots. When the leading shoots reach to the top of

the house they are then stopped, after that operation

the shoots as they are produced are crossed over each

other, in any way which is most convenient, and tied

to the wires, so that the roof is always covered with

clean healthy foliage.

The use of the heating apparatus (hot-water pipes)

is generally discontinued about the middle of June,

and is again had recourse to early in October.

P. Gnez'c, Culford, Bury Si. Edmunds.

HARDY FRUIT TREES.
(Continued froitt p. 592.)

The fourth lecture of Prof. Koch's is devoted to the

history, native countries, and characteristics of the pro-

genitors of our cultivated Pear trees. These are six in

number, namely, Pirus sinensis, Desf., Chinaand Japan

;

P. cordata, Desv., France, &c. ; P. achras, Gaertn.,

steppes of Southern Russia, and naturalised in France

and Germany ; P. sinai, Desf., Syria j P. elseagrifolia,

Fall., North-east Asia Minor; and P. salicifolia,

L. fil., from the Caucasus. Linnaeus united all the

Pears, both wild and cultivated, under the name of

P. communis, and this name we employ now for the

cultivated varieties collectively. At Torek, in the

northern Caucasus, Pear-trees 80, and even 100 feet,

high, are not rare, with trunks 3 to 4 feet in

diameter. Siebold introduced into the botanic

garden at Leyden eight varieties »f Japanese culti-

vated Pears, differing widely in size, shape, flavour,
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and time of ripi-ning. As a species P. sinensis

.is dibiinguiilied by its rather large ovate or nearly

round leaves, which are abruptly narrowed into a

short point, and furnished with bristle- pointed teeih.

Even in their youngest stage they are quite destitute

of hairs, and in the spring, when they unfold, they

are o( a brownish red. In Germany it is planted for

ornamental purposes, but it has not yet borne either

flowers or (ruit, although trees of considerable size are

to be met with here and there. P. cordata is said to

occur in Persia, but Professor Koch thinks it probable

Ihat the Persian tree is P. achras. [Our own exami-

nation of Persian type specimens, kindly furnished by

M. Boissier, leads us to the opinion that the Persian

plant is specifically quite distinct from the French P.

cordata. See Journal of Botany, 1876, p. 297. Eds.]

P. achras must have originally existed in the steppes

of Southern Russia, especially in the country of the

Don Cossacks, (or so (ar back as history goes the Pear

tree has played an imporiant part in the customs of the

people. With ihem it is the sign of grief. It is like-

wise held in high esteem in their feslivals, especially

at Whitsuntide ; and it is under a Pear tree that the

annual custom takes place of making the most beau-

tiful maiden the queen for the ensuing year. The P.

Balansas of Decaisne's Jardin Fmitiif is probably

distinct from P. achras, to which Boissier refers it.

P. sinai is certainly one of the most interesting of

Pear trees ; it entered largely into the parentage of the

early Italian varieties, though it does not appear to

have been introduced into France till towards the end

of the last cenlury. The area of its distribution in a

wild state is not known with certainty ; it certainly is

indigenous in Syria, and perhaps also in northern

Babylon or Assyria, which was formerly a Persian

province, but it is doubtful whether it extends to

Persia proper. This species was probably carried by

the Phoenicians from Syria to lower Italy and Sicily,

as well as Rosa Damascena, before Homer's time.

P. syriaca and P. glabra, of Boissier, as well as P.

Boveana, Dene., are varieties of P. sinai, but

Decaisne's P. Bourgeana seems to belong to P. achras,

P. elaagrifolia (not elKagnifolia, as it is sometimes

written) has played an important part in garden varie-

ties. Jahn places ihem all in his sixth and last class. P.

Kotschyana of Boissier is an Oriental variety, with

very woolly leaves, and a large round fruit. It is

uncertain whether P. salicifolia, which is a very orna-

mental species, has contributed to the production of

cuUivaieii varieties ; but it is the achras of Theo-

phrastus and otlier early writers, and is still very widely

dispersed in Greece.

The fifth lecture treats of the remaining pome-fruits,

as the Quince, the Medlar, &c. In a second division

the fruit crops of the Roses are described as false

pome- fruits. The fruit of Rosa villosa, especially,

was formerly very generally preserved.

The sixth, seventh, and eighth lectures include all

the stone fruits. Of Plums there are six groups

or kinds, namely the Sloe, Bullace or Wheat

Plum, Damson, (Juetsche, Gage and Cherry Plum.

There are several varieties ol the Sloe, including

one with a yellowish fruit, but the so-called sweet-

fruited Sloe of the nursery catalogues appears to exist

only in name. The Bullace is most likely a natural-

ised variety of the Damson, a species not indigenous

in Germany. The Damson, Prunus syriacus, Borkh.,

P. ursina, Kotschy, is a native of Syria, where, in the

Antilibanon, at an altitude of 5000 feet, it forms small

forests. The wood of this species is quite different

from that of the Sloe or Blackthorn, being soft, and

even tender, and often brittle. The Quetsche, -Prunus

(Kconomica, Borkh., is certainly a distinct

species, and a native of Turkestan and the

southern Altai Mountains. It is the Qaetsche

Plum that is so largely cultivated in Hungary and

Servia. The first notice we have of it dates back

some 400 years, when large quantities were dried in

Hungary, and sent to Italy, Switzerland, and

Germany. How it found its way thither we have no

means of knowing, and many without further investi-

gation have regarded it as a native of Europe. But

the present inhabitants of Hungary—the M.igyars—

came originally from the southern Altai Mountains,

and it is not unlikely that they brought their favourite

fruit with them. Now, as heretofore, dried Qaetsche

Plums form an important article of export. A kind of

bran-ty, called S ivovitzer, is also manufactured from

the Qaetsche, and sold at a high price in Germany.

The Gage, or Rcine Blande, P. italica of Hooker,

is not, as might be inferred from the name, a native

of Italy ; but where it is indigenous it is not so easy to

say: Bechstein says North Asia. Perhaps it may be the

offspring of a cross between the Damson and Quetsche.

The Cherry Plum, P. cerasifera, Ehrh., is not different

from P. divaricata, Ledeb., which grows in Trans-

caucasia and in the neighbourhood of Con^^tantinople.

It differs essentially from all the other Plumi in 1 ot

throwing up suckers, and the snow-white flowers are

very large. There are two varieties ; one is known

as the Myrobalan or Mirabella, but it is not the true

Mirabella.

The eighth lecture relates to Cherries, of which five

wild forms or species are described, namely, Prunus

Avium, L. ; P. vitrea, Koch (acida, Ehrh.) ; P. recta,

Licg. ; P. pendula, Lieg. ; and P. frutescens, Pallas.

With the exception of P. Avium, the " Sweet Cherry,"

which often forms a stately tree, they are all shrubs or

small, slender trees. The branching is monopodia],

that is to say, the branches lengthen by terminal buds,

which are never flower- buds ; and the Sweet Cherry

will not bear pruning, though the others will. Differ-

ing in this respect from most of the Plums, the

Cherries are natives of temperate climes. Culti-

vated they do not succeed in the warmer parts

of Europe, and exist only in a wild state

in the higher mountains. Even in the vicinity of

Paris, where Cherries are highly esteemed, the flavour

is not so good as in the cooler climate of North Ger-

many. The Cherries of Werder, near Potsdam, are

noted for their fine flavour ; and the Werder Cherry

was not, as English pomologists assert, originally

introduced from America, but is of real German

origin. P. Avium varies considerably in the wild

state, and, contrary to the assertion of some botanists,

it occasionally throws up suckers. A variety, P. varia,

Ehrh-, which is so far constant from seed, has a

lighter-coloured flesh and juice—from pink to white.

The other is called P. nigricans, in contra-distinction,

by the same author. De CandoUe, on the contrary,

makes three species ol P. Avium, reserving. this name

for the wild variety, P. Juliana, the Guigne, and P.

duracina, the Bigarreau. The origin of the "Glass

Cherry," P. vitrea, is obscure ; but the cultivated

varieties show little inclination for intercrossing with

the varieties of other races. P. erecta and pendula are

the erect and drooping-branched varieties or forms of

the Morello. A subvariety of P. pendula, which

forms a handsome tree in Dalmatia, and which Koch

described as a distinct species under the name Cerasus

marassa, furnishes the fruit from which the celebrated

liqueur Maraschino is prepared. Prunus semperflorens

or serotina is a singular variety, which continues

flowering and fruiting until the autumn. P. rutescens,

the dwarf Cherry, is a native of Siberia, Hungary, &c.,

and of little or no importance to pomologists ; but it

is often confounded with the Ostheimer Cherry, a

cultivated variety.

The ninth lecture is on the berry.fruits—opening

with a definition of the terra berry, especially as

excluding the multiple fruits of the Mulberry,

and the collective fruits of the Raspberry, &c.

The first division consists of the true berry-fruits

that is to say, those with a superior seed-vessel.

Independently of Grapes, this division is limited to

the Barberry. The cultivation of the Grape Vine was

an important branch ol industry as far back as we
have any record ; and it certainly ranks first among

fruits for the value of its produce and the number

employed in the various industries it has given birth

to. In Mingrelia, the ancient Colchis, where the

lecturer passed some time in 1S36, he saw Grape

Vines climbing to the top of Beech trees, and laden

with clusters of inviting fruit. The natives prepare

their wine from these wild Grapes in the mos't primi-

tive manner, perhaps in the same way as Noah—that

is to say, the juice is pressed out by treading with the

feet, and flows into vessels resembling Etrurian vases,

sunk in the ground up to their rims ; or, in districts

where there are sandstone rocks, hollows are made in

this easily worked stone to receive the Grape juice.

When a vessel is nearly full, it is closed at the top

with a heavy slab of slate, and fermentation quickly

sets in. The accumulation of carbonic acid goes on
until it lifts the covering, which is often weighted,

and escapes into the atmosphere. As soon as the

slate slab ceases to be lifted—a sign that fermenta-

tion has left off— it is covered with a layer of earth.

In about six or eight weeks the wine is fit to drink,

and, though not so clear as the Rhine wines, it is of

a dark purple-red colour. Any person making too

much for his own consumption, sells the surplus

in large leather flasks, made from cow-hides or

hog-skins. The skins are used just as they are taken

from the animals, except that they are turned,

to bring the hair inside ! To prevent the wine

in these skins from spoiling during the great heat

of summer they are besmeared with petroleum oil.

Every one is aware of the penetrating and offen-

sive nature of this oil ; but although the wine thus

treated is at first very loathsome to the palate of Euro-
peans, it is surprising how soon one becomes accus-

lomeci to it, and finally desires the petroleum oil

taste. Then the Grape Vine of the Old World diflets

mainly from the North American Vines in having

hermaphrodite flowers. The growth of the Vine is

strictly sympodial ; indeed lateral axes often arise in

the axils of the seed-leaves themselves.

The second division of berry-fruits, or those with

an inferior seed-vessel, includes the Gooseberry and
Currants. This part contains little of interest to the

British gardener—in fact no mention is made of the

importance and general cultivation of the Gooseberry

in this country.

The tenth lecture includes the false-berry fruits, as

the Whortleberry, Cranberry, Raspberry, Blackberry,

and Mulberry. This, and the eleventh, which is

devoted to shell-fruits, must be passed here without

further notice.
{To he continued.)

THE SPECIES OF YUCCA.
The following synopsis of the species of Yucca,

drawn up from two papers by Dr. Engelmann in the

Transactions of the Academy of St. Louis, may be of

interest to the growers of these handsome plants. An
abstract of the paper is given in the Gardeners'

Chronicle, 1S71, p. 1516, but the species are not

there enumerated :

—

Yucca.

A.—Sarcoyucca. Fruit fleshy, indehiscent.

1. aloifolia (syns., serrulata, crenulata, arcuata,

tenuifolia, Parmentieri ?)

)3. draconis.

7. conspicua.

2. yucatana.

3. guatemalensis.

4. Treculiana (syns., longifolia, canaliculata, as»

pera, gigantea).

5. baccata (syn., crassifolia).

j3. australis.

6. Schottii (syns., brevifolia (Schott), puberula).

(Of doubtful position ; glauca. exigua, orchioides.)

B,— Clistoyucca. Fruit dry, indehiscent.

7. brevifolia (syn., draconis j8, var. arborescens).

S. gloriosa (syns., acuminata, obliqua).

;8, plicata.

7. recurvifolia (syns., recurva, pendula,

superba? rufocincta ?).

Sub-varieties : a. ensifolia.

b. Ellacombii.

5. planifolia (syn., glauca ?).

(Of doubtful position : flexilis, tortulata, Boer-

havii, pruinosa, De Smetiana.)

C,— Chitnoyucca. Fruit dry, dehiscent.

9. rupicola (syns., tortifolia, lutescens).

i8. tortifolia (syns., tortilis, contorta).

7. rigida,

10. angustifolia.

^. elata (syns., angustifolia var. radiosa,

constricta).

7. mollis (syns., stricta, albo-spica).

11. filamentosa : a, angusta (>iyn,, filamentosa,

Lin.).

b. lata (syru, concava).

;8. flaccida (syns., puberula, glauca, lasvi-

gata).

7. bracteata ?

D.—llesperoyiicca. Filaments acute, longer than the

pistil, erect,

12. Whipplei. Gard, Chron., 1876, vol. vi., pi

197, fig. 42.

Index to Species, I 'arietics, aiid Synonyuts.

acuminata, 8
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ALLERTON PRIORY.
I MUST beg your readers to undersland that I am

not sjoing to write of a Liverpool villa, nor yet can I

pretend to treat them to any lengthened account of

the quaint archaeological relics or historical associations

immediately connected with Allerton Priory, the

seat of John Grant Morris, Esq. I am entirely

ignorant of the history of the place, and of the

style of architecture adopted by the proprietor in

erecting the mansion, which I believe is amongst the

finest within the radius of 10 miles of Liverpool. It

is ditficult, of course, to serve up a dish to any advan-

tage without the proper appendages ; still I hope my
subject will not be considered devoid of interest, I

could have wished to have been better posted up with

respect to the various surroundings, but as I have the

garden "proper" vividly before my eyes, I mean to

address myself in particular to that department,

and the fact of my ignorance of the matters alluded

to will not rob the place of any of its prestige.

There are innumerable attractions upon which to

feast the eyes by. looking westward from the Priory.

The River Mersey glides down in peaceful beauty, and

the Cheshire and Welsh hills appear in sublime

grandeur in the distance, so that although within

5 mdes of the noise and bustle of busy Liverpool, one

could almost fancy being surrounded by nothing but

wide-spread solitude. Then there are immediately

connected with the grounds lovely walks and artificial

caverns which some of our purely literary brethren

might term places of po^ic beauty, but I must pass

on to more practical details. In the first place

I need only mention that Mr. Kemp, of the Park,

Birkenhead, designed and laid out the grounds, to

assure your readers that there were faculties at work

which were capable of doing justice to every inch at

disposal ; for be it remembered that it requires in-

finitely great ability to design and lay out gardens in

the vicinity of large towns, where there are so few

natural conditions to assist the landscape artist in

giving his work an appearance compatible with what

Nature herself has, in a great measure, done under

more favoured circumstances.

Like the maiority of gardens located in the neigh-

bourhood of great commercial districts the subject of

ray article has been added to, from time to time, till at

the present, on entering the walled-in kitchen garden,

a perfect sea of glass attracts the eye of the visitor,

and some of the more recently erected houses are of

gigantic proportions. Generally speaking, such places

are erected for show purposes, and although Mr.

Tugwood has made his mark as an exhibitor of both

fruit and plants, yet there is no deviation from that

system which best suits the wishes and requirements

of a large family. There are fruit-houses laden with

useful crops, and plant-houses filled with hordes of

plants, which will be best described as a combination

of show, ornamental and u-eful, and which are in

almost endless variety, to meet a heavy demand for

conservatory decoration and for cut flowers.

In a small house, on entering the garden, are some

excellent samples of specimen Orchids, amongst which

are Cattleyas and Lajlias of rare growth and excel-

lence. A large pan of L. anceps, as I once saw it, is

worthy of being photographed. Aerides and Vandas

are in fine health, and flower freely, and so are Pha-

lasnopsis Schilleriana, amabilis, grandiflora and Lud-

demanniana—the former was especially fine when I

saw it, with hosts of others too numerous to mention

in detail. In the same house, covering the roof and

back wall, is a fine plant of Stephanotis floribunda,

which does good service, but to keep it as Mr. Tug-

wood does—thoroughly clean—requires more atten-

tion than most growers can afford. In the same range,

and directly opposite, is a fine Peach-house, well

stocked with trees which have shown considerable

stubbornness in fruiting, but are now in a promising

condition. Figs are grown on the back wall, and also

a splendid plant of Gloire de Dijon Rose, from which

bushels of cut blooms are cut every spring.

This cut flower business has driven gardeners to

their wits' ends. Every spare foot of glass is now
utilised with Marechal Niel or Dijon Roses where

they are at all likely to succeed, and nothing is more
indicative of a large demand for cut flowers than

these little encroachments on the space which, properly

speaking, belongs to other things.

Passing along in the same line are two large old

vineries, the only mementos of bygone years now left,

which are used for growing Azaleas and Camellias in

summer, the old Vines affording sufficient shade to

the plants, and being only retained for that purpose,

ample provision for Grapes having been made in oiher
parts of the gaiden. The collection of Azaleas is

unique, and comprises noble samples of all the leading
kinds ; they are of all sizes and varieties, to suit the
various purposes for which they may be called in

request ; and now that the rage for " formal train-

ing" {torturing would best express my idea of it) is

on the wane, Mr. Tugwood cannot but feel gratified

that he for one always opposed any system or style

of training that robbed a plant of its natural habit

and beauty. To return to the houses, which are to

be modernised, it will be no false statement to affirm

that when these are completed the glass at Allerton

Priory will compare favourably with that of any place

in the kingdom for appearance, durability, and finish.

Proceeding further we come to two immense
vineries, built some time ago, and intended for early

and late vineries ; the heating power has been care-

fully considered, and the drainage perfect, Mr. Tug-
wood being of opinion that late Grapes, like early ones,

are better under command when the border is all

inside, and I quite coincide with his views ; I think

what applies to the one cate will apply to the other,

except that for very early work the house is rather

lofty and spacious (large houses are not by any means
early ones), but with such efficient heating power little

fear need be apprehended. Those who are thinking

of building hothouses cannot do better than visit such

a place, where everything is so thoroughly done under

practical supervision.

I must now retrace my steps, and have a look at

two large span-houses replete with choice stove plants

and Ferns. There are, of course, the usual stove

climbers naturally trained, neither a wilderness of

bairen shoots, nor yet are they hand-clipped like a

hedge : justice is meted out alike to all the inmates,

and the result is perfect order, and a system of pro-

ductive cultivation in the various departments. Heat

and light as important auxiliary agents are not

ignored, especially the latter, which will account for

the brilliant hue of the foliage plants. When, I

wonder, will three parts of our shading be dispensed

with ? Let those who doubt my advice try—only u>e

discretion in doing so. Plants, like human beings,

differ in constitution ;
previous treatment, healthy

root-action, period of growth, texture of foliage, food,

and twenty otherminor points, which will atonceappear

reasonable enough to those skilled in such matters,

ought to be our guide in meeting the daily wants of

the subjects placed under our care. The collection of

foliage plants includes many of our old friends and

a good many new ones — Alocasias, Aphelandras,

Aralias, Caladiums, Crotons, Dracaenas, Dieffen-

bachias, Marantas, &c., in old and new varieties, are

grown in all sizes to suit various purposes, and the

flowering section of stove plants is also well cared for :

—

Allamandas, Dipladenias, Ixoras, Medmillas, Bougain-

villeas glabra and spectabilis, Hibiscus sinensis flore-

plena. Gardenias and Eucharis by the hundred—the

latter in specimens, and a portion of the collection

always in bloom^contribute no mean part towards

beautifying the boudoir or library. Sometimes they may
find their way into the *' show houses " for a short

stay, or they may grace the exhibition hall or tent, but

whether seen at home or abroad they will not disgrace

the grower. Adjoining the stove is a fernery of equal

size, in which Adiantums are grown in vast numbers

for cutting. It is worthy of notice that the supply of

Ferns is in proportion to the supply of cut flowers, for

of what use would the latter be without the former as an

accompaniment?—and however well Pteris and other

Ferns are adapted for arranging in vases or bouquets,

nothing seems to take like Maidenhair, and everybody

with means must now have a collection ot Adiantura

Farleyense, in itself only to look at—and in small

plants it appears to best advantage; old specimens are

right enough in their way, but to my mind only in

small plants can its real beauty be seen. But the

fernery I am writing of is not without its stray

specimen of Tree Ferns as well, which when of

moderate height give a pleasing eflect to a good

collection ; their presence helps to take away the

stiffness ot bushy varieties grown for more useful

purposes.

Parallel to these plant-houses are two more, similar

in construction and adaptability ; one is set apart as a

show house and its companion for greenhouse plants.

Marechal Niel and Dijon Roses are again prominent

features here, and so are an excellent assortment of

choice Palms, Yuccas, &o., without which no collec-

tion can be considered complete.

Next in order are too large vineries, span-roofed
;

one house is mainly planted with Hamburghs, and its

neighbour with Muscat of Alexandra and a general

assortment of late keeping Grapes, which are in perfect

health and vigorous. A glorious lot of Dendrobium

nohile is ripened and rested in these fine roomy

houses, and taken into warmer quarters in small

batches as required. What an advantage it is to

have such roomy structures at command, since by a

little scheming they can always be turned to more

than one good purpose.

Running parallel with the north wall of the

kitchen-garden are two recently constructed span-

houses, one being intended for a "choice fernery,"

and the other for growing Camellias, of which there is

a useful and varied collection. I may here repeat

what I have previously stated, that for durability and

finish these houses cannot be surpassed. And here I

have done with the glass within the kitchen garden

walls: outside are several small span-houses for grow-

ing Pines, Melons, Cucumbers, and a choice collec-

tion of cool Orchids, looking the very picture of

health.

Chrysanthemums as specimen plants as well as cut

blooms are grown in " Liverpool's best style," and if

ever Mr. Tugwood made a mistake it was in not com-

peting in the class for cut blooms at St. George's Hall

last year. I am not a " crack judge " it is true, but

in giving ray humble opinion for what it is worth, I

must say the flowers on "standards" were simply

superb.

I have got over this self-imposed task in an easy

manner, and no doubt some of the readers of the

GarJeners' ChrohicU will wonder whether Cowan's

limekiln is at work to heat such vast ranges of glass,

and whilst I have not a word to say against the lime-

kiln, nor believe hall that is written against it, I can

at the same time aver that the heating apparatus at

Allerton Priory is perhaps one of the finest in England

employed at a private establishment.

All the glass I have mentioned is healed by two
powerful boilers, which can be worked either separately

or conjointly. Mr. Bramham, of I04, Dale .Street,

Liverpool, IS the engineer who was entrusted with

the duty of setting and connecting a new boiler,

specially made, which he is pleased to call the

"Allerton Priory" boiler, and whicli I believe is a

combination of the Witley Court and Kew, and

capable of heating 10 000 feet of 4 inch piping. When
this quantity can be doubled it will be seen *hat pro-

vision has been made as regards heat. Of course

Mr. Bramham's boiler alone is quite capable of doing

the work itself, but it is as well to make safe against

hard weather or accident.

The arrangements in the stokehole are in keeping

with the rest of the place. It has the appearance

externally of a span-rooled plant-house. The stoker

descends by a winding stair, which is in every way
roomy and convenient. Before concluding I would

urge my young friends who complain of the duties

of "stoking" to pay a visit to Allerton Priory, and

learn a lesson in stoking and cleanliness which they

are never likely to forget. W. Hinds.

A SYNOPSIS OF THE KNOWN
SPECIES OF IRIS,— XII.

Section Pogoniris—Fa'lswith adistincthairyline

down the claw. Standards beardless. Rootstock a

rhizome. Ovary three-celled,

We come now to the section of the genus which is

best known in cultivation, the species of which may
be arranged under the five following groups :—

Dwarf, with early fugl

lary flowers and two-valved

spathes.
Dwarf, with early fugii

flowers, mire than one w
the plant is well-developed, } 2. Group of I.

and spathes more than two-

valvej.
Modet.iielytall(i—ii^foothigh) \

wtihdeeply-forkedstems, green f r^.^.,„ ,^^ T ,- , n,c,- a-t-a
. 1 J 1 I , ? ^. Oroup or 1, \AIiIEGATA.

spathes, and pedirncles scarcely f^ ^

overtopping the leaves. J
Tall, deeply forked, with pe- -j

duncles overtopping the leaves, ^
-id spathes nearly all green 1

*

ed y 1 Group of I. PUMII

Tall, deeply forked, with pe- %
* jncles overtopping the leaves, f /-. r t

.d spathes nearly all mem: I"
5- Group of I.y

Ip of I. GERMANIC

the flowering i

, deeply fork*

duncles overtopping the le;

;s nearly all r

branous at the flowering li

The following six species conslitute the first of

these five groups :

—

65. /. pumihi, Linn. Sp. Plant., edit. 2, p. 56,

ex parte; Mill. Diet,, edit. 6, No. 7. ; Jacq. Fl. Austr.

t. I ; Curt, Bot. Mag., t. 9; Red. LiL, t. 261 ; Spach,

Hist, Phan. xiii., p. 49 ; Klatt, in Linnsea, xxxiv., p. 594,
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excluding many synonyms ; Reich. Ic. Fl. Germ,
tab. 327, fig. 752; /. Cluiiana, Reich. Ic. Fl. Germ.,

t. 398, fig. 755, no7i Tausch.—Rhizome short, stout.

Whole plant in flower not more than 4 or 5 inches high.

Leaves about four to a tuft, ensiform, slightly glaucous,

3—4 inches long at the flowering time, half an inch

broad. Stem scarcely any, one-flowered. Spathe of

two lanceolate tight-clasping valves, pellucid at the very

tip only. Flower quite scentless. Ovary scs-rile inside

the spathe, oblong, i inch long; tube2—2T\ inches

long, green, striped with purple, protruded from the

spathe-valves ; limb 2 inches deep, bright lilac-purple

in the typical form ; falls oblong unguiculate, \ inch

broad, reflexing about half-way down, with a dense

white beard down the claw and lower part of the keel,

which is tinged with yellow at the tips of the hairs ;

standards erect, oblong-spathulate, the same length and

breadth as the falls, not quite so deep in colour, the claw

as in the falls veined with purple on a white ground.

Stigmas i inch long exclusive of the lanceolate crests,

which are toothed faintly on the outer edge. Anther

\ inch long, equalling the filament.

A native of Central and South-eastern Europe, from

Austria, through the south of Russia, to Greece and

Asia Minor. The French and Italian plants that have

been called pumila are all Cham^^iris, or some other

species. It is Chamceiris, not the plant now described,

that represents pumila in the Linnean herbarium.

The present species is common in gardens, flowering

with us about London in the latter part of April ; but

all this section are very much spoilt for garden pur-

poses by the fugitiveness of their flowers. The
principal varieties are :

—

/. atticct, Bolss. and Held. , Diag. ser. a, part 4, p. 91

;

Regel, Gartenfl., tab. 377, fig. 2.— Flowers yellow, the

divisions feather-veined with brown-lilac on the claws.

Described from Greek specimens, but a similar yellow-

flowered form also occurs in Austria and Russia, and is

common in cultivation. A plant figured as pumila in

Reich. Ic. Fl. Germ., tab. 327, fig. 754, differs only by
a rather shorter tube ; and another, at tab. 328, fig. 754,
called Clusiana on the plate and tristis in the text, has
lilac-purple falls and yellow standards.

/. caruka, Spach, Hist. Phan., vol. .xiii., p. 50; /.

pumila var. cxruka, Bot. Mag., t. I26t ; Red. Lil.,

t. 2S1. —Limb bright blue ; beard of the falls bright

yellow : tube shorter (r J—2 inches long).

/. stenoloba, A. D.C. Herb.— Flowers either blue or

yellow ; limb i V inch deep ; tube just the same length
;

divisions of both kinds only \ inch broad. .\ form
gathered wild in Lower Moldavia by Gebhardt.

/. (Squiloba, Ledeb. Ind. Sem. Hort. Dorpat. 1823 ;

Lem. Fl. Ross., vol. iv., p. 104 ; /. longi/tora, Ledeb.
Ind. 1822.—Stem reaching a length of 3 inches ; valves

of spathe longer and narrower than in the type ; tube of

perianth longer
; crests of stigmas longer and more

acuminate. A native of the Crimea.

66. /. suaveoleiis, Boiss. Diagn. xiii., p. 15 ; Walp.
Ann. vi., p. 56. —Stems 3—5 inches long, one-flowered.

Leaves ensiform, glaucescent, overtopping the flower,

finally i foot long. Spathe of two little inflated lanceo-

late green valves, acutely keeled. Flowers greenish-

yellow, very fragrant. Tube one-third longer than the
limb

; divisions of the limb not more than half as large

as those of pumila, oblong-spathulate, the falls with a
central blotch of deep violet-blue, the beard yellow, the

standards rather broader and crisped at the edge.

Stigmas oblong, with lanceolate-acuminate crests toothed

on the outer edge.

A native of plains in Bulgaria. Gathered by M.
Botssier, who has had it under cultivation at Geneva.

67. /. pseudo-piimila, Tineo, Cat. Hort. Panarm.

1827, p. 283 ; Pari. Fl. Ital. iil. 287 ; Janka, Adatok,

p. 172.—Rhizome as thick as a man's finger. Whole
plant \

— X foot high, always one-flowered so far as I have
seen. Basal leaves about six in a tuft, 6—g inches long
at the flowering time, ^—5 'tich broad, glaucescent.

Spathes of two tight-clasping, green, lanceolate valves,

3 inches long. Pedicel very short inside the spathe.

Ovary oblong ; tube 2—2V inches long ; limb yellow

or lilac, 2—i\ inches deep ; falls oblong-unguiculate,

f inch broad, with a strong beard down the claw

;

standards erect, oblong-spathulate, more tenderin texture

than the falls, and rather broader. Stigmas l inch long,

excluding the lanceolate crests. Anthers J inch long,

equalling the filament.

Hills throughout Sicily, flowering from March to

May, and according to M. Janka, also an inhabitant

of Hungary and Servia. I know this best by a fine

suite of specimens with various coloured flowers,

gathered by the late J. S. Mill, and transferred from
his herbarium to the Kew collection. I have not
seen it in cultivation in England, but a plant from Dr.
Reichenbach, marked " I. valentina, Hort. Gott.," is

nearly or quite the same. I cannot in the absence of

type specimens separate clearly the Sicilian I. panor-

mitana, Todaro, Nuov. Gen., p. 3 ; Pari. Fl. Ital. iii.,

p. 289, which seems to differ mainly by its larger

flower and longer {3' inch) tube.

68. T. verna, Linn. Sp. Plant, edit. 2, p. 58 ; Sweet,

Brit. Flow. Gard., t. 68 ; Klatt, in Linn.nea, vol. xxxiv.,

p. S96 ; A. Gray, Man., edit. 5, p. 516.—Dwarf, stoloni-

ferous. Scape scarcely any, one-flowered. Leaves

linear, reaching to about the same level as the flower,

finally J— r foot long, \ inch broad, slightly glaucous.

Spathe I ^—2 inches long. Pedicel very short. Ovary

oblong : tube very slender, 2 inches long, often exserted

from the spathe ; limb i\ inch deep ; segments oblong-

unguiculate, both about \ inch broad ; the claw

orange at the throat spotted with black, and furnished

with a central slightly raised scarcely villose line.

Stigmas with short toothed crests.

A native of Ohio, Kentucky, Virginia, and other

Southern United States. I have not seen it in culti-

vation in this country of late years, but have often

seen other species wrongly named verna. By its

obscure beard and narrow leaves it most resembles

arenaria, but in that the flowers are yellow, and the

tube very short. There is a specimen in the Banksian

herbarium gathered by Bartrara in 1 764.

69. /. r/;sWrfw,Bunge, in Ledeb. Fl. Alt., vol. i., p. 60 ;

Led. Ic, t. 342 ; Fl. Ross., vol. iv., p. 104.—Tufts of

leaves and flowers dense crowded on the rhizomes, the

relics of the old leaves splitting into bristles, and the

root-fibres thick and cylindrical ; leaves narrow, linear,

erect, 3—4 inches long, not more than a line broad,

erect, reaching to the top of the flower. Scape scarcely

any. Spathe of two lanceolate membranous acute valves

\\—i^ inch long, ovary subsessile, 3 inch long ; tube

greenish, cylindrical, about i inch long ; limb bright

lilac, i:^—^i inch deep; falls oblong-spathulate, |—

^

inch broad, bearded down the claw ; standards erect,

oblong-unguiculate, |

—

\ inch broad, conspicuously

emarginate at the tip. Stigmas \ inch long ; crests

lanceolate. Anthers \ inch long, exceeding the

filaments.

A native of the mountainsof central Siberia (Davuria,

Altai, &c). The leaves are like those of arenaria,

but are crowded in dense tufts ; the flower like that of

a small pumila, with a tube not more than half as long

as in that species. There is a specimen from Pallas

in the Linnean herbarium, marked by Smith
" pygmpea of Pallas," but the name does not seem to

have been published.

70. /. C*AaW(?/Wj, Bertol. Fl. Ital., vol. ili,p. 609 ; Savi,

in Ann. Sc. Nat., ser. 2, vol. xiii., p. 139 ; Spach, Hist.

Phan., vol. xiii., p. 509 ; Pari. Fl. Ital., vol. iii., p. 291 ;

Godr. Fl. France, vol. iii., p. 239 ; /. pumila, Linn.

Herb., and all authors of French and Italian Floras ;

/. Intcsccns, Red. Lil., t. 263, jjon Lam.—Rhizome
thick, short-creeping. Leaves 4— 6 to a tuft, 3—4 inches

long at the flowering time, |

—

\ inch broad, pale green,

rather glaucous. Whole plant in flower 4—6 inches high.

Scape I—3 inches long, always i-flowered. Spathe of

two ventricose green lanceolate valves, li—2 inches

long, I

—

\ inch broad. Flowers scentless. Ovary
oblong-trigonous, | inch long, shortly peduncled inside

the spathe ; tube about an inch long, greenish, funnel-

shaped at the top ; limb 2 inches deep ; falls oblong-

spathulate, 4 inch broad, bright yellow, tinged and veined

with brown ;
beard bright orange-yellow ; standards

erect or converging, oblong-unguiculate, I inch broad,

more tender in texture and crisped at the edge, primrose-

yellow, with the claw tinged and veined with brown.

Stigmas i inch long ; crests lanceolate, toothed, \ inch

long. Anthers | inch long, shorter than the filaments.

Capsule oblong, trigonous, i— li inch long.

A well-known plant of the South of France, espe-

cially in the neighbourhood of Montpellier, and

extending through the North of Italy to Dalmatia and

the Banat. It was confused with pumila by Linnaeus

and many of his successors, but they grow in different

countries, and this has a tube not more than half as

long as in pumila, and much broader spathe-valves.

It flowers in our London gardens at the latter end of

April. It is nearer lutescens than pumila, but it

flowers earlier, and the stem and leaves are much
shorter. The following can scarcely be regarded as

more than varieties :

—

/. ilaUca, Pari. Fl. Ital., vol. Hi., p. 185 ; I. pumila,
Savi, Bot. Etrusc, vol. ii., p. 11, and other Italian authors.

—Stature of typical/. Ckamcciris. Peduncle not more than

I—2 inches long. Leaves at the flowering time 3—

4

inches long, reaching to the base of the limb. Spathe-

valves sometimes 2| inches long, more pointed than in

the type. Limb 2—2^ inches long, deep lilac-purple.

North Italy.

/. olbieinis, Henon, in Ann. Sec. Agric. Lyon,

vol. viii.
, p. 462, cum icoin ; Godr. Fl. France, vol. iii.,

|

p. 20 ; Klatt, in Linnosa, vol. xxxv., p. 300 ; Hook. fiL !

in Bot. Mag., t. 6110.—Whole plant \— r foot high at

the flowering time. Stem 4—6 inches long, clasped by

a sheathing leaf a little above the base. Leaves J foot

long at the flowering time. Spathe-valves 1^—2 inches

long, scariose in the upper part at the flowering time.

Tube as in the type, i inch long or a little over. Limb
deep lilac-purple, 2 inches long ;

falls r inch broad, the

claw white, veined with purple, the beard white, tipped with

yellow, standards obovate unguiculate, a little broader

than the falls. South of France. Figured in the

Botanical Magazine from specimens grown at Kew,

given to the garden by Mr. Moggridge. Godron unites

this with italica, and regards them as a species distinct

from Chamairis, 1

/. balkana, Janka, Adatok, Erdd., p. 173.—Flowen

bright lilac-purple. Tube ij inch long ; limb 3 inches '

long, the segments the same shape as in the other I

varieties, the falls reaching i\ inch, and the standards

ri inch broad. Stem as long as the leaves. Spathe-

valves green, acute.

A native of Northern Thrace. A very fine plant,

known to me only from M . Janka's short description,

and a dried flower from a specimen cultivated by him,

kindly lent to me by M. Leichtlin. J. G. Baker.

THE COLORADO POTATO
BEETLE.*

The undersigned, in accordance with a request of

the Secretary of State for the Colonies, having care-

fully examined the despatches of Lord Carnarvon, re-

spectively bearing date March 3, 1875, and August 28,

1876, has the honour to report as follows :

—

The occasion of considering measures for the pre-

vention of the introduction of the Colorado Potato

beetle into other countries from Canada has not yet

presented itself ; and the information from the German

authorities, conveyed to Her Majesty's Minister at

Berlin, on the capture of the insect on board ships and

at Bremen, as well as other information given by news-

papers relative to its introduction into Sweden, shows

that the beetles had come from the United States,

having been shipped at ports, the neighbourhoods of

which were invaded by them."

The document furnished to Her Majesty's Minister

at Berlin, a copy of which forms part of the Despatch

of August 28 last, contains the following remark :

—

" It may be considered an almost insoluble problem

in regard to Transatlantic ships' traffic to prevent by

more extensive supervisional measures the introduc-

tion of these beetles into Europe."

The difficulty thus foreseen by the German authori-

ties cannot but be self-evident when the habits and

modes of progression of the insect are examined ; for

not only does it move by flying, and by navigating,

so to speak, smooth water, but also travels on

common vehicles, railway carriages and platforms,

on decks of vessels, &c., especially during the months

of August and September.

In localities fully invaded, the beetles may be seen

creeping on side walks, bridges, and wharves, crawl-

ing up buildings, occupying fences, lodging them-

selves in every crevice, penetrating houses and

dwellings, ascending and occupying vehicles of all

sorts, finding their way into boats and vessels, placing

themselves on any and every article, and being found

alive after a long sojourn in situations where there

would seem to exist no chance for them to find any

subsistence.

Such a short but correct expose of the habits of the

beetle as connected with the possibility of its pene-

trating almost anywhere, and by almost any means of

transport, renders indeed insoluble the problem of

absolutely preventing its inroad into new fields of

devastation, no matter how remote or by what

obstacles they may be separated from the regions

already invaded. It may be remarked in this respect

that Potatos and their covering are neither more nor

less apt to harbour the insect than anything else. But

if the absolute repelling of the invader is unfortunately

beyond reach, the extent of the disaster is fortunately :

in a very great measure under control, involving, of

course, care and expense.

The remedies: which necessity has taught on this

side of the Atlantic, are such as to require for their 1

application the joint effort of the community at large,

kept alive to its interests and duties by the authorities,

and men of devotedness to the common welfare.

• Memorandum of the Can.idian Minister of Agriculture,

upon reference of a Despatch of the Secretary of State for th _

Colonies, on the subject of the Colorado beetle.
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Fig. 125.—the true service tree, tyrus domestica.

These remedies are— 1st. Searching for and crush-

ing every Potato-beetle wherever found ; 2d. Frequent

visits to the Potato fields, and searching for the eggs

deposited on the under-side of the leaves of the Potato

vine;' and 3d. Watching for the presence of the

lirvs on the buds, and on the leaves of the plant, in

order to destroy them by means of Paris-green, the

only substance yet discovered to be effectually opera-

tive on a large scale for the destruction of the insect

in its larva state.

By these means, and by these means only, the

invaded American States, and the western part of

Canada, have been able to secure Potato crops in a

measure commensurate with the care and energy

bestowed, and by similar means only can the invasion

be retarded and lessened in its effects.

No measure has been taken in Canada, for reasons

given, to prevent the falling or creeping of individual

insects on board ships loading in Dominion seaports.

There is, however, almost a certainty that the

environs of Montreal will be invaded next year, and
with that prospect in view general orders may be
given to public officers and employes of the ports to

look for and destroy any beetles which might be

observed on the wharves, on sheds, on packages of

goods to be embarked, or on board ships. A general

appeal might also be made to all persons having to

deal with the shipping for assistance in the execution

of such preventive measures.

The undersigned respectfully recommends the

adoption of such precautions, beyond which he does

not see that there is anything within the power of the

Canadian Government to do.

The whole respectfully submitted, (Signed)

L. LelclUir, Department of Agriculture, Ottawa,

October 6, 1876.

THE TRUE SERVICE TREE.
So many inquiries have reached us lately with

reference to this tree, and so many different things

have been sent to us on the supposition that they

represented the true Service Tree, that we think it

will be acceptable to many if we reproduce a woodcut

from a former volume (fig. 125,) showing a leaf and

fruits of the Pyrus domestica or true Service,

Our volume for 1S74, vol. i., p. 2S3, contains an in-

teresting notice on this particular tree from the pen of

Professor Buckman. It will suffice in this place,

therefore, to state, that the tree in question has foli-

age like that of the Mountain Ash, but the fruits are

quite different. In some trees the fruits are Apple-

shaped, in others they more resemble Pears. Both

forms are shown in our illustration. There is a good

tree of this species in the Botanic Garden, Oxford,

but we believe some difficulty is experienced

in propagating it by grafts ; at any rate, we
know of several experienced practitioners who have

failed to perpetuate it in this way. Lately, however,

we saw a young plant in the nursery of Messrs. Lee,

at Isleworth, raised from seed, we presume of Conti-

nental origin. The wild Service Tree, common in

hedgerows in Kent and about London, is Pyrus tor-

minalis, an entirely different plant. This, together

wiih various forms of the White Beam (Pyrus Aria),

the wild Medlar, and different species of Cratajgus, con-

stitute what are generally sent to us for the true Service.

Even nurserymen do not seem to know the true

plant, but the Mountain Ash-like foliage at once dis-
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tinguishes it from all those above cited. We ought

to add, that the Iarj;est tree of the true Service known

to us is that recorded by IWr. Jones in our volume

above cited as growing at Ribston Hall, Welherby,

Yorkshire, and which had a height of 61 feet in

1874-

PLANT GOSSIP.
Every one admires, and multitudes grow the

common Virginia Creeper, Ampelopsis hederacea ;

nevertheless it has its disadvantages in an untidy

straggling habit, which if not kept in check is apt to

offend the orderly habits of some folks. To them the

Ampelopsis tricuspidata (syn. Veitchii), from Japan,

may safely be commended. Its particularly neat

habit, and its convenient method of attaching itself to

walls without artificial aid, are great recommendations.

In colour it is nearly equal to its longer-known rela-

tive. Cissus Roylei has been thought to be identical

with the plant just named, but, apart from the difier-

ence of native country {C. Roylei being a native of the

Himalaya), it has rougher coarser leaves than the

Japanese form, and in our experience does not colour

so well. We may here mention another very beauti-

ful Vine, seldom seen in gardens, but one deserving

our strongest recommendation. It is the form known

in gardens as the Purple Vine, which has the

advantage that its leaves are throughout the whole

summer (and not in late autumn merely) of a rich

claret colour. The plant is admirably adapted for

walls, rockwork, or rooteries.

A plant of FOURCROYA GIGANTEA in the

Munich Botanic Garden, brought by Karwimki

from Mexico about fifty years ago, recently threw up

a flower-scape nearly 20 ieet high. It first showed

itself on September 15, and by October 13 it was

5.27 metres high. The growth was extraordinarily

rapid sometimes, and the average was hard upon

84 inches in 24 hours. One very warm night it in-

creased about 9 inches in height. The leaves are

from 3 to 5 feet long. But the most remarkable

circumstance attending the flowering of this stately

plant is the small size of the tub in which it is grow-

ing, which is only about 21 inches in diameter.

The Chrysanthemum is a most accommo-

dating flower in a cut slate, as it will remain fresh

for a long period if kept in a warm airy atmosphere.

A stand of flowers taken home from a Chrysanthe-

mum show and kept in water in an ordinary green-

house has remained in capital condition lO^ a month

after. As many Chrysanthemums are grown in the

open air, the flowers might be utilised in this way if

at all expanded when bad weather sets in. We
knov one exhibitor of cut blooms who carefully takes

his flowers home from the show, and continues it in

his greenhouse almost up to Christmas. Piobably

the best plan would he to cut the flowers when about

half expanded, and allow them to be fully developed

in wattr.

Daring the dull days of autumn and winter

brilliantly coluured floA'ers appear I0 be moie accept-

able than at any olhcr teasun ot the year. Among
these can be appropriately placed the Scarlet
Zonal Pelargonium. Some vaiielies are bclier

adapted for winter blooming than othtrs, and fore-

most among them must be placed Vesuvius. By
flower producers this v.iricty is much grov^n, as it

not only ha? a e-o't hr^Viit fur winler wuik. hut ihe

flowers are freely developed, and they expand well,

and are veiy bright in colour. The best plants to

produce flowers at this time rf year are spring-struck

cut"ng?^ grown on durmr the Euinmer. aiid bloomed,

in 4S-pots. They yield flowers all the winter when
kept in a proper temperature, ar-d make excellent

stuff to plant out in the fluwer garden in spring as

soon as the weather will admit of its being done.

A new white double-flowered Violet, sent out

by VerschatTelt under the name of Viola odorata
ALBA FRAGRANTissiMA PLENA, which certainly does

not possess the merit of brevity, is described as

excelling all previously raised varieties of the double

class. It was raised Irom seed a few years ago in a

garden in the neighbourhood of Ghent. The flowers

are pure white, very double, and equally as fragrant

as the common sweet Violet. This variety blooms

profusely, and forces well.

The method of growing Gardenias at
Gunneksbury Park, Acton, by Mr. Richards,
though nut i.ew, is )tt so successiul in results as to

merit notice. The plants are now in a small span-

roof house, plunged in cocoa-nut fibre nearly to the

rims of the pots, over bottom-heat, and they are

furnishing a large number of their highly-scented

flowers. The supply of flowers is required from

October till April ; and as soon as the plants have

done blooming they are cut back, and then grown
for a time in a warm, moist heat, so as to get the buds
well set by October, In July the plants are repotted

in good heat, wiih a liitle rotten cow-dung and some
silvet-sand added." The plants make a fine but strong

woody growth, and flowers are produced at all the

points and laterals of the many branches. The Gar-

denia is a highly-esteemed flower at Gunnersbury.

Double Zonal Pelargoniums.—In prosecuting

the important work of improving the double varieties

of the Zonal Pelargonium, our raisers, both English

and foreign, have done something more than advanced

in the matter of size, fulness, and colour of the

flowers. They have improved, and considerably so,

the habit of growth of the plants, and that in two

important particulars, viz., a dwarfer and closer, and

less gross growth ; and a greater freedom in the

property of producing flowers.

When looking over the collection of double Pelar-

goniums grown in pots at Chiswick during the past

summer, I was led to think the varieties might be

appropriately grouped into at least three or four

divisions, as illustrating degrees of habit in growth.

The first group is represented by the earliest known
forms of the double Pelargoniums, having a gross,

tall, lanky growth, thrusting out enormous fleshy

shoots, and flowering but sparingly. I might name
among the leading representatives of this group

Capitaine riiermlte, Victor de Lyon, Le Charles

Davies, Progress, Rosa Pur, &c. It is lime the cul-

tivation of this group of varieties was abandoned, and

that they are gradually being relegated to that ob-

scurity they so richly merit, is seen in the fact that

they rarely figure in lists of select varieties. It may
also be said of them to their disadvantage that they

furnish one main supply of flowers, and then are con-

tent to rest on their floral laurels. The plants have

great energy of character, but it appears to be

diverted to the production of stems and leaves rather

than flowers. I have occasionally seen them staged

as exhibition plants; but always ungainly in appear-

ance, and calculated to repel rather than attract the

fancy of a florist.

The old Gioire de Nancy might be taken as repre-

senting another type, with a more compact and bushy

growth, but remarkably vigorous, producing, when
Well treated, large bold leaves of a cabbagy character.

It might be termed the ordinary growth of the Zonal

Pelargonium, characterised by a tremendous energy

or force likely to be produced by the application of

powerlul stimulants. Into this group comes Madame
Lemuine, Maiie Lemoine, and Victor Lemoine, as its

best known illustrations. They have done good

service in the past, and are yet very useful ; but a new
and belter type of habit has succeeded to them.

Two good illustrations of the new type of habit are

found in Madame Thibaut, a pretty clear pink-

flowered variety ; and M. Piassanicon, very deep crim-

son, and a fine and striking variety. Here we get a

dwarf, short-jointed, compact habit, wiih medium
sized leaves, and a considerable profusion of bloom

continuous in production. It is a type admirably

adapted for pot culture and exhibition purposes ; and

Mr. Barron has this season afforded at Cliiswick

abundant illusliatlon of this fitness. In point oi habit

this type perhaps shows a greater advance ihan in

respect to its flowers; but, a good habit once attained,

improvement iu the flowers will follow as a matter

of course.

There is yet another type of growth, represented by

the old double Tom Thumb, or Madame Rose

Charmcux, a supposed sport from the old single Tom
Thumb Pelargonium— the varieties ail of a similar

character, including such as Aurora, Guiding Star,

and Vesta, which is the best of this type.

We are gelling the Vesuvius habit of growth into

many of our best doubie*flowered varieties of the

Zonal Pelargonium ; and a decided gain it is too.

Flowers having purple, scarlec, cerise, and salmon

colouied flowers appear to be coming ou this type of

growth ; and it is much to be preferred to the

Madame Vaucher character of growth, and the

varieties possessing it, all of which are of a gross-

growing character.

In Madame Amalie Ballet we get a great advance

in the double white varieties, both in the matter of

habit of growth, and also in the flowers. The
character of ihe foliage is almost all that could be

desired, and the flowers are remarkably pure and good.

Mrs. Trevor Clarke comes very close to it, but a

careful comparison led to the impression that the Con-

tinental variety was the best. It gives us a thoroughly

good white variety, well deserving of cultivation.

Among the newer types that deserve to find a

place in select collections must be placed M. Plass-

anicon, very deep crimson, with slight dash of ma-

genta, very free blooming, and large truss ; Madame
Thibaut, a charming shade of lilac-pink, spare habit;

Auguste Villaume, crimson-scarlet, very free flowering,

like an ordinary single zonal ; Guillon MangiUi

(Lemoine), deep magenta lower petals, the top petals

crimson and orange, very free ; Louis Boutard, a fine

salmon, with well-shaped flower and large trusses
;

Asa Gray, bright orange-salmon, dwarf, close, short-

jointed habit ; Isis, bright pale salmon, dwarf in

growth, and very free blooming ; and Delobel, very

bright scarlet, excellent habit, and very free.

How rapidly the double Zonal Pelargoniums are

being increased is shown by the fact that last spring

something like thirty-nine varieties were added to the

list. If they go on increasing at this rate, we shall

soon be ready to cry out quantum su§. One of the

leading growers states that there is a secret in the

growth' of the double varieties in pots and particu-

lary in the case of moderate-sized plants, namely,

that of using moderately rich soil ; and that when the

plants show signs of exhaustion they should be sup-

plied with weak liquid manure-water every two dafs

or so, and this will ensure a continuous blooming

character. As the decaying flowers do not drop their

petals, but shrivel up, it is necessary that the dead

blooms should be removed, which greatly assists the

productiveness of flowers as well as gives the plants

an orderly and refreshing appearance. R» D.

Reboisement in France; or, Raords of the Re-

plantitig of the Alps, tin Cevmnes, and the Pyrenees

liiUh 'Incs, Herbage; and Bush, with a View to

Arieilhig and Frevtnting the Destructive Conse-

quences and Effects of Torrents. Compiled by

John C. Blown, LL.D. Iving & Co. Svo,

PP- 351-

The full title, which we cite above, serves to give an

accurate notion of the contents of the book. Dr.

Blown is well-known to our readers from his zealous

labours as Colonial Botanist at the Cape, and his

numerous publications drawn up to further the

interests of the Colonists. The present work is com-
piled with a like object, but although primarily

designed for use in South Africa it may be read with

advantage wherever there is a barren hillside or

a treeless moor. In the earlier chapters Dr. Bfown
condenses, from Surell's Etudes sur les Torrents des

Hautes Alfes, and other sources, the existing state of our

knowledge as to the nature, mode of production, and

course of these destructive agents. The remedial

appliances to prevent the destructive consequences of

torrents come next under consideration. We shall

perhaps give the best indication which our space

permits ol the manner in which the author has treated

this latter portion of his sui.ject by citing his own

abstract. The evils *' sought to be prevented were

inundations, the washing away of lands, and the

ruin of fertile fields by the deposit on them of the

detritus washed away. Embankments were em-

ployed to prevent inundations, but without success.

The other evils were not less serious, of which illus-

trations are given, and the remedies at first employed i

were retaining walls, palisades, weirs of varied struc-
j

ture, aiid colTers, but the evils still prevailed. It

having been observed by M. Surell that the origin of

many torrents might be traced to the destruction of

forests, and that the extinction of torrents was attri-

butable to the extension of forests, he laid down as

established facts— i, that the existence of a forest on

a soil prevents the formation of a torrent there, and

2, that the destruction of forests leaves the soil subject!

to become the prey of a torrent; and he recommended'
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as appropriate remedies for the evils experienced
extensive, properly directed plantation of trees, the
exclusion of the cattle from properly selected spots

to allow of the growth on these of herbage and bush,

I

and, in subordination to the carrying out of these
, measures, such artificial structures of defence as might
| be called for," &c.

Succeeding parts are devoted to an abstract of the

I
literature of the subject, and to the legislative and

;

executive measures taken by the French Government
in the various departments of France.

A great deal of useful information is thus collected

together, though from lack of condensation and a
diffuse style of writing the author is not, we should
fear, likely to make much impiession on the colonists

\
for whom he writes. One of the most important
works in the way of replanting barren hill tracts is

being carried out under the auspices of the Austrian

Government in the Karst of Dalmatia, some account
of which was given in our columns in 1S70? But it

is not only at the Cape, in France, or in Austria, that

hints as to replanting are urgently demanded. There
are wastes enough on our own hillsides in Scotland,

in Wales, and in parts of Ireland, where judicious

planting is greatly to be desired. To landed pro-

prietors in such situations we commend the perusal

of the pages of Dr. Brown's book.

Publications Received.—Le Moniteur Horti.
cole Beige.—Report by Dr. M. C. Cooke on the Oil.

Seeds and Oils in the Indian Museum or Produced in

India.—Mushrooms and Toadstools ; byW. G. Smith:
3d edition.— Spiiiiualism and Animal Magnetism;
by G. G. Zeiffi, Ph.D.— Spiritualistic Madness; by
L. S. Forbes Winslow.—Varrell's History of British
Birds ; ed. Newton, part 10.

PLANT HOUSES.
Plant Stove.—Except in the case of such plants

as are grown in the form of standards, there are few
that are not very unsightly when they get devoid of

iheir bottom leaves. This is especially the case with
fine-leaved subjects. When these have got into this

state, it is best to head them down
; yet, where this

has to be resorted to, it should never be carried out

when there is not enough heat to at once cause the

plants to break new growth, otherwise there is danger
of the stools dying. When a plant is cut-back

severely, or the head in a preat measure is removed,

with most things a considerable portion of the

smaller roots die, and if the temperature is too low,

to at once cause the production of new shoots and
leaves, which in their turn help root-formation,

the evil is increased ; consequently, in the case of

such plants as netd a high temperature to induce

growth, or where only a comparatively low tempera-

ture is kept up through the winter, it is better to

defer the cutting down until more heat will be

used. Nevertheless there are some occupants of

the stove that may be operated upon at once,

and time thereby so far saved that they will get

furnished with new wood and leaves before the

summer is far advanced. Dracaenas, Crotons, Aralias,

Ficus dealbata, Hippomane spiuosa, Oreopanax
rir^ctylifolium, Cupania filicifulia, Rhopalas, and
Ditftenbachias, when they become naked at the

bottom, may now be cut down, wliere a night tem-
pciaiure of 65'^ is kept up for the next eight or ten

weeks. In all cases the soil should be allowed to

get tolerably dry before cutting down, to whatever
exltutit i^ intended to be carried to, otherwise the

roots ate l-.kely to still further suffer. With Crotons,

or plants of bushy habit, a portion of the branches

can always be tramed down so as to furnish the bot-

tom. With such things as are of an upright nature,

and usually confined to a single stem, the tirst leaves

that are formed should be low enough to cover tiie base

of old wood, and hang down to the rim of the pot.

Either flowering plants, or those that are grown for

the beauty of their kaves can lay no claim to good
cultivation if they are deficient in a sufficiency of

healthy foliage to the rim of the pot in which they

grow. In the case of Dracaenas every bit of the old

sttm, however hard it may be, can be made into

cuttings ; if cut into i-inch bits and inserted half their

length an inch apart in pans or pots, drained and filled

with sandy peat, with an inch of sand on the

top, they will strike readily and make nice decorative

plants before the ensuing autumn. The progress they
make is at first slow, but the start they get by being

put in at this time gives them a chance of attaining a
size they could not possibly arrive at in a single

season it not struck until spring. Give no more water

to the headed-uown plants till they have broken into
growth than requisite to keep the soil slightly moist.

Amongst the numbers of plants that have of late years
been pressed into service for forcing there is none
more deservedly esteemed than the Lilac ; there are
two ways of treating it in respect to forcing—the one to
produce the flowers in their natural colour, the other
(and mo't prized) is to have them white, which latter

is the effect of blanching, attained by keeping the
plants in complete darkness whilst subject to the heat
necessary to force into flower. This white Lrlac
cannot be had unless a corner of the house can
be effectually darkened. Where there is a small
pit, with plenty of heating power in it, there
need be no difficulty ; the plants should be
especially prepared for the purpose in the shape of
dwarf standards or compact bus-hes grown in an open
situation, where they will form as many flower-buds
as possible proportionate to their size, and these should
be taken up now and put in pots just large enough to

hold the roots. As to soil and drainage they require
nothing different from that which will answer for

Deutzias, Prunus, or similar things ; but the Lilac
will stand a high temperature: 7o'*or75° in the night,

with a moist atmosphere, will not be too much ; in

this they will come rapidly into flower. T. Baines.

Orchids.— It will be advisable now to look over
the Miltonias, and where any require a larger pot. or
need shaking out, it had better be done at once,

for almost as soon as the young breaks appear a
number of fresh roots start a way also. These must
be carefully retained, and therefore they must be
potted so that the new roots may penetrate into the
fresh soil. The dwarf-growing ones, such as M. spec-

tabilis, virginalis, fesiiva, Morelliana, bicolor, ^'c,

succeed best in shallow pans in a mixture of peat and
moss, with a quantity of charcoal or broken crocks
used freely among the soil—the roots appearing to

delight in having a hard substance to cling to, the

crocks, &c. , also keeping the soil free and open, for,

though requiring plenty of water, it woald not do to

have the sodsoddened and sour. They may be suspended
from the roof or placed as close to the glass as can
conveniently be managed ; the Cattleya-hciise will be
found to suit ihem all best. The scarce M. cuneata,

with its prominent while labellum, will flower during

January and February, and lasts long in beauty ; this

is best managed in a pot in similar soil to the others,

but it should have less water. M, Candida grandi-

flora, which is so m-ich superior to the old form, is

still very rare, but is one that is deserving of cultiva-

ting in a collection however small.

The Phalaenopsis will now be pushing up their

flower-spikes, and will make a pleasant and attractive

display inthe East India-house. Schiileriana, onaccount
of its free branching spike and its deep ruse-coloured

flowers, coupled wiih the fact that it invariably blooms
during the winter months, is doubly welcome, and
now that the spikes are making their appearance
let them be carelully looked after as regards

insects, otherwise they may soon be lo>t ; if

they get too wet the leaves become overcharged with
moisture and damp, and black spots will quickly
make an appearance. The Borneo varieties of grandi-

flora wdl al^o be showing flower^ ; if these are required

for efftrctive dispUy as early as they can be obtained,

give them all the light that can be managed, so th^t the

buds may develope and the blooms expand with all

the freshness and charm they are capable of. If the

flowers are not wanted during the winter months,
but preference is given to those that will come in

during April and May, this can easily be managed by
picking off all the buds as they appear un the spike

;

then, when the spike has developed the whole of its

length, pick the lip ofl—this will cause it to throw out
a number of laterals along the s])ike below the part

where the buds were picked off. These, having biigtiter

weather and more light than can be had during

the dull months of winter, will grow more freely and
fli)wer profusely during the early spring months.
Where this method is adopted as soon as the blooms
are all over, the spikes must be cut off, and the plants

encouraged to root and start growing again, givingihem
a fair share of heat and moisture, at the sime time
keeping them well shaded from the direct rays of the

sun. As soon as the Pleiones go out of flower, let

such as require it be fresh potted, for the new roots

will already be pushing into the soil, and the sooner
they have the fresh compost to run into, the more
readily they will be established, and receive less

check than if the operation is delayed. Made up in

pans, and stood up in the Cattleya-house, they will

quickly start away, giving them at tirst but little

water ; afterwards, when the growths are somewhat
advanced, greater quantities will be required. The
pretty Oncidium incurvum is well worth growing,
and should have a place in every collection. This
lasts long in flower, and though the individual blooms
may be small, the number of them and their pleasing
colour make it when well managed very effective.

O, ornithorhynchum, with muchshorterspikes of rose-

coloured flowers, which are strongly scented, is another
very pretty species interesting lor winter di.spiay. Oiten
when grown in a pot this will turn a bad colour, and

I

the growths get less in size and vigour ; but if it is

i

suspended from the roof, where \^ is a little drier, it

comes on very freely. W. Swan, FaliowfieU.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Vines.—Where the Vines were gently started about

the first of the present month, the buds should by
this time be plump and prorrdnent. thus giving indi-

cations u( growth havitng actually commenced. Where
such IS the case a little fire-heat should be applied, so
as to keep up a minimum temperature of 55^ This
applies to Vmes which have been forced one or more
years before, and are consequently in better condition
to commence work at this early season. Those not
previously forced must be proceeded with somewhat
more slowly at first, until a movement is apparent.
Pot-plants more especially, if prematurely started
in an excess of heat, will break two or
three buds on the upper part of the rod,
while the other buds lower down will remain
dormant. This should be avoided bystaiting very
gently, and giving the roots the advantage of a little

bottom-heat where practicable. The rods also should
be carefully coiled so as to keep the terminal bud at
least as low as the base of the plant until root-action
has commenced and the buds commence to break
regularly. Keep up a moist atmosphere by syringing
the Vines, floors, and paths two or three times a
day, keeping the house close so as to get the
advantage of any occasional gleams of sunshine,
which are not over-frequent at this dark period of
the year. Continue to clear, prune, &c., in later
houses, taking advantage of wet days for dressing
when necessary. As a general rule all Vines should
be pruned and dressed at least six weeks before the
time of starting. The longer the period which elapses
between pruning and again starting into growth
assures against danger from bleeding before the
wounds are healed. Grapes still hanging on the
Vines will require unusual care just now; the long-
continued humid weather of the la^t few weeks has
been particularly unfavourable for the keeping of
thickly-berried clusters, and it is well, therefore, to go
over the crop sufficiently often to remove any decaying
berries before more serious damage is done. Avoid
any use of water in the house, and occasionally use a
little heat on the pipes or flues early in the day so as
to close with a dry atmosphere. W. Cox.

Strawberries in Pots. — These plants should
now be got into their winter quarters. With regard
to thebest way of wintering such plants d ivers opmions
exist. Under any circumstances, the plan of sti^ckmg
them up, like so much charcoal wood in readiness
for burning, bhould be avoided as being incompatible
with the natural requirements of this particuUr sub-
ject, which undoubtedly luxuriates with a plenli/ul
supply ot moisture at all times. There are likewise
several objections to bringing them for the purpose
in question into houses, by reason of these plants
oftentimes being the means of introducing that dreaded
enemy, the red-spider ; and beyond this, unless veiy
Cirelul supervision is given to watering, the plants
will suffer from the lack of it or from the effects of
continued excitement. They will not start into growth
so readily as when subjected to more exposure. If a
sufficient quantity of cold pits having movable lights
or wooden shutters are at command, such places are
most suitable for the purpose, as in these full exposure
can be efllected at all times excepting under the
severest conditions. In the absence of these conve-
niences they should be placed where worms are not
troublesome, and be plunged closely together in ashe?.
No danger need be apprehended from the downfall
of rain, providing the plants be occasionally looked
over to see that its course though the pots is not
impeded. G. T. Mdes^ Wycombe Abbey,

Orchard Houses.—When dishes of ripe Peaches
and Nectarines ate required early in May, some of ihe
earliest fruiting varieties may now be got ready for
placing in the foicin^-house from this date till :he end
of the month. The Early Beatrice, Early Louise,
Early Rivers, and Hale's Eirly, are the best for this
purpose, and amongst the Nectarines, Hunt's Trswny,
Rivers' Advance, Lord Napier, and Albert Victor,
ate all excellent early fruiting kinds. In ihe usually
dull cold weather ol the season when this forcing
commences the trees should be very slowly exci'td by
regulating the temperature from 45° to 50° at night,
and in the daytime by sun-heat to 55°, syringing
the trees twice a day; and frequent sprinklings of
water on the floor of the houses and amongst the pots
will be required to make the atmosphere genial and
moist. In unhealed houses all the tree.s in pots must
now be placed in them to keep them safe from the
cold rains, snow, or frosty weather. In mild weather
plenty of air must be given to these structures,

only closing the ventilators during keen frosts. See,
if any of the trees require shifting into larger pots,
that top-dressing is attended to, as the sooner it is

performed the better ; fur this (iperaiion, if put off
till the spring, when the iooi« begin to get excited,
is prejudicial to the tiees. William Tilleiy.
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
r Sale of Dutch Bulbs, at Stevens' Rooms.
Sale of the Lease oj Baker's Nursery,

MouDAV Nov 50 J
VVmdIesham, near Earshot, by ProlheroeMONDAY, I\OV. 20-j
j, j[„„|5

I Sale of Stock at the Hcathcrside Nursery,
I Bapshot, by Protheroe & Morris.

{Horticultural Society of Liverpool ; Chry-
santhemum and Fruit Show.

Sale of Hardy Plants and Dutch Bulbs, at

Stevens' Rooms.
. 23 — Sale of Orchids,

' Leeds Chrysant
Show (two days).

Satubdav, Nov,
Shrubs, Bulbs, &c.

NOW that the planting season is in full

operation it is not unseasonable to put in

a word for Deciduous Trees and Shrubs,
which are so much neglected now-a-days. Far

be it from us to undervalue coniferous trees or

evergreen shrubs, we do but enhance their

value by recommending that they be not

planted to the exclusion of deciduous subjects.

A judicious contrast or a litting intermixture of

the two classes of plants is what every planter

should aim at. Unfortunately, comparatively

few country gentleinen are aware of the variety

and interest attaching to the class of plants we
are now adverting to, and even among nursery-

men in general there is a remarkable absence

of knowledge on the point. One reason for this

is the lack of a good public arboretum : that at

Chiswick, which was small, but good in its way,

is a thing of the past ; that at Kew, which will

be by far the finest collection ever brought to-

gether in this country, is at present too recent to

give a satisfactory notion of the component trees,

while the plantations constituting it are irre-

gularly disposed and widely separate from each

other. The collections in nurseries are neces-

sarily of small saleable stuff, too young to show
the characters of the plants satisfactorily ; and

yet we know of no more interesting nurseries in

the country than those where a good collection

of ornamental trees and shrubs is cultivated.

At this season of the year attention is natur-

ally directed to those trees whose brilliant

foliage casts such a radiance on them before

the frost comes to rob them of their beauty.

The collection of American Oaks in Mr.

Walter's grounds at Bearwood, near Reading,

backed up as they are by dark Conifers, is one

of many instances that occurs to us. There

may be seen the crimson leaves of the Scarlet

Oak, the deeper tinted foliage of the " Black

Jack " Oak, and of many others, while Liquid-

ambars and various Maples add to the glow,

and contrast with the golden leaves of the Tulip

tree. It is worth while remembering that there

are Oaks and Oaks, and that even individual

plants of the Scarlet Oak, O- coccinea, vary

very greatly in the colour of the foliage, so

that at a great tree nursery, such as that

of Messrs. Lee, at Isleworth, great care is

taken in the collection and perpetuation of

those individuals of the same species which
manifest the brightest glow of colour. A
row of different species and varieties of

American Oaks in their autumn foliage in

this nursery constitutes one of the most remark-
able studies of colour— small as the plants are—
that can be witnessed. But Oaks and Maples
by no means exhaust the catalogue of the red-

leaved trees and shrubs. CratEgus Layii is one
of the least frequently met with ruddy-tinted

plants of this character, but one by no means to

be despised j the scarlet-leaved Spindle tree,

or that variety of it known as Euonymus
europ^us atro-purpureus, compensates for its

ugly habit by the richness of its autumn
colouring, to say nothing of its fiery seeds.

The Parrottia persica is another shrub very
rarely seen out of botanical gardens, but it is

one to which, in some situations at least, the

palm must be given above all others for the

magnificent combinations of brilliant red and
golden amber which its leaves present in their

autumn garb. Even when the leaves have

fallen we are not deprived of colour, the rich red

branches of some of the Cornels offering no bad
substitute for foliage in the depth of winter, and
being particularly effective in shrubberies.

Of golden-leaved trees and shrubs the choice

is large, and some of the more recent introduc-

tions are real additions ; the Golden Catalpa,

for instance, the Golden Laburnum, or the

Golden Elder, which no shrubbery should be
without ; and the new Golden Poplar of Van
Geert—a free-flowering, golden-leaved form of

the common Canada Poplar. Purple-leaved trees

and shrubs are equally numerous. The new tri-

color-leaved variety of Cornus mas is also, in

spite of its straggly habit, a desirable plant. But,

in truth, the choice for thosewhose delight is in

colour is far more varied than is generally sup-

posed. Cut branches such as have been shown
at Kensington by Messrs. William Paul &
Son, or by Messrs. Paul & Son, by Messrs.

Lee and others, seldom attract the attention

they really merit, very feebly represent the

beauties of the trees whence they are taken.

To those to whom form is as important as

colour the choice offered is, if possible, even
larger. The difference in habit, in the size,

mode of arrangement, and forms of branching
and of foliage are absolutely innumerable.

It needs but to walk through a well-selected col-

lection to have one's interest aroused at every

turn. Landscape gardeners avail themselves of a
few of the more prominent and commoner types,

but even they seem to have a very restricted

idea of the prodigious wealth of form and habit

which lies open to their selection. If proprietors

and gentlemen engaged in planting would take
the trouble to make enquiries, or, better still, to

see for themselves, they would insensibly learn

to take the same sort of interest in the individual

trees and shrubs of their plantations that they

do in their horses, their dogs, or their short-

horns, to the great increase of their own enjoy-

ment and to the general increase of the beauty
of their estates. There is absolutely no reason
for the exclusive plantation of common Limes
and Elms and Planes. These are valuable

and useful enough, but there is plenty of room
for the introduction of a large and varied

contingent of other not less hardy and more
interesting and beautiful trees. The story of

the English gentleman who was so struck with

the beauty of the Hornbeam as he saw it in Italy,

that he was at the pains to procure and trans-

mit to England a sackful of the seed of the very

tree which abounded in his own woods, is one
that is often cited in illustration of the disuse

of the observant faculties. But we all know
what a different aspect even familiar things

wear when viewed under strange conditions

and from different points of view. It is on this

principle that we would venture to recom-
mend those of our readers who may have occa-

sion to travel on the Continent andare interested

in such matters to note the trees and shrubs
planted by the highways and in the public

squares and gardens. They will soon find how
the commonest and most familiar trees wear a
different aspect from that habitual to them in

our moister climate with a lower summer tempe-
rature. Moreover, they will learn by experi-

ence something of the rich variety of deciduous
trees which we in our too exclusive addiction to

Conifers and evergreens systematically neglect.

Even in the smaller French towns, and in such
towns as Basle and Lucerne— (for obvious
reasons we exclude more southern cities)—there
may be seen a diversity of deciduous trees which
is seldom or ever met with in similar situations

in England. We exercise our national privilege,

of grumbling to the full extent about our climate,

but it might be well if we remembered now and
then that while our Continental friends are to

a great extent debarred, from climatal reasons,

from the culture of the evergreens which we so

much prize, we are not compelled by anything

but our own ignorance or carelessness to

refrain from availing ourselves of the variety of

deciduous trees which alone are possible to be

grown in northern or central Europe. We have

the opportunity of combining the beauties of

both sections to the enhancement of their

respective charms, but it cannot be said of us,

as a rule, that we at all appreciate and avail

ourselves of the good fortune within our reach.

It will be remembered that a month or two

ago we alluded to an alleged extraordinary secret in

Propagating Trees and Grafting Roses, where
by much time could be saved, offered for a small sum
by an Austrian nurseryman named Bachraty. This

gentleman has since communicated an article on the

subject to the iVicner GarUiifrtuiiJ. Briefly his new
method is as follows :—-Cuttings of shrubs and trees

are taken off at the beginning of July, from 6 or

7 to 12 inches long, according to the kind.

The leaves are removed from the lower portion which

is to enter the ground, but those which will come
above-ground are attached. Beds are prepared for

them in the open air by thorough digging and

levelling, and afterwards applying a superficial layer,

about 2 inches thick, of rotten dung from a spent

hotbed. The cuttings are then stuck in about 2

inches apart and in a somewhat oblique direction.

Each bed when filled is surrounded with a lath fence,

so that shade may be given when the sun is very hot,

and the cuttings are well watered in with a rose-

spouted can. This completes the operation. The
only further care necessary Is a sprinkling ovethead

three or four times a day during the first week, if the

weather be very hot, and once a day afterwards. In

the course of five or six weeks, treated in the manner
indicated, the cuttings of most things will have formed

a callus, and further shading will be unnecessary.

Late in the autumn a layer of rough dung, 2 or 3 inches

thick, is spread over for winter protection. It also

serves as manure when the cuttings start growing in

the spring ; and cuttings treated thus make extraor-

dinary growth—in fact, plants equal to two-year-old

plants from winter or spring cuttings. Very few, it is

asserted, fail. This plan would doubtless succeed

very well in this country, and indeed it is practised in

the case of the common Laurel and some few other

things. The new method of grafting Hoses is the

insertion of growing eyes early in spring, instead of

dormant eyes in the summer. They are inserted in

the main stem one on each side, to form symmetrical

heads. These make, it is said, as much growth the

first season as the dormant eyes the second season,

A large central Flower Market is con-

templated FOR Vienna, under the auspices of the

Horticultural Society of that city. To aid them in

their labours the committee have procured a report of

the flower trade in Paris, together with desciiptions

of the various flower markets in different quarters of

the French capital. When will producers and pur-

chasers be provided with the needtul places for trans-

acting business in London ?

A correspondent of Dcr Cartenjrcuud gives a

sketch of the Mode of Life of a Journeyman
Gardener in France, from personal experience.

According to the writer's experience the position of

an under gardener in a private establishment in

France is a most unenviable one. In the first place

it is compulsory to wear the blue Imen blouse, small

clothes, apron and cap, "attire for a cowherd in

Austria." But the worst is to come. The writer was
not permitted to wear his ordinary boots when at

work, but compelled to introduce his feet into sabots,

" which are far more ungainly than those worn by day

labourers in Bohemia," and incomparably more noisy.

He was actually reminded by the proprietor himself

that it was not the custom in France for gardeners to

work in boots. On the other hand one has the benefit

of enjoying more of the fresh air in France than else-

where, for the hours of work are from four, or at the

latest five in the morning until late in the evening.

In fact the writer states that it is no exaggeiation to

say that as much work is required from one man in
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France as two would perform in Austria. Further,

there is no distinction of labourer and gardener, and

the food obtainable in a private situation is execrable.

In the spring of the present year Vienna, like

many other towns on the water-ways of Europe, was

visited by a De\astating Flood, and the small market

gardeners were the chief sufferers from this calamity.

The Danube overflowed its banks, and inundated

large tracts of gardens, carrying away and destroying

not only the crops, but also the surface soil in many

places, and rendering the dwellings quite unfit for

habitation. Walls were thrown down and sheds

undermined, and the ruin was so general that the

idea of abandoning the district altogether has been

entertained by the sufferers. A series of articles on

this question have appeared in the JVietter Gaytcu-

freuni. It is proposed that they should migrate in a

trial. The enumeration includes some 10,000

synonyms ! Thus the May Duke Cherry has sixty-

two difierent appellations ; of the Pears, Queen Hor-

tense has thirty-two ; Grosse Mignonne, fifty-one
;

Doyenne d'Hiver, fifty-six ; and Catillac, sixty-eight.

The two familiar varieties of Grapes, Frankenthal

(Black Hamburgh), and Chasselas de Fontainebleau

(Royal Muscadine), have fifty-five and forty-one

synonyms respectively. Fruit growers, and all in-

terested in knowing what a name really represents

—

a new variety or an old one under the disguise of a

new name—will find this little work extremely

useful. The arrangement of all the names adopted

and synonyms is alphabetical, and therefore a given

name is easily found.

M. DiisiRE BoUDRANT, jun., communicates

the following recipe for an Insecticide Powder to

but he also possessed the ability of describing clearly

to a degree equalled by few. M. DiisfeGLISE, of

Geneva, having elaborated the Roses for the fourth

edition of BoREAu's Floa, has since the death of

Boreau, published them in the Bulletin di la Socieli

d'F.tiidts Scimtifiques d'Angers, a reprint of which is

before us. In a few introductory sentences the author

deplores the loss of M. BoKEAU. He says:—"C'est

une grande perte pour la botanique que la mort soit

venue frapper M. Boreau avant I'acheveraent de la

quatri^me t-dition de sa/Ziw, car c'est le seul ouvrage

en France qui soit au courant de la science." This

may seem slightly overdrawn, but it is doubtless correct

from the writer's stand-point. The total number of
*' species " of Roses described for the centre of France

and the basin of the Loire is 141, distributed in nine

sections — systylce, 13; gallicana?, 15; pimpinelli-

folite, 3 ; cinnamomece, 3 ; alpinte, I ; montance, 4

;

Fig. 126.—rossie priory, the seat of lord kinnaikd. (see r. 655.)

body to some place not far distant from Vienna, where
they would be safe from the periodical overflowings of

the river, and enjoy the advantages of lower rents,

cheaper labour, &c. The writer recommends that

the proposed undertaking should be carried out

according to a given plan, and that the market gardeners

and nurserymen should form a colony. A suitable

locality has been found, where this scheme cculd be

carried out. It is also proposed that markets in con-

nection with the colony or colonies should be estab-

lished in Vienna.

Mr. O. Thomas, the manager of the fruit

tree department in the nurseries of Messrs. Simon-
Louis Brothers, near Melz, has written a Guide

pi'diique de VAmate7ir defitiits, which is very highly

commended by a commission of the Central Horiicul-

tural Society of France. The total number of varie-

ties described is 4354, only 296 of which are

designated as of the first-class, and 2495 are still under

the Central Horticultural Society of France. Take

100 grammes (a gramme is 15,444 grains) of silicic

acid, I htre (about ij pints) of alcohol at a strength

of 86, and a sack of fine sawdust. The acid is dis-

solved in the alcohol, and the solution is applied in

small quantities to the sawdust, carefully mixing while

adding, until it has absorbed the whole. This opera-

tion is performed in the open air. The following day

the powder is ready for use,'and is applied to infested

plants by throwing It over them. We presume some

silicate is intended, not silicic acid,

The unexpected death last year of M. Boreau,
the talented author of the Flore dii Centre de la

France, before he had completed the fourth edition of

the work in question, will be regretted by all botanists

who delight in distinguishing, or attempting to distin-

guish, as many forms as possible in a given district.

Though not carrying the work of division to the same

extent as Jordan, Boreau was a great species maker,

canin<e, 61 ; rubiginosse, 31 ; tomentosce, 10. Let

the reader reflect how much time must be spent before

one can master the characters of these forms, to say

nothing of the vexatious intermediate specimens,

which will go into none of them, and we think it will

be granted that every person who is capable of doing

any more profitable work than recognising individuals

should be better employed. Such work furnishes a

better proof perhaps than anything else of the insta-

bility of species.

Among miscellaneous items of news in the

Austrian papers we read that His Majesty the Em-
peror of Austria has been graciously pleased to

permit Mr. Friedric Venseler, University head-

gardener, to assume the title of Garden Inspector

—

another mark of Royal favour to a gardener. Court

Gardener to Prince Liciitenstein (A. Czullick),

who had the honour of conducting the King of Italy

over the establishment which he directs, has received
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in acknowledgment lellers authotibing him to use

armorial bearings in the kingdom of Italy. At first

we were almost moved to mirth at these unsubstan-

tial distinctionsj but we question whether a recognised

social status would not stimulate men to strive for

such a position.

The Mcdiail Examiiui; in treating on the

outbreak of scurvy among the crew of the late Arctic

Expedition, recalls the method which was adopted,

wiih marked success, by the late James Haviland,
F.R.C.S., in the early part of the present century :—

" In Ihe year 1809 Mr. Haviland was in medical

charge of the Sir William Pultcncy, one of a fleet of

East Indiamen. Among his medical stores he laid in a

plentiful supply of Mustard and Cress seed ; and as this

esculent can be readily grown on a wet flannel, the men
had an abundant supply of ' green meat '

during their

ong voyage
;
and they were induced to eat plentifully

o this, with such benefit that not a single case of scurvy

occurred, either among the soldiers or sailors on board

Mr. Havilands ship, though all the other vessels of

the convoy suffered more or less from that complaint

during the voyage. His services on that occasion were fully

recognised by the directors of the late East India Com-
pany, who ;iwarded a special vote of thanks for his valu-

able discovery. As the value of Mustard and Cress as a

specific against scurvy has been known for so long a

period, it seems strange that it has not been brought

into more general use. The seeds will germinate very

readily on a wet blanket in a moderately warm atmo-

sphere, and thus the essentials of a delicate salad and an

antiscorbutic can be provided at the same time."

If it should be too troublesome to raise the seedlings

—a pleasant occupation under such circumstances

—

why not use the seed as it is ?

A writer in the Wiener GarienfreunJ, on the
Importance of Gardens for Acclimatisation,

gives some interesting particulars respecting the hardi-

ness of certain plants in Austria, especially in the

neighbourhood of Vienna. Pinus Cembra, which

thrives in the botanic garden at Vienna, is killed by

frost at the Imperial villa at IschI, unless grafted

upon P. Laricio, when it withstands the winter with-

out injury. In the same place, on the other hand,

such subjects as P. Nordmanniana, P. cilicica, P.

cephaloiiica, Bambusa nigra and B. argenteo-striata

are quite hardy, Quercus rubra and coccinea are

very fine in the celebrated gardens of Duke Fk.4NC1S,

of Anhalt-Dessau, at Worlitz. Some of them have

trunks from 5 to 6 feet in diameter, and rise to a

height of 60 to 70 feet. Wellingtonia gigantea is

said to flouiish in the vicinity of Warsaw, where there

is often 45° of frost. Acer striatum will not succeed

in Vienna on its own roots, but if grafted on A.

Pteudo-Platanus it does very well. Cupressus Law-

soniana, Pinus Khulrow, and P. Pinsapo ripen

seed in Bohemia. At Erlacstein, in Syria, in a

loamy soil 800 feet above the sea, Paulownia impe-

rialis, Aralia spinosa, Lagerstiomia indica. Wis-

taria sinensis, Liquidambar slyracifiua, and many
others flourish under 30°—34° of irost, whereas Koel-

reuteria and Ccrcis siliquastrum perish.

The thirtieth exhibition ol the Peebles

Leek Club was held on November 2, when the

following amongst other awards were made :

—

Heaviest six Leeks, entire, blanched not less than

6 inches :— r, David Veitch, St. Mary's Mount, 18 lb.
;

2, D. M'Farlane, Kingsmeadows, 16 lb. 9 01.. ; 3,

Robert Martin, Haystoun, 14 lb. 14 oz. ; 4, James

Clarkson, Caledonian Cottages, 14 lb. 13 oz. ; 5, M.

M'Intyre. Kingsmuir Hall. 14 lb. 6 oz. : 6, James
Blaikie, Bridgend, 13 lb. 4 oz.

; 7, Robert Wood, Ncid-

palh Castle, 12 lb. 12 oz. ; 8, A. Inglis, Stobo Castle,

12 lb.
; 9, George Brown, Merlindale, ir lb. r3 oz.

; 10,

Robert Johnston, ^pringwood, ir lb. 8 oz.

Best blanched six Leeks;— I, David Veitch; 2,

Duncan M'Farlane; 3, James Clarkson; 4, Robert

Johnstone
; 5, Thomas Robertson, Old Town ; 6, Jonas

Mitchell, Pooihouse; 7, George Brown; 8, Robert

Wood, Neidpalh
; 9, George Steel, Sarns ; 10, John

Dodds, Old Church ; 11, James Robertson, Old Town.

Heaviest one Leek, blanched not less than 6 inches ;

—

Duncan MTarlane, 4 lb. 8J oz.

Several other kinds of vegetables were exhibited,

including six Onions, weighing 7 lb. 5 *^z., and a

Cabbage of the weight of 22 lb. 9 oz,

We often hear fears expressed that certain

old-fashioned flowers are falling away into the bye-

paths of furgetfulness, and in much danger of being

lost. This is true in some measure of the Double

Koci^et, for years ago there were as many as four

varieties in cultivation—viz., the taller French white,

the dwarf double white, the crimson, and the purple,

saying nothing about the double yellow Barbarea

vulgaris, which is also known as the double yellow

Rocket. The dwarf double v/hite variety is now very

scarce indeed, and what is generally found in

gardens is the tall French white variety. The double

crimson is now almost altogether lost, though it may
still exist in places where a few gems among hardy

perennials are lovingly cared (or. The double purple

is now plentiful, and of a very hardy and robust

character ; but the flowers lack the size, and the

spikes of bloom the density and symmetry, peculiar to

the white forms. Slugs and other vermin will attack

the foliage of the white variety with great voracity,

but leave unharmed that of the purple form, with its

strong growth. In cold wet soils the damp, working

something like a fungus growth, causes sad havoc

with the white variety during winter and spring ; but

the purple form passes through the season unharmed

when growing by the side of it. The Rocket is a plant

far loo good and valuable to be neglected, and it may be

mentioned that when the plants are planted out in

autumn, which should be done only in the case of

favourable spots, they should be in a good deep loam,

to which may be added a little old rotten manure and

leaf-mould. It is perhaps best to keep the plants

through the winter in a cold frame or nursery-bed,

and then plant them out in spring where they

are required to flower—not later than March. As
stated above, snails and slugs are very partial to the

leaves ; and equally hostile is a small green cater-

pillar, which makes its appearance about the begin-

ning of April in the centre of the young flower-stems,

and its whereabouts is known by the drawing together

of the leaves. This caterpillar should be hunted out

and destroyed. A little sharp sand placed close round

the plants will keep the snails at bay. One success-

ful mode of propagating the double Rocket is to cut

down the flower-stem to about 6 or S inches from the

ground when the flowers have faded, and then stir

the soii about the plants and top-dress them with

some leaf-mould and sand, or any light soil. This

causes young growth to spring up round the main

stem, and these soon root into the added soii and

make nice plants of themselves. They need to be

taken off and planted out in a prepared bed to grow

into size. Cuttings can also be made of the fiower-

stems, but the best plants come from the shoots

thrown up about the roots.

In illustration of the widely dilTerent views

held by individuals as to the shades of Colour,

Dr. R. C. A. Prior exhibited at the Linnean

Society's meeting, November 2, a few Dahlias of a

common variety. These had been shown to thirty-

four difierent persons, few of whom agreed as to the

precise lint—indeed, thirteen different names of sup-

posed shades of colour were given in reply by the

thirty-four persons. One of the flowers, moreover,

had been placed before a family and friends comprised

of eleven people, and these, though related by blood,

education, &c. , were by no means unanimous, for in

the written answers seven various names of the colour

were used. Some attribute such facts as due to colour

blindness ; but the truth possibly lies in the fact that

with most persons there is no very clear appreciation

or standard of names and shades of colour.

The Great Hart-wort, Tordylium ma.xi-

MUM, L., has lately been gathered plentifully on the

sides of a ditch ne.ar the railway station at Tilbury

Fort. For its reappearance in this locality, where it

has been for a long time lost sight of, various reasons

may be assigned, though it is hazardous to state one

with certainty. A good example of the above

Umbelliferous plant from Tilbury was exhibited at

the Linnean Society (November 2) by Mr. E, D.

Crespigny.

Some of the White-spatheu Anthuriums
are very pretty plants for stove culture, though lack-

ing the brilliancy of the scarlet A. Scherzerianum;

and flowering readily as they do while of small size

they are remarkably useful for decorative purposes.

We noticed two of these the other day at Mr.

Williams' nursery, Holloway. One, called A. flori-

bundum, flowering when about a foot high, had

oblong-ovate full green leaves, ovate white spathes,

and rather thick white spad.ces. It is a stouter plant,

though by no means clumsy or inelegant, than its

companion on the occasion referred to, A.' Patinii,

which had a slightly taller, very slender leaf-stalk,

lance-shaped leaves, and ovate-lanceolate spathes of

the purest white, with a very slender spadix. We
thought it an extremely elegant plant.

We learn that Mr. D. JUDu, whose removal

from Hawkestone on account of the reduction of the

establishment we noted some time since, has been

engaged as gardener to the Earl of Warwick at War.
wick Castle. Here it may be presumed he will find

full scope for his .labours, the gardens being at

present in rather a neglected state, in consequence, it

is said, of the family not liking to disturb an old and

faithful servant of over filty years—an example of con-

sideration by no means too common now-a-days, ».

Mr. JUDD will shortly enter on his duties, and we
wish him the full success which his undoubted high

position in the horticultural ranks deserves. We
also hear that Mr. Oilman, late gardener to Lady
Edwards, of Woottou Hall, Ashbourne, succeeds

Mr. Pmrps in the charge of the gardens of the Earl

of Shrewsbury-, Ingestrie Ilall ; and that Mr.

Clarke, late foreman to Mr. Brown, Elmdon Hall,

takes Mr. Oilman's place at Wootton Hall. Mr.

Halliday, late gardener to Admiral Poi'EHAM,

Caedeen, Forfarshire, has been appointed gardener to

Mrs. Wemyss, Wemyss Castle, Fifeshire.

An Exhibition of Chrysanthemums and
other Winter Flowers and Fruits will be held

in the Albert Hall, Cookridge Street, Leeds, OS

November 24 and 25.

A meeting of the debenture holders of the

Royal Horticultural Society will be held in the

Council-room, South Kensington, on Thursday,

November 23, at 12 o'clock at noon, to consider

the offer contained in the letter of the Society of

November 2, and to pass such resolutions with

reference to the debenture debt as the meeting may
deem advisable.

. Among the FLORAL Decorations at thk
Lord Mayor's banquet at the Guildhall, on the

9th inst., may be instanced the provision -by Mr. John
Wills, to whom the floral decorations were entrusted,

.

of one thousand button-holes, one of these delicious

floral morsels having been provided fur each guest.

At the principal table the button-holes were composed

wholly of white flowers, in compliment to the present

Lord Mayor. Among the white flowers employed in

the composition of the button-holes were Tea Rose

Niphelos, Stephanotis, Orange blossom. Hyacinths,

Eucharis, Bouvardia, Jasmine, Lilac, Clove, Camellia,

Pelargonium, Primula, &c. ; and of coloured flowers,

Epiphyllum [in variety, the pale rose-margined

varieties being especially attractive in button-holes ;

Browalliaelata, pink and red Roses, Bouvardia, Epacris,

Camellia, self-coloured and striped ; Lobelia, Violets,

the Neapolitan, Russian, and Victoria Regina ; double

Pelargoniums, pink and red ; Salvia splendens. Cloves,

&c. One feature of the table decorations was the

large dishes of flowers surmounting the various

candelabra ; at the principal table they were filled

with scarlet, pink, and white Pelargoniums, mingled

together, and garnished with elegant sprays of Bam-

busa arundinacea ; at the other tables the dishes were

wholly and alternately either red, white, or pink. The
general effect was soft and subdued ; there was an

entire absence of anything like a glare of gaudiness.

Mr. J. J. Mechi, who is now in his seventy*

sixth year, has been unanimously elected to the

Presidency OF the London Farmers' Club fot

1S76.7— a fitting sequel to many years of actlYS.

membership.

We call attention to the following letter, as|

relates to a matter of some importance, and as it

very desirable that the experience of others should 1

given. The.OoLDLN Feather Pyrethrum hasnot^l

so far as we know, been previously suspected of being''

poisonous. Its near relationship to and the similarity

of its smell and taste to that of Camomile would lead

us to infer that it possessed the same aromatic bitter

qualities, but we also remember that the bitter prin-

ciple ii associatetl with other more deleterious

ingredients, as in the absinthe of the French. Mauy
plants of like lineage are used as vermifuges or as

insecticides—the flta-povvdcr, found so serviceable ||

when fresh, being constituted of the dried flowers of a
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Pyrethrum, and our common Ox-eye Daisy is reputed

to possess similar powers. Arnica, too, has dangerous

properties when administered in too large doses ; so

that there is nothing improbable in the statement

made by our correspondent, though the evidence he

offers does not exclude the possibility of some plant

other than the Golden Feather having been the true

source of mischief :

—

" Is it generally known that the yellow Pyrethrum is a
poisonous plant ? I was not myself aware that such was
the case until quite lately, on clearing the summer
bidding plants from the flower garden here, a wheel-

barrowful of plants was, in mistake, emptied in the

pirk, and among the contents were a few plants of the

Pyrethrum. The following day two fine bucks were
found dead in the park, and as unmistakable signs

presented itself as to their having been poisoned, the

head keeper opened them, and found some of the Pyre-

thrum in them; and that death was caused by their eating

it, there appeared to be no doubt whatever. I may
mention that there are no Yews, or any other poisonous

trees or shrubs, in reach of the deer. I send you this

account for publication, in case the poisonous effects of

the Pyrethrum should not be generally known among
gardeners. Thos. Carlton^ Ashtead Park Ganlan, near
Epsom,

A correspondent of the American Gardeners'

Monthly, wriiing on the comparative value of BaoNZii:

Zonal Bedding Pelargoniums, states that, for

brilliancy of colour, dwarf, but vigorous habit of

growth, and ability to bear exposure to the hottest

sun, Earl Roslyn bears the palm.

Among the items of information that have

been made public relating to the recent ARCTIC
Expedition we glean that miocene beds, including

a thick seam of coal, were found to exist as far north

as 81' 44' N. lat., and that the shales and limestones

of this formation jielded abundant examples of the

flora of that epoch ; thus proving the existence, at a

comparatively recent geological period, of a temperate

climate within 500 miles of the Pole. Carboniferous

limestones form the promontory of Joseph Henry.

Post-pliocene beds of great thickness were found,

some of them at a height of 1000 feet above the sea

level, showing that a great and rapid change in the

elevation of the land must have taken place, and

yielding a sub*fossil fauna and flora similar to that

of the adjacent ocean. The flora of these interesting

regions has been carefully examined, and has proved

richer than could have been expected, no less than

between twenty and thirty species of flowering plants

having been obtained between S2* and Sj" N. lat.,

while Mr. Harts collections a Utile further sou;h,

are both varied and interesting. On board the

Pandora there is an English Ruse tree— in full and
healthy bioom^wliich has been in the yacht ever

since she left England. While in the Arctic regions

the tree drooped and, to sU appearance, died ;

but as soon as a warmer climate was reached it

revived, and would, it is said, now do credit to any
conservatcry. We also learn that the hot-water ap-

p-.ritus fixed in the D'uiovery by Mr. Henry
Okmson, King's Road, Chelsea, proved a perfect

success.

There was a full attendance of members
\\ at the usual monthly dinner of the Horticultural
ri Club, at their Club-house, 3, Adetpbi Terrace, on

fi
Wednesday last. The Hon. and Rev. J. T.

i Boscawen presided. Much interesting discussion

M took pl.ice after dinner, especially in reference

to tlie Royal Horticultural Society and Mr. G.
F. Wilson's zealous efforts for its resuscitation.

Mr. W. Wood, of Maresfield. and Mr. Andrew
Hendersu.v, of Pint-apple Piace, were elected

members. The next dmner will be on December 6,

and will be the anniversary meeting of this uiefui and
popular club,

There can be no doubt as to the value of the

Strawberry shown by Mr. Bennett, of Rabley, for

late work. Punnets at this season of the year fetch a

price which we forbear to quote, lest we should be

thought exaggerating. Since the plant was shown at the

Royal Horticultural Society we have had the oppor-
tunity of sf^eing a punnet of ripe Strawberries sent by
Mr. Benneit into the market. The phnts M-ere

forced last >ear, and planted out. On again showing
for bloom they were lifted apd forced. A question

has arisen whether the variety knoA'n under ihp name
of " Ganbal'li " is the same as Vicomtesse Hericart

de Thury. This question can only be answered by
those who grow authentically named plants of both

varieties side by side. To those who are familiar with
the habits of the Strawberry there is nothing at all un-

usual in this autumnal fruiting ; the wonder is that it

has not been more generally turned to account if they
are worth so much money.

ROSSIE PRIORY,
The Seat of the Right Honourable Lord

Kinnaird.—On our way south from the great show
held in Dundee in September last, we enjoyed the

pleasureof a visit to Rossie Priory—a demesne well-

known to agriculturists all over the world, as the

residence of one of the first of British agricultural ex-

perimenters, an enthusiastic leader in the cause of

agricultural improvement, a vigorous advocate of

high farming and all that tends to the increased pro-

duction of the soil and the advancement of its

workers, a good and generous landlord, and a most

noble-minded man—for such, indeed, is Lord Kin-

naird ; and Rossie Priory deserves to be as well

known to horticulturists as it is to the professors of

the sister art, for it is one of the many establishments

in Scotland where high-class gardenmg is well carried

out, and a place which any man of horticultural

proclivities might visit with much pleasure and

profit.

Rossie Priory (of which we give an illustration on

p. 653, prepared from a photograph kindly placed at

our service by Lord Kinniard, who is himself an

adept in the photographic art), with its large park

and extensive gardens and pleasure grounds, is situated

on the southern base of a large well timbered hill, about

3,^ miles north from Inchture, and about 12 miles in

a south-westerly direction from Dundee. The illus-

tration gives a front view of the mansion, and

from the terrace at the base the scene is indeed a

beautiful one. First the eye takes in the undulating

park, studded with its fine specimen trees, under some

of which, seeking the welcome shade, are many
examples of the pure bred Shorthorn ; then comes a

glimpse of Huntley Castle, followed further south by

a long stretch of the beautiful Frith of Tay, backed

up as it were by the East and West Lomond Hills of

Kife—a scene altogether of rare beauty—and one which

requires the brush of an artist to do it full justice.

There is no flower gardening carried on near the man-

sion—where, indeed, it would be out of place; but at the

east end of the mansion there is a large fernery of fine

architectural proportions, and tastefully laid out in

rockwork, with waterfalls, miniature pools, &c. Per-

forated pipes, covered and entirely hidden with

creepers and climbing plants, are fixed under the roof

in various directions, and by this means the inmates

can be watered, in the most natural manner, to any

extent. Many Ferns, and various rock and water

plants succeed admirably, the Loquat (Eriobotrya

japonica) alsD makes a fine growth, but does not

fruit ; and on the back wall we noticed a fine plant

of Acacia taxifulia, a yellow flowered greenhouse

evergreen New Holland plant, that is seldom seen,

but which i3 well deserving the attention of those in

search of a good subject for a dark green screen.

The pleasure-grounds lie principally to the west of

the mansion, from which, down a gently sloping grass

drive, the flower-garden is reached. This is not large,

but charmingly situated, and pure Italian in style
;

and then comes one of the prettiest of artiftcially

formed ferneries that we have ever seen, and through

which by a pleasant path we reach the kitchen gar-

dens. We hope shortly to give a plan of the gardens

and pleasure-ground:;, when we shall go more fully

into details concerning the latter than we can do in this

place. In the meantime we may be excused for men-

tioning that here may be found some of the finest

specimen Conifers to be seen in S-otUnd, and a very

fine assortment of the more beautiful trees and

shrubs. The gardens and pleasure-grounds are well

sheltered from the north, as before mentioned ; the

soil is a light loam, about iS inches deep, on a sub-

soil of gravel and san 1, and consequently rather dry,

which accounts far so many thin^^s doing so well thus

far north. The winter climate we were also told was

good, and the average rainfall not more than from 24

to 26 inches. One thing we must not omit to mention

now, because the hint is a useful one, and that is the

naming of the choicer trees and shrubs. Wherever

theie is a good collection of trees it is very desirable

that they should be well named ; but who does not

know v/hat a source of trouble this is with the ordi-

nary iron labels stuck in at the base, which get

loosened, shifted, and occasionally removed alto-

gether by the brooms or rakes of careless workmen.

Here the difficulty is overcome by the use of pieces of

stone of various sizes, dressed on one side, on which

the name of the tree is cut. This is partially buried

in the ground in front of the tree, and is immovable,

except designedly, and, practically, of everlasting

wear.

The remainder of this notice we shall devote to the

kitchen garden and fruit-houses, and other subjects

belonging thereto. The kitchen garden occupies

about six acres of ground, three of which are walled

in, the remainder being fenced off from the pleasure-

ground by ordinary hedges. The glass is on an

extensive scale ; and, if we note the contents of the

different houses as we pass through them, some idea

will be gained of their extent. The first we came to

was a long lean-to range facing the south, the first

compartment in which is devoted solely to Azaleas.

The next two divisions contain fruiting Pines, the

second one containing plants for winter work only.

The sorts grown are Queens, Smooth Cayennes,

and Black Jamaicas, all grown in pots—a sturdy,

healthy, and clean lot of plants. Next comes a

Peach-house, 25 feet long, containing well-trained trees

in a good bearing condition of the Noblesse Peach

and Rivers' Orange Nectarines ; and the back wall

covered with the Cape Gooseberry, Physalis edulis,

the fruit of which is made into a preserve. In the next

division are Late Admirable and Rivers' Princess of

Wales Peaches, the latterbeing highly spokenof by Mr.

Doig, his Lordship's gardener. The back wall is also

utilised here in the cultivation of the Physalis. Then
follows a long vinery, containing Black Hamburghs
and Muscat of Alexandria, and one cane of a variety

which we did hot recognise, with fine bunches of

large round black berries, and of fairly good flavour.

Mr. Doig informed us that it was a good keeper, and

he considers it a good second-class Grape, whatever

may be its name. The Hamburghs had all been cut,

but if as good as the Muscats still hanging the crop was a

good one. The Vines are planted inside, but the roots arc

allowed the run of an outside border as a'cU. The canes

have made a nice growth this year, and the well-

ripened, hard, brown wood gives great promise of a

fine crop next season. At the back of this house

there is a hut-water cistern, and both hot and cold

water are laid on in the houses ready for mixing as

required, either for watering or syringing. The next

house is a span-roofed structure, in the centre of

which are four large standard Apricots, planted out,

which annually produce fine crops of highly-flavoured

fruit, and to this house succeeds four others devoted

to Vmes. The sorts grown in the first are Lady

Downe's, Black Hamburgh, Dutch Hamburgh, and

others, all carrying excellent crops of good useful

fruit. Bhck Hamburghs and Barbarossas of equally

good quality fill the next division; and then comes

the Muscat house, in which there was an especially

good display ; and last of all is an early house

planted only with Black Hamburgh?.

Retracing our steps to the house containing the

standard Apricots, we pass up a flight of steps into

another span-roofed structure at the rear of the long

range, and on either side of which are grand old trees

of Peaches in pots, with Eugenia Ugni, grown for its

fruit, on the walls. This house leads into a large span-

roofed greenhouse, the roof of which is covered with

such climbers as Tacsonia Van Volxemi, Passiflora

ccerulea. Plumbago capensi^, Habrothamnus elegans,

splendidly flowered ; MandeviUa suaveolens, &c. , all

growing in a semi-wild state, and very beautifully

accordingly. On the stages underneath was a general

collection of the usual decorative subjects, and all very

gay. The next structure we entered was a small span-

roof one, devoted to Moorpark Apricots,wliichwassuc-

ceeded in turn by a lean-to 30 feet long, with a frame

in front divided oiT from the house by a movable

partition. The frame is used in winter for various

salading plants, and when the Vines in the house are

pruned and cleaned the partition is removed and the

canes are turned outside. Then the partition is

replaced, and from thence until about April the house

is used for forcing Strawberries, and then the Vines

are brought in again. Black Hamburgh is the variety

so treated, and an excellent crop of good table fruit

the rods produce. Next comes a division, in the

same range, devoted to Peaches, in which there are

fine trees of Stirling Castle and Noblesse; followed

by a vinery planted last year with Muscat of Alexan-

dria and MadresfielJ Court, which are doing well,

and are intended for early work.

The succ-'ssional Pine-pits next claim our attention.

These contain a first-class lot of plants, all grown in
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pots, and as clean as new pins; and outside is a water-

tank, through which a hot-water pipe runs, furnishing

tepid water for watering the plants with. To the

Pine-pits succeed those devoted to Melons, of which

there are several. Only green-fleshed varieties are

grown, and no fruit sent to the table must weigh more

than about 3 lb. The sort most depended upon is a

very old one, named Masulipatam, which Mr. Doig

has had, and kept true, since 1S46. It is of medium
size, nicely netted, and of first-rate quality. The other

sort grown is known by the name of Terrygles Green,

and Mr. Doig gives it a high character. It is a

heavily-netted handsome fruit, averaging from l\ to

3 lb. in weight. Of frames for sheltering bed-

ding plants and other purposes, there seemed

to be sufficient for the demand, and we need

not further allude to them, except to observe

that mats are not used in connection with them as a

protecting material, a sort of coarse canvas, made of

Jute, being found a more efficient substitute. The
canvas is made in Dundee of the width of the frames,

and when cut into equal lengths to the frames, and
fastened to a roller at one end, it is easily put on or

removed, wears well, and saves a deal of time and

trouble. Through the summer months Mushrooms,
which are required all the year round, are also grown
in long cool frames, which are covered with corru-

gated zinc, on which is placed a layer of dung.

An orchard-house, about 40 feet long and 19 feet

wide, next came under notice. The interior of this

house is arranged in a series of narrow terraces

sloping to the south. On the back wall are Nectarines,

then come two rows of Plums, Pears, and Peaches

in pots, and in front of all a row ol Cherries—all being

in fine health, and in a good free-bearing condition.

This is followed by a useful span-roofed propagating

pit, and again by a larger house devoted to Melona--
second crop—^and Cucumbers. As with Melons, so it

is with Cucumbers : Mr. Doig has one sort only, and
that has proved a trusty friend for many years. Its

name is The Infant ; and from personal experience

we can heartily testify with Mr. Doig to its free crop-

ping qualities all the year round, and its excellent

flavour to boot. Where it was raised we cannot say,

but the last gardener to the late Miss Darwin of The
Mount, Shrewsbury, got it about thirty years ago in

Chester, probably from one or other of the Messrs.

Dicksons, and from that time grew no other sort.

He introduced it into Shrewsbury about eighteen

years ago, and we believe it is still grown in the

neighbourhood of that town. Anyhow we never met
with it anywhere else, and were pleased to meet an

old friend in such good hands.

But we have been digressing, and must return to

our story, which commences again with a large span-

roofed Fig-house, containing three grand old trees,

planted out. The variety is Brown Turkey, and the

trees produce most abundant crops. In the next house

—a span-roofed stove—we noticed a plant of Monstera

deliciosa fruiting very freely, also a few useful Orchids,

and the usual description of stove plants, including

the beautiful and curious Centradenia grandiflora, and

on the roof Passiflora Raddiana (Kermesina), which

is never seen out of flower, and is well worth growing

for its colour.

Outside our attention was called to an Apricot wall

with a fixed glass coping, against which was a nice

lot of trees, concerning which Mr. Doig told us a

story, which it will do no harm to repeat. It seems
that, for several years after planting, these trees did

well ; but at the back of the wall there was an old

ditch, which four or five years ago was, fcr some
reason or other, taken out. From that time the trees

began to go back, notwithstanding that every care

was taken of them in the matter of watering, &c. ;

and they gradually went [from bad to worse, until it

occurred to Mr. Doig that the removal of the ditch

might be the cause of the mischief; and he had it

filled in again, with the result that the trees are now
doing well. They had simply been starving !

At the back of the first range of glass alluded to

are two bothies for eight men, each of whom has a
room to himself ; various tools and potting-sheds,

Mushroom-house, a fruit-room (with cellar below)
heated with pipes to keep out damp, and with 150
bottles on the shelves for keeping Grapes in water.

This plan answers admirably with Mr. Doig, who
last spring kept Lady Downe's until May 25, when
he sent the last of the old and the first of the new fiuit

to table. There is also a useful seed and store room,
and then comes the stokehole—an important place

—

with 60 tons of coal in it. The whole of the glass is

most efficiently heated with one boiler—a tubular
saddle, 9 feet long, with twelve 6-inch tubes through

it, and the smoke is carried up the hill on the north
side of the garden in a flue upwards of 100 yards in

length

.

In the kitchen garden all vegetables do well, and
are done full justice to in the way of cultivation.

Fruit crops are generally good. The Brown Keurre
is the best Pear here for standards, while the French
Pears do no good at all, except against walls. Of
Apples the best are Lord Suffield, Lord Dunmore,
White Codlin, and Tower of Glamis. There are

several other subjects in connection with this garden
which are well worth noting, but we shall have occa-
sion to advert to them on a future occasion, and we
conclude with the remark that we left Rossie Priory
impressed with the conviction that in Lord Kinnaird
horticulture hid a noble patron, and in his worthy
gardener we had found a worthy representative of
his profession.

lome Cffntsiaiibeittc.

The Henderson Seed-Pocket Filler.—At the

last meeting of the Royal Iloriicultural Society,

Messrs. Blake ^S: Mackenzie, of Liverpool and Glasgow,

a firm well known in the seed trade as wholesale

manufacturers of seed-pockets, exhibited under the

above name a small machine for weighing or measuring
such small seeds as Turnip, Radish, Lettuce, iSic,

which we think worth bringing under the notice of

the trade portion of our readers. In this machine
(see fig. 127) the seeds are placed in the hopper,

which feeds a measure of cylindrical form, which
measure can be regulated to hold the quantity desired

to be weighed olT, by means of the double screw
underneath the drum-shaped body of the machine.
Supposing the quantity desired to be weighed off is

half an ounce or an ounce, the regulating screw is

turned up to the mark denoting that quantity ; then

by lifting up the handle as far as it will go the seeds in

the cylinder are divided off from those in the hopper,
and instantly fall into the shoot below, which runs
them into the seed-pocket fitted over its mouth.
At the back of the mouth of the shoot a piece of felt

is fixed, which is kept sufficiently moist for wetting
the gum on the pocket by means of a small piece or

two of damp sponge placed in a small covered
reservoir at the back. Thus any small quantity of

seeds can be accurately weighed off, pocketed, and
sealed up in an incredibly short space of time. The
machine, when set for any desired quantity, of which
a great number of pockets are required, can easily be
worked by a boy or girl, so that both time and labour

are saved to a very considerable extent. Of course
such a machine would be of no service in the execu-

tion of a general order ; but to a firm dealing in small

packets of seeds of one particular variety, of which

they may require a great number of the same weight,
it must prove a great boon. Eds.

The Hollyhock Disease.—In your issue of
November 4 Mr. Fish asks for the experience of
others in regard to the Ilollyhock disease. Having
grown and exhibited the Ilollyhock rather exten-

sively for many years, and being in possession of a
very valuable collection, to which we invariably added
a dozen of the choicer varieties annually, the appear-
ance of the disease with them in the end was a matter
of rather serious consideration to us, and, although I

regret to say that I am unable to prescribe a cure, I

can offer my sympathy to all admirers of the flower

who have suffered from the disease like myself. In
the spring of 1S74 we ordered the usual quantity from
a very noted grower of the flower, and unfortunately

through them got our first introduction to that dire

pest. On first perceiving it we had them carefully

washed over with soft soap and sulphur, and at the

same time picked all the affected spots off the leaves,

potted them on in the ordinary way till April, when
they were planted out in properly prepared soil, and
then hoped the disease was not of such a virulent

nature as it had been represented to be. But to our
dismay, when the spikes had shot upwards a distance,

we found the disease was still in possession, not only
of the newly added varieties, but was spreading to the

neighbouring plants, which were before clean, and
continued to do so till autumn, when they were cut

over in the usual course, only perhaps a little sooner
than usual, and potted. We dusted with sulphur and
removed the worst affected of the leaves till spring,

when we took the young growths off for propagating,

and when all were fairly established we began ia

earnest to make an effort to thoroughly eradicate the

disease if possible. We boiled together soft soap and
sulphur, which we mixed in water and carefully

washed every plant, dipping them overhead in the

solution, which we used as hot as we considered safe

without injury to the plant, and afterwards dusted

Uiem lieavily with sulphur. The plants grew apace,

and to all appearance were fairly rid of the disease,

and were planted out on the same ground where they

had been grown the season before. They started

away beautifully and not the slightest trace of

disease was discernible till the spikes were again

pretty well advanced, when my hopes of curing the

disease were blighted, and by September it had again

a firm hold of the whole stock, at whicli time I left my
situation. Since then I have not had further expe-

rience with it, as on taking charge of my present

^,ituat^on the Hollyhock was not a speciality, only

seedlings of the most ordinary description had been
raised on the place, and these also were attacked

with the disease, which surprised me not a little,

seeing the disease could not have been imported
iiere from any nursery, except the germ was in the

seed packet. We did not consider it worth while to

make any eflort to clean them in the face of other

matters we considered of more importance, so they

were left, and have succumbed to the disease. J. B,

Potato Disease in Kent.—I notice at p. 594
that Mr. Home states he has not been able to find a
diseased tuber : I wish I could say the same thing of

I he Flourballs. I lifted some in the last week in

October, and was sorry to find 3 bushels of diseased

tubers to one good one, E, Stanley^ Gr. to PV,

Mcrco-f Eso.y Hunton^ near Maidstone.

Papers on Pollen: Hybridity.—lam sure we
ought to be very much obliged to Mr. W. G, Smith,

for his beautiful engravings of pollen grains recently

published in the Gardeners^ Chronicle^ and being myself

much interested in hybridising experiments, 1 beg the

liberty of making a suggestion or two in connectionwith

this subject of pollen. It is pretty generally known that

the fertilisation of the ovules or seed-germs is effected

by the growth of, or an emission from the pollen-grain

of extremely slender tubes by which the life-giving or

quickening contents of the pollen-grainarecarrieddown

the style to the ovules in the seed-vessel. The distance

these tubes have to travel down the tissues of the style

is extremely variable in different plants; thus in the

case of Crocus and Colchicum a distance of 6 or S inches

intervenes between the stigmas on which the pollen-

grains fall and the ovules which have to be quickened

by their contents. On the other hand, some plants

have extremely short styles, the stigma being fixed

(as in the Poppy) on the seed-vessel itself, and in

Cycads and Conifers the pollen falls on to a viscid

exudation which surrounds the naked seeds. Now,
seeing that it is necessary that some kinds of pollen emit

very long tubes and others can only require extremely

short ones, it has occurred to me that this may in some
degree account for our non-success in many hybridising

experiments, since in some cases the tubes emitted

may be too shuit, and thus fail to convey their con-

tents to the embryo seeds ; or on the other hand
these tubes may be so long as to reach the ovules long

before they (the pollen tubes) are sufficiently developed

to dischage their contents, and in either case it is fair
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to assume that failure would be the result. I am
not confident, but I believe Darwin's observations on

the fertilisation of long and short-styled Prinriroses

agree with this view of the case. Now what seems

to me desirable is careful observation on the relative

length and rate of growth of pollen-grains of different

species and genera. It is possible (at any rate the

suggestion seems to me worth making) that if we knew
that the pollen of a certain species only produced

short tubes, and we wished to use it for fertilising a

long- styled plant, that we might amputate the style so

as to suit the requirements of the foreign pollen, which
could then be applied to the cut part along with its

natural or other stimulating mucu';. Dr. Martin
Duncan has told us that the tubes emitted by pollen-

grains are often cellular [?J, and in the case of Tigridia

they grow very quickly, progressing down the tissues

of the style by the ordinary process of cell division,

the rate of growth being most rapid during humid
weather and in bright sunshine. The late Dean
Herbert long ago surmised that some nutrient

fluid was essential to the due growth of the

pollen tube apart from the impetus it derives from the

pollen-grain itself (which in some cases is .completely

shrivelled up ere the fertilising tubes have reached

the ovules) and this view has been sanctioned

by Wichura and other hybridists, who have recom-

mended that pure honey, or the nectar from other

flowers, should be applied to the stigmas of the seed

now that it is assuming a twofold aspect, for of late

years we see that much of that written by the ancient
gardeners on the blending of characters by grafting is

true, and we have now sexual hybridism on the one
hand, and vegetative or graft hybridism on the other.

F. IK B,

Heating.—Would any of the readers of the
Gardeners' Chronicle kindly advise me as regards the
following. We have here two ranges of houses heated
from the same apparatus, the pipes in the one being
10 feet above the other at their highest points, conse-
quently the heated water all rushes to the highest
range, especially when hard driven, the lower range
being only a little over the level of the boiler. To
give the hot water a greater impetus to the lower
pipes, we purpose raising a tank on the lower mains
where they enter the houses before branching off to
the separate divisions, carrying it up above the highest
point of the other range, connecting it by two 2-inch
pipes both attached to the main flow-pipe, so as to

cause the water to circulate through the tank, and
then on through the houses before returning to the

boiler—the pipes in the houses being only 2 feet above
the mains, and greatest distance (iO feet from where
the tank would be raised. The whole pipes in ranges
being about 350 feet of 4-inch pipe. The tank to be
about 100 feet from boiler. No doubt it would be
better to have the tank at the furthest extremity of the

Fig. 128.—PEAR, MILLOT DE NANXY.

parent at the same time as the transfer of the foreign
pollen takes place. The honey distilled from Hoya
flowers seems to suit the requirements of nearly all

pollen grains as they emit their tubes into it with
great freedom, and a clever microscopist would not
fail to arrive at some interesting data by measuring
the tube growth of different pollen grains in this or
other nourishing media. The growth of pollen
in different media again would be interesting
from at least one point of view, since if one kind of
nectar or stigmatic mucus conduces to the growth of
any one particular pollen more than others, such might
be artificially applied to the stigmas at the same time as
the pollen. This was suggested in these columns a
month or two ago. 1 scarcely agree with Mr.
Smith's conclusions as to its being impossible to
gain hybrids between species (or say nearly allied
individuals) having different shaped pollen, since the
shape of the pollen does not appear to me to be so im-
portant as the length [and diameter] of the pollen tube
and the growth-stimulating effect, either of the natural
or artificially applied nourishing mucus or nectarine
media. This mucus seems highly essential to pollen
growth, since Nature supplies it in nearly all cases,
and sometimes (as in Iloyas and Agaves) very
lavishly. Another very interesting series of illustra-

tions might be made of the pollen of hybrid plants of
known origin, and these would be all the more
valuable for reference if contrasted with the pollen of
both the male and female parents from which such
hybrids have been derived. The whole question of
vegetable hybridity is an interesting one, especially

range, but then that would necessitate the whole being
worked at one time, unless we raised a separate tank
in each division, which would be very inconvenient,

and could scarcely be done. I shall be very much
obliged if any one will kindly give me his opinion,

especially any who may have had to contend with any
similar arrangements, and to know whether by doing
as purposed we are likely to succeed. ScotU

The Real Culprit.—Servants are often blamed
for upsetting flower-vases, whereas, as I saw but a
minute since, it is the cat seeking water. If her

food be dry, or salt herring, the milk she is allowed
is not sufficient : she will require always to have her
trough full of water at hand. East Somerset.

Pancratium fragrans (Hymenocallis).—To any
one in search of white and sweet-scented flowers, and
not acquainted with Pancratium fragrans (Hymeno-
callis), I would highly commend it to their notice.

We have at present one in flower here, and for beauty
and perfume I am unacquainted with a flower to

surpass it in the extreme purity of colour ; the strange
formation and satin-like texture of the flower itself,

added to the delicacy of its perfume cannot fail to

place it first favourite wherever grown. As an in-

dividual flower for the centre of a bouquet, or in

association with a sprig or two of Maidenhair Fern for

small glasses, it is all that could be desired. Our plant
is rather a large bulb in an 8-inch pot, with one spike
of flower, and numbers twelve individual blooms, and
measures rather 20 inches over the head ; it received

no special treatment, it flowered last autumn, only

the whole spike and flowers were very much smaller.

In the end of February it was shaken out and
repotted, along with a batch of Eucharis amazonica,

In loam, leaf-mould and silver sand, grown in an

ordinary stove of mixed plants till July, when, along

with the Eucharis, it was turned into a pit where no
artificial heat was applied, but kept close and rather

drier at the roots till the latter end of September,

when it was returned to the stove, and it has flowered

as X have, although very imperfectly, tried to describe.

Pear Miliot de Nancy.—We have lately been
favoured by an esteemed correspondent with some
fine samples of this excellent but not generally known
Pear. It is well worth growing, however, and we
do what we can to increase its popularity by repro-

ducing the accompanying illustration, fig. 12S, from a

former volume, and the following accurate descrip-

tion from the last edition of the Fruit Manual

:

—
Fruit, about medium size ; obovate-turblnate, even

and regularly shaped. Skin, smooth, of an uniform

coppery-red colour, dotted with rather large grey

russet dots. On the shaded side the colour is more
yellowish, dotted, and crusted with cinnamon-coloured
russet. Eye, small and open, set almost even with the

surface. Stalk short, thick, and fleshy at the base,

obliquely inserted without depression. Flesh, yel-

lowish, half melting, very juicy and tender. Juice,

thick, sweet, brisk, and highly flavoured, with a
pleasant aroma. A first-rate Pear ; ripe in the end
of October and beginning of November. Raised by
Dr. Van Mons at Louvain, It first fruited in 1S43,

and was named by the son of Van Mons in honour
of M. Miliot, formerly a cavalry ofi'icer, and a distin-

guished pomologist at Nancy.

Weather in Cornwall.—The weather here has
been most treacherous ; the week before last we had
7* of frost, and then summer weather again, so hot was
it that wasps were once more troublesome. Last week
we had again 10° of frost, while on Sunday last the bees

were busy amid such flowers as the frost had spared.

Even Laurustinus is killed. This applies to the

Cornish valleys ; on the high ground things are very
different. B.

Tillandsia Lindeni.—Perhaps one of the most
beautiful of Broraeliacous plants, flowering at this

dull season of the year, is the above. I saw a plant

the other day growing with an ordinary collection of
stove flowering and foliage plants, well worthy of

mention. It was in a 4A-inch pot, and measured
2\ feet through, a lovely object. The leaves were a
bright green on the upper side, beautifully recurved,

bright rose underneath, streaked with lines of reddish

brown. It had six spikes of flowers, which where of
a handsome broad distichous form and of a rosy car-

mine colour, and the flowers were of a rich azure*blue
with a pure white eye. It is well worthy of a place
in every stove for flowering at this dull season of the
year, for its beautiful bright blue flowers make it a
valuable plant, blue being very scarce amongst our
many flowering plants. Another gem just past
flower in the same house was Vriesia brachystachys,

belonging to the same order. This is a much dwarfer
grower than T. Lindeni, the leaves are a light green,

arranged in a rosulate manner ; the spike rises from
the centre, furnished with numerous bracts, which
are a bright crimson at the base, the upper portion a
dark green ; the flowers are also crimson at the base,

bright orange in the centre, tipped with black. The
grand combination of colours tender it very attractive,

and as it remains in flower for some time it deserves

more attention. The plant referred to had four or five

crowns, with as many flower-spikes. A. Outram,
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries^ Upper Holloway^ A''.

Planting Fruit Trees in Shrubberies.—With
reference to my article in the Villa Gardener, alluded
to by you at p. 617, I am not so presumptuous as to

suppose that any argument of mine would have the

same force or weight as your own utterances, yet I

hope to be allowed to show that a good deal can be
said on my side of the question. In the paper in

question, the recommendation to plant groups of fruit

trees in the backgrounds of shrubberies wherever
there was scope enough for the purpose, was not

treated as a main feature, but was simply collateral

to the question I started with, viz., "the separation

of fruits and vegetables," and was therefore not gone
fully into. Planting fruit trees in conspicuous posi-

tions as ornamental objects is not a new idea, but

probably dates back to the time when the monks were
the only scientific gardeners. I have frequently seen

Siberian Crabs, Quinces, Medlars, and occasionally

Apples, Pears, and other fruits introduced into

shrubberies, both in groups and as single speci-

mens, with the happiest effect, both from an
oniamental and utilitarian point of view. There
are two more objections to planting fruit trees

n such positions. First and foremost, fashion has
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decreed that all culinary requisites shall be grown
away from ihe ornamental grounds. It is true that

to meet the rage for novelty in the flower garden

Beet and other vegetables have been introduced, but

then objectors say we must draw a line somewhere,

and we draw it at Apples. We plant the Mountain

Ash, the Bird Cherry, various kinds of Hawthorn,
and other fruit-bearing trees in conspicuous places

about the shrubberies, and yet we discard the Apple,
which in point of beauty, both when in blossom or

loaded with fruit, is equal to, if not superior to them
all. The second objection I have heard is a more
weighty one, and is this — Planting fruit trees

amongst shrubs would lead to their becoming neglected

and ruined by being overgrown by the common things

that compose the average shrubbery. I grant

that it is only in planting new places, where
the ground has been well trenched and prepared,

that fruit trees can be introduced with any pro-

spect of success. I grant, also, that, according to

tiie common arrangement in thickets of the usual

assortment of common Laurels, Lilacs, &c., to plant

fruit trees amongst them would lead to failure.

But why are shrubs planted so thickly as to allow no

roum for individual development? Or why, when we
have such a wealth of choice things to select from, do
we invariably choose the commonest things for the

most permanent effects? [We have often put this

and similar questions to our landscape gardeners.

Eds.] In planting a new place, no doubt the first

idea m the mind is furniture and shelter, but those two
thmgs, which are most desirable in themselves, should

never be separated from the ultimate effect aimed at.

In planting a new shrubbery, the planter should

arrange his main features first, always with an eye to

the desired result, and space enough should be allowed

for full development \ and if it is necessary or desirable

to introduce common things as nurses, they should be

removed as soon as their services can be dispened

with. In this way only can groups of fruit trees be

introduced effectively into shrubberies. It is, how-
ever, a large question, with many things hinging

upon it, and cannot be exhaustively treated in one

short letter. E. Hobday,

Crocus damascenus.—A year and a half ago,

through the kindness of the Rev. William Wright of

Dama^cu^:, I procured bulbs of Crocus damascenus,

which has not, I beheve, been in cultivation since the

days of Dean Herbert. The first bloom has just

appeared. It reminds me much of the variety of

Crocus cancellatus, which goes by the name of C.

cilicius, and which has just gone out of bloom. The
tube is violet tinted and conspicuously striped with

deep purple lines ; the petals are a uniform pale

purple, with distinct stripes of a deeper hue. Its

coarsely reticulated corm-coats closely resemble those

of the spring-flowering C. reticulatus. The leaves

begin to appear before the flower expands. It is a

elicite species, and with me does not do well in the

open ground. It should be grown in a pot in a cold

frame' or planted out in a pit nearly filled with soil,

the lights of which can be closed in cold or wet
weather. H. Harpuy-Creice^ The Reciory^ Drayton^

Beauchamp Rectory^ Tring^ Nov. 13, 1876.

Strawberries in Bloom.—I have several Straw-

berry plants in bloom, and there is fruit on some of

them, although the thermometer registered 10° of

frost on the i ith inst. My employer was surprised to

see them still in bloom to-day, 14th. These are

plants that I forced in spring, and planted out in a

border in the kitchen garden in the month of May. I

quite agree with Mr. Lee that with proper treatment

Strawberries may be had through the winter, but I

have always found the flavour very inferior in the

months of December and January. George CUngen^

Or. ioC. Asprey, Esq., BeecklatidSj Caterham Valley^

Sitrny.

Acer saccharinum.—Allow me to inform Mr.

Sargent (see p. 530) that there is a specimen of the

above Acer, some 40 feet in height, growing in the

grounds at Hackwood Park, in Hampshire. It is a

very handsome variety, quite distinct from some
twenty other sorts growing in the same grounds.

Many of those Acers have quite a charming effect

when wearing their autumn tints. In my opinion

they much excel many plants grown in glasshouses for

their foliage alone, though of course their beauty is

but shorthved. Has chalky soil anything to do with

the brightness, or otherwise, of autumn tmts? I have

carefully observed the subject for several years, but

have never seen them come out with 'that ripe rich-

ness they do in the above grounds, especially after a

hot summer. The soil there is chalky. H. J, C,
Crwiiton,

Hardiness of Salvia patens,—Referring to Mr.
Cragg*s notes in your last issue on the hardiness of

that most beautiful bedding plant, Salvia patens, I

beg to inform him that with us it is perfectly hardy,

having remained oul for several years without the

slightest protection—in fact, I find it comes much
better and grows more even and compact. T, M.^
Foot's Cray^ Kent.

The Recent Appointment in Connection with
Her Majesty's Board of Works and Buildings.
— I was exceedingly glad to see, in your last issue, the

allusion to the recent extraordinary appointment made
in connection with Her Majesty's Board of Works,
viz , that of Inspector of our Public Parks and
Gardens. That such an officer (provided he be tho-

roughly competent to perform the very important
duties of his office efficiently) has long been needed,

I have, from my own observation, been for some
time quite convinced ; and I must ask you to allow

me space to state the reasons which have led me to

this conclusion. While my remarks refer generally

to the public parks and gardens belonging to the Crown
in and around the great metropolis, I wish it

to be remembered that I do not include the

Royal Gardens of Kew, for the very good reason

that the management which has obtained there for

the last thirty-six years (ever since, indeed, the

gardens were given up for the use of the public),

has been, on the whole, so good, that an inspector

for them is altogether unnecessary, and would be,

I think, extremely impolitic. My remarks have
reference to Kensington Gardens, Hyde Park, the

Green Park, St. James's Park, the Regent's Park,
Battersea Park, and the Victoria Park ; Richmond
Park, and the gardens at Hampton Court Palace,

and Bushey Park. Halving from my youth been strongly

impressed with the importance of these places of recre-

ation and public resort, I have taken a deep interest

in them, and having for some years passed almost
daily through four of those which I have named, I

have watched narrowly the manner in which they
have been managed. Though there has been very
much in the management deserving of the highest

commendation, my observation has led me to see

much that is to be severely reprehended. I speak
more particularly with regard to Kensington Gardens,
Hyde Park, and the Green and St. James's Parks,

and the Regent's Park. When some few years ago
alterations were vigorously carried on in these

gardens and parks with a view of rendering some un-
sightly places more ornamental and attractive, it did

astonish me beyond measure to see a penchant for

mound-raising in every direction carried to such an
unreasonable and, indeed, culpable extent, as to cause
the wholesale destruction of large numbers of very
fine trees, by heaping up round the stems masses of
earth to the height, in some instances, of two or three

feet ! Thus, nearly all the fine trees (Planes, Elms,
and others) growing on the part (formerly much de-
pressed) of Hyde Park between the Albert Gate and
Apsley Gate, were in a few months killed and
had to be removed ; and thus the unsightly build-

ings which bound the Park at that point were
entirely exposed to the view of persons in the

walks and drives. Numerous other instances of a
similar kind in this park, in St. James's Park, and in

Kensington Gardens, I am able to point out, all con-
vincing me that the superintendent's knowledge of

the first principles of vegetable physiology must
be very faulty, or he surely would have remem-
bered that death to the trees, sooner or later, must
inevitably be the result of heaping up great

masses of earth about their stems above the collar.

Here, then, is sufficient evidence, I think, of the

great need of a thoroughly competent inspector, to be
a check on a superintendent who can permit proceed-
ings so entirely opposed to good and proper manage-
ment— if, indeed, such an one should ever be
appointed to the office of superintendent. But I must
refer to another barbarous practice, which I have
noticed in full force nearly every spring—that of

allowing ignorant labourers to mutilate and disfigure

large numbers of trees and shrubs, by hacking and
cutting them—sometimes with shears and sometimes
with billhooks—in a most unpardonable manner.
Every spring, before the beds in the shrubberies are

dug over, these men may be seen prosecuting their

work of mutilation and destruction with apparently
great satisfaction to themselves, but with positive

pain to one who, like myself, has a great love for

natural objects, and especially for beautiful trees and
shrubs assuming their natural characters. Surely I am
not unreasonable or very far wrong when I say that

this is hardly the treatment which the trees and shrubs

should receive in our Royal parks and gardens, and
that, it is to be supposed, with the sanction of the

superintendent ! If the shrubs have become too

crowded the transplantation of some would be the

more consistent mode of dealing with them, or, at

any rate, if they are to be reduced in size, a very dif-

ferent and a less barbarous mode of pruning them
would be the proper course to be pursued. Every
year there are many blanks to be filled up, and to

these some of the shrubs which have become too

crowded maybe most properly transplanted. Another
defect has reference to the management, or rather

mismanagement of the young trees and shrubs,

viz., that of keeping them in a piece of ground (which

serves as a nursery) in Kensington Gardens, which
is enclosed by a thick belt of very high trees.
Thus grown for some years before being finally tran?!
planted, they are drawn up unnaturally, and they
become weakly, rarely making good specimens if they
succeed (many of them do not) after transplantiMon.
It would surely be much the better plan to hive a
piece of land appropriated to the purpose of rearing
the young trees and shrubs required, either at Kew or
Hampton Court, or in some other place a gool dis-
tance (rom the influence of the trying atmosphere of
London. Another point to which I think attention
should be drawn, is the want of control over the
expenditure of enormous sums of the public money in
making alteration? which are great blemishes and an
eyesore; as, for example (i), the alterations which
were made in Kensington Gardens, near the Me-
morial of the Prince Consort, by the express
desire of the First Commissioner who made him-
self so notorious by his strange and very reprehen-
sible conduct towards the Director of the Royal Gar-
dens at Kew, and which injurious alterations were so
strongly condemned in the House of Commons at the
time they were being carried out

; (2), the positively
absurd and hideous island which was constructed
three or four years ago, at great cost, in the Serpen-
tine, near the receiving-house of the Royal Humane
Society

;
and (3), those unsightly, unnecessary, and

absolutely disfiguring mounds which were raised
last year in the space between the Serpentine and
Rotten Row, many of them only to be again carted
away at great additional cost, when they were so
strongly condemned both in the House of Lords and in
the House of Commons. I am the more astonished
and pained at the wanton destruction of noble trees
and other misdeeds, as the attention of several suc-
cessive First Commissioners has been repeatedly
called in the House to what has been going on, but,
unfortunately, I am afraid, to very little purpose ; and
very little good, I am incUned to think, wijl
effected until a thoroughly competent inspector is

appointed, or until some Member of Parliament who
has a knowledge of, and a taste for, gardening, takes
the matter resolutely in hand, and that persistently.
Riis in Urbc. [The whole question of Park manage-
ment requires urgent attention. Eds ]

Hardiness of Dracaena australis.—I shall feel

much obliged to any of your correspondents for

formation respecting the hardiness of Dracrena
australis. Have any of them succeeded in wintering
it safely out-of-doors, with or without protection?
U'llliam Bishop, Bylaugh Park, East Dereham. [It
is hardy in some parts of Ireland, and nearly hardy
in the Channel Islands and Cornwall. No doubt it is

sufficiently hardy anywhere, when planted on a dry
subsoil and protected from damp, which is a greater
enemy than frost. Eds.]

The Royal Horticultural Society.—As country
horticulturists do not, in this matter, appear to write
to you directly, may they do so, indirectly, in a few
extracts from letters to me ?—of coarse I will not give
names (I tell them to you), but the letters speak for

themselves. Extract No. I :
" I think I must be one

of the oldest Fellows of the Horticutural Society at'

;i^4 4J. per annum. I had quite made up my mind
not to renew my subscription until I read your letter

to the Times.'^ Then follow reasons for non-renewal,
" I am willing to give the revived Society another
trial ; you may enter my name as a subscriber of

£^ 4^., and my gardener, Mr.
, ^^i is," Extract

No. 2, from an eminent London physician, who does
wonders with his plants under most unfavourable
conditions :

" I have one or two more names, which
shall be sent to you soon. If it will be of any use I will

promise to get ten, including myself, and I will guar-
antee the ten subscriptions of £1 is. for one year, as
I feel I can find ten subscribers amongst my friends."

Extract No. 3: *' Your scheme for the reconstruc-

tion of the Royal Horticultural Society appears to,

me to meet the present case excellently, I therefore

have much pleasure in subscribing my name to the
enclosed circular, and if I can be of any use in can-
vassing amongst the neighbouring lovers of horticul-

ture, I shall only be too glad to assist you, and also

to add my name to the committee." Extract No. 4
" I have the pleasure to enclose one of your papers
Mr. was good enough to send it to me. I wish';

you success, and if you think I should subscribe four

guineas, instead of one, I will do so with pleasure."

Extract No. 5, written on the bottom of signed slip ;

*' Please send me a lot of these prospectuses, and I
will distribute them for you." These extracts arCj
taken from many letters to the same effect. George F»\

IVilson^ Ifeqt/ierbank, IVeybridge, Noz'. 11.

Writing to you last week in a great hurry,

as I did, I omitted to remind the Fellows «;
one other great sacrifice which this most unfor*'

tunate Society would make in surrendering the

South Kensington garden, I therefore must ask you
to allow me a little space to supply the omission. At

,

very considerable expense an artesian well was sunk
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by the Society, on the northern side of the conserva-

tory, for supplying water for the cascades, and for all

other necessary purposes. Thus an unfailing supply
of the purest water was obtained, and it has, I believe,

been ascertained that the gross annual value of this,

if fully utilised, may be estimated at about £Ty:iO. or

as representing an annual value of ;^5500 !—the

supply never having, I believe, sensioly dimin-

ished from the time the well was sunk until

noWf not even during the two or three exces-

sively dry summers which we have since expeiienced.

In any arrangements that maybe made this well, with
the complete machinery for rendering it available,

should, I think, be duly nnd fairly considered by Her
Majesty's Commissioners and the Council. As I write,

my thoughts are carried back to the time when that

charming little tropical house, containing fine healthy
vigorously-growing specimens of Tree Ferns, Palms,
Bananas, and other interesting plants, stood at the

end of the orchard-house entrance /rom the Exhi-
bition Road ; and I am reminded that it, too, was
destroyed (or, at any rate, had to be removed) to make
way for the buildings erected in iSyoby Her Majesty's

Commissioners for the annual International Exhibi-

tions, which began in 1871 and ended in 1S74. The
loss of this house I have always greatly deplored, for

in addition to the great interest excited by the plants,

the scene which they presented quite enlivened that

northern end of the long dreary arcades bounding the
eastern side of the gardens. If the Council allowed
this house, like the great tent {which was quite unique
of its kind), to be removed without any compensation,
then the indictments already framed {see my former
letters) will be incomplete if this fact be omitted.
Again, yet one other point, and I have done. Until
very recently there was a nice little lean-to house on
the northern side of the orchard-house, forming the
entrance from the Albert Road, v/hich contained a small

but most interesting collection of the lovely Orchids,

at times most cjjarming to look at as one passed into

the gardens. This, too, has now disappeared, and
some of the richest and most curious of God's floral

gifts to man no longer there enliven the scene. Delta.

I see a good deal of correspondence in your
paper about the rights and privileges of the Fellows
of the Royal Horticultural Society, but I see no men-
tion made of a very large class of the Fellows—those
who have compounded for their subscriptions, and
who have purchased transferable "red" tickets. A
few years ago, while living in London, I asked the
Secretary what arrangements were made for nurses
taking children into ihe gardens. He told me

—

"Make your children Fellows, and then they can
take in their nurses," which I did, and also got two
ten-guinea tickets, and compounded by paymg the
full sum demanded. In any . reconstruction of the

Society, what position will be held by compounders
and transferable ticket-holders ? J. R, Hay^ BlairhilL
Stirling.

Rare Gladioli.—From time to time portraits of
various interesting species of Gladioli have appeared
in the Botanical Magazine. Several of these

—

c.g.^

G. cnientus. Saundersii, dracocephalus, and purpureo-
iauratus—are carefully grown and highly appreciated
n many of our gardens, but others of equal interest

and merit appear to be lost. I allude more parlicu-

larly to three species which I have tried in vain to

procure

—

e.g.yQ. papilio, Cooperi, andsericeo-villosus.

If any of your readers can give me tidings of these
lost children of the garden, I shall feel deeply
grateful. In the last number of the Journal of
Botany Mr. Baker gives a description of a number of
new species of this interesting genus, three of which

—

G. splendens, a native of mountams near Oakhurst,
Cape of Good Hope, G. decoratus, from the banks
of the Zambesi, near Moramballa, andG. Newii, from
Mount Kilimanjaro, in Madagascar—are said to be
among the finest species hitherto discovered. It is to
be hoped thit no pains will be spared to introduce
these fine plants into our gardens, and that when in-

troduced they will not, as is too often the case, be
lost. H. Harpur*Crewe, Drayton-Beaachamp Rectory,
Tring^ Nov. 13.

OAK SPANGLES.
Luring the present season the flat round leaf-

galls known as Oak spangles have been remarkably
plentiful in some localities. In the neighbourhood of

Isleworth the ''common Oak spangle,'* caused by the

Cynips known as Neuroterus lenticularis (Mayr),

Malpighii (llartig), has occurred in such quantities

as often to coat the under-side of the leaves almost

completely over, weighing them down, and bringing

on premature withering of the foliage. This spangle
is distinguishable from the allied species by its larger

size (three-sixteenths or a (juarter of an inch over)

and its shape, which is flat, and lies closely to the

leaf on the under-side, and rises on the upper to an
obtuse point. The colour of the gall itself is whitish,

or pale yellowish, but the general effect is of some
shade of pink or yellowish-red, from the tint of the
down, or hairs, with which the upper surface of the

spangle is in its healthy state thickly beset, and it is

now dropping in quantities from the leaves, with the
immature tenant contained in the central cell, to
await complete development in the coming spring.

Associated with the common spangle there occurs
the "silk button" gall produced by the Neuroterus
numismatis, much resembling a tiny ring wound round
with fine golden silk, distinguishable from the former
by its brown or golden colour and silken glister, and
by its deep depression in the centre of the com-
paratively thick ring, the size of the gall itself being
much smaller—only about half or two-thirds of the
horizontal diameter of the " lenticularis."

With these, during the last season, have been a
sprinkling of the tare galls or spangles of the Neuro-
terus fumipennis and the still rarer Neuroterus
Ireviusculus, both of them bearing at the first glance
some resemblance to the common spangle, but
distinguishable by their smaller size and their concave
or saucer-like shape— the "fumipennis" being
further distinguished by being (to general observation)

smooth and shmy, and having the whitish tint of the

centre set off by what is sometimes a deep rose-

coloured line round the external margin, and the gall,

though thickening as it approaches maturity, still not

assuming the convex shape of the.common spangle.

The "l.-cviusca!us" is characterised by a little central

boss, sometimes of a beautiful pink colour, at the

bottom of the yellowish saucer, and besides a small
quantity of bunches of hair-like growths scattered

over the upper surface, has a sprinkling of them also

on the under-side.

The amount of appearance of these spangles, taking
the common species as the type, is very variable ; in

1S74 they were plentiful in this district, less so last

year, and again plentiful in the present season ; and in

the paper on "Oak spangles" in the GarJemrs'
Chroitidc for 1S43, p. 52, they are mentioned as

plentiful in 1840 and 1S41, but less so in 1S42.

From the insect causes being what may be called

constant residents—always more or less present—and
the Oaks on which they are found being mainly in

neglected hedges, or outskirts of woods little meddled
with, the ordinary surroundings are so permanent,
that in this case it would appear possible by observa-

tion in successive seasons to ascertain whether the

variation was attendant on meteorological influences.

In the three last seasons noticed, the heavy and long-

continued rains in 1S75 occurring at the time when the

insects were presumably depositing their eggs

(certainly about the time of the first springing of the

galls), might account for the comparative absence of

the common spangle in that year, but the weather and
the insect presence must be watched in the same
locality, consequently little information can be
gathered by comparison of the insect returns and the

regular meteorological tables of former years, and the

work has yet to be done.

In itself the greater or less appearance of one genus
of the Cynipidse is not material, but a step onwards,
if it could be firmly made, towards^knowledge of

weather influences on insect life, which might be
brought to bear on what may be called the economic
insects, would be of great importance. 0.

THE SOURCES OF NITROGEN
IN PLANTS.

(Ccnlinucdfr^m t. 6^g.]

We have already discussed the results of M. G. Ville,

as well as those of others, in a paper published in the

Philosophical Transactions for r859. and in a somewhat
condensed form in the Journal of tlu Chemical Society,

VOL xvi., 1863 : and we can only very briefly refer to

them in this place. The column of actual gain or loss

of nitrogen is seen to show in one case a gain of more
than r gram of nitrogen ; the amount of it in the pro-

ducts being more than forty-one-fold that supplied as

combined nitrogen in the seed and air. This result was
obtained with Colza. Those obtained with Wheat, Rye,
or Maize showed very much less of both actual and pro-

portional gam. E.vperiments with Sunflower and Tobacco
showed a less actual gain than that with Colza

; but still

it amounted in one case, with Sunflower, to more than
thirty, and in two, with Tobacco, to more than forty-fold

of that supphed. In M. G. Ville's later experiments (as

a glance down the last two columns in the table will

show), although he still had generally some gain, it was
usually both actually and in proportion to the quantity
supplied considerably less than in his earlier ones.

M. G. Ville attributed the gain, in some cases, to the
large leafsurface. In explanation of the assmiil.ition of
free nitrogen by plants, he calls attention to the fact that
nascent hydrogen is said to give ammonia, and nascent
oxygen nitric acid, with free nitrogen, and lie asks

—

Why should not the nitrogen in the juices of the plant
combine with the nascent carbon and o.xygen in the
leaves? He refers to the supposition of M. De Luca,
that the nitrogen of the air combines with the nascent
oxygen given off by the leaves of plants, and to the fact
that the juice of some plants (Mushrooms) h.as been
observed to ozonize the oxygen of the air, and he asks—
Is it not probable, then, that the nitrogen dissolved in
the juices will submit to the action of the ozonized oxygen
with which it is mixed, when we bear in mind that the

j uices contain alkalies, and penetrate tissues, the porosity
of which exceeds that of spongy platinum ?

The experiments of M, Boussingault, and of ourselves,
on the other hand, have not given an affirmative answer
to the question whether plants, by their leaves, take up
and assimilate the free nitrogen of the air.

After twenty years of varied and laborious investi-
gation of the subject, M. Boussingault concluded that
plants have not the power of taking up and assimilating
the free nitrogen of the atmosphere.
Our own experiments on this subject were commenced

in r857, and the late Dr, Pugh, of the Pennsylvania
State Agricultural College, devoted between two and
three years to the investigation at Rothamsted. Mr.
Lawes has contributed one complete set of the apparatus
employed to this exhibition. The arrangement, and the
results obtained up to that date, are fully described in
the papers already referred to, pubhshed in the Philo-
sophical Transactions for 1859, and in the Journal of
the Chemical Society in 1863,

Taking the results as they stand, there is nothing
whatever in them .to lead to the conclusion that either
the Graminen? or the LeguminosK can take up and
assimilate the free nitrogen of the atmosphere. We,
indeed, do not hesitate to conclude from our own experi-
ments, as Boussingault did from his, that the evidence is

strongly against the supposition that plants can so avail
themselves of the free nitrogen of the atmosphere.

Independently of the action suggested as possible by
M. G. Vitle, that is between free nitrogen and nascent
or ozonized oxygen within the plant itself, it has been
supposed that the free nitrogen of the atmosphere may
unite with the nascent oxygen, or ozone, as the case
may be, evolved by the plant, and so yield nitric acid.
In our papers above referred to we have given reasons
for supposing that such actions are not likely to take
place

; but whether they do or do not, it is at any rate
certain that in our own experiments we have not been
able to persuade plants to avail themselves of this happy
faculty of producing their own nitrogenous food. With
regard to the action supposed possibly to take place exter-
nally to the plant itself, if it were in any material degree
operative, we .should expect some, at least, of the result-
ing combined nitrogen to be collected in the aqueous
deposits from the atmosphere ; but we have seen how
inadequate is the amount of combined nitrogen in those
deposits to account for the yield of nitrogen, even of the
Graminens, and still less can it satisfactorily explain the
yield in the Legumiuosre and other plants.

Ammonia in the Soil.

But if the plant itself cannot either assimilate free
nitrogen, or eftect its combination so as to bring it into
a state for its use, may not such combination take
place under the influence of the soil ?

More than thirty years ago, Mulder argued that in the
last stages of decomposition of organic matter in the
soil, hydrogen was evolved, and that this nascent
hydrogen combined with the free nitrogen of the air,
and so formed ammonia.
A few years ago Deherain substantially rerived this

view. He maintained that at a certain depth the air of
the soil is poor in, or destitute of, oxygen ; that hydrogen
is evolved from the decomposing organic matter ; that
it unites with free nitrogen to form ammonia ; and that
so combined nitrogen increases in the soil in spite of
the growth and removal of crops. This view he sup-
ports by some laboratory experiments.

It is obvious that if the reality of this action in soils
were unquestionably estabUshed, it would greatly aid
the solution of the question we are discussing. There
are, indeed, results of others on record which would
seem to lend it probabihty.

BoussiNG.^ULT's Latest Views.

Much more recently, Boussingault has published the
results of experiments which showed that when a garden
soil was confined for about eleven years in closed glass
vessels in an atmosphere containing oxygen, the tree
nitrogen did not ser\-e for the formation of nitric acid
within it ; but, on the contrary, the soil lost a portion of
its combined nitrogen.

Since the delivery of this lecture, M. Berlbelot (Compt.
Rend., t. lxx.xii-, p. 1357) has stated that in experiments
in which he exposed moistened cellulose to an electric
current in an atmosphere of nitrogen, he found nitrogen
taken up, and a fixed nitrogenous body formed. Refer-
ring to the last-mentioned experiments of M. Boussin-
gault, and his conclusions from them, M. Berthelot
objects that, the soils being in closed glass vessels, the
intervention of atmospheric electricity was excluded, and
the conditions of the experiments were, so far, unhke
those of a natural soil.
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Being very desirous to know the present opinion of

M. Boussingault on the various points involved in this

important question of the sources of the nitrogen of

vegetation, i wrote to him shortly after undertaking to

give this address, and asked whether he would be kind

enough to favour me with a statement of his views on
certam points. Unfortunately his reply did not reach

me until after the delivery of the lecture ; but, with his

permission, I am now enabled to contribute a very valu-

able addition to the discussion in the form of a trans-

lation of the more essential parts of M. Boussingault's

letter. He says :

—

"(i.). In confined stagnant air, or in air moving
through a closed apparatus, after previous purification,

but still containing carbonic acid, plants growing in a

soil destitute of nitrogenous manure, but containing the

mineral substances indispensable for the vegetable orga-

nism, do not assimilate the nitrogen which is in a

gaseous state in the atmosphere.

"(2.) In the open air, in a soil destitute of nitro-

genous manure, but containing the mineral substances

necessary for the vegetable organisms, plants acquire

very minute quantities of nitrogen, arising, no doubt,

from minute proportions of fertilising nitrogenous in-

gredients carried by the air, ammoniacal vapours, and
dust, always containing alkaline or earthy nitrates.

"{3.) In confined stagnant air, or in air renewed in a

closed apparatus, a plant growing in a soil containing

a nitrogenous manure, and mineral substances necessary

for the vegetable organism, or in fertile vegetable earth,

does not assimilate free nitrogen.

"(4.) In field culture, where dung is applied in ordi-

nary quantities, analysis shows that there is more nitro-

gen in the crops than was contained in the manure
applied.

" This excess of nitrogen comes from the atmosphere,

and from the soil.

*'(A. ) From the atmosphere, because it furnishes

ammonia in the form of carbonate, nitrates or nitrites,

and various kinds of dust. Theodore de Saussure was
the first to demonstrate the presence of ammonia in the

air, and consequently in meteoric waters. Liebig

exaggerated the influence of this ammonia on vegeta-

tion, since he went so lar as to deny the utility of the

nitrogen which forms a part of farmyard manure. This
influence is, nevertheless, real, and comprised within

limits, which have quite recently been indicated in the

remarkable investigations of M. Schlbsing.

"(B.) From the soil, which, besides furnishing the

crops with mineral alkaline substances, provides them
with nitrogen, by ammonia, and by nitrates, which are

formed in the soil at the expense of the nitrogenous

matters contained in diluvium, which is the basis of vege-

table earth ;
compounds in which nitrogen exists in stable

combination, only becoming fertilising by the effect of

time. If we take into account their immensity, the

deposits of the last geological periods must be considered

as an inexhaustible reserve of fertilising agents. Forests,

prairies, and some vineyards, have really no other

manures than what are furnished by the atmosphere,
and by the soil. Since the basis of all cultivated land

contains materials capable of giving rise to nitrogenous

combinations, and to mineral substances, assimilable by
plants, it is not necessary to suppose that in a system of

cultivation the excess of nitrogen found in the crops is

derived from the free nitrogen of the atmosphere. As
for the absorption of the gaseous nitrogen of the air by
vegetable earth, I am not acquainted with a single irre-

proachable observation that establishes it ; not only does
the earth not absorb gaseous nitrogen, but it gives it off,

as you have observed in conjunction with Mr. L^wes, as

Reiset has shown in the case of dung, as M. Schlosing

and I have proved in our researches on nitrification,

" If there is one fact perfectly demonstrated in phy-
siology, it is this of non-assimilation of free nitrogen by
plants ; and I may add, by plants of an inferior order,

such as Mycoderms and Mushrooms.
Numerous experiments of Schlosing indicate a similar

result to that last quoted of Boussingault.

It will be seen that on this important point of whether
or not the soil may acquire combined nitrogen either in

the form of ammonia by the combination of free nitrogen

with nascent hydrogen evolved in the decomposition of

organic matter in defect of oxygen, or in the form of

nitric acid by the oxidation of free nitrogen, the evidence

is, to say the least, conflicting. The more recent results

of Boussingualt, and those of Schlosing, would, however,
indicate a greater probability of a loss of combined
nitrogen, and evolution of free nitrogen.

Judging of the probabilities by reference to some of

the results of our own investigations, we think that they

are rather against than in favour of the supposition that

there is any material gain of the kind assumed by Mulder
and Deh(^rain. It may be well, however, briefly to call

attention to some few facts which seem to bear upon the

point, whether in favour, or otherwise, of the view in

question.

The action assumed by Mulder and Dehi^rain, if it

have place at all in soils in their natural condition,

would be supposed, and is assumed by Deherain, to

occur in layers sufficiently deep to be poor in oxygen.

In the lower layers of the soil there is, however, a de-

ficiency of carbonaceous organic matter also. Again,

if such formation of ammonia do take place, it is

probable that some at any rate of it must be oxidated

into nitric acid ; a condition which, on the other hand,
implies an atmosphere not poor in oxygen. Thus,
numerous results of analysis of the drainage water from
many of the experimental plots at Rothamsted, to which
further reference will be made presently, show that

nearly the whole of the combined nitrogen in the drainage
collected at a depth of about 30 inches, exists as nitrates

and nitrites ; which, obviously, would hardly be the case

if the solution passed through a considerable layer of

soil, the interstices of which contained an atmosphere
poor in, or destitute of, oxygen.

Again, assuming such formation of ammonia to take

place in the upper layers of the soil, where there is the

most organic matter, and much oxidation of it, the

supposition would be that the conditions would favour

oxidation rather than the formation of ammonia from
free nitrogen ; and the fact of the formation of a good
deal of nitric acid by the oxidation of nitrogenous

organic matter, or ammonia, in the surface soil, i.s

sutificiently established.

Further, if it were to the action assumed by Mulder
and Dehifrain taking place in the upper layers of the soil

that we owe the supplies of combined nitrogen available

to leguminous and other plants which assimilate so much
more of it over a given area than the Graminen?, the ques-

tion may be asked—why cannot the Graminece avail

themselves of this superficial supply? On this point it

may be mentioned that, on some parts of the experi-

mental Wheal and Barley fields at Rothamsted, farm-

yard manure has been applied year after year, for a
quarter of a century or more, in quantity containing

perhaps six or seven times as much nitrogen as is

removed in the increase of crop, and that thus the per-

centage of nitrogen in the surface soil has been more
than doubled. Yet, as large a produce of Barley, and
a larger produce of Wheat, is annually obtained by the

use of very much smaller quantities of nitrogen, as

ammonia-salts or nitrate. It would thus appear that the

nitrogen of the farmyard manure was only available to

the cereals after its transformation into ammonia or

nitric acid. Unfortunately, we are not at present able

to adduce direct experimental evidence as to the con-

dition in which the large amount of inefficient nitrogen

exists in the soil, or as to whether a leguminous crop

would or would not grow luxuriantly in it, but there is

little doubt that it would do so. On the other hand,

a good crop of Clover would appear to be attainable in

soil comparatively poor in nitrogen in its upper layers,

and comparatively poor in organic matter also ; for,

in the experiments already referred to, in which Barley

was grown after Birley and after Clover, the large

amount of Clover obtained, and nitrogen assimilated

in it, was after six corn crops grown by artificial manure
alone ; conditions under which the amount, both of

available nitrogen and of organic matter, in the upper
layers of the soil, would be supposed to be comparatively

small.

The answer of Deherain would probably be, that under
the circumstances supposed, the nitrogen would be in a

condition of combination not favourable for assimilation

by the Graminese, that, in fact, the ammonia formed
would combine with organic acids in the soil, yielding

compounds specially favourable as food for the

Leguminos?e. An objection to this view is, that if the

accumulation in the soil by time, of nitrogen in a condi-

tion specially favourable for the Leguminosce were such

as is here assumed, we should expect the amount of

nitrogen in the soil, determinable by the soda-lime

process, to be higher before than after the growth of a
leguminous crop ; whereas, on the contrary, after the

growth of a leguminous crop, the amount of nitrogen

so determinable in the upper layers of the soil is very

appreciably increased.

Nitric Acid in the Soil.

The evidence in favour of the supposition that the

special source of nitrogen to the Legummoste is ammonia,
or other compounds than nitric acid, in the upper layers

of the soil, is then, to say the least, inconclusive.

It remains to consider whether it may not be nitric acid,

either in the soil or in the subsoil ?

As already said, there is abundant evidence of the

formation and existence of a considerable amount of

nitric acid in surface soils ; even in such as contain a

relatively high amount of carbonaceous and nitrogenous

organic matter. For example, a soil at Rothamsted
which has been under garden cultivation, and as such

probably manured almost every year for centuries, has

successfully grown Clover every year for more than

twenty years. This soil was shown by the late Dr. Pugh,

and has been again recently by Mr. Warington, to

contain a considerable amount of nitric acid. But such

a soil would, there is no doubt, grow large crops of

Graminejis also ; which direct experiments show to attain

great luxuriance under the influence of artifically applied

nitrates. But such a rich garden soil contains an abund-

ance of everything—mineral constituents, carbonaceous

organic matter, and combined nitrogen in various forms,

and thus the exact conditions which it supplies favour-

able to the LeguminoscE cannot at once be discrimi-

nated. The fact of the comparatively little, or at

least uncertain, action of directly applied nitrates

on the growth of the Leguminosae, would seem to

be inconsistent with the supposition that it is the nitric

acid in such a surface soil that has given it its special

adaptation for the growth of Clover for so many years—
unless, indeed, it be the case, that it is much more available

to such crops when in combination with some bases than

with others,

The next point to consider is, whether there are any

facts in favour of the supposition that Clover, and
leguminous crops generally, acquire any material propor-

tion of their nitrogen in lower layers, and in a more ex-

tended range of the soil, than the Gramineas. As an

element in the discussion of this question, it will be well

in the first place to call attention to the effects of direct

nitrogenous manures, such as ammonia-salt, or nitrates,

on the growth of some of our crops.

In Table VIII. is shown the estimated amount of

carbon, yielded per acre per annum, in Wheat over

twent}- years, in Barley over twenty years, in Sugar-Beet

over three years, and in Beans over eight years
:
each with

a complex mineral manure alone, and each with the

I

same mineral manure and given quantities of nitrogen in

addition, supplied in some cases in the form of ammonia-
salts, and in others as nitrate. The gain of carbon by
the use of the nitrogenous manure is also given.

Manuring, quantities per

Wheat, twenty years, 1852—1871 :

—

Complex mineral manure
Complex mineral manure and 41 lb. nitrogen,

Complex mineral manure and 82 lb. nitrogen.

Complex mineral manure and 82 lb. nitrogen,

Barley, twenty years, 1852—1871 :—
Complex mineral manure
Complex mineral manure and 41 lb. nitrogen,

Sugar-Beet, three years, 1871—1873 :—
Complex mineral manure
Complex mineral manure and 82 lb. nitrogen,

Complex mineral manure and 82 lb. nitrogen.

Beans, eight years, 1862, 1864—1870 :—
Complex mineral manure
Complex mineral manure and 82 lb. nitrogen,

1.36

2634

3081

1498

1945

It is quite evident that in the case of the gramineous
crops. Wheat and Barley, which contain a compara-
tively low percentage of nitrogen, and assimilate a com-
paratively small amount of it over a given area, and also
in that of the Sugar-Beet, there was a greatly increased
amount of carbon assimilated by the addition of nitro-
genous manure alone. In the case of the Wheat, there
is much more effect from a given amount of nitrogen
supplied as nitrate, which is always applied in the spring,
than from an equal quantity as ammonia salts, which
are applied in the autumn, and are subject to winter
drainage. There is also more effect from ammonia salts

applied to Barley than to Wheat ; the application being
made for the former in the spring, and for the latter ia
the autumn. There is again more effect from the nitrate
than from the ammonia salts when applied to Sugar-
Beet, the application being made in both cases at the
same date, in the spring.

On the other hand, the effect of the nitrogenous
manure upon the highly nitrogenous Bean crop is seen
to be, comparatively, very insignificant.

In reference to this point it should be observed that
there has been this greatly increased assimilation of car-
bon i.i the Wheat and in the Barley for more than
twenty years, without the addition of any carbon to the
soil. It is, indeed, certain that, in the existing condition
of our soils, the increased growth of our staple starch-
yielding grains is greatly dependent on a supply of
nitrogen to the soil. It is equally certain that the
increased production of sugar in the gramineous Sugars
cane, in the tropics, is likewise greatly dependent on
the supply of nitrogen to the soil.

In reference to the great increase in the assimilation
of carbon in the Sugar-Beet by the use of purely nitro-

genous manures, it may be of interest to observe that

over the three years of the experiments with Sugar-Beel,
the increased production of sugar per acre per annum
was about 20 cwt. by the use of 82 lb. of nitrogen per
acre per annum as ammonia salts, and about 28 cwt. by
the use of 82 lb. of nitrogen as nitrate of soda.

It is then our characteristically starch and sugar-pro-
ducing crops that are the most characteristically bene-
fited by the application of nitrogenous manures ;

whilst

our highly nitrogenous leguminous crops are comparap
tively little benefited by such manures.

{To be continued.')

Reports of Societies.
Ealing District Chrysanthemum : A'crv. II.

—This Society, which was formed for the purpose

of encouraging the culture of the Chrysanthemum
among amateur gardeners in the district of EaUng,
held its second exhibition on the above date, and

was the means of bringing together a charming dis-

play of this most useful autumn flower. That the

Society is doing the work it set out to accomplish is

shown in the fact that there was not only an increase

in the number of exhibitors, but also in the value of

the individual productions, and especially was that

shown in the cut flower classes, as some of the blooms

were of high-class quality. The encouragement

given to cottagers to cultivate the Chrysanthemum
brought an accession to the numbers of this class of

exhibitors, their productions being most creditable.

The plants and flowers were staged in the Christ

Church School-room, and as the room could be

lighted with gas, it enabled the show to be kept open

till 8 o'clock in the evening, and the admission fee

being fixed at a low rate, a great many persons

attended the same.

To assist the committee, Mr. C. Turner, Royal

Nursery, Slough, sent some fine examples of Chrysan-

themums in pots, of large size and admirably bloomed,

the leading specimens being those of George Glenny,

'
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Hereward, Sanguineum, Golden John Salter, Lilac

Cedo NuUi, Anionius, Aurore Boreale, Fingal, White
Christine, Attila, Rifleman, and Madame de Merlieux.

Messrs. J. & C. Lee, Royal Vineyard Nursery,

Hammersmith, contributed a quantity of Chrysanthe-
mums in pots, which made an efiFective group ; and
some cut blooms of high-class quality, among which
the following were conspicuous :— Gloria Mundi,
Bronze Jardin des Plantes, Fingal, Miss Morgan,
Mr^ G. Rundle. Prince of Wales, and Annie
Salter, Mr. H. B. Smith, Ealing Dean Nursery, sent

a group of handsome Palms, which formed an excel-

lent background to the Chrysanthemums, and a col-

lection of charming Cyclamen persicura ; and Mr?.

H. B. Smith an exquisite floral cross chastely executed
with white flowers. To all the foregoing Certificates

of Merit were awarded.

Plants were shown in collections of four, three, and
single specimens. They were either trained ball-

fashion on to a flat surface, or with straight stems,

after the natural inclination of the plants. The prin-

cipal exhibitors were Mr. Geo. Weeden, St. John's
Nursery ; Mr. J. Hart, gr. to T. Nye, Esq., Eiliiig ;

Mr. Johnson, gr. to C N. Peal, E-q., Ealing; Mr.
Franklin, gr. to C. Shepheard, Esq., Ealing ; A.
Relton, Esq., and Mr. Whybrow, gr. to the Rev.
E, W. Relton. Mr. Weeden had the best (our

in the open class, Mr. Hart being second best, while
in the single-handed gardeners* class Mr. Franklin
was 1st, and Mr. Ilart 2d. The best four Pompons
in the open class came from Mr. Hart, Mr. Johnson
having the best plants in the single-handed gardeners'

class. The local cultivators are gradually feeling their

way to a better stage of cultivation, and the advance
seen on this occasion will no doubt be exceeded next
year. One or two of the local gardeners cultivate

their plants under great difficulties, being destitute of

glass accommodation. Mr. Johnson, gr. to C. N.
Peal, Esq., figured as the most successful cultivator of

Pompon Chrysanthemums.
In the open class for twelve cut blooms, Mr. J.

Laing, The Grove, staged the best examples of

Monarch, Miss Mary Morgan, Queen ol England,
Cherub, Prince Alfred, Princess of Wales, G >Kien

Beverley, Rifleman, Lady Harding, George Glenny,
Barbara, and Prince of Wales. 2d, Mr. Johnson,
gr. to C. N. Peal, E^q., had good examples of
Prince Alfred, Prince of Wales, Mrs. Sharpe, Nd
Desperandum, Mrs. G. Rundle, and Guernsey
Nugget. Mr. Laing, who is the local champion
grower, had the best six varieties also, consisting of

Prince Alfred, General Slade, Gloria Mundi, Mrs.
G. Rundle, Lady Talfourd, and Aimee Ferriere. Mr.
Johnson was again 2d, with Prince Alfred, Lord
Derby, and Mrs. G. Rundle. Mr. Latng's flowers
are grown with great care and attention under glass.

In the single-handed gardeners' class Mr. Hart, gr,

to T. Nye, E-;q , was 1st. with some very good
flowers, the leading blooms being Jardin des Plantes,
Dido, Fleur de Marie, a beautiful Anemone-flowered
variety; Eve, Lady Slade, Prince Alfred. Faust.a showy
crimson-flowered variety; and Lady Talfourd. 2',

Mr. Johnson. With six blooms Mr. Johnson was 1st,

having good examples of Prince Alfred, Antonelli,

Jardm des Piantes, Mrs. G. Rundle, Lord Derby and
Beverley, Mr. Hart secured the 2d, and Mr. Franklin
the 3d prize in this class.

In the class for ama'eur cultivators the best twelve
blooms were staged by Mr. T. Simpson, hon.
secretary of the Society, who had nice examples of
OsMan, Dr. Sharpe, Vesta, Garibaldi, Aurea multi-
flora, Mrs. G. Rundle, Isabella Bott, a beautiful

delicate variety, Jardin des Plantes, AntonelP, Enamel,
George Glenny, and Hero of Stoke Newington.
Mr. K. D. Bennett was 2d, his leading flowers being
Elaine, Empress of India, PioNono, Prmce Alfred, and
Red Dragon. Mr. A. Belton was 3d. Mr. Simpson also
had the best six booms, consisting of Antonelli, Lord
Derby, Mrs. G. Rundle, Aurea multiflora, Isabella
Bott, and General Slade. Mr. J. Tillyer, who was
2d, had among others good blooms of Prince Alfred,
Golden Beverley, and Guernsey Nugget. The best
three blooms came also from Mr. Simpson, viz..

Prince of Anemones, Rival Little Harry, and George
Glenny. The best single bloom was Prince of
Anemones, from Mr. Simpson, Mr. A. Relton coming
next with Empress of India.
The Pompon varieties were very nicely shown also,

the best twelve bunches coming from Mr. Johnson,
who had Bernard de Passy, Madame Montels, St,

Thais, St. Michael, Antonius, Model of Perfection,
President Decaisne, Mons. Astie, Astrea, and Mdlle
Marthe. The best twelve bunches in the single-

handed gardeners.* class also came from Mr. Johnson,
while in the amateurs' class for six varieties Mr, T.
Simpson staged very charming examples of Mons.
Astie, Astrea. Refulgence, Marguerite de Wildemar,
Souvenir de Jersey, and Marabout in the class for six

hunches, which were placed 1st ; and Mr. R. Bennett
had blooms of Duruflet, Mons, Astie, and Aurore
Boreale in his 2d prize stand.

The special prize for six Japanese varieties also
went to Mr. Lang, who had superb examples of
Gloire de Toulouse, Red Dragon, Grandiflorum, Cry

Kang, Elaine, and Peter the Great. The next best

was staged by Mr. Simpson, who had Jane Salter,

James Sailer, Magnum Bonum, Yellow Dragon, Sat-

suma. and Gtrnet. Mr Lang also staged a stand of

charming bl'ioras of Anemone-flowered varieties
; par-

ticularly noticeable were Lady Margaret, King of

Anemcmes, Fleur de Marie, Gluck, Princess Louise,

and Prince of Anemones.
The Right Hon. S. H. Walpole, M.P.. President

of the Society, distributed the prizes at 5 o'clock, and
this incident greatly augmented the interest in the

exhibition.

firlu |:(rfcs.

Action against the London and South-
eastern Railway for Loss of Market.—
Morell V. The Company. — At the Westminster
County Court, on Wednesday last, thii case came on
for hearing before Mr. Judge Bailey, in which the

plaintilT, described as a grower at Beckenham, in

Kent, sued the Company to recover the sum of ^4
under the following circumstances :— It appeared
from the plaintiff's statement that on a certain Friday

in September he consigned 10 bushels of Pears to

Mr. Wood, a salesman in Covent Garden Market,
which ought to have been in time for the early

market on the following morning, instead of which
they did not reach Mr. Wood till mid-day on the

Tuesday following, and were then perfectly unsale-

able. Mr. Wood, however, sold the Pears at 2j. a

bushel, and paid him ^i, less 5^. for commission.

In cross-examination by Mr. Harris, solicitor for

the Company, the plaintifT said they were good hard

SwanVegg Pears, but were thoroughly ripe. They
were delivered at Beckenham station at 4 P.M. on
Friday, and he did not know that they were not for-

warded till the following day, and was not aware that

they were sold on the Tuesday following.

Mr. Wood, a salesm:in. at Covent Garden Market,
being called, said the Pears were not delivered till

Monday, when he had left, after the second market.

He did not return till Tuesday, when he signed the

delivery note. They were in a damaged condittcn,

in consequence uf which he was obliged to sell them
for 2.S. a bushel, but if in good order they would
have been worth on that day from Sj. to loy. a
bushel. In cro>^-?xamination witness said Swan's-
egg Pears would have perished if kept closely packed
from Friday till Monday : he was perfectly ashamed
of their condition when thcry were shot out.

This was the plaintift's case.

Mr. Harris urged on the part of the defence that

the goods were consigned on Friday and sent on
Saturday perfectly in time for the second market

;

the salesman was absent at the time, and they had to

be re-delivered on Monday. The Company had paid

30/. into Court, and denied further liability.

Holderness, the market foreman, was then called,

who said that the Pears were delivered on Saturday

in time for the second market, but the salesman was
absent ; when the Pears were re-delivered they were
in excellent condition, and were worth as much on
Tuesday as they were on Saturday.

This being the case for the Company,
The learned Judge said that, as the goods were in

time for the second market, he considered the amount
the Company had ptid into Court ample.

Judgment accordingly entered for defendants, with

costs.

©iJituari).
Died, on Sunday, November 12, 1S76, at the

Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens, Chiswick,

after a somewhat lingering illness from heart disease,

Mr. Thomas Paterson, aged 42 years. Mr. Pater,

son, whose premature death is thus recorded, was for

several years general foreman of the Society's gardens.

He was a native of Scotland, and commenced his gar-

dening career at B ilcarres, Fife, now the seat of Sir

Coutts Lindsay, Bart, In 1858 he entered the

Society's gardens at Chiswick, and after a few years*

stay he left to enter the service of J. Willing, Esq.,

at Ham, Surrey, as gardener and bailiff. With Mr.
Willing he remained until the property at Ham was
disposed of, but he enjoyed the fullest confidence and
respect of his old employer to the day of his death.

In 1S72 he returned to Chiswick as general foreman,

a situation which he filled with great credit to him-
self and to the Society. His was a nature essentially

retiring and unassuming, and this to some extent pre-

vented him frgm attaining that position in his pro-

fession which his otherwise good, sound common sense

and practical abilities entitled him to. To those

who knew him best his attainments were of no mean
order, whilst his great conscientiousness and upright-

ness and his kindness of heart secured him a large

circle of warm friends, who regret his premature
decease.

i TB OF THE WEA THBR ATBLACKHBA TH, LONDON
For the Week encung Wednesday, Nov. 15, 1876.
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In England, the highest temperatures of the air

observed by day were 581.° at Plymouth, and 5S at

Truro; at Norwich, 514° was the highest empera-

ture • the mean from all stations was 54i . 1 he

lowest temperatures of the air observed by mght were

2-C at Truro, 23!° at Ecdes, 24° at Manchester, and

24).° at Bristol ; at Portsmouth 291' was the lowest

temperature, and at Brighton, Liverpool, Bradford,

Leeds and Sunderland, 29° was the lowest tempera-

ture in the week ; the mean from all stations was

263° The range of temperature in the week was the

greatest at Truro, 35°, and the least at Liverpool,

Bradford, and Sunderland, all 24°
;
the mean range

of temperature in the week from all stations was 2^\ .

The mean of the seven high-day temperatures was

the highest at Truro and Plymouth, 50 ,
and the

lowest at Liverpool and Hull, both 43 J ;
the general

mean from all stations was 45-^°. The mean of the

seven low night temperatures was the lowest at

Eccles, 3iJ°, and the highest at Plymouth, 37.;° ;
the

mean value from all stations was 34!°. The mean

daily range of temperature was the least at Hull, » ,

and the greatest at Eccles, 15° ; the mean daily

range of temperature from all stations was \o\ .

The mean temperature of the air for the week from

all stations was 39.^, being if lower than the value

for the corresponding week in 1875. The highest

occurred at both Truro and Plymouth 43°. and the

lowest at both Liverpool and Eccles, 35 .

Rain fell on every day in the week at Norwich

and Sunderland, on six days at Hull, and on two

days at most other stations. The amounts measured

varied from li inch at Hull, I i inch at Sunderland

and I inch at Norwich, to one-hundredth of an inch

at Plymouth ; the average fall over the country was

four-tenths of an inch.

The weather during the first two days of the week

was fine and mild ; and during the last five days was

mostly fine and bright, but very cold. Snow fell

generally over the country on the Sth and 9th, and

og prevailed on the gth. A thunderstorm, accom-

panied with hail, rain, and snow, occurred at Hull

on October 9, at 6 A M.
, .

In Scotland the highest temperatures of the air

ranged from 60° at Paisley to 53i° at Aberdeen, the

mean value from all stations was 56°. The lowest

temperatures of the air varied from 19° at Perth to

26° at Greenock ; the mean from all stations was 22 J .

The mean range of temperature in the week from all

stations was 33i°. . . , , , ,

The mean temperature of the air for the week from

all stations was 371°, being ij" higher than the value

for the corresponding week in 1875. The highest

was 385° at Aberdeen and Greenock, and th£ lowest

35 i° at Perth. , . , .

Rain was measured to the amount of 2 inches at

Dundee, I inch at Aberdeen and Leith, but at

Greenock one-tenth of an inch only Was recorded ;

at Paisley no rain fell ; the average fall over the

country was three-quarters of an inch.

At Dublin the highest temperature of the air was

54°, the lowest 275°, the range 26i°, the mean 43°,

and the amount of rain three-quarters of an inch.

JAMES GLAISHER.

NAMES OF Plants ; 7. S. Boussingaultia baselloides.--

Cuffnelh. Adiantum excisum multifidum.— fir/V/j.

Lastrea tenericaulis, alias Polypodium trichodes.—

Ilex. All varieties of Euonymus japonica, of which 6

is typical ; 2, var. medio-picta
; 5, var. latifoha. The

others are garden varieties, which we cannot undertake

to name. Please be moderate in your demands upon

our time ; we do not undertake to name collections of

plants, and especially as you could identify many for

yourself in the nearest nursery.—5. T. Physalis peru-

viana— tF. P.: Epping. Cestrura Regelii (Habro-

thamnus aurantiacus of some authors). — J. E. i,

Blechnum spicant ; 2, Adiantum CapiUus-Veneris.

— D. 1, Adiantum Ghiesbreghtii ; 2, A. penta-

dactylon, a form of trapeziforme ; 3, A. concinnum ;

4, Witsenia corymbosa, an old-fashioned but beautiful

greenhouse plant.— .ffrawmafeOT. i, Peristrophe varie-

gata ; 2, Ceslrum aurantiacum ; 3, Adiantum Eethio-

picum
; 4, Begonia, near digswelliensis ; 5, Begonia

T)iege\.—Camjce. Lobelia fulgens, a native of Mexico,

and half hardy. Propagated by division of the roots.

—A Constant Reader, Cork. 1, not good enough ; 2,

Polygonum amplexicaule
; 3, Nepeta Musinii.— G. j?.

I, Maxillaria picta ; 2, send with flowers
; 3, Ronde-

letia speciosa.

Peach Watering: G. A. H. Peach-houses do not

require as much water during the resting period as

they do in the summer, but they should have a good

soaking with tepid water before forcing is commenced.

PvRUS ARIA : 7. M. This tree is widely distributed

over the conlinent of Europe, and is very variable.

The Strawberry Grape.—Mr. Greenfield, gr., The

Priory Gardens, Warwick, requests us to inform Mr.

Ward, and any other of our correspondents and

readers, that he will be very glad to furnish them with

eyes of the Strawberry Grape when the wood is

thoroughly ripe, which will be in the course of a few

weeks. Any one who would like such cuttings should

communicate with Mr. Greenfield.

^- Foreign Subscribers sending Post-office Orders,

payable at the post-office. King Street, Covent Gar-

den, London, are requested to be good enough to

write to the Publisher, at the office of this paper,

41, WeUington Street, Covent Garden, at the same

time, to inform him of the fact.

•»» Correspondents are specially requested to address,

post-paid, all communications intended for publica-

tion to the " Editors," and not to any member of the

staff personally. The Editors would also be obliged

by such communications being sent as early in the

week as possible. Letters relating to Advertisements,

or to the supply 0/ the Paper, should be addressed to th»

Publisher, and not to the Editors.

Erratum.—In our report of the meeting of the Fruit

Committee, at p. 625, we gave credit for showing

four large Smooth Cayenne Pines to Mr. Ross, gr. to

C. Ryan, Esq., instead of to Mr. Ross, gr. to

C. Eyre, Esq.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED. — Martin Grashoft (Seed

Grower, Quedlinburg, Germany, Prussia), Extract ot

Wholesale Trade Catalogue of Agricultural, Garden,

and Flower Seeds.

Vegetables.

I. d. s. d.
i

Artichokes, per bush. 40-.. Leeks, per bunch
— Eng. Globe, doz. 4 &- 6 o Lettuces, per ^-—
Beans, French (new),

per 100 .

.

..16-..
Beet, per doz. ..10-2
Brussels Sprts. bush. 70-..
Cabbages, per doz. ..10-2
Carrots, per bunch
Cauliflowers, perdoz, 2 o-
Celery, per bundle ..16-
Chilis, green, per too 3 o-
Cucumijers, each ..04-
Endive, per doz. ..10-
— Batavian, p. doz. 2 o-
Garllc, per lb, . . o &-

Herbs, per bunch ,.02-
HorseEtadish.p.bun. 4 o-

Potatos.—Kent Regents, .£5

Mint, green, bunch
Mushrooms, per pott.

— buttons, do, . . a

Onions, per bush. . . 5— youUR, per bun,

Paisley, per bunch. . c

Radishes, per bunch, c

— Spanish, doz. . . 1

— New fersey, doz. :

S.alsafy, per bundle i

Seakale, per punnet :

Shallots, per lb. . . (

Spinach, per bushel ]

Tomatas. per doz. . . :

Turnips, per bundle t

/6 : Essex Regents,

ffinqutttes.

He thai guestiomth mmk shall learn much.—Bacos.

14c Mr. Ross's Smooth Cayenne Pine-apples.

—The successful results which evidently attended the

process of cultivation adopted by Mr. C. Ross (p. 625),

induces me to ask for the conditions of treatment the

plants had, from the time they were placed in 6-inch pots

until they were transferred into the ii-inch ones, and

the method of operation pursued at the time they were

repotted. fK. Coleman.

Communications Received :---R. D- -E. S D. -M. S.-
h i c — t m — t. l. — i. s. — w. w. s. — h. g. 11-.—

if B.-Arcaium.i:A. F.ic. N.-T. W.-W. D. F.-

R. M. and H. H. (next week).-B. S. R. A.

COVENT GARDEN, November 16.

Business during the week has been dull, and we can

quote no improvement in prices. Pears are in less de-

mand while the supply of American Apples still remains

heavy, and a general fall in all sorts has taken place,

large consignments being still unsold. Cobs are dull at

the fall of last week. James Webber, Wholesale Apple

Market.
Plants in Pots.

Answers to Correspondents.

Amateurs v. Gardeners ; T. V. W. A " gardener "

is understood to be a person professionally and solely

engaged in gardening; an "amateur" is a person

wholardens a little, now and then, for his amusement,

generally availing himself more or less of a profes-

sional gardener's services.

APPLE Tree : N. A. P. B. Similar cases have been

already recorded. Mr. Meehan has recently described

asimilar experiment of his own. ....
Books : Viator. The standard work on the subject is

Brown's Forester, published by Blackwoods. If this is

too expensive, get Grigor's Arboriculture, published

bv Edmondston & Douglas.

Lapageria : R. H. D. The flower was smashed ere

it reached us. It is a very pretty mottled variety of

L. rosea, which we have seen before, and should

hardly think it is very scarce.

MOMORDICA : Z. Z. M. balsamina is a stove climber ;

M. elaterium, the Squirting Cucumber, is an herDa-

ceous plant that grows freely enough out-of-doors and

will stand through the winter if the crown has a slight

protection of ashes or some other material.

Names OF Fruit : Thes. Hutchinson. Not quite cer-

tain but appears to be a somewhat singular specimeii

of King of the Pippins.— A/. E. Greenwood, i, Beurr^

Diet ; 2, Napoleon—a large specimen.—7. M. C.

I, Holland Pippin ; 2. Barton Russet
; 3, not known

;

4, Beauty of WiUs ; s. rotten.

Asters, per doz. ..40-9
Begonias, per doz. .. 6 0-12

Bouvardias, do. ..i2 0-i3

Chrysanth., perdoz. 4 0-12

Coleus, per dozen .. 30-9
Cyclamen, per doz. .12 0-30

Cyperus.do... ..6 0-12

Dracxna terminaUs 30 0-00
— viridis, per doz. 18 0-24

Epiphyllum, perdoz.i2 0-30

Erica caffra, p. doz. 6 0-18

Ferns, in var., p. doz. 6 0-30

Ficus clastica .. 2 6-15

Cut
s.d. s.

Ageratums, 12 bun. 30-6
Asters, 12 bunches.. 30-9
— China, izbun. .. 40-9
Bouvardias. per bun. 10-4
Camellias, 12 blooms 4 0-12

Carnations, perdozen 16-4
Chrysanth., I2 bims. 20-9
— 12 bunches ..40-9
Cyclamen, 12 blooms o 3- c

Dahlias, 12 bunches 3 o- s

Epiphyllum, 12 blms. 1 o- ;

Eucharis, per doz. .. 3 o-i:

Gardenia, per doz. ..30-1

Apples, per J^-si

Cobs, per lb.

Grapes, per lb.

Lemons, per 100

I
Melons, each

o Fuchsia, per doz. . . 4 0-18 o

o I Heaths, variety, doz. q 0-24 o

o Heliotrope, per doz. 6 C^-12 o

o
j

Hyacinth, Rom.,doz. g 0-24 o

o Mignonette, do. . . 6 o- 9 c

o
I

Myrtles, do 3 o- 9 c

o Palms in variety.each 3 6-21 c

o Pelargoniums, scarlet,

o per doz 4 o~ 9 *^

o Primula sinensis,doz. 4 o- 9 c

o Solanums, per doz. 6 0-18 c

o Verbena, scent., doz. 6 0-12 c

o 1
Valoltapurpur., doz. 12 o-iS <

Flowers.
J. d. s. d

Gladiolus, 12 sprays 2 o- 9 <

Heliotropes, 12 spr. 06-11
Mignonette, 12 bun. 16-61
Narcissus, 12 sprays 30-61
Pelargoniums, 12 spr. 10-2
— zonal, 12 sprays 06-1
Primula, dbl., p. bun. 1 a- i

Rom. Hyacin., izsp. 20-4
Roses, indoor, p. doz. 20-9
— outdoor, 12 bun. 6 0-12

Stephanotis, 12 snr. o o-is

Violets, 12 bun.

Oranges, per 100

I Peaches, per doz.

I

Pears, per doz.

Pine-apples, p. lb.

L 6- 3

jts ;
kidneys, ilS per ton.

SEEDS.
London : Nov. 13.—Considerable activity continues

to be manifested in our agricultural seed trade. The

strong upward movement in the value of Trefoil and

Rye-grass, which has been so pronounced a feature of

the last few weeks' trading, has still further developed

itself As regards the leading article of red Clover seed

more samples of English growth are now appearing, the

qualities of which are very variable, and the prices asked

consequently irregular. The cable reports increased

rates on the other side of the Atlantic ;
indeed from all

the growing sections of the United States and also of

Canada there now comes a general concurrency ot testi-

mony that the Amencan crop this year is greatly below

an average. This being so the strong demand from

Europe must exercise a hardening influence upon

currencies. Some few arrivals here of Western seed are

taking place. The trade for white Clover and Alsike

exhibits an improved tone, but neither description is

quotably dearer. Lucerne and Sainfoin meet a steady

sale at late quotations. In Canary seed a fall must be

noted of 31. to +t. per quarter. A fair supply of good

Hemp seed is now obtainable on moderate terms.—

John Shaw 6- Sons, Seed Merchants, 37, lUark Lane,

London, E. C.

CORN.
At Mark Lane on Monday the trade for Wheat was

dull, and quotations were with difficulty maintained.

Barley met with a slow sale, and except for the very best

malting qualities sales were a trifle easier. Malt was

quiet on former terms. Old Oats were firm, and some-

what dearer. Maize was purchased at previous cur-

rencies. Beans and Peas were cheaper. In the flour

market prices as a rule favoured buyers.-Trade was

very quiet on Wednesday, and the condition of the pro-

duce being affected by the dampness of the weather,

prices were somewhat weaker. In the absence of any

pressure to sell, however, no decided reduction can ba

noted, but buyers, of whom there was a very poor

attendance, had invariably some advantage in the sales

concluded. - Average prices of corn for week ending

Nov II —Wheat, 48J. zd. \ Barley, 39^. zd. ;
Oats,

2=;j ^od For the corresponding week last year:—
Wheat, 47J. 8</. ; Barley, 38^. 7./. ;

Oats, 25^. 91/.

CATTLE.
At the Metropolitan Market on Monday trade in beasts

was very dull, and prices made no advance except in a

few choicest qualities. The demand for sheep was very

limited, and it was difficult to effect a clearance at late

rates Choice calves were dearer, being scarce Quota-

tions -Beasts, y. Zd. to +1. lod., and ^s. 6d. to 6^.;

calves V to 6s. Ad.; sheep, 5^. 6d. to S^- i°''-. and

TsSi. to 7r. °pigs,V- 8^. to S^- 8rf.-0n Thursday the

supplies were hght', but generally rough in assoi ment

and with a dull trade prices were depressed in both he

beast and sheep markets. Prime calves were however

fn fair request, and brought full value, but inferior sorts

were dull.
'

HAY.
On Thursday Whitechapel market was moderately

supplied, and a steady business was done. Q'^o'a-

tions :-Clover, best, looj. to 133^. ;. inferior, 855. to
,

QU ; hay, best, loor. to 132^. ;
inferior, 55^. to 75^-

.

5t?av;, 4m. to 48^. per load. - Cumberland Market

quotations ;-Superior meadow hay, 132^. to if^-i '" e-

nor iios. to 1201. ;
superior Clover, 1301-. to I40i. ,

inferior, 110s. to iiBj. : and straw, 485. to 52X. per load.

POTATOS.
The Borough and Spitalfields Markets reports state

that there were moderate supplies offering, the better

descriptions of which met with a steady sale at luU

orices Kent Regents, looj. to 120J. per ton
;
t.ssex

d no 7V to iio.. ; Rocks, 70. to 80.. ;
Victorias, io<w.

To 140?.^' and Flukes, 1201.' to i8o..-The imports into

London last week comprised 105.9SS bags ffom Ham-

burg, 10,870 Antwerp, 10,575 t>t"tm, 6436 ^ emen,

4257 Rotterdam, 6060 bags and 11 sacks Dunkirk

3,89 Quebec, 2407 Hariingen, 1789 Brussels, looi

Ghentrsis sacks 201 bags Boulogne, 267 bags HarUngen,

and 67 Amsterdam.

COALS. I

The market was quiet on Monday, but some trans-

actions occurred at 6d. per ton higher than ast
,

Friday's fieures. Quotations :— Bebside West Hartle).

Jfarf: Walls End-Tunstall, iSr. ^d-. Hartlepool, ,

2ir • Kelloe, i8i. 6d.: East Hartlepool, 21J. zd.\ Thorn-

ley,"2i.i.; Tees, zis. 3A—Prices on Wednesday were:

without alteration.
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TEN YEARS' GUARANTEE
AND A

CHALLENGE TO THE WORLD,

J. WEEKS & CO.
Are prepared to give a TEN YEARS' GUARANTEE with every one of their

IMPROVED PATENT DUPLEX UPRIGHT TUBULAR BOILERS,
WITH

PATENT FUEL ECONOMISEES,
when fixed by themselves, and to Challenge Results with any Boiler not made in imitation of their own

—

facts which alone speak volumes for the Safety and Durability of their Boilers, the matchless Efficiency and

Economy of which have long been incontestably established.
,

FTJLIi PARTICULARS AND LIST OF PRICES POST-FREE ON APPLICATION.

J. Vv^EEKS & CO.,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS and PATENTEES,

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

T. H. P. Dennis & Company.
Motto, " Art with Economy" as applied to Conservatories.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS & HOT-WATER HEATING APPARATUS
ERECTED AND FITTED IN ALL PARTS OF THE KINGDOM ESTIMATES GRATIS.

Show Rooms: MANSION HOUSE BUILDINGS, LONDON. E.G. Works: CHELMSFORD.

THE "WHITEHALL REVIEW"
PORTRAITS OF LEADERS OF SOCIETY,

IN TINTED CEAYONS.

No. I.—H.R.H. the PRINCESS BEATRICE I No. II.—H.R.H. the PRINCESS of WALES
(November 4). I (November 11).

Portraits of Ike Queen, the Duchesses of Westminster, Marlborough, Sutherland, &c., willfollow.

Price, with Portrait, Sixpence.

Office: 6, YORK STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

From the " Daily Bristol Times and Mirror," November 6,

" The IV/iiU/iai/ Revic-w hus developed a new feature. It contains
|

once characteristic and charming. These portraits are to be pubHshed
:Ws week the first of a series of portraits of leaders of society. The by special permission, and if the rest of the series are equal to the first

series was intended to begin with a portrait of Her Majesty, but it begins, the IVhitekall Review will be found, as it ought to be, on every drawing-

nstead, with the portrait of the Princess Beatrice, and the sketch is at I room table in the country."
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LARGE SPECIMEN EVERGREEN
TREES and SHRUBS.

ABIES DOUGLASII, 6, 7, and 8 feel high.

ARBOR-VIT.E. Siberian, splendid plants for hedges, 6, 7,

and 8 feet high.

LAUREL, common. 5, 6, and 7 feet high,

,, Portugal, perfect pyramids, 6. 7. 8, and 9 feet high.

„ „ perfect standards. 7 and 8 feet hi[;h.

HOLLIES, Green, pyramids, 4, 5, 6, and 7 feet high.

PICEA NOR DMANNI ANA, 4, 5. 6. and 7 feet high.

PINUS AUSTKIACA. 6, 7. 8, and 9 feet high.
FIRS. Spruce. 8, 9. and 10 feet high.
WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA, 7, 8, 0, and 10 feel high.
YEWS, English, perfect columns. 3. 4, and 5 feet high.
Also a large collection of ORNAMENl AL DECIDUOUS

TREES, from 10 to 15 feet high, suitable for forming Avenues,
Screens. Chimps. S:c.

FREDERICK PERKINS can with confidence recommend
the above, as all have been frequently removed, and prepared
to remove with safety any distance, and are well calculated to

produce immediate effect.

Sample specimens and price mav be had from
FREDERICK PERKINS, Nurseryman, Regent Street,

Leamington-

Special Offer.

To NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN,
and OTHERS.WITTY AND SON,

The Nurseries, Cottingham, Hull, beg to offer the
following cheap Nursery Stock, viz. :—

APPLES. 2-yr. , extra strong, feathered stems, 501. per 100.

,, maiden, extra strong, 35^. per 100.

PEARS, 2-yr. , extra strong, feathered stems, 505. per 100.

,, maiden, extra strong, 355. per 100.

,, pyramid, fruiting trees, to name, 24r. per dozen.

,, pyramid, extra strong fruiting trees, having borne two
crops, transplanted last year, 365. per dozen.

PLUMS, maiden, strong, 40J, per too.

,, pyramids, extra strong fruiling trees, having borne two
crops, transplanted last year, 36J, per dozen.

,, pyramid, Victoria, fruiting trees, izj. per dozen.
CHERRIES, maiden. 70s, per too.

,, 2-yr,, grafted. loor, per 100.

,, pyramid, extra strong fruiting trees, having borne two
crops, transplanted last year, 36s, per dozen,

PEACHES, dwarf-trained, tine. 245, per dozen.
CURRANTS. Black, extra strong, to name, loi. per 100.

,. Red, extra strong, to name, tor. per 100.

BEECH, 35^ to a',^ feet,

LARCH, 2 to 2j^ feet, 25J. per loco; 3 to 35^ feet, 405. per 1000.

QUICKWOOD, I5i. per 1000.

., for gapping, extra strong, 25^. per 1000.

SPRUCE, I to 1% foot, 211, per 1000,

ASH, weeping, extra strong, 361, per dozen,

,, weeping, 245. and i8s, per dozen,
BERBERIS DARVVINII, 2-yr, seedlings, lit, per tooo.

ELM, Camperdown, weeping, splendid stems, extra stout,

42s, per dozen.
CEDRUS DEODARA, r 10 2 feet, 181. per dozen.
ESCALLONIA MACRANTHA, in pots, extra strong, 6t.

YEWS. Irish, bushy, 3 feet, 15s. per dozen ; 4 feet, i8s. per doz,
LAURUSTINUS. "transplanted, i to i^ foot, i8j. per 100.

., in pots, strong, rs to gr. oer dozen,
LIGUSTRUM JAPONICUM, strong and bushy, 91, per doz,
LAUKEL, Portugal, slandards, transplanted, 24s. per dozen.
LABURNUMS, good siems, fine heads, 9s. per dozen,
POPLAR, Lombardy. 6 to 8 feet, 301, per 100,

,, Black Lallan, 6 to 8 feet, 4&r, per too ; 8 to 10 feet, 50J.

per 1 00,

SWEET BRIAR, 2 yr, seedling, 8s, per 1000,

SOLANUM, in pots, Weatherall's variety, bushy and well set

with berrv, ts. to 9s, per dozen,
SYCAMORE, 8 to 10 feet, 6s, per dozen.

YUCCA RECURVA, in pits. 6s. per dozen,
„ FILAMENTOSA. in pots, 4s per dozen.

ROSES, in pots, Os. and 12s, per dozen.

., in pots, fine specimen plants. 60s. per dozen,
ASPARAGUS PLANTS, 3-yr., extra strong, 15s. per 1000,

SEAKALE PLANTS, i-yr, strong, 8s, per roo.

N B,—Cash or reference from all unknown correspondents,

P^e' C ~I A L 0^~f'e^R O F
FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES, &c.

PINE, Austrian (Pinus ausiriaca), well furnished, 3 10 4 feet,

20S per 100 ; 4 to 6 feet, 25s. per roo,

FIR, Scotch, very fine, well furnished, 4 to 6 feet, 80s, per 1000,

ELM, English, very fine for park or avenue planting, 6 to

8 feet, I2r, per dozen ; 90s, per roo,

ASH, common, 2 to ^Yz feet, 25s, per icoo : 2-yr, seedlings,
3s. 6rf per 1000 : Mountain, 6 to 9 feet, 40s. per i..^o,

CHESTNUTS, Horse, very fine for avenues, 6 to 8 feet, 12s,

per dozen, 90s, per 100,

POPLARS, Lombardv, 8 to 10 feet, 45s, per 100,

BEECH, s to 6 feet, 80s, per 1000,

Oak. Turkey. 5 to 6 and 8 feet. 80s, to tool, per icoo,

HORNBEAM, 3 to 4 feel, 30s,
; 5 to 6 feet. 50s, per rooo,

LABURNUMS, Standards, line, 8 to 10 feet, 9s, per dozen,
WHITETHORN QUICK, 3,yr, los, : 4 yr,, 12s, ; extra

strong, 15s, per looo.

PRIVET, Evergreen, 3 to 4 feet, 12s. per 1000.

YEWS, English, extra fine, 2 and 3. to 4 feet, 80s. to icos.

per 100,

LAURELS, common, 2 to 3 feet, 8s, ; 3 to 4 feet, r2s, per 100,

BOX, Green, bushy, 2 to 3 feet, 25s, per roo,

HOLLIES, Green, 2 feet high, \\i foot through, 50s. per 100,

LILACS, Purple, 2 to 3 leet, 20s, per 100,

BERliERIS AQUIFOLIA, 4s, per 100. 30s, per 1000,

CARNATIONS. CLOVES, and PICOTEES, raraed sorts, in

pots, 24s, pel rco,

ROSES, Dwarf, extra fine, and true to name. 40s per roo.

APPLES, Standards, good heads, 6 feet, clean stems, extra fine,

55s per 100.

,. Pyramids, good shape, strong, gs, per dozen,

PEARS, Standards. 6 to 7 feet stems, good heads, 60s. per 100,

.. Pyramids, very fine. gs. per dozen.

CHERRIES, Standards, 6 to 7 feet stems, extra fine heads,
7C5 per too.

APRICOTS, Moor Park, dwarf-trained, extra fine. 30s. per
dozen,

GOOSEBERRIES, Warrington Red, Midsummer Yellow, and
Crown Bo'i. 12s. per too.

CURRANTS. R d, 12s, : Black, r2S. per 100.

SEAKALE, i-yr., for planting, 3s. bd. ; extra strong, for

forcing. 8s. per 100,

Messrs, BALL and CO,, having large quantities of the

above, are enabled to offer them at the very low prices stated :

the whole are clean grown and well rooted, and are confidently

recommended to intending planters.

Priced CATALOGUE of GENERAL NURSERY STOCK
on applic

CLEARANCE OFFER.—Strong Pyramid
APPLES, PEARS, PLUMS, and CHERRIES. Ss,

per dozen, 50s, per 100, /20 per 1000 : strong Red and Black
CURRANTS, 7S per 100. 60s. per 1000.

CATALOGUE of Trees and Shrubs on application,

R, THORNHILL, Bowdon Nurseries, Bowdon, Cheshire.

To the Trade—Specialities for 1877,

EDMUND PHILIP DIXON can offer a
limited quantity of the following to the Trade :

—
BRUSSELS SPROUIS, Roseberry. very fine and true.

BORECOLE, Improved Triple-curled variegated.

BROCCOLI, Chnsiie's Selfprotecling Late White, the best late

coli culti

I's Surprise, from original stock.

CUCUMBER. Rolhsson's Telegraph.

,, Dixon's Yorkshire Hero.
„ Foster's X.L , fine long ridge. This variety is a remark-

ably fine hardy dark green Cucumber, and one that can
be recommended with the greatest confidence, length

r8 inches.

LETTUCE, Dixon's New Champion Green Cos.

RHUBARB, Apricot, a very delicious early sort.

TURNIP, Dixon's Improved Silverball.

POLYANTHUS, very choice.

PRI.MROSE, common, very fine variety,

PETUNIA, Foster's Improved Hybridised
PRIMULA SINENSIS, Dixon's Superb Strain,

Prices on application,

EDMUND PHILIP DIXON. Hull,

For the Trade Only,

FRANCIS R. KINGHORN offers the
following, in be;iutifully grown, well rooted stuff :

—

AUCUBAS, I '4 to 2 feet, gs. per dozen. 60s. per 100.

CHINESE ARBOR-VIT.E. 4 to 7 feet, fine, i8s per dozen.

CUPKESSUS LAWSONIANA, 4 to 6 feet, fine pyramids,

24s, per dozen.
POPLAkS. Lombardy, iS to 22 feet, 20s per dozen.

LAURELS, Portugal, 4 to 5 feet, extra fine. 24J. per dozen.

THUJA LOBBII, 3 to 4 feet, 15s. per dozen ; 4 to 6 feet, extra

fine, 24s. per dozen.

Francis R. Kinchorn also quotes the undermentioned, in

strong healthy plants :

—

ADIANTUM CUNtATUM, 8s per dozen.

„ CONCINNUM LATUM, 8s. per dozen.

,, PERUVIANA, fine. 12s. per dozen.

,. PUBESCENS. extra fine. 8s. per dozen.

COBCEA SCANDE.-'JS VARIEGAI'A, strong, rzs. per dozen.

DORYOPTERIS PALM.ATA, nice plants of this fine Fern,

8s. per dozen.
DRAC/ENA COOPERII, 15 to 18 inches, i8s. per dozen.

„ GUILFOYLEI, each 2s, bd.

ERICAS WILMOREANA and SINDRYANA, very fine.

GYMNOGRANIMA ' PERUVIANA ARGYROPHVLLA,

GENISTA RACEMOSA, very fine, gs. per dozen.

LYCOPODIUM DENTICULATA, strong, in 48's, 30s.

POINSETTIAS. fine, res, per dozen,

PTERIS TRICOLOR, fine, 12s. per dozen,
ARGVRj^ilA, very strong, 8s, per dozen.

SOLANUMS. well berried. los, per dozen,

VINES, Planting and Fruiting, Particulars on application.

Sheen Nursery, Richmond, Surrey,

LI LI

U

M AURATUM.
THE NEW PLANT and BULB COMPANY
Beg to announce the arrival of their first consignment, in

splendid cond tion, and at low prices. Their CATALOGUE of

LILIES, BULBS of all kinds, ORCHIDS. &c., of superior

excellence, and at low prices, post-free on application.

LION WALK, COLCHESTER.

CRANSTON'S NURSERIES.
KING'S ACRE, near HEREFORD.

Established 17S5.

SPECIALITIES.
ROSES, FRUIT TREES,

CONIFERS.
Descriptive Priced Lists on application.

PEAT.—A few hundred tons of superior Peat,
delivered at either of the Farnborough Stations on the

South-Western or South-Eastern Railways, at 17s, a tonW TA RKY, Bailiff, Bag.hot, Surrey,

Flhrous Feat for Orchids, ftc.BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best
quality for Orchids, Stove Plants, &c. , £,€ 6s, per truck

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, lor Rhododendrons, Azaleas
Heaths, American Plant Beds, 17s. per ton.
Delivered on rail at Blackwater, S. E. R. , or Farnborough,

S. W. R. , by the truck-load. Sample sack, 5s, bd. each.
Fresh SPHAGNUM, tos. id. per sack,
WALKER AND CO,, Farnborough Station, Hants.

p O C O A-N iTt"^ I B R E R EFU sT|
V,-^ invaluable for Gardening— T5Q Testimonials — -i^d. per
bushel : roo for 20s. : truck. 40s, Free to any rail, RUSSIA
MATS, RAFFIA, Sic. Price Lisis free.

M, H. BENTOTE, Fibre Manufacturer, Lausanne Road,
Nunhfad, London, S,E,

OCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE,—
Reduced price, 20 bushels, fs. ^d. ; 100, 20s, ; or Truck-

load (about 300 Bushels), 40s, Delivered free to any rail in

London.

J STEVENS, Fibre Works . High Street, Battersea. S,W.

IMPSON'S RED SPIDER, THRIFS, &c.,
ANTIDOTE, Testimonials of the highest order oa

application. Per quart, condensed, 6s. ; per pint, 3s, 6d.
Supplied to Seedsiien and Chemists,

Prepared by JOHN KILINER, Wortley, near Sheffield.

I S H U RS T C O M P O U ND—
Used by many of the leading Gardeners since 1839,

against Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other filigbt,

in solutions of from i to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and
of from 4 to 16 ounces as a wuiler dressing for Vines and Fruit
Trees. Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede iL

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in boxes, ts
,

js., and los. &£
Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANlf
(Limited).

AUTUMN SOWING.
ODAMS' MANURES,

FOR ALL CROPS.
Manufactured by the NITRO-PHOSPHATE and ODAMS*

CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY (Limited), consistiiw
of Tenant- Farmers occupying upwards of 150,000 acres of Lan£
C//rt/r;«a«—ROBERT LEEDS. Keswick Old Hall, Norwich.

Managing Director—]AUKS ODAMS.
Sub-Mattager and Secretary—C. T. MACADAM.

Chief Office— log. Fenchurch Street, London. E.G.
Western Counties Branch—Queen Street. Exeter.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary,
Or may be had of the Local Agents.

THE THAMES BANK
IRON COMPANY,

HOT-WATER EOiLbRS

'J

Old Barge Wharf, Upper Ground Street, London.

SURREY SIDE, BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE. PIPES, CONNECTIONS.

NEW PATENT "CLIMAX" BOILER (1S74). See

p. 666, 1874, Gardeners' Chronicle.

"GOLD MEDAL" BOILER (Birmingham, 1872).

PATENT "EXCELSIOR" BOILER (1871).

l^" The lar<^est and most complete Stock in the

Trade ; upwards of Twenty Thousand Pounds worth
to choose from.

("gold medal" boiler.)

'WITLEY COURT" BOILER (SUver MetJal 1872).

•TRENTHAM IMPROVED" BOILER, with Water.

way End and Smoke Consumer.

' TUBULAR," and every other Boiler of known merit

or excellence.

I^" Prize Medal Awarded at the National Contest,

Birmingham. 1874.

MILL'S PATENT AtTXILIARY FUEL ECONOMISER,
Which can be attached to any ordinary Boiler. These Tubes are the greatest Economisers of Fuel and Preservatives of Boilers,

Fire- Bars, and Furnace Fronts ever yet introduced to the public.

STAINTON'S NEW PATENT FROST DEFYING LIQUID (see "Oardeners' Chronicle," Aug. 19, 1876).

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED COMPLETE.
PRICE LIST on application ; or, Six Stamps for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, 4th Edition.
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THE "6AR8T0N" GAUGE.
Vide Gardeners' Chroiikle, Nov. 11, 1S76.

The Mercury Tube of this Gauge being directly

immersed in the hot water, is an unfailing index of the

exact temperature, and suppHes a correct Register of the

Worl<ing of Boilers and Circulation in the Pipes.

The use of this Gauge has clearly proved that the

Heat from a LlMEKiLN BOILER is of a higher

temperature, and, what is more important, is steadier

and more regular than that from any other description

of Apparatus.

Price, complete, I83. 6d. each.
THE TRADE Si;PPLIED.

Agents Wnntcii in Town ami Country.

COWAN PATENTS COMPANY,
21, WH1TEH.A.LL PLACE. LONUGN, S.W.

N EXTRAORDINARY BOILER.—
During the Great Boiler Contest at BIrminRham. in

1 Boilers were severely tested to prove their respective

One test was. " How long can each Boiler go without

Attention?" However, one Boiler proved this to a sur-

degree, as after being shut up for twelve hours (fn

A^

9P.
pipes, and yet had i

bushel of fire drawn from its

furnace in the morning-equal, in point of fact, to seventeen

hours of continuous firing What a boon to Gardeners. Ihis

was THE CHAMPION, Deards' Patent Close Coil Boiler, for

Drawings and Prices of which send two stamps to

Messrs. DEARDS, Boiler Works. Harlow,

who now have their Boilers at work in every c^unty^ofEnj
"

pt three. Amateurs also find THE WONDER,
mailer kind of Boiler, equally as satisfactory, and

" the best thmg" Awarded fiv^ ; Prize Silver Medals.

PATENT " DOUBLE L'
S MilU.E I'.nlLER.

back and over top of saddle increases the heating surface
to such an extent that a "PATENT DOUBLE L SADDLE
BOILER" will doabout twice the amount of work with the same
quantity of fuel ; the cost of setting is also considerably reduced,
and likewise the space occupied : at the same time these Boilers

. and being made of wrought
'

t liable t :rack. They are made of the following sizes ;

—

if required.

OUNG. Nurso-ies, Balham Hill, S. IV.,

May 29. 1873.

I your Patent ' Double L' Boilers a fair trial

: my Nurseries, I beg to say that they are most satisfactory.

I consider them the best in use, and without doubt the most
economical of all boilers ; they will burn the refuse of other
tubular boilers I have in work."

From Mr. C:

«ng givi

.: PRICE LISTS of HOT-WATER PIPES and CONNEC-
!
TIONS. with Boilers, ofall sizes and shapes: or ESTIMATES

'1 for HOT-WATER APPARATUS, erected complete, will be
» sent on application.

, J. JONES AND SONS, Iron Merchants, 6, Bankside, South-
wark, London, S.E.
When ordering Boilers please refer to the above advertisement.

AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES,
STE.-iM PLOUGHING MACHINERY,

ROAD LOCO.MOTIVES. TRAMWAY LOCOMOTIVES,
STEAM ROAD ROLLERS.

AVELING & PORTER,
ROCHESTER, KENT; 72. CANNON ST., LONDON,

E.C. ; and g, AVENUE MONTAIGNE, PARIS.

AvEUNG & Porter's ENGINES have gained the highest

Prizes at every important International Exhibition. The Two
Medals for Progress and Merit were awarded them at Vienna

for their STEAM ROLLERS and ROAD LOCOMOTIVES:
and at the last trials of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England their AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES gained

the First Prize after exhaustive trials, when one of their lo-horse

power Engines, fitted with single slide and ordinary link-

motion, indicated 35-horse power, with a consumption of three

and one-fifth pounds 0/coat per horse-power per hour.

ESSENGER and COMPANY'S
PATENT TUBULAR BOILER.—Nearly 3000 no*M

Combuies all the advantages oi the old Saddle, which li

acknowledged to be the most economical, with the Tubular,
the most powerful form of boiler. By the use of triangular
tubes a larger amount of heating surface is exposed to the
direct action of the fire than in any other form of boiler. The
water-bridge (d) also receives the most intense heat. The
boiler is made of cast-iron, which is admitted to be the best

material as regards durability, strength, &c. In consequence
of the above advantages we are enabled to supply boilers with a

large amount of heating-power at very moderate rates. The
power of this boiler can at any future time be increased by adding
another row of tubes. Illustrated List free on application to

MESSENGER and COMPANY, Hot-Water Engineers
,nd Ho Builde

,
Loughhnn

GREEN'S PATENT
Wrought-iron Hot-water Boilers,

With Shelves and Hollow Grate Bars.

Specially adapted for heating Greenhouses, Conservatoi
Churches, Chapels, Schools, Public Buildings, Entrance

Halls, Warehouses, Workshops, &c.

STEVENS'
TRENTHAM GREENHOUSE BOILER.

After 1 nc expenence has proved the most SIMPLE
ECONOMICAL EFFECIUAL and LASTING BOILER
extant recently improved For Illustrations, with full par
ticulars, apply to the Sole Makers,

F. & J. SILVESTER.
HOT- WATER ENGINEERS, &c &c

Castle Hill Works. Newcastle. Staffordshire.

jt^ Our Boilers are the onlv ones made with the sanction
and under the inspection of the inventor, Mr. Stevens—all

others being base :"

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County in England.
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER and CO.,

71, Cornhill, Loudon. E.C. and Steam Plough Works. Leeds.

Stoves for Greenhouses ! Portable ! Terra Cotta

!

ROBERTS'S PATENT PORTABLE
TERRA COITA STOVES give pure heat, without

attention. 24 hours or longer, for about \d. for coal, or co il and
coke. Suitable for almost any purpose. See I'lte Garden for

March i, 1S73 :—" Roberts's Patent Terra Cotta is the best

and cheapest dry stove that has ever been invented
May be used in any plant-house without injury to the most
delicate plants." Prospectus, drawings, and authentic testi-

monials, can be Jiad. and the Stoves can be seen in use, and
ordered, on application to the patentee, THOMAS ROBERTS,

i n, Victoria Street. Westminster, S.W.

RIGHT'S PATENT ENDLESS-
FLAME-IMPACT HOT-WATER BOILER.

Awarded the only English Medal for the best Hit-water
Apparatus at the United States Centennial Exhibition at

Philadelphia.
For prices and full particulars please see our pamphlet,

entitled " Our Boilers and Heating," which will be handed
post-free on applic

CO., Hot- Engineei

Hothouses, Hot-water Apparatus, &e.

HALLIDAY AND CO., Hothouse
Builders and Hot-water Appai*atus Manu-

facturers. Estimates and Plans free. Best Construction^
Best Materials ! Best Workmanship ! Catalogues free.

Offices. 22. Barton Arcade, Manchester.

Rosher's Garden Edging Tiles.

THE ABOVE and many other P.VTTLR.XS
are male in materials of great durability. The

plainer sorts are specially

suited for KITCH EN
GARDENS, as they
harbour no Slugs or Insects,

take up little room, and,

further labour or expense,
Edgings, consequently being much cheaper.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c,, in Artificial Stone,
very durable and ofsuperior finish, and in great variety of design.

F. ROSHER and CO.. -- -
- _ -

Street, Blackfriars, S.E.:
Kingslatid Road, E.

Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES,"
PLANT COVERS and PRDPACATING BOXES: also
for FOXLEY'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors, Balconies. &c.,

from 3r. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of plain or
more elaborate designs, with prices, sent for seleciion.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies,
Larders, Kitchen Ranges. Baths. &c. Grooved and other Stable
Paving of great durability. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles
of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates. Cement, &c.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Brick and Tile Merchants.

Road, '

Chelsea, S.W.;

s , V E R SAND,
3arse grain as desired. Prices by Post per ton

or Truck Load, on Wharf in London, or delivered direct from
Pits to any Railway Station. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK. BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries.
KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any

quantiti«

Oil Faint No Longer Necessary.

HILL AND SMITH'S BLACK
VARNISH for Preserving Ironwork. Wood, or Stone.

This Vamibh is an excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-

door work, while it is fully two-thirds cheaper. It was intro-

duced upwards of thirty years ago by the advertisers, and its

genuine go^d quality, notwithstanding a host (ff unprincipled

imitators, is fully attested by its constantly increasing sale. It

jy be applied by an ordinary labourer, requires r

thinni _
Windsor Castle. Kev
dreds of the Nobility and Gentry, fion

the

(he ground^
sof

forw
als ha iived, which Hti

flattering

Smith will

Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at is dd. per gallon,

at the Manufactory, or is. %d, per gallon carriage paid to any
Statioa in the Kingdom.

Unsolicited Testimonial.
Glangwiliy, Llanpumpsant, Carmarthen, Nov. 27, 1873.

—

"Mr Lloyd Lloyd encloses cheque for ,£3 55 , amount due to

Messrs. Hill & Smith, and he considers theBlack Varnish
one of the most useful thintrs he ever posressed.

"

Apply to HILL and SMITH, Brierly Hill Ironworks, near
Dudley ; and 118. Queen Victoria Street, London, E,C., from
whom only it can be obtained.

CAUTION.— \t having lately come to the knowledge of

Hill & Smith that spurious imitations of this Varnish are

being offered by unprincipled dealers at a slight reduction in

price, they would specially draw attention to the fact that every

j

cask of their Varnish is legibly marked with their name and

I

address, without which none is genuine.
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A PERFECT CURE for SMOKY CHIM-
NEYS—The REGISTERED COWL. Made by

GEO. HA LL. High Street. Worcester.

ATENT PORTABLE SMOKELESS
STOVES and PATENT FUEL.

For Heating Conservatories, Greenhouses, Halls, Passages,

and places without Chimnevs from I25. (id.

NASH'S BRONCHITIS KETTLE, las.id.

FRETWORK and CARVING FRAMES. SAWS, FILES,
PATTERNS and PREPARED WOOD.

SWAN NASH, 253, Oxford Street, W. ; and 4, Newgate

Street, E.C. Prospectus free.

IR J. PAXTON'S HOT-
HOUSES for the MILLION are

Simple, Cheap, and Portable.
Illustrated Price Lists free.

HEREMAN and MORTON, 14, Tich-

bome Street, Regent Quadrant, W., Horti-

cultural Builders and Hot-water Engineers.

MetaUlo Hothouse BuUder to Her Majesty.HENRY HOPE
(late Clark & Hope, formerly Clark),

HOTHOUSE BUILDER and HOT-WATER
APPARATUS ENGINEER.

55, Lionel Street. Birmingham. Established A.D. l8i8.

BOOKS of DESIGNS, ss- each.

WW The Extensive Ranges of Metallic Hothouses in the

Royal Gardens, Windsor and Osborne, were executed at this

J^tablishment.

BELGIAN GLASS for GREENHOUSES, &c.,
Can be obtained in all sizes and qualities, of

BETHAM & SON,
9, LOWER THAMES STREET. LONDON, E.C.

B. & S. have always a large Stock in London of 20-in. by
xa-iD. 20-in. by 14-in., zo-in. by 16-in,. in 16-02. and 21-oz.

HAW'S TIFFANY, ELASTIC NET-
TING, CANVAS, &c., for Shading, Protecting, and

other Horticultural Purposes. For Samples and Prices apply to

JOHN SHAW AND CO.. 29, Oxford Street. Manchester.

EH. HAMPSON, Egerton Mills, Stockport,
• Manufacturer of HORTICULTURAL SHADINGS

for Protecting Wall Trees from Frost and Insects, &c. 54 and

inchss wide, any length up to too yds. Prices on application.

THOMAS'S
FITTINGS for WIRING WALLS.
NEW
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JxC^£r''r"l ''^''= ^''''"='"='' ^^ *^"-""' R-cHAtDS,
at the Office. 7, Catherine Street, Strand. W.C.

Now ready, price In cloth 16s

,
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VOLUME for JANUARY to JUNE 1S76

W. RICHARDS. 4., Wellington Street, Strand. W.C.

Belgian.
T3ULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE de
M£RF''T"'"^il''V'"?' ," ?" CULTURE MAR^I
Plates and 'lnCsS.,on';""''p n' T'h "i* '"^"^ Colou/ed

BuRvk'icH F Pv»r„„; i^"'>''*'"=<' s'"ce 1863 by F.

H^.^,1 D V
P^NAERT E RoDiGAS. and H. J. Van

„;,!;? fr'lf^'/''1>"°"'=?''"'"^'
School of the Belgiannment at Ghent. Pn^t naiH me tn^-

"--sirtu
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— .^t Ghent. Postpaid
H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Card

. Ghent, Belgiu

Just P"W-5fd.f™a" 4,0. cl?'h ex'ra, gilt edges, price js. 6,/.,

T^
-.

/"nitrated with hve Coloured Diapram<;REATISE on the GRAPE VINEBy Joseph Meredith, formerly of the Garston Vi„.'

''"E«ra?t1rr'^h
'° '><= R'gh', Honoura'Lle the Eart'ol Derty'-

sou^tfaf/:rd'fcif''^firw'i.f/rir^r?rhe'=L'^^^

Wrcrnttlo'u'btt^^ To^tctm-i 'S.^^7^-standard work of its class, andTo'vrus'efuft''tl;\;;

WANTED, IMMEDIATELY, a FORE-
used to Evh'^bv"^'^ ''r^'^'J''^?.'

'"' ^ Count'ry Nursery^^one
„^ i . '-'t'P""'E preferred. Good and progressive \vZli

cwi-'roffi'e','v"c'
^""^ ^•'--'--x. ^XgIij:^^"

TyANTED, a thoroughly energetic IN-
sLe a„rG?etrus??,™,?T '"^r^r^'^'l'^' - ^"^
S.-,-' r -,^A 1

'"""='^ . '^'^'''s. -Noses, Lonifcra;, Fruit Trees

li^™™AS^1S^^
W'^.^J^"', =^ y°""g MAN, age not less

pl^^E^^m-an'cS Sdt's'."aaL! n^e^^r S^alfs^ry^'^'^-

TXTANTED, for a large Nursery in thp

dodLro^s°"c • T "''r?^'*
.PRoIaGATOR of'^o es, Rho

be thorou^hW ,"!," Cl="l«is. Soft-wooded Stuff, Sic. : must
A Mri'j''""''^)

-Apply stating age. experience, &c toA. M.^ariknrrs Chmmcte Office, W.C.

'yyANTEpTa^Y^u.^glviANrhaWii^"^^
Market ^T^''^^''

"^ '^""""^ °"P« '<' Covent Garden

'^^S=Sffict M?."^rR7,51i'V'^l7atn^o^5"Lre"l'.£
''^ '='-•

T-r-.-

.

®^^* Trade.WANTED, an ASSISTANT SHOPMAN
' ' —Apply, statine- a-'e rpfprpnr*.c -.r,^ i ,

10 R. G. FORTT, Seed ifechant. iSristil
*' ^"P"''^"^-

jypTROBlRT T. VEITCH requires a

(3|.ARDENER.-Mr. Wilson, Head Gar-V^ den" at Arundel Castle, Sussex wishes to recnm^f J

s^tlTm" ='"\Nobleman 'or Lady who ma? requrtSeservices of a thorough practical Gardener. -Adoress as above!

POREMAN, in a good Establishment.-
M '^ ^~ '

"'"^ years experience in foocI nla*~pc f --,,, u

s: t;ro7S!dS 'c°ou,;j-r™
'='7™^='"

v-"°^^^^^or iiiiaiand Counties preferred -B. ASHTON, Ash-
, Battle, Su

.thoroughly understands Cleaning Seeds and could m-ike>elf generally useful preferred.-Applv in own handwririneing age, references, and wages required, 54. High Streetj

w^^J^^.S ""^spectable young Man as
have n^h'^^^'C""?*

",'='''= Ch.arge of Show House'nave a thorough knowledge of Plants ind I ^„,\^^shing.-Mr.
J. BROMWICH, Floras. BuckinghamPalace Road. S.W.'

F°S;^'^''"f Nobleman's or Gentleman's
pint GrSvtg':Too7lf=.i=t'ial='L"'' '" ^" ^T'"^

-^
emp,oyers.-A^ B., pt.TdirHon,'S. ^isSJd!""

"""""^

GA^^!^!^^^^^^y°^^^^^^^^N) in a good
p^.o,£l'.tLlrgt'o;;;1ie1fo^d^--" "" '^ ^'-S°^-

^ or uenlleman s Garden.—Aee 2a pUvb^ ,.

rn^,,S^td^'-!,-SeTr™°^^«'^^°^N/R:"Br^^^^^^

G-^^aSe^^^ei^^g^¥^R^^^^^
Pos^office^L^ram Grantham. '" ^=""""="ded.-J. L..

.iven^fo !?fe7a;rii,^S,TirS^^*se,!'-'"- -=""

'y able; has been accustomed to Gentleman'! rj
K^sb^'^St,tiihi:^%sii""'^°'^ "^^ti-^:

ri,;i.„ _^^ S Good character given. - R P„„„fc,.Chllt Post-offic.

"RANTED, an INVOICE CLERK, in a
a!- ,

1?''^^ ^"""^ Seed Establishment. On- who could

pen aWe '^%^are"'"
"^en required. Good Penmanship i'ndil^

Rl?Ti ^~v '=."Se. salary expected, and references toBETA, Gardeners- C/;to»,V/s Office. W.C.
"icrences, to

-... s young gardener.
London: GEORGE PHILIP a

E.C.
: Liverpool : PHILIP, SON ;

South Castle Sti

for the United Kingdom :-One year,

!, Rue de Bruxelles, Ghent, Belgium
liide payable to M. E. PYNAERT,

> SON. ,2, Fleet Street
ro NEPHEW, 49 and 5,;

"DEVUE de I'HORTICULTURE BFTTF

fem°-iF.''j^^:it^h.\-^-[L':^' «a i- ^^^k^nd/'

Engravings.

Terms of Subscript
loj., payable in advai
Piiblishing Office :

Post-office Orders to oe i

at the Chief Post-office, Gh

The cultivator._a Portuo-;;;;;

piugalTd'h^
Agricultural Journal. wYich cSes

'

theB,?iils°'^
" P°=^^"^'°°=. ^"d m the Principal Towns of

Advertising charges, M. per square inch. Translation included

for tw"erv" momhl.' if^ply ^advance"*' ' '° "" "i"''
°''""'"'

Addr^ the Editor of the C./tft,.<,.. St. M ichael's. Azores.

Farms, Estates, ResidencesAny one desirous of Renting a Farm or R^idence or

alwavT ,-„„.'
"""'"gnam The Midland Counties HeraldfS S '1'?=.'",?^

^^f>"^ f advertisements refafLg tond Residences for Sale and to be Let.

irs on tne ist 01 everv mnnth . irr.iV; ™ .^i.»ie wiieie last emp oved
Coloured Plate a^d numerous '° J"HN CATTELL, The NurseriL.Te:

._-r._ , „
To the Seed Trade.

W^cS,°'yoiT M^Sh^'m^'^t hJ"h^^°^

._ Seed^Trade. -Book-keeperWANTED a thoroughly competent BOOK-
-AHd„r -,1, r

"""' ''= ' e"""! Accountant and Penman
required 'to D H r ""^^ '""•'% "S'- =-''P"ience, and sahA.required, lo u H., Gardeners' Cknnich Office, W.C.

-_-^._ Seed Trade.

W^^J.^^'/r JUNIOR SHOPMAN, one
good\vr^;;';°aK qlrjnd'actl^e'^Tb ^T"="« '^ "-' "=

^

-ADDlir,n.\, t„ .,?r ^ ^^ ' ' '",'•'' Execution of Ordersapplicants to state where last employed and salary expected

N^F'^o^f^'^E^^GERr^T^i^^iiXE

&„^d;n!'g™--=" ^""-. ^^"-^ Roai:tp"fer^Sr;a;:

NurseJ} tSI~ Goo'd SenceT^Nea, ["
d'' "'T'" J"""*" • - -

icierences. Wear London preferred.

—

Cook, 8. Che t Road, Tottenha
. N.

WMFn*^' ^ F.ARM^Xli:iF?r7or~a
cleverinMni, '^. r""A"-"^'°""''"*''ire: Wile must be
til 111 ^'""'S?™'"' of => Dairy and of Poultry. If applican!

Mr. HTSRYJE^^?:-s7a:Glou«L'r"'"^"''" '= «^^°'^''-

WANT PLACES.
-r^TT,, °®*'' Gardeners.

dTons.^Camel.n
>'

C^iTi%'''\^'TT'''" "< Rhodoien-
P^^^^^^^^^^g^^^;;^^^^^ &C.-A. B., Post-office, -Golden

StrrMDATAXT To tui Seed Tr^dil
'

HOPMAN -Young
; has had great expe-

Ofiice"^T.
°-<J «f"-ces.-S. B.. Gardeners' a^^^L

sarins, Estates,

S I T U A T /"(5'"?r"' FILLED
!f_i:^i^^^i^^;^JI^ra^AIR^^EE^^

"•

W^garIe^n?r ^h
"^^^ WORKING

fcmily:
.a man wh^ kniws II T "^ .""=?'

i
""^ed. without

"Id KtJhe" Garden ?f/ '
''•'"='=• ''°"' '" ""= Houses

«t-..R L I F-„ i~^^''"',;=?""S age, wages, servi,-..

1J1_^ E»q.. Sandndge Park, Melksham, Wilt:

'^NT]

;oVineries.Tortrfng"iMtrand"Flowe'^"c^hSf

^^ZTL"! ^'hz^^i ^T^fXTI-
UrgeSl„„S? J

Wages 251.. with cottag

ilid!!one i^ M-"""*
'o.-Apply by letter to W.^'usione, 23, Moorgate Street. E.C.

\Y"ANTED, an UNDER GARDENER
'.'.accustomed to the Houses ,„A,.2Z:^'
mdeniable character -Mr HPWIT^u j^^ "?" '"^ a"
'""« Park, SuniiLghill, BerkshiJ^! •

"' <'"<''"'^ ^uck-

g S. WILLIAMS having at the ^^iii^il
Register, is'd'^sirruro ;?IL^|rh'i'm"'i?lL°f.o''nf ^?

"'°^ "^'^

experience and trust are%uifedB.S.W would « the famebegtoimimate that when a Gardener is applfed for fha'.'i.""'i;ii^*'
^-^ ""iiiiaic that when

the nlling of the situation should be left with him 'as that .

s, upper Holloway, London. N_

ould

Paradis

Forcmg"°of|ra';L:^e\^ht%'rcL^i„';tl,ix;rTs=i;°eii;;:

SdKi'tcrn ?,;/''= "-"'Sement of Co'nserva"o^Tnd Flow"
Iren^wood Esset'"'-

="-"" character.-G. Si. Post-office:

B., Fisher &

(3^S5InER (HEAD).-Married, no fl^
Pbes V,nrt'o'v=?„d' rf' r ^="iT

'"" Late Forcing

the general routine of FU ;f\-^'\"''' ^ =B"ables. &c
and itock W"fe Dafry o? Poult"rv sL^"

Gardening. Land
F._G.^Post^ffi^, HamTto" Wck, &iddlese'x'"'

^'•='""--

.rrecomtTd'foary'i?o"am"?n?r°'H?!'r • "-""'P''-°^

who is an exceil.n, f'J'L 2 Gentleman a young Man

,^_^^^^d^=u^.ensive improvements.-For further particu-

QARDENER (Head, WoRKi^^5):i:X^il7
b^cheroTSlVdrng^-'itbtVers?'--!! c\"i^^ro, Drew's Cottages. Fourth CroL Real, 'TwIcS^r ^

^;£_experience.-A. G., Post-office, Cheshnnt '

able referenres ;r ,^ 1,
' ' ''^'"1 experience. Unexception-

steadTan::Catford.°S &"''"• *"-'''• S" Po^t-officc^Stan-

TTINAHAN'S LL WHISTCV
l^>of ^brili-dit?PrSn'^t^^ Jr^ongr^hfrelL'^nd!:

' ve'^r^li?^^.^,'^ rl¥^' '"^^^^^^
Dr HafsS •'

I h
Pl"sure the following Ar.alysis by

Pl s?fTs'Ul.-k'„^ra„^5^o?:^f^fe'/"![v_analys/^^

The^iylirktZ's?r <as.e.''arLariran?rt-hel''a S^ht^^eT
^g^^i^^^ssrpi;5jji^?^---^-S

E P pT^^^^s c~o~c~"5—r^
"Bva.io g?ateful-comforting.

S^dj ^Sr Ks:?^^^^i^-l;^ -;S
feiX^t:;:s>;Sh^;^r^-?;;!°-^||?^"^'
be gradually built up until strong e„„^, t?"""""'""''''
tendency to disease. l?undreds of s^ub"e maUdres'^rrfl

""^
around us ready to attack wherever .r.""^. "maladies are floating

may escape manva fa al sh^f, ij L " ' "^^ P°'"'- We

T^5fdlff£^S^3|^|c Chemists. 4S.-''^^'. ^ ^.f and 170. Pi ccadilly, London S W
D^N>m^^5RD^S~TuJID~^?XGNESIA:

£EA'rTlrrR'&,'°^riVTD'7cHy''=Gl^8¥^™H
indigestion ;'and the Tafest aperientiVdilii'le
Constitutions Ladies, Children, and Inf^"s

H
DINNEFORD and CO

17=1, New Bond Street. London, and all Chemists.

OLLOWAY'S P I^L S.-
maladies arise froSs^tr,lr '"'"^^'"i*

'"^^ """'"= °f '"''^al

celebrated PiHs exercise rhlr^'r^ '™°^''' "I -'"A these

themis1tfo"ir^r;";irm^td"S^?t^^rdy°'forlSo^t","if
Chronic Affect ons— as Liver rnmnl-,;„, r?'

.almost .all

o';rfs\\rc£'tLe^,i;!;^?%?-^^«'-""^^^^^^^
fTatp^^n^n^m-l fble^"^rea!;s"^Ho£^^^^
especially adapted for the young and delicate • their gen I andpurifying action places them above all other Sici^es InIndigestion.. Nervous Affections, Gout, and Rheumatism ihes^Pills have raised for themselves universal fame ThlJ,™!! u
mpurities from the blood, and thusrestore cheerfubees and^vigour
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TO THE TRADE.
PRICES ON APPLICATION. PRICES ON APPLICATION.

PRELIMINARY LIST OF NOVELTIES FOR 1877.

CARTEB^S NEW FERN-LEAVED
PARSLEY.

(Illustrated.)

NVALUABLE for DECORATIVE PURPOSES,
ORNAMENTAL BEDDING and GARNISHING.

Most exquisite in form and colour.

"When visiting the very interesting gardens at Barham Court,

Maidstone, a few days since. I and my friends were struck by
the remarkable beauty of a long line of Carter's New Fern-ieaved

Parsley, which, in richness, crispiness and brilliancy of colour,

leaves the best varieties and the best growths of them so far behind

that one might be pardoned for doubting if it is a Parsley until

tasting has settled that matter. The exquisite beauty. of a fine

sample of any of our good strains of " double " Parsley is in this

variety eclipsed by a denser habit—a rich surfacing of the finest

imaginable filagree growth, and a most delicious tint of green-

ness. In a competition this variety would deservedly tell

against all comers, while for all the ordinary uses of Parsley it

is so much better than any other that it is ju-^t a question,

an he obtained, if any other should be i Mr.

Haycock, the gardener at Batham. was amused by the surprise

of his three visitors, who suspended their admiration of the wall

fruits to admire this very humble subject, and he at once

showed us >ome other ki.ds of Parsley, as well grown as could

be, to confirm our opinion that the Fern-leaved kind is the best

of all."—i". ti., in "fiardeneis Magazine" November 4, 1876.

CARTER'S HEARTWELL EARLY
MARROW CABBAGE.

THE BEST EARLY CABBAGE IN CULTIVATION.

NEW and BEAUTIFUL HYBRID
BEGONIAS.

(Illustrated )

BEGONIA MAGENTA QUEEN.
BEGONIA, Chambers' new and distinct Seedlings.

We ofi'er. for the first time, seed of some of the most chari

varieties of Hybrid Begonias ever seen, including the

Magenta Queen, all of which have been specially

fertilised and harvested for us by the raiser.

B. Magenta Queen is an exquisite variety, the

lly covered with brilliant ma-

magnificent addition to the

A distinct and excel)

Cabbage, both for the gentlem.
purposes. The hearts are ej

4 to 6 lb., with scarcely any loi

indispensable as an Early
garden and for marketing

nely firm, weighing from
outside leaves, the flavour

CARTER'S BALMORAL CASTLE PEA.
(Illustrated.)

A magnificent Pea, somewhat after the shape of" Supreme."

but with pods of much greater length, better filled, and con-

taining Peas of splendid flavour. The long handsome pods are

borne from top to bottom of the haulm in the greatest profusion.

Mr. William Paterson. HeadGarlenerto HerM'»st Gracious
Majesty the Queen, Balmoral Castle Gardens.

" Carter's Balmoral Castle is a superior Pea in every respect

—very productive—having large and well-filled pods containing

Peas of the finest flavour."

CARTER'S COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF
PEA.

(Illustrated.)

Carter's " Commander-in-Cliief " is now "recognised as tli

grandest Pea for Exhibition and general Table purposes i

cultivation.

Mr. Cii.\ELES Penny, Head Gardener ii> His Royal Highnes
the Prince of Wales. The Royal Gardens. Saftdringkavi.

" Carter's Commander-in-Chief Pea is good in every particular.

plant

genta

group

CARTER'S GREEN GAGE
TOMATO.
(Illustrated.)

Awarded a First-class Certificate by the Royal

Horticultural Society, October 7, 1874.

" There can be no question that Carter's Green

Gage Tomato is one of the best and most delicately

flavoured varieties in cultivation- this has been

proved again and again."

—

From the "Garden."

WATERS' VICTORIA PRIZE COMPACr CALCEOLARIA.

'^

:Ji

BETTERIDGE'S NEW EXHIBITION
PRIZE ASTERS for 1877.

(Illustrated.)

tire Stock is in the hands of J. C. D. & B.

-

folloiuing Letterfrom Mr. Eetteridge :
—

[Copy.]
' The Aster Nurseries, Chipping Noi

NEW CARMINE CANDYTUFT.

It will be remembered that we introduced

this charming novelty in 1874. since which we
have been unable to offer it in consequence of

short crop. We have, however, harvested a

splendid sample this season.

" Messrs. Carter

nspeciion flowers of a new car

of Candytuft llberis), which

The colouring is vivid and

Co. have submitted for ou

new carmine- coloured variety

f great beauty

and should th<

plant be free-floweiing and of good habit it will be

a valuable acquisition. It is an annual."

—

Gar-

deners' Chronicle, October 18. 1873.

This splendid novelty is of dwarf compact

habit, and the plant presents one mass of vivid

: bloom.

Awarded the Silver-Gilt Medal of the Royal Horticultural
Society, aud Eight First and Extra Prizes.

We offer for the firsi

Calceolaria. It is lar in advance of anything ever

extraordinary size of flowers, and also because of it;

of growth, as shown in the above illu>tration Visit

where Mr. Waters' Calceolarias were staged will 1

splendid colours of the plants s^hown, and which wci

most improved type of this popular flower in cultiva

'ed compact-habited
sn before in substance, form, and
markably dwarf and compact habit

to any of the numerous exhibitions

ember the very perfect toim and
iniversally acknowledged to be the

' Octobei

' Mei

-I bej

• & Beal
tify thai the" Dear Sir

stock of seed of all the New Varieties of Asters i

troduced by me this season, namely. Blushing

Bride, Bridegroom, and Prince Albert Victor, ar.

in your hands, together with the entire stock of .i:

mv New Varieties introduced in 1876, if., Snovv

flake or Snowball, Purple Prince, Prince -i

Novelties, and Princess Ale.\andra : and I wouUI

caution the public that the true strain grown by

myself can only be had from Messrs. Carter.

(Signed)

uly.

"JA ; Bette

CARTER'S BLOXHOLM HALL
MELON.

(Illustrated,)

We had the pleasure of introducing this valuable

Melon, raised by Mr. Lumsden. Gardener to the

Right Honourable C. Nisbet-Hamilton ; and wt
have now the pleasure to announce that it i-

afknowledged on all sides to be the finest and most

delicious scarlet-fleshed Melon in cultivation.

Her Royal Highness the Princess of Wales :

graciously pleased to express her admira!:

Jor this beautiful Melon.— Vide foUo^vi

report :—
" The Royal Gardens, Sandringhani.

" Carter's Bloxholm Hall is a grand Melon, boll'

in appearance and flavour. Her Royai Highne>

the Princess of Wales has this week been praisin.

this splendid Melon."— Mr. Cmarles Penn".

H£ad-ij.ardener to His Royal Highness the Princr

of Wales.

SUTTON'S NEW GEM LETTUCE.
Described as one of the finest Cabbage varieties..

It folds in very quickly, and produces a medium-

sized heart, which is exceedingly crisp and sweet,

and does not readily run to seed. '

For full descriptions of the above, and many other Choice Novelties, see

CAETEE'S NOVELTY LIST," NOW IN THE PEESS.

237
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SALES BY AUCTION.

Bulbs from Holland.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. iS. Kinj Street,

Covcnt Garden, W.C, every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, and
SATURDAY, during November, commencing at half-past 12

o'clock each day, consignments of first-class DUTCH BULBS
arriving weekly from ivell-known farms in Holland.

May be viewed the ntoiniiigs of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Establislied and Imported OroMds, &c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, .It his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden. W.C, oil THURSDAY, November 30. at

h.alf-pastiJ o'clock precisely, several small COLLECTIONS
of E.STABLI3HED ORCHIDS, comprising m.any fine plants

of rare varieties, Imponations of ORCHIDS, and some
STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

5000 Lllium auratum, Ua.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on KRID-\Y, December i, at h.alf-past

12 o'clock precisely, 5000 magnificent Bulbs of LILIUM
AURATU\I, just arrived from Japan, in the best p> ssible

condition ; also a large importation of cjioice BULBS and
TUBERS, just arrived from California, including several

hundred of Catochortus, Cyclobothras, Brodiselis, "I'riteleias,

Calliproras, Erythroniums, Bloomerias, and i'rittelarias. a
great vafiety of choice Lilies, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

ManclieBter.

SALE of a VERY LARGE and IMPORTANT COLLEC-
TION of SPECIMEN EVERGREENS and SHRUBS,
varying from 2 feet to 30 feet high, including Golden
Queen, Silver, Green, and Variegated Hollies, Golden
Yews, Cupressus, Thujopsis, Aucubas. Junipers. Ghent
Azaleas, splendid bushy Hybrid Rhododendrons of lite

most choice named varieties. Hybrid Perpetual Roses, &c.

;

also Four capital Double-slope GREENHOUSES, viz.,

38 feet by 14 feet, 33 feet by 12 feet, 55 feet by 1+ feet, and

5S feet by 12 feet 6 inches, with Stagiiiu. Piping. Boilers,

&c ; GARDEN TOOLS. IMPLEMENTS, ROCKERY,
STONE, and EFKECTS.

ARTINGSTALL and HIND are favoured
wiih instructions to SELL by AUCTION (owing to the

Land having to be Disposed of), on WEDNESDAY and
THURSDAY NEXT, November 29 and 30, commencing at

12 o'clock prompt, on the grounds attached to Alder House,
Whalley Range, near Manchester, late the residence of Robert
Corkling. Esq., a splendid Collection of Specimen E\ER-
GREENS and SHRUBS. Catalogues are now ready, and
may be had by post or otherwise ; and the Plants may be
inspected any day from 10 to 4 o'Clock, on application to the
Gardener in charge.

For further information apply to Messrs HALL, JAN ION
ANU CO., Solicitors, 6, Essex Street, Manchester; Messrs.
DARLEY AND CUMBERLAND, Solicitors, 36, John Street,

Bedford Row, London, W.C : or to the Auctioneers, 51. Princess
Stieet, Manchester.

Auction Mart, ToUenbouse Yard, E.C.

GREA'T UNRESERVED SALE of DUTCH BULBS, com-
prising Hyacinths. Crocus, Tulips, also some fine Specimen
CAMELLIAS, well set with buds, &c., imported from the
best farms in Holland.

MESSRS, PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL the above by AUCTION, at the Mart, on

MONDAY NEXT, at half-past it o'clock precisely.

May be viewed. Catalogues may be had at the Mart, and
of the Auctioneers. 08. Gracechurch Street, E.C.

Maiden and NorWton, Surrey.

EXTENSIVE CLEARANCE of VALUABLE NURSERY
STOCK.

By order of the Executri.x. without reserve.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed by the E.vecutrix of the late Mr. John

Collings to SELL by AUCTION, without reserve, on the
Premises, the Nurseries, Norbiton, Surrey, and the
Nursery, Maiden Road. Kingston, Surrey, on MONDAY,
November 27, and Three following days, at 11 for 12 o'Clock
precisely each day, the whole of the valuable NURSERY
STOCK, extending over 20 acres, and including 30,000 Arbor-
vilae. 30,000 Cupressus of sorts, 40,000 Spruce Firs, 50.000
Laurels. 10,000 Red Cedars, 30.000 Retiiiosporas, 10.000 Hollies,

5000 Laurustinus, 20,000 Piceas, 30,000 Pinus of sorts, 30,000
Retinosporas, 15,000 Aucubas, and thousands of other choice
Conifera; and Evergreen Shrubs ; 20,000 Fruit Trees in great
variety, many thousands of well-grown Ornamental Trees,
including 100,000 Limes ; also immense quantities of Maples,
Scarlet and Horse Chestnuts. Planes, Elms, Acacias, &c. ; also

a considerable number of Deciduous Shrubs, a fine assortment
of Standard and Dwarf Roses, a large collection of 250,000
Herbaceous Plants.

May be viewed prior to sale. Catalogues may be had at the
several Nurseries ; of Mr. COLMNGS,,Builder, Norbiton ; and
of Messrs, PROTHEROE and MOJ^RIS. 98, Gracechurch
olreet, E C, and Leytonstone, E.

N.B. The valuable FREEHOLD LAND to be SOLD for

Building purposes. Particulars and price may be obtained of
Messrs. PROTHEROE ,\kd MORRIS.

BUIlngsliurBt, Sussex.
IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
are instructed by Mr. J;imes Wooberry to SELL by

AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises, Station. Bowling
Green and Street Nurseries, ten minutes' walk from the Bil-

lingshurst Station, on THURSDAY, November 30, and follow-

ing day, at 12 o'Clock precisely each day, a large quantity of
NURSERY STOCK, consisting of 80,000 strong Ash, 1 to

4 feet
: 35,000 Spanish Chestnuts, i to 4 feet ; scoo Poplars,

Birch. English Oaks, 2000 Alder, Laburnums, 4000 Syc.unores,
40,000 strong Quick, &:c.; also 8000 Scotch Firs. 2 to 5 feet

;

7000 Silver and Spruce Firs, 1000 Weymouth Pines, 20.000
Larch Firs, i to 4 feet ; 3000 Laurels, Piceas, English Yews,
Euonymus, &c.: 7000 Fruit Trees, sorts ; 4000 Roses, to name ;

nearly new Greenhouse, Pits, Seeds in Shop, Light Spring
Cart, Weighing Machine, Lawn Mower, Chaff Cutler, and
other effects.

May be viewed any day prior to Sale, and Catalogues had on
the Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, q8j Grace-
church Street, E.C.

Baker's American Nursery, Windlealiam, Bagsliot,

SURREY.
A rsri: opportunity to those desirous of securing an extensive

Nursery upon very easy terms.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
beg to announce that the LEASE of this CELE-

BRATED NURSERY WAS NOT SOLD at the Aucti.m

Mart on MONDAY last, and that it CAN NOW BK
PURCHASED by PRIVATE TREATY. Lease Ten ycjr^.

incoming small. Stock optional, only the Stools and a fevv Trade

Erections to be taken to by valuation.

N B. The purchaser would have the great advantage of

securing what stock he might require at the Auction Sale which

would follow ihe disposal of the lease.

Full particulars may be had of the Auctioneers, 98, Grace-

church Street, E.C.

WANTED, a NURSERY, or LAND to

Erect Glass Houses un. near London. Long lease.

H., 29. King Street, Covent Gard en.

ANTED, to RENT,"^"Christmas, a
Small NURSERY with Glass, or a PRIVATE

GARDEN of one or more Acres with glass, or suitable for

such. State fullest particulars to

NURSERYMAN. 13, Horse Fair, Doncasler.

T'
O" BE~ SOLD, a NURSERY situated in

the south-west of London, and doing a good Retail Trade ;

rent and terms of purch.ise moderate. Good dwellin^.-house and
fine fronta-e to a main ri..id. Apply to

ROBERT R. SINCLAIR, 46, Ludgate Hill.

Market Garden, AsHford, Middlesex.

TO BE L E T, on Long Lease, about
FOURTEEN ACRES, fully stocked with Apple. Pear

and Plum Trees, Currants and Gooseberries. Immediate pos-

session. Aoply to '

Mr. R. HARRIS, or Mr. S. SMITH. Feltham : and 46,

Watling Street, London, E C,

M
Wood Engraving.

R. W. G. S M I T H, Artist and
Wood. 15. RIildm.^y Grove, London, N.

To the Trade.
"^^ELLOW CROCUS.—Dutch Roots, e.xtra
J- large qu-intily. Sample and lowest price on application

to F. SANDER AND CO., Seed Growers, St. Albans.

Christmas Roses (Helleborus nlger).

THOMAS S. WARE can supply a fci^

strong plants of the above, well set with Flower. Se-

ABC Bulb Guide, p. 5i, free on application.

Hale Farm Nursery. Tottenham, London.

CHOICE OUILLED ASTER.—Extra prize
strain, gained First Honours wherever exhibited, includ-

ing the Roy.il Caledonian Society's Show at Edinburgh. Per
packet, IS , \s. id., and -zs. 6J., free by post,

ORMISTON and RENWICK, Melrose, N.B.

PANSIES.—Show and Fancy, by the dozen,
100. or 1000 ; the finest varieties in cultivation. Ob-

tained Si-v First Prizes at the Scottish Pansy Society's Show.
Edinburgh. June. 1876.

WILLIAM PAUL. Crossflat and Greenlaw Nurseries, Paisley.

WINTER FLOWERING ORCHIDS.—
CALANTHE VESTITA RUBRA OCCULATA

from 91. to 30s. per dozen bulbs: PLEIONE WALLICHII,
i8j. per dozen : CYPRIPEDIUM INSIGNE. flowering
plants, iBs. per dozen.—Apply, S. WOOLLE Y. Cheshunt, Hens.

To the Trade.
aOLANUM CAPSICASTRUM.—For Sale,
^J a large quantity of the above, remarkably well-grown,
and thickly berried. Price for cash, on application to

M, ROCHFORD, Page Green, Tottenham, N,

To the Trade.
pONIFER.E SEED.—We have to hand in
V^ magnificent condition, Abies Douglasii. Thuja gigantea.
Abies Albertiana, the very fine Washington territory species of
Abies Mertensiana, Prices on application to

F, SANDER AND CO,, Seed Growers, St. Albans.

Large Avenue Trees, Evergreens, and Deciduous
SHRUBS.

Must be Cleared for Building Purposes.

MESSRS. PAMPLIN and SON,
Whip's Cross Nursery, '^Valthamstow, Esse.t, E,

Trains from Liverpool Station, Great Eastern Railway.

VINES, extra strong Fruiting Canes and for
Planting out. all the leading sorts. ROSES, FRUIT.

FOREST, and ORNAMENTAL TREES, strong, healthy, and
well-grown. Priced Descriptive CATALOGUES on application,
DICK.SON AND ROBINSON, Seed Merchants and

Nurserymen, 12, Old MiUgate. IManthester.

DUTCH FLOWE RING B U LB S^
DEUTZIA. DIELYTRA, LILY of the VALLEY.

SPIR.EA fAPONICA for forcing. Illustrated Priced De-
scriptive CATALOGUE post-free,

DICKSON AKD ROBIN.SON, Seed Merchants. S:c,. .=,

Old Millgate, Manchester.

Gongylisoter.—Deserving Special Notice.

WALNUT TREES, APPLE TREES,
GOOSEBERRIES, ROSES, POT.\TOS, in great

variety. Own growth or imported choice VEGETABLE
SEEDS. Apply,

GEO. B. COCKS, Donington, Spalding.

Fruit Trees and Roses for Forcing.

THOMAS RIVERS and SON can offer
fine Fruiting frees in pots of PEACHES and NEC-

TARINES, at 5J, and js. 6rf. each, ready for forcing ; also a
fine collection of ROSES, in 6 and 8-in, pots, at 20i, to 421.
per dozen, for forcing or greenhouse.

The Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth, Herts,

PINES, VINES and PEACHES.—
Surplus stock of the above, including si.xty strong PINE

PLANTS, three PEACH and one NECTARINE, TREES,
good sorts and well set with bud, 5 feet stems and 5 feet heads ;

and the following VINES—Pearson's Golden Queen, Waltham
Cross and Gros Colinan. For Price, &c., apply,

J. R. METCALFE, Gardener, Elsham House, Grantham.

QEAKALE and ASPARAGUS for Forcing,
^^ e,\. ex, strong ; also planting ; and a large tiuanlily of fine

TARRAGON ROOTS. Pi ice on application to

C. PAGE, late Henry Page, St, John's Nursery. Fulhsm. S W,

NOTICE.—Great reduction in the prices of
the (Jueen of Flowers, 100,000 DWARF ROSES on

Manetti, the finest plants and finest soi ts ever offered, at 40J,

per 100, cheaper by the 1000, including all the best New Roses
of 1875, and of recent introduction. For cash with orders.

Special Trade Prices on appltcation.

RICHARD LOCKE. The Rose Farms, Red Hill, Surrey.

EWING .AND COMPANY'S ROSE LIST
for AUTUMN, 1876, with very full descriptions of all

the best new and old sorts, is now ready, and may be h.ld free.

Also their DESCRIPTIVE LIST (72 pages) of Fruit Trees,
il Trees, Conifera:, Evergreens, Sea Coast Trees,

lal Trees. Deciduous Shrubs, Clematis. Climbers, &c.
Royal Norfolk Nurseries, Eaton. Norwich.

LILIUM AURATUM.—Fine Uulbs of this
"Queen of Lilies" can now be supplied at 6rf., q,/., is..

and IS. (id. each: splendid English-grown Bulbs, if. , is.td..

2j, and 2J. dd. each. Sample of two bulbs, postage 6d extra :

more cannot be sent by post. Good and varied selection of

Lilies 12s., 2i,s., and 305. per dozen. Price List on applicatiou.

Po.st-otfice orders payable at Fenchurch Street, E.C.
WILLIAM GORDON, Lily, Bulb, and Plant Impcrter,

10, Cullum Street. E.C.

Tree Ferns—Tree Ferns-Tree Ferns.

DICKSONIA ANTARCTICA. — The
Advertiser is now offering the above at greatly reduced

prices, all trunks carefully sekcted by an English G.irdener
from ihe coolest districts of Tasmania, from i foot U|j\v3rd.s.

They are carefully dressed and packed, and shipped direct to

London. Special terms to laige buyers. For p^liculars
apply to

Mr. WALKER, 9, Mount Pleasant, Tunbridge Wells.

Roses—Fseonies—Gladiolus.
CHARLES VEROIER, Fils (successor to

the original horticultural establishment of Victor Verdier,

pi-re). 2S, Rue Baudricourt, XIII. Arond.— late 12. Rue
Dumeril— Paris, has so offer the above three descriptions ol

plants, which are cultivated in enormous quantities in ihis

establishment.
CATALOGUES sent post-free on application to C. V., as

abo'

Me: .SON, 5, Harp Lane,. Great

AMARYLLIS.—Splendid exhibition varie-
ties, from a most reputed Amateur's Collection in

Belgium, having been awarded numerous First Prizes at all the

princip:il Belgian and Foreign Shows. A few hundred extra-

sized Flowering Bulbs are offered at the following low prices,

viz. :

—

12 very fine large bulbs, ^rs.

rU r, :: tr
—including many vatieties of great value. Please order at

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT'S Nursery, Ledeberg, Ghent,
Belgium.

West Riding Seed EstabUsliment, Selby.FRUIT TREES,
E.\tra fine, strong, and healthy.

CURRANTS, Black Naples, remarkably strong, is. 6d. por
dozen, lis. per 100, ^5 per 1000.

GOOSEBERRIES, Grownbob, Ashton, Whitesmith. Cham-
pani, &c., IS. 6d. per doz., 12^. per 100, £$ 10s. per looa

,, Large Prize, 2s., 3s. per dozen, 12J. to 20J. per 100.

CURRANTS. Red and White, is. 6rf. per dozen, i\s. per 100,

APPLEsf ?EARS! CHERRIES, and PLUMS, Standards,
12^., 16s. per dozen.

„ ., ,, ., Pyramid, 12.J. to 245. per dozen.
ROSES, Standard and Dwarf, 6s. to i^s. per dozen.

One dozen each of any variety sent as sample if required.

Address, H. F. SMITH and SONS, Seed Merchants and
Nurserymen, Selby.

To the Trade —Sanclringham Early Kidney Potato.

HAND F. SHARPE have secured a fine
• stock of the above excellent POTATO, which is

pronounced to be not only the earliest, but the most prolific,

and the finest quality in cultivation Being very short in the
haulm It is peculiarly adapted for forcing piu-poses. Price and
further particulars may be had on application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

INKS, VINES, VINES.—Planting aiid
Fruiting Canes of the undernamed varieties, zr. 6ii. to

5.t. each :—Buckland Sweetwater, Black Alicante, Black
Hamburgh. Dr. Hogg, Foster's Seedling, Gros Colnian, Lady
Downes. Muscat of Alexandria. Madresfield Court, Royal
Muscadine, Waltham Cross. West's St, Peter's, Black Prince,

Mis. Pince. Strong Fruiting Canes of Pearson's Golden Queen
and Venn's Black Muscat, loi. 6d. to 151. each.
WILLIAM CLIBR.\N and SON, Oldfield Nursery,

Altrincham.

Hyacintlis and other Bulbs for Forcing.
DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS and SPRING FLOWERING

PLANTS for SPRING GARDENING.

ATRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
of the best Kulbs and Plants for above purposes, post-

free. Prices under any of the leading houses for Bulbs, &c., of

the same quality. Collections of Bulbs for forcing, los. td. and
21s. : do. for planting, los. 6d. and 21J. ; do. of spring flowering

plants. 10s. 6d. and 21^.

\\U. CLIBRAN AND SON. Oldfield Nursery, Altrincham.

Grapa Vines.

EDWARD MORSE has a large quantity of
e.xtra strong Planting and Fruiting VINES, which

will bear favourable comparison with any in the Trade. The
stock comprises large quantities of Black Hamburgh, the best

Grape for general work, price 35. 61^., 55., and 7^. dd. each,

according to strength.

Original Nurseries, Epsom.

M. C. JONGKINDT CONINCK begs
• to offer the following :—

BIOTA ORIENTALIS, r-yr. seedlings, 331. <</. per lo.ooo.

CRYPTOMERIA JAPONICA, 2-yr. seedlings, 58J. vl. per

THUJA OCCIDENTALIS, 2-yr. seedlings, 5M. per 10.000.

APPLES, strong, 2-yr., palineltes and pyramids, 41*. S</. per

100, ;£i8 151. per 1000.

Tottenham Nurseries, Dedemsvaart, near ZvyoUe. Netherlands.
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Wonersli Nursery, near Guliaiord, Surrey.
MESSRS. VIRGO AND SON can now

supply 10 Gentlemen, Nurserymen. Florists, and
Others, a large quantityofSHRUBS, DECIDUOUS FOREST
and FRUIT TREES of all kinds, including Hazel, Beech,
Spanish and Horse Chestnuts, Ozier and other Withies, Alder,
Hornbeam. loto 12 feet. Sycamore. Limes, double pink Thorns,
Larch, Spruce and Scotch Hr, Yews, Portugal Laurel, 5000
common Laurel. 3104 feet, and bushy ; lo.ooo Standard and
Dwarf Roses, 500,000 3-yr. transplanted Quick, 500,000 2-yr.
aiid 3-yr. old seedling do., &c. ; and other sorts too numerous
to mention.
A large stock of Robinson's DRUMHEAD CABBAGE

PLANTS, at 3s. per 1000.

CATALOGUES with price> on application.

For the Trade Only.

FRANCIS R. KINGHORN offers the
following, in beautifully grown, well rooted stuff :

—

AUCUBAS. I'i to 2 feet, q5. per dozen. 605. per 100.

CHINESE ARBOR-VIT.'E. 4 to 7 feet, fine, 185. per do^en
CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 4 to 6 feet, fine pyramid

24i. per dozen.
POPLARS, Lombardy, 18 to 22 feet, 10s. per dozen.
LAURELS, Portugal, 4 to 5 feet, extra fine, 24J. per dozen
THUJA LOBBII, 3 to 4 feet, 15J. per dozen ; 4 to 6 feet,

fine, 24^. per dozen.
Fkancis R. Kinghokn also quotes the undermentioned, in

stronfj healthy plants :

—

ADLANTUlM CUNEATUM, Zs. per do?en.

„ CONCINNUM LATUM, 8^. per dozen.
„ PERUVIANA, line, lar. per dozen.

„ PUBESCENS, '.xtra fine. %s. per dozen.
COBCEA SCANDENS VARIEGATA, strong. iz.s. per dozen.
DORYOPTERIS PALMATA, nice plants of this fine Fern,

%s. per dozen.
DRAC-^NA COOPERII. 15 to 18 inches, iZs. per dozen.

.. GUILFOYLEI.each 2jr. 6<f.

ERICAS WILRIOREANA and SINDRYANA, very fine.

i2.r. per dozen.

GYMNOGR.'VMMA PERUVIANA ARGYROPHYLLA,
i2.r. per do-fen,

GENISTA RACEMOSA. very fine, g^. per dozen.
LYCOPODIUM DENTICULATA, strong, in 48*5, 301.

per 100.

POINSETTIAS, fine, isj. per dozen.

PTERIS TRICOLOR, fine, z-zs. per do;cn.

,, ARGYR.'EA, very strong, Zs. per dozen.
SOLANUMS, well berried, los. pei" dozen.

VINES, Planting and Fruiting. Particnlars on application.
Sheen Nursery, Richmond, Surrey.

Special Offer.

To NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN". NURSERYMEN,
and OTHERS.WITTY AND SON,

The Nurseries. Cotlingham. Hull, beg to offer the
following cheap Nursery Stock, viz. :

—

APPLES, 2-yr., extra strong, feathered steins, 501, per 100.

„ maiden, extra strong, 355. per 100.

PEARS, 2-yr., extra strong, feathered stems, 501. per 100.

,, maiden, extra strong, 35^. per 100.

„ pyramid, fruiting trees, to name, 24^:. per dozen.

„ pyramid, extra strong fruiting trees, having borne two
crops, transplanted last year, 365. per dozen.

PLUMS, maiden, strong, 40^. per 100.

„ pyramids, extra strong fruiting trees, having borne two
crops, transplanted last year, 36^'. per dozen.

,, pyramid, Victoria, fruiting trees, \zs. per dozen.
CHERRIES, maiden, 70J. per 10a

,, 2-yr., grafted, iocs, per 100.

,, pyramid, extra strong fruiting trees, having borne tv.o
crops, transplanted last year, 36.^. per dozen.

PEACHES, dwarf-trained, fine, 24^-. per dozen.
CURRANTS, Black, extra strong, to name, lar. per 100.

„ Red, extra strong, to name, los. per 100.

) 3'j' feet, 401. per 1000.
QUICKWOOD, 155. per 1000.

., for gapping, extra strong, 25^. per 1000.

SPRUCE. I to iH foot, 21J. per 1000.

ASH, weeping, extra strong, 361, per dozen.

,, weeping, 245. and iSj. per dozen.
BERBERIS DARWINII, 2-yr. seedlings. 12^. per rooo.

ELM, Camperdown, weeping, splendid steins, extra stout,

42i. per dozen.
CEDRUS DEODARA, i to 2 feet, 18^. per dozen.
ESCALLONIA MACRANTHA, in pots, extra strong. 61.

?er dozen,
rish, Inishv, 1 feet, 15^. per dozen ; 4 feet, i8j. per doz.

LAURUSTINUS, iransplanted, 1 toij^ foot, 18^. per 100.

,. in pots. stii'Ti:;, (.^,to9J. per dozen.
LIGUSTRU.M JAIONICUM, strong and bushy, 9J. per doz.
LAUREL. Portugal, :^l.l^dards, transplanted, 245. per dozen.
LABURNUMS, good stems, fine heads, 95. per dozen.
POPLAR. Lombardy. 6 to 8 feet, 30J. per 100.

„ Black Italian, 6 to 8 feet, ^os. per lod ; 8 to 10 feet, 50J.

SWEET^ BRMR. 2 yr. seedling. S.f. per 1000.

SOLANUM, in pots, Weatherall's variety, bushy and uell set

with berry, ds. to yi'. per dozen.
SYCAMORE, 8 to 10 feet, 6i. per dozen.
YUCCA RECURVA. in pots. 6.^. per dozen.

., FILAMENTOSA. in pots, 4*. per dozen.
ROSES, in pots, bs. and i-zs. per dozen.

„ in pots, fine specimen plants, 6oi, per dozen.
ASPARAGUS PLANTS, 3-yr.. extra strong. 155. per loco.

SEAKALE PLANTS, 2-yr., strong, Zs. per 100.

N.B.—C;ish or reference from all unknown correspondents.

ARGE~"SP"ECllvrEN"EV¥RGRE"EN
TREES and SHRUBS.

ABIES DOUGLASII. 6, 7, and 8 feet high.

ARBOR-Vn'.t, Siberian, splendid plants for hedges, 6, 7,

and 8 feet high.

LAUREL, common, 5, 6, and 7 feet high.

„ Portugal, perfect pyramids, 6. 7, 8, and 9 feet high.

,. „ perfect standards, 7 and 8 feet high.
HOLLIES, Green, pyramids, 4, 5, 6, and 7 feet high.
PICEA NORDMANNIANA, 4, 5. 6. and 7 feet high.
PINUS AUSTRIACA, 6, 7. 8, and 9 feet high.
FIRS, Spruce, 8, 9, and 10 feet high.
WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA, 7, 8, 9, and 10 feet high.
YEWS. English, perfect columns, 3, 4, and 5 feet high.
Also a large collection of ORNAMENTAL DECIDUOUS

TREES, from 10 to 15 feet high, suitable for forming Avenues,
Screens, Clumps, &c.
FREDERICK PERKINS can with confidence recommend

the above, as all have been frequently removed, and prepared
to remove with safety any distance, and are well calculated to
produce immediate effect.

Sample specimens and price mav be had from
FREDERICK PERKINS. Nurseryman, Regent Street,

Leamington.

DANIELS 'BROS,'

CHOICE FLOWER ROOTS.
Our superbly Illustrated CATALOGUE of the

above is now ready, and may be had post-free by
all intending purchasers, on application.

HYACI NTH S—Choice named, in splendid

variety, 6j., 9J., 12^., i8j. and 24J. per dozen.

DANIELS BROS.' CHOICE
COLLECTIONS
6j. kd., I2J. 6</., :

carriage free.

of FLOWER ROOTS,
425., 63J. and 84J. each,

DANIELS BROS.,
SEED GROWERS and NURSERYMEN. The ROYAL

NORFOLK SEED ESTABLISHMENT,
NORWICH.

WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA
PENDULA NOVA.

The Woodcut represents the original plant raised
from seed, 6 years ago, in tlie Knowefield Nurseries,
Carlisle, and which is the only true Weeping Welling-
tonia known to be in existence.

To be sent out next ajitiiniii.

Price £2 2s. to £3 3s.

LITTLK & BALLANTYNE,
SEEDSMEN and NURSERYMEN, CARLISLE.

L ILIUM AURATUM.—Large Importations
aie shortly e.vpecled from Japan, and Mr. WILLIAM

BULL is now Booking Orders for them by the dozen, hundred,
or thousand, at is., if. bd., and 2j. each ; extra strong bulbs at
3i'. fid. each.
As Mr. WILLIAM BULL annually imports many thousands

of Lilies direct from their native habitats in various parts of the
world, he can supply all the choicest sorts at very moderate
prices. Good and varied selections can be made by Mr. W. B.
at i8j., 30f., and 42J. per dozen.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road,
Chelsea, London. S.W.

Special Offers of Nursery Stock.

W. AN-D T. p. COLE, Holly Nursery,
Hundleby, Spilsby, offer for Cash :-

loo ASH. 20 to 40 inches, 25^. per 1000.
100 BEECH, 3 to 4 feet. 401. per 1000.
00 BERBERIS .\QUIFOLIA, ij^ to 2 feet, 301. per 1000.
loo OAK. strong, 4 to 6 feet, 505. per 1000.
lOo LARCH, 15 to 24 inches, xis. fid. per 1000.
100 AUSTRIACA PINE, 2 to 3 feet, iw. per 100, 801.

)oo SPRUCE, 20 to 30 inches, 30J. per 1000.
wo QUICK, samples and price on application, las. to 40^.

J

per
) PRIVET, SOS-

PARK OR HEDGEROW TREES.
All transplanted during the last two years.

OAK, 6 to 9 feet, and 9 to 12 feet (good), fjs. per dozen.
ELM. EuEJish (grafted). 8 to 12 feet, ns. per dozen.
SYCAMORE, 10 to 12 feet, 9s. per dozen.
CHERRY, 10 to 12 feet, gj. per dozen.
CRAB, 10 to 12 feet, 9^. per dozen.
LABURNUM, 10 to 12 feet, 91. per dozen.
LIME. 8 to 10 feet, 91. per dozen.
HORSE CHESTNOt, 8 to 10 feet, gt. per dozen.

SHRUBS OF SORTS.
AUCUBA JAPONICA, i\i to 2 feet, f,s. per dozen, 45,'.

per 100.

HOLLY, Green, i to ij^ foot, 3J. per dozen, 20s. per 100 : 1 J^ to
2 feel. 41. per dozen, 30J. per 100 ; 2 to •!% feet, 5J. per
dozen. 40J. per 100.

,. Golden (Juecn, 1 to i^ foot. 15J. per dozen, £,^ per 100 :

\\i to 2 feet, 3af. per dozen, ;iioper 100.

„ Iver-Ieaved, i to 1 1^ foot, 9J. per dozen, C^ per ic» ; 2 to

4 feet, 36J. to 60J. per dozen, ,£20 per loo.

„ Hedgehog, ao to 24 inches, xts. per doz., £,^ \os. per 100.
L.AUREL, common bushy, 2 to 3 feet, 121. pec 100, ii per

.. Portug.nl, bushy, 2 to 3 feet, 405. p;r 100, /17 per 1000.
CO.M.MON YEWS, 1 to i;4 foot, 41- per dozen, 22s. per 100,

C^o per 1000 : 2 to 3 foot, ts. per dozen, 455. per too ;

3 to 3'i feet. 70s. per too.

LAURUSTINUS, bushy, 9 to 12 inches, 3s. per dozen, zqs.

feet, 4J. per dozen, 25^.

per 1

BERBERIS DARWINII,
per 100.

CEDRUS DEODARA. 2 to 3 feet. 30*. per dozen.
CEDRUS, Red, 1 to ij^ foot, 3^. per dozen, 205. per 100.
ARBUTU.S. I to 2 feet, 55. per dozen, 5ai' per 100.
THUJA AUREA, 1 to i>^ foot, \2S. per dozen, ijj per 100.

PRIMROSES, double white, 30s. per 100, .£14 per 1000.

FRUIT TREES.
APPLES :—Bess Pool. Hawthornden, Sanderson's Favourite.

and Rinder's Prolific, 2 yr. untrimmed pyramids and
standards, gf. per dozen, 60s. per 100.

CHERRIES. May Duke and Elton, standards, loj. fid. per

SPRING FLOWERS, &c.—The undernamed
at IS. 6(i. per dozen, los. per loo : — Alyssum saxatile,

Iberis coriifolia. I. Tenoriana. Phlox frondo^a and verna.
Primula seedlings assorted to colour, Sedum acre elegans, S.
acre aurea, glaucum or lividum ; Sempervivum tectorum and
californicum, Veronica incana ; Wallflowers, single, yellow,
red, and Harbinger, German double ditto—all very strong and
bushy. The following at is. per dozen, ^s. per loo :—Arabis
albida ; red, white, and rose Daisies, double and single
Canterbury Bells, Sweet Williams, Myosotis dis&iliflora,
syltfatica, sylvatica alba or rosea ; Polyanthuses, Silenependula
compacta. Bedding Pansies at 2^^. per dozen, las', per loo :

—

Blue King, Civeden Yellow, purple and blue Negress, or the
Tory. Violas, sj^. per dozen, i2i. per loo ;—Admiration, White
Bedder, Dickson's Queen, Grievei. Mulberry. Also, at is. 6d,
per dozen. ?jr. per loo :—Blue Perfection, Golden Perpetual,
lutea grandiflora. Magnificent, comuta alba. Fine named
Antirrhinums. Penlstemons, Pansies. Pinks or Phloxes, -^s. 6d.
per dozen. Carnations and Picotees. 6s. per dozen. Delphi-
niums, PotentiUas, Pyrethrums or Paeonies, good named sorts,
gs. per dozen. Clematis, 12.1. per dozen. Fine border Hya-
cinths, 3.S. per dozen, 20ti-. per 100. Tulips, to name, ir., is. 6(/..

and 2s. per dozen ; 6s., gs. and i2j. per 100. Crocus, is. 6ti.,

2s. 61/. , and 3s.. per 100—all best for spring bloom. Twelve fine
Hyacinths, for pots or glasses. 5s. 6rf. ; 50 for 20s. For names
and other piu-ticulars of any of above, see AUTUMN LIST.
WILLIAM CLIBRAN and SON. Oldtield Nur:,ery,

Altrincham.

Elclunond Nuraeriea, Kidunoiid, Surrey.GAND W. STEELL have great pleasure
• in calling the attention of iheirnumerous Customers to

their extensive and valuable Stock, consisting of all kinds of
EVERGREEN and DECIDUOUS TREES. SHRUBS, and
CREEPERS. Standard and Dwarf ROSES. FRUIT and
FOREST TREES, AMERICAN PLANTS, &c., which they
can highly recommend for their fine growth and moving
qualities. And also a quantity of fine ripened Sir Harry and Sir
Charles Napier STRAWBERRY PLANTS, in pots for forcing.

Special prices will be given, upon application, where large
quantities are required.

Special Offer of Conifers, &c.

JOHN PERKINS and SON beg to offer
the following, the whole of which are fine, handsome,
wcll-rooted trees :—

CEDRUS DEODARA, 2j^ to 3 feet, 24^. per dozen; 3 lo
4 feet. 42s. per dozen.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 3to 4 feet, 12s. per dozen.
PICEA NOBILIS, 2 to 2K feet. 36s. per dozen.

,, PINSAPO, 2% to 3 feet, 30s. per dozen; 3 to 4 feet,

PICEA NORDMANNIANA, 2% to 3 feet, 30s. per dozen ; 3 to

PINUS CEMBRA, aj/- to 3 feet, 9s. per dozen ; 3 to 4J4 feet,

WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA, 4 to 5 feet, 50s. per dozen.
LAURELS. Portugal, 3 to 4 feet, 12s. pet dozen,
YEW, English, 3 to 4 feet, 12s. per dozen.

Nurseries
:

Billing Road ; Seed Warehouse 1 52, Market
Square, Northampton.
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Tliulopsla boreaUs aurea varlegata,

,„ )!A(;SH()TTHUJ(1PSIS.

JOHN WATEKKR AND SONS, American
Nurseries, Bagshot. Surrey, are now sendinE out the

_u^..- M Di^,ir price 2ii'. each. The usual discount to theabove N
Trade.
i3r This is one of the finest plants m

as the ordinary Thujopsis, and the

and good.

iegation constant

Thujopsis borealla aurea varlegati.

THE CERTIFICATED VARIETY.

CHARLES NOBLE, BaKshot, Surrey,

raised this plant (he received a First-class Certificate,

Royal Horticultural Society, February 14, 1S72), and is now
sending it out at lof. 6rf. and t\s. each.

SSr This is one of those fine Plants which must not be con-

founded with any Uncertijicated varieties bearing the same

CATALOGUES. — His Excellency Pierre

Wolkenstein will feel greatly obliged if Nurserymen and

Seedsmen will kindly send him their Catalogues. They should

be forwarded (by post! to

S. E. PIERRE WOLKENSTEIN, Secretaire de la SociAc
Impcriale d' Horticulture de Russie. St. Petersburg.

RICHARD SMITH, WORCESTER.

RKCHARU SMITH'S FRUIT LIST
contains a Sketch of the various forms of Trees, with

Directions for Cultivation, Soil, Drainage, Manure, Pruning,

Lifting, Cropping, Treatment under Glass; also their Syno-

nyms, Quality, Size, Form, Skin, Colour, Flesh, Flavour, Use,

Growth, Duration, Season, Price, &c.

R ICHARD SMITH'S LIST
of Evergreen and Deciduous Shrubs, Rhododendrons,

Standard Ornamental Ttees, Cliiiibiiig and Twining Plants,

with their Generic, Specific, and English Names, Native

Country, Height, Time of Flowering, Colour, &c., and
General Remarks.

f>ICHARD SMITH'S LIST
\i of Roses, containing all the best of the new and old

varieties, arranged in their several sections, nnd fully

described as to their Shapes, Colours, and Adaptations ;
with

ample instructions as to their Treatment and Prices.

"RICHARD SMITH'S LIST
XV of Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, with their Scientific

and English Names, Height, Colour, Time of Flowering,

Piice, &c.

RICHARD SMITH'S LIST
of all the Evergreen Fir Tribe suitable for Britain,

giving Size, Price, Popular and Botanical Names, Derivations,

Description, Form, Colour, Foliage, Growth, Timber, Use in

Arts, Native Country, and Size there. Situation, Soil and other

information, with Copious Index of their Synonyms. Free by
post for SIX stamps.

RICHARD SMITH, WORCESTER.

B E G O N 1 A FRCE BELL
First-class Certificate, RoyalHort. Society, August 4, 1875.

Silver Medal, Lyons, September 11, 1875.

Gold Medal, Inteniatioital Exhibition, Cologne, August, 1875,

as the best newJlo^vering plant.

This is undoubtedly the finest novelty in Bulbs offered of late

seasons, and a discovery of Mr. B. RoezI, when travellinc

through the Peruvian Mountains. At a height of between 8000

and 10,000 feet he came upon a patch in full bloom, the effects

of which he has since described as being actually dazzling, and
the grandest display he had ever witnessed. The individual

flowers of this fine plant measure over 2 inches across, are

produced in great masses, and are of a more intense and
brighter vivid scarlet than the well-known Geranium " Jean

The bulb may be potted in the same manner as a Hyacinth,

or as any ordinary autumn bulb, started steadily into growth,

they will produce a brilliant display in the conservatory. We
believe the plant to be hardy, or nearly so, and when planted

out it will flourish and bloom during the summer out-of-doors.

To the great beauty of the flowers is added the attraction of a

very fine and noble foliage. See also description in Gardeners,'

Chronicle, October 21, p 530.

We have imported extraordinary large native bulbs of th"

nificent novelty, which are in finest possible condition, and wh'

will produce an abundance of flowers. Price, each or per dozi

will be given by eVery Seedsman and Nurseryman. Wholesale
prices of Messrs. Hurst & Son, 5, Leadenhall Street. E.C. : and

F. SANDER AND CO.. SEED GROWERS. ST. ALBANS.

BLOOMING RHODODENDRONS.
Two Hundred Thousand good healthy plants, having

not less than five up to ten and fifteen buds each, of the

finest named hardy kind«, will be supplied at from ^5 to

;^io per 100, and i8j. to 30;. per dozen.

Samples, with lists 0/ the sorts, will beforwarded on
application,^

KALMIA LATIFOLIA.
Well furnished and healthy and covered with bloom-bud:^,

15 to 18 in., at I2J. and los. per doz., or £s per 100.

HARDY AZALEAS.
The finest English and Ghent varieties, splendidly budded,

^5 to £^ loj. per 100, or iS.t. per dozen.

DUTCH BULBS.
B. S. Williams

BULB CATALOGUE for the present Season

is now ready.

Containing a SELECT LIST ol

Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissi, Crocus, die,

AKo of

NEW PLANTS, FRUIT TREES, ROSES,
SHRUBS, CLIMBERS, &c.

GRATIS and POST-FREE on APPLICATION.

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

AVENUE TREES.
PLATANUS OCCIDENTALIS (true), lo to

18 feet high, and girthutg .\ to 8 inches at 4 feet

from the ground.

LIMES, 12 to 20 feet high, and girthins 5 to

10 incites at 4 feet from tlie ground.

POPULUS CANADENSIS NOVA, 15 to

16 feet hij;h, and girthing 6 inches at 4 (ect from

the ground.

ANTHONY WATERER
Has lo offer many thousands of the .above. Tliey may

be seen growing at Kn.ip Hill. They are siraiglit,

handsome, and well rooted, and altogether the finest

Trees of the kind to be found in any nursery in Europe.

KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.

"O OSES, ROSES, ROSES, at greatly reduced
-L V prices—viz., is. per dozen, 50^. per 100 ; magnificent

plants on the Manetti Stock.

The Rev. W. F. RadclylTc, the great rosarian, wiitss. "The
Roses sent are 3 splendid lot. The John Hoppers and M.adanie

C Joi^ne.aux are wonderful specimens."

FROIT TREES, EVERGREENS, and GENERAL
NURSERY STOCK, of superior quality, grown in great

numbers.
P.S. Special quotations to the Trade. CATALOGUES

H. UI^ANDFORD, The Dorset Nurseries, Blandford.

OWCROFT AND WATKINS (late

Charlwood & Cummins). Seedsmen, Covent Garden,

London, W.C. (Established more than half a century).

CATALOGUES of DUTCH liULBS, &c.. are now ready,

and will be sent gratis and post-free on application.

Seeds carefully packed for exportation to all climates.

Prices upon application.

To tlie Trade.

TOHN PERKINS and SON beg to offer
fj the following :—
APPLES, Standard, strong, 5 to 6 iect stems, bos. per loo.

PLUiSIS, Standard, strong, 5 to 6 feet stems, 6oi per 100.

„ maiden, Victoria and Diamond, 35J. per 100.

52, Market Square. Northampton.

EltHam Nursery, Kent, S.E.

One Mile from Eltham Station, Loop Line ; Two Miles from
fJlackheath, North Kent.

THIRTY ACRES of well-grown NURSERY
STOCK, comprising Specimen CO>riFERS and EVER-

GREENS, all sizes ; Standard ROSES, FRUIT TREES, &c.

Gentlemen whj intend planting this se.Tson are invited lo

come and select for themselves.—JAM ES \V. TODMAN.~
Public Notice.—Fruit Trees.

For Information upon the Planting. Pruning, and general
Management of Fruit Trees, sec

SCOTT'S URCHARDIST— 3J. i,d. free.

Every description of Nursery Stock grown largely.

J. SCOTT, The Nurseries, Merriott, Sonietset.

H O D^nb E N D R O N S, wrll srt with
bloom-buds, named kinds, line plants, is. 6d., 3s 6,/..

and 55. each.

HYBRID SEEDLINGS, ? feet, si. each, 1505. per 100.

PONTICUMS, 3 feet, is. 6d. each, loos. per 100.

C.VTALOGUE free on application.

H. LANE AND SfJN. Nurseries, I!erkhamsted, Herts.

Special Offer, Surplus Stocl:.HLANE AND SON
• oiler the following :

—

CEDRUS DEODARA, 4 to 5 feet, 31. 6d. each.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 10 to 12 feet. 51. each.

THUJA GIGANTEA, 7 to S feet, 5s. each
; 9 to to feet, 7s. M.

PICEA NORDMANIANA, 4 to 5 feet, 5s. each ; 3 to 6 feet,

„ NOlilLIS, 5 to 6 feet, loi. 6.1. each.

„ PINSAPO, sfect, 5J. each.

TAXUS ELEGANTISSIMA, 3 to 4 feet, 51. each.

.. Irish, 7 to 8 feet, 5s. each.

THUJA LOBBII, 10 to 12 feet, 71. 6d. each.

„ SIBERIAN, 5 to 6 feet, 2i. each.

THUJOPSIS BOREALIS, 8 to 10 feet, 31. Cd. each ; 10 to 12

feet, 55. to 7^. 6d. each.

WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA, 7 to 8 feet, 10s. Od. each.

sizes can be supplied in large quantities.

CATALOGUE free on application.

The Nurseries. Great Berkhamsted, Herts.

J

AUTUiVIN PLANTING,

LITTLE &. BALLANTYNE,
KXOWF.FIELD NURSERIES, CARLISLE,

WM. PAUL & SON,

?^

ANTHONY WATERER,
KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.

f

ROSE GROWERS,
TREE, PLANT, BULB, AND

SEED MERCHANTS,

WALTHAM CROSS,
HERTS,

Inspectioti of Stock mvitcd.

Priced Descriptive Catalogue free by post.

Respectfully invite inspection

of their extensive and interest-

ing slock of FOREST and

ORNAMENTAL TREES
and SHRUBS ; CONIFE-
ROUS and other SPECIMEN
TREES for Parks ; FRUIT

,
TREES, ROSES, &c., Sec,

C.ITALOGUE

splendid cond'tior .

LILIES, BULBS of all kinds, ORCHIDS, &c., of superior

excellence, and at low prices, post-free on application.

LION WALK, COLCHESTER.

CRANSTON'S NURSERIES.
KING'S ACRE, near HEREFORD.

Established 17S5.

SPECIALITIES. Ij

ROSES, FRUIT TREESJ
CONIFERS. 1

Descriptive Priced Lists on application. ™
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TREE FERNS.
THE LARGEST AND BEST STOCK IN EUROPE.

m
WILLIAM BULL, F.L.S.,

Respectfully invites the Nobility and Gentry to an inspection of the above ; also of his

MAGNIFICENT SPECIMEN ORNAMENTAL PLANTS,
Adapted for the decoration of Conservatories and Greenhouses, or suited for Sub tropical Gardening.

ESTABLISHMENT FOR NEW AND RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

THE CORINIUM GUINEA COLLECTION OF BULBS
WILL PLEASE EVERYBODY.

THESE COLLECTIONS, which gave so much satisfaction last season,

are suitable for Outdoor, also Conservatory and Greenhouse. They
contain great variety, and are the best and cheapest ever offered.

H. I., Market Harboroiigit, says;—" The Bulbs from your firm have turned out very good."

W. P. E., BrtdJ>(}rt, says :—" It gives me great pleasure to say the Collection of Bulbs you sent last J'ear

great satisfacti

25 HYACINTHS, choice, for borders.

6 Ditto, choice, for pots or water.

12 NARCISSUS, for pots.

12 Ditto, for borders.

12 JONiJUILS.
25 TULIP.S, assorted.

25 RANUNCULUS.

200 CROCUS, assorted.

100 SNOWDROPS.
SO ANEMONES.
4 IXIAS.
6 SCILLAS.
6 TRITELEIA ODORATA.

SO WINTER ACONITES.
Carriage Paid to any Rai/n'av Station in England.

SEED MERCHANTS AND NURSERYMEN, CIRENCESTER.

John Edmonds & Co.,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

LILLIE BRIDGE, FULHAM, LONDON, S.W.,
WII.I. BE H.^PPY TO I'URNISII

PLANS and ESTIMATES for the Erection and Heating complete of

CONSERVATORIES and HOTHOUSES of every description.

VERANDAHS, PAVILIONS, GLASS APPROACHES, &c.

MANSIONS, CHURCHES, SCHOOLS, PICTURE GALLERIES, HALLS, &c..

Heated by Hot Water on the best principles.

PATENTEES OF THE TUBULAR SADDLE
PRICE LISTS ON APPLICATION.

BOILER.

THE THAMES BANK
IRON COMPANY,

Old Barge Wharf, Upper Ground Street, London.

HOT-WATER BOILERS. SURREY SIDE, BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE. PIPES, CONNECTIONS.
PATENT ,.-.,gwN" 851^71^

NEW PATENT "CLIMAX" BOILER (1874). See

p. 666, 1874, Gardeners' Chronicle.

"GOLD MEDAL" BOILER (Birmingham, 1872).

PATENT "EXCELSIOR" BOILER (1S71).

(j^ The lar'yest and most complete Stock in the

Trade : upwards of Twenty Thousand Pounds' worth
to choose from.

MILL'S PATENT AUXILIARY FUEL ECONOMISER,
Which can be attached to any ordinary Boiler. These Tubes are the greatest Economisers of Fuel and Pre:

Fire-Bars, and Furnace Fronts ever yet introduced to the public.

STAINTON'S NEW PATENT FROST DEFYINO LIQUID (see "Gardeners' Cliroiilole," Aug. 19, 1876).

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED COMPLETE.
PRICE LIST on application; or. Six Stamps for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, 4th Edition.

"WITLEY COURT" BOILER (Silver Medal 1872).

"TRENTHAM IMPROVED" BOILER, with Water-
way End and Smoke Consumer,

"TUBULAR," and every other Boiler of known merit
or excellence.

I@- Prize Medal Awarded at the National Contest,
Birmingham, 1874.

oilei

L ILIUM AURATUM.—
Sound Bulbs, that will in all probability have from

5 to 30 flowers next year, at 12J. to 605. per dozen. These
ha\e been t^own from seed and scales in this Nursery, and
are far more satisfactory than imported bulbs.

ANTHONY WATERER, Knap Hill Nurser>', Woking,

Fansies and Violas, Bedding.

THOMAS S. WARE'S AUTUMN
CATALOGUE of the above, including Carnations.

Picotees, Pinks, Pa:onies. Phloxes, Delphiniums, Roses, and
others, for Immediate Planting, is now ready, free upon
application.

Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, London.

Lapagerla alba (true).

ESSRS. THOMAS CRIPPS and SON
liave a few healthy, well-established Plants of I heM

Usual trade dis

Tunbridge Wells Nu , Kent.

Notice.

TnUMUND PHILIP DIXON'S CATA-
-lli LOGUE of RO.SES, FRUIT, FOREST and ORNA-
MENTAL TREE.S, DECIDUOUS and EVERGREEN
SHRUBS, STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, &c., is

now ready, and will be forwarded, post-free, on application.

The Nurseries. Hull.

Smithfield Club Cattle Show,
STAND 91.

Birmingham Cattle Show,
STAND 71.

BUTTONS PRIZE ROOTS.
SUTTON'S CHAMPION

SWEDE.
The hardiest. The heaviest cropping. The most

nutritious.

SUTTON'S GOLDEN TANKARD
MANGEL.

The best yellow-fieshed Mangel.

SUTTON'S MAMMOTH LONG
RED MANGEL.

The heaviest cropping long Mangel.

SUTTON'S BERKS PRIZE
YELLOW GLOBE MANGEL.

The heaviest cropping globe Mangel.

Orders will : ooked for

SUTTON'S PRIZE FARM SEEDS
At Messrs. Sutton's Stands, as above.

SUTTON & SONS,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

EBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS ;

also Plants of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of

different colours : AURICULAS, both Siniile and Double; with

every sort of Early Spring Flowers. LIS'T on application.

Mr. WEBB. Calcot, Reading.

EBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS,
and other PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS.

LISTS of these varieties from Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

Oranges

MESSRS. RIVERS and SON have a fine
stock of healthy Plants, ready to flower next spring,

at 7s. 6(/. and 105. td. each, of St. Michael's, Maltese Blood,
and Tanjierine or Mandarin.

The Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

SEAKALE, for Forcing—largest Roots in the
Trade— 90^. per 1000 : Acres for Sale. A good, fair,

second-size Forcing Seakale, at 701. per 1000 ; good Planting

Kale, at 401. per 1000. ASPARAGUS for Forcing, &c.
RHUBARB, GLOBE ARTICHOKES, TARRAGON, &c.

A Remittance must accompany all Orders.

ALFRED A'i'WOOD, M.arket Gardener, 5, Simpson Street,

Batter.sea, S.W.

Planting Season.

E BURGESS begs to offer the following :—
. Stiong Standard, Pyramid, and Dwarf.trained FRUIT

TREES ROSES, Evergreen and Deciduous Flowering
SHRUBS, English OAK, ELMS, and LIMES, up to 10 feet.

Larch and Spruce FIRS, .and a general NURSERY STOCK.
Prices on application.

'fhe Nurseries, London Road, Cheltenham.
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NEW WHITE CANDYTUFT, TOM THUMB.
We feel real pleasure in being able to offer this New Annual for the first time, and hardly know a plant we can compare to its beautiful habit ;

it might then be a well branching variety of Dwarf Phlox Drummondi ; the centre growth attains the height of from 4 to 6 inches, and the branches

and side branches arrange themselves in a regular spherical manner around it, and are a hundred and more in number, the whole forming a dwarf

completely round bush of about 16 inches in diameter, literally and perfectly covered with large clear white flower heads, each of which is 3 inches

in diameter and composed of hundreds of individual flowers, remaining as flat as a well-formed Verbena blossom. The flowers are of the greatest

possible substance, and stand the heat and wet for weeks without fading ; they are of the purest possible white, a colour so rarely met with in

Annuals, and none other is in whiteness equal to it. Sown early it will commence blooming in June, producing its large beautiful even flower heads

in succession until the winter destroys the plant, furnishing throughout the summer months a magnificent display. The merits of our New Candytuft

can hardly be over estimated, it will be found unequalled where a dwarf, compact, freely-flowering, white Annual is needed, its very low habit, hardly

ever exceeding 4 inches in height, makes it useful also for edging or margining purposes ; sown in bed or border, the mass effect is most striking and

magnificent. The stout leaves are very prettily cut, of great substance, and dark emerald green. We feel convinced that this New Annual will

please everj'where, and that it is one of those novelties which will stand the test of time, and which will be widely grown in future years.

The " Gardeners' Chronicle" of July 26, 1878. The " Garden," July 26, 1876.

" Messrs. Santler & Co., St. Albans, exhibited excellent samples of a dwarf " Messrs. F. Sander & Co., St. Albans, furnished a large basket filled with an
branching white flowered Candytuft, which Mr. Eerkeley described as a new form Annual Candytuft. Mr. Berkeley remarked it was a variety of Iberis coronaria, a
of ttie old but little known Ibevis coronaria, figured in 'Sweet's Flower Garden,' species figured by Sweet some years ago. It bears dense heads of fine, white flowers,

vol. ii., t. ^59." thrown well up above its dark-green, fleshy leaves."

PRICE TO THE TRADE ON APPLICATION TO

F. SANDER & CO., SEED GROWERS, ST. ALBANS.

ESTABLISHED

ROLLISSON & SONS
Respectfully invite an inspection of their

immense Stock of

A CENTURY.

X ORCHIDS, NEW PLANTS, ^r
TREE FERNS, PALMS,

DRAC^NAS, CYCADS, CROTONS, AZALEAS,
CAMELLIAS,

stove, Greenhouse, and all kinds of Winter-floweriuff Plants,
HERBACEOUS and ALPINE PLANTS, HARDY FERNS, HARDY

TREES, SHRUBS, FRUIT TREES, VINES,
DUTCH BULBS, AGRICULTURAL and HORTICULTURAL SEEDS,

GARDEN REQUISITES and ELEGANCIES.

CATALOGUES Gratis and Post-free tipon application to

THE NURSERIES, TOOTING,
LONDON, S.'W.
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HARDY TREES
SHRUBS.

Messrs. J. VEITCH & SONS
Beg to call attention to and solicit an inspec-

tion of their fine and extensive stock of all the

most useful Ornamental Hard)' Trees and

Shrubs, at their Nurseries, Coombe Wood,

Kingston Hill.

CONIFERS.
A most complete collection, many of the species and vaiieties

being of their own introduction. Specimens for Lawns, Parks,

and Pleasure Grounds. All ihe kinds suitable for every purpose

for which this cla:.s of plant i'i required.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
RHODODENDRONS. AZALEAS. KALMIAS, ANDRO-

MED.\S. HARDV HEATHS, &c.

An exceptionally fine stock of hcaUliy plants, especially re-

commended as being dwarf, compact, and well set with buds,

and in fine ondiiion either for forcing or for pleasure-ground

planting.

EVERGREEN SHRUBS.
All the leading kinds, also many rare and choice species of

very distinct character, forming a new feature in the Shrub-

bery. A ver>' large slock of Standard, Pyramid, and Bush
Green, Gold, and Silver Variegated Hollies, in great variety

DECIDUOUS TREES and FLOWERING
SHRUBS.

A very extensive collection, including all the best known
kinds, with many novel and interesting varieties. Japanese
Acers, Weeping Trees, and other Trees and Shrubs with

Variegated and Coloured Foli.ige.

FOREST TREES,
For AVENUES, BELTS, PLANTING, «:c.

All the most desirable kinds. Plane Trees. Chestnut. EIn
ime, Birch, Oak, Maple, and Larch ; Pines, Firs, and Cedar;

ROSES.
Strong healthy Plants as Standards, Half-Standards, and

Dwarfs, of al the best varieties of Hybrid Perpetuals, Tea-
scented and Noisette Roses, Moss, Climbing, and other kinds.
An extensive stock in pots of all the best Roses suit.ible for

Forcing, &c.

PLANTS for WINTER BEDDING.
I Conifers, Relinosporas, Junipers, Lawson's Cypress. S:c.,

I
in many variegated and beautiful forms ; Euonymus and Dwarf

I
Hollies, both Silver and Golden Variegated, in many varieties.

Aucubas, Ericas, Dwarf Rhododendrons, &c.

PLANTS for FORCING.
All the mo?t useful and effective, including Andromed.-^

floribund.1 : Arale.-i amrpna, pnntica (yeIlo\v, sweet-scented).

and Belgiait \-arietie§ ; Clematis in variety, Deut^ia gracilis

.

Lilac Charles X. and Persian, Double Chinese Prunus, Rhodo-
dendrons. R. Early Gem. very superior ; Rhodora canadensis,
veiy early; Spiraea Thunhergii, Viburnum opulus, So.

ClilMBING PLANTS,
Well established in Pots.

Oematis, a ^-ery extensive collection of all the leading kinds,
and of Garden Hybrids. Ivies m great variety. Fine healthy

• Plants of the free {lowering E.vmoulh variety of Magnolia
k gtandillora. Honeysuckles. Jasmines. Ampelopsis. &c.

A NEW CATALOGUE
Hardy Trees and Shrubs, Ornamental Grasses

Hardy Aquatics, &:c.,

(17// be forwarded ott appUcjtion.

The Nurseries at Coombe Wood may be reached from the
Maiden and Norbilon Stations on the South-Westem Railway,
I'eing not more than twenty minutes' walk from the latter, and
^^here conveyance can always be procured.

Royal Exotic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea,
LONDON, S.W'..

And Coombe Wood, Kingston Hill.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 25, 1S76.

WILD FLOWEES IN AUTUMN.
{Conclf.tlril from /: 644 )

W] HAT a pleasant thing it is for those who
V V enjoy the study of plants to live in

England in this year of grace \'i'(' ! Thanks
to the gardeners, our island is fast becoming an

introduction to the botany of the whole world.

Whatever mingling there has ever been on the

face of the earth of representatives of various

nations and peoples, it will not compare with

the congress in England of representative trees

and flowers. Nor is it possible lo imagine

more curious juxlapositions tlian have been

indticed, thanks to their industry, by these self-

same horticulturists. At this moment I have

before me the spectacle, at once odd and pretty

as can be, of a low garden wall, tlowercd all

along the crest with this identical old English

Ivy green, the glossy leaves of which render

yet more brilliant the innumerable pendulous

crimson blossoms of a Fuchsia kindly allowed to

run half-wild. Genius has been defined as the

power of associating ancient and single ideas in

such a way as to produce elTects perfectly

novel. If this be true, we need no longer look

to statues and temples and epic poems for

attestations of the envied faculty, which has

scope every bit as delightful in marshalling the

contents of a conservatory and good garden.

Abreast of the autumnal flowers of the

meadow and woodland, and illustrating in the

most beautiful manner what a fund of recreation

is to be found in little things, at this season also we
havecountless fruitsand seed-pods. In company
with the last flakes of the departing Meadow-
sweet may almost always be found the capsules

of one or other of the Epilobiums, the four long

and slender valves curving away from the

central shaft in the most graceful manner
imaginable, and liberating, as they curve,

myriads of seeds that seem atoms of cotton wool.

So far as I am aware, this condition of things

is unique. Quite as pretty are the little vases

of the white evening Campion, Lychnis vesper-

tina. Those of the red-flowered Campion,

Lychnis diurna, come earlier, and by this time

have mostly disappeared. In substance and
smoothness these little capsules resemble deli-

cate shells. They open, when ripe, by a sort of

mural crown of ten points, as a herald would

say, and then we may shake out the embossed
seeds, which, like those of very many other

species of the Caryophyllaces, are exquisite

objects for the low-power microscope. The
examination of these capsules is in no slight

degree inslructive. They exemplify, in the very

best possible manner, what is meant by a

central placenta. No other native plants of the

order show it so well ; none, either, of the

Primiilacea?, in which order the central placenta

is likewise an essential feature, show it better,

excepting, perhaps, the Pimpernel.

Note, again, the profound symmetry of the

little fruits of the Euphorbias, every triplet con-

sisting of three distinct and independent

ovaries. Excepting in the Xylophylla of the

greenhouse, it would be difficult to find a better

example of the truly elegant design set forth in

the fruits of these humble weeds. They bleed,

when the fruits are gathered, in a way
that almost moves one to compassion.

When Apples and Pears, Cherries and

Peaches, are plucked from the tree, there

1 remains only a scar. In the Spurges the

I

slightest injury brings out quite a gush of the

milk-white sap ; for suddenness it reminds one

of the tears of a child, which seem to be

hatched on the edge of its eyelids. This milky

sap contains a small percentage of caoutchouc

or indiarubber, as may easily be proved by
collecting a saltspoonlul and placing it on a

slip of glass to evaporate.

Note, once again, the wavy silky tails of the

fruits of the wild Clematis, the "Traveller's Joy
"

of the poetical bygones ; every tail pertains, as

in the Pasque-flower, to a separate and inde-

pendent fruit, the produce of an independent

pistil. The head, or aggregate mass, in the two

ranunculaceous plants exactly resembles and
corresponds to that of the lovely little Dryas
among the Rosacex, the Polentillas and
Fragarias of which last-named order already

have a parallel as to their fi nils in the Butter-

cups and the Adonis. The repetitions obsciv-

able throughout Nature, as exemplified in those

before us, constitue some of the most engaging

of ils varied phenomena. They declare, far

more emphatically than any of the abstract

beauty, &c., that a Divine Artist has originated

the whole. Beauty, and the adaptation of

means to ends, may be referable perhaps to

auxiliary and secondary causes, but concords

and correspondencies can come only of a

primitive unity of design, of the operation of a

single constructive thought, which loves at the

same moment to express itself in thousand

different ways—
*' Warms ia the sun, refreslips in the breeze.

Glows in the stars, and blossoms in the trees
;

Lives through all life, extends through all e.xtent,

Spreads undivided, operates unspent."

How pretty the contrast with all or any of the

above named fruits the flat and oval mericarps

of the wild Parsnip, streaked with dark lines

from top to boUom, and balanced on the tips of

little furcate stalks, so as to sway with the

slightest shake. As illustrations of the umbelli-

ferous type of fruit-structure they are perfect.

In point of clearness of example perhaps the

mericarps of the common Heracleum are quite

as good. Those of the wild Parsnip stand first,

however, in point of beauty, the delicate colour

enhancing that of the forin, and hence they

carry the palm. In botany, as in everything

else, when there is a choice of two things other-

wise equal, the prettiest is always the best.

For the plain addresses only the understanding,

whereas the pretty touches the heart and the

imagination. It is the heart and the imagina-

tion which give the true measure of the dift'er-

ence between man and the brutes. Brutes

know nothing of noble enjoyments, on account,

not so much of their want of reason, as on
account of their incapacity to appreciate and
find aliment in the pretty. Other umbelliferous

fruits very interesting to examine at this season

are supplied by the wild Carrot, the ripened

umbels of which plant become concave, and
have been likened to birds' nests ; and by the

Fool's Parsley, .Ethusa Cynapium, in which the

mericarps form white hemispheres. A contrast

quite as great with the capsular fruits is supplied

also by the glossy and angular nuts of the

Polygonums, by the scarlet berries of the

Bryony, and the beautifully ribbed and deep-

hued seed-vessels of the Havkweeds.

From fruits it is but a step to cotyledons, which
in autumn, in certain instances, are very interest-

ing. Ordinarily the seed-leaves or cotyledons con-

tained in a seed are colourless or white, simple

masses of compact albuminous matter, and
until the period of germination give little idea

of leaves. Dissect the seeds of a Sycamore, and
they will be found already of nearly the full

dimensions that Nature intends, and ofa bright

grass-green colour. Being long and narrow,

they are most curiously doubled up, and as the

cold of winter has to be withstood, every little

roll is wrapped in soft white wool. To procure

nice examples, the roundest and fattest fruits
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should be selected. The preparation for spring

thus indicated in the Sycamore has plenty of

parallels, though different in kind. Spring

begins in truth, not as the almanac says, in

March or thereabouts, but at Michadmas, and

in many plants earlier still. Sec how busily

the Hazels are getting ready for the new year !

Long before the leaves of the current year drop

from the branches, the new catkins make

their appearance ; the same is observable in

the Alders and in the Birch tree. Individual

trees may not produce any, since the Amcn-

tifenv are apt to be intermittent as regards

bloom, but taking one with another the con-

dition is as st.ited. Old age, even in plants,

seems to love to lead childhood by the hand,

putting the little ones on their feet while in

itself retiring tranquilly from the scene. Cor-

responding preparations are observable in

many herbaceous plants. Here we have the

forecast of spring in a burst of peculiarly

beautiful foliage. Never is the quaint and

many-angled foliage of the Dandelion seen in

more artistic condition than during the fall of

the year, nor yet that of the common hedge

Mustard. In the Dyers' WeedorWeld, Reseda

luteola, the October leaves are produced in

dense rosettes, and every leaf is crimped along

the margins, just as in a well-known and

admired variety of the Hart's-tongue Fern.

Taking these things together they teach us

most eloquently that if Nature dies in autumn,

as to her flowers and leaves, she at the moment

begins to live anew. Throughout its whole

extent Nature is life, in all its forms and modi-

fication, one vast and infinite life ; every end is

also a beginning. Things perish as regards the

individual, in order thatother things of the same

or similar kind may step upon the platform,

fresh and beautiful. Life rising out of death

was the great " mystery " which in the olden time

symbolism delighted to represent under the

thousand ingenious forms preserved in mytho-

logy and ancient fable— in the lovely myth, for

instance, of Cupid and Psyche. Mythology is

not, as some people fancy, profane romance,

and nothing besides ; it is philosophy set forth

in figure and metaphor, to interpret which

according to the spirit in which all was con-

ceived is honourable .and profitable intellectual

work. No principle is set forth by it more con-

stantly than that of rejuvenescence—literally

renewal of youth, though substantially under-

lying one of autumnal phenomena, and which

to a mind grateful to God shoots above all

impressions of decay, forbidding us to mourn,

and casting cheerfulness into every considera-

tion. Leo Griiidon.

P.S. 1 cannot but invite attention to two or

three of the little things which pertain, after the

same manner, to the garden. Note, forinstance,

the catkins of the Garrya, the cheerful blue of

the Laurustinus berries, and the cold, dissolving,

snow-like pulp of the white fruit of the common
Snowberry. In the Arbutus we have the best

example of Chaucer's " blosmy tree "—

"That blosmeth ere the fruit y-woxen be,"

GREENH^^'SE PLANTS.
THEIR CULTU . ?. AND MANAGEMENT.
Mandevilla suAVhuLENS.—In this we have one

of the most desirable plants for decorating the roof of

a cool conservatory or greenhouse. It is a climber of

moderate growth, bearing pure white trumpet.shaped

flowers, very handsome, and highly fragrant. Its

flowers are produced freely through the summer and

autumn ; it is very distinct in appearance, and is in

every way a much more appropriate plant than

numbers that are more generally grown than it is, for

what reason it would be difficult to determine. In

addition to the good properties I have already named,

it has the important advantage over many conservatory

climbers of not being over-rampant in habit. This

fault is apparent in numbers of plants employed for

the same purpose as the Mandevilla, and necessitates

cutting them in much more severely than is consistent

with their well-being, in order to prevent their exclud-

ing too much light from the things grown underneath

them. The thin sp.-ire habit of growth of the Mande-

villa prevents any injury being done by shading through

the winter months when all the light that can be

obtained is required. In no way is the plant

seen to better advantage than when planted in the

centre of one end of a span-roofed house, and trained

up along under the ridge, from which its blooming

shoots will hang in festoons ; a very few flowers will

scent a large house. It is not an over strong rooted

subject, and will grow freer if planted in peat than

loam, although it will do in the latter. It is not suit-

able for growing as a pot specimen, consequently I

shall only treat upon its culture as a climber. It was

introduced from Buenos Ayres. Unless strong well-

rooted plants can be obtained in 8 or 10. inch pots, it

is better to grow them on for a year in pots than to

plant them out in a smaller stale, as, like other sub-

jects of not over-strong habit, if turned out when small

into a considerable body of soil in an open border,

the chances are against its doing well. If ordinary

trade-sized plants are selected in 6. inch pots they

should be potted about the time they commence

growth, which will be in April ; if well-rooted give a

3-inch shift, using good fibrous peat, to which add

one-sixth of sand, drain the pots well and pot firm,

inserting just inside the rim half-a-dozen 4-feet sticks,

round which through the season keep the shoots

regularly trained. Whilst young they are tender,

and if allowed to get entwined in each other

they will be difficult to separate, and are almost

certain to receive injury in the operation. When
potted, place them in a house or pit where they can

be kept moderately close for a short time ; a tempe-

rature of 45° in the night, with a rise in the day

according to the state of the weather, will answer for

them. Do not give much air for a few weeks until

the roots have begun to enter the new soil, only so

far as requisite to keep the temperature from rising

too high. When the sun is powerful, close the house

early and syringe overhead. When they show signs

of growing freely, give plenty of air in good time in

the morning and during the day, closing sulficienlly

soon to raise the temperature considerably by sun-heat.

The plants will now need more water at the roots,

and as the season advances it will be necessary to use

the syringe more freely than requisite with many
plants, as it is subject to red-spider. To keep this

pest in check the whole of the leaves, on both the

upper and under surface, should be reached by the

water. Continue this treatment through the summer,

shading a little when the sun is very bright, and

moistening the atmosphere by sprinkling the paths and

under the stages. Keep on treating in tliis way until the

beginning of September, when theyshould be no longer

syringed or shaded, giving abundance of air so as to

discourage further growth and to ripen up the wood.

Keep them through the winter at an ordinary green-

house temperature of 35° or 40° m the night until the

end 01 March, when they should be planted out where

they are to remain. The border ought to be^suffi-

ciently drained, and the drainage secured from

becoming clogged up with the soil ; this will occur

through the action of worms, which will assuredly

get into it unless the crocks are well covered with

enough fibrous material that will not soon decompose.

To the want of sufficient provision of this kind may

be attributed the frequent non-success with climbers

that are not of an over-vigorous habit. The soil in

conservacory borders is, owing to the position in which

it is placed, in a great measure out of the reach of sun

and air, and generally has numbers of plants in pots

standing upon it, with the water from them continu-

ally descending into il. The necessity will therefore

at once be apparent of taking all possible care in

making these borders to compose them of such

materials, and so put together, as to secure their

keeping in an open porous condition. For this

and similar growing plants one-sixth of charcoal

broken about the size of Horse Chestnuts will much

increase the porosity of the soil ; let the peat be of the

best fibrous description, using it in a lumpy state, and

in addition to the charcoal add one-sixth of coarse sand

;

the border, independent of the drainage, should be 9 or

10 inches deep. In planting, spread the roots well out,

and do not cover them too deep—about 4 inches will

be enough
;
give as much water as will keep the soil

in a heaUhy condition, but not more. The shoots

should at once be trained to the wires, running them

up to the roof without any attempt to induce them to

break out, as it is from the roof that the flowers, to be

effective, should be produced. Nothing more will be

required than attention to training, giving water to

the roots, and constant daily use of the syringe during

the growing season. When the plants have filled their

allotted space whatever cutting-in is found requi-

site should be done each winter, but do not to this

Mandevilla use the knife any more than is necessary.

In the course of two or three years, if the soil shows

signs of getting exhausted, in the spring remove two

or three inches, replace it with new, and assist the

plants through the growing season with manure

water.

Insects.—This plant is liable to red-spider, but if

the precaution already advised, of constant use of the

syringe during the spring'and summer, be carried out,

they will never gain a footing. Aphides will sometimes

make their appearance on the young shoots : these are

best destroyed by fumigation. T. Baines.

CALIFORNIA.
I HAVE read with much pleasure the letter of Mr.

J. R. Cross, of Montecito, Santa Barbara, California,

in which he gives a somewhat detailed account of a few

of the industries, &c., of that country (see pp. 5S5, 617).

My pleasure was not so much from any information

which he gave us, as from the intelligent way in which I

know he has told the truth. He has given us most en-

couraging facts, but if the memory of past experience

holds true to me, they have been drawn by one who is

pretty well to do there, or at least by one who is in a fair

way of eventually doing so. All Californians cannot

in their experience give such a bright account of the

country. The sun doesn't always shine there ; it is

obscured by clouds and rain for at least four months

in the year ; she has a black side as well as a bright

one, and as Mr. Cross has only given the latter, and

his friend, Mr. W. Miller, wonders " what possibly

could be written of the black to counterbalance what

he (his friend) has said of the white," I may be allowed

to supplement Mr. Cross's letter, and to correct what

Mr. Miller, in his enthusiasm, has overdrawn. Before

I do so, I am constrained to state that I have bad

reason to, and ever shall, bless the day that I left this

island to go to that country. In the short lime that

I was there I realised sufficient to enable me to

return hither on a pleasure tour, but it yet remains to

be proved whether in every respect, or indeed in many

respects, I can bless the day that I returned.

California is young ; her inhabitants, though gener-

ally well-to-do, are not rich ; her best citizens are

comfortably but not extravagantly housed ; her gardens,

unlike those of England, are very small—mere patches,

in fact, surrounding or in front of the houses, the best

of which are laid down in grass and dotted here and

there, often inartistically, with the native Pines and

Cypresses, and the Gums, Casuarinas, and Acacias,

&c., of Australia and New Zealand. There arc very

few private gardens in the country where two gar-

deners are employed, and not many where one is

kept, unless where the duties of coachman or cowman,

or both, are added to that of gardener. No very high

class horticultural talent is required there ; if the gar-

dener can hold a hose and drag a mower, he will be

highly respected, and for his trouble receive, as Mr.

Cross informs us, from i dol. 50 cents to 3 del. per

day, the working day being from 6 o'clock in the

morning to 7 or S o'clock in the evening, in fact until

it is dark.

Such was California when I was there, and I saw

it at its best in 186S, and I fear, indeed, I have good

authority for stating, that with respect to "gardening it

is no better now. The ordinary labourer who is

acquainted with the country would have a better

chance of getting the three dollars a day for gardening

than even Mr. W. Miller going there a stranger would 1

have. Neither is there the certainty, that Mr. Cross
|

would have us believe, of gardeners finding regular
|

employment in their line, and to find it they would in

a general way have to go from door to door begging \

it, there being very few nurserymen who have the

filling of places ; no nursery or " poor house " to fall

back on as we have in this country.

Such, then, are the inducements which California\,

oflers to British gardeners, and were they to be con-

sidered as such I should still be inclined to tell Mr

Miller that he need not be at all surprised if he neve

hears "of a regular stampede from this country c

young gardeners " to California. It will be generally

I
conceded that I arji not far out when I say that therr
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are at present very few young gardeners on this island

who are able to go there for want of the where-with-all

to take them. This is not so much their fault as that of

their employers, who hold the flesh of young gardeners

very cheap. The bare passage, at the cheapest,

costs £,20, and if we add other /'lo to guard for a

little while against starvation in the event of not

obtaining profitable employment on entering the

country, we have a bill which very few of our young
gardeners — even in these, the best days they have
ever seen— are able to endorse.

With all these objections before me, I must still

foster the belief that, for the labouring classes, Cali-

fornia is much better than Britain. Here, so great is

the competition, a man is compelled to follow in a
certain stated groove, and unless he does so intelli-

gently and diligently he can never hope to succeed

in the inevitable struggle to gain a comfortable liveli-

hood. There it is somewhat diBerent, and the man
who would succeed must be constituted somewhat
after the following standard :—strong, and, if

need be, willing to spend his strength on any
species of labour, or in the language of the

country, "willing to tackle anything;" honest,

sober, and industrious, and possessed of at least

moderate intelligence. With such a constitution his

success will be almost certain, as it will enable him
to dig and hoe, reap and mow, make bricks or

polish boots ; or if not quite satisfied with the latter

exalted occupation, he can descend from it, as
*' Mark Twain " did, to that of newspaper editing.

Ctvrgc Sy?ue^ Elvaston Nurseries, Borroiuash.

THE SOURCES OF NITROGEN
IN PLANTS.

(Cmchidcdfrom p. 660.)

Return of Nitrogen.

But now let us consider what is the proportion of the

nitrogen supplied in manure that we get back in the

increase of the crops that are the most specially benefited

by its use ?

Speaking generally, it may be said that, notwithstand-

ing the great effects produced by the nitrogenous

manures, two-thirds of the nitrogen supplied were unre-

covered in the increase of crop when the ammonia-salt;

were applied to Wheat ; the application being made in

the autumn. When, however, nitrate of soda was used,

which is always applied in the spring, the quantity

left unrecovered was not much more than half that sup-

plied. With Barley also, the manuring for which tikes

place in the spring, there is again nearly half the nitro-

gen supplied in the manure recovered in the increase,

and therefore little more than half left unrecovered.

It may be observed that, in the case of root-crops,

when the supply of nitrogen is not excessive, the propor-

tion of the nitrogen of the manure recovered in the

increase may be much greater than in the case of the

cereals ;
whilst in the case of the Leguminosasthe effects of

such direct application of soluble nitrogenous manures
to the surface soil is comparatively so small, and so

uncertain, that it would be useless to give an estimate of

the amounts recovered and not recovered respectively.

Analysis of Drainage Water.

But what becomes of the one-half or two-thirds of the

nitrogen supplied for the increased growth of the cereals,

but not recovered in the increase of crop ? Dr. Frankland

and Dr. Voelcker have made numerous analyses of the

drainage water from the experimental Wheat plots

which have yielded the results above referred to.

The results conclusively show that the quantity of

nitrogen as nitrates per 100,000 parts of the drainage

water, increased in very direct proportion to the increase

in the amount of ammonia or nitrate supplied, and it is

obvious that there has been a considerable loss of the

nitrogen of the manures by drainage. But as the subsoil

rests upon chalk not many feet below the surface, and
there is, therefore, natural drainage constantly going on,
even when there is no flow from the pipes, it is impossible
accurately to estimate the total amount of drainage, and
therefrom the total amount of loss. Other experiments
at Rothamsted, however, lead to the conclusion that,

according to season, from one-quarter to nearly one-half
of the annual rainfall may pass below 40 inches. Now,
supposing drainage water to contain one part of nitro-

gen as nitrates per ico,ooo parts of water, an inch of
rain passing beyond the reach of the roots would carry
with it 2^ lb. of nitrogen per acre ; and it is obvious that
if from 7 to 10 inches passed annually of that average
strength, the loss would be very great. In reference to
this point it is of much interest to observe that in the
report of the Rivers Pollution Commission, already
referred to. Dr. Frankland gives a series of analyses of
land drainage waters collected at Rothamsted, at depths
of 20, 4o,and 60 inches respectively ; and those collected
at 20 inches almost invariably show much more nitrogen
as nitric acid than those taken at either 40 or 60 inches.

It would thus appear to be indicated that a considerable
amount of nitric acid has been arrested in the soil below
the depth of 20 inches. Further, determinations of
nitrogen in the soils do show some accumulation;
indeed, it would appear probable, that the whole of the
nitrogen applied to the Wheat as ammonia salts or
nitrate of soda, was either recovered in the increase of
crop, or may be accounted for by determinable accumu-
lation within the soil, or by loss by drainage.

In ordinary agriculture, the amounts of soluble nitro-
genous manures applied would generally be much less
than in some of these special experiments

; and the
losses by drainage would from that cause alone be
proportionately less than that shown above. Much,
obviously, would also depend upon the character of the
soil and of the subsoil. Again, in an ordinary rotation
of crops, more of the supplied nitrogen would probably
be gathered up before it reached the lower layers, than
in the case of a cereal crop grown year after year on the
same land. It may be safely concluded, however,
that whenever cereals were grown, a material
proportion of the nitrogen specially applied to, or
existing in the soil, which would be available to other
crops, would not be so to them ; but would, in the first

instance, accumulate in the surface soil, and gradually
pass into the lower layers in the form of nitrates, to be
eventually lost by drainage if not arrested by some other
crop.

The question obviously arises, whether we have not
here a source of some at least of the nitrogen available
to leguminous or to other plants having possession by
their roots of a greater range of subsoil than the Gra-
minere. We have evidence enough that although Wheat
and Barley send roots down very deep into the subsoil,
and pump up moisture from the deeper layers, they never-
theless derive much of their nitrogen within the surface
soil. If the leguminosae do not so readily do so, or
at any rate naturally depend more upon the nitrogen
in the lower layers for a considerable proportion of that
which they require, and moreover are able to avail
themselves of the residue from the manuring for other
crops, what is the nature of the problem that we may
have to solve to elucidate this point ?

By way of illustration it may be mentioned that,
supposing a Leguminous crop to acquire roo lbs. of
nitrogen per acre from a layer of subsoil three feet in
thickness, weighing approximately 10,000,000 lbs. (exclu-
sive of stones and water), this would represent only
•oor per cent, of nitrogen 50 acquired in such subsoil

;

200 lbs. of nitrogen per acre so available would repre-
sent -002 per cent., and so on. Now, even supposing
that the nitrogen existed in the subsoil in such a con-
dition as to be converted into ammonia in the process
of combustion with soda-lime, the difference between
one subsoil containing this, or even a larger amount of
nitrogen, more than another, could not with certainty
be determined by that process ; for, in taking say 15
or 20 grams of the subsoil for combustion, the differ-
ence between two or more determinations could not be
expected to be less than some units in the third decimal
place (per cent.)

;
that is, in fact, equal to the total

amount that may be in question as between two sub-
soils to be compared. Further, if this available nitro-
gen exist in the subsoil as nitrates, it may be a question
whether there would be a sufficient amount of organic
matter present to insure the evolution as ammonia of
the nitrogen of the nitric acid.

It has been shown, then, that there are many ques-
tions still open for investigation in regard to the relations
of the surface soil to combined nitrogen ; and there are
obviously also equally important points to investigate
in regard to the nitrogen of the sub-soil, before we can
hope to arrive at a satisfactory solution of some of the
problems which the consideration of the facts of vegetable
production which have been adduced, suggest for
inquiry. Nor are the problems still open connected
with the amount, and the condition, of the mineral
food of plants within the soil, either few, or without
special, and independent interest. And although those
relating to the nitrogen seem to call for the first atten-
tion, the marked effects, so far, of potass manures, in
increasing the amount of nitrogen assimilated over a
given,"area by the Leguminosa;, seem to indicate the pro-
bability that even the difficulties connected with the
sources of the nitrogen of our crops may not be solved
without further knowledge as.to the required conditions,
or the actions, of the incombustible or mineral constitu-
ents in soils.

Our results in regard to the variations in the amount
of nitrogen in the soils and subsoils of our different ex-
perimental plots, obtained by the soda-Urae process,
together with the results already referred to, relating to
the composition of the drainage water from plots
variously manured, as well as others of quite a different
kind, have shown the absolute necessity for an extended
investigation of the soil question by more e.xact methods

;

and Mr. Warington is about to devote, probably some
years, to this inquiry at Rothamsted.
To summarise in a few words the results of the whole

discussion, I think the balance of the evidence points to
the conclusion that the answer to the question—what
are the sources of the nitrogen of vegetation in general,
and of agricultural production in particular, is more
likely to be found in the relations of the atmosphere,
and of the plant, to the soil, than in those of the
atmosphere to the plant itself.

One word more in conclusion. I have, as explained
at the outset, confined attention almost exclusively to
one aspect of the great subject of vegetation ; but it will
not be supposed that I have done so from any want of
appreciation of the interest and importance of other
hues of inquiry ; and allow me, before closing, to allude
to a point which can hardly fail to suggest itself on an
inspection of the numerous organic compotmds, made
by transformation in the laboratory, which are collected

in the chemical section of this exhibition. Without in the
least degree disparaging such work, I would ask whether
some of those who have become masters of such trans-
formations might not with advantage, armed with the
experience thus gained, now devote themselves to the
study of the transformations going on within the plant
and the animal ? In other words, whether it would not
be desirable that some of the thought and labour now
expended on transformations in the chemical laboratory
should be transferred to the laboratory of Natur.; ? J. H,
Gilbert.

VltiS GONGYLODES.
This is one of the most remarkable species of a

genus, assuming a great variety of form and habit, and
in the Victoria-house at Kew is the wonder of many
visitors from its habit for producing long and
numerous roots, which it does to even greater extent

than the Philodendrons. It is known only by speci-

mens without flowers from Partt, and these are

described by Mr. Baker in the Flora Brasilionis. As
an ornamental climber of vigorous growth it should

be widely cultivated, and indeed from the Royal
Gardens many plants have been distributed. The stems

are square, each angle having a wavy wing densely

ciliated, and when young they are usually reddish.

The leaves are trifoliate, a foot long, including the

square petiole, and very glossy on the upper surface ;

the central leaflet is tapering at the base, broadly

ovate above, and has a lobe on each side more or less

separated ; the lateral leaflets are rather smaller, with

a lobe on the lower side only, widening abruptly from

the point of attachment. PVcm the nodes spring one
to eight roots about as thick as stout whip-cord, with

extremities of the beautiful reddish-pink colour

familiar in forced Rhubarb. They make straight

lor the ground, which they quickly reach from appa-

rently any height, and if stopped a number
of others are produced, and continue growth. The
tendrils are of more than usual interest, being termi-

nated by little discs, which are present before contact

with any substance—a condition so rare as not to have
been at first seen by Mr. Darwin when he wrote his

interesting book on Clunlnng Plants. A foot-note is

given on the information of Frilz MiiUer (p. 102),

" That in South America the trifid tendrils of Hap-
lolophium (one of the Bignoniaceie), without having

come into contact with an object, terminate in smooth,

shining discs." Further on (p. 146), in another foot-

note, Mr. Darwin quotes the remarks of Dr. McNab,
to the effect that the tendrils of Ampelopsis Veitchii

bear small globular discs without contact, and says

that he has since observed the same fact. At p. icx>

is described the behaviour of the hooked tendrils of

Bignonia capreolata when in contact with wool, or

substance of similar character. The lips swell, and
develope coarse cellular tissue, completely enveloping

the fibres within reach, and at last forming a ball. It

is something similar about this Vine we have to relate.

Here the tendrils are not hooked, and the discs appear

to attach themselves by contact in front. A plant

happened to grow near a curtain of coarse canvas, to

which the discs became attached, and the growth of

tissue was such that the laige threads of the canvas

were tightly and completely embedded. Though at

first much smaller ihan a pin's head, they each at last

formed a flat mass, about the fourth of an inch in

diameter, and equally prominent on both sides of the

material. This specimen is preserved in the Museum,
but of necessity the enlarged discs have much shrunk

in the process of drying. Glaziova bauhinopsis is

another plant we remember whose non-attached

tendrils have always the discs developed.

The wonderful diversity of form sometimes found

among plants which by a similar structure of their

essential organs are known to be closely allied is well

illustrated by the genus Vitis, several extreme types

of which are cultivated at Kew, Bearing in mind the

above species, the common Grape Vine, and the well

known V. discolor, whose leaves are coloured with

an elegance perhaps unsurpassed, we find in the

succulent-house V. macropus of Angola, one of the

strange objects of the vegetable kingdom. It has obese

succulent stems, of very slow growth, surmounted by

a few heavy succulent leaves, and in some cases at

least, as in the present, bears a remarkable resem-

blance to the human figure. We may even suppose

that no small virtue would have been attributed to

this, had it been known to those who so superstitiously

regarded the Mandrake. Close at hand there are

V. quadrangularis and V. tetragona, widely different

from all the others, having square, succulent, and

jointed stems of great length. Besides these, some
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others not in culiivation are also of great interest.

V. planicaulis. Hick., of the East Indies, has broad,

flat stems, which climb over the trees for a great dis-

tance, and lo()l< like bands for driving machinery.

Specimens of this are exhibited in Museum No. I.

V. begonioides, also in the Museum, has round stems

with longitudinal corky plates. Siill others might be

mentioned, as, for instance, those of shrubby habit

without tendency to climb, and there is even one at

least with annual stems. L.

ELVASTON NURSERY,
BORROWASH.

Those who have seen the grounds at Elvaston

Castle, or had any knowledge of the place during

Mr. Barron's long and successful career connected with

it, will have little difficulty in forming an idea what

the leading features of the Elvaston Nursery are

likely to be, where Mr. Barron has for some years

been engaged in the general nursery business. So far

as regards the majority of pursuits connected with

everyday life, wherein men are engaged, the time

usually arrives when there would appear to be little

more to learn, little improvement to be made—when,

so to speak, the field for real advancement seems to

be exhausted ; yet to this there is one remarkable

exception, that is in the cultivation of vegetable life,

eiiher in its relation to such plants as are grown for

U5e, in the strict sense of the term, for ornament, or

for both combined. Old as is the pursuit, there is still

something that has been hitherto unobserved, some

experiment or other that has not previously been

worked out. In confirmation of this I may
point to what Mr. Barron has done in the

successful removal of large tree?, Showing to

the , world what it is possible to acompUsh.

Immense numbers of such trees at Elvaston stand as

living evidences of his skill, judgment, and indomit-

able perseverance. Neither must it be supposed,

because Mr. Barron's connection with Elvaston Castle

and its magnificent evergreen trees and shrubs has

ceased, that he has done with transplanting trees of

large growth. In this he is still yearly engaged in

m.my parts of the country. Duiing the intensely hot

dry weather we experienced in August last, I saw

some Yews that had stood undisturbed for twenty

years moved by him several miles. They were taken

up wiih balls ot earth weighing from 2 to 3 tons each,

carried on one of his powerlul transplanting machine?,

and safely placed in their new situation without

evincing the slightest signs of flagging or suffering in

the least. Mr. Barron's knowledge of trees and shrubs,

from the seed, the graft, or the cutting bed, up to a

mature state, is simply the result of a life study,

prompted by an enthusiastic love for arboriculture
;

and, as might naturally be supposed, his mature

judgment is brought to bear upon the selection and

cultivation of all the newer varieties that have during

recent years been raised in or introduced to this

country, as well as the best of the old-established

favourites. The stock, particularly of extra-sized

plants of coniferous and taxaceous trees, bears the

stamp of careful management by frequent transplant-

ing so as to fit them for removal without the check or

injury that invariably attends those that are badly

prepared.

Amongst quantities of handsome and interesting

trees in the Elvaston Nursery I may mention a few

in particular that deserve more general cultivation

than they receive, either as beautiful additions to the

pleasure grounds, as timber trees, or for both purposes

Combined. Pinus pyrenaica is a free-growing bright-

green leaved handsome kind from the Italian side of

the Pyrenees ; Pinus aristata is a fine leaved sort,

the leaves always covered with a peculiar exudation,

which gives it a singular appearance ; P. Torreyana

is one of the handsomest of all the dense close,

habited sorts ; P. parviflora (the small-flowered

Japan Pine) is one of the most distinct Pines in

existence, the leaves are very glaucous, and are

twisted in a remarkable manner; P. Jeffreyi is said

to be the finest of all the Californian Pines
;

P. flexili^, in habit something like P. Cembra, with

much more disposition to branch, retains its leaves

well, and is suitable for a lawn : there is a plant here 10

feet high ; P. romana is one of the best of the family

;

P. Laricio pygm^ea is a very dwarf-growing plant,

suitable for some positions in ornamental gardening

where a tree of larger habit would be out of place.

It seems suange that the n^sgnific^nt free-grow-

ing P. Laricio is not more generally planted j in

most situations it outgrows the Larch, and is free from

the several ailments that threaten the destruction of .

that otherwise valuable tree ; its commanding, erect

habit makes it particularly effective in a landscape,

and the timber which it produces is of excellent

quality.

Picea Pinsapo glauca forms a most distinct and

beautiful tree ; its glaucous coating renders it an

object at once remarkable and effective, both indi-

vidually, or as a contrast to trees with different

coloured foliage. This, with P. nobilis and P.

Nordmanniana, when in good health, carry their

leaves until these are six or seven years old before

shedding them, which causes the dense, thick habit

that contributes so much to their beauty. Picea

magnifica is here 10 feet high ; P. amabilis, the true

variety, lo feet high ; of P. Parsonsi, one of the

most beautiful of Californian trees, examples may
be seen here 12 feet high. There is a seedling

form of P. Nordmanniana, P. Nordmanniana elegantis-

sima, the leaves of which are closely and evenly set all

round the shoots,

Cupressus nutkaensis forms a handsome robust

habited plant. Mr. Barron has a form of C, nut-

kaensis with graceful pendulous branchlets from i foot

to iS inches in length. C. Lawsoniana plicata is much
superior in appearance to the original variety ; C.

Lawsoniana glaucescens is another fine form ; C. Law-

soniana filicoides is more like a Fern than anything else

in its elegant appearance"; and C. Lawsoniana elegan-

tissima is, to all appearance, one of the best, if

not the very best, of all the golden forms of coniferous

or taxaceous trees. The great advantage it possesses

is that it retains its colour all through the winter—an

essential which many that have appeared recently are

deficient in, which is the more to be regretted, as

it is during the dull season that they would be the

most useful. C. Lawsoniana gracillima, one of

Mr. Birron's seedlings, is by far the most graceful of

the forms of this most variable of evergreen trees ; the

original plant is 1 2 feet high, and beautifully clothed

to the ground. Cephalotaxus Fortunei, one of

Fortune's last lot of Japanese plants, of procumbent

habit, is suitable for shrubbery planting ; and C. For-

tunei longifolia is an interesting plant.

Taxus baccata Dovastoni variegata pendula is

here in beautiful condition. The finest of golden

Yews, Taxus baccata variegata Elvastoni, is of the

richest orange-yellow, not green edged with yellow,

as in the old variety ; it is immeasurably more effec-

tive than the common sort. T. Barroni ftemina

variegata, a seedling raised by Mr. Barron, is a

most valuable variety. There is also a very large

quarter of pyramidal golden Yews, such as perhaps

are not to be met with elsewhere, from 6 to 9 feet

high, perfect plants in every way.

Thiijopsis dolabrata begins to show something of its

distinct and handsome habit ; it has been planted out

here a good many years, and is densely furnished down
to the bottom ; the peculiar manner in which the

leaves cling to the stem gives it a different appear-

ance to anything else. T. lajtevirens is a perfect

miniature gem for a specimen on a lawn or other

conspicuous place ; the plant here, some 4 feet in

diameter, looks more like a huge specimen of Lyco-

podium. Thuja plicata pendula is another beautiful

plant for standing singly where its elegant habit will

be seen to advantage.

I noticed a number of plants of Cedar of Le-

banon that have had their roots purposely cramped
for years in small pots. Mr. Barron has so treated

them as to induce a low-spreading, stunted habit, (or

planting on mounds or rockwork. The character of

growth thus given them they do not appear to lose

in the least when turned out of the pots ; they are

perfectly suited for such work, where free-growing

trees would be completely out of place. I have seen

some of these Cedars when planted out, and can

testify to the excellent effect they give. I remarked

two very distinct forms of Weliingtonia gigantea quite

different from anything I have before seen, one in

particular, the leaves of which are intensely glaucous

—Weliingtonia gigantea alba spica pendula, the

most silvery coniferous plant yet raised ; another

form of Weliingtonia, to which the addition of

gigantea would be a misnomer, as it has not the

slightest appearance of ever attaining more than a

tenth of the size of the trees first raised in this country.

Amongst Retinosporas, R. obtusa is no doubt

one of the handsomest of these beautiful Japanese

plants
J
so far as there has been an opportunity of try-

ing this plant it appears to be exceptionally suited for

planting in smoky situations ; R. obtusa aurea, a

golden form of the above, is a most desirable subject

that deserves a place in every garden ; R. tetragona

aurea, a plant not yet let out, is another golden gem
for planting on a lawn in near proxiuiity to a dwell-

ing ; R. plumosa aurea is here 10 feet high by 6 feet

through, as close and dense as an Irish Yew ; R. fili-

fera is one of the most elegant weeping plants that can

be imagined, its long, drooping, tasselled shoots

have a charming effect : there is a specimen here

5 feet high by 5 feet through ; R. plumosa albo-varie-

gata, is a fitting companion to the above,

Arthrotaxus cupressoides, a native of Tasmania, from

a considerable elevation, forms one of the handsomest

plants ever introduced ; and a specimen of A. selagin-

oides, is now some 10 feet high ; Juniperus excelsa

stricta is an excellent companion to the Irish Yew, and
suitable for planting in any situation where a close

upright habited plant is required ; J. japonica albo-

variegata is another erect-habited plant, handsome
and distinct ; Abies Hookeriana is a beautiful dark-

foliaged tree from the north of Cahfornia ; while A.
Paltoniana has the leaves glaucous ; A. canadensis

alba-spica is another handsome variety, the points

of the shoots much whiter than the generality of silver

variegated plants ; A. Alcoquiana, 4 feet by 4, is one
of the finest of Spruce Firs, no doubt hardy, from

the elevated position in which it grows in Japan

;

A. Douglasii brevifolia, half procumbent in habit, is

suitable for any situation where a low spreading tree

is wanted. Sciadopitys verticillata, the Umbrella
Pine, from Japan, 8 feet by 9, stood out all last winter.

The Japanese Osmanthus aquifolius, 5 feet high by
6 feet through, is here quite hardy ; as also, from the

same country, Euonymus latifolia argentea variegata,

this last winter unscathed by 25" of frost. Elieagnus

japonica marginata aurea, E. japonica variegata,

Ligustrum japonicum aureum variegatum, L. japoni-

cum argenteum variegatum, are also quite hardy, and
will make fine additions to our variegated shrubs.

Near them were the Japanese Hollies, Ilex crenata

and its variegated forms, I. crenata variegata and I,

crenata microphylla. The general collection of Hollies

is also very good, comprising the best kinds.

There is a large quantity of Aucubas, of which Mr,
Barron has raised many; the green leaved varieties

are much more effective when in berry than the varie-

gated kinds. The variegated Siberian Dogwood,
Cornus sibirica variegata, was very effective.

These are a few of the specialities which this

nursery contains ; the general stock of evergreen and 1

deciduous trees and shrubs are alike in good condition

and evince careful and attentive cultivation.

A considerable breadth is devoted to Roses and
also fruit trees, which in a piece of newly broken-up

pasture are making free and vigorous growth. Several

acres of the nursery were originally an orchard, the I

trees are large and have been thinned out so as to

leave them a long distance apart ; the greater portion

were bearing such a heavy crop of fruit as I have not

seen in any other part of the kingdom ; this seems
unaccountable, as there is nothing apparently in soil

or situation which would lead to the supposition

that either was particularly favourable to the crops,

T. Baines.

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY,

Mr. Wilson's appeal to the lovers of horticulture

in England to assist him in endeavouring to put the

Society on a new and sound basis will, I hope, meet

with the support it deserves ; but at the same time it

may be well to consider what are the proper objects

of a horticultural society at the present day. I think

there can be only one opinion as to the advantage of

continuing the fortnightly meetings, and keeping up

the Chiswick gardens, but the Society need not and

cannot stop here. It is true that some of the objects

which it was formed to accomplish have now to some

extent become less urgent, especially as regards the

encouragement of good culture by means of prizes,

the introduction of plants, and the publication of

essays and papers on horticultural subjects.

In the early days of the Society there were no

Crystal or Alexandra Palaces to get up monster

flower shows, and offer large sums in prizes for

monster plants or popular flowers. The nurserymen'

of those days did not, and could not, if they had*

wished, send out collectors to search out the floral*^

treasures of the world, and introduce them to our'.
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gardens. No horticultural press existed, to record

and publish weekly all information bearing

on the Lscience. Stil), though the useful work

of the Society is considerably curtailed in

these three directions, I do not think it

has ceased, and in many other ways modern horti-

culture demands a far greater amount of help than

it has yet received at the hands of the Royal Horti-

cuhuial Society. As regards shows, it seems to me
that it is impossible, even, if it be desirable, to offer

the large sums ot prize money necessary to attract the

exhibitors of '* specimen plants," pot Roses, and other

large and costly horticultural productions, which can

be seen quite as well by those who like them at the

Crystal Palace or the Aquarium. There are, however,

a vast number of plants rarely or never seen at

horticultural shows, which would have a greater

interest for real lovers of horticulture, and by en-

couraging the exhibition of and promoting the taste

for these the Society would do good work, and work
that can only be done by a scientific Society.

With regard to introducing plants, it is no longer

necessary or desirable to send out collectors at the

Society's expense, as was done formerly ; but, know-

ing as I do from personal experience what an im-

mense deal can be done at slight expense by private

individuals, in the way of introducing new and rare

plants, I cannot doubt that a national horticultural

society might largely and beneficially supplement

the labours of professional collectors to the advantage

of its own members, as well as of the nurserymen. Any
one who has travelled much must know how slight

an impression has yet been made, even by such men
as Roezl, Fortune, or the Lobbs, upon the floral

wealth of the tropics, and the extraordinary facility,

cheapness, and rapidity of communication with all

parts of the world, make the transmission and exchange

of plants and seeds a much easier and more satisfac-

tory matter than it was in the days of Douglas or

Hartweg,

Coming to the question of publications, I ask any

one to turn to the Journal of the Society from about

1846 to 1S56, and, after looking through the long

list uf valuable papers by the first botanists and horticul-

turists of the lime, to say if such a periodical would

not now be of the greatest value. Would not such men
as Berkeley, Baker, Wihon Saunders, Worthington
Smith, Maw, Moore, McNab, Niven, and many
others, contribute articles, which are not only too

long to print in the weekly papers, but much more
convenient for reference if published collectively in

octavo. I do not see why it should interfere with the

horticultural serials any more than the Proceedings of

the Zoological or Geographical Societies do with

Nature or the Geographical Magazine.

And would it not be a grand work if the Society

should be able in course of time to bring together the

results of all their fruit, vegetable, and floral trials

in a collected form, until at last a real practical guide

to the endless varieties and species of cultivated

fruits, vegetables, and plants was produced. Nothing
is more wanted at present than such a catalogue, but

it cannot be compiled without the co-operation of

specialists working together under a central organisa-

tion. Would not all the local horticultural societies

of Great Briiain be ready to unite under the guidance

of a central society, if it were once certain that the

advancement of horticulture in all its branches was its

only object.

Two things are however necessary, I believe, to

attain these great objects— first, money ; and,

secondly, a head to direct its expenditure. I will not

venture to touch on the first question, as I feel it is

better left to those who have had most experience in

forming and managing societies ; but it might not be

unwise to consider how other scientific bodies have
succeeded. Twenty years ago the fortunes of the

Zoological Society were, both financially and scientifi-

cally, at a very low ebb ; but under the management
of its very able and active secretary, Dr. Sclater, this

Society has now reached an unparalleled pitch of

prosperity, and disposes of a revenue amounting to

^27,000 a year. Now I know that, for one zoologist

in England, there are twenty lovers of their gardens
;

and though it is true that the Zoological Gardens have
a popular attraction that no horticultural garden, except

Kew, could have, yet this success was not attained by
pandering to popular tastes or follies, but by making
science the main object of the Society, whilst at

the same time the shillings and sixpences of the people
were drawn to support it. Compare the exclusive

shows of the Royal Horticultural Society, their 7^. dd

tickets and few hundred visitors, with the 40.000 or

50,000 who have often paid their sixpences in a single

day at the " Zio," and yet the most aristocratic and

exclusive people were glad to become Fellows, and

to spend their Sunday afternoons there, though they

were never allowed to form a clique to destroy the

scientific work of the Society, as the South Kensing-

tonians would have done.

It will take a clever man all his time to direct and

manage a national horticultural society, and I believe

that the great necessity of its existence and success is

a secretary who would combine a real love and know-

ledge of horticulture with genial manners, good

education, and acquaintance with business. The ser-

vices of such a man are not to be had for nothing, and

so it would be good policy to offer the highest salary

that the Society could in any way af!ord, and increase

it as prosperity increased. With a really good and

able secretary, an experienced council, comprising

representative men of all classes, and jiS^oo to start

with, success is certain.

It now only remains for all who have any interest

in the work to unite, and say that we will no longer

allow the National Horticultural Society of Great

Britain to be the mockery and sham it has become
since the South Kensington incubus has pulled it

down. N. J. ElweSy Cirencester.

Since I wrote to you last week, excellent

names, with good wishes for success, have continued

to come in from all parts of the country, but I need

not ask for space in order to tell the same story over

and over again. Among the letters by one day's post

this week came five names for the committee, which

appeared to me to represent especially well the diffe-

rent sections of the horticultural world, all of which

should be combined to make a really strong society
;

one from the titled owner of a beautiful and well-

known garden in the Isle of Wight ; the second from

one whom I, a hardy plant grower, have long held in

reverence, Mr. Isaac Anderson Henry, of Edinburgh
;

the third from Mr. Dunn, the able gardener to the

Duke of Buccleuch, at Dalkeith ; the fourth from Mr.

Daniels, of the Royal Norfolk Seed Establishment,
" wishing every success ;

" the fifth from Mr. Cooling,

of the extensive nurseries at Derby, saying, '* If you

like to send me some of the circulars I will enclose

one in each letter I send to my customers. If this

were done generally through the trade it would bring

the matter prominently before the plant-loving

community." Thanks to your kindness, that of

your contemporaries, that of leading nurserymen,

among them Mr. Turner, Messrs. Veitch, and Mr.

Anthony Waterer, and last, but not least, Mr.

Stevens, a good many slips are now in the hands of

the gardening public. I must now ask leave to say

that if they want a really strong, lasting, well-working

society they must take a little trouble for it. If all

who think well of the present movement, and my
name book now tells that there are many, would

exert themselves each to bring in one or two suitable

Fellows, and if these again would do likewise, as the

circles constantly widened the individual work neces-

sary would become comparatively light, the little

printed slips appearing to answer the purpose suffi-

ciently well, and giving a form for the signature

of would-be Fellows, and showing that they incurred

no liability beyond their subscription. I have con-

tracted for 100,000 of them, and will gladly forward

any number on application from any good horticul-

turist who will help a good cause by their distribu-

tion. The present mode of circulation of the slips

will cause leading horticulturists, at least, to receive

several, coming from different distributors. I venture

to hope that they will not only excuse this, but that

they will utilise the extra copies by passing them on

to likely friends. I am the more emboldened to ask

others to take trouble in this matter, as, having no

greater personal interest in it than they have, I am
taking a good deal of trouble myself.

Your correspondent, Mr, Hay, p. 659, raises one

of the difficult questions which those who have the

task of reconstituting the Royal Horticultural Society

will hereafter have to tackle. Those (of whom I am
not one) who, instead of renovating the existing

Society, would rather build up a new one, have the

valid argument that they would, at least, be free from

claims of existing fellowships. If the Society preserve

its name, its charter, and Chiswick garden, I suppose

that there is no doubt that all who have compounded
for a twenty guinea life fellowship, or for a forty guinea

life fellowship, as I have done, would have the right,

if they chose to exercise it, of fello?.'^' privileges,

although the Society, in its changed position, can

derive no benefit from their past payments. The deben-

ture debt appears to stand on a different footing—it was

incurred for the South Kensington garden. It seems

very hard that the debenture holders should lose, at

least, the greater part of their money, but it would

surely be harder still, if a Society, in many respects

almost a new one, should be burdened with the debt

tjf a garden of which they have no longer possession,

and in which they have no longer any interest. George

F. in/son, Heatherbank, Weyhridge Heath.

It is quite distressing to feel called upon to take

any exception to Mr. Wilson's enthusiastic labours in

behalf of this society, but the fact is too evident that

his endeavours sadly lack the support of a definite

programme. What we are all wailing for is to hear

what the Council have to propose for the future

conduct of the Society, how they propose to surmount

or release themselves from their present financial

difficulties ; what sort of shape the Society is to

assume in the future ; what will be the nature of its

operations, and what sort of guarantee they can give

to Mr. Wilson's clients that they will do the utmost

to render the Society worthy their renewed or new
support and confidence. Surrounded as the Council is

with pecuniary difficulties and legal entanglements it

naturally merits our sympathy and pity, but, on the

other hand, if it displays no business or organising

capacity it will ultimately decline into a position of

contempt We look eagerly for a policy and a

programme, and not a sound is heard. The Council

seem to be almost in the position of the unfortunate

Bulgarians, stunned and subdued by their misfortunes,

and appear incapable of grappling with the difficulties

by which they are encompassed. Altogether it would

appear that an entirely new council, capable of grap-

pling with the case, would just now be most welcome

to horticulturists. A.

Lovers of that beautiful winter flower, the

Cyclamen, will from henceforth miss from their

accustomed place at Cambridge Park, Twickenham,

Mr. Hknry Little's superb collection. Thatgentle-

man having built himself almost out of garden room,

has now departed with his household gods from

beneath the shadow of the majestic Elms that there

margin the Thames, to the higher and more northerly

direction of Hillingdon, near Uxbridge, where, at

Hillingdon Place, adjoining Mr. Mills' well known
estate, he will find an abundance of room for the

further pursuit of his horticultural tastes and also for

the pursuit of a little amateur farming. Although his

late gardener and champion cultivator of the Cyclamen,

Mr. Goddard, remains behind to find room for his

energies in some new field, yet the entire collection

of over 1000 plants will go to their new home, and may
possibly find there even a more suitable spot for their

development than is the banks of the Thames. With
them also go Mr. Little's fine stock of Amaryllis

and his large collection of Chrysanthemums, of which

there is not a more complete amateur collection in the

neighbourhood of London.

One of the oldest of living Auricula cultiva"

tors, Mr. John Slater, of Manchester, has from

time to time given some curious historical details

relative to this popular flower. He took the Auricula

in hand half a century or so ago, and he states, *' I

purchased plants from David Bradshaw, Prestwich,

Manchester, and remember well that we had a large

flag outside the summer house, which served for

various purposes, not quite a yard square. Under
this flag, which stood on four pieces of wood, I

wintered them for many years, and then they got at

last a frame with glass for their winter quarters ; but I

did not observe that they grew any better." Some ofthe

varieties have had quite a history of their own. Among
others so distinguished maybe mentioned "Redmayne'3
Metropolitan," a self, which was introduced about 17S9

by a florist named Tottle. It is generally supposed that

it was stolen from some one in the south. One Heys,

of Castleton Moor, near Rochdale, got it and sold it

under the name of Apollo, by which name it is more
generally known than its true one. He sent it to
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some distant place, supposed to be in the south of

England, when it was sent again to this neighbour,

hood by some one else, under its proper name ; but

where the raiser lived is not known. It is a singular

fact that many years ago it was so plentiful that it

became a border flower (which many now Jiving can

remember), and sold at 2ci. per plant. It is now a

very scarce variety, and much esteemed by growers of

Auriculas, and is generally met with under the name

of Iley's Apollo. Three or four years ago only three

plants of this variety were known to be in cultivation,

and the owner of one of them paid one guinea for his

floral prize. Re-naming is a failing not yet quite lost,

for there is a good deal of it done in the present day

in all the departments of horticulture. That fine

grey-edged Auricula, Lancashire Hero, is another

case in point. It was raised by old Robin Lanca-

shire, a Middleton weaver, who died about three

years ago, and who up to the time of his death (at a

green old age) took a great interest in his favourite

flower, and used to visit the Rev. F. D. Horner at

Kirkby Malzeard. In all probability the flower was

first known as Lancashire's Hero, it then became very

scarce, and was again re-introduced under the name
of Cheetham's Lancashire Hero, under which name

it is still known in catalogues.

It is something unusual to have an abundance

of Rose Blooms in the open air at the middle of the

month of November, but it Is true in fact, as can be

seen by any one paying a visit to Gunnersbury Park.

On the grass plat on the south-west side of the

ornamental water, there are three large beds of Tea

Rose Salrano, the plants bush-shaped and 2 J feet in

height. If it is not too much to say, the plants are

now literally loaded with buds, and Mr. Richards
is enabled to cut a bushel or more of half expanded

flowers at a time. The beds are covered with a tent-

like frame formed of mats, the object being to pro-

t»ct the flowers from wet by rain and fog rather than

from frost, as damp is found to injure them much
more than the latter. The covering is taken off when
the sun shines, so as to give the plants the benefit of

all genial influences. Mr. Richards is of opinion

that an abundance of cut Tea Roses could be had in

the autumn if the plants were planted in a brick pit with

the brick work 2 feet or so in height, which could be

covered in when required by means of a portable

span roof of glass. The beds referred to above

occupy a somewhat warm and sheltered position,

which is perhaps of some value ; and the unusually

mild character of the season is no doubt greatly in

favour of the production of flowers. The buds are as

fine and well coloured as at midsummer.

When the Perpetual Carnations begin

to fail a little in early spring, the early or Forcing
Pinks come in to take their place. There is now a

valuable group of these ; valuable, not so much in

point of numbers as in their fine, distinct, and useful

character. Among these may be mentioned Lee's

Coccinea, a fine bright scarlet, self flowers large and

full, and extremely free blooming, and of a very

dwarf free branching habit ; Derby Day (Clark), a

large full flower of a deep pink ground colour heavily

laced with bright red, habit of growth free and strong ;

Lady Blanche (Gibbons), pure white, a most useful

variety, of very free habit, and particularly useful for

bouquets, as it has a good pod that does not burst

;

Clark's Lord Lyon, a very fine deep rosy purple

variety, a little late, but very free and distinct in cha-

racter ; and Mrs. Pettifer, dark maroon centre,

broadly edged with white, dwarf habit, very free, and
quite distinct There are others, but these represent

the very cream of about a dozen varieties. One great

essential to the successful cultivation of forcing Pinks

is that they be well established in pots at this season

of the year, and further, the plants require to be

brought on gradually in a cool, well ventilated house.

During the time they are kept close they are apt to

become infested with green-fly, but fumigation by

means of tobacco smoke, or a washing with Fowler's

insecticide, soon clears them of the enemy. At the

middle of December the plants need to be planed in

a gentle heat, and be kept as near the glass as pos-

sible, and a little weak manure-water be given twice

a week. Pipings are taken in spring, and struck in

the same way as Tree Carnations, but planted out in

a suitable bed when rooted, and the weather is of a
sufficiently genial character ; they should be kept
growing freely all the summer, and potted early in

the autumn for forcing into bloom.

BRACHYSPATHA VARIABILIS.
This is another of those fine-foliaged Aroids, which

present so remarkable an appearance from their

deeply-cut leaves surmounted on a tall stalk, resem-

bling rather a Palm stem in miniature than a leaf-

stalk. We have already described and illustrated

several of these noble plants, which have many
characters in common. 'Phe present plant is a native

of Java, Ceylon, and other parts of Tropical Asia, and
not so large as some of the others, an advantage

which growers with scanty room will appreciate.

Mr. Worthington Smith's drawing was made in

Mr. Bull's nursery, where the plant was at first named
Amorphophallus Berkleii, in compliment to Major

Berkeley, from whom it had been received from

Madras. It had, however, long ago been described under

the name above mentioned by Schott, and earlier still

by Blume, who called it Amorphophallus variabilis,

and gave a fine illustration of it in his Rumphia,

According to the famous Dutch botanist, the plant is

exceedingly variable, according to the nature of the

soil on which it grows, so much so that a naturalist

might readily infer that he had to do with more than

one species.

Like many of the Aroids, the flower gives off a

stench described as fcctorem cadaverosum vix tolera-

iilem, but this, fortunately, is but of short duration.

The underground stem is tuberous, throwing off small

offsets and one fine leaf, of which the figure (fig. 130)

conveys a better idea than any description would do.

In Mr. Bull's specimen the leaf measured 20 inches

across. The spathe is much shorter than the

spadix (one distinction between this genus and the

true Amorphophallus), greenish purple, sharply

acuminate, and many nerved. The spadix has

female flowers at the base, and above contiguous

to them are the males without any intermediate

neutral flowers. The anthers are orange red, two-

celled and opening by pores. The ovary is two-

celled, with a simple funiculate curved ovule in each

cell, and is surmounted by a short thick style. The
naked apex of the spadix is very long, wrinkled and

pitted on the surface. For more complete descrip-

tions of the plant we must refer to the works cited in

the foot note.* M. T. M.

Brisbane.—The following extracts are taken from

Mr. W. Hill's report on the Brisbane Botanic Garden

for 1876, a copy of which has lately reached us :

—

Sugar-cane.—There are at present forty varieties of

Sugar-canes in the garden, and in consequence of the

continuous demand for varieties not subject as yet to
disease, from all parts of the colony, and far exceeding
that of previous years (98.000 plants having been dis-

tributed), and, as was mentioned in the last year's

report, the time has now arrived when it has become
absolutely necessary that a suitable piece of groimd,
within such a reasonable distance of the garden as would
enable me to exercise personal supervision, should be set

apart as a nursery for the supply of this and other plants

of commercial value, the demand for almost every

description of which is increasing to such an extent, that

with the limited means at present at our disposal, it is

to be feared that the supply in the gardens will prove in-

adequate. And it will be a matter of regret to all those

who have the interests of Queensland at heart, if

through any lack in the supply of plants of this descrip-

tion, u'sw products and industries calculated to increase

the prosperity of the colony should be retarded.

A few words on the disease known as '* Rust in Sugar
cane " may not be out of place here.

In the latter end of 1875 two commissioners were
appointed by the Board ot Inquiry into Diseases in

Plants and Stock, to inquire into and report upon its

cause, and the best method for its prevention. They
visited many plantations in various parts of the colony,

but in consequence of their holding dissimilar views on
the subject, separate reports were furnished.

With one of these my views in some measure coincide,

and in my opinion the disease is caused by climatic

changes, such as heat being succeeded by sudden cold,

and dry and hot temperatures by cold and wet ones, and
Vict versa^ and also that the more that the cane plant

is nursed and stimulated by natural richness of soil, or

by manuring, the greater will be the liability of the

plant to disease. It is also my opinion that the disease

is not due to the extraction of salts from the soil, and
the consequent production of a fungus.

I consider that the disease is caused by the introduc-

tion of Sugar-cane indigenous to tropical countries into

semi-tropical and temperate climates, and that the

disease arises from the weakness inherent in a tropical

plant to stand acclimatisation in colder climates. This

IS in accordance with the well-known and accepted fact,

that it is an easier matter to acclimatise a plant or

animal native of the temperate zone, in the torrid zone,

than a tropical plant or animal in a temperate climate.

This statement is borne out by the report, as the canes

principally attacked by rust are the varieties indigenous

to tropical countries.

Tobacco.—Fifteen varieties of Tobacco seed have been

received this season, namely :— i, Novara (China) ; 2.

Ohio, Connecticut curled leaf
; 4, New Persian ; 5.

Cuba, large long-leafed
; 7, Missouri ; 8, rufHed-leafed

Virginia
; 9, Latakia (Turkey) ; 10, Florida ;

n.

Havanah ; 12, Havanah long-leafed ; 13, large pomted

leafed ; 14, Amesdorf ; 15, Maryland. A portion of

• Brachyspittha variabilis, SchoU. Prodr. (i860), p. 126;

Synops. I, p. 35 (1S56) ; Amorphophallus vari;ibiUs, Blume,

Rumphia U835), p. 146, t. 35 and t. 37 H.—Kunth. Enum.

3. P- ^i-
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these have already been distributed, and a further supply
will be available for distribution next season, to those
persons engaged in the cultivation of this plant ; and it

is to be expected that some of the varieties will prove
themselves well adapted to the soil and climate of this

colony. Some seed of Bhiisi Tobacco, a new and choice
variety, has been received from the Royal Gardens,
Kew.

Coffea arabica (Coffee).—The experimental plantation
contmues healthy, and exhibits no appearance of the
leaf disease {Hemileia vastatrix), which has proved so
destructive in Ceylon and other parts of the world.

A short time afterwards, some seeds packed in moist
sphagnum moss were forwarded by W.Bull,Esq.,F.L.S.,
«S:c., Chelsea, London ; they arrived here safely, and some
of them had germinated during the passage ; these are
thriving well, and are perfectly healthy, and some of
them have already been distributed. Subsequently,
through the kindness of His Excellency the Governor,
to whom my thanks are due, a quantity of seeds as
obtained from Dr. Hooker ; they were inclosed in tin

cases, packed as follows:—No. i, in its natural state
;

No. 2, in dry sand ; and, No. 3, in moss.
Upon arrival here, but little difference was perceptible

flourishing condition. Distribution of plants has been
made to residents upon the Darling Downs, and to per-
sons in other parts of the colony desirous of obtaining
them

; but this plant does not seem to attract the
attention which it possibly might do if the skilled labour
required in the manufacture of the crop could be ob-
tained at a reasonable rate. Until this is the case,
although many parts of the colony are well adapted to
the production of Teas of a superior class, lis cultivation
as an article of commerce is not likely to be undertaken
upon a large scale.

Ilex para^^uetnis [Tea-tree oj Paraguay). — , This

Fig. 130.—brachyspatha variabilis, (lea? iS in. across).

Although the plant thrives well in this portion of the
colony, the neighbourhood of Cardwell, and the northern
districts, more especially the sheltered ridges of the
Herbert River and the Endeavour River, will be found
more suited to the profitable cultivation of this great
commercial product. A very fine sample, both of the
ordinary and Pea-berry varieties, has been sent by a
gentleman on the Lower Herbert ; the berries were
picked and cured by aboriginal labour, and 30 acres will
be put under crop during the forthcoming season. A
case of plants of a new species, Coffea liberica {Liberian
Coffee), valuable from its having been hitherto less sub-
ject than the other species to the ravages of Hemileia
vastatrix, has been received from the Royal Gardens,
Kew, but unfortunately upon arrival here the whole of
the plants were found to have died during their transit.

in the outward appearance of the seeds, but since they
have been planted, this became more apparent. Of
those packed in their natural state, the power of germi-
nation appears to have been totally destroyed ; of those
packed in dry moss, a few may possibly germinate

; but
our main reliance will be upon those packed in sand,

which present at present the most favourable appear-
ances of any. From them there is every probability of
some plants being successfully raised, and ready
for distribution in the course of next season. Whilst
upon the subject of packing, it may be remarked that
Sphagnum moss was used with success in the years 1848
and 1849 in forwarding various seeds and cuttings of
Gardenia Stanleyana, and other plants from the Royal
Gardens, Kew, to Ceylon and the West Indies.

Thea Bohea (Tea). — The Tea plantation is in a

ornamental and useful tree continues to thrive well, and
has proved itself well adapted to the climate of Queens-
land. The demand for it has largely increased ; and
many applications for plants have been received, which
have aflforded me much pleasure in satisfying.

Amongst the new important plants of economic value,

introduced during the past season, the following may be
enumerated :

—

Myroxylon ioluifera^ a tree indigenous to the

banks of the Magdalena, and the warmer parts ot

South America. Balsam of Tolu is obtained from this

tree, every portion of which abounds in a resinous

balsam. The bark is used in South America as a per-

fume. The white balsam is obtained from incisions

made in the bark of the tree in spring ; the substance

obtained is afterwards condensed and hardened by ex-
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posure to the air. An inferior article is obtained by

boiling the twigs in water ; this is the chief species

known to commerce.
Balsamocarpus brevifoUmn (Clos.), a leguminous plant

indigenous to Chili, the pods of which yield one of the

most important tanning agents.

Quercus cornea (Linn.), producing the edible acorn of

China.
Urceola elastica (Rox.). a native of Sumatra and

Penang, the chief source of Caoutchouc in India. This

tree yields a very fine description of Caoutchouc—firm,

very elastic, scentless, and possessing all the qualities of

the best samples of that substance.

Garctnia Morella. var. pedtcellata, habitat Siam. The
true gamboge of commerce is obtained from this tret;.

An incision is made into the tree, and the gum collected

in hollow bamboos, which after the secretions have

become dry are broken ; hence the drug receives a cylin-

drical appearance. A solid fat called gamboge butter

is obtained from the seeds after pounding and boiUng.

It is used as a lamp oil, and as a substitute for ghee by

the natives of India, and is considered to possess anti-

scorbutic properties.

In fruits, nine varieties of Banana, four varieties of

China Peach, five varieties of Wampoe, and six varie-

ties of Mango have been introduced.

Seeds and Plants distributed.—During the past year

114,487 cuttings, 21,884 roots and bulbs, 25,089 plants,

and 74 lb. 10 oz. together with 1,065 packets of seeds

have been distributed amongst 806 public and private

establishments. Want of space prevents a detailed list

being given.

It is worthy of remark, and as a proof of the growing
disposition exhibited for the cultivation of useful tropical

and sub-tropical plants, that by far the larger proportion

of these are plants of economic and commercial value,

many of them introduced to this colony through the

means of this establishment.

Grasses for the Tropics.—As much attention has been
lately directed to the grasses and fodder plants most
suitable for cultivation in this colony, both for the

purpose of renovating pastures that have deteriorated,

and for the formation of new ones, it has afforded me
much pleasure to assist as far as possible in this matter.

In furtherance of this object a variety of artificial grasses

and fodder plants were obtained from the Continent of

Europe, and have been tested in the Botanic Garden
with various degrees of success. Some have pioved
themselves well adapted for profitable cultivation

;

others, from unsuitability of climate and other circum-

stances, have not been as successful ; and of the merits

of some, in consequence of the non-germination of the

seed, an opinion cannot yet be formed.

At the present time there are a number of varieties

under trial, but a sufficient period of time has not yet

elapsed to enable me to lorm a correct opinion as to

their suitability to this climate, and the irrelative value as

pasture grasses.

It is my intention to confine my remarks in this report

to those varieties which, in my opinion, have proved
themselves most suited to this portion of the colony,

placing them in what I consider their relative order of

merit, both as regards luxuriance of growth, power of

withstanding drought, and value for graang purposes.

When the yield and amount of nutritive matter per acre

are given, the results are those of the Woburn experi-

ments.
Bromus Schraderl (Prairie Grass) may be considered

one of the most useful of the introduced grasses, from
the many varieties of soil upon which it can be success-

fully cultivated. It is little affected by dry seasons, and
yields a large amount of nutritious feed, more especially

in autumn and winter, of which both cattle and horst-s

are remarkably fond ; it is also well suited for hay. and
a valuable grass for dairy purposes. In some instances,

it is an imperfect perennial ; bat this may be guarded
against, by using seed procured from old fields only, and
by preventing it from seeding during the first season,

either by mowing or feeding down w ith liglit stock ; and
if it is allowed afterwards to seed occasionally, the belter

the pasture will become.
Loliiim perenne (perennial Rye Grass).—One of the

most important of the cultivated grasses, and its roots

are fibrous and penetrating. Although considered a
perennial, it has the same imperfect nature as prairie

grass, and requires the same treatment. It is much
relished by stock of all descriptions, and, together with

prairie grass, may be considered one of the standard
grasses for laying down and improving permanent pasture

lands in this colony.

Medicago sativa (purple Medick, Alfalfa or Lucerne)

is a perennial fodder plant of great importance. With
suitable soil and deep cultivation it grows freely, and
yields a large amount of nutritious food palatable alike

to horses, cattle and sheep, and furnishes a large

quantity of valuable hay for winter feeding. For dairy

purposes it increases the quantity, and also improves the

quality of milk, its relaiive value as compared with
Clover (Trifolium pratense) is inferior, but its absolute

value per acre is much greater. To obtain the highest

product, rich soil and careful culiivation are necessary.

Phlcum pratense (Timothy. Cafs-tail, or Herd Grass)

is a very favourite agricultural grass in America, and is

largely cultivated in Great Britaui. It stands the climate

well, and is not particular as to soil, although moist
clays and loams are most suitable for it. It is a peren-

nial, easy of cultivation, of luxuriant growth, a good
grazing grass, and yields from i\ to 2 tons of hay per
cutting. It is much relished by cattle and sheep, and its

nutritive quaU ties stand high.

festiua elatior (tall Fescue Grass) has succeeded well;

it has a somewhat coarse appearance, but is much
liked by cattle, and is well suited for both hay and per-
manent pasture. Upon most s-jils 11 yields an abundant
ciop.

Avena Jlavescens (Yellow or Golden Oat-grass) occurs

in all the richest natural pastures of Great Britain. It

thrives well here, and is suitable for mixture with other

grasses, either for hay or pasture, as it matures early,

and affords a large quantity of fine herbage, much liked

both by sheep and cattle. It contains a larger proportion

of bitter extractive matter than most other grasses, and
upon this account forms an important ingredient in the

herbage of rich pasture lands.

{To he continued.')

Greenhouse Management and Wintering
Plants.—In referring af^ain to this matter, of so

much importance to the Villa gardener at this season

of the year, we do so because it may be regarded as a

pressing necessity, for if the plants that have done

good service during the summer months are to be

kept through the winter in hope of still further service

in the time to come, it is obvious that some care and

attention will be necessary to secure this in the case of

those who have to resort to shifts and expedients in

order to secure so desirable an end. November is on

us with its gloom and damp and fog, and when these

are attended with nippy freezy weather, he that

attempts to winter plants in a house ^without the

means of heating will find ample work in keeping

harassing autumnal influences at bay.

Those who have heated glass structures, as, for

instance, a cosy greenhouse heated by hot-water at

any time when needed during the prevalence of bad

weather, may be said to dwell in a kind of floral para-

dise during the autumn and winter, for they can set

cold and damp alike at defiance, daring them to do

their worst, when they have artificial heat at their

backs. But he who has no such aid, whose love for

his subjects and fund of resource alone have to do

battle against strongly opposing forces, may be said

to be going through a purgatorial state of existence
;

but as he fights he has great enjoyment. He is a

child of trust, and in some minute degree he may be

said to be comprehended in that vast circle the thinker

conceived of in his soul :—" They will trust the rela-

tionships of the universe against all appearances of

hostility between them." He looks for his reward in

spring, and will doubly value what he has brought

safe through the storms of winter when they wave in

triumph their floral banners after the season of peril

is past.

In the case of an unhealed greenhouse, watering

must be done with great care, the cultivator using the

watering-pot only when necessary, for damp is a

great antagonist to the well-being of plants. This

remark applies to dull, damp, cold weather, when

scarcely a drying influence abounds. November and

December are unchanging and unchangeable ; they

can no more shed their character as a reptile does its

skin, than the leopard can change his spots. They

will be murky and cold, because it is in their nature

to be so. Bat they are not always dull ; there will

assuredly come limes when the sun will shine brightly

with a sweet, diffusive warmth, and then water can

be given a little more freely, and the windows ol the

greenhouse and doors of the house thrown open to

admit any gleams of sunshine that may be willing to

fall on the plants. A close atmosphere generates

greenfly, and gives the cultivator a great deal of

trouble ; therefore, the external air, when it is at all

drying and genial, should be admitted, and allowed

to circulate among the plants.

But when it is raw cold and dull, and the atmosphere

without is of the traditional November character, then

it is that the house may be kept as close as possible, and

at the same time as dry as it can be maintained ; then

it is that any watering required should be done as

early in the day as possible, so that the shelves on

which the plants are standing may become dry by

night. Plants in a state of rest—and the majority of

those wintered in a cold house would be of this

character—can be allowed to become quite dry, and

will not suffer when allowed to remain so for many
days, when the weather is such as we have just

described it. They are doubly safe—safe from damp
and from frost ; fur sometimes a season of dull nipping

weather will suddenly change to one of piercing frost,

and then woe to the plants that are caught with the

soil in the pots saturated with moisture. A dry soil

about the roots resolutely withstands frosty influences,

but a wet one accelerates its baleful efllects.

When the house is thrown open in sunny weather,

it is always well to close it up early in the afternoon,

so as to economise as much of the solar warmth as

possible. It should not be closed so long as the sun

shines directly on the house, but when it begins to

decline, then the door and windows should be closed.

This is especially the more important when the atmo-

sphere is cold without, and frost impends. By shut-

ting up the house when the atmosphere within is nice

and warm, it is continued so for some time, and

gradually declines to a colder stage.

The Villa gardener should place his choicest and

tenderest plants in the warmest part of the house.

Experience will soon suggest these valuable spots to

him. In the case of a lean-to house against a dwell-

ing, the shelves about 6 feet or S feet in height against

the dwelling-house wall will be found the warmest

;

and the shelves next the glass on the south side.

Before having recourse to an oil lamp, or some such

contrivance, efforts should be put forth to protect the

plants by placing newspapers and any such coveriag

over them. If there are 3" or 4" of frost without, no

covering will be needed, but when it falls to S° or 10",

then a little wrapping placed about the tenderest

plants will screen them from harm. Anything in the

way of "coddling" should not be attempted tiU

absolutely required by the conditions of the weather.

The hardier the plants are, the better are they quali-

fied to withstand severe frost when it sets in, and when

all the resources of the Villa gardener have to be called

into operation to keep it from doing harm tp his

plants.

One evil to be resolutely grappled with is the pre-

sence of damp on the leaves of the plants. It must

have no quarter. When the plants are kept dry there ,-

is little fear of its doing harm, but when the conditioa

of the plants encourages the progress of damp, they

should be got out of this state as quickly as possible.

Damp kills many more plants than frost : and Villa

gardeners are very prone to use the watering-pot

much more freely than is absolutely required during

the winter. Hence the emphasis with which we insist

upon keeping the plants as dry as possible at all times

when the weather is cold, foggy, and uncongenial.

PLAN1 HOUSES.
Greenhouse Hard-wooded Plants. — The.

damp atmosphere, accompanied by considerable

warmth in the air, which we have lately had, has been

more than usually favourable to the development of

mildew upon Heaths, and any other hard-wooded

plants on which the parasite will live ; even where the

stock was so thoroughly ripened by exposure in the

open air during the fine summer weather that no trace

of the pest could be seen at the time they were housed,

still it is almost certain to make its appearance, espe-

cially through this month and the nexL Like many
other pests with which plant life in a cultivated stale

has to contend, it will do little harm if destroyed as

soon as any trace of it can be found
;
yet to those who

have not had considerable experience in the cultiva-

tion of these plants it is difficult of detection on such

things as Boronias, Pimelea spectabilis, P. hispida,

and Gompholobiuras, where, from the darker colour

it assumes than on most other subjects, it frequently

escapes being seen until the leaves begin to fall off in

a somewhat discoloured state, yet still such as to show

that it is not natural decay. When it is not detected till

this takes place, considerable injury is done, and no time

should be lost in applying a remedy, or the plants will be

so far injured as to render them worthless. Tlie usual

practice of dusting sulphur over the plants, or such

portion of them as are affected, has no objections

except that if the sulphur is allowed to get on the soil,

where it proves very injurious to the roots. I

have seen plants with most of their surface roots

evidently destroyed from this cause, in some cases

resulting in death, and in others very weak growth

the ensuing summer, although in either case the effects

were not apparent soon enough after the injury was

done at first sight to be traceable to the sulphur. When
sulphur is used in this way the plants should always be

laid down on their sides whilst it is being put on, and

side air should not be given to the house in such

quantity as will blow it down upon the soil for the

five or six days that are sufficient to destroy the

mildew, after which it should be washed olf with the

syringe, again laying the plants down and leaving

them in that position till they dry, or a portion

of the sulphur-impregnated water will run
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down into the soil. An equally or even
more effectual method is to take soft water
in quantity according to the number of plants

to be dressed, say from 2 to 6 gallons, put this in an
open vessel, and add to each gallon 4 oz. of flowers of
sulphur, allowing it to stand for four or five days,
stirring it up each day. From its heavy nature it will

settle to the bottom, leaving the water quite clear,

which may thus be poured off free from the sulphur,
yet the water will be so impregnated with it as to be
fully efficacious in destroying the mildew when
syringed on the plants. The advantage of this method
is its completeness in getting to every part of the
plants, when the syringing is well and thoroughly
done, laying them over something that will catch the
water as it runs from them, then giving each a gentle
shake, and placing them on their sides until dry, so
that the water to any serious extent does not run into

the soil. In using sulphur for this and other purposes,
especially dressing the hot-water pipes for red spider
or thrips, it is well to remember that there is a great
diflerence in the strength of the sulphur procurable
from ordinary sources. I am now speaking of the
usual white sulphur ; the black, which many use under
the impression that it is better, I find not nearly
so strong as the white. Where the plants stand
upon open trellised side stages over the pipes, see that

they are not too near them, or serious injury will be
done if protracted frost should occur, necessitating the
use of fire-heat for a considerable time ; in such case
slates should be laid over the trellis, with an inch of
fine coal ashes or gravel on the top. If this is not
procurable, boards sufliciently wide to prevent the
heat from rising directly to the plants should be laid

on the top of the pipes under thestage. Where some
provision of this kind is not made, the roots at the
bottom of the pots are subject to an unnatural drying
process. Water in the summer time spilt about the
house in which hard-wooded plants are grown benefits

them much, but at this season its effects are the
reverse. Give what water is needed early in the
morning, and if a little fire-heat is turned on for an
hour or two to dry the atmosphere once or twice a
week it will be better ; but the pipes should in all

cases, unless when there is an appearance of frost, be
allowed to get quite cold before the house is closed.
T, Baines,

FLOWER GARDEN.
At this season there is very little to do in the flower

garden proper, other than the maintenance of neatness,

but ill other departments of the pleasure grounds more
than an ample supply of jobs can be found, such as

turf laying and levelling, forking over shrubbery
borders, and at the same time thinning out and trans-

planting any shrubs requiring it, also shrub pruning,

hedge clipping, regulating the growth and pruning,
and tying climbers, such as Roses, Ivies, Virginian
Creepers, Aristolochias, and the like ; also protecting

plants of doubtful hardiness, as Chamcerops humilis
and C, Fortunei, Bamboos, Phormiums, and Aralia
Sitboldii. Cannas, too, if left in the ground, should
be protected either with bracken, tan, coal ashes, or

Cocoa-nut fibre refuse ; iS inches thick of any of the^e

will effectually screen them from injury j halt-hardy

Ferns should also receive protection by placing round
their ''collars" similar material, and the rockwork
generally should be tidied up, but on no account
should dead fronds of Ferns be cut off, but left as

natural protectors (which they are) to the crown of the

plants. Now that the leaves are all down, herbaceous
beds and borders should be forked over, and, if

needs be, the plants may be divided and rearranj^ed,

as they are a most accommodating cla^s of plants,

bearing removal almost at any season. For the bulk
of the species the soil cannot well be too deep or too
rich, and therefore, any extra pains bestowed in the
preparation of the beds will be well compensated by the
superiority of the growth they will make. Stock plants
that are to produce cuttings in the spring for summer
bedding, should have abundance of space, light, and
air, to avoid a spindly growth. Decrepid plants, or
such as have been crowded together in ill-ventUated

houses, even if they survive the winter, produce cut-

tings of but limited quantity and worse quality, so

that it is more economical to winter a hundred stock
pots sturdily than double that quantity by crowding.
Seeds of any kinds that are a long lime germinating,
or in making good plants by planting-out time,
niay now be sown. Amongst them are— Acacia
lophanlha, a plant not half-sufliciently valued ; Arundo
conspicua, Acanthus latifolius, and A. mollis, Aralia
papyrifera, and A. japonica ; Centaurea candidissima,
Cham^peuce Casabonie, and C. diacantha ; Cannas,
Echevenas, Melianthus major and M. minor, and
Phormium tenax. W. Wildsmith.

FRUIT HOUSES,
Pines.—All the plants in this department should

now occupy a position as near the glass as the nature
of the conveniences employed will permit. The glass
should also be kept free from any impediment which
prevents the free course of light and sunshine reaching
the plants. Contrive to have all those whicli are

swelling off the fruit in a compartment together, and
take advantage of temperate external conditions to

maintain 5° more in the house than the ordinary

temperature allotted to these plants at this season, viz.,

65° or 70" at night, and 70'^ or 75° in the daytime. In

large, lofty houses which are applied to this purpo'^e,

a drier atmospheric state will naturally prevail. In

such, a light syringing of the plants overhead may
with propriety be still continued ; but in more suitable

structures it should now be discontinued altogether,

as it tends greatly to enlarge the crowns at this

season beyond reasonable proportions. Ali hough it

is not desirable to have a great number of plants

showing fruit this month, yet, should this be the case,

they are worth having every encouragement, as they

will come in at a time when even fruit of less size is

very acceptable. The growth of young plants, which
have been advanced in close compact houses, will

still be fleshy and tender. To ameliorate this con-

dition, keep the air in the place drier, with a mean
night temperature of 57", and during the daytime,
whilst the house will maintain a temperature of from
6o"to 65*, a slight chink of air at the top of the house
should be left on. Excepting in the case of plants

which are ripened to start into fruit shortly, avoid as

much as possible an undue excitement at the roots, as

a steady bottom-heat at this period is more than ever

desirable. Maintain a constant supervision as to the

state of fermenting beds which have been recently

renewed or refreshed with new materials, and see also

that no watering is performed indiscriminately. Geo.

Thos. Miles, Wyfombe Abbey.

Cucumbers.—By this time the plants for winter
and early spring work have been placed in their per-

manent positions. If the stems or roots are in close

proximity to the hot-water pipes, care must be taken
that the extra firing which a sudden change to cold

weather mav necessitate does not raise the bottom-
heat above 85", and so induce dryness at the roots^
conditions under which winter Cucumbers cannot long

remain healthy. Where good Oak leaves can be
procured it is good practice to reduce firing to

a minimum by keeping a body of these in a

fermenting state over the bottom-heat pipes and about

the roots, and if over these a basketful of well-

worked Mushroom dung can be occasionally cast,

atmospheric moisture, most acceptable to all plants

in a growing state will be produced by damping the

surface once or twice on fine days, according to the

state of the weather, without having to wet the foliage

with the syringe. If syringing is resorted to, care

should be taken that scalding steam is not pro-

duced by welting the pipes when they are

very hot. Give a little air on all favourable

occasions. Aim at a night temperature of 70^", with a

rise of 5'' to 10° by day, and if practicable cover up at

night with mats or blinds. Dust the foliage occa-

sionally with sulphur to keep red spider and mildew
in check. Dress over the plants at least once a week,
removing all male blossoms and surplus or ill-formed

fruit, always bearing in mind that Cucumbers should

not be so closely stopped before as after the turn of the

year, also that light cropping is one of the golden
rules which the successful groA-er of winter Cucumbers
never abuses. VV. Coleman.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
The heavy fall of snow that occurred on the Sth,

and the severe frosts that succeeded appeared to come
zs avant courters to prepare us for a sharp winter,

and it may be well to take warning by such a presage

to place all out-standing crops in the best position we
can to meet it. BrocCDli are generally the first to suffer,

and it should be borne in mind that that they are

unusually tender this year owing to the late growth
made, and which it is impossible can now become
sufficiently consolidated to carry them safely through
frosts even of ordinary severity. Most of the early

sorts, from their more tender nafure, are especially

liable to injury, and these should therefore be dug
bodily up and laid in deeply on some south or warm
sheltered border where they can be protected by
having a few fresh dry leaves, straw, or bracken, shook
over them, should the weather render such a course

necessary. The later varieties may be laid in on the

quarters in which they are growing, or if a portion be
placed in a north border or some other position where
the sun cannot reach them in spring, their time of

coming in may be considerably retarded. To
save a portion of the crop in such an exceptional

season as the present, and with the plants in the

soft succulent condition they now are, it will be
wise to lay in part of the stock, and if the

remainder escape, an abundant supply will be the

result. There are some kinds having short, thick, hard
woody stems that stand frost better than others, and
if note is made of such as are the most enduring in

different localities, much disappointment and loss may
be saved. A general clearance of root and other

crops having been effected, a large portion of the

vegetable quarters will now be available for trenching,

which should at once be proceeded with should the

soil and weather be favourable. By carrying out this

operation as early as possible, and leaving the ground

rough, it will have the full benefit of the winter's frosts,

which in the sweetening and disintegrating influences
they exert, are even more beneficial to some soils than
a coat of manure. Indeed, it is a quesiion if we are
not often too lavish in the latter re'^pect, and depend
more on its use than we should do. instead of
bringing about increased fertility by deep culiiva-
tion. The latter, indeed, by aeratinir the land, does
more to fit it fur the use of plants than ai.y

amount of rank manurial mitter. Independent of the
benefits to be derived by trenching as regards improv-
ing the soil, iL is much more destructive of the seeds
of weeds, insect^s. and their egtjs, than is generally
supposed. It iy an operation, however, that should
be carried out wiyh judgment and moderation, for if

the lower portion 'be brought all at once to the top in

its crude, inert state, it will take years to get it in such
a condition that plants will make free use of it. In
order to have the land suitably prepared to meet the
requirements of the different crops, it will be necessary
to decide as to the space and situation to be occupied
by each, that it may be prepared accordingly, as by
so doing, whatever manure is available may be made
the most of. To have this in a thoroughly decomposed
state, and ready for getting on to the various quarters
after the occurrence of frost, it should be got together
in a convenient spot, that it may be turned and mix^d
with any compost or refuse vegetable matter suitable
for the purpose. All Lettuce and Endive in frames
should be freely exposed to the air whenever the
weather is mild and dry, and if a portion of
those fully grown are put in the Mushroom-
house about a week or ten days before being
required for use, it will add much to their delicacy
and appearance by getting them thoroughly hlinched.
Chicory and Dandelion leaves make a useful addition
to the above, and are highly esteemed in most esta-

blishments. Roots of these put anywhere in a close,

warm, dark place will'soon afford a plentiful supply.
Continue to introduce Seakale and Rhubarb to meet
the demand, and keep up a regular succession, as also

of Asparagus ; maintain a regular uniform heat for

the latter, both top and bottom, till it makes its

appearance through the soil, when air and light must
be freely admitted to Impart the proper colour and
flavour. Where young Potatos are required early, a
box or two of the Ashleaf section should now be
started, by placing them on end with the crown
upwards, and putting them where they will feel a
little warmth, so as to gradually forward them for

growing in pots or frames. Late varieties are unfor-
tunately keeping badly, and will require frequent
looking over to prevent the sound from becoming
aflected. Any of these intended for seed should be
spread out as thinly as room and convenience will

permit, and have plenty of air admitted to them to

retard their shooting to as late a period as possible.

By so doing they will stait much stronger in the
spring, and yield far better crops than they would if

they lose the first growth that is formed. J. Sheppard,

HARDY FRUIT GARDEA.
The leaves appear to adhere to the trees much longer

than usual this season, owing probably to the glut of
rain after the long drought, which caused a late growth,
and for this reason it will be advisable to remove
them at once, in order that the wood may have free ex-

posure to harden and ripen before very severe weather
sets in. The operations connected with pruning and
dressing should be started upon at once when the

weather is suitable ; there is no better advice to be
given in all these operations than to take time by the
forelock, as there will always be a multitude of days
in wintry weather when such operations cannot be
carried on ; commence, therefore, at once, and let

every favourable day be taken advantage of. It is

best to commence the pruning of all the trees which
will require to be painted over with composition first,

and, to do this effec:ually, they should be entirely

loosened from the walls, then pruned and painted
well over, taking care to woik the composition well into

all the axils of the spurs and shoots, and, when the com-
position is dry, to lefasten them to the walls, using all

new material. Old shreds should never be used again,
they form a great harbour for vermin of many kinds.

The planting of various kinds of fruit trees may still

be carried on in mild weather, but will not be attended
with so much success as will follow those which were
earlier planted. Now is a good time to go over the
large fruit trees in orchards and thin out all the

crowded branches, particularly such as cross each
other. I have often noticed that this very necessary
operation has been neglected for a series of years,

and then the remedy too severely applied by removing
too many branches at once, thereby often causing a

complete stagnation for two or three years, and ihen

the system becomes condemned, when, if applied

annually, or at least biennially, in a less severe manner,
the greatest good would result. After pruning, scrape

off any accumulation of moss and lichen, and paint the

trunks, and the large branches, with a mixture of lime

and soot, and on a dull, quiet day, sprinkle quick-

lime over all the smaller branches and spray, ^o/in

Cox, R^dkaf,
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Monday, Nov. 27— Sale or Dutch Bulbs, at Stevens' Rooms.

W.D..SCAV. Nov. =, { ^Xt. rt"s"t'/v'en''s?f
00™";'"'' '"'"• =""

ThURSDAV, Nov. 30— Sale of Orchids, at Stevens' Rooms.

F.,o.v. Dec. . { St„°f
,L"-™ -"'"- ^-' « ='"=-

!ale of

THERE seem to be few things concerning

which people in general think and express

themselves more loosely than on the N.'VTURE

and Value of Evidence. We need not advert

to the Tichborne trial, nor to more recent

"writings on a slate," because we have plenty

of illustrations, week after week, in our special

department, as, for instance, in the matter of

limekiln-heating. Potato-grafting, Grape-Vine

sports, and other topics which occupy our Corre-

spondence column week after week. We do

not admit for a moment that the evidence which

is tendered and accepted, or rejected, by horti-

culturists, is a bit worse than that which passes

current with other classes. Indeed there are

certain classes of individuals whose evidence

—

speaking, of course, broadly—frequently forms

the subject of adverse comment from lawyers

and judges. The classes we allude to are the

scientists and the doctors. We must admit

that at first sight there seem some grounds for

this unfavourable opinion. A man of science,

or a medical man, rarely forms a good witness

in the witness-box. The reason is not difficult

of discovery. The general public, indeed any

one who does not possess special information,

assumes that one who does possess such know-

ledge must necessarily know all about his

subject. U}t savant doit savoir, as the French

say. On the other hand, there is nothing that

a real man of science is so profoundly con-

scious of as of his own ignorance. He may
know enough to justify him in forming an

opinion, and his opinion is valuable in pro-

portion to the extent of his natural capacities,

his acquirements, and his opportunities ; but

how very, very rare are the occasions when

a scientific man can conscientiously say that

this or that is a (act, and not an opinion, an

inference, or an assumption ? The whole aim

of counsel when they have such a witness in

hand seems to be to endeavour to make such a

man admit as a fact what he knows to be an

opinion merely ; or, if unsuccessful in this,

then to depreciate the evidence given as of no

worth.

The complaints as to the insufficiency of

ev-'lence come most often, and, in one sense,

not unnaturally, from the lawyers. Their whole

lives are given up to the sifting of evidence,

and often, we must say, to the treatment of it

in a very unscientific and one-sided manner.

Hence, the uncertain voice of the law, and the

widely discrepant views sometimes enunciated

on what would seem to ordinary mortals the

most elementary questions. But, bearing this in

mind, lawyers should not be, as they are, among
the foremost to cast discredit on the evidence

of other classes of the community. In point of

fact, the manner in which the evidence is given

and specially the manner in which the opinion

or supposed fact deposed to has been arrived

at, may often be of greater importance than

the so-called fact itself. The method, in other

words, is of more moment than the result.

This seems to us to be often overlooked by
the scoffers at scientific or medical evidence.

It would often be vastly easier, could one con-

scientiously do so, to give a direct answer
than an indirect one. But owing to the

imperfect knowledge we possess, and espe-

cially by reason of the scanty stock of assured

facts, as contradistinguished from probabilities,

a direct answer often becomes an impossibility

to a conscientious man. Such a one often has

to experience the sarcasm and ridicule of a

man whose mind after all is less attuned to the

right appreciation of evidence than is his own.

We can hardly look for any great amend-
ment in this state of things under existing

circumstances. We can only point out to

those who are so severe in their criticisms on

scientific evidence, that the kind of evidence

they want is, under present circumstances,

unattainable. It demands a degree of cer-

tainty and knowledge which no man pos-

sesses, or is likely to possess. Scientific

men, except in a very few cases, cannot deal

with absolute truths—if indeed absolute truth

be attainable at all in this world. They can

only deal with probabilities. The best evidence

they can give is that which is the most probable

— that to which the fewest and the least weighty

objections can be raised—that which is the most
consistent with all that is known on the par-

ticular subject under inquiry—that which is the

least inconsistent with it.

We have been led to make these remarks

from the perusal of a work by Mr. Serjeant

Cox,* in which, while we find much to which we
can heartily yield assent, there are also portions

which lead us to consider that a lawyer should

not throw stones broadcast at scientific evi-

dence. Serjeant Cox throws out a suggestion

that disputed facts in science should be brought

before a tribunal of science, with a judge, a

jury, advocates, and witnesses on each side

—

the same rules of evidence to be observed as in

a law court, a final summing up by the judge,

and a verdict from the jury. We are very much
afraid that the jury would have to separate

without coming to a decision, and that in many,
perhaps the majority of instances, a verdict of

not proven would be the only reasonable one
under the circumstances.

For our own parts, we do not see that the

proposed tribunal would be a whit more ser-

viceable than the learned societies and the

scientific press of the day, and we are quite con-

fident that time constitutes the most efficient

judge in all such matters. Though doubtful of

the benefits likely to accrue from Mr. Serjeant

Cox's proposed tribunal, we entertain no doubt
whatever of the value of his remarks on the

nature and method, if we may so speak, of

evidence. If we have used the phrase scientific

evidence, it has been a mere mode of speech,

for scientific evidence differs in no wise from
any other evidence, as was very amusingly

stated by Professor Huxley some years ago in

the early days of the Darwinian hypothesis.

The following extracts, then, from the learned

Serjeant's work, may be read with profit by all

who are called on to express an opinion on any
subject whatever, whether it be limekiln

heating, the Culford Grape sport, or the affairs

of the Royal Horticultural Society.

" To a lawyer, who has imbibed from his youth up the

principles of evidence, and who has been trained, by
experience in courts of justice, to the almost instinctive

recognition of what does or does not constitute proof,

there is nothing so surprising, and at the same time so

vexatious, as the almost entire disregard of the plainest

principles of evidence by the votaries of science, who
assert and deny facts, apparently without the slightest

conception of the nature or degree of proof necessary to

be produced before any asserted fact can be either

accepted or rejected. One disputant appears to consider

that the mere assertion of some stranger, of whose cre-

dibility or otherwise he is wholly ignorant, is of itself

sufficient, without examination or cross-examination.

Another will reject the testimony of twenty credible men
because the fact they assert appears to him to be con-
trary to some assumed fact or theory which he has
hitherto holden to be true. All produce heanay, appa-
rently without the most distant conception that it is

wholly inadmissible as troof, and that it can be accepted
only provisionally, for the purpose of directing investiga-

The Mechanism of Man (Longmans'.

tion. Take almost any treatise on any science and strike

the pen through every fact asserted for which no suffi-

cient proof is adduced— such proof as would suflice to

convict an offender of the smallest offence before any
legal tribunal—and what a skeleton would remain !

This disregard of the most elementary rules of evidence

is especially remarkable in works that treat of physiology,

medicine, and psychology. Cases are confidently

narrated for which no proof whatever is or can be pro-

duced, and upon such flimsy materials whole theories

will be found to be constructed or opposed.

"The bc^t evidence that the nature of the case will

admit is always to be required. Secondary evidence is

inadmissible if better evidence can be had.
'

' Hearsay is as a general rule to be rejected. Hearsay

is the repetition of a statement received by the witness

from another person. Even the law relaxes this rule in

certain cases where its observance would defeat justice

and make proof impossible. So science may resort to it

when nothing better is to be had. But it is a wholesome
rule to insist upon that where the evidence of the prin-

cipal is to be obtained it shall be required m all cases.

When hearsay is admitted, it should be watched with

the strictest scrutiny and tested by close cross-examina-

tion. All experience proves the tendency of reporters of

what others say to misunderstand or exaggerate, and
doubt must rest upon any statements that have not been

subjected to strict cross-examination.
" Evidence varies in value, not only according to the

capacity and trustworthiness of the witness, but also

according to his means of knowledge. A man may be

perfectly honest, but deceived by his senses cr his

imagination. Hence the value of cross-examination to

ascertain the circumstances under which his knowledge

was obtained. The worth of the testimony is a question

for fair discussion, without imputing wilful falsehood or

misrepresentation. The evidence of one witness only to

an uncommon fact is of small value. Eut the weight of

evidence of many witnesses increases in a far greater

ratio than their number, because of the improbability of

the same cause operating to deceive all at the same
moment. The testimony of two honest witnesses to the

same fact is worth fourfold that of a single witness ; of

three witnesses, tenfold ; the simultaneous observation of

half a-dozen trustworthy witnesses is almost conclusive.

The fallacy into which even the educated and intelligent

fall, when considering the value of testimony, is that ihey

are apt to confuse the fact attested with some conclusions

which their own minds associate with the fact. It may
well be that twenty persons may truly assert that they

beheld .a certain occurrence, without their conclusion

being correct as to the cause of that occurrence. To
take the familiar instance of the alleged phenomenon of

a table rising in the air untouched. Twenty persons

assert that they saw it at the same place and time ; but

they declare also their belief that it was done by spiritual

agency. It may well be that they have tiuly attested the

fact, which was palpable to their senses, and yet be

quite wrong as to its cause. But the unreflecting reject

the evidence of thefact because they question the cause

assigned for it, and thus investigation into important

problems is summarily suppressed, to the great lose of

science, which profits by every discovery of a new fact,

however trivial it may appear at first."

-—- We observe that the dates selected by the

Royal Botanic Society for the holding of several of

its shows next year, viz., March 21, April iS, May 16,

and July 4, are the same as those previously selected

by the Royal Horticultural Society for holding its

committee meetings. This must surely be a mistake,

for neither Society can afford to do the other an

injury, and one or the other, or both, must suffer if

such meetings are allowed to clash.

Mr. John Marsh, lately foreman at Cyfarthfa

Castle and Bentley Priory, has been appointed to the

management of the extensive gardens of E. Greaves,

Esq., M. P., Barford, Warwick,

The following are the dates fixed for holding

the exhibitions of 1877 of the Royal Horticultural

Society of Ireland, viz. :—Spring Show, Thursday,

April 26 ; May Show, Thursday, May 24 ; Summer

Show,_ Thursday, July 5 J Autumn Show, Thursday,

August 30 ; Winter Show, Thursday, November 22.

The next meeting of the Institution of

SuRVEYORSjj^will be held on Monday evening,

November 27, when a paper will be read by Mr. AV.

Sturge on the subject of "The Rating Act of

1S74." The chair will be taken at 8 o'clock.

A correspondent of the Journal of the Soa'c/j.

of Arts draws attention to the leaves of the CofTee;

tree as a probable source of a new and populat
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beverage in this country. There is nothing new in

the fact "of making "tea" from Coffee leaves. They
have been used for this purpose both in the Plast and

West Indies, and spoken of favourably as a refreshing

and strengthening beverage. When freshly manufac-

tured these leaves have a strong resemblance to

Chinese Tea, both in colour and smell, and are some-

times made in imitation of the different kinds known
in commerce. The writer in the Society ol Arts'

Journal points out that the present time is a most

favourable one for the introduction of this article, in

consequence of the high price of good Coffee and the

extensive system of adulteration that prevails, as well

as the deterioration in quality and the adulteration of

Chinese Tea.

There can be no doubt that the Coffee leaf would
be much more acceptable as an adulterant than

We understand that a conference of Rose
ExHiiiiTOKS AND Rose Growers will be held on

Thursday, December 7, at the Horticultural Club

House, 3 and 4, Adelphi Terrace, at 2 P.M., for the

purpose of devising some satisfactory arrangement as

to the future of Rose shows, &c. Amongst the

subjects to be discussed will be the formation of a

national Rose society or club, an idea which was

started at the last Hereford Rose show ; the abolition

of two days' Rose shows ; and the revival of the

rational Rose show, which was merged in that of the

Royal Horticultural Society, and, like most things

connected with that ill-starred institution, has fallen

through. Already many of the leading Rosarians,

amateur and professional, have signified their inten-

tion of being present, and we are requested to state

that circulars will be sent to all Rose exhibitors as far

what such titles mean. A native or foreigner may be

appointed painter of the Court (if he be an artist),

and the papers only stale that flis Majesty has been

pleased to appoint Mr. painter to the Court,

but to the individual it means that he is entitled, with-

out giving the slightest return, to take an extra

income of 1000 fl."

On the l6lh inst. an almost unequalled site

for business premises, in Carlisle, was put up for sale

by auction,, and purchased by Messrs. Little &
Ballantyne at the price of /2800. The site

includes an area of 280 square yards, with a frontage

of 36 feet to English Street, of 36 feet to Elackfriars

Street, and of 65 feet to a new street that is being
made by the Corporation, to whom the property sold

belonged. Messrs. Little & Ballantyne, owing

31.—VIEW IN THE IJOTANIC GARIIEN, PADUA.— GOETHE S PALM TREE.

much of the rubbish now used ; and even as a

beverage pure and simple, there would probably be

but little to overcome in the matter of prejudice, were
the leaves carefully gathered and cured ; and as to

their being remunerative as a crop to the planters, it

seems that from the ease in gathering the leaves, as well

as from the fact that the plants have frequently to be

pruned, that an extra profit might be obtained from
the tree over and above that from its berries. The
writer refers also to the use of Mate or Paraguay Tea,

the leaves of Ilex paraguayensis, which, he says, has

lately been introduced at two of the cafh in Vienna,

where it has increased in favour. As gathered for use

in South America the tea consists of the pulverised

leaves and twigs, often combined with a great deal of

dust and other foreign matter. Were the leaves

gathered separately, as in Chinese Tea, and dried and
rolled, they would have a much better appearance,

anil ij ight become an article of trade in Europe.

as known, but should any be^inadvertently omitted, it

is hoped that they will consider this notice as sufTi-

cient. There will be a dinner after the conference.

A correspondent writes, with regard to the

note at p. 653, about M. Venseler, of Vienna—" It

appears that you are not fully aware of the meaning
of the change of title. Allow me to say that, as a

general rale, the household budget of the little or great

princes on the continent marks the titles by a certain

income ; for instance, a garden-director is entitled to

1200 fl., an inspector to 1000 fl,, a head gardener

to Soo fl. Now when the Emperor,[or any other prince,

is pleased to appoint a head gardener to be inspector,

this means that he is to have 200 fl. more annually

than he hitherto had. In this country (Germany) it

is regarded as self-understood that a higher title means
better wages, and we do not find it so singular as you
seem to do, because you probably have no idea of

to the extension of their business,[have found it neces-

sary to look out for more capacious premises than

those the firm have so long occupied, hence the pur-

chase of what is regarded in Carlisle as the best and

most prominent site in the town, on which it is their

intention to erect a handsome block of seed stores, &c.

The last part of the BitJU'lin 0/ the Botanical

Sociity ofBelgium contains an elaborate Monograph
OF THE Genus Rosa, by M. Deseglise. The
author describes or specifies no fewer than two
hundred and seventy-one species of Rose. Having
carried out his idea of what constitutes a species to

this length, we see no reason why every form

catalogued in the Rose growers' catalogues should not

have specific characters accorded to it. We do not

dispute the distinctness of the forms described with so

much care by M. Deseglise, but we doubt whether

from his point of view he has gone nearly far enough

.
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It would doubtless be impossible to find two indivi-

dual plants exactly alike, so that there is much room

even yet for multiplication of species, if we follow M.

DEsEGLIst's plan. After all, it all turns on the inter-

pretation to be given to the word species.

M. Deseglise has his rendering, which to us seems

rather to spell "individual."

The distinguishing feature of our young con-

temporary, the Whitehall Review, consists in the

weekly publication of a portrait of some leader of

society. The portraits already given are those of Her

Majesty, the Princess of Wales, and the Princess

Beatrice. Of these portraits we can speak highly,

both as likenesses and artistic productions. The

articles are pleasantly written, smart without vul-

garity ; light without flippancy. The whole paper is

well got up.

A meeting of the debenture holders of the

Royal Horticultural Society was held at noon

on Thursday last, Dr. Maktyn in the chair, to con-

sider the offer contained in the letter of the Society,

dated November 2 ; and after some discussion it was

proposed by Mr. T. N. Doughty, seconded by Mr.

H. J. NICOLL, and carried unanimously, " That this

meeting declines to authorise the surrender of the

lease of the Gardens to the Commissioners on the

terms mentioned in the letter of the Society of

November 2, 1876 ; that the meeting will not

authorise a surrender of the lease unless provision be

made for payment of the debenture debt in full by

reasonable instalments, with the interest in the mean-

time ; and that a copy of this resolution be forwarded

to the Society." The meeting also resolved " That

in thanking the committee for their valuable services,

they be requested to continue to act on behalf of the

debenture holders."

Mr. W. Whale, of Egham, has just printed

a useful list of Egham Wild Flowers, with notes

of the habitats in which they are found. This list is

based on observations and memoranda of the wild

flowers of the locality, extending over a period of

twenty years. Nearly 600 species are enumerated.

The Surrey woods now afTord illustrations of

the happy effect produced from a scenic point of view

by grouping together the evergreen Scotch Fir, and

the deciduous Larcu Fir. Just now the sombre hues

of the Scotch Kir are lit up by the yellow glare of the

Larch, bright in decay, and it is like flashes of yellow

light thrown across an olive-tinted hillside. The

leaves hang for some time whilst mild moist weather

continues. In spring too, at budding time, the Larch

takes on an exquisite glow of delicate living green,

and then in spring as in summer, the picturesque

contrast is afforded. Patches of Scotch Fir and Larch

among fading Oaks, the leaves of which are of a rich

red brown tint, make up an autumnal picture, pleasant

to the eye, and gladdening to the heart.

There are many florists up and down the

country who will learn with much pleasure that Mr.

John Keynes, of Salisbury, has been chosen mayor

of his native town for the year ensuing. It furnishes

another testimony to the fact that horticulturists are

not unmindful of the claims of citizenship, and cheei-

fully take upon themselves the responsibilities of its

eicecutive functions.

On the back walls of the Melon-houses at

Wimbledon House, Surrey, which are 60 feet long,

the grand old Plumbago rosea may now be seen in

great beauty. The plants are grown in pots, trained

up the walls a little, and then allowed to hang over

the path, to relieve its stiff appearance, and thousands

of blossoms are now being produced. Mr. Oller-

iiead has also in the Pine-stoves, behind the Melon-

houses, quite a hedge of Euphorbia jacquiniteflora.

The plants are growing ni the Pine-beds, and are

thickly set with flower-buds, which will shortly be

expanded.

We are indebted to J. J. Wheble, Esq., of

Bullmarsh Court, near Reading, for the opportunity of

seeing a finely-flowered specimen of Biluergia

Moreli. This noble species was originally published

by M. Brongniart in the Portfeuilli des HortieuU

Ifiirs (1S48, p. 97, with a figure), and is one of the

most attractive plants of the Bromeliaceous order.

The arching, lanceolate leaves are of a shining green

on both surfaces, and bear a few weak spines on the

margin. The inflorescence forms a dense, drooping

spike, furnished with large, deep rosy-red bracts,

much longer than the solitary sessile flowers which

are seated on their axils. The flowers consist of

appressed red sepals so densely woolly that the colour

is almost hidden, and petals more than twice the

length of the sepals, of a purplish violet colour,

and about as long as the stamens and style.

B. Moreli, also called in gardens B. Moreliana, is a

native of Bihia, in Brazil, whence it was sent in 1847,

by M. Porte, to M. Morel, of Paris, a zealous

amateur to whom it was dedicated by M. Bron-

gniart, in 1S48, when it first produced blossoms.

The leaves are somewhat peculiar in the slight

development of the marginal spines ; while the large

bright rose-coloured bracts are very conspicuous.

From the axils of these bracts spring the solitary

flowers, and the contrast between the violet of the

petals and the deep rose-red of the bracts, is very

striking and effective. M. Morel cultivated it in

suspended baskets filled with peat earth, and clothed

with Selaginella, which served as an indicator

of the moisture of the house. The species

figured under the name of B. Moreliana by Mr.

HeneREY (Gai-i/emrs' Mtlgazine of Botany, iii
,

33, 1S51), and by Dr. Lindley {Paxton's Fhnoer

Garden, t. 77), the former of which flowered at the

Wellington Road Nursery, and the latter at Chiswick,

where it had been received from M. Keteleer, is

stated by Professor Edouard Morren to be BiU-

bergia vittata. An excellent figure of the true plant

is given by Morren himself in La Belgique Horticole

for 1S73 (tt. 1—2).

The Wimbledon and District Horti-

cultural Society held their second Chrysanthe-

mum Show on the iSth and 16th instant, and we hear

that it was a very good one, though but poorly

patronised by the inhabitants of the district. The

exhibitor of the largest number of Chrysanthemums

in pots was Mr. Lymes, gardener to A, Schlusser,

Esq., Belvedere House.

Planting Potatos :n Autumn is the

title of a paper in the Bulletin de la Socikti d'Agricul-

ture de Nice et des Alpes maiitimes. The writer, who
hails from Bergerac, Dordogne, says that we are the

slaves of tradition in the cultivation of the Potato,

treating a perennial as an annual plant, lic. By

accident he discovered that autumn is the proper

season for consigning the tubers to the ground. This

induced him in 1874, and in each succeeding season

since, to plant a portion of his Potatos in October,

with the result that he has dug good crops at the end

of May. He asserts that the quantity and quality of

the crop is always superior to that of spring-planted

tubers, and recommends gardeners to try it in all

parts of France. The same method has been success-

fully pursued in the severe climate of the Belgian

Ardennes. It should be added, however, that this

practice will only succeed on a light, well-drained

soil. Planted about 7 or 8 inches deep, frosts varying

from 20" to 40° in intensity do not injure the tubers,

even in the absence of a covering of snow or any other

material.

PADUA.
Those who are in the habit, whenever occasion

presents, of visiting the older botanic gardens of this

country or the continent, must often have been struck

with the striking and often beautiful combinations

which the spires, lowers, and domes of the adjacent

cities make with the trees and walls of the gardens.

We have a notable case of the kind in the old

garden at Oxford, which we are happy to say is to be

continued on its present site, with such additions and

supplements elsewhere as may be needed. The
Botanic Garden at Ghent is another case in point, and

will remind the visitor of Oxford. Pisa, Florence,

Genoa, Amiens, Rouen, all are remarkable from the

point of view we have mentioned, but we question if

any are so remarkable as that which forms the subject

of our illustration. The Botanic Garden at Padua is

the senior in age of all the botanic gardens,

and is replete with historic interest. The church,

which forms so striking an object from the garden, is

that of Padua's patron saint, "II Santo "^St.

Anthony. Its domes give it a Moorish rather than an

European aspect, and its interior is rich in pictures

and sculpture. The garden forms a part of the

university, a university whose fame well nigh

out-rivals that of all others. Dante, Petrarch,

Tasso, were students here ; Galileo was a professor
;

Fallopius, Fabricius, Morgagni, names well known

to anatomists, taught here ; Harvey graduated here,

and dear old John Evelyn — Sylva Evelyn— must

have got no little of his lore from the Botanic

Garden.

On July 30, 1645, Evelyn tells us that he received his

" Matricula," being resolved to spend some months

here at study, especially physic and anatomic, of both

which there was now the most famous professors in

Europe. The next morning he tells us he went to

see "the garden of simples, rarely furnished

with plants, and gave orders to the gardener

to make me a collection of them for a

hortus hyemalis, by permission of the Cavalier,

Dr. Vestlingius, who was then prefect and botan-

ical professor, as well as of anatomie." Among

the professors in "Padua the learned" not the

least illustrious was a lady, so that Shakspeare's

Portia was after all not so purely an imaginary

creation.

If Padua then attained note in early times as the

birth-place of Livy, it well sustained its repute in later

times. To come to our own times, or to those imme-

diately preceding them, we find that the Botanic

Garden was not only visited by Goethe, butt hat in

some sense the doctrine of the metamorphosis of

plants may be said to have germinated here.

After mentioning the glories of a Bignonia radicans

in full bloom, Goethe in the history of his botani-

cal studies goes on to say—A fan Palm, Cha-

mcerops humilis, attracted all my ittentiqn. The

first leaves, which spring from the ground, are simple

and lanceolate, they become gradually more and mote

deeply divided, and end by becoming digitate. A
small branch laden with flowers made its way from a

sheath, and gave an impression as of a singular and

unexpected growth, wholly foreign to the foliage

which surrounded it. At my request the gardener

cut me some specimens, showing the ^series of these

transformations, and I filled several sheets with my

prize. I have them still, he continues, and I respect

them as having awakened and fixed my attention, and

led me to a foresight of the successful results of my

labours. The variations in vegetable forms that Goethe

thus observed, confirmed him in the idea that they

combine with an original fixity, generic and specific, a

pliability and power of adaptation to all the varied

conditions met with on the globe.

We must defer further particulars relating to a spot,

so interesting to all naturalists, till we are enabled to

reproduce the plan of the garden in olden times, which

has been forwarded to us, through the kind interven-

tion of Mr. George Maw, by Professor Visiani, the

present Professor of Botany. We hope at the same

time to publish some further notes on the subject from

Mr. Maw himself.

HARDY FRUIT TREES.
iS^oittiniiedfrom />. 646.)

The twelfth lecture commences with a sketch of the

history of frujt cultivation in Germany. After the

subjugation of Gaul by Julius Ccesar, the Romans took

possession of the valley of the Rhine, and soon intro-

duced many kinds of fruit from Italy, which may be

regarded as the beginning of the cultivation of fruit

trees in Germany. It is recorded that the first vine-

yards established on the Rhine were planted under

the direction of the Emperor Probus [whose father, it

is stated, was originally a gardener). Here the Vine

flourished so well that soon after its introduction it

yielded the most satisfactory results, and soon became

naturalised. There is no doubt that the Vine came

from France to the Rhine districts. As early as the

middle of the fourth century Grapes were extensively

grown in the vicinity of Paris, and at the same time,

as we learn from Ausonius, the shores of the Moselle

and its feeders were in the possession of the Vine.

But the general cultivation of the Grape Vine in the

Moselle and Rhine countries cannot be placed farther

back than the sixth century, and perhaps not earlier

than the beginning of the seventh. Grape growing

received a great impetus in these countries from the

frequent presence of Charlemagne, who interested

himself personally in promoting the cultivation of many
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kinds of fruits, and caused several French Grape
Vines to be transplanted to the Rhine. Apples and
Cherries were also generally planted at this period.

From the Rhine valley the Grape Vine and other fruit

trees soon migrated east and south. In the twelfth

century there vfere numerous vineyards in Thuringia,

which cannot then have enjoyed a warmer climate

than it does at the present time. In early times the

laws respecting fruit and fruit trees were very severe.

Anyone caught in the act of cutting down a fruit tree

was deprived of his right hand and outlawed. The
fathers of pomology in Germiny, Valerius Cordus,

Johann Bauhin, and Michael Knab, lived in the six-

teenth century, but now they are scarcely known even
by name. The celebrated French pomologist, Andri;

Leroy, of Angers, however, knew and extensively

used Bauhin's work.

Passing to the classification and selection of Apples.
Respecting classification, it is now exceedingly diffi-

cult to formulate one that does not present a consider-

able number of defects and exceptions from the

characters of the principal divisions. Many varieties

are easily known by their foliage, and other characters,

besides those exhibited by the fruit ; but it is now
impossible to devise a classification in which both
sets of characters can be used. Thus, varieties having
the same habit and foliage and floral characters, are

often as different as possible in fruit. Nevertheless,

it is oftentimes necessary, and always desirable, to

have shoots and leaves sent with fruit for deter-

mination, because the fruit from the lower and
upper portions of the same tree is often so dif-

ferent in appearance as to deceive the most practised

pomologist into the belief that they represent distinct

varieties. Vertical sections of Apples and Pears offer

tolerably reliable characters when made upon the

same plan. The cut should be between two calyx
lobes on the one side of the fruit, and through the
centre of a lobe on the opposite side. In this way we
obtain a partition on one side, and on the other side,

the cavity between two partitions divided through the

middle. Neglect of this rule, or any other general
plan of making the sections represented in most porno-
logical works, renders them utterly useless. And
what is worse in these illustrated works, the descrip-
tions often contradict the figures. For instance, we
sometimes find a variety described as having closed

carpels, and figured as having open ones, or vUc
vend^ whereas in my experience I have never observed
such a thing, and I do not believe it occurs. These
blemishes are not confined to German works ; they
are found also in some of the larger English, Dutch,
Belgian, French, Americ.in, and other works. As
an example for imitation Dicaisne's Jardtii Fruitier
may be mentioned. The classification adopted here
is Dr. Lucas's, and the varieties are fifty. The fifty

varieties of Apple described were selected at the
last general meeting of German pomologists, but
this number is far too great.

Dr. Hogg, in England, recently promulgated a
new system of classification based upon four sets of
characters—namely, i, eye, open or closed ; 2,

carpels, open or closed
; 3, calyx-tube, funnel-shaped

or cylindrical ; and, 4, position of the stamens on the
taljx in fruit. The latter character appears to have
been overlooked by all other pomologists, and I am
not yet able to say anything respecting its value.

The thirteenth and fourteenth lectures are devoted
to the descriptions of and remarks on the fiity varieties

of Apple. We have space here for little beyond the

names, but the names of the varieties selected by a con-

gress of German pomologists as the best for general cul-

tivation in Germany, may interest some readers, though,
of course, it does not follow that they would be suit-

able for our climate. The numbers in brackets after

the names indicate the quality of the varieties, whether
first, second, or third-rate. First Division : five

summer Apples, i. Summer Cinnamon Apple* (2).

A valuable dessert and kitchen variety for the end of
the summer, especially as it will keep a few weeks, even
in September, and, carefully packe>i, will travel pretly

well. It was known to Diet at the beginning of the

present century, but its origin is uncertain. 2. Vii-

giniaRose Apple (2). One of the best summer dessert
and kitchen Apples. It is often ripe by the end of

July, and it keeps better than any other early sort. The
origin of this variety also is obscure, for it is not, as

might be supposed, from Virginia. Diel received it

from Holland under the name of Glass Apple. 3.

The names are translations of the German ones where we

Charlamowsky, or Duchess of Oldenburg (2). An
excellent table fruit, and it also cooks well. It ripens

at the end of August, and lasts into September. It

is of Russian origin. 4, Peach-red Apple {2 or 3).

One of the most desirable summer table and cooking

Apples, but it will not bear carriage, even for short dis-

tances. Of Thuringian origin. 5. White Astrachan

(2). An early summer kind, which is excellent when
gathered a little before it is ripe. A good variety for

market, as it is not very tender. A peculiarity

of this Apple is the change of the cell-contents

into a transparent watery juice. The tree thrives in

exposed situations, and is a good and an early bearer.

This variety was cultivated in Germany, and especi-

ally in Thuringia, more than 400 years ago, under the

name of Glass Apple. Second Division ; eleven

autumn Apples. 6. Gravensteiner (i). This sort is

highly esteemed throughout Germany, and high prices

are often paid for it ; but, as here, it is said to be a

shy bearer in some parts. Besides its superior flavour,

this variety possesses the merit of bcing'very hardy.

It probably originated in Schleswig, though it has

been said that it was first taken thither from Italy.

7. Red Autumn Calville {2). An excellent cooking

Apple, but for the table it has only its handsome
appearance to recommend it. An old variety, raised in

Auvergne, and rare in 1670. S. Yellow Richard (2),

A German variety of large size, esteemed for cooking.

9. Prince Apple (2). Also a German variety, recom-

mended as of the first quality, but deficient in flavour.

The decidedly later blooming of this sort, inde-

pendently of locality, gives it considerable value.

10. Cludius's Apple (2). A little known variety

raised in Ilildesheim, probably early in the present

century. II. Danzig Angular Apple (2). A hand-

some and desirable sort, both for kitchen use and the

table. It is often ready by the middle of October,

and is in season until December ; but it gains its fine

colouring after gathering. An early and prolific

bearer. Origin unknown. 12. Emperor Alexander,

of second quality for cooking, third for table. 13'

Summer (Autumn) Pearmain. One of the oldest of

English varieties, known to date back to the sixteenth

century. 14. Scarlet Pearmain. 15. Langton's

Nonesuch. 16. Golden Noble. These eleven

autumn Apples might well be reduced to six. Third
Division: the first eleven winter Apples. 17. Yellow
Bellefleur (2). This variety had its origin in

the State of New Jersey, and there and elsewhere

in America, especially in Philadelphia, it is one
of the most highly prized market fruits ; commonly
used on board ship and also imported into

Europe. iS. Boiken Apple (2). An excellent

kitchen fruit, very hardy and largely grown
in Germany for market. The tree flourishes in

almost any kind of soil, bears well, and the fruit is in

season from February till June. First observed in

vicinity of Bremen. 19. Champagne Reinette Apple.

A good kitchen sort, and, according to Dr. Lucas, a

very good flavoured fruit for dessert in March. One
merit of this sort is that it hangs well and sutlers little

from stormy winds. Origin unknown. 20. Purple-

red Winter Cuismot (2). A handsome cooking Apple
of middling quality. The tree is a very free bearer,

rarely failing. 21. Alant Apple (2) A superior table

kitchen Apple, in season from September and all

through the winter. A very old German variety

mentioned in the Poncum palatinum, suitable for plant-

ing on a large scale for market. 22. Red Winter

Dove Apple. This is of French origin, and an excel-

lent table fruit, possessing a distinct almond-like

flavour, highly esteemed by many persons. In North

and Mid Germany it is much sought after in the

markets. Quintinye, in 1690, describes it as Jerusa-

lem Apple. 23. Flamed Cardinal Apple. A good
keeping kitchen Apple of first quality. Quite local

in Germany at Oderbruche, where it is thought so

much of that the people will have no other. For

table use it possesses no striking quality to recommend
it. 24. Canada Reinette. This is regarded as a first-

rate desaert fruit in Germany, and it is also an excel-

lent cooking Apple. Supposed to have been origin-

ally taken to America by early French settlers, and

re-introduced into Europe. 25. Cloth of Gold Apple.

A superior fruit bjth for dessert and cooking ; in use

from November through the winter. According to

Leroy this variety dates back to the fifteenth century,

and first appeared in Brittany. 26. London Pippin.

This excellent Apple is a true Reinette, and one

of the most highly esteemed varieties in Norfolk.

It was first described by Mr. George Lindley

in 1S20, [but known long before his time]. 27.

Scott's Reinette. It is similar but superior to the

English Golden Pippin. A very prolific variety appa-

rently quite unknown in England, and rare on the

Continent.
(/"(? be continued.')

THE SUGAR-CANE DISEASE IN
QUEENSLAND.

The Sugar-cane disease, which made its first

appearance 'in Queensland about six years ago, and

which has affected most of the varieties of cane culti-

vated in the colony, has recently formed the subject

of a microscopical and chemical examination, the

result of which has been published in Sydney in the

form of a report.' From this report we learn that

though the canes are oftentimes considerably affected

by a fungoid growth known as " rust," grave faults

in the system of cultivation are pointed to as being

the probable origin of the disease. The fungoid spots

were seen upon both the healthy and affected canes,

but more abundantly upon the latter. The red spots

or rust marks are said " not to appear all at once, but

gradually. In the first instance the leaves of the

affected cane are seen to be covered with a multitude

of small, light-coloured spots. These spots are much
more transparent than the other portion of the leaf,

and are best seen by holding the leaf up to the light.

They are probably caused by the decay or non-

secretion of the green colouring matter—chlorophyll.

But in addition to these, red-brown spots gradually

make their appearance, and increase in numbers,

until the colour of the leaf is completely changed.

The leaves meanwhile droop, become dry, brittle,

and finally fall off when touched ; in other words they

wither and die, the growth of the cane is of course

arrested, and sooner or later, unless a change takes

place, it dies likewise." On removing a leaf from the

cane, the under portion which clasped the stem is seen

in most cases to be affected by a patch of dark red-

brown or purple matter, which, upon microscopical

examination, is seen to resolve itself into a number of

minute bodies of a cup-like form, each with an

irregular rim or opening, which is often partially

closed by flaps, when it becomes roughly triangular in

form. These cup-like forms are connected by dark

red and purple filaments, which spread over the

surface of the leaf and penetrate into its substance ;

many pass completely through the leaf, exhibiting red

or rusty-brown spots on the opposite surface. Some of

the filaments appear to bear spores. Of the affinities

of these fungi, the author considers them to come very

near, and perhaps to belong to the -Ecidiacei.

Professor Liversidge, the author of the report,

further says—"Near to the dark coloured cup-like

growths are seen others of a lighter colour; and again,

a little further beyond, are very light and perfectly

colourless bodies, quite spherical in shape, and filled

with fluid. These minute spheres are apparently the

.Ecidiacei in an early stage, which as they mature

become darker in colour, and, finally, when ripe,

burst at the top with an irregular rent, and form the

cup-like bodies already noticed. After they have

burst and discharged their contents they present

somewhat the appearance of an empty Currant skin ;

the internal surface is of a much lighter tint than the

external."

On that portion of the leaf which is opposite to,

and comes in contact with the buds, a brown stain is

seen, and it follows that as the leaf developes and

pushes up past the fungi, different parts of the leaf

must successively come in contact with them, and

thus the whole of any particular leaf of a weak and

sickly plant, unable to resist their attack, becomes,

as it were, inoculated with the spores, which develop

and thrive at the expense of the leaf-tissue, which is

destroyed wherever attacked, as indicated by the

red-brown rust spots. This is offered as one explana-

tion out of several possible ones, to account for the

presence and general diflusion of the rust spots, but

not as an explanation of the diseased condition of the

cane itself, the cause of which exists elsewhere. The
rust spots on the leaves are often seen to have split

open and to have extended a minute quantity of a

white powdery substance, a similar white powder is

also scattered over the surface of the diseased

leaf, and the same thing is seen on the

healthy leaf, but in much smaller propor-

tion ; this powder is probably of the same

nature as the white deposit generally seen at thejoints

of the cane. As might be expected, the leaf-cells
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under the rust patches are seen to be more or less

destroyed, and to contain a brown-coloured decom-

posed matter, and through it fungoid filaments (myce-

lium) are seen to permeate.

From the foregoing abstracts it will be seen that

fungi play no inconsiderable part in the disease of the

Sugar-canes, though the presence of these fungi are

the consequence, and not the cause, of the disease,

which seems to be rather referrible, as before stated,

to the sickly nature of the canes, caused by want of a

proper system of manuring and cultivation. With

regard to the former, it seems that on most of the

plantations no manure whatever is used, even the

megass (the refuse cane after the expression of the

juice) and the megass ash are seldom or never used.

The practice does not prevail of ploughing-in green

crops, nor is the refuse from the distillation of rum,

which is termed " dunda," used to any extent. Three

plantations visited in (Queensland make between them

some 520,000 gallons annually, which is allowed to

run off into the river or creek. This refuse, it is said,

is well known to be rich in various salts, and to form

a most valuable manure when properly applied to the

land. The disease is not confined to any particular

kind of cane ; the Bourbon variety seems, liowever,

to be the most liable to attack, and to have suffered

most.

With regard to the system of planting, it is usual

with the commoner kinds to plant only the tops of

fully grown canes, namely, those from eighteen

months to two years old ; of rarer varieties the whole

cane is planted. Some of the growers consider that

the middle joints are not the most suitable in conse-

quence of their liability to become sour, the top and

bottom joints are therefore selected. The plants

taken from the lower and harder portions of the cane

are slower in shooting, and more often fail than those

near the top ; long joints, too, are considered inferior

to short ones. Another reason of the failure of the

canes is thit the varieties cultivated have not been in

all cases those best adapted to the climate and soil.

A TOUR IN ALGERIA.
At p. 423 of the present volume of the Gardeners

Cltroiiclc we gave some notes from the report of a

tour made by Lieutenant-Colonel Playfair through

certain districts of Algeria in the early part of la&t

year. In March and April of the present year Colonel

Playfair made a further tour, the report of which is

before us. As these notes contain an immense amount

of interesting matter on the history, archaeology, and

natural history of the country traversed, and, moreover,

as they somewhat anticipate the work already an-

nounced entitled Tra'.'ch in t/ie Footsteps of Bruce in

Algeria and Tunis, some further extracts may be

welcomed by our readers. Colonel Playfair says at

the outset that he was anxious to supplement his

previous exploration by a journey in the Regency of

Tunis itself, a country rich in historical interest but

very little known to the modern traveller, nevertheless

in natural features and resources very similar to what

Algeria once was. He then proceeds as follows :
—

"Bruce, the African traveller, occupied the post of

British Consul-General in Algeria from 1762 to 1765 ;

here it was that he made the studies and preparations

necessary to fit him for his great journey in Abyssinia,

and before proceeding there he travelled all over Algeria,

Tunis, and as fa,r east as the Pentapolis, a very much
more difftcult and dangerous task in those days than it

is at present. A very meagre and inexact account of the

journey has already appeared in print, but the magnifi-

cent series of arch.neological drawings which he then pre-

pared has never been published, and to the general

public their very existence was unknown. His descend-

ant, Lady Thurlow, was good enough to place these at

my disposal for publication, and I determined, as far as

ray other duties would permit me, to make my journey

in his footsteps, and obtain materials for my projected

work. I was accompanied by the Earl of Kingston, an

experienced photographer, who has admirably succeeded

in depicting the present condition of the monuments
which Bruce figured more than a century ago."

We pass over the arch^ological portion of the report

—a portion, however, abounding with interest— for the

sake of referring more fully to the notes on the vege-

tation, a subject more immediately within our province.

Colonel Playfair describes the land in the wide plains

of Zaghonan as being everywhere capable of cultiva-

tion. Where it has been cleared it seems to yield

atisfactory results, but a great proportion is still

covered with Lentisk scrub. The Olive woods around

are very extensive, and ought to be a source of great

riches, but the trees are all old, and no young ones are

being planted. The principal industry of the place

is the dyeing of the red caps worn in all Mohammedan

countries throughout the basin of the Mediterranean,

and here called chaihias. It is the only place in the

Regency where this operation is performed. At

Es-Sabala, 13 kil. from Tunis, was the only plantation

of young Olive trees seen on the whole journey.

"The country between Susa and El-Djem is apart

of the district called Es-Saleil, or coast region, extremely

fertile when an unusual quantity of rain has fallen, but at

other times almost uncultivated and apparently hardly

susceptible of cultivation. We subsequently journeyed

for many days in this region and in others similar to it.

Everywhere we found traces of Roman occupation—vast

ruined cities as well as isolated posts, proving beyond

doubt that it must at one time have been capable of

supporting a dense population. Day after day in

traversing these arid and treeless plains, intersected by

watercourses in which no water flows, the ground

covered with sand and stones, incapable of supporting

vegetable life, we pondered over the causes which had

turned a country once so fertile almost into a desert."

The continuous destruction of forests from early

times even to the present is a matter for constant

regret, and is everywhere apparent. It is well known

that the country was at one time covered with forests ;

Colonel Playfair says he has himself travelled for days

over plains " where not a tree exists, and yet where

ruins of Roman Olive oil mills were frequently met

with. Even in modern days the same destruction of

forests has been continued, if not wantonly or for

purposes of defence, as in the times of the early Arab

conquerors, still as surely by the carelessness of their

descendants, who never hesitate to cut down a tree

when wood is required, but who never dream of

planting another, or even protecting those which

spring up spontaneously from destruction by sheep

and goats," During the journey many a grove of

glorious old Olive trees was passed through, but

Colonel Playfair says he never heard of any person,

with the single exception of General Kheir-ed-din,

who had planted a young grove, or attempted to

extend that bequeathed to him by his ancestors.

At 36 kil. from Kerouan the travellers came

upon a beautiful spring called -Wn Ghorab, near

which are the ruins of a Roman position. A short

ride from this brought them to Djebbel Trozza. The
mountain is comparatively dry and sterile, but pro-

duces abundance of Alfa grass, which is taken to Susa

for exportation. The principal trees are wild

Olive, Tamarisk, Carob, and Juniper. With regard

to the disappearance of forest at Shaitla we quote the

following:—*'Shaw remarks that it is pleasantly

situated on a rising ground shaded all over with

Juniper trees." Bruce says that Shaw has made a

mistake, and that they are white Firs, by which I

presume he means Aleppo Pines. It is impossible to

decide the question at issue, as not a single tree or

shrub exists as far as the eye can reach. With them

have disappeared the lions who "greatly incom-

moded " Bruce, and came up to the very door of his

tent.

After leaving Tibourtouk the route of the travel-

lers led at first through a grove of Olive trees, which

appear to constitute the chief riches of the district
;

still, no young trees were seen. The system of taxing

them is no doubt the cause that is fast leading to their

destruction. Upon every tree.is°levied an annual tax

of half a piastre, after the age of ten years, whether it

produces fruit or not ; and as at that age very few

indeed are productive, the owner of a new garden is

sure of having little or no return, but a certainty of

five years' taxation during the first fifteen years. He
very naturally feels that it is no use for him to expend

his capital for the benefit of posterity. He cuts down
unproductive trees, and takes no steps to replace them.

Colonel Playfair remarks that " if some means

could be adopted for taxing the actual produce instead

of the tree itself, the ilcboiscment of Tunis, which is

rapidly going on, might be arrested."

At El-Baja the Lentisk bushes were being cut

down in great quantities, to be burnt for the sake of

the alkali which their ashes contain, and which with

Olive oil is employed to make the soft-soap used in

the country. " Dyeing is carried on to some extent at

Baja, but the only distinctive manufactures of the

place are wooden clogs, which are very tastefully

carved out of a light wood, generally with an old

razor." Belader-Ramel, or country of Gaud, is a

tract of country in some places 20 kil. broad. The
sea-sand has engulfed this district, and is still advanc-

ing in a south-easterly direction, blown by the pre-

vailing north-west wind from the beach.

'* There is no uncertain line of demarcation between

this yellow sand and the rich forest land beyond; it ends

abruptly, sometimes like a cliff 30 feet high, sometimes

sloping down a valley like a glacier, but always appear-

ing to advance and swallow up the vegetation in iis

course. In some places it is absolutely destitute of any

plants, in others Broom and tufts of Dissgrass (Ampelo-

desmos tenax) occur, while some peaks higher than the

general level, or some valleys sheltered from the north-

west, appear like islands of verdure in this sea, or oases

in this desert of sand."

The valley of the River Tusca, which anciently

formed the boundary between the Roman province of

Africa and Numidia, is described as being highly

suited for colonisation, and might be easily made a

centre of agricultural and industrial' prosperity. At
Tabarca it is about 2 miles wide, and stretches far

away among the mountains to an unknown distance,

the valley being covered with rich7crops of succulent

pasturage, and dotted with fine trees throughout its

whole extent. From Tabarca the travellers followed

the left bank of the Oued-el-Ahmer, or Red River,

and proceeded in a south-westerly direction,

'* Beautiful rills and mountain streams descended "at

every few hundred yards to add their tribute to the

torrents ; the banks were in some places clothed with Ivy

and Ferns, and everywhere densely shaded by Ilex. Chene

zan (Quercus Mirbeckii), Aspen, and Hawthorns of

gigantic stature, which might fitly be described as forest

trees, while the ground w.as carpeted with a profusion of

wild flowers of every hue—blue Pimpernel, Centaury,

Valerian, pink; and white Cistus, Myrtle, wild ,.Roses,

and yellow Broom."

On the river banks, along the bottom of the hill,

and at intervals throughout the whole course of the

valley of Oulad Sidera, were some of the most

colossal trees ever seen by Colonel Playfair in Africa.

He says— ** As a rule the Cork Oak does not attain a

great size in Algeria ; here we saw some of the species

which must have been more than 50 feet high and

their trunks 4 feet in diameter."

Colonel Play fair's book, when it does appear, will

no doubt be read with much interest, treating as it

will of a country at all times difficult to penetrate by

Europeans.

LITTLE KNOWN DAINTIES—V.

Beetroot.—As one of the routine crops of the

kitchen garden. Beetroot is becoming of pretty general

cultivation in England, yet its value as a culinary

dainty is very little known among us, the general idea

of its use being limited to forming one of the ingre-

dients of a winter or spring salad. Beetroot, how-

ever, deserves a far more extended recognition at our

hands. Abroad it is a staple vegetable, and there is

no reason why it should not become the same with

us— it is wholesome, easy of cultivation, and although

its sweet flavour is often disliked at first, a taste for

it is soon acquired, and when the root is prepared in

any of the variety of ways in which it is cooked on

the Continent, it would doubtless soon become

popular in this country.

With many housewives there is a great dread of

boiling Beetroot, in case it should lose its colour, and

minute directions are generally given in all cookery

books, as to washing the roots carefully so as to

avoid all abrasion of the skin ; that Beetroots should

be washed absolutely clean before being put into the

pot is, of course, very necessary ; but the most simple

way to avoid spoiling the colour is to drop the roots

into boiling water. It is then of no consequence

whether the skin be broken or not, the colour will

remain perfect.

In the Polish cuisine boiled Beetroot is an unfailing

accompaniment to roast hare. In certain districts in

Little Russia the two things appear to be equally

plentiful—acres of white Beet being grown for sugar,

and the number of hares may be imagined from the

fact that they are commonly sold for Si/, each. The esti-

mation in which this vegetable is held by the peasantry

is very high. During the Beetroot harvest-time they

readily avail themselves of the privilege of baking a=

many roots as they please in the wood hres, wuicl/

like so many beacons, 1 ght up the vast fields r

night ; and they beg the rduse from the sugar factoi)

to not only feed their p gs, but to form one of tli
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largest ingredients in the daily meal of soup. How-
ever, leaving the white Sugar Beet on one side, as

being beyond our province, we will return to the

consideration of utilising the home-grown red variety.

One of the most agreeable ways of cooking this vege- I

table is to peel and cut upintoabout J-inchpieces,having

ready a saucepan with at least half a pint of vinegar and

water boiling on the fire, throw in the Beet and boil

until tender ; being cut so small they will be ready

in a short time. If the colour has gone by cutting
j

while raw, immersion in the boiling fluid will instantly
I

restore it. When thoroughly done the vinegar should

be drained from the Beetroot, and the latter may be

served with veal cutlets, pork chops, or cakes of
sausage meat ; or the Beet may be served in a similar

manner with hare which is served a second day, the
meat being cut up neatly and dished in good gravy.

from the general direction of the train, I shall call the
south-west window, I noticed two tufts of moss, one
near each corner of the glass. There was a little

black soil kept moist by the condensation of vapour on
the window, and two little bright green patches, each
consisting of about 40 or 50 plants, about one-eighth
of an inch in height, and apparently very healthy.

The other window had the same moist deposit of soil,

but no mosses. I put a small quantity of the soil and
moss into my pocket-book, and made a note of the
"locality," and in the evening, after my return to the

college, placed two or three of the little plants under
the microscope. The plants have only a few leaves,

and probably belong to the genus Tortula ; but
along with the moss I could detect an abundance
of two species of Oscillatoria in a very healthy
condition, with abundance of Phycochroma in their

cells. On examining the slide with a higher power,
I detected a number of diatoms, all belonging to a

s \

Fig. 132.—uiMANTHUS AQUIFOLIUS. FLOKAL DETAILS AND POLLEN-GRAIN MAGN.

At the present season, when Beetroots are plentiful
It is a good plan to boil a dozen or so to cut up when
cold, and lay in stone jars, then to have poured over
them, so as to completely cover the slices, boiling
vinegar sufficiently flavoured with allspice and ginger.
Durmg the whole winter this Beetroot will prove a
ready resource for hashes, stews, or salads. Children
are generally very fond of Beetroot plainly boiled,
and it is a most wholesome vegetable for them to eat.

T. S. 7.

The Botany of "The South Wales Express."
—I had occasion yesterday morning to travel from
Chencester to Cheltenham, and during part of the
journey, from Kemble Junction to Gloucester, I
occupied compartment M of the Great Western
Railway carriage No. 347, forming part of the South
Wales train running between Paddington and Mil.
ford. On looking at the window next to me, which,

small species of Navicula. The soil in which the

mosses were growing was very peculiar. It consisted

almost exclusively of exceedingly minute black par-

ticles, appearing as mere specks with a sixth-inch

object glass, and all exhibiting the most active

Brownian movements. A few particles (four or five)

of sand were also noticed, and two or three fragments
of human hair. The moving soil seems a fitting

accompaniment to the locomotive habitat of the speci-

mens. While the tufts of moss observed were exceed-
ingly small, I suppose it will be necessary to say the
distribution of the plant is remarkable, extending, as it

does, from Paddington to Milford, and back. As the
facts I have now recorded are interesting and novel
to me, I trust they may alio be of some little interest

to many of your readers. You may, therefore, accept
this as a small contribution towards the "Botany of
the South Wales Express." IV. A'. M'Nal; M.D.,
Professor of Botany, Royal College of Science, Dublin,
Nccember 22.

Osmanthus aquifolius.—We are induced to

figure (fig. 132) this plant, not because of its

novelty, for it has long been introduced, but be-
cause it is not so well known as it should be, because
it is hardy, bears exquisitely sweet flowers, and is

further interesting in the singular likeness of its

leaves to those of a Holly. Like that of Hollies, too,
its foliage is exceedingly variable. There is very little

diflerence between the two genera Osmanthus and
Olea, and so our plant has been bandied about from
one to the other. In the name now given we follow
Bentham and Hooker. Synonyms for it are Osman-
thus ilicifolius and Olea ilicifolia. The spray from
which our cut was taken was derived from a bush in
the garden of the Hon. and Rev. J. T. Boscawen, in
a part of Cornwall where severe frosts often occur,
but where, nevertheless, the shrub has stood out unpro.
tected fur a quarter of a century. From other localities
we have also received flowering specimens of late, so
that we can quite confirm all that has been said of its

exquisite fragrance. With us, near London, though
the plant has proved hardy, yet its growth is slow,
and it has never produced flowers. Its near ally, Olea
fragrans, is used for the purpose of scenting Tea. We
have seen flowering specimens of this from Messrs.
Veitch's interesting nursery at Coombe Wood. Eds.

-; Late versus Early Planting of the Potato.—I can fully endorse all my friend, Mr. Capers,
(at p. 622) says as to the utility of early planting and
digging of this valuable esculent ; it is acknowledged
by all parties to be the best plan. It has been
advocated by the Gardeners' C/uo>iuicyt3iX after year,
and yet it is not acted up to by the majority of
gardeners and large planters. Need we wonder then
that we find cottagers planting so late as May and June,
and complaining in November that their crop is partly
or wholly diseased, and not worth the digging, as they
are doing in this neighbourhood at the present time

;
arid anyone who knows how largely the Potato con-
stitutes the food of the labouring classes knows what
a great loss they suffer. The truest service, then, any-
one interested in their welfare can do is to show them by
example how best to secure so valuable a food crop.
It is surprising how men will cling to old customs ; if
they have been used to plant in May it will need all
your arguments to induce them to alter it to March.
I have found it so here all the time of planting, which
was done by the second week in March ; it was
accompanied by many wise shakes of the head of the
old hands and terrible prognostications of how the
frost would cut them all oft, &c. Then in August,
when we dug them, they were too green, the skins had
not set, and they would all rot in the " clamp," and it

was such a pity as they were the finest lot of Potatos
in the parish, &c. At the end of three months they
are as sound as ever, and I have made converts of
my neighbours, who promise both to plant and dig
early. So much for example ; arguments without it

would never have done. fosepA Murdoch, Green Heys
Gardens, IVamick.

The Potato Crop in Yorkshire—The crop just
lifted in this neighbourhood is an abundant one, but
I regret to state that it is very much diseased in some
places. The long-continued rains of October and the
latter part of September, accompanied with a close
warm atmosphere, did the mischief. Up to the latter
part of September the crop was in general sound and
promised well, but owing to the saturated state of the
land the disease set in and rapidly spread. Com-
plaints are now pretty general about the quantity
diseased. There was a large breadth planted this
year, and as the crop is abundant, it is to be hoped
Potatos will not reach a very high price this winter.
The early crop was in most places very good, and free
from disease. There is no doubt that heavy rain and
a warm atmosphere are fatal to the crop, and nothing
will really prevent the disease. I know of a piece of
ground that has been planted for several years in suc-
cession with Potatos, and I have seen the crops badly
diseased in a wet season, and comparatively free from
disease the following season, when a dry one. A
change of seed and early planting will mostly insure
good crops. I believe farmers in general plant too late,
and they are in consequence obliged to leave the crops
late in the ground. As Potatos are never safe from
the disease when left in the ground should heavy rains
set in, the sooner they are lifted after they are ripe the
better, there is nothing gained by leaving them in the
land, and there is the risk of their getting the disease
should heavy rain set in. M. Saul, Stourloii.

Strawberries at Drumpellier. — Your note
regarding the pot of ripe Strawberries exhibited at
the last meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society
reminds us that Mr. Lewin (Colonel Buchanan's
gardener here) has about 150 pots of the same variety,
all in full fruit. The sight is a most pleasing one.
The firesh green foliage, and the dark carmine and
cream colour of the ripe fruit at this dull season of the
year, render them quite unique from a decorative
point of view. The fruits are large, beautifully
colouring, and of the finest flavour. Mr. Lewin forces
large quantities regularly for his usual spring work,
but this year he determined to attempt autumn fruit.
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intr and the result is ne.-irly as fine a lot of Straw-

ber;ies a if they had been finished off in March

insVead of November. The plants in bear.ng at

present are those that were forced in the spring, then

shifted, and attended to through the summer, so that

this is the second excellent crop from the same plants

in the one season. \V. IV. &' Co.

The Tree Mallow.—Persons induced to cultivate

Lavatera arborea for economic purposes, as recom-

mended at p. 620, should be warned that >t is not

hardy inland. I have watched it along the line of

coast from the Mediterranean to the North of Scot-

land, and have found that, everywhere, like the fig

and the Olive in the South, it thrives best at no great

distance from the sea. It probably prospers even in

the Orkneys, whereas in Central France it is unknown

except as a curiosity under ^P^'^'V '="""^=-,,
i'

"V'
bear iust a very few degrees of frost, but in the Mid-

land Counties it would not survive more than one

winter out of five or six. Sharp frost kills it com-

pletely, reducing it to rotten pulp. Although living

not mire than nine miles from the sea, m order to

make sure of having a few specimens every summer

in my garden, I am obliged to secure a few small

plants in pots in the autumn and keep them indoors

all the winter, turning them out into the open border

in May. The majority of plants so treated do nothing

but make vigorous growth all summer long, and do

not flower until their third year, in which case they

have the ordeal of a second winter, mostly fatal, to

endure. When they do flower, they seed abundantly.

After a plant has once flowered in a garden, self-sown

seedlings come up in plenty during several successive

years. Unless the "selected variety of the Tree

Mallow" is hardier than the origmal species, dis-

appointment will be apt to follow experiments tried

away from the immediate vicinity of the sea.

£. k D.
I
We never saw the plant in quantities away

from the seaside. Eds.]

Drying Pampas Grass.—Some years ago I

eathered many spikes and dried them ; those that had

the most natural appearance when dried were gathered

iust fully opened, with rather long stems. 1 tiea

about four of them near the end of the stalk, and

dried them across the gasalier in the dming-room ;

others I dried in larger bunches, these did not tall so

eracefully when separated. By hanging the flower

part downwards the stem stiffens and does not require

any other support. I have washed the grass when

dirty in a solution of soap and water, rinsed m clean

water, tied it, and dried it out-of-doors across a cord

when it has blown out and looked as fresh as though

iust dried from the root. Helichrjsums I dry in the

same way, the flowers expand and appear as though

opened in the sun, and the stems go quite stiH.

M. A. C.

Pampas Grass.—There is growing in the grounds

at Briz.es Paik, near Brentwood, the seat of John

Rovds E^q., a plant of the above bearing one hundred

and five flower-stems. Mr. Ford, the gardener in-

forms me that in 1875 it bore one hundred and ten.

Is this not a greater number than has been menlionea

by any of your correspondents? Ihos. Wilkinson,

Dudbrook.

and birds nre very uncertain, but that is no reason why

the subject should not be mooted in a journal devoted

to botany and horticulture. We read of wild 1- igs,

and well we may, for that genus is an extensive one,

and those Figs whose fruit is not eatable may be

regarded as wild or not domesticated. Andromache

names them, when addressing her heroic husband

going forth_to fight his country's battles and his own—
' ' That part doth most the skilful Greeks annoy

^

Where yon wild Fig trees join the walls of 1 roy.

All the Fig trees I have ever seen were rambling

bushes rather than trees, save one at Hedsor Lodge

(Lord Boston's), where it grew as a standard, witli a

Mushroom-shaped head and a decent sized bole ;
tiut

this was no wild Fig tree, for it bore fruit regularly

the situation being in the valley of the Thames and

in an old walled kitchen garden. I should be curious

to know if it is still in being ; if so, it could indeed a

tale unfold of the capabdities of horticulture in what

are called the home counties. F.

Celery Fungus.—The experience of Mr. E^

Brook (p. 623) about this pest is ^"/""'"IV '"".y

own that I record it. I first observed the Puccinia

apii in my Celery some four years ago. My plan of

growth ol Celery is to grow it in a quarter of garden

after early Peas. I have regularly done this with

ereat success until the Puccinia came. Last year it

destroyed almost all my crop, and X determined to

move my bed to another garden, hoping to get rid of

it The dry summer, however, compelled me to

plant it on the old ground, and the result is that

whereas last year at this time my <-'^'«='y
.'""''f,'^ ''I'j

rotting hay, this year (on the same ground) it is the best

crop I ever grew, and has not a fungus on it. Had i

removed my bed with this happy result I should have

felt quite proud at the success of my manoeuvre, and

thought it altogether owing to it. W. D. F.

The Sycamore of the Olden Time.-It is one

.fthe greatest privileges of "our glorious constitu-

tion
" to have the Bible circulated without note or

comment ; and however small their number may be

who read the Blessed Book carefully, and understand

what they read, their number is stdl less who read

the larger works on divinity, and study what the

learned commentators;have left us. At this particular

date, when the translators are still in session cor-

recting the errors of former translations, and thereby

rendering the text clearer to comprehend by the

unlearned, it is surely important that the botanical

portion of Holy Writ should likewise be adjusted I

have selected one name only from a long 1st to show

that the idea conveyed by it is decidedly wanting

revision, as will appear when we compare the l?.ngli5h

name Sycamore with the original in Hebrew {ssokmiin),

the Fig-Mulberry, a compound of two Greek words,

sienifvirg a Fig and a Mulberry, as the ftuit is said to

resemble a Fig, and the leavesihose of the Mulberry tree.

The tree (Ficus Sycamorus) is said to be common about

Cairo to this day, and in Solomon's time it must have

been very common indeed, for that excellent botanist as

well as builder is said to have made the costly Cedar

as common as the Sycamore of the plain. Our Acer

Pseudo-Platanuscannot be the «rf>«;ffi ofthe Hebrews,

nor the Fig-Mulberry of the Gieeks, for its winged

seeds and pendulous racemes have little in common

with either the Fig or the Mulberry. The tyro learn-

ing the names of plants would naturally conclude that

as the Maple bush is common in the English hedge so

it was a drudge in the days of Solomon in the plains

of Palestine. "The fruit is said to be insipid and pro-

ceeds from the tiunk o( the tiee. The Commentator

has truly said that the Hebrew names of plants, animals,

Strawberries from March to November,— As

one rather largely engaged in Strawberry forcing

every year, I ventured to state my intention last sprmg

of trying some experiments with forced and other

plants, by which the Strawberry season might be

prolonged. I felt thankful at the time for the words

of encouragement Mr. George Lee, of Clevedon, was

kind enough to off'er me, and his words have turned

out perfectly true. Towards the end of Ust forcing

season I found I had more plants than I could get

through, and I resolved to select the worst, nip out the

flower spikes and pot on with a view to Iruiting thern

this autumn, but instead of Iruiting as I expected, the

majority of them have gone to rest ; not so however,

the forced ones which were shaken out and repotted,

and received only very ordinary attention behind a

north wall during the summer. They have fruited

very freely in little batches all through the autumn,

and I daresay many people would be ^utprised to see

the quality of the fruits I sent m for breakfast last

Sunday morning, November 12. By a little humouring,

Strawberries may be had up to Christmas, but alter

this time of year they are only Strawberries in name,

certainly not in flavour, in murky Lancashire. Before

the late frost a few nights ago a south border here was

glittering with flower spikes, and frmt enough to

satisfy anyone that the Strawberry season is much

shorter than it need be. 1 have taken a fancy to the

prolongation of the Strawberry season, and mean to

try the experiment extensively another year. 1

notice amongst the names given by Mr. Lee that o.

Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury, and in the

"editorial" appended, reference is made to a straw-

berry named Garibaldi. Will any one tell rne the

difl-erence (except in name) between Garibaldi, Vicom-

tesse I16ricart de Thury, and Dae de Malakoff, and I

shall feel obliged. Underbill's Sir Harry is a noble

fruit either late or early ; I don't feel certain that I

correctly name the latter, but if spared till the spring

I mean to test the matter by submitting a sample to

the fruit committee at South Kensington, alter which

lime I may have something to say in recommendation

of a variety which is not so well known as it should

be for forcing. W. Hinds.

the crocks some dry moss was put, and a

good sprinkling of soot, to keep out worms.

As soon as the roots took hold of the fresh

material they were watered three times a week,

and during the very hot weather we had this summer,

every day with manure water made with the drainage

of a cowyard, at the rate of I to 5 gall.ms of soft

water, and always used a few degrees warmer than

the temperature of the pit in which they were grow-

ing • for three weeks before they were cut (Nov. 7),

they had only clear water. The balls were rooted

all over, but not such a mass as when they were shifted

last April. I have been much indebted to Mr. D.

Thomson for the plain instructions he has given in

his Tn-atlse on the CuUiire of Ihc Plne-apflc: Like

him, I have often observed the most healthy roots

amongst the crocks and fibry part ot the ball and

this led me to try how they would do in nearly all

fibre. Charles Ross, Wclford Park.

Limekiln Heating.—As the originator of the

late discussion on this subject—which now seems

nearly exhausted—permit me to thank your corre-

spondents generally for their replies to my queries.

At the same time I must confess that, wilh the excep-

tion of one or two, those replies have not been so

definite as I could have wished, and I find from

private correspondence that many more gardeners

have the same feeling on the subject. What I should

have liked to have seen was a simple tabulated state-

ment ol—i, the entire cost of putting down the kiln

and its surroundings (which might be put down as

capital) ; 2, value of fuel burnt and cost of limestone
;

3 value of lime sold ; 4. cost of supplementary boilers

(if any) and fuel burnt in them ; 5, expense ol the old

system, each for twelve months; and 6, number of

houses heated and their uses. Perhaps this might

yet be given, and if the writer objects to his name

being published, why all reasonable readers will at

once accept the editor's guarantee of good faith in the

matter. Personally I never doubted the power of a

limekiln to give a great heat at times that might

perhaps be made available for horticultural purposes.

But I did doubt its being able to give that heat so

regularly as to alone do the necessary heating of a

lar-e extent of glass in use for general fruit-forcing

and plant-growing purposes. Looking at the fact

that there are quite as many (if not more) gardeners

who have the limekiln apparatus in use in gardens

under their charge, who have not said a word in its

favour, as there are who have done so, 1 think I may

fairly say I am not too hard-headed in slill retaining

those doubts. It is of no use Mr. Bennet (see p. 561)

attempting to pooh-pooh the discussion of expense on

the subject, it being well-known that was the principal

object the promoters of the kiln claimed when first

bringing it before the public, viz., that in future

garden coal bills were to be done away with. //. J,

Clayton, Crimston Cardans, Tadcastcr.

Taxus baccata fructo aurea.—This is a very

interesting object at Easlnor now, with its beau-

tiful golden-coloured berries, so thickly set on the

dense foliage of the darkest hue, which this variety

does here possess. C. T. M.

Mr. Ross' Smooth Cayenne Pines.—In reply

to Mr. W. Coleman (p. 662), regarding the treatment

of the Pines he refers to, 1 beg to state that they were

kept growing on without rest till shifted, at which

time the balls, when turned out of the b-inch pots,

were a complete mass of roots ; when shifted mto the

il-inch pots the material used was very fibry light

loam, with the soil almost entirely knocked out of it.

To each pot was added a handlul of charcoal and a

like quantity of hall decayed bones broken fine. 1 he

balls were not disturbed, but they were potted as

firmly as it was possible with such a compost. On

Hardiness of Dracaena australis.—In answer lo

your correspondent (p. 658) with reference to the

hardiness of DracKna australis, I have, in my nursery

here, a fine specimen, planted some ten years since,

which has proved itself to be perfectly hardy, having

withstood the most severe winters, notably that ol

last year, without protection of any kind ;
this plant

having flowered freely in 1875, is now assuming a

branching form, and will produce a very picturesque

effect among some specimen Conilerre. I am sure,

when the hardiness of this plant in suitable situations

becomes more generally known, it will lead to its

being extensively planted. I may add, that the seed

from the plant here, having ripened well, I have

raised from it some hundreds of seedlings. iV. Abra-

ham, Limerick.
.

This plant has been planted out in the grounds

here for several years unprotected, and is in excellent

health. This ornamental plant is exceedingly useful

for planting out as single specimens, or in groups, in

sheltered places on the lawn, where its graceful mode

of growth is very efl'ective, besides imparting a tropical

appearance. It is also well-adapted for planting out

in vases, where it produces a remarkable and striking

effect. Charles Penford, Pvwerscourt.

Cornus alba —For planting beside the margin of

lakes or about the surroundings, but few subjects

produce a more pleasing eflTect at this season than this

variety of Dogwood, with its bright red stems, trom

the terrace at the beautiful seat of Earl Somere,

Eastnor Castle, this subject can now (November lb)

be seen to perfection, both in individual breadth and

in masses, interspersed with fine pyramidal specimens

of Cuprcssus Lawsoniana, and other ConiferiE ol
}

similar habit. G. T. M.

Window Plants.—I am sure you will gladly
,

lend your powerful aid to any effort at relieving the

grim dulness of our London streets. Most people '

muit have noticed and rejoiced in the great increase of
1

late years in the floral decorations of our windows and

balconies ; but it is still far from what it might be ;
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many who would otherwise be delighted to contribute
their quota to the general embellishment being
deterred by the heavy expense attendant on all

isolated effjrts. I am convinced that, could we only
combine our forces a little, very much might be done
in the way not only of increased decoration but of

much greater economy. A few of us are already
trying what can be done in this direction ; and if any
ol jour readers who may be disposed to join would
write to me, I shall be happy to communicate further
with them. I should like to see a little garden in

every window in London, and I do not see why there
should not be one. George AUihe Adams, no. Park
Slnel, Grorvciior Siuarc, in the "Daily N'ews."

The Gardens at Allerton Priory.— In your last

number (Nov. 18) there is an article by Mr. Hinds on
Allerton Priory, near Liverpool ; and it is therein

stated that I designed and laid out the grounds. Mr.
Hmds has, however, been misinformed on this point,

as I have not even seen the place since it came into

Mr. Grant Morris's possession. Edward Kemp,
The Park, Birkenhead, November 20.

Fertilisation in some Marantaceous Flowers.
—There are some flowers which cannot be fertilised

without insect aid. Perhaps Calathea, Phrynium, and
others (see p. H2), are of this class. I have no
flowers at hand to examine. Will Mr. Nicholson
note whether the pollen is dry or gelatinous ? If dry,

there will be enough grains of pollen find their way
to the stigmatic surface when the sac bursts without
any mechanical conveyance, and no further explana-

tion is necessary ; if gelatinous, it will so adhere to

the insect, that it remains difficult to understand,

even after the apex of the pistil strikes it, how the pollen

passes into the " funnel-shaped process, which deve-
iopes at the extremity of the style, and in the inner-

most hollow of which is the stigmatic surface."

Attention to the nature of the pollen is of conse-

quence in these questions. Leguminous plants, often

claimed as mostly entomophilous, have generally

powdery pollen, and in many cases quite a cloud of

dust sprmgs from the flower the instant anything
touches it. M.

The True Service Tree.—It is by no means sur-

prising that so much misapprehension exists as to

what is the true Service Tree. I have lived long
enough to rejoice in the tokens of senility, and have
never been certain upon the point, until the appear-
ance of your very correct engraving in the Gardeners'

Chroniele of last Saturday. I have known the tree

for some years, from a very fine example which is

growing in the Abney Park Cemetery, Stoke Newing-
ton ; and when the tree has been in blossom, or in

fruit, it has so happened that I have not had time to

procure and transmit specimens, for the purpose of
being certified about the plant. That the tree must
be of rare occurrence appears from Loudon, edit.

1830, sect. 51S8 and 51S9, where, in an enumeration
of the kmds of Service that may be eaten, or used for

culinary purposes, this species is not mentioned. A
very correct description, and some lengthy and inte-

resting particulars, are given as to the character ol the

tree, the different shapes and colouring of the fruit,

and the high estimation in which the wood is

held in France, by millwrights and others,

for its toughness and durability, in the Trea-
sury of Boianv, under the article " Pyrus."
The tree in question, which is the only one of the
kind I have met with, is a fine vigorous tree, from

45 to 50 feet in height, of a pyramidal form, the
branches proceeding horizontally from the central

stem, and depending gracefully ; it happens to be
unfavourably situated for uniform development,
because it is closely planted up on one side with such
coarse growing things as Sycamores and Limes, ^c,
but on the side which is untrammelled with other
trees, its development is very perfect, and the flowers

and fruit very abundant and perfect. When
thoroughly ripe, and partially decaying, the fruit is

very nice, not unlike a brown Beurre Pear in flavour,

but leaving a hot, astringent sensation in the throat
after eating it, so that having eaten one or two, one
has no desire to repeat the performance. It may be
interesting to know that this tree of the True Service
was planted by the Messrs. Loddiges, when, just over
forty years since, they planted this cemetery wuh every
available kind of hardy tree and shrub which their

nursery could furnish. Each genus was planted in a
group, and correctly named, a brick being painted at
one end, the common and scientific name written
thereon, and then half inserted in the ground at such
an angle as to be conveniently deciphered. There
was here fine scope for such an arrangement, and the
various soils (chiefly sandy loam and tenacious clay)
induced a vigorous growth in most of the subjects
that were planted. It is not too much to say that if

it could have been consistent with the interests of the
Company to have spared the collections intact, and the
nomenclature continued, that this would have been
cne of the most useful, instructive, and interesting

arboretums to be found in the country, more especially
when we read (Loudon, edit. 1830, s. 1257) that the
number of species actually cultivated by the Messrs.
Loddiges equalled those under cultivation at Kew.
The species of Rose were here very brgely repre-
sented

; these have all disappeared, and most of the
collections have been entirely swept away to make
room for the objects for which the ground was en-
closed. But there is still a very capital collection of
Cral.Tegus. These, after forty years' growth, are very
handsome and very characteristic. There are
also a good many interesting varieties of Horse-
Chestnut. This collection is nearly or quite
unbroken. Oaks, especially the pseudo-evergreen
varieties, are here in good variety, and in very capital
condition. There is a very complete collection of
Hollies on each side of the entrance, which are well
worth a minute inspection on account of their leaf
variation. These are a notable feature in the grounds,
forming, as they do, a close, brilliant, variegated mass
on either side of the main entrance. There are other
collections, interesting to the plant-lover, but the
completeness of them is interfered with by the require-
ments of the company. I may say in conclusion that
there are here some fine examples of both deciduous
and evergreen trees in the grounds, growing in close
contiguity to the spot where Sir Thomas Abney's
mansion formerly stood. Notably, a very large Tulip
tree, spangled all over in the season with its exquisite
blossoms, a very large and aged Cedar of Lebanon,
&c. iVaiiam Chilty, Stamford Hill.

Tordylium maximum.—Your notice of the
occurrence of this plant at Tilbury suggests the
remark that all its recorded localities in England are
on the banks of the Thames, viz., Oxford, Eton,
Twickenham, Tilbury. Does not this make it

probable that it is an introduced plant, and has
worked its way along the river ? Its discoidal seeds
would be favourable for water carriage. The Eton
locality is certainly below flood line. I cannot answer
for the others. Several plants, not aquatic in their
habits, and which I have not seen elsewhere in this
neighbourhood, are common on the river banks,
especially Picris hieracioides, and Helminthia
echioides. I believe they are both common on the
chalk soils of Berkshire and Oxfordshire, higher up
the river, and the seeds descend by the stream.
C. JV. Dod, Eton. [May it not have been introduced
with foreign seed, cereal or leguminous ? The Oxford
habitat supports this opinion, Eds.]

Eucharis amazonica. — We had here, the
Palace Gardens, Hamilton, a few weeks ago, four
l6-inch and two I2inch pots of this grand Lily in
flower. On the first of July last they were shaken
out of smaller pots, and the bulbs arranged according
to size, the largest being put into the pots above men-
tioned. The compost in which they were potted was
three-parts peat and one of loam, with a good
addition of silver sand and charcoal. They were
immediately plunged into a hotbed made up of leaves
arid tan in a Pine pit, and were regularly attended to
with water, and shaded from strong sunshine with
tiflany. About the middle of September they com-
menced to showlheir "spikes,"and were then removed
to a plant stove, having a mean temperature of 75°,
where they were allowed to expand their bloom?,'
The spikes produced by these six pots numbered
eighty-one (one of the l6-inch pots throwing up
twenty-one of these), and a careful examination of the
spikes, after the blooms had been cut, showed that
seventeen had five, forty-seven had six, and seventeen
had seven individual blooms respectively, altogether
making a total of 486. One feature of the success
attending the flowering of the plants referred to, and
which considerably enhances it is, that none of the
blooms were what might be called a miniature ; on the
contrary, most of them were exceptionally large, so
much so, that a visitor, distinguished by his knowledge
and experience, remarked on seeing them, that they
were the largest blooms he ever saw. As the treat-
ment above stated is somewhat new to us, especially
at the stage at which the bulbs were when potted,
will some of your numerous readers say whether it

corresponds with their own treatment of the Eucharis
amazonica, if their blooming may be considered
extraordinary, and the result of the treatment to which
they were subjected? R. M. and H. H., Joint Seere-
taries of the Hamilton Palaee Young Gardeners' Mutual
Improvement Class.

Heating.—In reply to " Scott's " query regarding
the non-circulation of hot-water in the lower levels of
two ranges of pipes (see p. 657), I am sure that the
proposed tank arrangement would not cure the defect.
The simplest remedy in this case would be to put two
valves, one on the flow and one on the return mains
of the high range, near to the boiler, and, by partially
closing them, to check the circulation in the high range
of pipes to such an extent as will cause circulation in
the lower range. By this simple arrangement the
amount of heat in either of the ranges may be regu-

lated to a nicety. Good throttle-valves are best for
this purpose, as the merest glance at the handles will
show the most Inexperienced person to what extent
the valves are closed. This alteration could be made
in a very short time, at a very small cost, and would
be as certain in its operation as I believe the tank
arrangement would be uncertain. Aana Calida.

I cannot say if " Scott " will'find what he pur.
poses doing to answer. I had a similar case some
years ago. I made matters a great deal better by
reducing for a few feet in length the flow-pipe next
the boiler belonging to that set of pipes which had
the highest ground to go over. I reduced it from
3 to 2-inch pipes, and had a 4-inch flow for that set
of pipes which heated the lower ground. By doing
this, and adding a greater heating surface to the
lowest range, I feel sure he will find some benefit.
7- C. Clarke, Cothelston^, Somerset.

I think if "Scott" (p. 657) were to put a
second flow on to his boiler, he would accomplish his
object better than by the proposed tank. 0( course I
mean a separate flow on the top of the boiler, not a
T piece. Will he say which plan he adopts ? IV. IT.

Veronica Andersoni.-This is more hardy than
many people are aware of, producing in autumn, and
even winter, its lively blue flowers. The abundant
manner in which this plant flowers out of doors is
quite remarkable. Many thousand spikes of flowers
could be counted on the plants growing here. When
cut flowers are in great demand it is ol no little value
at this time of year. The colour is very telling, and
the plant will stand almost any amount of cutting.
This plant, if planted against a south wall, or in any
sheltered place, will well repay any trouble bestowed
on it. Charles Penjord, Po-Mrseoiirt.

Elsham House, Grantham.—Having lately
been over the gardens of Elsham House, and having
seen in the Gardeners' Chronicle of November 1 1 an
account of the above place, 1 wish to correct a state-
ment made by Mr. Giles. The glass department
consists of twenty-one houses, besides conservatory,
frames, &c. The Vines alluded to, with seven or eight
bunches, Mr. Metcalfe informed me, were only tem-
porary, and had only been planted twenty-one
months. These are to be taken out when the per-
manent Vines get fully established. There are four
Pine stoves. It ought to have been 60,000 spring,
and 30.000 summer bedding plants. Isaac Dixon,
Royal Vineyard Nursery, Feltham.

Salvia pratensis.—Ts this often grown as a garden
flower? I do not recollect ever to have seen it, and
am at a loss to account for a single plant which
appeared last year in a hayfield in Eton, and flowered
again last June. The only dressing the field had was
mud from the bottom of a neighbouring stagnant
ditch, not adjacent to any gardens. Salvia verbenacea
IS common in the parish, so I have not mistaken that
for the rare pratensis. The owner of the field pro-
tected the plant, which was very conspicuous when in
flower, and saved the seed, but could not make it
grow. CIV. Dod, Eton. [The plant is very common
in continental pastures, from whence it may have
been introduced with seed. Eds,]

Crocus ochroleucus.—This pretty and delicate
species has been in bloom in my garden for the last
month

; each bulb produces several flowers, and it
lasts long in beauty. The bulbs were sent to me by
M. Boissier two years ago. I do not know why it is
called ochroleucus, for ttie petals are a delicate white •

the anthers are the same colour. The throat and
stigma are bright orange. The leaves, which appear
with the flowers, have a broad central white stripe
It seems to be a hardy species, but should be growii
in a pit or under a bell-glass, as the rain and frost
soon spoil the delicate beauty of the flowers H.
Harpm-Crraie, Drayton-Bcauchamp Rectory, Tring.
Nov. 20.

t >< £,

llatlccs 0f §00hs.
Report by Dr. M. C. Cooke on the Oil Seeds
and Oils in the India Museum, or Produced
in India. Prepared under the direction of the
Reporter on the Products of India. London: India
Museum, 1876.

Dr. M. C. Cooke has added another contribution to
the literature on the useful plants of India in his
recently issued Report on the 0,1 Seeds and Oils in the
India Museum, or Produced in India. This report,
which is a companion to that which appeared not long
since on the gums, resins, and oleo-resins, is carried
out on a similar plan. All the well-known works on
the subject, whether published in England or in India
have been consulted and referred to, and trustworthy
information on any special oil or seed freely quoted
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It is on account of this knowledge of what has been

hitherto written on the matter of Indian economic

plants, and the power of exercising a proper discretion

in selecting just what is useful, that cause these reports

to be of great value. India s so specially rich in

products of the kind treated of here that the extent

of the report, namely, eighty-five pages, will not be

wondered at, and this does not include the volatile

and distilled oils and attars for which, as Dr. Forbes

Watson says in an introductory note, *' India is so

famous." It seems to have been at first intended to

have included these, "but this was found to be a

work of so intricate and extensive a character as neces-

sarily to entail considerable delay in the issue of the

report, and, therefore, the present one has been con-

fined exclusively to expressed or fatty oils, leaving for

a future report the volatile oils, which are in reality

very different substances with quite distinct functions."

We shall gladly welcome the next production, which,

together with those preceding, though officially classi-

fied as reports, *'and are not presented, as detailing

the results of original research," are nevertheless

veritable handbooks on the subjects. It is to be

hoped that they will be all brought together and pub-

lished in one volume of a smaller and more portable

form than that in which they are now issued.

Publications Received. — Decimal Acreage
(London : Stamford), a useful series of tables, com-
piled to show the value of any decimal fraction on an
acre in statute measure.—Le Moniteur Horticole

Beige.—Bulletino della R. Societa Toscana di Orti-

cultura.—Sempervirens.—Alti del Congresso Inter-

natiozionale IJotanico tenettoin Firenze.—Westnik.

—

Report of the Department of Agriculture, Washington.
—Report on Irish Hepaticie, by David Moore, Ph.D.
Album van Eeden.

Fandanex

Typhacea;

NaiadesE (Juncaginea-)

IV.—Clumaks

Reports of Societies.
Linnean.—At the meeting of November 2, Mr.

Bentham promulgated a new arrangement of the

Monocotyledons, with special reference to the

Australian flora, his paper containing also suggestive

remarks concerning terminology. The subjoined

is his tabular view, though, as he remarked,
certain discrepancies seem apparent, due somewhat,
however, to the fact that an absolute linear series

does not exist in nature ; subsidiary affinities,

therefore, are necessarily lost sight of, Lindley's

and Brongniart's classifications were objected

to in some particulars, and a modification preferred

of that of Fries, with, however, considerable altera-

tions. The perianth mainly gives the four primary
divisions, and a variety of secondary characters are

made use of to separate or bring into alliance the

various orders.

I.—Epigyua\ Commelynacea;
Hydrocharideae Juncea;
Scitamine^ (Musacese, &c.) Palmae
Orchideae

j

BurmanniaceEC
IrideEC

AmarylUdes" (Haemodorea

^^^^
Taccacese
Dioscoridea:
Bromeliaceic

//.— Corouarica.
Roxburgh iacese

Liliaceffi (Smilacea:, Mela:
thacese,-&c.)

Fontederiacex
Philydraceje

In the above scheme the wide separation of the

Hydrocharideae from the AlismacccC is unusual, but the

latter he admits is a most anomalous group, combining
something as it were of the Epigynrc, Coronariece, and
Nudiflora;, though tentatively regarding it as linking

in greater measure the Naiades with Hydrocharidece.

With the Iridea; commence a long series of orders

extending to and including Cyperacea; ; boundary
lines being often faint and cross relationships frequent.

Though Palms are liy all held as a good order, nay, by
some considered the equivalent of a separate class, yet

their woody stem and leaf shape are their main
characters ; their flower and fruit in many instances

bearing manifest resemblances to those of JuncaceDS,

While Glumales are generally admitted as a group,

their limits seem only to accord with the different

ideas held as respects the term glume.

Entering into the question of the signification of the

latter term, Mr. Bentham has made a host of com-
parisons in varied genera. He is of opinion that

the essential parts of the flowers of Glumales are

either perianth segments or bracts and bracteoles per-

forming the functions of reduced perianths. Where
these distinctions are clear, the three terms may be
applicable ; and where doubtful, the terms scales or

setae used. But as the functions of bracts and brac-

teoles increase in importance, so does their character

Eriocaiile;

Cenlrolepide;
RestiaccK
Cyperaceje

acquire fixity, and convenience arises in the term glume
for the primary bracts of the spikelet, and of such ones

as perigynium, palea, lodicule, iScc, for the modifica-

tions of the secondary scales in particular groups.

He enunciates two laws. I. Homologous and
generally similar organs should be designated by the

same name. 2. Where the want of homology of two
organs has been demonstrated they should be called

by different names.

The spikelets of Gramineae he considers are a series

of alternate glumes, distichously imbricated along the

axis, one two or more at the base of the spikelets, and
sometimes a few at the end empty, the others having

each a sessile flower in their axil, the short floral axis

bearing usually a palea, two, or rarely three lodicules,

and three, rarely two or six stamens under the

terminal ovary.

Entomological: Koz'. i.— Professor Westwood,
President, in the chair. Mr. F. Smith exhibited some
remarkable specimens of Thorns from Natal and
Brazil, which had been taken possession of by
species of Cryptoceridre for the construction of

their nests. Some of the thorns were as

much as 3 inches in length. Professor West-

wood also exhibited a specimen of the butterfly Hes-
peria sylvanus, received from the Rev. Mr. Higgins, of

Liverpool, having the poUinaria, apparently of an

Orchid, attached to the base of the tongue. Also an

Orchid bulb purchased by Mr. Hewitson with a

collection of roots from Ecuador, which was found to

contain nine living specimens of cockroaches, com-
prising six different species, viz., Blatta orientalis,

americana, cinerea, maderT3, and two others unknown
to him, some being of considerable size

?^i^'^^^,:^^;ui^'-
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defendant's wife to furnish a design, and was told at

the lime that price would be no object. The plaintift

said he furnished the design and left it with the

defenJant's wife, and was told that the defendant was

absent from home and would not return for ten days.

Subsequently he called at the defendant's house and

found his design had been carried into effect, but was

executed in a very coarse manner by some one else,

upon which he sent hi his account and received a

reply from the defendant to the effect that he must

have made a mistake, as his estimate, being higher

than that of other parties, it was therefore not

accepted ; to which the plainiin" replied that if he did

not receive a cheque for the amount he would take

legal steps for the recovery of his claim. The
defendant then offered him lo.f. , which he refused to

take, hence the present action. In cross examination

plaintiff said he did not hear Mrs. Bayley say she

could not arrange anything without he called on her

husband at Nev/ington Causeway, and was not told

that other artistic gardeners were to send in estimates
;

he knew Mr. Pulham of Broxbourne would be an

authority in these matters, but if Mr. Pulham sent in

designs without charging for them, he (plaintifl) would
not do so.

J. Bromwich was called, said he was a florist and
floral decorator, and was always paid for his designs.

For the defence it was urged that the claim was a

most exorbitant one, and moreover, as the order was
obtained behind the husband's back, he could not be

rendered liable.

' Edward Bayley said he was a contractor, of 42,

Newington Causeway, and never gave his wife any
definite authority to order the design, he had sent to

Mr. Pulham, who had furnished a sketch of the

intended alterations.

Mrs. Bayley, the defendant's wife, said the plaintiff

called about midday and remained about ten minutes,

and told him to suggest something appropriate and
pretty, but never expected a design for which she was
to have to pay five guineas, but when it was brought
she said she should submit it to Mr. Bayley at

Newington Causway, and he would see about it. The
witness said she never gave the plaintiff any definite

order whatever.

This being the case for the defence, Mr. Charles
Williams addressed the court at considerable length,

when the learned judge said he would reserve his

judgment till Thursday, the 23d inst., when his

Honor, in giving judgment, said that, after deli-

berately looking over the evidence before him, it

was evident that no order was given at the time the

plaintiff stated, as a letter, not produced, was written

to the defendant at Newington Causeway. Nothing
appears to have been said about charge, although the

plan was left with the defendant's wife at Brixton,

who appeared satisfied with it, and told the plaintitl

to see her husband ; and, under these circumstances,

the plaintiff, not having done the work, the defendant

denied his liability. His Honor considered the

plaintiff was not entitled to claim anything, as there was
no express agreement to pay for the design. He was
not entitled to recover, as it was a pencil sketch on

half a sheet of paper, and if it was intended to be

paid for, a more detailed and elaborate sketch would
have been made out. Judgment would, therefore,

be for the defendant, with costs of attorney and

witnesses.

Buying Diseased Potatos : Hancock v. I/arn's.

—At the Westminster County Court, on Wednesday
last, this case was heard before Mr. Judge Biyley.

The plaintiff sued the defendant, a salesman in

Covent Garden Market, to recover the sum of 1 1 j-. 3(/.

,

being the value of five hampers of Potatos purchased

from the defendant on October 12 last. The plaintiff,

being called, said he purchased the Potatos on Thurs-

day, October 12, and when he turned them out on the

Friday morning following, they were not according to

sample, and, instead of being sound middlings, were

diseased "chats," not fit for human food, and that

when he called upon the defendant on the same
day, he would neither take them back nor make
him any allowance for them. An assistant from the

defendant was called, who said he was present when
the plaintiff bought the Potatos, and he knew at the

time he bought them, from the low price he paid for

them, that they were diseased, as sound Potatos

would have fetched a much higher price. In answer

to the learned Judge, witness said the plaintiff

sampled every bag he' bought. Judgment was given

to the defendant, with costs. Ilis Honor remarking

that it was absurd to suppose that the plaintiff was
buying good Potatos at the price given for those he

had purchased. Defendant was allowed his costs.

In the Exchequer Division of the High Court

of Justice on Wednesday last, a daughter of Mr. Peeh,
gr. to Mrs. Treadwei.l, Norwood, brought an action

ogainst Mr. James P. Oakman, a grocer, at Wim-
bledon, Surrey, for breach of promise to marry, which

resulted in the jury returning a verdict for the plaintiff

—damages, £, loo.

©it'tuarg.
Died, at Leaton Knolls, near Shrewsbury, on the

nth inst., Mr. John Wilson, in his sixty-fifth year.

Mr. Wilson was for thirty-six years gardener and

bailiff at Leaton Knolls, serving during that time three

different proprietors. He was an excellent practical

gardener, and had gained the respect of a large circle

of friends.

Variorum.
Village Cookery.—Mr. C. B. Clayton is a

vigorous missionary on behalf of cookery, not merely

on his own estate at Carrigbyrne, in Ireland, but at

Cheltenham and other places in England, where he
has lighted up a desire fur instruction in the art. The
IVcxfoni Itideptiuient gives an account of the Irish

School at Carrigbyrne, which shows the progress

which has been made there in the teaching of

cookery :

—

''The division of time in each week is admirable.

Mondays and Thursdays, cooking ; Tuesdays, washing
;

Wednesdays, baking ; Fridays, ironing" ; Saturdays,

cleaning up, and a half-holiday. The individual girls

learning during the week we have before us were eighteen,

and these appear to have been divided over a pretty

large district, for we see some from Clongeen and Tem-
plenacrow, some from Raheen, the majority, of course,

being from Carrigbyrne. The first question invariably

asked of us is—What is done with the provisions cooked ?

Well this is answered by the return also, for we see therein

set down fifty free meals to the girls learning, we see

other free meals to the poor and sickly of the surround-

ing district, and we see thirty-tsvo paid for meals—twenty
of these being school boys, whose dinner only cost 'zhd.

each—for this they pay id. each. We see ten parlies

who came from a distance for medical advice to the

Carrigbyrne Dispensary, as having got ten meals at a
cost of 3^. yi. ; and we see some one or two gentlemen
who were travelling and called in for their bowl of soup
or omelette, which is served, done to a turn, by one of

these neat-handed little Phillisses learning. We see some
of the dishes are not at all expensive, but are just what
poor people can have every day at home. We have here

Irish slews, stuffed hearts, sheep's-head soup, suet pud-
dings, tripe. Macaroni, vegetable soup. Rice puddings,

Potato pies, cottage pies, small mutton pies made up of

bits and scraps, &c. Now these are the very dishes

which poor people can have, and should have. But we
hear some one objecting that these dishes require season-

ing, and everyone can't hive their Thyme and their

Onions, their Parsnips and their Carrots, their Sage and
their Celery, their Leek and their Parsley. We answer

that we beUeve everyone in the country can, and we know
that every httle girl attending this Industrial School, and
every boy of competent age attending the National

School there, has his or her little garden at home
in which every one of these vegetables are cultivated.

These cott.ige gardens were introduced there last season,

and Mr. Brown Clayton now pays them an annual

visit and awards them a number of prizes. We ask of

others, would not a few shillings spent this way. and an
annual visit of this kind, repay the expense and trouble

a hundred-fold? But these are not the only dishes

cooked, for we see veal pies, batter puddings, beefsteak

pies, Apple pies, sweet omelettes ; and in the baking

line we have drop cakes, luncheon cakes, sugar cakes,

ginger cakes, sponge cakes, custard puddings, &c., so

that their training is neglected in no department of the

art of cooking. Thus these giris get a trainmg which

never leaves them in after life. Some of them may go

as servants, but the majority of them will make the

effects of their training felt in their own homes, and thus

many a family will be benefited down to future genera-

tions, for we all know that good mothers make good
daughters."

The Larch Woods and Forests of Athole.
The Dukes of Athole have reason to be proud of

their Larch plantations. It is reported of a recent

duke that he sent a trusty servant to Monzie,

near Crief, to measure Mr. Campbell's ancient

Larches, which were reported to be as large, or a

little larger, than any others in Perthshire. The
messenger was one of those honest people who never

swerve an inch on either side of truth, and on his

return he wore a very grave face. The owner of the

Dunkeld Larches observed the signs of what he was

pleased to interpret as too much whisky taken at

Monzie. " Man !
" he exclaimed, " Campbell's given

ye too much whisky," and he swept him from his

presence with a gesture. It may be that trees o

earlier date, and even of a few more inches in girth

(though this is doubtful) may be found on other

estates; but there is only one Loch Oidie, where the

Duke has bequeathed to his successors the noblest

view of Larch plantations in Scotland. The slopes

on three sides of this secluded loch reach the water

from the hills, and terrace after terrace is clothed

with Larch, in the ascent to the bare summits above,

till those higher ranges are reached, which are

thatched with Scotch Fir. H. Evcrs/icd, in '' Ai^ri-

cidtural Gazette.^'

(Enquiries*

He that ijuestioiUth my^k sJiall learn much.—Racon.

146. The Garibaldi Strawherrv.— Can any of

your readers give me the name of the person who sent

out Garibaldi Strawberry, or that of tlie reputed raiser

of it ? This will give a clue as to its identity with Vicom-
tesse H^ricart du Thury or otherwise. Edwd. Bciniett,

Rablcy Nursery, Herts.

Answers to Correspondents.

Api'les, Teaches, and Nectarines: J. Af.rson'

Dessert Apples : Cornish Gillifiower, Sturmer Pippin,

and Braddick's Nonpareil. Kitchen Apples : Dunie-

low's Seedling, Alfriston, and Beauty of Kent.

Pcjches : Early Beatrice, Grosse Mignonne, Roya:

George, Noblesse and Bellegarde. Nectarines

Balgowan, Elruge, Prince of Wales, Violette I-Iative*

and Victoria.

Books : A. H. Grisebach's Flora of the West India

Islands, published by I^ovel Reeve & Co. We know
of no works solely devoted to the flora of Panama, on
which nothing' but scattered papers has, we believe,

been published. See Seemann's Botany of the Herald.
—J. B. There are few current publications such as

you desire. Warner's Orchidaceous Plants comes the

nearest to your description. Most other works are

too small to give life-size portraits. The Botanical

Maoazinc. LIllustration Horticole, Flote des Serres,

Album I'an Eedeu, all publish useful figures of plants

of various kinds.

Carpet Bedding : //. J, C. We do not know of any

book specially devoted to this subject.

Chinese Primrose : G. E. N. It is an accepted fact

that the parts of the flower are formed on the same
plan as leaves. The caly.x in your Primrose shows

this very clearly, but we cannot tell you why your

plant has assumed such an appearance.
Chrysanthemums: N. O. We do not understand your

inquiry about showing Chrysanthemums. Repeat

the question in a more intelligible form.

Climbers : A. E. For the greenhouse : Lapageria

rosea and L. alba, MandeviUa suaveolens, Tacsonia

Van Vol.xemi, Coba^a scandens, Jasminum azoricum,

or Ruscus androgynus. For the stove : Stephanotis

floribunda, Allamanda Schottii, Passiflora Raddiana
(kermesina), Passiflora racemosa (pnnceps), Bignonia

venusta, Cissus discolor for coloured foliage.

Erica : Dromes. The specimen sent is E. hyemalis.

The variety something like it is perhaps E. Will-

moreana.
Gun License : C. H. If you have the authority of

your employer to use a gun for the purpose of scaring

birds in his garden, a gun licence is unnecessary.

Horticultural Directory : N. O. 171, Fleet

Street, E.C.
Insects : J. E. B. You can do nothing but scrub

your Rose tree stem with a solution of soft soap, or

Gishurst Compound.— G. S. If you are in doubt, u?e

Gishurst Compound, or a compound of tobacco-water

with a solution of soft soap thickened with clay, as a

paint for the red spider, and brush with the same, or

a solution of soft soap, for the scale. We should not

use the spirit too freely on the young wood.

Names of Fruits : S. C. H. Your Apple is the

Golden Noble.

—

Erratum. In last week's " Names of

Fruits," for Barton Russet, read Boston Russet.

Names of Plants : B.C. 1, Santolina incana ; 2, Sedum
aizoides variegatum

; 3, Sedum carneum variegalum.

Ilex. I, probably a Celastrus ; 2, Ta.vus baccata
; 4,

Hippophae rhamnoides
; 5, Iberis sp. ? The others we

cannot name. Send them with 1 and 5, in flower, in

the spring.—//. if IK. Abies clanbrasiliana, the

dwarf form of the common Norway Spruce.— C. E. F.

I, Lastrea dilatata collina ; 2, apparently Lastrea

dilatata glandulosa.—7. R. H. One of the Phlebo-

diums, but we cannot say which from such a speci-

men.
Prize Money : C. H. The Society in question is

notoriously long-winded in paying its prize-money.

We cannot say when it will pay, and are afraid you
must wait a little longer.

Prize Schedules : James. If, as we gather from your

note, you wish to prevent two plants of the same
family being included in a collection of six plants, ycu
must not use either of the words you suggest — " varie-

ties" or "kinds "—for they will not define your mean-
ing. The wording in such a case should be—"Six
stove or greenhouse plants, in bloom, of distinct

genera." This would prevent three Heaths being

included. Or if the class is for foliage plants— "Six
stove or greenhouse plants, with ornamental foliage, of

distinct genera." The latter wording would shut out

duplicates of Crotons, but not of Palms, though, as

these might be of distinct 'genera and distinct

aspect, it is questionable if they should be shut out.

If you desire to limit the number it would be better to
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add something like this—" not more than two Palms
admitted." The award under your old schedule waA
quite correct so far as the wording is concerned, since

the term varieties (or kinds) would admit three

Heaths, or even the whole number might have been
Heaths.

Roses : 7. //. 71/. The M.ineUi is not used as a stock

for standards.

Vines : Arcanum. Was the Vine in question planted

outside, or how was the stem protected ? Could frost

have been the cause ? Please examine and report to

us. We are under the impression at present that it

has been the frost that has killed your Vines.

WiTLOOF : Pevdiila. Treat it exactly the same as

Chicory.

^^ FoKEiGN Subscribers sending Post-office Orders,
payable at the post-office, King Street, Covent Gar-
den, London, are requested to be good enough to

WTite to the Publisher, at the office of this paper,

41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, at the same
time, to inform him of the fact.

•»* Correspondents are specialty requested to address,

post-paid, all communications intended for publica-

tion to the "Editors," and not to any member of the

staff personally. The Editors would also be obliged
by such communications being sent as early in the
week as possible. Letters relating to Advertisemeiits,

or to the supply of the Paper, should be addressed to the

Publisher^ and not to the Editors.

Cut Flowers.

Catalogues Received.— Messrs. J. M. Thorburn &
Co. (15, John Street, New York, U.S.A.). Wholesale
List of American Grown Plants for the European
Trade.— R. Dean (Ranelagh Road, Ealing, London,
W.), Catalogue of Primroses, Hardy Herbaceous and
other Plants, Choice Potatos, &c.— Messrs. Ewing
& Co. (The Royal Norfolk Nurseries, Eaton, near
Nonvich), Catalogue of Fruit, Forest and Ornamental
Trees, Conifer;^, Evergreens, &c.— Hoofd, Catalogus
van Vruchtboomen Heesters, Conifeeren, Rozen, edz,,

van P. Hooftman te Boskoop (Fruit and Ornamental
Trees, Conifers, Roses, &c.).—Messrs. Wm. Smith &
Sons (35. Market Street, Aberdeen, Catalogue of

Forest Trees, Conifers, Shrubs, Fruit Trees, Roses,
&c.—Messrs. J. Cocker & Sons {Sunnypark and Frog-
hall Nurseries, Aberdeen), Descriptive Catalogue of
Forest and Ornamental Trees, Climbing Plants.

Roses, &c.

Communications Received.—A. G- U.—P. H. G.—W. P.—
N. 0.~D. D.—Mr. T., Brussels (anticipated months ago).—
J. C. & Co.—W. W. & Co.—S. & S.—J. O.-A Young
Spade.—R. D.—J. R. J.—A. T. M.—C. L.—A. B. RIc. D.

*** IMPORTANT N0TICE.~7%tf Agricultural
Gazette is Published on Mondays, in time

for the Evening Mails, containing a Full Report of

ike Londo7i Markets, and of all other Agricultural

Intelligence ut> to the hour ofgoing to press.

[arhcts.
COVENT GARDEN, Novcmher 23.

Trade still remains quiet, and prices have been barely

maintained this week. St. Michael Pines are arriving in

large quantities, and inferior samples may be had at

very low prices, a few lots making the usual average.

Kent Cobs, with more inquiry.

Wholesale Apple Market.
Jama Webber,

Apples, per ^-5
Cobs, per lb.

Grapes, per lb.

; 1 6- 6 o
I

Oranges, per too .

10-13 Peaches, per doz. .,

06-60 Pears, per doz.
8 0-14 o Pine-apples, per lb..

Vhgktab

Artichokes, per bush. 4 o- .

Asparagus. Fr. , bun. 2 6- .

— Eng. Globe, doz. 40-6
Beans, French (new),

Beet, per doz. \,

Brussels Sprts. bush.
Cabbages, per doz. .

.

Carrots, per bunch.. <

Cauliflowers, perdoz.
Celery, per bundle .

.

Chilis, green, per 100
Cucumbers, each ..

Endive, per doz.

Herbs, per bunch .

,

Horse Radish, p. bun

Potatos.—Kent Regents, £,^

Leeks, per bunch .

.

Lettuces, per score..
— French, per doz.

Mint, green, bunch
I- .. ' Mushrooms, per pott.
--20 — buttons, do.
I- . . Onions, per bush, ..

1- 2 o — young, per bun.
- . . Parsley, per bunch.

.

--40 Radishes, per bunch.
1- z o !

— Spanish, doz. .

.

1- .. I — New Jersey, doz.
,- I o Salsafy, per bundle
- 2 o

j

Seakale, per punnet
>- 3 o

i
Shallots, per lb.

'- .. Spinach, per bushel
!- o 4 Tomatas. per doz. ..20
»- ., Turnips, per bundle o 4

^6; Essex Regents, ^^4

6- 1

6- .

> AS ; Kidneys, C^ per ton,

Plants in Pots,

Asters, per doz. . . 40-90
Begonias, perdoz. .. 6 0-12 o
Bouvardias, do. ..12 0-18 o
Chrysanth,

,
perdoz. 4 0-12 o

Coleus, per dozen . . 30-90
Cyclamen, per doz.. 12 0-30 o
Cyperus,do 60-120
Dracaena terminalls 30 0-60 o— viridis, perdoz. 18 0-24 o
Epiphyllum,perdoz.i2 0-30 o
Erica caffra, p. doz. 6 0-18 o
Ferns, invar., p. doz. 6 &-30 o
Ficus elastica .. 2 6-15 o

Fuchsia, per doz. ., 4 0-18 (

Heaths, variety, doz. g 0-24 c

Heliotrope, per doz. 6 0-12 (

Hyacinth,Rom. ,doz.i2 0-24 c

Mignonette, do. .. 6 o- 9 (

Myrtles, do 3 t>~ 9 <

Palms in variety,each 3 6-21 <

Pelsu-goniums, scarlet,

Bouvardias, per bun.

TIUIS 4 o- t

elli.^ ;blo.

I
Heliotropes, 1;

I

Hyacth.,Rom.,
Mignonette, iz

!
N;

Carnations, pcvdozen i C>- 4
Chrysanth., 12 blm;
— 12 bunches
Cyclamen, per doz.

Dahlias, 12 bunchi
Epiphyllum, 12 bims. 10-30' Stephanotis,
Eucharis, per doz. .. 3 0-12 o ,

Violets, 12 b
Gardenia, per doz. . . 30-90

Pelargoniums, 12 spr.

— zonal, 12 spr.ivs

Primula, dbl. , p. bun.
Roses, indoor, p. doz.

SEEDS.
I.ONDON : Nov. 22 —Great animation continues to

characterise the trade for farm seeds, and the strong

upward movement in the values of all the leading

varieties has made further progress. American advices

report the condition of the Clover market as unaltered,

supplies being still light with hardening rates. With
favourable weather for threshing, and such is generally

the case during the month of December, the offerings

from the other side of the Atlantic will, possibly, increase.

If, however, it should happen otherwise, the wide-spread
European requirements of the ensuing spring must, it

is believed, enhance rather than depress the present

range of quotations. A first small arrival of New York
State seed is reported at Liverpool. As might be
expected, the extreme currencies now prevailing are

attracting to market more samples of new English Red
Clover seed, and for fine parcels growers, of course,

demand long prices. A noticeable feature of the present
week is a rise in white Clover seed of some £j] to £Z per
ton. Alsike also to some extent sympathises in this im-
provement, and in Trefoils a further advance has been
established of u. to is. per cwt, A good amount of

attention is still given to Italian Rye-grass, which article

meets with a ready sale on higher terms. Canary seed
is again cheaper, but Hemp keeps steady at its present
moderate level. There is scarcely anything doing in

either Mustard or Rapeseed. John Sha-w 6* Sons, Seed
Merchants, 37, Mark Lane, London, E.G.

CORN.
Trade at Mark Lane on Monday was very quiet, and

quotations for English Wheat were much the same as
on Monday se'nnight. In foreign Wheat, the better

qualities realised an advance of about is. per qr. as com-
pared with a week ago. Barley supported with difficulty

the rates of last week. Malt was dull. Oats were
quoted as before ; Russian Corn, however, was firm.

Maize, Beans, and Peas were nominally unaltered. For
flour^quotationsihad rather a tendency in'buyers"favour.

—

The attendance of buyers on Wednesday was very small,

and the amount of business done was insignificant.

Much of the produce was, of course, affected by the
weather, and where sales were forced some slight reduc-
tion from the rates of Monday had to be submitted to.

The supplies were moderate,— Average prices of Corn
for week ending November j8 :—Wheat, 48J, id.\

Barley, 391. 3^. ; Oats, 25^. ^d. For corresponding
week last year:—Wheat, 47.T,; Barley, 38^. 3^. ; Oats,
2:;f. 8(/.

CATTLE.
At the Metropolitan Market on Monday some choicest

descriptions of beasts realised higher pricps, but the

general improvement was not great. The supply of
sheep was much reduced, owing to the falling off in

foreign consignments ; prices rather improved for

choicest qualities, but trade was dull. Trade for calves

about the same as of late. Quotations:— Beasts, 41. to

5r., and 5.r. 6d. to 6.r. ; calves, 5^. to 6s. 4<t'. ; sheep,

51. 4t/. to 6f., and 6s. Si/, to js. 2/.
;
pigs, 41. 6d. to

5^. 4(/,—On Thursday beasts were in moderate supply,
with a fair demand, and Monday "s quotations were well

maintained. There were more sheep than on Thursday
last, choice descriptions being scarce, with ready pur-
chasers. Good calves were dear, and trade generally
had improved.

HAY.
The Whitechapel market report for November 21

states that trade was dull, and rates were somewhat
lower ; the supply on sale was large. Prime Clover,

looj. to 135J. ; inferior. 85J. to 955. ;
prime meadow

hay, 90J. to 130^'. ; inferior, 55J. 10 751. ; and straw,

4,0s. to 48J. per load.—Cumberland Market quotations :

—Superior meadow hay, £6 los. to jQy ; inferior, ^5 $s,

to £^ iZs. ; superior Clover, £7 to £y los. ; inferior,

£^ iQs. to £6 6s.
; and straw, £2 js, to £2 12s. per

load.

POTATOS.
The reports Irom the Borough and Spitalfields mar-

kets state that there is still a great deal of disease among
the Potatos, and consequently anything good moves off

without difficulty at full quotations. Rent Regents,
100.1. to 1305^. per Ion ; Essex ditto, 70^. to \ios. ; Rock,
60s. to 8oi. ; Flukes, 120T. to ijos.; and Victorias, 901.

to 155?. Last week's imports into London consisted

of 39,231 bags from Hamburg, 15,199 Antwerp, 2278
bags TOO barrels and 65 baskets Rotterdam, 2278 sacks
Dunkirk, 1039 Rouen, 4073 bags Ghent, 1799 Bremen,

4566 Amsterdam, 212 bags 92 sacks Boulogne, and 100
bags and 84 sacks Dahouet.

COALS.
The market on Monday was dull, and prices for house

coals gave way u. per ton. Wednesday "s market was
quiet, and business was done at previous prices. Quo-
tations :—Hastings Hartley, ijs. -^d.; Walls Ends

—

Haswell, 20J. 61^.; Hetton, qoj. 6d.; Hetton Lyons,
17J. 3^. ; original Hartlepool, 201. 6(/. ; Kelloe, 17s. 6d.;

East Hartlepool, 20s. yl.

MESSRS. JNO. STANDISH AND CO.'S
CATALOGUE for Autumn. 1876, and Spring, 1877. is

now ready, and may be had, post-free, on application.

// contains fhrfcllowin^:—

PlanU of Recent Introduction. Conlferie.

.Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Hardy Climbers, Clemat
Plants for Winter Forcing. Rhododendrons, A
A/alea indira and Camellias. Kalmias, &c.

Tree Carnations and Ericas.
|

Roses. Standards and

Ferns and Lycopods.
[

also in pots.

Hardy Trees and Shrubs.
j

Fruit Trees.

Transplanted Forest Trees, Grape Vines.

Dutch Bulbs, Flower Roots, &c.
Royal Nurseries, Ascot. Berks.

D*aifs. r

R HODODENDRONS.
3-yr. SEEDLINGS.
4-yr. SEEDLINGS, fine.

6 to 10 inchei, bushy.
|

S to i2 inches, bushy.

12 to iS inches, bushy.
For Price and Samples, apply to

HENRY F.\RNSVVORTH, Matlock Bank, Derbyshire.

POCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
V^* Reduced price, 20 bushels, (s. S^/. ; 100, 20J. : or TnicU-

load (about 300 Bushels), 40J. Delivered free to any rail m
London.

J STEVENS, Fibre Works, High Street, Eattersea. S.W.

POCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
V^ Protects from Cold, Frost, &c.—No Russia Mats needed.

Use a layer of FIBRE REFUSE, 3./. per bushel ; too for 201.;

truck 405. Free to any rail or wharf, as supplied to Messrs.

Carter ft Sons, Veitch & Sons, Bull, Wills, Ewing, Daniels

Bros., Di.ton & Co., Dickson & Sons, Herr Schmidt,

Germany ; Martin Muller, Strasburg, &c.
M. H. BENTOTE, Fibre Maker, Lausanne Road, Nunhtad,

London, S.E.

Fibrous Peat for OrcliidB, &o.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best
quality for Orchids, Stove Plants, &c , £6 Cs. per truck.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhododendrons, Azaleas,

Heaths, American Plant Beds, 17s. per ton.

Delivered on rail at Blackwater, S. E. R. , or Farnborough,

S. W. R.. bv the truck-load. Sample sack, 51. 6rf. each.

Fresh SPHAGNUM, loi. 6<i. per sack.

WALKER AND CO., Farnborough Station, Hants.

PEAT.—A few hundred tons of superior Peat,
delivered at either of the Farnborough Stations on the

South-Western or South-Eastern Raihvays. at 17s. a ton.

W. TARRY, Bailiff, Bagshot, Surrey.

AUTUMN SOWING.
ODAMS' MANURES,

FOR ALL CROPS.
Manufactured by the NITRO-PHOSPHATE and ODAMS'

CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY (Limited), consisting

of Tenant- Farmers occupying upwards of 150,000 acres of Land.

C;ii(r«/,i«—ROBERT LEEDS, Keswick Old Hall, Norwich.

Afana^ng Director—ihWES ODAMS.
Suh-Mnnnger and Secretary—C. T. MACADAM.

Chief Office — log, Fenchurch Street, London, E.G.

WESTEliN Counties BRANcn-Queen Street, Exeter.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary,

Or may be had of the Local Agents.

GISHURST COMPOUN D—
Used by many of the leading Gardeners since 1859,

against Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other Blight,

in solutions of from i to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and
of from 4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit

Trees. Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in boxes, 11., 3!., and tos. 6d.

Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited)^

r)USSIA MATS, for Covering from Frost
t 301. to 70J. per too; Packing from 20s. GUNNV

BAGS, 3</. each.

T. MALTBV AND CO., it, Fenchurch Buildings, Fenchutiai

Street, E.C.

Fine New Arcliangel Mats.

T C.WHEELER AND SON have imported
• this season, direct from Archangel to Gloucester, some

fine NEW ARCHANGEL MATS. Samples and prices maf
be obtained on application to

J. C. WHEELER and SON, 59, Mark Lane, London, E.C
,

MATS.—Archangel, Petersburg, Packing
Mats, &c.

RAFFIA for tying. TRAINING STICKS. BAMBOO
CVNES. &c. Before purchasing send for prices to

C. J. BLACKITH and CO., Cox's Quay, Lower Thames
Street, London, E.C.

r>USSIA MATS, for Covering Garden
V Frames.^ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are

the cheapest and most durable. Price List, which gives the

size of every class of Mat. forwarded post-free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7. Commercial Street, Shoredilch,

London, E.C. ^_
Russia Mat Merchants.

MARENDAZ AND FISHER, having
received from their Agents in Russia an immense quan-

tity of ST. PETERSBURG MATS this season, of various

qualities, can now quote unusually low to the Trade.

ARCHANGEL MATS are very de.ar, and still rising in price.

9, James Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

RUSSIA MATS.—A large stock of Archangel
and Petersburg, for Covering and Packing (price on

application for Archangel)—Petersburg, 6or. to looj. per 100

;

s\iperior close-wove, 40J., 5or. and 55r. per too : Packing Mats

at 20X., 30J., and 35J. per 100: and all other descriptions of

SONS, Wc wood Street,

Ornamental Flints, for Grotto Work.

HORNED FLINTS, specially selected
from the celebrated Norfolk and Suffolk Flint Pits, f«

Ornamenting Banks. Caves, Ferneries. Fountains, Odd
Comers, &c : also Rough and Faced Flint for building purposes. \|
Prices and full particulars of

JOSEPH R. MOUNT, Merchant, Brandon, Suffolk.
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THE BEST AND CHEAPEST ILLUSTRATED AGRICULTURAL ALMANAC.

WILL BE READY DECEMBER 4.

Agricultural Gazette
ALMANAC 1877.

Profusely Illustrated, price 4d.; Post Free, 5y.

CONTENTS.
Calendar, compiled especially to meet the wants

of Farmers.

Cattle Feeding.

Early Spring Food.

Merino Sheep.

Kohl Rabi.

The Mangel Wurzel Crop.

Turnip Manuring.

Lambs.

Turnip-Fly.

Bare Fallows.

Harvest Work.

Cattle Feeding.

The Harvest of 1876.

Cattle Food for Winter.

Fatting Cattle.

Mechi and Tiptree (with Portrait).

Notes on Farm Buildings.

Licences and Certificates.

The Dairy :—

British Dairy Farmers' Association.

Cheese Making.

Testing Milk.

How long to Milk a Cow.

Raw or Cooked Roots as Food.

The Imperial Parliament ;

—

House of Peers.

House of Commons.

Postal Information.

Agricultural .Societies, Farmers' Clubs, .and

Chanibers of Agriculture.

Determination of the Carcase Weight of Cattle.

Table to Calculate Wages and other Payments.

Bull Staff and Nose Ring (Illustrated).

Modern Agriculture, by J. J. Mechi, specially

written for this Almanac.

Drugging Horses in the Spring.

Poultry Feeding Apparatus (Illustrated),

Our Portrait Gallery.

Lady Pigot (with Memoir).

Baron Liebig (with Memoir).

Mr. John Bravender, F.G.S. (with Memoir)

Mr. Charles Randell (with Memoir).

Mr. Henry Corbett (with Memoir).

Mr. George Drewry (with Memoir).

Principal Cattle Fairs.

Sporting Fixtures.

Shorthorns in 1876.

A Bee at Bainesse.

In the Showyard (Illustrated).

Younger Sons as Emigrants.

European H.arvest of 1S76.

Hints to Shepherds (Illustrated).

Results of Cirencester Experiment.

Overfeeding for Exhibition.

Substitutes for Beer in the Harvest Field

(Illustrated).

LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS.
Fhe Rev. R. P. Kennard's " Queen Mary.''

Mr. Orial Viveash's Yearling Shorthorn Bull,

" Hudibras."

The Rev. R. B. Kennard's Shorthorn Heifer,

" Olga."

\K-ssrs, W. Hoskin & Sons' Shorthorn Heifer,

"Alexandria II."

Mr. W. Groves' Hereford Steer.

The Queen's Hereford Heifer, " Duchess of

Edinburgh."

Mr. E. B. Gibson's Jersey Cow, "Lady Grey."

Mr. E. B. Gibson's Jersey Bull, " Ducal."

Cotswold Ram from a Herefordshire Flock.

Lord Moreton's Prize Bull, " Barrister."

Mr. Dudding's Shorthorn Heifer, " Pride of

Panton," with Lincoln Sheep.

Mr. John J. Clark's Shearling Lincoln Rams.

Box for Feeding Poultry.

Do. Reversed for Filling.

Mr. William Woodward's Bull Staff and Nose

Ring.

Canon Gee's Tea Maker.

Devon Heifer Shown at Birmingham.

Ewe Pen.

Portable Sheep Rack.

The Queen's Devon Heifer, " Florence.'

PORTRAITS.
Lady Pigot.

Baron Liebig.

Mr. John Bravender, F.G.S.

Mr. Charles Randell.

Mr. Henry Corbett.

Mr. J. J. Mechi.

PUBLISHED BY W. RICHARDS, AT THE OFFICE OF "THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE,"

7, CATHEEINE STEEET, STEAND, LONDON, W.C.
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Oil Paint No Longer Necessary.

HI LL AND SM ITH'S BLACK
VARNISH for Preserving Ironwork. Wood, or Stone.

This VarnUh is an excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-
door work, while it is fully two-thirds cheaper. It was intro-

duced upwards of thirty years ago by the advertisers, and its

genuine good quality, notwithstanding a host of unprincipled
imitators, is fully attested by its constantly increasing sale. It

may be applied by an ordinary labourer, requires no mixing or
thinning, and is used cold. It is used in the grounds at

Windsor Castle, Kew Gardens, and at the seats of many hun-
dreds of the Nobility and Gentry, ftom whom the most flattering

testimonials have been received, which Hill & Smith will

forward on application.

Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at is. dd. per gallon.
at the Manufactory, or \s. Zd. per gallon carriage paid to any
Station in the Kingdom.

Unsolicited Testimonial.
Glangwifh, Llanpumpsani, Carmarthen, Nov. 27. 1873.—

"Mr. Lloyd Lloyd encloses cheque for .£3 55-., amount due to

Messrs. Hill & Smith, and he considers the Black Varnish
one of the most useful things he ever possessed."

Apply to HILL and SMITH, Brierly Hill Ironworks, ne^r
Dudley : and 118, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.G., from
whom only it can be obtained.

CAUTION.—It having lately come to the knowledge of
Hill & Smith that spurious imitations of this Varnish are
being offered by unprincipled dealers at a slight reduction in

price, they would specially draw attention to the fact that every
:ask of their Varnish
addn /ithout which r

/ith their and

Garden Wall Wiring

"P HOLLIDAY, Practical Wireworker,
Xt» 2A., Portobello Terr.ice. Netting Hill Gate, London,
W., begs to call the attention of all Gardeners who are about

their Garden Walls Wi:

Walls, as being superior to all others for neatness, strength, and
durability.

For Neatness—Because all the Wires are kept perfectly
tight, without the use of the Raidisseur,

For Strength—Because very much stronger Wire can be
used, therefore not liable to be drawn out of the horizontal line

by the branches of trees.

For Durabiliiy— Because, being able to use the strong Wire,

1 Example of our system of Wiring
:ently completed the Wiring of the

Garden Walls for the Marquis of Salisbury, Hatfield
House. The Walls are 12 feet high and 753 yards long, wired

; making a total length of 1506 yards—our system\ both I

being chosen in prefer

Illustrated Catalog
Rabbit-proof Hurdle

) any otht

s of Garden and Conservatory Wjrework,
encing, S:c., may be had on application

THOMAS'S
FITTINGS for WIRING WALLS.
NEW and IMPROVED SYSTEM.

The following prices give the total cost of each line of wire, in-

cluding holdfasts, straining bolt, intermediate guiding eyes,
10 feet apart, and best quality galvanised wire.
Length of Wall :—20 yds. 40 yds. 60 yds. 80 yds. 100 yds

:WireNo. 14 Gaug
No. 13 ,,

Illustrated Lists.

Fittings for Espalie
free on application.

Five per cent, discount allowed for prompt cash on orders
amounting to aor and upwards.

Special quotationsfor larger quantities.

3. 3. THOMAS & CO.,
PADDINGTON WIREWORKS,

28s and 362, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.

Sole International Prize Medals for

WIRE NETTING.
\iiiinn, i"^;- Philadelphia Centennial, 1876.

J

1
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In consequence of the increas-
ing demand for Conservatories,
in which pure architectural art

is combined with moderate
cost, T. H. P. Denn'is & Co.
have been led to introduce
designs of a character hitherto
unknown. One of these designs,
showing a house 22 feet 6 inches
X 13 feet 6 inches, is annexed,
and the result, as regards the
extremely low price (which in-

cludes fixing, glazing, painting,
carriage, &c.) has been attained
only by special machinery and
a system of interchangeable
parts.

Messrs. T. H. P. Dennis &
Cci. arc also prepared to provide
and fix Hot-water Heating
Apparatus and Horticultural
Buildings of any dimension or
description.

Gentlemen waited upon at
their residences by experienced
designers.

Estimates and Plansfree.

THE BEST AID CHEAPEST AGRICULTURAL ALIAMC.

WILL BE READY DECEMBER 4.

THE

AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE ALMANAC, 1877.
Profusely Illustrated, Price 4d. ; Post-free, 5;ld.

OPINIONS of the PRESS on the "AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE" ALMANAC for 1876.

" A remarkable fourpennyworth."

—

Onue^fry Advertiser.
" Profusely illustrated with some of the finest sliow beasts, &c."

—

Hackney Gazette.
" Is full of useful information for the agricultural portion of the community,"

—

Hampshire Advertiser.
" Is a most useful publication, which every agriculturist should possess."

—

Midland Counties Herald.
" Is a brochure of considerable bulk, and its price makes it a marvel of cheap-

less."

—

Liverpool Daily Courier.
" Has a number of capital illustrations, is wonderfully cheap, and deserves

xtensive patronage."

—

Bristol Mercury.
*' Looking to the amount of informing letterpress, and the numerous illustrations,

t is one of the cheapest of cheap publications. "

—

Bristol Daily Post.

*' Possesses much information useful to those interested in land and its cultivation.

There are many illustrations of prize stock, and a capital epitome of * Common Law
for Farmers.' "

—

Bath Chronicle.
" This almanac will be found an admirable book of reference for farmers, and all

parties interested in the land, its cultivation, produce, and statistics. It is profusely
illustrated. "

—

Coventry Standard.
" Contains an e.vtremely useful chapter on ' Common Law for Farmers.' It is

written by a well-known barrister, and ought to be kept at hand by every farmer for

reference."

—

Land and Water.
" This annual will prove a useful book of reference to farmers. The information

is clear, and the variety of subjects upon which it treats renders it a very cheap
almanac for the coming year."

—

Bridgwater Gazette.

PUBLISHED BY W. RICHARDS, AT THE OFFICE OF THE "AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE,"
7, CATHERINE STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

MESSENGER & COMPANY,
50NTRACT0RS, MIDLAND HORTICULTURAL BUILDING AND HOT-WATER

ENGINEERING WORKS, LOUGHBOROUGH,

Jeg to call attention to the above illustration, which shows a very advantageous arrangement of Glasshouses which has been adopted for several
important Works on M. &. Co.'s recommendation.

Only thoroughly well-seasoned timber used. Glasshouses erected on Messenger's I in cost and maintenance. Messenger's Patent Boilers, Fle.vible Jointed Hot-water
Jtent principles are, owing to mechanical arrangements, very strong, most durable, Pipes and Valves, are now in use in many thousands of instances, with the greatest
i,lit, elegant; perfect egicicncy loz purpose intended is ^«(7r(7?:/f^if; are economical 1 success. Particulars on application.

Plans and Estimates forwarded. Ladies and Gentlemen waited upon. The Plans of Arc/iitects and others carried out. Illustrated Circular Free,
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THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE.

Scale of Cliarge3 for Advertising.

Head line cliarged as tzvo.

.090.096

And two shillings for every additional five lines,

set across columns, the lowest charge will be 30*.

Page £900
Hall Page 500
Column . . . . . . •35°

Gardeners, and others, wanting places, 26 words li. W. , and 6./.

for every additional line, or part of a line.

THESE ADVERTISEMENTS MUST

Advertisements for tlie current week must reaeh Ihi Office

by Thursday noon.

P. 0.0. to be made payable at the King Street Post Office,W.C.

N. W.C.

Hotliouses. Hot-water Apparatus, »c.

HALL I DAY AND CO., Hothouse
BUILDEKS and HOT-WATER AlPARATUS MANU-

FACTURERS. Estimates and Plans free. Best Construction !

Best Materials ! Best Workmanship ! Catalogues free.

Offices, 22, Barton Arcade, Manchester.

RIGHT'S PATENT ENDLESS-
FLAME-IMPACT HOT-WATER BOILER.

Awarded the only English Medal for the best Hot-water

Apparatus at the United States Centennial E.vhibition at

Philadelphia. ,,
For prices and full particidars please see our pamphlet,

entitled " Our Boilers and Heating," which will be handed

post-free on application.

WILLIAM WRIGHT and CO., Hot-water Engineers,

Airdrie, N,B.

"stoves for Greenliouses ! Portable 1 Terra Cotta

!

ROBERTS'S PATENT PORTABLE
TERRA COTTA STOVES give pure heat, without

attention, 24 hours or longer, for about \d. for coal, or coal and

coke. Suitable for almost any purpose. See Tlie Garden for

March i, 1873 :—" Roberts's Patent Terra Cotta is the best

and cheapest dry stove that has ever been invented

May be used in any plant-house without injury to the most

delicate plants." Prospectus, drawings, and authentic testi-

monials, can be had. and the Stoves can be seen in use. and

ordered,on application to the patentee, THOMAS ROBERTS,
112, Victoria Street, Westminster, aW^

OWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County in England.

For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER and CO..

71, Cornhill, London, E.C. , and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

Q 'P "P "V" "E TsT S

'

TRENTHAM GREENHOUSE BOILER.

After lonff experience has pro\ed the nr^ t S I M P LF
ECONOMICAL, EFFECTUAL, and LASIINO LoILER
extant; recently improved For lUustraliuns, uilh full par

ticulars, apply to the Sole Makers

F. & J. SILVESTER.
HOT -WATER ENGINEERS. &c., &c.,

Castle Hill Works, Newcastle, Staffordshire.

t^ Our Boilers are the only ones made with the sanction

and under the inspection of the inventor, Mr. Stevens—all

others being base
'

GREEN'S PATENT
Wrought-iron Hot-water Boilers,

With Shelves and Hollow Grate Bars,

Specially adapted for heating Greenhouses, Const
Churches, Chapels, Schools, Public Buildings, En

Halls, Warehouses, Workshops, &c.

raonifiXVaiAA LwciTufiiNAL seciioti cross iuuah
Descriptive Illustrated Priced LIST may be had free on

appl

THOMAS GREEN ...-_ , _
Leeds ; and 54 and 55, Blackfriars Road, London, S.E.

.thhcld Ironworks,

Silver Medal, 1874.

THE TERMINAL SADDLE BOILER.—
First-class Certificate, 1S67 ; Highly Commended, 1873;

and First-class Certificate, 1875.

" This Boiler possesses the rare merit ol sucking all the heat
from the ^i^."—Gi%rdeHers' Magazine, p. 254.
" I have no doubt the Best Ftoiler, that will burn any kind of

uel. is the Terminal Sa^Ad\z.~Jour7ial 0/Hortictcliure, ^. 327.
" For moderate cost and real efficiency the Terminal Saddle

is one of the very best."

—

The Garden, p. 95.
Prospectus post free.

T. JONES, Temple Street. Manchester.

Mansions, with Conservatories and Green-

houses attached, Heated by

COWAN'S
PATENT COMPENSATING APPARATUS.

d Balan e SHk.

ll e Sj e n b perai o

the S^
i,

of t uel post free

Horticultural Buildings of all kinds.

Combining Elegance and Durability, erected at Moderate
Prices.

COWAN PATENTS COMPANY
(LIMITED),

21, WHITEHALL PLACE, LONDON, S,W.,

The Vineyard, Garston, near Liverpool.

PATENT PORTABLE SMOKELESS
XT STOVES and PATENT FUEL.
For Heating Conservatories, Greenhouses, Halls, Passages,

and places without Chimnevs. from Z2s. 6d.

NASH'S BRONCHITIS KETTLE, los. 6d.

FRETWORK and CARVING FRAMES. SAWS. FILES,
PATTERNS and PREPARED WOOD.

SWAN NASH, 253. Oxford Street, W. ; and 4, Newgate
Street, E.C. Prospectus free.

A PERFECT CURE for SMOKY CHIM-
NEYS—The registered cowl. Made'jy

GEO. HALL, Hish Slreel, Worcester.

BELGIAN GLASS for GREENHOUSES, &c.,
Can be obtained in all sizes aud qvulities, of

BETHAM & SON,
9, LOWER THAMES STREET. LONDON. E.C.

B. & S. have always a large Slock in London of 20-in. by
iz-in., 20-in. by 14-iii., 20-in. by 16-in., in i6-oz. and 21-oz,

SIR J. PAXTON'S HOT-
HOUSES for the million are

Simple, Cheap, and Portable.
Illustrated Price Lists free.

HEREMAN and MORTON, 14. Tich-
borne Street, Regent Quadrant, W., Horti-
cultural Builders and Hot-water Engineers.

metallic Hothouse Builder to Her Majesty.HENRY HOPE
(late Clark & Hope, formerly Clark),

HOTHOUSE BUILDER and HOT-WATER
APPARATUS ENGINEER.

55, Lionel Street. Birmingham. Estabhshed A.D. 1818.

BOOKS of DESIGNS, 51. each.^ The E.xtensive Ranges of Metallic Hothouses in the
Royal Gardens, Windsor and Osborne, were executed at this

Establishment.

LAB ELS.
Secure Tree aud Flant Labels.

PARCHMENT or CLOTH LABELS
TREE or PLANT LABELS. Punched parchnicnl'

4 inches long, 31. 6d. per 1000, or 30J. per 10,000: if eyelclcil.'
4J. per 1000. Vellum cartridge, 4 inches long, 31. per 1000 f m

10,000. Sample Labels sent on receipt of postage stainn
Orders delivered free in London.

FISHER, CLARK and CO., Label Works, Boston.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Flant Markers.

MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.—Prices
Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post-free 01'

application : also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements fur
Conservatories, Entrance Halts. &c.

MAW and CO., Benthall Works, Broseley.

Under the Patronage of tbe QueeiL
SMITH'S IMPERISHABLE

STRATFORD LABELS.

The Gardeners' Magazine says:
—" We 1

palm before all other plant labels, as the very firsrin merit
Samples and Price List free.

J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory, Stratford-on-Av.

Rosber's Garden Edging Tiles.

THE ABOVE and many other PATTERNS
.^le made in materials of great dur.il.ilM 1

plainer sorts are specially ^^—
suited for KITCHEN -^
GARDENS, as they )_
h.irbour no Slugs or Insects. "^i;—

^

t.ike up little room, and, fj^
once put down, incur no /^

^

further labour or expense,
as do "grown" Edgings, consequently bein^ much cheaper
GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, S.c , in Artificial Stone,

very durable and ofsuperior finish, and ingreat variety of design
F. ROSHER and CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground

Street, Blackfriars, S.E.; King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.;
Kingsland Road. E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES.

PLANT COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES: aN
for FOXLEY'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied,

ORNAMeWtAL PAVING TILES.
for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c.

from 3^. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of plain 01

more elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection.
WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies

Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths, ftc. Grooved and other Stabk
Paving of great durability. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tile
of all kinds. Roofing 'Tiles in great variet^. Slates, Cement, S:c

F. ROSHER AND CO., Brick and Tile Merchants.
See addri

s V e r sand.
grain as desired. Prices by Post per toi

or Truck Lo.ad, on Wharf
Pits to any Railway Sti

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries.
KENT PE.\TS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in

quantities.

F. ROSHER AND CO. -Addresses see above.
N.B.—Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.

A liberal Discount to the Trade.

Illustrated Catalogues.

HM. POLLETT'S COLLECTION
• of over SEVEN HUNDRED BLOCKS suitable for

the above purpose. Customers can have the use of any o(

them gratis.

H. M. P. Publishes Small SEED CATALOGUES in two
sizes, which can be altered to suit the requir

Specimens and Prices on applic

Now ready, price In clotb 163.,

'T'HE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
'' VOLUME for JANUARY to JUNE 1876.

W. RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

Farms, Estates, Residences.
.\iiy one desirous of Renting a Farm or Residence, or

Purchasing an Estate, can have copies of the

MIDLAND CO UN TIE'S HERALD
supplied free for six weeks on sUting the purpos* for

which the paper is required, forwarding name and address, and I

six halfpenny stamps for postage, addressed, " MidlandCounties i

herald Omce, Birmingham." The Midlartd Counties Herald
always contains large numbers of advertisements relatiag lo

Farms, Estates, and Residences for Sale and to be Let.

REVUE de I'HORTICULTURE BELGE
et fiTRANGiiRE (Belgian and Foreign Horticultural

Review).—Among the principal Contributors are :—A. Allaid,

E. Andre', C. Baltet, T. Buchetet, F. Burvenich. F. Cr^pin,

Comte de Gomer, De Jonge \'an EUemeet, O. de Kerchove dc

Denterghem, P. E. de Puydt, C. de Vis, J. Gillon, A. M. C.

Tongkindt Coninck, C. Koch. J. Kickx. L. Linden, T. Moore,

C. Naudin, B. Olivier, H. Ortgies, E. Pynaert, E. Rodlgas,

A. Siraux, O. Thomas. A. Van Geert Son, H. J. Van HuUe, J.

Van Volxem, H. J. Veitch, A. Westmael. and P. Wolkensteili.

"This iUustiated Journal appears on the ist of every month,

in Parts of 24 pages, 8vo, with a Coloured Plate and numerous

Engravings.

Terms of Subscription for the United Kingdom ;—One year ,

10s. ,
payable in advance.

Publishing Office ; i4.'. Rue de Bruxelles, Ghent, Belgiuni.

Post-ofSce Orders to be made payable to M. E. PIfNAERT,
at the Chief Post-office, Ghent.
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Contents.

Asricultural Statislics— .Artificial Manures—Canadian Barley

Crop—Bedford Sewage Farm—Note from Berwickshire -Blake
V. Black—Bulgaria on the Brain—Butterfly Plague—The Bza-

basayi—Cattle Feeding— Cattle on Reads—Note from Cam-
bridgeshire-Crystal Palace Poultry Show—Dairy Cattle-
Note from Dublin-Note from Edinburgh—Visit to Farning-

ham—Farm Kale—Farm Labourers" Fare—Farm Temperatures
—Fashion in Breeding- Fatting Cattle— Forestry—Garden of

the Farm-German Notes-Grass Lands- Harvest Work-
Howards' Chain Harrow-Note from Hunts-Iron Ploughs K.

Wooden—Note from Kildare—The Labour Question-Lac-
tometer—Note from Lancashire—A Land Improver—Parasitic

Lung Disease- Patents-Note from Ross-shire—Root Shows-
Rural School Boards—Shorthorn Breeding— Note from Sussex
—Thin Seeding—Threshing Machines, Taunton—Wetherby
Grange Herd.

Price \d.\ post-free ^\id. Published by William Richards,
at the Office, 7, Catherine Street. Strand. W.C.

Publishers' Card.

THE NURSERYMAN',S DIRECTORY.—
The undersigned have in preparation Volume 11. of the

" Nurseryman's Directory," embracing a List of the Nursery-
men, Florists, Seedsmen, and Tree Dealers of the United
Sutes. The work will be sold wholly by-subscription, the price
of which will be -^10 per copy, and will be issued January i,

1877. A limited space will be given to -Advertisements, at the
following low rates :

—

Full Page .. .. S35 00
I
One-third Page .. ."jis 00

Half Page .

.

. . 20 00 | One-fourth Page . . ro 00
One-sixth Page .--S 00

For Sample Pages and further information, address
D. W. SCOTT AND CO., Printers and Publishers, Galena,

Illinois, U.S.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE de
, FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI:

CHERE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illu^traum. Published since 1865 by F
BuKVE.sicH. E. Pv:,M KT. E. RoDiGAS, and H. J. Van
HiiLLE. Profi::,, r, ai ill-: Horticultural School of the Belgian
Government .it (ihciit. Post paid 10s. per annum.
H. J. VAN HULLE. Botanical Gardens, Ghent, Belgium.

Coh
Just published, small 4to. cloth

Illustrated with

TREATISE on the
By JoSEi'H Mekedhk. to

yard. Dedicated to the Right H
Extract from the Car^itutys .)/<

sound, safe, and full. It is writter
arranged, and the illustrations ar
We cannot doubt that it will s<

standard work of its class, and
ambitious young gardener."

idon : GE^ '
E.C

, . . _

South C.istle Street.

;ra. gilt edges, price -js. 6d,
oured Diagrams.

GRAPE VINE.
nerly of the Garslon Vine-
luurable the Earl of Derby.
.'./-///^.October 21: -"It is

^\iih care, the matter is well
sufficient for the purpose,
m become established as a
prove useful to many an

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SOUTH WaTeS ADVERTISER.

CONTENTS :—

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Drawn and Engraved

specially for this Journal).
NATURAL HISTORY (Original Articles).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL. HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.
STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS.
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation
hroughout the Australian Colonies, New Zealand,
Polynesia, &c. It contains a large amount of informa-
ion on a great variety of subjects.

Subscription in Advance, £1 per Annum.
Single Copies, 4<f. ; Stamped, 5.^,

Publishing Ottice—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South
Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

igents are authorised to receive .•VDVERTISEMENTS,
'hich must be paid in advance, for the SYDNEY
'lORNING HERALD and SYDNEY MAIL :—
-ondon ,.,, Mr. George Street, 30, Comhill, E.C.

Mr. F. -Mgar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lom-
bard Street. E.C.

Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride
Street, Fleet Street, E.C.

litmingham Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street,

-iverpool .. Lee & Nightingale, 15, Northjohn Street.

'Hstol James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

,
Minburgh . , Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

j
ilasgow .... W. Porteous & Co., is, Royal Exchange

Place.

Copies of each Journal are fileti at the abovg Offices
» the use of Advertisers.

WANTED, a Working OUTDOOR
NURSERY FOREMAN: must be a good Grafter,

Budder. and Propagator.-D. SCOTT, Northgate Nursery,
Chichester.

ANTED, in a London Wholesale
Seed Establishment, a Young Man as CORRES-

PONDENCE CLERK.and BOOK-KEEPER. Must be a
good and neat Penman, and thoroughly understand Book-
keeping-State age, experience, &c., to C. C. B., Gardeners'
Ckronkle Office, W.C.

MESSRS. W. CUTBUSH AND SON will
require shortly a steady, respectable, middle-age MAN

m their Seed-shop and Office at Barnet. He will also have to
see that all orders are executed correctly, and assist as Sales-
man —Apply by letter, addressed to The Hlghgate Nurseries,
London, N.

London Seed Trade.

WANTED, a SHOPMAN, must be ex-
perienced and quick at counter work. Good salary to

thoroughly competent man.— Say age, amount of experience,
where previously employed, and salary required to L. AI.,
Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

AxNTED, as SECOiND SHOPMAN, a
Sood Seedsman for Home Orders, and to prepare

Packets and get ready Flowers and Plants for London Depots
-PAUL AND SON, Cheshunt.

ANTED, a JUNIOR SHOPiMAN in the
Wholesale Seed Trade.—Apply by letter, stating s.^lary

requited and antecedents, to HOWCROFT .\ND \VATKINS.
14, Tavistock Row, Covent Garden, W.C.

ANTED, as PORTER in a Seed Ware-
house, a strong, active young Man of good character,

from iS to 20 years of age, willing to make himself generally
usefuI.-NUTTING and SONS, 60, Barbican.

WAN T PLACES.
(^ ADVERTISERS under this heading arc re-

quested to noU that although we do not object to receive

Letters to be calledfor^ we cannot underiake toforward
tkem.

BS. WILLIAMS having at the present
• time several very excellent GARDENERS upon his

Register, is desirous of placing them in Situations where great
experience and trust are required. B. S. W. would at the same
lime beg to intimate that when a Gardener is applied for that
the filling of the situation should be left with him, as that would
frevent unnecessary correspondence and delay.—Victoria and
aradise Nurseries, Upper HoUoway, London, N.

Head Gardeners.

JOHN LAING can at present recommend
with every confidence several energetic and practical

Men, of tested ability and first-rate character. Ladies and
Gentlemen in WANT of GARDENERS and BAILIFFS,
or GARDENERS for First-i^te Establishments or Single-hand
Situations, can be suited, and have full particulars by applying
at Stanstead Park and Rutland Park Nurseries, Forest Hill,
London, S.E.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 36, married
;

thoroughly competent, practical Man in ever>' branch of
Horticulture. Has a most excellent character from his late
employer.—A. B.. Messrs. \V. Culbush & Son, The Nurseries,

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
GARDENER (Head).—Age 30; Scotch,

Competent to take Charge of a large Establishment.
Can be recommended as a first-class man bv both Scotch and
English gardenersof known ability.—W. MILNE, Beaumanor
Park Gardens, Loughborough. Leicester.

G"
ARDENER (Head).—Age 41, tnarrietf;

great experience in Early and Late Forcing Pines, Vines.
Flowers, Vegetables, &c.. Management of a large Flower and
Kitchen Garden, Extensive Pleasure Grounds, Land, and
Stock. Wife to Manage the Dairy. Six years' character.—S.
OSBORN. Kingston Road, New Maiden. Surrey.

G^ARDENER (Head).— Age 40, married,
one child (age n) ; twenty-four years' experience,

practical, in Forcing Vines, Peaches, Strawberries, iSIelons.
Cucumbers, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, &:c. Good Flower
and Kitchen Gardener, Eleven and a half years in present"""'* Highly recommended. Land if required.—X. V. Z.,
Mr. Pratt's, Chemist and Druggist, Market Pla. . Wa ,-ick.

GARDENER (Headj, to any Lady or
Gentleman.—Age 28 ; thoroughly competent and prat;-

tical in all branches of the profession. Sober and industrious.
Served his time in a Nobleman's Garden, and has during the
last thirteen years been employed in the best Gardens in Ens-
land. Can be highly recommended from present employer,
where be is as Foreman. — DAVID DAVIES HUGHES,
Head Gardener, Kinmel Park, Abergele, N. Wales.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 29,
single ; thoroughly understands Forcing Pines, Vines,

Strawberries, S:c. ; also Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Flower
and Kitchen Gardening, and a successful exhibitor. Excellent
testimonials.—D., Post-office, Ilford, Essex.

GARDENER (Single-handed), or where
help is ^iven.—Married, one child. Good references —

J. Y., South Weston, letsworth, Oxon.

GARDENER (Second).—Age 28, married,
one child ; understands the general routine of Garden-

ing. Good character and references.—S. H., Stationers, 3r,
Devonshire Street, Holborn, W.C.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 22 ; has been
accustomed to a Gentleman's Garden, also some know-

ledge of Glass. Good character from last place.—A. JARVIS
The Gardens. Endclifi^e Hall, Sheffield.

GARDENER and BAILIFF (Working).—
Small family ; accustomed to Vines. Forcing and Flower

Culture. Wife can Manage Dairy. Good references from
former employers.—T. A,, Pyrcroft, Chertsey.

LANDSCAPE GARDENER (Under).—
The Advertiser having been a Gardener all his life, but

lately employed in Laying-out Pleasure Grounds, New Ground
Work, Planting, Sic, wishes employment under a Landscape
Gardener.—J. C, 7, Portland Place, Hammersmith,
London, W.

ROPAGATOR, or GENERAL FORE-
MAN.—Age 38, married, with family ; twenty-five years'

practical experience in Stove and Greenhouse. Fruits, Forest.
Roses, Conifers, Clematis, and General Hardy Ornamental
Stock. Highest references. Liberal remuneration expected.
—A. B., Post-office, Woking Station, Surrey.

ROPAGATOR and FO'rEMAN (Indoor).
—Good experience in some of the leading Nurseries.

—

C. T., 6, Cromwell Terrace, Birkbeck Road, Upper HoUoway,
London, N.

FOREMAN, in a good Establishment.

—

Age 22 : nine years' experience in good places. Can be
well recommended, both from present and previous situations-
North or Midland Counties preferred. -B. ASHTON, Ash-
burnham Place. BatUe, Sussex.

IMPROVER.—The advertiser wishes for an
engagement for a strong Youth, aged 17 to 18, in a

Gentleman's Garden, with a view to Learn the Business. A
small premium, by arrangement, would be paid.—E. G., Post-
office, Chester.

MANAGER, FOREMAN, SALESMAN, or
CO-AUCTIONEER.—Middle-aged, married.—Having

succesifullv completed the arrangements of the late Sale of
Stock, the Foreman of the Doncaster Carr Nurseries will be
open to re-engagement about the beginning of January ; ha^ had
many years very active experience in London and Country
in nearly all branches of the Nursery and Seed Trades. Testi-
monials good.—FOREMAN, as above.

To tbe Seed Trade.

HOPMAN. — Has had great experience.
Would not object to Travel. Good references.— S. D..
mers- Clirmmle Office, W.C.

s
Card,

Seed Trade.

SHOPMAN .(Head, or Second).— Has a
knowledge of Nursery Stock. Good references.-W. B.,

63, Great Tower S treet. London, E.C.

To tlie Seed Trade.

SHOPMAN, orSECOND.—Age 28 ; thirteen
years' e.\perience. Good references.—J. G , The Forest,

Leylonstone^

Seed Trade.
SHOPMAN (Second, or Assistant), in

the WTiolesale or Retail Trade. —Seven years' experience.
-J. C. Mr. Dance. 13, Elizabeth Street. Eaton Square, S.W .

To tbe Seed Trade.
HOPMAN (Under).—Age 20 ; has had

five years' experience, both Wholesale and Retail. Good
reterences.—S. R. H., 34, Sparkinhoe Street, Leicester.

For the Season.

CLERK or COUNTERMAN.— Fourteen
years' experience in the Seed Trade. — A. B. C.

Gardeners Chronicle Office, W.C.

I NAH AN'S L L WHISKY.
Kinahan & Co. finding that, through the recommenda-

tion of the Medical Profession, the demand for their CELE-
BRATED OLD LL WHISKY for purely medicinal purposes
IS very great, submit with pleasure the following Analysis by
Dr. Hassall ;—" I have very carefully and fully analysed sam-
ples of this well-known and popular Whisky. The samples were
soft and mellow to the taste, aromatic and ethereal to the smell.
The ^Vhisky must be pronounced to be pure, well-matured, and
of very excellent qualitj'. The Medical Profession mayfeel full
confidence in the purity and quality of this Whisky."

20, Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street, London, W.

s

O A :EP P S ' S C O C
GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern
the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by careful appli-
cation of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps
has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately-flavoured
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by
the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution may
be gradually built up until strong enough to resist every
tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak point. We
may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified
with pure blood and a properly nourished frame."

—

Civil Service
Gazette. Sold only in packets, labelled
JAMES EPPS AND CO., Homoropathic Chemists, 48.

Threadneedle Street. EC, and 170. Piccadilly, Xx>ndon, S.W.

"TJINNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for ACIDITY of the STOMACH,
HEARTBURN. HEADACHE, GOUT, and
INDIGESTION; and the safest aperient for delicate
Constitutions, Ladies, Children, and Infants.

DINNEFORD and CO.,
172, New Bond Street, London, and all Chemists.

Uore Cures (this week) by

DR. LOCOCK'S PULMONIC WAFERS.—
From Mr. Shaw. M.P.S., 5, Charles Street, Hull,

February 19, 187=-—"They are an unfailing Remedy for all
Disorders of the Breath and Lungs. To Clerg>-men, Singers,
and Public Speakers, they are a perfect boon, and only want
to be known." The Wafers give instant relief. Sold by all
Druggists, at is. \%d.

HOLLOWAY'S OINTMENT and PILLS
combine both sanitive and sanative powers in a high

degree—by the former term is understood their ability to pre-
ser\-e health, by the latter their capability to restore health.
With these remedies at hand no invalid need be at fault to
guide himself or herself safely through the many trials to which
ever>* one is subjected during our long and ofttimes inclement
winters. Coughs, colds, ulcerated throats, diphtheria, whooping
cough, can be successfully treated by well rubbing this Ointment
upon the chest, and by taking the Pills. During damp fogey
weather asthmatical sufferers wUl experience the utmost pos&ible
rehef from the inunction of the Ointment, and all tender-chested
persons will save endless misery by adopting this treatment.
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TO THE TRADE.
PRICES ON APPLICATION. '^ci.^i:tDi^

PRICES ON APPLICATION.

PRELIMINARY LIST OF NOVELTIES FOR 1877.

CARTER'S NEW FERN-LEAVED
PARSLEY.

(IlluilratcJ.)

INVALUABLE for DECORATIVE PURPOSES,
ORNAMENTAL BEDDING and GARNISHING.

Most exquisite in form and colour.

• WhenviMlirg the very Interesting gardens at Barham Court,

Maidstone, a few days since, I and my riend^were struck by

the remark.able beauty of a long line
~"

Parsley, which, in richness, Crispin

CARTER'S HEARTWELL EARLY
3VCARR0W CABBAGE.

THE BEST EARLY CACB.\GE IN CULTIVATION.

far behind

..^ .1 Parsley until

xquisite beauty of a fine

__ _ ^ nd brilliancy of colour.

It;.. t-T ,..= "^». .... ..itiesand the best growths of then

that one might be pardoned for doubting if it i

ta-tui" has settled that matter. The exquisite

sampl? of any of our good strains of double Parsley ,s ........

valietv eclipsed by a denser habit-a rich surfacing of the finest

talg-mablelilagrel growth, and a most delicious »«
f f-^";

ness In a competition this variety would deservedly tell

against all comers, while for all the ordinary uses of Parsley it

tF'"J:,rh betted than any other that it is j ust a question,

whi le this can be obtained, if any other should be griwn. Mr.

Hlycock, the gardener at Barh.am was amused by the surprise

of his thrke visitors, who suspended their admiration of the wall

fruits to admire this very humble subject, and he at once

showed us some other kinds of Parsley, as well grown as could

be? w confirm our opinion that the Feru-leayed kind

o{^\V-S.H.,M".C:irdi

CARTER'S BALMORAL CASTLE PEA.
fllluslralcdj

A magnificent Pea, somewhat after the shape of " Supreme,'

but with pods of much greater leng.h, better filled, and con-

taining Peas of splendid llavonr. The long handsome pods are

borne from top to bottom of the haulm in the greatest profusion.

Mr. William PATEasoN, }UaiiCarSetter to Her Most Graciotta

Blajesty the Queen, Uatmorat Castle Cardeiis.

" Carter's Balmoral Castle is a superior Pea in every respect

—very productive—h.aving large and well-filled pods containing

' Magnzhte" Ntyvetnber 4

NEW and BEAUTIFUL HYBRID
BEGONIAS.

(lUuilratcd.)

BEGONIA MAGENTA QUEEN.
BEGONIA, Chambers' new and distinct Seedlmgs.

We offer, for the first time, seed of some of the most char

varieties of Hybrid Begonias ever seen, including the

Ma-enta Queen, all of which have been specially

fertilised and harvested for us by the raiser.

B. Magenta Queen is an exquisite variety, the

plant being literally covered with brilliant

CARTER'S COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF
PEA.

(Illustrated.)

.iu-Chief" IS now rccogni;

ition and general Table purposes

the

iCoi

; Penny, Head Gardener to His Royal Highness
of Wales, The Royal Gardens^ Safiitriiig/iatu

nmandtr in-Cllief Pea is good in every particular.'

A distinct and excellent variety, indispensable as an Early

Cabba^f , both for the gentleman's garden and for marketing

purposes. The hearts are extremely firm, weighing from

4 to 6 lb., with scarcely any loose outside leaves, the flavour

particularly mild and melting.

flowe

group of decorative plai

agnificent addit the

CARTER'S GREEN GAGE
TOMATO.
(Illustmted.)

Awarded a First-class Certificate by the Royal

Horticultural Society, October 7, 1S74.

•• There can be no question that Carter's Green

Gage Tomato is one of the best and most delicately

flavoured varieties in cultivation- this has been

proved again and again."-.Fm« tl,e Garden.

NEW CARMINE CANDYTUFT.

It will be remembered that we introduced

this charming novelty in 1874, since which we

have been unable to offer it in consequence of

short crop. Wo have, however, harvested a

splendid sample this season.

•' Messrs. Carter & Co. have submitted for our

i.spection flowersofanew carmine-coloured variety

of Candytuft (Iberis), which are of great beauty.

The colouring is vivid and rich, and should the

plant be free-floweiing and of good habit it will be

a valuable acquisition. It is an amiual."-Ga»--

deiiers' Chronicle, October 18, 1S73.

This splendid novelty is of dwarf compact

habit, and the plant presents

carmine bloom.

WATERS' VICTORIA PRIZE COMPACT CALCEOLARIA.

BETTERIDGE'S NEW EXHIBITION
PRIZE ASTERS for 1877.

(Hluslratcd.)

BLUSHING BRIDE, BRIDEGROOM.
PRINCE ALBERT VICTOR.

The entire Stock is in the hands of J. C, D. & I!.— Vid
foUo-win^ Letterfrom Mr. Betteridge :—

[Copy.]
" The Aster Nurseries, Chipping Norton,

" October I. 1876,

" Messrs. Carter, Dunnett & Beale.
" Dear Sirs,— I beg to certify that the eiilii

stock of seed of all the New Varieties of Asters ii

troduced by me this season, namely, Blushiii

Bride, Bridegroom, and Prince Albert Victor, ai

in your hands, together with the entire stock of a
my New Varieties introduced in 1876, i c, Sno
flake or Snowball, Purple Prince, Prince
Novelties, and Princess Alexandra ; and I wou'
caution the public that the true strain grov
myself can only be had from Messrs. Carter.

" Vonrs truly,

(Signed) " jAMiis Betteuidc

^-

Awarded ttie Silver-Gilt Medal of the Royal Horticultural

Society, and Eight Eirst and Extra Prizes.

We offer for the first time this magnificent strain of improved compact-habited

Calceolaria. It is lar in advance of anything cv.

extraordinary size of flowers, and also because of

1 before in substance, form, 3

5 remarkably dwarf and compact habit

of erowth. as shown in the above illustration. Visitors to any of the numerous exhibitions

where Mr. Waters' Calceolarias were staged will remember the very perfect lorm and

splendid colours of the plants shown^ and which ^

improved type of this popular flower in cultii

rsally acknowledged to be the

CARTER'S BLOXHOLM HAL!
MELON.

(Jllustratcd,)

We had the pleasure of introducing tliis valuab
Melon, raised by Mr. Lumsden, Gardener to tl

Right Honourable C. Nisbet-Hamilton : and w
have now the pleasure to announce that it

acknowledged on all sides to be the finest and n
delicious scarlet-fleshed Melon in cultivation.

Her Royal Highness the Princess of Wales 1

gracionsly pleased to express her admiratu
for this bcantifnl Melon.— Vide /oll<mit
report ;—

" The Royal Gardens, SandringhanL
" Carter's Bloxholm Hall is a grand Melon, boi

in appearance and flavour. Her Royal Highne
the Princess of Wales has this week been praiSM
this splendid Melon."— Mr. Charles PenK
Head-Gardciicr to His Royal Highness the Priot

of Wales.

SUTTON'S NEW GEM LETTUOI
Described as one of the finest Cabbage varieti'

It folds in very quickly, and produces a mcdii-

sized heart, which is exceedingly crisp and b\ '

and does not readily run to seed.

For full descriptions of the above, and many other Choice Novelties, see

" CABTEE'S NOVELTY lilST," HOW IN THE PBESS.

JAMES CARTER, DUNNETT & BEALE,

237 & 238 , HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, AA^.C

Editorial Comi
Printed by Wl

said William Ric

the Office, 41, Wellinston Street. Covent Cirden. London, W.l
V , J V J J J ,., " Tl,. HX^r., " Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, \Vellm3t0n Street, Covent G.irden, Ltjndon, w

rcyARcat'the Office oMeSs Bradbur^ aTnevvI Co , LoXS St of Whi.efriar's, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and PubUshed by
KICHARDS, at t"e ymce ui i*ic«.i. ^ » p.„,rc r^»J„t r.^r,l/.n in the «;aid Countv.—SATURDAY. November 25, 1870.

Agent for Manchester—Jo
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To Secretaries of Horticultural Societies.

m//E EDITORS of the ''GARDENERS'
"* CHRONICLE '• ivill be muck obliged to Secretaries

0/ Horticultural Societies^ if they wilt kindly send them the

Dates Fixed for Holding their Exhibitions in 1S77, for

publication in the "Gardeners' Chronicle Almanac."

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY*
South Kensington, S.W.

NOTICE.—SCIENTIFIC, FRUIT, and FLORAL COM-
MITTEES' MEETINGS, on WEDNESDAY next, Decem-
ber 6. at II o'clock. GENERAL MEETING at 3 o"Clock.

Adrr

G
T

PAUL AND SON, The "Old" Nurseries,
Cheshunt, Herts. These Nurseries established in 1806.

ROSES, FRUIT TREES, EVERGREENS, FOREST
TREES, and all Hardy Plants, DUTCH and other BULBS,
in fine condition.

CATALOGUES post-free on application.
Address— "PAUL and SON," without .iny initial.

Green Hollies.

REEN HOLLIES, 12 to iS inches, 20s.
per too ; 18 inches to 2 feet, 30J. per 100.

E. WALKER, Farnborough Station, Hants.

HORNS.—3,000,000 of Strong, transplanted.
RUSH AND YEATS,

Eaton Road .-lud IJueen's Park Nurseries, Chester.

HAWS, or THORN QUICK SEED.—
Sound Haws, fit for sowing at present, or spring coming,

guaranteed free from soil or other mixture, and thoroughly well
preserved. About 30 tons on hand. For lowest prices" apply to

GRANT AND CO., Park Nursery. Portadawn, Ireland.

Scotcb, Scotcli, SCOtClL

WM. H. BLAND has to offer 50,000
SCOTCH FIRS. 2 and i feet, well rooted, thrice

transplanted
: 20,000 EVERGREEN PRIVET. Samples

and prices on application,

The Old Nurseries, Fordham, near Soham.

PINUS AUSTRIACA.—About 5000, from
iTh to 3 feet high, splendid plants, frequently trans-

planted. Prices moderate. Apply to

WM. HENDERSON, 0--iton Nursery, liirkenhead,

SPRUCE FIRS, 2 to 2j feet, thrice trans-
planted— e.\tra fine, stout plants, with good leaders, 50^.

per 1000, Special ofiers will be made to the Trade.
H, ELANDFORD. The Dorset Nurseries, Blandford.

SPRUCE FIR, specimen, looo, from 5 to
10 feet ; Scotch FIR, fine Standard ; Standard Purple

BEECH
;
Weeping LIMES ; fine Austrian and Balmof Gilead

FIR, LARCH, ASH. &c,
W, GROVE, Tupsley, Hereford,

(^lANT LILY OF THE VALLEY.—
^^ Strong blooming Roots, 23. per dozen, I2j, 6tf. per loo,
package free,

E, COOLING, Mile Ash Nurser ies, Derby,

T ILY OF THE VALLEY, in strong-—
• flowering clumps, 40^, per rooo pieces, from a Stock of

JULIUS HOFFMANN, 13T, K6pnickerstr,isse, Berlin S.O.

LUies.

SUTTON AND SONS can supply all the
principal varieties of this beautiful class of Flowering

Bulbs at very moderate prices. They are in splendid condition
for Planting. Priced descriptive LIST on application.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

CHARLES TURNER has harvested a good
stock of this Pea; the best of all for general crop.

Price on application.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

To the Trade.

PEAS.—A few Ouarters of LAXTON'S
FILLEASKET for Sale ; also a like quantity of

LITTLE GEM. For particulars, &c. . apply to

F, AND C, MYATT, Offenham. Evesham,

Notice ! Notice ! — Hyacinths, Tulips, &o.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S
Descriptive CATALOGUE of DUTCH and other

FLOWERING ROOTS is now ready, post-free on application,

Highgate Nurseries, London. N,

Eoses. Fruit Trees. Coniferse, &c,

CHARLES TURNER'S New CATA-
LOGUE of the above is noiv re.idy, and can be had

post-free on aplication.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough,

few
CliTlstmas Roses (HeUeljorus nlger).

THOMAS S. WARE can supply a
strong plants of the above, well set with Flower, bee

ABC Bulb Guide, p. 52, free on application.
Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, London.

Roses, Fruit Trees, Evergreens, &c.

WILLIAM FLETCHER'S CATALOGUE
is now ready, and may be had post-free on application.

The Nursery Stock generally is very fine, healthy, and well
rooted. Early orders are respectfully solicited.

Ottershaw Nurseries, Chertsey, Surrey.

To the Trade.

STANDARD and DWARF ROSES of the
leading sorts—splendid Plants, no better in the Trade,

well-ripened wood—about 15.000 Standards and 5000 Dwarfs,
guaranteed true to name. For lowest prices apply to

GRANT AND CO.. Park Nursery. Portadown, Ireland.

Special Culture of Fruit Trees and Roses.

THE DESCRIPTlVEand ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE of FRUITS (by Thomas Rivebs) is

now ready : also CATALOGUE of Select ROSES. Post-free
on application.

THOMAS RIVERS and SON, Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

pnOICE QUILLED ASTER.—Extra
V.^* large strain, gained First Honours wherever exhibited,
including the Royal Caledonian Society's Show at Edinburgh.
Per packet, is., \s. 6d.. and 2s. (ni.. free by post.

ORMISTON AND RENWICK. Melrose. N.B.

To the Traae.

HAND F. SHARPE'S Special Priced LIST
• of HOME-GROWN GARDEN and AGRICUL-

TURAL SEEDS of 1S76 growth, is now ready, and may be
had on application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

PIRyE^ (HOTEIA) JAPONICA,
very strong clumps for forcing, equal if not superior to

foreign, ^ro per looo.

SPIR-tA PALMATA, fine crowns forforcing, 75J. ; smaller,
2$s. to 50J. per 100.

CHARLES NOBLE, BagsHot.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS.— For Sale,
100,000 Myatt's British Queen, 50,000 Dr. Hogg, very

strong young plants
;
price £1 per 1000.

Mr. W. EDMONDS, Gad's Hill, Higham, near Rochester.

SPARAGUS.—Any quantity for Sale, at
$s. per 100. Apply to

R. BATH, Crayford, Kent,

ANGEL WURZE L.— 200 Tons for
Sale. Apply to

R. BATH, Crayford, Kent.

A
M
WA N T E D ,

at Takingup time,
CALCEOLARIA AUREA FLORIBUNDA,

WANTED, a few thousand LARCH, about
6 feet. Send sample and price to

JOHN CATTELL, Nursery and Seed Establishment,
Westerham, Kent.

OLLY, IVY, and MISTLETO,
Wanted bv

WANTED, Maiden DAMSONS and
Standard EULLACES : also strong dwarf Mare'chal

Niel and Gloire de Dijon ROSES, from around ; per ico or
1000, State price '

To the Trade.

CARTER'S NOVELTY LIST can now
be had on application to

JAMES CARTER, DUNNETT, and BEALE, 237 and
238, High Holbom, London, W.C.

ILIUM AURATUM.—
Sound Bulbs, that will in all probability have from

5 to 30 flowers next year, at izs. to 60s, per dozen. These
have been grown from seed and scales in this Nursery, and
are far more satisfactory than imported bulbs.
ANTHONY WATERER, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking,

To the Trade.

GLADIOLUS BRENCHLEYENSIS, very
fine sample, 35J. per 1000 : special otfer for Large quanti-

ties. Sample five sent free by post for 5,/.

HOOPER AND CO.. Covent Garden. London, W.C.

RCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in
Pots :—Peaches, Nectarines. Plums. Pears, Apples, Figs,

Apricots. Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges,
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant,

Worcester.

Vines, Vines, Vines.

S. WILLIAMS begs to announce that his
' GRAPE VINES this year are unusually fine, and

are now ready for distribution.

For Detailed List, see Bulb Catalogue.
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper HoUoway, London, N.

POT VINES.—The lonYlvIuscat House at
Garston is now in full bearing, and strong Fruiting Canes

of this and other varieties are now ready for sending out. The
Trade supplied.

COWAN P.\TENTS COMPANY (Li.mited), The Vine-
yard, Garston, near Liverpool,

To the London and Mancbester Trade,

DICK RADCLYFFE AND CO. have
CROCUSES, TULIPS, and HYACINTHS to offer

cheap. Price on application.

128 and 119, High Holbom, W.C,

pRAB and PEAR STOCKS,—Strong, 2-yr.
Vw^ transplanted, clean grown, and well rooted, sar. per looo.

T. EVES, Gravesend Nurseries. Established 1810.

B

POTATOS.—Myatt's Ashleaf Kidney and
Paterson's Victoria, — The Subscribers oflfer choice

samples of the above, and solicit early orders. Price on
application,

LITTLE AND BALLANTYNE, Seed Growers and
Nurserymen, Carlisle.

To tbe Trade.

JAMES BIRD, Nurseryman, Downham, has
to offer extra fine Standard MAYDUKE CHERRIES.

RCHIDS for Sale, Cheap,—A Gentleman
has still some surplus Orchids, which he wishes to dispose

of before the winter. For LIST, apply to

C, J. R. B,, Sibbertoft, Market Harborough,

PANSIES,—Show and Fancy, by the dozen,
100. or rooo ; the finest varieties in cultivation.

Obtained Si.x First Prizes at the Scottish Pansy Society's
Show, Edinburgh. June, 1876.

WILLIAM PAUL. Crossllat and Greenlaw Nurseries, Paisley.

BOX EDGING.—For Sale, 2000 yards of
excellent stuff. Apply to

LARCH, ASH, SPANISH CHESTNUT,
BIRCH, and ALDER, all stout, well-rooted, trans-

planted.—A L^rge quantity to be Sold. The Trade liberally

dealt with,

GEORGE CHORLEY, Coaster's Nursery, Midhurst,

ENGLISH OAKS.— Fine trees, "iloiol^et,"
40J. per 100, Special offers will be made to the Trade,

H, BLANDFORD, The Dorset Nurseries, Ehndford.

LIMES, 3000, 10 to 12 feet, stout stems and
well rooted.

T. eves, Gravesend Ni Established 1811

HOLLY and MISTLETO.—Wanted, 40 to
50 tons, at once ; also large quantities of YEW and

LAURUSTINUS,
LEATT and cogger, Covent Garden Market, W,C,

AURUSTINUS, 3 feet high, and as much
through, well set with bloom: also AUCUBAS and

EUONYM us, the same size, by the dozen or roo.

T, eves, Gravesend Nurseries, Established tSio,

To tlie Trade.

CEDRUS DEODARA, magnificent Plants,
will remove with splendid balls, i to i\< foot, 2 to 3 feet,

3 to 4 feet, and 4 to 5 feet. Prices on application.

WM. WOOD AND SON, The Nurseries, Maresfield
Uckfield, Sussex.

EWING AND COMPANY, Eatoi ;ich,

Surplus Stock of Indian Azaleas,

ISAAC DAVIES, Nurseryman, Ormskirk,
has about 4C00 of the above to offer, including many

choice varieties; prices, -js., 15s., and ?+j, per dozen. All.

e-xcepting the smallest size, are fine plants, covered with fiower-
buds, A Descriptive LIST on application.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Auction Mart, Tokenliouse Tard, EC.

FINAL SALE lliis SEASOX of FIRST-CLASS DUTCH
FLOWER ROOTS. &c.

MESSRS PROTHEROE and MORRIS
ivill SELL by AUCTION, on MONDAY NEXT,

without the slightest reservation, at the Mart, Tokenhouse
Yard, London, E.C., at half past 11 o'clock to the minute, the

contents of twenty cases of first-class DUTCH FLOWER
ROOTS, consisting of Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, Lilies,

Gladioli. Ranunculi, &c., lotted largely to suit the Trade, and
also for pri%'ate buyers : together with twenty large and hand-
somely furnished Double CAMELLIAS, full of bloom-buds.

On view the morning of .Sale. Catalogues may be had at the

Mart, and of the Auctioneers. 98, Gracechurch Street, E.C.

Cltr Auction Rooms, 38 and 39, GracecIiUTCti St., E.C.

CONSIGNMENT from GHENT for ABSOLUTE SALE.

MESSRS. PROTHERO'E and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCflON, at the Rooms .as above, on

TUESD-\Y, December 5, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely,

about 300 choice double CAMELLIAS and AZALEA
INDIC-A, compact plants, x to 2^ feet, beautifully set with
bloom-buds; a superb assortment of Standard, Dwarf and other

ROSES, of the best varieties ; selected hardy CONIFER.E
SHRUBS, AMERICAN PLANTS, fine FRUIT TREES, a
first-class collection of DUTCH BULBS, selected GREEN-
HOUSE PLANTS, ERICAS, &c.

On view the morning of Sale. Catalogues had at the Rooms,
and of the Auctioneers, 9S, Gracechurch Street, E.C, and
Leytonstone. E.

Brixton, S.W.
CLEARANCE of thriving NURSERY STOCK, the land upon

which it is growing being immediately required for

Building Purposes.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
are instructed by Messrs. Ponsford 5: Son to SKLL by

AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises, the Loughborough
Park Nurseries, Brixton, S.W.. on TUESDAY, December 12,

at II for 12 o'clock precisely, a large quantity of well-grown
NURSERY STOCK, well adapted for the London suburbs,
consisting of a considerable number of choice Border Shrubs,
thousands of thriving Evergreens. Coniferx and Deciduous
Shrubs; 10,000standard LimesandPlanes, and other Ornamental
Trees; 2000 clean grown Fruit Trees in variety; also 5000
Mulberries, &c.
The Stock may be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Cata-

logues may be had on the Premi^ts. and of the Auctioneers
and Estate Agents, 98, Gracechurch Street, E.C, and
Leytonstone, E.

HeathersWe Nurseries, BagaUot. Surrey.

PRELIMINARY NOTICE of an important Unreserved Sale
ofaGeneral Assortment of First-class NURSERY STOCK,
together with some WAGGONS, CARTS, and other
TRADE IMPLEMENTS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
are instructed by the Directors of the Heatherside

Nursery Company to hold the next Sale on the Premises on
MONDAY, December 24, and two following days, to commence
at 12 o'clock precisely each day.

Catalogues are now being prepared, and can be obtained when
ready of Mr. THORNTON. Manager, on the Premises, and of
the Auctioneers and Valuers.

WANTED, to HIRE, a FLORIST or
NURSERY BUSINESS. South of London preferred.

Particulars to

; _ W. W.4TERS, Iden, Playden, Susse.x.

rro
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MR. WILLIAM BULL has just received
an importation from California of several thousands of

the best kinds of LILIES indigenous to that counlry. and can

supply them by the dozen, hundred or thousand. The Cali-

fornian LlUes being perfectly hardy, are beautiful objects when
planted or grouped in beds, borders or shrubberies ; they

vhen grown in pots for decorating

s and Rare Plants, King's Road.

R

also charmingly h;

the greenhouse or coiiser

Establishment for N
Chelsea, London, S W.

IFo DODENDRONS.
3-yr. SEEDLINGS.
vyr. SEEDLINGS, fine.

6 to 10 inches, bushy. | 8 to 12 inches, bushy.
12 to i3 inches, bushy.

For Price and Samples, apply to

HENRV FAKNSWORTH, Matlock Bank, Derbyshire.

Australian Plants and Seeds.

EUCALYPTUS GLOUULUS, PALMS,
CYCADS. FERN'S, and all kinds of PLANTS and

SEEDS indigenous to Australia, Fiji, &c. , supplied on the

most reasonable terms. Priced CATALOGUES and Special

Quotations on application.

SHEPHERD AND CO., Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Darlin;;

Nursery, Sydney, New South Wales. (Established 1827.)

Agcn'; : Messrs. C. J. BLACKITH AND CO., Cox's Quay,

Lower Tin
' ^ '^

s Street. Lond'jii. E.G.

Smithfield Club Cattle Show,
STAND 91.

Birmingham Cattle Show,
STAND 71.

SUTTON'S PRIZE ROOTS,
SUTTON'S CHAMPION

SWEDE.
The hardiest. The heaviest cropping. The most

SUTTON'S GOLDEN TANKARD
MANGEL.

The best yellow-fleshed Mangel.

SUTTON'S MAMMOTH LONG
RED MANGEL.

The heaviest cropping long Mangel.

SUTTON'S BERKS PRIZE
YELLOW GLOBE MANGEL.

The heaviest cropping globe Mangel.

Orders will be boohedfor

SUTTON'S PRIZE FARM SEEDS
.At Messrs. Sui ton

SUTTON & SONS,
THli QUEEN'.S SEEDSMEN, RE.'\DI.\G.

\ Special Offer of CoalferB, ftc.

' JOHN PERKINS and SON beg to offer
*'J t!ie following, the whole of which are fine, handsome.

well-rooted trees :

—

CEDRUS DE0DAR.4. sj^ to 3 eet, =41. per dozen : 3 to

4 feet. 42i. per dozen,
CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 3 to 4 feet, us. per dozen.
WCEA NOBILIS, a to iM feet, 361. per dozen.

,
„ PINSAPO, 2'^ to 3 feet, 30J. par dozen; 3 to 4 feet,

1425. per dozen.
PICEA NORDMANNIAN.1, 1% to 3 feet, 30J. per dozen ; 3 to

4 feet, 42J. per dozen.
PINUS CEMBRA, i^s to 3 feet, 9*. per dozen ; 3 to 4K feet,

I WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA, 4 to 5 feet, 50J. per dozen.

\ LAURELS, Portugal, 3 to 4 feet, laj. per dozen.
' YEW, English, 3 to 4 feel, 13J. per dozen.

I

Nurseries ; Billing Road ; Seed Warehouse : 52, Mirket
Si|uare, Northampton.

Wonersh Nursery, near Guildford, Surrey.

.iVrESSRS. VIRGO AND SON can now
. -^'-L supply to Gentlemen, Nurserymen. Florists, and
. Others, a large quantityofSHRUBS. DECIDUOUS FOREST
4 and FRUIT TREES of all kinds, including Hazel. Beech.
i Spanish and Horse Chesiraits, Ozier and other Withies, Alder.
ij Hornbeam. lo to 12 feet. Sycamore, Limes, double pink Thorns,
*i Larch, Spruce and Scotch lir, Yews, Portugal Laurel, 5000
• common Laurel. 3 to 4 feet, and bushy ; 10,000 Standard and

Ij Dwarf Roses, 500.000 3-yr. transplanted Quick, 500,^

I* and 3-vr. cAA 'k^cAV - " • •and 3-yr. old seedling do., &c ; and other :

A large' stock of Robinsjo's DRUMHEAD CABBAGE
PLANTS, at 3s. per 1000.

CATALiOGUES with prices on application.

WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA
PENDULA NOVA.

The Woodcut represents the original plant raisi-d

from seed, 6 years ago, in the Knowefield Nurseries,

Carlisle, and which is the only tiue Weeping A

tonia known to be in existence.

To ii sf/ii out nevl autumn.
Price £2 2s. to £3 3s.

rUinx-

LITTLE & BALLANTYNE,
.SEED.S.MEN and NURSERYMEN, CARLISLE.

DANIELS BROS.'

CHOICE FLOWER ROOTS.
_ _. superbly Illustrated CATALOGUE of the

above is now ready, and may be had post-free by

all intending purchasers, on application.

HYACINTHS—Choice named, in splendid

variety, 6s., gs., u.i., zSs. and 2+1. per dozen.

DANIELS BROS.' CHOICE
COLLECTIONS of FLOWER ROO IS,

6!. 6it. 125. Ki.. 2T-r., 42^, 63^ and S.jf. each,

carriage free.

DANIELS BROS.,
.SEED GROWERS and NURSERYMEN, The ROYAL

NORFOLK SEED ESTABLISHMENT,
irORWICH.

HOWCROFT AND WATKINS (late

Charlwood & Cummins). Seeds-men, Covent Garden,
London, W.C. (Established more than half a century).

CATALOGUES of DUTCH BULBS, &c, are now ready,

and will be sent gratis and post-free on application.

Seeds carefully packed for exportation to all climates.

Prices upon application.

To tlie Trada —SandilngUam Early Kidney Potato.

HAND F. bHARPE have secured a fine
• stock of the above e.tcellent POTATO, which is

pronounced to be not only the earliest, but the most prolific,

and the finest quality in cultivation. Being verj' short in the

haulm It is peculiarly adapted for forcing purposes. Price and
further particulars may be had on application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

WING AND COMPANY'S ROSE LIST
for AUTUMN, 1876, with very full descriniions of all

the best new and old sorts, is now ready, and may be had free.

Also their DESCRIPTIVE LIST (72 pages) of Fruit Trees,
Ornamental Trees, Coniferx, Evergreens, Sea Coast Trees,
Piclonal Trees, Deciduous Shrubs, Clematis, Climbers, Stq.

Royal Njifolk Nurseries, Eaton, Norwich.

Fruit Trees and Roses for Forcing

THOMAS RIVERS AND SON can offer
fine Fruiting Trees in pots of PEACHES and NEC-

TARINES, at SJ. and js. dd. each, ready for forcing ; also a
fine collection of ROSES, in 6 and 8.in. pots, at 20s. to 421,

per dozen, for forcing or greenhouse.
The Nurseries, Sawbridgeworlh, Herts.

'^m CAETEB'S V®
PRIZE ROOTS

WILL BE ON VIEW DUBINQ THE

Smithfield Club Cattle Show,

ON THEIR I.MMENaE STAND, No. 84, IN THE
NORTH GALLERY.

Orders booked during the Show at very

Moderate Prices.

Inspect on respectfully iuvited.

CAETEE'S
PRIZE ROOTS

WILL BE ON VIEW AT

Bingley Hall, Birmingham,

ON THEIR IMMENSE STAND, No. 7), IN THE
GALLEkY.

Orders booked during the Show at very

Afode-rate Prices.

^a^^E^0/a

Ihe QuEens Seedsmen,

237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C

UTCH JFLOWERING BULBS,
DEUTZIA. DIELYTRA. LILY of the VALLEY

-SPIR.EA JAPONICA fjr forcing. Illustrated Priced De
icriptive CATALOGUE post-free.

DICKSON AND ROBINSON, Seed Merchants, &c., 12,
Old Millg.ite, Manchester.

Tree Fernfi—Tree Fern8.-Tree Feme.
DICKSONIA ANTARCTICA. — The

Advertiser Ls now offering the above at greatly reduced
prices, all trunks carefully selected by an English Gardener
from the coolest districts of Tasmania, from i foot upwards.
They are carefully dressed and packed, and shipped direct to

London. Special terms to laige buyeis. For particulars

^^^
\\x. WALKER, y. Mount r!<.;tsant. Tunbridge W«ils.

West Riding Seed EbtabiiBhnient, S«lby.FRUIT TREKS
Extra fine, strong, and healthy.

CURRANTS, Black Naples, remarkably strong, if. 6/ per
dozen, xxs. per loo, ^5 per loop.

GOOSEBERRIES. Crown Bob, Ashton, Whitesmith, Cham-
pion, Zlc.^ \s. 6d. per doz., 12^. per 100, ^^5 los. per 1000.

,, Large Prize, zs., 3^. per dozen, tits, to zoi- per 100.

CURRANTS. Red and White, ts. 6d. per dozen, iij. per ico,

apples/ FEARS^ CHERRIES, and PLUMS. Standards,
i2S. to i6s. per dozen.

,. ,. ,, ., P>Tamid, i2.f. to 24J. per dozen.

ROSES, Standard and Dwarf, 6s to 145. per dozen.

One dozen each of any variety sent as sample if required.

Address, H. F, SMITH asd SONS, Seed Merchants an^
Nurserymen, Sclby.
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MESSRS. JNO. STANDISH AND CO.'S
CATALOGUE for Autumn, 1876. and Spring, 1877, is

now ready, and may be had, post-free, on application.

li contains thefoltoxviitg i—
Plants of Recent Introduction. Coniferse.

Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
\
Hardy Climbers, Clematis, &c.

Plants for Winter Forcing. Rhododendrons, Azaleas,
Azalea indica and Camellias. Kalmias, &c.
Tree Carnations and Ericas. Roses, Standards and Dwarfs,
Ferns and Lycopods. ; also in pots.
Hardy Trees and Shrubs.

,
Fruit Trees.

Transplanted Forest Trees. Grape Vines.
Dutch Bulbs, Flower Roots. &c.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

ILIUM AURATUM.—Fine Bulbs of this
"Queen of Lilies" can now be supplied at td., qrf., \s.,

and IS. td. each: splendid Eniilish-grown Bulbs, is.. \s.(yd.,

2S. and 2S. 6d. each. Sample of two bulbs, postage 6d. extra
;

more cannot be sent by post. Good and varied selection of
Lilies I2J.. 24-?., and 30J. per dozen. Price List on application.

Post-office orders payable at Fenchurch Street, E.C.
WILLIAM GORDON, Lily, Bulb, and Plant Importer,

10. Cullum Street. E.C.

FECIAL OFFER 0~F
FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES, &c.

PINE, Austrian (Pinus auslriaca). well furnished, 3 to 4 feet,

2&r per loo ; 4 to 6 feet, 25^. per 100.

FIR, Scotch, very fine, well furnished, 4 to 6 feet, Zos. per 1000.

ELM, English, very fine for park or avenue planting, 6 to

8 feet, 12S. per dozen
; 90s. per 100.

ASH, common, 2 to 3}^ feet, 25s. per 1000 ; 2-yr. seedlings,

31. 6d. per 1000; Mountain, 6 to 9 feet, 40s. per ico.

CHESTNUTS, Horse, very fine for avenues, 6 to 8 feet, 12s.

per dozen, 901. per 100.

POPLARS, Lombardy. 8 to 10 feet, 45s. per 100.

BEECH. 5 to 6 feet. 805. per 1000.

OaK. Turkey. 5 to 6 and 8 leet, 80J. to 100s. per 1000.

HORNBEAM, 3 to 4 feet. 305. ; 5 to 6 feet, 50J. per 1000.
LABURNUMS, Standards, fine, 8 to 10 feet, gs. per dozen.
WHITETHORN QUICK, 3-yr. loj. ; 4-yr., i2j. ; extra

strong. 15s. per 1000.

PRIVET, Evergreen, 3 to 4 feet, 12J. per 1000.

YEWS, English, extra fine. 2 and 3 to 4 feet, 8ar. to icos.

per 100.

LAURELS, common, z to 3 feet, 8s. : 3 to 4 feet, 12s. per 100.

BOX, Green, bushy. 2 to 3 feet, 25s. per roo.

HOLLIES, Green, 2 feet high, 1% foot through, 50J. per 100.

LILACS, Purple. 2 to -^ feet, 20J, per 100.

BERBERIS AQUI FOLIA. 4s. per 100. 30s. per :ooo.

CARNATIONS, CLOVES, and PICOTEES, named sorts, in

pots, 24s. per 100.

ROSES, Dwarf, extra fine, and true to name, 40s. per 100.

APPLES, Standards, good heads, 6 feet, clean stems, extra fine,

55^ .per

,, Pyramids, very fine, gs. per d(

CHERRIES, Standards, 6 to 7 feet stems, extra fine heads,
7CS. per 100.

APRICOTS, Moor Park, dwarf-trained, extra fine. 30s. per

GOOSEBERRIES, Warrington Red, Midsummer Yellow, and
Crown Bob, 12s. per 100.

CURRANTS. Red, 12s. ; Black, iss. per 100.

SEAKALE, 1-yr., for planting, 35. td. ; extra strong, for

forcing. Zs. per 100.

Messrs. BALL and CO., having large quantities of the
above, are enabled to offer them at the very low prices stated ;

the whole are clean grown and well rooted, and are confidently
recommended to intending planters.

Priced CATALOGUE of GENERAL NURSERY STOCK
on application.

Nurseries : Bedford and Kettering Roads ; Seed Warehouse :

4, Mercers' Row, Northampton.

Special Offer.

To NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN. NURSERYMEN,
and OTHERS.WITTY AND SON,

The Nurseries, Cottingham, Hull, beg to offer the
fallowing cheap Nursery Stock, viz. :

—

APPLES, 2-yr., extra strong, feathered stems, 50s, per 100.

,, maiden, extra strong, 35s. per 100.

PEARS, 2-yr., extra strong, feathered stems, 50s. per 100.

,, maiden, extra strong, 35s. per 100.

,, pyramid, fruiting trees, to name, 24^. per dozen.

„ pyramid, extra strong fruiting trees, having borne two
crops, transplanted last year, 36s. per dozen.

PLUMS, maiden, strong, 40s. per 100.

„ pyramids, extra strong fruiting trees, having borne two
crops, transplanted last year, 36s. per dozen.

,, pyramid, Victoria, fruiting trees, 12s, per dozen.
CHERRIES, maiden. 70s. per 100.

,, 2-yr., grafted. 100s. per 100.

„ pyramid, extra strong fruiting trees, having borne two
crops, transplanted last year, 36s. per dozen.

PEACHES, dwarf-trained, fine. 24s. per dozen.
CURRANTS, Black, extra strong, to name, los. per 100.

,, Red, extra strong, to name, los. per 100.
BEECH, 3'AtoA]4 feet.

LAkCH. 2 t0 2j^ feet. 25s. per 1000; 3 to sJ-^ feet, 40s. per 1000.
QUICKWOOD, 15^. per 1000.

., for gapping, extra strong, zss. per 1000.
SPRUCE. 1 to iH foot. 21s. per 1000.

ASH, weeping, extra strong. 36J. per dozen.
„ weeping, 24s. and 18s. per dozen.

BERBERIS DARWINII. 2-yr. seedlings. 12s. per 1000.
ELM, Camperdown, weeping, splendid stems, extra stout,

42s. per dozen.
CEDRUS DEODARA, 1 to 2 feet, iSs. per dozen.
ESCALLONIA MACRANTHA, in pots, e.xlra strong, 6s.

per dozen.
YEWS. Irish, bushy, 3 feet, 15s. per dozen

; 4 feet, jBs. per doz.
LAURUSTINUS, transplanted, 1 toij^ foot, i8s, per ioo.

„ in pots, strong, rs. to gs. per dozen.
LIGUSTRUM JAPONICUM, strong and bushy, gs. per doz.
LAUkEL. P.-riugal, standards, transplanted, 24s, per dozen.
LABURNUMS, good sienis, fine heads, gs. per dozen.
POPLAR, Lombardy. 6 to 8 feet, 30s. per 100.

„ Black Italian, 6 to 8 feet, 40s. per 100 ; 8 to 10 feet, 50J.

SWEEl BRIAR, 2 yr. seedling. 8s. per 1000.
SOLANUM, in pots, Weatherall's variety, bushy and well set

with berry, 6s. to gs. per dozen.
SYCAMORE, 8 to 10 feet, 6^. per dozen.
YUCCA RECURVA. in pots. 6s. per dozen.

., FILAMENTOSA, in pots, 4s. per dozen.
ROSES, in pots, 6s. and 12s. per dozen.

,, in pots, fine specimen plants, 60s. per dozen.
ASPARAGUS PLANTS, 3-yr.. extra strong, 15s. per 1000.
SEAKALE PLANTS. 2-yr.. strong, 8s. per 100.

N.B.—Cash or reference from all unknown correspondents.

BLOOMING RHODODENDRONS.

Two Hundred Thousand good healthy plants, having

not less than five up to ten and fifteen buds each, of the

finest named hardy kinds, will be supplied at from ^5 to

;^io per 100, and 18^, to 30J. per dozen.

Samfles, tailk lists of the sorts, will befonvarded on
application.

KALMIA LATIFOLIA.
Well furnished and healthy and covered with bloom-buds,

15 to iS in., at 12s. and iSj. per doz., or £$ per loo.

HARDY AZALEAS.
The finest English and Ghent varieties, splendidlybudded,

;^5 to £y los. per loo, or i8j. per dozen.

ANTHONY 'WATERER,
KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.

•Richard Smith •

.fcWORCESTERe^i,

Special Offer, Surplus Stock.HL A N E AND
• offer the following ;

—

CEDRUS DEODARA, 4 to 5 feet, y. 6d. eacli.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 10 to 12 feet, 51. eat

THUJA GIGANTEA, 7 to 8 feet, 51. each; 9 to 10 fei

PICEA NORDMANIANA, 4 to 5 feet, 5s. cacli
; 5

7J. 6f/. each.

„ NOBILIS, 5 to 6 feet, los. 6d. each.

„ PINSAPO, 5 feet, 55. each.
TAXUS ELEGANTISSIMA, 3 to 4 feet, 51. each.

.. Iribh, 7 to 8 feet, 55. each.

THUJA LOBBII. 10 to 12 feet. -js. id. each.
,. SIBERIAN, 5 to 6 feet. 21. each.

THUJOPSIS BOREALIS, 8 to 10 feet, 3s. td. each
feet, 5^. to IS. 6d. each.

WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA, 7 to 8 feet, ic

Smaller sizes can be supplied in large quantitiei

s o ^

RICHARD SMITH'S FRUIT LIST
contains a Sketch of the various forms of Trees, with

Directions for Cultivation, Soil, Drainage, Manure, Pruning,

Lifting. Cropping, Treatment under Glass; also their Syno-

RICHARD SMITH'S LIST
of Evergreen and Deciduous Shrubs, Rhododendrons,

Standard Ornamental Trees, Climbing and Twining Plants,

with their Generic, Specific, and English Names, Native

Country, Heiciht, Time of Flowering, Colour, &c., and
General Remarks.

RICHARD SMITH'S LIST
of Roses, containing all the best of the new and old

varieties, arranged in their several sections, and fully

described as to their Shapes, Colours, and Adaptations

ampU -) their Treatment and Prices.

RICHARD SMITH'S LIST
of Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, with their Scientific

and English Names, Height, Colour, Time of Flowering,

P. ice, &c.

RICHARD SMITH'S LIST
of all the Evergreen Fir Tribe suitable for Britain,

giving Size, Price, Popular and Botanical Names, Derivations,

Description, Form, Colour, Foliage, Growth, Timber, Use in

Arts, Native Country, and Size there. Situation, Soil and other

information, with Copious Index of their Synonyms. Free by
post for SIX stamps.

•Richard Smith-
.feWoRc EST ER :d.

6d. ,

WM. PAUL & SON

ROSE GROWERS
TREE, PLANT, BULB, AND

SEED MERCHANTS,

WALTHAM CROSS,
HERTS,

Inspection of Stock invited.

Priced Descriptive Catalogue free by post.

CRANSTON'S NURSERIES,
KING'S ACRE, near HEREFORD.

Established 17S5.

SPECIALITIES.
ROSES, FRUIT TREES

CONIFERS.
Descriptive Priced Lists on application.

LILIUM AURATUM.
THE NEW PLANT and BULB COMPANT
Beg to announce the arrival of their first consignment, i

splendid condtiion. and at low prices. Their CATALOGUE <

LILIES, BULBS of all kinds, ORCHIDS, &c., of superic
excellence, and at low prices, post-free on application.

LION WALK, COLCHESTER.

AUTUMN PLANTING.

LITTLE k BALLANTYNE,
KNOWEFIELD NURSERIES, CARLISLE,

Respectfully invite iDspectio:

of their e.xtensive and interest ^

ing stock of FOREST am
ORNAMENTAL TREE
and SHRUBS; CONIFE
ROUS and other SPECIME^I
TREES for Parks ;

FRUr!
TREES, ROSES, &c., &c..

iXi^^^i,-

Priced

of u'iiick

applicatio}

CATALOGUi
may be had o-

SEEDSMEN and NURSERYMEN to the QUEEN,

44, ENGLISH STREET, CARLISLE.

AVENUE TREES.
PLATANUS OCCIDENTALIS (true), 10 t<

iS feet high, and girthing 4 to 8 inches at 4 fee

from the ground.

LIMES, 12 to 20 feet high, and girthing 6 h
10 inches at 4 feet from the ground.

POPULUS CANADENSIS NOVA, IS t(

16 feet high, and girthing 6 inches at 4 feet fron

the ground.

ANTHONY WATERER
Has to offer many thousands of the above. They ma

be seen growing at Knap Hill. They are straight,

handsome, and well rooted, and altogether the fine:;

Trees of the kind to be found in any nursery in Eiu-ope" '.

KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURRES,
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QUEEN PINES.—A Gentleman dispensing
with Pine Growing (to make room for Orchid) has 100

strong, clean, healthy Successions to Dispose of ; they are in

the finest possible condition—such a fine lot has seldom been
offered. For particulars apply to

B. S. WILLIAMS, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper
HoIIoway, London, N.

To the Trade.

JOHN PERKINS and SON beg to offer
the following :

—

APPLES, Standard, strong, 5 lo 6 leet stems, 60^. per 100.

PLUMS, Standard, strong, 5 to 6 feet stems, tas. per 100.

,, Maiden, Victoria and Diamond, 35s. per 100.

52, Market Square, Northampton.

NEW LATE-KEEPING HIGH-FLAVOURED APPLE.

COX'S REDLEAF RUSSET.
'^IRST-CLASS CERTIFICATE FROM THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Wm. Paul & Son.
iaving the entire Stock of this valuable, high-flavoured, late-keeping Apple, are now prepared to

sell trees from s^- to 7^. (>d. each.

Coloured lithographs (the original drawings by Fitch), as figured in the Flfliist

for October, 1876, may be had free by post, price itd. each.

•.• A large Stock of GRAPE VINES and FRUIT TREES generally, in splendid condition.

WM. PAUL & SON,
PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS, HERTS.

» , T^f IRON COMPANY, I •%
^^ •- - '''^ Old Barge Wharf, Upper Ground Street, London, >:^

[ot-water'boilers. surrey side, blackfriars bridge. pipes, connections.

^EW PATENT "CLIMAX" BOILER (1874). See

\
p. 665, 1874, Gardeneri Chriinicle.

2).

WITLEY COURT " BOILER (Silver Medal 1S72).

TRENTHAM IMPROVED" BOILER, with Water-
way End and Smoke Consumer.

TUBULAR." and every other Boiler of known merit
or excellence.

(^" Prize Medal Awarded at the National Contest,

irmingham. 1874,

"GOLD MEDAL" BOILER (Birniingh

P.^TENT "EXCELSIOR" BOILER (1S71).

1^ The hir<;est and most complete Slock in the
Trade ; upwards of Twenty Thousand Pounds' worth

MILL'S PATENT AUXILIARY FUEL ECONOMISER,
'Vhich can be attached to any ordinary Boiler. These Tubes are the greatest Economisers of Fuel and Preservatives of B jilei

Fire-Bnrs, and Furnace Fronts ever yet introduced to the public.

SrAIHTON'S NEW PATENT FROSr DEFYING LIQUID (aee "Gardeners' Chronicle," Aus. 19, 1876).

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED COMPLETE.
PRICE LIST on application; or, Si.\ Stamps for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, 4th Edition.

RHODODENDRONS, well set with
bloom-buds, named kinds, fine plants, zs. 6d., y 6d.,

HYBRID SEEDLINGS, 3 feet, 21. each, 150s. per 100.

PONTICUMS, 3 feet. is. 6d. each, loos. per 100.

CATALOGUE free on application.
H. LANE AND SON. Nurseries, Berkhamsted, Herts.

Harllngton Windsor Beans.

MR. MATTHEW NEWMAN will feel
obliged by early applications for HARLINGTON

WINDSOR BEANS, as his Stock this year is very limited.
Harlington, W.—Nov. 3c.

w
i:OX, Gr(

Special OflFer to the Trade.
OOD AND INGRAM beg to ofter

U grown and well rooted :

—

the

,, GoIdlippL-d, i}4 to 2 feet, 21s. per 100.

,, Hand^worlh, 1% to 2 feet, ijs. 6e{. per 100.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 5 to 6 feet, i2;r. per dozen ;

6_lo 7 feet, 30s. per dozen.
FIR, Balm of Gilead, 4 to s feet, 21s. per 100 ; 5 to 6 feet, 35^.

per 100 ; 6 to 7 feet, 55,?. per 100
; 7 to 8 feet, 655-.

I er 100.

OAK, Everyreen, 3 to 4 feet, 8s. per dozen; 4 to 5 feet, i5J-.

per dozen.
PINUS. Weymouth. 6 to 7 feet, gs. per do^en.

„ INSIGNIS, 5 to 6 feet, 36:?. per dozen ; 6 to 7 feet, 6o.r.

per dozen.
ASH, Moumain, 6 to 8 feet, 12s. (d per 100 ; 8 to 10 feet, 21^,

ET.M, Huntingdon, 16 to 20 feet, yms. per dozen.
I.IME, finest red-twigged, layers, 2 to 3 feet, loj. per 100;

6 to 7 feet, 305. per 100 ; 7 to 8 feet, 40J. per 100.

MAPLE, Norway, 14 to 18 feet. 24.J per dozen.
The Nurseries. Huntingdon.

SEAKALE, for Forcing— largest Roots in the
Trade—90J. per 1000, any number under 500, \os. per

100 : some Acies for Sale. A good, second-size Forcing Kale,
at e<is. per 1000; Planting Kale, at ^15^. per 1000. ASPARA-
<;US for Forcing and Planting. RHUBARli of all varieties,
GLOBE ARTICHOKES. TARRAGON, and HERBS of all

kinds. PatONIES. &c. Prices on application. A Remittance
must accompany all Orders.
ALFRED ATWOOD, Market Gardener, 5, Simpson Street,

, S.W.i:

LILIUM AURATUM.—Large Importations
are shortly e.\pected from Japan, and Mr. WILLIAM

BULL is now Booking Orders for them by ihe dozen, hundred,
or thousand, at u., is. 6d., and zj. each ; e.\tra strong bulbs at
3X. 6d. each.

As Mr. WILLIAM BULL annually imports many thousands
of Lilies direct from their native habitats in various parts of the
world, he can supply all the choicest sorts at very moderate
prices. Good and varied selections can be made by Mr. W. B.
at i8j. , 3&J., and 42^. per dozen.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road,
Chels. , London. S.W.

s PRING FLOWERING PLANTS.
PRIMROSE, double yellow, ^s. per dozen, 20J. per 100.

,, double lilac, 2s. 6d. per dozen, i6.r. per 100.

,, double crimson, purple, 6s. per dozen, 45s. per 100.

CARDAMINE PRATENSF. fl. pi., one of the prettiest

spring flowers, -^s. jerdjzen, i6.r. per 100.

AURICULAS, Alpine, good variety, 31. td. per dozen, 25^.

per I

POLYANTHUS, good sor

WALLFLOWERS, double
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NEW AND CHOICE VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEEDS.

-

•'"' '^,
^'" ""^

James Veitch & Sons
DESIRE TO^CALL ATTENTION TO THE FOLLOWING CHOICE NOVELTIES.

FLOAVER SEEDS.
CAPSICUM, PRINCESS OF

WALES.
This remarkably pretly and disluict variety wa-;

raised by Mr. Westcmi, The Gardens, Raby Castle,

who has placed the stock in our hands for distributiun.

The plant is of erect branching habit and forms a

very handsome standard or pyramid. The fruit re-

sembles in shape and size the Yellow Gem Cap-icum,

sent out by us a few years ago. It i3 quite distinct in

colour, however, being of a clear lemon-yellow shade,

which contrasts very effectively with the glossy green

of its foliage. It is a very free fruitinR sort, and a

desirable addition lo our winter greenhouse decorative

plants.

Mr, David Thomson, in the GnydenerXrvc November,
says :—" We have received from Mr. Westcott, Raby
Castle Gardens, a ^pecimen of his seedling Capsicum,
' Princess of Wales.' It is the result of a cross between

the Prince of Wales and Yellow Gem Capsicums, and is

a very distinct form,

plant to either of i

best decorative Capsi

Mr. Westcott inforn

large ffuits, while

twenty-four to thirty fruits as large

pigeon's eggs, of a bright lemon-yell'

parents ; in fact, it is by far the

m. On one plant in a 6-inch pot,

13 he has had as many as forty

nch pots it produces from

larger than

which con-

3 very eflectively with its glossy grei

cannot fail to be a most useful plani

decoration."

Per Packet. 2s. 6d.

1 foliage. It

for autumn

PRIMULAS, VEITCH' S SUPERB STRAINS.
by tlie Ro)^,

PRIMULA SINENSIS, finest Hinged red

Pt-f Pad-ct, 7.S. (>d.

CELOSIA PYRAMIDALIS.
Tlie?;e beautiful plants are well worthy of cultivation for the decoration of the conservatory

ring the autumn months. We have for many years selected with great care the most beautiful
ieties. and we believe the strain cannot be surpassed for beauty of form anti colour,

AUREA ^

CocciNEA \ Per Packet, is.

PLUMOSA )

CAPSICUM, PRINCESS OFI

WALES.
Mr. Hunter, of Lambton Casile Gardens, writing iii

tlie Garden of November 4, says ;—" On visliinjt tht

gardens at Raby Castle, last week, I was pariicularb

struck with tlie effect produced by Mr. West colt's nev

Capsicum, 'Princess of Wales.' the result of a cro^

lioiwcen Prince of Wales and Yellow Gem. It has ih.

hiibir of the former and fruit of the latter, and posse

a stronger constitution than either of its parerii

covered with foliage from the pots upwardn, aiv

some cases the pots are literally hidden v.'iih a

glossy green leaves,

" It is highly esteemed at Raby as a table pi

.',.] when used for that purpose it sometime.;

(jiiires stakes to enable it to uphold its weigdi

fmit, of which single plants ofien furnish as man

forty each, as large as a Green Gage Plum, of a Ir

lemon colour, and polished as if varnished. R&v.^

this, as I saw them at Raby, have a truly ornameni:

appearance, and during the dull months this Capsicm

will doubtless play an important part as a decurativ

ronservatory plant.

" It is perfectly distinct from its parents, and i

my opinion one of the best of all Capsicums f. 1

decorative purposes,"

Per Packet, 2s. (,d.

CALCEOLARIA, INTERNATIONAL PRIZE.
Per Packet, 2S. 6d.

CINERARIA, VEITCH' S SUPERB STRAIN.
Per Packet, 2s. 6d.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM. .

Finest Mixed Colours. Per Packet, 2s. td.

POLYANTHUS, Finest Gold Laced.
Per Pac/cet, is. *

VEGETABLE SEEDS.
CAULIFLOWER, VEITCH' S AUTUMN GIANT.

This extremely valuable late variety is perfedly distinct from any other. The leaves are long
and tapering, and the habit of the plant is robust, but very upiight and compact. The heads are
magnificent, beautifully white, large, firm, and compact. If " sown in April and May it will
succeed the Walcheren. and, coming in between that variety and Snow's Winter Broccoli, is a
great acquisition to all gardens.

Per Packet, \s, 6d.

CELEEY, MAJOR CLARKE'S FINE SOLID RED.
We have again much pleasure in offering this fine Celery, which we consider to he the best

red Celery we have yet seen. The plant is of medium growth, not so tall as the Manchester, tut
taller than the Incomparable White. It is of the same habit as the latter, i.e., robust and
compact, forming very solid hearts, which blanch very easily. It is very crisp and of excellent

1 large growing show variety, but an extremely useful reliable sort which will nearly
always turn c .veil.

Per Packet, is.

CUCUMBER, TENDER AND TRUE.
splendid Cucumber is a seedling from Telegraph and Blue Gown, combining the good
of both these fine kinds. It is very symmetrical in shape, with scarcely any neck, and
a length of about 24 to 30 inches. The colour is of a beautiful deep green shade, and
._ : ii-_. T. :- - r..-_ l

-^^-jng variety, of very strong constitution, and is equallythe flav

suitable both for wmter and

Per Packet, 2s. 6d.

BROCCOLI, VEITCH' S SELF-PROTECTING
AUTUMN.

;iful!y white, firm, and •"

fit for use. It will be r^i

er, which lias met wii^i

A remarkably distinct and very valuable Broccoli fur autumi
plant is of robust but upright growth, and the heads, which are be:

pact, are thoroughly protected by the foliage, and remain a long tin

extremely valuable as a succession to our Autumn Giant Caulifli

much approval, and is now an established favourite in all gardens.
Mr. Perkins, Gardener to Lord Heniker, Thorn hall Hall, says, "It comes in just

Autumn Giant and other Cauliflowers are going out, and is, therefore, most invaluable,

quite distinct, and also wonderfully self protecting ; some rows of it at this place withstood
ight, Nov. 2^, 1874. Wherever a long succession of Cauliflower is required thi:

Per Packet, is. 6(1
'. for late i

LETTUCE, EARLY PARIS MARKET.
ty of Lettuce is much used in the
ilieve it will prove invaluable for fore

: sowing on a warm border early in the

Paris mark'

Ing purpose-

spring, whet

This distinct and very handsome
gardens. It hearts very quickly, and
We can also recommend it with confidence lor sowing on a
it will form heads quicker than any other sort.

Per Packet, is.

CULVERWELL'S PROLIFIC MARROW PEA
in height,

thus the cr

X exceeding

This remarkably fine late Pe:
bears pods from within a short dis

lasts a long while. The pods are
hirgo Peas of excellent quality.

is of strong and robust growth, from 5 to 6 feet

ince of the ground to the top of the haulm, and
traight, pale green, and contain from five to si

Per Quart, zs. 6d.

PEICE TO THE TEADE ON APPLICATION.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.
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JAMES BOYD & SOIS,
HoTticidtiiral Builders in Wood or Iron,

and Maniifaciurers of Hot-Water Apparatus

for Heating Hothouses, Churches, Mansions,

Public Buildings, Harness Rooms, 6^•(".,

PAIS LEY.

ESTABLISHED FORTY YEARS.

Our Works (wliich are now the most

expensive in the Trade), being situated within

a few miles of Glasgow, we are enabled to

forward Materials at the Lowest Rates, by

Rail or Water, and fo compete, on equal

terms, for Contracts in any part of Great

Britain or Ireland.

Having extensive Sawing and Moulding

Mills, employing skilled workmen in all

branches of the trade, and giving our whole

altontion to the business, we can execute any

orders entrusted to us with economy and

despatch, combined with tasteful and sub-

stantial workmanship.

HOTHOUSES ERECTED BY US
MA 1" BE SEEN A T-

Mentmore, Buckinghamshire.

Hatfield, Hertfordshire.

Ragley, Alcester, Warwickshire.

Haydon Hall, Pinner, Middlesex*.

Ashfield, Edgbaston, Birmingham.
Oaklands, Harborne, Birmingham,
Cardiff Castle, South Wales.
Gogerddan, Aberystwith, Wales.
Thornton-le-Street, Thirsk, Yorkshire.

Crofton Hall, Wakefield.

Sandgate, Pulborough, Siissex.

Pickhurst, Witley, Surrey,

Sea View, Sunderland,

Ashburne, Sunderland,

Rrowtop, Keswick, Cumberland,
Derwent Lodge, Cockermouth,
Newbattle, Dalkeith.

Oxenford Castle, Dalkeilh,

Castle Kennedy, Stranraer.

Stapleton Tower, Annan.
Glasserton, Whithorn.
Tonderghie, Whithorn.

Belle Isle, Ayr.

Auchmore, Perthshire.

Inverary Castle, Argyleshire.

Mayfield, Dundee.
Rawcliffe Lodge, Glasgow.
" Kibble Crystal Palace," Glasgow.

Elie, Fifeshire.

Duart Castle, MuU.
Powerscourt, Co. Wicklow.

Carton, Maynooth, Dublin.

Lismany, Cregclare, and Garbally, Co, Galway.

Summerville, Limerick.

Cahercon, Co. Clare.

Ashford, Cong, Co. Mayo.
Gilford, Seaforde, &c., Co. Down.
R.athmore, Belfast.

Paikanaur, Dungannon.

And in most parts of Great Britain and Ireland ; also

io Australia, New Zealand, Cape of Good Hope, &c.

Illustrated CircuLir post-free.

Orders for Shipment carefully filed and

'lied, and deliveredfree on board at Glasgow,

r any part of the •world.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 2, 1S76.

James Boyd & Sons,
PAISLEY.

VILLAGE CLUBS AND EEADING
ROOMS.

THE institution of the " Suffolk Village Club

and Reading-room Association " draws

attention to a sul^ject of great importance, both

as regards the comfort and social status, and
also the intellectual improvement of the labour-

ing population.

Even in its first effects the existence of a

widely spread association of this kind, headed

by the leading men of the district, is beneficial

in drawing the various classes together, whilst

the mutual acquaintance and joint though vary-

ing interests, take away many difficulties, and

enable the work to be more effectually carried

on in its individual institutions, than can often

be the case where each of these is an isolated

undertaking.

The object of the Suffolk Association, as

given in its report, is to assist in forming vil-

lage clubs and reading-rooms in the county ; to

facilitate exchange of books ; to provide occa-

sional lectures on subjects of general interest

(excluding such as are political or theological)
;

to give information on the subject of provident

societies, savings banks, and similar institu-

tions ; and gener.ally to assist in any plan for

promoting intellectual and social recreation for

the labouring population—whether the more

highly educated artisan of the large towns, or

the rural labourer—throughout the county.

The affairs of the Association are managed

by a Council, meeting not less than once a

quarter, in which besides the managing powers,

the working members are represented by one

from each " affiliated " club, and by direction

of this Council all sums of money given as dona-

tions are invested, the interest only being by

their rules made applicable to current expendi-

ture. Annual subscriptions, interest accruing,

and other receipts, are all at the disposal of the

Council, under a limitation that the expenditure

shall not exceed /;30 at any meeting without

previous notice to the secretary.

Under the encouragement of the Association

soiTie new clubs have arisen, and some pre-

viously existing have been " affiliated" to the

society, and from the well-known and highly

respected names amongst its promoters and

leading members, and the sum of money in

hand shown by its accounts, the affairs of the

Association appear to go on prosperously, and

to promise to do good locally, and also benefit

the country at large in drawing attention to the

practical working of the system.

The object of the Association is, in the first

place, to provide the bomX fide labourer of any

denomination with the opportunity of spending

his evening quietly and comfortably with books,

newspapers, and other appliances (as means or

requirements suggest) for reasonable relaxation

or study, the detai's being left open for con-

sideration as to what inay be desirable in the

institutes or reading-rooms requisite Jor the

more highly-educated operatives of the towns

or larger villages, whilst in the club suitable for

a population of a few hundred inhabitants, a

moderate-sized room, with warmth and light, a

sufficient supply of books and papers, and

possibly a piece of ground for out-of-door

amusement, supply all that is needed in a

compass ordinarily attainable, and, from the

rules not being too tightly drawn, in a form

likely to prove a tolerable counter-attraction to

the public-house.

In the Notes on the Suffolk Village Club and
Reading-Room Association (published in con-

nection with it by Mr. Johnson, one of the

honorary secretaries), details and suggestions

are given at some length with regard to the

management of the village clubs, possible

methods of arrangement of clubs and reading-

rooms in connection with temporary works, and
the amplification of methods by which the

Association, through lectures and readings,

lending books, and assisting in promoting
rational recreation of every description, miy, as

the work gains ground, hope to advance the

inteUectu.al and social comfort of the labouring

poor, but space does not allow of further

extracts, and the small pamphlet is procurable,

if wished for, from the publishers, Messrs.

Simpkin & Marshall.

The objections which are given in the
" Notes " as those at times brought forward

against the working of the clubs and reading-

rooms, cannot be considered, save in one point,

to weigh much ag.ainst the objects of the society.

With regard to the first
—" that the labourer

has more urgent wants than any which the

village club can supply" : this is certainly true,

but it is a benefit to him nevertheless as far as

it goes, and need not interfere with other

matters. To another it may be answered that

clubs and rending-rooms of this nature are not

likely to be the nuclei of mischievous and "revo-

lutionary propaganda " and schemes. If there

is discontent in the district, the leading topic

will, of course, be talked of, but where there is

a good provision of entertainment, a large pro-

portion of the men will, under cotnmon circum-

stances, prefer enjoying themselves in their own
way, to carrying discussions to the disorderly

and riotous lengths of alehouse oratory, where

beer and talk are the only amusements.

The remaining objection has matter for much
more consideration as to the degree in which it

is desirable to draw a man from his home, when
he shares it with a wife and fainily. With
regard to the young men and growing up boys,

and to the single men without home ties, there

is no doubt that the reading-room is not only

useful, but of incalculable value—sometimes

almost everything to them. Instead of the

scanty light and accommodation, with the con-

stant disturbance unavoidable in a small cot-

tage room, the loneliness of an evening in

lodgings, or the noise and evil inflaences of

the public house, they have a cheerful and com-
fortable evening to look forward to after the

day's work, with light and space, good air and

warmth ; they are amongst the better sort of

men and lads of their own age and station, and

have opportunity for self-instruction if they

wish it, or if not disposed for study they cannot

fail to benefit by the general and entertaining

literature and the " picture papers," which are

invariably attractive ; while the decently re-

strained conversation and comfortable surround-

ings all help in giving them a knowledge and

appreciation of the proprieties of life which is

of infinite service to them and all about them.

In the v.'ords of a labouring man endeavouring

to describe the good he considered done—" A
young man goes in thinking of nothing ; he

sees and hears, and there comes a sort of a

hght. There is something that gives him a

knowledge and a comfort, and he feels what a

waste he has been making of himself, and wants

to do better."

The difficulty of the adaptation lies further

on—amongst the married men. It perhaps only

exists partially in the large towns or in the vil-

lages where the members live close round their

centre of meeting, but taking the ordinary run

of rural day labourers—that is, those who are

neither in such indigent circumstances, or so

given to drink or bad conduct as to preclude

the hope of comfort at home—it is very'doubt-

ful how far the] evening! separation may act
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beneficially. The husband and father cannot

with safety be considered separately from his

home ties, and though, where he is already m
the habit of seeking his evening entertainment

at the public-house, his wife would be only too

thankful to substitute the reading-room and club

for the more dangerous resort, yet where he does

stay quietly at home it is much to be feared that,

once unsettled, and the habit gained of leaving

his wife and family for a more entertaining

evening, that he will carry on the principle to

having his beer and games unchecked elsewhere.

In this case the wife as well as the husband

has a claim for consideration ; after her day's

work she has a similar need of the refreshment

of a comfortable evening, whilst to the children

the father's return usually brings the happiest

portion of the day ; and if instead of household

talk and domestic comfort the man's return is

only the signal for more work in preparing him

to be fit to sit away from her during the even-

ing, the wife in her loneliness and neglect will

be only too likely to seek a temporary cheerful-

ness in what, though bad for her husband, is

much worse for her.

of the Suffolk Association, the proposed prizes

for collections of natural objects deserve a

word. Whatever may yet remain to be worked

out as to the extent to which sea-side excur-

sions, debates, lectures, and musical entertain-

ments may be desirable for the higher classes of

operative ; or skittles, bowls, and similar

amusements for the less educated members of

the simple village clubs ; there can be no douljt

as to the benefit of books for indoor amuse-

ment, and also of increased knowledge of the

animal and vegetable surroundings of daily life.

The town operative usually has a great love

for flowers ; and the country labourer has

often a fund of information regarding the

plants and animals of his district, which only

requires to be drawn out, and a little set to

rights, to be a great pleasure to himself, as well

as a first step to what may be of much practical

benefit in his daily occupation.

Whilst the Association expresses its wish to

benefit by the experience of those who may have

knowledge of the working of the different

branches of its useful undertaking, it is to be

!
hoped that in due season it will also let

pseudobulbs are nearly semifusiform, with numerous

wrinkles, very narrow, or as thick as the miJdle finger
;

one-leaved—leaf in the way of that of a Stanhopea,

stalked, oblong, acute, membranous. Peduncle

drooping, deep purplish-violet, with four flowers

standing one-sided, much like those of Acantho-

phippium silhetense. The blunt sac of the two

cuneate sepals is in part adnate to the ovary, of a

very nice strong Vanda consistence, white, and

adorned with a few purplish tr.inslucent spots inside,

The upper base is narrow, ligulate, and has in-

side a few purplish spots on an ivory-white ground.

The petals are linear, acute, bent outside. The

lip's hypochile is white with rich orange, trifid.

The epichile is lanceolate, while the lip is far shorter

than the column, as is the habit in Schlimias. The

very strong trigono-semiterete column has square

fleshy wings under the top, an orange anther, and a

glaucous middle line. I have to thank for the plant

Sir Trevor Lawrence, of Burford Lodge, Dorking,

who tells me it was bought under the name of

Schlimia jasminodora at Mr. Stevens' sale in May,

1S74. It was the sale of May 11, "Imported Oichids

from New Grenada" (Ganleitcrs' C/iroiikl,; 1S74,

No. l8, p. 572). I have not heard of any Schlimia

having flowered in England recently. Our species is

quite distinct from S. alpina by the square wings,

dolabriform in the one, and from S. jasminodora

by the trifid not entire hypochile. It is an inte-

resting thing, well deserving a place in a collection

whose possessor wants a variety of shapes. I believe I

Fig. 133.—ENCEPItALARTOS VII.IOSUS.

It is very truly remarked in the " Notes " that

if the growing lad does not avail himself of

some means of improvement after leaving

school, his hardly-won learning will escape him

;

but it is very doubtful whether, if in earlier life

his father's care is so taken away (as when

evening absence is added to that of working

hours), the learning of books or that of obedi-

ence and proper conduct will ever be rightly

implanted. The point, of course, is open to

debate on either side, but judging by some years'

workings in the West of England, it is more

satisfactorily met by lending books than by

pressing the man's attendance at the reading-

room. With him in these cases it is usually

not so much improvement in the sense of what

is gained by study that is necessary, as some

mental amusement accompanying bodily rest,

.Tnd if books that can be easily understood and

taken real pleasure in are put into the hands of

(he man and his family, they will fairly absorb

themselves in them, and desire no better enter-

t linment whilst the book lasts. Almost every-

tliing, however, depends on selection ; whether

sicular or sacred it must be spirited. Argu-

mentative works especially, such as may be

interpreted into personal religious denunciation,

are usually worse than useless.

Taking yet one more point from the report

others profit by its own experiences. There is

many a country village in which funds and all

requisite for starting the club or reading-room

would be found ready, if a plan of management

cou'd be brought forward which had already

been found to answer ; and those who have seen

a reading-room, where all was otherwise pros-

perous, closed from the caprice of a single indi-

vidual unfortunately placed in authority, dic-

tating what was distasteful to the men, will feel

the truth of the remark in the " Notes" that
" a club to be successful must be chiefly

managed by the members themselves," and also

will feel the element of success which lies in the

connection of the varied ranks and talents,

ditTerent occupations and degrees of education,

blended together in unity of purpose in those

who promote and form the Suffolk Associa-

tion. 0.

New Garden Plants.

Schlimia rraFiDA, ;;. sp*

Since 1856 I have not seen a living Schlimia !

and I feel very glad to have one now at hand. The

* Schlimia irifidn. — Racemo paucifloro, secundifloro :

bracteis spalhaceis ovarii tertiam jequantibus ; sepalo imparl

ligulato : sepalis inferioribus connatt-saccatis ;
gutlure baseos

cum ovario connato ; tepalis lanceis reflexis ; hypochilio pan-

du»'ato apice trifido : laciniis lateraliblis acuiis ; lacinia mediana
Tetusa ; epichilio lanceo : columna: auriculis quadratis. //. O.

KM:/.

am not mistaken in thinking the plant to be one of the

late Mr. Bruchmuller's. Ocana might then be regarded

as the centre of Schlimias, which extend to Ecuador,

and, no doubt, to Costa Rica. //. G. Rchb. J. [We
learn from Sir Trevor Lawrence that the flowers have

a powerful and sweet smell, between Jasmin and

Beigamot. Eds.]

A SYNOPSIS OF THE KNOWN
SPECIES OF IRIS.--XIII.

Proceeding with the section Pogoniris, we come

now to the group of Iris biflora, the species of which

are marked by their simple stems, bearing, when

fully developed, a couple of fugitive early flowers

enclosed in a spathe of three valves. Taking the

extent to which the perianth-tube is produced as the

first character in our key, the known species of this

group fall into the following sequence :

—

, , , . . ( 71. I. GLAUCESCENS.
Penanth-Inbe very long, like th.il J ' , RunRO-MAKr.lN,\TA.
ofpumila. 1^:i:meluta.

^

Periaulh-tlibe mo^lerately lo

Periantb-tnlie short.

J
76. I- 1.1'tesce:

I. 77. I. VIRF^CSN
•
78. I. AI.ENAKI.

7,. 1. FLAV,SS1.1

EO. I. lil.OlDOV

/. a^juctsi-ern, Bunge, in Led. Fl. Alt., vol.
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Rhizome short-creeping, as thick as a man's finger.

Tufts densely crespitose, the rehcs of the old leaves

splitting up into fibres. Leaves five or si.t in a tuft,

ensiform, glaucous, \ foot long at the flowering time,

|— ^ inch broad. bcape not more than a couple of

inches long, 1—2 flowered. Spathes of 2—3 lanceolate

acute valves, 2 inches long, membranous in the upper

half. Ovary subsessile, oblong, \ inch long ; tube

slender, 2 inches long ; limb 18—21 lines deep, lilac
;

falls ' inch broad, reflexing halfwaydown, narrowed cune-

atelyinto a long bearded claw ; standards erect, nearly

the same size and shape as the falls. Stigmas nearly

I inch long, excluding the lanceolate crests. Anthers

i inch long, exceeding the filaments. Capsule not seen.

A native of Central Siberia, gathered by Lehmann,

Schrenk, and others. Not known in cultivation. I.

Ecariosa, Pallas ; Led. Fl. Ross., vol. iv., p. 104 ;

Roem. and Schultes, Syst. Veg., vol. i., p. 307, of

which I have not seen type specimens, is undistinguish-

able from the descriptions. \. longiflora, Herbert

MSS., only dilTers from the type by having both spathe

and perianth-lube \—\ inch longer. I. elongata,

Griseb. Spicel. Fl. Rumel., ex parte— Stem 4 inches

long, naked. Leaves lanceolate, falcate, as long as the

stem at the flowering time. Spathe two-flowered, the

valves lanceolate, green, acutely keeled, 3 inches long.

Pedicel short. Ovary oblong, \ inch long ; tube as long

as the limb ; limb lilac-purple, the segments of both

kinds obovate with a long claw, \— r inch broad, re-

fle.xing half way down. Stigmas l inch long, exclusive

of the deltoid crests. Anther shorter than its filament.

A native of Transylvania, discovered and recently

characterised by M. Janka. My description is taken

from an authentic specimen, kindly lent by M.
Leichllin. Like the last, it comes about midway
between pumila and bifiora.

74. /. kumaonensis, Wall, Cat., No. 5052 ; D. Don, in

Proc. Linn. Soc. , vol. i., p. 8 {1849) ; Klatt, in Linnasa,

vol. xxxiv. p. 594 : /. longtfoUiTt Royle, 111. Him.
, p. 372,

t. 9r, fig. 2 ;' D. Don. loc. cit. ; /. tigrina^ Jacquem.
MSS.—Rhizome stout, short-creeping. Tufts densely

ctespitose. Whole plant in flower 6—9 inches high.

Leaves about four in a tuft, 6—9 inches long at the

flowering lime, \—\ inch broad. Scape 2—4 inches.

ing one, or even two, sheathing leaves, not forked ;
the

terminal spathe usually two-flowered. Spathe of two

broad, lanceolate, ventricose valves, 2—25 inches long,

membranous in the upper part. Pedicel very short ;

ovary oblong, V inch long ; tube an inch long above the

ovary ; limb bright violet-purple, 2—24 inches deep ;

falls obovate, fully an inch broad, reflexing half-way

down, the claw veined with lilac on a white ground, the

yellow beard i^- inch long ; standards erect, r:f— r^

inch broad, narrowed suddenly into a claw \ inch long.

Stigmas above an inch long, without the deltoid-toothed

crests. Anthers fully i inch long. Capsule oblong,

obtusely angled, I— ij inch long, the valves not keeled

on the back.

A native of the chalky hills near Lisbon, and of the

African coast at Tangiers and Mogadore. It is like

a dwarf edition of germanica, with an unbranched

stem, and an earlier and more fugitive flower. It

flowers in the latter part of April in our London

gardens. Salisbury calls it fragrans, but I have never

been able to perceive any distinct scent. There is a

specimen from Kew Gardens in the Banksian

^^^

Fig. 134— encehialartos villosus yak. nobilis.

Fischer MSS., from the Caucasus, has a deeper

coloured lilac-purple flower, with broader, more obo-

vate segments, resembling those of Chamasiris var.

olbiensis.

72. /. ruhro-marginata. Baker, in Gard. Chron. 1875,

vol. i., p. 524.— Rhizome stout, short-creeping. Whole
plant when in flower about 4 inches above the surface of

the soil. Stem absolutely none. Leaves falcate, ensiform,

bright green, 2—3 inches long at the flowering time,

\ inch broad. Spathe 2- flowered, composed of more

than two lanceolate-navicular valves, 25-3 inches long,

I—rj inch broad, green to the top at theflowermg time,

keeled and margined with red. Ovary quite sessile,

oblong, \ inch long ; tube 2 inches long, green, tinged

towards the top with purple ; limb 2~2j inches deep,

a uniform dead purple ;
falls obovate-unguiculate,

I inch broad, reflexing half way down, with a purple

beard
; standards obovate-unguiculate, erect, r inch

broad. Stigmas i inch long, excluding the small deltoid,

nearly entire crests. Anther as long as the filament.

Capsule not seen.

A native of the neighbourhood of Scutari, where it

was discovered by M. Barbey Boissier, of Geneva.

My description is taken from a living plant grown at

Baden-Baden, by M. Leichtlin. Intermediate be-

tween pumila and biflora.

73. /. ;«f/W«, Janka, .\datokErdel.,p. 172 ; I.pumila,

bearing a single sheathing leal above Its base, and a

two-flowered spathe with broad green lanceolate valves

2—24 inches long, \
—

-4- inch broad. Pedicel \—f inch

long inside the spathe ; ovary oblong, \ inch long

;

tube r—r^ inch long ; limb bright hlac-purple, 18—2r

lines deep ; falls and standards obovate-unguiculate,

i|— r inch broad, the latter erect and rather the broadest,

the former reflexing half way down. Stigmas
-J
inch

long, exclusive of the small crests. Anthers equalling

the filaments. Capsule oblong, much inflated, pointed,

i\ inch long, I inch thick.

Common in the temperate region of the Western

Himalayas, ascending according to Strachey and

Winterbottom to 11,500 feet in Garwhal. It is most

like biflora, with a smaller flower and narrower leaves.

It has never been introduced into cultivation. I.

longifolia, Royle, is simply a form with leaves twice

as long as the flowering stem.

75. /. Hflora, Linn. Sp. Plant. , edit, a, p. 56 ; Miller,

Diet., edit. 6, No. 6 ; noti Klatt, in LinnKa, vol, xxxiv.,

p. 597; /. subbi/ora, Brotero, Ft. Lusit., t. 98 ;
Spach,

Hist. Phan., vol. xiii., p. 53 ;
non Hot. Mag., t. rr3o

;

1. fmgtans, Salisb. in Trans. Hort. Soc, vol. i., p. 303 ;

/. nudicaulh, Bot. Mag. t. 5806 ; non Lam.—Rhizome
stout, short-creeping. Whole plant in flower h— r foot

high. Leaves ensiform, rather glaucous, 6—9 inches

long at the flowering time, \—\ inch broad. Stem bear-

herbarium, dried in 1777. It was figured in the

Botanical Magazine from Portuguese specimens im-

ported by Mr. Maw. The Mogadore specimens I

have seen were gathered by Broussonet. Salzmann

first gathered it near Tangiers, and it has been re-

found lately by Mr. Blackmore.

76. /. liiteuens. Lam. Encycl., vol. iii., p. 297 ;
Bot.

Mag., t. 2861 ; Spach, Hist. Phan., vol. xiii., p. 5r
;

Godr. Fl. France, vol. iii., p. 240; Reich. Ic. Germ.,

tab. 329, fig. 756 ; non Red.— Rhizome short-creeping,

as thick as a man's finger. Whole plant in flower

about r foot high. Leaves ensiform, slightly glaucous,

6—9 inches long at the flowering time, \
—\ inch broad.

Stem terete, glaucous, unbranched, bearing one or two

leaves above the base. Spathe valves 2—2^ inches

long, broad-lanceolate, ventricose, withered at the tip at

the flowering-time. Pedicel very short ; ovary oblong-

tngonous, \ inch long ; tube greenish-yellow, l~i\ inch

long : limb 2\ inches deep ; falls oblong, \— I inch broad,

with a reflexing blade as long as the claw, pale yellow,

tinged and veined with purplish brown ; beard bright

yellow : standards broader, erect, plain primrose-

yellow, narrowed suddenly to the claw. Stigma above

r inch long, exclusive of the sharply-toothed crests.

Anthers pale yellow, as long as the filaments. Capsule

not seen.

A native of the South of Europe, extending from
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France to Turkey. It bears the same relation to

lutescens that th? bifLira bears to germinica. It

flowers through May in our London gardens, after

pumila has faded, and has no distinct scent. I have

seen an original specimen from Lamarck in the her-

barium of M. Da Candolle. It is well and fully de-

cribed in the Botanical Magazine, and in Spach's

monograph of the garden Irises. I cannot distinguish

from lutescens by any definite character L Statei'ce,

Todaro, Nuov. Gen., p. 5 ; Ilnrt. Panorm. tab. 6, or

I. erralica, Todaro, Nuov. Gen., p 10; and we had

it sent to Kew as I. Matthioli.

77. /. vircscens, DC. in Red. Lil, t. 295 ;
Spach, Hist.

Phan.,vol. xiii., p. 52.— General habit and leaves exactly

of I. lutescens. Spathe i—2-flowered, composed of 2—3
ventricose lanceolate valves, 2 inches long, scariose at the

tip only at the flowering time. Pedicel very short ; ovary

oblong-trigonous, h inch long ;
tube greenish yellow,

i~i\ inch long; limb 2 inches deep; falls oblong,

cuneately narrowed to a claw, \— | mch broad, greenish

yellow, streaked in the lower half with dull purple
;

beard bright yellow ; standards oblong-unguiculate, dull

yellow, I inch broad, the claw spotted and streaked with

green and dull purple. Stigmas pale yellow, i inch long,

exclusive of the lanceolate serrulate crests. Anthers

\ inch long, equalling the filaments. Capsule not seen.

The only wild specimens I have seen came from

the neighbourhood of Sion, in the Valais. According

to M. Tanka the Transylvanian L binata, Schur, Fl.

Transyl.
, p. 656, is the same species. It is a very near

lutescens, but the flower is a deader and greener

yellow, with narrower segments. It flowers in our

London gardens at the end of April or beginning of

May. To my mind it is the least ornamental or

attractive of all the bearded Irises.

78. I.iirenaria, Waldst. and Kit. PI. Rar. Hung,,

t. 57 ; Bot. Reg., t. 549 ; Red. Lil., t. 296 ; Roem. and

Schultes, Syst. Veg., vol. i., p. 463 ; Ledeb. Fl. Ross.,

vol. iv., p. 103 ; Reich. Ic. Fl. Germ,, tab. 3^0, fig. 757 ;

Spach, Veg. Phan., vol. xiii., p. 69,—Rhizome much
branched, wide-creeping, cylindrical, \

—
\ inch thick, so

that the tufts of flowers are each separate. Whole plant

in flower not more than 3 or 4 inches high. Leaves two or

three produced to a tult, and a couple shorter, linear,

glaucous green, 3—4 inches long, \—^ inch broad. Scape

\\—2. inches high, slender, erect, unbranched, bearing a

single terminal cluster of one or two flowers. Spathe-

valves lanceolate, tight-clasping, i— x\ inch long, green

at the flowering time, with a narrow membranous border.

Flower twisting up spirally when it fades. Pedicel

\—\ inch long inside the spathe ; ovary clavate, ^ inch

long; tube \ inch long; limb i— 1| inch deep, all the

segments bright yellow, striped with purplish-brown on

the claws ; falls oblong-spathulate, \ inch broad, with

a bright yellow beard reaching half way up ; standards

rather shorter and narrower, erect. Stigmas \ inch long,

exclusive of the large lanceolate crests. Anthers purplish,

\ inch long. Capsule oblong, pointed, chartaceous,

I inch long ; seeds minute, chestnut-brown, carunculate.

A native of Hungary, Transylvania, and the south

of European Russia, growing in dry sand. One of

the most distinct of all the bearded Irises, well-marked

in the section by its slender wide-creeping rhizomes,

and narrow leaves. Well suited for a rockery or pot

culture, but it has never been common in our English

gardens. With us near London it flowers late in May.

Spach places it in a subgenus by itself, which he calls

P. Sammiris^

79 /. fliviisima^ Pallas, in Linn. Herb,
; Jacq. Col,,

vol. iv., p. 98 ; Ic, tab. 220 ; Ledeb. Fl. Ross., vol. iv.,

p. 102.—Rhizome moderately stout, oblique, short-creep-

ing, the tufts crowded, surrounded by the bases of old

leaves remaining as fibres. Whole plant in flower

\ foot high. Produced leaves about three to a tuTt,

linear, i foot long at the flowering time, \ ~-\ inch

broad. Scape 1—4 inches long, naked, bearing a single

terminal i—2 flowered spathe. Spathe-valves lanceolate-

navicular, broad and very ventricose, i—15 inch long,

green, except at the very edge. Pedicel -^ inch long

inside the spathe ;
ovary and tube each equalling the

pedicel; limb i— rV inch deep, bright yellow; falls

obovate, with a blade \ inch broad as long as the claw,

and a bright yellow beard running half way up
;

standards oblong-unguiculate, under \ inch broad.

Blade of yellow stigmas \ inch long ; crests deltoid.

Anther yellow, as long as the filament. Capsule not

seen.

A native of Central Siberia. I am not aware that

it has ever been brought into cultivation. It is most

like a dwarf lutescens, with a smaller flower and a

shorter tube. I. dahurica, Herbert MSS., is evident'y

the same species.

Ic, t. loi ; Fl. Ross , vol. iv., p. 102 ; /. /liviisima var.

inrjh-osii, Bunge.in Ledeb. Fl. Alt., vol. i. , p. 59 ;
Regel,

F.num., Semenow, p. no.—Rhizome stout, short-creep-

ing, the bases of the old leaves splitting up into fibres.

Whole plant in flower 1— r foot high. Produced leaves

2— 3 to a tuft, linear, 6— 9 inches long, |—^ inch broad,

thin in texture. Stem under J foot high, with a finale

terminal two-flowered spathe, and a leaf above the base.

Spathe-valves lanceolate, i— i^ inch long, green and

membranous at the flowering time, very ventricose.

Pedicel ^—V inch long inside the spathe; ovary i inch

long; tube k—'l inch long; limb light yellow, li— 2 inches

deep; outer segments obovate-cuneate, :^— i inch broad,

reflexing half-way down, the bright yellow beard running

more than half way up ; standards erect, obovate-ungui-

culate, as broad as, but rather shorter than, the f.dls.

Stigmas ^ inch long, exclusive of the deltoid crests.

Anthers '( inch long, rather shorter than the filaments.

Capsule not seen.

A native of the Altai Mountains and other places

in Central Siberia. Very near flavissima, of which it

is perhaps only a larger variety. Not known in culti-

vation. Dr. Klatt unites both of them with pumila, a

junction which is clearly quite untenable.

81. /. gotiiocirpa, Baker, n. sp.— Root fibres thick

and cylindrical, the bases of the old leaves splitting up

into short fibres. Leaves half a dozen or more to a tuft,

narrow linear, grass-like in texture, overtopping the

flowers, above a foot long, \—^ inch broad. Stem 6—

8

inches long, with only a single i—2-flowered terminal

spathe, and sheathed with two or three small linear

leaves. Spathe-valves I5— ly inch long, lanceolate,

acute, under ! inch broad, green till after the

flowering time. Pedicel varying (rom scarcely any to

I inch long ; ovary oblong, i inch long ; tube as long as

the ovary ; limb i inch deep, with oblong unguiculate

segments, the outer reflexing and densely bearded.

Stigmas \ inch long, exclusive of the entire lanceolate-

deltoid crests. Capsule oblong, chartaceous, acutely

angled, i

—

1\ inch long, with flat valves without any

ribs.

A native of the temperate region (11,000—13 000

feet) in Sikkim, discovered by Dr. Hooker. I have

seen only dried specimens, and do not know the colour

of the flower. The general habit, the narrow grassy

leaves overtopping the flowers, and the fleshy root

fibres all recall I. nepalensis. Of the bearded species

it is most like arenaria,

82. /. Korolkoioi, Regel, Enum. PI. Nov, Turkest.,

p. 32 ; Gartenflora, tab, 766.— Rhizome stout, short-

creeping. Leaves linear, glaucous, as long as the stem,

\— T inch broad. Stem i

—

\\ foot high, leafy in the

lower part, ending in a solitary 2-flowered terminal

spathe. Spathe-valves lanceolate, 3—4 inches long,

green at the flowering time, reaching half way up the

hmb. Pedicel \—i inch long inside the spathe ; ovary

oblong ; tube short ; limb oS inches deep, the ground-
work white tinged with brown, marked with copious

dark brown veins radiating from the throat ; the blade

of the falls oblong, \\ inch long, i inch broad ; the claw

bearded, the standards rather broader, oblong-unguicu-

late, erect. Stigmas i inch long, without the deltoid

ciests. Anther exceeding the filament. Capsule oblong.

2^ inches long, i inch thick, acutely 6-angular, deltoidly

narrowed into a short beak, rounded at the base.

A native of Turkestan, A very distinct species,

with a flower coloured like those of susiana and
iberica. It was brought into cultivation in Ru'^sia,

and has now been sent to England in small quan-

tities.

83 /. Hiivnci, Baker, n. sp.—Rhizome stout, short-

creeping. Leaves about half-a-dozen in a tuft, rather

shorter than the stem. \ inch broad. Stem i foot high,

simple, ending in a single terminal spathe, and bearing

a couple of reduced leaves above the base. Spathe-
valves 3 inches long, lanceolate-acuminate, all green at

the flowering time. Ovary cylindrical, nearly sessile,

above i inch long ; tube greenish, r inch long ; limb
3' inches deep, lilac-purple ; standards obovate-cuneate,

i\ inch broad, reflexing half way down, bearded down
the lower half ; standards erect, obovate-unguiculate,

2 inches broad. Anther above \ inch long.

Described from a coupleof dried specimens gathered

on Mount Gilboa, in Palestine, in April, 1S72, by the

late Mr. W, A. Ilayne. A very fine plant, with the

general habit of biflura. jf. G. Bahr.

80. /. Blou.iovii, Ledeb. Fl. Alt., vol P- 331

THE GRAVE OF ROB ROY.
In several of their native glens the Highland clans

have private burial grounds. In Strathyre, above the

Pass of Leny, near the spot where Lord Menteith,

with Montrose disguised, encountered Captain Dugald

Dalgelty, there stood formerly the chapel of St.

Bride's, which Roderick Dhu's messenger reached

with the fiery cross to summon the bridegroom from

the al'ar. The chapel exists no longer, but its burial

ground remains, the cemetery of a clan. In the

a-ljoining Strath of Ralqahidder there is another of

these private graveyards belonging to a family of

great distinction, and on approaching it lately we

asked ourselves what kind of cypress-weeds would be

appropriate to such a spot. Ought the grave of a

Sc')tik-h chief, resting in his own earth, to be

decorated by any plants but such as are natural to the

soil? One can imagine that a Highland family might

prefer native trees only. They might even confine

themselves to the native plants which the clans have

taken as their badges.

It seemed not unlikely that we should find the Scotch

Fir—their own symbol—waving over the ashes of an

historic family at the spot we were about to visit. We
also imagined we might find the symbols of their old

allies, and even of their enemies, side by side with

their own. Why not ? Within a mile of their

private resting place there is a church whose ancient

font, broken now and turned out in the rain, was

formerly used in the registry of oaths t.iken in cement-

ing blood feuds. The old system of revenge and

family hatreds was fostered at the font ! Happily

the Highlands need no lesson on this subject now,

but the principle of Christian and fraternal affection

may be properly enforced anywhere and everywhere.

Meditating on the subject of the Cypress and its

substitutes in Scotch burial grounds, we reached the

spot in question, and found the trees poor and nothing

especially appropriate, except the little buttressed

building in the centre of the ground, constructed with

stone from a neighbouring mountain. Two rows of

Limes, headed down and growing as bushes, line the

approach. There are a few Firs and Oaks scattered

about, a Sycamore, and a small coppice in one corner

of apparently self-sown Ashes. The ground, in fact,

has been long neglected, not, we feel sure, from cold-

heartedness in the breast of any Highlander, but

from accidental causes, such as distance and want of

opportunity.

In a churchyard not far from this private burial

ground is the grave of Rob Roy, with numerous

native trees around it. Near the junction of the

Stralhof Bilquhidder with Strathyre there isa fine old

Birch wood more than a hundred years old and self-

sown. The Aspen trembles all over the same hill-

side, and the Alder darkens the edges of the burns

and the river-side below.

There are patches of Broom, Gorse, and Briar here

and there on the waste ; Heather is plentiful, and Haw
thorns are occasionally seen along the valley. There

are Ash trees springing freely from seed in protected

places. The Wych Elm and Rowan are both at home
here, as well as two other trees common in the dis-

trict—the Sycamore (here called the Plane) and the

Hazel. On the sunny side of this fertile strath there

are Apples and Plums in the gardens, and Fir planta-

tions are carefully planted and enclosed two-thirds up
the slopes on either hand, leaving the ridges and
summits of the mountains bare. The Beech has been

scattered freely over several self-sown sites, and a long

period must have elapsed since this tree was brought

here by the Scotch improvers from the banks of the

Thames or Severn. Around the school and manse
and the church of Bilquhidder there are interesting

blendings of past and present, signs of changes con-

summated or impending. The trees in the grounds

of the manse show the progress of arboriculture.

Horse Chestnuts blossom and red Maples blush here

in their season, and if Rob Roy—slumbering beneath

several tons of whinstone, placed as a memorial with

a claymore carved upon the top—could again behold

the spot where his last days were spent, its improved

vegetation would surprise him. And there are other

changes. A new church now stands by the side of

the old one, which is an ornamental ruin, ivied over,

its roof off, and its font dishonoured,

A more picturesque spot could hardly have been

chosen for a church than this southern aspect on the

slope of the mountain range which encloses the Strath

of Balquhidder on the north. Below is Loch Voil,

stretching several miles up the long valley under the

Braes of Balquhidder. Behind the church there are

some crag";, and among them, some years since,

Nature scattered Fir trees for their ornament. Above

is the steep brow of the mountain. Across the stralh

the defile of Glen Buckie opens a vista to the eye

which rejoices in the outlet, and enjoys a distant view

of the purple tops of mountains in the direction of

Loch Katrine.

Rob Roy must have observed all this, and in tht,

summer season he must have seen passing clouds*
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beneath the mountain tops, then sudden sunshine

and as sudden showers, and the hues of rainbows

glowing on the hillsides ; and he could not reason-

ably object to these ancient features of the landscape.

But if Rob Roy were revived he might not like these

new plantations and the other innovations—invasions

of his old domain which denote the dirk disused, and

letting daylight through a man disallowed, even in

Balquhidder.

Just across the valley from the ivied ruin and the

dishonoured font, between the end of the loch and

the entrance to the defile of Glen Buckie, a gentleman

engaged in commerce has set up his rest among his

own plantations, and has smoothed the landscape in

that direction with a park, and spread the proofs of

civilisation and the fruits of industry immediately

before Rob Roy's grave. And worse remains to be

told in regard to changes which a revived freebooter

might disapprove of. Close to the church a number of

merry schoolboys may sometimes be seen playing the

game of " cat and dog " upon the greensward. Pre-

sently the " cat " is driven by a vigorous stroke over

the churchyard wall. It rebounds upon the mass of

whinstone laid upon Rob Roy, and a scene ensues

which would surprise and shock even more than the

plantations. The juvenile Highlanders, clambering

to recover the " cat," not only shout in English, but

they all wear trousers, and, with a singular exception,

shoes ! The schools are banishing Gaelic even from

Balquhidder, and in another generation the local

hero we have several times named, who spent several

of the last years of his life in the upper part

of this strath, and is still a subject of gossip, and

of a certain admiration among old people, will be for-

gotten except so far as his memory may be still kept

green in the charming pages of Sir Walter Scott.

He is under a clump of tive Sycamores on the south-

east side of the green graveyard, and at his side lies

the redoubtable and once terrific Helen, his wife,

under a very heavy mass of trappean rock which her

neighbours quarried and placed over her. On her

:omb, as on her husband's, a broadsword is rudely

arved, and on his there are some symbolical figures

aid to be heraldic, but resembling cattle such as

Robin was fond of lifting.

In the respect paid to these graves valour has

Deen recognised and errors overlooked. And this is

IS it should be. The world is and should be long-

mffering, moving on continually, planting, changing

ind improving, forgiving and forgetting !
" Ve'll wear

ilack at my luneral ? " says Rob Roy, to his cousin,

Micol Jarvie. " Deil a black cloak will be there,

Robin, but the corbies and the hooded crows," was

he answer. But "bluid's thicker than water ;
" the

Bailie and his notorious kinsman felt a rough regard

'or one another, and all the country-side gathered to

.he lalter's burial. There can be no doubt that the

ace of red-handed Highlanders retarded the planting

j( timber and the progress of civilisation generally;

out in burying Cxsar let us give him due praise. It

aas been said of Rob Roy that " nae man ever played

iuch pUskiesin a civilised country as he did, that was-

ia made shorter by a head." But the country can

^lardly be regarded as having been civilised, since the

:onduct of the Government to the various clans was

frequently unjust, or partial. During a hundred years

the Macgregors were proscribed for faults or crimes

not greater than others had committed ; and Rob
Roy, dying in 1736, had lived during the persecution

of his clan. Large allowances should be made for

him. He was a bold spirit. We read ol him " Heaven
gave Rob Roy a dauntless heart," and "The eagle he

was lord above and Rob Roy was lord below."

Yet, in spite of too much power, he was blessed, like

Robin Hood, of Sherwood, by the poor and others

whom he aided. He was beloved by his neighbours

in the years of his decline, and tears were shed upon
his grave. His last moments show the heroism of

the man. McLaren, a former enemy, had called on
him. Rob Roy was sinking fast, but he had himself

dressed in his kilt, and raised up to receive his visitor,

with his claymore by his side. He then gave him his

hand, and while death still paused a few moments,
he exclaimed— "All is over I Let my piper play

Ha til }iti titlidh
"—We return no more—and before

the pibroch ceased his heart was still.

The largest of the Sycamores measures 13 feet in

circumference at 5 feet from the ground, and looks
comparatively small for a Sycamore of unusual size,

in consequence of the dwarfing effect of the l.irge

natural objects surrounding the site. There is much
in tte scene around which appeals powerfully to our

memory of past times, but the timber and plantations

pleasantly remind us of the better times in which we
live. H. Evershed

.

ENCEPHALARTOS VILLOSUS.
This fine South African species (fig. 133) was origin-

ally described by Lemaire in the Illustration HojIuoU

for 1S67, Misc
, p. 79, and a coloured figure was given

in the same publication in 1S6S, t. 557. The dis-

tinguishing characteristics, so far as ornamental pur-

poses are concerned, reside in the dense cottony or

woolly investment which covers the upper portion of

the stem and the base of the leaf-stalks. The leaves

are between 3 and 4 feet in length, elegantly arching,

and consisting of sixty or more pairs of linear lanceo-

late more or less spiny-toothed leaflets. The species

in question is one of the most elegant of the family,

and seems, like most of its congeners, to run into a

large number of varietie?. One of these is figured at

p 709 under the name of E. villosus var. nobilis, the

female cone of which (see fig. 135) was produced in

Mr. Bull's nursery, where our figure was taken. We
believe that E. villosus has fruited in the garden of

Mr. Ru??el, of Falkirk. AVe hope shortly to give an

illustration of the anther-bearing spike, and to furnish

pariiculars as to the botanical history of this plant,

omitted by Dr. Regel in his recent revision of the

order.

GREENHOUSE PLANTS.
THEIR CULTURE AND MANAGEMENT.

Tac-sonias.— These splendid climbing plants are

very nearly allied to Passifloras, and are amongst the

very finest flowering subjects we possess for draping

the roofs of greenhouses and cool conservatories.

They are of vigorous habit, and grow rapidly, cover-

ing a large space in little time, and are particularly

adapted for large houses or heated corridors, where

there is plenty of room for the development of their

numerous pendent shoots, which, clothed with the

immense number of finely- coloured flowers they pro-

duce, are, thus drooping, seen in the best position. It

is not advisable to plant them in very small houses,

as in such they almost smother everything grown

under them, or else have to be so continuously kept

cut in as to prevent their bloomirg capabilities being

seen to advantage. The roof should be lofty, so that

there will be a connderable space intervening betwixt

the extremities of their hanging shoots and the

heads of the plants that stand on the stages or floor

of the house, otherwise the drooping growths have a

confused appearance, and the flowers are not so

effective.

The Tacsonias are not at all adapted for growing

in pots in the ordinary trained specimen style,

their habit being too free to be kept within such

bounds; but where the roof, or wall space, which
they are intended to cover, is insufficient to give scope

for the full development of the plants, if allowed too

much proportionate root-room, they may be grown in

a large pot or box, partially shook out, and the roots

somewhat reduced periodically. In this way they

can be confined to less room, without having to resort

to the use of the knife further than is consistent with

the production o( bloom in sufficient quantilier.

The differentgreenhouse species most worthy of culti*

vation bloom continuously for a considerable period

through the summer and autumn, when indoor flowers

are somewhat scarce ; they are very useful for cutting

to decorate large stands, or entwined, round the stem

of a vase ; when arranged so, or hanging down over

the sides, they have an elegant and pleasing appear-

ance that cannot be produced except by the use of

things similar in habit. In selecting plants for growing

on it is advisable, with these as with others of a like

character, to give the preference to young, free-growing

examples, rather than to such as may be larger, but in

anything approaching a stunted condition through

having been too long confined to small pots. Loam
is the most suitable soil in which to grow them, and it

should be of a good mellow nature, containing plenty

of fibre, ioi on this will depend its lasting properties.

The border in which the plants are to be grown should

be proportionate in extent to the space they are in-

tended to cover. The great amount of growth made
by these plants during the season necessitates a copious

supply of water to the roots, needing ample drainage

thoroughly secured from the soil getting washed down
into it. There should not be less than 4 inches of

broken bricks in the bottom, with an inch of some-

thing finer on the top, over which an inch of fibrous

material should be put ; the soil should have one-^ixih

sand added to it, and some crocks or brtken charcoal,

and the bed be made 8 or 10 inches in depth. The
plants ought to be turned out in the spring, before

growth has commenced, so that the disturbance of the

roots in opening them out to spread them evenly in the

border will not cause a check, which would occur if

planted after growth had begun. If the roots are

covered 3 or 4 inches deep it will be enough. Do not

give more water than will keep the soil in a moderately

moist state until growth has made some progress. The
shoots should at once be trained in the place they are

to occupy ; as to stopping this will depend upon the

situation— if to cover a back wall the shoots must be

stopped sufficiently to cause them to break enough to

furnish the whole from the bottom gradually upwards.

If this is not attended to in the first instance, it will

cause trouble afterwards. If the object is to furnish

a portion of the roof, it will be better to confine the

plant to one or two shoots until these have reached

the top of the upright glass, when they must be

stopped to induce them to make as many growths

as required. These should be regularly trained in

their places until the whole is covered. The plants

will of course be sutject to such treatment as to air,

heat, and atmospheric moisture, as may be required

by the other occupants of the house ; they need but

little shade, but they should all through the growing
season be regularly syringed overhead in the alttr-

noons during warm weather. When the desirtd

space is filled each autumn after they have dore
flowering, the shoots ought to be well cut back.

Strong vigorous growing plants such as these 500

exhaust the soil, to remedy which a few inches shou

in the spring be removed from the surface of the

border and replaced with new, in addition to which
they ought to be regularly assisted with manure-water.

The undermentioned are all desirable kinds:

—

T. moUissima, flowers rose coloured ; T. roanicata,

scarlet ; T. Buchanan!, scarlet ; T Van Volxemi,

crimson ; T. insignis, bright crimson, a strong grower;

T. tomentosa speciosa, bright red ; x T. exoniensis,

brilliant rose, with violet throat j T, eriantha, similar

in colour to T. moUissima.

Insects.—The constant use of the syringe advised

through the growing season will keep down the

smaller insects, such as aphides, red-spider, and ihrips;

if they get affected with scale, or mealy-bug, there is

no resource but the use of sponge and brush during

the growing season, and in the autumn, when growth
i>i cumplete, culling close in, loosening the plants from

the wires, and steeping them repeatedly in a strong

solution of imecticide. T. Baines,
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Brisbane.—Extracts from Mr. Hill's report on

the Brisbane Botanic Garden (concluded from

p. 6S2) :—

Avena elat'ior (tall Oat-Rrass) is a larger, rather

coarser, and a more luxuriant grass, suited to good soils,

well adapted for sowing wilh plants of a leguminous
nature, and much used in France for this purpose.

Its nutritive qualities do not stand so high as those of

the former variety( A. flavescens).

Alopcairus pi-atcnsis (Meadow Fox-tail) is a fibrous-

rooted perennial, forming a close herbage, and thrives

best upon rich, moist soils. Although it does not answer
so well on very dry soils, yet it is a grass that bears a

high summer heat without burning, and on this account

is very suitable to the cHmate of this colony. It is the

principal herbage of many of the best pastures in Eng-
land, and is better adapted for this purpose than for hay.

It is early, and grows rapidly after being eaten down,
and is well suited, in conjunction with Clover, for culti-

vation upon our alluvial flats, and is much relished by

all descriptions of stock.

Dactylic glomcrata (Cock's-foot, or American Orchard-

grass) is a valuable perennial fibrous-rooted grass, very

productive, but rather coarse, and well suited for land

that is shaded. Its growth is very rapid, after being
eaten or cut down ; but, for hay, it should be cut before

it is ripe, as, in seeding, it becomes coarse and hard,

and is less acceptable to cattle. It is readily devoured
by cattle, sheep, and horses, and will prove a valuable

addition to the pastures of Southern Queensland. It

requires feeding closely to secure a tender and succulent

herbage.
Anthoxanthum odoratum (Sweet-scented Vernal-grass)

is a fibrous-rooted perennial, not remarkable for its large

yield, but grows well in the shade of trees, and is

valuable from the perfume it it imparts to meadow hay.

Holcus lanatus (Woolly Soft-grass, Meadow Soft-

grass, or Yorkshire Fog) is a fibrous-rooted perennial,

and will thrive upon light inferior soils. It yields a great

weight of herbage, but from the spongy softness of its

texture and deficiency in saline and sub-acid properties,

is not much relished by cattle when more agreeable food

is to be procured. This might be remedied if sprinkled

with salt when made into hay.

Achillea Millefolium (Milfoil or Yarrow) is a perennial

herb with powerfully creeping roots. It was regarded

for many years in Europe as a nuisance, but has of late

come into general favour as an agreeable condiment for

cattle, Rnd one of the most valuable ingredients in

nutritious herbage, so much so that no mixture for sheep

pasture is considered perfect without it. It will grow
upon the poorest and d riest land , and is capable of bear-

ing extreme drought without injury. The herbage is

aromatic and astringent, and is readily eaten by sheep.

Stenotaphrian glabnim (Buffalo-grass) has been

grown for some years, and produces a thick springy

sward, and is readily eaten by cattle, but it is doubtful if

it possesses the same fattening qualities as those already

mentioned, but it will be found useful for binding banks
and other similar purposes.

Tri/olium repcns, L. (White Creeping Clover) is

perennial, grows admirably, and is well adapted for

pasture mixtures, as alter rains it immediately springs

again, and forms a valuable addition to pasture

herbage.
'Jriiolium violaceiim (Bretagne Clover) is a local

French variety much in favour there. It has stocd well,

and appears suited to the climate.

TnfoUu7n hyhridmn (Alsike Clover) is a good variety,

and stands equally as well as the former one. It is a
perennial, the roots are fibrous and strike deep, and
it has a more luxuiiant foliage than the red Clovers.

When made into hay it retains its colour and smell, and
is eagerly eaten by all kinds of stock.

'Jrijolium incarnatum (Italian or Crimson Clover) is

an annual variety, and is valuable from its quick growth
and abundant yield. It is greatly esteemed for green
consumption, and makes a superior hay to the common
Clovers, and is more readily eaten by horses and cattle.

Mcdicago de Provence^ a French local variety highly

spoken of. Grows well here, but is certainly not

superior, if equal, to the common Lucerne, Medicago
sativa.

Medicago lupulina (Yellow Clover Lucerne, Nonsuch
or Black Medick).—This is a smaller variety, often con-
founded with Trifolium procumbens and Trifolium

filiforme, under the name of Yellow Clover. Though,
perhaps, not equal in nutritive value to the Clovers, it is

useful where a close turf is desired, and dry inferior soils

are suited to its growth.
Hcdysarujn Onohychis, Linn. (Sainfoin or Ccck's-

head) thrives well, but requires a dry situation for its

roots, and grows luxuriantly upon calcareous foils. It

yields large quantities of nutritious fodder. It furnishes

excellent hay, and sheep have a keen relish 'ox it either

in a green or dry state.

Melilotus alba (White Melilot) grows well upon a
clayey soil, but requires shade ; is tender and succulent

when young, and is greedily eaten by cattle, but after-

wards becomes hard and woody in the stem. When
jnade into hay it has a similar but stronger fragrance

than Anthoxanthum odoratum (Sweet-scented Vernal-

grass).

Calega officinalis (Goat's Rue) yields a large bulk of

produce, but is only eaten by cattle in small quantities.

It is reported to possess the property of increasing the

secretion of milk in the animals which eat it.

Panician jumentorum^ Pers. (Guinea-grass) is one of
the most valuable grasses for stall feeding. It requires

careful drill cultivation, and when afforded a hberal

supply of manure will yield heavily. In the West Indies

an acre is said to keep two cows throughout the year.

It will not bear feeding, but must be kept constantly

cut. Under this treatment it remains green and succu-

lent, and continues to afford good feed both for horses

and cattle.

Panicum spectabilc (Angola-grass) requires the same
cultivation, and is used in the same manner as Guinea-

grass, but is inferior to it in nutritive qualities.

Lolium /A7^W/;7r (Italian Rye-grass) is an annual, and

succeeds well, and is valuable as a green crop for dairy-

ing and general feeding purposes.

OUEENSLAND GRASSES.—A number of indigenous

gra'sses have been tested with satisfactory results.

Amongst them are ;

—

Cynodon Dactylon (Couch or Indian Doob-grass).

which is indigenous to Northern Australia as well as

India, and possesses good fattening properties.

Microlcena stipoides (Oat-grass). -Where Kangaroo-

grass grows this grass is generally found, but does not

suffer so much from overstocking as the former. It is a

good fattening grass, and vegetates freely during the

winter.

Anthistiria auslral/s.—This grass is found in all

parts of Australia, and is one of the most useful of the

indigenous grasses. Its nutritive qualities are at the

highest when it begins to turn brown in autumn ; and at

this stage it is one of the best grasses for sustaining the

working powers of horses and cattle. When closely

grazed by sheep it soon dies out.

Pauicum itaUcum, L.—This grass, notwithstanding

its specific name, is of Indian origin, and is also a native

of Northern Australia. It is a good pasture grass and

possesses fattening properties, and thrives well upon

poor dry soils. Although an annual, it increases quickly,

from being an abundant seed-bearer. The seeds, when
pounded, mixed with water, and baked, are used as food

by the natives.

Dantko?iia pectinata, Lindl., ^nADa>ifhonia lappacca^

Lindl., the celebrated Mitchell grasses, are worthy of

special mention. They are perennial desert grasses,

resisting drought, and are sought with avidity by stock.

From their well known fattening and drought-resisting

properties, thev are so important as to be deserving of

culture in their native habitats, and are likely to prove

serviceable when introduced in many locahties in which

at present they are strangers.

A collection of what are considered the most fattening

grasses of the Darling Downs District have been received

from one of the oldest residents in that district, and are

under trial. Amongst them are :—Andropogon nervo-

sus (Rat-tail-grass), Arundinellanepalensis (Polly-grass),

Andropogon montanus (Great Quagga-grass), A. tropi-

cus (Blue Kangaroo-grass), A. relractus (Kangaroo-

grass), A. -annulatus (Blue-grass), Chloris divaricata

(Dog-tooth Star-grass), Chloris ventricosa (Blue Star-

grass), Festuca Billardieri (Rye-grass), Panicum decom-
positum (Blue Tree Polly-grass), Poa c£ESpitosa (Weep-
ing Polly-grass).

Saltbush.—Rhagodia hastata and R. parabolica, two
indigenous species of Saltbush, possessing wholesome
and nutritious qualities, and much relished by stock,

have been tested, and upon account of their easy cultiva-

tion, and the rapidity with which (when protected from
stock) they grow into large and handsome shrubs,

together with their capabiUiy of resisting both heat and
drought, they are strongly recommended for artificial

cultivation, more especially in those parts of the colony

where the saline plants are said to be rapidly disappear-

ing from the natural herbage, in consequence ot over-

stocking, the old plants dying out, and the young ones

being eaten off as fast as they appear. Saltbush might

also be advantageously given in a cut state in conjunc-

tion with other food to both sheep and cattle.

Destruction of Queensland Nut,— In certain districts

within the colony, within my own knowledge, some
trees, formerly plentiful, have almost disappeared, or are

but rarely found. This, for instance, has been the case

with the Queensland Nut (Macadamia ternifoliaj, as, in

districts abounding with it some years ago, it is now
difficult to obtain a single specimen. This has been

caused in consequence of numbers of them having been

cut down, principally by South Sea Islanders, for the

purpose of more easily obtaining the fruit at the expense

of the destmclion of the tree.

Cycas media.—Another tree specially worthy of pro-

tection is the Cycas media, R. B. It is found between

Port Denison and Cooktown, and the flour obtained

from it forms one of the principal articles of food, in

certain seasons, of the aborigines of that part of the

colony. During the visit of the North-East Coast

Expedition of 1873 quantities of it were found in the

deserted camps ; and, unless preventive measures are

promptly taken, from the wholesale destruction now
going on, it will speedily share the fate of the Queens-
land Nut.

THE CARPET BEDDING
AT CLEVELAND HOUSE.

On two or three occasions during tiie past summer

we had the pleasure to call the attention of our readers

to the remarkably perfect example of carpet bedding

to be seen in the garden of S. Ralli, Esq , at Cleve-

land House, Clapham Park ; and now, thanks to

Mr. Ralli's clever gardener, Mr. G. Legg, who
kindly favoured us with photographs, we are

enabled to illustrate two ol Mr. Legg's designs,

which we think are the most perfect in their

way that v/e have ever seen, either in Mr.

Ralli's garden, or anywhere else. To give any-

thing like an intelligible description of the whole of

the bedding at Cleveland House (though there is

not a great deal) would take up more of our space

than we can at present spare ; suffice it to say,

therefore, that hundreds have seen it as well as

ourselves, and we have heard nothing but high praises

of Mr. Legg's consummate skill and good taste.

We must, however, say something of the two examples

we have selected for illustration, and, to begin with

the circular bed figured on p. 717, we may remark

that it is the central one in the flower garden, a plan

of which was given in our columns for December 5,

1874. It is composed of an outer series of three hnes

surrounding a ring of beds, circular and oblong,

arranged alternately. Within these come two more

circular rings, immediately surrounding the main por-

tion of the design, which consists of a Catherine-

wheel sort of arrangement, enclosing two central

circles, raised on a mound, the summit of which is

occupied by a specimen of Dracajna indivisa. The
Catherine-wheel portion of the bed is depressed in a

saucer-like fashion, so that the outer rings and beds

form a raised rim to the saucer, while the Dracasna is

raised in its centre.

Having given a general outline of the arrangement

as a whole, we may now enter into some details as to

the way in which it is furnished. The outer rings

are planted, from without inwards, as follows :

—

First, Echeveria secunda glauci ; second, Alternan.

thera paronychioides ; and, third, Leucophyton

Brownii. This latter also forms the edging to the

circular and oblong beds, the former of which are

filled with a groundwork of Sempervivum calcareum

surrounding a central plant ol Chamtepeuce diacantha.

The oblong beds have a line inside that of Leuco-

phyton Brownii, of Alternanthera amcena, which in

turn encloses a central mass of Mentha Pulegium

gibraltaricum. This concludes the outer rim of the

entire design. Within it is the depressed Catherine-

wheel arrangement, the curved spokes of the wheel

being composed of Echeveria secunda glauca, and the

spaces between filled with a carpet of Sedum glaucum

dotted with Nertera depressa. The central mound

has a base of Echeveria secunda glauca surrounding

a ring of Alternanthera magnitica, in the centre of

which is placed, as the crown of the design, a well

balanced plant of Dracajna indivisa.

The oblong bed (see fig. 136) consists of a broad

marginal belt, inclosing a central mass or groundwork,

in the centre of which another design is carried out.

Proceeding from without inwards, we have first of all

an outermost edging of Echeveria secunda glauca,

then a band of Alternanthera paronychioides, which

also forms the line of separation between a row of

diamond-shaped patterns, each of which consists of a

groundwork of Sedum glaucum, dotted with Nertera

depressa, and having in the centre a plant of Pachy-

phyton bracteosum. The spaces between the dia-

monds are occupied by triangular patches of Mesem-

bryanthemum cordifolium variegatum. Within the

row of diamonds comes first a row of Alternanthera

paronychioides, succeeded by a line of Echeveria

secunda glauca, which forms the inner edge of the

belt inclosing the central mass. This latter consists

of a carpet ot Sedum lydium, and the centre is occu-

pied by a somewhat complicated design. As will be

seen from our engraving, this consists of a centre and

two wings. The centre is composed of four three-

quarter circles, inclosing a perfect one ; and the former

are each composed of an outer ring of Echeveria

secunda glauca, followed by one of Alternanthera

amrena, surrounding a central plant of Chamrepeucc

Casabonre. The middle circle has an edging of

Echeveria secunda glauca, followed by a row of Sem-

pervivum tectorum, within which is a similar row of

Alternanthera versicolor, enclosing a plant of Cha-

mrepeuce diacantha, which forms the centrepiece of the

composition. On either side of this are two circles,

connected with the centrepiece by two rows of Eche-

veria. These circles consist, from without in-

wards, of the Echeveria as an edging, followed by a

ring of Sempervivum tabulsforme, inclosing a central

mass of Alternanthera paronychioides major, while

the centre is occupied by a plant of Drac.-ena indivisa.

The lateral portions of this central design are of
,

oblong form with concave sides. The edging, as

throughout the whole design, is of Echeveria secunda ,

glauca, enclosing a carpet of Sedum glaucum, dotted
t

with Nertera depressa.

The novelty in both designs is the introduction of.

the Nertera as a bedding plant, and its happy asso-,'

elation with the silvery grey Sedum glau cum, and the 1

1
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admirable use made of the newly-acquired Mentha
Fulegium gibraltaricum, which was used for the first

time this summer by Mr. Legg, and which, as an
easily-grown plant, and as a dwarf green subject for

carpet worli, has proved to have no rival. Mr. Legg
has told us at p. 36S how he grows the Nertera, and
he certainly succeeds most admirably in its culti-

vation, the patches which he used for dotting being
large enough to cover the top of a small 4S-pot ; and,

being literally covered with the small coral- red
berries, they have, in the setting of Sedura glaucum,
an effect which can be better imagined than we can
describe.

Florists' Flowers.
Chrysanthemums.—While Chrysanthemum exhi-

bitions are in course of being held, and collections are

posed to take exception to these, it would be on the
ground that they are almost too perfect in shape, and
that such accurately turned forms are a little too

formal in appearance.

Size and form being so approximately perfect, we
must look for further additions in the direction of new
colours or combinations of colours. We want the

rich crimson of Julia Lagravere, and the fine violet-

rose of Fingal worked into [the incurved flowers ; we
also lack good shades of purple and violet, though
there is evidence that the latter is not very far from
realisation. The reflexed flowers need to be taken in

hand also, increased, and size got into them. For
general decorative purposes the reflexed flowers are to

be preferred to the incurved types ; but it would appear
that the raisers of Chrysanthemums have turned

reduce the value of this sport. That beautiful pure
white Chrysanthemum, Mrs. George Rundle—a pattern

of shape, size, and purity—has thrown two sports, one
a straw-coloured form, named George Glenny, very

distinct in character ; and another of a rich golden-
yellow colour, named Mr. Dixon, which is of the

pattern of the parent from which it was derived, only
having so rich a glow of yellow that it has been
termed the finest yellow Chrysanthemum in culti-

vation.

A few other distinct and beautiful flowers, not new,
however, will be found in the following varieties :

Aimee Ferriere, white, tipped and veined with deli-

cate pinkish mauve, a lovely incurved flower, of a rare

soft beauty ; Beethoven, bronzy red, with golden tips

when fully incurved, very fine ; Bronze Jardin des

.VRIll I KlJ \\ 1,1 1 \ 1 I VMl IliiUb] , 1.1 iPilWI 1 \kK. (-LI 1 717.)

in lull bloom, opportunities are afforded for inspecting

the newer varieties, and getting some idea of their

claims to be regarded as "great acquisitions," and as

"improvements on the varieties already in cultiva-

tion." One well known grower is found asserting

that "little, if any, perceptible improvement can be

discovered in the new varieties sent out during the

past three years," but the fact that he is not a raiser

of new varieties might be taken as a set-oft against

this opinion. Perhaps he is right though, for

well developed flowers of such splendid varieties as

Beethoven, Mrs, George Rundle, Prince Alfred and

Princess of Wales are so perfect in size and shape that

it will be the work of many years to improve upon
them in these respects. They are all one can well

desire an incurved Chrysanthemum to be when the

flowers are finely grown ; and if any one were dis-

their attention more to the improvement "of the in-

curved than the reflexed flowered varieties. There
are richer and more striking colours among the last

named type, but they stand no chance as exhibition

flowers against blooms of the incurved form.

The Chrysanthemum is very sportive in character,

and some of the finest varieties have been obtained in

this way. One of the most distinct of the newer

varieties is Emily Dale, a sport from the blush Queen
of England ; colour pale sulphur-yellow, the flowers

finely incurved. Refulgence is a fine and striking

flower, the colour a purplish shade of maroon, large

and finely incurved, and of almost perfect form.

Golden Madame Domage is a sport from the old

white Madame Domage, very free, and well adapted

for conservatory decoration. There are now many
good yellow flowers, which serves to some extent to

Plantes, carmine and orange, very fine ; Chevalier

Domage, pure golden-yellow, very bright and effective

;

Le Grand, delicate rosy peach shading to fawn, very

fine and distinct ; Lord Derby, very dark bronzy

purple, handsomely incurved ; Duchess of Manchester,

pure white, flowers very large and well incurved ;

Isabella Bott, pearly white tinted with rosy lilac, very

chaste and beautiful ; Mr. Forsyth, fine white ; Prince

Alfred, pucy crimson dashed with rose, very fine and

full ; Princess of Wales, rosy violet, large and very

fine form ; Prince of Wales, white, surfaced with

lilac-rose when fully incurved ; and Venus, silvery

rosy lilac, very pretty and attractive. This list is put

forth as containing varieties especially attractive,

because of their distinct appearance.

The following list of varieties is strongly recom-

mended as suitable for furnishing blooms for exhibi-
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lion : — Aureum niuUiflorum, Beverley, Empress

Eugenie, Empress of India, Kmily Dale, Hero of

Stoke Newinglon, Isabella Bott, Jardin des Planles,

John Salter, Lady Hardinge, Le Grand, Miss Hope,

Mr. Brunlees, Mrs. George Kundle, Mrs. Dixon,

Prince Alfred, Prince of Wales, Princess Beatrice,

Princess of Wales, Princess Teck, Queen of England,

Refulgence, V^enus, White Globe.

For growing as specimens forgreenhouse decoration,

and for supplying cut blooms for decorative pur-

poses, the following are well adapted :—Annie Salter,

yellow ; Arigena, amaranth ; Aurea muUiflora, pure

yellow ; Bernard Palissy, orange-red, tipped with

gold ; Chevalier Domage, bright gold ; Christine,

peach ; Crimson Velvet, velvety crimson ; Dr. Sharpe,

magenta-crimson ; George Glenny, sulphur ; Golden

Christine, pale yellow ; Guernsey Nugget, primrose-

yellow ; Josiah Wedgwood, reddish !carmine ; Julia

Lagravcre, crimson ; Miss Mary Morgan, delicate

pink ; Mrs. George Rundle, pure white ; Mrs, Sharpe,

pinkish rose, with siver surface when fully incurved
;

Prince of Wales, rosy violet ; Progne, amaranth
;

Venus, silvery peach ; and White Venus, clear white.

R. Z>.

That fine old Pelargonium, Rollisson's

Unique, is one of the most useful of decorative

plants, but it is in great danger of being gradually

elbowed out of existence. In some places where old-

fashioned plants are still cultivated because so useful,

and not thrown aside because they are old, Rollis-

son's Unique still flourishes as a conservatory plant,

because so valuable for cutting from. Whether grow-

ing in pots either in the bush or pyramidal form, or

planted out to grow against pillars, it supplies an

abundance of flowers of a very cheerful hue of violet-

crimson. How it originated is involved in some
obscurity, but it is generally regarded as having

sprung from a cross made at the Tooting Nurseries,

between P. (juercifolium and another Cape species.

It has proved of a very sportive character, having

thrown several of these, all more or less variable in

the hue of the flowers. Some years ago as many as

four distinct sports were in cultivation, namely, the

Lilac ; rosy crimson, known under the name of Con-
spicuum ; Coccineum, red ; and Rose d*Amour, rose.

These are perhaps to be met with in places where they

are still cared for, but they are seldom seen, their

great usefulness notwithstanding. Since then, what

is denominated a race of hybrids from the old

Unique have come into cultivation, but they

are no doubt seedlings from the old Unique
or some of its spurts. Tnose now best known
to cultivators are Aurora, bright glowing crimson,

the upper petals darkly spotted and blotched

with white ; Conspicuum ; Crimson Unique; Diadem,
rich violet-crimson, dark upper petals, flowers very

large and good quality ; Lilac Unique ; Scarlet Unique,

known also as Macbeth, which appears to be a hne
form of it ; and the White Unique. How this last

originated is not set forth, but it is not frequently

met with in gardens. Some of the best examples of

the old Unique we have ever met with were made by
renovating some of the old scrubby examples which
had been suffered to fall into neglect. They had long
stems, 5 feet in length, with but few leafy branches
on them. They were taken in hand, and two of the
plants placed in 14 inch pots, in a soil made up
of gooi fibry peat, maiden loam and well rotted
dung, in about equal proportions; and good drainage
was suppUed. Some stakes, 2 feet in length, were
then put in round the pots, and to these the withered
old plants were trained, tying them on the outside of
the stakes screw fashion, until the canes were quite
coiled round the stakes. This was done in A])ril,

and by Jane ihe plants broke into growth and
flowered very freely all the summer in the open air,

and then coniinutd to tlowcr aficr iliey were housed
for the autumn, yielding a large number of blossoms
all through the dullest season of the year. What is

required during winter, is an ordinary greenhouse
temperature, where a little fire-heat can be given to
excite the plants to continue to throw flowers during
the dark, dull season of the year. A\ D.

Forestry.
TiiE question U oUen asked, how some proprietors

derive such remunerative prices for their wood
produce in comparison with others. The question is

a lair and proptr one, btt, hjwever wilUng to give a

slioit, clear, and distinct answer to it. explanations

must necessarily accompany it, buch as the following.

Tne expense connected with preparing the wood for

market, and bringing it to it, are frequently so great

as to render the transaction to the proprietor a great

and serious loss. Without attempting to explain or

enumerate the various systems, or lay down any

definite rule, I will state what I have met with in ex-

tensive practice, from which practical inferences may
be drawn.

For cutting down Pine and Fir plantations with

the common felling saws, pruning and cross-cutting

the wood into lengths of about 9 feet—that is when a

clean cut or clearance of the plantation or forest is made
— \J. per cubic foot is sufficient to do the work. When
special difficulties in felling the trees have to be en-

countered—when theyareunduly clothed with branches,

the ground broken, rocky, rough, or steep, or many of

them off the perpendicular, and splitting to be guarded

against

—

\d. per cubic foot is often barely sufficient

to do the work properly. The above prices include

shaving the rough bark ofl the trunks, with a view to

render the wood more smooth and easily dragged,

and lighter for floating or handling in any way. A
20-feet log is more easily dragged with the bark off,

than a 15-feet one with it on ; and when frost and
snow cover the ground advantage should always be

taken for dragging wood, as under such circumstances

a horse will drag a tree containing 50 cubic feet with

greater ease than one containing half the size upon
bare unfrozen ground. For carting rough wood not

extra heavy, but such as three men can load, an aver-

age distance of one mile, ^d. per cubic foot is suffi-

cient—that is, when the roads are in good condition,

but when they are in bad repair i^i/. per foot is often

barely sufficient ; indeed it is often difficult to let

cartage by contract at all when the roads are la bad
repair.

The next expense entailed is that of manufacturing

the wood or timber, which is generally done with

machinery, driven by water or steam. The sawpit is

now rarely used, except for ship and boat building

purposes, when the bends and crooks must be care-

fully preserved. The following are the prices at

which timber of common dimensions is manufactured,

which includes all manual labour, wear and tear of

machinery, lic. ;—Railway sleepers, 9 feet long,

10 feet by 5 feet, U(/. each ; ditto, 9 feet long,

9 feet by 4-^ feet, l\J. each ; Larch, Scots Pine, and
Spruce boards, i inch thick, is. 3^/. per 100 super-

ficial feet ; boards \ inch thick, is, per 100 feet

superficial ; boards I inch thick, 9:^*. per loo feet ;

Larch, Spruce, and Scots, for stairs, h inch thick,

2,s. 6(/. ptr 1000 feet super.; Birch stairs, A inch thick,

4J. per 1000 feet; scantlings, for roofing, Sec, is.

per 100 lineal feet; small timber, such as 3 inches

by 3 inches and 3 inches by 4 inches. &:c., 8./, per

100 lineal feet ; beams of large sizes, as 7 inches by

7 inches and upwards, id, per cubic foot. For sawing
hard woods of various kinds higher prices are given,

say from is, ^d. to is. 3(f. upon Oak, Ash, Elm,
Beech, &c.

In cutting heavy and valuable timber trees con-

siderable skill and practice are required. The tree

should be properly examined all round to see which
side it inclines too, and the turf and earth carefully re-

moved so as fully to expose all the largest sized

roots. The tree is next cut with the axe all round,

to the depth of the bark at least, and upon
that side to which it is intended to fall it should be
cut in with the axe 2 or 3 inches, observing that the

axe cut is below that of the saw. When the saw is

sulVicienily advanced two socket wedges are driven in,

so as o make the tree fall in the exact position it is

desired, which is of great importance in throwing trees

amongst others that are to remain standing, so as to

avoid damaging them in any way. Considerable

difficulty is always experienced in felling large and
valuable trees growing in a reclining position, the

weight of the tree causing it to give way before it is

sufficiently cut thruugh, and thereby rending and
splitting the lower and best portion of the trunk.

Various means are adopted to prevent this occurrence,

but the simplest and safest, probably, is to grub
round the tree, and cut the strongest roots. By these

means the tree gives way gradually, and falls softly,

and the roots which come up along with it prevent

it efleclually from splitting. Trees below 6 inches

diameter are more expeditiously cut with the axe than

the saw, and by cutting them in the concave form,

which leaves the stool basin-shaped, the roots decay

very rapidly, and the ground withal is preserved in a

neatt r and better condition than when the trees are cut

with the saw. In spite, however, of the best axeman-

ship that can be practised, there is entailed a waste of j

wuod, and the larger the tree the more in proportion
;

hence only small trees, and such as are of little value,

should be cut with the axe. C. Y. MkhU; Cullai

Ilon^i, Culleii, NiK'. 21.

Apiary.
Do THK Workers Keally Massacre the

Drones or Not?—So many of our popular well-

established beliefs have of late years been proved to

be delusions that I approach with suspicion now
everything that is stamped with the authority of anti-

quity, especially when it has any touch in it of the

marvellous or far-fetched. The mischief is, that most

of such statements require a long course of patient

observation, in order to ascertain where the truth

really lies ; and as it is utterly impossible that one

man can examine all the statements that he doubts,

he is often driven to rest in ignorance, and keep his

scepticism to himself. There is no reason, however,

why I should do so with the subject which I have

noted at the head of this paper. If I cannot investi-

gate it myself, you have an able cohort of apiarian

observers who can, and I write to you trusting that

some of them will favour me (not with their opinions,

I want no more beliefs), but with a statement of any

facts they may have observed bearing upon the point.

For myself I confess that I regard the belief with

great suspicion. It is opposed to everything else that

we know of in Nature. In no other case do social

animals turn upon the more defenceless members of

their community and clear them oft en masse. A
stray wounded deer may be repudiated and driven

off by his companions, or a useless old grandfather

may be knocked on the head or left to perish by a

starving tribe of savages, but anything like a general

massacre of an important section of the community is

elsewhere unknown.
Then, as I understand it, it is a massacre utterly

without motive. That usually assigned for it {viz., to

prevent useless members of the community eating up

the stores of food required for the others during the

winter) will not hold water. The natural duration of

the life of the drone expires at the very latest in

October. Usually they are all dead in August— killed

by the workers according to the received theory, but

if the queen in the hive should be a virgin they

survive—are tolerated according to the theory, until

she is impregnated, or until the month of October. If

kept perfectly safe from the attacks of the workers,

they still survive until October and then die. I am
stating the facts as 1 understand them, and if I go

wrong your bee friends will no doubt put me right.

If this is so, it is very plain that the fear of the drones

eating up the honey in the winter months cannot be

the reason of their massacre by the workers.

I am greatly inclined to suspect that on enquiry it

will turn uut that there is no massacre at all No
doubt dead drones in quantity are seen carried out by

the workers from the hives—that we have all seen, but

that proves nothing ; it would be as logical to suppose

every funeral we meet must have been the result of

a murder. Ic seems to me more likely that the drones

die, just like the males of other insects, after they have

fulfilled their function as males. Probably all male

insects die before the females, at all events many of

them do ; for instance, so little provision is made
for the prolongation of the existence of the male gnat

or mosquito, that it is not provided with any sucking

apparatus for taking food at all. It is only the female

that has the tremendous pump that causes so much
annoyance.

Tne explanation of the prolongation of the hfe of

the drones in late hives with a virgin queen also seems

unsatisfactory. The usual explanation of the pairing

of the queen is that she mates with drones that she

meets in her flight through the air during her brief

wedding trip, and that it is in order to secure her

meeting a mate that so many drones {2000 or more to

one queen) are brought up in a hive, the idea being

that It is not with drones of her own hive that she

mates, but with strangers ; but if with strangers there

can be no reason for the workers sparing the drones in

a late virgin hive.

Struck with these doubts I had recourse to a great

authority on bee matters, who, in his reply, adhered

to the orthodox explanation, and informed me that he

himself had seen the workers attack the drones. This

was by letter, but soon afterwards I had the oppor-

tunity of seeing him personally, and of cross-examin*

ing him, and when I put the question, "Did you
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ever see a worker put its sting into a drone?" he con-

fessed that he never had. He rested his opinion

upon inference. He had seen the workers, as he
thought, harassing the drones, and the drones clus-

tered numb in corners. I should like to know the

experience of your apiarian friends, divested of pre-

judice and inference.

As far as I can learn, the belief rests on the state-

ment of Huber's servant, Burnens, unsupported by
anything hut such inferences as those I demur to.

Andma Murray.

PLANT HOUSES.
Plant Stove.—Celosias that were sown when the

season was so far advanced as to give them a chance

of flowering up to the end of the year will now come
in very useful both for cutting and warm conservatory

decoration, but when used for the latter purpose they

should not be subjected to an atmosphere that is too

moist, or it will hasten their decay. It will require

constant forethought now for some months to have a

supply of flowering plants to keep the conservatory

gay. Where a sufficient number of Azaleas are grown
to furnish a succession of these efiective plants, a few
should from lime to time be put in the stove or forcing

pit to bring them into bloom ; but they should not

be in too much heat or their beauty will be com-
paratively short- lived ; neither should they be too

much subject to the use of the syringe—a slight

sprinkling overhead once a day will be sufficient,

and let this be done early enough to let them
get quite dry before evening : nothing tends more
to make the flowers soft and flimsy than
keeping the leaves and expanding buds dripping

with moisture through the night. The white varieties

are the most useful for this winter work, as not only

are they naturally disposed to open their flowers early

with less forcing, but their colour is more acceptable

for cutting ; the semi-double kinds, of which there are

now several, free growers and equally free bloomers,

are destined to supersede the old sort-s the flowers of

which fall much sooner. The small hardy purple

flowered A. amcena should be grown in quantity

sufficient to afl^ord a supply through the early months
of the year. Plants of this that are yearly forced and
afterwards grown on in a little warmth, and when
ihtir buds are set subject to a resting process out-of-

doors, will come into bloom with less fire-heat than

such as have made their growth later. Amongst the

high-coloured large-flowered kinds there are few, if

any, of the newer varieties so good for forcing as

some of the old ones, now all but discarded. The
very big blossomed forms that raisers at the present

time go in for, are not the best for winter flowering,

especially when one of the chief objects is the produc-

tion of cut flowers. If there is a pit or small house

that can be used for bringing all such things

into bloom, it will be much better than having

to put them in an ordinary stove, wherein the

temperature necessary to be kept up for many of the

peimanent occupants is too warm for the flowering

plants in question, for which 55* in the night is enough,

with a rise of 10° in the day-time. In. such a structure

the Ghent and other hardy Azaleas, of which there are

now so many fine varieties, Deutzias, double flowering

Prunus, Acacias, Cytisus racemosus, Andromedas,

and things of a similar nature, will do so much
better that their flowers will last considerably longer.

If the ever-acceptable Lily of the Valley is wanted by

the commencement of the year it should soon be

placed in heat, of which it will stand a good deal. It

is well to pot at this time all that will be required, and

to keep them plunged in ashes, as usual with bulbs

—

6 inch pots are in general the most useful ; they

should then as wanted be placed in warmth, to come
on into flower. If put in a bottom-heat of 70"^ or 75°,

with the tops covered about an inch with leaf-mould,

ihey will push up apace, and as soon as they have

made two or three inches of growth they should be

moved from the bottom-heat, and kept with

the light partially excluded until the tops become
gradually inured lo it, after which they cannot be too

near the glass— otherwibe, if subject to a temperature
such as advised, both leaves and flowers become
drawn up weakly. Gesneras should now have a light

position, and be kept at the warmest end of the stuve.

See that they are quite free from insects, if affected

with mealy-bug it soon destroys the appearance of the

leaves with the dirty deposit it makes on them. The

plant is too tender to bear washing with any insecti-

cide strong enough to kill the pest, consequently they

should be very carefully removed by sponging. See
that Poinsettias that are now coming into bloom in a
biisk heat, and occupying small pots, do not suffer for

want of sufficient moisture at ihc root, but such por-

tion as are now kept cooler, with a view to blooming
later, must not be over-watered, or their roots will

be so far injured as lo interfere with the blooming.

The plants that are in this way somewhat retarded

will come in very useful. T. Baims.

Orchids.—The collection as a whole just now will

not require much water at the roots ; nevertheless

there will be some that are now starting into growth
and will continue growing during the winter and early

spring months, and flower on the new growths during
March and April. These must be carefully looked

to, and on no account be permitted to suff'er from
want of moisture. Of this class may be named I*en-

drochilum glumaceum, a veiy pretty and attractive

species, dwarf and compact in its habit of growth ; its

numerous flowers, being set on a long drooping *-pike,

remind one forcibly of an ear of Barley. The flowers

of this are also very sweetly scented. This will require

the temperature of the East India-house, and will

succeed equally well in a pot or basket ; but if the

latter is used greater care must be exercised, for as

soon as the young growths haveattained about a couple

of inches in length, a number of young roots are

thrown out. These quickly enter the soil in search of

moisture, and unless they are well supplied with this

requisite from the time the young growths appear until

the flowers are over and the growth finished, the bulbs

are almost sure to be less in size to the former ones,

and the leaves lacking in health and vigour. It should

be grown in peat and moss and sponged occasionally,

as the red-spider is very apt to make an appearance

on the under-surface of the leaves. D. filiforme is

finer in growth and bloom as well, though it

requires treatment in all respects similar to the

former, from the time it shows symptoms of growth
until the flowers appear, which latter event, how-
ever, does not take place till June or July. Dendro.
bium Cambridgeanum will now be starting into

growth, and from this time forward, whilst the

growths are active, it will require a liberal supply of

water. This is maraged best in baskets or pans, and
hung in the East India or Dendrobium-house, and
when nicely bloomed is always much admired. D.
chrysanlhum is now starting into growth, and wdl
also require to be kept moist at the roots by watering

or dipping ; but if this and Cambridgeanum are on
blocks they must be frequently syringed. Such things

as D. pulchellum, senile, aggregatum, majus, &c.,

must have but a small quantity of water at present,

otherwise the eyes that would form bloom-buds are

very apt to start away into young growths, and the

blooming of ihem is altugether lost. A very pretty

block plant that will rt quire to be grown in the

Cattleya- house is Leptotes bicolor. This, when grow-
ing, must be kept continually moist ; and then, as its

stout fleshy leaves become matured, the flowers

gradually appear ; and these, having pure white

sepals and petals and a rosy labellum, cause it to be

very showy, and also much admired. The flowers

will last several weeks if kept free from damp.
A charming block plant for the Odontoglossum-

house, and one that will be flowering now, is Sophro-
nitisgrandiflora. This is now so very easy to get that

it should be represented in every collection by several

specimens, and when, as now, its bright scarlet

flowers burst in all their freshness and beauty, the

pleasure of beholding it is increased by the fact that

so [large a flower can be developed from so small a

growth. S. violacea requires similar treatment, and
during the early winter months its rosy pink fli>wers

will come up freely from the top of the new growths.

See that the Cypripediums, Cymbidiums, Sobralias,

&:c., are kept well supplied with water, for they are

now growing freely—in fact, they scarcely rest at all.

Among the lormer C. caudatum m the Cattlcya-house

will be growing freely, and shortly will be pushmg
up its flower-scapes, so that the flowers may appear

during the early spring months. If this, however, is

required as a late exhibition plant, it may now with

safety be stood in the Odontoglossum-house, where
the cooler temperature will retard its date of blooming,

and thus come into flower at a time when it will be

more useful and acceptable. W. Swan, Fallinvjidd,

FRUIT HOUSES.
Orchard Houses.—Where forcing has com-

menced or is about to commence, the trees must be

excited very slowly ; a night temperature of from 40°

to 45% rising in the day by solar heat from 50'' to 55',

will be safe. Give plenty of ventilation in mild

weather, and with syringing the trees twice a-day and

frequently sprinkling the floors and paths a nice

humidity of the atmosphere may be obtained to induce

a vigorous growih. In unhealed houses little

attention will be required at the present time, that is,

if the trees in pots have all been surface-dressed and

painted with the n:ixluie foinicrly recommended.

The ventilation of the houses should likewi>e be
attended to in the early part of the day, air being taken
off early in the afternoon should the weather be culd

and windy. Should a severe frost set in the pjls may
be pretty closely packed together in the centre of the

houses, and the spaces between them filled up with

dry Fern fronds or soft litter of any kind, some may
likewise be put over the surface of the pots, and this

will keep the roots moist and safe from the frost.

These structures may be made in the winier months a
Utile enjoyable by growing some half-hardy flowering

evergreens in pots in them, such as LaurusLinus and
the early flowering seclion of Rhododendrons. Some
of the berry-bearing plants, as the Pyracantha^. Coto-

neasters, Aucubas, and the Skiinmia';. would likewi^e

make a show, with some varitgated IIuHies and a few
ornamental growing Conifers mixed with Chrysanthe-
mum*. Potsof Primroses, Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses,

and Violets, if placed on the shelve:^, might be made,
by bringing in batches in succession, lo keep these

houses gay all through the winter and spring monlhs.
William lillety.

Figs.—The leaves of trees in a partly decayed state

are almost an indispensable requisite in forcing opera-

tions for Fig trees which are cultivated in pots, to be

subjected to early forcing operations. They are wanted
for making the bed for plunging purposes, and for

giving warmth at the roots ; besides this, however,

they are valuable under such circumstances for the

sake of the invigorating influence which they produce

when in a state of fermentation, imparting a condition

which preponderates over other means in stinHi-

lating excitement when Nature itself is not prone

to advance readily. Where the earliest supply

of Figs are to be obtained from trees m pots

a suitable sized bed of leaves should be formed

at once to receive them. Trees started at the

present season should have a light airy structure in

which forcing should be commenced by the middle of

December ;
" ripe fruit may then be expected early in

next May." Begin with a night temperature of about
50'', and 55" during daylight, with an additional 5" or

10' by sunshine ; at the roots a mean of 65" will

amply suffice. Syringe the trees twice every day if they

get dry, and when other internal surfaces become so

moisten them. Assuming the trees are already pre-

pared for forcing, it will be wise to see that they

are in a proper state as regards moisture when
introduced into the house ; if they are very dry, let

them be well saturated before doing so, afterwards

little will be necessary until the roots get into active

operation. As a successional supply to these, the

next house or another batch of pot trees should be

started about the end of the present year. Trees

which are planted in borders will advance readily at

this period ; these should, however, have any atten-

tion which they may need without much delay. If an

undue exuberance of growth is present, shorten back

the roots to within 5 feet or so of the main stem of

the tree, and by-and-bye, when the roots become
active, add a little fresh border for them to permeate.

In pruning trees which are in borders, we remove
about a fourth of the older growths annually, and cut

off all laterals which have been stopped, and reserve

the close entireoneswhere they exist. Stiould insect pests

abound wash the wood of the trees with a brush, and

dress them over afterwards with a mixture of sulphur

and glue in quantity to make it adhere firmly. Much
care is required in doing the terminal shoots, or the

future crop maybe injured thereby, d'o. Thos. lililes^

IVyiombe Abbey,

Vines.—Where forcing has not yet been com-
menced, and the starting-point is fixed for Christmas

(a favourite time with many, so as to get good Grapes

early in June), the house, if all necessary preparations

as lo cleaning, ^Jcc, have been made, should be closed

up, so as to admit of the Vines being daily syringed,

and a moderately moist atmosphere kept up ; but with

mild weather firing will not be necessary, so that the

night temperature does not fall below 45" the first

fortnight. Alter this a few degrees more may be

allowed previous to commencing the regular use of

fire-heat. Vmes started early, which have now
started into growth, should have a steady night tem-

perature of 60°, allowing it to rise to 75° or 80°, with

sun-heat. If air must be given it must be with

great care, only for an hour or two in bright

sunshine during the middle-oi the day ; but especially

avoid culd cuttmg winds or currents of air, which at

this season are generally too cold to admit to young

and lender foliage. Well damp the floors, &:c., dur-

ing the day, but if the growth is sufficiently developed

to show fruit syringe the Vines only in the early part

of the day, as an excess of moisture applied at this

time is prejudicial to the well-doing of the clusters,

which are apt to go blind before opening the blossoms.

This more especially applies to Vines in pots—those

planted out, being generally more vigurous, are less

liable, unless in ca^e of defective root-action, to failure

from this cause. Late keeping Grapes will still require

constantly looking over, to remove decaying berries,

as before directed. IV. C.
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THE concluiling sentences of Dr. Gilbert's

address at South Kensington in connec-

ion with the Loan Collection of Scientific

Apparatus, reported at some length in our

columns, (see p. 677), are worthy of most atten-

tive consideration. Not to be too discursive,

we may merely remind the reader that the

address in question, in some sort and to a

partial degree, illustrated the elaborate experi-

ments carried on for so many years at

Rothamsted. Close by the lecture room is a

cabinet showing, in a most striking manner, the

relative proportions or percentages of various

grasses and other plants found on various selected

plots in the pastures at Rothamsted, according

to the kind and quantity of manure employed.

It is not our intention at present to enter into

any details upon this head—our present object,

writing in the interests of practical cultivators

of plants, is to substantiate the truth of Dr.

Gilbert's remarks, and to insist upon the

necessity of attending to the life history of

plants if we are to advance in the quantity and

quality of the produce we extract from the soil,

to invest our capital and employ our earnings

to the b^st advantage. We seem indeed to

have reached a stage when the warning of such

menasMr. L.lWESand Dr. Gilbert comes with

especial force. The chemist, by his careful

laboratory researches, has given us a pretty

complete insight into the raw material, if we
may so express it, of the plant, from germination

to decay— of the soil in which it is implanted,

o.' the water it imbibes, while even the light in

which its foliage is spread out has b.:en com-

pelled to reveal the secrets of its composition.

From the plant the chemist has extracted com-
pounds of various natures. By the interaction

of these, one on the other, new compounds
have been formed, opening up most varied

and complex combinations ; resulting in

great additions to the theory of chemistry, and

in no small benefit from a practical point of

view. Similar remarks apply equally in the

case of the chemical or physical—for the two

cannot be separated without loss—investiga-

tions of earth, air, water, light, and heat.

When we turn to the labours of the botanist

and vegetable physiologist we find that they

have scrutinised and examined the plants with

a minuteness and accuracy which, for practical

purposes, and according to our present infor-

motion, is all-sufficient. Of course we are

speaking generally, and not of special points,

and still less of the structure and life habits of

the lower Cryptogams. We have then, thanks

to the labours of the chemists and vegetable

anatomists, obtained a tolerably complete

knowledge of the raw materials of plants

and of the machinery by which those raw
materials are converted into new chemical com-
pounds, and into new plant-tissues and organs.

What we more especially want now is some
much more full insight into the action of the

machinery. Tlie plant or the animal—for the

same rules apply to all living things—may be

regarded as a laboratory or machine whose
action is set going by heat, by moisture, or by
light. Practical gardeners and cultivators are

in a position to furnish much information on these

matters, and to derive in turn the greatest bene-

fits from their study. The exigenciosand needs of

the cultivator, however, stand in the way of those

carefully minute and systematic experiments
which the vegetable physiologist imperatively

demands. Thegardenerorthelarmermustarrive
at some useful practical results, and that quickly

and economically. H is function, then, must be to

practise, to observe, and to reflect. The minutiae

of experiment he must leave to others, who are

not expected to produce a certain quantity of

Grapes, or what-not, of a certain standard of

goodness at a certain time. At the same time
he has excellent opportunities for observing,

and if he observe without thinking he is not

worth his salt as a gardener. By his observa-

tion and his thought, he should be able to regu-

late his own practice, be enabled to avail him-
self of the information made public by the

physiologists, and furnish most valuable sug-

gestions and information in return. With these

views we hail with the greatest satisfaction the

approaching completion of the new physiologi-

cal laboratory at Kew. No persons can know
better than the authorities of the Royal Gardens
what are the special needs of vegetable phy-
siology, none have better opportunities of know-
ing the requirements and deficiencies of prac-

tical horticulture. We may give point to our
remarks by citing a few passages from a letter

addressed to us by one, the eminently successful

results of whose practice lends additional value

to his observations.

"Every season I wonderfully enjoy watching and
noting every step of growth made by the Vines under
my charge, but never, save in one instance, have I seen
new root-growth prior to the expansion of the buds,
although I would undertake (if it were desirable to do so)

to produce ne\v roots on any Vines before the swelling of

the buds, but that tliis is very undesirable the sequel

will show. I had a small liouse of Muscat \'ines which
needed renovation, shanking and other evils abounding;
I therefore, about the beginning of October, removed
all the old soil till I readied the roots, some of which I

lifted and shortened back. Being desirous, if possible,

to start the roots into the new soil at once. I covered the
border with leaves and stable litter till the bottom-heat
thermometer registered 94" ; the result was, that within

four weeks new roots had found their way through

9 inches of new soil, and formed also a perfect network
in the dung, which had by this time cooled down to 70°.

Of course, I very naturally thought that the Vines the

following spring would break with extra vigour
; but

no, they broke as weak as straws, though the
roots were at work, and had been so, more or
less, all the winter. I was sorely perplexed and
puzzled

: but as the summer advanced, relief came
;

for as soon as leaves were made fresh roots were
emitted, though, curiously enough, at this juncture the
winter-formed ones died, and the Vines finished off a fair

crop of fruit. My theory is, that the first new roots

(excited by the heal) were manufactured from the nutri-

tive matter stored in the ripened wood of the Vines
;

hence their breaking so weakly. From this circum-
stance, which happened some years ago, I have studied

vegetable physiology very closely, and tried to turn my
studies to account, especially as regards \'ines, and the

following are my conclusions :— r. That Vines in a
natural state do not make feeding-roots till the buds are
expanded, frequently not till the leaves are fully expanded
nor is it desirable that they should do so. 2. The
more leaf-growth the more root-growth ; hence the

necessity for allowing abundance of laterals to run. I

never pinch out the points of the shoots till the Grapes
are thinned. 3. Every precaution should be taken to

prevent Vine roots forming prematurely, such as by too
much heating material being used when forcing is

begun. I prefer to cover early Vine borders (outside

ones) early in October with a few inches of dry leaves or
bracken, to retain what summer's heat still remains."

What is to be done now ? is the eager
question put to us by those who have the
interests of the Royal Horticultural
Society at heart. As we stated some time
since, the solution of the present phase of the
question depends on the action of the debenture-
holders. Well that body has met, taken into

consideration the proposals of Her Majesty's

Commissioners, and decided to reject them.
And so things remain as they were. Not quite

so, however, as the very fact of making pro-

posals shows that the Commissioners recognise

some portion at least of their duty. Some time

since by their conduct they seemed as if they

intended wholly to repudiate a debt which we
believe is morally theirs. The action of the

debenture-holders prolongs the suspense, but

we cannot blame them. Why should their inte-

rests be so ruthlessly sacrificed ? Why, again
,

should the Society be dismissed without com-
pensation? It has not paid the rent, it will be

answered, and that is a sufificient answer

naturally enough, to those who do not know
the full circumstances. But to those who do

know how (with the best intentions, it may be)

the interests of the Society have been by former

Councils sacrificed to improve the Commis-
sioners' property at what practically was the

bidding of the Commissioners themselves,

affairs wear a very different complexion. It is

sincerely to be hoped that attention will be

called to these matters in Parliament, and that ,,

a commission of inquiry may be held. One
result would be to vindicate the Society to a
large extent from the reckless charges now
brought against it, and to show where the

blame fairly lies.

All the time that it suited the purpose of the

Commissioners, the Society was publicly

acknowledged to be in partnership with the

Commissioners, at least to a certain extent and
under certain conditions ; but when the Society

falls on evil days we do not hear much about

the partnership, and till lately, as we have said,

the Commissioners have acted as if they meant

to repudiate both debt and partnership.

We have no intention at present of doing

more than making clear the status in quo of

affairs. Discussions as to the future manage-
ment of the—or of a—Society, though they can-

not under existing circumstances be put to

practical use, may yet nevertheless have their

utility by preparing and instructing the minds

of the Fellows, so that when the time for action

comes no time may be lost in discussing first

principles. Although we do not care to say

much ourselves at this juncture, we may be per-

mitted to refer to the excellent letter of Mr.

Elwes in our last issue, which shows what the

requirements of amateur horticulturists and
plant-lovers are, and indicates what they have a

right to expect from such a Society. It is

greatly to be regretted that the interests of this

class of horticulturists—the backbone of in-

dependent horticulture—have been hitherto

allowed to be so swamped by other inte-

rests. " Delta's " letters, too, showing the

work the Society has done in the past, the

money that has been spent at the bidding of

the Commissioners, and the improvements

effected on their property, may also be studied

with profit. We are much afraid the Council

of the Society has nothing to tell us ; if it has it

should lose no time in so doing, as murmurs
are arising on many sides, and from persons

and classes who have been among their warmest
supporters. A policy of masterly inaction may
be the right thing under the circumstances, and

if the constituency were authoritatively told so,

they would doubtless be content not to embarrass

the Council in its extremely difficult position.

At the November meeting of the Botanical

Society of Edinburgh Mr. F. M. Webis, Curator of the

herbarium, read an interesting paper on some species in

the collection of British Plants. In view of the

" notes" now brought before the Society being followed

by others of like character, Mr. Wedb commenced by

giving a short epitome of the history of the herbarium.

He mentioned its origin by the Society in 1S36, the

augmentation effected by the union with the University

herbarium in 1S39, the addition of Professor

Balfour's private collection, the extensive gatherings

made at the class excursions, the receipt of specimens

in illustration of papers read before the Society, the

result of exchanges spreading over many years, and

direct donations. The various specimens exhibited,
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and upon which his *' notes" were founded, were

such as had prominently claimed attention during a

recent arrangement of the collection. In carrying

through this arrangement one endeavour had been to

select from the immense mass of material produced,

and to confine in single species-folios, whatever threw

useful Hght on tlie botanical history of the said species.

Amongst other Items Mr. Webb's remarks had

special reference to Poa Balfouri and P. montana (both

species of Dr. Parnell), of which the herbarium

contained the type gatherings ; to the Poa that Dr.

BoswELL mentions as *' more like real P. cassia, Sm.,

than anything he had seen ;
" to Sclerochloa Borreri,

of which there are examples gathered at Elie in Fife

in 1S62, and, if not a ballast introduction there, a

plant new to the Scotch flora ; to the Dirleton

petalled variety ; and White Globe, a large, bold, and

striking quilled form somewhat new to gardens. Of
pink varieties, Early Gem, mottled crimson, very

early and fine ; and Rosy Gem, a fine, selected, ilat-

petalled variety, are the best and most reliable. Of
red varieties, there are the Blood Red, the flowers

bright crimson-red, very early, free, and effective
;

and the Gem, pale red, the flowers large and bold.

In the way of variegated foliaged Daisies, always

great favourites in early spring, because so bright,

there are the white and crimson-tlowered Aucub^-
folias, both of which originated as sports, and the

variegated White Globe. The last-named is so very

robust in character, and withal so fine, that it will

quite supersede the others for spring gardening

purposes.

of glands formed of three concentric rings of cells

consisting of four, eight, and sixteen cells respectively.

There are also on each half of the blade three (rarely

two or four) many-celled hairs placed in the form of

a triangle, the apex of which is near the midrib.

These hairs are excitable, and the seat of the move-

ments which the leaves undergo. They differ from

the glands and the stellate hairs in having their origin

in the fundamental tissue below the epidermis, and

constitute what Sachs and others call emergences.

M. De Candolle is of opinion that the animal sub-

stances absorbed by the leaves are not directly utilised

by the plant, nor necessary to its perfect development.

Further, he thinks that the anatomical structure, as

well as the development of the different parts of the

leaf, favour the hypothesis that the movemsnts of the

Fig. 137,—carpet bed at Cleveland house, clapham park, (see p. 713.)

Agrostis interrupta and Chamagrostis minima ; to

Carex Grahami in its relation to C. pulla, and possibly

to C. vesicaria ; to C. ustulata and C. punctata ; to

C. frigida (of which Mr. Sadler had presented his

original specimen to the herbarium), and to a Carex

gathered in 1S34 on the Clova Mountains by Dr.

Wight, marked C. binervis, which to Mr. Weeb
appeared to belong to the ustulata group, and which

he suggested was C. frigida ; also to C. ericetorum,

from the only known British locality, with Professor

Babington's label (as C. precox), dated May, 183S.

The Double Daisy has long been a great

avourite with spring gardeners, because so easily

managed and so early and continuous in bloom, and

so highly effective. Of white-flowered varieties, the

best we have seen are Giant White, a very fine flat-

The annual meeting of the Cercle d'Arbori-

culture of Belgium will be held in the Town
Hall, Ghent, on Sunday, January2l, 1S77. In addi-

tion to the formal business a discussion will be insti-

tuted on the method to be adopted in eliminating

varieties of Pears of little value, and on fruit culture

without pruning. The members will partake of a

fraternal banquet at 2 o'clock in the afternoon.

M. Casimir De Candolle has published an
article in the Archives dts Sciences Physiqu/s et N'alU'

idles on the structure and the movements of the leaves

of Dion.^:a muscipula. The anatomy of the leaf

is very curious and interesting. Stomates are quite

absent from the upper surface of the blade of the

leaf, as well as the stellate hairs which are so abund-

ant on the under surface. In their place is a number

two valves of the leaf are wholly due to variations in

the turgescenceoftheparenchymaofthe upper surface;

and that the excitable hairs communicate the shocks

they receive direct to the parenchyma beneath the

epidermis. The marginal teeth with the border of the

blade he regards as a distinct member from the rest of

the leaf, which explains the reason why they do not

move simultaneously with the valves of the leaf.

Dr. Famintzin has been following up

Hanstein's researches into the Nature of the
Vegetable Embryo, and a preliminary communica-

tion, embodying the results of his researches, has

appeared in the Botanische Zeilung. Pie states that

the three layers or systems of tissue observed by

Hanstein in the embryo of CapselU Bursa-pastoris

and several Compositx, in their further development
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are exactly identical with the embryo membranes of

the animal kingdom. These three membranes may

be distinguished, in the earliest stages of the embryo,

long before the appearance of the cotyledons, as three

morphologically distinct layers of tissue ; and if we

take an embryo in a more advanced stage, on which

the cotyledons are present as two symmetrical pro-

jections and make them transparent by Hanstein's

method, the three layers of tissue may as easily be

seen in the cotyledons as in the main axis of the

embryo. They appear as outgrowths of the cor-

responding tissues of the axis, and subsequently

undergo the same metamorphoses. Consequently not

cotyledons, but certainly all other organs containing

vascular bundles, are formed out of the three systems

of tissue, and not, as Hanstein states, out of the

dermatogen and periblem alone. It seems very

probable that these three kinds of tissue remain

independent, with few rare exceptions, during the

whole life of the plant, each developing its own
defined kind of tissue, perfectly corresponding to the

embryonic membranes of animals.

Dr. Moore, of Glasnevin, has recently pub-

lished in the Pyocecdhigs of the Royal IrUh Academy a

report on Irish Hepatice, embodying the results of

his researches for forty years in various parts of Ire-

land, ** from east to west, and from north to south, and

from the sea level to the tops of the highest

mountains." One hundred and thirty-seven species

are enumerated, arranged in forty-nine genera—rather

a large proportion of genera to species ! Dr. Moore
follows the plan ofarrangement adopted by Lindberg,
who, as is known, has not scrupled— and, strictly

speaking, rightly so—to take up the names originally

proposed by S. F. Gray, but which had been

overlooked by later botanists. Ireland, Dr.

Moore tells us, is extremely rich in this

family of plants, and produces a number of

remarkable species, which are true indicators of the

climate of the country. These minute vegetables,

some of which are scarcely visible to the unaided eye,

tell of heat, moisture, and other climatal circum-

stances much more accurately than the flowering

plants of the country do, and show that the south-

west of Ireland approaches in climatal conditions some
sub-tropical parts of the world. *'Dr. Spruce also

when gathering mosses and Hepaticce on the slopes

of the Andes, was reminded of the Kerry mountains,

whose cryptogaraic vegetation is the nearest approach

in Europe to that of tropical mountains." Some of

the species found in Ireland occur also in New
Grenada, Jamaica, Guadaloupe, Java, tic. Three

plates accompany this communication, which is one of

the first importance to students of this branch of

cryptogamic botany.

Those who are fortunate enough to possess

the while Lapageria would do well to allow it to

grow intermixed with the red variety. A corridor in

Messrs. Veitch's nursery at Chelsea, under the glass

roof of which the two varieties are growing inter-

twined, formed this autumn one of the most refined

and fairy- like vistas it is possible to imagine, the

hanging bells of clear white and of rosy pink respec-

tively, both overshadowed by firm dark green foliage,

suggesting coloured lamps hung from trees, with this

important difference, that the flowers had a grace and

delicacy which no coloured lamps could attain to. We
were the more struck with this combination, and with

the contrast between natural and artificial coloration,

from having witnessed some months previously, on

the occasion of the entry of the Emperor of Germany
into Milan, the principal buildings of the city richly

adorned with lamps of the three colours above alluded

to— green, white, and red—the Italian tricolor. We
do not suggest that Lapagerias should be used to

decorate a town square ! but it is quite apropos to

repeat, for the benefit of those who may be unac-

quainted with the fact, that the Lapageria is nearly, if

not quite, hardy, and, moreover, that it bears smoke

better than most plants—so well, indeed, that it is one

of the very few plants which will endure the fire

of the copper-smelting fuinaces in the south-western

extremity of the South American continent.

-^ At the November meeting of the Edinburgh

Botanical Society, Mr. Hutchison, of Carlowrie,

read a note on an Elder Tree (Sambucus nigra)

growing on the uorth-eastern slope of the Uchil Hills,

Perth, at an altitude of about looo feet. The tree

was cut down in November, 1873, and measured

30 feet in height, with a finely balanced rounded

head, and a straight bole of about 12 feet. Its girth

at I and 5 feet from the giound was 3 feet 2 inches,

and 2 feet 10.^ inches respectively ; the annular rings

numbered forty-two, showing that it was planted in

1831. The soil is a good medium loam upon clay

and ruck, and both clay and soil are very wet, which

may accuupt for the unusual size of this specimen.

The President, Sir Rohert Ciiristison, has

presented the Society with a beautifully prepared and

polished section of the tree.

The Bremen Vere'ui fiir die DtutSihe NorJ-

polarfaJiH has just published the first of Dr. Finsch's

reports of his journey in Western Siberia, which were

received from Tobolsk on October 16. He, sends

home specimens of twenty different mammals, iSo

birds, 100 fishes, 200 insects, besides geological

samples and plants.

Mr. Henry Steward, of York, is well

known to a great many readers of the Gardeners^

Chronide, as he has for a great many years taken an

active interest in tlie old floral societies, and especially

in that of the Great York Gala Horticultural Exhi-

bitions. He has been dangerously ill for a long time,

and his death was expected many months since, but

his strong constitution has enabled him to rally at in-

tervals ; he is now, however, lying in a very prostrate

condition, and has frequent attacks of coma, and it is

often difficult to tell if he is living or dead. This

news will be received regretfully by a large number of

his friends, especially those who know him well.

An interesting series of publications in various

branches of Japanese Botanical Literature was

exhibited, and remarks made thereon, by Mr. Mose-
ley, of the Challenger Expedition, at the meeting of

the Linnean Society, November 16. Among these

were two vols. Svo, being a treatise on the construc-

tion of dwarf gardens, with coloured designs repre-

senting the same. Their quaint but apt style are both

curious and instructive, and show wonderful ingenuity

in conception, though, unfortunately, little adapted

for our modes of cultivation. Five volumes of hand
paintings of vaiious flowers and plants showed uncom-
monly well, a certain force being given the specimens

by the use of body colour, and the accuracy of detail

all that can be desired. Another work on botany of

a descriptive character was also illustrated, but in

black. The study of the English language in Japan

is now quite the rage, and many schuol-bouks are

printed alter the fashion of object lessons ; thus the

names of trees, plants, and flowers are written both in

Englibh and Japanese, and alongside a picture of the

object in question. Doubtless many different kinds of

vegetable fibres are used in the manufacture of their

paper, for the variety of this is very great, some sorts

being extremely heavy and solid, while others are of a

light open texture.

The Soiiete d^A^^rhiiUeurs of France offered

a short time ago to give a prize of 1000 francs for the

best method of Removing the Bark of Trees at

other times besides that of the flow of sap. The prize

has been awarded to M. NoMAisoN, who a year or

two ago adopted the method of treating the wood with

dry and super-heated steam. This heating action

causes separation of the bavk, which may thus be

detached in any season. In the ordinary methods the

operation is only possible during the short period of

the flow of the sap.

• The Flora of Marion Island formed the

subject of an interesting paper by Mr. H. N.

MosELEY (Linnean Society, November 16), his

account dealing chiefly with the physical aspect of

this lonely spot almost within the Antarctic circle. The
Accena ascendens is the most abundant plant on the

island, and along with which Azorella Selago and

Festuca Cookh form a thick growth of herbage,

flourishing on a swampy peaty soil, which overlies the

volcanic rocks. The hills are snow-clad, green vege-

tation extends downwards from this to near the beach,

mossy patches of a yellow colour forming a striking

contrast. The rocks at half-tide are covered wiih

Durvillea utilis, and above high-tide Tillrea moschata

holds sway until the peaty soil is reached. Pringlea

antiscorbutica is seldomer met with than at Kerguelen

Land. Lomaria al^iina is not unfrequent, but three

other Ferns rarer. From the distribution of Pringlea

and the existence of fossil tree trunks, along with

other reasons, it is surmised that in times gone by
there was a land connection between Marion Island,

the Crozets, and the desolate Kerguelen's Island.

It is not generally known that the beautiful

Maple called in gardens Acer colchicum ru^kum
is identical with the A. liifLum of Meyer, from the

Caucasus, and that this, again, is the same as

Tiiunbekg's Japanese plant, described as A. I'lCiUM

in 1776. Professor Karl Kocii, in his Dendrologie,

adopts this view, which is confirmed by Mr. Hikrn
in vol. i. of Hooker's Flora of British hidia^ p. 696,

Acer pictum, then, has naturally a wide range, ex-

tending from the Caucasus through Persia and Kash-

mir to Bhotan, and thence eastward to China and

Japan.

Mr. WlLUsMlTH, of Hecktield Gardens, finds

wood-ashes to be in his practice the best manure for

Vines. He impounds every stick and stump he can

lay his hands on, and has his fire going during most

of the winter. He thus secures an abundant supply

of potash, an indispensable element in successful Vine

culture.

Dr. Jeannel read a report at a late meeting

of the Central Horticultural Society of France on the

Health ok Gennevilliers, one of the centres of

sewage irrigation in France. Operations were com-
menced in this locality in 1S6S, and since that dale

the dealh-rate has decreased rather than increased.

In a population of 2050 the mean rate for the first half

of the last decade was fifty-two persons perannumi and

during the second half it has been only forty-six ; thus

showing that as the land under irrigation has increased

in extent the general health of the district has been

better. Some objectors to the system have declared

that there has been an increase in the cases of inter-

mittent fever, but Dr. Jeannel was able to show
that all the cases, twenty-seven in number since 1872,

without exception, occurred in the vicinity of a pool

of stagnant water, into which much of the village

refuse drained. Again, in the hamlet of GrezUlons,

the population has increased since the irrigation works

were commenced ftom 40 to 327 persons; the

general health is excellent, and not a single case of

intermittent fever had been reported. Moreover the

men employed in the actual work enjoy good health.

In the discussion that followed, all the speakers were

in favour of the scheme, and a veteran member of

eighly-tvvo, who had always resided in the district,

offered himself as evidence of the innocuousness of

sewage irrigation, testifying at the same time to its

beneficial effects on vegetation.

If any one were disposed to look for per-

fection inform in a Chrysanthemum, he would find

it in a Pompon variety appropriately named Model
of Perftction. It has been well termed the '* prettiest

and most attractive of all the family of Pompons."

The flowers are quite small, but remarkably full and

of handsome shape ; the caluur bright lilac, edged

with pure white. As it is a free flowering variety,

and very distinct in character, it is well worth being

grown for cutting from. Another singularly free

blooming variety is Prince of Purples, which produces

a profusion uf floweis on somewhat long slems, which

is perhaps an advantage when required for the decora-

tion of vases, &c. It is of a rosy puiple colour, and

a good upright dee growth. Ochers might be in-

stanced, but the foregoing deserve to be singled out

for special mention. If another were required to form

a trio, we should name Anionius, a yellow-flowered

Anemone Pompon, the flowers bright in appearance,

and of excellent form.

The pretty dwarf variegated Bamuusa
Fortunei variegata is quite efleciive at this season

of the year in suitable soil. In the moist sandy peat

at Mr. J. F. Meston's nursery, at Addlestone, there

is a mass of it that is now charmingly variegated, and

it appears to be a plant well suited for service in the

lluwer garden in autumn, where attempts at decora-

tion are made. Shade is of not so much importance

as a moist light sandy peat, and in this it does

uncommonly well. During the past summer some

plants growing in peat in pots, and placed under a

north wall, were in excellent character, and proved

very useful for cutting from.
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TRADE MEMORANDUM.
Gakdkneks and the trade should be warned of a

man whose name we have, and who is known to the

Bradford police as a member of the ** long firm," and

who, representing himself as a fruiterer, asks gardeners

to supply Grapes, Onions, &c. Should they do so

they are not very likely to see the money. Most
probably some other locality will now be visited by

this gentleman, so that the caution may not be useless.

The regular friiiterc-rs in uur large towns arc well

known, so that gardeners are to blame if they are

taken in by fraudulent impostors.

TREMOUGH, CORNWALL.
This garden is noted for the splendid collection of

Rhododendrons which the late Mr. Shilson raised

from seed, the greater part of which he received from

the lale Sir William Hooker. Some of these Sikkim

varieties attain to an unusual size, and flower in the

open borders at this place. There are many hybrids

here, crossed by the late Mr. Shilson from the

varieties above mentioned, whicli are of great beauty

and great variety. Another feature of Tremough is

good plant growing, both in greenhouse and stove.

For some years past the plants from this place have

taken a leading position in all ihe horticultural shows

held in this county. At the horticultural exhibition

held at Falmouth some time ago the plants from

here excited the admiration of all the visitors, and

brought forth high commendations from the profes-

sionals present. Tremough is about a mile from Penryn,

and alihough comparatively small yet gardening is done

well ; while it cannot be said to be little—nearly twenty

acres being set apart for gardening purposes and pleasure

grounds, lawn, &c. The soil rests on granite, .and is

full of granite gravel, which the Rhododendrons and

the so-called American plants delight in.

(Jn entering the lodge the eye at once rests on

some good things : Araucaria imbricata, 40 feet by 15,

a beautiful specimen ; Cryptomeria japonica, 50 feet

by 18 ; Cedrus Deodara, 50 feet high. Of Rhodo-
dendrons there are here some fine plants of hybrids;

three plants are 22 feet high, and these are a

glowing mass of scarlet when in bloom. R. barbatum

is 10 feet high ; R. Nobleanum, 7 feet high ; this is the

first to flower of all Rhododendrons : it commences in

mild seasons to flower about Christmas, and always

is in fljwer throughout January. About a huridred

plants o( Rhododendrons are here, ranging Irom 6 feet

to 12 leet high, the greater proportion 9 feet high,

and many as much through.

Further on the carriage drive we come to a border

containing about 170 plants of Rhododendrons ; they

are principally seedlings, many of them have not yet

bloomed. These are looked forward to with great

interest ; the foliage of them shows the blood of bar-

batum, cinnabarinum, <S;c. This last mentioned is the

laiest to flower here. These average about 5 l^eet

high. Some fine clumps of Arunda conspicua line

the way, with from thirty to fifty spikes of flower on

each plant. The visitor next comes to another bed

of Rhododendrons, in the midst of which is a

Cryptomeria elegans, I3(eethigh; two R. barbatum,

S feet high ; and one K. cinnamomeum, 1 1 feet high
;

two hybrids, 12 feet high, covered with buds—this is

a beautiful pink variety j also some good varieties of

barbatum, which vary considerably in colour : these

are consideied here some of the best of Rhodo-
dendrons. Here are also two nice plants of R.

Falconeii, about 5 feet high, and R. cinnabarinum,

S (eet high. There are inthisbedeighty-five plants, all

1 good things. The beds are edged with R. cUiatum,

I the plants covered with flower-buds.

To the left is another bed of Rhododendrons, con-

taining forty-six plants, principally hybrids ; this bed is

edged with K. Roylei, R. cUiatum, li. glaucuni, R.

hirsutum, hardy Ericas, iic. In another border by

the flower garden are seen some of the best specimens

on the grounds: R. Aucklandii, 7 feet high, set with

flower-buds ; R. Thomsoni, 9 feet by 9 feet, a

splendid plant ; R. Falconeri, 10 feet by 9 leet, also

set with flower-buds. There are two other plants of

the last named in the border, 9 feet high, also R.

arboreuin, II feet high; R. cinnamomeum, II feet

high ; nice plants of R. ceruginosum ; R. Dalhousiic,

one plant of which has thirty-four flower-buds, and is

4 feet by 3 feet ; several of these are covered with buds.

A fine plant of R. Veitchianum was planted with this

lot, but seemed to suffer from frost as compared with

the rest, like a Geranium. In the border leading to

the croquet ground the white Azalea, with a row

of .V'hrotaxus imbricata and Irish Yews, edged oft

with R. ciliatum, is very striking when in flower.

There are 137 R. ciliatums here, and these are a beau-

tiful sight when in flower. They flower very freely.

In another border at the north side of the house

there are five plants of R. barbatum, 14 feet high
;

R. cinnabarinum is 10 feet high here ; together with

145 plants, principally hybrids, ranging from 6 feet to

12 feet high. There are over Soo plants of Rhodo-

dendrons planted out in the borders ; three of the

highest are 22 feet high ; there are fifty over 12 feet,

seventy-seven plants above 10 feet, 200 plants above

6 feet, 500 about 6 feet, and a little under. In the

wall garden we noticed a batch of seedling R. Thom-
soni crossed with R. barbatum, about forty plants,

but only two or three plants showing the true character

of leaf ; a few are variegated in foliage. Tliere are

also in the same place hundreds of seedlings—R. bar-

batum, R. Edgworthii, &c. ; the last have bloom-

buds on them. There is also a large specimen of this

last-named out-of-doors. It is less hardy than the

other Sikkim species. Mr. Gill, the intelligent

gardener, informed me that these kinds, viz., the

Sikkims, will flower more freely and strong if grafted

on the ponticum than on their own roots.

The following plants I saw out-of-doors :
—

Eugenia apiculata, in full flower, 15 feet high,

12 feet through : this receives no protection ; Pnilesia

buxifolia, planted out seven years ; Aralia Sieboldii

flowers annually. In a nook I saw Adiantum chilense,

which I was told had been out seven years without

protection, and which produces itself abundantly from

seed, true in character ; Tritonia aurea ; Cannas were

in flower : these have been out five or six winters.

In front of the house, which is a strong granite

building, a nice view is obtained of the Channel, and

from the upper windows a still more extensive view

is seen of Falmouth harbour and the Channel, extend-

ing for many miles. An avenue of Limes opposite

the entrance runs down to the bottom of the lawn.

Un the south front is an Italian garden, a plan of

which I enclose, with the style of bedding-out, &c.

Attached to the house is a conservatory, 32 feet by

iS feet, in which, besides being furnished with plants

from the greenhouses and stoves as they come into

flower, are Alsophila cxcelsa, the fronds of which

are 12 feet through and about 10 feet high; Dick-

sonia antarctica, S feet by S feet ; Drac.ena ferrea,

S feet by 4 feet ; Lomaria gibba, with fronds extend-

ing 4 feet from tip to tip ; Lantana borbonica. Sea-

forthia elegans. Phoenix reclinata, &c. Covering the

end wall are Camellias and Lasiandra macrantha, and

underneath the flooring is the stokehole, which is a

roomy place, and is used to grow Mushrooms, which

do remarkably well there.

In the wall garden are eight glass-houses—Azalea-

house, Orchid-house, stove, early vinery, late vinery,

Erica-house, Fig-house, and Peach-house. There are

also three ranges of brick pits for growing Melons and

Cucumbers outdside. In the Azalea-house, where

the style of training is on the pyramidal system gener-

ally, I saw A. Admiration, S feet by 4 feet; two

plants of A. Roi Leopold, S feet by 4 feet ; A. Belle

Gantoise, 6 feet by 4 feet 6 inches ; A. Holfordii,

5 feet 6 inches by 4 feet ; A. Berkeleyana, 6 feet by

4 feet ; A. Eioile de Grand, 5 feet by 4 feet ; A.

Viscomte de Hainault, 5 leet by 4 feet ; A. amcena,

7 feet by 4 feet. Also good plants of A. Dae de

Nassau, A. Souvenir du Prince Albert, A. Due de

Brabant. Also a nice stock of young plants for table

decoration in 6-inch pots. In the Orchid-house there

were at the time of my visit two specimens of Cattleya

crispa in bloom, one carrying fourteen spikes, some

spikes having ten flowers each ; the other plant had

ten spikes of bloom ; Oncidiura Lanceanum had two

spikes, one spike had forty-one flowers ; two pieces

of Dendrobium nobile, each of them 5 feet through ;

Cattleya Mossix-, 3 feet through ; Oncidium pictum,

4 feet through ; O. sphacelatum, 4 feet through

;

Cattleya Loddegesii, 4 leet through ; Lrelia anceps,

3 feet through, showing ten spikes of bloom; Aerides

odoratum, 4 feet high, clothed with foliage down to

the pot. There are also smaller plants of Dendrobes,

Cattleyas, Cypripediums, &c.

In the stove were some fine plants, all clean and

healthy—the same may be said of the plants in all the

houses. Here was the Dipladenia amabilis, which was

lately shown at Falmouth with 200 expanded flowers,

and with nearly as many to expand ; this is growing on

a trellis 6 feet high by j feet 6 inches through ; by its

side is the still more beautiful Dipladenia Brearleyana,

a small plant with two dozen flowers on it ; also

D. splendens, which formed a great contrast with the

former in colour : this plant was 5 feet by 2 feet. Here

also was Clerodendron Bilfourianum covered with

bloom, 5 feet by 2 feet ; BougainviUea glabra, 7 feet by

3 feet ; Stephanotis floribunda, 6 feet 6 inches by 3

feet 6 inches ; AlUmanda Hendersonii, well bloomed,

6 feet by 4 feet ; A. nobilis, 4 feet 6 inches by 3 leet

6 inches ; Rondeletia speciosa, a good old thing : this

plant was well done, covered with bloom, and 4 feet

by 3 feet ; Eacharis amazonica, 5 feet through ;

Croton variegatus, 6 feet by 5 leet 6 inches ; C. an-

gustifolius, 6 feet by 6 feet ; another plant of the

same—they were all well-coloured—measured 5 feet

6 inches by 4 feet ; C. Weismanni, 4 feet 6 inches by

3 feet. There was a nice plant of Cocos Weddelliana ;

Alocasia macrorhiza variegata, 6 feet by 7 feet, with

leaves 2 feet 6 inches long, without the stalks ; of A.

metallica, 4 feet ; A. zebrina, 6 feet by 4 feet ; A.

Lowii ; Maranta Veitchii, 4 feet by 4 feet ; M. roseo-

picta, 3 feet through ; M, tubispatha, 3 feet 6 inches

through ; Adiantum farleyense, 4 feet 6 inches through

—this plant was in a 3inch pot in March, 1S75 ;

Gymnogramma chrysophylla, 4 feet through ; G.

peruviana, 3 leet through ; Caladium Belleymei, 5 feet

by 5 feet ; C. argyrites, 3 feet 6 inches through, and

perfect in shape ; and nice young plants of Ixoia Wil-

liamsii, and I. Prince of Orange, covered with bloom.

The Heath-house is full of all the good varieties ;

the plants are small. I noticed in it, however, two

plants of Imatophyllum miniatum, 5 feet through ;

Hedaroma tulipKerum, 5 feet by 3 feet, a healthy

plant ; Kolosanthes coccinea, 3 feet through, 9 inches

high.

The early vinery is planted with Black Hamburgh,

Black Prince, Mrs. Pince's Muscat, Muscat Hamburgh,

and the Muscat of Alexandria. These were earlier in

the year bearing good crops of well-ripened fruit, the

Muscat Alexandrias as yellow as a gumea. The late

vinery is planted with Black Hamburgh, West's St.

Peter's, Lady Downe's Seedling, and Black Alicante,

a variety which proves a fine late Grape here. The

Fig-house is planted with Black Marseilles and Brown

Turkey, for early work. The Peach-house has been

lately planted with young trees. I have seen splendid

crops in this house on the old trees, which are now

destroyed. The houses are on Sir Joseph Paxton's

principle, a range iSo feet long, which has been erected

fifteen years, with Weeks' tubular boiler attached.

The kitchen garden is some little distance from the

wall garden, and was well furnished with seasonable

vegetables. Terrace walls are covered with Camellias,

so also is every bit of wall near the gardens. Borders

containing Camellias and R. Dalhousiaj, little

nooks of Ferns, in which the Hymenophyllum tun-

bridgense is quite at home, are seen here and there.

In the wall garden is some rockwork, with Ferns and

plants suited to the place, a fountain, in the centre of

a pond containing gold and silver fish, giving it a

pretty finish. The place, and especially the plant

growing, is a credit to the young gardener, Mr. Gill,

who it is to be hoped will receive the encouragement

he deserves. Htmy Mills, Eiiys.

Jome Corrtsioirbence.

Royal Horticultural Society.—Permit me to

offer a suggestion, having for its ultimate object the

preservation of the connection of horticulturists with

the Royal Horticultural Society. We may take it

lor granted, I suppose, after the recent determination

of the debenture-holders, that the Society is stranded

high and dry, and that if it does not become extinct,

it is only because in virtue of its charter it cannot die.

It will be useless for work until freed from its debt

to the debenture-holders, released from its connection

with the Commissioners, and relieved from the support

of the South Kensington Garden. That all these

conditions will be fulfilled in a few years I do not

doubt, but ere that comes to pass, the Society will

have lost its F'ellows, and passed into another phase

of paralysis from which it may be less easy

to arouse it. My object is to provide

against this by getting a stopgap which while

carrying on the work of the Society for the

present will be ready to merge into the old Society

whenever its circumstances are so improved as to

render this desirable. The Council obviously are

powerless—they cannot take steps, the help must

come from without, and in appearance may even

seem hostile or rival to the interests committed to

their care. Briefly I would propose the immediate

establishment of a daughter society on the basis of
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Mr. George Wilson's propositions (which seem gene-
rally admitted to be the most feasible that have been
proposed), which should be as intimately connected
with the old Society as the terms of its charter and the
avoidance of responsibility for its obhgations will

allow. I should like to see all the Fellows of the
mother Society (both life and annual) made free to
the shows and privileges of the daughter society,
and there can be little doubt that the mother
Society would reciprocate the obligation. If it

would not, or if the Fellows of the daughter society
were not liberal to the old Society, my scheme
would not work. It is on the assumption that
horticulturists in general have an interest in per-
manently preserving the old Society, as well as in
temporarily establishing the new, that its only value
depends. I may, however, observe that it would not
be a very costly piece of liberality that I recommend,
for when two societies admit to the same privileges,
the one at /a 2s., and the other at £\ Is., I imagine
the former will not have very many members. Sup-
posing a daughter society to be set on foot, which
might be done within a month (I see no reason why
it should not be managed by the same staff, and the
same Council as the mother Society), the work of
horticulture could between them be distributed so as
to make the most of the means of both. Obviously,
the daughter will be more wealthy than the mother,
and she would therefore have to take the shows and
more costly work. But I shall not weaken the force
of my general proposition by going into details ; I
shall only say that such a plan should be supported
by those who hesitate to adopt Mr. Wilson's plans,
for it will give them a fair trial without committing
the parent Society to their adoption. Unless some
plan of this sort be adopted, there seems little hope
that the old Society, with all its prestige and influence,
and a roll of distinguished Fellows such as could
never be gathered together again, will escape extinc-
tion. Aiidiciii Murray.

Will you allow me a few words in answer to
your correspondent at p. 679 ? He appears to thmk
we ought to wait till the Council have a policy and
produce a programme. Possibly the Council are
somewhat divided in opinion as to what the future
policy ought to be, and as to the advisability or the
contrary of guinea and P.itron four-guinea Fellowships

;

and even were this not the case, they must feel that
their course must be much shaped by circumstances
over which they have but little, if any, control—<'^.,
see p. 6S6, report of the debenture-holders' meeting,
where we are told that " the meeting will notauthoiise
a surrender of the lease unless provision be made for
payment of the debenture debt in full by reasonable
instalments, with the interest in the meantime."
Again, the Council cannot tell till the end of
the year how many of the old Fellows will con-
tinue to pay their subscriptions, now that the South
Kensington Gardens are less well kept up, and that
the Society is rather under a cloud, and therefore
what funds they will have to carry on with ? Again,
whether the Commissioners have the power or the
will to eject the Society on account of the garden and
conservatory being insufficiently kept up? These
and other circumstances must make it most difficult
for the Council to fix on a policy, or to bring forward
a programme, and seem to me to fully justify a "self-
constituted committee," and individuals who choose,
from a love of horticultural science, and without any
possible personal advantage, to incur the considerable
trouble and small expense necessary to test the feeling
of the lovers of their gardens all through the country,
and to ascertain whether a sufficient number will come
forward to make a strong Society consisting of guinea
and Patron four-guinea Fellows. As "A." takes an
illustration from the aflairs of Eastern Europe, may I
take another ? Surely, as the public have made their
voice heard, and have influenced the "policy and
programme " of the Government, so may the Fellows
speak out and help to shape those of the Council.
As to his last suggestion, of an entirely new Council,
surely the experience of 1S73 does not encourage
further experiments in this direction. It may be
asked, if the debenture-holders will not let the Council
give up the South Kensington Gardens, how is the
present state of suspense ever to come to an end ? A
time may come when the receipts do not equal the
necessary outgoings ; no Council can be expected to
incur personal liability to furnish the necessary funds,
and the debenture-holders are, I think, unlikely to
furnish them : the end must then come. I cannot ask
for any more space for remarks on Mr. Elwes' inte-
resting letter, with its well-thought-out suggestions,
but would urge again that all good horticulturists
should send in their names without loss of time as
guinea or Patron four-guinea would-be Fellows when
the Society is free, and that they should not mind
what critics or doubters may say until they show some
better way out of our difficulties. Georije F. Wihoii.

In my communication in your impression of
November n there is one part which is far from
being clear, in consequence of the unlucky transfer of
several lines. Allow me a little space to put the
matter right, 1 wished to show the public that the

Society for a very long period did very zealously
prosecute the objects for which it was originally

founded, and for which the charter was granted, and
that the work done might, without any exaggeration,
be regarded as of a national character, and, as such,
worthy of recognition by the State. And, further, I

desired to show how great would be the sacrifice if

the Society really ceased to exist. I ought to have
stated, when reminding Her Majesty's Commissioners
of what they would get if the garden were now given
up to them, that the land has increased enormously in

value since 1S60 ; that it has on it a large number of
valuable trees and shrubs of more than sixteen years'
growth, and a noble conservatory—all, I think, very
important considerations. Delta.

Orchids in November. — The dulness of this
month has been enlivened by the following floral

beauty in the show-house here :

—

C.-mlcya gigns ' Angrajcum species (so bought,
,. ma.Niraa

|

poor)
,, marginat.-! I Lycaste Skinnen
„ „ Pinelli Burlingtonia venusta
„ species (imported, not Maxillaria grandiflora

recognised)
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the Rose ; and, secondly, the Ivy would act as a
shade in summer, thus prolonging the season of

bloom, and causing the Rose to produce better flowers

and foliage. Specimens such as I have endeavoured

to describe would form interesting and handsome
additions to public parks and gardens, &c. T, Cnbl'on,

Allerton Priory.—I am exceedingly sorry to have
caustd Mr. Kemp the trouble of rectifying my error.

My attention was drawn to the mistake I had made
by Mr. Tugwood, who laid out the "Piiory" grounds
himself, but the information reached me too late to

correct myself in last week's issue. IV. Hinds.

Planting Potatos in Autumn.—The practice of
planting Potatos in the autumn, alluded to in the
French journal with the long title at p. G66, is not
new, and has been long carried out most succesj^fuUy

by the Rev. Mr, Radclyffe and other growers. It is

also an universally understood axiom in Potato
culture that self-planted Potatos generally produce the

best crops. In spite of this, however, autumn plant-

ing is but little practised, perhaps in some cases from
fear of the effects of dost, in others because it is in-

convenient or the soil too stiff and cold, and in others

because the value of autumn planting has not hitherto

been sufficiently demonstrated. Personally I am but
awaiting some dry weather to plant up in the driest

part of my ground a couple of score of tubers of all the

litest sorts, and shall be satisfied to get them in at any
time before Christmas. I shall plant at 3 feet apart,

and cover over with a sharp ridge of about 12 inches

of soil ; and in the spring I propose to reduce this

a few inches just before the shoots may be expected
to appear above-ground. I should hesitate to plant

eirly kinds lest they should appear above-ground too
S3on, and then lose their best growth and the chief

part of the crop by late spring frosts. If by late

autumn planting the earlier ripening of all the late

sorts can be secured, a great point will be gained.

I should also hesitate to plant earlier than at the
present time, lest a mild December should induce
a precociously early starting of the eyes, and place
the young growth at the mercy of severe frosts.

Early lifting, so strongly insisted upon at p. 6S9, is of

little value if the crop has already imbibed the germs
of the destructive fungus. It is simply storing them
to rot, instead of allowing them to rot in the ground.
On the other hand, late lifted Potatos have nothing to

fear if they have not been aflected before ripening off.

I have but recently been lifting many bushels of

diverse kinds of Potatos, all of which had ripened off

prematurely, because of the summer drought, and
there is not a diseased tuber to be seen ; even now
several sorts are still in the ground, and these, tried

here and there, show every tuber to be perfectly

sound, although the ground has been saturated with
rain for several weeks past ; indeed I am but awaiting
some drying winds to get them up and store them.
But for the unfortunate check given to the late sorts

by the drought, and the robust renewed growth
induced by the warm September rains, we should this

season have heard but little of the disease. Most of

the crops that suffered were several weeks later than
usual in ripening, but this was a result the planters

could not have foreseen. There is not so much of

late planting as is generally supposed, most growers
of large slocks liking to get their seed iii as early as

accords with safety. The wisest plan is to plant the

latest sorts first, say at ihe end of March, and the

early sorts during April, and then all the growth may
escape the late spring frosts. It is difficult to be wise
at every point, but constant experience teaches us to

be as wise as possible, consistent with the weather
and other influences over which w'e have no control.

A. D.

Crocus Cartwrightianus.—Nearly two years ago
M. Chappelier, of Paris, kindly sent me bulbs of this

handsome Crocus under the name of C. sativus

grtecus. The blooms have been opening out for the

last fortnight, and will continue to do so for some
weeks to come. There are two varieties of colour

among M. C.'s bulbs ; one is a beautiful pale lilac,

the other pure white, both have the tube and lower
half of the petals thickly striped with purple lines.

The throat is white. The large bright yellow anthers
and long scarlet stigmas give the fully expanded
bloom a strikingly handsome effect. I fail to detect

the fragrance which Dean Herbert remarked. The
leaves appear with the flowers. H. Harpur-Cmoe^
Drayton-Beaitchamp Recto>yf Tringy Kov. 21.

An English Vineyard.—The very serious loss

caused by the ravages of the Vine disease [pest] called

Phylloxera, especially in France, seems to give in-

creased importance to the question whether the open-
air cultivation of the Vine in the southern counties of

England could not be re-established and considerably

extended, to the profit and satisfaction not only of the

cultivator, but of the people generally. That this is

a practical as well as an interesting question will be

evident if we consider a few well-known facts. The
Vine has been cultivated more or less extensively in

this country for many centuries. The use of glass to
shield from extremely cold and stormy weather, as
well as to increase temperature, is of comparatively
recent date. With the greatly extended use of glass-

houses or vineries, during this century, there appears
to have been a great decline in the attention given to

growing Grapes in the open air. Most of our soils,

such as, for instance, that which is suited for the Wheat
plant, &c., is unsuited for the Vine, but there remain
soils to a large extent that would suit the Vine well,

and others that would suit it better than any other crop,
with the advantage of the plants being permanent.
Many of your readers who have not already done so
might cultivate Vines with advantage, and, as I have
doi,e so, I would recommend them to take Clement
iloare's work for their guide. For the encourage-
ment of all, I may mention that the Marquis of Bute's
new vineyard in Glamorganshire has, so far, done
remarkably well. Nearly 3000 Vines, planted last

year in a suitable field, developed ripe and healthy
canes during the past summer, and give promise of

steady improvement for the future. This number will

probably be doubled or trebled during next season,

and, with continued success, a still larger number of
Vines will be planted in an adjoining field, which is

well adapted with that first selected for the experi-

ment. I shall only add that upwards of 200 lb. of
Grapes were taken from the Vines planted on the

open castle wall at Cardiff, and that the largest bunch
weighed 3! lb. 11, M. T., in the ''Times."

Hardihood of Jackman*s Clematis.— I have
a Jackman's Clematis, rubro-violacea, still in full

flower. It is onan eastern wall trellis on the north side

of my house, which is nearly 400 feet above the sea, in

Somersetshire. It was late in flowering, but has been
some months in flower : I neglected to note when it

first came into flower. East ^omersd^ Nov. 26.

Eucharis amazonica.—I have been very sue-

cessful with this plant, and my mode of treatment has
been to pot them in June if they require it. The soil

used is rough turfy loam, with a dash of silver sand,

no peat, leaf-mould, or manure of any sort being
required. The pots are well drained, and the plants

potted firmly, and kept plunged in a bottom-heat of

about So". I never dry them oft, but after flowering,

which they do three times a-year, I keep them
moderately dry for about three weeks, and then give

water very freely. With the above treatment I have
had 155 flowers on one plant in a 2oinch pot at

Christmas. I have two plants in iS-inch pots which
have had this season, in January, seventy-five

flowers ; Aprd, fifty-four flowers ; and September,
214 flowers; and I am certain that they will be in

bloom again at Christmas next, as they are growing
rampantly. J. Croiicfiery Sudbury Hoitse^ Ilanuncr'
smith

On the Cost and Advantages of Deep Culti-
vation.— Finding my present garden too limited in

extent, I have hired an additional plot of 600 square
yards, one of twelve allotment gardens, which has
been cropped for the last twenty years or more, chiefly

with Potatos. Along with the annual crop of Potatos
the land has produced a fair crop of weeds, and as

many of these were deep rooted I at once deter-

mined to subsoil or double dig it. Having now done
so, it may interest some of your readers to have the

*' digger's" estimate of the cost and advantages of
deep digging. I found that myself and a labourer

working cheerfully away, could subsoil or double dig
100 square yards per day of eight hours. If we
charge labour at the moderate rate of 3./. per hour,

the cost will amount to \d. per yard, or say at the
rate of ;{, 10 per acre. In some portions of the plot

the cost was nearly double, owing to a bed of deep-
rooted weeds, such as Thistles, Docks, and Bindweed.
These roots were all picked out by hand and the
bottom spit dug twice over to make sure that we had
got them all ; but where the land was fairly clear the
above is a fair estimate of time and labour required. I

found the four or five tine steel digging fork far

better for the work than the spade—in fact I should
say, to have to use a spade, a man would not do the

work so well, nor would he be able to do as much
of it. It is hard work with the fork, and three or four

hours at a spell is quite enough ; thus I would advise
that only half a day at a time be spent in digging,

and the remaining half at a lighter job. To ensure
the work being done thoroughly, a master, or some
trustworthy person, should be there to take a part in

the subsoiling. It is a class of work that is very easy
to slip, leaving a portion of the bottom soil undug,
and the weed-roots unpicked out. The total depth of
thetwo spits would be from 15 to_l8 inches. So much
as to the labour and cost. Now as to the advantages.
In the first place I would have my readers remember
that subsoiling and trenching are quite distinct. I can
fully understand why some persons object to trench-
ing. I have seen land that has been trenched made

so barren by the operation that even weeds have
refused to grow on it for a season. I never trench

land before it has been subsoiled two or three ^easuris

previously, for I have found from experience that if

you biing Ihe raw and hungry subsoil to the surface,

and bury the top soil, you make a grand mistake,
and the followin;^ crop will be a miserable failure.

The first advantage that I shall name arising from
subsoiling is the removal of deep-rooted and trouble-

some weeds. It certainly is a great advantage to the
gardener to be able to determine beforehand what
class of plants he will grow on a given piece of land,

and deep-roeted weeds can best be got rid of by deep
digging. Another advantage of deep cultivation in ray
opinion is this : land that is thoroughly cultivated has
not onlya greater power to retain moisture after rain, but
it is enabled to gather a supply of moisture during
periods of severe drought—from the rock beneath,
and from the atmosphere above ; from these two
sources you may obtain a never-failing supply. Use
the fork and hoe freely during the proper seasons, and
the crops will not often suffer from dry weather. To
use the watering-pot during every fit of dry weather
is a most mischievous practice, and is just as likely to
ruin the crop as it is to benefit it ; for if you wish to
destroy the independence of a plant, if you wish to

pauperise it, if you wish the sun to roast and burn it

up, by all means use the watering-pot ; but if you
wish your crop to be independent of the season, if you
wish it to enjoy the bright warm sunshine of summer

—

in a word, if you wish your crop to come to perfection,

dig deep and hoe oft (once a week if you have time),
and neither weeds nor dry weather will trouble your
crop. The large amount of moisture in the atmosphere
during the hot and dry weather of summer may be
taken advantage of, the soil may be prepared by
thorough cultivation to act as a powerful condenser.
If we thus offer facilities for the circulation of the air

in the soil, we not only gather a supply of moisture to
sustain the plants in health and vigour during summer,
but all through the wet and cold days of winter a good
work is still going on in the soil. The exposure ot the
soil by deep digging to the disintegrating influences of
the rains and frosts of winter has a very beneficial

result on nearly all classes of soils. We thus assist

Nature (ever ready to help us) to unlock and develope
the latent stores of plant food of which the crust of

the earth is composed. The soil is rich in mineral

food, but without cultivation and exposure to the air

it will remain for the most part insoluble, and is not
available as food for plants. Gardeners would do
well to remember that cultivating the soil is equivalent

to manuring it. Most of us are aware that pulver-

ised soil, moderately dry, is a powerful deodoriser,

and very possibly as the air circulates through the

soil, it may be purified, and the soil enriched, to their

mutual advantage. The poisonous gases that are

floating in the air are all used and captured by the
cultivated soil as they pass over its surface. The soil,

having got possession of them, never lets them escape
again, but transmutes them into food for plants,

W. Loz^el, IVcavcrthorpe, York.

Aralia Sieboldi.—This plant is very attractive

here at the present time, with its glossy green Fig-
like leaves and white flowers, which render it an
object of surpassing beauty for the pleasure-ground at

this dull season of the year. The plant has a strong
constitution, and will stand many degrees of frost.

The specimen now alluded to is about 3 yards through,
and has been planted out several years. It is not the

least disfigured by wind, though somewhat exposed.
Charles Penford.

The Garibaldi Strawberry. — Garibaldi was
raised by and brought out by my friend, the late Mr.
Nicholson, of Egglescliffe (Eagle's Cliff), Yarm,
Yorkshire, It is not the same as Vicomtesse Hericart
de Thury, The Vicomtesse, Duchesse de Trevise,

and Marquise de la Tour Maubourg, all raised by
Jamin and Durand, are the same, differing only one
from the other by a few days in ripening. If I am
wrong, Mr. Gloede—the first and best authority on
Strawberries—can correct me. If you want to force

Strawberries extra early, try Mr. Nicholson's May
Queen. He was a most kind man and friendly to me.
He sent the May Queen to me, but it berried so early

in February out-of-doors that there was no sun to

ripen them. Baron Hambro's late gardener, Mr.
Norris, told me that at the Baron's place at Roe-
hampton they forced the May Queen, and found it to

be most acceptable. Mr. Norns was head gardener
at the Baron's fine place near me, Milton Abbey, but
is now a farm tenant. \V. F. Radclyffe, Okeford-Fitz-

faine, Nov. 25.

Perhaps those persons who state Garibaldi
Strawberry to be identical with Vicomtesse Hericart
de Thury would favour me by stating the difference

between the Vicomtesse and Stirling Castle. In
order that the Fruit Committee of the Royal Horti"
cultural Society may have an opportunity of com-
paring these varieties, I will exhibit Garibaldi at

South Kensington on the 6th inst,, and trust those
gentlemen who have announced in these columns
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they liave plenty of lipe fruit of some of the

other varieties named above, will also forward speci-

mens. With respect to llavour at this season, I can

only say some of my fruit sold last week at the rate

of i6j. per pound ; those sent to Covent Garden on

Saturday last realised a fair price, but the best are

kept for special trade, and command high prices.

E. Bennett, Rabley, Herts.

Hardiness of Dracaena auslralis.—We have

here three plants that have been planted at least

twenty years. They are quite hardy, and have no

protection of any kind though they stand exposed to

the sea in full east winds. They (lower every other

year ; two are about 12 feet high, the other 15 feet.

We have many things here that would require a

preenhouse in Norfolk. At the present time we have

Veronicas 8 feet high in lull bloom, also Myrtles o(

various sorts without any protection, I may also

mention that we have a grand specimen of Yucca

gloriosa in bloom with twelve spikes on it. IVilUam

Wood, The Gardens, Bishopstaii-e, Torquay. [We
should be glad of a list of the plants ynu have found

to be hardy at Torquay. Eds.]

Preliminary Report on the Forest and other

Vegetation of Pegu. By Sulpice Kurz. Cal-

cutta: Baptist Mission Press. 1S75. Folio. Maps.

The main purport of this work is, as we gather from

its introductory chapter, to give a general idea of the

topography, climatal phenomena, and vegetation of

Pegu, with special reference to the forests of the

district. It is obvious, then, that such a work, even if

its details be, as its author says they are, defective and

unelaborated, must possess many features of inte-

rest to cultivators of tropical plants. It will, there-

fore, be more convenient to give a partial summary

of Mr. Kurz' work, and to leave criticism to those

favoured few whose personal knowledge of Bur-

mese forests gives them a right to express an

opinion. Bearing in mind the requirements of

cultivator.', we note that Pegu, unlike the islands of

the Mnby Archipelago, which enjoy a uniform warm

moist climate, has a dry season— partly cold, partly

jiot extending from December to April, and a rainy

season, which lasts from May to November. The

thermometer rarely rises above 8S° in the shade in the

cold season, and often sinks as low as 57°. In the

hot season the thermometer rises to 95°— 100° in the

shade, but the nights still remain cool and agreeable,

with very little dew. In the Prome district, although

the thermometer in March at mid-day registered

between 101° and 103°, the sky was so hazy that Mr.

Kurz worked, exposed to the direct sun, without

inconvenience. In the evergreen forests in the

Martaban hills dew falls so heavily as to wet the

traveller when marching along the river banks, but

after an ascent of 100 to 200 feet the same dryness

occurs in the forests as on the plains

;

the vicinity of the sea is always accompanied by

a greater degree of dampness. It is often remarked

that high-level plants, such as Polypodium, Dipteris,

Rhododendron, &c., growing in Java at above

4000 feet of elevation, grow along the western coast

of Sumatra almost down to the edge of the sea. As

in European countries, and in our own islands, the

temperature of the hill tops is higher than that of the

valleys. It need not, therefore, surprise us, says

Mr. Kurz, if we see, amongst many others, Gleichenia

dichotoma, Pteris aquilina, or Blechnum orientale, a

perfect nuisance in the plains of Java, while in Pegu

they appear at elevations of only about 2000 feet.

Moisture and comparatively low temperature are the

chief conditions of existence of such plants in Pegu.

From a table (necessarily very incomplete), we find

that the maximum temperature registered was 107°, lire

minimum 52°, the highest temperatures being regis-

tered in April, the lowest in November and December.

The rainfall varies immensely according to situation,

it Prome being 46 inches only, while at Suaygyeen, no

less than 216 inches of rain were registered in the year.

From the consideration of climatal phenomena

Mr. Kurz passes to the influence of other agencies on

vegetation, such, for instance, as the physical structure

and chemical nature of the soil ; the inHuence

of light, elevation, exposure, winds, jungle fires; and,

lastly, the influtnce of the nature and germinating

power of seeds upon the prevalence of forest trees.

With reference to the first point, Mr. Kurz coincides

in opinion with those who consider the physical struc-

ture and the chemical constitution of the soil as of

equal importance. With reference to light, its in-

fluence is so well understood that litlle need be said

here upon the subject, but we may cite an interesting

observation of Dr. Sendtner, who says that light-loving

trees bear, as a rule, winged fruits, for the reason that

they are compelled to grow far from each other, in

order to obtain the necessary amount of light. This

statement appears to us to require confirmation.

With reference to elevation, it is remarked that

1000 feet of elevation in the alpine regions in the

tropics affects vegetation more than a difference of

2000 to 3000 feet in lower regions. In temperate

countries the higher the elevation the later the period

of flowering in the same species ; but this rule does

not apply to tropical regions where, at the higher eleva-

tions. Rhododendrons and Gentians were in bud only

at the lower levels, while at the top of the moun-

tains they were in full flower. Another peculiarity

due to elevation is the fact that certain shrubby epi-

phytal plants, which in lower regions are found on

the highest branches of trees, become terrestrial in the

highest regions.

As to the influence of exposure, of winds, and

of jungle fires, we need say nothing in this place,

important as they are ; neither can we enter into

the author's division of the Indian flora into five

principal sub-divisions, comprising the flora of, I,

Aflghanistan and Sind ; 2, Hindostan ; 3, Himalaya
;

4, Eastern India (including Burmah) ; and, 5, Malaya.

Minor divisions are founded on the presence or ab-

sence of forests, of plains, of marshes, and of littoral

swamps.

The forests are divided into those composed princi-

pally of evergreen trees and those in which deciduous

forms are the prevailing types. These, again, are

divided into groups, according to their position on the

coast, in swamps, along the banks of the rivers, &c.

In the littoral forests and tidal jungles (omitting plants

of little interest to practical horticulturists), we may

mention Acrostichum aureum and Polypodium querci-

folium as found in abundance. Only a few Orchids are

found. In the true swamp forests (fresh water) Orchids

are very common, covering in masses the branches and

stems of trees. They are usually accompanied by

such Ferns as Asplenium Nidus, Polypodium querci-

folium, Drymoglossum piloselloides, &c. The ever-

green tropical forests owe their origin to a damp

equable climate without any predilection to sub-

stratum, whether permeable or impermeable. Palms,

Bamboos, and Screw Pines abound here, together with

numerous ornamental shrubs, cultivated in stoves in

this country. Ferns often replace grass by the density

of their growth. Among them the author mentions

Davallia australis, strigosa, hirta ; Lindsrea ensifolia,

Pteris cretica, pedata, quadriaurita, biaurita ; Asple-

nium resectum, sylvaticum, polypodioides, and escu-

lentum ; Nephrodium calcaratum, terminans, extensum,

molle, abruptum, Leuzeanum, decurrens and poly-

morphum ; Polypodium multilineatum, tenerifrons,

irregulare, and pteropus ;
Acrostichum appendicula-

tum, variabile, flagelliferum, and virens. All these are

terrestrial. On trees and rocks are observed various

Uymcnophyllere, Davallia bullata, Asplenium Nidus

and laserpitiifolium, Nephrolepis exaltata, Poly-

podium iridioides and axillaris. Amongst twiners

are various species of Lygodium and Acrostichum

scandens. Epiphytes are found, such as Orchids,

Cyrtandrea-, and some Scitaminece. Climbing Aroids

also form a feature of these forests.

It may also be mentioned as characteristic of these

forests, that the foliage of many of the shrubs shows a

more or less metallic steely blue hue, on which

account many of them are favourites with gardeners.

Among the plants of the drier hill forests many

epiphytes occur, including a great variety of Orchids,

among which a beautiful Pleione is most common.

Cyrtandracex' are also not uncommon, and there are

numerous Hymenophyllece. The Pine forests are

local, and chiefly constituted of Pinus Khasyana. The
trees are much subjected to jungle fires, which are here

destructive in the extreme, often burning the finest

trees. A Palm, Chama^rops Khasyana, presents a

curious appearance intermixed with the Pines. Berry-

fruited Bamboos also occur here. The damp hill

forests have the same general appearance as the

tropical forests of the plains, the difference consisting

in the absence of certain families, such as Diptero-

carpacese, Sapotacere, Dilleniaceje, &c. Trailing

plants are represented by climbing Aroids, Peppers,

species of Lygodium and Acrostichum. Orchids are

seldom seen.

The deciduous forests are of the most importance to

the forester, and consequently are treated of in some
detail. Most of these trees flower during the hottest

period of the year, when destitute of leaves, and a

beautiful sight it is to see the crowns of many trees at

the same time enveloped in red, white, and yellow

blossoms, while all around is barren, hardly a green

leaf being visible for miles. We have not space to

enumerate the numerous plants Mr. Kurz cites as

representative of this district, but among Ferns we
may mention Adiantum lunulatum, Cheilanthes

varians, farinosa and tenuifolia, Nephrodium filix mas
var. cochleata, &c. Solitary patches of plants of great

rarity and beauty occur to refresh the eyes of the

botanist, and in the hot season a number of gaudy
coloured flowers spring up, such as various Scitaminece,

Ka-mpferia Candida and Parishii, Curcuma rubescens.

The trees, owing to their fissured bark, are especially

fitted for the supportof epiphytes, and these are, there-

fore, says Mr. Kurz, developed to a degree which
would appear quite extraordinary, were it not that they

comprise mostly such plants as need light rather than

dampness for their development. A host of Orchids

make their appearance, flowering at the height of

the hot season, when they exhibit the splendour of

their blossoms in a most wonderful manner, almost

unknown in evergreen forests. Orchids, such as Den-
drobium anceps, Dalhousieanum, aggregatum, hedyos-

mum, barbatulum, cretaceum, chrysotoxum, formo-

sum, moschatum, nodatum, &c., Eria; sp., Aerides

odoratum, Bolbophylla, Saccolabia, Vanda teres,

Bensoni cccrulescens, o;c., are frequent everywhere.

In fact, the most peculiar Orchids are restricted to

these and other drier forests exposed to the sun, while

such as are identical or nearly allied with Malayan
forms only occur in the evergreen forests, and more
especially in the hill forests. In the mixed forests,

which grow chiefly upon permeable strata, and which

are characterised principally by the prevalence of

climbing plants. Orchids are also frequent, but

chiefly widely distributed forms, such as species

of Cymbidium, Pholidota, Eria, Saccolabium,

Dendrobium, &c. Epiphytal Ferns are repre-

sented by Platycerium biforme, Acrostichum

scandens, and several others, in addition to the

never-failing species of Hoya and Dischidia. It is

impossible for us to give the details of the numerous
sub-divisions which Mr. Kurz institutes of these

forests. Personal observation alone confers the right

of speaking with authority on such points. It is impos-

sible, however, for the stay-at-home botanist, or for

one accustomed to European forests, to avoid the

impression that the sub-division here given is need-

lessly minute. From a practical point of view, such

minute sub-division may be possibly of advantage.

Turning now to the vegetation of cultivated districts,

it appears that in the gardens of the more wealthy

Burmans, as well as in those of European settlers,

many European vegetables, such as Endive, Lettuce,

Cabbage, Kohl Rabi, Carrot, Beet, Spinach, Peas,

thrive well, especially in the drier districts. Potatos have

also become a favourite object of cultivation with Euro-

peans. With reference to naturalised plants, Mr.

Kurz says that light-loving plants have everywhere the

best chance ofsucceeding in the struggle with indigenous

plants. Cultivation, therefore, greatly favours the

spread, while forests, and partially also savannahs,

set a powerful check to their dissemination. Havin

given in some considerable detail the characteristics

of the forests of Pegu, according to their height,

climatal phenomena, and the nature of the plants

growing in them, details serviceable for the botanist

and horticulturist, rather than for the practica

forester, Mr. Kurz then gives a short summary for the

use especially of practical foresters not conversan

with botany. With reference to native names, it i

clear that Mr. Kurz sets but little store upon them,

and in some districts four out of five kinds of trees go

by the name of Ma-thee-boo (I don't know 1).
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We cannot follow the author in his remarks on the

conservancy of forests with reference to soil and climate,

nor in his chapters on the testing of timber, the keep-

ing of meteorological records, the nature of the soil,

and the collection of botanical specimens, though it

is abundantly obvious from Mr. Kurz' remarks, and

from all that we know of forests in general, that the

most important branches of knowledge for the forester

are those relating to the physiology of woody plants

studied in relation to the soil in which they grow.

The appendix contains a list of Burmese forest

trees, arranged according to their natural orders, with

their native names in Burmese, so far as the author

could determine them ; their degrees of rarity ; their

uses, sizes, geographical distribution, soil, and other

particulars. The information given under the last-

mentioned heads is so much condensed and contracted

that it is troublesome to disentangle from the

numerous formula and contractions the particulars

that may be desired of any special tree.

Analytical tables of the genera and species of Pegu

trees occupy another appendix, and the last section is

devoted to some extracts from Mr. Kurz' journals of

his tours in Burmah. Plans, maps, and woodcuts are

scattered through the volume, and one folio coloured

plate represents Lord Mayo's tree, Mayodendron

igneum, a Bignoniaceous climber, with trusses of

large brick-red tubular flowers. From what we have

said it will be gathered that the work before us is one

which represents an immense amount of research and

erudition. It is full ot valuable information, but for

practical purposes it needs condensation, co-ordination

of details, a fuller analytical table of contents, and a

good index.

Reports of Societies.

The Liverpool Chrysanthemum and Fruit
Show.— Chill and bleak November, with leafless

trtes and withered Nature, sapped, as it were, of the

last drop of vitality, is a gloumy aspect on which to

look for a brighter future ; but there is a bright si ie to

every picture, and may we not as well be cheery as

sad so long as there is a sunny spot left by a benign
Providence to remind us that there are times and sea-

sons for light and dark, for activity and rest, in Flora's

cuhure as in all other things ? The Chrysanthemum
is the only bright luminary amongst floral delicacies

within the reach of the poor man's grasp at this dull

season, other choice flowers of dazzling colours are

luxuries beyond the reach of any except those who
can afford to employ professional skill, and even
among the latter class the cut flower trade has become
so popular, and, as a natural consequence, so expen-
sive, that it has become a positive necessity in many
establishments to increase the facilities for flower
growing, and in order to keep pace with the times to

widen the sphere, or rather to curtail the old-fashioned

modes of floral decoration. Thanks to the enterprise

of some of our leading nurserymen, we have all shades
of colour and habits of growth amongst foliage plants,

both stove and greenhouse, so that the most fastidious

may be pleased in a selection where such a mode of
decoration is substituted for flowers, or where both
modes may with advantage be combined.

In the Chrysanthemum alone we have variety

enough, both in form and colour, to meet a modest
demand for decoration during two of the most
monotonous months of the year, and he who cannot
enjoy the Buttercup and Daisy will barely conceive
how much we are indebted to Nature for a flower that

can be grown to beautify the must humble cottage as

well as it is adapted for the embellishment of the con-
servatory or boudoir of a lord or a duke.
As an exemplitication of the many ways in which

the Chrysanthemum may be used as a decorative

plant, Mr. Tugwoo:?, gr. to John Grant Morris, Esq.,

staged a beautiful collection of dwarf plants of ihe

incurved section, about a foot high, in 4-inch pots,

struck last August: the flowers on these little plants

were larger and better formed than were those on the

trained specimens, and the judges very rightly awarded
them a certificate of merit.

The Chrysanthemum has long been associated with
Liverpool as an object of special interest and attraction,

and the show which was held on Wednesday,
November 22, will stand out in bold relief as a recom-
pense in part for previous disappointments ; not that

the quantity or quality of the productions exhibited

were so very much in advance of what has been seen
at previous exhibitions, but the attendance of the

'upper ten" was something like what one would
expect in a locality notorious for the wealth of its

inhabitants : and it is to be hoped that the generous
patronage accorded to the show will act as a stimulus
to Mr. K. Wilson Kerr, the secretary (to whose un-

l^^gfiing zeal and energy the show owes so much), to

issue a better schedule of prizes next year, and that

public patronage will be forthcoming in proportion to

the efforts made by the secretary to promote the

general interests of horticulture in the neighbour-
hood.

The show of trained plants and cut blooms was
grand, some of the former were, however, past their

best, the incurved varieties having the appearance of

being reflexed—but taken as a whole the different

classes were well represented, Mr. Tugwood, gr. to

John Grant Morris, Esq., coming in for the lion's

share of the prizes for trained pi ints ; Mr, Mease, gr.

to C. W. Newman, Esq., having the ball entirely at

his oivn disposal in the classes for eighteen and twelve

cut blooms. Hitherto the winners of the two latter

prizes have turned up amongst what, for want of a

better name, I shall call "old stagers," and Mr.
Mease received many hearty congratulations on his

success as a feat not usually accomplished by a grower
making his dcbnt in this particular class for the first

time. In the class for ten flowering and foliage

plants, Mr. Blomily, gr. to Henry Crossfield, Esq.,

eclipsed all his previous efforts in the general merit of

his plants. His Bouvardias Vreelandii and elegans

were specimens worthy of a description better than I

have ability to give them ; and the same may be said

of his Calanthe vestita, rubra oculata, and Veitchii.

Eucharis amazonica was a sight in itself, not as a giant

specimen, but as a sample of skilful culture in

limited pot-room. The old Erica melanthera was
pleasing enough in its natural character to draw atten-

tion, and Alocasia metallica was a prominent feature as

a telling object of colour, the glittering leaves being a

sure characteristic of robust health. In the 2d prize

lot there were two or three plants of very decided
merit, but the remainder were sadly short of size and
quality to deserve special notice ; this exhibitor's

Artocarpus Cannoni was, however, a very meritorious

exhibit. It is a new plant, likely to become popular
as an exhibition plant.

A very choice collection of new and rare plants,

staged by Messrs. R. P. Kerr & Son, were much
admired, and those who have any taste at all for

elTective arrangement could help being struck by
the devices resorted to, so as to give a general pleasing

and varied efl"ect. There was a groundwork of choice

Ferns and mosses interspersed in such a way as to

come in direct contact with the most graceful and
striking foliage, and where the latter were predomi-
nant flowering plants were *' dotted" here and there

to enliven the bronzy hues of less sprightly subjects.

Puinsettias were badly represented, the only

wonder being that any one would stage such naked
things at a public exhibition. Roman Hyacinths and
Primulas were very goo.l, especially some few varieties

of the latter. Cyclamens were fair, and so were some
trained Mignonette and Epiphyllums.

Stove and greenhouse Ferns were also of good
quality, and the same may be said of Palms and orna-

mental foliage plants, whilst Orchids as a class were
very poor, with one or two solitary exceptions.

The show of fruit was by far the best seen in Liver-

pool since September, 1873. The Pines from Calder-

stone, and collections of twelve varieties of fruit from

Mr. Hannigan, gr. to R. C. Naylor, Esq , and Mr.
Tunnington, gr. to C. M'lver, E^q , Calderstone,

were exceptionally fine for the time of year, the Grapes

in the first collection being of uniform merit, whilst

the Muscats in Mr. Tunnington's collection were a very

strong point. The two bunches of Gros Guillaume,

or Seacliffe Black, in the class for any variety of black

Grapes exhibited by Mr. Playfair, gr. to H. H.
Nicholson, Esq., were very fine in bunch, bloom, and
berry, and the flavour grand for this (generally con-

sidered) coarse Grape. Mr. Silcock, gr. to Sir C.

.Shakerley, Bart., showed two bunches of exquisitely

finished Muscats, upon which no end of well-deserved

praise was lavished, and the same exhibitor's Treb-

biano was shown in the class for any variety of white

Grapes in a similarly praiseworthy condition, the

1st prize being awarded to both. Black Hamburgh
Grapes were, as might be expected, poor, except the

two first prize bunches. I cannot help thinking it was
a mistake not to recognise in some way or other two
well grown bunches of Mrs. Pince's, which was shown
in very creditable condition for that variety. There
was also an appearance put in by those who exhibit

for sake of "curiosity," such as half-thinned green

Muscats, badly handled Alicantes, and brown Ham-
burghs, &c.

Pears and Apples were an exhibition in themselves,

notable varieties of the former being, as exhibited by
Mr. Hannigan:—Chauraontel,BeurreClairgeau, Beurre
Diel, Winter Nelis, General Todleben, Marie Louise,

Glou Morceau, and Doyenne du Comice, all of good
size and wonderful colour for this northern climate.

The single dish of storing Pears exhibited by Mr. D.
M'Invoy, gr. to Viscount Combermere, also attracted

a good deal of attention from their immense size, Mr.
Hannigan being close up. Apples were so well

coloured that I question their being grown within

the limited radius, and I also noticed that King of the

Pippins was exhibited under the name of *' Pomona."
Is this a local castom, or a mistake?—probably the

former will turn out the right version.

It would of course be an intrusion on space to

attempt to report the show /;/ extcnso. Many of the

smaller prizes were keenly contested and of equal
merit with the large ones, and the decisions of the

judges in the various classes gave every satisfaction,

in fact every one seemed highly pleased—both winners
and losers.

As a matter of interest to exhibitors, I append the
names of the 1st prize blooms in Mr. Mease's stand of
eighteen Chrysanthemums, which were quite equal to

any I have seen for three years at least. They were as

follows :— Fingal, Guernsey Nugget, Prince Alfred,

Princess of Wales, Josiah Wedgwood, Mrs. Heale,
Bronze Jardit\des Plantes, Novelty, rather a difficult

variety to do well ; Baron Beust, Jardin dcs Plantes,

Isabella Bott, Beethoven, Venus, Lady Talfourd,
Barbara, and a very good bloom of Eve. The
varieties in trained plants being duplicates of the
above-mentioned, it will be unnecessary to go over
the same ground. O. H. IV.

The Autumn Flov/er and Fruit Show at

Birmingham.—The sixteenth annual exhibition for

the Birmingham and Midland districts was held on
the 23d and 24M1 ult., and a more congenial hall

could not possibly be found for a charming display of
flowers and fruits than the artistically and exquisitely

decorated Town II ill of Birmingham. The Chry-
santhemums were not so good as usual, and the dis-

play of cut blooms was not large ; but then there was
a wonderful display of Primulas, and a capital display

of fruit It was a good exhibition, nicely arranged—
the fruit part by Mr. Spinks, of the Lower Aston
Grounds ; and the plants by Mr. Heme, gr. to

Colonel Ratcliffe, both master-hands at such work.
Fruit formed a noted feature, and the Black Alicante

Grapes (three bunches) which took the 1st prize were
excellent and well-coloured, exhibited by Mr. W. H.
Dyer, gr. to F. W. Webley, Esq.; the 2d prize lot,

also Black Alicante, were very good indeed, exhibited

by Mr. Chadwick, gr, to C. Nelson, E^q., Kenll-
worth. For the single bunch of black Grapes, Mr.
W. H. Dyer took the 1st prize with a compact, well-

coloured bunch of Black Alicante with large berries.

For three bunches of white Grapes, Mr. Binnister,

gr. to H. St. Vincent Innes, Esq., Bristol, took the

1st prize with three grand bunches of Bowood Muscat
which would have gladdened Mr. Spencer's heart ; and
Mr. W. F. Hunt, gr. to J. Breedon, Esq , was 2d
with some fine-berried Muscat of Alexandria.

In the class for white Grapes, single bunch, Mr.
Hunt was 1st with a medium-sized compact bunch
of Muscat of Alexandria, with very fine berries, and
a good bunch of White Nice, exhibited by Mr. Cushon,
took the 2d prize. Mr. Ashmore, gr. to Captain
Cox, took 1st prize with a very nice Pine, and also

was I St for a collection of fruit. There was a separate

class for growers residing within 3 miles of the centre

of the town, that really means in Birmingham, and
two highly creditable collections took 1st and 2d prices

respectively by Mr. Hunt and Mr. H. Lea; but it

was certainly straining a point to stage the Cape
Gooseberry (Physalis Alkekengi) as a fruit. The
Apples were extremely good, many fully worthy of a

leadmg position at the London meetings. The 1st

prize twelve dishes were good in colour, some particu-

larly so, and of full size. This lot was staged by
Mr. Bannister, and consisted of Dumelow's Seedling,

Ribston Pippin, Yorkshire Greening, Lord Djncan [?],

Adams* Pearmain, a handsome table fruit; Hanwell
Souring, Cox's Pomona, rich in colour ; Blenheim
Pippin, also very rich coloured ; Reinette du Canada,
Winter Greening, and Fearn's Pippin, fine and
high coloured. Mr. Bannister's six dishes which took
the 1st prize were grand in colour, and consisted of

Blenheim Pippin, Carlisle Codlin, a very fine Apple
;

Cox's Orange Pippin, very fine and bright coloured
;

Kentish Pippin, very fine and handsome ; Ribston
Pippin, rich in colour, Sec. The 2d prize lot, exhibited

by Mr. W. Gardiner, gr. to E. P. Shirley, Esq
,

Stratford-on-Avon, consisted of Round Winter Non-
such, Belle du Bois, extra fine ; New Hawthornden,
wax-like and very fine ; Golden Winter Pearmain, a

very tempting dish, this variety somewhat resembling

King of the Pippins ; Adams' Pearmain, and Cox's

Orange Pippin, very fine, A goodly number of single

dishes were staged, the most noticeable being Alfriston,

Lord Lennox [?], King of the Pippins, in very fine

character ; Isle ot Wight Pippin, Cox's Orange Pippin,

Emperor Alexander, rather small but well coloured
;

Reinette du Canada, Dumelow's Seedling, a variety

shown under the name of "Catten," a very large

kitchen Apple, closely resembling the Ecklinville,

Golden Winter Pearmain, New Hawthornden, and
others named in the collections.

There were but two collections of six dishes of

Pears staged for competition. The 1st prize lot, exhi-

bited by Mr. Gardiner, were ciipital samples, consist-

ing of Pitmaston Duchesse d'Angouletne, Beurre

Ranee, Easter Beurrif, very fine ; Glou Morceau,
Winter Nelis, and Ne Plus Meuris. The 2d prize fell

to Mr. Silver, gr. to G. A. Everett, E^q., for a nice

lot of fruit.

Mr. R. W. Vertegans, of the Chad Valley Nur-

I series, contributed, not for competition, a fine coUeC'
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lion of Apples and Pears, amongst which six Chau-
montelle Pears, wonderfully fine, but of English

growth , weighed 5-V lb. They surprised everybody,

—everybody thought the Channel Islands had the

honour of their birth. This collection had wonder-
fully fine Ne Plus Meuris, Beurrc Diel, Glou Morceau,

and Easter Beurrc Pears ; and amongst Apples Lady
Derby, Golden Russet, and Kidlington [? Keddleston]
Pippin were especially fine.

The twelve Primulas exhibited by Mr. Tomkins,
nurseryman, Birmingham, were marvellously fine,

and it is not too much to say that with his plants he
might challenf:;e all England. The twelve consisted

of six plants of Marchioness of Lome, white

;

and six plants of Marquis of Lome, a rich bright

rosy red variety—both varieties of strong constitution,

very large flowers, of great substance and of the finest

form. The white variety, sent out under the name of

Princess Louise, is very distinct in habit, having small

leaves of considerable thickness, and no other variety

can be mistaken for it. Both are very shy seeders, and
are propagated by cuttings, and they are both wonder-
fully fine kinds. Mr. Tomkins had no difliculty in

taking 1st honours in each class he exhibited in, and
there was a spirited competition in the gentlemen's
gardeners* classes, no less than 350 double and single

Primulas being staged for the respective prizes. The
finest Chrysanthemums were exhibited by Mr. W. H.
Dyer, and he was a frequent winner. Messrs. Felton
& Sons, nurserymen, Birmingham, staged a capital

group of ornamental plants, which obtained the

1st prize, and some well made bouquets, which obtained

1st prizes, Messrs. Pope & Son and Mr. Jones also

had good bouquets, and several others of much merit

were also contributed. The gentlemen's gardeners

contributed some good collections of plants, especially

those from Mr. Jones, gr. to Mr. Councillor Mathews,
who had in his collection a very fine Cocos Weddel-
liana, a well coloured Draccena amabilis, and a mag-
nificent specimen of Davallia Mooreana, about 5 feet

through, and in fine condition. The 2d prize lot,

from Mr. Ashmore, gr. to Captain Cox, were very
good indeed. Mr. R. H. Vertegans contributed, not
for competition, a handsome group of superbly grown
Poinsettias in small pots, and some good Cyclamens
were staged by Mr. Tomkins and Mr. Crook, gr, to

W. Milward, Esq.

There was a nice display of cut Camellia blooms,
those which took the 1st prize, by Messrs. Felton &
Sons, being very fine, and in the gentlemen's gardeners'

class some good stands were put up. Mr. Sheppard
took the 1st prize with three very good pyramidal
Pompon Chrysanthemums, and the specimen Eucharis
aniazonica which took the 1st prize, grown by Mr.
W. H. Dyer, was a grand specimen of successful cul-

tivation, Mr. Shipley's being a good 2d to it. Mr.
Cranston, of Birmingham, contributed a model of a

large plant-house, or vinery, glazed without putty.

The finest blooms amongst the cut Chrysanthemums
were Lady Slade. Jardin des Plantes, White Venus,
George Peabody, Mrs. George Rundle, Princess

Beatrice, Blonde Beauty, Prince of Wales, very fine;

Prince Alfred, extra fine ; Lord Derby, General
Harding, General Bembridge, George Glenny, Empress
of India, Hereward, Golden Beverly, and Mrs. Heale,
a very beautiful flower in the style of Mrs. G.
Rundle.

The exhibition was a success, financially so espe-

cially ; and Mr. Hughes, the secretary, and the com-
mittee, well earned it. D. E.

Hardy Plants in Pots.—We have frequently

commended to Villa gardeners the cultivation of a few

of these interesting plants. In themselves they are

decidedly pleasure yielding, and a select collection

gives something that affords interest all the year

round, either in the form of foliage or flowers. For
want of space our collection is a small one, but let us

see what there is of present interest to the lover of

these plants. Crocus speciosus in pots bloomed a

month ago, and, as the flowers die away before the

foliage grows, the plants are put away in a cold

frame for the winter. But a box of this same lovely

autumn Crocus, with its purple-blue blossoms

pencilled with dark lines, which has been kept out-of-

doors till now, is just commencing to bloom, and, as

there are a good number of bulbs in the box, it will

be a charming object when the flowers display their

graces to full view. Crocus Imperati, too, re-

potted in the spring, and plunged all the summer
in ashes under an east wall, is coming through the

soil, and has been brought into the greenhouse to

bloom. The flowers will not, in all probability,

appear till February, but it is something to watch the

growth all the winter. Triteleia uniflora in pots,

treated in the same way, is in full growth and will

soon flower ; and sweet-scented Jonquils in pots are

following fast on their heels. Very soon also the

large, single-flowered Violet, Victoria Regina, and

the beautiful double-flowered Marie Louise, will also

be in bloom ; they have made a strong autumnal

growth, and are fast developing their buds. All have

plenty of air given them on all suitable occasions now
they are in the cold greenhouse. The weather is too

treacherous for them to remain longer out-of-doors

with safety.

Do we sufficiently appreciate the value of hardy

and half-hardy foUaged plants at this season of the

year, when flowers are scarce and the days are dull ?

True it is that Fuchsias have shed their leaves and

gone 10 rest, Pelargoniums are ceasing from their

summer labours, and with these many others have

terminated their summer service ; but who shall say

that the cold-house is consequently bereft of anything

like eflect ? Here is a group of plants that certainly

compensate for a lack of flowers, as they are all more
or less striking in character, and they are grown

because useful in summer as in winter :—There is

Agave americana, and its variegated variety ; Abutilon

Thompsoni, lifted a month ago from the open ground

and potted, and now beginning to put forth fresh and
handsomely variegated leaves ; Centaurea candidis-

sima, also brought in from the open ground, and with

it the following :—Sedum arboreum variegatum,

Echeveria metallica, E. glauco-metallica, Pachyphy-

tum roseum, the fleshy leaves of which are prettily

tinted with a bluish grey ; P. bracteosum, Echeveria

secunda glauca, Mesembryanthemum cordifolium

variegatum, Scrophularia nodosa variegata, Polemo-
nium cceruleum variegatum, and others that will be

of great service again in the open air when another

summer comes round. Of plants that remain under

glass all the summer there are Rochea falcata,

Aloe variegata, and a few others of a like character

that afford natural pictures in their leaves, only

less strikingly manifested than in the bright hues of

flowers. All the foregoing have a prominent place

given them, for are they not as so many touches of

natural beauty^" here a little and there a little"

—

that serve to relieve the tedium of the gradual

autumnal decay without ?

In addition to the foregoing, which require the

shelter of a cold greenhouse to keep them through

the winter, there are other hardy plants in pots that,

having also done good service during the summer, are

now in their winter quarters in a cold frame in a

sheltered spot. Among them are such beautiful hardy

subjects as Anemone fulgens, Dianthus alpinus. Phlox
Miss Robertson, a beautiful white variety ; Dianthus

supcrbus, Dodecatheon Meadia, Anemone nemorosa
flore pleno ; Primulas denticulata, purpurea, pulcher-

rima, Parryi, nivalis, intermedia ; Iris pumila in

variety, and others of a like character. A narrow
frame of three lights, only wide enough to accommo-
date three 34-sized pots, and raised on brick rubbish

a foot or so above the ground, makes an excellent

place in which to winter these plants. Just now they

are kept fairly dry, and the lights are fully opened by
day when fine, and nearly closed by night. The
plants stand on movable shelves, so as to bring them
near to the glass when at rest or when preparing to

produce their summer flowers ; and these shelves

are so constructed as that when very severe weather

comes cocoa-nut fibre can be placed about the pots,

burying tfiem up to their rims, so as to afiord sub-

stantial protection to the roots. In addition to the

plants already named there are in this frame Prim-

roses, both single and double ; and Polyanthuses, of

both the gold-laced and fancy kinds, &c., some of

which are even now beginning to thrust up their

flowers.

The Villa gardener who confines himself to the

culture of ordinary soft-wooded summer-flowering

plants, and knows nothing or cares nothing about the

hardy plants to which we have made reference,

actually loses a season's interest in his garden.

Instead of enduring only for a few months during the

summer the interest in a garden should be perennial,

and be almost as keenly felt in autumn and winter as

in spring and summer. To many this interest is the

more pleasurably felt and enjoyed in the dead season

because Nature is in repose out-of-doors, and there is

little to divert his attention from the active growths in

his glass structure. And surely it is something to

measure one's foresight and attention against those

atmospheric forces that are hostile to plant life—frost,

damp, cold, and fog ; and what joy when, after

having shielded these favourites from harm, to see

hem slowly moving into growth when the spring call

comes to be active. " A tint of beauty shines upon
all these green spots, that mark each where some
sinew of necessity has given its stroke of work in good
faith."

STATE OF THE WEATHER ATBLACKHEATH, LONDON
For the Week ending Wednesday, Nov. 29, i8;6.
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43^". The mean value from all stations was 40'.

The mean daily range of temperature in the week
was the least at Norwich and Hull, both 5j° ; and the

greatest at Plymouth, 12^ The mean daily range of

temperature from all stations was S°.

The mean temperature of the air for the week from
all stations was 43^^ being t'l" higher than the value

for the corresponding week in 1S75. The highest

happened at Truro, 49", and the lowest at Eccles,

40j».

Kain fell on three or four days in the week at most
stations. The amounts collected varied from li inch

at Plymouth, and i inch at Bristol, to three-tenths of

an inch at Norwich. The average fall over the
country was six-tenths of an inch.

The weather during the week was generally cloudy
and dull. The first three days were warm, and the

following three were cold, and weather on Saturday
was again warm.
Fog prevailed at Manchester and Liverpool on

the 2ist.

In Scotland the highest temperatures of the air

ranged from 54° at Perth to 50° at Dundee and
Paisley, the general average being .^ij". The lowest
temperatures of the air varied between 31° at Paisley

and Perth and 3S.|,° at Aberdeen. The general aver-

age from all stations was 33 P. The mean range of

temperature in the week from all stations was iS\
The mean temperature of the air for the week from

all stations was 42°, being li," lower than that of
England, and 5 J" higher than the value for the corre-

sponding week in 1875. The highest was 44.;', at

Aberdeen, and the lowest 4oi]°, at Paisley.

Rain was measured at each of the principal towns,
and the amounts recorded varied from i inch at

Aberdeen to a quarter of an inch at Leith and Perth
;

the average fall over the country was half an inch.

At Dublin the highest temperature of the air was

S4r. the lowest 3o.i, the range 24°, the mean 45^°,
and the fall of rain half an inch nearly.

JAMES GLAISHER.

Died on November 28, at his residence, 41, Eccles.

ton Square, Chandos Wren Hoskyns, Esq., of

Ilarewood, Herefordshire (second son of the late Sir

Hungerford Hoskyns, Bart.), late JM.P. for the

Borough of Hereford, and Deputy-Lieutenant for the

counties of Hereford and Warwick, aged 64.

Many of our older readers will, we are sure, read
with regret the above announcement of the death of

Mr. Wren Hoskyns, who under the aom tii pjiime o(

"Talpa" was a frequent contributor of amusing and
instructive articles on agriculture to the Agriailtin-al

Gazette during the many years in which that journal

went hand-in-hand with the Gaydcmrs Chronide.
We take the following extract from a notice of Mr.
Hoskyns' services to agriculture, which appeared with
his portrait in the Ganlaurs Chronick and Agrktil-
liiru! Gatitle on January 7, 1S71.

"Commencing in our earliest volume (1S44) with a
very amusing series of articles on 'The Anomalies of
Agriculture,' he followed this up by chapters containing
the well-known and already classic ' Chronicles of a
Clay Farm,' and this by a second series, under the head
of 'Tales of a Landlord,' in which, the material and
practical side of agriculture having been previously illus-

trated, the relation of landlord to property, tenant, and
labourer were discussed. Arguing, illustrating, urging,
with penetrating and most serviceable power, whatever
may have been tlie subject which from time to time
engrossed agricultural attention, to Mr. Hoskyns must
be attributed very much of whatever credit this journal,
on the agricultural side of it, has earned during the
twenty-seven years of its career.

" Its services during the gradual growth of Free Trade
opinion amongst agriculturists, and during what may be
called the germinal period of the history of steam cultiva-

tion, are those of Mr. Hoskyns' suggestive, witty, facile

pen. Its sympathy with every new phase of agricultural

progress
; its advocacy of the freedom and independence

of the tenant ; its urgency on the policy of publishing

annual agricultural statistics ; its criticisms of public

men and things in the interest of the agriculturist—have
been very much either due to Mr. Hoskyns' influence, or
actually the result of his personal labour ; and for this

our hearty thanks are due.

'* In other quarters, too, he has seized on every oppor-
tunity of informing or directing public opinion where the

interests of agriculture were concerned. In the Cyclo-

fredia if Agriculture, published hy Messrs. Blackie, the

introductory essay, and those on ' Education,' and on
the ' Landlord,' are by him. So to the Journal
if the English Agricultural Society he has more
than once made elaborate contributions. His services
on the Council of the Royal Agricultural Society,
both as a steward at its annual meetings and as an

littee-man in matters especially connected

with the scientific or the literary department of its

work, must not be forgotten, nor those on the Council

of the Society of Arts, where he has always worthily

represented and directed the efforts of that Society for

the promotion of agricultural improvement. His
' Lectures ou the History of Agriculture," in 1849, at

the Manchester Athenxum, were a capital illustration

of literary power usefully exerted, the interested atten-

tion of a city audience being thus directed to country

subjects at a time when political estrangement had
intervened, to mutual injury."

|!"ato llotts.

A Novel Case of Rating,—A few days since,

before Mr. Thomas P. Danson (Mayor of Bootle) and

Mr. Richard Johnson, justices, Mr. John Delamere

was summoned by the Bootle Corporation (acting as

the urban sanitary authority for the Bootle district), for

non-payment of the general district rate on land and

greenhouses occupied by him in Irlara Road, The
Town Clerk of Bootle appeared in support of the

summons, and Mr. Walter Pietce, solicitor, of Liver-

pool, for the defendant.

The Town Clerk contended that the premises in

question, having been assessed for the relief of the

poor, the defendant was bound to pay the general

district rate on that assessment, and was not entitled

to be assessed in respect of the same in the proportion

of one-fourth only of the nett annual value as claimed

by the defendant, and, he having failed to pay the

same, and not having appealed against the rate, the

justices were bound to make an order for payment.

Mr. Walter Pierce contended that under the

2iith section of the Public Health Act, 1S75, the

defendant was only liable to pay one-fourth of the

amount claimed, on the following grounds :—The
defendant was a market gardener and nurseryman.

The land occupied by him was used for the purpose

of a market garden and nursery grounds. He erected

costly greenhouses to enable him to carry on bis

business, and to improve the 'growth of rare and

valuable plants, and assist the soil in its production of

vegetation. The produce of the garden was sold by

him at his stall in St. John's Market. By section 211

of the Public Health Act, 1S75, it was provided {inter

alia) that the occupier of any land used as market

gardens or nursery grounds should be assessed in

respect of the same in the proportion of one-fourth

only of the nett annual value thereof. Mr. Pierce

argued that the erection of greenhouses and the

adoption of the latest scientific improvements in

the cultivation of rare and delicate plants and in the

enrichment of the land could not alter the fact

that the land was used for the purpose of a market

garden and nursery grounds. The great achievements

of Mr. Mechi and others in the cultivation of arable,

meadow, and pasture ground (which were assessed in

the proportion of one-fourth part only of the nett

annual value) did not alter the condition of that land

so as to deprive it o( the provisions of the statute, and

therefore he contended that the defendant was liable

to pay one-fourth only of the amount for which he

was summoned, and this sum he had tendered to the

complainants. With respect to the second objection

taken by the Town Cleik, it was argued by Mr.

Pierce that the power of appeal given by the Act was

as against the rate. The 269^1 section enacted that

any one aggrieved by any rate might appeal, but here

the rate was not disputed. The objection of the

defendant was to the payment of the rate in full, and

he submitted that on the grounds stated the summons
should be dismissed.

The Justices gave judgment for the defendant.

The Town Clerk gave notice of appeal upon the

point raised by him, that it was incumbent upon the

defendant to have appealed against the rate as pro-

vided for by the statute. Liverpool Mercury.

Erection of a I-'ernery. — y^/rj/ v. Fife.—At

the Bloomsbury County Court on Monday last,

before Mr. Judge Rufsell, the plaintiff, a private

gentleman, residing at 2S, Elgin Road, Notting

Hill, sued the defendant, Mrs. Mary Ann Fife,

residing at iS, Regent's Park Road, Regent's Paik,

to recover the sum of ^'14 \2s. gt/., for dilapidations

done to the house the defendant inhabited, of which

the plaintiff was the superior landlord, in consequence

of her erecting a fernery outside the house without his

knowledge, and which, from the quantity of water

supplied to the fernery, had caused the outside to

bulge, which rendered the repairs, the amount of

which was now sued for, absolutely necessary.

Mr. Tatham (who appeared as counsel for the

plaintifl) stated that the defendant had been in

possession of the house since 1871, and that the fernery

complained of had been erected about two years, and

the wet had so saturated the walls as to cause the

damage complained of, and he called a practical

gardener to prove that what he stated was true.

Geo. Fisk said he was a gardener in Camden Town,
and attended to several gardens in the neighbourhood,

and could well understand how injurious a fernery

would be to an adjacent building, as the plants

required a large supply of water.

A bricklayer named Ward was called, who swore

that the damage done was attributable to the water

from the fernery saturating the adjacent walls ; and this

evidence completed the plainlitl's case.

Mr. Winch (counsel for the defendant) urged that

the damage done by the fernery was not the approxi-

mate cause of the dilapidation, and would call an

experienced gardener as well as a skilled surveyor,

who would prove that the damage was attributable,

not to the fernery, but to the imperfect foundation

of the house in question.

A gardener of forty years' standing, whose name

did not transpire, said that it was impossible

that Ferns could undermine or injure a house; they

did not require so much water as evaporating

moisture ; moreover the part of the fernery adjoining

the wall was protected by encaustic tiles.

Mr. Rich, an architect and surveyor, was then

called, and said he was of opinion, from long expe-

rience, that the wall had given way in consequence

of an improper foundation, and that the bulge was no

attributable to the moisture from the fernery, as he

had one of his own, similarly situated, which had

caused him no inconvenience.

This was the defendant's case, and the learned

Judge ruled in her favour, with costs.

He that qutstioneth much shall ham wwfA.—Bacon.

147. "The Evening Primrose."—Can any of your

correspondents tell me who wrote a beautiful poem on

"The Evening Primrose," of which the first stanza

runs thus :

—

" l'Io.ver of eve. the sun is sinking

Far beneath the western main ;

Thirsty shrubs the night dews drinking,

Moonbeams stealing o'er the plain."

It was seen by a friend of mine in a small book {title

forgotten) which appeared in Dublin about 1810. I have

sometimes had a suspicion that it was written by Jane
Taylor, but I have not been able to meet with it amongst

her works. X, X.

14S. Woods Avoided by White Ants.—Our
Briiish Government appears to be under the impression

that Mahogany is the only wood which is fit for

ammunition-boxes going to hot climates, because all

other woods ate liable to the attacks of white ants. Is

this really so ? or is it that Mahogany is the only suitable

wood which is procurable in England in any quantity 1

W. T. r.

149. The Rhinoceros Plant.—Can any of our

readers tell us the name of the Rhinoceros plant, so-

called at the Cape of Good Hope.

150. Smoke Consumer.—A chimney, 12 feet high,

from a hot-water apparatus, proves to be a great

nuisance to my employer when the wind blows in the

direction of his house. Can any of your readers tell me
of a readily applied method of consuming the smoke ?

ir. B.

Answers to Correspondents.

Bamboos: A Lombard Amateur G.irdentr. We hope

shortly to furnish some notes on these plants with the

information you require. Have any of your plants

flowered ? If so, will you kindly send us a small frag-

ment by post, that we may identify them ?

Books : Ebor. Sutherland's Hardy Herbaceous and
Alpine Plants, published by Blackwood & Sons, is

the best book on the subject, but it does not contain

any illustrations,

Craigton : y. H. No. We shall be glad to hear from

you at any time.

Custard Apple : H. S. Probably Anona squamosa ;

there are several species. The " Life Plant " sent you

from Jamaica is probably a Bryophyllnm— perhaps B.

cilycinnm. Send u^ a leaf.
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Fern Spores : 7. C,. We can only refer you to our

vol. iii., 1875, pp. 80, 86, 116.

Market GAKOtN, &c.: A Conshml Reader. We can

only recommend you lo communicate with Messrs.

l^rotheroe & Morri.s, Leytonstone, E., or advertise for

what you want.

Names of Fruits: W. IV., IVhitfidd. Yes. Your

.Apple is the true "Old Pomeroy."— W. P. Your

Apple is not recognised.—//. & W. No.- i appears

10 be Alfriston ; No. 2 is a large and fine Apple—
not known.—C G. Af. Please send your address,

and we will reply by post.

Names of Plants : H. A'. So far as we can tell from

single leaves, i is Acerplatanoides, as we said before
;

2, is certainly not that species, but A. eriocarpum, .Sir

Charles Wager's Maple.— G. IV., Yuri, i, Coton-

easter affinis ; 2, C. frigida. The only difference is in

the shape of the leaves. We suspect the one is merely

a seedling variation of the other.

—

A Conslanl Rcada-.

Probably Cephalotaxus Fortune!, but we cannot say

for certain from such a miserable scrap, and in the

absence of any information as to its hardiness, &c.

—

E. IV. G. The tree you allude to at Nice is a

Phytolacca, with us a tender weed !
— F. C. 0.

,*Kschynan1hus ramosissimus. — X. X. Euphorbia
Helioscopia. — E. S. Quercus coccinia, and Aloe
variegata.

—

J, A/. Pittosponim undulatum.

Nature and Value of Evidence : C. We agree

with you in the main. There are many more things in

Heaven and earth than are dreamt of in our philo-

sophy. We had certainly no intention to check
research, quite the contrary. Because in our present

state we cannot know all, that is no reason why we
should not try to know all we can. It is our duty to

do so. We cannot, however, enter into further dis-

cussion on the matter.

Pancratium fragrans : If. A., Dmham Court.
The seeds.

Spots on Leaf : W. S. Ellis. The black spots appear
to be the e.vcreta of some small insect. Without fuller

information we can suggest no better remedy than a
good syringing. The leaves sent are not eaten, but
the insects may be on creepers overhead.

Vines : Arcanum. We are sorry we cannot suggest
any other cause.

Wild Flowers : C. W. D. The author of the list

referred to is a nurseryman at Egham, which address
will find him.

Willows : A. G. N. It is possible that your Willows
are attacked by a fungus, Rhytisma maximum, which
possibly, from occurring on young shoots, has not
arrived at its proper development. The fungus, how-
ever, is not a very common one. M, J. B.

Catalogues Received.—Messrs. Hutchinson & Wil-
kins (The Nurseries, Northallerton and Thirsk), Cata-
logue of Ornamental Hardy Trees, Shrubs, Conifers,
Bulbs, &c.—Messrs. Robertson & Galloway (157,
Ingram Street, Glasgow), Lists of Roses and
Choice Hybrid Gladioli, &c. — Messrs. Haage l*c

Schmidt {Erfurt, Prussia), Catalogue of Novelties of
Seeds for 1877.—Messrs. J. M. fhorburn & Co. (15,
John Street, New York, U.S.A.), Supplementary List

of American Novelties.

Received.-J. M. (many Ih.inks ; nc.M
week).— Rob. Cross (next week).—Professor Decaisne.

—

E. O. Fenzi (Bamboo).—S. Brooks.—A. D.—S. &. S.—
R. D.—R. Maher (next week).-G. C. (will do admirably ;

please send on tlve remainder.—W. H.—D. L.—R. Cork.—
P. G.—J. C. S. (next week).-W. R. & Sons.-R. R. -
P. C. O.—G. L.—E. H. B.

COVEN-T GARDEN, Novemher 30.

Our market is now g'etting clear of common Grapes,

and good samples are realising better prices. Large
consignments of American Apples are still arriving, but

(he better samples appear to be finished, those now
reaching us being poor and indilTerent. No alteration in

Cobs. Business very quiet, James Webber, Wholesale

Apple Markef,
Plants 1

Azaleas;, per dozen . .3
Begonias, per doz, .

.

Bouvardias, do. . . i

Chrysanth., per doz.

Cinei-aria, per doz. . . i

Coleiis, per dozen .

.

Cyclamen, per doz..i
Cyperus, do
Dracaena terminalis 3— viridis, per doz, 1

Epiphyllum, per doz. i

Erica caffra, p. doz.

Ficus elastica

Fuchsia, per doz. ,

.

Azaleas, 12 sprays .. :

Bouvardias, per bun. :

Camellias, 12 blooms .

Carnations, perdozen
Chrysanth., 12 blms. :

— 12 bunches .. ,

Cyclamen, per doz... i

Epiphyllum, 12 blms.
KuchariSj per doz. .

.

Euphorbia, 12 sprays
Gardenia, per doz. ..-

N Pots.

J. d. s.

Heaths, variety, doz. q 0-2,

Heliotrope, per doz. 6 o-i:

Hyacinth, Rom.,doz.i2 0-2,

Mignonette, do. ..60-
Myrlles. do 30-
Palms ill v.iriety.each 3 6-2
Pelargoniums, scarlet,

Tulips, per dozen ..

Verbena, scent., doz.

Valoltapurpur., dor. 1

Apples, per %-i
Cobs, per lb.

Grapes, per lb.

Cut Flowers.

! sprays 3 <

Heliotropes,
Hyacth.,Rom
Mignonette, i

Nar
Pelargoniums,
— zonal, 12 sprays o
Poinsettia, 12 sprays 4 •

Primula, dbl,, p. bun. i

Roses, indoor, p. doz. 3
Stephanotis, 12 spr. 9
Violets, 12 bun. . . i

Fruit.

. d. s. d.

:
6- 6 o

I

Oranges, per 100 .

.

0-13 Peaches, per doz. ..

6-60 Pears, per doz.

I 0-14 o Pine-apples, per lb...

6- 3 ol

Vegetables.

Artichokes, per bush. 40-..
Asparagus, rr., bun. 26-..
— Eng. Globe, doz. 40-60
Beans, French (new),

r.russels Sprts. bush. 70-..
Cabbages, per doz. .. 10-20
Canois, per bunch.. 06-..
Cauliflowers, perdoz. 20-40
Celery, per bundle - . 16-20
Chilis, green, perioo 30-..
Cucumbers, each .. 04-10
Endive, per doz. .. 10-20
— Batavian, p. doz. 20-30

Garlic, per lb.

Herbs, per bunch .

Horse Radish, p. bur

Potalos.-

o 6- ..

02-04
40-..

Leeks, per bunch . . (

Lettuces, per score. . 1

— French, per doz. j

Mint, green, bunch <

Mushrooms, per pott. <

— buttons, do. .. :

Oiiiuns, per biish, .. ;

— young, per bun. c

Parsley, per bunch. . «

Radishes, per bunch. 1

— Spanish, doz. ..

— New Jersey, doz. :

Salsafy, per bundle :

Seakale, per punnet ;

Shallots, per lb. .. 1

Spinach, per bushel ;

Turnips, per bundle <

1^6
J

Essex Regents,
"> £s ; Kidneys, £Z per ton.

SEEDS.
London : A^oz: 29.— The agricultural seed trade con-

tinues to exhibit great firmness, and /or certain descrip-

tions considerable activity. At present there is no
increase in the quantity oftering from America, but with
the subsidence of the excitement concerning the Presi-

dential election, and with frosty weather for threshing, a
larger supply may in a few weeks be expected. What
effect these (possibly) augmented ofterings may exercise

upon current prices here it is impossible to say ; ohe
thing, however, is certain, namely, that the consumptive
demand of next spring must be enormous, not only in

this country, but on the Continent generally. A fair

quantity of new Enghsh red Clover seed is now coming
forward. A feature of the week has been a strong

advance in the price of Al.sike seed. White Clovers are

also dearer. For Trefoil seed the inquiry is less, but
rates are unchanged. Fine parcels of foreign Italian

realise is. to 2s. per cwt. niore money. Canary seed
still droops in value. Joh?! Sha^v &* Sons, Seed Mer-
c/ia«fs, 37, A/ark Lane, Loridon, E,C.

CORN.
At Mark Lane on Monday the trade for Wlieat was

reported firm, with an occasional advance of about is.

per quarter in the superior descriptions of foreign.

Barley met with a slow sale, and about supported the

rates of the previous Monday. Malt was dull, and, in

some instances, a trifle easier. Maize was purchased
quietly on former terms. Oats were in limited request,

and no change was quoted in the rates. Beans and
Peas were cheaper when forced for sale. The flour

market was steady, without variation in prices.—On
Wednesday trade was very quiet. The supply of English

Wheat was small, and of foreigh Wheat liberal, and with

a slow sale for both descriptions the rates of last

Monday were not exceeded. Barley changed bands on
somewhat lower terms, while prices were with some difli-

culty upheld for othtr classes of produce, superior old

Oats and flour excepted.—Average prices for the week
endmg Nov. 25:—Wheat, ^ys. z,d.\ Barley, 39J. /^d.\

Oats, 25^. 9i/. For the corresponding week of last year :

—Wheat, ^Crs. 8(/.; Barley, 36^. iod.\ Oats, 26J. $d.

HAY.
The Whitechapel report for November 2S states that

trade was dull, but there was a very moderate supply,

and prices were fully supported. Prime Clover, looj. to

135J. ; inferior, 85^. to 95^. ;
prime meadow hay, 90J. to

130J. ; inferior, 55^-. to 75^. ; and straw, 40J. to 48^. per
load.—Wednesday's market was rather dull, with an
adequate supply. Quotations : Clover, best, looi. to

i35,r. ; inferior, 85r. tog^T, ; hay, best, looj. to 130J.
;

inferior, 55^. to 75-r. ; and straw, 40J. to 50J, per load.
— Cumberland Market quotations ; Superior meadow
hay, 130J. to 140J. ; inferior, iios. to ii8j. ; superior

Clover, 140J, to 150J. ; inferior, 115J. to 130J. ; and
straw, 485'. to $2S. per load.

POTATOS.
The Borough and Spitalfields markets reports for

November 27 state that all kinds of English Potatos, for

which there was a steady demand, realised higher prices,

but the trade for foreign was flat. Kent Regents, itoj.

to 140J. per ton ; Essex ditto, Soj. to 130J. ; Rocks, 6^s.

to 90J-. ; flukes, 130J. to 190^. ; and Victorias, ioo.r. to
170-T.— Last week's imports into London comprised
35,240 bags from Hamburg, 23,285 Antwerp, 11,010
Haiimgen, 2751 Rotterdam, 5829 Stettin, 2101 Brussels,

2500 Groningen, 700 Ghent, 802 Bremen, 488 Tonning,

457 sacks Boulogne, 361 bags 157 sacks Dunkirk, 58 tons
Dahouet, 29 bags Havre, 123 baskets Amsterdam.

COALS,
Monday's market was dull for house coals, and seconds

declined 6J. per ton. On Wednesday the state
of the market was unaltered for house coals, but
Hartley's advanced 6d. per ton. Quotations :— Bebsido
West Hartley, 17.:. 9^'.; Hastings Hartley, lys. qd.\
Holywell Main, 17J. 91/.; West Hartley, i-js, yrf.

;

Walls Ends—Hetton, 2oj-. 6d.\ Hetton Lyons, 171-. ^d.;

Lambton, 20s. \ Original Hartlepool, 2QS. 6(/.; East
Hartlepool, 20^-. 30'.; Tees, 20s. ^d.

QIMPSON'S RED SPIDER, THRIPS, 5:c.,
K3 antidote. Testimoni,ils of the highest order on
application. Per quart, condensed, 6s. ; per pmt, 3.C. 6rf.

Supplied to Seedsmen and Chemists,

Prepared by JOHN KILINER, Wortley, near Sheffield.

WILLIAM PETERS, 44, Tenter Street,
South Goodman's Fields, and Well Street, London

Docks, E., has to offer the following :—
10,000 New ARCHANGEL MATS, e.r Odnn.
6,000 New TAJANROG MATS, ex £/tzn/'e//i.

?5,ooo New DUNNAGE MAJS,ex Ar^-n.

Prices on application.

RUSSIAMATS.—A large Stock of Archangel
and Petersburg, for Covering and Packing (price on

application for Archangel)—Petersburg, 60s. 10 1005. per 100

;

supei ior close-wove, 40s.. 50s. and 55^. per 100 ; Packing Mats
at205.,3at. , and 355. per 100: and all other descriptions of

Mats at equally low rates, at

J. BLACKBURN .\ND SONS, 4 and 5, Woimwood Street,

London. E.C.

Russia Mat Merciiants.

MARENDAZ AND FISHER, having
received from their .'\gents in Russia an immense quan-

tity of ST. PETERSBURG MATS this .season, of various
qualities, can now quote unusually low to the Trade.
ARCHANGEL MATS are very dear, and still rising in price.

9, James Street, Covent Garden. W.C.

r>USSIA MAT.S, for Covering Gartlen
Vj Frames.—ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are

the cheapest and most durable. Price List, which gives the
size of every class of Mat. forwarded post-free on application,

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch,

London, E.C.

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering from Frost,
30s. to 705. per too : Packing from 2or. GUNNY

BAGS, 3(/. each.

r. MALTBY .^ND CO., 11, Fenchurch Buildiiigs, Fenchurch

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant MalPkerB.

MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.—Prices,
Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post-free

application ; also Patterns of Oman
Conservatories, Entrance Halls. &c.

MAW AND CO., fienthall Works, Bn

,1 Tile Pavements for

LAB ELS.
Secure Tree and Plant Labels.

PARCHMENT or CLOTH LABELS,
TREE or PLAN!' LABELS. Punched parchment.

4 inches long, 3s. 6.^. per 1000, or 30J. per 10.000; if eyeleted,

.\s. per roQO. Vellum cartridge, 4 inches long, 31. per icoo for

ro.ooo. Sample Labels sent on receipt of postage stamj).

Orders delivered free in London.
FISHER, CLARK ASD CO., Label Works, Boston.

Under tlie Patronage of the Queen.

SMITH'S IMPERISHABLE
STRATFORD LABELS.

;th RAISED

The Cirdineis Magazii.e says :—" We must give these^tlM

palm before all other plmt labels, as the very first in merit,"

Samples and Price List free.

J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory, Stratford-on-Avon.

Bosber's Garden Edging Tiles.

fpHE ABOVE and many other PATTERNS
in materials of great durability. The
plainer sorts are specially ^.-^,.^^_, ;_

'suited for K I T C H E N .7.-- ";--
G A R D E N S, as they
harbour no Slugs or Illsects,

take up little room, and,

her labour or expense,
as do "grown" Edgings, consequently being much cheaptt'.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c., in ArtiScial Sto(«(

very durable and ofsuperior finish, and in great variety ofdestgR.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground

Street, Blackfriars, S.E.; King's Road, Chelsea, S.\^

Kingslaiid Road. E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES.

PLANT COVERS and PROPAG.\TING BOXES: al'

for FOXLEY'S P.A.TENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade stipphed.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors. Balconies, _&c.

.

from 3^. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of plam 01

more elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Daniel.

Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths, .Ic. Groored and other Stahl

Paving of great durability. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and! il

'

of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates, Cement, >.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Brick and Tile Merchants.

See addresses .above.

s I L V E
sc grain .as ed. Pri

AND
by Post per t

London, or delivered direct fror..

„, ,„ ,., , Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Femcnes.

KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in air

nnantities. ,

F. ROSHER AND CO.—Addresses see above.

N.B.—Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.

A liberal Uis t to the Trade.
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ESTABLISHED A CENTURY.

. ROLLISSON & SONS ..-
'

i<csi)ectfully invite an inspection of their
N immense Stock of

ORCHIDS, NEW PLANTS, 4
TREE FERNS, PALMS,

DRAC/ENAS, CYCADS, CROTONS, AZALEAS,
CAMELLIAS,

stove, Greenhouse, and all kinds of Winter-flowering Plants,
HERBACEOUS and ALPINE PLANTS, HARDY FERNS, HARDY

TREES, SHRUBS, FRUIT TREES, VINES,
DUTCH BULBS, AGRICULTURAL and HORTICULTURAL SEEDS,

GARDEN REauiSITES and ELEGANCIES.

%li%.

\U'
^A%

CATALOGUES Gratis and Post-free upon application to

THE NURSERIES, TOOTING,
"%^.

•^^:^jms-_

T. H. P. Dennis & Company.
Motto, " Art with Economy" as applied to Conservatories.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS & HOT-WATER HEATING APPARATUS

ERECTED AXD FITTED IN ALL PARTS OF THE KINGDOM. ESTIMATES GRATIS.

Show Rooms: MANSION HOUSE BUILDINGS, LONDON, E.G. Works: CHELMSFORD.

S. OWENS & CO.,

RAULIC ENGINEERS,
WHITEFRIARS STREET, LONDON. E.G.

This useful Sel'f acli'.,' ^npivaliH, v.hich works div ,-in.l n; ;hl Without necrlinsj attention, will raisi; water

to any height or distanre. without cost for labour or motive power, where a few feel tall cin be obtained, and is

i~ suited for supplying Public or Private Establishraento, Farm Buildings, Railway Slauons, &o.

No. 37. DEEP WELL PUMPS for Horse, Hand, Steam, or other Power.

No. 63. PORTABLE IRRIG.\TORS, with Double or Treble Barrels for Horse or
Sleam Power, [Gardens. &c.

No. 46.7. IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Watering

No. 49,7. GALVANISED SWING WATER CARRIERS, for Garden use.

No. 5o,ind St?. FARM and MANSION FIRE ENGINES of every description.

No. 33. PORTABLE LIQUID M.ANURE PUMPS, on Legs, with Flexible Suction.

S. OWENS AND CO. Manufacture and Erect every description of Hydraulic and General Engineers' Work for Mansions, Farms, &c., comprising PUMPS, TURBINES,

WATER WHEELS, WARMING APPARATUS, BATHS, DRYING CLOSETS, GASWORKS, Apparatus for LIQUID MANURE distribution, FIRE MAINS,

HYDRANTS, HOSE PIPES, &c., &e. Pdrticulars taken in any part ofthe Country. Plans and Estimatesfurnished.

No. 49. G.A.RDEN ENGINES, of all sizes, in Oak or Galvanised Iron Tubs.

No. 545. THE CASSIOBURY FIRE EXTINGUISHER, as designed for the

Rislit Hon. the Earl of Essex.

No. 44. WROUGHT-IRO-N PORTABLE PUMPS of all sizes.

No. 4. CAST-IRON GARDEN. YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.

No. 39J. IMPROVED HOSE REELS for Coiling up Long Lengths of Hose for

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES CAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION.
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ET. ARCHER'S " FRIGI DOMO."—
• Patronised by Her M.njesly llie Queen, for Windsor

Castle and Frogmore Gardens, the late Sir. J. Paxton, and

the late Professor Lindley, &c.

MADE of PREPARED HAIR and WOOL.
A perfect non-conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed

temperature where it is applied. A good covering tor Pits and

Forcing Frames.

PROTECTION from COLD WINDS and MORNING
FROSTS.

"FRIGI DOMO" NETTING. 2 yards
IS. \od. per yard.

"FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS.
2 yards wide is. lod. per yard run.

3 yards wide 3r. per yard.

4 yards wide is. \od. per yard.

ELISHA T. ARCHER, only Maker of " Frigl Domo,"
Brockley Road, Forest Hill, London, S E. : and of all Florists

and Seedsmen. All goods carriage paid to London.

NOTICE-REMOVED from 3, CANNON STREET, CITY.

Garden Wall Wirins

^d.

SHAW'S TIFFANY, ELASTIC NET-
TING, CANVAS, &c., for Shading, Protecting, and

other Horticultural Purposes. For Samples and Prices apply to

JOHN SHAW AND CO., SQ, Oxford Street. Manchester.

THOMAS'S
FITTINGS for WIRING WALLS.

EnOLLlDAV, i...;...^-..:. \Vk,l\vorker,
• 2A, Portobello Terrace, Nuuii.g HiU Gate, London.

W., begs to call the attention of all Gardeners who are about

to have their Garden Walls Wired to his system of Wiring

Walls, as being superior to all others for neatness, strength, and

durability.

For Neatness—Because all the Wires are kept perfectly

tight, without the use of the Raidisseur.

For Strenf^th—Because very much stronger Wire can be
used, therefore not liable to be drawn out of the horizontal line

by the branches of trees.

For Durability— Because, being able to use the strong Wire,

ii is not so likely to be eaten through with the galvanism as the

thin Wire, as used in the French system.

The above Engraving is an Example of our system of Wiring
Garden Walls. We have recently completed the Wiring of the

New Garden Walls for the Marquis of Salisbury, Hatfield

House. The Walls are 12 feet high and 753 yards long, wired

on both sides ; making a total length of 1506 yards—our system
being chosen in preference to any other.

Illustrated Catalogues of Garden and Conservatory Wirework,
Rabbit-proof Hurdle Fencing, S:c., may be had on application

Establislied over a Quarter of a Century.

Is in use over many thousand miles,

And has been awarded the Medals and highest Commendation
of all the leading Agricukur.d Societies.

It is constructed with

POWERFUL WINDING STRAINING PILLARS,
RIGID INTERMEDIATE IRON POSTS,

STRONG and DURABLE WIRE CABLE STRANDS.
Forming the most efficient Strained Iron Fencing known for

agricultural and general purposes.

With bars secured by F. M. & Co.'s ]\ut:iiL

which effectually prevent the uprights being pushed aside, and

are independent of loose pins, wedges, or staples.

IRON ENTRANCE and FIELD GATES,
IN WROUGHT AND CAST IRON,

Designed for the Mansion. Villa, or Farm.

WICKET AND GARDEN GATES.
In Great Variety of Patterns.

Iron Hurdles, Bailing, Tree Guards,

FRUIT ESPALIERS, WALL FRUIT TRAINERS, ftc.

^y rUuslraltd and Dncribed i

Nfiu C.ilj/o^iie, sent on application.

F. M. &> Co.'i

LONDON r.RANCH—

1, DELAHAY ST., WESTMINSTER, S.W.

NEW
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BELGIAN GLASS for GREENHOUSES, &c.,
Can be obtained in all sizes and qualities, of

BETHAM & SON,
9, LOWER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.C.

Metallic Hothouse Builder to Her Majesty.HENRY HOPE
(late Clark & Hope, formerly Clark),

HOTHOUSE BUILDER and HOT-WATER
APPARATUS ENGINEER.

55, Lionel Street. Birmingham. Established a.d. tSiS.

BOOKS of DESIGNS, 51. each.

IS' The Extensive Ranges of Metallic Hothouses in the

Royal Gardens, Windsor and Osborne, were executed at this

Establishment.

SIR J. PAXTON'S HOT-
HOUSES for the MILLION are

Simple, Cheap, and Portable.
Illustrated Price Lists free.

HEREMAN and MORTON, 14. Tich-
borne Street, Regent Quadrant, W., Horti-
cultural Builders and Hot-water Engineers.

APPROXIMATE ESTIMATES

COST of ERECTING
COWAN'S HEATING APPARATUS
will be furnished on receipt of Particulars of

amount of Piping and Degree of Temperature

required, and all Enquiries will be individually

and carefully replied to.

No Supplementary Boilers-

No Night Attendance.

Steadiness and Regularity of Heat,

COWAN PATENTS COMPANY,
21, WHITEHALL PLACE, LONDON, S.W.,

The Vineyard, Garston, near Liverpool.

THE " GARSTON" GAUGE.
Vide Gardeners' Chronicle, Nov. ii, 1S76.

The Mercui7 Tube of this Gauge being directly
immersed in the hot water, is an unfailing index of the
exact temperature, and supplies a correct Register of the
Working of Boilers and Circulation in the Pipes.

The use of this Gauge has clearly proved that the
Heat from a LIMEKILN BOILER is of a higher
temperature, and, what is more important, is steadier
and more regular than that from any other description
of Apparatus.

Price, complete, 18s. 6d. each.
THE TRADE SUPPLIED.

Agents Wanted in Town and Country,

COWAN PATENTS COMPANY,
21, WHITEH.^LL PL.-^CE, LONDON, S.W.

TOHN MATTHEWS, The Royal Pottery,

J/ Weston-super-Mare, Manufacturer of TERRACOTTA
VASES, FOUNTAINS, ITALIAN BASKETS, BORDER
TILES, GARDEN POTS, of superior quality, from r to
30 inches diameter, stand the frost, and seldom turn green.
ORCHID, FERN, SEED, and STRIKING PANS, RHU-
BARB and SEAKALE POTS, &c. Price Lists post-free.

Sheet of Designs, &d. Book of Designs, ri.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County in England.
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER AND CO

71, Cornhill, London, E.C. and Steam Plough Works. Leeds.

H
Hothouses, Hot-water Apparatus, &c.ALLIDAY AND CO., Hothouse

FACTUKERS. Estimates and Plans free. Best Con^..
Best Materials ! Best Workmanship ! Catalogues free.

Offices, 22 Barton Arcade Manchester

WEIGHTS PATENT
ENDLESS-FLAME IMPACT

HOT-WATER BOILER.
Awarded the only English Medal for the best Hot-water

Apparatus at i.the United States Centennial Exhibition at
Philadelphia.

For prices and full particulars please see our pamphlet,
entitled " Our Poilers and Heating," which will be handed
post-free on application.

WILLIAM WRIGHT & CO
,

HOT-W.\TER E.NtGINEERy, .AIRDRIE, N.B.

GEORGE'S PATENT CAL0RIGE¥,

Warming and Vetitilatinx Small
Conservatories,

The only Gas Stove
in which the product of
combustion is entirely

excluded from the Conscr-

Made in Wrought Iron,

Made in Copper, ^^5.

Height, 28 inches ; dia-

It will be found very
valuable in the Nursery or
Sick Room, Damp Build-

Oftices, &c. Exhibited
at the Exhibition of 1S71
(Department of Scientific— .- 1- Inventions).

Illustrated Prospectuses and Testimonials on application.

J. F. FARWIG AND CO., 36, Queen Street, Cheapside, E.C.
strong current of warmed

GREEN'S PATENT
Wrought-iron Hot-water Boilers,

With Shelves and Hollow Grate Bars.

Specially adapted for heating Greenhouses, Conservator!.
Churches, Chapels. Schools, Public Buildings, Entrance

Halls, Warehouses, Workshops, &c.

fflUr ELEVAJIOH l.«HaTUClNM.SE _
Descriptive Illustrated Priced LIST may be had free on

application to

THOMAS GREEN and SON, Sraithfield Ironworks.
Leeds ; and S4 and 55, Blackfriars Road, London. S.E.

CS T^ "17 "XT "P TVr Q '

TRENTHAM GREENHOUSE BOILER.

After lone experience has proved the m st SIMPLE
ECONO.MIC\L EFFECTUAL and HslINu tlllLER
extant

;
recently improved. For Illustrations, with full par-

ticulars, apply to the Sole Makers.

r. & J. SILVESTER.
HOT- WATER ENGINEERS, &c 5;c

Castle Hill Works, Newcastle, Staffordshire'
eS" Our Boilers are the only ones made with the sanction

and under the inspection of the inventor, Mr. Stevens
others being base -.;.-*:

—

A PERFECT CURE for SMOKY CHIM-
NEYS-The REGISTERED COWL, Made by

GEO. HALL, High Street, Worcester.

PATENT PORTABLE SMOKELESS
STOVES and PATENT FUEL.

For Heating Conservatories, Greenhouses, Halls, Passages
and places without Chimneys, from r2i. M.

NASH'S BRONCHITIS KETTLE lor 6dFRETWORK and CARVING FRAMES. SAWS. 'fILESPATTERNS .and PREPARED WOOD.
SWAN NASH, 253. Oxford Street, W. ; and 4, Newgale

Street, E.C Prospectus free.

yVN EXTRAORDINARY BOILER.—
-C^- During the Great Boiler Contest at Birmingham in
1872, all Boilers were severely tested to prove their respective
merits. One test was. " How long can each Boiler go without
Night Attention ?

' However, one Boiler proved this to a sur-
prismg degree, as after being shut up for twelve hours (from
9.p.m. to o a.m.). it still retained its heat in 1000 feet of 4.inch
pipes, and yet had more than 1 bushel of fire drawn from its
lurnace in the morning— equal, in point of fact, to seventeen
hours of continuous firing What a boon to G.ardeners. This
was THE CHAMPION, Deards' Patent Close Coil Boiler, forUrawmgs and Prices of which send two stamps to

Messrs. DEARDS, Boiler Works. Harlow,
who now have their Boilers at work in every county of England
except three. Amateurs will also find THE WONDER, a
smaller kmd of Boiler, equally as satisfactory, and certainly

the best thing" out. Awarded five First Prize Silver Medals.

AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES,
STEAM PLOUGHING MACHINERY,

ROAD LOCOMOTIVES. TRAMWAY LOCOMOTIVES
STEAM ROAD ROLLERS.

For Prices, Description, and Reports of Working, apply
to the Manufacturers,

AVELING & PORTER,
ROCHESTER, KENT; 72, CANNON ST., LONDON,

E.C.
: and 9, AVENUE MONTAIGNE, PARIS.

AVELIN-G & Porter's ENGINES have gained the highest
Prizes at everj' important International Exhibition. The Two
Medals for Progress and Merit were awarded them at Vienna
for their STEAJI ROLLERS and ROAD LOCOMOTIVES

:

and at the last trials of the Royal Agricultural Society of
England their AGRICULTUR,\L LOCOMOTIVES gained
the First Prize after exhaustive trials, when one of their lo-horse
power Engines, fitted with single slide and ordinary link-

motion, indicated 35-horse power, with a consumption of thrt'i;

and onc-fifth poujids 0/coal per horse-power per hour.

JONES'S PATENT "DOUBLE t"" SADDLE BOILER.

Ihese Lo.lers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle
Boiler with the foUowing improvements—viz., the water space
.at back and over top of saddle increases the healing surface

Rn'i'r iro"-."!f,"i
'*'?' ^ PATENT DOUBLE L SADDLEBOILER will do about twice the amount of work with the same

qiiaiility of fuel ; the cost of setting is also considerably reduced,and likewise the space occupied : at the same time these Boilersare simple in construction, and being made of wrought iron are
liable to crack. They are made of the foUowing sizes :—

From Mr. Charles Young, Nurseries, Batlutm Hill, S. W.May 29, 1873.
* ' '

"Having given your Patent 'Double L' Boilers a fair trial
at my Nurseries, I beg to say that they are most satisfactory.
I consider them the best m use, and without doubt the most
economical of al boilers : they will bum the refuse of other
tubular boders I have in work."

TIOnP ^^1\ °^ HOT-WATER PIPES and CONNEC-
I lOWb with Boilers, of all sizes and shapes : or ESTIMATF*;
for HOT.W.^TER APPARATUS, erected complete wjl besent on application.

waVLmdit S°E^°^^'
'"" ^'='^'^'>^'^' ^- E^l'sM^. South-

When ordering Boilers please refer to the above advertisement.

HlUustrated Catalogues.
M. POLLETT'S COLLECTION

. ofover SEVEN HUNDRED BLOCKS suitable for

Sem^CTatls'""'''""''
"-"''""""^ "^'^ ^ave the use of any of

.
"

^-J-.
Publishes Small SEED CATALOGUES in two

sizes, which can be altered to suit the requirements of smallconsumers. Specimens and Prices on appliation

PJh°''''^^^
Horticultural Steam Printing wirks, 12 to i;Endgewater Gardens, Barbican, E.C. . " "J ij.
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And two shillings for every additional five lines.

If bet across columns, the lowest charge will be ^50;.

Page i.'i o o

Hall Page 500
Columu 350

Gaideners, and others, wanting places, 26 words ij. 6d., and 6d.

for every additional line, or part of a line.

Adveylisements /or Vte current week must reach the Office

bv Thursdnv noon.

r O 0. to be made payable at the King Street Post Office,W.C.
to W. Richards.

0,,,7n:ii_4i, Wklunoton Sehet, Covsnt Garden,
London. W.C.

THE FLORIST and POMOLOGIST
for DECEMBER, price is., contains :—

The Frogmore Damson. (Coloured Plate.)

Rose, Mrs. Laxton. (Coloured Plate.)

Mr. Dodwell's Chapter (xii) on the Carnation and Picotee.

Mr. Horner's Chapter (viii.) on the Auricula,
The Waltham Cross Grape.
New Varieties of Potntos.

Yellow-fieshed Peaches.
The Whitloof Chicory (Illustrated).

Garden Work for December.
Index to the Volume for 1876.

A NEW VOLUME commences with the January number.

London : 171, Fleet Street, E.C.

The Origin of Life.

On Thursday next, in crown 8vo, with 1? Illustrations, engraved

on Wood from Drawings by F. Waddy, price 5s. cloth.

THE PUZZLE of LIFE, and HOW IT
HAS BEEN PUT TOGETHER ; a Short History of

Vegetable and Animal Life upon the Earth from the Earlie-t

Times ; including an Account of Pre-Historic Man. his

Weapons, Tools, and Works. By Arthur Nicols, F.R.G.S.

London. LONGMANS and CO.

New Volumes for 1876.

FLORAL MAGAZINE, New Series, enlarged
to royal 4to : Coloured Plates and Descriptions of the

choicest New Flowers for the Garden, Stove, or Lonservatorv.
Vol. for 1876, with forty-eight beautifully Coloured Plates, in

elegant cloth, gilt edges, 425. Monthly, with four beautifully

Coloured Plates, 3s. 6d.

BOTANICAL MAGAZINE, Coloured Plates
and Descriptions by Dr. Hooker. C.B., Pies. R.S., o/

New and Rare Plants suitable for the Garden, Stove, or Green-
house. Vol. for 1876, with seventy-two Coloured Plates, 42J.

Monthly, ivith six beautifully Coloured Plates, is. 6d. Re-issue
of the Third Series, in monthly vols., 42J. each ; to Subscribers
for the Entire Series, 36s. each.

THE OUINOLOGY of the EAST INDIAN
PLANTATIONS. By J. E. Howard, F.R.S,, F.L.S.

Parts 11. and III., with ten Co'oured and two Plain Plates,

and two Photo Prints, cloth, 6?j.

Also the Work Complete, in one vol. folio, with thirteen

Coloured Plates, two Plain Plates, and two Photo Prints, 841.

BOTANICAL NAMES for ENGLISH
READERS. By Randal H. Alcock. 6s.

THE NARCISSUS : its History and Culture,
with Coloured Plates and Descriptions of all known

Species and Varieties. By F. W. Bubdidge ; and n Review of
the entire Genus, by J. G. Baker, F.L.S. Super royal Svo,
with forty-eight beautifully Coloured Plates, 324-.

FLORAL PLATES, beautifully coloured by
hand, 6d. and is. each. Lists of over 7cto varieties, one

BOTANICAL PLATES, or Plant Portraits,
beautifully coloured by hand, 6f/. each. Lists of 2000

varieties, one stamp.

L. REEVE AND CO., 5, Henrietta Street, Covcnt Garden, W.C.

Bsiariau.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE de
^ FLORICULTURE, ct de CULTURE MARAI-

CHERE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1S65 by F.

BuKVfe-NicH. E. PvNAEBT. E. RoDiGAS, and H. J. Van
HuLLK, Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian
Government at Ghent. Post paid 10s. per annum.

H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Gardens, Ghent, Belgium.

Just published, small 4to. cloth extra, gilt edges, price 7*. 6if.,

Illustrated with live Coloured Diagrams.

TREATISE on the GRAPE VINE.
By Joseph Meredith, formerly of the Garston Vine-

yard. Dedicated to the Right Honourable the Earl of Derby.
Extract from the Ganfeiu-rs' Magazine, October zi :

—" It is

sound, safe, and full. It is written with care, the matter is well
arranged, and the illustrations are sufficient for the purpose.
We cannot doubt that it will soon become established as a
standard work of its class, and prove useful to many an
ambitious young gardener."
London : GEORGE PHILIP ANU SON, 52, Fleet Street.

E.C. ; Liverpool : PHILIP, SON and NEPHEW, 49 and 51,
South Castle Street.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SOUTH WALES ADV ERTISER.

CONTENTS ;—

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Drawn and Engraved

specially for this Journal).

NATURAL HISTORY (Original Articles).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
f)RIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS.
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation

throughout the Australian Colonies, New Zealand,

Polynesia, &c. It contains a large amount of informa-

tion on a great variety of subjects.

Su'bscription in Advance, £1 per Annum.
Single Copies, 41/. ; Stamped, e,d.

Publishing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South

Wales.

Just published, for 1877,

FRANCIS MOORE'S ALMANAC—
This very popular Almanac, which, besides the usual

Calendar, contains a fuller account of the Eclipses and Astro-
nomical Phenomena of the Year than any publication of its

class, was lately increased by several pages, giving Lists pf the
Members of the Government, the Houses of Parliament, and
other useful information, to which has been since added a List of
the Principal Business Fairs in Enghand and Wales Price 6rf.

The Stationers' Company, and all Booksellers.

EVUE de I'HORTICULTURE BELGE
et SlTRANGftRE (Belgian and Foreign Horticultural

Review).—Among the principal Contributors are :—A. Allard
E. Andre', C. Baltet, T. Buchetet, F. liurvenich. F. Cr«pin|
Comte de Gomer, De Jonge van EUemeet, O. de ICerchove de
Denterghem, P. E. de Pnydt. C. de Vis, J. Gillon, A. M. C.
Jongkindt Coninck, C. Koch. J. Kickx. L. Linden, T. Moore
C. Naudin, B. Olivier, H. Ortgies, E. Pynaert, E. Rodigas
A. Siiau.x, O. Thomas. A. Van Geert Son. H. J. Van Hulle, j!
Van Volxem, H. J. Veitch, A. Westmael, and P. Wolkensteiii.
This Illustrated Journal appears on the ist of every monih,

in Parts of 24 pages, Svo, with a Coloured Plate and numerous
Engravings.
1'erms of Subscription for the United Kingdom :—One year,

loj., payable in advance.
Publishing Office : 14a, Rue de Bruxelles, Ghent, Belgium.
Post-office Orders to be made payable to M. E. PYNAERT

at the Chief Post-ofrice, Ghent.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Agents are authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENT.-;,
which must be paid in advance, for the SYDNEY
MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY MAIL :—

London ..,, Mr. George Street, 30, Cornhill, E.C.

Mr. F. .'\l.i;ar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lom-
bard Street, E.C.

Messrs. Gordon & Gotch. St. Bride

Street, Fleet Street, E C.

Birmingham Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

Liverpool .. Lee & Nightingale, is, Northjohn Street.

Bristol Tames & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

Edinburgh . . Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow .... W. Porteous & Co., 15, Royal Exchange
Place.

Copies of each Journal are filed at the above Offices

for the use of .Advertisers.

Farms, Estates, Residences.
Any one desirous of Renting a Farm or Residence, or

Purchasing an Estate, can have copies of the

MIDL.A.ND COUNTIES HERALD
supplied free for si-x weeks on slating the purpose for

which the paper is required, forwarding name and address, and
six halfpenny stamps for postage, addressed, " MidiandCottntus
Herald Office, Birmingham." The Midland Counties Herald
always contains large numbers of advertisements relating to
Farms, Estates, and Residences for Sale and to be Let.

C U L T I V A T 0~R.—
I Journal, which
d in the Principal

rp H E
-•- A Portuguese Monthly Agricultural Journal, which
circulates in Portugal and h
Towns of the Brazils.

This Paper offers an excellent medi
every description of industry and of t

lion in the countries and places above
Advertising charges, 8rf. persquare inch, Translati

n for Advertisements of

;ry article of consump-

fort

. Dis tfors nths;

Notice.

(By Appointment to the Royal Horticultural Society,}

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS
NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

A DAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT
-ii- ADVERTISEMENTS in all Newspapers, M.ag.azincs,
and Periodicals. List of London Papers on application.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents,
59. Fleet Street E.C.

NOW READY, price \s , or Free by Post for \s. 2d.,

GARDENERS' YEAR-BOOK AND ALMANAC
For 1877.

By ROBERT HOGG, LL.D., F.L.S., Co-Editor of the "Journal of Horticulture."

"The Gakueners' Year-Book" contains, besides the information usually found in Almanacs, a great

mass of valuable information, and numerous useful Tables in connection w ith Horticulture ; a Complete Garden

Calendar ; Notices of all Horticultural, Floricultural, and Pomological Novelties, and a great amount of miscel-

laneous matter useful to Horticulturists.

"JOURNAL OF HORTICULTURE" OFFICE— 171, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.

Every Saturday, price \d., by Post, \\d.,

Notes and Queries:
A MEDIUM OF INTERCOMMUNICATION FOR LITERARY MEN, ARTISTS,

ANTIQUARIES, GENEALOGISTS, &c.

Edited by Dr. DORAN, F.S.A,

" When found, make a note of."—Captain Cuttle.

CONTAI.NING EVERY WEEK AMUSING ARTICLES ON SOME OF THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS i

—

ENGLISH, IRISH, and SCOTTISH HISTORY, Illustrated by original Communications and inedited Documents.

BIOGRAPHY, including unpublished Correspondence of eminent Men, and unrecorded F.ict5 connected with them,

BIBLIOGRAPHY, more especi,\lly of English .Authors, with Notices of rare and unknown Editions of their Works,

and Notes on .Authorship of Anonymous Books.

POPULAR ANTIQUITIES and FOLK LORE, preserving the fast-fading relics of the old Mythologies.

BALLADS and Old Poetry, with Historical and Philological Illustrations. t

POPULAR and PROVERBIAL S.AYINGS, their origin, meaning, and application. ^l

PHILOLOGY, including Local Dialects, Archaisms, and Notes on our old Poets,
*

GENEALOGY and HER.ALDRY, including Histories of Old Families, Completion of Pedigrees, &c.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES, QUERIES, and REPLIES, on points of Ecclesiastical History, Topography, Fiiie

Arts, Natural History, Miscellaneous Antiquities, Numismatics, Photography, &c,

NOTICE.—The FOURTH SERIES is now complete, in Twelve Volumes. A New Series, the FIFTH,
commenced with SATURD.'VY, January 3, 1874. As many of the Numbers are scarce, subscribers desirous of

completing their Sets should order at once the Numbers required.

Published by JOHN FRANCIS, at 20, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, W.C,
And may be had by Order of all Booksellers and Newsmen.
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IHE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
for MONDAY. November 27.

Contents.
' ji;Lultural W.-isea—Alyth Hiring Market—Americ.in Bee

Notes — Professor Arnold on Cheese making— The Athole

Woods-Notices of Books—Mr. T. C. Booth's Knight of the

Shire—Live Stock at the Centennial—Cheese Competitions

—

Cheese-making—Colour of Butter—Commons' Inclosure Act-
Common Law — Conifers — Cork Butter Market — Croxden

Abbey, Uttoxeter—Dairy Cattle— ludging at Dairy Show-
Note from Devon—Drum Guards at Taunton—Royal Dublin

Society— Fattening Stock—Fresh Meat 7'. Preserved—Garden
Calendar—Hardy .Autumn Flowers—Note from Herts— Hiring

Farm Servants-Hive Ventilation— Holker Shorthorn Herd-
Horse Sale—Impure Water—Institution of Surveyors—Jerseys

at Islington—Sliorthorn Bull. Knight of the Shire— Lactometer

—Note from Lancashire—Notes of the Week—Now and Then

—Ob!tuary-0nr Seed Growers : Mr. Oec-P.asturing on High-

ways—Disease in Perthshire-Present State of Agriculture-

Red-water in Cattle-Root Shows— Scientific Loan Collection—

Shorlhorns at Holker—The Agricultural Situation- Steam
Cultivation—Swiudoti Chamber of Agriculture—Watertight

Leather—Note from Worcestershire—Worcester Prize Farms.

Pi-i:;- id. : post-free 4j^(/. Published by William Richards,

at the O.N .- 7. Catherine Street, Strand. W.C.

Price In clotli I63.,

'YHE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
J- VOLUME for JANUARY to JUNE. 1S76.

W. RICHARDS, 41. Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

Publlsliera" Card.

THE NURSERYMAN'S DIRECTORY.—
Tliq. undersigned have in preparation Volume 11. of the

" Nurseryman's Directory," embracing a List of the Nursery-

men. Florists, Seedsmen, and Tree Dealers of the United
States. The work will be sold wholly by subscription, the price

of which will be Sio per copy, and will be issued January i,

1877. A limited space will be given to Advertisements, at the

following low rates :

—

Full Page .. .. ?3S I
One-third Page .. S.5

Half Page .

.

. . 50 | One-fourth Page . . 10

Oue-sixlh Page *8 00
For Simple Pages and further information, address

D W SCOTT AND CO., Printers and Publishers, Galena.

Illinois, U.S.

^ ADVERTISERS are requtUed to note that

althougk we do not object to receive Letters to be called

for, we caititot undertake to forward them.

WANTED, as HEAD WORKING
GARDENER. <»ne who thoroughly understands his

business in every branch, and a good manager. Not under 30,

with a ^ood character. Single man preferred, as he could board

in the house.— Apply, staling all particulars and length of

character to H. C. NEWTON Esq , Crouch Oik, Addlestone,

WANTED, IMMEDIATELY, a strong
active Man as WORKING GARDENER, with one

Labourer under him. Wages, 22J. per week, \vith house and
vegetables, Good character required.—A. N., Cuxwold Hall,

Cdistor, Lincolnshire.

W"ANTED, a WORKING GARDENER,
by the first week in January ne.\L. to do the work of a

large Vinery, and Kitchen and i'lower Garden. M-Ubt h^ve a

thorough knowledge of Grape Vine.s, Peach Trees, &c Salary

;£6o, with a comfortable house and firing. Age between 30 and
40.—Apply by letter only to Mr. O. LEWIS. 7, Argyle Street,

Oxford Street, London. W. Strict investigation will be made
as to character and qualification.

J^OHN CARTER, Nurseryman, Keighley, is

in want of a steady, trustworthy Man (married), as

WORKING GROUND FOREMAN for a Branch Nurseiy of

about 25 Acres of general Nursery Stock. No glass.—Address

Niirsery Propagator.

WANTED, a thoroughly practical and
e.xpert Propagator of Hardy Nursery Stuff, and capable

also of dealing with and caring Greenhouse Plants and Flowers.

Must be active, sober, and industrious, and of une.tceptionable

character and liabits, and without family.—Apply, staling wages
expected, to Messrs. GRANT and CO;. Park Nunnery,
Portadown, Ireland.

WWanted, for a wholesale House, a
SALESMAN, well-up in Agricultural Seeds, espe-

cially Clovers and Grasses. Will be required lo travel occa-

sionally. One accustomed tr> Mark Lane business will be
preferred.—Address applications, stating salary required, &c.,

No. 100, GanUners Chronicle Office, W.C.

To the Seea Trade.

WANTED, a young Man, as SECOND
SHOPMAN. —Must be thoroughly acquainted with

Flower and Vegetable Seeds.—Apply by letter, stating experi-

ence, where last employed, age, salary, &c., to Mr. B. S-

WILLIAMS, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper
Holloway, London, N.

ANTED, for the Retail Seed Trade, an
ASSISTANT SHOPMAN. A youuR Man just out of

his Apprenticeship would suit.—Apply, stating age. salary

expected, and references, to P. T. RODGER, Seedsman,
Londonderry.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, an active,

steady, .and experienced COUNTER HAND.—Situa-
tion permanent.—Slate age. references, and salary expected, lo
ILEX. Gardcneri Chronicle Oflice, W.C.

Seed Trade—CProvincial).

WANTED, a JUNIOR ASSISTANT, who
h.as had some experience in the Retail Garden,

Flower S ed and Rulb Trade. Must be active, and write a
^ood hand. State age, wages, and reference.—O. X. O. N.,
^ardemrs' Chrouicle Office, W.C

MR. ROBERT T. VEITCH requires a
young Man as PACKER for his Seed Warehouse : one

who thoroughly understands Cleaning Seeds, and could make
himself generally useful, preferred.—Apply in own handwriting,
stating age, reference, and wages required.— 54, High Street.
Exeter.

Nursery and Seed Trade.

WANTED, a young Man as BOOK-
KEEPER, and to occasionally assist in Making up

Orders, and to act as Salesman.—WM. CLIBRAN and SON

.

Oldfield Nursery. Ahrincham.

WANTED, a FARM BAILIFF, for a
Colliery Farm, 500 statute acres in extent : would be

lequired to Superintend all Farming Operations : to Buy and
Manage Horses for Colliery and Farm purposes ; to Purchase
and Sell Cattle : to understand Farming of Moss Land ; also to
Supetintend Dairy. Salary, .£150 per annum, with house, gas
and coal. Married man preferred. Applicants must have good
experience. Unexceptional references required.—Apply, by
letter only, to the CLIFTON AND KERSLEY COAL CO..
Clifton, near Manchester.

WAN T PLACES.
Head Gardeners,

JOHN LAING can at present recommend
with every confidence several energetic and practical

Men, of tested ability and first-rate character. Ladies and
Gentlemen in WANT of GARDENERS and BAILIFFS,
or GARDENERS for First-rate Establishments or Single-
hand Situations, can be suited, and have full particulars
by applying at Stanstead Park and Rutland Park Nurseries,
Forest Hill, London, S.E.

BS. WILLIAMS, having at the present
• time several very e.vcellent GARDENERS upon

his Register, is desirous of placing them in Situations where
great experience and trust are required. B. S. W. would at the
same time beg to intimate that when a Gardener is applied
for that the filling of the situation should be left with him. as
that would prevent unnecessary correspondence and' delay.

—

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries. Upper Holloway. London, N.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 36, married
;

thoroughly competent, practical Man in every branch of
Horlicuhure. Has a most excellent character from his late
employer.-A. II.. Messrs. W. Culbush & Son, The Nurseries.

GARDENER (Hkad).—James Ollerhead,
Gardener to Sir Henry Peek, Bart., Wimbledon Hon^e,

Surrey, will be mosl happy to recommend his Foreman, Alfred
Alderman, to any Lady or Gentleman requiring the services of
a trustworthy practical Man. Five years in present situation.

GARDENER (HEAD).-Middle-aged, mar-
ried; thoroughly experienced in all branches of the pro-

fession, first-class at Vines, Peaches, Melons, Mushrooms,
Stove and Greenhouse Plants, &c. One son. Good character.
—A. B., Groombridge, Sussex.

GARDENER (Head), where four or five
Men are kept.—Single ; understands Orchids, Stove and

Greenhouse Plants, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening, also
Early and Late Forcing of all Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables.
Can be highly recommended from present employer.—H. H.,
Ashton Hayes, Chester.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 41, married;
has had great e.\perience in Early and Late Forcing

Pines, Vines, Peaches, Stove Plants. Vegetables, &c.. Manage-
ment of large Flower and Kitchen Gardens, Pleasure Grounds,
Land, and Stock. Wife to iManage the Dairy or Poultry.
Six years' good character. Left through death of employer.—
S. OSBORN, Kingston Road, New Maiden. Surrey.

GARDENER (He.ad).— Age 40, married,
one child (age ii) ; twenty-four years' experience,

practical, in Forcing Vines, Peachps. Strawberries, Melons.
Cucambers, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, ^tc. Good Flower
and Kitchen Gardener. Eleven and a half years in present
situation. Highly recommended. Land if required.—X. V. Z.

,

Mr. Pratt's, Chemist and Druggist, Market Place. Warwick.

GARDENER (Head), to any Lady or
Gentleman.—Age 28 ; thoroughly competent and prac-

tical in all branches of the profession. Sober and industrious.
Served his time in a Nobleman's Garden, and has during the
last thirteen years been employed in the best Gardens in Eng-
land. Can be highly recommended from present employer,
where he is as Foreman. —DAVID DAVIES HUGHES,
Head Gardener, Kinmel Park. Abergele, N. Wales.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Middle-
aged ; experienced in Land, Slock, and General Manage,

raent of an Estate. Ten years with Lord Selborne.—

C

SMITH. Liss. Petersfield.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 27,
married ; understands Vines, Peaches, Melons. Cucum-

bers, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Flower and Kitchen Gar-
dening. &c. First-class references.—ARTHUR PEERS, The
Gardens, Putteridge Park. Luton. Beds.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 32,
thoroughly understands Early and Late Forcing, Stove

and Greenhouse Plants, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening.
Si.\ and a-half years' good character.—JAMES EDMONDS.
Caister, West End, Great Yarmouth.

GARDENER (Head,Working).—Married

;

has had good practice in all branches of the profession,
the Management of Laying-out New Grounds, &c. Seven and
a-halfyears'good character— H.J. . Post-office, Orpington,Kent.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 2,S,

married ; thoroughly understands Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, Orchids. Ferns, Early and Late Forcing of Flowers and
Vegetables, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening.—A. H., Post-
ofhce, Seaham. Durham.

GARDENER (Journeyman), in a good
E>tablislinieDt, where Gardening is well carried out.

—

Good references can be had.—H. M., Post-office, Ruskington,

Q.ARDENER (Single-handed, or where
V'^ help given).—Age 27. single : very steady. Twelve yeara'
experience. Live in or out of house, and willing to be useful.

—

H. G., 4, Cavendish Street, Chichester, Sussex.

GARDENER (Second, or Single-handed).
—Young : has a good knowledge of Gardening. Good

..u
fj.^^ lastsituatiou.—H. NOYES, St. James' Library,

iStri . MaidslJan,

GARDENER (Second), in a good esta-
blishment.—.4ge 28, married, one child ; thoroughly

acquainted with gardening. Good character and references.—
A. H., Stationer's. 31, Devonsh ire Slreet, Holborn, W.C.

/"^ARDENER (Second, or good Journev-V^ MAN).-Age !3 ; several ysais' experience in Plant and
f ruit Houses, and Early and Late Forcing. Good character." ' "

, St. Johns Wood, N.W.-2. Cochran

(^ARDENER (Under).—Age 20 ; has beenVJ accustomed to Vinery, Orchard-house, and Conservatory.—H. E , 6, Mount Pleasant, Southall, Middlesex.

(^ARDENER (Under).—Age 22, respecl-
V>^ able ; has been accustomed to a Gentleman's garden
Good character from last employer.—J. VENESS, i6, Kings-
bury Street, Brighton, Susse.\,

(^ARDENER (Under),— Glass preferred.VJ Fair knowledge of Plants. Five years' e.\perience
Good references. — W. W. , Woodside, Stoke Bishop, near
Bristol.

*^

PROPAGATOR, or GENERAL FORE-
-- I\L\N —Age 30. single : sixteen years' practical e.xperi-
ence in Roses, Rhododendrons, Clematis, Camellias, Azaleas
Coniferje, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Soft Woods, &c.—
B. G. E.. G-ardeners' Institute, Skinnergate, Darlington.

PROPAGATOR, or GENERAL FORE-
-L MAN.—Age 38, married, with family ; twenty-five years'
practical experience in Stove and Greenhouse, Fruits, Forest.
Roses, Conifers, Clematis, and General Hardy Ornamental
Stock. Highest references. Liberal remuneration expected
--A. B.. Post-office, Woking Station, Surrey.

TMPROVER.—Age 22 ; respectable. Good
-*- character.—State particulars and Premium required to
A. WOODHOUSE, <4, Cable Street, Lancaster.

IV/TANAGER, HEAD SHOPMAN. - A^^ Gentleman of experience, who thoroughly understands
the London Trade, both Wholesale and Retail. No objection
to tra%-el.— D. L., 17, Osterby Road, Stoke Newinglon, N.

To the Seed Traded
TVTANAGER, or SHOP.MAN.—Ten years'
-i-'-L experience in Leading Houses in the Trade ; thoroughly
proficient in every department. Good references.—C. Post-
office, Exeter.

T^RYJOHN will be at liberty on January i,

-J-
1877, to treat with any lirst-class Nursery Establishment

who may require the services of a unique REPRESENTA-
TIVE.-TRYJOHN. Post-office. Lutterworth. Leicestershire.

CLERK.—Over ten years in the Nursery and
Seed Trade. Well up in the Drawing and Packing of

Orders, and thoroughly understands Book-keeping. Good
references as to character and ability.—A. B. , Post-office, Seale,
near Farnham, Surrey.

To the Seed Trade.
JUNIOR CLERK.— Age 19 ; three years'
f-r experience in the Trade. Good references —W S.MITH
The Birches, Peckham Rye, S.E.

T7- I N A H A N ' S L L W H I S k7.
-^*- Kinahan & Co. finding that, through the recommend:.-
tion of the Medical Profession, the demand for their CELE-BRATED OLD LL WHISKY for purely medicinal purpose,
IS very great, submit with pleasure the following Analysis by
Dr. Hassall ;—" I have very carefully and fully analysed sam-
ples of this well-known and popular Whisky. The samples n ere
soft and mellow to the taste, aromatic and ethereal to the smell.
The Whisky must be pronounced to be pure, well-matured, and
of very excellent quality. The Medical Profession mayfeel full
confidence in the purity and quality of this Whisky."

20, Great Titchfield Street. Oxford Street, London, W.

P P S ''S COCOA:
GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern
the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by careful appli-
cation of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa. Mr. Epps
has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately-flavoured
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by
the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution may
be gradually built up until strong enough to resist every
tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak point. We
may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified
with pure blood and a properly nourished frame."

—

Civil Service
Gazette. Sold only in packets, labelled
JAMES EPPS AND CO., Homi:opaihic Chemists 48

Threadneedle Street. EC. and 170, Piccadilly, London. S.W.

J^INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for ACIDITY of the STOMACHHEARTBURN. HEADACHE, GOUT, and
INDIGESTION

; and the safest aperient for delicate
Constitutions, Ladies. Children, and Infants.

DINNEFORD and CO.,
172, New Bond Street, London, and all Chemists.

CTOLLO WAY'S PILLS.—
X-X. Somewhere or other disease is ever rife : everywhere its
surest opponent, this purifying medicine, is to be found. When
symptoms of sickness first set in, they may be easily subdued
by this grand remedy, which gives great and prompt relief to
every oppressed organ or disordered function. These Pills
regulate and strengthen digestion more readily, efficiently, and
with more certainty than any other combination of drugs, be it
ever so scientificallyprescribed. Nothing can exceed theability
of Holloway's medicine to secure natural functional action
whereby thousands of life-long maladies have been prevented al
very trifling expense and no detriment to the constitution. An
acquisition so priceless should be at hand in every household.
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To Secretaries of Horticultural Societies.

^//£ EDITORS of the ''GARDENERS'
CHRONICLE '• iviU be vinch obliged to Secretaries

0/ Horticultural Societies, if t/uy will kindly send them the

Dates Fixed /or Ilo'diug their Exhibitions in 1877, for

^id-lic.tlion in the "Gardeners' Chronicle Almanac."

Notice.

THE SUBSCRIBERS hereby intimate that
they have assumed Ur. JAMES HARDIE. for twelve

yeais Principal Assist;»iit in the Seed Department, as a
PAk'l'N ER. No change will be made m the de^gnaiion of the
^""'-

W. P. LAIRD AND SINCLAIR.
Nursery and Seed Warehouse, Dundee, N.B.,

November 2S, 1876.

Special Notice.—The Nurseries, Barnet, Herts.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON would be very
much obliged by their Clients addrtssing ALL

LETIERS ON EUSINKSS, IN REFERENCE TO THE
ALOVE IJRANCH. DIRECT TO THEM, and NOT to

Highg nd Bar

OUR CATALOGUE of FLOWER
and OTHER SEEDS is now published.

OSRAR KNOPFF and CO., Seed Mtrchants. Erfurt,
Prus;

POT VINES.—The long Muscat House at
Garslon is now in full bearing, and strong Fruiting Canes

of this and other varieties are now ready for sending out. The
Trade supplied.
COWAN PATENTS COMPANY (Limiti-d), The Vine-

yard, (.larston, near Liverpool.

Vines, Vines, Viaes.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to announce that his
• GRAPE VINES this year are unusually fine, and

now ready for dislribuiion.

For Detailed List, see Bulb Catalogue.
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries. Upper Holloway. London, N.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREESV Fmiting in
Pots :-Pc.iches, N«;ctariiies. Plums. Pears, Apples, Figs.

Apricots. Cherries. Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant,

Worcester.

_ To the Trade.
GLADIOLUS BRENCHLEYENSIS, very
\^ fine sample, 355. per 1000: special offer for large quanti-
ties. Sample live sent free by post for ^li.

HO<JPER AND CO.. Covent Garden, London, W.C.

T I L I U M A U R A T U M .
—

J-^ Sound Bulbs, that will in all probability have from
5 10 30 flowers next year, at 721. to 601. per dozen. These
have been ^own from seed and scales in this Nursery, and
are far more satisfactory than imported bulbs.
ANTHONY WATERER, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking,

Surrey.

WI NTER FLOWERING ORCHID.S.—
CALANTHE VESIITA RUBRA OCCULATA,

from 9S.t0 3oi. per dozen bulbs: PLEIONE WALLICHII.
18s. per dozen : CYPRIPEDIUM INSIGNE, floweriuK
plants, lis. per dozen.— S. WOOLLEY, Chesliunt, Herts.

To tbe Trade.

CARTER'S NOVELTY LIST can now
be had on application to

JAMES CARTER, DUNNETT, and BEALE, 237 and
238, High Holbotn, London, W.C.

H
application.

To the Trade.
URST AND SON'S NOVELTY LIST

for the ensuing season is now ready, and may be had on

6, Lcadenhall Street, London, E.G.

PAUL AND SON, The "Old" Nurseries,
Cheshunt, Hens. These Nurseries established in 1806.

ROSE.S, EKUIT TREES, EVERGREENS, FOREST
TREES, and all Hardy Plants, DUTCH and other BULBS,

CATALOGUES post-free on application.
Addrefs -"PAUL and SON," without any initial.

T ILY OK THE VALLEY, in strong
-L^ flowering clumps, 40^. per 1000 pieces, from a Stock of

JULIUS HOFFMANN, 137, Kopnickerstrasse, Berlin S.O.

GIANT LILY of" THE VaTTeY,—
Strong blooming Roots, 2s. per dozen, 12J. 6(/. per 100,

package free.

E. COOLING, Mile Ash Nurseries, Derby.

\rERBENAS, VERBENAS, VERBENAS.
» —Strong, well-rooted, healthy cuttings, perfectly free

from disease. While, Purple. Scarlet and Pink, is. per 100,
Sor. per loco. 100 rooted cuttings, in 12 distinct and beautiful
varieties, first prize fl.nvers. for is.

H. BLANDFORD.The Dorset Nurseries, Blandford.

Surplus Stock of ladlan Azaleas.
ISAAC UAVIES, Nurseryman, Ormskirk,

has about 4000 of the above to ofl*er, including many
choice varieties: prices, 71., 155., and 241. pet dozen. All,
excepting the smallest size, are fine plants, covered with flower-
buds. A Descriptive LIST on application.

A RAUCARIAS.—Tobe Disposed of, cheap,
-^~*- 30 to 40 very fine specimens, ranging from 8 to 12 feet
high, and well proportioned. Have been frequently trans-
planted. HENDERSON and SON, Brechin.

To tlie Trade.
pEDRUS DEODARA, magnificent Plants,
V^ will remove with splendid balls, i to i'A foot, 2 to 3 feet,

3 to 4 feet, and 4 to 5 feet. Prices on application.
WM. WOOD AND SON, The Nurseries, Matesfield,

Uckfield, Sussex.

T ARCH, ASH.^PANlSlT^CHESTNUf,
-*-i lilRCH, and ALDER, all stout, well-tooled. trans-
planted.—A Large quantity to be Sold. The Trade liberally

GEORGE CHORLEY, Coaster's Nursery, Midhurst.

Scotch, Scotch, Scotch.

WM. H. BLAND has to offer 50,000
SCOTCH FIRS. 2 and j feet, well rooted, thrice

nsplantcd: 20,000 EVERGREEN PRIVET. Samples
nd prices applit

The Old Nurseries, Fordham, rSoha

HAWS, or THORN QUICK SEED.—
Sound Haws, fit for sowing at pteseut. or spring coming,

guaranteed free from soil or other mixiure, and thorou.ithly well
preserved. About 30 tons on band. For lowest prices apply to

GRANT AND CO., Park Nursery, Portadoivn, Ireland.

THORNS.—3,000,000 of strong, transplanted.
RUSH AND YEATS,

Road and Queen's Park Nurseries. Chester.

G
Green Bollies.

REEN HOLLIES, 12 to 18 inches, 20s.
per 100 : iS inches to 2 feef, 30s. per 100.

E^ WALKER, Farnborough Station, Hants.

SCOTCH FIR.— FineTavgeTr^tisre feet high,
bushy, and transplanted last siiring. .£5 per 1000

J. JACKSON, Nursery, Kidderminster.

T ARGE TREE~BOX and EVERGREEN
JL-' HOLLY. — Handsome, bushy, and well-rooted, will
transplant with good balls of earth, 5. 6. 7, and 8 fret high.
Tree Box lives under trees bttler than any other Evergreen
tree. An inspection invired. Price on application to

T. JACKSON AND SON, Nurstries. Kingston, Surrey.

FRUIT TREES ol every description, in all

_
the leading varieties suitable lor Market Growers, can be

supplied in quantity.
T. EVES, Gravesend Nurseries.—Established 1810.

WANTED, HOLLY, MISTLETO,
LAUREL, &c. ; Spruce FIRS for Christmas Trees.

State price, ^c.
E. COLE AND SONS. Nurseries, Withlogton, M.anchester.

HOLLY, IVY, and MISTLETO,
Wanted hy

GEORGE LAXTON, Covent Garden Market, London,W.C.

W"ANTED, IMMeI^TaTELY, 4000 Roots
of CLEMATIS VITICELLA or C. FLAMMULA-

the former preferred : t.Iso a quantity of strong Dwarf Hybrid

LlUes.

SUTTON AND SONS can supply all the
principal varieties of this beautiful class of Flowering

Bulbs at very moderate prices. They are in splendid condition
for Planting. Priced descriptive LIST on application.

Royal Beikshirc Seed Establishment, Reatjing.

To the Trade.

JAMES BIRD, NURSERYMAN, Downhatn, has
to offer e.\tra fine Standard MAYDUKE CHERRIES.

OPIR^A (TIOTEIA) J A P O nTcA^
*^ very strong clumps for forcing, equal if not superior to
foreign, i^io per looo.
SPIR^KA PALMATA, fine crowns forforcing, 751. ; smaller,

25^. to 50J. per 100.

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot.

To the Trade.

HAND F. SHARPE'S Special Priced LIST
• of HOME-GROWN GARDEN and AGRICUL-

TURAL SEEDS of 1876 growth, is now ready, and may be
had on application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

pH O I CE~Q U IlTiTd^AS T E R.—ExtT^
^<-J large strain, gained First Honours wherever exhibited,
including the Royal, Caledonian Society's Show at Edinburgh,
Per packet, is., tr. (ni., and 2s. 6ti.. free by post.

ORMISTON AND RENWICK. Melrose. N. B,

Special Culture of Fruit Trees and Roses.

HE DESCRlPTlVEandlLLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE of FRUITS (by Thomas Riveks) is

now ready : also CAT.ALOGUE o( Select ROSES. Post-free
on application.

THOMAS RIVERS and SON, Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

To the Trade.

STANDARD and DWARF ROSES of the
leading sorts—splendid Plants, no better in the Trade,

well ripened wood—about 15,000 Standards and 5000 Dwarfs,
guaranleed true to name. For lowest prices apply to

GRANT AND CO., Park Nursery, Porladown, Ireland.

Roses, Fruit Trees, Evergreens, &c.

WILLIAM FLETCHER'S CATALOGUE
is now ready, and may be hid post-free on application.

The Nursery Stock generally is ver>' fine, healthy, and well-
rooted. Early orders are respectfully solicited.

Otterahaw Nurseries, Chertsey. Surrey.

Bo&es. Fruit Trees. GoniferEe, &c.
HARLES TURNER'S New CATA-
LOGUE of the above is now ready, and can be had

T

C
post-free

Oranges
MESSRS. RIVERS AND SON have a fine

stock of healihy Plants, ready to llower ne.\t spring,
at 7S 6./. and tor. fd. each, of St. Michaels, Maltese Blood,
and Tangierine or Mandarin.

The Nurseries. Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

To the Trade,
BLOXHOLM HALL MELON (true), u.

per packet, 51. per 100 seeds.
EDWARD TAYLOR, Seed .Merchant, Malton, Yorkshire.

To the Trade.
pEAR STOCKS, extra strong, suitable for
^ hedges or grafting : i-yr. transplanted .^SH, z-yr. seed-
ling Silver, and i-yr. transplanted do.

DICKSONS AND CO., I, Waterloo Place, Edinburgh.

AP P L E and PEAR S tU C K .sT
Strong, transplanted, atosfeet. Prices on application to

J. COCKER ANii SONS, Siinnypark Nurseries, ..\berdeen.

\T / E BB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS,
» > and other PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS.

LISTS of ihtse varieties from Mr, WEBB, Calcot, ReaJing.

EBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHU.S,
Flori,t Fbwer. and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS

;

also PLants of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of
diff,:rei.t colours: AURICULAS, both .Single and DouWe
with every sort of Early Spring Flowers. LIS f on application.

Mr. WEBB, Calcot. Reading.

CH.ARLES TURNER has harvested a good
stock of this Pea; the best of all for general crop.

Price on application.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

PEAS for SALE. — Five quarters of
EARLY SURPRISE. For particulars, enquire.W . W . DAWS, Cotton Farm. Stone. Dattford.

FO R ^ SATl E ,"~CU cTJlw B E r7 "STR AW-
BERRY, CABB.AGE. and CAULIFLOWER

PLANTS: Dwarf, l\Io<s, and Cabbage ROSES. The Public
may depend on being supplied with Cucumber Plants till June
ne.\-t by applying to

G. WALKLING, College Park Nursery, Lewisham. S.E.

SEED POTATOS — Paterson's Victoria,
My.itt's Prolific Kidney, Glenbury Early, the best ard

earliest round variety, and tile favourite early Potato in Ihe
Manchoter and Liverpool markeis; fine selected samples.
Prices on application, and sample sacks will be sent if required.

J. AND G. MtH.VlTIE, Seed Merchants, Chester.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Established OrcUds.

MR. T. C STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38. King Street

Povent Garden W.C, on MONDAY. December 11, at half-

Sst .3 o'cSk precisrly, a COLLECTION of ESTAB-
LISHED ORCHIDS, including many of the best varieties of

Cattleyas, Oncidiums, Lajlias, Odontoglossums, Dendrobiums,

Cvorioediums, a choice lot of the best Masdevallias, and some

strong plants of Odontoglossiim vexillarUim, O. cnspum

(Alexandra;), O. Roezlii, and various other choice species.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Bulbs from Holland.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will

AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. :

Covent Garden, W.C, on WEDNESDAY
half-past 12 o'clock precisely. Cho:

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, " "

SELL by
Kirg Street,

Double and Single

^„....„ CROCUSES. NARCISSUS,
IRIS RANUNCULI, GLADIOLI, and other BULBS from

Holland ; Standard and Dwarf ROSES, HOLLIES FRU If

TREES, HERBACEOUS PLANTS, RUSTIC GARDEN-
WORK, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

1 Ilium auratum.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, Decemb.

half-past 12 o'clock precisely

LILIUM AURATUM, just

condition : also a quantity of rare

BULBS from Holland, Sc.

On view the morning of Sale,

ficent Bulbs of

ived from "japan, in very fine

re North American LILIES,

M
EBtabllslied and Imported OrcMds.

R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
i . .. „ . „

^g j-j^g Street,

_ imber 18, at half-

Import.ation of ORCHIDS,

AUCTION, at his Great Rooms
Covent Garden, W.C, on MONDAY, D^

past 12 o'clock precisely, - - ,r ,. . ...
just arrived, per steamer Moselle, in excellent condition, includ-

ing Odontoglossura vcxillarium, O. cirrhosuni, O. Roezlli,

Oncidium Kramerianum, O. cerratum, and other choice sort> :

a quantity of Orchids in flower or bud ; also a collection of

Established and semi-Established Orchids, including fine pj;

of Cittleyi bulbosa, C. amethystina, C. Schille:

biata, C. Leopold!

Grey Towers, Nunthorpe, near MlddlesboroTigli.

To NOr.LEMEN, GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN,
MARKET GARDENERS, and OTHERS.

MR W, HEDLEY has been honoured with

instructions from W. R. I. Hopkins, Esq , to SF.I.L l.y

AUCTION, viithout the least reserve on lUESDAY,
December 10 at lo for half-past 10 o'Uock prompt, the whole

of his v.aluable STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLAN fS, vif.

Heliotropes, Hydrangeas, Genistas, Fuchsias, Amaryllis,

Rhododendrons, Deutiias, Cinerarias. Primulas, Solanums,

Acacias Yuccas. Dracajnas, Ericas in variety. Pime eas,

Aphelexis Camellias, Standard and Pyramidal trained Aialeas,

Beconias in variety, Crotons, Dracxnas in variety, Poinsettias,

Epiphyllum truncatum. Hoyas, Alocasias Eucharis, Pandanus

Veitchii, Tacsonias, Euphorbias, Dendrobiums, ^Specimen

Crotons,' ditto AUamandas, dilto Clerodend^

Orange Trees with Fruit, grand Specimen 1

Chamiedorea Hartwegii, Seaforthia elegai

and A. lutescens, Thrinax elegantissir

Alsophila excelsa), Lomaria gibba, Pt'

Ferns, Caladiums, Achimenes, Glo

The Auctioneer a mid call particular

as it is seldom such an opportunity presents

Conservatories and Greenhouses :
hi

punctual attendance at the time stated,

and the days short.

Catalogues may be had on and after Saturd,

of the Auctioneer, High Street, Yarra

the Gardens, Grey Towers, Nunthorpc

Grey Towers
Station on the

Railway.

'alms (including

Areca triandra,

Crossandra undulata,

serrulata, P. tremula,

ias, and others too

the above.

If for furnishing

'ould also solicit a

The lots

MR. WILLIAM BULL has just received
an importarion from California of several thousands of

the best kinds of LILIES indigenous to that country, and can

supply them by the dozen, hundred or thousand. The Cali-

fornian Lilies being perfectly hardy, are beautiful objects when
planted or grouped in beds, borders or shrubberies : they are

also charmingly handsome when grown in pots for decorating

the greenhouse or conservatory.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, Kings Road,

Chelsea, London, S W. ^

EwTnG AND COMPANY'S ROSE LIST
for AUTUMN, 1876, with very full descriptions of all

the best new and old sorts, is now ready, and may be had free.

Also their DESCRIPTIVE LIST (72 pages) of Fruit Trees,

Ornamental Trees, Conifera:, Evergreens, Sea Coast Trees,

Pictorial Trees Deciduous Shrubs. Clematis, Climbers, &c.

Royal Norfolk Nurseries, Eaton, Norwich.

To the Trade.—Sandrlngham Early Kidney Potato.

HAND F. SHARPE have secured a fine

• stock of the above excellent POTATO, which is

pronounced to be not only the earliest, but the most prolific,

and the finest quality in cultivation. Being verj- short in the

haulm It is peculiarly adapted for forcing purposes. Price and
further particulars may be had c

>.-_-.

the oth inst.,

of Mr. HANSON,
i Northallerton.

., ...thin twenty minutes' walk from Nunthorpe

Guisborough Branch of the North-Eastern

In the Midland Counties U 102).

OF, a
"

•LORIST, and extensive SEED BUSINESS,
increasing trade, in a large town, the

ultural district For further particulars

:d morris, 98, Gracechurch Street,

TO BE DISPOSED OF, a NURSERY,
FLORIST, and extensive SEED BUSINES"

trade, in a large to'

apply to

PROTHEROE
London, E.G.

, O. concolor, O
I purpurata, L. prsc^tai

On view the morning f Sale

C. la-

Marsha! Iiaiium,

1, Sophronites grandiflora,

inabarina, &C.

and Catalogues had.

Brixton, S.W.

CLEARANCE of thriving NURSERY STOCK, the land upon

which it is growing being immediately required for

Building Purposes.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
are instructed by Messrs. Ponsford & Son to SELL by

AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises, the Loughborough

Park Nurseries. Brixton, S.W., on TUESDAY, December I3,

at 11 for 12 o'clock precisely, a large quantity of well-grown

NURSERY STOCK, well ad.ipted for the London suburbs,

consisting of a considerable number of choice Border Shrubs,

thousand's of thriving Evergreens. Conifera: and Deciduous

Shruba- looooslandard Limes.and Planes, and other Ornamental

Trees 'aooij clean grown Fruit Trees in variety ; also 5000

Mulberries, &c.
, ^ , „

The Stock may be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Cata-

- logues may be had on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers

aiTd Estate Agents, 9S, Gracechurch Street, E.C., and

Leytonstone. E.

rpo BE LET, with Immediate Possession,

'ood Floral JOBBING and SEED BUSINESS, the

nly onc^in ihe town or within 10 miles ; the building comprises

a Dwelling-house and Seed Shop, four storeys, two Greenhouses,

Potting Shed, &c. Plants and Stock by vahiation. For

further particulars apply to

R. HUTCHINSON, Seedsman, Dalton Road, Barrow-in-

Furncss, Lancashire.

THOUSAND POUNDS
EBENTURES of a highly prosperous M.anu-

riiig Company, secured on Freehold and Leasehold

lives and other property of ample value, to be SOLD by

:utois, so as to pay {.iV,. per cent, per annum on the

base Money. Apply to
.

cssrs PADDISON, SON, and TITLEY, Solicitors, 57,

oln's Inn Fields, London, W.C.

HOWCROFT AND WATKINS (late .,

Charlwood & Cummins), Seedsmen, Covent Girdea,

R»

FORTY
in D

City Auction p.ooms, 38 and 39, Gracechurch St., E.G.

CONSIGNMENT from GHENT for ABSOLUTE SALE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, at the Rooms as above, on

THURSD.'iY, December 14, at h.alf-past 13 o'clock precisely,

about 300 choice double CAMELLIAS and AZALEA
INDICA, compact plants, i lo -zM feet, bc.nilifully set wuh
bloom-buds : a superb assortment of Standard, llw.nl .iivl ..ili rr

ROSES. of the best varieties ; selected har.ly C.i iN 1 I 1
.
K .1

.

SHRUBS, AMERICAN PLANTS, fine FRUIT IKKFS.a
first-class collection of DUTCH BULBS, selected GREEN-
HOUSE PLANTS, ERICAS, &c.

On view the morning of Sab- Catalogues had at the Rooms,

and of the Auctioneers, g8, Gracechurch Street, E.G., and

Leytonstone, E.

Auction Mart, Tokenhouse 'Yard, EC,

SALE of 5000 LILIUM AURATUM, just arrived fro

in fine condition ; together with a collection c

En"lish-grown LILIES, embracing all sections

R. CHARLES MASON, late of Hanham,
near Bristol, is urgently requested to write or send

to A. J. M., Garde.icrs Ckronielc Office, W.C. By so

doing he will hear something to his advantage.

Wood EngraTing.

R. W. G. S M I T H, ARTIST and
Wood, 15, Mildmay Grove, London, N.

M^

M

W.C. (Established more than half

CATALOGUES of DUTCH BULBS, &c., are bow ready,

and will be sent gratis and post-free on application.

Seeds carefully packed for exportation to all climates.

Prices upon application.

ODODENDRONSs
3-yr. SEEDLINGS.
4-yr. SEEDLINGS, fine.

6 to 10 inches, bushy. 1 8 to 12 inches, bushy.
12 to 18 inches, bushy.

For Price and Samples, apply to

HENRY F.A.RNSWORTH, Matlock B.ank, Derbyshire.

Kyaclntlis and otlier Bulbs for Forcing.

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS and SPRING FLOWERINB
PLANTS for SPRING GARDENING.

APRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
of the best Bulbs and Plants for above purposes, posl-

free. Prices under any of the leading houses for Bulbs, &c., of

the same quality. Collections of Bulbs for forcing. \os. dd. and
215. : do. for planting, \os. dd. and 215. : do. of spring titfwering

plants, los. (id. and 21J.

WM. CLIBRAN and SON, Oldfield Nursery, Altrincham.

A.

APPLES.— 1000 Pyramid Lord Suffield, and
in Pyr

A Bargain.

ED CURRANT BU SHES. — About
for Sale, 4yr. old, at 91^. per dozen. Applica-

tion to be made to the „, ^ , • , ,

MASTER of the WORKHOUSE, at Ely, Cambridgeshire,

where the same may be viewed. Payment to be made at time

R^i

pANS lES. -Show and Fancy, by the dozen,
^ : the finest v.arieties in cultivation.

Pansy Society's

m Japan
f choice
of this

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
will SELL the above by AUCTION, at the Ma

MONDAY,
precisely.

More particulars

for half past

.viU appear r

BagBliot.

THREE DAYS' UNRESERVED SALE of BEAUTI FULLY
GROWN NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the

Healherside Nursery. Baeshot, 3 miles from Farnborough

Station on MONDAY, December 18, and Two following days,

at ti for 12 o'clock precisely, by order of the Healherside

Nursery Company, the extensive NURSERY STOCK, com-

prising 12,000 named and Pontica Rhododendrons, 20,000

Variegated and Green Hollies, i to 4 feet ; 50,000 Laurels,

Spruce and Seed.ing Fir ; a grand collection of Specimen

Conifers, and thousands of border Shrubs, Roses, Fruit Irees

of sorts, a large quantity of Heaths, Kalmias, and Andromedas,

together with the e-xcellent Farm Implements, viz., a light

D5g Cart, two Heavy Carls, two Iron and one Wooden Roller,

Ploughs, Harrows, Pig Troughs, Sets of Harness, Winnowing

Machine, and other effects.

In the event of frost setting in, sufficient time will be

allowed for the removal of the stock.

May be viewed any day prior to Sale. Catalogues may be

had on the Premises ; at the Seed Warehouse, Queen Victoria

Street, E.G. ; and of the Auctioneers, 93, Gracechurch Street,

London, E.C.
N.B.—Vans to convey intending purchasers at Farnborough

Station at 11. 11, leaving Waterloo at 9.45,

Prizes at the Sc

Shuw, Edinburgh. June, 1876.
- „ -

,

WILLIAM PAUL, Crossflat and Greenlaw Nurseries, Paisley.

M. C. JONGKINDT CONINCK begs
to offer the following ;—

BIOTA ORIENTALIS, i-yr. seedlings, 331. 4^. per

CRYPTOMERIA JAPONICA, 2-yr. seedlings, 581. ^d. pet

THUJA OCCIDENTALIS, 2-yr. seedlings, 501. per 1

APPLES, strong, 2-yr., palmettos and pyramids, 41J. 8i/. per

100, i[i8 155. per 1000.

Tottenham Nurseries, Dedemsvaart, near Zwolle, Netherlands.

YEWS for SALE.— About 2000, from
3>^ to 4J3 feet high, at 90^. per 100 ; also from 4J4 to

5^ feet, at lios. per 100; all in first-rate condition and well-

rooted, and grown for Hedges or Ornamental Trees—as fine a&

23».LIES, Green, Bushy, from 15 inches to 2}^ feet,

all recently moved and well rooted ; will move well,

JOSEPH SPOONER, Goldworth, Woking.

To Noblemen anil Others Engaged In Planting.

LARCH and other FOREST TREES,
HEDGE PLANTS, ftc—Our Stock enables us to

quote these on very moderate terms. Prices, samples, ami
every information for above and GENERAL NURSERY
STOCK.
JOSEPH TREMBLE and SONS, Penrith, Cumberland.

E WALKER, Farnborough Station, Hants,
• has to offer the following ;

—

PINUS LARICIO, 3-yr. seedlings, 20J. per looo.

PICEA NORDMANNIANA, 9 to 12 inches, 25J. per

ABIES ORIENTALIS, i foot, 251. per 100.

AZALEA PONTICUM, i',i to 2 feet, budded, 351. pi

RHODODENDRONS, named /= foot, j[,s

CATALOGUES. — His Excellency Pierre

Wolkenstein will feel greatly obliged if Nurserymen and

Seedsmen will kindly send him their Catalogues. They should

be forwarded fby postt to . ,,,..,-
S E. PIERRE WOLKENSTEIN, Secretaire de la Soc\6li

Impe'riale d'Horticulture dc Russic. St. Petersburg.

Hyacinths.—Choice Named Sorts.

M. CUTBUSH AND SON have a few
hundreds of their splendid HYACINTHS left, which

they can offer by the 190, very cheap for_ ciish. Pru

application. Highgal

W^
London, N.

Panslea and Violas, Bedding.

THOMAS S. WARE'S AUTUMN
CATALOGUE of the above, including Carnations,

Picotees, Pinks, Pseonies, Phloxes, Delphiniums, Roses, and

others, for Immediate Planting, is now ready, (ree upon

application.
Hale Fai Tottenham, Londo

cHRISTMAS ROSE (Helleborus niger)

be had at the Lily Nursery, first size, 16s. per

e 125. per too, or loos. per 1000. The beautiful

s winter flowers are e.\ceedingly useful and effective

for Table Bouquets, &c. ,,.,», r- j,

J. VANDER SWAELMAN, The Lily Nursery, Gend-

brugge, Ghent, Belgium.

PLUM S.—3000 Pyramid and Standard
Orleans, and all other leading varieties in Pyramids and

To the Trade.

STANDARD ROSES, very strong and
clean, J. M.'s selection from the best H.P.'s and Teas,

JOS. per 100 : Half-Standards, 50J. per 100. Very strong

Crimson and Common China Roses, on own roots, i6j. per roo.

On Midland or Great-Western Rails.

J. MORSE, Nurseryman, Dursley, Gloucestershire.

Standards
T. EVES, Gravesend Nurseries.—Established r8i(

Lapagerla alba (true). „ „ ,

,

MESSRS. THOMAS CRIPPS and SON
have a few healthy, well-established Plants of the

above to offer, some of which are showing bloom, in 5-in, to

10-in. pots. Price, three, five, seven, to twelve guineas each.

Usual Trade discount.
Tunbridge Wells Nurseries, Kent.

AVENUE TREES.— Elm, Lime, Sycamore,
Horse Chestnut, &c., splendid trees, 10 to 20 feet.

ASPARAGUS, Giant, Planting and Forcing sizes.

LISTS of Roses, Fruits, and General Nursery Stock (104

pages), gratis.

EWING AND COMPANY, Royal Norfolk Nurseries, Eaton,

Norwich.

Eltham Nursery, Kent, S.E.

One Mile from Eltham Station, Loop Line ; Two Miles from
Blackheath, North Kent.

THIRTY ACRES of well-grown NURSERY
STOCK, comprising Specimen CONIFERS and EVER-

GREENS, all sizes ; Stiindard ROSES, FRUIT TREES, &c.

Gentlemen who intend planting this season are inv-ited to

come and select for themselves.—JAMES W. TODMAN.

Mentha puleglum glbretltarlcum.

ROBERT PARKER begs to offer the

above-named, originally supplied by him to S. Ralli,

Esq., Clapham Park, and so successfully used by Mr. Legg

for Carpet Bedding : see illustrations and descriptions in

Gardeners' Chronicle of December 2. 6s. per dozen, 425. per

100, Exotic Nursery, Tooting, S.W^

Planting Season.

E BURGESS begs to offer the following :—
• Stiong Standard, Pyramid, and Dwarf-trained FRUIT

TREES, ROSES, Evergreen and Deciduous Flowering

SHRUBS, English OAK. ELMS, and LIMES, up to 10 feet,

Larch and Spruce FIRS, and a general NURSERY STOCK.

The Ni London Road, Cheltenham.
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lublic Notice.

01 Iiiformatinn upon ihc Phiiiing. Pruning, and general

Management of Kiiiit Trees, see

C O T T ' S O R C H A R D I S T,

At the Royal Nurseries, Mcrriott, Somerset, every descrip-

tion of Nursery Stock is grown largely, .tnd at Scott's Royal
Seed Stores, Yeovil, choice Seeds, Uulbs, and every kind of

Garden Requsite may be obtained.

Fruit Trees and Kosea for Forcing.

THOMAS RIVERS and SON can offer

fine Fruiting Trees in pots of PEACHES and NEC-
TARINES, at 5i. and 75. tid. each, reedy fur forcing : also a
fine collection of ROSES, in 6 and 8-in. pots, at 201. to <2I.

per dozen, for forcing or greenhouse.
The Nurseries, Sawbridgcworth, Hens.

ILIUM AURATUM.—Fine Bulbs of this
"Queen of Ldies " can now be supplied at 6rf.

,
prf. , iJ.

.

and 15. 6<V. each; splendid English-grown Bulbs, ir , \s.bd.,

2S. and 25. kd. eadi. Sample of two bulbs, postage 61/. extra ;

more cannot be sent by post. Good and varied selection of

Lilies 125.. 245., and 305. per dozen. Frice List on application.

Post-office orders payable at Fenchurch Street, E.C.
WILLIAM GORDON, Lily, Bulb, and Plant Importer,

10, Cullum Street. E.C.

REEN HOLLIES, \\ to 2i ft., 25^-. per 100;
YEWS, English, iH to IYz feet, 305. per 100: L.4U-

RUSTINUS, \\i to 2 feet, bushy, 305. per 100; LAURELS,
common, i!« to zjs feet, 205. per 100; FIRS, Silver, 9 to

18 inches, 85. per 100; do.. Spruce, 2 to 4 feet, 305. per loo ;

OAK, English, 4 to 8 feet, 205. per 100 ; PRIVET, Evergreen,

strong, 205., extra, 255 per 1000.

APPLE and PEAR STOCKS, 185. per do,:en (Standards

worked to best sorts).

GEORGE WINFIELD, Sandhurst Road, Gloucester.

s FECIAL OFFER.
BIRCH, 2 to 3 feet, and 3 to 4 feet.

CHESTNUTS, Spanish, ij- to 2 feet, and 2 to 3 feet.

POPLARS, sorts. 2 to 4 feet.

POPLARS, Lombardy, 6 to 10 feet.

MANETTI STOCKS, fine.

SPIR.liA JAPONICA.
HOLLY. Green, 6 to 9 inches and y to 12 inches.

FRUIT TREES. Maiden, all varieties, true to n.ame,

D. HEFFERMAN, Nurseryman, Egham, Surrey.

M'ESSRS. JNO. STANDISH and CoTs
CATALOGUE for Autumn, 1876, anil Spring, 1877, is

now ready, and may be had, post-free, on application.

It coittaifts the/olUnvittg

:

—
Plants of Recent Introduction. "
Stove and Greenhouse Plants,

plants for Winter Forcing.
Azalea indica and Camellias.

Tree Carnations and Ericas.

Ferns .^nd Lycopods.
Hardy Trees and Shrubs.
Transplanted Forest Trees.

Dutch Bulbs, I

Royal Nurseri

Rhododendn

&c.

Pancratium fragrans, &o.

EDWIN HILLIER offers the following, at
very low prices for casli, the looin being required for

other plants :—2 Crotons, 2 Draca:nas, i Pancratium fragrans,

1 Eucharis amazonica, 1 Stephanotis. i Matanta, i Hibiscus
Cooperi. i Cissus discolor, \ Cycas revoluta, and i Yucca
aloifolia variegata, in strong plants, 21 j., larger -^zs. A few
large Pancratiums, Crotons, Stephanotis. Eucharis, Seaforthia
elegans. 8 feet ; Areca Verchaffelii, 6 feet ; Latania borbonica,

&c.; 12 Roche.i falcata, iw. or \%s.\ 12 Stephanotis, 9J. to \%s.\

18 Variegated Aloes, i8i. ; 12 Double White Primulas, lis. to

iSj.; 12 winter-flowering Heaths. i2J. to 211.

ROSES, in pots, in all the best vars.. Teas, 75J. per ico

;

H.P.'s, SOT. to 75s. per 100, many new vars.

POT VINES, leading varieties, from 30J. to 42^. per dozen.
ECHEVERIA SECUNDA GLAUCA.not in pots, 55. per too.

SEMPERVIVUM CALIFORNICUM, not in pots. 51. per ico.

EDWIN HILLIER. Nurseries, Winchester.

West Riding Seed Establisbment, Selby.FRUIT TREES.
Extra fine, strong, and healthy.

CURRANTS, Black Naples, remarkably strong, u. 6,/. per
dozen, iii'. per 100, ^5 per 1000.

GOOSEBERRIES, Crown Bob, Ashton, Whitesmith, Cham-
pion, &c., I J. 6</. per doz., 12s. per 100, .^5 \os. per 1000.

,, Large Prize, is., 35. per dozen, 12^, to 2or. per 100.

CURRANTS. Red and White, u, 6^. per dozen, itj. per ico,

£,S per 1000.

APPLES. PEARS, CHERRIES, and PLUMS. Standards,
I2J. to i6f. per dozen.

,, ,, ,, ,, PjTamid. i2J. to 24s. per dozen.
ROSES, Standard and Dwarf, fys to 145. per dozen.

One dozen each of any variety sent as sample if required.

Address, H. F. SMITH and SONS, Seed Merchants and
Nurserymen, Selby.

TREES, from a Private Nursery, overstocked,
for Sale, at a low price for cash, about :

—

4000 ASH, 2 to 5 feet high.

5000 ELM, 3 to 6 feet high.

1500 HORNBEAM, 4 to 6 feet high.

1600 NORWAY MAPLE. 3 to 6 feet high.
1000 SYCAMORE, 3 to 6 feet high.

4500 HAZEL, 2 to 3 feet high.

1500 LARCH FIRS. 3 to 4 feet high.

1000 SPRUCE FIRS, ij^ to 2 feet high.

500 YEW, 3 to 5 feet high.

BOX, a quantity of, 2 to 2j^ feet high.

Mr. W. S. HOSLEY. Audley'End. Saffron Walden, Essex.

ILIUM AURATUM.—Large Importations
are shortly e.\pected from Japan, and Mr. WILLIAM

' BULL is now Booking Orders for them by the dozen, hundred,
or thousand, at \s., \s. td.^ and zs. each ; e.xtra strong bulbs at

3J. 6rf. each.
As Mr. WILLIAM BULL annuallyimports many thou.'ands

of Lilies direct from their native habitats in ^artous parts of the
world, he can supply all the choicest sorts at very moderate
prices. Good and varied selections can be made by Mr. W. E.
at i8j., 3&J., and ^-zs. per dozen.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road,
Chelsea, London, S.W.

Thujopsis borealis aurea variegata,
or BAOSHOTTHUfOPSIS.

JOHN WATERER and SONS, American
t) Nurseries. Bagshot, Surrey, are now sending out the

above New Plant, price zir. each. The usual discount to the

Trade.
KSr This is one of the finest plants in cultivation : it is as free

as the ordinary Thujopsis, and the variegation constant

and good. _^
Thujopsis borealis aurea variegata.

THE CERTIFICATED THUJOPSIS.
CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot, Surrey,

raised this plant (he received a First-class Certificate,

Royal Horticultural Society, February 14, 1872), and is now
sending it out at los. fxi. and au. each,

£W This is one of those fine Plants which must not be con-

founded with any Uncertijicatcd varieties bearing the same

SEAKALE and ASPARAGUS for Forcing,
c.\ ex. strong : also planting ; and a large quantity of fine

TARRAGON ROOTS. Price on application to

C. PAGE, late Henry Page, St. John's Nursery, W.^lliam

Green, London. S.W.

TOSEPH SMITH will make special offers
ff for ASH (Mount.iin), CHESTNUT (Hor=e), ELM,
SYCAMORE and OAK, all si2es up to to reet; RHODODEN-
DRONS, all sizes up to s feet ; and a large stock of other TREES
and SHRUBS, as the ground must be cleared this se.(Son.

CATALOGUES of General Nursery Stock free on application.

Moor Edge Nurseries. Tansley.ncar Matlock. Derbyshire.

OSBORN AND SONS beg to call the
attention of intending Planters to their line Collection of

Hardy Ornamental Evergreen and Deciduous TREES and
SHRUBS, so often referred to by ^rr. Loudon m his valuable

Encyclopadia. Also to their unrivalled collection of FRUIT
TREES, GRAPE VINES. &c., true to name. They also

cultivate STOVE and GREENHOUSE and Hardy Her-
baceous PLANTS in great variety.

CATALOGUES ot the above, and also of Bulbs, Kitchen

Garden and Flower Seeds, &c. will be forwarded, post-free, on

Fulham Nurseries, London, S.W.

iMi CAETEE'S ^
PRIZE ROOTS

VILL BE ON VIEW AT

Bingley Hall, Birmingham,

ON THEIR IMMENSE STAND, No. 7), IN THE
G.\LLERY.

Orders bookea diiriit^^ the Shoiv at very

Moderate Priees.

Inspection respectfully invited.

'^cc^!:tDij9
//

The Queen's Seedsmen,

237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

G
To tlie Trade.

FARNSWORTH has to offer large
• quantities of RHODODENDRONS .as under, at

000 :— 3-yr. seedlings, 55. ; 3-yr. and 2-yr. bedded. i8j. ;

tiansplanted, 8 to 12 inches, 70J. : i to iJ4 foot, bushy,
; ij^ to 2 feet, 190J.

Also other N URSERV STOCK, as per List.

The Nurseries, Matlock.

VINKS, VINES, VINES.—Planting and
ms Canes of the undernamed varieties. 2^. kd. to

5J. each :-l!uckland Sweetwater. Black Alicante, Black
Hamburgh. r>r. Hogg, Foster's Seedling, Gros Colman, Lady
Downc's. Muscat of Alexandria, Madresfield Court, Royal
Muscadine, Waltham Cross, West's St. Peter's, Black Prince,

Mrs. Pince. Strong Fruiting Canes of Pearson's Golden Queen
and Venn's Black Muscat, lor. fid. to 15s. each.

WILLIAM CLIBRAN and SON, Oldfield Nursery,
Altrincham.

Eoses—PseonleB—Gladiolus.

CHARLES VERDIER, FiLS (successor to
the original horticultural establishment of Victor Verdier,

pire), 2S, Rue Baudricourt, XIII. Arond.— late 12. Rue
Dum^ril— Paris, has 10 offer the above three descriptions of

plants, which are cultivated in enormous quantities in this

establishment.
CATALOGUES sent post-free on application to C. V., as

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great
Tower Street. London. E.C.

Wonersa Nursery, near Guildford, Surrey.

MESSRS. VIRGO AND SON can now
supply to Gentlemen. Nurserj-men. Florists, and

Others, a large quantity ofSHRUBS. DECIDUOUS FOREST
and FRUIT TREES of all kinds, including Spanish and
Hor^e Chestnuts, Ozier and other Withies, Alder, Hornbeam,
10 to 12 feet. Sycamore, Limes, double pink Thorns, Spruce,
Yews, Portugal Laurel, 5000 common Laurel, 3 to 4 feet, and
bushy ; 10,000 Standard and Dwarf Roses, 500,000 3-yr. trans-

planted Quick, Black Currants, los. per 100 ; NorAvay Maple,
4 to s feet; Pinus austriaca, x% to zj^ feet : Greeri Box,
204 feet, &c. ; and other sorts too numerous to m

CATALOGUES with prices on applicati

pHRISTMAS TREE—SPRUCE— lo to
V--' 14 feet. Apply to

THOMAS PERKINS, 42, Drapery, Northampton.

Special Trade Offer.

MANETTI STOCKS, 100,000 very fine,

clean grown, and well rooted—[Notice, not old Stools]—
one year from cuttings, all fit for workmg this coming season

(1877), at 3W. per looo, .^^12 xos. per 10,000, cheaper in larger

quantities. For Cash with orders.

Very fine Planting SEAKALE, 251. per 1000, 3^. per 100.

RICHARD LAKE. The Rose Farms. Redhill. Surrey.

WT. liOFF offers Double TUBEROSES,
• fine quality, zs. per dozen, 125. per 100

;

GLADIOLUS liRENCHLEYENSIS. 11. per dozen;
LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM RUBRUM, 6s. per dozen;
CROCUS, ij. per ICO.

203. Upper Street, Islington, N.

Lilies, Lilies, Lilies.

THOMAS S. WARE can offer fine Bulbs
of the following twelve LILIES for 14*. , stronger,

i8j. :-colchicum (Szovitsianum). pardalinum, carniolicum
speciosum rubrum, s. album and roseum, e.\celsum, three
varieties of davuricum, auratum and tigiioum splendens.
Cheaper collections in twelve varieties, for 6s., 85. , \os., and 125.

For others sec pages 23 to 30 of my A. B. C. BULB GUIDE.
Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, London.

NEW CHRYSANTHEMUM, Golden
Empress.—A sport from the well-known Empress of

India Colour bright primrose. See remarks in Gardeners'
Magazine, November 11, and other papers. H. Loader will

forward by post one pair of strong-rooted cuttings for 3J., stamps
or Post-office order. Trade special terms.

HENRY LOADER, Rose Cottage, Kenthouse Road, Lower
Sydenham. S.E.

aPECIAL OFFER. — Choicest HybridO Perpetual ROSES, e.ytra strong dwarfs, ts. per dozen,
standards, 15J : strong Pyramid APPLES, PEARS, PLUMS,
and CHERRIES, gr. per dozen, 6oj. per 100 ; strong GOOSE-
BERRIES and CURRANTS. 8s. to j6j. per ico. Finest
EVERGREENS. CONIFER.'E. &c , .it low prices.

CATALOGUES on application.

R. THORNHILL. Bowdon Nurseries, Bowdon, Cheshire.

FOR SALE, from a Gentleman's Garden,
Seven magnificent standard trained PEACHES and

Four NECTARINES, all 5 feet stems, straight and good;
have been planted three years only, and have borne two crops.

Want of room sole cause for selling. They are not yet taken
up. and may be seen previous to purchase.

JOHN CHARLTON, Summervale Nursery, Tunbridge
Wells.

i8 inches.

TO THE TRADE
LARCH, transplanted, 2 to 3 feet and 3 to 4 feet

FIR. Silver, transplanted, 9 to 15 Inches and 12

LIMES, transplanted, 3 10 4 feet and 4 to 5 feet.

•JHORNS. transplanted, ij^ to 2!^ feet.

WALNUTS, transplanted, 3 to 4 feet and 4 to 5 feet.

SEEDLINGS ;— i-yr. and 2-yr. Larch, 3-yr. Silver Fir. 3-yr.

Norway Spruce, 2-yr. Pinus austriaca. 2-yr. and 3-yr.

Spanish Chestnut, 2-yr. Portugal Laurel.

SHRUBS, &c. :—Araucaria tmbricata. 2 to 3 and 3 to 4 feet

;

Green Holly, 4 to 6 and 12 to t8 and 18 to 24 inches ; Irish

Junipers, 4 to 5 feet : Thujopsis boreale. 6 to 7 feet.

JOHNSTONE'S ST. MARTIN'S RHUBARB.
Special offer of above on application.

W. P. LAIRD A.NU SINCLAIR. Nurserymen, Dundee, N.B.

1^1 N G^^FL OW ERING PLANTS.s
PRIMROSE, double yellow, 3s. per dozen. 2M. per 100.

,, double lilac, ts. 6d. per dozen, 16$. per 100.

,, double crimson, purple, 6j. per dozen. 45s. per too.

CARDAMINE PRATENSE. fl. pi., one of the prettiest

spring fiowers, 3s. per dozen, i6r. per 100.

AURICULAS, Alpine, good variety, 3s. 6d. per dozen, 255.

per 1

.pen

CO., 64, Hill Street,

Special Offer to tlie Tratle.

WOOD AND INGRAM beg to offer the
following, well grown and well rooted :

—

BOX, Green, ij< to 2 feet, izs. per 100 ; 2 lo zH feet, 171. td
per roo.

„ Gold-tipped, iH to 3 feet, zis. per 100.

,. Handjwnith, i J^ to 2 feet, 17J. 6d, per 100.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 5 to 6 feet, 12^. per dozen
6 to 7 feet, ^05 per dozen.

FIR, Balm of Gilead, 4 to 5 feet, 21J. per 100 : 5 to 6 feet, 35^
per 100 ; 6 to 7 feet, 551. per 100 ; 7 to S feet, 65J
per 100.

OAK, Evergreen, 3 to 4 feet, 8j. per dozen; 4 to 5 feet, 15^

per dozen.
PINUS, Weymouth, 6 to 7 feet, 9^. per dozen.

„ INSIGNIS, 5 106 feet, 36J. per dozen; 6 to 7 feet, 60s

ASH, Mountain, 6 to 8 feet, 11s. -e*^ per 100 ; 8 to 10 feet, zis.

per 100.

ELM. Huntingdon, 16 to 20 feet, 301. per dozen.
LIME, finest red-twigged, layers, 2 to 3 feet, 105. per 100

6 to 7 feet, 301. per 100 ; 7 to 8 feet, \os. per 100.

MAPLE, Norway, 14 to 18 feet, 24J. per dozen.
TheNu

Yeovil Nursery-

BR. DAVIS, having arranged to take the
• Business belonging to the late Mr. E. Pierce, begs to

a.<sure the Nobility, Gentry. Clergy, and the Public generally,

that it will be his constant endeavour to merit a continuance of
those favours bestowed for so many years upon the late

proprietor. Prompt attention and eveiy care will be given to

all orders entrusted to him.
E. R. D. bet^ to offer a quantity of large ARBOR-VIT^,

S to 10 feel. CEDRUS DEODAR.^, WELLINGTONIA,
THUJAS. LIMES. 8 to 12 feet, and a large a&sortment of
TREES and EVERGREENS for Ornamental Planting:
havii g bet-n periodically transplanted will remove with perfect

safety. MAGNOLIA GRANDI FLORA. Exmouth variety,

fine, 3 to 4 feet. LAURELS, Standard Portugal, cxlta
fine,
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s
FRUIT TREES.

Kentish Cob Nuts
,. Filberts

Morello Cherrits. std- t-ained

I A L OFFER.
GRAND STOCK.

FOREST TREES.
Elms, four kinds
Laburnums
Limes, very s

Grave Vines for outdoors
Mulberries
Pears, dwarf trained

,, Standards

EVERGREENS.
Aucubas, 2 to 6 feet

Rhododendron ponticum,

Mo
Popl..

lin Ash
. Silver

Alsi

Thorns, of sorts

CONIKER.K.
Biota eleganlissima
Jimiperus sinensis

T'sy'lves'lHs .

Yuccas, sorts and sizes,

indica rubra, set for bloom ii

, and the fine new Ceanothii

Gloire de Versailles; home-grown Cucumbers and Melon Seeds.

Private Buyers and the Trade treated with. For prices and
particulars apply to

TH03. BUNYARD and SONS, The Old Nurseries,

Maidstone, Kent.

S^

'FECIAL OFFER 0~f
FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES, &c.

PINE, Austrian (Pinus austnaca). well furnished. 3 to 4 feet,

20s per 100 ; 4 to 6 feet, 255. per 100.

FIR. Scotch, very fine, well furnished, 4 to 6 feet. 80s. per 1000.

ELftI, English, very fine for park or avenue planting, 6 to

8 feet, izr. per dozen ; goj. per 100.

ASH, common, 2 to ^M feet, 25s. per 1000 ; 2-yr. seedlings,

ir. 6ii. per 1000 ; Mountain, 6 to 9 feet, 405. per iro.

CHESTNUTS, Horse, very fine for avenues, 6 to 8 feet, 12s.

per dozen, 90J. per 100.

POPLARS, Lombardy. 8 to 10 feet, 45s. per 100.

BEECH. 5 to 6 feet, Zos. per 1000.

OAK. Turkey. 5 to 6 and 8 feet, 80A to looj. per 1000.

HORNBEAM, 3 to 4 feet. 30J. ; 5 to 6 feet. $os. per looo.

LABURNUMS, Standards, fine, 8 to 10 feet, gs. per dozen.

WHITETHORN QUICK, 3-yr. 105.; 4 yr., 12^.; extra

strong, 15J. per 1000.

PRIVET. Evergreen, 3 to 4 feet. ins. per loOo.

YEWS, English, e.\tra fine, 2 and 3 to 4 feet, 3oj. to icoj.

per 100.

LAURELS, common, 2 to 3 eet, Ss. ; 3 to 4 feet, izs. per 100.

BOX. Green, bushy, 2 to 3 feet, 351. per 100.

HOLLIES. Green, 3 feet high. j% foot through 50J per 100
LILACS. Purple, 2 to 3 (eet, 2or. per 100.

BEKBERIS AQUIFOLIA. 41. per 100, 30J. per 1000
CARNATIONS. CLOVES, and PICOTEES ramed sorts in

pots, 24s. per :co.

ROSES, Dwarf, extra fine, and true to name, 401 per 100
APPLES. Standards, good heads, 6 feet, citan -sterns e\tra fine,

55J per iod.

„ Pyramids, good shape, sirong, qs. per dozen
PEARS, Standards, 6 to 7 feet stems, good heads 60s per 100

,. Pyramids, very fine, gs. per dozen.
CHERRIES. Standards, 6 to 7 feet stems, e\tn fine hends

jcs. per 100.

APRICOTS. Moor Park, dwarf-trained, extra fine ^os per

dozen.
GOOSEBERRIES, Warrington Red, Midsummer \elIo\\ and

Crown Bob, 12s. per loo.

CURRANTS, Red, 125. ; Black, 12^. per 100.

SEAKALE, i-yr., for planting, 3s. 6ci. ; extra strong for

forcing. Zs. per io->.

Messrs. BALL and CO., having large quantities of the

above, are enabled to offer them at the very low prices "Stated

the whole are clean grown and \\'*A\ rooted, and are confidently

recommended to intending planters.

Priced CATALOGUE of GENERAL NURSER\ STOCK
on application.

Nurseries : Bedford and Kettering Roads ; Seed Warehouse
4, Mercers' Row, Northampton.

LILIU M AU RATUM.
THE NEW PLANT and BULB COMPANT

arrival of their first c n i, iment in

tlowprices. Their C'MALOOUE of

tlLIES, BULBS of al| kinds, ORCHIDS, J^c of superior

e.\ceUence, and at low prices, post-free on application.

LION WALK, COLCHESTER.

BEGONIA FRCEB E LI.
Firsi-ciass Certificate, Eoyat Hort. Society, Atigiiii 4, 1S75.

Stiver Medal, Lyms, Septetnber ii, 1875.

Gold Medal, Interttatioual Exhibttion. Cologiu^ August, 1S75,

as tlu best ncujJl<nvertngplant.

This is undoubtedly the fiiest novelty in Bulbs offered of late

seasons, and a discovery of Mr. B. RoezI, when travelling

through the Peruvian Mountains. At a height of between Sooo
and 10.000 feet he came upon a patch in full bloom, the effects

of which he has since described as being actually dazzling, and
the grandest display he had ever witnessed. The individual

fljwers of ihis fine plant measure over 2 inches across, are
produced in great masses, and are of a more intense and
brighter vivid scarlfet than the well-known Geranium "Jean
Sisl-y."

The bulb may be potted in the same manner as a Hyacinth,
or as any ordinary autumn bulb, ?iarted steadily into growth,
they will produce a brilliant disj lay in the conservatory. We
believe the plant to be hardy, or nearly so. and when planted
out it will flourish and bloom during the summer out-of-doors.

To the great beauty of the flowers is added the attraction of a
very line and noble foliage. See also description in Gardeners'
Chronicle, October 21, p. 530.
We have imported extraordinary large native bulbs of this mag-

nificent novelty, which ate in finest possible condition, and which
wit! produce an abundance of flowers. Price, each or per dozen,
will be eiven by every Seedsman and Nurseryman. Wholesale
prices of Messrs. Hurst & Son. 5, Leadenhall Street, E,C. ; and

F. SANDER AND CO., SEED GROWERS. ST. ALBANS.

CHRISTMAS trees!
HANDSOME SPRUCE FIRS,

5 to 6 feet.

Price per dozen or ltund>-ed on application to

ROBT. F. DAKBY,
THE CIRENCESTER NURSERIES.

AVENUE TREES.
PLATANUS OCCIDENTALLS (true), lo to

i3 feet high, and girthing 4 to 8 inches at 4 feet

from the ground,

LIMES, 12 to 20 feet high, and girthing 6 to

10 inches at 4 feet from the ground.

POPULUS CANADENSIS NOVA, 15 to

16 feet high, and girthing 5 inches at 4 feet from

the ground.

ANTHONY WATERER
Has to offer many thousands of the above. They may
be seen growing at Knap Hill. They are straight,

handsome, and well rooted, and altogether the finest

Trees of the kind to be found in any nursery in Europe.

KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.

CRANSTON'S NURSERIES'
KING'S ACRE, near HEREFORD.

Established 17S5.

SPECIALITIES.
ROSES, FRUIT TREES,

CONIFERS.
Descriptive Priced Lists on application.

DANIELS BROS.'

CHOICE FLOWER ROOTS.
Our superbly Illustrated CATALOGUE of the

above is now ready, and may be had post-free by

all intending purchasers, on application.

HYACI NTHS—Choice named, in splendid

variety, 6j., 95., I2J., iZs, and 245. per dozen.

DANIELS BROS.' CHOICE
COLLECTIONS of FLOWER ROOFS,
6s. td., 12s. 6ci., zij., 42J., 63J, and S^s. each,

carriage free.

DANIELS BROS.,
.SEED GROWERS .nnd NURSERYMEN, The ROYAL

NORFOLK. SEED ESTABLISH.MENT,
NORWICH.

A Qreat Bargain.

J SCOTT, The Royal Nurseries, Merriott,
• Somerset, offers se\eral hundred fine Sl.^ndiird

CHERRY TREES, stems 5I; to6 feet-May Dukes, Mnrellos,

Re—liue heads, .it £5 per 100.

CHRISTMAS TREES, from 5 to 10 feet,

well furnished ; also LARCH, i'^ to 4 feet ; a choice
collection of Dwarf ROSES, S:c.

\V. GROVE, Nursery and Seed Establishment, St. Owen
Street, Hereford.

Notice.

EDMUND PHILIP DIXON'S CATA-
LOGUE of ROSES. FRUIT, FOREST and ORNA-

MENTAL TREES, DECIDUOUS and EVERGREEN
SHRUBS, STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, &c., is

now ready, and will be forwarded, post-free, on application.

The Niirsei . Hull.

G
To Large Planters and tlie Trade.

ODWIN AND SON, Ashborne, Derby,
have to offer the following :

—
«x> well-grown YEWS, jj, :i, and 4 feet.

XX) LIMES, 6 to 8 feet.

)oo CHESTNUTS, Horse, 6 to 12 feet.

)oo LAURELS, Common, 2 to 4 feet.

New Early Pea.

ALLAN'S CHAMPION
A smooth round v.iriety, fine flavour, and boils greed*"

It was raised in Scotland, is very hardy, exceedingly prolific,

vigorous branching habit, the plant being covered with long,

handsome pods, and if sown for a late crop has the rare quality
of resisting mildew. Height 5 feel. Price js. 6d. per quart.

Mr. George Johnston, the experienced and ivell-knwm
Gardener o/Glamis Culle, ivrtles of it thus :—

Castle Gardens, Forfar, Oct. 24, 1876.

Champic
" Mr. C. Turner
' Dear Sir,— I had a few seeds of 'All,

this season for trial. I have also seen it foi

Allan's own grounds, and I can safely say that it is the best aiul

most prolific Pea of its type I have yet seen. Grows to an
average of 4'; to 5 feet, with strong, branching haulm, bearing
its pods in pairs, eleven to twelve Peas in a pod the whole way
up. Had I to grow a Pea for profit, I would grow no other than
' Allan's Champion.' "I am, yours trulj',

"Georck Johnston."
CHARI.es turner. The Royal Nurseries. Slough.

WM. PAUL & SON,

ROSE GROWERS,
TREE, PLANT, BULB, AND

SEED MERCHANTS,

WALTHAM CROSS,
HERTS,

Inspection of Stock invited.

Priced Descriptive Catalogues free by post.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
Reduced price, 20 bushels, 6j. S(/. ; 100, sos. : or Truck*

load (about 300 Bushels), 40J. Delivered free to any rail in

London. J STEVENS and CO.,
Fibre Works, High Street, Battersea, S.W,

Fibrous Feat for OrcUds, <Ec.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best
quality for Orchids, Stove Plants. S;C-, /6 6s, per truck.

BLACK. FIBROUS PEAl', lor Rhododendrons, Azaleas,

j
Heaths, American Plant Beds, 175, per ton.

Delivered on rail at Elackwater, S. E, R. , or Famborough,
S. W. R.. by the truck-load. Sample sack, 51. 6d. each.

Fresh SPHAGNUM. los. 6rf. per sack.
WALKER AND CO., Famborough Station, Hants.

PEAT.—A few hundred tons of superior Peat,
delivered at either of the Famborough Stations on the

I
South-Western or South-Eastern Railways, at lis. a ton.

W. TARRY, Bailiff, Bagshot, Surrey.

fs^H U R S T ^C O M P O IjN D.—
Used by many of the leading Gardeners since 1859,

,
against Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips. Greenfly, and other Blight.

I

in solutions of from 1 to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and
of from 4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit
Trees. Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

i Sold Retail bv Seedsmen, in Boxes, is., ^s., and loj. (d.

I

Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
!

(Limited).

John Edmonds & Co.,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

LILLIE BRIDGE, FULHAM, LONDON, S.W.,
WILL BE HAPPY TO FURNISH

PLANS and ESTIMATES for the Erection and Heating' complete of

CONSERVATORIES and HOTHOUSES of every description.

VERANDAHS, PAVILIONS, GLASS APPROACHES, &c.

MANSIONS, CHURCHES, SCHOOLS, PICTURE GALLERIES, HALLS, Sec,

Heated by Hot Water on the best principles.

PATENTEES OF THE TUBULAR SADDLE
PRICE LISTS O.V APPLIC.iTlO.N.

BOILER.
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NEW PATENT UNDER-FLUED SADDLE BOILER.
Positively tJic uwst Econoiuical Boiler

i)ivcntcd.

NO WASTE HEAT—Furnace and Flues widiin Boiler.

HEATING SURFACE VERY GREAT—Every part of
it exposed to the direct action of the heat.

FLUE LEAVING BOILER NO HOTTER THAN
RKIURN WAIEK ENTERING IT—This un-
attainable with any other Boiler.

ILLUSTRATED PAMPHLET with PRICE LIST on
application.

j HOT-WATER PIPES, CONNECTIONS and BOILERS
— Being manufacturers we can supply these at the
lowest possible prices and of guaranteed quality.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED CO.MPLETE
in all parts of the country.

ANDREW McLaren & CO.,
IRONFOUNDERS, 174, UPPER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.G.

,^-^THE THAMES BANK
/J IRON COMPANY,

^^^^:^^ Old Barge Wharf, Upper Ground Street, London. v-^>.-v^

HOT-WATER BOILERS. SURREY SIDE, RLACKFRI.ARS BRIDGE. PIPES, CONNECTIONS.

COI'RT" nOILF-R.)

' WITLEY COURT " BOILER (Silver Medal 1872).

"TRENTHAM IMPROVED" BOILER, with Water-
way End and Smoke Consumer.

"TUBULAR," and every other Boiler of known merit
or excellence,

t^^ Prize Medal Awarded at the Naiioiul Conteit,

Birmingh.im. 1874.

MILL'S PATENT AtTXILIABY FUEI, ECONOMISER,
Vhith can be attached to any ordinary Boiler, These Tubes are the greatest Economisers of Fuel and Preser\-atives of Boilers,

Fire-ijars, and Furnace Fronts ever yet introduced to the public.

STAISTON'S NEW PATE.Vr FROST DEFYISG LIQUID (see "Gardeners' Chronicle," Aug. 19, 1876).

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED COMPLETE.
PRICE LIST on application; or, Six Stamps for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, 4th Edition.

VIEW P\TLNT "CLIMAX BOILER (1874). See

p. 660, 1874, Gardeners Chronicle.

"GOLD MEDAL" BOILER (Birmingham, 1872).

PATENT "EXCELSIOR" BOILER (1871).

1^- The lar<resl and most complete Stock in the

Trade ; upwards of Twenty Thousand Pounds worth

Branded on every Casting.

Macfarlaiie's Castings^
Arcliitectural, Artistic, and SaHitaiy,

FOR ARCHITECTS, CIVIL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

Contractors, Builders, Joiners, Plumbers, &c.,

Railings; Balconies; Ver.andalis ; Conservatories; Shop and Warehouse Fronts;

Arcades; "Winter G.ardens; Covered Ways; Saloons; Senii-enelosed Airing

Rooms, Smoking Divans, &c. ; Waiting Rooms ; Clock and Water Towers

;

P.wilions; Bandstands; Arbonra; Garden Entrances; Garden Screens;

Bo.athouses, &c. Plain and Ornamental Castings of every description for

Mansions, Halls, Schools, Barracks, Factories, Markets, Railway Stations,

Bridges, Esplanades, Parks, Gardens, Pleasure Grounds, &c.

FOR HOME S EXPORT.

Ilhistroted CATALOGUE u-ith Price List and Estimates Jor special Designs

on u2>plication.

WALTER MACFARLANE & CO., GLASGOW.

ODAMS' MANURES,
FOR ALL CROPS.

Manufactured by the NITRO-PHOSPHATE and ODAMS'
CHEMICAL MANQRE COMPANY (Limited), consisting
of Tenant-Farmers occupying upwards of 150,000 acres of Land.
C*ni>(«an-ROBERT LEEDS, Kesivick Old Hall, Norwich.

Managing Director—}Xil^S ODAMS.
Sub-Manager and Secretary—C. T. MACADAM.

Chief Office— 109, Fenchurch Street. London, E.C.
\yESTER.v Counties Branch—Queen Street. Exeter.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary,
Or may be had of the Local Agents.

CRUSHED BON FS, for Vines, &c.

f* SiJ" 'VV' teuaranteed pure), inch and h,ilf-inch. and^ -^Irf BJS l;ON E DUST, by the Civt. or Ton : and

Aji i>t-,K;i all other HORTICULTURAL
'^*' O'W**" M.ANURES. PE.\T. COCOA-NUT

'>^ARV'- FIBRE REFUSE. SILVER SAND,
and all kinds of CARDEN REQUI-

SITES, in large or small quantities—SAMUEL HAWLEV,
Horticultural Manure Depot, Forest Gate, London, E.

AT.S.—Archangel, Petersburg, Packing
Mais. He.

RAFFIA for tying. TRAINING STICKS, BAMBOO
CANES. &c. Before purchasing send lor prices to

C. J. BLACKITH and CO., Cox's Quay, Lower Thames
Street, London, E.C.

M

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering from Frost,
301. to ^os. per too: Packing from 201. GUNNY

BAGS. j.d. each.

T. M.ALTBY AND CO., 11, Fenchurch Buildings, Fenchurch
Street. E.C.

r)USSIA MATS, for Covering Garden
y Frames.—ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are

the cheapest and most durable. Price List, which gives the
size of every class of Mat. forwarded post-free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7. Commercial Street, Shoreditch,
London. E.C.

Russia Hat Mercbants.

MARENDAZ AND FISHER, having
received from their Agents in Russia an immense quan-

tity of ST. PETERSBURG MATS this season, of various
qualities, can now quote unusually li.w to the Trade.
ARCHANGEL MATS are very dear, and still risi: '

9, James Street. Covent Garden. W.C.

RUSSIA MATS —A large stock of Archangel
and Petersburg, for Covering and Packing (price on

application for Archangel)— Pcteisburg. CoJ. to icos. per too:
superior close-wove. 401., 5or. and 551. per 100 : Packing Mats
at 2ar. . 305 . and 351. per 100; and all other descriptions of
Mats at equally low rates, at

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, 4 and s. Wormwood Street.

London. EC.

WILLIAM PETERS, 44, Tenter Street,
South Goodman's Fields, and Well Street, London

Docks, E. , has to offer the following :

—

10,000 New ARCHANGEL MATS, ex Olrnn.

6,003 New TAJ.ANROG MATS, (•-r £//=»&•//;.

25,coo New DUNNAGE M.\TS. cr ^>yo.
Prices on application.

LARGE WATERPROOF CAPES, t,s. bd.,

lined with woollen, for Gardeners. Gamekeepers, Drivers,

&c : DRIVING APRONS, 4 feet by , feet 6 inches, sr.

:

POLICE CAPES, -jer. per doz. : LEGGINGS, z+r. per dor.;
HORSE LOIN CLOTHS, lined. \s. each, for Farm Horses ;

TARPAULING CART COVERS. 72 inches square. 51. f>d. ;

TARP.4ULINGS for GARDENS, s feet by 4 feet, 201 per
dozen, and any size id. per square foot.

R. RICH.^RDSON. 00. Euston Road. N.W.

Roslier's Garden Edging Tiles.

THE AP.O\'E and many other PATTERNS
in materials of great durability. The
plainer sorts are specially

suited for KITCHEN '

GARDENS, as they
harbour no Slug:

take up little

expense.further labour
as do "grown" Edgings consequently being much cheaoer
GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c.. in Artificial Stone,

very durable and of superior finish, and in great variety ofdesign.
F. ROSHER AN-D CO.. Manufacturers, Upper Ground

Street, Blackfriars. S.E. : King's Road. Chelsea, S.W. :

Kingsland Road. E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES."

PLANT COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES: also
frr FOXLEY'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls. Corridors, Balconies. &c..

from 35. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of plain or

m^'Te elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies,

Larders. Kitchen Ranges, Baths. &c. Grooved and other Stable

Paving of great durabil'ty. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles

of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great varietv. Slates. Cement, &c.
F. ROSHER AND CO., Brick and tile Merchants.

See addresses above.

AND,
; by Post per I

SILVER S
fine or coarse grain as desired. Prici

or truck-load, on Wharf in London, or celivered direct from

Pits. to any Railway Station. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICR BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries.

KENT PE.1TS or LOAM supplied at lowest lates in a

F. ROSHER AND CO.—Addresses see above.

N.B.—Orders promptly e.\ecuted by Rail or to Wharves.
A liberal Discount to the Trade.
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•mCHARD bMlTH- TO THE TRADE.
RICHARD SMITH'S FRUIT LIST

contains a Sketch of the various forms of Trees, with

Directions for Cultivation, Soil, Drainage, Manure, Pruning,

Lifting. Cropping, Treatment under Glass :
also their Syno-

nyms Quality, Size, Form, Skin, Colour, Flesh, Flavotu-, Use,

Growth, Duration, Season. Price, &c.

"RICHARD SMITH'S LIST
-L\) of Evergreen and Deciduous Shrubs. Rhododendrons,

Standard Ornamental Trees, Climbing and Twining Plants,

Generic, Specific, and English Names. Nail

of Flo Colour, &c., and
jrith the..

Country. Height. Ti
General Remarks.

RICHARD SMITH'S LIST
of Roses, containing all the best of the new and old

varieties, arranged in their several sections, and fully

described as to their Shapes. Colours, and Adaptations : with

3 their Treatment and Prices.

K ICHARD SMITH'S LIST
of Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, with their Scientific

English Names, Height, Colour, Time of Flowering,

, &c.Piii

RICHARD SMITH'S LIST
of all the Evergreen Fir Tribe suitable for Britain,

giving Size, Price. Popular and Botanical Names, Derivations,

Description, Form, Colour, Foliage, Growth, Timber, Use in

Arts, Native Country, and Size there. Situation, Soil and other

information, with Copious Index of their Synonyms. Free by
post for six stamps.

BLOOMING RHODODENDRONS.

Two Hundred Thousand good healthy plants, having

not less than five up to ten and fifteen buds each, of the

finest named hardy kinds, will be supplied at from ^5 to

j^io per 100, and i8j. to 301. per dozen.

Samples, with lists of the sorts, will teforwarded on
application.

KALMIA LATIFOLIA.
Well furnished and he.iUhy and covered with bloom-buds,

15 to 18 in., at I2f. and 181. per doz., or £s, per 100.

HARDY AZALEAS.
The finest English and Ghent varieties, splendidlybudded,

£h *o £,1 10^* P^"" ^o^' °^ ^^^' P*^^ dozen.

ANTHONY WATERER,
KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, .SURREY.

. Priced /.ho Dcscriptive Catalogues

Standards &Pyramids_

DwiRFS.DwARr-TRAlNED if

Choice scarlets, whiter s.^.

SUITABLE FOR LAWNS

SID PLEASURE GROUNDS.

FOR Parks, BELTS,AVENUES

DUTCH BULBS BY AUCTION-
In reply to several communications received from our honoured Customers, and in order to

prevent any ambiguity, we, the undersigned, beg to direct the notice of the Trade to the fact, that

Ihe Bulbs lately Sold by Public Auction in London, and the parcels of which were labelled thus :—

" C. ALKEMADE, AZN., FLORIST, AT NOORDWIJK, ne.ir HAARLEM,"

did not come from our House ; neither has the above named firm any connection whatsoever

M. C. ALKEMADE & SON,
FLORISTS, ZEESTRAAT, NOORDWIJK-BINNEN, near HAARLEM.

LARGE SPECIMEN TREES.

Wm. Paul & Son
HAVE TO OFFER A MAGNIFICENT LOT OF

PLANES ... 12 to 20 feet, Zi^s. per dozen to 2\s. each.

LIMES ... ... 12 to 15 feet, 365. to 84.?. per dozen.

ELMS ... ... ... 12 to 20 feet, 24.V. to 6ojr. per dozen.

TURKEY OAKS ... 12 to 20 feet, 36^. to 84.^. per dozen.

POPLARS ... ... 12 to 20 feet, 24^-. to 60.?. per dozen.

And various other Large Trees suitable for Parks, Avenues and Roadsides,

Which, haviiii; been frequently removed and carefully cultivated, have an abundance of fibroin

roots, stout straight stems, and well-balanced heads.

Inspection invited. Orders by Post promptly and carefully attended to.

PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS, HERTS.

FOREST TREES AND SHRUBS.
ANNUAL. CATALOGUE NOW READY.

THE LAWSON SEED & NURSERY COMPANY
(LIMITED),

EDINBURGH and LONDON,
Willforti'ard their newly published Listfree to any address upon application.

The Stock of Seedling and Transplanted FOREST TREES, SHRUBS, and CO^'ERT

PL.-VNTS is most extensive, and in unusually fine condition.

SPECIAL OFFERS TO LARGE BTI?ERS WHEN REftTJESTED.

ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at his Great

Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on MONDAY, December ii, at

half-past 1 2 o'clock precisely, a

COLLECTION of ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS,
including many of the best varieties of C.^TTLEYAS, ONCIDIU.MS, L.ELIAS, ODONTO-
GLOSSUMS, DENDROBIUMS, CYPRIPEDIUMS, a choice lot of the best MASDE-

VALLIAS, and some strong plants of ODONTOGLOSSUM VE.XILLARIUM, O. CRISPUM
(ALEXANDR.E), O. ROEZLII, and various other choice species.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

AUCTION ROOMS AND OFFICES, 38, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, '

LONDON, W.C.
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HARDY TREES
SHRUBS.

Messrs. J. VEITCH & SONS
Beg to call attenlion to and solicit an inspec-

tion of their fine and extensive stock of all the

most useful Ornamental Hardy Trees and

Shrubs, at their Nurseries, Coombe Wood,
Kingston Hill.

COUIFEHS.
A mo^t complete collection, many of the species and varieties

being of their own introduction. Specimens for Lawns, Parks,

and Pleasure Grounds. All ihe kinds suitable fur every purpose

for which this class of plant is required.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
RHODODENDRONS, AZALEAS. KALMIAS, ANDRO*

MEDAS, HARDV HEATHS, S:c.

An exceptionally fine stock of healihy plants, especially re-

commended as being dwarf, compact, and well set wiih buds,

and in fine ondition either for forcing or for pleasure-ground

planting.

EVERGREEN' SHRUBS.
All the leading kinds, also many rare and choice species of

Viry distinct character, forming a new feature in the Shrub-
bery. A very large stock of Standard, Pyramid, and Bush
Green, Gold, and Silver Variegated Hollies, in great variety

DECIDUOUS TREES and FLOWERING
SHRUBS.

A very extensive collection, including all the best known
kinds, with many novel and interesting varieties. Japanese
Acers, Weeping Trees, and other Trees and .Shrubs with
Variegated and Coloured Foliage.

FOREST TREES,
For AVENUES, BELTS, PLANTING, &c.

Ali the most desirable kinds. Plane Trees. Chestnut. Ehr
Lime, Kirch, Oak, Maple, and Larch; Pines, Firs, and Cedar;

ROSES.
Strong healthy Plants as Standards. Half-Standards, and

Dwarfs, of al the best varieties of Hybrid Perpetiials, Tea-
scented and Noisette Roses, Moss, Climbing, and other kinds.
An extensive stock in pots of all the best Roses suitable for

Forcing. S:c.

PLANTS for WINTER BEDDING.
Conifera;, Retinosporas, Junipers, Lawson's Cypress, S:c-,

in many variegated and beaulifuF forms ; Euonymus and Dwarf
Hollies, both Silver and Golden Variegated, in many varieties.

Aucubas, Ericas, Dwarf Rhododendrons, &c.

PLANTS for FORCING.
All the most useful and elTective, including Andromeda

floribunda ; Azalea amcena. ponlica (yellow, sweet-scented),

and Belgian varieties ; Clematis in variety, Deutzia gracilis.

Lilac Charles X. and Persian. Double Chinese Prunui, Rhodo-
dendrons. R. Early Gem, very superior; Rhodora canadensis,
very early ; Spiran Thunbergii, Viburnum opulus, &c.

CLIMBING PLANTS,
Well established in Pots.

Clematis, a very extensive collection of all the leading kinds,

and of Garden Hybrids. Ivies in great variety. Fine healthy

Plants of the free flowering Exmouth variety of M.ignolia

grandiflora. Honeysuckles, Jasmines, Ainpelopsis, &c.

A NEW CATALOGUE
Hardy Trees and Shrubs, Ornamental Grasses,

Hardy Aquatics, &c.,

Wilt b! forwjrded on application.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 9, 1S76.

The Nurseries at Coombe Wood may be reached from the

Maiden and NorbUon Stations on the South-Western Railway,

being not more than twenty mlnittes' wail; from the latter, and
whore conveyance can always be procured.

Royai Exotic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea,

LONDON, S.W.^

And Coombe Wood, Kingston Hill.

CUCUMBERS OF OLD.

THE Cucurbitace;e, like the Crucifers, have

from time iitimemorial contributed some
important articles of human aliment. This is

no more than we should expect on calling

to mind that the native countries of some of

the most valuable species of the order in ques-

tion are precisely those which are declared

by history to have been the earliest that were

inhabited by mankind. Of course, as with

the Leguminoste, it is in the Old Testament

that the most ancient allusions to them are

preserved. The references in the Pentateuch

to certain esculent species are perfectly clear

and indisputable. In the same volume like-

wise occur allusions to the bitterness of the

Colocynth, and to the employment of the fruit

of one or another of the Cucurbits as models for

ornamental work in architecture.

In Numbers .xi. 5, the Israelites, after cross-

ing the Red Sea, and entering upon their forty

years' sojourn in the wilderness, are represented

as murmuring that their food now consisted

simply of the insipid manna— " We remember

the fish, which we did eat in Egypt freely, the

kishuitn, and the abatichiin, and the Leeks, and

the Onions, and the GarUc. But now our soul

is dried away ; there is nothing at all, besides

this manna, before our eyes." Here is plain

proof, at all events, that in primeval Egypt the

cultivation of esculent vegetables must have been

carried on pretty extensively, or the captives

would not have gone shares in these good things.

" The kishiiiiii and the aliatithi)!!," literally trans-

lated, are as in the Authorised Version, " the

Cucumbers and Melons." Which of the edible

species of the Cucumis is precisely intended by

kishitim is an open question. Probably the

term was a general or collective one. It may,

however, be considered certain that the

Cucumber grown in England at the present day,

the Cucumis sativus, was not one of the number;

and unquestionable that the favourite fruit was

that of the Cucumis Chale. The last named is

indigenous to Eygpt. Chate is the native

Egyptian name, and to this day the produce is

considered as without a rival. The plant re-

sembles the common sativus in general habit,

but differs in being remarkably villous.

The flowers are small. The fruit is elliptical,

in substance rather watery, the flesh h.aving

nearly the same consistency as that of the

Melon; the taste is mellow and somewhat sweet,

and the juice is exceedingly cool. Exter-

nally, while young, the fruit is pilose, though

afterwards it becomes glabrous, as particularly

mentioned by ForskUhl—" Fnictus juveiiis liir-

sutiis, maturiis glaber." Prosper Alpinus

dwells on its excellence, and gives a rude draw-

ing, the first ever executed, of the Chate.

Hasselquist styles it the " Oueen of Cucumbers."

As with many other natural productions, fruits

most particularly, the old Egyptian Cucumber

is thus not to be thought of from the basis of

the English one, which is no more than a cold

image.

Forskahl, who was the first to describe the

Egyptian Cucurbits in a scientific manner, him-

self deserves a word here of kindly remem-

1 brance, the more especially since his life was

I sacrificed to his zeal as a botanical inquirer.

I

We do well always to pause when face to face

with the heroic in the cause of useful knowledge.

Who shall compile the new Book of Martyrs—
I the history of the lives and sorrowful deaths of

those who have visited foreign and often bar-

barous countries in search of plants—the plants

which to-day make our gardens beautiful, while

the bones of their discoverers lie forgotten in

the distant wilderness.' The book will be a

large one, and will hold no name more honour-

able than that of Forskahl. Peter Forskahl

was a .Swede, a friend of Linn.xus, and the com-

panion of Niebuhr in the celebrated Natural

History Expedition made to Egypt and Arabia

in 1761. He was renowned alike for his activity,

and for the minute accuracy of his observations.

Nothing escaped his notice, and although in the

course of his perilous journeys often robbed and
beaten by thieves, and frequently bowed down
by sickness, he persevered with unbroken

energy to the last. By degrees he examined

the botany of the entire district east and west

of the northern portions of the Red Sea, and the

result was the Flora yEgyptiaco-Arabica, a

svork which continues to this day the best

account ever compiled of the vegetation of the

provinces in question. Forskahl did not live to

see it published, or to return home, dying on the

plains of Arabia in 1763. His papers were sub-

sequently arranged by Niebuhr, the only

member of the Expedition who surmounted its

mulliform dangers ; and to Niebuhr we owe the

issue of it in 1775. Forskahl's Flora recom-

mends itself to the student of oriental botany in

a way that is, peculiarly its own, especially in

regard to plants possessed of archaeological

interest, seeing that it constantly gives the

Arabic equivalent of every name—a help, when
dealing with Scripture botany, which is often

invaluable. What a pity that the name of this

eminent man should be commemorated in

nothing better than a genus of insignificant

urticaceous weeds. The only defence seems to

be that one of the Forskahleas is Egyptian.

A similar cause of regret exists in regard to the

name of John Ray, which is concealed in that

of a Tamus-like West Indian climber, never

seen out of its own country, the Rajania cordata.

Kishhiiii are referred to also in the prophet

Isaiah, as an established object of culture in

ancient Palestine. "The daughter of Zion is

left like a cottage in a vineyard ; like a lodge in

a garden of Cucumbers" (i. 8). Any piece of

ground in which plants were cultivated with

especial care, as distinguished from the open

field, was in the language of the ancient Hebrew

called a garden. We are not, therefore, to

think of Isaiah's garden of Cucumbers as a

trim enclosure corresponding to a modern

English scene of horticulture. Like the corn-

fields, these Hebrew "gardens" were never-

theless devoid of fences, except under particular

circumstances, whence the need of a watchman

and a lodge—the latter probably consisting of a

little hut placed on a mound, or of an elevated

seat, with an awning to defend the occupant

from the heat of the sun. Such lodges are still

in use in Eastern countries, espicially where

there is expectation of the approach of foxes or

jackals. What a striking picture the prophet

supplies in this comparison, not only of the

importance attached to the kiskuim as an

article of food, but of the solitude of the

watcher's little cabin, occupied probably by

himself alone during the whole of the live-

long day.

Melons, in Hebrew called abatichiin, are

mentioned, as above indicated, as a production

of ancient Egypt, but nothing is said in Scrip-

ture as to their having been grown in primaeval

Palestine. The species intended was not the

Cucumis Melo, the Melon grown in modern

England, but the celebrated fruit now distin-

guished as the Water-Melon, the produce of the

Cucurbita Citrullus. At the time when the

Authorised Version was prepared, the Citrullus

was the Melon pre-eminently, the produce of the

Cucumis Melo being then termed the Musk-

Melon. Hence the slight semblance of error,
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The Water-Melon is a glorious fruit, immense,

and internally a perlect sea of ice-cold juice.

"Wherever, in the East, with its abounding atmo-

spheric warmth, there is sufficient moisture to

allow of the plants nourishing, or the possi-

bility of artificial irrigation, the Watcr-Melon

is one of the principal objects of cultivation.

In the hot, alluvial soil of Egypt, light and
sandy, it is peculiarly at home. The season of

its perfection in that country is from the

beginning of May until the time of the over-

flowing of the Nile, which takes place at the

end of July. Every one in the Orient rejoices

in its pleasant and refreshing juice, which

to the parched and weary comes like a fountain

or babbling stream. On the banks of the Nile,

where the Water-Melon grows in the greatest

profusion, and attains consummate excellence,

it serves both for meat and drink, and doubt-

less it served the same purpose in the days of

Moses. It is employed also as a medicine,

especially in ardent fevers, the juice, which is

naturally sub-acid, being then sweetened and
diluted with rose-water. All the old botanical

authors have something to say about the Water-
Melon. Drawings of the plant are given by
Lobel, Parkinson, Rumphius, &c., the last-

named in the Herbarium A inboinense,\.\ie\i\c\.\ire

standing as one of what Sprengel so justly

styles its " iconcs laudahilcs." Probably, like

kisluiiin, this term nbatichim may have been
collective. The Arabic batckh, which is the

same word in a slightly different form, is said

by Prosper Alpinus to denote both the Melon
and the Cucumber. But the leading represent-

ative would still be the CitruUus.

The Colocynth, Cucumis Colocynthis, a very

interesting member of the Cucurbitacete, if only

by reason of its intense bitterness, which com-
petes with that of strychnine, and is mentioned

in 2 Kings, iv. 38—40. The prophet Elisha,

having entered Gilgal, in which part of the

country, at the time of his arrival, there was a

fimine, directs his servants to prepare for

dinner a dish of indigenous vegetables. One
of them goes out into the " field," purposing to

gather ornili, whatever that may have been,

and there lights upon a geplicn-sadeh, from
which he gathers pakyoth-sadeh, " his lap full,"

and "came and shred them into the pot of

pottage, for they knew them not." Then arises

the famous outcry, "
! thou man of God,

there is death in the pot . . . and they could not

eat thereof." That the mistake should be made
was not, perhaps, very strange, since the
prophet had previously resided in the hill-

country, where the Colocynth does not grow,
whereas in the dry and rocky districts of Gilgal,

which lie between Jericho and the Dead Sea, the

plant is abundant. To his companions it would,

therefore, be a novelty, " they knew them not,"

and they would be peculiarly inviting by reason
of their beautiful appearance. In the Authorised
Version, f;cphcn-iadch is rendered " a wild

\'ine," and pakyotli-sadeh " wild Gourds "

—

Gourd, when the words were written, being
equivalent to themodern Pompion. The word
Vme is employed in the original or collective

sense

—

i.e., that which brings under the same
designation the long and pliant shoots of any
and every plant that grows after the general
manner of the Grap2 Vine (the Vine, par ex-
cellence), those, for example, of the Passion-
flower. It is the same word, etymologically,
as Vine, commonly employed when speaking of
the Vine-like stems of Hops, and preserved in

Woodbine—the sweet old name of the wild
Honeysuckle. Geplien conveyed precisely the
same idea in the ancient Hebrew, in which
language the Grape Vine is gephen-hay-yayiii.
.'scideh signifies a field, as opposed to a garden

;

also the outer country, as in the expression the
" wild beasts of the field."

The Colocynth is in P.alestine quite a familiar
plant, though by no means confined to that

country, and when full-grown is very similar to

the ordinary Cucumis sativus. The great dis-

tinction consists in the form of the fruit, which

in the Colocynth is perfectly globukar, and cor-

responds very nearly with that of the Orange
Gourd. Long after the foliage has decayed the

relics of the stems may be seen trailing upon
the ground, the dried-up fruits still adhering to

them. When desiccated the fruits crush readily

under the foot, and the original mass of juicy

pulp is found to have change 1 into a light,

spongy, and powdery mass, containing in-

numerable seeds, which in sh.ipe resemble

Apple pips, and are of a pile straw colour.

Reduced to this condition the Colocynth or
" flitter Apple " is a wdi-known drug.

Not far from Engedi, near the shores of the

Dead Sea, the plain is in one part quite strewed

with these pretty fruits. It is eminently

probable that the plant producing them is the

one alluded to in Deut. xxxii. 32, where in rela-

tion to this locality it is said of the wicked and
profligate that "their Vine is of the gep/icn of

Sodom, and of the fields of Gomorrah ; their

Grapes are Grapes of gall, and their clusters are

bitter." Probably, also, the Colocynth fruits

were the famous " Apples of Sodom " described,

though somewhat extravagantly, by Josephus—
the

'

' Dead Sea fruits that tempt the eye.

Bat turn to ashes on the lips "

—

the fruits that have furnished so frequent a
metaphor in ethics, and which are the tueme of
a stately passage in Paradise Lost, x. 547— 570.
Bitterness, poison, and death with the ancient
Hebrews were equivalent terms. Some have
thought that the Dead Sea Apples were the
purple fruit of the Solanum sodomeum, whence
the name of the latter. Others have fixed upon
the Calotropis procera, one of the ApocynacejE.
But no fruit answers so well as the tempting
and deceitful Colocynth.

It has likewise been surmised that the
palyotli-sadeh were the fruit, not of the
Colocynth-Gourd, but of the Cucumis prophe-
tarum, whence again came the specific name
of the plant. But the fruits of the Cucumis
prophetarum are not larger than Cherries, and
would not, therefore, have required "shredding"
or slicing ; though in their bitterness they would
have excited equal dismay.* Still another con-
jecture has fixed on the elatcrium plant, Ecba-
linm .ngreste, also a native of the Holy Land,
the name of pakyoth seeming to refer to the
well-known peculiarity adverted to in the
synonynt of " squirting Cucumber ;

" but
Elisha's servant would scarcely be tempted by
the Ecbalium. That pakyoth-sadtk may have
denoted wild Cucurbits in general— the Ecbalium
first, the Colocynth afterwards—may neverthe-
less be quite likel)-. Possibly this term may
have included, indeed, the Luffa .-cgyptiaca (L.
arabum of Prosper Alpinus), and the Bottle
Gourd, Lagenaria vulgaris, which grows in .all

parts both of Egypt and .'\rabia. Leo. Grindon.
{To ht' contbnicii.')

New Garden Plants.
L.i;lia Mylamiana, n. hyh^-

This is another highly ciuious English novelty, ob-
tained by the steady perseverance of Enj^lish growers.
I have to thank for it Messrs. Wm. R.jUisson e\: Sons,
of Tooting, who gave me at once this description:— "Pseudobulbs stout, cylindrical, slightly more than a
foot high, bearing in some instances a pair of stout,
leaihery, ovate, obtuse leaves, some 8 inches long,
and i\ inches broad. It would appear to differ in
this respect, as some of the pseudobulbs bear only a
single leaf, and in this state they exacily resemble the
male parent, LxMia crispa. The spike bears six
flowers. The tlowers of the parent, Cattleya
granulosa, were impregnated in the autumn of 1S63,
and thus the plant has been about thirteen years

^ Fora beau'ifiil Hravving of the Cucumis prophetarum see
,;iO|„m'. n.nin, r:^l,u,uus l'iHdoboucnsis,Vo\. i., pi. 9. 1774.
All nr..,o,„„ ,-_,,,.„ >.v Ml- niat:kwell, pi. 589.

'
"

' I'i'bulbo crasaocylindraceomono-
P'' I ' M.v-Horo

; sepalis ligulatis acutli^,
'"'

' " '";"' I'M ti^-.
. iiinjiUo-oblnngis acutis ; labellolate

ir.ui .vci., J .... ,1 Mil,^.,i,_Lao, dilatato. til lido ; laciniis laieralibus
obUis:uifiulis, porrectis ; iacinla media subsessile tran.sversi ovata
emarginata crispula : polliniis in asquft I ibus.—Cattleya granulosa
xLjelia crispa. H. G, Rchb.f.

arriving at a flowering state." Messr?. RoUlsson may
well compare the plant to Lnjiia devoniensis of
Messrs. Veitch, whose typical tlovver is in my hands.

That has the middle lacinia of the lip more acute, and
very narrow (unguiculate) at the base, while the prts=nt
plant has this organ nearly sessile. I also am I )ld ihat

this plant is much dwarfcr in hib t The woodcut (fig.

138), prepared by Mr. J. N F.tch, shows ihesimilarly

to Lnslia crispa much better than does the expanded
dry flowers. The lip is colouied nearly like that of

Ln;lia crispa ; the sepals and petds come near tho^e

of Lrelia ele^ans. There are four large and four small
poUinia, ja; t as in the la- 1 named plan^. This noveby
is named in honour of Mr. Mylam, who has given by
It a new proof of his persistence, skill, and energy as

O.chidgower. //. G. Rchb. f.

CaMAROTIS COCHINCIIINENSIS, H. Sp.''

A small flowered species. The leaves are rather

narrow, llnear-ligulate, bilobed at the apex. Flowers
glutinou?, yellowish ; sepals outside striped with

brown over the middle nerves, with some dark yellow

places under the column. It was imported from
Cochin China by Sir Trevor Lawrence. //. G.

Rchb.f,

A SYNOPSIS OF THE KNOWN.
SPECIES OF IRIS.—XIV.

pROcniEniNG with the bearded species, I propose

in the present paper to deal with the small group of

which 1. variegata is the best known example, marked

by deeply-forked stems and peduncles scarcely over-

topping the leaves.

8|. /. aphylhi. Linn. Sp. Plant., edit. 2, p. 56 ; Mill.

Diet., edit. '6, No. 3; Thunb. Diss., No. 7; /. nudi-

caulis. Lam. Encyc, vol. iii., p. 296 ;
Spach, Hist.

Phan., vol. xiii., p. 54 ; Reich. Ic. Germ., tab.

33ip fig- 75'^; KUit, in Linn:ei, vol. xxxiv., p. 597;
/. bo.'iemicu, F. W. Schmidt, Fl. Boem. Cent. 4,

p. 5 ; Koch, Syn., edit. 2, p. 808 ; /, hun^arica^

Waldst. and Kit. PI. Rar. Hung., tab. 226 ; Koch, Syn.,

edit. 2, p. 809 : /. hiflora., Keich. Ic. Germ., tab. 332,

fi&* 759 ; Klatt, in Linn.iet, xxxiv., p. 597, non Linn. ;

/. bisjlorens^ Host. FI. Austr., vol. i., p. 46; I. /areata^

M. Bieb. Fl. Taur. Cauc, vol. iii., p. 42; Cent Ross.,

tab. 51 ; Bot. Mag., tab. 2361 ; Bot. Reg., lab. 8or
;

/. Cliislana, Tausch. Klatt, in Linnjea, vol. xxxiv.,

p. 598 ; /. Fieberi, Siedl. in Oek. Tech. Fl. Bohm.,
vol. i., p. 48 ; Reich. Ic. Fl, G^rm., tab. 333, fig. 760 ;

Koch, Syn. Fl. Germ., edit. 2, p. 809; /. rigida and
sub-trijloni^ Fieber ; Klatt, in Linncea, vol. xxxiv.,

p. 598-9 ; /. dianthay K. Koch, in Linnrea, vol. xxi.,

p. 637; /. scariosa, Willd., Rcem. and Schult. Syst.

Veg. i., Suppl. p. 305 ; /. filcata^ Tausch, Roem. and
Schult. Syst, Veg. i., Suppl. p. 369 ; /. extra-foHacea

,

Mikan ; /. bifurca, Steven, MSS. ; /. Sckmidtu, Horl.

—Rhizome as thick as a man's finger, shortly-creeping.

Whole plant in flower about i foot high. Leaves not

more than two produced to a tuft, glaucous-green,

ensiform, falcate, 6— 12 inches long at the flowering time,

I
—

\ incli broad. Stems forked low down, or two or even

three produced from the same tuft, when luxuriant bear-

ing three terminal spathes, t.he end one two-flowered, the

side ones one-flowered, the simple stems naked up to

thesparhes, the forked ones with reduced leaves from

the nodes. Spalhe-valves very broad and ventricose,

ij—2 inches long, ^— i inch broad, much tinged with

purple, green throughout at the flowering time. Flower
scentless. Ovary nearly sessile, clavale, ^ inch long

;

tube slender, ^— i inch long ; limb 2% inches deep, deep
lilac, like that of germanica ; falls obovate. ^ — 1} inch

broad, reflexing half-way down, cuneately narrowed to

a long claw ; beard white ; standards erect, a little

broader than the falls, suddenly rarrowed into a long

claw ; claws white, veined with lilac. Stigmas i inch

long, exclusive of the deltoid crests. Anthers ^ inch

long, equalling the filaments. Capsule oblong, obtusely

trigonous, i^ inch long.

Extends from Silesia and Austria through the South

of Russia to the Caucasus. It is most like biflora, but

differs by its more slender forked or tufted stems,

shorter gibbous spathe-valves and longer perianth tube,

and it comes from a totally different region. It flowers

in our London gardens in the fir.st half of May, but

is not common. The plant differs a little in the

breadth of the leaves and size of the perianth-segments,

but out of the material at my command I can only

make out of the names just cited a single species.

Ca

acutis, lateralibus iiiEequalibus, basi connatis, a lab^Uo liber-

rimis ; tepalis cuneato-oblongis obtiisis ; labelli.saccifnrmi
conici, laciniis lateralibus liberis qiiadratis superne denticulatis :

lacinia media tridentata, dente medio major!, callo triangulo
in pariete postico, in septum transcendenti ; callo bidentato sub
apice medio laciniae anticx ; columna brevi ; rostello lato orni-
thorryncho ; glandula lateralis. Flores viridi-flavidi ; sepala
extus linea brunnea ; columnse pars infima flava. H. G. Rclib.f.
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:.5. /. variegata^ Linn. Sp. Plant., edit. 2, p. 56 ;

|;i';q. Fl. Austr., t. 5 ; Curt. Bot. Mag., t. 16 ; Thunb.
'I'iss., No. 8 ; Red. Lil., t. 292; Reich. Ic. FI. Germ.,

i;i!). 334, fig. 671 ; Spach, Hist. Phan., vol. xiii., p. t.'j
;

Klatt, in Linncea, vol. xxxiv., p. 599.—Rhizome stout,

sliorl-creeping. Flowering stems i foot or ij foot high,

rather compressed, glaucous, forked low down, bearing

three or four 1—2 flowered terminal spathes. Leaves pro-

duced four or five to a tuft, purple at the base; reaching

as high as the top of the flowers, i--i^ foot long, i inch

broad, very slightly glaucous, slightly plicate. Spathc-

valves very broad and ventricose, \\— i^ inch long, green,

except at the very tip, at the flowering time. Ovary sub-

sessile inside the spathe, \ inch long, tube \— r_ inch

long, yellowish-green, cylindrical ; limb 2 inches deep
;

falls oblong, cuneately narrowed to the base, :^ inch

broad, the upper part deep claret-brown, the middle

much veined with brown on a yellow groundwork ; the

edge and claw yellow, the beard bright yellow

;

standards erect, oblong-unguiculate, bright lemon-

yellow, only the claw veined with red-brown. Stigmas

yellow, I inch long, exclusive of the oblong-deltoid den-

ticulate crests. Anther \ inch long, yellow, equalling

the filament. Capsule not seen.

round the edge, and standards and stigmas bright

. yellow.

I

I. amoena, of Redoute, which is joined with varie-

j

gata as a variety by Spach, is a very different plant.

86. /. lurida. Ait. Hort. Kew., edit, i, p, 68 ; Willd.

I Sp. Plant., vol. i., p. 229 ; Bot. Mag., t. 986 ; Red. Lil.,

i

t. 418 : Spach, Hist. Phan., vol. xiii., p. 55.— Rhizome
stout, short-creeping. Leaves ensiform, nearly or quite

as long as the flowering stem, slightly glaucous. \—%
inch broad. Stems deeply forked, bearing three or

four I—2 flowered spathes. Spathe valves very ventri-

cose, i^—2 inches long, green at the flowering time.

Ovary sub-sessile, cylindrical, % inch long ; tube green,

I inch long ; limb 2.\ inches deep ; falls oblong, i

inch broad, reflexing halfway down, cuneately narrowed
to the base ; the upper part plain dead purple, the lower
half veined with dead purple on a yellow groundwork

;

the beard bright yellow ; standards rather broader,

I
oblong-unguiculate, with a crisped, unveined, dull

purple blade and veined yellow claw. Stigmas i inch

I

long, without the deltoid, deep, purple crests, yellow,

I

tinged with purple. Anthers rather shorter than the

filaments.

A native of Austria, Turkey, and the southern A native of Eastern Europe. It is like variegata

W,!

V
Fig. 13S.— X LAXLiA mylAmiana.

provinces of European Russia. Common in cultiva-

tion, not flowering with us till the end of May, some
time after florentina and germanica. It has no decided

scent. I have notes of the names of upwards of a

dozen garden varieties that belong here, three of which

are called Matthioli, Humboldti, and mexicana, Var.

belgica, Spach, has obovate falls, the beardless part

brownish-red or purplish-brown, little rayed, the

bearded part while towards the top, yellow at the

base, rayed and veined with purple-brown, and

standards and stigmas bright yellow. The following

are connecting links (perhaps garden hybrids) between

variegata and squalens :
—

De Berghii, Hort: Stature of squalens, the flower-

ing stem a couple of feet high, overtopping the

leaves. Leaves 14 inch broad, plicate, purple-

brown at the base. Limb of the perianth 3 inches

deep, both divisions with an obovate lamina i^l inch

broad ; the falls deep brown-purple, prominently

striped in the lower half with brown-purple on

a yellow ground ; the standards and stigmas bright

yellow.

Louis de Cerise: Segments of perianth i|— i^

inch broad ; falls veined in the centre with lilac-

purple on a yellow groundwork, plain yellow

in stature, but flowers earlier, has narrower leaves,

and both sets of segments show plain dead purple in

the upper half, instead of falls bright brown-purple

and standards bright yellow, so that it is much less

ornamental.

There seems to be no clear line of demarcation be-

tween lurida and squalens, and, like squalens, it has the

sambucina scent. The figure of lurida in the Botanical

Magazine, tab. 9S6, appears to be the true plant, but

the artist has laid on his yellows too liberally. The plants

called lurida in Botanical Magazine^ tab. 669, and

Reich. Ic, Germ. , tab. 669, seem to be both forms of

squalens, Mr. Ellacombe sent me a plant with both

sets of segments broader than in the type (14— 16

lines), plain in the upper half, the colour a compro-
mise between dull yellow and dull purple, the lower
half veined with a brighter purple on a brighter yellow

groundwork. By far the handsomest variety is

Spach's Iris Redouteana, for which I am indebted for

a specimen to M. Leichtlin. This has a more slender

stem than in ordinary lurida, \\—2 feet high ; seg-

ments a bright claret-purple in the upper half, claws

a brighter yellow than in the type, veined with the

same claret -purple, and an orange-yellow beard.

7. G. Baker,

HARDY FRUIT TREES.
{Concluded from p. 687-)

The fourteenth lecture of Prof. Koch's is devoted to

the remaining twenty-three winter Apples. 28. Ananas

Reinette (l). A first-class fruit for all purposes. The
tree is of dense habit, bears exposure well, and is not

exacting in regard to the nature of thesoil. Itappearsto

be a true German variety. 29, German Golden Pippin.

An excellent dessert fruit, in season from December
to June. A hardy sort, until recently unknown out

of Hanover, "where it has long been cultivated in the

gardens of Herrenhausen. 30. Gcesdonker Reinette.

This variety was first seen by Diel in 1S21, in a garden

near Goch. It is a very desirable kind, not only on

account of the quality of the fruit, which is excellent

for table and kitchen use, and in season from

December till May or even June, but also for

its hardiness. 31. Landsberger Reinette, raised by

Justice Burkhardt in Landsberg about forty years

ago, and inferior to most of the others enumerated

here. 32. Carmelite Reinette. A French variety,

widely dispersed in 1667, according to Merlet. Un-
doubtedly one of the very best fruits both for the

table and kitchen use. It is a hardy late-flowering

variety, and suitable for planting on a large scale.

33. Muscat Reinette (Margil). A good hardy sort,

with a rich aromatic flavour ; in season from December
to spring. This is not of English but of French
origin, and probably originated in Normandy, where
it existed before the seventeenth century. 34. Reddish
Reinette. A Belgian Apple, knjwn to Diel in 1803,

and stated by Lucas to be an excellent cooking sort.

35. Culon's Reinette. This variety bears the name
of its raiser. It first bore fruit in 1S56, and
is generally recommended by fruit growers. 36.

Schraidtberger's Red Reinette. Only known to me from

Oberdieck's description. 37. Baumann's Reinette,

Raised by Van Mons, and named after the well-

known nurseryman of Alsace. Considerable diversity

of opinion prevails as to the merits of this variety,

but it is certainly inferior to many others. Its hand-
some colour, however, recommends it for the table^

and it possesses a brisk, acid, aromatic flavour, appre-

ciated by some. 38. Grey French Reinette. 39.

Syke House Russet. This excellent Apple has, un-

fortunately, through a misreading by Diel, who de-

scribed it in iSoo, become known by the inappropriate

name of Spital Renette in Germany. Did first of all

made it Sick-house, and then translated it. 40.

Parker's Pippin. This is not known in England, and
like Scott's Reinette, although bearing an English

name, is probably a German variety. It may be
recommended both for the table and kitchen ; in

season from December to March. Dr. Lucas says

that it flourishes well in exposed situations. A tall

growing tree, remarkable for its narrow, Wil-
low-like leaves. In Wurtemburg it is widely
distributed. It bears freely, and almost every

year. 41. King of the Pippins. Inspector Lauche
is quite right when he says any one possessing

a vacant spot of ground should plant this Apple. 42.

Orleans Reinette. This is an excellent variety in many
respects, but it has the bad fault of splitting in wet
weather. It is probably, in spite of its name, a Ger-

man variety. 43. Court Pendu-plat. Konigliche

Kurzstiel is the German name of this familiar Apple,

which is one of the oldest sorts raised in South-western

Germany. It is described almost exactly by Bauhin
under the name of Malum curtipendulum magnum.
44. Ribston Pippin. 45. Dutch Mignonne. A
highly-esteemed Apple throughout Germany. Its

origin is uncertain. 46. Harbert's Reinette. A
capital keeping Apple, highly esteemed both for

the table and cooking, of German origin, and a first-

class bearer. 47. Blenheim Orange Pippin, still very

little known in Germany. 48. Red Eeser-Apple.

49. Large Bean-Apple. 50. Green Prince-Apple.

This concludes the list of fifty varieties, some of

which Professor Koch wouldexclude as duplicates of

others, or inferior in quality to many, not included.

The Borsdorffer and Winter Citron Apples are two
good hardy varieties worthy of attention.

The fifteenth lecture is devoted to the history and
classification of Pears, with incidental mention of

Knight and Van Mons' theory of the dying-out of

varieties. The fruit of the wild Pears, and those

known to the ancient Greeks and Romans, are so hard
and woody, that it is almost impossible to make the

teeth meet in them ; and it seems scarcely credible

that our melting Pears can have descended from such

hard, tasteless fiuits. In the East, Professor Koch
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was told that the good melling Pears are the result n'

a cross between the Pear and the Quince, from iln;

latter of which they get their aromatic odour and

flavour.

In the sixteenth lecture, Lucas' system of classify-

ing Pears is given in fuil, with descriptions of some of

the fifty varieties recommended by the cenference at

Treves for general cultivation. It would extend these

extracts too much to give the characters of Lucas'

fifteen classes of Pears, and we pass on to the list of

varieties selected by a conference of German pomolo*

gists ;—
First division : nine summer Pears.— i. Windsor.

The oldest name of this Pear is Hallemine, and it

originated in the neighbourhood of Hallum, a village

in the Dutch province of Friesland. 2. Grosse

Mouille-Bouche. 3. Stuttgarter Gaishirtl. 4. Good
Grey (Grise Bonne). 5. Williams' Bon Chretien.

6. Green Table Pear. 7. Hanoverian Jacob's Pear.

8. Madame Treyve. 9. Amanlis Butter.

Second division : early autumn Pears.— 10. Spotted

SummerThorn. 11. GiUert's Beurre. 12. Belle Lucra-

tive. 13. Fondante des Bois. 14. Esperine. 15. White
Autumn Beurrd. 16. Coloma's Autumn Beurre. 17.

Good Louisa of Avranches. 18. Beurre de Capiau-

mont. 19. Delicious of Charneu. 20. Marie Louise.

21. Red Doyenne. 22. Union Doyenrn,') Vereins-

Dechantsbirn). 23. Councillor (Hofrathsbirn). 24.

Philip Goes. 25. Hellmann's Melon. 26. Red
Bergamot. 27. Seckel.

Third division : late autumn Pears.—28. Duchess

of Angouleme. 29. Napoleon. 30. Blumenbach's

Beurre. 31. The Sisters' Pear. 32. Clairgeau's

Beurr^. 33. New Poiteau. 34. Grumkower Beurr^

35. Trout Pear. 36. Liegel's Winter Beurre. 37.

Diel's Beurre. 38. Bachelier's Beurr^. 39. Six's

Beurre.

Fourth division : winter Pears.—40. Hardenpont's

Winter Beurre. 41. Regent (Passe Colmar). 42.

Leon Gregoire. 43. Winter Nelis. 44. Winter

Doyenne. 45. Josephine of Malines.

Fifth division : cooking Pears.—46. Cowfoot. 47.

Kampervenus. 48. Baron Pear. 49. Queen Pear
;

and 50. Catillac.

The remaining three lectures are devoted to the

further descriptions of the stone-fruits and shell-fruits,

and are of less interest to us.

INVERARY.
When Captain Dugald Dalgetty, titular of Drum-

Ihwacket, arrived at Inverary in the seventeenth

century as an envoy from Montrose, the town con-

sisted of an assemblage of huts, with a few stone-built

houses interspersed, stretching between Loch Fyne

and the principal gate of the Castle. In the market-

place several unfortunate Gaels hung on a gibbet, and
" twa Sassenach bits of bodies that wadna do some-

thing McCullum More bade them."

Nature had bestowed on the castle of the Campbells

a loch extending 20 miles among the mountains, a

deep glen, and a torrent ; and the custom of the

times added a gibbet and a dirty town. One perceives

at a glance, on approaching Inverary at the present

time, that it has been improved. There is no longer

a cluster of huts, nor a gibbet, but a neat little

county town, white and clean, and shining on fine

days just where it should shine— outside the park

gates.

It would be difficult to find a better site more skil-

fully turned to account than that of the Castle (see

p. 749), as it now stands on the banks of the Aray, in

the opening of the glen, with a lake in front and hills

behind, and other hills and mountains opposite, across

the sheet of water, clothed on their lower slopes with

limber. In the midst of such a bold landscape the

Castle is the better for the near neighbourhood of the

town and the pleasing sense of habitation and society

which it affords. The Duke's yacht rides in the bay,

and a steam ferry-boat pufis occasionally across the

loch, a link in the overland route to Glasgow, via Loch

Goil. And this noisy reminder of trade and bustle

serves as a foil to the Duke of Argyle's ship, and at the

sametime pleasantly remindsthetown folk of their trade

and commerce. Unfortunately just now the herrings,

a fickle fish, which once enriched this town, have for-

saken the locality, as they do sometimes forsake their

favourite haunts, to which they afterwards return. In

the ibland o( Unst, in Shetland, there is a form of

prayer in connection with the fibheries which runs

—

*' Oh, Lord, dinna forget the puir island of Unst !

"

And whales, it is said, have come ashore, and some-

times whiskey, after the use of some such form of

prayer ; and probably the herrings will return some

day to Inverary.

The wrack of seaweed on the shore, and the

herrings, called here " Glasgow magistrates," as b^-ing

particularly fine herrings, combine to remind the

visitor that Loch Fyne is one of those deep inlets by

which the Atlantic has pierced the western Highlands

and sent occasional salt water channels 30 miles

through the mountains. The site of Inverary Castle

on a salt-water loch was a politic selection, since its

woods and silver Firs might never have existed but

for water carriage. A king of Norway sailed up

Loch Long, another inlet from the Clyde, and

anchored a hostile fleet within 2 miles of the head

waters of Loch Lomond. And the moral of this old

story was not overlooked by the shrewd, judicious

Campbells of langsyne, nor that of Sandy

Lindsay's enterprise, which seemed to dullards a

mere joke. Sandy Lindsay, being curious to see the

"wee bit burn ca'd the Clyde," launched a boat in

one of the salt-water lochs, arrived in the Clyde, and,

after pushing through the mud banks, discovered

Glasgow, pulled in near the site of the present

Broomtelaw Bridge and moored his bark to a Broom
bush. The arrival of a stranger with a boat

brought together several persons, and presently the

magistrates came down and conferred on Sandy the

freedom of the city. Thus Sandy owed honour to his

boat, and in loading back with Pine seed he conferred

substantial benefits upon the inland districts. Even

now the absence of water carriage in Wales may be

read upon the face of the country. Compare Owen
Glendower with the early Campbells. He was of

Royal blood, and trained at the English Court, but

there was only a pack road to his isolated dwelling,

and he returned to it without so much as a bag of

Beech Mast for sowing. It is doubtful if he ever

planted a tree, and he certainly led a sad career, died

a fugitive, and left his sons outcasts in Ireland. With

water carriage from Bristol to his residence at Sycarth,

the history of that unfortunate though able man, and

that of his country, might have been different, and the

Beech and other trees would have been carried to

Wales as early as they were to Scotland.

The Campbells became the first improvers,

smoothers and tree planters of their country. When
the Roderick Dhus and other reprobates—intolerable

except in poetry—were cattle lifting and quarrelling

the Campbells were engaged in forming plantations

and pleasure grounds. They removed the town as we
have seen, placed it on a little promontory at the

water's edge, and sowed down a strip of grass between

it and the steep ground behind, which they planted

with Fir trees. In a town of this kind there should

not be more than about 1500 inhabitants in one short,

wide street, pushed a little way out to sea, with a

picturesque suburb tailing off along the shore. In all

these respects, and in its partial concealment behind

a Beech avenue, Inverary, as removed, has been

arranged with skill. The natural landscape around

the Castle, including hills, a loch lost in the distance

among mountains, a glen and a torrent, were exceed-

ingly fine, but it required timber. In that respect

Nature had not been liberal, since she had left the hills

but poorly clad with such insufficient subjects as

Birch, Hazel, Mountain Ash and Alder at the edges

of the burns.

At diflerent periods several of the master minds

among the Campbells have laboured at the removal

of this defect, by arranging and planting masses of

timber trees of suitable sorts, on the plan of grouping

which Mr. John Caie, the present manager of the

-Inverary Castle Gardens, originated forty years

ago and expounded in the Gardeners' Magazine, A
brief autobiography accompanied Mr. Caie's portrait

in these columns last year, in which he spoke with

characteristic modesty of his former labours. Amid
scenes which he can so well appreciate he is still a

worker and an enthusiast, and around him there are

magniticent examples of the system which he and his

untiring friend, Mr. J. C. Loudon, had so large a

share in introducing, and which a Duke of Argyle

had adopted from Nature some years previously.

We propose to refer to the trees and shrubberies in

more detail on another occasion, and to confine our-

selves here to general observations. In preparing for

this task we found it convenient to climb a crag of Soo

feet, immediately above the Castle, (-^.ee p. 749) which

Sir Walter Scott describes in these words :
— " The

picturesque peak of Duniquoich, starting abruptly

from the lake, and raising its scathed brow into the

mists of middle sky, with a solitary watch-tower

perched on its top, like an eagle's nest, gave dignity

to the scene by awakening a sense of possible danger."

Timber now covers this convenient height in belts,

beginning with Spruce Firs at the base, in the prime

of their vigorous and leafy youth. A Beech wood
follows, 3jid the road then winds upwards into a still

loftier plantation of Birch. From the top there is a

most interesting panoramic prospect of thi Castle and

its grounds, and of Inverary, a sheepfold snug and
white, and a long view over hills and mountain

ranges, unfolding in the distance as far as the steep

flanks of Ben Cruachan beyond Loch Awe. The
deer forest and the wooded glen, with the Aray

leaping through it to the loch, are in the foreground

of the picture, with the specimen trees, spots upon

the park below, and the tall ranks of Conifers,

children's toy trees, in the distance.

We are in a favourable position here for obs:rving

how admirably the first great planter on the estate

below kept always in view his leading idea of

harmonising his own work with the scenery around.

The rugged and inhospitable character of the hills has

been toned down with plantations as skilfully as

several Highland chieftains in history were won or

conquered by McCallum More, It is a mistake

which is occasionally committed to leave Nature

untouched and untamed in the immediate precincts of

a dwelling. It is no excuse for wild Nettles in a

flower bed that they were planted there by Nature,

since her fruitful fingers are in the habit of planting in

unweeded gardens things which are undesirable, and

which ought to be eradicated. Applying the

words of Shakespeare to gardens and landscapes, they

are " thus or thus," that is, they have been

touched with the hand of art or they remain

as Nature left them. At Inverary Nature's hand had
been among the mountains for a lengthened periodT

She had, one might almost say, amused herself during

many cycles in strangely tilting, tossing, and mould-

ing the surface of the country. She had sent the

unbroken wave of the Atlantic to attack these western

coasts of Scotland, and had strangely torn them and

burrowed them with water channels—Loch Fyne
and the rest. She had raised and lowered the tattered

coasts several times, moulding them afresh during

these manoeuvres by the washing and hollowing of

water. She had sent ice floes to abrade the rocks

and increase their ruggedness. She had lighted sub-

terranean fires and invoked the resistless power of

expansion in giving crowns of basalt, or other intrusive

volcanic material, to the tops of some of the hills.

By this hippy stroke she had ** crowned the edifice,"

and left to all time that billowy surface which is so

universally admired in the Highlands. The soft

strata of the earth are so readily washed away by

denuding currents and ploughed out and removed by

glaciers and their melting streams, that the carbon-

iferous world of Scotland must have been entirely

removed during the last upheaval, but for the trap

rocks which fenced and rivetted a portion of its

remains, or covered them with a protecting sheet of

'

lava. Nature always loved Scotland. She intended

it as the home of a race which should supply the

world with gardeners, and furnish their own straths

and hill-sides and some of the smoother shires with

the finest examples of the cultural art in every depart*

ment. Her designs were accomplished by the timely

protection of a torn and battered country with the

strong defence of igneous rocks. And when the eye

is thrown from some hill across the undulating

country round, the rugged outline of trap rocks and

primitive formations will be observed as contributing

greatly to the pleasure of the bold landscape.

Will those fantastic persons who would say that

the Duke of Argyle outraged Nature in planting his

hills, inform us where Nature begins and at what period

she finishes her work? She first formed the High-

lands and left them bare. She then stained the rocks

with lichen and smudged them with the first mosses.

Afterwards she planted a few stray bushes and then

fetched from the eastern cradle of plants a rather

larger variety. She travelled perhaps by the same

route as the so-called Norway rat entered Europe

from Asia in historic times. Arrived in Russia

she dropped some Birch for people who now find it

indispensable in the neighbourhood of the White Sea.

Several things she carried to Scotland, but, owing to

some slight accident on the road, such as a stumbleupon

the Carpathians, the Silver Fir, Larch, and Spruce,

I
were all left upon the continent of Europe. A hand,
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busy almost as Nature's own, picked up these things,

and the Duke of Argyle planted them all at Tnverary

on sites where they produce a good deal of limber.

The subject is worthy of a volume, but we must

abbreviate. What we would urge is, that in carrying

on Nature's work, a planter and improver should

work in harmony with the existing lines. He has a

loch before his windows ; he need, not trouble himself

with making ornamental ponds. He has mountains
;

he need not manufacture mounds. The mole digs,

and makes a hill behind with his paddles ; and we

have known landscape gardeners do exactly the same

thing without the same excuse, since they are not in

search of worms.

There has been no middle-making at Inverary

;

no drole de corps has played the fool here

for his amusement ; all is harmony and truth to the

outlines which the improver found stamped upon the

hills when he resolved to create a home among

them. The distant woods are all of large size,

with bold, sweeping boundaries in accord with

the massive character of the mountain scenery. At

the point where the shrubberies meet the external

country there is a singularly appropriate linking of

the outer world with that which leads directly to the

lawn and the drawing-room. Several specimens and

clumps of the sweet Chestnut—a tree of tufted foliage

and cultured, dignified aspect—advance from the

shrubberies, as if to invite a parley with the outside

trees. The envoys are admirably chosen. Strangers

to this country originally, but now quite at home,

they possess the advantage of large stature and tufted

foliage. Daniel O'Connell, with his theatric stride and

dramatic cloak, was not more sure of convincing the

mob than these Chestnuts are adapted to show the

proper boundary between the regions which are wild,

or planted for profit, and those which are consecrated

to ornament.

The extent of greensward around the Castle is

limited to the level or sloping entrance of the glen,

and the space is left open when the view requires an

unobstructed foreground, or it is planted with fine

specimens of Scotch Fir, Larch, Ash, and other trees,

single or in groups. There are some very beautiful

Limes, forming an avenue judiciously broken so as to

avoid the obstacle of a wall of foliage across the park

and before the windows. One observes from the

prospect tower of Duniquoich the Aray in the glen

below. It looks a silver thread in the distance, but

in reality it is a boisterous, noisy torrent, which has

been restrained by the contrivance of a series of cas-

cades to secure the banks. A decorated lawn and

flower garden surround the Castle, and the Aray runs

below. Upon its banks above are the shrubberies,

on both sides of the stream, filling the glen. Then
come the Chestnuts, then the land of the dairy and the

hayfield, followed by that of the stag enclosed within

an iron fence of twelve wires. Further on is the

domain of the stragglers, the rascals who eat the

cottars' crops, having broken out or never been

restrained. Then comes the region of wood, and

afterwards that of heather.

Surely this is a country grouped by Nature, so far

as its plants are concerned ; as to its animals there are

white hares on the upper seats of the landscape,

common hares lower down, then rabbits. There are

ptarmigan on the mountain tops, grouse a little lower,

and then the blackcock ; while the plump and
almost domestic partridge, which cannot subsist on
heather, berries and the bare browsings of the

mountain, finds a home at the lower levels at the tail

of the plough. The water ouzel, flirting up and

down the streams, like a slow kingfisher, or dropping

curtsies on a pebble till you are within lo yards,

forms an interesting group in itself. In these remarks

on grouping the term is used in its widest sense as

applied to climatic distribution, and not to mere local

and accidental, or geographical grouping. There can

be no reason why the improver or decorator should

not use foreign plants, provided they do well in his

district. And if he has two climates he may have

to borrow from two zones of the world. On the

south side of Duniquoich there is a mild equable

climate, with a plantation of the Silver Firs of

California, the Conifers of the Mediterranean

and those from the temperate levels of

the Himalayas, all in one consistent group. Round
the corner, in a north wind, you will find the Birch,

with specimens from Siberia and from Canada,

to recall, in case of need, the necessity of applying

friction to noses when ihey are (r^zen. No a-^pect

can plant itself.

Nature brings its first plants by various methods, or

man brings them j and until they have arrived the

site is incomplete, or at any rate unsuited to human
residence. Australia was found to be singularly barren

of useful plants on its discovery, and its miserable

inhabitants were inferior to all other races except in

the powerful joint of the great toe, which rendered

them the best tree-climbers in the world. A sea or

mountain may divide groups of plants which are

equally adapted to both sides of the water or the

ridge.

In a representative focus of plants such as

horticulture or arboriculture may produce these

barriers are removed, and the result is a spot com-

pletely planted. And as man has been a prime agent

in the distribution of plants and the completion of

Nature's unfinished work, there can be no incon-

gruity in planting together as many varieties of foreign

trees as the soil and climate are capable of sustaining.

The motto of such a plantation should be similar to

that on the Royal Exchange, "The earth is the

Lord's and the fulness thereof," H. Evcrshed.

NEW PLANTS CERTIFICATED
AT THE ROVAL BOTANIC SOCIETVS

EXHIBITIONS, 1876.

',* B.C., Botanical Cerlijlcate ; F.C.. Fhrictiltural Certifi-

cate : doth beiitg equal to a First-class Certificate.

Abutilon Darwinii tesscllatum Veltch & Sons, Mar, 29— li.C.

Adiantum digitatum .. .. Veitch & Sons, Mar. 29— B.C.

,, Liiddemannianum .. Veitch & Sons, Mar. 29— B.C.
Aralia spcctabilis .. .. Bull, June 21—B.C.

„ splendidissima .. .. Bull, June 21- B.C.
( Ley, May 24 -B C.

„ Veitchii gracillima .

.

-,' Veilch & Sons, May 24~B.C.
i Williams, May 24— B.C.

Araucaria Goldieana .. .. Williams, May 24—B.C.
Artocarpus Cannoni .. .. Bull, June 21—B.C.
Auricula Mrs. Purvis .. .. Turner, April 26—F.C.
, , , ,. ( Turner. May 24— F.C.
Aialea Jean Vervaene . ..

^ y^;,^^ ^^ g/^^^ ^j^^ 24-F.C.
Bollea Lalindei Veilch & Sons, May 24— B.C.
Brahea filamentosa .. .. Veitch & Sons, Mar. 29—B.C
Caladium Madame dc la

Deransaye Laing, May 24—F.C.

., Madame Hervc . . .. Laing, May 24—F.C.
Cineraria Alice James, March 29-F.C.
„ Dr. Masters .. .. James, March 29— F.C.

„ KingAlphonse .. .. E. G. Henderson S: Son,
May 24—F.C.

„ Leah James, March 29-F.C.
„ Mrs. Lay James, March 29-F.C.
„ Model James, March 29-F.C.
„ Prrace Imperial .. .. E. G. Henderson & Son,

May 24-F.C.
„ Princess of Wales .. James, March 29—F.C.
,, The Marquis .. .. James, March 29—F.C.

Croton Macafeeanus .. .. Veilch K: Sons, May 24—B.C.

,, Mooreanus .. .. Veilch & Sons, May 24—B.C.
,, Mortii Bull. June 2i-B,C.

Cycas intermedia .. .. Williams, May 24—B.C.
Cyclamen Purple Gem .. Goddard, May 29-F.C.
Cypripediura selligerum .

.

Veilch & Sons, May 24—B.C.
Diictylis glomerata lal.folia E. G. Henderson & Son,

Dieffenbachia Shuttlew'orthii.'.' Bull, June 2t—B.C.
Dracsna insignis .. .. Bull, June 21- BC.
EuUlia japonica variegata .. Veilch & Sons, May 24 -B.C.
Fuchsia Earl of Beaconsfield

(as Laing's Hybrid) . . .

.

Laing, June zi -F. C.

Grevillea Preissii .. .. Veitch& Sons, March 29— B. C.

Habrothamnus Ne*ellii .

.

Newell, May 24 - F.C.
Hibiscus Collerii .. .. Bull, June 21—B.C.
Hyacinth Princess Louise .. Culbush & Son, March 29—

F.C.
Hypolepis Bergiana .. . Williams. April 26—B.C.
Ixoraregina Bull, June 21—B.C.
Lobelia ccerulea albo-marmo-

rata flore-pleno .. .. Bull, June 21-F.C.
Marama Massangeana .. Bull, June 2t—B.C.
Masdevallia Davisii .. .. Veitch 4; Sons, June 21-B.C.
Mimulus moschatus Harrisoni Harrison, June 21— F.C.

„ (strain oO E. G. Henderson & Son-
May 24—F.C.

Niphobolus heteractis. . .. Williams, April 26-B.C.
Odontoglossum Chcstettoni .. Veitch& Sons, March 29—B.C.
Osmunda palustris .. .. Veitch & Sons, May 24— B.C.
Pansy (black) Jupiter .. Hooper, May 24— F.C.
Pelargonium Ojronze)E.\quisite Laing, May 24—F C.

,, ,, J. JennerWeir .. Laing, May 24— F-C.

„ (show) Bridesmaid .. Foster, June 2i~F.C.

„ „ H. Samuel Ryde .. Matthews, June 21— F.C.

,, „ Purity .. .. Foster. June 21— F.C.

„ ., Sappho .. .. Turner, June 21 — E.G.

,, „ Wallace .. .. Matthews. June 21— F.C.

,, (silver-edged) Mrs. J. C.
Quennel .. .. Barley. June 21— F.C.

,, (zonal) Charming .. Burley, June 31—F.C.

,, ,, Marmion .. . Denny, May 24— F.C.

„ ,, Wonderful .. .. Smith, May 24-F.C.
Photinia serrulata variegata .. Williams, May 24—B.C.
Phyllanthus roseo-pictus .. Veilch & Sons, May 24—B.C.
Rhododendron Duke of Edin-

burgh Veitch & Sons, May 24_B.C.
,, Prince George .. .. Veitch & Sons, June 21-B.C
„ Prince Leopold .

.

.. Veitch & Sons, June 21— B.C.
„ Princess Frederica .. Veilch & Sons, June 2.—B C.

„ Princess of Wales .. Veitch & Sons, Mar. 29-B.C.
„ Queen Victoria .. .. Veitch & Sons, May 24-B.C.

Rhopala pubescens .. .. Williams, June 21—B.C.
Rose (H.P.) Comtesse de

Screnye . . .

.

Bennett, March 29— F. C.

,, ,, Duchesse de Vallam-
brosa Paul & Son, March 29— F. C.

„ „ Duke of Connaught . Paul & Son, April 26- F.C.

,, „ Magna Charta .. W. Paul & Son—May 24 —
F.C.

„ (Tea) Mad.ameFr.a.v.is
J^min Bennett, March 29— F.C.

Smila.\ Shutlleworthii . . .. Bull, June 24—B.C.

MESSRS. LEE'S NURSERY AT
WOOD LANE, ISLEWORTH.

Messrs. John & Charles Lee have the advan-

tjge of possessing not one, but at least half-a-dozen

nurseries, all of considerable extent, in different

localities, and therefore subjected to different

conditions. Hence they are enabled to humour

'he different requirements of different classes of

plants in a more thorough manner than those

can do who are not possessed of like advantages.

We have at various times had occasion to speak of the

nursery at Spring Grove, near Isleworth, specially

devoted to ornamental trees, but on this occasion we
propose to say a few words concerning the Wood Line

nursery, which is within some ten minute^' walk of the

IsleworUi station on the Brentford Road, and close to the

International College. This nursery is a great manu-

factory and propagating establishment for certain

descriptions of plants, and like other establishments of

a similar character it possesses very great interest to

those engaged in the growth of plants, their varying

habits and endowments, and the ingenious way in

which the cultivator manages to take advantage of

them for his own purposes. A clever propagator

necessarily has an insight into the suitability of

certain stocks for grafting, and into the nature and

habits of plants, which a more scientific experimenter

or physiologist might envy ; again, even in the case of

the same species there are great individual differences.

This is specially notable in the case of different

individual plants of Wellingtonia, some of which

strike easily, while others refuse to do so. As this

nursery contains a great variety of diverse subjects

which do not easily lend themselves to classification

except in a few instances, we shall merely note a few of

the more striking objects as they presented themselves

to our notice on the occasion of a recent visit.

First, then, we may note the vast quantities of Biota

aurea and semper aurea propagated by cuttings and

grafting—two most useful plants, the demand for

which appears to be inexhaustible. We next allude

to Bridgesia [Ercilla] spicata, a bright green-leaved

climbing plant, throwing its roots Ivy-like against

a wall, so that the process of nailing may be

dispensed with. It is a plant scarcely ever met with,

but there used to be a plant against a wall at Chiswick,

and one still exists at Kew. The flowers are not

lemarkable, but the foliage is of a rich colour. The
purple-leaved Vine we have lately alluded to, but its

merits are such that a second reference to it is by no

means superfluous. A number of plants of the

variegated Euonymus japonicus are here grafted

on to Euonymus europ^us, some as dwarfs, others with

tail clear stems as standard?. It is found that the

Euonymus so treated grows much more rapidly than on

its own roots. Thty make admirable subjects for

winter bedding. Another Euonymus, E. radicans

variegatus, forms a most charming plant when grown

against a wall, to which it adheres by its aerial roots.

It is just the plant to place in architectural panels on

a terrace-walk or other similar situations. All the

variegated forms of Euonymus indeed, as well as those

of Ligustrum, are much improved by being planted

against walls. Houses full of cuttings of coniferous

shrubs, such as Thujas, Ketinosporas, Junipers, and

the like, as well as small plants just grafted, furnish

illustrations of the art with which the successful

propagator now-a-days manages to procure the largest

possible stock in the smallest space of lime. Wel-

Ijngtonias raised from cuttings, it is found here, are

not so subject to mildew as are seedling plants. A
large stock of the new and very beautiful Juniperus

virginiana elegans, a white-tipped variety, is grown

here, and no doubt prudently, for so beautiful a plant

merely requires to become known to be a general

favourite. Juniperus attica, a silver-tipped Juniper, is

also beautiful, but a little tender. Another con-

spicuous plant is the silver variety of Thuja elegan-

tissima. Biota elegantissima is a yellow foliaged

Arbor-vitse, possessing advantages over the commoner
forms. A good word may also be said in favour of

Thuja Lobbii aurea. Taxodium sempervirens has also

a silver-tipped representative, called albo-spica.

Among other variegated Conifers we may here

notice Thuja Vervaeneana, the very beautiful tint of

which persists throughout the winter. Cedrus Deo-

dara albo-spica has, as its name implies, silver-tipped

shoots. Juniperus japonica variegata is also remark-

able for its blue glaucous hue and white tips. Reti-

nosporas of many kinds are grown here largely, being
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deservedly great favourites for window-boxes and
bedding-out. Yews, self-coloured and variegated,

are grown here in variety, such as upright Yews, and
a remarkable weeping form, the branches of which
bend nearly vertically downwards, while the leader

grows perfectly upright ; and the Washington Yew, a
fast-growing variety, with branches curving down-
wards, and with foliage of a bronzy sheen, well-

adaf t;d for rockwcrk. Taxus dumosa is another form,
suitable for covering the ground.

Common Yews are propagated like Willows;
indeed, a prevailing character in this nursery is the
simplicity of the methods followed. It would almost
seem as if there were nothing to be done but stick the

cuttings in the open ground, and to let them take their

chance. One great secret, however, is to put the
cuttings in at the right time, and to fix them firmly in

the ground ; this is accomplished by jobbing the edge
of the spade a few inches into the ground in front of the

cutting, and not by pressure with the heel. Thus Box
and Aucuba cuttings do best when put out in August,
Ivies in September, and so on. Quantities of the
common Virginian Creeper are grown in this way

;

indeed, the numbers of plants of this species, and of
various Ivies grown in pots, is something prodigious.
The Ampelopsis, for instance, counted by the tens of

thousands, and so on. A. tricuspidata (A. Veitchii)

is also largely grown, as its neat foliage and excellent
habit make it a general favourite. Dielytras and the

silver-flowered Pampas-grass, two most popular plants,
are grown here in large quantities, as well as two varie-
gated forms of the latter, the one chiefly in demand
being a comparatively dwarf form. We commonly
see the Pyracantha grown against walls, and its hardi-
ness, unpenetrability, and glowing fruits, insure it a
welcome, but we are not accustomed to see it grown
as a pyramid or standard. Those, however, who take
note of the plant as grown in this nursery, will not
hesitate to try it as a standard wherever space permits.
Pyracantha crenulata is very like the common form,
but has rather longer, narrower leaves and brighter
coloured berries. Osmanthus Aquifolius, about which
there has been some correspondence in these columns,
is found to be quite hardy when grafted on
the common Privet. Lardizabala biternata is also
hardy here against a wall, and was even showing for
flower. Its bold and singular foliage should secure it

a place in the garden of all plant-lovers. El.-eagnus
pungens aureo-variegatus is noteworthy for its well-
defined and constant marginal variegation. A dwarf
form of Euonymus, known as E. pulchellus or micro-
phyllus, forms a neat edging, and is used instead of
Box. But we should occupy several columns with
what, after all, would be a mere catalogue, were we
to attempt to enumerate the variety of interesting
plants grown here, and the numerous devices adopted
to propagate such plants as are likely to hit the
public taste. There are few establishments of the
kind near London or in the provinces which are mote
instructive than the nursery of which we have endea-
voured to indicate a few of the more prominent
features.

ANTHURIUM BROWNII.*
This is a very noble stove Aroid (figs. 139 ^o)

discovered in New Grenada by Mr. Wallis, and by him
introduced to the nurseries of Messrs. Veitch, where
we first saw it in flower in the autumn of 1S75, and
again in October of the present year. When we first
saw the plant we identified it with A. cordifolium of
Kunth (Sclwtl. Prcd. AroiJ., p. 515), but further txa-
mmation of the specimens furnished by Messrs. Veitch,
and made in company with Mr. N. E. Brown of the
Herbarium at Kew, has led us to the conclusion that it

is specifically distinct. We propose, therefore, to
attach to it the name of Anthurium Brownii.
The stem is very short and encircled by fibrous

sheaths, from amid which emerge the leaves, which
are very large, 3 feet or more in length, and raised on
a stalk of over 2 feet in length. The blade of

* Anthurmtn Bmmii. Mast.-Caudice breviter assurgente.
peliolis dongatis geniculoque subteratibus antice canaliculatis
lamiii.s majusculis (plus quam trip<:dalibus)glabris subcoriaceis
miiais insigniter pedatinerviis, cordifonni-lanceolatls. lobis basa-
libus elongato-subreniformibiis, nee incumbemibus sinu btoapiM basi que contracto : cosia mediana valde prominente supra
cannata subtus teretl. costis lateralibus.utrinque caiinato-promi-
I.enlibus ad margines arcuatim confluentibus

; pedunculo tereliseu subangulato petiolum ajquante ; spatha libera lanceojata pa-
tenteapicerevoluta.spadice teretl spatha duploloDgiore et ultra
intra spatham bteviter stipiiata

; perianthii sesmentis truncatis
purpureis, filamenlis dilatatis, ovario truncate Svulis 2 anatropis

^ errnl^n?"",- "^""S'-
"" '5«''- ^°'"- Wallis et in hort. Veitchan eo intioduct. v. v. florent. Oct. 1875 et 1867. M. T. M.

V

the leaf is heart-shaped at the base, with a very deep
and wide cleft separating the two rounded basal lobes.
From this broadly heart-shaped base the blade tapers
to a point in a lanceolate fashion. The nervation is

pedate, there being one central primary rib running
from base to apex, sharply keeled above, rounded
beneath; from this proceed 12—15 pairs of secondary
nerves, sharply prominent on both surfaces, thick-
ened at the bases, and running at regular but some-
what distant intervals to near the margins, where they
form a continuous arch. One large principal nerve
courses along from the base along the border of each
of the rounded basal lobes ; it is flattened above near
its origin, keeled beneath for the rest of its course, and
gives oir seven or eight secondary nerves in pedate
fashion. The texture of these noble leaves is leathery,
in colour they are dark shining green above, paler
beneath, and quite free from hair on both sides. The
leaf-stalks are 2 feet and more in length, about the
thickness of the finger, nearly cylindrical, with a slight
furrow on the upper or inner side. They terminate
near the base of the leaf in a thickened geniculus
or joint, about an inch in length, and furrowed
like the rest of the stalk. The peduncle is more
than 2 feet in length, nearly cylindrical or slightly
angular—covered with whitish spots—greenish, tinged
at the upper end with rose. The spathe is about
S inches in length, free, ultimately spreading
and revolute, slightly cordate or amplexicaul at the
base, lanceolate, greenish, tinted with rose. The
spadix measures 12—14 inchfes in length, is shortly
stalked within or above the spathe, and is for the
whole of its length covered with purplish 4-parted
flowers. The perianth-segments are oblong, thick-
ened, and truncate at the extremities. The stamens
are broad, petaloid, with the anther-cells, widely
divergent at the base. The pollen cells are globular,
studded with 3 few asperities. One is shown mag.
nified 640 diameters in the upper part of fig. 139.
The ovary is truncate, 2-celled, each cell with one
erect anatropal ovule. The fruit has not yet been
seen by us.

This plant would be a fine subject for conservatory
decoration, from the magnitude and boldness of its
foliage. M. T. M.

The Geology of England and Wales, &c. By
Horace B. Woodward, of the Geological Survey,
Longmans. Svo. Pp. 476.

The School Manual of Geology. By the late

J. B. Jukes. Third Edition, revised by Alfred
Jukes Brown. Edinburgh : Black. Small Svo.
Pp. 402.

Every student of, or every one merely "bitten with a
fancy" for this very fascinating branch of natural
history, and who has fallen in with Conybeare and
Phillips' Outliiiis of the Geology ofEngland and Walts,
must have earnestly longed for a newer book more in

consonance with the knowledge of the day than the
admirable, but in large measure obsolete work to

which we have just alluded. Such a work they willnow
find in the modest, unpretending but generally excel-

lent work whose title stands at the head of this article.

Those engaged in cultural pursuits have so greatly felt

the want of a trustworthy manual, that they would
thankfully have welcomed such a book, even were it

less admirable than it is. As we have at the very
outset indicated how highly we appreciate the present
volume, so we shall not scruple to point out some
particulars in which we think it might be improved.
First as to the illustrations—these are too scanty, and
in a new edition, which we doubt not will soon be
called for, should be largely added to. Sections,

views of coast scenery, and of other localities where
geological formations of difterent nature rest one upon
the other, might, with much advantage, be multiplied.

In like manner we should have liked the topo-

graphical geology, it we may so speak, of particular

districts more thoroughly and completely worked out.

To some, nay, to a considerable extent, this is done in

the volume before us, but it admits of further extension.

Let us take as an illustration the geology of the coast

from the rise of the chalk at or near Walmer to

the greensand and ragstone cliffs of Ilythe, in Kent,

or, to take only what may easily be accomplished in

one day's walk, the geology of the country from Dover

to Folkestone. Other illustrations of like character

—

perfect epitomes of geological lore—are to be found in

the Isle of Wight near Ventnor, at Freshwater or

Alum Bay, and again in the coast district between
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Poole Harbour and Swanage. We should like to

see typical and thoroughly characteristic localities,

such as those we have mentioned, thoroughly

explained and illustrated, so far at least as

is necessary for students and amateurs, and illus-

trated with abundant woodcuts. We would have

the book in this way play the same part, as far as

could be done, as that exercised by a competent

guide and instructor on the spot. It may be objected

that to enter into such detail of a few localities

would curtail the space to be devoted to other and

perhaps equally important localities. But, on the

other hand, it must be remembered the great prin-

ciples are the same in all cases, and if they were well

illustrated and enforced in a It"^ typical instances,

blown sand, &c. ; 2, Fluviatile and lacustrine—valley-

gravels and brick-earth ; 3, Marine—raised beaches,

burtle beds, shingle beaches, <S:c. ; 4, Glacial—boulder

clay, gravel, &c. With reference to the glacial

deposits we shall give a good illustration of the

author's method of treating his subject by quoting his

remarks on the glacial period,

"The glacial period, so called, has itself been marked
by many changes, the duration of which geologists can

only speculate upon.

" Upwards of 200,000 years ago the earth {says Mr,

James Geikie), as we know from the calculations of

astronomers, was so placed in regard to the sun that a

series of physical changes was induced, which eventually

resulted in conferring upon our hemisphere a most

to be, tha't during what is called the glacial period the

northern parts of En/,dand and Wales were covered with

ice ; to quote Professor Ramsay :
' the average level of

the land may then have been higher than at present, by
elevation of the whole, and a little because it had not

suffered so much degradation : but whether this was so

or not, the mountains and much of the lowlands were
covered with a universal coating of ice, probably as thick

as that in the north of Greenland in the present day."

Small glaciers were locally formed on the Snowdonian
and Cumbrian hills. * During the time that these great

results were being produced by glacial action, there were
occasional important oscillations in temperature, so that

the ice sometimes increased and sometimes diminished,

and land animals that lived habitually in more temperate

regions, at inter\'als advanced north or retreated south

Fig. 14c,—anthurium irownii. (leaves 3 feet long.)

they might be passed over with mere mention in other

cases. Mr. Woodward by no means neglects the

topographical details, but he subordinates them to

the systematic geological arrangement of strata. He
begins with the Laurentian and Cambrian rocks, and

he proceeds regularly through the series till he arrives

at the drifis and alluvial deposits. Now almost every

geological book that we take up does this. The

ordinary text-book very properly deals with the

"system" in proper sequence, but Mr. Woodward's

object, we take it, was different, and he would have

better fulfilled his plan by letting the details tell of

the system, not the system of the details.

It is with the most superficial and with the drift

deposits that cultivators of the soil are the most inte-

rested. These are grouped by the author according as

they are — l. Sub-aerial— soils, peat, submarine

crests, caverns and cavern-deposits, springs, tufa,

intensely severe climate. But the observations of geolo-

gists, comparing the past with the present, had many
years ago led them to infer such a period of cold.

"In the mountainous districts the direct action of

former glaciers may be traced ; Blocs perchts are found

in most valleys in the lake district and North Wales,

while grooved and polished rock-surfaces and striated

stones have been detected in many places. In some of

the lowlands are deposits of distant origin which cannot

have been accumulated by rain and rivers, nor have been

formed unaided by marine action.

" In iS3r Mr. J.
Trimmer detected traces of stratified

drift containing marine shells at a height of 1300 feet on

Moel Tryfaen, which indicated a submergence to this

extent in post-pliocene times ; and in 1S42 Dr. Buck-

land recognised the former existence of glaciers in many

parts of North Wales.

"Since this period the subject has been very exten-

sively studied, and the general conclusions may be stated

I
Mfith the retreating or advancing ice. At length, how-

I ever, a slow submersion of the land took place.'

I

" During the time when the lands in North Wales and

I

the North of England were covered with ice, it has been

conjectured that the southern tracts of Wales and Eng-

I

land were submerged, and then material extruded by the

glaciers was dispersed over the submerged country,

while icebergs may have given their contributions to the

drifts that are scattered over the country. The subse-

quent period of greater submergence, which in Wales

was more than 1300 feet, was attended by the dispersion

and deposition of more material.

" Again the land rose, and glaciers were formed in

North Wales and in the lake district. Those who visit

North Wales should carry Professor Ramsay's Old

Giaciets of Switzerland and North Wales in their

pockets. With this guide the many obvious facts will

be understood even by those who have never seen a

glacier—the old records of glacial action are as certainly
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maikcd on ihe rocks and in llic valleys as is the hand of

man in the hieroglyphics on ancient monuments.

" This is but a feeble sketcli of the great changes indi-

cated during the glacial period, but it would be impos-

sible here to do justice in so small a space as must be

allotted to the subject, and tliose who would pursue the

subjt'ct further should consult Mr. James Geikie's Great

Ice Age.

"It may, however, be useful to give the following

summary by Mr. Geikie of the great changes that

occurred over the British Islands in the quaternary

period :

—

"
J. Indications of cipjjroaching cold are mel with in the

newer pliocene deposits.

" 2. Intense glacial conditions, with great confluent glaciers ;

intermediate mild, and warm periods ; arctic and
southern mammalia visit Britain alternately, according

as climatal conditions become suited to their needs.
"

3. Disappearance of arctic conditions. Britain continental,

with climate changing from cold to temperate and

genial, and again to temperate. In early stages of con-

tinental conditions the arctic mammalia invade Britain ;

subsequently these disappear, and are succeeded by the

hippopotamus, and other southern forms.
"

4. Gradual submergence of the land to a depth in Wales of

not less than 1400 feet. Depression probably partial

and dying out rapidly towards the south. Climate
temperate, but passing to cold-temperate, and to arctic

in Scotland.
"

5, Gradual re-elevation of the land. Snowfields and
glaciers increase until for the last time all Scotland,

Wales, and the northern districts of England are covered

with an ice-sheet.

*' 6. Ketreat of the ice. Great floods from the melting ice

distribute vast quantities of gravel and sand over the

low grounds.
" 7. Period of great local glaciers. Land of less extent than

now. Floating ice. Climate arctic.

"8. Britain becomes continental. Summer and winter tempe-

ratures more excessive than now. Age of great forests.

"9. Final insulation of Britain. Climate humid. Decay of

the forests and accumulation of peat-mosses. Land of

tthai

" 10. Partial re-elevation ; climate temperate ; the present.

" This summary will be sufficient to indicate the great

changes IhcXt have taken place since pliocene times,

changes which have not only modified the life-history of

different tracts, but likewise the character of the sedi-

ments, rendering the minute examination of the various

superficial deposits a matter of the greatest interest.

And yet as they are more minutely divided in different

localities, we find a greater difficulty in classifying them

according to time than is experienced in the larger divi-

sions of the older stratified rocks.

'* The glacial deposits, or rather the deposits of the

glacial age, include various gravels, sands, loams, and

clays. The term ' boulder clay ' is applied essentially to

the deposits of a clayey or loamy nature which contain

large boulders of rocks, many of which have frequently

been brought from a distance, but boulder clay may at

times contain very few large boulders, and at others be

almost entirely made up of them. In many parts of the

Eastern Counties it is to a large extent made up of

chalk.

"The term ' till' was first applied in Scotland to the

stiff unstratified clays containing angular, subangular,

and rounded blocks of rock, usually polished and

striated, and is often used as synonymous for boulder

clay : the former term is, however, sometimes restricted

to the product of land ice, or of an ice sheet, the latter

to the same material when reasserted or washed away
and redeposited by marine action assisted by icebergs,"

Then follow details relating to the various sub-

divisions of glacial deposits as seen in various localities,

which we have no space to cite.

Here and there indications are given of the natural

vegetation pecuhar to, or characteristic of the various

formations and of the agricultural features of the

districts in which l,hey prevail. This also is a depart-

ment we should like to see greatly extended, as it is

on2 which is of very great importance to foresters,

a nicuiturists, fruit growers, and gardeners generally.

But it may be said such expansions and additions as

Wd are couns'jlling would necessitate a second volume.

To this we may add that if the second volume be

as good as ihe first, its speedy publicatiuii is a con-

summatiun most devoutly to be wished.

The second book whose title is above given is

so well appreciated that little need be said of it

beyond announcing the fact of its having reached

a third edi ion. By a mere accident it has

come about that tliis volume and that of Mr.

Woodward's above n.-ted have come under notice

at the same lime, and a perusal of the two has

led us to consider that the study of the School

A/iinua/ would form an excellent preparation for the

raoie detailed woik of Mr. Woodward. The instruc-

tions for laying out a geoloijical map at p. 147 are

serviceable as showing the method by which such

maps are constructed.

Excellent features in this work are the numbers of

illustrations, the abundant reference to representative

localities, the easy style of the language in which it is

written, and the interpretations of the "hard words.
"

These features render it an excellent class-book for

beginners.

• The last issued part of the new edition of

Varrell's Bn'lisA. Birds (Van Voorst), edited by Pro-

fessor Newton, has reached the linnet. With reference

to the sparrow, in his relation to gardeners and

farmers, the author says :

—

"Very much is to be said on each side, and the bird's

best friends will do wisely by eschewing any violent par-

tizanship until far more careful observations—especially

by disinterested and unprejudiced persons—have been

made. It may he freely admitted that in many instances

the damage done to Peas and ripening grain is incal-

culable, but equally incalculable is the service as often

performed by the destruction of insect pests.

'

' Not only are the young during the earlier part of the

breeding season mainly fed on destructive caterpillars,

but the parents, for their own sustenance, then capture,

even on the wing, a large number of noxious insects in

their perfect stage, particularly Phyllopertha horlicola

(the chovy, as it is called in East Anglia, where in some
seasons it swarms, and is most mischievous). Thus it is

still a question whether the benefit conferred is not an
equivalent for the corn and seeds stolen during the rest

of the year, and it must be always borne in mind that a
very large portion of the food of this and other species

of granivorous birds is such as could never be turned to

any useful end. What, however, are called ' sparrow
clubs,' for the indiscriminate destruction of this and
other small birds, deserve nevertheless to be regarded

with the utmost abhorrence.

"The great attachment of the parents to their young
has been frequently noticed. Professor Bell, in 1824,

stated {ZooL Journ., i., p. 10, note) that a pair of

sparrows, which had built in a thatched roof at Poole,

were seen to continue their regular visits to the nest long

after the time when the young usually take flight. This

went on for some months, till in the winter, a gentleman
who had all along observed them, determined on inves-

tigating the cause. Mounting a ladder he found one of

the young detained a prisoner by a piece of string or

worsted, whicli formed part of the nest, having become
accidentally twisted round its leg. Being thus unable to

procure its own sustenance, it had been fed by the con-

tinued exertions of its parents. A parallel instance had
already been recorded by Graves, who, finding a nestling

sparrow in like manner entangled by a thread, observed

that the parents fed it during the whole of the autumn
and part of the winter, but, tlie weather becoming very

severe soon after Christmas, he disengaged it lest its

death might ensue. In a day or two it accompanied
the old birds, and they continued to feed it till the month
of March, by which time it may be presumed to have

learnt to get its own living."

Our contemporary, the Civil Set-vice Revieiv^

which has recently changed hands, and had new life

infused into it, is coming out with a series of litho-

graphed portraits of statesmen. With the number for

Saturday last there was issued a portrait, with auto-

graph, of the Prime Minister, the Earl of Beacons-

held, and other important personages are to follow in

due course. The execution of the cartoon is all that

can be desired.

Dr. Cooke has issued the second and third

parts of his Mycooraphia, or figures of Fungi froiu

All Parts of the World (Williams & Norgate). The
fungi illustrated by coloured figures are species of

Pezizi, Wynnea, liellvella, Leotia, and MitruU.

Brief diagnostic characters are given, together with

the measurements of the sporidia, places of growth and

synonyms of each species. It is interesting, but at the

same time rather discouraging to beginners, to see

how very closely some species approximate to each

other in external appearance, the diflference consisting

chiefly in the form and dimensions of the sporidia.

It was confidently anticipated that when this publica-

tion was undertaken a sufficient number o( persons

in Europe and America would be found devoted to

the study of fungi to absorb the whole of the

limited edition, and repay the cost of production.

Three parts have now been published, and these

anticipations have, we regret to learn, not been

realised. Although it was never calculated that any

remuneration would accrue for the great labour

expended in production, it was hoped that a work of

so much value and importance would not entail on

its author a heavy pecuniary loss. " Finding," says

Dr. Cooke, *' that 1 shall be unable to continue the 1

publication of Mycooraphia beyond the sixth part,

which will complete the first volume, with the present

limited sale, I have been strongly recommended by

my botanical friends to appeal to the friends of science

generally in order to place this publication on a more

satisfactory basis, and ensure its continuance. One
hundred additional subscribers are required to

guarantee the continuance of its publication. As it is

supplied to subscribers at the reduced rate of half a

guinea each part (if obtained direct from the author),

and as only two parts can conveniently be issued

during the year, the cost is limited to one guinea per

annum," We trust that Dr. Cooke's appeal will not

be in vain, fot the work has a permanent value.

Publications Received.—Woman and Her
Work in the World, by C. N. Cresswell, Barrister-at-

Law (Hardwicke & Bogue).—Journal of Botany.—
Florist and Pomologist.—Sempervirens.—Botanical

Magazine.—The Gardener.—The Gardeners' Year

Book for 1S77.— Monatsschrift de? Vereines zur

Belurderung des Garten Baues in den Konigl. Preuss

Staten.—Revue de I'Horticulture Beige.—Journal de

la Sociele Centrale d'HorticuUure de France.—Revue
Horticole.—Transactions of the Botanical Society of

Edinburgh.—Cracroft's Trustees' Guide (Stanford).

^artrciT operations,
PLANT HOUSES.

Greenhouse Hard-wooded Plants.—It is

frequently a difficult matter to procure young hard-

wooded greenhouse plants perfectly free from brown

scale, especially such things as Aphelexis, Acrophyl-

lums, Eriostemons, Polygalas, Pimeleas, Boroiiias,

Leschenaultias, and others of a similar character. This

insect does not increase fast upon thera in consequence

of their being grown in cool structures, and is, there-

fore, easily kept down whilst the plants are small,

but as they get larger more trouble is experienced.

In this, as in everything of a kindred nature, the least

labour is involved by never letting the insects get

ahead. If the plants are gone over carefully once in

three months with a sponge and small soft brush this

troublesome interloper will never get so numerous as

to do serious harm by the dirty deposit it makes on

the leaves, and which is the principal mischief it

inflicts. Any plants that are affected should at this

season, when there is usually a little more spare time,

have a thorough cleansing, as now, when at rest and

with their leaves and wood in a hard matured

state, and the flowers in their most dormant

condition, they are, therefore, less susceptible to

injury. The plants ought to be laid down
on their sides, and be gone over branch by branch,

first with the brush and afterwards with the

sponge, which will remove the smaller insects which
are scarcely perceptible. A good syringing after with

soapy water wUl clear the leaves from dirt, and not

only improve their appearance but also be cunducive
to health. Acrophylium venosum must not be sub-

jected to the use of the brush, even if a very soft one
IS employed, as the leaves, although hardduoking, are

very easily injured. I have seen fine specimens of

this valuable plant completely spoilt with a brush,

though applied with no more force than sufficient to

remove the scale from the surface of the leaves ; a

soft sponge is the only thing suitable. When such

work as this is pushed on now it gives a much better

chance of keeping up with the numerous things that

by-and-by demand attention, and which the incoming
year always brings with it.

Heaths.—The soft nature of winter flowering

Heaths renders them particularly susceptible to the

influence of such damp autumns as the present, and
unless they are well cared for by giving them a good
light situation in a dry airy house, the toliage is almost

certain to sutTer ; this is particularly the case with the

later blooming kinds, of which E. hyemalis may be
taken as the representative. It is no unusual occur-

rence to see these plants closely stood together before

they come into fiower in dark, itl-ventilated pits,

where the chief conditions essential to their well

being are absent, in which case it is not to be

wondered that they do not open their flowers well. If

carefully attended to, their .blooming during the cur-

rent season will be much more satisfactory, and they

will be a deal more likely to survive and do duty

another year.

Conservatory.—Where plants are kept here

through the winter that require more warmth than

ordinary greenhouse subjects, it will now be necessary

to have a little fire-heat on regularly, yet this should

not be overdone, as there are usually many also that

will suffer if excited at this dull season. In a struc-
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ture of any size there is generally a considerable differ-

ence in temperature betwixt the end where ihe hot-

water pipes enter and the opposite end, as aUo in the
centre of the house and the outside next the upright
glasp. If a little forethought is brought to bear on
the subject, the plants may be so arranged as to place

those that want the most heat in the warmest posi-

tions, and such as are better for being kept cooler
where there is the least warmth, with advantage to
both. It is quite possible that this may involve a
somewhat less artistic effect in the grouping collec-
tively, but where a number of plants requiring some
difference in temperature is necessarily located in the
same house, it is worth while to sacrifice a little in

appearance for the genual well-being. The best use
should now be made of such foliage plants as are at
command by inteimxing them with the flowering sub-
jects. Where Cameliias are either grown in pots or tubs,

or planted out in such a house as is under considera-
tion, it requires care that they not only have the whole
of the soil down to the bottom of the tubs or beds in
which their roots are placed well moistened, but also
that means should be taken to counteract the drying
effects of the fire-heat upon the atmosphere by supply-
ing it with sufficient moisture. This, where the cun-
servatory communicates with a room of the dwelling,
often requires to be nicely balanced so as to afford the
requisite moisture to the plants without making it

objectionable in the room or rooms adjoining. The
end in view is much more easily attained by having the
moisture-giving medium continuous, in the shape of
a trough or two on the pipes, proportionate in size and
number to the extent of the house and healing appa-
ratus. This is much more satisfactory than having to
resort to throwing water about at intervals. T. Baincs.

FLOWER GARDEN.
It has been a matter of impossibility to make any

progress of late with planting or ground work of any
kind, by reason of the sudden state of the ground
through the long-continued rains, and, what is worse,
at present there are no indications of a change, and I

fear the work will get in airear, but this had better be
the case rather than to plant in mud. By way of
advancing the work till the ground gels drier, should
the weather continue mild, shrub pruning may be
done ; Laurel, Portugal Laurel, Yew and other hedges
may be clipped ; and large bu^hts of Rhododendrons
trimmed into form ; Conifercie also, many of them,
would be all the better if they were gone over annu-
ally, for the purpose of pinching out the points of any
branches that were makmg excessive growth, and that
would eventually militate against the symmetry of the
tree; and if in any case two or more leading central

shoots are being formed, all but one of the best should
be removed. When time and njaterial are at com-
mand, no other kinds of ornamental trees sooner
repay the labour bestowed on them in the way of
top-dressings than do Conifers, and now is the time
to do it. As weather permits, and the leaves being
now all down, every hole and corner should now
be raked out, as it is much better to do it effec-

tually than to be annoyed by the litter they make
every time the wind blows. If the laeves are not
rt quired for any other purpose let them be burnt ;

what few ashes they make forms an excellent manure.
Moreover, when burnt, there is then an end of the
litter and untidiness they otherwise cause. The high
winds of late have reminded me, by snapping some old
stakes, that many plants would be the better for

having new stakes annually, such as standard Roses,
small shrubs, and also deciduous trees, till they get
well established ; and always as soon as planted, ail

should be tied toprever.t wind-waving and consequent
prevention of rooting, by breaking them off the young
ones as soon as formed. Walks should be kept in good
condition by rolling them frequetitly, more especially

after heavy rains, and any that require fresh gravel
should now be attended to, as the wet will cause it to

roll down firmly. As to other operations necessary
to be done at this season consult former Calendars, for

any other hints I might give would be but a repetition

of these. W. Wildsinith.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Strawberries in Pots.— It is somewhat re-

markable, considering the importance with which the

crop of fruit which these plants supply is regarded,

and ihe frequent source of mischief which emanates
from having them in contact with other kinds of

fruit trees in forcing houses, that suitable structures

are not more frequently to be met with which are

devoted solely to them, as by these means the sad

ravages committed by that almost invincible pest, the

red-spider, which at all times abounds in some degree

about such plants, would in some measure be re-

stricted. For forcing these plants during the early

stages of growth, and onwards until the plants come
into' flower, any light pit or house which is

heated, and will hold a good bed of leaves,

which should be made up to within a short distance of

the glass, will be applicable. Stand the plants not

too thickly together on the bed ; the mild heat at this

point will gradually induce root-action and make the
plant start into growth more kindly. Keep a night
temperature of from 50*^ to 55", with 5' or 10° more
according to outside influences ; let a slight current of
air pass through the place whenever the highest

temperatures can be maintained, and a little left on at

night will be beneficial in close confined places; if,

however, the houses which are now at work with
other subjects must of necessity be made available for

this purpose, the shelves or a bed in the Fig or Peach-
houses would bemostsuitable. According to the require-

ments a quantity should shortly be started; choose from
amongst the earliest potted plants those with welt-

developed crowns and plenty of roots. Divest the

plants of all decayed leaves, and otherwise make them
suitable for the position they are to occupy. Black
Prince, Keens' Seedling, and La Grosse Sucree are all

reliable varieties for starting at the present season, G.

r. Mth-s, Wviomh Abbey.

HARDy FRUIT GARDEiY.
The pruning of bush fruits may be safely carried on

in mild weather, commencing with the black, red,

and white Currants. After pruning, the beds of black

Currants should be well dressed over with good rotten

manure, which should be only slightly pricked in as

the trees root near the surface, and deep digging is

not advisable, unless, indeed, the trees are, as is

sometimes the case, over-luxuriant, when deeper dig-

ging will act as a root-pruner. The same remaiks
will apply in a great measure to red and white
Currants, with the exception that the manure may
from the first be turned in deeper ; and as the opera-

tion proceeds, and to avoid treading the ground
afterwards, let both the trees and the surface be well

dressed wiih lime, which on the trees will assist in

keeping in check the attacks of birds on the buds,

and on the ground will help to keep down the

Gooseberry caterpillar, often very destructive to

Currants as well as Gooseberries. It is often con-

sidered advisable to delay the pruning of Goose-
berry bushes until late in spring, on account of

the destructive attacks of bullfinches, and sometimes
sparrows, but as at that season there is always a

heavy press of work, I consider it more economical

to take a little extra trouble at this season ; and, after

pruning the trees, taking care during the operation to

keep the centre well open, and to leave a sufiicitncy

of bearing wood, let them be thoroughly wetted, and
powdered lime sprinkled over the whole of the bu;h.

Lime should also be freely spread over the surface

cind pricked in, completing the operation by a thorough
mulching with rotten manure. By treatment such as

this the raids of birds and caterpillars will be kept

in a very small compass if it is persevered in annually.

Whilst on the subject of the smaller fruits it is hoped
that Raspberries have had a due share of attention,

if not let no time be lost in fastening all the strong

canes to stakes or wires, and removing all the remain-

ing muckers not, required, and afterwards giving the

whole of the surface a good dressing of strong decayed

manure, which may be slightly pricked in for neatness

sake, but with greater advantage to the plants left on

the surface as a mulching. Where Figs require pro-

lection, it should be seen to at once. The fruit-room

must be gone over once a week to remove incipient

decay. John Cox, RedUaf.

Cucumbers.— Directions given in my last paper

still apply to the management of winter Cucumbers.

The mild weather up to the present time having

proved favourable to rapid growth, winter fruiters

are now showing a profusion of fruit which must be

freely thinned, particularly where the plants are weak.

Indeed, if the autumn fruiters are still producing sufti-

cient for the time, it will be a good plan to remove
the whole of the early fruits from those plants which

are to produce a supply in January. Remove all

male blossoms as they appear, discontinue stopping for

a lime, and keep a good supply of fibry turf and old

lime rubble in a dry waim place for earthing up the

plants as the roots appear upon the surface. The
supply of water given at this season must be moder-

ate. Use tepid liquid manure at a temperature of 80",

and see that every portion of the soil through which
the roots have permeated is properly moistened,

particularly where they are over bottom-heat

pipfs. Plants growing in pots and boxes will

require water more frequently than those which
are established on hills. Maintain a night tempera-

lure of 70'', with a rise of 50° by day from fiie-heat,

and 10° from sun-heat. Carefully avoid wetting the

pipes and foliage with the syringe in dull weather, as

sbfficient moisture may be obtained by sprinkling the

paths and walls, and continually turning the ferment-

ing materials of which the beds are formed. Watch
carefully for canker at the base of the stems, and
apply a little freshly-slaked lime to the parts atftcted

on its first appearance. A little seed of Telegraph
may now be sown for succession, using single j,ots,

which should be kept m bottom-heat, near the glass,

to prevent their becoming drawn ; train to sticks as

the plants advance in growth, but do not stop them,

W. CoUmiiiif Easlnor,

For the present outdoor gardening operations are

at a complete standstill. The soil is so saturated with

moisture, so brimful! of the rain that falls day after

day with a foice and persistence as if Nature were
sadly in arrears in the matter of moisture, and was
making payment in earnest. The garden soil is so

wet that it would be almost folly to attempt to dig it,

and to get on it is a sure way of doing more harm
than good. It is far best to allow it to lie, and when
drying influences again abound, suspended outdoor

operations can be continued.

Plants in Cold Frames. — It is such a wet
time as that we are now passing through that works
so much damage among plants in cold frames, for

though frost slays its hundreds, damp destroys its

tens of hundreds. It is very difficult to give air

while the sweeping south and westerly winds con-

tinue ; in fact, it is as much as one can do by heaping

up weight on the glass frames—if not otherwise ren-

dered secure—to keep them from being blown from

the frames. But directly it can be done, let some air

be given on what sailor's call the '* leeward " side.

If there is a dry bottom to the frame, meaning thereby

one that will not retain m'-isture on its surface, but

allow it to pass away freely, and the plants are kept

dry—and the drier the plants are about the roots the

better they are just now—then the Villa gardener may
hope to weather the storm of wet and wind with com-
parative safety to his plants. If a gleam of sunshine

comes out through the clouds, let the plants have the

benefit of it : if the wind is drying, let it play on the

plants ; either influence will reduce the chances of

harm to them from damp, and afford additional

guarantees for their safety. Above all things keep

the plants as dry as possible about the roots, and free

from decaying leaves ; mildew lays hold of them, and

if they are not picked off, sometimes passes from them

on to the stalks, and does much injury to them also.

Another great matter is to keep the plants as near the

glass as possible ; and if it be necessary to raise them

from the floor to do this, it will be like adding

another link to the ch.ain of preventive measures

leading to safety. It is the soft-wooded plant";, such

as Pelargoniums, Calceolarias, Lobelias, Verbenas,

and others of a like character that suffer so much from

damp. A li.t'e frost will not harm them, but a cloie

damp atmosphere is much more injurious.

Greenhouse.—In our cold greenhouse we have

not watered a plant for days past. No harm can

possibly come to them for being dry, and should a

sudden and rapid change h.rppen—and it occasionally

occurs at this season of the year—when a sharp spell

of frost follows quickly on the heels of mild weather,

the plants are at a great advantage through being dry.

To-day the sun is shining warm and clear, and the

lights are thrown open to admit a free circulation

of air.

Cleanliness is of Ihe utmost importance; a cleanly

kept greenhouse always enhances the appearance

of plants, while materially promoting their well-

being ; but if it be necessary to keep the shelves and

floor clean at any time of the year it is during autumn

and winter. As it is necessary to keep the shelves as

dry as possible they cannot be kept too clean ; decayed

leaves lying about afford food for damp to seize upon,

and instead of being encouraged in this way, damp

should have no quarter. Cleanliness, dryness, and

air are the three great requisites at this season

of the year, and with these golden requirements

well observed the chances of harm are reduced

to a minimum. If a plant wants water give it

just enough to moisten the ball well through, and

that is all ; and in pouring it into the pot avoid

moistening the leaves. In our own case, so jealous

are we of the presence of damp in the house, that if a

plant requires water it is taken outside the greenhouse

and stood in a pail of water of sufficient depth to just

cover the rim of the pot. Then it is taken out, and

allowed to drain the water from the roots before it is

returned to the shelf. But water is given only when

the day promises to be bright and sunny, and it is

done early in the day. Nothing like a lodgment of

water in pans or saucers placed beneath the pols

should on any account be permitted ; but if pans are

used, any water which may pass into them should be

carefully emptied away at once, so as to remove all

risk of injury from damp.
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SATURDAY, DECEMBER 9, 1876.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Monday, Dec. 11 — Sale of Orchids, at Stevens* Rooms.
TiTF«nAv Tip:' n / ^^'^ o^ Camellias, Aialeas. Fruit Trees,UESDAY, Jjcc. I.

j g^ijjj^ ^ ^y Protheroe & Morris.

Wedkesday, Dec. t5 ( 5^'= "f
H"™!' '''i'"'^ ^=1 "^""^'i I^ilts, at

• ^ 1 Stevens' Rooms.
Thursday, Dec. 14 - Sale of Liliums, at Stevens' Rooms.

Satuedav, Dec. 16 f ^^1 °' ?;!"• ^'."i'
^'="' S''™''=' Bulbi:.

I *,:c., at btevens Rooms.

EXPERIENCE and forethought are needed
quite as much in the selection of Trees

FOR Planting in Towns as for any other of

the departments of plant culture. The Plane

is undoubtedly the best of all town trees for the

climate of London, and the variety known as

Platanus acerifolia is the best form of Plane for

the purpose ; but it is by no means so suitable

in the murky districts of the North, as its wood
does not there ripen so thoroughly, and in con-

sequence the spring growth is late and irregular

—in a word, it does not thri\'e so well. As a

matter of fact, each district requires a selection

to be made, especially adapted to its soil and
climate ; and for any well-attested information

on this point, we shall feel indebted to any of

our correspondents who may have given atten-

tion to the subject.

In the outskirts of Nottingham, which is not,

even in its centre, a specially smoke-afflicted

town, one of the Elms, the Siberian Elm we
believe, thrives well, and the trees in some of

the suburban thoroughfares near the Castle are

getting quite umbrageous. In Birmingham,

which, as all the world knows, is sufficiently

smoke-blackened, a recently introduced form of

Poplar— Populus canadensis nova—seems to

have been introduced with very good results
;

and this may be regarded as a good hardy fast-

growing tree, which should be tried wherever

experimental planting of this kind is attempted.

The Norway Maple, the Sycamore, and in some
places the Lime, all well known trees, are other

good and useful subjects for street avenues.

The summer shade afforded by street

avenues is most grateful, and the aspect of

thoroughfares thus furnished most picturesque
;

for which reasons they should everywhere be

encouraged, but under careful supervision, so

that proper trees may be selected, and proper

means taken to ensure their success. Above
all things a mixture of trees should be avoided.

In America, where street planting is almost

universal, and where every person is free to

follow his own inclinations, it appears—so at

least we are told—that this liberty is sometimes

asserted in the selection and planting of the

wayside trees, and that one person will plant

one kind, and his neighbour another, till the

avenue becomes a series of heterogeneous trees,

forming anything but a line of beauty. The rule

of uniformity as to the kind of tree planted,

should be adopted, at least so far as any one

street or line of trees is concerned.

These brief hints may be useful at this season

of the year, when planting is in progress.

To walk in a Plantation which has been con-

structed by some one gifted either with artistic

talent or knowledge and appreciation of plants,

confers a pleasure akin to that experienced by

an observant traveller in foreign countries.

Every one must feel this when gazing on a well

designed park or garden, where there is a

meaning in every clump of trees, a purpose in

the curve of every walk, where harmony and
contrast prevail and discord is conspicuous by its

absence. So with regard to the trees or plants

made use of—one can see at a glance whether
a particular plantation has been planted by
some one who only knows of Elms and Poplars,

Larches and Deodars, or the like, or by one who
has a deeper knowledge andawiderappreciation
ofthe treasures a bountiful Providence has placed
within our reach. We were struck with this

some time since when passing a suburban
enclosure in front of a row of houses at Ealing.
In that enclosure occur more than one tree

which is not usually met with in similar

situations, including several of the highly inte-

resting Cytisus Adamij which, when showing its

parti-coloured blooms, astonishes even the most
careless in such matters. In addition, there is

a tree of strange physiognomy which we have
gazed at more than once with curiosity, but of

which, from various reasons, we could never
secure satisfactory specimens. An enterprising

friend, however, has contrived to secure us a
specimen v/hich turns out to be the one-leaved

form of Robinia Pseud-Acacia, called in

catalogues Robinia monophvll.\. The tree

in question is now perhaps little less

than 20 feet in height, and is quite

unlike in aspect any tree known to us.

We have seen it on the Continent, and there

are some quite young examples in the arboretum
at Kew, but the tree we allude to is quite the

largest we know of. We should be glad to

know if any of our tree-loving correspondents

are acquainted with a larger one. Ordinarily

pinnate-leaved plants occasionally appear
deprived of all their leaflets except the terminal

one, as in the case of this Robinia. There is a
Strawberry that^does so, and a particular Rose,

once called Lowea, and many other examples
might be cited. On inquiring into the history

of the Robinia we soon traced it to the nurseries

of Messrs. Lee, by whom the plantation was
made, or who, at any rate,supplied the material.

The Robinia in question has something of the

habit of the common form, but it is nearly, if

not quite destitute of prickles ; its smaller

branches are more tortuous, slender, and
rigid ; while the leaves are glabrous, about

4 inches long by i^ inch in breadth,

elongate oval refuse at the apex, and tapering

at the base towards the slender leaf-stalk,

which latter is about 2 inches in length. This
description, however meagre, will show how
very different this variety is from the common
form. The common Roljinia, which was so

extolled by Cobeett, is [perhaps too much
neglected now-a-days in this country. Its

graceful .foliage and elegant panicles of^ sweet

white flowers should secure for it some greater

consideration than it now has. Visitors to the

Bois de Boulogne at Paris in summer time will

remember what a feature it makes in that park.

All along the railway lines near Amiens
and near Fontainebleau, and in the Eastern

Vine-growing districts of France generally it

may be seen growing on the railway banks,

treated as a coppice plant, being cut over

for stakes for the Vines. It is curious to

see in riding along how many varieties

may be picked out, some of a beautiful

golden colour, which fills the eye with a rich

blaze of bright transparent yellow as the train

speeds by. In the nurseries of Messrs. Lee we
have seen lately, among other specimens, the

following varieties of Robinia :

—

1. Robinia pyramidalis, of pyramidal habit, without

spines, and with leaves of 7—8 pairs of large oblong
obtuse leaflets.

2. R. faiiigiatii, of fastigiate habit, with glabrous
leaves 6—8 inches in length, consisting of 9—10 pairs of

leaflets, of oval shape, each about i\ inch long by three-

quarters of an inch in width.

3. R. rcvohita, a tree of compact habit, with leaves

3—4 inches in length, curved like an ostrich feather, and
with several densely crowded pairs of leaves, the leaflets

of which are sharply curved, concave in the centre,

about i\ inch in length by i inch in breadth. In the

pubUc gardens at Basle, and in the private gardens in

Lucerne, as well as in many French and German towns,

we have seen this very singular variety, but it is rare

indeed to meet with it here.

4. R. complexa hispida is a form with large leaves of

about nine pairs of ovate, obtuse, spine-pointed leaflets

,

the leaf-stalks being glandular and hispid.

S- R' collifcoides is of dense habit, with leaves 4—5
inches in length, each of lo—12 pairs of small, oblong,
obtuse, emarginate, spine-pointed leaflets.

6. R. linearis has leaves 8—10 inches long, consisting

of 8 — 10 pairs of narrow, linear leaflets, each about
2\ inches long, by about J inch in breadth.

7. R. sanpcTjloyins has glabrous leaves, 6—8 inches

long, consisting of 14—16 pairs of oblong-acute leaflets,

each about 1^ inch long, by 3—4 inches in width.

3. R. angustifolia clegans is of light habit, with
glabrous leaves 6—8 inches long, each consisting of

about eighteen pairs of small linear-oblong leaflets, rather

less than i inch in length, and less than half an inch in

breadth.

9. R. aiirca has glabrous leaves about 8—9 inches in

length, consisting of about ten pairs of golden-yellow

leaflets. Each leaflet is oblong, spine-pointed, about
i\ inch long by % inch in width.

We have merely noted the most striking

features of the varieties that struck us as most
noteworthy. The inspection of older trees

would doubtless bring to light other pecu-
liarities. We have said enough to show the

great amount of variation at the service of the

planter and landscape gardener in one single

species. For useful purposes, as we have said,

the False Acacia is now as unduly neglected as

it was once unduly lauded.

We can only briefly announce the issue

by Mr. MURRAY of Mr. Darwin's new
work on the Effects of Cross and Self
FeRTILIS.WION in THE VEGETABLE KINGDOM.
Cursory as our glance has been, yet we cannot
err in saying that this book, with its wondrous
array of facts, must constitute an epoch in the
history of vegetable physiology in its applica-

tions to horticulture. We may indicate the

general scope of the work by saying that it is a
record of numberless experiments, extending over
a dozen years, upon crossed and self fertilised

plants, with a view of contrasting the relative

heights, weight, and degree of fertility in the off-

spring in the case of the various crossed and
self-fertilised species respectively. Other sec-

tions are devoted to the striking results obtained
from fertilising plants which during several

generations had been either self-fertilised or

which had been crossed with plants kept
all the time under closely similar con-
ditions, with pollen taken from plants of a
distinct stock, and which had been e.xposed to

different conditions. The first chapter is devoted
to introductory matter, the succeeding five to

records of experiments with plants of various

orders, the seventh to a summary of the heights

and weights of the crossed and self-fertilised

plants, the eighth to the difference in constitu-

tional vigour between crossed and self-fertilised

plants respectively, the ninth to the etiects of

the cross-fertilisation and self-fertilisation on
the production of seeds. In the tenth chapter
the means of fertilisation are discussed, in the

eleventh the habits of insects in relation to the

fertilisation of flowers, and the twelfth and last is

devoted to a summary of general results, show-
ing cross-fertilisation to be beneficial, and self-

fertilisation to be injurious. Beyond this we
cannot now go ; it will be our duty to lay

Mr. Darwin's general results at greater

length before our readers on a subsequent
occasion.

We find that a series of descriptive articles,

written for us, and at our request, by Mr. Baker, on

the known Species of Iris, and extending over

several numbers, has been reproduced in a condensed

form in the Garden of last week without our permis-

sion having been obtained. The writer of the article

has expressed to us his regret at what we believe to

have been an act of inadvertence on his part ; but we
think that some explanation or apology is due also

from the Editor.

Those who are under the impression that to

attain success in Mushroom Grq-wing it is necessary
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to be so particular in the selection and preparation of

the manure wherewith to grow them, or think it is

requisite to have the quanlity that many growers use,

would do well to see how Mr. MoNKO, of Potter's

Bar, cultivates them in large quantities. In the

autumn, when the Cucumber season is over, it is his

usujl practice to fill the Cucumber-houses with Mush-

room beds. Hitherto the soil in which the Cucumheis

1 ave been grown has been taken out, and the space

filled with manure for the Mushrooms, but, as will be

easily understood, the cost of the manure to fill so

much space is a considerable item. This year Mr.

to market on a single morning. They are gathered in

this state as, even if only ever so slightly open, their

value in Covent Garden is reduced one-half. The
manure used is ordinary London dun_i^, as collected

from the stables by those who make a business of this

kind of work. On receiving it just the longest of the

liUer is shaken out. This is used for covering the

beds. The shorter portion is then thrown together

for a couple of days, and immediately it has gv^t

warm the beds are made up without any turning or

further preparation. The soil used is such as is pro-

cured from ordinary gardep grqund where vegetables

In the course of an apparently trade- inspired

critique in the American A^rkuUnrist^ on Mr. A.
Watereh's recent exhibition of Rhododendrons
at the Philadelphia Centennial, the following

sentence occurs:—"Now that thousands of people

have seen this fine show of these charming plants,

brought from abroad, they will be surprised to know
that quite as fine and larger collections are to be seen

in this country [America]. Near Boston the private

grounds of Messrs. H. H. Hunnewell, C. S.

Sargent, and E. S. Rand, jun., contain really mag-
pificent collections of choice Rhododendrons." The

rio. 141.— IN\ERVR\ CVblLC, lUE iLVl OF THE DUlvE 01 VRO\LL.

Monro thought he would try the effect of making his

Mushroom beds on the top of the soil in which the

Cucumbers had been grown, and using a much less

body of manure ; not more than 5 ii^ches in depth

was put in. A saving in time was eflected, which is

a matter of importance with those who grow for

market, as the beds were made up whilst the last

portion of the Cucumbers were swelling off. After

these were cut, the stems were just severed

at the bottom, and the leaves and stems left hanging

on the trellis oveihead, where they have helped to

give a little shade ; the result has been most satisfac-

tory. They are gathered every other day, and as

much as from go to 100 lb. of buttons have been sent

have been grown. To this road-scrapiags are added.

In several vineries where the fruit is cut, and in a

large Peach-house, Mushroom beds are being made

on the borders, which will come into bearing later on.

Mr. MUNRo's large span-roofed late vinery, 200 feet

ong by 20 wide, was a fine sight before cutting com.

menced, seen from the door with some 4000 bunches

hanging, mostly of Black Alicante, but with some Mrs.

Pince, which latter is to be replaced with Alicante.

The first lot of Cucumber plants, 450 in number, now

ready for planting out, are in 5-inch pots, in beautiful

health, with four or five leaves each. These will be

pushed on into bearing as soon as possible, -with a

night temperature of 70°.

writer goes on to say that in some American trade

collections, which are named, these plants are grown

by the acre, all of hardy -.iidl-aiU-steJ kinds [our

italics] ; the inference being, both here and in similar

comments made elsewhere, that Mr. Waterer's

sorts are not hardy. In common honesty the writer

should have stated, but for some reason or other

he does not do so, that the " private" collections

referred to above, and of which Mr. Hunnewell's

is altogether unapproached by any other in America,

are made up of plants sent from Knap HiU. We
Britishers, however, cannot forego our rights, and we
claim the credit of having taken up the improvement

of these American shrubs while they were overlooked
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by the growers nearer home, and that we are now able

to send them back again— as witness the splendid

collections above quoted—very much the better for

our cultural manipulations.

The volume of the Botanical Magazine for

1876 is dedicated to Mr. WILLIAM Thompson, of

Ipswich, "to whose zeal in introducing, and intelli-

gent skill in raising, hardy Ameiican plants, and
especially those of the Western United States,

European gardeners in general, and the Botanical
Magazine in particular, are indebted for many most
interesting and ornamental novelties."

Hardy perennial ornamental grasses are still

represented by few species in our gardens, and any
really good addition to those commonly planted is

worth noting. A grass cultivated in many parts of

the Continent and in North American gardens, and
which we believe we have also seen in Messrs.
Veitch & Son's nursery, but which appears to be
little known in this country, is Eulalia japonica
VARIEGATA. As the name indicates, it is a native

of Japan, and, according to a correspondent of the
Revue Ifarticole, it will bear at least 22° (Fahrenheit)

of frost without injury. It is a very ornamental plant
either in or out of flower. We shall shortly give a

figure and description of it. (See also p. 755.)

The Florist and Pomologist for the current

month contains a fine coloured plate of the Frog-
more Damson, anew and improved variety, which
originated in the Royal Gardens at Frogmore a few
years ago. Mr. John Powell says "the habit of

the tree is different from that of the usual type, since

it has broader leaves, is of spreading growth, and has
the shoots less thorny. It is an enormous bearer.

The fruit is a trifle larger than that of its class, of a

purplish black colour, and inclining to obtuse-oval in

shape. The flesh is tender and richly flavoured. It

is suitable for all the purposes to which Damsons are
applied."

If Mr. B. Daydon Jackson, F.L.S., can
succeed in obtaining a sufficient number of subscribers,

so as to secure himself from pecuniary loss, he intends
to bring out a facsimile reprint by means of photo-
lithography, of an extremely scarce botanical work,
by William Turner, originally published in 1538,
in a form which will range with his recently issued
edition of John Gerard's Cata!o«i<s, already
noticed in our columns. The work now under con.
sideration, Turner's Libdlus, is peculiarly interesting,

both from an antiquarian and a botanical point of
view, owing to the fact of its being absolutely the
earliest production of any Englishman deserving the
name of botanist. It will be issued privately to
subscribers only at the price of 5.r. Mr. Jackson's
address is 30, Stockwell Road, S.W.

The fiincluin vcgttationis, or Growing Point
of dicotyledonous Roots, is the subject of an
article, by Jacob Eriksson, in a recent number of
the Bclanische Zeilung. In his investigations of
the meristem (the tissue from which the permanent
tissues are formed) of dicotyledonous roots he
found four types of growth, the first three of which
constitute one group, differing materially from the
fourth type, which forms a group by itself. In the tips

of the roots of the first type there are three separate
developments of meristem ; a plerome (central

cylinder), from which the pericambium, vascular
bundles and pith are developed ; a periblem (bark),

or the meristem, of the primary bark ; and a common
meristem (dermatogen) for the epidermis and root-cap.

In the second type only two separate meristem tissues

are present in the tips of the roots ; a pleroma and a
common tissue, from which the primary bark and
epidermis and root-cap proceed. The third type is

distinguished by having a single meristem, from which
all the primary tissues of the root are formed. And
the fourth type has two separate meristem tissues ; a
plerome and periblem. The latter increases in its

outer part, and forms the cap by tangential, acropetal,

and centripetal divisions. Numerous examples are
cited under each type, from which it appears that one
type of growth does not obtain uniformly throughout
a family

; different members of the same families exhi-

biting dissimilar types of growth. The last type of
growth is essentially the same as that of gymno-
sperms.

We learn that Mr. Robert Cross arrived at

the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, on November 23,
with a collection of about loco plants of the India-

rubber, Hevea brasiliensis, in excellent condition. The
plants are destined for the formation of plantations in

India, and were collected by Mr. Cross in the forests

of Para, on the southern bank of the River Amazon.
This variety yields the "fine biscuit," which brings

the highest price in the Piazza ol Para. Specimens
have been brought home collected from trees on the

spot, and it is believed that some ol these, if tested,

will be found to compare favourably with the best

samples obtained from any of the European markets.
In addition to these, seeds and plants were collected

at Ceaiiof what seems to be an undescribed tree,*

which furnishes the " Ceaui scrap" of the English

market. This sort of India-rubber is of good quality,

ranking at times even higher than Para " Sernamby."
The collection was made at a place about 30 miles

in the interior, in a dry arid region of scrub and slender

trees, and the tree may be expected to thrive in the most
barren lard in India. The export of " Cear.-i scrap "

has been estimated at 1000 tons per annum. After

much searching in the Para forests, a small quantity

of well ripened seeds was collected of the Copaiba
tree, which gives the balsam of capivi of commerce.
The balsam obtained from the Para sort is reported
more transparent than that from other districts, and is

called Copaiba blanca. It commands the highest

price in the French market, to which very large quan-
tities are annually sent. Trunks of trees are some-
times seen rising to a height of So feet without a

branch, and such trees, if fortunately tapped at the

proper time—which, however, as yet cannot be deter,

mined—will each often yield 4 " potos," or about 84
English imperial pints of the balsam. The life of the

balsam collector, Mr. Cross states, is of a wretched
description,

The Botanical Society of France has held its

first Fungus Show, and it has proved a success

beyond anticipation. Among other subjects brought
forward by the members was a memoir on the
" vertus atramentaires " of Coprinus atramentarius

and C. comatus. As is well-known, these rapidly

deliquescent species melt away into a black fluid,

which may be used as a substitute for ink. The
memoir in question was written with Atramentum
coprini comati et atramentaiii, and the ink of the

latter, which was much the darker of the two, was
recommended for signing important documents.

A Meeting of E.xhieitors and Growers
OF THE Rose was held at the Horticultural Club,

4, Adelphi Terrace, on Thursday last, at 2 o'clock, to

consider the following subjects :— i, the abolition cf

two days' Rose shows ; 2, the revival of the National
Rose Show ; and 3, the formation of a National Rose
Club or Society. The Rev. Canon Hole presided,

and was supported by an influential and widely repre-

sentative body of rosarians, including the Revs. C.
H. Bulmer, J. B. M. Camm, H. H. Do.murain,
Hon. and Rev. J. Townsend Boscawen, Dr. Hogg,
Dr. Masters, Messrs. R. G. N. Baker, J. Crans.
TON, W. Paul, C. Turner, Curtis, G. Paul, B.

R. Cant, Banstead, M'Intosh, Ada.ms, Mayor,
W. Robinson, &c. The proceedings were very

enthusiastic and unanimous. The Rev. II. H. Dom-
brain, as the issuer of the circular, having
made a preliminary statement, which showed a great

desire on the part of rosarians that the National Rose
Show should be revived, it was unanimously resolved

"that a National Rose Society be formed," It

was further resolved that the subscription be fixed

at loj-. per annum ; and donations were invited

towards giving the scheme a fair start. The whole
of the subscribers present were then formed into a

committee, and the Rev. H. H. Domerain and
Mr. Horace K. Mayor were appointed joint hon.
secretaries. The feeling of the meeting was most
decidedly against the principle of two days' Rose
shows. It was further resolved that a great exhibi-

tion of Roses should take place in London during the

coming year, and Sl James's Hall, Regent Street,

was the place generally preferred for that purpose.

Among the matters of detail discussed was that of

affiliating the already existing Rose club; to the

National Rose Society on the payment of an annual

* It was generally supposed that the tree yielding the " Cearit
scrap ' was the same as that of Para Caoutchouc, but both the
tree and the methods of preparation and collection are different.

subscription ; and further, that this interest should
be promoted by the giving of special prizes

by the National Society for competition at their annual
exhibitions in the provinces. A proposition to the
effect that the Society should be itinerant, and hold
provincial exhibitions in the great Rose centres, was
deferred for future consideration. The committee of
the Horticultural Club have pkced their rooms at the

disposal of the Rose Society for ihe purposes of iis

meetings. The proceedings terminated with a cordial

vote of thanks to the Rev. H. 11. Dombrain and the

Chairman, and in the evening a goodly number of

those present dined together at the Club.

According to the CEitetrtichi:chcs Landwirth-
sc/iafl/iclies Wochinblait, a Mr. G. Thurel has been
making some experiments on the Germinating
Power of Seeds after thirteen months' immersion
in sea- water. Out of 251 species tried only three

germinated. These were Apium, Medicago sativa,

and Cichorium Endivia.

Professor Corn, in some investigations into

the Nature of the Bladders of some of the
species of Utricularia, previously noticed in these

columns, examined among others some specimens of
U. stellaris collected by Schweinfurth in the heart
of Tropical Africa. Attached to these were enormous
numbers of Desmidea;, representing no fewer than
thirteen species, including several new ones. Some
of these new species are remarkable for their size, ex-

ceeding all previously known species of their family

as much as the elephant does our mammals. This is

especially the case with Pleurotajnium elephantinum,
which attains a length of o 85 miUimetre by a diameter
of 0.15 to 0.17 mm., whereas the largest hitherto

reaches at the most only 0.05 mm. in breadth by
o 4 In length.

In the fourth part of the first volume of the

new series of the Verhandbingm dis Naturhislorisck-

Medecinisclu-n Vercins zii Heidelberg Dr. LUDWIC.
Koch gives the results of his investigations into the

Anatomical Development of the Genus
Sedum. In general his researches confirm what
IRMISCH has published {Botanische Zeilnni;, 1855)
on Sedum maximum, with certain modifications for

different groups of species. Thus the species may be
divided into those having barren and fertile stems,

the former of which are perennial, whilst the latter

die off, and those in which all the above-ground
parts are periodically renewed. The species tm.
ployed in the investigations of the anatomy of the

stem and root were S. speciosum album, rupestre,

Aizoon, and Telephium ; and one or two others

were examined for the anatomy of the leaf origin of

the ovules, embryology, and formation of the seed.

This aricle is to be followed by a more detailed

illustrated memoir.

We hear that Mr. A. Gr.uiam has been
appointed Superintendent at Hampton Court, in the

place of Mr. Brown, who has gone to Regent's Park.

Mr. Graham went to Chili about five years ago as

draughtsman and landscape gardener, to lay out and
make improvements on the estates of a large landed
proprietor there, but has now returned, owing to the

death of his employer. Before going abroad he held
some good situations, his last English appointment
being at that fine old place Tedworth, where he stopped
till the death of Lord Broughton ; and afterwards

with the present Lord DORCHESTER, till the

breaking up of the estabhshment.

• Mr. George Budd, formerly gardener at

Kilcooly Abbey, Thurles, Ireland, is appointed to the

management of the extensive gardens of A. MuR-
rietta, Esq., Wadhurst, Sussex.

Great preparations are being made at Amster-
DA.M for the International Horticultural
Exhibition, to he held there next year. The
exhibition, which will be held in the Palace of
Industry, will be opened in Apiil next, as we
have already slated, and a horticultural Congress
will be held during the summer at Amsterdam,
under the presidency of Prolessor Reuwe.nhofp,
of Utrecht. The vaiious committees in connec-

tion with the exhibition comprise many eminent
in horticultural and botanical science, &c., among
these Baron \0N Catwijck, Professor Oudemans
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of Amsterdam, Baron Van de Gelder, Professor

DE Boer of Groningen, Professor Suringar of

Leyden, Dr. G. F. Westerman, Amsterdam, &c,,

and the general secretary is Mr. H. Groenewegen,
of Amsterdam. The King of the Netherlands is

taking great interest in the exhibition, of which he is

the patron.

The following well-proved recipe for making
Tomato Sauce, from our volume for 1S64 (p. 1040),

will be an answer to the inquiries of several corre-

spondents, and may also be useful to others :^

Select sound ripe fruit, and boil ihem without water

for at least six hours, till they have become wasted by

evaporation. The pulp is then to be rubbed through a

hair-sieve till nothing but the skins and seeds remain.

To a quart of this pulp add half-a-dozen pickling

Onions or Shallots, i oz. of bruised ginger-root, two

blades of mace, a tablespoonful of white pepper, and

two tablespoonfuls of Chili vinegar, and then boil up

again for half an hour, or until it is of such a consistency

as to adhere to the spoon. It must be kept well stirred,

and should be made in a glazed saucepan kept un-

covered. When of the right consistency—that is, when not

at all watery—it is ready for use. For keeping, it should

be bottled, aud kept air-tight : small bottles are best.

A few Chilies may with advantage be dropped into each

bottle. Thus made, it will keep for seven years.

The meeting of the RoYAL Horticultural
Society on Wednesday last, if not so largely

attended or so richly fuin'shed as on the last occasion,

was yet of a very intetesting character. One super-

latively good group of Orchids was exhibited by Sir

Trevor Lawrence, and a smaller, but very interest-

ing group by Messr?. Veitch & Sons. At the Fruit

Committee a black seedling Grape of much merit

was shown by Mr. Bell, of Alnwick. It is in the

way of Alicante, and is slated to be a good keeper. A
fine box of cut flowers of Zonal Pelargoniums was

exhibited by Mr. Cannell, and was very remark-

able at this dull season. These and other matters

will be found alluded to in detail in our report

in another column. At the Scientific Committee

a large number of subjects of considerable interest

were brought forward, including a very interesting

series of Japanese books on horticulture and agricul-

ture, kindly forwarded by Mr. Moseley, one of the

naturalists to the Challenger Expedition. It was

announced by Dr. Hor,(^,, the Secretary to the Society,

that the meetings of the three committees would be

held as usual next year, and every effort would be

made to maintain their usefulness. At the close

of the meeting a cordial vote of thanks was

appropriately proposed by the Secretary of the

Society to Dr. Hooker, C.B., the Director ot the

Royal Gardens, Kew, and President of the Royal

Society, for his greatly appreciated services as Chair-

man of the Scientific Committee.

The immense number of bulbs of the single

white Roman Hyacinth annually imported to this

country for forcing purposes, is a striking feature of

horticultural enterprise. The flowers of this pretty

fragrant free-blooming species— for a strong bulb will

produce seveial spikes of blossoms—can be seen in

Covent Garden Market early in October, and it is

invaluable through the winter months for bouquets,

&c. The bulbs are received in this country by the

first and second weeks in August, and they are at once

put into soil and encouraged to grow. It is a common
practice to pot them in pans and shallow boxes, put-

ting in the bulbs somewhat thickly, and then place

them out-of-doors and cover then with about 4 inches

depth of spent Hops. A good watering is given as

soon as the bulbs are potted, and that is all that is

given. As soon as the shoots have grown an inch or

two the bulbs are brought into a warm house and

pushed on into bloom. By means of successional

planting the flowers can be had through the autumn

and early winter. Can any of our correspondents give

any particulars as to the history and origin of this very

pietty, small-growing Hyacinth, which has somehow

or other got confounded with the very different Belle-

valia romana ?

^— At a conference of gentlemen interested in

the advancement of floriculture, held at South Ken-

sington, November 8, in response to an invitation to

hold an Exhibition of Auriculas in connection

with the National Auricula Society in London in the

coming spring, Mr. THOMAS MoORE in the chair, it

was unanimously resolved :— 1st. That the invitation

be accepted, and that the gentlemen present do form

a committee, with power to add to their number, to

carry out the same. 2d. That Francis Whit-
bourn, Esq., Loxford Hall, be requested to be Pre-

sident, that Mr. Charles Turner be Vice-Presi-

dent, and Mr. Dodwell be Hon. Secretary. 3d.

That Mr. Moore and Mr. Turner be requested to

open communications with such authorities as may
offer the most suitable d.iy for such exhibition, and ob-

tain a donation towards the needful prize fund. 4th.

That a subscription list be opened for the purpose of

obtaining the funds needed (from ;i^50 to /70) to

insure the display which it is desired to produce.

Another meeting of the committee was held on

Wednesday last, when the honorary secretary

reported he had written to Mr. Whitdourn,
who had kindly accepted the office of President,

and promised a donation of ^^5 to the prize

fund. Mr. Turner reported that the Crystal

Palace authorities accepted the show for Tuesday,

April 24, and offered a donation of ;i^l0 to the prize

fund. Mr. TURNER, Mr. Douglas, and Mr.. Dod-
well were appointed a sub committee to draft a

schedule of prizes to be submitted to a future meeting

of the committee, and were instructed to provide

therein certain prizes for Polyanthuses. Subscriptions

have been promised to the amount of £,\^ 15.?. M.

Complaints are frequently made, and with

much show of truth, that the Wrinkled Marrow
Peas became so hard during the prevalence of dry

weather as to be unfit for eating. An epicure in the

matter of Peas writes to say that he is going back to

Burbidge's Eclipse and Bishop's Longpod, because

in his dry soil his Wrinkled Peas were so hard last

summer. Unique, Blue Peter, and Omega, are all

highly praised by him ; but he means to grow Blue

Peter for an early crop, to be succeeded by the older

varieties above-mentioned.

A meeting of the members of the National
Carnation and Picotee Society is convened to

take place at Beaumont's Hotel, Park Lane, Leeds,

on Friday, the 15th inst., at i p.m. Mr. E. S.

Dodwell, of London, the President of the Society,

will preside, the nature of the business being to con-

sider a proposal to hold a show of Carnations and

Picotees in Leeds during the season of 1S77, under

the auspices of the National Carnation and Picotee

Society, and to transact any business connected with

next year's work of the Society.

The LArsTONE Potato has long been a

great favourite for table purposes. With some per-

sons it is the practice to boil the Lapstone Potato in

its jacket, then to strip off the skin when cooked,

and allow the Fotatos to steam for a few minutes,

which causes them to become fljwery on the exterior.

This is removed and sent to table, and the remainder

of the Potato similarly steamed and served up after-

wards. This practice is strongly recommended by

those who adopt it.

We are pleased to hear that at a meeting o\

the Edinburgh Town Council, held on Tuesday last,

Mr. Angus M'Leod, late gardener to the Marquis

of Lothian, at New Battle Abbey, near Dalkeith,

was appointed Superintendent of the Edinburgh

Public Parks and Gardens, at a salary of ^1^230 per

annum. Mr. M'Leod's qualifications are of a high

order, and we regard the appointment as in all respects

a good one.

LATE BLOOMING TUBEROUS-
ROOTED BEGONIAS.

As I promised you a few remarks on the four

varieties of late blooming Begonias received from M.
Fiwbel, of the Newmunster Nurseries, Zurich, which

had not opened their flowers when I wrote my critical

notes on the new varieties of this year, I may now
state that I only succeeded in blooming two out of the

four sorts there mentioned, viz., Frrebeli and Mont
Blanc—the first a species, the second a hybrid raised

by M. Frrebel, I believe from a cross between the

first-named and B. octopetala. The last-named

variety, however, which refused to bloom with me,

has been so extremely, and I may add unexpectedly,

finely bloomed by one of my friends, that I need say

no more about it at present. Begonia Fipebeli seems

to me to have many merits, not the least of which is,

that the smallest tubers seem to bloom abundantly and

well, the first tuber received by me from Messrs.

Hooper, of Covent Garden, being no larger than a

Marrowfat Pea—in fact, so small was it that when it

dropped out of my gardener's fingers when potting

it, and as it was of much the same colour as

the earth, he had considerable difficulty in re-

covering it— nevertheless it lias grown so vigor-

ously and well that it ii still in most beautiful

bloom, and. little, if at all, inferior in strength or

number of flowerspikes to the plant produced by the

strong tuber, six or eight times its size, received from

M. Fiiebel direct. This variety, however, seems to

me to vary considerably, especially in its foliage, that

of the first-named tuber being of a pure pale green,

borne on shorter foot-stalks than the leaves of the

stronger tuber, which, besides being much larger, are

of a deeper green ground, and are also covered with a

thick coat of reddish hairs like some of the Gesnera

family, which are totally absent from the leaves of the

other plant. The blooms, also, of the smaller tuber

are of a finer and deeper shade of crimson, and of

more perfect shape, with the petals coming closer

together, and forming a more perfect flower than

those of the other plant, which, besides being of

lighter shade generally, have also a decidedly whitish

centre, and are altogether of a thinner and more
flimsy texture.

The lateness and long continuance of its blooming
season, and its apparent indilTerence to damp, which
affect many plants so injuriously at this dull and almost

sunless season of the year, seem to me to be also

great merits in this variety, which should bring it into

general request for the decoration of tlie otherwise

almost colourless conservatory during the early winter

months, especially as extremely fine freshly-imported

tubers can now be obtained from Messrs. Farrow, of

Sittingbourne, and Sander, of St. Albans, at a price

that should put it within the reach of every one who
has a greenhouse to adorn. Mont Blanc is a most
beautiful variety, and quite an acquisition in every

way, being by far the finest white-flowered Begonia I

have yet seen. It seems very free-blooming, and
produces its handsome flowers upon tall, erect foot-

stalks, holding the blossoms well, and apparently

never dropping the male blooms in an unopened or

bud state, as unfortunately so many Begonias do,

particularly when they commence to bloom.

The flowers, when they first open, have

an extremely faint greenish tinge on their

outer petals, which, however, thoroughly disappears

as the flower matures, and bleaches out to the purest

ivory-white, turning to a pale cream colour as the

flower fades. The blooms (especially the male ones)

are also of a good size and substance, and the females,

though decidedly smaller, are not by any means so

inferior in quality as in many varieties, as for instance

in the next best white variety, Henderson's White
Queen, where the female blooms are so utterly insig-

nificant and worthless that they should be removed

as detracting from the beauty of the plant. As to

B- octopetala rosea, I much regret my inability to

describe anything but the foliage, as, though my
plant was a fine strong tuber, and showed two flower-

spikes at the base, they both dwindled and damped
away when they had grown less than \ inch from the

ground ; the foliage is quite distinct from that of the

ordinary octopetala, being of a much more thick and

leathery texture, of a deeper shade of green, and with

decided black markings towards the centre of each

leaf, reminding one somewhat of the handsome foliage

of that curious and handsome hardy border plant,

Podophyllum Emodi. VV. E. Gumhleton, Bilgrove,

loiiie Correspoiiiifiife.

Royal Horticultural Society. —As some of your

readers are now considering, for the first time, what

should be their action in the present crisis of the

Royal Horticultural Society's affairs, will you allow

me, though at the risk of repetition, to restate the

grounds on which our committee recommends the

guinea and Patron four-guinea Fellowships ? No
doubt at its beginning the Royal Horticultural Society

was composed of horticulturists, and was carried on

for exclusively horticultural objects, and probably in

later times it was wise, by the aid of the fashionable

Chiswick great shows, to get increased funds to spend

on horticulture ;
probably the mistake was made when

the number of horticulturists, or those interested in

gardens, had very greatly increased, the not making
great exertions to bring them into the Society, and

that the want of sufficient of the horticultural element

has been the cause of the Society's chronic want of

prosperity. I believe the most practical course now
to take is this— first to remove the source of mischief

at the root, to concentrate our efforts to bring in
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enough would-be Fellows from all parts of the coun-
try, to make a Society representing those who love
gardening and those who have most studied or take
the greatest interest in gardens and in horticul-
tural science. The experiment in this district
has proved that there are abundance of owners of
gardens in the country ready and willing, if asked,
to form a Society with a sufficient revenue
for all our wants. Letters in answer to the circular,
which has now been widely distributed, show that in
England, Scotland, Ireland. Wales, and Jersey horti-
culturists adopt the guinea Fellowship, believing that
it will produce a strong, lasting Society, and are will-
ing to take trouble in canvassing their neighbours.
Given a constituency really representing the horticul-
ture of the kingdom, surely in this country we have a
right to say that it is certain (after, possibly, a few
difficulties) to shape for itself, first, a good govern-
ment, and, afterwards, to secure that its government
shall not be slack in its work. I for one should
advise little change in the present executive ; it is
both experienced and able. Why the many good
Councils who have devoted great labour and much
more valuable time to the affairs of the Society, with
the result only of successive failures, is not owing to
then- fault, but to the composition of the Society, and
the circumstances due to this composition. It is en-
couraging that out of the six letters received by post
while this was being written, with names of would-be
guinea Fellows, two of the number, one from York-
shire, the other from Leicestershire, ask for circulars
to distribute

: and two other names are those of ladies.
George F. IVihoii.

Weather at Inverary.—The summer, autumn,
and winter, so far as the latter has gone, have been
very favourable for all outdoor operations, but on the
2d inst. a sltong breeze set in from the east, which
mcreased in intensity as the day and night wore on,
when it became a perfect hurricane on the morning
of the 3d inst., gathering up in its fury the water of
Loch Fyne into dense spray, and also laying low some
of the gigantic Silver and Spruce Firs which have
stood for ages. What desolation these gales cause to
woodland scenery. It is not only that they impair the
immediate effect of the woods, but the blanks they
leave form receptacles for currents of air, which often
expand right and left, leaving sad havoc behind them.
Jci/in Cak, Inverary Castle Gardens.

Leaves for Fruit Dishes.—One reads with
interest in the Gardeners' Chroniele of the various
leaves recommended for ornamenting the dessert, but I
do not remember to have ever seen the leaves of West's
St. Peter's Grape spoken of At one time this used
to he considered our best late black Grape, but,
although Mrs. Pince's and Lady Down's have now
placed it third on the list of keeping Grapes, I still
retain a plant in the late vinery for the sake of its
beautiful leaves in the autumn. For decorative
purposes the small branches can be used in the vases
along with flowers with excellent effect, and the
larger leaves for the dessert, which purpose they answer
admirably, and ladies use the smallest for their hair.
I enclose a few leaves for your inspection. [Beauti-
fully coloured. Eds.] J. Rusl, EridgeCaslle.

Vegetable Marrow Preserve.—I mention this
subject again to say that I have just had some excel-
lent family preserve made from ripe fruit of the
Marrow, and it has quite exceeded my expectations.
In one respect it has beaten that made from the green
fruit, viz., in colour, as this is of a rich golden tint,
and might almost pass for marmalade. The variety
used was Sisley's Cucumber Marrow, which I find to
have an exceedingly thin rind, and a firm, clear flesh,
varying in thickness on the upper side from 2 inches
to I inch on the side beneath ; cut through the middle,
anti the seeds and fibre cleaned thoroughly out, the
fruit was then cut into pieces, the rind pared off, and
then chopped up into about Vinch cubes

; 4.; lb. of
this was put into the pan and boiled half an hour
then were added 3 lb. of loaf-sugar, two small Lemons
sliced, and the juice expressed into the pan, and about
one third of an ounce of young ginger. This mixture
was then boiled for one and a-half hours longer. If
required for present or early use two hours is sufficient
boiling time, but if required to be kept a considerable
period, another fifteen minutes' boiling will be advan-
tageous. The preserve thus made is wonderfully
liked in the family, and is admired and enjoyed by
all who partake of it. A. Dean. [We have tried our
correspondent's recipe, and found the preserve an
excellent substitute for marmalade. Eds.]

Eucharis amazonica.—I was glad to see the
good report from the Palace Gardens, Hamilton
(p. O91), of this grand plant. I think the report very
good considering that the bulbs were shaken out of
smaller pots, and as I am always ready to teach others
as well as to be taught myself, I will give you a brief
account of my experience in the culture of this

valuable exotic. First, to speak of the extraordinary
rapidity with which it makes its bulbs. In March,
1S71, I commenced with three bulbs, and kept on
potting into larger pats as they increased in number
till October, 1S74. when I had two pots, and I potted
them—one in a l6inch, and the other in a 12-inch
pot. The compost was two parts of strong loam, one
part of partly rotten dung, and one part of rough
sand, with plenty of drainage, and a few J-inch bones.
Secondly, their flowering. On January iS, 1875,
the 16-inch pot had eleven spikes .md sixty blooms,
the i2-inch pot had eight spikes and forty- five

blooms. On August 26 of the same year the 16-inch
pot had thirteen spikes and seventy blooms, the
12-inch pot had nine spikes and fifty blooms. On
August 26 of the same year the l6-inch pot had
nineteen spikes and 105 blooms, the 12-inch pot had
eleven spikes and sixty blooms. On December 10 of
the same year the 16-inch pot had eleven spikes and
fifty-eight blooms, the 12-inch pot had seven spikes
and forty blooms—making a total of 293 blooms for

the i6-inch pot, and for the 12-inch pot a total of

195 blooms in one year. This year I have flowered
them three times, with equally as good results as before.
I may remark that after each flowering I remove
them from the stove into an intermediate house for
the space of three weeks or so, and then plunge them
in bottom-heat ; and as soon as the spikes commence
to show I give them manure-water once a week. I
have also two 8-inch pots full of bulbs, all from the
three I ^commenced with in 1S71. I may add that
the blooms keep longer when cut, and put in water,
than when left on the plants. Gardeners who have a
stove or Pine-house should not be without half-a-dozen
pots of this fine Lily, for they would have beautiful
wax-like flowers the year round, i'. Brooks, Mortfield,
Bo/Ion, Lancashire.

The Potato Disease.—Although so late in its

appearance as the latter end of September, the Potato
disease was not the less virulent and destructive in its

effects on the main crop of late Potatos in many parts
of the country. On the first appearance of the
dreaded spot, I felt sure that at so late a period of the
year, with ground surcharged with moisture and
diminished vitality in the plant, that the fungus would
make short work of the still green and succulent
portion, so that I immediately determined to remove
and burn it, which I did with little loss of time, and
I believe this proceeding saved the crop of Potatos
from utter destruction. In several cases in the
immediate neighbourhood, where the haulm was
allowed to remain and rot, the result was an entire
failure in the crop, or the saving of one sack in twelve.
With me on not the best Potato ground (the crop
being grown on the surface-system and fertilised with
burnt earth and charred vegetable refuse), I have saved
rather more than half a heavy crop of Regent Potatos.
A much more satisfactory result attended an
experimental planting I made, employing spent Hops
from the brew-house as a dressing. In this case the
crop was by far the best and least affected with
disease, and the tubers were exceptionally fine and
superior in quality. The sort was Early Don, an
admirable second early Potato of the Regent family,
and one that has replaced with me the Dalmahoy,
which I may mention was for many years my principal
second early round Potato, until it gradually fell off in

size, deteriorated in quality, become subject to disease
to a ruinous extent, and, in fact, ran out. This
exh,austion of certain Potatos on particular soils, while
others continue to thrive, it a very singular fact. It

has occurred in two very notable cases with me—the
Dalmahoy and Pink-eyed Regent. For some years I

grew wonderful crops of this kind of Regent. Of late

years it has ceased to be productive, and is the first

to succumb to disease. I have not tried the restorative
power of spent Hops upon them, it is true ; but I am
so well satisfied of the value of Hops as a manure for
Potatos, that I shall give all my Potatos a share in
future seasons. IVm. Ingram, Bclvoir.

Wood-Ashes for Vine Borders.—I can corro-
borate Mr. Wildsmith's practice of using wood-ashes
for Vine borders to a limited extent (see p. 71S). But
it must not be used as Pat used the Quinces. Find-
ing a small portion of it to improve the flavour of
his Apple-pie, he made the next pie of Quinces, and
could not eat it. It has a wonderful effect on the
colour and bloom of the Grape, but if overdone the
berry does not keep, nor will the roots penetrate it.

I have used it here for more than ten years. After
two or three liberal top-dressings a few years since, I
had to remove a great portion of it, as the roots
evidently did not like it. This may act as a warning
to the inexperienced in not overdoing it. I use it

here with good effect on Pears, and all kinds of bush
fruit. Wm. Cuhenoell, Thorpe Ferrer.^.

Crocus Orphanidis.—For this pretty Crocus, now
in bloom, I am indebted to M. Chappelier, of Paris,
who sent it to me under the name of C. pholegandrus.
It is one of the handsomest of the autumnal species,

j

and much more robust in its growth than its con.
geners, C. Boryi and tevigatus. It has the tube white
striped with lilac. The petals are either pure unstriped
pale lilac or marked on the outside with feathered
purple lines, reaching the whole length. The throat
is almost white, the anthers quite so, surrounding a
long, finely divided bright orange-red stigma. It is a
native of the Greek Archipelago. What. is the di;.
tinctive difference between C. Orphanidis and C.
Tourneforli of Herbert ? They seem to be very close,
if not identical. H. Harpnr-Creiue, Draylon-Bcau^
champ Keetory, Trin^, A'ov. 28.

Calanthe Veitchii. — In the Orchid-house at
Crewe I fall, the seat of Lord Crewe, are some very
fine pots of the above. A great many have from four
to five spikes on each pot, on some as many as forty,
five flowers on a spike, and of a most lovely colour.
Another grand and useful plant extensively grown
here for the decoration of the greenhouses is Schizo-
stylis coccinea, and it is well worthy of the attention
of those in want of plants for decoration at this dull
season of the year ; some of the pots, 6-inch, had as
many as twenty spikes of its beautiful bright crimson
flowers on. Mr. Whittaker, the gardener here,
informed me that he plants them out every spring,
lifting them in the autumn. It is perfectly hardy,
A, Outram.

Chrysanthemums.—In his account of the Liver,
pool Show, at p. 723 your correspondent notices
dwarf plants of Chrysanthemums, with full-sized
flowers, obtained by Mr. Tugwood from cuttings
struck in August. If this can be done, the Carysan.
themum, from being a plant with only one fault,

becomes faultless. P.ut are Mr. Tugwood's cuttings
really cuttings, or are they layers ? As cuttings take
some time to root, and the Chrysanthemum has in
August no time to spare, I am induced to ask the
question, and am sure that your readers will feel
grateful for any information which Mr. Tugwood may
feel inclined to give. For several years past I have
planted out most of my plants, and taken layers at
different times. June is a favourable month. The
plants are not so leggy as those raised from spring
cuttings, but still they are hardly dwarf enough for
my purpose ; so if August cuttings will succeed, I
shall be glad to change my plan, G. S.

Plumbago rosea and Euphorbia jacquinise.
flora.—Thanks for your notice of Plumbago rosea at
Wimbledon House. It is really the most magnificent
sight ever I saw. On entering the house a wall 60
feet long and about 5 feet high may be seen literally

covered with beautilul racemes of the softest rose
colour. With all the pros and eons as to its dura-
bility as a cut flower, no one ever saw a more beau-
tiful object as a decorative plant. The plants ex-
hibited at South Kensington only convey a faint idea of
their beauty at home. Euphorbia jacquiniretlora will
be another object of great interest in a few days. There
is a row along the back of the Pine-stove, 60 feet long,

'

planted in a little fresh compost, and trained to a few
strings. They have grown as strong as Willows, 5 or 6
feet long, and thrown up any quantity of shoots, densely
covered with flower-buds. Mr. Ollerhead attributes
their luxuriance to their having rooted into the leaves
in which the Pines are plunged. In the hands of such
a proficient, they are two useful plants. Mr. O.ler-
head should turn his attention to some other of the
neglected winter-flowering plants. By so doing he
would confer a benefit on winter decorators. Visilor.

Garibaldi Strawberry.—In your last issue Mr.
Radclyffe states that this Strawberry was sent out by
the late Mr. Nicholson, of Eaglescliffe. If this was the
case then there must be two "Garibaldis" in culti-

vation, as the variety grown under this name in the
North of England and South of Scotland was sent
out by Mr. Thomas Armstrong, Beulah Gardens. Car-
lisle ; and although I have grown it for several years
side by side with Vicomtesse Heiicart de Thury, I
have never been able to detect the slightest difference
between them. Mr. Armstrong should state how his

variety originated. I know that at the time it was
sent out the Vicomtesse was not grown about Carlisle.

I have had many sorts of Strawberries from the late

Mr. Nicholson, but do not remember ever seeing
Garibaldi mentioned in his catalogues. Perhaps Mr.
Radclyffe will give the date of its introduction. James
Sendee.

Mr. Bennett asks for the name of the per-

son who sent out Garibaldi Strawberry. I believe
it was sent out by Dicksons & Co., Edinburgh.
I received my first plants of it from that firra

about twelve years or more ago ; it was sent out
with a very high character, v.hich it has proudly
maintained. I do not know the raiser's name.
I have received plants of Vicomtesse Hericart de
Thury from various people, and I cannot see the least

difference in the two named Strawberries. By what-
'

ever name it may be called, it is an excellent Straw-
berry, and may be had in bearing from March to
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November ; early forced plants will fruit again in

August and September, and successions to November.
It is a very liardy plant, and bears very heavy crops.

True, we have larger Strav?berries and better

flavoured, but taking all points, if I were to grow
only one Strawberry, I would grow Garibaldi

D. LnmsJat.

Yuccas (p. 646).—I am sorry to find that I

omitted the toUowmg in the conspectus of the

Yuccas :—Y. periculosa, Y. polyphylla, Y. circinata,

Y. scabrifolia, and Y. filifera. They are of doubtful
position, but probably to be referred to angustifolia.

H. N. Etlacombe, Bitlon Vicarage.

Scblimia jasminodora.—Professor Reichenhach
says, in his definition and description of Schlimia

Irifida [Gardmirs' ChronUU, p. 70S), that, with the

exception of the specimen just now presented to him
by Sir Trevor Lawrence, be has not heard of any
Schlimia having flowered in England recently. I

have flowered it. In May, 1S73, I bought at

Stevens' a plant named Schlimia jasminodora, from
New Grenada ; and again on March 9, 1S74, under
the same name, from Colombia. From the former
plant a spiKe of three lovely and fragrant flowers

opened on July 15, 1S75. These very well agreed
with the description and figure by Dr. Lindley, in

'?2i\\o\i'i, Flowa- Garden, iii. 115 (where, moreover,
the generic name is spelled Schlimmia) and satis-

fied me of the correctness of the nomenclature. I now
regiet that I did not submit a blossom to Professor

Reichenhach. F, II, Gosse, Sandhurst, Torquay.

Saponaria ocymoides.—Seed of this pretty

little haidy perennial was sown in this neighbourhood
in the spring of 1S74, and again this last past spring,

but without result in either case. The seed appeared
to be quite fresh and new, but none of it succeeded in

producing plants. Can you, or any of your corre-

spondents, inform me if any special treatment is

necessary to bring its germinating "powers, if it has
any, into play .•* I have heard that ColUnsia verna
seed must be sown immediately after it has been
harvested to insure its vegetating, and I have been
wondering whether the seed of Saponaria ocymoides
may not have the same peculiarity. Alex. IVelsk,

Coldstream,

The Pith of Vines.—My observation leads me to

think that the less pith there is in Grape Vines the better

for the Vines and the Grapes. Can any one determine
the causes that lead to the development of an abnormal
amount of pith ? Rapid and gross growth, no doubt.

But suppose neither to have been present—that the
wood is of moderate size, of the right colour, the crop
finished well, and yet year after year an excess of pith

in proportion to the size of the wood is developed

—

what then? A wet border? But supposing the
border is composed of porous materials no less than a
yard deep, that it lies on a stratum of stone a foot

deep, and is honeycombed with drains. The pith can
hardly be the product of an excess of moisture. Is

pith amenable to culture ? Can the amount and its

quality be controlled by skill ? How can it be changed
(or a dark, almost black colour, or healthy brown ?

How, also, can its e.xcess be reduced ? Further, and
finally, has shanking its root in imperfect pith—and
if so, how is it that the pith of Muscat Hamburghs
that have shanked is no larger nor worse than the pith

of Alicantes and Hamburghs that have fruited

plump as plum puddings, and black as Sloes ? Perhaps
we might do worse these holiday times than pithily

and earnestly discuss the pith of Grape Vines, and
the principles and practices, if either are known,
wliich regulate its amount and determine its quality.

1 should be greatly obliged to have your opinion,

and that of Grape growers generally, on this vital and
central question. It is more than probable that if we
entered more into the pith of the Vine we should find

the key to not a few of the mysteries and dilYiculties

which still confront and not seldom baulk the best

Grape growers in particular varieties, seasons, circum-
stances, and places. D, T, Fish. [An immoderate
proportion of pith is clearly due to imperfect forma-
tion of wood, in other words to " ill-ripened wood,"
the causes of which are manifold. Eds]

Autumn Planting of Potatos.—Having read at

p. 6S6 of the success in France and Belgium of autumn-
planted Potatos, I beg to say that since 1S71 we have
annurilly grown eight to ten bushels of Ashleaf Kidney
and Vcitch's and Rivers' Royal Ashleaf Potatos, from
autumn-planted sets, without a single failure. The
crop is heavier than from spring-planted Potatos, and
I think during that time I have never seen a dozen
diseased tubers from autumn-planted seed ; but, as the

French writer observes, the land must be light and
dry, it will not do on heavy wet soil. \Ve always dig

ours in rows, 2 feet apart, and usually spread some
rotten leaves or old hoibed manure on the soil

before digging, and plant about S inches deep, and I

never yet saw a tuber injured by frost. I do not

consider planting Potatos in the autumn by any means
a new system, as at Tortworth Court in 1S61—I was
then serving under Mr. Cramb-there was a first-rate
border of early kidney Potatos from autumn-planted
seed, and further, with respect to the Potato disease,
my own opinion, from a good many years' observation,
leads me to the conviction that autumn-planting
on suitable Soils, and early planting on all soils,
planting varieties that come early to maturity,
and lifting them early, on the first sign of ripeness,
and storing them in cool dry sheds, are the best preven-
tives of disease. [Nodoubt of it. Eds,] As an instance
in favour of early lifting of Potatos, I may mention that
we grew among about a dozen other kinds about
2A bushels of a good second early variety, called
Scammel's Glory, the greater part of which being
ripe were lifted at the end of August, and not a
single bad one was to be found ; about half a bushel
was left in the ground till October, and on lifting
them the biggest half were bad. R, Maher, The
Gardens, Boyne House, TunbriJ«e Wells,

I see you quote a paper as to this from the
7£>»rKfl/of the Agricultural Society of Nice, I therefore
think that a case nearer home may be of interest. I
have for years always planted my Potatos in the
autumn, and have just finished doing so for next
year's crop. The ground, which has been heavily
manured for the previous crop (Urassica tribe)—for I
never put fresh manure for Potatos— is dug, and the
planting carried on at the bottom of the furrow as the
digging goes on. Thus the sets are some 6 or 7 inches
below the surface, and, the ground not being trodden
on to plant, is left light and loose. In the spring,
when the leaves appear above-ground, the space
between them is forked over and left, no earthing
them up at all. I find the crop earlier and better than
that of my neighbours. I ought to mention that I
always leave my seed Potatos, when dug, on the
ground for a few days exposed to the sun so as to
get their skin hard and green. The frost has never
injured the crop. I adopted the notion from the
fact that the original Potatos must have remained
in the ground in Mexico, and also from the
fact that when any were accidentally left in the
ground in the autumn when clearing the crop,
these were always early and bore a good crop. I
suspect they make strong roots early, and when they
come up get abundance of nourishment. They
certainly grow more rapidly. D, d'oter. The Limes,
Siough,

Fertilisation in some Marantaceous Flowers.
—In answer to "M.," in last week's issue, I have to
say that, owing to the impossibility of getting at this

time of year fresh flowers of the genera mentioned, I

cannot speak positively as to the nature of their

pollen, and I do not think it right to trust to my
memory on the subject. My "impression" is that the
pollen is not what can fairly be called powdery. Con-
sidering the peculiar structure of these flowers, I think
the assumption that insect agency is in some cases
absolutely necessary for their fertilisation a perfectly
reasonable one. However, I am inclined to believe
(perhaps withaut being able to properly explain why)
that self- fertilisation does at times obtain in Ichnosi-
phon. Some extremely interesting facts rekting to
the plants of this order and their near allies, the
ZingiberaceK, are recorded in Hermann Jfueller's

great work. Die Befi uehtuiig dcr Bliimen dureh In-
seelen. For instance, on the authority of the author's
brother, Fritz Mueller, we are told that the Arrow-
root (Maranta arundinacea) and Ginger (Zingiber
officinarum) cultivated in South Brazil, and increased
only by vegetative reproduction, are both barren. The
flowers of the former no longer produce pollen, but
still retain the elastic movement of the style. In the
latter the pollen, pistil, and ovules seem perfectly
normal, and the reason suggested for their barrenness
is that all the plants have been raised from a single
stock, and are thus in reality but parts of a single
individual. Geo, Nicholson, Ke-a.

Ouvirandra fenestralis. — Among the many
hue examples of skilful plant cultivation in the
Botanic Gardens, Liverpool, under the directorship of
Mr. Richardson, there is a specimen of the above
well worthy of honourable mention. This plant
measures fully 3 feet across either way, and has con-
siderably over 150 leaves, the greater part of which
measure 13 inches in length (without the foot-stalk)
and 4 inches in breadth. It is growing in one of the
span-roofed houses, the mean temperature of which
is from 65° to 70'. A slate tank, 4 feet by 4, is used
for this purpose, and the plant is a picture of health.
Mr. Richardson attributes his success in growing this
plant to the following : It was potted four years ago
in a 9-inch pot in a mixture of peat, loam, clay, a litUe
charcoal and sandstone ; it is standing on a pot about
5 inches under the water : the water is the same as
that supplied to the town of Liverpool, and is seldom
changed, but occasionally allowed to run over to keep
it clear. The tank is standing over the pipe, conse-
quently it receives a little bottom-heat, and the light
is very much subdued. No doubt a great many over-

anxious with these curiosities are likely to try too many
experiments, but here is a plant receiving very little

attention, and which certainly is one of the finest ever
seen in the United Kingdom. It is popularly known as
the Lace-leaf or the Lattice-plant, and is a native of
Madagascar. I enclosea specimen for your inspection.
There are over 100 leaves about this size ! [A fine leaf.
Eds.] Alfred Oulram, Victoria and Paradise Nur.
series, Upper Ilollor.uay, London, N,

Masdevallia tovarensis.—This, in my opinion,
IS the gem of all the Masdevallias. Although it is
still a rare and expensive Orchid, it is sufficiently
represented among the many collections in this
country to be tolerably well known and appreciated.
Its pure white spicy-scented flowers, arranged com-
pactly without stiffness on the top of a stem varying
in length from 4 to S inches, are extemely charming,
and at this time of the year equally valuable. Con-
sidering its rarity, and possessing the charms already
noticed, Masdevallia tovarensis might furnish flowers
for a princess' bridal bouquet, and the bridegroom
might do worse than to make the choice of one of its
stems with its three or four trifid flowers for his
button-hole. Being a compact-growing subject,
throwing its flowers well above the foliage, Mas-
devallia tovarensis is indeed a valuable decorative
plant. Should it be asked for in the mansion let its
stay there be short, for neither leaves nor flowers care
for an arid atmosphere. In an intermediate, moist,
airy temperature the flowers will last perfect for five
weeks. The present year's spikes, as is tolerably
well-known, wUl, if not cut below the scape from
which the flowers spring, produce flowers the follow-
ing year, after the manner of Hoya carnosa. I do
not advise retaining the old spikes. To do so it

is necessary to cut the flowers with so short a stem
that they are rendered next to useless, and I
believe these old spikes tend to weaken the plant.
A few words on the cultivation of M. tovaren-
sis. First, then, it must be well drained, whether
grown in pot or pan ; the drainage, composed of pot-
sherds and charcoal, should fill up to within I inch of
the rim. Over this let a layer of sphagnum be placed, pot
the plant well up in a compost ofequal parts of fibrous
peat and live sphagnum, keeping plenty of the heads
of the latter on the surface, so that in a short time
the whole of the top of the compost will be covered
by living moss—light potting answers best, the peat and
sphagnum being compressed just sufticiently to make
the plant firm. Water ought to pass through the whole
mass as through a sieve. Some growers advise
cutting this and other Masdevallias up when they
have grown to fair-sized specimens, and to grow them
on ag.ain in small pots. So long as a plant remains
healthy, I see no advantage in this. As regards
temperature I would recommend M. tovarensis to be
grown in the coolest house, with abundance of air and
shade, from April till October, and in the intermediate
house from October till April. During the time it is

in the intermediate house it should be kept near the
glass on the shady side of the house, have air on all
favourable occasions, and a temperature of from 50°
to 65°—both temperatures given being extremes, the
lowest for the coldest nights and the highest for sunny
days. Under the above treatment our plant this year
has done well, having made vigorous growth enough
to produce fourteen new spikes, several of which
carried four flowers of large size and substance, one
of which I forward you. Joseph C, Spyers, Gr. to
Sir T, La-i'rence, Bart,, MP., Burford Lodge.
Dorking,

Lagerstromeria indica (p. 720).—"E S. D."
inquires about the hardiness of this beautiful shrub.
I saw it first in the Botanic Garden at Tours. It was
in full flower in the open ground in the beginning of
September, and I was told that it was quite hardy
there. [Fine bushes may be seen at Pisa, which has a
severe winter climate. Eds.] I planted out a young
plant in the spring of last year under a wall, and it

went through last winter without any protection. I
have no doubt that it is quite as hardy as a Fuchsia.
H, X, Ellacovibe, Bitlon Vicarage.

BOTANISING IN THE WASATCH
MOUNTAINS, UTAH.

I.N' the latter part of June, reaching the Salt Lake
basin, I selected a location near the head of Lake
Utah, not far from the high culminating point of the

Wasatch range known as Mount Nebo. Owing to

the lateness of the season, the scanty spring verdure

of the plains and foothills had mostly given place to

the dull brown of summer, partially relieved, how-
ever, by the patchy green of the Scrub Oak (Quercus
undulata, Torr.) on the hillsides, and the tule bogs
and grassy swales adjoining Spring Lake, near which
were agreeably located the flourishing orchards and
gardens of our friendly host, B. F. Johnson, Esq.

My first ascent of the high mountain ridge adjoin-
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ing Spring Lake on the east was made on July I.

Soon after leaving the valley, the steep gravelly slope,

marking the ancient lake margin, gives place lo the

abrupt foothills scantily clothed with low tufted plants

and straggling shrubs, conspicuous among the latter

being Cowania mexicana, Cercocarpus parvifolius,

and Cercocarpus ledifolius var. It was not till alter a

lively climb of 1500 feet or more that there was any

essential change in the monotonous floral features ;

but with the occurrence of scattered Balsam Firs

(Abies concolor), indicating a more copious precipita-

tion of moisture, a much greater freshness of vegeta-

tion was apparent, and several familiar mountain

forms made their appearance, including Sphrerulea

acerilolia, Mitella trifida, Viola canina, &c. In the

deep ravines on either hand, generally dry, there was

a choked up growth of Scrub Maple (A.cer grandiden-

tatum), Rosa, Prunus, and other plants affecting

moist locations. Above this comes in a denser growth

of Abies concolor, mixed with Abies Douglasii, form-

ing regular forests. We pass occasional groves of

Mountain Mahogany (Cercocarpus ledifolius), here

frequently attaining a height of 25 f^^'> "''^ '°''

stocky trunks often a foot in diameter. The main

ridge, having an elevation of not less than 2500 feet

above the valley, forms a sharp rocky crest, dropping

ofl with a still more abrupt slope to the east upon an

irregular broken country, cut up by ravines and

ridges, extending towards the head waters of the San

Pete, one of the main north-eastern tributaries of the

Sevier River. Following the main ridge to the south,

by a series of abrupt ascents a still greater elevation is

reached, commanding extensive views of the Utah

basin.

At these higher points, the purple-coned steeple-

pointed Balsam Fir makes its appearance, plainly

identical with the common Rocky Mountain species

heretofore designated by Dr. Engelmann as Abies

grandis, Lindl., but now regarded as a distinct species

near to A. balsamea, L., viz , Abies occidentalis,

Engel. ined. The western range of this species is not

yet fully determined, as it has not, so far, been

authentically traced west of the Wasatch.

At this point a wasting snow-drift, which a week
later would have entirely disappeared, offered the

only supply of water met with on our route, which

was accordingly improved to give relish to our

pocket-lunch. Near its borders grew a belated patch

of bright yellow Violets just in full bloom ; this,

which seems intermediate in character between Viola

Nuttallii and V. pedunculata, has been noted by Mr.

Watson as V. Nuttallii var. venosa, but is now
referred by him to the Californian species, V. aurea,

Kellogg, as a variety.

Fkuiting of Abies.

One main object of our trip was to determine defi-

nitely the important practical question whether the

fruiting of Abies was strictly biennial, or, in excep-

tional cases, annual. I had noted in 1S74 the abund-

ant seeding of Abies all over this district, extending

to the eastern Rocky Mountains, but now not a single

developing cone could be met with in passing through

extensive forests of Abies concolor, this condition also

holding good of other species. The same fact has also

been noted by the enterprising collector, J. G. Lem-

mon, in the Sierra Nevada, so that it may be defi-

nitely stated, for the benefit of future collectors, that

only on even years can Abies be relied on for a seed

crop. The only exception thus far known to me
occurs in the coast range in Mendocino County,

California, from which point fresh fruiting cones were

sent of what purported to be Abies grandis gathered

in 1S75.

Everywhere In flowing brooks and springs the

European Watercress floats on the surface ; still com-

paratively rare in the Eistern States, it seems to have

found a congenial home in the Far West, and is now
to be found in nearly every spring through the interior

basin and on the Pacific coast !

Farther up in the passage of this rocky defile, an

ascent of about 2000 feet in a distance of two miles

brings us to a more open country, where the ridges

on either hand rise in more rounded but still quite

abrupt slopes ; here the scattering coniferous growth

is composed mainly of Abies Douglasii, A. concolor,

A. occidentalis, and occasional trees of A. Engel-

manni, this prevalent evergreen growth alternating

with thick copses of Aspen Poplar, and along the

stream-courses with Alder, Birch, and Willow thickets.

Here the unusual freshness of vegetation, due to a

prevalence of mountain fog and summer rains, is

evidenced in the usually high mountain forms includ-

ing \ ;onitum nasutum, Cardamine cordifolia Hera-

cleuin lanatum, Saxifraga jestivalis. Geranium Rich-

ardsoni, Meiteusia sibirica.

From our mountain camp, pleasantly located on

the borders of a clear dashing stream, the higher

alpine rid 465 were accessible by a comparatively easy

day's climb.

After due caution from my friendly lumbering com-

rades to "look out for bears and panthers," I made

an early start, armed only with a botanical portfolio,

a large sheath knife for digging, and a pocket lunch.

Rough logging roads leading by steep grades to

detached groves of Abies Engelmanni, which under

the common name of "white Pine" is the most

valued lumber product of this district, afforded the

easiest route to the bald ridges above. On the route,

Sorbus americana, then in full flower, was conspicu-

ous, and higher up a familiar looking eastern Lonicera

(L. ciliata) made its appearance. Where snow-drifts

had lately disappeared the delayed vegetation afforded

fine flowering specimens of Erythronium grandiflorum,

which had long since gone to fruit in the lower valleys.

Aquilegia ccerulea was frequent here, invariably with

white flowers, and more rarely we encountered the

elegant alpine climber, Clematis (Atragene) alpina.

On all the slopes covered with rich soil there was a

profuse growth of Epilobium angustifolium, reaching

to the armpits, mixed with which in damp exposures

was an equally rank growth of Mertensia sibirica.

Not unfrequent in aspen copses we also find Ligus-

trum filicinum, Watson, formerly confounded with L.

scopulorum.

On the bald alpine slopes there was less variety

than I hoped to find ; none of the neat Rocky Moun-

tain Clovers, no tufted Saxifrages nor alpine Pedicu-

larias, only a single Castilleia (C. pallida var.), and a

straggling Silene (S. Douglasii), but as a partial

reward for such deficiencies I was fortunate in meet-

ing with abundant flowering specimens of Synthyris

pinnatifida, and a neat yellow-flowered Eriogonum,

E. chrysocephalum, recently described in Proc. Am.
Acad., vol. xi., p. loi.

A subsequent visit later in the season to the direct

northern slope of Mount Nebo revealed a somewhat

richer flora, including most unexpectedly large patches

of Primula Parryi, growing on gravelly slopes quite

out of the range of alpine streams, though probably

covered late with an accumulation of winter snow. At

the time of my visit, August 22, it was in fruit, its

capsules already open, and with mature seeds. Asso-

ciated with this may also be noted Ranunculus ado-

neus, Arenaria biflora, Senecio Fremontii, &c.

The paucity of the high alpine flora in this section

is doubtless to be accounted for by the absence of

constant watercourses, no persistent bodies of snow

remaining through the late summer months to give

origin to those alpine brooks which elsewhere support

such a varied and attractive array of floral forms.

It was, therefore, found advisable to locate our per-

manent mountain camp at a lower elevation, where

numerous springs breaking out along the course of

deep ravines gave issue to clear ice-cold mountain

brooks, supporting the greatest variety of attractive

vegetation.

Among the plants here brought to view in various

rambles during the month of August may be mentioned

Gentianaheterosepala, taking the place of G. amarella

var. acuta, in the eastern Rocky Mountain district

;

a variety of Pentstemon glaucus, with deep maroon-

coloured flowers ; Circsea alpina, a common Eastern

species not before credited to this region ; Stellaria

crassifolia, forming dense leafy cushions on the mould

of decayed wood ; Osmorrhizi brevistyla, together

with several other undetermined Umbellifera; ; Galium

bifolium, Watson, and in a single locality on the slope

of a brick-red gravelly hill occurred large patches of

Ivesia Gordoni, associated with a suffruticose Pent-

stemon (P. Kingii, Watson?) and large bushy clumps

of Wyethia amplexicaulis. The tangled undergrowth

is largely made up of the common red Raspberry

(Rubus strigosus), and the more showy Rubus Nut-

kanus, both fruiting abundantly ; later in the season

Aster elegans var. Engelmanni is conspicuous, its

rather coarse habit and large white flowers hardly

deserving the appellation implied in the specific name ;

as a rarity may be noted Prosartes trachysperma,

Watson, with deep orange or bright scarlet fruit

loosely attached to its decaying stems. Everywhere

on dry hill- slopes occurs the rather showy Lophanthus

urticsefolius, and along the borders of streams the

singular Rudbeckia occidentalis, with its deep purple

Teasel-like head, is frequent.

SPIR.EA C.ESI'ITOSA.

Among the plants affecting rocky locat'ons, the

most eagerly watched and the latest lo flower was the

remarkable Spiriua crespitosa, Nutt. Popularly known
under the appropriate common name of "Tree Moss,"

it spreads its closely matted foliage over the face of

liare rocks, insinuating its tap-roots, abundantly gar-

nished with terminal fibres, into the narrowest cre-

vices, to which it adheres with a grip almost as tena-

cious as the rock itself ; only when accidentally it has

taken root in a coarse gravelly dibris can it be success-

fully removed with its terminal fibrous roots. The

main stem, often attaining a thickness of an inch or

more, divides horizontally into radiating gnailed

branches, which send off from the axils of the primary

leaves numerous leafy rosettes, by which the growth

of the plant is maintained, and from the axils of which

the slender-bracted flower-stems arise. These stems,

from 3 to 6 inches high, are crowned for about one-

third of their length with a dense cylindrical spike of

small white flowers, with exserted style and stamens,

set in a light green tomentose calyx. In thrifty speci-

mens these flowering spikes are occasionally branched.

The prostrate growing shoots, whenever they light

upon a suitable crevice, strike root, and thus help to

maintain the growth of the parent plant ; where these

favourable conditions are wanting, the whole plant,

often covering several square feet, can be lifted up,

showing on the under surface the remains of dead

leaves, in the decaying mould of which moisture is

retained, to keep up the fresh verdure of the young

twigs. It seems to flourish best on the north side of

exposed limestone rocks, occupying a considerable

range of altitude above the lower foothills, choosing

by preference the rugged slopes of moderately steep

caiions. Its flowering period is earliest on the higher

elevations, continuing from the latter part of August

to the 1st of October. The peculiar adaptation of

this plant for ornamental rockwork can be appreciated

by those who have once seen it in its native haunts,

and it is hoped that from plants and seeds somewhat

copiously collected it may eventually find a much larger

number of admirers in gardens devoted to this charm-

ing class of horticultural adornments.

Among other associated rock-plants late in the

season is a dwarf white-flowered Aster, with glossy

lanceolate leaves, occasionally serrate, and foliaceous

spreading involucral scales. Though doubtfully re-

ferred to A. integrifolius, Nutt , it is more probably

an undescribed species, which can only be safely

determined on a revision of this large and polymor-

phous genus. In similar situations we also meet with

Erigeron flagellaris.

The forest growth of this district is quite limited,

as before indicated ; the scarcity of the common
Rocky Mountain Yellow Pine (Pinus ponderosa), and

the less valuable Pinus contorta, serves to diminish

materially the lumber products, and the scattered

growth and inferior quality of such as are attainable

render the labour of the lumber-men exceedingly

arduous and poorly remunerative. In this connection

may be noticed the not inlrequent occurrence of the

parasitic Arceuthobium americanum, which is here

met with attached indifferently to Abies Douglasii,

A. occidentalis, and A. concolor, though in the Rocky
Mountain districts it is found quite exclusively confined

to Pinus contorla.

Taken as a whole, the flora of this district must be

regarded as extremely meagre, and a fit representative

of that forbidding soil and rigorous climate best

adapted for an isolated civilisation in which such

strange social problems as Mormonism may be worked

out with least disturbance of the general weal. C. C.

Parry, Sail Bernardino, California, Fib., 1876, m
Proc. Davenport Acad of Sciences.

Florists' Flowers.
Auricula, Redmayne's METKoroLiTAN.—In

your paper of last week I observe a paragraph about

the Auricula, Redmayne's Metropolitan. Could any

of your Auricula-growing correspondents kindly give

a particular description of the foltage and flower of

Metropolitan or Hey's Apollo, as it may turn out that

in some collections it is still in existence accidentally

misnamed. I may mention a case of flowers iden-

tically the same grown under different names. In this

quarter (the neighbourhood of Dund-^e) Low's Bessie

Lee has been grown since it was raised by Mr. James

Low, Dundee, the raiser of many fine varieties, such

as Maggie Lauder, Ivanboe, Mazzini (a deep violet-blue
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self, standing alone in colour), Highland Mary, and

others. Now, Smith's Formosa came from the South

after Bessie Lee was sent out, and no one can find

any diflerence in the two flowers. I know one

grower who, knowing this, grew Formosa under the

name of Bessie Lee, and no one ever challenged the

correctness of the name. There is much yet to be

written about the AuricuUi, and more especially about

the older varieties, many of which have never been

surpassed in quality by any new ones. I am fond of

the old varieties, and have a goodly number of them,

which are now scarce. Some of them X have never

been able to pick up, and it would be interesting to

see the names of the collections of different growers,

and then one would know where to apply for some of

the pets which he would like to possess, f. M. [We

should be pleased to publish such lists. Eds. ]

In earnest efforts to develope beauties under

difficulties, no hardy flowers are more persistent than

the Primrose, although the common Primula acaulis

can hardly lay claim to this special virtue. That

favourite flower of our woods and hedges is chiefly

found in warm sunny nooks well sheltered by over-

hanging trees and other woody growth, and even there

seldom puts forth its pale tinted flowers until the sun

has attained to some power, and will be obeyed. It

is to the beautiful coloured forms that we owe our

earliest blooms, indeed these begin to develope their

beauties in the autumn, and continue to do so inter-

mittently until spring calls forth all its energies to the

full. It is most probable that to the early flowering

Siberian Primula, altaica so called, do we owe this

charming precocity as well as many of those beautiful

lints with which the single Primrose is now decorated.

In looking over a large number of plants, chiefly seed-

lings, one is struck with the exceeding variety that

peeps up here and there—a pure white, a pleasing

sulphur, a pale mauve, or a rosy red. Then there are

purple-reds, maroons, crimsons, and a variety of hues

all exceedingly beautiful, and all in spite of rain or

wind thrusting themselves up to notice. There is

probably no other family of hardy plants just now

of which as much could be said, and in which so much

variety of colour exists. This characteristic of asser-

tion in a floral family of northern origin is but a type

of that energy and perseverance which characterises

the northern nations of the world.

The current number of the Florist and Porno-

lo!;ist contains a coloured plate of the hybrid perpetual

Rose Mrs. La.xton, a seedling raised by Mr. Lax-

ton, of Siamford, and favourably noticed by us on

previous occasions. The flowers are of " a beautiful

bright carmine-rose, and are not only large and ful',

but of remarkable depth, the outer petals are smooth

and prettily recurved at the edge, displaying the com-

pact and close-set centre. It is remarkably sweet-

scented, the fragrance being of the most agreeable

character."

Reports of Societies.

Royal Horticultural : Dcamber 6. — Colonel

Trevor Clarke in the chair.—Dr. Masters, F.R.S.,

announced the awards made by the committees, and

commented upon several of the subjects exhitjited.

Dr. Masters also alluded to several subjects brought

before the Scientific Committee, among the most

important of which was a communication on the

poisonous Agaricus fastibilis, printed in the report

of that committee. The Chairman asked Mr.

Worthington Smith to make a few remarks on

the subject, and Mr. Smith said it was one of

the commonest things possible to find various

fungi quite different from the true Mushroom (Aga-

ricus campestris) growing upon Mushroom beds. It

should be remembered that the common Mushroom
was only one out of many dung-borne Agarics

common in this country, and it was an eveiy-day

occurrence to find all sorts of dung-borne fungi

arising from Mushroom beds. With the poisonous

Agaricus fastibilis it was, however, different, for the

only habitats he knew for this plant were woody
places, hedge sides, and sometimes pastures, and not,

as far as his experience went, manure-heaps. He had

never heard of the two species growing together before,

and it almost appeared like a case of mimicry. Mr.

Smith then spoke of the strong external resemblances

between the true Mushroom and the poisonous

Agaricus fastibilis. He said the general habit,

size, and colour, were the same in both

plants. The Mushroom should have an annulus

or ring round the stem, but it was sometimes

Bbsent, A, fastibilis has a stem furnished with

scales, which scales were often so perfect as almost to

form a complete annulus. The attachment of the
gills should be somewhat different in the two plants,

but, from an acquaintance with a large number of
specimens, he was sorry to say the attachment was
very often much alike in the two plants. The gills in

the poisonous plant were brown, and a glance at the
Mushrooms and Horse-Mushrooms so common in our
markets showed how often the gill; of Mushrooms
were brown. A. fastibilis, said Mr. Smith, has
brown spores, and the Mushroom should have purple
or purple-brown spores, but many spores of true

Mushrooms were black or brown-black, or at least to

his eyes. No doubt, said Mr. Smith, the two plants in

question were anatomically very distinct, but ordinary
people often failed to see nice distinctions, however
apparent to the trained eye. This was proved
by specimens of A. fastibilis (which had a rank odour)
having several times been placed in the same group
with A. campestris and the Horse-Mushroom (A.
arvensis) at fungus shows. Mr. Smith also said that

he had frequently had specimens of A. fastibilis sent

on to him for his opinion as to their identity with the

Mushroom. As to the suggestion that the spores of

A. fastibilis were originally in the blocks of Mushroom
spawn, Mr. Smith said he could see no ground what-
ever for this belief ; Mushroom spawn consisted of
old dung traversed by mycelium, and this mycelium
or spawn was in a state of rest. He did not think
spores of Agarics could maintain life in such a dry
materia). It was more probable that the spores were
carried to the cellar in the air, and germinated upon
the old dung ; this was the most reasonable manner
of accounting for the many diverse fungi so commonly
found upon Mushroom beds.

Scientific Committee. — Dr. Hooker, C.B.,
Pres. R.S., in the chair. A letter was read from
the Rev. M. J. Berkeley, in acknowledgment of the

vote of thanks conveyed to him at the last meeting.

JaJ-ancse Books.—Dr. Masters exhibited, on the
part of H. N. Moseley, Esq., one of the naturalists to

the late Challi'ni;er Expedition, a very interesting

series of Japanese works, beautifully illustrated. An
extract from Mr. Moseley's letter will suffice to show
the general nature of these works, to which we may
have occasion to allude more fully on another occa-

sion :

—

" I send the two volumes on miniature gardens. It is

a pity that we have not the art of cultivating these
gardens in England. They really are many of them
exceedingly pretty. But it must always be remembered
Itiat they take a very long time to produce. I send
further a volume on the cullivation of silk, and another
on that of rice, with all the successive operations tigured.

These I consider my finest specimens of this kind. They
are specially printed on speci.al paper, and correspond to

our editions de tuxe. The other three volumes I send are
single volumes of illustrated Encyclopaedias, of which
large numbers exist in Japan. These works treat of all

natural objects, beginning with astronomy, geography,
physical geography, oreography, &c. ; then going on to

architecture, fortification, &c. ; then to ships and boats,
then to ornaments, pottery, and implements of all kinds.

Amongst the latter all kinds ofgardening implements are

figured. The books further on treat of implements of

war and the chase, then of all kinds of animals, of
plants, and of races of men. Figures are also given of
several fruits in various cooked conditions. I believe

that the book on the cultivation of silk has been trans-

lated into French. At all events, it is probably men-
tioned in ' R^^unu' des principoux trait^'i chinois sur l<i

Cittture des Muriers ct de ^education des vers a soie.

Traduit du chinois par M. Stanislaus Julien, M.I.f-'.

Paris ; B. Duprat, 7, Rue du Cloitre, Saint Benott.'
"

Fundus on Date Palm. —From M. Van Volxem
came leaves of the Date Palm from Mentone, covered
with the lungus known as Graphiola phcenicis, which
attacks the Palms also at Kew and Chatsworth.

Monstrous Cydaincns.—From Mr. Tyerman came
very characteristic specimens of flowers of Cyclamen
ibericum, in which the calyx was completely replaced

by leaves, as happens frequently in some Primroses.

The condition was found to be reproduced in the seed-

lings.

Capsicums.—From Mr Miles, gr. to Lord Carring-

ton, came a handsome dish of the sweet Capsicum,
which had been raised from seeds sent by Col. Puckle
from Bangalore. Col. Puckle, who was present at

the meeting, made some remarks on them.

Diospyros Kaki.—Mr. G. F. Wilson, in reference

to the fruit grown and exhibited by him at the last

meeting, stated that he had placed some in the hands
of Dr. Voelcker for analysis, with the following re-

sults:

—

'
' My friend. Dr. Voelcker, whom the Royal Horticul-

tural Society is fortunate enough to have as a member
of its Scientific Committee, has been kind enough to

have the fruit of the Diospyros Kaki analysed in his

laboratory. The quantity of tannic acid it is shown to

contain is quite sufficient to account for the wry faces of

those who first tasted it. Let us hope, as is probably
the case, that the other varieties contain more sugar, and
less of the astringent principle." I

ConipositioH of the Frtttt of Diospyros Kaki.
W.iler 84. 64
Albuminous compounds 62
Crude woody tibre .. .. .. .. .. 2n
T,innicacid "

2.3,
Sugar pectine, &c o.Sn
Mineral matter (ash) 42

Containing nitrogen 09

Dr. Masters stated that, after having preserved one of
the fruits exhibited by Mr. Wilson for some weeks, he
hid again tasted it and found it much less astringent
than previously, owing, doubtless, to the saccharine
matter concealing the taste of the astringent
substance.

Eiilalia jap0}uca.—Mr. Hemsley showed speci-
mens of this very ornamental Japanese grass, the
leaves of which are banded horizontally at intervals
with broad bars of golden-yellow. This will no
doubt prove a very ornamental grass. The specimen
exhibited came from Mr. Max Leichtlin of Carlsruhe,
but it has been grown at Messrs. Veitch's nursery for
some time past.

Crocus k'otscAyanus.—Mr. Hem;ley showed dried
flowers of this species, also called C. zonatus, from
the garden of G. Maw, Esq., and in which the base
of the perianth segments was spotted with golden-
yellow.

Caution to Eaters of Forced Mushrooms.— Tit. M. C.
Cooke read a communication from Dr. R. Gerard,
which is of very great moment, as will be seen from
the following extract :—
"As an item of mycological interest, I would state

that in 1874 I started a Mushroom bed in my cellar, and
had an abundant supply from spring till fall. Next
spring (1875), without renewing the material of the bed,
I planted new spawn, which I bought, as before, of a
seedsman. No Mushrooms came, although the surface
of the bed assumed a whitish appearance, as it did in
the first case. This spring (1876), the bed having re-
mained undisturbed, I one day heated some water, and
having added to it some aqua ammonire, I drenched the
bed thoroughly with it. In about a week's time some
' buttons ' began to make their appearance, but having
no occasion to use them just then I allowed them to
mature, when, much to my surprise, instead of having
-Agaricus campestris, I found that 1 had a large crop of
A. f.astibilis. The bed was entirely covered with this
poisonous species, and not a single 'pink gill ' appeared.
The cellar was a closed one, and only used for storage
purposes, and I cannot see where the fastibilis came from
unless the spores existed in the spawn that was sold me.
At any rate, it might have been the cause of a serious
accident had it been sold to a person unfamiliar with the
edible Mushroom."

Mr. W. G. Smith said the case brought forward by
Dr. Cooke was the more remarkable from the fact of
the great external resemblance existing between the
two species mentioned in Mr. Gerard's letter. No
fungus was so commonly mistaken for the true Mush-
room as the dangerous Agaricus fastibilis, which, like
many other common natural objects, had never yet
been well illustrated. The two plants in question
were doubtlessly widely separated by anatomical
characters, but these were overlooked by superficial
observers.

Monstrous Mushroom. — Ux. W. G. Smith then
exhibited an abnormally-grown Mushroom, which
presented extraordinary characters. The plant in
question had been forwarded to Mr. Smith through
Henry Reeks, Esq., F.L.S., by J. A. Bartholomew,
Esq., of Penclose, Chieveley. The plant exhibited
had not the slightest trace of stem either on the top
or bottom, and no point of attachment to the ground
was visible ; the gills were, moreover, disposed in

labyrinlhiform patterns. We shall shortly report upon
and illustrate this singular monstrosity.

The same gentleman also exhibjted photographs of
cones of Encephalartos, which have recently been
produced at Kew.

Floral Committee.—W. B. Kellock, Esq., in

the chair. The last meeting of the year was held
under the most favourable auspices as regards the
weather—the day being the finest we have had for

some time— and the year's labours of the committee
were most worthily terminated by a successful meet-
ing. The most important contribution was a splendid
group of Orchids, sent by a member of the Council,

Sir Trevor Lawrence, M. P., Burford Lodge, Dor-
king, and which by the number shown, and their per-

fect condition, reflected the greatest possible credit

on Sir Trevor's Orchid grower, Mr. Spyers.

We cannot pretend to notice all the plants included
in this remarkable group, and especially many which,
though pretty and extremely interesting, can only be
said to be of botanical interest. The largest speci-

men staged was one of the old Zygopetalum Mackayii,
which had twenty-one grand spikes of flowers. The
next was one of Cypripedium insigne, a yard across,

and splendidly flowered. Then came examples of
Calanthe Veitchii, with several grand spikes ; C.

vestita rubro-oculata, with five superb spikes ; Epi-
dendrum vitellinum majus, with eight spikes, one of

them being branched, a circumstance not often seen ;
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Odontonlossum cordalum superbum, with seven spikes;

Dendrobium primulinum giganteum, with two grand

spikes ; Masdevallia Veitchii, with a dozen good

flowers ; a fine mass of Sophronitis grandillora, and

another of a bright rose-coloured variety ; Trichopilia

fragrans, Stanhopea grandiflora, &c. A vote of

thanks was unanimously accorded, and the collection

was recommended to the Council for the award

of a Davis Medal. Messrs. James Veitch

& Sons also received a vote of thanks for

a beautiful group of Orchids, which included a

very fine specimen of Lajlia anceps, and others

of Zygopetalum Mackayii, Cypripedium insigne,

and C. insigne Maulei, C. Sedeni, Oncidium

cheirophnrum, O. ornithorynchum, a white variety of

Cypripedium Schlimii, and several Masdevallias, &c.

Mr. H. Cannell, Swanley, Kent, received a vote of

thanks for a box containing two dozen bunches of

flowers of distinct varieties of Zonal Pelargoniums,

remarkably fine in size, form and colour, considering

the extrordinary wet and sunless weather we have had

lately. A free flowering scarlet Zonal variety, named

Lord Beaconsfield, was also shown by Mr. Mann,

nurseryman, of Brentwood. A specimen of

Eucharis Candida was shown by M. If. Beaufoy,

Esq., of South Lambeth (Mr. G. R. Sheath,

gr.) ; and Messrs. Veitch & Sons also sent examples

of Poinsettia pulcherrima amrena, differing from the

well-known type in having shorter, broader bracts of

a soft shade of rose. Sir H. W. Peek, M.P., Wim-

bledon House (Mr. OUerhead, gr.), sent two speci-

mens of Plumbago rosea—a sample of the plants

which cover the back wall of his Melon-house, and

which were splendidly flowered, and altogether admir-

able examples of good cuUivation. Mr. OUerhead also

sent some fine cut sprays of the old Euphorbia jacquini-

flora, which he does so well in the Pine-houses at Wim-
bledon House. Mr. Denning, gr. to Lord Londes-

borough, showed a new deciduous Oncidium, under

the name of O. Londesboroughianum (hort.), which

gained a First-class Certificate. It had a long arching

spike ol flowers, the broad yellow sepals and petals

of which are regularly and closely barred with brown,

and the broad lip is of a rich orange colour. Mr.

Howard, of 29, King Street, Covent Garden, who

has lately returned from America, exhibited a

large collection of dried Ferns, and the autumn

leaves of many American trees, the principal

Fern being the climbing Lygodium palmalum,

which grows freely in the woods about Hart-

ford, Connecticut. Mr. Howard showed the

specimens on behalf of Mrs. Reed Watson, East

Windsor Hill, Connecticut, who dries such specimens

for sale, their use being principally for household

ornamentation. A fine lot of flowers, from an open

pond of the rich Hawthorn-scented Aponogeton

distachyon, and flowering plants from the open air ol

Iberis sempervirens came from Mr. Parker, of

Tooting. Mr. C. Green, Reigate, showed a flower-

ing plant of a pretty lilac-flowered seedling from

Streptocarpus Greenii, which he has named delicata.

Fruit Committee.—Henry Webb, Esq. in the

chair. D. P. Bell, Esq., Clive House, Alnwick,

showed a new black Grape, named Clive House Seed-

ling, which was awarded a First-class Certificate. It

is a seedling between the Black Morocco and an un-

named variety raised at Wortley. The bunch shown

was of fair size and well shouldered, and the berries

large, oval in form, and jet black in colour,

with a thick skin. The flavour was decidedly good,

partaking of the rich sparkling flavour ol the

Black Morocco, but much sweeter. Mr. Bell has kept

the Grape till February, but no doubt it will keep

longer, and prove a better Grape for general culti-

vation than the Black Alicante. Mr. Bennett, Rab-

ley, sent a punnet of Garibaldi Strawberries, and also

fruiting plants of the same variety, which we under-

stand was considered by the committee to be distinct

from Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury, with which it has

been described as synonymous. A Cultural Commen-

dation was awarded. Mr. Bennettt also showed a

brace of the old Rabley Cucumber, one of the parents

of Monro's Duke of Edinburgh Cucumber ; and

a dish of the old flat Italian red Tomato. Mr. Miles,

gr. to Lord Carrington, showed a handsome fruit of

an unnamed Pine-apple, which, when cut, proved to

be of unexceptionable quality. It is an old but very

useful variety for winter work, but little in cultivation,

and the name of which Mr. Miles cannot get. Two
fruits of Citrus nobilis, the Shaddock, were sent by

Mr. OUerhead ; and some seedling Pears came from

Mr. Grieve, Culford. Mr. Merryweather, nursery-

man, Southwell, Notts, showed a new kitchen Apple,

named Bramley's Seedling, which was highly com-

mended.

Mr. Adami, Ashton-upon-Mersey, Mr. W. Copeland,

Broughton, Mr. S. W. Barker, Mr. C. W. Newman,
and Mr. Blythe. There was also a beautiful displ.iy

of miscellaneous ornamental tender Evergreens, the

best of which came from the nurseries of Messrs.

Cole & Sons, Didsbury. These formed a nice

introduction to the long fruit-saloons—the ball-room

and picture-gallery in Mr. Mendel's time. There

was laid out a most excellent disphiy, comprising

abut 140 dishes of Apples and Pears, chiefly from the

Channel Islands, and, in many cases, superb examples

of their kind. There were also about seventy bunches

of Grapes, and some two dozen Pines. A large

portion of the Grapes and Pines came from the

gardens of various noblemen. Besides this, there

were no fewer than forty-five of the best bouquets we
have ever seen at this time of year, and extraordinary

for the season. Some of these came from gentlemen's

gardeners, others from professional artists. Mrs.

Hodgkins added to the pretty total of the show by

setting up a trophy of what are popularly called

"skeleton-flowers," very lovely of their kind. The
company awarded ;^ 150 in prizes. Whether the show

was a success, financially, is doubtful, but it deserved

to succeed, lor, in design and composition, it was

tly meritorious.

Show at Manley Hall, Whalley Range,
Manchester.—Before the above-described show had

come to an end, another was opened in the residence

in Manley Park, now the properly of the " Manley

Palace and Park Company, Limited." A very nice

lot of Chrysanthemums was brought together, the best

coming from Mr. H. J. Leppoe, Higher Broughton,

Glasgow and West of Scotland Horticul-

tural.—The second annual winter exhibition of

Chrysanthemums and other plants was this year held

in the City Hall. No prizes being offered on this

occasion the show was entirely a labour ol love,

undertaken for the benefit of the Society, which has

done so much good lor the promotion of horticulture

in this part of the country. A severe frost accom-

panied by a dense fog prevailed from an early hour.

Unusual care had therefore to be exercised in the

transport of the various exhibits : and this necessitated

a slight delay in the opening of the show to the public.

But really, considering the few who turned out in

the early hours, little inconvenience could have been

caused. There was at no period any of the crowding

usual at the spring and summer shows ; indeed, most

of the ladies and gentlemen who were present looked

as if they had been got up for an expedition in quest of

the North Pole, rather than for the purpose of viewing

contributions, many of which were from the hottest

regions of the tropics. That those who did put in an

appearance were well rewarded there can be no

question.

A more superb assortment of stove and greenhouse

plants has rarely been seen at this season of the year.

It was grievous to contemplate the serious injury or

absolute loss which must result to many plants. The

large collection furnished by A. B. Stewart, Esq., of

Langside, was a wealth of tropical beauty—a profu-

sion of Orchids, Cyclamens, Heaths, &c., these being

surmounted and mixed In with Palms, Ferns, and

beautiful foliaged plants in great variety. Amongst

the Orchids were two well-managed plants of Sophro-

nitis grandiflora, one with five, the other with seven

flowers ; the charming Odontoglossum Rossii gigan-

teum, with four flowers, each luUy 2i inches across ;

Pleione Reichenbachii, with a dozen flowers ; Vanda

ccerulea, one spike ; a fine form of Oncidium Barkeri,

with one good branching spike ; and the commoner

kinds in much larger specimens, such as Calanthe

vestita, Cypripedium insigne, cScc. A most useful

plant, and one grown extensively by Mr. Todd for

decorative purposes at this season, is Aphelandra

aurantiaca Roezlii, whose bright colours have a charm-

ing effect in an arrangement of this kind ;
neither

must we omit to notice a good specimen of the still

rare and beautiful Nerine Fothergilii major.

The next collection in point of merit came from the

gardens of James Findlay, Esq., of Langside. This

collection contained by far the best grown Chrysan-

themums in the Hall. Primulas and Cyclamens were

also equally well done, the whole being tastefully

intermixed with choice stove and greenhouse plants,

and surmounted with Australian and other Dracaenas,

&c. the centre being filled in with a handsome

Norfolk Island Pine.

Dr. Paterson, Bridge of Allan, sent a very inter-

esting collection of cut Orchid blooms, a small Lilium

auratum, and a species of Hremanthus from Natal,

with tufts of Arum-hke berries. Near these was a

collection of well grown Primulas from the garden ol

George Alston, Esq., of Hamilton. Amongst the

other smaller collections of plants and flowers arranged

for effect, those from Alex. Veitch, Esq., of Ruther-

glen, and Peter Fox, Esq., of Glasgow, were vtry

pretty. The local nurserymen deserve great credit

for the handsome manner in which they came forward,

some of them from a considerable distance, to support

the show on this occasion— Mr. James Anderson,

Meadowbank Nurseries, Uddingstone, and Messrs.

J & R. Thyne, Great Western Nursery, Glasgo-

Princess of Wales bein^ much admired. The
large table space on which these cut blooms

were arranged had a margin of forced Dutch

bulbs, the centre being filled in with flowering

Heaths, various small plants suited for table decora-

tion, and some very handsome bridal and other

bouquets ; the whole being tastefully arranged, formed

a much admired feature of the show. Messrs. Austin

& M'Aslan, and Messrs. Smith & Simons occupied

one of the tables jointly, and each being bent on, if

possible, outvying the other, the result was an ex-

cellent table of miscellaneous plants. Mr. William

Montgomery, Glen Nursery, Cardross, sent as usual

a pretty collection of small plants, and Mr. Robert

Gibson, seedsman, Glasgow, a very large collection

of dried natural flowers. Chrysanthemums in pots,

which usually form the great feature of flower shows

at this season, were neither remarkable for quantity

nor quality—the principal exhibitors, apart from

Mr. James Findlay (mentioned above), being Messrs.

Robertson & Galloway, nurserymen, Helensburgh,

andC. E. Coulburne, Esq., of Renfrew. Mr. William

Paterson, fruiterer and florist, 16, Buchanan Street,

made an excellent display of foreign fruits, which in-

cluded some good Pines, Grapes, Pears, Citrons,

Prickly Pears, Pomegranates, &c. Messrs. J. & R.

Thyne also exhibited three bunches of Black Ham-
burgh Grapes, which for size, colour, and finish, were

all that could be desired. Mr. Francis Findlay, of

Kilmarnock, sent two fine bunches of Black Alicante,

and from the gardens of Col. Buchanan, of Drum-

pellier, came a basket of excellent Mushrooms.

Robert BuUen.

iM i\. inyne, oreai wciicm iiuiati;., x...«.-j;«..,

being the largest contributors of pot plant.', and Mr.

Peter M'Kenzie, of Belifield Nursery, Paisley, the

largest contributor of cut blooms, &c. His Chrysan-

themums were quite a feature in themselves, and in

great variety, the blooms of Empress of India and

Manchester Royal Botanical and Horti-

cultural: Nov. 28.—The advertisement in the public

press led to the expectation that the exhibits at this

meeting would be limited to Chrysanthemums and

fruit. The show turned out to be one of the most

diversified as to material, as well as one of the prettiest

in picturesque coup tfa-i! that has ever yet been held

in the Manchester Town Hall. Manchester makes

no pretension to compete with Liverpool in Chrysan-

themum growing—her strength lies in other things ;

a good deal is accomplished nevertheless. There are

two or three Chrysanthemum societies in the out-

lying districts, where this flower is very creditably

presented, as was the case at Barton Moor and Cheet-

ham Hill a few days prior to the Town Hall show.

There are also a good many private collections, of

which little is known except by the owners ; and in

the Society's own garden at Old Trafford Mr. Findlay

has at length succeeded in gfetting together a very nice lot

of the best varieties. The greater portion of the flowers

exhibited ,'on the 28th came from the Old Trafford

garden. The others were chiefly from Mr. Herbert

Philips, o( Crumpsall, whose place in the show was

deservedly one of honour. Cut blooms were exhibited

by Mr. Thomas Agnew, Eccles ; Mr. J. G. Lynde,

Whalley Range ; and Mr. J. H. Birley, Newton-le-

Willows. Mr. Philips and Mr. Agnew gained the

Society's First-class Cultural Certificate ; the other

exhibitors gained First-class Commendations. In

future why not display cut Chrysanthemums on black

velvet ? It would throw up the form and colour of

the flowers far better than Selaginella, and render

quite unnecessary the rather childish-looking lace

frills with which some exhibitors encircle their flowers.

On the whole, the display of Chrysanthemums was

very pleasing and effective, though it could scarcely

be pronounced unimpeachable.

The fruit was excellent. First and foremost came

fifty varieties of Apples, from the Royal Gardens at

Windsor, greatly to the delectation of the promoters

of the show, and in compliment to which the com-

mittee awarded to Her Majesty the Society's gold

medal. The fruit was certainly very beautiful, and,

considering how untoward a season it has been for

fruit, quite remarkable. Mr. Charles Rylance, of

Ormskirk, also exhibited an excellent collection of

Apples, receiving for them a First-class Commenda-
tion. Grapes were very well done, though not in any

large quantity, the best coming from Mr. John

Rylands, Longford. These were deemed wcr.hy of

the Society's silver medal. Of Pines, or fruit of any

other description, there was not a single exhibit.

What was deficient, however, as to the expected show

in this department was more than compensated by the

unlooked-for arrival of numerous very beautiful stove

and greenhouse plants in large variety, both from

amateurs and nurserymen. The grand specialty con-

sisted in a lot of "new and rare," from Mr. B. S.

Williams, several not yet in commerce being included.

Conspicuous among them were the beautiful Panax

laciniata, the leaves most delicately cut ; a new
Maidenhair, called Adiantum digitalum, destined

seemingly to hold the same kind of place in

the greenhouse which in the stove is held by

Farleyense—a plant, by the way, often spoiled by

too much heat ; a Cycas inlermedia, tall anl very

stately, and supplying a lingular contrast to a lively

object called Zamia plumosa, the plants being nearly

allied botanically ; and a Casuarina sumatrana, one

of the most delicate plants of the kind we have seen
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for a long time ; it is not new, but has claims in

advance of very miny an absolute novelty. Mr.
Williams' plan's included also a Martinezia erosa, and
among the floriferou? group a number of very nice

Bouvardias, and a phalanx of Cyclamens, all in good
condliiion, and including a double purple. Tne
amateurs showed, one was inclined to think, every-

thing they had that was available and eligible on
account of enjoying complexion either of leaf or

bloom. Fine-foliage plant?, Erica'^, Ofchid^, Sarra-

cenias, Ferns, Palms, little Conifers, Roman Hyacinths
were all brought up in abundance, or, at all events, in

quantity enough to give a most agreeable sense

of variety on every one of the many tables.

The Orchids were p:irticularly meritorious, especially

Mr. Leech's Sophronites. Mr. Swan h-^ ntver
exhibited anything b-tter oul of the collection he
manages so well for his employer. Another vtry ex-

cellent Orchid was a Cymbidium Masteri, from the

S Jciety's gardens. From the garden also came
abundance of Amaryllids, P ^in<;ettias, and other
showy decorative plants, so that the general tfTect of

the show as a whole was really fine. A new feature

in the arrangements was keeping it open till 9 P.?*i.,

also for a second day, from 10 till 4.

Apiary.
The Massacre of Drones-—I entirely agree

with your correspondent, Mr. Murray, that many old

statements about bees are fallacious. L'ke other

tales, they lose nothing by carrying ; and, after being

repeated by one author after another, it seems like

sacrilege to doubt, but the massacre of drones by the

workers I do not think admits of question. The
motive for it is, of course, only supposititious, but the

fact remains that, when a certain time (usually July or

August) arrives, we see a vigorous population of

drones suddenly assailed by the workers—often two

or three of the latter on one of the former— thrown out

of the hive until the ground in front has the look of a

battlefield, and in a few days not a drone remains alive.

We must bear in mind that many of the unfortunates

were but a few days old ; they had, in fact, been

hatching up to the moment of the slaughter, and, in-

deed, the miniature drone larva.' and pupa; are also

torn out of their cradles, and expelled the hive
;

therefore, I hardly think Mr. Murray's supposition of

natural death is tenable. It mu^t also not be for-

gotten that when the massacre time approaches, if the

queen be removed the drones do not die imme-
diately, but, on the contrary, continue to hatch,

and I have in a queenless stock kept them gradually

dimtniiahing in number until the following March. If

the time of natural decease had come, we can hardly

venture to believe that killing or removing the queen

would give a new lease of life to the drones. As to

the manner of execution, it is certainly not by sting-

ing. If we, during the time in question, open a

frame-hive, we find the drones driven from the combs,

and huddled up on the floor-board like a flock of

frightened sheep, the excited workers worrying and

seizing them with the mandibles by wings or legs,

dragging them to the entrance, where they are hurled

to the ground. Again and again will the poor drone

rise and fly home, until, from exhaustion, repeated

bitings, and starvation, he becomes helpless, and
remains on the ground, when the lower temperature

of night, provided he lives till then, finishes his exist-

ence. Jo/in Hunter^ F.aton Rist\ Ealing.

1 see one of your correspondents doubts whether

the working bees kill drones : occasionally they as well

as the queens do so, but I don't think they are usually

got rid of by being stung to death.

If your correspondent will examine a hive in

August, when the bees are expelling their drones he

will find (as a rule) that the bee is biting the rib of one

of the drones' wings, and my opinion is that the wing

so bitten is so much weakened by this gnawing that it

breaks down whilst the drone is flying, and that the

poor drone then falls to the ground.

I remember once watching one of my hives about six

o'clock in the evening, when the drones had become
scarce : one was driven out in the way I have described.

I watched for its return a full hour, but it came back
no more. As they are seldom seen dead under the

hives, this seems to me the most rational way of

accounting for their disappearance, but the catching

one whose wing had been so gnawed, and examining it

with a microscope, would probably solve the problem.

That queens occasionally kill drones I know, for I

have seen it done. A queen had been expelled from
«ne of m-y hives, and i confined her in a glass with

two drones and a few working bees, as soon as she

came up to one of the drones she deliberately wrapped
herself round him and stung him to death,

T. a, CUlIuroe.

In answer to the wish expressed by Mr.
Murray at p. 714, for any information bearing on the

question of bees stinging their drones to death, I

can Fay that as far as my own personal observations

go, during the time I kept bees, that I never saw it

happen. This, however, is merely a negative obser-

vation, but it may be allowable to quote a passage,

the result of long observation?, from the Bcc Book of

Mr, Cotton, who, himself a skilled apiarian, had
'* watched the drones for miny years attentively,"

with especial views of ascertaining the accaracy of

their commonly received history.

At p. 244 he says, '* The working bees turn out the

drones in the autumn; they do not sting them, and

put them out of their pain at once, but pinch them
with their hard mouths. When the poor drones try

to enter the hive again, they push them out by main
force and bite their wings so as to hinder them flying.

These poor miserables fall down to the ground and

cannot rise again." Here we have the careful state-

ment of an observer working on the point, whilst on

the other hand the testimony of those who believe

they have seen the stinging operations in progress is

beyond numbering, but the matter is a very difilcult

o:ie to attain certain knowledge of from simple obser-

valiun without collateral proofs.

The aculeate hymenoptera under exciting circum-

stances generally (is far as I am aware) follow their

natural instinct of defence, and perpetually incurve

their abdomen as if stinging, whether they do it or

not ; even in the case of only two bees fighting or

otherwise struggling on the ground, wheie there is

every opportunity for observation, the close juxta-

position of the bodies make it no easy task, without

taking them in the hand, or placing the tip of a finger

on one of them, to make out what is going forward.

In the scene of confusion commonly described as

accompanying the (supposed) stinging to death of the

drones, when (to quote from the Genera Inscctoram of

Linnruu-) "the neuters rush upon them and stab them

to death with their slings," and "the entrance of the

hive presents a scene of horror and assassination," it

might appear almost impossible that such a minute

and instantaneous operation as the insertion of the

sting could be clearly ascertained unless the aggressor

could be captured with its sting in its victim, or in

the partially eviscerated state by which it usually

pays the penalty of its attack.

The barb on the bee sling forms a difficulty in

retracting it, and though perhaps the statement is not

entirely correct that " b^es lose their stings whenever

they use them—they die in revenging themselves," still

this evisceration by withdrawal of part of the inside, in

connection with the sting remaining in the wound,

appears inseparable from all but the slightest use of

it in the case of the worker bees, and it is remarkable

that in the mass of accounts given of destruction of

drones by slinging, no notice appears to have been

taken of any parallel destruction of the destroyers.

This point, that is, the effect of a bee sting on both

parties concerned, might be easily tried by some light-

handed observer possessed of bees, and would throw

some light on the possibilities of the matter ; for the

rest, the herding together of the half-torpid, worn-out,

old drones, the ejection of them as rubbish by the

workers (who if they were larger and smoother might

probably plaster them up as unsanitary) and the

struggle and confusion of the operations, are all ex-

plicable, but if at the proper season any observer

would in the right moment so put the tip of his finger

down on the attacker in the act of stinging as to

secure the two (if so found) in connection, he would

be doing good service to natural history. O,

In your issue of December 2, p. 714, Mr.
Murray inquires if any of your readers can throw light

on the closing scene in the life of the drones, as to

whether the death is natural, or caused by the work-

ing-bees. I have had the care of bees for many
years, and have often stood by the hive towards the

end of July in the hot sunshine and seen two of the

workers go up to the mouth of the hive, take hold of

a drone, and the struggle become so violent, that a

third worker would come up to assist in dragging the

drone over the board, and when they fell on the

ground they continued to cufil him about till he was left

dead or dying j as to the workers stinging the drones.

their movements are so dexterous that it would be

mo^t difficult to observe them using the sting, but I

am of the belief that they always use it when wrest-

ling. I have seen as many as half-a-dozen thus killed

in a quaiter of an hour, and as many as fifty lying on

the ground dead In the evening under the mouth of

the hive. These scenes have no appearance of a

funeral ceremony like that observed in the case of

those that they quietly carry away when supposed to

be too sick to recover. It appears to me the work of

instinct ; and that it may be the easier carried out,

the poor drones are not provided with a weapon to

carry on aggression or defence like the workers, who
invariably use the sting when required, T. S.

f iito ll'fltcs.

Disputed Salesman's Account. — Ilai-t v.

^fVO'.—This action was brought by the plaintiff, a

salesman in Covent Garden, to recover the sum of

£^ I 7r. for three sacks of pickling Walnuts alleged to

have been supplied to the defendant. The plaintiff

said the defendant called at his stand and ordered the

Walnuts in question, for which he was to pay gj. per

sack. The transaction took place on July 23 last,

and as he had made several applications for payment

without success, he was compelled to bring the pre-

sent action. The plaintiff's manager proved deliver-

ing the Walnuts to the defendant, when the

defendant, being called, said he had paid the

plaintiff 30J-. in gold, and received 3J-. in change,

at the lime he purchased the goods ; while the plaintiff

said all he had received at the time he took the

Walnuts away, was an empty sack in which to con-

vey part of them away. In reply to the learned

Judge, the defendant said he could not produce

any receipt, as it was not the custom of the market

to give receipts, as most transactions were of a ready-

money character, and he should, as a comparative

stranger, never have thought of taking away the

goods without paying for them, as they would not

have been delivered to him without payment, as he

had no account with any salesman in the market.

The learned Judge thought this a reasonable view

of the case, and ruled in favour of the defendant, who
was allowed his costs.

Actiox against a Salesman for an Alleged
Breach of Warranty.—At the Bloomsbury County

Court, on Monday last, the case of Po-.^'oU w. Day was

heard, before Mr. Judge Russell and a jury. The
plaintiff, a greengrocer, carrying on business in Wey-
mouth Street, Portland Place, sued the defendant, a

salesman at Covent Garden and in Museum Street, to

recover the sum of/ 13 I3f. 2</., being the amount of

loss he had sustained in the purchase of a horse, for

which he had given the defendant the sumof;^i4,

Mr. Sampson, solicitor, appeared for the plaintiff;

and Mr. Boydell for the defence.

The plaintifl, being called, said that on August 24

last he heard the defendant had a horse to sell, and

called upon him, when he saw the animal. On the

defendant's word that the horse was sound, in good

condition, and able to draw his van for goods to

Covent Garden Market, he paid the sumof ;^I4, took

a receipt for the money, and sent the horse home. On
the Tuesday following he used the horse for the first

time for the purpose of fetching good:i from the mar-

ket, and found it perfectly unable to do so. At the

request of a police constable he was obliged to take

the horse out of the van, lead him home, and obtain

another to draw the van back. The plaintiff then

askel for the return of his money, and was told by

the defendant that if he wanted it he might sell the

horse at Aldridge's, upon which notice was given

that the horse would be sold and the defendant

wou d be saddled with any loss that might be in-

curred. The horse was sent to Barbican, and realised

£,\ 13J. 10./. nett, and the deficit, together with the

expenses the horse had incurred, formed the sum

sued for in the particulars.—In cross-examination the

plaintiff said he had been nine years in business, and

took the horse in question at the defendant's repre-

sentation, as he had heard of him before, and did not

want to try him.
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Two plaintiff's carman said that the defendant had

warranted the horse as sound and in good working

condition ; and Mr. Moseley, a veterinary surgeon,

said tlie liorse was suffering from a diseased spine,

and utterly unable to draw even a light van. This

was the plaintiff's case.

The defendant said he had been thirty years in

the business, and was well-known in the market and

elsewhere. He never warranted the horse, but

offered the plaintiff a trial, which he refused, as the

plaintiff said he had heard enough of the horse in the

market.

Two witnesses in the defendant's employ gave evi-

dence in corroboration of his case, one of whom had

the day previously driven a ton of Potatos from

King's Cross, and the van itself would weigh about a

ton.—This was the defendant's case.

His Honour then addressed the jury, who returned

a verdict in favour of the plaintiff for the full amount

due, with costs to follow.

Disputed Market Salesman's Account. —
Skinner &' Sons v. Coleman.—"Vmi was an adjourned

action brought in the County Court of Westminster

on Tuesday last before Mr. Judge Bayley, in which

the plaintiffs, salesmen in Covent Garden Market,

sued the defendant to recover the sum of £i, 19J. Zd.,

for Strawberries, new Potatos, and sundry other goods

supplied to the defendant, who carries on business as

a greengrocer at New Street, Covent Garden.

Plaintiff, being called, said that the defendant

called upon him and ordered the goods mentioned

in the particulars of demand on two different oc-

casions, and was asked to book them but he said

he v/ould enter them in his book as a cash transaction,

and the defendant could pay for them on the follow-

ing Monday, which arrangement would save the

plaintiff the trouble of passing the transaction through

the books in the regular way of business.

Edward Snoke, in the service of the plaintiff, said

that he was in the market in July last, when the

defendant called, and remembered the plaintiff telling

the defendant he would enter them as a cash trans-

action, but would not open an account with him. The

goods were new Potatos and Strawberries. He saw

them delivered to the defendant.

The defendant, being called, said all the money he

owed the plaintiff was on a previous transaction,

which amounted to £i I+r., which money he had

paid into Court, and denied any further liability, as he

never had the goods he was now summoned for.

In answer to the learned Judge, the defendant said

he had no witnesses to call, upon which his Honour

at once ruled in favour of tlie plaintiff lor the full

amount claimed, with costs of attorney and witnesses.

30, and 32j° on the 26th and 28th. The mean value

for the week was 36".

The direction of the wind was variable, and its

strenpth brisk.

The weather during the week was fine, but gene-

rally cloudy and wet.

Rain fell on five days during the week ; the amount

collected was 1.63 inch.

In England, the highest temperatures of the^air

observed by day were 57,1° at Blackheath, and 57° at

Truro ; at Bradford 484° was the highest temperature.

The mean value from all stations was 533°. The

lowest temperature of the air observed by night was

29° at Sunderland ; at Portsmouth 38" was the lowest

temperature. The mean value from all stations was

33;°. The range of temperature in the week was the

greatest at Cambridge, 24:;°, and the least at Brad-

ford, 155°. The mean range of temperature from all

stations was 20!^°.

The mean of the seven high day temperatures was

the highest at Truro, 544°, and the lowest at Brad-

ford, 45J°. The general mean from all stations was

49i°. The mean of the seven low night temperatures

was the lowest at Sunderland, 34?°, and the highest

at both Portsmouth and Plymouth, 43.1°. The mean

daily range of temperature in the week was the least

at Norwich, 7°, and the greatest at Blackheath and

Truro, I2j°. The mean daily range from all stations

was 10°.

The mean temperature of the air for the week

from all stations was 44°, being \o\' higher than the

value for the corresponding week in 1S75. The

highest occurred at Truro and Plymouth, both about

48°, and the lowest at Sunderland, 405°-

Rain fell on every day in the week at most stations.

The amounts measured varied from 2\ inches at

Liverpool, 2 inches at Truro, to i inch at Cambridge

;

the average fall over the country was \\ inch nearly.

The weather during the week was fine but cloudy

and wet. Fog prevailed at Manchester on November

29 and 30, and there were gales of wind at Truro on

December I and 2.

In Scotland, the highest temperature of the air

varied from 47° at Greenock to 45° at Glasgow and

Paisley ; the mean from all stations was 46". The

lowest temperatures of the air ranged fiom 2 Tat
Perth to 3or at Aberdeen ; the mean from all sta-

tions was 25r. The mean range of temperature

was 2oJ°.

The mean temperature of the air for the week

from all stations was 36!°, being 73° lower than that of

England, and i J° above the value for the correspond-

ing week in 1S75. Tlie highest was 38', at Aberdeen,

and the lowest 341°, at Paisley and Perth.

Rain fell to the amount of 2\ inches at Dundee,

and \\ inch at Edinburgh ; at Glasgow and Greenock
J inch was measured, but at Paisley no rain fell ; the

average fall over the country was i inch.

At Dublin, the highest temperature was 55J°, the

lowest 28^, the range 26i°, the mean 42^°, and the

fall of rain if inch.

)ec, 4,—.\ dull, stormyday. frequent showers. Gale. Mild.

— 5 —Overcast, dull, very wet day. Fine about 6 p. m.

Squally. Mild. At 9 a.m. tlie barometer

reading was 28.773 in., and decreased to 28.494 in.

by 3 r.M.
— r;. -A fine brightday, partially cloudy. Mild. Shower

in early morning.

JAMES GLAISHER.

(inquiries.

He thai gutstieneth much shall Uarn muck.—Bacok.

151. Conifers Poisonous to C.\ttlf,. — Any of

your correspondents or readers would oblige me if they

could let me know through the Gardeneri Chronicle it

any of the undermentioned Conifers are poisonous to

cattle, viz., Cupressus Lawsoniana, in variety
;
Thujopsis

borealis, Thuja Lobbii, Cedrus atlantica, Cedrus Deo-

dara, Pinus austriaca, Picea Noidmanniana, Picea

nobilis. I have not myself ever heard of any of the

above-named Conifers causing death through cattle eat-

insr them. R. A'. 11'.

During the week ending Saturday, December 2,

in the suburbs of London the reading of the baro-

meter at the level of the sea increased from 29.58

inches at the beginning of the week 1029.71 inches by

the morning of November 26, decreased to 29.23

inches by the evening of the 27th, increased to 29.72

inches by the morning of the 30th, decreased to 29. 28

inches by the evening of December i, increased to

29 33 inches by noon on the 2d, and was 29. 28 inches

by the end of the week. The mean reading for the

week at sea level was 29.49 inches, being 0.43 inch

below that of the preceding week, and o 43 inch

below the average.

The highest temperatures of the air varied from

57}° on December I to 48° on November 28 and 29 ;

the mean value for the week was 52'. The lowest

temperature of the air varied from 333° on Novem-

ber 30 to 46,V° on December 2 ; the mean for the

week was 394°. The mean daily range of temperature

in the week was I2i°, the least range in the day being

7i"', on November 27, and the greatest 16.1°, on

December i.

The mean daily temperatures of the air, and the

departures from their respective averages, were :—

November 26, 46°.7, +5°.i ; 27th, 46^8, +5°.2;

2Sth, 4i°.5, —o°.i ; 29th, 40°.6, — i°.i
;
30th,4i°.6,

—o°.I ; December i, 49°.9, +8°.2; 2d, 5I''.3, -l-9°-5-

The mean temperature of the air for the week was

454°, being 31° above the average of sixty years'

observations.

The highest readings of a thermometer with black-

ened bulb in vacuo, placed in sun's rays, were 95° on

Novemljer 26 and 89° on December i ; on Decem-

ber 2 the reading did not rise above 464°. The lowest

readings of a thermometer on grass, with its bulb

exposed to the sky, were 29° on November 29 and

STATB OF TUB WEATHER ATBLACKHEATH, LONDON,
For the Week ending Wednesdav, Dec. 6, 1876.

Tempebature of

S||'|E^S

is h

1

1°-

1

39.4s —0.27 49.5 33-8

29191— 05457 34'-I

:Lo.63'sS.6L6.5

3875,-1.0056.050.0

6 — i.29'si'.6 46.o

28 60 I— 1.1653.445 3

! -075 55.7' 43-6

Mean ''28.94 [—0.81 54.2 43-8

Nov. 30.—A fine but cloudy day. Rain
ing. Fog in morning.

Dec. I.—Kain fell before 9 a.m., then fine and bright till

2 P.M. Overcast, dull, with frequent rain

after. Mild.
— 2.—Overcast, dull, and wet throughout. Mild.

_ •3.—A very dull stormy day. Occasional slight showers.

Mild.

Barometer reading. 3d. at 8.30 P.M., 28.710 in. : 11 P.M.

28,607; midnight, 28,522; 4th, 1.30 A.M., 28.421 ; 3 A-M-

28.391 ; 6 A.M., 28.347 : 8.30 A.M., 28.285 ; 9.15 A.M., 28.248

10.10 A.M., 28.240; 10.37 A.M„ 28.226; "-S A.M., 28.209, nun.

28.209, min. ; cao p.m., 28.269; a p.m., 28.358

midnight, 38.75s i

Answers to Correspondents.

The Rhinoceros Plant (Qy. r49, p. 725) : The
Rhinoceros Bush of the Cape settlers is a Tamarisk-

like Composite known to botanists as Elytropappus

rhinocerotis. D.C. D. O.

Auricula Culture ; J. F. Glenny's Ciilliire of

Phnil! anil Flowers, published by Houlston «
Wright, Paternoster Row, London, includes an ex-

haustive treatise on the culture of the Auricula. The

volume of the Florist and Pomologist for 1876 contains

a series of papers on the cultivation of the Auricula,

by the Rev. F. D. Horner, of the most valuable

character, as they contain the best information, and a

full outline of cultural practice brought down to the

present day. They sum up the course of treatment

adopted by one of the most successful cultivators of

the Auricula.

Azaleas : T. S. You leave us in doubt as to the larva

of what insect it really is with which the soil in which

your Azaleas are growing and Vine border is affected.

But whatever they may be, if feeding upon the roots

they are only doing so for want of other food, and as

we cannot advise any liquid application to the soil

that would destroy them without endangering the

roots of the plants, we should recommend their being

liberally supplied with food that will attract them from

the rools of the .Azaleas, and also give an opportunity

for catching them in such numbers as to effect their

extermination if persevered with. Try slices of sweet

.Apples, Potatos, and Turnips laid on the surface of the

soil—six or eight pieces to each pot ;
if the plants

are large examine these every morning, and substitute

fresh pieces as often as retiuired. The larva will not

take to the Potatos freely after they have become

green, nor the Apples or Turnips after they are at all

rotten. By this means we have cleared a collection
'

of Azaleas similarly affected. We should advise the

Vine border being examined, to see if they are really

feeding upon the roots, and if so, sprinkle a thin

covering of Rape-dust on the surface, which allow to

remain for two or three weeks, then scrape off ana

burn it along with the vermin that will have come up

to feed upon it, repeating the operation as often a3

any remain. Sliced Potatos and Turnips may also M
used, inserted in the s lil.

Birmingham Show : Your report of the late Midland

Counties' Horticultural Show, held in the 1 own Hall

at Birmingham, contains an error— viz., that the ist

prize was awarded to Mr. Bannister for a collection of

12 dishes of Apples ;
whereas it was my collection

that secured the prize. W. Gardiner, Eatington PatH

Gardens. . ..

Books : Wantage. No book yet published gives au

the information you require. Please send your nam*

and address, and we will send you a list.

Crown Imperials : 5. B. D. The disease in yout

Crown Imperial is the Tacon of Montagne, of whose

memoir a translation appeared many years since in

the Journal of the Horticultural Society. What Is

the cause of it no one seems to know, much less to

suggest a cure. One ought, indeed, 10 study the

disease in the places where it originates. I think a

careful examination of the bulbs when they arrive

might show which are diseased. This is always com-

paratively easy in Hyacinths. M. J. B.

Jasmine: G. C. The flowers are produced on the

young shoots of the current years growth. If these

have been cut back before the flowering season, no

wonder that you have had no flowers. Sometimes

such plants will grow to a considerable size before

they will (lower ;
perhaps that is the case with yours.

Names of Fruits: G. Wilson. Your Apple is a

small specimen of Kmg of the Pippins. -- K. u..

Leicestershire, i, Yorkshire Greening ; 2, Franklin s

Golden Pippin ; 4 and 3, Dumelow's Seedling
;

5.

Devonshire Buckland ; 6, Bartons Incomparable ; 7i

Cockle Pippin. . „.,i„
Names of Plants : 7. S. L. No. i is correctly

named Coccoloba platyclada. See the coloured p.ate

and description in the Botanical Magazine, vol. .«xix.

tab. .;,82. The Orchid next weet-C. E. F. \^y^
(not Lastrcea) dilatata.-/-. H. G. Maxmaria p.eta^

H G R.-H. S. The Life Plant is Bryophyllum

caivcinum. The Anona appears to be A. Cherimoia.

—Mrs. Maynard. Lobelia cardinahs ;
Ilex Aquuo- i

lium myrtifolia. _ . _ -

WoOD-AbHES ; A Subicrihr. When first preparing •
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mixture of Vine soil mix the wood-ashes with it at the

rate of a busliel to every cartload of soil. If for top-

dressings to old borders, double the quantity of ashes

to a cartload of soil may be given. The ashes may
also be thickly sprinkled over the borders previous to

watering ; but their effects are the sooner perceptible

when mixed with the soil.

'** Correspondents are specially requested to address,

post-paid, all communications intended for publica-

tion to the " Editors," and not to any member of the

staff personally. The Editors would also be obliged

by such communications being sent as early in the

week as possible. Letters relating to Advertisement:,

or to the supply 0/ the Pilfer, should be addressed to the

Publishir^ and not to the Editors.

Catalogues Received : — The Lawson Seed and
Nursery Company (r, George IV. Bridge, Edinburgh,
and 54, Bishopsgate Street Within, London), Cata-

logue of Forest 'I'rees, Shrubs, &o.— Messrs. R. & A.

Morrison (Pinefield, Elgin. N.B.), Wholesale List of

Korest and Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, &c. —
Messrs. Haage & Schmidt (Erfurt, Prussia), Trade
Seed List.— Messrs. J. Stewart & Sons (21, Nether-

gate, Dundee), Catalogue of Forest Trees, Hedge and
Cover Plants, Azaleas, &c.—J. Van der Swaelnien

(;\ Gendbrugge, Gand, Belgium), Trade List of Lilies.

— Ernest Benary (Erfurt, Germany), General Trade
Catalogue of Vegetable, Agricultural, Flower, Tree,

and other Seeds.

. . _ _. . .i Receivkd.—D. R.—G. W.—S. B. D.-P. G.

—J, C—T. B.—G. R. S.—C, H. P.—T. M. (many timnks) —
G. M.-J. R. J.—Aqvm Pura.—W. M.—T. J. C.-J. B.—
E. I. H. (thanks).—S. P. O.—W. G.—W. J —G. R.—
D. T. F.—B. M.—C. H.—J. C. & Co.-S. &S— E. G.—
J. H. J.^J. S. I.-J. V. v.—G. T., US.A.-W. H. M.
(many thanks, the sketches will be engraved).

%• IMPORTANT NOTICE.— T"** Agricultural

Gazette is Published on Mondays, in time

for the Evening Moils, containing a Full Report of

the London Markets, and of all other Agricultural

Intelligence ufi to the hour ofgoing to press.

Haiiuts.
COVENT GARDEN, December 7.

There is really nothing to report this week, business

being at a complete standstill, and though the bulk of

American Apples appears to have reached us, the trade

are indispost-d to give high prices for home-grown fruit.

Some of the finest samples of late Grapes we ever

remember to have seen are now coming to our market,

being, as regards colour, size of berries, and shape of

bunches, almost perfect. Cobs are quiet, with no altera-

tion in price. James Webber^ Wholesah Apph Market.

Fruit.

Apples, per %-%
Cobs, per lb.

Grapes, per lb.

Lemons, per 100
Melons, eich

f. d. s. d.

Pine-apples, per lb..

Artichokes, per bush. 4 o- .

— Eng. Globe, doz. 4 o- (

Aspnragus, Fr., bun. q 6- ,

Beans. French.(new),
per 100 .. I o- :

Beet, per doz. .. i o- :

Brussels Sprts. bush. 7 o-
Cabbages, per doz. .. i o- :

Carrots, per bunch., o 6- .

Cauliflower-s.perdoz. 2 o- a

Celery, per bundle . . i 6- :

Chilis, gieen, per 100 3 o- .

Cucumbers, each . . i o- !

Endive, per doz. .. i o- :

— Batavian, p. doz. a o- :

Garlic, per lb. .. 06-
,

Herbs, per bunch .. o 2- (

Horse Radish, p, bun. 4 o- .

Potatos.—Kent Regents, £,<, to £,(i ; Essex Re,

to £,s : Kidneys, ;^8 per ton.

Leeks, per bunch ..02-1
Lettuces, per hcore.. 1 6- :

— French, per doz. i o- :

Mint, green, bunch o 4-
Mushrooms, perpolt. 1 o- ;

Onions, per bu^h. .. 50-:
— young, per bun. o 8-0

Parsley, per bunch., o 4-
Radishes, per bunch, o i- <

— Spanish, doz. .. i o- .

— New Jersey, doz. z o-
Salsafy, per bundle 1 o-
Seakale, per punnet i o- ;

Shallots, per lb. .,06-,
Spinach^ per bushel i 6- :

Tomatas, per doz. ..20-;
Turnips, per bundle o 4- t

Plants in Pots,

Azaleas, per dozen ,

Begonias, per doz.

.

Bouvardias, do.
Chrysanth., per do:
Cineraria, per do2.

.

Coleus, per dozen .

Cyclamen, per doz.
Cyperus.do. .

.

Dracsena terminalis
— viridis, per doz.

Epiphyllum, per doj
Krica caffra, p. dos
Ferns, invar., p. do;

Ficus ehstica

Fuchsia, per doz. .. 4 0-18 1

Heaths, variety, doz. q 0-24 1

Heliotrope, per doz. 6 0-12 <

inth.Rom. ,doz,i2 0-24 <

.do.
Myrtles, do..

Palms in variety.each 3 6-21 <

Pelargoniums, scarlet,

per doz. . . . . 6 0-12 c

Poinsettia, per doz..i2 0-24 <

Primula '
' *

6 0-12 o

18 0-24 o

[ 6-15 o Valottapurpur., doz.12 0-18 o

Cut Flowers,

Azaleas,
Bouvardias, per bun.
Camellias, 12 blooms 4 o-i

Carnations, perdozen i 6-

Chrysanth., 12 blms. 2 o-

Cyclamen, per doz...

Epiphyllum, 12 blms.

Eucharis, per doz. .

.

Euphorbia, 12 sprays
Gardenia, per doz. ..

Heliotropes, 12 spr,

.- 9 .

Hyacth.,Rom.,i2 sp. 2 o- 4 c

Mignonette, 12 bun. 4 o- 9 (

Narcissus, 12 sprays 30-61
Pelargoniums, 12 spr. 1 o- 2 <

— zonal, 12 spravs o 6- i <

Poinsettia, 12 sprays 4 o- 9 (

Primula, dbl., p. bun. i o- i (

Roses, indoor, p. doz. 3 0-12 (

— Christmas, bun. i o- = <

Stephanotis, la spr. 9 0-15 t

Tropdsolum, is bun.
Violets, 13 bun. .. ; 6-3.

SEEDS.
London : Dec. 7.—Our seed markets have been well

attended this week, owing to the presence of a large

number of agriculturists at the Cattle Show. E.Ktreme

firmness characterises the trade generally, and holders

anticipate with the opening of the new year a still

further advance. As regards red Clover seed xW
position remains unchanged, and there is no increase in

the supply from any quarter ; what quantity the United

States may ultimatelyhave to export we cannot estimate,

but it is certain that the arrivals on the American sea-

board continue unusually light, and are instantly bought

up for either this country or the Continent, Some
business at full prices has been doing in Alsike and white

Clover seed. In Trefoil but few transactions are

reported, attention being at present devoted to other

descriptions. In foreign Italian there is a brisk demand

at stiffening rates. In proof of its extreme scarcity the

present high quotations fail to attract any quantity from

France. Perennial grasses are tending upwards. With

respect to Hemp and Canary seed, buyers are getting it

nearly all their own way, boih varieties being consider-

ably cheaper. The drop in Canary has been most

rapid and heavy, but probably the lowest limit is now

about reached. Linseed is steady. Other articles un-

changed. John Shaw 6* Sons, Seed Merchants, 37,

Mark Lane, London » E.C.

CORN.
At Mark Lane on Monday a firm market prevailed for

Wheat, and quotations were from u. to zs. per quarter

higher on the week. The larger advance applies to

the superior descriptions of white foreign produce.

Barley experienced a slow sale, and inferior produce
barely supported recent currencies. Malt was dull, with

a tendency to droop. Prices for Oats were much the

same as last week. Maize was steady, with a small

enquiry. Beans and peas were quietly dealt in at about

late rates. In flour there was not much doing, but

quotations were firm. English sacks were i.(. dearer,

and American barrels about 67.—On Wednesday trade

was firm for Wheat, with a tendency towards further im-

provement. The demand for Barley was small, and.

except for superior qualities, sales were not very well

supported. Malt changed hands on former terms.

Oats were dealt in to a moderate extent, and sound corn

tended higher. Maize was worth rather more money,

and full quotations were asked for Beans, Peas, and
flour.— Average prices for the week ending Dec. 2 :

—

Wheat, .j8j. .yf.; Barley. 39^. ; Oats, 24J. ii*/. For the

corresponding week of list year:— Wheat, 46^. 7./.;

Barley, 36^. id.\ Cits, 25^. id.

CATTLE.
At the Metropolitan Market on Monday trade in

beasts was very heavy, and prices on the average lower

—the top quotation is only for choicest quality. Prices

for sheep were not much altered from last week, but

trade was dull, owing to the rough weather. Choice

calves were dear. Quotations :—Beasts, 4J-. to 5^^., and
5r. 6,/. to 6j. ; calves, 5J. ^d. to ds. 8rf. ; sheep, 5^. 4//.

to 6s. and 6j. Zd. to js. id. ; pigs, 41. A,d. to 5.T. Zd,—
Thursdays tr.ade was dull, and sales of most kinds of

stock progressed very slowly. For beasts and sheep

reduced rates were taken. Prime calves met a fair

demand, and brought high prices.

HAY.
The WTiitechapel market report forthesth inst. states

that there was only a small supply of fodder brought

forward because of the inclemency of the weather, and
trade remained dull. Prime Clover was quoted looj. to

135^.; inferior, 85J, togsj. ;
prime meadow hay, gof. to

i3o.r. ; inferior, 55.f. to 75T.; and straw, 40J. to 48^. per

load.—On Thursday trade continued dull, the weather
being against demand. Quotations: Clover, best, looi.

to I35J-. ; inferior, 85J. to 95J. ; hay, best, looj. to 130J.
;

inferior, 55J. to 75J. ; and straw, 40J. to 48/. per load.

— Cuniberland Market quotations : Superior meadow
hay, 134J. to 140,1. ; inferior, iioj. to 120J. ; superior

Clover, 135^. to 147^. ; inferior, io8j. to 1261. ; and
straw, 48i. to ^zs. per load.

POTATOS.
From the Borough and Spitalfields reports we learn

that there were fair supplies, and trade was steady for

the better descriptions. The following were the quota-

tions:— Kent Regents, iiof. to 130.^. per ton; Essex

ditto, qo.r. to nor.; rocks, 60s. to 80J. ; flukes, 140J. to

170C. ;\'ictorias, 130^. to 1601. ; and kidneys, 90.^. to 1305.

—The imports into London last week consisted of

44,689 bags from Hamburg, 6568 Antwerp, 2401 Har-
lingen, 1000 Brussels, 1158 Bremen, 1098 sacks Dunkirk,

421 bags igi tons and loS baskets Rotterdam, 100 bags

52 sacks Rouen, and 37 bags from Amsterdam.

COALS.
There was a very large supply of house coals at market

on Monday, and the quotation had to be reduced \s, 6J.

per ton. The top price was i<^s. per ton. Wednesday's
market was steady, and no change took place in prices.

Quotations :—Bebside West Hartley, lys. gd. Walls
Ends—Hetton, 19J.; Hetton Lyons, i6j. 3*/,; Lambton,
i8j. 6d.; South Hetton, 19^.; Hartlepool, i3.f. ^d.; East
Hartlepool, i^s, ^d.; Tees, i8j. gdi

The Sole International Prize Medals for

GALVANIZED WIRE NETTING
Have been awarded to Messrs. J. B. BROWN anu CO.,

at the VIENNA EXHIBITION, 1873, and at the PHILA-

DFI.rillA CENTENNIAL and INTERNATIONAL

Pn\rs per Lineal Yard, 24 inches hii^li :-

Size
of

Mesh.
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ET. ARCHER'S "FRIGI DOMO."—
• Patronised by Her Maiesiy the Queen, for Windsor

Castle and Frogmore Gardens, the late Sir. J. Paxton, and
the late Professor Lindley, &c.

MADE of PREPARED HAIR and WOOL.
A perfect non-conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed

temperature where it is applied. A good covering for Pits and
Forcing Frames.

PROTECTION from COLD WINDS and MORNING
FROSTS.

"FRIGI DOMO" NETTING. 2 yards wide, i^. ^d. and
\s. lod. per yard.

"FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS.
2 yards wide .

.

.

.

.. \s. lad. per yard run.

3 yards wide.. .. .. 31. per yard.

4 yards wide 3^. \od. per yard.

ELISHA T. ARCHER, only Maker of " FHgi Domo "

Rrocklty Ro:»d. Forest Hill, London, S E. : and of all Florists
and Seedsmen. All goods carriage paid to London.
NOTICE-REMOVED fro-n 3, CANNON STREET, CITY.

Garden Wall Wiring.

r>
HOLLIDAV. Practical Wireworker,

t» 2A. Portobello Terrace. Nmting Hill Gate. London,
W.. begs to call the attention of all Gardeners who are about to
have their Garden Walls Wired to his system of Wiring Walls,
as being superior to all others for neatness, strength, and
durability.

FOR NEATNESS—Because all the Wires are kept perfectly
tieht. without the use of the Raidisseur.

FOR STRENGTH -Because very much stronger Wire can
be used, therefore nat liable to be drawn out of the horizontal
line by the branches of trees.

FOR DURABILITY— Because, being able to use the
strong Wire, it is not so likely 10 be eaten tlirough with the
galvanism as the thin Wire, as used in the French system.
The above engraving is an Example of our system of Wiring

Garden Walls. We have recently completed the Wiring of the
New Garden Walls for the Marquis of Salisbury, Hatfield
House. The Walls are 12 feet high and 753 yards long, wired
on both sides : making a total length of 1506 yards—our system
being chosen in preference to any other.

Illustrated Ca'alogues of Garden and Conservatory Wirework,
Rabbit-proof Hurdle Fencing, &c., may be had on application
as above.

BELGIAN GLASS forGREENHOUSES. &c.,
C;m be obt.nn^d in nil sizes and qn.-tlilies, of

BETHAM & SON,
9. LOWER THAMES STREET. LONDON, E.C.

E. & S. have always a large Stock in London of 20-in. by
i2-in., 20-in. by 14 in., 20 in. by 16 in., in 16 oz. and 2i-oz.

S T E "V E TJ" S

'

TRENTHAM GREENHOUSE

After long experience, has proved the most SIMPLE,
ECONOMICAL, EFFECTUAL, and LASTING liOILER
extant ; recently improved. For Illustraiions, with full par-
ticulars, apply to the Sole Makers.

r. & J. SILVESTER,
HOT-WATER ENGINEERS, ftc, &c..

Castle Hill Works, Newcastle. Staffordshire.
t^ Our Boilers are the only ones made with the sanction

and under the inspection of the inventor, Mr. Stevens—all
others being base imitations.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County in England.
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER and CO.,

71, Cornhill, London, E.G., and Steam PlouRh Works, Leeds.

PATENT PORTABLE SMOKELESS
STOVES and PATENT FUEL.

For Heating Conservatories, Greenhouses, Halls, Passages,
and places without Chimneys from I2j. 6^.

NASH'S KRONCHITiS KETTLE, loi. 6rf.

FRETWORK and CARVING FRAMES, SAWS, FILES.
PATTERNS and PREPARED WOOD.

SWAN NASH, 253, Oxford Street, W. ; and 4, Newgate
Street, E.C. P/ospectus free.

GREEN'S PATENT
Wrought-iron Hot-water Boilers,

With Shelves and Hollow Grate Bars,

Specially adapted for heating Greenhouses. Conser^-atories,
Churches, Chapels, Schools, Public Buildings, Entrance

Halls, Warehouses, Workshops, &c.

^1

//?(• neatest, cJuapest^ tnost elective, and dn.
any extant.

.'i^OHT eUVAIlON LOMCITUCINAL SECTION

Descriptive Illustrated Priced USi' may be had
application to

THOJLAS GREEN and SON, Smithfield Iroi
Leeds : and 54 and 55. Blackfriars Road, London, S.E.

MESSEN GER and COMPANY'S
PATENT TUBULAR BOILER.—Nearly 3000 now

Combines all the advantages uf the old Saddle, which is
acknowledged to be the most economical, with the Tubular,
the most powerful form of boiler. By the use of triangular
tubes a larger amount of heating surface is exposed to the
direct action of the fire than in any other form of boiler. The
water-bridge (d) also receives the most intense heat. , The
boiler is made of cast-iron, which is admitted to be the best
material as regards durability, strength, &:c. In consequence
of the above advantages we are enabled to supply boilers with a
large amount of heating-power at very moderate rates. The
power of this boiler can at any future time be increased by adding
another row of tubes. Illustrated List free on application to
MESSENGER and COMPANY, Hot-Water Engineers

and Horticultural Builders, Loughborough.

A PERFECT CURE for SMOKY CHIM-
NEVS-The REGISTERED COWL. Made by

GEO. HALL, High Street, Worcester.

Hothoases, Hot-water Appaxatus, tsc.

HALLIDAY AND CO., Hothouse
BrrLDEBS and Hot.water Apparatus Manu-

FACTUKEKS. Eitimatcs and Plans free. Best Construction !

Best Materials ! Best Workmanship ! Catalogues free.

Offices, 22, Barton Arcade, Manchester.

THE "GAR8T0N" GAUGL
Vide Gardt'iiers' CJironuh^ Nov. ir, 1S76.

The Mercury Tube of this Gauge being directly

immersed in the hot water, is an unfailing index of the
exact temperature, and supplies a correct Register of Ihe
Working of Boilers and Circulation iti the Pipes.

The use of this Gauge has clearly proved that the
Heat from a LIMEKILN BOILER is of a higher
temperature, and, what is more important, is steadier

and more regular than that from any other descriptioa

of Apparatus.

Price, complete, 18s. 6d. each.
THE TRADE SUPPLIED.

Agents Wanted in Town a7id Country.

COWAN PATENTS COMPANY,
21, WHITEHALL PLACE. LONDON. S.W.

GEORGE'S PATENT CALORIGEN.

Warming and Ventilating Small
Conservatories.

The only Gas Stove
in which the product of
combustion is entirely
excluded from the Conser-

Made in Wrought Iron,

. jf3 3^-

Made in Copper, £%,
Height, 28 inches ; dia-

It will be found very
the Nursery or

, Damp Build-

Oftices, &c. Exhibited
at the Exhibition of 1871
(Department of Scientific

Illustrated Prospectuses and Testimonials on application.

J. F. FARWIG AND CO.. 36. Queen Street, Cheapside, E.C.
This Stove introduces a strong current of warmed

(not burnt) fresh air.

PAEHAI'S PATEIT SYSTEM OE G-LAZII& WITHOUT PUTTY
ON CHANNELLED WROUGHT-IRON

RAFTERS
Secures almost entire immunity from

Breakage of Glass, extreme facility for

!, Repairs, and absolute freedom from Drip.

T" ; // is most extensively adoptcii, and meets 'cUJ:

5^- unqualified approval.

r?r"^==^^i^c5ii^q

WILLIAM PARHAM,
Horticultural Builder and Hot-ioaiir Engineer,

NORTHGATE WORKS, BATH
,

and 280, Oxford Street, London, W

Illustrated Catalogiies and Price Lists free
Desipns and Estimates prepared free of charge for Hort:

cultural Buildings and Hot-water Works of any magnitud*.

, ,M
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THE BEST AND CHEAPEST ILLUSTRATED AGRICULTURAL ALMANAC,

NOW EEADT.

THE AGRICOLTURAL GAZETTE

•ALMA
» 1877.

A C,

Profusely Illustrated, Price 4cl.; Post Free, 5id.

Mechi and Tiptrce (with Portrait).

Calendar, compiled especially to meet the wants

of Farmers.

Cattle Feeding.

Early Spring Food.

Kohl Rabi.

The Mangel Wurzel Crop.

Lands for Roots.

Turnip Manuring.

Lambs.

Turnip-Fly.

Bare Fallows.

Harvest Work.
Harvest.

Cattle Feeding.

Cattle Food for Winter.

Fatting Cattle.

The Dairy :

—

British Dairy Farmers' Association.

Cheese Making.

Testing Milk.

How Long to Milk a Cow.
Raw V. Cooked Roots as Food for Cattle.

Lincoln Sheep.

The Harvest of 1876.

The Shorthorns Sales in 1S76.

A Bee at Bainesse.

CONTENTS
Our Portrait Gallery.

Lady Pigot (with Memoir).

Baron Liebig (with Memoir).

Mr. John Bravender, F.G.S. (with Memoir)-
Mr. Charles Randell (with Memoir).

Mr. Henry Corbet (with Memoir).

Mr. George Drewry (with Memoir).

Modern Agriculture, by J. J. Mechi, specially

written for this Almanac:

—

What does it Moan ?

Fences.

Docks, Weeds, and Couch Grass.

Root Crops.

Economy of Straw.

How I Make it Pay— the Beginning.

Treatment of Animals.

Latitude.

Cultivation.

Maximum Crops.

Treatment of Animals.

The Feeding (Question.

Quality of .Meat.

\'entilation.

A Reform in Leases.

Farm Book-keeping.

My Balance-Sheets.

Conclusion.

Teaching a Child How to Swim.
Poultry Feeding Apparatus (Illustrated).

Bull Staff and Nose Ring (Illustrated).

The Cow.

Drugging Horses in the Spring.

Determination of the Carcase Weight of Cattle.

Table to Calculate Wages and other Payments
In the Sliowyard (Illustrated).

Younger Sons as Emigrants.

The European Harvest of 1S76.

Substitutes for Beer in the Harvest Field

(Illustrated).

Hints to Shepherds (Illustrated).

Results of Cirencester Experiments.

Over-feeding for E.xhibition.

Weights and Measures.

Agricultural Societies, Farmers' Clubs, and
Chambers of Agriculture.

The Imperial Parliament:

—

House of Peers.

House of Commons.
Postal Information.

American Beef.

Sporting Fixtures for 1877.

Notes on Farm Buildings.

Licences and Certificates.

Principal Cattle Fairs.

LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS.
Mr. John J. Clark's Shearling Lincoln Rams.
Box for Feeding Poultry.

Do., Reversed for Filling.

Mr. William Woodward's Bull Staft" and Nose
Ring.

The Rev. R. B. Kennard's " Queen Mary

"

(3 years 10 months old).

Mr. Orial Viveash's Yearling Shorthorn Bull,

" Hudibras."

The Rev. R. B. Kennard's Shorthorn Heifer,
" Olga."

Mr. E. B. Gibson's Jersey Cow, "Lady Grey."

Messrs. W. Hoskin & Sons' Shorthorn Heifer,
" Alexandria II."

Mr. W. Groves' Hereford Steer, ist Prize in

Class 7 at Islington.

Mr. W. Taylor's Hereford Bull, " Tredegar."

Mr. E. B. Gibson's Jersey Bull, " Ducal."
Devon Heifer Shown at Birmingham.
The Queen's Devon Heifer, " Florence."

Cots wold Ram from a Herefordshire Flock.

Lord Moreton's Prize Bull, " Barrister."

Mr. Dudding's Shorthorn Heifer, " Pride of

Panton," with Lincoln Sheep.

Canon Gee's Tea Maker.

Portable Sheep Rack.

Ewe Pen.

PORTRAITS.
Mr. J. J. Mechi.

Lady Pigot.

Baron Liebig.

Mr. John Bravender, F.G.S.

Mr. Charles Randell.

Mr. Henry Corbet.

Mr. George Drewry.

PUBLISHED BY W. RICHARDS, AT THE OFFICE OF "THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE,"
7, CATHEKINE STKEET, STEAND, LONDON, W.C.
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Scale of Charges for Advertlolng.

Head li?i

£0 3

' cltarged c

And two shillings for every additional five lii

set across columns, the lowest charge will 1

Page i.<) ° t

Hall Page 5 o c

Column . . . . • • • • 3 5 *

i, and others, wanting places, 26 words is. 6d., and 6d.

for every additional line, or part of a line.

MUST

Advertkcmenii far tite current 'Jieck must reach the Office

hv Thursday noan.

POO. to be made payable at the King Street Post Office,W.C
to W. R[CHAKDS.

Office—41, Wellington Sreet, Covent Garden,
London. W.C.

Oil Paint No Longer Necessary.

HILL AND SMITH'S BLACK
VARNISH for Preserving Ironwork, Wood, or Stone.

This Varnish is an excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-

door work, while it is fully two-thirds cheaper. It was intro-

duced upwards of thirty years ago by the advertisers, ana us

genuine good quality, notwithstanding a host of unprincipled

imitators, is fully attested by its constantly increasing sale. It

may be applied by an ordinary labourer, requires no mixing or

thinning, and is used cold. It is used in the grounds at

Windsor Castle. Kew Gardens, and at the seats of many hun-

dreds of the Nobility and Gentry, from whom the most flatteniiK

testimonials have been received, which HlLL & Smith will

forward on application.

Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at 11. bd. per gallon,

at the Manufactory, or is. id. per gallon carriage paid to any

Station in the Kingdom.

Unsolicited Testimonial.
Glaiigimlly. Llanpmnpsaut, Carmartheu, Nov. 17, 1873.—

"Mr. Lloyd Lloyd encloses cheque for £i 51. , amount due to

Messrs. Hill & Smith, and he considers the Black Varnisn

one of the most useful thin»s he ever possessed."

> HILL and smith, Krierly Hill Ironwork"Apply t

.8, Qu Street, London, E. C. , fromDudley : and . _

whom only it can be obtr

CA UriON.—ll having lately come to the knowledge of

Hill & Smith that spurious imitations of this \a
being offered by unprincipled dealers

price, they would specially di
"""'

irked

flight reduction

to the fact th:

with their na

'%

i-'^rz-iSt^^iiM^G-y''

T ASCELLES' PATENT BENT WOOD
1 i CONSERVATORIES and GREENHOUSES.-All
Gardeners know that Wood is better than Iron for Plant Grow-

ing, and by the above system a handsome curved house can be

erected as cheaply as a plain straight one.

The curved house is more durable, stronger, lighter in con-

struction, and no bent glass is required
.

W. H. LASCELLES, III, Bunhill Row, London, E.C., will

supply Drawings and Estimates free of charge.

Glass Houses.

FOR SALE, the following GLASS
HOUSES, now standing at Newport House near

Berkeley, Gloucestershire :-A half-span-roof, now used as a

Stove 33 feet by 16 feet 3 inches ; a span-roof Greenhouse or

Conservatory, recently erected, 48 feet by 19 feet 6 inches
;
a

lean-to Melon House, 48 feet by .5 feet 6 inches, in two

divisions a half-span Cucumber House, 32 feet by 10 feel, also

in two divisions ; three small span-roof Lobbies, connecting

some of the houses. The Boiler and Pipes complete can be had

with the Melon and Cucumber houses, and a considerable

length of Piping with the other houses. They can be seen at

any time by application on the Premises, which are about

2 miles from Berkeley Road Station on the Midland Railway.

For further particulars apply to Mr. F. J BLAKE Solicitor,

Wotton-under-edge, Gloucestershire : Mr. J. Y. STURGE.bur-
veyor, Thombury, Gloucestershire, or Mr. J. WLECH, Hot-

water Engineer, Colston Street, St. Michael's Hdl, Bristol.

IR J.
BAXTON'S HOT-

HOUSES for the MILLION are

ple. Cheap, and Portakle.
Illustrated Price List free.

HEREMAN and MORTON,

il Builders and Ho
t Qn.idrant, W.. Ho

Metallic Hothouse Builder to Her Majesty,HENRY HOPE
(late Clark & Hope, formerly Clark),

HOTHOUSE BUILDER and HOT-WATER
APPARATUS ENGINEER.

55, Lionel Street. Birmingham. Established A.D. 181S.

BOOKS of DESIGNS, 5s. each.

tS' The Extensive Ranges of Metallic Hothouses in the

Royal Gardens, Windsor and Osborne, were executed at this

Establishment.

WH. LASCELLES, HORTICULTURAL
• Builder. Flnsbury Steam Joinery Works,

/1
1 1 i«i , III i i>

,

on application for GREENHOUSES and

I 1 lES of all kinds, and to any design

GARDEN BOXES and LIGHTS. Each.

Portable Box with One Light, 6 feet by 4 feet, glazed s. d.

good 16-oz. sheet glass, painted four coats, and
packed ready for use 35 o

Portable Box with Two Lights, as above, each light

6 feet by 4 feet 650
LIGHTS ONLY.

3 feet by 4 feet Light, not painted nor glazed . . .

.

36
Ditto glazed, good 16-oz. sheet glass, and painted 4 coats 10 o

6 feet by 4 feet, not painted nor glazed 60
Ditto glazed and painted four coats . . .. 16 6

Under the Patronage of the Queen.

T SMITH'S IMPERISHABLE
eJ • STRATFORD LABELS.

HODN" ^^ „ „ ^^ ^^ ,

The above Labels are made of a White Metal, with raised

The Gardeners' Magazine says :—" We must give these the

palm before all other plant labels, as the very first in merit.

Samples and Price Lists free.

J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory, Stratford-on-Avon.

LABELS.
Secure Tree and Plant Labels.

PARCHMENT or CLOTH LABELS,
TREE or PLANT LABELS. Punched parchment.

4 inches long, 31. 6d. per 1000, or 30J. per 10,000: if eyeleted.

41. per 1000. Vellum cartridge, 4 inches long, 31. per looo for

10.000. Sample Labels sent on receipt of postage stamp.

Orders delivered free in London.
FISHER, CLARK and CO., Label Works, Boston.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant MarKera.

MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.—Prices,

Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post-free on

application : also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for

Conservatories, Entrance Halls, S;c.

MAW AND CO., Benthall Woik s, Broseley.

Illustrated Catalogues.

HM. POLLETT'S COLLECTION
• of over SEVEN HUNDRED BLOCKS suitable for

the above purpose. Customers can have the use of any of

'
h! Il'r Publishes Small SEED CATALOGUES in two

sizes, which can be altered to suit the requirements of small

consumers. Specimens and Prices on application.

POLLETT'S Horticultural Steam Printing Works, 12 to 15,

Bndgewater Gardens, Barbican, E.C^

Notice.

(By Appomtment to the Royal Hortkidturat Society.)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS,
NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

A DAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT
m\- ADVERTISEMENTS in all Newspapers, Magazines,

and Periodicals. List of London Papers on application.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents,

59, Fleet Street, E.G.

REVUE de I'HORTICULTURE BELGE
et fiTRANGKRE (Belgian and Foreign Horticultural

Review).—Among the principal Contributors are :—A. Allard,

E. Andte, C. Baltet, T. Buchetet, F. Eurvenich. F. Cre'pin,

Comte de Gomer, De Jonge van Ellemeet, O. de Kerchove de

Denterghem. P. E. de Puydt, C. de Vis. J. Gillon, A. M. C.

Jongkintlt Coninck, C. Koch, J. Kickx, L. Linden. T. Moore,

C. Naudin, B. Oliver, H. Ortgies, E. Pynaert. E. Rodigas,

A. Siraux, O. Thomas, A. Van Geert Son, H. J. Van Hulle, J.

Van Volxem. H. J. Vcltch, A. Westmael, and P. Wolkensteln.

This illustrated Journal appears on the ist of every month,

in Parts of 24 pages, 8vo, with a Coloured Plate and numerous
Engravings.
Terms of Subscription for the United Kingdom ;—One year,

loj. ,
payable in advance.

Publishing Office ; 143, Rue de Bruvelles. Ghent. Belgium.
Post-office Orders to be made payable to M. E. PYNAERT,

at the Chief Post-office, Ghent.

Price in cloth 16s.,

''pHE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
J- VOLUME for JANUARY to JUNE. 1S76.

W. RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street, Strand. W.C.

Publishers' Card.

THE NURSERYMAN'S DIRECTORY.—
The undersigned have in preparation Volume II. of the

" Nurseryman's Directory," embracing a List of the Nursery-

men. Florists, Seedsmen, and Tree Dealers of the United

States. The work will be sold wholly by subscription, the price

of which will be $10 per copy, and will be issued January 1,

1S77. A limited space will be given to Advertisements, at the

following low rates :

—

Full Page .. .. S35
I

One-third Page .. Sis

Half Page . . . . 20 | One-foutth Page . . 10

One-sixth Page $8.

For Sample Pages and further Information, address

D W SCOi'T AND CO., Printers and Publishers, Galena,

Illinois, U.S.

T» E CULTIVATO R.—
A Porlusucse l\IonthIy Agricultural Journal, which

circulates in Porius^l and her possessions, and in the Principal

Towns of the Brazils.

This Paper ofTers an excellent medium for Advertisements ot

every description of industry and of every article of consump-

tion in the countries and places ahove mentioned.

Advertising charges, 8^. per square inch, Translation included.

Ten per cent. Discount for six months ; 20 per cent. Discount

for twelve months, if paid in advance.

Address, the Editor of the Cultivator, St. Michael's. Azores.

Farms. Estates. Residences.

Any one desirous of Renting a Farm or Residence, or

Purchasing an Estate, can have copies of the

MIDLAND COUNTIES HERALD
supplied free for six weeks on stating the purpose for

which the paper Is required, forwarding name and address, and
six halfpenny stamps for postage, addressed, " JilidlandCounties

Herald Office, Birmingham." The Midland Counties Herald
always contains large numbers of advertisements relating to

Farms, Estates, and Residences for Sale and to be Let.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE de
FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CHKRE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured

Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1865 by F.

BuKVENicH. E. P.1VNAERT, E. RoDlCAS, and H. J. Van
HuLi-H, Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian

Government at Ghent. Post paid IQS. per annum.
H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical G.ardens, Ghent, Belgium.

Now ready, in crown 8vo, with la Illustrations, engraved on
Wood from Drawings by F. Waddy, price 55. cloth.

THE PUZZLE of LIFE, and HOW IT
HAS BEEN PUT TOGETHER ; a Short History of

Vegetable and Animal Life upon the Earth from the Earliest

Times : Including an Account of Pre-Hlstorlc Man. hls-

Weapous, Tools, and Works. By Arthoe Nicols, F.R.G.S.
London, LONGMANS and CO.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

CONTENTS:—
INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Drawn and Engraved

specially for this Journal).

N.^TURAL HISTORY (Original .Articles).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS.
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY M.'VIL has a wide circulation

throughout the Australian Colonies, New Zealand,

Polynesia, &c. It contains a large amount of informa-

tion on a great v.iriety of subjects.

Subscription in Advance, £1 per Annum.
Single Copies, 4</. ; Stamped, 5^/.

Publishing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South
Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Agents are authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS,
which must be p.iid in advance, for the SYDNEY
MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY MAIL :—

London . , . , Mr. George Street, 30, Cornhill, E.G.

Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lom-
bard Street, E.G.

Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride

Street, Fleet Street, E.C.

Birmingham Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

Liverpool .. Lee & Nightingale, 15, NorthJohnSlreet. .

Bristol James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance

Buildings.

Edinburgh . . Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow .... 'W. Porleous & Co., 15, Royal Exchange
Place.

Copies ol each journal are filed at the above Offices

for the use of Advertisers.
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IHE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
for MONDAY, December 4.

Co

Agiiculturnl Gazette Almanac—Ayrshires for England

—

American Importations— Border Notes — Lung Disease in

(^Ives—Canadian Farming—Cheese Making—Colorado Beetle

—Cork Butter Market—Cottage Gardens—Death ef Mr. Wren
Hoskyns—Drunkenness—Note from East Lothian— Feeing

Markets — Garden Calendar — Grass Land Experiments —
Harvest Beer—Johnston Harvester— Labourers of the Farm

—

Lalhom House Shorthorn Herd—Note from Lancashire—

Lightburne Herd— Little & Ballantyne-Live Stock Exhibition

Mnk Globules—Netherhouse Herd— Officer of Health—Cattle

at Philadelphia—Ploughs without Soles—Breeds of Poultry-

Recent Meetings— Roadside Cattle—Seed Growing—Winter
Folding of Sheep— Smithfield Meeting — Swindon Farmers'

Club—Tenant-Right-The late Mr. Storer-The late Mr. Torr

—Thousand-headed Kale—W. A. Wood's Reaper—Note from

West Denbigh.

Price t,dr, post-free i^Md. Published by William Richards,

at the Office. 7. Catherine Street, Strand, W.C.

Just published, small 4to. cloth extra, gilt edges, price 7.1. 6</.,

Illustrated with five Coloured Diagrams.

TREATISE on the GRAPE VINE.
By Josirnt Meredith, formerly of the Garston Vine-

yard. Dedicated to the Right Honourable the Earl of Derby,

Extract from the Gardeners Mngazbie, October 21 ;—" It is

soimd. safe, and fnll. his written >vith care, the matter is well

arranged, and the illustrations are sufficient for the purpose.

We cannot doubt that it will soon become established as a

standard work of its class, and prove useful to many an

ambitious young gardener."

London : GEORGE PHILIP and SON. ^j. Fleet Street,

E.G. ; Liverpool : PHILIP, SON and NEPHEW, 4g and 51,

South Castle Street.

HE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR of
GARDEN OPERATIONS. By the late Sir Josei-h

. M.P.
T
Pax

Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chroukh
Alterations and Additions.

Price 3(/. ; post free, sK'A
Post Office Orders are to be made payable to Wm. Ri<

at the King Street Office, Covent Garden, W.C.
Published at the Office of the Gardeners' Chrankle, 41,

Wellington Street. Covent Garden. London, W.C.

Worl£3 on Botany, by Dr. Llndley.

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY; or, The Art
OF DF.-CRiniNG Plants Correctly, in Scientific

Lan^iage. for Self Instruction and the Use of Schools. Price \s

M" EDICALandCECONOMICALBOTANY;
or, An Accoi'NT of the Prinxipal Plants

Emi'loved in Medicine or Domestic CEcoNoMy. In One
Volume, 8vo, with numerous Woodcuts, price <^s.

THE ELEMENTS of BOTANY, Struc-
tural AND Physiological. With a Glossary of

Technical Terms and numerous Illustrations. 9.?. cloth.

'I'his completes the series of Elementary Botanical Works by
Professor Lindlev, of which Scftool Boiany and The Vegetable

Kingdom form the other parts.

The first two Parts of The Elevtenis 0/ Botany, comprising

Structural and Physiological Botany, and a Glossary of Techni-

cal Terms, are published in one 8vo volume, price q5.

These three Parts form a complete ^L^nual of Botany for

Medical and other Students who have made themselves

acquainted with the Author's Sdwol Botany.

N. B. The Glossary may be had separately, price ^s.

London: BRADBURY, AGNEW
Street. E.G.

CO., Bouverie

1^ ADVERTISERS are requested to note that

although we do not object to receive Letters to be called

for, we cannot undertake to forward them.

Leeds HorticuUural Gardens Company (Limited).

WANTED, a MANAGING SECRETARY
for the above Gardens. He must be competent to

lake charge of the Books, Collect Subscriptions, get up Galas,

Flower Shows, &c., and take the General Management of the

Gardens. Salary A150 per annum with house (without coal

and gas).—Applications, with testimonials, to be addressed to

The DIRECTORS, at the Gardens, Hyde Park Road (endorsed
•' Manager "), on or before December 20.

ANTED, a married Man, as HEAD
WORKING GARDENER; also a married Manas

GROOM and UNDER GARDENER, Wife as Laundry-
maid.—Apply, with full particulars, to C. J., Post-office, Leigh,

W., Tunbrid'ge.

WANTED, as GARDENER, a single
Man, of good practical experience in all the branches

requisite for a Gentleman's Establishment, namely, the Flower

and Kitchen Garden and Early and Late Forcing of Fruits,

Flowers, and Vegetables. There is one Under-Gardenerkept.—
Apply, stating qualifications, age, &c., to DATA, Pine-Apple

Nursery, 32. Maida Vale. W.

ANTED, a SECOND GARDENER,
who thoroughly understands the profession. — Full

particulars as to e.xperience, age, character and wages to be sent

to J. CALLWOOD, Alderiey Park, Chelford. Cheshire.

'\;\7'ANTED, as UNDER GARDENER, to
V T take charge of the Houses, one who has a knowledge of

Vines, Cucumbers, Melons, and is a good Propagator of bedding

Plants. Must be trustworthy and well recommended. Wages
\%s. per week, with bothv.—State age, and where to apply for

character, to W. LEACH, Bryanston, Blandford, Dorset.

ANTED, a MAN and WIFE, aged
about 40. without children—Wife, who can be per-

sonally recommended, as good Laundress, Man as Under
Gardener.—MRS. BIGGS. Oak Hall, Wanstead. Essex.

WANTED, an experienced GENERAL^
NURSERY FOREMAN. Liberalwages to a really

competent man.—R. THORNHILL, Bowdon Ni
Bowdon, Cheshire.

wANTED, a NURSERY FOREMAN
). Toulabstainer.—W. HOPWOOD, Jun.,

Nurseryman, Hewlell's Road, Chcltenha

Nursery Propagator.

WANTED, a thoroughly practical and
expert Propagator of Hardy Nursery StufT, and capable

also of dealing with and caring Greenhouse Plants and Flowers.
Must be active, sober, and industrious, and of unexceptionable
character and habits, and without family.—Apply, stating wages
expected, to Messrs. GRANT and CO.. Park Nursery
Porl.adovvn, IreLand.

WANTED, a ROSE GROWER and
PROPAGATOR, in a small Country Nursery, where

several Houses are devoted to their culture. None but expe-
rienced men need apply. To a good industrious man a com-
fortable and permanent situation may be secured. A large
collection of Roses are grown, and he would not be required to
attend to any other stock.—State wages, and where last
employed, to B. O. C, Gardeners' Chronkle Office, W.C.

WANTED, IMMEDIATELY, a MAN who
thoroughly understands Growing Cucumbers and

Plants for the London Market. Two houses. 50 feet by 12 feet,
and a moderate-sized garden, with a Boy to assist.—A. Z

,

Post-office, Swanley, Kent.

wANTED, a MAN to Grow Soft-wooded
Plants for Market, and understanding the management

indispensable.—T. WRIGHT,

Seed Trade.

WANTED, a steady, respectable, and in-
dustrious ASSISTANT. Must be an efficient Counter-

hand, also a good, quick, and neat Penman.—Apply, stating
salary expected, references, where at present employed, &c., to
BOX 3, Post-office, Chester.

Seed Trade-(Provliiclal).

WANTED, a JUNIOR ASSISTANT, who
has had some cvperience in the Retail Garden,

Flower Sted and Bulb Trade. Must be active, and write a
good hand. State age, wages, and reference.—O. X. O. N.,
Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

WAITE, BURNELL, HUGGINS and
CO., 79. Sovuhwark Street, London, S.E., .are in

WANT of a JUNIOR SHOPMAN.—Apply by l.tter only,
stating age, experience, and salary required.

WANTED, a JUNIOR SHOPMAN in the
Wholesale Seed Trade ; must be a good Writer, and

have had some experience in Parcelling.—Apply, by letter,

stating full pstrticulars, to NUTTING AND SONS, Seed
Merchants, 60, Barbican, E.C.

Counterman.

WANTED, in a Retail Seed Shop, a young
MAN as above; some knowledge of the trade and

good character indespensably necessary.—W. HENN QUICK
AND CO., West of England Seed Establishment, Barnstaple.

WAN T PLACES.
BS. WILLIAMS, having at the present

• time several very e.\cellent GARDENERS upon
his Register, is desirous of placing them in Situations where
great experience and trust are required. B. S. W. would at the
same time beg to intimate that when a Gardener is applied
for that the filling of the situation should be left with him, as
that would prevent unnecessary correspondence and delay.

—

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries. Upper HoUoway. London, N.

Head Gardeners.

JOHN LAING can at present recommend
with every confidence several energetic and practical

Men, of tested ability and first-rate character. Ladies and
Gentlemen m WANT of GARDENERS and BAILIFFS,
or GARDENERS for Flrst.rate Establishments or Single-
hand Situations, can be suited, and have full particulars
by applying at Stanstead Park and Rutland Park Ni
Forest Hill, London, S.E.

GARDENER (Head), where two or more
are kept.—Age eg. Can be well recommended.

—

T. CREAMER, Post-office, Alderiey Edge, near Manchester.

GARDENER (Head).— Middle-aged, mar-
'ed; thoroughly practical in all branches of the pro-

fession, first-class Early and Late Forcer of Fruit, Flowers. &c.,
understands Mower and Kitchen Gardening, Pleasure Grounds,
&c. First-class references. — D. S., Post-office, Langton,
Tunbridge Wells.

GARDENER (Head), where four or five
Men are kept.—Single; understands Orchids, Stove and

Greenhouse Plants, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening, also
Early and Late Forcing of all Fruits, Flowers, and Vegfitables.

Can be highly recommended from present employer.—H. B..

Ashton Hayes. Chester.

GARDENER (HEAD),age3i.—David Long,
Head Gardener to the Earl of Seafield, Cullen House,

Cullen. N.E., offers his services to any Nobleman, Lady or
Gentleman, requiring a thoroughly practical Gardener in every
department of Kitchen and Flower Garden ; Pines, Vines,
Peaches, Melons. Stove and Greenhouse Plants, &c. Will be
disengaged early in January. No small place accepted.

G'^^RDENER (Head, Working).—Age 33,
married, three in family ; understands Orchids, Stove

and Greenhouse Plants, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening,
Vines, Early and Late Forcing of all Fruits, Flowers and
Vegetables. Can have a first-class reference from present
employer.—H. Y.,Tindle Cott-ige. Englefield Green, Surrey.

ARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).
—Married. Eight years in last and two and a half years

in present situation. Good character.— F. CORBITT,
Leverett's Lodge, Handsivorth, Birmingham.

ARDENER.—A Clergyman wishes to
recommend as Gardener a servant with ten years'

excellent character. — Rev. J. H, USILL, Kent Lodge,
Eastbourne.

GARDENER (Foreman), in a good estab-
lishment.—Age 27: over ten years" experience in good

places. Good character and references. — I. B. ROBERTS.
Handsworth, Sheffield.

(^ARDENER (Second, or Single-
^^ handed). —Age 21; nine years' experience in all
branches of the profession. Good characters from previous
employers. In or near London.—W. W., 4, Bellevue Cottages,
Chislehurst, Kent.

r^ARDENER (Under), in a good Establish-
V^ nient under Glass.—Age n : four years' experience.
Good character and references.— A. S., Post-office, Hands-
woilh, near Sheffield.

TOURNE-YMAN, in a good Establishment.W —Age 22 ; nine years' experience. Good references.—
B. ASHTON, Gravel Mount, Westfield, Retford. Notts.

nno SEEDSMEN and FLORIST.S.—
JL -Wanted a situation in the Shop, or as WORKINGFOREMAN in the Nursery, or Timekeeper. Could take the
Management of a small concern, having a general knowledge of
the Trade. Good Accountant.—W., Gareicttcrs' Chronicle
Office, W.C.

"POREMAN and PROPAGATOR (Indoor).
-L Thoroughly understands the Propagation of Rhododen-
drons, Camellias, Conifera:, Roses, Clematis, Azaleas, &c.—
M. G. , Heatherside, Bagshot, Surrey.

NURSERY MANAGErT^T^^NERAL
FOREMAN.-Middle-aged, married ; well up in Hard

and Soft-wooded Propagating, and Urowing Stove and Green-
house Plants, Vines, Roses, Conifera;. and General Nursery
Stock. First-class references. — QUERCUS, Mr. Coulling
88, High Street, St. Johns Wood. London, N.W.

NURSERY MANAGER^, or Indoor
propagator and PLANT GROWER or asTRAVELLER.—GMd Salesman. Twenty-five years' practical

experience in the trade. Can be well recommended.—H.,
Mr. Stamford, Chemist, Norwood, Beverley, Yorkshire.

'T'O SEEDSMEN. — Wanted, by a young
-L Man. aged 18. a situation in a Seed Shop; four yeari,"
experience.— li. S.. Post-office, Cheshunt, Herts.

H O P M A N (He.\d).—Age 33 ; fourteen
perience in London and Provincial Houses.—B.,

s
7, Goldsmith's Place, Kilburn, N.W.

Seed Trade.
SHOPMAN (Head, or Second).—Has a

knowledgcof Nursery Stock. Good references.—W. B..
63, Gre.at Tower Street, E.C.

To the Seed Trade!
SHOPMAN, or SECOND.—Age 26 ; twelve

years' experience in good London Houses. Good
references.-A. B.. 3, Hemmings Row, Charing Cross, W.C.

SHOPMAN or WAREHOUSEMAN.—
Good general knowledge of the trade. Can be well

recommended.—Z., Gardeners' Chronkle Office, W.C.

'T'0~FRl7lTERERS and FLORISTS.—
-*- Wanted, by a youn^ Lady, thoroughly acquainted with
the business, a situation in a Fruiterer and Florist's. The
country preferred.—E. M., 153. Packington Street, Islington, N.

To the Seed Trade.
JUNIOR CLERK.—Age 19; three years'^ experience in the Trade. Good references. London pre-
ferred. -W. SMITH, The Birches, Peckham Rye, S.E.

I NAHAN'S L L WHISKY.
Kinahan h Co. finding that, through the recommenda-

tion of the Medical Profession, the demand for their CELE-
BRATED OLD LL WHISKY for purely medicinal purposes
is very great, submit with pleasure the following Analysis by
Dr. Hassall;—"I have very carefully and fully analysed sam-
ples of this well-known and popular Whisky. The samples were
soft and mellow to the taste, aromatic and ethereal to the smell.
The Whisky must be pronounced to be pure, well-matured, and
of very excellent quality. The Medical Profession may feel full
confidence in the purity and quality of this Whisky."

20, Great Titchfield Street. Oxford Street. London, W.

p p s ' s c o c 6~~pr.
GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern
the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by careful appli-
cation of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps
has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately-flavoured
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by
the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution may
be gradually built up until strong enough to resist every
tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak point. We
may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified
with pure blood and a properly nourished ivAm^."—Civil Service
Gazette. Sold only in packets, labelled
JAMES EPPS AND CO.. Homoeopathic Chemists. ^S

Threadneedle Street. E.C, and 170, Piccadilly, London. S.W.
'

INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA."r\INNEFORD'S FLU
The best remedy for ACIDITY of the STOMACH
HEARTBURN, HEADACHE, GOUT, and
INDIGESTION

; and the safest aperient for delicate
Constitutions. Ladies, Children, and Infants.

DINNEFORD and CO.,
172, New Bond Street. London, and all Chemists.

OLLOWAY'S OINTMENT and PILLS.
—Disorder of the Throat and Chest.—Whoever has

once made trial of these invaluable remedies can truthfully bear
testimony to their astonishing efficacy, their curative and pre-
servative powers against the many maladies of winter The
Ointment, rubbed on the chest, acts most beneficially in
arresting inflammation, irritation, congestion, and all pectoral
complaints. In ulcerated sore throat, diphtheria, mumps, quinsev
and similar ailments, the Ointment should be well rubbed upoii
the throat and summit of the chest at least' twice a day, while
the Pills are taken internally, according to the plainly printed
directions. HoUoway's remedies constitute in themselves a per-
fect safeguard agamst most diseases dependent upon changeable
or inclement weather. They counteract the source of disease.
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TEN YEARS' GUARANTEE
AND A

CHALLENGE TO THE WORLD.

J. WEEKS & CO.
Are prepared to give a TEN YEARS' GUARANTEE with every one of their

IMPROVED PATENT DUPLEX UPRIGHT TUBULAR BOILERS,
WITH

PATENT FUEL ECONOMISEES,
when fixed by themselves, and to Challenge Results with any Boiler not made in imitation of their own—
facts which alone speak volumes for the Safety and Durability of their Boilers, the matchless Efficiency and

Economy of which have long been incontestably established.

FULL PARTICULARS AND LIST OF PRICES POST-FREE ON APPLICATION.

J. AVEEKS & CO.,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS and PATENTEES,

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

T. H. P. Dennis & Company.
Motto, "Art with Economy" as applied to Conservatories.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS & HOT-WATER HEATING APPARATUS
ERECTED AND FITTED IN ALL PARTS OF THE KINGDOM. ESTIMATES GRATIS.

Show Rooms: MANSION HOUSE BUILDINGS, LONDON, E.C. Works: CHELMSFORD.

ESTABLISHED A CENTURY.

^11

_ # WM. ROLLISSON & SONS
* |lt\

"
Respectfully invite an inspection of their^ ^ immense.Stock of

V ORCHIDS, NEW PLANTS, ^^,^^,TREE FERNS, PALMS, VJ^

DRAC^NAS, CYCADS, CROTONS, AZALEAS,
CAMELLIAS,

stove, Greenhouse, and all kinds of Winter-flowering Plants,
HERBACEOUS and ALPINE PLANTS, HARDY FERNS, HARDY

TREES, SHRUBS, FRUIT TREES, VINES,
DUTCH BULBS, AGRICULTURAL and HORTICULTURAL SEEDS,

GARDEN REaxriSITES and ELEGANCIES.

CATALOGUES Gratis and Post-free upon application to

THE NURSERIES, TOOTING,
LONDON, S.W..,\[ii^

ns should be addressed to " The Editor ; " Advertisemccits and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, WelliiiEton Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
ICKARDS, at the Office ol Messrs. Bkadburv, Agnew, & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, iu the County of Middlesex, and Published by the

I the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturd.w. December q. 1876.

Editorial Communi
Printed by Willia

said William Richari
Agent for Manchester—John Hf.vwo Agents for Scotland—Messrs. J,

Menzies & Co., Edinburgh and Gla.sgow.
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To Secretaries of Horticultural Societies.

rpffjS: EDITORS of the "GARDENERS'
CHRONICLE " win le much oiliged to Secretariis

0/ Horticultural Societies, if they will kiudly send litem the

Dates Fixed for Holding their Exhibitions in 1S77, for

tuUication in the "Gardeners' Chronicle Abnanac"

Price in clotli 163.,

"THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
* VOLUME for JANUARY to JUNE, t876.

W. RICHARDS, 4t, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

Just Fubllsbed.

A NNUAIRE de I'H ORTI CULTURE
J~\- BELGE et filRANGERE, 1877. containing the List
of the principal Nurserymen and Seed Merchants of England,
Germany, and France. Free by Book Post for 30 stamps.
M. RODIGAS, Director of the Zoological Gardens, Ghent,

PAUL AND SON, The "Old" Nurseries,
Cheshunt, Herts. These Nurseries established in 1806.

ROSES, FRUIT TREES, EVERGREENS, FOREST
TREES, and all Hardy Plants, DUTCH and other BULBS,
in line condition.

CATALOGUES post-free on application.

Address— "PAUL and SON," without any initial.

CHARLES TURNER has harvested a good
stock of this Pea : the best of all for general crop.

Price on application.

The Royal Nurseries. Slough.

Special Notice.—The Nurseries, Bamet, Herts.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON would be very
much obliged by their Clients addressing ALL

LETTERS ON BUSINESS, IN REFERENCE TO THE
ABOVE BRANCH, DIRECT TO THEM, and NOT to
any one in their service.

Highgate and Earnet.

Notice.

THE SUBSCRIBERS hereby intimate that
they h.ive assumed Mr. J.\MES HARDIE, for twelve

years Principal Assistant in the Seed Department, as a
PARTNER. No change will be made in the designation of the
^"™- W. P. LAIRD AND SINCLAIR.
Nursery and Seed Warehouse, Dundee, N.B.,

November 28. t876.

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS,
and other PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS.

LISTS of these varieties from Mr. WEBB, Calcot. Reading.

EBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS :

also Plants of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of
different colours : AURICULAS, both Single and Double :

with every sort of Early Spring Flowers. LIST on application.
Mr. WEB B, Calcot, Reading.

Agricultural Garden antl Flower Seeds.

MR. MARTIN GRASHOFF'S newest
CATALOGUE for the present season is now ready,

post-free on application.

Seed Farms, Quedlinburg, Prussia.

H
Notice of Removal.

EREMAN AND MORTON, Hothouse
Builders and Hot-water Engineers, from 14,

Tichbome Street to 2, Gloucester Street, Regent's Park,
London, N.W. Estimates and Price Lists on appUcation.

^ Now Eeady
QUTTON'S AMATEUR'S GUIDEO IN HORTICULTURE, new and enlarged edition.
Post-free for fourteen stamps. Gratis to customers.

UTTON'S AMATEUR'S GUIDE
IN HORTICULTURE. — The most practical and

complete work on Gardening yet published. It is issued apart
from Sutton's Spring Catalogue and Price Current, and is

published in a convenient form for keeping as a book of
reference in all Gardening matters.

s UTTON'S AMATEUR'S GUIDE
IN HORTICULTURE, beautifully illustrated through-

uui with coloured and other engravings.

Every one who has a Garden should read
SUTTON'S AMATEUR'S GUIDE

IN HORTICULTURE, which contains all necessary
information for the successful cultivation of Vegetables,
Flowers, and Potatos. Post-free for fourteen stamps. Gratis

Now Ready. Gratis and Post-free on Application.

S.UTTON'S SPRING CATALOGUE
and PRICE CURRENT contains Prices and Descrip-

tionsofall kinds of Seeds.

SUTTON'S DESCRIPTIVE LIST
of SEED POTATOS is now ready, and may be had

gratis and post-free on application.

UTTON AND SONS, The Queen's
Seedsmen. Readins.s

L ILIUM AURATUM.—
Sound Bulbs, that will in all probability have from

5 to 30 flowers next year, at i2.r. to 601. per dozen. These
have been grown from seed and scales in this Nursery, and
are far more satisfactory than imported bulbs.
ANTHONY WATERER, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking,

To the Trade.
GLADIOLUS BRENCHLEYENSIS, very

fine sample, 351. per rooo ; special offer for large quanti-
ties. Sample five sent free by post for ^d.

HOOPER AND CO.. Covent Garden. London. W.C.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in
Pots :—Peaches. Nectarines. Plums, Pears, Apples, Figs,

Apricots. Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant,

B
vines. Vines, Vines.

S. WILLIAMS begs to announce that his
GRAPE VINES thU year are unusually fine, and

are now ready for distribution.

For Detailed Lisi

Victoria and Paradis

SEED POTATOS. — Paterson's Victoria,
Myatt's Prolific Kidney. Glenbury Early, the best and

earliest round variety, and the favourite early Potato in the
Manchester and Liverpool markets; fine selected samples.
Prices on application, and sample sacks will be sent if required.

J. AND G. McHATTIE. Seed Merchants, Chester.

To the Trade.
T)EAR STOCKS, extra strong, suitable for
-^ hedges or grafting ; i-yr. transplanted ASH, 2-yr. seed-
ling Silver, and t-yr. transplanted do.

DICKSONS AND CO., I, Waterloo Place, Edinburgh.

To the Trade.

HAND F. SHARPE'S Special Priced LIST
• of HOME-GROWN GARDEN and AGRICUL-

TURAL SEEDS of 1876 growth, is now ready, and may be
hade applit

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS.—
\J CAMELLIA, EUCHARIS, and ROSE Blooms, and
other choice Flowers. The Trade supplied.
LUCOMBE, PINCE and CO., Exeter Nursery, Exeter.«« L., P. & Co. are open to PURCHASE LARCH,

SCOTCH, SPRUCE, and AUSTRIAN. 2 to 2K feet.

ANTED, PINUS LARICIO, not less
than 12 inches. Address, with price,

JAMES GARAWAY and CO., Durdham Down, Clifton.
Bristol^

ANTED, ONE SPECIMEN PLANT
of Mandevilla suaveolens. Lapageria rosea and alba,

Passiflora Van Vol-\emii and quadrangularis. Send full par-

Mr. TIMOTHY BRIGDEN, Seedsman and Florist ^2
King William Street, City, E.C.

ANTED, about 5000 HAZELS, 2 to
2M feet, or 2 to 3 feet. Address, stating price, to

WILLIAM WOOD aj«d SON, The Nurseries, Maresfield
near Uckfield, Sussex.

OLLY, IVY, and MISTLETO,
Wanted by

GEORGE LAXTON, Covent Garden Market, London,W.C.

ANTED, Two or Three SACKS of
DWARF FRENCH BEANS (English): no objec-

tion to all one sort. Must be this season's growth.
Mr. CHAPMAN, Com and Seed Merchant, East Gate,

Rochester.

To the Trade.
(BARTER'S NOVELTY LIST can now
^-^ be had on application to
JAMES CARTER. DUNNE TT. and BEALE 217 and

238, High Holborn. London, W.C.

FlR^A (HOTEIA) JAPONICA,
very strong clumps for forcing, equal if not superior to

for forcing, 75J. ; smaller.

s
foreign. Aio per
SP1R>EA PALMATA, fine

25J. to SOS. per loo.

CHARLES NOBLE, Eagshot.

To the Trade.

JAMES BIRD, NURSERYMAN, Downham, has
to offer extra fine Standard MAYDUKE CHERRIES.

ARGE TREE BO.X and EVERGREEN
HOLLY. — Handsome, bushy, and well-rooted, will

transplant with good balls of earth, 5, 6, 7, and 8 feet high.
Tree Box lives under trees better than any other Evergreen
tree. An inspection invited. Price on application to

T. JACkSoN and son . Nurseries, Kingston, Surrey.

Green Hollies.
REEN HOLLIES, 12 to 18 inches, 20s.

per 100 ; tS inches to 2 feet, 305. per too.
E. WALKER, Farnborough Station, Hants.

G
THORNS.—3,000,000 of strong, transplanted.

RUSH AND YEATS.
Road and Queen's Park Nurseries. Chester.

rJAWS, or THORN QUICK SEED.—
-*--*- Sound Haws, fit for sowing at present, or spring coming,
guaranteed free from soil or other mixture, and thoroughly well
preserv'ed. About 30 tons on hand. For lowest prices apply to

GRANT AND CO., Park Nursery, Portadown, Ireland.

LARCH, ASH, SPANISH CHESTNUT,
BIRCH, and ALDER, all stout, well-rooted, trans-

planted.—A large quantity to be Sold. The Trade hberally
dealt with.

GEORGE CHORLEV, Coaster's Nursery. Midhurst.

To the Trade.
CEDRUS DEODARA, magnificent Plants,

will remove with splendid balls, i to i^ foot, 2 to 3 feet,

3 to 4 feet, and 4 to 5 feet. Prices on application.
WM, WOOD AND SON, The Nurseries, Maresfield,

Uckfield, Sussex.

GIANT^LILY OF THE VALLEY.—
Strong blooming Roots, aj. per dozen, 12s. 6d. per 100,

package (ree.

E. COOLING, Mile Ash Nurseries, Derby.

T ILY OF THE VALLEY, in strong-—^ flowering clumps, 40s. per 1000 pieces, from a Stock of

JULIUS HOFFMANN, 131, Kopnickerstrasse, Beriin S.O.

wHITE MULBERRY for Silkworms,
7000. 2->T. drilled, very fine, 1 to 3 feet, 51. to 12s. 6d.
Price to Trade, or for large quantities, on application.

Jenisalem Artichokes.

EDWARD HOLMES, Whittington Nursery,
Lichfield, has a quantity of above to offer. Price on

application.

Flowering Plants for Christmas.
LAURUSTINU S.—Beautifully furnished

plants, covered with bloom-buds and now coming into

CRANSTON'S Nurseries. King's Acre. Hereford.

w Bedding Hyacinths.
ILLIAM PAUL AND SON have a few

First-class BEDDING HYACINTHS, to name, and
to colour, still on Sale, from 21^. to 255. per 100
PAUL'S Nurseries, Waltham Cross. Herts.

Roses, Fruit Trees, Conlferse, &c.pHARLES TURNER'S New CATA-
V.^ LOGUE of the above is now ready, and can be had
post-free on aplication.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

Roses, Fruit Trees, Evergreens, &c.
WILLIAM FLETCHER'S CATALOGUE

is now ready, and may be had post-free on application.
The Nursery Stock genera \ is very fine, healthy, and well-
rooted. Early orders are respectfully solicited.

Ottershaw Nurseries, Chertsey, Surrey.

To the Tiade.

STANDARD and DWARF ROSES of the
leading sorts—splendid Plants, no better in the Trade,

well-ripened wood—about 15.000 Standards and 5000 Dwarfs,
guaranteed true to name. For lowest prices apply to

GRANT AND CO., Park Nursery, Portadown, Ireland.

ELWAY AND SON, The Royal Nurseries
Langport. Somerset, have to offer :—DAHLIAS. Po»

Roots. GLOXINIAS. PHLOXES, all choice named i '

Prices on application.

To the Trade Only.

CUT FLOWERS.—Christmas Rose Blooms,
_
js. per dozen, los. per gross ; Scarlet Pelargonium

Vesuvius), IS. per dozen trusses, 105. per gross.
THOMAS KITLEY, Oldfield Road, Bath.
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SALE S BY AUCTION.
Extensive Consignment of Llllum auratum and

other Choice Bulos from Japan.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
are favoured with instructions to SELL by AUCTION,

at the Mart, Tokenhouse Yard, London, E.C., on MONDAY
NEXT, at half-past ii o'clock precisely. 5000 LILIUM
AURATUM, just arrived in remarkably fine condition, also a

choice collection of English-grown bulbs of LILIES, including

the rare Krameri, Szovitzianura, tenuifolium, callosum, Browni,
Wallichianum, pulchellum, Maximowiczii, neilgherrense, gigan-
teum, tigrinum splendens, tigrinum flore-plena. Washingtonia-
num, Humboldtii, californicum, Dalmaticum, &c : an extremely
choice selection of the beautiful CALOCHORTUS and
CYCLOBOTHRA, BRODIjEA ; the whole presenting an un-
usual opportunity for amateurs to increase their Collections :

together with some thousands of CROCUS, GLADIOLUS,
ANEMONES, RANUNCULI, &c.
On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had of the

Auctioneer. 98. Gracechurch Street, E.C. , and at the Mart.

Heatberside Nurseries, Bagshot. Surrey.
PRELIMINARY NOTICE of an important Unreserved Sale

ofa General Assortment of First-class NURSERY STOCK,
together with some WAGGONS, CARTS, and other
TRADE IMPLEMENTS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed by the Directors of the Heatherside

Nursery Company to hold the next Sale on the Premises on
MONDAY, December 24, and two following days, to commence
at 12 o'clock precisely each day.
Catalogues are now being prepared, and can be obtained when

ready of Mr. THORNTON, Manager, on the Premises, and of
the Auctic s and Valu

EBtabllshed and Imported OrcMds.

MR. J. C STEVENS will SELL by
AUCITON, at his Great Rooms, 38. King Street,

Covent Garden. W.C, on MONDAY, December 18. at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely, a fine Importation of ORCHIDS,
just arrived, per steamer Moselle, in excellent condition, includ-

ing Odontoglossum vexillarium, O. cirrhosum, O. Roezlii,

Oncidium Kramerianum, O. cerratum, and other choice sorts ;

a quantity of Orchids in flower or bud : also a collection of
Established and semi-Established Orchids, including fine plants

of Cattleya bulbosa, C. amethystina, C. Schilleriana, C. la-

biata, C. Leopoldii, C. marginata, Oncidium Marshallianum,
O. sarcodes, O. concolor, O. crispum, Sophronites grandiflora,

Lailia purpurata, L. praestans, L. cinnabarina, &c.
On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Magnificent New and Rare Dendroblums.
D. SUPERBIENS, D. BIGIEBUM,
D. JOHANNIS, and D. TATTONENSE.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, without reserve, at his Great Rooms,

38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C. on THURSDAY next,
December 21, by desire of Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, of
Chelsea, five plants of the splendid new DENDROBIUM
SUPERBIENS, now imported for the first time, being the
entire number received, with the exception of one plant retained

for their own collection. This splendid species is described by
Professor Reichenbach, in the Gardeners Chronicle of October
21, 1876, as a most striking novelty, bearing many flowers as
large as D. nobile, and of the most remarkable purple colour

—

the best Dendrobe that ever came from that rich part of the
world (North Australia). The plant is very scarce indeed in its

native habitat. (See dried specimen.) Also some splendid plants

of the very fine DENDROBIUM BIGIBBUM. with bulbs 15
to 24 inches long, and showing many old flower-spikes—without
a doubt by far the finest plant of this species ever imported.
These plants were collected in the same locality and at the same
time as the grand varieties bloomed and exhibited by Messrs.
Veitch during the past season, and which were much finer than
any plants of this kind previously seen in this country.
Also the finest masses of DENDROBIUM JOHANNIS ever
imported, and very healthy plants of the beautiful and sweet-
scented DENDROBIUM TATTONENSE.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Llliiun auratum.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C., on THURSDAY, December 21. at

half-past 12 o'clock precisely, 3000 magnificent Bulbs of
LILIUM AURATUM, just arrived from Japan, in very fine

condition; also a quantity of rare North Ainencan LILIES,
BULBS from HoUajid. &c

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Grey Towers. Nnnthorpe, near Mlddlesborough.
To NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN,

MARKLT GARDENERS, and OTHERS.

MR. W. HEULEY has been honoured with
instructions from W. R. I. Hopkins, Esq,, to SELL by

AUCTION, without the least reserve, on TUESDAY,
December 19, at 10 for half-past 10 o'Clock prompt, the whole
of his valuable STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, viz.,

Heliotropes, Hydrangeas, Genistas, Fuchsias, Amaryllis,
Rhododendrons, Deutzias, Cinerarias, Primulas, Solanums,
Acacias, Yuccas, Dracjenas, Ericas in variety, Pimeleas,
Aphelexis, Camellias, Standard and Pyramidal trained Azaleas,
Begonias in variety, Crotons, Dracsenas in variety, Poinsettias,

Epiphyllum truncatum. Hoyas, Alocasias, Eucharis, Pandanus
Veitchii, Tacsonias, Euphorbias, Dendrobiums, Specimen
Crotons, ditto Allamandas, ditto Clerodendrons, Marantas,
Orange Trees with Fruit, grand Specimen Palms (including
Chamsdorea Hartwegii, Seaforthia elegans, Areca triandra,

and A. lutescens, Thrinax elegantissima, Crossandra undulata,
Alsophila exceisa), Lomaria gibba, Pteris serrulata, P. tremula.
Ferns, Caladiums, Achimenes, Gloxinias, and others too
numerous to mention.
The Auctioneer would call particular attention to the above,

as it is seldom such an opportunity presents itself for furnishing
Conservatories and Greenhouses ; he would also solicit a
punctual attendance at the time stated. The lots are numerous
and the days short.

Catalogues may be had of the Auctioneer, High Street,

Yarm ; or of Mr. HANSON, the Gardens, Grey Towers, Nun-
thorpe, vid. Northallerton.

Grey Towers is within twenty minutes' walk from Nunthorpe
Station on the Guisborough Branch of the North-Eastern
Railway.

Last Poultry Sale of tlie Season.
LUCAS'S REPOSITORY, LIVERPOOL.

MESSRS, LUCAS and CO. will SELL by
AUCTION, on FRIDAY, December 2q. at half-past

II o'clock prompt, at their Repository, Liverpool, DOMESTIC
POULIRY and PIGEONS. Entrance, 15, per pen. Three
birds in each lot, except of great merit. Entry closes in a few
days. Birds to be at the Repository by 9 o'Clock morning of
Sale. Many of the lots abready entered.

In the Midland Counties (4102).

TO BE DISPOSED OF, a NURSERY,
FLORIST, and extensive SEED BUSINESS, now

doing a thrivmg and increasing trade, in a large town, the
centre of a fine Agricultural district. For further particulars

apply to

PROTHEROE and MORRIS, 98, Gracechurch Street,

London, E.C.

BE SOLD, a SMALL NURSERY,
contaming between 2000 and 3000 feet of Glass ; good

Dwelling House.
C. FAIRNINGTON, 4, Elm Tree Road, St. John's Wood,

London, N.W,

To Nurserymen and Florists.

TO BE LET or SOLD, with Immediate
Possession, a capital NURSERY GARDEN, with

Dwelling House, Conservatory, Forcing House, Pits, and
Greenhouses, in one of the best positions in Dover, If Sold, a
portion of the Purchase Money may remain on Mortgage. The
property is Freehold.

Messrs. WORSFOLD and HAVWARD, Auctioneers and
Estate Agents, Market Square, Dover ; and 11, Queen Victoria

Street, London, E.C.

TO BE LET, with Immediate Possession,
a good Floral JOBBING and SEED BUSINESS, the

only one in the town or within lo miles ; the building comprises
a Dwelling-house and Seed Shop, four storeys, two Greenhouses,
Potting Shed, &c. Plants and Stock by valuation. For
further particulars apply to

R. HUTCHINSON, Seedsman, Dalton Road, Barrow-in-
Furness, Lancashire.

FORTY THOUSAND POUNDS
in DEBENTURES of a highly prosperous Manu-

facturing Company, secured on Freehold and Leasehold
Premises, and other property of ample value, to be SOLD by
Executors, so as to pay ;C5j^ per cent, per annum on the
Purchase Money, Apply to

Messrs. PADDISON, SON, and TITLEY, Solicitors, 57,
Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.C.

West BromwJcli. .

LAYING OUT of DARTMOUTH PARK.
—The West Rromwich Improvement Commissioners are

prepared to RECEIVE COMPETITIVE DESIGNS for the
LAYING OUT of the PARK recently given by Earl Dartmouth
to the inhabitants of West Bromwich.
The following Premiums will be given, subject to the printed

conditions :~For the best design £,iOt and for the second best

design C^o. Plans and Sections, with Printed Instructions and
Conditions, may be had on application to me on and after

Monday, December 11 next.—By order,

CHARLES H. BAYLEV, Clerk.

Clerk's Office, Town Hall, West Bromwich, Nov. 28, 1876.

PROTHEROE AND MORRIS, Horti-
cultural Market Garden and Estate Auctioneers

and Valuers, 98, Gracechurch Street, City. E C. , and at Leyton-
stone, E. Monthly Horticultural Register had on application.

To the Trade.

PEAS.—A few Quarters of LAXTON'S
FILLBASKET for Sale : also a like quantity of

LITTLE GEM. For particulars, &c., apply to

F. AND C. MVATT, Offeaham, Evesham.

ULBERRY TREES, any sizes up to large
bearing Trees ; also 250, 3 to 6 feet, cheap.

WOOD AND SONS, 172, Old Kent Road, S.E.

To tile Trade.
VARIEGATED HOLLIES, 9 to 18 inches,

35s. per 100 : CYCLAMENS, in bloom, 48's, 91. to iSi.

per dozen : do., in 32*5, with two dozen blooms, 42J per dozen.

J. AND G. LOWE, Kingston Lane Nursery, Uxbridge.

cHRISTMAS TREES, 5 to 6 feet, nicely
branched, 6j. per dozen, or <^d. each.

J. SCOTT, Merrioi "

Special Culture of Fruit Trees and Roses.

THE DESCRIPTIVEandlLLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE of FRUITS (by Thomas Rivers) is

now ready ; also CATALOGUE of Select ROSES. Post-free
on application.

THOMAS RIVERS and SON, Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

THORNS, Strong, 4-yr. transplanted, 15.?.

per 1000; OAK, 5 to 6 feet, 251. ; SPRUCE, T.\i to
2 feet, lis. per rooo. Other trees cheap.

J. JACKSON, Nursery, Kidderminster.

OX EDGING, 10,000 Yards, dwarf and
fine ; also NERTERA DEPRESSA, SEDUM

GLAUCUM, and ORCHID SPHAGNUM. Sample and price

J. B. YOUNG, Landscape Gardener, Bridge of Alia

POT VINES.—3000 Pot Vines, of all the
best varieties, on Sale at the Garston Vineyard, 6 miles

from Liverpool. Price LISTS post-free.

COWAN PATENTS COMPANY. Garston, near Liverpool.

To the Trade.
TELEGRAPH CUCUMBER SEED (true).

— J. & G. Lowe have the above to offer. Price per ounce
or pound on application.

J. AND G. LOWE, Kingston Lane Nursery, Uxbridge.

To the Trade.

GFARNSWORTH has to offer large
• quantities of RHODODENDRONS as under, at

per 1000:—3.yr. seedlings, 5^. ; 3-yr. and 2-yr. bedded, iSi. ;

extra transplanted, 8 to 12 inches, ^QS. ; i to iJ4 foot, bushy,
iToj. ; iK to 2 feet, xgor.
ASH, Mountain, 2 to %% feet, 17J. td. ; iltf to 5 feet, 25^.
BERBERIS AQUIFOLIA. i to 2 feet, bushy, 40^.
Also other NURSERY STOCK, as per List.

The Nurseries, Matlock.

NEW CHRYSANTHEMUM, Golden
Empress.—A sport from the well-known Empress of

India. Colour bright primrose. See remarks in Gardeturs'
Magazine, November 11, and other papers. H, Loader will
forward by post one pair of strong-rooted cuttings of the above
for 3^., stamps or Post-office order. Trade special terms.

HENRY LOADER, Rose Cottage, Kenthoute Road, Lower
Sydenham, S.E.

Now Ready,

CARTER'S ILLUSTRATED VADE
MECUM and SEED CATALOGUE for 1877.

It is the Handsomest and most beautifully Illustrated

Catalogue ever published. No Amateur or Gardener should be

without a copy, as it contains concise and valuable information

relating to the cultivation of Flowers and Vegetables. Post-

free, 1.1, ; gratis to purchasers,
CARTER'S. The Queen's Seedsmen, 237 and 238, High

Holbom, London. W.C.

Pheasant-eyed Narcissus.

CW. ALDERSON has still about Ten
• Bushels more to Dispose of ; price 6s. per bushel Post-

office Orders made payable at Vauxhall.
Langley Lane, South Lambeth, Surrey.

SEAKALE for Forcing—largest Roots in the
Trade—gar. per 1000, any number under 500, tot.

per 100. Some Acres for Sale. A Remittance must accompany

ALFRED ATWOOD, Market Gardener, 5, Simpson Street,

Baitersea, S.W.

Mentha pulegluin glbraltarlcum.

ROBERT PARKER begs to offer the
above-named, originally supplied by him to S. Ralli,

Esq., Clapham Park, and so successfully used by Mr. Legg
for Carpet Bedding : see illustrations and descriptions m
Gardeners' Chronicle of December 2. &r. per dozen, 42J. per
100. Exotic Nursery, Tooting, S.W.

Eltham Nursery, Kent, S.E.

One Mile from Eltham Station, Loop Line : Two Miles from
Blackheath, North Kent.

THIRTY ACRE.-> of well-grown NURSERY
STOCK, comprising Specimen CONIFERS and EVER-

GREENS, all sizes ; Standitrd ROSES, FRUIT TREES, &C.
Gentlemen who intend plantmg this season are invited to

come and select for themselves.—JAMES W. TODMAN.

AVENUE TREES.— Elm, Lime, Sycamore,
Horse Chestnut, &c.. splendid trees, 10 to 20 feet.

ASPARAGUS. Giant, Planting and Forcing sizes.

LISTS of Roses, Fruits, and General Nursery Stock (104

pages), gratis.

EWING AND COMPANY, Royal Norfolk Nurseries, Eaton,
Norwich.

To Fruit and Flsli Salesmen, &o.

GREEN PARSLEY.—Five Tons to be
Disposed of. Parties wishing to purchase the same, to

be delivered weekly, will do well to apply to

JOHN SALSBURY, Market Gardener, King's Newton,
near Derby.

Tliujopsls Uorealla anrea varlegata,
or BAGSHOT THUJOPSIS.

JOHN WATERER AND SONS, American
Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey, are now sending out the

above New Plant, price 2ir. each. The usual discount to the

Trade.
43" This is one of the finest plants in cultivation ; it is as free

as the ordinary Thujopsis, and the variegation constant

and good. __^^^
Thujopsis borealls aurea varlegata.

THE CERTIFICATED THUJOPSIS.
CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot, Surrey,

raised this plant (lie received a First-class Certificate,

Royal Horticultural Society, February 14, 1S72), and is now
sending it out at loj. 6d. and 21s. each.
£g- This is one of those line Plants which must not be con-

founded with any Uncertificated varieties bearing the same

LILIUM AURATUM.—Fine Bulbs of this
*' Queen of Lilies " can now be supplied at 6^/., Qt^., u.t

and \s. 6d. each; splendid English-grown Bulbs, is., is. 6rf.,

2S. and 25. 6d. each. Sample of two bulbs, postage 6d. extra;

more cannot be sent by post. Good and varied selection of

Lilies 12S., 24J., and 305. per dozen. Price List on application.

Post-office orders payable at Fenchurch Street, E.C.

WILLIAM GORDON, Lily, Bulb, and Plant Importer,

10, Cullum Street. E.C.

Public Notice.

For Information upon the Planting. Pruning, and general

Management of Fruit Trees, see

SCOTT'S ORCHARDIST,
free, 3^. 6d.

At the Royal Nurseries, Merriott, Somerset, every descrip-

tion of Nursery Stock is grown largely, and at Scott's Royal

Seed Stores, Yeovil, choice Seeds, Bulbs, and every kind of

Garden Requsite may be obtained.

Notice.

EDMUND PHILIP DIXON'S CATA-
LOGUE of ROSES, FRUIT, FOREST and ORNA-

MENTAL TREES, DECIDUOUS and EVERGREEN
SHRUBS, STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, &c., is

now ready, and will be forwarded, post-free, on application.

The Nurseries. Hull.

A Great Bargain.

J SCOTT, The Royal Nurseries, Merriott,
• Somerset, offers several hundred fine Standard

CHERRY TREES, stems sji to 6 feet—May Dukes, Morellos,

&c.—fine heads, at £5 per 100.

Lilies, Lilies, LUles.

THOMAS S. WARE can offer fine Bulbs
of the following twelve LILIES for 14J., stronger,

i8j. :~colchicuin (Szovitsianum), pardalinum, carniolicum,

speciosum nibrum, s. album and roseum, excelsum, three

varieties of davuricum, auratum and tigrinum splendens.

Cheaper collections in twelve varieties, for 6s.. Ss. , lof. and IM.

For others see p.iges 23 to 30 of my A. B. C. BU LB GUIDE.
Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, London.

H EPATICAS OF ALL KINDS,
for good flowering this winter

—

HEPATICA TRILOBA ALBA (clumps), 85. per dozen.

,
STAMINIBUS RUBUS (clumps) at. per dozen.

,, ,, good plants 20J. per 100.

,, ,, CLERULEA (clumps), 64J. per 1000, 50W. per 10,000.

PLENA (single plants), 105. per dozen.

,, ,, RUBRA (single plants), i6j. per 100.

,, „ PLENA, (clumps). 91. per dozen.

,. „ ROSEA (clumps), loi. per dozen.

J. VANDER SWAELMEN, LUy Nursery, Gendbrugge,

Ghent.
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vrERBENAS, VERBENAS, VERBENAS.
V —Strong, well-rooled, heallhy cuttings, perfectly free

from disease. White, Purple, Scarlet and Pink, 6s. per loo,

50s, per 1000. 100 rooted cuttings, in 12 distinct and beautiful

eties. first prize flowers, for 8j. Terms cash.

H. BLANDFORD.The Dorset Nurseries, Blandford.

< Laurustlnus, Laurustlnus, Laurustmus.

j"P WHITE AND SON, Nurserymen,
\A\t Poole, Dorset, beg to offer nice, well-blooming plants

iof the above, i to 2 feet, at 50J. per 100 ; stronger, 2 to 4 feet,

dioM. per 100. Also strong clumps of TRITOMA UVARIA
jGRANDIFLORA, at ds. per dozen. For cash with order.
*'

To the Trade.

I
TAMES CARAWAY and CO., Durdham

Itl Down Nurseries, Clifton, Bristol, have to offer ;—
JPEACHES and NECTARINES, standard maiden, in leading

I

varieties, clean and well grown, 24s. per dozen.
(FILBERTS, best varieties, good, 30J. per 100.

^CURRANTS, Black, strong and clean grown, 61. per 100.

PANSIES.—Show and Fancy, by the dozen,
100, or looo ; the finest varieties in cultivation.

Obtained Six First Prizes at the Scottish Pansy Society's

Show, Edinburgh. June. 1876.

WILLIAM PAUL. Crossflat and Greenlaw Nurseries, Paisley.

Hyacinths.—Choice Named Sorts.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON have a few
hundreds of their splendid HYACINTHS left, which

they can offer by the 100, very cheap for cash. Price on
ipplicatioii. Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

EDWARD HOLMES, Whittington Nursery,
Lichfield, offers English OAK. 3 to 4 feet, and 3 to

5 feet, of extra fluality ; Black Italian POPLAR, 6 to 7 feet,

^ne : Standard Blenheim Orange and Normanton Wonder
APPLES. Prices (moderate) on application. On land that

lui^l lie cleared this season,

Fansies and Violas, Bedding.

npiIOMAS S. WARE'S AUTUMN
JL CATALOGUE of the above, including Carnations,
Picotees, Pinks, Paonies, Phloxes, Delphiniums, Roses, and
ithers. for Immediate Planting, is now ready,* free upon
ipplication.

Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, London.

INTER FLOWERING ORCHIDS.—
CALANTHE VESTITA RUBRO OCCULATA,

rem 91. to 301. per dozen bulbs; PLEIONE WALLICHII,

S. WOOLLEY. Nurseryman. Cheshunt, Herts.

MESSRS. LEVAVASSEUR and SON,
NURSERVMEN, Ussy, Calvados, France, have an

mmense Stock of Seedling FOREST TREES, Hardy,
Coniferous, and other SHRUBS, for transplanting and trans-

)lanted. Priced CATALOGUES may be had of

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great
Tower Street, London, E.C.

^m CAETEE'S ®
PRIZE ROOTS

ARE ON VIEW AT

Bingley Hall, Birmingham,

ON THEIR IMMENSE STAND, No. 74, IN THE
GALLERY.

Orders booked during the Show at very

Moderate Prices.

Inspection respectfully invited.

'̂o^^tDiJ
Â

The Queen's Seedsmen,

237 and =38, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

WM. PAUL & SON,

ROSE GROWERS,
TREE, PLANT, BULB, AND

SEED MERCHANTS,

WALTHAM CROSS,
HERTS,

Inspection of Stock invited.

Priced Descriptive Catalogues free by post.

MR. WILLIAM BULL has just received
an importation from California of several thousands of

the best kinds of LILIES indigenous to that country, and can
supply them by the dozen, hundred or thousand. The Cali-

fornian Lilies being perfectly hardy, are beautiful objects when
planted or grouped in beds, borders or shrubberies : they are

also ch.armingly handsome when grown in pots for decorating
the greenhouse or conservatory.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road,
Chelsea, London. S W .

AM. C. JONGKINDT CONINCK begs
• to offer the following :

—

BIOTA ORIENTALIS, i-yr. seedlings, 33J. i4. per 10.000.

CRVPTOMERIA JAPONICA, 2-yr. seedlings, 581. 4^. per

THUJA OCCIDENTALIS, 2-yr. seedlings, 501. per 10.000.

APPLES, strong j 2-yr.
,
palmettes and pyramids, 4IJ. Zd, per

100, lii tss. per 1000.

Tottenham Nurseries, Dedemsvaart, near Zwolle, Netherlands.

Hyacinths and other Bulbs for Forcing.
DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS and SPRING FLOWERING

PLANTS for SPRING GARDENING.

APRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
of the best Bulbs and Plants for above purposes, post-

free. Prices under any of the leading houses for Bulbs, &c., of

the same quality. Collections of Bulbs for forcing. loj. (sd. and
21^. ; do. for planting, loj. (>d. and 21J. ; do. of spring flowering

plants, loj. dd. and 21.J.

WM. CLIBRAN and SON. Oldfield Nursery, Altrincham.

H'OWCROFT AND WATKINS (late
Charlwood & Cummins), Seedsmen, Covent Garden,

London. W.C. (Established more than half a century).

CATALOGUES of DUTCH BULBS. &c., are bow ready,
and will be sent gratis and post-free on application.

Seeds carefully packed for exportation to all climates.

Prices upon application.

To the Trade.—Saudringliam Early Kidney Potato.

HAND F. SHARPE have secured a fine
• stock of the above excellent POTATO, which is

pronounced to be not only the earliest, but the most proliflc,

and the finest quality in cultivation. Being very short in the

haulm It is peculiarly adapted for forcing purposes. Price and
further particulars may be had on application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

WING AND COMPANY'S ROSE LIST
for AUTUMN, 1876, with very full descriptions of all

the best new and old sorts, is now ready, and may be had free.

Also their DESCRIPTIVE LIST (72 pages) of Fruit Trees,

Ornamental Trees, Coniferae, Evergreens, Sea Coast Trees,
Pictorial Trees, Deciduous Shrubs, Clematis, Climbers, &c.

Royal Norfolk Nurseries, Eaton, Norwich.

Special Trade Offer.

MANETTI .STOCKS, 100,000 very fine,

clean grown, and well rooted—[Notice, not old Stools]—
one year from cuttings, all fit for working this coming season

(1877), at 3ar. per looo, ;^i2 lo^. per lo.ooo, cheaper in larger

quantities. For Cash with orders.

Very fine Plantnig SEAKALE, 25J, per 1000, 3^. per 100.

RICHARD LOCKE, The Rose Farms, Redhill, Surrey.

ERICA HYEMALIS.
Hugh Low & Co.

Offer by the Dozen, Hundred, or Thousand, good healthy Plants of ERICA HYEMALIS,
well set with bud, many in flower

;

Also PHAL/ENOPSIS in variety, with flower-spikes, by the Dozen or Hundred.

Pnces on application.

CLAPTON NQESEEY, LONDON, E.

MIGNONETTE-MILES' NEW HYB RID SPIRAL.
BROOK & GALLOP, late Geo. Parsons,

(ESTABLISHED 50 YEARS)

SEEDSMEN AND FLOBISTS.
B. & G. have the pleasure to announce that they have purchased the Stock of the above-named New Mignonette. The quantity we have to ofier

is very limited, but as so many applications have been made for Seed we have decided to execute all orders in rotation, as long as the Stock permits.
DESCRIPTION.—This New Hybrid Spiral Mignonette, raised by Wm. Miles of the West Brighton Nursery, and which has been so much admired by the Trade and

Public in general, is lar superior to any other in cultivation, the habit being dwarf and branching, with spikes often attaining a length of from 8 to 14 inches. By pinching
the side shoots the centre spike attains a length of from 18 to 21 inches. "'I'he odour of this Mignonette is superior to any other in cultivation. This will be a great boon for

market purposes as well as for private use.'

MILES' NEW HYBRID SPIRAL MIGNONETTE.—Wm. Miles bogs to announce to his numerous applicants, the trade, and public generally, that he
has disposed of the whole of his stock of New Hybrid Spiral Mignonette to Messrs. Brook & Gallop, late Geo. Parsons, as e.vhibited by him at the Royal Horticultural

Society, obtaining a Certificate May rs, 1875, and June 21, 1876, and Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park, same date.

—

Wm. Miles.

Ertracts from the " Gardeners' Chronicle."
" Royal Horticultural Society's Meeting, South Kensington. May 12. 1875. I " Royal Horticultural Society's Meeting, South Kensington. June 21, 1876.

" Mr. y^m. Miles of the West Brighton Nursery, Brighton, showed a nice group of well- " Mr. Wm. Miles of the West Brighton Nursery, Cliftonville, Brighton, sent examples of a
no\ver(.d plants of a dwarf strain of Mignonette to which the Committee voted a Cultural good strain of Mignonette, said to be a cross between Parson's (jiant White and the old dwarf
Ccrtiticate." 1 form, having very fine spikes and a good habit."

IS. 6d. per Packet. Price to the Trade o?i application.

195, WESTERN ROAD, and 30, CORN EXCHANGE, BRIGHTON. All Letters to be addressed to 195, Western Road.
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TO THE TRADE,
LARCH, transplanted, 3 to 3 feet and 3 to 4 feet.

FIR Silver, transplanted, 9 to 15 inches and 12 to 18 inches.

LIMES, transplanted, 3 to 4 feet and 4 to 5 feet.

THORNS, transplanted. t'A to 2% feet.

WALNUTS, transplanted, 3 to 4 feet and 4 to 5 feet.

SEEDLINGS :—i-yr. and 2-yr. Larch. 3-yr. Silver tir, 3-yr,

Norway Spruce, 2-yi. Pinus austnaca, 2-yr. and 3-yr

Spanish Chestnut, 2-yr. Portugal Laurel.

SHRUBS, &c. :—Araucaria imbricata, 2 to 3 and 3 to 4 feel

Green Holly, 4 to 6 and 12 to 18 and 18 to 24 iiichi

Junipers, 4 to 5 feet ; Thujopsis boreale. 6 to 7 feet.

JOHNSTONE'S ST. MARTIN'S RHUBARB.
Special offer of above on application.

W. P. LAIRD AND SIN CLAIR, Nurserymen, Dundee, N.B.

Wonersa Nursery, near Guildforfl, Surrey.

MESSRS. VIRGO AND SON can now
supply to Gentlemen, Nurserymen, Florists, and

Others, a large quantityof SHRUBS, DECIDUOUS FOREST
and FRUI'T TREES of all kinds, including Spanish and

Horse Chestnuts, Ozier and other Withies, Alder, Hornbeam,
10 to 12 feet, Sycamore, Limes, double pink Thorns. Spruce,

Yews, Portugal Laurel, 5000 common Laurel, 3 to 4 feet, and

bushy : 10,000 Standard and Dwarf Roses, 500.000 3-yr. trans-

planted Quick, Black Currants, loj. per 100 ; Norway Maple,

4 to 5 feet: Pinus austriaca. ili to 2}^ feet : Green Box,

204 feet. &c. : and other sorts too numerous to mention.

CATALOGUES with prices on application.

Roses—Fseonles—Gladiolus.

CHARLES VERDIER, FiLS (successor to

the original horticultural establishment of Victor Verdier,

pL!re), 28, Rue Baudricourt, XIII. Arond.— late 12. Rue
Dum^ril— Paris, has to offer the above three descriptions of

plants, which are cultivated in enormous quantities in this

establishment.
CATALOGUES sent post-free on application to C. 'V., as

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great

Tower Street, London, E.C.

VINES, VINES, VINES.—Planting and
Fruiting Canes of the undernamed varieties, ss. dd. to

5i-. each :— Buckland Sweetwater, Black Alicante, Black

Hamburgh, Dr. Hogg, Foster's Seedling, Gros Colman, Lady
Downe's, Muscat of Alexandria, Madresfield Court, Royal
Muscadine, Waltham Cross, West's St. Peter's, Black Prince,

Mrs. Pince. Strong Fruiting Canes of Pearson's Golden Queen
and Venn's Black Muscat, lor. ^d. to 15^. each.

WILLIAM CLIBRAN and SON, Oldfield Nursery,
Altrincham.

TREES, from a Private Nursery, overstocked,
for Sale, at a low price for cash, about :

—

4000 ASH, 2 to 5 feet high.

5000 ELM, 3 to 6 feet high. '

1500 HORNBEAM, 4 to 6 feet high.

1600 NORWAY MAPLE, 3 to 6 feet high.

1000 SYCAMORE, 3 to 6 feet high.

4500 HAZEL, 2 to 3 feet high.

1500 LARCH FIRS, 3 to 4 feet high.

1000 SPRUCE FIRS. iK to 2 feet high.

500 YEW, 3 to 5 feet high.

BOX, a quantity of, 2 to 2J2 feet high.
Apply to

Mr. W. S. HOSLEY, Audley End. Saffron Walden, Essex.

West Riding Seed Establishment. Selby.FRUIT TREES.
Extra fine, strong, and healthy.

CURRANTS, Black Naples, remarkably strong, i.r. dd. per

dozen, ws. per 100, ^5 per 1000.

GOOSEBERRIES, Crown Bob, Ashton, Whitesmith, Cham-
pion, &c., IS. dd. per doz., 125. per 100. ^£5 \os. per 1000.

,, Large Prize, -zs., 3s. per dozen, xis. to 20J. per loo.

CURRANTS, Red and White, \s. dd. per dozen, lis. per 100,

APPLES. PEARsi CHERRIES, and PLUMS. Standards,

12J. to 165. per dozen.

„ ,, ,, ,, Pyramid, i-2s. to 24J. per dozen.

ROSES, Standard and Dwarf. 6s. to 14s. per dozen.

One dozen each of any variety sent as sample if required.

Address, H. F. SMITH and SONS, Seed Merchants and
Nurserymen, Selby.

Pancratium fragrans, &c.

EDWIN HILLIER offers the following, at

very low prices for cash, the room being required for

other plants :—2 Crotons, 2 Dracaenas, i Pancratium fragrans,

I Eucharis amazonica, 1 Stephanotis, i Maianta, i Hibiscus

Cooperi, 1 Cissus discolor, i Cycas revoluta, and i Yucca
aloifolia variegata, in strong plants, 21s., larger 30J. A few
large Panpratiums, Crotons, Stephanotis, Eucharis, Seaforthia

elegans, 8 feet ; Areca Verchaffelti, 6 feet ; Latania borbonica,

&c.; 12 Rochea falcata, i2j. or 185.: 12 Stephanotis, oj. to i8f.;

12 Variegated Aloes, i8s.; 12 Double White Primulas, 12J. to

i8j.; 12 winter-flowering Heaths, 12J. to 21s.

ROSES, in pots, in all the best vars.. Teas, 75s. per 100;

H.P.'s, 50J. to 751. per 100, many new vars.

POT VINES, leading varieties, from 30J. to 42,1. per dozen.

ECHEVERiA SECUNDA GLAUCA. not in pots, 5s. per 100.

SEMPERVIVUM CALIFORNICUM, not in pots. 5s. per 100.

EDWIN HILLIER, Nurseries. Winchester.

ESSRS. JNO. STANDISH AND CO.'S
CATALOGUE for Autumn, 1876, and Spring, 1877, is

now ready, and may be had, post-free, on application.

// contaUts thefolloivbtg :—
Plants of Recent Introduction.

;

Coniferse.

Stove and Greenhouse Plai

Plants for Winter Forcing.

Azalea indica and Camellias

Tree Carnations and Ericas.

Ferns and Lycopods.
Hardy Trees and Shrubs.

Transplanted Forest Trees.

Dutch Bulbs^

atis.&c.

Kaln!
Roses, Standards and Dwarfs,

Fruit Trees.
I Grape Vines,

Flower Roots, &c.
Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

To the Trade.

IN OUR NOVELTY LIST for 1877 we offer

for the first time twelve plants of the best varieties of our

superior PETUNIAS. These we shall be able to send out in

March instead of May, as stated'in the list, and they wdl be found

superior to any ever sent out. List oftestimonials on application.

Seed saved from same varieties is, per packet, (retail) 200

seeds. We also recommend our six new FUCHSIAS for 1877 ;

Berry's superb BROCCOLI, z.s. td. par packet (retail); our

AMARANTHUSES, " Henderi " and "Princess of Wales,"

td. and \s. per packet. RETAIL LIST post free.

RENDER AND SONS, Bedford Nursery, Plymouth.

CRANSTON'S NURSERIES,
KING'S ACRE, near HEREFORD.

Established 1785.

SPECIALITIES.
ROSES, FRUIT TREES,

CONIFERS.
Descriptive Priced Lists on application.

CHRISTMAS TREES^
HANDSOME SPRUCE FIRS,

5 to 6 feet.

Price per dozen or hundred on application to

BOBT. F. DABBY,
THE CIRENCESTER NURSERIES.

LILI UM AURATUM.
THE NEW PLANT and BULB COMPANY

the arrival of their first consignment, in

and at low prices. Their CATALOGUE of

LILIES, BULBS of all kinds, ORCHIDS, &c., of superior

excellence, and at low prices, post-free on application.

LION WALK, COLCHESTER.

DANIELS BROS.'

CHOICE FLOWER ROOTS.
Our superbly Illustrated CATALOGUE of the

above is now ready, and may be had post-free by

all intending purcha.sers, on application.

HYACINTHS—Choice named, in splendid

variety, 6j., gj., i2j., i8j. and 24J. per dozen.

DANIELS BROS.' CHOICE
COLLECTIONS of FLOWER ROOTS,
6j. bd., I2J. (yd., 21J., 42J., 63J. and 84J. each,

carriage free.

DANIELS BROS.,
.SEED GROWERS and NURSERYMEN. The ROYAL

NORFOLK SEED ESTABLISHMENT.
NORWICH.

AVENUE TREES.
PLATANUS OCCIDENTALIS (true), 10 to

18 feet high, and girthing 4 to 8 inches at 4 feet

from the ground.

LIMES, 12 to 20 feet high, and girthing 6 to

10 inches at 4 feet from the ground.

POPULUS CANADENSIS NOVA, 15 to

i5 feet high, and girthing 5 inches at 4 feet from

the ground.

ANTHONY WATERER
Has to offer many thousands of the above. They may

be seen growing at Knap Hill. They are straight,

handsome, and well rooted, and altogether the finest

Trees of the kind to be found in any nursery in Europe.

URPLUS STOCK.
18 inches, 151.

a U R P L u s

KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY-

HOLLIES, Green, bushy and well rooted, i

per 100 : 18 to 24 inches, 25J. per 100.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 6 to 7 feet, green and well

rooted, lor. per dozen, 75J. per 100.

LIMES, 6 feet, straight, stout, and well rooted, \s. per dozen,

2SJ. per 100.

ISAAC DAVIES, Nurseryman, Ormskirk.

E WALKER, Farnborough Station, Hants,
• has to ofTer the following :

—

PICEA NORDMANNIANA, 9 to 12 inches, 251. per 100.

., PINSAPO, 9 to 12 inches, 30s. per 100.

PINUS CEMBRA, i foot, 3M. per 100; x% to 2 feel,

ABIES ORIENTALIS, i foot. 251. per 100: iH fool,

35J. per 100.

PINUS LARICIO. 2-yr. seedlings, 2oJ. per 1000.

New Early Pea.

ALLAN'S CHAMPION.-
A smooth round variety, fine flavour, and boils green.

It was raised in Scotland, is very hardy, exceedingly prolific,

vigorous branching habit, the plant being covered with long,

handsome pods, and if sown for a late crop has the rare quality

of resisting mildew. Height 5 feet. Price ^s. (>d. per quart.

Mr. George Johnston, the experienced and well-kmrnm
Gardener of Glamis Castle, -writes 0/ it thus :—

" Glamis Castle Gardens, Forfar, Oct. 24, 1876.
' Mr. C. Turner.
" Dear Sir,— I had a few seeds of 'Allan's Champion Pea'

this season for trial. I have also seen it for two seasons in Mr.
Allan's own grounds, and I can safely say that it is the best and

most prolific Pea of its type I have yet seen. Grows to an

average of 4^^ to 5 feet, with strong, branching haulm, bearing

its pods in pairs, eleven to twelve Peas in a pod the whole way
up. Had I to grow a Pea for profit, I would groy no other than
' Allan's Champion.' " I am, yours truly,

"Georgia Johnston."

CHARLES TURNER, The Royal Nurseries. Slough.

s FECIAL OFFER.
GRAND STOCK.

FOREST TREES.
Elms, four kinds
Laburnums

Mountain Ash
Poplars. Silver

,
, Lombard/

Ontario

FRUIT TREES.
Kentish Cob Nuts

.. Filberts

Morello Cherries, std, tra

Damsons
Grape Vmes for outdoors
Mulberries
Pears, dwarf trained

„ Standards

Finely i grown

Italis

Thorns, of sorts

CONIFER-^.
Biota elega
Juniperus 5

., sylvestris

Yuccas, sorts and s

EVERGREENS.
Aucubas. 2 to 6 feet

Rhododendron ponticum,
bushy and cheap

Evergreen Oaks

Also a splendid lot of Daphne indica rubra, set for bloom in

most cases ; Ceanothus azureus, and the fine new Ceanothus

Gloire de Versailles; home-grown Cucumbers and Melon Seeds.

Private Buyers and the Trade treated with. For prices and
particulars apply to

" SONS, The Old Nurseries,

sPRING FLOWERING PLANTS.

AURICULAS, Alpine, good variety, 35. f>d. per dozen, 25J.

,. single dwarf yellow, ar, per dozen, loj. per 100,

RODGER, McClelland and CO., 64, HiU Street,

Newry. __^
YEWS, English, i^ to 2J feet, 30J. per 100;

LAURUSTINUS, 1% to 2 feet, bushy, 30J. per 100;

LAURELS, common, 1% to 1% feet, 30^. per 100; FIRS,
Sliver. 9 to iS inches, 8f. per 100 ; do.. Spruce, 2 to 4 feet,

3o:r.perioo; OAK. English, 4 to 8 feet, 20i. per 100 ; PRIVET,
Evergreen, strong, los., extra, 25J per 1000.

APPLE and PEAR STOCKS, i8i. per dozen (Standards

worked to best sorts),

GEORGE WINFIELD, Sandhurst Road. Gloucester.

Special Offer of First-clasa Nursery Stock by
MARTIN AND SON, Cottingham, and

61, Marketplace, Hull.

Apples, pyramids, gj. per doz. *Lauiel, caucasica, 2 to 3 feet.

Pears, pyramids, \2S. per doz.

Plums, slds., ex., i8j. per doz.

Abies orientalis, 2 feet, \is,

*Arbor-vitae, 5 to 6 feet, 6j.

*Acer Negundo van, g^.p. doz.

"Althaea frutex, named, gj.

per dozen.
*Berberis japonica, ij^ to ^%

feet, gs. per dozen.
Berberis Darwinii, ex. trans.,

3 feet, t>5. per dozen.

*Brooms, fine, j,s. per dozen.

Cedms atlantica, 4 to 5 feet.

i8i. per dozen.

Juniperus drupacea, 2 to

3 feet, 42J. per dozen.

^Juniperus sinensis, 4 to 4K
feet. 245. per dozen.

*Libocedrus decurrens. 4 to

5 feet, 30J. per dozen.

*Ligustrum japonica, 2 to 7.%

feet, 12J. per dozen.

*Lilacs, 4 feet, 5s. per dozen.

*Laurel, common, 2 to 3 feet,

*LaureI, ColcMc, 2 to 3 feet, 'AslT, i% to 3K feet, 4<«-

Those marked "• we can supply by the 1000. Laurels by
,

the 1

4 feet,

2or. per 100.

Phillyrea, 4 feet, li

Pinus Cembra, 4
i8j. per dozen.

*Vew, English, 3
\os. per dozen,

*Tree Box, 2 feet, 31. per dox.

Ivy, gold., extra bushy, 12J.

per dozen.
Rhus laciniata glabra, X2S.

per dozen.
*Syrmga, 4 to 5 ft.

, 5^. per doi.

•Roses, standards, 135 p. doz.

•Trees, strong ornamental, 8 to

12 feet high, ^os. per 100.

•Shrubs, deciduous flowering

and evergreen, 25,1. p. 100.

"Pine, Austrian. 3 to 4 feet,

•Fir, Scotch, 3 to

"Oaks. ' English", 6 i

**Sycamore, 6 ft., lor

feet,

Catalogues on application. N.B.—Cash with ordei
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TOSEPH SMITH will make special offers
U for ASH (Mountain), CHESTNUT (Horse), ELM,
SYCAMORE and OAK, all sizes up to lo feet : RHODODEN-
DRONS, all sizes up to 5 feet ; and a large stock of otherTREES
and SHRUBS, as the ground must be cleared this season.

CATALOGUES of General Nursery Slock free on application.

Mnor Edge Nurseries, Tansley, near Matlock, Derbyshire.

To the Trade, &c.

(SURPLUS NURSERY STOCK.— Limes,
C" St.indard, extra fine, 8 10 12 feet ; Portugal Laurels,
St.iTulard heads z to ^ feet diameter ; Laurel,
c-xu.i Ime, 5 feet : Box. Minorca, and other sorts, -.

pMim fine : Spruce Fir, suitable for Christmas trees ;

;

lr.uis|.Linted. Price on application.

SHALLOT SEED-Davis' Prize Jersey, a true Shallot, of
imnio[ise size, and exceedingly mild : less labour, less expense,
.uid .1 far superior crop than from the usual method of trans-
pl.Tiuing bulbs.

Whulesale Agents : Messrs. HURST AND SON, 6. Leaden-
h.ill .Street, London, E.C.

1;. R. DAVIS, Nursery and Seed Warehouse, Yeovil.

ntly

APPLE and PEAR STOCKS.
Strong, transplanted, 2 to 3 feet. Prices on application to

J. COCKER AND SONS, Sunnypark Nurseries, Aberdeen.

WT. BOFF offers Double TUBEROSES,
• fine quality, is. per dozen, \-2S. per 100:

GLADIOLUS BRENCHLEYENSIS, 11. per dozen-
LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM RUBRUM, 6j. per dozen 1CROCUS, ij. per i

203, Upper Street, Islington, N.

F F E RSPECIAL O
TO THE TRADE.

POINSETTIAS, 1000 good plants, with fine bracts, gi. to

: pots, well berried, nitSOLANUMS, in 40 and 48-51:

plants, 50J. per 100.

LIBONIAS, in full flower, 91. to izj. per dozen
Also FERNS in variety, ADIANTUMS, NEPHRO-

DIUMS, LVCOPOniUMS, &c. Price on application.
WILLIAM MILES, West Brighton Nursery, adjoining

Cliftonville Stai n, Su

OSBORN & SONS
Beg to call the attention of intending Planters to their fine Collection of Hardy Ornamental

Evergreen and Deciduous TREES and SHRUBS, so often referred to by Mr. Loudon in his

/aluable Encydopadia. Also to their unrivalled Collection of FRUIT TREES, GRAPE VINES,

\:c., true to name. They also cultivate STOVE and GREENHOUSE and Hardy Herbaceous

'LANTS in great variety.

.CATALOGUES of the above, and also of Bulbs, Kitchen Garden and Flower Seeds, ^c., will

beforwarded, post-free, on application.

FULHAM NURSERIES, LONDON, S.W.

FOREST TREES AND SHRUBS.
ANNUAL CATALOGUE NOW READY.

rHE LAWSON SEED & NURSERY COMPANY
(LIMITED),

EDINBURGH and LONDON,
Willforward their newly published Listfree to any address upon application.

The Stock of Seedling and Transplanted FOREST TREES, SHRUBS, and COVERT
PLANTS is most extensive, and in unusually tine condition.

SPECIAL OFFEBS TO LABQE BUYERS WHEN BEaUESTED.

MAGNIFICENT NEW AND RARE DENDROBIUMS.
D. SUPERBIENS, D. BIGIBBUM,
D. JOHANNIS, and D. TATTONENSE.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, without reserve,

at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY next,

December 21, by desire of Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, of Chelsea, Five plants of the New DEN-
DROBIUM SUPERBIENS, now imported for the first time, being the entire number received

vith the exception of one plant retained for their own collection. This splendid species is

iescribed by Professor Reichenbach, in the Gardeners' Chronicle of October 21, 1S76, as a most

itriking novelty, bearing many flowers as large as D. nobile, and of the most remarkable purple

olour—the best Dendrobe that ever came from that rich part of the world (North Australia).

The plant is very scarce indeed in its native habitat. (See dried specimen.) Also some splendid

slants of the very fine DENDROBIUM BIGIBBUM, with bulbs 15 to 24 inches long, and show-

ng many old flower-spikes—without a doubt by far the finest plants of this species ever imported.

These plants were collected in the same locality and at the same time as the grand varieties

jlonmed and exhibited by Messrs. Veitch during the past season, and which were much finer than

iny plants of this kind previously seen in this country. Also the finest masses of DENDRO-
BIUM JOHANNIS ever imported, and very healthy plants of the beautiful and sweet-scented

DENDROBIUM TATTONENSE.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalos^ues had.

AUCTION ROOMS AND OFFICES, 38, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON, W.C.

Cheap Nursery Stock.

WITTY AND SON beg to offer the following
cheap NURSERY STOCK, viz. :-Maiden Apples,

Pears, Plums, and Cherries ; 2-yr. grafted Apples, Pears,
Plums, and Cherries: also Larch. Spruce, and Quickwood, a
large quantity of which is suitable for Gapping. Prices on
application to

The Nurseries, Cottingham, Hull.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
Reduced price, 20 bushels, 6j. %d. : 100, -ios. ; or Truck-

load (about 300 Bushels), 40J. Delivered free to any rail in
London. J STEVENS and CO.,

Fibre Works, High Street, Battersea, S.W.

OCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
Protects from Cold, Frost, Sc—No Russia Mats needed.

Use a layer of FIBRE REFUSE, 3^. per bushel ; 100 for 201.:

truck, 4ar. Free to any rail or wharf, as supplied to Messrs.
Carter & Sons, Veitch & Sons, Bull, Wills, Ewing, Daniels
Bros., Dixon & Co., Dickson & Sons, Herr Schmidt,
Germany : Martin Muller, Strasburg. &c.
M. H. BENTOTE, Fibre Maker, Lausanne Road, Nunhtad,

London, S.E.

PEAT.—A few hundred tons of superior Peat,
delivered at either of the Famborough Stations -on the

South-Westem or South-Eastern Railways, at 175. a ton.
W. TARRY, Bailiff, Bagshot, Surrey.

Fibrous Feat for OrcUdB, tec.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best
quality for Orchids, Stove Plants, &c., Id 6j. per truck.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, (or Rhododendrons, Azaleas,
Heaths, American Plant Beds, \^s. per ton.

Delivered on rail at Blackwater. S. E. R., or Farnborougli,
S. W. R., by the truck-load. Sample sack, SJ. dd. each.

Fresh SPHAGNUM. loi. id. per sack.
WALKER AND CO., Farnborough Station, Hants.

O D A M^ M A N U R E sT
FOR ALL CROPS.

Manufactured by the NITRO-PHOSPHATE and ODAMS'
CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY (Limited), consisting
of Tenant- Farmers occupying upwards of 150,000 acres of Land.
C.5/JirOTan—ROBERT LEEDS, Keswick Old Hall, Norwich.

Managing Z)m'rfw—JAMES ODAMS.
Sub-Manager and Sccrelary—C T. MACADAM.

Chief Office— loq. Fenchurch Street. London. E.C.
Western Counties Branch—Queen Street, Exeter.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary,
Or may be had of the Local Agents.

SIMPSON'S RED SPIDER, THRIPS, &c.,
ANTIDOTE. Testimonials of the highest order on

application. Per quart, condensed, 6s. :
per pint, 3J. 6d.

Supplied to Seedsmen and Chemists.
Prepared by JOHN KILINER, Wortley, near Sheffield.

I S H U RS T COMPOUND.—
Used by many of the leading Gardeners since 1859,

against Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other Blight,
in solutions of from i to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and
of from 4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit
Trees. Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in Boxes, is., 35., and loJ. dd.

Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

ILLIAM PETERS, 44, Tenter Street,
South Goodman's Fields, and Well Street, London

Docks, E. . has to offer the following :

—

10,000 New ARCHANGEL MATS, €x Oian.
6,000 New TAGANROG MATS, rjr E/haMi.

25,000 New DUNNAGE MATS, ex Arga.
Prices on application.

RUSSIA MATS.—A large stock of Archangel
and Petersburg, for Covering and Packing (price on

application for Archangel)—Petersburg. 60s. to roo^. per 100 ;

superior close-wove. 401.. 50s. and 55J. per roo ; Packing Mats
at2oj..3or. , and 351. per 100 ; and all other descriptions of
Mats at equally low rates, at

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street,

London, E.C.

Russia Mat Merchants.

MARENDAZ AND FISHER,
received from their Agents in Russia an imn

tlty of ST. PETERSBURG MATS this season
qualities, can now quote unusually low to the Trade.
ARCHANGEL MATS are very dear, and still rising in price.

9, James Street, Covent Garden. W.C.

having

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden
Frames.—ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are

the cheapest and most durable. Price List, which gives the

size of every class of Mat. forwarded post-free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch,
London, E.C.

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering from Frost,
30J. to 70!. per 100: Packing from 2oi. GUNNY

BAGS, 3d. each.

T. MALTBY and CO., 11, Fenchurch Buildbgs, Fenchurch
Street, E.C.

LARGE WATERPROOF CAPES, S^- 6d.,

lined with woollen, for Gardeners. Gamekeepers. Drivers,

&C. : DRIVING APRONS, 4 feet by 3 feet 6 inches, s^- :

POLICE CAPES. 36s. per doz. : LEGGINGS, 241. per doz. ;

HORSE LOIN CLOTHS, lined. 4s. each, for Farm Horses ;

TARPAULING CART COVERS, 72 inches square, 51- 6d. ;

TARPAULINGS for GARDENS, 5 feet by 4 feet, 20J. per

dozen, and any size id. per square foot.

R. RICHARDSON, 99, Euslon Road. N.W.

ATENT PORTABLE SMOKELESS
STOVES and PATENT FUEL.

For Heating Conser\'atories, Greenhouses, Halls, Passages,

and places without Chimnevs, from 12J. 6d.

NASH'S BRONCHITIS KETTLE, roj. 6d.

FRETWORK and CARVING FRAMES, SAWS, FILES,
PATTERNS .and PREPARED WOOD.

SWAN NASH, 253, Oxford Street, W. ; and 4, Newgate
Street, E.C. Prospectus free.

A PERFECT CURE for SMOKY CHIM-
NEYS—The REGISTERED COWL. Made by

GEO. HALL, High Street, Worcester.
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BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT,

WRIGHT'S ENDLESS-FLAME-IMPACT HOT-WATER BOILERS.
Sole Medalists for Hot-water Apparatus at the Philadelphia Centennial Exhibition.

GUARANTEED
MOST POWERFUL,
MOST RAPID,

MOST ECONOMICAL,
MOST DURABLE,

^ SIMPLEST, and CHEAPEST
IN THE WORLD.

IT IS THE "ONLY" HOT-WATER BOILER IN WHICH
t powerful ' impact," delivered on

currents are specially

ushed throui^h the furnace and nearly
by the extraordinary
surfaces, from bottom

The whole interior is specially arranged to secure the largest amovmt of the direct a

the most effective surfaces. Outside deposit reduced to a minimum by the endle

sirranged for the most powerful circulation, whereby nearly treble the amount of w
treble the amount of heat absorbed from the ascending products. Inside deposit reduced to a minimur

circulation, in which every volume of heat, large or small, is forced to travel {will he nil Jte) over the ciittr.

to top, delivering sez'enteen blows on surfaces at right angles in its ascenL

Entirely water-jacketted : loss of costly heat, therefore, absolutely impossible ; and danger from fire reduced to '<

and gases thoroughly mixed and burnt, and the formation of smoke largely prevented. The whole interior one large com
surfaces. From its extraordinary rapidity, it will be found of the extremest value in case of accident or mistake. By r

rapid circulation. Cold water fed in on one side, and taken away hot on the other. The whole ten sections deliver into the " hot column," &c.

May be erected, repaired, and taken down by any ordinary workman. India-rubber between all the joints, allowing every facility for expansion or contraction. Not a "fixture." May
altered to any power or level. In handy sections. Breakages easily repaired at trifline; cost, &c. No horizontal heating. No brickwork. Outside flues entirely abolished. &c.

The folloiving Illustrations, from Mr. N. P, BitrgJis splendid folio on Boilers and Boile7^-making
will be of more use than many pages of letter-press in explaining the value of the Impact. The Notes are Mr. Burgh's own.

num. The fl,

1 chamber. The flame kept in must
J of the " central rib" every inch of ihi

Fig. 1137. An illustration of the action of flame sliding along
the plate, thus raising steam very slowly, because there is no
impact or time allowed for the flame to drive its heat through
the pla

1 of the action of the flame against
an angular surface, showing that by the impact of the flame
the water immediately on the plate is converted into steam
rapidly.

Leaiing, then, from that conclusion, we direct attention to Fi^. 1137, which sh-)ws ike result ofth^ fiLtme tictin^ on a filate pantllel with tin tine ofp.

heat, it will be noticed, are v^ry shallow above the flame-plate, while in the next example, shown by Fig. 113S, the plate being at an angle, tlie contrast is

expressed by the illustration Fig. 1139, zvhere the plat", is shown at right angles to t/te line of theJiafne's progression.

Fig. 113Q, An illustration of the action of flame against a

plate at right angles to the line ?of progression, thus raising

steam most rapidly, because the blows from the impact drive

the heat through the plate without cassation.

(. In that case t/te particles of

: and the difference is still mare

"Messrs. Willi
" Gentlemer

I determined to
,

lit. The effect c

hardly be held <

Our Patent Endless-Flame-Impact Boilers having excited a very great degree of interest, not
only in this country, but also in Austria, Germ:»ny. Holland, Belgium, France, United
States, &c.—from all of which we have had many inquiries—we feel sure the details of the
experiences of the first one set to work—viz.: the No. 6 " B " Boiler (identical with the one
for which we secured the Medal at Philadelphia) supplied to Colonel D. C. R. C. Buchanan,
Esq.,of Drumpellier. near Glasgow—will be read with interest. His Gardener, Mr. H.
W. Lewin, has kindly handed us the following particulars :

—

" The Gardens, Drumpellier, Coatbridge (N.B.), December i, 1876.
lM Wright & Co., Hot-water Engineers, Airdrie (N.B.).
—The setting of your No. 6 ' B* Boiler being so far forward on Wednesday last,

et it started. The Pipes and Boiler being filled with water, a very small fire was
1 the Pipes was, I may say, instantaneous, as, in a few minutes, the hand could
n them, so very hot were they. This was the more remarkable, as bricks, lime,

and everything were thoroughly wet, having been deluged by the previous rains whilst standing
uncompleted. With other Boilers it generally takes a good many days before the brickwork dries
and they ' answer' to the fire, but the moment the fire was lighted in yours, although all was
soaking with damp round about, the heat rushed into the Pipes with a rapidity I have never seen
equalled. There can be no question, therefore, as to its great power and extreme rapidity in
working. What makes these results the more remarkable is that we had no chimney—our brick-
layer not having had time to get one erected—save a common fire-clay pipe on top of the Boiler,
only about 18 inches high. I took this off repeatedly, and the furnace went quite well without it,

so that its requirements, in the matter of a stalk, appear to be very slight indeed. I expect about
half the usual quantity of small coal will be quite sufficient for it, as the 'water jacket'
effectually prevents the loss of heat from any cause whatever, whilst the temperature of the
escaping gases was so very low that I repeatedly held my hand in them, as they left the Boiler,
without the slightest discomfort. Altogether we are greatly pleased with it, and have not the
slightest doubt but that it will give the greatest satisfaction. I will hand you the pyrometer
readings, for the temperatures in the various sections, very shortly.

, Gentlemen, yours truly, (^Signed) " H. W. Lev

r 6 feet of : alk

erected. The draught still continues excelle;

in favour with us every day, as we become mo
first I intended firing it with our usual mixluri
We therefore put in dross z

to prevent this, we filled i

' turning in ' for the night,

the damper in altogether, c

Boiler, if possible, and a large space open for

of all these precautions the temperaf
extraordinary boiler, and
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. Priccd and Dcscriptivc Catalogues
Standards & Pyramids,

DWARFS,DWARr-TRAINED &^

CHOICESCARLETS, WHITES R<-

SUITABLE FOR LAWNS

FORWARDED FREE BY POST.

BLOOMING RHODODENDRONS.
Two Hundred Thousand good healthy plants, having

not less than five up to ten and fifteen buds each, of the

finest named hardy kinds, will be supplied at from ^^5 to

;^io per 100, and i8j. to 30J. per dozen.

Samples, with lists of the sorts, will beforwarded on
application.

KALMIA LATIFOLIA.
Well furnished and healthy and covered with bloom-buds,

15 to 18 in., at 12^. and 185. per doz., or £^ per 100,

HARDY AZALEAS.
The finest English and Ghent varieties, splendidly budded,

£,S 'o £7 lo-f- per 100. or iSj. per dozen.

ANTHONY WATERER,
KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKLNG, SURREY.

•Ri e HARD Smith •

feWORG E sXXR^
piCHARU SMITH'S FRUIT LIST
i V' contains a Sketch of the various forms of Trees, with
Dii. >liuns for Cultivation, Soil. Drainage, Manure, Pruning,
LifiiiiL;. Cropping, Treatment under Glass: also their Syno-
nynis^ 1 )aality. Size. Form, Skin, Colour, Flesh, Flavour, Use,
Growth, Duration, Season, Price, &c.

RICHARD SMITH'S LIST
of Evergreen and Deciduous Shrubs, Rhododendrons,

Siand.-ird Ornamental Trees. Climbing and Twining Plants,

with their Generic, Specific, and English Names, Native
Country. Height, Time of Flowering, Colour, &c., and
General Remarks.

F>ICHARD SMITH'S LIST
^ of Roses, containing all the best of the new and old

van t; ties, arranged in their several sections, and fully

described as to their Shapes, Colours, and Adaptations
) their Treatment and Prices.

RICHARD SMITH'S LIST
of Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, with their Scientific

and English Names, Height, Colour, Time of Flowering,

piCHARD SMITH'S LIST
1-^ of all the Evergreen Fir Tribe suitable for Britain,

givln;: Size, Price, Popular and Botanical Names, Derivations.
Description, Form, Colour, Foliaae, Growth, Timber. Use in

Arts. Native Country, and Size there, Situation, Soil and other
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CUCUMBERS OF OLD.
(Comludalfrom p. 740.)

OBJECTS so conspicuous as the large and
often golden-hued fruits of the greater

Cucurbits would naturally come to be employed
by the early architects and artificers as models
for ornamental work, taking the same position as

Fir cones and Pomegranates, and like that

which Acorns have done in modern times.

Hence, under the name of pekaiin (the mascu-

line plural, /n/tyc/// being the feminine plural),

these self-same Colocynth-fruits—those perhaps

of other Cucurbits being included— are men-
tioned as suggesting decorations for Solomon's

Temple. " The Cedar of the house within was
carved wK'Ca. prkaim and open flowers" (i Kings,

vi. 1 8). They appear again as part of the orna-

ment of the " molten sea." " Under the brim

of it round about these -were pckaim " (vii. 24).

Hesitating, it would seem, over the exact signi-

fication, the Authorised Version in these two

passages translates pekaim by " knops." When
in 2 Chron. iv. 2— 5, the " inolten sea" is

described anew, instead of pekaiin the word is

bckariin, literally " oxen," the Authorised

Version follows implicitly ; but there can be

no doubt that here, as in many other places in

Chronicles, there has been an error on the part

of the penman.
In the Authorised Version the word " Gourd "

occurs a second time, being given as the trans-

lation of kikayon, the Hebrew name of the

plant provided miraculously for the nocturnal

shelter of Jonah. But kikayon does not appearto

have denoted any kind of cucurbitaceous plant.

No evidence whatever can be adduced on

behalf of "Gourd:" from the time of Jerome
downwards all the best critics have found the

equivalent oi kikayon in the Greek kiki, a name
apparently received by the Greeks from Egypt,

and denoting the Castor-oil plant (Ricinus

communis). That the Ricinus grew in ancient

Egypt has been proved by Cailland, who found

seeds in some of the sarcophagi or tombs ;*

there can be no doubt also that it existed in

ancient Palestine, the climate suiting it well. In

the neighbourhood of Jericho, says Hassel-

quist, " Eiiimis in altitiidinem arboris in-

siirnis^ The Egyptians, we are told by
Herodotus, employed the oil as medicine.

Later on there is a graphic description of the

plant by Dioscorides. " The Kiki, otherwise

called Croton, is a shrub of the height of a

sinall Fig tree, with leaves like those of the

Plane ; the seeds are enclosed in rough berries
"

(iv. 164). The oil, in the old pharmacist, is

KiKivov (kamv. In Pliny it becomes oleum cicinum

The calling forth of a Ricinus, though by

a miracle, would thus be quite in harmony
with the geographical station of the plant, and

the botanical pecularities are precisely such as

would render it eligible. A " Gourd" is incap-

able of standing erect. It requires a prop such

as will allow of the clasp of tendrils, and no

indication is given of such a support having

existed or being provided. The Ricinus, on

the other hand, is rich in noble independence,

and the amplitude of its prodigious leaves

would render it perfect as a shelter. When
the proposal to read " Gourd " instead of

Ricinus was first made, according to amusing
old Gerard, there was quite an uproar {Herbal,

p. 496). Whatever the kikayon really was,

matters little after all to the doctrine designed

Companion to the Botanical Magazii

in the story. What we have chiefly to look to,

says a pious writer, is that Jehovah, " by the

growth and speedy death of the plant, and his

attachment to it, taught Jonah a sublime lesson

of patient and forgiving generosity." Jonah
had chafed in spirit because the doom he had
uttered against Nineveh was not executed

;

and in the rise and fall of the kikayon he
received his objective lesson. (Kitto, Cycle-

pcFiiia of Biblical History, ii. 144.)

ALLIUMS OF Scripture.

The three alliaceous plants mentioned in the

record of the Israelites' murmurings after their

release from the bondage in Egypt, are the

oldest culinary vegetables named in history.

That the Leek, in the Hebrew called chatzir,

should be named so early, is remarkable, seeing

that in the opinion of Mr. J. G. Baker and
Mr. Bentham, the Allium Porrutn is simply a

cultivated form of the wild Allium Ampelop-
rasum. Chat::ir, in the original of the Old
Testament, usually denotes grass, signifying

primarily that which is verdant, and seems to

have been specially applied to the Leek in the

same way that in England we call the eatable

Brassicas "greens;" and again in the same
way that Asparagus, literally and originally

any kind of young green eatable shoots or

sprouts, has come to be the special name of the

most delicious of them all. Homer inentions

the Leek under the name of Trpda-ov, the word
which supplied the second half of chrysoprase,

the gem which in colour seems a compound of

Leek-green and gold.

The Onion, Allium Cepa, is in the Hebrew
be/sal, plural belsaliin, the rudimentary sense

of which word appears to be bulb. The ex-

cellence of the Egyptian Onions was in the

primiTval times proverbial, and they seem never

to have lost their character. Hasselquist, a hun-

dred years ago, describes them as distinguished

for their sweetness and softness, and adds that

in no country in the world can this vegetable be

eaten with more satisfaction and with less hesi-

tation than in Egypt. The native country was
probably some part of south-western Asia.

Homer mentions the Onion under the name of

Kpofi/ivnv. Served with honey, it forms the

repast of Nestor in the beautiful episode in

Iliad xi. It is mentioned also in the Odyssey,

xix. 233. Singular to say, though obviously a

common article of food in ancient Egypt—so

common as to be within reach of the enslaved

Israelites—some kind of superstitious reverence

was connected with the Onion, giving occasion

for the statement in some of the old Greek and
Roman authors, that the Egyptians actually

worshipped this bulb. Lucian and Juvenal both

say so. Possibly the true idea is, that the

Onion was dedicated to some deity, or that it

symbolised soine religious idea, or it may
simply have held a position similar to that of

the Leek in Wales at the present day. The
refusal to eat it on the part of the priests, as

described by Plutarch, rested probably on the

same ground as that of the Brahmins of India to

touch food which they consider vulgar, or it

may be that there was some confusion of the

Onion with the great round bulb of the inedi-

cinal Squill, an inhabitant of the sandy shores

of the Mediterranean, those of Egypt included.

In the unbotanical times to which these super-

stitious and curious old facts belong, nothing

would be more natural than for the Onion and

the Squill to be confounded, and for their

respective reputations to become entangled.

To this day the common Ornithogalum of the

cottage-windows is familiarly termed the

" flowering Onion."

Garlic, the last of the three ancient AUiacea,

is in the Hebrew plural, in the verse quoted,

shumim. This word denotes not the Allium
sativum, but the Eschalot, AUium ascalonicum,

the (TKopobov of the Greeks, and the AUiutn of

the Romans, Leo Crindon.
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New Garden Plants.
Odontoglossum Londesborouhianum, H. sp*

** There are no grand novelties from Mexico to be
expected in the Orchid line." This was my remark
the other day to an excellent Mexican Orchidist, M.
Kienast, whose name does not sound very Aztekian.

A short time has elapsed, and there has arrived a won-
derful surprise—a Mexican Orchidic beauty, boasting
bright colour, a new shape, fancy value, and last,

not least, novelty. And now I well remember that

Mr. Denning, showing me all the wonderful Orchidic
treasures of Lord Londesborough, brought his lantern

(for it was night) very near a Mexican Orchid, that

might have been compared with an extra strong
Odontoglossum bictonense with very rounded bulbs.

There was a long simple inflorescence with green
buds, and Mr. Denning coming nearer with his lan-

tern, delighted in pointing out some dark mottling,
he guessed to indicate future blotches. " Oh ! it

cannot be bictonense," he said, with a mixture of
fright and doubt, and hope and delight, "and very
rare it is. It comes from Messrs. Backhouse's grand
importation. There is one plant with Messrs. Veitch,
and here is the other ;

" and I watched a sly and
triumphant smile on Mr. Denning's face. "Yes, and
we shall be the first to flower it." There it is : it

has already been exhibited, and now it is prepared by
the press. Now we have only to address M. RoezI
for one of his little importations, provided Mr. Back-
house does not assist the Orchidic world. The flower
covers a half-crown piece. The sepals and broader
petals are light yellow, with many abrupt narrow
bars, concentric markings as in Odontoglossum Cer-
vantesii, but broader. The lip has the shape of that
of Odontoglossum citrosmum, but on each side of its

base is a small, blunt, narrow, retrorse auricle. There
is a nearly triangular concave caUus on the claw, and
a tubercle on each side before it, the blade being of
brightest yellow of Oncidium Rogersii, and there are
a very few brown blotches at the base. The wingless
yellow column is bent. This glorious novelty is dedi-
cated to its lucky possessor. Lord Londesborough.
H. G. Rchb, f. [It was exhibited at the meeting of
the Royal Horticultural Society on December 6, and
received a First-class Certificate. Kds. ]

Oncidium tigrinum (Lex.) albens.

I lately saw a good many specimens of this species in

English gardens, down to the small and narrow-lipped
O. unguiculatum. I feel, however, much surprised at a
variety whose single yellow decoration is the anther,
while all the other usually yellow parts are changed to

a white colour, with a very light ochroleucous hue. I

have to thank for it Mr. F. Newman, gardener to
W. H. Michael, Esq., Cholmeley Park, Hiehgate.
H. G. Rchb. f.

'
fc e

L.ELIA Dayana, n. sp.-\

An unexpected and lovely plant. Take a L:elia
pumila, and give the top a very dark purplish border,
similar very dark veins covered with dark, low lamella:

;

that is the L^^lia Dayana, named in honour of my
excellent correspondent, Mr. Day, who most kindly
sent me seven glorious flowers of this new Brazilian
plant. II you look over all the L.-elias we know of,

there is only Lcelia Jongheana that may be compared
with it. Now, Ltelia Jongheana has the well-known
expanded flower ol Lffilia majalis, the borders of the
lip exceedingly crisp, and the lamellse much deeper

;

also some short, abrupt lamella; on the sides at the
base. Our plant has the more tubular shape of the
flower of Lselia pumila, expanding only for awhile

;

the sepals and petals are not very different in width,
while the petals of Lcelia Jongheana are much broader.
It is a very nice addition to our collections. I hear
there are some specimens to be seen with Mr. Low at
Upper Clapton. H. G. Rihb. f.

Mesembryanthemum vittatum, N. E. Br.

Subacaulescent, crespitose, forming dense tufts
14—2 inches high, glabrous. Leaves 6—8, equal or
one a little shorter than the other, connate at the base,
erect, I— Ij inch long, 3—4 lines broad, fleshy, lan-
ceolate, acute, mucronate, broadest at the middle,
sometimes one side is more bulging than the other,
semiterete, with a dilated, truncate or oblique keel,
at the apex only, green, not at all glaucous, rough
from being covered with numerous raised dots or
small tubercles. Peduncle one-flowered, as long or

* OdonioglossumLondesboroughianum.—Racemosum :sepalis
oblongis apiculatis unguiculatis ; tepalis oblongis obtuse apicu-
latis crispulis latioribus ; labello basi ulrinque obtuse sagit-
tato ungue elongate calloso : lamina antica transverse reniformi

;

callo baseos triangulo excavata
; papula utrinque anteposita

'

columna .iptera curvata.—Ex Mexico introd. dom. Backhouse,
H. G. Rchb./.

\ LcBlia Dayana.—Vuhu Lailia pumila; : L^bello trifido,
laciniis lateraljbus prope rectangulis antice minute denticulate
serratis ; lacinia media porrecta subquadrata emarginata denti-
culata serrulosa ; carinis 7 humilibus subparallelis a basi in
discum lacioiae mediae ; columna apice utrinque angulata.

—

Flores Iste lilacini : labelli discus pallidus albidus : limbus
SHpenor lacmiarura lateralium purpureus ; anterior ac illi lace-
nia: mediae profunde atropurpurea; ; carina; 7 pulchre *alro-
purpurea;. Columna vulgo alba nunc alropurpurea.

shorter than the leaves, | inch, subterete, bibracteate
at the very base, smooth, pale green. Calyx shortly
obconic, five-parted, lobes equal, deltoid acute,
mucronate, 3—4 lines long, 24 lines broad at base,
green, covered with raised dots or small tubercles.

Petals as long or scarcely exceeding the calyx lobes,

4—4j lines long, in 2—3 series, linear, obtuse,
entire, bright shining yellow, paler on the back, with
a narrow red line down the centre, on both sides.

Stamens all converging to the centre, white, all fertile.

Stigmas seven, laterally compressed, erect.

The dwarf compact habit, the small but freely

produced flowers, with their brilliant yellow petals,

each with a deep red line down the centre, constitute

the distinguishing characters and greatest charms of
this pretty species. It was sent from South Africa
by Mr, Hutton to the Royal Gardens, Kew, where
it flowered in November of this year. Its position in

the genus is in the section Aloidea, and it will stand
next to M. albinotum and M. albipunctatum, which in

the F/ora Capensis^ p. 396, are wrongly united into one
species ; from both these it distinctly differs in its very
much shorter and diflerently coloured petals, which
are of a different shape to either species ; and other
less important characters. N. E. Brmvit.

Anthurium Veitchii.*

Last week we figured a handsome stove Aroid,
introduced to the nurseries of Messrs. Veitch by Mr.
Wallis. The plant of which we now give figures

and description (figs. 142, 143) was introduced from
Colombia by the same collector, at whose request the
plant is named as above. It has a double claim to
attention by reason of its effectiveness as a decorative
plant, and by reason of its singular structure. In habit
and size it is not widely different from many similar
so-called stemless Anthuria. The leaf-stalks are per-

fectly cylindrical, between 2 and 3 feet in length, and
provided at the top with a thickened joint or
"geniculus" about I inch in length. The blades
of the leaves measure about 2 feet in length,

Fig, 142.—ANTHURIUM VEITCHII,

[Stamen, perianth-segment, ovary and vertical section of the
same, all magnified],

are leathery in texture, bright green above, paler
beneath, and studded with minute punctulations. The
blade of the leaf is attached in a peltate manner just
within the basal margin ; in shape it is entire, ovate-
oblong, acute, cordate at the base, the two rounded
lobes being separated by a funnel-shaped sinus. / The
midrib is much thicker near the basal than in the
other portions of the leaf ; on the upper surface near
the base it is rounded, while near the apex it becomes
depressed ; on the lower surface it is wide and flattened

near the base, but about the middle of the blade it

becomes narrower, prominent, and angled or
keeled. The secondary nerves are arched, depressed
on the upper surface, sharply prominent on the lower.
Near the edge they anastomose one with the other, so
as to form an intra-marginal vein. The tertiary veins
are netted and obscure in the fresh leaf, but become
more obvious as it dries. The peduncle is cylindrical
or slightly angular, whitish, one-half to one-fourth the
length of the petiole. The spadix is spreading, free,

coriaceous, white, oblong, many-nerved, with a long
subulate point. The spadix is scarcely as long as the
spathe, cylindric, obtuse, whitish or pink, 2—2^ inches
long, densely covered with whitish flowers. The
perianth segments are white, obtuse, conduplicate,
truncate at the apex. The filaments are flat, the
anthers two-celled. The ovary is cylindric, oblong,
obtuse, constricted in the middle by abortion one-
celled, with imperfect ovules. The style is absent, and
the stigma rudimentary.

* Anthurium Vettchii, Mast,—Acaulis seu caudice con-
tracto donatus

: petiolis elongatis teretibus nee canalicu-
latis, geniculo pollicari tereli incrassato munitis ; laminis
2-pedalibus paulo intra basin peltatis, coriaceis glabris, supra
nitidis subtus pallidioribus impresso-punctulatis, ovato-oblongis
acutis yel acuminatis, basi cordato-bilobis, lobis rotundatis sinu
infundibuliformi separatis, nervo medio supeme prominente,
subtus. prope basin, complanato, sursumattenuato prominenter-
que carinato. nervis secundariis remotiusculis arcuatis, superne
depressis subtus prominentibus, paulo intra margines in nervu-
liim marginalem confluentibus

: pedunculis teretibus petiolis
vix brevioribus : spatha libera demum reflexa coriacea, albido-
ebumea. 3 poll, long., i poll, lat,. plurinervia. apice longe
parumque abrupte acuminata, basi subcordato-biloba. lobis sese
incumbentibus ; spadice spathji vix breviore basi libera erecta
tereti obtuse 2

—

z\i poll. long, sessili vel intra spatham breviter
stipitato, undique ftoribus atbidisroseo-tinctis obtecto

; perianthii

Mesembryanthemum ficiforme. Haw. ; Haw,
Rev., p. 83 ; D.C. Prod, iii., p. 417.

This species, which is omitted inthe/Vwo Capmsis,
has lately flowered in the Royal Gardens, Kew. The
Ilowers have hitherto remained undescribed ; there is

a MS. drawing of the plant without flowers in the
Kew Herbarium, taken from a specimen presented to

the Gardens by Mr. Haworth, which exactly agrees,

as also does the description, with the plant of which I

now describe the flowers.

Flowers about an inch in diameter, opening in

the afternoon, sweet scented something like the

Jasmine ; petals narrow linear, connate into a short

tube at base, which is included or exserted ; bright

pink.

This species was cultivated at Kew as M. nuciforme,
I have also seen it in Mr. W. Saunders' and Mr. T.
Cooper's collections under the same name. N. E,
Bro-m.

A VISION OF POINSETTIAS.
Imagine three long low span-roofed houses—so

low that one could scarcely stand upright in them,

and long enough to afford an excellent vista—and
these three houses filled with Poinsettias with their

scarlet bracts coloured to a degree of brilliancy that

seemed to dazzle the beholder on the darkest Decem-
ber day, and one can glean some idea of what I saw
a few days ago in the nursery of Mr. John Reeves, at

Acton. It u-as a sight as startling as it was unusual:

the glow of the richest carmine-scarlet reminded one

of the chalk stone of the Eastern sage, which had

become crimsoned into a magnificent ruby by "the
true heart's blood," during a lifetime of exalted

patience. Here were Poinsettias by the hundred,

growing in 4S-pots, scarcely a dozen among this great

number being more than 2 feet in height, and fur-

nished to the very base with healthy leaves. Some
of the heads of ensanguined bracts already measured

a foot at least in circumference, and they were as yet

not fully developed. How the brilliancy contrasted

with the gloom without !— it was like the fulfilment of

the prophecy in the Scandinavian Eififa :—

" With seething fire

The falchion of the mighty one

A gorgeous sun-light flaraeth."

Thousands of flaming sword-like bracts radiated

from centres composed of the insignificant yet

botanically, very interesting flowers. I thiuK there

was no mere empty boast, but the true ring of a justi-

fiable pride in the remark of Mr. Reeves, '* that he

would give two points and yet beat any other large

grower in the matter of colour, for he long since made
a reputation as a cultivator of Poinsettias." I am
bound to admit that a more brilliant colouring I never

before saw.

And yet the cultural processs followed at Acton is

a simple one—all these plants represented cuttings

put in in May last, each cutting being in a thumb-pot,

and plunged in bottom-heat. In about a fortnight or

so the cuttings begin to root, and at that stage the

cuttings are gone over thrice a week, and if any appear

to have struck root they are turned out of the pots to

ascertain this, and if found to be rooted are stood over

on a side stage where the surface-heat is the same,

but destitute of bottom-heat. According to Mr.

Reeve this is one of the most critical points in the

history of the young plants, for, singular as the state-

ment may appear, yet it is found to be a correct one

in practice, if the young plants are allowed to remain

plunged in bottom-heat after being rooted they are

very apt to rot off close to the soil.

As soon as the plants are sufficiently rooted they

are gradually hardened oflf and removed to the houses,

where they remain to flower. About the end of July

or early in August they are shifted into 4S-stzed pots,

and no other shift is given them. At this time of the

year plants so treated have their pots quite filled with

vigorous roots.

The successful culture of the Poinsettia depends on

the faithful observance of a few simple rules. There

is no secret whatever about Mr. Reeves' method of

culture, it is all summed up in a daily observance of a

certain round of attentions. The practice at Acton
may be summed up in these two rules—uniformity of

temperature, and great attention. There is no cod-

dling ; the plants are brought up with a kind of Spartan

secmentis albidis oblongis conduplicatis apice obtusis dorso sub*
comutis ; filamentis albidis complanatts ; anthersc loculis parallel-

ibus
; polliniscellulis globosis granulosis albidis ; ovario lineari*

oblongo obtusiusculo medio constricto intus ad basin, ut videtur,
abortu ? i-loculari ; stylo nullo, stigmate obsoleto : ovulis abor
tivis. M. r. Af.
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vigour, and it answers the purpose designed. They
have at the roots any quantity of water they will take,

and are sometimes treated to a little liquid cow
manure. There is no thought of starvation or resting

to induce the production of flowers. The plants are

never syringed overhead, and, though near the glass,

they are never shaded from the sun. A dry bottom

is of considerable importance, and there is just suffi-

cient fire-heat to maintain a comfortable but not a

heated atmosphere. Air is plentifully given, at the

same time cold draughts of air do not play directly on

the plants, *' Always give the plants plenty of air,

which induces brilliancy of colour," so says Mr.

Reeves,

The stages being low, about 2\ feet from the ground,

one is enabled to look down upon the plants which

BAMBOOS.
[Wi-: have received from Signor E. O. Fenzi, of

Florence, the following notes on certain Bamboos
cultivated in Italy, The notes were accompanied by
specimens, which we forwarded to General Munro,
whose remarks thereon will be found appended to this

article.]

No. I is a specimen of Arundinaria falcata

( = Thamnocalanius Falconeri) which has flowered this

year all over Italy, where however this plant is seldom
seen beyond the region of the northern lakes. This
fact has more evidently shown that A. falcata is not at

all synonymous with Bambusa gracilis, as many people

believed, and as is stated in several books of horti-

Other plants of the same kind that I possess, and
stronger ones too, have not shown any sign of flower-

ing. M, Riviere has stated that this Bamboo has

flowered this year somewhere in France as well as in

Algeria, The non- variegated type is still unknown
to me.

No, 3 (Phyllostachys puberula) has, under the
name of B. Duguilioi, Carr., been sent from the

Jardin d'Acclimatation du Bois de Boulogne, and
as I had received it under a provisional number
before this plant was named and described, I fancy
that some mistake must have taken place, as it

agrees much more with the description of B. flexuosa,

Carr, I had several plants of this kind, and last

winter they all began to bloom, young shoots as

well as old ones, and they have remained in about

Fig. 143.—ANTHURIUM VEITCHII. LEAVES 2 FEET LONG,

fill the stages on either side, and what a glowing

surface of it is presented ! Truly, there are compensa-

tions in Nature, and one of these is the glorious hue

of the Poinsettia at mid-winter—perhaps more glorious

(and how much more welcome ?) than that presented

by any other plant or flower when the full flood of the

midsummer sunlight is so lavishly shed over the

eanh.

The white variety is also grown by Mr. Reeves,

but not nearly so extensively as the species ; and a

little mere heat is required to get fine bracts. The
new double variety is somewhat later than the ordi-

nary form, which is perhaps an additional factor in

the sum of its great value.

From 6coo to 7000 Poinsettias are grown every

year by Mr. Reeves. He commences to market them
al out the second and third week in December, and

onwards till the end of February. R. D.

culture. B, gracilis may be considered rather as a hardy

perennial, losing its stems nearly every winter even in

the climate of Rome (in this last place it is almost the

only kind of Bamboo to be found), and it has never

been known to flower in Italy, as far as my infor-

mation goes. Two large plants of A. falcata in the

botanical garden of Pisa, about thirty-five years old,

have also flowered this year for the first time, and I

hear from the gardener that they are still alive but the

old stems are all withered, and he has had one of them
cut down to the ground : they have produced a

quantity of seed (of which a small parcel is affixed to

my specimen of A. falcata).

No. 2 is what goes under the name of B. Simonii

fol. var. ( = Arundaria Fortunei). A small plant in a

pot which I procured from a nurseryman in Florence

(who must have received it from Andre Leroy of

Angers) produced a few flowers on a single stem.

the same state through the last ten months, as is to be

seen by the different specimens :—No. 3 a being old

shoots taken in May
; 3 b young ditto, ditto

; 3 c old

ditto, taken in November
j 3 d young ditto, ditto.

Some of these plants are now nearly leafless, the

largest clump has, however, put forth a tolerable

number of new leaves, I have not been able as yet

to find any perfect seed on them, By-the-by this

kind is one of the hardiest here, but does not appear

to attain much height.

No. 4 (Phyllostachys nidularia, n, sp.) was the first

to show flowers with me in October, 1875, and it

has gone on flowering for the last twelve months—
the plant, of course, becoming very unsightly. Its

mode of flowering in nearly globular heads makes
it quite distinct from the other kinds I have men-
tioned before. This is an undetermined Bamboo,
which was brought over to Italy from Japan in the
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year 1868 by the Ma^enia, the first Italian cor-

vette that made a scientific voyage around the world.

(I think that the only surviving plant is the one in

my hands.) There were together other kinds, two of

them I believe to be B. aurea and B. nigra ; a fourth

one appears to be very much like B. mitis.

No. 5 (Bambusa nana) is a dwarl kind, with

minute foliage, of which I have unluckily lost the

name and the recollection of its origin, being one of

those numerous kinds too dwarf to be interesting

from a horticultural point of view. The flowers

appeared in September last. Can it be referred to

B. scriptoria?

To these notes I will add some observations which

may be not quite devoid of interest for persons engaged

in the culture of Bamboos.
The first one is about B. mitis or edulis, which

according to Fortune and other travellers reaches a

considerable height and thickness in northern China.

A plant of this kind in the garden of Marchese Corsi,

at Sesto, near Florence (brought there from my
garden), has produced this year a stem not less than

15 centimetres in girth, the thickest one I have ever

seen in our country. The soil where this plant is

growing is very deep, and lately, in removing some

plants of this kind in my own garden, I found that

B. mitis plunges its roots to a very great depth, while

many other kinds have all their roots very little under

the surface of the soil. The deeper the soil the bigger

the canes will come. This circumstance may also

account for the great hardiness of this Bamboo, which

must be exposed to severe cold in the mountains of

northern China. It seems unlikely that this plant

is the same that Poiret described as growing in the

tropical climate of Cochin China.

The second observation is about a strange pheno-

menon in B. nigra. The new stems appear in Italy

towards the end of April, and, as is generally known,

reach in a few days their total development in height.

Before the new leaves come out of their sheath, which

protects them, tov/ards evening, before and after sun-

set, the points of these sheaths or glumes are covered

with, or rather exude, drops of tasteless water in such

quantities that the noise o( the falling drops makes one

think it is raining. This phenomenon goes on during

the first hours of the night, and a considerable quantity

of water is thus excreted. If I were to risk an hypothesis,

it would seem to me as if the exuberance of the water

absorbed by the roots in the daytime was compelled

to flow out as soon as a certain change in the external

temperature takes place. When the new leaves have

appeared this phenomenon is no longer to be seen,

and it is hardly sensible in cloudy or rainy days. It

cannot be ascribed to the same cause that produces

dew, as I have remarked that at the same time the

other plants surrounding, namely the old leafy stems

of Bamboos, were absolutely dry. In other species

of Bamboo which develope at about the same period

of the year I have not been able to remark the same
fact, I remember having read somewhere that a

similar phenomenon of exudation had been observed

in some Aroids. Ought also the legendary tree of the

island of Hierro in the Canarian Archipelago be

considered as an analogous case? £. 0. Fmzi.

The specimens mentioned above having been sub-

mitted to General Munro, that gentleman writes as

follows I

—

No. I is true Thamnocalamus Falconeri, It is not

Arundinaria falcata, which is quite distinct, and can

always be recognised by having much larger leaves,

which are always hairy towards the base of the mid-

rib on the under-side. There is a very fine luxuriant

plant of true A. falcata growing in the Rev. II. N.

EUacombe's garden at Bitton Vicarage. This plant

has strong healthy canes, which are remarkably glau-

cous below the joints. I have also seen A. falcata at

Kew. I think it is very probable that the Bambusa
gracilis referred to by Signor Fenzi maybe A. falcata,

which Roezl mentions as "found commonly in the

Himalayas, at elevations from 7500 to 10,000 feet, its

annual stems being yearly beaten down by the falls of

snow, which protect its perennial roots from excessive

frost."

No. 2 is generally known in gardens as Bambusa
Foitunei, of which B. Simonii and B. Maximowiczii

are synonyms. I have seen both of the latter non-

variegated. It proves on flowering to be an Arundi-

naria, and should be called Arundinaria Fortunei,

No. 3 isPhyllostachys puberula—Bambusa puberula

of Miquel ; it is also P. stolonifera and P. diversifolia.

Miquel describes it as an excessively variable plant.

asSignorFenzi'sspeci(nensalsoshow;and Miquelstates

that it is known to the Japanese by eleven different

names. This plant flowered in the garden of the

Rev. H. N. Ellacombe, of Clyst St. George's Rec-

tory, in August last, and M. Decaisne has also kindly

sent me a specimen in flower which had been received

from China. It is quite distinct from Bambusa
flexuosa, which is a true Bambusa, and of which M.
Decaisne further kindly sent me a specimen from a

plant which flowered in Algiers, whence it had been

sent under the name of B. spinosa.

No. 4 is also a species of Phyllostachys, which is

at present undescribed, and for which I would suggest

the name of P. nidularia, as the flowers are collected

together in a compact little nest surrounded by bracts.

This may probably be B. bifolia of Siebold.

No. 5 is Bambusa nana of Roxburgh, B. c^esia.of

Siebold, B. glauca of Loddiges' Catalogue, with

numerous other synonym?. It is remarkable that the

flowers sent by Signor Fenzi should be in exactly the

same monstrous state as in some specimens of the

same plant sent to me in 1S66 by Mr. Thwaites from

Ceylon. This species flowered several years ago at

Kew. It is generally called the China Bamboo, and

I am surprised that it should be hardy in Florence,

With regard to the "phenomenon" mentioned by

Signor Fenzi, which he had observed in the young

shoots of B. nigra, I may as well mention that I have

constantly seen similar drops of water on the young

undeveloped shoots of B, vulgaris in Barbadoes. The

drops disappear as the sun rises, in that country. I

have also seen frequently similar-looking drops at the

ends of the leaves of Caladium bicolor, and very

conspicuously also at the points of the leaves of

Xanthosoma violacea. WiUiam Munro,

A SYNOPSIS OF THE KNOWN
SPECIES OF IRIS.—XV.

Troceeding with the bearded Irises, we come

Bext to the group of Iris germanica, marked by

many-flowered stems, branched low down, and over-

topping the leaves and spathes, green and herbaceous

in the lower half at the flowering time. The best

diagnostic mark of the species, so called, is in the

colour of the flowers, which in the typical forms

is as follows :

—

Name.
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with purplish brown veins, the beard bright yellow ;

standards obovate-unguiculate, deep lilac, erect, the same

breadth as the falls. Stigmas above i inch long, exclu-

sive of the deltoid crests. .Xnther above 4 inch long,

equalling the filament.

Spread all through the centre and South of Europe.

It is the commonest species in cultivation in cottage

gardens, flowering with us early in May, and is with-

out any distinct scent. There are varieties in which

the standards are as deep a purple as the falls, and

another in which they are sky-blue, and a form in

which the stems do not over- lop the leaves. From all

the forms of the squalens series it recedes by its earlier

flowering, longer spalhes and larger anthers.

91. /. neglecUi, Horn. Hort. Hafn. i., p. 55 ;
Rrem.

and Schultes, Syst. Veg., vol. i
, p. 461 ; Bot. Mag., t.

243s; Spach, Hist. Phan., vol. xiii., p. 61; Klatt, in

Linnrei, vol. ,\x.\iv., p. 603.—Rhizome stout, short-

creeping. Leaves ensiform, slightly glaucous, purple at

the base, 12—15 inches long, i—jj inch broad. Stem

l^— 2 ieet high, bearing 3 or 4 terminal spathes,

branched above the middle. Spathe-valves oblong-

navicular, i

—

1\ inch long, obtuse, green in the lower

part at the flowering time, much tinged with purple
;

ovary subsessile, cylindrical, t inch long; tube greenish,

a little longer than the ovary ; limb 2 inches deep
;

falls

obovate-cuneate, bright lilac, i— ij inch broad, much

striped on a pure white ground, the beard bright yellow;

standards obovate-unguiculate, I Jinch broad, bright light

unstriped lilac. Stigmas I inch long without the deltoid

crests, violet in the centre pissing into white along the

edge. Anthers i inch long, shorter than the filament.

One of the commonest garden forms, not known

anywhere in a wild condition and in all probability

derived from squalens. It flowers at the beginning of

June in our London gardens and has no decided scent.

lo Mr. Barr's catalogue the names of nineteen garden

varieties are given that range here. It is perhaps the

most handsome species of the group. The most note-

worthy form is called Fairy Queen. It has standards

and falls under i inch broad, both uniform in colour,

and striped throughout except at the very tip with

- bright lilac-purple on a pure white ground.

92. /. hyirida, Relz, Obs. Bot. iv., p. 6 (i8ro);

Rcem. and Schultes, Syst. Veg., vol. i.,p. 482; /. ama-rta,

D.C. in Red. Lil., t. 336(1812); Sweet, Brit. Flow.

Gaid., ser. 2, t. 165 ; /. varieg,it,i var. amxna, Spach,

Hist. Phan. xiii., p. 58.—Rhizome as in the last.

Leaves i foot long, scarcely at all glaucous, l— ij inch

broad, saturated with purple at the base, prominently

veined. Stem fjiked low down, with three or four

terminal spathes. Spathes oblong-navicular, obtuse,

1^—2 inches long, green in the lower half at the flower-

ing time. Ovary nearly sessile, | inch long ; tube rather

longer than the ovary; limb 2-2J inches deep; falls

obovate-cuneate, i^— iv inch broad, reflexing half way

down, plain, deep hiac-purple at thetip, copiously veined

lower down with the same colour on a pure white

ground, the beard yellow; standards the same breadth,

erect, obovate-unguiculate, pure white, or slightly tinged

with lilac. Sligmas pure white, i inch long, exclusive of

the crests, which are lanceolate-rhomboid, | inch long.

Anthers f inch long, much shorter than the filament.

A handsome garden race, of unknown origin—in

my view, like the last, derived from squalens. It has

no decided scent, and flowers in our London gardens

early in June. It passes by gradual intermediate

stages into neglecta. A handsome allied form called

Bridesmaid has a limb 2| inches deep ; standards

white suffused with lilac ; falls pure white in the centre,

tinged with lilac at the edge, and furnished with a few

distant bright lilac veins in the lower half. There are

twelve forms of amosna enumerated in Mr. Barr's

catalogue. J. G. Baker.

NEW PLANTS CERTIFICATED
BY THE FLORAL COJIMITTEE AT THE ROVAL
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S MEETINGS, 1S75.

•," F.C.,First-dass Cntifica
cate: H.C., Hishly (-

Cointncndatioii.

Abutilon Darwii

"„ Phoebe '.'.
'.'.

'.'.

,, Rev. T. Staniforth

„ Sifltan

„ Thalia
Aqiiilegia fornios.-i

Aralia Veitchii graclllima
Aster (quilled) Unique
Auricula (show) Alexander

Meiklejohn . . .

.

Veitch
Veitcl:

Veitch
Veitch
Veitch

Veitch
Veitch
Veitch
Dean,
Veitch

& Sons, March 15—F.C.
& Sons, April 5-F.C.
ice. May 17-F.C.
& Sons, Feb. I6-F.C.
& Sons, March 15—F.C.
& Sons, Feb. 16—F.C.
& Sons. Feb. 16-F.C.
& Sons, Feb. 16— F.C.
& Sons, Feb. 16-F.C.
& Sons, March 15-F.C.
May 3-1; C.

& Sons, May 17-F.C.
Sept. 6— F. C.

Douglas, April 19—F.C.

Auricula (show) Gertrude
KniRlit Turner, May 3-F.C.
„ (alpine) Bessie Ray .. Turner, April lo-l'.C.

,. „ Charles Lidgard .. I'urner, May 3-F C.

,, „ Slough Kival .. Turner, April it) -F.C.
Azalea Duke of Edinburgh .. Parsons, May 3- F.C.

,. imhn.-ata Veitch & Sons, June 5I-FC.
„ J.-an Vervaene .. .. Veitch & Sons, May 17— F.C.

Beconia Davisii .. .. Veitch & Sons. Aug. a—F.C.

,, E.srclknt Perkins, Sept. 6-F.C.
,, m.ij.stica Perkins. Sept. 6-F.C
,, Miranda Froebel & Co., Aug. 16-F.C.
,. (in.. Forster .. .. Froebel & Co., Aug 16—F.C.

., Viscountess Doneraile .

.

Veitch & Sons, July 19-F C
Koronia elatior Veitch & Sons, May 17— F.C.

Carnation (tree) Scarlet De-
fiance Turner, Nov. 8—F.C. ,

Casiiarina sumalr.ana fas a
decorative plant) .. Strahan, Nov. 8— F.C.

Cineraria (double) King Al-
phonso E. G. Henderson & Son,

May 17— F.C.

Claytonia caroliniana .. .. Wilson, Alarch 15—B.C.
Clenialis Dukeof Connaught.

.

Jackman & Son, June 7—F.C.

,, Enchintress .. -. Cripps & Son. June 7— F.C.

,, lanuginosa violacea .. Noble, May 17— F.C.

,, Proteus Noble, May 3—F.C.

„ 'Ihe President . . .

.

Noble, April 5—F.C.

,, Venus Victrixl .. .. Cripps & Son—June 7—F.C.
Cruton Macafeeanus .. .. Veitch & Sons, April 19— F.C.

„ Mooreanus .. .. Veitch & Sons, June 7-B".C.
Cyclamen persicum Purple

Gem Little, March tj-F.C.
Cypripedium selligerum .. Veitch & Sons, May 17— F.C.
Dahlia Burgundy .. Turner, Oct. 4-F.C.
„ C.an.ary Turner, Aug. 16— ['.C.

„ Chris. Ridley .. .. Turner, Oct. 4-F.C.
., Drake Lewis .. .. Turner, Aug. 16—F.C.
„ Earl of Beaconsfield .. Rawlings, Sept. 6— F.C.

„ Figaro Turner. Sept. 6-F.C.
,, J. VV. Lord .. .. Keynes, Sept. 6-F.C.
,. Minnie Bond .. .. Keynes, Sept. 6-F.C.
„ Mrs John Downie .. Keynes, Sept. 6-F.C.

Dtndrobium bigibbum su-

pcrbum .. .. Veitch & Sons, Aug. 16— F.C.

,, teretifolium .. -. Denning, Jan. tg— F.C.
Dracaina C^rolella: .. .. Wills, Nov. 8—S.C.

„ Gladstone! .

.

.

.

Wills, Oct. 4— F.C.
Echinocactus cylindraceus .. Croucher. June 7— F.C.

Ep.acris onosmxHora fl pi. .. W. Bull, March t—F.C.
Eryngium pumilum .. .. Green, July 5— B.C.

Gladiolus Dr. Hogg .. .. Kelway&Son—Aug. 16— F.C.

„ Lady Alierdare .. .. Kelway & Son. Aug.5i6-F.C.
,. Kcv, M, J. Berkeley .. Kelway & Son, Aug. 16-FC.

Gl.ainia Exrrlsinr .. .. Veitch & Sons, June 7— F.C.
Oodetia I.ady Albemarle .. Daniels. Aug. 2 -FC.
Grevill. J I'lflssii .. .. Rollisson&Sons.Mar.i—F.C.
f;yiiiii .Ji .:iini Ml ni .. Brown, July 19— F.C.
H.,'1 i' N l.i .. Newell, June 7-F.C.
Hei .~ :. Rose Wilson, March i—H.C.
ILilU,, . ;. \ :,_. ,

M,...;„ .. Chater. Aug. 2— F.C
Hy.iuiiih i:..;Otu Li..u .. Veitch&Sons.March 15-F.C.
„ Sulla Veitch&Sons, March 15— F.C.

„ The Shah .. .. Veitch&Sons, March 15—F.C.
I.ilium neilgherrense .. .. Wilson, Sept. 6—F C.

Lobelia St. Martin's Blue .. Ross. Aug i'— F.C.

„ subnuda Wilson. Sept. 6—S.C.

Maranta Massange-ana .. Veitch & Sons, Oct. 4— F.C.
Mesembryanthemum trunca-

tellum Green. Jan. 19-B.C.
Microlepia anlhriscifolia .. Backhouse &Son,June 7—F.C.
.Mimulus moschatus Harrisonii Harrison & Sons, June 7—F.C.

„ (.seedling for strain) .. E. G. Henderson & Son,
May 17-H.C.

Mormodes luxatum eburneum Lawrence, June 21— F.C.
Odontoglossum Chestertoni .

.

Veitch & Sons, March 1 3—F C.

,, cirrhosum .

.

.. .. Brunton, April 5— F.C.
Oncidium Londesboroughi-

anum Denning. Dec. 6— F. C.

PelargoniumldecorativelQueen
of Stripes .. .. Rawson, May 3—F.C.

„ (doub'e) Amelia Baltet.. Lemoine, August 2—F.C.

„ (semi-double) Leaming-
ton Lassie .. .. Hawley, July 19—F.C.

,, fdouble)Madame BucWer Cannell, Sept. 6-F.C.
,. (doublewhiteZonal)Mrs.

Trevor Clatke .

.

Laxton, July 5—F.C.

,, (ivy-leaved) Gem .. George, June 7—F.C.

,, (show) Lord of the Isles E. B. Foster. July 5— F C.

„ „ Sappho .. .. E. B. Foster, July 5—F.C.

„ „ Toby E. B. Foster, July 5— F.C.

,, (zonal) Vanessa (as a
decorative pLant) .. W. PauKt Son. April 19-F.C.

Phalitnopsis Veitchii .. .. VeitchS; Sons, March 15—F C.
Phyllanthus roseo-pictus .

.

Veitch S: Sons. April .9-F.C.
Picotee Princess of Wales .

.

Perkins, July 19—S.C.
Primula cortusoides amolna

laciniatiim .. Dean, May 3—F.C.
Primula Golden Queen .

.

Miller, May 3— F.C.
Pyrethrum aureuin laciniatum Osborn & Sons, May 3— F.C.
Relinospora tetragona aurea .

.

Barron S; .Son, Aug. r6— F.C.

Rhododendron Fisher Holmes Fisher Holmes & Co., April 5.

-H.C
„ M.aiden's Bbish .

.

.. Veitch ft'Sons, Aug, 2—F.C.

, Princess of Wales .. Veitch S: Sons. April 5— F.C.
Rose (bedding) Queen of

liedders .. Noble, Aug. 3—F.C.

„ (H.P.) Duke of Con-
naught G. Paul & Son, May 3—F.C.

.. ,, Mrs. Laxton.. .. Laxton, July 19—F.C.
Stock Giant White Brompton

(for strain) .. .. Dean, June 7—H.C.
Ulricularia Endresii .. .. Veitch & Sons. July 19—F.C.
Xanthoceras sorbifolia ., Thibaut et Keteieer, ^larch 15— F.C.

PREMATURE GROWTH IN THE
ROOTS OF VINES.

The communication which appeared in the 6",;.-

duncrs' Chronklc (p. 716), relating the experience ol a

correspondent [Mr. Wildsmith] in exciting the roots of

Vines prior to their breaking, raises a question of the

most interesting and important nature, especially in the

cultivation of this most esteemed of all fruits. Vet if

the views entertained by your correspondent are correct

—and I have not the slightest doubt they are—how
completely they demolish one of the most generally

accepted, and I believe mischievous pet theories that

has ever exisled, not only as regards the Vine, but

a good many other plants we cultivate. The result

of your correspondent's practice in inducing root-

action in his Vines, previous to the development of

their buds and leaves, is exactly in accordance with

my own experience on more than one occasion, and

under diflerent conditions as to the state of the roots.

A good many years since I lifted the roots of some

Vines that, although strong, were in a close ad-

hesive border, and despite all I could do for them

were every year more or less affected with shank-

ing; the operation was completed as soon as

the crop was cut in the autumn and the wood

well ripened, the leaves yet having a good deal of

vitality in them. Only a very small portion of the old

border up to the collar of the Vines, with a few inde-

pendent roots in it, was left undisturbed. With care-

ful treatment both in taking up the roots and replacing

them as quickly as possible in the new border, and

doing all I could to preserve the leaves fresh, I found

that by the time the foliage was olf plenty of young

root fibres were formed. I then put on for the winter

enough litter to keep out frost, intending to let them

break of their own accord in the spring, then merely

keeping the house a little closer than if the object had

been to retard them to the utmost.

I was particularly anxious to secure a cop the fol-

lowing summer. Voung gardeners very often cannot

afford to lose a season as well as older men ; a break-

down on the part of the latter would frequently be

looked upon as unavoidable, where in the former case

it might be set down to a want of knowledge. Like

numbers of other young hands, \ had freely imbibed

the often-repeated plausible doctrine of the advantages

in getting the roots moving before the shoots. Con-

sequently some two months previous to the lime of

their breaking I had a good bed of leaves and

warm dung laid on the border that got hot

enough to warm the soil, and force the roots into

action, which it did in abundance. So far I looked

at the woik with the greatest satisfaction, and

expected, from Ihe strength of the Vines, and the

hard, fully-matured wood with the quantity of active

roots, that the eflTects of the lifting would be scarcely

perceptible ; but I was doomed to a serious dis-

appointment : they were very slow in breaking, and

when the buds did move, instead of being of that

round, plump description that indicates the necessity

for a free use of the scissors at thinning time, they had

the suspiciously thin, flat appearance that bodes badly

for a crop. I let them come on as slowly as they

liked, but the sho.^ts were thin and puny in the

extreme ; they showed a poor crop, many of the

bunches having that disagreeable disposition for twi.-t-

ing before they had made much progress ; bat what

perplexed me more than anything else was, that the

Vine at each end of the house was very much stronger

than the rest. Had it not been for this, I should have

unhesitatingly attributed their weakly condition to

the lifting. As soon as I noticed this, I set about

examining the roots. As might naturally be sup-

posed, the fermenting material had not been near so

warm at the ends as it was in the inner portion of the

bed, the result being that the Vines at each end were

found to have made little root progress as conpared

with the others. This opened my eyes not a little, but

I could not then so clearly see the full effects of this -

premature root -development, as I was afterwards

enabled to do, for, despite the much stronger condition

of the end Vines, which had made so much less

root-progress, I was disposed to attribute their breaking

weak to the check they had received in lifting. By
midsummer they began to gain strength very fast,

making stout wood ; the bunches were small, but the

berries large and as black as Sloes— they were all

Black Ilamburghs.

Some years after I had occasion to start a vinery,

containing several varieties, some ten weeks earlier

than it had been set to work before ; the Vines were

in good condition every way, fair strength of wood and

plenty of roots all through the border. It is a difficult

matter to unlearn, and notwithstanding my partially

shaken confi'lence in early root-action, resulting from

the experience with the lifted Vines, I had a lingering

inclination to apply fermenting material so as to en-

courage these in starting so much earlier than they had

been accustomed to. The usual dung-and-Ieaf mixture

was applied in sufficient time to induce the roots to

move simultaneously with or slightly in advance of the

buds. The bed got to a nice heat, and as I found,

by examining them, the roots were freely at work near
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the surface of the border ;
yet they broke unkindly,

and as weak as if they had been all but devoid of

roots, either active or dormant ; and, just as in the

former case, the Vines at each end of the house (the

roots of which had been less excited, by the fermenting

material over them not getting so warm) were much

stronger than the rest. The crop was not more than

half what it ought to have been, although they

gathered strength during the summer. This was the

last time I ever applied anything more to a Vine

border than simply something to keep out frost or

throw off excessive rains.

Much more has been said and written on the culti-

vation of the Vine than any other half-dozen sub-

jects with which gardeners have to deal, and it is of

such an accommodating nature that it can be made to

succeed, at all events for a time, under very different

courses of treatment, often giving fair returns whilst

struggling under an accumulation of untoward condi-

tions that would cause the death of many things we

grow. It is also tolerably clear that long, and with

many successfully, as it has been cultivated in this

country, there is yet much to unlearn as well as to

learn before its requirements, under the different condi-

tions it is grown in, are generally understood and

admitted. I hold that one of the first fallacies it is

desirable to explode is this, by many accepted, doc-

trine of the advantages derived from-root action pre-

ceding shoot and leaf development, not only in the

Vine but numbers of other plants. I am very far

from being one of those who advise an attempt to

imitate Nature indiscriminately in the cultivation of

plants, the treatment of which is by necessity wholly

artificial. Like domestic animals, they become so

changed under the altered conditions of their exist-

ence that in some things Nature would be the very

worst guide we could follow ; yet there are some

natural laws, so to speak, under which plants in the

wild state exist that we cannot subvert or dis-

organisation is certain to follow. The roots of

plants indigenous to every country that is subject to

a winter temperature more or less, are as a natural

consequence amenable to the fluctuations in the

temperature of the soil in which they are placed,

which from the time in the autumn when the sun's

power is so far declined as to reduce the temperature

of the air below that of the earth, gradually loses

heat until the returning power of the sun again be-

gins to raise the earth's temperature. But the effects

of the sun's r.iys are present in the air, and their

influence is brought to bear directly on the stems

and branches of plants before the temperature of the

earth in which the roots are placed is increased : hence

the swelling of the buds and commencement of leaf-

development with such things as the Vine is in

advance of root-action ; but when by artificial means

we raise the temperature of the soil in which the roots

exist in advance of the air with which the head of the

Vine is surrounded, we consequently subvert the

natural order of things to an extent that leaves little

room for surprise at failure resulting.

The practice of applying heat to the roots in

advance of top-growth is not a question confined

to the Vine alone, but extends to many other

plants in cultivation. Through experiments which

I have carried out for many years wUh large

numbers of stove subjects, I have long since

had ample and abundant evidence to convince

me that the use of bottom-heat to nineteen-twentielhs

of the plants that are generally subjected to it is a

mistake, for the simple reason that they can be grown

better without it. By this I mean, possessing all the

essentials that can be required, the growth stronger

and better solidified, and more in quantity, taking

into account all that is formed through the entire

year ; a greater disposition to produce flowers ; and

lastly, a more healthy vigour, that will- enable the

plant to live longer. I have also noticed that the

worst effects of bottom-heat to flowering plants are

apparent in such as, if not quite similar to the Vine

in being deciduous, are nearly so, and like it do not

produce their flowers on the mature wood of the pre-

ceding year, but on the young growth formed during

the present. I may mention in particular Allamandas,

Clerodendrons of the Thompsoni type, BougainviUea

glabra, and Dipladenias. I could always flower

Allamandas and Dipladenias in April without boUom-

heat, and I never could make them produce flowers

in quantity when bottom-heat was used, neither did

the latter ever through the season bloom in such pro-

fusion as the former.

I have also found that far the greater number of

evergreen stove plants do better in every way without

bottom-heat, or their roots being subjected to a higher

temperature than their heads. Such plants as for some

purposes may with advantage be submitted to bottom-

heat are mostly bulbs, that by this means can be

induced to push up their flowers quicker than without

it, especially in the winter-time ; but even in their

case the question of the well-being of the plants is

another consideration. I am ready to admit that in

some cases the use of a limited amount of bottom-

heat to a mixed collection of stove plants may

be the least of two evils, as in the case of a

house where there is an insufficiency of top-heat

at command, as by this means they may be kept

in a moderately heilihy state through the

winter ; whereas, if both the roots and the

heads of the plants were subject to a tem-

perature much below what they require, they would

either die outright, or become so stunted as to be use-

less. But this is outside the question, and I feel

convinced that only for such plants as are indigenous

to countries that know no change of season, except

from hot and dry to hot and' rainy, where conse-

quently the earth is always of a comparatively high

temperature, is bottom-heat requisite or of use. I am

well aware that this is contrary. to the views enter-

tained by many on the subject. We are so liable to

shape our. practice in accordance with preconceived

notions, that have become deeply rooted through long

usage, that we often adhere to the old treatment with-

out having tried any other, T. Baines.

SUMMER AND WINTER
BEDDING.

Much has been written as well as said against the

practice of allowing the beds in the flower garden to

remain unfurnished during five or six months of the

year, and the unsightliness of mounds of raw earth

conspicuously exposed for so long a period has been

much, and perhaps justly, condemned. On the other

hand, it may possibly be questioned if there is in

reality much cause for complaint, in the appearance of

the fresh soil of well-formed flower-beds exposed

to the beneficial influences of the winter's frosts, &c.,

in order to prepare the same for the reception, in due

time, of its summer occupants, such beds having at

the same time the usual surroundings of well-swept

and verdant greensward, dry and comfortable gravel

walks, together with ornamental specimen evergreen

trees and shrubs.

In most garden establishments, however, and

more particularly in those cases where, as most

frequently happens, the flower garden is seen from

the mansion windows, attempts will be made to

carry out to some extent a system of winter as

well as summer bedding, but with results very

often less satisfactory than might be the case. The

cause or causes for this are not far to seek, but

they^may nevertheless be here pointed out. In the

first place it may, I suppose, be taken for granted that

the summer flowering bedding plants ought to be

allowed to retain their place in the beds as long as

they continue to be ornamental, and this will generally

be the case until about the end of October or later

during mild autumns, such as the present has been.

Jn some parts of the country such plants were little

if at all injured by cold until after the middle of

November, while the various spring flowering plants

and bulbs generally used for the purpose of furnishing

the beds during winter and spring are necessarily kept

out of them much longer than is desirable, or until

the season is too far advanced to allow them to make

any progress before winterly weather sets in : indeed,

in the case of beds planted with bulbs they will

probably remain in their apparently unfurnished

condition for the next three months, presenting in all

respects an aspect the same as that of unplanted beds

—viz., mounds of bare earth. As regards even

the hardy spring flowering plants generally used for the

purpose the effect produced by them during the greater

part of the time they are allowed to occupy the beds

is much the same, as even the best of the so-called

spring flowering bedding plants, such as the Aubrietias,

Myosotis, Violas, &c., may be better described as

early summer than as spring flowers, and it is not

unfrequently found necessary to remove them from

the flower-beds while they are yet in the hey-day of

their beauty, in order to make room for their successors,

the summer bedding plants, the planting of which

cannot well be delayed longer than the last week of

May or the beginning of June. So that it may be

truly said that the flower-garden even when planted

with spring flowers and bulbs is to a great extent a

blank for the first three months after the summer

bedding plants have been removed, and the spring

bedders only attain to the height of their beauty very

shortly before the period arrives when it is necessary

to remove them from the beds. What I would beg

to suggest or recommend as an improvement upon

this state of things is by no means new, but is pro-

bably as old as the bedding out system itself. It has

to some extent been practised in many gardens, and

has also been recommended by abler pens than mine,

and the only wonder is that it has not become more

universally practised, viz., the system of planting the

flower-beds and borders immediately after the bed-

ding plants have been removed with dwarf-growing

ornamental-foliaged evergreen shrubs of various kinds,

in order to produce an immediate and pleasing effect

throughout the winter. With such shrubs may be

associated such hardy herbaceous plants and bulbs as

really do flower during winter, such as the Christmas

Rose and other Hellebores, Aconites, Snowdrops,

&c., together with various plants having white or

coloured fohage, like that of the well-known Cerastium

tomentosum, Veronica incana, Pyrethrum Golden

Feather, also various species of hardy succulent plants,

including the Serapervivum calcareum, Saxifrages,

Sedums, &c., all of which would be found useful for

marginal purposes in the beds and borders during the

winter months. A walk through any of our many
extensive nursery establishments where the produc-

tion of ornamental trees and shrubs is made a

speciality, will convince any one that there is no lack

of suitable materials with which to accomplish this

object in a satisfactory manner.

Plants suitable for this purpose would, of course,

involve a slight expense in the first instance, but

would be available for this purpose for many years,

and should they ultimately become too large, they

will even then be of increased value for the formation

of permanent plantations. Such plants may, if

thought necessary, be retained in pots, although in

very few cases will this be absolutely necessary, as

the frequent removals of the plants will have the

effect of inducing them to form roots near to the

collar or stem, and to retain balls of earth around

them, so that they may at any season, with little or

no check, be removed to or from the beds. When
such plants are not required in the beds they should,

of course, be plunged or planted in the reserve

ground, and have the necessary attention they may
require, such as watering, &c. Although most of the

plants which will be recommended for the purpose of

winter bedding may be readily increased by seeds,

cuttings, or division, still this can hardly be done with

the rapidity that ordinary kinds of bedding plants,

such as Pelargoniums, Verbenas, &c., are increased.

So that in most instances, where it is intended to pur-

sue a system of winter bedding out, it will be found

necessary to purchase young stock from the nurseries,

which may generally be done at a cheap rate, and

the plants can be rapidly grown on until they attain

to the desired form and dimensions to suit them for

the purpose in view.

The foliage of many hardy coniferous trees is ex-

ceedingly beautiful, and the habit of growth of the

plants when in a young state makes them very suit-

able for the purpose of winter bedding. An excellent

effect may be produced with young plants of such

species as the Cupressus Lawsoniana and its variegated

variety, when the latter becomes sufficiently plentiful.

Many of the varieties of the Juniper, Thujopsis

borealis, Relinosporas of various sorts, the gold and

silver variegated Yews, the various ornamental

foliaged Hollies, various ornamental varieties of the

Box tree. Daphnes of sorts, the gold and silver varie-

gated Euonymus japonicus, E. radicans variegatus,

the latter being admirably suited for margins to beds,

&c. ; small plants of the Phillyrea olea:folia, plants

with bloom-buds of the common Laurustinus,

Mahonia Aquifolium, Cotoneaster microphylla. Skim-

mia japonicp, with bright scarlet berries ; Aucubas,

bearing berries ; Ivies of sorts, Vincas, common

Rosemary, Yuccas, Erica herbacea, Calluna vulgaris,

and many other species of hardy trees and shrubs, will

be found useful for this purpose. Exception may

possibly be taken to this system of decorating the

parterre during winter and early spring, inasmuch as

it may be supposed to exclude many beautiful and

interesting spring flowers. This, however, is by no

means intended to be the case, as no suitable early
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flowering plant need be excluded, but only those

whose flowering season is not sufficiently early as to

have passed by the time the summer bedders require

to be planted out.

The massing system, or the planting of each bed

with only one or two varieties, need not during winter

be so closely adhered to as is usually done in the case

of summer bedding, and hardy early flowering bulbs

of various kinds should be planted among the shrubs,

while the surface of the beds may be carpeted with

such plants as the various kinds of sweet-scented

Violets, hardy Primroses, &c. Thus although the

planting of the beds with shrubs will, as intended,

produce an immediate effect, and prevent anything

like an interregnum between the two systems of bed-

were at least 400 blossoms to be seen at one view.

Such a display of the flowers of Cattleya Mossiffi,

we suppose, had never previously been witnessed.

The plants were of course of considerable size, and
in a high state of cultivation ; but, as has happened in

other cases with other subjects, the excessive bloom
of that summer weakened them, and thus it shortly

afterwards became necessary to break up the masses,

and make a fresh start.

The Cattleyas at Broomfield have now and for some
time past assumed much of their former vigour. They
are grown in the lean-to house represented in the ac-

companying view (fig. 144), taken from a photograph.

They are again being formed into sturdy, well-furnished

healthy specimens, and we may hope yet again to

see them flowering as grandly as they did on the

occasion above referred to. In the meantime, as our

ago. The estate probably owes this fine avenue to

Archibald, the great Marquis, born in 1598. Bat tha

general and comprehensive scheme of planting, to

which we have several times adverted, seems to have
been that of John, the second Duke, the McCallum
More of the Heart of MiJloUnan and of Jeanie Deans.
His rural tastes and eye for a good Ayrshire cow were
duly appreciated and noticed by Sir Walter Scott.

His life was a busy one, illustrious in war or peace j

and in the intervals of public duties, he planted his

Silver Firs, and formed the woods which we now
admire.

The Silver Fir was introduced into this country in

1603. John, second Dake of Argyle, was buried in

Westminster Abbey in 1743, leaving on the banks of

Fig. 144.—view of the interior of mr. Robert warners cattleya house,

ding-out, each bed and border'will nevertheless be to

a certain extent progressive in its development, and

the combination of ornamental foliaged shrubs with

hardy early or spring flowering plants and bulbs, will

have the effect of rendering the flower garden during

winter and early spring more interesting and enjoyable

than would otherwise be the case. P. Grieve, Culjord,

MR. WARNER'S CATTLEYA
HOUSE.

Some dozen years ago (1S64) we invited attention

to a magnificent collection of Cattleyas, which was

then flowering in the Orchid-houses of Mr, R.

Warner, of Broomfield, the collection consisting of

very many well-marked varieties, a considerable

number of which we then briefly described. There

illustration shows, they furnish a very striking and
interesting picture during the blooming period. It

can scarcely have happened that a collection so

extensive as this should have passed through such

vicissitudes without leaving some important cultural

lesson behind ; and perhaps Mr. Warner will not

object to tell our readers what has been the lesson of

experience he has learnt in the management of this,

one of the most useful, if not the finest, of all the

species of Cattleya.

INVERARY.
{Contirtited/rojn p. 743.)

The Beech avenue in Glenshiray at Inverary is

probably somewhat older than the Beech woods of

Wotton, near Dorking, which were planted by the

brother and predecessor of Sylva Evelyn 250 years

Loch Fyne thousands of acres of the new tree in his

young plantations. A road winds round the outer

edge of the woods for about two miles.

Leaving the town the loch is on the left, and an

unbroken line of hills covered with woods is on the

right. The Silver Firs, in this direction, stand on the

lower slopes, convenient for inspection daring an

evening walk. The site is steep, and the soil a

granitic gravel, through which water percolates freely

without remaining in the soil. On the higher ground

the Silver Firs are replaced by the usual Conifers of

the Scotch hills. The first tree we measured stands

near a lodge, almost on a level with the rond and

loch, and behind a low wall which fences the wood,

drooping its branches nearly to the ground on all sides-

Its circumference is 14 feet 8 inches at 5 feet from the

ground. The size of the Silver Firs along this road

is surprising, and they are counted by the thousand—
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some larger, some smaller than the one just measured.

It was our first walk— a stroll on arrival. A stalwart

young Highlander from Inverary assisted in the mea-

suring, and kept a &harp look-out up and down the

declivity for a bigger tree than the large one we had

measured. At last, about 2 miles from the town, a

big tree attracted us some yards up the slope. There

were many as big (perhaps a little bigger) than our

specimen of 14 feet 8 inches, but here was, without

doubt, the tree we wished to find. It measured

16 feet 4 inches at 5 feet from the ground. Like all

the rest, it holds its girlh to a great height, tapering

gradually to a height of 130 feet or 140 feet.

The declivity on which these grand trees grow

faces south and east, looking for the most part into

the loch.

Returning to the town up the avenue of Bteches

referred to in a former article, the following were the

measurements :— iS feet 6 inches, 17 feet, and 15 fctt

7 inches. The tiees are 20 yards from row to row,

which is exactly the right distance for a Beech avenue,

allowing sufficient width for the interlacing branches,

and admitting sunbeams and shadows through the

leafy screen. The distance from tree to tree is not of

so much importance. Some of these are 20 yards apart,

some half as much, and some not more than 5 or 6

yards ; and the effect remain? much the same whether

the distance be great or small. The main point is the

overspread or arch above, and a few yards differ-

ence in the distance of the trees in the row is

not conspicuous in a Beech avenue a mile long.

The high and pointed Gothic arch, which is charac-

teristic of a Lime avenue, would, on the contrary, be

destroyed if the trees were set too far apart. The

genius of the great planter enabled him to forecast

these points, or, rather, he mu^t have studied avenues

in England.

There is a town entry to the Beech avenue near the

quay, and the spot where the ancient stone cross from

lona has been erected, and close to the "Argyle

Arms," an inn notorious among tourists for the length

of its bills. Passing it, we immediately enter the

park. The lodge is appropriately ornamented with

the large leaves of the Aristolochia, a favourite creeper

here. Upon the greenest of greensward wiihin stand

a number of specimen trees, not too crowded so as to

hide each other, or to entirely conceal either the

Castle or the woods hanging on the hillsides above

the glen, or looking down into the waters of Loch

Fyne. Immediately around the Casile trees have

been very sparingly distributed, and the fatal error of

stultifying the windows with light-obstructing timber

has not been committed. An exceedingly ornamental

avenue of Limes on the south side is but slightly

obstructive, being incomplete. The effect obtained in

entering this avenue is that of a long aisle ending at

the hall door, which it seems to touch, but this effect

is an illusion skilfully produced by only a few trees,

which stop a long way short of the garden. When
the young trees which have been planttd in the

breaks of this avenue have attained a fair size, the

older ones will be down and it will still be incomplete

in fact, though not in effect—an avenue, and yet not

an obstruction. Trees cannot be absolutely perfect

when the lower branches have been gr;-z;d by

cattle. This has been prevented in the case of the

Lime trees, and their lower branches sweep the

ground. Their appearance is superb, and the more
so from their having assumed the columnar instead of

the rigid pyramidal shape.

The warm granitic subsoil of the park exactly suits

the Sweet Chestnut, and close to the dairy there is a

Chestnut of iS feet 10 inches—all our measurements

are at 5 feet from the ground—an Ash in full giowth,

standing near, measures 12 feet 10 inches, and carries

an unbroken trunk of 35 feet. Other big trees in the

open park challenge measurement, but alter calling on

Mr. Caie at the gardens, we plunged at once in medias

res^ which may be translated " into the shrubberies."

Here such details as measuring ceased awhile.

The great trees are too numerous to be measured,

and they seemed too majestic to permit of such a

liberty being taken with them. Here, by the river-

side above the Castle, is the proper place for avenues,

lines of trees and formal walks, and here accordingly

we find them. There is a soft green and thick-piled

cirpet stretched beneath the trees here and along the

glades. I[ is velvet to thetread, Polytrichum commune
IS the name of this very beautiful carpet ; the Maker
i^ He who paints the Lily and perfumes the Violet.

Royalty sometimes uses it as well as more humble

follt from Glasgow and elsewhere, fe^y can walk

upon it, in this paradise of trees, without a sense of

gratitude to an overruling power. The trees stand in

the thickest places, trunk by trunk—as near as is pos-

sible in structures of such size—symbols of stability.

A Scotch Fir comes first for measurement—cir-

cumference at 5 feetj 13 feet; height at least 120

feet ; runs up with a big, unbroken trunk quite

40 feet ; has ihe support of a chain for its two leading

branches. Next to it is a Sycamore of li fett

10 inches, and 30 feet from earth to crown, with a

noble round head of seven or eight branches, covered

thick with the epiphyte of Inverary— the Polypody.

The height of this tree renders it more striking in

appearance than many Sycamores with larger trunks.

The same may be said of a Beech close by, with a

trunk of 14 feet 6 inches, diminishing very gradually,

and measuring 100 fett from the ground to the top-

most twig. There is a Larch on this level which

Mr. Caie has lately noticed in the Gardeners'

Chronicle, two large Tulip trees not far off, and

numerous fpeciraens of all the characteristic trees of

the estate, developing their grand proportions upon

an alluvial and granitic gravelly loam. On a sunny

bink near this part of the grounds the Queen planted

a Silver Fir this time last year, and the Princess

Beatrice iin Austrian Pine, which both look well.

Continuing our walk with Mr. Caie, we passed

through some of the commemorative trees, planted in

the time of the present Duke, and illmtrating in some
sort a life continually associated with great trees and

distinguished men, A most interesting commemora-
tive tree is the Sweet Chestnut planted by the great

Liberal leader, Henry Petty, Marquis of Lansdown,

who vi:=ited the Castle in 179S, and again, when old

and famous, in 1S59. Other names on labels attached

to carefully fenced young trees are those of Earl

Russell, Livingston, Gladstone, Biight, Dean Stanley,

Guthrie, and many others eminent in the Liberal

camp either in politics, wit, science, war, or religion,

and sometimes in two of them combined. A Cedar

of Lebanon, small in size, and raised from a

seed brought from its native mountain by a member
of her family, was planted last year by the Queen.

This large and interesting family of trees is destined,

we hope, to prosper and to attain, some centuries

hence, an honoured and well secured old age, safe

frum the catastrophes which have buried the living

world of former periods beneath the unsteady surface

of this part of Scotland,

In visiting the commemoration trees we entered the

gardens surrounding the Castle. Three trees upon
the lawn stood against the sky with the loch in full

view, the distant mountains, and Duniquoich. They-

stood close to the windows and apparently conscious

of desert and contending for the prize of beauty. A
Chilian Pine hard by, a sturdy, green, up-standing,

prickly fellow, seems to criticise their claims. There
is a tall, graceful specimen of the " Lidy of the

Woods," a Deodar, *' Tree of the Gods," a pyramid
of light green foliage lined with silver, and a Larch
grown for ornament, with the firm trunk seen

through the exquisite light green foliage—a fascinat-

ting tree.

Of course only trees of the highest ornament should
be admitted so near the house, and they ought not to

prejudice the free admission of light and air. " What
an intolerable nuisance these trees are," remarked a

proprietor of some Tulip trees which his misanthropic

grandfather had planted under the windows of a

drawing-room. But when we gently urged their

removal, a sigh was the only response. Trees in the

wrong place are a double dilemma ;
" To be, or not

to be?" is a question proprietors are continually asking

in regard to them, without being able to arrive at a

decision. //. Evershca.

{To he continued.)

PLANT HOUSES.
Plant Stove.—Where stove plants are grown on

the system of giving them comparatively short rest,

with consequently a longer season of growth than used
to be considered essential to their well-being, and
where some increase is made in the temperature of
the stove soon after the advent of the new year, fresh

tan should now be got in. Those who advocate the
application of bottum-heat to stove plants generally
now very frequently dispense altogether with the old-

fashioned tan-bed, substituting in its place pipes laid

underneath, with some plunging material above.
After experimenting for several years with and with-

out bottom-heat to plants of many kinds that require

the application of artificial heat continuously, I have
lung come to the conclusion that for by far the greater

number of such as we cultivate in our stoves bottom-
heat is not required, and to many it is positively in-

jurious, inasmuch as they can be made to do better

without it. Another and most serious evil conse-
quent upon the use of bottom-heat in houses con-
structed on the ordinary and most convenient principle,

is, that by plunging the plants, their heads are placed
very much too far from the glass. But although dis-

approving of the use of bottom-heat, I would by no
means dispense with the bed of tan, but would greatly

prefer that it should be present in a larger bjdy
than provision is made for in the construction of

most stoves. If the centre pit in the stove is

made so as to hold from 4 to 4.^ feet in dep:h
of this material, all the better ; it will relam a
heat of from 90" to 95" for three months. This,

on the score of economy in fuel alone, will be
found the cheapest heat that can be used, as it will

greatly assist the pipe-heat, especially when most
wanted—in severe frosty weather and during extremely
cold night?. Apart from this there is nothir g we
can use, to improve the condition of the atmosphere in

making it congenial to the growth of the plants, so

good as a body of fermenting tan. The present is the

best time for getting it in. In country place?, where
the tanners use nothing but native bark not ground
very fine, it is generally worth while to silt the con-

tents of the old bed, retaining that which is least

decomposed to mix with the new, but when fine

ground foreign bark is used for tanning, it is usually

so far gone after being a year in the btove as not to be
of any use. Advantage should be taken of the pit

being cleared out to re-point the brickwork and give

it a good coat of thick hot lime-wash, and if the

bottom of the pit is sprinkled with an inch

of newly slacked lime, it will destroy the many
small worms that are generally found there,,and which,
if only a few are present, soon fill the new tan in

quantities ; when, even if the plants are not plunged,
but merely stood upon the surface, they get into the

pots, where they do serious injury. Tne disarrange-

ment of the plants will give an opportunity for wash-
ing the glass and woodwork if required ; two or three

times in the course of the year is not too often to

repeat this operation in houses where a good deal of
moisture is used, causing the glass to become obscured
with a dirty deposit that excludes light, of which we
are now for some lime deficient.

No plant has in recent years been taken in hand
wherein there is such a decided improvement in both
the varieties raised, and also in the cultivation, as Bou-
vardias ; the weak, straggling, stunted examples that

used to be seen generally subjected to greenhouse treat-

ment, where they barely existed through the winter—at

which time when properly managed they are the most
useful—gave a very imperfectidea of their unsurpassed
adaptability for bouquets, buttonhole flowers,

and filling small vases. They furnish the colours

of pure white, red, and pink, with a light

elegance of form, combined with fragrance and con-
tinuity in habit of blooming, such as are not collec-

tively present in any other tiower that I recollect
; yet

in a great many private places, where cut flowers

are in regular demand, Bouvardias are not seen,

simply, I believe, through the little merit they pos-

sess when indifferently treated. If plants that have
been well prepared through the summer are now sub-

jected to a night temperature of 65°— or 70° will be

still better, if it can be given ihem, with a position as

near the glass as they can be stood— it will keep them
growing on and flowering. Every bit of new wood
that is formed will, when a few inches in length,

bloom. If a ihelf overhead in a house where winter

Cucumbers are grown can be spared for them, two or

three dozen plants will produce during the winter a

quantity of flowers. One of the best ot all hardy sub-

jects for winter forcing is the common Liurusiinus
;

this also is not so generally used for the purpose as it

deserves. It is the freest of free flowerers, the blooms
stand long, and look well when cut ; and it is equally

adapted for conservatory or greenhouse decoration. It

should not be forced iu too high a temperature; 55*

in the night, with 10° more in the day-time, will not

only bring the flowers out pure white in colour, but

they will last longer than if brought on in more heat.

T. Baincst

Orchids.—With a moderate share of success in

the cultivation of these plants, the different divisions

that during the early autumn months were rather spare

of bloom should now wear an aspect of brightness and
gaiety, for a number of things will be flowering and
coming on now, thus ensuring a continuance of bloom
and attractiveness. First to be mentioned are the

Calanthes— Veitchii and those of the vestita section.

Where room can be given these should be gro^vn in

quantities, and flowering now when so much is dull

and drear, their long drooping spikes of flowers are

very pleasing, more especially when they are inter-

mixed with a few Ferns and fine-foliage plants. A
capital plant to stand among them, and one that
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throws up the beauty of ihe flowers more perhaps
than anything that can be obtained for the purpose, is

Gesnera exonientii. This should be grown in 6 or 8
inch pots, three or four bulbs placed in a pot, and grown
on in a nice brisk heat from about June till the time
the Calanthes cnmc into flower ; then the broad, dark
velvety foliage of the Gesnera placed under the light
arching spikes of the Calanthes causes the beauties of
Imih to be much more apparent than if the two sorts
were staged apart by themselves. If the Gesneras
are strong, the spikes of bloom they will push up are
very gay and pretty. Of C. Veitchii there are several
varieties all worth growing, and generally free-flower-
ing

; there is, however, one that is usually called
superba (though the same variety is not always found
under the same name), in which the pseudobulb does
n If, as a rule, attain to such a lengih as in some of the
'jjier varieties, and which is also lacking inlhenarrow-
1 ig o( the bulb at about half its length. The bulb of
this generally is very broad and stout at the base, and
tapers olT to the point, so that it is of a more
conical form thin many of the others. The flowers
of this also are much deeper in colour, the
colour persisting until the flowers perish, whilst in
many others the coluiir fades soon after the flowers
are open. Some of the early Dendrobium nobile in
baskets should now be in flower ; these are ever wel-
come, and for cutting purposes are far before any
01 her grown at present, though doubtless by- and- by
Ainsworthii will run it very hard. Let one or two be
gradually brought on from the cooler houses and
placed in the warmer divisions, to succeed those
aheady in bloom. By this means flowers may always
be had from the present time up to April and May.
I), heterocarpuui will also be flowering now, a^ well
as moniliforme

; both these ate rather impatient of
heat, and will be found to succeed well in the Cattleya-
house. The former should be grown in a basket, so
that it may be suspended from the roof; it seemingly
prefers the atmosphere a liitle drier than would be the
case if it were placed on the side stages. It will be
observed that Phatenopsis Luddemanniana continues
growing and rooting much later than the others ; do
not let it get dry, and where any young plants are
starting at the tip of the old spike let them be
pegged down round the parent plant if it is desirable
to form a fine specimen, but if a number of plants are
required, peg them into small pots placed round the
I'lant ; when they have rooted, these should be cut
ofl'with just a short piece of the spike attached to them,
tie the spike up again, and during the early spring
months it will push out several side-shoots for bloom-
ing, that will often bring from four to six blossoms.
The interest in the Cattleya-hoiise will be enhanced
now by the pretty C. marginata or Pinelli. This is best
managed on blocks or in baskets ; if on the former,
let it be freely syringed whilst growing, but when at
rest see that it is not unduly excited, otherwise it is

apt to break away very weakly. Lfelia prsstans is

very similar to this in habit and growth ; it flowers,
however, more towards February, and the labellum
of the flower is much more trumpet-shaped than is

the case with C. marginata. Be careful, by keeping
the houses sufficiently low at night, to avoid a dry,
arid atmosphere, otherwise red-spider is sure to put in

an appearance, and this in a short time greatly dis-

figures anything that it fixes upon. W, Swan, Fallmi'-

field.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Vines.—Muscat and other varieties of Grapes that

do not usually keep to advantage may now be cut

and placed in a dry room ; for this purpose the shoots
should be cut the full length back to the buds in-

tended for next season and inserted into bottles of
water, the latter so placed that the bunches will hang
loose and clear away from the bottles : a small lump
of charcoal placed in the bottle tends to keep the
water pure for a long period. In this w.ay the fruit,

with careful attention as to the removal of any decay-
ing berries, keeps better than it would do on the Vines,
especially where the borders are outside and cannot
be protected from heavy rains, which for the last few
weeks have been unusually prevalent. Such kinds as

Lady Downe's and other thick-skinned kinds are
better on the Vines for some time yet, as they do not
get their fuU flavour before mid-winter ; with these a
dry atmosphere is indispensable at this season, using
a little fire-heat early in the day so as to dry up
any superfluous damp with the aid of what air

can be put on, and closing all roof-ventilation

in good time, especially in wet or foggy weather.
Vines started early, and now exp.inding the foliage,

should have the temperature by night gradually

increased to 65°, allowing an increase of 10° during
the day. In bright sunshine a little air may be given
for an hour or two, but avoid all cold currents of air,

which are extremely prejudicial at this early season.

Damp the floors, &c., of the house two or three
times a-day, but use the syringe moderately on the
Vines. When coming into bloom the temperature
may be varied a few degrees, and syringing the Vines
must be discontinued, keeping the atmosphere rather

dry during this time. Continue the instructions given

in previous Calendars as to pruning, cleaning, and
otherwise forwarding the necessary operations in later
houses as they become vacant. W. Cox, Madresfield.

Orchard Houses.—In the present mild and wet
weather little fire-heat will be required in the earliest

forced house, for the trees of Peaches, Nectarines, and
Apricots swelling their blossom-buds must not be
excited too fast. A night temperature of from 45° to
50°, and from 55° to 60° in the day-time, will be quite
on the safe side. Daily syringing the trees and
sprinkling the paths and borders with water must not
be neglected, so as to keep the air moist in the house
when ventilation cannot be given. Should the
weather be too cold for this, damping the flues or
hot-water pipes at times will raise sufficient moisture
in the atmosphere of the house for the purpose. From
the continued mild and wet weather it is very likely
when a change to frost comes that we may have it very
severe. A very killing frost is now due, for it comes
in cycles of from fifteen to twenty years, the last being
1S61. .Severe frosts generally occur after very wet
au'umns, when the ground is saturated with water,
as it is at the present time. In unheated orchard-
houses little can be done at the present time but
attending to give them plenty of air, and closing the
ventilators when the weather is unfavourable. It is

presumed that all the trees have now been pruned and
dre>sed, and if not no time should be lost in doing so.

If a few of the evergreen and berry bearing plants in

pots, as formerly recommen led for these structures,

have been introduced, see tlut they are placed with
the best efl^ect, and mixed with a few Chrysanthemums
in flower. They will give in this dull time of the year
some pleasure in attending to an orchard-house before
the spring brings all the fruit trees into bloom.
William Tillery, Welbeck.

The CiIERitY-HOtiSE.— If the ordinary routine of

operations which are required " annually " to free the

trees, &c., from insect pests are finished, see that the
border afterwards is made permeable, so that the
supply of water which is given will penetrate it

uniformly ; and to prevent too rapid evaporation add
to its surface about 3 inches of mulching material. If

the condition of the trees is such that they will require

more nourishment by-and-by, use strong decomposed
or pure horse manure in a fresh state ; otherwise any
suitable kind of material which is not infested with
insects will suflice. In this department the usual

means adopted for starling such trees should now
be enforced. As a low night temperature is at

all stages desirable for forcing Cherry trees, no
artificial heat need be applied excepting to sustain a
night temperature of about 40°, and 50^ in the day-
time ; slightly ventilate at 55', and close the house at

this point, above which a plentiful supply of air should
be given. When Plum trees in pots are forced in

connection with these subjects some of the trees

should now be introduced, but before doing so syringe

them overhead with water which contains an admix-
ture of that in which tjuassia chips have been steeped

for a few hours, at the rate of about i lb. to every

3 or 4 gallons ; this will extirpate the green-fly, which
is sure to abound. Formerly it was customary to

make a decoction by boiling these chips ; this can,

however, be dispensed with, as its effects are the

same for this purpose when prepared by steeping.

G. T. Miles, W^eombe Abbey.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
The forcing department will now demand the prin-

cipal attention, and where a supply of vegetables has
to be kept up mainly by the use of heat afforded by
fermenting materials a large heap should be kept in a
sweetened slate ready for use when wanted. Nothing
is better for the purpose than fresh fallen leaves,

plenty of which may now be had in most places, but
in order to secure these in good condition, they
should be raked and stored in stacks in some sheltered

spot as soon as possible, otherwise they lose inuch of
their strength and lasting properties from the efl^ect of
wet, which macerates the tissues and brings on rapid
decay. If collected directly they fall from the

trees, and kept dry by compressing them tightly

together, they retain their heat in a more regular

uniform manner than anything else except tan, and
as the use of this is very detrimental to the land
when dug in, it should be avoided as much as

possible. With the aid of a bed of leaves made with
a little stable manure and the use of a close ceiled

shed or cellar an abundant supply of both Seakale
and Rhubarb of first-rate quality may be kept up from
this time, provided a supply of strong roots can be had
for the purpose. The same conditions will suit to

bring on both Chicory and Dandelion, and to

blanch Endive and Lettuce, which are rendered
much more tender and digestible by subjecting them
to a little moist heat about a fortnight before using
them. The Chicory or Dandelion roots should be
packed closely in pots or boxes filled with light soil,

and then covered by turning another of the same size

over, by which means they will be kept entirely from

the light and air till they are ready to cut, when the
leaves formed will be found perfectly blanched and
crisp, in which stale they are a valuable ingredient in

forming a good salad. In forcing Seakale, it should
be covered much in the same way, as when it gets the
least light the heads come coloured, and when that ii

the case it detiacts much from their flavour and
appearance. To have this delicacy in first-rate order
it should be cut and used when about 3 inches long,
for if allowed to get much beyond that it is alwajs
tough and becomes discoloured in cookinj.
Asparagus can only be had really good at this season
of the year where there is the convenience of a hot-
water pit, so-lhat a top-heat of from 50° to 60° can be
maintained, as then air in sufficient quantity can be
admitted to impart its natural flavour. In starling
succe.ssional supplies of this highly esteemed esculent,
keep the bed well up tothe glass, that the heads when th. v
come through may have plenty of light, as when that s

not afforded they have a sickly semi-blanched appeal

-

ance. Where large supplies of French Beans are in

demand during the winter, the old Liver-colourtd,
Osborn's Forcing, and Wilmot's will be found the best
to depend on, as they all set freely with a moderate
amount of heat, and swell off in a more regular
manner than most other varieties. If grown in pots
they should be sown at once in the sizes intended to
fruit them in, to avoid any further check or disturb-
ance, and in order to keep them from being drawn rp
weakly the pots should be stood on shelves or other
positions close up to the glass. Beans delight in a
rich open soil, such as equal proportions of well
decomposed leaf-mould and good fibry loam, in

which, if kept supplied with plenty of liquid-manure,
they will yield abundantly. By far the most profitable
way of growing French Beans is to plant them out on
hot-water pipes or small houses, where they can hav:;
the benefits of more root-ioom and a bottom-heat of
from 70" to So", as then they last much longer in a
bearing state than when cultivated in pots, where in

many cases they get starved for want of sufficient

moisture, or are devoured by red-spider, a pest they
are seldom troubled with when under more favour-
able conditions, but whether in pots or planted out
they must have an abundance of light by being kept
well up to the glass, or the blooms will fall

without setting. Gentle hotbeds for Carrots,
Radishes, and Potatos should now be made up without
delay. The two former do well sown together, in
alternate rows, about 4 inches apart, as then the
Carrots are afi'orded plenty of room after the Radishes
are pulled for use ; or these may be grown between
the rows of Potatos in the same way, as may likewise
Mustard and Cress, by doing which all available space
will be utilised to the best advantage. Potatos fur
successional supplies may be forwarded by putting
them thinly in boxes of leaf- soil, and standing the
same where they can get a little warmth to start them
gently into growth ; but when treated in this way they
must not be allowed to get too advanced before plant-
ing them out, or their roots may become entangled
and broken. Cauliflowers are growing much too fast,

owing to the mildness of the weather, and unless they
have as much air as can be afforded them by tilting

the lights or withdrawing them on all favourable occa-
sions, they will be sure to "bolt." A sowing made
now in gentle heat, and nursed on, is sure to come in

useful to fill any gaps that may be expected amongst
those raised at the ordinary time. First-sown Peas
now through the soil will require close watching to

keep them free from slugs, mice, and other depre-
dators, or they .will soon make sad havoc of the crop

;

and as the first sowing is but a chance affair, others
should be got in at once, in case of failure. J.
Shetpard, Woolverston.

Christmas Day falls on a Monday this year.

It fell on a Monday also in 1S65, and on that occasion

the following was unearthed from, it was stated, the

Harleian MSB., No. 2252, folio 153—4 •
—

" If Christmas Day on Monday be,

A great winter that year you'll see,

.\nd full of winds both loud and shrill

;

But in summer, truth to tell.

High winds shall there be, and strong.

Full of tempests lasting long
;

While battles they shall multiply,

And great plenty of beasts shall die.

They that be born that day, I ween.

They shall be strong each one and keen
;

He shall be found that stealeth aught
;

Tho' thou be sick, thou diest not."

The year 1866 was the year of the Austro. Prussian
War, a year of disastrous gales, and a year of cattle

phigue. Again, in 1S71, Christmas Day fell on a
Monday. The twelvemonth following that day saw
us with cattle plague in the North, and some great
storms ; but as to " battles," we must go back a few
months in 1871 for the capitulation of Paris and the
conflict with the Commune. We have now a Monday
Christmas for the third time within a dozen years.

Times,
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SATURDAY, DECEMBER 16, 1876.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

C Sale or Orchid*!, at Stevens' Rooms,
Monday, Dec. 18 \ Sale of the Ilcalherside Nursery, Bafshot,

MR. DARWIN'S new work on the Ferti-

LiSATiON OF Plants,* to which we

briefly called attention in our last issue, is, as

we expected, from the mere cursory glance we
had then had of it, of cardinal importance to

all plant growers, and especially to seed-growers

and to raisers of hybrid or crossed plants. The
volume contains the records of a very large

number of experiments made during the last

dozen years or so, together with the inferences

to be derived from them. The key-note to the

whole book was struck when Mr. Darwin
observed that cross-bred seedlings were almost

invariably more robust and vigorous than those

which were produced by the action of the pollen

OH the ovules of the same flower or of the same

individual plant. Working from this ascertained

fact, Mr. Darwin has pursued his researches

in a large number of plants of different natural

orders, varying the experiments as far as

possible or desirable, taking all the requisite

precautions, so far as he was able, to exclude

insects, the ubiquitous thrips alone eluding his

vigilance. In some cases the same experiment

was repeated for ten generations. The most

important general result at which Mr. Darwin
has arrived is that " the mere act of crossing

by itself does no good. The good depends on

the individuals which are crossed differing

slightly in constitution owing to their pro-

genitors having been subjected, during several

generations, to slightly different conditions, or

to what we call in our ignorance, spontaneous

variation." This conclusion throws light on

the benefit accruing from slight changes

in the conditions of life, the origin of

the two sexes and on their separation or

union in the same individual plant, and
on the whole subject of hybridism. The
injury from the self-fertilisation of plants,

as well as from too close breeding in animals,

does not, according to Mr. Darwin, depend on
any tendency to disease or weakness of consti-

tution common to the related parents. On the

other hand, the advantages of cross-fertilisation

depend on the ancestors of the parent-plants

having been exposed to different conditions,

or from their having been intercrossed with

individuals thus exposed. Thus is justified

that common practice with horticulturists

of obtaining seeds from different localities,

and which have been grown under different

conditions, so that the error and evil con-

sequences of raising plants for a long succes-

sion of generations under the same conditions

may be avoided. But, says Mr. Darwin,
" with all the species which freely intercross by
the aid of insects or of the wind it would be an
incomparably better plan to obtain seeds of the

required variety which had been raised for some
generations under as different conditions as

possible, and sow them in alternate rows with

seeds matured in the old garden. The two

stocks would then intercioss with a thorough

blending of their whole organisations, and with

no loss of purity to the variety ; and this would
yield far more favourable results than a mere
exchange of seeds. For instance, plants of

Ipomcea thus crossed were to the intercrossed

plants of the same stock with which they

grew in competition as 100 to 78 in height,

and as 100 to 51 in fertility; and plants o

Eschscholtzia, similarly compared, were as

100 to 45 in fertility. In comparison with

self-fertilised plants the results are still more
striking : thus Cabbages derived from a cross

with a fresh stock were to the self-fertilised as

100 to 22 in weight.
' Florists may learn from the cases recorded

that they have the power of fixing each fleeting

variety of colour if they will fertilise the flowers

of the desired kind with their own pollen for

half-a-dozen generations, and grow the seed-

lings under the same conditions. But a cross

with any other individual of the same variety

must be carefully prevented, as each has its own
peculiar constitution."

Bearing in mind the immense importance of

the subject to raisers of new varieties, or to

growers of old ones, who are lamenting over

the vanished constitution of Roses, or the

sterility or bad setting of Grapes, Cucumbers,

Strawberries, or what-not, it must be obvious

how very valuable the record of such a series of

experiments, carried on so patiently for so many
years, must be. It is clear, also, that no mere
"once reading" can suffice to give the reader a

firm grasp over the multitude of details now pub-

lished, or enable him to appreciate all their sig-

nificance. We think, then, we shall be doing our

readers the best service, and rendering the book
itself the mostjustice, by publishing in some early

issues an analysis of some of those portions of

the book of most interest to horticulturists,

together with such comments as may seem
called for. In so doing we have secured the

collaboration of the Rev. George Henslow,
who has made a special study of many of the

subjects treated of in this book.

One of the significant signs of the times as

regards the Royal Horticultur.aI Society is the

number of SPECIAL Societies that are spring-

ing up on all sides. We can but look upon this

as a most unwelcome symptom of decay and dis-

integration of what ought to be the central body.

We cannot hope to check the tide, but we may
express a hope that by-and-by a rcdinlcgralio

anioris will take place, and a National Society,

catholic in aims, localised only by^the four seas,

will compass in its wide embrace all these

little " splits."

Far be it from us to undervalue these special

efforts—they have their value—they bind to-

gether small aggregates which otherwise

would be dispersed. But they have, or may
have, very grave defects, and serious

consequences as regards horticulture. The
defects are inherent in their smallness of

aim, their limited purpose. We have seen a

Potato Society, a Pelargonium Society, a Carna-

tion Society, a Gooseberry Society, a Tulip

Society, Chrysanthemum Societies by the dozen,

and only last week we witnessed the formation

of a Rose Society, and a new departure of the

National Auricula Society. If Humboldt
were still living he might speedily become
entitled to call himself a fellow not of one

hundred, but of two hundred societies. It is

related of the great naturalist that he was one

day mentioning in the course of conversation

that he was connected with ninety-nine societies.

We know how some people, especially French-

men, love to string the names of the societies to

which they belong after their own names,

beginning with along full line at the top, and
extending like an inverted pyramid to the bottom

line, where three letters or perhaps a

single asterisk form the inverted apex of the

pyramid. Well, Humboldt was too great a

man to do this, but, as we have said, he did

mention the circumstance above alluded to in

the course of conversation. Among his hearers

there was, we suppose, some one who thought

the addition of Humboldt's name would lend

support to some society in which the hearer

was interested. At any rate, in a few days'

time the philosopher received the nomination

as Fellow of his hundredth Society. Any busy
horticulturist of our times might speedily build

such a pyramid out of these special societies,

only let him beware of the omen, for it is an
inverted pyramid

!

Another characteristic of these minor socie-

ties is their immediate adoption of high-sound-

ing titles. The phrases " national," " inter-

national," and the like are bandied about in a

style reminding one of that famous trio of

tailors in Tooley Street. Very often these

societies have about as much right to the

denomination "national" or "international,"

and the like, as the esculent tuber of a South

American Sunflower has to that of Jerusalem

Artichoke. Of all these special societies the

rosiest, if we may so say, is the Rose Society.

There is a youthful freshness of enthusiasm, a

buoyant hopefulness about the rosarians which

is really quite exhilarating—the advocates of

the noble tuber are earthy by comparison.

Carnation lovers are, we may say, flaky by con-

trast. Tulip fanciers are bizarre—Gooseberry

growers sour. All, however great in some one

particular, lack the universal self-like flush with

which the Rose seems to inspire its votaries.

But seriously, while we wish all manner of

prosperity to all these societies— for nothing

that bears the name of a plant is without

interest to us—may we not advise these kaleido-

scopic fragments to bind themselves into one

harmonious whole. Let them all work together

for the common good, preserve their inde-

pendence—autonomy is the correct word now

—

but at the same time be as an imperium in

imperio. If not, like the inverted pyramid we

spoke of, some of them must topple over.

It is a desirable thing to develope the cul-

ture of one particular flower—to band toge-

ther those whose tastes are similar and whose

habits are congenial ; it is a good thing, doubt-

less to have an exhibition showing what

patience, skill, foresight, and cultivation can do;

but when we have made the largest admissions

we can in this way, let us consider the other

side of the question. Is there not too much
reason to fear that energies and means will

be frittered away upon objects which will not

pay in the long run ? Of course we are not

alluding to individual pleasures. Every man

has a right to choose his own recreation, and to

indulge it so long as he does not hinder his

neighbour in the prosecution of the same whole-

some object ; only don't let him fancy that, by

so doing, he is promoting some great and

worthy object, such as horticulture, for instance.

Let a man be a specialist by all means if he

likes, but before he bands with others in what

we may call a corporate capacity—before he

forms a grand International Cabbage and

Onion Society— let him be thoroughly well

versed in general horticulture.

Is there anything in the cultivation of Roses,

Auriculas, Carnations, Tulips, Potatos, Chry-

santhemums, Grapes, that differs aught in broad

general principles from the culture of any other

plant .' No one will say there is, but yet

this excessive multiplication of small societies

will tend to foster such a belief among the

uninitiated, to degrade horticulture, with its

widely beneficent aims, its hopeful future, its

philosophic basis, into a mere affair of prize-

money and flower-shows. This is doubt-

less not a conception which the ardent spe-

ci.ilist will admit at the first blush, neverthe-

less, as we have much sympathy with him and
his pursuits, he will, we trust, consider the case

as we have put it, and specially take into con-

sideration whether the multiplication of such

special societies is not likely in the long run to

do more harm than good.

RuMOURSarecurrentthat Her Majesty's Com-

missioners are again in negotiation with sundry

of the inhabitants of South Kensington for the
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institution of a garden company, or something

of tile kind, for the purpose of taking over and
maintaining the Royal Horticultural Society's

garden. There can be no objection to this

revival of an old project provided the debenture-

holders be satisfied, the Society compensated
(if it be coinpelled to surrender the lease) for the

monies it has expended at the bidding of the

Commissioners on the gardens and arcades, ard

if permission be given to occupy the offices for

the ordinary meetings of the Society. Arrange-

ments might be entered into to secure the

rights of debenture-holders and Life Fellows

to some at least of the privileges of the

proposed new company, and by arrange-

The long-continued Rainfall is making its

i
influences felt in the working of the land, especially

where it is naturally stiff, and of a holding tendency.

A more complete saturation could hardly be desired,

for not only are the ditches and watercourses full to

overflowing, but the springs are so high as to cause

soakage into stokeholes, cellars, and other places,

much to the inconvenience of those using them. We
should have no cause for regret if no more rain fell for

i the next two months, but present appearances indi-

cate that a soft, mild, moist winter is upon us, and

should this surmise prove correct the land will be in

I

anything but a workable cordition for some time to

come. To attempt cultivation whilst the soil is so

waterlogged is to court much additional labour in the

spring, for when a holding soil is saturated with

now the better, until at least frost may for the time

render it hard and impervious.

Although not strictly ranked as a florist flower

there is no reason why the beautiful forms of the

Primula cortusoides amcena should not shortly

be so classified. Possessing admirable exhibition

properties, well adapted for pot-culture, very hardy
in habit, and easily grown by all who may possess a
little glass, they offer in the spring just such variety

as tends to make flowers, as well as other things,

charming. But this Primula is specially worthy the
attention of the florist, inasmuch as it offers elements

of improvement such as an enthusiastic hybridist

would delight to seize upon. The foliage is of the

most pleasing and graceful character, but the flowers

Fig. 145.—view i.n the grounds at inveraky casile.

ment with it large flower shows could be

held as before if thought desirable. We
trust, anxious as we all are to be quit of

the incubus of South Kensington, the Council

will not surrender the rights of the debenture-

holders and of the Fellows in general without

compensation. If the Society confine itself to

its legitimate work, and none other, it will have

as great a claim on the Government as the

Linnean or any other Society which has apart

ments rent-free by favour of the Government

;

but if it is to go on as before, providing a play-

ground for the children of the neighbourhood,

and a Vanity Fair for the children of larger

growth, of course it can have no claims on the

Government.

moisture it simply turns up as clay and bakes when
dry as clay, and it becomes almost impossible to pul-

verise it except under great pressure. The farmer,

who can biing steam and horse-power to bear upon
his stubborn soil has a great advantage over the

gardener, whose only power is that of the strong arms

of his labourers. The smashing up of lumps and

baked clays by powerful machinery cannot be done in

the garden, where the spade and fork are the

chief instruments of cultivation. Under these cir-

cumstances, it is well for the gardener to exercise

patience and bide his time. Soil that is just now
a sodden clay will, if time be allowed it, become
thoroughly workable in a few weeks, and then

when moved will require no extra or painful

labour in the spring to reduce it to condition by

cultivation. The less the soil is trodden upon just

lack form, substance, and depth of colouring, and any

improvement on these would be regarded with extreme

favour. So far all the kinds of this Primula yet in

cultivation .have the style prominent, and foreign

pollen is easily applied, but florists would regard this

as a defect, as the existence of the thrum is an im-

portant element towards perfection in their estima-

tion. And it is only necessary to compare thrum-

eyed flowers with those that are known as pin-eyed

to perceive that this judgment is correct. Wliether

the Primula cortusoides amcena will display any

affinity for foreign pollen is not satisfactorily proved,

but it is most probable that such is the case, as a very

fine and varied collection of seedlings is believed to

have resulted from the application of pollen taken

from the common Polyanthus. Flowering in natural

order immediately in succession to the Auricula and
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Polyanthus this new Primula offers to the cultivators

of ihese beaulifulspring flowers undoubted attractions,

and in ihe development of these they will experience

a degree of gratification scarcely inferior to that

derived from iheir older favourites.

At the last meeting of the Linneaa Society,

Mr. J. G. Baker read a paper Ox the General
Systematic Classification' of Iridace.e

Iridaceas is an order which, although a larj^e propor-

tion of its representatives are well known, has been

greatly neglected by systemalists, and of which a

synopsis of genera and species is greatly wanted at the

present time in daily herbarium work. Daring the

first thirty years of the century it was studied diligently

in EnglanJ, and a large number of species were intro-

duced ioto caUivauon,and were figured and described

in the Botanical Magazine, In 1S27 Mr, Blllendex
Kek, who was the great auihoiicy on the order,

published at Brussels a work called Synopsis Iridiarum^

in which he classified and described the genera, and
gave a full synonymic list of all the known species.

During the half century that has since elapsed the

number of known species has been raised from 300
to 700, and of genera from thirty to sixty-five. In the

present paper the author has taken Ker's work for a

model, and brought the subject up to present date,

giving descriptions of the sixty-five genera, and a key

to them upon the plan of those in Bentham and

Hooker's Genera Plantarum, with a synonymic list

of species, and a reference to the books in

which they were originally described and to the

figures that have been published in the horti-

cultural periodicals and elsewhere. The largest

genera of the order are Gladiolus, with eighty-seven

species ; Iris, with eighty or ninety ; Crocus, with

upwards of fifty ; and Sisyrinchiura, with forty-eight.

Oat of the 700 species upwards of 300 belong exclu-

sively to the Cape, and the other 400 are spread

through the temperate regions of both hemispheres, or

the hills of the tropical zone. About one hundred
species belong to America, nearly as many to Europe,

thirty to Australia, and nearly sixty to the mountains

of tropical Africa, upwards of thirty novelties which
are still undescribed having been found by the late

Dr. Welwttsch in Angola. Mr. Baker advocated
as the best primary sub-division of the order a separa-

tion into three groups, founded on the structure of the

perianth and the direction of the stamens, as follows,

viz.:— 1st, Ixiea?. Perianth regular, with the six seg-

ments all aUke, and stamens spreading symmetrically.

Examples : Crocus, Ixia, Sisyrinchium ; thirty-two

genera, 2S9 species. 2d, IrideK. Perianth regular,

with the stamens as in the last, but the three inner

segments decidedly different from the three outer.

Examples : Iris, Tigridia, Marica ; twenty genera,

215 species. 3d, Gladiolere. Perianth irregular, with

stamens close to one another and parallel, assurgent

with the upper segment of the perianth. Examples :

Gladiolus, Antholyza, and Watsonia ; thirteen genera,

194 species. The order shows two leading

types of infiorescence — the first a centripetal

spike, in which the spathe is always two-

valved and one-flowered, and the flower is sessile

inside it, and comparatively persistent ; and, secondly,

a centrifugal cyme congested into a cluster, the outer

bracts of which are firm and green and the inner

ones membranous, the flowers being more fugitive, and
pushed up one by one in succession to expand outside

the cluster of bracts. Taking the primary subdivisions

as founded on perianth stiuciure, all the Giadioltce

show the first, and all the Irtdc:t; the second type of

inflorescence, whilst in the Ixieos both are represented.

The best characters for systematic purposes subordi-

nate to the-e are derived from the rootstock, whether
bulbous or creeping; the leaves, whether distichous

or multifarious, fiat or plicate; the stamens, whether
free or monadelphous ; the shape and position of

the stigmas, which in some cases are opposite to

three outer, and in others to three inner perianth

Sfgmenls ; and the seeds, whether turgid or discoid.

A remarkably distinct New Masdevallia is

now in flower at Mr. Bull's nursery, where it was
introduced byMr. Shuttleworth. Its three tail-like

processes measure 3^ inches long. At present we
know of the plant merely by hearsay, but we hope

shortly to publish an iUuitration of it,

In a communication received at the Koyal

Horticultural Society from Mr. Palmer, of Ver-

sailles, and laid before the last meeting of the Scientific

Committee, the writer raises the question whether the

PllVLLOXERA is not a result of an enfeebled condition

of the Vme, which predisposes it to attacks of insects

and fungi. He asks pertinently whether the practice

of removing annually several feet of shoots at pruning

time from a shrub whose natural habit it is to grow in

a widely spreading state, is not likely to be inju-

rious, the more so as the Vine upon which this pruning

is practised, having been raised from, an eye or

cutting of a plant subjected to like treatment, is the

linealdescendantof a similar Vine; hence Mr. Palmer
advocates leaving the Vines alone altogether, to

enable them to recover their pristine energy. Un-

fortunately for this theory, the pruning of the Vine

has been carried on without intermission from the

time of Cato (and for hoy many ages before

him we know not) to the present time, but it

is only of late years that we have had occasion to

observe the Phyllt.xer^. Again, as to the advisability

of pruning the Vine, or of letting it ramble at its own
sweet will, Mr. Palmer seems to have overlooked

the fact that we do not grow the Vine for its own

benefi', but for ours, and we must avail ourselves as

best we can of the very accommodating nature of the

Vine in adapting it to our requirements and to the

artificial conditions under which alone we cm grow it.

There is something very reasonable in the view that

continued pruning must be prejudicial, and so no doubt

it is in the long run ; but it is quite clear that if judici-

ously effected its ill results are not apparent for a long

time, and they are so over- balanced by compensatory

advantages that for practical purposes the Ul results

are immaterial. Far be it from us, nevertheless, to

encourage injudicious pruning. How much may
profitably be done in this way cm be learnt from

practical experience only.

Major-General F. C. Cottox, C.S.I., recently

read a paper before the Society of Arts on the

subject of House Drains. The paper was written

with the laudable object of furthering the efforts now
being made by the Society of Arts to elicit informa-

tion on the subject of house drainage, by which it is

hoped that the knowledge of this all-important

subject might be made general. There was, the

lecturer regretted to say, an entire disregard of all the

first principles of sanitary science shown daring the

last year, both by the builders and the occupiers of

many new houses. There were comparatively few

who realised the daily loss of health, even by the

well-educated classes, from breathing contaminated

air. Sanitary laws were the only safeguard, con-

sidering the artificial life which the citizens of

London and other large towns were leading. The
weak point in our drainage system was the house

connection, and the only way to obtain security was a

thorough alteration in the process hi;,herto adopted.

House drainage should be supervised by the

sanitary authorities as the main drainage was. It

was well known that many of the best houses in

London, owing to the gross ignorance exhibited by

builders, were most unhealthy and dangerous places

to live in. Houses by hundreds were being built in

all parts of London and in other large towns in which

every sanitary law was neglected. The real remedy

for this was sanitary education ; but it must reach to

the point of being possessed by the public generally

before it would affect the builders. Only when houses

were valued for the care taken to insure ihtir healthi-

ness would the builder's attention be diverted from

the decorations to the drains. He thought it was

essential that some such system as had been adopted

in agricultural districts should be adopted in towns.

In agricultural districts the necessary work of land

drainage was done under Government control, to be

paid by instalments extending over a series of years.

House drainage in towns should be carried out under

Government control, and stringent laws should be

enacted an the point.

More than two years after the Congress, the

Report of the International Congress ix Florence
in 1S74 has juit been issued. It forms an octavo

volume of 372 pages, with eight hthographic plates

and several woodcuts. The first portion is occupied

with the history of the Congress and the list of those

who took pait in it. From various circumstances it

was probably the best attended of the series of Inter-

national Congresses by the botanists of Europe. The
principal papers in the volume are as follows :—On the

Specific Character in the Genus Colchicum, by Pro-

fessor Orphanides ; Professor Schij^per's remarks

on the Fossil Imprint of a Plant ona Bjulder-itone of

Gneiss, perhaps a species of Annularia ; on the

Organogeny or Development of the Flower of Cyno-

momium, by Professor Caruel ; on the BimbDos o!

China and Japan, by Professor Kocil ; 0:1 the Deve-

lopment and Germination of the Pollen of Coniftr^
;

on the Structure of the Stems of Sapindace.'e, by Pro-

fessor Radlkofer
; on the Gonidia of Lichenii, by

Dr. WtDDELL; on the Presumed Species of Fo--siI

Diatomaceos, by Mr. \V. P. Hierx ; oa the Reasons

for the Unequal Distribution of Rare Plants among
the Alps, by M. Alpii. De Candolle (this has

already been alluded to in these columns); on the

Quantity and Distribution of Water in the several

Organs of Plants, by M. Geleznow ; on the Man-
ner in which the Parasitic Ustilagineie AtT^ct Living

Plants, by Professor Fischer de Waldheim.
Those species which produce their spores in the leaves

ent^r the plant at the base of t'le leaves, while those

which propagate in the axis or stem enter the host

plant through the stem. On Cytinus Hypocistis, by

Proresscr Akcaxgeli ; on a Hybrid Sarracenia, &c,
by Dr. Moore; and several others which we have

not space to enumerate. Among the memoirs ** taken

as read," we find a series of descriptions of new Greek

plants belonging to the genera Colchicum, Bellevalta,

Muscar', Allium, Crocus, Iris, Umbilicus, Dianthus,

Saponaria and Silene, by Professor Heldrich ; a

statement by M. Dl'val-Jouve on Specific Characters

furnished by the Microscopical Investigation of

Tissues ; a Sketch of the Best Varieties of Fruits

Cultivated in England, by Alfred Smee, F.R.S.,

illustrated wuh numerous woodcuts from .!/>' Garden;

and a Synopsis of Salicorniece, by Baron Fkancis

Ungern-Sterneerg, &c.

The plant known in gardens as VucCA
filifera, of which there is a tall specimen in the

succulent-house at Kew, has recently flowered in the

gardens of Eiron De Frailly, at Hjeres. What
genus it really belongs to does rot appear to have

been determined, though it can hardly be a true

Vucca. In the J^Jvu^ Horticoh a woodcut from a

photograph is given, and the inflorescence is there

shown as an immense, densely-branched, pendulous

panicle.

^-^ In Holland, the land of gardens and garden-

ing, according to Professor KoCH, there exist societies

of the wealthier people in almost every town, the

object of which is to promote a love of flowers among
the labouring class, by distributing seeds, cuttings,

and plants in the spring, and offering prizes for the

successful culture of the same in the autumn. The
shows are the occasion of a general festival ; children

are fed with good things, and concerts and other

entertainments form part of the proceedings. Natur-

ally the prizes are not very high, because they are

very numerous ; but they are chiefly of a useful kind.

At Amsterdam this autumn 66,000 plants in pots were

exhibited by about 3000 persons. In order that the

people shall not undervalue the woik, they are called

upon to pay a penny for each plant. Among the

plants distributed are Fuchsias, Begonias, Pelar-

goniums, Sedum spectablle, Saxifraga sarmentosa,

Echeveria metallica, &C- ; Coleus, Iresine, Lonicera

brachypoda reticulata, L'lium speciosum, &c. In

L-:yden this year 3000 cutting-planls were divided

among 620 persons, and on the day of exhibition

33S of the recipients appeared, bringing 1634 plants.

In addition to these, 113 persons contributed

947 older plants.

According to a report of an exhibition held in

Algeria this year, there appears to be no doubt that

the wood of various species of Eucalyptus grown in

Algeria p assesses all the good qualities of Australian

timber of the same species. Railway sleepers and

telegraph poles, having all the requisite pro-

perties, taken from trees of only five and six

years of age, were shown. A telegraph pole,

which had been in the ground since 1S73, was as

sound as at first. The trunk of a tree planted in 186S

was 20 inches in circumference, and took a first-rat2

polish. Among other products of the Eucalypti,

cigars and cigarettes of Eucalyptus leaves figured at

the exhibition. The polished wood of several spec'e;

is described as being of remarkable beauty— hat ot

E. marginata particularly as of incomparable biiuty.

Several landed proprietors have planted Eucalypt

largely, some of them as much as 100 acres. Experi-
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ments are also being made in raising Acacia saligna,

the bark of whicli is valuable for its tanning qualities.

One gentleman has planted 7 acres of it, and from

analjses made of the bark it preserves its Australian

properties. It is said to contain 15 per cent, of tannin,

whilst that of the Oak contains only eight.

Mr. Shikley Hibeerd ceases with the pre-

sent month the editorship of the Floral ll'orlJ, with

which he has been connected as editor since January,

1S5S.

The BulUtin de la SocicU <k GA'^raf/iU- Je

Pans reports on the natural history collections

brought home from Cambodia by Dr. Harmant's
expedition. In addition to a series of 2000 zoolo.

gical specimens they include a fine herbarium of 700

species.

The French have again been trying, but un-

iuccessfully, to introduce the culture of the Arra-
CACHA in the climate of Paris. This is a tuberous-

looted plant of the Unibellifera;, extensively culti-

vated in the mountainous regions of New Grenada

and other parts of South America. It is highly

esteemed by those who have used it as an article cf

diet, and it would probably succeed in the mountain

colonies in India and in some parts of our Australian

and African possessions. Dr. Tria.n'a, a native of

New Grenada, thought it must be as hardy as the

Potato, but repeated trials in this country and on the

Continent seem to prove that it requires the climate

of the warm temperate region.

The Berlin' Society for the Pro.\iotion

OF Horticulture sets an example worthy of

imitation by other societies, in the economy of its

administration. But more than this, the time of

members is considered. The committees on fl jral,

vegetable and Iruit products commence their sittings

at 6 o'clock in the evening. This arrangement is

of course only practicable when all the members reside

within an easy distance of the rendezvous. Another

thing, exhibitors would probably withhold valuable

plants from a room lighted by gas. Nevertheless

evening meetings for many purposes connected with

horticullute are worthy of consideration.

Mr. Tkku'Man Fuller, late foreman to Mr.

Gilbert, at Burghley, has been appointed gardener

to Colonel Trio.v, The Lodge, Oakhjra.

The fourth annual festival of the Darlington
Gardeners' Institute was held in the Central Hall,

on Monday evening last, when about 400 persons sat

down to an excellent tea. After the tables had been

removed, the Mayor (Mr. T. R. M. Plews) took the

chair, and in the course of an appropriate address

stated that the festival originated with the young men
connected with the Gardeners' Institute, generously

founded some years ago by Mr. Edward Pease,

and now located in a suitable building in Skinner-

gate. The festival had prospered so much that this

year it had been found necessary tq engage the Central

Hall in place of the Mechanic^', previously u^ed. It

had hitherto been admirably conducted, and formed

a very pleasant evening's recreation, dances and songs

forming the principal feature. He hoped that it would

be maintained annually, and that as large a company
might be present as were there that evening. What-

ever funds accrued were used for the benefit of the

Institute. A great part of the credit of the success

was due to Messrs. Ford and Taylor, the Hon.

Sees., and to Mr. W.M. Hodgson, their

Master of Ceremonies. The Rev. James
King, M,.\., in proposing a vote of thanks

to the Mayor, said he had mixed a great

deal with the gardeners, and attended many of

their discussions at the Gardeners' Institute ; and

it gave him much pleasure in being able to affirm

that the gardeners of Darlington were a very intelli-

gent class of men. The suburbs of Darlington would

compare favourably with those of any losvn in the

North of EnglLnd ; but it ought to be remembered

that much of the beauty of these suburbs was due to

the good taste the gardeners had displayed in the

gardens and grounds of the neighbourhood. Mr.

King remaiked that, having been chaplain to Lord

Allington, in the county of Dorset, he had a good

opportunity for observing the petty tyranny to which

gardeners and agricultural labourers were subjected in

that part of England ; the former receiving the paltry

sum of 13J. a-week. He deeply sympathised wiih

these poor oppressed men ; but he rejoiced to know
that the worth of gardeners was recognised in the

North, and therefore they occupied that social position

to which their industry and intelligence entitled them.

Has the great difTerence in the flavour of

Capsicums as grown on the same plant been noted?

Some specimens exhibited by Mr. Miles at the last

meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society were

found to be sweetish, with only a faint sensation of

heat. Others again were so "hot i' the mouth" as to

be comparable to boiling water, if not to something

hotter.

The annual meeting of the Horticultural
Club was held on Wednesday evening last, at the

Club House, 4, Adclphi Terrace, the Hon. and

Rev. J. T. Boscawen in the chair. We are happy

to hear that the Club is in a flourishing and prosperous

condition—so much so that it was resolved to invest

a considerable sum in the 3 per Cents., to form what

It is hoped may be the nucleus of a fund which may
be available for any emergency in the future. The
arrangements made fur the comfort of the members
were considered generally satisfactory ; several new
m-.mbers were proposed ; and after the meeting the

members dined together.

The stock of the variety of EuLALIA
jai'onica which we had occasion to allude to in our

last issue is, we learn, or shortly will be, entirely in

the hands of Mr. W. BULL, who has purchased the

stock from Mr. Hogg, who imported it from Japan.

1 heform we alluded to last week, relying upon memory
only, differs in the variegation, the present one (which

it is proposed to call the Zebra Eulalia) being trans-

versely banded with yellow or cream colour. It is

figured in the current number of the American Ai^ri-

cuUurist^ and we have some further information con-

cerning it from America, which, together with an

illustration, we hope shoitly to lay before our readers.

Mr. Bull has also secured a similarly maikedjuncus.

At the meeting held at the Horticultural Club,

on the 7 th inst., for the purpose of instituting a

X.\TiONAL Rose Society, as alluded to in our last

issue, subscriptions to the amount of more than a

hundred pounds were promised in the room.

A correspondent mentions having observed

the Fruiting of the common White Jas.mine. In

two cases it was one only of the truss of floivers which

had ripened into fruit. We do not remember to have

seen the fruit of this plant.

A schedule of piizes on the usual liberal scale

has been issued for the Grand National Horticultural

Exhibition to be held in the Gardens of the Royal

Manchester Botanical .and Horticultural
Society, at Old Trafford, from the iSih to the 25ih

of May ne.\t. Intending exhibitors should apply for

copies to .Mr. Bruce Findlay.

The shows of the Glasgow and West of
ScoTL.AND Horticultural Society will be held

next year on the following dates:— March 2S, in

the City Hall ; May 23, in the Crystal Palace, Royal

Botanic Gardens \ and Sept. 5, in the City HalL

We have received the following communica-

tion with reference to a paragraph which appeared in

our last issue :
—

**
4, Lancaster Place, Strand, Dec. 13, 1876.

'
.-V paragraph having .appeared in your issue of

j

December 9, calculated to convey an injurious impression

concerning the Garden newspaper. I beg to submit 10

you on behalf of Mr. Robinson, Editor of the Garden^

the following facts, and to request your publication of

them in your next number.

" It is not true that Mr. Baker's articles referred to

in ihe paragraph have been reproduced in a condensed

form in the Garden. In pursuance of a plan formed ;

and carried out long before the Gardeners ChronuU
began the series of articles to which it refers, a series of

articles were commenced in the Garden on the most

important families of hardy plants—a complete account

of a family being published in one number of that journal. 1

From the commencement of the issue of coloured plates

with the Garden this plan has been carriedout more fully,

each article on an important family having a coloured

plate of some new or uncommon species of merit.

Having prepared a plate of the fine Iris iberica, the

Editor of the Garden applied to the gentleman (Mr. W.
B. Hemslev) he supposed best fitted by his knowledge

and opportunities to write the article to accompany it.

His article is an original one, and no impartial person

comparing the two could say that it was a ' condensed

form ' of Mr. BAKER'S articles. The only thing they

possess in common is the arrangement, which was

abundantly acknowledged in the Garden (p, 526). Mr.

Baker fuliy concurred in what Mr. Hemsley did, fur-

nished him with some of his material, and lent him his

I full fist of species, and Mr. Hemsley would not have

done his manifest duty in the matter if he had not

brought the knowledge of the subject down to the pre-

sent time : and surely the best way was to acknowledge

Mr. Baker's work rather than profit by it (all have

done so who have read it) and ignore it.

" My client cannot apologise for exercising the right

to publish an original article on one of the family of

hardy plants to the culture and advocacy of which

the Garden, more than any other journal, has from the

cummenceraent been devoted.

' It will be remembered that Mr. Hemsley's article

completed the account of the family, accompanied by an

index of the species, while those in the Gardeners'

ClirunicU were incomplete. The article was sent to the

Gaiden as original, is original, as is the plate that

accompanied it, and even iis plan of publication as a

whole, in one number. " W. W. Willoughbv."

The series of articles on the Iris was commenced in

our pages on April 22 of the present year, and it has

been continued at intervals up to the present time,

not being yet entirely completed. The copyright of

those articles, including those not yet published,

belongs to the proprietors of this jjurnal. Their con-

sent was not asked prior to the publication, in one

number of the Garden, in a condensed and modified

form, of the whole of our articles, including even those

portions still unpublished, and which the writer of

the article must have seen in draft merely, as the

original is still in our possession. Mr. Baker was,

as we learn from himself, unaware of the extent to

which his manuscript was to be put under contribu-

tiiin, and would not have sanctioned any such whole-

sale use, and even if he had done so, the copyright

belongs to ourselves. The writer of the article,

which, however modified, is entirely based on Mr.

Baker's papers, has already frankly apologised to

us, admitting that we have "good grounds for being

dissatisfied," and we now leave the question of the

conduct of the Editor of the Garden in this matter to

the judgment of our readers, and of the public.

We call the attention of those interested

in hardy ornamental grasses to the article on

Bamboos, by Sig. Fenzi, of Florence, in another

column, and to the singular phenomena some of them

exhibit during their growth, as recorded by him.

General MuNRo's appendix will be valued, as estab-

lishing the correct nomenclature of these plants. We
hope, through the courtesy of General MUNRO, to be

able to publish a ii,t of the more prominent species,

correctly named, and in order that such list may be

the more complete we would beg our correspondents

to furnish us with specimens of hardy Bamboos or

other ornamental grasses, in leaf or in flower, and

vvhich shall be submitted to G;neral MuNRO for

identification.

In some notes on various Newly Imtro-

DUCED Plants in the Bulletin de la Sociiii d'Ac-

chmatation, M. CHARLES Naudin says that the

Japanese Gobo, which has been described as a kind

of Sorrel, is not a Rumex, but a species of Burdock,

Arctium. It differs from our common Burdock in the

large size of itsleave>, and in the flower-heads, which

are twice as big. Respecting Acacia dealbata, the

same writer states that a plant of his at Collioure

every year has the trunk and principal branches

covered with gum. This gummy exudation is so

abund.int that the soil around the tree becomes

thoroughly saturated with it, and the branches of the

tree stick together. The gum has been analysed by a

competent chemist, who pronounces it to be identical

with that of A. nilotica and other species which yield

the gum-arabic of commerce. But the most singular

thing about it is the fact that it is only one plant

among a number of the same species that shows this

peculiarity.
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CONCERNING SHRUBBERIES.
Probably the weakest and worst part of the

majority of gardens is their shrubberies. The
majority of them are mere blinds or screens, of such

form and character that were they in their turn

hidden from sight with something else, many gar-

dens would be the gainers by the loss of their shrub-

beries. Mostly planted too thickly, and timely thin-

ning, training and pruning neglected, the shrubs have

rushed up into a mere indiscriminate mass of attenuated

skeletons, each doing its utmost to smother, while at

the same time it also does its best to hide the deformity

of its neighbour. After a time they become so

bare below that they even cease to be blinds. Now,
while this is the case, and the objects they were

planted to conceal become visible through their bare

stems, a wholesale slaughter of the innocents takes

place to form a screen nearer the ground ; and in many
cases this shrub growth and treatment repeat them-

selves, and they become once more food for the

chopper. Even in cases where shrubberies are better

managed, the result is by no means so good as it ought

to be, with the rich masses of shrub material now at

the disposal of horticulturists. In fact, no one can

deny that shrub culture and management is at a low

ebb amongst us.

Several causes have contributed to this result, pro-

bably the most general one is a deficiency of labour in

gardens. No one who has carefully noted the increased

demand for and supply of fruits, flowers, and vegetables

from the majority of gardens of late years, but must

have been somewhat astonished to find that in many
cases the amount of labour allowed continues the

same. And yet in some places the bedding-out alone

and the perfect keeping of the flower garden involves

almost as much labour as the management of the

entire garden in the olden times—the result of this

and other changes all tending to an increase

of labour in the garden, so that almost every

garden is undermanned, and something has

to go to the wall. It must also be admitted

that the shrubberies receive less attention from

gardeners and their employers than perhaps any

other department of the place. They can neither be

cooked as vegetables, appear at dessert, nor be of

much service for table or room decoration. Now the

gardening of the day is marvellously, I had almost

written mischievously, utilitarian. Everything must

carpet a bed, fill a dish, and satisfy the intense craving

for flare and glare either on the dinner-table, window-
sill, entrance-hall, or staircase ; and as shrubs can do

but little in this line they are relegated to a very

secondary place of importance in many gardens.

Again, there are few or no prizes for shrubs, none

for well-managed shrubberies, by our horticultural

societies, and no doubt these facts have contributed

to the comparative neglect of shrubs and shrubberies.

Great exhibitions have not proved unmixtd goods to

horticulture. They have fostered excellence in

specialities, perhaps at times at the expense of gene-

ralities, and it is not always the successful exhibitor

who shines in other departments o! the garden, the

shrubbery to wit. It is no reflection on our great

exhibitors to affirm so much. Our great horticultural

societies, however, would render higher service to

our art by offering substantial prizes for groups of

shrubs arranged in the best manner for immediate

and ultimate effect, than by the monotonous prizes

offered evermore for dinner-table decorations and
collections of bedding plants. It must also be

admitted that the comparative neglect of shrubberies

at the present time is a rebound from a most absurd

and barbarous mode of managing and keeping them.

Those who can recall the shrubbery of thirty years

ago may almost be ready to admit that utter neglect is

better than the trim regard of those times. Each
shrubbery border was edged afresh every year, and as

the grass in many cases was several inches above the

border, this annual edging left what resembled a Fleet

Ditch with a crumbling earth edge throughout the

season. Then the front— and, in fact, the whole

shrubbery when possible—wasj dug over every

winter or spring. The result was monotonous and

inartistic in the spring. Between the eye and the

shrubs there was a narrow fallow field in winter, that

rendered near access to them difficult or disagreeable ;

neither were matters much improved by the system of

summer keeping. There was generally either a bed
of rank weeds or of hoed and raked ground between
the grass and the shrubs : this proved a great receptacle

for fallen leaves in the autumn, which were either

raked or had to be waded through to get near to the

shrubs.

Neither were the objections to this mode of treat-

ment of shrubs wholly artistic. It was about the very

worst that could be conceived from a cultural

point of view. The annual digging became in many

cases an annual slaughtering ol the roots. Many of

the more delicate and beautiful shrubs refused to

thrive under such severe and slashing treatment. Each

unhealthy shrub added to the unpopularity of the

entire border or bed, and, in fact, few things were less

ornamental than the old shrubberies under the old

methods of dressing and keeping them.

It is high time, however, that all these excuses

should cease, and that better methods of planting and

managing shrubs should be adopted. If still used for

shelter or blinds, that cannot be held to be any reason

why we should not get as much beauty out of the

blind as possible. The neglected shrubbery mostly

assumes the character of a straight wall with a nearly

level top. It must be obvious on the face of it that no

more effective system could be employed to hide up

the beauty and destroy the individuality of shrubberies.

Better far build a wall or fence, and cover either with

Ivy, than allow shrubs to be destroyed by whole-

sale to do what bricks or stone would do

better. The primary object of planting shrub-

beries should be that they may be seen. To see

them most eflectually the ground and sky lines can

hardly be too much varied. Modern planters have

devoted more attention to the former. Most shrub

masses in bed or border do affect to follow lines of

beauty or curved lines more or less closely or per-

fectly, but the sky line is not seldom as flat almost as

a pancake. This is a huge mistake ; it should rise

and fall with more grace and variety than the earth

lines. The greater the diversity of sky lines of shrub-

beries the more shrubs will be seen, and thus more

interest and beauty will be got out of shrub masses.

This undulation of sky line is easily managed

by the skilful planting and blending of groups

of different heights, and where this has been

neglected an undulating sky line may be cut out by

pruning. Either way, or by some means, the dead

level of insipid monotony that sweeps like a dead sea

of mediocrity over so many shrubberies must be

broken up, and give place to specimens and masses of

unequal heights. Many of our shrubberies resemble

mere fens, green as fens, and with but little more

diversity. It is quite possible to cut through this dull

uniformity, and convert the dead levels of old shrub-

beries into rolling lines of beauty that will admit of

the light and shade playing among and showing

in the best light the different shades of colour

in which our shrubs are so rich, but which is

now so often utterly lost in an indiscriminate

mixture of varieties, and monotonous and uniform

height of the plants. The dotting system of shrub-

planting is a huge mistake—destructive alike of

material, variety, and breadth ; whereas by massing

shrubs in sufficient bulk to fill the eye, and planting

them of various heights, so as to command an un-

dulating sky line, the shrubbery could not fail to

become one of the most interesting and beautiful

features of many gardens. To show and preserve

shrubberies, however, in the highest perfection they

require considerable attention, and should be looked

through, thinned, pruned, or trained if need be,

annually, with almost as much care as fruit trees.

D. T. Fish.

WEATHER KNOWLEDGE.
On Monday afternoon Mr. Robert H. Scott, M.A.,

F.R. S., Durector of the Meteorological Office, lec-

tured before a large audience at the London Institu-

tion on " Weather Knowledge." He said thathaving

on a former occasion spoken chiefly of such knowledge

of the weather as may be gained from the use of the

telegraph, he would that evening devote most of his

time to considering the means available to every one

of making meteorological forecasts without the use of

instruments. Fishermen, gamekeepers, shepherds,

and the like can often, from local signs, guess the

weather for their own neighbourhood a day or two

ahead. Nay, for a particular district they can do this

in many cases better than the scientist with all his

apparatus. Savages are wonderful weather-prophets,

in like manner, within a certain range. The lecturer

cited a letter to himselffrom the late Commodore Good-

enough, saying that when on board the Piarl in the

Pacific he fell in with some fugitive slaves from Samoa,
who without instruments of any kind had navi-

gated a canoe IlSo miles by sheer dint of what the

Commodore called such a knowledge of weather
signs us must have been tantamount to a sixth sense.

They all knew the proverb that pigs can see the

wind, and their carrying about straw against bad
weather had often been spoken of as a valuable

prognostic. Birds of passage, also, seeking refuge

from colder regions in warmer ones, afforded

useful indications of the character of the coming

season. This was particularly so with such birds as

wild swans and other waterfowl. By coming south

they tell us of the sharp winters brewing for us in

Russia and Lapland. The great difficulty in dealing

with these prognostics and with popular weather-

wisdom in general, arises from their being so

peculiarly local. One who knows well the signs in

one district will be quite at a loss in another.

The non-instrumental signs might be divided into

those taken from the clouds, from the landscape, and

from optical phenomena. Mr, Scott said he

purposely omitted those drawn from animals and

plants as not being so readily explicable on physical

principles. The clouds were the most valuable

signs, for not only did their motion show us which

way the wind was blowing above our heads while

we were sheltered by hills or buildings, but their

changes also in form and size told us of operations

going on in the upper strata of the atmosphere ol

which we could gain no knowledge in any other way.

He was not now speaking of such phenomena as the

small cloud "like a man's hand," which in the

Mediterranean portended violent thunderstorms, but

of more general indications. It was well to be warned

that the regular absorption of clouds at certain times

of the day was no sign of permanent change of

weather. They all knew that the mornings of some
of the hottest days in summer were often very foggy,

and, conversely, after a wet day we had not uncom-

monly a clear night, succeeded by a return of clouds

and rain next morning. The lecturer entered at

length into the ?'£7//tJ;/<7/tf of these and other phenomena

of which he spoke. The " cirrus," however, or mare's,

tail clouds, were most important signs of bad weather,

although they were not infallible prognostics of a

storm in the place where they are seen, Mr. Scott

had noticed in the Tyrol that in summer cirrus often

preceded thunderstorms, the fact being that it showed

the presence of wind aloft, but the friction caused by

the mountains prevented the current, which broke up

the clouds into cirrus, from obtaining the force of a

gale below, whilst nevertheless it had power enough

to cause collisions in the strata above, and to produce

electrical discharges. The filmy network gradually

becomes denser and denser, turning into what is called

the " cirro-stratus " cloud—a form with which we
sometimes see halos round the sun and moon
invested—and finally into the "nimbus," or rain

cloud.

We all knew that small fragments of cloud scudding

below wide-spread cloud-sheets or heavy woolpacks,

are unfailing signs of storm, while the woolpack cloud

itself was a sure indication of great cold in the region

above it. This was most characteristically shown in

the showery, sleety weather of March, with north-

west winds. He might here remark on a very pecu-

liar appearance of cumulus, with its rugged surface

below instead of above. This is known as the

" pocky " cloud, and is recognised in the Orkneys as

the sure precursor of a heavy gale—a relation easily

intelligible on the idea that the rounded form of the

woolpack is due to the introduction of a mass of con-

densed vapour into a very cold atmosphere, and that

in the case of the pocky cloud there is a moist layer

above seeking to force an entrance into a much colder

stratum below. Once this entrance gained, sudden con-

densation follows, and that disturbance gives rise to a

gale. The signs taken from the landscape were next

enumerated and discussed, such as its being hazy or

clear, and the appearance of a cap of cloud on a hill-

top, the value of which latter prognostic was proved

to vary with circumstances. A cap on a hill was not

a sure sign of rain, but the true rule is that caps on

low hills are a bad sign, while caps on higher

mountains are not so. The observations of Professor

Piazzi Sm>th on Tenerifie, and of others on Chim-

borazo, &c., were cited in proof of this rectification

of the old saw. Optical signs of the weather, to which

the lecturer now passed, mostly concerned the con-

dition or amount of aqueous vapour in the air. The
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colour of the sky, one of the most trustworthy prog-

nostic?, was regulated entirely by the state of conden-

sation of the suspended watery vapour. The suc-

cessive layers of air charged with vapour stop the

different rays of light ; tirstly the blue, then the

yellow, and, lastly, the red. When the sun is near

the horizon the rays have to traverse a great thickness

of vapour, and so the last rays at sunset and the first

at sunrise are red.

The truth of the old rhyme, "Evening red and

morning grey," &c,, may be thus explained. The
disappearance of clouds at sunset is a sign of fine

weather, for it is due to the sinking of tbe clouds into

the warmer strata near the surface of the earth, where

they are evaporated. These clouds in disappearing

leave behind them a large amount ot vapour in the

air, and the sun's rays shine red through this medium.

In the morning the air is comparatively dry after the

cold of the night, and the blue and yellow rays are

not stopped in their transit, so that the clouds look

grey from a diffused light. Conversely, a grey sky in

the evening is caused by the presence of such a mass

of clouds as to stop the sun's direct rays, and to allow

nothing but diffused light to pass ; while in the morn-

ing the red and lowering tints of the clouds show that

the air is full of watery vapour, close to its point of

condensation.

The value of the rainbow, coronas and halos round

sun and moon, the aurora, &c. , was next spoken of

and accounted for, and the subject of local weather

signs having been fully treated, the lecturer concluded

with some interesting remarks on the importance of

such homely weather wisdom to the observers em-

ployed by those engaged in forecasting tbe weather by

means of telegraphic reports. Times.

Some Corrcsironbtnce.

Dracaena indivisa.—As a proof of the hardiness

of this beautiful plant 1 may mention that it was
planted out two winters ago on an exposed spot near

the sea, by mistake, we supposing it to be D. austra-

lis. It only received some protection during the very

roughest weather, and having been assured by one of

our leading firms that young plants were valuable, as

it does not seed readily, we dug it up last week, and

found that it had multiplied itself sixfold, forming six

handsome pot plants, about 30 inches high. Planted

out in our shrubberies others have reached to about

9 feet in height in the same number of seasons. There
are other specimens about as high in a nursery here,

and it is surprising that it is not more employed, con-

sidering its striking appearance. To what height will

it grow ? Thos. C. Brehant, Ghci nsty.

Chenopodium Bonus Henricus.—I feel greatly

obliged to some of your correspondents for informing

us that this plant is still cultivated, sold, eaten, and

esteemed in sundry towns and villages in Lincolnshire.

I had supposed the statements concerning it in our

modern Floras, &c., had been borrowed from the

older writers and were no longer true, although I

notice that C. P. Johnson, in T/ie Usffid Plants of
Great Britain, says

—" Under the curious names of

'Fat Hen 'and 'Good King Henry' this plant was
formerly largely cultivated in gardens as a potherb,

and even in the beginning of the present century was
still esteemed in Lincolnshire and some of the midland
counties, but is now little used. It forms a very

palatable and wholesome green vegetable when boiled,

much resembling Spinach in flavour. The plant is

easily cultivated, and, furnishing a crop of green leaves

daring the greater part of the year, was doubtless

valuable in the kitchen garden before the numerous
vegetables at present under cultivation were introduced,

but can scarcely be recommended as a substitute for

those now in use." This had always been my opinion

till your Lincolnshire correspondents have enliglitened

us. Perhaps if some of their local botanists had

favoured the world with a county Flora, we should

have known more about the modern use of their

"markery." How is it that so large a county, with

such variety of soils, should not have produced a local

Flora ? Perhaps some one will take the hint. And
now, when I am asking questions, spare me room to

inquire of your numerous subscribers residing in the

other counties of England and Wales, whether the

Chenopodium Bonus Henricus is still cultivated or

grown with them, as we hear it is in Lincolnshire ?

Wm. Marshall, Ely, Dec. 9.

Pyretbrum aureum laciniatum. — This plant,

which was introduced last spring by the Messrs.

Osborn, of Fulham, was raised from a sport ob-

tained from the well-known Golden Feather Pyre-

thrum, and, like its parent, is doubtless destined to

become popular as a bedding plant. As its name
implies, it has most beautifully cut-leaved foliage, so
much so, that but for its bright golden colour it might
easily be mistaken for a squat-growing Fern. It is

much better adapted for use as single specimens, or as

a "dot" plant, than the old type, and makes an
equally good chain or ground-work, so that when better

known it will to a large extent supersede it. In any
case it is a desirable addition to the hardy list of bed-
ding plants, and as it comes perfectly true from seed
it will soon be sufficiently cheap for every one inte-

rested to give it a trial. IV. IVMsmith, Heckfield.

Poinsettias.—In the report of the Liverpool Chry.
santhemum and Fruit Show at p. 723. I think your
correspondent has overstepped the mark where he
says of the Poinsettias "the only wonder being that

any one would stage such naked things at a public

exhibition." I scarcely think the remark applies to

those that obtained the 1st prize, which were con-

sidered by many present, who were quite capable of

judging, to be well grown, and reflected great credit

on the cultivator. Fair Play.

Monstrous Cyclamen.—At the last meeting of

the Scientific Committee some flowers of Cyclamen
ibericum were shown from Mr. Tyerman's garden in

which the ordinary calyx-leaves were entirely replaced

by stalked leaves. The occurrence is so common in

many plants, especially in Primroses, that we should
hardly have deemed it worthy of being figured but for

two circumstances—one, that it formed a very pretty

variety, just the thing tor a " buttonhole " or to float

in a finger-glass ; the other, because, as we hear from

Mr. Tyerman, that it is reproduced from seed. Such
a flower has obvious capabilities, on which account
we commend it to notice. Eds.

Eucharis amazonica.—We have here a few large
plants of this beautiful Lily in 1 8-inch pots, three of
which when in bloom I had photographed (November
last). One of these had fifty spikes, and the other
two had forty-six each, making a total of 142 spikes,

averaging six blooms on each spike ; altogether there
were S52 blooms in various stages. These plants
bloomed at about the same time last year, and again
in February and May this year, but the largest number
of spikes then was thirty-six. My mode of treatment
varies slightly from that of your correspondents at

pp. 691 and 721. Mine were shifted from small pots to

a size or two larger as they required, into an equal
mixture of turfy peat and loam, with a good sprinkling
of silver-sand and charcoal, without being shaken out
or separated in any way, and kept growing rapidly in

the temperature of a Pine-stove, occupying, as they
do, a portion of the tan-bed used for plunging the
Pines. I do not plunge the plants but plunge inverted
pots in the bed, and stand the plants on them, by that
means worms are excluded, permitting at the same time
more room for the development of the foliage, and
bringing them close to the glass. In this situation they
require copious waterings both at the roots and over-
head, manure-water being given as soon as the flower-

spikes begin to show. After flowering water sparingly
for about a fortnight, shading slightly on bright
sunny days in the height of summer. I generally
stand them outdoors from the middle of July to the
end of August (in a shady situation, but not over-
hung), when they are taken into a cool house or pit,

and introduced into heat in succession as required up
to the middle of October ; if left longer they lose

their foliage, greatly diminishing their vigour and fine

appearance. Where cut flowers are required in quan-
tities this plant will be found invaluable. I send
photograph for you to see. G. R. Sheath.

To any one possessing a stove this is cer-
tainly one of the most accommodating and easily
cultivated plants gardeners have to do with, and
one whose value lor cutting is universally acknow-
ledged

; and yet one often meets with it in anything
but a satisfactory condition. I have often wondered
(and should like to be informed, if any one can tell

me) if there are indifferent forms or varieties of this
species to be met with ; if so, I must congratulate
myself on being fortunate always to have met with
the right thing, for, if I were asked to name one of
the best flowering stove plants especially for cutting,
I think I should not hesitate to say Eucharis
amazonica. With respect to the plants noticed
by your correspondents (see p. 691), I think this
Eucharis is not very particular as to soil, as any
moderately rich, free, open material will grow it,

provided the pots are well drained, as it requires
an abundance of water while growing. Though
bottom-heat is not generally essential to their well-
doing (they never get it here), still I think, in the case
of the plants mentioned, it no doubt hastened their
flowering, because, the bulbs having been shaken out
and re-potted, the roots would the sooner "feel" the
sides of the pots ; in fact I should be much mistaken
if, after such treatment through the hottest part of the
year, they were not quite pot-bound—a condition in

which they generally flower well. After such liberal
treatment one would expect to find the spikes extra
strong, which accounts for some of them producing
seven flowers, six being the usual number as far as my
experience goes, though I have seen seven. It
would also be just the time of year to see their finest

flowers, for these are seldom so large on plants
started in the dull months of the year. I have just
measured one of the last flowers on a plant here, and
find it exactly 4.I inches across ; but the blooms on
another plant just placed in heat will not be so large
as that. I consider the great secret of success in
flowering this plant is giving it a good rest after each
flowering. Our system of management is as follows :

As soon as the leaves that started about the same time
as the last flower-spikes are approaching maturity,
water is gradually withheld; and when they have
become tolerably dry they are placed in a cool house
as much out of the draught as possible ; here they
only receive a little water occasionally, just sufficient

to retain the foliage. After five or six weeks or more
of this treatment, according as they are required, they
are again placed in heat and kept well watered,
gradually increasing the temperature of the water till

It becomes a few degrees warmer than that of the
house in which they are growing. As soon as they
are well up again they get occasional doses of guano-
water, when they soon begin to throw up their bloom.
It will be seen that I am here dealing with established
plants only—as, if the plants treated as above are
weakly, and the bulbs ill-nourished, disappointment
will follow. I am aware that this resting process has
been recommended over and over again, and I believe
many of the failures I have noticed have occurred
through the plants not being sufficiently strong before
being put to rest ; before this is attempted they must
be thoroughly well grown in a warm moist house,
even if it be for twelve months, and then treated as
above; success will be certain. I should not be at all

surprised to hear that the plants mentioned by your
correspondents last week, and above alluded to, if

subjected to similar treatment to that I have named,
produced a greater number of spikes on their next
blooming even without the bottom-heat. One great
recommendation for this plant is—it may be had in

bloom all the year round where there are the requisite
number of plants and room to put them. This is

very easy with half-a-dozen, say i2-inch, potfuL (we
have only three here, and are seldom without flowers
long together). Another is (and this is not a small one)
—that ladies seldom get tired of the flowers. After
making up Eucharis blooms several times in succession
for a lady's hair I once asked if there was any other she
would like in preference, and was met with the reply
— "One never tires of that flower." And another
is— it readily increases itself. Seven years ago a lady,
visitor here brought one small plant with her ; from
this plant came the three 12-inch potluls named
above, and which are very much bound, and would
soon make more. In conclusion I would advise any
amateur having a stove, however small, and not
having this plant, to try one or two ; and if he
happen to be short of room, after the plants have
made a start they will do very well on the floor of
the house, if placed on a large inverted flower-pot, or
any similar pedestal—that being the position they
occupy here. Thos. J. Crane, Gr., I.o!;shill,

ChisUhiirst,

Violets in Pots.— It is a most unusual occurrence
to find Violets flowering in pots in the houses of small
cultivators, and indeed it is by no means common m
many large gardens. The ease with which they can be
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grown in the open ground probably militates against

their becoming prominent house favourite?, and slill

farlher, it is the most common practice to grow them
under glass in frames, where they want only ordinary

• attention, and they will usually flower freely through

the winter. But there are thousands of amateur culti'

vators of plants who have no spare frame room for

such a purpose, and who yet would hail with delight

the possession of a few Violet blooms at any period

during the winter months. To these pot culture pre-

sents itself as the favoured medium, if in addition

they have a small house in which their few plants are

cultivated. Strong crowns produced from young side

shoots should be lifted from the open ground and be

potted up in good soil into 6-inch pots early in Octo-
ber, and allowed to remain in some sheltered spot in

the open air until the middle of November, when
they should be carefully looked over, have all decayed
leaves removed, and then be placed on a shelf near

the glass, and where plenty of air is enabled to circu-

late, and kept moderately moist. These will begin to

produce flowers at once, and continue all through the

winter. The best single Violet for pot work is Lee's

Victoria Regina, and the best doubles are the Neapo-
litan, Princess Louise, deep mauve ; King of Violets,

rich deep blue ; and Queen of Violets, pure white.

One each of these make a delicious buttonhole.

A. D.

The Royal Horticultural Society : Education
of Young Gardeners.—While the reconstruction

of this Society is receiving considerable attention

just now, perhaps a few remarks on one section that

may be represented in its programme may not be out

of place, viz., the inducement to encourage young
gaideners in getting well up in different parts of their

calling. About ten or more years ago a scheme was
got up connected with the Society for students at

Chiswick, and examinations were held at Kensington
to test the knowledgeof these students. This plan, then,

however good in its meaning, I think was but very
partial in its work—that is to say, very few young
gardeners throughout the country could or did take
up the inducements offered to them. On this subject,

the education of young gardeners, everything pos-

sible should be put as much in their way as could be,

as no class of young men, it may be said, labour
harder against adverse circumstances, which can be
readily Fummed up. The stimulus to young gardeners
which I have referred to has fallen through, still no
one who ever tried to profit by it will ever regret it ;

and I may now be allowed to ask if something more
permanent could not be organised which every young
gardener in the kingdom could take advantage of if he
was desirous. Could prizes not be off"ered to such
as the best or most practical reports on subjects to

be named by the Society, these to be on fundamental
sulijects relating to the profession, or as the Society
may think best ? The examinations I have referred to

were not suited to bring out the talent over the whole
country, and I have no doubt that at the seasons at

which some of the examinations were fixed it was un-
suitable for young men to get away. At almost any
season in some hard-worked places it is difficult for

young men to get away for a day or two ; and then
there is the expense—say, for instance, a young
gardener going from Edinburgh to London to be ex-

amined. Then as regards students in such places as

the Royal Horticultural Gardens, how limited would
be its influence in a horticultural point of view. I

will not go further into this matter, as it may be pre-

mature ; but I will make this suggestion—that if

the Royal Horticultural Society can devise some
means of securing the spending of winter evenings
to the future advantage of young gardeners all over
the country^ it would be a good thing to do. Many
a night is spent in card playing in bothies, to no sub-
Sf quent pleasure or profit. May I remark that every
niisapplication of talent should, if possible, be averted.

If the Royal Horticultural Society offers well, the
ynung gardeners should take the matter up. The
goodwill of head gardeners is also desirable for such
a scheme as this, as their influence is often of import-
ance. R. Mackellar.

Tampering with Thermometers, &c.—Mr.
William Jones' accusations against, and lamentations
about young gardeners at p. 530, are of so serious a
nature that they ought not to go unanswered. That
some few amongst them may be guilty of breathing on
thermometers, in the endeavour to falsify the tem-
perature in the eyes of head gardeners, I shall not
attempt to deny, having, when in their position, occa-
sionally done it myself. And why? Simply for the
reason that I had to serve {good gardener though he
w.is) a man who in this respect was most exacting,
and demanded that at 6 A M. certain houses should
Jtaiid at a given figure, no matter what the outside

temperature might be ; and knowing that it was use-
less to reason with him against such an absurd corn-
man I, I adopted the practice in self-defence and in

the interest of peace ; and though I admit it to have
been a questionable proceeding, I contend that under
the circumstances I was justified in it. Query : Has

Mr. W. Jones never been guilty of the same
tri( k ? Whether he has or not, I beg to

assure him that he has the remedy in his own
hands, viz , to be reasonable in bis demands, and
not complain because his houses happen to be
1° too hot or too cold. I am a strong believer

in the old proverb of " Like master, like man," and
though I know, to my cost, that there are a few
exceptions, I unhesitatingly say that the great bulk

of young gardeners are anxious to please and willing

to be moulded to our model. If, therefore, my view
be correct, the responsibility of the degeneracy (if

any) of young gardeners rests with their seniors.

But notwithstanding Mr. William Junes' assertion

"that out of twenty-eight applicants for an under
gardener's situation, but one had a twelve months'
character," I cannot admit that there is any dege-

neracy. If so, how is it that horticulture flourishes

on every hand, and that young men are always to be
found ready to accept the most responsible situations?

Where one fails dozens succeed, and I believe that

so it will ever be, in spite of the spasmodic fits that

some few of the fraternity have of blackballing their

younger brethren. If, as head gardeners, we did but

look better after our young men, both as to their

comfort and morals—by first and foremost seeing that

they had comfortable rooms to live in (not bothie^-),

and nexf that they were supplied with good books,

pipers, &c., to deter them from seeking relaxation

at the public-house, and if, above all, we did but take

them more into our confidence, and not act and speak
to them as if we were never in their position, depend
upon it we should rarely have to complain of bad

service. [This is quite as it should be. Eds.]
As to the latter part of Mr. Jones' epistle,

nurserymen should answer that themselves, but as a

practical comment on it, I may say that once I had
the ambition to covet employment in a nursery, but

before gaining admission vouchers of previous service

from more than one employer had to be submitted,

and that such is the general rule I know to be a fact.

W. n\ II.

Garibaldi Strawbefry.—Mr. Nicholson certainly

had Garibaldi in his list, and I think as a seedling of

his, but, as I said before, I am not sure that I had it

from him. I had at various times over one hundred
varieties from him, and have had some few since his

death. If I had it, it was in 1S62 or 1S63. I then

had about sixty varieties from him at once for trial,

but my man who had the charge of them did not take

proper care of them, and the labels of many were
lost. The Garibaldi I had from Mr. Nicholson was
about two years previous, i860 or 1S61. I have now
Mr. Nicholson's list of that date, but I do not

know where to find it. I used to set great value on
his lists, for I found his descriptions so good, Mr.
RadclyfTe has possibly written to Mrs. Nicholson, or

I would do it. George Lee^ CUvidon,

Roses in December in Wales. — Yesterday,

December u, I cut blooms of Mar(5chal Niel, Gloire

de Dijon, Safrano, and Fellenberg. growing on a

south wall without any protection. G. \V. C, Cioniy

AberyslU'ith.

Conifers and Cattle.—With reference to the

question of '* R. S. W." as to the harmlessness or

otherwise of certain Conifers when eaten by cattle,

my own experience is that they will touch neither

Cupressus Lawsoniana nor Thuja Lobbii ('he true

Thuja gigantea),but that both cattle and rabbits will

greedily devour Libocedrus decurrens (the so-called

Thuja gigantea), although I have not known them to

be injured by it, H, K.

Masdevallia.—The remarks given by Mr. Joseph
C. Spyers, Orchid grower to Sir T. Lawrence, Bart.,

on Masdevallia tovarensis, fully agree with what I have
experienced at Hamburgh Botanic Garden, where
Masdevallia tovarensis does very well under Mr.
Donat's able management. We have also observed
it flowering a second time from the old peduncles,

yet we, too, have seen that this is very obnoxious to

the health of the plant. We once, too, nearly lost

a big plant of Masdevallia infracta, Lindl., from
having kept it in a profusion of flowering a very long
while, and the sudden death of a Masdevallia
maculata, Kl. and Karst., may have been due perhaps
to the same reason, H. G. RcH. f.

Heating.—Having had some hot-water pipes
arranged on what I fancy is a new plan, and thinking
that it may be useful to some of your readers to know
that it is not necessaiy to level pipes and sink boilers

a great depth in the ground, 1 send the particulars.

The boiler has to heat looo feet, and the flow-

pipe rises about 6 inches in the first 6 feet ; it then
rises nearly perpendicularly for 3 feet 6 inches, and then
supplies, by meansof a two-way joint, two rows of pipes

which run down both sides of a house 160 feet long.

The entire length of flow is under ll feet, the length

of return is about 560 feet. The return pipes are

3 feet out of level in many places. The circulation is

rapid and perfect, A small pipe is fixed by a union
joint in an elbow at the highest point of the flow ; it

runs up over the door of the house and down again
into the supply cistern, so that any steam escaping is

condensed and saved. Thus the water has only to
rise for a distance of II feet, it returns by its own
gravity, and so long as all the return pipes are lower
than the highest point of the flow, the circulation will

be perfect. //. L.

Royal Horticultural Society.—When the lease

of the South Kensington Garden is surrendered, as it

shortly will be, the question will arise, What is to be
done with the garden? There are three parties

interested : first the public, with whose Exhibition

shillings the land was mainly bought, and Vi-ho have
therefore a right to see it used for public purposes

;

secondly, the resident householders, who took their

houses, if not in faith, at least in expectation, of

having the use of a garden more or less private
;

thirdly, the Fellows of the Royal Horticultural

Society, to whom, if they were once free from the

present attending incumbrances, it would give the

most convenient place for the committee meetings and
the small shows which accompany them—most cor-

venient both to the exhibitors who furnish the shows,
the committees who judge at them, and the

visitors who come to see. A suggestion made some
months back having, when repeated lately, been
received with some favour by one of the authorities, I

venture to ask you to publish it. It is this : the

lower part of the gardens, it is understood, will be
required for the purposes of the Natural History

Collection ; the other part of the garden might be

put under the Kew authorities, who would continue

to show what plants best stand London air and
smoke—(and here let me say few people know what
can be done by lovintr care in a London garden; I

lately saw, in a small garden not haU-a-mile from the

Albert Hall, Ntirlh American Lilies, and other

plants, as well bloomed in the open border as with

all the experience and pure heath air we can bloom
them here ; the lady of the house, I need hardly say,

was a scientific gardener. In a still more difficult

neighbourhood, in Grosvenor Street, pot plants are

excellently grown)—and keep up a garden which
would make a pleasant rest to the public tired with

the interesting objects over the way and in the

Natural History Museum, The garden might not be

open to the public till I2 o'clock, and up to that

time the neighbouring householders might be ad-

mitted by keys, for which they would pay a guinea
annually ; the children would thus still get a run

—

the guineas might be spent in extra decoration of the

garden. Power might be reserved to close the garden
from the public on a certain number of days, and
facilities given for visitors to the Lindley Library,

Council and committee meetings, and showi. The
above would, I think, be a fair compromise for all

interests. Another point :—Why canvas the country

for one-guinea and Patron four-guinea fellows, instead

of trying for Fellows subscribing two guineas ? First,

because it has now been shown that a very great many
people interested in gardening will subscribe a guinea,

on general principles, to what they believe will be a

really useful Society, though they live at such dis-

tances from London that they can expect compara-
tively little direct personal good from it. Secondly,

because it is most important that the Society should

include as many as possible of the foremost horticul-

turists of the country of all ranks, and it is a fact that

not a few of them of good position and with consider-

able influence have but few guineas to spare and many
calls upon these. Third ly, because the broader the basis

the Society rests on the better, the difficulty of collect-

ing subscriptions being not very serious— witness the

National Rifle Association and the Royal Agricultural

S iciety. Fourthly, because there are a considerable

number of enthusiastic horticulturists with ample means
who are willing to lend a helping hand to the Society,

especiallyunder its difficulties of transformation, by sub-

scribing four guineas, for which they will receive a ticket

admitting *'self and friend," and the right to a

second ticket, admitting their head gardener to all the

Society's shows. Another question came in these

words :
— *' It has long been my intention to withdraw

from the present Society. I am quite willing to join

the new Society, or, rather, to continue my present

annual subscription of four guineas, provided all con-

nection with the gardens at Kensington be entirely dis-

solved. I shall be obliged by your informing me what
course you think I had better adopt." The answer to

this and to several other similar questions was that, if

the writer had resolved to leave the Society in its

present shape, he had better send notice of withdrawal

to the Council before the end of the year, with an

intimation that if the plan of reconstruction suggested

be carried out, he would become a Patron four-

guinea Fellow. The interest in the guinea Fellow-

ships keeps widening. The last post brought in

adhesions and names from Durham, Cornwall, York-
shire, Pembrokeshire, and two from Warwickshire.

Geo. F, Wilson,
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The Cost of Deep Digging.—I have read with

surprise, at p. 721, Mr. Lovel's statement "on the

cost and advantages of deep cultivation." I feel

doubtful whether or no he has given a correct esti-

mate of the time and labour required for such work.

First, is it possible that a labourer can double dig

efliciently 50 square yards of such ground as Mr. Lovel

slates per day of eight hours ? I think it is simply

impracticable. I, myself residing in an agricultural

county, have an idea of what such labour costs, and

by going the cheapest way to work I find that single

digging here costs as much per square yard as Mr.

Level's double digging, wiih about half as much
accomplished in a day as is considered a fair day's

work for a man. The writer states that he worked
cheerfully away, but I doubt if the labourer did, know-
ing that he had 50 fquare yards to do before accom-

plishing his eight hours' work, which I suppose was

allotted out to him at the large amount of 3./ per

hour, or \d. per square yard. I quite agree with the

advantages derived from the advice given by Mr.

Lovel in reference to deep cultivation, but I beg to difler

as to the cost of labour, which, if it be so cheap in the

northern counties, I wonder that farmers do not sub-

stitute manual labour for mechanical. I am still more

surprised to find Mr. Lovel (especially if a gardener)

giving such an elaborate account of cheap labour, as

it has a tendency to make employers dissatisfied with

the employed. W. Gray, Brcomfield, ClubnsforJ.

Effects of the Late Storm at Durrobin.—The
easterly gales and heavy sea, which commenced with

the month, culminated about mid-day on the 4th,

when with the high tides the sea swept into the bay

with greater force, and has done more damage on

this coast than any of the fishermen remember. In

same parts of the grounds between Dunrobin Castle

and the sea the lawns were flooded with sea-water to

the depth of from 6 inches t> a foot. Large

stones and seaweed were thrown over the bulwark on

to the lawns 20 to 30 yards further than usual, even

wUh an ordinary high tide and gale. A carri.age-

drive which passes the whole length of the grounds

inside the bulwark is completely washed out in places

to a depth of about 2 feet, from 6 to S feet in width,

and in lengths of 20 to 100 yards ; at other places

the road is silted up with a deposit of from 2 to 3

feet in depth of rough boulder gravel. Some of the

clumps of Buckthorn are silted up with sand, seaweed,

and gravel. Beds of Triloma Uvarii were under

water, and are partly covered up with gravel and sand,

although from ten to a dozen yards inside the bulwark

Uuring the storm the kitchen garden doors had to be

kept shut and barricaded with turf, as when opened

a steady run, about a foot deep, came pouring in.

The drive by the south-west coiner of tlie kitchen

gardens w;s scarcely passable, as the sea broke right

up to the garden walls ; a part of the grounds here

where the bulwark ends was protected last year by a

facing of stout piles from 10 to 12 feet long, these

have at one part been lifted out by the force of

the water, which gradually

while the storm lasted. The
grass is here very apparent.

the piles is thickly matted

trenches had to be cut into the bank for fixing stay:

to secure the piles—these openings were filled and

rimmed and the ground sown with grass seed which

during the summer had grown into fairly good turf for

the first year. Wherever the Couch-grass had been

cut into the soil was washed out, though where the

turf was permeated w ith Couch grass the waves seemed

to make no impression unless by sapping the soil

from below. The same thing was noticeable behind

the private pier, where the waves, after striking some

time, broke to a height of from 40 to 50 feet. The
junction of the bulwark with the pier is built some-

thing like a ploughshare so as to pass the water to a

great extent of! the pier and allow the rollers to break

th-ir force on the stonework : great volumes of water

washed over this part during the storm on to a

t iangular piece of grassland well matted with Couch-

grass, where it made no impression, except in one

part where woikmen had during the summer had a

fire for the purpose of boding tar. The Couch-grass

at this part being killed, the soil was soon washed

01' and further damage was only stopped where the

soil' was thoroughly bound together 'oy the weeds.

Near the east end of the grounds, where the road is

allowed to merge into a grass drive, the Couch-grass

has so firmly bound the surface that it has been the

means of preventing a good deal of damage. The

Couch-grass is usually regarded by gardeners as their

actual enemy—I do nut remember hearing a good

word said about it, or a good use to which it could be

put, so that it is all the more pleasant to have a

word to say in its favour, and to find a place where it

may be profitably employed. I believe there is no

plant belter suited for binding the soil together by

the sea.shore, and enabling it to resist the encroach-

ments of the sea. D. Melville, Dunrobin. [What is

the Couch meant by our correspondent ? Probably

Elymus, or Arundo arenaria, not Triticum repens, the

common Couch ? Eds ]

•idened the breach
value of the Couch-
The bank behind

dth it ; at intervals

Crocus Clusii.—This distinct autumnal Crocus,
long lost to cultivation, but restored to our gardens
by the kindness of that most liberal and indefatigable

of horticulturists, Mr. George Maw, has just opened
its first bloom with me. Its leafage is similar to that

of C. serotinus, but narrower. It has the feathery

stigma of C. nudiflorus, and resembles that species in

the general appearance of the flower. The petals are

pale purple, more or less shaded with silvery white,

and faintly striped at the base with a darker shade.
The throat is whitish, the anthers and stigma orange.
The leaves appear before the bloom. It comes into

flower so late in our sunless autumn that it is better

to grow it under glass. H. Harpur-Cmi^e, Drayton-
Beauchamp Rectory, Triti^, Dec. 2.

Masdevallia tovarensis.—We have liere a
plant of this charming little Masdevallia in a 6-inch
pot, with seventeen spikes bearing forty of its highly
scented snow-white flowers—the original number of

spikes being twenty, but unfortunately a slug got

among them one evening and soon showed its par-

tiality for Masdevallia iiy cutting three of the most
forward before being caught in the act. Thos. Reid,

The Gardens, Copl thioick Hall, Rifon, Yorks.

|Iofitc.5 flf |t00l;,5.

The Grape Vine. By Joseph Meredith. London :

George Philip & Son ; Liverpool : Philip, Son &
Nephew.

As a cultivator of Grapes Mr. Meredith is world-

famous. No one has ever attained much greater

cckbrity, or reaped much greater honours for Grape

culture than Joseph Meredith, the modest author of

this very elegant little volume on the Grape Vme.
There arc already many excellent "Treatises on the

Vine " in circulation, and written by practical men
also, so that it is just a question as to whether such

a book as this was wanted. Nevertheless, as a 5uc-

ccessful cultivator of the Vine no one has a much
better right to speak, and just in so far as Mr. Mere-

dith has been able to instruct his readers as to the

moJus cperaudi of his own unquestionably successful

practice lies its value.

Mr. Meredith's *' Treatise on the Grape Vine" is

very elegantly got up, nicely printed, &c. , on toned

paper, and handsomely bound ; quite a drawing-room

table book, and far too fine' and expensive for the

garden, or to be used as an ordinary reference or

guii^e book. It contains several nicely executed

sectional plans of several of the vineries as erected

and used at Garston, showing the construction of the

houses, formation of the borders, &c., which

are exceedingly good, and perfect models of

what vineries and Vine borders should be.

As to the subject-matter it Is given in a number of

short chapters, mostly detailing Mr. Meredith's own
actual experience and management of Vines ; some

are written very pithily, and are of a thorough practical

like character, giving the best of advice and the best

of information. Here we learn of the extreme care and

attention Mr. Meredith bestowed on the management

of the temperature and atmosphere of his vineries, and

which he considers necessary to success. Very precise

are the instructions given—from half-past 4 o'clock in

the morning until II o'clock at night, which is a day

long enough to try the ardour of -a good many, but

Mr. Meredith even recommends the giving of air in the

middle of April at "half-past 2 o'clock a.m. !
" which

is a little before daylight, and surely unnecessary.

There is, however, it is well to remember, but a little

way between failure and success, and Mr. Meredith,

with his extreme care and anxiety was successful; but

it sounds like joking when he recommends *' that in

boisterous and very frosty weather it would be as well

to have a sofa in the vinery as it would not be safe

to leave the Grapes all night." We doubt if many

will be found to follow such advice. Grapes, the

amateur will say, are not worth growing at such a

price. Yet Mr. Meredith is evidently serious, for he

says of himself, "1 have sat up all night scores of times

wa'ching the temperature in bad weather, just as

anxious as the captain of a ship with a valuable

ca'go."

Mr. Meredith's remarks on the "barbarous prac-

tice of cattintj out a great number of the growing
shoots of the Vines, under the mistaken idea of the

benefit of admitting light and air," are well worth
perusal. The result is, as Mr. Meredith says, that

"the bunches of Grapes are exposed suddenly to the

sun. The skins of the berries are very tender, through
allowing so much surplus growth, which previously

kept every ray of the sun from them, and, as a matter

of course, scalding begins to take place. This treat-

ment has also a great tendency to produce rust, and
is often the cause of a bad and unnatural colour and
shanking wholesale." We could cite many excellent

passages of this sort, and there is also an excellent
" calendar of operations for the Vine," which is worth
following. It is strange, however, that, with so much
that is good, there should be so much wanting. The
omissions are many and great. In the very first

operation—the formation of the Vine border—all that

we are told is that "turfy sods form the bulk,"

There is not a word about any of the component
parts, or how to make a Vine border, if we except a

lot of tangled and confused ideas about electricity,

and the discoveries of Sir H. Davy. Again, there is

literally no instruction or information given on the

important subject of pruning the Vine, merely, "I
prefer leaving one eye instead of two, as it keeps

the fruit near the main stem," &c., not a word further.

There is very little about the stopping or training

of the shoots, and no mention of the Phylloxera. It

is a pity that Mr. Meredith has not been better

advised than to issue so incomplete a work on a subject

so thoroughly well understood by him, so useless at

the very points where information on the Vine is most
wanted.

Our contemporary, the Gardeners' Ulagazhie^

announces the publication of its double Christmas
number for the 19th inst., and amongst the contents

will be included papers on Christmas Customs in Yoik-
i-hire, by Henry Taylor; Christmas Decorations, by
T. C. Clarke ; Orchids for Decorations, by W. Ged-
ney ; Cultivation of Pot Roses, by Charles Turner

;

Table Palms, by B. S. Wiliams ; Persuasion of

Orchids, by George RoUisson ; Christmas Grapes, by
W. Cole; Culture of Vanilla, by J. Woodbridge;
Standard Bouvardias by K. Oubridge ; Cherry Pie,

by Humphrey Clinker's Cousin ; Fairy Grottos and
Show Ferneries, by Henry Harland ; The Gladiolus

in r?'76, by Messrs. Kelway and Son ; Prize Es-ay
on |the Pig ; The Dresden Pair and the Globule of

Water, by the Former Philosopher; Flowers on
Pottery and Porcelain, by A Collector of Blue ;

Improved Nursery Rhymes, Dialect Songs, and
amusing miscellanies.

Florists' Flowers.
Auricula IIey's Atollo.—Your correspondent

"J. M." asks for information respecting the Auricula

"Hey's'ApoUo." I bought it on two occasions, and paid

30^. for it once. The plants were from two different

quarters, and as they agreed in every point I concluded

that they were correct. The following is my descrip-

tion of it ;—Flower blue, but by no means dense or

evenly coloured, having thin Mreaks through the body-

colour, which gives it a faded look from the very first.

The paste and eye are fair, but nothing to boast of.

The foliage is green, but distinctly mottled with a

lighter shade of green. Indeed, by this pecu-
liarity it could be picked out in a collection if it

had neither flower nor name. In my opinion it is a

great impostor, and got no more than its deserts when,

as you mention in your paper of Nov. 25, it used to

be treated as a border plant. I was so disappointed

with the first plant I bought that I thought it

could not be true ; after some years I obtained the

second, and, as I said, they proved identical.

I have never seen a plant that purporied to be
" Redman's Metropolitan," so cannot say whether it

and " Hey's Apollo " are the same. But in Hogg's

treatise on the Auricula, sixth edition of 1S39, both

plants are named separately, showing that he did not

consider them identical.

I should be very thankful if "J. M." would favour

me with a list of those rare varieties of which he is the

happy possessor. F'-ederick TymoiiSj C'k , Cloghran^

Co, Dublin.
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The Polyanthus.—I am very pleased to perceive,

in the report of the proceedings of the Auricula exhi-

bition committee, that it is purposed to associate in

the forthcoming show at the Crystal Palace the Poly-

anthus and the Auricula for exhibition purposes.

Both in natural affinity, as well as in floral develop-

ment, there is a relationship between these beautiful

spring flowers that render them specially worthy of the

the care and patronage of the same growers and the

same public body. Whether the Polyanthus will as

completely satisfy the cravings of those who love beau-

tiful flowers, as does the Auricula, will materially de-

pend upon the liberality or otherwise by which classy

for it may be arranged. If the restricted ideas of florists

of the old school are to be in the ascendant, the old-

fashioned gold-laced kinds only will be recognised as

suitable exhibition flowers ; and as the cultivation of

the best varieties of this section has of late years been

much neglected, it is too probable that the Polyanthus

would be but poorly represented. If, on the other

hand, the committee will recognise the fine fancy and

self varieties that have of late years become so popular,

a great gain will result to the show. In these sections

are found flowers of great size, fine form, and rich and

varied colour and markings. In many respects the

same rules that decide the merit of gold-edged growers

may be applied to these with advantage, but to do

this fairly the Polyanthus should be divided into the

respective classes of gold-edged, selfs—to comprise

white, sulphur, yellow, purple-crimson, black and

other colours ; and fancies, in which any kind of

marked flowers would be included, subject, of course,

to the possession of other merits. A. D.

Viola Golden Gem.—The Golden Gem Viola is

really a "gem" in its way. Its leaves, which are

clustered in great abundance round its stems, are of a

bright shining green. Its habit is of the dwarfest and

most compact character, and the flowers, which are

thrown up in great profusion, are of a rich, deep

golden-yellow. I have seen no Viola that equals it

in compactness of habit, and it is invaluable for

edgings. A.

Planting is a work of such vast importance, that

no information respecting it should be withheld. If

rightly done, the results throughout will be pleasing

and satisfactory, but if wrongly done, disappointment

and loss will be the inevitable results. The subject 'of

*' planting " is a large one, and would fill many pages

to exhaust it, but for the present I shall endeavour to

point out a few of the most common and serious errors

connected with it and how to avoid them.

In planting ordinary moorland, apart from draining,

the most important thing to do is to remove the rank

herbage and old matted surface turf. Unless this is

done, too, large plants must be used, which practice

proves to be a serious and often fatal mistake. I

have seen two-year seedling two years transplanted

Larch, and even two-year seedling one-year trans-

planted plants prove an almost complete failure under

such circumstances ; whereas, had the surface been ren-

dered bare, and one-year plants used instead, perfect

success would have attended it. Poor moorland and

all ground much exposed should be planted with the

smallest possible size of plants, provided always that

such plants are well rooted and proportionately grown,

and having now for years tried many experiments

with all sorts and sizes of plants, I have come to the

settled conclusion, that for general hill and moorland

planting one-year seedling one-year transplanted

Larch, and two-year seedling one-year transplanted

Scots Firs, are the best. By two-year seedling Scots

Firs I mean what are now generally known as bedded

plants, that is, plants that are lifted out of the seed-

bed when one year old, and laid thickly in close lines

for another year. By the process of bedding, a good
and important work is accomplished, and one which

well repays the labour and expense. The practice of

bedding seedling forest trees is only of comparatively

recent origin, and in some districts perhaps neither yet

known nor practised. Several nurserymen, I find,

claim the merit and honour of introducing it, which
testifies to its beneficial results, for few men care to

contend for that which is unsuccessful.

In planting deep loamy soil, where the growth

is essentially rapid, larger sized plants must be used

than for poor and bare moorland. In such case three

and four year old plants may be used, but they should

have been removed every year previous to final

planting out, in order to form a corresponding balance

between root and top growth. Special attention

should also be paid to the development of the

branches, and from these the state and condition of

the roots may in a great measure be determined. One
condition, however, should always be observed—viz.,

that the plants are clothed with branches close to the

ground. From the fact of this condition not being

insisted upon by planters nurserymen are led to plant

too closely in the lines, and even in the seed-beds,

greatly injure the plants by undue crowding. Higher

prices must of course be paid for well-grown plants
;

but no intelligent man would object to that, as the

dearest plants always prove the cheapest in the end.

The next consideration is. How to prepare the

ground for receiving the plants, apart from drying it.

One common and efiicient way with heath and rough

moorland is to take the opportunity when the ground

is dry to burn it. By law no moor-burning can be

done between April II and November I, so that any

other time of the year may be taken advantage of

when the herbage is dry. The best time commonly

is in February, March, and the beginning of April. A
slight breeze is desirable, but this is not so important

as that the ground be perfectly dry, so that the mass

may be all consumed. Heath is better to be burnt

three or four years previous to planting, in order that

some herbage may be again grown up to protect the

plants, not so much from the winds, simply, as from

snow-drift, and their natural enemies, game. I have

always found trees grow best in heath, from 4 to

6 inches high, the plants themselves being from 9 to

12 inches when planted.

Herbage other than Heath should be cut once a

year, till the plants are fairly above it ; and it should

be borne in mind that the lateral branches suffer even

more than the top growth from rank herbage, hence

they should be kept perfectly clear of everything that

would interfere with it. What is to contend with as

much, and in some cases more than the surface herbage,

is the matted thick turf that covers the ground, before

the roots reach the active soil the plant is necessarily

put in too deep for its prosperity. There is often a

matted surface 3 inches thick to pass through before

the quick soil is reached, and when so reached the

roots are put away far beyond the influence of the

elements conducive to their growth. Under such

circumstances it is essential that the surface turf be

pared oflf and laid aside.

To pare the whole surface off an acre of ground

costs 30^., and this even is sometimes advisable when
small groups are to be planted for speedy growth. In

extensive hill planting, however, this is impracticable,

and the next best thing to do is to pare oft the surface

turf with a sharp spade, turn it aside, and insert the

plant in the central part of the bare space thus made.

The turfing may either be done by the planter with

his spade as he proceeds, or by a separate person going

before with what is termed a breast spade, and the

planters succeeding them. In addition to burning

the herbage, and cutting it for some years afterwards,

together with paring off the matted turf that the roots

may properly reach their natural elements, another

and by no means unimportant operation may with

advantage be employed, namely, breaking or loosening

the ground with the foresters' foot-pick. The latter

operation, as I have frequently stated, produces all

the benefits arising from pitting, while it avoids the

necessary attendant evils, and is done at a compara-

tively nominal expense. In planting ordinary moor-

land a man, with a boy or woman to handle the plants,

puts in from 1000 to 1200 per day, and when the

turf is pared off, additional to planting, he puts in from

800 to 900 plants per day with the same assistance.

C. Y. Mic/iie, Cullen House, Ciillin, Dec. II.

Reports of Societies.
Exhibition of Potatos at Bingley Hall, Bir-

mingham.—This exhibition, held in connection with
the Midland Counties Annual Show of (at stock, was
opened on Wednesday last. The exhibitors from the
neighbourhood of London took the lead in most of
the classes in which they competed, their productions
being selected principally for their characters of

symmetry of outline and uniformity of size. Sufficient

attention does not appear to be generally bestowed on

these important points ; and this defect was markedly
apparent on this occasion, many of the tubers shown
being too large and somewhat coarse in quality. Alto,
gether there was a lair display of the best leading varie.
ties. They were arranged along the whole front ofone
of the galleries, but in a somewhat novel way, / ,-. in a
sort of continuous tray, about 2 feet wide and 2 inches
deep, and divided into 12 inch squares, each of which
contained one dish of tubers. Although not quite
equal in appearance to the metropolitan plan, the
method adopted here has an advantage, insomuch
that a frame covered with hexagon netting, pro-
tects the tubers from being stolen—1 contingency not
unknown to many exhibitors.

Messrs. Sutton & Son's silver cup for a collection
of six varieties was won by Messrs. G. & J. Perry, of
Acton Pigott, Salop, with very good samples.
Messrs. James Carter & Co.'s silver cup for a collec-
tion of eight sorts went to Mr. Finlay, The Gardens,
Wroxton Abbey, Banbury

; and a dish of Carter's
Ashtop Fluke in his collection also won the prize
offered by Mr. McKinlay, of Beckenham, for the best
dish of any white kidney. Mr. McKinlay was 1st in
the class for any variety of Potato of the Ashleaf
Kidney type with a fine dish of Royal Ashleaf, Mr.
R. Dean, Ealing, being 2d with Mona's Pride ; and
the Duke of Portland 3d. Mr. McKinlay was also
1st and 3d, and Mr. R. Dean 2d, the Duke of Portland
being commended, in the corresponding class lor
varieties of the Lapstone type. In the class for sorts
of the Regent or Dalmahoy type the Duke of Port-
land was 1st with Dunbar Regents; 2d, Mr. James
Payne, Stoke Tolding, near Hinckley

; 3d, T. L. M.
Cartwright, Esq., Melville House, Ladybank, Fife;
and Commended the Duke of Portland. The best
examples of Paterson's Victoria were shown in the
order named by Mr. McKinlay, Mr. R. Dean, and
the Duke of Portland ; and the finest samples of
Vermont Beauty came from Mr. R. Dean. Mr.
T. P. Taylor, Cymm, Warrington, and the Duke
of Portland. With a splendid dish Mr. McKinlay
cimein ist in the class for Snowflake or any other
white-skinned American variety, Mr. Dean being 2d,
and the Duke of Portland 3d. In the class for any
other white-skinned variety Mr. R. Dean was placed
Ist, with a splendid dish of Porter's Excelsior, which
also took the prize offered by Mr. McKinlay for the
best dish of any white round. Mr. McKinlay was 2d,
and the Duke of Portland Commended. With a
variety named Ruby Mr. R. Dean also came
in 1st in the corresponding class for any
coloured - skinned variety ; Mr. Thomas Penn,
Worminghall, Thame, coming in 2d with the Red-
skinned Flourball ; and the Duke of Portland again
Commended. Mr. Dean was also 1st for three
varieties, with fine samples of Porter's Excelsior, Red
Emperor, and Bresee's Prolific ; and the Duke of
Portland 2d with Early Gem, King of Potatos, and
Perfection Kidney. The last-named exhibitor was
also 3d and Commended in the same class ; Messr.'.

G. & J. Perry, of Acton Pigott, were also Com-
mended. For six distinct varieties Mr. R. Dean
again came in Ist with a uniform lot of excellent
soits ; 2d and 3d the Duke of Portland ; Commended,
Messrs. G. & J. Perry. In the class for twelve
varieties an extra prize of ten guineas was added by
G. Wise, Esq., to the 1st prize of ^5, and the winntr
was Mr. McKinlay, who put up a grand lot, including
splendid examples of Snowflake, Porter's Excelsior,

Scotch Blue, Salmon Kidney, Model, and others.

Mr. R. Dean was 2d, with smaller samples, his dish of
Purple Ashleaf Kidneys in this collection taking Mr.
McKinlay's prize for the best dish of coloured
kidneys.

During the week ending Saturday, Decem-
ber 9, in the vicinity of London the reading of the
barometer at the level of the sea decreased from
29.28 inches at the beginning of the week to 28. 41
inches by the morning of the 4th, increased to 29 02
inches by the early morning of the 5th, decreased to

28.66 inches by the afternoon of the same day, in-

creased to 29.30 inches by the evening of the 6th,

decreased to 29. 14 inches by the afternoon of the 7th,

and increased to 30.20 inches by the end of the week.
The mean reading for the week at sea level was
29, 23 inches, being o 27 inch below that of the pre»

ceding week, and o 72 inch below the average.

The highest temperatures of the air observed by
day varied from 56° on the 3d, to 46° on the 9th, the

mean for the week was 51^". The lowest tempera-
tures of the air observed by night ranged from 35° on
the 9th to 50° on the 3d, the mean for the week was
43|°. The mean daily range of temperature in the
week was S'," ; the greatest range in the day being
12° on the 6ih, and the least 5.'" on the 4th.

The mean daily temperatures of the air, and the

departures from their respective averages were :—3d,

53°.3, -f ii'.S; 4th, 4S°.4 +6°-6; 5th, 49°.4, +f.T,
6th, 48°. 7, -f7°.i; 7th, 46° 6, -^5^ I; Sth, 46°. 2,

-f4°.8; 9th, 40°. 8, -o°.4. The mean temperature
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of the air for the week was 47°. 6, being 5°. i above
the average of sixty years' observations, and 14° 7
above the corresponding week of last year.
The highest readings of a thermometer with black-

ened bulb in vacuo, placed in sun's rays, were 824"
on the 6th, 71.^° on the 3d, and 58° on the 4th; on
the 8th the reading did not rise above 52^. The
lowest readings of a thermometer on grass, with its

bulb exposed to the sky, were nearly of the same
value throughout the week, viz., 45 J°; the mean value
for the week was 45J°.
The direction of the wind was variable, and its

strength strong. The weather during the week was
mild, but generally dull and cloudy, with frequent
heavy showers of rain. There was a strong gale of wind
on the 4th, and the barometer reading for the week
was unusually low. The maximum reading in the week
at sea level was 30.20 inches on the 9th, and the
minimum reading was 28.39 inches on the 4th, show-
ing a difTerence of 1. 81 inch in five days.

Rain fell on six days during the week ; the amount
collected was \\ inch.

In England, the highest temperatures of the air

observed by day was 584° at Plymouth ; at Bradford
5oJ° was the highest temperature ; the mean from all

stations was 544°. The lowest temperatures of the
air observed by night was 31° at Eccles ; at Sheffield
and Leeds 39° was the lowest temperature ; the mean
value from all stations was 36^°. The range of tem-
perature in the week was the greatest at Plymouth,
245°, and the least at Bradford, I2i° ; the mean range
of temperature from all stations was l8i°.
The mean o( the seven high day temperatures was

the highest at Truro and Plymouth, both 54^", and
the lowest at Bradford, 48!°. The general mean
from all stations was 50J'. The mean of the seven
low night temperatures was the lowest at Eccles, 39 j°,

and the highest at Truro, Brighton, and Portsmouth.
The mean from all stations was 43!°.
The mean daily range of temperature in the week

was the least at Brighton, Bristol, Birmingham, and
Bradford, all 6°, and the greatest at Eccles, 10°. The
mean daily range from all stations was 7j°,

The mean temperature of the air for the week was
46J'', being 12° higher than the value for the corre-
sponding week in 1875. The highest was 50^° at
Truro, and the lowest 44} at Eccles.
V Rain fell at Truro to the depth of 2j inches nearly,
at Bradford 2\ inches fell, and at Liverpool \ inch
only was measured ; the average fall over the country
was l\ inch.

The weather during the week was dull, generally
overcast, and wet, but mild. A storm generally pre-
vailed throughout England and Scotland on the 4th
and 5th inst. ; much damage was done to shipping,
and many wrecks occurred. The barometer was un-
usually low everywhere.

In Scotland the highest temperatures of the air

varied from 5o|° at Glasgow to 49° at Dundee and
Greenock ; the mean from all stations was 49I'. The
lowest temperatures of the air ranged from 28" at

Perth to 37° at Greenock ; the mean value from all

stations was ZZy' The mean range of temperature
from all stations in the week was 164°.

The mean temperature of the air for the week from
all stations was 43^°, being 95° higher than the value
for the correspondmg week in 1S75. The highest
was 45°, at Leith, and the lowest 4i|°, at Perth.
The amounts of rain measured varied from 2 inches

at both Aberdeen and Greenock, to nine-tenths of an
inch at Glasgow and Edinburgh : the average fall

over the country was one inch and four-tenths.

At Dublin, the highest temperature of the air was
54° ; the lowest, 32° ; the range, 22° ; the mean,

44i° ; and the fall of rain, o. 65 inch.

STATE OF THE WEATHER ATBLACKHEATH, LONDON,
For the Week ending Wednesday, Dec. 13, 1876.
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VERS.

Asaleas, 12 sprays .. :

Bouvardias. per bun. :

Camellias, 12 blooms .

Carnations, perdo?cn
Chrysanth., 12 blms. :

Cyclamen, per doz... <

Epiphyllum, izblms.
Eucharis, per doz. . .

<

Euphorbia, 12 sprays .

Gardenia, per doz. .. 1

Heliotropes, 12 spr.

Hyacth.,Rom.,i2sp.

. rf. i

Mignonette, 12 bun. 40-90
Narcissus, 12 sptays 30-60
Pelargoniums, 12 spr. 10-20
— zonal, 12 spravs 06-30

Poinsettia, 12 sprays 4 0-12 o
Primula, dbl., p. bun. 10-20
Roses, indoor, p. doz, 3 0-12 o
— Christmas, bun. 10-20

\ Stephanol
! Tropdcolu
Violets, i;

spr. 9 0-J5 i

SEEDS.
London : Dec. 13.—The usual Christmas quietude is

now taking possession of the seed trade ; ?.nd on all

sides there is an incHnation manifested to postpone

further operations until the opening of the new year.

The lone of the trade, however, is exceedingly strong,

the confidence of holders bein^ firmly based on the un-

doubted shortness of stocks generally, and the equally

certaia large consumptive demand which the coming

spring must develope. Cable advices from New York quote

an advance there in the value of red seed of from j^i to

j^2perton. Some moderate shipments of Clover seed

from the United States are now taking place, but these

are at once absorbed by the English and Continental

demand. Of red Clover seed other than the American

growth the quantity offering is still too small to need

comment. In Alsike and white Cloverseeds the business

doing is unimportant. Trefoils are also just now very

quiet. Some sales of Itahan Rye-grass have been made
at full rales. Of perennial grasses the offerings are by

no means excessive, and prices consequently point up-

wards. Letters from France describe the stock of

Lucerne as nearly exhausted ; for what little is left 90J.

to looj. is asked. The market is nearly bare of choice

samples of both Rape and Mustard seed. Canary seed

cannot this week be quoted any lower ; the heavy and
continual concessions offered by sellers have altogether

failed to create any demand. Hemp seed is easier.

Spring Tares meet no attention here, but the French

have lately been buying direct from Konigsberg.

John Shaw &* Sons, Seed Merchants, 37, Mark Lane,

London , E. C.

CORN.
At Mark Lane on Monday trade was firm. Wheat

was quoted as on Monday se'nnight, the demand
remalnmg steady for the superior qualities of both

English and foreign. Grinding Barley improved 6d. per

quarter, while mailing produce continued dull on former

terms. Malt about supported recent currencies. For

Oats the rates in a tew cases were a shade higher.

Maize realised an advance of 6d. per quarter. Beans
and Peas were without appreciable alteration in value.

Flour tended higher, especially fine American.—A firm

tone prevailed at Wednesday's market, and for Wheat
and other classes of produce the rates of Monday were
well supported. The fresh supplies at market were
somewhat limited.—Average prices for week ending
December g :—Wheat, 491. id.\ Barley, 38^. lod. ; Oats,

z^s. 4d. For the corresponding week last year :
—

Wheat, 46s. id. ; Barley, 351. 4d.\ Oats, 24s.

CATTLE.
The market at Copenhagen Fields on Monday last was

what is known as "the Christmas market." An im-

portant feature in the description of cattle sent on

this occasion was the evenness of the selection, com-
prising long lines of superior animals of the various

breeds, of great uniformity in size and condition.

Over 7900 beasts were brought forward, the Scotch

breeds taking the lead with an entry of 2000— fully sup-

porting their well-earned prestige in point of quality. The
Devons proved an excellent selection ; among the Here-
fords were some splendid animals ; the Shorthorns were
small as to number, but prime as to quality ; and the

crossbreds were well up in condition. Some very choice

lots brought from 6s. 4^. to 6s. 8d. per stone—otherwise

the figures ranged from 51. lod. to 6s. ; second qualities

were quoted from 4s. 6d. to 51. 4*^1 It may be of interest

to note that in 18 s6 the prices ranged from 31. 4*/. to

5J., and in 1866 Irom 31. 8d. to $s. 6d. In a thin sheep
market there were few animals of a prize character—but

enough for the customers, many holding over till next

Monday. Prices ranged from 5^. 8d. to ys. Choice
calves were scarce, fetching from 51, 6d. to js. There
was only a score of pigs on offer, at from 41. 4d. to

55. 2d. per stone of 8 lb.—Thursday's supply comprised
a small number of beasts of the Christmas character,

with a full proportion of rough. The former met a
quiet sale, but about sustained Monday's closing value,

and in some cases rather more, whilst middling and
coarse sorts were very unsaleable and depressed. For
sheep the trade was slow. Prime calves brought high

prices.

HAY.
At Whitechapel on Tuesday, the weather being dry

daring the early part of the day, there was a brisk trade,

and prices ruled firm. The supply was fair. Prime
Clover, loo-T. to 1355^. ; inferior, 85^. to g$s.

;
prime

meadow hay, Qor. to 130J. ; inferior, 551. to 75r. ; and
straw, 40s. to 50J. per load. — On Thursday there was a
fair supply and a quiet trade. Quotations : Clover, best,

100s. to 13SJ. ; inferior, 85^^. to 955. ; hay, best, looj. to

130J. ; inferior, 55^. to 751. ; and straw, 40i. to 48J. per
load.— Cumberland Market quotations : Superior mea-
dow hay, 134J. to 1405. ; inferior, iioj. to I2ar. ; superior
Clover, 1355. to 147J, ; inferior, 115^^. to 126s. ; and
§trawj 48s. to $2s. per load.

Hothouaes. Hot-water Apparatus, &c.

HALL I DAY AND CO,, HOTHOUSE
Builders and Hot-water Apparatus Manu-

facturers. Estimates and Plans free. Best Cc
Best materials ! Best workmanship ! Catalogues fi

Offices. 22, Barton Arcade. Mancuestef

WRIGHT b PATENT
ENDLES3-FLAMEIMPACT

HOT-WATER BOILER.
Awarded the only English Medal for the best Hot-water

Apparatus at the United States Centennial Exhibition at

Phdadelphia.

For prices and full particulars please see our pamphle'

entitled " Our Rollers and Heatins,'

post-free on application.

ch will be handed

WILLIAM: WRIGHT & CO ,

HOT-WATER ENGINEERS, AIRDRIE, N.B.

STEVENS'
TRENTHAM GREENHOUSE BOILER.

After lonfT experience, has proved the most SIMPLE.
ECONOMICAL. EFFECTUAL, and LASTING BOILER
extant; recently improved. For lUuslraiions, with full par-

ticulars, apply to the Sole Makers,

F. & J. SILVESTER.
HOT-WATER ENGINEERS. &c., &c..

Castle Hill Works. Newcastle. Staffordshire.

i^" Our Boilers are the only ones made with the sanction

and under the inspection of the inventor, Mr. Stevens—all

others being base imitations.

GEORGE'S PATENT CALORIGEN,

IVarming and Ventilating Small
Conservatories.

The onlv Gas Stove
in which the product of

combustion is entirely

excluded from the Conser-

Made in Wrought Iron,

Made in Copper, ^5.
Height. 28 inches ; dia-

meter, 14 inches.

It will be found very
valuable in the Nursery or

Sick Room, Damp Build-

Offices, &c. Exhibited
at the Exhibition of 1871

(Department of Scientific

Illustrated Prospectuses and Testimonials on application.

J. F. FARWIG AND CO.. 36, Queen Street. Cheapside, E.G.

This Stove introduces a strong current of warmed
{not burnt) fresh air.

GREEN'S PATENT
Wrought-iron Hot-water Boilers,

With Shelves and Hollow Grate Bars.

Specially adapted for heating Greenhouses, Conservatories,

Churches, Chapels, Schools, Public BuildinRS, Entrance

Halls, Warehouses, Workshops, tic.

Tlt^y are the neatest, cheapest, most effective

any C-xtant.

ut dnralle ef

Ea«HItlEVffll«« loNCltUtlNAU StCTlON ~ tBOSS SECUSJI

Descriptive Illustrated Priced LlSl' may be had tree on

"""tHOMAS green and son, Smithfield Ironworks,

Leeds ; and 54 and 55, Blackfriars Koad, London, S.E.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural Cmnty in England.
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER AND CO.,

7t, Cornhill. London, EC, and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

"ONES'S PATENT "DOUBLE L"
SADDLE BOILER

"" These Boders possess all the advantages of the old Saddle
Boiler, with the following improvements—viz , the water-space
at back and over top of saddle increases the heating surface to

such an extent that a " PATENT DOUBLE L SADDLE
BO ILER " will do about twice the amount of work with the same
quantity of fuel ; the cost of setting is also considerably reduced,
and likewise the space occupied : at the same time these Boilers

are simple in construction, and being made of wrought iron are

not liable to crack. They are made of the following sizes :

—
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In consequence of the increas-

ing demand for Conservatories,

in which pure architectural art

is combined with moderate
cost, T. H. P. Dennis & Co.
have been led to introduce

designs of a character hitherto

unknown. One of these designs,

showing a house 22 feet 6 inches

X 13 feet 6 inches, is annexed,
and the result, as regards the

extremely low price (which in-

cludes fixing, glazing, painting,

carriage, &c.) has been attained

only by special machinery and
a system of interchangeable
parts.

Messrs. T. H. P. Dennis &
Co. are also prepared to provide

and fix Hot-water Heating
Apparatus and Horticultural

Buildings of any dimension or

description.

Gentlemen waited upon at

their residences by experienced
designers.

Estimates and Plansfree.

ESTABLISHED A CENTURY.

WM. ROLLISSON & SONS 0--
Respectfully invite aa inspection of their

immense Stock of

ORCHIDS, NEW PLANTS, /
TREE FERNS, PALMS,

DRACHMAS, CYCADS, CROTONS, AZALEAS,
CAMELLIAS,

stove, Greenhouse, and all kinds of Winter-flowering Plants,
HERBACEOUS and ALPINE PLANTS, HARDY FERNS, HARDY

TREES, SHRUBS, FRUIT TREES, VINES,
DUTCH BULBS, AGRICULTURAL and HORTICULTURAL SEEDS,

GABDEN KEaUISITES and ELEGANCIES.

CATALOGUES Gratis and Post-free upon application to

THE NURSERIES, TOOTING,
LONDON, S.W.V!^4=^

MESSENGER & COMPANY,
CONTRACTORS, MIDLAND HORTICULTURAL BUILDING AND HOT-WATER

ENGINEERING WORKS, LOUGHBOROUGH,

Beg to call attention to the above illustration, which shows a very advantageous arrangement of Glasshouses which has been adopted for severa'

important Works on M. &. Co.'s recommendation.

Only thoroughly well-seasoned timber used. Glasshouses erected on Messenger's I in cost and maintenance. Messenger's Patent Boilers, Flexible Jointed Hot-water

patent principles are. owing to mechanical arrangements, very strong, most durable. Pipes and Valves, are now in use in many thousands of instances, with the greatest

light, elegant ; perfect efficiency for purpose intended is guaranteed ; are economical | success. Particulars on application.

^s'% Plctns and Estimates forwarded. Ladies and Gentlemen waited upon. The Plans of Architects and otliers carried out. Illvstraied Circular Fres,
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AN EXTRAORDINARY BOILER.—
During the Great Boiler Contest at Birmingham, in

1872, all Boilers were severely tested to prove their respective

merits. One test was, *' How long can each Boiler go wilhout

Night Attention?" However, one Boiler proved this to a sur-

prising degree, as after being shut up for twelve hours (from

9 p.m. to 9 a.m.), it still retained its heat in looo feet of 4-inch

pipes, and yet had more than 1 bushel of fire drawn from its

furnace in the morning—equal, in point of fact, to seventeen

hours of continuous firing What a boon to Gardeners. This

was THE CHAMPION, Deards' Patent Close Coil Boiler, for

Drawings and Prices of which send two stamps to

Messrs. DEARDS, Boiler Works. Harlow,
who now have their Boilers at work in every county of England
except three. Amateurs will also find THE WONDER, a
smaller kind of Boiler, equally as satisfactory, and certainly
" the best thing" out. Awarded five First Prize Silver Medals.

AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES,
STEAM PLOUGHING MACHINERY,

ROAD LOCOMOTIVES, TRAMWAY LOCOMOTIVES,
STEAM ROAD ROLLERS.

AVELING & PORTER.
ROCHESTER, KENT : 72, CANNON ST., LONDON,

E.C, ; and 9, AVENUE MONTAIGNE, PARIS.

AvELiNG & Porter's ENGINES have gained the highest

Prizes at every important International Exhibition. The two

Medals for Progress and Merit were awarded them at Vienna

for their STEAM ROLLERS and ROAD LOCOMOTIVES ;

and at the last trials of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England their AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES gained

the First Prize after exhaustive trials, when one of their lo-horse

power Engines, fitted with single slide and ordinary link-

motion, indicated 35-horse power, with a consumption of three

and one-Jifth pounds ofcoalpit horse-power per hour.

The Sole International Prize Medals for

GALVANIZED WIRE NETTING
Have been awarded to Messrs. J. B. BROWN and CO.,

at the VIENNA EXHIBITION, 1873, and at the PHILA-
DELPHIA CENTENNIAL and INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION, 1876.

Prices per Lineal Yard, 24
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THE BEST AND CHEAPEST ILLUSTRATED AGRICULTURAL ALMANAC.

NOW BEADY.

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTEALMANAC,
1877.

Profusely Illustrated, Price 4d.; Post Free, 5id.

CONTENTS
Mechi and Tiptree (with Portrait).

Calendar, compiled especially to meet the wants

of Farmers.

Cattle Feeding.

Early Spring Food.

Kohl Rabi.

The Mangel Wurzel Crop.

Lands for Roots.

Turnip Manuring.

Lambs.

Turnip-Fly.

Bare Fallows.

Harvest Work.

Harvest.

Cattle Feeding.

Cattle Food for Winter.

Fatting Cattle.

The Dairy :—

British Dairy Farmers' Association.

Cheese Making.

Testing Milk.

How Long to Milk a Cow.

Raw %>. Cooked Roots as Food for Cattle.

Lincoln Sheep.

The Harvest of 1876.

The Shorthorns Sales in 1876.

A Bee at Bainesse.

Our Portrait Gallery.

Lady Pigot (with Memoir).

Baron Liebig (with Memoir).

Mr. John Bravender, F.G.S. (with Memoir)-

Mr. Charles Randell (with Memoir).

Mr. Henry Corbet (with Memoir).

Mr. George Drewry (with Memoir).

Modern Agriculture, by J. J. Mechi, specially

written for this Almanac:

—

What does it Mean .'

Fences.

Docks, Weeds, and Couch Grass.

Root Crops.

Economy of Straw.

How I Make it Pay— the Beginning.

Treatment of Animals.

Latitude.

Cultivation.

Maximum Crops.

Treatment of Animals.

The Feeding Question.

Quality of Meat.

Ventilation.

A Reform in Leases.

Farm Book-keeping.

My Balance-sheets.

Conclusion.

Teaching a Child How to Swim.
Poultry Feeding Apparatus (Illustrated).

Bull Staff and Nose Ring (Illustrated).

The Cow.

Drugging Horses in the Spring.

Determination of the Carcase Weight of Cattle.

Table to Calculate Wages and other Payments.
In the Showyard (Illustrated).

Younger Sons as Emigrants.

The European Harvest of 1876.

Substitutes for Beer in the Harvest Field

(Illustrated).

Hints to Shepherds (Illustrated).

Results of Cirencester Experiments.

Over-feeding for Exhibition.

Weights and Measures.

Agricultural Societies, Farmers' Clubs, and
Chambers of Agriculture.

The Imperial Parliament :

—

House of Peers.

House of Commons.
Postal Information.

American Beef.

Sporting Fixtures for 1S77.

Notes on Farm Buildings.

Licences and Certificates.

Principal Cattle Fairs.

LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS.
Mr. John J. Clark's Shearling Lincoln Rams.

Box for Feeding Poultry.

Do., Reversed for Filling.

Mr. William Woodward's Bull Staff and Nose

Ring.

The Rev. R. B. Kennard's " Queen Mary

"

(3 years 10 months old).

Mr. Orial Viveash's Yearling Shorthorn Bull,

" Hudibras."

The Rev. R. B. Kennard's Shorthorn Heifer,

" Olga."

Mr. E. B. Gibson's Jersey Cow, "Lady Grey."

Messrs. W. Hoskin & Sons' Shorthorn Heifer,

" Alexandria II."

Mr. W. Groves' Hereford Steer, 1st Prize in

Class 7 at Islington.

Mr. W. Taylor's Hereford Bull, " Tredegar."

Mr. E. B. Gibson's Jersey Bull, " Ducal."

Devon Heifer Shown at Birmingham.

The Queen's Devon Heifer, " Florence."

Cotswold Ram from a Herefordshire Flock.

Lord Moreton's Prize Bull, " Barrister."

Mr. Dudding's Shorthorn Heifer, " Pride of

Panton," with Lincoln Sheep.

Canon Gee's Tea Maker.

Portable Sheep Rack.

Ewe Pen.

PORTRAITS,
Mr. J. J. Mechi.

Lady Pigot.

Baron Liebig.

Mr. John Bravender, F.G.S.

Mr. Charles Randell.

Mr. Henry Corbet.

Mr. George Drewry.

PUBLISHED BY W. RICHARDS, AT THE OFFICE OF "THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE,"
7, CATHEBINE STEEBT, STEAND, LONDON, W.C.
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Eoslier's Garden Edging TUes.

^HE ABOVE and many other PATTERNS
made in materials of great durability. The

plainer sorts are specially

'suited for KITCHEN
GARDENS, as they
harbour no Slugs or Insects,

take up little room, and,

further labour or expense,

as do "grown" Edgings, consequently being much cheaper.

PGARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS. &c., in Artificial Stone,

very durable and of superior finish, and in great variety of design.

F ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground
Street, Blackfriars, S.E. : King's Road, Chelsea, S.W. ;

Kingsland Road, E.
Aients for LOOKER'S PATENT " ACME FRAMES,"

PLANT COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES: also

for FOXLEY'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAME^NTAL PAVmG TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c.

.

from 35. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of plain or

more elaborate designs, with prices, sent tor selection.

•WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies,

Larders. Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable

Paving of great durabit'ty. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles

of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates, Cement, &c.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Brick and Tile Merchants.
See addresses above.

SILVER SAND,
fine or coarse grain as desired. Prices by Post per ton

or truck-load, on Wharf in London, or delivered direct from

Pits to any Railway Station. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS Jor Rockeries or Ferneries.

KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any
quantities.

F. ROSHER AND CO.—Addresses see above.

N.B.—Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.
A liberal Discount to the Trade.

Oil Paint No Longer Necessary.

HILL AND SMITH'S BLACK
VARNISH for Preserving Ironwork. Wood, or Stone.

This Varnish is an excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-

door work, while it is fully two-thirds cheaper. It was intro-

duced upwards of thirty years ago by the advertisers, and its

genuine good quality, notwithstanding a host of unprincipled

imitators, is fully attested by its constantly increasing sale. It

may be applied by an ordinary labourer, requires no mixing or

thinning, and is used cold. It is used in the grounds at

Windsor Castle. Kew Gardens, and at the seats of many hun-
dreds of the Nobility and Gentry, from whom the most flattering

testimonials have been received, which Hill & Smith will

forward on application.

Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at \s. td. per gallon,

at the Manufactory, or xs. %d. per gallon carriage paid to any
Station in the Kingdom.

Unsolicited Testimonial.
Glangivilly, Llanpumpsnnt, Carntarthen, Nov. 27, 1873.

—

"Mr. Lloyd Lloyd encloses cheque for ;t3 ^s., amount due to

Messrs. Hill & Smith, and he considers the Black Varnish
one of the most useful things he ever possessed."

Apply to HILL and SMITH. Erierly Hill Ironworks, near
Dudley : and 118, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.G., from
whom only it can be obtained.

CAUTION.— \\. having lately come to the knowledge of
Hill & Smith that spurious imitations of this Varnish are
being offered by unprincipled dealers at a slight reduction in

price, they would specially draw attention to the fact that every
cask of their Varnish is legibly marked with their name and
address, without which none is genuine.

w. H, LASCELLES, Horticultural
Builder, Finsbury Steam Joinery Works,

Bunhill Row, London, E.C.

Estimates given on upiilicumn for C.REENHOUSES
CONSERVATORIES of all kinds, and to any design.

GARDEN BOXES and LIGHTS. Eacl
Portable Box with One Light, 6 feet by 4 feet, glazed s. <

good 16-oz. sheet glass, painted four coats, and
packed ready for use .

.

.

.

35
Portable Box with Two Lights, as above, each light

6 feet by 4 feet 65

LIGHTS ONLY.
3 feet by 4 feet Light, not painted nor glazed , . . . 3
Ditto glazed, good 16-oz. sheet glass, and painted 4 coats 10
6 fett by 4 feet, not painted nor glazed 6
Ditto glazed and painted four coats 16

MetaUlc Hotlxouse Builder to Her Majesty,HENRY HOPE
(late Clark & Hope, formerly Clark),

HOTHOUSE BUILDER and HOT-WATER
APPARATUS ENGINEER.

55, Lionel Street. Birmingham Established A.D. 1818.

BOOKS of DESIGNS, 51. each.

4ar The Extensive Ranges of Metallic Hothouses in the

Royal Gardens, Windsor and Osborne, were executed at this

Establishment.

BELGIAN GLASS for GREENHOUSES, (Sic,

Can be obtained in all sizes and qualities, of

BETHAM & SON,
9. LOWER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.C.

B. & S. have always a largo Stock in London of =o-in. by
I2-in., 20-in. by i.( in,, to m by n'. in . in ,fi n? and fZi-oz.

T;\7'00D training sticks and
' * TALLIES.commendedbyRoyalHorticulturalSociety.
BAMBOO CANES, RAFFIA tor tying. VIRGIN CORK.
ARCHANGEL and other MATS, PACKING MATS, &c.
Wholesale prices on application to

C. J. BLACKITH AND CO., Cox's Quay, Lower Thames
,
E.C.

AbCELLEb' PATENT BENT WOOD
CONSERVATORIES and GREENHOUSES.—All

know that Wood
ing, and by the above syster

erected as cheaply as a plain

The curved house is mor
struction, and no bent glass i

W. H. LASCELLES, 121

supply Drawings and Estim;

I for Plant Grow-
I a handsome curved house can be
straight one.

: durable, stronger, lighter in con-

Bunhill Row, London, E.C, will

res free of charge.

PRUNING KNIFE, Buffalo haft, brass
tipped. 4-inch. li. 6rf. ; BUDDING KNIFE, 3-inch,

IS, dd. Both, post-free, 2s. <jd. Any kind of Knife to order

repaired.— B. SMITH, Alma Place, Westgat " '
,
Rolherham.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.

MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.—Prices,

Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post-free on

application ; also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for

Conservatories, Entrance Halls, itc.

MAW AND CO., Benthall Works, Broseley.

lXbe l s .

Secure Tree and Plant Labels.

PARCHMENT or CLOTH LABELS,
TREE or PLANT LABELS. Punched parchment.

4 inches long, 3,?. dd. per 1000, or 30J. per 10,000: if eyeleted,

i,s. per 1000, Vellum cartridge, 4 inches long, 3r. per 1000 for

10.000. Sample Labels sent on receipt of postage stamp.

Orders delivered free in London.
FISHER, CLARK and CO.. Label Works, Boston.

Under the Patronage of tbe Queen.
SMITH'S IMPERISHABLE

STRATFORD LABELS.

made of a White Metal, with raised

The Gindeiicrs' Magazine says :—" We must give these the

lalm before all other plant labels, as the very first in merit."

Samples and Price Lists free.

J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory, Stratford-on-Avon.

ET. ARCHER'S " FRIGI DOMO."—
• Patronised by Her Maiesty the Queen, for Windsor

Castle and Frogmore Gardens, the late Sir. J. Paxton, and
the late Professor Lindley, &c.

MADE of PREPARED HAIR and WOOL.
A perfect non-conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed

temperature where it is applied. A good covering for Pits and
Forcing Frames.

PROTECTION from COLD WINDS and MORNING
FROSTS.

"FRIGI DOMO" NETTING, 2 yards wide, 11. i,d. and
\s. lod. per yard.

" FRIGI DOMO " CANVAS.
2 yards wide . . . . . , is. lod. per yard run.

3 yards wide .

.

.

.

. . 3J. per yard.

4 yards wide . . . . ..35. tod, per yard.

ELISHA T. ARCHER, only Maker of " Frigi Domo,"
Brockley Road, Forest Hill, London, S-E, : and of all Florists
and Seedsmen. All goods carriage paid to London.
NOTICE—REMOVED from 3, CANNON STREET, CITY.

Illustrated Catalogues.

HM. POLLETT'S COLLECTION
• of over SEVEN HUNDRED BLOCKS suitable for

the above purpose. Customers can have the use of any of

H. M. P.' Publishes Small SEED CATALOGUES in two
sizes, which can be altered to suit the requirements of small
consumers. Specimens and Prices on application.

POLLETT'S Horticultural Steam Printing Works, 12 to is,
Bndgewater Gardens, Barbican, E.C.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE de
FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CHERE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1865 by F.
BtiRVENicH, E. Pavnaert, E. Rodigas, and H. J. Van
HtiLLE, Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgiai>
Government at Ghent. Post paid lar. per annum.

H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Gardens, Ghent, Belgium.

rpHE CULTIVATO R.—
-L A Portuguese Monthly Agricultural Journal, which
circulates in Portugal and her possessions, and in the Principal
Towns of the Brazils.

This Paper offers an excellent medium for Advertisements ol

every description of industry and of every article of consump-
tion in the countries and places above mentioned.

Advertising charges, id. persquare inch. Translation included.
Ten per cent. Discount for six months ; 20 per cent. Discount

for twelve months, if paid in advance.
Address, the Editor of the Cultivator, St. Michael's, Azores.

REVUE de I'HORTICULTURE BELGE
et ETRANGiiRE (Belgian and Foreign Horticultural

Review).—Among the principal Contributors are :—A. AUard,
E, Andr^, C. Baltet, T. Buchetet, F. Burvenich. F. Cripin,
Comte de Gomer, De Jonge van Ellemeet, O. de Kerchove de
Denterghem. P. E. de Puydt, C. de Vis, J. Gillon, A. M. C.
Jongkindt Coninck, C. Koch, J. Kickx, L. Linden. T. Moore,
C. Naudin, B. Oliver, H. Ortgies, E. Pynaert. E. Rodigas,
A. Siraux, O. Thomas, A. Van Geert Son. H. J. Van Hulle, J.
Van Volxem. H. J. Veitch, A. Westmael, and P. Wolkenstein.
This illustrated Journal appears on the ist of every month,

in Parts of 24 pages, 8vo, with a Coloured Plate and numerous
Engravings,
Terms of Subscription for the United Kingdom :—One year,

loj. ,
payable in advance.

Publishing Office : 143, Rue de Bruxelles, Ghent, Belgium.
Post-office Orders to be made payable to M. E. PYNAERT,

at the Chief Post-office, Ghent.

Ready DECEMBER \Wi, PRICE SIXPENCE (Postage

in Coloured Cover.
¥.),

THE GRAND CHRISTMAS NUMBER

The PictorialWorld,
Two Sheets of Choice Engravings and Attractive Stories

:

PRESENTATION PLATE, entitled "BRIDAL GIFTS."

CHOICE ENGRAVINGS.
1 OR THE SERVICE OF THE CHURCH. D

Sheldon Willums.

A RACE FOR LIFE ON CHRISTMAS EVE. I
Percy Macquoid.

SINGING THE CHRISTMAS CAROL. C. C
A WELCOME FROM THE SEA. G. G. Kilbui

RIDING FOR THE LIFE-BOAT. S, Williams
THE KOBOLDS CHRISTMAS TREAT.
SEA-WEED AND SPINDRIFT. C. Grecorv.
A ROUGH CHRISTMAS. Drawn by Phiz, Jun,

A MODERN SANTA-CLAUS.
CHRISTMAS IN AUSTRALIA.
RETURNING FROM THE PARTY. T. H. Wi

ATTRACTIVE STORIES.
TWELFTH-NIGHT CHARACTERS IN OUR VILLAGE.

Sketches from Real Life, in Pen, Ink, and Paper, by

I. Hain Friswell.

RES ANGUSTrE DOMI. By the Author of'The Harvest

ofa Quiet Eye."
CHRISTMAS STORIES OF MANY LANDS.
A MERRY CHRISTMAS. By Charles Towneley.
AN ANTIPODIAN CHRISTMAS. An Old Australiak.

CHRISTMAS EVE IN A DOG-CART. By The Editor.

THE EVE OF ST. NICHOLAS. By John H. I.s-geam.

SOMETHING LIKE A SEANCE. By J. E. Ritchie.

CHRISTMAS WITH THE FISHER FOLK.
Together with contributions from the pens of George Manville

Fen and other well-known Authors.

Sold at all Newsagents, Booksellers, and Railway Bookstalls in the United Kingdom.

63, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.G.
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fT^HE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
•^

for MONDAY. December ii.

Contents.
Agricultural Education — Position of the Agricultural

Labourer—Agricultural Machinery—Agricultural Situation-
Black z'. Black—Farming in Bulgaria— Cabbage Preservation-
Central Chamber of Agriculture—Note from Cornwall—Dairy
Farmer's Society—Notes from Dublin—Notes from Edinburgh
—Fattening Sheep—Garden of the Farm—Gibbs' Hay Drier-
Iron zi. Wooden Ploughs-London Farmers' Club—Notes of the
Week—Royal Agricultural Society- Obituary—Seed Stands at

Smithfield—Shorthorn Society—Cattle at Smithfield— Imple-
ments at Smithfield -Note from Sussex—The Underley Herd
—Union Man Trap—Mr. Henry Woods—Note from Yorkshire.

Price ^d. ; post-free ^Md. Published by William Richards,
at the Office. 7, Catherine Street, Strand. W.C.

Just published, small ^to, cloth extra, gilt edges, price "is. 6d.,
Illustrated with five Coloured Diagrams.

TREATISE on the GRAPE VINE.
By Joseph Meredith, formerly of the Garston Vine-

yard. Dedicated to the Right Honourable the Earl of Derby.
Extract from the Gardetzers' Magazine, October 21 :

—" It is

sound, safe, and full. It is written with care, the matter is well
arranged, and the illustraiions are sufficient for the purpose.
We cannot doubt that it will soon become established as a
standard work of its class, and prove useful to many an
ambitious young gardentr."

London : GEORGE PHILIP and SON. ^2, Fleet Street,
E.G. :

Liverpool : PHILIP. SON and NEPHEW, 49 and 51,
South Castle Street.

No ready, in crown Svo, with i^ Illustrations, engraved on
Wood from Drawings by F. Waddy, price s^. cloth,

THE PUZZLE of LIFE, and HOW IT
HAS BEEN PUT TOGETHER ; a Short History of

V.M;ctabIe and Animal Life upon the Earth from the Earliest
linies: including an Account of Pre-Historic Man. his
Wt;apoiis, Tools, and Works. By Arthur Nicols, F.R.G.S.

London. LONGMANS and CO.

Inst published, large post 8vo., cloth, with Map, 10s. 6d.,

rjiHE EMIGRANT and SPORTSMAN in
J- CANADA: some Experiences of an Old Country
Settler, with Sketches of Canadian Life, Sporting Adventures,
and Observations on the Forests and Fauna. By J. J. Rowan.
This work contains Practical Hints for Emigrants and

Sportsmen, written by an Emigrant and a Sportsman ; also
information specially written foi a class of emigrants for which
Canada is a particularly suitable country—people of small
fortune, whose means, though ample to enable them to live well
in Canada, are insufficient to meet the demands of rising
expenses at home.

London; EDWARD STANFORD, 55. Charing Cross, S.W.

Publlsliera' Card.

THE NURSERYMAN'S DIRECTORY.—
The undersigned have in preparation Volume II. of the

" Nurseryman's Directory," embracing a List of the Nursery-
men. Florists, Seedsmen, and Tree Dealers of the United
States. The work will be sold wholly by subscription, the price
of which will be $10 per copy, and will be issued January i,

1877. A limited space will be given lo Advertisements, at the
following low rates ;

—

Full Page .. .. S35
I

One-lhird Page .. S15
Half Page .. .. so | One-fourth Page .. 10

One-sixth Page S3.
For Sample Pages and further information, address

D. W. SCOTT AND CO., Printers and Publishers, Galena,
Illinois. U.S.

Just published, for 1S77.

FRANCIS MOORE'S ALMANAC—
This very popular Almanac, which, besides the usual

Calendar, contains a fuller account of the Eclipses and Astro-
nomical Phenomena of the Year than any publication of its

class, was lately increased by several pages, giving Lists of the
Members of the Government, the Houses of Parliament, and
other useful information, to which has been since added a List of
the Principal Business Fairs in England and Wales Price 6d.

The Stationers' Company, and all Booksellers.

Farms. Estates, Residences.
Any one desirous of Renting a Farm or Residence, or

Purchasing an Estate, can have copies of the

MIDLAND COUNTIES HERALD
supplied free for six weeks on stating the purpose for

which the paper is required, forwarding name and address, and
six halfpenny stamps for postage, addressed. " AfidlandCounties
Herald Office, Birmingham, '* The Midlatid Counties Herald

; large numbers of advertisements relating to
Farms, Esl nd Residences for Sale and to be Let.

(^ ADVERTISERS are requested to note that
although we do not object to receive Letters to be called
for, -we cannot undertake to forward them,

WANTED, a good practical WORKING
GARDENER (Single-handed), married, without

incumbrance : occasional help allowed. Wife to take charge of
the house. Written character not accepted.—J. T,, Eastern
Villa, Havant, Hants.

w
WANTED, a WORKING GARDENER

accustomed to Vineries, Fruit Forcing, and Flower,
Culture ; also thoroughly understanding Kiichen Gardening.
Wages, i;So per annum —J. li , Esq., Colville H.use, Wisbech.

ANTED, a competent GARDENER, to
look after a small Garden, and take care of Residence in

winter.—Married, not over 35.—Address, stating full parti-
culars, to Y. Z . care of Messrs. J. F. Reid & Nephew,
Advertisement Office, 14, George Street, Mansion House, E.G.

WANTED, on January i, in Herts, 17 miles
from London, MAN, and WIFE, without incum-

brance ; the former as GARDENER : must understand Vines,
and be prepared to make himself generally useful : the latter as
LAUNDRESS.—Apply, by letter, stating ages, to Mr. F. G.
FAITHFULL, Hoddesdon.

WANTED, an UNDER GARDENER,
married, without family Wife as LAUNDRYMAID.

Cottage and coals found.—Apply, stating wages, to C. J,, Post-
office, Leigh, near Tunbridge.

Nursery Propagator.

WANTED, a thoroughly practical and ex-
pert PROPAGATOR of Hardy Nursery Stuff, capable

also of dealing with and caring Greenhouse Plants and Flowers.
Must be active, sober, and industrious, and of unexceptionable
character and habits, and without family.—Apply, stating wages
expected, to Messrs. GRANT AND CO.. Park Nursery,
Portadown, Ireland.

wANTED, a ROSE GROWER and
PROPAGATOR, in a small Country Nursery, where

several Houses are devoted to their culture. None but expe-
rienced men need apply. To a good industrious man a com-
fortable and permanent situation may be secured. A large
collection of Roses are grown, and he would not be required to
attend to any other stock.—State wages, and where last

employed, to B. O. C, Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

WANTED, in a small family, a short
distance from town, as GROOM and GARDENER,

a married man, without encumbrance, about 33 years of age ;

one horse and carriage only kept. The Wife as General
Servant, and understand Plain Cooking. Good characters.

—

Apply, by letter, stating wages, &c., to A. B. , Mr. Derrick's,

39, Upper Berkeley Street, W.

ANTED, a MAN who understands the
Management of Palms, Dracajnas, Ferns, &c. : one

accustomed to Orchids preferred.—Apply, stating wages
expected. and other particulars, to DRUMMOND
BROTHERS, Larkfield Nursery, Edinburgh.

WANTED, a MAN who can grow Pelargo-
niums, Cyclamens, and Primulaswell, and who has had

experience in Growing Flowers for market.— Apply to H. K.,
Canientrs Chronicle Office, W.C.

Corn, Aerlculcural. and Garden Seed Trade.

WANTED, a Young MAN of thorough
integrity and business tact, to Manage a Branch.

—

State age, references, and sahary required, Mr. JOHN
HIBBERT, Merchant. Cardiff.

To the Seed Trade.

WANTED, a HEAD SHOPMAN, for a
Provincial Business.—Apply, by letter only, stating

age, terms, experience, referenr"^ ^'' »'. D r^ nr;.....- s, r'^

60, Strand, W.C.
&c., to P. C, Mil r&Co.,

Under Shopman.
PAUL AND SON, the Old Nurseries,

Cheshunt, require above. Good Counter Hand, and to

get ready Seeds, &a, for London Order Office. Wages not
exceeding 255. per week.

Seed Trade.

WANTED, a steady, respectable, and in-
dustrious ASSISTANT. Must be an efficient Counter-

hand, also a good, quick, and neat Penman.—Apply, stating
salary expected, references, where at present employed, &c., to

BOX 3, Post-office, Chester.

Seed Trade—(Provincial)
WANTED, a JUNIOR ASSISTANT, who

has had some experience in the Retail Garden,
Flower Seed and Bulb Trade. Must be active, and write a
good hand. State age, wages, and reference.—O. X. O. N.,
Gardenfrs' CItronicU Office. W.C.

Invoice Clerk.

WANTED, a smart, inteUigent YOUTH,
about 17 or i8. One who has had some experience in

the Seed Trade preferred.—Apply, stating terms, to C. D.,
Gardewrs Chronicle Office, W.C.

WAN T PLAGES.
Head Gardeners.

JOHN LAING can at present recommend
with every confidence several energetic and practical

Men, of tested ability and first-rate character. Ladies and
Gentlemen in WANT of GARDENERS and BAILIFFS,
or GARDENERS for First-rale Establishments or Single-
hand Situations, can be suited, and have full particulars
by applying at Stanstead Park and Rutland Park Nurseries,
Forest Hill, London, S. E.

BS. WILLIAMS, having at the present
• time several very excellent GARDENERS upon

his Register, is desirous of placing them in Situations where
great experience and trust are required. B. S. W. would at the
same lime beg to intimate that when a Gardener is applied
for that the filling of the situation should be left with him, as
that would prevent unnecessary correspondence and delay.

—

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries. Upper Holloway. London, N.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 28, single till

suited ; thoroughly experienced in all branches of the
profession. First-class references as to character and abilities.

—D. C. Netherby Hall, Longtown, Cumberland.

GARDENER (HEAD).-Age 35, married, no
family ; upwards of twenty years' experience in good

establishments. Five years' character from last

A. W., 7, Collard Road, Walthamstow, Essex.

GARDENER (Head), where four or more
are kept.—Age 30. married ; thoroughly experienced.

Can be well recommended. Twelve years in the profession.

—

W. MESGERIDGE, Mr. Fox, Swanton Novers, East
Dereham. Norfolk.

C;j.ARDENER (Head), where the services of
-^ a really good Gardener are required.—J. Sherratt can

with confidence recommei d an excellent Gardener of twenty-five
years' experience. Highest testimonials, and satisfactory
reason for leaving present situation. — Knypersley Nursery,

C:<ARDENER (Head).—Age 37, married;
V^ experienced in every branch of Gardening, Vines, Pines,
Early Forcing, &c. ; also Landscape Work. Accustomed to
control of large staff of men. Seven years in present situation.
—Address, with full particulars, to D. WELLS, Esq., Land
Agent, Oulton Lodge, Norwich.

ARDENER (Head), age 32, married.—
Henry Cox. late Head Gardener to Richard Fothergill,

M.P., Aberdare. thoroughly practical in every department of
Flower and Kitchen C^u-dening, Pines, Vines, Peaches,
Cucumbers, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, &c—Poit-office,
Chalfond, near Stroud, Gloucestershire.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 36, married,
three children (youngest aged 8) ; twenty-two years'

good practical experience, also a knowledge of Land and Stock.
Wife good Dairywoman, Good character. Cause of leaving,
death of employer.—J. P., n. Cedar Cottages, Middle Lane,
Hornsey, London, N.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
GARDENER.— F. Jack.SON, late Gardener

to Lord Kesteven, seeks a re-engagement where a
practical man is wanted ; thoroughly understands Early and
Late Forcing, and a first-rate Grape and Vegetable Grower ; a
good knowledge of Land and Slock. Age 36. married. Good
character from late employer.—F. JACKSON, Newton
Nurseries, Chester.

GARDETNER (SINGLE-HANDED, or where
help is given).—Age 24. single ; four years' good character

from last place.—Apply, stating wages, to F. W., Post-office,

Byfleet, Surrey.

ARDENER (Under). —Age 20; three
years' experience. Excellent character. Nursery pre-

ferred.—J. SMITH, 2, Myddleton Terrace, Hornsey Road. N.

OREMAN, or good SECOND, in a
Nobleman's or Gentlemen's Garden.—Age 23. Good

character from present situation.—Z., The Gardens, Aldercar

Hall, Langleymill, Derbyshire.

FOREMAN, in a good Establishment.

—

Age 24 : nine years' experience ; three years and a half in

present situation.— For full particulars as to character. &c.,

apply to Mr. BOLE, The Gardens, Somerleyton Hall, Lowes-
toft, Suffolk.

To Nurserymen.
FOREMAN, and PROPAGATOR of Roses,

Rhododendrons, Conifers, Clematis, Ornamental -Trees

and Shrubs, Fruit Trees, S;c. Thorough practical experience
in large Nurseries. Good references. Married.-ALPHA,
Mr. Hurle, 6, Prospect Place, Haven Grove, Ealing, London.

F"
REMAN amTPROPAGATGR (Indoor).
—Good experience in some of the Leading Nurseries.

—

C. J., 6, Cromwell Terrace, Birbeclc Road, Upper Holloway,
London, N.

JOURNEYMAN, in a good Establishment.
—Age 22 : nine years' experience. Good references.

—

B. ASHTON, Gravel Mount, ''A'eslfield. Retford, Notts.

To the Seed Trade.

SHOPMAN (MANAGING), or SECOND,
in a Large House.—Town and country experience.— For

references and terms address A. H., Messrs. Hurst & Son,

6, Leadenhall Street, E.G.

ASSISTANT, in a Seed Shop.—Four years'
experience. Good reference. — A. G., Post-office,

Mickleham, Dorking.

To tlie Seed Trade.

JUNIOR CLERK.— Age 19 ; three years'
^ experience in the Trade. Good references. London pre-

ferred.—W. SMITH, The Birches, Peckham Rye, S.E.

ARM BAILIFF.—Wanted after Christmas,
by a respectable married Man, a situation as FARM

BAILIFF. Twelve years in last situation. Wife could manage
Dairy.—H. }. E., Church Farm, Needwood, Byrton-on-Trent.

I N A H A N'S LL WHISKY.
Kinahan & Co. finding that, through the recommenda-

tion of the Medical Profession, the demand for their CELE-
BRATED OLD LL WHISKY for purely medicinal purposes
is very great, submit with pleasure the following Analysis by
Dr. Hassall :

—" I have very carefully and fully analysed sam-
ples of this well-known and popular Whisky. The samples were
soft and mellow to the taste, aromatic and ethereal to the smell.

The Whisky must be pronounced to be pure, well-matured, and
of very excellent quality. The Medical Profession mayfeelfuU
confidence in the purity and quality of this Whisky."

20. Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street. London, W.

O AEP P S ' S C O C
GRATEFUL—COMFORTING.

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern
the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by careful appli-

cation of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa. Mr. Epps
has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately-flavoured

beverage which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by
the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution may
be gradually built up until strong enough to resist every
tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating

around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak point. We
may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified

with pure blood and a properly nourished frame."

—

Civil Service
Gazette. Sold only in packets, labelled

JAMES EPPS AND CO., Homosopathic Chemists, 48.

Threadneedle Street, E.G., and 170. Piccadilly. London. S.W.

Tnneford's fluid magnesia.D
The best remedy for ACIDITY of the STOMACH,
HEARTBURN, HEADACHE, GOUT, and
INDIGESTION : and the safest aperient for delicate

Constitutions, Ladies, Children, and Infants.

DINNEFORD and CO.,
172, New Bond Street, London, and all Chemists.

O LLC WAY'S OINTMENT.—
Turn which way you will, go where you please, persons

will be found who have a ready word of praise for this Oint-
ment. Kor chaps, chafes, scalds, bruises, and sprains, it is an
invaluable remedy ; for bad legs, caused by accident or cold, it

may be confidently relied upon for eff'ecting a sound and
permanent cure. In cases of swelled ancles, erysipelas, gout
and rheumatism, HoUoway's Ointment gives the greatest

comfort by reducing the inflammation, cooling the blood,

soothing the nerves, adjusting the circulation, and expelling the

impurities. This Ointment should have a place in every
nursery. It will cure the long list of skin affections which
originate in childhood and gain strength with the child's

gtcwth.

DR. LOCOCK'S PULMONIC WAFERS.
—Cures of Bronchitis, and Voice, Cough, Chest, and

Throat complaints.—From Mr. Earle, M.P.S., 22. Market
Place, Hull—"Your Wafers are invaluable for the Voice,
Throat, and Chest. All sufferers from Bronchitis, Hacking
Cough, and deprivation of rest should take them." Sold by aU
druggists, at if. i^/id.
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Seedsmen to

H.SI. The Queen.

NO^V READY,
ONE SHILLING, POST-FREE FOR 14 STAMPS,

Or GRA TIS to CUSTOMERS,

NEW AND GREATLY ENLARGED EDITION

Seedsmen to

H.B.H. the Prince of
Wales.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

SUTTON'S

AMATEUR'S GUIDE

IS NOW ISSUED
QUITE APART

Sutton's Spring Catalogue

Price Current of Seeds,

and is published in a conveni-

ent form for keeping as a Book

of Reference on all Gardening

matters.

1 IMPORTANT NOTICE.

SUTTON'S

AMATEUR'S GUIDE

IS NOW ISSUED
QUITE APART

Sutton's Spring Catalogue

Price Current of Seeds.

and is published in a conveni-

ent form for keeping as a Book

of Referenceon all Gardening

matters.

The most complete and practical Work on Vegetable and Flower Gardening yet published.

SUTTON'S AMATEUR'S GUIDE IN HORTICULTURE,
New and enlarged edition, contains a beautiful Chromo-lithograph, including 25 new and popular varieties of Flowers and nearly

250 Illustrations of the best Vegetables, Flowers, and Potatos.
'

The Subjects treated of i)i this Guide include the folloiuing:—
'A YEAR'S WORK in the KITCHEN GARDEN"

—January to December.

' The ROTATION of CROPS in the KITCHEN
GARDEN."

'The CULTIVATION of VEGETABLES."
'The CULTIVATION of BULBOUS FLOWER

BOOTS."

" The CULTIVATION of FLOWERS."
" The CULTIVATION of the POTATO."
"The ERADICATION of GARDEN PESTS."—

Insect Plagues, and Specific Remedies for their Destruc-
tion.

"The LAYING DOWN and IMPROVEMENT ofGARDEN LAWNS, CROGUET GROUNDS, &c."

SUTTON'S SPRING CATALOGUE AND PRICE CURRENT
IS ALSO READY.

It contains Descriptive Particulars with the Prices of Vegetables, Flowers, and Potatos, and may be had post-free, on application
with SUTTON'S ORDER LIST—the most convenient mode of Ordering.

'

N.B.—Garden Peas and other Seeds are well harvested and fine this Season, and Prices very vioderate.

THE QUEEN'S
SEEDSMEN, t^^lll

inMswcfo(mh READING,
BERKS.

•J VS
oy WILLIAM RicHAHDS. at the Office of Messrs. Bradbury, Agnew. & Co., LomKird Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published by the

said WILLIAM Richards, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, December 16, 1876.
Agent for Manchester—John Heywood. Agents for Scotland—Messrs. J. Mbnzibs & Co., Edinburgh and Glasgow.
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W. RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street, Strand. W.C.

CRYSTAL PALACE ARTIFICIAL
FLOWER and FRUIT SHOW, March 3 to 17.1877.

Intending Exhibitors may obtain Schedules on application to

GENERAL MANAGER, Crystal Palace.

Vines, Vines, Vines.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to announce that his
• GRAPE VINES this year are unusually fine, and

are now ready for distribution.

For Detailed List, see Bulb Catalogue.
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries. Upper Holloway, London, N.

To the Trade.

HAND F. SHARPE'S Special Priced LIST
• of HOME-GROW^ GARDEN and AGRICUL-

TURAL SEEDS of 1S76 growth, is now ready, and may be
had on application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech,

RCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting n
Pots :—Peaches, Nectarines. Plums, Pears, Apples, Figs,

Apricots, Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH. Nurseryman and Seed Merchant.

Worcester.

I L I U "M A u RTATrnj^iviT—
Sound Bulbs, that will in all probability have from

to 30 flowers next year, at i2j. to 60^. per dozen. These
Lve been E;rown from seed and scales in this Nursery, and
e far more satisfactory than imported bulbs.

ANTHONY WATERER, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking,

L

Special Notice.—The Nurseries, Barnet, Herts.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON would be very
much obliged by their Clients addressing; ALL

LETTERS ON BUSINESS. IN REFERENCE TO THE
ABOVE BRANCH, DIRECT TO THEM, and NOT to

ithei

Highgate and Barnet.

Dr. Maclean Pea.

CHARLES TURNER has harvested a good
stock of this Pea ; the best of all for general crop.

Price on application.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

PAUL AND SON, The "Old" Nurseries,
Cheshunt, Herts. These Nurseries established in 1806.

ROSES, FRUIT TREES, EVERGREENS, FOREST
TREES, and all Hardy Plants, DUTCH and other BULBS,

CATALOGUES post-free on application.

Address — "PAUL and SON," without any initial.

Just Published.

ANNUAIRE de I'HORTICULTURE
BELGE ct ETRANGERE, 1877, containmg the List

of the principal Nurserymen and Seed Merchants of England,
Germany, and France. Free by Book Post for 30 stamps.
M. RODIGAS, Director of the Zoological Gardens, Ghent,

Belgium.

o
To tlie Seed Trade.

UR WHOLESALE CATALOGUE is

in the Press, and will shortly be sent out.

MINIER, NASH and NASH, 60, Strand, London. W.C.

To tlie Trade.

DAHLIAS (pot roots), GLOXINIAS
and PHLOXES, all choice named varieties. Prices on

application to KELWAV and SON, Langport.

To the Trade.

STANDARD and DWARF ROSES of the
leading sorts—splendid Plants, no better in the Trade,

well-ripened wood—about 15,000 Standards and 5000 Dwarfs,
guaranteed true to name. For lowest prices apply to

GRANT AND CO.. Park Nursery, Portadown, Ireland.

Roses, Frolt Trees, Evergreeiis, &c.

WILLIAM FLETCHER'S CATALOGUE
is now ready, and may be had post-free on application.

The Nursery Stock generally is very fine, healthy, and well-
rooted. Early orders are respectfully solicited.

Ottershaw Nurseries, Chertsey, Surrey.

Roses. Fruit Trees. ConlTersa, &c.

CHARLES TURNER'S New CATA-
LOGUE of the above is now ready, and can be had

post-free on aplication.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

Special Culture of Fruit Trees and Roses

THE UESCKlPTlVEandlLLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE of FRUITS (by Thomas Rivers) is

now ready : also CATALOGUE of Select ROSES. Post-free
on application.

THOMAS RIVERS and SON, Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

The Frogmore Damson.
CHARLES TURNER can supply Trees of

the above, which is figured in this TnQv\\\\s Florist and
Pomoh'sisi. CATALOGUES, with description and price,

free on application.

The Royal Nurseries. Slough.

Jerusalem Artichokes.

EDWARD HOLMES, Whitiington Nursery,
Lichfield, has a quantity of above to offer. Price on

application.

GIANT LILY OF THE VALLEY.—
Strong blooming Roots, 2S. per dozen, i2j, 6</. per loo,

package free.

E. COOLING. Mile Ash Nurseries, Derby.

cHRISTMAS TREES, 5 to 6 feet, nicely
branched, 6s. per dozen, oTqd. each.

J. SCOTT, Merriott, Somerset.

Flowering Plants for Christmas.
AURUSTINU S.—Beautifully furnished

* plants, covered with bloom-buds and now coming into

CRANSTON'S N , King's Acre, Hereford.

LARCH, extra transplanted, 2 to 3 feet, 40s.
per 1000 : do., 3 to 4 feet, 50J. per 1000.

JNO. JEFFERIES and SONS, Royal Nu ' ~

LARCH, ASH, SPANISH CHESTNUT,
BIRCH, and ALDER, all stout, well-rooted, trans-

planted.—A large quantity to be Sold. The Trade liberally

dealt with.

GEORGE CHORLEY, Coaster's Nursery, Midhurst.

AWS, or THORN QUICK SEE'dT^
Sound Haws, fit for sowing at present, or spring coming,

guaranteed free from soil or other mixrure, and thoroughly well

preserved. About 30 tons on hand. For lowest prices apply to

GRANT AND CO., Park Nursery, Portadown, Ireland.

THORNS.—3,000,000 of strong, transplanted.
RUSH AND YEATS.

Eaton Road and Queen's Park Nurseries. Chester.

G
Green Hollies.

REEN HOLLIES, 12 to 18 inches, 20s.
per 100 ; iS inches to 2 feet, 3or. per 100.

E. WALKE R, Farnborough Station, Hants.

LARGE TREE BOX and EVERGREEN
HOLLY. — Handsome, bushy, and well-rooted, will

transplant with good balls of earth, 5. 6, 7, and S feet high.

Tree Box lives under trees better than any other Evergreen
tree. An inspection invited. Price on application to

T. JACKSON AND SON, Nurseries. Kingston, Surrey.

To the Trade.

JAMES BIRD, NURSERYMAN, Dovvnham, has
to offer extra fine Standard MAYDUKE CHERRIES.

PIRyEA (HOTEIA) JAPONICA,
very strong clumps for forcing, equal if not superior to

foreign. ;^io per 1000.

SPIR/EA PALMATA, fine crowns forforcing, 75J. ; smaller,

35J. to 5oi. per too.

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot.

HRISTMAS DECORATIONS.—
CAMELLIA, EUCHARIS, and ROSE Blooms, and

other choice Flowers. The Tr.ide supplied.

LUCOMBE. PINCE and CO., Exeter Nursery. Exeter.

«S- L., P. & Co. are open to PURCHASE LARCH,
SCOTCH, SPRUCE, and AUSTRIAN, 2 to I'A feet.

ANTED, CORSICAN PINES, from i to
i!2 foot in height, strong, healthy, well-rooted, trans-

planted plants. Quote lowest price per looo to

FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS, The
"Upton" Nurseries, Chester.

s
Now Ready

UTTON'S AMATEUR'S GUIDE
N HORTICULTURE, new and enlarged edition.

Post-free fou

SUTTON'S AMATEUR'S GUIDE
IN HORTICULTURE. —The most practical and

complete work on Gardening yet published. It is issued apart
from Sutton's Spring Catalogue and Price Current, and is

published in a convenient form for keeping as a book of
reference on all Gardening matters.

UTTON'S AMATEUR'S GUIDE

Every one who has a Garden should read
UTTON'S AMATEUR'S GUIDE
IN HORTICULTURE, which contains all necessary

ful cultivation of Vegetables,
iurteen stamps. Gratis

information for the
Flowers, and Potatos. Post-fr

to customers.

Now Ready Gratis and Post-free on Application.

SUTTON'S SPRING CATALOGUE
and PRICE CURRENT contains Prices and Descrip-

tions of all kinds of Seeds-

UTTON'S DESCRIPTIVE LIST
of SEED POTATOS is now ready, and may be had

gratis and post-free on application.

s UTTON AND SONS, The Queen's
Seedsmen, Reading.

MESSRS. HURST AND SON'S New
CATALOGUE of SEEDS is now ready. A copy has

been posted to all their Customers, but, as some are occasionally

applying for another.
having received it will oblige by

Lapagerla alha (true).

MESSRS. THOMAS CRIPPS AND SON
have a few healthy, well-established Plants of the

above to offer, some of which are sh .wing bloom, in 5-in. to

in, pots. Price, three, five, seven, to twelve guineas each.
lal 'Trade discount.

Tunbridge Wells Nu !S, Kent.

CATALOGUES. — His Excellency Pierre
Wolkenstein will feel greatly obliged if Nurserymen and

Seedsmen will kindly send him their Catalogues. They should
be fortvarded (by post) to

S E. PIERRE WOLKENSTEIN, Secretaire de la Societd
Impifriale d'Horticulture de Russie. St. Petersburg.

wEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS :

Its of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of

colours : AURICULAS, both Single and Double :

ry sort of Early Spring Flowers. LIST on application.
Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS,
and other PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS.

LISTS of these varieties from Mr. WEBB, Calcot, ReadinR.

VINES.— Splendid Planting Canes of leading
varieties, perfectly ripened without bottom-heat. Extra

Strong Canes for immediate fruiting.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS. Newton Nurseries, Chester.

POT vine's.—3000 Pot Vines, of all the
best varieties, on Sale at the Garston Vineyard, 6 miles

from Liverpool. Price LISTS post-free.

COWAN PATENTS COMPANY. Garston, near Liverpool.

PPLE and PEAR STOCKS.
Stromt, transplanted, 2 to 3 feet. Prices on application to

J. COCKER and SONS. Sunnypark Nurseries, Aberdeen.

To the Trade.

PEACHES, magnificent dwarf-trained,
splendid trees—Royal George and other leading sorts

Price on application to

WILLIAM WOOD and SON, The Nurseries, Maresfield,

Uckfield. Sussex.

FOR SALE, about 10,000 strong Fastolf
RASPBERRY CANES. 30J. per tooo ; 5000 BLACK

and 5000 RED CURRANT TREES, .at tos per 1000

W. SELBV, Jun , Oldbury, Tylham, Scvenoaks.

SEAKALE for Forcing, fine strong Heads,
sample 100 free on rail at Edinburgh on receipt of i2j. ;

Trade price on application. Also D.\LMAHOY POTATOS,
grown on lea, free of disease.

I. T. STEWART, Banghoira Cottage, Edinburgh.

To the Trade.

KHUBARB STOOLS.—Having to clear a
piece of ground, we offer Linna:us and Royal Albert

Rhubarb at 20s. per too stools.

F. SANDER and CO., Seed Growers, St. Albans.

To Fruit and Fish Salesmen, &o.

GREEN PARSLEY.—Five Tons to be
Disposed of. Parties wishing to purchase the same, to

be delivered weekly, will do well to apply to

JOHN SALSBURY, Market Gardener, King's Newton,
ne«r Derby. ^_^_

Wood EngraTlng.
R. W. G. SMITH, ARTIST and
Engraver on Wood, 15, Mildmay Grove, London. N.M
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SALES BY AUCTION.

]\/fESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
IVl bee to anaauitC! thai tht SALE at HEATHER-
SIDE NURSERIES, advertised in last -Mcks •'Gardeners'
Chronicle" to be held on MONDAY, December 2^, and two
/olto7vijtg days, was inserted by mistake of the Printer; it

should have been MONDA Y, December 18, and twofollowing

Plants ana Bulbs.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C., on WEDNESDAY, December 27, at

half-pa,l 12 o'clock precisely, CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS, and
PvLMS, from Ghent; tirsi-clasb Standard ROSES, FRUIT
'IR'ES, and SHRUBS from France; and BULBS Irom
Holland.

KJa view the mornin? of Sale, and Catalogues had.

In Bankruptcy.—jfn Thomas Laxton, of Stamford,
in the County of Lincoln.

To HORTICULTURISTS, SEED MERCHANTS. ROSE
and PEA GROWERS, GARDENERS, and OTHERS.

MESSRS. RICHARDSON are directed by
the Trustee to invite TENDERS for the whole of the

VALUABLE STOCK of well-known Prize and Certificated

and New Peas, Roses, Geraniums, Strawberry Plants, and
Fruit 'J'rees, grown and introduced by Mr. Laxton, including
several choice varieties of Seedlings ready for bringing out.

Particulars of Quantities and Form of Tender will be for-

waroed free upon application, and further intormation obtained
of RICHARDSON AND SON, 15. Barn Hill. Stamford, and
Market Place, Oakham, to whom the Tenders are to be sent
on or before February 1. The highest or any Tender may not

rily be accepted.

WANTED, within an easy distance of
London, a FLORIST'S and NURSERY BUSINESS,

or Ground sauaule for establishing one. Apply to

3. TynJale PUce, Upper Street. Ishntton, N.

Cross BusU Nurotry, Arundel, Sussex. (4150)

TO BE DISPOSED OF, a Thriving
FLORISTS BUSIrv ESS, comprising 4 Acres of Lai.d,

with Dwelling House. Nine modern Greenhouses, heated upon
n. proved hot-water principles; a genuine going concern, pre-
senting an opening lor a good local trade, in aodition to the
business 50 successfully carried on by the present proprietur,
viz., that of supplying the leading Florists at Covent Garden
and other markets w.th Cut Bloom, Lease about thirteen
years to run, hent only £,i^ per annum. Particulars can
only oe obiained uf

PROTHEROE AND MORRIS, 98, Gracechurch Street,
City, E.C.

To Nurserymen and Flonsts.

TO BE LET or SULD, with Immediate
Possession, a capital NURSERY GARDEN, with

Dwellmg Huuse. Coiiservaiory, Forcing House, Pits, and
Oreeiinouses, in one ol the best positions in Dover. It Sold, a
portion of the Pui chase Money may remain on Mortgage. The
property IS Fieehold.

Mess.s. WORSFOLD and HAYWARD, Auctit
Estate Agents, Market Square, Dover ; and it, Ouet
Street, London, E.C.

i and

D
To tUe Trade Only.

ICK RADCLYFFE and CO.'S SEED
and SUNDRY' LIST ready in a few days. Customers

lequesied to intimate to us 11 not received. Every aiticle
itie Trade supplied. A plentiful supply of i>RlEU
JWEKS, GRAastb. WHUE .^APts. &c., ready for

»eiy. 12S and 129. High Hoiborn, W.C.

1 M E S, 8 to 10 feet, Soj-. per loo.
BIKCH 8 to 10 feet, 12J per dozen.
ASH, Mountain, 8 to 10 feel, i2S. per dozen.
CHESl N tiT, Horse, 8 to 9 feet, 705 per too.

NAKClSbUb, oouble white, 5s. per bushel.
SHaLLOIS, 30.1, percvt.

Spring Grove Nursery, Isleworth. W.

lubllo Notloe.
For Information upon the Planting. Pruninjj. and general

Management of fruit Trees, see

SCOTT'S ORCHARDIST,
free, -^s. 6d.

Ai the Royal Nurseries, Merriott, Somerset, every descrip-
tion of ^urse^y Slock is grown largeiy, and at Scott's Royal
Seed Stores, Yeovil, choice Seeds, Bulbs, and every kuid of
Garden Requeue may be obtained.

lITuM AURATUIVI.—Fine Bulbs of this
"Queen of Lilies" can now be supplied at W., c4., u..

and 1^. t3U. each; splendid Eni^lisn-grown Bulbs, is . is. td.,
2j. aiiQ 25. 6d, each, bample uf two bulbs, postage 6d extra

;

more cannot be sent by post. Good and varied selection of
Lilies 12S.. 24J.. and 30$ per dozen. Price List on application
Post-office oruers payable at Fenchurch Street, E.C
WILLIAM GORDON, Lily, Bulb, and Plant Importer

JO, Cullum Sireet. E.C.

Eltbam Nursery, Kent, S E.
One Mile from Eltham Station, Loop Line ; Two Miles from

Blackheath, North Kent.

THIRTY ACRES of well-grown NURSERY
STOCK, comprising Specimen CONIFERS and EVER-

GREENS, all sizes
; Standard ROSES, FRUIT TREES, &c.

Gentlemen wh,» intend planting this season are invited to
come and select for themselves,—J AM ES W. TODMAN.

Meutrba pulcgium gibraltarlcum.
l^OBERT PARKER begs to offer the
-L ^ above-named, originally supplied by him to S, Ralli,
Esq

,
Clapham Park, and so successfully used by Mr. Legg

for Carpet Bedding ; see illustrations and descriptions in
Gardeners' Chronicle of December 2. 6s. per dozen, 42*. per
too. Exotic Nursery. Tooting, S,W.

Flaming Season.

E BURGESS begs to offer the following :—
• Stiong Standard, Pyramid, and Dwarf-trained FRUIT

TREES. ROSES. Evergreen and Deciduous Flowering
SHRUBS, English OAK, ELMS, and LIMES, up to to feet
Larch and Spruce FIRS, and a general NURSERY STOCK.
Prices on application.

The Nurseries, London Road, Cheltenham.

MR. WILLIAM BULL has just received
an importation from California of several thousands of

the best kinds of LILIES indigenous to that country, and can
supply them by the dozen, hundred or thousand. "The Cali-
fornian Lilies being perfectly hardy, are beautiful objects when
planted or grouped in beds, borders or shrubberies ; they are
also charmingly handsome when grown in pots for decorating
the greenhouse or conservatory.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road.
Chelsea. London. S W.

JOSEPH TSM ITH~wUrniake special offers
O for ASH (Mountain), CHESTNUT (Horse), ELM,
SYCAMORE and OAK, all sizes up to 10 feet ; RHODODEN-
DRON S. all sizes up to 5 feet ; and a large stock of other TREES
and SHRUBS, as the ground must be cleared this season.
CATALOGUES of General Nursery Stock free on application.
Moor Edge Nuisenes, Tansley.near Matlock. Derbyshire.

S"
YgERS BROTHERS, Nurserymen,

Lisse, near Haarlem, Holland, have grown and have to

offer a new and very striking TURBAN RANUNCULUS,
named TURBAN VIRIDI FLORA, large, scarlet, with a small
yellow band round a glossy green centre, at 3r, per 100, sent
post-free, cheaper by the 1000 or 10,000. Foreign post-cards
are sufficient to order.

Cut Flowers.
ROMAN HYACINTHS. GIANT LILY OF THE

VALLEY, and CAMELLIAS.

WH. TURNER is prepared to furnish a
• regular WEEKLY SUPPLY of the above at Market

Prices, or as may be agreed upon.
28, Gladstone Road, Garston, Liverpool.

WING AND COMPANY'S ROSE LIST
fur AUTUMN, 1876, with very full descriptions of all

the best new and old sorts, is now ready, and may be had free.

Also their DESCRIPTIVE LIST (72 pages) of Fruit Trees,
Ornamental Trees, Conifera:, Evergreens, Sea Coast Trees,
Pictorial Trees Deciduous Shrubs, Clematis, Climbers, &c.

Royal Norfolk Ni

KOSE, BEAUTY of GLAZENWOOD.—
—This Rose was found at Meran, in the Tyrol, in 1870,

by the Rev. S Majendie, and first bloomed at Hedingham Castle
in tSyr. It is a fine Rose, orange shaded with crimson, of
singular beauty and fragrance. It was named by Mr.
Majendie. Meran.

L. WO'JDTHORPE. Glazenwood Nursery, Braintre?.

F F E RWHOLESALE O
of NURSERY STOCK.

100.000 FIR. Larch, 4-yr., 2 to 3 feet, twice transplanted.

750.000 FIR, Larch, 3.yr.. t]i to 2 feet, and iji to 2,'£ feet.

20.000 SYCAMORE, 3 to 4 feet, fine.

30.000 BIRCH, fine. 2 to 2<A feet, and 2 to 3 feet.

20.000 LAUREL, common, 2 t03 feet.

12.000 LAUREL. Portugal. 2 to 3 feet, extra fine.

2,000 PINUS AUSTRIACA, 3 to 4 feet, transphnled
spring, 1875.

For samples and lowest quotations, apply to
MICHAEL GRANT and CO., Elm Grove Nurseries,

Ntwry, Ireland,

INE LARGE TREES for Avenue
Planting for Sale very cheap :

—

LIMES, OAK. and SYCAMORE.
APPLE TREES, strong, for head grafting.

F
APPLE STOCKS, strong; do..

PLUMS,
PEARS, i-yr..2-yr.

APPLES. Maidens.
PEARS, Maidens.
CURRANTS. Black, Red and Whit

ROBERT H. POYNTER. Seed .Merchan

yr., 2-yr

. strong.

Taunior

AZALEA AMCENA CALDWELLII.—
This IS a striking improvement of the old and well-

known Azalea amcena, obtained by crossing that variety with
Azalea magnilica. The flower is four times the size of the
original. o( a bright rosy purple colour, very free blooming ;

especially adapted for forcing (commg in as early as November),
and very suitable for Buttonhole Bouquets.
W. G. C. & Sons (who ser.d this out) beg to intimate that

plants may now be seen in full bloom at their Nurseries.
Price los. td each. Usual discount to the Trade.

W. G. CALDWELL and SONS, The Nurseries, Knutsford,
Cheshire.

M. C. JONGKINDT CONINCK,
• Tottei ham Nurseries, Dedemsvaart, near ZwoUe,

Netherlands, has to offer the following :
—

YUCCA ANLiUSriFULlA, strong plants, i foot hii;h. ^2 per
dozen, Xii2 los. per 100. In my nursery this beautiful
new Yucca wiihNioud. without the slightest protection,
the severe wimer of 1875.

APPLES, strong 2-yr. Palmeites and Pyramids, 42s, pet 100,
^18 iss. per 1000.

HARDY AQUATICS at the lowest prices.

s
SlU'plUS StOClE.PECIAL OFFER

made of the following, prices on application ;

—

PINES, Austrian, 3, 4, and 5 feet.

Fl RS. Spruce. 4, 5, 6, and 7 feet.

THUJA LOBBII, 6 to to feet.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 5 to 8 feet.

YEWS. Irish. 3 to to feet.

FIRS, Balm of Gilead, 6 feet.

PINE. Weymouth, 5 to 6 feet.

YEWS. English. 3 to 5 feet.

THUJA AUREA, 3 feet.

Hazel, fine. 5 feet.

ELCOMliE AND SON. Nur-erymen. Romsev. Hants.

CR. FREEMAN, Seedsman, Norwich,
• has to offer the following ;

—

POTATOS. SNOWFLAKE. cheap-a quantity of this delicious
floury variety for Sale, at los. per cwt. The stock is

perlectly true, grown on light land from seed imported last
year from America ; but the skins are very rough from
wireworm. As good for seed purposes as our best samples.

PRICKLY COMFREY. a most valuable permanent forage
plant ; may be cut six times a year, producing r20 tons of
rich feed per acre. Cultural instructions and price on
application.

ASPARAGUS. Forcing, strong crowns, 59. per ico.
ASPARAGUS SEED. CONNOVER'S COLOSSAL (our

own saving) ; .t considerable quantity for Sale.
CABBAGE SEED. FREEMAN'S MASSIVE DRUM-
HEAD, 1876 growth, our own saving.

To tbe Trade.

GLADIOLUS BRENCHLEYENSIS—
American and Italian Tuberoses. (Juality extra fine,

prices very low, s.^mples post-free on application to

F. SANDKR AND CO. Seed Growers, St. Albans.

T. BOFF offers Double TUBEROSES^
• fine quality, 2S. per dozen, 1 2S. per loo

GLADIOLUS liRENCHLEYENSIS. is. per dozen-
LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM RUBRUM, 6s. per dozen;
CROCUS, 15. per loo.

203 , Uppgr Street, Islington, N
.

To the Trade.—Sandrlugham Early Kidney Potato.

HAND F. SHARPE have secured a fine
• stock of the above e:<ceUent POTATO, which is

pronounced to b* not only the earliest, but the most prolific,

and the finest quality in cultivation Being very short ia the
haulm It is peculiarly adapted for forcing purposes. Price and
further particulars may be had on application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

OWCROFT AND WATKINS (late
Charlwood & Cummins). Seedsmen, Covent Garden,

London. W.C. (Established more than half a century.)
CATALOGUES of DUTCH BULBS. &c.. are now ready,

and will be sent gratis and post-free on application.
Seeds carefully packed for exportation to all climates.

Prices upon application.

To tlie Trade.

MESSRS. LEVAVASSEUR and SON,
NlRSEKVMEN, Ussy, Calvados, France, have an

immense Stock of Seedling FOREST TREES, Hardy,
Coniferous, and other SHRUBS, for transplanting and trans-
planted. Priced CATALOGUES may be had of

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great
Tower Street, London, E.C.

WINTER FLOWERING ORCHIDS.—
CALANTHE VESTITA RUBRO OCCULATA.

from 91.10301. per dozen bulbs; PLEIONE WALLICHII,
iSs. per dozen,

S. WOOLLEY. Nurseryman. Cheshunt, Herts.

Pansles and Violas. Bedding.

THOMAS S. WARE'S AUTUMN
CATALOGUE of the above, including Carnations,

Picotees, Pinks, Pajonies. Phloxes, Delphiniums, Roses, and
others, for Immediate Planting, is now ready, free upon
application.

Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham. London.

V

EDWARD HOLMES, Whittington Nursery,
Lichfield, offers English OAK. i to 4 feet, and 3 to

5 feet, of extra quality ; Black Italian POPLAR, 6 to 7 feet,

fine : Standard Blenheim Orange and Normanlon Wonder
APPLES. Prices (moderate) on application. On land that
must be cleared this season.

Hyaclatbs.—Choice Named Sorts.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON have a few
hundreds of their splendid HYACINTHS left, which

they can offer by the 100, very cheap for cash. Price on
application. Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

To tne Trade.

JAMES CARAWAY and CO., Durdham
Down Nurseries, Clifton, Bristol, have to offer :—

PEACHES and NECTARINES, standard maiden, in leading
varieties, clean and well grown, 24^. per dozen,

FILBERTS, best varieties, good, 301. per 100.

CURRANTS, Black, strong and clean grown. 6j. per too,

ERBENAS, VERBliNAS, VERBENAS^
Stronff, well-rooted, healthy cuttings, perfectly free

iase. White, Purple. Scarlet and Pink, 6s. per loo.

:oco, too rooted cuttings, in i2 distinct and beautiful
first prize flowers, for Ss. Terms cash.

H. BLANDFORD, The Dorset Nurseries, Elandford.

EPATI CAS OF ALL KINDS,
for good flowering this winter

—

HEPATICA TRILOBA ALBA (clumps). 8i. per dozen.
STAMINIEUS RUBUS (clumps), 8j. per dozen.

,, ,, „ ,. .. good plants. 2or. per too.

,, „ COi)RULEA (clumps). 64^, per rooo, 5oor. per 10,000.

„ „ ,. PLENA (single plants), lor. per dozen.

„ „ RUBRA (single plants). i6s. per 100.

PLENA (clumps). 91. per dozen.

,, .. ROSEA (clumps), lor. per dozen.

J. VANDER SWAELMEN, Lily Nursery, Gendbruggfc
Ghent.

"yiNES, VINES, VINES.—Planting and
V Fruiting Canes of the undernamed varieties, ar. 6d. to

5^. each ;— Buckland Sweetwater, Black Alicante. Black
Hamburgh. Dr. Hogg, Foster's Seedling, Gros Colman, Lady
Downe's, Muscat of Alexandria. Madresfield Court, Royal
Muscadine, Waltham Cross, West's St. Peter's, Black Princ*,

Mrs. Pince. Strong Fruiting Canes of Pearson's Golden Queen
and Venn's Black Muscat, los. bd. to 15s. each.

WILLIAM CLIBRAN and SON, Oldfield Nursery,
Altrincham.

Roses—FsQonlea—Gladiolus.

CHARLES VERDIER, FiLS (successor to
the original horticultural eslaUishment of Victor Verdiw,

pere), 28, Rue Baudricourt, XI U. Arond.— late 12, Ru«
Dumeril— Paris, has to offer the above three descriptions of

pUnis, which are cultivated m enormous quantities ia this

establishment.

CATALOGUES sent post-free on application to C. V., ai

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD AND SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great
Tower Street, London. E.C.

TO T H E T R A D E.
LARCH, tranaplanted, a to ;! feet and 3 to 4 feet.

FIR, Silver, transplanted, 9 to 15 inches and r2 to 18 inches.

LIMES, transplanted, 3 to 4 feet and 4 to 5 feet.

THORNS, transplanted, i}i to 2% feet.

WALNUTS, transplanted, 3 to 4 feet and 4 to % feet.

SEEDLINGS :~i-yr. and 2-yr. Larch, 3-yr. Silver Fir, 3'yr.

Norway Spruce, 2-yr. Pinus austriaca, z-yr. and 3^yK
Spanish Chestnut, a-yr. Portugal Laurel.

SHRUBS, &c. :—Araucaria imbncata, a to 3 and 3 to 4 fpflt

;

Green Holly, 4 to 6 and 12 to iS and 18 to 24 inches ; Irish'

Junipers, 4 to 5 feet ; Thujopsis boreale, 6 to 7 feet.

JOHNSTONE'S ST. MARTIN'S RHUBARB.
Special offer of above on application.

\V. P. LAIRD AND SINCLAIR, Nurserymen, Dundee N.a
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CHOICE VEGETABLES
For 1877.

CARTERS' HEARTWELL EARLY
MARROW CABBAGE.

A distinct and excellent variety, indispensable as an Early

Cabbage, both for the gentleman's garden and for mailtet

purposes. The heads are extremely firm, weighing from 4 lb.

to 6ib., with scarcely any outside or loose leaves : in flavour

particularly mild and melting.

"Carters' Heartwell Early Marrow is one of the best

Cabbages ever sent out ; beautiful shape, medium size, flavour

delicious."—Mr. Chas. Penny, Hiad Gardeier to H.R-H.

the Prince of Wales, Sandrmslinm. September 1), 1876.

Per Packet, 21.

CARTERS' NEW FERN-LEAVED
PARSLEY.

Exquisitely perfect in form and colour, this be,

is pronounced on all sides to be not only the best

purposes, but aUo specially valuable as

plant for table decoration and the lluwer border.

Per Packet, 3j. (xt.

CARTERS' GREEN GAGE TOMATO.
This is unquestionably the most valuable acquisition to the

Tomato family ut> to the present titoe, the rich citron-coloured.

semi-transparent fruit so nearly representing Plums as to be

ftequeutly mistaken for the latter at the exhibitions.

Per Packet, u. 6,/.

OaLVERWELL'S TELEGRAPH PEA.
An extraordinary acquisition, the Peas often being so close

together as to appear to be forming a double row in the pod,

and likely to be the forerunner of a new type of this indis-

pensable summer Vegetable. Stock limited.

Per Packet, yj. -bit.

CARTERS' BALMORAL CASTLE PEA.
A spkndid luain crop Pea, both for exhibition and other

purposes :
extremely productive, with grand pods in the shape

of Laxton's Supreme, but much longer, ami belter filled : of

good flavour ; altogether a very handsome and desirable Pea

for late crop.
•' Carters' Balmoral Caslle is a superior Pea. very productive,

having large and well-filled pods containing Peas of the finest

flavour."—Mr. William Paterson, Head Gardener to H.M.

the Queen, Balmoral Cast/e, September ai, 1S76.

Price, per Pint, y. ; per Qaarl, y.

CARTERS' COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF
PEA.

This ^ sow recognised as the grandest Pea for exhibition and

general purposes in cultivation. It is a green, wrinkled

Marrow of exquisite flavour, with fine, slightly curved pods,

frequently containing ten large Peas.

" Carters' Commander-in-Chief is good in every particular."

—Mr. Chahles Pe:«nv, Head Garde:iun- to H.R..H. the Prince

of Wales, Sandrmgliam, September rg, 1876.

Price, per Pint, as. ; per Quart, y. bd,

GARTERS' MODEL CUCUMBER.
The handsomest Cucumber grown. As the result of careful

cultivation, we have succeeded in producing what may be

fairly described as the model of perfection in Cucumbers, era-

bodying the fine form and general characteristics of Tender

and True with the prolific habit and strong constitution of the

Telegraph. Perfect in outline, with scarcely aay neck, and of

fine flavour: this variety cannot fail to become most popular,

both for exhibition and table purposes.

Per Packet, y. 6if.

FOR FULL DESCRIPTIONS SEtt

ILLUSTRATED VADE'mECU^/J
AND SEED CATALOGUE,

Price \s. J Post-free, is. ^d.

The hand»omest and most comprehensive work of its kind

ever published.

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,
237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON.

YeoTrtl Nursery.

BR. DAVIS, having arranged to take the
• Business belonging to the late Mr. E. Pierce, begs to

assure the Nobility, Gentry, Clergy, and the Public generally,
that it will be his constant endeavour to merit a continuance of
those favours bestowed for so many years upon the late

proprietor. Prompt attention and every care will be given to

all orders entrusted to him.
B. R. D. begs to ofl'er a quantity of large ARBOR-VIT.'E,

8 to to feet, CEDRUS DEOUARA, WELLINGTONIA.
THUJAS, LIMES, 8 to 12 feet, and a large assortment of
TREES and EVERGREENS for Ornamental Planting :

having been periodically transplanted will remove with perfect

safety. MAGNOLIA GRANDIFLORA, Exmouth variety,

extra fine, 3 to 4 feet. LAURELS, Standard Portugal, extra

fine, at a very low price ; wilt remove well.

B. R. DAVIS (late E. Pierce), Yeovil Nursery and Seed
Warehouse, Yeovil.

Special Offer of First-class Nursery Stock by
".^IKTIN AND SON, Cottingham, and

61, Market Place, Hull.

*Lauiel, caucasica, 2 to 3 feel.

M
"Apples, pyramids, gs. per doz.

Pears, pyramids, i7s. per doz.

Plums, stds., ex., i8i. per doz.

Abies orientalis. 2 feel, lar.

'Arbor-vita, 5 to 6 feet, 6s.

•Acer Negundo van, gj p. doz.

*Althiea frutex, named, gs.

'Berberis japonica, ij^ to 2%
feet, gs. per dozen.

Berberis Darwinii, ex. trans.,

3 feet. 6j. per dozen.
Brooms, fine, 35. per dozen.
Cedrus ailantica, 4 to 5 feet.

i8j. per dozen.
Juniperus drupacea, 2 to

3 feet. ^2s. per dozen.
'Juniperus sinensis, 4 to 4'2

leet, 24s. per dozen.
'Libocedrus decurrens. 4 to

5 eet. 30J. per dozen.
'Ligustrum japonica, 2 to :t%

feet, lis. per dozen.
*Li?acs, 4 feet, sj. per dozen.
'Laurel, comr

10s. per 100.

*Laurel, Colchic,

Those marked
the 100.000.

Catalogues c

3 feet,

3 feet,

PhilJyrea, 4 feet, izs. per doz.

Pinus Cetnbra, 4 to 5 feet,

18*. per dozen.
*Yew, English, 3 to 4 feet,

"Tree Box, 2 feet, 35. per doz.
Ivy, gold., extra bushy, izjr.

Rhus laciniata glabra, 12s.

*Syringa, 4 to 5 ft.
,

$s. per doz.
•Roses, standards, i2j p. doz.
•Trees, strong ornamental, 8 to

12 feet high, 401. per loo.

•Shrubs, deciduous flowering
and evergreen, 255, p. 100.

*Pine. Austrian. 3 10 4 feet,

lo*. per 100.

'Fir, Scotch, 3 to 4 feet,

los. per 100.

•Oaks. English. 6 to 8 feet,

30-- per 100.

Sycamore, 6 (t., tos. per 100.

•tims, 4 to 5 ft., 40J p. 1000.

'Beech, aj^ to 2% feet, 40^.

per looc

Ash. 2%
per loot

applic

supply by the ii

ion. N.E.-Cash

3Ji feet. 4<j5.

00, Laurels by

vith order.

\^EWS, English, i\ to 2\ feet 30J. per 100;
i LAURUSTINUS, i% to 2 feet, bushy, 30J. per 100;

LAURELS, common, iji to 2!^ feet, 20J. per 100; FIRS,
Silver, Cf to 18 inches, Zs. per 100 ; do., Spruce, 2 to 4 feet,

30J.per 100: OAK, English, 4 to 8 feet, 20J. per 100 ; PRIVET,
Evergreen, strong, 30J. , extra. 25J. per 1000.

APPLE and PEAR STOCKS, iZs. per dozen (Standards

GEORGE WINFIELD, Sandhurst Road. Gloucester.
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WEBBS'
CHOICE

VEGETABLE and FLOWER

SEEDS.
ALL WHO HAVE A GARDEN

Improved and Enlarged Edition, Profusely

Illustrated with beautifully executed Engrav-
ings and Chromo-Lithographs, and contain-

ing instructions for the successful cultivation

of Vegetables, Flowers, ^'c.

ts- The best Work on Gardening matters yet
published, which will be found Invaluable to the
Amateur as well as the Profeaelonal Gardener.

Post-free, \s. Gratis to Customers.

All Goods of aoj. value and upwards Carriage-free to
any Railway Station in England or Wales.

Five per Cent. Discount for Cash.

The Queen's Seedsmen,

WORDSLEY, STOURBRIDGE.
LILI UM AURATUM.

THE NEW PLANT and BULB COMPANY
BeR 10 annnunce the arrival of their first corisignment in

LlTw% "rh't' h's ^^ u'
low prices. Their CATALOGUE of

hce Se , H M "^^^ '""''' OR'^H'DS. &c., of superiorextellence. and at low prices, post-free on application.

LION WALK, COLCHESTER.

CRANSTON'S NURSERIES,'
KING'S ACRE, near H EREFORD.

Established 1785.

SPECIALITIES.
ROSES, FRUIT TREES,

CONIFERS.
Descriptive Priced Lists on application.

"GENUINE SEEDS ONLY."

James Veitch & Sons
BEG TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEIR

CATALOGUE OF GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS FOR 1877,
CONTAINING

LISTS OF NOVELTIES, HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS,
AND OTHER

GARDEN REQUISITES, is now Published, and will be forwarded, post-free, on application.

JAMES VEITCH and SONS have to request the favour, that in the event of any of their
Customers or Friends not having received the above, they will kindly inform them, when a
copy shall at once be sent.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

PRELIMINARY NOTICE.

lEW SEED CATALO&UE EOR SPEIIG, 1877.

MESSRS. DANIELS BROS, have the pleasure to announce that their Illustrated Guide
and Select Seed List for Spring, 1877, is now in the press, and will be ready for distribution in a
few days. The new edition will contain 112 pages, imperial size, beautifully illustrated, with
faithful representations of the newest or most popular Flowers and Vegetables, besides two highly
finished Coloured Plates. This will be pronounced the most superb Seed Catalogue ever
published, and should be read by every one having a garden.

Price \s. post-free. Gratis to Customers.

DANIELS BEOS.,
THE ROYAL NORFOLK SEED ESTABLISHMENT, NORWICH.

FOREST TREES AND SHRUBS.
ANNUAL CATALOGUE NOW READY.

THE LAWSON SEED & NURSERY COMPANY
(LIMITED),

EDINBURGH and LONDON,
Willforward their newly published Listfree to any address upon application:

The Stock of Seedling and Transplanted FOREST TREES, SHRUBS, and COVeRT
PLANTS is most extensive, and in unusually fine condition.

aPEOIAL OFFERS TO LABGE BUYERS WHEN REaUESTED.

OSBORN & SONS
Beg to call the attention of intending Planters to their fine Collection of Hardy Ornamental

Evergreen and Deciduous TREES and SHRUBS, so often referred to by Mr. Loudon in his

valuable Encyclopcedia. Also to their unrivalled Collection of FRUIT TREES, GRAPE VINES
&c., true to name. They also cultivate STOVE and GREENHOUSE and Hardy Herbaceous
PLANTS in great variety.

CATALOGUES of the above, and alsd of Bulbs, Kitchen Garden and Flower Seids, ^c, ivill
beforwarded, post-frve, on application.

FULHAM NURSERIES, LONDON, S.W.
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WM. PAUL & SON,
\S. „<-=y^/'. (Successorstothelate A. PauI&Son,
^.^Xj^^gv^- Established 1806,)

' ROSE GROWERS,
TREE, PLANT, BULB, AND

SEED MERCHANTS,

WALTHAM CROSS,
HERTS,

Adjoining the " Waltham " Station.

Great Eastern Railway.

Inspection of Stock invited.

Priced Descriptive Catalogues free by post.

Calceolarias (James').

HCANNELL begs to announce that he
• has a sptendid stock of the following, established

in 6o's, just re,ady for shifting :

—

CALCEOLARIAS. 21. <)d. per dozen.
PRIMULAS. 2S. bd. per dozen.
CINERARIAS, 21. bd. per dozen.

Smaller. 15. per dozen less, and post-free. Special prices per 100

or 1000. H. CANNELL. Swanley, Kent.

BEGON lA FRCEBELI.
First-class Certi/icate, Royal Hort. Society, August 4, 1875.

Stlvir Medal, Lyons, September 11, 1875.

Gold Medal, htteriiational Exhibition, Colog^te, August, 1875,
as the best nt~wjlowering plant.

This is uodoubtedly the finest novelty in Bulbs offered of late

seasons, and a discovery of Mr. B. Roezl, when travelling

through the Peruvian Mountains. At a height of between 8000
feet he came upon a patch in full bloom, the effects

of which he h;

the grandest display he had
flowers of this fine plant
produced in great

bed as being actually dazzling.

of
.'ivid scarlet than the well-known Gei "Je:

and
bnghte
Sisley."

The bulb may be potted
or as any ordinary autumn bulb, started steadily into growth,
they will produce a brilliant display in the conservatory. We
believe the plant to be hardy, or nearly so, and when planted

out it will flourish and bloom during the summer out-of-doors.

To the great beauty of the flowers is added the attraction of a

very fine and noble foliage. See also description in Gardeners'
Chronicle, October 21, p. 530.
We have imported extraordinary large native bulbs of this mag-

nificent novelty, which are m finest possible condition, and which
will produce an abundance of flowers. Price, each or per dozen,

will oe given by every Seedsman and Nurseryman. Wholesale
prices of Messrs. Hurst & Son, 5. Leadenhall Street, E.G. ; and

F. SANDER AND CO.. SEED GROWERS, ST. ALBANS.

AVENUE TREES.

Tlu- ahrc C.tt.t/.'i'u.- is ,,ou. r,.,Jv.£-r„t;s and
pOil-/rre lo all afpticattts.

B. S. \V. begs to intimate that in the event of any of his

Customers not receiving this Catalogue, if they will comtnu-
nicate with him a copy will be sent.

PLATANUS OCCIDENTALIS (true), lo to

i8 feet high, and girthing 4 to 8 inches at 4 feet

from the ground.

LIMES, 12 to 20 feet high, and girthing 6 to

10 inches at 4 feet from the ground.

POPULUS CANADENSIS NOVA, 15 to
16 feet high, and girthing 6 inches at 4 feet from
the ground.

ANTHONY WATERER
Has to offer many thousands of the above. They may
be seen growing at Knap Hill. They are straight,

handsome, and well rooted, and altogether the finest

Trees of the kind to be found in any nursery in Europe.

KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.

THE THAMES BANK
IRON COMPANY,

Old Barge Wharf, Upper Ground Street, London

HOT-WATER BOILERS. SURREY SIDE, BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE.

NEW PATENT "CLIMAX" BOILER (1874). See

p. 666. 1874, Gardeners Chronicle.

"GOLD MEDAL" BOILER (Birmingham, 1872).

PATENT "EXCELSIOR" BOILER (l87r).

I®- The largest and most complete Stock in the

Trade ; upwards of Twenty Thousand Pounds' worth
to choose from.

" WITLEY COURT ' BOILER (Silver Medal 1872).

"TRENTHAM IMPROVED" BOILER, with Water-
way End and Smoke Consumer.

" TUBULAR." and every other Boiler of known merit
or excellence.

1^^ Prize Medal Awarded at the National Content,
Birmingham. 1874.

MILL'S PATENT AUXILIARY FUEL ECONOMISER,
Which can be attached to any ordinary Boiler. These Tubes are the greatest Economisers of Fuel and Pi

Fire-Bars, and Furnace Fronts ever yet introduced to the public.
of Boilei

STAINTON'S NEW PATEST FROST DEFYIHG LIQUID (see "Gardeners' Clironiole," Aug. 19, 1876).

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED COMPLETE.
PRICE LIST on application; or, Six Stamps for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, 4th Edition.

NUTTING AND SONS' WHOLESALE
GARDEN and FLOWER SEED CATALOGUE is

published. A copy has been posted to their Friends ; any
not having received it, upon appiication another shall be

Seed Warehouses, 60, Barbican, E.G.

KINIWONT AND KIDD, The Nurseries,
Canterbury, have to otTer

—

CHERRIES, about 4000 Standard, of all the leading sorts for

Orchard planting, 6 to 7 feet stems, i-yr. cut back-, fine

LIMES. 8 to 10 feet, fine clean-grown trees.

LABURNUMS. 5 to 7 feet, clean-grown trees.

YUCCA RECURVA. all transplanted last season, 2 to jji feet,

fine shaped plants.

ARBUTUS. 4 to 5 feet, all transplanted, fine bushy plants.

ABIES CANADENSIS, 5 to 6 feet.

THORNS. Standard .ind Pyramid, including Paul's new

Thousands'of DECIDUOUS FLOWERING SHRUBS, of
sorts, 3 to 5 feet, including Magnolia, Spira;a, Lilac,

Philadelphus, Viburnum. Guelder Rose, double Deutzia,
Ribes, Weigela. Hibiscus, &c.

MULBERRIES. Standard, fine plants with good heads, many
of them in a fruit-bearing state.

Flbrotis Feat for OrcUds, &c.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best
quality for Orchids. Stove Plants. &c ,

£,b bs. per truck.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, lor Rhododendrons, Azaleas,
Heaths, American Plant Beds, 17J. per ton.

Delivered on rail at Blackivater. S. E. R.. or Farnborough,
S. W. R.. by the truck-load. Sample sack. %s. bd. each.
Fresh SPHAGNUM, .or. bd. per sack.

WALKER AND CO., Farnborough Station, Hants.

PEAT.—A few hundred tons of superior Peat,
delivered at either of the Farnborough Stations on the

South-Western or South-Eastern Railways, at tys. a ton.

W. TARRY, Bailiff, Bagshot, Surrey.

O D A M~S' MANURES,
FOR ALL CROPS.

Manufactured by the NITRO-PHOSPH.^TE and ODAMS'
CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY (Limited), consisting

of Tenant- Farmers occupying upwards of 150.000 acres of Land.
C^il>7«,i«—ROBERT LEEDS, Keswick Old Hall, Norwich.

Managing ffireclcr—JAMES ODAMS.
Sub-t^anager and Secretary—C. T. MACADAM.

Chief Office— log. Fenchurch Street. London. E.C.
Western Counties Branch— Queen Street. Exeter.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary,

Or may be had of the Local Agents.

GISHURST COMPOUND.—
Used by many of the leading Gardeners since 1S59,

against Red Spider. Mildew, Thrips. Greenfly, and other Blight,

in solutions of from 1 to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and
of from 4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit

Trees. Hasoutlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in Boxes, is.. 3i., and lor. td.

Wholesale by PRICES PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering from Frost,
3M. to 701. per 100; Packing from 2oi. GUNNY

BAGS, id. each.

T. MALTBY and CO.. 11. Fenchurch Buildings, Fenchurch
Street. E.C.

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden
Frames.—ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are

the cheapest and most durable. Price List, which gives the

size of every class of Mat. (or\varded post-free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7. Commercial Street, Shoreditch,

London. E.C.

ATS.—Archangel, Petersburg, Packing
Mais. &c.

RjVFFIA for tying. TRAINING STICKS, BAMBOO
CANES. &c. Before purchasing send lor prices to

C. J. BLACKITH and CO.. Cox's Quay, Lower Thames
Street. London. E.C.

Russia Mat Mercliants.

MARENDAZ AND FISHER, having
received from their Agents in Russia an immense quan-

tity of ST. PETERSBURG MATS this se.ason. of v.arious

qualities, can now quote unusually low to the Trade.
ARCHANGEL MATS are very dear, aud still rising in price.

9, James Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

RUSSIAMATS.—A large Stock of Archangel
and Petersburg, for Covering and Packing (price on

application for Archangel)- Petersburg, 6or.

superior close-wove. 40J., 50J. and 555. per

at20j.,3or. , and 355. per

Mais at equally low rates, at

J, BLACKBURN and SONS, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street,

London. E.C.

Metallic Hothouse Builder to Her Majesty,HENRY HOPE
(lai Clark & Hope, formerly Clark).

HOTHOUSE BUILDER and HOT-WATER
APPARATUS ENGINEER.

55, Lionel Street. Birmingham. Established AD. i8i3.

BOOKS of DESIGNS, s^- each.

SS" The Extensive Ranges of Metallic Hothouses in the

Royal Gardens, Windsor and Osborne, were executed at this

Establishment.

LABELS.
Secure Tree and Plant Labels.

PARCHMENT or CLOTH LABELS,
TREE or PLANT LABELS. Punched parchment.

4 inches long. 31, bd. per 1000. or 30s. per 10.000: if eyeleted.

4s. per 1000. Vellum cartridge, 4 inches long, 31. per 1000 for

10.000. Sample Labels sent on receipt of postage stamp.

Orders delivered free in London.

FISHER, CLARK and CO.. Label Works, Boston.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.

MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices,
Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post free on

application ; also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for

Conseriatories. Entrance Halls, ."ic

MAW AND CO.. Benih.all Works, Broseley.

M

and all other de;

PuLking Mats
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NEW CRIMSON 60DETIA,

LADY ALBEM ARLE.
Amongst the many floral introductions of recent years nothing has been offered, certainly amongst annuals, at all likely to attain to the

wide-spread popularity of this exquisite novelty. A cross between Godetia Whitneyi and G. Lindleyana, it far surpasses either of its parents in its

extreme beauty of colouring in the flowers, and the symmetrical habit of plant ; and we may fairly claim that it is the most superb hardy annual

ever offered.

Its description is as follows :—Plants about a foot high, branching from the bottom and growing in a beautiful pyramidal form. Flowers

large, frequently measuring 3i to 4 inches across, and of the most intense glowing carmine-crimson colour, the edges of the petals slightly suffused

with delicate lilac, and being produced in the most wonderful profusion, and for a long period the plants have the most brilliant and charming

appearance. It is perfectly hardy, and if sown out-of-doors in autumn will stand through our severest winter and bloom early in the following

summer, but March and April are the best months to sow for blooming in July and August,

It was exhibited at the Royal Horticultural Society's Meeting, London, August 2, and was unanimously awarded a First-class Certificate.

In Sealed Retail Packets, Is. 6d. each. Price to the Trade on application.

OPINIONS FROM THE PRESS
"New Crimson Godetia, liady Albemarle

^fora box of which we are indebted to Daniels Bros., of

Norwich—far exceeds all the others in richness of colour-

ing and size. Tlie flowers, when fully open, are over

3 inches across, the colour a soft glossy crimson. The
upper part of the petals shine as if they were varnished
over, and at first sight the flowers have the appearance
of a splendid Mallow or Hibiscus. It is compact in

habit, and a most profuse bloomer, and is likely to

become a universal favourite in villa gardens. Exquisite

in bed or border, such plants well grown would also

prove invaluable in pots for the furnishing of greenhouse
shelves or window gardens. We have scarcely any plants

of such a lovely shade of colour as this new Godetia,

Lady Albemarle, and none that would make a richer

display in less space, or with less trouble or expense."

~F., in the " ViUa Gardener." September^ 1876.

Godetia, Lady Albemarle (C'-j^rV/j).
— "This is

a very effective dwaif free-flowering plant, raised by
Messrs. Daniels Bros., Norwich. It is a hardy annual,

which grows from 9 to 15 inches in height, and bears

glowing carmine flowers shot like lilac ; as a pot
plant it is most effective. It is said to be a seedling of

G. Whitnevi crossed with G. Lindleyana, but it is far

superior to either of its parents as a summer flowering

decorative plant."

—

The Garden^ Avgitst 5, 1076.

Godetia, Lady Albemarle —"This splendid

new hardy annual has just been exhibited at one of the

meetings of the Royal Horticultural Society, by the
raisers, Messrs. Daniels Bros., of Norwich, and awarded
a First-class Certificate of merit. It was obtained by
crossing the old well-known Godetia Lindleyana on to

G. Whitneyi, a somewhat new form of dwarf branching
growth and large flowers which are freely produced.
The fourth generation from this cross is Lady Albemarle,
and in this instance the large flowers of G. Whitneyi
are transformed into brilliant deep carmine-rose blos-

soms, of great size and beauty. It blooms with great

freedom, the habit of growth being symmetrical and
displaying the surface of flowers with which the plants

come covered. It is a remarkably fine and striking

addition to our showy hardy annuaU."

—

Land and
Water, August 12, 1876,

NEW CRIMSON GODETIA,

*'LADY ALBEMARLE.'
{Electrotypes 0/ this block 5s. each.)

Godetia Lady Albemarle.—"When looking
over Messrs. Daniels Bros.' seed farm at Norwich I

was highly pleased by seeing their new Godetia, Lady
Albemarle, it was such a glorious mass of rich shining;

colour. Since then it has beeii exhibited at London,
and has received a First-class Certificate from the Royal
Horticultural Society ;

but to see a few plants or a
boxful of it unexposed to the sun gives little idea of its

splendour. Though it remains open night and day, to

form any notion of its effect it should be seen in a
mass, with the sun shining on its large glossy flowers,

few of which are less than 3 inches across, and entirely

different in eflfect to anything usually seen in the open
garden. The flowers are not unlike those of Dipladenia
crassinoda, with the rich crimson shade of the newer
varieties, but far exceeding these in the richest silky

appearance, and of so beautiful a colour, too, at a time
when many of the best annuals were burnt up with
drought. Not one annual or bedding plant can com-
pare with it in producing such a mass of dwarf, dense,

compact plants, the foliage being entirely covered with
flowers. "— Thomis Stajfford^

'

' Journal ofHorticulture,

"

September-]^ 1876.
" Messrs. Daniels, of Norwich, have sent us specimens

of a new magenta Godetia, named Lady Albemarle,
which seems an acquisition in the way of hardy annuals.

It grows to the height of i foot, forming nice shrubby
litile plants profusely covered with flowers of a rich

glossy magenta colour
; each flower, when fully ex-

panded, measures over 3 inches across. It is easy of
cultivation, and Is st.ited to be perfectly hardy. If sown
in the autumn it will stand our severest winters out-of-

doors, and bloom early in the following summer, or if

sown in spring it will bloom the following July and
August. Other specimens shown at the Royal Horti-

cultural Society, on Wednesday last, confirm these state-

ments."— Gdrrt^f«(f^j' Chronicle, Angnsi ^, 1876.
" An extremely beautilul variety, bearing flowers quite

4 inches in diameter, and of a glowing crimson colour,

i'he plant is compact in habit, and the flowers are pro-

duced in the most profuse manner possible. It is in

every way one of the most valuable hardy annuals intro-

duced to public notice for some years y^^%\.." ^Gardenen'
Magazine^ August $, 1876.

The following Firms have already ordered a
Armitage, Saml. Fox
BAcivHorsE ik Son
Eenary, E
BOULTON & Co.
Brown, Stephen
Bull, William
Carter, James, & Co.
Clibran & Son
Cooper, Robt
Cuthbert, James
Dapples, Volkmar ..

Dean, Richard
Dickson, James, & Sons
Dickson, Brown & Tait
DippE Bros
Dixon, E. P
Downie & Laird
Drummond & Sons ..

Finney, Saml., & Co.
Fisher, Holmes & Co.
Frommer, H. a.
Caraway, James, & Co.

NottjpgTam.
York.
Erfurt.

London.
Weston-super-Mare.
Chelsea.

London,
Altrincham.
Fleet Street, E.C.
Li\e pool.

Erfurt.

Ealing.

Chester.

Manchester.
Qued inburg.

Hull.

Edinburgh.
Stirling.

Newcastle-on-Tyne.
Sheflield.

Budapesth.
Bristol.

Grasshoff, M.
Haage & Schmidt .

.

Heinemann, F. C.
Hogg & Wood..
Hooper & Co
Howcroft & Watkins
Hurst & Son ..

Karl & Putz, Ferdinand
Ker, R. p., & Son ..

Laing. John ..

Lamourieux & Co. .

.

Lawson Seed Company,
Lee.

J. &C
Little & Hallantyne
Minier & Nash
Nutting »& Sons
Orr. Joseph, & Sons..
Perkins, Thos.
Platz & Son ..

Pope & Son
Robertson, P. S., & Co.
Rutley & Silverlock

.. Quedlinburg.

. . Erfurt.

. . Erfurt.

Coldstream.
.. Covent Garden, W.C.
.. Strand, W.C.
.. London, S.E.

Juhlke's successors.

Liverpool.

.. Forest HiU, S.E.
Plymouth.

The
Hammersmith, W,
Carlisle.

London.
London.
Belfast.

Northampton.
Erfurt.

King's Norton.
Edinburgh.
Strand, W.C.

supply :—
Sander & Co St. Albans.
Sharpe, Chas., & Co. .

.

Sleaford.

Spreckelsen, Ernst &
j jTamburFVon 4 . )

^*

Stuart & Co Covenf Garden, W.C.
Stuart & Mein . . .

.

Kelso.

Sutton & Sons , . .

.

Reading.
Tait, Walter, & Co. .. Dublin.

Thorburn,
J. M., & Co. .

.

New York.
Toole & Co Dublin.

Tubergf.n, G. C Haarlem.
Turner. Chas. .. .. Slough.
Vilmorin. Andrieux & Co. Paris.

Veitch, James, & Son ., Chelsea, S.W.
Veitch, R. T Exeter.

Waite, Burnell & Co. .. London.
Watkin & Simpson .. .. Strand, W.C.
WaYringer Bros. .. .. Vienna.
Wheeler, J. C, & Co. .. Gloucester.

Williams, B. S Holloway. N.
Winfield, Alfred .. .. Gloucester.

Wrench, Jacob, & Sons .

.

London.

DANIELS BROTHERS,
THE ROYAL NORFOLK SEED ESTABLISHMENT> NORWiCHi
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HARDY TREES
SHRUBS.

Messrs. J. VEITCH & SONS
Beg to call attention to and solicit an inspec-

tion of their fine and extensive stock of all the

most useful Ornamental Hardy Trees and

Shrubs, at their Nurseries, Coombe Wood,
Kingston Hill.

CONIFERS.
A most complete collection, many of the species and varieties

being of their own introduction. Specimens for Lawns, Parks,

and Pleasure Grounds. All the kinds suitable for every purpose

for which this class of plant is required.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
RHODODENDRONS. AZALEAS. KALMIAS, ANDRO-

MEDAS, HARDV HEATHS, &c.

An exceptionally fine stock of healthy plants, especially re-

commended as being dwarf, compact, and well set with buds,

and in fine condition either for forcing or for pleasure-ground

planting.

EVERGREEN SHRUBS.
All the leading kinds, also many rare and choice species of

very distinct character, forming a new feature In the Shrub-

bery. A very large stock of Standard, Pyramid, and Bush
Green, Gold, and Silver Variegated Hollies, in great variety

DECIDUOTTS TREES and FLOWERING
SHRXTBS.

A very extensive collection, including all the best known
kinds, with many novel and interesting varieties. Japanese

Acers, Weeping Trees, and other Trees and Shrubs wiih

Variegated and Coloured Foliage.

FOREST TREES,
For AVENUES. BELTS, PLANTING. &c

All the most desirable kinds. Plane Trees. Chesti

;.ime, Birch, Oak, Maple, and Larch ; Pines, Firs, and Ced:

EIn-

ROSES.
Strong healthy Plants as Standards. Half-Standards, and

Dwarfs, of al the best varieties of Hybrid Perpetuals. Tea-
scented and Noisette Roses, Moss, Climbing, and other kinds.

An extensive stock in pots of all the best Roses suitable for

Forcing, &c.

PLANTS for WINTER BEDDING.
Conifera;. Retinosporas, Junipers, Lawson's Cypress. &c,

.

in many variegated and beautiful forms ; Euonymus and Dwarf
Hollies, both Silver and Golden Variegated, in many va

Auciibas, Ericas, Dwarf Rhododendrons, &c.

PLa.NTS for FORCING.
All the most useful and effective, including Andromeda

floribunda ; Azalea amosna. ponlica (yellow, sweet-scented),

and Belgian varieties ; Clematis in variety, Deutzia gracilis.

Ldac Charles X. and Persian, Double Chinese Prunus, Rhodo-
dendrons, R. Early Gem, very superior ; Rhodora canadensis,

very early ; Spiraea Thunbergii, Viburnum opulus, &c.

CLIMBING PLANTS,
Well established in Pols.

Clematis, a very extensive collection of all the leading kinds,

and of Ga.den Hybrids. Ivies in great variety. Fine healthy

Plants of the free flowering Exmouth variety of M.agnolia

grandiflora. Honeysuckles, Jasmines, Ampelopsis, &c.

A NEW CATALOGUE
Hardy Trees and Shrubs, Ornamental Grasses,

Hardy Aquatics, &c.,

Wilt be for-dhirded oil applicalioil.

The Nurseries at Coombe Wood may be reached from the

Maiden and Norbiton Stations on the South-Western Railway,

being not more than twenty minutes' walk from the latter, and

where conveyance can always be procured.

Royal Exotic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea,

LONDON, S.W.,

And Coombe Wood, Kingston Hill.

FLOWERS AND FRUITS.
TLOWERS.

ONE of the most remarkable developments

of horticultural enterprise in recent years

is seen in the production of flowers and plants

for Christmas decoration, and, indeed, through-

out the winter and spring months. Floral

decorations of all kinds have now become in-

dispensable to modern social life, and festivities

of any kind without flowers are destitute of one

of their prime attractions. The floral require-

ments of the London season are something enor-

mous, and, were statistics furnished, their mag-

nitude would be so great as almost to defy cre-

dence. London is surrounded with a dense

circle of growers of plants and flowers, and at

this season the utmost activity prevails to sup-

ply the floral material for this " rich and famous

town." The sunless character of the weather

is tremendously hostile to the production

of flowers, but the skill of growers is rarely

found unequal to the most difficult and trying

circumstances.

Some years ago the late Mr. John Standish,

the founder of the Royal Nursery at Ascot,

noting the increasing taste for flowers, deter-

mined to minister to it, and opened a place of

business for the sale of flowers at Albert Gate.

This outlet has gone on increasing in force, and

now the utmost energies of this as well as of

other large nursery establishments are taxed to

maintain an adequate supply during the winter

and spring months.

A recent visit to some of these nurseries

afforded an excellent opportunity for ascertain-

ing not only the kinds of flowers most in re-

quest, but also for gleaning some idea of the

e.\tent to which they are grown, and the means

used to get them into bloom as speedily and

successfully as possible.

Here were Roman Hyacinths in great num-

bers, five or six bulbs in a pot growing in a

moist bottora-heat, and loaded with charming

spikes of fragrant snow-white flowers. How
much they are esteemed for bouquets, &c.,

is seen by the enormous number of flowers

sent into the London markets. Lilies of the

Valley, as might be expected, form a lead-

ing feature, and of these So,ooo crowns are

annually imported by one firm alone for forcing

purposes—one half from Berlin, the other halt

from Haarlem. The variety from Berlin, which

appears to be distinct from the Dutch variety,

is found to come into flower much earlier, and

is had in bloom in November and December,

those from Holland not till after Christmas.

The Lilies of the Valley are received in bundles

of twenty-five or thirty crowns ; and these

bundles, as soon as received, are planted at the

bottom of a deep wide trench in the open

ground in a bed of leaves and a little short

dung, and here they soon begin to be active,

and as wanted the most forward are potted into

48-pot5, about twenty crowns in a pot, and then

taken into a warm plant-house and plunged

below the movable wooden pathways in a bed

of dung and leaves, and covered to the depth of

4 inches. A large number of pots are thus

stored away in a temperature of 90°. Here they

soon grow, and when they have shot up 2 inches

or so, they are placed on a warm stage, when

they rapidly throw up their flowers. Mr. Ashby

states that the crowns do better in a 48 than in

any other pot, and it is also a convenient size

for plunging. It is a curious fact and noteworthy,

but during the whole forcing process the plants

do not put forth any roots, and when the flowers

are gathered they are thrown away.

Great quantities of Astilbe japonica are also

grown, nice dwarf, bushy plants, in 48's, laden

with charming sprays of white flowers. About

3000 plants are grown at Ascot for flowers ; and

what a docile plant it is ! for it will bear forcing

hard two or three years at least. When the plants

have done blooming they are stood on one side

till summer, and then planted in beds of sandy

soil peculiar to the district, in a hot, open posi-

tion, but kept well moistened during the

summer. When the crowns get over-large

they are divided as required.

White Azaleas play an important part : the

leading early variety is Narcissiflora—a most

accommodating one, too, for it comes into pro-

fuse bloom with the assistance of but little heat.

A. Boiseg, also a double, is largely grown, and

comes in a little later ; Bernard Andreas alba,

also double white, and Francois Devos, double

red, are also much grown for cutting from.

Double Azaleas being in request as cut flowers,

it is not surprising to find a very fine stock of

Van Houtte's newer varieties in nice young

plants that will bloom well next spring. Two
long lean-to houses contained Azaleas, but they

were not the only occupants, for against the

back walls and the supports to the roof were in

one house Niphetos Tea Rose, and in the other

Marechal Niel ; and when the Azaleas are

removed, after being denuded of their flowers,

there is a house of Roses to cut from in April

and May. By means of a little management,

Azaleas are hid in bloom nearly all the year

round.

Bouvardias are a great feature at Ascot, and

especially the white B. Vreelandi—a variety that

requires only the fragrance of B. longiflora to

make it perfect. A strong grower, and remark-

ably free of bloom, it supplies an abundance of

bloom for a considerable time. This variety is

grown in 48-pots, and the first crop of bloom is

furnished in October. The plants are then cut

back and put into a warm house, where they

are again in bloom by Christmas. During the

summer the Bouvardias are planted out in pits,

and then lifted at the end of the summer,

potted, and brought on into flower. Then there

are Gardenias, plunged in a tan bottom-heat

—

good, bushy plants, just beginning to expand

their flowers ;
Richardia a;thiopica, in great

quantity ; large houses, with the interior

of their roofs covered with Stephanotis,

just bursting into bloom at hundreds of

joints, and which forms quite a white sky

when in full bloom. There are four plants

to each house— two at each end, and it is

not too much to say that bushels of blossoms

are taken from them during the season ; and if

further proof were needed of the great pre-

ponderance of white flowers, Eucharis ama-

zonica has yet to be mentioned, of which there

are some very fine examples growing in pots

that will be in bloom in three weeks.

A few other leading flowers may be men-

tioned ; for instance. Euphorbia jacquinia;flora,

young plants in 48-pots, with from two to five

or six long wreaths of orange-red flowers.

These plants are from spring-struck cuttings,

and when the flower-stems are cut away they

break into growth, and make nice specimens for

sale. Bougainvillea glabra is grown in the same

manner, and with like excellent results. Another

plant is Chorozema salicifolia, large speci-

mens being clothed with bright flower sprays
;

and, lastly. Perpetual Carnation Miss Joliffe, a

charming flesh-coloured variety, with a profuse

growth, and just coming into flower. So much

in demand are the blossoms, that a very large

number of plants are grown at Ascot in 4S-pots

for flowering.
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Two large houses with specimen Camellias

planted out have commenced to supply their

splendid flowers. The leading varieties grown

for cutting from are alba plena, Mastersii

rosea, Alnutt's White, Queen of Beauty, Due
de Berri, Prince Charles of Schwartzenberg, and

Teutonia. It need scarcely be stated that the

houses have a north aspect, the plants are kept

a little dry when finishing their growth and
setting their buds, and kept close also. At this

time of year doses of liquid manure are occa-

sionally given. The blooming season of the

Camellias extends over four months.

For later blooming a considerable number of

Pelargoniums are grown of the good old forcing

varieties, such as Alma, Brilliant, Crimson King,

Theophrasta flore-pleno, a purple-flowered

French variety ; York and Lancaster, Alba-

pleno, and Major Trevor Clarke. The only

scarlet-flowered variety grown for blooming

during winter is Vesuvius, of which there were

a great number of young plants in 32 and 48-

sized pots. The plants are growing in a genial

warmth, and they were producing numerous
and fine trusses of flowers of an excellent

colour. The flowers are much more lasting at

this season of the year than during the

summer.
Lastly come the Roses, and of these there

were three large houses, all the plants, stan-

dards and dwarfs, being in pots. In the earliest

house were such varieties as Safrano, Niphetos,

Isabella Sprunt, Madame Falcot, Souvenir

d'Elise Vardon, and Boule de Neige. Already

flowers had been gathered, and many buds

were beginning to show colour. Overhead
wereBougainvillea glabra andjasminum grandi-

florum, flowering at the points of the shoots
;

and Clematis indivisa lobata was pushing forth

its blooming wood. The second early house

contained Perle de Lyon, Madame Jutte, Marie
Van Houtte, Due de Magenta, Aline Sisley,

Perle des Jardins, and Duchess of Edinburgh.

In this house were a considerable number of

plants of the pretty little Fairy Rose, rich in

elegant foliage and carmine-tinted buds. The
buds and leaves alike are much esteemed for

buttonholes. The late house contains wholly

Hybrid Perpetuals, and the flowers begin to

put in appearance in the early part of March.
The most suitable varieties are Hippolite

Jamain, Madame Victor Verdier, La France,

John Hopper, Duke of Edinburgh, Etienne

Levet, Richard Wallace, Madame George
Schwartz, Captain Christy, Madame Lacharme,
Boule de Neige, and General Jacqueminot.

Some of these plants are used for two and
three years in succession for forcing purposes,

and even longer. During the summer they are

planted out in rich soil and well fed, to encou-

rage a free growth of fibry roots. At the end
of the summer they are lifted and potted in 32

and 24-si2ed pots, and after a time they are

placed in the forcing-house, and treated to sup-

plies of manure-water when throwing up their

flowers.

Such are a few of the leading floral subjects

grown at this time, and they well serve to

indicate the flowers best adapted for seasonable

decorations at the happy Christmas time.

Fruits.

The return of the season of Christmas-tide

brings us again to the consideration of some of

the products of the earth which, though mostly

to be obtained at alt seasons of the year,

seem especially connected with the special

season, forming as they do an essential part in

the "good cheer " so dear to the minds of all

Englishmen, whether in their native land or in

far distant climes. Under the title of Christmas
fruits we might bring together a great variety

of foreign produce, chief of which, however,
must always be Raisins and Currants, and
Oranges and Lemons, in their several varieties.

When we consider the comparatively small

range of country in which the two former fruits

are cultivated it seems somewhat marvellous
that the enormous demand should be met by the

supply, and that the retail prices should be so low

as they are ; and the same may be said even with

greater force with regard to the Orange, though
its cultivation does extend over a wider range.

In considering the production of the Raisin

or of the Currant, we are led to a plant which
occupies a most important place both in ancient

and modern history, the produce of the Grape
Vine (Vitis vinifera) in the form of wine being

frequently referred to in the very earliest

writings. Humboldt says in his Gcographie des

Plantes : " The Vine which we now cultivate

does not belong to Europe ; it grows wild on
the Caspian Sea, in Armenia, and in Coromania.
From Asia it passed into Greece, and thence

into Sicily. The Phoc<ieans carried it into the

South of France ; the Romans planted it on the

banks of the Rhine." The Romans are also

credited with having introduced the Vine into

England. Tacitus, however, says that it was
not known when Agricola commanded in the

island, the atmosphere being too moist to allow

it to ripen its fruits. At later periods, however,

the Grape began to be cultivated in England.
In Domesday Book vineyards are noticed in

several counties. In the thirteenth and four-

teenth centuries vineyards were generally

attached to every large castle or monastery in

England—the city of Winchester, formerly

known as Winton, being so named on account
of its reputation for possessing the best vintage

in England. Efforts have lately been made, as

recorded in these columns, to introduce it for

wine-making purposes ; but at the present time,

as is well known, the Grape is cultivated in this

country only as a dessert fruit. Its great value,

however, in a commercial point of view, is for

the production of wine, for which purpose it is

chiefly cultivated in Spain, Portugal, France,

and other parts of Southern Europe. It is,

however, in the production of dried fruits,

known as Raisins and Currants, that we are

now specially interested ; for this purpose the

Vines are very extensively grown in the Greek
Islands, Liparis, Ionian Islands, &c. Raisins

are known in commerce under different names,
as Muscatels, Valentias, and Sultanas ; besides

these, that are most generally known, there are

others, such as Denias from Spain, Malagas
from Malaga, &c. The finer kinds, such
as Muscatels, are distinguished as much by
the mode of drying as by the variety

and soil in which they are grown, the finest

being dried on the Vines before gathering, the
stalk being partly cut through when the fruits

are ripe, and the leaves being removed from
near the clusters so as to allow the full effect of

the sun in ripening. The commoner kinds are

gathered when fully ripe, and are either laid on
floors or hung up to dry, after which they are

dipped in a preparation of wood-ashes, barilla,

salt and oil. This produces the well-known
brown appearance of ordinary Raisins, and
causes a small amount of saccharine matter to

exude, which is oflen seen, more especially on
old fruit. Two distinct kinds of Raisin are
imported from Smyrna—one a large blackish
and inferior fruit, with large seeds, the other
the well-known Sultana, a small-fruited and
light-coloured variety without seeds. The Currant
of the grocers' shops is also a small and distinct

variety known as Vitis viniferavar. corinthiaca

—

the name Currant being derived from Corinth,

the original place of its culture. This variety is

very largely grown in the Greek islands, Patras,

Zante, Ithaca, Corfu, &c., producing enormous
quantities, which, after being dried, are placed
in casks, and tightly pressed down.

The crops both of Raisins and Currants, of

course, vary in different years. The crop of

Currants this year is known to be very large,

and it is estimated to reach 80,000 tons ; of

Muscatels also there has been a good supply,

so that, after the enormous quantities that

will be consumed in the next week or so,

there will still be sufficient left in the market to

meet any ordinary demand.

The next important fruits coming under the

same denomination as the preceding, namely,

dried fruits, are Figs and Dates, for both of

which there is always a steady demand,
increased, of course, at this season of the

year. The Fig, the produce of Ficus carica,

belonging to the natural order Moracea;,

is, as most of our readers are aware, an inverted

fleshy receptacle rather than a true fruit. The
plant is considered to have been originally a

native of Asia Minor, Persia, and perhaps of

Eastern Europe and North Africa. It was
known in very early times, being frequently

mentioned in the sacred writings, and has been

long cultivated in the Mediterranean islands,

and near its shores, both on the European and
African sides. In the very early periods of his-

tory the Fig was very largely used as an article

of food, and stood in the same relation to

numerous tribes as the Banana does at the

present time to the natives of tropical countries.

The advantages were that the plant required

but little care in cultivation, producing abund-
ance of fruits, and these were easily dried, so as

to be available at any time.

The ancient Athenians forbade the exporta-

tion of Figs from Attica, so great store did they

set upon them as articles of food. The Figs

of Athens, moreover, were celebrated for their

fine flavour. At Rome, in the processions in

honour of Bacchus, as the patron of plenty and
joy, the Fig was carried next to the Vine, and
the corpulence and vigour of the lusty god
were supposed to have been derived from the

Fig rather than from the Vine.

The introduction of the Fig into Britain is

by some attributed to the Romans. If so it

seems to have disappeared till Cardinal Pole

brought it from Italy about the middle of the

sixteenth century. These trees were planted in

the garden of Lambeth Palace, and are said to

be still living, or at least were a few years since,

when the trunk of one measured 28 inches, and
that of another 21 inches in circumference. Inthe

garden of the Manor House at Mitcham, which

formerly belonged to Archbishop Cranmer, a Fig

tree having a greater diameter than either of the

above, and which was said to have been planted

by Cranmer himself, grew till it was destroyed

at the close of the last century. Though the

Fig tree is by no means uncommon in England
at the present time its great value is not for the

production of fresh fruits—which, indeed,

are not appreciated by every palate—but

for the dried fruits which come in such

large quantities from Smyrna, the Medi-

terranean and other countries. In these

countries the trees are very prolific, producing

large crops of so-called fruits, but changes of

heat and cold, moisture and drought often

cause them to drop prematurely ; to prevent this,

as well as to facilitate the ripening, a process

called caprification was at one time largely

practised. It was performed by suspending

above the cultivated Figs the fruits of the wild

sort, which is known as the Capri Fig ; this is

infested with winged insects, which quit the wild

Fig and enter the cultivated kind, and so assist

in the fructification. This practice is a very

ancient one, and seems to have been known
to the earliest Greek writers. A good deal of

attention has been paid to the subject in modern
times, and the system has been shown to be

unnecessary, and even to spoil the flavour of the

Figs. It is now to a great extent abandoned
in the Fig-growing countries. The season at

which the first crop of Figs comes to maturity

and ripens is said to be about the latter end of

June. As this first crop attains perfection the
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second crop begins to be formed, and it is this

crop that is mostly dried for exportation, which
is done either by exposure to the sun or in

ovens. As may be supposed, at the season of

gathering and drying and paclcing for the Euro-
pean market an immense amount of activity

prevails. Figs are grown principally in Turkey,
the chief seat of the traffic being Smyrna ; in

the islands of the Mediterranean (as we have
before said), and in Italy and most of the Spanish
provinces, particularly in Andalusia and Valen-

cia, they are also produced abundantly. The
best Turkey Figs formerly came in cylindrical

boxes, called drums, and those from Greece in

barrels or baskets ; the best Figs are now
imported in oblong or square boxes, varying in

weight from lib. to 16 lb. An inferior kind,

known in trade as wild Figs, are imported in

bags, each weighing about two hundredweight.

The Date (the fruit of Phcenix dactylifera) is

even more important as a food plant than the

Fig. In Northern Africa, Western Asia, and
in Southern Europe it is cultivated, particularly

in Northern Africa and Western Asia, for the

sake of its fruits—a failure in the crops in those

countries being considered in the light of a

national calamity, forming, as it does, the chief

article of food, not only of the human popula-

tion, but also of various animals. The tree

grows to a height of from 60 to So feet, and lives

to a good old age, often producing large crops

of fruit at from 100 to 200 years old. A great

many varieties ot the tree are known to the

Arabs, and are chiefly recognised by the form,

size, or quality of the fruit.

The fruits of the wild Date are, for the most

part, hard, woody, or fibrous, and the stone is

very large in comparison with the amount of

fleshy or succulent matter. The male and
female flowers are borne on distinct trees, but

the fructification of the wild Date takes place

naturally with the cultivated plants ; however,

the natives climb the trees, carrying the pollen

from neighbouring trees with them, and distri-

bute it over the female flowers. We quote

the following interesting particulars relative to

the fecundation of the Date Palm from a work
on fruits that appeared some years since, a

portion of the matter having been originally

obtained from Delile's Eiryptiaii Flora :
— " The

Date trees in the neighbourhood of Cairo, it is

stated, did not yield a crop in the year iSoo.

The French and Turkish troops, having been

fighting all over the country in the spring, field

labour of every kind was suspended, and

amongst the rest the fecundation of the Date.

The female Date trees put forth their bunches

of flowers as usual, but not one of them ripened

into edible fruit. The pollen of the male tree

appears to have been scattered over the country by

the winds ; and, as it had not been sufficiently

abundant for reaching the germs so as insure

fructification, an almost universal failure ensued.

The Persians, according to the elder Michaux,

who travelled in the country, were more pro-

vident than the Egyptians. In a civil war,

which was attended with all the ruinous effects

of anarchy, the male Date trees of a whole

province were cut down by the invading troops,

that the fructification of this necessary of life

might be stopped ; but the inhabitants, appre-

hending such a result, had been careful pre-

viously to gather the pollen, which they pre-

served in closed vessels, and thus they were

enabled to impregnate their trees when the

country was freed from the enemy. It is said

that the pollen had thus preserved its powers

during nineteen years.

" Four or five months after the operation of

fecundation has been performed the Dates begin

to swell, and when they have attained nearly

their full size they are carefully tied to the base

of the leaves, to prevent them from being beaten

and bruised by the wind. If meant to be pre-

served they are gathered a little before they are

ripe, but when they are intended to be eaten
fresh they are allowed to ripen perfectly."

Those intended for exportation or for storing

are dried by exposing them on mats to the sun.

Dates are known in commerce under three

distinct forms— the finest quality known as Tafi-

lat Dates, the second Egyptian, and the third

Bombay. Dates were at one time very little

used in England, but latterly they seem to have
become more appreciated, and some very fine

fruits may often be seen in our shop windows.
It is said that the general quality of the Dates
imported this season is but moderate, and the
crop very small.

With regard to Prunes little need be said
further than that they are the fruits of Prunus
domestica var. Juliana, a tree largely cultivated

in the valley of the Loire, particularly about
Bourgueil. The fruits are simply gathered and
dried gradually by alternately placing them in

ovens and then exposing them to the heat of

the sun.

Perhaps the most important of all imported
fruits besides Raisins and Currants are Oranges
and Lemons. These, together with Grapes and
similar fruits, are known in trade under the
general term of "green fruits." Though the
principal seat of the Orange culture is in the
Azores, they are grown in many warm countries,

and have been introduced successfully into

several of our colonies. Oranges appear not to

have been known in Europe till the eleventh or

twelfth centur)', at the latter part of which date
they were cultivated at Seville. In 1200 St.

Dominic is said to have planted an Orange
tree at the convent of St. Sabina, at Rome.
The Orange tree lives to a great age, several

trees in Cordova, which were standing a few
years since, and may still be in existence, are

computed to be at least 6oo or 700 years old.

When we think of the low price at which
Oranges are sold in the streets of London and
our large towns, and when we bear in mind that

many profits have to be realised before the

fruits reach the itinerant vendors, it seems a
matter of no little surprise how the expenses of

cultivation, gathering, packing, freight, &c., can
be paid, and the various profits obtained. This
to a certain extent can only be answered by the

extraordinarily prolific nature of the Orange :

thus at St. Michael's a single tree has been
known to yield as many as 20,000 Oranges fit

for exportation. A tree mentioned by Risso

as growing at Nice in 1789 is described as being
more than 50 feet high, with a trunk of so large

a circumference that two men with outstretched

arms could scarcely embrace it. As may readily

be supposed, the perfume arising from an
Orange garden when the trees are in full flower is

very powerful. These grounds in the Azores
are often many acres in extent, and are usually

surrounded by high walls and tall trees for the

purpose of sheltering the plants from the

winds which blow across the sea.

Many varieties of Orange are known, some
being very choice and delicious forms, as the

Mandarin Orange, the Blood Orange, the

Tangierine, &c. The St. Michael's Orange is

the variety most largely cultivated and im-
ported. As an illustration of the extent

of the traffic in Oranges between Great Britain

and St. Michael's it may be mentioned that

209,615 boxes were sent from the latter port to

England during the year 1875, 'he value of

which amounted to ^81,993 iij-. Lemons are,

of course, not imported to such an extent as
Oranges, inasmuch as their chief use is not as
a dessert fruit, but for manufacturing and
culinary purposes. Oranges and Lemons are
both gathered for exportation before they are
quite ripe, so that they may not spoil or decay
so readily. The average annual importation
amounts to about 2,000,000 bushels.

Such are the principal fruits found plentifully

in our shops at the present time. We might
have enlarged upon these, or even mentioned
many more, but space forbade us.

NEW FLOWERS CERTIFICATED
I!Y THE ROY.\L HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S

FLORAL COMMITTEE AT THE CHISVVICK
TRIALS, 1876.

' w" F,C.t First-class Ccrii/icatc.

Begonia :—
Moonlight Clarke, Sept. so—F.C.

cardaminifoliananacompacta ViIinorinetCie.,Aug. 29—F.C.
Pelargoniums :—

1. Ivy-leaved Varieties,

„ Bridal Wreath .. . . E. G. Henderson & Son,
July 14— F.C.

„ Captive E. G. Henderson & Son,
July u-F.C.

f Dickson & Co. , July 14— F.C.
„ Willsii ^ E. G. Henderson & Son,

i Jolyi4-F.C.

2. Zoital Varieties.

* Grown outdoors as bedding plants.

„ Argus W. Paul & Son, Aug. 20 -F.C.
,, A. Rivers .. .. Pearson, Aug. 29 -F.C.
,, Bright Eyes .. .. E. G. Henderson & Son,

Aug. 29—F.C.
., Bronze Banner .. .. Carter & Co., Aug. 29—F.C.
,, Duke of Sutherland .. F. & A. Smith, Aug. 29-F.C.
„ lanthe Denny, Aug. 29— F.C.
„ Lady Belper .. .. Pearson, Aug. 29— F.C.
,, Mrs. Turner .. .. Dickson & Co., Aug. 29—F.C
„ Red King .. .. Cocker, Aug. 25—F.C.
„ Rose of Summer.. .. , Aug. 29—F.C.
„ Snowdon Denny, Aug. 29— F.C.
„ The Czar Laing, Aug. 29—F.C.
„ Theocritus .. .. \V. Paul & Son, Aug. 29-F.C.
„ Vanessa Miles & Paul, Aug. 29-F.C.

*'' Pot plants grown under glass.

t Double-Jloivered Varieties.

., Auguste Villaume .. Veitch&Son; Jn'" i4_F.C.

.. Aurora Laxton, July 14—F.C.

., Beneme .; .. .. Rollision.l Sons, July r4—F.C.
r riM„ ( Eraser, July 14— F.C.

" ^-^''J" iLai„g.July,4-F.C.
,, Depute Viox .. .. Lemoine. Sept. 20— F.C.
„ Emily Lawon .. .. Laxton, July 14-F.C.
„ Ernest Picard .. . . E. G. Henderson & Son,

July 14-F.C.
„ Eugene Baudouin .. Fraser. July 14—F.C.

I AlugatiSre. Sept. 20— F.C.

„ GuiUooMangilli •• S:-|?t°;o'l¥:a°-''-
I Williams. Sept. 20-F.C.

„ Illuminator .. .. Laxton. July 14—F.C.
,, Jewel Laxton, July 14—F.C.
„ La Constitution .. .. Lemoine, July 14—F.C.

fLaing, July 14—F.C.

Le NVre J Laxton. July 14-FC.
" Le M6gre

1 W. Paul & Son, July 14-F.C.
l Rollisson & Sons, Juiyi4— F.C.

T • Ti . J J Fraser. July 14—F.C.
„ Louis Boutard .. • -iveitch & Sons! July ,4-F.C.

„ MadameMichaelBuchner
{
^»|;;f^^J''^ys'*-f:^C^_^_p

,,_

,, Madame Rendatler .. E. G. Henderson & Son,
July 14—F.C.

,, Madame Roempler .. Laing, July 14—F.C.
/Alljatiere, July 14-F.C.
Dickson & Co., July 14—F.C.

„ Madame Thibaut . . \ Lemome. July 14-F.C.

I

W. Paul » Son—Julyi4-F.C.
iwilliams. July 14-F.C.

„ Meteor Flag .. .. Turner, July 14— F.C.

,, Monsieur Plaisan^on .. Lemoine, Sept. 20—F.C.

,, No^mie Veitch&Sons, July 14-F.C.
„ Talabot W Paul & Son-July 14—F.C.

(•AMgatitre. July 14—F.C.

,, J E. G. Henderson & Son,
^=""5^ i July 14-F.C.

(.Williams, July 14— F.C.

tt Single-flowered Varieties.

„ A. F. Barron .. .. W, Paul & Son, July 14—F.C.
„ Charles Smith .. .. Pearson. Sept. 20—F.C.
„ Evening Star . . .

.

G. Smith. Sept. 20-F.C.
., Excelsior Denny. July 14—F.C.
„ John West .. .. King, Sept. 20—F.C.

„ Lady Sheffield .. .. Pearson, Sept. 20-F.C.
„ Lais Denny, Sept 20—F.C.

,, Lord Zetland .. .. Pearson, Sept. 20—F.C.
,, Mary Pearson .. . Pearson, Sept. 20—F.C.
„ MissSlrachan .. .. Pearson, July 14—F.C.

,, Mrs. Holden .

.

.

.

Pearson, July 14—F.C.
„ Mrs Huish .. .. Pearson, Sept. 20—F.C.

Mrs. Rogers .. .. Pearson, Sept. 20— F C.

„ Mrs. Turner .. .. Dickson & Co
, July 14-F.C.

,, (inone Denny, Sept. 20— F.C.

„ Rose of AUandale .. Denny, July 14—F.C.
„ Salathiel Denny, Sept. 20-F.C.
„ Sibyl Holden .. .. Pearson, July 14-F C.

,, Snowdon Denny, July 14— F.C.

Phlox :

—

coccinca Dickson & Co., Aug. 29-F.C.
„ Madame Verlot . . .. Dickson & Co., Aug. 29—F.C.
,, White Lady .. .. Laing, Aug. 29—F.C.

SCABIOSA :-
,, atropurpurea major com-

pacta .. .. ViImorinetCie„Aug. 39—F.C.
Vertiena :

—

„ Blue Bell Baker, Aug. 29—F.C.
,, odoratissima .• .. Rumsey, Aug. 29 —F.C.

Viola :-
,, amcena magnifica .. Dickson & Co., June 27—F.C.

„ Blue King .. .. Dean, June 27—F.C.

„ Corisaiide .. .. Dean, June 27—F.C.
„ Crown Jewel .. .. Dean, June 27-F.C.
,, Georgia Stuart, June 27—F.C.
,, Hillside Beauty .. .. Stuart, June 27-F.C.
„ Lady Diana .. .. Gr.ay. June 27—F.C.

„ Lady Susan Grant Suttie Stuart, June 27—F.C.
,, Magnificent .. .. Dean, June 27— F.C.

„ Ormiston Stuart, June 27—F C.

,, Pilrig Park .. .. Dickson & Co., Jvme 27-F.C.
„ rubra libcina .. .. Dickson & Co., June 27-F.C.
,, Sutton Court Beauty .. Fromow. June 27—F.C.
„ Waverley Robertson & Galloway, June

27-F.C
„ White Bedder .. .. Dickson & Co

, June 27-F.C.
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HORSE RADISH.
In the pages of the Agriciilliiral Gazelle the roast

beef of old England at this Christmas' time will no

doubt be duly honoured. It will be its business,

nay, it is its duty, to put upon record all that is

prime in baron and chine; and now that Advent is

well-nigh past, and Christmas at hand, whilst we

leave the beef in good hands we cmnot help say-

ing a word in favour of the trimmings. There is

an Irish bull — at least the sentiment has been

attributed to a son from the Sister Isle—that " roast

beef is a great improvement to Horse Radish." Be

that as it may, the two taken together are undeniably

the crowning dish of our Christmas festivities. Nice

fresh Horse Radish, crisp and white and neatly

scraped, adds quite a charm to beef ; but for all that

it is not needed to put in such an appearance, for I

have known an excellent cook get the Horse Radish

flavour into sauce, and that so strong as to bring tears

to the eyes of any hapless wight that indulged too

freely in it—but this is on the marches of dangerous

ground, and savours more of cookery than horticul-

ture.

Like most other articles of garden produce, Horse

Radish sometimes runs short, and instead of long

strong sticks, the roots and not the stems have to be

sent into the kitchen. Now the roots, when thick as

one's finger, are more crisp and tender than the

stalks, and if carefully scraped are the perfection of

the article. A plain cook, fat and well fleshed, not

100 miles from London, complained of this trashy

kind of Horse Radish, as she called it, being sent

in, and did not think it fit to be eaten, and so

the old Squire got none : thus suflfering want in

the midst of plenty. Nothing is ever brought to

market but the stems with the crown attached ;

and the instructions given in books for growing

Horse Radish are all directed to growing straight

stems. For this a dibble or crowbar is used to

make a hole wide enough to receive a single crown,

and deep enough to form a stem reaching to the sur-

face of tlie sod, which stem is the centre around

which, as years roll on, the sticks of Horse Radish

thicken into the dimensions that all cooks, male or

female, plain or pretty, delight to see coming into the

kitchen, for ihey never get farlher, however fine, how-
ever fair they be.

When Manley Hall, Manchester, was in all its

glory, before the auctioneer's hammer had dis-

persed what had taken Mr. Mendel years to collect

and a fortune to purchase, I was fortunate enough to

get a sight of the place, and, among other things, I

was shown a very superior way of growing Horse

Radish. It is well known that the crowns of this

plant will rise to tfie surface whfn buried a yard deep

—some say 3 yards ; but even ot 3 feet deep it would

be no sinecure to dig up Horse Radish during foul

weather. Mr. Pclch, who was at the time referred to

the head gardener there, had the original idea of be-

ginning at the other end from ordinary practice, and so

made up a ridge like a London Asparagus-bed, and

planted his Horse Radish on the top, laying all the

stems flat, and only covering them with 3 or 4 inches of

soil ; and as this plant is notorious for its emission of

roots, of course it rooted downwards, that is to say,

its feeders descended, but the stem laid flat remained

where he placed it till it was fit for the kitchen and

could be examined, and if not thick enough, left

till it was so, without disturbing asingle feeder. As for

getting it up for use, there was no digging required

with the spade, as it was only about the depth of half

a brick from the surface. Besides the sticks or stems,

there were, moreover, some fine crisp roots always

within reach, which for sauce, as well as for scraping

to go on the table, form the best part of the Radish.

Horse Radish is one of the most unmanageable
potherbs which we possess. You see it in some
neglected corner of the kitchen garden existing as a

weed, and only dug about when it is wanted, and then

found to be forked or gnarled and unfit for use.

When dried it is tasteless and leathery, it "will not

list to wisdom's law," and hang up high and dry like

Wormwood or Tobacco until wanted, but must be

got fresh whenever its elder brother, the roast beef,

is in season. Akx. Forsylh.

A SYNOPSIS OF THE KNOWN
SPECIES OF IRIS.—XVI.

Proceeding with the bearded Irises, we come

now to the last group of all, that of florentina and

pallida, marked by deeply-forked flowering-stems,

o/ertopping the leaves, fragrant flowers, and spathe-

valves nearly all colourless and scariose at the time

of flowering.

93. /. florentina^ Linn. Sp. Plant., edit. 2, p. 55 ;

Bot. Mag., t. 671 ; Red, Lil., t. 23; Sibih. Fl. Gr^c.,

t. 39 ; Reich. Ic. Fl. Germ., tab. 339, fig, 766 ; Wood-
ville, Med. Bot. iv.. t. 263 ; Spach., Hist. Veg. Phan. xiii.,

p. 63 ; Bent, and Trimen, Med. Plants, t. 273 ; /. albj^

Savi, Fl. Pisa, vol. i., p. 32.—Rhizome wide-creeping,

thicker than a man's finger, fragrant when dried.

Leaves about half-a-dozen in a tuft, ensiform, glaucous,

12— 13 inches long, i— i^ ini.h broad, narrowed gradu-

ally to a point. Flowering stems 2—3 feet high, much
overtopping the leaves, branched above the middle,

bearing 3—4 terminal spathes. Spathe-valves 2— 2\

inches long, Linceolate-navicular, i

—

\\ inch broad,

green on the keel in the lower part only at the flowering

time, tinged with purple towards the edge. Flowers

fragrant. Pedicel \—| inch long inside tlie spathe
;

ovary cylindrical, \ inch long ; tube i inch long, greenish
;

limb 3—3V inches deep ; both rows of segments i3—21

lines broad ; falls obovate-cuneate, white tinged with

lavender, reflexing half way down, the claw veined with

green and brown, the beard bright yellow ;
standards

erect, obovale-oblong with a short claw, pure white.

Standards i^ inch long, exclusive of the deltoid toothed

crests. Anthers | inch long, equalling the filaments.

Now spread universally through the Mediterranean

region, but it has been cultivated so much that its

indigenous distribution is quite uncertain. It is one

of the best known of all the Irises flowering in our

London gardens with germanica early in May. The
Spanish I. albicans, Lange, Ic. Plant. Hisp., t. 1'^^

diflers from florentina by its pure white flowers, sub-

sessile ovary, and shorter perianth-tube and spathe-

valves.

94. /. pallida, Lam. Encyc, vol, iii., p. 294 ; Bot'

Mag., tab. 685; Red. Lil., t. 366; Reich. Ic. Crit.,

fig. 1243 ; Ic. Germ., tab. 340, fig. 767 ;
Spach, Hist.

Phan,, vol. xiii., p. 65 ; /. germanica^ Sibth. and Smith,

Fl. GrEec., t. 40; I. pallida-ca-rulea^ Pers. Syn., vol. i.,

p. 51; /. odoratissima, Jacq. Hort. Schcen., tab. 9;

/. glauca, Salisb. in Trans. Hort. Soc, vol. i., p. 302 ;

/. /lortensisy Tausch ; /. plica fa, Red. Lil., t, 356, non

Lam.— Rhizome thicker than a man's finger. Leaves

about half-a-dozen to a tuft, ensiform, glaucescent,

I2~i8 inches long, i—iHnch broad. Stems 2—3 feet

high, bearing when luxuriant several spathes terminal on

short lateral forks. Spathe-valves oblong, navicular,

obtuse, I— i^- inch long, all white and scariose at the

flowering time. Flowers fragrant, scented like Orange-
blossoms. Pedicel very short ; ovary cylindrical, \

—
%

inch long ; tube equalling the ovary ; Hmb 2

—

2\ inches

deep, the divisions nearly the same colour, varying from

a bright slaty lilac to a deep lilac-purple
; falls i\—

2

inches broad, deltoid in the lower half, reflexing halfway

down, plain-coloured in the upper half, veined in the lower

half with bright lilac on a white ground, the beard

bright yellow ; standards as broad as the falls, little

crisped, obovate, with a short claw. Stigmas above i inch

long, exclusive of the crests, lilac on the keel, passing to

white along the edges. Anthers |—| inch long, shorter

than the filament. Capsule oblong, i

—

1\ inch long,

obtusely trigonous.

Extends from Italy through Dalmatia and Greece

to Syria. It flowers in our English gardens early in

June. From germanica, with which it was confused

by many of the older writers, it differs by flowering a

month later, by its more delicate, paler, fragrant

flowers, falls very broad at the tip, nearly as broad as

long and deltoid in the lower half, and by its scari-

ose spathes. There are many varieties in cultiva-

tion in English gardens at the present time, but

it is not so hardy as germanica and squalens. Mr.

Barr's catalogue contains the names of fourteen,

amongst which are four, exiled azurea, dalmatica,

I ubella, and variabilis. A form with pure white flowers,

with a bright yellow beard, and a few violet veins on

the claws, is a very fine plant. I have seen the lilac

variety with both standards and falls attaining a length

of 3i and a breadth of 3 inches. There is a wild

specimen of this size, from Dan, in the late

Mr. Haynes' Palestine herbarium. I. Junonia, Schott

and Kotschy, in Qi^ster. Bot. Wochen. 1S54, p. 209,

is a fine variety, gathered by Kotschy on the Cicilian

Taurus, with violet segments, dotted and streaked

with red. The following are named forms, closely

allied to pallida, which I have not had the oppor-

tunity of seeing in a living state :— I. cucullata,

Schur, Fl. Transyl., p. 654 : I. Cengialti, Ambrosi,

Fl. Tyrol. Austr., vol. i., p. 643; I. australis,

Todaro, Nuov. Gen., p. 49 ; I. Mandraliscce,

Todaro, Nuov. Gen., p. 42 ; I. Tinrsi, Todaro,

Nuov. Gen., p. 46 ; and I. sicula, Todaro^ Nuov.

Gen., p. 7.

95. /. plicata, Lam, Encyc, vol. iii., p. 294 ; Spacb,

Hist. Veg. Phan., vol. xiii., p. 66 ; /, apkylla vat.

plicata, Ker, in Bot. Mag., tab. 870.—Leaves slightly

glaucous, 12— 18 inches long, i— i^ inch broad. Stems

2—3 feet high, much overtopping the leaves, snbterete,

rather glaucous, bearing 4—6 clusters of flowers. Spathe-

valves oblong-navicuiar, obtuse, i— iV inch long, all

colourless, and scariose at the flowering time. Ovary ses-

sile, cylindrical, ^ inch long ; tube greenish, as long as

the ovary ; limb 2\ inches deep; falls if inch broad,

obovate, cuneatelynarrowed from the middle to the base,

pure white in the centre, conspicuously veined with

brif^ht lilac round the edge and on the claw, the beard

tipped with yellow ; standards \\ inch broad, obovale-

oblong, narrowed suddenly into a distinct claw, very

plicate, pure white in the centre, lilac round the

border. Stigmas i inch long without the deltoid creit=,

bright plain lilac. Anther \ inch long, equalling the

filament. Capsule oblong, obtusely trigonous, i}—

2

inches long.

A fine garden race of unknown origin, sweet-

scented ; flowering in English gardens at the begin-

ning of July. Perhaps it is a hybrid between prdlida

and some of the varieties of squalens. It is like the

former in its spathe-valves, the latter in the shape of

its perianth-segments.

96. /. Swertii, Lam. Encyc, vol. iii., p. 294 {Swert,

Floril., tab. 4r, fig. i) ; Red. Lil., t. 306 ; Reich. Ic.

Crit., fig. 1239; D. Don, in Sweet. Brit. Flow. Gard.,
ser 2, t. 254 ; Spach. Hist. Phan. xiii., p. 67 ; /.

aphylla var. Swertii, Ker, in Bot. Mag. sub-t. 870 ; /.

desertorum, Balbis, Hort. Taur,, tab 2; /. portu^alemis,
Besler, Hort. Eystett, vol. i., ord. 8, tab. 6, fig 2.

—Much dwarfer than pallida and plicata. Leaves
ensiform, glaucous, r foot long. %— i inch broad at the
middle. Stem i

—

\\ foot high, bearing 3—4 clusters of
flowers, little branched. Spathe-valves oblong-navicuiar
I inch long, entirely scariose at the flowering time,

flushed with violet. Ovary sessile, cylindrical, \ inch
long ; tube as longas the ovary ; limb 2— 2l- inches deep,
segments i inch broad, pure white, slightly veined with
lilac, purple towards the edge ; falls obovate-cuneate,
with a yellow beard ; claws yellow, veined with purple

;

standards obovate-unguiculate, much crisped, pure
white, except the purple keel and border. Stigmas i

inch long exclusive of the deltoid crests, white flushed
with purple on the keel and crests. Anthers \ inch long,

shorter than the filaments. Capsule oblong, obtusely
trigonous, i

—

\\ inch long.

A handsome garden race of unknown origin ; sweet
icented, and flowering in our London gardens at the

end of May or first week in June. It is very nearly

allied to plicata. J> G. Baker.

s described in the precedini;
species are comprised in the

I.S., of the present year ; the
numbers refer to the pages,

i acoriformis, p. 518, vol,

cXiiiiiloba, 648, vol. vi.

aphylla. 740, vol. vi._

atropurpurea, 774, vol.

"

balkana, 648, vol. vi.

Ristardi, 518, vol. vi.

tha

ncolor, 774, vol. vi.
"

. 143. vol. vi.

is! b^t voL vi.

desertorum, 583, vol. vi

dichotoma, 615, vol. vi.

Douglasiana, 226. vol. v
cnsala. 323, vol. vi.

ffctidissima, 614, vol. vj

falcifolia, 788, vol. v.

tiiifoha, 788. vol. V.

tiavescens, 774, vol. vi.

flavissima, 710, vol vi.

florentina, S06, vol. vi.

ftilva. 615, vol. vL
fiimosa, 723, vol. v.

germanica, 774, vol. vi.

i^racilipes, 36, vol,

graminea, 324. vol.

Guidenstscdtiana,

lie.x..-ona, 615. vol. vi.

l,i>milis, M3. vol. vi.

liybiiiia, 775, vol. vi.

iberica, 7S7, vol. v.

italica, 648, vol. vi.

japonica, 37, vol. vi.

Korolkowii, 710, vol.

kumaonensis, 709, vol.

liivigata, 6is, vol. vi.

lavaudulacea, 774. vol.

"

longipetala, 615, vol. '

lurida. 741, vol.

ulata
, 709, vol.

vol.

siphon, 144, vol.

ni-.-ll)ta, 7og, vol. vl.

Monnieri, 5S4, vol. vi.

neglecta, 775, vol. vi,

nepalensis, 37, vol. vi.

DOtha, 5S3, vol. vi.

Iris ochroleuca, p. 583, vol. vi.

„ olbiensis, 648, vol. vi.

„ orientalis, 324, vol. vi,

,, pallida, 806, vol. vi.

,, paradoxa, 788, vol. v.

„ plicata, 806, vol. vi.

,, pnsmaiica, 323, vol. vi.

„ Pseudacorus, 518, vol vi.

,, pseudo - pumila. 640,

rnthenica, 226, vol.

.. Saarii, 788, vol ..

„ sambucina, 774. vol. vi,

„ siberica, 324, vol. vi.

,, speciilatrix, 36, vol. vi.

„ spuria, 583- vol. vi,

,, squalens, 774, vol. vi.

,, stenoloba, 648. vol. vi.

„ suaveolens, 648. vol. vi.

,, susiana, 787, vol. v.

,, Swertii, 806, vol. vi.

,, tectorum, 37, vol. vi.

,, tenuifolia, 144, vol. vi.

,, Tigridia, 648, vol, vi.

„ Tolmieana. 226, vol. vi.

., tridentata, 518, vol. vi.

,, trigonocarpa, 324, vol. "

,, tripetala, 226, vol. vi.

,, tuberosa, 787, vol v.

„ unguicutaris, 143, vol. 1

,, variegata, 741, vol. vi,

„ ventricosa, 143, vol. vi.

„ verna, 648, vol. vi.

,, versicolor, 614, vol. vi.

,, virescens, 709. vol. vi.

Xiphion Aitchisoiii, p. 72

,, alatum, 692, vol. v.

,, Aucheri, 723. vol. v.

„ diversifotium, 624, vol.

,, filifolium, 623, vol. V.

„ Fontanesii, 559. vol. v.

,, Histrio, 559, vol. V.

,, junceum, 623, vol. v.

„ latifolium, 559, vol. v.

„ palsstinum, 692, vol. v
,, persicuni, 692, vol. v.

,, reticulatum, 623, vol, v.

„ Sisyrinchium, 692, vol.'

,, Stocksii, 723, vol. v.

„ tingitanum, 624, voL v.

„ vulgare, 559, vol. v.
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ELVASTON CASTLE.
AfosT people, from whatever part of the kingdom

they hail, who take an interest in gardening matters,

or are in any way connected with the pursuit, have
seen or heard something of Elvaston Castle, the seat

of the Earl of Harrington, with its unique collec-

tion of evergreen trees and shrubs ; and are more or

less acquainted with the immense works that in their

first construction were carried out in preparation and
formation of the grounds previous to planting, and the

incalculable amount of labour expended in bringing

together the thousands of trees and shrubs, many from
long distances, during the series of years that were
employed in the principal work of construction.

Readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle some twenty-

seven years ago will recollect the elaborate description

of Eivaston, from the pen of the late Robert Glen-

dinning, that appeared at that time, and which took
the gardening world by surprise, from the little that

was generally known of what had for years been
going on there, and which, though then in an unfinished

state, when many of the newly introduced trees had
not h.nd time to attain a size such as would exemplify

their character. This still gave a foretaste of the effect

they would produce when even the limited time in

tree life that has since elapsed had enabled them to

thus far display their properties in the case of the

then least known, was highly interesting from the un-

certainty as to their standing our climate unscathed

through the exceptionally severe winters we experience

at intervals. Through the account then given, I, in

common with numbers of o.hers alike engaged in the

calling, soon after paid a visit to Elvaston, and was
well repaid for the journey, for, much as had been
said, like all descriptions of a similar nature, it had
failed to give a sufficient idea of what it was possible

to accomplish in the way of moving large trees in

immense numbers, so as to give immediate effect in

working out a particular design aimed at, where there

is the means at command, combined with the ability to

carry out the work.

After this lengthened absence, being again in the

neighbourhood, I felt desirous to see the progress the

trees had made, especially the largest and oldest, that

were brought from long distances and here planted
;

for there is a very great difference betwixt shifting a

big tree for perhaps a score or two of yards on a lawn,
and moving the same tree as many miles—not only in

the labour involved, but in the chances the tree has of

escaping injury in removal. Another matter that I

felt anxious to ascertain by personal observation

was the progress made by the large number of grafted

Conifers, especially Deodars, that have existed, and
upon the ability of which to continue in a thriving

vigorous condition, equal to plants raised from seeds

or cuttings, so much difference of opinion exists, and
so much discussion has arisen. On speaking of
Elvaston with many who have not seen it, I find that
an erroneous impression prevails which it may not be
here out of place to set right. One of its features
is the immense quantity of formally clipped shrubs
that it possesses, and when any allusion is made to
the place these are always mentioned, leading numbers
to suppose that the whole consists of such. This is

by no means the case, for although these abound,
there are besides a larger quantity of evergreen trees
and shrubs allowed to assume their natural forms
than probably can be seen anywhere else. As I have
already intimated, to see the progress the?e had made
was the particular object of my recent visit ; I may
here mention that the heights of the different trees
given below are not the result of actual measure-
ment—for this I had no lime— but of their esti-

mated height, computed with the intention of keep-
ing well within the mark individually and collectively.

I have no doubt that one and all, if submitted to the
test, would exceed the height given.

Commencing on the Bedford Drive, the first thing
to take one's attention is the way the Hemlock Spruce
(.\bies canadensis), of which the background on each
side this grand assemblage of trees and shrubs is com-
posed, succeeds. They have been mostly planted
close, so that they now form an impenetrable dense
mass of the most luxuriant deep green foliage, growing
as freely and almost as rapidly as Willows on the
edge of a pond. Picea Pinsapo is here now over
50 feet high, and Cedus Deodara 55 feet : these last-

named are grafted on Cedar of Lebanon about 12 feet
from the ground ; the perfect union and even simul-
taneous growth of both stock and graft are here
exemplified in a way which proves beyond all cavil
that in this tree there is no perceptible dilTerence in
the growth of grafted specimens from those raised
from seeds or cuttings. The effect of variegated trees
on a large scale, interspersed amongst and backed

up by a thick mass of green foliage, may
in this part of the grounds be fully realised in the
examples of Pinus Pinaster variegata, some 30 feet

high. These are extremely enfeclive in lighting up
the sombre colours of the surrounding trees. Pinus
romana, no doubt by far the largest in the kingdom,
was planted by Mr. Barron in 1845. Near this is

the noted Yew, moved in 1S40. Conclusive evidence
is in existence of its being then 300 years old. It

now forms a grand atbour. At the entrance to the
Italian garden is the Yew from which sprung the
original sporting branch that produced the stock of
Taxus baccata elvastonensis aurea, the superiority of
which to all other golden Yews consists in the leaves
being wholly yellow.

When a person is in the constant habit of seeing
any particular garden the growth of its trees and
shiubs is not observed so distinctly as when only
visited at long intervals, such as in my case at Elvas-
ton. On all sides the pro;;ress they have made is

something astonishing, showing the excellence of the
work done, both in the preparation of the ground and
in the planting. Nowhere was this more perceptible
than in the Pinetum, to which I now directed my steps.

At the head or north end of the division which is

principally devoted to true Pinuses, in the centre,
stands the original plant of the old variety of Golden
Yews ; it covers a large space, and is still growing
luxuriantly, forming a vciy fine object. It only requires
a moment's glance here to see the havoc caused by the
frost in the winter of 1S60 61. Although the
destruction was mainly confined to the rows of
Araucaria excelsa, which before that time formed
such a prominent feature of this grand assemblage of
the Pinus family, the greater portion of these were
killed, laving some struggling to repair the injury they
sustained. A portion had all their side branches com-
pletely destroyed, leaving the trunks alive ; these had
the killed branches cut closely in, and have since
shown the ability of this tree to branch out and re-

clothe itself, being now fairly furnished but still

showing plainly the scathing ordeal they have gone
through.

A circumstance occurred in connection with these
Araucarias, which exemplified in the clearest possible
way the great influence that the nature and consti-

tuents of the soil in which a plant grows has upon im-
parting toit solidity and a hardy condition. There was
an old gravelled road that crossed the ground at right

angles which is now occupied by this Pinetum. In
trenching, previous to planting, this was broken up,
but the gravel was not removed further than mixing it

with the under-soil as the work proceeded. The
Araucarias that were planted in this gravelly mixture
completely escaped injury, and are now standing as

perftct^but very much larger—as they were before
that memorable winter which left its mark on such
numbers of cherished trees. There is here something
to be learnt. The mounds of good rich soil that these

and trees of a kindred character are often planted
upon, no doubt help to secure one of the most es>ential

conditions required by nearly all coniferous or taxa-

ceous trees—a comparatively dry bed for the roots,

but the extra quantity of good soil thus used has the

effect of inducmg free and rapid growth at the expense
of capabilities in the wood to resist such winters as

we are from titne to time visited with. For trees

like these, that are only planted in limited quantities

for effect, and for which purpose they are almost indis-

pensable, it is perfectly right to make especial prepara-

tion ; but in doing this it is well to study what
we are about, and not to overshoot the mark. In
situations where the surface or subsoil, or both, are of

a nature to make it advisable to raise the ground
where each tree is planted, instead of doing this

altogether with loam it would be much more
conducive to ultimate success if a good portion of
rubble, broken bricks, or ballast, was mixed with the

whole^as far as the roots for many years are likely to

extend. Growth under such circumstances would,
no doubt, be somewhat slower, but the trees would
possess the advantage of a hardier state of the wood
more likely to withstand an exceptionally low tem-
perature. There is here an example of Pinus
Lambertiuna, grafted on the Weymouth Pine ; the

spread of the branches is now 33 feet. P. macro-
carpa is another remarkably fine tree, as also P.

monticola, not unlike the Weymouth, but more
silvery ; ?. excelsa Barroni, much more dense than
the common variety ; a fine form of P. pnnderosa,
some 55 feet in height ; this, along with the other
oldest trees, was planted in 1S36 ; P. l*allasiana, 48
feet high ; P. pyrenaica, symmetrical and very
effective, 45 feet high ; several distinct forms of P.

sylvettris ; and P. Coulterii, a splendid tree, 48 feet

high. There is [a row of I^. Lambertiana, layered in

1S42, that are now something like 45 feet high.

In the adjoining division, amongst an immense
quantity of magnificent trees, may be mentioned as

especially worthy of notice Abies Alenziesii, one of the

grandest of Californian trees ; Picea Nordmanniana,
which, grafted on the Silver Fir thirty-five years ago,
has attained a height of 35 feet ; and quantities of the
Douglas Fir (.\bies Douglasii), both the light and dark-

coloured forms, all struck from cuttings about'thirty-

five years ago ; a number of these in a group near

the church are now from 50 to 60 feet high, showing
the rapid growth this magnificent tree makes when
soil and situation are favourable. T. Baines.

[To he caitlinufd.)

EPIPHYLLUM TRUNCATUM
'AND ITS VARIETIES.

These richly coloured winter flowering plants are

so easily cultivated, and their colours so charmingly

diversified that they recommend themselves to all who
have a house at all above the temperature of a green-

house. On their own roots they are very slow and un-

satisfactory in their growth, but grafted on stems of

Cereus speciosissimus or Pereskia they are of little

trouble. Mr. Wood, of Rouen, some years ago had a

stock on which they grew well, which I understood

him was a hybrid between Cereus grandillorus and C.

serpentinus ; it was better looking than Pereskia, but

more tender
;
plants which were used for London

furnishing upon this stock, seemed to suffer from cold,

when tho-e on Cereus speciosissimus or on Pereskia

showed no sign of injury. Once or twice I have

worked large plants of the Cereus with a great

number of grafts, and in a couple of years had large

masses of these plants which were quite splendid

objects when in bloom, equal to any stove plant I

ever saw exhibited at the summer shows. [Specimens

worked as in the accompanying illustration, reproduced

from a former volume (fig. 14S), which represents a

mixture of Epiphyllum truncalum and Cereus flagel-

liformis, have a very good effect. Eds.]

The mode of grafting is very simple, nothing more

being needed than to cut a notch or incision in the

stock and flatten the end of a length of the leaf-branch

of the kind it is wished to increase by shaving it down
with a sharp knife, inserting the flattened wedge-

shaped end of the scion into the notch in the stock and

pinning it in its place with one of the numerous spines

which will be found on either of the two stocks named,

passing the spine through the outer lipof the notch, and

through the scion into the stock. Just after flowering

is the best time for the operation. If the stock is

small, and one graft only is to be used, it is as well to

split the crown of the slock instead of notching the

side, pinning the scion in as directed. These grafts,

if kept close and warm for a fortnight or three weeks,

will most of them have taken ; but should any have

failed there will be plenty of time before they begin to

grow to do them over again.

Having made sure of a crop of young grafted

plants, all the materials, both old and young, may

be encouraged to grow by increasing the warmth and

moisture of the house they are in, or removing them

where a higher temperature is kept. If fairly treated

the young grafted plants will have made three or four

shoots by the end of the season, and it is then better

to give them a cooler and more airy place for a few

weeks, to mature the growth they have made, than to

keep them growing. They will be found to start again

in the spring much more vigorously for their rest.

The old plants also flower much better if, say during

the end of July and August, they have more air and

are kept drier than for the three months previously.

Of course neither old nor young plants should receive

a sudden check, nor be fetched from their moist

warm quarters during the progress of a growth ;
they

should be looked over now and then, and such as

have just completed a length of leaf taken out of the

heat before they make a fresh start. Two objects will

be achieved by so doing—the earlier rested plants

will be the earliest bloomers, and the season of their

beauty will be prolonged. The young plants may be

pushed on as early as they show any inclination to

grow the next spring. If they are on Pereskia stocks,

see that they are securely staked and tied up, or they

will not form symmetrical heads j if on the Cereus

they will stand alone but will not grow so fast. By
the end of the second season these will be nice young
plants, and produce a dozen or two of flowers each, if

they get a proper rest. After this their treatment is

mere routine. The soil I prefer for them is good
sound loam, v/ith a small quantity of leaf-mould

added. I do not care to use lime rubbish, broken

oyster shells, tScc, which are generally recommended
for Cactuses ; these, if used with strong stimulating

manures, suit the summer-flowering upright Epiphy'-

lums better than the truncatum varieties, which do
not require any searon of absolute starvation to induce
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them to flower, nor violent stimulants to make them

grow.

These Epiphyllums make splendid basket plants.

For the bottoms of the baskets small plants worked on

about 2-inch stems are most suitable ; the tops of these

can be passed between the wires of the basket, so as to

hang down, and some flake moss placed between the

top of the ball, which will be upside down, and the

wire of the basket. When sufficient young plants

to furnish the under side of the basket are planted in

this manner, some on longer stems may be used to

form a fringe, and the top may be planted with larger

plants A basket planted in this way will last good

for years, and be but very little trouble ; but a perfect

globe is, to my mind, as pretty a thing as can be made
with plants. To do this you need two half-globes of

the same size, made of strong wire. These should

be hung up separately, and filled as directed for the

bottom of the basket previously spoken of, and when
so filled made quite level at the top, and laced down
tightly with some thin wire over moss, so that the half-

globe will hang on its edge. The flat sides should

then be brought together, and tied securely with

strong, flexible wire, and the globe will be complete.

If /airly attended to in the matter of water {a plunge-

bath now and then will insure their being watered

through) they will not need attention as to soil for

years. Should they do so at any time the ball can

be divided in the middle, and the soil renovated very

easily. The globes should be hung by a hoop, which

will catch the edges of both the halves.

The Pereskia aculeata, the kind recommended,
strikes readily from cuttings in light sandy soil, and
previous to being worked should be potted ofi into

Go-sized pots and grown to the required height before

working. These small pots will be sufficient for the

first season after grafting, but they should be potted

into 48's before starting them for the second yeai's

growth; this shift will last them two seasons very well,

and probably at the next potting it will be found that

by rubbing off the exhausted soil the same size pots

will do again. Should either white or brown scale

attack the plants I should dress them with a strong

solution of Gishurst compound or Abyssinian mix-

ture, and leave it on for two or three days, when on
washing the plants with a sponge and warm water

most of the scale will wipe off : two dressings during
the time the plants are dormant will generally be
sufficient to keep them clean.

The only objection which I think can be urged

against these beautiful plants is, the flowers are stem-

less and not convenient for cutting, but for a temporary
occasion the flowers can be wired and placed in any
required position, and will last out of water a con-

siderable time. A few of the best kinds I know
are :

—

Aurantiacum : orange-red, purple tube.

Bridgesii : purple.

Buckleyanum : reddish orange.

Roseum amabile : rosy purple, light tube.

Ruckerianum : reddish pink.

Russellianum spectabile : white, purple tips.

,, superbum : purple, white throat.

Salmoneum rubrum : reddish salmon, shaded purple.

Snowii ; the nearest to white of any.

Tricolor : orange-red, rich purple tube. 7* Bestcr.

New Garden Plants.

Lycaste Denningiana, n. sp*

A very conspicuous Lycaste, belonging to the
ciliate species, with nearly obtuse sepals. It has very
showy bulbs, 3 inches high by 2 inches wide,
broadly pear-shaped, finally furrowed, of glaucous
hue. Leaves petiolate, cuneate oblong, erect.

The flower is much larger than in L. coslata, Lindl.,

nearer that of L. gigantea, on a short, strong
peduncle, nearly 7 inches high. The cucuUate, broad
acute bract is shorter than the stalked ovary. The
flower appears to be bent downwards. It has a
blunt, not much developed chin, and oblong-ligulate,
whitish green sepal?, and nearly equal but more

Lycaste Dcnnhtgiaua.w. sp. - (Non aurex ciliata: obtusa:)
ab omnibus affinibus recedit labetlo valde lato : callo amplo trans-
verse rhombeo acuto, parte antica valde brevi ; carinis quibus-
dain in basi. Pseudobulbus tres pollices altus, subpyriformis,
demum sulcatus glaucus, diphyllus. Folia petiolala cuneato
oblonga acula. Pedunculus validus vix spithamaeus. Bractei
tucullala ovata apiculata, ovario pedicellalo brevior. Sepala
ligulate obtuse acuta ; bteralia in mentum brevissimum coni-
cum exeuntia. Sepala ligulata, cuneata, obtuse aciiia. La-

jfum. A Lycastide coslata colore quidem simili
alii indole. Verosimiliier ex Ecuador importata

dom. Eackhcu
Kchb.f.

Culta in horto Lord Londesborough. //, G.

cuneate petals. The broad lip is reddish brown, the

side lacini.-e entire, the anterior one oblong, blunt,

acute, toothletted, reflexed at both side and apex.

There is a great rhomboid acute callus on the disk

between the side lacinia; ; and this acute, broad, not
emarginate callus, is the chief feature. It is one of

Mr, Backhouse's South American introductions. I

obtained a fr(sh flower through Messrs. Veitch
from Lord Londcbborough's garden, and have seen a

strong plant at Combe Lane, near Surbiton, lately. It

is dedicated to its excellent grower, Mr. Denning.
H. G. Rchb.f.

Odontoglossum vexativum.*

This is most probably a natural hybrid. When one
sees the very large inflorescence, with the spathaceous
bracts and the wide flowers, broad Horse-Chestnut-
brown sepals and much broader blunt acute white
petals, spotted with certain nearly olive-green spots

at the base, one thinks of Odontoglossum nebulosum.

are more like those of O. nebulosum, wanting the
interesting nervation of those of Odontoglossum macu-
latum. It is one of the special curiosities of Lord
Londesborough's garden. I had last spring a fresh

spike through Messrs. Veitch, and obtained in October
last another fresh spike, an old dead bulb, and leaf,

through Mr. Uenning's kindness at my second visit to

the wonderful collection at Combe Lane, near Surbiton,

H, G. Rchb. /:

Oncidium LAMELLIGERUM, fU sp,*

This new species is near Oncidium trifurcatum,

Lindl. Its flowers, however, are at least twice as
large. The upper sepal is reniform, wavy, stalked,

deep brown, with a yellow border. The inferior sepals
are stalked too, oblong, much longer, unequal at

their bases, cuneate on one side, semi-hastate at other
side. The petals have broad claws, and are suddenly
hastate oblong-obtuse, undulate, complicate, crisp, no
doubt sulphur or ochre coloured, with brown patches.

Fig. 148.—WORKED plant of epiphyllum truncatum mixed with cereus flagelliformis

The blade of the lip is also like it, being broad,

semi-ovate, blunt acute, white, with a few oliva-

ceous spots. The callus, however, is that of Odon-
toglossum maculatum, its anterior process being long,

narrow, bidentate, with a blunt keel on its middle
line, yellow, with red small blotches. The side view
of this callus is quite unlike that of Odontoglossum
nebulosum. The white column is clavate, wing-
less, as in both the specis mentioned, covered
with a light tomentum. The plant itself is just

intermediate between the two species. The bulbs
are pallid, as those of O. nebulosum usually are,

yet not so much convex, and narrower. The leaves

* Odontoglossum vexativum,—Vs.twAoh\i\h\s ligulatis anci-
pitibus : foliis cuneato ligulatis acutis ; pedunculo elato. pluri-
flora, dislantiflora, grandifloro ; bracteis spathaceis ovaria pedi-
cellata dimidio Eequantibus ; sepalis trianguloligulatis extus cari-

natis : tepalis oblongis obtuse acutis ; labelU callo trifido ;

laciniis basilaribus semioblongis implicitis excavatis antice
acutis ; lacinia antica lineari bidentata in disco unicarinato ;

columna aptera.—Odontoglossum nebulosum X maculatum.
Flores speciosi. Sepala intus csstanea margine .Tlba. Sepala
albo-olivacea versus basin maculata. Labelli callus flavus
maculis brunneis. Labelli lacinia alba maculis in basi parvis
olivaceis. Columna alba. E. Mexico.—//. G. Rclib./.

The lip is trifid and has remarkable lamella, the side

ones of the anterior retrorse and lobed. It is a very

stately thing, no doubt far superior to O. serratum. A
new discovery of Messrs. Klaboch in Ecuador.

PESCATOREA EUGLOSSA, It. Sp,\

This appears to be a very distinct Pescatorea. It

was believed by its fortunate discoverer, M. Edward
Klaboch, to be his excellent uncle's Pescatorea, P.

* Onciditan lamelligeviim, n. sp.—Aff. O. trifurcato. Lindl.

Sepalis imparis ungue basi appendiculato ; lamina remformi

undulata crispa ; sepalis lateralibus bene unguiculalis ;
laminis

oblongis crispis, altera baseos latere cuneatis, altero angulato

semihastatis ; tepalis late unguiculalis oblongis acutis cnspis ;

labello trifido ; laciniis lateralibus triangulis ; lacmia media

linear-Iancea elongata ; carinis humilibus, 3 in basi, carina

ligulata ancipiti erecta anteposita ; carina lineari erecta

breviori utrinque ; lamellis ternis antepositis, lateralibus sub-

quadratls lobulatis extrorsis ; columnae apice abrupta: ahs (al-

catis.— Ecuador. Klaboch.
t Pescatorea uiglossa, n. sp.—Sepalis tepalisque cuneato-

oblongis obtuse acutis ; labello oblongo apice obtuse bilobo,

ante callum contracto, callo magno lateribus anticis crenulato

exciiriente, medio in lamellas septem contiguas productas antice

abruptas exeunte ; columna gracili basi levissiuie t?^^*]-'?^

utrinque basiangulata.—Zygopetalum euglossum. H. G. Rcftt.j.
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Roezlii. This species, however, has a much shoiter
lip, with a broader, different callus ; the tip of the lip

is curved (bent) underneath and ends in two diverging
lacinire forming a body like a heath-cock's tail. It is

just as unique amidst Pescatoreas as M. Koszl
amidst plant collectors—quite of its own kind. Our
species bears a large flower of the usual shape,
scarcely smaller than that of P. cerina ; the lip is very
long, much longer than that of Mr. Day's Pescatorea,
bilobed at its apex, and girt with a quite peculiar
callus. It may be of a beautiful lilac colour, since it

was believed to be P. Roezlii by its discoverer. There
is also a Pescatorea gathered by M. Francis Klaboch.
The single (!) flower looked very grand, as far as
its sepals and petals were concerned. When
softened it showed a lip consisting of the callus and a

dull purplish-red, darker towards the tips, the whole
surface marked with numerous narrow transverse yellow-
ish-white lines ; lobes lanceolate-acuminate, S-nerved,
reflexed so as to cross each other behind, margins
slightly revolute. LiguI.T? erectly-spreading, 3 lines

long, linear, concave, apex recurved, slightly emargin-
ate, with a projecting tooth from base of notch

;

blackish-purple. Rostra diverging, hooked at apex,
blackish-purple, the hook paler. AKi; divergent and
free to the base, shorter than the rostra, oblong-lan-
ceolate, obtuse, subentire, blackish-purple. Flowered
at Kew in August, 1S75, where it was cultivated as

S. depressa, from which species it is very distinct.

I have also received it from Mr. J. E. Daniel under
the same name, and from Mr. T. Cooper as S. gran-
diflora minor. N. E. Bt\nL'ii,

Fig, 149.— stapelia glabriflor.^.—a, rostrum j b, ligula (magnified).

very small nearly triangular apex. Imagine my
surprise ! Was it a snail or a slug that had
fed its miserable body with the precious lip ?

//. G, Rchb. f.

Stapelia glabriflora, M E. Brmvn.

Stems erect, branching at base, 4—S inches or more
high, I— I inch thick, puberulous, 4-angled, sides

concave, angles obuse, toothed, teeth incurved-erect.

Flowers i— 2 together, from the middle or towards

the base of the younger branches, fcetid. Pedicels

short, rather stout, 6—S lines long, li line thick,

softly pubescent. Calyx lobes lanceolate-acuminate,

3 lines long, softly pubescent. Buds \\ inch long,

ovate-acuminate, 5angled. Corolla 3—4 inches in

diameter, with the lobes expanded ; back puberulous,

pale green tinged with purplish, the nerves darker

;

face rugose, entirely glabrous, the lobes not fringed,

OCHTERTYRE HOUSE, CRIEFF.
The seat of Sir Patrick Keith Murray, Bart, (see p.

S13) is situated about 2i miles west of Crieff, on what

may aptly be termed one of the lower terraces of the

Grampian range. The mansion is thickly surrounded

by woods on the north and east sides, the south and

west, owing to the steep declivity of the ground, being

open to a vast and varied extent of scenery combining

hill and dale, wood and water, and affording from

every point of view a landscape of the most beautiful

description. From the balcony surrounding the front

of the mansion, at an elevation of 360 feet above sea

level looking south, even the Lomond tops in Fife

are seen standing prominently over the Ochilf, while

nearly the whole Ochil chain are here observed.

Turleum, 1400 feet, said to be the highest wooded hill

in Scotland, stands boldly in the front. To the west
is seen iar Ben More, Ben Ledi, Ben Voirlich, and
other Bens, though less celebrated than the above,

while an extensive view is obtained of the Royal deer

forest of Glenartney, where :

—

" The stag at eve had drunk his fill

Where danced the moon on Monan's rill,

And deep his midnight lair had made
In lone Glenartney 's Hazel shade."

At short distances in almost every direction the eye
is caught by new and varied changes of scenery. At
the foot of the slope is the lake, covering an area of 30
acres, studded with islets and indented with ba}S,

while, being girt with a varied and most suitable selec-

tion of trees, the effect produced, especially in autumn,
during the changing colour of the foliage, is most
picturesque. During the summer the yellow and white

Water Lilies cover nearly an eighth part of its

surface, but of late years Frank Buckland, Babbingtonia

damnosa, has nearly exterminated the pike and perch

fishing for which this lake previous to its introduction

was so much celebrated. On its north bank, nearly

surrounded by a broad ditch, stands an old fortress,

called then Castle Cluggy, said to have been in the

possession of the Red Comyn who was slain at Dumfries

by Robert the Bruce. In a Latin charter now in posses-

sion of the present Baronet, dated 1460, it is styled

the old castle, and was for nearly 200 years inhabited

by former Baronets of Ochtertyre. East of the lake,

about midway between the principal entrance-gate

and the mansion-house, is seen the family mausoleum

— a most substantial and tasteful erection. On two

black marble tablets are recorded the names, mar-

riages, offspring, and burial-places of the direct line

of the family since the middle of the fifteenth century.

One of the family died on the field of Flodden,

another at the battle of Pinkie—the present pro-

prietor being the fifteenth in the line of descent from

the founder of the branch of the family to which he
belongs, while in the preceding fourteen genera-

tions the father has been invariably succeeded by his

eldest son, there never having been any collateral

descent. A churchyard enclosed by a wall surrounds

the mausoleum, where formerly stood the parish

church, said to have been founded 1400 yearsagobySt.

Serf, who was afterwards styled the Apostle of the Ork-

neys. The old church, in 1 5 1 1 , was the scene of a fear-

ful tragedy, noticed by Sir Walter Scott in his introduc-

tion to the legend of *' Montrose." A battle having

been fought between the Drummonds and Murray s,

the latter being victorious, the Drummonds having

subsequently obtained unexpected assistance, by the

arrival of Campbell of Dunstaffnage and a large body

of his clansmen, they united and followed in pursuit

of the Murrays, which latter took refuge in the chuich.

The building being thatched with heather, was ignited

and burned to the ground, and 160 men, with their

wives and children, were burned to death. One
Murray is said to have escaped through the aid of a

Drummond, which latter was so hated and persecuted

by his clan, that he had to take refuge in Ireland.

The church was afterwards rebuilt, remaining the

parish church till the beginning of the present

century. ^

The present mansion is a most substantial building,

erected nearly 100 years ago, the previous one having

stood about 300 yards north-west. In the old man-
sion-house was born, in 1772, General the Right Hon.

Sir George Murray ; who, entering the army in 17S9,

gained great distinction in almost every quarter of

the globe for his military achievements, and more

especially for the skill and ability with which he dis-

charged, in the Peninsular War, the duties of Quaiter-

master- General. He is also well known to the world

in a literary capacity, as the editor of Marlborough''

s

Despatches.

The poet Burns visited Ochtertyre in 17S7, and has

left behind a poetic memorial of his visit :

—

" By Ochtertyre there grows the Aik,

On Yarrow braes the Birken shaw ;

But Phemie was a bonnier Liss

Than braes o" Yarrow ever saw."

A broad bank bounds the north-west portion of the

lake, thickly studded with large Oaks, which in all

possibility are those referred to by Burns, the largest

being 15 feet 5 inches in circumference at 3 feet from

the ground, while the generality range 3 feet to 4 feet

through at the surface of the ground. The enclosure

in front of the house is the only portion of this estate
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from which tourists and visitors are excluded, and con-

tains the criiquet-ground and extensive slopes of grass,

which are kept in excellent order. In the east corner

are a few borders, which in summer are kept gay with

the general run of bedding plants, while an extensive

collection of Clematis run over the walls on galvanised

trellises. A large Magnolia conspicua on the wall

produces beautiful expanded flowers every spring.

One main walk leads from the east to the west end,

330 yards in length and 10 feet broad, terminating in

an octagon at the west, built of strong masonry and

coped with granite boulders. Here are found grow-

ing a few of the finer variegated Hollies and large

specimens of the Cedar of Lebanon and other Coni-

fers. Abies Morinda is 36 feet in height, and in a

most healthful state. Crossing the main approach

close to the octagon the principal shrubbery is

entered. This was laid out by the present proprietor's

grandfather about eighty years .ago, and extends from

the mansion to the garden, exactly a quarter of a

mile, being narrow at the point of entrance. Grass

walks 12 feet broad divide it to near the middle,

where it breaks oft into three large divisions, each

separated by grass walks of the same width, joining to-

gether at the upper end. Of late years portions of this

part, which had become overgrown by the commoner
varieties of deciduous and evergreen shrubs, has been

rooted out and levelled, with the view of having a

complete Pinetum when finished. One divisionhas been

planted with nearly all the varieties of Abies and Picea,

while the entire half of the top or upper division is

being planted with the true Pines, and is now in a far

adv.inced state. In one of the centre divisions up-

wards of thirty distinct varieties of Taxus and their

allies have been planted, and are making most satis-

factory growth, a great attraction being a line on one

side ot Fisher Holmes & Co.'s new Golden Irish

Yew, which in a few years will have a charming

effect. On the lower or narrow part are two broad

borders on each side of the walk above referred to, in

which are planted many of the older and more inter-

esting shrubs, and the greater number of the fine

specimens of Hollies for which this place is so famed
;

and it may be mentioned that, since the articles on

the above plants have appeared in this paper, the

collection has been largely augmented from the

Handsworth Nursery, nearly all their fine varieties

having found a place here, so that at the present time

the collection includes upwards of 130 varieties.

At the south-west corner of the shrubbery stands

the gardener's house, overlooking the gardens. It is

a commodious and substantial building, erected a few

years ago, and adjoining is a most complete esta-

blishment of useful structures, comprising tool-shed,

root-house, and seed-room, &c. The gardens extend

to nearly four acres, divided into two sections by the

main approach. In the upper division are two vineries,

60 feet in length and 16 feet broad, planted with Mus-

cat and Black Hamburgh only. In one of the houses

a Muscat Hamburgh on its own roots produces an-

nually a good crop of well-finished bunches from 2 to

3 lb. weight. Between the upper division and the

approach a steep sloping bank of grass, 30 feet wide,

is planted with all the finer varieties of Rhododendrons,

in circular beds, five plants in each—plants of the

same sorts, with standard flowering Thorns planted

between. The south wall, being covered with Tea and

China Roses of all shades of colour, is an object of

great attraction to the many visitors during the summer

months. Both gardens are surrounded by stone walls,

producing very good crops of the hardier varieties of

Tear, &c. Peaches and Apricots have been frequently

tried, but without success, while Figs without protec-

tion in winter generally ripen. Cherries, all on the

Mahaleb stock, have borne heavy crops for the past

fifteen years, and are in excellent health, clearly

demonstrating the value of this stock for pro-

ductive purposes. The lower garden is largely

stocked with all the varieties of small fruits. The

Millearne Currant, sent out by Messrs. Dickson &
TurnbuU, Perth, is considered the most productive

and useful among ten varieties grown here, being as

heavy a cropper as the Rock, or woolly-leaved

variety, and of a decidedly superior flavour to the

Red Dutch. Strawberries are extensively grown, but

of late years the varieties have been reduced to three

—Garibaldi, Sir Joseph Paxton, and Elton Pine, these

giving a large daily supply for over two months.

Vegetables are largely in demand during the shooting

season, and Veitch's Autumn Cauliflower is here

considered t-|uite indispensable, affording a regular

supply tdl the middle of November, and judging
j

from the appearance of a large breadth of the new
Autumn Brocolli, a regular supply will be obtained

till 1S77. This latter variety, judging from present

appearances, will be found as valuatjle an introduction

as the Autumn Cauliflower.

The gardens atOchtertyre are in the charge of Mr.
George Croucher, an excellent practical gardener,

whose professional skill and enthusiasm is only

equalled by his modesty and unassuming disposi-

tion.

Apilary.
The Massacre of Drones. — Do the workers

really massacre the drones ? No. They have a more
polite way of killing them, although it virtually means
the same thing, viz., they take every possible means
of starving them to death. They rarely, if ever, use

their sting'Jn the destruction of drones, and when they

do it always ends fatally to both, because when a

worker stings a drone, its skin being of a hard texture,

it is ten to one that the worker ever regains it, and it

is a well-known fact that workers without stings can-

not live any time. And they seem to be well aware

of the penalty; which is all loss and no profit to the

colony. This is probably the reason why Mr.

Murray's friend never saw a worker sting a drone.

The same fact holds good with regard to wasps. It

is the last resource to use the sting even in a case of

expelling a freebooter of this kind from the colony,

which in every case of my observation resulted in the

death of the poor bee and no harm to the freebooter,

as the sting only went far enough into his hard back

to prevent the bee from regaining it.

In my opinion, another fact which proves that the

workers mean death to the drones, when what we
call the drone season is past, is this : if honey continues

plentiful there is no serious grumbling made about

keeping so many idle loiterers, but let scarcity set in,

and there are at once signs of general dissatisfaction.

A great many workers station themselves in and outside

the door, and every drone that makes his appearance

for admittance is seized by the wings and legs to

hinder him, and when one comes out they put up
their wings and run him to the edge of the board.

This is the way bees always show their disapproval of

any obnoxious object. The rest of the colony inside

are busily engaged in warding off the idlers from the

store. At first the attack upon the drones has very

little effect, becauseof their extra muscular power, but

by perseverance and patience the workers eventually

gain the victory, I could add a great many more facts

in support of the above, but I think what has been said

will prove that death is the object aimed at. To say

that workers do not mean death to the drones after

they have done with them, is a hoax. To say that a

colony where there is a virgin queen preserves them, is

another hoax, and there are besides a great many more
hoaxes connected v.'ith the same subject. Mr. Murray
says the usual reason given for destroying the drones

will not do for him, viz., the consumption of the food

which is to preserve the others during winter. Well,

perhaps not, but still it is the right one. Granting

even that he is right with the natural termination of

the life of the drone, if they eat all the meat {which

they no doubt would do if allowed to live) before they

die in October, what is to keep the survivors ? Will

Mr. Murray tell me that ? W. K.

It is with very sincere regret we have to announce

the death of Mr. Henry Stew.vrd, of York, a gen-

tleman well-known amongst horticulturists, especially

in the North of England. Mr. Steward was the

senior partner of the firm of Steward & Son, comb
manufacturers, of York, and was elected a member of

the City Council for his own ward in 1S6S, in which
year he also filled the oflSce of sherifl of York, and
was afterwards raised to the dignity of alderman. In

1S73 he was unanimously elected to the very high and
honourable position of Lord Mayor ol York, and as

he was never married, his sister, who was his loving

and constant companion for so many years, and espe-

cially through his long and lingering illness, presided

at the Mansion House as Lady Mayoress, and added
much to the pleasure of his year of oflice by the grace

and dignity with which she surrounded that high

position. During his year of office, many of his old

floral friends, with whom he had for so many years

been associated, presented him with a handsome

memento of his elevation to the Lord Mayor's chair,

and of the affection with which he was regarded by
his brother florists. In addition to these offices, which
he so well filled, he was chairman of the York Perma-
nent Building Society, a director cf the United York
Gas Company, and was associated with other societies

connected with the city.

There is in York a society of ancient florists which
has been in existence since the year 1760, so that it

has lived an uninterrupted life of Ii5 years, and still

exists, and for about forty years Mr. Steward was an
active member of the committee, being successively its

secretary and chairman, and a constant exhibitor,

even so late as the exhibition held in September last.

He was a thorough florist, and his love for his old

favourites remained to the last. The writer of this

brief and imperfect tribute to his memory knew him
well, and knew the interest he took in the movements
and exhibitions of the National Tulip Society, and the

National Carnation and Picotee Society. He rarely

missed their annual gatherings, and almost always as

an exhibitor, and when, some ten or twelve years
since, a society of florists, confined to the northern and
midland counties only, was formed at Leeds, he went
heartily into the project, and was a regular exhibitor.

His genial disposition, his entire freedom from
pride and of jealousy of any floral compeers, and his

intense love for Tulips, Picotees, Carnations, Auriculas,

and other pets, were well known, and won for him the

warm regard of all his friends. Even when residing

at the Mansion House as Lord Mayor of York, he
never laid aside his friendship for his florist friends ;

they were the same to him as of old, and he delighted

to chat over the floral battles and well-won victories

of the past.

He took a sincere practical interest in the York.
Horticultural Gala, his connection commencing with
it in the year 1S60, and from the commencement of

1S69 to the period of his death he filled the office o(

chairman of committee of this important Society He
was an earnest supporter of it as an e.xhibitor, and his

Pelargoniums especially, at various times were so

admirably grown and exhibited, that he frequently

carried off the highest honours. On the occasion of

the last great meeting of the Society in June last, a

long and serious illness had so prostrated hiiu that

he could not attend the exhibition, although his gar-

dener was a successful exhibitor there. The writer

of these words and Mr. B. S. Williams went
out to Bishopsthorpe to see him, and he con-
versed about the exhibition and his own garden
as though he could not be separated from
them, although then suffering from a most severe ill-

ness. Since then his life was one of rapid changes
from utter prostration, which frequently left him in

a comatose state, to reactions, and for the last four

or five months his life has trembled in the balance.

.\t last the end came, and he died on Friday evening
the 15th inst. The intelligence of his death will

cause the hearts of many who knew him well to

vibrate with mournful feelings of regret. W. D.

We also much regret to announce the death
on December 13, of Mr. William Ingle, aged
fifty-two years. Mr. Ingle was for twenty-one years

gardener to the late Chailes Grey Round, Esq,
Birch Hall, Colchester, and for the last nine years

the faithful and trusted friend and valued steward of

Mr. Round. He.was a frequent and successful exhi-

bitor at the metropolitan and local Rose shows, and
one of the most modest and unassuming of men.

^artrjjit #|jcratmiTS.
PLANT HOUSES.

Greenhouse Hard--\vooded Plants.—If a few
more Epacrises are now placed in a house or pit,

where they can be accommodated with a night tempe-
rature of 50°, and a few degrees more in the day-time,
they will come on into flower and succeed those that
were similarly treated earlier in the autumn. The
varieties that are thus used for winter blooming should
be such as have a natural tendency to bloom early, as
these will not only open their flowers in a lower
temperature, but will also keep fresh longer, either
when the plants are wanted fur conservatory decora-
tion or fur cutting, than the late-blooming sorts, that
will need more warmth to induce them to open.
There are now numbers of fine varieties in almost
every shade, from pure white up to deep crimson. The
erect-habited kinds usually have a disposition to
flower earlier than the branching sorts, of which the
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olil E. grandiflora may be taken as the type, and
which can be kept if required until late in the spring.

It is strange that these plants are not much more
grown for general decorative purposes as well

as for cutting, as for either use there are few-

things which equal them, being very much belter than
many subjects that occupy more room, and produce
not nearly so much flower, as well as not lasting so

long or being so easily managed. One great

advantage they possess is thit they can be accommo-
dated in either large or small houses, as they can be
^rown to a considerable size, or kept quite small, at

the will of the cultivator. If the plants are under-
potted a little Standen's Manure sprinkled on the

surface of the soil will very much assist the flowers

both as to size and colour. The beneficial efl'ect of

this manure on most hard-wooded pot plants is not
nearly so well known as it deserves to be. Its influence

on plants generally is altogether different from that of

any other highly concentrated manure with which I am
acquainted. It causes the production of immense
quantities of roots, with a corresponding amount of

top growth, but does not over-stimulate the plants,

followed by exhaustion, in the way that results from
the use of guano, superphosphate, or anything that is

very quick in its action, and which is more suitable

for plants of a soft and rapid growing nature. Neither
does the manure so soon get spent, consequently the

others are better adapted for subjects that are grown
on quickly for flowering a single season, and then

discarded. A small tablespoonful to an S or lo-inch

pot is enough for a single dressing, all that is needful

is to see that In watering the manure is not washed
away by applying the water in such quantities as to

send it over the sides of the pots. Three applications

of it in the course of the year are enough.

SOFT-AVOODED GREENHOUSE PLANTS. — The
earliest cut-back large-flowered Pelargoniums that

were first shaken out and placed in smaller pots, will

now have rooted sufficiently into the soil in which
they were then potted to permit of their being at once
moved to the pots in which they are intended to flower.

Long experience has proved that there is noihing
gained by using big pots for these plants ; they can
be grown to as large a size, and induced to produce as

fine a head of bloom in 8-inch pots, as if allowed much
more root-room. The principal thing in their

culture is to get the soil as full of roots as possible

before spring, and then to attentively feed ihem with

manure-water; the soil should also be rich ; ram it

well into the pots, for if light-potted. Pelargoniums

always have a tendency to make too much leaf,

with but few roots. The same holds good in every way
with the fancy varietie?. Give all the light possible

by elevating them close to the glass ; keep them con-

tinually tied out sufficiently to form the plants for

the paiticular purpose for which they are required.

When simply wanted for decoration they only need
the shoots opening out, so as to admit the I'ght

amongst them, to prevent their drawing up, which
will occur if allowed to assume a close, erect position.

Cinerarias should now be regularly supplied with

manure-water, both such as are pushing up their

flower-stems either in an advanced or more backward
state, and the smaller plants intended for late spring

blooming. It is a mistake to suppose that manure-
water should only be given to these plants after the

flower-spikes appear ; the best I ever had, flowered in

April, and from the beginning of December never

had any pure water at all, but weak liquid-manure

altogether. The earliest sown herbaceous Calceo-

larias should now be moved into larger pots ; for ordi-

nary surposes such as are 7 or S inches in diameter

will be big enough : if wanted to be grown large they

should have another shift later on, as it is not well to

give them too much room at once. The moisture-

laden condition of the atmosphere, consequent upon
the continuous rains we have had, will necessitate the

heat being turned on for a few hours early in the day
two or three times a week. T. Baincs.

FLOWER GARDEN.
At this season the routine duties in this department

of the Calendar may be summed up in two words, viz.,

sweep, roll—good hard and clean walks, and a bright

firm greens ward, compound, as it were, for the loss

of flowers, and, therefore, the endeavour should be

made to keep both in the best possible order. Alter-

ations, such as walk-making, returfing, planting, &c.,

should go on with dispatch, as the season for such

work is advancing apace, and the advent of the new
year usually brings more than a sufficiency of neces-

sary work without having extras on hand. It has

occurred to me that it would not be amiss to note, in

these the last hints of the year in this department of

the Calendar, the plants, shrubs, 6:c., that are most
effective on the parterre and flower garden generally

at this, the dullest of all seasons of the year. The
most conspicuous object on the parterre here is an

oval bed of Draccena australis (fifteen plants)

with undergrowth of Viola Blue Bell ; the

foliage of the Dracaenas is tied up closely with

malting, when sharp frosts seem imminent, and

this keeps them from harm. The next most
effective plant is the New Zealand Flax, Phormium
tenax ; its long monster Iiis-like foliage stands

out most imposingly, and I think merits the name I

have given it, viz., that of winter *' subtropical," for

it is far more telling now than in the summer. Many of

the Yuccas are also fine for winter embellishment :

notably so is V. recurva, and Y. filamentosa

;

Y. gloriosa does well as a central plant in a bed of

dwarf shrubs, but by reason of its stiff formal growth
it is unsuited for use as a single specimen. The
Retinosporas, several varieties, used in vases and as

single specimens, are very fine, and as they are of slow
growth, and bear removal well, they are every way
adapted for winter bedding. The best kinds are R.
piiifera aurea, R. plumosa, R. ericoides, and R. obtusa

aurea. Thuja aurea is a fine plant for vases, and as a

setting in a bed of variegated Periwinkle (Vinca
elegantissima) ; Euonymus, all the variegated kinds.

Ivies ditto, Cotoneasters, and Hollies, used both as

masses and single specimens, by their effectiveness

assert their right to be mentioned. Others might be
noted, but we pass now to the dwarfer plants,

which are used as edgings and groundworks, and we
place them as to merit as follows :—Echeveria secunda
glauca, Sedum Lydium, S. glaucum, S. corsicura,

Veronica incana, Stachys lanata, Cerastium arvense,

Sempervivum calcareum^ S. montanum, and
Golden Thyme. The simple enumeration of the

plants makes one ready to exclaim, Why tolerate

naked beds amidst such a wealth of material ! As
a hint to intending planters, I may add that the

trees and shrubs which stand out most prominently at

the present time are the Silver Birch, Liquidambar
styraciflua, the bark of which is a reddish brown,
and in the autumn the tints of its foliage are mar-
vellous ; Liriodendron (Tulip tree), the bark of which
is marked in a most peculiar manner ; Lombardy
Poplar, the upright growth of which is a wonderful

aid to landscape beauty, as also is that of the Larch,

Beech, and Oak ; such kinds of trees are not now
sufficiently appreciated. I suppose the rage for coni-

ferous plants has had something to do with this, but,

valuable as Conifers are, I think it a pity they should

be allowed to elbow deciduous trees out of the garden

—room should be found for both. Amongst Conifers

none do so well or look better at this time than Abies

Douglasii, A. canadensis, Picea Pinsapo. P.

cephalonica, P. Nordmanniana, P. nobilis, Pinus

insignis, P. excelsa, and Cryptomeria elegans. The
best of the smaller-growing kinds are Thujopsis

borealis, Thuja Lobbii, Thujopsis dolabrata, and Libo-

cedrus decurren?. W. IVildsmith^ Heckfidd.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Peaches and Nectarines.—Let the same tem-

peratures and treatment as were recorded for these

subjects in the Calendar for November II continue in

force in the early started house until a swelling of the

flower-buds is perceptible, which, if not already, will

shortly be the case. At this stage the mean tempera-

tures at night and by day may with propriety be

made 50° and 55" by fire-heat respectively, with a

corresponding increase from natural sources. The
influence of such a mild and moist condition outside

will materially affect the internal condition of houses

which require but little fire-heat, particularly in

regard to moisture, and although as a rule syringing

such trees as these is strictly enjoined twice every

day, this should not however be enforced unless

the moisture applied by the former syringing is

entirely dispelled from off the trees. Towards the

end of the current month, or at the beginning of the

next, will be an excellent time to commence another

house, to give a successional supply of fruit. Apply
here the same conditions of treatment as advised for

the early one given in the Calendar referred to

above. Continue as time permits to proceed in

thoroughly cleansing the trees, &c., in late houses,

so as to have them entered in their proper places be-

fore the buds on them begin to swell. Geo. Thos.

Miles, JVycombe Abbey,

Cucumbers.-—The long continuance of dark, dull,

sunless weather, attended with almost incessant rain,

has been the means of producing pale, delicate foliage

with weak attenuated growth of vine in winter

Cucumbers, particularly where strong top and bottom

heats have been kept up to maintain a lull supply of

fruit. Where this is the case, and more than one

compartment is devoted to plants in a bearing state,

one at least of these should be rested and strengthened

by the entire removal of the fruit and male blossoms.

The temperatures given in my last Calendar should

not be exceeded, and in lieu of strong stimulants a little

fresh turf broken up and mixed with small pieces of old

lime-mortar or charcoal may be applied in small quan-

tities to the roots as they appear on the surface. This

treatment, combined with a moderate supply of

moisture, will keep the plants in a healthy state until

the turn of the season, when they will well repay the

cultivator for his patience and attention. Next to

keeping the foliage free from insects, a very import-

ant point is the removal of worms from the hills or

pots. The application of lime-water at this dull season
is not always efficacious without making the soil too
wet, but if the beds are appro^iched quietly with a light

at night their removal by hand-picking may soon be
effected. Give the foliage the full benefit of
every ray of light by frequent washings of the glass

inside and out. Keep the interior perfectly sweet by
the removal of all decaying vegetable matter, clean-

liness, and ventilation. Watch for canker, and dress

with quicklime. Cut the fruit before they attain full

growth, roll them up in paper, and keep in dry moss
until wanted for use. Collect Oak leaves when dry,

and store for use next season, also see that a good
supply of turf and leaf-mould is kept in a dry airy

shed. To economise labour where spring Cucumbers
are grown in brick pits or beds of fermenting leaves,

the latter may be thrown in as they are brought home.
Place the lights over them, but defer treading them
until fermentation has set in. IV. Coleman.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Where there is a good stock of pyramid, bush,

and espalier trees, every opportunity should be taken

in favourable weather to give them the requisite

attention as regards winter pruning. As a rule the

summer and autumn pruning, if followed up as recom-

mended, should prevent the necessity for cutting out

much wood, but there will always be small dead
branches, snags, and other extraneous matter, which
if only for neatness sake will require to be removed,

at the same time some of the strongest shoots will

require to be cut back. In pruning for neatness

and pruning for fruit much discrimination must be
used, and in the latter case especially, the constitu-

tional condition of the trees must be taken into con-

sideration. Vigorous trees may have a considerable

more amount of wood left on than those of weaker
growth, because close cutting of vigorous trees only

causes a more vigorous growth, and prevents the

formation of fruit-buds — weakly trees, on the

contrary, must be closer cut-in at this season,

in order that when vegetation commences they

may have all the advantages to be derived from

the early action of the roots. If any of these trees,

Pears especially, are infested with scale and fungus,

there is no better application after pruning than to

paint them over thoroughly with a solution of

Gishurst Compound not weaker than \ lb. to i gallon

of water, which may have consistency given so as to

be more visible during the operation of painting by

the addition of clay and lime, to be intimately worked
together before adding the compound. In open

weather the pruning of Vines on walls in 'he open

air should be proceeded with at once, as they have

now derived all the possible advantage from external

influences, and the vigour which is stored up may be

husbanded for future growth. Newly planted trees,

whether against walls or in the open orchard, will

require to be looked to at this season to see that

they are securely fastened and the mulching in proper

condition, as it is a favourite occupation for black-

birds and sometimes pheasants to scatter the mulching

about in all directions, leaving the roots unprotected.

John Cox, RedUaf.

Vernacular Names.—As we grow older we get

out of all patience with what are called common
names. It has been the writer's luck to be a juror in

several departments of the Centennial Exhibition

—

amongst others *' Legumes" and grains from foreign

countries—in cases where it was thought his botanical

knowledge might be of some service in determining

what the different peoples were talking about. We
all know, for instance, that the Engiisti "common"
name of the AnagalUs arvensis is " Pimpernel," but

there are Austrians and Hungarians in abundance who
will stick you out in an argument that *' Pimpernell "

is Poterium Sanguisorba. *' Algaroba " we all thought

was the Ceratonia siliqua—and which receives from

our people the common name of " St. John's Bread "

—but our experience at the Centennial teaches us that

if you send to Spain or Portugal for " Algarobas"

you may get a dozen different things. One thing we
noted, that whatever ihey were they were always

Legumes—and perhaps the word is a generic—

a

common name, and not a specific one, as we have

always believed. Again, we find among Spanish

leguminous products "Lupins" that are not of the

genus Lupinus ; and large numbers of Beans with

very different common names by different growers. In

fact we found, to our sorrow, that the "common"
names of the world were entirely too common for us—
and it was a great comfort to find in the magnificent

collection of Baron Angelo Porcati of Palermo, that

he had the botanical names to his labels, as well as

the common ones. It enabled the judges to do full

justice in tracing out the origin of the articles exhi-

bited, and thus understanding from what they were

"improved," and was thus regarded by the jurors as

one of the most sensible and instructive of all the

world's contributions. We have a suspicion that
'* common " names made all that great trouble at the

tower of Babel. Gardeners^ Monthly^
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IT is a singular and an interesting retrospect

to notice how the barriers and limitations

once thought to hedge in the animal and
vegetable kingdoms, and to separate them one
from the other, have been, one by one, broken

down. The microscope led the way. It was
not long before microscopists announced that

there was no constant perceptible difference

between the two divisions, not long before it

was shown that, however great the ultimate

difference, the starting-point was the same.

Even locomotion was speedily found by the

microscopists to be, within certain limits at

least, as striking a characteristic of plants as of

animals. Then the physicist showed that the

properties of vegetable tissues were the same
as those of animal substances. Chemical
distinctions held out longer, but even they

fail ; starch, or starchy matter, once con-

sidered the exclusive attribute of the vege-

tables, is now well known to pertain to animals

as well. Lastly we come to the mode of life :

surely here we have come upon a good source
of distinghing characteristics. Do not, or did

not till lately the accredited text-books tell us
that vegetable respiration was antagonistic to

animal respiration, and do not the popular books
repeat the fallacy to this day ? Do not all but
the latest editions of the best text-books tell us
that the mode of Nutrition of the Plant
AND OF THE ANIMAL is essentially different—
that the former can digest and assimilate, that
is, apply to the practical use of building up its

substance inorganic material, while the ani-

mal has no such power but is dependent
on organic matter for its food— on matter,
that is, that has formed more or less

recently an essential integral part of the sub-
stance of some living being, plant or animal .'

It is difficult for any one not specially con-
versant with the life-history of plants and ani-

mals to realise that plant-life and animal-life do
not differ in kind, but only in degree. Tell an
ordinarily well-informed man that the physical
life he enjoys is, in essence, the same as that by
virtue of which a weed grows, flowers, produces
seeds, and he lislens to you with incredulity, or
with a sort of amused tolerance of what he
thinks a foolish notion.

To the intelligent gardener, who is thrown all

his life among living plants, and who has to study
their ways, the notion of the essential identity

of the processes of physical life in the plant and
the animal, no such difficulty ought to occur.
He knows by experience that the subjects he
has to deal with are living beings, and he regu-
lates his practice accordingly. It is not so
difficult for him to realise that plant structure
and animal structure are in essence identical
and, if so, that their manners and customs, so
to speak, are in a general sense the same. The
true breathing process in plants is the same as
that of animals— consisting of an inhalation of
air, in the fixing of the oxygen it contains, and
in an exhalation of carbonic acid gas. The
reverse process, the elimination of oxygen
deoxidation, as the chemists call it—does really

take place, but not as a respiratory act. With
reference to the digestion of organic matter by
plants, the attention of chemists and naturalists
has been excited by Mr. Darwin's publica-
tions on insectivorous plants, so that what was
overlooked or treated as a fallacy or an error of
observation by older naturalists, bids fair

speedily to become an accepted doctrine ; and if

so, one more so-called barrier between the
animal and the vegetable kingaoms will be
thrown down.

As the subject of insectivorous plants has
frequently been mentioned in these columns of

late we need say now no more than this, that

the process of nutrition consists in solution,

digestion, and assimilation of matters fit for

food. A fly entrapped in a Nepenthes pitcher,

or caught on a Drosera leaf, is gradually dis-

solved, absorbed, digested, and assimilated.

Solution and absorption need no explanation in

this place. Digestion, however, requires a word
of explanation, as though, in a general sense, it

is well enough understood, the details are not
familiar to the majority.

Before any article of food, even when duly
dissolved, and the solution absorbed, can be
applied to the formation of new tissue, as in

growth, or to the repair of the losses entailed
by the wear and tear of life, before it can be
"assimilated" in fact, it must be digested. This
process of digestion is really one of fermenta-
tion, analogous to the conversion of the grain
of Barley, first into the sugary malt, and then
into alcohol. In the animal body there are
various kinds of fermentations or digestive pro-
cesses adapted to the starchy, the fatty or oily,

or the fleshy articles respectively which form
our diet. The process of digestion or fermenta-
tion is thus, to put the case familiarly, different

in the case of the bread, the butter, or the meat
that we eat. In each case the digestive or
fermenting process is essentially dependent upon
the presence of a "ferment"—a something
essential to the process, and in the absence of
which no digestion takes place. What this
" ferment " is, and what its nature, varies in

different cases. The result of the process is to
transform a substance unfit for circulation and
assimilation into a diffusible matter fit for the
formation of new substance.

We have so far sketched in broad, general
outlines some of the more essential features of
animal digestion, and we have done so because
we are desirous of showing that among plants
similar processes of fermentation and digestion
take place. It is premature to say that they
take place in all plants, but they have already
been proved to occur in some, and the pre-
sumption is that in the end they will be
found to occur in all. To go back to the
carnivorous plants. We know that it is now
established beyond a doubt that organic matter,
flesh of insect, or what not, which comes into

contact with certain portions of these plants
having a special organisation, is dissolved and
absorbed. So much is admitted on all sides,

and is no longer open to question. Then comes
the enquiry, is this matter " digested" in the
sense in which we have explained that term ?

If so, no doubt can be entertained that it is

also assimilated. It will naturally be con-
sidered that if in addition to the facts of
solution and absorption (held to be proved)
a ferment be also found, that the full pro-
cess of digestion is also as a consequence
proved. This will be still further esta-
blished if by the withholding this ferment
the digestive process be stopped, and if by
adding it digestion is again set going. Well
the ferment has been found, and the results of
adding or withholding it are as we have stated.

An English chemist of high repute, Dr. Frank-
land, has found " pepsin " in the glands of
Drosera. This pepsin in the animal kingdom
is known to be the ferment concerned in the
solution of nitrogenous matters, especially of
fibrine. Mr. Lawson Tait, of Birmingham,
made experiments giving the same general
result. Two German chemists, Max Rees and
Will, have confirmed the statement. Another
German chemist, Gorup-Besanez, has shown
its existence in the germinating seeds of Vicia,
where the stored-up nutriment, starchy and
nitrogenous, is rendered by the agency of this

ferment available for the nutrition of the grow-
ing seedling plant. Still more recently the

same chemist has detected pepsin in the
pitchers of Nepenthes, and his observations
have been confirmed by Mr. \'ines, the results

of whose experiments are given in the just

issued number of the Journal oj the Linjiean
Society. We cannot go into further detail

here. Our object is, not to give a pre-

cise scientific statement, but rather a general
idea, which may be filled in by any one who
will refer to original sources. Suffice it to

say, that it is now proved that in the plant
there is a digestion—a fermentation— of
starchy, of sugary, of fatty, and of albuminoid
matters, exactly as happens in animals. The
object in all cases is to transform relatively

inert substances into others which are readily

capable of diffusion ; transport them here, or
there, or wherever growth may be going on, so
that they may at that place enter into the com-
position of the new growths. In fact, a plant

—

Wheat, for example—stores up a quantity of
nourishment in the grains or seed around the
embryo. Now, whether the grain of Wheat serve
to feed an animal, or to nourish the embryo plant
which it surrounds, the process is exactly the
same. If an animal eats the Wheat-grain, this,

reduced to a pulp, is subjected to the influence of
the saliva and of the pancreatic juice, by means
of which the starch is converted into cane-sugar,
and the "gluten" into "peptones," which are
absorbed and assimilated. If it is the seedling

Wheat plant which feeds upon the grain, the

seedling acts upon the stores of starch and
gluten, transforming them into substances
capable of absorption and of assimilation. That
this is so is shown by some extremely curious
experiments already mentioned in these

columns, and wherein M. Van Tieghem
actually fed embryo plants extracted from their

own albumen by means of a paste of Potato
starch and Buckwheat.

Such being the general state of the question,
it is not difficult to assent to the proposition
laid down in a recent address to the Royal
Academy of Belgium by Professor Morren,'
to the effect that the digestion of plants and
animals is one and the same process, and that

the phenomena presented by the so-called car-

nivorous plants are merely special modifications

of a general process. This conclusion is sub-
stantiated by the e,\periments of Mr. Vines, to

which we have already made allusion, who
further shows that the ferment in the glands of
the Pitcher-plant (Nepenthes) exists in com-
bination with some other body just as it does
in the glands of the stomach and of the pan-
creas, and that.the effect of the addition of weak
acid is in the vegetable, as in the animal, to

liberate the ferment powerless till decomposed
by the acid.

Incidentally we may mention that these
experiments of Mr. Vines were made at Kew,
and they show the need we have so persistently

pointed out for years past of a proper phy-
siological laboratory—a need, we are happy to
say, which, thanks to the munificence of Mr.
JODRELL, is now in a fair way of being supplied
the laboratory indeed being all but completed.

Lovers of the beautiful in Spring Flower
Gardening may find next April a sight worthy their

attention ia the display of simple yet hardy plants,
then in its beauty at the Lower Grounds, Aston, near
Birmingham. Whilst displays of summer bedding are
both abundant and proverbially good, large and varied
effects wrought out in the spring with hardy plants

other than bulbs are by no means common, yet when
ably and effectively arranged often excel all summer
displays in freshness and beauty. Mr. Stinks, long
so favourably known at Chiswick, and for some time
Mr. Quilter's garden superintendent, has thoroughly
studied the art of producing a charming display with
simple material, and when the present planted arrange-

" La Digsstion I'ciilale, &'c. Par M. Fd. Morren. Gand,
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ment is in full flower it will be found singularly

pleasing and effective. The sloping borders that edge
either side ol the broad cross walks in the old walled

garden so well known to frequenters of the Lower
Grounds offer admirable opportunities for the display

of Mr. Spinks' ingenuity in securing variety in colour-

ing and in arrangement, and visitors will in the spring

have abundant occasion to be pleased. Pansies,

Violas, Daisies, Aubrietias, Golden Feather, and
similar plants that are easily cultivated furnish the

chief effects. In the large beds that line the broad

path leading fr«m the hotel entrance to the lake

masses of Tulips are planted with grounds of many-
coloured Crocuses, and these will yield a brilliant

display. Thoughtful of eventualities, Mr. SriNKS
has been careful to retain a number of bulbs of each

kind in pots to fill up pos ibie vacancies.

siding. The balance-sheet showed a balance in hand
of nearly £lo, and the meeting was of a very pleasant

character, and hopeful as to the future of the

society.

It was suggested at the Hereford meeting of

British mycologists that a Pocket List of all the
European Hymenomycetes, with the British

species indicated, would be a valuable aid to field

work, arranged in the order of Fries' Eficiiiis. To
accomplish this without individual risk or loss, it is

proposed that sixty subscribers of 5^. each should be
obtained, each subscriber to have in return three

copies of the list. Mycologists willing to assist in

this works, are requested to forwaid their names at

once to Mr. W, Phillips, Canonbury, Kingsland,
Shrewsbury.

growth of large Palms, &c., in tubs. It is about 90
feet in length, 25 feet in width, and 25 feet in height.

For a large house like this, totally devoid of all orna-

mentation or filagree work, it is one of the handsomest
and best constructed we have seen, and is well worthy

of inspection,

The annual dinner of the empUyh of Messrs.

Hurst cS: Son, seed merchants, Leadenhall Street,

EC, took place at the Green Dragon Hotel, Bishops-

gate Street, E.G., on Saturday, the l6th inst.—Mr.

J. S. Johnson presiding, Mr. N. Sherwood being

in the vice-chair. About thirty of the leading

assistants were present, and the proceedings were of
the most satisfactory character. The toast of the

evening—"The Health of Mr. William Hurst"
— was enthtisiastically received, as well as the

Flli. 150,—OCHTERTVRE house, CRIEtF, THE SEAT OF SIR P. K. MURRAY, BART. (SEE P. 809.)

A singularly well grown and finely [coloured

batch of the Selaginella Kraussiana varie-

GATA, better known, though erroneously, as a vaiiety

of S. denticulata, may) now be seen in one of Mr.

Quilter's houses at Aston, that reflects high credit

on Mr. Spinks' cultural skill. The clusters are in

small 4S's, and average 12 inches over, of close com-

pact growth, every point of foliage having its creamy

variegation quite perfect. The simple plan to secure

these results is to grow the plants on in a gentle heat

until the tips of the foliage begin to show colour; they

aie then moved into a cool house, where the variegation

soon becomes perfect. As a market plant this Sela-

ginella so treated would be invaluable, and especially

lend at this lime of the year a valuable adjunct to

church decoration.

The annual dinner of the Birmingham
Chrysanthemum Society took place at the Royal

Hotel, Birmingham, on Friday evening, the 15th inst.

Mr, Latham, Curator of the Botanic Gardens, pre-

The Bulldln ifArhorkuUuye for the present

month has a fine coloured plate of Alberdienst Mus-

cat Grape, a fine prolific black Grape, said to have

been obtained in the Bordelais district, and from there

introduced into Belgium. M. Ambrose Verschaf-
FELT considers it one of the finest Grapes in existence ;

its berries are large, oval, sweet, with a slight Muscat

flavour, the bunches well shouldered and well filled

out. We should be glad if it could be compared
with a good sample of Muscat Hamburgh, as

we have some doubts of its distinctness from that

variety,

Amongst the improvements now being

carried out by Mr. Smith at Mentmore, the

princely seat of the Baroness Meyer de Roths-
child, near Leighton Buzzard, we would especially

mention the new Palm stove just erected by the

firm of Messrs. James Boyd & Sons, of Paisley.

This structure, which is a plain span-roofed building

with a lantern ridge, is intended by Mr. S.mith for the

healths oi the chairman and vice-chairman. Sucli

meetings do much towards establishing a good feeling

among the crnployH^ and are to be encouraged on this

and other grounds.

The following plants were flowering in the

garden of Mr. Alfred O. Walker, at Colwyn Bay,

near Conway, on December 9 ;—Chrysanthemums,

Violets (Russian and Czar), Wallflowers, Schizo-

stylis coccinea, Laurustinus, Arbutus Unedo,

Mignonette, Helleborus niger maximus, Gloire de

Dijon and other Roses, Zonal Pelargoniums, Purple

King Verbena, Heliotrope (in sheltered place).

Aster grandiflorus, Stocks, Antirrhinums, Linaria

alpina. Primula acaulis vars., P. elatior, Berberis

nepalensis.

The Potato has been found to possess so

many virtues, in spite of its tendency to early disease

and premature decay, that no one can be surprised to

find that another valuable use has been ascribed for it,
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viz., that of an antiscorbutic. The unfortunate pre-

valence of the destructive disease of scurvy amongst

the Arctic explorers has naturally drawn attention to

the various substances of an antiscorbutic character,

and it is satisfactory to find it onfirmed by Sir Leo-
pold McClintoci-: that preserved Potatos possess

valuable features in that direction. That gallant ofllcer

says :
—**For long voyages preserved Potatos are

invaluable, and contributed more to the health of my
crew during the twenty-seven months of our absence

from England than any other article of diet on board,

besides which they were greatly relished by the men.
Some that we used had been taken out and deposited

in a house at Beachy Island in 1854. We found

these to be quite sound, and not distinguishable from

our own supply embarked on board the Fox in 1S57."

This is important evidence, not only of the valuable

properties of preserved Potatos for long and toilsome

journeys, but also an interesting testimonial to their

long-keeping qualities. Potato raisers and cultivators

will be gratified to learn that the value hitherto set

upon the Potato as an article for present consump-
tion is greatly enhanced when it is found that, on
the autliority of Sir L. McClintock, it is worthy to

be placed in the foremost rank amongst preserved

vegetables.

• A curious instance of the production of results

in advance of those looked for has been seen during
the past summer at the Lower Grounds, Aston, near

Birmingham. In the previous yearMr. Spinks worked
grafts of the Aputilon ve.xillariu.m upon scions,

about 20 inches in height, of the Abutilon Boule de
Neige. These he looked to to produce nice compact
heads ol variegated foliage, useful for any ordinary

decorative purposes. Better than this, however, the

plants grew in the rounded, pendent form of the

Weeping Ash, and produced an elegant and regular

growth, reaching to the edge of the pot. Further,

the plants flowered freely, and altogether produced
results that were of the most satisfactory kind. As
table plants, or for the centres of flower-beds, these

grafted Abutilons are exceedingly useful and eflective.

The coloured plates in a recent number of the

Illustration Horticole represent LoMARIA ciliata,

t. 252, originally described in these columns in 1S66,

p. 290. A new hybrid Codi;eum, or Croton, is

described under the name x Croton Vervalti,
t. 253. It was raised from Croton maximus fertilised

by the pollen of C. Veitchii. The present is a form
with narrow lanceolate leaves, with a central stripe of

yellow, and numerous irregular blotches of the same
colour. The under surface of the leaves is pinkish,

with a central yellow blotch and a prominent pink
midrib. Another hybrid production, X So.N'ERILA

MAMEr, tab. 254, has ovate acute leaves, dark green

above, and thickly spotted with white dots. The
lower surface is pale green marked with red. Its

raiser speaks of it as an "incomparable pearl."

The plates figured in the current number of

the Botanical Magazine are :

—

MiRABiLis MULTIFLORA, tab. 6266, a Strikingly

beautiful Californian plant, with glandular pubescence,
opposite ovate leaves springing from thickened nodes,

and terminal panicles of flowers, each panicle enclosed
in a cup-like involucre, about an inch in length. The
perianth or calyx is funnel-shaped, with a tube about
2 inches in length, and of a bright purple colour. As
this is a near ally of the Marvel of Peru, it may be
expected to be as hardy as that old-fashioned friend.

The present plant was introduced by Mr. TttOMPSON,
of Ipswich.

TuJiK.tA OBTUSIFOLIA, tab. 6267, is a South African

shrub, with alternate oblanceolate leaves and terminal

tufts of white flowers, each \\— 2 inches in length. It

is a very interesting and pretty plant, requiring probably
warm greenhouse treatment. It flowered at Kew in the
present year.

Masdevallia triaristella, tab. 6268, has recently

been figured and described in our columns, 1876, p. 226
and p. 559, so that no further mention need here be made
of it.

MuscARi FESTIVALS, tab. 6269, is a near neighbour of
the Musk Hyacinth, from which it differs in its faint

smell, and much later time of flowering. The specimen
figured is from the collection of H. J. Elwes, Esq.

MoNARDELLA MACRANTHA, tab. 6270, is a very
beautiful, liighly aromatic Californian plant, raised by
Messrs. VErrcn from Californian seeds. It is a perennial,
with a creeping root-stock, and tufted procumbent or
ascending stems. The leaves are stalked ovate, the

flowers in close terminal heads, each about 2 inche.s

long, with a tubular calyx, and a scarlet corolla with a
long tube and a five-parted limb. If hardy, this will

prove a very valuable introduction.

Keramanthus Kirkii, tab. 6271, is a botanical
curiosity witti large, ovate, pubescent leaves, and
tubular, greenish flowers. Though of erect habit, and
destitute of tendrils, it is closely allied to Modecca. It

is a native of Zanzibar, where it is used, hkejatropha
Curcas, to mark the site of graves.

We glean the following note from a recent

number of the Ithtstration Horticole ; it has reference to

a newspeciesof Phytolacca, called by M, Fournier,
P. electrica. Its discoverer, M. LiiVY, a diligent

botanical traveller in Nicaragua, says that in

gathering a branch the hand feels a shock as from an
electrical machine. Being much struck with this

circumstance, M. Levy made some experiments with
a compass, which even at a distance of seven or eight

paces was aflected. The needle was sensibly agitated,

becoming increasingly so as it was brought nearer the

plant, and at length, when placed in the centre of the

shrub, the disturbance is replaced by a very rapid

gyratory movement. The soil presents no indication

of iron, titanium, or nickel, and there is no doubt it is

the plant itself to which the phenomena are due.

The intensity of the movement varies according to the

time of day, being very slight during the night and
attaining its maximum towards two o'clock in the

afternoon. If the weather is stormy the energy of the

action is increased, and the plant remains in a

withered condition until it rains. M. Lfevv has seen

neither bird nor insect alight on the bush. We take

this extraordinary story as we find it, but, extraordinary

as it may be, it is not inconsistent with other facts of

a similar character.

In the current number of the Rcznie de I'I/or-

ticullicre Bilge Professor KiCKX, following out a
suggestion of Professor Goppert, insists on the ad-
visabihty of obtaining analyses of the ashes of culti-

vated plants, pointing out, by way of illustration, that

we do not know the composition of the ashes of

Cycads, Orchids, Aroids, Ferns, Palms. There is

doubtless some truth in this, though we venture to

think that the importance of ash analysis as a guide
to cultivation is considerably over-rated.

One of the most interesting features of the

production ol forced flowers at this season of the year
is the large importation of Lilies of the Valley
in full bloom from the South of France. About a
dozen crowns, each carrying one or more fine spikes

of fragrant blossoms, are tied up in a compact bundle
in a little damp moss, and then securely packed in a
box, laid on their sides in lines at the sides o( the box,

so that the flowers point inwards. After a layer is

made a slight strip of wood is fastened at each end of
the box, to keep them quite secure, and in this way a
floral wall is built up on each side. When securely

packed nothing can touch or in any way mar the
beauty of the blossoms. About one hundred dozen
of these bunches are put in a box. Some idea of the
extent to which these are grown in France for English
consumption may be inferred from the fact that Mr.
John Wills, of Onslow Crescent, is alone receiving

500 dozen bunches weekly. The first supplies are

received about December 10, and is continued up to

the middle of December. It would be interesting to

know how these Lilies of the Valley are treated by
the French florists, for the spikes are massive, and
the individual blossoms of great size.

As is usually the case at this season of the

year, a large number of Novelties i.n Flower
Seeds are offered, and they appear to increase in

quantity year after year. A very large majority of

them, after the first year, fall away into the bye-paths

of floriculture, and are never heard of again. Of those

offered, the new Godetia Lady Albemarle will be
warmly welcomed as one of the most useful of decora-

tive hardy annuals. The Godetias of this type are

very free, and make a great display for a time. It

will be an excellent companion for Godetia Whitneyi.
The new dwarf white Candytuft, which has been
described as a "new form of the old but little known
Iberis coronaria," appears likely to be an acquisition.

Dwarl Candytufts are not new to gardens, and some
reputed novelties of a lew years ago turned out great

rubbish, having poor and insignificant heads of bloom.
The new Giant White Brompton Stock leads the way

in the matter of biennials, and though it may not be
so new as is generally supposed, it is yet a fine selec-

tion, and affords a match for the large-flowering or

Giant Brompton Stock. Strong plants throw up
enormous heads of branching pure white flowers,

which are very effective.

Dr. R. ScHoMBURGK, Director of ihe Botanic
Garden in Adelaide, South Australia, writing to M.
Antoine, of Vienna (CEsterrcichische Botanische

Zeituhrift), says that they have been suffering from a
very Severe Drought. The annual rainfall at

Adelaide is 21 inches, and in September only 7?. inches

had fallen this year—the diiest season known. But
they have not alone had to fight against the drought :

they have also expeiiencsd the greatest cold yet regis-

tered in South Australia. The lowest temperature

during the season was 2S' Fahr. , or 7° lower than the

writer could remember the thermometer having ever

stood before. Tropical and subtropical plants

suffered very much ; Fig trees, 20 to 25 feet high,

were cut back quite half, whilst many other plants

were killed outright.

At the meeting of the Edinburgh Botanical

Society, held on December 14, Mr. M'Nah called

attention to the Scarcity of Holly Berries this
Year on the Trees Round Edinburgh. For
many years past most of the trees have been richly

covered with clusters of red (ruit. Notwithstanding
the number of trees now cultivated in the Edinburgh
Botanic Garden, all sufficiently mitured lor fruit-

bearing, only a few this year are to be seen with
berries, and even in those now producing, the clusters

of fruit are generally small and scanty. On manjr
specimens a few solitary berries only are to be seen.

The exact cause of the scarcity this year Mr. M'Xar is

not prepared to answer. The Holly generally flowers

during the months of April, May, and June ; but
whether the frost of last April, which was on
thirteen mornings at or below the freezing point in

Edinburgh, indicating in all 69°, being 20° more than
has been experienced during any mouth of April
since 1S55, or the drought which followed the

flowering, has anything to do with it, Mr. M'Nab is

unable to say ; nor is he aware that the scarcity is

general all over the country. As far as he had bem
able to ascertain, it is the case in the three Lothians.

Yew berries this year have been produced in unusual
abundance. Daring the snowstorm which occurrtd
early in November, the Yew berries were greedily

eaten by the birds ; at that time few Holly beriies

were observed to be meddled with, not being suffi-

ciently ripe. Several Holly trees in the garden,

which produced no berries last year, although they

yielded fruit abundantly on previous occasions, are

also barren again this year—a circumstance which was
hardly to have been expected, unless occasioned by one
or other of the above causes, in all probability by the

former.

The plates in the last number of the Garten-

/lora are :—Primula sikkimensis, tab. 882 ; lanthe

bugulifolia, tab. 8S3, a Verbascum-like plant ;

Eukvbia lirata var. /3 quercifolia, tab. S84 None
of these appear of much horticultural value, but it

is probable that the plates do not render justice to

the plants.

At the December meeting of the Edinburgh
Botanical Society, Mr. F. M. Webb, Curator of

the Herbarium, contributed some further Notes on
some British Plan is in the University Herbarium,

commencing with the Carices. A fine set of C. orni-

thopoda was shown, sent by Mr. Whitehead, the

discoverer in Miller's Dale. Of C. lagopina the

earliest collected specimen in the herbarium is dated

1S3S, so that it does not possess the original specimen

from Dr. Dickie exhibited at the Society's meeting

in December, 1S37, nor the example that had been

lying unrecognised in Mr. Brand's collection from

1S30. The series shown of C. rupestris were from

all the known localities (including Sutherlandshire

—

Churchill B.vbington), and contained an original

Glen Calladar specimen for August 2, 1S36. Before the

Crichton Castle C. Bdnninghauseniana was identified

as that plant it had been distributed largely from

Edinburgh as C. axillaris, and the confusion wrought

thereby amongst English botanists was amply testified

by specimens exhibited from Spencer Tho.mso.n,

R. C. Alexander, &c. It was remarked that

Dr. Hooker's suggestion of C. Bdnninghauseniana
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being a hybrid between C. axillaris and C. remota

was untenable, but that its position and sur-

roundings ia Scotland pointed to its being a

cross product of C. paniculata and C. remota.

A specimen was shown labelled by Dr. F.

Farre, *'C. Davalliana, Richmond, Yorks.," and
apparently correctly named : the history of the

specimen could not be ascertained, but as its record

for Yorkshire is given as one of the exploded errors in

Watson's Comp. Cyb , it was presumed that the

matter had been elsewhere invesUi;ated. Mr. \Vebb
went rather fully into the botanical history of Erio-

phorum alpinum, quoting from George Don in his

Fasciculus and in Hendrick's work on Angus, also

from Robert Brown's paper read before the Edin-
burgh N. H. Society in 1792 (as printed mjoumalof
Botany\ and from Dr. Neill's Biographical Notice

of Don. The conclusion arrived at was that the plant

existed at Restennet up to iSoS, when it was destroyed

by drainage to work the underlying marl deposit.

With reference to the supposed Sutherlandshire

locality (detailed in Syme, E. B.y S^c), the historian

cannot be said to offer positive evidence in its

favour, but the hope was expressed that ere long

that county might receive a fair share of botanical

exploration. Oiher plants that called for remark
from various causes, were Scirpus parvulus, S.

Watsoni, and the two Junci added to the British list

five years ago by Mr. Beeby. A fragmentary

specimen of the Irish Sisyrinchium was shown, with
a lengthy (but unsigned and unrecognised) note
attached, giving the place of growth near Bantry Bay.
This sptcimtn had been pointed out to Dr. D.
Moore in September last, when he remarked that if

the locality was correct it would so extend the known
range of the plant as to remove his lingering scepticism

of the species being a real native near Woodford. On
account of their rarity as British plants specimens were
brought forward of Cypripedium Calceolus, Neotinea
intacta. and Orchis hircina from Durham, Gal way, and
Kent respectively. The Carcx from Clova (1S34), sug-

gested to be C. frigida at the last meeting of the Society,

had been sent to Dr. Boswei.l, and had been returned
by him marked " C. frigida—certainly."

In a recent number of the Flora, Dr. JULIUS
Wiesnek describes a New Registering Au.wno-
METER (growth-measurer), constructed from his own
design, for which he claims superiority over that invented

by Sachs, and exhibited in the Loan Collection at South
Kensington. Instruments to measure thegrowth (length-

ening) of the internodes of plants under ditTcrent con-

ditions, and during any part or whole of the night and
day, are yet doubtless in their infancy. Dr. Wiesner's
certainly appears to be a simpler contrivance, and less

liable to error, though this is apparently gained by
increasing the friction. By means of a larger grooved
wheel revolving on the same axis as the smaller wheel
over which the weighted thread attached to the

growing plant passes, he is enabled to make
the rate of growth on a revolving cylinder

by an always horizontal needle, multiplied a
sufficient number of times to be easily read

off for short periods. Without a diagram it is

difficult in a few words to explain how this is effected.

In the groove of the larger wheel runs a thread con-

nected with a piece of caoutchouc bearing the hori-

zontal needle or index. The part of the apparatus

bearing the needle easily moves upwards or down-
wards in two vertical guides, so that there is no error

for time in the curve drawn by the needle. It will be

remembered that in Sachs' instrument the needle is

attached to the wheel on which the thread attached to

the plant runs, consequently it deviates from its

horizontal position in proportion to the growth of the

plant, and describes curves of unequal value for un-

equal periods of time, involving elaborate calculations

to reduce them to equal value. From the drawing

and description of this apparatus, we think almost

anybody might construct a similar one.

At the meeting of the Botanical Society
OF Edinburgh, held on the 14th inst., the fol-

lowing subjects were communicated :— I. Paper by

Dr. Lauder Lindsay, M.D., on the "Flora of Ice-

land." 2. Professor BALFOUR noticed four plants

figured by Piso in 1658, in his work entitled De In-

dice utriiisque re Naturali et Maiice. There are obvi-

ously several plants included under the name Jabo-

randi, or laborauoi, in South America. Piso's figures

are not sufficient for identification of the plants, as he

does not give any distinct characters. Two of the

figures seem to resemble Piperace^e. As to their quali-

ties they appear to be diuretic, sudorific, and pungent.

They have been used in cases of catarrh. 3. Mr.

Webb's notes on some plants in the Herbarium. 4.

Professor Balfour gave a report on the garden of

Dr. Shafter, Cobham Cottage, Exeter, which he had

visited in September last, and described particularly

fine specimens of Cordyline australis and Cupressus

macrocarpa. 5 Professor Balfour exhibited fruits of

an African Palm, sent by Colonel Grant. The
Palm is referred to in Colonel Grant's paper in

vol. xxix. of the Transactions of the Linnean Society,

under the name Hyphix^ne, sp. n. 6. Mr, M'Nab's
report on the fruitless state of the Hollies this month

—elsewhere referred to.

The Celosias of the pyramidalis section, with

their showy plumes of flowers, scarcely find that favour

among gardeners which they deserve, for they are of

great value for conservatory decoration in late summer
and autumn. What can compare with the beauty

and usefulness of well-grown and flowered plants of a

good strain of C. pyramidalis aurea? When well grown,

and in the "full pride of its golden plumes," it is

one of the most striking of late-flowering plants.

There are now many varieties of pyramidalis, ranging

in colour from silvery grey, or white, as it is termed,

to quite deep hues of crimsoa. Cocctnea is one of

the most striking of these, and another, named splen-

dida, has purple leaves and large plumes of flowers of

the same colour. These will be certain to vary

somewhat from seed, but a good type of each makes

a fine conservatory plant A strain named Reid's

Perfection is of remarkable quality, bearing graceful

blooms of a rich magenta colour. Some have vari-

coloured plumes, one named variegata being particu-

larly distinguished ia this way. A most successful

grower sows the seed in a gentle heat early in March,

and the plants are potted ofT in the usual way at the

proper time, and grown on into size in a warm green-

house or intermediate-house. During the summer
plenty of light and a good supply of air are necessary,

and the small, malformed plumes that sometimes

put in appearance should be picked off, as they are

invariably followed by much finer ones.

A few weeks ago we extracted some notes

from an Austrian contemporary on the Experiences
uF a German Gardener in French Gardens,
and in a recent number of the Rci-ue Horticole we find

a strong corroboration of some of the statements

therein contained, from the pen of M. J. Batise, a

gentleman fully qualified to give an opinion on the

subject The point he treats of more particularly is

the insufhciency of the staff of gardeners in many pri-

vate gardens in France. He says we often hear the

perfection of English gardening praised, but parallel

comparisons cannot be drawn, because, as a rule, a

larger and more efficient staff is maintained in English

gardens. Without admitting that nothing is wanting

in English gardens, he justly observes that a suffici-

ency of hands tells favourably in more ways than one.

The results are more profitable, not only because the

work is done at the proper season, but also because

it is more skilfully performed ; each man having a

better chance of obtaining some degree of proficiency

in his particular branch. There is no doubt, as the

writer observes, that below a certain number of

workers, according to the nature of the soil, &c.,

vegetables and fruit cost proportionately more. Pie

thinks a minimum number for a hectare (about

2\ acres), not including the spring season, should be

three persons, say one woman and two men. One
would think this number low enough, but even the

editor of the Rrcuc Horticole was of opinion it was too

high, until he received further explanations from M.
Batise, with whom we entirely agree, that without

a liberal outlay on labour and manure profitable

returns cannot be expected. Give a man too much
to do, more than he with the best will in the world

can possibly accomplish, and he is disheartened, does

nothing well, and even does less than when he sees a

chance of overtaking his work, and sharing in the

enjoyment of seeing ihings prosper under his hands.

Dr. W.YELTEN'scommunicationtothe Vienna

Academy of Sciences on the Effects of Elec-
trical Currents on the movement of the protoplasm

or living lining of the cells, and on the contents of

living and dead cells, is briefly summarisedin the Goiter.

rcichische Botanischc Zeitung, from which weextract the

following sentences. Constant and inductive galvanic

currents, as well as the currents of Holtz's electrical

machine, do not exercise any different effects on the

protoplasm and its movements. Very weak electrical

currents in parts of plants which offer great resistance

cause an acceleration of the movements of the proto-

plasm, which may be ascribed to the higher tempera-

ture brought about by the stream. A very weak
current acting for a long lime may result in retarding

the movement of the protoplasm, and finally, under

certain conditions, in arresting it altogether. Weak
currents always produce a retardation of the plasmic-

movement, and continued for a longer period till

motion may be suspended. After the movement of

the protoplasm has been rendered slower, it will again

in a short time recover its normal flow, provided

it has been disturbed by no sudden fluctuations of the

electric current. When the movement of the proto-

plasm was perfectly stopped, but otherwise no essential

change present, it would after a lime gradually set in

again if left to itself. The parts of the cell, in

most of the plants examined, in which by electrical

effect the protoplasm and chlorophyl granules are

thrown up together, are the narrow cross-walls ; but

with stronger currents aggregations may appear in

various parts of the cell. When once the movement

has been checked it only very gradually attains its

former rate. By moderate electrical irritation mole-

cular movement is produced. In most cases the dif-

ferent parts of the contents of the cells are unequally

affected. Strongly intensified currents deprive the

protoplasm of all further power of motion. Very

strong currents induce contraction of the primordial

utricle. Making a contact has often a greater physio-

logical effect than breaking the contact. The density

[ilichtigkcit) of the electricity is of the greatest import-

ance fur its action on the protoplasm. The condition

of agitation of the protoplasm brought about by the

electric current is not transmitted to contiguous parts.

By weak currents the protoplasm is enabled to take

up water through its imbibing channels; and the

water thus taken up may be expressed by the proto-

plasm itself if left to rest. By moderate, though not

too weak, irritation, perfect vacuohv are formed,

after which death or resuscitation may follow

this is the boundary of life and death. By strong

electrical currents the protoplasm is enabled to take up

water in its own interstices, it swells up. The same

property is possessed by the granules of chlorophyll.

The effect of strong currents is to cause the separation

of solid particles of the protoplasm. Protoplasm and

granules of chlorophyll are transformed by electricity

into the unctuous fluid state of aggregation, and

separate parts arrived at this state may flow together.

The rotation of the granules of chlorophyll in the

cells of Chara is not disturbed by galvanic currents

to' the same extent as the protoplasmic movements,

and may be viewed even when the movement of the

protoplasm has been artificially brought almost to a

standstill. Rather strong electric currents in several

instances caused a momentary reversion of the circu-

lation, but this is only apparent because it involves

some essential changes. On the application of strong

electric currents the protoplasm collects with great

facility, especially on the cell- wall nearest the negative

or positive pole, in the form of plates or elliptical

bodies.

In the Temperate-house at Kew are some ex-

quisitely pretty tufts of Selaginella Kraussiana
variegata. All the extremities of the stems are pure

white, and there is just sufficient green beneath to

produce a bright contrast. With the return of summer
it becomes nearly green, and it is only when the days

are getting dull that its beauty is reassumed. It does

best when planted out, and nothing can be prettier for

lighting up the margins of conservatory borders. The
month of June is a good time for planting and increase

of stock. Rhodochiton volubile is a rather rare

climber, and worthy of note before many others.

The graceful branches hang down from the main stems

for a length of 6 feet or more, and are clothed with

heart-shaped leaves of light green. From the axils of

nearly all spring the peculiar and extremely pretty

flowers ; they come with the growth of early summer,

and continue up to the present. The calyx is pink,

and may be compared in form to the corolla of

Campanula fioribunda ; it persists for a long time,

and gradually becomes darker. The corolla is tubular,

and purple-black in colour. It is a native of Mexico,

and requires ordinary greenhouse culture.
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An Evergreen Fraxinus.—I think it worth while
to give you notice of a Fraxinus in my garden which
keeps unaltered its green leaves at this late season of
the year, while the leaves of all deciduous trees are

quite gone ; only in January it turns brownish, but
some green leaves are defying the winter like those of
the Quercus aquatica. It is never infested by the Can-
tharides, whose stench banishes from gardens the
common Fraxinu^;. I suppose it to be a tree of North
America, most desirable everywhere in gardens, as

well as in public walks, in all climates where the
Olive, the Myrtle, the Oleander, the Pomegranate, &c.,

thrive in the open atr. In a less mild climate this

variety will live, but not hold the wished for quality

of lasting green. Young grafts of the kind recom-
mended in the plains of Lombardy were killed by the
frost. A Lombard Amateur Gardener. Torno, Lake of
Como, Da-. 9.

Leaves for Fruit Dishes.—At this season of the
year, when green Vine leaves are almost inaccessible, I
think the best of all substitutes consists of leaves from
Abutilon striatum— it so much resembles the Vine leaf

in form, size, and colour, the last not the least im-
portant for garnishing fruit. Grapes especially, I have
lor a number of years grown a laige plant expressly
for its leaves. The llowers, although not showy, are
very pretty daring the autumn and winter months.
Geo. Smithy Stretford*

Autumn-Planted Potatos. — I have read the
dififerent articles under this heading which have lately

appeared in the Gardeners Chronich'^ and also the
two at p, 753, both of which recommend autumn
planting. It will doubtless be remembered by
many of your readers that ever since the com-
mencement of the disease in this country that the
same theory has found advocates to start it afresh
as a means of obtaining larger crops and sounder
Potatos than by the generally adopted method of
spring planting. Notwithstanding all these asserted
advantages the system never seems to have gained
favour, as it had never been much adopted. I will

here relate my own experience regarding autumn
planting, and the plan I took to prove it. At the
time of the commencement of the disease, in 1S45, I

was living in Sussex, in charge of the gardens belong-
ing to Mrs. Iluskisson, of Eastham, widow of the
great statesman who was killed on the opening of the
Manchester and Liverpool Railway—the place being
situate just opposite the Isle of Wight, where the
report ot the disease was first made from, but I had
seen it a week or ten days before that announcement
was in circulation, and had drawn ray foreman's and
several other people's attention to it. The virulence
of the attacks seemed to be stronger then than I have
seen it since, the patches were not more than 4 or

5 feet diameter, and were blackened at once, as
if boiling water had been thrown over them. The
taint did not reach farther north than the midland
counties of England that season, and the general
cry was, that the constitution of the Potato had
become exhausted, and a remedy would be found in

autumn planting, so as to keep the tubers in their

natural element through the winter. This new theory
was taken up by Dr. Lindley very warmly, and was
strongly advocated in some of his leaders in the Gar-
deners' Chronicle. In the autumn of that year, in

order to test the effect of the system, I selected
an open quarter of ground, marked one-half, had it

dunged and dug over, and planted by three sorts of
early Potatos, taken promiscuously out of the store

heaps. One sort was A^hleaf Kidney, another was
Early Manley, a good early round Potato, then com-
monly in use ; the other sort I do not now remember.
The date was put on a label, with the number of
barrowloads of dung given. In the beginning of
March, when the ground was dug, the other half of the
quarter was served in precisely the same manner, and
the same sorts of Potatos were planted. The results

were not satisfactory to begin with, as the spring-

planted sets produced their stems above-ground a week
or ten days in advance of the autumn-planted ; and,
what was worse, many of the Ashleaf Kidneys never
came up at all, and upon examining the cause, it was
found they had formed small tubers without a growing
stem—a circumstance which I have frequently ob-
served since, and caused no doubt by the ground

being too cold and chilly to encourage growth in so

tender a sort. On lifting the whole crop in August
the advantage was largely in favour of spring planting,

and I have never had recourse to autuum planting

since. I think if those who advocate autumn planting

so strongly were to try a similar test, they will be

in a better position to give the public faith to

follow their example. The spring-planted ground
taking precedence in growth clearly shows that fresh-

dug earth imbibes the heated rays of the sun more
rapidly than that which has been chilled by winter

rain, frost, and snow, and which cannot be assisted

by forking until the plants are above-ground. John
Webster, Gordon Castle.

Spent Hops for Potato Culture.—Having read

Mr.W. Ingram's remarks respectingspent Hops, allow

me to state my experience, which may encourage him
to proceed with his future trials. By spent Hops I

mean Hops that have done their duty in the brew-
house, but which can do more valuable service on the

soil of our land. I have used Hops on Potato ground
in this way—first, by spreading the Hops on the

ground as though I were giving it a good coating of

well decomposed manure, and when I have dug a

trench, before I lay the sets in, I put some of the

Hops in the trench so that the sets are laid upon them,

and then cover them in, and so on. I find that the

Potatos turn out fine in size, very clean, and very free

from disease. I do not know what chemicals the I lops

contain, but certainly there is something in them that

the Potato is very fond of. If any of your readers

would give it a trial, I think they would derive a

great benefit therefrom, G. A. Dams, The Gardens,

JVinslade, Exeter,

The Madresfield Court Grape.—I am sure it

would be much better if some old gardeners, and

many young ones, including myself, wtre a little

more careful in praising or condemning new varieties

of fruit, especially Grapes. For a considerable time

I had a very poor opinion of the above Grape, through

having seen it badly cracked several times, but since

then I have seen it grown to perfection at one of the

places were I saw it in such bad condition, thus proving,

I think, that in the first instance the treatment was
wrong. The most perfect and best finished examples

of Madresfield Court Grape I have seen this season

were grown at Tranby llall, near Hull, the seat of

A. Wilson, Esq. ; they were such as would not have

disgraced any txhibition table in the world. B. M,

Thannnocalamus Falconed.—Fortunately none

of my Bamboos have fructified, but the Thamnoca-
lamus Falconeri (Arundinaiia falcata), of which I am
glail to affjrd you a sample of the large crop of seeds

gathered last summer, I faid fortunately, for of all

things I would not have had my beautiful Bambusa
nigra, B. aurea, and B. gracilis, subjected to the

fate of my lamented Thamnocalamus Falconeri. Some
birds of bad omen are croaking that the spared speci-

mens of the plant in question will next year run

to seed, and follow their departed sisters. There is in

my garden a specimen of the kind measuring 5 metres

in the girth, with stems 7 metres high (22 feet). They
may imagine how much I make of such a splendid

shrub. Meanwhile I rejoice to see in the frame a lot

of rising reeds, to compensate by-and-by for the

unprecedented disappointment. A Lombard Amateur
Gardener, Torno, Lake of Como, Dec. 9.

The Pith of Vines.—Mr. D. T. Fish puts a

series of interrogatories to Grape growers, and answers

them seriatim as he goes on. What, then, is left for

any one to answer or attempt to define? I have
never seen all the conditions named by Mr. Fish

present, and a superabundance of pith as the result.

Mr. Fish asks is pith amenable to culture ? Why should

it not be ? If leaves'absorb moisture I can see no reason

why excessive *' baths," as they are called, should

not be followed by growth imperfect in itself; and a

constitution built up in atmospheric excesses will, in

my opinion, as assuredly yield pithy wood and bad
keeping shanking Grapes, as if the Vine roots were
standing in a pool of mud. The fact of Muscat
Hamburghs shanking with wood no worse than

that of Alicantes and Hamburghs that have fruited

plump as plum-puddings and black as Sloes may be
accounted for simply on the ground of "constitu-

tion." When people have failed to grow all other

Grapes they may then start with Alicantes and
are sure to succeed. Again, let us take Barbarossa

[Gros Guillaume] ; will the same sample of wood
that would yield a fair crop of Hamburghs or

Alicantes produce a single bunch of Barbarossa? I

think not, but let the latter variety be planted in a

warm, dry corner, receive half the supply of water

required to grow other Vines, and almost roast it into

ripening with plenty of heat and plenty of air, and
the result will be Grapes of a high order and good
keeping quality. Here is another illustration, in the

case of Mrs. Pince's Plack Muscat, two Vines of which
are planted in a neighbouring place. One Vine,

planted in a dry corner amongst hot-water pipes, and
grown under the influence of the sun from sunrise to

sunset, makes wood as hard as nails, and produces
Grapes as black as jet, whilst another Vine, grown
under less favourable circumstances, produces fruit

which will gain a 1st prize when there is a class

specially made for brown Grapes. This would,
therefore, clearly point to pith, its quantity and
quality, being entirely the result of cultural treatment,

W, Llinds.

Grape Growing and Colouring.—We seem to

have but an indifferent knowledge of the special

requirements of the Vine ; we are constantly having
some new manure brought to our notice said to be
specially adapted to the improvement of the Grape,
but before we use them extensively it becomes neces-

sary to make a few experiments on a small scale, as it

would be unwise to use them too freely before a
thorough examination is made of their worth, and
especially in the case of wood-ashes, lately so highly
recommended. As wood-ashes have been used by
some of our leading men for several years, may I ask
them to give their experiences ? About eight years

ago Mr. Fowler of Castle Kennedy spoke highly of
wood-ashes, and his present opinion would throw
valuable light upon this important subject. I am
very doubtful of their lasting qualities. At one time
burnt ashes were used extensively at Chatsworth, but
I believe that after a time the Vines greatly deterio-

rated, and Mr. Speed has replaced them with good
holding fresh loam, the results of which are very
favourable, as is seen in the marked improvement in

the Grapes. Unfortunately we have not the choice
of our own situations or even soil, otherwise we should
do well to imitate places where we find good Grapes
produced with little difficulty : we have many examples
of this kind. Situate on the south side of a hill, with
good natural drainage and plenty of good holding
loam (miles away from any burnt ashes or any other
artificial ingredient), these few most favourable
circumstances cannot be overrated. So far as my
experience teaches me, good loam is the most essen-

tial ingredient. As the result of the many careful

trials I have carried out, I find no artificial manure
so beneficial to the Vine as phosphate of ammonia
dissolved in water and applied to the roots, and
powdered and sprinkled about the house in a dry state

at shutting-up time (ihis practice is also destructive to

red-spider). It must be remembered that some kinds
of wood-ashes are very strong and capable of killing

many plants outright, and when saturated with
moisture become like a hasty pudding—a dish the

Vine does not appreciate. J, IJ, Goodacre, Elvasion,

Chrysanthemums.—In the issue of ihe Gardeners^

Chronicle of the g'.h inst. a correspondent signing

himself "G. S." seems surprised at Mr. Tugwood's
success in striking Chrysanthemums so late in the

year as August. I beg t) say I have struck them
much later, and without any difiiculty, taking care to

cut from where the wood was soft. I have taken

cuttings from the points of branches when the blossom
buJs have been as large as the seeds of the early section

of Peas, such as Eirly Frames, &c., struck them,

potted them off into small pots, say 3 inches over,

and the pretty little miniature plants looked very well

as a front row on a stage. At the time of making
the cuttings I took off all the buds but one, and of

course used bottom-heat for striking them. I know
of no plant so manageable as the Chrysanthemum,
Ji. y., Dec. ij.

The Education of Young Gardeners.—Some
fifteen or sixteen years ago 1 employed a lot of school-

boys on Saturdays in the garden, for the twofold pur-

pose of teaching them to work, and also to earn some-
thing towards their support. Amongst those thus

employed was a pupil-teacher, and as the late Mr.
Veitch one Saturday paid me a visit I pointed to the

young teacher and said, " Why don't we have stan-

daids and certificates amongst gardeners, as with

schoolmasters ? " *' A capital idea," said Mr. Veitch ;

" we must see about it." At that time this gentleman

was a member of the Council of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society. Well, the thing was started, but

the time of year selected for examination was very

inconvenient. I remonstrated with the Council,

through the medium of the Gardeners' Chronicle,

and urged that the time of year should be altered

but not the place ; nevertheless I encouraged my
young men to attend at South Kensington, with a

fair share of success, but if my memory serves

me right I thought the questions put required to be
more practical. But let that pass. I rejoice to see that

the subject is now being revived by Mr. Mackellar.

I trust when we get a Royal Horticultural Society

managed by horticulturists, and those alone, who shall

be interested in the advancement of that science,

the subject of young gardeners will not be forgotten.

Give certificates and prizes by all means, and let them
be for something which can be kept and treasured as a

triumph of knowledge, but the thing should never be
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attempted if the place of examination is confined to

London alone : there should certainly be at the least

four places in England, three in Scotland, and as

many in Ireland, and the examination should be
about the new year, when young men could be best

spared from their work, and when they will also have
had two or three months with long evenings for study.

7. Rust, End-e CasfL; Ti(nbnJo;c IVdh,

Christmas Day on a Monday.—Alluding to

your extract from ihe Times as to Christmas Day
falling on a Monday, it may be interesting to notice

that it so happened in 1S54 ; this was during the
Crimean War, and we then had about six weeks
of very severe weather, commencing in the middle of

January, 1855, George Frosty Bampton, Dtvon^ Dcc.l%,

The Garibaldi Strawberry.—Mr. Radclyffe has

kindly written to me to say Mrs. Nicholson has left

Eaglescliffe, and that he does not know her address.

I am very sorry for this, or we might get at

the certainty of Mr. Nicholson's Garibaldi. But my
impression is that Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury was
out at least three years before Garibaldi. There is a

mistake at p. 7S6 : I am made to say, "The Gari-

baldi I had from Mr. Nicholson," &c. It should have
been from Mr. Neilson, but, as I said in a previous note,

I am not sure about his address. It was, I think, near
Liverpool. I had some ten or more varieties from
him, all seedlings of his—one was Garibaldi. This
was no good with me. Two were in the way of

British Queen, but hardier. For them I paid 2s. and
2.S. (>d. a plant, and had I taken better care of

some of them, I should have had no cause to regret

it. Mr. Radclyffe, in his letter to me, speaks very

highly of Mr. Nicholson, and I am able to do the

same. His letters were most kind and obliging, enter-

ing into the most minute details about varieties of

Strawberries. In one catalogue I had from him there

were over 300 varieties most minutely described, and
after this, if you failed to discern the points of differ-

ence, it was only for you to write to him, and you got

a most courteous reply. I well remember asking him
in what way his Ajax differed from some other variety

I had (I think Hooper's Seedling was the name),
and he most kindly replied to my inquiry, and told

me the size he had sent Ajax to Covent Garden. I

forget the number to the pound, but some were over

3 oz. each, but, as he said, it was not a profitable

variety for market. I mention this to show that he
was a most worthy and trustworthy person, so far as

Strawberry culture was concerned. It was what he
evidently delighted in. He was most honourable, and
it was a very great loss when he was removed. No
one has taken his place that I am aware of. G. Lee,

Clcuedon.

As is often the case, we find there is more
than one person laying claim to being the raiser.

Upon this point, however, it is not necessary to further

dwell. The point to be determined is whether
Garibaldi and Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury are

synonymous, or whether they are two distinct

varieties. Mr. Bennett invited those who wrote
about having two varieties in fruit to meet him with
a sample at South Kensington, and I have been
puzzling myself whether reference was made to me
personally or not ; but as the challenge was so
" delicately" put, and written in the plural number,
and as it appeared in two or more journals, I chose
to take it as a spontaneous act on Mr. Bennett's
part for the general information of the gardening
public, and I hope his fruit have not deteriorated in

quality or price in consequence of the publicity. I

have gathered no fruit since November 12 last, and I

think no one could infer from my remarks that I had
ariy bupply to produce a continuance of fruit from that

time ; even if I had, there were private considerations

which would deter me from sending such a dainty
dish so long a distance without any hope of having
the fruit returned. I suppose it will be unnecessary
for me to adduce any further proof of my veracity

when I stated that I had gathered fruit all through the

autumn. This is hardly the sort of neighbourhood for

a man to write of " visionary " Strawberries or any-
thing else ; but surely there is nothing wonderful in

havmg fruit in November! Half the skill necessary

to procure fruit in March will insure such a supply as

time and other circumstances will permit of in

November, or even at Christmas. I have sent Mr,
Bennett a sample of the plants from which I gathered
my last fruit, and also some young plants of

Vicomtesse Hi^ricart de Thury ; and if he will kindly
do me a similar favour by sending me a few young
plants of his Garibaldi we shall each have an oppor-
tunity of testing the difference, if any, between
the two varieties. W, Hinds, Otterspool.

I have found one of Nicholson's Strawberry
cit dogues, which I send you herewith. You will see
at p. 6 two Garibaldis mentioned. James Service,

Niirservman, MaxweUo^on, Dumfries. [The cata-

logue, which is dated 1S65, describes the two varieties

as follows :--" Garibaldi (Stewart & Neilson), new
;

fine flavour, medium size, good cropper." ** Gari-

baldi (Nicholson), fruit of large and even size, cone-
shaped, bright red ; flesh nearly white, remarkably
solid, juicy, sweet, with a bri^k aroma." Which of

these is the one supposed to be the same as Vicom-
tesse Ib.'ricart de Thury ? Eds ]

I should have written to Mrs. Nicholson, but did
not know her address, as she has left Eaglescliffe. I

see Garibaldi is in Mr. Rivers' list of 1876. p. 37 ; he
names Garibaldi "a very free bearer." Perhaps he
can solve the mystery. Lower down I see "Stirling
Castle Pine, melting, juicy, good." Now some one,

I think Mr. Bennett, of Rahley, asks if Vicomtesse
H<_Ticart de Thury and Stirling Castle Pine are the

same. Most assuredly they are not; I had them
synchronously some years ago. M. Gloede gave me
Marquise de la Tour Maubourg (the same as the

Vicomtesse) ; and he, or Mr. Rivers, gave me Stirling

Castle Pine. They are not the same. Memury is

frail, but as well as I can remember they differ thus

:

Stirling Castle Pine is a larger Strawberry, higher
flavoured, paler, and a shy bearer. The Vicomtesse
{ilias Lt. Tour Maubourg) is a good beartr, higher

coloured, and a better class of plant, but I must
observe that Rivers' Elizi is worth bothof them. It is

the finest plant in the world, tufted, and will set its

trusses under its leaves, even if the outsiders are cut off

by frost. It will stand more frost than any other
Strawberry, and requires less water in droughty seasons.

Of the Queen race. Dr. Hogg and Mr. Radclyffe are

the best. The last is a better coloured Queen, other-

wise identical, but is less particular about soil. iV.

F. Radciyye, Dec, 16.

Carbolic Acid.—It may in some slight degree
reply to the inquiry of your correspondent, " N. F. F.,"

p. 7S9. regardmg the application of carbolic acid, to

mention that I have found it useful in keeping off

insects when simply applied by dropping it on to long
strips of list, or any thick waste woollen material,

and laid in rings round any plant it was particularly

wished to protect. In this case the acid was used
undiluted, and it was, as far as I could see, quite

successful. It also answered perfectly where I

have tried it for stuffmg up any insect passages, or
keeping them from congregating under ledges or in

crannie?. There is considerable difficulty, however,
in using it safely, and in a long series of experiments
with regard to possible effects of the particles

evaporated from it, on Potato disease, every spot of

plant or leaf which the acid touched was destroyed
;

and from its powerful effect on the skin in case of any
accidentally running over the hands, I have never
had it used except under careful superintendence,

and with oil in reach. O.

Pyrethrum aureum laciniatum.—I can fully

endorse what has been stated by your correspondent,
at p. 7S5, as to the high qualities of the above as a
material for bedding purposes, either as a dot plant or

for outlines of a design. I can speak from experience,

having raised this season 700 plants, so I have used it

largely both ways as mentioned. I also planted

it beside the Golden Feather, and with me the differ-

ence in colour was scarcely visible ; but the beautiful

cut foliage of the above superseded it in all other
respects, and it was greatly admired by all who saw
it. J. Clarke, Melton Constable, East Dtreham,
Norfolk.

In your issue of the i6th inst. Mr. Wildsmith,
in writing of this, says it was raised from a ** sport"
obtained from the well-known Golden Feather, and,

like its parent, is destined to become popular. With
the latter part I quite agree, for as a dwarf golden-
leaved plant it is certainly an acquisition for bedding,
especially on account of its tardiness in showing
flower ; but as to his saying it was raised from a

sport, I beg to assure him it is neither more nor less

than a selected seedling. T. Coivburn, Sunbitry Park,
Middlesex.

The Management of Winter Cucumbers.

—

I believe winter Cucumbers, as a rule, are grown in

too hot and humid an atmosphere, whereby a sickly

weak growth is obtained, with no constitution to bring

the fruit to perfection. For a good supply at

Christmas I always sow the seed about the last week
in August, and allow the plants to make as sturdy

a growth as possible till the first week in October,

when they are ready for planting out in a bottom-
heat of 75'' to So°, and the temperature of the house
at about 65'' to 70" on fine days, with a through
free current of air I allow the house to fall as low
as 55" at night till the fruit begins to appear, when
the night temperature is allowed an increase of
5^ to quicken the development of the fruit. From
experience I can safely say nothing is more injurious

to success than a high night temperature. By
adhering to this rule the plants continue longer in

bearing, and the ravages made by red*spider and
thrips, especially at this time, when syringmg cannot

be done, are greatly alleviated. The compost I

always use, both for winter and summer supply, is a

mixture of good turfy loam and old Mushroom-bed

dung, with a little charcoal to keep the soil sweet
and open. This is not perhaps the most seasonable

period for giving advice on winter Cucumber culture,

but I am led to write through having recently

compared a neighbouring gardener's failures with
my own bountiful supply. IV. R,

Euphorbia jacquiniseflora.— I think that this

plant is more easily managed than it is sometimes
taken to be. About eighteen months ago a plant
cime accidentally into my possession, and I very
nearly threw it away, as I had no stove in which it

could be placed. Belter counsels, however, pre-

vailed, and I put the plant in a side border against a
wall of the greenhouse, and left it, as I imagined, to

die. No special care has been taken of it at all, and
there has been only enough heat in the house to keep
out the frost. Just now the thermometer on the wall
against which it is placed shows the temperature to

be 48°, and it is frequently at a lower point than this.

Nevertheless, this plant of Euphorbia jacquini.-eflora

is flourishing as much as it could do. It is over 7 feet

high at the highest point, and it has strings of buds,

which will be fully open in the course of a few days.

Last winter it blossomed abundantly. HenryEwbank,
St. John's, Ryde.

Cranberries for Scurvy.—While the controversy
about the outbreak of Scurvy in the Arctic Expedi-
tion is raging so strongly, will you allow me
to add, for humanity sake, my humble mite to

the many useful suggestions thrown out in the

papers ? One fact remains unchallenged, and that

is, the prophylactic and healing power that acid

vegetable juices in general, and lime-juice in par'

ticular, has against scurvy. Now, in 1S69, I had the

honour to be appointed by the Russian Government
one of the foreign jurymen at the International Flower
show at St. Petersburg, and to be selected by my
colleagues as secretary to one of the sections of the

jury. To my section was submitted, inter a/ia, a

Russian drink made of the berries of a species of

Cranberry, which grows wild in the marshes about
St. Petersburg. I cannot say exactly what species

it was, because I never saw the plant itself, and I am
now far away from my notes and books or any sources

of reference. But I suppose it to have been Vaccinium
uliginosum. The berries are red on the sunny side,

and nearly white on the other, much paler and larger

than those of our Vaccinium Oxycocco?, a common
plant on the moors; grouse feed, I believe, on them,
and blackcock cannot live without them. This fruit

is about the size of a Chick Pea. The Russians mash
it with fresh water, to make a sort of bitterish, sour

lemonade, without sugar. The addition of sugar makes
it, however, much more palatable to us. That drink

is hawked about in the streets during spring, and is very

extensively used by the lower classes. Vou know how
poor and unwholesome is the diet of the Moujiks, the

crowded, close, and anti-hygienic condition of their

dwellings—all which, coupled with the rigours of a
long and quasi-arctic winter, must develope amongst
them scoi butic ailments, to which, by a sort of natural

instinct or craving for acids, the people oppose this

common remedy. Having often heard complaints

about the bad quality of the lime-juice supplied

to the Navy, its high price, and its consequent
adulteration or parsimonious use, the idea struck

me that here, in the very climate where scurvy

is rife, we had supplied ready at hand, by God's
plentiful bounty, a new and cheap substitute for the

usual lime-juice which has to be sought for in far-

away southern climes. So I called the attention of

my fellow-jurymen to the subject, but here I met
a very strong opposition from our Russian colleagues,

who argued very properly that, as it was a very

common thing in the country, as the specimens exhi-

bited had no particular excellence over the stuff sold

in every street, nay, at the very door of the exhibition,

the exhibitor had no claim to any special reward for the

simple idea of staging it, I retorted that I cared

nothing for the person himself, and that their reason-

ing would have been unanswerable in a purely national

exhibition, but as this was an International one we
ought to stand upon a broader ground, and that by
awarding a high distinction to this produce of their

country we should bring into prominence a new,

cheap, and powerful antiscorbutic agent, and so

contribute to the welfare of the world at large ; and
secondly, that if we could be instrumental in bring-

ing it into general use we should confer a great boon
on the poor inhabitants of the sterile tracts, where
the plant grows spontaneously, as picking the berries

would give lucrative employment to thousands of

women and children. In the evening I had the

honour and good fortune to be introduced to Admiral
Lutke, the celebrated Russian Arctic explorer. Full

of my subject, I took the liberty to mention the

matter to him, and to my extreme satisfaction

he concurred in ray views, saying he had used

it very extensively for his own crews instead

of lime-juice, and had obtained from it the most
satisfactory results, and could from his own expe-

rience recommend it most emphatically. He had
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mode use of it in two ways—the one by bottling up the

juice with a small addition of spirits to prevent

corruption, the other, and best, by simply storin^^ the

berries entire in large barrels, afterwards completely

filled up with fresh water. Supported by this

unexpected approbation, I carried my point the next

morning at the final meeting of the jury ; my Russian

opponents gave way very gracefully, and I obtained

the medal I was contending for, and a strongly worded
verdict in the Proceedings of the jury. In those pro-

ceedings, that verdict, the opiniun merely of botanists

and horticulturists, laid buried and consigned to oltfivion

until the present controversy made me think of reviving

it, and using your publicity to direct the public atten-

tion now engrossed with the subject of scurvy to it.

I cannot, from here, say if the Russian Cranberry is

indigenous in any part of the three kingdoms, but it

could easily be introduced and grown extensively on

your bleakest moors, its favourite station, as is done

in the United States, for the black Cranberry, to save

cost in picking. It would render useful the most

barren tracts of Scotland, and give a fit and lucrative

employment to the women and children of the poor

Highlanders. By using the berries entire, after

Admiral Lutke's system, it would do away with all

possibility of adulteration, and that would not be the

least advantage of its adoption. Putting ttie things

to the worse, use could be made of the Vaccinium
Oxycoccos, indigenous in your moors, only the berries

are smaller, and consequently the picking would cost

more. These last, called in German " Preiselbeere,"

are preserved with sugar, and make a most delicious

relish with roast mutton, game, or venison. Many
of your readers must remember having tasted it in

Germany. To conclude, some of the letters on the

subject I have seen in the London Times seem to

contradict the assertions of physiology, that upon a

plentiful supply of blubber and fresh meat, without

any vegetable substance, theEsquimaux thrive exceed-

ingly weU. Is that so very sure ? A reference to Dr.

Hooker's Flora Antarctka (which I cannot make here)

would show if such hardy plants as the Vac-
cinium and the delicious Arctic Raspberry of

Lapland are not to be found in the arctic regions.

After all a vegetation sufficiently abundant to support

all the year round numerous herds of musk oxen and
reindeer must not be so scanty, at least in quantity, as

usually represented. It is to be hoped that the

naturalist attached to Captain Nares' expedition has

made a careful examination of the paunches of the

musk oxen killed by his companions. At least there

must be there lichens which, like Iceland moss, can be

used for human food. Jean Van Volxem,

Royal Horlicultural Society.— I am frequently

told that my correspondents have many friends who
will come in as soon as the thing is fairly started

;

allow me to urge as strongly as possible that the way
to get a thing done is to do it. A sufficient number
of suitable names of would-be Fellows once collected

and we have the foundationof a strong lasting Society,

ready to be set to work when the time ol freedom

comes. We have now a long and most influential list

;

we might get the benefit of its inlluence by publishing

it. Every now and then a good refreshing letter

comes in, such as the following :
— " During the

autumn our mutual friend, Mr. , gave me one

of your circulars respecting the Royal Horticultural

Society, and I have delayed responding to it till I

could see how matters were likely to terminate. I

now see, and hope that you are in a fair way of

accomplishing your object, and I therefore beg that

my name may appear as a Patron-Fellow of four

guineas, as one who has been a P>llow for a great

number of years ; at the same time I cannot let this

opportunity pass in not recognising the services of a

very able and scientific gardener who has served me
for between twenty and thirty years, and who has

done good service to horticulture, and I therefore beg

that you will put the name of Mr. as Patron-

Fellow of £Af 4^. to the list." To fill up the list

rapidly, every horticulturist who thinks well of the

movement—and my name-book shows that these are

very numerous—ought to set herself or himself the

task of bringing in one or two Fellows, and urge

these to do likewise, and so on. I shall be only too

glad to send on application any number of circulars to

aid the canvas, but for the first start we want personal

influence in a very great many districts, dorge F.

Wilson.

The Cost of Deep Digging.—Mr. Grey has

certainly misunderstood my letter on p. 721, if he

supposes I am an advocate for low wages. I simply

stated the price of 3(/. per hour as a basis on which

to calculate the cost of subsoiling an acre of land, and

I limited the day to eight hours, because I considered

it unprofitable to spend ten or twelve hours at such

hard work. The labourer employed to help me to

subsoil the land in question had a wage of y. per day,

and when he worked overtime I gave him 6t/. per day
extra. We never spent more than six hours per day
subsoiling, as I found him other and lighter work to

occupy the remaining portion of his time. So far

from being an advocate for low wages, I live in hopes
of seeing the day when all classes of labourers shall

receive a minimum wage of dd, per hour. In reference

to the quantity of work that can be done per day,

Mr. Grey and I somewhat difler ; I again assert that

a man can subsoil 50 square yards per day. I have
done it myself, and 1 have seen others do it. For the

last twenty years and more I have been fond of trying

experiments to test the value of deep digging, and on
various occasions I have found that I could subsoil with
the steel fork 12 or 14 inches deep at the rate of

S or 9 square yards per hour. I have done it lots of
times, and should not hesitate to engage to do it

again, but mark, I never care to work at this rate for

ten or twelve consecutive hours, for, as I said in my
last letter, "It is hard work, and three or four hours

at a spell is quite enough." The winter season is the

proper time to do this class of work, when days are

short and the subsoil softened with the rains of
autumn. Another very important point to be taken
into consideration is this : the class of land 1 refer to is

light land, situate in one of the valleys of the chalk
wolds, Yorkshire. But if Mr. Grey is still slow to

believe what I have said about the cost of deep digging,

let him listen to what other writers have to say about
it. Sinclair, in the Code of Agriculture, p. 391, says :

—
" Digging an acre of light land iS inches deep in Flan-
ders costs 26j-., strong lands of the same depth 3i.r. 2J.

;

and even when 2 feet deep only 45;. With proper
instruments and some experience, a labourer can dig an
acre of light land iS inches deep in twenty-five days,

and even 2 feet deep in thirty-five days." Dr. Yelloly

in a paper read before the British Association at

Liverpool in 1S37 on spade husbandry, states

as follow :
— ** The farm where the system is pur-

sued which forms the subject of this commu-
nication is situated at Waltelfield, in the parish of

Wymondham. It is the property and residence and
in the occupation of fohn Mitchell, Esq. . . As soon
as it was known that Mr. Mitchell meant to adopt
the spade culture extensively and permanently, and
not merely as an experiment, or a temporary means of
increasing employment, the early prejudices against it

subsided ... it soon became very popular, and he was
speedily able to command the services of the most
steady and expert men in his neighbourhood. . . The
digging is effected by taking in about 4 inches of

earth at a time, pressing perpendicularly, and getting

to a proper depth at two thrusts. The earth is not,

however, turned out of the trench to a greater depth
than 10 inches, though the fork may get down as far

as 13 or 14. . . The plan is to have a breathing about
every half hour, and the men never work more than
the regular amount of ten hours per day. Digging is,

however, more laborious than the usual operations of

agriculture, though it is much less so under the use of

the fork than the spade. . . The men receive for the

ordinary digging after a white crop from 2d, to 2\d.

per rod of 30 square yards, the price varying accord-

ing to the tenacity of the soil, and whether manure is

to be dug in. The ordinary earnings in digging are

from lU. to I2J. per week, according as the

rate of wages may be high or low. ... In
some other parts of Norfolk spade husbandry has
been adopted to a small extent, and I had an oppor-
tunity early last year of witnessing a very auspicious

commencement of the practice on the part of Mr.
Gedney, a very able and experienced agriculturist, at

Redenhall, near Harleston, where he farms about

300 acres. Mr. Gedney's trials were so encouraging,

that he augmented his quantity of forked land in the

autumn of last year from about iS to 50 acres. . . He
did not meet with the same difhculty which Mr.
Mitchell at first experienced in getting people to

work efficiently at this new practice, and he pays
from \}d. to 2},d. per rod for digging to the depth of

from 7 or 8 to 12 inches, though in almost all cases

he prefers the greater depth." In addition to the

above, I will add the testimony of the Rev. Mr.
Smith, who states in Lois IlWdon Ifitsbandry, p. 48,
" Here, then, we have the exact sum for thus digging

to the depth of 13 inches nearly four-fifths of an acre,

for the amount at 2s. a day is 34J"." Possibly some
others of your readers interested in the above subject

will give us an estimate of the cost of deep digging.

W. Lovel, Weaverthorpe, York,

Effects of the Late Storm at Dunrobin.—

I

enclose for your inspection (in reply to your editorial

note) samples of the matted roots mentioned in my
communication of last week, as being so suitable for

binding the soil together in exposed positions on the

sea-shore. D. Melville^ Dintrolnn. [The roots received

are those of the common Couch-grass, Triticum
repens, and not, as we fancied they might have been,

those of Elymus or of Arundo arenaria. Eds. ]

Browallia ccerulea.—This plant is most useful

and worthy of more extensive cultivation from those

who have plants to grow for conservatory decoration,

and for supplying cut flowers through the dull dark

days of November and December. Seed should be

sown the last week in June, or early in July ; as soon
as the seedlings are large enough they should be
potted in small pots, and shifted as they require it

into 6inch pots, in a mixture of sandy loam and
manure. This size is large enough to grow them for

ordinary decoration. Attention must be paid to them
in the way of stopping, as they are of upright growth.
The cultivator will find himself, for the little trouble
bestowed on them, well rewarded with hundreds of
their small blue flowers, which are indispensable for

contrasting with other things. VVilliatn Bardney^ IVesl

Deihy^ Liverpool.

Jfoittgn Contspnbcncf.
Notes on a Visit to the Bottle Trees of

QtJEENSLAND (Sterculia rutestris).—The Bottle

tree, formerly called Delabechea rupestris, belongs to

the natural order of Sterculiacens, and is remarkable for

the curious and varied form of the trunk, and several

other peculiarities of growth, attaining a great elevation

and very extensive bulk. It was a few miles from

the station of Jimbour, Darling Downs, Queensland,

the residence of the Hon. J. P, Bell, then Colonial

Treasurer, that I left in company with him and Mr. E.

Gaden to observe these singular trees growing in their

wild state in the bush. We passed in our journey

over downs forming luxuriant sheep pastures, diver-

sified by undulating land and wooded hills. Several

clusters of the White Cedar or Lilac trees (Melia aus-

tralis) were seen, and a small species of Cassia (Cassia

sophora), covered by a profusion of bright yellow

blossoms, was growing scattered about. At other

places the ground looked gay and beautiful with the

bright blue flowers of that pretty little plant, the

Australian Bugle (Ajuga australis), and the rich purple

blossoms of a small prickly species of Solanura

{Solanum armatum), called Native or Wild Potato by
the colonists. We then came upon a sandy soil, in

which various species of Eucalypti and other gigantic

Myrtles were growing, interspersed with various

species of Acacia and other shrubs, all forming a cha-

racter of vegetation indicative of an inferior quality of

soil. At this place we shot a "monitor," or lace lizard

(Hydrosaurus varius), known to the colonists as the

"iguana," as it was ascending a tree. It was of large

size, measuring 4 feet 9 inches from the head to the

extremity of the tail. The maximum length these

reptiles obtain is about S feet. Their skins are used

for various useful and ornamental purposes, such as

tobacco pouches, slippers, &c., and are very durable.

The fat of the reptile is also collected, used

as an embrocation, and is considered a highly

efficacious remedy for sprains, bruises, &c. The
aborigines regard it as an excellent article of food,

and when eaten cooked in the native manner, roasted

in the skin, it is not refused by Europeans, as the

flesh is white and delicate, having the taste of chicken.

We progressed a short distance through this bush,
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crossed over a small, open, grassy plain, and then

entered another similar dense bush of thorny and
other shrubs, among which the Canthium lucidum, a

tall bush, was growing very plentifully, some of them
still bearing fragrant white flowers, whilst others bore

a profusion of black edible drupes ; towering above
tliese I observed some noble trees of Eucalypti

—

Grevillea robusta, or Silk Oak ; Casuarina and

Flindersia, or Yellow Wood ; the latter were very

branchy, appeared to be deciduous, or, like many
of the Australian trees, may be semi-deciduous

;

at all events, the trees at this season were entirely

covered with delicate, young, pinnated foliage just

expanding, and of a very beautiful light green colour.

On the highest branches of one of the trees I could

distinguish a few panicles of white flowers ; under-

neath the trees open seed-pods, the produce of the

last season, were scattered about for some distance in

great profusion, but the winged seeds contained in

ihem had been dispersed. The wood of this tree is

hard, strong, and durable ; when recent it is of a

yellow colour, but becomes afterwards, from age and

exposure, of a dark hue. It is fine-grained, capable

of taking a high polish, and is sometimes used for

were observed to be digitated, the digitations varying

from five to seven separate leaflets, of a form similar

to the simple leaves. I could observe little or no
diflference in the size of the leaves either in the young
or old trees ; but on examining a young tree culti-

vated in a garden and about seven years old, the

foliage over the whole of the tree was entire, stalked,

lance-shaped, and from 4 to 5 inches in length. This

tree was 12 feet high and 3 feet 9 inches in circum-

ference a foot from the ground. In another tree under

cultivation ten years old most of the leaves were

digitate, only a few among them being found entire,

stalked, and lanceolate. This tree was 20 feet high,

with a circumft^renceof 5feet. The flowers of the Bottle

trees are inconspicuous, borne on short panicles aris-

ing from the axils of the leaves ; none of the trees at

this season of the year (November) were in fruit, but

the seed-pods I had an opportunity of examining were

small, of a tough papery texture, of a dark brown
colour, containing from four to six seeds, which are

eaten by birds, and it is said also by the natives. The
wood is light, soft, and spongy ; the interior structure

abounds in a mucilaginous fluid resembling gum-
tragacanth ; on masticating it the wood appears to

Fig. 152.—the bottle trees of Queensland.

cabinet-work. It is also considered useful for dyeing

purposes, and (as belonging to the order Cedrelacere)

it, like the Cedar, resists the attacks of the white ant.

The trees we saw were from 40 to 50 feet high, with

a circumference of from 6 to 7 feet. We found some
difficulty in penetrating through the dense scrub ; but,

guided by a civilised aboriginal employed on the

station, who accompanied us, we arrived at the first of

the large and magnificent Dottle trees, around which
we fortunately found there was ample space clear of

bush to enable us to move about, examine, admire,

sketch, and measure them. Near this tree I observed a

deserted mound nest of the brush turkey (Talagella

Lalhami). The remarkable formation of this, as well

as the other trees,we subsequently visited, their fan-

tastic style of growth, the wide extension and singular

form of their huge branches, covered with a foliage

very small in comparison with the great size of the

tree, their great elevation and bulk, scraggy roots,

projecting like snakes from the ground beneath, all

combined to excite our surprise and admiration. In

the forms of some I was reminded of the Baobab or

Monkey Bread-tree of Africa, and also a species

found in Northern Australia (Adansonia digitata and
A. Gregorii). The foliage is composed of narrow,

stalked, entire and lanceolate leaves, about 4 to

5 inches in length ; others on the same tree and stem

contain as much nutritious matter as fibre, and the

trees are often tapped by stockmen and others when
travelling, who procure from them a refreshing and
nourishing beverage. It is stated truly that a man
lost in the bush, and who fortunately came upon one
of these trees, having a knife or tomahawk with him,
might live for some time by the side of one without

either food or water,

I have been told that a preserve has been made
from the sap of this tree, which is highly commended
by those who tasted it. When of large size these

trees are scooped out and make excellent river canoes.

The roots of the very young trees form an excellent

esculent vegetable ; they are long, about the circum-

ference of a Carrot, and of a white colour ; they are

scraped and eaten raw. These trees grow in the

greatest luxuriance in a soil of sand, or sandy loam.

Under the guidance of the aborigine who accom-
panied us, we pursued our way through the dense

bush after leaving the tree first mentioned, and after-

wards, at intervals of several yards, we came upon
other trees of large size, but varying in the form of

their growth, some being narrow at the base, and
during the upward growth increasing in bulk ; others

were of a large diameter at the base, narrowing
towards the summit, forming a complete bottle

shape, as shown in the sketch (fig. 152), and as this

is the form of those generally seen scattered over
the country, from that they are commonly known
as " bottle trees." Again others were observed
of equal diameter throughout their whole length,
and the branches stood out abruptly from the
rounded summit of the tree ; a few appeared as
if united below, and from some accidental cause
had been divided before attaining their full eleva-
tion, forming two huge branches. I made sketches
of six of the trees, showing in each the pecu-
liar manner of growth. The trees actually measured
were from 35 to 55 feet high, terminating by two or
more enormous branches. The circumference of the
trees, 7 feet from the base, was from 12 to 35 feet.

The bark was rugged, and the foliage, as previously
remarked, was very small in comparison with the
great size of the tree.

We observed about the scrub several dried up
bodies and skeletons of the Vadameton Wal-
laby (Halmaturus Thetides) and the Black-striped
Wallaby (Halmaturus dorsalis) ; the cause of this
is that the colonists, aided by the aborigines,
are making a raid upon these animals, who, natu-
r.ally very prolific, have lately been increasing
to such an extent as to inflict serious injury on
the sheep-owner by devouring the grass and starv-
ing the sheep. The increase of these animals of
late years has been, and no doubt correctly, attri-

buted to the destruction of their natural enemies,
the dingo, or native dog, and the decrease of the
aborigines. There has been also a demand for the
skins for the purpose of making a fine kind of leather.
About 10,000 skins were said to have been collected
in a very short time, and no doubt paid well for the
trouble taken in obtaining them. In the Illustrated
London News for March 29, 1S73, there appeared an
engraving of a group of these trees (which I sent to
that paper), in which the various singular forms of
growth of these trees were well displayed. This
engraving excited some interest, as soon after its pub-
lication I received applications from various parts of
the world for seeds or young plants of that remarkable
tree—among others one from His Highness Rama
Varma, the first Prince of Travancore, who was
recently mentioned in the Alliaucum as one of the
best educated and most enlightened of Hindoos and
who is especially an advocate of useful agricultural

novelties.

The letter, which was admirably written in English,
was dated Trevandrum, April 24, 1S73, as follows :—
"In the Illustiatal London Niws of March 29
there is an illustration, together with an account,
of the Bottle trees, found to grow in Auslra-
li?. I am very anxious to introduce this tree into
Travancore, and if you can send a small packet
of fresh and ripe seeds, or a few seedlings (if they will

come in good condition) to me, via Madras, to the
care of Messrs. Arbuthnot & Co., I will be extremely
obliged to you." " I will always be glad to send any
interesting thing which is found in Travancore, and
for which you may take a fancy." I succeeded in
soon procuring both seeds and seedlings from Queens-
land, through the kindness of Mrs. Bell, of Jimbour ;

the former I sent in a letter, and received a reply

from the Prince, dated August iS, 1873, announcing
their arrival in good condition. I soon after sent the
young Bottle trees, together with germinating seeds

of the Moreton Bay Chestnut (Castanospermum
australe), under the special care of Dr. Elliott

surgeon in the Peninsular and Oriental Company's
service, and their arrival was also acknowledged by
the Prince in a letter dated November 24, 1S73, ^s

follows :
—" The Wardian case sent by you safely

reached me a few days ago, and I found the plants

and seedlings in good condition. I am extremely
thankful to you for this great kindness. I am dis-

patching a collection of flowering trees and plants to

you in duplicate." This correspondence, together with

an interchange of seeds and plants, has been con-

tinued to the present time, and, I hope, to our
mutual advantage. The Prince appears to be more
particularly desirous of introducing the Moreton Bay
Chestnut and the Eucalyptus globulus extensively

into Travancore, and seeds have been transmitted to

him from time to time for that purpose.

Mr. Thwaites finds the Moreton Bay Chest-

nut grows very well at Peradeniya, in Ceylon, and
often gets a fresh supply of seed from the Sydney
Botanic Garden ; and I have no doubt that this

very elegant and beautiful flowering tree would
grow very well at Travancore. George Beniiell,

M.D., F.L.S., &'c.
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Florists' Flowers.
Auriculas.—The following is a list of the Auri-

culas grown by our correspondent, "J. M.," who is a

Scottish amateur :—
Green Edges.

Trail's R-n-. Georj^e Je.ins Ashton's Prince of Wales
Litton's Imperator
Headly's Alderman Wisbey

iili"s I.yciir^us Franklin's Colonel
Beeston's ApoUo
Smith's Bellerophon
Cunningham's St. Augustine

. Ultni Ne Plu
Trail's General Ncill

Hudsnns Apnilo

,, Prince Leopold
Kickson's Dnke of Wellinglo
Clon-h's Ddight
Campbell's Lord Palmerston
Smith's Lord John Russell
Campbell's Admiral Napier
Holden's Loyalist
Smith's Waterloo
Lightbody's Atlas

; Mrs. Clark
,, Professor

Salter's Garland
Trail's Anna

.. General Havelock
Oliver's Lovely Ann
Buckly's Jolly Tar
Lightbody's Sir Walte
Pollit • "

Headly's Gnorge Lightboy
Waterhouse's Conqueror of
Europe

Cheetham's Lancashire Hero
Smith's Venus
Taylor's Ploughboy
Cunningham's John Waterston
Fletcher's Ne Plus Ultra
Macltan's Unique
Fletchers Mary Ann
Lightbotly's Richard Headly
Sykes' Complete
Kent's Queen Victoria
Headly's Alderman C. Brown

Lightbody's Robust
Kay's Alexander Meiklejohn
Chapman's Sophia
Smith's Britannia
Turner's Colonel Champneys
Lightbody's Robert Trail
Dickson's Duke of Cambridge
Clough's Do-Little
Lightbody's Inkerman

Grey Edges.

Chapman's Maria
Pearson's Badajos
Wood's Lord Lasceltes
Turner's Ensign

„ Competitor
Taylor's Princess Royal

Bang-up
1 Bone's Perfec
Headly's Stapleford Hero

I

Warri^' Union
I Read's MissGiddings
j
Kenyon's Ringleader

I

Jeffrey's Sir Henry Havelock
! Wilmer's Squire Chillman
I Steed's Victory
Smith's General BoHvar
Grimes" Privateer
Trail's Earl of Haddington
Low's Highland Mary
Clark's Mary
Headley's Garibaldi
Walker's George Levick
Cunningham's Peter Campbell

Hepworth's True Briton
Taylor's Glory
Campbell's Robert Burns
Headly's Arabella
Lightbody's Countess of Dun-

HinchcIiffe'sLilyofthe Valley
Lee's Earl Grosvenor

,, Bright Venus
Cunningham's Mrs. Aitken
Trail's While Rival
Low's Maggie Lauder

Smith's Mrs. Smith
Low's Tvanhoe

Martin's Mayfield
Spalding's Blackbird
Ive's Bishop of LichBeld

White Edges.

Smith's Mrs. Smith
Summerscales' Catherina
Heap's Smiling Beauty
Simpson's Lord of Halla

shir

Taylor's Incomparable
Jeffrey's Miss Jeffrey

Lady Sophia Dumaresq
Gairn's Model
Trail's Beauty
Lightbody's Fair Maid
Smith's Anne Smith

Campbell's Pizzaro
Barker's Nonsuch
Turner's Charles J. Perry
Low's Bessie Lee
Headley's Petronella
Berry's Lord Lee
Smith's Black Princess
Bury's Lord Primate
Lightbody's Meteor Flag

I
Trail's No. 138

I Kay's Topsy
Turner's Master Hole

The New French Roses for 1876-77.—Every

November the enthusiastic Rosarian looks forward to

the announcements of the novelties for the coming

year with as keen anticipation as the connoisseur in

literature or art does to the works of the season in his

favourite pursuit. Nor does the parallel end here,

inasmuch as the production of a Rose, distinct from

and superior to those already known, is really a work
of art, aided in some degree, it may be, by auspicious

circumstances. In looking at the French lists this

year several remarkable points strike the attention of

accomplished students in Rose lore. The one is the

reduced number of the issues, of which there are some
forty all told, in lieu of the customary seventy. This

kind of diminution must of necessity take place if

honesty and truth are held of account, and conscien-

tious care be exercised in sending out only well tested

and really meritorious novelties. Originality is not

an inexhaustible quality, even in Rose raising : with

every year be becomes more diflicult to produce new
kinds, differing from and surpassing the old, just as it

is to find original ideas and subjects in the realms of

art. Roses of every form and colour have already

their typical representatives of almost perfect quality,

so that a striking departure from them—such as Gloire

de Dijon and La France, in their day— is scarcely

to be expected. Nevertheless aspirants after per-

fection must never stand still, and who knows whether

time may not yet reward perseverance and skill with

the much desiderated golden H. P. or the "Blue
Rose," which the writer once possessed in the gar-

den of Dreamland, under circumstances recorded in

a contemporary a few years ago.

It will be seen that those two eminent practitioners

of the hybridiser's art, Lacharme and Guillot fils,

have no novelties to distribute for our delectation

this year. Bearing in mind the excellence of their

former productionF, amongst which are Victor Verdier,

Chas. Lcfebvre, Alfred Colomb, and La France,

respectively, this is to be regretted. Nevertheless

their abstention from sending out anything not of first-

rate merit is worthy of admiration, when the contrary

practice is so common, and will increase reputations

already so deservedly high. Lacharme, however,

promises a white Victor Verdier on a future occasion.

As the object of this paper is to make known to the

lovers of Roses, in as concise terms as possible, the

dHmtanUs we are to expect, the full phraseology of

their sponsors will not be followed. The descriptions

given by French raisers are usually as imaginative as

diffuse, and by no means in accordance with the prac-

tical tendencies of English minds. Indeed it requires

no mean capacity for winnowing grain from chaff to

reduce them to a readable form. On the present

occasion, from considerations of space and the patience

of the reader, the salient points of the novelties only

being given, it is to be assumed that all are of " per-

fect shape," with other qualities common to each indi-

vidual, in such lists as we now translate. Taking the

lists as they come before us we begin with

—

Moreau-Robert, Angers,

—

ArUmise^ H.P. ; very

vig. J very large and full ; rose, tinted salmon-flesh ;

very delicate colour ; in corymbs. General Checvers^

H. P. ; very vig. ; very large and full ; rose-cerise ; in

corymbs ; seedling from Comtesse d'Oxford.

Pernet, Lyons {raiser of Baronne Rothschild, Paul

Nuron, ftlarquise de Castellane).—^/d?7V Louise Pernet,

H.P. ; very vig. ; very large, cupped ; fine bright rose,

clearer centre; seedling from Baronne Rothschild, of

of which it preserves the character. Mdlle, Devert,

H. P. ; very vig. ; large, nearly full ; first row of petals

flesh-white, centre tender rose
;
good perpetual ; seed-

ling from V. Verdier. Djmingo Aldrufeti, H.P.;

vig., stout wood ; very large, full, and finely formed
;

clear rose, edges of petals bordered white : also from

V. Verdier.

Ducher (Veuve), Lyons, Guilloti^re. — Both the

following are Teas, for which this establishment is

famous -.—Souvenir de Georges Smd, very vig.; very

large, full, finely formed (Tulip shaped) ; lose-salmon,

reverse of petals lilac. Triomphe de Milan^ vig.

;

large, full, finely formed ; white centre, yellow ; very

fine.

J. M. Gonod, Lyons.—All H.P.'s. Mdllc. Mau-
rice Rivoirc, vig.; large, full, &c. ; deep flesh, exterior

silvery white ; very floriferous. M. Michel Dupr^,

vig. ; large, full, well formed ; brilliant red, centre

fiery red ; very floriferous. A!. Fillion^ very vig.

;

large, full, well formed ; large exterior petals, well

rounded ; fine rose, centre brilliant j of exceptional

quality.

Levet, Lyons.

—

Mdlle. Lazarine Poixeau^ Tea

;

very vig. ; medium, full, well shaped ; fine orange-

yellow. Levtt has issued some good Tea Roses, as

well as fine II. P.*s, such as Etienne Levet, &c.

Madame Sophie Fropot, H.P.; very vig, ; nearly

spineless ; large, full, well shaped, like the Cabbage

Rose ; fine bright Rose ; said to be " of fine effect."

M. Gabriel Tournier, H.P. ; vig. ; large, full, &c. ;

deep rose : this has received a prize. Souvenir de

Pierre Dupuy, non-perpetual ; deep velvety red.

Liabaud, Lyons.—i¥-//A'. Emma All, H.P. ; very

vig. ; compact, large, glob, ; lakey rose, shaded bril-

liant carmine ; from Souvenir de la Reine d'Angle-

terre : a 1st prize. Mdlle. Marie- Louise Margeraud,

H.P. ; very vig. ; large, glob. ; delicate rose, lilac

interior, very elegant ; from Madame Loffay.

Rainbaud, Lyons.

—

M. Druet, H.P. ; very vig.;

very perpetual ; glob., colour of Centifulia ; from

Madame de Cambaceres. Madame Pauvert^ China,

very vig. and perpetual ; salmon-white.

Joseph Schwartz, Lyons (formerly Guillot p^re,

raiser of many celebrated Roses).— Comtesse Piza dn

Parc^ Tea ; very vig. ; medium or large ; colour of

the China Rose, tinged deep copper ; from Comtesse

Libarthe : a 1st prize. Marquise Adiledc Murinais,

H.P.; very vig.; large, full, well-formed; flowers

single (an exhibition style of growth), pale silvery

rose, lighter when expanded ; from Madame Laffery.

Jacques Vigneron, Olivet, Orleans.—Both the

following are H.P.'s -.—Baron du floulley, very vig.;

medium or large, well shaped, fine appearance ; deep

violet-red; from Jules Margottin. Millie. Charlvtle

Cara, H.P. ; vig.; large, well formed ; fine cerise-red ;

much praised by raisers (Soupert & Notting, Luxem-

burg). All H.P.'s -.— Comtesse Hellne Mur, very vig.;

large, petals large ; Centifolia form ; violet, satin-

rose, centre carmine, back of petals slightly lilac

;

very floriferous, "superb." Louis Spak, very vig.;

large, full, perfect form ; China-colour, shaded slightly

while ; "magnificent." Princesse Charlotte d'Arenherg,

vig. ; large, full, Centifolia shape ;
petals large, their

circumference very delicate ; silvery lilac, centre car-

mine ; " extra,"

Jamain.—Both the following are H.P.'s : Duchesse

d'Ossuna, fine vermilion-rose, large, full, in clusters;

well-formed and vigorous. Madame Berthe du Mesnit

de Monteliavcau, \QTy vig.; very large, very full;

silvery rose, brighter in the centre; "a splendid

variety."

Eugeoe Verdier, Rue Clisson (Gare d'lvry),

Paris, No. II.—Is it probable that these can
all be good—even though M. Verdier has given

the world some good Roses ? They are

—

Eveline

Turner, H.P. ; vig. and large; of the finest

bright rose colour. Francois Joseph Plister, H.P,;
very vig. ; large and well-formed ; bright cherry-red.

John Fraser, H.P. ; named after the proprietor of

the noted Lea Bridge Road nurseries; vig.; large,

and so on ; very bright red-crimson. Mdlle. la

Baronne de Medem, H.P. ; vig., and very large;

bright cherry-carmine. Madame or Mdlle. Wm. Bull,

H.P. ; vig.; "medium or large" (a signpost—

a

caution to wary English growers) ; deep rose-carmine,

Mdlle. Verlot, H.P. ; vig., extra large ; bright fresh

rose, very sweet. It is well to remark here that

several of this season's issues are described as possess-

ing the quality of fragrance— a point in which many
fine Roses of later years have been notably deficient,

Baroness Rothschild, for instance. Madame IVm.
Wood, H.P. ; vig., well-formed; bright red in the
centre, exterior petals paler. Princess Clementine,

H.P. ; vig., and "medium" (again!) ; described as
" virginal Rose," whatever that may mean. Souvenir
de Louis Van Iloutle, H. P. ; very vig. ; large and full

;

fine bright crimson, passing to a fine violet, and
having the scent of the Violet. Mdlle. Galli Marie
(the little Perpetual which is to carry off the batch)

;

very vig.; in corymbs of ten or fifteen blooms ; bright

rose
;
pretty and free at its first flowering. Would it

not have been more ingenuous in M. Verdier to have
described this at once as a summer Rose, for such
it will most probably turn out? Here is a field for

speculative enterprise, as M. Verdier is good enough
to present this last to purchasers of the other ten as a
reward for their venture.

Mr. C. Turner's fine Roses, Rev. J. B. Camm and
Miss Hassard ; Cranston & Mayo's Sir Girnet
Wolseley ; and Mr. Wm. Paul's splendid trio of Star,

Queen of Waltham, and Magna Charta, have all

been more or less before the public at the exhibitions,

so as scarcely to belong strictly to the "new Roses
of the year," The latter eminent raiser has, how-
ever, Qaeen Eleanor coming out. The colour is fine

pink, beautiful form, and very sweet. Good autumnal
bloomer. W, D. Prior.

National Carnation and Picotee Society.
—At the meeting in Leeds on the I5ih inst.—referred

to in our issue ol the 9th— it was unanimously resolved

to hold two exhibiiions in the northern district during

1S77, one at Manchester, and the other at Leeds, or
Bradford, as may be locally arranged ; and a liberal

subscription was commenced as a nucleus of the

necessary prizes. It was further unanimously resolved

that the schedule of prizes should be founded on the

suggestions of the President, as given in the November
number of the Florist and Pomologist, and that in the

classes for single specimens there should be no restric-

tion as to the number of times a variety should win.

A proposal for a third show of the Society, to be
held in London, making three in the season, mooted
in some correspondence read by Mr. Dodwell, was
received with acclamation by the meeting, and it was
understood would be pressed forward so soon as the

arrangements for the National Auricula Society's

southern show were complete. The meeting was
interesting for its unanimity and fervor.

The Christmas Tree —This in4ispensable ad-

junct to the juvenile Christmas party must not be for-

gotten ; and let it be added, if it is to prove a success,

preparations should have been made for its adorn-

ment weeks beforehand, by preparing the necessary

articles to hang on its branches, and settling the plan

of its embellishment.

But we have mainly to deal with the tree, and in

the Spruce Fir we have the shape that seems best

fitted for the purpose. The mode of growth, too, is

all that can be desired ; the stiff, strong-ridged

branches are thrown out horizontally, so as not only

to show off the articles suspended from them to the
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best advantage, but also to bear the weight of the
heaviest prizes. The larger the tree the greater will

be the strength of the branches, and their capacity to

bear weight.

On the ground ot safety, and in the interests of good
order, let the tree be planted with a large ball of
earth attaching to its roots, so as to ensure as far as

possible its maintenance in an upright position. If a
large flower-pot is used for the purpose, let it be
scrupulously clean outside at least, and let the soil

be rammed in very tight about the roots and stalk.

Furthermore, let it be perfectly upright. It can be
planted in a box, cask, tub, or anything, however un-
unsightly it may be, because it may be covered with
coloured paper, and every aspect of ugliness covered
from view.

One caution is necessary : the custom of employing
candles in the tree to heighten the effect is decidedly

praiseworthy ; but they should be placed high enough
in the branches to be out of reach of the dresse"! of the

little folk. A terribly sad ending to a Christmas

party may by due precaution be placed beyond the

possibility of occurrence, and a happy Christmas so

far be assured for the rest.

" Kind hearts can make December blithe as May,
And in each morrow find a New Year's Day."

The Vinery.— "Is it too early to prune my
Vines ? " said a Villa gardener to us the other day

;

and our reply was " No." Every leaf had been shed
some time since, and the Vines, responsive to the

great law of Nature, had gone to rest for the winter

season. The vinery, being a cool one, and used for

wintering plants, was pretty well stocked with them,
and, the days^being dark and murky, there was addi-

tional reason for clearing away the ripened wood of

the Vines from the inside of the roof, in order that the

light of Heaven might come in through the glass roof

as freely as possible.

What is known as the " long-rod " method of grow-
ing Vines is that generally observed in ordinary

vineries. The branches of the Vines, whether there

be only one or several to a planl, are allowed lo grow
up straight to the top of the house, and they are either

left their whole length or shortened back to a ceitain

distance, according to their strength. During the

summer a rod throws out a number of lateral shoots

on either side, and according to the strength of the

Vines these lateral shoots are allowed to carry one,

two, or more bunches of fruit ; the shoot being stopped
just beyond the bunch or bunches it is permitted to

carry, and these fruit-bearing shoots again throw out
lateral growth-:, which are kept in check according to

the option of the cultivator.

The crop of fruit having been gathered, and the

leaves shed, the Vines resemble the naked skeletons

of plants denuded of any leafy covering. Pruning may
be done at any time during November and December,
both for the sake of the orderly appearance it imparts

to a vinery, and also for the sake of the fuller light

that will thereby fall on the plants housed for the

winter.

The growths of next spring—those that may be
expected to produce fruit in the coming season—break
away from the base of the lateral fruit-bearing shoot

made during the past summer. The buds form them-
selves close round the junction of the shoot with the

main stem. Therefore, by means of a sharp knife, or

what some cultivators prefer to use to the knife, a

pair of pruning scissors, all these lateral shoots are

cut back close to the main rod, taking care not to cut

through or cut away the dormant buds. Thus the

great secret of Vme pruning is reduced to a very

simple operation. If any one doubts his ability to

undertake it satisfactorily, let him get a lesson from

a neighbouring gardener ; a hint thus given is clearly

understood, and can be acted on in the future without

fear of being in the wrong.

Cleaning the Vines.—This is of considerable

importance as a part of the year's work in the vinery,

and it should be done at the time the rods are pruned.

Insects of various kinds, hostile to the well-being of

the Vines at a time when they are making their

growth and maturing their fruit, lodge themselves

in cracks in the bark, in openings round the eyes,

and, indeed, in any available space. They rest from

their labours during winter, and that is the time

measures should be taken to prevent any further mis-

chief being wrought by them. The best plan is to

give them a good dressing of sulphur—a substance

that is decidedly hostile to insect life. But how is it

to be applied? That is the question that will be

anxiously asked by many. It is obvious that for all

practical purposes of good it cannot be applied in a

dry state. It must be made up in the form of a paint,

and applied in that form ; and this paint should be

composed of one-third of clay and two-thirds of sul-

phur, and then by means of some soft soap dissolved

in a little warm water these materials should be made
into the consistency of a thickish paint, and applied
to the rods of the Vines by means of a brush. It

should be well laid on in the case of all crevices and
holes where the enemy is likely to be securely housed,
and their hiding-places will become the tombs of many
of them.

Law Notes.
Action by a Florist Against a Minor,—

Clinco V. Schof/ef-en.—This case was heard at the

Westminster County Court, before Mr. Judge Bayley.

The plaintiff, a florist carrying on business in Covent

Garden, sued the defendant, a young gentleman

residing at Belzise Park, Haverstock Hill, to recover

the sum of ^2 i^s. for flowers supplied as buttonholes

to defendant's son.

The plaintiff (for whom Mr. Robert Willers,

solicitor, appeared) said that the defendant's son had
ordered the flowers in question, and when applied to

for payment denied his liability, and said that the

account had better be sent in to his father, who would
pay it. Application was subsequently made to the

defendant, who repudiated the debt, upon which the

plaintifl brought the present action.

Mr. Francis (who appeared as solicitor for the

defendant) said that the original debtor was not in

court, and the father repudiated his liability as the

goods ordered did not come under the category of

necessaries, and moreover the son—an extravagant

young man—had been sent abroad by the present

defendant to seek his fortune elsewhere.

The defendant being called corroborated his soli-

citor's defence, when the learned TuJge asked the

defendant if it had come to his knowledge that his

son had worn the flowers in question, which the

defendant answered in the affirmative. Upon which
his Honouc, in giving judgment in favour of the

plaintilT, said that although the son was a minor it had

come to the defendant's knowledge that his son had
worn the flowers, and thereby he had sanctioned his

ordering them. Judgment was therefore entered

for the plaintiff for the full amount claimed, with costs.

Disputed Salesman's Account—A. Jacobs and
another v. Pavne.—This was an action brought before

Mr. Judge Bayley, in the Westminster County Court,

by the plaintiffs, salesmen in Covent Garden, to

recover the sum of /2 iSj. for Potatos sold and

delivered to the defendant, a retail dealer.

The defendant said he never saw the plaintiff until

that day, upon which the plaintiff said that he and
his brother were in partnership, and as one of the

firm it was more convenient for him to attend than

his brother, who had sold the goods ; but he had the

books of the firm in Court, which would prove the

transaction. The defendant said the Potatos were
diseased, but, in reply to the learned Judge, said he
never thought of sending them back.

The plaintiff said he had made repeated applica-

tions for payment through his collector, and the

defendant had frequently promised to pay, and no
complaint had ever been made as to the unsoundness

of the Potatos.

The learned Judge at once gave judgment in favour

of the plaintiff for the full amount claimed, with

costs.

A Disputed Partnership Transaction :

Buckie V. Brown.—This was an action brought in

the Bloomsbury County Court, before Mr. Judge
Russell, on Tuesday last, in which the plaintiff and
defendant were formerly partners as gardeners and

florists at Highgate New Town, which partnership

was dissolved in August last, when the defendant

agreed to pay the plaintiff the sum of ^^50 together

with a moiety of all outstanding debts, and the

liabilities under the partnership were to be paid

between them at the dissolution. The plaintiff now
sued for the sum of ;i^20, being the balance of the /50
agreed to be paid, together with the sum of ^5 Sj-. li/.,

being the moiety of ^^lo i6j. 2</., an outstanding debt

which the defendant had received.

The plaintiff being called said his wife, who kept

his accounts, would be able to give a better account of

the transaction than he could do. His wife was
then called, and said that she kept the accounts.

The sum of ;i^2o was due on an 10 U of the defen-

dant's, and it had come to her knowledge that

since the dissolution of partnership the defendant had
received £\o i6j. 2d. from a Mr. Burnes, one of their

customers. As to the other accounts, the defendant

had all the books, and she could not say what more
was on them. The deed of partnership was then

put in, in which a covenant appeared that neither the

plaintifi nor his wife were after the dissolution to do
any business in the neighbourhood.

At this stage of the case the learned Judge said

that if there was an equitable redemption under the

deed of partnership it was a case of equity, in which

the law was inoperative, and suggested that in law

the plaintiff was entitled to recover upon the amount
due on the I O U for ;!^2o, but should on a future

occasion bring an action in equity for the amount,

excluding the I O U.

The learned counsel for the defence urged that the

plaintiff had acted in a most unfair manner, as his

married daughter had opened a business in Hornsey,

and had canvassed most of the original customers

away.

The learned Judge remarked that the covenant

expressly stated that the plantift or his wife were

not to open a business within the proximity of the

defendant's business after the dissolution of part-

nership, instead of which the plaintiff's daughter,

through her husband, had opened an opposition busi-

ness, and had taken away more than one-half of their

custom. His Honour then said that the plaintiff

was clearly entitled to the amount of /,2o, but

would give leave to move for a new trial for the

amount of the moiety of the accounts paid to the

defendant on the production of further evidence.

Judgment was therefore entered for the plaintiff for

£20, with leave to sue on a day to be named for the

accounts alleged to have been received.

STATB OF THB IVEATHER ATBLACKHBATH, LONDON,
For the Week ending Wednesday, Dec. m, 1876.

<
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The highest temperatures of the air observed by

day varied from ^%Y on the 13th to 45! ""."'^
'^'Ji;

the mean ^alae for the week was 47^ The lowest

temperatutes of the air observed by night ranged

from v,i° on the ijih to 421 <«> *e Io:h. the mean

value Vol the week was 38°. The mean daily range of

temperature in the week was 9° ; the greatest range

in the day being 15°, on the 13th, and the least 4,- ,

on the 10 h. . . .v.
The mean daily temperatures of the air, and the

deoartares from their respective averages were as

foliows:-lo:b, 44° 5- +3°-5 : "'K 43 -6, +2»;
I2th, 43°- 9- +3° 2; '3't>. 40-6. 0;°: I4'h. 4« .

-o°.3; I5th,4i".9. + •'"2
;

lOth, 42 , -M' 3- i*"*

mean temperature of the air for the week was 42 .5,

being I'.S above the average of sixty years observa-

The highest readings of a thermometer with black-

ened bulb in vacuo, placed in the sun's rays, were 72°

on the 13 h. and 65' on the io:h ; on the 15th the

reading did not rise above 464°- The lo«est readings

of a thermometer on grass, with its bulb exposed to

the sky, were 30= on the 13th and 30*" on the H'-h ;

the mean foe the seven low readings was 35 .

The direction of the wind was S. W. and S.E., and

gentle in motion The weather during the week was

doll, and generally overcast, with the exception of

the I3'h which day was fine and cloudless. Ihe

mean daily temperatures of the air are still '» «cess

of their averages, and the weather remains mUd.

Rain fell on four days in the week ; the amount

colleced was a quarter of an inch.

In E'lgland tbe highest temperatures of the air

ob^rved by day were 55° at Truro and 54- at J'ly-

mouth, at Leicester and Sanderlantl 47 was the

hi-.hest temperature ; the mean value from all stations

was 49!' The lowest temperature of the air observed

by night was 2S= at Manchester, at Portsmouti 36*

was the lowest temperature ; the general mean from

all sutions was 33 . The range of temperature in the

week was the greatest at Manchester, ^4 .
and the

least at Brighton, Portsmouth, and banderland, aU

13= ; the mean range of temperature from aU stauons

'"rhe m'ean of the seven high-day temperatures was

the highest at Truro. siW and tHe lowest at Leicester

and Hull, both 45' ;
^'^^ "^^^ f''"

l"
"'"'""^ ""^

i7i= The mean of the seven low-mght temperatures

wa^'the lowest, 37^=. ^^ Manchester, and the highest,

42° at Portsmouth, Truro, and Plymouth ;
the mean

^ie from all stations was 354-. The mean dady

range of temperature in the week was the least, 5 .
«

Leicester, and the greatest, I li", at Truro ;
the mean

daily range from all stations was b .

Tne mean temperature of the air for the week from

aU s:ations was 43r. ^^^-^ "H*"? '"Th^hilhrt
for the corresponoiog week in 1S75. The highe,

was ^74° at both Truro and Plymoutn, and the lowest

4li= at 'Hull and Sunderland.

Riin fell on three or four days at most places ;
at

Norwich it fell on one day only, and the amount

mea^red was four-tenths of an inch. At Truro,

Plymouth, and Liverpool, three-quarters of an mch

wi measured at each station. At Sunderland one-

tenth of an inch only fell ; the average laU over the

country was half an inch nearly.

The weather during the week was dull, and sky

generally cloudy, with frequent rain.

In Scotland, the highest temperatures of the air

ranged from 52°. ^^ Leith, to 47l ,
at Aberdeen ;

the mean value from all stations was 49J The

lowe-t temperatures of the air vanedfiom 27 at Perth,

to \%\\ at Glasgow ; the mean from aU stations was

--°. The mean range oftemperature from all stauons

'^
The mean temperature of the air for the week from

aU stations was 42°. being 2" higher than the value for

the correspondmg week in 1S75. The highest was

at Glasgow and Leith, both 43i . and the lowe»t at

^^Th^tmount; of rain measured at the several

stations varied from 2 J
inches at Greenock to I inch

at Glasgow and Paisley, and to one-huadredth of an

Lh at Edinburgh and Leith. At Perth no rain feU.

The average fall over the country was three-quarters

of an inch nearly. , . . __

At Dublin the highest temperature of tbe air was

535° the lowest 271% ^l^^ "°ge ^^i', the mean 445 ,

ana the faU of rain 1.03 mch.
^^^^ gl.MSHER.

Answers to Correspondents.

Ak.^ucaria: R. H. B. Yes: you may move it at

almost any time if you do it carefuily.

f-.vFiLi\- 1/ £-^j«j.—The old Camellia probably is

^
sSenn^ from the want of water, or the border may

teSS° from over-watering. Perhaps, '0°.
y°-J

""^P

Se CTeeohouse too warm and too close .^1, or

rithef of these causes. wiU bring about the state of

things you want to alter.

Christmas Roses: M. Evans. To invigorate your

^''o^ weened planU give them a to^^^^^f
rotten hotbed manure now. and fork it in careJuUy m

spring when the leaves are growing finely, adding

more manure then if requisite.

CuctMBERs: W. H. T. B. i. Yes, bottom-heat is

required 2 For your-span-roofed house, i5 leet

wide, vou should have four rows of 4inch pipes on

each side. 3 \Ve do not recommend agents.

L\.rAGERiA : vi Consunt Rcidir. We will report on

your double-flowered sport in another numl)er. the

shoot WiU continue to produce double flowers ;
and

your best plan of propagating it wiU be by layering.

LiLIf« G. P. Not if the room is well ventilated.

Names of Fruit : R. MackclUr. Your Apple is the

Mere de Menage.— r^m^&. i. Kerry Pippin: 2,

Much braised, and unrecognisable.

Names of Plants: No name. 2, Calceolana violacea

—perhaps : 3, Mimulus glutinosus : 4. Gymnogramma

chrysophvUa : 5, Gvmnogramma Martensu : 6. per-

haps a Dianella, habit not shown : 7. Plaiyloma lal-

catum 8, a Selaginella : very incomplete : 9. Cocco-

loba platyclados ; 10, Veronica decussata^—.^o name.

It is impossible to name such «retched fragments,

and we cannot undertake to name more than six at

one time You send nineteen. We have been ab.e

to name the foUowing :-2, .-^splenium \-iviparam :

6 Litobrochia pedata : 7- Platyloma cordatum : 8,

Pieris creuca; 11. Doodia media; 12, Nephrolepis

exallata. -5. i. Lastrea glabella ; 2, -•^splenium pra;-

morsum; 3. CaUipteris malabarica; 4, Enca WUmore-

ana - ^, some .-Uoid : 6, Pieopeltis BUlardien. —
W H F Ririna la;vis — T". D^ms. Centropogon

Lucianus.—£. B. W. Honesty, Lunana biennis.—

7 ^ '> Asplenium lucidum ; r, 3, too imperlect

,

4.'Aloevariegaia : 5. .\- margaritifera : 6, Pachyphyton

bracteosum. „ .- .^ ,,, , v'„..

Vines and Grass La%vn : G. R, South Walts. \ou

may pUnt your Vines in March. Level your ground

when it is in good workable order, any time between

now and .March. Sow the grass seeds early in April

or earlier if the weather is genial—2V to 3 bushels to

the acre according to quaUiy.

Artichokes, per bush. 4 o
— Eng. Globe, doi. 4 »

.Asparagus. Fr, bun. 30 o
— Sprue, per bun. 2 6-

Beans, French (new).

per 100 .. ..10
Beec, per doz. . . x o

Bruiisels SprtSw bush. 7 c

t^bbages, pel dot. . . i c

Canots, per bunch., o €

Cauliflowers, perdoz, 2 c

Celery, per bundle . . x <

Chilis, green, per 100 3 <:

Cucumtjers. each . . 1 (

Endive, per doz. . . I <

— Balavian, p. dor. 2 <

Garlic, per lb. .. o I

Herbs, per bunch . . o ;

HorseRadish.p.bun. 4 1

Potatos.—Kent Regent
la i.S

Leeks, per bunch . . o «-
' Lettuces, jjer score.. 1 6-

— French, per dox. x o-

,
Mint, gteen, bunch i o-
Mushrooms. per pott. I o-

I Onions, per bu>h. ..50-
— young, per bun. o 8-0

' Parsley, per bunch., o 4-

Radishes. per bunch, o x-

, — Spanish, doz. ..10-
_ New Jersey, dot 2 o-

Rhubarb. per bundle 2 &-

Salsafy. per bundle i o-

SeaUale. per punnet I o-

, Shallots, per lb. ..06-
. Spinach, per bushel x 6-

Tomatas. per doz. ..20-
' Turnips, per bundle o 4-

to £i : Essex Regents, Z4 1

,. £i per I

Errata — We learn from Mr. BuU that he has secured

the entire stock of the transversely barred Juncus

alluded to in our last issue, but a portion only ol tne

similarly variegated Eulalia.-At p. 772. colutnn 3,

"Vision of Pomsetuas," Une 18, for "bracts already

measured a foot at least in circumference read • a

foot at least in diameter." Paragraph 2. line 7, Mr.

Reeves' remark should have stopped at " colour.

Catalogdes Received.—Messrs. BeU & Son (10 and

It Exchange Street, Norwich). Descriptive Catalogue

of' Fresh-imported Dutch Flower Roots; also Cata-

logue ot Plants, &C.—Messrs. Sutton & Sons (Roy^

Slrks Seed Establishment, Reading). Illustrated

Price Current of Vegetable and Flower Seeds, Potatos,

Bulbs. &c : also Amateurs Guide in Horticulture,

and also Seed Order Sheet.-Messrs. C^er & Co.

(237 and 238, High Holbom. London. W.C.), Illus-

trated Vade Mecum and Seed Catalogue.

Co«.t:..Ar.ossR.c^n-^^^J^^T^
_D. T F.-P. G. (next week>.-A O Wa^er -W W .-

A. D —F. W. S.—T. B. C. (many thankst.—W -^B —W- 1.—

J. S.—Bishopstowe.—Haage & Schmidt (with thanks,.

Markets.

SEEDS.
LoSDOS Dec. 20.—With the near approach of Christ-

mas less activity is. of course, manifested in the seed trade.

.A fair business has, however, been doing in American

red at an advance on previous currencies of fully 21. per

c«t Unless the future exports of Clover seed from

\raerica should exhibit a material increase, which does

not seem likely, it will be difficult to keep values down

at their present leveL .\s preriously noted, the quantilv

shipped from New York to all parts during the month of

November, 1S76. averaged under 50 tons per diem. In

addition to our own requirements, the L nited states »iJ

also have to supply the wants of the Continent generally.

Of fine home-grown samples much fewer are now offer-

ino- In Alsike and Trefoil seeds there is very liille

doing, but white Clover meeis with rather more atten-

tion Italian Rye-grass is held for full rates. Canary

seed has now fallen to a point low enough to attract

some speculative buying. Hemp seed, notwithstanding

its cheapness, U neglected. Fine parcels of white

Mustard and black Rape seed are scarce. For watit of

colder weather, the trade for boiling Peas keeps duU.

Linseed and aU other articles are without change. John

Shaw b" Sons, Sad Merchants, 37, Mark Lam,

London, E.C. ^
CORN.

At Mark Lane on Monday, where sales of Wheat

were forced a reduction had to be submitted 10.

Holders however, were not anxious sellers, and no de-

cided fall was reported. Barley was difti-ult to move,

and the rates favoured bu)-ers. Malt was nomma ly

without change in value. Oats experienced a slow sale,

and previous quotations were barely supported. Maize

tended somewhat lower : and l«t»«=^ V^ates were not

in all cases upheld for Beans and Peas. The flour trade

was very quiet, and prices inclined downwards.—

On Wednesday trade was dull. Fine dry samples of

Wheat were scarce and firm. Barley was cheaper where

pressed for sale, and previous rates were not very well

cupported for other descriptions of corn, the near

approach of Christmas and the close of the year hav-ing

the effect of restraining operations wlthm the smallest

possible Umits. The flour market was no^'nal-

\vera-e pnces for week ending December 16 :-Wheat,

SOI. 4I.: Barley. sSr- loJ. ; Oats, 251. 4^. For the cor-

Lpondine w«k last year: -Wheat, 4&. Tl-: Ba^'^y-

35J. ^d. ; Oats, 241. loi.

COVEXT GARDEN, December 21.

It is many years since we have experienced such a dull

Christmas 'week as this has been, and yet such is the

nature of our supply that anything good commands a

high price, and leaves a very smaU margin for the

reLto. The .American Apple trade is nearly over, and

we may anticipate better pnces for •"""^ P™f""=^1^/°"^

long. Kent Cobhs are quiet. James Webber, Whole-

sale AffU Market.
Plants in Pots.

..d...d.\ ^
'''''

Azaleas, per dozen ..24 o-6a o Heaths, variety. doz. q 0-24

Begonias, per doz. . . 6

Bouvartlias. do. . . 12 "-<*

Chrysanth.. per doz 12 n-18

Cineraria, per doz. ..12 0-18

Coleus. per dozen ..30-9
Cyclamen, per doz..x2 0-30

Cyperus.do— .. 60-12
Diacsena tenninalis 30 0-60

— viridis. per doz. x8 0-24

Epiphyllum, perdozLiS 0-42

Erica caffia, p. doz -^ - -»

Hehotrope. per doz. 6

H5-acinth,Rom.,doz.i2 0-24 o

Lily of Valley, each 50-7'
Mignonette, do. .. 6 (^ 9 o

Myrtles, do 30-90
Palms in variety.each 3 6-2x o

Pelargoniums, scarlet,

per doz. .. ..6 o-x2 o

Poinscttia. per doz..x2 0-24 o

Primula sinensis.doz. 40-90
Solanums, per doz. 6 0-24 o

Feris in var ."p. doz. 6 0-30 o ,

Tulips, per dozen - - ,

Ficus elasxio; .. 2 6-15 o
|

Valottapurpur., doz.x2 o-i 80

Fuchsia, per doz. . . 9 0-24 o

CtjT Flowers.

Azaleas, 12 sprays .. 1 6- 4 <

Bouvardias. per bun. 10-4'
Camellias. 12 blooms 4 o-x8 t

Camauons. perdozen I 6- 4 <

Chrysanth.. 12 blms. 2 o- 9 <

Cyclamen, per doz... 03-0
Epiphyllum. 12 blms. I <^ 3
Euchaiis. per doz. . . 8 0-18

Euphorbia, 12 sprays 40-9
Gardenia, per doz. . . 6 o-ia

Heliotropes. 12 spr. 06-1
Hyacth.,Rom.,t2sp. 20-6

Lily of Valley,

I Migno bun. 40-9
-! sprays 30-6

Pelargoniums, X 2 spr. 20-4
— zonal, 12 sprays x o- 4

Poinseula, 12 spra>-3 4 0-12

Pximula, dbL,p. buiL 10-2
Roses, indoor, p. doz. 3 c-12
— Christmas, bun. x o- 2

Stephanotis. 12 spr. 9 0-15

Trop-eolum, X2 bun. 20-6
Violets, 12 bun. ..16-4

Apples, per K-si

Cobs, per lb.

Grapes, per lb.

Leniotis. per xoo

Melons, ea^b

16-60 Oranges, per 100 ..

[ o- X 6 Peaches, per doz. ..

.0-80, Pears, per dor. ..

J 0-14 o I Plne-apolesj p«r lb...

CATTLE.
At the Metropolitan Market on Monday trade in beasts

was very hea>7. prices were lower, and a clearance was

not effected. Sheep met with customers at about Ute

rates, hirge kinds were lower. Calves were scarce and

dear. Quotations :— Beasts, 41. 4^- to 51. 2J.. and

rj. 6J. to 6s.: calves. 51. 6J. to -s ; sheep, jt. 4^- to 6r.;

and 6r. 6i. to 75. 2J. — Thursdays market was qmte a

holiday one. SuppUes of stock were very scaiity, and

but few buyers present. The sales made were slow and

irregular, and quotations in some measure nominal.

HAY.
Trade on Tuesday at Whitechapel was firm, at fully

nrei-ious quotations. The supply was small. Pnme

Clover, loor. to 1401. : interior, 851. to 951. :
pnme

meadow hay, 90s. to 134J.; inferior, 701 to 85;.; and

straw 4or to 52J per load.—Cumberland Market quo-

tation :-Superior meadow hay, 1385. to isor. :
inferior,

iror. to 12&J. ; superior Clover, T38J. to 1501 ;
inferior,

120J. to 130!. ; and straw, 50J. to 5:;;. per load.

POTATOS.
The Eoroufh and Spitalfields markets reports state

that a steady demand prevailed for the better descrip-

tions, and for such quotations were firm. The supplies

were moderate. Kent Regents, 12OJ. to 130J. per ton ;

Essex ditto, looi. to 1301. : rocks, 6or. to 80J.

;

flukes, i2or. to 180..; Victorias. 1201. to zyos; a-oa

kidneys, i20J.-The imports into London last »eek

consisted of 22.332 bags, 142 tons from Hamburg:

11.700 bags, 305 tons and 120 cases, Antwerp; 1996 bags

RottMdam, 4723 Groningen, 784 Bremen, 190 tons

Harlingen, 112 Louvain, and 150 Dunkirk.

COALS.
The market on Monday was quiet, and no change

took place in prices : the same was the case on Wednes-

day. Quotauons :-Hasting5 Hartley, lyr. o</. :
WaUs

End— Hetton, 19!.: Helton Lyons, i6r. 3./.: Hartlepool,

i8s. srf ; East Hartlepool, iSs. s</.; Tees, i3r. 9^-
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ESTABLISHED CENTURY.

WM. ROLUSSON & SONS
Respectfully invite an inspection of their

immense Stock of

ORCHIDS, NEW PLANTS,
TREE FERNS, PALMS,

DRAC^NAS, CYCADS, CROTONS, AZALEAS,
CAMELLIAS,

stove, Greenhouse, and all kinds of Winter-flowering Plants,
HERBACEOUS and ALPINE PLANTS, HARDY FERNS, HARDY

TREES, SHRUBS, FRUIT TREES, VINES,
DUTCH BULBS, AGRICULTURAL and HORTICULTURAL SEEDS,

GARDEN REatriSITES and ELEGANCIES.

^m

CATALOGUES Gratis and Post-free upon application to

THE NURSERIES, TOOTING,
-''

. _ „ LONDON, S.W.

T. H. P. Dennis & Company.
Motto, " Art with Economy" as applied to Conservatories.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS & HOT-WATER HEATING APPARATUS

ERECTED AND FITTED IN ALL PARTS OF THE KINGDOM. ESTIMATES GRATIS.

Show Rooms : [MANSION' HOUSE BUILDINGS, LONDON. E.C. Works : CHELMSFORD.

S. OWENS & CO.,

HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS,
WHITEFRIARS STREET, LONDON, E:^

THE IMPROVED SELF-ACTING HYDRAULIC RAK.
This useful Self-acting Apparatus, which works dav and night without needing attention, will raise water

to any height or distance, without cost Vor labour or motive power, where a few feet fall can t>e obtained, and is

suited for supplying Pubhc or Private Establishments, Farm Buildings, Railway Stations, &c.

No. 37. DEEP WELL PUMPS for Horse, Hand, Steam, or other Power. 1

No. 63. PORTABLE IRRIGATORS, with Double or Treble Barrels for Horse or |

Steam Power. r/^ j o. 1[Gardens, &C.
No. 46J. IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Watering

No. 49.7. GALVANISED SWING WATER CARRIERS, for Garden use.

No. 5oands+.7. FARM and MANSION FIRE ENGINES of every description.

No. 38. PORTABLE LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, on Legs, with FlexibleSuction.

S. OWENS AND CO. Manufacture and Erect every description of Hydraulic and General Engineers' Work for Mansions, Farms, &c., comprising PUMPS, TURBINES,

WATER WHEELS, WARMING APPARATUS, B.\THS, DRYING CLOSETS, G.A.SW0R1CS. Apparatus for LIQUID MANURE distribution. FIRE MAINS
HYDRANTS, HOSE PIPES, &c., &c. Particulari lakeit in any part of the Country. Plans and Estimatesfumiihed.

No. 49. G.\RDEN ENGINES, of all sizes, in Oak or Galvanised Iron Tubs.

No. 543. THE CASSIOBURY FIRE EXTINGUISHER, as designed for the

Right Hoa. the Earl of Essex.

No. 44. WROUGHT-IRON PORT.-^BLE PUMPS of all sizes.

No. 4. CAST-IRON GARDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.

No. 39^ IMPROVED HOSE REELS for Coiling up Long Lengths of Hose for

Garden use.

ILLUSTRATED GATALO^QyES CAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION.
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Under the Patronage of the Queen.

SMITH'S IMPERISHABLE
STRATFORD LAUELS.

The Gardeners Magazine says :—" We must give these the

palm before all other plant labels, as the very first in merit."

Samples and Price Lists free.

J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory, Stratford-on-Avon.

ROBher's Garden Edging Tiles.

mE ABOVE and many other PATTERNS
in materials of great durability. The

. plainer sorts are specially
'suited for KITCHEN
GARDENS, as they
harbour no Slugs or Insects,

: up little

further labour or expense,
as do "grown" Edgings, consequently being much cheaper.
GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c.. in Artificial .Stine,

very durable and of superior finish, and in great variety of design.
F. ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground

Street, Rlackfriars, S.E. ; King's Road, Chelsea, S.W. ;

Kingsland Road, E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT " ACME FRAMES

PLANT COVERS and PR0PAG.4TING BOXES al o
for FOXLEY'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade suppl ed

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors, Balconies ^c

from 3.r. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of pla n or
more elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Da r e
Larders. Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other S able
Paving of great durabibty, Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and T les

of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety, Slates, Cement S.

F. ROSHER AND CO.. Brick and Tile Merchants
See addresses above.

SILVER SAND,
fine or coarse grain as desired. Prices by Post per to

or truck-load, on Wharf in London, or delivered direct from
Pits to any Railway Station. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries.
KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any

F. ROSHER AND CO.-Addresses see above.
N.B.—Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.

A liberal Discount to the Trade.

SIR JOSEPH PAXTON'S
HOTHOUSES for the MILLION.

THE SIMPLEST AND CHEAPEST,
Being easily fixed, and removed again, if required, by local

carpenter. Sent out fully glazed and painted.

. special for these Houses, portable and

/ith se>

nth di

veral Illustrations, free for two stamps,

nd Fruit Tree Cultivation, by post, \id.

HEREMAN and MORTON,
2, GLOUCESTER STREET, REGENTS PARK

LONDON. N.W.

Oil Faint No Longer Necessary.

HILL AND SMITH'S BLACK
VARNISH for Preserving Ironwork. Wood, or Stone.

This Varnish is an excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-
door work, while it is fully two-thirds cheaper. It was intro-
duced upwards of thirty years ago by the advertisers, and its
genuine good quality, notwithstanding a host of unprincipled
imitators, is fully attested by its constantly increasing sale. It
may be applied by an ordinary labourer, requires no mixing or
thinning, and is used cold. It is used in the grounds at
Windsor Castle. Kew Gardens, and at the seats of many hun-
dreds of the Nobility and Gentry, from \vh<.m the most flattering
testimonials have been received, which Hill & Smith will
forward on application.

Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at \s. 6d. per gallon,
8;^. per gallon carriage paid to anyat the Manufactory,

Station in the Kingdi

Unsolicited Testimonial.
Giang-wtUy, Lla>ipuvifisa7it. Carmarthen, Nov.

" Mr. Lloyd Lloyd encloses cheque for ^^3 5^., an
Messrs Hii.l & Smith, and he considers the Black Vainish
one of the most useful things he ever possessed,"
Apply to HILL and S.M ITH. BrieHy Hill Ironworks near

Dudley: and n8, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.G.. from
whom only it can be obtained.
CAUTION— \K having lately come

HiLi, & Smith that spurious imltatioi
being offered by unprincipaled dealers a
price, they would especially draw aitentic
cask of their Varnish is legibly marked

1S73-

3 the knowledge of
of this Varnish are
I slight reduction in

addrt without which r

LASCELLES' PATENT BENT WOOD
CONSERVATORIES and GREENHOUSES —All

Gardeners know that Wood is better than Iron for Plant Grow
ing, and by the above system a handsome curved house can be

erected as cheaply as a plain straight one.

The curved house is more durable, stronger, lighter in con
struction. and no bent glass is required.

W. H. LASCELLES, lai. Bunhill Row, London, E C vill

supply Drawings and Estimates free of charge.

BELGIAN GLASS for GREENHOUSES, &c7,
Can be obtained in all sizes and quahties, of

BETHAM & SON,
o. LOWER THAMES STREET. LONDON E C

E. & S. have always a large Stock in London of 20-in by
i2-in., 20-in. by 14 in., 20 in. by 16 in., in 16-02. and 21 oz

H. LASCELLES, Horticultural
Builder. Finsbury Steam Joinery Works,

121 Bunhill Row London E C.

w.

I ippl c

GARDEN BOXES and LIGHTS.
Portable Box with One Light, 6 feet by 4 feet, glazed s. d.

good 16-oz. sheet glass, painted four coats, and
packed ready for use .. .. .. .. • 35 o

Portable Box with Two Lights, as above, each light

6 feet by 4 feet .. .. .. .. .. .. 65 o

LIGHTS ONLY.
3 feet by 4 feet Light, not painted nor glazed . . . . 36
Ditto glazed, good 16-oz. sheet glass, and painted 4 coats 10 o
6 feet by 4 feet, not painted nor glazed .

.

.

.

. . 60
Ditto glazed and painted four coats ,

,

, . . . 166

Ex. ARCHER'S "FRIGI DOMO."—
• Patronised by Her Majesty the Queen, for Windsor

Castle and Frogmore Gardens, the late Sir. J. Paxton, and
the late Professor Lindley, &c.

MADE of PREPARED HAIR and WOOL.
A perfect non-conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed

temperature where it is applied. A good covering for Pits and
Forcing Frames,

PROTECTION from COLD WINDS and MORNING
FROSTS.

"FRIGI DOMO" NE'lTING, 2 yards wide, u. 4'^. -"d
IS. lot/, per yard.

" FRIGI DOMO ' CANVAS.
2 yards wide .

.

.

.

. . u. io<f. per yard run.

3 yards wide .. .. ..31. per yard.

4 yards wide 3^. 10^. per yard.

ELISHA T. ARCHER, only Maker of " Frigi Domo,"
Brockley Road, Forest Hill, London, S E. : and of all Florists

and Seedsmen. All good^ carriage paid to London,
NOTICE-REMOVED from 3. CANNON STREET, CITY.

Garden Wall Wirinfr.

RHOLLIDAY, Practical Wireworker,
• 2A. Portobello Terrace, Netting Hill Gate. London,

W. , begs to call the attention of all Gardeners who are about to

have their Garden Walls Wired to his system of Wiring Walls,
as being superior to all others for neatness, strength, and
durability.

FOR NEATNESS—Because all the Wires are kept perfectly
tight, without the use of the Raidisseur.
FOR STRENGTH-Because very much stronger Wire can

be used, therefore not liable to be drawn out of the horizontal
line by the branches of trees.

FOR DURABILITY — Because, being able to use the
strong Wire, it is not so likely to be eaten through with the
galvanism as the thin Wire, as used in the French system.
The above engraving is an Example of our system of Wiring

Garden Walls. We have recently completed the Wiring of the
New Garden Walls for the Marquis of Salisbury, Hatfield
House. The Walls are 12 feet high and 753 yards long, wired
on both sides ; making a total length of 1506 yards—our system
being chosen in preference to any other.

Illustrated CaMlogues of Garden and Conservatory Wirework,
Rabbit-proof Hurdle Fencing, &c., may be had on application

SHAW'S TIFFANY, ELASTIC NET-
TING, CANVAS, &c., for Shading, Protecting, and

other Horticultural Purposes. For Samples and Prices apply to
JOHN SHAW AND CO., 39, Oxford Street. Manchester.

H. HAMPSON, Egerton Mills, Stockport,
• Manufacturer of HORTICULTURAL SHADINGS

for Protecting Wall Trees from Frost and Insects. &c. 54 and
60 inches wide, any length up to 100 yds. Prices on application.

The Sole International Prize Medals for

GALVANIZED WIRE NETTING
Have been awarded to Messrs. J. B. BROWN and CO.,

at the VIENNA EXHIBITION, 1873, and at the PHILA-
Drl PHIA CENTENNIAL and INTERNATIONAL
EVHIBITION .876

r,i
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THE BEST AND CHEAPEST ILLUSTRATED AGRICULTURAL ALMANAC.

NOW EEADY.

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE

ALMANAC,
1877.

Profusely Illustrated, Price 4d.; Post Free, 5^.

Mechi and Tiptree (with Portrait).

Calendar, compiled especially to meet the wants

of Farmers.
Cattle Feeding.

Early Spring Food.
Kohl Rabi.

The Mangel Wurzel Crop,

Lands for Roots.

Turnip Manuring.
Lambs.
Turnip-Fly.

Bare Fallows.

Harvest Work.
Harvest.

Cattle Feeding.
Cattle Food for Winter.
Fatting Cattle.

The Dairy.

Lincoln Sheep.

CONTENTS
The Harvest of 1S76.

The Shorthorns Sales in 1876.

A Bee at Bainesse.

Modern Agriculture, by J. J. Mechi, expressly

written for this Almanac.
Teaching a Child How to Swim.
Poultry Feeding Apparatus (Illustrated).

Bull Staff and Nose Ring (Illustrated).

The Cow.
Drugging Horses in the Spring.
Determination of the Carcase Weight of Cattle.

Table to Calculate Wages and other Payments.
In the Showyard (Illustrated).

Younger Sons as Emigrants.
The European Harvest of 1876.

Substitutes for Beer in the Harvest Field
(Illustrated).

Hints to Shepherds (Illustrated).

Results of Cirencester Experiments.

Over-feeding for Exhibition.

Weights and Measures.
Agricultural Societies, Farmers' Clubs, and

Chambers of Agriculture.

The Imperial Parliament:

—

House of Peers. House of Commons.
Postal Information.

American Beef.

Sporting Fixtures for 1877.

Notes on Farm Buildings.

Licences and Certificates.

Principal Cattle Fairs.

Our Portrait Gallery.

Lady Pigot (with Memoi
Baron Liebig (with Memc
Mr. John Bravender, E.G.
Mr. Charles Randell (with

Mr. Henry Corbet (with M,
Mr. George Drewry (with Mt.

^° Read the following Opinions of the Press :—

" Whether regarded as a budget of advertisements, or as suggestive of the present standard

of the ' agricultural interest,' or as a useful compendium for the farmer, this cheap almanac

must have the greatest commendation. It is full of useful information, and worth all that the old
1 twenty years of its balmiest times. There

the advertisements, and 88 pages, small
ot grumble that his almanac is too dear."

—

farmers' favourite, Old Moore's Almaitac, put forth

are twenty-seven illustrations, besides those used t

quarto, in a cover, for 4^. We hope the farmer does 1

Brighouse aiid Rastrick Gazette.

" This is one of the cheapest and most useful of all the almanacs used for agriculturists."—

Somerset and Wilts Journal.

" This almanac is invaluable to fanners, &:c., containing, as it does, information referring to

almost every department of their profession."

—

Greeticck Advertiser.

" Contains a vast amount of information especially useful to landowners, farmers and others."

—Surrey Comet.
" Contains a mass of information interesting to farmers and country ^QO\)\c."—Carlisli-

Patriot.

" This almanac is one which we can heartily recommend and especially to tenant-farmers.

There are also peculiarities in it which ought to make it acceptable to country gentlemen.

Students in the science of agriculture would find it a capital book of reference. The price is little

more than nominal."

—

Leeds Daily News.
*' This is just the kind of almanac that should be in the hands of all farmers arid agricultu-

rists, as it contains such an immense amount of information as is rarely seen in publications of a

like nature. Among its contents will be found a well-written paper by Mr. J. J. Mechi, which
will be read with interest by every British fa.rnia."—Blytli Weekly /Jews.

" The Agricultural Gazette Almanac for 1877 is, as usual, full of excellent matter particu-

larly interesting to the farmer and grazier. It contains, beyond the exceedingly interestmg and
instructive letterpress, many excellent illustrations of leading agricultural celebrities, notably one

of (hat adventurous traveller, heroic nurse, energetic politician, village philanthropist, and
successful Shorthorn exhibitor. Lady Pigot. The pages of the almanac contains an original article

by the popular owner of Tiptree, thus giving an additional interest to the publication. The
almanac will doubtless have found a place in hundreds of country homes, having been conveyed

thither by visitors attending the Cattle Show at Islington, during the past wtek,"— II'cekly

Dispatch.
'* The Agricultural Gazette Almanac is one of the best farmers' almanacs. Its information

is concise, and in general very reliable. We can cordially recommend this almanac to the notice

of farmers."

—

Kelso Chronicle.

" Here is an almanac we can confidently recommend to our agricultural readers. Tht
calendar relates to agricultural meetings, &c. , and there is a diary and memoranda ; there is a
list of all the agricultural societies, with the dates of their respective shows for 1877, and a mass
of useful information. A number of illustrations adorn the letterpress, and the whole is sold
for ^d."^North Herts and South Beds youmal.

*' This is an admirable compendium of information, likely to prove peculiarly useful to
agriculturists. It is capitally got up, and contains some excellent illustrations. The portrait

gallery is particularly interesting. When we say that the price is only 4(/. we have surely said
enough to induce every farmer to invest in the cheapest and best publication of its kind which
he is likely to come across this Christmas."

—

Sporting Gazette.

" Will be found of much service to farmers, poultry keepers and others."

—

Brighton Timas.

" The Agricultural Gazette Almanac for 1877 will be welcomed by all agriculturists with a
very great deal of pleasure, inasmuch as it gives a complete compilation of ;ill the agricultural

history of the past year, including a resume of the harvest. Shorthorn sales, and also provides
some very useful information upon modern agriculture. There are articles on Lincoln sheep, a
substitute for beer in the harvest field, and in addition to all these it gives portraits and photo-
graphs of our leading agriculturists, as well as pictures of the principal prize cattle during the
year 1876. It will be found a valuable aid to all farmers,"

—

Dover Chronicle.

" This almanac is concise, yet includes a large amount of important reading. Many portraits

of eminent agriculturists, beautifully drawn, are also given, with a diary to every month of the-

year."

—

Bradford Advertiser.

" This almanac is quite an extensive book, consisting of eighty-eight pages, and is un-
doubtedly one of the best and cheapest fourpennyworths in the market. It contains several
illustrations of notabilities in the * live stock world.' The frontispiece is an excellent portrait of
that veteran agriculturist, Mr. J. J Mechi, of Tiptree Hall, who has also written, specially for

the almanac, a capital article on Mode; - - •

'"•

and the quantity of miscellaneous ma
farmers."

—

Timber Trades Jourttal.

" Taken in its sections or as a whc
estate agents, and others connected with

" This is a useful farmers' almanac

" Contains a vast mass of informat
—Bradford Chronicle and Mail,

" The book is marvellously cheap

hole, the almanac cannot fail to be welcome to farmers,
h land and its cultivation."

—

Greenock Telegraph.

:."

—

Cardigan Herald.

ion which will be very useful to farmers and agriculturists."

at the published price."—JiTtVi/ Herald.

PUBLISHED BY W. RICHARDS, AT THE OFFICE OF ''THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE,"

7, CATHBKINE STKEET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.
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A PFRFECT CURE for SMOKY CHIM-
^J^Vr-Th= REGISTERED COWL. Made by

GEO. HAIX,21igh^treeOVorces«=^

T^t:,:^^^^^^^ portable smokeless
P'^^^ STOVES and PATENT FUEL.

%., H«.ingCo„s.rva.„„es Greenho^es, Halls, Pa»sa«=s,

, „, P-?,^||rBS^ONCHVnS KETTLE,^.. |.^^

FRETWORK a„d^CARV^NU^h^^^^^
^y^Qj,

Agricultural Cou-ty m ^..6-™.^ FOWLER ANn CO.,

,Jcor„^SrLo"don^''l'.nnSp^oushV^^

HotioisMTHovif^tirApparattts, &c.

TTALLIDAY and CO., Hothouse

Xl BuiLDEK'i and HoT-w

FACTURERS. Estimates and Pb
t.K Apparatus manl-
free Ue« Construction !

Uestn.a'ierialsV B=s"t workmanship 1
Catalogues free.

Offices. 22. EartonArcade. Manchester.

LIMEKILN HEATING.

This System of HEATING WINTER

GARDENS, CONSERVATORIES,

ORANGERIES, FERNERIES, VINERIES,

FORCING HOUSES, PINERIES, CU-

CUMBER, MELON and MUSHROOM

HOUSES, STOVES, PITS, &c.-aIso for

WARMING MANSIONS, PUBLIC BUILD-

INGS FACTORIES, &c., is steadily making

progress in pubUc estimation, effecting as it does

Great Economy of Fuel and Steadiness

of Heating Power,

and rendering the hitherto onerous duties of

Stoker comparatively light-no night stoking

,„t,,f„,„r l^=i"<' .-"'-ssary.

e the System is in Opera-

in each case, will be sent

on.

hardeners wishing to adopt

len be enabled to view the

to their own Establishments,

Gardener, and thus get inde-

.\ony as to the value of this

;ating.

s will be submitted, on rccept of par-

ticulars, free of charge.

Fill Pakticulaks PosT-rREE.

Cowan Patents Company (Limited),

2,, WHITEHALL PLACE, LONDON, S.W.,

and The Vineyard^GarstO". near Liverpool^

GREEN'S PATENT

Wrought-iron Hot-water Boilers,

Willi Shelves and Hollow Grate Bars.

Specially adapted for healing Grj'.nhouses, Conservatories.

^Churches, Chapels, Schools, P^'"; 1="'''^'"|^' '^""='"'=°

^
'Halls, Warehouses, Workshops, &c.

GEORGE'S PATENT CALORIGEN,
FOR

Warming and Ventilating Small
Conservatories.

The only Gas Stove

n which the product of

:ombuslion is entirely

excluded from the Conser-

vatory.
Made in Wrought Iron,

Made in Copper, ^5-

Height, 28 inches; dia-

meter, 14 inches.

It will be found very

valuable in the Nursery or

Sick Room, Damp Build-

ings, Conservatories,
Offices, &c. Exhibited

at the Exhibition of 1871

Vi (Department of Scientific

Illustrated Prospectuses and Testiraonials on application.

J. F. EARWIG and CO., 36, Q"«n Street, Cheapside, B.C.

This Stove introduces a strong current of warmed

(not burnt) fresh air.

Notice.

(By AJ>pointmeni to the Royal Horticttltur,il Society.)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS,
NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

A DAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT
J-i- ADVERTISEMENTS in all Newspapers, M.iga2ines,

and Periodicals. List of London Papers on application.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS. Advertisement Agents,
59. Fleet Street, E.C.

Illustrated Catalogues.

HM. POLLETT'S COLLECTION
• of over SEVEN HUNDRED BLOCKS suitable for

the above purpose. Customers can have the use of any of
them gratis.

H. M. P. Publishes Small SEED CATALOGUES in two
sizes, which can be altered to suit the requirements of small
-onsumers. Specimens and Prices on application.

POLLETT'S Horticultural Steam Printing Works, 12 to 15,
?„.l.,»..,.,t«r r.^rAfn^ Rarhiran. F..C.

STEVENS'
TRENTHAIVl GREENHOUSE BOILER.

Bridge r Gardens, Barbii

After 1 ng experience has proved lie
^^,' V)' ,J;Jl

ECONOMICAL, EFFECTUAL, and LAbl ING LO LER

extant; recently improved. For Illustrations, with full par-

ticulars, apply to the Sole Makers.

F. & J. SILVESTER.

HOT- WATER ENGINEERS, &c.. &c.,

Castle Hill Works, Newcastle. Staffotdshire.

^ Our Boilers are the ONLY °"" "-'i'
jj?* i'j!,f»*°fi

and under the inspection of the inventor. Mf. Stevens all

others being base imit.«ions.

Fubliabers' Card.

THE NURSERYMAN'S DIRECTORY.—
The undersigned have in preparation Volume II. of the

" Nurseryman's Directory," embracing a List of the Nursery-
men, Florists, Seedsmen, and Tree Dealers of the United
States. The work will be sold wholly by subscription, the price

of which will be Sio per copy, and will be issued January i,

1877. A limited space will be given to Advertisements, at the
following low rates ;

—

Full Page .. .. S35
I

One-third Page .. S15
Half Page .

.

. . 20 | One-fourth Page . . 10
One-si.xth Page S8.

For Sample Pages and further inbrmation. address

D. W SCOTT AND CO., Printers and Publishers, Galena,
,U.S.

EVUE de I'HORTICULTURE HELGE
) et BTRANGiiRE (Belgian and Foreign Horticultural

Review).—Amo" g the principal Contributors are :—A Allard,

E. Andre, C. Ballet, T. Buchetet, F. Burvenich. F. Crepin,
Comte de Corner, De Jonge van Ellemeet, O. de Kerchove de
Denterghem. P. E. de Puydt. C. de Vis. J. Gillon, A M. C.
Jongkindt Coninck, C. Koch, J. Kickx, L. Linden. T Moore,
C. Naudin, B. Oliver, H. Ortgies. E. Pynaert. E. Rodigas,
A. Siraux, O. Thomas, A. Van Geert Son. H. J. Van Hulle, J.
Van Volxem. H. J. Veitch, A. Westmael, and P. Wolkenstein.
This illustrated Journal appears on the rst of every month,

in Parts of 24 pages, 8vo, with a Coloured Plate and numerous

t'ernis of Subscription for Ihe United Kingdom :—One yaaF.

toi.
,
p.tyable in advance.

Publishing Office ; 143, Rue de Bru.xelles, Ghent, Belgium.
Post-office Orders to be made payable to M. E. PYNAERT,

at the Chief Post-office, Ghent.

w

SAEDEIfEES' CHEOIflCLE^SHEET ALIAIAa

-pHE "GARDENERS' CHRONICLE" ILLUSTRATED
-L SHEET ALMANAC (or 1S77 (an entirely ncNV and original design), will be issued

(gratis) with the Gardeners' Chronicle for Saturday, January 6.

Tlie Almanac may be liad separately, mounted on rollers, price 6d,, post-free.

Published by

W. RICHARDS, 4., WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

Noiv on

Tl,ey <
leatett, cheapest, most effective, and durable 0/

any extant.

Sale, PRICE SIXPENCE (Postage z\d.), in Coloured Cover.

THE GRAND CHRISTMAS NUMBER

ThePictorialWorld,
Two Sheets of Choice Engravings and Attractive Stories

:

PRESENTATION PLAT £7 entitled "BRIDAL GIFTS."

'

EaMiEltVSSian
loHcnutiNAtstciroN cms.sKUBJ*

Descriptive Illustrated Priced LIST may be bad free on

^^iToMAb GREEN ^^D SON Smithfield Iromvorks

Leeds ; and 54 and 55, Blackfriars Road, London, S.E.

CHOICE ENGRAVINGS.
FOR THE SERVICE OF THE CHURCH. Drawn by

A RACE^FOrureON CHRISTMAS EVE. Drawn by

Pekcv Maci;ioid.

SINGING THE CHRISTMAS CAROL. C C«TEltMOt.E.

A WELCOME FROM THE SEA. G. O. KlLBfRNB.

RIDING FOR THE LIFE-BOAT. S. Wiluams.

THE KOBOLDS CHRISTMAS TREAT.

SEA-WEED AND SPINDRIFT. C. Gregokv.

A ROUGH CHRISTMAS. Drawn by Phiz. Jun.

A MODERN SANTA-CL.WS.
PHRISTMAS IN AUSTRALIA.
RETURNING FROM THE PARTY. T. H. W.t.sON.

ATTRACTIVE STORIES.
TWELFTH-NIGHT CHARACTERS IN OUR VILLAOB.

Sketches from Real Life, in Pen. Ink, and Paper, by

J. Hain Friswell.

RES ANGUST/E DOMI. By (he Author of " The Harvesl

of a Quiet Eye."

CHRISTMAS STORIES OF MANY LANDS.

A MERRY CHRISTMAS. By Chaki.es Tow.n-elev.

AN ANTIPODIAN CHRISTMAS. An Old Austrauak.

CHRISTMAS EVE IN A DOG-CART. By The EoiTO»i

THE EVE OF ST. NICHOLAS. By John H. Ingram.

SOMETHING LIKE A SEANCE. By J. E. RiTCHlg.

CHRISTMAS WITH THE FISHER FOLK.
Together with contributions from the pens of George Manville

Fenn, and other well-known Authors.

Sold at all Newsagents, Booksell^^^Ta^Railway Bookstalls in the United Kingdom/

63, FI.EET STBBiil, I*ONPON, E.C.
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THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
for MONDAY, December iS.

CONT
Agricultural Machinery—Ashfield Shorthorns—Ayrshites in

England—Beetroot for Cattle— British Dairy Farmers* Associa-

tion-Ventilation of Cattle Ships— Cheesemaking in Russia-

Note from Cheshire—Corn and Roots at Birmingham—Note
^rom Derbyshire—Fish Dressing—Notes from Dublin— Note
from Durham—Edge Hill Shorthorn?-Notes from Edinburgh

—Forestry— Fiuit Tree Planting—Garden of the Farm—House-
hold—Implements at Smithfield— Implements at Birmingham-
Note from Lancashire—London Farmers' Club— Milk Fever

—

Note from Northumberland—Notes of the Week— Notices to

Correspondtsnls-Recent Patents—Poultry at Birmingham-
Royal Agricultural Society^Shorthorn Characteristics— Short-

horn Sales in 1S76—Note from Staffordshire—Veterinarian-

Vitality of Seed—Weather and Work—Wetherby Herd—Winter
Spinach.

Price 4^.; post-free 3,yzd. Published by William Richards,

at the Office. 7. Catherine Street. Strand. W.C.

Farms, Estates, Residences.
Any one desirous of Renting a Farm or Residence, or

Purchasing an Estate, can have copies of the

MIDLAND COUNTIES HERALD
supplied free for six weeks on stating the purpose for

wliich the paper is required, forwarding name and address, and
six halfpenny stamps for postage, addressed, " MidlandCounties
Herald Office. Birmingham." The Midlatui Counties Herald
always contains large numbers of advertisements relating to
Farms. Estates, and Residences for Sale and to be Let.

Just published, large post Svo., cloth, with Map. 105 td.,

THE EMIGRANT and SPORTSMAN in
CANADA : some Experiences of an Old Country

Setller, with Sketches of Canadian Life, Sporting Adventures,
and Observations on the Forests and Fauna. By J. J. Rowan.
This work contains Practical Hints for Emigrants and

Sportsmen, written by an Emigrant and a Sportsman ; also
information specially written foi a class of emigrants for which
Canada is a particularly suitable country—people of small
fortune, who*e means, though ample lo enable them to live well
in Canada, are insufficient to meet the demands of rising
expenses at home.

London; EDWARD STANFORD, 55, Charing Cross. S.W

CULTIVATOR.—
iral Journal, which
and in the Principal

rp H E
J- A Portuguese Monthly Agricultural Journal^ which
circulates in Portugal and her possess
Towns of the Brazils.

This Paper offers an excellent medium for Adi
every description of industry and of ever>- article of consump-
tion in the countries and places above mentioned

Advertising charges, 8rf. per square inch, Translation included.
Ten per cent. Discount for six months ; 20 per cent. Discount

for twelve months, if paid in advance.
Address, the Editor of the Cultivator, St. Michael's, Azores.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SO UTH WALES ADVERTISER.

CONTENTS:—
INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Draivn and Engraved

specially for this Journal).

NATURAL HISTORY (Original Articles).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and IIINING cenerally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY M.ML h^s a wide circubtion
throughout the Australian Colonies, New Zealand,
Polynesia, &c. It contains a large amount of informa-
tion on a great variety of subjects.

Subscription in Advance, £1 per Annum.
Single Copies, 4,/. ; Stamped. 51/.

Publishing Office— Hunter Street, Sydney, New South
Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

.\gents are authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS,
which must be paid in advance, for the SYDNEY
MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY MAIL:—
London .... Mr. George Street, 30, Cornhill, E.C.

Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lom-
bard Street, E.G.

Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride
Street, Fleet Street, E.C.

Birmingham Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

Liverpool .. Lee & Nightingale, 15, North John Street.

Bristol James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Builditigs.

Edinburgh . . Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow .... 'W. Porleous & Co., 15, Royal Exchange
Place.

Copies of each Journal are filed at the above Offices
for the use of Advertisers.

Commencement of a New Volume.
T^HE FLORIST and POMOLOGIST for

„"r«.,--!-'^c'''y'^'^^''
'^"- P"" "' ""' ""'•''" COLOURED

PLATES of

RHODODENDRON, PRINCESS OF WALES,
WILLLSON'S QUEEN VICTORIA PE,\R.

With articles on the following subjects :—
New Tuberous-rooted Begonias.
On Changes Effected by Graftini;. By Mr. F. W. Burbidge.
Vines and Vine-culture, Chapter -xi. (Illustrated I. By Mr.

A. F. Barron.
r v , i

Fig, Negro Largo. By Mr. I. Rust.
Nertera depressa for Carpet Bedding.
The Auricula, Chapter i.v.. Notes by the Way. By the Rev.

F. D. Ho ner.
Self Alpine Auriculas By Mr. R. Dean.
Corn Salad, or Manche of the French. By Mr. H. Knight.
Mutdated Flowers of Carnations. By Mr. E. S. Dodwell.
Pothos argyrea as a Wall-clother. By Mr. D. T. Fish.
Zamia crassifolia (Illustrated).
The Carnation and Picotee, Chapter xiii,. Descriptions of

varieties. By Mr. E. S. Dodwell.
Nephrolepis davallioides furcaiis (Illustrated).
"'

- the Culture of Vines in Pots. By Mr. J. Douglas.

London: ryr. Fleet Street, E.C.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE de
, FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CHKRE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Ilhistrations, Published since 1865 by F.
BoKvENicH. E. Pavnaert, E. RoDlGAS, and H. J. Van
HuLLB, Professors at the Horticultural School of the lielgian
Government at Ghent. Post paid 10^. per annutn.

H. J. VAN HULLE. Botanical Gardens, Ghent, Belgium.

THE COTTAGER'.S CALENDAR of
GARDEN OPERATIONS. By the late Sir Joseph

Paxton. M.P.
Reprinted from the Gardciters* Ckrcniclgj with numerous

Alterations and Additions.

Price 3,/. : post free, ^]^J.
Post Office Orders are to be made payable to Wm. Richards,

at the King Street Office, Covent Garden, W.C.

^ ADVERTISERS are riquutid to note tkat
althougk -u>e do not object to receive Letters to be called
for, -we cannot undertake to forward them.

WANTED, for the neighbourhood of
Walthamstow, Essex, a married couple— Wife as

COOK, and must understand Dairy: M.in as GARDENER,
and must have a knowledge of Vines, Hothouses, &c. State
references and salary expected.— Apply by letter to E. G. F.,
I. Halstead Villas, Fulham Road, Hammersmith, W. No
Register Offices need apply.

WANTED, a SECOND GARDENER,
under Head Working Gardener, where six are kept.

Must understand Melons, Vines, Greenhouse, Stove, and
general Gardeniiii? ; must be married, with nol more than two
children, and able to produce good references. Wages 2\s.

WANTED, an UNDER GARDENER,
,;"* ^ general knowledge of Gardening.—G. PECK-

Ringwood, Han

WANTED, IMMEDIATELY, for a
General Nursery in Scotland, a PROPAGATOR

(Outdoor), who has had experience in all Outdoor Nursery
Work: also an INDOOR PROPAGATOR.— .'ipply, staling
wages, and where employed hitherto, to H. B. C, Gardeners'
ChronkU Office. W.C.

WANTED, a MAN who understands the
Management of Palms. Draca;nas. Ferns, &c. ; one

accustomed to Orchids preferred.—Apply, stating wages
expected. .and other pirticulirs. to DRUiil.MOND
BROTHERS, Larkheld Nursery, Edinburgh.

WANTED, a MAN ivho can grow Pelargo-
niums. Cyclamens, and Primulas well, and who has had

experience in Growing Flowers for market.— Apply to H. E.,
Gardeners' Chro:iicle Office, W.C.

To the Seed Trade.

WANTED, a HEAD SHOPMAN, for a
Provincial Business.—Apply, by letter only, stating

age, terms, experience, references, &c., to P. C, Minier & Co.,
60, Strand. W.C.

WANTED, a SHOPMAN, well versed in
the Seed Trade, and with satisfactory references.

—

Apply, stating experience and salary expected, to CLARK
BROTHERS akd CO., Seed MerchanU, Carlisle.

Seed Trade.

ANTED, as SHOPMAN, a thoroughly
experienced energetic man ; married preferred. Un-

exceptional references required as to ability, &c.—Apply,
staling age, salary required, and all other particulars, to
DICKSON AND ROBINSON, Seed Merchants, Manchester.

w
Seed Trade.

WANTED, a respectable, intelligent young
Man, of good address, as ASSISTANT

: good Counter-
hand and quick Writer.—Apply, stating age, experience salary
required, and references, to DICKSON and ROBINSON,
IVIanchester.

Seed Trade—(Provlnolal).

WANTED, a JUNIOR ASSISTANT, who
has had some experience in the Retail Garden,

Flower Seed and Bulb Trade. Must be active, and write a
good hand. Slate age, wages, and reference.—J. lEFFERIES
AND CO., Seed Warehouse, Oxford.

WANT PLACES.

I)
S. WILLIAMS, having at the present

J« time several very excellent GARDENERS upou
his Register, is desirous of placing them in Situations where
great experience and trust are required B. S. W. would at ihi:

same time beg to intimate that when a Gardener is aoplied
for that the filling of the situation should be left with him, as
that would prevent unnecessary cDrrespandence and delay.

—

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

Head Gardeners.

JOHN LAING can at present recommend
with every confidence several energetic and practical

Men, of tested ability and first-rate character. Ladies and
Gentlemen in WANT of GARDENERS and BAILIFFS,
or GARDENERS for First-rate Establishments or Single-
hand Situations, can be suited, and have full particulars
by applying at Stanstead Park and Rutland Park Nurseries,
Forest Hill, London, S.E.

GARDENER (Head), to any Lady or
Gentleman requiring the services of a thorough practica.

Gardener.—Good experience in Landscape Gardening and the
general Improvement of a Gentleman's Estate. Good
references. -J. WHUR, Goldie Leigh Lodge, Bostol Heath,
Kent.

GARDENER (Head}, age 40. — John
Dawson, Gardener to Sir Arundell Neave, Bart.,

Ilysdulas, Anglesey, North Wales, offers his services to any
I-ady or Gentleman requiring a practical man in all branches of
the profession. No objection to a Home Farm, or General
Management of an Estate.

CIJ,ARDENER (Head), where the services of
^' a really good Gardener are required.—J, Shekratt can

with confidence recomme.d an excellent Gardener of twenty-five
years' experience. Highest testimonials, and satisfactory
reason for leaving present situation. — Knypersley Nursery,

GARDENER (Head), and BAILIFF.—
Age 40, married : twenty years' thorough practical

experience in all branches of Gardening, also Land and Stock.
First-rate character.—C. H., Mr. Winckworth, Glo'ster Road,
New Barnet. Herts.

GARDENER (Journeyman). — Age 25;
seven years' experience.—A. B. C, Post-office, Green,

Staines, Middlesex.

GARDENER, or GARDENER and
BAILIFF.—Age 36. married : twenty-two years' good

practical experience. Wife good Dairywoman. Good
character. Cause of leaving, death of employer.—J. P.,
2, Cedar Cottages, Middle Lane. Hornsey, London, N.

FOREMAN, or fI'"'"^''^'^ "" --— ^i-'"

experienced in all ExotiJ'H O RT I C U L T U RE
Gardens. Hurncastle. jJ^RE, 1877, containing the

Ho of

Br^TT(~iITTr'T"TTCT' I Seed Merchants of England,

SOU -WOODED PRO'ector of the Zoological Gardens,
establishment.—Eleven years ex

o »

Rupert Street, Bristol.

mOPMAN or MAN Special Priced LIST
* fifteen ye.ars' experience, botARDEN and AGRICUL-
-st-class references.— ti, 7,Goldsm. is now ready, and may be

It, Wisbech.

KI N A H A N ' S L L-eaT
Kinahan & Co. finding that, thro t,-,,,,„^*«j ., «.««J

ticn of the Medical Profession, the demaP^^vested a gOOd
BRATED OLD LL WHISKY for purely i^ ^o'" general crop,

is very great, submit with pleasure the followi.

Dr. Hassall ;

—
" I have very carefully and fully a. _________

pies of this well-known and popular Whisky. The san. •, •

£oft and mellow to the taste, aromatic and ethereal to the 1"^!..'"
The Whisky must be pronounced to be pure, well-matured, anif^i
of very excellent quality. The Medical Profession mayfeelfull
confidence in the purity and quality of this Whisky."

20, Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street. London, W.

EPPS'S COCOA:
GRATEFUL—COMFORTING.

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern
the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by careful apph-
cation of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps
has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately-flavoured
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by
the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution may
be gradually built up until strong enough to resist every
tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak point. We
may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified

with pure blood and a properly nourished frame."

—

Civil Service
Gazette, Sold only in packets, labelled

JAMES EPPS AND CO., Homu:opaihic Chemists. 4S.
Threadneedle Street, E.C. and 170. Piccadilly. London. S.W.

D INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for ACIDITY of the STOMACH,
HEARTBURN, HEADACHE, GOUT, and
INDIGESTION : and the safest aperient for delicate
Constitutions, Ladies, Children, and Infants.

DINNEFORD and CO.,
172, New Bond Street, London, and all Chemists.

HOLLO WAY'S PILLS.—
The resources of Medicine and Chemistry were long

and fruitlessly tried before they yielded a remedy which could
overcome the Disorders of the Stomach and Nerves, till

Professor Holloway discovered his Purifying and Tonic Pills.

They are the safest and surest correctives of Indigestion,
Heartburn. Flatulency, Torpidity of the Liver, Twitchings,
Nervous Fancies, Despondency. Low Spirits, and Declining
Strength. HoUoway's Pills supersede all irregular action of
the body, and so strengthen and support the system that disease
departs, and leaves the patient not at all shaken. This is the
grand aim and object of medical art, to regulate disordered
functions without damaging the constitution by the remedy, and
admirably is this end attained by HoUoway's Pills.
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A PFRFECT CURE for SMOKY CHIM-A NEYS-The REGISTERED COWL. Made by

GEO. HALL^High Street, Worcester.

P^^^^^^^fJ^l'^ESx Eu\r
^^'^''

'

"'3lfirji'R^vr;j'£'^FR\^si^:^sk°^rFiLEs.FRETWORk^and^LARVlNU^p^^jjjj^yOOU

SWAN NASH, .53. Oxford Street, W. :
and 4. Newgate

St?eet:E.C^
T^OWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
_r and CULTIVATOR may be SEEJJ at WOKH. in every

Agricultural Cou„ty in Enghnd^

.JS^rJ'hXtonLn.^lV^iwtJS^^
SotUaiso8rioV^?aterApparatus, &c.

TTALLIDAY and ca, Hothouse

*^
'^""-'' Fsiim^tes and^Pra^^free. B^t Construction !

B^^raateriauf Best workmanship !
Cataloguesf.ee.

Offices. 22, Barton Arcade. Manchester.

LIMEKILN HEATING.

This System of HEATING WINTER

GARDENS, CONSERVATORIES,
ORANGERIES, FERNERIES, VINERIES,

FORCING HOUSES, PINERIES, CU-

CUMBER, MELON and MUSHROOM

HOUSES, STOVES, PITS, &c.-aIso for

WARMING MANSIONS, PUBLIC BUILD-

INGS, FACTORIES, &c., is steadily making

progress in public estimation, effecting as it does

Great Economy of Fuel and Steadiness

of Heating Power,

and rendering the hitherto onerous duties of

Stoker comparatively light-no night stoking

,„i,ot=.'»r h°in<' '-"-"ssary.
F. rosherand . System is in Opera-

N.B.—Orders promptly *= ""- '^^ '
'^

A liberal D - ;„ g^ch case, wiU 06 Sent

SIR JOSFon.

HOTHOUSESiardeners wishing to adopt

Being e.«?y^fiid;"a:d .en be enabled to view the

carpeirter. Se.
^^ jj^gj^ q^^,,. Establishments,

complr,3aj(}ener, and thus get inde-

A Pamphlet, witli '
» i r »u,V

A Handbook of Vir.iony as to thc Value of this

HEP,ating.
2, GLOUCE- ^

s will be submitted, on recept of par-

licularsjree of charge.

FLLL PARTICULARS PcjST-FKEE.

Cowan Patents Company (Limited),

21, WHITEHALL PLACE, LONDON, S.W.,

and The Vineyard, Garston, near Liverpool.

GREEN'S PATENT

Wrought-iron Hot-water Boilers,

With Shelves and Hollow Grate Bars.

Spe.ecially adapted for heating Gre.nhousei, Conserv.-,toii(

ChuJches, Chapels, Schools. Public Iluildtngs, Entrance

Halls, Warehouses, Workshops, Jic.

! t:-.-.v )\V

GEORGE'S PATENT CALORIGEN,

IVanniiig and Ventilating Small
Conservatories.

The only Gas Stove

in which the product of

combustion is entirely

excluded from the Conser-

vatory.
Made in Wrought Iron,

Made in Copper, ^5.
Height, 28 inches : dia-

It will be found very

valuable in the Nursery or

Sick Room, Damp Build-

ings. Conservatories.
Offices, &c. Exhibited

at the Exhibition of 1871
"~["~j (Department of Scientific

Inventions).

Illustrated Prospectuses and Testimonials on application.

J. F. FARWIG AND CO., 36, Q"S^'» Street. Cheapside, t.L.

This Stove introduces a strong current of "

nt) fresh a

They

'tafflHElEWmn loNcimtiNAi. stcTion jboss sectism

Descriptive Illustrated Priced LIST may be had free on

application to

THOMAS GREEN .\nd SON. Smithfield Ironworks.

Leeds : and 54 and 55, Blackfriars Road, London, i.t.

S TE VEN S'

TRENTHAM GREENHOUSE BOILER,

Notice.

(By AfpoMmmt to tkt Royal Horticultural Society.)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS,
NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

A DAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT
-t\. ADVERTISEMENTS in all Newspapers. Magazines,
and Periodicals. List of London Papers on application.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents,
59. Fleet Street, E.C.

Illustrated Catalogues.

HM. POLLETT'S COLLECTION
• of over SEVEN HUNDRED BLOCKS suitable for

the above purpose. Customers can have the use of any of
them gratis.

H. M. P. Publishes Small SEED CATALOGUES in two
sizes, which can be altered to suit the requirements of small
consumers. Specimens and Prices on application.

POLLETT'S Horticultural Steam Printing Works, 12 to is.
Bridgewater Gardens, Barbican, E.C.

After long experience, has pro^ed ''"; " '' ^ 1

', TiiYr
ECONOMICAL, EFFECTUAL and LASIIM. lc> LLK

extant; recently improved. For Illustrations, w ith full par

ticulars. apply to the Sole Makers,

F. 85 J. SILVESTER,

HOT-WATER ENGINEERS, &c.. &c..

Castle Hill Works, Newcastle, Staffordshire.

^ Our Boilers are. the
°--lZ:.^" t^ t^^^^M

and under the inspection of the inventor, Wt. Stevens all

others being base mutations.

Publlahers' Card.

THE NURSERYMAN'S DIRECTORY.—
The undersigned have in preparation Volwme II, of the

" Nurseryman's Directory." embracing a List of the Nwrsery-
men. Florists, Seedsmen, and Tree Dealers of the United
States. The work will be sold wholly by subscription, the price
of which will be Sio per copy, and will be issued January i,

1877. A limited space will be given to Advertisements, at the
following low rates :

—

Full Page .. .. $«
I

One-third Page .. S15
Half Page . . . . =o | One-fourth Page . . 10

One-si.xth Page S3.

For Sample Pages and further inbrmation. address

D. W SCOTT AND CO., Printers and Publishers, Galena.
Illinois, U.S.

"DEVUE de I'HORTICULTURE RELGE
\-\ et ETRANGfeRE (Belgian and Foreign Horticultural
Review).—Amo. g the principal Contributors are :-A Allard,
E. Andre'. C. Ballet. T. Buchetet, F. Burvenich. F. Cripin
Comte de Gomer, De Jonge van Ellemeet. O. de Kerchove de
Denterghem. P. E. de Puydt. C. de Vis. J. Gillon, A M C.
Jongkuvit Coninck, C. Koch, J. Kickx, L. Linden. T Jloore
C. Naudin. B. Oliver, H, Ortgies, E. Pynaen. E. Rodigas.
A. Siraux, O. Thomas. A. Van Geert Son. H. J. Van Hulle I

Van Volxem. H. J. Veitch, A. Westmael, and P. Wolkenstein.
This illustrated Journal appears on the ist of every montli,

in Parts of 24 pages, 8vo, with a Coloured Plate and numerous
Engravings.
Terms of Subscription for the United Kingdom :—Ono year,

io.t.. payable in advance.

Pllbli^hing Office : 143. R"C de Bruxelles. Ghent. Belgium.
Post-office Orders to he made payable to M. E. PYNAERT,

at the Chief Post-office, Ghent.

GAEDE^EES' CHEONICLE SHEET ALIAIfAG.

-pHE "GARDENERS' CHRONICLE" ILLUSTRATED
-L SHEET ALMANAC for 1877 (an entirely new and original design), will be issued

(gratis) with the Gardeners' Clironicle for Saturday, January 6.

The Almanac may be tiad separately, mounted on rollers, price 6d., post-free.

Published by

W RICHARDS, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

Noiv on Sale, PRICE SIXPENCE (Postage z\d.), in Coloured Cover.

THE GKAND CHRISTMAS NUMBER

The PictorialWorld,
Two Sheets of Choice Engravings and Attractive Stories

:

PRESENTATION PLATE, entitled "BRIDAL GIFTS."

CHOICE ENGRAVINGS.
FOR THE SERVICE OF THE CHURCH. Drawn by

Sheldon Williams.

A RACE FOR LIFE ON CHRISTMAS EVE. Drawn by

PeKCV MACntOlD.

SINGING THE CHRISTMAS CAROL. C. Cattermole.

A WELCOME FROM THE SEA. G. O. KiLBfRNB.

RIDING FOR THE LIFE-BOAT. S. Williams.

THE KOBOLDS CHRISTMAS TREAT.

SEA-WEED AND SPINDRIFT. C. Gregokv.

A ROUGH CHRISTMAS. Drawn by PHia, Jun.

A MODERN SANTA-CLAUS.
CHRISTMAS IN AUSTRALIA.
RETURNING FROM THE PARTY. T. H. WlL™'

ATTRACTIVE STORIES.
TWELFTH-NIGHT CHARACTERS IN OUR VILLAOB,

Sketches from Real Life, in Pen. Ink, and Paper, by

I. Hain Friswell.

RES ANGUSTiE DOMI. By the Author of" Thc HarvesI

of a Quiet Eye."

CHRISTMAS STORIES OF MANY LANDS.
A MERRY CHRISTMAS. By Charles Townelev.

AN ANTIPODIAN CHRISfMAS. An Old AusTRALiAtf.

CHRISTMAS EVE IN A DOG-CART. By The Editor..

THE EVE OF ST. NICHOLAS. By John H. Ingram.

SOMETHING LIKE A SEANCE. By J. E. Ritchie.

CHRISTMAS WITH THE FISHER FOLK.
Together with contributions from the pens of George Manville

Fenn, and other well-known Authors.

Sold at all Newsagents, Booksellers, and Railway Bookstalls in the United Kingdom.

63, FLEET STBBBT, LONDON, B.C.
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for MONDAY. December

Contents.
Agricultural Machinery—Ashfield Sliorthorns—Ayrshires in

England —Beetroot for Cattle—British Dairy Farmers' Associa-

tion-Ventilation of Cattle Ships—Cheesemaking in Russia-

Note from Cheshire—Corn and Roots at Birmingham— Note
from Derbyshire— Fish Dressing-Notes from Dublin-Note
frqm Durham-Edge Hill Shorthorns-Notes from Edinburgh

—Forestry— Fiuit Tree Planting—Garden of the Farm— House-
hold-Implements at Smithfield-lmplements at Birmingham-
Note from Lancashire—London Farmers' Club—Milk Fever-

Note from Northumberland— Notes of the Week—Notices to

Correspondents—Recent Patents—Poultry at Birmingham-
Royal Agricultural Society—Shorthorn Characteristics-Short-

horn Sales in 1S76—Note from StalTordshire—Veterinarian

—

Vitality of Seed—Weather and Work—Wetherby Herd—Winter
Spinach.

Price 4rf.; post-free i\id. Published by William Richards,

at the Office, 7, Catherine Street, Strand. W.C.

Farma, Estates, Resldenoes.
Any one desirous ol Renting a Farm or Residence, or

Purchasing an Estate, can have copies of the

MIDLAND COUNTIES HERALD
supplied free for six weeks on stating the purpose for

which the paper is required, forwarding name and address, and
six halfpenny stamps for postage, addressed, " MtdlatidCottntUs
Herald Office, Birmingham-" The Midland Counties Herald
always contains large numbers of advertisements relaling to
Farms. Estates, and Residences for Sale and to be Let.

Just published, brge post 8vo., cloth, with Map. loi bd..

THE EMIGRANT and SPORTSMAN in
CANADA: some Experiences of an Old Country

Settler, with Sketches of Canadian Life, Sporting Adventures,
and Observations on the Forests and Fauna. By J. J. Rowan.
This work contains Practical Hints for Emigrants and

Sportsmen, written by an Emigrant and a Sportsman ; also
information specially written foi a class of emigrants for which
Canada is a particularly suitable country—people of small
fortune, who^e means, though ample lo enable them to live well
in Canada, .ire insufficient to meet the demands of rising
expenses at home.

London ; EDWARD STANFORD. 55, Charing Cross. S.W

CULTIVATO R.—
;se Monthly A

In Portugal and her possessions, and in the Principal

rp H E
J- A Portuguese Monthly Agricultural lournal, which
circulates in P -

Towns of the
This Paper off'ers an excellent medium for Advertisements ol

every description of industry and of cverj' article of consump-
tion in the countries and places above mentioned

Advertising charges, 8(i. per square inch, Translation included.
Ten per cent. Discount for six months ; 20 per cent. Di-scount

for twelve months, if paid in advance.
Address, the Editor of the Cultivator, St. Michael's, Azores.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

CONTENTS:—
INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Drawn and Engraved

specially for this Journal).

NATURAL HISTORY (Original Articles).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS.
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL h.is a wide circul.Uion
throughout the Australian Colonies, New Zealand,
Polynesia, &c. It contains a large amount of informa-
tion on a great variety of subjects.

Subscription in Advance, £1 per Annum.
Single Copies, 41/.; Stamped, ^d.

Publishing Office— Hunter Street, Sydney, New South
Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

.Agents are authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS,
which must be paid in advance, for the SYDNEY
MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY MAIL :—
London .... Mr. fieorge Street, 30, Cornhill, E.C.

Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lom-
bard Street, E.C,

Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride
Street, Fleet Street, E.C.

Birmingham Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.
Liverpool .. Lee & Nightingale, IS, North John Street.
Bristol James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance

Buildings.
Edinburgh . . Robertson & Scott, i j, Hanover Street.
Glasgow .... W. Porleous & Co., 15, Royal Exchange

Place.

Copies of each youmal are filed at the above Offices
for the use of Adverttsera.

Commencement of a Ne-w Volume.

'PHE FLORIST and POMOLOGIST for

^, M>'"ARV, 1S77, price II., will contain COLOURED
PLATES of

RHODODENDRON, PRINCESS OF WALES,
WILLISON'S QUEEN VICTORIA PEAK,

With articles on the following subjects :—
New Tuberous-rooted Begonias.
On Changes Effected by Grafting. By Mr. F. W. Burbidge.
Vines and Vine-culture, Chapter .xi. (Illustrated). By Mr.

A. F. Barron.
Fig, Negro Largo. By Mr. T. Rust.
Nertera depressa for Carpet Bedding.
The Auricula, Chapter ix., Notes by the Way. By the Rev.

Self Alpine Auricula's, By Mr. R. Dean.
Corn Salad or Manche of the French. By Mr. H. Knight.
Mutilated Flowers of Carnations. By Mr. E. S. Dodwlll
Pothos argyrea as a Wall-clother. By Mr. 1). T. Fish.
Zamia crassifolia (Illustrated).
The Carnaiion and Picolce, Chapter xiii.. Descriptions of

varieties. By Mr. E. S. Dodwell.
Nephrolepis davallioides furcans (Illustrated).
Notes on the Culture of Vines in Pots. By Mr, J. Douglas,
villa Gardening for January.
Garden Gossip.—Obituary.

London: 171, Fleet Street, E.C.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE de
, FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CHERE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1865 by P.
BuRvENicH. E. Pavnaert, E. Rodigas, and H. J. Van
HuLLE, Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian
Government at Ghent. Post paid io.r. per annum,
H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Gardens, Ghent, Belgium.

HE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR of
GARDEN OPERATIONS. By the late Sir Joseph

Paxton, M.P.
Reprinted from the Gardeners' CkrmicU, with numerous

Alterations and Additions.

Price 3^. : po-st free, -i^d.
Post Office Orders are to be made payable to Wm. Richards,

at the King Street Office. Covent Garden, W.C.
Published at the Office of the Gardeners' Ckrmiclc, 41,

Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

1^ ADVERTISERS are requested to note that
although we do not object to receive Letters to be called
for, we cannot undertake to forward them.

WANTED, for the neighbourhood of
Walthamstow, Essex, a married couple — Wife as

COOK, and must understand Dairy; Man as GARDENER,
and must have a knowledge of Vines, Hothouses, &c. State
references and salary expected.— Apply by letter to E. G. F ,'"- ••-"--- " ,,h, W. No

WANTED, a SECOND GARDENER,
under Head Working G.ardener. where six are kept.

Must understand Melons, Vines. Greenhouse, Stove, and
general Gardening ; must be married, with not more than two
children, and able 10 produce good references. Wages 21s.
a week and lodge. Residence 11 miles from London.—Y. B.,
Davies & Co., Advertising Agents, Finch Lane, Cornhill, E.C.

WANTED, an UNDER GARDENER,
with a general knowledge of Gardening.—G. PECK-

HAJI, Harrow Farm, near Ringwood, Hants.

WANTED, IMMEDIATELY, for a
General Nursery in Scotland, a PROPAGATOR

(OuTDOOli), who has had experience in all Outdoor Nursery
Work; also an INDOOR PROPAGATOR.- Apply, stating
wages, and where employed hitherto, to H. B. C, Gardeners'
Chronicle Office, W.C.

WANTED, a MAN who understands the
Management of Palms, Dracainas, Ferns, &c. ; on«

accustomed to Orchids preferred.—Apply, slating wages
expected, and other p.articul.u-s, to DRUMMOND
BROTHERS, Larklield Nursery, Edinburgh.

WANTED, a MAN who can grow Pelargo-
niums, Cyclamens, and Primulas well, and who has had

experience in Growing Flowers (or market.— Apply to H. E.,
Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

To the Seed Trade.

WANTED, a HEAD SHOPMAN, for a
Provincial Business.—Apply, by letter only, stating

age, terms, experience, references, &c., to P. C, Minier & Co.,
60, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, a SHOPMAN, well versed in
the Seed Trade, and with satisfactory references.

—

Apply, stating experience and salary expected, to CLARK
BROTHERS a.nd CO., Seed Merchants, Carlisle.

Seed Trade.

WANTED, as SHOPMAN, a thoroughly
experienced energetic man ; married preferred. Un-

exceptional references required as lo ability, &c.—Apply,
stating age, salary required, and all other particulars, to
DICKSON and ROBINSON, Seed Merchanu, Manchester.

Seed 'ITade.

WANTED, a respectable, intelligent young
Man, ofgood address, as ASSISTANT

; good Counter-
hand and quick Writer.—Apply, stating age, experience, salary
required, and references, to DICKSON and ROBINSON,
Manchester.

Seed Trade-(ProvlDOlal).

WANTED, a JUNIOR ASSISTANT, who
has had some experience in the Retail Garden,

Flower Seed and Bulb Trade. Must be active, and write a
good hand. State age, wages, and reference.—J. JEFFERIES
AND CO., Seed Warehouse, Oxford.

WANT PLAGES.

X) S. WILLIAMS, having at the present
-IJ* time several very excellent GARDENERS upoi)
his Register, is desirous of placing them in Situations where
great experience and trust are required B. S. W. would at the
same time beg to intimate that when a Gardener is applied
for that the filling of ihe situation should be left with kirn, as
that would prevent unnecessary correspondence and delay.

—

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

Head Gardeners.

TOHN LAING can at present recommend
t^ with every confidence several energetic and practical
Men. of tested ability and first-rate character. Ladies and
Gentlemen in WANT ol GARDENERS and BAILIFFS,
or GARDENERS for First rate Establishments or Single-
hand Situations, can be suited, and have full particulars
by applying at Stanstead Park and Rutland Park Nurseries,
Forest Hill, London, S.E.

(^ARDENER (Head), to any Lady orV^ Gentleman requiring the services of a thorough practica.
Gardener. —Good experience in Landscape Gardening and the
general Improvement of a Gentleman's Estate. Good
references. -J. WHUR, Goldie Leigh Lodge, Bostol Heath,

ARDENER (He.a.d), age 40. — John
Dawson, Gardener to Sir Arundell Neave, Bart.,

Ilysdulas, Anglesey, North Wales, offers his services to any
Lady or Gentleman requiring a practical man in all branches of
the profession. No objection to a Home Farm, or General
Management of an Estate.

C;j.ARDENER (Head), where the services of
^ a really good Gardener are required —J. Shekratt can

with confidence recomme. d an excellent Gardener of twenty-five
years' experience. Highest testimonials, and satisfactory
reason for leaving present situation, — Knypersley Nursery,

(^ARDENER (Head), and BAILIFF.—
V^ Age 40, married; twenty years' thorough practical
experience In all branches of Gardening, also Land and Stock.
Fusl-raie character.—C. H., Mr. Winckworth, Glo'ster Road,
New Barnet, Herts,

/TJ-ARDENER (Journeyman). — Age 25;VJ seven years' experience.—A. B. C, Posl-office, Green,
Staines. Middlesex.

GARDENER, or GARDENER and
BAILIFF.—Age -,6. married; twenty-two years' good

practical experience. Wife good DaJrywoman. Good
character. Cause of leaving, death of employer.~J. P.,

2, Cedar Cottages, Middle Lane, Hornsey, London, N.

FOREMAN, or Tl '-^' ---...-.t^i"

experienced in all Exotic
Gardens, Hurncaslle.

BOUOUETTIST,
SOhT-WOODED PRO

establishment.—Eleven years' ex
Rupert Street, Bristol.

sHOPMAN or MA^
fifteen years' experience, bol
class references —B

,
7,Goldsm

KI N A H A N'S L L
Kinahan <fc Co. finding that, thro

tion of the Medical Profession, the dema.
BRATED OLD LL WHISKY for purely i.

is very great, submit with pleasure the followi.
Dr. Hassall ;-" I have very carefully and fully a.
pies of this well-known and popular Whisky. The san.
soft and mellow to the taste, aromatic and ethereal to the ^-

The Whisky must be pronounced to be pure, well-matured, anu
of very excellent quality. The Medical Profession may feci full
confidence in the purity and quality of this Whisky."

20. Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street. London, W.

P P S ' S COCOA:
GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern
the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by careful appli-
cation of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps
has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately-flavoured
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by
the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution may
be gradually built up until strong enough to resist every
tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak point. We
may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified
with pure blood and a properly nourished frame."

—

CivilService
Gazette. Sold only in packets, labelled

JAMES EPPS AND CO.. Homceopathic Chemists, 48.
Threadneedle Street, E.C, and 170. Piccadilly, London. S.W.

DINNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for ACIDITY of the STOMACH,
HEARTBURN, HEADACHE, GOUT, and
INDIGESTION; and the safest aperient for delicate
Constitutions, Ladies, Children, and Infants.

DINNEFORD and CO.,
172, New Bond Street. London, and alt Chemists.

HOLLO WAY'S PILLS.—
The resources of Medicine and Chemistry were long

and fruitlessly tried before they yielded a remedy which could
overcome the Disorders of the Stomach and Nerves, till

Professor Holloway discovered his Purifying and Tonic Pills.
They are the safest and surest correctives of Indigestion,
Heartburn. Flatulency, Torpidity of the Liver, Twitchings,
Nervous Fancies, Despondency. Low Spirits, and Declining
Strength. Holloway 's Pills supersede all irregular action of
the body, and so strengthen and support the system that disease
departs, and leaves the patient not at all shaken. This is the
grand aim and object of medical art, to regulate disordered
functions without damaging the constitution by the remedy, and
admirably is this end attained by HoUoway's Pills.
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Seedsmen to Seedsmen to

H.SI. The Queen.

NOW^ READY,
PRICE ONE SHILLING, POST-FREE FOR 14 STAMPS,

Or GRA TIS to CUSTOMERS,

THE NEW AND GREATLY ENLARGED EDITION E.K.H. the Prince of
Wales.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

SUTTON'S

AMATEUR'S GUIDE

IS NOW ISSUED
QUITE APART

FROM

Sutton's Spring Catalogue

Price Current of Seeds,

and is published in a conveni-

ent form for 1-- ' ~ ->=, 3. Book

hardening

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

SUTTON'S

AMATEUR'S GUIDE

IS NOW ISSUED
QUITE APART

FROM

Sutton's Spring Catalogue

Price Current of Seeds.

and is published in a conveni-

ent form for keeping as a Book

of Reference on all Gardening

matters.

,nost complete and practical Work on Vegetable and Flower Gardening yet publislied.

JN'S AMATEUR'S GUIDE IN HORTICULTURE,
,ew and enlarged edition, contains a beautiful Chromo-lithograph, including 25 new and popular varieties of Flowers, and nearly

250 Illustrations of the best Vegetables, Flowers, and Potatos.

The Subjects treated of in this Guide include the following:—
A YEAR'S WORK in the KITCHEN GARDEN"

—January to December.

The ROTATION of CROPS in the KITCHEN
GARDEN."

'The CULTIVATION of VEGETABLES."
'The CULTIVATION of BULBOUS FLOWER

BOOTS."

" The CULTIVATION of FLOWERS."
" The CULTIVATION of the POTATO."
"The ERADICATION of GARDEN PESTS."—

Insect Plagues, and Specific Remedies for their Destruc-
tion.

"The LAYING DOWN and IMPROVEMENT of
GARDEN LAWNS, CROQUET GROUNDS, &o."

SUTTON'S SPRING CATALOGUE AND PRICE CURRENT
IS ALSO READY.

It contains Descriptive Particulars with the Prices of Vegetables, Flowers, and Potatos, and may be had post-free, on application,

with SUTTON'S ORDER LIST—the most convenient mode of Ordering.

N.B.— Garden Peas and other Seeds are well harvested and fine this Season, and Prices very moderate.

THE QUEEN'S
SEEDSMEN, iuM(nuf(n^

READING,
BERKS.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The Editor ; " Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellinjton Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Printed by William Richards, at the Office of Messrs. Bradbury. Agnew, & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published by tne

said William Richards, at the Olhce, 4t, WelUngton Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, December 33, 1876.

Agent for Manchester—John Heywood. Agents for Scotland—Messrs. J. Menzibs & Co., Edinburgh and Glasgow.
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M
SALES BY AUCTION.

Plants and Bulbs.

R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 3S, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C. on WEDNESDAY, January 3, at

half-past 12 o'clock precisely, CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS, and
PALMS, from Ghent : First-class Standard ROSES from
France ; FRUIT TREES and SHRUBS, and BULBS from
Holland.

On view the mornine; of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Lilies, Specimen Camellias, &c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street.

Covent Garden. W.C, on THURSDAY, January 4. at half-past

12 o'clock precisely, a choice Selection of beautiful LILIES, all

of them good flowering bulbs, and in the best possible condition
for blooming, comprising splendid bulbs of the handsome L.
Neilgherrense, L. Bloomerianum ocellatum, L. Humboldtii,
L. purpureum, L. giganteum, L. pardalinum, L. parvum, L.
Philadelphicum, L. superbum pyramidale, L. californicum,
L. elegans splendidum. Also 6030 bulbs of LILIUM
AURATUM, just arrived from Japan, in splendid condition :

500 L. sp. (see drawing) : also some .Specimen CAMELLIAS
in superb health, perfectly clean, and well set with flower-

buds, &c.

On view the momiDg of Sale, and Catalogues had.

LILIUM AURATUM.—Fine Bulbs of this
"Queen of LiUes " can now be supplied at e-a'.

,
g^f

.
, li-.

,

and i^. fid. each; splendid English-grown Bulbs, i j, , iJ'. dd.,

2.S. and 25. 6d. each. Sample of two bulbs, postage 6d. extra ;

more cannot be sent by post. Good and varied selection of
Lilies izs., 24J.. and 30J, per dozen. Price List on appUcatioii,

Post-office orders payable at Fenchurch Street, E.C.

WILLIAM GORDON, Lily, Bulb, and Plant Importer,
10, Cullum Street, E.C.

Public Notice.
For Information upon the Planting, Pruning, and general

Management of Fruit Trees, see

SCOTT'S ORCHARDIST,
free, 35. 6d.

At the Royal Nurseries, Merriott, Somerset, every descrip-
tion of Nursery Stock is grown largely, and at Scott's Royal
Seed Stores, Yeovil, choice Seeds, Bulbs, and every kind of
Garden Requsite may be obtained.

To the Seed Trade

WAITE, BURNELL, HUGGINS AND
CO.'S TRADE CATALOGUE of AGRICUL-

TURAL, GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS is now published,
and will be forwarded on application.

A copy has been posted to all our friends, but, if in any case
it has not been received, we shall be happy to forward another
on receiving an intimation to that effect.

79, Southwark Street, S.E.

Calceolarias (James').

H CANNELL begs to announce that he
• has a splendid stock of the following, established

in 60's, just ready for shifting :

—

CALCEOLARIAS, 2s. ad. per dozen.
PRIMULAS, 21. ed. per dozen.
CINERARIAS, 21. 6d. per dozen.

Smaller, is. per dozen less, and post-free. Special prices per 100
or 1000. H. CANNELL, Swanley, Kent.

Seed List.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO.'S
WHOLESALE LIST of VEGETABLE and FARM

SEEDS is now ready, and will be sent post-free on application.
CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Farmers, Sleaford ;

and at 31, New Corn Exchange. Mark Lane. London, E.C.

Select Swede and Turnip Seeds.CHARLES SHARPE and CO.'S
carefully-selected Stocks of SWEDE and TURNIP

SEEDS, the produce of their own Seed Farms in Lincolnshire,
are oflered in their Wholesale Seed List for 1877.

Select Mangel Seeds.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO.
have much pleasure in asking attention to their select

Stocks of MANGEL WURZEL SEED, which have been
grown under their personal supervision upon their own Seed"

Hjeckington, and in the adjoining parishes. Descrip-
1 C. S. & Co.'s Wholesale Seedtions and Pr:

List for 1877.

EVERY DESCRIPTION of HORTICUL-
TURAL and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS. SEED

POTATOS of finest quality, both Home-grown and Imported.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO.
Seed Farmers, Sleaford, and 31, New Seed Market,!

Mark Lane, London, E.C. All letters address Sleaford.

To the Trade, &c.

SURPLUS NURSERY STOCK.— Limes,
Standard, extra fine, 8 to tz feet; Portugal Laurels,

Standard heads s to 3 feet diameter ; Laurel, common,
extra fine, 5 feet ; Box, Minorca, and other sorts, 3 to 4 feet,
extra fine ; Spruce Fir, suitable for Christmas trees ; all recently
transplanted. Price on application.
SHALLOT SEED-Davis" Prize Jersey, a true Shallot, of

immense size, and exceedingly mild ; less labour, less expense,
and a far superior crop than from the usual method of trans-
planting bulbs.

Wholesale Agents : Messrs. HURST and SON, 6. Leaden-
hall Street, London, E.C.

B. R. DAVIS, Nursery and Seed Warehouse, Yeovil.

ESSRS. JNO. STANDISH And CO.'S
CATALOGUE for Autumn, 1S76, and Spring, 1877, is

ready, and may be had, post-free, on application.

// contaitis thefollowing:—
Conifers.
Hardy Climbers, Clematis, &c.
Rhododendrons, Azaleas,

Kalmias, &c.
Roses, Standards and Dwarfs,

also in pots.

M
Plants of Recent Inl

Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
Plants for Winter Forcing.
Azalea indica and Camellias.
Tree Carnations and Ericas.
Ferns and Lycopod:
Hardy Trees and Shrubs.
Transplanted Forest Trees,

Dutch Bulb-

Fruit Trees.
Grape Vines.

Flower Roots,
Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

To the Trade Only.

DICK RADCLYFFE and CO.'S SEED
and SUNDRY LIST ready in a few days. Customers

are requested to intimate to us if not received. Every article

for the Trade supplied. A plentiful supply of DRIED
FLOWERS, GRASSES, WHITE CAPES, &c., ready for

dehvery. 128 and 129. High Holborn, W.C.

AM. C. JONGKINDT CONINCK,
• Tottenham Nurseries, Dedemsvaart, near Zwolle,

Netherlands, has to offer the following :

—

YUCCA ANGUSTI FOLIA, strong plants, 1 foot high, L-2 per
dozen, £12 lor. per loo. In my nursery this beautiful
new Yucca withstood, without the slightest protection,
the severe winter of 1875.

APPLES, strong 2-yr. PaJmettes and Pyramids, 425. pet 100,

Zi3 15^. per 1000.

HARDY AQUATICS at the lowest prices.

Boses—Fseonies—Gladiolus.
CHARLES VERDIER, FiLS (successor to

the original horticultural establishment of Victor Verdier,
p^re), 28, Rue Baudricourt, XIII. Arond.— late 12, Rue
Dumeril— Paris, has to offer the above three descriptions of

plants, which are cultivated in enormous quantities in this

establishment.
CATALOGUES sent post-free on application to C. V., as

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great
Tower Street, London, E.C.

EWING AND COMPANY'S ROSE LIST
for AUTUMN, 1876, with very full descriptions of all

tbe best new and old sorts, is now ready, and may be had free.

Also their DESCRfPTIVE LIST (72 pages) of Fruit Trees,
Ornamental Trees, Conifera, Evergreens, Sea Coast Trees,
Pictorial Trees, Deciduous Shrubs, Clematis, Climbers, &c.

Royal Norfolk Ni
- --

SEGERS BROTHERS, Nurserymen,
Lisse, near Haarlem. Holland, have grown and have to

oflTer a new and very striking TURBAN RANUNCULUS,
nsmed TURBAN VIRIDIFLORA, large, scarlet, withasmall
ytUow band round a glossy green centre, at 3** per 100, sent
post-free, cheaper by the 1000 or 10,000. Foreign post-cards
arc sufficient to order.

JOSEPH SMITH will make special offers
for ASH (Mountain), CHESTNUT (Horse), ELM.

SYCAMORE and OAK, all sizes up to lo feet ; RHODODEN-
DRONS, all sizes up to 5 feet ; and a large stock of other TREES
and SHRUBS, as the ground must be cleared this season.
CATALOGUES of General Nursery Stock free on application
Moor Edge Nurseries. Tansley.near Matlock. Derbyshire.

MR. WILLIAM BULL has just received
an importation from California of several thousands of

the best kinds of LILIES indigenous to that country, and can
supply them by the dozen, hundred or thousand. The Cali-
fornian Lilies being perfectly hardy, are beautiful objects when
planted or grouped in beds, borders or shrubberies ; they are
also charmingly handsome when grown in pots for decorating
the greenhouse or conservatory.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road,
Chelsea. London, S W.

VTERBENAS, VERBENAS, VERBENAS.
V —Strong, well-rooted, heahhy cuttings, perfectly free

from disease. White, Purple. Scarlet and Pink, is. per 100.
%os. per 1000. 100 rooted cuttings, in 12 distinct and beautiful

'eties. first prize flowers, for 8f. Terms cash.
H. BLANDFORD. The Dorset Nurseries, Blandford.

To tue Trade.

JAMES CARAWAY and CO., Durdham
Down Nurseries, Clifton, Bristol, have to offer ;—

PEACHES and NECTARINES, standard maiden, in leading
varieties, clean and well grown, 24J. per dozen.

FILBERTS, best varieties, good, 30^. per 100.

CURRANTS, Black, strong and clean grown, 6s. per 100.

Hyaolntlia.—Choice Named Sorts.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON have a few
hundreds of their splendid HYACINTHS left, which

they can offer by the 100, very cheap for cash. Price on
application. Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

EDWARD HOLMES, Whittington Nursery,
Lichfield, offers English OAK, 3 to 4 feet, and 3 to

5 feet, of extra quality; Black Italian POPLAR, 6 to 7 feet,
fine : Standard Blenheim Orange and Normanton Wonder
APPLES. Prices (moderate) on application. On land that
must be cleared this season.

Fansles and Violas, Bedding.

THOMAS S. WARE'S AUTUMN
CATALOGUE of the above, including Carnations.

Picotees, Pinks, Pasonies. Phloxes, Delphiniums, Roses, and
others, for Immediate Planting, is now ready, free upon
application.

Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, London.

WINTER FLOWERING ORCHIDS.—
CALANTHE VESTITA RUBRO OCCULATA,

from 9J. to 30J. per dozen bulbs; PLEIONE WALLICHII,
18s. per dozen.

S. WOOLLEY. Nurseryman. Cheshunt, Herts.

To the Trade.

MESSRS. LEVAVASSEUR and SON,
Nt'RSERVMEN, Ussy, Calrados, France, have an

immense Stock of Seedling FOREST TREES, Hardy,
Coniferous, and other SHRUBS, for transplanting and trans-
planted. Priced CATALOGUES may be had of

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great
Tower Street, London, E.C.

HOWCROFT AND WATKINS (late
Charlwood & Cummins), Seedsmen, Covent Garden,

London, W.C. (Established more than half a century )CATALOGUES of DUTCH BULBS, &a, are bow ready,
and will be sent gratis and post-free on application.

Seeds carefully packed for exportation to all climates.
Prices upon application.

To tlie Trade.—SandrlnffUam Early Kidney Potato.

HAND F. SHARPE have secured a fine
• stock of the above excellent POTATO, which is

pronounced to be not only the earliest, but the most prolific,
and the finest quality in cultivation. Being very short in the
haulm It is peculiarly adapted for forcing purposes. Price and
further particulars may be had on application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

AT^EWS, English, \\ to 2J feet, 30J. per 100;
J~ LAURUSTINUS, ij^" to 2 feet, bushy, 305, per loo

;

LAURELS, common, i^ to aj^ feet, los. per 100; FIRS,
Silver, 9 to 18 inches, %s. per too ; do.. Spruce, 2 to 4 feet,

3oj.perioo: OAK, English, + to 8 feet, aoi. per 100 ; PRIVET,
Evergreen, strong, los.y extra, 25^. per 1000.

APPLE and PEAR STOCKS, i8i. per dozen (Standards
worked to best sorts).

GEORGE WINFIELD, Sandhurst Road. Gloucester.

s
Surplus Stock.FECIAL OFFER

made of the following, prices on application :

—

PINES, Austrian, 3, 4, and 5 feet.

FIRS, Spruce, 4, 5, 6, and 7 feet.

THUJA LOBBII, 6 to 10 feet.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 5 to S feet.

YEWS, Irish, 5 to 10 feet.

FIRS, BaUn of Gile.ad, 6 feet.

PINE, Wtymouth, 5 to 6 feet.

YEWS. English. 3 to 5 feet.

THUJA AUREA, 3 feet.

HAZEL, line, 5 feet.

ELCOMBE AND SON. Nurserymen, Romsey, Hants.

WH O L E S A L E OFFER
of NURSERY STOCK.

100,000 FIR, Larch, 4-yr., 2 to 3 feet, twice transplanted.
750,000 FIR, Larch, 3-yr., iJ4 to 2 feet, and lU to 2j4 feet.

20,000 SYCAMORE, 3 to 4 feet, fine.

30,000 BIRCH, fine, 2 to 1% feet, and 2 to 3 feet.

20.000 LAUREL, common, 2 103 feet.

I2.000 LAUREL. Portugal. 2 to 3 feet, extra fine.

2,000 PINUS AUSTRIAC.\, 3 to 4 feet, transplanted
spring, 1S75.

For samples and lowest quotations, apply to
MICHAEL GRANT and CO., Elm Grove N

Newry, Ireland.

s I A L O
GRAND STOCK.

F F E R.

FRUIT TREES.
Kentish Cob Nuts
„ Filberts

Morello Cherries, std. tra

Standards

FOREST TREES.
Elms, four kinds
Laburnums

Mountain Ash
Poplars, Silver

,, Lombard/
,. Ontario

Itali:

Thorns, of sorts

CONIFERS,
fiiota elegantissima

sylv,

Finely rooted and well-grown
EVERGREENS.

Aucubas, J to 6 feet

Rhododendron ponticum,
bushy and cheap

Evergreen Oaks

Also a splendid lot of Daphne indica rubra,
most cases ; Ceanothus azureus, and the fine

Gloire de Versailles : home-grown Cucuml
Private Buyers and the Trade treated

particulars apply to

THOS. BUNVARD and SONS, The Old Nurseri
Maidstone, Kent.

/ Ceanothus
and Melon Seeds.

For prices and

M
Special Offer of First-class I^ursery stock by
ARTIN AND SON, Cottingham, and

61, Market Place, Hull.
*Apples, pyramids, 91. perdoz.

i8j. per doz.

Pears, pyramids.
Plums,

feet.

per

iH to 2j^

"Arbor-vitse, 5 to 6 feet, 6j.

per dozen.
"AcerNegundo var,

, gj p, doz.

"Althxa frulex, named, gj.

"Berberis japonica
feet, <js. per d(

Berberis Darwinii, ex. trans.,

3 feet, ts. per dozen,
"Brooms, fine, 3^. per dozen.
Cedrus allantica, 4 to 5 feet,

i8j. per dozen.
Juniperus drupacea, 2 lo

3 feet, 4 2J. per dozen.
••Juniperus sinensis, 4 to 4^^

feet, lifS. per dozen.
"Libocedrus decurrens. 4 to

5 feet, 30J. per dozen.
*Ligustrum japonica, 2 to 2j^

feet, 12J. per dozen.
"Lilacs, 4 feet, 5^. per dozen.
'Laurel, common, 2 to 3 feet.

"Laurel, Colchic,

Those marked

I 3 feet.

I feet.

Phillyrea, 4 feet, \is. per doz,
Pinus Cembra, 4 to 5 feet,

i8j. per dozen.
"Yew, English, 3 to 4 feet,

loj, per dozen.
*Tree Box, 2 feet, -^s. per doz.
Ivy, gold., extra bushy, 11s.

per dozen.
Rhus laciniata glabra, i2J.

per dozen.
*Syringa, 4 to 5 ft,, 5s. per doz.

*Roses, standards, 12^ p. doz.

"Trees, strong ornamental, 8 to

feet high, 40J. per 100.
' flowering

and evergreen, 251. p. 100.

*Pine, Austrian, 3 to 4 feet.

•Shrubs, decidu

loj. per 100.

"Fir, Scotch, 3 t

\os. per 100.

"Oaks. English. 6

"Sycamore, 6 ft., 10

•Elms, 4 to 5 ft., 4oy. p,

feet,

3J4 feet, 4oy.

3^-3 feet, 40s.

too. Laurels by

N.B.—Cash with order.

LILIUM AURATUM.
THE NEW PLANT and BTTLB COMPANY
Beg to announce the arrival of their first consignment, in

splendid condition, and at low prices. Their CATALOGUE of
LILIES, BULBS of alj kinds, ORCHIDS, &c., of superior

excellence, and at low prices, post-free on application,

LION WALK, COLCHESTER.

CRANSTON'S NURSERIES,
KING'S ACRE, near HEREFORD.

ESTABLISHED I785.

SPECIALITIES.
ROSES, FRUIT TREES,

CONIFERS.
Descriptive Priced Lists on application.
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FOREST TREES AND SHRUBS.
ANNUAL CATALOGUE NOW READY.

THE LAWSON SEED & NURSERY COMPANY
(LIMITED),

EDINBURGH and LONDON,
Willforward their newly published Listfree to any address upon application.

The Stock of Seedling and Transplanted FOREST TREES, SHRUBS, and COVERT
PLANTS is most extensive, and in unusually fine condition.

SPECIAL OFFERS TO LARGE BUYERS WHEN REaUESTED.

PRELIMINARY NOTICE,

lEW SEED CATALOGUE EOE SPEIIG, 1877

MESSRS. DANIELS BROS, have the pleasure to announce that their Illustrated Guide

and Select Seed List for Spring, 1S77, is now in the press, and will be ready for distribution in a

few days. The new edition will contain 112 pages, imperial size, beautifully illustrated, with

faithful representations of the newest or most popular Flowers and Vegetables, besides two highly

finished Coloured Plates. This will be pronounced the most superb Seed Catalogue ever

published, and should be read by every one having a garden.

Price \s. post-free. Gratis to Customers.

DANIELS BEOS.,
THE ROYAL NORFOLK SEED ESTABLISHMENT, NORWICH.

THE THAMES BANK
IRON COMPANY,

Old Barge Wharf, Upper Ground Street, London.

HOT-WATER BOILERS. SURREY SIDE, BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE. PIPES, CONNECTIONS.

NEW PATENT "CLIMAX" BOILER (1874). See
p. 665, 1874, Gardeners Chronicle.

"GOLD MEDAL" BOILER (Birmingham, 1872).

PATENT "EXCELSIOR" BOILER (1871).

1^" The largest and most complete Stock in the
Trade ; upwards of Twenty Thousand Pounds' worth
to choose from.

>ILEE.)

"WITLEY COURT" BOILER (Silver Medal 1872).

" TRENTHAM IMPROVED " BOILER, with Water-
way End and Smoke Consumer.

" TUBULAR," and every other Boiler of known merit
or excellence.

I@- Prize Medal Awarded at the National Contest,
Birmingham, 1874.

MILL'S PATENT AUXILIARY FUEL ECONOMISER,
lich can be attached to any ordinary Boiler. These Tubes are the greatest Economisers of Fuel and Preservatives of Boilers,

Fire-Bars, and Fiunace Fronts ever yet introduced to the public.

STAINTON'S NEW PATENT FROST DEFYINQ LIQUID (see " Gardeners' Chronicle," Aug. 19, 1876).

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED COMPLETE.
PRICE LIST on application ; or, Six Stamps for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, 4th Edition,

Priced ano Dcscr
Standards .!( Pyramids

Dv^ARFS.DvVARr-TRAINCD &'

Choicc -carlct^, whites

suitable: for

FORWARDED TREE: BY POST.

BLOOMING RHODODENDRONS.
Two Hundred Thousand good healthy plants, having

not less than five up to ten and fifteen buds each, of the

finest named hardy kinds, will be supplied at from £^ to

j^io per 100, and i8j. to 301. per dozen.

Samples^ with lists of the sorts, will beforwarded Oil

application.

KALMIA LATIFOLIA.
Well furnished and healthy and covered with bloom-buds,

15 to iS in., at 12s. and i8i. per doz., or ^^5 per 100.

HARDY AZALEAS.
The finest English and Ghent varieties, splendidly budded,

£S to £7 i°^' P^'' i°o. or iSJ' per dozen.

ANTHONY WATERER,
KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.

•Ric-HARp Smith •

kfcWOKC ES T EE^
rUCHARD SMITH'S FRUIT LIST

kj contains .T Sketch of the various forms of Trees, with
Directions for Cultivation, Soil, Drainage, Manure, Pruning,
Lifting, Cropping, Treatment under Glass: also their Syno-
nyms, Quality, Size. Form, Skin, Colour, Flesh, Flavour, Use,
Growth, Duration, Season, Price, &c.

RICHARD SMITH'S LIST
of Evergreen and Deciduous Shrubs, Rhododendrons,

Standard Ornamental Trees, Climbine and Twining Plants,
with their Generic, Specific, and English Names, Native
Country, Height, Time of Flowering, Colour, &c., and
General Remarks.

RICHARD SMITH'S LIST
of Roses, containing all the best of the new and old

varieties, arranged in their several sections, and fully

described as to their Shapes, Colours, and Adaptations ; with
ample instructions as to their Treatment and Prices.

RICHARD SMITH'S LIST
of Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, with their Scientific

and English Names, Height, Coloiu-, Time of Floweiing,
Price. &c.

RICHARD SMITH'S LIST
of all the Evergreen Fir Tribe suitable for Britain,

giving Size, Price, Popular and Botanical Names, Derivations,
Description, Form, Colour, Foliage, Growth, Timber, Use in

Arts, Native Country, and Size there. Situation, Soil and other
information, with Copious Index of their Synonyms. Free by
post for six stamps.

vRic HARD Smiths
teWtfitcEsTER^
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AVENUE TREES.
PLATANUS OCCIDENTALIS (true), lo to

18 feet high, and girthing 4 to 8 inches at 4 feet

from the ground.

LIMES, 12 to 20 feet high, and girthing 6 to

10 inches at 4 feet from ihe ground.

POPULUS CANADENSIS NOVA, 15 to

16 feet high, and girthing 6 inches at 4 feet from

the ground.

ANTHONY WATERER
Has to offer many thousands of the above. They may

be seen growing at Knap Hill. They are straight,

handsome, and well rooted, and altogether the finest

Trees of the kind to be found in any nursery in Europe.

KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.

WM. PAUL & SON,

ROSE GROWERS,
TREE, PLANT, BULB, AND

SEED MERCHANTS,

WALTHAM CROSS,
HERTS,

Inspection of Stock invited.

Priced Descriptive Catalogues free by post.

LOAM, good fibrous, top spit, about 500
Loads for Sale ; suitable for Potting or Vine Borders.

Apply to

J. HAYNES, Florist, New Maiden, SuiTey.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
Reduced price, 20 bushels, 6s. Zd. ; 100, aoj. ; or Truck-

load (about 300 Bushels), 405. Delivered free to any rail in

London. J STEVENS and CO.,
Fibre Works, High Street, Battersea. S.W.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
Protects from Cold, Frost, &c.—No Russia Mats needed.

Use a layer of FIBRE REFUSE, 3,/. per bushel ; 100 for 20s.;

truck, 40s. Free to any rail or wharf, as supplied to Messrs.

Carter & Sons, Veitch & Sons, Bull, Wills, Ewing, Daniels

Bros., Dixon & Co., Dickson & Sons, Herr Schmidt,
Germany : Martin Muller, StrasburR, &c.

M. H. BENTOTE, Fibre Maker, Lausanne Road, Nunhead,
London, S. E.

PEAT.—A few hundred tons of superior Peat,
delivered at either of the Farnborough Stations on the

South-Western or Soulh-Eastern Railways, at 17J. a ton.

W. TARRY, bailiff, Bagshot, Surrey.

Fibrous Peat for Orchids, So.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best
quality for Orchids, Stove Plants. &c, , £,6 6s. per truck.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhododendrons, Azaleas,
Heaths, American Plant Beds, 17s. per ton.

Delivered on rail at Blackwaler. S. E. R., or Farnborough,
S. W. R., by the truck-load. Sample sack, 5s. 6d. each.
Fresh SPHAGNUM, 10s. 6,{. per sack.

WALKER AND CO., Farnborough Station, Hants.

ODAMS' MANURES,
FOR ALL CROPS.

Manufactured by the NITRO-PHOSPH.ATE and ODAMS'
CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY (Limited), consisting

of Tenant-Fatmers occupying upwards of 150,000 acres of Land.

C/ini><no«—ROBERT LEEDS, Keswick Old Hall, Norwich.
Mittiagins Zlm-c/or—JAMES ODAMS.

Suh-Mnnager and Secretary—C. T. MACADAM.
Chief Office— log, Fenchurch Street. London. E.G.
Western Counties Branch—Queen Street, Exeter.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary,

Or may be had of the Local Agents.

SIMPSON'S RED SPIDER, THRIPS, &c.,
ANTIDOTE. Testimonials of the highest order on

application. Per quart, condensed, 6s. ; per pint, 35. 6d.

Supplied to Seedsmen and Chemists.
Prepared by JOHN KILINER, Wortley, near Sheffield.

GISHURST COMPOUND.—
Used by many of the leading Gardeners since 1859,

against Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other Blight,
in solutions of from 1 to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and
of from 4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit
Trees. Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in Boxes, u., -ks., and loj. 6rf.

Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden
Frames.—ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are

the cheapest and most durable. Price List, which gives the
size of every class of Mat, forwarded post-free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7. Commercial Street, Shoreditch,
London, E.G.

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering from Frost,
305. to 705. per 100; Packing from 20s. GUNNY

BAGS, 3^. each.

T. MALTBY and CO , it, Fenchurth Buildings, Fenchurch
Street, E.G.

RUSSIA MATS.—A large stock of Archangel
and Petersburg, for Covering and Packing (price on

application for Archangel)—Petersburg, 6oj. to looi. per 100

;

superior close-wove, 40J., 505. and 55s. per 100 ; Packing Mats
at 20J., 30J., and 35J. per 100 ; and all other descriptions of

Mats at equally low rates, at

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street,

London, E.G.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County in England.
For p.articulars apply to JOHN FOWLER and CO.,

71, Cornhill, London, E.C.. and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

PERFECT CURE for SMOKY CHIM-
NEYS-The REGISTERED COWL. Made by

CEO. HALL, High Street, Worcester.

A
MESSEN GER and COMPANY'S

PATENT TUBULAR BOILER.—Nearly 3000 now

Combines all the advantages of the old Saddle, which is

acknowledged to be the most economical, with the Tubular,
the most powerful form of boiler. By the use of triangular
tubes a larger amount of heating surface is exposed to the
direct action of the fire than in any other form of boiler. The
water-bridge (d) also receives the most intense heat. The
boiler is made of cast-iron, which is admitted to be the best
material as regards durability, strength, &c. In consequence
of the above advantages we are enabled to supply boilers with a
large amount of heating-power at very moderate rates. The
power of this boiler can at any future time be increased by adding
another row of tubes. Illustrated List free on application to

MESSENGER and COMPANY, Hot-Water Engineers
and Horticultural Builders, Loughborough.

LIMEKILN HEATING.

This System of HEATING WINTER
GARDENS, CONSERVATORIES,
ORANGERIES, FERNERIES, VINERIES,
FORCING HOUSES, PINERIES, CU-

CUMBER, MELON and MUSHROOM
HOUSES, STOVES, PITS, &c.—also for

WARMING MANSIONS, PUBLIC BUILD-
INGS, FACTORIES, &c., is steadily making

progress in public estimation, effecting as it does

Great Economy of Fuel and Steadiness

of Heating Power,

and rendering the hitherto onerous duties of

Stoker comparatively light—no night stoking

whatever being necessary.

List of Places where the System is in Opera-

tion, with full address in each case, will be sent

post-free on application.

Gentlemen and Gardeners wishing to adopt

this System will then be enabled to view the

Apparatus nearest to their own Establishments,

or write to the Gardener, and thus get inde-

pendent testimony as to the value of this

method of Heating.

Estimates will be submitted, on recept of par-

ticulars, free of charge.

Full Particulars Post-free.

Cowan Patents Company (Limited),

21, WHITEHALL PLACE, LONDON, S.W.,

and The Vineyard, Garston, near Liverpool.

Hothouses, Hot-water Apparatus, &c.

HALLIDAY AND CO., HOTHOUSE
Builders and Hot-water Apparatus Manu-

facturers. Estimates and Plans free. Best Construction t

Best materials ! Best workmanship ! Catalogues free.

Arcade. Ma

WEIGHT'S PATENT
ENDLESS-FLAME-IMPACT

HOT-WATER BOILER.
Awarded the only English Medal for the best Hot-water

Apparatus at the United States Centennial Exhibition at

Philadelphia.
*

For prices and full particulars please see our pamphlet,

entitled " Our Poilers and Heating," which will be handed
post-free on application.

WILLIAM WRIGHT & 00 ,

HOT-WATER ENGINEERS, AIRDRIE, N.B.

STEVENS'
TRENTHAIVI__GREENHOUSE BOILER.

After loniT experience, has proved the most SIMPLE,
ECONOMICAL, EFFECTUAL, and LASTING BOILER
extant ; recently improved. For Illustrations, with full par-

ticulars, apply to the Sole Makers,

F. & J. SILVESTER.
HOT-WATER ENGINEERS, &c., &c..

Castle Hill Works, Newcastle, Staffordshire.

S^ Our Boilers are the ONLY ones made with the sanction

and under the inspection of the inventor, Mr. Stevens—all
others being base i

GEORGE'S PATENT CALORIGEN,

Warming and Ventilating Small
Conservatories.

The only Gas Stove
in which the product of

combustion is entirely

excluded from the Conser-
vatory.

Made in Wrought Iron,

Made in Copper, as.
Height, 28 inches ; dia-

It will be found very
valuable in the Nursery or
Sick Room, Damp Build-

Offices, &c. Exhibited
at the Exhibition of 1871
(Department of Scientific

Illustrated Prospectuses and Testimonials on application.

J. F. FARWIG AND CO.. 36. Queen Street. Cheapside, E.G.

This Stt tofv

GREEN'S PATENT
Wrought-iron Hot-water Boilers,

With Shelves and Hollow Grate Bars,

Specially adapted for heating Greenhouses, Conservatories,

Churches, Chapels, Schools, Public Buildings, En^
Halls, Warehouses, Workshops, &c.

f£WT EiEVAllflH VONaTUBlNAL SECTION " CB05S SECIUUI

Descriptive Illustrated Priced Lliii' may bo had tree on

application to

THOMAS GREEN and SON, Smithfield Ironworks,

Leeds ; and 54 and 55, Blackfriars Koad, London, S.E.
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"ONES'S PATENT "DOUBLE L'
SADDLE BOILER.

Thesi; Eoilerb possess all the advantages of the old Saddle
Boiler with the following improvements—viz , the water-space
at back and over top of saddle increases the heating surface to

fS^'jT^Jn"'^!',^
""' "" " PATENT DOUBLE L SADDLE

BOILER will do about twice the amount ol work with the same
quantity of fuel

: the cost of setting is also considerably reduced,
and likewise the space occupied : at the same time these Boilers
are simple in construction, and being made of wrought iron are
"It hable to crack. They are made of the following s

'

Large; if required.

J'rDm Mr. CllAl Young, Nurseries, Balimm Hill, S.IV.,
May 29, 1873.

" Having given your Patent ' Double L ' Boilers a fair trial
at my Nurseries, I beg to say that they are most satisfactory.
I consider them the best in use, and without doubt the most
economical of all boilers : they will burn the refuse of other
tubular boilers I have in work."

PRICE LISTS of HOT-WATER PIPES and CONNEC-
TIONS, with Boilers, of all sizes and shapes ; or ESTIMATES
for HOT-WATER APPARATUS, erected complete, will be

1 appi:

J. JONES
wark, London, S.E
When ordering Boilers please refer to the above ad

> SONS, Iron Merchants, 6, Bankside, South-

AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES,
STEAM PLOUGHING MACHINERY,

ROAD LOCOMOTIVES, TRAMWAY LOCOMOTIVES,
STEAM ROAD ROLLERS.

For Prices, Description, and Reports of Working, apply
to the Manufacturers,

AVELING & PORTER.
ROCHESTER, KENT

: 72, CANNON ST., LONDON,
E.C.

; and 9, AVENUE MONT.\IGNE, PARIS.
AvELiNG & Porter's ENGINES have gained the highest

Prizes at every important International Exhibition. The two

Medals for Progress and Merit were awarded them at Vienna

for their STEAM ROLLERS and ROAD LOCOMOTIVES ;

and at the last trials of the Royal Agricultural Society of

Enghand their AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES gained

the First Prize after exhaustive trials, when one of their lo-horse

power Engines, fitted with single slide and ordinary link-

motion, indicated 35-horse power, with a consumption of three

and one-fi/th pounds o/coal^&r horse-power per hour.

AN EXTRAORDINARY BOILER.—
During the Great Boiler Contest at Birmingham, in

1872, all Boilers were severely tested to prove their respective
merits. One test was. " How long can each Boiler go without
Night Attention?" However, one Boiler proved this to a sur-

prising degree, as after being shut up for twelve hours (from

9 p.m. to 9 a.m.), it still retained its heat in looo feet of 4-inch
pipes, and yet had more than i bushel of fire drawn from its

furnace in the morning—equal, in point of fact, to seventeen
hours of continuous firing What a boon to Gardeners. This
was THE CHAMPION, Deards' Patent Close Coil Boiler, for

Drawings and Prices of which send two stamps to

Messrs. DEARDS, Boiler Works. Harlow,
who now have their Boilers at work in every county of England
except three. Amateurs will also find THE WONDER, a
smaller kind of Boiler, equally as satisfactory, and certainly
" the best thing" out. Awarded five First Prize Silver Medals.

SUver Medal. 1874.

THE TERMINAL SADDLE BOILER.—
First-class Certificate, 1867 ; Highly Commended, 1S73 :

.and First-class Certificate, 1875.

' For moderate cost and real efficiency the Terminal Sat
i of the very best."

—

The Garden, p. 95.

Prospectus post free.

T. JONES, Temple Street, Manchester.

Established over a Quarter of a Century.

Is in use over many thousand miles,
And has been awarded the Medals aud highest Commend.ltion

of all the leading Agricultural Societies.

It is constructed with

POWERFUL WINDING STRAINING PILLARS,
RIGID INTERMEDIATE IRON POSTS,

STRONG and DURABLE WIRE CABLE STRANDS,
Forming the most efficient Strained Iron Fencing known for

agricultural and general purposes.

Continuous Bar Iron Fencing.

With bars secured by F. M. & Co.'s Patent Self-locking Joints,
which etTectually prevent the uprights being pushed aside, and
are independent of loose pins, wedges, or staples.

IRON ENTRANCE and FIELD GATES,
IN WROUGHT AND CAST IRON,

Designed for the Mansion, Villa, or Farm,
WICKET A.VD GARDEN GATES,

In Great \'ariety of Patterns.

Iron Hurdles, Bailing', Tree Guards,
FRUIT ESPALIERS, WALL FRUIT TRAINERS, ftc.

I®- Iltuslr.ited and Described in F. M. if Co.'s

New CtUalogue, sent on applic.ition.

LONDON BRANCH—

I^DFLAHAY ST,, WESTMINST ER, S.W.

Garden Wall Wiring.

r)
IH M.I 1 1

' \ , , iKACTICAL WiREWORKER,
t» jA, 1 ^ ; ,..ce, Notting Hill Gate, London,

W.. i,„4, L.. c..ii i:.c ..u^iai,..ii of all Gardeners who are about to

have their Garden Walls Wired to his system of Wiring Walls,

as being superior to all others for neatness, strength, and
durabilitv.

FOR NEATNESS—Because all the Wires are kept perfectly

tight, without the use of the Raidisseur.

FOR STRENGTH—Because very much stronger Wire can
be used, therefore not liable to be drawn out of the horizontal
line by the branches of trees.

FOR DURABILITY — Because, being able to use the

strong Wire, it is not so likely to lae eaten through with the
galvanism as the thin Wire, as used in the French system.

The above engraving is an Example of our system of Wiring
Garden Walls. We have recently completed the Wiring of the
New Garden Walls for the Marquis of Salisbury, Hatfield
House. The Walls are 12 feet high and 753 yards long, wired
on both sides ; making a total length of 1506 yards—our system
being chosen in preference to any other.

Illustrated Catalogues of Garden and Conservatory Wirework,
Rabbit-proof Hurdle Fencing, &c., may be had on application

ET. ARCHER'S " FRIGI DOMO."—
• Patronised by Her MaiesCy the Queen, for Windsor

Castle and Frogmore Gardens, the late Sir. J. Paxton, and
the late Professor Lindley, &c.

MADE of PREPARED HAIR and WOOL.
A perfect non-conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed

temperature where it is applied. A good covering for Pits and
Forcing Frames.

PROTECTION from COLD WINDS and MORNING
FROSTS.

"FRIGI DOMO" NETTING, 2 yards wide, is. 4'/. and
\s. lod. per yard.

" FRIGI DOMO " CANVAS.
2 yards wide is. lotf. per yard run.

3 yards wide 3J. per yard.

4 yards wide 3^. tod. per yard.

ELISHA T. ARCHER, only Maker of " Frigi Domo,"
Brockley Road, Forest Hill, London, S.E. : and of all Florists

and Seed«imen, All eood>i carriage paid to London.
NOTICE—REMOVED froTi 3, CANNON STREET, CIIV.

RH. HAMPSON, Egerton Mills, Stockport,
• Manufacturer of HORTICULTURAL SHADINGS

for Protecting Wall Trees from Frost and Insects, &c. 54 and
60 inches wide, any length up to 100 yds. Prices on application.

THOMAS'S
FITTINGS for WIRING WALLS.
NEW and IMPROVED SYSTEM.

The following prices give the total c

eluding holdfasts, straining bolt, i ___

10 feet apart, and best quality galvanised wire.
Length of Wall :—20 yds. 40 yds. 60 yds. 80 yds.

s. d. s. d. c d. f d
No. 14 Gauge Wire i i i

No. I 4

22 28 32'3^38
1 application.

Five per cent, discount allowed for prompt cash i

mounting to 20J and upwards.
Special quoiatious/or larger ouantiHes.

J. 3. THOMAS & CO.,
PADDINGTON WI REWORKS,

28s and 362, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.

The Sole International Prize Medals for

GALVANIZED WIRE NETTING
Have been awarded to Messrs. J. H. BROWN AND CC,

at the VIENNA EXHIBITION, 1873, and at the PHILA-
DEI.PHIA CENTENNIAL and INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION 1876

P>iuspc> Lii.cal )
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WEBBS'
CHOICE

VEGETABLE and FLOWER

SEEDS.

ALL WHO HAVE A GARDEN

Improved and Enlarged Edition, Profusely

Illustrated with beautifully executed Engrav-

itigs and Chromo-Lithograplis, and contaiti-

ing Instructions for the successful Cultivation

of Vegetables, Flowers, B'C.

eS" The best Work on Gardening matters yet

publlBhed, wMcli will be found Invaluable to the

Amateur as well as tbe ProfesBional Gardener.

Postfree, \s. Gratis to Customers.

All Goods of 2QS, value and upwards Carriage-free to

any Railway Station in England or Wales.

Five per Cent. Discount for Cash.

The Queen's Seedsmen,

WORDSLEY, STOURBRIDGE.

TO THE TRADE ONLT.

MESSRS. HURST & SON
Are now prepared to execute

Orders (in rotation) for their

NEW PEA,
MARKET

FAVOURITE.

This variety was tested last

season by a number of practical

growers in various parts of the

country, and, notwithstanding the

unfavourable season, it was proved

to be one of the most useful for

Market Gardener^, as it is not

subject to mildew in wet seasons,

and was able to withstand the

drought of last summer. It is

Second Early, and of excellent

flavour, medium height, and

producing a most abundant crop

of large, broad, well-filled pods.

Highly commended by all who

have tried it.

For testimonials sec Gardeners'

Chronicle^ November ii.

Price per Isushel on

application.

SUPPLANTER.
A flrst-rate Exhibition Pea, of fine quality—the earliest of the

" Veitch's Perfection" type. Height 3 feet. Described by the

Royal Horticultural Society "as being a large, handsome
and very prolific Pea, producing very large pods in pairs ; plant

very robust and vigorous." Received a First-class Certificate.

Large Italian Cauliflower,
A splendid variety, most useful to rtow

' Veitch's Autumn Giant ;" it is very large, beautifully whit

ind the latest of all.

New Wliite Celery,
'*

Perfection."
The most perfect white Celery ever sent out.

TOMATO or LOVE APPLE,
' NE PLUS ULTRA.'

EVERY ONE WHO HAS A GARDEN
SHOULD READ

A very distinct and improved variety, producing an abund-
ance of beautifully formed fruit, perfectly globe shaped ; a fine

deep red colour, and exquisite flavour.

HURST AND SON'S

GENERAL TRADE LIST
Is noiu ready, and may be had on

application,

6, LEADENHALL STREET, LONDON.

I R rr T TTTTfTTI-mT'r^ l( iSUTTON Sy

NEW AND ENLARGED EDITION.

The most practical and complete work on Gardening

yet published. Issued quite apart from " Sutton's

Spring Catalogue of Seeds," and invaluable as a book

of reference on all gardening matters.

Beautifully illustrated with hundreds of Engravings
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LILIES-LILIES.

MR. WILLIAM BULL,
Being an annual Importer of many thousands

of Liliums direct from their native habitats in

various parts of the world, can supply all the

choicest sorts at very moderate prices.

Good and varied selections can be made by Air,

IV. B. at iZs., 30J. and 42s. per dozen.

The foUowing Handsome and Choice Hardy
kinds can be recommended :—

AURATUM. — Consignments of many
thousands have now arrived, and the bulbs are in mag-
nificent condition, so that they are offered at the following
low prices :— i8j. and 305. per dozen ; extra-sized bulbs
3^. bd. each.

BLOOMERIANUM OCELLATUM. — An
extremely handsome hardy Lily, producing large flowers of
a rich tawny orange colour, spotted nearly to trie tip of the
perianth segments with blackish crimson. 5J, and js. dd.

ELEGANS SPLENDIDUM.—Bright orange
spotted with black; a very showy and attractive variety.

3^. i)d. each.

HUMBOLDTII,—A splendid species, from
Humboldt County, California ; it is tiuite hardy and pro-
duces large golden-yellow flowers, wnich are spotted with
purple. One of the best of modern intrcductions. It has been
awarded a First-class Certificaie by the Floral Committee
of the Royal Horticultural Society. 31. 6</. and 5J. each.

MONADELPHUM SZOVITZIANUM. —
Rich citron colour, spotted with black ; flowers most
deliciously fragrant. One of the best of Lilies, 25. dd.

and 35. f>d. each.

NEILGHERRENSE.—This magnificent Lily
is by far the finest of its section. The flowers are
deliciously fragrant, and of great substance : the Collector
writes that it bears as many as seven flowers on a stem,
each flower of the marvellous length of i foot. They range
in colour from pure white to primrose, some of the
varieties having pink flower-tube.s. 5J.

,
7^-. (yd., and lai. (d.

NEILGHERRENSE TUBIFLORUM. — A
handsome and distinct variety of the preceding. loj. td.

and 15^. each.

PARDALINUM (puberulum).—A very beau-
tiful hardy Lily, freely producing its fine flowers, which are
of a rich golden-orange colour, attractively spotted with
maroon-purple. 3.^. da. and 5^. each.

PARVUM.—A pretty Californian Lily ; flowers
recurved, canary-yellow, slightly jpotted. 3J. dd. and

PURPUREUM.—This is a beautiful and
distinct Californian Lily. It produces very fragrant
flowers : the petals on opening are of a light colour,

changing to a delicate purple ; densely spotted. 5.1. and
7J-. 6t/. each.

TIGRINUM FLORE-PLENO.—This attrac-
live variety produces beautiful double flowers of a bright

orange-scarlet colour : it has been introduced from Japan,
.and IS a distinct and extremely handsome variety, is. 6d.

and 55. each.

TIGRINUM JUCUNDUM.-(Maximowiczii).
—A very bright and cheerful-looking Japanese Lily ; flowers

light cinnabar-red colour, marked in the lower half of the
segments with black dots. 5.1. and 7^. 6d. each.

WALLICHIANUM.—This is an extremely
handsome species : the flowers are very large, deliciously

fragrant, and of a delicate creamy-white colour. 7s. 6d. and
10s. 6d. each.

WASHINGTON IANUM.—This iioble Lily
inhabits the western slope of the Californian Sierra Nevada

:

it gives six, twelve, to eighteen large flowers on a stem
;

white, slightly flushed with lilac, and sweel-scented, -^s. 6d.

LILIES BY THE 100 OR 1000,
For planting in Borders, Shrubberies, among Rhododendrons,

massing in "beds, or grouping among Shrubs.

As Mr. William Bull annually import? immense nunibers

from their native habitats, he can offer choice and new Lilies,

also the well-known ordinary showy sorts, at very low prices

when taken in quantity. Special quotations on application.

Good and varied selections can be made by Mr.
W. B. at I Si-., 30J. and 42s. per dozen.

Mr. WiLLlA.M Bl'll has just received an importation from

California of many thousands of Calochortus of sorts. Cyclo-

bothras, Erodisas, Triteleias. Calllproras, Erythroniums, Bloome-

rias, and Frilillarias. Prices per dozen or loo on application.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants,

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA,
LONDON, S.W.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 30, 1876.

A ROOK GARDEN.

How to make a rockery, is perhaps one

of the horticultural matters most fre-

quently discussed amongst the amateur owners

of small villa gardens, but it is by no means
so generally felt how useful the rockery may be

made, not simply as a bank for Ferns, or for

rock plants strictly so called, as for affording a

variety compared with the mixed flower border

of herbaceous perennials.

There is a difficulty even to the skilful in

arranging a mixed border so that it shall

always be agreeable as a whole, and interesting

in detail—that is, have a tolerable proportion of

plants in blossom, and no unsightly blanks. It

requires no inconsiderable knowledge of the

individual plants, and their treatment, and also

some imaginative taste, to arrange the border

as it is to appear in the successive seasons
;

and though each plant is perfect in its own
appropriateness of flowers and foliage, yet it by

no means follows that the miscellaneous collec-

tion should look well together, and the dis-

appointed amateur too often takes refuge in a

few borders of "bedding-out" plants, which,

though wearisome from frequent recurrence,

have the merit of massing together floral colours

and leafy development, congruous in themselves,

and consequently pleasing, as far as they go, in

proper limits.

With a little care a rockery of herbaceous

perennials will be found to get over many of

the difficulties of their arrangement in limited

space. As in the wider field of landscape, where

tiie distant woods gain a more picturesque effect

from some grey church tower or ruined castle

seen among them, or in a woody valley some
mass of rock will give an additional charm to

the trees or Ivy clustering beneath, so in the

miniature landscape of the rockwork the various

plants which are apt to confuse each other's

beauties in the mixed border will show their

characteristic perfections fully when placed,

whether singly or in well-assorted groups,

amongst the rock or imitation rock which may
separate the dissimilar kinds, and, whilst giving

a contrasting form and colour for the eye to

rest on in its passage from one to the other, will

also give one harmonious tint and idea per-

vading the whole arrangement.

In the mixed border, as soon as the plant is

out of blossom it may probably cause a blank,

or be at least a failing spot in the coup d'ceil

;

but in the rockery (as long as the foliage does

not show marks of neglect), whether green or

brown, it harmonises into a natural grouping

with the rock round it. There is no. blank,

as in an obviously artificial arrangement made
with a view to showing the plants in flower,

and with a little care the natural, or the altering

colours, or the complete absence of the leaves,

may be made to play a good part in the general

effect of the rockery. The picturesque effec-

tiveness of form is much added to—and the cost

of the rockery much lessened—if the mass of

earth of which the mound is mainly formed is

excavated close at hand. If the rock or " burr,"

or whatever the bones, so to say, of the structure

are formed of, is on the spot, with whatever

additions of other soil may be needed, the

earth can be thrown to the bank as it is dug

out, and much expense both of purchase of

of material and carriage be saved.

As a " bit " of grouping the arrangement may
be made exceedingly picturesque if a deep hole is

dug close by the site of the intended rockwork,
with a deeperpart toaccommodate a tub or water
cask, sawn to a convenient length : this may be
filled well round with earth, and with the grass
sloping down to it on one side, the top concealed
by a number of whatever kind of stones may be
used for thework, and the rockery rising in a bold
vertical-ascent, or in little terraces over it. This
arrangement, when the tub is filled with water,

will give no bad representation of the old draw-
well half hidden in fallen masonry often seen
amongst the ruined castles of the Welsh borders.
A better position can hardly be found for the
fernery ; the fresh unmanured soil thrown
amongst masses of " burr " appears to suit the

plants to perfection, and with the dampness of

the hollow and evaporation of the water rising

immediately up to the fronds, and the occasional

soaking of the porous masses of imitation rock
around, they rapidly form a lovely natural group-
ing, beautiful at all times, but especially when
the light, glancing down the hollow, gives the

bright reflection in the water of the fronds

drooping from above as luxuriantly and grace-

fully as over some natural rocky pool.

In the small suburban villa garden, where any
imitation of natural scenery is particularly

acceptable, there is usually no difficulty about
the water supply, and, with the tap concealed

under a stone, the imitation well may be the

pool from which the garden watering is carried

on, and the worn track to it will only add to the

truthfulness of the copy. Where water cannot

be procured, a hollow with Fern and rock will

answer well, picturesquely and horticulturally.

There is also a convenience in having a spot in

a garden where any kind of hardy plant can be
accommodated with soil to suit it, and a situa-

tion it will look well in without difficulty. The
rockery may have every variety of earth in its

different " pockets," and a corresponding variety

of plants will make the rockwork into a picture

as a whole, with or without the added brilliancy

of blossoms.

In the lower part a few Heaths, especially

Erica carnea, look well on the ground level,

with a little rock behind dividing them from a

patch above of white-leaved Pinks. On the

little terrace edge above. Convolvulus mauri-

tanicus, or some ol the Cistuses, look graceful

hanging over the rock, or making a bright

carpet. White Ivies run along the higher

masses, and a Yucca, apparently grown amongst

large lumps of rock, but really well supplied

with all requisites, makes an effective crown.

LiUes of the Valley, and some of the old-

fashioned Summer Roses, look well, and prosper

in the parts least exposed to the sun, and, as

the beauties of a good picture are enhanced by

its framing and position, the beauties also of

each plant may be displayed to greatest advan-

tage by a special choice both of height, with

regard to the high level, and the surroundings,

to bring into notice or conceal its points as may
be wished.

The SpirEea venusta, with its beautiful peach-

coloured blossoms and elegant leaves, is still so

bare of foliage towards the ground that it

appears doubly beautiful with some mass of

stone to mask its deficiencies. The russet-

leaved Oxalis, which scarcely shows on the

brown ground, makes an effective mass amongst

light grey stone, creeping beneath the deep

green of the Acanthus. The white and green

leaves, and tall Thistle-like yellow flowers of

the Scolymus europaeus, or the white Pyrethrum

uliginosum, look remarkably well placed high

up, as if self-planted on a rocky ledge, and

single specimens of choicer perennials which

are apt to be overlooked in mixed beds both

show to advantage, and are secure here from

the accidental injury they are apt to meet with in

general garden operations. Theamateurwhowill
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venture on the mixture of rock and water with

Ferns and flowering plants as a real bit of

scenery, not the less true to life because it is on

a small scale, will find himself well repaid in

the variety it gives to the view from the window,

as the changing lights and shadows constantly

alter the effects ; and whilst both himself and

his neighbours will probably have much plea-

sure in the beauty and the reminiscences which

the well-arranged imitation of natural scenery

cannot fail to suggest, he will also (judging by

the experience of one garden) benefit much by
the pieces of his neighbour's specially prized

plants, which they feel a satisfaction in placing

where they thrive because carefully tended.

New Garden Plants.
Xerophyta retinervis.*

One of the most interesting links between the floras

of Tropical America and Tropical Africa, writes Mr.
Baker in the Jotirnal of Botany, is the presence in the

arid regions of both of several species of the curious

genus Xerophyta. The genus is closely allied to

Vellosia, but the latter genus is characterised by in-

definite stamens, and is restricted to America, while
Xerophyta has definite stamens, and is common to

Africa and America. The general appearance of the

plant is shown in the accompanying figure (fig. 153),
for which, as well as for the following particulars, we
are indebted to Messrs. Haage & Schmidt, of Erfurt.

It would appear that the specimens seen by Mr. Baker
were very small, and that they are much exceeded by
those sent by Messrs. Haage & Schmidt's collectors,

some of which are, we believe, now in the museum at

Kew.
" As to the present species of Xerophyta, our col-

lector regards it as one of the most remarkable members
of the vegetable kingdom, to be compared in piclur-

esque effect with the Grass-trees, the Xanthorrhceas
of Australia. Imagine a rather stout stem, similar to

that of some Tree Fern, and generally blackened by
the frequent prairie fires, bearing the elegant crown of
some Dasylirion or of some narrow-leaved Cordyline
indivisa, and besides numerous small tufts of leaves
proceeding from the sides of the upper part of the
stem, and you will have about as good an idea of the
plant as can be given without seeing it.

The flowers are equally conspicuous, and though
only seen in a dried state by our collector, are said to

be of a beautiful azure-blue, and i\ inch in diameter.

The stem or trunk is of a very pecuHar structure,

the woody part very thin, surrounded by a dense
mass of imbricated fan-like, nearly upright fibrous
brown sheaths, which can be peeled off like the
tunicated scales of a bulb. The roots begin from
the upper part of the plant, but they descend unseen
from without through these sheaths to the ground

;

the latter allord an excellent protection against drought
during the dry season, while they transform them-
selves into reservoirs of water during the rainy
season.

The largest specimens seen by our collector mea-
sured nearly 12 feet in total height, with stems
4 inches thick, and leaves of nearly 5 feet length ; the
leaves are very narrow, of rigid texture, quite
glabrous, with numerous and distinct ribs, and are as
gracefully recurved as those of the well known
Cordyline indivisa. The figure is a faithful copy of
a sketch taken on the spot by our collector.

The plant was found in Transvaal, South Africa,
7000 feet to Sooo feet above the level of the sea,
where in winter night frosts are frequent ; from this
it would appear that it should be treated'with us as a
greenhouse plant, requiring a good amount of heat
and moisture during the growing time only.

We have received a number of living trunks from
their native country, the first, we believe, which have
been brought to Europe ; they have been dug out in the
dry season, when vegetation in that part is quite at
rest, and have arrived here in the best possible con-
dition, so that they may with confidence be expected
soon to start and re-establish themselves."

specir^ Xcrophyla retinervis. Baker.—Stems in the _^
iS—21 lines thick. The woody part half an inch thick ; the
rest a dense mass of imbricated fan-like fibrous brown sheaths,
composed of ribs connected by distinct, short, erecto-patent
threads. From beneath the sheaths near the top part of the
branches proceed many tufts of 3—6 leaves each, with i or
sometimes 2—3 scapes to a tuft. Leaves half a foot long,
linear— or subulate—triquetrous, varying in breadth from half
a line to a quarter of an inch, very rigid in texture, entirely
glabrous, the ribs numerous, distinct, fine 'and close.'the edge
and keel not |appreciably serrulate. Scapes 3—5 inches long,
wiry, dark-coloured iu the upper half or third, with a few
bristles below the ovary. Ovary oblong, about 4 lines long by
half as thick, densely clothed with ascending brown pungent
bristles half a line long. Perianth-segments 15— iS lines long,
3—4 hues broad, naked on the outside. Anthers nearly sessile,
slender, half an inch long. Style filiform, much overtopping
the stamens. Macalisberg, Cape Colony, Natal, foumal 0/
Botany, 1875, p. 233.

NEW FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
CERTIFICATED BY THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY'S FRUIT AND VEGETABLE COMMITTEE.

1876.

*.* F.C., First-clau Certificate.

At Cuiswicic.

Vegeiahles.

French Bean, Haricot Nain
Blanc Quarantaiii .. VilmorinetCie., Aug. 11—F.C.

„ Minier's First Early .. Minier & Co., Aug. 11— F.C.

„ Rachel Nutting&Sons, Aug.ii— F.C.

f Ban- & Sugden, Aug. 11— F.C.

n •„„ n,„.„ I Carter & Co., Aug. II— F.C.
union, yueen

^ Veitch & Sons, Aug. 11— F.C.
IWaite & Co., Aug. it- F.C.
I Barr & Sugden, Aug. 11— F.C.

,. Trebon ( Stuarts Mein, Aug. II— F.C.
( Vilmorin et Cie. , Aug. 1 1—F. C.

At South Kensington.

Grape, Clive House Seedling . Bell, Dec. 6— F.C.
Strawberry, Pioneer .. .. Laxton, July 5— F.C.

Vegetables.

Broccoli, Variegated, as a
decorative plant .. .. Horley, May 17—F.C.

Chicory, Witloef .. .. R. H. S. Chiswick, Jan. 19—
F.C.

Potato, Prince Arthur .. Davis, Aug. 16—F.C.

„ Schoolmaster .. .. Turner, Aug. 16—F.C.

WHICH ARE THE BEST LATE
GRAPES ?

This question is frequently asked, and it is certainly

one of very considerable importance to those contem-

plating the planting of young Vines for the purpose of

furnishing a late supply of this most useful and

delicious fruit.

The present time, will, I think, be opportune to

make this enquiry, and it will doubtless be interesting

to many of your readers to know the varieties which

growers generally most approve of, or find most

useful, for the purpose of keeping up alate supply.

There can be no doubt that soil and situation must

have much to do with this important matter, as

varieties which may succeed admirably in one locality

may in others fail to give similar satisfaction. It is

even sometimes found that the produce of Vines of the

same sort, growing in the same structure, are not

always alike in point of quality and keeping properties.

And with regard to what may be considered as the

best varieties, due allowance must also be made for

individual tastes in the matter.

My experience in the cultivation of late, or long

keeping varieties of Grapes has not been by any

means extensive, as far as number of varieties go, and

they are all what may now be considered as old sorts,

so that I shall, in common with others of your readers,

be glad to hear of other and newer kinds, which may
with anything like certainty be considered as improve-

ments upon the varieties I will name.

If I were limited to grow only one kind of late

black Grape, and if I were allowed to select what-

ever sort I pleased, I should without any hesitation

select the variety so well known, as the Lady Downe's

Grape. So I will consequently place that variety as

first upon my list. It possesses, in my opinion,

every good quality that can be expected in a late

Grape. The plant is hardy, and generally grows

freely. It sets its fruit freely, and almost

always takes on its colour well. The bunches

are large and handsome, the berries large ; the foot-

stalks being short and stout, they are not at all liable

to shank off ; the flesh is firm, sweet and richly

flavoured : it has been credited with a slight Mus-

cat flavour, but this is very slight, if it exists at

all. It will, however, hang longer without shrivel-

ling than any other variety that I am acquainted

with, and it may be truly said to be a variety that

may be depended upon for a crop.

Next in my list I will place Mrs. Pince's Black

Muscat. This is in all respects an excellent late

variety, the fruit being superior in flavour to the Lady
Downe's variety ; at least, it is possessed of a fine

Muscat flavour, approaching to that of the Muscat

Hamburgh, which I am inclined to consider as the

finest flavoured of all black Grapes. The bunches are

large and well-formed, the berries are above the

medium size, and are, or at least ought to be, of a

rich purple-black colour—but this desideratum is not

always secured, and a foxy red is sometimes the

nearest approach to it. It is said that a good horse

cannot be of a bad colour—this axiom, however,

may not be applicable to the case of Grapes ; but one

thing is certain, viz., that in this case the foxy-

coloured fruit is sometimes quite equal in point of

flavour to that of a better, or at least darker colour.

The fruit hangs long before it in any degree shrivels.

The plant is of a strong and vigorous constitution,

and does not appear to require a temperature higher

than is required by the Alicante and Lady Downe's

varieties.

The Black Alicante is often recommended as the

best of all late long-keeping varieties. I feel con-

strained, however, to place it only third on the list of

really good and long-keeping sorts. It is doubtless

an exceedingly showy variety. The bunches are

large, as are also the berries, and of a jet black

colour. The plant is of vigorous growth, the berries

set freely, the fruit is sweet and well flavoured ; but

the skin of the berries is somewhat tough, and they

become shrivelled long before there are any indica-

tions of this taking place in the fruit of the two

varieties first named, and I am inclined to think it in

all respects inferior to them.

West's St. Peter's is a very good late variety, and,

until superseded by the varieties above named, was

generally considered as the best of late Grapes, and

it still deserves the character of being an excellent

late variety. The bunches are large and tapering in

form, the berries are of medium size, with thin skin,

tender and juicy, with a peculiarly brisk and

refreshing flavour. This variety is said to be the one

of all others most relished by invalids.

Black Barbarossa, or Gros Guillaume, is of very

vigorous growth and produces very large bunches,

which keep well and seldom shrivel. It is, however,

a somewhat uncertain bearer, and requires the tem-

perature of a Muscat-house to ensure its success.

As regards white Grapes for late keeping, I know
of no variety which can in point of excellence

approach to the Muscat of Alexandria and its varieties,

such as Bowood Muscat, Canon Hall Muscat, &c.,

all of which, when thoroughly ripened, will keep

good untd February, providing that the atmosphere

of the structure containing them be kept dry and

sweet.

Trebbiano is a vigorous growing variety, and bears

freely, producing bunches of great size, berries also

large and of tolerably rich flavour. The fruit seldom

shrivels, and will keep good until late in the season if

the house they ate in is kept dry, if not the berries

soon become discoloured and decay.

Calabrian Raisin is a good white Grape, and keeps

well. The bunches are large, long, and tapering,

while the fruit is rich and sugary in flavour.

Enclosed are a few berries of the Mrs. Pince variety,

showing its two conditions, viz., purple-black and a
reddish brown colour. The berries are from distinct

plants, both growing in the same house under pre-

cisely the same conditions ; both Vines being alik«

healthy. The Alicante and Lady Downe's varieties

are also from the same house, which has had no arti-

ficial heat further than a few fires during damp cold

weather about the time the Vines were in flower, ard
occasional fires about the present time, to keep the

air of the structure dry. The house is furnished with

the common old fire-flues, and the roots of the Vines
are in an outside border. P. Grieve, Cttlford, Bury
St. EJinunds. [Taking the quality of the fruit as

noted from the samples forwarded to us, and which
were not in good condition when we tasted them, we
should place the sorts in the following order of

merit;— I, Muscat of Alexandria; 2, Mrs. Pince's

Black Muscat (the well-ripened sample)
; 3, Lady

Downe's Seedling ; 4, Alicante. The Lady Downe's
was very good, and might be preferred, where the

Muscat flavour is objected to. We should be glad to

have the opinions of our correspondents on these

matters. Eds.]

INVERARY.
(Coiulitded/ram /. 778 )

Other trees of ornament in the space imme-
diately around the Castle are the Cryptomeria

japonica. Weeping Beech, Spirea ariLefolia, and
Scarlet Oak, with bright green {almost yellow) foliage,

in spring changing to brighter green, and afterwards,

in autumn, becoming scarlet. The Chilian Pine lifts

its foreign head, not quite in harmony with the scene,

nor capable of ornamenting the country of the stag

and eagle. The Bay and Rosmarinus officinalis seem
quite at home here between the loch and the Castle.

"There is a graceful Salix, with slender silver leaves

and yellow bark, taking a warmer tint in winter.

There is a red Cedar claiming a word, though it

be but a Juniper. It is a large tree of the kind,

6 feet m clrcumference_at S feet from the ground, and
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lift in compact masses, and are easily turned into I

flower at any lime. Mostly all woods and forests are I

well clothed in inexhaustible quantities of this Lily,

and many of the peasantry make it a speciality, as

they do in the spring gathering pis en-lit for the Paris

market. The late Andrd Leroy once told me that he
employed several hundred people to gather Dandelion,

and he sent tons of it to the Paris market. In the same
way the Lily of the Valley is so very common in some
districts that it may be got for the lifting, and
in many cases the crowns are so matted in and in

that when they are lifted in masses even every

crown throws a flower, so well ripened are they.

I am not sure whether I have called attention to this

before, but I have told many a one about here of it.

Where only a limited quantity, however, is wanted
in private places, the pot system is the best—one
batch forced every alternate year ; the same roots

last several years in this way if care be used in protect-

ing the leaves after forcing. The French mode and
the French supply, however, we cannot cope with by
any means. I have lifted the Lily of the Valley from

woods in France with the spade, as we do turf, and
cut it in squares in the same way, and put the squares

in frames on beds of leaves, and the result has been any
quantity of flowers from now onwards. In many
woods it grows to such an extent that it would be

impossible to eradicate it. If you take ofT the top

spit of turf, call it, this year, 2 inches deep, the roots

from below will form another mass of flowering

crowns for next year. Hemy Knight^ Floors*

Orchids in December.—This is a month of pro-

mise rather than of performance in the Orchid-house,

nevertheless my friends have been enabled to enjoy

the following exquisite varieties of form, hue, and
fragrance. Let it be understood that my object is

rather variety and intrinsic beauty than rarity.

PhalEcnopsis amabilis

La^lia auuimnalis

„ albida
Aiigriucum pu^gioniforme

,, cephalolis (more curious
than beautiful, bought
ill species)

Odonloglossum Uictoniense

„ Lindeni (as determined
by Prof. Reiclieiibach

—

bought at Stevens' as
imported unnamed ; a
rich spike of golden
flowers. N.B. — Its

bulb in no way resem-
bles those bought last

year under the same

„ Rossii majus
., cucullatum giganteum

Oncidium pclicanum
,, nubigenum
,, ornilhorhynchum

cheirophorum (this beau-
tiful little plant should
be in every collection ;

•T gem)
Insleayi leopardinum
Wentworthianum
Barkerii

Lycaste Skinneri
leuco-fulvescens

illaria Colesii

grandiflora

Masdevallia Veitchii
nycterina
octhodes
amabilis

Epidendrum fragraiis

dichroum

Ccelogyne lu

Dendrochilum glumaceur
Cypripediuni javanicuin

„ nigrum biflorum

,, longifoltum
.. Roezlii

barbatum nigrum
Pilumi
Saccolabiui

fragi

papi
piilaceiim

at btevens last year.

The entire lot proved
to be this worthless
thing)

: species

,, sanguineum (a very fin

form of flexuosuni)

Helcia sanguinolenta
Zygopetalum Mackayl

Bifrei

Warscewiczella discolor alb;

(very beautiful and dis-

tinct)

Brassia Gireoudeana species
(bought at a sale by
Backhouse — a poor
thing)

Mesospinidium vulcanicum
Barkena Skinneri
Sophronites grandiflora

Eikvard \V. Co:

Dec, 26.

JMoat Mount, near Hcndon,

Strawberry Rivers' Eliza.—Perhaps it may prove
interesting to Mr. Radclyffe to be informed how
Rivers' Eliza Strawberry behaves when transported

from Sawbridgeworth to endure the vicissitudes of a

home among the Grampians, in latitude 56" 23'. We
received from Mr. Rivers in 1S5S a large supply of

plants of the above, which for a few years proved
highly satisfactory, in short it was considered to be
quite letter A figure i, and was cultivated for a few
years more largely than any other of the sorts then
possessed ; but eventually degeneracy set in, proving
rapidly fatal to it as a variety to be depended upon for

producing large supplies. Feeling dissatisfaction in

parting with such a good old friend, and retaining a

large share of my first love, I reintroduced it again
direct from Mr. Rivers in 1S73. but in this latter case

it proved less desirable to cultivate than when aban-
doning its cultivation previously. Certainly it is a

most distinct variety, and has a most exquisite flavour,

but on comparison with Sir Joseph Paxton and many
others of more rectnt introduction I cannot with Mr.
Radclyfte say it is the finest plant in the world. I

trust Mr. Radclyfle will not misunderstand me, I only
mention its capricious tendencies here. A like result

has proved the justice of abandoning Frogmore Late
Pine and La Constance, and I have heard from other

Strawberry growers of varieties growing and cropping
well for a few years and then becoming almost barren

and the fruit nearly flavourless. Perhaps some person
will be able to enlighten your readers on the above
cause, as well as Your Correspondent.

Garibaldi Strawberry.— The thanks of fraga-

rians are due to Mr. Bennett for drawing atten-

tion to the seeming discrepancies which have
arisen as to the origin of this variety. A list

of Strawberries cultivated by the late Mr. Nichol-

son, E^glescliffe, published in this paper for 1S59,

p, 693, contains no mention of a Garibaldi.. In

his list for 1S62 is found Garibaldi (Nicholson),

"A new seedling fruit, of large and even siz?, cone*

shaped, bright red, flesh nearly white, remarkably
solid, juicy, sweet, with a brisk aroma;" this, no
doubt, is the variety referred to by Mr. Radclyffe;

also Garibaldi (new) (Stewart £<. Neilson), without
description. Some years <:ubsequent to the above
date Mr. Welch, of the firm of Messrs. Dickson &
Co., Edinburgh, called here soliciting orders for a

new Strawberry with the above name, which that

firm was about to send out. That is the variety now
largely grown in this district (Perthshire), and it

certainly diJTers widely in character from the descrip-

tion given by Mr. Nicholson to his variety. After

being grown for a year or two, it was discovered that

no difference existed between the Garibaldi sent out

by the Messrs. Dickson and Vicomtesse IK-ricart de
Thury, and some growers also assert that Reeves'

Eclipse is a third ali-is for the same plant ; another

variety grown in this district under the name of Glen-

garry is very near to it, if not the same. O. T. T.

Mildness of the Season on the Shortest
Day.—1 picked some Violets (the single, sweet-

scented purple), Roses, and Chimonanthus flowers in

this garden on December 21. The birds, two
thrushes in particular, were singing right cheerfully.

They evidently thought it was spring, not winter time
;

and there are a few wild flowers still to be seen in the

hedges—the white Nettle, yellow Groundsel, lVo.

Helat C. lyalney, Berry Grove^ Liss, Hants.

The Buds on Fruit Trees.—Fruit trees of all

kinds are profusely studded with fruit buds. Apricots

especially are very thickly put on, so much so that

we are taking advantage o( the chance to thin out and
shorten long spurs that in some seasons, when there

has been a scarcity, we have left unusually long.

We find it very advantageous to do so in order to

leave as much flower near to the wall as possible,

where it sets better than 5 or 6 inches from it.

Plums, too, are similarly budded and promising for

large crops, and the spur-shortening is being prac-

tised with these too. Apples were never so covered,

I think, with bud, more especially the Pippins, or

table Apples, which were nearly void of (ruit this

year. Dumelow's Seedling, which we had few of, are

very prettily budded, also Cellini and Ecclinville, and
Emperor Alexander, which were scantily provided

this year. These three finest of all table Apples,
Claygate Pearmain, Adam;' ditto, and Ribston, are

extra budded—thanks in great measure, with these as

with the rest, to long and open pruning of main
branches. //. Knight.

Gloire de Dijon Rose in December.—I this

day (December 22) cut a beautiful Gloire de Dijon

Rose in full bloom. The Rose was just touched by
last night's frost, but the injury done was very slight.

The tree is an old one, growing all over the lodge

gates ; it has the advantage of a south-east aspect.

George P. HiUi'trey, Laugley Place, Sloit^h, Du. 22.

The Royal Horticultural Society.—When the

Royal Horticultural Society is reconstituted we shall

endeavour to get on the most friendly footing possible

with the local societies established through the king-

dom, and it will be most desirable that the Society

should have amongst its Fellows the best horticul-

turists of all ranks in each district. A letter has been

sent to me containing suggestions likely to forward

both these objects, and as it seems worth the fullest

consideration I beg the favour of your publishing it.

The writer is a gardener in Cheshire :
—" I feel glad to

see the efforts which are being made to reorganise

the Royal Horticultural Society, and hope that the

guinea Fellowships will be a success. In addition to

that means of support there is a large class of gar-

deners who would doubtless be glad to add their mite,

but cannot well afford the proposed annual subscrip-

tion. Allow me, therefore, to make a suggestion,

which I think might be beneficial to the Society as

well as to gardeners generally. Could not an arrange-

ment be made between the Royal Horticultural Society

and the many provincial societies somewhat after

this fashion : Where a society exists and is willing to

subscribe a certain sum annually to the Royal Horti-

cultural Society, the latter should allow the local

society to elect in Jtheir ^own district a number of

Fellows of the Royal Horticultural Society in pro-

portion to their subscriptions—professional gardeners

or amateurs who have distinguished themselves during

each year the subscription is given. I think this

would popularise the Royal Horticultural Society

as well as add to its resources without misappro-

priating the funds of the local society. It might
stimulate a very large class of gardeners, to the in-

terest of their employers and themselves as well as

to hcrticulture generally. I think it would be a mark
of honour many would esteem highly because they

would have earned an honour they could not buy. I

by no means desire in the least to place those who
can pay a full subscription under this suggestion, but

if possible to assist their subscriptions." Smce I wrote
last among the names of would-be Fellows which
have come in two are from great distances, one from

Cannes and one from New Orleans, George h. Wilson.

Bambusa Ragamowski.—It must be thirty years

or more, 1 think, since the late celebrated botanist,

A. 15. Lambert, Esq., of Boyton Manor, Wilts (which
at present is a residence of H. R.H. Prince Leopold),
gave me a plant under the name (given verbally) of

Arundo Ragamowskii, so the orthography may not be
quite correct, Mr. L. informed me that it was Chinese,

and that the leaves were found in some of the pack-

ages that came from China, which I believe is all that

he told me of its history. Although I have grown
and sold it under that name for so many years I have
not heard of another specific name for it. I planted

it in a sheltered corner near the bole of a Wistaria,

where a portion is still growing, from which I took
the leaf enclosed. It has never been injured with me
by frost, though unprotected. I tried it in the open
ground, although it did not seem to enjoy itself there,

being exposed, as my ground is, to the arid breezes

from the western extremity of Salisbury Plain
;

yet

it may have thriven there had I not had occasion to

remove it before it had got thoroughly established.

Some persons I know have not succeeded in establish-

ing it when taken from the open ground. I mean to

give it a severe test in the course of a few days by
turning a plant out of a pot into marshy ground, to

see how it stands such harsh treatment, and at an un-

seasonable time for removal. If it should survive, and
aflect marsh, it will probably develope much finer

foliage than it does in soil impoverished by the roots

of an old Wistaria of half a century's standing. The
enclosed foliage is of the average size at present on

the clump, yet I have had them about double the width,

and longer in proportion. I should think the Lam-
bertian or the Kew herbaria would contain specimens

of the plant, as Mr. L. would be very likely to pre-

serve it in his herbarium, and give its history therein,

and probably also sent it to Mr. Aitonat Kew. It may
possibly be preserved in some herbarium under a

different name to that given me. Geo. IVheeler, War'
minster Nurseries,

Cranberry for Scurvy.—The interesting philan-

thropic remarks given by Mr. Van Volxem, p. 817,

can only apply to the fruits of the genuine Cranberry,

Oxycoccus palustris, or to those of the Cowberry,

red Whortleberry, Vaccinium Vitis-idcea. But those

two of our Vacciniea; have scarlet fruits, often partly

yellowish white when not fully ripe. I may state

from experience that the Cranberry is esteemed so

differently, from its being so very different at various

places both in the shape of fruits and in the flavour,

I well remember to hive tasted Cranberries from the
" Nieder Lausits" near thirty years ago, of such a

great size and delicacy, as they never have done since.

Here they are pretty common, but very moderate

in quality and size. Of course they are only regarded

good after having been touched by frost several

tunes. Now Vaccinium uliginosum has blackish

fruits with a blue hue. It is the B^g Vaccinium,

and its fruits were decidedly not seen as " red

berries." In Germany it is called " Rauschbeere,"

*'Trunkelbeere." " Kausch" means drunkenness, and

people are said to fall into such a state after having

eaten a large quantity of these fruits. If this is in-

vestigated, the eff^ect may prove to be only individual.

I have eaten quantities of this fruit without the least

eflect. They are even used in Upper Silesia, as I

was told, for the table, and without the least bad

effect. It would be very interesting to read whether

some of your readers know something about it :

at all events the fruits are very much inferior to

those of Vaccinium Myrtillus, the Bilberries, or

Whortleberries, Unluckily these are now-a-days

very much used for the shabby fabrication of a

beverage, called "claret" by the fabricants. //. G.

Rchb. f.

The Storm in Surrey.—I venture to send you a

few particulars respecting the snowstorm which visited

this neighbourhood on Saturday evening last. On
the day in question, after a somewhat sharp white

frost the night before, a cold rain commenced falling

about noon, the barometer standing at 29.32, the

wind being E.S.E. At about 3 p.m., the wind
having backed to N.E , snow became mingled with

the rain, and shortly after 4 p.m. a thick snow set in,
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which, as the thermometer had nearly fallen to

frccztnjT.poinl immediately began to cover the ground
and trees. The snow continued to fall without

intermission until about II P.M., at which time it lay

about 6 inches deep ; and until past midnight the fall

was of the heaviest description, the flakes being extra-

ordinarily large and dense, as may be judged from the

fact that by 2 A M , when the storm ceased, the

depth on the ground was from 1 2 to 15 inches. The
efiect upon the shrubs and trees, now bending in every

direction, became painfully visible, and for nearly two
hours the crashing of falling branches and even up-

rooted trees might be heard in all directions. The
policeman on duty in the park here states that he
never passed such a night in his life, and, to use his

own words, he " thought the world was coming to an

end as crack succeeded crack, and branch followed

branch." Truly daylight revealed a sorry sight, for

many a goodly tree in lane and hedgerow which had
bid defiance to the storms of many winters stood

denuded of its leading limbs. The scene in the park
is by far the worst of all. On looking all over the

park and grounds one can only say that the

work of destruction is really wonderful. Elms,
Oaks, Thoms, &c., are the heviest sufferers. The
Conifer tribe, strange to say, with a few exceptions,

have fared much better than could have been
expected. The old, the young, and the healthy have
all alike fallen victims to the too trying pressure of

the superincumbent snow. The storm in this neigh*

bourhuod is certainly an unusual one, and in so short

a space of time such a depth of snow was never before

known to have fallen by any of the oldest inhabitants,

neither can I learn that any one has ever seen similar

destruction made amongst the trees by either wind or

snow. Thomas Carlton^ The Gardens^ Ashtcad Paik,
near Epsom.

One of the most difficult branches of forestry is

that of growing young plantations in places overgrown

with Furze, Gorse, or Whins. It very frequently

occurs that ground closely covered with Whins is that

which in all other respects is well adapted for plant-

ing, but its natural tendency to grow them defeats

any elTort which may be made to successfully grow

forest trees. To trench whinny, or indeed any ground

for planting, with a view to profit, is a very question-

able investment, and is seldom done. Ground after

being trenched is usually considered too valuable to

plant, and is therefore employed for agricultural

purposes instead. Small patches of ground may, in

order to promote more rapid growth, be occasionally

trenched, but for ordinary extensive planting that

operation cannot be recommended.

The practice I have found to answer the end

remarkably well is to thoroughly clear ofl all the Whins
and other herbage, cutting them close to the surface

of the ground. If the Whins are old, and strong in

the stem, they are easily reoted up, or at least so far

broken or bruised below the surface of the ground

by means of the mattock or whin-hoe as to answer

all the requirements of grubbing. When they are

small, however, the production of repeated cutting or

burning, the only practicable method of clearing them

is to cut them close to the ground with the forester's

hookbill—an implement, by-the-bye, far too little

known or made use of for this and similar work. By it

cutting Whins can be done at from 30 to 50 per

cent, cheaper than by any other implement I know of,

at least upon stony ground,

I prefer the practice of cutting Whins to that of

burning them, both because it clears the ground of all

the stems as well as the spray, and prevents them from

growing up so luxuriantly afterwards—both of which

are advantages connected with the planting and the

future prosperity o( the plants too important to be

overlooked. After the Whins are all properly cut they

must be collected into heaps and burnt, unless they

can be turned to better account by faggotting them for

burning lime, or other purposes.

When the ground is all clear, and ready for planting,

the work should be proceeded with by laying it off

with the cross-staff and squaring poles and planting

the trees in parallel straight lines.

In laying off the lines the position of the ground

must be duly considered, and the lines laid off to suit

both appearance and convenience in future opera-

tions. The lines of poles are set up 6 feet apart,

less or more, according to the extent of ground, &c.,

always observing to make the distances greater accord-

ing to extent of ground. Break up by means of the

forester's footpick, a space 2 feet wide along the

line of poles. The soil in this space is merely broken

and loosened, but the herbage is not removed from

the surface when rabbits are in the place, as by so

doing they are attracted to the place, to the injury and

often total destruction of the young tree plants. The
2 feet space is thickly planted with small plants, say

Larch, or Scots Pine. For such situations I prefer

Larch as a profitable crop, but where adornment
of the landscape is of importance a mixture of

Beech and Birch is commendable.
Soils naturally productive of Whins are in general

adapted to the growth of Larch, Beech, and Oak,
and this circumstance should be kept in mind in plant-

ing such ground. In planting the rows of whatever
species of trees, I prefer doing it very closely, say iS

to 24 inches apart, and in some cases even closer.

The advantages of planting whinny ground in rows
over that of doing it in the irregular or broiicast

manner are, that the clear spaces between the rows of

trees can be cut annually with a whin-scythe or bill-

hook at comparatively little expense, without in-

curring the risk of cutting or injuring the tree plants.

When the primary clearance of the Whins has been

made, all the rabbits in the place can be killed down, and
kept down during the first season, and that is the time

young trees suffer most by them. After that they are

not so liable to injury, because a certain amount of

growth springs up amongst the plants which protects

them. The clear space between the rows of trees

should be cut any time after midsummer, or even

before it ; but any injurious growth amongst the

trees should remain uncut till late in spring, as by

thu.s leaving it the trees are less exposed, and thereby

so far escape injury.

By the above method a good and profitable crop of

forest trees can usually be raised at a warrantable ex-

pense, whereas by the usual promiscuous method of

planting it is rarely, if ever, accomplished.

The method of keeping clear and bare the space

between the rows of trees makes the ground so cleared

more attractive to the rabbits or hares than that where
the trees are, hence they seldom go near or injure

them. The rows of trees being planted unusually

thick, thinning should not be too long neglected, but

it should be judiciously performed, so as not unduly to

expose in any way the remaining crop. Rabbits and

Whins are in general so closely associated, that in

treating of the latter, the former require more than a

passing notice. How to protect the trees from

rabbits on the one hand, and prevent the Whins from

choking them above and exhausting the soil under-

neath, is a threefold task too much in many instances

to be successfully accomplished in the usual irregular

manner of planting, but it can with ordinary attention

be attained under the system herein recommended.

C. V. Mkhie, Otlhn House, Cullen, Dec. 25.

Apiary.
Do THE Worker Bees Massacre tiik Drones ?

—After thanking your apiarian correspondents, which
I do most heartily, for their clear communications in

reply to my inquiry on the above subject, I should

like to say a word or two as to the position in which

their testimony leaves it. I expect that they will all

agree with me that the subject cannot be considered

settled either negatively or aftirmatively, and that

therefore further observation is required to determine

it. Some of them maintain that the bees do sting the

drones to death ; others maintain that they do not,

but only worry them to death, or drive them out to

destitution. The general verdict seems adverse to the

view that occurred to me as possible, that the drones

were only removed when the odour of approaching

mortality rendered them offensive to the senses of the

other members of the hive. But as this cannot be

determined otherwise than by inference, I would

still venture to adhere to it under reservation,

until the result of future observations throws

more light upon it j and I would venture to

sohcit the further kind co-operation of your corre-

spondents in another year to determine the points

which I think require to be settled before we can

proceed to judgment. These are ;— i. What is the

natural period of termination of the life of the drones

in a hive in which there is a fertile queen ? This

could surely be easily ascertained by taking a number
of drones from the hive in the end of July and keep-

ing and feeding them apart by themselves. If the

huddling and benumbed appearance which has hitherto

been regarded as a sign of fri^^ht at the interference of

the workers, but which I suggest is the symptom of

illness and approaching death, does not show itself

at the usual time (beginning of August), when no
workers are present, and they continue to live on,

then I admit that this will be a very strong, probably

an unanswerable, argument in favour of the received

opinion. But if it does show itself, and the drones go
on to die, that will be just as strong an argument the

other way.

2. What is the natural period of termination of the

life of the drones in a hive where the queen is virgin ?

The meaning of this inquiry implies another heresy, viz.,

that the d rones are not present in the hive for nothing.

One heresy, however, is enough at a time, and I shall

go no further than to say, that I regard some of the

stories about the queen's hymeneal trip, and the

theory of cross breeding, with a certain amount of

scepticism—a doubt which perhaps may be cleared

away by more persistent nocturnal observation of the

proceedings in the hive than has hitherto been given.

For the present, the explanation which I suggest for

the longer duration of life of the drones in a hive with
a virgin queen, is that their life is prolonged in conse-

quence of their not having had the opportunity of
exercising their procreative function. AH entomolo-
gists are familiar with the fact than an unimpregnated
female lives much longer than an impregnated one.

The same principle may hold with the males. How-
ever that may be, the first thing is to know what the

facts in regard to their duration of life really are. In
all this I have regard only to the general body of the

drones, which is the real question ; but as exceptional

cases of the survivance of a drone or two over the.

winter are meniioned, it would be interesting to note

the particulars under which these appearances took

place, such as whether late excluded, virgin hive, &c.

3. If the above are answered in a sense approbative

of the received opinion, then a third series of observa-

tions may be required to settle how the drones are

put to death,

I thought of replying soiatiniio the different objec-

tions taken to my doubts by your correspondents, but

from what I have ab:)ve said they can easily see what
my reply would have been, and they are obviously not

men who need a text to be expanded into a sermon.

Andrr.i^ Murray.

Natural History.
The GoATsucivER (CArRiMULGus euroPv'eus :

L.).— All nocturnal birds are regarded by our villagers

with dread, and are generally known as ill-omened

birds : more especially is thi^i the case with owls,

bats, and the goatsucker. This feeling may arise in

part from their quiet manner of flitting about amongst
the trees, also from the sounds emitted, which are

heard at a long distance on the still night air. The
goatsucker is a harmless inoffensive bird—certainly

amongst all the numerous feathered occupants of our

groves not one can compare with it as the gardener's

friend. Why it is in so many instances so ruthlessly

destroyed, as hurtful either to the farmer or gardener,

we can never learn, for no one seems able to give a

reason for this wanton destruction. We say to agri-

culturists, woodmen and gardeners, cherish the goat-

sucker, and look upon it as your best friend, and we
will presently give you a satisfactory reason for this.

Many persons, according to the part of our island in

which they may be residing, may not recognise

this bird under the name of goatsucker, for it appears

to have as many names almost as a Spanish grandee.

Thus we have heard it called fern-owl, churn-owl,

puckeridge, eve-jar, jar-owl and night-jar. The latter

name is probably the most common and best known ;

very likely it alludes to the loud burring noise it makes
when flying, which on a calm evening is easily recog-

nised, and when once heard can never be mistaken

for the movement of any other bird. It is said to be

named goatsucker from a strange and crude notion that

it sucks the milk of goats. This idea must be very old,

for olden writers allude to it with perfect gravity ; our

forefathers must have been simple people, for they

believed the most unlikely things. Both the Latin

and Greek generic names refer to this superstition,

Aristotle speaks of a "mountain-bird, a little larger

than a blackbird and a little less than a cuckoo. It

lays eggs to the number of two, or three at most, and

is of a slothful nature. Flying upon the goats it sucks

them, whence it has its name. They say when it has
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in size, flavour, and colour. In the Cucumber and
Melon pits were some fine fruits of the leading kinds.

In the conservatory, whichadjoinsthemansion, were

some nice plants of the kinds usually met with in such

a structure, looking very gay and healthy. Before

taking leave of the houses, perhaps I may be per-

mitted testate that Mr. Smith makes use of a shading

that I do not remember having seen in use before,

and which constquently may prove of interest to some
of the many readers of the Gardeners Chronich: It

consists of soft soap and size {[ forget in what pro-

portion, but perhaps Mr. Smith will kindly supply

the wanting particulars) boiled together, and applied

with the syringe ; this is slated to answer the

purpose admirably, being easily applied, and viccvend.

time of day by the town clock at Portsmouth, a

distance of about 4 miles. I give you the girth of

some of the largest trees and shrubs growing in the

grounds, and it might prove interesting to know if

there are any larger in any other part of England,

and growing so closely to the sea :—Ash, 12 feet in

circumference, growing within 30 yards of the sea ;

Beech, S feet ditto, standing within S yards of the

sea ; Elm, 12 feet, 60 yards from the sea ; Spanish

Chestnut, 9 feet, 50 yards from the sea ; the Larges

Oak, 14 feet round, but stands farther off. Sweet

Biys are very fine, some of them measuring 45 feet

high, with stems i foot in diameter. The Myrtles

are also fine ; the largest is 14 feet high and 22 feet

through, and stands in the open.

the south, and then rising again to a considerable

elevation. It is a park studded with stately Oaks,

Chestnuts Limes, and Elms, with a belt of planta-

tion, the northern boundary being girt by the sea, and

secured byja substantial stone wall. The land here

rises precipitously, and is covered with a thickly-

wooded plantation, intersected with walks and pro-

fusely planted with flowering and other shrubs.

Apley contains valuable stone of intrinsic value for

building purposes. In conclusion, I must say that

cleanliness and neatness are strictly observed at

Apley House, and to those gardeners who have not

visited Ryde or its vicinity, but who intend doing so,

I would say call upon Mr. David Smith at Apley,

where he has filled his present situation for, I think,

Fig, 154.—view in the grounds of aplly house, isle of wight.

The pleasure-grounds run slopingly down to within

a few yards of the Solent, and are charmingly pretty.

The numerous shady walks which gracefully intersect

the grounds are indeed very beautiful, commanding,

as thej do, under the shady canopy of the outspread-

ing Beeches and sturdy Oaks which dot the park,

most charming views of the surrounding scenery.

The pleasure grounds, which are very pretty, were

designed by Mr. Milner, of Norwood, and are planted

with a collection of shrubs of recent introduction, all

of which seem to luxuriate in their situation, and add

lustre to their surroundings. There is a magnificent

view from the north terrace (see fig. 154), from which

can be distinctly seen the many ships, the men-

of-war, the gaily decked yachts, steamers and smaller

cralt which dot the glassy waters of the Solent as far

as the eye can reach ; from here also, on a clear day,

by the aid of a good telescope, can be ascertained the

The kitchen garden and pleasure-grounds cover

about 9 acres. The walks and carriage-drives are

kept in the best of style ; most, if not all, are edged

with Staff'ordshire tiles. I should have said, when

speaking of^the houses, that adjoining them are,

in one range, the stokehole (all are, I believe, heated

by one boiler), potting-shed, tool-shed, fruit-room,

seed-room, and last, but not least, Mr. Smith's

office— all well and neatly fitted up, and having, if

my memory serves me rightly, a flow and return

pipe passing the entire length. This is as it should

be ; but serving under such a liberal and indulgent

employer, the "fore-thinking gardener" has no

difficulty in obtaining that which is requisite ; more

than which no man in the confidence of his employer

will ask for.

In the park the surface of the land is undulating,

rising to the house on the north tide, sloping towards

the last twenty-four years, respected and esteemed not

only by his employer, but by all by whom he is known
—which means pretty well all in the "isle-land." Many
other gardeners besides myself have to thank him, net

only for his many acts of courtesy in showing and

obtaining us introductions to the many horticultural

establishments in his immediate neighbourhood, but

for the hospitable way in which he and his better

half received us. //. W. Ward, Lon^ord CmtU.

SCOTTISH SEED AND NURSERY
TRADE ASSOCIATION.

The annual meeting of the Scottish Seed and

Nursery Trade Association was held on the 19th inst. , in

the Cafe Royal, Edinburgh, Mr. David Roughead,

President, in the chair. There was a good attendance

of the seed merchants and nurserymen of Scotland.
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Mr. D. Hunter, Secretary of the Association,

submitted ihe first annual report, which stated that

there were now hfty-two members. Daring the year

no case of adulteration of seeds had been formally

brought before the Association for advice ; but the

acting committee had anxiously considered the pro-

priety of approaching the Government as to the

amendiaent of the present S^ed Adulteration Act.

The Secretary stated that the existing Seed Adaltera-

tion Act was inoperative, in consequence of a public

prosecutor having been omitted to be provided for.

He had, at the suggestion of the committee, prepared

the heads of a Bill which assimilated the provisions of

the existing Act to the provisions of the Food and

Drugs Adulteration Act of 1S75. By this Bill it was

provided that all parties adulterating seeds, either by

killing the vitality of seeds or dyeing them and

mixing these with other seed, should be fined in a

sum not exceeding ;!^50, and that the second oflence

should be deemed a misdemeanour, to be punished

with imprisonment.

In the course of a conversation which ensued, it

was suggested that a memorial should be prepared on

the subject for presentation to the Lord Advocate,

and that a deputation should be appointed to wait on

his Lordship and urge his attention to the matter,

with the object of endeavouring to get the Govern-

ment to take up the question and pa^s a really effective

Act.—Mr. Alexander Cross, Leith, while he would

like as a seed merchant to see a new Act passed,

thought there would be difficulty in getting the

Government to interfere in the matter, considering the

strong opinions held in the country in regard to free

trade.—Mr. Hunter suggested that it m ight do to

tack on the new seed adulteration clauses to the Food

and Drugs Adulteration Act.— Mr. David Syme said

that the main object of the Association was to see the

business of the seed trade conducted in a more honest

manner in regard to the vending of adulterated seeds,

and the mere fact that the Association desired

to take the steps indicated would be a strong

deterrant to unscrupulous people offering such

seeds for sale in Scotland. He moved that it be

remitted to the acting committee to take what

steps they saw fit for approaching the Loid Advo-

cate in order to get the mind of the Government

upon the question of a new effectual Bill.—Mr.

Hunter thought that if the Government would not

take tlie matter up, the Association, as an association,

might take up a case of adulteration, and try it under

the existing Act. In this manner it might be demon-
strated whether the Act was workable or no:.—Mr.

Muir Crawford, Leith, said that he had made inquiry

in Germany, France, Belgium, and other Continental

coun'ries from which seed was brought to this

country, and in neither of them was there a special

law against adulteration, so that seed merchants here

were pretty much at the mercy of foreign adulterators.

However, adulteration in London and other parts of

England was more to be feared. lie v/as glad to say

that there was none of it in Scotland.—Mr. James

Welsh, Edinburgh, pointed out "that if the Asso-

ciation took up a case and tried it, and failed,

owing either to the unworkable nature of the

Act or other causes, they would render themselves

liable to an action for heavy damages.—The Chairman

said that he had had a conversation on the subj-?ct

with a member of the Government, who stated that

he would do all in his power to get the Government

to m>ike a reprtsentalion to foreign Governments on

the subject of seed adulteration.—Mr. Syme's motion

was eventually agreed, to, and it was determined that

the acting committee should seek an interview with

the Lord Advocate.

The question of tree seeds which would not germi-

nate being sold to members was also under discussion

;

and it was further remitted to the acting committee to

consider the propriety of co-operating with the leading

London seed merchants in defending vexatious and

needless action by customers as to the value of seeds

represented by crops.—Mr. D. Cross, Glasgow, was
elected President for the ensuing year ; Mr. Muir
Crawford, Leith, Vice-President; and Messrs. Syme,
Mackintosh, J. Walsh, Laird, Edinburgh ; Hunter
and Sadler, Glasgow ; Ballantyne, Dalkeith ; Alex.

Cross and Hope, Leith ; and Palmer, Annan, were

appointed the acting committee.—On the motion of

Mr. Sadler, Glasgow, it was remitted to the acting

committee to consider the propriety of drawing up,

in conjunction with the law agent of the Association,

a non-guarantee clause for seeds to be adopted by the

me rbers of the Society,

The anniversary dinner of the Association took

place in the evening in the Caf^ Royal—Mr. D. Cross

in the chair, and Mr. Muir Crawford croupier, Scots-

%\)i filla 6arbcit.

Removing Snow fkom Shrubs. — The sudden

fall of snow on the night of the 23d-24th supplied a

few hints to the Villa gardener to superintend the

removal of the snow from his shrubs in person. In

my neighbourhood conservatories were smashed in,

shed-roofs destroyed, goodly Cedars and rotten Elms

alike deprived of their limbs, and the paths stiewn

with twigs of Poplars and Weeping Willow. My
shrubs were for the most part laid prostrate beneath

the weight of snow—Aucubas, Retinosporas, Rho-

dodendrons, Euonymus, all alike had to bow their

heads, or, like Thuj i aurea, submit to be quartered

by the snow settling in its centre. Now some of these

shrubs are much more brittle than others, and while

you may shake a Rose bush with a broom or a rake

without much risk of injury, a slight tap sulhces to

ruin a Rhododendron, spoil a Euonymus, or mutilate

an Aucuba. A Villa gardener who has to depend on

the services of frozen-out gardeners (!) or other pro-

miscuous professionals for help in this matter will do

well to "superintend the removal of the snow in per-

son." My greatest loss was in the partial destruction

of a fine plant of Colletia cruciata, but the broken

branch has been utilised in stopping a gap to keep

the cats out. "To such base uses," &c. Jack Tcii>d.

Cleansing Outdoor Fruit Trees.—This is a

matter of prime importance at this season of the

year ; and especially necessary in the case of

Cherry trees. Not only our own trees, but those of

some of our neighbours were much infested with the

black-fly during the summer; so much so, indeed,

that the leaves at the points of the shoots of the early

summer growths were completely destroyed by them,

and subsequently the shoots quite withered away.

Some persons are apt to say " Don't trouble about

cleansing the trees, as the frosts of winter will be cer-

tain to destroy the larvae of the insects ?" But it is in

order to make assurance doubly sure that an attempt

should be made to secure this end, and therefore it is a

wise precaution to give the trees a good dressing with

some insecticide. One of the best washes

(or trees is made of a well known insect-destroying

material—Gishurst Compound—which can be ob-

tained of any nurseryman or seedsman. Six ounces

or so of the compound should be mixed with a gallon

of water, and the branches painted over with

it by means of a soft paint-brush or a common
whitewash brush. Apples, Pears, Plum';, &c., can

be treated in a similar way ; and when appli-

cations are made it should be put on during

dry weather, so that it may be as lasting in effect as

possible. It is obvious that, if applied during showery

weather, the rain would wash the comi>ound from

the branches.

Root-pruning Fruit Trees. — This is some-

times a necessary task at this season of the year in the

case of pyramidal Apples, Pears, Plums, and Cherries

that are making so profuse a growth as to be want-

ing in crops of fruit. If the soil in which a tree is

planted be fertile and rich, the roots will become

strong and vigorous, as their growth depends on the

strength and quantity of the food they absorb. Root-

pruning is, therefore, practised in order to check the

excessive vigour of a tree by diminishing its supply of

rich food, without depriving it of that quantity neces-

sary for the production and perfection of fruit. To
root' prune a tree, a trench some 18 inches or 2 feet in

depth should be opened 12 inches from the stem, and

the more vigorous roots cut away by means of a knife.

The roots that are growing outwards horizontally can

be easily severed in this way, but if any be growing

downwards the spade should be thrust in under the

tree so as to cut them oil iS inches or so below the

surface. This operation frequently results in mate-

rially increasing the productiveness of a tree.

Green-Fly.—When the weather is mild, but so

damp or rough without that the greenhouse has to be

kept close fur several days together, as for instance

during the first few days of December, some green-fly

will be certain to put in appearance. We find they

congregate mostly on forcing Pinks, young struck

cuttings of large-flowered Pelargoniums, the leaves of

Cyclamen persicum, the points of the shoots of Abu-

tilons, and the backs of the leaves of Primroses and

Polyanthus ; and they also cluster about the centres of

Auriculas. A fumigation by means of tobacco in any

form, whether as tobacco-paper or tobacco-rag, &c.,

does good, but in many instances fails to dislodge the

enemy. Our practice is to put \ lb. of soft soap in

3 or 4 gallons of hot water and thoroughly dissolve

it, then add 2 oz. of powdered sulphur, stir all

well together, and allow it to stand till cool enough

to immerse the plants in it—but the heads only, not

the pots. If the left hand be laid across the surface

of the pot with the stalk between the middle fingers,

and the bottom of the pot be taken in the right hand,

the head can be immersed in the solution heels up-

wards, and by giving the plants a gentle shake the

insects are dislodged and hopelessly engulfed in the

saponaceous compound. The position occupied by

the left hand of the operator prevents any soil falling

away from the pots into the solution.

^iivbcit ^pcratinits.
PLANT HOUSES.

Plant Stove.—Stove climbers that are not over-

vigorous in growth, such as Stephanotis fioribunda,

doubtless produce the greatest quantity of flowers, and

are seen to the best advantage when planted out and
allowed to ramble over the roof, but are not under

such control in their time of blooming as when
grown in pots. The flowers of this plant are

held in such general estimation for cutting, and
are so useful in the winter or early spring, that an

efTort should be made to have them at that time. A
large plant may have been prepared for starting early,

by having made early growth, well exposed to full

light in the stove, or trained over the path of

a Pine stove—which latter is an excellent place

to grow it in, as the somewhat drier atmosphere

and less shade than in an ordinary plant stove

are more in keeping with its requirements. A
plant so treated, if now placed at the warmest end of

the stove, where it can have a night temperature

of 68" or 70°, will soon begin to move. The
time of their flowering will depend upon their

present condition, if they are furnished with a

quantity of well-ripened shoots that have shown bloom

in the autumn, with the undeveloped flower-spurs

fresh upon them, these will come on quickly in a

temperature such as the above. If the soil is dry

give it a good soaking, but do not use the syringe

much overhead, or it may have the efiect of exciting

shoot-growth, instead of developing the already formed

flowers. Plants that are not so furnished with bloom-

spurs should be syringed freely once a day ; they will

commence growing immediately, and, if the preceding

summer's growth has been well ripened, will show
flower at the first or second joint formed on the new
growth. Even if the pots are small in proportion to

the size of the plants, and very full of roots, do not

by any means pot them, as this will sometimes have

the effect of preventing their flowering freely or alto-

gether. It does not require nearly so much root-room

as many things, and if requisite it can be potted

after flowering, before the summer's growth is

finished. Bougainvillea glabra is an excellent com-
panion plant to the above for the production of cut

flowers, both in regard to variety in colour and its

long-enduring capabilities. Several pot specimens

of this should be grown wherever choice flowers

are required in quantity. If a plant that has been

fully ripened, kept dry, and rested for six or eight

weeks is now well soaked at the roots, and placed in

a temperature such as advised for the Stephanotis, it

wdl commence growth immediately, and be in bloom
in about eight weeks. All the weak wood should be

cut out, as the flowers are only produced from the

strong current season's growth : the retention of

weak shoots made last summer only crowds the plants

with a superabundance of leaves.

The stove will now be gay with Euphorbia splen-

dens. Plumbago rosea, Poinsettias, Sericographis

Ghiesbreghtiana, &c. ; their lasting properties,

either on the plants or when cut, will be pro-

portionate with the amount of light they have

been subjected to, not alone during the time

the flowers have been opening, but al^o through

the summer, whilst their growth was being made.

The simple advice to give winter-tljwering plants

like the above plenty of light is to a certain

extent indefinite, inasmuch that it- admits of a

diflerence in estimation of the amount sufficient

to impart the necessary consistency to the flowers, but

any one having doubts of the influence light has in

imparting lasting properties to such flowers as the

above may be easUy convinced by trying the effects

on a portion of the plants stood with tlieir heads all

but touching the roof, and others at a distance of not

more than half a yard further away. This Euphorbia
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and Plumbago have a charming effect covering aback
wall, but the flowers are all but useless for cutting as
compared with those that open with all the light pos-
sible to an.jrd them. Unfortunately the above plants
will not bear removal to the conservatory when in
flower, unless this structure is kept warmer than the
generality of such places. Blue flowers are scarce in
the stove at this season. Eranthemum pulchellura is

one of the few nvailable; if a sufficient number have
been grown on, a few at a time should now be placed
at the warmest end of the stove, raising these also
close to the glass. Some of the earliest put to rest
Amaryllis may now be started, for this early work the
deciduous kinds will be suitable. If the soil is com-
pletely dry it must be moistened, but not too much
saturated, as this sometimes has the ciTect of causing
the bulbs to go oflF altogether to growth without
flowering. These plants will throw up blooms quicker
if they are subject to a brisk bottom-heat of 85^ or
90*. The moisture absorbed from the plunging
material will prevent the necessity for much water
being given, but they should not be allowed to remain
longer in the bottom-heat than when the flower-
spikes have fairly emerged from the bulb.-;, or the
leaves will get drawn up so weakly as to seriously affect

the increased strength which the bulbs should acquire.
Roses for cutting are in many places held in such
estimation and so continuously in demand that gar-
deners are often expected to have them all through
the winter. To accomplish this it is essential to have
a good supply of Tea varieties especially prepared by
careful summer treatment, and if there is to be no
interruption in the supply it is still further necessary
to have a small house or light pit devoted to them
through the winter, as they will not come on quick
enough in a greenhouse temperature, neither will they
do any good if subjected to as much heat as other
forced plants

;
50° in the ni^ht, with a few degrees

more in the day, is enough for them. If no insects
are to be found upon them, it will be advisable, as a
precaution, to destroy any eggs that may exist, to
syringe them with tobacco-waier, softened by adding
a little Gi^hurst. Let them have all the light avail-

able, but do not subject them to a current of air from
the time they have made any young leaves, or ihcy
are certain to suffer from mildew. T. Baincs.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Pines.— It is not advisable to induce much growth

in these plants at the present season, because under
existing external circumstances it would lack the
vigorous habit which is indispensable ; every means,
however, should be adopted to maintain in vl^jor-

cus health the whole ttock of plants until the
advent of conditions more propitious to vegeta'.ijn.

The treatment which is accorded to these plants

will now and for a short petiod onwards consist

almost entirely of an artificial character; no pains
should therefore be wanting to make the con-
dition in the several compartments as suitable as

possible. In the fruiting-house, where the heat
should be well maintained if fine-flavoured fruit is

to be expected, at from 65° to 75°duiing the day-time,

with a decrease of 5" or 10° at night according to cir-

cumstances, this condition of heat will involve Irequent

attention to sprinkling water about the available sur-

faces in the house, to counteract the aridity which
otherwise would en^-ue : in doing this let those parts

which are contiguous to the hot-water pipes be
liberally supplied with it when they are not intensely

hot, as in this state this description of vapour ii rather

more detrimental than beneficial to plants generally.

In those structures which command every ray of light

and sunshine syringe the plants overhead about twice
a-week early in the afternoon on fine day?. The
eatly part of next month will be a suitable time to

introduce into more heat a portion of the plants of

such varieties as the Queen and other early frgiting

kinds, from amongst those which are intended to fruit

during the forthcoming season. For this purpose

select those plants which appear most likely to start

into fruit speedily, place them in a structure having an
abundant supply of heat at command both for top aid
bottom requirements, and give them the same treat-

ment as recommended above for the fruiters, with
90° or 95'' at the roots. Keep other stock quietly

moving in a temperature of 55" at night and 5° more
during the day-time, with a moderately dry state of

air in the house. G. T. MiUs^ IVjcombd AbKy.

Vines.—With the advent of the new year forcing

will have been generally commenced where Grapes are

required for a lengthened period. Houses which have

been closed in due lime, and where the buds are now
breaking fieely, should have an even night tempera-

ture of 60°, rising to 65" during the day, and if bright

sunshine to 75°, before giving air. As the growth
increases rise gradually to 65" by night, and as the

flowers expand an even higher temperature may be

maintained during that period. Where disbudding is

necessary this should be done when the buds are about

I inch long, reserving the strongest and best placed

nearest the base of the spur. In the case of short-

jointed younj; rods $f th^ last e^ason's growth it

is generally necessary to remove some of the buds,
so as to keep them 12 to 15 inches apart on
either side of t'le rod, and thus eventually to have
the spurs evenly placed the whole length. In dis-

budding it should also be borne in mind that Muscats
and other similar kinds bear and finish their fruit

better on the old rods, while such kinds as Ham-
burghs, Buckland Sweetwater, Madresfield Court, and
others of the more hardy kinds produce finer and
equally well-finished fruit from the younger rods. It

is therefore well to secure one or more well-placed

breaks to produce young rods for replacing those it is

intended eventuilly to remove. The young rods for

the fust season should be trained between the older

ones, and at each annual pruning the spurs on the

latter should be taken of! as far as the young rods are

intended to bear, and the second or third season the

older rods may be cut out By this method the house
is furnished with young, vigorous wood, without loss

of crop5. and to the permanent advantage of the

Vines. W. Cox,

Orchard-houses —The weather has lately been
very wet and mild, but a change to frost and snow
has at la^t stt in, so that great care will have to be

paid to the trees in the earliest forced house. Daring
the few hours of bright sunshine, which in clear,

froirty weather often occurs, sufficient air mu^t be
given to keep the temperature from rising too high tj

excite the buds prematurely. Syringing the trees

and damping the paths must not be neglected, but

t'lis must be ruled by the stne of the weather. In

the unheated houses, if t'le trees in pots have been all

placed somewhat close together and the surface of

the pots covered with litter to prevent any injury from

severe frosts, Utile more ailenlion will be required

uiitd the buds begin 1) swell naturally. Tiie pots

being covered with litter will have the effect of pre-

venting the soil from getting too dry, so that watering

the roots will not generally be required untd the blos-

som buds begin to swell. To prevent any undue
excitement in the tree?, the ventilators should in mild

weather be kept open night and, day, and only closed

when the thermomiler gets below the freezing-point.

In the successful cultivation of fruit trees in pots in

unheated houses this is of the greatest importance,

for if the trees are kept in a itite of quietude until the

spring they will escape the late spring fro^ti, which

are sometimes severe enough to injure the blossoms

even when under the protection of glass. Uiiliam

TiUery.

KITCHEN GARDEX.
If most kitchen gardeners could have their choice,

no doubt they would greatly prefer being partly frozen

out rather than inundated with wtt in the manner we
have been for some time past, as in the former case

many operations, such as wheeling compost or manure
en to the various quarters, trenching and work of that

kind, could be carried on with great advantage both

as to the beneficial effect frosty weather would have

on the soil, and likewise as regards labour in an

economical point of view, as much more of the above

work could be done in a given time than under less

favourable circumstances. While the ground is in the

state it now is, trenching or digging is quite out of the

question, even with the lightest of soils, and were it

attempted it would only end in rendering them close

and pasty and totally unfit for cropping when the time

arrives for so doing. Although many of the opera-

tions usually carried on at this season are now quite

impracticable, labour may be profitably employed in

turning over soils and manure heaps, so as to have

them thoroughly decomposed and ready for use

directly a favourable change in the weather occurs.

There are few places where sufficient import-

ance is attached to matters of this kmd, and

manure often gets used in a crude green state,

much to the detriment of healthy root action,

besides which, when used in quantity, it leaves

light land loose and puffy, whereby any moisture

which it contains is readily abstracted from it by

the action of the atmosphere. In wet, heavy soils

less decomposed manures are beneficial provided

they are not of a rank character, as they greatly

assist in keeping it open and porous for a long

time, owing to the slow process of rotting all strawy

particles undergo when buried away from the air.

For such land leaves in a very advanced stage of

decomposition are of the greatest service, and where
gardens of this kind have to be treated any spare

labour may now be most advantageously employed in

collecting a good supply, either from woods or places

where they may have drifted, or from old exhausted

hctbeds, which should now all be cleared out, and the

pits got in order for another season's campaign. In

cases where manure cannot be obtained in sufficient

quantity, much may be done by collecting all kinds of

vegetable refuse, the trimmings of roads or the scrap-

ings of the same, or indeed almost any fresh matter

that con be got hold of, and just now labour cannot

be more profitably turned to account than by using it

for such a purpose. Besides the above-named sources

of ©Maining fxcah material le «ke out the supply

of manure there is the rubbish-heap, with i s
multifarious gatherings, all valuable if treated properly
and turned to the right use. Prunings of bushes and
trees in their present state are an encumbrance, but
burn them and their ashes form one of the most
powerful of fertilisers if kept dry till they are wanted,
besides having other properties, such as ridding seed
beds of the Turnip-fly and preserving all kinds of
young crops from the attacks of insects when sown
over them. As regards the rubbish-heap itself, that
should be turned over and have some salt well mixed
in with it to destroy any seeds of weeds, l\;c., when
after a timt it may be used as a top-dressing to Aspa-
ragus or Seakale beds, or to enrich ground to be
cropped with any of the Brassica tnbe, all of which
are fond of saline matter, if not applied too strong.

In addition to the above work a'tention may now be
directed to the preparation of Pea-sticks, or stakes of
different sizes and variety for the many purposes they
are required during the summer, as then there is never
lime to spare for such purposes. Garden walks, too,
where they are at all defective, should now have
immediate attention that what gravel is used in their
repair may be rolled down and got solid and firm before
dry weather sets in. Under cover during rain, plenty
of employment may be found in loukiiig over
Potato stores to get the sets separated into suitable
sizes for planting, which may be done in the most regu-
lar and expeditious manner by running them through
sieves made for the purpose. In order to prevent
their growing to as late a period as possible, they
should be laid as thinly as space will admit, and
have plenty of air except when it is frosty, that they
may be kept cool, which will strengthen the shoots.
The earliest sowing of Peas being now through will

require close watching, to guard them against the
depredations of sparrows and slugs, the latter of
which are much too active, owing to the wet mild
weather, for any growing crops to escape their attacks.
Nothing is better than a mixtuce of dry soot, wood-
ashes and lime frequently ducted over, but even with
all precautionary measures of this kind while we get
such a drippmg time none can be very effectual. As
soon as the ground is in a fit state a second sowing
should be made and a planting of Broad Beans, the
best for which purpose is the Royal Cluster or Dwarf
Fan, that only grows a foot high, is most prolific, and
very suitable for growing on borders. In the forcing
department close attention will be requisite to keep
up a regular supply of such things as Seakale,
Rhubarb, Asparagus, French Beans, &c. , which
should be introduced in heat at regular intervals in
small or large quantities according to the demand.
Potatos, Radishes, Carrots, and young crops of that

kind now through on hotbeds should have plenty of
air whenever the weather is favourable. J. Shfppardj
Woohcrslone Parl\

Winter Flowers.—The following plants were
flowering in the open garden on the top of the War-
berry Hill, Torquay, on the 2i5t inst.:— T. Laurus-
tinus—Viburnum Tinus ; Winter Jasmine—Jasminum
nudiflorum ; Coronilla glauc'a ; Christmas Rose

—

Helleborus niger ; smaller Periwinkle—Vinca minor
;

Garrya elHptica
;

purple Veronica—Veronica spe-

cioia ; Perennial Candytuft—^Iberis sempervirens
;

Forgct-me-Not — Myosoiii alpestris ; Escalonia,

species; Mignonette—Reseda odorata ; Sweet Violet

—Viola odorata var. Czir.— II. Campanula, species;

Berberis Darwinii ; B. Aquifolium ; Brompton Stock
—Matthiola incana, double white, double purple,

single red, single purple ; Fuchsia, three varieties
;

Escalonia macrantha ; Arabis alpina ; Anemone
coronaria, two varieties ; Heartsease—Viola tricolor

var. ; Pittosporum tobira ; Cotoneaster microphyllus ;

Veronica speciosa, thick-leaved variety ; Virginian

Stock — Malcolmia maritima ; Rosemary — Ros-

marinus ofhcinalis ; Pyrus jnponica; Rose—Gloire de
Dijon ; Marigold — Calendula officinalis ; Red
Valerian — Centranthus ruber ; Phlox Dium-
mondii ; Arbutus Unedo ; Gentiana acaulis ;

Scarlet Pelargonium, three varieties ; Geum
coccineum ; Geranium sanguineum ; Rue—Ruta
graveolens ; Borage—Eorago officinalis, a variety

wuh variegated leaves ; Feverfew—Pyrethrum Par-

tlienium ; Golden Feather— Pyrethrum Parthenium

aureum: Polyarthus— Primula elalior var. ; Chrysan-

themum, four vaiietles ; single F'uTze— Ulex euro-

pafus ; double Furze— Ulex europceus duplex ; Anchusa
sempervirens ; red Carnation ; Leycesteria formosa ;

Agrostema coelirosa ; evening Primrose— Qiinothera

rosea alba ; Primrose—Primula veris, red variety ;

Genista canariensis ; Ageratum mexicanum ; Alyssum
montanum. The plants in the first division had an

abundance of blossoms, in fine condition. In the

second division, all the plants except the last eight

had fairly good blossoms, some cf them quite equal-

ling those of the first division in the excellence of the

flowers, but having a less copious supply. The
lowest temperature registered in the garden this

autumn was 31° Fahrenheit, on November 30; the

lowest for December thus far was 36', 5, Torquay
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SATURDAY, DECEMBER 30, 1876.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

f Sale of Camellias, Roses, Shrubs, Sic, at

WEDNESDAY, Jan. 3 i
~

Thursday, Ja
r Sale of

1 I at St(Stevens' Rooms.

THE year now closing has been one of

unwearying activity in matters horticul-

tural So much at least we are justified in

sayint' even though it fall not to our lot to have

to chronicle any one fact or incident of im-

portance sufficient to enable us to single it out

from among the rest. Steady substantial pro-

gress in all departments rather than sensational

incident in anv one may be set down as the

characteristic of the year, and it is one that

may be accepted with satisfaction. In spite of

sprinc frosts, summer droughts and later deluges

of rain, which rendered fruit and vegetables very

scarce,' in spite, too, of damage done to the late

Potatos, yet on the whole, and always bearing

in mind the exceptions we have named, we do

not remember a year in which gardening has

been more generally successful, nor one in

which better evidence of gardening spirit has

been evinced.

Flower shows have been as numerous as

ever too numerous we think, at any rate

some means should be taken to devise novelty

and specially to render them of more general

use to the public. F.xccUent displays have

been made in London, and the zeal and good

feeling of the exhibitors have been repeatedly

shown in making good shows at the Royal

Horticultural Society, even though the general

public did not show their appreciation by coming

in their thousands as they should have done.

The fortnightly meetings of the Society have,

in spite of the untoward circumstances under

which that body labours, been well maintained,

and constitute by far the most useful of the

Society's shows. In the provinces the quality

of the shows has often exceeded that of the

metropolitan displays, while the public interest,

as shown by the numbers attending, has been

relatively, nay in many cases absolutely, much

greater. On the Continent, Brussels well

sustained the series of International Horti-

cultural Exhibitions and Botanical Congresses

which was inaugurated in that city in

1864. America has scored a veritable triumph

in the Philadelphia Exhibition, though horti-

culture was, as might have been anticipated, not

so well represented as it is generally in older

countries. Faiimount Park, the locality in which

the Exhibition was held, is, like most American

things, large, and though it owes comparatively

little"to art, yet in its glades and dells many a

wild flower, suchas the pretty Houstoniacairulea,

was destined not to blush unseen or waste its

sweetness on the desert air, for nearly 10,000,000

of visitors attended the Exhibition. The Hor-

ticultural Hall, of which we gave illustrations,

was, like most other structures for plants de-

signed by architects, ill-suited to its purpose.

But it is intended as a permanent structure,

and by a little remodelling, as we are informed,

it can be converted from a place wherein to

kill plants to one wherein, they will grow—

provided, that is, the remodelling be done

by some one who knows and appreciates the

fact that plants need light and air. Some of

the leading American nurserymen, among

whom we may mention Henderson, Such,

Meehan, Hoopes, Parson, and Miller,

of San Francisco, made displays which would

have done credit to any exhibition, while

the Pomological Exhibition was bn a scale

not yet attempted here, and carried out in a more

instructive manner than we have yet attained to.

The pluck and enterprise of our own nurserymen

was equal to the occasion ; Mr. Waterer did

not shrink from shipping " American plants " to

America, to show the good use which Britons

have made of the talents entrusted to their care.

Mr. Williams heeded not the risks of the long

journey and the trying climate, but boldly sent

a large and select set of stove and greenhouse

plants. Messrs. Veitcii likewise contributed

their quota, so that Great Britain was as well

represented as the distance would allow. Among
Continental nurserymen Verdier, of Paris,

showed Gladioli and Roses ; Sislev, of Lyons,

double Pelargoniums ; Leroy, fruit trees
;

Krelage, of Haarlem, bulbous plants. On
all sides we hear acknowledgments of the cour-

tesy and hospitality shown to " Britishers" by

their American cousins, and if the Exhibition

have the result of making the peoples of the two

great Anglo-Saxon nations more appreciative of

one another's good qualities, and less disposed

to pick holes in what is amiss, great good will

have been done. To the Americans themselves

great benefit will, we believe, accrue, as tens

of thousands saw, says an American friend, for

the first time in their lives, anything like

effective gardening.

During the year Mr. Worthington Smith,

sorely pressed at one time by those who
doubted the accuracy of his observations on the

Potato fungus, has, as we believe, fully vindi-

cated his original statements and rendered

them less open to objection by the additional,

and to our minds convincing, evidence that he

has brought forward. Thus the first essential

step in our knowledge of means of curing or

preventing the disease is gained, and we are no

longer obliged to fall back on quackery and
haphazard, but have a sure basis to go upon.

It is to be regretted that the Royal Agricultural

Society has not made any award to Mr. Smith
for his patient discovery. As none of the prize

essays invited by the Society fulfilled the neces-

sary conditions, it is the more unaccountable

that the Society should ignore Mr. Smith's

labours.

A Royal Commission has been appointed to

inquire into the subject of the effect of noxious

vapours on trees and growing crops—a some-

what unnecessary procedure, as there is plenty

of evidence already available.

The superintendence of the London parks,

including Kensington Gardens and Hyde Park,

which we may say are of national importance,

has been entrusted to an Engineer officer reputed

to be a good road-maker. Some explanation

or justification of this appointment should be

made to the public. If the appointment is a

good one we have a right to know it ; if it is a

bad one, in the public interest it should be

denounced.

The Phylloxera has made its appearance in

various of our graperies. In some various

methods of cure have been tried, but we own
that at present we have no faith in the per-

manent utility of such measures as have been

tried, and counsel the stamping-out process as

the only safe one for the gardener to follow.

At Kew a physiological laboratory is all but

completed— an institution which will, we trust,

fill a void in the scientific institutions of the

country, a void which must have been felt by

those who visited the splendid exhibition of

scientific apparatus at South Kensington or

who took part in the very interesting conferences

held in connection therewith. While the

laboratory is fast approaching completion very

large additions are being made to the building

containing the herbarium and library, not

indeed before they were necessary. We regret,

however, that it should have been found neces-

sary to remove one of the finest, if not

the finest specimen of Oriental Plane near

London and a still rarer specimen Planera.

The Herbarium at the British Museum, where

great activity prevails, is well-nigh bursting its

bounds, and its transfer to more spacious

quarters in the new Natural History Museum
at South Kensington has become, on considera-

tion of space alone, urgent.

Toughened glass for horticultural purposes,

used to some extent in France for some few years

past, has lately been introduced here by Messrs.

Dick Radclyffe & Co., and we trust that the

supply of so useful a material will speedily equal

the demand.
The return of the Arctic and Challenger

Expeditions are not of direct interest to horti-

culture, but the results obtained cannot fail to

be indirectly of importance to gardeners ;

while as to the Arctic Expedition it is matter

for regret that amidst all the antiscorbutic

preparations that were taken quantities of

cruciferous seeds, such as Mustard and Cress,

were not taken. Eaten as seeds they would

have proved valuable antiscorbutics, while by
means of a number of heated portable plant-

cases like those introduced by Mr. Barr for

testing seeds or striking cuttings, it would have

been sometimes possible to have ensured some-

thing like a salad, though the absence of light

would have prevented any very great success

in this way.

The most important book of the year as

regards scientific horticulture is undoubtedly

that of Mr. Darwin on the fertilisation of

plants, of which we have already made men-

tion, and to which we propose shortly to

devote some additional articles.

The additions to our stores cl new plants in-

clude such fine things as the double Poinsettia,

Odontoglossum cirrhosum, Xanthoceras sorbi-

folia, Lilium neilgherrense, &c., of which figures

have been given in these pages ; but, as is our

wont, we propose hereafter to devote some
special articles to the new plants, fruits, and

vegetables of the year.

Lastly, we come to the sad task of counting

our losses, and were it not that the loss is com-

pensated in some ways by gain, and that hope

is ever buoyant, we might well be disheartened.

Foremost among practical horticulturists whose

death we have to lament has been that sturdy,

zealous Van Houtte—a man, so to speak, all

character—but who nevertheless managed to

ensure general respect and admiration ; Pear-

son, of Chilwell, though less widely known,

has made so honourable a mark on British

horticulture that Time's effacing finger must

needs delay its office. Henderson and Cut-

bush make gaps among the roll of nursery-

men. Florist flower lovers have good cause

to lament a Headly, a Steward, and a

Norman. Botanists have lost from among
their ranks EDWARD New.man and GILES

Muni;y, to the latter of whom we are

indebted for many introductions to our

gardens. India has lost M'lvoR, so honour-

ably associated with the beneficent efforts

made at the instigation of the botanists

to introduce and cultivate on a large scale the

fever-averting Cinchona into India. France

has lost great horticulturists in the persons of

the Comte de Gomer and of the venerable

Pepin, and a very great botanist in that of

Adolpiie Brongniart. And so for the time

we close the record, saddened it may be at

some things, but sanguine and hopeful with

good cause at the excellent position and pros-

pects of British horticulture.

The interest which has been excited by the

discovery by Mr. Briggs of a small-fruited

variety of Pear in a semi-wild state near Ply-

mouth, identical, as we believe, with a form

wild in Brittany, and the connection of these

with Arthurian legend, induces us again to refer

to a subject already broached in these columns

(1S75, vol. iv., p. 6S4), and in greater detail in
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the Journal of Botany for the present year

(p. 225).

It may suffice here to recall the circumstance

that, on examination of specimens kindly for-

warded by Mr. Briggs, we were enabled to

co-relate them with a species wild in Brittany

and some other districts of Western France,

and known to French botanists as Pyrus cor-

data. For specimens of the ISrittany plant we
were indebted to the eminent archxologist. Dr.

PHENf;, To tliat gentleman also wc were

indebted for the curious information which

served to connect these small-fruited Pears

with Arthurian legends. Wc need not further

nor are the opinions of those who are engaged in

tracing out the dim outlines of Arthurian

story in Western Europe in the least degree

weakened by the discovery that the Persian

plant is not the same as that of the wilds of

Brittany. With this latter fact Dr. Pheni4

was not acquainted when he spoke on the sub-

ject at the British Association at Glasgow in Sep-

tember last. Indeed, up to that time it had been

supposed on good grounds, even by so eminent

a botanist and pomologist as M. Decaisne, as

before stated, that the Persian and the Western

forms were nearly, if not absolutely, identical.

Although for strictly botanical purposes we

priesthood called Bessi, who, although they lived in a

lofty mountain much covered with snow, delighted in

the possession of a great variety of trees. They practised

the rites of Bacchus, and had there a celebrated oracle.

Now the rites of Bacchus were practised on an island at

the mouth of the Loire, to the south of Brittany, as men-
tioned by Straeo, by a priesthood of a foreign colony,

bearing a name not dissimilar from these people— the

Satras of Herodotus—and answering in all points their

physical description, and the external ceremonies are

even kept up as games to this day. Moreover the

locality has still a town bearing the exact name, Bessi.

It would appear, therefore, that here is not the

only evidence of the settlement in the west of France

of an Oriental people, but that to them we owe pro-

bably a practical obligation, for introducing the stock

V:l^^^?:r%^^^
J

Fig. 155.—apley house, isle of wight, (see tage S3S.)

advert to what has already been published

on this subject. It may be well, how-

ever, to mention in this place that the

supposed identity of a wild Pear found in

certain districts of Persia with that known from

Brittany and more recently discovered in South-

west England has not been supported by

investigation of Persian specimens kindly trans-

mitted for the purpose by M. BOISSIER. So

far, then, as the Persian origin of the plant in

question is concerned, the evidence breaks

down, and with it also the connection with

Arthurian legends already referred to, so far as

Persia is concerned. The botanical connection,

however, between Western France and South-

western Britain— of which there are many

Other illustrations—is in no wise impaired,

cannot, with the fuller evidence we now have,

admit the plants as identical, yet for arch.x-olo-

gical purposes it is not, we conceive, necessary

that there should be strict identity. Be that

as it may, we think it will interest many of our

readers who are familiar with Bdsi l\Iai and

other Pears to which the prefix Bt'si is attached,

to be made acquainted with the gist of Dr.

Phene'.s more recent publications on the sub-

ject. We may recall the fact stated in our pre-

vious notice, that the wild small-fiuited Pears in

Brittany are known under the name of Besi or

Besigolle. Dr. Phen6 now tellsus that

—

"Following the various clues he had obtained, he

found tliat a popular term for this tree in Armorica is Besi,

and that a particular tribe mentioned by Herodotus,

as eiicounteredbyXERXESon his march, hada celebrated

which has produced the finest class of Frencli Pears.

The Apple, he pointed out, had always been an object

connected with sacred and solemn subjects, though

probably the historical Apple differed from our own. In

corroboration, a very remarkable statement by HERO-

DOTUS brought the matter still more interestingly forward.

Xerxes, passing these people- the Satraj—came to the

River Strymon, where the Persian magi offered to the

river the sacrifice of the White Horse ; but this was the

grand feature in the history of Arjuna, and Strabo,

describing the Persian ceremony, says, 'The priests

during the sacrifice held bundles of a shrub in their

hands,' which bears a description not unlike that of the

Besi. That the priests and sacred shrub would bear the

same name agrees with the Keltic custom, and he con-

sidered that the controversy between certain Keltic and

Greek derivations might be set at rest if it were allowed

as an example that the tree Besi was named after the

priests Bessi, as the probability is that the 0.ik was

named after the Druid priest, and not the priest alter
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the tree, the Druid bein^ more ancient than the Greek
word. The Keltic mystic rites and sacred Oaks were
certainly known to the Greeks, and the latter perhaps
hallowed by the Greeks from the Druidic custom.
Viewed in this way. the matter seemed to throw great
light on the ethnological, as well as the botanical,

bearings of Western Europe."

With reference to the same subject Pro-
fessor Lange, of Copenhagen, informs us that
in Denmatk there are variojs small fruited
forms of the Crab, Pyrtis (.Mains) acerba,
some of which have fruits no larger than
those of P. prunifolia. Piofessor Lange well
rem.-irks on the difficulties of discovering
precise or invariable characters between such
foriiis as P. prunifolia and P. baccata, and
again between the various Chino Japanese
forms, such as P. spectabilis, flortbunda,
Toringo, which appear well defined, but which,
when raised from seed, are not at all constant
in their characters. Enough has been said to
show that our botanists will do well to be on
the alert as to the wildings of our hedge-rows
and woods, as apart from their interest from a
botanical or poniological point of view, they
may throw light on some of the most curious
problems cf pre-historic archaeology relating to
the migrations and origin ol particular races of
the human family.

The Rose is not only to have the services of a
special society, but of a special journal. The editor-
in-chief of the JouKNAL DES RosES is none other
than M. Camille Bernardin, of Brie Comte
Robert, the proprietor and manager being M. S.
CoCHET, of Suisnes, a commune in the centre of a
Rose-growing district. The publication will be issued
monthly, and will be illustrated by coloured plates.

Visitors to Covent Garden Market are often
struck with the luxuriance of growth and the fine

flowers seen on the examples of Richardia
.•ETHiOfiCA (Arum Lily) brought there by those who
grow these plants for market. They are grown in

48 and 32 pets, and the fine development
of the plants seen in the smaller size constitutes
a remarkable example of successful culture. The
Richardia is propagated by means ofthe young offshoots
thrown up from the rot t-stocks. They are taken off

at any time when tiey can be had, and put into pots
and boxes, and grown on into size. Those strong
enough to make flowering plant; in autumn are
potted into 4S or 32 pots according to their size, and
they are then stood out-of-doors, and covered with a
bed of rotten dung to the depth of 4 inches above the
pots. The plants have plenty of W2t;r in summer,
and in very hot weather good supplies are given as
often as three times a-day. Plants treated in this way
are taken into warm plant-houses in October and
November, where they throw up their flowers at
Christmas. The number grown varies according to
the space at service. Mr. John Reeves, of Acton,
usually markets from 2000 to 3000 plants each year.

We publish in another column a circular
which has just been issued to the Fellows of the
Royal Horticultural .Society, and which will put them
into possession of the state of affairs. It will be
noted that the Scientific, Fruit and Floral Commit-
tees will hold their sitiings as usual next year, that
one great show will be held in London, and "arrange-
ments will be made for holding annual provincial

shows in some populous centre." Guinea Fellows
are to be admitted subject to the consent of a general

meeting, and to be entitled to all the personal privi-

leges of Fellows except the right of voting. The
concluding paragraph we commend to the notice of

the writers in the Pall Mall Ga^elU- and Sa/iirJav

Rcvit-u, who, in spite o( repeated contradiction, still

assert (see Salurdny Kc-vir^a, December 16),

amongst other things, that the Society has

not paid the gardeners the prizes due to them.
There was a delay in this matter no doubt,

but not longer than in the case of some other socie-

ties ; and it is to the credit of the present Council that

they took speedy steps to wipe out this and all other

debts. As the fact cannot be too widely known, that

due justice may be done to the unfortunate Society,

we transcribe the following passage :
" The Society

has no debts, its debentures are a charge on its surplus

income only ; and being incorporated by Royal
Charter, the Fellows incur no peracnni liability

beyond the payment of their annual subscriptions."

Legally, then, the debenture-holders could only have
claimed their dividends for two or three years, when
a surplus income was obtained, but acting with the

most honourable motives the Society has annually

paid the dividends up to the present time.

"The Commercial Uses of a Cane termed

I

Whangee " formed the subject of a communication by

I

Mr. J. R. JACICSON at the meeting of the Linnean
I Society on December 21. This jointed Bamboo is

I

imported in quantity, it is supposed, from China.

The author believes it to be a species of Phyllostachys,

and not the stem proper, but the root-stock. Grounds
were given for this belief, and it was further noted that

although that in ordinary commerce is pale-coloured,

English-grown .specimens of what are probably the

same plant are black,

On December 23, just prior to the fall of

snow that occurred on the evening of that day near

London, we measured a Shoot of Elder 3 inches

in length with three pairs of perfect leaves, each leaf

measuring nearly 7 inches in length, and two imper-

fect pairs. Some of the Roses have also shoots an inch

or more in length. The effects of a severe frost after

so warm and wet a period may well be dreaded.

The GarJeiieis' Magaziiu; which has just com-
pleted its forty-fourth

J
ear, issued last week a double

or Christmas number, which is worthy of its high

reputation. We noted the contents a fortnight ago,

and need say no more now by way of commending it

to the notice of our readers, than that it is well got up
and a marvel of cheapness,

In the neighbourhood of London the Snow
on the night of the 23d- -24th fell so suddenly and so

heavily that great damage was done to conservatories

as well as to trees and shrubs. The snow was largely

mingled with water, so that its weight was
increased, which may account for the extent of

the damage,

The following circular, dated Dec. 21, has

been issued by the Council to the Fellows of the

Royal Horticultural Societv :
—

'

' Before the commencement of a new year the Council

are desirous to make the Fellows of the Society ac-

quainted with the actual position of their affairs.

" On the 2d of August last, at a public meeting of the

Fellows, the following resolution was carried :
—

" ' Tliis meeting approves of the policy of the
Council in endeavouring to effect a separation

of interests between Her M.-ijesty's Com-
missioners and the Royal liorticultural Society

upon equitable terms with the debenture-
holders and Life Fellows, and requests the

Council to urge an early settlement with tier

Majesty's Commissioners.'

" The Council being advised that this separation

could only take place witli the concurrence of the

debenture-holders, placed then-.selves in communication

with a duly appointed committee of that body, and with

Her Majesty's Commissioners.

"On October 27 the Council received from the Secre-

tary to the Commissioners a copy of a resolution passed

at their last meeting :—

" ' That the Special Committee of Inquiry should
be authorised to conclude an arrangement with

the Royal Horticultural Society for a termi-

nation of the lease of the Horticultural Gar-
dens on the footing of a payment to the

Society for the debenture-holders of the pre-

sent value, calculated at 3^ per cent, of the

sum which may become payable by the Com-
missioners to the Society in 1892, namely,

half the debenture debt, with power for the

Special Inquiry Committee to make an
arrangement as to the goods of the Society

should they see fit.'

"This resolution was forwarded to the committee of

debenture-holders on November 2.

" A meeting of the debenture-holders was held on the

23d, and the following resolution was passed :

—

" ' That this meeting declines to authorise the sur-

render of the lea.se of the gardens to the

Commissioners on the terms mentioned in the

letter of the Society of November 2, 1876, and
the meeting will not authorise a surrender of

the lease unless provision be made for the

payment of the debenture debt in full, by
reasonable instalments, with the interest in

the meantime, and that a copy of this reso-

lution be forwarded to the Society.'

" In these eircMmstanees no eourse appears open t9

the Council but to continue their |tenancy of the South
Kensington Gardens.
" In the absence of subscriptions sufficient to main-

tain these gardens in proper repair, they would gladly
have surrendered them, had they been in a position to

do so, and have devoted themselves to the promotion
of the objects of the Society in its strictly scientific

character.

"But this separation being for the present imprac-
ticable, it will be the duty of the Council to apply such
(unds as they may receive in accordance with their

charter.

"The Scientific, Fruit, and Floral Committees will

conduct their operations as hitherlo, scienlific experi-

ments will be continued at Chis*ick, the fortnightly

meetings at South Kensington will be held as before,

one great show at least will be held in London, and
arrangements will be made for holding annual provincial

shows in some populous centre.
" Tlie maintenance of the gardens at South Kensing-

ton in their previous condition must depend upon the

desire of the inhabitants of that neighbourhood, as

expressed by their subscriptions.
" The Council have already announced that these

subscriptions not only fall far short of the sum (,^10,000),

on the collection of which at the end of three years from
December, 1875, the continuance of their lease of the

South Kensington Gardens will depend, but are at

present insufficient to maintain those gardens in a
befitting state.

" Should the annual subscriptions continue inadequate

for this purpose during the next two years, the Council
can only look forward to the termination of their lease

by the action of the Commissioners."
" In the meantime, the Council will spare no effort to

prevent tiiis unfortunate termination of a scheme launched
under such high hopes and promising auspices.

" The Council having reason to believe that the table

of payments and privileges in force in and before 1872 is

generally considered as more acceptable than that now
in force, have determined to revert to it, with this addi-

tional concession that the Two-Guinea Fellows will have

the privilege of one transferable ticket ; and in order to

facilitate an increase of members, the rule as to the pay-

ment of entrance fees will be suspended during the

year 1877.''*

"It is also proposed, subject to the sanction of a

general meeting, to admit members of the Society upon

the payment of one guinea annually, such members to

have all personal privileges of Fellows, except that of

voting at the meetings of the Society.

" For the convenience of the Fellows, the new table of

payments and privileges is appended.

"Summary of the Privileges of Fellows for

the Year 1877.

" Privilege! 0/ a Fellow Payiii^^ F,iur Gniiicin:

" I. Entitled to two yearly tickets, both of which are

transferable, and which give the bearers personal admis-

sion every day, and to all shows, jC-les. conversazioni,

and promenades, both at Chiswick and South Kensing-

ton. (When the Fellow exercises his or her privilege of

entering the gardens, one of these tickets must be used

by him or her.) N. B. The garden at Chiswick is closed

on Sunday, and the garden at South Kensington is open

from 2 P.M.
" 2. The right of introducing two friends with the

bearer of each ticket on every day of the week. (Show

and special days excepted.

)

"
3. The power of admitting daily (Sundays excepted)

eight friends by written order to the garden at Chiswick.

" 4. To visit the shows at an earlier hour than the

general public.

"5. To purchase for ^2 21. each, transferable tickets,

which confer on their bearers all the privileges of per-

sonal admission and of introducing friends that the

Fellows themselves could exercise.

"6. To receive forty orders giving free admission to

promenades and on all days excepting show days and

special days.

"7. The right of purchasing, previous to the day of

the shows or promenades, tickets at reduced prices.

"3. A share ol such seeds, plants and cuttings of

Vines and fruit trees as the Society may have insufficient

numbers for distribution by ballot or otherwise.

"9. To purchase the flowers, fiuit, &c., grown at

Chiswick which may not be required for the use of the

committees.

"10. To receive a copy of the pubhcations of the

Society.
" II. The right of voting at all meetings.

" 12. The right (on giving notice in writing) of being

relieved from the yearly payments while resident abroad.

" 13. Free admission to the reading room and Lindley

Library.
" 14. The wives or husbands of deceased Fellows, upon

ever, prevent ibe
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being themselves elecled Fellows, are exempted from the

admission fee.

" Privik^es oj a FdJow Paying Tioo Guineas a Year.

'' I ;. Eiitiiltd to one yearly ticket, transferable,

admitiing the bearer every day, and to all shows./c/^j,

conversazioni, and promenades, both at Chiswick and
Soulh Kensington ; and the bearer, with two friends, on
all ordinary days.

"16. Entitled to half the privileges mentioned in

Nos. 3. 6. and 8.

" 17. The same as Xos. 4, 5, 7, g, 10, ir, 12, 13,

and 14.

"*#* The Society has no debts ; its debentures are a
charge on its surplus income only, and being incor-

porated by Royal Charter, the Fellows incur no personal

liability beyond the payment of their annual sub-
scriptions."

A NEW DANGER FOR ORCHID
GROWERS.

In June last I purchased of one of cur leading

nurserymen a large mass of Sacco'abium retusum, part

' ROOT EATEN nv

of an importalion of that species and Aerides

Field ingii from the plains of India. After hanging

the plant up in the East India-house for several

weeks, it vi-as placed in a large teak basket with some
pieces of cork, and developed more than a dozen

flower-spikes. Subsequently my gardener discovered

that several of the roots had apparently been gnawed

nearly through, and a close examination of the plant

discovered a large number of webs, either on the roots

themselves, or between the roots and cork in the axils

of the leaves, or on the stems. In these were found

larv;^, one of which I enclose with a rough drawing.

It was placed in the little paper box a couple of hours

ago, and already you will perceive that it has spun its

web on the side of the box. I also enclose you illus-

trations of its work on roots. Some specimens have

been sent to Prof. Westwood, who determines it to be

a species of wingless Embia, allied to the Termilidx

(white ants) ; in fact, a connecting link between the

Posocidce and Termitid^e. Prof. Westwood has written

a monograph on the species, Litmean Transactions,

vol. xvii.

I send you some rough sketches of parts of Ihe

larva, taken from this monograph. See also West-

wood's Cla'isificatlon of Insects^ vol. ii,, p. 17, and
fig. 60, 16, 17, 18. Knowing the destructive cha-

racter of these insects, I directed the plant to be
entirely separated from the cork, and all the damaged
roots to be removed. I should say that ammonia,
caibjlic acid, and various other insecticides had
entirely failed to destroy the unwelcome visitors, and
I much feared the formation of perfect winged insects,

when nothing in the house would have been secure

against their ravages, as in the tropics, where they have
to contend against many natural enemies, they become
plagues, against which precaution is almost vain. But
to-day I was somewhat dismayed to find that on a

table underneath the basket two Palms had their

stems covered with the webs formed by the same
insects, which must either have fallen from the Sicco-

labium, or been developed from mature males and

females, which up to this lime I had not found. Of
course, these Palms were immediately removed from

the house, and I left my men engaged in looking over

all the other plants, fancying to find further traces :

the severity of these ravages will be apparent from
the specimens of roots which I enclose.

I thought it right, after this discovery, to visit the

nursery from which my plant had been bought. On
all the specimens of the same importation I had time

to examine I found webs and insects, and, what was
much worse, a perfect winged specimen. Unfortu-

nately I dropped this insect in the moss, and could

not wait to find it, but no doubt too many are there

to be found when looked for, and I write this to induce

all recent purchasers of Saccolabiums to look very care-

fully over their specimens, or the results will be most
disastrous. W. H. Michael.

[Mr. Michael's letter to you of December 6 con-

tains several important particulars which had not been
noticed when he wrote to me for information on this

subject. Hitherto nothing has been recorded of the

habits of the ^^^ species of Embia described, and the

specimens in collections are very rare, so that we may
assume that they are not at all common, and do not

occur in large communities like their allies—the

Termites. The latter are found in vast societies,

living gregariously, and having several distinct kinds

of individuals besides the males and females—namely,

workers and soldiers ; but I have never seen any-

thing but winged Embix and a very few larvae.

Those sent me by Mr. Michael had not the slightest

rudiments of wing-cases, as shown in the large mag-
nified figure sent herewith, in which will be seen a

pair of wing-cases upon the third thoracic segment

;

but as the Embix have four large, equal-sized wings,

the pupa ought also to have two wing-cases on the

second thoracic segment, as well as upon the third.

The Termites, so far as I know, do not attack living

and growing vegetable matter, but devour dry wood-
work ; and the statement that these Embiaj were

found in the cork did not raise a suspicion that they

injured the Saccolabium. Is it distinctly ascertained

that the roots have been gnawed by Embi;^? It is

very unfortunate that the winged specimen was lost, as

the examination of that would have enabled me to

determine whether the species was one which I de-

scribed in my monograph published on the genus in

the lAnnean Transactions nearly forty years ago.

Should any other winged specimen occur I should be

greatly obliged to receive one, directed to me at

Oxford. The construction of a web by the Embia; is

another peculiarity in which they differ from Termes.

The specimens sent me alive exactly resembled one of

the long, slender, cylindrical, pale-coloured Staphy-
linida;, like Pcederus, with dilated anterior targi.

They run rapidly, and secrete themselves from the
light under any fragments of leaves or wood.
7, 0. Wcst%vood.\

Premature Vine Roots.—It is just five years
since I first learned the exact virtue of dung-beds
on Vine borders. But I think the practice, or rather
the supposed benefit arising from it, is now better
understood than it used to be, it we except the
majority of the "old school," who cling to their

theories with as much tenacity as Ivy does to an old
ruin, and for no better reason than that so-and-so was
done before tlie present generation was in being. I
often get told how things were done fifty years ago,
but I don't always believe what I hear, for if I accept
certain '* stories " as facts, gardening as a science has
taken a retrograde step, and I cannot accept that. It is

very certain, however, that if all the vineries in the
country were well managed, nursery growers would
not flourish as they do, nor would half the Vines
grown in England ever get sold if purchasers only
knew how to test their quality. Now as to dung-beds
on Vine borders, a friend of mine, who at one time was
known to local fame as a Grape grower, used to point to
his steaming dung-bed on the outside Vine borders
with delight, and assure me that he attributed his

success in Grape-growing to the fact of starting the
roots in advance of the wood, to make certain of
which the ventilators were left open for three weeks
after the dung-bed was applied to the outside border,
"I am always careful," said my friend, "neverto put
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much on at the time, but I keep it renewed." And
herein lay his success, or rather I should say the

harmlessness of the practice. Why, the dung-bed

applied with such care was as harmless as a canary in

a Qnge—it simply acted as a retainer of heat, and may

have warmed the surface to the depth of 2 or

3 inches ; but as to starting roots prematurely, it

requires no small quantity of fermenting material on

an outside border to produce young rootlets in

advance of the wood. Where extremes are indulged

in the surface roots are killed by the violent

heat, and the roots made subsequently are forced to

have a downward tendency, but J should say that in

the hands of careful growers dung-beds are quite

harmless, the only evil being that there is much
valuable time thrown away to gain an imaginary

object, which if really brought about by the appliances

resorted to, would have been discovered and discarded

years ago. My own suspicions as to the virtue of

warm leaves producing premature root-action were

aroused as stated five years ago in the case of a house

of pot Vines which were plunged in a bed of leaves of

moderate warmth. It occurred to me that for the sake

of experiment I should substitute good loam instead

of the leaves, turn a portion of the Vines out of their

pots when the soil was of a fit temperature to receive

tliem, and watch the results. I of course expected to

find that fresh root-action had commenced vigorously,

but I was sadly mistaken ; although the Vines had

made shoots of considerable length, the young rootlets

were only visible like little specks on the extreme point

of a quill. Since that time subsequent observations

lead me to the conclusion that the better Vines, both root

and branch, are ripened, the longer will the roots

remain inactive when started the following season, or,

to be plainer still, the greater the amount of stored-up

sap concentrated in the cane, the longer time will

intervene before there is any demand on the roots for

fresh support. Just for the sake of verifying my words,

let any one who has any doubt of the matter try a

thoroughly well ripened cane, and one not so well

ripened, and the badly ripened cane will be found to

move both root and branch first. Tremature root

action is neither more nor less than functional derange-

ment ; it is substituting an unnatural for a natural

system of growth, and bears the same relation to

natural growth that a functional complaint would to a

structural one in the human system. This is not the

first time the ice has been broken on this subject. I

think, if my memory serves me rightly, it was Mr. D.

Thomson who, in reference to premature root-action,

said
— " It is a bad way ol utilising stored-up sap ;

"

and so it is, and if Mr. Baines has found it to act

similarly in plant-growing, no man in England

deserves to be listened to with greater respect. That

bottom-heat judiciously applied is beneficial in many
cases of plant-growing will not be denied, but that it

is very often abused is equally evident. W. Jliin/s.

Fruiting of the White Jasmine.—In your hast

issue you insert a notice as to the fruiting of the

common white Jasmine. I do not know if it is quite

a common occurrence, but some years ago I noticed

fruit on a plant in the Horticultural Gardens, Kens-

ington, and this had the same peculiarity mentioned

by your correspondent, viz., that only one or two

of the centre blooms had fruited. Two years ago

there was at Lynewood, Sunningdale, the seat of

General Sir Frederick Gray, Bart., a plant covering

the whole of one side of the mansion, which at the

time I saw it was literally covered with ripe fruits, to

the germinating powers of which I doubt not but Mr.

IlamUton, the gardener there, could give a good

account. I believe this occurrence was noticed in the

gardening papers at the time. Although the Jasmine

is plentiful here (Shanklin), and the season mild and

favourable, as is evinced by what I saw to-day,

Camellias in full bloom out-of-doors and unprotected,

yet I have looked in vain for seed on the Jasmine. I

notice ripe seeds on the Myrtle, a thing I have not

seen before or elsewhere. IV. JVilson, ll'cst Hill,

Shanklin.

Various Gum-Trees as Subtropical Bedding
Plants.—Much has of late been stated as to the har-

diness and usefulness of Eucalyptus globulus as a sub-

tropical bedding plant, but as no mention is made
of the following kinds for the same purpose, a few

remarks may not be out of place concerning them. A
friend of mine, a nurseryman in Australia, sent me
some seeds of E. globulus, Stringy-bark, Red Gum,
Swamp Gum, and the Peppermint Gum, and they

are, without exception, a very nice and useful class of

plants for the purpose named. The Peppermint

Gum could be made a very nice and useful table

plant, as its habit is adapted for that purpose. I

have at the present time in different stages of

growth seventy plants, which I hope next summer
will adorn the subtropical garden as they did last

summer. I planted four large beds comprised of the

following, and their effect was very pleasing :— Rici-

nus africanus, E. globulus, Blue Gum, Red Gum,
Stringy-bark Oblique, Swamp Gum, and the Pepper-

mint Gum, with Cannas dotted where space would

admit, y. Clark, Gr. to Lod Hasliugs, Mellon

Constable, East Dereham, Norfolk.

Veitch's Self-Protecting Autumn Broccoli,

versus Snow's Superb Winter White Broccoli.
— At this season of the year (particularly where
shooting parties, &c., are the order of the day),

Cauliflower is in constant demand, and to find a

reliable variety that will fall in from now (middle of

November) onwards, is a great boon to gardeners. In

this master we have Veitch's Self-protecting Autumn
Broccoli, a gem of the first water, and I think it

requires nothing further from me than to say it is

simply unique. Hitherto for this season of the year

my supply has been from Snow's, but having the two
now growing side by side I find little difference in

point of earliness, but in every other particular Veitch's

stands well to the front. Undoubtedly this variety

will supersede Snow's, and prove, as that variety has

done, to be a "gardener's friend." //'. Johnstone,

Bayham Abbey.

Carbolic Acid.—Your correspondent, " N. F. F.,'

p. 789, would find paraffin oil an effective and less

dangerous remedy than carbolic acid for fruit trees, I

used it about five years ago, diluted, I think, with

two parts water to one of acid, as near as I can recol-

lect, and my experience of it was, that if it was put on

so that a drop could stand anywhere, or run down
the stem, it invariably killed the bark in those places,

and in the instance where it was applied carelessly, on

some young standard Apples, I had to cut out over

one hundred, which were rendered quite unfit for

sale. None but careful men should be trusted with

it. J. C. N.

Scarcity of Holly Berries.

—

Apropos of Mr.

M'Nab's remarks on the lack of Holly berries round

Edinburgh, I would state that all the Holly tiees near

this village (Liss, Hants), and for several miles round,

which were loaded with coral fruit last year, are this

winter singularly devoid of berries,-—a great loss to

those who, like myself, love to see the good old

custom kept up of decorating the dining-room and

hall at Christmas time with winter berries. //. E.

Watncy.
I never remember such a scarcity of Holly

berries as this year shows in this locality, every tree

being quite bare of them. I sent a man out to try

and hunt some up amongst the hedgerows which

contain plenty of bushes, but he returned with one

solitary sprig with eight or nine puny berries on it.

The Skimmia japonica is, however, well covered with

berries, and has to do duty this year for the more
popular Holly. I hear that in shelter of planta-

tions, where the Holly has been protected, some trees

with berries have been found, and this will I believe

show that the spring frosts prevented the blossoms

from setting in the same way as the fruit crops. I see

that the Gardeners' Chronicle (p. S14) has noticed

Mr. M'Nab's account of the scarcity of Holly berries

this year round Edinburgh, so that tlie failure in them

has likewise extended to the North. Mr. M'Nab
seems to think that the drought which followed the

flowering may have had something to do with the bad

crop o( berries in the districts round Edinburgh.

Should the ensuing winter be severe the berry-eating

birds will fare badly, for the crops of haws on the

hedges are likewise very deficient in general in this

district. The Mistleto is likewise said to be b.arer of

berries than usual this year, especially on the Thorn
trees in exposed situations. William Tdlery.

Holly berries are very scarce in this neigh-

bourhood ; drought seems to have been the cause, as

we have a few nicely berried trees in moist exposed

situations by the lake side, while others in dry shel-

tered nooks are quite barren, although most trees

flowered abundantly last spring. What say your

correspondents further South ? y. JI. Goodacre,

Elvaston.

Holly berries are very scarce in this part of

Yorkshire, and I hear that it is a general complaint in

many other places. The scarcity was caused by the

wet September. I took particular notice of them

lying under the bushes in that month in immense

quantilies, and on examining them I found all the out-

side skin and the fruit-stalk completely rotten. We
had rain on twenty-four days in September, and very

little sun, so that the berries would be nearly always

wet- We have a great quantity of Holly trees here
;

two or three had berries on them in 1S75, but they

were all cleared off in September. I have no doubt

that those trees mentioned by Mr. M'Nab at p. 814

have been denuded from the same cause. IVm. Cut-

fcr-.oell, Thorpe Pirrmo.

I was much interested in Mr. M'Nab's notice

of this in last week's Gardeners' Chronicle. There is

no doubt that the scarcity is general, all but universal.

Out of thousands of Hollies in the shrubberies and

woods of Ilardwicke, all in ordinary seasons coated

over with a profusion of berries, only one plant has

borne any berries this season, and that one carried a

full crop, in fact it was one mass of berries. On a

neighbouring estate a similar solitary example of full

fruitfulness has been noticed ; the whole of our other

trees, green and variegated, are quite without berries.

In the case of the two plants referred to both are

much sheltered ; the Ilardwicke one especially

stands near to a brick wall, and is over-

shadowed by a large Cedar of Lebanon. It

is certainly singular, however, that other plants perhaps

almost as well sheltered are berryless, also that

the inner parts of large trees are as destitute of

berries as the upper and lower portions. A great

many of our Hollies are in masses, and are particu-

larly well sheltered by themselves and other shrub-

masses aswellasby overhanging deciduous, and in some
cases evergreen trees : yet all alike are without

berries. Again, I have observed at times that varie-

gated Hollies seem more hardy than evergreens. This

has been proved by their passing unharmed through

severities of weather that have scathed or even

destroyed the green varieties, also by the varie-

gated ones being full of berries, when the green

ones had none. But this year all varieties are

without berries, excepting the one solitary example,

and that is a smooth-leaved, green variety. We
have many of the same variety scattered through the

woods and shrubberies, but no other bearing berries.

The failure seems quite general throughout East

Anglia, and my advices seem to show throughout

England generally. Neither is the scarcity of berries

or fruit at all limited to Hollies. While few berries

have been plentiful, haws have not averaged a full

crop, and Beech-mast and Acorns are almost a total

failure. There can hardly be a doubt that the spring

frosts which made the past year one of the worst

ftuit seasons in the garden has also been a chief

cause in cutting off the berries of the Holly

in the embryo state, and nipping in the

bud Beech-nuts, Acorns, and other hardy fruits.

I am, however, inclined to think with Mr. M'Nab
that the drought that came after the frosts had also

something to do with the wholesale massacre of our

Christmas fare in the way of berries ; otherwise it is

difficult to account for sheltered plants in thick planta-

tions being as berryless as those more exposed, as well

as for the curling portions of large Hollies being as

bare of berries as their exposed tops. There can be

little doubt that the drought and the frost between

them were the cause of failure. The Yews were out of

llower and safely set before the spring frosts set in.

Besides, shrubs or bushes like the Filbert and Yew,
that flower so early in the season, are much hardier

than those of the Holly, the Oak, and the Beech,

that flower later. It is thus that late frosts

prove so destructive. They take a mean advantage of

hardy plants by stinging them or their produce to

death at the most tender times. For instance. Yews
escaped the early frosts of last year ; Hollies, Oaks,

Beech, Apples, Pears, came in for their full destruc-

tive force, while Peaches and Nectarines flowered so

late as to run in a full crop safely in most cases after

the worst frosts were over. While making these few

notes upon the Holly berry failure of the past year it

may be interesting to direct attention to the fact that

the Holly seldom produces berries in some localities ;

I have known a garden not ten miles distant from

Ilardwicke for more than twenty years in

which there are many fine Hollies. During the

whole of that time there has never been a full crop of

berries on the trees ; as a rule they are wholly

without berries, and when there are any it is only the

most meagre ghost of a crop. The plants flower

but little and fruit less, but are of the most healthy

and vigorous green all the year round. The soil is a

strong clay, and a small river runs at the bottom of

the garden. Here, on the contrary, the Hollies on

every variety of soil, from loam touching sand at one

end of the scale, and running into clay far too strong

for brickmaking at the other, the Hollies carry a

brilliant crop of berries every year, and the past

year is the first time they have wholly failed in twenty-

two years. D. T. Fish. [With us Holly berries are

not, but Cratffigus Pyracantha has a fair share, and

Cotoneaster Simonsi is loaded with berries. Eds]

Laurels in the Island of Madeira.—In the

number of the Gardeners' Chronicle of September J,

which has only lately fallen in my way, I perceive

that Mr. J. P. G. Smith has stated that he found

"hundreds of magnificent specimens" of Laurus

nobilis at a particular spot in the north of Madeira.

This is a misapprehension. Laurus nobilis does not

grow on the island, and the Laurus seen by Mr. Smith

was L. canariensis, a species too tender for the climate

of England. James Yateyohnson, Madeira, Dec. 10.

Lily of the Valley Culture in France.—The
French lift annually their Lily of the Valley from their

gardens or neighbouring woods, and tie their crowns

together in small bunches with withies and plant them

in prepared rich beds. This is done at this season,

when they are dormant, and assorted in bundles,

similarly as they do their Asparagus—little, big, and

bigger, each size by itself. These little bundles
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at least 50 feet in height. It is a tree to make one

pause long, and look back on quitting. The red bark

and fastigiate shape are easily noted, but who shall

describe the expression of this foreign shrub, its light

green silvered foliage and aspect of mute appeal t

Who shall describe the numberless little clouds, caught

in! heaven, which seem to have been stitched upon

this slim tree by fairies? Who shall settle the

question of its age ? The red Cedar was introduced

in 1664, and this specimen may probably be 200

years old. In a drive outside the shrubberies, in a

wood adjoining the deer forest, some old Hornbeams

have become ornamental in their old age, having

approach roads, commencing at the lodge in the

opening of Glenshiray. At present they are bushes

of great size, being constrained perhaps by the circum-

I stances of an exposed position. A little side-pruning

may one day send them upwards, but whichever way
they may spread they will be always remarkable. Asa
rule, beauty is evanescent, or at least it is limited in

the period of its duration—in the Yew it lasts for-

ever.

In the kitchen-garden there is a fungus-like Portugal

Laurel, 76 feet in diameter, and, as nearly as we
could measire it by means of a long rope, 23S feet in

circumference. A Thuj i occidentalis, near the same

Fig. 153.—.XEROPHYTA KETINERVIS.

assumed a pendulous habit contrasting favourably

with the stiiTness of the Hornbeam duiing the earlier

periods of its growth. It would appear that while

the Ash, which Gilpin inappropriately calls the Venus

of the Woods, grows awkward and ugly with age

;

the stiff Hornbeam becomes a tree of grace and

beauty.

Any kind of tree, except the Oak, will grow to per-

fection on the lower levels at Inverary. The Oak
finds too little clay to enable it to build up a giant

stature, although it may attain a fair size in

certain favourable positions. A growing tree in a

hollow near the Beech avenue measures 1 1 feet at

5 feet from the ground. There may be many bigger,

but this is, par excdleiue, a land of Conifers. There

are two delightful rows of Yews upon one of the

spot, has assumed a similar habit by the falling

asunder and subsequent rooting of its stems. There

are a dozen large stems and numerous small ones, and

besides the original zone of branches which took root

at tolerably regular distances from the centre there is

an outer circle formed by another extension of

branches, which in their turn drooped and rooted in

the earth. The Laurel Banyan, being a round mass,

is not so elegant as it is handsome and surprising
;

but the Thuja's surprising beauty w^ould startle even

Turkish apathy. It is in itself a group of trees— an

unsurpassed plantation. Proprietors have sometimes

talked of giving hundreds, or even thousands, to re-

store their decayed timber, which had toppled over in

in the night. One old gentleman, with a number of

ancient Elm trees, offered a hundred guineas for the

restoration of a single limb. The value of the Thuja

must, by comparison, be fabulous. Its architecture

is Eastern, its ground plan that of a temple dedicated

to the heathen gods—none of the churches of our

clime are half so beautiful. The waving lines of the

base upon the gr,rss are the absolute lines of beauty

which Apelles could not surpass. Everywhere the

beautiful structure hugs the grass, and within the

boundary the numerous stems, columns, minarets,

and clustered spires rise in the air. There are no

faults, gaps, nor brown places. All is green and

in perfect order — a shrubbery . which needs no

sweeping.

With an appetite whetted for other novelties we

inquired for the Conifers—the new Conifers— but Mr.

Caie, who can admire things great and small, first

pointed out a few things in the kitchen garden, and

we noted some details which may interest persons

with northern gardens.

The American Rose and the Excelsior Potato are

a capital crop here, and not diseased. The Koyal

George Peaches are large and well coloured, on a

wall covered with glass ; and the last of the Apricots

are ripening on the open wall on September 17,

which would not have happened but for the protec-

tion in the early stages of a coping of wood on the

wall 20 inches deep. Here are excellent Brown

Turkey Figs covered in with glass ; and the Moor,

fowl Egg Pear, Winter Nelis, Williams' Bon Chretien,

Beurre Ranee, Colmar, Brown Beurre, Keswick Cod-

lin, Celina, Lord Suffolk, a fine Apple, which, how-

ever, requires a wall. The fruit is all helped by the

thick Yew fences crossing the garden, by the wall

around, and the warm loam below.

The walls here are all green with Ferns. The Oak
and Beech Ferns—those small Polypodiums, Dry-

opteris and Phegopteris—run up the walls as the

Polypody does the trees ; and small Aspleniums and

Wall Rue play the same part, and hang from base to

coping in little tufts of green. The llymenophyllum

Wilsoni grows near some running water, where it might

not continue long perhaps if the exact position were

revealed.

Surface coverings of a useful kind which we
observed in crossing the grounds for the Conifer

station, are the very neat Periwinkle, Vinca minor,

and that charming moss, Polytrichum commune. In

an ancient domain where beauty has been courted

and novelty protected for generations, subjects

of interest are found at every step. There are

several curiosities in the way of sports, abnormal

growths, reversions and habits ; the silver Fir with

tufted foliage, the Cherry with a sporting branch,

yellow Laburnum breaking out in pink, the Abies,

a cutting, leaning in the dark till, at S high,

it found I he light and stood erect. All these are

interesting objects, which cannot be here discussed,

but we would press upon the reader's notice one or

two plants which, in their season and their proper

sites, arrest attention. There is a SpirKi with scarlet

flowers, good for shrubberies in autumn and gorgeous

in masses. Not a Highland regiment could look

smarter than the long and cuiving bed of

this scarlet Spiral well placed near the main

road which skirts the loch. The Linum grandi-

florum is not more gorgeous, and would be

too slight a plant for such a position. As it was the

season for autumn foliage and flowering plants we

observed during our walk Comus sanguinea, a red

Privet, Lythrum roseum, excellent for shrubberies,

Tropreolum speciosum, the perennial creeper, which

grows admirably in this district.

But we are approaching the Conifers, and at the

outside edge of their plantation is one of the most

beautiful of autumn loli.age plants— the Red Swamp
Maple of North America, introduced in 16S3, and not

yet so widely planted as it should be. It was not

wearing its peculiar dress then, in the third week in

September ; but there it was, the Red Maple (Acer

lubrum), in front of a fine plantation, preparing for

the annual display. In a few weeks its autumn

costume would be perfect. Plant it all ye who love

rich autumnal tints ;
plant it here and there in fore-

grounds, at the edges of your plantations, in hedges

—anywhere.

It is the object of these remarks to recall to your

recollection a few things you might, perhaps, have

forgotten. All people in the North, and for that

matter all people in the South, too, sitting Sabbath

after Sabbath under the Rev. Mr. Slapcushion, must

have observed that he occasionally repeats himself.

We may be doing the same thing in reminding you
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to plant the Red Maple ;
yet once again we would

bring before you this important plant. We implore

you to plant it. We entreat you, plant it now^do
plant it ! We would do anything to induce you to

perform your duty in planting the Red Maple. Plant

it at once, dear reader, before it b2 too late. We
warn you against delay. This is the proper time,

which, if you let it slip, we shall thump the desk and

bellow out Anathema, anathema !

One of the best Conifer trial grounds is on the south

side of Duniq uoich, where several trees flourish which

could not exist without the necessary shelter from the

north and east. Picea grandis, P. nobilis, and Abies

Douglasii, all promise to be useful trees. One of the

most vigorous looking trees in the whole group is

Abies Albertiana, a Californian Fir with light

green foliage and red bark—an exceedingly graceful

tree, somewhat resembling the Hemlock Spruce. But

the tiemlock Spruce is a black tree, of ominous

aspect, and this is the opposite, Abies cephalonica

grows here, a very large, handsome bush, in perfect

health ; and A, Pinsapo grows well, and enjoys health.

There are many other Conifers on the same site and

elsewhere, including the various Californian and Cri-

mean Silver Firs ; all ol them seem at home, and in

a flourishing condition.

The success of Pinus insignis, and the green foliage

and health of the Cryptomeria japonica, would alone

prove the mildness of the climate, tempered, as it is,

by the Atlantic. It is evident that trees on well-

drained strata do not object to 70 inches of annual

rainfall.

A number of plants were lately mentioned, in a

very interesting article by Mr. Leo Grindon, as grow-

ing in the neighbourhood of Oban, and in looking

through the list witli Mr, Caie we find that they all

grow at Inverary, though several of them are too

tender for our eastern seaboard, between 400 and

500 miles further south, A peculiarity of the trees of

this damp climate is the remarkable roughness of the

bark. Even the smooth-coated Silver Fir acquires

an unusual roughness. Mosses climb wherever they

find the conditions favourable. Even on the smooth

Beech they are found occasionally, as for example on

the stump of a broken limb, where moisture hangs.

Beech lichen, which stains the tree so tistefuUy to the

eye, does not appear so common as in some districts

further south. We would also mention the liberality

which allows the public to wander almost everywhere

in the grounds of Inverary Castle. On one occasion

when the girdle which we had tightened in the morn-

ing with oatmeal only had loosened, we trespassed

as no man with a conscience could have done, unless

when urged by appetite. A gardener encouraged our

"departure." We had explained our predicament,

and he sent us close to the lawn and windows at a

time when the flag, which means " at home," was

flying. He saved us a mile at a critical epoch—may

his girdle be ever tightened three times a-day !—but as

all in Inverary stand up at all times for the Duke
of Argyll, this would not have been done but for the

well-known disposition of the present noble proprietor.

H. Evershed.

ELVASTON CASTLE.
{Cmchided from p. 807.)

!.-« the Alhambra Garden is another grand

example of the Golden Yew, 42 feet in diameter, the

outer branches spreading from the centre close along

the ground—the extremities assuming an upright

position at intervals all over the surface it covers,

giving it the appearance of a number of pyramidal

plants grouped together, with the tallest in the

middle, gradually reduced in height farthest from the

centre : it has a splendid effect. The Mon Plaisir

Garden near is filled with an immense number of

pyramidal Yews, that now show their true character
;

many of the golden variety run from S to 9 feet

high, the green from 10 to 12 feet. Other

examples there are of the Golden Yew grafted

high up on the common kind, and the effect they pro-

duce here, backed up by lofty dark green Pines,

cannot be fully realised without being seen. The

largest Cedar of Lebanon, and one of the first that

was moved, about the year 1S31, was then 6 feet in

circumference of the bole, and is now 10 feet 1 1 inches.

The trees that compose the avenue leading from the

eastern wing of the Caslle, fine as they promised to be

from the first, exceed anything that was then ex-

pected. The great quantities of Picea nobilis have

nothing in Europe to compare with them ; many of

these girth 7 feet 6 inches, diameter from point to

point of branches 25 feet, height 50 feet. P. cepha-

lonica is equally fine, feathered down to the ground,

—the tallest 40 feet in height.

The trees and shrubs on the island and that margin

the lake and extend beyond it in different directions,

have made wonderful progress, giving the whole an

effect that nothing but time could impart. The
largest Araucaria stands on the island, a perfect

plant : it is about 55 feet in height. Abies Menziesii,

standing near the bottom of the lake, planted in

1S40, then a newly-rooted cutting, is now approach-

ing a height of 60 feet. The oldest tree moved at

Elvaston is a Yew, now growing in the Brick Kiln

Wood, not far from the lake. It is computed to

be from 600 to 700 years old ; the calculation

is based upon the number of rings which the wood
displays, its hollow condition afl^ording an opportunity

for counting them. It was brought from a consider-

able distance in Staffordshire, There is an opening

right through it, but this is gradually growing up.

An example of Abies Menziesii, grafted on the Spruce,

seems perfectly at home, now 40 feet high. The
above are only a very few of the enormous number
of trees that here have attained a size not usually met
with. The smaller growing trees and shrubs are

equally represented. Hollies of ^the best varieties

especially abound, splendid in size and condition ;

yet there is one matter connected with many of the

trees at Elvaston that cannot fail to be noticed by

any one seeing the place, and who can appreciate

the beauty of each individual tree, apart from the

effect which they produce as a whole or as seen col-

lectively from a distant point of view, where it

sometimes becomes necessary to allow crowding in

a way that will form a mass impenetrable to the eye,

so as to shut out some objectionable object ; but here,

without any conceivable reason, very large numbers of

these grand young trees are so encroaching upon each

other as in a very short time to inflict irreparable

injury, for here the struggle for life will be in its effect

something like a war of extermination, resulting from

the uniform strength and vigour of the young trees

when first selected, and the corresponding care in the

preparation of the ground, which gave the whole a

good and equal start—very different from what occurs

where strong and weakly plants are intermixed, and

where the latter soon go to the wall. Nothing

except immediate thinning with an unsparing hand

can save great numbers of these fine trees from being

injured beyond recovery.

Whatever difference of opinion may exist as to the

fashion of training and clipping trees and shrubs into

fantastic forms more or less unnatural, there can be

none as to the object in view being well carried out

here, both in the first conception and down to the

present time. The immense labour it involves, with the

enormous quantity of individual specimens, and the

miles of straight work, are thoroughly carried out by

Mr. Goodacre, the present gardener, who is also an

excellent fruit grower—as evidenced by the position he

holds with the collections of fruit he freqaently ex-

hibits at the principal shows.

The main row of lean-to vineries, five in number,

are excellent roomy houses, most substantially built,

with metal bars. One is 60 feet by 22, the others

40 feet by iS, The first house is planted with

Muscats—-Alexandria and Canon Hall, which at the

time of my visit (the latter end of August) were both

bearing a grand crop. The former were very fine

bunches, good in berry and beautifully coloured ; the

Canon Hall was better done than I have ever before

seen this grand Grape. It is proverbially a shy

setter, but here there was not a deficient bunch, all

being as well furnished as one usually sees Black

Hamburghs.
The next house contains a mixed lot, comprising

Madresfield Court, Foster's Seedling, Black Ham-
burgh, Waliham Cross, Venn's Black Muscat, Black

Prince, and Grizzly Fronlignan, not yet easily beaten

for flavour. These collectively were good. The
adjoining is the earliest house, piincipally Hamburghs ;

they were all cut. The next division contains Gros

Guillaurae, Mrs. Pince's, Lady Downe's, and Black

Alicante, the latter variety being liked the best here.

This crop, like the others, bore evidence of skilful

Grape-growing. The borders, in which the whole

of these Vines are grown, are both inside and out,

Theie are two Peach-houses, each 60 feet by 14,

all planted inside, with outside borders as well. The

trees are in good condition ; the crop was nearly over,

but what remained was very fine. The next range,

114 feet by 16, is devoted to Pines, with one division

for mixed stove plants, principally for decorative

purposes. The Pines, both fruiting and succession,

bore ample evidence of Mr, Goodacre's abilities

in Pine growing. There is also a range of pits,

100 feet long, used lor Melons, Cucumbers, pro-

pagating, &c.

The fruit trees on the walls and in the borders of

the kitchen garden are in healthy bearing condition,

and the different crops of culinary vegetables prove

the presence of an essential element to their well-

being—which too many gardens are deficient in—

a

plentiful supply of water. This is pumped up from

the lake into an immense tank on a raised tower,

which affords an unlimited supply, with sufficient

pressure to run it on when required. T. Bahics,

APLEY HOUSE.
On high ground towering above the thriving and

picturesque town of Ryde, with Apley Towers on one
side and the blue waters of the Solent on the other,

stands Apley House (fig. 155, p. 843), the commodious
yachting residence of N. Clayton, Esq. The house is

of the Italian style of architecture, and is situate

about 50 feet above the sea level. From the lofty

tower, which is surmounted by a flagstaff, charming
panoramic views of great extent and beauty are

obtained. The house is about ten minutes' walk from

the Pier and Royal Yacht Club, and forms a promi-

nent object on approaching Ryde from the sea. There

are two entrance lodges, and the approach to the

mansion is by a long winding carriage-drive through

the park from the Apley Road and from the St.

Helen's turnpike road, near St. John's Church,

Apley House commands magnificent views over

the grounds of the estate, extending to Spithead, the

Solent, and a long range of the south coast of

England ; including also Ryde Pier, Southsea, Ports-

mouth Harbour, its forts and strongholds, whilst

away in the distance can be seen the^chalk-pits, &c.,

in Hampshire, At a short distance from the house

are the modern stabling and farm buildings, with a

large asphalted courtyard, enclosed by a wall. In

the rear of the stabling is a large walled kitchen

garden, which at the time of my visit (July last) was
well-stocked with some of the choicest wall and
espalier trees, all of which were in fine condition,

neatly trained and carrying heavy crops. Here was
also a fine collection of the most improved varieties of

vegetables all in a high state of cultivation.

There is also a well stocked orchard in grass, in

which the trees are doing well. The vineries,

which are of moderate size, are planted with an assort-

ment of the most approved kinds. The Vines did not

look quite so well as they did on a former visit (on

the occasion of the Arctic Expedition leaving Ports-

mouth in search of the North Pole, on May 29, 1S75)

;

at that time they looked well, and were carrying heavy

crops, all of which promised to finish well ; but since

my last visit (July last) Mr, David Smith, the steward

and gardener at Apley, has informed me that he had

lifted the Vines in some of his houses, and in doing so

had found (on September 15) most of the roots at the

bottom of the border and the stems buried 3 feet.

Thus it would appear that they were planted, if not

on the bottom of the border, very near it,

and much too deeply, but, as I said before,

he lifted them, cleared the old border away—to

the waste soil heap, its proper place—and made
a new border of the usual ingredients, in which he

replanted the Vines. At the time of the operation

being carried out the thermometer |stood at 120*, in

the sun of course ; but Mr. Smith was equal to the

occasion, for he put and kept on a good shading for

some time until the Vines began to re-establish them-

selves, when, and according to the weather, it was

gradually removed ; and in November Mr. Smith

wrote to say that the borders were being filled with

nice roots close to the surface, which no doubt will

soon find their way downwards, where they will un-

questionably find something to their advantage, so

that next year it is to be hoped the results will prove

more satisfactory.

There is only one Peach-house, and in it were some

nice ripe fruits, but at this date—as I took no notes at

the time—I cannot say what kinds they were, and

consequently write these few descriptive, though

imperfect, notes, entirely from memory. But never-

theless I have a vivid recollection that they were fine
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sucked the teat it becomes dry and that the goat

becomes blind. It is not sharp-sighted by day, but it

sees by night." From this short paragraph we may
learn how its name has been handed down to us.

During the past summer a herd-boy, knowing my
love for natural history, brought me the bird, and,

pointing to its wide mouth when expanded or open,

asked me " Was I aware how it used its beak in the

evening?" Upon my explaining the manner of

its preying upon moths and beetles, he very gravely

and with perfect sincerity on his part, said, "Why,
master, dunno ye know it sucks ewes' paps when
they're asleep?

"

Its local title of fern-owl may be derived from its

usual haunt ; the word churn has allusion to its cry

when Hying. Probably it acquires the common affix

of owl because of its soft plumage, large eyes and
nocturnal habits being similar to its namesake, but its

name of puckeridge is said to be given only on foolish

superstitious grounds. Many ignorant farmers believe

it is the sole cause of the disease which sometimes
afflicts young calves, also called puckeridge. It is

supposed to infect the innocent calf by striking it with

its wings whe'n flying past it in the evening. Mr.
White was well aware of this name in his day, and
explains it as the result of a dipterous insect which
deposits its eggs beneath the skin of the calf ; when
hatched they grow to a large size and enter the Hesb,

causing, in many instances, death.

The night-jar is certainly very active about the time

young calves are turned to grass, but, from our limited

experience, the birds seldom or never fly over the

heads of cattle, as we frequently see swallows in rainy

weather ; even if this was the case, the noise is

sufhcient to terrify the timid calf. Spinner is another

local nime for this bird ; this may arise from the resem-
blance of its cry to the sound produced by the spinning

jenny—a sound we believe now seldom heard, for

very few persons now living have seen them at work,
Moth-eater, another name, is very applicable.

We never knew the goatsucker to be so common in

the midland counties as during the past summer.
Very seldom indeed have living birds been handed to

us for examination or to name by our village people
;

but several were caught in the month of July. We have
thus had an opportunity selJom met with for observ-
ing its habits, which h.is to some extent been profited

by, and we now try to place .all our notes before the

reader. It has a strange weird-like appearance when
flying around the trees in the dusky evening, but the

best time to observe its motions is on a quiet moon-
light night. Take your stand on the outskirts of a
small plantation or near a clump of trees in a meadow

;

you will seldom have to wait long, if so, the time may be
profitably occupied watching the gambols of the small
field mouse or glancing at the manceavres of the play-

ful bat. However, the peculiar burring noise, not un-

like a threshing machine when heard at a considerable

distance, is presently heard, and almost as suddenly
the nightjar comes into view. The best plan is to be
placed in the shadow of a tree-trunk so as not to be
observed, for the squeak of a bat is sufficient to warn
all the denizens of the grove of the presence of an
intruder near at hand ; in this case you may bid fare-

well to that spot for the one night, at all events. It

flies very rapidly; occasionally.it is seen to seize a

beetle with its mouth and to swallow it without much
ado, though sometimes it will make use of its foot.

This may have given rise to the idea that it caught its

prey with the foot, but after close observation this is

found to be fallacious. The central claw is serrated.

Afier eating a large beetle some portions may adhere
to its beak, thus causing the claw to be used to take
off the incumbrance. Nearly all its insect food is

taken on the wing, though, from another peculiar

habit of walking along the branches of trees instead of

sitting and hopping as do other birds, it may secure

many nocturnal insects and beetles. From the forma-

tion of its feet we should imagine it to be an adept at

running over the rugged bark.

It must, during the course of a single night from
dusk to dawn—for all the time it is ceaselessly at work
—destroy an immense quantity of moths, ^c. The
cry is also uttered continuously. It is to us a wonder
how it can be kept up all night without becoming
weary or hoarse, though, no doubt, the noise made as

it keenly glances about for its prey may cause many
insects to take wing. After resting a few minutes it

again darts out amid the branches, flies round and
over the trees, striking its wings to make a crackling

sound, heard quite distinctly, as well as the usual

jarring sound. Mr. White, alluding to this, states,

" It serenades its mate with the clattering of

castanets." Its mode of flying has been compared to

a meteor.

It was supposed, at one time, that the reason why the

cuckoo did not hatch her own eggs was because the

crop was placed behind the sternum, but this theory

falls to the ground now it is known the same structure

also is found in the goatsucker, which is known to

undertake the duties of maternity.

We have never heard its chattering voice in the day-

time although we have purposely disturbed it ; we
believe it is uttered only in the " night season ;" how-
ever Mr. White relates an instance of one flying into

a large building, where he was drinking tea, and
uttering its note, though on this occasion it may have
been chased by a hawk or terrified in some way.

None of our summer visitors are more curious and

wonderful in their habits, therefore none so worthy of

careful study, but much yet remains to be observed.

It is, or rather seems to be Druidical, in its love for

the Oak ; it secures much of its food in June on the

Oak, and the only nest we have found was near a

clump of this noble tree. It lays two eggs in a depres-

sion in the soil, generally in the early part of July, and

so far as we have observed it does not make any nest.

They have been termed "nocturnal swallows," and we
know no name which would be more applicable ; as

regarding its strength of wing and manner of

flying, it is easy and gentle, but slightly stirring the

air with its wings when hunting a few feet only from

the earth ; if an observer on these occasions stands

motionless, it will deliberately fly close to his head,

but immediately any motion of the hand or head ie

seen, it rapidly darts out of sight. When proceeding

across the open meadow, it flies with as great rapidity

as the swallow under similar circumstances. It comes

to us about the end of May, and again leaves us in

September. It prefers heaths, moors, and commons,
because these are its chief hunting grounds ; its eyes

are large and full like the Owl, but it has also another

peculiarity when flying in the evening after its prey,

the mouth, which is enormously wide, is fully distended

;

this is perceptible to the most careless observer : round

the bill is a row of hairs, or bristle's, which may aid it

in retaining moths.

In its solicitude for the welfare of its young it

resembles the peewit, for if a dog approaches the nest

it will scramble along the grass as if lame, uttering a

plaintive note, not unlike that of the robin. The
female is also very courageous when sitting, for she

will attack birds much larger than herself ; her mate
attends upon his mistress with unremitting care, for

although she will leave the eggs a few minutes

towards dusk, yet her mate brings for her many
mouthfuls of dainty moths or other insect life.

We have not been privileged to hear its song,

without the jarring call-note can be termed a song,

but it has been thus described :

— " It was a fine

summer's night in June, in a wild part of the country

between Bromley and Chiselhurst, Kent, Night came
on as I reached a beautiful meadow, bounded by a

thick wood, and in which the hay was cut ready for

carrying. Here I made a soft warm fragrant bed, and

had not rested long ere sleep overcame me. How
long I had slept I know not, but on awaking my
attention was soon drawn to the singular wild ringing

strain of the night-j.ar. It resembled at times the

whirring rapid rotation of a wheel, now swelling, now
diminishing, the sounds intermixed with curring,

croaking notes, some of them having a ventriloquial

e fleet. Now and then there was a sharp unearthly

kind of shriek, presently the same sound seemed

issuing from other quarters of the wood, till the

whole place was ringing with the wild nocturnal notes.

As daybreak advanced I could see the birds (from four

to six) hawking for moths, chasing each other, and

sweeping along with surprising turns and tumblings."

At first we thought the strange ventriloquial sounds

we heard after watching the night-jar on a moonlight

evening was caused by an echo, until we clearly

perceived, what was afterward verified by experiments,

it had this power ; though the note is low and
mournful, the tone of some animal in pain, and at

first any one who is totally unacquainted with this

peculiarity would be apt to go to find out the animal

or bird which would be imagined to be in distress.

In this it is like its sister, the whip-poor-will of

America ; the birds, too, are alike in many other habits,

&c. The nightjar does not bear confinement, in the

day time it will sit on the perch motionless, gazing at

one spot, unless disturbed, but in the evening it

becomes restless, and unless restrained it flies wildly

about its prison. It can be easily tamed, and eats

with readiness, but its wild manner when at night it

beats itself violently against the cage would at once

convince every one it was formed only for freedom,

and to deprive it of freedom is perfect cruelty. R.

Auricula Redm.^yne's Metropolitan.—There

are not less than three Auriculas bearing the name of

Metropolitan—viz., Parker's, Spalding's, and Red-

mayne's. Parker's is generally regarded as a poor,

thin, violet self, lacking substance both in the paste

and body colour, and yet occasionally throwing a fine

truss. The foliage of this is of a light green colour,

very much serrated in the edges, thin in substance, but

abundant and ribbed. Spalding's Metropolitan is a

nice, broad -petalled, blue self, and is by some growers

considered the most correct of the three, and by such

a cultivator as the Rev. F. D. Horner as "now
beaten by Turner's Charles J. Perry." The foliage

is Pear-shaped, abundant, very much serrated, but not

so much so as Parker's, and free from meal. Red-

mayne's Metropolitan, is thus described by the Rev.

F. D. Horner (.ind he is certain to have it true) :

—

" The habit is not handsome, blooming foliage fairly

abundant, long yellowish green, recurving. In

summer it becomes mottled with pale yellow, and is

very long, narrow, falling over the sides of the pot,

and of a sickly cast, though the plant is not a bad

grov/er when in health ; flower stem long, a heavy

trusser, pip medium-sized, not always flat, sometimes

when out of character growing trumpet-shaped—

a

great fault ; colour a beautiful violet, rather shaded,

lighter towards the eye—a fault in a self ; paste

often wanting in density, though I have had it very

fair ; tube pale, like all the ' bluey ' violets.

Winter habit, a heart with one or two outstanding

leaves."

The late Rev. George Jeans, of Alford Vicarage,

once stated in a paper contributed to Gossip of the

Garden, that he had "heard as an explanation why
Hey's Apollo and Redmayne's Metropolitan are

synonyms for the same flower, that the two growers

were in partnership when it was raised, and that they

separated before it was sent out ; whence it came to

pass that it was dispersed in the one name about

London, in the other in Lancashire." The same

authority held the opinion that " in every point it is

the least valuable of the three Metropolitans."

Bessie Lee is but another name for Smith's For-

mosa. The two flowers have been grown side by

side by the late Mr. George Lightbody, the Rev.

F. D. Horner, and others, and compared, with the

same result. As far back as 1S62, the Rev. Geo.

Jeans, writing on self Auriculas, stated^" Formosa

has an alias : Lowe's Bonnie Bessie Lee." Evidently

he imagined Formosa to be the oldest designation, for

he always spoke and wrote about it as Formosa, and

not as Bessie Lee, which name was first announced

in the order of time. j?. JF.

The old Double White form of Primula
sinensis has always been a favourite plant for cutting

from at mid-winter and during the spring months, but

it is always scarce, because it has to be propagated

by cuttings, and an authority like Mr. B. S. Williams

is found acknowledging that it is " a plant difticult

to propagate," and yet, in the hands of some pro-

pagators, this difficulty seems to be reduced to the

smallest possible limits. When looking through the

plant-houses at Mr. John Reeves' nursery at Acton

a few days ago, we saw there something like 3000

plants, the large majority of then in 4S-pots, being

yearling plants, and a number of two-year-old plants in

32-pots, and they were fast coming into flower ; and

as the plants were all nicely furnished with flowering

shoots, a great crop of bloom was expected, and there

was every evidence that it would be forthcoming.

Mr. Reeves is in the habit of striking cuttings all

the year round, but the main batch are struck in May
and June. The cuttings are taken from the two-year-

old plants, and placed singly in thumb-pots in a strong

bottom-heat. The soil used for the purpose is good

strong maiden loam, leaf-mould, rotten manure, and

silver sand. As soon as the cuttings are rooted they

are potted into the 48-pots in which they bloom.
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plenty of drainage being given I hem. Mr. Reeves

states he has but very few failures with his cuttings.

When sufficiently hardened off the plants are taken

into one of the low span-roofed houses with a stage

on each side, where they remain till they

flower. Here the well-being of the plants

is simply a question of careful management,

and the principles of the good management are

a dry stage, plenty of air, and careful water-

ing. The last point is a matter of great import-

ance, especially as affecting autumn and winter

management. Water is given only to such plants as

require it, and great care is taken not to wet the

foliage. On the day of our visit (and it was a very
wet and dull one) air was being freely given on the

side opposite to that from which the rain was coming,
and there was just sufficient fire-heat to make the

house feel comfortable.

Under Ihe title of Holy Chrislfnas Messrs.

Bradbury, Agaew & Co. have issued a richly-illus-

trated publication appropriate to the season. The
wood engravings, taken from well-known pictures,

are well rendered, and the whole is tastefully and
well got up. A shilling will be well expended in its

purchase, and the purchaser will in some sense get

much more than his money's worth.

— Messrs. Cassell have forwarded to us the first

part of a new Natural History, edited by Professor

Martin Duncan, the woodcuts of which are excellent.

The book opens with an account of the monkeys,

drawn up in popular style, with a large infusion of

anecdote and a moderate proportion of science. From
the same publishers we have received the first part of

Dr. Farrar's well written Life of Christy well printed

and well illustrated,

We have on our table PuncJCs Almanac for

1877, which, if it were only for the two admirable

parodies, if we may use the term, of the pictures of

Mr. Leighton and Mr. Poynterin last year's Academy,

would be very noteworthy, but these are only a part

of the good things provided for us in this popular

annual.

Publications Received. — Nutrition in Health

and Disease, by J. H. Bennet, M.D., second edition,

(Chutchill).— Life ot a Scotch Naturalist, by Samuel
Smiles (Murray).—BuUetino della Reale Societa

Toscana di OrticuUura.—La Digestion Vegetale : note

sur le rule des ferments dans la nutrition des plantes,

&c.; parM. Edouard Morren.—Grevillea.—Annuaire

de rilorticulture Beige, 1S77.—Yorick.—Glenny's

Illustrated Garden Almanac.—Sempervirens.

—

Moniteur Ilorticole Beige.—Bulletin d'Arboriculture.

—The Emigrant and Sportsman in Canada.

—

Hamburger Garten-Zeitung.—Gartenflora.—White-
hall Review.—Forests and Moisture, by J. C. Brown.
—Eat, Drink, and be Merry.—Manual of Cinchona
Cultivation in India. — Bybasayi, — The Indian

Forester.—Revue Horticole—Illustration Ilorticole.

—Belgique Horticole, Revue de 1' Horticulture Beige.

—Monalsschrift des Vereines zur Befbrderung des

Gartenbaues in d.K. Preuss Staaten (iir Giirtnerei und
Pflanzenkunde. — Proceedings of the Scottish

Arboricultural Society.—Bulletin de la Federation

des Societes d' Horticulture de Belgique.

Variorum.
*' Full many a flower is born to blush unseen,

And waste its sweetness on the desert air ;

"

But where a British botanist has been,

In his collections you must seek it there.

Were it the sweetest plant that ever bloomed.
If it were rare, and he found out the spot,

He'd make it rarer—nay, it would be doomed
;

His spud would soon eradicate the lot. W. H. F.

Preserving Timber.—The improvements in

saturating wood and timber, invented by Mr. H.
Sainsbury, of Paris, consist iri employing a solution

formed in the relative approximate proportions of

water, 1000 litres; alum, i6kilos.; sulphate of copper,

16 kilos. ; bromide of sodium, i kil. ; and iodide of

sodium, I kil. For the purpose of the invention he

prefers placing the timber or wood to be treated in

a close vessel from which he draws off all the air, and

in which he immediately injects the above-mentioned

liquid with a pressure varying from 15 lb. to 150 lb.

to the inch. It is stated that wood thus injected not

only acquires thereby a considerable degree of

hardness, whereby it is better fitted to resist wear and

tear, friction, exposure to the atmosphere, and
deteriorating causes, but it is also rendered completely
incombustible. Builder.

Analysis of the Onion by Messrs. Wellington
and Bragg, under the direction of Professor Goessmanl
at the Massachusetts Agricultural College chemica*
laboratory, being the first authentic analysis of this

plant on record, 1000 parts, air dry, contain :

—

Water.. .. .. 892.000 I Lime .. .. ,. 0.354
Organic matter ,. 103.638 Magnesia .. .. 0,159
Nitrogen .. .. 2.120

| Iron (Fe 2 O 3) . . .. 0.027
Total ash .. .. 4.362

j
Phosphoric add .. o.6Sg

Potash .. .. 1. 6S0 Sulphuric acid .. .. 1.153
Soda .. .. .. 0.083

I
Silica • • 0.145

Scientific Farmer.

Rainfall at Santiago.—A register was kept at

Santiago from 1S24 to 1850 to record the number of

minutes and hours during which rain fell throughout
the twenty-seven years, and the average of a year's

fall was 215I hours, or nine days. Seven-ninths of

this fell in the four months of May, June, July, and
August, while in the whole five months of November,
December, January, February, and March, rain fell

only for seven hours and a-half. The whole twenty,

seven Januarys would only have given fourteen hours'

rain had there not been an unexampled fall of forty

hours during the January of 1S37. June and July, by
far the wettest months, only gave four and a quarter

days' rain between them. ^^ Over the Sea and Far
Away;' by T. W. HinchUff, M.A., F.R.G.S.
Mat^ or Paraguay Tea.—Among the novelties

presented at the Centennial Exposition at Philadel-

phia, is the Mat^, a decoction of the leaves of the

Mate tree (Ilex paraguayensis). This tree grows wild

in the forests of Brazil and the Argentine Republic,
especially upon the various tributaries of the Parana
and Uruguay ; it is also found in the valleys of

streams whose wafers join the Paraguay to the north-

east. The tree sometimes approaches medium-sized
Apple trees in htight, but the leaves are gathered
mostly from smaller shrub-like plants. It is stripped

of its leaves and branches almost every other year.

Several varieties of this tree are mentioned, especially

two, the mild or choice, and the strong. At the

Exposition a pamphlet, in Portuguese, French, Eng-
lish, and German, written by Dr. Antonio Joaquin de
Macedo Soares, presents the claims of the province of

Parana, which exports mostly through the ports of

Paranagua and Antonia. The exports of the fiscal

year ending June 30, 1870, amounted to 31,777,408 lb.,

and rose the following year to 36,073,7131b. The
home consumption in Parana is almost 9,000,000 lb.

per annnm, and in Rio Grande do Sul nearly four

times as much, not including large quantities con-

sumed by natives, without having been marketed.

An arroba (32.39 lb.) Js estimated as sufficient for

the consumption of a single individual about six

months, if taken three times per day, and this would
cost about four dollars per annum, whereas an
equivalent of Coffee or of black or green Tea would
cost much more. It is claimed that the Matd
beverage is very nourishing. It is prepared either

from the powder of dried leaves pulverised, or from

the leaves themselves by infusion. It needs intelli-

gent experiment and observation to develope the real

qualities of the plant, but it has become the favourite

beverage of a large portion of the people of South
America. It is less exciting than either Tea or Coffee,

as it contains less of essential oil, while its larger

proportion of resin makes it a better diuretic than

Coffee, though it is less rich in this element than

either green or black Tea. It has a pleasant aroma,

and when taken with milk and sugar it is a good sub-

stitute for either Tea or Coftee. It slightly stimulates

the nervous system, but not to the point of sleepless-

ness. It contains as much theine as Tea, and double

the quantity found in the same weight of Coffee

grains. It is sold in Rio Janeiro at about ten cents

per pound. Report of the American Department of
Agriculture.

Christmas at the Westminster A(iuarium.
—Those who cater for the London public in the

way of Winter Gardens must be prepared to

reckon with the inevitable crush and unavoidable

damage that comes with the Christmas holidays. A
visit to the Royal Aquarium at Westminster on Wed-
nesday furnished abundant evidence of the destructive

tendencies of an English crowd, or rather we
should say of the want of foresight on the

part of the management. The limits of a

space railed off for some special acrobatic purposes

came dangerously near to several of the beds on either

side. The crowd, in the struggle for points of advan-

tage for sight, cared nothing for choice flowers, and
trod them down and ground them under foot like so

much grass. Pots and plants alike were involved in

this destruction. Every bed that afforded anything

like an elevated position was invaded, and valuable

Palms, Dracaenas, Marantas, &c., shared the common
fate of Cyclamens, Lilies of the Valley, Primulas, &:c.

There was no protection to the beds, and apparently

no official to render protection. Orange peel, paper,

and the usual accompaniments of a popular holiday

were plentifully strewed about the beds, and on every

flower and leaf there was a dense coating of dust.

STATE OF THE WEATHER ATBLACKHEATH. LONDON,
For the Week ending Wednesday, Dec. 37, 1876.
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The mean temperature of the air for the week was
40^", being 5° lower thaa that for the corresponding

week in 1S75. The highest was 43|\ at both

Portsmouth and Plymouth, and the lowest, 3S:]'', at

Eccles.

Rain fell on every day of the week at Nottingham,

and on five or six days at most other stations. The
amounts measured were generally large, and varied

from 2|° inches at Brighton, 2\ inches at Plymouth,

.Sheffield, and Bradford, to half an inch at Norwich and
Eccles ; the average fall over the country was I \ inch.

The weather during the week was for the most part

dull, cloudy, stormy, and very wet. Heavy gales of

wind and floods were experienced in many parts of

England on the 19th and 20th inst.

In Scotland the highest temperatures of the air

varied from 48' at Perth to 44° at Dundee and Aber-
deen, the mean from all stations was 45°. The lowest

temperatures of the air ranged from 26° at Perth to

314° at Aberdeen. The mean value from all stations

was 2<fC- The mean range of temperature in the

week from all stations was 15^°.

The mean temperature of the air for the week from
all stations was 374°. being 5° lower than the value

for the corresponding week in 1875. The highest

was 38", at Perth, and the lowest 37°, at Dundee.
The amounts of rain measured at the several

stations varied from l\ inches at Dundee, 3 inches at

Aberdeen, and 2\ inches at Leith, to i inch at Glas-

gow ; the average fall over the country was rather

more than 2j inches.

At Dublin the highest temperature of the air was
52.^", the lowest 27^", the range 25", the mean 39",

and the fall of rain 1.65 inch.

JAMES GLAISHER.

Answers to Correspondents.
Addresses Wanted.—Can any of our readers give us

the present addresses of Dr. Farris, who travelled in

Panama and Peni, and of Mr. James Orr, who travelled

in Alpes Maritimes ?

Fungus : T. Cripps 6" Son. The fungus from the pro-

pagating case is an arrested condition of Lentinus
lepidius, a member of the Mushroom family peculiar

to Pine timber.

Garibaldi Strawberry : H. Canndl. The specimens
from outdoors look very promising as you say for

next year's crop, and have evidently been very produc-
tive last season. Evidently this variety is very prolific

and a successional cropper.

Insects : H. Smith. Your insect is Blatta americana,

the larger cockroach, common on board ships from
the tropics. /. O. IV.

Names of Plants : T. C. H. Sarcanthus ; a private

letter will follow. R,~A Constant Subscriber. One
of the specimens is probably Dammara Moorii, the

other Cupressus macrocarpa.

—

R. B. i, .^schynanthu5
pulcher ; 2, Epidendrum cochleatum, the first Epiden-
drum that flowered in this country

; 3, Panicum sul-

catum variegatum.

—

A, O, IV. i, Epidendrum coch-

leatum ; 2, Maxillaria punctata. Your sketches are

very useful. 1 1 would be very agreeable if other corre-

spondents sent similar ones. R.—Subscriber, Co.

Down. Retinospora ericoides, certainly not squarrosa.

Orchids : A. J. Mr. B. S. Williams' Orchid Grcnvers

Manual, published by the author, Victoria and Para-

dise Nursery, Upper HoUoway, N.
Pelargonium : Old Subscriber. The spots are probably
caused by a morbid condition of the roots, owing to

too much damp about them or the leaves.

Stauntonia and Lardizabala : G. LI. B. The
Stauntonia flowers in early summer, and cannot pos-
sibly be the same as the plant you call the Winter
Honeysuckle. The Lardizabala is a rapid growing
plant, with thick foliage and sweet-scented flowers.

We are not aware that it will flourish without the pro-

tection of a wall. Can any of our readers give us any
information as to the hardiness of this plant ?

•0* Correspondents are specially requested to address,

post-paid, all communications intended for publica-

tion to the " Editors," and not to any member of the

staff personally. The Editors would also be obhged
by such communications being sent as early in the

week as possible. Letters relating to Advertisements,

or to the supply of the Paper, should be addressed to the

Publisher, and not to the Editors.

^g" Foreign Subscribers sending Post-office Orders,
payable at the post-office, King Street, Covent Gar-
den, London, are requested to be good enough to

write to the Publisher, at the office of this paper,

41, Welhngton Street, Covent Garden, at the same
time, to inform him of the fact.

Catalogues Received.—Messrs. Daniels Bros. (Nor-
wich), Illustrated Guide and Seed Catalogue for 1877.

—Messrs. Haage & Schmidt (Erfurt, Prussia), Trade
Seed List of Garden and Agricultural Seeds.—E. S.

Williams (Upper HoUoway, London, N.), Descriptive

Catalogue of Flower, Vegetable, and Agricultural

Seeds, Implements, &c.— The Lawson Seed Company
(54, Bishopsgate Street Within, London, E.C., and
1, George IV. Bridge, Edinburgh), Catalogue of

Flower, Vegetable, and Agricultural Seeds, &c,

—

Messrs. A. M. C. longkindt Coninck (Dedemsvaart,
lez Zwolle, Holland), Wholesale Trade List of Fruit

Trees, Rock and Aquatic Plants, &c.— Messrs. Waite,
Burnell, Huggins & Co. (79, Southwark Street,

London, S.E., and lo, Rue Alibert, Paris), Whole-
sale Price Current of Seeds, &c.—Messrs. Dick-

sons & Co. (i, Waterloo Place, Edinburgh),
Descriptive List of Gladioli.—Messrs. S. Dixon & Co.

34, Moorgate Street, London, E.C.), Select List of

Vegetable and Flower Seeds, Potatos, &c.

Communications Received.—W. J. B. B. (Dulwich, S.E.,
will find the firm you name).—D.—T. D.-W. R. B.—G. S.

,

Sevenoaks.—D. R.— P. W.. St. Petersburg.—J. T. B.—
Proffessor A. Braun, Berlin.—J. G. B.—J. Watlis (many
thanks).—W. B.-S. H.—T. P.- S. B. D.—G. C (yes,

please).—Young Gardener.—T. C— Juvenus.— J. C. M.
(thanks).-W. B.

[arhets.
COVENT GARDEN, December 28.

Since Christmas no transactions of any moment have

taken place in (

Apple Market.

Apples, per J^-j

Cobs, per lb.

Grapes, per lb.

market. James Webber, Wholesale

Oranges, per 100

i

Peaches, per doz,

j

Pears, per doz.

:
Pine-apples, per lb

Vegetables.

Artichokes, per bush. 40-..
— Eng. Globe, doz. 40-61
Asparagus, Fr. , bun. 30 o- ..

— Sprue, per bun. 26-..
Beans. French (new),

per 100 .. ..36-..
Beet, per doz. . . i o- a (

Brussels Sprts. bush. 70-..
Cabbages, per doz. . . 10-21
Carrots, per bunch.. 06-..
Cauliflowers, perdoz, 20-41
Celery, per bundle .. 16-21
Chilis, green, per 100 30-..
Cucumbers, each . . 10-21
Endive, per doz. .. 1 o- 2 «

— Batavian. p. doz. 20-3'
Garlic, per lb. ..06-..
Herbs, per bunch .. 02-0.
Horse Radish, p, bun. 40-..
Potatos,—Kent Regei

Leeks, per bunch . . 1

Lettuces, per score. . :

— French, per doz. 1

Mint, green, bunch
Mushrooms, per pott. ;

,
pe; bush.

— young, per bun. o 8-0 11

Parsley, per bunch.. 04-..
Radishes, per bunch, o 1- o

;

— Spanish, doz, .. 10-..
— New Jersey, doz. 20-..
Rhubarb, per bundle 10-..
Salsafy. per bundle 10-..
Seakale, per punnet i o- 3 <

Shallots, per lb. .. 06-..
Spinach, per bushel 16-21
Tomatas, per doz. .. 20-3)
Turnips, per bundle o 4- o (

^£6:
to £s : Kidneys, £,Z per t

Plants in Pots.

Regents, U =

Azaleas, per dozen ..24 0-60 o
Begonias, per doz. .. 6 o-iz o
Bouvardias, do. ..12 0-24, o
Cineraria, per doz... 12 0-18 o

Coleus. per dozen .. 30-90
Cyclamen, per doz.. 12 0-30 o
Cyperus.do 6 0-12 o

Dracaena terminalis 30 0-60 o
— viridis, per doz. 18 0-24 o
Epiphyllum, per doz. 18 0-42 o
Erica caflEra, p. doz, 6 o-iS o
Ferns, in van, p. doz. 6 0-30
Ficus elastica

Heaths, variety, di

. d. s. d.

6-15

Q 0-24

Cut Flowers.

Heliotrope, per doz. 6 o-i:

Hyacinth,Rom. ,doz. 9 0-18 o
Lily of Valley, each 50-76
Mignonette, do. .. 60-90
Myrtles, do 30-90
Palms in variety.each 3 6-21 o
Pelargoniums, scarlet,

perdoz. ,. .. 6 0-12 o
Poinsettia, per doz . . 12 0-24 o
Primula sinensis,doz. 40-90
Solanums, per doz, 6 0-24 o
Tulips, per dozen .. 9 0-12 o
Valottapurpur., doz. 12 0-1 80

LilyofValley, i2spr. ^

j

Mignonette, 12 bun. .

Narcissus. 12 sprays
;

Pelargoniums, 12 spr. ;

0-90 — zonal. 12 sprays :

3-09 Poinsettia, 12 sprays 4 o-i:

Azaleas. 12 sprays .. 16-4
Bouvardias. per bun. 10-4
Camellias, 12 blooms 4 0-18

Carnations, perdozen 16-4
Chrysanth., 12 blm:

Cyclamen, perdoz... _ j _ , , r--..-

Epiphyllum, i2blms. 10-30' Primula, dbl., p. bun. 10-20
Eucharis. per doz. .. 8 0-18 oj Roses, indoor, p. doz. 3 0-12 o
Euphorbia. 12 sprays 40-001 — Christmas, bun, 10-20
Gardenia, per doz. .. 9 0-18 o| Stephanotis, 12 spr. 9 0-15 o

Heliotropes. 12 spr. o 6- i o
|

Tropxolum, 12 bun. 20-60
Hyacih.,Rom.,i2 sp. 20-60 Violets, 12 bun. .. 16-40

CORN.
Monday being Christmas Day no business was trans-

acted at Mark Lane. On Wednesday trade was dull,

and no particular change took place in the quotations.

Fine dry samples were scarce, whether of Wheat,
Barley, or other classes of produce, and for such rates

were pretty firm, but there was a little weakness in ill-

conditioned and inferior descriptions of grain.

CATTLE.
Trade at Copenhagen Fields on Thursday was without

fresh feature. Supphes were rather above the average

for a Thursday, and quite sufficient for the demand.
Beasts sold slowly, and were the turn lower. With
reference to sheep, prime breeds realised full prices

;

otherwise the demand was inactive. Calves were scarce,

but still rather lower. Coarse and inferior beasts, 4J.

to 5J. ; second quality, 55. to 5^. 6(/. ; prime large oxen,

5J-. 10^. to ds.
;

prime Scots, &c., 6j. lo 6s. zd.
;

coarse and inferior sheep, 5^, to 6s. ; second quality, 6s.

to 6s. 8d.
;
prime coarse-woolled, js. to ys. 2d. ; prime

Southdowns, -js. 2d. to 7s. ^d. ; large coarse calves,

Si. 6d. to 6s.
;
prime small, 6s. 2d. to 6s. lod. ; large

hogs, +r. 4</. to.4i. Sd. ; small porkers, 45. lOif. to 5^. zd.

HAY.
At the Whitechapel market on Thursday there was a

moderate supply of provender on offer. There was a
rather dull trade, and prices remained unaltered, as

follows :—Prime Clover, zoos, to 140^. ; interior, 85-f.

to 95-t.
;
prime meadow hay, 90J. to 1325.; inferior, 70J,

to 83^. ; and straw, 40s. to s+r. per load.

COALS.
The market was unchanged on Wednesday. The

supply of house coals was small, owing to the detention

of steamers in the North through the storm. Quota-
tions:—Walls End— Hetton, 19^.; Hetton Lyons, 16^.3.3'.;

Lambton, i8j. 6/,

CHOICE VEGETABLES
For 1877.

CARTERS' HEARTWELL EARLY
MARROW CABBAGE.

A distinct and excellent variety, indispensable as an Karly

Cabbage, both for the gentleman's garden and for market

purposes. The heads are extremely firm, weighing from 4 lb.

to 61b,, with scarcely any outside or loose leaves : in flavour

particularly mild and melting.
" Carters' Heartwell Early Marrow is one of the best

Cabbages ever sent out : beautiful shape, medium size, flavour

delicious."—Mr. CiiAS. Peknv, IftnJ Cmltntr to H.R.H.

the Prince of Wales, Sandrin^hdm, September 19, 1876.

Per Packet, zs.

CARTERS' NEW FERN-LEAVED
PARSLEY.

Exquisitely perfect in form and colour, this beautiful variety

is pronounced on all sides to be not only the best for garnishing

purposes, but also specially valuable as an ornamental folias^ed

plant for table decoration and the flower border.

Per Packet, zs. 6d.

CARTERS' GREEN GAGE TOMATO.
This is unquestionably the most valuable acquisition to the

Tomato family up to the present time, the rich citron-coloured,

semi-transparent fruit so nearly representing Plums as to be

frequently mistaken for the latter at the exhibitions.

Per Packet, ii. bd.

OaLVERWELL'S TELEGRAPH PEA.
An extraordinary acquisition, the Peas often being so close

together as to appear to be forming a double row in the pod,

and likely to be the forerunner of a new type of this indis-

pensable summer Vegetable. Stock limited.

Per Packet, 71. bd.

CARTERS' BALMORAL CASTLE PEA.
A splendid main crop Pea, both for exhibition and other

purposes : extremely productive, with grand pods in the shape

of Laxton's Supreme, but much longer, and better filled ; of

good flavour : altogether a very handsome and desirable Pea

for late crop.
" Carters' Balmoral Castle is a superior Pea, very productive,

having large and well-filled pods containing Peas of the finest

flavour."—Mr. William Paterson, /Tsorf Gardemr to H.M.
the Queen, Bahnoral Caitle, September 21, 1876.

Price, per Pint, y. ; per Quart, 5s.

CARTERS' COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF
PEA.

This is now recognised as the grandest Pea for exhibit

general purposes in culti

Marrow of exquisite flavo

frequently containing ten large Peas.
" Carters' Commander-in-Chief is good in every particular."

—Mr. Charles Penny, Head Gardener lo H.R.H. the Prince

of Wales, Sat:drii!iham, September za. 1S76.

Price, per Pint, is. .- per Quart, y. 6d.

CARTERS' MODEL CUCUMBER.
The handsomest Cucumber grown. As the result of careful

culti\-ation, we have succeeded in producing what may be

fairly described as the model of perfection in Cucumbers, em-

bodying the fine form and general characteristics of Tender

and True with the prolific habit 'and strong constitution of the

Telegraph. Perfect in outline, with scarcely any neck, and of

fine flavour ; this variety cannot fail to become most popular,

both for exhibition and table purposes.

Per Packet, y. 6d.

green, wrinkled

. with fine, slightly curved pods.

FOR FULL DESCRIPTIONS SEE

ILLUSTRATEr VAdTmECUM
AND SEED CATALOGUE,

Price IS. j Post-free, \s. ^d.

The handsomest and most comprehensive work of its kind

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,
237 and 23«, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON.
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WOOD TRAINING STICKS and
TALLIES.commended by Royal Horticultural Society.

BAMBOO CANES. RAFFIA for tying, VIRGIN CORK,
ARCHANGEL and other MATS, PACKING MATS, &c.

Wholesale prices on application to

C, J. BLACKITH AND CO., Cox's Quay, Lower Thames
Street, London, E.C.

Under the Patronage of the Queen.

SMITH'S IMPERISHABLE
STRATFORD LABELS.

The Ga-nioicrs Magazine says :

—
" We must glvi

)alm before all other plant labels, as the very first in

Samples and Price Lists free.

J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory, Stratford-(

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.

MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices,

Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post-free on

application ; also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for

Conservatories, Entrance Halls, &c.

MAW AND CO., Benthall Works, Broseley.

LAB ELS.
Secure Tree and Plant Labels.

PARCHMENT or CLOTH LABELS,
TREE or PLANT LABELS. Punched parchment.

4 inches long. 3s. bd. per 1000, or 301. per 10.000; if eyeleted,

4J. per 1000. Vellum cartridge, 4 inches long, 31. per 1000 for

10,000. Sample Labels sent on receipt of postage stamp.

Orders delivered free in London.

FISHER, CLARK an d CO., Label Works, Boston.

H. LASCELLES, Horticultural
Builder Finsbury Steam Joiner\ Works,

121 Bunhill Row London E L
w,

lion fir GRFEN HOUSES and
( I

, [1,1 i . I II kinds, and to any design.

GARUICN BOXES and LIGHTS. Each.

Portable Box with One Light, 6 feet by 4 feet, glared s. d.

good 16-oz. sheet glass, painted four coats, and

packed ready for use . . . . . . •

.

35 o

Portable Box with Two Lights, as above, each light

6 feet by 4 feet 650
LIGHTS ONLY.

3 feet by 4 feet Light, not painted nor glazed . . • • 36
Ditto glazed, good 16-oz. sheet glass, and painted 4 coats 10 o

6 feet by 4 (eet, not painted nor glazed .. .. .. 6 e

Ditto glazed and painted four coats .. .. 16 6

MetaUic Hothouse Builder to Her Majesty.HENRY HOPE
(late Clark & Hope, formerly Clark),

HOTHOUSE BUILDER and HOT-WATER
APPARATUS ENGINEER.

55, Lionel Street, Birmingham. Established A.D. 1818.

BOOKS of DESIGNS, 5s. each.

^tST The Extensive Ranges of Metallic Hothouses in the

Royal Cardens, Windsor and Osborne, were executed at this

Establishment.

BELGIAN GLASS for GREENHOUSES, &c„
Can be obtnined in all sizes and qualities, of

BETHAM & SON,
9. LOWER THAMES STREET. LONDON, EC

B. & S. have always a large Stock in London of 20-in. by

LASCELLES' r\li .; :
i WOOD

CONSERVATORIES -nd ORE ENH0USE3.—All

Gardeners know that Wood is better than Iron for Plant Grow-
ing, and by the above system a handsome curved house can be
erected as cheaply as a plain straight one.

The curved house is more durable, stronger, lighter in con-

struction, and no bent glass is required.

W. H. LASCELLES, lai. Bunhill Row, London, E.C, will

supply Drawings and Estimaies free of charge.

PATENT PORTABLE SMOKELESS
STOVES and PATENT FUEL.

For Heating Conservatories, Greenhouses, Halls, Passages,

nd places without Chimnevs, from 12^. (3d.

NASH'S BRONCHITIS KETTLE, lOJ. td.

FRETWORK and CARVING FRAMES. SAWS. FILES,
PATTERNS and PREPARED WOOD.

SWAN NASH, 253, Oxford Street, W. ; and 4. Newgate
Street, E.C Prospectus free.

SHAW'S TIFFANY, ELASTIC NET-
TING, CANVAS, &c., for Shading, Protecting, and

other Horticultural Purposes. For Samples and Prices apply to

JOHN SHAW AND CO., 29. Oxford Street. Manchester.

HILL AND SMITHS BLACK
VARNISH for Preservmg Ironwork Wood or Stone.

This Varnish is an excellent substitute for oil paint on alt out-

door work, while it is fully two-thirds cheaper. It was intro-

duced upwards of thirty years ago by the advertisers, and its

genuine good quality, notwithstanding a host of unprincipled

imitators, is fully attested by its constantly increasing sale. It

may be applied by an ordinary labourer, requires no mixing or

thinning, and is used cold. It is used in the grounds at

Windsor Castle, Kew Gardens, and at the seats of many hun-

dreds of the Nobility and Gentry, from whom the most flatte

testimonials have been received, which Hill & Sm
forward on application.

Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at u. 6/. i>

at the ManufactDry, or is %d. per gallon carriage pal

Station in the Kingdom.

Unsolicited Testimonial.
Glangwilly, Llanpuntpsant, Carmarthen, Nov. 2;

" Mr. Lloyd Lloyd encloses cheque for ^3 5^.,

Messrs. Hh.l & Smith, and he considers ih

one of the most useful things he ever possessed,

Apply to HILL and SMITH, Brierly Hill

Dudley; and 118, Queen Victoria Str'' ' "

whom only it can be obtained.

CAUTION.—It having lately con
Hill & Smith that spurious imitati

being offered by unprincipaled dealers

price, they would especiallydi

will

S73—
due to

Black Vainish

London, E.G., from

BosHer's Garden Edging Tiles.

THE ABOVE and many other PATTERNS
are made in materials of great durability. The

plainer sorts are specially
suited for KITCHEN'
GARDENS, as they
harbour no Slugs or Insects,
take up little room, and,
once put down, incur no
further labour or expense,

as do "grown" Edgings, consequently being much cheaper.
GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c.. in Artificial Rtine,

very durable and of superior finish, and in great variety of design.
F. ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground

.Street, nlackfriars, S.E. ; King's Road, Chelsea, S.W. ;

Kingsland Road, E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES."

PLANT COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES; also

for FOXLEV'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors, Balconies. &c.

.

from 3.T. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of plain or
more elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection.
WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies.

larders. Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable
Paving of great durability. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles
of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates, Cement, &c.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Brick and Tile Merchants.
See addresses above.

irked

5 gen

QILVER SAND.
^J fine or coarse grain as desired. Prices by Post per ton
or truck-load, on Wharf in London, or delivered direct from
Pits to any Railway Station. Samples of Sand free by post.
FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries.
KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any

F. ROSHER AND CO.—Addresses see above.
N. B.—Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.

A liberal Discount to the Trade.

Notice.
^

(By A/^pointmenl la thi Royal Horticultural Society.)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS
NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

A DAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT
-i^ ADVERTISEMENTS in all Newspapers, Magazines,
and Periodicals. List of London Papers on application.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS. Advertisement Agents,
59, Fleet Street, E.C.

Every Saturday, of any Bookseller or News Agent, price Threepence,

Each half-yearly Volume complete in itself, with Title-page and Index^

TheAthen^uM:
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE

FINE ARTS, MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

THE ATHEN>EUM
Is so contlucted that the reader, however distant, is, in respect to Literature, Science and Art, on an equality

in point of information with the best-informed circles of the Metropohs.

Subscription for Twelve Months, 13J. ,• Six Months, 6j. td.

OFFICE for ADVERTISEMENTS, 20, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON.

Every Saturday, price \d., by Post, \\d..

Notes and Queries:
A MEDIUM OF INTERCOMMUNICATION FOR LITERARY MEN, ARTISTS,

ANTIQUARIES, GENEALOGISTS, &c.

Editeti by Dr. DORAN, F.S.A.

" When found, make a note of."—Captain Cuttle.

Containing every Week amusing Articles on some of the following Subjects :—

ENGLISH, IRISH, and SCOTTISH HISTORY, Illustrated by original Communications and inedited Documents.

BIOGRAPHY, including unpublished Correspondence of eminent Men, and unrecorded Facts connected with them.

BIBLIOGRAPHY, more especially of English Authors, with Notices of rare and unknown Editions of their Works,

and Notes on Authorship of Anonymous Books.

POPULAR ANTIQUITIES and FOLK LORE, preserving the fast-fading relics of the old Mythologies.

B.'\LLADS and Old Poetry, with Historical and Philological Illustrations.

POPULAR and PROVERBI.^L S-\YINGS, their origin, meaning, and application.

PHILOLOGY, including Local Dialects, Archaisms, and Notes on our old Poets.

GENE.\LOGY and HERALDRY, including Histories of Old Families, Completion of Pedigrees, &c.

MISCELL.'iNEOUS NOTES, QUERIES, and REPLIES, on points of Ecclesiastical History, Topography, Fine

Arts, Natural History, Miscellaneous Antiquities, Numismatics, Photography, &c.

NOTICE.—The FOURTH SERIES is now complete, in Twelve Volumes. A New Series, the FIFTH,
commenced with S.^TURDAY, January 3, 1874. As many of the Numbers are scarce, subscribers desirous of

completing their Sets should order at once the Numbers required.

Published by JOHN FRANCIS, at 20, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, W.C,
And may be had by Order of all Booksellers and Newsmen.
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THE BEST AND CHEAPEST ILLUSTRATED AGRICULTURAL ALMANAC.

NOW EEADY.

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTEALMANAC,
1877.

Profusely Illustrated, Price 4d.; Post Free, 5id.

CONTENTS
Mechi and Tiptree (with Portrait).

Calendar, compiled especially to meet the wants
of Farmers.

Cattle Feeding.

Early Spring Food.
Kohl Rabi.

The Mangel Wurzel Crop.

Lands for Roots.

Turnip Manuring.
Lambs.
Turnip-Fly.
Bare Fallows.

Harvest Work.
Harvest.

Cattle Feeding.

Cattle Food for Winter.

Fatting Cattle.

The Dairy.

Lincoln Sheep.

The Harvest of 1S76.

The .Shorthorns Sales in 1876.
A Bee at Bainesse.

Modern Agriculture, by J. J. Mechi, e.vpressly

written for this Almanac.
Teaching a Child How to Swim.
Poultry Feeding Apparatus (Illustrated).

Bull Staff and Nose Ring (Illustrated).

The Cow.
Drugging Horses in the Spring.

Determination of the Carcase Weight of Cattle.

Table to Calculate Wages and other Payments.
In the Showyard (Illustrated).

Younger Sons as Emigrants.
The European Harvest of 1876.
Substitutes for Beer in the Har\'est Field

(Illustrated).

Hints to Shepherds (Illustrated).

Results of Cirencester Experiments.

Over-feeding for Exhibition.

Weights and Measures.
Agricultur.al .Societies, Farmers' Clubs, and

Chambers of Agriculture.

The Imperial Parliament:

—

House of Peers. House of Commons.
Postal Information.

American Beef.

Sporting Fixtures for 1S77,

Notes on Farm Buildings.

Licences and Certificates.

Principal Cattle Fairs.

Our Portrait Gallery.

Lady Pigot (with Memoir).
Baron Liebig (with Memoir).
Mr. John Bravender, F.G.S. (with i\Iemoir).

Mr. Charles Randall (with Memoir).
Mr. Henry Corbet (with Memoir).
Mr. George Drewry (with Memoir).

^^ Read the following Opinions of the Press :—

" Whether regarded as a budget of advertisements, or as suggestive of the present

of the ' agricuhural ioterest,' or as a useful compendium for the fan

have the greatesi

ndard
p alrr

rarmers' favourite. Old Moo.

ire twenty-seven illustratl

quarto,

ndation. It is full of useful information, and worth all that the old

Aimanac, put forth in twenty years of its balmiest times. There
besides those used to the advertisements, and 88 pages, small

for 4^. We hope the farmer does not grumble that his almanac is too dear."

—

Brighotise attd RastHck Gazette.

** This is one of the cheapest and most useful of all the almanacs used for agriculturists."

—

Somerset and Wilts Jourftal.

" This almanac is invaluable to farnlers, &c., containing, as it docs, information referring to

almost every dep.irtment of their profession."

—

Greettock Advertiser.

" Contains a vast amount of information especially useful to landownerSj farmers and others."

^-Surrey Comet.
" Contains a mass of information interesting to farmers and country people."

—

Carlisle

Patriot.

" This almanac is one which we can heartily recommend and especially to tenant-farmers.

There are also peculiarities in it which ought to make it acceptable to country gentlemen.
apital book of reference. The price i

* This i

of agriculture would find i

a.1"—Leeds Daily Neivs.

t the kind of almanac that should be in the hands of all farmers and agricultu-
such an immense amount of information as is rarely seen in publications of a

like nature. Among its contents will be found a well-written paper by Mr. J. J. Mechi, which
will be read with interest by every British farmer."

—

Blyth Weekly News.

" The Agy-icultural Gazette Almanac for 1877 is, as usual, full of excellent matter particu-

larly interesting to the farmer and grazier. It contains, beyond the exceedingly interesting and
instructive letterpress, many excellent illustrations of leading agricultural celebrities, notably one
of that adventurous traveller, heroic nurse, energetic politician, village philanthropist, and
successful Shorthorn exhibitor. Lady Pigot. The pages of the almanac contains an original article

by the popular owner of Tiptree, thus giving an additional interest to the publii

almanac will doubtless have found a place in I
' "

'

thither by visitors attending the Cattle Sho^

Dispatch.

" The Agricultural Gazette Almanac is i

is cfncise, and in general very reliable. We ca

of farmers."

—

Kelso Chronicle.

" Here is an almanac we can confidently recommend to our agricultural readers. The
calendar relates to agricultural meetings, &c. , and there is a diary and memoranda ; there is a
list of all the agricultural societies, with the dates of their respective shows for 1S77, and a mass
of useful information. A number of illustrations adorn the letterpress, and the whale is sold
for ^d."~North Herts attd South Beds Jourftal.

" This is an admirable compendium of information, likely to prove peculiarly useful to
agriculturists. It is capitally got up, and contains some excellent illustrations. The portrait

gallery is particularly iniere.sting. When we say that the price is only 4//. we have surely said
enough to induce every farmer to invest in the cheapest and best publication of its kind which
he is likely to come across this Christmas. "—J/or^rV Gazette.

" Will be found of much service to farmers, poultry keepers and others."

—

Brighton Times.

" The Agricultural Gazette Almanac for 1877 will be welcomed by all agriculturists with a
very great deal of pleasure, inasmuch as it gives a complete compilation of all the agricultural

history of the past year, including a resum^ of the harvest. Shorthorn sales, and also provides
some very useful information upon modern agriculture. There are articles on Lincoln sheep, a
substitute for beer in the harvest field, and in addition to all these it gives portraits and photo-

graphs of our leading agriculturists, as well as pictures of the principal prize cattle during the

year 1876. It will be found a valuable aid to all farmers."

—

Da^/er Chronicle.

" This almanac is concise, yet includes a large amount of important reading. Many portraits

of eminent agriculturists, beautifully drawn, are also given, with a diary to every month of the-

year. "

—

BradfordA dvertiser.

" This almanac Is quite an extensive book, consisting of eighty-eight pages, and is un-
doubtedly one of the best and cheapest fourpennyworths in the market. It contains several

illustrations of notabilities in the ' live stock world.' The frontispiece is an excellent portn
'

that veteran agriculturist. Mr. J. J Mechi, of Tiptree Hall, who has also

the almanac, a capital article on Modern Agriculture. The agricultural st

and the quantity of miscellaneous matter contained in these pages mus
farmers."

—

Timber Trader yournal.

" Taken in its sections or as a whole, the almanac cannot fail to be i

estate agents, and others connected with land and its cultivation,"

—

Greenock Telegraph.

" This is a useful farmers' 3.\mznzc."~Cardigan Herald.

" Contains a vast mass of information which will be very useful to farmers and agriculturists."

—Bradford Cfironicle a-td Mail.

'* The book is marvellously cheap at the published \tTict."--K£nt Herald.

:en, specially for

be invaluable to

elcome to farmers.

PUBLISHED BY W. RICHARDS, AT THE OFFICE OF "THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE,"

7, CATHERINE STEEET, STEAND, LONDON, W.C.
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The best MONDAT Agricultural Joxirnal.

The only Illustrated Agricultural Journal.

AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
(Established 1844),

fOR LANDOWNERS d TENANT FARMERS.

Every Monday, price 4d.; post free, 4Sd.

The AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE gives

full Market Reports, both Metropolitan and Pro-

vincial ; accurate Accounts of Prices and Sales,

Proceedings of Agricultural Societies, Farmers

Clubs, and Chambers of Agriculture— their

Meetings, Exhibitions, and Discussions are

Reported fully, and with promptitude.

EVERY DEPARTMENT of the ESTATE
or FARM receives attention—Land Agency,

Estate Equipment, Forestry, Farm Buildings,

Roads, Fences, Cottages— Live Stock, Plants,

and Implements of the Farm—Drainage, Till-

age, and Manuring of the Soil.

The VETERINARY DEPARTMENT of

the paper is under Professional Editorship.

Departments relating to the POULTRY
YARD, the APIARY, and the GARDEN of

the Farm are also under separate Professional

direction.

REVIEWS are published of all Books claim-

ing a place in the Library of the Farmer.

REPORTS of Noteworthy Estates, Farms,

Herds, Flocks, and Factories, are given from

week to week.

Teachers and Students of the several sciences

in which the Agriculturist is interested —
BOTANY, CHEMISTRY, PHYSIOLOGY,
ENTOMOLOGY, NATURAL HISTORY—
are constant contributors.

Especial attention is given to AGRI-
CULTURAL IMPLEMENT manufacture.
Improvements in Machines are reported—New
Inventions made known— Patents discussed

—

and the Implement Factories of the Country
described. Engravings, always necessary in

such cases for intelligible description, are given

without stint.

No expense is spared in ILLUSTRA-
TIONS.

Not only Implements, but Plants, Weeds,
varieties of Cultivated Crops, 5;c. ; and Animals
—Breeds of Horses, Cattle, Sheep, and Pigs

;

also Poultry, Insects, General Natural History
;

and Buildings— Farmhouses, Homesteads, Cot-

tages ; Photographs illustrative of Country Life

and Occupations, whether at home or abroad :

—all these provide subjects for the Engraver.

Portraits and Memoirs of Noteworthy
Agriculturists are also occasionally given.

SUBSCRIPTIONS, PAYABLE IN AD VANCE,
Including Postage to any part of the United Kingdom :

Twelve Months, 19s. 6d.
;

Six Months, 9s. 9d. ; Three Months, 53.

P.0.0. to be made tayabh at the King Street Post

Office, W.C, to William Richards.

7, CATHERINE STREET, STRAND,
LONDON, W.C.

REVUE de I'HORTICULTURE BELGE
et ETRANGf;RE (Belgian and Foreign Horticultural

Review).—Among the principal Contributors are :—A. AUard,
E. Andr^, C. Ballet, T. Buchetet, F. Burvenich. F. Cre'pin,
Comte de Corner, De Jonge van Ellemeet, O. de Kerchove de
Denterghem. P. E. de Puydt, C. de Vis, J. Gillon, A. M. C.
Jongkindt Coninck, C. Koch, J. Kick.\, L. Linden. T. IMoore,
C. Naudin, B. Oliver, H. Ortgies, E. Pynaert. E. Rodigas,
A. Siraux, O. Thomas, A. Van Geert Son, H. J. Van HuUe, J.
Van Volxem. H. J. Veitch, A. Westmael, and P. Wolkenstein.
This illustrated Journal appears on the ist of every month,

in Parts of 24 pages, 8vo, with a Coloured Plate and numerous
Engravings.
Terms of Subscription for the United Kingdom :—One year,

loj.
.
payable in advance.

Publishing Office : 143, Rue de Bru.\elles. Ghent. Belgium.
Post office Orders to be made payable to M. E. PYNAERT,

at the Chief Post-office. Ghent.

Publishers' Card.

THE NURSERYMAN'S DIRECTORY.—
The undersigned have in prepar:ition Volume II. of the

" Nurseryman's Directory," embracing a List of the Nursery-
men. Florists, Seedsmen, and Tree Dealers of the United
States. The work wdl be sold wholly by subscription, the price
of which will be Sio per copy, and will be issued January r,

1877. A limited space will be given to Advertisements, at the
following low rates :

—

Full Page .. .. $35
I

One-third Page .. S15
Half Page .

.

jo | One-fourth Page . . 10
One-sixth Page S8.

For Sample Pages and further in£«rmation. address
D. W. SCOTT AND CO., Printers and Publishers, Galena,

Illinois. U.S.

Illustrated Catalogues.

HM. POLLETT'S COLLECTION
• of over SEVEN HUNDRED BLOCKS suitable for

the above purpose. Customers can have the use of any of
them gratis.

H. M. P. Publishes Small SEED CATALOGUES in two
sizes, which can be altered to suit the requirements of small
consumers. Specimens and Prices on application.

POLLETT'S Horticultural Steam Printing Works, 12 to 15,
Bridgewatcr Gardens. Barbican, E.C.

'Works on Botany, by Dr. Llndley.

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY; or. The Art
OF De'cribtng Plants Corkectly, in Scientific

Language, for Self Instruction and the Use of Schools. Price \s

MEDICALandCECONOMlCALBOTANY;
or. An Account op the Principal Plants

Employed in Medicine or Domestic CEcono.my. In One
Volume, 8vo, with numerous Woodcuts, price SJ-

London : BRADBURY, AGNEW and CO., Bouverie
Street. E.C.

Belgian.

BULLETIN dARBORICULTURE de
. FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CHERE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1865 by F
Burvenich E. Pavnaert. E. Rodigas. and H. J. Van
Hulle, Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian
Government at Ghent. Post paid loj. per annum.

H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Garde ns, Ghent, Belgium.

''r H E CULTIVATO R.—\ A Portuguese Monthly Agricultural Journal, which
circulates in Portugal and her possessions, and in the Principal
Towiis of the Brazils.

This Paper offers an excellent medium for Advertisements ot
every description of industry and of every article of consump-
tion in the countries and places above mentioned.
Advertising charges, 8rf. per square inch. Translation included.
Ten per cent. Discount for six months ; 20 per cent. Discount

for twelve months, if paid in advance.
Address, the Editor of the Cidtivator, St. Michael's, Azores.

Just published, large post Svo, cloth, with Map, 10^ G</.,

'JIHE EMIGRANT and SPORTSMAN inX CANADA: some Experiences of an Old Country
Settler, with Sketches of Canadian Life, Sporting Adventures
and Observations on the Forests and Fauna. By J. J. Rowan!
This work contains Practical Hints for Emigrants and

Sportsmen, written by an Emigrant and a Sportsman ; also
information specially written foi a class of emigrants for which
Canada is a particularly suitable country—people of small
fortune, whose means, though ample to enable them to live well
in Canada, are insufficient to meet the demands of rising
expenses at home.

London ; EDWARD STANFORD, 55, Charing Cross, S.W

Farms, Estates, Residences.
Any one desirous of Renting a Farm or Residence, or

Purchasing an Estate, can have copies of theMIDLAND COUNTIES HERALD
supplied free for six weeks on stating the purpose for

which the paper is required, forwarding name and address, and
six halfpenny stamps for postage, addressed, *' MidtandCounties
Herald Office, Birmingham." The Midland Counties Herald
always contains large numbers of advertisements relating to
Farms, Estates, and Residences for Sale and to be Let.

HE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR of
GARDEN OPERATIONS. By the late Sir Tosepk

Paxton. M.P.
Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chronicle, with numerous

Alterations and Additions.

Price 3(/. : post free, -i^d.
Post Office Orders are to be made payable to W,m. Richards

at the King Street Office. Covent Garden, W.C.
Published at the Office of the Gardeners' Chronicle, 41

Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

&ARDEIEES' CHROIICLE SHEET ALIAIAC.

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE" ILLUSTRATED
SHEET ALMANAC for 1877 (an entirely new and original design), will be issued

(gratis) with the Gardeners' Chronicle for NEXT SATURDAY.

The Almanac may be had separately, mounted on rollers, price 6d,, post-free.

Published by

VV. RICHARDS, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

Nozu on Sale, PRICE SIXPENCE (Postage 2\d.), in Coloured Cover.

THE GRAND CHRISTMAS NUMBER

TH E P ICTORIALWoRLD,
Two Sheets of Choice Engravings and Attractive Stories

:

PRESENTATION P L A T £7 entitled "BRIDAL GIFTS."

CHOICE ENGRAVINGS.
FOR THE SERVICE OF THE CHURCH. Dn

SINGING THE CHRISTMAS CAROL. C. Cattermc
A WELCOME FROM THE SEA. G. G. Kiluuene.
RIDING FOR THE LIFEBOAT. S. Williams.
THE KOBOLDS CHRISTMAS TREAT.
SEA-WEED AND SPINDRIFT. C. Grecoey.
A ROUGH CHRISTMAS. Drawn by Phiz, Jim.
A MODERN SANTA-CLAUS.
CHRISTMAS IN AUSTRALIA
RETURNING FROM THE PARTY. T. H. Wilson.

ATTRACTIVE STORIES.
TWELFTH-NIGHT CHARACTERS IN OUR VILLAGE.

Sketches from Real Life, in Pen, Ink, and Paper, by

I. Hain Friswell.

RES ANGUST-'E DOMI. By the Author of " The Harvest
of a Quiet Eye."

CHRISTMAS STORIES OF MANY LANDS.
A MERRY CHRISTMAS. By Charles Townelev.
AN ANTIPODIAN CHRISTMAS. An Old Australian.

CHRISTMAS EVE IN A DOO-CART. By The Editor.

THE EVE OF ST. NICHOLAS. By John H. Lscram.

SOMETHING LIKE A SEANCE. By J. E. Ritchie.

CHRISTMAS WITH THE FISHER FOLK.
Together with contributions from the pens of George Manville

Fenn, and other well-known Authors.

Sold at all Newsagents, Booksellers, and Railway Bookstalls in the United Kingdom,

63, FLEET STBEET, LONDON, E.C.
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'HE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
for MONDAY, December 25.

Co:

Agriculture in 1S76— Mr. Read on the AEricuItural Laic
—The Agricuhural Situation-The American Centenni

—Ayrshires for England— Birmingham Cattle Show Adn
—Blindness amonc Sheep—Breeding and Feeding in Derby-
shire—Brick and Tile Machines—Business ol Farming—Cattle

Diseases in Perthshire—Cirencester Farmers' Club—A Con-

tributor-Cross-bred Ox at Smithlield—Notes from Dublin-
Note from Dumfriesshire—Note from East Essex—Notes from

Edinburgh-A Ramble Round the Farm-Feed for Horses-
Horse Rakes -Indian Agriculture—Iron v. Wooden Ploughs—
Kylemore Castle, Galway—The Labourer—Note from Lan-
cashire—A Few Words about Pruning—Pulleys for Rick
Covers—Recent Patents—Roadside Cattle Pasturing—Scien-
tific Apparatus at South Kensington—Special Attributes—Note
from Surrey—Turnip Topper—Note from Worcestershire.

Price id.; post-free i\id. Published by William Richards,
at the Office. 7. Catherine Street, Strand. W.C.

Price in clotb 16s.,

n^HE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
-* VOLUMEfor JANUARY to JUNE. 1876.

W. RICHARDS, 4t, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

Price f)d.THE GARDENER:
a Monthly Magazine of Horticulture and Floriculture.

Edited by David Thomson, Gardener to His Grace the Duke
of Buccleuch. Drumlanrig ; Author of " The Handy Boole of
the Flower Garden," " The Handy Book of Fruit Culture under
Glass," &c. ; assisted by a Staff of Practical Gardeners through-
out the United Kingdom. Yearly subscription, 6j, or free by
post. 7J. Payable in advance.
The publishers of " The Gardener" have much pleasure in

announcing that arrangements have been made by the Editor for

the ensuing year, which they hope will much e-xtend the use-
fulness of that periodical, both to Amateurs and Professional
Gardeners.
In addition to articles of the usual miscellaneous class—as

much as possible of a thoroughly practical character, special
series of papers by thoroughly competent contributors are
promised on such subjects as the following ;

—

Hardy Fruit Culture in all its Branches.
Everything New and Valuable in Florists' Flowers.
Conservatory and Room Decoration.
Reports on Horticulture in London, and all Novelties of

Interest that may Appear There.
A Series of Lessons on Drawing for Young Gardeners,

with Illustrations.

Culture and Directions for Amateurs on Every Department
of Horticulture.

Notes and Comments on Subjects of General Interest
Discussed in the Gardening Periodicals, &c.

Published by WILLIAM BLACKWOOD and SONS,
37, Paternoster Row, London, and 43, George Street,

Edinburgh. Supplied by all Booksellers and Newsmen.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SO UTH WaCeS ADVERTISER.

CONTENTS:—
INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQU-^TICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Drawn and Engraved

specially for this Journal).

NATURAL HISTORY (Original Articles).

AGRICULTURE. PASTORAL. HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS.
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY M-ML 1ms a wide circulation
throughout the Australian Colonies, New Zealand,
Polynesia, &c. It contains a large amount of informa-
tion on a great variety of subjects.

Subscription in Advance, £1 per Annum.
Single Copies, 41/.; Stamped, ^d.

Publishing Office— Hunter Street, Sydney, New South
Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Agents are authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS,
which must be paid in advance, for the SYDNEY
MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY MAIL:—
London Mr. George Street, 30, CornhiU, E.C.

Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lom-
bard Street, E.C.

Messrs. Gordon & Gotch. St. Bride
Street, Fleet Street, E.C.

Birmingham Mr. R. S. Kirk. 90, New Street.

Liverpool .. Lee & Nightingale, 15, North John Street.

Bristol James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

Edinburgh . . Robertson & Scott, 13. Hanover Street.

Glasgow .... W. Porteous & Co., 15, Royal Exchange
Place.

'T'HE ELEMENTS of BOTANY, Struc-
J- TUBAL AND Phvsiologic.1L. With a Glossary of
lechnical Terms and numerous Illustrations. 91. cloth.
This completes the series of Elementary Botanical Works by

Professor LiNDLEV, ol ^'KxA School Bolaity istA T/it VesetabU
Kingdom form the other parts.
The first two Parts of T/te Elements of Botany, comprising

Structural and Physiological Botany, and a Glossary of Techni-
cal Terms, are published in one 8vo volume, price (^s.

These three Parts form a complete Manual of Botany for
Medical and other Students who have made themselves
acquainted with the Author's School Botany.

N. B. The Glossary may be had separately, price 51.

London
: BRADBURY, AGNEW, and CO.. Bouverie

Street, E.C.

(^ ADVERTISERS arc requested to note that
although we do not object to receive Letters to te ciUcd
for, we cannot undertake to forward thcnt.

WANTED, near London, a good SINGLE-
HANDED GARDENER, married, age about 40, no

children. Large Garden and Vines. Wife, care of Poultry,
Wages 2ii. and lodge.—Apply, Wednesday and Thursday,
between 4 and 6 o'clock, 18, Bryanstone Street, Portman
Square, W.

WANTED, a married Man as GARDENER
(Single-handed), must be well up to hU work.—

Apply, stating particulars as to wage, experience, age. and
character, to A. B., Post-office. Gainsborough. Lincolnshire.

WANTED, in a small Nursery, as FORE-
MAN and PROPAGATOR, one accustomed to Growing

for Market—M. C. Sydenham Park Nursery. Sydenham, S.E.

WANTED, a MAN who understands the
Management of Palms, Dracainas, Ferns, &c. : one

accustomed to Orchids preferred.—Apply, stating wages
e.-cpected, and other particulars, to DRUMMOND
BROTHERS, Larkfield Nursery, Edinburgh.

WANTED, a MAN who can grow Pelargo-
niums, Cyclamens,and Primulas well, and who has had

experience in Growing Flowers for market.— Apply to H E.
Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

WT'ANTED, IMMEDIATELY, a steady,
» respectable, industrious, young MAN, to take charge

of Stove and Greenhouse Plants and Ferns.—.Apply by letter
toTHOS. HEDLEY. Putteridge Park . Luton, Beds.

WANTED, a strong steady Young MAN,
to work under a Gardener. Board and lodging found,

wages Sj.per week.—ALFRED DUCLOS, French Confectioner,
, Oxford Street.' W.C.

''ANTED, a Young MAN, that understands
he Management and Propagation of Azaleas, Camellias,
and Epacris. State wages, &c., to MANAGER,

ery. Moortown, Leeds.

WANTED,TWO strong active YoungM e"n,
for Nailing and General KitchenlGarden Work, also

to take turns with the Fires, &c. Wages, i6j., with bothy —ARTHUR WEBB, Kelham Gardens, Newark.on-Trent,
Nottingham.

wanted, a PACKER of PLANT.S.
Must be experienced and write a good h.and.—Apply

' lary, to Mr.
CHAS. LEE, Croxby House. Ho

eferences and

WANTED, a CLERK, with some knowledge
of the Seed Trade. Applicant to state a" e wanes and

references.-B. WHITHAM, The Nurseries, Reddish, 'near

VVTANTED, for the Garden and Agricultural
JL.„ '''^"^ ^""^ Manure Trade, an energetic Man asTRAVELLER. Also a Shopman who is well up in the Trade
and quick .at Counter-Work. Also a JUNIOR ASSISTANT
for the Shop and Warehouse. All applications must state a"e
salary expected, and particulars of former situations —B "t"
PIERPOINT .^ND CO., Seedmen, Horse Market, Warring'ton!

Seed Trade-(Provlnclal)
WANTED, a JUNIOR ASSISTANT, who
' » has had some experience in the Retail Garden,

Flower Seed and Bulb Trade. Must be active, and write a
goodhand. State age, wages, and reference.—J. JEFFERIES
AND CO., Seed Warehouse, Oxford.

Seed Trade.

WANTED, an intelligent respectable Young
MAN, with some e.vpenence in a small Retail shop,

and to make out invoices, iic.—State age, reference, and wages
required, to JAMES BIRD, Nurseryman, Downham.

WANTED, as FARM BAILIFF, a married
' » man without encumbrance, who thoroughly under-

stands his duties upon a Gentleman's Farm, and has an
undeniable character. The Wife must be a good Dairy and
Poultry-woman.—Apply, by letter, X. L., Buckhurst Park,

WANT PLAGES.
Head Gardener?.

TOHN LAING can at present recommend
Y w-ith every confidence several energetic and practical
Men, of tested ability and first-rate character. Ladies and
Gentlemen in WANT of GARDENERS and BAILIFFS
or GARDENERS for First.rate Establishments or Single!
hand Situations, can be suited, and have full particulars
by applying at Stanstead Park and Rutland Park Nurseries
Forest Hill, London. S.E.

T> S. WILLIAMS, having at the present
fr"' ."""= several very excellent GARDENERS upon
his Register, is desirous of placing them in Situations where
great experience and trust are required. B. S. W. would at the
same time beg to intimate that when a Gardener is applied
for that the filling of the situation should be left with him, as
that would prevent unnecessary correspondence and delay.—
V ictona and Paradise Nurseries, Upper HoUoway, London, N.

GARDENER (Head),—Single ; has a
thorough knowledge of Pines, Vines, Melons, Cucum-

bers, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and Flower and Kitchen
Gardening —G. H., Post-office, Woodford Green, N.E.

(::|.ARDENER (He.\d). — Age 38, married,
V-.* one child (age 12) ; well up in the profession. Upwards
of twenty years' practical experience in good places—eight years
as head. Left on account of place changing hands. Past and
present references unexceptionable.—L. G. T.. 40. Stanford
Koad.Fulham, S.W.

(^ARDENER (Head), where two or more
V-.^ are kept.—Age 29, married ; understands the manage-
ment of Vines. Peaches, Stave and Greenhouse. Fruit. Flower
and Kitchen. Gardening.—R. PARKER, Sutton Field, Sutton
Bonington, Loughborough.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 37, married;
experienced in every branch of Gardening, Vines. Pines.

Early Forcing. &c., also Landscape Work ; accustomed to
control of large staff of men. Seven years in present situation.
—Address, with full particulars, to D. WELLS, Esq., Land
Agent, Oulton Lodge, Norwich.

(^ARDENER (Head Working, or good
V-^ Single-handed place not objected to).—Age 28, married,
one child

; understands Gardening in all branches. Good
character.—R. R., Bohun Lodge, East Barnet.

rj^ARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 35,V>^ married, two children ; thorough practical knowledge in
all branches of Gardening ; could Manage a Small Farm
Eight years' character.— F. W., to, Drew's Cottages, Fourth
Cross Road, Twickenham, S.W.

GARDENER (Head, or SINGLE-HANDED).—
Married

: understands Vines, Cucumbers, Melons, Stove
and Greenhouse, Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Thirteen
years' experience.—A. B , 17. Silver S treet, Cambridge.

r^ARDENER (Good Second or Head),V^ where one or two are kept.—Age 26. Good character.—
J. K., Post-office, Orpington, Kent.

"POREMAN, or SECOND, hTn^obleman's
-^ or Gentleman's Garden.—Age 23; good knowledge of
Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Eariy and Late Forcing. &c
Good character.-Y. Z., J. Sargent's, Walmore Common, near
Gloucester.

"C'OREMAN, or SECOND, in a thorough
-• good Establishment. — Age 26, single. —J. C. B.. to,
Southoner Street, Wells. Somerset.

OME STEWARDorHEAD GARDENER
and BAILIFF, to any Nobleman or Gentleman

reiuiring the services of a thoroughly practical man. Will
shortly be disengaged, and be pleased to treat for either of the
above situations. -J. M. TUSMORE. Bicester, Oxon.

To Gardeners and Others.
A PPRENTICE to the Garden. — Age i6,
Xi- respectable. Good reference given.—ALPHA, Rhind
& Tutl, Little Sussex Place, H yde Park, W.

To the Seed Trade.

SHOPMAN, or SECOND.—Age 26; twelve
years' experience in good London Houses. Good

references.—J. G., 72, Great Portland Street, Oxford Street, W.

'"PRYJOHN is now at liberty to treat with
-- any first.class Nurser>' Establishment who may require
the services of a unique REPRESENT.\TIVE.—TRV'JOHN,
Post-office, Lutterworth, Leicestershire.

T7- I N A H A N ' S L L WHISKY.
J-*- Kinahan & Co. finding that, through the recommenda-
tion of the Medical Profession, the demand for their CELE-
BRATED OLD LL WHISKY for purely medicinal purposes
IS very great, submit with pleasure the following Analysis by
Dr. Hassall :

— " I have very carefully and fully analysed sam-
ples of this well-known and popular Whisky. The samples were
soft and mellow to the taste, aromatic and ethereal to the smell.
The Whisky must be pronounced to be pure, well-matured, and
of very excellent quality. The Medical Profession may feel full
confidence in the purity and quality of this Whisky."

20, Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street. London, W.

E PPS'S COCOA:
GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.

• By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern
f digestion and nutrition, and by careful appli-„,— _.._„^ „. „.j,^^.,.„., a„u iiuiiiviuii, rtiiu uy i^iciui ;ippii-

cation of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps
has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately-flavoured
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by
the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution may
be gradually built up until strong enough to resist every
tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak point. We
may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified
with pure blood and a properly nourished {rzme."—Civi/ Service
Gazette. Sold only in packets, labelled

JAMES EPPS AND CO.. Homceopathic Chemists. 4S.
Threadneedle Street. E.G., and 170, Piccadilly, London, S.W.

JQINNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for ACIDITY of the STOMACH
HEARTBURN, HEADACHE, GOUT, and
INDIGESTION; and the safest aperient for delicate
Constitutions, Ladies, Children, and Infants.

DINNEFORD and CO.,
172, New Bond Street. London, and all Chemists.

LTOLLOWAY'S OINTMENT and PILLS.
\*~^ —With these remedies in reach, persons suffering from
disorders arising from atmospheric influences are without excuse
if disorder did eventuate in disease; high and low, rich and
poor, old and young, have in gratitude testified to the success
which follows their employment. Few maladies can befal man-
kind which do not admit of alleviation, relief, or cure by these
healing, soothing, and purifying preparations. The action of
the Ointment and Pills is wholesome in the highest degree, and
never can be harmful, in either external or internal ailments
HoUoway's remedies cure bruises, diphtheria, chest complaints,

'iable antidotes to

TALM bXOVF
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OSBORN &SONS
BEG TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEIR

AMIJAL CATALOGUE OF KITCHEI GAEDEI AID ELOWER SEEDS
Is now ready, and toill be foriuardcd post-free to all applicants.

It contains a choice selection of "NOVELTIES" and of the
,

FLOWER SEEDS—Pyrethrum aureum laciniatum, a very distinct

BEST " and most approved kinds of VEGETABLE and FLOWER !
and beautifully cut-leaved form of the deservedly popular " Golden

SEEDS, including among

VEGETABLE SEEDS— Osborn's Forcing French Bean, which

has been proved one of the best and most proUfic ; Osborn's Select

Red Beet (or Dell's Crimson), Osborn's Winter White Broccoli
;

and among

Feather." Like its prototype it is perfectly hardy, but of dwarfer habit

and more spreading, and is admirably adapted for bedding. It obtained

a First-class Certificate at the Meeting of the Royal Horticultural

Society, May 3, 1876; and also a First-class Certificate at the Grand

E.\hibition held at the Westminster Royal Aquarium, May i6and 17, 1876.

FULHAM NUESEEIES, LONDON, S .W.

GARDENERSICHRQNICLE SHEET ALMANAa
T^HE "GARDENERS' CHRONICLE" ILLUSTRATED

SHEET ALMANAC for 1877 (an entirely new and original design), will be issued (gratis) with

the ^^ Gardenci's Chronicle" for next Saturday.

The Almanac may be had separately, mounted on rollers, price 6d. post free.

PUBLISHED BY

W. RICHARDS, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND. LONDON, V/.C.

T. H. P. Dennis & Company.
Motto, " Art witli Economy" as applied to Conservatories.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS & HOT-WATER HEATING APPARATUS
ERECTED AND FITTED IN ALL PARTS OF THE KINGDOM. ESTIMATES GRATIS.

Show Rooms: MANSION HOUSE BUILDINGS, LONDON, E.G. Works: CHELMSFORD.

ESTABLISHED A CENTURY.

WM. ROLLISSON & SONS
Respectfully invite an inspection of their

immease Stock of

ORCHIDS, NEW PLANTS,
\ TREE FERNS, PALMS,
DRAC^NAS, CYCADS, CROTONS, AZALEAS,

CAMELLIAS,
stove, Greenhouse, and all kinds of Winter-flowering Plants,

HERBACEOUS and ALPINE PLANTS, HARDY FERNS, HARDY
TREES, SHRUBS, FRUIT TREES, VINES,

DUTCH BULBS, AGRICULTURAL and HORTICULTURAL SEEDS,
GABDEN REQUISITES and ELEGANCIES.

CATALOGUES Gratis and Post-free upon application to

THE NURSERIES, TOOTING,
LONDON, S.W.

Editorial Comm.- ij bs addressed I

_
Primed by VV...;..am Rich«kus, at the Offic.

saii W11.1.IAM KiCHAKDS, at the Office, 41, Welli
Agent for Maachester—Jo

Th'^ f,h;»-' •



SUPPLEMENT TO THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE.

Royal Botanic Gardens,

AMONG our national institutions there is

none that we look on with greater pride

and more general satisfaction than Kew. In

comparison with other botanical gardens at

home and abroad, most of which are familiar to

us, Kew more than holds its own. In points of

detail other gardens of smaller area and less

pretension may make prouder boast, but, taken

for all in all, Kew stands unrivalled. Not a

special supplement, but a \ olume of the Gar-

deners' Chronicle, would be required to do full

justice to Kew. Wc can therefore only call

attention to some of those features of most
interest to gardeners and botanists. The general

public is already provided for in the excellent

guide-books to the gardens and museums, to be
had at the several entrances.

The National Botanic Garden was not origin-

ally intended as a pleasure-ground, but it has
become one of the most popular of such resorts

near London, as the numbers of persons visit-

ing it (678,002 in 1S75) prove. This circum-

stance entails great cost in maintenance and
watching ; a cost no one will object to, provided

the practical object of the garden be not
thereby crippled. For our present purpose we
shall regard it as a great training scliool for

botanists and gardeners—a place wherein they

may observe and study to the best possible

advantage the forms, structure, habits, and
nature of the largest variety, or rather of the

best selected variety, of plants in cultivation.

Gardeners' and foresters should be able to

see at • Kew specimens suitable for their pur-

poses,'and botanists should be certain to find,

as far as circumstances of climate permit, living

E.XTERIOR VIEW OF THE PALM STOVE.
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illustrations of such selected groups as it may
be possible to collect togetlier. Artists should

be sure of finding subjects for their pencil.

The merchant and the manufacturer should be

enabled to find the plant and (in the museum)

the product most likely to suit their purposes.

Lastly, the immense value of Kew as a high-

class recreation ground should never be over-

looked or under-estimated.

If this be a reasonable statement as to what

we might expect to find at Kew, then it becomes

obvious that a general average high standard

of keeping in each department is as much as

can be aimed at. If a higher degree of ex-

cellence were sought for, one department would

suffer at the expense of another. Hence, while

we might reasonably expect to find a large

number of select well grown plants, we need not

look for specimen plants in the flower-show

sense. For them we must look to private estab-

lishments or to the show-houses of the nursery-

men. There is one exception to be made to

this, and that is in the case of large plants,

such as Palms, Cycads, Pandanads, and other

plants, for the proper growth and develop-

ment of which private establishments, as a rule,

do not and cannot offer facilities. In such a

case Kew should be, as indeed it is, supreme,

but it is not necessary or desirable that she

should in any way enter into competition in

fields where, from the necessities of the case,

the work can be better or even as wpU done in

private establishments. A certain amount of

bedding-out, for instance, is desirable for the

pleasure of the throngs of taxpayers who visit

the garden, and what there is should be good

of its kind, but there is, to our thinking, no

necessity for much elaborate decoration of this

kind, as it absorbs resources which might be

more profitably expended on other objects.

So far as possible a systematic botanical or

geographical arrangement of the plants should

be adopted, including the disposal of plants

in appropriate situations, as alpine plants,

marsh plants, and the like. But cultural exi-

gencies may often prevent the full realisation

of this idea. In any case grouping for effect

should be considered, and especially group-

ing so as to bring prominently before the

visitor what Humboldt and others after him
have called ' aspects of Nature." Always keep-

ing in view what we take to be the primary

object of Kew, that is, its educational pur-

pose — education in its widest sense, in

science, in art, in culture, in taste — we lay

great stress on a complete system of label-

ling. The most successful illustrations of this

at present in any establishment we know, are in

the museums at Kew and in the South Ken-

sington Museum and its appendages. In spite

of the great difficulties in the way, the same
systematic labelling might, to a minor e.xtent, it

is true, be also practised in the garden.

With these views as to the objects to be
pursued at Kew we preface our account of the

gardens—an account that must be suggestive

rather than complete.

INDOOR DEP.VRTMEMT.

For convenience sake wc propose to treat of

the establishment under its two main di\ isions

— an outdoor and an indoor department.

The Aroid House. — The first house to

attract the notice of the visitor entering the gar-

dens by the Kew Green entrance is that known
as Xo. I, the Aroid House, so called because,

although not exclusively dedicated to Aroids,

those plants constitute a very important portion

of its contents. It is a lofty, well-proportioned,

oblong, span-roofed structure of stone, of consi-

derable architectural pretensions, having origin-

ally been used as a conservatory in the grounds
of Buckingham Palace. The floor is of stone,

so that the centre is occupied by large plants

in pots and tubs, while a side stage for the

smaller specimens runs round the building.

The iron pillars, and the walls and rafters,

are clothed with the rich luxuriant foliage

of climbing Aroids, such as various species

of Philodendron, Monstera, &c. The house

forms a very worthy entrance to the first

botanic garden of the world. Its contents

at once arrest the attention of the visitor,

and give him a foretaste of what he is to see

elsewhere. The house, too, affords a good

illustration of the grouping of types of vegeta-

tion, not merely in accordance with botanical

affinities and geographical origin, but also with

reference to those picturesque effects which

Humboldt called " aspects ol Nature." In this

particular house, for instance, with its hot,

steaming atmosphere, we have the rich luxuri-

ant foliage of the tropics, and especially that of

the climbing Aroid type, magnificently illus-

trated in the case of the huge, deep green leaves

of the Monsteras, Philodendrons, and similar

superb foliaged plants, which are in some cases

allowed to grow naturally amid rocks and stones

—a plan which we could wish more fully carried

out. The diversity of their foliage is shown

in the various species of Pothos and Philoden-

dron, and their habit of sending down leashes

of aerial roots in search of moisture is a feature

which the least observant notices with interest.

Another type of Aroids is represented by the

Anthuriums, often with very contracted stems,

and tufts of bold foliage of varied pattern, and

frequently covering the soil of the pot in which

they grow with a forest of roots thrust upwards,

not downwards, as usual. In due season,

another type of Aroid —the tuberous type, if we
may so call it—is represented by tall, erect,

spotted, snake-like leaf-stalks, bearing a very

large, much divided leaf-blade like a canopy at

the top, as in the Godwinia, the .•\morphophalli,

and other like plants. Still other types are

represented by the Spathiphyllums, the Dieffen-

bachias, the Alocasias, the Caladiums, while

for our present purpose the Taccas may be

classed with them. Strikingly diversified as the

Aroids often are in their habit and foliage, there

is a much greater amount of general resem-

blance in their flowers, so that it requires but

a very small acquaintance with plants to be

able to recognise an Aroid, though it must

be owned it is a more difficult matter to

discriminate the species. It is only in large

establishments that justice can be done to

Aroids, which is perhaps the main reason why
we so seldom see them. Of private collections,

that formed by Mr. Wilson Saunders was by
far the richest in this country, and, at its dis-

persal, many of the specimens were presented

to Kew.
Large Ferns also lend their charm to this

house ; among others the huge spreading fronds

of Angiopteris evecta are conspicuous, and at

one end of the building a noble Cyathea
insignis, with its graceful shaft some 25 feet in

height, clothed with down and surmounted by a

glorious crown of fronds. This is shown in

our illustration (p. 3). Other fine Tree Ferns

are in this house, but we must not stay to

detail them.

Palms, too, have their representatives in the

shape of the extremely elegant Chamiedorea
glaucifolia, as well as C. Martiana and C.

rotundifolia, Carludovica rotundifolia, the bold

Pritchardia p:icifica, and several graceful

Calami, with their scandent stems and elegant

foliage. The singular Cyclanthus cristatus may
be classed (from its superficial appearance only)

with the Palms, its two-parted leaves recalling

those of some Geonomas. Marantas and
Calatheas occupy a portion of the side stages,

but no attempt is made to grow them on into spe-

cimen plants. Amherstia nobilis, Napoleona
imperialis, sundry species of Brownea, the

Cannon-ball Tree of Guiana (Couroupita), have
representatives here, and many others of what

we may truly call the ^lite of the stove plants,

and which, when they flower, serve to relieve

the monotony of green noticeable in this house
at other times.

Turning to the left on leaving the Aroid-
house, and crossing the broad walk, instead of

following its course, as we should do if we
wished to reach the Palm-stove at once, we
soon arrive at a cluster of houses, two of which,
Nos. 2 and 3. are devoted to

Ferns.—These plants are grown in a large

house (No. 2\ some 140 feet by 28 feet. Here
there is a very extensive collection, comprising
most of the known kinds that havebeen introduced

to Europe, in clean, healthy condition, but which,

if they could have the space allowed that these

plants usually receive in private establishments,

would need six times the house-room they now
occupy. Amongst others may be noticed fine

specimens of the new and rare Cyathea Dregei
and C. Hookeri, with representatives of other

species not usually met with, as well as many
that are more common. There is a fine collec-

tion of Filmy Ferns, with particularly good
examples of Trichomanes maximum, T. Pctersii,

T. alatum, Hymenophyllum hirsutum, Ophio-
glossum pendulum, with long strap-like fronds

;

Nephrodium cuspidatum, Asplenium Belangeri,

iSic. The pillars which support the roof are

clothed with dift'crent species of Lygodium,
which are appropriate and look well. Lycopo-

diums are largely grown in hanging-baskets ; in

this way they have a good eftect.

In the cool fernery (No. 3) maybe noticed Asple-

nium Ceterach and the elegant A. furcatum, one

of the most beautiful P'erns in cultivation when
large and well grown, as it is here. Partitioned

off from this house by a glass division, and in a

position to be seen to advantage, are a number
of Filmy Ferns that require a confined atmo-

sphere. The elegant-growing Gleichenias are well

represented, including G. hecistophylla,G. flabel-

lata, G. Speluncne, G. dicarpa, G. rupestris,

G. pectinata, G. microphylla, and G. semi-

vestita ; these are all growing freely, at once

showing the mistake that is committed in sub-

jecting them to hot treatment. Dicksonia

Herberti is to be seen here ; it is apparently a

small grower. Here also may be seen Dick-

sonia antarctica var. serrata, a distinct looking

kind ; D. Young;e is another handsome Fern

that deserves to be oftener seen than it is, and

Thyrsopteris elegans, the latter in habit not

unlike an unusually strong grown Davallia.

The Cheilanthes and Nothochlajnas are here in

numbers, the cool treatment not rendering them
a prey to thrips as when grown in more heat.

Close by the Fern-houses is a long span-

roofed house. No. 4, treated as a show house

or conservatory, being devoted to general hard-

wooded Greenhouse Plants ; the collection

as far as possible being representative of these

favourite subjects. A selection of such climbers

as will not too much shade the plants below

them is grown on the rafters and kept within

due bounds ; they are especially noticeable as

affording illustrations of plants suitable for such

positions. There are good examples of Big-

nonia speciosa, profusely clothed with flowers,

and of Trachclospermum jasminoides, sheeted

with its fragrant white blossoms. The latter is

one of the most accommodating plants in exist-

ence, for at Kew it is grown in three tem-

peratures— stove, greenhouse and out-of-

doors on a south wall. Another rafter

is covered with the sweet-scented Mande-

villa suaveolens. Among other plants of like

character may be mentioned the all but hardy

Bignonia capreolata ; Kennedya rubicunda, a

free-flowering plant ; the yellow-flowered Hib-

bertia dcntata, the blooms of which contrast

well with its copper-coloured foliage ;
Harden-

bergia Comptoniana, bearing handsome blue

racemes of flowers ; Bignonia jasminoides,

the ever-blooming Habrothamnus elegans, and
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tlie pale blue-flowered SoUya heteropliylla.

A considerable nuinbei- of Camellias are

planted out in two large beds in this house
;

they have not been turned out of the pots

two years, but they have wonderfully im-

proved. Tlie crimson Boronia elatior was

lately in flower here ; it is a desirable addition

to this favourite genus. As this is a show-

house specially intended for the delectation of

the general public, something pretty and gay

may be seen in it at all seasons.

Succulent Plants,—Forming the principal

of the group of houses already mentioned is the

Succulent-house, No. 5—a very light span-

roofed structure, about 200 feet long by 30 in

be included many Euphorbias. What, then, is

the bond that unites these diverse plants together,

and suggests their being grown in the same
house.'' It cannot be natural affinity, for there

is no more relationship between a Cactus and a

Euphorbia than there is between a bat and a

bird, and yet the external aspect is often almost

identical. Truly this is a house of surprises.

Not only is one struck with the bold, often

grotesque aspect of the plants, but one is

astounded at the masquerading that is going

on. Here are some Groundsels aping Cactuses,

another Groundsel mimicing an Ivy with such

success that till the flowers were produced it

was hard to believe it was not an Ivy. Here
are umbelliferous plants (Eryngium sp.), making

tissues somewhere a large supply of water.

Naturally, too, they thrust their roots deeply
into the crevices of the rocks, where they are

more or less sheltered from the evil effects of

the climate.

From the point of view ot general effect

we have the Dasylirion type, with erect stems,

and tufts of long, often recurved, narrow, dry
leaves ; here come the Beaucarneas, some of

the Yuccas, and Bromeliads. The Agave type,

with its tufts of fat leaves, springing from the

ground-level, includes many of the Aloes and
Haworthias. The Cactus type is threefold,

including the columnar species, with which
the similar-habited Euphorbias may be grouped;

2, the globose type, including the Echino-

VIEW IN THIi SUCCUI.E.NT HOUSE, SHOWING COLUMNAR C.\CTI, ETC.

widih, running nearly due north and south. One
long bed extends throughout the house, crossed

at right angles in the middle by a stone pathway.

On the floor are placed the plants in pots or

tubs. A stage runs round the whole length of

the house, and the rafters are bedecked with

climbing plants.

No house offers more striking and charac-

teristic features than this—in none can more
strongly marked aspects of Nature be more
fully studied. Here, in fact, is congregated

together an immense assemblage of plants

from different countries, of widely different

natural orders, and yet all reducible to a
few well-marked types of vegetation. There
is the Agave type, including the Aloes and
Gasterias ; the Yucca type, including some
Dracaenas, the Beaucarneas, and other dry-

leaved plants ; the Cactus type, with which may

believe to be Bromeliads. Here are fat gouty

Vines about as much like Vines, as we ordi-

narily see them, as a lizard is like an elephant.

Here are Pelargoniums with stems as dropsical

as a small Turnip. One fact then comes out

clearly, viz,, that " habit," on which gardeners

properly, from their point of view, lay so much
stress, is of no value as a guide to natural

kinship. On the other hand, identity or close

resemblance in habit points to corresponding

similarity of conditions of growth. Hence it is

that most of the singularly diverse, yet often

curiously similar plants in this house, are natives

of hot, dry countries, where rain falls but

seldom, where evaporation is excessive, and
where radiation at night is great. To counter-

act these disadvantages, the plants now under i

notice have generally thick skins to resist

evaporation, and they store up within their

crcti and similar plants
; 3, the climbing

type, including the Cereus, and the curious

species of Rhipsalis. It would be impossible

to enumerate half the curiosities of this house.

It must suffice if we can give the reader a

general idea of its contents. Entering the

house at tlic south or Richmond end, and

mindful of the direction, " turn to the right,"

we may note in the centre opposite the

entrance a fine plant of Dasylirion longi-

folium, supported on either side by a plant of

D. glaucum, one of which (July, 1S76) has a

fine spike of flowers pushing through the roof.

Its recurved, linear, glaucous leaves, and stately

flower-panicle, make it a very striking object.

The foreground is occupied with such plants

as species of Astelia and Libertia, with the blue-

berried Dianella tasmanica, &c. Pourrettia,

Greigia, Puya, Beschornera, and Doryanthes,
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all plants of similar " aspect," have repre-

sentatives here. Passing other fine speci-

mens of Dasylirion longifolium and D. acro-

triclumi, we come to a glorious group of

Agaves and Fourcroyas, many of them, such as

Fourcroya longKva and F. gigantea. Agave
americana, and its variegated variety, A.

Kewensis, A. Karatto, A. Ixtii, A. Salmiana, A.

Hookeri, A. EUemeetiana, A. Thomsoniana,
&c., of great size. As to the smaller ones, as

we cannot give a catalogue, it must suffice to

say that the collection is one of the richest and
most complete known. Standing sentinel-wise

at the corners of the path that crosses the

building at right angles to its length, is a pair

of A. glaucescens, a fine species with a long

bare stem bearing a crown of broad glaucous

leaves. A. Noackii is another caulescent species.

Near the Agaves are placed some good plants

of Yucca aloifolia variegata, one now in flower,

and of Beaucarnca stricta. The curious Cussonia

thyrsiflora, with its semi-succulent stem and
glaucous, palmately dividsd leaves, is another

instance of mimicry, for in spite of its succulent

habit it is a near ally of our common Ivy.

The centre of the bed on the north or Keiv

side of the central transept is occupied with a

good plant of Yucca filifera, on either side of

which is a fine specimen of Beaucarnea
Hookeri, with a huge depressed trunk, hke that

of the Elephant's Foot (Testudinaria elephan-

tipes), from which issue tufts of linear recurved,

striate leaves. Next comes a group of caulescent

Aloes of many species, including some figured

in the Gardener^ Clironicle in 1S74. Over-

topping the Aloes is a plant of Xanthorrhcea

quadrangulata, one of the Grass Trees of

Australia, its trunk charred on the outside by
fires in its native Australian bush, and sur-

mounted by a tuft of linear leaves like whip

lashes. Next in order come the columnar

species of Cereus—natives of Brazil, Chili, &c.

Our illustration (p. 4) is taken from this part

of the house, and serves to give an idea of the

weird aspect of these plants. We could wish, if

it were practicable, that a few masses of stone

could be carelessly intermingled between these

Agaves and Cereus, so as to take off from the

ground the appearance of flatness it now has,

and so heighten the natural appearance. Opun-
tias, especially a fine O. decumana and various

species of Phyllocactus, are mixed in, or form

the foreground to the Cereus.

Euphorbias, which come next under notice,

are certainly among the most remarkable of all

plants from the " aspect " point of view. Some
are so exactly like the species ot Cereus that

their true nature is only revealed by the

drop of milky juice which exudes when the

stem is punctured. E. neriifolia is all suc-

culent and leafless below, all leafy above. E.

Xylophylla has flattened, leaf-like br.anches,

like its namesake ; E. canariensis, with its

candelabrum-like stems, is likewise very cha-

racteristic. E. mauritanica and E. Tirucalli

have long, fleshy, cylindrical stems, like those

of a Kleinia or a Cacalia, and bear slender

linear leaves. E. grandifolia is free in habit,

with broad, obovate leaves. One of the very

oddest forms is presented by an unnamed species

from Nat.al. It is of arborescent habit, with

deeply fluted, three-sided stems, divided into

joints by transverse constrictions, each joint

having at each of its corners a pair of long,

stout, spreading spines, besides others placed

elsewhere.

Aloes, of which there is a fine collection,

seem to admit of being grouped into those

with stems and those with none, or rather with

very short ones. Of the former some are arbor-

escent, other twiners, some have long leaves,

others short and thick.

Adverting now to the side stages of the Succu-
lent-house—beginning, as before, at the south

end—we note first of all a group of Cotyledons
and Crassulas, some arborescent, others of

lower stature. The Crassulas seem almost as

multiform as the Euphorbias and the Senecios.

(jroundscis try hard to rival them, for there are

some with linear, fleshy leaves, some with Ivy-

like leaves, others with leaves like those of a

Tropa;oIum. A glass case contains some of the

choice Cotyledons and Kleinias densely covered

with silky hair, looking indeed almost exactly

like a silkworm cocoon. Cotyledon Bollei, with

its depressed centre, affords an admirable ex-

ample of how Rose hips and Figs are constructed.

Next comesa group of dry Bromeliaceous plants,

including various species of Hechtia, Dyckia,

Ruckia, iS:c., and then a host of Mammillarias

and Echinopsis, demanding the practised eye

of a connoisseur for their identification. It is

eas;', however, to pick out globose and
cylindrical types, though the forms often

vary with age. The number of the ribs,

and the number, form, colour, and disposition

of the spines, and of the tubercles which bear

them, afford other means of discrimination.

Sometimes the ribs run in elegant spiral lines,

at other times they are straight. A second

glass case protects some of the choicer of this

singular group of plants. Ne.xt in succession

come the larger Echinocacti, Melocacti, Pilo-

cercus, &c.—very striking-looking plants, to be

seen rather than touched. Ceropegias, with

their strange but very elegant flowers, are fairly

represented. We may also mention a plant of

Leuchtenbergia principis, and a very beautiful

specimen of Dyckia argentea with recurved

leaves covered as with molten silver, and armed
with stout spines at the margins. Two Vines

demand notice from their extreme dissimilarity

to the ordinary Vine. One Cissus (or Vitis)

quadrangularis has succulent four-sided, winged
stems, bearing small palmate leaves and minia-

ture tendrils. Another is still more unlike a

Grape Vine. It (Vitis macropus) has an erect,

very thick bottle-like stem covered with a thick

rind, scaling off like the bark of a Plane

tree, and giving off short branches without

tendrils, but with very fleshy leaves. In the

flower it is a true Vine. It is a native of that land

of wonders. South Tropical Africa. The genus

Rhipsalis is well represented, but, as it has

lately been the subject of comment {Gardeners'

Chronicle; p. 731, vol. v.), we pass over it

now and note on our way more odd-looking

Euphorbias and Opuntias. Then succeed Aloes

with two-ranked leaves, now and then breaking

the rank and becoming spirally imbricate—an

irregularity for which the botanist is, for reasons

of his own, very grateful. Gasterias come next,

with leaf over leaf, seemingly opposite, but

really alternate, as may be seen by looking at

the youngest or topmost leaves. Tufted, pearl-

bcsprinkled Haworthias, small Agaves, and a

collection ofarborescent Sempervivums follow in

succession till we find ourselves once more at the

southern end by which we entered. Near this

entrance we ought to mention a remarkable

Lobeliad, Rhynchopetalum montanum, from

Abyssinia, with a short tree-like stem, bearing

numerous crowded linear leaves, and destined,

we hope, to throw up its magnificent spikes of

flowers. Near here, too, is a plant of a newly

described species of Carica, C. candamarcensis,

which looks as if it would be useful for outdoor

summer decorative work. We can onI\- add
that the climbing plants in this house will

amply repay attention, including, as they do,

species of Bomarea, Senecio mikanioides and
macroglossus, Myrsiphyllum, Fockia glabra, a

plant with a curious rugose stem like a toad's

back, but emitting slender twining shoots ;

creeping Cereus, Rhipsalis, Aloes, Asparagus

cethiopicus, &c.

The New Range.—At a short distance from

the Succulent-house is the new or "["range (p. 12),

the upright portion of the letter being divided

into four compartments. This house was built,

and the hot-water apparatus erected, by Mr.

Ormson, who has also constructed the heating

apparatus in several of the houses. Entering

from the bottom, the first division is usually occu-

pied by a collection of Cape Heaths and other

things that will thrive under like conditions.

As a matter of course, no attempt is made to

train the plants any further than giving them
such support as they need. Although generally

small, they look healthy, and, so far as required,

illustrate the character of the different species

and varieties, of which there are very many here

not generally met with. Mesembryanthemums
and other Cape plants are to be found here.

The second division of the range is devoted to

Begonias and Gesneraceous plants, containing,

amongst a general collection, many varieties.

The third compartment is used as a stove for

plants of moderate growth from the hot regions

of both hemispheres. Here may be noticed the

East Indian Ka;mpferia Roscoeana, Drimiopsis

Kirkii, Bowenia spectabilis, a remarkable Cycad
from Queensland ; Smilax officinalis, the true

Sarsaparilla (Smilax macrophylla of gardens) ;

Zamioculcas Loddigesii, a pinnate-leaved Aroid,

and other rarities. The upper portion of

the central division is devoted to the Vic-

toria regia. The tank in which grows this gem
of Water Lilies is some 1800 feet square ;

it does well here with, as we are informed,

the singularity that the leaves do not turn

up so much at the edges as is customary to the

plant both in its native habitat, and also, so far

as we have been able to learn, in every other

place where it has been grown under glass. The
Water Fern, Ceratopteris thalictroides, is quite

at home here. On one end of the house is a good
plant of Vanilla. Here, too, are fine examples
of Encephalartos Ghellinckii ; of a singular

Cucurbit, Hodgsonia heteroclita, whose flower-

ing is anxiously expected ; and of the splendid

large-flowered Dor)'anthes Palmeri from Queens-
land. In the tank is placed a fine plant of Philo-

dendron Williamsii, with large leaf-scars on the

stem and a quantity of thick roots passing down
into the water. The western wing is divided

into two compartments, for tropical and tempe-

rate economic plants respectively, and of which

the collection, lately rearranged, is the most
complete in existence. These plants naturally

excite much attention from the general visitor,

and therefore they are treated on at some length

in Professor Oliver's Guide to the Gardens.

The corresponding eastern wing is also

divided into two divisions ; the warmest
end ne.xt the Victoria-house being filled with

East Indian ORCHIDS, the adjoining division

being occupied by the cooler section of these

plants. They now number about a thousand

species, comprising most of the kinds usually

met with in collections. There is a marked
improvement in the Orchids since they were

removed from the old house. The Vandas,

Aeridcs, Saccolabiums, and Phaljenopsis make
much stouter leaves, which endure com-
paratively longer upon the plants, than

which there is no better evidence of their

improved condition. The Cattleyas and other

allied cooler-growing species also evince similar

improvement. The houses would have been

better for these plants had they been still lower,

a position near the glass being the right place for

ninety-nine out of a hundred species of Orchids.

In a porch at the east end of this house is a

group of Sarracenias, Dion^as, Droseras, and

other flesh-dissolving plants, which just now
excite much popular interest.

The eight compartments of this range are

heated by two boilers, connected and placed, as

they always should be, side by side. One is a

multitubular boiler, and the other a flued saddle.

The tubular boiler is not liked, and is to be

replaced by a flued saddle, than which nothing

that has been tried is found to answer so well,

possessing, as it does, the simplicity, durability,

and certainty of action of the old saddle, with

greatly increased power and diminished relative
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cost. This may be understood from the fact

that the heat from the furnace passes through

the flues that pass through the boiler, instead of

escaping at once up the chimney. At some
Httlc distance from the X range is

The Palm Stove.—Our illustration on p. i

sufficiently shows the general form of this palace

of glass and iron, which was completed in 184S

by Mr. Turner, of Dublin, from the designs of

Mr. Decimus Burton. It is 362 feet in length,

100 feet wide in the centre, and 66 feet in

height ; the wings are 50 feet wide and 30 feet

high. A gallery runs round the central portion

of the building, some 30 feet above the ground.

The glass is tinted of a slight green colour to

obviate scorching, and the building is heated by
about 24,000 feet of 4^-inch pipe proceeding from
eleven boilers, five tlucd saddles and si.'i tank-

shaped ; the latter are in form like a square or

oblong water-tank, double, so as to give space

for a few inches of water between the inner and
outer metal. The fire is placed inside the

water-space. These, however, are not found
sufficient, and it is in contemplation to replace

the w hole by four flued saddle boilers similar to

those already in use, but sufficiently large to

heat the entire structure.

Entering the building at the north end, we
are at once struck with the desirability of pro-

viding a porch or vestibule to protect the plants

from the currents of air inevitable in a building

whose doors are so frequently opened. Such a

porch might be constructed without detriment

to the architectural features, and the benefit to

the plants would be very great. A fine Date
Palm forms a striking object on entering, but

its foliage is frequently injured by the draught.

The side stages are occupied with small pot

plants, arranged in geographical order, the

larger specimens being disposed in the body of

the building on the lloor. In our review we
propose to conduct the reader, in imagination,

round the building, taking the central portions

first, and leaving the side stages to the last.

Even at Kew it is impossible to grow every-
thing, and it is better to have a selectisn of

the best and most suitable plants for the desired

purposes, educational or ;csthetic, and to grow
them well rather than to fill up space with ill-

grown, badly-developed, uninstructive speci-

mens. Hence we are glad to find that some
wholesome clearances have lately been made
and some plants rejected, better specimens of

which can be found at any time for study, if

required, in the Herbarium.
Near to the Date Palm just mentioned is a

remarkably fine Pandanus odoratissimus (p. 6),

whose grand proportions have, till lately,

been concealed by overcrowding. The spirally

arranged leaves and the aerial roots are finely

developed. Not far off is a worthy companion,
in the shape of P. refle.xus, some 20 feet in

diameter.

Near the centre of the building we find groups
of Pandani and Brpmeliads. The central bay
itself is occupied on the outer side with small

Palms, overtopped by Musas. A fine plant of

Carapa guineensis, with bold pinnate foliage,

climbs up one column ; the elegant Calamus
asperrimus mounts another ; at the opposite

side a fine plant of Cereus pentagonus, 26 feet in

height and much branched, occupies a similar

position. We are now in a very thicket of

noble P.^LMs, but our limited space compels
us to restrict our observations to a few only of

the most remarkable. Kentia Canterburyana,
represented by a noble illustration, is one of the
finest species that will succeed in a low tempera-
ture ; Corypha australis, another Australian cool-

region species, is here represented by a grand
specimen ; Sabal glaucescens, Sabalumbraculi-
fera, arc striking examples of the vegetation of

Ceylon and Malabar ; Cocos plumosa, from
Brazil, has its head almost touching the roof,

66 feet in height ; Caryota urens, the Wine Palm

of India, also stretching up to the roof, and now
blooming, is another denizen of the tropical forest.

Areca Baueri is noticeable for its noble pinnate
foliage, beneath which are produced its clusters

of berries. The glorious Arenga saccharifera

shown in our illustr.ation on p. 7 no longer

exists. It had come to the natural term
of its existence, and had to be removed
shortly after our drawing was made. Phceni.x

dactylifera, P. silvestris, and P. reclinata are

represented by large specimens. A fine Mon-
stera twines around the stem of the last-

named. Good examples of Livistona humilis

and borbonica should also be noted, as also

Astrocaryum rostratum, a pinnate-leaved Palm,
remarkable for its dense investiture of stout

spines. Some of the Palms are in tubs, others

are planted out in beds or troughs edged with

slate, while a delightful effect is produced by an
undergrowth of Aroids, Ferns, Selaginellas, and,

in some cases, by draping the stems with

Epiphytal Ferns, Bromeliads, &c. By the side

of one of the staircases leading to the gal-

lery is a Bamboo, Dendrocalamus giganteus,

which serves to give an idea of the dense
growth of these plants. A fine collection of

arborescent Dracaenas and Cordylines, over-

topped by a superb plant of Musa Ensete, must
also not pass without notice.

By ascending to the gallery the visitor is

enabled to get a bird's-eye view of some of the

smaller Palms and Pandani, while the taller

ones still soar above him. From hence the mas-
sive head of Phcenix reclinata is seen to the best

advantage, and the plumy inflorescence of the

gigantic Sabal umbraculifera. Here the noble

proportions of the Seaforthia elegans, Corypha
australis, and Caryota urens may best be esti-

mated. It is worth while, too, while at this coign

of vantage, to look at the scroll beds in front of

the Palm-house, which are well seen from this

point, as are also the radiating avenues leading

towards the Pagoda and Sion House respect-

ively. Descending from the gallery, and pro-

ceeding along the western wing towards the

Richmond end of the building, we can but be
struck with the impressiveness of the large

foliage plants, and more especially with the

many noble Cycads. Sturdy trunks of Ence-

phalartos thrust their crowns of massive foliage

above the thinner leaved plants, and produce a

contrast that is truly imposing. The collection

of Cycads is, indeed, quite one of the features

of this house. In addition to the Encephalarlos

(E. Caffer, Altensteinii, &c.), of which there are

several fine examples, we may note the ele-

gantly spreading fronds of Ceratozamia mexi-

cana, the finely cut Macrozamia Fraseri, good
examples of Cycas circinalis, C. media, Dion
edule, Encephalartos horridus, viUosus, and
others. At the extreme southern end is a

glorious group of these plants, with a fine Ence-

phalartos Altensteinii in the centre, backed up
by Cycas revoluta, which has lately flowered,

and which is now sending up a new crown

of foliage. Turning now, and proceeding from

the Richmond end towards the Kew end,

we note that tall Cerei raise their pillared

stems above the Cycads, including another

magnificent Encephalartos Altensteinii, and

contrast with the broad foliage of such plants

as Dammara orientalis, Meryta latifolia, Theo-

phrastas, and Clavijas. Another most charm-

ing contrast is aft'orded by the juxtaposi-

tion of the latter plants and of an elegant,

half-scandent Palm, Calamus fiagellum. Pass-

ing on in the same direction, we arrive at the

centre bay, and, still going Kew-wards, pass

on the left a fine collection of Pandanads,

a Banyan, Ficusindica, with scarlet fruits about

the size of a Hazel Nut, and so at length reach

the door by which we entered.

Of the side stages we have not yet spoken :

they run completely round the building, and

accommodate a large number of plants of

different families arranged in geographical order.

according to their native countries. Generally
speaking, the plants are too insignificant for

their position. Perhaps they look best in

winter-time, when some of the beautiful Acanth-
ads—with which our gardeners, as a rule, are

entirely unacquainted—are in bloom. One of
the side stages on the north-eastern side

of the house is devoted to Bromeliads, and
a most striking assemblage it is. The dry,,

fluffy, often mottled and banded tufts of leaves,

the frequently brilliant bracts and gorgeously

tinted flowers, give these plants a cachet distinct

from that of all other orders.

Before quitting this house, and remembering;
its main educational object, we may offer a
suggestion that at certain prominent points,

should be placed a label-board, descriptive, in

general terms, of the contents of the building

and explanatory of the method of arrangement,
together with the names of a few of the more
striking and interesting plants, with indications-

of their uses. Again, some of the larger speci-

mens, especially those seen from the gallery,

require additional labels so placed as to be seea

from that point.

Near the northern end of the Palm-stove is

placed the old Victoria-house, a span-roofed

square structure, enclosing a circular tank
occupied by Nympha^as and other stove aquatics.

In the corner tanks Nelumbiums grow, and,

in due season, uplift their lovely flowers. Ir»

addition there are some side stages containing

some interesting stove plants. Probably, it

would be better if these stages were abolished

and their space occupied by tanks for the

culture of other w.ater-plants, which hardly

receive the attention their interest and beauty

demand.

The Temperate House.—This elegant and
spacious building (p. 9) is placed in the plea-

sure grounds at some distance south from the

Palm-house, and is still incomplete, inasmuch

as, besides the principal central portion and
octagonal ends already built, it is intended at

some futui'e time to add a spacious wing to each

end— a consummation much to be desired. The
thoroughly " at home " appearance of the plants

in this house, presenting as they do all the

characteristics of healthy development, is exceed-

ingly pleasing to look upon, and can never

be obtained with some things except by plant-

ing them out, with enough space for each to

exemplify its natural habit and proportions.

The plants grown here are such as will succeed

by merely keeping out the frost. The subjects

grown are principally such as are indigenous

to New Holland, Japan, China, the Cape, and

the high cool districts of the world's warmer
regions. Australian Acacias and Banksias,

Himalayan Rhododendrons, Chinese Camellias,

Dicksonias from New Holland, the Olive that

luxuriates in the plains of Greece, Araucarias

from Norfolk Island and Moreton Bay, all

succeed admirably here. Araucaria Bidwillii is

represented by a tree 25 feet high, by 20 feet

wide, clothed down to the ground with dense

dark green foliage, the splendid cone of which we
figured in 1S73, and which is again showing

fruit ; A. brasiliana is of more slender habit

than A. Bidwillii ; A. excelsa is here 40 feet high,

its unequalled ostrich-feather-shaped branches,

spreading out some 20 feet wide, causing us ta

regret that this most elegant of trees cannot

w^ithstand our winters. In the cultivation of

Tree Ferns something may be learnt by the

way in which they succeed in this house, at once

showing the mistake that is made bykeepingthem

in a too confined moist atmosphere ; nothing

can surpass the beautiful condition they are

in, free and vigorous in growth, with fronds

of the deepest green colour, although not

shaded in the least. There is a plant of Cya-

thea meduUaris, the most perfect example of

arborescent Ferns we ever saw. The cool,

comparatively dry state of the atmosphere has
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had the effect of preventing its fronds from

extending to the unmanageable length they

generally do ; the fronds here assume a

more upright position, giving the whole head

the appearance of a gigantic deep vase, not

unlike a compact Cycas circinalis. The

spread of the fronds is about ro feet,

the length of the stem a little less, and it is as

straight as a gun-barrel. Several specimens of

Dicksonia antarctica are equally fine in their

way. A grand specimen of Todea barbara,

presented by Baron Von Miiller, and weighing

over 14 cwt., is worthy notice. It was figured

in our columns in 1S72. Several arborescent

Dracaenas and Cordylincs give a striking

appearance to the centre transept. The New
Holland Casuarina glauca, 20 feet high, con-

fet'e with the growth of the plants beneath them.

No one who knows Ampelopsis tricuspidata

(Veitchii) as ordinarily seen out-of-doors can

realise the size to which its leaves attain here,

when grown in this way.

The arrangement of the plants in this house

is geographi^cal. It forms a charming pro-

menade at all times, but probably looks best

in spring, when the masses of flowering

Acacias, Rhododendrons, Fuchsias, and Camel-

lias relieve the somewhat sombre aspect

of the deep green foliage. Its aspect is, how-

ever, more varied with the different seasons

than might at first sight be imagined, the young

foliage of many of the Rhododendrons, Laurels

—such as Litsxa ' glauca, &c.—being very

striking. Attempts arc being made in this

land plants in. the Temperate-house it is

most curious to see a peculiar rigid, wiry,

intricately twisted habit of branch combined
with small relatively' inconspicuous foliage. The
resemblance between some plants of widely

diverse orders is such, that in the absence of

flowers it is difficult to distinguish them. As
illustrations, let us take Metrosideros hyperici-

folia, Edwardsia microphy.Ua, Mifldenbeckia

comple.xa, Rublis australis, Corokia Cotoneaster,

Sophora tetraptera, and Swammerdamia glo-

merata. These have all more or less of the

peculiar habit above referred to.

Of the propagating-pits, other houses devoted

to the raising of bedding plants, and particularly

of Cinchona, Coffee, India-rubber, and other

useful plants for the Colonial Botanic Gardens,

E.XTUKiuK vii;w wi rii;. tlmiek.mu housi;.

trasts beautifully with plants of more spreading

habit ; the handsome Ciiilian Palm, Juba^a

spectabilis, and its companion as to hardy pro-

perties, Chamserops Fortunei, from Chusan ;

the beautiful New Zealand Dacrydium cupres-

sinum are seen here in striking examples.

In this house there is a principle carried

out the importance of which cannot be too much
impressed upon cultivators— no climbers of any

account are grown on the roof, hence the

plants receive the full light they require.

Roof climbers undoubtedly give an air of ele-

gance, and satisfy those who know or care little

for the cultivation of individual plants. Roof

climbers allowed to grow at random soon

render nugatory the best directed efforts of the

gardener. In this house the climbers are trained

horizontally along the girders supporting the

gallery, and neither obstruct the light nor inter-

house to get together a good collection of Euca-

lypti, and specially of Cape and Australian

Proteads, the flowers of which are so gorgeous,

but which have been allowed to drop out of

cultivation in this country, probably from

injudicious watering in the resting season.

We ha\-e already alluded to the geographical

arrangement of the plants, which circumstances

permit to be more fully carried out in this house

than in any other. It is curious to observe how

marked is the "fades'^ or aspect of the Austra-

lian plants, of the Cape plants, and specially of

the New Zealand plants. After a little practice,

one can often tell to which of these countries a

plant belongs without looking to its label or

knowing its name. In the Succulent-house

we had illustrations of the same fleshy habit

being assumed by plants of the most widely

different lineage ; so among the New Zea-

ve can but make bare mention, though the

work that is done at Kew in this department

is of the most extensive and important cha-

racter, though little known to the genera! public.

As we write no less than forty Ward's cases are

prepared for despatch to India, filled with

plants of Hevea, yielding Para India-rubber.

A large stock of this plant and of Castilloa,

another rubber-producing plant, occupies the

pits.

OUTDOOR DEPARTMENT.
Our task will be facilitated by following the

division into the Botanic Garden, and into the

pleasure grounds to the south and west of the

Botanic Garden. It is in the pleasure grounds

that the Temperate-house is situate. There also

are widely scattered the collections of trees
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and shrubs, disposed according to their natural

orders.

The Botanic Garden.—Entering by the

Kcw Green entrance, through the handsome

iron gates, the visitor has before him a broad

walk leading in a westerly direction for about

200 yards, when it terminates at a right angle

with the broad walk, or main avenue of the

garden. This latter runs from north to south

for about 500 yards, terminating at Jhe lake in

front of the Palm-stove. To the east of this

broad walk, between it and the Richmond

Road, are various " lawns " on which are

planted ornamental trees. Near the centre of

the space are to be found all the plant-houses

In winter these are protected by matting. On
the lawns adjacent are specimens of some of the

finer Conifers, some thriving, others, such as

Picea cephalonica and P. bracteata, not doing

so well. When the exceedingly poor nature of

the soil over nearly the whole extent of the

garden and pleasure grounds is considered,

consisting as it does of a "terrace" of river

gravel varying from sand to shingle, it is not a

little surprising that the trees succeed as well

as they do.

The broad walk itself is bordered on either

side with an avenue of Deodars, with clumps of

Rhododendrons intervening, and in summer-

time it is enlivened by gay flower beds. Near

its north-western extremity, nearly opposite the

ively. The old Arboretum is to the south of

the western walk, immediately to the left of the

visitor entering from Kew Green. His attention

will immediately be directed to a fine tree of

Pinus Laricio, so overtopping its neighbours
as to be a marked feature from a distance.

Various other Conifers, Deodars, Pinus inops,

P. Pumilio, Abies Menziesii, the rare Glypto-

strobus pendulus, with its curiously spirally

twisted bark, are to be seen about here
; and on

the lawn near the Temple of the Sun, in the

vicinity of the Wood Museum, the first intro-

duced plant of Pinus Cembra, various Oaks,
inchiding Ouercus .Suber, the Cork Oak, O. oc-

cidentalis, Q. Ilex, (). rubra, the Lucombe and
Turkey Oaks, the .Swamp Oak, O. aquatica,
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except the Palm-stove and the Temperate-

house, two of the three museums, the her-

baceous ground, and the rockwork. To the

west of the broad walk are the grounds of Kew
Palace, while surrounding the Palm-stove in a

wide semicircular belt are other lawns planted

with Conifers and other trees. Beyond them

are the pleasure grounds, to be afterwards noted.

The west walk, by which we enter, passes by

the Aroid-house (on the right), and is bordered

by grass plots on which are placed near to the

entrance sundry of the bolder, hardy ornamental

grasses, such as Arundo donax, A. japonica,

Pampas-grass, Elymus glaucifolius, &c. Fine

plants of Phormium tenax at the corners of the

walk assort well with the grasses. On the lawn

facing the Aroid-house are two or three speci-

mens of Chusan Palm, Chamaerops Fortunei,

the tallest 1 2 to 15 feet in height, now flowering.

end of Museum No. 3, are two fine trees of

Ulmus montana, and about the centre of the

walk, on the left hand side going southward, is

a noble Turkey Oak, with its branches kissing

the ground—one of several scattered about the

gardens, all fine trees. The Deodars, considering

the time they have been planted, have not done

well, and many of them have a ragged look the

reverse of ornamental. The walk terminates in

a circular architectural bed at the edge of the

lake. In the centre of this bed is a finely

proportioned vase.

Returning now to the old Arboretum near the

entrance gateway, we may briefly make mention

of some of the more remarkable trees dotted

about in that portion of the garden as well as in

the several grass plots in the vicinity of the

Fern and Succulent-houses — those near the

T range and the herbaceous ground respect-

whose leaves suggest those ol a Medlar or a

CratiEgus rather than those of an O.ik, &c.

Black Walnuts and Hickories, Carya porcina,

are represented by striking examples. The

Persin-.mon, Diospyros virginiana, is notice-

able for its deeply furrowed bark. The

Cucumber Tree, Magnolia acuminata, and Tilia

argentea, are represented b; good specimens,

as also Corylus Colurna. Opposite the southern

end of greenhouse No. 4 is a well-developed

Salisburia or Ginkgo, which must be of con-

siderable age ; and close to it is a fine old

Wistaria, trained in the shape of an arbour.

Two fine Maples, A. rubrum and A. eriocarpum,

should also be noticed near No. 3. Hereabouts

is an old round-headed Araujaria imbricata, the

lower branches of which ha\e unfortunately

suffered from frost ; nevertheless, it is still

a very striking object, and is now bearing
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cones. At one time it was protected in

winter by a movable wooden shelter. This

tree was raised from a seedling on board
ship by Mr. Menzies in 1792. That gentleman

was dining on one occasion with some of the

authorities in Chile, when the seeds of this

Pine formed part of the dessert. Mr. Menzies
secured some of them, and succeeded in bring-

ing five seedlings alive to England, being the

first Araucarias introduced. They were de-

posited at Kew, and the tree in question is one

of them. A cutting from this very tree now at

Dropmore has greatly exceeded its parent in

height, and has a more pyramidal form.

Immediately opposite the Rockery is a fine

Hop Hornbeam (Ostrya), one of the finest,

if not the finest tree of the kind in the country.

A large Sophora japonica stands near it, its

huge limbs being upheld by massive chains. In

some cases the branches are so tightly begirt

that the chains have become more or less em-
bedded, the branches, as usual, being most
swollen on the distal side. Theoretically, there

ought to be a diftcrence in the flowers and
foliage of the girdled branches, but though we
have had this particular tree under observation

for several years, we have never been enabled

to see any difference in this particular.

Of the Rockery it is not necessary to say

much, as its features vary with the seasons,

and its more prominent subjects are periodically

noted in our columns. It may be stated, how-
ever, that a selection of the choicest and most
interesting herbaceous and alpine plants is col-

lected here, and that at all seasons something
of interest may be seen upon it. We could
wish it were greatly extended, for it is one of

the most popular and useful features in the
garden. At its base are planted some of the

rarer hardy Ferns, but this department also

needs considerable extension.

Taking now the lawns eastward of the Succu-
lent-house and the T range, and between them
and the wall bounding the herbaceous ground,
we find, opposite the north end of the Succulent-
house, a characteristic specimen of the round-
headed Italian Stone Pine, Pinus Pinea. A
Hickory, Carya amara, and a veritable offset

from Napoleon's Willow, are also to be seen
here. Immediately to the east of the Suc-
culent-house is a lawn, on which is a speci-

men of Pinus excelsa, throwing its long lithe

branches in a weird fashion. Its leader has
unfortunately been lost. On the same lawn is a
fine pyramidal specimen of Pinus Coulteri, as
also various flowering Cherries, Pyrus, and
similar trees.

On the lawn between the cast end of the

Y range and the w^all bounding the herbaceous
ground is a Cryptomeria japonica, feathering to

the base, and various other Conifers, such as
Pinus austriaca, P. Strobus, P. excelsa, P.

Douglasii, Sequoia sempervirens, &c. The
walk in front of the wall aforesaid is festooned
with climbing Roses on either side, and at the
foot of the wall itself are placed sundry beds,
devoted to the culture of bulbous plants
and remarkably attractive, therefore, in the
spring of the year. Of the interesting collec-

tion of plants on the wall itself, as well as on
the various other walls within the gardens, it is

the less necessary for us to speak, as they
have already formed the subjects of a series of
articles in our columns from the pen of Mr.
Hemslcy. Immediately in front of Museum
No. 2, which is at the north end of the wall last

mentioned, is a mixed bed of decorative and
foliage plants, usually of a striking character.
Near it is a collection of hardy economic
plants useful for school instruction. The
grasses and hardy aquatic plants—the latter
now very interesting— find a place close by the
new physiological laboratory, which is rapidly
approaching completion.

HERiiACEOUS Ground.—In the herbaceous
ground the plants are arranged in their natural

orders in the ugly gridiron-like beds which are

considered requisite for strict scientific purposes.

We arc disposed to think that a more orna-

mental arrangement, such as may be seen in

the Botanic Gardens of Oxford and Edinburgh,
is quite as useful for scientific purposes, and
may, by means of the varied sizes and shapes

of the beds, as well as by their relative position,

be made to convey a better idea of the numbers
and affinities of particular groups than the linear

series. Be this as it may, this herb.accous ground,

which is not very attractive to the general public,

is one of the most serviceable portions to the

botanist and to the professed gardener, who can

here select those herbaceous plants, which, from
their ornamental character, are most likely to

be of service to him. The accurate nomencla-
ture of the plants in this division is of unusual
importance, for wliere one grows a stove plant

a hundred can grow herbaceous plants, to say

nothing of the much larger numbers of the

latter. The herbaceous ground naturally varies

greatly from month to month, but is rarely

without several objects of interest. In spring

the bulbous plants and Irises are specially

attractive.

The frames in which the choicer alpines and
similar plants are grown are at one end of the

herbaceous ground next to Museum No. 2.

They are replete with plants of the greatest

interest to plant lovers, and from them the

Rockwork is replenished.

On the south-western slope of the mound be-

tween the herbaceous ground, the Museum No. i,

and the lake is a tree of Eucalyptus polyanthe-
mus sheltered by some high trees at the back,
and which thus protected braves our winters

with impunity. Near here also is a good illus-

tration of the Willow-Icaved Oak, O. Phellos of

North America. Scattered on the lawns around
the Palm-house may be noted a fine Lucombe
Oak, numerous specimen Conifers, of which
perhaps the most interesting are those to be
found on the lawn to the north of the Water
Lily house. Here, together with fine Lime
trees and the Seven Sisters Elms, may be seen
a good example of Pinus insignis with a short
bole breaking up into a plexus of stout, rugged
branches ; Picea Pinsapo (fine specimen), and P.

Lowiana or lasiocarpa are represented here, as
also Pinus Coulteri, Abies alba, Cupressus
nutkaensis, Sequoia Wellingtonia, and many
others. In front of the Palm-house is a broad
terrace overlooking the lake ; the scroll-beds on
this terrace are in summer gay with bedding
plants. Spring bedding is also carried out on a
small scale in the beds at either end of the
Palm-stove. The lake between the Palm-stove
and the Museum No. i is architecturally treated
on the one side to assort with the terrace ; on
the opposite side it is more naturally disposed,
and its islets and tufts of aquatic plants serve
to shelter the numerous ornamental water-
fowl.

The Pleasure Grounds. — These are
situate to the south and west of the Botanic
Garden, and comprise about 270 acres m all.

In part the plantations are arranged so as to
show the affinities of the plants ; in part they
are left as forest or woodland, and constitute
one of the most delightful retreats in this
country. The soil throughout is generally of
the poorest, so that it is wonderful to meet with
so many fine trees. The scientific arrangements
at present are only imperfectly carried out.
Each year some degree of progress is made, but
it will probably require several years before the
plans are completed in their entirety. The
pleasure-grounds are divided into two main
divisions by a broad grass path, leading from
the Palm-stove southward to the Pagoda at
the Richmond end of the grounds. To the east
ot the path is the mound with the splendid spar

of Douglas Fir overtopping the neighbouring
trees. In its vicinity are some fine evergreen
and Turkey Oaks, and some undulating mounds
recently planted, and devoted to the growth of
shrubby and arborescent plants of various
families, arranged systematically, beginning
with Pa;onies, Clematis, and Berberids, passing
on to Cistuses, Helianthemums, Pittosporums,
Vines, and so on. The interest in this portion
of the- collection is exceedingly great, not only
to botanists, but to planters, who may here see
what plants are hardy and most likely to suit

particular situations. The Leguminous beds
are very striking in early summer, the gor-
geous blooms of the Brooms and allied

plants being especially noteworthy. Here-
abouts is an avenue of various kinds of Gle-
ditschia, forming, although the trees are still

quite young, one of the most extraordinary
avenues in the grounds, and one well worth a
visit by the tree-lover. At the side of the main
grass-walk are planted specimens of various
descriptions of Lime, Maple, and other trees,

forming an Arboretum which will in the course
of years constitute one of the most important
features in the grounds, and will be invaluable
to the planter and to the botanist. The Deodars
along this avenue have not thriven as it was
hoped they might do. Near the end of the
vista close by the Pagoda is a very fine Red
Oak, also some Scotch Firs and Lebanon
Cedars, the round tops of which assort well with
the elegant spire-like shape of the Pagoda.
From the Pagoda radiate in different directions

long avenues, affording delightful views through
the woods to the far distance.

For our present purpose we will assume that
the visitor, having reached the Pagoda, now
retraces his steps northward, parallel to,

and westward of, the main walk, before
mentioned, passing the Temperate-house, else-

where described. By so doing he will pass the
beds devoted to the shrubby and arborescent
Rosacea;, including collections of Pyrus, Cra-
tLtgus, &c. On the northern side of the Tempe-
rate-house are several parallel beds, separated
by grass paths, and containing a very choice
but at present a very mixed assemblage of

deciduous plants of various orders. These
will be drafted into their proper places as
the work of laying-out proceeds. The hand-
some species of Smilax, S. rotundifolia, and S.

glauca, cannot fail to attract attention here.

A little to the left is a temple, on a mound,
sheltering a bed of the choicer varieties

of Roses. Near here are several noble Beeches
and other fine trees, delicious objects to the
lover of Nature, and not unwelcome to the
squirrels. A long, perfectly straight walk
through this portion of the forest, bordered with
Hollies and Conifers, constitutes a very success-
ful bit of landscape gardening. Plunging into
the forest, for we may truly so call it, we find

ourselves, in the spring of the year, ankle-deep
and more in Bluebells, which form a sight in

themselves worthy of a long journey. In the
course of our rambles we are not a bit surprised
to fall in with a ruin overgrown with Foxgloves
and Ferns, and which, all fictitious that it is, is

far more natural and pleasing than the Cockney
" temples " with which, in accordance with the

taste of another age, the gardens are plentifully

bestrewn.

Not far from this is a rustic cottage, standing
in its own grounds, and constituting, with Kew
Palace, nearly a mile distant, the only portions
of the Royal property not given up to the
public benefit. Near the Queen's Cottage
we come upon beds of Conifers, Yews,
Junipers, Cypresses, &c., arranged geographi-
cally as well as botanically, but apparently
too much shaded to thrive well. By-and-
bye, after passing a charming dell, which
will probably be utilised for growing bog plants
and as a wild garden generally, we come upon
an enclosure containing a nursery for trees and
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shrubs, an engine-house, &c. Leaving these we
soon reach the new Pinetum, at the head of a

large lake nearlyopposite Sion House. Here may
be seen specimens of many of the finer Conifers,

and especially numerous varieties of the same
species such as of Cembra, silvestris, Laricio,

&c., which will be most instructive for study.

The lake is thoroughly in character with the

adjacent forest scenery, and is made to subserve

scientific purposes by the introduction of aquatic

plants, together with an extensive collection

of named Willows, Alders, and the like. This

lake is bounded on one side by a broad

avenue lined with Deodars and deciduous

trees, and extending from the Palm-stove to the

river boundary of the garden opposite Sion

House. Crossing this noble vista we come,

disjointed arrangements shall be so connected

as to form a continuous whole. At present

it is somewhat troublesome to find particular

species of trees or shrubs, as they are so widely

scattered.

Near the river side, and separated from it

by a raised mound, is a deep dell, lovely

in spring from the masses of Rhododendrons
it encloses, and which in tliis sheltered

spot are seen to the best advantage. In

the centre of a belt of deciduous trees planted

parallel with the river is a noble Horse Chestnut >

of no great height, but remarkable for the

spread of its branches, which bend down to
|

the soil, there take root, and rise again. The 1

bole is about 15 feet round at breast height

from the ground, and some ninety-seven paces

delightful. Our only fears on this latter head
arise from the poverty of the soil. Many of the
trees show signs of exhaustion and premature
decay. No expense would be too great to pre-
serve so charming a bit of wild Nature—not
10 miles from Hyde Park Corner !

Of the three Museums, the Herbarium, the
new physiological laboratory, as well as of the
provision for raising useful and economic plants
for India and the colonies, we cannot now
speak ; they would require a special number to
themselves. It must suffice to say that they, as
indeed the whole establishment, bear unequi-
vocal testimony to the genius and energy of the
late Sir William Hooker, and of his son and
successor in the directorate. It is assuredly no
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somewhat to our surprise, upon an excellent

collection of deciduous Oaks, American and
others. Similar collections of ISeeches, Chest-
nut, Hornbeams, and the like follow. Few
people, even among gardeners and botanists,

have any idea of the wealth in deciduous
trees that is stored up for their use at Kcw,
and years must elapse ere the at present

are required to step round the extreme circum-

ference of the branches.

With this necessarily meagre outline we must
leave the pleasure-grounds, trusting tliat in

future the scientific requirements of the arbori-

culturist and the botanist may be as well met
as they now arc, and without detriment to the

wild beautv of the forest, which is so thoroughlv

empty compliment to Mr. Smith, the curator,

and to the general statfof the establishment, to

say that the general management and well-

keeping of the place reflect the highest credit

on their endeavours. Nor must wc omit, in

conclusion, to tender our thanks to them for

the facilities rendered us in preparing this

account.














